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Preface 

Progress in phonology, like other disciplines, grows out of debate. Every journal 
article, every conference paper, every book chapter, every book on phonology, 
can be seen as a contribution to one or more discussions on son1e theoretical topic. 
New data are sought to sharpen theoretical claims and new theories are proposed 
to accommodate previously undescribed data. Already familiar data paradigms 
are frequently appealed to in arguing that some new theory fares better than its 
con1petitors in the description of various phenomena. 

Arguably, the synchronic study of phonology is currently celebrating its first 
centenary: Ferdinand de Saussure \Vas teaching his Cours de linguistique generate 
up to his death in 1913 (it 'vas published posthumously in 1916). One hundred 
years of debates have yielded many insights into the sound structure of human 
language. Vve no\v know much more about a \vhole range of specific phono
logical phenomena, including topics such as vo\vel harn1ony, the typology of word 
stress systems, and the structure of affricate sounds. We kno\v more about how 
sound systems interact with morphological and syntactic systems, and about 
the importance of taking factors like variation and frequency into account in the 
study of phonology. Phonologists have not developed a theory \Vhich completely 
captures each of those phenon1ena (let alone one which captures every aspect of 
aU of them. in a uniform \vay). Bt.1t a.t lea.st "'e have a much better picture of some 
of the properties which a successful theory of phonology should have. 

Alongside external and universal challenges, such as university adn1inistrators 
who do not see the in1portance of something as esoteric as the study of sound 
systen1s, we can identify at least l\vo internal dangers which challenge our field. 

The first is that n1any debates are abandoned at some point, and then forgotten, 
\Vith the issues involved sometimes being rediscovered much later, '''ithout the 
earlier research necessarily being kno,vn to the ne\\1 generation of researchers. The 
reasons for this are often perfectly understandable, and there is probably no "'ay 
to avoid this state of affairs con1pletely. After lengthy discussions in the litera
tLlre on, say, the relationship bel\veen continuancy and place of articu.lat.i.on, appar
ently involving arguments for and against almost every logically possible vie'" 
on the issue, the topic may seem to be intractable, and scholars may tire of it and 
move on to ne"' topics of debate. Thus \Ve n1ay avoid unfruitful atten1pts to solve 
problems for '''hich \Ve just do not have the right tools at that particular mon1ent. 
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How·ever, these discussions 'vill frequently have led to at least partial agreement 
on in1portant properties of the phenomenon at hand, even if only that the pheno
n1enon is extren1ely con1plicated: just positing, for instance, son1e feature-geon1etric 
structure in '"hich continuancy and place of articulation are in an unambiguous 
universal relation to each other 'vill encounter many problems that help us better 
understand the phenomenon, even if they do not lead to a generally accepted 
solution. However, by abandoning the debate on the topic, \Ve run the risk of 
losing that kno\v]edge. The danger is that ne\v generations will have to rediscover 
the subtleties of the phenomenon \vhen the topic is taken up again. 

The second danger is over-specialization. Saussure \vas an aJl-round linguist, 
\vith a deep understanding of much of (Western) linguistics as it 'vas kno'''n 
at the time. Today there are very fe\v, if any, people \vho can make such a claim. 
Scholars '''ith a thorough w1derstanding of phonology n1ay have some kt10\'\'
ledge of neighboring disciplines sum as morphology or phonetics, but usually 
not even of both of those. There are many more phonology talks given every year 
at specialized phonology conferences than there are phonology talks at genera! 
linguistics conferences. And even within the field itself there are fairly \Vell
established dividing lines: an expert on intonation is unlikely to be co1npletely up 
to date on the literature on coronals; somebody \vho studies the Ian1bic-Trochaic 
La\v may skip the talks on sign language phonology in the local phonology 'vork
shop; somebody \vho 'vorks on stress may have little knowledge of segmental 
phonology. This means that crucial insights \vithin one sub-discipline of phono
logy are becoming less and less accessible to phonologists '"orking \Vi.thin other 
sub-disciplines. 
The Blackwell Companion to Plionology does not have the ambition to offer 

solutions to these problems; indeed, they are probably unavoidable. Yet a tool 
such as this allo,vs us to document at least some of the n1any insights into hun1an 
language that phonologists have gathered in the past decades, and also to give 
an overview of what at present seen1 to be the n1ajor issues that those interested 
in sound structure are thin.king and arguing about. 

The Companion is in essence an encyclopedia of case studies. Each chapter 
addresses some topic '"hich has been debated in one \vay or another in the his
tory of our field. Authors were invited to concentrate pri.n1arily on the empirical 
arguments that have been put for\vard by the various sides in sum debates. Because 
of this concentration on case studies, there are many topics we have ignored . For 
instance, there is a chapter on coronals, but not one on labials, simply because 
there has been much more discussion in the phonological literature on the inter
nal structure and the behavior of coronal sounds than on their labial counterparts. 
Si.nUlarly, there is a cllapter on palatalization, but not one on labialization, again 
because the former has been discussed. broadly in the phonology literature while 
ilie latter has not. 

Some chapters have turned out more like the case studies "'e originally had in 
mind than others. Inevitably, some chapters had to be organized. differently, for 
instance those concentrating n1ore on a specific theoretical device (such as constraint 
conjunction or rule ordering) than on some empirical phenoo:i.enon. However, even 
ilie authors of these chapters were asked to provide some discussion of the data 
\vhich Jed scholars to develop such theoretical concepts in the first place. 

We are, of course, conscious of the fact that the reader 'vill find that many 
possible topics are missing fron1 the Co111pa.nion, including son1e hotly debated ones 
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- the 124 case studies included could easily have been doubled in number. There 
are various reasons for th.is, perhaps most in1portantly the need to keep an already 
substantial enterprise within reasonable bounds, so that n1any topics which 
had a good claim to be included had to be discarded. Sometimes, too, chapters 
have taken a rather different direction from that originally anticipated - in 
such cases the editors generally felt that including such chapters was preferable 
to imposing an over-rigid framework into \vh.ich the authors would have to fit 
their n1aterial. It 1nay, ho\vever, prove possible to add further topics to the online 
version of the Companion ("''vw.companiontophonology.con1), which 'viii provide 
features not available in the print version, and which is anticipated to gro\v in 
the next fe,v years. 

In spite of this, a great deal of ground is covered in this first print edition. 
Phonology as a discipline is theoretically and methodologically in a period of great 
change, making it a very exciting time to be a phonologist. We find scholars 
constructing formal theories working alongside others who apply statistical 
methods adopted from the social and computational sciences, ,,,hiJe those "'ho 
prefer to test ideas with the use of experimental techniques may be \vorking along
side those \vho collect their data in the field. 

This diversity is reflected in the group of authors. Altogether, almost 150 
phonologists have been involved in the production of this reference vvork - a 
significant sample of the population of phonologists. The insights of many major 
frame"rorks of the beginning of the t\¥enty-first century, such as Articulatory 
Phonology, Evolutionary Phonology, Governn1ent Phonology, Laboratory Phono
logy, and Optin1ali.ty Theory, are presented in various chapters, and in some 
cases compared explicitly. Where appropriate, autl1ors '"ere also invited to end 
their chapters by presenting their O\¥n vie'''S on the topic under discussion, and 
sometimes their O\Vn analyses of particular phenomena, and many have done 
so. As "'ell as being a collection of case studies, then, the Co111pnnion can also be 
read as an overvie\v of theoretical positions \Vithin phonology at the begiru1ing 
of the twenty-first century. 

As already noted, the Companion to Phonology comes in hvo different shapes. 
One is a traditional print edit.ion. The other is an electronic edition, published 
onli.ne, and convenient for searching and dovv1tloading individual papers. The 
chapters in the print edition are organized then1atically into five volumes of n1ore 
or Jess eqt.ial size. 

The first volume opens "'ith a number of chapters on general phonological 
topics, for exan1ple markedness and learnability, which will be of '"ide general 
interest to those \vorking in the field. The bulk of this volume is devoted to 
chapters on topics in segn1ental phonology, and includes studies of individual 
cl.asses of sounds, su.ch a.s the chapters on clicks and fricatives, as "'ell as more 
general discussions on the organization and structure of speech sounds (for 
example the chapter on distinctive features). 

The chapters in Volume II contain discussion of topics in suprasegmental 
phonology as well as prosody (which, at least on son1e vie,.vs, amount to the san1e 
thing). The division behveen Voluo1es I and II - and indeed the organization of 
the volumes in general - has not always been straightfonvard, as there are so many 
intersecting parameters involved; the chapter on geminates has been included 
i.n the volume dealing \Vith supraseg1nental phonology, although, as noted in the 
cl1apter, consonantal length is considered by some to be a segn1ental property. 
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Volume III deals 'vith phonological processes. Again, many of these chapters 
could have found a home in Volume I or II, as the processes considered in them 
typically involve seginental or suprasegn1entaJ phonology. 

The chapters in Volun1e IV are concerned with interfaces '.vi.th other branches 
of linguistics, for example morphosyntax or phonetics, and also \vith topics 
\vhich some might consider to be at least partly extralinguistic (such as frequency 
or variability). 

Vohune V contains language-specific issues, concentrating in particular on the 
discussion of processes and phenomena in individual languages or language 
families which have played a major role in general phonological discussion and 
the development of theories and analyses with a '''ider scope than the particular 
pheno1nena dealt '.vith here. Chapters have been included on topics such as vo,vel 
harmony in Hungarian and Turkish and flapping in English, but in this volun1e, 
in particular, there were many more potential topics than could in the end be 
included. 

The division into volumes is thus to some extent arbitrary. Ho,vever, '"'e do 
not anticipate that readers will make use of the material in the Companion on a 
vohune-by-volume basis, but rather as a complete reference work. To this end, 
every chapter contains a substantial nun1ber of cross-references to other chapters 
in the five volumes dealing with related topics. 

We have been \vorking on The Blackwell Companion to Phonology for roughly 
five years. During this period we have been heartened by the enthusiasm with 
which many of our colleagues have reacted to the plans for the project, both those 
who have contributed chapters and those who were not able to take part in the 
project for one reason or another. It appears that the phonological coo.ununity at 
large believes that a reference 'vork of this size "'ill be valuable for progress in 
the field. We believe that the Co1npani-0n sho,vs how healthy and lively the field 
of phonology currently is. A great deal of kno,vledge has been accunutlated, and 
1nany insights have been gained. Vast numbers of questions are still unans,vered; 
the debate goes on. 

That an enterprise of this magnitude has come to fruition in a comparatively 
short period of tin1e is primarily due to the help of a great nu1nber of people, 
primarily, of course, the authors of the 124 chapters, nearly all of '''horn also acted 
as reviewers of other contributions to the Companion. \!Ve thank them all for their 
,.viJli.ngness to participate in the project, even 'vhen confronted with impossib le 
deadlines for submitting chapters, writing revie"'S, and responding to editorial 
queries. We are very happy that April McMahon is one of those authors; it "'as 
April \vho, as prospective editor-in-chief, first developed the plans for this 
Companion in conjunction \vith the publishers, and set up the rest of the editorial 
teai:n - tlnfOrhui.ately her many admiru.strative obligations meant that she had to 
withdraw from editing the project at a fairly early stage. 

We are extremely grateful to Tessa Obbens, who took on the task of editing and 
making uniform the large nu1nber of references (over 10,000) in the 124 chapters. 

Vl/e also \Vould like to thank Martin Everaert and Henk van Riemsdijk, who 
are general editors of the series of B.l.ack"rell Companions to Linguistics, of "'hich 
The Blackwell Companion to Phon-0logi1 is the second, and '"'ho also edited The Blackwell 
Companion to Syntax. We have benefited from their helpful comments. 

We are grateful to everyone at Wiley-Blackwell for their support and patience, 
in partic1tlar the corrunissioning editor, Danielle Descoteaux, who took over the 
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project from her predecessor, Ada Brunstein, before the editorial team "'as com
plete, and has been an invaluable source of enthusiastic support ever since. Barbara 
Duke, production editor in Oxford, has n1anaged to keep us on the straight and 
narro\v even when '"e fell so far behind schedule that final deadlines threatened 
to be missed. The project managers, initially Louise Spencely and thereafter Janey 
Fisher, together '"ith their large team of copyeditors and proofreaders, have been 
of invaluable help in preparing these volun1es, and in guiding us through so1ne 
of the more esoteric conventions of the publishing world. We thank then1 for their 
iulfailing good htunor and efficiency in the face of our persistent questions, and 
hope that they will be pleased \vith the final result. 

REFERENCE 
Saussure, Ferdinand de. 1916. Cours de linguistiquc gc11crale. Lausanne & Paris: Payot. 
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1 Underlying Representations 

JENNIFER COLE 
Jos:E IGNACIO HUALDE 

Language is acquired and experienced primarily through the 1nedium of speech 
or the 1nanually signed signal. A primary goal of phonology, restricted here to 
the context of spoken language, is to discover the elen1ents that serve as the build
ing blocks of speech. Considering that languages differ in their spoken forn1s, 
two further questions for an understanding of phonology concern the relations 
bet\veen the sound elements that give shape to the phonological system of an indi
vidual language, and the constraints that determine how these sound ele1nents 
may pattern in the forn1ation of words and phrases in that language. 

Over many centuries of scholarship and across continents, linguists have pursued 
answers to these questions for the practical purpose of providing a straightfor
ward orthography for particular languages (see Pike 1947), explicating a method 
for describing the phonological component of individual languages, or for the 
scientific purpose of identifying the mental encoding of phonological forn1 in the 
minds of the native speaker/hearer. Differences in the relative priority accorded 
to practical and scientific purposes have resulted in differences in the principles 
and methods of competing schools of phonology. But all approaches, from the 
work of the Sanskrit scholar Patanjali in the second centtuy BCE to the theories 
that emerged during the heyday of European and Alnerican phonology in the 
twentieth century, presume tl1at the basic elem.ents of spoken language a.re at 
some level of abstraction from the physical form of speech as experienced by the 
speaker /hearer. The representation of "'Ords in terms of abstract elements is posited 
as a basic or underlying representation (UR) in nearly every phonological theory to 
the present day. Theories differ in the status of the UR (as an artifact of descriptive 
analysis, or part of the cognitive system of langu.age), its relation to m.orphologi.cal 
form and phonetics, and v1hether it may encode morphosyntactic context, reflecting 
differences among theories in the kinds of data considered as primary evidence 
for phonological form. Different proposals for UR also reflect differences in the 
S<-"Ope of the proposed theory, e.g. in 1nodeling diachronic or synchronic pheno1nena, 
dialectal or style-dependent variation, corpus data, speaker intuitions, child pro
ductions, or instances of the intentional, creative manipulation of phonology in 
poetry or language games. 
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1 Underlying representations in phonemic theories 

Phonological theories of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century take 
the phoneme as the basic element of phonological analysis (see CHAPTER i1: THE 

PHONEME). Jan Niecislaw Baudouin de Courtenay and his student Mikolaj 
Kruszewski of the Kazan school (established in the mid-1870s) introduced the 
phonen1e as a mental construct encoding the "image" of a sound as it is perceived 
and recognized, and as the abstract units with '"hich phonological alternations 
may be characterized (Baudouin de Courtenay 1871). The notion of the phoneme 
as an abstraction from the acoustic and articulatory manifestation of speech \11as 
also expressed in the contemporaneous work of Ferdinand de Saussure, published 
posthumously in 1916, and recognized as the origin of struchrralist linguistic ana
lysis. De Saussiue's "sound images," corresponding to what other scholars would 
term "phonemes" (Anderson 1985: 38-40), 'vere characterized in terms of the prop
erties that distinguish bet'"een the abstract sound units. And "'hile Baudouin de 
Courtenay's vie'" evolved to assign psychological reality to the phoneme as a unit 
of representation, de Saussure did not share this attribution, emphasizing instead 
the importance of the rules that relate sound representations (Anderson 1985: 53, 
68). Despite de Saussure's rejection of the phoneme as constituting a distinct level 
of representation - an underlying form - his 'vork profoundly influenced a later 
generation of scholars vtho focused intensely on the question of phonemes as units 
of representation, notably in the \\'Ork of Trubetzkoy (1939) and Jakobson (1949) 
of the Prague School and of American structuralist linguists such as Bloomfield 
(1933) and Harris (1944, 1960). 

Both the Prague School and American structuralism adopted de Saussure's 
vie"' of phonemes as being characterized in terms of a system of contrast (see 
CHAPTER 2: CONTRAST). The Prague School notion was that phonen1es are ele1nents 
that are related to one another in a system of oppositions that define lexical con
trast. Similarly, Jones (1967: 10) defines the phoneme as "a family of sounds in a 
given language which are related in character and are used in such a \11ay that 
no one member ever occurs in a "'Ord in the same phonetic context as any other 
member," and explains that what phonemes do "is to distinguish \11ords from 
one another" (1967: 265). The American structuralists held a sin1ilar notion, and 
focused on the method for deterolining the phonemic representation of "'Ords 
based on observations of phonetic form. 

In a first sense, any representation of the utterances of a language in ternls of 
contrasting phonenles can be construed as providing an 11nderlying representa
tion of those utterances. Thus, the form 'fonim, \vhich we find in Kenyon and 
Knott's (1953) Pronouncing dictionary of American English for 'vhat is conven
tionally '''ritten plwneme, is to be taken as the representation that underlies the 
infinitely diverse actual and potential productions of this word by native speakers 
of American English. This UR is in terms of the contrasting segment-sized units 
of the language. 

An important clain1 behind phonemic theories, by and large borne out by every
day experience, is that, given an adequate phonemic representation, a native speaker 
of the language '"ill kno"' ho"' to pronounce a previously unkno'"n word acctrr
ately, in all phonetic detail. That is, a native speaker of American English vtho 
encounters, say, the '"ord phoneme for the first ti.tne in an English text will know 
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ho''' to pronounce it accurately upon consulting Kenyon and Knott's dictionary. 
Words containing the san1e sequence of phonemes cannot differ in any detail of 
their pronunciation. If they do, that "'ould indicate that they have been incorrectly 
transcribed as having identical underlying phonen1ic representations. In the case 
of a language \Vhose conventional orthography follov.rs the phonemic principle 
to a greater extent than English, such as Spanish, it is not unusual for very small 
children to convincingly read the nev;spaper aloud even though a great percentage 
of the words that they are reading may be unkno>vn to then1 (so that, in fact, they 
may not understand much of vvhat they are reading). 

A first hypothesis of the theory of phonemic transcription is thus that all utter
ances in a language can be analyzed as combinations of a small set of phonemes 
(consonants, vo,vels, and prosodic phonemes). Often there is an important addi
tional hypothesis that there is a universal set of sounds an1ong which each actual 
language chooses its set of contrasting phoneines. The International Phonetic 
A.lphabet (I.PA) represents an explicit proposal about the nature of this universal 
set. As stated in the Handbook of the International Phonetic Association (IPA 1999), 
"[t]he IPA is intended to be a set of syn1bols to represent all the possible sounds 
of the world's languages [ . . .  ]. The sounds that are represented by the sy1nbols 
are pri.n1arily those that serve to distinguish one word from another in a language" 
(IP A 1999: 159). 

Everyday experience shows that, on the other hand, there is no universal 
phonetics. To give a trivial example, one of the authors of this chapter is a native 
speaker of American English and the other one is a native speaker of Spanish who 
learned English in adulthood. Both authors have a good understanding of what 
sounds the symbols of the IPA are intended to represent. Chances are that both 
authors' renditions of a given word in American English, say, 'fonim, would be 
identified as the same sequence of phonemes, that is, as the word that is norn1ally 
written phone111e. One of them, however, '"ould be perceived as having been pro
duced '"ith a foreign accent (i.e. with non-native phonetics). 

The in1plicit hypothesis of phonemic transcription, e.g. as reflected in Kenyon 
and Knott, is, then, that speakers' know·ledge of the sounds of their language can 
be characterized as (a) kno,vledge of the phonemes and sequences of phone1nes 
of their language (dra"'n form a larger potential set of contrastive sounds, as 
expressed in the IPA), and (b) kno"•ledge of ho\v to articulate those phonemes 
in the different phonological. environments in �vh.ich. they can be found. Import
antly, phonetic detail can be abstracted avvay from individual lexical entries. Given 
a UR consisting of a string of phonemes, a native speaker "'ill know ho\v to pro
nounce it in all contexts. 

2 Indeterminacy in phonemic representations 

Experience has sho,vn that establishing the phonemic inventory of a language 
is for the n1ost part a straightforward n1atter, but also that in any language there 
u.su.ally remain a fe'" cases of unclear or ambiguous phonemicization (c.f. for 
instance, Hualde 2004). Difficulties often arise in situations where the mapping 
bet"1een allophones and phonemes is not one-to-one (i.e. the bi-uniqueness condi
tion of Harris 1944, 1951 breaks down). Some of the commonly attested types of 
problems for phonen1icization are discussed in this section. 
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2.1 English flaps as "fuzzy" phonemes 

Indeterminacy in phonemic analysis arises \vhen a single surface seg1nent can be 
analyzed as deriving from a sequence of two phonemes and when segn1entation 
as one or hvo phonemes is unclear. There are 'veil-known examples of this sort 
in English, such as the case of the rhotacized vo\vel that occurs in '''ords like bird 
- is it an independent phoneme or a sequence of vov,,el follo"1ed by /r/? A similar 
question occurs for the velar nasal - is it an independent phoneme \vith defective 
distribution (banned fro1n syllable-initial position) or the phonen1e sequence /ng/? 
Another notorious problem for segmentation is posed by the tense, diphthongizing 
vowels, variously transcribed \vith one or hvo symbols by different authors. A 
distinct kind of problem for phonemicization concerns the treatment of schwa -
should it be analyzed as an allophone of I A/ (a phonetically sin1ilar vowel) that 
occurs in unstressed syllables? Or, in cases \Vhere there is a morphologically related 
\vord in 'vhich stress occurs on a different syllable (e.g. 'tel(�]phone, te'l[£]plzony), 
should the phonemicization of sch,va depend on the value of the corresponding 
vowel in the related word? \'\le will come back to this topic. 

A different issue for phonemic analysis is that of the status of the flap [r) in 
American English (see also CHAPTER 113: F'LAl'l'!NG lN A1'·!ER1CAN ENGLISH). Re
placing [r] with [t") in better, but again, or positive does not result in a difference in 
lexical meaning, so by an analysis based on the test of lexical contrast, [r] should 
be an allophone of /t/. But under Hacris's (1951) criterion of the native speaker's 
judgment, the flap may qualify as a phoneme, since native speakers are a\vare 
that these are two different sounds (as reflected, for instance, in infonnal spellings 
such as geddout of here, forgeddabouddit, etc.).' The perceived difference may be 
associated 'vith formality or personal choice (in better, positive), or with phrasing 
(in but again). If \ve consider the phoneme as a sound category, then the flap in 
American English appears to be an example of a "fuzzy" or quasi-phoneme that 
shares so1ne but not all of the properties of more robust phonen1es (see Janda 1999 
and Hall 2009 for related discussion). This view treats phonemicization as being 
akin to other categorization phenomena (Taylor 2006), and may allow for more 
complexity in the relationships among linguistic sounds than that implied in any 
of the twentieth-century phonemic theories. 

2.2 Neutralization 

2.2.1 English obstruent sequences 
As noted, phone1nic theory invokes lexical contrast as a prirnary criterion for estab
lishing the phonemic status of a sound relative to other sounds in the language. 
Problems for this approach arise "'hen contrast relations between t�vo or 1nore 
sounds a re not consistent throughout the language. For instance, in many languages, 
hvo or more sounds that contrast in some positions in a syllable or '"ord fail to 
contrast in others. This phenon1enon is kno,vn as the n.eutrnlizahon of contrast, 
and its resolution in phonemic analysis has led to increased abstraction in URs 
in several theories. 

Consider the case of obstruent voicing in English. In English, coda sequences of 
obstruents always agree in voicing. Thus "'e observe obstruent voicing agreement 

1 Flapping causes neutra)jzation of /t/ and /d/. Speakers also seem to be aware that the flap is 
different from /d/, although we don't hove the some kind of evidence. 
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in words like act and tasks, while the corresponding disagreeing tautosyllabic 
sequences are unattested, • /-kd/, • /-zks/, etc. In a simple phonen1ic analysis (i.e. 
one that expresses only phonemes and allophones and a direct mapping between 
the hvo), the absence of clusters \vith disagreeing voicing results in a pattern of 
defective distribution of obstruents: only voiced obstruents occur adjacent to a 
tautosyllabic voiced obstruent, \vith a parallel restriction for voiceless obstruents. 
The defective distribution does not, in this sunple phonemic analysis, have any 
unplications for URs, nor is it explicitly treated in the phonemic analysis. 

Prague School phonology, on the other hand, offers an explicit model of neutral
ization by positing an archi.phoneme in the phonological representation (the UR) 
in contexts of neutralization. An archiphoneme is a unit that represents the com
mon features of phonemes whose contrastive property is neutralized in specific 
contexts. The archiphoneme appears in only those contexts of neutralization, sub
stituting as it "'ere for any one of the specific phonemes it covers. In the English 
example under discussion here, in a sequence of obstruents in the syllable coda, 
archiphonemes unspecified for voicing (represented by capital letters) replace 
any occurrence of an obstruent phoneme after another obstruent. In English we 
would thus have representations such as desks /desGZ/, texts /tekZDZ/, adze, 
ads, adds /redZ/, etc., where the surface voice properties of the archiphonen1e are 
predictable from the preceding context. The inclusion of archiphonemes renders 
URs somew·hat more abstract than a simple phonemic representation, and antici
pates future developments advocating abstractness of URs. But before leaving 
this exa1nple, notice that since the neutralization of obstruent voicing n1ay affect 
consonants across morphen1e boundaries in coda clusters, as in texts, ads, and adds, 
it leads to alternations in the shape of suffixes including the regular plural nominal 
suffix and the 3rd person verbal agreement, a topic to \vhich we \viii return in §3. 

2.2.2 Japanese sibilants 
The treatn1ent of neutralization u1 phonenuc theory has further m1plications for 
the abstractness of URs, illustrated here in an example from Japanese. In Japanese 
[s] and [J] appear to be in phonemic contrast in all contexts except before /i/, 
where only [J] is found, and before /e/, "'here only /s/ is found, excluding recent 
borrowings. Thus Japanese presents another case of the defective distribution of 
phone1nes due to the neutralization of contrast in specific contexts. In a Prague 
Scl1ool analysis the axchiphoneroe !SI would replace the h"o phonemes /s/ and 
/JI before a front vo,vel, where the contrast is neutralized. 

There is another possible solution to phonemicization in cases of defective dis
tribution such as the Japanese exan1ple, vvhiffi does not involve archiphonemes. 
The solution allovvs the specification in UR of abstract phonemes that fail to map 
to surface a.llophones.2 We refer to this here as the Abstra.ct Phonemic analysis. 
For the Japanese case, an Abstract Phonemic analysis posits the phoneme /s/, 
relegating [J] to the status of an allophone: /s/ maps onto the allophone [JI ill 
surface realization \vhen it precedes phonemic /i/ and also before the glide /j/, 
a kind of "ghost" phoneme that serves to condition the palatal sibilant and is 
simultaneou.sly absorbed mto that consonant (see Table 1.1). In fact, there is a 
romanization of Japanese that assumes this second phonemicization, and this is 
essentially the representation that \Ve also find in the native kana orthography. 

2 Gold smith (2008) presents an insightflLI discussion of the historic precedent for this type of 
analysis in the work of Harris (1951). 
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Table 1.1 Phonemicization of Japanese surface allophones [s fl in three phonemic 
analyses. Representations in parentheses are excluded from the set of possible URs 

Surfac" alloplrmres Simple plum em ic Prague Sclrool Abstract phonemic 

ph.onc>rnes: Is f I 

[sa) (fa) /sa/ /fa/ 
[se] /se/ ('/fe/) 

(fi] (*/si/) /Ji/ 
(so] [fo] /so/ !fol 
(sw) [fw) /sw/ /Jw/ 

phonemes: Is f I 
archiphoneme: /SI 

/sa/ 
/Se/ 
/Si/ 
/sol 
/stu/ 

/fa/ 
(*/se Ji/) 
(*/si Ji/) 
!fol 
/fut/ 

phonemes: /s/ 

/sa/ 
/se/ 
/si/ 
/so/ 
/stu/ 

/sja/ 
(*/sje/) 
{*/sji/) 
/sjo/ 
/sjtu/ 

2.3 Basque palatal sonorants and the question of the 
"free ride" 

A sin1ilar situation arises in Basque. In some Basque dialects /I/ and /n/ historic
ally became [A) and [Jl), respectively, when preceded by /i/, syllabic or non
syllabic, and fo!Jo,ved by another vo,vel; e.g. [mutila) > [muti.Aa] 'the boy', [mina) 
> [miJla] 'the pain'. When the trigger \vas a glide, it '"as absorbed: [sajna] > [sa11a) 
'the vein'. Since, in the relevant varieties, /I/ and /n/ were not palatalized in the 
coda, this has resulted in numerous alternations in morpheme-final position: [mutil] 
'boy', [rnuti.Aa] 'the boy'; [1ni.n] 'pain', [miJla] 'the pain'; [sajl) 'difficult', [saAa) 'the 
difficult one'; [sajn) 'vein', [saJla) 'the vein' (in other dialects we find palatalization 
also in the coda). In a phonen1ic analysis with. ordered rules, this mapping behveen 
phonemic and allophonic representation could be handled by the following ordered 
rules (glides are allophones of the high vowels and another rule '"ould account 
for their distribution; see CHAPTER 1s: GL1D£s):3 

(1) Basque palatalization 

Palatalization: /l n/ � (,\ Jl) in contexts follo,ving /i j/ and preceding 
a vowel 

Glide absorption: /j/ deletes in contexts preceding (intern1ediate) [A Jl) 

e.g. /nlina/ � [n1iJla] 
/saila/ � sajla � saj,\a � [sa,\a) 

Once \Ve have these rules, we may Jet them apply also in the morpheme
internal context, where palatals do not participate in any alternations. Thus, [i.Ae] 
'hair', [oAo) 'chicken', [i}lor) 'anybody', and [ba}latu) 'bathe' can be analyzed as 
/ile/, /oilo/, /inor I, and /bainatu/. The rules in (1) 'vill successfully derive palatal 
sonorants from all positions except perhaps 'vord-initially (where the context for 
the added rule of glide formation '"ould not obtain); since 'vord-init ial palatal 
sonorants are found only in a very small number of words (1nostly borro,vings), 

3 Phonemic analyses with ordered rules moppiJ\g phonemes to su.rfoce aJJophonic representations 
are found in Bloomfield (1939), and, as highlighted in Goldsmith's recent work (2008), are again token 
up by Wells (1949) in work that presages the major development in Generative Phonology a decade Inter. 
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this dynamic phonemic analysis may allow us to dispense "'ith nvo phonemes, 
/A Jl/, fron1 the underlying phoneme inventory for the language. The question 
for phone1nic theory is whether this analysis should be alJo,"ed, where morphen1e
internal palatal sonorants get a "free ride" on the analysis 1notivated for cross
morpheme contexts (Oftederra 1991}. In this particular case, \ve have some 
evidence in favor of the abstract analysis that allo'"s "free ride" derivations, in the 
form of son1e subsequent develop1nents. In a couple of regional dialects palatal 
sonorants have undergone depalatalization, and this has affected both morphen1e
final and morphen1e-internal palatals. Indeed, palatals '"hich did not have their 
historical origin in the palatalization process have also been depalatalized, gen
erating a preceding glide when not follo'"ing /i/: e.g. teila 'tile' < Romance *tel.a; 
ladri/11 'brick' < Spanish Iadrillo; dainu 'damage' < Spanish daiio (Zuazo 2010: 61-62}. 
Although the explanation for this second sound change 1nay be found in a hyper
correction process, it is consistent with the abstract URs of the "free ride" analysis. 

2.4 Summary 
The examples discussed above illustrate the challenge in determining the correct 
UR for a given \\'Ord or phrase in a phonemic analysis. While there has been 
"'idespread support for the notion that the basic elements of phonology are units, 
such as phonemes, that are abstractions over detailed phonetic forms, there are 
still many questions remaining about the degree of abstraction that is appropriate 
in UR. A frequent problem arises "'hen t\VO sounds that contrast in some contexts 
do not contrast in other contexts, as in the Japanese example that \Ve have con
sidered. Further issues arise from the possibility of reducing the size of the phone1ne 
inventory at the expense of greater abstractness in underlying phonem.ic repre
sentation, as in the case of Basque palatal sonorants, or the several problematic 
cases mentioned from English. Yet another challenge arises from cases \vhere 
different criteria for phonemicization result in conflicting phonen1icization, as in 
the case of the English flap as a fuzzy phoneme. Yet other challenges arise \vhen 
the contrast between. lexical items involves overlapping segolents, and cannot be 
reduced to an analysis in terms of one-to-one correspondence bet\veen phones 
and phonemes (for further discussion see Lass 1984: ch. 2). 

3 Underlying representations in morphophonemic 
theories 

A different approach to phonen1ic analysis in cases of neutralization can be found 
in the \VOrk of Au1erican strtlcturalist phonologists who tackle the problem of 
determining the underlying segments in cases of neutralization by taking into 
consideration the phonological form of inflectionally or derivationally related words. 
A classic den1onstration of this approach is in the analysis of the underlying voicing 
of word-final plosives in German, based on their realization in inflected forms of 
the san1e paradigm. For instance, the final voiceless consonant of Bund [bunt] 'asso
ciation' may be analyzed as the realization of an underlying voiced phoneme /d/, 
because the genitive Bundes [bundas] appears "'ith the voiced phoneme, as does 
the plural Bunde [bunda] (see CHAPTER 69: FINAL DEVOICING AND FINAL LARYNGEAL 
NEUTRALIZATION). Similarly, An1erican English atom [ceran1] n1ay be represented 
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as /retom/ because the underlying nature of the neutralized segments is revealed 
in atomic [at"on1rk]. This vie,v, \vhich 1nakes use of morphophonological consid
erations to determine underlying forms, was already present in the '''ork of 
Baudouin de Courtenay (see Anderson 1985: 67-68), but is explicitly rejected by 
Jones (1967: 104-107) and other authors who maintai.n that phonemic represen
tations of words should be established using purely phonological information. 

In An1erican structuralist approaches, a phonemic representation is based on 
observations of the distribution of sounds in phonetic forn1, and is distinguished 
from a separate n1orphophonological representation, '"'here relations behveen 
•vords containing the same morpheme are considered. Thus, German Bund [bunt) 
\VOuld have the phonemic representation /bunt/ and the morphophonemic 
representation //bund//. The adn1ittance of a morphophonological level of repre
sentation raises the question of whether this representation should be considered 
as the underlying representation of '"'ords, and accorded status as psychologic
aUy real. A phonemic theory with no morphophonological level must resort to 
an expl icit listing of the allomorphs as multiple URs for alternating morphemes, 
\vhile in a theory v1ith distinct levels of morphophonological and phonemic 
representations, allomorphs can be defined by the n1apping bet\veen the t\vo. 
The morphophone1nic analysis is illustrated here with the English regular plural 
suffix. This morpheme can be said to possess three allomorphs in complen1en
tary distribution: /-z/, /-s/, and /-az/. (In a Prague School analysis, it 'vould 
have the allomorph /-Z/ after an obstruent, '''here there is no contrast bel\,reen 
/s/ and /z/, as in cats, dogs, and the allomorph /-z/ after a sonorant, as in lioys, 
hens, where it contrasts with /s/, cf. voice, hence). Since the distribution of the 
aUomorphs is phonologicaUy conditioned (see CHAPTER 99: PHONOLOGJCALLY 

CONDITIONED ALLOMORPH SELECTION), and furthermore, essentially the same 
alternation is found with other suffixes such as the genitive and the regular past 
tense, one possibility is to choose a single underlying morphophonemic repre
sentation for each suffix, from 'vhich (phonenuc and) surface forms could be derived 
by the application of general rules. The morphophonemic analysis is sum.marized 
in (2), in contrast to a phonemic analysis '''ith a listing of allomorphs. Note that 
the analyses sho,vn here are offered as concrete exanlples of the phonemic and 
morphophonemic approaches, and exist alongside other possible analyses of the 
specification of phonemic or morphophone1nic forn1. 

(2) Tlze English plural suffix in "simple" phonemic, Prague School phonemic, and 
morphophonemic analyses 

"sinlple" Prague School morpho-
phone1ni.c phone1nic phone1nic 

morphophonemic //-z// (=UR) 
level: hens, cats, dogs, kisses 
phonemic /-z/ 1-z/ 1-z/ 
level: hens, dogs hens hens, dogs 

/-s/ 1-Z/ /-s/ 
cats cats, dogs cats 
/-az/ 1-az/ 1-az/ 
kisses kisses kisses 
(=UR) (=UR) 
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Relevant to our focus here on URs, the critical distinction betlveen the phon
e1nic and morphophonen1ic analyses illustrated in (2) is whether there is a unique 
representation specifying the phonological forn1 of all surface realizations of the 
111orpheme (the n1orphophonemic analysis), or '"hether each allomorph has an 
i.ndependent phonological representation (the phonemic analyses). The morpho
phonemic solution is also adopted in Generative Phonology, the theory that 
supplanted structuralisn1 as the dominant school of American phonology, but 
with the important difference that the Generative Phonology model of granunar 
bypasses the "classical" phonemic level. 

4 Underlying representations in Generative 
Phonology 

In modern practice the term "underlying representation" (UR) has become asso
ciated with the underlying phonological representations of Chomsky and Halie's 
Generative Phonology, the n1ajor development in phonological theory follo"'ing 
Bloomfield and his successors in American structuralisn1. As Cho1nsky and Halle 
(1968: 11) explain, thei.r phonological represen tations are essentially equivalent 
to the morphophonemic representations of American structuralist phonology . 

They further make clear that they, ho,vever, prefer not to use the tern1 111orpho
phone111ic representation, because this term seems to imply the existence of a differ
ent, phonemic level, '"hich they do not believe to be necessary or useful as a level 
or representation.• 

Chomsky and Halie's adoption of the morphophonemic level as input for 
the operation of phonological rules is mostly justified in terms of Chon1sky's 
overall conception of gra1nn1ar, '''here the phonology operates on the output of 
syntactic structures. Since the morphemes that co1npose a '"ord may appear 
LLJ1der different syntactic nodes, morphemes, not words, must be the units of 
lexical encoding. To use their example, the syntax provides sequences such as 
[[sing]v past]v and [[mend] pasl)w "'hich, after the operation of readjustment rules, 
becon1e, respectively, the underlying phonological representations [s*ng]v and 
[(mend)v d)v (where • represents the addition to the feature specification of i of a 
ne'" feature "indicating that it is subject to a later phonologica l rule 'vhich, 
among other things, happens to convert i to a?"; 1968: 11). 

In Chon1sky and Halle's framework the units in URs contain segments 
which are further decomposed into phonological distinctive features, including 
111orphological and syntactic jl.ll1cture features, and in son1e instances, sum as 
the examples discussed above, specific diacritic features. URs are mapped onto 
surface forms through the application of phonological (transformational) rules. 
These rules apply in a linear order, and the output of a rule yields an inter111ediate 
form that is the input for subsequent rules, until the final ordered rule applies to 
yield the surface form. 

" IJ1 den)ring tl1e status o( a disti11ct level of phonen1ic representation, Cl1omsky and Halle \Vere essen
tialJy in agreement with Bloom.field (J.933), as noted by Koe.roe.r (2003). Chomsky and Halle's reje<tion 
of strL1ctl1ralism_, and phonemic analysis in particular, is directed at the taxonomic phonemic analysis 
of Twaddell, Bloch, and other post-Bloomfield structuralists (Odden 2005: ch. 3, supplement). 
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4.1 The criterion of maximizing gram1natical 
generalization 

The URs of Generative Phonology, like the phonemic representations of struchrralist 
theories, abstract away from the detail of phonetic forn1. There is no explicit 
limit on the degree to which the UR di.verges from the phonetic form, and the 
UR of a given morpheme is not constrained to be identical or even similar to the 
surface form of any of its allomorphs. For example, Kensto\vicz. and Kisseberth 
(1979: 204) propose an analysis of Russian vowel alternations in \Vhich the noun 
"head" is assigned the UR I golov I 'head', 'vith t\¥0 full VO\¥els. These vowels 
never occur sin1.ultaneously in the surface form of m1y 'vord containing this 
root morpheme, but each occurs in stressed position in different words: ['gol;ivu] 
(Ace sc) and [gA 'lof] (CEN PL).s The full vo\<\1els in the UR surface intact only 
in the presence of stress, \vhich is assigned by morphophonological rules, and 
are other\vise transforn1ed by rule into the reduced VO\¥els [a A] in unstressed 
syllables. 

U"Rs specify lexically contrastive features (see CHAPTER 17: DISTINCTIVE FEATURES), 
and leave out any feature that is predictable from the phonological content 
(including juncture features), but the criterion of contrast is not the sole basis 
for determining URs in Generative Phonology. Another important criterion is 
maximizing grarrunatical generalization. The UR is the forn1 that provides an 
optimal mapping to all the observed surface forms of the morpheme, maximiz
ing the function of phonological rules in specifying predictable information, 
and in expressing regularities in the distribution of sounds in the language 
overall. 

For exan1ple, consider the representation of nasal consonants in a language 
like Catalan (Herrick 2002; see also Bonet and Lloret 1998: 127-155; Wheeler 2005: 
166-219). In certain phrasal contexts, the alveolar nasal In/ assimilates in place 
of articulation to a following consonant, as in (3a). The rule of Nasal Assin1ilation 
(4), formulated using the notation of Chon1sky and Halle (1968), operates on '"'ord
fi.nal /n/ to change the place of articulation feature in the appropriate contexts. 
There is a similar pattern of homorgani.city in NC clusters that can be observed 
\vithin words, shown in (3b), i.e. [n] is never found in heterorganic clusters 
morpheme-internally. These \vord-internal clusters do not participate in any morpho
phonological alternations involving nasal place of articulation, but allowing the 
rule of Nasal Assimilation to apply \vord-internally to /nC/ sequences offers the 
maximal generalization, permitting U.Rs like /kanp-Et/ 'little field' to be mapped 
onto surface representations \<\1ith homorganic NC clusters like [kamp-i:t]. Under 
this account, the underlying structure I . . .  np . . .  / may be posited even in the 
absence of any direct evidence for that structure from alternations in surface forn1, 
e.g. when the rule system operates to transforn1 the underlying structure in every 
surface instance. 

s This also applies to the vowels in the English example atom, atomic, mentioned in §3. 
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(3) Catalan. nasal assim.ilation. with /n/ 

a. son [n] 'they are' 
son amics [n] 'they are friends' 
son pocs [mp] 'tl1ey are fe,v' 
son fel ir;os [11Jf] 'they are happy' 
son dos [!)g] 'there are t"ro' 
son ncs [1\r I 'they are rich' 

son gennans [ni3] 'they are brothers' 
son lliures [ni,(J 'they are free' 
son grans [1Jg] 'they are big' 

b. campet [mp] 'field (DIM)' 

to111bet [mb] '\valk, stroll (DIM)' 
puntet [Qt] 'point (DI:M)' 
banquet [lJk) 'ba.nk (DIM)' 

(4) Catalan nasal place assim.ilation 

llnderlying Representations 

[:::��al ]� [aplace] I _ #  [-syllabic, aplace) 
+an tenor 

4.2 Underspecification in underlying representation 

11  

An alternative analysis of the Catalan data that avoids positing /n/ as the UR in 
monomorphemic NC dusters is to aUow the nasal consonant to be underspecified 
for place features in UR. Underspecification in UR \Vas proposed by Kiparsky in 
an unpublished (1981) manuscript on vowel harn1ony, and further developed 
in Kiparsky (1982), Archangeli (1984), Steriade (1987), and Pulleyblank (1988), 
among others (see Steriade 1995 and CHAPTER 7: FEATURE SPECIFICATION AND 
UNDERSPECIFICATION for an overvie"'). The proposal is an elaboration of a basic 
tenet of Generative Phonology as put forth by Chomsky and Halle (1968), 
namely that URs are devoid of all predictable phonological information ('vhich 
as noted above is also a core principle of phonemic representation in most 
phone1nic theories). For Chomsky and Halle, segn1ents are specified as bundles 
of distinctive features, a.nd thu.s any non-contrastive feature, st.ich as aspiration 
on voiceless plosives in American English, is omitted from UR. Taking this idea 
one step further, features that do not function to d istinguish contrastive sounds 
may also be omitted from those contexts in UR, in what is termed Contrastive 
Underspecification (Steriade 1987). Notice that the solutions adopted for underlying 
representations in generative analysis \vith u.nderspecifiec<tion can be very similar 
or identical to Prague Sdlool representations incorporating archiphonemes. This 
will be the case \vhen features are left underspecified only in contexts of neutral
ization and the features that are left unspecified are those that in other contexts 
serve to distinguish t\vo or n1ore seginents, as in Catalan campet /kaNpet/ 'little 
field', pun tel /puNt£t/ 'little point'. A more extreme version of underspecification 
theory, termed Radical Underspecification, holds that for every binary distinctive 
feature, only one value (the niarked value) is specified in UR, "'hile the opposite 
value (the unmarked value) is filled in during the course of derivation by ei ther 
context-sensitive or default phonological rules (Kiparsky 1985; Archangeli 1988). 
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Applied to Catalan, the principle of contrastive specification in UR means that 
the place of articulation feature \vill not be specified for nasals in NC clusters, 
where it is predictable from the follo'"'ing C even though in other contexts, •vhere 
place features cannot be predicted, they are obligatorily included in UR. This 
analysis v;ould be identical to a Prague School analysis. In Radical Under
specification analysis, on the other hand, one of the nasals may be left unspecified 
for place even in contexts \vhere place distinctions are not neutralized, such as 
word-finally before pause or a vo\vel. Thus, son 'they are' would be represented 
as /soN/ in Radical Underspecification models even though in this context there 
is a contrast \vi.th the bilabial nasal of som /som/ 'we are'. An advantage of the 
Radical Underspecification approach, in "'hich /n/ is systematically unspecified 
for place, as /N/, is that its representation accounts for 'vhy it is only /n/ that 
undergoes (major) place assi.Jnilation. Nasals •vith n1arked place features can occur 
in heterorganic clusters, e.g. som dos ''ve are t•vo', a[Jl) felir; 'happy year'. 

Needless to say, the adoption of u.nderspecification of any sort renders URs n1ore 
abstract. At the extreme, a segment may lack all distinctive feature content, being 
defined in UR 'vith no n1ore than a bare syllable position. For example, feature
less VO\'\'els have been proposed by Choi (1995) for the analysis of Marshallese, 
and for the analysis of sch•va (e.g. Anderson 1982; see also CHAPTER 26: SCHWA).6 

V\lith this development of underspecification in Generative Phonology in the 1980s, 
we have reached a zenith \vith respect to phonological theories •vith abstract and 
minimally specified URs. In §7 and §8 •ve return to consider subsequent develop
n1ents in phonological theory, "'hich pull URs in the opposite direction, away fron1 
abstrach1ess and tO\'\'ard full specification. 

4.3 URs and novel word formation 

Son1e evidence in support of a theory that posits URs as a n1eans to n1axi..n1ize 
gran1matical generalization comes from observations about novel word forma
tion (Kenstowicz and Kisseberth 1979: 26ff.). Consider for example the analysis of 
the English plural in terms of URs (as in (2) above). By positing the underlying 
form of the plural suffix as /-z/, '"ith phonological rules mapping this UR to its 
surface reflexes in [-z], [-s], and [-az), we have a ready account of the behavior of 
native speakers in fanning novel plural words. As shown by Berko (1958), even 
ytn.u�g chi ldren sho"' a preference for novel plurals that conform to familiar 
lexical patterns (e.g. the plural of wug is given with [-z]), "'hich is consistent '''ith 
the application of a general phonological rule to a common UR for the plural suffix. 

The productivity of phonological patterns to novel \vords may be handled i.11 
a theory \vithout URs by explicitly listing eacl1 allon1orph in the lexicon along 
,,vith its conditioning environment. Mechanisms of analogical extension can then 
select the correct allomorph for a novel word form based on its similarity to an 
existing word form. But, as discussed by Kensto\'\ricz and Kisseberth (1979: 29ff.), 
the lexical listing alternative is not available for productive phonological rules that 

• The featureless vowel lacks phonological place features, acquiring place specification only in 
pho11etic in1pleu1entatio11. Ma11ner features are l)'picaUy non-contrastive for vovvels, a11d tl1e 111ajor class 
features that distinguish vowels from coJ>sona.nts ca.n be predicted on the basis of a ounlmal sylJable 
structure that encodes the \rowel as a syllable nucleus. Alternatively, syllable structttre itself can be 
omitted from UR if the vowel is spedfied for the major class features [-consonantal, +syllobic]. 
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are conditioned by phrasal context, as in the case of Chim,viini vo,vel length. 
More recently, Albright and Hayes (2003) present experimental evidence against 
an account of novel word formation that dra•vs only on analogical extension of 
existing lexical patterns, based on data fron1 novel "'ord forn1ation in English. 
They propose that English speakers' ratings of novel past tense forms reflect the 
operation of rules learned by induction over lexical patterns, but only if rules are 
constrained to encode phonological structural similarities bel\veen lexical items. 
Ho,vever, •ve note that although Albright and Hayes argue for phonological rules 
as the n1echanism for expressing phonological patterns over •vord fonns, their 
analysis does not require abstract URs and does not give absolute priority to 
maximizing phonological generalization. Rather, they advocate a model of grammar 
that allovvs multiple rules governing morphophonological alternations that are 
formulated at varying degrees of specificity, reflecting "islands" of n1orpho
phonological regularity in the lexicon. 

5 Indeterminacy in morphophonemic representations 

In a fran1ework with morphophone1nic URs, including Generative Phonology 
in addition to some earlier Am.erican structuralist approaches, the problem of 
determining the most appropriate or optimal UR is even greater than in a sim
ple phonemic theory that lacks a n1orphophonemic representation. Some issues 
that arise relate to: (a) the choice of UR \vhen a morphe1ne has different al101norphs, 
(b) constraints regarding ho'" abstract URs n1ay be, and (c) determining which 
•vords are related. 

5.1 Indeterminacy in UR selection 

When we have distinct allon1orphs of a n1orphen1e, the clloice of UR is sometimes 
Jess than obvious. Even in the relatively sinlple case of aJJomorphy in the English 
plural and other inflectional suffixes, there is a surprising variety of possible ana
lyses, many of "'hich have been explicitly proposed (see Z"ricky 1975; Kenstowicz 

and Kisseberth 1979: 181; CHA1'TER 99: PHONOLOGICALLY CONDITIONED ALLOMORPH 

SELECTION). For instance, different generative phonologists have proposed analyses 
vvhere the UR of the pl ural suffix in English is /-z/, /s/, or /-1z/. In Spanish, 
the plural is generally formed adding /-s/ to stems end ing in a vowel, as in casa, 
casns 'house, houses', and adding /-es/ to stems ending in a consonant, as in am.or, 
a.mores 'love, loves'. Whereas generative phonologists appear to agree in taking 
/-s/ as the UR of the suffix, there has been n1ucll debate on the relative n1erits of 
an epenthesis analysis, ,.vhere amores "'ould be derived fron1 /amor+s/ by a rule 
of vo,vel insertion (Saltarelli 1970), and a deletion analysis, '"here all consonant
final stems are provided "'ith a final vo,vel in their UR, \vhich is deleted in word
final position by rule (Foley 1967; Harris 1969), so that a111or is /amore/ and a mores 
is /an1ore+s/. 1n principle, nothing \vould rule out a third analysis '"'here the 
UR of the plural suffix is /-es/, with deletion of the suffix-initial vo,vel in casas 
/kasa+es/. 

There are fe"' explicitly stated principles governing the analysis of URs. 
Deciding on a UR can require careful phonological argumentation, taking many 
kinds of facts into account and, as \Ve see, different phonologists 111ay co1ne up 
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\Vith different solutions. It remains unclear what principles of Universal Grammar 
guide the language learner to a wlique correct analysis in indetern1inate cases such 
as these. Note that the issue of choosing the correct UR is especially acute in 
Generative Phonology, \vhere, barring suppletion, all allomorphs of a given mor
pheme must derive from a unique underlying phonological representation. A theory 
that does not treat morphophonemic URs as mental constructs has the option of 
handling alternations of this type sunply by lexical listing of each alternant. 

5.2 Abstractness in underlying representations 
The problems in the selection of UR are complicated by the possibility of having 
indeterminately abstract URs. URs assume a certain degree of abstraction just for 
adopting phonen1ic (i.e. phonetically underspecified) representations. When \Ve 
identify a phone1ne /t/ in English which is realized as aspirated [th], unaspirated 
[t), gJottalized [t'], flap [r], or glottal stop (?] in different contexts or instances, \Ve 
are proposing an invariant abstract phonological unit underlying quite different 
phonetic realizations. But the issue of abstractness and its llinits are even more 
vivid i11 Generative Phonology precisely because this theory takes the strong posi
tion that the relevant w1its of lexical encoding are morphen1es. Since morphemes 
may appear in quite different shapes in different words, the URs of Generative 
Phonology can be considerably more abstract than the phonemic representations 
of \vords. Again using Chon1sky and Halie's example for this point, the under
lyi11g representation of telegraph nu1st be one fron1 \\•hi.ch the surface phonetic 
representation of telegraph, telegraphic, and telegraphy can be derived. They thus 
di.oose +tele+grcef+. Else,vhere in the same work, they propose URs tl1at differ 
quite radically from the surface form of \VOrds. Some of the early generative work 
by other authors also includes very abstract representations. We will consider a 
couple of examples below, in connection with the issue of word-relatedness. 

5.2.1 Constraining abstractness: The Alternation Condition 
A reaction to the abstractness of URs il1 Generative Phonology is found in the 
\vork of Kiparsky (1968), whose Alternation Condition is nevertheless too restric
tive for some scholars (e.g. Kensto,,vicz and Kisseberth 1979; Kenstowicz 1994; 
Odden 2005). Hooper's (1976) True Generalization Condition an1ow1ts to a 
,,vholesale rejection of the theory behind niorphophoneolic URs, since the condi
tion essentially limits the scope of phonological rules to phonotactics. \'\lhereas 
in more recent tlines there has been a tendency to disfavor very abstract mor
phophonological URs, the fact is that the issue has not been explicitly resolved 
so mucl1 as sidestepped in contemporary 'vork in Generative Phonology. 

Because of its historiographlc importance, \ve ,,viJJ briefly review Kiparsky's (1968) 
proposal here. In formulating the Alternation Condition, Kiparsky's focus is 
on analyses \Vithin the frame\\1ork of Generative Phonology that posit underlying 
forms that contain elements that never surface as such, but wllich serve to condition 
fue application of a phonological rule \vhose output could not other\vise be pre
dicted on the basis of the surface forms that a.ctually do appear. The Alternation 
Condition prohibits analyses il1 which all phonological derivations of an under
lying form (a morpheme) result in the neutralization of a contrastive element, termed 
an "absolute" neutralization. The offending analyses posit different underlying 
representations for what appears in surface form as the san1e segment, in order 
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to account for differences in phonological behavior conditioned by that segment, 
in different vvords. Generally these are cases where hvo historically distinct 
phonen1es have n1erged. We '"'ill briefly consider one of the exan1ples treated by 
Kiparsky. 

A synchronic statement about Sanskrit is that velars palatalize before /i/ and 
before some, but not all, instances of /a/. The historical explanation for this state 
of affairs is that palatalization took place before the front vo,vels /i e/, but sub
sequently in the diachronic developn1ent of the language, all non-high /e a o/ 
vowels merged in /a/ (Hock 1991: 149; see also CHAPTER 71: PALATALIZATION). 

(5) Sanskrit velar palatalization 

*gegon1e > /4;aga:1na/ '•vent' 
*giwo > /4;i:va I 'alive' 
*penke > /paJl!fa/ 'five' 

A possible synchronic analysis in a Generative Phonology approach would 
postulate underlying /e/ as distinct from /a/ and formulate the rule as palatal
ization of /k g/ before front vowels. This \'\•ould be follovved by another rule 
converting all instances of /e/ into /a/: Ike/ � /!fe/ � [!fa). This derivation 
i.nvolves absolute neutralization, since underlying /e/ never surfaces as such in 
the morphemes that condition palatalization. In every instance it is neutralized 
with /a/ after the application of the palatalization rule. The /e/ vovvel is posited 
in the underlying representations only to make the palatalization rule appear 
to be regular. This exemplifies the diacritic use of phonological content that 
Kiparsky's Alternation Condition is intended to disa.LIO\'\'. 

As mentioned, some generative phonologists argued that Kiparsky's constraint 
is too restrictive. For instance, Kenstowicz (1994: 113), folio'"' ing Chomsky and 
Halle (1968), claims that the alternation between [aj] and [r] in words like divine 
and divinity derives from a conunon source in "underlying long [i:]." He points 
Ot.1t that the putative underlying vo"•el does not surface as such in any surface 
realization of the root morpheme. Rather, the underlying vo\'\•el /i:/ is either 
diphthongized as in divine or undergoes shortening as in divinihJ. Kenstowicz 
reasons that the merits of the phonological analysis of Vowel Shift in these exam
ples (and extending to certain other alter.nations beh'l'een long and short vo\vels) 
favor rejecting the Alternation Condition. For Kensto\vicz, the critical criterion for 
judging the validity of an abstract UR is whether positing such a form results in 
a simpler grammar (i.e. one \'\'ith fevver and less complex rules), and achieves 
broader generalization in characterizing the sound patterns across the lexicon. These 
criteria require an evaluation n1ethod for 1neasuri.ng complexity and generalization, 
\vhich is in itself problen1atic, but do not require any constraints on abstractness 
in OR per se, or methods for measuring the degree of abstractness in LfR. 

5.2.2 Abstract URs and opacity 
.A sound pattern tha.t arises due to a phonotactic constraint or through morphopho
nological alternation is said to be opaque if its conditioning environment is not 
present in surface form, but can be identified in a UR. Kenstowicz and Kisseberth 
(1979) show that certain opaque patterns can be successfully and succinctly char
acterized in Generative Phonological analyses that involve abstract ORs set up to 
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contain appropriate triggering conditions for the opaque sound pattern, only to 
have the triggering elen1ents subsequently modified or eliminated by rules that 
apply later in the derivation. An example is the analysis of Palestinian Arabic \Vord 
stress (Kensto,·vicz and Kisseberth 1979: 229-231; see also CHAPTER 124: "'ORD STRESS 
IN ARABIC), 'vhich is described by the follo1\>ing rule: 

(6) Stress in Palestinian Arabic 
a. Stress the final syllable if it contains a long vo\vel or ends in a conson

ant duster: (ka'n1a:n) 'also', (dara'sti:) 'you (FEM) stt.idied it', (da'rast) 
'I studied'; or else: 

b. Stress the penultimate if heavy: [da'rasti] 'you (FEM) studied', [ba't'a:t'a] 
'potato'; or else: 

c. Stress the antepenult: [da'rasatu) 'he studied it'. 

There are two sets of surface exceptions to the pattern defined by these rules. In 
one group of words stress is antepenultimate even though the penultimate is heavy. 
A second group of exceptions have final stress even though the last syllable does 
not have a long vowel and does not end in a consonant cluster: 

(7) Su1face exceptions to the stress rules 
a. ['btudursi] 

[ 'silnism u] 
['zu7urtu) 

b. [bji'trin] 
[bji'truc\)) 
[bji'tam] 

'you (FEM) study' 
'his sesame seeds' 
'his bees' 
'string (3MASC)' 
'shake (3MASC)' 
'persist (3MAsc)' 

Kenstowicz and Kisserberth argue that all these exceptions can be explained 
if the stress rules take morphophonemic URs into account. The set of 'vords in 
(7a) have roots \vhose segments appear in a different order in contexts "'hen they 
are not follo1ved by a vo1vel-iJ1itial suffix; e.g. ['btudrus] 'you (MASC) study'. The 
stress assignment iJ1 these words would be regular if stress 1vere assigned to the 
URs before a syste1natic rule of metathesis: /b-tudrus-i/ stress assignn1ent --? 
/'btudrusi./ metathesis --? /'btudu.rsi./. As for the examples in (7b), other form.s 
m the paradigms of these "'Ords sho1v that the UR of the stem ends in a gemmate, 
e.g. [bi'trinni] 'ring (2sc FEM)'. The surface forms in (7b) \VOtild be derived by a 
totally general rule that simplifies geminates at the end of a word, applying after 
stress assigrunent. 

In a theory that eschewed abstract URs in favor of representations that are 
transparent to surface phonetic form, the facts in (7) \VOuld be treated as true 
exceptions to the othenvise systematic, syllable-dependent distribution of stress 
ill Palestinian Arabic. The possibility of the syste1natic analysis of opaque sys
ten1s, as above, makes a compellmg case for allo>viJ1g URs to contain elements 
that don't survive in surface forn1s. But the question arises \vhether the p.roblem 
justifies the solution. Are opaque sound patterns sufficiently robust and produc
tive to warrant an analysis in terms of regular grammatical rules or constraints? 
Or do speakers of the language treat such patterns as localized exceptions, iJ1 
which case an analysis in tenns of lexical exceptions to a regular pattern would 
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be more appropriate? Productivity may be implemented as analogical patterns 
•vithout the need for abstract, morphophonen1ic URs (see Cole and Hualde 1998 
for discussion). 

5.3 Indeterminacy in word relatedness 
In order to provide consistent underlying representations at the morpheme level, 
a phonologist (and a lang11age learner) should be able to detennine in some 
principled v-ray which words contain the san1e morpheme. It should be obvious, 
hov,rever, that, except for inflectional paradigms - and even there we may have 
suppletion -deciding "'hich sets of '''ords are re lated in terms of underlying phono

logical representations becomes very much a subjective decision of the analyst 
in many cases. Phonological theory has yet to offer a principled way to decide 
these issues. 

T"'O examples suffice to illustrate the problem in determining morphophono
logical relatedness. As an example of early '"ork in the Generative Phonology 
frame"rork, Harris (1969: 169) considers that the Spanish noun eje /'exe/ 'axle, 
axis' and the adjective axial /ak'sial/ 'axial' are related - as they surely are fron1 
a historical point of vie'"' - and proposes an underlying forn1 /akse/ for ['exe). 
Similarly, he ana lyzes /eche ['le\fe) 'milk' as /'lakte/ to capture its relationship '"ith 
the adjective ltictico 'lactic'. More than a decade later, Lightner (1983: 205), after 
arguing that the root of English long and length should be given a single UR in 
synchronic analysis, suggests that, since the adjective dolichocephalic 'long-headed' 
is surely also related to these other "'ords, a better UR for the root n1orpheme 
may be /di-/, foUo,ved by a suffix i.n /d l-nkh/ long. A.n exceptionless phonolog
ical rule of English would simplify the initial group /di/. The problem for this 
method lies in deciding ho'" much derivation is appropriate in a synchronic 
grammar - are there any practical limits that constrain the language learner in 
establishing a shared component of UR for a pair of "'ords? Adding the possi
bil ity of diacritic features and abstract URs only further broadens the range of 
possible analysis. We are faced with many plausible or possible analyses, and few 
if any criteria for deciding •vhich one is correct. Much seems to depend on '"hich 
sets of words the analyst is '''illing to consider as containing the same morpheme. 
Odden (2005: 273) explicitly addresses this concern, concluding that "(t)he ques
tion of ho'"' to j11dge formal "'Ord-relatedness remains controversia.l to this day, 
and with it, many issues pertaining to phonological abstractness." 

An independent but related problem, given claims of psychological realism, is 
that the theory must allo'" for constant updating of underlying representations 
as ne•v "'ords are learned. Chon1sky and Halle (1968: 233) propose that in order 
to account for both the Jack of vowel [axing and the presence of the affricate 
[If) instead of (fl in righteous (from right), the UR of the root should be /rixt/. 
That is, the UR of right is altered after the learner encounters the word righteous. 
Likewise, the Spanish-speaking child may need to '"ait until her school years, when 
she may lean1 the '"ord lrictico, to detern1ine the ultimate underlying representa
tion of the "'Ord Ieclle 'milk' and may have to '"ait until late adulthood to learn 
the word nxinl, '"hich '''ould trigger a change in UR from /exe/ to /akse/ for 
the "'Ord eje 'axle' that she learned in childhood (see also Janda 2003: 419). In the 
analytic frame,vork of Generative Phonology, the consequences of even small 
cl1anges in the UR of established '"ords could have very large ra1nifications for 
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the grammar as a whole, "'ith ripple effects possibly extending throughout the 
rule system. 'vVe are not a\vare of any \vork that explores this prediction, testing 
for effects of large-scale gran\matical restructuring in late stages of language acqui
sition or in adulthood. 

On the positive side, morphophonological URs can be a useful mechanism for 
capturing speakers' intuitions regarding word-relatedness. For instance, speakers 
may have the intuition that t\VO words that are phonetically identical (homophones) 
are different if they show different behavior lmder suffixation. This knowledge 
can be represented in morphophonological URs. 

5.4 Summary 

In this section we have seen that the validity of a phonological theory that posits 
1norphophonological fonns as URs depends on a successful and constrained 
method for determining URs, and that such a process "'ill necessari.ly i.nvolve the 
determination of \VOrd relatedness. Indeterminacy about the level of abstractness 
in URs, together \Vith indeterminacy in establishing \Vhich words are related through 
a conunon morphen1e in UR, can render the analysis opaque, which leaves us to 
wonder how the phonologist can arrive at the correct analysis, or beyond that, 
hovv language learners converge on a common, correct analysis of the URs of their 
target language. Despite serious efforts to resolve some of these issues in the years 
since the publication of Chomsky and Halie's seminal work (1968), notably in 
Kiparsky's (1968) vvork on constraining abstractness, and his later work on Lexical 
Phonology (1985), the problem of the indeterminacy of URs ren1ains largely 
unresolved today. 

6 Underlying representations in Optimality Theory 

In Generative Phonology, as proposed by Chomsky and Halle (1968), the phono
logical rules that map URs to surface forms in successive steps are "input-oriented"; 
they apply only if the necessary conditioning enviro1unents are present in the 
representation that is the input to the rule (i.e. the underlying or intermediate 
fonn), and are not sensitive to properties of the output form. Optimality TI1eory 
(Prmce and Smolensky 1993) is a development from Generative Phonology in 
which input-oriented rules are eliminated in favor of constraints on surface 
form. Optimality Theory maintains the morphophonological URs of Generative 
Phonology, but in place of a stepwise derivation that maps URs onto surface forms 
through the application of ordered rules, Opti1nality Theory invokes static con
straints that evaluate surface forms for their adherence to phonotactic constraints 
and for the "faithful" correspondence bet,veen the UR and a candidate surface 
realization of that form. 

A principle of Optimality Theory is the claim that URs are entirely unconstrained 
("Richness of the Base"): any structure that can be defined tluough the legal 
combination of phonological elements is a potential UR in any language. Like its 
predecessors in Generative Phonology, Optimality Theory maintains the claim of 
a unique UR for each morpheme, and many analyses employ the same kinds 
of n1orphophonological URs as in rule-based Generative Phonology. Optunality 
Theory inherits 1nany of the concerns discussed above related to abstractness of 
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representations and indeterminacy in identifying morphological relatedness. To 
constrain the process of selecting a UR from the vast set of possible forms allowed 
under Richness of the Base, Optimality Theory introduces a principle of Lexicon 
Optimization, 'vhich aids in the specification of a UR by forcing the selection of 
the underlying representation that gives the most harmonic mapping between UR 
and surface form, which is calculated by comparing the number of constraint 
violations for equally ranked constraints (see McCarthy 2002: 23, 77). 

The architecture of Optin1ality Theory, '''ith constraints that evaluate the identity 
beh,•een hvo phonological representations, aJlo\vS for the possibility of elinlinating 
URs altogether, in a purely surface-oriented grammar, as noted by authors such 
as Burzio (1996). Making no reference to URs, surface phonological patterns can 
be modeled through constraints that evaluate the identity behveen distinct surface 
forms of words under specific morphological conditions (e.g. when t\VO surface 
forn1s share the same morphen1e, or in the presence of a reduplicating morpheme). 

The emphasis on surface constrai.nts as the source of explanation i.n Optimality 
Theory has also led to analyses \Vith URs that are phonetically specified, and to 
the formulation of constraints that refer to non-contrastive phonetic detail. The 
"surface-oriented" approach of Optimality Theory has invited a greater focus on 
the phonetic factors that shape phonological systems (as illustrated by many of 
the papers in Hayes et al. 2004), a trend that extends also to Exemplar Phonology 
and Articulatory Phonology, to \Vhich we no\v turn. 

7 Phonetic detail in lexical representations: 
Exemplar Phonology 

The preceding sections document the long history of the notion that the building 
blocks of speech, ie. the basic elements of phonological forn1, are abstractions over 
detailed phonetic form, but in the period of scholarship that predates Generative 
Phonology there was substantial disagreement behveen scholars about the psy
chological reality of abstract (phonemic or morphophonemic) representations. Thus, 
while Baudouin de Courtenay and Kruszewski of the Kazan School emphasized 
the status of phonemes as 1nental entities, Bloomfield asserted a behaviorist vie\v 
of the independence of linguistic analysis fron1 any psychological asswnptions 
about the status of linguistic constructs, a position that goes back to Saussure, 
and \Vas shared by y,,,addell (1935), among others (see Anderson 1985 for further 
discussion of mentalism in the \vorks of these and other phonologists). 

The strongest claim for the psychological reality of phonological representations 
is n1ade in Generative Phonology, where abstract n1orphophonemic representations 
are the basis of lexical encoding. URs, which are coo�posed of discrete distinctive 
feature specifications and, as \Ve have seen, are often highly abstract relative to 
phonetic form, comprise the representations of spoken language that are stored 
in long-term memory, and thus they are the units that serve the physical pro
cesses of speech production and perception. 

This vie"'' which went largely unchallenged for several decades after the 
seminal papers in Generative Phonology (including Halle 1959 and Chomsky and 
Halle 1968), has been revisited in recent years. A rapid expansion of research using 
methods from experimental and computational sciences and corpus linguistics 
provides converging evidence that phonetic detail is part of the inforn1a tion that 
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is stored in the long-term memory of words, influencing processes of speech 
production and perception, and ultimately shaping patterns of sound change 
(Pierrehumbert 2002). Evidence that phonetic detail influences lexical represen
tation is offered by Bybee (2000, 2001), based on her findings that the incidence 
of lenition or deletion of v.rord-final /t d/ in English is related to the frequency 
of occurrence of individual words in everyday language use. High-frequency 'vords 
are more likely to exhibit lenition or deletion than lo,v-frequency \vords (see also 
Bell et al. 2003). Bybee argues that small changes in the phonetic realization of a 
phoneme, however they may be conditioned, are reflected in the phonetically 
detailed lexical representation, "'hich may be construed as a cluster of exemplars 
or a specification of the distribution of continuous-valued features in phonetic space. 
High-frequency 'vords are more frequently "updated"; any contextually driven 
lenition affecting the most frequent forms will yield an i.ncre1nental process of phon
etic reduction '"'hich, over tirne, and in the appropriate sociolinguistic context, 
can result in sound change. Even phonetic detail that is not related to li.nguistic 
form, such as the phonetic detail that distinguishes one speaker's voice from another, 
can influence the long-term memory representation of a specific word spoken by 
that speaker, as sho'"'n in work by Goldinger, Pisoni, and their collaborators, an1ong 
others (e.g. Paln1eri et al. 1998; Goldinger 2000). 

These are only some examples from a gro\ving variety of studies that raise ques
tions about the traditional division behveen phonetics and phonology (Pierrehumbert 
et al. 2000; see also CHAPTER 89: GRADIENCE AND CAT£GORICALITY IN PHONOLOGICAL 

THEORY and CHAPTER 90: FREQUENCY EFFECTS). The findirlgs are at odds with the 
assumption that phonetic detail is removed from phonological representation, and are 
incompatible 'vith theories in '"'hich phonetic detail plays no role in phonological 
representation or in the functioning of rules and constraints of phonological grammar. 

The presence of phonetic effects on phonology can be better modeled in 
exemplar theory, originatirlg in psychological theories of categorization. Whereas 
in other approaches to phonology, and Generative Phonology in particular, the 
phonetic detail that arises in speech production derives from an abstract lexical 
representation, in Exemplar Phonology it is the abstract elements that are formed 
on the basis of statistical patterning of phonetic detail as experienced by the 
speaker /hearer (e.g. Pierrehumbert 2001; Johnson 2007; Cole 2009). It follows then 
that higher-level phonological structures (features, phonemes, syllables, etc.) Inay 
differ from word to "''Ord, and from speaker to hearer. In Exemplar Phonology 
there is no single, discrete UR that identifies the sound representation for each 
\vord in the language; rather, the mental encodirlg (i.e. lexical form) consists of 
a patclnvork representation that lirlks together information at different levels of 
granularity, fron1 abstract category-level information (e.g. specifying the syllable 
structure of a "''Ord) to fine detail (e.g. specifying the range of VOT values of 
a plosive occurring in the \vord). And even though exemplar models do not 
explicitly recognize distinct levels of representation, relationships bet\veen "''ords 
that share morphemes (e.g. telegraph, telegraphy) can be modeled irl Exemplar 
Phonology \vithout recourse to an explicit, abstract morphophonological fonn. 

The status of abstract elements in phonological representation is still very 
much a matter of debate in phonology, as researchers continue to investigate the 
evidence for the role of phonetic detail in shaping phonological systems and 
influencing speech behavior on one hand, and the evidence for the priority of 
abstract phonological structures on the other. 
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8 A non-segment-based theory of UR: 
Articulatory Phonology 

Many theories of phonology refer to phonetic properties as the basis of phonemic 
(or lexical) contrasts bet•veen sounds. Jakobson's distinctive features (Jakobson 
et al. 1952) incorporated both acoustic and articulatory features, while subseqi.ient 
•vork in Generative Phonology emphasized the articulatory basis of phonological 
features, assigning features to hierarchically grouped classes (Clements and Hume 
1995). But despite the phonetic attributes associated \vith phonological features, 
they are not equated '"ith the actual articulatory or acoustic parameters that 
specify phonetic form. 

As one of the first among contemporary \vorks that integrate phonetic and 
phonological analysis, Bro,vman and Goldstein (1986) introduced a model of 
phonology in \vhich the aton1s of phonological encoding are articulatory gestures 
(see also CHAPTER s: THE ATOMS OF PHONOLOGICAL REPRESENTATIONS). In their 
theory of Articulatory Phonology, gestures are the lo•v-dimensional features that 
encode the dynamic actions of the speech articulators in the lexical form of 
words. Gestures represent the actions of the lips, tongue, and ja'v in the fonnation 
of constrictions along the length of the vocal tract, and are coordinated in 
"ensembles." Segn1ents have no direct representation in this model, but may be 
emergent from stable and recurring gesture ensembles. 

The mapping from abstract gestures to their implementation in physical 
actions of the articulators is achieved v.rith a mathematically explicit mechanical 
model rather than a forn1al symbolic grammar. Articulatory geshrres differ from 
the segn1ents and distinctive features of earlier theories in that they have inher
ent temporal and size din1.ensions. The phonological and phonetic content of "'Ords 
is represented using a set of gestures whose relative timing is coordinated in a 
limited nun1ber of patterns (e.g. in-phase or anti-phase) (Goldstein et al. 2006). 
These ti.ming patterns result in sequences of gesllrres that may overlap in time 
and reduce in n1agnitude. Familiar phonological phenon1ena such as assinlilation 
and len.ition are some of the phonologiec<I effects that a re modeled through patterns 
of gesture overlap and reduction in this approach. 

Articulatory Phonology, like Exemplar Phonology, does not recognize explicit, 
distinct levels of phonological representation, and does not attempt to model 
n1orphophonemic alternation beyond cases that have a transparent basis in articu
lation, su.ch as assin1il.ation to an adjacent speech gesture. At the sam.e time, 
Articulatory Phonology is distinguished from Exemplar Phonology in its strong 
claim that phonological encoding is articulatory and not acoustic, and by the 
characterization of phonological form as a distinct and singular representation, 
not a cluster of individual instances of spoken words. 

9 Conclusion 

A recurrent theme throughout the history of phonological theory is that in each 
language there is a representation of the spoken form of a "'Ord that specifies the 
essential contrastive elements that distinguish that word in its spoken form from 
all other no11-ho1nophonous \\'Ords in the language. In the preceding pages \ve 
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have traced the development of this notion through the European and American 
theories of phonology over approximately the last century, "'here we observe 
an historical progression to\vard representations that are increasingly abstract 
relative to the physically experienced spoken word. Not all theories attribute 
psychological reality to these abstract phonological forms, but since the introduction 
of Generative Phonology in the 1960s, the focus of phonological theory has been 
precisely on the matter of representations and grammar as components of the 
uniquely human cognitive system. 

The trend to,vard increasingly abstract representations has reversed in much 
of the \VOrk in phonology since around 1990, and continuing to the present day. 
In theories as divergent as Optimality Theory, Exemplar Theory, and Articulatory 
Phonology, there is an increasing acceptance of the notion that phonetic detail of 
the sort typically relegated to a phonetic con1ponent plays a role in defining the 
properties of individual phonological systems, and, by extension, partly deternunes 
properties of phonological typology across languages. Contemporary theories dif
fer in \vhether phonetic factors play a role in synchronic grammar, e.g. in some 
\vork in Optin1ality Theory, or only in diachrony as the basis for sound change, 
as claimed in Evolutionary Phonology (Blevins 2004; see also Hale and Reiss 2000). 
But both views require a theory where phonetic detail is available to phonological 
generalization, and a rejection of the strict separation of phonetic and phonolog
ical levels. 

We observe two factors that have driven the move to abstraction in URs. First 
is the problen1 of determining the identity of the phonological units (phone1nes) 
in contexts of neutralization, where there is not a one-to-one n1apping bet,.veen 
phonetic and phonological units. This concern mar.ked the development of the 
Prague School phonemic theory 'vith archiphonemes, and was also seen as one 
motivation for the distinction bel\veen morphophonemic and phonenli.c levels in 
American structuralist theory. A concern for the mapping between phonetic and 
phonological forn1 is a factor in contemporary theories, and is a primary motiv
ation for the adoption in Articulatory Phonology of gestural features, \.vhich are 
abstractions over the phonetic variability of different instances of the same 'vord. 

A second factor behind the adoption of abstract URs \Vas the treatment of 
morphological alternations, and the perceived need to provide a common phono
logical representation for (non-suppletive) allomorphs of the same n1orphen1e. 
To unify the phonological representation of system.a.tically related allornorphs, 
structuralist theories and Generative Phonology alike rely on abstract morpho
phonological representations (though as noted earlier, the current focus in 
Generative Phonology has shifted a\�ray from questions of morphophonological 
representation and to,vard the question of the link between phonetics and 
phonology). The adoption of abstract morphophonological URs in Generative 
Phonology is necessitated by the adherence to a principle of compactness of phono
logical grammars. The overriding goal of phonological analysis in classical, rule
based Generative Phonology is to arrive at a set of URs and a set of grammatical 
rules that n1axin1ally express generalizations about phonotactics and alterna
tions. The optin1al analysis 'vill be compact, '"ith fe"'er URs and fe,"er rules, "'hi.ch 
are specified with minimum phonological structure, necessitating abstract URs. 

Theories that Jack morphophonological representations must resort to specify
ing a distinct phonological fonn for each allomorph of any given morpheme. This 
is the case for simple phonen1ic theory (without a morphophonological level), and 
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also for some contemporary theories. For instance, in Articulatory Phonology the 
phonological representation specifies gestures, \Vhich are directly mapped onto 
articulatory actions. Any two words that comprise different gestures n1ust have 
different phonological represen tations, including 111any instances of n1orphologic
ally related •vords that contain different allomorphs of the same morpheme, e.g. 
cats and dogs in English, which contain different allomorphs of the plural suffix. 
Articulatory Phonology does not address how in the general case the phonological 
relationship between allon1orphs should be n1odeled in the mind of the speaker I 
hearer. 

A solution to the problem of ho•v to model the phonological relatedness of 
morphologically related "'Ords \vhile allowing phonetically detailed mental rep
resentations is offered in Exemplar Theory. Beckman and Pierrehun1bert (2003) 
argue that '"'ords are related to other "''ords through two different kinds of 
connections: those based on shared meaning (e.g. due to shared n1orphological 
content) and those based on shared sound structure (due to shared phonological 
or phonetic content). The two sets of connections don't have to converge on a 
common representation; phonological relations are formed over phonetic units, 
while 1norphological relations are formed over tmits that encode structural and 
sen1antic irtforination related to morphen1es. The 111ental representation of a 
•vord consists, then, of a family of interconnected forms coding different linguistic 
properties of the '"'Ord, \vhich Beckman and Pierrehumbert describe in terms of 
a connectionist network. This model falls \Vithin the family of exemplar models 
in that words are represented in the mind of the speaker /hearer in terms of units 
of phonetic experience, preserving predictable and idiosyncratic phonetic detail 
alike. Abstract units such as phoneo.1es are vie•ved as categories formed over 
phonetic units (and other kinds of units), and are considered as formal syntactic 
objects in the overall language system. 

The association between the physical experience of spoken language and its 
n1ental representation '"'ill continue to be the focus of research in phonology, as 
many questions remain to be answered. What is clear from the treatment of URs 
in phonological theory over the last century is that a complete account of phono
logy must model both the phonetic and the morphological relationships benveen 
words, based on evidence fron1 a rich variety of languages, and on observations 
about hun1an behavior related to spoken language. 
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DANIEL CURRIE HALL 

1 Twixt Ptydepe and Chorukor 

Vaclav Havel's play The memorandum (Havel 1966) in1agines a dysfunctional 
bureaucracy that suffers from, among other things, the imposition of hvo quite 
different but equally perverse artificial languages. The first of these, called 
Ptydepe, is designed to maximize redundancy, and thus distinctiveness. Every 
vvord of Ptydepe n1ust differ from every other vvord of the same length by at least 
60 percent. To n1itigate the sesquipedalian consequences of this restriction, forn1s 
are allocated to meani.ngs according to frequency; the shortest v.'ord of Ptydepe 
is gli, which means 'whatever' (Czech cokoliv). Ptydepe is eventually deposed 
as the official medium of communication, and replaced by Chorukor, 'vhich rep
resents something like the opposite extreme. Words in Chorukor are minimally 
distinct, and sen1antically related words cluster particularly closely together; for 
example, the names of the days of tl1e \veek differ from one another by only a 
single vowel. If a typographical error should cause a meeting scheduled for Friday 
to happen on Tuesday instead, then, the rationalization goes, that is only all the 
more efficient. 

No natural hu1nan language is quite like either Ptydepe or Chorukor, but 
contrast and redundancy have been the subjects of considerable attention, and 
controversy, in the study of natural language phonology. In 1985, for example, 
Stephen Anderson's influential history of the discipline, Phonology in the twentieth 
century, suggested that the field as a \vhole had lately been sailing dangerously 
close to Chorukor in assuming that redundant features are excluded fron1 under
lying representations. This assumption was, in Anderson's vievv, a poorly motiv
ated one, driven by an uncritical acceptance of Saussure's (1916: 166) assertion 
that "dans la langue, ii n'y a que des differences," and by a misguided appeal to 
efficiency of encoding. Cherry et al. (1953), for example, had presented a theory 
of minimal contrastive specifications as a means of quantifying the information 
content of Russian phonemes; th.is exercise, Anderson points out, does not in itself 
give us any reason to believe that only unpredictable features are in fact stored 
in the Russian lexicon, particularly in light of subsequent revelations about "the 
sheer bulk and internal redundancy of 1nental storage of infonnation" (Anderson 
1985: 13). 
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The current state of the field - approximately a quarter of a century after 
Anderson's history - is rather different. One of the major changes in the inter
vening years has been the developn1ent of Optimality Theory (OT; Prince and 
Sn1olensky 1993) as a pro1ninent and influential approach to phonology. The 
optimality-theoretic device of Lexicon Optimization, 'vhich maximizes the faith
fulness of underlying representations to their corresponding surface forms, effec
tively bans underspecification in n1ost contexts in which it is not necessary to account 
for surface alternations. (See Inkelas 1995, 1996, McCarthy 2005 and Hall 2007a 
for more detailed discussion.) The principle of Richness of the Base, meanwhile, 
excludes the possibility of language-specific restrictions on input forms, and thus 
preemptively rules out a great many of the ways in '"hich contrastive under
specification might be put to explanatory use. These principles are important to 
Optin1ality Theory: Richness of the Base sets a rigorous standard under which 

the constraint hierarchy must take responsibility for static phonotactic patterns 
and dynamic alternations alike, and Lexicon Opti.mization is a key element of 
optimality-theoretic accounts of acquisition. A side-effect of these principles, 
ho\vever, is that input forms are now '"idely assumed to contain quite a lot of 
non-contrastive information and, because this is a side-effect, it has not been the 
subject of n1uch direct scrutiny. The prevailing vie"' of underlying representa
tions has S"'ung back toward the richly redundant style of Ptydepe, but not as the 
result of the kind of re-evaluation Anderson felt that contrast \Vas due for (see also 
CHAPTER 1: UNDERLYING REPRESENTATIONS). The purpose of this chapter is not to 
provide such a thorough evaluation of the role of contrast as is still needed (an 
undertaking of rather greater scope, for \vhich the reader is referred to Hall 2007b 
and Dresher 2009), but rather to provide a sense of some of the '"ays in '"hi.ch 
contrast and redundancy are relevant to current phonological theory, and vice 
versa. §2 provides a brief overvie\v of phonemic and phonetic contrast, §3 takes 
a more detailed look at phone1nic contrast and the notion of a contrastive hier
archy, §4 discusses the treatn1ent of (prin1arily phonetic) contrast in Optimality 
Theory and §5 offers some concluding remarks. 

2 Phonemic and phonetic contrast 

Contrast i.n the sound systen1s of natural langt1ages may be sa.id to exist at two 
levels: the phonemic and the phonetic. At the phonemic level, more or less 
abstract contrasts exist among segments of the underlying inventory. These con
trasts have traditionally been held to be categorical (although cf. Goldsmith 
1995 and Hall 2009 for discussion of the notion of a "dine" of phonemic 
contrastiveness), and they are classically defined as having the potential to dis
tinguish one word or morpheme from another. Contrasts at the phonetic level 
are concrete articulatory, acoustic, and auditory differences bet\¥een sounds, and 
are clearly gradient, although the question of ho'" best to quantify their degree 
is far from trivial. 

In phonological theory, these t"'O levels are connected through the use o.f 
distinctive features, \vhich encode contrasts among phonemes by dividing them 
into natural classes that are typically defined in terms of phonetic properties. 
Ho\vever, as Keating (1984: 289) argues, "'vhile \Ve '"ant the phonological features 
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to have some phonetic basis, 've also '''ant to distinguish possible [phonological] 
contrasts fron1 possible [phonetic] differences." Moreover, many of the phenomena 
with "'luch phonology concerns itself involve some kind of mismatch between 
phone1nic and phonetic contrast. 

Phonetic contrast without phonemic contrast exists most obviously i.n cases 
of allophony, in which a single underlying segment has phonetically distinct 
surface realizations. For example, Russian makes no phonemic contrast be
t,veen /If/ and le:!>/, having only the former in its underlying inventory, but 
a surface contrast arises behveen (If] and (c:!>J through regressive voicing assinu
lation, as in [3elf [ii] 'should one burn?' vs. [3ect bi) 'were one to burn' (Halle 
1959: 22).1 

Not all such phonetic differences are allophonic in precisely the traditional sense. 
For example, Trubetzkoy (1939: 32) observes that tone is not phonemically 
contrastive in German, but that phonetic differences in pitch can be used "for the 
function of appeal" (Appell, on \vhich see Bi.ihJer 1934). Into this category "'e might 
also put sociolinguistically or dialectally conditioned variants of phonemes, 
'"hich could be seen as allophones from the perspective of the language as a "'hole, 
but which do not necessarily exist as such in the mental grainn1ar of MY one speaker. 
Phonetic contrasts also enable listeners to distinguish one speaker's voice from 
another's. Phonetic contrasts can thus be not only perceptible but even informa
tive \vithout necessarily corresponding to MY phonemic contrast. In this connection, 
Trubetzkoy (1939: 51-52) speaks of multiple "sieves" (Siebe) that extract mean
ingful differences from the phonetic signal, of \vhich the phonological sieve is only 
one. In recent exemplar-based models, on the other hand, phonological and 
metalinguistic information are extracted from the signal by mechanisms that are 
not necessarily distinct or separate; see e.g. Johnson 2006 for an exemplar-based 
model of the perception of gender in speech. 

Phonemic contrast '"ithout phonetic contrast exists in cases of neutralization. 
In Classical Manchu, for example, the underlying contrast bet\veen /u/ and /u/ 
is neutralized to (11) at the surface everywhere except after dorsal consonants 
(Dresher and Zhang 2005). The extreme case of phonemic contrast \Vithout phonetic 
contrast is, of course, absolute neutralization, in \vhich an underlying contrast is 
eliminated in all surface environments. Kiparsky's (1968) Alternation Condition 
holds that absolute neutralization should not occur at all (or, in a \Veaker formula
tion, tha.t absolute neutralization has a high cost in complexity), but argun1ents 
for such processes have been advanced (and disputed) \vith some frequency in 
the phonological literature. 

The combination of allophony Md neutralization can produce phonetic dis
place1nent of phone1n.ic contrast, as in the opaque interaction of raising and flapping 
in the pair writer [�Ajr�] - rider (�ajra>) in Canadian English (Joos 1942; Chan1bers 
1973). Here the underlying voicing contrast ben,reen /t/ and /d/ conditions an 
allophonic contrast i.n the immediately preceding diphthong, but is itself neutralized; 

' For the sake of consistency, J have used the symbols of the loternational Phonetic Alphabet (TPA) 
in all tranS<riptions in this <hapter,. <onverting from \1arioi1s other systems \\1here necessary in materi(tl 
dra\vn frorre other sources. Here, for example, I have replaced tl1e traditior1al Slavicist's S)'mbols [C j Z] 
used by Halle (1959) with their O'A counterparts (!f dJ 3). 
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a phonemic contrast on one segment surfaces as a phonetic contrast on another. 
Because such patterns often involve some forn1 of phonological opacity, they are 
of particular interest in investigations of the 1nechanis1ns through •vhich opacity 
arises. It has been pointed out (see e.g. Kaye 1974; Gussmann 1976; Kisseberth 
1976) that although such displacement makes phonological rules opaque 
(Kiparsky 1973), it also makes underlying representations more easily recover
able than they \�1ould be in cases of simple neutralization. This idea has been taken 
up by some recent work in Optin1ality Theory (e.g. l.ubowicz 2003, 2007; Tessier 
2004; Barrie 2006), in which the functional utility of recoverability plays a direct 
role in selecting optimal output forms; see CHAPTER 7-3: CHAIN SHIFTS for further 
discussion. 

Cases in 'vhich absolute neutralization has been argued for necessarily involve 
so1ne sort of displace1nent; in the absence of effects on surrotu1ding n1aterial, 
there would be no reason to posit the existence of an underlying contrast that 
never appears at the surface.2 For example, Hyman (1970) suggests that Nupe is 
best analyzed as having underlying /e/ and /::ii that are neutralized to [a] in all 
environn1ents (in addition to an underlying /a/, which also surfaces as [a]). The 
primary motivation for positing this underlying contrast is the effect of /€/ and 
/::ii on immediately preceding consonants: /€/ triggers palatalization, and /-,,/ trig
gers labialization, while underlying /a/ triggers neither. The absolute neutralization 
analysis, which is further supported by evidence from loanword adaptation, 
offers a ivay of avoiding the inference that Nupe has phone1nically contrastive 
series of palatalized and labialized consonants that contrast phonetically only before 
[a]. A small nun1ber of abstract contrasts thus obviates the need for a large number 
of concrete but marginal contrasts.3 

It should be dear from this brief summary that phonemic and phonetic con
trast and the relations benveen them have been at the root of some of the most 
basic - and some of the most controversial - questions in phonology. In current 
phonological theory, there are two n1ajor lines of inquiry that explicitly focus on 
contrast. Phonetic contrast features crucially i..n work on phoneticaU.y driven 
approaches to phonology, particularly as they apply to neutralization and to 
typological predictions about the shapes of phonological inventories. Phonemic 
contrast, on the other hand, is central to investigations into the specification and 
underspecification of features. These t•vo areas of research form the foci of the 
foUo'"ing sections of this chapter. As in the foregoing discussion, the main 
phenomena considered in both of the following sections involve contrast at the 
segmental and featural levels of structure; ho\vever, it is \VOrth bearing in mind 
that similar kinds of issues arise in suprasegmental structure as well. 

' In Optimality Theory, RichJless of the Base (l'ru\ce and Smolensky 1993: §9.3) implies that, in 
principle, ever)' language n1ust neutralize some input contrasts absolutely. Hoi.vever_, Lexicon 
Optimization (in its original formulation by Prince and Smolensky 1993: §9.3 and in the refined ver
sion proposed by lnkelas 1995 as Alternant Optimization) ensures that an input segment that never 
surfaces faithfully and that is not recoverable from any effects it has on other aspects of the surface 
form wiJI never be listed in a11y actual lexical entry, and tl1us ,,,ill never be phonemicall)' co11trastive 
ir1 tl\e relevai\t sense. 

3 See Harms (1973) for counterproposals in which /e/ and /:>/ are analyzed as /ia/ and /ua/ or 
/ja/ ond /wa/, and Hyman (1973) for a rebuttal. 
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3 Phonemic contrast and the contrastive hierarchy 

3.1 Challenges to contrastive specification 

Over the course of modern phonological theory, there have been various proposals 
for restricting the content of lexical representations to exclude redundant infor
mation. (Some of these are outlined in this section, but see CHAPTER 7: FEATURE 
SPECIFICATION AND UNDERSPECIFICATION and Dresher 2009 for further discussion 
and additional references.) One challenge that Anderson (1985: 11)  identifies for 
such theories is the existence of "reciprocally dependent properties." If a feature 
value (aF) always entails the presence of some other feature value [pG], and the 
presence of [�GI always entails the presence of [aF], does this mean that both 
[aF] and [pG] are redundant, and that both should be omitted from the lexicon? 

For exan1ple, consider the vowel inventory of Arapaho, which Goddard (1974: 
115) transcribes as /i e o u/. Full specifications of these vowels for the binary 
features [+high], [+back], and [+round) are shown in (1). 

(1) Full specifications for Arapaho vowels 
l e 0 u 

[+high] + + 
[+back] + + 
[+round] + + 

In this syste1n, any VO\Vel that has the feature value [a back] also has the value 
(a round], and vice versa.'' This could be taken to mean that neither [+back') nor 
[±round) is contrastive, but eliminating both of these supposedly redundant 
features leads to a set of representations that fails to distinguish /i/ from /u I or 
/el from /o/: 

(2) Jnadeq11ate "contrastive" specifications for Arapaho vowels 

[+h igh] 
[±back] 
[+round] 

l 
+ 

e 0 u 
+ 

Archangeli (1988) presents a sin1ilar case in arguing against the theory of Con
trastive Specification advanced by Steriade (1987) and Clements (1987). As an 
explicit means of identifying and removing redundant feature values, Archangeli 
(1988: 192) presents the aJgoritl1rn in (3) (dubbed the Painvise Algorithm by Dresher 
2003, 2009). 

(3) The Painvise Algorithm (Archangeli 1988: 192) 

a. Fully specify all segments. 
b. Isolate all pairs of segments. 
c. Determine \�rhich segment pairs differ by a single feature specification. 

• l.ndeed, Al'.<lpaho is one of the languages that Rice (1995, 2002) cites ;,, arguing that vowel place 
in general should be encoded phonologically with just two privative features: Peripheral (which encom
passes both Dors•l and Labial) and Coronal. 
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d. Designate such feature specifications as "contrastive" on the members 
of that pair. 

e. Once all pairs have been examined and appropriate feature specifica
tions have been marked "contrastive," delete all unmarked feature 
specifications on each segment. 

The Pai.nvise Algorithm fails to produce adequate feature specifications in cases 
of reciprocally dependent feature values, as in Arapaho; applied to the inventory 
in (1), it yields the specifications in (2). It produces similarly inadequate 
speci£ica tions for other types of inventories as well, such as the Maranungku vowel 
inventory in (4). 

(4) Full specifications for Maranungku vowels (Archangeli 1988: 201, citing Tryon 
1970) 

[±high] 
[+lo,v] 
[+back] 

I 
+ 

a 

+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 

u 
+ 

+ 

Given the specifications in (4), the algorithm in (3) will identify the follo"ring 
mini.ma! pairs of segments: /<J/ and /u/ differ only in (+high]; /a/ and /<J/ differ 
only in (+lo>v]; /i/ and /u/ differ only in (+back]; /ce/ and /a/ differ only in 
[±back). Accordingly, the Pair,.vise Algorithm >vill identify the feature specifica
tions in (5) as contrastive, and eliminate all the others. 

(5) Inadequate "contrastive" specifications for Maranungku vowels (Archangeli 1 988: 
202) 

[±high] 
(±10\V) 
[+back] 

l a 

+ 
+ 

u 
+ 

+ 

The system of specifications in (5) includes identical representations for /i/ and 
/re/; each of these phonemes is specified only as [-back] because each enters into 
only one minunal pair, and each is the [-back] me1nber of the pair u1 'vhich it 
appears. This by itself n1akes the representations inadequate, but it is perhaps also 
"'Orth noting that the specifications for /a I and /u/ are not distinct fron1 each 
other, nor is the representation of /3/ distinct from the representation shared by 
/ii and /re/, in the sense defined by Halie's (1959: 32) Distmctness Condition, 
quoted u1 (6). In other words, the feature system in (5) is essentially a ternary
valued one: /a/ is different from /u/ only if positive values are considered dis
tu1ct fro1n zero, '"hile /3/ is different fron1 /i/ and /eel only if negative values 
are considered distinct from zero. 

(6) Tl1e Distinctness Condition (Halle 1959: 32) 
Segment-type (A} \viii be said to be different from segment-type (B}, if and 
only if at least one feature '"'hich is phonemic in both has a different value 
u1 IA } than in (B}; i.e. plus u1 the former and nlinus u1 the latter, or vice versa. 
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Furthermore, the putatively "full" specifications sho\vn for Arapaho in (1) and 
for Maranungku in (4) in fact omit some potentially relevant features. If the 
feature value [+lo\v J applies to the Arapaho vo,vels /el and /o/, as in (7a), then 
there will be no 1ninimal pairs at all, and the Painvise Algorithm \vill produce 
the totally unspecified representations in (7b). 

(7) a. Fuller feature specifications for Arapaho vowels 
. l e 0 u 

[±high) + + 
(+low] + + 
[+back] + + 
[+round] + + 

b. "Contrastive" (total) underspecification of Arapaho vowels 

[+high] 
(+IO\IT) 
[+back] 
[+round] 

1 e 0 u 

Similarly, adding the feature [+round] to the specifications for JV!aranungku, as 
in (Sa), '''ill eliminate the hvo minimal pairs involving /u/, leading to the "con
trastive" specifications in (Sb). 

(S) a. Fu/le?· feature specifications for lvlaran11ngk11 vowels 
. I a a re u 

[+high] + + 
(+lO\IT) + + 
[+back] + + + 
[±round] + 

b. "Contrastive" specifications for Maranungku vowels, based on (Ba) 
. 
1 a a re u 

[±high) 
(+IO\IT) + 
[+back] + 
[+round] 

The Pair\vise Algorithm is clearly not a viable means of assigning phonological 
feature specifications. This is perhaps not surprising, in light of the fact that 
Archangeli (1988) formulated it specifically to serve as a stra\v n1an in her argument 
against Contrastive Specification. However, as Dresher (2009) demonstrates, this 
approach to identifying contrastive feature values has been put to serious use in 
influential "'orks of phonological theory, although not al"'ays explicitly or con
sistently. The examples cited by Dresher include Trubetzkoy (1939) on French 
and German, Jakobson (1949) on Serbo-Croatian, Martinet (1964) on French, and, 
n1ore recently, Nevins (2004). 
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3.2 The contrastive hierarchy and its uses 
There is, ho\vever, another approach to identifying contrastive features that 
avoids the pitfalls of the Pair,vise Algoritlun. In this approach, features - and thus 
contrasts - are organized into a hierarchy, so that some contrasts take scope over 
others. Dresher et al. (1994: x) present a version of this approach that they term 
the Continuous Dichotomy Hypothesis, \vhich is based on Jakobson and Halie's 
(1956) account of phonological acquisition: 

(9) The Contin11ou.s Dichotomy Hypothesis (Dresher et al. 1994: x) 

a. IJ1 the initial state, all sounds are assumed to be variants of a single 
phoneme. 

b. An initial binary distinction (dichotomy) is made on the basis of one 
[member] of the universal set of distinctive feattues. 

c. Keep applying the dichotomy to each re1naining set un til all distinctive 
sounds have been differentiated. 

Dresher (2009) offers a more formally explicit procedure, '''hich he terms the 
Successive Division Algoritlun. This version is also more general, in that it does 
not assume that the features (and the divisions they make) "'ill necessarily be binary: 

(10) The Successive Division Algorithm (Dresher 2009: 17) 
a. In the initial state, all tokens in inventory I are assumed to be variants 

of a single member. Set I = S, the set of all members. 
b. i. If S is found to have more than one member, proceed to (c). 

ii. Otherwise, stop. If a men1ber, M, has not been designated contrastive 
\vith respect to a feature, G, then G is redundant for .NL 

c. Select a new n-ary feature, F, from the set of distinctive features. F splits 
members of the input set, S, into n sets, F1-F.,, depending on "'hat value 
of F is true of each member of S. 

d. 1. If all but one of F1-F,, is empty, then loop back to (c). (That is, if all 
n1embers of S have the same value of F, then F is not contrastive in 
this set.) 

11. Othervvise, F is contrastive for all members of S. 
e. For each set F1, loop back to ( b ), replacing S by F;. 

Unlike the Pairwise Algorithm, the Successive Division Algoritlun will necessarily 
produce a set of feature specifications that is sufficient to distinguish all segments 
in the inpu.t inventory, because it proceeds by assigning features to differentiate 
segments, and does not terminate until all segments are adequately specified, rather 
than starting "'ith full specifications and deleting ones that appear to be redundant. 
By organizing features into scopal relations, the Successive Division Algoritlun 
resolves the question raised by reciprocally dependent properties: if two feature 
values are 01utually predictable, then the feature that takes higher scope '.viii 
be assigned as a contrastive specification, and the other one "'ill be considered 
redundant. 

For example, suppose that the Maranungku vowel inventory in (8) is specified 
using the Successive Division Algorithrn, with features taking scope in the following 
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order: [+high] >> [+lo,..,] >> [+back] >> [+round]. The divisions made by the algo
rithm can be represented in a tree structure, as in (1 la), yielding the feature 
specifications summarized in (llb), which suffice to distinguish the Maranungku 
vowels in accordance �vith Halie's (1959) Distinctness Condition. 

(11) a. Dividing the Maran.un.gku vowel inventory 
/i a a re u/ 

[-low) 
/a/ 

[-high] 
/a a re/ 

[-back] 
/re/ 

[+low) 
/a re/ 

[+back] 
/a/ 

b. Feature specifications assigned by (lla) 
. 
1 n " re 

[+high] + 
[+lo,..,] + + 
[±back) + 
[+round] 

u 
+ 

[-back] 
/i/ 

+ 

[+high] 
/iu/ 

[+back] 
/u/ 

In the example in (11), all five V0\'1els are specified for [+high], because this 
feature has scope over the entire inventory. The feature [+lo\v] does not divide 
the [+high) vowels, so it is not contrastive for then1, but it does divide the [-high) 
vowels, and so this feature is included in the specifications assigned to /a a <!e/. 
Because the specification [+lo'" J entails [-high], the value [-high] on /n re/ would 
be considered redundant by a post hoc approach to contrast such as the Pair"rise 
Algorithn1. Under the Successive Division Algorithm, ho,vever, the assignment 
of a lower-rariking feature (such as [±low] in this case) cannot erase any specifica
tions that have already been assigned (such a.s (-high)), even if the higher-ranking 
features are logically predictable from the lower-ranking ones. 

The Successive Division Algorithm requires that features be assigned in order 
according to a hierarchy, but it does not itself specify what orderings are possible. 
Unlike the Painvise Algorithn1, the Successive Division Algorithn1 can produce 
different sets of specifications for the same inventory, depending on the scope 
assigned to each feature. For example, the feature [+round] is not used at all in 
(11) because it is placed so lo'v in the hierarchy that all the segments have been 
fully distinguished before [+round] is brought to bear on them. If [+round] were 
given scope over [±back], then [±rotu1d] \.vould distinguish /i/ and /u/, and [±back] 
�voilld be redundant for those segn1ents, although (+back) "'Otdd still be contra.stive 
else"' here in the system, distinguishing /re/ from /n I. 

Researchers '"'orking \vithin this general approach to identifying contrastive 
features have proposed different \vays of determining or restricting the order 
of features in the contrastive hierarchy. Jakobson and Halle (1956) proposed a 
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universal partial ordering of features based on observations of the order in \vhich 
children acquire the corresponding contrasts. Halle (1959), in using a contrastive 
hierarchy to establish underlying representations for Russian n1orphonemes, sug
gests that an ordering should be chosen in such a '"ay as to nlin.llnize the number 
of specified values. More recent work, particularly in the frame'\vork referred to 
as Modified Contrastive Specification by Paradis and Prunet (1991), has focused 
on the role that specifications assigned in this manner can play in accounting for 
the phonological activity or inactivity of features. For example, Dyck (1995) offers 
evidence, based prin1arily on the phonological behavior of vowels in Spanish 
and Italian dialects, that the feature [Jo"') consistently takes scope over [high) 
in Romance, and perhaps more generally as 'veil. The papers collected in Hall 
(2003) offer additional exa1nples of this approach, in 'vhich only contrastive 
feahrres are predicted to be active .ll1 (at least son1e well-defu1ed component of) 
the phonological computation. 

Not all "'Ork that makes use of the contrastive hierarchy posits a correlation 
behveen phonological activity and contrastiveness. Consider, for example, the 
specifications assigned by Halle (1959: 45-46) to the palatal and velar obstruents 
of Russian: 

(12) a. Partial contrastive hierarchy for Russian (Halle 1959: 46) 

/If f 3 k ki g x/ 

[-low tonality J 
/If f 3/ 

� 
[-cont.ll111ant] 

/If/ 
[+continuant] 

If 3/ 

� 
[-voiced] 

If/ 
[+voiced) 

/3/ 

[+JO"' tonality] 
/k ki g x/ 

� 
[-contiI1uantJ [+continuant] 

/k ki g/ /xi 

� 
[-voiced] 

/k kl/ 
[+voiced] 

lg/ 

� 
[-sharped) 

/k/ 
[+sharped] 

/ki/ 

b. Features assigned by (12a) (Halle 1959: 45) 

If f 3 k ki g x 
[±low tonality] + + + + 
[+continuant) + + + 
[+voiced] + + 
[+sharped] + 

By giving [+continuant] scope over [±voiced], Halle (1959) ensures that the 
unpaired voiceless segments /If/ and /x/ - as \veil as /ts/, in the dental series, 
not sho,vn in (12) - '"'ill be unspecified for the latter feature. These segments do, 
however, pattern together with the contrastively voiceless obstruents of Russian 
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with respect to regressive voicing assimilation; indeed, Halle (1959) famously used 
this fact to argue against the strict structuralist distinction behveen morphophone1nic 
and phone1nic rules, under which Russian voicing assi.inilation \\'Ould have to 
be treated as hvo separate processes '"'ith suspiciously sirnilar effects. In order to 
ensure that /ts !f x/ correctly trigger regressive assirnilatory devoicing of other 
obstruents, HaUe (1959) requires another rule, ordered before the assimilation 
rule, \vhich fills in the predictable value [-voiced] on these segn1ents. As Dresher 
(2009) points out, however, this redundancy rule would .not be needed if the posi
tions of [±contmuant] and [±voiced) in the contrastive hierarchy were reversed. 
If [+voiced] were ranked above [+contmuant] and below [+nasal), it \\'Ould be 
possible to say that voicing is contrastive among Russian obstruents in general, 
and that all segn1ents underlyingly specified for [+voiced) participate in the 
assin1ilation rule. 

For Halle (1959), then, the contrastive hierarchy serves mamly to elirninate redun
da.nt features from the lexicon, a goal 'vhose utility is disputed by Anderson (1985), 
as noted above. In the framework of Modified Contrastive Specification, however, 
the Successive Division Algorithm has been used to restrict the role of redundant 
feahrres in phonology more generaUy. A particularly compeUing exa1nple is 
offered by Mackenzie (2005, 2009) in her analysis of dental har1nony m Luo and 
Any,va. Each of these hvo languages has a coronal stop inventory that includes 
the segments shown in (13).5 

(13) Dental and alveolar stops in Luo and Anywa (Mackenzie 2009: 36) 

alveolar 
dental 

voiceless plosive 
t 
! 

voiced plosive 
d 
<J 

nasal 
n 

In Luo, the nasal /n/ is ignored by dental harmony, and occtrrs freely \vith dental 
and alveolar plosives (although these cannot co-occur 'vith each other). In Anywa, 
on the other hand, /n/ is targeted by dental harmony, being realized allophonically 
as [i;i] in "'Ords containing dentals and as [n] else"rhere. Mackenzie argues that 
this difference can be attributed to different contrastive hierarchies in the t\vo 
languages: in Luo, [±sonorant] takes scope over (+distributed], •vhile in A.nywa 
the reverse ordering applies. 

(14) a. Partial contrastive hierarchy for Luo (Mackenzie 2009: 43) 

/t g t d .n/ 

[-sonorant] 
/t d t d/ - " 

[+sonorant] 
/n/ 

[-distributed] 
/t d/ 

[+distributed) 
1!41 

5 For the sake of simplicity, I set aside the Luo prenasalized stops /0d "d/, which participate in 
dental harmony as expe<ted. 
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b. Partial contrastive hierarchy for Anywa (N!ackenzie 2009: 42) 

/t g t d n/ 

[-distributed] 
/t d n/ 

[+distributed] 
/tg/ 

[-sonorant) 
/t d/ 

[+sonorant) 
/n/ 

In both languages, dental harmony applies to segments that are specified for 
[+distributed]. In Any'''a, this set includes /n/; in Luo it does not. Because the 
Successive Division Algorithm allo,vs for cross-linguistic variation in feature 
scope, the shape o.f the inventory in (13) only partial.l.y determines the possib le 
feature specifications. The unpaired alveolar /n/ is the only segment that can be 
unspecified for (+distributed], but if the feature is given 'vide enough scope, it 
will be contrastive on /n/ as \veil. Mackenzie's analysis acco1nmodates the attested 
cross-linguistic variation \\'JUie supporting the strong hypothesis that non-contrastive 
features are absent from the phonological con1putation. 

4 Phonetic contrast and Optimality Theory 

The rise of Optimality Theory in phonology has brought with it an interest in 
exploring the extent to \vhich it is possible to characterize phonological patterns 
in terms of interactions betvveen constraints that express potentially conflicting 
formal or functional ideals. These constraints are generally held to be surface ori
ented, in that the desiderata they encode have to do either \Vith the forn1 of the 
output itself (in the case of markedness constraints) or \vith the relation bel\veen 
the output and the input (in the case of faithfulness constraints).6 Per the principle 
of Richness of the Base, inputs themselves are not directly constrained. A large 
part of the conceptual appeal of Optimality Theory is that it offers the prospect 
of explaining all n1isn1atches bet\veen phonen1ic and phonetic contrast by n1eans 
of the sarne n1arkedness constraints that enforce static phonotactic generalizations. 

In accordance with the generally surface-<>riented character of Optimality Theory, 
much of the work on contrast in this frame'''ork focuses on phonetic contrast. 
In particular, there has been much interest in the role of phonetic distinctiveness 
in determining the envi.ronn1ents in whicl1 underlying contrasts are preserved or 
neutralized, and in phonetic contrast as an explanation for the shapes of sound 
inventories. 

4.1 Phonetic contrast and neutralization 

The preservation and neutralization of underlying contrasts can be seen \vithin 
Opti.mality Theory as arising fron1 a basic conflict bel\veen constraints that favor 

6 Some \York in Optimality Theory has proposed \;ariollS additions to these two basic t)'pes of 
«<>nstraints; see in particular Ar«hangeli and Suzuki (1997). 
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phonetically robust realization of contrasts and constraints that favor the elimi
nation of contrasts. Input contrasts are preserved or enhanced to the extent that 
constraints of the fonner type donlinate constraints of the latter type; contrasts 
are neutralized to the extent that constraints of the latter type predominate. 

4.1.1 Fornial and functional constraints 
There are several different possible instantiations of each of these two types of 
constraint. For one thing, each type of constraint can be fonnulated in either 
fonnal or functional tenns. A constraint that favors neutralization may be a 
markedness constraint in the purely formal sense of the term: e.g. the constraint 
*[xxxPlace] (de Lacy 2002: 180) penalizes segments '"ith a dorsal place of articula
tion (represented formally as three degrees of markedness in the Place dimension), 
and will have the effect of neutralizing dorsal-non-dorsal contrasts to the extent 
that it prevails over conflicting faithfulness constraints. On the other hand, a 
constrai.nt such as *GESTURE(body) (Boersma 1998: 230), •vhich also penalizes 
dorsals, does so in terms of functional markedness by penalizing the articulatory 
effort involved in moving the tongue body to make a dorsal articulation. 

An1ong constraints that preserve contrast, formal and functional versions also 
exist. On the forn1al side are constraints such as IDENT[xxPlace J (de Lacy 2002: 
180), \Vhich says that aU segments "'ith at least two degrees of markedness in 
the Place dimension in the input (i.e. segments that are Lmderlyingly labial or 
dorsal) must have their place features preserved in the output. As an example 
of an explicitly functionalist faithfulness constraint, \Ve could take "REPLACE(la I, 
/<-/, :2:30°/o) (Boersn1a 2000: 37), which relates faithful production to accLrrate 
perception by penalizing any realization of la I that •vill be perceived at least 
30 percent of the time as /E./. While the functional utility of faithfulness in gen
eral is intuitively obvious, it is perhaps '"orth noting that in a frame"rork that 
assumes Richness of the Base, there is no guarantee that the contrast \Vhose pre
servation is mandated by any given faithfulness constraint actually carries any 
functional loa.d. Rather, the connection behveen faitl1fulness constraints and the 
use of contrasts to mark lexical distinctions must run in the opposite direction: 
per Lexicon Optimization, a contrast \vill exist in the lexicon only if the constraints 
that mandate its preservation are ranked sufficiently high. (Furthermore, even the 
inclusion of different representations in the lexicon does not necessarily n1ean that 
the distinctions between them carry any functional load; Lexicon Optimization 
\Viii ensure that all non-alternating aspects of form are stored, even if they are 
redundant.) Faithfulness constraints can be seen as functional in a more general 
inforn1ation-theoretic sense, however, in that increasing the number of contrasts 
present in the output increases the rate at \Vhich the signal is capable of trans
mitting information. (See e.g. Shannon 1956 for the information-theoretic point, 
and Boersma 1998: 184-185 for some comments on its relevance to functionalist 
optimality-theoretic phonology; also CHAPTER 63: MARK£DN£SS AND FAITHFULNESS 

CONSTRAINTS for furtller discussion of the differences between markedness and 
faithfulness constraints.) 

4.1.2 Positional licensing and positional faithfulness 
Another point of difference among optimality-theoretic accounts of the preservation 
and neutralization of contrast is which set of constraints is held to be responsible 
for identifying the relevant environments. The Licensing by Cue approach presented 
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by Steriade (1997), for example, captures the generalization that laryngeal contrasts 
are most likely to be neutralized in contexts in vthich they are least perceptible 
by means of the fixed ranking of n1arkedness constraints i.n (15) (see also CHAP

TER 46: POSITIONAL EFFECTS IN CONSONANT CLUSTERS): 

(15) Hierarchy of markedness constraints penalizing surface specifications for voicing 
(Steriade 1997: 11, 35) 

a. *[a voice] I (-son] _ (-son], (-son] _#, # _  (-son] 
b. *[a voice] I V _ [-son] 
c. *[a voice] I V _ # 
d. *[a voice] I V _ R[-son] 
e. *[a voice] I V _ R# 
f. *[a voice] I V _I,\, V _ RV, V _ V 

This is one instantiation of the notion of positional licensing, in '"'hich marked 
features are penalized unless they are licensed by virtue of occupying a par
ticular position. In Steriade's (1997) approach, this positional licensing is phon
etically grounded, in that the licensing envirorunents are identified as those 
providing the best acoustic or auditory cues for perception of the contrast being 
licensed. 

An alternative to positional licensing is positional faithfulness, as proposed by 
Beckman (1998). In this approach, the relevant environments are defined not by 
the markedness constraints, but by the faithfulness constraints, as in the example 
in (16): 

(16) Hierarchy of positional faithfulness constraints preserving underlying specifications 
for voicing (Beckman 1998: 35) 

a. IDENTONSET(voice) 
b. !DENT(voice) 

Other differences bet"•een Steriade's (1997) and Beckman's (1998) approaches are 
orthogonal to the choice between positional licensing and positional faithfulness, 
and to each other. The constraints in (16) are formulated so that (16a) applies to 
a subset of the forms for �vhich (16b) is relevant; Beckman (1998: 35) hypothe
sizes that their ranking is fixed, so that the more specific constraint universally 
dominates the more general one. The constraints in (15), on the other hand, are 
not in a subset relation, and their ranking is fixed by alignment to the relative 
phonetic perceptibility of voicing in the environments to which they refer. 
Additionally, the environments ta.ken to be relevant by the constraints in (15) are 
defined in terms of segmental adjacency, while (16) refers to syllable structure 
instead. 

One potential drawback of the positional licensing approach is that although 
a hierarchy of constraints like the one in (15), with the faithfulness constraint 
PRESERVE(voice) (Stedade 1997: 12) ranked somewhere in its mid.st, can predict 
where voicing neutralization '"ill occur, it does not necessarily determine how it 
'"ill occur. In Lithuanian, for example, voicing on obstruents is neutralized by 
regressive assimilation in obstruent clusters, and by devoicing \VOrd-finally, 
while voicing contrasts are preserved before sonorants: 
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(17) Voicing neutralization in Lithuanian. (Steriade 1997: 18) 

a. at+gal [dg] 'back' 
b. dirb+ti [pt] '"rork (!NP)' 
c. daug [k#] 'much' 
d. slipnas [pn] ''veak' 
e. liftdnas [dn] 'sad' 
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These facts indicate that in Lithuanian, PRESERVE(voice) is ranked below •[a voice) 
I V _ [-son] and *(a voice) I V _ #, but above *[a voice] I V _ RV, \vhich is 
consistent \vith the hierarchy in (15). However, the resulting grammar does not 
predict '"hich instances of neutralization will result in assimilation and \vhich in 
devoicing; the •[a voice] constraints indicate only that underlying voicing speci
fications are not to be respected. One possibility \\'Ould be to say that the output 
of the phonological con1putation includes segments that are unspecified. for voi
cing \Vhere dictated by *[a voice) constraints, and that the actual realization of these 
segments as voiced (as in (17a)) or voiceless (as in (17b) and (17c)) is a matter of 
phonetic implementation. This, however, would seem to run counter to the aim 
of incorporating phonetic explanations into the phonological constraint granunar. 

The positional faithfulness account of similar voicing facts in Polish offered by 
Lombardi (1999) does not suffer from the same difficulty, because in this model 
the constraints that motivate unfaithfulness to underlying voicing specifications 
also determine the appropriate surface voicing values in each context. 

Lombardi's (1999) account of final devoicing and regressive voicing assinUla
tion in Polish is based on the constraints in (18): 

(18) Constraints relevant for voicing patterns in. Polish (Lombardi 1999: 270-272) 
a. AGREE: Obstruent clusters should agree i.n voicing. 
b. IDENTONSET(Laryngeal): Consonants in onset position should be faithful 

to their underlying laryngeal specifications. 
c. *LAR: Segments should not have marked laryngeal features.7 
d. loENT(Laryngeal): Consonants should be faithful to their underlying 

laryngeal specifications. 

Ranked in the order AGREE, lDENTONSET(Laryngeal) >> *LAR >> lDENT(Laryngeal), 
these constraints '"ill generate final devoicing and regressive assimilation, and 
respect underlying voicing specifications of onset obstruents, as illustrated in (19): 

(19) Tableaux for Polish laryngeal neutralization (Lombardi 1999: 282) 

a. klub [p) 'club' 

lnput: /klub / AGREE : IoONs(Lar) *LAR lo(Lar) 

a. [klub I ' *I ' ' ' 
�b. [klup) ' • ' 

7 ln the t•bleaux in (J.9), I assu. roe that this constt.U.nt penalizes a.U aJ>d only voiced obstrue.ots; Lorobaxd i 
(1999: 271, fn. 2) suggests that the constrajnl can be taken lo be more general than this, but only its 
obiUty to penalize [voice] on obstruents is relevant here. 
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b. iabka [pk] 'frog (DIM)' 

Input: I irabka/ AGREE : IoONs(lar) 
' 

a. [;;;abka] . , • 
. 
' 
' 

..., b. [iapka] • 
' 

[;;;abga] 
• 

c. • *! • 
d. [9>apka] 

• 
' *I • 

c. prosba [zb) 'request (N)' 

Input: I prosba I AGREE : IoONs(Lar) • 
a. [prosba] •1 • 

' 
' 

[prozba] 
• 

� b. • 
' 

[prospa) 
' 

*! c. • • 

d. nigdy (gd] 'never' 

Input : /Jligdi/ AGREE : IoONs(Lar) 
l<W a. [Jligdi] • • 

' 
' 

b. [Jlikdi] . , • . • 
[)likti] 

• 
c. ' •1 • 

*LAR Io(Lar) 
• • 

• • 

••• • 

•• 

*LAR Io(Lar) 
* 

•• • 

* 

*LAR Io(Lar) 
•• 

• • 

•• 

Under the positional faithfulness approacl1, then, faithfulness constraints deter
mine \vhere contrasts should be preserved, and markedness constraints are 
largely responsible for dictating \vhat happens when they are not. 

4.2 Phonetic contrast and inventories 
Another significant \vay in \vhich Optimality Theory has been brought to bear 
on questions of contrast is in accounting for cross-linguistic patterns in the 
shapes of phonological inventories. In nuich optimality-theoretic work, i

nven
tories are regarded as essentially epiphenon1enal, having no theoretical status of 
their O\vn: a su.rfa.ce inventory is simply the set of segments the grammar hap
pens to permit in output forms, and an underlying inventory is simply the set of 
segments Lexicon Optimization leads the learner to posit in input forms. (See e.g. 
Kirchner 1995, 1997 on the derivability of contrastiveness in Optimality Theory.) 
Generalizations about inventories might therefore be expected to fall out auto
matically from a success.ful theory of the constraints that govern everything else 
in phonology. Dispersion Theory (Flemming 1995, 2002, among others), however, 
addresses inventories more directly, through the use of constraints that explicitly 
refer to the number or robustness of contrasts in the syste1n as a '"hole, rather 
than only to individual fonns. 
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Flemming's Dispersion Theory offers an optimality-theoretic implementation of 
some of the insights of Lindblon1's (1986, 1990) Theory of Adaptive Dispersion. 
Under this approach, the shapes of inventories e1nerge fron1 con1petition among 
three types of constraints (Flen1ming 2002: 4): 

• constraints that require the presence of particular numbers of surface contrasts, 
e.g. MAxrM1zECONTRASTS (Flemnling 2002), NWORos (Ni Chiosain and Padgett 
1997, 2001), *MERGE (Padgett 2003), CONTRAST (Bradley 2001), ?'-constraints 
(Sanders 2003); 

• constraints that require surface contrasts to be phonetically robust, e.g. 
M1ND1sT (Flemming 2002), CONTRAST (Ni Chiosain & Padgett 1997), SPACE 
(Ni Chiosain and Padgett 2001; Padgett 2003), D1sr (Kirchner 1998), 1)-constraints 
(Sanders 2003); 

• constraints that penalize articulatorily effortful (or othen.vise n1arked) surface 
forms, e.g. MINTMIZEEPPORT (Flemming 2002), LAZY (Kirchner 1997, 1998), 
�{-constraints (Sanders 2003). 

Each of these three types potentially conflicts \Vith the other hvo; for exan1ple, a 
contrast can be made more distinct either through the application of additional 
effort in the articulation of one or more of its members, or through the removal 
of one or more members from the set of contrasting forms. 

If the constraints referring to contrasts are to be part of the evaluation, the 
grainn1ar must consider sets of contrasting forms together; in principle, the 
evaluation may apply to an entire language of forms, although for expository 
purposes, tableaux are restricted to representative sets of forms illustrating ho'\v 
the grammar treats a particular type of contrast. 

For example, consider the follo,.ving dispersion-theoretic account of voice onset 
tin1e (VOT) contrasts in English, adapted from a sketch presented by Flenlming 
(2002: 47-48).8 English stops exhibit a two-\vay contrast in VOT, but this contrast 
is realized differently in different positions. Foot-mediaUy, the contrast is between 
voiced and voiceless unaspirated stops, as in ogre [og<J>] vs. ochre [Ok;'.)]. Word
initially, the voiced stops are partially devoiced, and the voiceless stops are 
aspirated, as in goal [got] vs. coal [k"ot]. A dispersion-theoretic account of these 
facts requires the following constraints: 

• MAXIMJZEVOT CONTRASTS gives preference to candidate systems \Vith larger 
numbers of surface fornts that are distinct in VOT. As Flemming (2002: 27) 
explains, MAXlMizECONTRASTS constraints are positive scalar constraints; 
rather than assigning asterisks to candidates for violations, they assign 
check u1arks to ca.ndi.dates according to how u1any contra sting forms they 
include. 

' l have departed from Flemming (2002) primarily in representing voiceless llltaspirated [k] and 
partially devoiced [gl as (very slightly) phonetically distinct from each other, largely for the sake o( 
p.rO\'iding an exao1ple i1.' '"'hlcl1 tl\e MtNOtsr constr.aU\tS 01ake a crucial contribution to tl1e outcome. 
Flemming's (2002) constraint hierarchy also appears to predict that English should have a three-way 
VOT contrast, which is not the <·ase in this adapr•tion. 
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• l\i!INDIST=VOT constraints require forms that contrast in VOT to do so by at 
least a certain degree. For this particular exan1ple, \Ve can consider the range 
of potentially contrasting seginents in (20), and say that the crucial MINDIST 
constraint here, MINDIST=VOT:2, requires contrasting forn1s to differ at least 
as much as do (k") and [g), or [k) and (g). A more stringent constraint, 
l\i!INDIST=VOT:3, which '"ould require forms to differ as much as (g] and [k"), 

is ranked too low to have an effect. 

(20) Stops potentially contrasting in VOT 
g 

negative VOT 
g k 

VOT circa 0 
k" 

positive VOT 

• Markedness constraints penalize effortful articulations: 
*INJTIALV01ci::oSTOP penal.izes prevoicing of 'vord-i nitial. plosi.ves. 
*ASPIRATION penalizes aspirated stops. 

Ranking MrNDIST=VOT:2 over MAXIMIZEVOT CONTRASTS at the top of the 
hierarchy \·viii n1ean that in both n1edial and initial positions the optin1al system 
,.viJl have l\"o contrasting forms. A syste1n "'i.th more than hvo forms cannot 
satisfy MINDIST=VOT:2, and a system '"ith only one form will be ruled out by 
MAXIMIZEVOT CONTRASTS. 

As the tableau in (21) illustrates, the forms chosen in medial position will have 
[g] and [k]. Any other pair of forms that fares at least as '"ell on the MINDIST 
constraints will be ruled out by the constraint against aspirates. A pair with [g) 
and [k] is harmonically bounded by the \Vinning candidate because it violates 
MINDIST=V0T:2. 

(21) English VOT contrasts in medial position 

MINDI ST MAX 
=VOT:2 CONTRASTS 

r::� a. [oga- I [ok<l'·) 

b. [og<l' ] [ok"o") 

c. [og<l'] [ok"a-] 

d. [oga<) 

e. [ oga-] [ok<l'·) 

f. [oga<) [oga< ) [ok<l') 

g. [og<l') [og<l') [ok<l'•] [ok"a- ] 

,/ ,/ 

,/ ,/ 

,/ ,/ 

,/ ! 
•1 ,/ ,/ 
• I • ,/ ,/ ,/ 

... , ,..,. ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ 

·rvs *ASP NI IN DIST 
=VOT:3 

• 

•1 
•I • . 

• 

••• 

• ***** 
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The corresponding tableau for '"Ord-initial position is sho,vn in (22). Here, the 
•vinning candidate has forms with [g] and [k"]. Any other set of forms that is at 
least equally dispersed is elintlnated by 'INITIALV01cE0Srol'; any set of forms that 
is less dispersed is eliminated by MINDIST=VOT:2. 

(22) English VOT contrasts in initinl position 

MmDrsr MAX 
=VOT:2 CONTRASTS 

u;:r a. [got] [khot] ./ ./ 

b. [got) [koi] ./ ./ 

c. [got] [kholJ ./ ./ 
d. [kol] ./ ! 

e. [got) [koi] . , ./ ./ 

f. [kolJ [kholJ . , ./ ./ . 
g. [gol] [kotJ [k"ol] •r• ./ ./ ./ 

h. [got) [got) [kol] [khot) *!** ./ ./ ./ ./ 

•1vs *ASP NhNDIST 
=VOT:3 

• • 

•1 • 
• I • 

• 

• • 
• *** 

• • ***** 

As this example illustrates, Dispersion Theory deals not only with the overall shapes 
of inventories, but also with the '"'ays in which syntag1natic patterns interact with 
the paradigmatic system of contrasts, and it does so in a vvay that is very much 
independent of underlying representations. In this treatment, it makes no differ
ence whether the English VOT contrast is represented in the input as a voicing 
contrast (/g/ vs. /k/), or as an aspiration contrast (/k/ vs. /k"), or both, in part 
because faithfulness constraints do not play a crucial role in determining the 
surface forms. Because Dispersion Theory treats the system of contrasts as a '"'hole, 
a markedness constraint that directly affects one form may indirectly affect 
another; for example, '"hen a markedness constraint requires devoicing of the lenis 
member of the pair, the fortis n1ember must be realized as aspirated in order to 
satisfy MINDIST=V0T:2. 

4.2.2 Dispersion and diachrony 
Padgett (2003) uses Dispersion Theory to account for a diachronic change that 
involves a system of contrasts, namely post-velar fronting of [iJ to [iJ in Russian. 
This change, Padgett argues, was driven by constraints mandating robust phon
etic contrast: the d1a.nge from (ki) to [kii] resu.lted in a greater contrast '"ith (ku], 
taking advantage of a gap that had been left by the First Velar Palatalization, in 
which [kiiJ had become [if iiJ. The tableau in (23) sho,vs the essential components 
of Padgett's account of post-velar fronting. 
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(23) Post-velar fronting in Russian (Padgett 2003: 74)9 

I piift /pi/2 /pu/3 *MERGE SPACEooLO�l/2 
/ki/s /ku/6 

/!fii./, 
ir.;;:- a. [p iiJi (pih (pt.lb 

[k1i]s [ku)6 •• 
[!fii], 

b. [pii], [pib (pub 
[ki)5 [ku)6 ***! 

[tfiib 
c. [p 'iJ, lpib [puh 

[kii]; (ki)6 ***I 

[ tfii l. 
d. [pii]u (pub 

[kii]; [ku ]6 . , 
[!fiiJ. 

lDENT(color) 

• 

•• 

•• 

Maintenance of contrasts here is driven by the faithfulness constraint *l'v!ERGE, 'vhich 
requires that separate forn1.s in the input have distinct realizations in the output; 
input-output correspondence is indicated by subscript numerals. This constraint 
is violated by the last candidate, in \vhich the input forms /pii/ and /pi/ are col
lapsed into [pli]. This is also the only candidate that fully satisfies SPACEo,...,,<:l/2, 
which requires that 1ninin1al pairs distinguished only by vo\vel color ( backness 
and/or rounding) must each have at least half of the range of possible vo,vel col
ors available to them. This constraint thus imposes restrictions on both the num
ber and the phonetic realization of contrasting vo\vels. If n vowels are evenly 
distributed in the available space, each vo,vel has 1 /n of the space, as schema
tized in (24a). A systen1 with 1nore than hvo vo,vels cannot satisfy Sl'ACEo,...,,2:1/2, 
but neither '"'ill a hvo-vowel system in which the vo,vels are unevenly spaced, 
such as the system in (24b ). 

(24) a. Equal allocation of vo;vei color space (Padgett 2003: SS) 

l I + 
. I I 

I 

� 

I I 
t 

LI 

u 

u 

Each v<nvel has L/4 of the available space. 

Each vo,vel has 1/3 of the available space . 

Each vowel has 1/2 of the available space. 

Each vo\vel has all of the available space. 

b.  Unequal allocation of vowel color space 
I u /u/ has less than 1/2 of the available space. 

• The tableau u> (23) differs slightly from Padgett's (2003) origiJ>al, in that J have omitted the con
straint ,..au, which plays no role in this evalt1ation (altl1ougl1 il was in1portant at an earlier diacl1ronic 
stage), and included the palatalization of [p] before [il. 
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The 'vinning candidate in (23) improves upon the perfectly faithful candidate by 
realizing /ki/ as [kli], eliminating the violation of SrAc£00,"">1/2 in the [kV) series 
at the expense of the lo\.\r-ranking faithfulness constraint IOENT(color). The two 
violations of SPACE00,.,.;:;:V2 incurred by the (pV) series, ho,vever, cannot be elim
i.nated without violating *t-.4ERGE, so the labial series is realized faithfully. 

It is crucial to Padgett's account that SPACE.,,...,,>V2 evaluates words, rather than 
segments; in order for the realization of /l<l/ as [kli] to be useful, the [kV] series 
must be evaluated independently from the (pV) series. Hence Padgett's (2003: 56) 
definition of the SPACE constraint family explicitly refers to (potential) minimal 
pairs. This definition, ho,vever, allo,vs for a rather counterintuitive repair strategy 
for forms \Vith phonetically "'eak underlying contrasts. If some other faithfulness 
constraint (e.g. DEP) is ranked sufficiently low, then the forms could be made to 
satisfy Sl'ACE vacuously by violating that constraint in such a v1ay as to ensure 
that they are no longer n1inimal pairs (e.g. by inserting additional segments else
•vhere in the form). The tableau in (25) suggests that if DEP were ranked belo\v 
IDENT(color) in some language that otherwise resembles Russian at the stage at 
'"hi.ch post-velar fronting applied, a candidate in which several forms undergo 
epenthesis will be preferred over the wiruung candidate from (23): 

(25) Enhancing contrast through epenthesis 

/p ii/, /pi/2 /pu/3 *M ERGE 
/ki/5 /ku/6 

/\(ii/, 
a. [pii]1 [pi)i [puh 

[kii]; [ku]6 
[tfii], 

,,.. b. [spii]1 [pi Ji [plub 
[kin]5 [ku]6 

[lf1i], 

SPACEco•o•;:;:'!z ID ENT( color) DEP 

.,. • 

••• 

The obvious objection to this tableau is that, by restricting the input to these six 
fonns, it conceals some violations of •MERGE. If [sp'iJ, (ki) and [plu] are phono
tactically licit "\vords," then they should also be part of the input language, and 
the apparently successful candidate in (25) will be penalized for conflating them 
\vi th /p ii/, /ki/ and /pu/. However, if DEP is ranked sufficiently lo,v, then the 
ideal way of avoiding these violations of *MERGE may be to epenthesize additional 
segments in the output correspondents of /spii/, /kin/ and /plu/ as well. Of course 
this, in tum, may collapse still other underlying distinctions, and so the truly opti-
1nal candidate \VOuld involve a massive chain shift of augmented words. '0 

In addition to being quite unlike any attested historical change, a shift of this 
sort \vould render intractable Padgett's (2003: §3.1) simplifying assumption that 
a language can be represented in a tableau as a small set of idealized forms. Because 

10 Tlris scenario O\\res its inspiration to Cantor's (1 892) djagonalization argument den1onstrating the 
uncountability of the real numbers. 
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the forms in question represent phonotactically possible "'Ords rather than actual 
\vords, the full set of forms is, unlike an actual lexicon, at least potentially 
infinite. So long as the only changes contemplated in the tableau are substitutions, 
it is feasible to focus on sn1all clusters of sinU!ar forms. Ho,vever, if each form 
under consideration must be compared to one that is one segment longer, the 
candidate languages may need to be evaluated in their entirety. 

This example may see1n far-fetched, perhaps in part because it involves an 
lmusually low ranking of a 1najor faithfulness constraint. However, a systen1 that 
includes constraints designed to evaluate the phonetic distinctiveness of entire 
•vords does open up the possibility that marginal contrasts may be "e.nl1anced" 
by the introduction of apparently irrelevant changes. If such constraints exist and 
are freely rankable \Vith respect to faithfulness constraints, then son1ething very 
n1uch like Ptydepe beco1nes a typological possibility .11  

5 Concluding remarks 

As the range of work touched on in the preceding sections suggests, there is 
considerable support among phonologists for the proposition that contrast is 
important, but there is rather Jess agreement about lzow it is in1portant, or even 
about \vhat, precisely, contrast is. Phonological theories that may be broadly 
described as based on the notion of contrast include formal algorithms for deriv
ing minimally specified underlying representations (e.g. the Successive Division 
Algorithn1 of Dresher 2009), constraints that evaluate surface forms in n1inute 
phonetic detail (e.g. Dispersion Theory), and many things in behveen. Faced with 
the diversity not only of these theories themselves, but of their goals, it can be 
difficult to in1agine a \vay of synthesizing them, or even of drawing meaningful 
con1parisons among them. 

There are, ho,vever, at least so1ne areas in which these disparate theories 1nay 
be brought to bear on similar sorts of questions. One of these is tl1e shape of phono
logical inventories, discussed above in §4.2.1 in connection 'vith Dispersion 
Theory. VVhile the notion of a contrastive hierarchy, as described in §3.2, applies 
specifically to contrasts at the phonemic level, this approach to phonological 
feature specifications can also n1ake significant predictions about the phonetic 
shape of inventories, particularly if it is used in combination •vith some theory 
of phonetic enhancement (on which see e.g. Keyser and Stevens 2001). Consider, 
for example, the highly implausible three-vowel inventory in (26), \vhich repre
sents a segmental analogue to the \Vord-level indistinctness of Chorukor. 

(26) An unlikely three-vowel inventory 

t 1-t 
9 

The inventory in (26) is unlikely because, as noted by some of the work discussed 
in §4.2.1, contrasting segments tend to distribute themselves i.n such a '"ay as to 

n See also Dresher (2009: §8.3) for some other objections to Padgett's (2003) analysis of post-velar 
fronting and an alternative account based on the notion of a contrastive hierarchy. 
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take maximal advantage of the phonetic space available to them, as in the widely 
attested three-vovtel inventory /i a u/. Dispersion Theory addresses this fact by 
positing constraints that evaluate the phonetic robustness of an entire system of 
contrasting segments or words. 

The Successive Division Algorithm, as Hall (2007b: §4.3.2) points out, offers an 
alternative explanation. If the algorithm is used to assign features to the segments 
in (26), there will not be very many \vays of doing so: the only features that can 
divide this inventory are [+high) and [±round]. If [±high] takes wider scope, the 
features will be assigned as in (27a); if [±round) is applied first, the features >viii 
be as in (27b ). 

(27) a. Specifications for (26) with [±high) >> [±round) 

[±high] 
[+round.] 

l 
+ 

9 ti 
+ 
+ 

b. Specifications for (26) with [±round] >> [±high) 

[+round] 
[±high] 

t 

+ 

9 ti 
+ 

What is note>vorthy about the sets of specifications in (27) is that they are both 
entirely compatible with the inventory /i a u/. In a theory of full specification, 
the vowels in (26) would be identifiable as /i 9 t1/, because they vvou.ld be 
specified for all the features they have in common as well as for the features that 
differentiate them; the Successive Division Algorithm can mark only ho"' they 
differ from one another. If the Successive Division Algorithm is co1nbined with 
so1ne simple rules for robust phonetic irnplen1entation - e.g. a (-high] vo,vel is 
realized as low unless it is specified as [-Jo,v); a [+round] v(ivvel is realized as 
back unless it is specified to the contrary; etc. - then the inventory as specified 
in (27) >viii not only be phonologically indistinguishable from /i a u/, but it \vill 
even be pronounced as [i au]  or some other similarly dispersed set of surface forms. 
While the Successive Division Algorithm by itself does not guarantee phonetic 
dispersedness, i t  does guarantee tha.t every specified feature serves to distinguish 
a segment from some other member or members of the inventory. If no redundant 
features are specified, then enhancement of specified features \vill contribute to 
surface dispersedness. Under this view, minimal representation of phonemic 
contrasts in underlying fonns is a crucial part of a systen1 that generates enhanced 
phonetic contrasts at the surface level, bu.t that does so >vithout making any explicit 
comparison ben,reen the surface forms themselves. 

One theme that occurs repeatedly in the disparate treatments of phonological 
contrast is the relevance of inforn1ation theory to phonology. As n1entioned in §1, 
it >vas information theory that inspired Cherry et al. (1953) to apply a contrastive 
hierarchy to the phonen1ic inventory of Russian. For contemporary fLu1ctionalist 
theories, the ability of the phonetic signal to commun icate information is one of 
the major forces driving all phonological patterns. For Hall (2007b: §4.3.1) and 
Dresher (2009: §2.5.3) diagrams similar to the adjacency graphs of Shannon (1956) 
help to identify the type of inventory for \vhich the Paic\"ise Algoritlm1 (discussed 
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above in §3.1) is inadequate. Broe (1993) uses information theory in constructing 
a theory of phonological similarity, the converse of phonological contrast. For Hume 
(2005), the information-theoretic concept of predictability provides new insight into 
phonological phenomena previously attributed to markedness (see also CHAPTER ,1: 
1'1ARKEDNESS). Hall (2009) uses entropy - Shannon and Weaver's (1949) formal 
measure of uncertainty -as a means of quantifying the degree to vvhich t'\<\10 phones 
contrast 'vith each other, thereby creating a non-categorical theory of phonemic 
contrast. 

While there is, at this point, no overarching consensus on the role of contrast 
in phonology, or even on "'hat the right questions to ask about it are, there are 
some interesting points of tangency, and sometimes agreement, among the con
trasting vie'�'S of contrast. There is reason, then, to think that the tensions an1ong 
them - between phonemic and phonetic, forn1al and functional, abstract and 
concrete - are productive ones, and that, as Aristotle (1991: 240) suggested, 
"understanding is made greater by contrast." Vivent /es differences! 
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3 Learnability 

JEFFREY HEINZ 
JASON RIGGLE 

1 Introduction 

How can anything (such as a child or any other con1puting device) auton1atically 
acquire (any aspect of) a phonological grammar on the basis of its experience? 

This is the fundamental (and unresolved) question of phonological learnability, 
and it is essentially independent of \vhether the gramn1ar is taken to be the best 
description of the cognitive state of the language faculty, or \vhether the granunar 
is taken to be the best description of a language pattern, independent of its 
cognitive status. The problem of learning a general pattern from a finite set of 
observations has roots in the philosophical problem of inductive logic (Popper 
1959; Sober 2008). Though language learning is simply a specific instance of this 
problem, it has played a perennially central role in the discussion. In fact, the 
1nodern forn1al study of learnability was inspired by the problem of language 
acquisition and mu.ch of the learna.bility literature is couched in form.al language 
theory, whose early period \Vas also influenced by the founding of generative 
linguistics. There have been many developrnents in formal learning theory and 
related disciplines, such as gran1matical inference, computational learning theory, 
and n1achine learning. For the purposes of this chapter we '"'ill refer to all of these 
areas \vitl1 the term learning theory. 
All characterizations of learning - whether the domain is syntax, phonology, 

or gardening, and \vhether the n1odels are connectionist, Bayesian, or symbolic 
- are subject to the results of learning theory. Even if they are not intended 
as such, answers to the question posed at the outset of this chapter constitute 
hypotheses aboiit the broad characteristics of the compu.tations that humans 
perform in learning the phonology of their language(s). Our goal in this chapter 
is to motivate the applicability of learning theory to the problem of learning 
phonological grammars. In this pursuit, we discuss but a fraction of the many 
grammatical formalisn1s and rnodels of phonological learning that have been 
proposed. (space does not pernut a comprehensive survey, so we apologize 
in advance to iliose whose work is omitted in our brief discussion of the 
literature). Our main points are that learning theory: (i) makes clear wlwt it is 
that is being learned; (ii) reveals little conceptual difference in the problems of 
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learning gradient vs. categorical distinctions; (iii) makes a theory of universal 
grammar inevitable; (iv) can n1ake clear \\'hich properties of phonological patterns 
are iinportant for learnability; (v) e1nphasizes understanding the general belza.vior 
of learning 1nodels. 

§2 revie'\VS the foundations of formal language theory and its relevance to 
phonology. §3 covers the main contributions of a fe,v of the theoretical learn
ing frame\vorks to our understanding of the problem of learning phonological 
gra1nn1ars. §4 examines the role of structure in generalization. §5 revie\vs several 
phonological learning models from the perspective of learning theory. 

2 Formal language theory and phonology 

Ho'" do we represent the patterns (i.e. languages) that a learner n1ight atten1pt 
to learn? (See also CHAPTER 101: THE INTERPRETATION OF PHONOLOGICAL PATIERNS 
IN FIRST LANGUAGE ACQUISITION for a different perspective.) In formal language 
theory, languages are characterized as sets, relations, or, equivalently, functions 
(Harrison 1978; Hopcroft et al. 1979). This abstraction focuses attention on the 
patterns themselves rather than the particular grammars that describe the patterns. 
Though grammars typically reflect the generalizations that '"e are interested in, 
there can be many different ways to describe the same language. 

2.1 Phonotactic patterns 

For a concrete example, consider the set of all and only the \Vords that obey 
a given phonotactic pattern. In this case, the phonotactic pattern n1akes a 
bi.nary distinction between '"ell-formed and ill-formed words (gradient dis
tinctions are discussed later). For example, suppose that (1) designates all and 
only those '"ords "'hich obey the constraint that obstruents in codas do not 
disagree in voice. 

(1) {fist, dceft, rabd, . . .  ) 

Already the connection bet\veen the foundations of generative grammar and 
formal language theory are apparent. If the "three dots" in (1) are meant to include 
only actual English "'ords, then clearly the set is finite. Generative phonologists 
reject such finite "list" representations, because the evidence is overwhelming 
that phonological con1petence goes beyond the finitely many words a speaker 
ach1ally knows. In other \vords, the "three dots" are n1eant to mclude every 
conceivable \vord which mcludes many things that are not words of English, such 
as those in (2). 

(2) {phst, 8reft, 'vabd, . . .  , peif1st, . . .  ) 

The fact that these sets can be infinite is \vhat necessitates a generative grammar 
- that is, some finite device capable of generating all and only those logically 
possible words which obey the phonotactic pattern. 
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2.2 Alternations 
(Morpho)phonological alternations can be represented as relations (i.e. sets con
sisting of all and only the pairs of words that obey the alternation). The exa1nple 
in (3) represents word-final obstruent devoicing found in languages like Dutch 
(CHAPTER 69: FINAL DEVOICING AND PINAL LARYNGEAL NEUTRALIZATION). Again, 
all logically possible pairs that obey the alternation are included (which, in the 
case of Dutch, includes pairs like (ag, ak) even though Dutch lacks /g/). 

(3) l(ab, ap), (ad, at), (ag, ak), . . .  , (bab, bap), (bad, bat), (bag, bak), . . .  } 

The pairs can be taken to mean that underlying /ab I is realized as [ap ], and so on. 
When an underlying form 11 is paired with a surface fonn s, "'e \\'Tite (u., s). Again, 
n1uch depends on ho'" the "three dots" are interpreted. If they are interpreted as 
strictly as possible, then the alternation could be generated by the SPE rule: 

(4) [+voice] 
[ . l / # � -voice 

-son -

In introductory phonology, it is often pointed out that the feature (+voice] in the 
target of the rule is unnecessary. In the interests of having shorter rules and rules 
'"hich apply maximally '"ithout being falsified, the feature [+voice] is omitted in 
favor of the foll0\'1ing. 

(5) [-son] � [-voice] I _ # 

This would mean that the "three dots" are intended to include pairs like those 
in (6). 

(6) l(ap, ap), (at, at), (ak, ak), . . . } 
Thus the rule in (5) applies even to hypothetical forn1 like /ap/, n1apping it to 
[ap ]. Kos.kennierni (1983) takes this one step further, and considers the "three dots" 
to include pairs like those in (7). 

(7) l(a, a), (as, as), (af, af), (ar, ar), (an, an), . . . } 
In other \'10rds, all hypothetical underlying forms are included in the left-hand side 
of son1e pair. The corresponding SPE rule could be said to apply to all possible 
underlying forms, though in most cases its application is vacuous. The appli
cation only results in a change "'hen the final consonant is a voiced obstruent. 
Mainstream phonology never adopted this perspective, for l\'10 reasons: it made 
the standard SPE rules more difficult to "'rile (and sometimes n1ore co1nplex 
according to the SPE simplicity n1etric), and there \Vere some discouraging co1n
plexity results (Barton 1986; Barton et al. 1987). But Koskennierni observes a 
conceptual shift when thinking of the patterns in this '''ay: rules can be thought 
of as constraints on alternations. 

Note that all phonological kno'"ledge can be deduced from the alternation 
pattern. In the case of phonotactic kno'''ledge, this is straightfon"ard: the set of 
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forms in the right-hand side (the "surface forms") of the alternation pattern con
stitutes the infinite set of all forms that obey the surface phonotactic constraints 
of the language. Similarly, the set of forn1s in the left-hand side (the "underlying 
fonns") is an infinite set �vhich constitutes all forms that obey the Morpheme 
Structure Constraints (MSCs) of the language (CHAPTER 86: MORPHEME STRUCTURE 
CONSTRAINTS). If the notion of the rich base is adopted, there are no morpheme 
structure constraints, and the left-hand side becon1es all logically possible under
lying fonns. Finally, the alternation pattern itself determines the contrasts. Generally, 
any two segn1ents that are mapped to the same surface segment in all contexts 
(i.e. are neutralized) are not contrastive. Because knowledge of MSCs, phonotac

tics, and contrasts can all be deduced from alternations, the problem of devising 
learners for phonological alternations is one of the most important frontiers of 
phonological learnability. 

2.3 Gradience 
The above discussion only makes binary distinctions of well-formedness. Recently, 
ho\'l'ever, n1any phonologists have argued for the importance of gradient dis
tinctions (Coleman and Pierrehumbert 1997; Zura'v 2000; Albright and Hayes 2003; 
Coetzee 2008; l-Iayes and Wilson 2008). Gradient distinctions have been used to 
model the confidence of speakers in the face of lexical exceptions, variation in 
the productions of individual speakers, and variation across speakers in experi
mental settings. 

The scope of forn1al language theory is not linuted to binary distinctions. The 
sets and relations above can be thought of as fLu1ctions whose domain is all 
logically possible 'vords, or pairs of words, and 'vhose co-domain is simply 0 
and 1, for "ill-formed" and "'veil-formed," respectively; i.e. as indica.torf11nctions. 
Phonological patterns can also be thought of as functions \vhose co-don1au1 is 
real-valued. Moreover, if these values sum to one, then the function is a prob
ability distribution.' 

From the perspective of formal language theory and learning theories, the 
differences behveen indicator functions and distributions are not particularly 
significant. Consider the Chomsky Hierarchy: 

(8) finite c regu.l.a.r c context-free c context-sensitive c recLLrsively eniunerable 

This inclusion hierarchy classifies patterns (e.g. sets of (pairs of) forms) in terms of 
the complexity of the ku1ds of formal devices (e.g. grammars) needed to generate 
then1 (see, e.g. Harrison 1978; Hopcroft et al. 1979; Thomas 1997). A ren1arkable 
range of ways to characterize coro.plexity all converge on the distinctions in (8), 
'vhich is '''hy the hierarchy is considered to be so illuminating. 

Crucially, the place of a function in the Chomsky Hierarchy is entirely inde
pendent of \Vhether its co-domau1 is Boolean or real-valued. For learning theory 
- and the central problen1 of generalization - the co-domain 111atters little. Vapnik 
(1998: 8) ,,vrites: 
' Formally, let l: • be the set of all logically possible words given a finite alphabet L A pattern L is 
an indicator function if L :  i:• --. 10, 1 f. It is real-valued if L :  i:• --. >'{.and it is a probability distribu
tion iff [.,.". L(w) c 1. U t:, is another alphabet, then L :  t.:• x i::,• --.  {0, 1} is a Boolean alternation and 
L :  £•XL\• � ::tis a rea] .. \ralued one. 
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Generalizing the results obtained for estimating indicator functions (pattern recog
nition) to the problem of estimating real-valued functions (regressions, density 
functions, etc.) was a purely technical aduevement. To obtain these generalizations, 
no additional concepts needed to be introduced. 

Thus the choice of binary vs. gradient distinctions should depend simply on zvhat 
one is trying to 1nodel. 

2.4 Properties of phonological patterns 
What are the properties of phonological patterns? ''\Then "'e consider alternations, 
it is the case that they can be described '"ith any gra1nn1ar capable of describ
ing regular relations (Johnson 1972; Kaplan and Kay 1981, 1994; Karttunen 1993, 
1998; Eisner 1997a, 1997b; Riggle 2004).2 It is kno,vn tl1at all regular relations have 
regular domains and co-domains, so it follo'''S that all phonotactic patterns are 
regular as well. This is a striking hypothesis in light of the fact that son1e syntactic 
patterns appear to belong to higher levels of the Chomsky Hierarchy (Chomsky 
1956; Joshi 1985; Shieber 1985; Kobele 2006). 

Th(n.1gh .limiting phonology to regular patterns is a significant restriction, it is 
not nearly restrictive enough. For instance, consider a hypothetical stress pattern 
consisting of all forms \-Vith an even number of stressed syllables. This pattern is 
regular, but it is \Vildly unlike those observed in natural language (see e.g. Hayes 
1995; Gordon 2002; CHAPTER 41: THE REPRESENTATION OF WORD STRESS). Further
more, though assuming tl1at phonology is regular provides significant structure 
to the hypothesis space, there are many learning frame,-vorks \-vhere this is still 
too little structure to guarantee learnability. 

Learning theorists are interested in the properties that n1ake patterns learnable. 
Linguistic properties are just now beginning to be investigated for their contribu
tions to lea.rnabi lity. In the case of phonological patterns, it seems likely that the 
relevant properties will be subregular; that is, properties that carve out some proper 
subclass of the regular languages. Rogers and Pullum (2007) dra'" attention to 
the Subregular Hierarchy (McNaughton and Pa pert 1971), which classifies regular 
patterns according to the properties of different kinds of gramn1ars capable of 
generating then1. Additional recent work which atten1pts to relate phonological 
patterns to their place in the Subregular Hierarchy include Edlefsen et al. (2008), 
Graf (2010), and Heinz (2010). 

3 Learning theory 

3.1 Goals 

There are n1any good resources on formal learning theory for phonologists. 
Nowak et al. (2002) provides an excellent, short introduction. Ni.yogi (2006) and 
de la Higuera (2010) provide detailed, accessible treatments, and Anthony and 

2 The notable exception to this is reduplication (CHAPTER 100: REDUl'LlCATlON; CHAPTER 119; 

R60UPLICATION IN SANSKlUT), which is •<guably a morphological process (ln.kelas and Zoll 2005). For 
regular (finite-state) approaches to reduplic.ition, see Roark and Sproat (20(}7). 
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Biggs (1992), Kearns and Vazirani (1994), and Jain et al. (1999) provide technical 
introductions. Here \Ve su1nmarize some of the n1ain ideas and con1mon results. 

Learning theory characterizes learning, and the necessary and sufficient con
ditions required for learning strategies to be successful, or to exhibit some other 
particular behavior. This focus on characterizing a learner's behavior helps us 
understand precisely why a particular learning strategy succeeds in some cases, 
and helps us to characterize the class of cases "'here it may fail. 

Learning theory defines learners as functions >vhicl1 map experience to grammars. 
The experience of the learner is necessarily finite, but the target languages typically 
are not. Any learning procedure can be characterized in this \vay, including 
learners that are connectionist (e.g. Rumelhart and McClelland 1986) or Bayesian 
(Griffiths et al. 2008), and learners based on maximu1n entropy (e.g. Gold•vater 
and Jolu1son 2003), as well as those embedded within generative models such 
as Recursive Constraint Den1otion (Tesar 1995; Tesar and Smolensky 1998) and 
minimal generalization (Albright and Hayes 2002; Albright 2009). Results of formal 
learning theory apply to all of these particular proposals and many others. 

By characterizing learning algorithn1s as functions, it is possible to focus on the 
functional behavior of a learning strategy rather than its procedural description. 
This allows one to identify relevant properties of the mapping - like the linguistic 
typology predicted by a function's range - that are independent of the aJgorithn1's 
implementation. Moreover, these properties are often crucial in understanding 
precisely \vhat kinds of patterns learners are guaranteed to learn, and •vhere they 
can fail. 

Learning functions can also be characterized in terms of their con1putational 
complexity. Some learning procedures may require unreasonable resources and 
time. The exact meaning of "unreasonable" is studied in a number of works, 
including Pitt (1989) and de la Higuera (1997). 

3.2 Leaming frameworks 
In §3.2.1-§3.3 we survey three learning frame"'orks: Identification in the Limit 
from Positive Data (Gold 1967), Probably Approximately Correct learning (Valiant 
1984), and the Mistake Bounds model (Littlestone 1988). Other framev,•orks are 
discussed in §3.3.1, and the major results of learning theory are given in §3.4. 
Across the frameworks, precisely the sa.m.e conclusion explicates the necessity 
of (some form of) Universal Grammar: namely, \\rithout a structured, restricted 
hypothesis space, feasible learning is impossible. 

3.2.1 Identification in the Lirnit front Positive Data 
In the Identification in the Limit from Positive Data (ILPD) frame,·vork, there 
are no limits on the learner's computational resources or time, and the input 
is assumed to consist of an infinitely long noise-free text that contains at least 
one instance of every form in the target pattern. Learners are partial functions, 
which 1nap initial finite portions of these texts to granunars. A learner is said 
to converge to a grammar G if and. only if at some finite point every future 
hypothesis is G. The learner is said to identify a language (or class of languages) 
in the limit just in case the learner converges to a grammar that generates the 
target language for any text from the target language (for any 1nember of the class 
of languages). 
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Though the learner's input is generously assumed to include every potentially 
useful finite collection of forms from the target, the criterion for success is very strict: 
for any logically possible text for the language, the learner must find a granunar 
that generates the target pattern 'vithout a single deviation. This scenario focuses 
the learning problem squarely on generalization. Given as much finite experience 
as desired, can any learning device, no matter how po,verful, exactly learn some 
language pattern, \Vhich may be infinite in size? Ho'v can the learning device 
cover the gap beh\'een its finite experience and the infinite set \vhich represents 
the capacity of a normal speaker? 

3.2.2 Probably Approxiniately Correct learning 
Another model that has received a great deal of attention in learning theory is 
the Probably Approxin1ately Correct (PAC) fran1e"'ork, first introduced by Valiant 
(1984) and subsequently developed by Kearns et al. (1987), Angluin (1988a), and 
Blumer et al. (:I 989), among others.3 This model offers a probabil istic perspective 
on efficiently learning a class of languages in terms of the probability of attaining 
a hypothesis that has a lo"' likeliliood of making errors modulo the number of 
training san1ples observed. 

The input to the learners is determined by drawing elements from the instance 
space Xof data points, according to a probability distribution TI. Instead of exact 
identification, the quality of a learner's hypothesis /1 is evaluated in terms of the 
probability that h disagrees 'vith the target language I for any x E X, randomly 
drawn according to distribution n. The ingenious aspect of the PAC n1odel is that 
it does not matter what the distribution is, only that the same distribution n is 
used for training a.nd for evaluation. 

The error of a hypothesis, denoted error(h), is the sum of the probability that TI 
assigns to data points \vhere h disagrees with the target. Analysis of learnability 
in the PAC model centers on the follo\ving question: 

(9) For a given level of error E, if a learner is presented 'vith /11 samples drawn 
from X at random according to TI, what is our confidence b that error(h) of 
the learner's hypothesis h is less than c? 

For a language class L and any given learning strategy, the sauzple complexity is 
the number of samples 111 needed to ensure that, for any I e L and any distribu
tion n, the likeliliood is at least b that a learner \vill generate a hypothesis \vhose 
error is at most <. This leads to the follo"ring definition of PAC-learnability: 

(10) Lis PAC-learnable iff the sa1nple con1plexity of L is a polynomial function 
of£ and b. 

The PAC-learning framew·ork differs from IDLP in two important respects. In one 
sense, the PAC model is 1nore stringent because the required training data and 
co1nputation must be feasible (i.e. polynomial). But, in another sense, the PAC n1odel 

' See Haussler el al. (1992) and Hau ssler (1995) for overviews of work in le;ttnability theory and insights 
into the deep connections between the PAC, Bayesian, and mistake-bound perspectives. 
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is less stringent than the Gold model, in that it loosens the definition of success 
frorn exact identification of a language to approximate identification that is likely 
to be correct most of the ti.me. 

3.3 Mistake bounds 
Littlestone (1988) observes that, in 1nany cases of interest, learnability can be 
characterized by the fact that the number of mistaken classifications - and sub
sequent corrections - is bounded. In this online frame,vork, a learning algorithm 
A must classify each form it observes according to its current hypothesis Ii, which 
may be updated after the correct classification is revealed. The mistake boun.d for 
A on language class L, denoted M,.(L), is the nun1ber of mistaken classifications 
that ?I might make 'vhen facing a diabolical adversary who knows ?l's strategy 
and has boundless computing resources to choose the hardest language in L, and 
the least helpful presentation of exa.mples. The optimal mistake bound for L, denoted 
Opt(L), is the smallest M,.(L) for any possible JlL 

Little.stone (1988) sho"1s that if Opt(L) is finite, then it is the case that the class 
Lis both identifiable in the litnit and P AC-learnable. The converse, however, does 
not hold; neither PAC nor Gold learnability guarantees a finite mistake bound. In 
the former case there might be an infinite sequence of imperfect hypotheses that 
all have error less than £, and in the latter case one might be able to guarantee that 
the number of n1istakes will be finite \Vithout being able to give a specific bound. 

3.3.1 Other franzezvorks 
There are other learning frame,vorks. Some enrid� the learner's input in particular 
'vays, which gives the learner more information and generally leads to stronger 
positive results. For example, Gold (1967) also considers the case of learning 
frorn positive and negative data. In this scenario, the entire class of recursively 
enumerable languages is learnable in principle, though no learner is efficiently 
computable for even the regular Ja.nguages (Gold 1978). Gold also sho'"s that 
restricting texts to those "'ith certain useful kinds of structure (for example, by 
only allo,ving texts "'hose structure is describable "'ith prin1itive recursive func
tions; see also Rogers 1967) can also guarantee the learnability of the recursively 
enumerable languages. This 1neans that knowing crucial properties of the pres
entations of the data can, like negative evidence, make a huge contribution to 
pattern learning. Ho'"ever, it is highly doubtful that the natural language da ta 
children observe have either of these properties (note that occasional overt cor
rections do not necessarily constitute negative evidence). 

Sinularly, Horning (1969) shows that, \vhen learning stochastic languages 
(distribt.1tion learning), ii it is the case that learners are required to succeed only 
on texts generable by the target distribution then it follo'"S that probabilistic 
context-free languages can be learned (see also Osher.son et al. 1986). Angluin 
(1988b) supersedes Horning's result, and shows that the entire class of recursively 
enumerable distributions is in fact learnable in this sense. Like Gold's result 
above, these results su.ggest that knowing properties of the presentations of the 
input data dramatically increases '"hat is learnable in principle. Crucially, ho\v
ever, the learners in these proofs are not remotely feasible, so these results do not 
inform human language learning. 
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3.4 Main results 

In the ILPD, PAC, and Jv!B frame,vorks surveyed above, there are significant 
negative results: none of the 1najor classes in the Chomsky H ierarchy is learnable. 
In the case of identification in the limit from positive data, no class \vhich is a 
proper superset of the finite languages is learnable. In the PAC and MB models, 
not even the finite class of languages is learnable. In other '"ords, there is no learner, 
not even in principle, that can PAC-learn or identify in the limit from positive 
data all regular, context-free, or context-sensitive language patterns. 

There are n1any "'ays to interpret this result (see, for example, Pinker 1979). 
Gold mentions restricting the problem so that not all regular (or context-sensitive) 
patterns are permitted in natural language. This possibility is promising for three 
reasons. First, the field of grammatical inference has identified many classes of 
languages that are ILDP and PAC-lea.rnable (Angluin 1982; Muggleton 1990; Clark 
and Eyraud 2007; Heinz 2008; de la Higuera 2010). Many of these classes contain 
infinitely many patterns, and some include context-free, even context-sensitive 
patterns. In virtually every case, the successes occur because the language classes 
are non-a.rbitra.ry in unportant '"ays: the hypothesis space is structured. Secondly, 
this possibility makes sense from the studies of distribution learni11g above: 
while recursively eniunerable distributions are learnable in principle they are not 
feasibly learnable in practice. The efficiency issues can be overcome by restricting 
the class of distributions to be learned (if doing so adds sufficient structure to 
the hypothesis space). Finally, this possibility also matches well with language 
typologists' repeated observations that the extensive variation that exists in 
natural languages appears to be linuted, though stating exact wuversals is difficult 
(Greenberg 1963, 1978; Maira[ and Gil 2006; S tabler 2009). 

The results surveyed above lead to the follo"'ing conclusion: structure matters. 
In particular, if the collection of language patterns to be learned has the right kmd 
of structure - the right kmd of properties - then learnu1g is possible. The most 
interesting learners will use the structure or properties m the language class to 
license the right genera lizations from their finite experience to an infinite pattern. 
Conversely, these results sho'" that there is essentially no hope of learning in cases 
'"here the range of possible patterns is too unstructured. 

4 The role of structure in generalization 

The structure of the hypothesis space is '"hat allows for generalization. In this 
section, we discuss very general structural properties important to learnability. 
We begm '"ith a discussion of fmite hypothesis spaces, then turn to structure related 
to what has been called the s11bsel pro/Jle111, and conclude '''ith a general n1etric of 
structure known as the Vapnik-Chervonenkis Dilnension. 

4.1 Finiteness as a kind of structure 
!vfany lmguistic theories, such as Principles and Parameters and Optimality Theory, 
only allo'" finitely much variation in the typology, thereby providmg a finite 
collection of languages. This property of hypothesis spaces is a sufficient property 
for success in many fra.me\vorks, including PAC and IDLP. A con11Don brute-force 
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strategy for any finite hypothesis space is to essentially match all grammars 'vith 
the learning data, and choose the one that is the most consistent. 

Although it is a sufficient property for learning, finiteness is hardly an .inter
esting property. To see 'vhy, recall the earlier discussion of quantity insensitive 
(QI) stress patterns, and let us artificially place an upper bound on 'vord length 
so that we only have finitely many patterns to consider. For ease of illustration 
we set the bound at four). If \Ve restrict ourselves to just one string of each length, 
then there are 2'0 = 1,024 logically possible patterns, of which eight are sho,vn 
in (11). 

(11) Some logically possible stress patterns over 1-4 S1Jllables 

Initial 
Final 
Edges 
Binary-initial 

natural QI stress systems 
1 10 100 1000 
1 01 001 0001 
1 11 101 1001 
1 10 101 1010 

unnatural syste111s 
0 01 100 0101 
1 10 101 0110 
1 00 000 1010 
1 01 101 1100 

The artificial bound limits the class in a very significant but uninteresting \vay, 
because aln1ost all of these 1,024 patterns belong in the "unnattrral" column. The 
properties that detern1ine which patterns belong to the "natural" colun1n are going 
to be precisely those same linguistic properties that hold regardless of whetl1er 
the class is finite or infinite. It is of far greater interest ho'v those properties - and 
not finiteness - structure the hypothesis space. 

Finiteness is hardly a necessary property for learnability - n1any infinite lan
guage classes are efficiently learnable because they have structure tl1at learners 
can utilize (Jain et al. 1999; de la Higuera 2010). On the other hand, brt1te-force 
learners that simply traverse an enumeration of all hypotheses are not gener
ally feasible (since finite classes can still be very large). Even for the finite case, 
the interesting learners are those that make use of structure (see e.g. Recursive 
Constraint Demotion; Tesar and Smolensky 2000). 

4.2 Tell-tale sets and the subset proble1n 

Angluin (1980) provides one bendi.mark for necessary and sufficient structure 
in a hypothesis space. If every language pattern L in the hypothesis space con
tains a finite set S, such that no other language pattern L' in the hypothesis space 
is si.Inultaneously a superset of S and proper subset of L (see Figure 3.1), then 
this hypothesis space is sufficiently structured to be identified in the li.Init fron1 
positive dat.<. The finite set S is caU.ed a tell-tale set, and we caU the above property 
of hypothesis spaces the tell-tale property. 

The tell-tale property is sufficient for learning, because a learner that guesses 
L after exposure to its tell-tale set is guaranteed to have hypothesized the sn1allest 
language in the class consistent \Vith the sample. Characterizing the tell-tale sets 
of a hypothesis space - and more generaJly, characterizing the finite expe.rience 
a learner needs to generalize correctly to the language patterns in a hypothesis 
space - is one of the important lessons of learning theory. It adds to the func
tional characterization of the learner. This is because once the tell-tale sets are 
characterized, when given a learner and a language pattern L fro1n the learner's 
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No such language L' 

Figure 3.1 The tell-tale property 

L 

hypothesis space, one kno'"s "'hether the learner will succeed given some finite 
sample S (by checking \vhether S is a tell-tale set). 

Identifying properties of the tell-tale sets is important to phonologists for 
hvo reasons. First, it provides an additional \vay to evaluate learning proposals, 
since the tell-tale sets can be compared 1vith the actual linguistic forms available 
to children. Secondly, knovvledge of the properties of tell-tale sets allo•vs one to 
understand ho'" the learner generalizes, and may provide insight into stages of 
the learning process. 

4.3 The Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension 
One particularly silnple and robust metric of structure for concept classes is the 
combil1atorial measure of complexity kno•vn as the Vapnik-Chervonenkis (VC) 
din1ension (Vapnik 1998; Vapnik and Chervonenkis 1971). For a given concept 
class L, the VC dimension (VCD) of L is the cardinality of the largest set of data 
S such that there is at least one language in L for each of the 2151 possible '"ays 
of labeling the data points in S as "ungrammatical" or "gram1natical." If S has 
this property it is said to be shattered by L.4 If sets of arbitrary size are shatter
able then the VCD is said to be infinite. 

For an illustration, suppose that '''e represent coda clusters as points i.n W:: (the 
x-y plane) 'vhere the x-axis encodes the sonority of the second consonant and 
the y-axis the sonority of the first. Suppose further that L is the (infinite) set of 
languages correspondil1g to "half-spaces" defined by straight lines that split W:: 
into t\vo regions, one for licit clusters and the other for illicit clusters. Figure 3.2 
provides a rough example that situates the clusters sn, pl, pt in W.:. In this example, 
a grammar that includes all three clusters can be obtained by dra>ving a line off 
to one side so that the illicit (shaded) area does not include the points. Grammars 
that il1clude any l\vo of the points can be obtaii1ed by dravvil1g a line between the 
point to be excluded and the other t\vo, and shading the side with the excluded 
point. These four possibilities make up the top ro•v of Figure 3.2. The other four 
possibilities are illustrated in the bottom ro•v of Figure 3.2; these are obtained by 
inverting the grammars in the top ro>v. Since there is a grammar (i.e. a half-space) 

' Formally, sample S = (x,, . . .  , x.,) G x. is shatterable if lf(v,, . . . , v.,) e (0, 11", 31 e L such that 
lfi c(xi) = v,. The VC dimension of L is the cardinality of the largest shatterable sample: vcd(L) = 

maxUSI : S is shatterablef. 
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o Sfl +Sn • sn 

• pt • pl • pt • pl • pt • pl 
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Figure 3.2 A set of three points that is shatterable by half-spaces in -JC 
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• pt • pl 
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•Sn 
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lpl) 

for each of the eight logically possible grammatical/ungrammatical distinctions over 
these three points, we say that this set of points is shattered by the class L. 

Because there is a shatterable set of three points, the VC dimension of L is at 
least three. This does not entail that every set of three points is shatterable. For 
instance, any set of three collinear points cannot be shattered, because one of the 
points lies directly between the other hvo and thus cannot be separated by a 
half-space. This same logic explains why no set of four points in 'R!: is shatterable; 
either one point is inside a triangle ,.,,hose corners are the other points, or the four 
points are the corners of a convex polygon. In the former case, no hyperplane can 
include the interior point while excluding all the points at the corners and, in the 
latter case, no hyperplane can include hvo opposing corners while excluding both 
points at the other corners. The fact that there are shatterable sets of three points, 
but no shatterable sets of four, places the VC dimension of half-spaces in 'R!: at 
three (for �· it is n+ 1). \!Vhat this means in terms of learnabi.lity is that, for any 
dataset with more than three points, there must be points whose gra1nn1aticality 
is interdependent. 

To understand the role this structure plays in learning, consider a class L 
whose VC dimension is d and a learner with 111 data points. As long as 111 < d, it 
is possible that the labeling of every point is totally independent of the others. 
But, as soon as /11 > d, son1e generalization/prediction is ahvays possible, because 
there are fe,ver than 2"' distinct ways to label the data points as grammatical 
or ungrammatical according to languages in L (otherwise the VCD would be higher). 
Furthermore, it turns out that \vhen m. > d, the number of possible labelings is 
a polynonzial function of nz. In essence, there is a sort of "phase transition" from 
exponentially many labelings when m ::; d to only polynomially n1any when 111 > d, 
'vhich makes the complexity of the hypothesis space a polynomial function of 
111 \vhen the VCD is finite.5 

s By complexity, we mean information-theo;etk complexity in the sense that L makes .it poss.ible to 
describe any labeling of 111 > d data points with fewer than log, m bits. See Kearns and Vozirani (1994) 
for more discussion and for proofs. 
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A finite VCD is both necessary and sufficient for PAC-learnability (Blumer 
et al. 1989), and thus not even the class of finite languages (vthich has infinite 
VCD) is learnable in the PAC frame,vork. It folJo,vs that none of the major classes 
of the Chomsky Hierarchy are PAC-learnable, \vhich again suggests that the right 
characterization of the class of patterns in phonology is some class that cross-cuts 
the Chomsky Hierarchy. 

Finally, \Ve should note that substantive linguistic restrictions will shrink the 
VC dimension belo\v the upper bound that follo,vs fron1 n1ore general structural 
properties of the class. For example, in the grammars of Figure 3.2, phonetic 
factors such as ease of articulation or perception might rule out the possibility 
of languages that admit [pt] clusters '"hile excluding [sl] and [sn] clusters. When 
additional properties such as in1plicational universals over sonority sequencing 
restrict a concept class, the VCD can quantify the structure that such factors bring 
to the learning problen1. 

4.4 Summary 

The three kinds of structure surveyed here -finiteness, the tell-tale property, and the 
VC di1nension - provide a foundation for phonologists to investigate the contribu
tion phonological properties make to learning. Phonologists widely agree that there 
is intricate structure in phonological patterns. How this phonological structure relates 
to the structures that are relevant to learnability is a promising ne'" research area. 

5 Phonological learners 

5.1 Learning rule-based alternations from pairs 

Johnson (1984) presents an algorithm that takes as input a set of (u, s) pairs and 
returns segn1ent substitution ru.les and their orderings tl1at are Logically consistent 
with the data. The class Lof all languages (sets of (u, s) pairs) that are representable 
by ordered sequences of substitution rules is superfinite, and thus '"e kno"' that this 
strategy cannot identify L in the linUt from positive data. Johnson notes that this 
set of induced rl.lles and orderings can be reduced via evaluation n1etrics and other 
heuristics grounded in lai1gt1age tmiversaJs. The need for the latter sho,vs that, while 
logical properties of phonological rules can restrict the hypothesis space, additional 
structure in linguistic systems must play a role in choosing among hypotheses. 

Gildea and Jurafsky (1996) present an algorithm that takes as input (u, s) pairs 
fro1n a dataset with some alternation, and returns a rule, which l.ll1like Johnson's 
system can include deletion and epenthesis. Their "'Ork begins \vith a result from 
Oncina et al. (1993), \.vho present an algorithm dubbed OSTIA, which identifies 
in the limit fron1 positive data a subclass of regular relations describable by 
subsequenti.al finite state transducers. Since the flapping rule of English can be 
represented this way, Gildea and Jurafsky ask \\'hether OSTIA will acquire the 

6 Since the Cf\.1U dictior1ary does not include allophonic inforrr�a.tion, Gildea a11d Jurafsky n1od.ified 
the dictionary to replace. [ti and !di with [r) in every instance where the nue would apply. 
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flapping rule from an appropriately modified version of the Carnegie Mellon 
UniversihJ Pronouncing Dictionan; (CMU 1993).6 Essentially, they ask whether the 
CMU contains a tell-tale set (for OSTIA). Because OSTIA fails to learn the flapping 
rule from the CMU dictionary, the ans,ver is no, probably because a tell-tale set 
'vould need to include non-English forms like ttt.7 

Gildea and Jurafsky then augment OSTIA "'ith three phonologically motivated 
principles. These are Faithfulness: underlying-surface pairs tend to be similar; 
Community: sinillar segn1ents tend to behave si..tnilarly; and Context: phonological 
rules can access variables in their context. This modified OSTIA algorithn1 gets 
much closer to acquiring a rule that represents the English flapping alternation. 
Gildea and Jurafsky conclude that these biases aid learning, and argue for a research 
program for evaluati..t1g the contributions of such biases. 'vVe agree \vholeheartedly; 
domain-appropriate biases that add structure to or othenvise reduce the hypothesis 
space are likely to aid learning by also reducing the size of tell-tale sets. Ho,vever, 
it is critical to ask exactly ho"' and vvhy this occurs, and most crucially \vhat class 
of rules are learnable \vith the biases in place. To our kno,vledge, neither of these 
interesti..t1g questions has been addressed. 

Albright and Hayes (2003) also ai..tn to learn alternations expressed by phono
logical rules. Their algorithn1 takes as input (u, s) pairs and returns a set of re,vrite 
rules \vi.th confidence scores. A central idea in their rule construction procedure 
is a strategy called minimal generalization. The idea is that if hvo sounds are kno,vn 
to undergo some alternation, then one may conclude that all sounds m the smallest 
natural class containing those two sounds also undergoes the alternation (cf. the 
Conlffiunity principle). In addition, the algoritllffi assigns a confidence score to 
each rule based on the frequency of the rule's application in the corpus. The con
fidence score can be used to analyze free variation, or phonologically conditioned 
allomorphy (as with the irregular English past tense). 

Albright and Hayes do not focus on an analytical characterization of the class 
of languages that their algoritllffi can learn, but instead con1pare the behavior 
of their algorithn1 to the judgments of native speakers on '\vug" tests (Berka 1958; 
CHAPTER 96: EXPERIMENTAL APPROACHES IN THEORETICAL PHONOLOGY). These com
parisons reveal intrigui..t1g correlations, but they are somewhat difficult to i..t1terpret. 
On the one hand, a shift in focus from the analysis of properties that define 
various I ear nab le classes of languages to the behavior of humans is undoubtedly 
appealing to any 'vho feel that the results of learnabil.ity theory are too abstract and 
remote from real-,,rorld learning problems. On the other hand, having observed 
that an algorithm fl! and human subject J{ give similar responses for a particular 
set of test items T after being exposed to a set of trai..tling data D, it is not clear 
\vhat \Ve can conclude about J{ or the relationship behveen fa!. and :H, because they 
might ,viJdly diverge for some other data T' and D'. The goal of detero:ti.ning "'hi.ch 
properties of the data critically underlie learnability - or in this case the correla
tion bet\veen fl! and J{ - is precisely \vhy learning theory focuses mainly on the 

' It should be emphasized that OST!A learns a rule that is consistent with the data. It is just that the 
alternation that this rule describes is 1'1ot tl1e same i11finite set of {underlyi11g form, Sl1rface forn1) pairs 
that phonologists think the flapping rule ought to describe. 
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properties of classes of lnnguagi>s or the general behavi�r of specific algorithms, as opposed 
to the specific behavior of specific algorithms. 

5.2 Learning OT grammars 
Optimality Theory (Prince and Smolensky 1993) is a theory of grammar '"hich 
characterizes alternations by a strict ranking of constraints \vhich evaluate possible 
(u, s) pairs. A (u, s) pair belongs to the alternation just in case it is optimal among 
the (possibly infinite) range of (u, s') pairs according to the ranked constraints. 
(CHAPTER 63: MARKEONESS AND FAITHFULNESS CONSTRAINTS). 

For a fixed (universal) set of k constraints there are at most k! languages 
and thus any set of constraints defines a finite class of languages that is learn
able in the lin1it. Though the n1en1bers of any finite class of languages can be 
identified in the limit by enun1erating the languages, such an approach is not 
feasible in practice. An early positive result for OT learning was provided by 
Tesar and Smolensky's (1993) Recursive Constraint Demotion (RCD) algorithm. 
Tesar and Smolensky (1996: 26) subsequently showed that the structure that ranked 
constraints given to the hypothesis space guarantees that RCD \Vil! success
fully identify languages with a polynomial mistake bound (unlike a brute-force 
enumeration). 

5.3 The VC dimension of OT and HG 

As n1entioned earlier, finitude is itself a very si1nple kind of structure for concept 
dasses. \iVith regard to the VC dimension, this is reflected by the fact that the VCD 
of any finite set of grammars is at most log2 of the cardinality of the set. This 
follo"'S because it takes at least 2" concepts to shatter a set of n data points. Hence 
the VCD of any set of OT gran1mars over a fixed set of k constraints is at most 
log2 k!, because there are only k! possible rankings. By contrast, if \Ve take the 
same constraints and consider grammars defined by real-valued rveightings (as in 
Harmonic Grammar; HG)8 there are infinitely many possible grammars and thus 
no a priori bound on the VCD. 

This pair of cases proves to be quite ilhunina ting. Though the finitude of L 
(or lack thereof) provides some inforn1ation about its learnability, the charac
terization is both coarse and incoro.plete. In the case of OT, the finitude of the 
concept class bounds the VC dimension at log2 of k! (which is on the order of k 
log2 k). Unsurprisingly, the hypothesis space has more structure than its mere 
finitude, and this structure bounds OT's VC din1ension at k-1 (Riggle 2009). 
By contrast, one 1night expect the infinite hypothesis space of HG to have n1uch 
Jess structure, but it turns out that learning \veightings can be represented as 
the problem of learning half-spaces in qC (as in Figure 3.2), so the VC dimension 
cannot be greater than k+l and in fact is k-1 (Bane et al. 2010). This parity means 
not only that both models are efficiently learnable, but that the learning problen1s 
are essentially of equal complexity (recalling Vapnik's observation in §2.3). 

• In addition to HG (Legendre el t1/. 1990; Smolensky and Legendre 2006; Pater 2009), a range of 
weighted models have been proposed by Goldsmith (1990, 1991, 1993a, 1993b) and a few others. 
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5.4 PAC learning of rankings and weightings in 
OT and HG 

Both OT and HG have the same VC dimension: k-1 for grammars with k con
straints. For a concrete example of '""hat this 1neans in terms of learnability, 
consider tl1e three hypothetical tableaux in (12). 

(12) input 1 C1 C2 
Canda • 

Cand b • 

il1put 2 C1 C2 
Ca.nd c 
Candd • 

input3 c, C2 
Cand e 

Ca.nd/ 

C3 I c, 

I 
C3 c. 
• I 

C3 c,, 
* 

• I 

implication: a >  b iff iv, > iv2 in HG or c., >> c2 in OT 

implication: b > a  iff w2 > w., in HG or c2 >> c, in OT 

in1plication: c > d iff 102 > zv3 in HG or c2 >>�in OT 

implication: d > c iff iv3 > iv2 in HG or c3 >> c2 in OT 

implication: e >f iff w3 > w4 in HG or c3 >> c4 in OT 

in1plication: f > e iff zv, > zv3 in HG or c, >>�in OT 

In bofu OT and HG it is possible to formulate sets of k-1 bi.nary tableaux like 
those in (12), in which each of the exponentially many (i.e. 2

t-1) ways to choose 
a set of "'inners is possible under some graalJllar. However, as soon as a learner 
has seen k or more tableaux - in either model - there are only polynomially 
many "'ays to choose a set of "'inners (i.e. there is no set of four tableaux in 
which all patterns of \vinners are possible). The ren1arkable consequence of this 
fact is that any learner that meets the silnple condition that its hypotheses are 
always consistent with all previous observations is guaranteed to PAC-learn a 
ranking/weighting from a set of training data \vhose size is a linear in the number 
of constraints.9 

Given a constraint set and a dataset comprising (\vin.ner, loser) pairs, Recursive 
Constraint Demotion (Tesar and Smolensky 1993, 1998, 2000; Tesar 1995, 1997, 
1998a, 1998b) constructs a stratified hierarchy :J{(i.e. a '.veak ordering) that is con
sistent '"ith the data by constructillg strata consisting of constraints for 'vhich, in 
each remaining (w, l) pair, w has no more violations than I, and then discarding 
any pair in \vhich n1 is optin1al according to the Ji constructed thus far. This 
process is reiterated until all (w, I) pairs are gone (or until no constraint favors a 
'vinner, in \vhich case no ranking is consistent with the data). If, in addition to 
9{, RCD records the ranking conditions that support its correct predictions, then 
it can generate hypotheses consistent "'ith all previous observations and thereby 
be guaranteed to PAC-learn ranki11gs from i.n the order of k random samples (the 
extra record-keeping is needed to ensure consistency because "accidentally" 
correct predictions can be iu1done by subsequent updates to :Ji). 

• The bound on sample complexity m, according to VC dimension d, is m :> [(4/£) [ti In (12/£) + 
In (2/l>)j; see e.g. Blumer el al. (1989). 
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For HG grammars, Potts et al. (2010) propose a consistent learner that finds a 
constraint-,veighting w = (rv.1, w2' . . .  , w.) e 1(" that sirnultaneously satisfies all the 
linear inequalities that correspond to a set of (winner, loser) pairs - such as those 
in (12) - using a teclmique from linear progranm1ing called the simplex algorith111 
(see e.g. Papadimitriou and Steiglitz 1998: chapter 2). Though their learner is 
intended to operate over batches of (w, /} pairs, they could conceivably be recast 
as an "error-driven" learner, so that, rather than generating a ne"' hypothesis 
for each new dattun based on all prior observations, a ne\v hypothesis \Vould be 
generated only in the event of an erroneous prediction. 

RCD also has an error-driven formulation, and an especially useful property of 
error-driven learners is that they only need to "remember" data points that they 
misclassified (often called "supports") ir1 order to faithfully reconstruct correct 
predictions for all forn1s ill the trainir1g sequence. This allo\vs a mistake bow1d 
to double as a n1en1ory bound on the amount of information that a learner could 
ever need to store. 

Pater (2008) observes that Rosenblatt's (1958) "perceptron" can be straight
for,vardly applied to HG learning. The perceptron is an error-driven learner 
that n1air1tains a weightmg w = (w1, iv2' . . . , H\) e '.!{\ with '"hich they make 
predictions as follows. For candidates a and b, the value Ll.(a, b) e zk is the result 
of subtracting b's violations from n's violations (e.g. in (10), Ll.(a, b) = (-1, 1,  0, 0)). 
This pomt in k-dimensional space is "in" just in case it lies "'ithin the half-space 
described by zv (i.e. if the inner product w · tJ.(a, b) is greater than zero; this is 
a linear-classifier like the ones in Figure 3.2). Upon nusclassifying a data point, 
the hyperplane represented by the weight-vector w is nudged in the direction of 
6.(a, b). Though multiple errors on the same da.ta point are possible (i.e. the update 
rule is non-corrective), the perceptron is guaranteed to eventually converge to 
a correct weighting if one exists. In the general case, the perceptron is not a 
PAC-learner, because the san1ple complexity can be exponential m k when the 
probability mass of n is concentrated on positive and negative data points that 
a.re packed too close to the hyperplane that separates them. Moreover, th(n.lgh 
the perceptron \viii converge eventually, it is precisely these "hard" probability 
distributions that lead to many mistakes. 

5.5 Mistake bounds in OT and HG 
Regarding optimal mistake bounds, Littlestone (1988) sho•vs that, \Vhile a lo,ver 
bound on Opt(L) is set by L's VC dimension, in cases where L is finite, the upper 
bound of Opt(L) is log2ILI. This follo,vs because the strategy of n1akmg predictions 
that accord '"ith a plurality of the hypotheses consistent with previous observations 
only errs on data points that half or fe,.ver of the remaining hypotheses correctly 
classify (else the correct prediction '"ould have been made) and, as such, each error 
halves the set of viable hypotheses which allo\vs no more than log11 LI errors. 

Tlus suggests room for improvement over RCD's quadratic nustake bound of 
k(k-1)/2, >vhich follo•vs fron1 the n1axin1un1 nwnber of stratified luerarclues that 
RCD can entertain on the way froo1 all k constraints in a. smgle stra.tum to a total 
order (Tesar and Smolensky 1996: 26). To implement Littlestone's halving algorithm 
for OT, Riggle (2008) proposes a recursive function for calculating the fraction of 
the space of possible rankings that are consistent \Vith a set of optirnal candidates, 
a quantity he calls the r-volwne. For just t•vo candidates a and b, if A denotes the 
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constraints for "'hich a has fewer violations and B those for '''hich b has fe,ver 
violations, then the fraction of rankings that select a is precisely IAI I (IAl+IBI). 

(13) input c, 

Cand a 
Cand b ... 

C2 
• 

C3 c, 

• I • 
• I 

the r-volume of candidate n is 'h (i.e. 8 rankings) 

the r-volu1ne of candidate a is 2h (i.e. 16 rankings) 

Unfortunately, though computing r-volun1e for larger sets of candidates can 
often be done in "'ays vastly more efficient than exhaustive search, there are 
"hard" cases \vhere computation v»ill ah>Vays be intractable.10 This highlights the 
core tension between po,ver and efficiency in learning; RCD's mistake bound 
may be sub-optimal but it is still polyno1nial and it is obtainable at a1nazingly 
low con1putational cost, whereas the halving algorithn1 yields a nearly optin1al 
mistake bound (i.e. \vithin a logarithmic factor of k-1), but does so by introducing 
computation that is intractable in the \vorst case. 

Analysis of mistake bounds illuminates a significant point of divergence bet'''een 
OT and HG. Though the two models have the same VC dunension, the mistake 
bound of the former is finite, \•vhile the mistake bound of the latter is not. This is so 
because it is possible to construct a sample sequence of arbitrary length in '"'hich each 
ne'v data point causes an error that leads to an ever smaller change in the \veight
ing. Thus, though learners that use strategies such as the perceptron algorithm will 
eventually converge to a correct constraint \veighting for any HG gra1nmar (see 
Pater 2008), there is no general bound on the rate of convergence (i.e. the number 
of mistakes along the way) that holds for all possible sets of training data. 

PartiaHy due to this fact, much of the work on learning linear classifiers has focused 
on the \vay that specific properties of samples affect learnability. For instance, the 
quantity y, kno,vn as the nmrgin, measures the distance (in high dimensional space) 
bet"'een the granunatical and ungrammatical points and the line that separates 
the1n. Given y, one can derive bounds on the nun1ber of mistakes and the rate of 
convergence. In fact, if the margin is large enough, it supplants the dimensionality 
of the sample space in determmmg the VC dimension of the learning problem . 

Thus, \vith large margins, HG grammars with thousands of constraints n1ight 
nonetheless have very low nlistake bounds and sample complexity, suggestillg that 
searching for so-called Jarge-1nargin classifiers nught provide Imguistic msights. 

5.6 Learning segmental adjacency patterns 

Hayes and Wilson (2008) develop a learner that takes as input a list of \Vords and 
outputs a 1naxilnum entropy gran11nar consistmg of a finite set of weighted con
straints that define a. probability distribution over forms. The aJgoritho� has several 
properties of mterest. First, the constraints it returns are essentially n-grams and thus, 
in its simplest form, the algorithm can learn adjacency patterns, but not harmony 
patterns. Secondly, the units in these constraints are feature bundles denoting 
natural classes. Thirdly, the algorithm is designed to first seard1 for 1nore general 
constraints (i.e. those 'vith sw.a.Uer n and fewer features). Fourthly, folltnving the 

10 Tlris fo1Jo\1'1S from the fact tllat pairs of candjdates can be L1sed to define partial orders over the 
oonstraints and the fact that the problem of counting the linear extensions of partial orders is #P.Complete. 
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principle of maximum entropy, the model \veights constraints so that their observed 
number of violations in the training data matches the expected number. 

The authors provide case studies using corpus data suggesting that phono
logical features play a crucial role in generalization. However, Albright (2009) 
explores feature-based generalization in Hayes and Wilson's model, as well as 
one based on minimal generalization, and sho,vs that the specific contribution 
features tnake to learning remains unclear (CHAPTER 17: DISTINCTIVE PEATURES). 
This is an interesting class of n1odels, and the phonological biases vvith the hypo
thesis space are in many ways appealing. However, as '"'ith the biases in Gildea 
and Jurafsky (1996), formal analysis of their contribution is needed. 

5.7 Learning Harmony Patterns 

Hayes and Wilson (2008) show that '"hen representations are enriched by allow
ing segments "'ith certain features to project onto tiers (\vhere segments without 
such features are not projected) (see CHAPTER 14: AUTOSEGMENTS; CHAPTER 105: TIER 
SEGREGATION), if the algorithm is allo,ved to search for n-gram-like constraints on 
these additional levels of representation then it is possible to learn long-distance 
phonotactic constraints (i.e. harn1ony; see CHAPTER 91: VOWEL HAIU<IONY: OPAQUE 
AND TRANSPARENT VO\\'ELS). Hayes and Wilson (2008: 32) conclude that "in 
controlled comparative simulations, [tiers] makes phonotactic learning possible 
\Vhere it \vould not other"rise be so." It is, ho,vever, critical to bear in mind that this 
result tells us son1ething about a particular algorit/1111, and not something about 
the linguistic phenomenon of harmony (i.e. a class of languages). Indeed, Heinz 
(2007, 2010) shovvs tl1at long-distance phonotactic constraints can be learned "'ith
out tiers (see belovv). Furthermore, the tiers that are critical to tlie success of the 
algorithm are taken by Hayes and Wilson to be antecedently given, but this does 
not entail (nor do the authors claiJn) that they n1ust be antecedently given. 
Goldsnuth and Riggle (forthcon1ing) offer a strategy for learning long-distance 
patterns that has m.any similarities to H'ayes and \Nilson's approach, but begins 
with an algorithm from Goldsmith and Xantlios (2009) for "discovering" tiers via 
unsupervised categorization of the sounds of corpus into vowels and consonants. 

Heinz (2007, 2010) shows that phonotactic patterns derived from long-distance 
agreen1ent patterns (Hansson 2001; Rose and Walker 2004) can be learned ,.vith
out tiers, using the notion of a discontigtlOus subsequence of length hvo. This idea 
is similar to bigram learnmg '"here learners keep track of contiguous subsequences 
of length t\vo. Heinz provides proofs and formal analysis of classes of patterns 
this algorithm is able to identify in the !Unit. Unfortunately, the absence of analysis 
of what classes are learnable by the previously discussed phonotactic learners hin
ders comparisons of the 111odels. 

5.8 Learning stress patterns 

Stress patterns can be thought of as word-,vell-forn1edness conditions, and hence 
a kind of phonota.ctic pattern. Since stress typologies are diverse and '"ell estab
lished, learning stress patterns has become a popular and challenging proving 
ground for learning algorithms (CHAPTER 39: STRESS: PHONOTACTIC AND PHONETIC 
EVIDENCE; CHAPTER 41: THE REPRESENTATION OP WORD STRESS; CHAPTER 44: THE 
IAMHJC-TROCHAIC LAW; CHAPTER 57: QUANTITY-SENSITIVITY). 
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Dresher and Kaye (1990) propose a learning model in the Principles and 
Parruneters framework for learning stress patterns. In this frame,vork, a gra1nmar 
is a vector of parameters. The learner takes as input a list of "'ords, and for each 
'vord, sets paran1eters as deternuned by checking whether the "'Ord consists 
of particular properties, called cues. Gillis et al. (1995) implement the model \vith 
interesting discussion regarding "'hat constitutes an appropriate cue. They only 
provide input '"ords up to four syllables in length, and den1onstrate that the 
learner succeeded in learning 75 percent of the patterns. Related work includes 
Gibson and Wexler's (1994) Triggering Learning Algorithm (see also Frank and 
Kapur 1996 and Ni.yogi 2006: chapter 3 for discussion). 

Goldsmith (1994) and Gupta and Touretzky (1994) investigate ho'" quantity
insensitive stress patterns can be learned using dynamic neh"orks. Although the 
models differ in their specifics -Goldsmith en1ploys a different updating procedure 
than Gupta and Touretzky, who use a standard perceptron - these methods achieve 
a certain level of success in learning the patterns for which data is presented. 

Tesar and Smolensky (2000) discuss twelve OT constraints 'vhich yield a typo
logy of quantity-sensitive stress patterns. The OT constraints make reference to 
feet (CHAPTER 40: THE FOOT), \\'luch are not part of the learning input. Consequently, 
another procedure is necessary to parse the learner's input data, so that it can 
be processed by RCD (the underlying form is assumed to be a string of the right 
number of unstressed syllables). This procedure is non-trivial, as there may be 
different parses (i.e. foot assignments) for a given stress pattern. Tesar (1998a) 
proposes a procedure called robust interpretive parsing. To test their syste1n, Tesar 
and Sn1olensky hand-selected a test set consisting of 124 languages containing 
most of the "familiar n1etrical phenomena" analyzable "'ith their constraints 
(Tesar and Smolensky 2000: 68). Note, ho'"ever, that they acknowledge this set is 
not necessarily representative of the "'hole typology generated by their constraints. 
Using robust interpretive parsing, they report that if the i.tlitial state of the learner 
is n1onostratal - that is, no a priori ra!lking - then the learner succeeds on about 
60 percent of the languages in the test set. \"Jhen a particu.lar initi.a.l constraint 
hierarchy is adopted, the learner achieves -97 percent success. So in this case, robust 
interpretive parsing (n1ostly) addresses the problem RCD has '"ith hidden struc
ture (for tllis particular set of test data). 

Heinz (2007, 2009) proposes that all phonotactic patterns are neighborhood
distinct, 'vhich is a locality condition defined in automata-theoretic tern1s. It is 
shO\\'n that all but h"o of 109 descriptions of the \\rorld's stress patterns are 
neighborhood-distinct and that a particular learner that uses this property can 
learn 100 of these 109 patterns exactly. Although not every pattern can be 
learned, the patterns acquired in the "failure" cases differ only slightly from the 
target patte(ns. Heinz concludes that this particular notion of locality structures 
the hypothesis space in a '"ay that makes a significant contribution to phono
tactic learning. 

6 Conclusions 

We have argued that learning theory affirms the role of structure as a solution 
to the problem of generalization, and that there are ideas and methods \Vithin 
learning theory that allo\v one to n1easure this structure and the class of languages 
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\vhich have such structure. These tools offer phonologists a \vay to characterize 
the contribution various structural properties of phonological patterns can make 
to learning. 

With the exception of a substantial amount of \vork on learning in Optimality 
Theory (and Heinz 2010, on phonotactics), it is striking that most proposed 
learning algorithms have been evaluated only "'ith case studies. Though such 
studies are suggestive and can be vital in the development of models, in order to 
kno\v \vhether a given case study illustrates general properties of a problen1 \Ve 
need analytical results that sho\v why the algorithm succeeds, what properties of 
the training sample are critical to success, and ho'\v the algorithm maps experience 
to grammars. 

Finally, \ve have emphasized \vhat \ve believe to be the most fruitful direction 
for future research. Phonologists ought to identify properties of phonological 
patterns that structure the hypothesis space or reduce its size (cf. Heinz 2009; 
Tesar, forthcoming). This approach \vOrks in tandem •vith, rather than in lieu of, 
formal analysis. 
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4 Markedness 

ELIZABETH HUME 

1 Introduction 

!v!arkedness is one of the 1nost \videly used concepts in phonology and other areas 
of linguistics. The picture is complicated, ho,vever, by the fact that the term is 
used in different '''ays, as summarized in (1) (see also Haspe!math 2006). 

(1) Mnrkedness usages 
a. Descriptive markedness 

An abstract relation holding over men1bers of a set of observations 
displaying asymmetry, such that one subset is unmarked and the other 
is marked. 

b. Theoretical m.a.rkedness 
A universal principle or laws that guide language acquisition, loss, 
inventory structure, processes, rules, etc. toward the unmarked form. 

c. Markedness constraints 
A technical term in Optimality Theory referring to a category of constraints 
that evaluate the well-formedness of output structures. 

As stated in (le), one usage of mar.kecb�.ess appears in Optimality Theory (OT), 
\Vhere the term describes a category of constraints that evaluate output structures. 
The technical use of n1arkedness in OT is distinct from other usages: "A markedness 
constraint in OT may produce results related to [the] descriptive or typological 
sense of markedness, but the formal constraint and the typological observation 
are hvo different things" (McCarthy 2002: 15). Markedness constrain ts are not 
discussed in this chapter; the reader is referred to CHAPTER 63: MARKEDNESS AND 
FAITHFULNESS CONSTRAINTS, \vhere the topic is addressed in detail. 

A more common usage of the term, given in (la), is descriptive in nature, referring 
to an abstract relation holding over a set of language observations. Descriptive 
1narkedness has served as an  analytic tool to categorize sounds and other linguistic 
elements. It has also been commonly used as an instrument for comparing different 
language systems leading to the creation of language typologies. This concept of 
markedness dates back to linguists from the Prague School, most notably Nikolai 
Trubetz.koy and Ron1an Jakobson. Trubetzkoy (1939) used the tern1 in order to 
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describe the relations among members of a sound opposition: one member of the 
opposition bears some property or "mark" that the other member lacks. For example, 
given the set of consonants [m n b d], the nasal sounds [n1 n] can be described as 
being in opposition to the oral sounds [b d] regarding the property nasal: (m .n] bear 
the "mark" of nasality, 'vhile (b d] do not. Thus, nasal consonants can be referred 
to as the marked category and oral consonants the unmarked category (see also 
Jakobson 1932; Jakobson and Pomorska 1990; CHAPTER 11: THE PHONEME). 

In conten1porary linguistics, the tern1s "marked" and "tum1arked" have con1e 
to carry 1nuch more meaning than sin1ply "bearing some property," as exemplified 
in (2) by terms drawn from the literature. (See §5 for discussion of some of these 
terms, including the noted contradiction regarding perceptual salience.) Thus, 
describing an observation as u1unarked is often taken to mean that it is, for exan1ple, 
n1ore frequent, natural, simple, and predictable than the 1narked observation of 
the comparison set. The unn1arked is also often referred to as the default member 
of a class; that is, it is the member to be assumed, the most basic member of the 
set, barring further requirements or information. 

(2) lv!arkedness descriptors 
unmarked 
natural 
normal 
general 
si.inple 
inactive 
more frequent 
optimal 
predictable 
acquired earlier 
1nore phonetically variable 
articulatorily simple 
perceptually strong 
perceptually weak 
1miversal 
ubiquitous 

1narked 
less natural 
less normal 
specialized 
complex 
active 
Jess frequent 
less optimal 
unpredictable 
acquired later 
less phonetically variable 
articuJatorily difficult 
perceptually \veak 
perceptually strong 
language-specific 
parochial 

A further meaning of the term "markedness" is theoretical in nature, referring 
to a universal principle or la,vs that guide language toward the unmarked, (lb). 
The theoretical use of markedness has been at the core of modern phonology and 
the focus of nluch debate. It is also the mai.i1 focus of this chapter. Some key areas 
of controversy are listed in (3), though it should be pointed out that given the 
enormity of this topic, it is difficult to do justice in a single chapter to all the debates 
surrounding markedness. Consequently, the reader is encouraged to consult the 
references cited throughout and related Co111panion chapters for additional discussion. 

(3) Some key areas of controversy 
a. General approaches to predicting markedness patterns. 
b. The relation of 1narkedness to phonological theory. 
c. The formal expression of n1arkedness. 
d.  Criteria for predicting n1arkedness patterns. 
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lt  is uncontroversial that asymmetrical patterns exist within and across languages. 
Consider vowel epenthesis, for example (CHAPTER 67: VOWEL EPENTHESIS). It has 
been \videly observed that in some languages, one vowel from the language's 
inventory is consistently used by speakers to break up ill-forn1ed consonant 
clusters. In English, this vowel is typically sch"'a or [r] (CHAPTER 26: SCHWA). For 
example, as a native English speaker, I pronounce the Polish city name Gdansk 
as [gadrensk], "'ith sch,va inserted in the [gd] cluster, rather than [i ea  o] or any 
other English VO\vel. Thus, \Ve can say that, given the set of English vowels, 
scl1'"a patterns asy1nmetrically from other vowels within that set. Expanding 
our investigation to include other languages, '"e observe that the epenthetic 
vo'\veJ is [i] in 1vlaltese, [e] in Spanish, and [re/0] in French. By defining the set 
of observations as the epenthetic vo,vels in English, French, Maltese, and Spanish, 
'"e can observe a further asymn1etry (among possibly others) having to do with 
the nature of the vowel selected: in three languages (English, l\ilaltese, Spanish) the 
epenthetic vowel is unrounded, and in one (French) it is rounded (see §5.5 for 
additional discussion). Asymmetrical patterns such as these are commonly called 
markedness observations. That asymmetries such as these exist is not in question; 
the controversy surrounds ho"' to predict them. 

There are t\VO general approaches to this issue. The first dra\vs on n1arked
ness itself as the explanation for the asynm1etries. In this sense, n1arkedness laws 
form part of a person's innate knowledge of language (i.e. competence; Chomsky 
1965, 1986), the position \Videly adopted by generative phonologists. In this vie,v, 
markedness forms part of Universal Grammar, and is thus predetermined for 
speakers of all languages. Further, rnarkedness is a forn1al issue, in that n1arked
ness patterns are predicted fron1 the fonnalisn1. For sin1plicity, I \vill refer to this 
as the markedness-through-formalism approach. 

An alternative, '"hich I '"ill call the markedness-through-111.echanis111 approac11, 
attributes markedness patterns to a confluence of factors that interact \Vith gram
matical syste1ns, and relate to physical, cognitive, and social mechanisms shared 
by all humans (e.g. Lass 1975; Sta1npe 1979; Conuie 1983; Menn 1983; Boersn1a 
1998; Blevins 2004; Hume 2004b; Mielke 2008; Bybee, forthcoming). Comrie (1983), 
for example, argues that markedness can be explained in terms of human inter
action \vith other humans and with the \vorld, and not as an accidentally inherited 
or a ptuely fonnal property of language. Since independent factors are able to 
explain the patterns, he argues, there is no need for recourse to Universal Granlffiar, 
and n1.arkedness as a universa.l guiding principle need not exist. 

Asymmetrical patterns in syllable structure exemplify the nature of the debate. 
It has long been observed that there are preferred syllable types cross-linguistically 
(e.g. Cairns and Feinstein 1982; Vennemaru1 1988). For example, onsets with sonority 
rising into the nucleus (e.g. [blV]) are n1ore conlffion than those with sonority 
falling into the nucleus (e.g. (lb VJ) (CHAPTER 33: SYl.tABl.E-INTERNA1. STRUCTURE; 
CHAPTER 49: SONORITY; CHAPTER 55: ONSETS). Such cross-linguistic preferences for 
syllable type are commonly described in markedness terms: an onset cluster with 
rising sonority is less marked than one with falling sonority. Berent et al. (2007) 
tested the clain1 that listeners have innate kno\vledge of such patterns. Results 
fro1n their perception experiments indicate that the asynlffietrical patterning of 
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syllable types observed cross-linguistically is reflected in the linguistic behavior 
of their English listeners: the more an onset cluster is 1narked (i.e. onsets with 
sonority falling into the nucleus), the 1nore likely it is to be perceived >vith an 
illusory epenthetic vo\vel {presumably as a means of creating a less 1narked onset) 
(see also CHAPTER 98: SPEECH PERCEPTION AND PHONOLOGY). Their interpretation 
of the findings is in keeping with the markedness-through-formalism approach to 
predicting markedness patterns: the results provide evidence that knowledge about 
the markedness of onset clusters is part of Universal Granunar (UG). Proponents 
of the 1narkedness-through-n1echanisn1 approach >vould interpret the findings 
differently, as expressed in Peperkamp's (2007: 634) response to Berent et al.'s 
conclusion: " A possible accotmt of the reported markedness effect that makes no 
appeal to innate kno>vledge lies \Vith phonetic differences across onset clusters 
\vith varying sonority profiles." In particular, the human perceptual mechanism 
is responsible for a hwnan's ability to detect phonetic differences, rather than assum
ing tl1at the individual is born \Vith knovvledge about these differences. 

It is important to note that it is not the notion of innateness that differentiates 
these approaches; both assume ilu1ateness. Rather, the difference lies in what is 
considered innate. In the n1arkedness-through-mechanism approach, it is the 
physical, cognitive, and, for some, social mechanisn1s guiding language acquisition, 
loss, and usage that are innate. In the markedness-through-formalisn1 approach, 
on the other hand, it is the formalism from \vhich markeru1ess patterns are derived 
that is ilu1ate. Depending on the particular theory, the formalis1n may be rooted 
in the physical and cognitive mechanisn1s assun1ed in the fonner approach. 

3 The relation of markedness to phonological theory 

Markedness has played an in1portant role in the developn1ent of phonolog ical 
theories; ho,vever, approaches have differed \vith regards to where the domain 
of explanation for markedness patterns resides. In one approach, markedness 
observations are directly expressed in a theory of phonology, >vhile in another, 
they are the basis for a separate theory of n1arkedness. By 1neans of illustration, 
assun1e that the sphere in (4) contains all possible soU11d patterns; impossible 
patterns reside outside of the sphere. Further, the space \vi.thin the sphere is graded, 
with more marked patterns occurring furtl1er a\\'ay from the core. 

(4) Language patterns 
More 1narked patterns 

Impossible 
patterns 

Less marked patterns 

Possible patterns 
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One approach assumes separate theories to account for the set of language 
patterns in (4): a theory of markedness and a formal theory of phonology (or 
gra1nn1ar). Exan1ples include Chon1sky and Halle (1968: ch. 9), Kean (1975), 
Cairns and Feinstein (1982), Mohanan (1993), Calabrese (1995), Steriade (1995), 
and Boersma (1998). The goal of markedness theory, according to Chomsky 
and Halle (1968), is to distinguish betlveen more and less natural segments 
and rules, and to determine the degree of admissibility of a given lexical ite1n. 
In other words, the domain of n1arkedness theory is internal to the sphere in (4). 
A theory of grammar serves a different purpose: to distinguish behveen possible 
and impossible items, i.e. between elements that do and do not occur 'vithin the 
sphere (see Mohanan 1993 and Calabrese 1995 for related discussion). 

This model of markedness 'vas first proposed for phonology in chapter 9 of 
Chomsky and Halle (1968; SPE). Like Jakobson (1971a) and Greenberg (1966), 
SPE treats markedness as a universal principle 'vhich guides language acqui
sition and the formation of phoneme inventories. In addition, it serves as an 
evaluation metric on the selection of analytic options in the formulation of 
phonological rules and underlying representations: "children construct grammars 
to account for the data they are exposed to within the constraints imposed by 
the formalism, and an evaluation n1etric selects the simplest possible granunar 
for the given data" (Mohanan 1992: 639, based on SPE). :Marked options impose 
a cost on an analysis, '''hile unmarked ones do not; qualifiers such as simpler, 
prefen·ed, optimal, and 111ore highly valued are comn1only used to convey the less 
costly nahrre of the w1marked option. Steriade (1995: 118) suggests that a theory 
of n1arkedness should also be able to "docun1ent the validity of . . . universal 
statements" such as feature co-occurrence constraints, "and seek an explanation 
for their universal status." 

A second approach to predicting markedness patterns asswnes a single theory . 

In this vie\v, the goal of an adequate theory of grrurunar is to be able to predict 
not only possible grainn1ars (inside vs. outside the sphere), but n1arkedness 
observations as 'vell (gradations within the sphere) . Such an approach is seen 

in, for example, Archangeli (1984), Prince and Smolensky (1993), Calabrese 
(1995), Rice (1996), de Lacy (2002, 2006), and made explicit in Sagey's (1986: 9) 
influential dissertation on feature organization: 

Jt should be possible to represent with.in (a theory of phonology) any phonolog.ical 
process or form that is a possible human language, and it should be impossible 
to represent phonological forms and processes that do not exist in human language 
. . . Another requirement on the theory is that the relative simplicity of describing 
in the representation each process or form that occurs should reflect its relative 
naturalness, in the sense of its frequency of occurrence in the languages of the 
\Vorld. That is, more marked forms and processes should be correlated \Vith more 
marked representations. 

As discussed further below, this perspective is fundamental to some theories 
of underspecification (e.g. Archangeli 1984; CHAPTER 7: FEATURE SPECIFICATION AND 

UNDERSl'ECU'ICATlON) and feahue organization (e.g. Clements 1985; Avery and 
Rice 1989; CHAPTER 27: THE ORGANIZATION OF FEATURES). 
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4 The formal expression of rnarkedness 

The representation of markedness, in a theory of markedness or gramn1ar, typically 
assumes hvo components: (i) a forn1al device denoting whether an elen1ent is marked 
or unmarked, and (ii) a mechanism encoding the relative markedness of the 
elements in question. Examples of each are given in (5). Implicational statements 
(§5.2) can be vie\ved as incorporating both components. 

(5) Representing markedness 
a. Fonnal devices 

Feature values (e.g. Jakobson et al. 1952; Jakobson 1971a; SPE) 
Diacritics (e.g. SPE; Calabrese 1995) 
Distributional statements (e.g. Mohanan 1993) 
Redundancy rules (e.g. SPE; Archangeli 1984) 
Constraints (e.g. Prince and Smolensky 1993; Calabrese 1995; Boersma 

1998; Causley 1999; de Lacy 2002, 2006) 
b. Relational 111eclzanisms 

Ordering (e.g. Calabrese 1995; CHAPTER 74: RULE ORDERING) 
Constraint ranking (e.g. Prince and Smolensky 1993) 
Subset relations (de Lacy 2002, 2006) 
Quantitative measures (e.g. SPE; Archangeli 1984; Clements 1985; 

Kiparsky 1985; Avery and Rice 1989). 

Given space limitations, the discussion below provides an overview of only some 
of these con1ponents. 

In SPE, the diacdtics m and u are formal devices assigned to features in order 
to indicate \vhether a feature value is intrinsically "marked" or "unmarked," 
respectively. AH phonemes are assigned a value for each feature, thus 111. and 11 

values are present in the lexicon. The combination of feature values \Vithin a 
segment deternlines whether that sound is marked or unn1arked. Prior to the 
application of phonological rules, marlcedness conventions, as in (6), translate 111 
and u into the values + and -. For example, the redundancy rule in (6a) states 
that the unmarked value of the feature [high) for vo"rels is [+high), while (6b) 
states that the un1narked value for [back] when coupled \�rith [+low) is [+back). 
In1portantly, unn1arked rules are considered universal statements that caru1ot 
be violated, \vhile marked rules can be violated, but add a cost to the grammar; 
unmarked values do not contribute to the complexity of a grammar. 

(6) Smnple ma.rking conventions for vowels 
a. [u high) � [+high) 

b. [u back) � [+back) I [ 1- ] + O\V 

In SPE, the relative marked11ess among elements in a system is a quantitative 
issue, in that the complexity of a system is equal to the sum of the marked features 
of its members. However, as the authors point out (Chomsky and Halle 1968: 409ff.), 
counting features alone is not sufficient to predict optimal systen1s; other consider
ations, such as systen1 synlIDetry and simplicity, also need to be taken into account. 
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Correlating markedness \Vith quantity is also central to some theories of 
underspecification, in that the least marked element is represented \Vith the least 
an1ow1t of theoretical n1achinery (e.g. Kiparsky 1982; Archangeli 1984; Pulleyblank 
1988; Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1989; CHAPTER 7: FEATURE SPECIFICATION AND 
UNDERSPECIFICATION). Most models of feature geometry adopt a similar approach 
(Clements 1985; McCarthy 1988; Avery and Rice 1989; Clements and Hume 1995), 
as exemplified by Clements's (1985) proposal that natural (un1narked) phono
logical rules are expressed as single operations. As such, an urunarked rule of 
assirnilation involves the addition of a single association line (CHAPTER s1: LOCAL 
ASSIMILATION), and an unmarked deletion rule is presented by the delinking of 
a single line (CHAPTER 68: DELETION). In this light, predicting markedness patterns 
is a representational problem (Rice 1999). 

Associating quantity of structure with unmarkedness is generally linked to 
the vie\v that unn1arked feature values are absent in underlying representation 
(for discussion see, e.g. Archangeli 1984; Steriade 1987, 1995; Clements 1988, 1993; 
Odden 1992; Rice 1992; Nlohanan 1993; Calabrese 1995; CHAPTER r: UNDERLYING 
REPRESENTATIONS; CHAPTER i: FEATURE SPECIFICATION AND UNDERSPECIFICATION; 
CHAPTER 27: THE ORGANIZATION OF FEATURES). Thus, underlying representations 
provide the vehicle for deternlining rnarkedness relations. For example, Paradis 
and Prunet (1991: 3) argue that "the special status of coronals lies in the fact that 
they lack specifications for place features in UR" (see also CHAPTER 12: CORONALS). 
Similarly, Rice (1992: 64) remarks: "Segment structure combined with absence of 
universally u1unarked features at a node . . .  indicates markedness relations, with 
more structure indicating a more marked seginent and less structure a less n1arked 
segment." This approach can be traced to early writings by Jakob son and coUec<gues 
(e.g. Cherry et al. 1953; see §5.5), \vho sought to maximize the efficiency of phoneme 
systems by minimizing redundant information, a vie'v reflected in SPE. These ideas 
are further developed in Kiparsky (1982), Archangeli (1984), Pulleyblank (1988), 
and Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1989), and is expressed in the follo,ving quote 
(Kiparsky 1982: 54-55) (see also CHAPTER s: SONORANTS): 

The theory of grammar wiU provide a set of universal redundancy rules functionally 
analogous to the markedness principles of Chomsky and Halle (1968), but fonnally 
identical to ordinary phonological rules. In particular, assume that for every feature 
F there is minimally a rule 

(42) [ ] _, [a Fl 

\!\There a (+ C>r -) is the "unmarked" value. In addition, other rules may be applicable 
in specific syntagmatic or paradigmatic contexts. For example, for voicing we may 
have the rules 

(43) a. [ ] -? [+voiced] 
b. [+obst] -? [-voiced] 

putting the wunarked value as [-voiced] for obstruents and [+voiced] elsewhere. vVe 
now say that voiceless obstruents and voiced sonorants are represented as (0 voiced), 
that is, unspecified for voicing, and that their respective specifications for voicing 
are filled in by the application of rule (43). This much is guite in the spirit of traditional 
markedness theory. 
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Critical discussion of the connection between underspecification and markedness 
can be fow1d in e.g. Mohanan (1993) and Steriade (1995). Among the critiques, 
Steriade (1995: 199-200) questions: 

whether the asymmetric distribution behvee.n the marked and the unmarked value 
justifies eliminating the unmarked value from underlying structure. Is underlying 
privativity the faithful representation of markedness facts? . . . Should the unmarked 
value be represented at all on the surface? 

In response to these questions, she suggests that there are seg1nents in most lan
guages that start out and end up "'ithout features, such as place of articulation 
in the case of the laryngeal consonants (h) and (?) and sch,.va-like vo,.vels. 

A further issue concerns the assumption th.at only one member of a class can 
be unmarked and thus least specified. For example, Kiparsky (1985) argues that 
coronal nasals are unmarked for place in Catalan, since only coronals assimilate 
to the place of articulation of any follo\ving consonant (Mascaro 1976). Rice 
(2007), ho,.vever, points out that this approach is untenable, a claim supported by 
evidence in Hume (2003) showing that virtually any combination of dorsal, Labial, 
and coronal can be unmarked, given their patterning as targets of assimilation, a 
common markedness diagnostic (see §5). 

In the 1990s, the shift in focus from underlying to surface representations further 
impacted the use of underspecification as a means of expressing markedness. 
Instead, surface-oriented. devices we.re developed. Calabrese (1995: 374) proposes 
the use of marking s tatements, similar to the marking conventions of SPE, though 
formalized as constraints rather than rules. He argues that "the structure of inventor
ies is determined by restrictions on phonological segments in the form of constraints 
on pairs of features." Co-occurrence restrictions occur within marking statements, 
as sho,.vn in (7). The property of being 01arked is encoded by underlining of the 
relevant feature in the statement, as is the case for value � of feature G in com
bination '''ith another feature value o:F, "'here o: and 13 range over + and -. 

(7) Marking state111e.nt (Calabrese 1995) 

[o:F, ffi] 
Constraints a.re also centra.l to accounts of markedness developed "'ithin the 

frame'''Ork of Optimality Theory (e.g. Prince and Smolensky 1993; Steriade 1995; 
Hamilton 1996; Lombardi 1997; Causley 1999; de Lacy 2002, 2006; Hayes and Steriade 
2004). For example, Hayes and Steriade (2004: 1)  propose that "n1arkedness la,vs 
characterising the typology of sound systems play a role, as gramn1atical constraints, 
in the linguistic competence of individual speakers." 

In some constraint-based approaches, degrees of markedness are expressed 
through formal devices that organize constraints hierarchically. Calabrese, for 
instance, draws on constraint ordering to create a hierarchy of n1arkedness state
n1ents. In so1ne OT approacl1es, markedness relations are expressed through the 
har.r.nonic ordering of n1eo1bers of a correlational set wh.i.ch imposes a universally 
fixed order on a set of constraints (Prince and Smolensky 1993). For example, as sho'vn 
in (8), it is claimed that the harmonic ordering for place of articulation expresses the 
1narkedness relations provided by UG, such that dorsal is more marked than labial, 
which is 1nore marked than coronal, and so forth. The corresponding graolffiatical 
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constraints and ranking appear in (8b ). Despite the assumed universality of such 
rankings, this approach also provides a formal means for describing the obser
vation that a given feature need not be unmarked in all languages: an additional 
constraint may dominate the fixed ranking, thus having the effect of overruling 
the unmarked status of a lo\ver-ranked constraint (see e.g. Lombardi 1997 for an 
analysis along these lines; also CHAPTER 22: CONSONANTAL PLACE OP ARTICULATION). 

(8) a. Hannonic ordering for place of articulation (> = "is less marked than") 
glottal > coronal > labial > dorsal 

b. Con·esponding fixed universal ranking (>> = "is ranked above") 
•dorsal >> "labial >> •coronal >> •glottal 

De Lacy's (2002, 2006) OT-based theory of n1arkedness 1nakes use of 1narkedness 
hierarchies tied to sets of constraints. Place of articulation features are represented 
by the hierarchy in (9a), "'hid< projects onto the output constraint sets in (9b). 

(9) a. Markedness hierarchy 
(hierard"ly enclosed by I Ii > = "is more marked than") 
I dorsal > labial > coronal > glottal I 

b. Ea.ch hierarchy is related to a set of constraints: 
1. * ldorsall 

Assign a violation for each [dorsal] feature. 

u. *!dorsal, labial] 
Assign a violation for each [dorsal] and each [labial] feature. 

1u. *!dorsal, labial, coronal} 
Assign a violation for each [dorsal), each [labial], and each [coronal] 
feature. 

iv. *!dorsal, labial, coronal, glottal] 
Assign a violation for ead"l [dorsal], each [labial], each [coronal], and 
each [glottal] feature. 

Unlike (Sb), the ranking of the constraint sets in (9b) is not fixed. Instead, 
de Lacy proposes that markedness patterns are generated by virtue of the subset 
relations present in each set of constraints. For example, since in (9) the marked 
feature [dorsal] is listed in each constraint of the entire set, a violation of any of 
the constraints \viii necessarily target [dorsal]. Conversely, the absence of [glottal) 
in all constraints but *{dorsal, labial, coronal, glottal] preserves the feature, except 
when all other feature types are involved. In other \Vords, [dorsal] is least preferred, 
,v]lile [glottal) is most preferred. I refer the reader to de Lacy (2006) for discussion 
concerning the predictive pO"'er of the approa.ches represented in (8) and (9). 

5 Criteria for predicting markedness patterns 

Determining what constitutes reliable evidence for markedness relations ren1ains 
an area of controversy. One issue concerns whether one can actually diagnose 
markedness: are markedness diagnostics to be treated as "criteria! for deter
mining asymmetry or as n1erely correlative" Battistella (1996: 14)? Generative 
phonological approad"les have tended to view 1narkedness diagnostics as criteria!. 
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Others vie"' such diagnostics as correlative, to the extent that they reveal reliable 
statistical tendencies (e.g. Lass 1975; Menn 1983; Ohala 1990; Bybee 2001; Hume 
2004a, 2004b; Haspelmath 2006; Mielke 2008). 

Controversy also surrounds the issue of \vhether evidence for markedness 
comes from synchrony or diachrony (CHAPTER 93: SOUND CHANGE). In theories of 
generative phonology, the status of synchronic patterns is considered paramount, 
given the fundamental premise that such observations provide a windo\'1 into 
an individual's innate kno\'7ledge of language. Further, since the individual does 
not have direct access to kno,vledge of changes fron1 the past, only synchrony 
can provide valid sources of evidence for markedness patterns (see e.g. Rice 1999; 
de Lacy 2002, 2006). Conversely, Blevins (2004: 20) argues that 

there is no dear role for 1narkedness \vithin synchronic phonology. Absolute 
universals and universal tendencies in sound patterns emerge from general path
"'ays of language change, and have no independent status in the grammar . . .  n1ost 
proposed universals and their counterexamples have straightforward diachronic 
explanations. 

(See also Mielke 2008; CHAPTER 17: DISTINCTIVE FEATURES.) 
Another area of debate concerns '"hich criteria are appropriate for determining 

the n1arkedness value of a given element. The types of evidence used lo support 
clai1ns about phonological n1arkedness include those in (10). 

(10) Types of evidence for predicting markedness patterns 
a. Acquisition. 
b. Phonological patterns, e.g. alternations, inventory structure, distribution, 

implicational relations. 
c. Phonetics, e.g. quality of acoustic/auditory cues to the identification of 

a pattern, articulatory difficulty in producing a pattern. 
d. Usage factors, e.g. statistical patterns. 
e. Cognitive factors, e.g. information content, entropy. 

In the remainder of this section we take a closer look at these criteria. 

5.1 Language acquisition 
Since Jakobson's seminal papers on language acquisition (197la, 1971b), the 
vie'" that there are wuversal principles, sucl1 as markedness, that guide the order 
in which a clilld learns language has been lughly influential (CHAPTER tOI: THE 
lNTERPRETATION OF PHONOI-OGICAt. PATTERNS IN FIRST l-ANGUAGE ACQUISITION). 
Central to this approacil is the proposal that acquisition of a marked sound 
category, defined in terms of distinctive features, presupposes the acquisition of 
the corresponding unmarked category (see. implicational relations: §5.2). According 
to Jakobson (1971b: 11), the order in \vlucl1 clilldren acquire sound categories 
"corresponds exactly to the general .la'"s of irreversible solidarity (implication) 
whicil govern the synchrony of the languages of the '"orld." For example, under 
the assumption that dorsal place of articulation is more marked than coronal, the 
acquisition of dorsals presupposes that of coronals. Jakobson (1971b: 7) acknov.r
ledges in places that the tern1 genera.l la.ws nught be "more prudently formulated" 
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as tendencies, though his proposed orders of acquisition have typically been inter
preted as absolutes: all children acquire sounds in the same order, regardless of 
the language that they are learning. 

Controversy has surrounded at least two issues arising fron1 the proposed link 
bet1,1een acquisition and markedness: (i) the extent to which there is a universal 
order of acquisition such that the marked implies the unmarked; and (ii) 'vhether 
acquisition data should be used as evidence for claims regarding markedness. 

vVith regard to the first point, experimental evidence indicates that there is con
siderable variability in the order of acquisition across languages. For exan1ple, 
Morrisette et al. (2003) tested the claim that dorsal place of articulation is more 
marked than coronal by examining inventory structure and substitution patterns 
from 211 English-learning children. They found that 

the full range of logical possibilities was found to occur v.rith regard to inventory 
structure; that is, some children included both coronals and dorsals in their inven
tories, others included coronals but not dorsals, and yet others included dorsals but 
not coronals. ln terms of the children's substitution patterns, dorsals \Vere replaced 
by coronals . . .  in a large proportion of the cases. However, a small proportion of 
the children replaced coronals with dorsals. (JV!orrisette et al. 2003: 351) 

(See also Menn 1983; Vihman 1993; Beckman et al. 2003.) 
Beckman et al.'s (2003) study of the acquisition of place of articulation also 

challenges the vie\v that there is a universal order of acquisition for place of 
articulation. Japanese-learning children made more than twice as many "backing" 
errors for /t/ (i.e. /t/ pronounced as /k/) as they made "fronting" errors for /k/ 
(/k/ pronounced as /t/), "'hich runs counter to the claim that back consonants 
like /k/ are universally marked and likely to be replaced by front consonants 
like /t/. 

However, Beckn1an et al. (2003) also suggest that son1e universals n1ay exist, 
"if we take the tern1 'universal' to mean a. strong numerical tendency rather than 
an absolute rule." They suggest that the best example involves laryngeal features, 
thus supporting Jakobson's clain1 that voiceless unaspirated stops are mastered 
before aspirated or voiced stops. Dra,.ving on evidence from Ke,vley-Port and 
Preston (1974), they propose that this universal of acquisition is phonetically 
grounded in the relative difficulty of satisfying aerodynamic requ irements .for the 
different stop types. 

A second issue concerns "'hether or not observations from acquisition, 
including second language acquisition, should be used as evidence for a theory 
of 1narkedness at all. ln other \·vords, if there is empirical evidence that children 
acquire one class of sounds prior to another, shou.ld these observations be used 
as evidence for or against a theory of markedness? There has been less of an overt 
debate regarding this issue; rather, authors typically assume one position or the 
other. For example, Calabrese (1995) dra\vs on the order of acquisition of segments 
(and seg1nent loss) in his n1arkedness theory to establish the order of 1narking 
statements. Conversely, de La.cy (2006) assun1es that acquisition data do not 
in and of themselves provide evidence for a markedness pattern. He takes issue 
with the findings of Beckman et al. (2003), who argue that velar /k/ patterns 
are unmarked among Japanese-learning children, claiming that in the absence of 
synchronic alternations in the language that also attest to the unn1arked status of 
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velars, the apparent unmarked behavior of velars could be explained by phonetic 
factors. A crucial difference betvveen de Lacy's and Beckman el al.'s approaches is 
that in the fonner, 1narkedness constitutes a fundan1ental part of an individual's 
grammatical competence, independent of perforn1ance factors. In this vie"'' any 
observations that might be explained by factors external to the grammar and not 
supported by synchronic processes do not constitute empirical evidence for a 
formal theory of 1narkedness. Conversely, in the latter approach, there is no strict 
division behveen competence and performance; linguistic knowledge comprises 
and is influenced by both types of infonnation. 

5.2 Phonological patterns 
From the earliest discussion of markedness in Trubetzkoy (1939) to more recent 
research on the topic, the asymmetrical patterning of features and sounds in 
inventories and phonological processes has served as the basis for predicting 
n1arkedness relations. Indeed, in Rice's (1999) evaluation of markedness criteria, 
she concludes that the strongest and most compelling argwnents co1ne from phono
logical processes (see also de Lacy 2006). Thus, 'vhen comparing features 'vi.thin 
a class, if one feature patterns asymmetrically with respect to the others, it is this 
feature that is deemed the unmarked n1ember of the relation. Consider an example 
fron1 Yoruba. There are three tones in the language's tonal inventory (High, Ivlid, 
Low) (CHAPTER 45: THE REPRESENTATION OF TONE). The Mid tone, unlike High and 
Lo"'' never appears in the structural descriptions or changes of phonological rules. 
Ivlid thus patterns asymmetrically with respect to other members of the tonal 
class and, as a result, is considered the unmarked men1ber (Akinlabi 1985). The 
following discussion provides an overvie\v of the types of evidence used in 
diagnosing markedness, but cruu1ot do justice to the vast literature that has been 
devoted to this topic. Additional 'vorks that discuss the different types of evidence 
include Battistella (1990, 1996); Rice (1999, 2007); de Lacy (2002, 2006); Hume 
(2004b, 2006, 2008); Haspelmath (2006). 

In terms of phonological patterning, it is widely assun1ed that, to the extent that 
there is asynm1etry, the unmarked n1ember of an opposition patterns differently 
tl:ian other members in being the target of phonological. processes, such as reduction, 
deletion, and assimilation (though cf. de Lacy 2006). V\lith regard to assimilation 
(CHAPTER 81: LOCAL ASSIMILATION; CHAPTER 77: LONG-DISTANCE ASSIMILATION OP 
CONSONANTS), for example, Rice (1999: 4) points out: 

the unmarked pole of an opposition is Jost or obscured, \Vith the marked pole 
remaining . . . Jn assimilation, the marked features within a class are active . . .  the 
unmarked features, on the other hand, a.re passive, or inert . . .  overridden by other 
features. 

Put another \Vay, marked features are assumed to resist modification, \vhile 
unmarked features are subject to change. Rice (1999, 2007) labels this criterion 
"submergence of the u11marked . . " RecaJJ the Catalan example fron1 above, in "'hich 
only coronals assimilate to the place of articulation of a follo\ving consonant 
(Mascaro 1976); in this case, coronal is considered unmarked. A more complex 
ye.t frequently cited example comes from place assunilation in Korean, as sho,vn 
in (11), \\'here a final obstruent stop assimilates in place to a follo\vu1g consonant, 
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with the follo'''ing restrictions. A morpheme-final coronal assimilates to a following 
dorsal or labial consonant {l la). A morpheme-final labial also assimilates to a 
follo\ving dorsal, but fails to assin1ilate to a following coronal, as in {llb). As the 
examples in (llc) show, a final dorsal consonant does not assirnilate to either a 
following labial or coronal consonant. According to the view, that markedness is 
correlated 'vith resistance to modification, the dorsal consonant is considered most 
marked, follo,ved by labial, then coronal (Iverson and Kim 1987), i.e. dorsal > labial 
> coronal. 

(11) Korean place assimila,tion 
a, /mit+ko/ (mikk'o] 'believe and' 

I mit1'+pota I [mipp'ota] 'more than the bottom' 
b. /ip+ko/ [ikk'o] 'wear and' 

/nop+ta/ [nopt'a] *[nott'a] 'high' 
c. /nok+ta/ [nokt'a) •[nott'a) 'melt' 

/kuk+pota/ (kukp'ota] *(kupp'ota] 'more than soup' 

The output of certain phonological processes including epenthesi.s and neutral
ization has also been drawn on as evidence for identifying the unn1arked member 
of a class. The output of neutralization (CHAPTER so: MERGERS AND NEUTRALIZATION) 
is one of the original diagnostics for markedness, proposed in Trubetzkoy (1939): 
the result of neutralization does not bear the mark of the relevant property, i.e. 
it is unmarked. For exan1ple, in languages "'ith final devoicing such as Gennan, 
.tv!altese, Polish, and Russian, the contrast behveen voiced and voiceless con
sonants is arguably neutralized in "'Ord-final or coda position; only one member 
of the opposition survives, the voiceless consonant, and thus this member is con
sidered unmarked. There is lack of consensus, ho\vever, regarding the use of the 
output of neutralization as evidence for the unnlarked. Croft (2003), for example, 
claims that there is no uniformity across languages concerning which value is 
to be considered unmarked (see also de Lacy 2002, 2006; Vat.1x and Samuels 2005). 
And for epenthesis, de Lacy (2002, 2006) considers consonant, but not vowel, 
epenthesis to be a valid criterion for n1arkedness. 
Distributional <rvidence has also long been considered a criterion for determin

ing markedness relations. Battistella (1990) distinguishes between paradigmatic 
distribution and syntagmatic distribution. \Nith regard to the former, it is 
claimed that the unmarked category of a contrastive pair is used to distinguish 
more words than the marked category (see also Waugh and Lafford 1994). As for 
syntagmatic distribution, it is '"idely held that the unmarked segment (or feattue) 
is 1nore '"'idely distributed than its marked counterpart (see, e.g. Trubetzkoy 1939; 
Hockett 1955; Greenberg 1966; Battistella 1990; Sternberger 1992; for related dis
cussion, see Rice 1999). In fact, Hockett (1955: 166) proposes that distributional 
differences underlie the unmarkedness (simplicity, in his terms) associated with 
the result of neutralization (see also Trubetzkoy 1939; Hume 2004b). In this light, 
the vie>v that voiceless obstruents in languages sucl1 as Russian are sin1pler 
(unmarked) as compared to their voiced counterparts is explained in terms of their 
•vider distribution: the voiceless member of the contrast occurs in non-final con
texts, as does the voiced member, but also in \vord-final or coda positions. 

One of the original sources of evidence for markedness comes fron1 irnplicational 
relations, as noted in §5.1: the presence of x in1plies the presence of y (Trubetzkoy 
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1939; Greenberg 1966; Jakobson 1971a). Jakobson (1971a) treats implicational rela
tions as a cornerstone of n1arkedness, in that they state a con1pulsory connection 
bel\veen t\\'O related properties of language; for exan1ple, the occurrence of nasal 
vo,vels implies that of nasal consonants. lmplicational relations have been claimed 
to reveal markedness patterns in sound change, acquisition, and inventories. Thus, 
in sound change, the loss of a marked category implies the loss of the correspond
ing unmarked one (Bailey 1973). Similarly, in child language acquisition, the 
acquisition of a n1arked category in1plies prior acquisition of the corresponding 
unmarked category (Jakobson 1971a). 

Yet it has been in phoneme inventories that implicational relations have been 
most \\ridely cited as ev idence for markedness patterns (see e.g. Chomsky and Halle 
1968; Kean 1975; Lass 1975; Cairns and Feinstein 1982; Calabrese 1995; Hamilton 
1996; Causley 1999; de Lacy 2002, 2006). For exan1ple, Kean (1975) clai.Jns that if 
a language has voiced obstruents, it also has voiceless obstruents. Conversely, 
Rice (1999) considers implication problematic as evidence for markedness relations 
given the assumption that language learners do not have access to implicational 
relationships bet\veen segments in consonant and vo,vel mventories. Rather than 
bei.J1g a part of an individual's kt10\vledge of language, implication in Rice's vie\V 
is a consequence of properties relating to phonetics and usage. 

Interestingly, Lass (1975: 501), \vho opposes the clain1 that markedness 
observations provide evidence for mnate properties of language, nonetheless 
vie\vs implicational relations as relevant for a theory of "universal phonetics." He 
suggests that there is a hierarchy n1ade up of 

necessary choices which appear to be universal, and a larger (unordered) set of 
contingent choices which any language can make after it has made the non
contingent ones. This reflects such facts as the apparent lack of languages without 
vo\vels, the lack of languages with nasalized VO\vels bL1t no oral ones, o.r glottalized 
consonant but no non-glottalized one . . .  and so on . . . .  Under this view we return 
to something very like the Praguian notion of "marking," in 'Nhich (at least in 
some cases) the relation U : r.1 presupposes not "optimalness" or "simplicity" vs. 
"non-optimalness" or "complexity," but rather (irreflexive) implication: If M, then 
U; but not vice versa. 

Structural asy111111.etries in phoneme inventories have also been used to identify 
the unmarked member of the inventory (e.g. Rice and Avery 1993; Rice and Causley 
1998; Causley 1999). Building on insights fro1n Trubetzkoy (1939) and Jakobson 
(see Battistella 1990), Rice and Causley argue that non-contrastive features are 
inactive, and that such inactivity signals the unmarked status of features and 
segments. To illustrate, compare hvo hypothetical sound systems in (12). System 
A is comprised of six seginents; we may assume that each of the follo\vi.Jlg pairs 
are distinguished by son1e feature [F): /a - d/, /b - e/, and /c - f/. System B is 
made up of five segments; like system A, feature [F] is contrastive for /b - el 
and /c -£/, but not for segment /a/. 

(12) Structural asy111111etries 
Systern A Systern B 
a b c a b c 
d e f e f 
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Dyck (1995) proposes that phonological patterns occur in \Vhich the /a/-like 
segment in system A triggers processes, whereas the /al-like segn1ent in system 
B does not (see the discussion in Rice 2007). Further, there is so1ne support for 
the role of contrast in predicting markedness in vowel place specifications. Causley 
(1999: 76-77) argues that vo,vel systems that 

Jack a central VO\Vel have a front or back VOl¥el patterning as unmarked. When a 
language has a front-<:entral-back contrast, the central vowel is chosen as the least 
marked. Thus the n1arkedness status of different vowel specifica6ons is linked to 
the inventory. 

Using contrast as a predictor of markedness values is not consistently reliable, 
ho\'l'ever. Rice (2007) presents a nun1ber of cases showing variation in the segment 
that emerges as unn1arked among languages '.vi.th similar systems of contrast. 

5.3 Phonetic properties 
There is general consensus that phonetic factors play a role in predicting 
markedness patterns, a view dating back to the earliest \Vritings on the topic 
(e.g. Trubetzkoy 1939; Jakobson and Halle 1956; Greenberg 1966; Chomsky and Halle 
1968). Acceptance of this vie\v is seemingly i.ndependent of whether or not one 
associates markedness \.vith Universal Grammar. Hayes and Steriade (2004) note 
that universal markedness la\.vs are rooted in phonetic kno,,vledge. Consistent 
with this viel'I', Mohanan (1993) assun1es that phonological patterns are influ
enced by three phonetic principles: minin1ize the number of articulatory gestures; 
minimize the deviation of articulatory gestures from configurations of least 
effort; maintain the phonetic distinctions that distinguish between different 
\.vords. Similarly, Boersma (2000: 18) notes that markedness, in the sense of 
cross-linguistic rarity, "en1erges from an interaction bet\veen principles of 
articulatory effort and perceptual confusion, and [are] not encoded directly in 
Ot.i.r phonological language device." Further, Bybee (2001.: 14) proposes that the 
"underlying explanation for sound changes that create markedness relations is 
phonetic in nature." A more nuanced approach appears in de Lacy (2002, 2006: 1), 
where hvo theories of markedness are assumed: a perfonnance theory and a con1-
petence theory. "Markedness is part of granunatical Competence (I-language). 
Markedness in Competence is distinct from sometimes apparently similar 
Performance-related phenomena." \'\lhile asymmetrical patterns are assumed to 
exist in both competence markedness and performance markedness, according to 
de Lacy their e>.-planations lie in different domains: the former are explained in 
tenns of Universal Granunar, and the latter by factors external to the granunar, 
such as those relati.ng to phonetics and usage. 

The remainder of this section focuses on the phonetic factors most commonly 
used as criteria for identifying markedness values, as listed in (13). 

(13) Phonetic factors 

a. phonetic variability in production 
b. articulatory simplicity 
c. perceptual distinctiveness 
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5.3.1 Phonetic variability in production 
The unmarked member of an opposition has been claimed to be produced with 
greater phonetic variability than the marked counterpart, a vie\v first attributed 
to Trubetzkoy (1939). Similarly, Greenberg (1966) considers greater allophonic 
variability to be a criterion of the unmarked category, and Rice (1999: 19) suggests 
that fixedness of phonetic realization correlates \Vith markedness such that the 
marked pole is more clearly defined: marked members sho\v little variation, while 
unmarked men1bers sho'"' n1ore. 

5.3.2 Articulatory factors 
The unmarked member of an opposition is •videly considered to be easier 
and less complex than the n1arked counterpart in tern1s of production. Calabrese 
(1995: 376), for exan1ple, states that the less marked nature of certain feature 
combinations can be explained by ease of articulation and perceptual saliency: 
for instance, he claims that 

the [+continuant, -strident] coronal fricatives (0, 6] are complex because of the 
articulatory adjustments needed to maintain absence of stridency in fricatives. 
Still other combinations are phonologically simple. For example, the combination 
[+continuant, +strident] is simple, since stridency is a natural consequence of the 
type of constriction found in fricat.ives. 

Sin1ilar assun1ptions hold for sequences of sounds. Along these lines, Ha1nilton 
(1996: ii) proposes that 

each phonotactic constraint is phonetically grounded. Unmarked dusters correspond 
to structures \vhich are gesturally and/or perceptually simple and marked structures 
are gesturally and/ or perceptually complex. 

For related discussion, see Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994), Jun (1995), and Boersma 
(1998), among others. 

The use of articuJatory simplicity to predict markedness patterns is not '"'ith
out issues. For example, despite wide ackno,vledgment in the phonological 
literature that such factors play an important role, the actual phonetic evidence 
showing x to be simpler than y is often not rigorously demonstrated. Further, 
while it 1nay seen1 intuitively evident in son1e cases that !\VO elen1ents are 
appreciatively different in te.rms of articuJatory complexity (e.g. [p) vs. [p')), 
gradations of difficulty are less evident among more similar elements (e.g. [p] vs. 

[t] vs. [kl), particularly for adult speakers '"'ith years of experience producing the 
sounds (see Sta1npe 1979: 10 for related discussion). An additional issue concerns 
the interaction between articulatory and perceptual factors, a point returned to 
in the follo'"'ing section. 

5.3.3 Perceptual distinctiveness 
The perceptual distinctiveness of sounds and strings o.f speech has also been dra"''n 
on to predict observed asymmetries in phonological systems (e.g. T rubetzkoy 1939; 
Jakobson and "Vaugh 1987; Lindblom 1990; Flemming 1995; Jun 1995; Steriade 
1995; Boersma 1998; Hume 1999, 2004a; Hu1ne and Johnson 2001; Blevins 2004; 
Bybee, forthcoming; CHAPTER 98: SPEECH PERCEPTION ANO PHONOLOGY). It is clear 
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that distinctiveness is important for the correct identification of sounds and strings 
of speech (e.g. Ohala 1981; Ka\'tasaki 1982; Lindblom 1990). In this regard, Kav1asaki 
(1982) proposes that sharper changes in the speech signal serve to increase the 
salience of cues in the portion of the signal where the n1odulation takes place: 
the greater the magnitude of the modulation, the better a given signal is detected. 
Interestingly, this proposal relates to claims regarding phonological markedness 
in two seemingly conflicting \vays. 

The first concerns the observation that patterns \vith la.rger modulations tend to 
recur across languages, since they are 1nore resistant to change than those with 
smaller modulations. In this case greater syntagn1ati.c distinctiveness correlates 
\vith unmarkedness, an interpretation consistent \vith the common assumption 
that the CV syllable is universally preferred over other syllable types, e.g. V, CVC, 
VC (Cairns and Feinstein 1982; Clements and Keyser 1983). Paradig1natically, 
strong perceptual distinctiveness has also been proposed as the explanation for 
recurring phonological inventories. LiJjencrants and Lindblom (1972) propose that 
the structure of vo,vel systems is determined largely by the principle of maximal 
perceptual contrast, thus favoring systen1s in 'vhich vowels are perceptually 
distinct, e.g. [i a u] (see Flenuning 1995). Perceptual distinctiveness has also been 
drawn on extensively to account for asymmetries in phonological patterns. As 
Hamilton (1996: 12ff.) observes, following Jun (1995) and Steriade (1995), 

Simple percepts are unmarked and complex percepts are marked . . . simple speech 
sounds in perceptual terms are those with robust spectral cues . . .  The empirical 
correlate to this is that perceptually robust speech sounds are hlghly valued cross
linguistically, while languages only grudgingly elaborate perceptually opaque structures. 

The flip side of the coin is that structures \Vith sn1all 111.odulations due to \veak 
acoustic/auditory cues will tend to be modified more often than those \vith larger 
n1odulations (Ka,.vasaki 1982). As a result, sounds lacking distinctiveness are sub
ject to phonological processes St.lch as assimilation, reduction, and deletion to a 
greater degree than sounds "'ith robust cues (see e.g. Kohler 1990; Hura et al. 1992; 
Jun 1995; Steriade 1997; Boersma 1998; Hayes et al. 2004). Thus "'eak perceptual 
distinctiveness is also correlated \vith being unmarked. This interpretation is con
sistent \vi.th the claim that the target of phonological processes sucl1 as deletion 
is the unmarked men1ber of tl1e comparison set. 

The use of perceptual distinctiveness thus appears contradictory as a markedness 
diagnostic: unmarkedness is associated \vith strong perceptual distinctiveness as 
well as weak perceptual distinctiveness. Consequently, it is seentingly impossible 
to predict a priori '"'hether a sound is marked or unn1arked given its salience. 
Hurne (2006), and Hunle and N.lailhot (forthcoming) propose that these observations 
are consistent '''ith a model of markedness conceptualized in terms of entropy, 
a measure of the uncertainty in a system (Shannon and Weaver 1949); see §5.5 
for discussion. 

A further issue concerns the interaction between production and perceptual 
demands, and the role o.f these interactions in predicting rnarkedness observations. 
Given the complexity of this issue, it is understandable that the topic has received 
less attention in the literature than the roles of perception and production in n1arked
ness independently. The subject is addressed in considerable detail in Boersma 
(1998), \vho proposes a production theory of n1arkedness and a perception theory 
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of markedness. He observes (Boersma 1998: 17) that production and perceptual 
constraints can make conflicting predictions regarding markedness, citing fricatives 
as an exan1ple: 

In gestural terms, fricatives are complex, since the correct spatial relationship 
behveen the active and passive articulators must be very precisely controlled in order 
to 1naintain turbulent airflo\v . . .  At the same time, fricatives are spectrally very robust. 
Their random high freguency energy patterns are very distinct from the spectral 
properties of the other manners of articulation, and also act as a very salient cue to 
place of articulation. 

To resolve such conflicts, Boersma claims (1998: 17) that languages adopt different 
strategies: 

They may folio'"' the [product.ion theory of m.arkedness] and. e laborate gesturaUy 
harmonic features, or follow the [perception theory of marked.ness] and. elaborate 
perceptually harmonic features, or opt for some combination of the t\vo. Therefore 
in the case of fricatives some languages have more stops than fricatives \vhile others 
(including English) have fricatives \vhich lack stop counterparts. 

5,4 Usage 
The most common usage factor cited in relation to markedness is the statistical 
frequency \vith '"hich a particular pattern occurs, a criterion dating back to Zipf 
(1932), Trubetzkoy (1939), Hockett (1955), and Greenberg (1966), among others. 
The clain1 is that the unn1arked is n1ore frequent cross-linguistically than the 
marked (CHAPTER 90: FREQUENCY EFFECTS). Despite its long history, the relation 
between frequency and markedness remains controversial. Three of the main issues 
are given in (14). 

(14) Issues regarding frequency a.nd markedness 
a. "'hether or not frequency should play a role in predicting rnarkedness 

patterns; 
b. to the extent that frequency is used as a predictor of markedness, 

\·vhether frequency should be calculated across all languages, \\'ithin a 
single langtiage, or involve both calculations; and 

c. "'hat type of frequency measure is relevant. 

Trubetzkoy (1939), inspired by Zipf (1932), drew a link bel\veen unmarked 
status and frequency: since the unmarked olember of an opposition emerges 
in cases of neutralization, the distributional asymmetry would contribute to the 
unn1arked sound's greater frequency over the n1arked sound (see also Hume 
2004b). For Jakobson, frequency was foundational to the use of markedness in 
n1oden1 linguistics, reflected in the frequency of a sound across languages, and 
through .implicational relations. This vie,.v continu.es to be commonly a.ccepted 
today, though not uniformly so. Hume and Tserdanelis (2002) point to the higher 
frequency of labial place in Sri Lankan Portuguese Creole nasals as support 
for the unmarkedness of the labial nasal in that language. Rice (1999), ho\vever, 
considers a pattern's frequency to be a consequence of en1ergent properties 
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(i.e. factors influencing language change), rather than a diagnostic for markedness 
(see also de Lacy 2002, 2006). 

Nonetheless, the link between frequency and n1arkedness is \Videly attested in 
the generative phonology literature. Citing cross-linguistic frequency as evidence 
for markedness, Kean (1975) states that since almost all languages have (t a] but 
fe,ver have [kp y], [ta] are unmarked and [kp y] are marked. Further, as noted 
in §4, Sagey (1986: 9) claims that a requiren1ent of a theory of phonology 

is that the relative simplicity of describing in the representation each process or 
form that occurs should reflect its relative naturalness, in the sense of its frequency 
of occurrence in the languages of the world. That is, more marked forms and processes 
should be correlated \Vith more marked representations. 

Similarly, Paradis and Prune! (1991: 10) point to three types of statistical patterns 
'vhich, they argue, support the view of the feature coronal being unmarked. 
As listed in (JS), the evidence comes from cross-linguistic measures (typological 
frequency) as \vell as language-specific ones (inventory frequency, token frequency). 

(15) Evidence from frequency for tile unmarked status of coronal (Paradis and Prunet 
1991: 10) 

a. Inventory frequency: the number of coronals in the consonant inventory 
of a given language. 

b. Typological frequency: the number of coronals attested in a universal 
phonemic inventory. 

c. Occurrence frequency (i.e. token frequency): the nutnber of times 
coronals are produced in a representative speech corpus. 

Paradis and Prunet's broad use of frequency 1neasures relates to another area 
of controversy: whether frequency should be calculated across all languages, 
'vithin a single language, or both. T rubetzkoy (1939) considered the frequency of 
one member of an opposition within a language as a signal of unmarked status. 
Greenberg (1966) used statistical methods to clain1 that the frequencies with 
which phonen1es sho\v up in languages are the expression of a universal tendency 
to avoid n1arked phonemes; unmarked phonen1es have higher cross-linguistic 
frequencies. This vie'.v is also reflected in more recent literature; Hamilton (l.996: 
5-6) states that "unmarked features are more frequent than marked features . . .  
features with a \vider cross-linguistic distribution also occur at higher frequencies 
language-internally." Yet Meier (1999) challenges the vie\v that cross-linguistic 
frequency is a valid criterion for n1arkedness, arguing that "presumably n1arked 
values (e.g. glottality in stop consonants) have a very different distribution in 
different languages" (cited in Elsik and Matras 2006: 16). In this vie,v, frequency 
is best calculated on a language-specific basis (see also Hume 2006). 

The use of statistical measures is con1plicated by a number of issues. One 
has to do with what the appropriate 1neasure is, e.g. type or token frequency. 
Type fl'equ.encies are calculated over a lexicon, for example, ho'v fl'equently a 
phoneme occurs in the dictionary of a language; see for example Trubetzkoy (1939). 
Token frequency is calculated over a 'vritten or spoken corpus, for example, how 
frequently a phonetne occurs in a corpus of natural speech. Type frequencies 
generally provide n1ore information about the structure of a language, 'vhereas 
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token frequency reveals patterns of usage. The extent to '''hich the t"'O properties 
affect phonological patterns differently remains an empirical question (see e.g. 
Mw1son 2000 for related discussion). A further issue concerns which elements 
and levels of language frequency should be measured over, for exan1ple, features, 
segments, syllables, v;.ords. ·ooes frequency affect all elements of language 
uniformly? If not, what are the empirical consequences for a language's phono
logical system? A further issue concerns the interaction of statistical patterns with 
other factors such as production, perception, word structure, and word similarity. 
For additional discussion see, for exan1ple, Bybee (2001), Phillips (2006), and 
CHAPTER 90: FREQUENCY EPFECTS. 

5.5 Entropy and information content 
The concepts of entropy and information content have been connected to n1arked
ness in at least two ways: as a foi.mdationaJ concept for the dichotomous vie"' of 
the unmarked and marked, and as a predictor of markedness patterns. Information 
content and the more widely used term "entropy" are tools of Information Theory 
(IT; Sha1u1on and Weaver 1949), and well established in the field of computa
tional linguistics. IT is concerned with representing rnathe1natically how much 
information, measured in terms of binary choices (bits), is needed to efficiently 
convey a message given the constraints imposed on the system. Entropy is a 
measure of the amount of uncertainty associated \vith selecting outcomes in a given 
systen1. A higher entropy value is associated \Vith greater uncertainty an1ong a 
set of possible outcon1es; those outcomes that are relatively unexpected contribute 
more information, or complexity, to a message. 

Jakobson's theory of distinctive features and the binary nature of markedness 
\vere inspired by Information Theory. According to Cherry et al. (1953: 34), analyz
ing a language requi res that "we must determine the 1ninirnum set of [distinctive) 
features that the listener needs in order to recognize and distinguish all except 
homonymic m.orphemes, without help from context or situation." Eacl1 binary 
feature represents a choice regarding a particular sound (is it voiced? is it nasal?), 
\vith the response encoded as plus (yes) and minus (no) (zero indicates redundant 
inforn1ation). A plus value is generally interpreted as marked, and minus as 
unmarked. The goal of this approach \Vas to deternline ho"' n1any binary choices 
,.vere needed to identify a. given phoneme \vi.thin the language system . . Consistent 
with lnformation Theory, the most efficient system was the one that required 
the fe,vest number of binary questions (i.e. features) to convey the identity of a 
particular phoneme. Many of these ideas became cornerstones of subsequent 
theories of feature specification, and the inforn1ation-theoretic concept of binarity 
emerged as a. fundamental assumption of ro.axkedness theories. 

Entropy has also been applied to other aspects of phonological knowledge; 
for applications of information-theoretic concepts to sound patterns, see Hockett 
(1955), Broe (1996), Goldsmith (1998, 2002), Hurne and Bromberg (2005), Hurne 
(2006), Hall (2009), Goldsnuth and Riggle (forthco1ning), Hall et al. (forthconling), 
Huo1e and Mailhot (forthcon1irt.g); also CHAPTER 6: SELF-ORGANIZATION IN 
PHONOLOGY. For example, Hume (2006), Hall et al. (forthcoming), and Hume and 
Mailhot (forthcoming) suggest that entropy and information content can be used 
to make predictions about the preferred contexts and likely outcomes of a range 
of phonological processes, hence rnarkedness patterns. Specifically, the n1ost likely 
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targets are predicted to be those that contribute little to the total entropy of the 
system, or in the case of repair processes, those that would significantly increase 
entropy if left unrepaired. The most likely outcon1es are predicted to be ones that 
result in the least change in the pre-existing entropy of the system. One consequence 
of this approach is that it unites a range of other\vise disparate observations regard

ing influences on phonological patterns 'vithin a given system. For instance, Hall 
et al. (forthconling) argue that in cognition, the information content of an ele1nent 
is influenced not only by its frequency, but also by its phonetic salience and by 
the attention a language user allocates to it in context. These are factors that 
linguists have independently argued influence phonological patterns. Laboratory 
studies of a number of languages sho"' that listeners tend to allocate more atten
tion to beginnings of "'ords. Correspondingly, many languages restrict 1narked 
elements or structures to initial syllables of 'vords (e.g. Beckman 1997). 

To briefly illustrate, consider a language system L "'ith a set of elements 
X = lx1, x;1, • . •  x,,1. Predicting 'vhich element \viii occur in a given context can be 
measured as a function of its probability, determined in part by its frequency 
of occurrence (see below for the role of acoustic salience in defining inforn1ation 
content). Each element thus has its o'vn probability of occurrence: sotu1d X; has 
probability p(x;). The irtformation content of an elen1ent X; is the negative logarithm 
base 2 of its probability p. This corresponds to our intuition that elements with 
higher probability are more expected than elements \vith Jo,ver probability; in 
information-theoretic tenns, it takes less information (fe,ver binary decisions) to 
detennine vvhether or not it \viii occur. In the vo\vel epenthesis example belo,v, 
for instance, inforn1ation content is used to con1pare the probability that a par
ticu lar v(nvel occurs in a given context \vi.th the probabilities for all vowels in the 
system that comprise the relevant probability distribution. 

Comparisons can also be made at the level of systems, rather than individual 
items: the total entropy of a system, or its con1plexity, is the sum of the information 
contributed by all members. To the extent that systen1s fron1 different languages 
are compared., th.is meast.ire can address questions relating to universal markedness 
patterns. To measure the contribution of a particular element to the entropy of the 
systen1, its inforn1ation content is multiplied by the probability of its occurrence 
in that system, that is, -p(x1) log2p(x;). Note that an element's probability appears 
twice in this expression, \vith opposite effects. As a result, elements with either 
very high or very low probability contribute little to total system entropy: elements 
'"ith very lovv probability have high information content, but contribute little because 
of their lo'v rate of occurrence; conversely, elements that occur very frequently 
contribute little because their information content is correspondingly low. Elements 
vvith intern1ediate probability contribute relatively 1nore to the con1plexity of the 
system, that is, its entropy, th.rot.tgh their balance of moderate infoo:nation content 
and frequency of occurrence. 

The common markedness diagnostic, epenthesis, illustrates ho'" these concepts 
can be used to answer the questions: (i) why epenthesize?; and (ii) vvhy epenthe
size a particular vowel? Consider the case of English vowel epenthesis as used 
to repair a non-occurring 'vord-initial cluster. As noted above, a vvord-initial (gd) 
cluster as in the Polish city name Gdansk is often repaired as [g<Jd] (or [grd)). 
The first question concerns the motivation for epenthesis. In this approach, the 
answer is that adding [gd) to the language \'l'Ould, all else being equal, increase 
the con1plexity of the systen1, n1easured as entropy. This conclusion derives fron1 
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considering the information content of the structures [gd] and [gad], measured 
as the negative log2 of the conditional probability of the respective phonotactic 
sequences in English and the contribution of each to the entropy of the systen1. 
(In this sin1ple case, inforn1ation content can be approxiolated solely in tern1s 
of the type or token frequency of each sequence in a corpus of English.) Prior to 
borro,ving, [gd] has a probability of zero, and contributes nothing to the entropy 
of the system; adLting this sequence increases systemic entropy sharply. In con
trast, increasing the frequency of an already occurring element such as [gad] has 
less of an effect on the entropy of the system. 

Parallel reasoning can be used to predict why one segment is the preferred 
epenthetic vo,vel in a given context over other vo,vels in the language. \iVhy, for 
exa1nple, is the initial [gd] cluster typically repaired in English as [gad] or [grd], 
as opposed to [gad], [god], [gid], an1ong other possibilities? Comn1on explanations 
point to the epenthetic vo'"el as unn1arked, Jess salient, 1nore frequent, predictable 
or som.ehow simpler than other vowels in the language. The information-based 
approach is consistent '''ith these insights. A simple model takes into account the 
probability of each vo,vel in the system as a function of frequency and mutual 
information (context-dependent frequencies), and the phonetic nahrre of the 
sound in the relevant context, measured in tern1s of the quality of its acoustic cues. 
In th.is model, the information content of a given v<nvel is a function of both its 
probability of occurrence and its acoustic salience. The results indicate th.at [<i 1] 
have the lowest information content of all vo\vels in the system, consistent with 
the observation that these vo"'els cornn1only emerge as epenthetic. 

While English epenthesis provides a relatively straightfor"'ard exan1ple, the 
approacl1 extends to cases such as vowel epenthesis in French where, as noted 
above, a mid front rounded vowel serves as the epenthetic vo,vel; as such, the 
initial [gd] cluster of Gdansk \vould commonly be repaired as [g0d] or [gred]. French 
epenthesis is of particular interest, given the \videly held view that front rounded 
vowels are universally n1arked (Chon1sky and Halle 1968; Causley 1999; de Lacy 
2006). However, the front rounded v<nvels are not only among the most frequent 
vowels in French, but also have been shown to be the most confusable "'ith other 
vo,vels in the system. The information-based approach correctly predicts the mid 
front rounded vovvels to have the lowest infonnation content among vo,vels in 
the language, and to be the preferred epenthetic vo\vels (Hume and Bromberg 
2005). 

This approach provides an answer to the conflict regarding perceptual salience 
noted above: unmarked stahts is associated both "'ith patterns \Vith strong 
salience and those \vith \veak salience. The salience of sounds in a system can 
be calculated as the probability of a given element being correctly identified. 
To the extent that the probability distribution is asymm.etrical such that some 
sounds have a high probability of being misidentified (weak salience), these 
sounds \Vil! have a lo'" value for information content and thus contribute little 
to the entropy of the syste1n (as defined by the relevant probability distribution). 
All else being equal, sucl1 sounds are likely candidates for reduction and deletion. 
Interestingly, the observation tha.t sounds with lo"' information content are 
prone to deletion as vvell as epenthesis also addresses another apparent conflict 
among markedness criteria: the unmarked segment is not only the most likely to 
be deleted, it is also the n1ost likely to be inserted. As noted above, the proposed 
explanation is because changes to the entropy of the system \vould be mi.J1in1ally 
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affected by those elements that contribute little to its complexity. Sound patterns 
•vith strong salience, on the other hand, have higher information content; as a 
result, their loss would result in a 1nore drastic change to the system. Thus, all 
else being equal, patterns •vi.th stronger salience are predicted to be more stable 
and avoid change. 

6 Conclusion 

As should be evident from the discussion above, the concept of markedness has 
had a long and controversial history in phonology. The goal of understanding why 
son1e elements pattern differently fro1n others is at the heart of the linguistic 
and, more generally, cognitive enterprise. As a result, I suspect that markedness, 
vvhatever "it" is, will continue to be a much debated topic for years to come. 
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5 The Atoms of Phonological 
Representations 

MARIANNE PouPLIER 

1 Introduction 

Phonology describes spoken language as a combinatorial systen1 typically com
prising 30-40 basic units. The smallest known inventories make use of about 10 
contrastive units, the largest no more than 150 (Maddieson 1984). Phonological 
theories capture, on the one hand, the nature of these basic units themselves 
(the aton1s of speech production and perception) and, on the other hand, the 
language-specific patterns that the units sho�v �vhen they combine into larger 
structures. One of the key problems in relating this combinatorial system to the 
phonetic, physical side of speaking lies in the spatio-temporal structure of speech, 
which does not seem to mirror the units of linguistic analysis. When we inspect 
instrun1ental records of speech, the discrete combi.na to rial syste1n that underlies 
these records is by no means obvious. We see continuously changing, highly 
context-dependent articulator motion and spectral energy patterns, '"ith no clear 
boundaries between the individual sounds. The discrepancy bet"'een the symbolic 
units used to capture grammatical regularities and the dynamic complexities of 
speech as a n1otor act is so fundan1ental that some researchers have adopted the 
vie'v that phonology and phonetics best be studied as separate sciences, since 
it seems difficult to see ho"' the insights of each discipline could be relevant for 
the other. Current phonological and phonetic theories are, ho"'ever, informed 
by the insight that phonetics and phonology are interh"ined to such an extent 
that one cannot be understood '"ithout the other. How the relationship benveen 
phonetics and phonology can be negotiated has therefore been one of the key 
research topics in both disciplines (Pi.errehumbert 1990; Boersma 1998; Flemming 
2001; Hurne and Johnson 2001; Keating et al. 2003; Hayes et al. 2004; Prince and 
Smolensky 2004; to name but a fe\v); see also Kingston and Beckman (1990) and 
subsequent Laboratory Phonology volun1es. 

Several theories have tackled this issue in a new fashion since the 1980s, 
1nost prominently by positing the phonetic grounding of constraints in optimaJity
theoretic approaches and by recasting phonological primitives as dynamic entities 
within gestural theories. Within the optimality-theoretic frarne\vork, phonological 
constraints can directly encode speakers' kno'"ledge of the kinematics of speech 
production and of characteristics of the auditory systen1. For instance, sounds can 
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be ranked according to a scale of articulatory effort, and constraints may target 
different points along that scale (in particular so in the functional phonology 
school, e.g. Jun 1995; Boers1na 1998; Flenuning 2001; Steriade 2009). In addition, 
the perceptibility of sounds c.m directly be referred to in phonological constraints, 
often in the form of a requirement of contrast maintenance (CHAPTER 2: CONTRAST). 
Assimilation patterns (CHAPTER 81: LOCAL ASSIMILATION) have for instance been 
modeled as affecting primarily the least perceptible segments. In this vie\v, 
speakers conserve articulatory effort (reduce a given articulation) if they know 
that it is likely to go undetected by a listener or if the perception of a phonological 
contrast is not endangered (Hura et al. 1992; Steriade 2001). Continuous constraint 
evaluation is also used to predict undershoot and hyper- or hypoarticulation in the 
sense of Lindblom (1963, 1990); see Boersn1a (1998) and Jun (2004). These theoretical 
fra1neworks capture how phonological constraints exploit the physiological givens 
of speech production and perception, but many accoiu1ts still rely on discrete 
phonological units that are implemented phonetically at some unspecified later 
translation stage. 

Flemn1ing (2001) advocates that these phonetically informed constraints also 
operate on continuous, phonetically enriched representations. Category effects arise 
fro1n constraints requiring n1aximal contrast, i.e. contrast '"'ill only arise if there 
is siUficient phonetic distinctiveness. He assumes that consonants and vowels 
have acoustic targets that are fixed in terms of formants and duration. Contextual 
deviations from the target fall out from effort avoidance constraints and the inter
action of effort avoidance \Vith constraints requiring the maintenance of contrast. 
Flen1ating (2001) illustrates his account with an example using an F2 target; 
hov,, the account could be expanded to the fuU '"ealth of acoustic cues and their 
trading relations remains open. He further relies on a direct correlation bet"'een 
extent of articulator movement and acoustic change, but, due to the many non
linearities in the acoustic-articulatory relationship (Stevens 1989), this can only be 
a first approximation (for the general controversy surrounding the assun1ption 
of acoustic targets in speech production see Fo'v ler 1980, 1986; Guentl1er et al. 1998). 
Flemming's model sho,vs ho"' in principle both gradient and categorical effects 
may arise fro1n the same representations. His n1odel remains incomplete, ho,vever, 
in that it fails to incorporate the relative timing of articulatory events beyond a 
linear sequencing of target specifications. 
A full-fledged model of ho"' the temporal orchestration of articulatory events 

is shaped by linguistic structure and ho'" phonological representations can carry 
temporal specifications \Vhile still providing means for expressing phonological 
contrast has been developed by gestural approaches. Gestural theories like 
Articulatory Phonology (Browman and Goldstein 1985) have departed fro1n the 
assumption of symbolic representations: the basic units (gestures) are dynamically 
specified, goal-directed movements in the vocal tract and are coordinated with 
respect to one another to form larger molecules. Coupling provides the "glue" that 
makes gestures cohere into larger n1olecules. Phonology, in this vie\v, directly 
governs coordination relationships (relative tin1i.ng) an1ong articulatory gestures. 

VVe can quickly appreciate '"hY the claim that phonological u.nits should be abstract 
dynamic specifications of articulator motion provides a forrrtidable theoretical 
challenge (and has been by no means uncontroversial) '"hen \Ve consider that 
the generation of any single sound as 1nuch as of any utterance requires a highly 
skilled coordination among nun1erous con1ponents of the respiratory, laryngeal, 
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and supralaryngeal systems. For the production of a single sound, it has been 
estimated that 70-80 pairs of muscles are required; for instance, 12 muscle pairs 
alone participate in lip movement (Hardcastle 1976). The physical production of 
speech, in contrast to the phonological inventory of a language, involves a large 
number of subcomponents. Yet numbers express only a (perhaps small) part of 
the complexity issue: the temporal discreteness of phonological representations 
("beads on a string") can only predict the temporal orchestration of articulatory 
events in the vocal tract to a !united extent. 

Just prior to the development of the gestural approach, Autosegrnental Phonology 
(Goldsmith 1976, 1990) (see also CHAPTER u: AUTOSEGMENTS) "'aS a major phono
logical development driven by the insight that the absolute linearity of phonological 
representations (Chomsky and Halle 1968) does not do justice to the temporal struc
ture of phonological specifications. Goldsmith (1976) refers to this as the "Absolute 
Slicing Hypothesis," nteaning that feature matrices belonging to each segment all 
have exactly the same domain. Autosegrnen taJ Phonology abandoned the idea of 
absolute slicing or absolute linearity (see also CHAPTER 54: THE SKELETON). Instead, 
Goldsmith used the analogy of a musical score that represents different information 
channels simultaneously. Non-lmear phonology was motivated by the insight 
that the dontains of linguistic specifications (e.g. the sequence of feature columns 
specifying the CV content of a word and the tonal specifications of a word) do 
not necessarily lme up in a 1:1 fashion. Temporal complexity of phonological 
representations "'as therefore expanded by mtroducing different tiers, \vhich 
allow each lmgtListic specification to have a larger or smaller scope than a feahrre 
colwnn on another tier (sntaller in that, for exantple, two tonal features can be 
associated with a. single vowel for a contour tone). Yet Autosegmental Phonology 
\Vas not concerned \vith the translation problem: the basic units of representation 
remain symbolic and a-temporal. Non-linear phonologies still assume sonte 
unspecified translation stage that converts phonological sy1nbols into the physics 
of speech.' 

Articu.latory Phonology, '"hich spearheaded the gestura l approach in the 1980s, 
is a much more radical departure from absolute linearity, by virtue of its claim 
that phonological representations are dynamic specifications of articulatory goals. 
Articulatory Phonology and Task Dynamics, as \veil as Jvlotor Theory and Direct 
Realism, all belong to the early group of gestural theories. These theories have 
provided insights into different aspects of a skilled action approach to speech: 
Articulatory Phonology is a theory of ho\.v phonological processes can be under
stood by reference to the physical act of produci..ttg speech, and Task Dynantics 
provides a theory of speech motor control that enables us to understand how a 
continuous speech stream can arise front underlying co1nbinatorial action units 
(Fo,vler 1980, 1984, 1996; Bro\vman and Goldstein 1985, 1989, 1990a, 1992, 1995a.; 
Liberman and Mattingly 1985; Fo\vler and Smith 1986; Kelso et al. 1986; Saltzman 
1986; Saltzman and Munhall 1989; Liberman 1997; Goldstei..tt et al. 2006). A treat-
1nent of Direct Realisnt and Motor Theory - the theoretical approaches that seek 
to explain ho•v listeners parse these contbinatorial action units fro111 the continuous 

I A11otlter \1,,•ay to represe11t categorical tetllporal differei1ces in pl1onological representations is rvtoraic 
Theory (Hayes 1989). Moraic Theory, howevec, does not provide ao accou.l\t of a.rticuJatory tiro.ing; 
h1rthern1ore, the n1ora needs to be translated into a phonetic-physical specification. For a gestural re
interpretation of moras as units of syllable weight, see the seetion on split-gesture dynamics. 
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speech stream - is outside the scope of this chapter, but useful overvie,vs can be 
found in Hawk ins (1999), Jusczyk and Luce (2002), and Galantucci et al. (2006). 

VVe \vill elaborate on the basic concepts of geshual approaches in more detail 
in this chapter, and revie"' some aspects of the controversies surrounding such 
a conceptualization of phonological representations. Recent theoretical proposals 
regarding the nature of gestures will also be presented. We "'ill then discuss 
the 1nodeling of syllable structure, as \Veil as fluent speech phenomena as case 
studies illustrating the difference behveen segn1ental and gestural vie\vs. The last 
section discusses work that has combined gestural representations with optimality
theoretic constraints. 

2 Gestures as units of action: Task Dynamics 

Task Dynamics dra,vs on the principles and insights from general motor 
behavior; the general model of skilled movement control has been adopted from 
non-speech domains to linguistics by Elliot Saltzman and colleagues (Saltzn1an 
1979, 1986, 1991, 1995; Kelso and Tuller 1984; Bro\vman and Goldstein 1985; Kelso 
et al. 1986; Saltzman and Kelso 1987; Sa!tzn1an and Munhall 1989; Turvey 1990). 
Task Dynamics provides a model of speech motor control sho,ving how a 
continuous speech stream can arise from underlyingly discrete (action) units, 
'"ithout positing intrinsically timeless (symbolic) entities. These underlying units 
are called gestures. Task Dynanucs addresses the nature of these priJnitive action 
units, the consequences of their partial or con1plete spatial and temporal overlap, 
and ho'" coupli.ng provides cohesion for larger units consisting of multiple ges
tures (gestural molecules). 

The central problem in movement control - in speech as much as in any other 
area of skilled action - lies in the numerous degrees of freedoms that need to be 
controlled in an abstract fashion. Turvey et al. (1978) illustrate this on the basis 
of the five hinged parts controUing the spatial orientation of an airplane: to con
trol the positionillg of these parts individually would be a task stretching the 
liJnits of human information processing. By yoking the individual parts such that 
they move in a coordiJ1ated fashion, the angle of ascent/descent and the hun 
of a plane can be controlled by sin1ply moving a joystick for,.vard/back\vard or 
left/right. Also complex n1ovements (skiJled actions) in biological systems can be 
controlled macroscopically on the basis of so-called coordinative structures that 
yoke together many subparts into a smgle action unit (Bernstem 1967; Kelso and 
Tuller 1984; Kugler and Turvey 1987; Kay 1988; Kelso 1995). Action units are dis
crete, but their paran1eter settings (see belo\v) give rise to continuous n1oven1ent ill 
time and space. Coordinative structures are functiona!Jy specific in that they are 
flexibly assembled depending on the requirements of a particular task; they 
are not hard-wired. In terms of speech, a speech task or gesture (e.g. Lip Closure) 
calls on several articulators (e.g. upper lip, lo,�rer lip, ja,v) as a single coordinative 
structure; the articulators are grouped ten1porarily and flexibly into a functional 
unit that 'vill accomplish the linguistic task. In this manner, gestures macroscopic
ally govern the formation and release of local constrictions in the vocal tract. 
The task dynamic model importantly distinguishes gestures from articulators as 
t\VO distiJ1ct but iJ1teracting levels. Put simply, gestures are phonological units, 
while articulators are not. To reach their tasks (Lip Closure), gest1ues call on 
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several articulators (upper lip, lower lip, ja,v) as a single coordinative structure. 
In this sense, gestures are abstract: they define global tasks (Lip Closure), not 
point-by-point movement. Each gesture is associated \Vith a set of tract variables, 
specifying constriction location and degree, and a set of articulators that "''ill act 
to perform the task (Saltzman and Munha U  1989). 

\iVhich articulatory component should be specified at the gestural level and \Vhich 
at the coordinative structure/articulator level is open to debate. For example, 
Mooshamrner et al. (2007) propose that at least son1e consonants (specifically 
sibilants) should be specified for a ja'v gesture, instead of the contribution of the 
jaw arising only by virtue of it being part of the coordinative structure. The authors 
base their argument on the fact that consonants \Vith different manners of articu
lation differ systematically in the relative contribution of the ja'"' (Keating et al. 
1994). However, "''luch vocal-tract control con1ponent should be specified at the 
gestural or articulator level 'viii usually be a phonological matter. Phonological 
processes like assimilation (CHAPTER SJ: LOCAL Ass1i.rn..ATION) or harmony patterns 
(CHAPTER 91: VO\'l'EL HARMONY: OPAQUE AND TRANSPARENT VO\VELS; CHAPTER 118: 
TURKISH VOWEL HARMONY; CHAPTER 123: HUNGARIAN VO\\'EL HARMONY) probably do 
not refer to the ja'"'' and for these reasons the jaw component should be relegated 
to the articulator level. 

Tasks are modeled as dynan1ical systems (hence the name Task Dynamics). 
A dynamical system provides us \vith the simplest and most abstract descrip
tion of the forms of motion over time produced by a system on the basis of an 
invariant control structure. Note that tasks are abstract, but they are not symbolic: 
the gestural task is modeled as a virtual mass-spring syste1n \vhose rest position 
depends on the linguistic task. For Lip Closure, the rest position is set to the 
Euclidean distance bet'"'een the lips being zero. The position of the individual 
articulators may vary by context but the lip closure corresponds to the rest posi
tion of the task that the virtual springs \Viii inevitably return to, irrespective of 
initial conditions or perturbation on the \vay . .tv!otor skills are generally 1nodeled 
on the basis of critically damped mass-spring systems precisely because they 
provide a good model of this equifinality (the rest position/target is  reached 
independently of the initial position, the an1ount of displacernent, or number of 
perturbations along the way). Coordinative structures allow for the necessary 
context-specific variability; the task can be reached with 1nany different articu
lator configura tions (a relative lo"'rer jaw position, but more raising of the knver 
lip, etc.) without the details of the configuration requiring central replanning 
or a task-level reparameterization (Turvey 1977; Abbs and Gracco 1984; Kelso and 
Tuller 1984; Kelso el al. 1984). 

Task Dynamics is an intrinsic timing theory, meaning that the proposed units 
themselves carry inherently a temporal dimension. In contrast, extrinsic timing 
theories posit that the dimension of time is irrelevant for defining the phonological 
units themselves, or their relations in planned utterances. Symbolic segmental 
representations do not carry an intrinsic temporal con1ponent; the te1nporal 
evolution of segn1ents during their phonetic implementation is provided externally 
through a timekeepe.r that is extrinsic to the units then1selves and not explicitly 
represented in the plan (Fo,-vler 1980). In Task Dynamics, ho"''ever, the extension 
of sounds in time and their relative timing are intrinsic consequences of the 
system's dynamical orgaruzation. Distinct gestures for a given vocal organ are 
associated "''ith a distinct set of dynamical parameter values that are fixed over 
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time. A gesture's activation interval refers to the time interval during \vhich these 
specifications are active. Each tract variable is associated with linear second order 
dynainics, that is, activation of a tract variable entails a specific da1nping ratio, 
a natural frequency (stiffness), and a target position (Saltz1nan and Munhall 1989). 
Gestures therefore carry temporal specifications in several ways: they have an 
activation interval during 'vhich they control the vocal tract; second, in.tragestural 
ti111in.g refers to each gesture's intrinsic ten1poral properties; and third, intergestural 
timing refers to the temporal coordination of n1ultiple gestures \vith respect to 
each other. 

Serial order arises in t"'O \vays. First, the different intrinsic temporal properties 
of gestures may give rise to serial order. For example, vowels are "slo,ver" compared 
to consonants (they have a lo"rer stiffness parameter setting): for a production of 
/ba/, for exan1ple, the vowel gesture may start before the lip gesture has reached 
its target (Perkell 1969; Lofqvist and Gracco 1999), but the vo,vel extends temporally 
beyond the consonant. Allophonic variation may also arise as a consequence of 
this temporal overlap of gestures. The allophonic variation of English /k/ in a 
front and back vo,vel context arise due to the velar constriction being blended 
with the co-occurring vowel constriction, since both vowels and /k/ control the 
tongue body (0Iunan 1966); the temporal overlap of gestures is seen as the cause 
of co-a rticulation (FO"'ler and Saltzman 1993). 

The other \vay to capture serial order is through coupling benveen multiple 
gestures; coupling provides the glue that makes gestures cohere into larger 
n10Jecular structures. These coupling relations bet,veen gestures are expressed as 
relative timing or phase relations between gestures (intergestural tin1ing). Since 
gestures are conceptualized as underlyingly oscillatory systems, larger gestural  
structures such as segments, syllables, and lexical items are modeled as coupled 
dynainical systems. T\VO specific coupling modes have a privileged status: it is 
well kno\V!l that coupled dynanlical systems in general exllibit naturally preferred 
coordination n1odes in tenns of stability (Strogatz and Stewart 1993; Turvey 1990): 
Most stable is synchronous coordination (in-phase, l:l frequency) foU.o•ved by 
a coordination 180° out-of-phase. Synchronous coordination has been observed 
to emerge spontaneously "'hen skilled actions fail to be produced accurately, 
for example under increasing speed. \!Vhile humans routinely perfonn llighly 
complex patterns of coordination, these take time to learn and ,vi]], under the right 
conditions, revert to the stable synchronou.s coordination. There has a.lso been some 
evidence for the significance of these preferred coordination modes in speech. For 
example, when subjects are instructed to repeated /ip I at increasing speaking 
rate, we observe a spontaneous phase shift to the tinting pattern characteristic for 
/pi/ (Kelso et al. 1986). Speech errors have also been argued to arise from a dynrunic 
synchronization of articulatory gestures: they i:nay result in the gestures for hvo 
consonants being produced on top of each other (Goldstein et al. 2007; Pouplier 
and Goldstein 2010). Gestural theories argue that these coordination patterns are 
not only part of speech n1otor control, but they are part of grammar and provide 
the basis for expressing cross-linguistic preferences such as a preference of CV 
over VC. They aJso constitute the basis of the gestu.ral account of syllabl.e structure 
(Bro,vman and Goldstein 1988, 2000), speech errors (Goldstein et al. 2007; Pou plier 
2008), and moraic structure (Nam 2006). Certain aspects of phonological develop-
1nent in language acquisition have like,vise been modeled on the basis of in-phase 
and out-of-phase coordination (Studdert-Kennedy and Goldstein 2003). 
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Task Dynamics is a theory of ho"' continuous articulator motion can be divided 
into discrete underlying action units (gestures). These action tmits can provide 
the sn1all inventory of discrete units required for phonological contrasts. Ho\v 
gestures can function as combinatorial phonological units \vas first developed in 
the theory of Articulatory Phonology and 1¥ill be detai.led in the next section. 

3 Gestures as units of phonological contrast 

TI1e gestural structure is the n1ost abstract representation level of gestural planning. 
It captures the gestural tasks, the tmderlying coordination or coupling relation
ships, and the shapes and duration of each gesture's activation function that gives 
rise to the gestural score (Goldstein et al. 2006). The activation of geshrres is not 
on-or-off; gesttrral activation rises and falls gradually (Byrd and Saltzman 1998). The 
dynamic parameterization (target, stiffness, and damping) of a gesture as lexically 
specified in the gestural score is invariant and context-independent, although there 
seems to be some notion that speaking rate or prosodic boundaries can affect the 
stiffness paran1eterization of a gesture. Crucially, ho\vever, due to the temporal 
co-existence of gestures, the articulator moven1ent that the gestural score gives rise 
to is not invariant but varies with context (Bro1vman and Goldstein 1990b; Fo1vler 
and Saltzman 1993). The gestural score is the driving input for the articulator 
level (although the levels interact), and the activation waves serve to insert a 
gesture's para1neter settings (constriction location and degree) into the articu
lator dynamical systen1. Figure 5.1 shows an exan1ple gestural structure and score. 
The relatively independent articulatory subsystems (termed "vocal orga.ns" by 
Bro"rman and Goldstein) are arranged on separate tiers. The gestural structure 

Gt<slurn/ structure 

VELUJVI 

TONGUE TIP ALVEOLAR CLOSED 
... 

TONGUE BODY PHARYNGEAL WIDE 
----

LIPS LABIAL CLOSED 

Gestural score I b 

VELUM 

d I 

TONGUE TIP ALVEOLAR CLOSED 

TONGUE BODY PHARYNGEAL WIDE 

LIPS LA BC AL CLOSED 

Figure 5.1 Gestural structure (top) and gestural score (bottom) for the English \vord 
b11d. In the gestural structure, dashed lines indicate anti-phase coupling relations, while 
solid lines indicate in-phase coupling relations 
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specifies the coupling relations between the gestures of a lexical item. The gestural 
score is the relative timing pattern of gestures that arises from the gestural struc
hue. Again, the vocal organs are arranged on separate tiers. The boxes indicate 
the time interval diuing which a given gestiue actively controls the vocal tract. 

The visual impression of the gestural structure highlights the metaphor of 
gestural atoms and molecules that both gestural and non-linear phonologies have 
used. Atoms that are bound together in a molecule are arranged geometrically, 
not in the linear sequence in which chemical fonnulas are "'ritten (Bro\vman 
and Goldstein 2001). Siinilarly, gestures are arranged ten1porally in a complex 
manner to each other by means of different coordination relationships (see also 
Goldsmith's 1976 terminology of the "musical score," even though, as noted 
above, autosegmental association lines provide a domain specification rather 
than a specification of physical t.iJne). 

The basis for discrete combinatorial units is provided by those vocal organs 
or constricting devices of the vocal tract that can perform constrictions relatively 
independently from each other (cf. relatedly the functional grouping of features 
in feature geometry: Clen1ents 1985; Sagey 1986; Keyser and Stevens 1994; and 
the "infonnation chaiu1els" in Goldsnuth 1976): the tongue tip, tongue blade, tongue 
root, larynx, velum, and the lips. The parallels ai1d differences to a feature-geometric 
approach are discussed in detail in Browman and Goldstein (1989; see also Padgett 
1994). The six vocal organs are hypothesized to be inherently discrete and provide 
a small set \vhich we can use as discrete, context-invariant units of phonological 
contrast (Bro\VIDatl and Goldstein 1989; Goldstein et al. 2006). Supporting evi
dence con1es for mstance fron1 typological considerations: the typologically 1nost 
•videspread contrasts have been argued to involve distmct vocal organs as opposed 
to within-organ contrasts (Bro,vman and Goldstein 2001; Goldstein and Fo'''ler 
2003). Tongue moven1ent data also support a functional discretization of the parts 
of the tongue (Stone et al. 2004; Iskarous 2005; see further Studdert-Kennedy and 
Goldstein 2003 for argwnents fro1n phonological development). 

Gestiires can serve as the imits of a combinatorial system in three basic ways. 
First, the presence or absence of a gesture is a categorical distinction. This is assumed 
to be the most basic type of contrast, since it involves the presence of a constric
tion of one of the six basic vocal organs. For example, ntad has a velum opening 
gesture, \Vhile bad has no such velun1 gesture, pad has a glottal opening gesture 
,.vhile bad has no su.ch gesture, etc. Note that glottal. adduction ((+voice] in featilCal 
terms) and a closed velum ([-nasal]) are assumed to be default articulatory 
settings that do not need to be specified at the gestural level (Browman and 
Goldstein 1992; Goldstein and Browman 1986), so there is no glottal adduction 
and no velun1 closing gesture. 

A second way in "'hich gestures encode linguistic contrast is by differences in 
the dynamical parameters that define the spatio-temporal properties of a gesture 
(\vithin-organ contrasts). Gestures employing the same vocal organ n1ay differ para
metrically in constriction location, constriction degree, and stiffness; for example, 
vowels ai1d consonants differ in stiffness (and m constriction degree). A tongue 
tip gesture may be specified for a constriction degree value of "closure" (stops) 
or "critical" (fricatives). It is argued that there are stable ranges in these continu
ous parameter values that tend to contrast \Vith one another cross-linguistically 
(cf. Quanta] Theory; Stevens 1989). The third \vay in which gestures express phono
logical contrast lies in the relative coordination of different gestures to one another. 
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For example, the opposition bet\veen unaspirated, aspirated, and breathy stops 
is rooted in differences in gestural tin1ing (and in size of the glottal gesture): 
for an unaspirated stop, the peak glottal opening occurs synchronously '"'ith the 
1naximal closure, 'vhile for an aspirated stop the peak glottal opening gesture occLtrs 
at the consonant release with the consequence of a positive voice onset time. 
In breathy stops, the onset of the glottal opening gesture is timed to occur at the 
release (Sav-1ashirna and Hirose 1980). Some phonotactic rules can also be expressed 
as timing relations. English /s/ + stop cluster phonotactics (see CHAPTER 38: 
THE REPRESENTATION OF SC CLUSTERS) have been described in gestural terms as 
aUo•ving on ly a single glottal opening gesture, the peak of \Vhich is presumably 
timed with respect to the maximal constriction of the /s/. As a consequence, the 
stops in such clusters are unaspirated. Phonological units in general (including 
segments) are all understood as characteristic patterns of ten1poral coordination 
among n1ultiple gestures, as 'viii be discussed in more detail next. 

4 Atoms of speech production: Gestures, segments 
and split-gesture dynamics 

It is important to note that in Browman and Goldstein's vie"'' (most explicitly 
stated in Bro,vman and Goldstein 1986) the segment does not have a privileged 
status (CHAPTER n: THE PHONEME; CHAPTER 54: THE SKELETON); segn1ents are ges
tural n1olecules, just like onset clusters or syllables, for example. Gestures may 
sometin1es be sinlliar in grain size to seginents or features, but they differ from both. 
A gesture corresponds to a feature in bad vs. mad. Presence/absence of a gesture 
corresponds to a segment in bad vs. add. For other features, such as [consonantal] 
or [sonorantJ (CHAPTER 13: THE STRICTURE FEATURES), there is no corresponding 
gesture; these are generalizations over constriction degree, i.e. one of the dimen
sions of gestural paran1eterization (Bro,vn1an and Goldstein 1989). The cluster /sp/ 
consists of l\vo segments, yet gestu.rally it is composed of a tongue tip gesture and 
a labial gesture, as ,,,en as a single glottal opening gestttre whose maximum opening 
is timed to occur at mid-frication; but see Saltz1nan and Munhall (1989) for alter
native data and interpretations, and Hoole (2006) for a detailed investigation of the 
gestural tinling of laryngeal and oral gestures in consonant sequences and a dis
ct1ssion. of the question of what timepoints should best be considered for align.o:i.ent. 

Scobbie and Pouplier (2010) provide evidence for the gestural constellation 
view of segments in their investigation of British English /1/ (CHAPTER 31: LATERAL 
CONSONANTS). English /I/ is kno\vn to have nvo gesttues: a tongue tip raising 
gesture and a tongue dorsun1 retraction gesture, and the tin1ing and spatial n1ag-
11jtude of the gesture varies systematically with syllable position (Giles and MoU 1975). 
Scobbie and Pouplier report that the t\VO gestures of English /l/ behave like two 
elements of a cluster rather than a singl e segment, in that the two gestures may behave 
independently of eacl1 other in external /-sandhi. There is also some evidence from 
speech errors supporting a gestural rather than a seg1nental vie\'\' (Goldstein et nl. 
2007b ). Other gestural approa.ches do recognize seg1nental levels of organization. 
Byrd has argued that segmental molecules have a particularly high degree of 
stability; thus, intra-segmental phase relationships (e.g. the phase relationships 
binding together the oral and glottal gestures of a voiceless consonant) have a 
privileged (n1ore stable) status co1npared to inter-seg1nental phasing relationships 
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(e.g. the phase relationship binding together the /s/ and /k/ of a /sk/ cluster: 
Saltzman and lv!unhall 1989; Byrd 1996; Byrd et al. 2009). 

lvloving a step further away fron1 segn1ental level of organization, Bro'''n1an 
(1994) argues that the release of a gesture needs to be actively controlled; the 
assumption of the initial gestural model that the release is governed by a return 
of the articulators to a neutral position (Bro"•man and Goldstein 1985) \vas sho'''n 
to be insufficient to predict articulator kinematics. This insight has consequently 
been implen1ented in Nan1's recent theory of split-gesture dynan1ics (Nam and 
Saltzn1an 2003; Nan1 2006, 2007). Nam extends the principles of the molecular 
composition of clusters to single gestures by modeling each "gesture" on the 
basis of a separate constriction formation and a separate release gesture. Each 
consonantal gesture is no\v conceived of as a gestural molecule or cluster in 
which formation and release geshrres can enter different phonologically specified 
coupling relations. Singleton consonants and consonant clusters differ only in the 
number of components and coupli.ng relations that form the molecular structure, 
but in principle they are both clusters. Empirical underpinnings come from a 
variety of areas: asymmetries in the kinematics of articulator motion into and 
out of a constriction have Jong been noted, and seem to necessitate a separate 
1nodeling of release and closure formation (Gracco 1988; Bro,vn1an 1994). Further, 
the assumption of split gestu.res alJO"'S the modeling of different types of releases, 
such as released vs. unreleased stops (cf. also Steriade 1993). In addition, differ
ences in articulatory timing and in timing variability in CV vs. VC sequences (Byrd 
1994) can appropriately be captured by this 1nodel. The influence of prosodic 
factors on articulator kinematics has also previously been n1odeled as the n1ove
ment into the constriction bei.ng truncated by the movement out of the constriction 
(Munhall et al. 1992; Harrington et al. 1995). On the phonological side, several facts 
about n1oraic structure and geminate inseparability (CHAPTER 37: CEMINATES) have 
been n1ustered as argu1nents for a separate representation of a release (Nan1 2006, 
2007). Nam (2006) gives the n1ora a gestural interpretation, and thus provides 
an account for the 'veightlessness of onsets (CHAPTt:R ss: ONSETS; CHAPTER 57: 
QUANTITY-SENSITIVITY) in terms of different coordination relations governing 
prevocalic and post-vocalic positions (d. §5 on syllables). Nam conceptualizes moraic 
structure as differences in the con1plexity of coordination relationships, n1oraic 
weight becoming thus a continuous phenomenon, a step that n1ay ul timately 
increase our understanding of typological timing or rhythm class differences 
behveen languages. Note that in the current task dynamic model of Nam et al. 
(2004) only oral consonantal gestures are hypothesized to carry split-gesture 
dynamics. For glottal, velic, and vocalic gestures, the vvhole 1novement cycle into 
and out of the constriction is modeled on the basis of a single geshual task. 

Preceding Nam's work, there had been suggestions to account for the tense
lax opposition in the German vo"1el system by modeling the movement into 
and out of the vo,vel constriction on the basis of split vowel gestures by Hoole, 
Mooshammer, and colleagues (Kroos el al. 1997; Hoole and Mooshamn1er 2000) in 
an articulatory interpretation of Vennemann's syllable-cut hypothesis (Vennen1ann 
1991). The authors argue that the difference behveen tense and Jax vo�vels lies in 
their dynamic properties, namely the coupling of the opening to the closing gesture 
('vith a relative tighter coupling of the split vowel gestures to each other for the 
lax vo\vels) and the kinematics of the opening movement. Lax vo,vels are more 
centralized, because the opening gesture into the vowel differs in its dynan1ics from 
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the tense vowels, such that the lax voivel opening gesture is produced "'ith a 
bigger an1plitude and different acceleration profile. The idea that vo,�rel inventory 
oppositions such as tense-lax pairs can be modeled on the basis of split-gesture 
dynanucs has not as yet been developed any further (but see Restle 2003). 

After reporting these different views on "'hat grain size the atoms of speech 
production have, ive "'ill now consider syllable structure and assimilation as case 
studies of ho"' gestural approaches model these core phonological phenon1ena 
with gestural rather than symbolic ato1ns. 

5 Prosodic structure: Syllables as phonological 
molecules 

In phonological theory, prosodic structure is defined in terms of a symbolic 
hierarchy of prosodic constituents (N'espor and Vogel 1986; Selkirk 1982; see also 
CHAPTER 33: SYLLABLE-INTERNAL STRUCTURE; CHAPTER 40: THE FOOT; CHAPTER Sl: 
THE PHONOLOGICAL WORD; CHAPTER 84: CLITICS; CHAPTER 50: TONAL ALIGNMENT) . 
Geshrral theories have n1odeled the syllable luerarchy, and the serial order pro
vided by the different syllable positions on the basis of different intergestural 
coupling relations, that is, syUables are viewed as characteristic patterns of temporal 
coordination among multiple gestures (Krakow· 1993; Bro,vman and Goldstein 1995b, 
2000). By hypothesis, the behavior of a gestural constellation in different syllable 
positions is governed by the t\VO preferred coordination modes (in-phase, out
of-phase). Syllabic organization is therefore assumed to reflect the preferred 
coordination modes, typical for skilled action, in speech, \vhereby the onset car
ries the intrinsically less marked in-phase relationship. 

Empirical evidence for the coordination theory of syllable structure comes from 
systematic differences in relative timing that can be observed as a function of 
syllable position. For example, in syllable-initial position, the t\vo gestures of the 
initial /I/ in leap reacl1 tl1eir target \vith a sn1all lag, \vith the vocalic dorsal gesture 
being typically closer to the onset. Syllable-finally, e.g. in the ivord peal, the tivo 
gestures of /1/ sho'v a different pattern: the tongue body retraction gesture begins 
early during the vowel (resulting in an audibly darkened vowel), while tongue tip 
raising lags behind the retraction gesture (Bro\vn1an and Goldstein 1990b; Sproat 
and Fujimura 1993), although this may differ beh"een languages (Gick et al. 2006). 
Similarly, for nasal consonants, the oral and velic gestures achieve their targets 
simultaneously initially, but the velic opening gesture precedes the oral gesture 
syllable-finally, resulting in a nasalized vo\vel (Krakow 1993, 1999; Byrd et al. 2009). 
It is assun1ed that these timing relationships are consequences of the underlying 
in-phase (onset) and out-of-phase (coda) coordination relationships. 

Broivman and Goldstein (1988, 2000) argue that in onset clusters, consonants 
cannot all be coordinated synchronously "'ith the vo,vel; they would not be per
ceptually recoverable. It is thus assumed that onset consonants are coordinated 
sequentially with each other, yet each consonant is coordinated synchronously 
'vith the vo,vel, as iUustrated in Figtlre 5.2. These incompatible phasing relationships 
yield a blended output in which the onset cluster as a \vhole retains the same 
stable temporal relationship with the vowel, independently of how many con
sonants the cluster contains. This stable te1nporal center of the ensen1ble of onset 
consonants has been tenned the c-center. According to Bro,vman and Goldstein, 
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Figure 5.2 Schematic representation of c-centre coordination and the observed timing 
re.lationships in onset (left) vs. left-edge coordination in coda (eight). The dashed vertical 
line indicates the stable timing point measured. in articulatory data that is due to the 
underlying phase relationships (c-centre in onset; pairwise-sequential coupling in coda) 

at least in English, the c-center is observed only in onsets, not in codas. In a VC1C2C3 
coda, pair"rise-sequential phasing, also referred to as left-edge coordination, '"ill 
be observed: C1 '"ill be coordinated 180° out of phase with the vowel, C2 180° out 
of phase '"ith C1, etc. 

That the onset exhibits predominantly the preferred in-pha.se coordination 
mode has been used to explain a variety of phonological phenomena, such as the 
prin1acy of onsets in language acquisition, the urunarked status of the CV syllable 
(but see Tabain et al. 2004; Butcher 2006), and the moraic \Veightlessness of onsets 
(Nam 2006). The coupled oscillator n1odel of syllable structure further predicts 
that onsets should cross-linguistically exhibit c-center organization. Studies on 
English, Italian, and Georgian have confirmed c-center organization for onsets; 
the c-<:enter has also been used as a diagnostic for syllable structure in Arabic 
and Berber (Honorof and Browman 1995; Goldstein et al. 2007a; Hern1es et al. 2008; 
Shaw et al. 2009). Fe,ver studies have investigated coda clusters, and the results 
are less consistent than for onsets (Byrd 1995; Kochetov 2006; Marin and Po11plier 
2010). The coherence of syllables into words and larger constituents has received 
only a limited amount of attention in gestural approaches so far. Smith (1995) 
proposed that stress- and mora-timing can be modeled on the basis of different 
cross-\vord coupling structures, but n1uch work remains to be done in this area 
(cf. also Barbosa 2002a, 2002b; Yanagawa. 2006; Tilsen 2009). For recent "'Orl< ui.odel
ing the prosodic hierarchy based on a hierarchy of coupled oscillators see Byrd and 
Choi (2010), Byrd and Saltzman (2003), and Saltzman et al. (2008). 

6 Assimilation, overlap, and reduction 

In connected speech '"e observe a variety of sandhi phenomena, such as assin1ila
tion. Describing and predicting patterns of assimilation has been one of the major 
n1otiva lions for non-linear phonologies, and ren1ains a. touchstone issue for theories 
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modeling the phonetics-phonology interface. In a non-linear approach to phono
logy, assunilation has been captured on the basis of feature lulking and delu1king. 
For example in fluent speech, the cross-\'l'ord [kt#n1) cluster in the phrase perfect 
memory n1ay be pronounced as [km], with the final coronal being assimilated to 
the follo\ving labial, schematically exemplified in (1): 

(1) It/ /ml 

Place Place l'... .. j I ...... 
coronal labial 

(� [m]) 

However, articulatory recordings of assimilated sequences revealed that a de
linki.ng of features 1nay not accurately capture place assimilation. Articulatory 
recordu1gs of the phrase perfect memory sho,ved that although perceptually the fu1al 
[t) \vas co1npletely assinlilated to the following nasal, the coronal constriction for 
the (t] \vas in fact still produced; it was only perceptuaUy hidden by the ten1porally 
overlapping labial articulation (Figure 5.3). This example illustrates the consequences 
of a particular case of gestural overlap, namely \'\1hen overlapping gestures control 
different vocal organs and tract variables. The articulations of coronal and labial 

p" t" 

TRy 

TTy 

LLy 

200 600 

TRy /k/ 

LLy 

200 400 600 

m 

m 

800 

800 

1000 1nsec 

1 000 msec 

List production: 
J'e1fi?cf, 1ne1n<1ry 

Phrasal production: 
perfec(t) ·memory 

Figure 5.3 Articulatory data showing vertical tongue rear (TRy), tongue tip (Tiy), 
and lower lip (LLy) movement over time. Boxes indicate the kinematic realization of the 
/k/, /t/, and /m/ gestures. The phrasal production illustrates ho\v increased ten1poral 
overlap bel\'\feen gestures may lead to perceptual hiding of a gesture (/t/), although 
articu.latorily the coronal constriction is produced in both cases. From Tiede et al. (2001). 
Used with permission 
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constrictions are largely independent, and do not affect each other significantly 
in the case of temporal overlap. 

In other cases, articulatory place assinillation at "'Ord boundaries could be shO\\'n 
to be gradient, in that the spatial magnitude of the tongue tip gesture is reduced 
along a continuum of values (Surprenant and Goldstein 1998), yet articulatory 
assimilation may also be categorical, in that the assimilated gestures may be con
sistently and categorically absent (i.e. not produced: Honorof 1999; Son et al. 2007). 
For exa.inple, the tongue tip gesture for word-final alveolar /n/ in Castilian Spanish 
(e.g. in diga[m) paja 'say stra'"' (FORM PL)'; cf. diga[n]) is categorically absent, and 
the lip aperture gesture is temporally extended (Honorof 1999). 

Furthermore, if the overlap of gestures involves not stops, but continuants, the 
temporal overlap may have quite clearly audible consequences, as in ·miss you. In 
fluent speech, the phrase will be pronounced as [mrfju). The tongue tip gesture 
for /s/ is overlapped by the tongue body raising gestLue for /j/, leading to a pro
duction perceptually similar to (f). Articulatorily and acoustically, the assimilated 
sequence differs from an underlying [f] (Zsiga 1995). Ho,vever, for lexically 
derived forms such as impression, she finds no evidence of [fl arising from a 
co-production of I s#j/ gestures. For lexically derived forms, Zsiga therefore assumes 
a syn1bolic (de)linking of features, and a gestural overlap account only for post
lexical assimilation. 

The hypothesis that fluent speech phenomena do not involve a symbolic 
restructuring of phonological units and their affiliations to segmental timing slots, 
but can be exclusively understood as variation in timing and spatial n1agnitude 
(see especially Browman and Goldstein 1992: 173), sparked a heated debate. A 
vigorous exchange concerned English sibilant assimilation as it occurs in phrases 
such as Paris show. Nolan and colleagues (Holst and Nolan 1995; Nolan et al. 1996) 
investigated phrases like claps Sha.wn, and found evidence for gradient assimi
lation as '"ell as categorical assimilation, and argued that the latter would more 
appropriately be described as a syn1bolic linking and delinking process rather 
than in terms of gestural overlap. Interestingly, for many tokens Nolan and col
leagues also observe intermediate assimilation patterns, as expected for gestural 
overlap, but they do not offer an account of these assinlilation patterns or of hoiv 
the occturence of one or the other type of assinillation might be conditioned. In 
other studies that have been conducted since (for several different languages), 
,,ve likewise see a wide range of speaker beha.vior, and assimilation patterns con
sonant '"ith a symbolic restructuring view (linking-delinking as sketched above) 
have emerged side-by-side '"ith gradient assimilation and gestural hiding and 
blending phenomena as first described by Browman and Goldstein (Barry 1991; 
Farnetani and Busa 1994; Recasens and Pallares 2001; Ellis and Hardcastle 2002; 
Ki.ihnert and Hoole 2004; Kochetov and Pouplier 2008). 

Overall, it has become clear over the years that a plethora of factors influence 
the degree of overlap found for any given utterance, such as the types of segments 
and (types of) lexical items, word frequency, and the (hypothesized) casualness 
of speech; also there are systematic differences in the degree of overlap bet\.veen 
languages (Gibbon et nl. 1993; Zsiga 2000; Chitoran et nl. 2002; Kochetov 2006; 
Kochetov et nl. 2007). There has to date been no deeper account that lets us predict 
\vhich factors may condition the presence or absence of articulatory place assimi
lation in the forn1 of a reduction of the final consonant, and under '"hat circLLmsta.t1ces 
any present place assimilation '"'ill be categorical or gradient in nature. 
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In this context, Zsiga (2009) advocates a combined autosegmental-gestural view: 
in her view gestural coupling relations can be n1anipulated by phonology; just 
like autosegmental association lines, they can be linked or delinked as a categor
ical phonological process. In her approach, the autosegn1ental association lines 
specify timing relationships in terms of in-phase or out-of-phase coupling of the 
associated gestures. Phonetic processes may then influence the timing of gestures 
within the association lines (in-phase, out-of-phase) provided by phonology. The 
phonetic fine-tuning of geshual timing leads to gradient assimilation caused by 
gestural overlap. 

Most of the early "'Ork done in a gestural approach focused on the consequences 
of gestural temporal overlap for connected speech processes and on developing 
a theory of co-articulation as a coproduction of gestures. Gafos (2002) argues that 
the te1nporal organization of gestures is also relevant for discrete 1norphophono
logical alternations, and proposes a theory in \vhich gramn1atical constraints 
govern the temporal coordination of gestures. Gafos's central hypothesis is that 
grammatical principles and constraints refer to temporal relations bel\veen gestures 
in terms of overlap patterns. He illustrates his argun1ent \vith te1nplate satisfaction 
in Moroccan Colloquial Arabic. Markedness (CBAl'TER 4: MARKEDNEss) is expressed 
in tern1s of different gestural coordination relations: for example, Gafos posits 
a constraint expressing a preference for a specific tempora l ali.gnn1ent or phase 
relationship: CC-CooRo = ALIGN(Cl, C-Center; C2, onset) requires alignment of 
the te1nporal midpoint (timepoint of maximal strength) of the gesture for Cl with 
the beginning of the activation for gesture C2. Ho\\'ever, a second markedness 
constraint disallo,vs the preferred coordination n1ode for hon1organic consonants; 
this is a gestural interpretation of Leben's (l.973) Obligatory Contour Pri.nciple. 
Nlotivation for this constraint is recoverability: if two homorganic stops are timed 
closely together, there will be no release of Cl leading to difficulties \Vith its per
ceptual recovery. The interaction of these !\Vo constraints, together \vi th various 
repair strategies to a.void their violation, leads to a unified account of template 
filling processes in Morocc<ln Colloquial Arabic. Ga.fos's insightfu.l '"ork vva.s the 
first to shO\V ho''' new generalizations from seemingly disparate surface phenomena 
in morphophonological processes (glide insertion, n1edial C duplication, stability 
of epenthetic sclnva to speaking rate, geminate (in)separability) can be g<lined under 
the assun1ption that all these surface phenomena are the result of constraint inter
actions that govern tl1e temporal organization of gestures. 

Other theoretical approaches seeking a connection bet"•een gestural representa
tions and grammatical processes have been presented by Benus and Gafos (Gafos 
and Ben us 2006; Benu$ and Gafos 2007) in the context of Hungarian vovvel harmony 
(see also Gafos 1999). Davidson's (2006a, 2006b) work on non-native duster 
phonota.ctics and Jun's vvork on place assimilation (Jun 2004) shou.ld be mentioned 
here. Marin (2007) has presented a gestural model of stress-conditioned vowel 
alternations in Romanian. There have further been some recent studies on the tem
poral alignment of intonation to articulatory gestures (Gao 2008; Miicke et al. 2009). 

7 Concluding remarks 

Recent phonological theories have taken an integrated vie"' on the relationship 
ben"een phonetics and phonology: phonological constraints n1ay express speakers' 
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kno,vledge of the physics of speech production and perception. Going even further, 
gestural 1nodels have rigorously integrated articulatory timing in both the phono
logical and phonetic aspects of spoken language by assuming dynainically specified 
atoms of speech production. These approaches thereby explicitly model the 
temporal coordination of gestures, and thus allow us  to formu late and empirically 
test hypotheses about the relation of the observable, physical principles of speech 
to underlying cognitive representations. 
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49 Sonority 

STEVE PARKER 

1 Introduction 

If an interface bet,.veen phonetics and phonology really exists (pace Ohala 1990b ), 
then one topic having a long and controversial history in that domain is sonority. 
Sonority can be defined as a unique type of relative, n-ary (non-binary) feature
like phonological element that potentially categorizes all speech sounds into a 
hierarchical scale. For example, vovtels are more sonorous than liquids, which 
are higher in sonority than nasals, with obstruents being the least sonorous of all 
segments. In terms of traditional phonetic systems for categorizing naturaJ classes 
of sounds, then, the feature encoded by sonority most closely corresponds to the 
notion '/11.anner of articulation. (see CHAPTER 13: THE STRICTURE FEATURES). ln this 
sense, sonority is like most other features: it de1narcates groups of seg1nents 
that behave si1nilarly in cross-linguistically co1nn1on processes. At the same time, 
ho"'ever, sonority is unlike most features in tl1at it exhaustively encompasses 
all speech sounds simultaneously, i.e. every type of segment has some inherent 
incremental value for this feature. Sonority is also unique in that it has never been 
observed to spread (assimilate), in and of itself. 

A major function of sonority is to organize (order) segments within syllables. 
SpecificaJJy, more sonortn.1s sounds, su.ch as vo'"els, tend to occur in the nucleu.s, 
while less sonorous sounds normally appear in the marginal (non-peak) positions 
- onsets and codas. This concept has engendered several chronic and frequently 
discussed research questions: 

(1) a. What role, if any, does sonority play in Universal Gramu1ar? 
b. Ho'" many and '"'hat kinds of natural class distinctions need to be made 

in the sonority hierarchy? 
c .  Are its rankings fixed or permutable (reversible)? 
d.  Which distinctions in the sonority scale, if any, are universal and which, 

if any, axe language-particular? 
e. Is sonority an abstract phonological mechanism only, or does it also have 

a consistent, measurable phonetic basis? 

To answer (le) briefly, the n1ain acoustic correlate of sonority is intensity. As 
Ladefoged (1975: 219) notes, "The sonority of a sound is its loudness relative to 
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that of other sounds with the same length, stress, and pitch." Nevertheless, 
although much progress has been n1ade in addressing the issues in (1), little 
consensus has emerged in understanding many of them. This chapter touches on 
each of the questions in (1), although not necessarily in the same order or to the 
same degree. The goal is to summarize the debates and document the types 
of empirical data that have been presented in arguing for the different positions. 
This chapter is organized as follov,rs: §2 revievvs the cross-linguistic phonological 
evidence for sonority. Thus §2.1 discusses the Sonority Sequencing Principle, 
§2.2 l'v!inimum Sonority Distance effects, §2.3 the Syllable Contact La"', and §2.4 
the contribution of sonority to the relative \veight of the rhyme. §3 describes the 
Sonority Dispersion Principle, while §4 presents several desirable characteristics 
that a complete sonority hierarchy should ideally display. Finally, §5 examines 
the physical basis of sonority, as demonstrated experimentally. 

2 Phonological evidence for sonority 

This section describes various phonological phenomena that de1nonstrate that 
sonority is active in many languages. The exposition surrunarizes works discussing 
the issues in more depth, such as Parker (2002) and Cser (2003). Phonotactic con

straints and morphophonemic alternations provide the most compelling evidence 
for establishing the divisions in the sonority hierarchy. Consequently, most of the 
argumentation here relies on these two factors. Several patterns are attested in 
enough languages to n1otivate the hypothesis that so1ne notion of sonority should 
be considered part of Universal Grammar (UG; the innate linguistic faculty shared 
by all humans; Chomsky and Halle 1968; Kenstov,'icz 1994). How sonority is best 
expressed in UG is a separate topic, not discussed in detail here. In many cases, 
opposing points of vievv exist, with son1e linguists denying that sonority is 
actually involved in these phenon1ena. See e.g. Ohala (1974, 1990a, 1990b) and 
Kawasaki. (l.982) for arguments against appealing to sonority as an explanation 
for these data. 

2.1 The Sotiority Sequencing Principle 
The dooJain i.n "'hich sonority is n1ost often invoked is the syllable, and related 
notions such as permissible consonant clusters in onset or coda position. This reflects 
the analogy that the syllable is like a wave of energy (Sievers 1893; Pike 1943). 
Specifically, syllables universally tend to abide by the following constraint: 

(2) Every syllable exhibits exactly one peak of sonority, contained in the 
nucleus. 

This is known as the Sonority Sequencing Principle (SSP) or the Sonority 
Sequencing Generalization. Key works assuming this principle as a basis for 
anaJysis include Hooper (1976), Selkirk (1984), Blevins (1995), a nd, in Optimality 
Theory, Cho and King (2003) and Zee (2007). Ohala (1990a, 1990b) and \\/right 
(2004) note that a rudimentary notion of the SSP is observed in the work of de 
Brosses (1765). For the purpose of fonnally encoding and testing the SSP, the most 
frequently cited sonority scale is the following: 
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Table 49.1 Cross-linguistic variation in syllabic segments based on sonority 

Bulgarian, Hawaiian, Kabardian, Latin, Spanish 
Lendu, Sanskrit, Slovak 
English 
(Central) Carrier, (lmdlawn) Tachelhit (Berber) 

Vowels 

,/ 

,/ 
,/ 

,/ 

Liquids Nasals 

,/ 
,/ ,/ 

,/ ,/ 

Obstn1ents 

,/ 

(3) Modal sonority hierarchy (e.g. Clements 1990; Kenstov»icz 1994; Smolensky 1995) 

vo,vels > glides > liquids > nasals > obstruents 

higher in sonority lower in sonority 

In terms of sonority, the five natural classes in (3) are the easiest ones to motiv
ate and the most useful ones to employ. Assuming the SSP and the hierarchy 
in (3), hypothetical syllables like [ta], [kru], ['vos], and [p"lcent] are \veil formed, 
since their sonority slope un.i.forntly rises from the beginning of the syllable 
to the nuclear vo,vel, and falls from the nucleus to the end of the syllable. 
Conversely, syllables containing "sonority reversals" such as [lpa) and [odm) 
violate (2) and are therefore illicit in most languages. 

One argument for the SSP is that cross-linguistically the inventory of [+syllabic] 
seginents in particular languages normally forms a continuous range based on 
a scale like (3). Thus, the propensity for a sound to occur in nuclear position is 
correlated "'ith ho"' sonorous it is. The typology of permissible syUabic segments 
across languages is illustrated in Table 49.1, adapted from Blevins (1995) and Zee 
(2007).1 The generalization is that if a language permits syllabic segments from a 
lower sonority class, it also allo\vs nuclei from all higher sonority classes. In Tacl1elltit 
even voiceless stops occur in nuclear position. However, glides are on1itted 
here since by definition they are non-nuclear. The following example lists forms 
containing syllabic consonants from two of these languages, where [.] marks a 
syllable boundary (Parker 2002; Zee 2007; Ridouane 2008).2 

(4) a. Slovak b. Tachelhit 
[kr.vi] 'blood' [t�.d!Tlt] 'gather \vood' 
[v!.ka] ''"'olf' [tr.git] 'lock' 

[tf.t�.t�tt] 'you sprained it (FEM)' 

Nevertheless, '"hi.le the pattern in Table 49.1 is a strong tendency, it is not univer
sally obeyed. For example, many languages (especially in Africa) attest syllabic 

1 Language names and genetic affiliations follow the El/1110/ogue (Lewis 2009). In the online version 
of this chapter, the appendix prov.ides more details about the languages cited here: COtU\try, lingu.istic 
phylL1m, prin1ary soL1rce of data, etc. 
z The online ''ersion c>f this chapter contains more illustrative dat<t thr<>1Jgho11t. 
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nasals but not syllabic liquids: e.g. Djeebbana, Lele (Chad), and Swahili (Blevins 
2006). Thus, factors other than sonority must also be appealed to in some cases. 

Besides syllabic consonants, another reason to adopt the SSP is that it accounts 
for tautosyllabic consonant clusters in most languages. The following example 
illustrates three languages that strictly follow the SSP in onsets and codas (Blevins 
2006): 

(5) a. 

b. 

c. 

Cheke Holo 
[kai.ka.fli] 
[kmai.kma.ji] 
Djeebbana 
[1� .ka.la] 
[kalk.bet] 
Spanish 
[plan) 
[trans.kri.pir] 

'flash on and off' 
'eat a varied meal (reduplicated)' 

'fork' 
'northern black wallaroo' 

'plan' 
'to transcribe' 

Again there are exceptions; (6) shov,rs data from t\'70 languages in '"hich the 
underlined consonant clusters apparently violate the SSP (Blevins 2006): 

(6) a. Leti (Indonesia) 

[pni.nu] 'fool' 
[sra:t] 'n1ai.n road' 
[rka:.lu) 'they shout' 
[mp.le] 'they sail' 

b. Yir Yoront 

[melt] 
[pa!l] 

'animal, bird' 
'clean, bald' 

Counterexamples to the SSP also occur in some Indo-European languages, 
such as Czech, Ron1anian, and Russian. Extren1e cases are found in Georgian, 
a Kartvelian langua.ge attesting the "'Ord-initial clusters /zrd/, /mkrt/, /nisxv/ 
and /miSvrtn/ (Blevins 2006). Such exceptions have led some researchers to 
conclude that analyses based on sonority are circular in nature (Ohala 1990b: 160). 
Ho\\'ever, no studies exist in \Vhich the proportion of languages with sonority 
reversals is tabulated an1ong a statistically reliable and balanced sa1nple. There
fore, based on available data, it seems safe to conclude tha.t a large percentage 
of the world's languages do conform to the SSP. Furthermore, purported counter
examples like Georgian /mfSvrtn/ are dubious if the onset cluster in question 
occurs only \Vord-i.nitially, but not \Vord-i.nternally. This is crucial since, in a 
given language, a consonant cluster should appear in a position other than at 
a word edge in order to count as a canonical sylJable type. Other,vise, when 
a greater number of consonants show up next to a word boundary, it is debat
able whether this constitutes a true syllable margin. A more principled explana
tion is to analyze the SSP-violating segment(s) as a degenerate syllable or an 
extrasyllabic appendix licensed by the prosodic \\'Ord. See Cho and King (2003) 
for further discussion. Finally, soo:i.e alleged SSP violations cannot withstand 
further scn1tiny. For example, Blevins (2006) lists Leti [rka:lu] in (6) above. 
Ho\\1ever, van Engelenhoven (2004) states that word-initially before another 
consonant the trilled /r/, nasals, /1/ and /s/ are lengthened and "syllabic." Thus, 
a more accurate transcription of this \vord is [r.ka:.lu]. Since the /r/ and the /k/ 
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Table 49.2 Typological range of languages containing sC clusters 

s +  Spanish Fmnch., Wes/en1 Keres Greek English D11tch 

stop ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ 
fricative ,/ ,/ 
nasal (-) ,/ ,/ 
lateral ,/ ,/ 
rho tic (-) 

Ge1·,nn11. Russian 

,/ ,/ 
,/ 

,/ ,/ 
,/ ,/ 
,/ ,/ 

are not tautosyllabic, this is not a counterexample to the SSP. Rather, it con
firms it. 

Cross-linguistically, the most frequent exceptions to the SSP involve initial /s/ 
foUo"'ed by a plosive, as in the English 'vords spill, still, and skill. MoreUi (2003) 
and Goad (CHAPTER 38: THE REPRESENTATION OF SC CLUSTERS) focus on this phe
non1enon. Table 49.2 is adapted from the latter. 

Stunmarizing this table, Goad observes that the lo\ver a consonant is in 
sonority, the 1nore preferred it is after an initial /s/. She thus posits that s + stop 
> s + nasal > s + lateral > s + rhotic, where ">" = "is more harmonic than." This 
scale (minus the s) follo,vs many sonority hierarchies that posit more natural 
class distinctions than (3), such as the maximally detailed scale in §4. 

1-lorelli (2003) reaches a similar conclusion. She notes that many languages 
have onset cluster inventories con1prising tluee n1ain types: (1) stop + sonorant, 
(2) fricative + sonorant and (3) fricative + stop. These first two satisfy the SSP, 
while the third reverses it (assuming that fricatives are more sonorous than stops; 
see belo\v). Illustrative languages include Haida, Hindi, Hungarian, Isthmus 
Zapotec, Italian, Mohave, Swedish, Telugu, Yecuatla Totonac, and Yuchi. To her 
knowledge, ho,.vever, no language exists that is analogous to these, yet co1npletely 
foUo,vs the SSP: hypotl1etically, ( l )  stop + sonorant, (2) fricative + sonorant, and, 
crucially, (3) stop + fricative (not counting affricates). Consequently, she posits 
that among onset clusters consisting of hvo obstruents, the u1unarked type is 
fricative + stop, where "unmarked" = phonologically default and most common 
(Kenstowicz and Kisseberth 1973: 3; de Lacy 2006). 

Summarizing thus far, the SSP is a strong uni.versa.I. tendency but has excep
tions. In some cases the reversals in the sonority slope are of the largest possible 
degree: an onset consisting of a glide followed by a voiceless stop. To illustrate, 
Santa Maria Quiegolani Zapotec exhibits many \vords like the following (Regnier 
1993): 

(7) [wklt] 
[1vtc):?] 
[jkaJ 

'game' 
'sell (COMPLETIVE)' 
'buy (POTENTlAL)' 

Nevertheless, typological generalizations can still be made. For exa.mpJ.e, most 
languages have more consonant cluster types and tokens obeying the SSP than 
violating it. Furthermore, more languages attest obstruent + liquid (OL) onset 
clusters, for instance, than the opposite (LO). This can be stated even n1ore force
.fully as an in1plicational universal: if a language allows co1nplex onsets of the type 
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LO, it must permit OL clusters as well, whereas the inverse is not necessarily 
true (Greenberg 1978). HO\'l1ever, this kind of observation cannot be extended to 
include all possible natural class con1binations. For instance, Texistepec Popoluca 
does not permit obstruent + nasal (ON) syllable initially, yet it does allov,, NO 
clusters: (mbak] 'my bone' (Wichmann 2002).3 Consequently, absolute claims 
about the SSP tend to break do,vn given enough languages. Nevertheless, one 
apparently exceptionless statement is the follo,ving: 

(8) No language exists in which all tautosyllabic consonant clusters reverse the 
SSP. 

Returning to the five-category sonority hierarchy in (3), many phonologists 
expand this by n1aking subdivisions '"'ithin three of the nahual classes: vowels, 
liquids, and obstruents (cf. (27) in §4). For example, fricatives are often claimed 
to be more sonorous than stops ( Hankamer and Aissen 1974; Steriade 1982, 1988; 
Kager 1999). To illustrate, in Sanskrit reduplication, \vhen a verb base begins \vith 
a consonant cluster, the prefix retains the less sonorous of these t\vo sounds. Thus, 
in (9), vthen a stop and a continuant are adjacent in either order, the reduplicant 
invariably surfaces with the stop: 

(9) Sanskrit (from Whitney 1889) 

/pralf''/ � [pa-pralf"l 'ask' 
/swar/ � [sa-S\'\'ar] 'sound' 
/tsar/ � (ta-tsar] 'approach stealthily' 
/st ha:/ � [ta-stha:] 'stand' 
/tja�/ � [ta-tjactl 'forsake' 
/frat"/ � [fa-frat"] 'slacken' 
/druw/ � [du-dru\v] 'ru11' 
/mlulf/ � [mu-mlulf) 'set' 
/rd"/ � (a:r-di-dham]• 

In (9) the obvious generalization is that the reduplicant copies the less sonorous 
consonant from the onset of the base, regardless of its relative position "''ithin the 
cluster. Otherwise, if all obstruents are equal in sonority, the analysis of this pro
cess is more complicated to express (Benua 1997; Hironymous 1999). For further 
data and discussion of Sanskrit reduplication, see CHAPTER 119: REDUPLICATION 
IN SANSKRIT. While the full details are co1nplex, the pattern \vhereby the least 
sonorous segn1ent emerges in the prefix is very regular. For a mathematical 
explanation of this effect, see §3. 

\IVhen underlying representations juxtapose sounds violating the SSP, these 
are repaired in four different "''ays cross-linguistically: (1) vo,vel epenthesis, (2) 
deletion, (3) syllabic consonants, and (4) metathesis. First, a vo,,vel can be inserted 
to rescue the unsyllabifiable consonant, a process called stray epenthesis (Ito 1986). 
This occurs in Serbo-Croatian (Kensto,vicz 1994): 

3 Prenasalized stops (comn1on i11 Africa.11 langltages) do 11ot violate the SSP, since they are single 
phonemic units, not true sequences. Syllabic nasals, such as in hypothetical [1).daJ, do not constitute 
taulOS)'llabic onsets either. 
' \"fhitney does not gloss this root, but notes that the form is aorist. 
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(10) 111.asculine neuter 
a. pust pusto 'empty' 

zelen zeleno 'green' 
b. dobar do bro 'good' 

1asan jasno 'clear' 
c. bogat bogato 'rich' 

kri3an kri3ano 'cross' 

In the adjective paradigm in (10), the neuter is marked by the suffix /-o/. The 
1nasculine colwnn displays no overt n1orphological marking. In (lOb), (a] alternates 
,.vith 0. This vo'"el surfaces phonetically in the final syllable of the masculine 
forms, behveen the last t'"0 consonants, but is absent in the neuter column. The 
contrasting fornls in (10c) contain an [a) in the second syllable in both colwnns. 
This demonstrates that the alternation in (lOb) involves epenthesis of [a) in 
the 1nasculine fonns, not syncope of underlying /a/ in the neuter colwnn. The 
underlying representations of the roots in (lOb) are /dobr/ and /jasn./. These under
lying representations end with a consonant cluster consisting of an obstruent 
followed by a sonorant. If these '"ere syllabified directly into a complex coda, they 
would violate the SSP. Jn contrast, the root /pust/ in (lOa) ends '"'ith a cluster in 
which sonority falls. Therefore stray epenthesis is not needed since the sequence 
/pi1st/ can be exha.ustively syUabified while (especting the SSP. The sonority p(Ofile 
of h\'O of these contrasting roots is displayed in the following metrical-like grids 
(Jespersen 1904; Zee 1988; Clements 1990; Kensto\vicz 1994): 

(11) VO\\'el 
glide 
liquid 
nasal 
fricative 
stop 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• • 
p u 

• 
• 
• • 
• • 

• • • 
• • • • • •  
s t d o b  r 

These grids employ the five-<:ategory sonority hierarchy in (3), supplemented 
by obstruents being split bet>veen fricatives and stops, motivated by the Sanskrit 
data in (9). As these figures sho"', the morphen1e /pust/ in isolation (in the 
masculine column) contains one peak of sonority (the /u/), whereas /dobr/ contains 
t\vO (the /o/ and the /r/). Consequently, the motivation for inserting a VO\vel in 
the second case ([<lobar]) is to rescue the /r/, '"'hich cannot be incorporated into 
the same syllable as the /b/ without violating the SSP. 

A second process used to fix SSP violations is the deletion of an unlicensed 
(unsyllabifiable) consonant, known as stray erasure (Ito 1986). This process is 
illustrated by Ancient Greek. The follo"1ing data sho'" that complex onset and 
coda clusters are pern1itted, including \vord-medially (Steriade 1982; Kensto>vicz 
1994): 

(12) kleph 
smerd.nos 
am.blus 

'to steal' 
'power, force' 
'dull' 
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as.tron 
a.elp.tos 
t"elk.tron 
pen1p.tos 

'star' 
'unhoped for' 
'charm' 
'sent' 
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The form [t"elk .tron] demonstrates that up to four consonants can be concatenated 
intervocalically, providing the SSP is respected. Ho\¥ ever, in the reduplicated form 
/CV-grap"-st"ai/ � [gegrap"t"ai] 'to have been "'ritten', the underlying /s/ at 
the beginning of the infinitival suffix occurs beh"een two stops. If this word \vere 
assigned a sonority profile as in (11), the /s/ would constitute a peak of sonority. 
Ho\\1ever, this /s/ is not syllabic, nor can it be incorporated into a syllable '"ith 
the preceding /p''/ or the follo'"ing /t"/ '"ithout violating the SSP. Consequently, 
since it is prosodically unparsable, it is elided. According to Steriade (1982) and 
Ito (1986), this phenon1enon is a default universal mechanis1n automatically 
applying at the end of the derivation to clean up any remaini.ng problems (see 
CHAPTER 68: DELETION). 

A third strategy for dealing "'ith SSP violations is to simply retain the offend
ing consonant, in \Vhich case it is automatically realized phonetically as syllabic. 

English illustrates this with unstressed sonorant consonants in \.vord-final clusters: 
prism, butto11, pickle, manner. Another exam.pie is Chamicuro (Parker 1989): 

(13) [\¥-usm-i] 'I sing' 
lsc-sing-£PENTHETIC 

[\\r-usq1-kati] 'I sang' 
lsc-sing-PAST 

Fourth, and most rarely, SSP violations are resolved by metathesis. The most 
convincing case of this to date is Western Farsi. When a final vowel is deleted by 
a general process of apocope, an obstruent or nasal in a potential coda cluster 
metathesizes \Vith a follo,ving liquid. Other'"ise (without metathesis), the final 
liquid would constitute a separate sonority peak, v.•hich this language does not 
aUO\V (Hock 1985): 

(14) !f axra � !farx ''"heel' 
suxra � surx 'red' (cf. suhr-ab 'ruddy goose') 
vafra � 
asru � 
vazra � 

•narnra5 � 

barf 
ars 
gurz 
narm 

'sno'''', ice' 
't ' ear 
'club' 
'soft' 

Hock (1985) attributes this alternation to the SSP. However, from his descrip
tion th.is is prin1arily a historical process, so it i:nay no longer be synchronically 
active. 

2 .2 Minimum Sonority Distance 

While the SSP rules out many of the prohibited syllable types in 01ost languages, 
it is not the full story. For example, the three syllables [kna], [kla], and [kwa] equally 

s The form /namra/ is pret·eded b}' ·� sin<:e it is re<:onstructed. 
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Table 49.3 Minimal Sonority Distance language types 

MSD = 0 
MSD= 1 
t.'!SD = 2 
MSD = 3  

Maximal inventory of permissible 011sel clusters 

00, ON, OL, OG, NN, NL, NG, LL, LG, GG 

ON, OL, OG, NL, NG, LG 

OL,OG, NG 

OG 

Languages 

Bulgarian, Leti 
Chukchee 
Gizrra, Kurdish, Spanish 
JV(ono, Panobo, Japanese (?), 

t.1andarin Chinese (?) 

satisfy the SSP. Nevertheless, although many languages permit onset clusters such 
as [kl) and/or (kw], syllables like [kna] are 1nuch less conunon. One explana
tion for this asymmetry is a language-specific parametric requirement that the 
members of a tautosyllabic consonant cluster be separated by a minimum number 
of ranks on the sonority scale (Steriade 1982; Selkirk 1984). For example, /k/ and 
/I I are sufficiently distinct in relative sonority and n1ay therefore be combined. 
However, /k/ and /n/ are too close along this scale, and this is not tolerated 
in many languages. Conversely, a language like Russian, 'vhich permits words 
like /kniga/ 'book', has a lo"•er threshold on this parameter. This condition is 
captured by the follo,ving principle: 

(15) Minimal Sonority Distance (MSD) 
Given an onset composed of two segments, C1 and C21 if a =  Sonority Index 
of C, and b = SI(C2), then b - a <:  x, \vhere x e 10, 1, 2, 3). 

Assu1ning the sonority hierarchy in (3), the typology of possible languages 
shown in Table 49.3 is generated (cf. Zee 2007). The generalization is that if a 
language permits clusters 'vith a lo"'er sonority distance, it allo,vs clusters of all 
higher sonority distances as well, ceteris paribus. The inverse of this is not true. 
The reversed counterparts of these onsets, such as •LO, can be excluded by the 
independently 1notivated SSP \\•hen necessary (§2.1). The data in (16) illustrate 
typical consonant sequences fron1 each of the four language types in Table 49.3. 
Naturally, not every cluster type is fuJly productive for all phoneme combina
tions in these languages. Nevertheless, enough representative examples occur to 
justify the general trends. 

(16) a. Leti (van Engelenhoven 2004) 
(ptu.na) 'star' 
[ tmu .ra] 'tin' 
[kru.ki] 'crab (sp.)' 
[!ll.k>vo.ri] 'you (sc) lift' 

b. Chukchee (Kiia1pfe and Volodin 1995) 
[pl;itkuk] 'end, finish, conclude' 
[qlikkin] 'twenty' 

[tceif ejw<>¥?e] 'I  '"ill go' 
[ljur] 'suddenly' 
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c. Gizn·a (van Bodegraven and van Bodegraven 2005) 
[gl€s) 'de\v' 
[ta.praz.da] 'on (his) fangs' 
(djao) 'pal.In (sp.)' 
[ur.mjao] 'tree (sp.)' 

d. Panobo (Parker 1992) 
[hwin.ti] 'heart' 
[�\vi.ni.k<eJI 'they are taking, carrying' 
[pja.ka] 'nephe,v, niece' 
(wa.ta.tjan) 'last year' 
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As Table 49.3 displays, a significant implication of the MSD approach is that the 
ideal onset cluster consists of an obstruent plus a glide, all else being equal. Thus, 
if a language allows con1plex onsets and has glides in its phonemic inventory, it 
must permit stop + glide clusters. This is the only onset sequence occurring in all 
four language types in Table 49.3. An explanation for this is that these hvo nat
ural classes (stops and glides) are maximally separated in terms of their relative 
sonority, since they occupy the extren1e ends of the scale (among consonants). 
Baertsch (2002) proposes one \vay to capture MSD effects in Optimality Theory 
(OT: Prince and Smolensky 1993). The corresponding prediction is that some lan
guages should exist vvhich permit OG but no other onsets. T\vO such cases are 
Nlono (Democratic Republic of the Congo; Olson 2005) and Panobo. Other pos
sibilities are Japanese (Vance 1987, 2008) and Nlandarin Chinese (Yuan 1989). The 
latter two are listed in Table 49.3, follo\ved by question marks to highlight their 
controversial status. Also, in Hindi (Ohala 1983) and Koluwawa (Guderian and 
Guderian 2005), the only initial clusters are OG and NG, but not *OL. There is, 
ho\vever, a problem. In a sequence like [k\va], the [w] is potentially ambiguous 
since it allo\vs different phonological interpretations. A priori it could pertain to 
a diphthongal nucleus rather than the onset: [kua]. Alternatively, it might be a 
secondary articulation (labialization) of the preceding /k/: [k'''a). If so, then there 
really is no consonant cluster, just a single complex phonemic unit. The third pos
sibility is that [k"') simply constitutes a true onset cluster, as in Panobo. Teasing 
apart these different conclusions is complicated, and often the language-specific 
evidence is not compelling either \vay. Unfortunately, then, >vhen no other 
canonical onset clusters (such as OL) exist in a language, the argwnentation is in 
danger of circularity regardless of \vhid� segmentation is posited. See §3 for an 
alternative model that claims that the unmarked initial cluster is not OG but OL. 
Finally, in the MSD approach, the sonority distance bet\veen the second onset con
sonant and the VO\\'el is not crucial, because phonotactic restrictions rarely obtain 
across onset-nucleus jw1ctures (Blevins 1995). However, see §3 for an approach 
i.n which the nature of this sequence (C2 + V) does matter. See also CHAPTER is: 
GLIDES for further discussion of glides, and CHAPTER ss: ONSETS for an expanded 
treatment of onsets. 

2.3 The Syllable Contact La1v 
Another sonority-based principle active in many languages is the Syllable 
Contact Lavv (SCL). Some seminal references are Hooper (1976), Murray and 
Ve1u1e1na1u1 (1983), and Clen1ents (1990). More recent treatments of the SCL as a 
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Table 49.4 Alternations motivated by the Syllable Contact La\v 

Process 

coda weakening 

onset strengthening 
(desonorization) 

tautOS)' ]Jabification 

gemination 

epenthesis 

regressi,,e 
assimilation 

progressive total 
assimilation 

regressjve total 
assimilation 

anapt)rxis 

metathesjs 

lll11stratio11 

g.n -+ y..r,n 

k.l ..... k.t 
I.I -> l.d 
z.l -+ z.d 
z.m --> z.b 

k.I --> .kl 

b.r -> b.br 

n.r-> n.dr 

k.m -+ l).m 

g.n -+ g.g 

n.l -+ I.I 

p.r -+ pV.r 

d.n -> n.d 

Language Example 

Hausa /hagni/ -+ [haw.nil 'lei! side' 

Kyrgyz /konok-lar/ -+ (konok.tarl 'guest-PL' 
Kazakh /kol-lar/ -> [kol.dar] 'hand-PL' 
Kazakh /kOl)lOZ-lar/ ..... [kOl)lOZ.darl 'bug-PL' 
Kazakh /kOl)lOZ-ma/ ..... [kOl)lOZ.ba) 'bug-INT' 

Germanic [tek-.h<;) 'daily', [e.kh<;) 'disgusting' 

Latin > Italian /Labrum/ -> [lab.bro) 'lip' 

Spanish /benir-a/ -> l ben.dral '(s/he) will come' 

Korean /kuk-mul/ -+ [kul).mul) 'broth' 

Pali /lag-na/ -> [lag.gal 'attach (!'AST PART)' 

Korean /non-li/ -> [nol.li] 'logic' 

Ho-Chunk /h.ipres/ -+ [hjperes] 'know' 

Sida mo /gud-nonni/ -+ [gun.donni) 'they finished' 

family of OT constraints include Davis (1998), Gouskova (2004), and Zee (2007). 
The follo\ving are hvo typical formulations of the SCL: 

(17) Syllable Contact Law 
a. A heterosyllabic juncture of two consonants A.B is n1ore harn1onic (ideal) 

the higher the sonority of A and tl1e Jo,"er the sonority of B. 
b. In any heterosyllabic sequence of h"o consonants A.B, the sonority of 

A is preferably greater than the sonority of B. 

By (17), for exa1nple, the sequence (Lk] is inherently less marked than [k.1]. 
Vennemann (1988: 50) provides a list of sample repair strategies that languages 
employ to improve satisfaction of Ille SCL. These are summarized in Table 49.4, 
as annotated by Davis (1998: 183) and supplemented by Seo (CHAPTER 53: SYLLABLE 
CONTACT), \Vhich offers more data and discussion. Based on a survey of 31 lan
guages with SCL effects, her results give a better idea of Ille range of typological 
generalizations and their relative robustness. For exau1.ple, Kazakh tolerates a 
/j-1/ juncture, as in [mandaj.lar] 'foreheads', since sonority drops slightly from 
/j/ to /1/. Kyrgyz, nevertheless, requires a greater fall in sonority and maps 
/aj-lar/ to [aj.dar) 'moons' (Davis 1998). 

Examining tl1e details of SCL phenon1ena in particular languages allows us to 
establish subtle differences in sonority ranks. For instance, Spanish attests '"ords 
such as [per.la] 'pearl' and [al.re.oe.oor] 'around', yet the hypothetical sequence 
*[Lr] systematically does not occur. vVhen such a juncture would be created, an 
intrusive stop appears instead. This happens '"hen the future tense is derived by 
dropping the infinitival the1ne vowel: /sali.c/ 'to leave' --+ *[salsa] --+ [sal.dra] '(s/he) 
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will leave'. These facts motivate the follo,ving sonority hierarchy among Spanish 
liquids, based on the second of the hvo definitions in (17}: flap > lateral > trill 
(Bonet and Mascaro 1997; Parker 2008). 

Nevertheless, there are problems •vith the SCL too. For exan1ple, it predicts that 
obstruent + sonorant junctures should be "fixed" more often than sonorant + 
sonorant clusters, ceteris paribus. The opposite in fact is true (CHAPTER s3: SYLLABLE 
CONTACT}. Furthermore, in Akan both /0-N/ and /N-0/ sequences result in phon
etic [NN]. The latter is a 1nirror image of Korean nasal assimilation (Table 49.4), 
even though this makes syllable contact worse: /on-du/ � [on.nu?) 'he should 
arrive' (Schachter and Fromkin 1968). 

2.4 Rhyme 'lveight 
It is ivell kno,vn that the heavier a syllable is, the more it tends to attract stress 
(Hayes 1980; Prince 1990). For example, open syllables are light, but closed 
syllables are usually bin1oraic. Thus, they may be obligatorily stressed (see also 
CHAPTER 57: QUANTITY-SENSITIVITY). Also, in some languages, rhymes headed by 
/el or fol attract stress more than those with /i/ and /u/, indicating that mid 
vowels have more \veight than high vowels in these systems. Furthermore, the 
propensity for a coda consonant to project a mora is correlated \vith ho•v sonorous 
it is (Zee 1988, 1995). An adequate theory of phonology should provide a unified 
(non-accidental} explanation for these facts. Appealing to a scalar feature like 
sonority alloivs us to do that. Based on case studies examining the relationship 
behveen segmental quality and syllable \Veight effects, the follo"ring hierarchy of 
vowel sonority has been posited (Kenstowicz 1997; de Lacy 2002, 2004, 2006, 2007a}. 
Specific languages may choose to exploit different subsets an1ong these natural 
classes: 

(18) Relative sonority of vowels 

a > e, o > i, u > a > i 

To illustrate, Kobon vowels are divided into four groups in tern1s of stress 
assig1unent: /a/ > /e o/ > /i u/ >/a i/. In this case the potential distinction beh,'een 
Iii and /a/ is underexploited . In unaffixed Kobon '"ords, stress predictably falls 
on the most sonorous nucleus 'vithin a disyllabic vvindoiv at the right edge (Davies 
1980, 1981): 

(19) a > e  [hal)'gape] 'blood' 
a >  i [khi.'a) 'tree (sp.)' 
a > a  [k"aPa'ja] 'rat' 
a >  i ['a)lim-'a,Jllin] 'lightning' 
o > u  ('mo.u] 'thus' 
0 > I  [si.'ol)k"] 'bird (sp.)' 
0 > .j [gi' ro-gi' co] 'talk (mother pig to piglet)' 
i > a [ga '(inaIJ) 'bird (sp.)' 
i > i ['jin1bi(] 'very' 

The generalization in (18} and (19) is that vo\vels which are more peripheral 
in the acoustic space are n1ore sonorous than central ones. Furthermore, within 
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these two sets, segments involving a lo,ver jaw configuration outrank their 
higher counterparts (Coetzee 2006). At the bottom of this hierarchy, /a/ is higher 
in sonority than /i/. This is due to languages such as Lushootseed, in \vhich /a/ 
can be stressed (unlike English) 'vhen it is the only nucleus in a root. Stress falls 
on the first "full" vowel of the stem; other,vise on the first sch,va (Urbanczyk 2006): 

(20) Stressable /al in L11shootseed 
('?itut) 
(dza'iixw] 
('tfuqwu-d] 
[tfa 'gwas] 
[k'a'daju] 
( 'c!>asad] 
( 'batf) 

'sleep' 
'creek' 
'to 'vhittle something' 

"'"-rife' 
'rat' 
'foot' 
'fall down' 

Other languages in 'vhich sonority is crucial to stress assignment include Pichis 
Asheni.nka (Payne 1990; Hayes 1995), Komi (Hayes 1995; de Lacy 1997), and Firmish 
(Anttila 1995; Hayes 1995). Ho,vever, a revie,ver notes that contrastive /a/ in lan
guages like Lushootseed n1ay be different in quality fro1n phonetic [a) resulting 
from reduction in English and analogous languages. For example, the former is 
probably longer in duration than the latter. This is a valid point that must be con
trolled for ill cross-linguistic con1parisons of this sort. For Lushootseed, Urbanczyk 
posits a phonemic /a/ in underlying forms. ln n1otivating a constraint agaillst 
stressed sch,.vas she 'vrites: 

·� has the distributional hallmarks of a markedness constraint because there are Jan
gu.ages which never stress sch,va, languages 'vhich avoid stressing sch'va, and languages 
"'hich permit sch"'a, along "'ith other VO\Vels, to be stressed, but no language enforces 
the stressing of sch\va in preference to other vowels. (Urbanczyk 2006: 210) 

She then lists other Salishan languages in which this prohibition is active (2006: 
211, fn. 24). See CHAPTER 26: SCHWA for further discussion of sclnva in general. 

Concerning the relative weight of coda consonants, the typological range of 
languages is also dependent on sonority. Table 49.S is adapted from Zee (1995, 
2007). The generalization is that if a lo\ver-sonority class is moraic in a particular 
language, then all higher-sonority categories are also moraic in syllable-final 
position. Zee (2007) knows of no language ill \vhich coda liquids count as heavy 
but nasals do not; she considers this an accidental gap. In addition to stress 
attraction, other diagnostics for consonant n1oraicity are: (1) the ability to bear a 
contrastive tone (Tiv; Zee 1995), (2) prosodic minimality (Fijian; Dixon 1988), and 

Table 49.5 Inventories of moraic segments 

Natural classes conlriln1.fi11g to syllable weight 

vowels only 
vowels and liquids 
vowels, liquids, and nasals 
vowels, liquids, nasals, and obstruents 

Languages 

Fijian, Halh Mongolian, Lardil, Yidiny 
? 
Gonja, K"'akiutl, Lithuanian, Tiv 
Egyptian Arabic, English, Latin, Maithili 
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(3) blocking of processes such as vowel reduction (Maithili; Hayes 1995) (see also 
CHAPTER 33: SYLLABLE-INTERNAL STRUCTURE). (21) gives san1ple data from the three 
attested language types in Table 49.5: 

(21) a. Fijian (Dixon 1988) 
Stress the syllable containing the penultimate mora (closed syllables do 
not occur). 
['sir)a] 'day' 
["'bu'ta?o] 'steal' 
["'buta '?ooa] 'steal-TRANS' 
['i'laa] 'know-TRANS' 
['raioa] 'see-TRANS' 
['Ju.a] 'vomit (vs)' 

b. Tiv (Zee 1995) 
Only sonorant consonants occur in codas, \Vhere they bear tone. 
[bat] 'salt' 
[fa'm] 'rainy season' 
[rt1mur\] 'agreed, confessed' 

c. Egyptian (Cairene) Arabic (Hayes 1995) 
Stress the ultima if superheavy (trimoraic), othen'7ise the penult if 
heavy, other\vise the antepenult. 
[ka 'tabt) 'l \Vrote' 
[hadJ'dJa:t) 'pilgrimages' 
['be:tak] 'your (MASC sG) house' 
[ka 'tab.ta] 'you (MASC sc) "'rote' 
[mu 'dar.ris] 'teamer' 
(?i..n'kasara] 'it got broken' 
['.kataba) 'he \vrote' 

If fricatives are more sonorous than stops (§2.1), by implication son1e languages 
should exist in \vhich fricatives occur in coda position but stops do not. This is 
exemplified by Panobo. Syllable-final consonants include glides, nasals, and 
fricatives. Hovvever, this is con1plicated by the fact that the flap /r/ occurs in onsets, 
yet not in codas. Evidence that coda consonants are moraic in Panobo is that in 
\vord-final position they attract stress. Othen"ise, the default quantity-sensitive 
foot type, a moraic trochee, assigns stress to the penultimate syllable (Parker 1992): 

(22) HeaVtJ final syllables in Panobo 

[ 'atsa] 'manioc' 
[ka'noti] 'bow (weapon)' 
[ja',vif] 'opossum' 
[tah'p61J] 'root' 
[pih'k�j) '(they) "'ill eat' 

3 The Sonority Dispersion Principle 

Clen1ents (1990) proposes an approach to syllable phonotactics that is also 
based on sonority. In his model, syllables are divided into two parts. The initial 
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demisyllable consists of any onset consonants (if present) plus the nucleus, and 
the final de1nisyllable contains the nucleus plus the coda, i.e. the rhyme. The term 
de1nisyllable is borro\ved from Fujimura and Lovins (1978). The nucleus crucially 
resides in both den1isyllables sin1ulkmeously. For example, the word /plon1/ con
tains the demisyllables /plo/ and /om/. The essence of the Sonority 'Dispersion 
Principle (SDP) is that initial demisyllables are preferred \vhen their constituents 
are n1aximally and evenly dispersed in sonority; e.g. /ta/. The same tendency is 
inverted for final denlisyllables, favoring open rhyn1es (those ending \vith a vo\vel). 
More precisely, initial den1isyllables of the same length (number of segments) 
are more harmonic to the degree that they minimize D in (23) belo"'. Conversely, 
final demisyllables are more harmonic to the degree that they maximize D, all 
else being equal. The formula for D comes fro1n the realms of physics and geo
n1etry, \Vhere it governs the distribution of mutually repelling forces in potential 
fields (like electrons). Its linguistic use originates with the \vork of Liljencrants 
a.nd Lindblom (1972) on perceptual distance behveen segments in the acoustic vowel 
space. Hooper (1976) and Vennemann (1988: 13-14) anticipate its application to 
sonority and syllable structure. 

(23) Sonority Dispersion Principle 

where d = distance between the sonority indices of each pair of segments, 
and 111 = number of pairs of segments (including non-adjacent 
ones), \Vhere nt = n(n - 1)/2, and \Vhere n = number of segments. 

Clements (1990: 304) paraphrases (23) as follo\vs: "D . . .  varies according to the 
sum of the inverse of the squared values of the sonority distances bet\veen the 
men1bers of earn pair of segments within" a demisyllable. D, then, is the reciprocal 
of dispersion. To illustrate the application of (23), Clen1ents assun1es a sonority 
scale with the five categories from (3): 

(24) sonoritt; index 
vo\vels (V) 5 
glides (G) 4 
liquids (L) 3 
nasals (N) 2 
obstruents (0) 1 

When D is computed for demisyllables containing exactly one or hvo consonants, 
it yields the follo,ving values (ignoring types that violate the SSP): 

(25) Sonority Dispersion demisyllable values 
a. OV = .06 most natural onset 

NV= .11 
LV = .25 
GV = LOO 

least natural onset 

b. OLV = .56 
OGV = 1.17 
ONV = 1.17 
NGV = 1.36 
NLV = 1.36 
LGV = 2.25 
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c. VO = .06 
VN = .11 
VL = .25 
VG = 1.00 

least natural coda 

most natural coda 

d. VLO = .56 
VGO = 1.17 
VNO= 1.17 
VGN = 1.36 
VLN' = 1.36 
VGL = 2.25 
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In (25a) the SOP favors a single syllable-initial consonant that maximizes the 
sonority slope behveen the onset and the vowel. Therefore, it correctly predicts 
that the preferred syllable of type CV has an onset consonant as lo'v in sonority 
as possible (D = .06). This results in the follo"'ing scale of relative unmarkedness: 
/ta/ > /na/ > /la/ > /ja/. This is foreshado"'ed in the discussion of Sanskrit 
reduplication (§2.1). Recall that the pattern there demonstrates that fricatives can 
outrank stops in sonority. Therefore, not all obstruents are necessarily equal in 
sonority (see §4). 

Summarizing thus far, a unique consequence of the formula for D is that in an 
initial demisyllable of t\VO segments (CV), the segments should differ fro1n each 
other in sonority as much as possible. This is some\vhat analogous to the MSD 
approach for onset clusters (§2.2). However, when the initial denusyllable con
tains three segments (CCV), 'vhat matters (given D) is that the aggregate total of 
the sonority distances between all of these together be maximized. This is accom
plished by spacing apart the segments as evenly as possible (in sonority) . This 
results in the best evaluation for OLV in (25b), since it has the lowest obtained 
value (.56). This is because liquids fall precisely midway ben·veen obstruents and 
vowels in terms of their sonority indices in Clements's five-category scale in (24). 
As evidence for the SOP, Clements notes that underlyingly French permits complex 
demisyllables of the type OLV only. Ho,vever, in surface forms, some instances 
of OGV also exist. This raises an in1portant typological question: \vluch onset clus
ter is universally unmarked, OL or OG? On the one hand (as noted in §2.2), the 
MSO princip le predicts that some languages should pern1it OG but not *OL. This 
seems to be correct, but see the caveats in §2.2. On the other hand, the SOP claims 
that OL is preferred . One piece of evidence that could help resolve this "'Ould be 
an alternation mapping underlying OL V to OGV, or vice versa. Unfortunately, 
no such process has yet been observed. A cross-linguistic survey docun1enting 
the nun1ber of languages \·vith one type o.f cluster but not the other '"ould. also 
be enlightening. It may be that both kinds of onsets (OG and OL) need to be 
optimal simultaneously, i.e. in the grammars of different languages. Rod Casali 
and Ken Olson (personal communication) note that apparent OG-only languages 
are especially conlffion in Africa. 

Finally, the SOP assigns an eqt.1al evalt.iation to the two dem i.syllable types OGV 
and ONV in (25b). This may be problematic, since many languages exhibit the 
initial sequence OG, but not *ON. For example, Table 49.3 mentions Gizrra, 
Kurdish, Mono, Panobo, and Spanish. Hovvever, Clements does not claim that demi.
syllables of the sa1ne rank necessarily co-occur in any language containing one 
of them. At the sa.me time, no languages appear to allow ONV bu.t not *OGV. If 
this is a systematic gap, it is troubling for the predictions of the SDP. 
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4 The complete sonority hierarchy 

Perhaps no issue in phonological theory has led to more competing proposals 
than the internal structure of the sonority hierarchy, i.e. the nun1bers and types 
of natural classes, and their corresponding ranks. Parker (2002) notes that more 
than 100 distinct sonority scales are found in the literature. The purpose of this 
section is to lay out several desirable characteristics that a full and final sonority 
hierarchy should possess, and then present one specific model that arguably co1nes 
closest to fulfilling those goals. Briefly, an adequate sonority scale should display 
the a priori traits in (26). In principle these criteria apply not just to sonority, 
but to all phonological features, that is, classic binary features like (+voice], 
(+round], etc. 

(26) All else being equal, an ideal sonority scale "'Ould have these 
characteristics: 

a. Universal: It potentially applies to all languages. 

b. Exlu111stive: It encompasses all categories of speech sounds. 
c. In1per111utable: Its rankings cannot be reversed (although they may be 

collapsed or ignored). 
d. Phonetically grounded: It corresponds to some consistent, measurable phys

ical parameter shared by all languages. 

Each of the points in (26) will no'" be discussed. First, ideally we can establish 
a single, unique sonority hierarchy to analyze all knO\vn languages. This is not 
to say that any particular language actually exploits every one of the natural 
class rankings in the sonority scale. On the contrary, it '"'ould be quite amazing 
(although fortuitous) to discover sum a case. Nevertheless, the explanatory power 
of sonority is 1naximized if we ascribe it to UC, making it equally available to all 
huni.ans. 

Second, an adequate theory of sonority should include every kno,vn type of 
phonological segment. Many hierarchies omit recalcitrant natural classes such as 
glottal consonants (/h/ and /?/), affricates, etc., perhaps because of their inherent 
complications. Such scales then cannot apply to all languages. This undern1ines 
th.ei.r universality. 

Third, the rankings in the sonority scale should be impermutable. This is a 
beneficial characteristic since it is the most restrictive hypothesis possible, i.e. 
it severely limits the types of processes directly attributable to sonority. In addi
tion to avoiding overgeneration of non-attested language types, impern1utability 
makes clain1s about sonority easier to falsify. This in turn reduces the danger 
of circular argumentation. For example, once it is established that laterals, for 
instance, are more sonorous than nasals, the entailment is that there is no language 
in '"hich nasals pattern as more sonorous than laterals by the same criteria. At the 
san1e time, ho\vever, potential divisions bet>veen sonority ranks are frequently 
underexploited in many languages. See de Lacy (2002, 2004, 2006, 2007a) for a 
formal approach to "underspecification" of sonority classes in OT. 

Fourth, in an ideal '"orld '"e can sho\v that sonority is based on concrete 
articulatory gestures and/or their acoustic counterparts. This is the topic of the 
next section. 
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Although no sonority scale to date perfectly fulfills every desideratum sketched 
above, one that perhaps conies closest is that of Parker (2008), reproduced below: 

(27) Final hierarchy of rein live sonority 

Natural class 
lo'\v vo,vels 
mid peripheral vo\vels (not [<>] ) 
high peripheral vo,vels (not [i]) 
n1id interior VO\'l'els ([<>]) 
high interior vowels ((i]) 
glides 
rhotic approxi.mants ([i]) 
flaps 
laterals 
trills 
nasals 
voiced fricatives 
voiced affricates 
voiced stops 
voiceless fricatives (including [h)) 
voiceless affricates 
voiceless stops (including (?]) 

Sonority index 
17 
16 
15 
14 
13 
12 
11 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 

Space does not permit a detailed justification of (27). Nevertheless, to highlight 
a fe"' positive aspects of this scale, the evidence for most of the natural classes 
is fairly robust and secure. Parker (2002, 2008) summarizes the debates and pro
vides at least one argument to motivate every ranking in this hierarchy (every 
pair of adjacent categories). Much of this is reviewed in §2 of this chapter. 
To give another example, Koine (Ancient) Greek pern1its the ch.lsters /pn/ and 
/kn/ (/pniktos/ '(things) strangled', /kne0o/ 'have itclling, tickled'; Mounce 1993), 
but proscribes • /bn/ and • /dn/. This can be explained as an MSD effect if voiced 
stops are closer to nasals (in sonority) than voiceless stops are. Furthermore, flaps 
are higher in sonority than trills in Spanish, as established by the SCL in §2.3. 
Three other facts confirn< tl1is. First, in \vord-initial position the contrast bet"reen 
/r/ and /r/ is neutralized to /r/ ([rana] 'frog'). Second, in codas it is neutralized in 
favor of /r/: (!farlar] 'to chat'. These hvo points foJlo,v from the SOP (Bonet and 
Mascaro 1997). Third, /r/ and /1/ appear as the second member of con1plex onsets, 
yet /r/ does not (see (5)). This is anotl1er MSD effect if /r/ is Jess sonorous than 
/r/ and /I/ (Bakovic 1994.). These distributional facts indicate that liquids do not 
ahvays pattern as a monolithic class in Spanish. Finally, the rhotic approxi
mant /.r_/ is higher in sonority than /!/ in English: (1) the contrast between Carl 
(one. syllable) vs. caller (l\vo syllables) follows from the SSP if /ii outranks /I/ 
(Boro\·vsky 1986); (2) /ii is the default epenthetic coda in Eastern Massachusetts 
speech (McCarthy 1993). This follows from the SDP if /ii is the most sonorou.s 
consonant available in this position. And (3) syllabic /1/ may bear stress (bird, 
curtain), but /!/ never does (Zee 2003). 

Another strength of the scale in (27) is its breadth, i.e. the number of different 
types of segn1ent classes it encon1passes. Nevertheless, it is still not exhaustive, 
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because it leaves out a fe"' rarer kinds of sounds, such as clicks and implosives. 
Since no kno,vn sonority hierarchy includes these, more research in this area would 
be welcome. A third advantage of (27) is that it has been rigorously tested and 
found to provide a good fit '"ith all phonetic segments in seven specific languages. 
This is discussed in §5. 

However, a fe\v problems persist. For example, the placement of affricates 
bet\veen stops and fricatives is a controversial issue, remaining open to dis
agreement. Many scales either leave affricates out entirely or group then1 with 
plosives, using a tenn such as stops. Such proposals n1ay simply assume that 
affricates behave phonologically like stops, as they do in many languages. For 
instance, Kang (CHAPTER 95: LOANWORD PHONOLOGY) concludes that affricates 
are just stops \Vith a special place specification, e.g. [strident]. See CHAPTER 16: 
AFFRICATES for more discussion of affricates in general. Similarly, the ranking of 
voiced stops over voiceless fricatives is harder to justify than rnost aspects of this 
hierarchy. A major reason for this is that many languages require consonant 
clusters to agree in voicing. Therefore, crucial diagnostic examples are rare, but 
one such token is the English \vord midst. Since this form is monosyllabic, /d/ is 
higher in sonority than /s/ by the SSP since /d/ is closer to the nucleus. Finally, 
the question of '"hether glottal consonants are sonorants or obstruents is also con
tested. Clearly /h/ and /7/ pattern phonologically with prototypical sonorants 
in some languages, yet behave like obstruents in others. In (27) they are classified 
as obstruents. One piece of evidence supporting this is that in Panobo, /h/ groups 
with /j3 p ti in exclusively obstruent + glide clusters (see (16)). Also, in many 
languages [7) is inserted as a default onset, where seg1nents of lo"' sonority 
are preferred by the SDP (Lombardi 2002). Finally, in the P-base sample of 549 
languages, there are 65 distinct phonological processes in '"hicil /h/ and/or /?/ 
pattern solely 'vith consonants that are unambiguously obstruents. In 21 other 
cases they group with sonorants (Mielke 2008).6 

In the scale in (27) the tendency is obviously to "split" rather than to "lump 
together" natural cl.asses. The motivation for this is as follo'"s. There is ample 
evidence that fine-grade distinctions in sonority need to be made in some lan
guages, such as benveen fricatives and stops in Sanskrit (§2.1). UG then must allo\v 
for these options, and hence the potential exists for other languages to exploit them 
as well. If we start \Vith a hierarchy that assigns a unique rank to every distinct 
manner of articulation (like (27)), it is a trivial matter to formally compress 
(conflate) ranks together in order to analyze languages not invoking those splits. 
This procedure applies to every language in one \vay or another. Ho\vever, if 
we asstune a maximal sonority hierarchy \Vi.th just the five groups in (3), no 
1nechanis1n exists to "decompose" these, n1aking more narro'" distinctions in the 
scale when necessary. Consequently, only a fuUy detailed hierarchy such as (27) 
is flexible enough to generate the range of variation attested among the languages 
of the \vorld with respect to processes involving sonority. 

Nevertheless, based on acoustic studies of many languages, Zhang (2001) 
and Gordon (2006) deny that a universal sonority scale is theoretically the n1ost 
parsimonious option. Rather, they reject the existence of invariant soiu1d classes. 
Gordon, for instance, concludes that syllable \veight effects are not a unified 

• Thanks to Jeff �1iell<e (perS<> nal communication) for these counts. 
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phenomenon. He claims that nasals, for example, display slightly different 
phonetic behavior from one language to another. This can then influence their 
phonological pa !terning in terms of sonority. 

5 The physical substance of sonority 

As summarized in §2, the function of sonority in phonological syste1ns is fairly '"ell 
iu1derstood. Nevertheless, these pheno1nena raise an important, related question 
that has provoked much contention and speculation: is there any coherent notion 
of sonority grounded in evidence external to the phonotactic facts that sonority 
is assumed to account for? In other words, \vhat is the articulatory, acoustic, and/or 
percephial source of sonority in the speech signal? To date at least 98 different 
correlates of sonority have been posited, documented in Parker (2002). The most 
frequently proposed phonetic definition of sonority is probably openness (of 
the vocal tract) or (supralaryngeal) aperture (Bloomfield 1914; Jespersen 1922; 
Goldsn1ith 1990; Kirchner 1998), or its inverse, (supraglottal) stricture, closure, 
unpedance, etc. (Halle and Clements 1983; Kensto,vicz 1994; Hun1e and Odden 
1996). However, notions sucl1 as iJnpedance are difficult to quantify. A more pronus
ing correlate of sonority is amplitude/intensity, or its perceptual counterpart, 
loudness (Bloomfield 1914; Laver 1994; cf. §1 and see also CHAPTER 98: SPEECH 
PERCEPTION AND PHONOLOGY). Recently a major instrumental study ivas carried 
out measuru1g relative sow1d levels or RMS (root mean square) intensity of all 
phonen1es of Peruvian Spanish, Cusco Quechua, and Mid,·vestern American 
English (Parker 2008). See Jany et al. (2007) for a similar investigation of four other 
languages (Egyptian Arabic, Hindi, Nlongolian, and Malayalam). In Parker (2008), 
the obtained intensity values for all segments yield an overall mean Spearman's 
correlation of .91 with the sonority indices proposed in (27). Given those results, 
it is proposed there that the best '"ay to characterize the physical basis of sonor
ity is via a linear regression equation such as (28) below. This is calculated from 
the mean intensity measurements of all English coda consonants pertaining to nille 
of the natural classes from (27). These '"ere pronounced five tiJnes each by five 
male native speakers of English. 

(28) sonority = 13.9 + .48 x dB (dB = decibel; r2 = .95) 

This formula predicts an estimated sonority index based on a hypothetical 
intensity value. It characterizes the best-fitting line correspondmg to the relative 
sonority of English coda consonants m pluasally stressed \vords. The obtamed 
intensity valtle of each of these segn1ents was compared to that of a stressed, 
utterance-initial lo''' vowel (/a/) ill a fixed carrier sentence. In (28) the Y intercept 
is 13.9. This is the projected value of Y (sonority) ivhen X (dB) equals 0. Here it 
is significantly higher than the theoretical null value. This is because the obtamed 
u1tensity of the reference vowel /a/, '"hose sonority index is 17, '"'as subtracted 
hoin that of the target consonant for each utterance 01easured. This is a type of 
normalization procedure often performed to control for random fluctuations in 
loudness across speakers and tokens. The slope in (28), .48, indicates the rate of 
change ill the dependent variable Y (sonority) per u1ut change in the indepen
dent variable X (dB). Its obtamed value allo,vs us to approxin1ate the matheinatical 
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nature of the relationship between intensity and sonority. Specifically, for every 
decibel by '�'hich the relative sound level is increased, the corresponding sonor
ity rank increases by about .48 units (for this san1ple of five English speakers). 
Also in (28), r2 = .95. This is the coefficient of detern1ination. It indicates the pro
portional reduction of error gained by using the linear regression model. Given 
this r1 value, we can conclude that the single factor sonority accounts for (predicts) 
about 95 percent of the systematic variability in the intensity 1neasuren1ents of 
that dataset. 

Compared with previous accounts of sonority, the definition in (28) has several 
advantages (Parker 2008): (1) it is precise; (2) it is non-arbitrary; (3) it is phonetically 
grounded; (4) it is empirically verifiable and replicable; (5) it can be calculated 
for other speakers and languages; and (6) the underlying 1nethodology (regression) 
is co1npatible with different (competing) sonority scales. However, \vhile sh1dies 
of this type represent progress, son1e problen1s ren1ain. For example, in Parker 
(2008) the majority of the mismatches between sonority ranks and segmenta l inten
sity values (in all three languages) involve the sonorant consonants, particularly 
the approximants (laterals and glides). The reason for this is not clear at this point 
and n1erits further investigation. 

Finally, other researc11ers appeal to more functional aspects of the speech 
signal to avoid invoking sonority altogether. For example, building on the phon
etically based \VOrk of Mattingly (1981) and Silverman (1995), \iVright (2004: 35) 
reformulates the SSP as "a perceptually motivated and scalar constraint in \vhich 
an optimal ordering of segments is one that n1axintises robush1ess of encoding 
of perceptual cues to the segmental make-up of the utterance." Similarly, Ohala 
(l990a) claims that '"hat drives the phonological phenon1ena discussed here is 
not really sonority but simply a need for adequate modulation in the acoustic "'ave. 

6 Conclusion 

Despite its problems, sonority makes sense. If it did not exist, it would be 
invented (Parker 2008). In this chapter a number of important issues have 
been examined. Nevertheless, certain topics need to be left for future work. For 
exan1ple, in §3 a possible contradiction beh·veen the clai1ns of the MSD approacl1 
and the SDP is noted, involving the relative unmarkedness of OGV vs. OL V 
demisyllables. An in-depth typological study of these clusters \vould be helpful. 
Also, more attention should be given to the phonetic and/or functional bases of 
principles such as the SSP, the SCL, and the MSD. The question of why these hold 
true is potentially intriguing. Finally, another interesting point not discussed here 
is '"hether sonority scales are necessarily the san1.e a.cross different domains, Stlch 
as phono tacti

cs vs. the calculation of syllable "'eight. 
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50 Tonal Alignment 

PILAR PRIETO 

1 Introduction 

In recent decades, the issue of tonal alignment has been at the forefront of several 
phonological and phonetic debates in the analysis of intonation. Since the ground
breaking work of Bruce (1977), the autosegmental metrical approach to intonation 
proposed that intonational patterns "'ere to be represented as autosegmental tone 
melodies (Pierrehumbert 1980; Beckman and Pierreluunbert 1986; Ladd 1996; and 
others). Given that 1nelodies are independent fron1 the segn1ents \vhich realize 
them in this theory (CHAPTER 45: THE REPRESENTATION OF TONE; CHAPTER B: 
AUTOSEGMENTS), and since the tones are realized potentially over quite long strings, 
it is a central research issue to find a set of principles for mapping tones to 
segn1ents. The term tonal al ignment thus refers to the temporal implementation 
of fundamental frequency (FO) n1ove1nents '"'ith respect to the segn1ental string. 
Tonal alignro.ent has not only been used in crucial \.vays as an argument in favor 
of a given phonological frame,vork, but has also been the focus of debate in itself. 
This notion has played an important role in current theories of intonational 
phonology, since relative alignment of tones \Vith the segmentals has been shO\\'n 
to be a crucial piece of information \vhen describing the phonological make-up 
of the melodic contour. This chapter revie,vs four important topics in the recent 
history of phonology in the discussion of '"hich tonal alignment has been a crucial 
component. 

One of the important issues in intonational phonology is the investigation of the 
acoustic correlates that encode intonational categories. Since the beginning of the 
autosegolental metrioi.I approach to intonation, tonal alignment has been cl.aimed 
to play a central role in encoding intonational contrasts. Pierrehumbert (1980) 
and Pierrehumbert and Steele (1989) sho"1ed that the timing of FO peaks or 
valleys with segments functions contrastively in English, and that early-aligned 
pitch accents are phonologically distinct from late-aligned pitch accents. In the 
decades since the publication of these studies, a body of experimental research 
has shO"'n that tonal alignment cues semantic distinctions in a number of 
languages and that it can be perceived in a near-categorical fashion (e.g. Kohler 
1987; Niebuhr 2007 for German; D'hnperio and House 1997 and D'Imperio 2000 
for Neapolitan Italian; Gili-Fivela 2009 for Pisa Italian; Pierrehumbert and Steele 
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1989 and Dilley 2007 for English). In §2 "'e "'ill revie\v recent experimental evid
ence that elucidates the role of tonal alignment in encoding intonational distinctions 
in a number of languages. 

The relationship between tonal association and tonal alignment has been a central 
issue in the tonal representation debates within the autosegmental metrical theory 
of intonation. Though the autosegmental metrical representational proposal has 
met "'ith considerable success in accounting for melodic patterns in a variety of 
languages, the literature on tonal representation has identified a fe>v phenomena 
that resist transparent analysis. T'vo such phenomena have to do "'ith the n1etrical 
part of the model and the standard interpretation of the relationship bet"1een 
phonological association and phonetic alignment. It has recently been claimed that 
the theoretical concept of starredness is somewhat unclear and that its definition 
cannot be based solely on phonetic alignment (Arvaniti et al. 2000; Prieto et al. 
2005). In §3 we describe the standard vie\v of the relationship benveen phono
logical association of tones and phonetic alignment and then reviev• some recent 
proposals on the topic. 

Another important goal of several models of intonation has been to develop 
a phonehc 1nodel of tonal alignment. Within these n1odels, it is a central issue to 
deternline what part of the variation in the realization of the tune-to-text mapping 
is due to phonetic in1plementation and what part is phonological and is accounted 
for in a phonological representation (either of the tone melodies or of prosodic or 
segmental anchors for tones). A body of \vork on tune-text alignment has sho,vn 
that, apart fron1 phonological distinctions in alignn1ent, a variety of phonetic 
factors, such as tonal cro>vding, speech rate and syllable structure influence the 
fine-grained patterns of FO location in predictable ways. For example, it has been 
demonstrated that time pressure from the right-hand prosodic context (i.e. the 
proximity of an upcoming accent or boundary tones) is crucial in determining 
the location of H peaks (see e.g. Silverman and Pierrehun1bert 1990 for English and 
Prieto et al. 1995 for Spanish). Recent work has sho>vn that '"hen such right-hand 
prosodic effects are excluded (i.e. "'hen the tonal features under investigation 
are not in the vicinity of pitch accents or boundary tones), the alignment of FO 
peak targets is consistently governed by seg111ental anchoring (Arvaniti et al. 1998 
for Greek; Ladd et a.I. 1999 for English). Similarly, other work on production 
and perception supports the hypothesis that prosodic structure 1nust play an 
essential part in our understanding of the coordination of pitch. gestures with 
the segmentals and that listeners are able to employ these fine details of H tonal 
alignment due to syllable structure or "'ithin-,vord position to identify lexical items 
(D'lrnperio et al. 2007b; Prieto et al., forthcon1ing). In §4 \Ve review recent pro
posals regarding phonetic 1nodels of tonal aligru11ent and the role of prosodic struc
ture in the implementation of FO tonal alignolent patterns. 

Finally, tonal alignment studies have also been used to test specific predictions 
by different phonological models of prosody and intonation. Arvaniti and Ladd 
(2009) provide a useful example of ho\v a production study on alignn1ent can 
be used to test specific predictions by target-based vs. configura.tion-based n1odels 
of intonation (CHAPTER 32: THE REPRESENTATION OF INTONATION). As \Ve \Vil! 
see belo"', Arvaniti and Ladd undertook a very detailed phonetic study of the 
intonation of Greek "'h-questions and tested different predictions about tonal 
in1ple1nentation. The FO alignment data sho>ved predictable adjustn1ents in align
n1ent depending on the location of adjacent tonal targets. The authors conclude 
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that models that specify the FO of all syllables, and models that specify FO by 
superposing contour shapes for shorter and longer domains, cannot account for 
predictable variation without resorting to ad hoc tonal specifications, which, in 
turn, do not allo�v for phonological generalizations about contours applying to 
utterances of different lengths. In §5 \Ve review the evidence coming from a 
variety of tonal alignment studies that test specific predictions from different 
phonological n1odels of intonation. 

In the follo\ving sections, we present and discuss each of these four topics, pro
viding the relevant data and highlighting some of the unresolved issues. 

2 The role of tonal alignment in distinguishing 
intonational categories 

One of the key discoveries within v>'ork on intonation is the fact that tones in 
intonational languages are associated with either metrically prominent syllables 
(pitch accen Is) or prosodic edges (bo11ndnry tones). Many theories of intonational 
phonology thus dra'" a clear distinction between the h.vo sorts of tonal units, i.e. 
tonal entities associated '"ith prominent or metrically strong syllables and tonal 
entities associated with edges of prosodic domains. \'\lithin the autosegmental 
metrical (AM) approach to intonation initially developed by Pierrehumbert 
(1980), she argues that the English intonation system consists of an inventory of 
tonal units, each consisting of either one or t\vo tones, which can be High (H) or 
Lo�v (L) (see CHAPTER 14: AUTOSEGMENTS; CHAPTER 116: SENTENTIAL PROMINENCE 
IN ENGLISH). These tones can either be associated \vith metrica lly strong syllables 
(and represented '"ith a *, i.e. H* and L *) or be associated "'ith prosodic edges 
(and represented '"ith a o/o, i.e. H0/o and L %). 

Tonal units can be n1onotonal or bitonal. In the case of tonal units associated 
�vith pronlinent syllables, or pitch accents, Pierrehun1bert proposed a phonolog
ical inventory of six pitch-accent shapes for English (H*, L •, H*+L, H+L •, L *+H, 
L+H*), some of them encoding alignment differences. Crucially, the AM model 
started to make use of the star notation (•) in bitonal pitch accents to indicate 
tonal association with metrically strong syllables and relative alignn1ent - see 
§3 for a review of the starredness concept. The autosegmental representations in 
(l) capture the fact that the LH shape is aligned differently in the two contrastive 
pitch accents exemplified in figure 50.1. While L *+H has a lo"' tone (L) on the 
stressed syllable and a high tone (H) trailing it, L+H* has a high tone on the stressed 
syllable with a low tone leading it: 

(1) a. Only a millionaire b. Only a 1nillionaire 

I 
L*+H L+H* 

' 

_j/ . ' 
' 

In sum, an important proposal of the AM n1odel of intonation, based on Bruce's 
(1977) analysis of the tonal alignn1ent contrast ben.veen Accent I and Accent II in 
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Figure 50.1 The fundamental frequency contour of the utterance Only a millionaire 
spoken with two different pitch accents on millio1wire: the late-aligned. pitch accent, 
whlch indicates incredulity or uncertainty (a), and the early-aligned pitch pattern, which 
indicates assertion (b). The vertical cursor is placed at the [m] release in millionaire. 
Figure reproduced from Pierrehu1nbert and Steele (1989: 182) 

S\vedish, is that pitch accent types can be phonologically distinguished by their 
relative alignment "'ith. the metrically proolinent syllable. Pierrehu.rnbert (1980) 
shows that tonal alignment functions contrastively in English and that early
aligned pitch accents are phonologically distinct from late-aligned pitch accents. 
Figure 50.l shovts two intonation patterns of the utterance Only a millionaire 
spoken \·vith two different pitch accents on millionaire: the late-aligned pitch accent, 
,.vhich indicates incredulity or uncertainty (a), and tl1e early-aligned. pitch pattern, 
which indicates assertion (b ). 

In their seminal paper, Pierrehumbert and Steele (1989) performed an irnitation 
task "'ith the t\VO intonation patterns of the aboven1entioned utterance Only a 
millionaire (see Figure 50.1). They created a synthesized continuwn of several steps 
of alignment benveen the two, and asked subjects to imitate the utterance. The 
results of the imitation task revealed the existence of two separate phonological 
categories. The authors argued that if the subjects had been able to reproduce the 
full range of the continuum in their imitation, peak alignment differences could be 
regarded as gradient. Ho,vever, since they found that by and large the distribution 
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of peak alignment 'vas bimodal in the imitation data, they therefore concluded that 
the distinction be.t,veen early and late peak alignment 'vas categorically distinct. 

Pierrehumbert and Steele's paper represented an important first step in a 
series of experimental investigations on the perception of tonal alignment (see 
CHAPTER 98: SPEECH PERCEPTION AND PHONOLOGY). Since then, a body of experi
mental research has demonstrated that tonal alignment cues intonation.al meaning 
distinctions in a number of languages (e.g. Kohler 1987 and Niebuhr 2007 for 
Gern1an; D'In1perio and House 1997 and D'In1perio 2000 for Neapolitan Italian; 
Gili-Fivela 2009 for Pisa Italian; Dilley 2007 for English). The issue of whether 
a certain pair of intonational contrasts can be accompanied by categorical differ
ences in meaning and \vhether these contrasts are perceived in a discrete or a 
gradient fashion has been an important research question in the field of intonation. 
A number of experi.Jnental methods have been used to study \vhat is categorical 
or linguistic in intonation and what is paralinguistic and gradient (see the reviews 
i.n Gussenhoven 2004, 2006; also CHAPTER 89: GRADIENCE AND CATEGORJCALJTY IN 
PHONOLOGICAL THEORY). In '''hat follo,vs "'e revie"' recent studies that have 
provided evidence from a nu1nber of languages on the role of tonal alignment 
in encoding intonational distinctions. All i.J1 all, these articles provide robust 
experi.Jnental evidence for the claim that manges in FO alignment of peaks and 
valleys are especially salient and cue phonological distinctions across languages. 
This evidence has been generally interpreted as direct support for AM theory, 
as tonal alignment differences in this n1odel are encoded phonologically at the 
pitch accent level. 

Kohler's (1987) paper was the first to apply the Categorical Per ception paradign1 to 
alignment data and to sho'v that alignment contrasts ecm be perceived categorieci.lly. 
The Categorical Perception paradigm involves firstly an identification/classification 
task in which the listeners have to categorize stimuli taken from a continuwn, and 
secondly a discri.Jnination task in \vhich listeners are asked to judge pairs of stimuli 
as being either the san1e or different. For perception to be considered categorical, a 
peak of discrimination is expected at t11e point in t11e a.coustic domain that separates 
tlle t'''O categories (for a revie'''' see Dilley 2007). Kohler (1987) employed the com
plete paradigm to illvestigate the perception of a set of FO contours ill German 
involving rises with a contillutun created bet\veen early and medial peaks. He found 
fuat the early peak '"as associated with finality ("knowing," "conling to the end of 
an argument"), and the medial peak '"'ith openness ("observing," "starting a new 
argument"). The results of both tasks of the paradigm revealed categorical changes 
ill the identification of early vs. medial peaks, "'ith a discrimination maximum 
across the category boundary. l\1ore recently, Niebuhr (2007) carried out a series of 
perception experi.n1ents '"ith the san1e German alignn1ent contrasts and showed 
that the function-based identification of the peak categories is influenced not only 
by peak synchronization, but also by peak shape and height. In general, though, 
his filldings corroborate the existence of the two categories in German illtonation 
and support the idea that the timing of the peak movements \vith regard to the 
accented vowel is i.n1portant for their perceptual differentiation. 

Similar results have been obtained for Alnerican English tonaJ alignment 
contrasts. Follo,ving Pierrehumbert and Steele's (1989) investigation, a number 
of studies have examined the distinction behveen an early-aligned pitch accent 
(L+H•) and a late-aligned pitch accent (L *+H) ill American English. In the most 
comprehensive study, Dilley (2007) conducted a series of perception experiments 
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\vith the two pairs of accents attested in American English (H* and H+L •, and 
L • and L+H*), an identification task, t\vo types of discrimination tasks and 
an in1itation task. Evidence of discri.tni

.
nation 1naxilna that aligned well \vith 

identification crossover pomts m the identification task demonstrated categorical 
perception for intonation and provided converging evidence "'ith earlier results 
by Kohler (1987). Moreover, convergmg evidence for the categorical perception 
of i.t1tonation categories \vas obtaiI1ed from the imitation study. 

Though Kohler (1987) and Dilley (2007) are advocates of the application of the 
Categorical Perception paradign1 to mtonation, few other studies have shOl\'Il 
dear evidence of categorical perception, i.e. with a clear discrimination peal< in the 
expected position. The discrimirlation functions observed differ bet"'een studies, 
and in the majority of cases no discrin1ination peaks appear at the category cross
over pomt revealed by the identification test. One such exa1nple is described m 
Gili-Fivela's (2009) article. She mvestigated the contrast bet"'een narrow focus 
a.nd narro'v contrastive focus in Pisa Italian, represented as H* and H*+L. In Pisa 
Italian, as in other languages, narro\v contrastive focus is expressed through the 
use of retracted pitch peaks and an increase in pitch height. Gili-Fivela applied 
the Categorical Perception paradigm to the data, with both identification and dis
crimination tasks being perforn1ed, and also an i1nitation task. She manipulated 
both the al ignment and scaling patterns of a rising pitch accent in narrO"' focus 
and a rising-falling pitch accent in contrastive narrow focus . The results showed 
that "'hile there is a clear difference bet\veen a narro\v focus pattern and a 
contrastive focus pattern i.t1 production, the contrast might not be categorically 
perceived, as the identification and discrinlitlation functions do not correspond 
to an abrupt shift in identification aligned \vith a discri.mination peal<. 

Other studies have sho,vn that the slope of the rise and the shape of the peak 
also contribute to tonal contrast identification. D'Imperio and House (1997) and 
D1mperio (2000) investigated the distinction between questions and state1nents 
in Neapolitan Italian. In Neapolitan Italian, questions and s tatements are charac
terized by a rise in pitch that occurs in the vicinity of the accented syUable. The 
materials in D'lmperio and House (1997) consisted of a series of stimuli in \vhich 
the FO peal< of a rising-falling pitch accent \vas shifted for,vard and back,vards 
within the accented syllable. Neapolitan listeners performed an identification task 
m which they listened to the sti.tnuli and then classified each of them as either a 
qtlestion or a statement. The resu.lts showed that questions and staten1ents are 
primarily distinguished by the relative alignment of the rise in a rise-fall pattern 
in the accented syllable. In subsequent experiments using this same contrast, 
D1mperio (2000) showed that both details of the temporal alignn1ent of target 
tones and the shape of the peal< contribute to the identification of the contrast 
behveen questions and statem.ents in this J.a.ngliage. M.oreover, she found that 
syllable structure detail modifies acoustic target alignment but does not modify 
the crossover point behveen the hvo categories (for more details, see §4). 

Ne'v experilnental paradigms have been recently applied to study the role 
of tonal align1nent m spoken language processmg. Chen et a.I. (2007) adopted the 
eye-tracking paradigm to .investigate the role of pitch accent type and de.accentuation 
in online processing of information status in British English.1 It was found that 

1 For a review of the eye-tracking pa.racUgm applied to prosody research, see \•Vatson ct al. (2006) 
and Wa�on et al. (2008). 
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two types of pitch accents (H*L and L *HL) create a strong b ias to"1ard newness, 
•vhereas deaccentuation and the L*H pitch accent create a strong b ias to\vard 
give1u1ess. Watson et al. (2008) also used the eye-tracking paradigm to investigate 
•vhether the presence of a pitch accent difference benveen L+H* and H* in English 
biases listeners toward interpreti.ng a temporarily ambiguous noun as referring 
to either a discourse-given or a discourse-ne"' entity. Participants had to perform 
a word-recognition task (for exan1ple, candle vs. candy) and pick up one of the tvvo 
competing objects, \\1ltlle their eye movements \Vere being n1onitored. TI1ey found 
that although listeners interpreted these accents differently, their interpretive 
domains overlapped. L+H* created a strong bias to•vard contrast referents, v;hereas 
H* was compatible with both new and contrast referents. 

The electro-encephalography (EEG) technique, a procedure \'thich measures 
electrical activity of the brain and •vhich allovvs for the non-invasive n1easuring 
of brain activity during cognitive processing, has also been used to study pitch 
processing. For example, Fournier et al. (2010) used this technique to investigate 
the tonal and intonational pitch processing of some tonal contrasts (some of them 
alignment contrasts) by native speakers of the tonal dialect of Roermond Dutch as 
con1pared to a control group of speakers of Standard Dutch, a non-tone language. 
A set of "'ords '"ith identical phoneme sequences but distinct pitch contours, "'hich 
represented different lexical meanings or discourse n1eanings (e.g. statement vs. 
question), '"ere presented to both groups. The stimuli "'ere arranged in a mismatch 
paradigm, under several experimental conditions: in the first condition (lexical), 
the pitch contour differences between stiJnuJi reflected differences between lexical 
meanings; in the second condition (intonational), the stirnuli differed in their dis
course meaning. 1n these tvvo conditions, both native and non-native responses 
showed a clear magnetic mismatcl1 negativity in a time •vindow from 150 to 250 msecs 
after the divergence point of standard and deviant pitch contours. In the lexical 
condition, a stronger response was found over the left temporal cortex of speakers 
of standard as \veil as non-standard Dutch. Crucially, in the intonational condi
tion, the sam.e activation pattern was observed in tl1e control group, but not in the 
group of Roermond Dutch speakers, who sho,ved a right-hemisphere dominance 
instead. Thus the lateralization of pitch processing \vas condition-dependent in 
the Roermond Dutch group only, suggesting that processes are distributed over 
both te1nporal cortices according to the functions available in the granm1ar. 

Finally, researchers have begtu� to conside( the rol.e of potential articulatory land
marks and the coordination or alignment between tonal gestures (measured as 
FO turning points) and oral constriction gestures. Recent '"ork by Miicke et al. (2006), 
D'Imperio et al. (2007a), and Mi.icke et al. (2009) has investigated alignment 
patterns for three different languages (Italian, Gern1an, and Catalan) by using 
electron1agnetic roid-sagittal articulography (EMMA) for ca.pturing oral con
striction gestures alongside acoustic recordings. The end of pitch movements in 
bitonal pitch accents co-occurs with the minima and maxima of the closing 
gesture of C2 in C.1V.C2 and C1VC2 sequences. In all these studies, such pitch 
targets \Vere seen to be n1ore closely aligned in ti.n1e with articulatory landn1arks 
than with a.coustic ones. Ho,vever, there "'as some variation as to the articulatory 
landmark whicl1 served as an anchor for the tonal target. For example, in German 
nuclear LH accents, the H peaks co-occurred with the intervocalic C target, "'hereas 
in pre-nuclear accents peaks co-occurred with the target for the follovving VO\Vel 
(what is called "accent shift"; Mi.icke et a.I. 2009). In Catalan it was the consonantal 
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peak velocity rather than the consonantal target 'vhich served as the landmark. 
Such an apparently sn1all alignment difference in the articulatory anchor type 
n1ay be used by speakers to n1ake (or contribute toward making) phonological 
distinctions, as in Neapolitan, "'here H in L •+H (questions) aligns "'ith the 
maximum constriction, and H in L+H* (statements) aligns 1vith peak velocity 
(see D'Imperio et al. 2007a). 

3 Phonological encoding: Tonal association and 
tonal alignment 

The topic of this section is the relation benveen p honological association and 
phonetic alignment of tones and hol'I' it is encoded in a representational 
system. The starting point is provided by the autosegn1ental metrical approach 
to intonation, "'hich has developed an explicit phonological represen tational 
approach that has been applied to a variety of languages (Pierrehumbert 1980; 
Pierrehumbert and Beckman 1988; Ladd 1996; Gussenhoven 2004; among others). 
Though the AM representational proposal can account for melodic patterns in 
a variety of languages, there are a nun1ber of areas that remain unresolved. 
T1vo of these issues relate to how to interpret the relationship bet"'een tones and 
metrically strong syllables in the AM model, namely the concept of starredness 
on the one hand and the interpretation of the relationship behveen phonological 
association and phonetic al ignment on the other. 

The AM phonological representation of pitch accents encodes "autoseginental" 
informa.tion (or pitcl1 accent shapes, 'LH or HL) and "n1etrical" inform.ation, i.e. 
information about the association of tones 1vith metrical constituents and the 
relative alignment of tones l·vith the metrically pron1inent syllable. The surface 
alignn1ent of tones is basically derived from the use of the star notation (•). The star 
notation encodes two complementary things: (i) phonological association bell·veen 
pi.tcl1 accent shapes and stressed syllables -in other words, a tone gets a star 1vhen 
it is associated to a metrically strong position; (ii) relative alignment in bitonal 
pitch accents - i.e. the tone that gets the star is the one that is directly linked to the 
metrically strong position. In bitonal accents, the question of which tone in LH 
or HL accent shapes should be assigned a star is not con1pletely straightfor1vard. 
On this issue, Pierrehumbert's original definition states that "a strength relation
ship is defined on the hvo tones of bi.tonal accents and that it is the stronger tone 
1vhich lines up 'vith the accented syllable" (Pierrehumbert 1980: 76-77). According 
to this definition, it is ambiguous whether the star notation • indicates phonetic 
alignn1ent between the tonal unit and the stressed syllable or just a "looser" phono
Jogiecol association. Similarly, Pierrehumbert and Beckman (1988: 234) note that 
"the * diacritic marks 1vhich tone of a bitonal accent is aligned with stress." Arvaniti 
et al. (2000: 120) state that "phonetically this use of the star is to be interpreted as 
signifying iliat the starred tone is aligned in time "'ith the stressed syllable." In 
subsequent "'Ork, one of the most con11non interpretations of the star notation is that 
the starred tone is phonetically aligned "'ith the stressed syllable, and thus a strict 
temporal alignment betlveen the tone and its tone-bearing unit is expected. 

Recently, attention has been dra\vn to the various problems created by the 
representational ambiguity of the star notation. One of them is that it can be difficult 
to decide betlveen competing AM analyses of bi.tonal accents, because the san1e 
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contours can be transcribed in different "'ays (Prieto et al. 2005). For example, 
let us compare the surface alignment of the tones described by the English and 
Spanish L+H* - L •+H contrasts according to, respectively, Pierrehun1bert (1980) 
and Sosa (1999). Even though the two phonological units capture the hvo-,vay 
phonological contrast present in both languages, the same labels L+H* and L *+H 
refer to different phonetic realizations (or alignment patterns) in the hvo languages . 
In fact, English L+H• corresponds to Spanish L *+H. This difference behveen the 
notational systems is caused by different interpretations of the star notion: \vhi.le 
in the English notation the star is interpreted as an indication of phonological 
association between the tone and the prominent syllable, in Spanish it is inter
preted as phonetic alignment, that is, the star is indicating whether the H peak 
is aligned (H•) or not aligned (L •) '"ith the stressed syllable. 

(2) Schem.atic representation of L+H* and L *+H 
a. English (after Pierrehumbert 1980) 

L+H* L*+H 
b. Spanish (after Sosa 1999) 

L+H* . • • • 

:0 • • 
• • 

. 

L*+H 

In addition, some authors have pointed out that the theoretical concept of starred
ness is ill-defined and cannot be based solely on phonetic alignment (Arvaniti 
et al. 2000). Arvaniti et al. present evidence fro1n Greek of the types of problems 
that arise "'hen phonetic alignment to the accented syllable is taken to be the 
exponent of association of tones "'ith segments. As they note: 

we show that there exist pitch accents that are clearly bitonal but neither tone 
is, strictly speaking, aligned ".jth the accented syllable. \/Ve argue fron\ this fact that 
association cannot be based on phonetic alignment in any straightforward '"ay and 
that a more abstract and rigorously de{i.ned notion of starredness is required. 

In Greek rising pitch accents in pre-nuclear position, typically, neither L nor H is 
phonetically aligned '�'ith the stressed syllable: in most cases, the L is consistently 
aligned before the beginning of the accented syllable (5 msecs on average before 
the onset), and H displ.ays more variability a.nd is typically loca.ted in tl1e post
tonic. Thus, these authors conclude that "if alignment is the sole exponent of the 
association of tones to segments, phonetic variability in this domain becomes a 
crucial issue '"hen the phonological structure of a bi.tonal accent is in question" 

(Arvaniti et al. 2000: 121). We take it as essentially correct that a one-to-one rela
tionship bet,,veen phonological a.ssociation and phonetic aligrunent is difficult to 
maintain in the current AM model. 

In a recent proposal, Prieto et al. (2005) describe the contrastive possibilities 
of alignment of rising a.ccents in three Romance languages, Central Catalan, 
Neapolitan Italian, and Pisa Italian (see also CHAPTER 2: CONTRAST). According 
to these authors, these Romance languages provide evidence that small dif
ferences in alignment in rising accents must be encoded phonologically. To 
account for such facts \Vithin the AM model, they develop the notion of 
"phonological anchoring" as an extension of the concept of secondary association 
originally proposed by Pierrehwnbert and Beckn1an (1988). They propose that the 
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phonological representation of pitch accents needs to include two independent 
1nechanisms to encode alignment properties \Vith metrical structure: (i) encoding 
of the pri.n1ary phonological association (or affiliation) behveen the tone and 
its tone-bearing unit; and (ii), for some specific cases, encoding of the secondary 
phonological anchoring of tones to prosodic edges (i.e. moras, syUables, and 
prosodic "'ords). (3) shows the schematic representation of the primary and 
secondary associations of a phrasal H within the accentual phrase in Japanese 
(Pierrehun1bert and Beckn1an 1988: 129). The solid line indicates pri.n1ary associ
ation to the accentual phrase a and the dashed line secondary association to the 
second sonorant mora µ "'ithin the accentual phrase. 

(3) Japanese (after Pierrehumbert and Beckman 1988: 129) 

a accentual phrase 
_.....-:;?) 

µ µ n1ora 
...... 

.............. ................. ·::::: ...... ................................................... .. 
............... ··········i··4'� .............. .................................................... . 

. . .. . .. . 

H tone tier 

[+son) [+son] phone111e tier 

The Ron1ance data provide crucial evidence of mora-edge, syllable-edge, and vvord
edge H tonal associations and suggest that not only peripheral edge tones seek 
secondary associations. In this way, the specification of metrical anchoring poi.nts 
i n  the phonological representation offers a more transparent analysis of the al ign
ment contrasts found in Romance languages and, ultimately, can help in the task 
of defining a more transparent pitch accent typology. Finally, Prieto et al. (2005) 
argue that such an approach n1akes the 1napping from phonological representa
tion to surface alignment patterns m.ore explicit, and that it thus all(nvs for more 
straightfon,,ard cross-linguistic comparisons. 

The evidence described above sho,vs that even though AM representations are 
adequate when it comes to characterizing the minimal contrasts in pitch accent 
types found in different languages, the proper procedures by which to n1ap phono
logiec1.l representations and the surface a .lignu1ent of tones (through the use of the 
star notation) are still some,vhat unclear. This is because the specific details of 
the coordination between tones and the segments that are linked to the structural 
wut are not part of the phonological representation itself. We thus agree with 
Arvaniti et al. 's (2000: 130) suggestion "that the task for the future is to refine the 
notion of the phonological association of tones in intonational systeu1.s." In the 
near future, the contrastive possibilities of alignment found cross-linguistically need 
to be explored. This will provide firm ground from which to advocate a further 
refinement of the metrical side of the AM model. 

4 Phonetic models of tonal alignment 

Apart from changes in tonal alignment which have phonological effects, Le. \vhich 
encode a difference in n1eani.ng (see §2 and §3), tonal alignn1ent is influenced by 
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a variety of phonetic factors, such as tonal cro"•ding, speech rate, segmental 
composition, and syllable structure composition. These fine-grained FO alignment 
differences do not affect meaning or representation, and are instead considered 
to arise fro1n differences in phonetic implementation rather than phonological 
representation. In this section we revie,.v some of the production studies that 
have investigated the influence of such factors on tonal alignment patterns and 
the perception studies that have de1nonstrated that son1e of these effects are 
en1ployed by native speakers in lexical access tasks. 

Cross-linguistically, the location of fundan1ental frequency peaks (or H values) 
has been shown to be greatly affected by the right-hand prosodic context, in such 
a >vay that the peak is retracted before upcoming pitch accents and boundary 
tones (see Silverman and Pierrehumbert 1990 for English and Prieto et al. 1995 
for Spanish, for example). Prieto et al. (1995) exan1ined the peak placen1ent patterns 
in rising accents in Spanish and found the following: (i) the location of the start 
of the FO rise is fairly constant (generally at the onset of the accented syllable); 
(ii) as in English, the duration of the rising gesture is highly correlated >vith syl
lable duration. These results sho\v that the slope and/or duration of a speech FO 
movement are not constant, as clain1ed by the fixed rise-time hypothesis (Fujisaki 
1983; 't Hart et al. 1990; and others), but are instead governed by the coordina
tion of the movement "'ith the segmental string. Both studies demonstrated that 
a successful quantitative model of peak placement must contain at least t"'O fac
tors, namely the duration of the accented syllable and the distance in syllables to 
upcoming pitch accents or boundary tones. 

The Segmental Anchoring Hypothesis (henceforth SAH), as articulated by Ladd 
et al. (1999) on the basis of •vork by Prieto et al. (1995) and Arvaniti et al. (1998), 
refers to the idea that the slope of tonal movements is not invariant, but rather is 
specifically related to segmental anchors. Arvaniti et al. (1998) found an unexpected 
and consistent stability effect \vhen little or no tonal pressure >vas exerted on 
the pitch accent. In a Greek "'ord such as [pa'ranoma] 'illegal', the H target in 
the LH pitch a.ccent associated •vi.th the test stressed syllable ['raj was consistently 
aligned over - or "anchored to" - the frontier between the post-accentual onset 
and the following vowel ([n] and [o]). This clearly contradicts the traditional 
"constant slope" and ''constant duration" hypotheses (i.e. the fixed rise-time 
hypothesis: Fujisaki 1983; 't Hart ef al. 1990; and others). The SAH says that 
both the begim1ing and the end of a rising or falling FO movement are anchored 
to specific points in the segmental string, such as the beginning of the stressed 
syllable or the follo"ring unstressed vo\vel, and consequently the duration of the 
FO n1ovement is strongly dependent on the duration of the segmental interval 
between the anchor points. As '"e will see belo,.v, '''ork on the effects of lower 
prosodic structure levels such as the syllable or the prosodic •vord on tonal align
ment shows that we need to refine the SAH to incorporate these findings. 

Recent work on tonal alignment in different languages has shown that the 
position of the peak tends to change across syllable structure types (e.g. Rietveld 
and Gussenhoven 1995 for Dutcl1; D1n1perio 2000 for Neapolitan Italian; Prieto 
and Torreira 2007 for Peninsular Spanish; Prieto 2009 for Catalan). For ex.ample, 
D'lmperio (2000) found that the peak '''as located closer to the vo,vel offset in 
closed syllables in Neapolitan Italian. \'\lhile in open syllables the peak "'as aligned 
>vith the end of the accented vowel, in closed syllables the peak was so1ne
what retracted and located within the coda consonant. This sa1ne effect of coda 
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consonants on alignment has been detected in both rising accents in various lan
guages (see citations above) and falling nuclear accents in Catalan (Prieto 2009). 
The results indicate that \vhile the beginning of the falling accent gesture (H) is 
tightly synchronized with the onset of the accented syllable, the end of the falling 
gesture (L) is more variable and is affected by syllable structure: i.n general, \Vhile 
in open syllables the end of the fall is aligned roughly \Vith the end of the accented 
syllable, in closed syllables it is aligned well before the coda consonant. 

D'Imperio et al. (2007b) hypothesized that Neapolitan listeners 1night capitalize 
on the alignment regularity for the perception of lexical contrast. Specifically, 
their hypothesis \Vas that listeners of Neapolitan Italian might identify more 
closed syllable items when tonal alignment details are congruent \Vith those for 
this type of syllable structure (see also Petrone 2008). In order to test this hypo
thesis, two natural productions of the words nono 'ninth' and 11011110 'grandfather', 
both carrying a yes/no question nuclear accent, '"ere 1nanipuJated in two "'ays. 
First, the researchers modified the length of the stressed vowel and the foJlo,v
ing consonant in five steps, in order to shift the perception of each item from non.a 
to non.no and vice versa. Then, tonal alignment was shifted earlier, in four steps, 
without changing the percept of the question to that of a staten1ent but merely 
creating question patterns that "'ould be more or less congruent with the syllabic 
structure of the base. Thirteen Neapolitan listeners identified the stimuli as either 
non.o or n.onno. Significantly, the results showed that the alignment manipulation 
produced a category boundary shift in the n.onno base stimulus series, but no 
effect in the open syllable series, supporting the hypothesis that fine detail of tonal 
alignment not only is en1ployed to signal pragn1atic contrast but n1ay also be 
stored as part of the phonological specification of lexical iteo:1s. 

Similarly, acoustic work on a variety of languages has sho'"n that H peaks 
are consistently affected by the position of the accented syllable '" ithin the word 
(for English, see Silverman and Pierrehun1bert 1990, and for Spanish Prieto 
et al. 1995). In general, peaks tend to shift backwards as their associated syllables 
approacl1 the end of tl1e word: in other \vords, the distance from the begirming 
of the accented syllable to the peak is longer in \VOrds \.Yith antepenultimate stress 
than in words \Vith penultimate stress, '"hich in turn sho'" a longer distance than 
in words '"ith final stress. In order to correct for the potentially confounding 
effects of stress clash (or distance to the next accented syllable), Prieto et al. (1995) 
analyzed a subset of the data obtained. from test syUabl.es in different positions 
in the \VOrd (e.g. n1/111ero 'number', nwnero 'I number', nu1nei:Q '(s)he numbered'). 
Their materials consisted of '"ord sequences in \vhich there "'as a distance of two 
w1stressed syllables between one accented syllable and the next (e.g. n.tlmero ril:pido 
'quick nun1ber', nu111ero nervioso 'I number nervously', and n.ume[Q regular '(s)he 
numbered in a regtllar "'ay'). The three diagrams in Figure 50.2 show a schematic 
representation of the difference in FO timing patterns in the three conditions, nilmero 
rtipido, nrnnero neroioso, and n.1.1111er6 regular. A significant effect of '"ord position 
on different measures of peak alignment was found in all the con1parisons. 
Sinillarly, in Silvern1an and Pierrehwnbert's (1990) model of FO peak location, the 
dropping of the variable "\iVord-Boundary" (\vlille leaving the variable "Stress 
Clash" as a main predictor) significantly worsened the fit of the model. 

Prosodic \VOrd effects seem to suggest the possibility that the end of the word 
(and not only the presence of upco1ning accents or boundary tones) is acting as 
a kind of prosodic boundary that exerts prosodic pressure on H tonal targets and 
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Figure 50.2 A schematk representation of the difference in FO timing patterns in the 
tl1ree condjtions, r11l111ero illpido, 11it111ero 11ervioso, and n1,1r1.er6 reg11lar 

that this effect can be exploited in \vord boundary identification tasks. Prieto 
et al. (forthcoming) perforn1ed a set of production and perception experi.Inents that 
dealt \vith potentially ambiguous utterances distinguished by "'Ord boundary 
location in Catalan and Spanish (e.g. Catalan mirii batnlles '(s)he looked at battles' 
vs. 1niravn tnlles 'l/(s)he used to look at carvings'; Spanish da bn.lazos '(s)he fires 
shots' vs. da.ba Lazos 'l/(s)he gave ribbons'). For the perception experiments, they 
hypothesized that relative peak location would help Catalan and Spanish listeners 
in terms of lexical access. The results of the production experin1ents sho\ved that 
the prosodic vvord domain has a significant shifting effect on FO peak location, 
and the results of the perception experiments showed that these alignment patterns 
are actively used by listeners in word identification tasks. 

In general, the results of studies on lexical access (D'Imperio el al. 2007b; Prieto 
et al., forthcommg) support the hypothesis that listeners are able to employ fine 
aUophonic details of H tonal alignment due to syllable structure or within-'''ord 
position to identify lexical items. This empirical evidence demonstrates that prosodic 
structure must play an essential role in our understanding of the coordmation of 
pitch gestures '"ith the segn1entals and argues il1 favor of a vie'" supported by 
other \vork that prosodic structure is manifested in details of articulation. 

5 Tonal alignment: Evidence for target- vs. 
configuration-based theories of intonation 

As pomted out m §2, work on tonal alignment has provided robust experi
mental evidence that changes in the synchronization of peaks and valleys with 
segmental landmarks are key perceptual cues for phonological distinctions across 
languages. This evidence has been mterpreted as direct support for AM theory, 
which is '"idely held to afford a nun1ber of advantages over other discrete tone 
theories, as tonal alignment differences in this model are encoded phonologically 
in pitch accent units. 

Alignment studies have also been used to test specific predictions about 
different phonological models of prosody and i.I1tonation. For example, one of 
the old controversies in intonation studies surrounds the relative merits of the 
target-based vs. configuration-based theories of intonational prin1itives (see Ladd 
1996: §1.2 for a review; also Arvaniti and Ladd 2009). The target-based model (also 
called target-and-interpolation rn.odel by Arvaniti and Ladd 2009) is the phonetic 
basis of AM intonational phonology, which has become the dommant phonolog
ical framework for analyzing intonation. This model assumes that certain points 
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in the contour (e.g. local targets or FO maxima and FO minima) reflect phono
logically specified targets and thus derive the intonational contour by defining 
the tonal targets and then connecting those through an interpolating FO curve that 
goes from one target to the next. In recent years there has been accumulating 
evidence from tonal alignment studies that L and H tones behave as static targets 
and that they align "'ith the segmental string in extremely consistent "'ays. 
Typically, in a variety of languages, the L valley of pre-nuclear rises is precisely 
aligned with the beginning of the accented syllable (see Prieto et al. 1995 for 
Spanish, Arvaniti et al. 1998 for Greek, and Ladd et al. 1999 for English, for 
example). l'v!oreover, some studies have sho"'n that this precise L intonational 
alignment 'vith '''ord or syllable boundaries is used by listeners in lexical 
identification tasks. For example, Ladd and Schepman (2003) sho,ved that the 
different alignment of L in minimal pairs like Norman Elson/Nornl!I Nelson is a 
useful cue to the \vord-botu1dary distinction between them. If L alignment \vas 
modified experimentally in such ambiguous phrases, this affected the listeners' 
judgments in the identification task. Similarly, a recent study on the tonal mark
ing of the French Accentual Phrase (AP) by vVelby (2003) sho,ved that the L tone 
associated with the left edge of the first content "'ord of the AP is aligned at 
the boundary between the last function "'ord and the first syllable of the first 
content •vord. \'\lelby's results for perception showed that French listeners use 
the alignment of the L tone as a cue for lexical access (in pairs such as mes galops 
'my gallops' and nuigalo 'megalomaniac'). All in all, these alignment results, as 
well as many scaling results, have been interpreted in favor of the target-based 
hypothesis (for a revie,v, see Ladd 1996). 

On the other ha.nd, configuration-based theories (also ca.Ued concatenation models 
by Arvaniti and Ladd 2009) treat the contour as the result of stringing together entire 
tonal sequences (not necessarily straight lines) of various lengths. Traditional 
intonational descriptions of the so-called "British school" (e.g. Crystal 1969; 
O'Co1u1or and Arnold 1973) and the approach adopted by the Eindhoven-based 
Instituu t  voor PercepNe Onderzoek (IPO; e.g. 't Hart et al. 1990) are of this sort, as 
is the more recent syllable-concatenation model proposed by Xu and colleagues 
(e.g. Xu and Wang 2001; Xu and Xu 2005). There have been several results 
reported in the literature that provide support for a configuration-based theory 
of intonation. For example, as 1nentioned above, D'Ilnperio and House (1997) under
took a perception. experiro.ent that investigated the contra.st between questions and 
statements in Neapolitan Italian. They \vanted to determine "'hether the major 
perceptual cue to this category distinction involved only the temporal alignn1ent 
of the high-level target \vith the syllable or ii instead the category percept also 
depended on the presence of a rising or falling melodic moven1ent within the 
syllable nucleus. The resu.lts sho•ved that the primary percepttlal cue for ques
tions is a rise through the vowel, \vhile the primary cue for statements is a fall 
through the vowel. D'Imperio and House claimed that their results confirmed 
the second hypothesis, in that perceptually a rise in the vo,vel \Vas the most 
important cue for the question, while a fall in the vowel '"as the n1ost hnportant 
cue for the statement, thus supporting the notion that pitch 01ovements t.h:rough 
areas of stability are perceptually important for identifying tonal categories. 

Contrasting results were obtained by Arvaniti and Ladd (2009), '"ho carried 
out a production study in \Vhich they used acoustic alignment measures to test 
specific predictions about different phonological models of intonation. This h1volved 
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Figure 50.3 The waveform, spectrogram, and PO contour of [apo'pu na mi'lane me ton 
'menelo] 'Where could they be speaking to Menelos fro1n?' (speaker KP), illustrating 
the measurements taken on the PO contour and relevant segmental onsets. Figure 
reproduced from Arvaniti and Ladd (2009: 55) 

w1dertaking a very detailed phonetic study of the Greek •vh-question melody. 
According to their results, certain points in the Greek wh-question melody show 
little variability in scaling and predictable variability in alignment. A close analysis 
of the FO alignment data showed that (i) the exact contour shape depended on 
the length of the question, and (ii) the position of the first peak and the lo'" plateau 
depended on the position of the pro1ninent anchor syllables. The study also sho,<Ved 
predictable adjustn1ents in aligrunent depending on the proxintlty of adjacent 
tonal targets. Figure 50.3 shov;s the FO contour of a long \vh-question. In long 
vvh-questions, the contour starts vvith a rise from a lo•v FO point, the fall from the 
peak is relatively shallo'"' and the follo'"ing low FO stretch is long . By contrast, 
short wh-questions consist of a high tone associated in tune vvith the stressed 
syllable of the >vh-•vord, follo\ved by a rapid fall to a stretch of low FO, followed 
by a small rise. 

Arvaniti and Ladd (2009) argue that the Creek '"h·question data strongly 
argue in favor of a target-based niodel of intonational phonology like that proposed 
by the autosegmental metrical framework of iI1tonational phonology, and iI1 
particular m favor of the notion of sparse tonal specification. This is because one 
key assumption of the autosegmental 111etrical frame>vork is that there is not 
necessarily any role for the syllable in modeling utterance contours. Rather, FO 
targets can be temporally anchored to the segmental string in a variety of "'ays. 
This is exactly •vhat '"e find iI1 the vvh-contour data in Greek, as the alignment 
and scalmg adjustn1ents observed in the contour are totally predictable, and depend 
on the length and tonal cro>vdmg ma1tlpulations in the target utterance. Arvaniti 
and Ladd clainl that these pred ictable effects cannot be explained by superposi· 

ti.on models of intonation, such as Fuji.saki's (1983) command-response model, or 
by configuration-based models that specify FO by superposing contour shapes for 
shorter and longer domams, since both of then1 lack the 1nechanisms to accow1t 
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for effects such as the truncation of targets or asymmetrical adjustments to the 
larger tonal don1ains. Sinularly, nlodels that specify the FO of all syllables (like 
Xu and colleagues' n1odel), and thus assume that all syllables are specified for 
tone, cannot account for lawful variation except by using ad hoc tonal specific
ations, which, in turn, do not allo"\v for phonological generalizations about 
contours applying to utterances of different lengths. 

6 Conclusion 

In recent decades, the issue of tonal alignment has been a key focus of phonological 
research in intonational phonology. We now have solid evidence con1ing from 
different languages that FO alignn1ent differences can convey intonational con
trasts, and that these alignment differences can be perceived in a near-categorical 
•vay. In th.is chapter, \ve have revie,ved this "'Ork, and the use of several techniques 
in the investigation of tonal alignment processing (§2). As "'e have seen, a wide 
range of methodological paradigms have been applied to alignment research, 
including acoustic and articulatory analyses of speech productions, judgments 
and reaction tin1es obtained during identification and discrimination tasks, 
measurements of brain activity, and eye movements. 

A recent debate "'ithin the autosegmental metrical approach to intonation has 
been ho"' to represent these phonological contrasts in tonal alignment. As has been 
reported before, this theory does an especially good job of accounting for v1hy 
tone alignment differences can convey intonational contrasts. In the AM fra1ne
•vork, the star notation encodes both phonologica l association of the tones with 
a stressed syllable and the relative alignment in bitonal pitch accents. Hov,,ever, 
though the AM representations can adequately characterize the minimal contrasts 
in pitch accent types found in different languages, the procedures for mapping 
the surface alignn1ent of tones through the use of the star notation onto phono
logical representations are still some•vhat unclear. This chapter has reviewed 
some recent proposals regarding this issue '''hich highlight the need to further 
investigate the contrastive possibilities of alignment found cross-linguistically. 

Apart from the phonological contrasts induced by tonal alignn1ent, FO tonal 
patterns are influenced by a variety of phonetic factors, such as prosodic cro\vding, 
speech rate, segmental composition, upcomi.ng syllable structure, and prosodic 
word boundaries. In this case these fine-grained PO alignment differences do not 
affect intonational meaning. This chapter has revie\ved son1e of the production 
and perception studies that have ulforn1ed the current phonetic models of tonal 
alignment. This work has !ugh.lighted principles of stability and also of adapta
tion to neighboring prosodic stru.cture as basic pill.a.rs of phonetic models of tonal 
alignment. Importantly, some of these alignment patterns have been sho\vn to be 
actively used by listeners iJ1 word identification tasks and lexical access. 

Finally, tonal alignment issues have historically been used as arguments to test 
the predictions of phonological models of intonation and to bear upon current 
theories of intonational phonology. The last section o.f this chapter has offered 
a selection of the arguments put forth m favor of the target-based model of 
mtonation. As a final note, "'e believe that the full exploitation of recent methodo
logical advances will provide important ans\vers to the role of tonal alignment 
in phonological and phonetic n1odels of intonation. 
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51 The Phonological Word 

ANTHI REVITHIADOU 

1 Introduction 

In the past few decades, the field of phonology has '"itnessed the development 
of an assortment of phonological theories and their offshoots. Seminal among then1 
is the theory of Prosodic Phonology, "'hich explores ho''' prosodic structure is built 
in relation to morphosyntactic structure. Prosodic Phonology employs mapping 
rules that aim at organizing chw1ks of structure (e.g. strings smaller or larger than 
the gran1Illatical word) into hierarchically ordered layers of prosodic units 
•vhich, in turn, form the domains 'vithin which phonological rules apply. Such 
phon.ologicnl domains need not be isomorphic to morphosyntactic constituents. More 
importantly, the existence of a mapping mechanism entails that rules of phono
logy proper (i.e. rules inducing changes in the phonological shape and pattern of 
a string of elements) do not n1ake direct reference to morphosyntactic con
stituents.1 In general, the basic tenet of Prosodic Phonology is that phonological 
rules cannot see nor refer to any structure other than the units of the Prosodic 
J·lierardiy (Selkirk 1978b, 1980, 1981a, 198lb, 1984, 1986, 1995; Nespor and Vogel 1982, 
1986; Haves 1989; see also CHAPTER 33: SYLLABLE-INTERNAL STRUCTURE, CHAPTER 40: ' 
THE FOOT, CHAPTER 48: STRESS-TIMED I'S. SYLLABLE-TIMED LANGUAGES, CHAPTER 54: 
THE SKELETON, CHAPTER 104: ROOT-AF.FIX ASYl-H\lETRtES, and CHAPTER 56: SIGN 
SYLLABLES for some other aspects of the Prosodic Hierarchy): 

1 ln tlUs sense, therefore, Prosodic Phonolog}' sharpl}'· contrasts \vith direct referet1ce approaches to 
the interface, most articulately expressed in the work of Kaisse (1983, 1985) and Odden (1987, 1990). 
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(1) Prosodic Hierarchy 
Utterance (U) 

I 
Intonational Phrase (IP) 

I 
Phonological Phrase (PPh) 

I 
<Clitic Group> (CG)2 

I 
Phonological vVord (PW) 

I 
Foot (F) 

I 
Syllable (o) 
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The Phonological Word (PW) is one of the best-established constituents of the 
Prosodic Hierarchy, and has received a great deal of attention. Despite its '"ide 
acceptance, certain aspects of the PvV are still under debate in the literature. Part 
of the controversy surrounding its name pertains to the fact that the PW has broadly 
been established as the constituent that 111ediates the interface of phonology with 
n1orphology (i.e. lexical component) and syntax (i.e. post-lexical con1ponent), even 
though originally it v.>as not intended to encapsulate both aspects of the interface. 
!vloreover, it is the prosodic constituent '''hich, roughly, corresponds to a gram
matical word, and hence, naturally, cannot escape the conflicts and ambiguities 
associated with this notion. 

This chapter, therefore, aims to address all the major issues per taining to the 
PW. More specifically, l 1vill first explore the exact nature of the mapping mech
anism(s) involved in the construction of this prosodic constituent. The pivotal ques
tions center on the 1vays the mapping rules operate to group a specific chunk of 
morphosyntactic structure into a PW and the v.1ay this is formally expressed. It 
\vill become apparent fron1 the discussion that, despite the thirty or so years of 
research in this area, certain aspects of the mapping mechanism are still poorly 
understood. Second, I will present the methodology and, in particular, the diag
nostic criteria employed by researchers in identifying the domain of the PW. This 
survey '"ill provide the opportwuty to investigate and, more importantly, assess 
the an1otu1t of kno�vledge that has been acctunulated over the years regarding 
the nature of rules that identify this prosodic constituent. Tllird, I 1viD review the 
empirical situation and, more specifically, '"hether cross-linguistic evidence renders 
the PW universally viable or not. To this end, alternative proposals - which range 
from the fonnation of extended versions of the PvV to the introduction of sn1aller 
or larger reincarnations of it (e.g. the small word, etc.) - will also be reviev.1ed. Such 
enriched versions of the Prosodic Hierarchy have been proposed to accommodate 

' The CG is the most debatable prosodic constituent, and is usually not included. iJ\ the Prosodic 
Hjerarchy. lt was origjnally introduced by Hayes (1989) and later adopted and further established by 
Nespe>r and Vogel (1986) (see also CHAPTER &1: cuncs). 
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complex constructions involving function elements (e.g. particles, clitics, etc.), com
pounds, and con1plex predicates, which yield some\vhat "looser" versions of the 
notion "word" and hence raise challenging questions for the mode in \vhicl1 the 
mapping is perforn1ed. 

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: §2 sketches out the main 
advancements that led to the development of a hierarchical model of prosodic 
constituency, an integral part of which is the PW. §3 examines how prosodic units 
relate to constituents of morphosyntactic structure and the places '"here this n1ap
ping is performed. §4 sets out the diagnostic criteria for identifying phonological 
•vordhood. §5 focuses on the properties of an extended version of the P\1\1, and 
§6 concludes this cllapter. 

2 The birth of the Prosodic Hierarchy: 
From boundaries to prosodic domains 

In the Sound Pattern of English (SPE; Chomsky and Halle 1968) two concepts of 
syntactic surface structure are ackno,vledged: (a) output of the syntactic component, 
and (b) input to the phonological component. Re-adjustment rules are employed 
to handle discrepancies bet"reen these two types of structure. Their main task is 
to convert the syntactic string into a form that can later be read off and inter
preted by phonology. More specifically, syntactic information is encoded in 
phonology by rules that insert boundary symbols at the edges of syn tactic con
stituents. Such boundaries are considered to be segment-like elements that lack 
any phonetic manifestation. Two are relevant for the discussion here: (a) the syn
tactic boundary, #, used to indicate edges of major syntactic categories (N, V, A, 
etc.), phrasal categories (e.g. NP, VP, etc.) and stress-neutral affixes (Chomsky 
and Halle 1968: 12, 366), and (b) the n1orphological boundary, +, which indicates 
lexically assigned morphological boundaries (Chomsky and Halle :1968: 94). 
Essentially, the introduction of boundaries initiates an indirect mode of inter
action between the components of grammar: phonological rules can either refer 
to boundaries in their structural description or be blocked by the1n, but they can 
never refer directly to syntactic edges. 

Much of the post-SP£ era has been devoted to defining the exact nt.miber of 
boundaries and their relative strength prominence (e.g. McCawley 1968; Selkirk 
1972). Gradually, however, the focus of attention shifted from linearly ordered 
boundary-defined domains to hierarchically organized prosodic ones.3 Based on 
the senlinal "'Ork of Liber1nan (1975) and Liberman and Prince (1977), Selkirk (1978b, 
1980, l981a) proposes that phonological representations, like syntactic ones, are 
hierarcllical in nature. She provides compelling arguments in favor of a 
"suprasegmental, hierarchically arranged organization" of the utterance (Selkirk 
198la: 111). Selkirk aptly points out the "problem of nestedness": a phonological 
rule that applies across a "stronger" boundary can also apply across all "weaker" 
ones. Analogously, a phonological rule that applies before or after a certain 

3 The increasing debate against bounda.i:.ies was also stimulated by their clearly diacritic character. 
Boundaries do not constitl1te linguistic objects and, as st1ch, lack any formal existence in mental 
representations (see e.g. Pyle 1972; Rotenberg 1978). 
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boundary can do so \Vi.th all stronger ones. For instance, in Sanskrit a rule of voic
ing affects stops in intervocalic position (Selkirk 1980: 115). Crucially, the rule applies 
at the do1nain of the Utterance and affects only consonants at # boundaries (2b), 
ignoring the ones residing at a + boundary (2a). 

(2) a. #marut+i# � maruti 
b. #parivrat# #ajam# � parivrac{ ajam 

ln the boundary theory, the typological predictions in the domain of application 
of phonological rules described above are a mere stipulation. Ho\vever, they come 
for free in a theory that assun1es a hierarchically organized set of prosodic cat
egories, i.e. sub-units of prosodic structure such as the syllable, the foot, the phono
logical word, the phonological phrase, the intonational phrase, and the utterance. 
This hierarchical constellation, the Prosodic Hierarchy, signals the birth of 
Prosodic Phonology. The advantage of the new theory is that the principle in (3) 
(Selkirk 1984; Hayes 1989) can easily capture the "nested" effect in the applica
tion of phonological rules mentioned above. 

(3) Strict Layer Hypothesis (SLH) (Hayes 1989: 204) 

The categories of the Prosod ic Hierarchy ni.ay be ranked in a sequence C 1, 
C2, • • •  C,,, such that 
a. all segn1ental rnaterial is directly dominated by the category C,v and 
b. for all categories C;, i ;t n, C; directly dominates all and only constituents 

of the category C1•1• 

Selkirk strengthens the argumentation in favor of prosodic constituency by 
sho,ving that prosodic domains have independent motivation, besides the inter
face (Selkirk 1980: 110, 126-129; 1981a: 125; 1984: 8ff.). For instance, the PW in 
English is a o<tegory "'ith an internal organization that yields patterns of relative 
(i.e. strong vs. "'eak) stress prominence, e.g. (,1rr)r"' ('spEktIV)r,, while at the same 
time constituting the domain of application of various phonological rules (e.g. non
low vowels are tensed in PW-final position). 

After an exploratory period (Nespor and Vogel 1982, 1983; Nespor 1985, 1986; 
Vogel 1985, 1986), Nespor and Vogel (l.986) extended Selkirk's \vork and further 
emiched it "'ith novel data from a wide array of languages (e.g. Hungarian, Greek, 
Turkish, and Italian). The focus of research in the following years was on 
defining the basic prenuses of Prosodic Phonology (e.g. the nature of the map
ping algorithm, the \vay it is performed, etc.) and lending further support to the 
theory with empirical evidence fron1 cross-linguistic research (e.g. Booij 1983, 1985a, 
1985b; Booij and Rubach 1984; Hayes 1989; It6 and Mester 2003). 

In the Prosodic Phonology literature, however, the main motivation for 
prosodic constituency is non-isomorphisn1, most con1monly expressed as a rnis
n1atch bet\veen phonological and morphosyntactic boundaries (e.g. Selkirk 1981a; 
Nespor and Vogel 1982). Nespor and Vogel (1986) argue that in Ht111garian, for 
instance, vowel harmony takes place within a stem and a string of suffixes - (4a) 
and (4b) - but fails to apply in strings that contain sequences of stems (4c) or 
a prefix plus a stern (4d) (see CHAPTER 123: HUNGARIAN VOWEL HARMONY). The 
reason for the disparity in the application of the process relies on the nature of 
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the phonological domain formed by the elements involved. Vowel harmony 
applies \Vithin the don1ain of the PW, and a stem + suffix string is 1napped into 
one PW. Significantly, compounds and prefixed constructions form t\VO separate 
PWs, as sho,.vn in (4c) and (4d), despite the fact that they constitute single gran1-
matical v»ords. 

(4) Hungarian vowel harmony (Nespor and Vogel 1986) 

a. ii lei es [oleles]rw 'embracement' 
haj6 [haj6Jrw 'ship' 

b. iileliis-nek [ O)e(eSnek) PW 'embracement-DAT sc' 
liaj6-nak [haj6naklrw 'ship-DAT sc' 

c. Buda-Pest [ Buda)rw [PestJrw 'Budapest' 
kiinyv-ta.r [konyv lrw[tar]rw 'library' 
book-collection 

d. be-utazni [ be]pw [ utazni)pw 'to commute in' 
in-commute 
oda-rnen.n.i [oda)rw [menni]rw 'to go there' 
there-go 

The reference to prosodic constituents such as the P\V allows us to describe 
the rule of vo\vel harmony in a unified \Vay. The issue of (non-)isomorphism is 
central in defining and exploring the nature of phonological "'ordhood and is 
addressed in detail in su.bsequen.t sections of this chapter. 

To summarize, each one of the prosodic categories in the Prosodic Hierarchy 
is governed by its O\vn principles of internal constituency, and each one forms 
a domain for the application of phonological rules. Moreover, certain prosodic 
don1ains are introduced in order to capture the non-ison1orphic character of the 
interface. Boundaries, on the other hand, are entities that "assist" the interface 
but have a strong diacritic flavor. The ensuing sections explore the mode in \.vhich 
a particular prosodic constituent, namely the PW, relates to constituents of the 
morphosyntactic structure and the place this mapping occurs. 

3 The Phonological Word at the interface 

The classical Prosodic Phonology theory (Selkirk 1981a, 1981b, 1984, 1986, 1995; 
Nespor and Vogel 1982, 1986) assumes the organization of grammar in (5). Thus, 
the rules that undertake the mapping of morphosyntactic structure into a PvV are 
part of the post-lexical phonology. Selkirk (1984: 82) dubs this a syntax�first model. 

(5) syntactic surface structure 4 niapping rules 4 prosodic representations 4 
phonological rules 4 phonetic representations 

This view, however, has been challenged by several researchers (e.g. Booij 1983, 
1988; van der Hulst 1984; lnkelas 1989; Booij and Lieber 1993). Nowadays it is 
\videly accepted that constituents up to the level of the PW are built lexically, 
and that phonological and morphological structure is constructed at the same time, 
fron1 botto1n up. This issue is addressed in detail in §3.3. 
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3.1 Mapping rules under the Strict Layer Hypothesis 
Nespor and Vogel (1986) recognize that there are several options available for the 
definition of P\i\T. They attribute the attested variation to an assortment of morpho
logical notions that mapping rules can be sensitive to (e.g. stems, roots, sequences 
of stems, and suffixes, etc.). There are languages, like Greek for instance, in which 
a lexical "'ord, i.e. the terminal element of the syntactic tree, \Vhether a compound 
or sin1ple "'Ord, is mapped into a P\!V. On the other hand, there are languages 
like Hungarian, in \vhich mapping rules are sensitive to smaller elements such 
as stems, prefixes, or sequences of stems and suffixes. Finally, there are languages 
such as 'Dutch, in which certain elements (e.g. suffixes or prefixes) are endowed 
with a diacritic that grants them independent PW status regardless of the general 
dictates of the mapping n1echanism. For instance, in Italian vo,vel-final prefixes are 
assigned independent PW stah1s due to language-specific syllable well-formedness 
conditions, a restriction that the 1napping rule 1nust read and con1ply \vith. In Nespor 
and Vogel's (1986) model of mapping there is yet another source of phonological 
\VOrdhood, namely the SLH in (3). The principle of proper nesting requires all 
"unparsed" elements to prosodify into a P\i\T in the absence of a neighboring host. 
The definition of PW in (6) encapsulates the aforementioned n1apping possibilities. 
(6) PW domnin (Nespor and Vogel 1986: 141) 

A. The domain of PW is Q (= any terminal element of the syntactic tree). 
or 
B. I. The don1ain of PW consists of 

a. a stem; 
b. any element identified by specific phonological and /or morpho

logical criteria; 
c. any element marked \vith the diacritic [+W]. 

II. Any unattached elements within Q forn1 part of the adjacent PW clos
est to the stein; if no such PW exists, they fonn a P\!V on their O\vn. 

The above set of statements on the application of mapping rules 1nakes son1e 
predictions. First, P\iVs cannot be larger than a terminal element in the syntactic 
tree. Second, no single sten1 can be mapped into more than one PW, and, third, 
affixes wiJJ a hvays be part of the PW of their base unless they bear a diacritic. 
Interestingly, the definition in (6) encompasses diacritic information as \veil as spe
cial restrictions imposed by the phonological and/or morphological components 
of the grammar. Such a mapp ing algorithm, therefore, is far too powerful to be 
insightfully ilnplemented in an i11terface theory \vhich aspires at advancing the 
u.nderstanding of the factors involved in P\!V formation. 

Selkirk (1986), based on Chen (1987), proposes an e.nd-bnsed mapping theory, 
which operates on the edges of X-bar constituents. The basic idea is that a 
prosodic constituent is den1arcated by the right or the left edge of selected syn
tactic constituents (i.e. X0, X', X") (Selkirk and Shen 1990: 319): 

(7) The syntax-phonology mapping 
For each category C" of the prosodic structure of a language there is a t\vo-part 
parameter of the form 
C": !Right/Left; X"'l, where X"' is a category type in the X-bar hierarchy. 
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It is a parametric choice of a language as to which edge of the X0 (= "'Ord), for 
instance, will serve as the beginning or the end point of the PW domain. An advan
tage of the model is that the mapping algoritlm1 is cross-categorical: the end rules 
can apply at some level of the X-bar hierarchy in order to form the appropriate 
prosodic domains. For ins tance, they apply at the x0 to derive P\'\ls and at the X' 
or X" to derive PPhs. 

A comparison between the two algorithms reveals a significant difference in 
their descriptive and predictive po\\1er. The prosodic patterns established bet\veen 
a PW and a 111orphological word (MW)4 by Nespor and Vogel's (1986) algorithm 
are given in (8). Recall that this algorithm grants independent PW status to sub
minimal elements such as function words (fnc), prefixes (prf), etc., either as a result 
of a diacritic or due to the SLH. Crucially, a PW can never be larger than an MW. 

(8) a. PW = MvV or x 
b. P\iV < MvV 
c. *PW > MW 

where x = fnc/prf 

Selkirk's (1986) end-based n1apping algorithm, on the other hand, assigns a PW 
status to MWs but, importantly, permits a PW larger than an MW as a prosodic 
output. This domain can be derived when function elements are trapped in 
behveen two MWs, as shown in (9). Selkirk (1986, 1995) explicitly states that only 
lexical categories - not functional ones - and their projections are visible to the 
n1apping rules. This entails, therefore, that, depending on the end rule parame
ter setting, the function "'ords will prosodify together \vith the preceding or the 
foUo,ving MW (= X0). In the follo"'ing abstract example, the PvV '"ill extend 
from the left (9b) or the right (9c) edge of one lexical item to the left or the right 
edge, respectively, of the next, incorporating in the process any intervening 
function words. 

(9) a. x0 fnc fnc x0 
b. [X0 fnc fnclrw [X0Jrw 
c. [X0Jrw [fnc fnc X0)pw 

end rule: left 
end rule: right 

In1portantly, the original formulation of the end-based 1napping rule does not allow 
elements that are smaller than the MW to constitute independent PWs. As a con
sequence, clitics, prefixes, and suffixes are deprived of this prosodic possibility. 
Given the SLH, only one option is available: incorporation of the sub-minimal 
element into the P\iV of a neighboring M\iV. The parsing options for PWs derived 
by the end-based algorithn1 are sun1marized in (10): 

(10) a.  PW = MW 
b. *PW < M\iV 
c. P\'\I > MW 

•1 Tn 1i.ngu.istics, the notior1 ·�moC'phological or gram.matit."al word" is not uncontrove('sial. Dixon and 
Aikhenvald (2002: 18ff.) provide different types of criteria to define it and also distinguish it from 
P\I\'. The n1ost i111portant tl1ree are tl1at tl1e elen1enls a gran1matical word consists of n1ust al,va}'S occur 
together, in a fixed order, and have a con\1entionalized coherence and meaning. 
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Interestingly, the hvo models diverge in the cases of non-isomorphism: Nespor 
and Vogel's algorithm allo\vs a PW to be sn1aller but not larger than an MW, 
whereas the end-based mapping sanctions the opposite. Furthennore, each theory 
1nakes different predictions '"'ith respect to the prosodization of sub-minimal 
elements. Due to the SLH, the end-based algorithm will force such elements to 
incorporate into an adjacent PW, \Vhereas Nespor and Vogel's algorithm will allow 
them to form an independent PW. The end-based algorithm is silent regarding 
the prosodization of non-tern1inal syntactic elements such as steins, prefixes, and 
suffixes. 

The empirical facts provide only partial support for each model. Let us start 
\Vith the pattern P\"7 < MW, predicted only by Nespor and Vogel's algorithm. In 
northern Italian, prefixes and the stems of compounds, but not suffixes, form 
separate PW-do1nains for the rule of intervocalic s-voicing (Nespor and Vogel 1986: 
125). As evidenced by the exan1ples in (11), this rule applies in monomorphemic 
and inflected 'vords, (l la) and (:I lb), \vhich constitute one PW. It is blocked, hov,r
ever, bet'l-\1een a prefix and stem (llc) or bet"1een the stems of a compound (lld), 
suggesting that such constructions are parsed into two PWs. 

(11) Northern Italian: Interl!ocalic s-l!oicing 

a. a/s/ ala 
b. ca/s/-e 
c. a-/s/ociale 
d. tocca-/s/ana 

a(z]ola 
ca(z]e 
a[s]ociale 
tocca[s]ana 

[azola)pw 
[caze]"'v 
[alvw [sociale)pw 
[tocca]pw [sanalrw 

'button hole' 
'house-PL' 
'asocial' 

'cure all' 

During the exploratory period of Prosod ic Phonology, a growing body of cross
linguistic evidence revealed that affixes may form independent P\Ns (e.g. Booij 
and Rubach 1984 for Polish and English; Hannahs 1991, 1995a, 1995b for French; 
amongst n1any others). Cross-linguistic evidence, therefore, gives an en1pirical 
ad.vantage to the Nespor and Vogel mapping algorithm compared to the end-based 
one. Ho,vever, several researchers have shown that the latter can easily handle 
these facts if end rules are appropriately modified so that they can read off edges 
of elements smaller than the \Vord, such as stems (Kang 1992), or even edges of 
functional categories, e.g. agree1nent (Rice 1993). 

Furthern1ore, the end-based algori.th.o� seems to have the advantage on the 
empirical side in cases \vhere the PW is larger than the MW. Booij (1988) dra,vs 
attention to clitic constructions from Latin and Dutch "'here clitics - even though 
they are independent grammatical "'ords - are phonologically dependent on an 
adjacent word. This n1apping is predicted by the end-based algorithn1, but not 
by the Nespor and Vogel one. It is important to emphasize here that Nespor and 
Vogel (1986) posit a different prosodic constituent for the prosodic organization 
of such di.tic constructions, namely the Cli.tic Group (CG). Within this larger con
stituent, ho\vever, the Nespor and Vogel mapping algorithm, under the dictates 
of SLH, is forced to elevate each independent ele1nent, i.e. clitic, into a PW. Belo\v 
I exeo1plify from Greek the results of each 1nodel of n1apping. 

In Greek, weak object pronouns precede the non-imperative verb form (12a) but 
follow the imperative (12b) (Revithiadou and Spyropoulos 2008, and references 
cited therein). 
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(12) Greek object clitics 
a. o 'petr-os to 'ojava-se 

the Peter-NOM.SG CLT.3N.SG.ACC read-PST.3SG 
'Peter read it.' 

b. ,ojava-'se to 
read-2sG.IMP CLT.3N.sG.ACC 
'Read it!' 

(< 'ojava-se) 

Under a N'espor and Vogel-type mapping, each clitic will be granted PW status, 
as sho\11n in (13). The problem \11ith this structure, ho,,rever, is that the PW of the 
ditic exhibits a different behavior fro1n that of the PVIJ of the host element. A clitic 
n1ay "trigger" stress on the final syllable of the preceding PW (14a) or carry stress 
itself (14b). More in1portantly, examples like (14a) pose a serious threat to the SLH. 
The addition of the clitic causes the form to be further footed so that the three
syllable restriction imposed by the language can be salvaged: (.ojava)('se to) mu. 
The problen1 no'" is that the ne"rlY formed foot cuts across two PW boundaries: 
[(.ojava)('se]rw [to)]PI'' [mulrw, in total disrespect of proper containment.5 

(:13) PW 

/'>, 
,ojava'se to 

PW 

6 
ll1U 

(14) a. ,ojava-'se to mu 
read-2sG.11'1P CLT.3N.SG.ACC CLT.lSG.GEN 
'Read it to me!' 

b. ,par-e 'mu to 
take-2SG.IMP Cl.:r.lsG.GEN CLT.3N.SG.ACC 
'Take it for me!' 

Furthermore, there is compelling evidence that postverbal clitics are incorporated 
into the P\N of the verb (see footnote 5 and Revithiadou and Spyropoulos 2008 for 
n1ore evidence), as correctly predicted by the end-based algorithn1 PW: [Left; X01. 
Thus, the comparison so far gives a descriptive advantage to the end-based 
model. A more careful examination of the facts, ho"'ever, reveals that this algorithm 
is not unproblematic either. Given the left-end orientation of the rule, pre-verbal 
ditics are expected to encliticize to the preceding PW, but they do not, as sho'"n 
in (15). If the clitics incorporated into the PW of the NP /o '0oooros/ 'the Theodore
NOM.sc', the window restriction '"ould have forced the developn1ent of a new stress 
on the last syllable of the noun, yielding (o Elooo'ros tu to ]rw 'the Theodore-Noi-·csc 
CLT.3SG.GEN CLT.3N.SG.ACC.' Clearly, this expectation is not confirmed by the data. 

5 Nespor and Vogel (1986: 154-155) escape this problem by employing a (grid-based) Stress 
Readj11st111e11t rule. There is independent evidence, however, that clitics in Greek are footed. For instance, 
imperatives opt to incorporate the enclitic by deleri11g tl1eir final vo\vel, e.g. /yrapse ton/ ('yrapstot1)1, 
1\vr..ite�11'.t.E>.2sc: ct..T.3rv1.sc.Acc'. Alterr1atj,1el)', tl)e clitic ID<l)' be augmer1ted so that it Cat\ form its owo 
foot, e.g. (,yrapse). ('tone) •. Similar augmentation phenomena are independently enforced by foot 
well-formedness conditions, e.g. /ro'ta-n/ (with inherent accent) 'ask-3PL' ro('fariej - ro('tan). 
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(15) o '0ollor-os tu to llja 'vaz-i 
the Theodore-NOM.SG CLT.3sG.G£N CLT.3N.SG.ACC read-3sc 
'Theodore reads it to hi.n1.' 

Similar cases have been found in a variety of languages, underlining, among other 
things, the asymmetric behavior often witnessed in the prosodic organization of 
constructions 'vith function elements (e.g. particles, clitics, etc.), co1npounds, and 
other co1nplex expressions (e.g. Inkelas 1989; Booij 1996; Leben and Ahoua 1997; 
Peperkan1p 1997; Vigario 1999, 2003).6 These findings therefore challenged the 
descriptive and explanatory efficiency of both mapping algorithms, and opened 
up ne"' directions for research in this area. 

3.2 The Weak Layer Hypothesis: Mapping as 
constraint interaction 

A number of researchers have sought a solution to the problems 1nentioned above 
in the architecture of the Prosodic Hierarchy. In particular, they questioned the 
necessity of the SLH as a 'vell-forn1edness principle of the arboreal prosodic 
structure. The proposed modifications i.nvolve the introduction of (a) recursive 
structures, in which a prosodic constituent of a certain type dominates another 
constituent of the same type (16a), and (b) non-exhaustively parsed structures, in 
which a constituent of one type is permitted to skip intermediate levels and dom
inate a constituent of more than one level lower in the Prosodic Hierarchy (16b ). 
TI1e relaxed version of the SLH is referred to as the Weak Layer Hypothesis (e.g. Booij 
1988, 1995, 1996, 1999; Ito and Mester 2003). 

(16) Weak layering: Recursion a.nd non-exluzustivitt; 
a. b. 

c."". Cn .. l 

c., 

c, .. z 

Under the influence of Optimality Theory (Prince and S1nolensky 1993), Selkirk 
(1995) goes one step further and proposes that the SLH should be decomposed 
into its primitive components, \vhich take the form of the prosodic domination 
constraints in (17). 

(17) Constraints on prosodic domination (Selkirk 1995: 443) 
('vhere C" = son1e prosodic category) 

a. LAYEREDNESS: No c; dominates a Ci, j > i. 
b. HEADEDNESS: Any C; must dominate a Ci-l. 
c. EXHAUSTJVITY: No C' in1mediately donlinates Ci, j < i-1. 
d. NoN-RECURSIVITY: No C' dominates Ci, j = i. 

r. The asymmetry in the prosodjzation of weak elements constitutes one of the main arguments against 
the CG as a prosodic t"<>nstituent. 
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LAYEREDNESS and HEADEDNESS are argued to be universally inviolable and there
fore undominated in the constraint ranking of all languages. The structures in (16) 
result fron1 the relative ranking of EXHAOSTfVJTY and NoN-RECORSJVJTY to the other 
constraints of the systen1. A significant role in the construction of prosodic con
stituents has been played by the alignment family of constraints, •vhich basically 
undertakes the mapping of morphosyntactic constituents to prosodic structure 
(McCarthy and Prince 1993a, 1993b): 

(18) Alignment constraints 
a. MW-CONSTRAINT (WCoN}: Align(MW, L/R; PW, L/R} 
b. PvV-CoNSTRAINT (PCoN}: Align(PvV, L/R; MW, L/R) 

These interface constraints are translations of Selkirk's (1986) paran1eterized end
based theory of mapping into Optimality Theory (OT) constraint-based tero:Unology. 
They have a uniform general scheme, '"hich can easily account for cross-categorical 
mappings, since units from different levels of the Prosodic Hierarchy can coincide 
with morphosyntactic units. For instance, the constraint in (18a} requires the left 
or right edge of every MvV to coincide with the left or right edge of son1e PW. 

Differences in the ranking of the relevant constraints and/or the morpho
syntactic structure of an input string are taken to be responsible for the attested 
variation in the prosodization of weak elements (e.g. function "'ords, prefixes, 
etc.) cross-linguistically. The interaction of the above constraints yields the 
follo'"ing prosodic patterns for the abstract string Ix x VI (where x is a "'eak 
element): 

(19) structures typology rankings 
a. [[x x]rw [V]rwlrr1> P\<V ExH, NoNREc, JV!CON >> PCoN 
b. [xx [VJ,,wlPPh free MCON, PvVCoN >> NoNREC >> ExH 
c. [x x [V],.w]p,,, recursive ExH, MCON >> NoNR, PCoN 
d. [xx V]pw internal Exr·r, NoNREc >> MCoN, PVVCoN 

It ren1air15 an open question '"'hether all predicted typologies receive empirical 
support or \vhether they lead to vast overgenerati.on of PW patterns. There is, 
ho"•ever, ample cross-linguistic evidence in support of the typology of fLu�cti.on 
words in (19). In a cross-dialectal study of Italian clitics, for example, Peperkamp 
(1997) sho,vs that the patterns in (19b) and (19d) correspond to specific Italian 
dialects. Similarly, Revithiadou (2008) provides evidence from a cross-dialectal 
survey of object cli.tics in Greek that all four prosodic patterns are empirically 
attested.. Moreover, she demonstrates on the basis of diachronic evidence that there 
is a transition from "looser" types of constructions - e.g. patterns (19a) and (19b} 
- to nested ones - pattern (19c) - and from there to total irltegration of the clitic 
to its host, pattern (19d} (see also CHAPTER 84: CLITrcs). 

3.3 Split bet1veen two 'lvorlds 
After discussirlg various approaches as to how a mapping rule assigns a PW 
1nake-up to a portion of the 1norphosyntactic string, I no\v turn to addressing \vhere 
and when the mappir1g takes place. Such questions are of course meanirlgful only 
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within a theory that assumes a division of labor between the components of 
grammar and a procedural vie''' of the interface.7 

Selkirk takes a clear stance on this issue and argues that both \Vord structure 
and sentence structure are sensitive to the same mechanism, and 1nust therefore 
be treated alike, i.e. after syntax at the post-lexical component (Selkirk 1984: 415). 
Any additional tools would simply lead to an unnecessary proliferation of the 
machinery phonology has at its disposal. Nespor and Vogel (1986), on the other 
hand, take a more moderate approach. They draw a distinction bet\veen two sets 
of rules: (a) those that refer to phonological don1ains only and (b) those that make 
direct reference to morphological information. By doing so, they implicitly adopt 
a compartmentalized vie\v of phonology. First, there is a section of phonology that 
may access directly "morphological structure and/or specific morphological ele
ments" (Nespor and Vogel 1986: 18). Its rules are handled by a different mechanism, 
possibly Lexical Phonology (Kiparsky 1982a, 1982b; Mohanan 1982; CHAPTER 9•1: 

LEXICAL PHONOLOGY ANO THE LEXICAL SYNDROME). Second, there is another section 
that accesses the interface indirectly, via the constituents of the Prosodic Hierarchy, 
and operates strictly on Prosodic Phonology rules proper. The question as to 
ho''' these blocks of rules are ordered is left open to further research (see also 
CHAPTER 103: PHONOLOGICAL SENSITIVITY TO MORPHOLOGICAL STRUCTURE). 

Inkelas (1989) attempts to salvage the indirect nature of the interface alluded 
to by Nespor and Vogel (1986) '''ith the introduction of a radical move: she 
eliminates the a and the F from the Prosodic Hierarchy and introduces prosodic 
constituency below the PW in the Lexi.con. The ranks below the P\iV in (1), which 
roughly correspond to levels in Lexical Phonology, can now accommodate 
stri.ngs of structure into prosodic t.u1its that are smaUer than the PW. They basic
ally provide the appropriate domain \Vithin which phonological rules can apply 
without having to directly refer to morphological constituents. 

Booij and Rubach (1984) and Booij (1988) concur that a lexically constructed P\<V 
is necessitated on empirical grounds, e.g. the prefix n- in Italian; see example (11). 
They further argue that it can offer solutions to bracketing paradoxes, special rules 
of allomorphy, and so on. For instance, the \VOrd [[un[grammatical],dAity)N 
poses a problem, because the prefix un- is stress-neutral (i.e. level 2 in Lexical 
Phonology terminology), and hence should be added after the stress-shifting 
suffix -ity (i.e. level 1). This implies, ho,vever, that the prefix un- should attach to 
grnmmaticnlity and not to grammatical, \vhich is aJso problematic, because un- attaches 
only to adjectival bases. At the phonological level, the suffix -ity shifts the stress 
of the base ungram111atical, \Vhich nevertheless contains a stress-neutral prefix. This 
is problematic too, because only stress-neutral suffixes can be added after that prefix 
(i.e. a level 1 affix may not folio"' a level 2 affix). This bracketing paradox receives 
a straightfon.vard explanation once a prefix is assigned an independent PW 
status: [unlrw [grammaticality lrw· Each PW constitutes an independent domain 
of stress assignment. As a result, the shifting property of the suffix can never 
interfere with the prefix, simply because the latter belongs to a different PW. 
Elen1ents that iinpose such prosodic restrictions are often called non-cohering. 

7 l.n non-serial. theodes of phonology such as OT, wltere mapping is the job of interface constraints 
that operate simultaneot1sly on both n1odules, sttch qt1estions are aln1ost redtandant, unless one embraces 
the distinction between a lexical and a post-lexical component in phC>nC>IC>gy. 
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If this property is not derivable from the size and the segmental shape of the 
1norpheme in question, it must be specified in the subcategorization fran1e of 
the relevant lexical iten1 (Booij and Lieber 1993). Clitics n1ay have siinilar prosodic 
selection requirements. For instance, ie 'he' in Dutch subcategorizes for a right 
PW boundary: )pw _ ( Booij and Lieber 1993: 39). 

However, there is a major dra\vback in assigning PW status to morphological 
ele1nents in the lexicon: it reintroduces via the back door the problem of the PVV' 
boundary as a diacritic, thus posing a serious threat to the very nature of the 
Prosodic Hierarchy. Another major consequence of moving the construction of 
PWs into the lexicon is that the mapping nov.r applies hvice: once in the lexicon 
and again after syntax, i.e. post-lexically. This suggests that there are tlvo types 
of PWs, lexical and post-lexical, and, consequently, the interface between phono
logy and morphology is of a different nature than that between phonology and 
syntax. If \Ve admit this, we need to jettison the idea of a unified phonology that 
Prosodic Phonology - especially through the 'vork of Selkirk - originally pursued . 
Yet another problem '"ith implementing prosodic rules in the lexicon is that 
it blurs the d ivision benveen Prosodic Phonology and Lexical Phonology (see 
CHAl'TER 94: LEXICAL l'HONOLOGY AND THE LEXICAL SYNDR01'1E). The forn1er theory 
is designed to deal "'ith the interface of phonology and n1orphosyntax post
lexically; the latter relies on a procedural mode of interaction of phonology and 
morphology in order to account for "idiosyncratic," morphology-dependent 
phonological behavior. If the t"'O models meet in the lexicon, then one may 
wonder which type of phenomenon each n1odel targets and, n1oreover, on which 
grounds the division of labor is decided. Do their rules apply simultaneously or 
in an ordered fashion? 

Even though the model of Lexical Phonology has gradually lost headw·ay, the 
distinction betlveen lexical and post-lexical PW has endured over time ( Booij and 
Lieber 1993; see also Booij 1999 for Dutch; Nespor 1990, Vogel 1991, Peperkamp 
1997 for Italian; amongst others). The lasting nature of this division emphasizes 
all the more the truly interface natu.re of PW and further establishes it as the prosodic 
constituent that intersects the interface of phonology with morphology and 
syntax. Ho"rever, more \VOrk needs to be done in order to acquire a better under
standing of the factors that dictate the formation of PWs, and the \Vorkspace where 
this is done. 

4 Diagnostics for the Phonological Word as 
a prosodic constituent 

In the previous sections, we exau1ined ways and places "'ithin ,.vhich P\i\ls are 
built. Here, the focus \\•ill be on \vhat type of phonological evidence has been put 
fon,rard to substantiate the P\IV' as an integral part of the Prosodic Hierarchy. Nespor 
and Vogel (1986: 58ff.) identify certain diagnostics for establishing the concept of 
constituent in phonology. Phonological rules n1ust refer to a string of elements in 
their forrnillation and have this string as their domain of application. The same 
piece of structure may also serve as the domain of phonotactic restrictions and 
stress prominence relations. Vogel (2009) aptly remarks that in establishing a 
prosodic constituent a number of phenomena must cluster together ill using a 
particular strmg of elen1ent.s as their domain. In the aln1ost thirty years of research 
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on Prosodic Phonology, various diagnostic criteria have been put fonvard to iden
tify the domain of the PW. In the ensuing paragraphs, vve will closely examine 
the most ilnportant ones, at the san1e time dravving attention to the existence 
of conflicting evidence and its repercussions for the status of PW as part of 
Universal Grammar. 

4.1 Segmental rules 

In previous sections, vve have seen that i t  has been proposed that both vowel 
ham1ony in Hungarian and intervocalic s-voicing in Italian apply 'vithin the domain 
of the P\"7. The Prosodic Phonology literature is replete \vith examples of segmental 
rules used as diagnostics for the definition of the PW domam in a variety of 
languages (see e.g. Hannahs 1991, 1995a, 1995b; Kang 1992; Peperkamp 1997; 
Kleinhenz 1998; Hall and Kleinhenz 1999; Vigario 1999, 2003). To illustrate with 
an example from French, Hannahs (l995a, 1995b) argues that glide formation 
and vo,vel nasalization can be safely used as diagnostics of the PW domain. For 
mstance, underlying high vowels such as /i y/ semi-vocalize intervocalically to 
[j) and [4), respectively. Crucially, this rule applies only in sten1 + suffix strings 
(20a) but never vvhen the vo,vel in question occurs at the end of a prefix (20b) 
or the first element of a compound (20c) (Hannahs 1995b: 1131). The blocking 
of the rule in the latter environments is taken as evidence that the stem plus 
suffix string constitutes a different PW from the remainder of the \vord. This 
is a typical exa1nple of non-isomorphism between prosodic and morphological 
structure. 

(20) a. colonie [k:ibni) 'colony' 
colonial [k)l)njal] 'colonial' 

b. nnti-nlcooliqu.e [atialk:ilik] 'anti-alcohol' 
•[atjalkJlik I 

c. tiss11e-eponge [tisyep33] 'terry-cloth' 
*[tisqep53] 

Similarly, Vigario (2003) en1ploys a great variety of both lexical and post-lexical 
rules to substantiate the existence of the PW in European Portuguese. One such 
rule is vo,vel reduction, vvh.ich. affects aJJ stressless vo,vels of a word except for 
the word-initial one, e.g. promQ'ver � prom11'ver '(to) promote'. A more careful 
examination of the data nevertheless reveals that the vo,vel is protected even "'hen 
it is not il1 absolute \vord-initial position (21b). For Vigario (1999: 272-273), this 
constitutes evidence for the presence of a PW boundary at the left of the base 
ocu 'par. The exact prosodic structure of such prefixed formations will be discussed 
in §5. 

(21) a. ocu'par 
b. desocu'par 

'(to) occupy' 
'(to) not occupy' 

4.2 Stress and tone 
Stress is prototypically considered to be an infallible diagnostic for the PW domain: 
a PW n1ust bear only one primary "'Ord stress (see CHAl'TER 41: THE REPRESENTATION 
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oF \VORD STRESS). In Greek, for example, the phonological \VOrdhood of lexical 
\vords and stem-\vord compounds is signaled by the presence of one primary 
stress: 

(22) a. /an0rop-os/ ['an0ropos] 'man' 
man-N01'LSG 

b. /pali-o-mayaz-o/ [paljo'ma\'azo] 'lousy shop' 
bad-LINK V-shop-NOM .sc 

Dixon (2002) reports that in Jara,vara, a Madi dialect of the Arawa family of south
ern Amazonian, prirnary stress is on the penultin1ate syllable, and rhythmic 
stress occurs on every other syllable to the left of the mairl-stressed foot (23a). 
Curiously, compounds and reduplicative formations display l\vo stress peaks, \vhich, 
crucially, are not on the second and the fourth mora from the end of the com
plex word but rather on the penultirnate syllable of each of their constituents; (23b) 
and (23c). The attested stress patterns, therefore, suggest that the relevant formations 
form two PWs, e.g. ['banilrw (ka'sakolrw (Dixon 2002: 128). 

a. to- wa- a- tJJT1a- maro (23) I k ' " ' 
a\vay·APPLIC-in.motion-upstream-FPEF 

b. 'bani-ka'sako I *ba'nika'sako 
c. 'kete-ke'tebe I *ke'teke'tebe 

< ke'tebe 'run, follow' 

'took upstream' 
'wild dog species' 
'run a lot' 

Tonal in.formation may also serve a.s a criterion for delimitirlg the PW boundaries 
(see CHAPTER 42: PITCH ACCENT SYSTEMS). Leben and Ahoua (1997) provide an 
irlstructive example from Baule, a Bia language of the central Tano group. The 
language has both a High and a Lo"' tone. Interestingly, a sequence of High tones 
sho\vs an upsteppmg pattern, \vhich involves a gradual rise in pitch fron1 a level 
phonetically close to Lo'v to a Super-High level. The domain of the ups"reep, as 
this rule is commonly referred to, is the PW. The examples ill (24) demonstrate 
that the rule operates in monomorphemic "'ords (24a) and noun-noun compounds 
(24b ), but it is blocked in possessor-possessed (24c) and subject-predicate 
phrases (24d) (Leben and Al1oua 1997: 117-118). The difference bet\veen these two 
sets of forn1ations is attributed to a difference in their respective prosodic con
stituencies. The former constitute a single PW, e.g. [b6lf n5nn5nlrw (24b), 'vhereas 
the latter are organized into t'''O separate PWs, e.g. [b6li]pw [rnangunlrw (24c). The 
proposed prosodic structures are enhanced \Vith additional evidence from seg
n1ental processes (Leben and Al1oua 1997: 122ff.). 

(24) a. 
' 

A k f s f  'Akisi' 
l- - -1 

b. b 6 l f n 5 n n 5 n  'goat milk' 
I - - l --

c. b 6 l i n1 a n g u n  'goat's friend' 
[ -]( - l - -

d. A y a b 6 l i  'Aya is a goat' 
1- -11 - -1 
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4.3 Phonotactics and syllabification 
The PW has been considered an i1nportant don1ain for phonotactic constraints, 
together \vith the syllable and the foot. ln Dutch, for instance, the sch>va as a 
featureless vo>vel cannot be preceded and follo,·ved by the same consonant; 
/a:l;;1l/, for example, is an impossible morpheme. Across P\'\I boundaries, ho,,,_ 
ever, as in compounds, such sequences are tolerated, e.g.form.u/la-1/ijst 'formula 
list' suggesting that the relevant Obligatory Contour Principle restriction is 
confined by the PvV (Booij 1999: 56-57). 

The boiu1daries of PWs can also be subject to certain restrictions. In German, 
a lax vo\vel constraint (i.e. *(-tense, -lo\v, -long]) limits the distributional free
dom of vo,vels that occur at the right edge of the PW (Hall 1999). In European 
Portuguese (Vigario 2003), a PW cannot begin with a flap [r]. Furthermore, 
Sanskrit shrinks its consonant clusters at the right edge of the PW (Selkirk 1980), 
sharply contrasting in this respect with Dutch, which tolerates the occurrence of 
extra consonants and heavier rhymes in the same position (Booij 1995, 1999). 

In several, but not all, languages syllabification is taken to be a reliable 
diagnostic for establishing the PW domain (e.g. Kang 1992 for Korean; Booij 1995, 
1999 for Dutch; Hall 1999 for Gern1an; Peperkamp 1997 for Italian; Raffelsiefen 
1999 for English). Kang (1992) argues that in Korean, aspirated consonants, 
•vhich normally neutralize to stops in coda position, syJlabify together vvith 
derivational suffixes (25a). This option, ho>vever, is not available "'hen the rele
vant segment is in benveen the nvo stems of a compound (25b), suggesting that 
resyllabification is blocked by an intervening PW-boundary. 

(25) a. [(kiph)v i]N [ki.phi) •[kip.i] 
deep-N.Ml 

b [[lap"] [aph] 1·] [ap.a.p"1"] •[a.pha.ph1·] • ' N N Adv 
front front ADVS 

4.4 Other diagnostics 

[kiphi]rw 
'depth' 
[ap ]pw [ap"ilrw 
'to each person' 

Given that PWs dominate feet and feet are usually branching constituents, 
PWs should be minimally either bi.moraic or disyllabic, depending on whether 
they are composed of moraic or syllabic feet. Thus, foot binarity together \vith 
HEADEDNESS (17b) derive the notion mini111al word (McCarthy and Prince 1986, 1993a, 
1993b, 1998). Prosodic nlinimality is also enforced in n1orphologica1 processes such 
as nicknan1e truncations and various types of clippings (see McCarthy and Prince 
1998 and references cited therein). In Greek, for instance, name truncations are 
mininlal \vords (Topintzi 2003): 

(26) a. Ni'kolaos 'ni.kos 
b. Poli'kseni 'poli, 'kseni 
c. Aspa'sia 'aspa 

.An often cited example in the literature for the identification of the PW is reduc
tion under coordination (e.g. Booij 1985b for Dutch; Kleinhenz 1998 for German). 
For instance, Booij (1985b) den1onstrates, on the basis of the examples in (27) that 
parts of complex 'vords - i.e. con1pounds (27a) and complex forn1ations >vith the 
so-called non-cohering affixes (27b) - can be cut off in coordinate constructions: 
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(27) a. natuurkuAde en schei.kunde 
'nature knowledge and analysis kno\'tledge' 

b. zichtl:ia.'ll' en tastbaar 
'visible and tangible' 

The condition is that this rule applies to trim off only parts of grammatical "'Ords 
\Vhich constitute separate PWs. That is, it can never eliminate an affix that is included 
in the P\iV of the stem it con1bines with: •rodi,g of groenig 'reddish or greenish'. All 
that the rule "sees" is phonological structure, i.e. PW boundaries, and not the inter
nal morphonological structure of ,.vords. 

Language games constitute a resourceful supplier of evidence for the PW. 
Henderson (2002) reports on a play language called "Rabbit Talk" in Arrernte, a 
central Australian language. In Rabbit Talk, the first syllable of the \vord is 
ren1oved fron1 its original position, and transposed to the end of the PW (28a). 
J'v!onosy llabic words skip the transposition rule, and the syllable /ej/ is prefixed 
instead (28b ). For the purposes of this discussion, I follow Henderson in assum
ing that the syllable structure is VC(C). Rabbit Talk suggests that disyllabic case 
clitics constitute a separate PW. In (2&), the two elements of the construction cotU1t 
as separate don1ains: the first elen1ent is treated as a n1onosyllabi.c word and hence 
receives the /ej/ prefix. The clitic /-akerte/, on the other hand, constitutes a PW 

by itself and, as such, it is subjected to the transposition rule. 

(28) ordinary speech Rabbit Talk 

a. an1pangk+eme /runp.angk.em/ /angk .en1.an1p I 
moan+PRES 

b. arhve /art\,r/ /ej.art\v/ 
man 

c. irlpe-akerte /ej.irlp.ert.ak I 
ear-co:MIT 

4.5 Conflicting evidence and methodological issues in 
defining the Phonological Word domain 

Within the Prosodic Phono logy frame,vork, the methodology applied in estab
lishing prosodic constituents in general and the PW in particular involves four 
basic steps: first, discovering the domain '" ithin \Vhich a given phonological 
process applies or is blocked; second, establishing that more rules have the same 
do1nai.n as their locus of application; third, n1atching the string of ele1nents with 
a particular unit of the Prosodic Hierarchy; and fourth, giving the particulars of 
the mapping mechanism that determines '''hich chunk of morphosyntactic struc
ture is organized into that particular unit. A good theory should have a mapping 
mechanism vvi.th a certain degree of descriptive po\ver. In practice, however, 
the '"'eight of investigation falls prirnarily on substantiating a specific prosodic 
constituent on the basis of the phonological rules alone, \vith 1nuch less attention 
paid to the specifics of the morphosyntax. This proves to be quite problematic 
\vhen the phonological component sends conflicting signals. 

Cetnaro"rska (2000) reports that the distribution of secondary (rhyth.nlic) stress 
in proclitic + host strings in Poli.sh preslU11es the existence of a foot that straddles 
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a PW boundary 'vhich is established on the basis of segmental evidence (Rubach 
and Booij 1990). In this case, the stress facts of the language conflict head on with 
the evidence provided by segn1ental rules. Likev-rise, Raffelsiefen (1999) argues 
that assimilation rules in English do not constitute a reliable criterion for estab
lishing PW structure in English. This lack of agreement among different types of 
diagnostic criteria has led some researchers to propose units smaller or even larger 
than the PW in order to acco1nmodate the "problematic" or "misbehaving" data. 
For instance, Rice (1993) acknowledges the existence of a snwll word in Slave, \vluch 
is subject to certain rhyma! constraints, as opposed to the PW, which is the don1ain 
of foot-based processes and various segmental rules. 

\IVhat is dear from the discussion so far is that the proponents of Prosodic 
Phonology have been confronted 'vith challenging issues, and have opted for 
different solutions to deal with then1. The first solution is to acknowledge that 
different types of criteria can serve as diagnostics of phonological '"'ordhood 
i.n different languages and that each language decides on ho"' to prioritize these 
criteria or even discard some of them on the basis of some sort of "scale" of 
relative importance. The question that naturally arises in this case is the v-ray 
and the context in \vhich tlus decision is made. The second solution resorts to the 
proliferation of prosodic domains by inserting pieces of structure with analogous 
pro sodic behavior to distinct slots beJo,v the PW. The problem in this case is whether 
there is an upper bound to the proliferation of domains and, more importantly, 

'"hether these domains are universal . 
There is a third approach to (partially) tackling the problem described above. 

Recall fron1 §3.2 that the Weak Layering Hypothesis offers the option of constructing 
a recursive PW. Such an extended version of the PW has been employed to cap
ture non-isomorphic aspects of the interface from "'here some (but not all) of the 
challenging data stem, as '"e "'ill see in the following section. 

5 Extending the Phonological Word 

The relaxation of the SLH allo,ved the emergence of recursive structures. It is doubt
ful \vhether constituents lower than the PW can be recursive (Ito and Mester 2009; 
Kabak and Revithiadou 2009). Ho\vever, recursion is conlffionly asswned for higher 
levels of the Prosodic Hierarchy, St.1ch a.s the P\IV and the PPh. Selkirk (1995), in a 
study on the typology of ditics, motivates PW recursion as resulting from morpho
syntactic recursion. In (29), phonology "mimics'' the nested structure of the mor
phosyntactic representation by assig11ing PVV boundaries to the edges of constituent 
X (see also Kabak and Revitluadou 2009 for more exan1ples and argun1entation). 

(29) x P\IV 

x PW 

� � 
[[a ti) y] [[a t3) y] 

A recursive P\IV (PW-Rec) comes in t\VO shapes: as a result of a.djunction (30a) and 
as a prosodic co1npo11nd (30b). The latter is typically associated with word-\vord 
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compounds and sequences of function w·ords, the first of "'hich may be inherently 
stressed or stressed due to b inarity. 

(30) a. adjunction b. prosodic co111 pound 

P\"1 PW 

PW PW PW 

� � � 
[C< �] y)] [[a �] [y b]] 

fnc word 'fnc fnc \VOrd 
prf word word word 

ste1n word 

In the Prosodic Phonology literature, P\IV rectrrsion does not ahvays have a mor
phosyntactic motivation. It is often assun1ed to arise either as a parsing choice of 
a particular language or as the result of the subcategorization requirements of indi
vidual elements (e.g. Booij and Lieber 1993 on certain Dutch clitics and prefixes). 
Evidence in support of recursion is primarily dra"'n from phonology and, 
specifically, the fashion in \vhich phonological rules apply 'vithin the lo"'er and 
upper PW. The n1ain n1otivation for the existence of a PW-Rec is the blocking8 or 
the optional application of a PW-level phonological process (e.g. Booij 1995, 1996; 
Peperkamp 1997; Vigario 1999, 2003). In Creek, for example, proclitics and certain 
prefixes are subject to the same segmental rules that typically apply within the 
PW (3la), such as s-voicing before a nasal or a voiced fricative: 

(31) a. /11eras-'menos/ 
Old-PART 

b. /mas '(jinis/ 
CLT.1PL.G£N give-2sc 

c. /ois-'n1irii/ 
twice-ten thousand-PL 

11era 'zmenos 
'aged' 
maz.'c)inis 
'you give us' 
oiz. 'm:irii 
'l\venty thousand ones' 

The fact that such sub-minimal elements are part of the extended PW and not of 
the P\"1 is evidenced by the blocking of resyllabification, e.g. yera.'zme.nos vs. 
111az.'ili.nis, '"hich indicates the existence of a bow1dary at the left edge of the "'Ord. 
The PW bow1dary prevents the proclitic/prefix fron1 fully incorporating into the 
PW of its host/base, suggesting that the sub-minimal element adjoins recursively 
to the P\IV of the \vord: [cl/prf [X0],,w]pw· 

The recursive P\N has proved to be extren1ely useful in accounting for attested 
asynunetries in the degree of cohesion that clitics, affixes, and other dependent 
elements show in relation to their host. For instance, in many languages enclitics 
incorporate to thei.r host, whereas procli.tics adjoin recursively to it (e.g. Booij 1996 
for Dutch; Peperkamp 1997 for Italian; Vigario 2003 for Portuguese; Revithiadou 

• The bl.ocku'g o.f rule applicatioJl is cons.idered as an iJl\O,ediate result of adjunction. Elements of 
the Clater layer of the PW inherit the properties of the mother constitLtent, bL1t, because they are not 
d(>minated by aU of its segments (Chomsky 1986), they can escape (some ot) the rules (cf. Booij 1996). 
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and SpyropouJos 2008 for Greek). Similarly, languages may choose to incorporate 
suffixes but not prefixes into the P1tV of their base. Despite its broad use, however, 
the recursive PW has been called into question as a legitimate prosodic constituent 
111ainly because it is inherently incon1patible >vith the non-recursive nature of 
phonology (see e.g. Neeleman and Koot 2006; Scheer 2008; Vogel 2009). 

6 Conclusions 

.It is clear from the discussion so far that the P1tV, as a constituent that lies at the 
heart of the interface of phonology "'ith morphology and syntax, cannot fully escape 
the problems naturally associated with the complex nature of the mapping. Four 
key aspects of PW have been the focus of attention in this chapter: (a) the 01ech
anism that maps a string of elements into a PW and the principles that govern 
it, (b) the distinction between lexical and post-lexical PW, vvhich essentially reflects 
the split nature of the mapping itself, (c) the type of criteria used to motivate the 
PW domain, and (d) the solutions proposed to account for conflicting evidence. 
The discussion has revealed that all of these issues are surrounded by a number 
of sometin1es thorny problems, and has left nun1erous questions open for further 
research. For instance, it is still undecided whether the distinction bet>veen lexi.cal 
and post-lexical PW can be dispensed with or not, or '''hether certain types of 
processes are universally associated \vith the PW. 

On the other hand, PW, as a theoretical construct, has been shown to play an 
in1portant role in language acquisition (e.g. Fikkert 1994; Gerken 1994) and in 
language change (e.g. Lahiri 2000). Furthermore, psycholinguistic research has estab
lished a strong relation behveen the PW and units of production and perception 
(\'\l'heeldon and Lahiri 1997, 2002), thus lending further support to the PW as a 
functionally useful constituent of the Prosodic Hierarchy. Future research will 
hopefully shed light on less clear aspects of the properties of the PW and the 111ode 
in which it is constructed and hence advance our understanding of this pivotal 

constituent of the Prosodic Hierarchy and, by extension, of the prosodic organ
ization of grantmatical elements. 
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52 Ternary Rhythm 

CURT RICE 

1 The facts 

Most languages with iterative stress patterns sho\v a sin1ple rhythnuc alternation 
behveen stressed and unstressed syUables (CHAPTER 39: STRESS: PHONOTACTIC AND 
PHONETIC EVIDENCE; CHAPTER 41: THE REPRESENTATION OF \¥ORD STRESS). But in a 
few cases, stress appears not on every second syllable, but rather on every third 
one. Patterns of this nature reveal the phenomenon of ternary rhythn1. 

Ternary rhythm is 1nost easily seen in a language '"ith a stress systen1 that 
ignores tl1e internal structure of syllables, i.e. a. quantity-insensitive systen1 
(see CHAPTER 57: QUANTITY-SENSITIVITY). Cayuvava, no'.v extinct, but formerly 
spoken in parts of Bolivia, is a language well documented in the "'Ork of Key 
(e.g. Key 1961, 1967). It is classified as an isolate, with no established genetic 
relationslup to other languages. Key's field,vork docun1ents ternary rhythm in 
Cayuvava and no relevant syllable qt.lantity. Stress in tl1is language appears 
on every fuird syllable counting from the right edge of the '''Ord. To see the 
pattern schematically, consider the representations in (1). Each number repres
ents a syllable: "O" represents a syllable 'vith no stress, "1" represents a syllable 
with primary stress, and "2" represents secondary stress. The pattern is clain1ed 
to eola.nate from the right edge of the 'vord and the representations here are 
fuerefore right-justified. The pattern clearly emerges from this schematic 
representation. 

(l) Ternary alternation patterns of Cayuvava 

a .  10 
b. 100 
c. 0100 
d. 00100 
e. 200100 
f. 0200100 
g. 00200100 
h. 200200100 
i. 0200200100 
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The transcribed data from the literature on Cayuvava flesh out the schematic 
patterns. We can see forms fron1 Key's '''Ork in (2), which correspond to the 
patterns already sketched in (1). 

(2) Cayuvava 
a. '<la.pa 
b. 'to.mo.ho 

' 
. 

c. a.  n.po.ro 
d. a.ri..'pi.ri.to 
e. ,a.ri.hi.'hi.be.e 
f. ma.,ra.ha.ha.'e.i.ki 
g. i.ki. ,ta.pa.ra.'re.pe.ha 

"canoe' 
'sn1all water container' 
'he already turned around' 
'already planted' 
'I have already put the top on' 
'their blankets' 
'the \Valer is clean' 

To see a more complex instance of ternary rhyth.o:i., '"e turn to Tripura Bangl.a. 
Das (2001) describes Tripura Bangla as a dialect of Bangla, resulting from a com
plicated sociolinguistic situation in the small Indian state of Tripura, "'here it is 
a commonly used lingua franca. 

One con1pl ication in the pattern of Tripura Bangla when co1npared with 
Cayuvava is the relevance of syllable structure for stress assignn1ent. Before illus
trating this, we can discern the default pattern through a consideration of "''ords 
consisting only of light syllables. In such strings, '''e find main stress on the initial 
syllable and secondary stress emanating rightward in a ternary rhythm. However, 
a final light syllable cannot bear stress. When the pattern '"ould place stress on a 
final syllable - e.g. in strings of four or seven syllables - that stress is not realized. 
This means, for example, that a word consisting of exactly four light syllables will 
have only one stress, namely the main stress on the word-initial syllable. 

(3) Tripura Bangln default pattern 
a. ' ra.za 'king' 
b. 'go.ra.li 'ankle' 
c. 'ni: .ta 'leader' 
d. 'boi.ra.gi 'mendicant' 
e. 'bc.na.ro.fi 'Benaras silk' 
f. 'bi.�£.s:>.na 'consideration' 
g. 'f:>.ma.b.,s:>.na 'criticism' 
h. 'o .nu .kJ., ro .ni.j:i 'imitable' 
l. 'J.no.nu.,da. �o.ni.jJ 'unintelligible' 

J· 'J.no.nu. ,k:>.ro.ni.,j:i.ta 'ininutability' 

These patterns can be perturbed by closed syllables. Closed syllables can under 
certain circumstances tolerate stress in "'Ord-final position and they can also draw 
stress off fro1n a vvord-initial open syllable. A simple generalization is that a 
stressed light syllable ca1mot be inm1ediately followed by a closed syllable. When 
this ,.vould happen, the closed syllable bears stress instead. Further complications 
assign stress to the third syllable '"hen it is heavy and to a '"Ord-final closed 
syllable, unless immediately preceded by a stressed syllable. Providing analyses 
at this level of detail is not the aspiration here, but both Das (2001) and Houghton 
(2006) discuss these patterns in detail. The data in (4) have closed syllables in 
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various positions. In positions 'vhere 've expect stress any'\o\1ay, the patterns are 
as in (3). In other cases, the heavy syllable interrupts the default pattern. 

(4) Tn:pura Bang/a quantity effects 
a. 'n1al.fa 'big metal bowl' 
b. '<pa. ti! 'earthen pot' 
c. 'f :>r.kar 'government' 
d.  ::i.'h:>t).kar 'pride' 
e. 'f :>l).r:>k.,k:>n 'reservation' 
f. o. 'big.ga.,cp:>n 'intimation' 
g. 'o.nu.,bik.k:>n 'microscope' 
h. 'bacp.zait.ta.mi 'adamancy' 
!. ':>.no.,nu.k:>.,r::in 'non-imitation' 

J. 'p,)ct.dja.l:>.,s:>.na 'deliberation' 
k. 'f .)l).r:>k.ko. ,ni.j:>. ta 'preservability' 
]. '<pa. r.).,dO f. f i.k.).ta 'expertness' 

Ternary rhythn1 is also visible in Chugach Alutiiq, a Yup'ik language spoken 
by a small nun1ber of individuals in Alaska. This language is most extensively 
documented in a series of important works by Leer (e.g. l985a, 1985b). These data 
and Leer's discussion figure prominently in the literature on ternary rhythm, 
including many of the theoretical 'vorks cited in the present chapter. 

Quantity is also relevant for the placement of stress in Chugach Alutiiq, but 
unlike in Tripura Bangla, a syllable n1ust have a long vo'\o\•el to perturb the pattern. 
Closed syllables with short vo,vels - except '"'hen in word-initial position - do 
not attract stress. Assuming that the default stress pattern is revealed in strings 
\vith no relevant quantity distinctions, stress in Chugach appears on the second 
syllable and then every third syllable thereafter. A \Vord in Chugach Alutiiq 
with five or six light syllables '"'ill have stress on the second and fifth. A word 
\vith four, ho,vever, \viJI have stress on the second and fourth. SyUables '"'ith long 
vowels ahvays attract stress. 

(5) Cllugach Alu tiiq 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d .  
e. 
f. 
g. 
h. 
. 
l. 

J. 
k. 
l. 

mu.'lu.kan 
a.'ku.ta.'n1ek 

I l I • ta. qa.ma. u. ru 
'k ' . a. u.tar.tu. nir.tuq 

n1a.' !Jar .su.qu.' ta.q u. 'ni 
'taa.'taa 
'taa.ta.'qa 
' . ' naa.nl.a.cl. quq 
'naa.qu.ma.'lu.ku 
'naa.ma.'ci.'qua 
mu.'u.'kuut 
u. 'lu.te.ku. 'ta.'raa 

'if she takes a long tin1e' 
'ak11taq (a food) (ABL sc)' 
'apparently getting done' 
'he stopped eating nkutaq' 
'if he (REPL) is going to hunt a porpoise' 
'her fa th er' 
'n1y father' 
'it will suffice' 
'apparently reading it' 
'I \viii suffice' 
'if you take a long time' 
'he's going to watcl1 her' 

The three cases presented above are the clearest examples of ternary rhythm that 
have been uncovered to this point. The languages include some very long words, 
and even in the quantity-sensitive languages, there are words consisting of long 
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strings of light syllables. Leer's transcriptions of those strings indicate stressed 
syllables that are separated by tivo unstressed syllables. This is the empirical basis 
for the claim that ternary rhythin is a real phenomenon and that a n1etrical theory 
of stress assignment must have formal tools that can generate such patterns. While 
the clearest cases are presented above, there are other languages v»hich have 
been analyzed as having ternary rhythm, at least in some subset of the data. Most 
familiar among these are Ho-Chunk, Sentani, and Munster Irish. 

Having established the basis for the claim that ternary rhythn1 is an empirical 
fact, ive turn now to n1etrical theory and the n1ajor strategies that that literature 
offers for the analysis of these data. 

2 Theory and analysis 

The preceding section has established that a plausible theory of metrical struc
ture must offer a strategy for modeling ternary rhythm. We turn now to a brief 
review of the emergence of this issue in the literature and the general tendencies 
that can be identified. 

Hints about the treatn1ent of ternary rhytlm1 can be found very early in the 
development of a generative theory of stress assignment. As CHAPTER 40: THE 

FOOT discusses in detail, early work in generative phonology treated stress as the 
realization of a phonological feature [stress]. In this way, stress \vas analyzed "'ith 
tools parallel to those used in the analysis of place of articulation - e.g. [coronal] 
or [dorsal) - or n1anner of articulation - e.g. [voice] or [continuant]; cf. Chon1sky 
and Halle (1968) (see CHAPTER 17: DJSTJNCTIVE FEATURES). 

A breakthrough in the study of stress systems came \vith Liberman's (1975) pro
posal that stress should be characterized not as a feature with absolute values, 
but rather as a relation in \vhich two elen1ents differ in their relative pronlinence. 
Along with this proposal ca1ne hierarchical representations and the introduction 
of the metrical foot into the generative literature, fu.rtl1er developed in Liberman 
and Prince (1977). The foot naturally invited a more extensive theory of prosodic 
structure, incorporating segments into syllables, syllables into feet, and so on 
up the prosodic tree to the phrase or utterance; cf. Nespor and Vogel (2008) (see 
also CHAPTER 40: THE FOOT; CHAPTER 51: THE PHONOLOGICAL \'/ORD; CHAPTER 84: 
CLJTICS; CHAPTER so: TONAt AtIGNMENT). Th.is is the context in �vhich any pro
posed modifications of metrical theory find themselves today. The first extensive 
typological 1vork on stress systems is found in Hayes (1980). Hayes studies the 
stress systems of many languages, and identifies a number of parameters that 
can be used to cl1aracterize the variation sho\vn in these languages. Paran1eters 
specify points of variation, St.lch as the direction of foot construction, sensitivity 
to syllable-internal quantitative structure, trochaic or iambic headedness of the 
feet, whether feet are binary or unbounded, the edge of the 1vord that hosts main 
stress, and ivhether or not peripheral material can be excluded from the initial 
parse through extrametricality. And, indeed, it is precisely fue discussion lead
ing up to the proposal of extran1etricality that includes the earliest considerations 
of ternary rhythm. Before turning to the treatment of iterative ternary rhythm in 
metrical theory and Optimality Theory (OT), the relevance of extrametricality and 
its competitor are discussed. For a n1ore thorough overview of metrical theory, 
see van der Hulst (1999) or Han1n1ond (1995). 
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3 Extrametricality vs. ternary feet 

Extrametricality as a theoretical tool arose in response to apparent ternary rhythn1 
at the edges of words. The stress pattern of English nouns offers a relevant illus
tration. In sufficiently long \VOrds, we can see that English displays alternating, 
binary stress assignment, in \VOrds such as Apalachicola, Minnesota, candelabra. But 
\vhen \Ve examine the right edges of \vords more closely, we quickly find that 
stress is son1etin1es found not on one of the final t\vo syllables, but rather on the 
antepenultimate syllable, as in America, cinema, analysis. In this way, we identify a 
fundamentally binary system that has a ternary component, namely a three-syllable 
windO\V at the right edge of the \vord. A model that only constructs binary feet 
over an entire word "'ould not be able to generate this pattern. Specifically, the 
construction of feet fron1 right to left in English nouns \VOtild alvvays result in 
penultimate stress. Ho'" can a binary foot "reach in" far enough to position primary 
stress on the antepenult? To model antepenultimate stress, two possible enhance
ments of the theory \vere entertained early on. One of these is extrametricality. 

Extrametricality is a theoretical tool that does not explicitly entail enhance
ment of the inventory of feet. Instead, it provides a particular strategy for foot 
construction, or parsing a string of syllables. In particular, extran1etricality excludes 
a peripheral syllable fron1 the string to be parsed into feet In the case of English 
nouns, exclusion of the final syllable, follo"'ed by construction of a binary left
headed foot, \vill place stress on the antepenultimate syllable. Extrametricality is 
also illustrated in CHAPTER 43: EXTRAMETRlCALITY AND NON-FINALITY. As \Ve \Vill see 
belo,.v, son1e later work on iterative ternary rhythn1 relativizes the peripherality 
requirement, such that syllables can be excluded. from the string not only when 
they are word-peripheral but also, for example, "'hen they are foot-peripheral. 

A conceptual ly different approach from extrametricality would be to enhance 
the model such that it also includes ternary feet. Data of the type described for 
English nouns \vould then be n1odeled by building a ternary foot at the edge, 
follo,ved by the construction of binary feet iterating lefrn•ard. Since the stress 
that is found in the three-syllable i.1indow is the primary stress, this amounts to 
a proposal that primary stress can be modeled through the use of one kind of 
foot •vhile secondary stress requires another. Such proposals can be found for other 
points of paran1etric variation for foot construction, as '"ell. For exan1ple, primary 
stress may require the use of a quantity-sensitive foot, while iterative secondary 
stress seems to be quantity-insensitive (van der Hulst 1984, 1999). 

One strategy for modeling an edgemost ternary domain - extrametricality -
enhances the parsing strategies available in the theory, while the other strategy 
- a ternary foot - enhances the inventory of feet available in the theory. 

4 Modeling iterative ternary rhythm 

The parameters of metrical theory specify the nature of feet and control their 
construction across •vords in languages. The feet that are constructed are con
stituents that create a domain for the assignment of relative prominence. Prince 
(1983) offers an alternative approach \Vithout internal constituency, representing 
relative pron1inence instead only \\'ith a grid, and reconstrui.ng some of Hayes's 
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parameters such that their effects can be replicated \'l"ithout binary constituents 
(see also CHAPTER 41: THE REPRESENTATION OF WORD STRESS). The debate about 
constituency includes argun1entation based on sensitivity of non-stress phenon1-
ena to feet, as reviewed in Kenstowicz (1993). This debate is present in much of 
the subsequent literature, finding one of its most extensive and significant con
siderations in Halle and Vergnaud (1987). 

Halle and Vergnaud's constituentized grid representation integrates grids 
and feet. Grids are built but the gridn1arks are grouped and these groupings 
represent constituents. The construction process in1plements parameter settings 
here, too, also in pursi.iit of a typology of stress systems. And it is here, in Halle 
and Vergnaud's opus, that "'e find the first discussion of iterative ternary stress 
presented in a major work on stress system typology. 

Halle and Vergnaud of course dra\v on papers and presentations regarding 
ternarity that \vere floating about in the in1mediately preceding years, '"ith some 
issues already nascent in McCarthy (1979). The discussion of iterative ternary 
rhythm and its implications for the typologies under consideration in the relevant 
literature \vas initiated by Levin (1985), which \Vas ultimately published in a 
significantly 1nodi£ied forn1 as Levin (1988). Levin's \Vork drew on the data fron1 
Cayuvava in (2). 

Halle and Vergnaud (:1987) discuss neither Tripura Bangla nor Chugach Alutiiq. 
Regarding the latter, Leer's (1985a, 1985b) careful and important results would 
soon influence the details of the constituentized grid theory. Leer's 'vork \Vas 
picked up on in Rice (1988), \Vhere an analysis in the spirit of Halle and Vergnaud 
(1987) is advanced. This, in turn, influenced subsequent revisions of the theory, 
as presented in Halle (1990). 

The theory developed by Halle and Vergnaud models ternary rhythm through 
the construction of ternary feet, extending to the problem of iterative ternary 
rhythm the spirit of the approach discussed above in the context of word-final 
three-syllable stress wi.J1do\vs. 

A competing approach also reflects that earlier debate. This competitor maintains 
a size limit sucll that feet are maximally binary. Ternary rhythm is achieved with a 
parsing strategy that leaves occasional syllables unincorporated into feet, extending 
the basic notion of extrametricality; cf. Hammond (1990) and Hayes (1995). 

These hvo general approaches, to be illustrated presently, form the heart of 
the theoretical d.eba.te occasioned by ternary stress patterns. As \ve will see in the 
discussion of ternary rhythm and OT belo,v, the debate persists there, too. We 
turn no'v to the chronologically first approach, namely an analysis of ternary rhythm 
using ternary feet. 

5 Ternary feet 

5.1 Amphibrachs 

.At first glance, the Cayuvava stress patterns i.J1 (1) and (2) su.ggest a.n analysis with 
dactylic feet (strong-,veak-\veak), built from right to left. If we maintain a para
metric strategy for constructing feet, then the independently established presence 
i.J1 the theory of a parameter placing heads at the left or right edge of the foot 
n1eans that the adn1ission of dactyls to the inventory of derivable feet \Vould in1ply 
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the introduction of anapests (weak-\veak-strong) as well. Allowing a ternary foot 
\Vith its head at the left edge implies via the relevant paran1eter the possibility 
of constructing a ternary foot with its head at the right edge. With Cayuvava as 
the only known case of iterative ternary rhythm at the time of this theoretical \vork, 
generating dactyls \VOuld lead to the phenomenon of overgeneration, i.e. being 
able with the tools of the theory to generate patterns not known to exist. 

In pursuit of a restrictive theory, Levin (1988) therefore takes a different tack, 
relaxing metrical theory just enough to allow for exactly one type of ternary foot, 
instead of hvo; dactyls and anapests are disallo"'ed, but the theory now permits 
amphibrachs, i.e. ternary feet with prominence on the middle syllable, employ
ing a strategy described belo1v. \!Vhen combined '''ith final extrametricality - '''hich 
can be overridden 'vhe.n necessary to build at least one foot on the (minimal) 
disyllabic "'ords - the construction of amphibrachs will yield a footing of the 
schen1atic patterns in (1) that correctly locates stress, as seen in (6). Parentheses 
indicate feet and angled brackets mark extrametricality. In longer words, initial 
lone syllables are left unfooted, by stipulation. 

(6) Ternary alternations pa.rsed into a.mphibrachs 

a. (10) 
b.  (10)(0) 
c. (010)(0) 
d.  0(010)(0) 
e. (20)(010)(0) 
f. (020)(010)(0) 
g. 0(020)(010)(0) 
h. (20)(020)(010)(0) 
l. (020)(020)(010)(0) 

Halle and Vergna.ud (1987) adopt Levi.n's strategy, and also limit Universal 
Grammar (UC) to this one type of ternary foot. They parameterize the require
ment that the head of a constituent be at its edge. vVhen this parameter is set such 
that the head is .not required to be at the edge of a constituent, the only ternary 
foot that can en1erge is an an1phibrach; cf. Rice (1988, 1990) for related discus
sion. The approach developed by Levin and \videly d i scussed in pu.blications 
by Halle and Vergnaud effectively views iterative ternary rhythm as evidence for 
expanding the inventory of feet. Constituents may have one head, but as n1any 
as two non-heads. For then1, there is no hierarchical structure within the foot, so 
that this approach generates flat ternary feet. 

Another main thrust of the literature also sees a proposal with ternary feet, 
but no\v \Vith internal hierarchical structure. Early proponents of this include 
Dresher and Lahiri (1991) and Rice (1992), building on Rice (1990). Leer's (198Sb) 
article offers lhe leading idea, na1nely identifying the quantitative equivalence 
of t\vo light syllables with a single heavy syllable, aJJo,vi.ng either of those con
figurations to be the hea.d of a foot. Ta.king into account a non-head consisting 
of a light syllable, a foot might consist of three light syllables, hvo of '''hich are 
themselves a subconstituent. Hence, ternary feet become an option. 

In the foot typology of Hayes (1980), some languages were identified in which 
the heads of feet must be heavy, a foot type dubbed the obligatory branching foot. 
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Rice (1992) in particular draws a parallel behveen Hayes's obligatory branching 
feet and the analysis of ternarity under consideration, since the head consisting of 
one heavy syllable or two light ones could be construed as obligatory branching. 

That analysis is also relevant to the contrast ben"een (6e) and (6d): in the forn1er 
case, t"'O '"ord-initial syllables concluding the right-to-left parse are sufficient 
for a foot, while the single syllable in the latter case is not. The analysis in Rice 
(1992) suggests that degenerate feet n1ust have a head, and in the case of the 
ternary feet constructed for Cayuvava, two lights are required to constitute a head, 
hence the nunirnal foot (and word) is binary. In the approach with flat ternary 
feet, it is unclear "'hy a minimum of hvo syllables is necessary for a degenerate 
foot. Additional discussion related to this approach can be found in  Everett 
(1988), Hewitt (1992), Rice (1993), Blevins and Harrison (1999), van der Hulst 
(1999), Rifkin (2003), and other references 1nentioned below. 

5.2 Weak local parsing 

The appearance of iterative ternary stress patterns in the literature on metrical 
phonology triggered, as noted above, a second strategy. Instead of increasing the 
set of possible feet, this second strategy increased the set of possible parsing 
strategies. This approach is developed in Hayes (1995), drawing on earlier work 
by Hammond (1990). In Hayes's approach, universal grammar allo,vs only three 
kinds of feet, as in (7) (see also CHAPTER 44: THE IAMBIC-TROCHAIC LAW). 

(7) The Hnyesinn foot ti;pology 
a. Syllabic trochee (x . ) 

0 0 
b. Moraic trochee (x . ) (x) 

L L or H 
c. Ia1nb (. x )  (x) 

L <J or H 

No exhaustive parsing of a string \Vith any of these feet will give an iterative 
ternary pattern. But non-exhaustive parsing can do that. Hayes proposes that UG 
include a "'eak local parsing parameter that creates the possibility of leaving 
an unparsed syllable behveen each foot. The unparsed syllable can by stipulation 
only be a light one. Having an unparsed l ight syllable behveen each foot yields 
a ternary pattern using only binary feet, as in (8). 

(8) Ternary alternations parsed into non-exhaustive binary feet 
a. (10) 
b. (10)(0} 
c. 0(10)(0} 
d. 00(10)(0} 
e. (20)0(10)(0} 
f. 0(20)0(10)(0} 
g. 00(20)0(10)(0} 
h. (20)0(20)0(10)(0} 
). 0(20)0(20)0(10)(0} 
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For the Cayuvava pattern, trochees are constructed from right to left; whether they 
are moraic or syllabic trochees is irrelevant, since there is no quantity distinction 
in this language. The parsing also uses final extran1etricality and, of course, '"eak 
local parsing. The final syllable in (Sc) is extrametrical and the initial syllable is 
unfooted, because it is too little to be a foot, since no degenerate feet are allo,ved. 
In (8d) the influence of weak local parsing is seen; in this form, there is in fact 
sufficient material at the left edge of the word to form a foot. Si.nee doing so '"ould 
result in adjacent feet - '"hich is not allowed with \Veak local parsing - no foot 
can be formed. Not until '"e have six syllables, as in (8e), is there sufficient space 
to build hvo non-adjacent - i.e. v»eakly local parsed - feet. A detail beyond the 
scope of this chapter is that adjacency can be tolerated in the case of adjacent heavy 
syllables - as in Chugach - suggesting that the requirement to incorporate heavy 
syllables into feet has priority over the prohibition on adjacent feet w1der '"eak 
local parsing. 

5.3 Summary 

At the level of analysis, \Ve have seen that there are hvo primary strategies for 
constructing constituents across strings when the goal is to achieve iterative ternary 
alternations. One strategy is to expand the inventory of constituents, and here 
there are also t\vo approaches. In the approach developed by Levin (1988) and 
Halle and Vergnaud (1987), flat ternary feet are allo,ved. Any non-head in a 
foot must be adjacent to its head. This allows exactly one kind of ternary foot, 
nan1ely an an1phibrach, "'here the head is not found at the edge of the foot, but 
rather is flanked by t\"o non-heads. The second inventory-expanding approach, 

as seen primarily in Dresher and Lahiri (1991) and Rice (1992), relaxes the 
requirement that the head of a foot can span only one syllable. Feet that require 
heavy heads can draw their 1naterial either fro1n one heavy syllable or fron1 
l\vo light ones. 

The alternative to expanding the foot inventory is expanding the strategies 
available for constructing binary feet, and the primary representative of this 
approach is Hayes (1995). In this approach, binary feet are constructed in a neiv 
way. There are h�'O necessary properties to the weak local parsing of a string: 
feet must be non-adjacent and they must be 1ninin1ally non-adjacent. These 
requirements lead to iterative construction of feet that are separated by one light 
syllable. 

There \vas, as noted, an early debate in the metrical literature regarding the need 
for constituency; perhaps stress systen1S can be n1odeled simply \Vith a theory of 
prominence as represented "'ith a grid, and feet are superfluous. This debate has 
not shown itself in the context of ternary rhythm., insofar as the literature lacks 
a grid-only analysis of iterative ternary rhythm. 

6 Ternary rhythm in Optimality Theory 

The typological enterprise in generative grammar has enjoyed enhanced pro
minence in the era of OT (McCarthy and Prince 1993; Prince and Smolensky 1993). 
One of the core foci in the OT literature is typology (Archangeli and Langendoen 
1997; Roca 1997; Kager 1999). Classic OT achieves typological insights by having 
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a universally fixed set of constraints. Variation is modeled \Vith constraint 
reranking. The factorial typology of constraint rankings defines the range of 
possible gra1nn1ars. 

Stress patterns and metrical theory have played an important role in the con
struction and exploration of optimality-theoretic approaches to modeling grammar. 
Indeed, one of the important early discussions of the PO"'er of violable constraints 
was built around the pursuit of a parallelist strategy for achieving the effects 
of directionality. The insight in this discussion is that 1ninirnal violation of a 
requirement that all feet be at one edge of the \vord (ALLFT-L or ALLFT-R), when 
combined "'ith the force of a requirement that all syllables be parsed into feet 
(PARSE-a), '"ill yield as optimal a parse identical \Vi.th serial foot construction from 
one edge of a string to the other. 

Less present in the OT literature, however, has been discussion of ternary rhythm. 

There has been almost no debate about the contrast between analyses using ternary 
feet and those using non-exhaustive parsing with binary feet. Indeed, Rice (2007) 
is to the best of my kno,vledge the only publication in w·hich the issue is even 
mentioned, although Hyde (2002) also offers relevant perspectives on the nature 
of ternary parsing. 

The most pronlinent discussions of ternary rhythm in OT nU.n.1ic the weak local 
parsing approach, as in Ishii (1996) and Elenbaas and Kager (l 999). Elenbaas and 
Kager take an important principled position on methodology. In particular, they 
articulate and adopt the goal of deriving iterative ternary rhythm \Vi.th tools that 
are already necessary to account for other phenomena. This laudable position of 
theirs contrasts with the too frequent practice in OT analyses of positing new con
straints to give ne\v analyses. That practice has substantial implications, in light 
of the methodology of the factorial typology noted above; introducing a new con
straint introduces many new grammars, and the restricted typological enterprise 
as construed in classic OT is substantially challenged \vith every ne\v constraint 
that is introduced. 

The analysis of ternary rhythm in OT based on underparsing has hvo crucial 
components. First, PARSE-a - which requires that syllables be incorporated into 
feet - must be relatively lo\v-ranked. This '"ill be important in allo"'ing optimization 
of an incomplete parse along the lines seen in (8). But simply ranking PARSE belo\v 
a requirement that all feet align with the right edge of the word will yield a parse 
\vith only one foot. Note that ALLFT-R awards a violation for every syllable 
intervening behveen the right edge of a foot and the right edge of the vvord, for 
each foot. 

(9) Underparsing with low-ranked PARSE 

(] (f (] (] (] (] ALLFT-R PARSE 

a. ('aa)('aa)('aa) *t***** 
b. a('aa)a('aa) *l** •• 

·�· c. aaaa('aa) **** 

This brings us to the second crucial component.  To counter the pressure of 
ALLfT-R, parsing of at least some of the other syllables must be re'"arded. The 
solution offered builds on well-established insights that lapses in long parses 
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should be avoided; cf. Selkirk (1984). There are various *LAPSE constraints in the 
literature (e.g. Kager 1994; Green 1995; Gordon 2002), \vhere the leading idea is 
that a string of n1ore than two unstressed syllables is disfavored. With •LAPSE 
ranked above ALLFT-R, the optimal parse will show only as much parsing as is 
necessary to mini.mize violations of *LAPSE, and will favor options in which the 
feet are relatively to,vard the right. 

(10) Ternary rhyth.111 with •LAPSE 

aaaaaa 
a.  ('crcr)(cr'a)(a'cr) 
b. (a'a)a(a'a)a 

ll;i' c. a(a'a)a(a'a) 
d. aa(a'a)(a'a) 

•LAPSE 

. , 

ALLFr-R PARSE 
****!** 
****I* •• 

••• •• 

•• •• 

The OT analysis of ternary stress requires consideration of many more details 
and much more discussion, \vhich is to be found in the cited \vorks. For present 
purposes, it is sufficient to note that an analysis akin to Hayes's weak local 
parsing strategy is achieved through the interaction of *LAPSE and ALLFT-R. 
Although the methodology of pursuing an analysis built simply on the rerank
ing of independently 1notivated constraints is commendable, that goal has not 
yet been achieved. For exa1nple, careful study reveals that 1nultiple versions of 
*LA.PSE ,viJJ be necessary, one of which is specifically designed for the ternary cases; 
this is made laudably explicit in Houghton (2006). While the use of ternary-specific 
tools is not an a priori fla\v of these analyses, it nonetheless keeps them from 
clearing the high bar set in pursuit of an analysis by pure reranking of constraints 
that are not ternary-specific. 

In addition to facilitating an illustration of the strategy that has been most 
thoroughly pursued in providing an analysis of ternary rhythm \vithin OT, the 
patterns under consideration here raise another important n1ethodological point. 
Future \vork in OT that considers the relative merits of the l\\'O main types of 
analyses illustrated above - ternary feet or underparsing - must consider related 
issues a.bout the division of labor among the modules of the theory. Consider, 
for example, the possibility that a particular analysis intends to optimize a parse 
that does not use flat ternary feet, or amphibrachs. Ho\v \Vill such feet and their 
optimization be avoided? 

If it is possible that prosodic structure is present in inputs -a possibility required 
by the riclu1ess of the base niethodology - then amphibrachs are possibly present 
in inputs. One way in which these can be prevented from being selected as 
optimal is \vith a constraint that rules them out. Introducing an anti-amphibrach 
constraint, ho,vever, ilnplicitly raises the possibility that it could be ranked relatively 
10,.v, which il1 turn could open the door to the optimization of such structures. 
If one's position is that a.n1phibrachs are never optin1al, then it is iuuortu11ate to 
achieve this universal exclusion \vith a constraint. The alternative is to provide 
structure to Gen, such that the output of Gen cannot include amphibrachs. The 
tension between these possibilities is the focus of Rice (2007), and it is one of the 
general theoretical issues raised in OT by the study of ternary rhythn1. 
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7 Implications and directions for future research 

As noted earlier, one strategy for n1odeling an edgemost ternary domain - extra
metricality - enhances the parsing strategies available in the theory, "'hile the 
other strategy - a ternary foot - enhances the inventory of feet available in the 
theory. On 'vhat basis can a theoretician select the model to be pursued? Are these 
t\vo options really different from one another in son1e meaningful sense? Does 
one approach allo'"' for the description of some kind of situation that the other 
one does not? 

If the approaches do not make different predictions, are there other strategies 
available for selecting among them? One possibility 'vould be to appeal to general 
principles of theory construction or to findings in other realn1s of cognitive science. 
Such principles or findings may have implications for selecting among con1peting 
theories of phonology. 

To see one example of argumentation for selecting among competing theories, 
\Ve can turn to Hayes's (1980) argumentation for extran1etricality over ternary feet. 
This argun1ent is based prinIBrily on identifying differences i.n the types of sys
tems the competing theories predict. In the cited \vork, Hayes con1pares his foot 
inventory at that point \vi.th a proposal made by lVIorris Halle, attributed to "class 
notes" (Hayes 1980: 114ff.). Halle had introduced ternary feet into his version of 
the theory, \vhile Hayes had developed the approach using extrametricality. 

Hayes begins his argument against Halle's inventory by stating the following: 
"I kno'" of no languages whose stress patterns could simply be described using 
feet of the [ternary] form" (Hayes 1.980: 115). This quotation suggests that a gap 
in the typology - namely the absence of languages \Vith iterative ternary rhythm 
- can be used as an argument against a theory that could in fact model that. 

At the conclusion of the section, we are again encouraged to adopt an inventory 
'vith binary feet and peripheral extran1etricality, in part because it provides "an 
explanation for '"hY feet whid� have (ternary] surface forms . . .  are never assigned 
iteratively" (Hayes 1980: 122). 

This example from the early literature on ternary rhythm illustrates an argument 
based on overgeneration. The theories are evaluated, and the one that generates 
a pattern not known to exist is dispreferred on those grounds. Gaps in the typo
logy become a criterion. for theory selection. Ho,vever, as 've no'v kno'"' from the 
sections above, this gap \vas soon revealed to be accidental. 

This is not the only example in the generative literature of argumentation based 
on gaps in the empirical record. We might use this occasion to ask 'vhether such 
experiences are relevant as we hone our methodology for identifying the prop
erties of UG. The fo.llo,ving paragraphs present sorne of the broader implications 
that may be explored on the basis of our discussion of ternary rhythm. 

The typological enterprise as \videly practiced in generative phonology aspires 
to model grammatical variation through sin1ple forn1al manipulations of various 
components of the theory: reranking of constraints, different rules or rule orders, 
or the setting of parameters to different valu.es. 

Generative linguists often see themselves as doing \VOrk grounded in a 
reliable typology of the structures found in natural languages. Our goal - cf. 
Odden (forthcoming) - is to identify the limits of the human linguistic capacity 
and to model that knowledge. What is a possible granm1ar, and what is not? What 
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cognitive structures must be posited to restrict the outcome of the language 
acquisition process to possible gra1nmars, thereby rendering unattainable the 
impossible ones? And regarding the case at hand, '"hat does the fact of ternary 
rhythm force us to posit in our theory? 

These questions are sometimes studied from "above." Researchers could take 
as their starting point a theory of cognitive capacity and build a model of linguistic 
kno,vledge within the context of that theory. Demonstrated incompatibility of 
a conceivable linguistic structure with a kno\vn fact about our cognitive systen1 
would be an argument for genuine universal ungrammaticality: cf. Odden (2008) 
and Reiss (2008). 

Alternatively, one could develop a theory from "below." In this case, one \vould 
approach the matter through a deep study of one language or one family of lan
guages, or through a carefully selected set of unrelated languages. Regardless of 
the starting point one adopts, any predictive 1nodel of linguistic kno,.vledge '"'ill 
be held accountable to facts about natural languages. 

We \vork to enhance the empirical foundation for developing theories of 
grammars by studying individual languages. The very act of documenting, de.scrib
ing, and analyzing the multifarious properties and subsystems that are found in 
natural language entails engagement in a typological enterprise; cf. Newn1eyer 
(2005) and Hyman (2009). A model of linguistic kn<nvledge that all<nvs the con
struction of a particular grammar gains credibility vis ii vis its competitors "'hen 
a specific language is identified that requires precisely that grammar. 

VVe nught call this the positive typological enterprise: certain structures are 
attested in the set of \.veil-studied natural languages, and any theory of granm1ar 
must sanction the generation of such structures. 

But there is also a negative typological enterprise. Work on this side of the program 
aspires to model the absence of unattested structures. If "'e imagine competing 
models of linguistic kno\vledge, all of which satisfy the positive side of the enter
prise insofar as all of the1n generate those structures that are kno,.vn to exist, then 
\ve need some criterion for choosing among them . . Proposed models of linguistic 
kno,vledge are therefore routinely criticized from the negative side, ie. for allo"'ing 
the construction of a grammar that is not kno,.vn to be instantiated by any natural 
language; this is the state of overgeneration, of \Vhich \Ve sa'"' an example above. 

A model that overgenerates is in principle inferior to one that does not. A 
model that con1pletely fails to overgenerate match.es the systeo�s that it cannot 
generate "'ith those that are unattested. 

While this seems at first glance to be an important goal, the danger '"e must 
guard against '"hen attempting to eliminate aspects of a theory that overgenerates 
is the equation of unattested with impossible. How can we kno\v 'vhether a structure 
th.at is absent from the empirical databa.se is merely unattested - as '"as the case 
with iterative ternary rhythm - or genuinely beyond the grasp of UG? 

Finding an ans"1er to this question seems insurmountably forbidding \vhen we 
realize that distinguishing the merely unattested from the cogiutively impossible 
would be no easier if all languages \-Vere thoroughly documented, studied, and 
analyzed. Those activities, of course, may fill gaps in our kno,vledge, and they 
will certainly generate a richer base for our research enterprise, thereby contribut
ing to a deeper understanding of our cognitive capacity. But even if all languages 
\Vere deeply understood, any linguist would still be able to posit conceivable 
albeit w1attested structures, and all theories that overgenerate 'vould n1ake this 
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challenge easy. Such conceivable but unattested structures can be assumed to be 
universally ungrammatical only if we assume that all possible structures in fact 
do appear so1newhere in the set of hun1an languages. This assun1ption, alas, is 
no 1nore plausible than an assumption that all possible structures for eyes, for 
example, are attested some\vhere in the animal kingdom. 

This realization presents a significant confrontation to the bottom-up approach 
to linguistic theory construction. Building theories on the basis of 'vhat is attested 
and w1attested tends to confuse does not exist with cannot exist. The \vork of linguists 
is not to explain linguistic structures that do exist, but rather to explain linguistic 
structures that can exist. \Nhile the starting point may be the empirical record, 
that cannot be the ending point. The empirical record does not and cannot show 
us the limits of human linguistic capacity. The empirical record cannot reveal 
what is necessarily beyond the realn1 of our granunatical competence; cf. Isac 
and Reiss (2008). 

8 Conclusions 

Although it is not the purpose of this chapter to go deeply into methodological 
issues, it is essential nonetheless to highlight the importance of doing so. The study 
of ternary rhythm and the history of analyses of this phenomenon in the generative 
literature raise issues of the kind presented here. The remaining challenge is to take 
these discussions fluther, not only in this context, but \Vhenever we enter into 
discussions arguing for the selection of one theoretical model over another. 

There is more "'Or.k to be done in metrical theory and on ternary rhythm. This 
must address several issues, both in the context of a specific analysis and '"ith 
respect to the theory '"ith '"hich that analysis is built. Naturally, any analysis 
has to satisfy the positive typological enterprise by allowing the generation of 
those patterns that are attested. An analysis n1ust take a position on the kind of 
constituents that are constructed. Are they binary or ternary? 

If there are ternary feet, i.e. feet \Vith three terminals, is there any internal 
structure to those constituents, or are they flat ternary structures? If there are not 
ternary feet, ho\v are binary feet constructed with iterative non-exhaustivity, i.e. 
periodic non-parsing as '"'ith the earlier theory of \veak local parsing? \!\That is 
the fate of those syllables that are left unparsed? Ho'v are they incorporated into 
the prosodic structure of the '''Ord, and "'hat implications does this have for a 
theory of layering in prosodic structure (Selkirk 1984)? 

Beyond the basic matter of developing an analysis, future \Vork on this topic 
should also address the role of typological evidence in the theory being offered, 
specifically the extent to ,.vhich patterns absent from. the empirical record are 
considered to be not merely unattested but unattestable. In this "'ay, the typo
logical enterprise 'vill remain an important topic of discussion, and the languages 
sho,ving ternary rhythm 'vill play their significant role in future refinements of 
n1etrical theory and the n1ethodologies of research in generative linguistics.·• 

' Works relevant to the study of ternary rhythm that have not been men6oned in this article, but 
which students of this topic should consult, include the following: Crowhurst (1992); ldsardi (1992); 
Kager (1993); Green m1d Kenstowicz (1995); Rowicka (1996); van de Vijver (1998); Elenbaas (1999); 
Hyde (2001); Gordon (2002); McCartney (2003); Karttunen (2006); Buckley (2009). 
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MISUN SEO 

1 Introduction 

Syllable contact is a notion introduced to describe the so nority relation ben.veen 
adjacent segn1ents across a syllable boundary, that is, between heterosyllabic coda 
and onset segments. According to Hooper (1976), Nlurray and Vennernann (1983), 
and Vennemann (1988), among others, there is a cross-linguistic preference to avoid 
rising sonority across a syllable boundary; this tendency is fonnulated as the Syllable 
Contact Law (SCL). This la\v states, for example, that al.ta, with falling sonority, 
is preferred to at.la, with rising sonority. This law has been adduced to accot.u1t 
for both diachronic and synchronic sound alternations in coda-onset clusters. 

In this chapter, I will revie'" the notion of syllable contact by referring to sound 
alternations involving coda-onset clusters observed in different languages. The 
chapter is organized as follows. In §2, I offer an overview of sonority and sonority 
sol.Les on "'hich the SCL is crucially based. In addition, I review previous proposals 
on syllable contact and different types of diachronic and synchronic phonological 
changes analyzed as repair strategies for bad syllable contact. In §3, I present the 
issues and debates on syllable contact such as the necessity of syllable contact, 
the categorical vs. gradient nature of syllable contact, language-specific variation, 

and problems of syllable contact (see also CHAPTER 49: SONORITY). 

2 Syllable contact 

The notion of syllable contact is essentially based on the relative sonority of seg
ments. Thus, in §2.1, I first revie"' sonority and then the SCL. In  §2.2, I provide 
examples of different types of diachronic and synchronic phonological changes 
which have been analyzed using the notion of syllable contact. 

2.1 Sonority and the Syllable Contact Laiv 
The SCL is based on the concept that speech sounds can be classified into differ
ent categories according to their relative sonority. There have been many proposals 
for the definition of sonority. For example, Ladefoged (1982) defines sonority as 
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the loudness of a sound relative to that of other sounds \Vith the same length, 
stress, and pitch, and Clements (1990) defines it in tenns of a set of n1ajor class 
features. In Vennen1an (1988), sonority is described as an inverse restatement of 
strength, '"'hich is based on "degree of deviation from unimpeded (voiced) air 
flo,v." In addition, Parker (2002, 2008) claims that sonority has a phonetic basis 
in intensity measured as "sound level differences in decibels between a target 
segment and a constant reference segment in the environ1nent." 

There exist many competing sonority scales, obtained on the basis of different 
definitions of the sonority. Different sonority scales result from the controversial 
relative sonority of laterals and rhotics, voiced and voiceless obstruents, stops, 
fricatives, and affricates, and high, mid, and lo"' vo,.vels. However, it is gener
ally agreed an1ong 1nost researchers that the uncontroversial sonority hierarchy 
is as follo\'l'S (Bell and Hooper 1978; Harris 1983; van der Hu lst 1984; Clen1ents 
1987, 1990; Kensto,.vicz 1994; Smolensky 1995; Holt 1997; van Oostendorp 1999): 

(1) Sonorih; hierarchy 

more sonorous 

less sonorous 

vowels 
glides 
liquids 
nasals 
obstruents 

For extensive discussion of sonority and sonority scales, see CHAPTER 49: 

SONORITY. 

\!\Tith reference to the relative sonority of seg1nents, Hooper (1976) proposes a 
constraint on heterosyll.abi.c coda-onset clu.sters. A.ccording to the principle, the 
sonority of a coda consonant must exceed that of a follo\ving onset consonant. 
Murray and \Tennen1ann (1983) and Vennemann (1988) extend the principle as 
follo"rs: 

(2) Syllable Contact Law (Vennemann 1988: 40) 

A syllable contact A.B is the more preferred, the less the consonantal 
strength of the offset A and the greater the consonantal strength of the 
onset B. 

The SCL can be rephrased as in (3), using the concept of sonority, 'vhich is the 
reverse of strength and n1ore comn101tly used in current phonology. 

(3) Syllable Contact Law (sonority version) (Davis and Shin 1999: 286) 

A syllable contact A.B is the more preferred, the greater the sonority of the 
offset A and. the less the sonority of the onset B. 

The SCL has also been invoked as a family of related OT constraints (Bat-El 
1996; Davis 1998; Hain 1998; Davis and Shin 1999; Rose 2000; Baertsch 2002; 
Gouskova 2004; Holt 2004; Zee 2007). 
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2.2 Phonological change as optimization of 
syllable contact 

2.2.1 Diachronic change 
The notion of syllable contact has been employed in motivating various diachronic 
changes attested in coda-onset sequences (see also CHAPTER 93: SOUND CHANGE). 
For example, Hooper (1976) claims that various phonological processes have applied 
to the /nr/ sequence diachronically in different Spanish dialects to remedy the 
sequence violating the SCL, as illustrated belo\v: 

(4) venirti > venrti > vendra (by stop insertion) '(it) •vill come' 
verna (by metathesis) 
verrti (by assimilation) 

In the exan1ple above, after the occurrence of syncope, the resulting form venrti 
is unacceptable since the onset /r/ in the /nr/ sequence is more sonorous than 
the coda /n/, thus violating the SCL. Therefore, phonological processes such as 
stop i.nsertion, n1etathesis, and assio�ilation apply in different Spanish dialects to 
improve the less preferred heterosyllabic /nr/ sequence. 

Stop insertion also applied to various heterosyllabic consonant-liquid clusters 
in Old Spanish and Old French, as shown belo\V. 

(5) a. Stop insertion in Old Spanish (Martinez-Gil 2003) 

Latin Old Spanish 
fe111( i)na (j)embra 'female' 
hu111(e)r11 hom.bro 'shoulder' 
trem(u)lare �re111blar 'to shake, shiver' 
ingen(e)rnre engendra.r 'to engender, beget' 
111el( io)rare me(/)drar 'to gro,v' 

b. Stop insertion in Old French (Walker 1978; Morin 1980; Wetzels 1985; Picard 
1987; Martinez-Gil 2003) 

Latin Old French 
cmn(e)ra (> clu11nre) > clu1111bre 'room' 
sirn(u)lare (> semler) > sembler 'to resemble' 
ten(e)ru (> tenre) > tendre 'tender' 
mol(e)re (> 1110/re) > molder 'to grind' 
laz(a)ru (> lnzre) > la(z)dre 'beggar' 
ess(e)re (> esre) > est re 'to be' 
spin(u)la. (> espinle) > espingle 'pin' 

According to Martinez-Gil (2003), all the heterosyllabic consonant-liquid clus
ters in the examples above violate the SCL by sho,ving more sonorous onsets than 
codas, and thus the stop is inserted '"ithin the clu.ste.rs as a strategy to ilnprove 
bad syllable contact. 

Holt (2004) analyzes the metathesis observed in the heterosyllabic /dn/ and 
/di/ sequences of Old Spanish as a repair strategy to optlinize syllable contact. 
In Old Spanish, the heterosyllabic /dn/ and /dl/ sequences brought about by 
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syncope in Late Spoken Latin or by morpheme concatenation unden,1ent many 
repair strategies, such as dissimilation, palatalization, stop insertion, deletion, and 
strengthening, e.g. antenatu. (Latin) > adnado - andado - andrado - nlnndo - nnado 
- annado (Old Spanish) 'stepchild'. The examples in (6) illustrate that 111etathesis 
is optional in Old Spanish forms, '''hile only metathesized forms occur in 
Modern Spanish. 

(6) a. /dJ1/ 
Latin Old Spanish Modern Spanish 
CAT(E)NATU cadnado - c11ndado can dado 'padlock' 
ANTENATU adnado - an.dado an dado 'stepchild' 
LECITIMU lid1110 - lindo lindo 'pretty' 
RETINA riedna - rienda rienda. 'rein' 

b. /di/ 
Latin Old Spanish lVfodern Spanish 
SPATULA espa.dla - espalda espalda 'back' 
CAl'ITULU cal>idlo - cabildo cabildo 'to\vn council' 
FOLIATILE hojalde - hojaldre hojaldre 'puff pastry' 
TITULO tidle - tilde tilde '1.vritten accent' 

According to Holt, metathesis applied to /dn/ and /dJ/ in Old Spanish, since 
the sequences have rising sonority over a syllable boundary and thus shO\V 
bad syllable contact. (See also CHAPTER 59: t-1ETATHESIS for a discussion of 
synchronic 01etathesis processes in response to phonotactic requirements more 
generally.) 

In addition, \.Yest Germanic "'Ord-medial gemination after a short vo"1el and 
before •j, •r, and "l has been analyzed by Murray and Vennemann (1983) as being 
driven by the need to avoid an onset which is more sonorous than the coda. 

(7) Gemination in West Germanic 
(Murray and Vennemann 1983; Braune and Eggers 1987; Ham 1998)1 

East Germanic 
a. Go. skapjan 

Go. bidjan 
Go. hafjan 
ON framja 
Go. halja 

b. ON bitr 
Go. akrs 
VLfacla 
ON epli 

West Germanic 
OS skeppian, OE scieppan 
OS biddian, OE biddan 
OHG heffan, OE hebban 
OHG fre111111en., OE freuunan 
OHG he/la, OS hellia 
OHG bittar (<*bittr) 
OHG ackar, OS akkar (<*akr) 
OHC faccala (<"faccla) 
OE �ppel, OS nppel (<*nppl) 

'to create' 
'to ask for' 
'to lift' 
'to carry out (a task)' 
'hell' 
'bitter' 
'field' 
'torch' 
'apple' 

According to Murray and Venne111ann, Proto-Germanic had sten1-initial accent, 
suggesting that the Proto-Germanic .forms of the examples in (7) \vere syllabified 
as *VC.j\I, *VC.r\I, and *\IC.IV in order to maintain a heavy stressed syllable. Murray 

1 Go. = Gothic; OS = Old Saxon; OE = Old English; OHG = Old High German; ON = Old Norse; 
VL = Vulgar Latin. 
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and Vennemann argue that \-Vest Germanic gemination 'vas triggered by the 
SCL; that is, by gemination, coda-onset sequences with rising sonority across a 
syllable boundary (i.e. VC.jV, VC.rV, and \IC.IV) \Vere improved to ones with a 
sonority plateau (i.e. VC.CjV, VC.CrV, and VC.ClV). Ham (1998) also motivates 
gemination before •r and *I in West Germanic by appeal to the concept of syllable 
contact, argumg that gemination before *j resulted from the "'ell-attested Germanic 
avoidance of *j in onset-initial position. 

2.2.2 Synchronic change 
Syllable contact has also been considered as a factor motivating different types 
of synchronic sound alternations, such as assimilation, metathesis, glide forma
tion, and epenthesis in heterosyllabic coda-onset clusters. For example, Rice and 
Avery (1991), Rice (1992), Iverson and Sohn (1994), and Davis and Shin (1999) 
view the assinulation observed in Korean nasal + liquid sequences as being due 
to the SCL. In Korean, hvo types of assimilation processes are attested when a 

liquid is preceded by a nasal. When /n/ is followed by a liquid, the nasal 
assimilates to the follo,ving liquid, resulting in [11], as the examples in (Sa) illus
trate. On the other hand, when a liquid is preceded by a non-coronal nasal /m/ 
or /IJ/, the liquid assimilates to the previous nasal segment in nasality and thus 
the /ml/ and /rill sequences are realized as [nm] and [IJ11], respectively, as sh<nvn 
in (Sb). 

(S) a. Assimila.tion in /nl/ 
/non+li/ [nolli] 
/han+ljal)/ [halljat:J) 
/c"an+li/ [c"alli] 

'logic' 
·1 · •t' )J!ll 
'natural Jaw' 

b. Assimilation in /ml/ and /1)1/ 
/sam+lju/ [samnju] 'third rate' 
/tam+ljak/ [ta111njakJ 'courage' 
/jal)+li/ [jat:Jni] 'profit' 
/sal)+lju/ [sal)nju] 'the upper stream' 

According to Iverson and Solu1 (1994) and Davis and Shin (1999), the nvo types 
of sonorant assimilations occur in a nasal + liquid sequence in Korean because 
the sequence is unacceptable due to violating the SCL. 

Bradley (2007) analyzes obstruent-nasal metathesis in Sidamo as occurring in 
order to avoid bad syllable contact. 

(9) Obstruent-nasal metatliesis in Sidamo (Hudson 1975, 1995; Hume 1999) 

/hab+nemmo/ 
/gud+nonni/ 
/it+noommo/ 
I has+nenuno I 
/duk+nanni/ 
/ag+no/ 

[hambemmo] 
[gundonni] 
[intoomn10 I 
[hansenuno] 
[duIJkanni) 
[a1JgO I 

'we forget' 
'they finished' 
''ve have eaten' 
'we look for' 
'they carry' 

'let's drink' 

As can be seen fron1 the examples in (9), a stem-final obstruent metathesizes with 
a follo'"ing suffix-initial /n/ in Sidarno and then the nasal assinlilates regressively 
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in place. According to Bradley, metathesis applies to obstruent-nasal clusters "'ith 
rising sonority to produce nasal-obstruent clusters, which do not violate the SCL.2 

In addition, Bradley (2007) accounts for the metathesis of /rrr/ clusters in 
irregular future and conditional forms of Judeo-Spanish verbs by e111ploying the 
concept of syllable contact. 

(10) Metathesis of /nr/ in Judea-Spanish 
(Lamouche 1907; Baruch 1930; Bradley 2007) 
terne 'I will have' 
verne 'I will come' 

cf. tener 'to have' 
d. venire 'to come' 

Glide formation in German is also motivated by the SCL. According to Hall 
(2007), [i) and (j) are in complen1entary distribution in Gern1an and /i/ is realized 
as [j) "'hen occurring to the left of a. vo'"el as in labial (la'bja:l) 'labial'. ln 
/VCCiV/ sequences, glide formation applies if the t\'10 consonants show a 
sonority fall, as in (1 la), '"hile it does not apply if the t\'10 consonants sho'" a 
sonority rise, as in (llb). 

(11) a. Glide formation 
liquid + obstruent Skorpion 

Celsius 
nasal + obstruent lndien 
liquid + nasal Kalifornien 

Fenuium 
b. No glide fonnation 

obstruent + liquid Atrium 
Bibliothek 

obstruent + nasal Hafnium 

[SURpjo:n] 
[tsi:lzjus] 
[1ndjan] 
[ kalif_JJ.tnjan] 
lft..&mjum] 

l!t.;IRium] 
[ bibliote:k] 
[hafuiu111) 

'scorpion' 
'celsius' 
'India' 
'California' 
'fermium' 

'atrium' 
'library' ' 
'hafniun1' 

The notion of syllable contact has also been employed in explaining vo'"el 
epenthesis patterns in loan"rords. When eve languages borrow loanwords with 
con1plex onsets, a vowel is inserted and, according to Gouskova (2001 ), the posi
tion of the inserted vo\vel is detennined in consideration of syllable contact. 

(12) Epenthesis patten1s in loanwords (Gouskova 2001) 
a. Falling or flat sonority: Edge epenthesis 

gloss/source 
Hindi rskul 'school' 

isfxar 'sp here' 
Bengali ifkul 'school' 
Central Pahari ispiitf 'speech' 
Sinhalese istri Sanskrit stri 'woman' 
Wolof es ta ti 'statue' 
Uyghur istatistika Russi.an statisti.ka. 'statistics' 

' Hume (1.999) accow,ts for obstruent-nasaJ metathesis in Sidamo in terms of the perceptibility of 
the hvo consonants involved. According to her, metat11esis in Sidamo occurs because l1a\ring distincti\re 
p lace in both nasals and wueleased stops in pre-consonantal position is perceptually disfavored. 
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b. Rising sonority: Internal i•penthesis 

Hindi 

Bengali 
Central Pahari 
Sinhalese 
Wolof 
Uyghur 

firut 
pafaizar 
gelaf 
silet 
tijage 
kalas 
kulub 

gloss/source 
'fruit' 
'Pfizer' 
'glass' 
'slate' 
Sanskrit tjage 'gift' 
'class' 
Russian klub 'dub' 

As sho\vn in (12a), a vo,vel is inserted before the onset consonants \vith falling or 
flat sonority, since the resulting coda-onset clusters do not violate the SCL. Ho\v
ever, as illustrated in (12b), a VO\vel is inserted between the t\\'O consonants of 
the onset with rising sonority to avoid the coda-onset clusters violating the SCL. 

According to Rose (2000), syllable contact plays a role in determining the 
position of an epenthetic VO\vel in Chaha (see CHAPTER 67: VQ\VEL EPENTHESIS). 
For example, '"hen [i] is epenthesized in /VCCCV/ for structural reasons, either 
[VCCiCV] or [VCiCCV] can surface \Vith the aun of achieving good syllable con
tact. Thus, /t-n-k'rat'n1-na/ ''vhile we are cutting' surfaces as [tink'irat'ilnna), since 
the alternative form *[ttnik'rat'imna) has the coda-onset cluster [k'.r], \vith ba.d 
syllable contact. On the other hand, /t-n-msakr-na/ '\vhile we are testifying' is 
realized as [tinimsakinna] rather than '[tinmisakinna), \vith a coda-onset cluster 
vvith flat sonority, which is avoided in the language. 

ln addition, epenthesis in Picard clitics (Auger 2003) is said to be influenced 
by the preference for achieving good sylla.ble contact, and Pons (2005) argues that 
regressive manner assimilation, rhotacism, gliding, onset strengthening, epenthesis, 
and deletion attested in Romance languages are strategies triggered to avoid bad 
syllable contact. ' 

3 Issues and debates on syllable contact 

3.1 Sonority Dispersion Principle and the Syllable 
Contact Law 

As seen in §2.2, the notion of syllable contact has been employed in motivating 
different types of diachronic and synchronic sound changes. Ho\vever, there have 
been debates regardu1g vvhether or not it is necessary to posit a separate law just 
for coda-onset sequences. Clements (1990) clauns that the Sonority Dispersion 
Principle makes the SCL dispensable. According to the Sonority Dispersion 
Principle, sonority rise is required to be maximal from the onset to the nucleus 
and sonority drop is required to be n1inimal from the nucleus to the coda. Thus, 
for example, the principle says that [ta) is 1nore preferred than [la] as the onset 
and [al] is n1ore preferred than [at] as the coda. From the Sonority Dispersion 
Principle, it can be predicted that maximal sonority drop is preferred across syUable 
boundaries, as s tated in the SCL. Thus, Clements proposes that the SCL follows 
from the more general Sonority Dispersion Principle. 

Hovvever, based on the data from Kazakh ill (13), Davis (1998) and Gouskova 
(2004) argue that the SCL cannot be reduced to the Sonority Dispersion Pru1ciple. 
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(13) Syllable contact in Kazakh (Davis 1998) 

a. No onset desonoriza.tion 
/alma-lar/ [al.ma.lar] 
/mandaj-J.a.r/ (ma.n.daj.lar) 
/kijar-lar/ [kijar.lar] 
/kol-ma/ [kol.ma] 
/kijar-ma/ [ki.jar.ma] 

b. Onset desonorizafion 
/kol-lar/ [kol.dar] 
/murin-lar/ [mu.rin.dar] 
/kOl)UIZ-lar/ [ko.l)WZ.dar l 
/murin-n1a/ [mu.rin.ba] 
/kOl)WZ-n1a/ [kO.l)Wz.ba] 

'apples' 
'foreheads' 
'cucumbers' 
'hand-JNTERROG' 
'cucun1ber-INTERROG' 

'hands' 
'noses' 
'bugs' 
'nose-lNTERROG' 
'bug-INTER.ROG' 

In Kazakh, consonants of any sonority can be onsets if they are preceded by 
vowels or by consonants of higher sonority. Thus, no onset desonorization is attested 
in the exan1ples of (13a). Ho,vever, when the onset is preceded by a consonant 
with lo\ver or the same sonority, it desonorizes, as sho>vn in (13b). Therefore, to 
explain the sound alternations of onsets in the Kazakh examples, it is essential to 
refer to the sonority relation of the coda and the foUO"'ing onset. For this reason, 
both Davis and Gouskova claim that the Sonority Dispersion Principle cannot 
completely replace the SCL. 

3.2 Nature of syllable contact: Categorical vs. gradient 
Since Hooper (1976), the SCL has been extended to account for more cross
linguistic data, and the nature of syllable contact is no'" vie"red as gradient 
rather than categorical (see CHAPTER 89: GRADIENCE AND CATEGORICALITY IN 
PHONOLOGICAL THEORY). Hooper (1976) originally proposed the SCL for Spanish, 
where the sonority of a syllable-final consonant must exceed that of a follo\ving 
syllable-initial consonant. According to this, the syllable contact is categorical in 
nature. Different types of coda-onset clusters are equally fine as Jong as the sonor
ity of the coda exceeds that of the onset. Thus, although the sonority distance 
betvveen the coda and the onset is greater in al.ta than in al.na, both are equally 
fine clusters with respect to syllable contact since the coda is n1ore sonorous than 
the onset. Likewise, both at.la and an.la are equally non-optimal since the coda is 
less sonorous than the onset. 

Murray and Vennen1ann (1983) and Vennemann (1988) propose an extended 
version of the SCL whose nature is gradient: hvo adjacent heterosyllabic se81nents 
are n1ore preferred, the greater the sonority of the first segment and the less the 
sonority of the second segment. Clements (l.990) paraphrases the extended SCL 
as follo,vs: 

(:14) The extended Syllable Contact Li1w (Clements 1.990: 319) 

The preference for a syllabic structure A.B, "'here A and B are segments 
and a and b are the sonority values of A and B respectively, increases with 
the value of a 1ninus b. 
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Davis and Shin's (1999) version of the SCL in (3) is also a gradient one. In the 
gradient view of the syllable contact phenomenon, coda-onset clusters \Vith falling 
sonority are not considered to exhibit the sa1ne degree of optimality. In addition, 
not all violations of the SCL by clusters with rising sonority are considered equally 
serious. 'Depending on the relative sonority distance between the coda and the onset, 
one cluster is more optimal or less non-optimal than the others. For example, al.ta 
is 1nore optimal than nl.na, since the sonority distance bel\'7een the coda and onset 
is greater in al.ta than in al.na . . In addition, a sequence such as at.la constitutes a 
more severe violation of the law than a sequence such as an.la. 

In line 'vith this, Clements (1990) provides the follo,ving aggregate com.plexity 
score of each of the coda-onset sequences by summing the complexity values 
of each of the de1nisyllables (nucleus-coda and onset-nucleus sequences) that 
constitute it. 

(15) C2 obstruent nasal liquid glide 
Cl 
obstruent 5 6 7 8 
nasal 4 s 6 7 
liquid 3 4 5 6 
glide 2 3 4 5 

According to Clements (1990), obstruent-glide sequences such as at.wa violate the 
SCL most seriously and glidEH.Jbstruent sequences such as aw.ta satisfy the law 
most faithfully. 

A more fine-grained syllable contact scale is proposed by Gouskova (2004), based 
on Jespersen's (1904) sonority scale. 

(16) a. Sonority scale (Jespersen 1904) 
glides > rhotics > laterals > nasals > voiced fricatives > voiced stops > 
voiceless fricatives > voiceless stops 
(abbreviated as: w > r > I  > n > z > d > s > t) 

b. Syllable contact scale (Gouskova 2004) 
n1ore harmonic less harmonic 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
w.t \V.S "' .d. \V.Z w.n ""' '"' .r W.\V r. '"' I.'" n.w z.w d.w S.\V t.w 

r. t r.s r.d r.z r.n r .I r.r l.r n.r z.r d.r s.r t .r 
Lt Ls l.d l.z Ln 1.1 n.1 z.I d.I s.I t.l 

n.t n.s n.d n.z n.n z.n d.n s.n t.n 
z.t z.s z.d z.z d.z s.z t.z 

d.t d.s d.d s.d t.d 
s.t s.s t.s 

t .t 
-7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +S +6 +7 

drop flat nse 

In Gouskova's syllable contact scale in (16b), glide + voiceless stop clusters (rep
resented as w. t), for example, are characterized as sequences 'vith a sonority drop 
of -7, since the sonority of the voiceless stop is lo\ver than that of the glide by 
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seven steps according to Jespersen's sonority scale in (16a). As can be seen in 
(16b), Gouskova proposes that the syllable contact scale has 15 strata, with glide 
+ voiceless stop sequences (represented as w.t) on strahm1 1 the 1nost harn1onic, 
and voiceless stop + glide sequences (represented as t.w) on strati.rm 15 the least 
harmonic. 

Clements and Gouskova employ different sonority hierarchies, and thus pro
pose different gradient versions of the sonority contact scale. Gouskova's more 
fine-grained syllable contact scale can account for the different patterning of /11/ 
and /rl/ in Kazakh, while this is not possible within Clements' syllable contact 
scale. According to Davis (1998), coda-onset seqi.1ences \vith flat or rising sonor
ity undergo desonorization in Kazakh in order to improve syllable contact, as in 
/murin-lar/ -? [murindar] 'noses'. On the other hand, no desonorization applies 
to coda-onset sequences \vith falling sonority, as can be seen from /n1andaj-ga/ 
-? [n1andajga) 'forehead + DIRECT'. In the case of Ill/ 'vith flat sonority, de
sonorization applies, as in /kol-lar/ -? [kol.dar] 'hands', •vhile /rl/ surfaces as 
[rl], as in /kijar-lar/ -? [kijarlar] 'cucumbers'. The different phonological patterning 
of /II/ and /rl/ in Kazakh suggests that /r/ is more sonorous than /1/, and that 
/rl/ is the sequence \'l'ith falling sonority, as in Gouskova's syllable contact scale. 
Note that Clen1ents' syllable contact scale caru1ot accoi.u1t for the different pat
terning of /JI/ and /rl I in Kazakh, since /r/ is assun1ed to be as sonorous as /1 I. 

The gradient nature of syllable contact makes it possible to explain language
specific patterns of the syllable contact phenomenon. According to Gouskova (2004), 
languages differ in the level of complexity they tolerate, and thus language-specific 
patterns of syllable contact are attested. For exa1nple, Kirghiz and Kazakh require 
sonority to drop from the coda to the onset but the two languages are different 
in the thresholds of acceptable sonority drop. In Kazakh, sonority is merely 
required to drop from the coda to the onset and need not be maximal. Thus, as 
can be seen in (13b), onset desonorization applies to coda--{)nset sequences with 
flat or rising sonority, but not to coda--{)nset sequences with falling sonority, as 
in (13a). On the other hand, as can be seen from the examples in (17), sonority 
drop alone is not sufficient in Kirghiz, \vhich requires maximal sonority drop. 

(17) Syllable contact in Kirgh iz 
(Hebert and Poppe 1964; Kasymova et al. 1991.; Gouskova 2004) 

/konok-lar/ +5 konok.tar 0 'guest (PL)' 
/taf-lar/ +4 taf.tar -1 'stone (PL)' 
/konok-nu/ +4 konok.tu 0 'guest (OBJ)' 
/taf-nu/ +3 taf.tw -1 'stone (OBJ)' 
/atan-lar/ +1 atan.dar -2 'gelded camel (PT.)' 
/rol-lar/ 0 rol.dar -3 'role (PL)' 
/a tan-nu/ 0 atan.dw -2 'gelded camel (OBJ)' 
/kar-lar/ -1 kar.dar -4 'snow (PL)' 
/rol-nu/ -1 rol.du -3 'role (OBJ)' 
/aj-lar/ -2 aj.dar -5 'moon (PI.)' 
/aj-nu/ -3 aj.d1u -5 'moon (OBJ)' 
/kar-du/ -4 kar.dw -4 'snO\V (OBJ)' 
/too-lar/ too.lar 'mountain (rL)' 
/too-nu/ too.nu 'n1ountain (OBJ)' 
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As can be seen from the examples above, desonorization in Kirghiz applies to 
suffix-initial sonorants after any consonant, in order for sonority to drop max
i.Jnally fron1 the coda to the onset. Note that the Kazakh and Kirghiz data 
above cannot be explained properly withi.J1 the categorical version of the SCL, 
'vhich predicts that all coda-onset clusters 'vith falling sonority are equally 
acceptable. 

3.3 Syllable contact as a language-specific constraint 
on minimal sonority distance 

With respect to syllable contact phenomena, language-specific variations can 
be observed. First, some languages respecti.J1g the SCL allow coda-onset clusters 
'vith flat sonority 'vhile others disaJlo,.v them. For example, as sho'"n m (8), Korean 
prohibits coda-onset clusters 'vith rising sonority. Ho"'ever, a coda can be as 
sonorous as a following onset, as can be seen from /sallirn/ � [sallirn] 'house
keeping', /si.Jn1nun/ � [sirnmun] 'interrogation', etc. On the other hand, as 
sho'"n in (13), coda-<lnset clusters '"'ith flat sonority as well as risi.J1g sonority are 
not sanctioned in Kazakh. Thus, /kol-lar/ is realized as [kol.dar) 'hands', to improve 
syllable contact. 

Such syllable contact variation of coda-onset sequences with equal sonority has 
been accounted for by positing two versions of the SCL. 

(18) a. Syllable Contact Law (strict) (Rose 2000: 401) 
The first segment of the onset of a syllable must be lov;er in sonority 
than the last segment in the immediately preceding syllable. 

b. Syllable Conta.ct Larv (loose) (Bat-El 1996; Davis and Shin 1999) 
The first segn1ent of the onset of a syllable 1nust not be of greater sonor
ity than the last seg.ment of the immed iate.l.y preceding syllable. 

Coda-onset sequences of equal sonority are not al10"1ed within the SCL in (18a), 
while they are permitted witlllil the loose version of the SCL in (18b). 

Syllable contact variations that cannot be explamed by the t'.vo versions of the 
SCL are also found. The SCL has generally been en1ployed to constrain coda-
onset clusters with rising sonority. However, languages '''hich allO\V only fallmg 
sonority from a coda to a follo,vmg onset can vary \.vith respect to minimal sonor
ity distance. According to Gouskova (2004), both Kirghiz and Sidamo allo\v 
coda-<lnset sequences '"ith fallmg sonority, forbidding sequences with flat or 
risi.J1g sonority. However, the thresholds of acceptable sonority drop are different 
in the two languages. As can be seen from the examples in (17), minimal sonority 
drop required in Kirghiz is -4, and coda-onset sequences \Vith sonority drop of 
less than -4 undergo phonological change of desonorization to remedy bad 
syllable contact. Thus, desonorization applies to /aj-nu/ 'n1oon (OBJ)', which is 
realized as [aj.dw), with a sonority drop of-3. On the other hand, /kar-du/ 'snow 
(OBJ)', with a sonority drop of-4, is not targeted by any phonological process in 
order to remedy bad syllable contact, and surfaces as [kar.du1]. In the case of Sidamo, 
unlike Kirghiz, the acceptable minimal sonority drop is -2. 
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(19) Syllable contact in Sidar110 (Moreno 1940; Gouskova 2004) 

a. Sonority rises: Metathesis 
/duk-nanni/ +4 dlU).kanni -4 'they carry' 
/hu!f-nanni/ +4 ht.m.!fanni -4 'they pray/beg/reqt.lest' 
/has-nemmo/ +3 han.seemo -3 ''ve look for' 
/hab-nemmo/ +2 ham.bemmo -2 ''ve forget' 

b. Sonority drops less than -2 or is flat: Gem.ination 
/af-tinonni/ -1 affinonni 'you (PL) have seen' 
/lellif-toti/ -1 lelliffoti 'don't sho\v!' 
/ful-nemmo/ -1 fullemn10 'we go out' 
/um-nommo/ 0 ummommo 'we have dug' 

c. Sonoritt; drops 111ore than -2: Place assirn.ilation only 
/1nar-toti/ -5 1nac.toti -5 'don't go' 
/ful-te/ -5 ful.te -5 'your having gone out' 
/qarao1-tino/ -4 qaran.tino -4 'she worried' 

In Sidruno, coda-onset clusters 'vith rising sonority are repaired by metathesis, 
as in (19a), and the clusters 1vith flat sonority or sonority drop of less than -2 
are modified by gemination, as in (19b). On the other hand, 'vhen coda-onset 
sequences have a sonority drop of -2 or above, no modification applies to 
improve syllable contact, although the sequences undergo place assimilation, as 
in (19c). 

In addition, different languages can permit different degrees of minimal sonor
ity rise, "'hich cannot be explained \vithin the SCL in (18). For example, Faroese 
and Icelandic set different acceptable sonority distances between a coda and a 
follo1ving onset. According to Gouskova (2004), Faroese permits a sonority rise 
of +4 or belo1v, as illustrated in (20). 

(20) Syllable con.tact in Faroese (Gouskova 2004) 

a. Sonority rise of 5 points or ntore: Coinplex onsets 
a:."kvamar1n +7 'beryl' 
vea:."krrr +6 'beautiful (MASC PL)' 
ai:."tranl! +6 'poisonous' 
gi:a:."pnr +6 'sad' 
1ni:."khr +5 'great (MASC PL)' 
e:."ph +5 'potato' 

b. Sonority rise of fe1ver tluzn 5 points: Heterosyllabic coda--{)nset clusters 
S.lg.n +4 'further south' 
�a"t.na 
1g.la 
ves.na 
1ar.na 
r;,"k.ti 
ves.tur 
hE.n.dur 0 

1cer.g1 
nod.di • • 

+4 
+3 
+3 
+2 
0 

-1 
-2 
-4 

'to improve' 
'or' 
'to worsen' 
'gladly' 
'sn1oked (sc)' 
''vest' 
'hands' 
'did (SG)' 
'approached (sc)' 
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In Faroese, where initial syllables are ahvays stressed and heavy, syllable contact 
plays a crucial role in syllabification. As can be seen in (20a), \'then l\vo inter
vocalic consonants sho''' a sonority rise of +5 or n1ore, the t\VO consonants are 
syllabified into a complex onset and the preceding vo,vel is long. On the other 
hand, when hvo intervocalic consonants exhibit a sonority rise of +4 or less, the 
two consonants are syllabified as heterosyllabic and the preceding vo"rel is short, 
as in (20b ). Thus, the examples in (20) sho"' that the 1naxirnal sonority rise from 
a coda to a following onset pernutted in Faroese is +4 or less. 

In Icelandic, iutlike Faroese, the acceptable sonority distance between a coda 
and a follo,ving onset is +5 or less. 

(21) Syllable contact in Icelandic (Gouskova 2004) 

a. Sonority rise of 6 points or more: Complex onsets 

b. 

vc.t<h1a +7 'to visit' sk):.p<hlra. +6 'to roll' 
vce:.k<h>va +7 'to \.vater' tvr:.svar +6 't"rice' 
a:.k<hlrar +6 'fields' i::.sia +6 'the mountair1 Esja' 
t"r:.t<h>ra +6 'to vibrate' 

Sonority rise of fer.uer than 6 points: Heterosyllabic coda-fJnset clusters 
ehp.11 +5 'apple' th£m.ja +3 'to domesticate' 
e"k.la +S 'lack' vi:l.ja +2 'to choose' 
aI"t.la +5 'to intend' vi:r .Ja +1 'to defend' 
bro.ra +4 'to ask' t"tv .ja 0 'to delay' 0 

stceo.va +4 'to stop' hes.tYr -1 'horse' 
h'-a.•l( .fl. +3 'right' ev.n -1 'upper' 
glao.ra +3 'balloon' av .la11a -2 'to bend out of shape' 
s1g.la +3 'to sail' 9vi:r.gYr -4 'd,varf 
vrs.na +3 'to wither' 

As can be seen from the examples in (21a), hvo consonants \vith a sonority rise 
of +6 or more are syllabified as a complex onset and the preceding vowel is 
lengthened to make the first stressed syllable heavy. On the other hand, when 
hvo consonants show a sonority rise of +5 or less, as ir1 (2lb), they are syllabified 
as heterosyllabic, and the preceding vowel is realized as a short vowel since the 
first stressed syllable is heavy, due to the cod.a. 

According to Gouskova (2004), the language-specific patterns of syllable con
tact discussed above suggest that languages differ in the thresholds of acceptable 
sonority distance between a coda and a followir1g onset and that the SCL is not 
a single constraint forbidding rising sonority. To account for such language vari
ations 'vi.thin Optimality Theory, Gouskova reformulates the SCL as a hierarchy 
of constraints derived from sonority scales, \Vhich target negative, flat, or positive 
sonority distance across a syllable boundary. 

3.4 Problems with the Syllable Contact Law 
Seo (2003) points out that the SCL has two problems. First of all, the SCL is prob
lematic, since it cannot explain \vhy a consonant + liquid cluster is targeted by a 
phonological process \Vhen a syllable boundary caMot be assumed between t\VO 
segments in the cluster, for example, ir1 word-initial position. Recall that the SCL 
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crucially refers to a syllable boundary in explaining phonological change of a 
consonant + liquid cluster by assuming that the change is motivated to avoid 
cases '"'here the onset B has higher sonority than the coda A in a heterosyllabic 
A.B sequence. 

As Ulustrated beJo,v, in Leti an /nl/ sequence is realized as [II], 'vhether it 
occurs word-initially or intervocalically. Note that vowel deletion occurs in the 
exa1nples given. 

(22) Leti (van Engelenhoven 1995; Hu1ne et al. 1997) 

/na+losir/ � [llosir) '3sc-to follo"''' 
/a :na+Jeti/ � (a :Jleti) 'AJ.ety (clan)' (chi.Id + Leti) 

In line \vi.th the view that the change of a consonant + liquid cluster is motivated 
due to the SCL, the •vord-initial geminate [ll] in [llosir] 1night be considered to 
be bisyllabic, as represented belovv (see also CHAPTER 37: GEMINATES): 

(23) C5 C5 

µ µ 
I 

I o 

However, as disct1ssed in Hun1e et al. (1997), there is a proble1n with the repre
sentation in (23). Leti has a minin1al "''Ord requirement that lexical ,.vords n1ust 
be minimaUy birnoraic. With the representation of the geminate in (23), the minimal 
word requirement is satisfied in '''ords consisting of an initial geminate and a vovvel, 
for example (p.pe]. Thus, it is expected that there \vill exist words \Vi.th such a 
structure in Leti.. Ho\'\'ever, none are attested. On the other hand, if word-initial 
ge1ninates are assun1ed to be part of the onset of a single syllable, "''ords con
taining initial gerninates such as [ppu.na] 'nest' are bisyllabic, conforming to the 
dominant tendency that lexical "'Ords are made up of hvo syllables in Leti. Thus, 
Hume et al. (1997) propose that geminates in Leti have phonological structure \vith 
a root node 1nultiply linked to two timing slots, as in (24). 

(24) Geminates and long vowels in Leti (Hume et al. 1997) 

C5 C5 C5 

µ. 
I 

x x x x x x x 

v v 
I 0 a 1 e 
[llo I [alle] 

In vie'" of the minunal '"ord requirement, it cannot be assun1ed that an irlitial 
gen1irlate is bisyllabic irl Leti. Therefore, the modification of the word-initial 
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tautosyllabic /nl/ sequence in Leti cannot be motivated by the SCL since a syl
lable boundary cannot be referred to. On the other hand, phonological change of 
the intervocalic /nl/ sequence in Leti could be accounted for by relying on the 
avoidance of rising sonority over a syllable boiu1dary. Thus, even though both 
heterosyllabic and tautosyllabic /nl/ sequences sho"' the same pattern in Leti, 
the syllable contact account cannot provide a unified account of the modification. 

The SCL is also argued to be problematic in Seo (2003), since it cannot provide 
a unified account of the san1e types of phonological changes found in nasal + liquid 
and liquid + nasal sequences in Korean. 

(25) Modifications of nasal/liquid sequences in Korean (Davis and Shin 1999) 
/nl/ 4 [II] /non-Ii/ 4 [nolli] 'logic' 
/In/ 4 [II] /sal+nal/ 4 [sallal] 'Ne'v Year's Day' 

cf. /Im/ -4 [ Lm] /puJ+n1jan I 4 (pulmjan) 'U1son1nia' 

As illustrated in (25), in Korean /nl/ surfaces as [II]. According to the SCL, this 
change is expected since the sequence violates the law. Ho\vever, the same 
change applies to /In/, "'hile /!Jn/ (with the srune sonority distance as /In/) does 
not undergo any change. Thus it 01ust be assumed '"'ithin the syllable contact 
acconnt that the modification of a nasal + liquid sequence and that of a liquid + 
nasal sequence result from different factors, although the same types of phono
logical changes occur in both types of sequence. Korean is not the only language 
that has the sa1ne types of alternations in nasal/liquid sequences. As sho,vn in (26), 
the same type of phonological change applies to both /nl/ and /In/ sequences 
in Leti, Toba Batak, and Boraana Oromo. 

(26) Modifications of nasal/liquid sequences 
a. Leti (van Engelenhoven 1995; Hun1e et al. 1997) 

/nl/ -4 [ ll) /a:na+leti/ 4 [a:lleti) 'Alety (clan)' 

/ln/ 4 [ 11] /vulan/ 4 [vulla] 'moon' 

b. Toba Ba.tak (Nababan 1981) 
/nl/ 4 [II) /la:in+la:>n/ 4 [la:>lla:>n] 'eventually' 
/IJ1/ -4 [II) /bal+na/ 4 [ balla] 'his ball' 

c. Boraana Oromo (Stroomer 1995) 
/nl/ 4 [II] /hin+lool+a/ 4 [hilloola] 'I/he '"'ill fight' 
/ln/ 4 [ ll] /kofl+na/ 4 [kofalla] ''.ve smile' 

Within the syllable contact account, the modification of /ln/ '"ould have to 
be motivated by a factor other than syllable contact, although both /In/ and /nl/ 
undergo the same type of phonological change. 

Seo (2003) proposes that the phonological processes found in phonological 
n1odifications of heterosyllabic coda-onset sequences could be vie,ved as resulting 
from a sego1ent contact phenomenon \·vhich is dosely related to speech perception, 
rather than from the SCL (see CHAPTER 98: SPEECH PERCEPTION AND PHONOLOGY). 

According to Seo, contrasts of weak perceptibility triggered by phonetic similarity 
bel\veen h"o members of a cluster are a key factor in 1notivating the alternations 
in the cluster. Thus it is expected that phonological modifications '"ill apply \Vhen 
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hvo consonants are perceptually similar to each other, and \vhen they occur in a 
sequence, regardless of the presence or absence of a syllable boundary and the 
order of the two consonants. 

4 Conclusion 

In this chapter, I have reviewed four major issues concerning the SCL. First, 
different opinions regarding the necessity of the SCL \vere discussed - "'hile 
Clements (1990) clain1s that the SCL is not required with the Sonority Dispersion 
Principle, Davis (1998) and Gouskova (2004) argue that the SCL caru1ot be reduced 
to the Sonority Dispersion Principle based on the Kazakh data. Second, the 
change in viewpoint on the nature of syllable contact \Vas reviewed, and it '"as 
shown that a gradient of syllable contact makes it possible to explain language
specific syllable contact patterns \•11hile a categorical view does not. Third, after 
providing exa1nples illustrating cross-linguistic variations of syllable contact, I 
introduced G(n.lskova's (2004) proposal of the SCL as a language-specific constraint 
on minimal sonority distance. Finally, based on Seo (2003), after pointing out 
problems associated with the SCL, I argued that phonological modifications of 
heterosyllabic coda-onset sequences could be vie,ved as a segment contact phe
non1enon, '"hich is closely related to speech perception. 
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54 The Skeleton 

PETER SzIGETV ARI 

Only theories of phonology that attach significance to representations of phono
logical objects and, in addition, subscribe to an a utosegn1ental version of these 
representations face the question of what the phonological skeleton looks like. 
Therefore, this chapter presupposes an autosegmental vie'" of phonological 
representations. 

The n1otivation for the autosegmental model is the fact that the segmentation 
of the speech signal can never result in absolutely discrete segments. Here seg
mentation is taken to mean practically the conversion of the continuous speech 
signal into the alphabetical symbols of t11e IPA. Some of these symbols pertain to 
more than one segment: for example, the stress mark to tlie syllable after it, tones 
potentially to even longer stretches. Take the question you live by the sea? Its 
last \vord, carrying the most pronlinent stress in the sentence, the tonic, might be 
transcribed as (

t
si:]. In this transcription, the tone n1ark has a scope lasting all 

through the \vord (basically its only v(nvel): the pitch rises on steadily t.u1til the 
end of the utterance. The same holds if the string after the tone mark is longer, 
for exan1ple, as in you live by the I tseaside, fv!artin.? It \vould take a very con1pli
cated mechanism to maintain that pitch was a property of individual segments 
and in so1ne cases tllis rising pitch \vas realized on a single vo\vel, wllile in others 
it \vas split into low, higher, even higher, and highest pitch and added to several 
other vowels follo'ving. Tone is clearly not an immanent property of a vowel; it 
is an ephemeral phenomenon (from the point of vie'" of a vowel) controlled by 
syntactic and pragmatic factors. If so, it is useful to represent it separately from 
the rest of the properties of fue sound string. Such autonomous sound properties 
came to be known as at.1tosegments. 

If the phonological shape of an utterance is represented as a strinf of discrete 
feature bundles, the only option of representing the rising pitch in sea includes 
a feature [rising tone] (here R) in the set of features corresponding to the vo\vel, 
as in (la). In tseaside, Martin, on the other hand, a set of features [lo\V tone], [higher 
tone), [even higher tone], etc. (here OH, lH, etc.) has to be assigned to the vo'"els 
following the tonic, as in (lb). 

(1) a. Si:R 
b. si:0H sa11Hd ma:2H t13H n 
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One flaw of such representations is obvious: there appears to be nothing in com-
1non betiveen the l\vo rising tones, i.e. nothing to indicate their relationship. It is 
clear that the sarne tone is spread over the available vowels, but this is not sho,,'Il 
in (lb). 

Not only tone but many other sound properties turn out to be similarly pro
miscuous, with the potential of simultaneously belonging to several segments, and 
being manipulable independently of the segment(s) they belong to. (For further 
discussion, see CHAPTER 45: THE REPRESENTATION OF TONE and CHAl'TER 14: 

AUTOSEG.MENTS.) 
The more sound properties extracted from their feature bundles, the fewer 

there remain. There are hvo "'idespread vie'''S on how many: according to one 
- historically the earlier - one feature, [syllabic], remains in the "bundle" (e.g. 
l\llcCarthy 1979; Halle and Vergnaud 1980; Cle1nents and Keyser 1983); according 
to the other, no feature remains (e.g. Levin 1985; Loivensta1nm and Kaye 1986). 
The string of segmental positions thus vacated is called the phonological skeleton 
(a name suggested by Halle and Vergnaud 1980: 83) - or, alternatively, the 
timing tier or skeletal tier. The former type, in which the skeletal positions hold 
the feature [syllabic], is the CV skeleton (discussed in §2); the latter one, which ' 

is completely en1pty, is the X skeleton (discussed in §3). A non-segment-based 
frame,vork involving only syllables and moras is introduced in §4. I \viU then 
argue that there is a ivay of incorporating moras in the old CV skeleton \vith clear 
advantages over the moraic framework (§5). 

To begin "'ith, Jet us examine the types of relation that n1ay exist bet,veen 
skeletal positions and phonetic features associable to then1. 

1 Melody-skeleton relations 

Skeletal positions represent the presence of a segn1ent, and serve as an ancllor
ing site for the phonetic properties associated \vitl1 that portion of the speech 
signal. If the relationship of feature bundles - referred to as melody, again fol
lo"ring Halle and Vergnaud (1980), a1nong many others - and skeletal positions 
were always one to one, the latter \vould be superfluous. But, as ive have already 
seen in the case of tone, this is not so. Let us take tlie non-trivial options one 
by one. 

1.1 One-to-many relations 

The standard textbook exan1ples for this type of skeleton-1nelody relationship 
are affricates and prenasalized plosives (see CHAPTER 29: SECONDARY AND DOUBLE 
ARTICULATION). With respect to the former, there has been much debate among 
phonologists about the feature (+delayed release) (and the marginal oppositions 
it creates), \\rhich Chomsky and Halle (1968) introduced to distinguish affricates 
fro111 plosives. An alternative approacl1, that affricates are bisegn1ental (discussed 
by Giro. son 1989: J.72f. and Roca 1994: 3, among others), as suggested by the IP A 
symbols used to represent them, is undermined by many facts. In most cases, the 
distribution of affricates shows that they are not clusters, but single segments. It 
is even possible that an affricate in a system does not contrast with a hon1organic 
fricative (e.g. Castilian Spanish has (\f], but not [f]), rendering a cluster analysis 
improbable. 

Marep1-1an. 3aU11-1U1eHHb1� asropcK1-1M npasoM 
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The separation of quantity (skeleton) and quality (melody) offers an opportun
ity for handling the quantitatively simplex, but qualitatively complex, affricates 
in an intuitive way, as so-called rontour seg1nent.s. (2) depicts the vie"' of the affricate 
(ts) along these lines. (The skeletal slot is represented as "x", but this is not meant 
to indicate a standpoint in the CV vs. X skeleton debate.) 

(2) An affricate as a contour segment 

x 

/\ 
t s 

The representation in (2), hov,1ever, incorporates a misconception, namely, that 
the melody of segments, "'ithout the slot they attach to, forms some kind of unit, 
hvo of which are here associated with a single skeletal slot. In reality, the symbols 
"t" and "s" above have no theoretical status. \r\lhat exist in an autosegn1ental fra1ne
'vork (or for that matter any other phonological theory since the 01iddle of the 
tw,entieth century) are features, many of '"'hich occur in both parts of the affricate 
(e.g. place of articulation, laryngeal properties). Another difficulty 'vith the con
tour model of affricates lies in the interpretation of autoseginental representations. 
Any melody linked to a slot of the skeleton - also known as the timing tier - is 
interpreted simultaneously. Ten1poral sequencing is managed by the skeleton, i.e. 
'vhat is linked to an earlier slot is interpreted earlier than \vhat is linked to a later 
slot. Associating the stop part of the affricate to the left leg of the contour segment 
and the fricative part to the right is then no n1ore than a graphical trick, 'vhich 
cannot have any realizational consequences. The standard solution to this problem, 
involving root nodes, is discussed in §4. As Clements (1999) and Lin (CHAPTER 16: 
AFFRICATES) argue, affricates are best thought of as non-contour segments (strident 
stops), as Jakobson et al. (1952) have proposed. 

It seems then that '"'e are left without one-to-1nany relations benveen the skeleton 
and melodic n1aterial. In fact, such relations are the most common occurrences in 
representations, since it is not segments but features that are associated '"ith the 
slots of the skeleton. Thus most segments embody the one-to-many relation, as the 
partial representations of t'vo very common segments, [d] and [a], show in (3). 

(3) Pa rt-ial au tosegmen ta/ represen ta lions 
a. [d) 

x 

[+voiced] 

[+coronal] 

[-continuant] 

b. [a] 
x 

[+back] 

[-round] 
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1.2 Many-to-one relations 
The Jong-short contrast of a vo•vel could be encoded in a feature [Jong], so that 
the Jong vo•vel is [+long] and the short one [-Jong]. It is evident, ho•vever, that 
this is not an adequate "'ay of 1nodeling length contrasts. Vowel length (or con
sonant length for that matter, on '''hich see CHAPTER 37: GEMINATES) is not a prop
erty like vo•vel height (or the voicing of obstruents ): it does not harmonize or trigger 
or undergo assimilation of any type (see CHAPTER 20: THE REPRESENTATION OF VOWEL 
LENGTH). Furthermore, changes in segmental length are usually unlike common 
assirnilatory changes. Take, for exan1ple, the Rhythmic Law of Slovak, which short
ens a suffixal long vowel after a long vowel in the stern. The agentive -nfk (the 
acute accent marks length) inherently contains a long vowel (e.g. rol-nik [rol]li:k] 
'fanner'), which shortens vvhen added to a long-vowelled sten1 (e.g. straz-nik 
[stra:3J1ik] 'guard'; Kenstowicz and Rubach 1987). The rule could be categorized 
as a dissirnilatory process. What is conspicuously missing in languages is any 
assimilation of this type: i.e. changes "'here a short vowel \VOukl lengthen in the 
vicinity of a long vo,vel, and, crucially, because of that long vow·el, or a long vow·el 
\vould shorten purely because of the shortness of a neighboring vo,vel. 

An even more telling phenomenon is con1pensatory lengthening (see also 
CHAPTER 64: COMPENSATORY LENGTHENING).1 A synchronic comparison of the forn1s 
of the lst singular copula in two varieties of Ancient Greek, Attic (e:mi] and Aeolic 
[em:i] 'I am', suggests a simple shift in the host of the alleged feature [+long]. 
In light of the reconstructed Proto-Greek etyn1on *[esmi], however, a different 
analysis is called for. The Joss of the [s] triggers the lengthening of one of the neigh
boring segments, the preceding vowel in Attic and tile following consonant in 
Aeolic. If length were encoded by a feature, the change could only be described 
by a pair of rules applying simultaneously, one deleting the coda consonant, the 
other lengthening the segment next to the deletion site. It is clear that the two 
rules are interrelated: spontaneously, open syllable lengthening is not attested 
in Attic, nor is intervocalic gemination in Aeolic - these changes only occur in 
tandem vvith the loss of the coda consonant. It is therefore difficult to understand 
why these tv110 rules so commonly co-occur. If the quantity of segments is stored 
separately from their quality, this process, and any similar one, has a very neat 
explanation: it is only the quality (melody) of the coda [s] that is lost (more 
precisely, only its association '"ith the skeleton); its place, that is, the tune it 
occupied in the string of sounds, is retained (cf. e.g. Ingria 1.980; Steriade 1982; 
Hock 1986; Hayes 1989). It is this empty place that one of the neighboring 
segments fills in, as sho"'n in (4). 

(4) Compensatory lengthening: The stability of the skeleton 
a. Attic 

x x x x 

l.-··+ I . 
e s m i 

b. Aeolic 
x x x x 

I 
f .. · .. J I . 

e s m i 

1 Much of the literature Jim.its the te.ro.> compensatory /e11gthe11i11g to coses involving the le.ngthening 
of a vowel. The lengthening of a consonant is called inverse compensatory lengtherting by Hayes (1989: 
280-281). Here l will refer to both processes by the same name. 
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\!Vhile cases like the above could also be analyzed as the total assimilation of 
the [s) to the preceding vo\vel or the follovving consonant, there are more co1n
plicated types of co1npensatory lengthening, for v-rhich such an analysis is not at 
all viable. Cases in point include Middle English tale [tal<J) > (ta:l] (Minkova 1982), 
Old Church Slavonic b6gi1 > pre-Serbo-Croatian bog (b6og) 'god', bobfl > bob (bo6b] 
'bean' (Hock 1986: 435), and Old Hungarian [hida] > hid [hi:d] 'bridge', [levele] 
> [leve:l] (Modern Hw1garian level [leve:l) 'leaf, \vith subsequent closing of the 
second vo>vel; E. Abaffy 2003: 331). TI1e English case is controversial (see Lahiri 
and Dresher 1999 for a different analysis), but for the others there is evidence that 
they are not cases of open syllable lengthening ensued by apocope. In Slavonic 
the original bisyllabic stress pattern is preserved on the long vowel of the mono
syllabic forn1s. In Hungarian no lengthening takes place before suffixes that retain 
the stem-final VO\'l'el: Modern Hungarian hidam [hidam] '1ny bridge', levelek [levdek] 
'leaves'. Lengthening due to a 1nini.Inal word constraint is also excluded by the 
last example: the process takes place in monosyllabic and polysyllabic v-•ords alike. 

The bipositional analyis of long vo•vels is also made likely by the fact that they 
behave similarly to "vovvel clusters," i.e. diphthongs. In English, for exan1ple, neither 
category occurs before non-coronal consonant clusters, and both occur word-finally, 
unlike short monophthongs (Fudge 1969: 272f.; Harris 1994: 37; Gussn1ann 2002: 
20-23; see Prince 1984 for the same conclusion in Finnish for both vov-•els and 
consonants). Accordingly, there is a general consensus that long vo•vels ought to 
be represented as in (Sa), and long (i.e. gen1inate) consonants as in (Sc). The rep
resentation of diphthongs and other consonant clusters is given in (Sb) and (Sd), 
for comparison. 

(5) The autosegmenta.1 representation of vowel a.nd consona.n t  clusters 

a. x x 

v Q 

b. x x 

Q u 

c. x x 

v 
t 

d.  x x 

11. t 

It is not only complete segments that may be linked to more than one skeletal 
position. The standard situation in fact is that features (autosegments) are multiply 
linked. Take, for exan1ple, the Hungarian \'\'Ord kiiliinbseg [�yl0mpfe:g] 'difference', 
depicted in (6). (The features only serve illustrative purposes; their exact identity 
and location is irrelevant here.) 

(6) Multiply linked features in the representation of [�y10mpfe:g] 

[rou.n.ded] [front] [mid, unrounded) 

---iG:?-=c7- � 
x x  x x  x x  x x  x x  

�eless] I [nasal] (voiceless) (voi;ctJl 
[velar] [coronal, lateral] [labial] [palatal] [velar] 

Chaotic as it seems, the diagram in (6) does not contain all the relevant features 
specifying the segmental content of the string [�yl0mpfe:g] - manner of articu
lation features, for exa1nple, are Jacking. Nevertheless, it can clearly be seen that 
it is 1nore common for a fea hue to be associated with several skeletal slots than 
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to be associated exclusively with one. In (6) this is because of voicing, place of 
articulation assimilations, vo'"el nasalization, and consonant fronting, as \veil as 
vowel harn1ony. Even '''hen feature sharing is not a result of such phonological 
processes, i.e. in n1onon1orphemic items, the 1nultiple association of a single 
feature is dictated by the Obligatory Contour Principle (Leben 1973; McCarthy 
1986; Odden 1986). 

1.3 One-to-zero and zero-to-one relations 
As we have seen, many-to-one and one-to-many relations bet"•een the skeleton and 
melody are very common. T'''O further options are discussed in this section. It is 
possible that a skeletal position is not associated with any melodic material. The 
opposite case may also occur: features tuuinked to any point on the skeleton. 

French liaison exen1plifies both of these possibilities (see CHAPTER 112: FRENCH 
LIAISON). In this phenomenon, a '"ord-final consonant is pronounced when the 
next word begins with a vo'"el, but not '"hen it begins with a consonant. (The 
syntactic conditions on liaison need not concern us here.) Thus in the phrase petit 
gnrfon 'little boy' the first element ends in a vo\vel ([pati garso]), in peht enfant 
'little child' a [t) is pronounced ([patit rua.)). According to one analysis (Prunet 
1987: 226) petit comes with only four skeletal slots, but five segments; enfant, on 
the other hand, has an extra skeletal slot - it begins \.Yith an initial consonantal 
slot which is empty. The situation is sho,vn in (7). 

(7) Liaison 

[x x x x] [x x x x] 

I I 
' 

I 
p a t 1 t a. f a. 

The [t) at the end of petit is not associated to the skeleton; it is said to be float
ing. Floating melody fails to be pronounced unless it is able to associate to the 
skeleton. Vo,vel-initial \vords supply an empty skeletal position that the floating 
melody can associate to. The floating [t] at the end of peril must be lexically 
detern1ined: there are other liaison consonants besides (t), whose identity is 
unpredic table (e.g. gros enfant [groz rua) 'fat child', mon enfant [mon rua) 'n<y child', 
gentil enfant [3otij ofo] 'nice child', long article [log artikl) 'long article', etc., \Vhere 
the consonant before the space appears only if the next "'Ord begins with a vowel). 
Therefore this consonant must be included in the lexical representation. It is also 
not unjustified to suppose that vo'"el-initial words carry an empty skeletal slot 
at theit left side. It is true for aU languages that at least some '"ords (and syl
lables) begin with a consonant (CHAPTER 55: ONSETS). For some languages this is 
not optional, but obligatory; crucially, though, there are no languages "'here an 
onset is not possible. One may argue that a syllable-initial consonantal position 
is in fact obligatory in all languages, the optionality lying in whether this position 
may or n1ay not be left en<pty (see e.g. Kaye 1989: 134). Thus consonant-initial 
words do not carry an empty skeletal slot to their left, '"hile vo\vel-initial \vords 
do, and as a result, the latter can host the floating consonantal melody at the end 
of the preceding word. Apparently, even languages that allo\v syllable-initial con
sonantal positions to be e1npty prefer them to be filled. 
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Hypothesizing that there is an empty skeletal position between hvo vo,vels 
in hiatus and that languages n1ake an effort to fill it also explains the common 
phenomenon of hiatus filling (CHAl'TER 61: HIATUS RESOl..UTlON). Unless a language 
111anages to get rid of this consonantal position (often together 'vith one of the 
neighboring vO"'elS), an intervocalic consonantal position is filled by some melody 
associating to it from one of the vo,vels. (8) illustrates this \vith English skier and 
Hw1garian siel [fi:i:I] 's/he skies'. 

(8) Hiatus filling 
a. x x x x x x b. x x x x x x .. 

V···
·· . 

v··· . . . 
s k a f l f; 

The hiatus between [i:] and [a] or [€] is filled by the n1elody of the first vo\vel, 
resulting in the forms [ski:ja] (Gimson 1989: 215, 2001: 213) and (fi:ji:;l] (Siptar and 
Torkenczy 2000: 283). 

The possibility of vocalic positions being empty is considerably more con
troversial; this issue will be taken up in §5. 

2 The CV skeleton 

The notion of the CV tier 'vas origina.Uy developed for the analysis of the non
concatenative morphology of Classical Arabic by McCarthy (1979, 1981). As in 
other Semitic languages, a large number of n1orphological categories are not 
expressed by linking morphemes after one another, but by fusing individually 
unpronounceable components into one. A si.Jnilar, but much less elaborate case is 
the abl.a.ut found in Germanic .languages, e.g. English. sing, sang, sung, and S-Ong, 'v.here 
the consonants carry the lexical entry and the vowel the grammatical category. 
(See also CHAPTER 105: TIER SEGREGATION and CHAPTER 108: SEMITIC TEMPLATES.) 

Paradign1s in Arabic are classified into groups traditionally called conjugations 
- or, as McCarthy refers to them, binyans. The prin1e phonological property of a 
binyan is the order i.J1 which consonants and vowels are arranged. Roots of three 
(sometimes tlvo or four) consonants contribute a lexical field to the meaning; the 
vowels are often responsible for grammatical categories like tense and voice. 
A portion of McCarthy's (1979: 244) table depicting the forms for the root /ktb/ 
'to \vrite' is given in (9). 

(9) Some forms of /ktb/ 

binyan perf act per/ pass 
I katab kutib 
II kattab kuttib 
III kaatab kuutib 

IX ktabab 

The CV skeletons of the first three binyans are CVCVC, CVCCVC, and CVVCVC, 
respectively; that of bi.J1yan IX is CCVCVC. The root consonants and the vo'"els 
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supplied by the grammatical category are mapped onto this skeleton more or less 
according to the association conventions elaborated by Goldsmith (1976). Three 
cases are sho\vn in ( 10). 

(10) a. katab b. kattab c. ktabab 

k t b k t b k t b 

I �� I � I I � 
c v c. v c c v c c v c. c c v c v c 

� � � 
a a a 

In (1 Oa ), the consonants are linked to the C slots of the skeleton, one by one. It 
is vital that the consonantal and vocalic skeletal slots be distinguished, since the 
linking of the root consonants and the vo,vel(s) can be done as required only thus. 
The case of (lOc) sho\vs that association takes place from left to right: with three 
consonants to four positions, the last consonant is linked to the surplus position 
( [ktabab)). (lOb) poses a problem in this respect: either association is i.diOS)mcraticaJly 
edge-in in this case, or some extra mechanism is needed. McCarthy (1979: 256) 
uses brute force here: he assumes the expected *[katbab] in the first round, with 
a later rule delinking the first linkage of [ b] ( [katCab ], \Vhere C represents the 
slot fron1 >vhich the 1nelody of the [b J is delinked). This is automatically follo\ved 
by the spreading of the [t] ([kattab )), much like an instance of compensatory length
ening (see §1.2). 

A slightly less po,verful solution is proposed by Lo\o\1enstamm and Kaye (1986: 
117-118), who claim that association to the first position is inhibited from the start, 
thus each consonant of the root occupies its final position in the first round, as 
shown in (1 la). The resulting configuration (empty C follo"'ed by filled C) is 
interpreted as a geminate, as in (llb). I have adapted the original to the previ
ous diagrams of this chapter to aid comparison. We \vill see belo'v (§3) that 
Lo,venstamm and Kaye use a significantly different sche1ne. 

(11) The mapping of a geminnte ((kattab)) 

a. k t b b. k t b 

I � I � 
c v © c v c c v c c v c 

a a 

Note that JvlcCarthy's second-round-spreading solution cannot apply after 
Lowensta1nn1 and Kaye's first-round blocking, since this \Vould yield the una t· 
tested form *(kaktab ).2 

' Neither analysis gives a rease)n for delinking or inhibiting the association of the consonant encircled 
in (lla), so that the unattested form *(katbab] is avoided. Following Hoberman ('1988), we may assume 
that long-distance geminates (those separated by a vowel) are more marked (their inhi.b.ition is 
ranked higher) than local ones and that \\'Ord-initial gen1inates are e\ren more n1arked. This explains 
why [l:attab] is preferred to *(l:atbab], but [ktabab) to •[kkatab]. 
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In McCarthy's analysis, the CV skeleton of Arabic "'ords is a morpheme (a pro
sodic template, in his "'ords), identifying the binyan of the \vord form, contributing 
to the sen1antic elen1ents of the specific binyan (as if the Attic-Aeolic difference 
between [e:mi] and [em:i) represented a difference in n1orphological categories). 

Clements and Keyser (1983: 11) apply the CV skeleton as a universal phono
logical device, the mediator behveen the syllable and autosegrnents, its t'vo types 
of members, C and V representing "the useful but ill-defined notion of 'phonological 
segment'." The C for them is an anchor for anything [-syllabic] and the V for 
[+syllabic) segments. Prince (1984) shows that such impoverished representations 
adequately capture the templates of, for example, verbal person endings in 
Finnish, which are -C in the singular and -CC[e] in the plural, 'vith the melody 
[01) in the 1st, and [t] in the 2nd person. The surface forms are thus 1st singular 
[-n] (by an independently motivated rule turning [m] to [n] '''Ord-finally), 2nd 
singular (-t), 1st plural [-mme] and 2nd plural [-tte]. 

3 The X skeleton 

Simultaneously with the development of theories of the CV skeleton there evolved 
an alternative view that considered the distinction of C and V slots redundant, 
and argued that skeletal slots are uniforn1, usually marked with dots or x's (e.g. 
Ltnvenstamm and Kaye 1986; Levin 1985). Proponents of the X skeleton have put 
fon,•ard a number of arguments against skeletal positions predestined for syllabicity. 

3.1 Reduplication in Mokilese 
Levin (1985: 35-41) shows some unusual cases of reduplication from Mokilese, 
which, she believes, are analyzable only \Vi.th an X skeleton. The point is that the 
reduplicant is a copy o.f the first three segments o.f the first sylJ.able of the stem, 
irrespective of their being consonants or vowels. Levin argues that the template 
of the reduplicant must therefore also Jack this information. The relevant data are 
given in (12). 

(12) Mokilese reduplica.tion 
ste111 p1·ogress1.ve 

a. p:idok p:id p:>eiok 'plant' 
b. kasJ kaskas:> 'throw' 
c. pa pa:pa '"veave' 
d. \VIa \Vl:\Vta 'do' 
e. ca:k ca:ca:k 'bend' 
f. onop onnonop 'prepare' 
g. an dip andandip 'spit' 

Levin contends that the reduplicant 1nust be a totally specificationless skeleton, 
0(xxx), to \vhich the copy of the melody of the stem is associated following uni
verS<'ll conventions. The case of (12a), (12b), and (12g) is now straightfon,•ard . When 
the stem is too short, as in [pa], (12c), the last melody is multiply linked. The fact 
that the reduplicant is a single syllable inhibits the second vov1els of [\via] and 
[onop] from associating to the skeleton (12d) and (12£). As a result, the preceding 
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vowel or consonant is lengthened again. There is a problem '''ith the stem [ca:kJ 
though, (12e). The melody of the sten1 comprises three segn1ents, "JcJ", "JaJ", and 
"lkl", and the expected reduplicated forn1 is therefore *(cakca:k] rather than the 
attested [ca:ca:k). Levin has to stipulate that multiple n1elodic associations like 
that of the long [a:) are transferred in reduplication. A further problem of this 
analysis lies in the interpretation of the reduplicant: it is specified as a syllable, 

but it is not one in [on.n-onop J or [an.d-andip J ("there the hyphen indicates the 
bow1dary bet,veen the reduplicant and the stem), since a '''Ord-internal pre-vocalic 
consonant forms a syllable with the follo,ving vo,.vel, as the universal onset 
maximalization principle requires. Yet the constraint on the reduplicant being a 
syllable cannot be relaxed, because if the first three segments '"'ere copied "'ith
out reference to a syllable, Lmdesirable results like •[,.vi.a-wiaJ or *[o.no-onopJ would 
emerge. In fact, Moravcsi.k says that in her survey of reduplication types she has 
never come across formulations like "reduplicate the first t\¥0 [or, in our case, 
three - szp J segments (regardJess of whether they are consonants or vowels)" (1978: 
307-308). If in a language reduplication copies the first eve part of the stem for 
consonant-initial stems, it "'ill copy Ve (not VeV) of vowel-initial sten1s. 

Actually, a sin1pler account is available for the data in (12). Theoretically it is 
no more plausible than Levin's, but needs fe,ver stipulations, and thus invalidates 
her analysis as an argument for the X skeleton. Suppose, as in §1.3 above, that syl
lable onsets are ahvays represented on the skeleton, either as a filled or as an empty 
e position. (This immediately explains Moravcsi.k's observation.) The reduplicant 
then is a copy of the first eve part of the stein, melody and skeleton included. 
The cases of (12a-c) are obvious. The third slot for (12c) is auton1atically filled by 
the v(nvel of the redupli.cant, just as for Levin. The objection (also put for\vard 
by Broselow 1995: 184) that vowels cannot spread onto a consonantal slot is 
mistaken: a C slot is not meant to host consonants exclusively, but non-syllabic 
seginents. If a syllable has one syllabic segment, then a long vowel is hosted by 
a VC sequence on the skeleton, as Oe1nents and Keyser (1983: 12) argue. 

In (l2d), tl1e empty intervocalic C position is involved in the copying, but, as 
it is preconsonantal in the reduplicant, it serves as an anchor for the preceding 
vo"rel, wilike in the stem, where it is pre-vocalic. This is shown in (13a). Pre-vocalic 
sten1s blindly copy the initial empty C position, and so only the first t"10 "real" 
segments form the reduplicant. (12g) see1ns to cause a problen1 no,v: here the 
redup.1.icant appears to be [and-], i.e. VCC, instead of the expected VC. Raimy (1999) 
suggests an obvious solution: if [nd] is analysed as ["ddJ, a gernina te pre-nasalized 
stop, then the situation is identical to that in (12f). The stem-initial en1pty C must 
be filled to satisfy onset maximalization: it is in1possible to have a coda consonant 
follo,.ved by an empty onset. This is illustrated in (13b ). (The reduplicant and the 
stem. are en.closed in brackets for easier identification.) 

(13) Reduplication and empty onsets 

a. [C V CJ [C v 

I l--··· I I 
w 1 

. 
'" l 

c V] 

I 
a 

b. [C V CJ [C 

I l.-···· 
o n 

v c v CJ 

I I I I 
o n o p 

In fact, Levin herself suggests the empty-C-slot analysis as an escape hatch for 
the CV skeleton, but rejects the idea on the grounds that the vo,.vel of the 
causative prefix [ka-) does not lengthen "'hen prefixed to vo,vel-initial stems (e.g. 
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[ka+adanki] > [ka:danki] 'to name', [ka+uru:r] > [kauru:r] 'to be funny'). Vow·els 
do not usually lengthen by filling a pre-vocalic en1pty e position (cf. Hayes 1989: 
281); what is 1nore, it is hard to expect a long vowel or a diphthong to further 
lengthen. The conclusive test, the prefix [ak-], >vhich is expected to gen1inate its 
consonant if prefixed to a vovvel-initial stem if there was an empty consonantal 
slot, "was only found prefixed to C-initial stems" (Levin 1985: 40). We can conclude 
that the hypothesis that vowel-initial stems carry an en1pty consonantal position 
at their left edge is not refuted by Levi.n's data. 

3.2 Redundancy of C and V 

A better argument against CV skeletons is that specifying syllabicity on the 
skeleton is redundant if the same information can be read off higher prosodic 
structures, like syllab ic constituents, especially the nucleus. Lowenstamm and Kaye 
(1986) argue that simple syllable trees, like those in (14), adequately define the 
slots of the skeleton. 

(14) Syllable trees 
a. � b. /A c. /'A_N 

They suggest that labeling the trees is unneceSS<<ry since this information also follo,vs 
from the configuration. Nevertheless, some minimal labeling (N', i.e. "nucleus") 
is necessary to distinguish eve, (14b), and evv, (14c), syllables - consider, for 
example, the Arabic templates of binyans II ([kattab]) and III ([kaatab]) (see (9)). 

Lo\venstanun and Kaye (1986) raise the issue of \vhether the skeleton is an 
independent level in phonological representations, or merely a projection of higher 
prosodic structure, in particular syllable structure. A consequence of this assump
tion is that the nodes representing syllabic constituents (like onset or nucleus) 
cannot be distinguished from the skeletal position(s) that they dominate. That is, it 
is i.Jnpossible to conceive of skeletal positions not don1inated by higher prosodic 
structure, or of a syllabic constituent that does not dominate a skeletal position. 

Charette utilizes "pointless onsets" in an analysis of h-aspire "'ords m French 
(1991: 90£). She claims that "normal" vow·el-initial \VOrds begin with an onset that 
does not dominate any skeletal position, ,.vhile those \vhich contai.J1 h-aspini -\vords 
that phonetically begi.J1 \\'ith a vowel, but phonologically behave as consonant
initial - begm vvith a regular "pointful" onset, dominatmg a skeletal position "'hich 
is not associated \vtth any melody. The vow·el of the definite article is unpronounced 
before vo"rel-i.Jlitial "'ords, but it is pronounced before consonant- and h-aspirci

initial words. (15) illustrates the first part of the two cases using eharette's examples: 
l'ainie [lan1i] 'the girlfriend' and la hache [la af] 'the axe'. 

(15) T1vo types of emp�f onset 
a. 0 N 0 N b. 0 N 0 N 

I I I I I I I 
x x x x x x x 

I I I I I 
1 a a 1 a a 
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According to Charette's analysis, the vo\vel of the article is deleted before a point
less onset as a result of the Obligatory Contour Principle, since the two nuclei are 
"adjacent" if the onset behveen them lacks a skeletal slot, as in (15a). vVhen sucl1 
an onset is linked to a skeletal slot, it inhibits the deletion process, as in (I Sb). 
This analysis faces difficulties on several counts. On the one hand, the Obligatory 
Contour Principle controls the appearance of identical melodic ele1nents linked to 
adjacent skeletal positions. The nodes labeled "nucleus'' do not qualify as such. 
On the other hand, liaison calls for the opposite representation of the t\vo types 
of vo\vel-initial \vords. As mentioned in §1.3, so1ne morphemes that are vo"rel
final preconsonantaUy exhibit a consonant 'vhen foJlowed by a vo,vel-initial \vord. 
The plural of the definite article is an example: Les amies [lez ami) 'the girlfriends' 
vs. les haches [le af) 'the axes' (recall that h-aspire-initial "'Ords behave as if they 
were consonant-initial). The final [z) of the cliticized article is pronounced \Vhen 
there is no skeletal position for it to anchor to, and it is not pronounced when 
there is one, i.e. 'vithout further stipulations, Charette's analysis predicts just the 
opposite of the attested liaison facts. The impoverished structures of (14) are also 
impossible if labels like "onset" and "nucleus" are treated separately from "'hat 
they label: the skeletal slots. 

To sununarize, there is no co1npelling reason to distinguish skeletal points 
and the syllabic constituents containing then1. Allo,ving pointless constituents or 
constituentless skeletal points makes unnecessary contrasts possible. But then, if 
prosodic nodes like onset and nucleus are not distinct fron1 skeletal slots, then 
skeletal slots do carry the basic information of syllabic stah1s: such a skeleton does 
contain Cs and Vs, irrespective of whether this is penciled on paper as Cs and 
Vs, Os and Ns, or son1ething else. The hvo levels must, nevertheless, be kept 
distinct if more than one skeletal slot can be associated \Vith a single syllabic 
constituent, i.e. if branching onsets and nuclei are posited. §5 discusses a model 
where even these are clain1ed not to exist. 

4 Moras 

As we have seen in the case of Mokilese reduplication (§3.1), preconsonantal empty 
C positions are available as targets for the spreading of a preceding vo,vel; inter
vocalic ones a.re not. In n<any l.anguages, a similar a.sym.metry characterizes these two 
consonantal positions. Stress processes, for example, may treat a preconsonantal 
consonant as being on a par with vowels, but not pre-vocalic consonants.3 

Hock (1986) argues that the notion of n1ora must be (re)introduced into phono
logical theory. The mora has been around in linguistic discussions for at least hvo 
centuries (see Allen 1974.: 100); it is its theoretical status that is at issue here (see 
also CHAPTER 33: SYLLABLE-INTERNAL STRUCTURE). Hock's proposal is to introduce 

3 Lt is common at this point to offer a disclaimer with respect to Everett and Everett (1984) (who 
daim that Piraha is different in this respect) or to Davis (1988) (who collects cases where the quality 
of the onset seems to play a role in stress assignment). I-io"'•e\rer, as £-Jayes states: "[ belie\1e that the 
ability of J1,1oraic Theory to account for wide-spread patterns of markedness should be gi.\•en more 
\\reigl1t in assessing tl1e evide11ce tha.11 any particular a\¥k\\1ardness in tl1e analysis of individttal 
languages" (1989: 303). Tl\is is probably true for any theory. Furthermore, some of the very few 
o·nset-sensiti\1e systems have been sho\1vn to be re-anal)'Zable so that they are not onset-sensiti\•e 
(Goedemans 1996; Takahashi 1999). 
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the mora as an autosegment, rather similar to tones: in his proposal tones are indeed 
linked to moras. If compensatory lengthening could only lengthen a vo,ve.l in 
compensation for the loss of a tautosyllabic consonant, the "standard" CV or X 
skeleton •vould be fully capable of dealing '"'ith the process. We have seen, ho"'
ever, that compensatory lengthening also occurs at a distance: the loss of a vow,el 
in the follo,.ving syllable may lead to lengthening across an intervening onset con
sonant. Relevant cases are Greek glide loss (e.g. Proto-Greek [od,vos) > Ionic [o:dos) 
'threshold'; Steriade 1982: 118) and Middle English sch,va apocope (e.g. [tala] > 
(ta:l) 'tale'; Minkova 1982). In both cases the melody delinks and the vo,vel spread
ing is separated by a consonant that apparently remains Jinked to the skeleton. 

(16) Problematic cases of compensatory lengthening 
a. v c c v c b. c v c v c. c v c v 

[. ... + .. "+ I I I l.·"f.-"f I L- --f ·"+ 
0 d \V 0 s t a 1 a t a I a 

Actually, as ( 16a, b) sho\v, the consonant standing in the way of con1pensatory 
lengthening is shifted to the right by one slot in both cases. This process, pro
posed by Steriade (1982: 126-128), is referred to as "double flop" by Hayes (1989: 
265-267). The Creek case in (16a) can be explained by universal principles: the 
loss of ['v) leaves us \Vith an empty onset (provided that the syllabification 
is [od.,vos]). The resulting [od.os] violates the onset maximalization principle, 
thus resyllabification ensues. But the skeletal position does not resyllabify, since 
there is an empty onset slot, recently vacated by ["'). It is to this slot that the (d) 
associates, leaving its original slot empty, triggering the lengthening of the pre
ceding vo,vel. 

The lengthening triggered by apocope, exemplified by Middle English [tala] > 
[ta:l) in (16b ), is more problen1atic for a theory \vhich Jacks moras. The n1echanism 
appears to be the sa.me a.s in (16a), but nO\v the consonant before the disappear
ing word-final vowel is supposed to flop to a vocalic position, to the nuclear slot 
of the last syllable. In addition, the position it leaves is not one that should cause 
lengthening of the preceding vowel. The alternative, whereby the vo,vel spreads 
out i.mn1ediately to the vacated vocalic slot, as in (16c), is even \Vorse, as it violates 
the axiomatic constraint inhibiting the crossing of association lines.4 

In fact, with both CV and X skeletons it is hard to explain \vhy the spreading 
of a vo,vel to some consonantal slots should cause lengthening, \vhile in other 
cases an apparently similar vo,vel spreading does not. For example, the empty 
onset in Hungarian p-ia [pija) 'drink' is filled by the spreading of the n1elody of 
the preceding vowel, as in (8).5 Yet the result is not a long vowel, "'hich it is in 
film 'film', for '''hich the pronunciation [fi:m] is possible (Siptar and Ti:irkenczy 
2000: 281) (cf. Hayes 1989: 281-283). 

·• This problem could be avoided by placing vowels and consonants on separate autosegmental planes 
(as in (10) and (11)); however, such a modification would loosen the theory beyond desirable Limits: 
we \VOt1ld 110\v find it hard to explain '''hy so n1any processes deen1ed possible by tl1e fra111e\¥ork 
.l\ever occur. 
5 l•Vhile it may be argued that pill is underlyingly (pijo], the question still holds why the same struc
ture, the melody of [i] doubly Linked to a V and a C slot, is [ij] in one case and [i:] in the other. 
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Hock's (1986) proposal is to attach a mora (µ) to each weight-bearing position, 
that is, to each vocalic position, as well as to some consonantal positions, notably 
codas. The two cases are sho'"n in (17). 

(17) Dou/lie flop rvith n1oras 
a. CJ CJ b. CJ CJ 

"' � + 
v c c v c c v c v 

I +.,··+ I I I I I + 
0 d w 0 s t a 1 <J 

1····,f I 1··· ----.. f 
µ µ µ µ µ 

The moraic analysis of (odw·os] > (o:dos] in (17a) is not significantly different from 
the moraless one, shown in (16a). It nevertheless suggests a reason for the asym
metry between onset and coda consonants: the former do not possess a 1nora, '"hile 
the latter do. The advantage of the n1ora analysis becon1es clear in the lengthen
ing of a vowel caused by apocope: (tale>] > (ta:l), (17b). The intervening onset con
sonant is not affected by the process at aU, since it is not associated "'ith a mora. 
Thus, the mora left floating after the final vo'''el is lost can associate to the stem 
internal vo,vel "above the head" (or rather "below the foot") of the intervening 
n1oraless consonant, much like in a vo\vel harmony process, '''here intervening 
consonants not possessing the relevant vocalic feature are transparent. 

Hayes (1989) rearranges the relationship of the syUable and the mora by n1aking 
the latter an integral part of prosodic structure, dominated by the syllable node. 
In a more radical innovation he also gets rid of the skeleton as previously conceived. 
In his vie\v, the function of the skeleton is taken over by 1noras, and moraless 
consonants are either associated directly '"ith the syllable node or share a n1ora 
•vith the moraic segment. Accord i.ngly, the two processes displayed in (16) and 
(17) would be represented as in (18). 

(18) Moras as the skeleton 
a. CJ (] 

� 
�l �l • ' 
l.-··t,/ 

' 
0 d w 0 

b. 

s 

�l �l 
1 ... .. _:;:f 

t a I <> 

The sin1ple double-flop case of Greek glide deletion in (18a) does not require much 
conunent, as the mechanisn1 is the san1e as before. For Middle English apocope, 
however, Hayes needs an extra stipulation, called parasitic delinking: the loss of 
an overt nucleus in a syllable entails the dissolution of the whole syllable. What 
is no"' left of the last syllable, a mora and an [!], is joined to the first one, yield
ing the correct result. In Hock's analysis, on the other hand, the [!] remains in 
place, and does not have to be delinked and relinked, as can be seen in (17b). 
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Despite this complication, Hayes's model has definite advantages over Hock's 
use of n1oras. On the theoretical cotmt, it is simpler in that it lacks the CV or X 
skeleton. On the en1pirical count, it predicts that compensatory lengthening of a 
vowel is only caused by the loss of a moraic segment that follows the vo,.vel, never 
by the loss of one that precedes it. As (19a) shows, Hock's representations easily 
allo'.v the latter case, \.vhich is not attested according to Hayes. His hypothetical 
example is [ala] > [la:]. 

(19) Compensatory lengthening triggered by loss of preceding vowel 
a. v c v b. a a 

+ I I + 
a l a �· µ 
+ ....... ··1 f ··-. . _ _j �l µ a 1 a 

In Hayes's n1odel, (19b), the freed mora of the first syllable cannot be captured by 
the second 1nora, because the onset consonant inhibits this. The price to pay for 
this solution is the stipulative parasitic delinking mentioned above: if the niora.ic 
segment of a syllable is delinked, the onset consonant is also delinked, as in (18b). 
Without this an onset will ah.vays block the linking of a heterosyllabic mora. Note 
that in Hock's 1nodel not only the loss of a vo,.vel, but also the loss of a n1oraic 
consonant, could lead to the lengthening of a following vowel (e.g. Proto-Greek 
[esoli) > hypothetical *[emi:)). Such changes also seem to be unattested, as pre
dicted by Hayes. 

\!Vhile theoretically attractive, dispensing "'ith the skeleton has serious reper
cussions. Recall that linking IP A symbols to elements of higher prosodic structure 
(slots of the skeleton, n1oras, syllables) is misleading, since seg1nents are not atonuc. 
In partial trees like those in (20), '"here the Greek letters a-£ stand for (auto)seg
ments, the temporal order of these autosegments is not specified. The string �y 
is usually referred to as a branching onset; b is a moraless coda, ivhich may occur 
word finally even in languages with moraic codas, like English. 

(20) Autosegmental representations without n tinting fier 
a. (} b. CJ 

I 
p 
� 

� y Ct £ b 
Accordingly, the order of t\VO adjacent tautosyllabic or tautomoraic segn1ents must 
be given by some stipulation. Kaye, for example, provides such a stipulation: 
"By universal convention the less sonorou.s of the hvo elements associated to the 
same point is produced first in the speech chain" (1985: 289). lt remains to be seen 
if this can be maintained. For syllable-initial consonants, (20a), this is exactly what 
the sonority sequencing principle dictates. In the domain of single segments, 
affricates follow this convention, but the existence of prenasalized stops casts son1e 
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doubt on its validity. Apart from light diphthongs (like French [\va] in trois [tr,va] 
'three'), monon1oraic rhy1nal sequences, as in (20b), obviously cannot be subject 
to this generalization, since they are invariably ordered in the opposite \vay, \Vith 
the more sonorous (vo,·vel) first and the less sonorous (consonant) second. Be that 
as it may, 'vithout some similar (set of) principle(s) an autosegmental representa
tion without a timing tier is uninterpretable. 

To overcome this difficulty, one might \vish to introduce root nodes, a notion 
fanilliar from frame\vorks organizing features into hierarchical structures, "feature 
geometries" (Clements 1985; Sagey 1986; McCarthy 1988; CHAPTER 27: THE ORGAN
IZATION OF FEATURES). The root node is the topmost node of such a hierarchy, 
containing all of the features making up the given segment, that is, the entirety 
of the segn1ent. If the graphical order of root nodes specified their ten1poral order 
as well -as assun1ed in the contour-segn1ent model of affricates - then "root node" 
would be just another name for "skeletal slot," i.e. one would simply reintroduce 
the skeleton into the representation. The skeleton is apparently indispensable. 

5 A return to the CV skeleton 

The modern career of the mora was launched by the need to distinguish onset 
consonants from coda consonants. Only the latter are capable of contributing to the 
\veight of a syllable, that is, of behaving like a vo,vel; onsets are not (CHAPTER 55: 

ONSETS and CHAPTER 57: QUANTITY-SENSITIVITY). A n1ora is therefore assigned to 
consonants in the rhyme, but not to those in the onset. Note, however, that the 
reasoning is circular: codas are equipped \vith a rnora because '"e observe that 
they behave differently, and then refer to these moras to explain their difference. 
But '"e could just as 'vell imagine an alternative "'Orld in 'vhich onsets were n1oraic 
and codas were not. There is no inherent property of coda consonants that means 
they are fated to be 1noraic, as opposed to onset consonants. To n1ake things worse, 
've '"ill see that it is not exactly true that onset consonants are never moraic, or 
at least that their loss never entails compensatory lengthening. It turns out to be 
an oversin1plification to tie diverse phenomena like compensatory lengthening, 
stress assignment algorithn1s, the assignment of tone-bearing units, etc. to a single 
property of the representation, i.e. 1noras (Hayes 1995: 299; Gordon 2004). 

It is a version of the once rejected CV skeleton that might bring us closer to 
understanding this asymmetry in the behavior of consonants at the nvo edges of 
the syllable. To distinguish it from the McCarthy and Clements and Keyser type 
of CV skeleton, I \Vil! refer to it as the "strict CV skeleton." In §1.3 and §3.1, \Ve 
saw '"'hY it is useful to suppose that son1e skeletal positions are en1pty. So far, 
,.ve have only seen empty consonantal positions, but there is no particular reason 
why emptiness, i.e. the state of not being associated to any melodic material, should 
be linlited to consonantal positions. The claim that the host of the vowel (the nucleus) 
is the head of the syllable, and therefore cannot be missing, is not a very strong 
one. Syntactic heads, for exa1nple the complen1entizer of a co1nplen1entizer 
phrase, may remain empty (e.g. I know !er [c 0) she'll come)).6 But other prosodic 
units like the foot may also exist "'ithout an overt head: in the previous sentence 

6 In fact, in English it is by default empty in non-questions, that is, there is an empty complemen
tizer at the beginning of the matrix dause too. 
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the first headed foot begins with know, and the pronoun I before it forms a head
less, degenerate foot. Feet and syllables are similar types of prosodic units, and 
headless syllables are therefore not inconceivable entities. 

If nuclei may remain unpronoiu1ced, a very restricted syllable structure 
becomes availab!e.7 Lo\venstamm (1996) proposes that underlyingly all languages 
have the same skeleton, the simplest one available, comprising non-branching onsets 
and non-branching nuclei in strict alternation. Accordingly, no hvo consonants 
and no two vowels are adjacent on the skeleton, as they are ah\•ays separated by 
a position of the opposite type. (21) gives the four duster types of (5) in a strict 
CV model. 

(21) The strict CV representation of vo1vel and consonant clusters 
a. v c v b. v c v c. c v c d. c v c 

� I I � I I 
a a u t .n t 

Recall the discussion in §3.2: the CV skeleton contains redundant information that 
can be read off higher prosodic structures. But this only holds if there is any higher 
prosodic structure. In fact, strict CV analyses generally do not call for the recog
nition of sudl structure, and certainly not of any further syllabic constituency. 

The nvo cases of compensatory lengthening in Greek - Proto-Greek [esmi] > Attic 
[e:rni] and Aeoli

.
c [e1n:i.] - are illustrated in (22). 

(22) Compensatory lengthening in a strict CV skeleton 
a. v c v c v b. v c \T c. v 

[ .  .. +·· .• I I I f. ··-.... J I 
e s m l e s m 

With the delinking of the [s], hvo skeletal slots are opened up for association: 
both the consonantal slot of the delinked coda and the vocalic slot enclosed '"ithin 
the original [sn1] cluster. The choice is apparently controlled by a dialect-specific 
para1neter, just as in any other theory of the skeleton. 

The mora of rnoraic theories is an independent entity, '"hich can be assigned 
to segments as the analyst needs it - it is only empirical considerations that stop 
them from assigning a mora to onsets. In the strict C\T approach, moras are an 
inevitable consequence of the '"ay the skeleton is built up (Scheer and Szigetvari 
2005). A coda consonant is n1oraic because it is follo,ved by an unpronounced 
vocalic slot. That is, the moraicness of the coda is only apparent: it is the foll.owing 
vocalic slot that carries weight. In this vie'"' only vocalic slots are moraic. The loss 
of an intervocalic consonant does not free any "buried" empty vocalic slot, as (23a) 
shows. The loss of a preconsonantal consonant, on the other hand, makes an other
wise unreachable vocalic slot available as a target for spreading, as in (23b). 

7 Note that "empty" and "unpronounced" are not equ.ivalent. In a privative feature framework, empty 
skeletal positions may be pho11etically interpreted, as a sound maximally lacking an)' co11trast, like 
e.g. [3] or [>]. Some empty skeletal positions may thus be pronounce.cl; others Jl\OY remain unpro
nounced if they satisfy certain condjtions. See Kaye el al. (1985, 1990), Charette (1991), and Harris 
(1994) for details. 
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(23) The loss of an intervocalic and a preconsonantal consonant 
a. V C V 

I + I 
a t a 

b .  v c v c v 

L--+---- I I 
a s t a 

The weight of closed syllables containing a short vovvel is language-specific. For 
example, in English and Cairene Arabic such syllables count as heavy, while in 
Khalkha Mongolian and YidinY they count as light (Zee 1995: 89). This parametric 
variation is trivially encoded in moraic frameworks: coda consonants are some
ti.mes assigned a mora, and sometimes not. In the strict CV model, the same fact 
is encoded by parameterizing \vhether or not an unpronounced vocalic slot is 
counted by the relevant process. Crucially, ho,vever, since the shape of the skeleton 
is constant - it is always a strict alternation of vocalic and consonantal positions 
- the uncounted vocalic slot is there even '"hen it is not counted by a certain pro
cess (say, stress assignment). One prediction running counter to those of Moraic Theory 
follo"'S from this fact: compensatory lengthening of a vo,vel should be possible 
even if coda consonants are not moraic in a language. Kavitskaya (2002) claims 
that at least t\\'O languages, Piro and Ngajan, are exactly like this. One could clain1 
that the n1ora associated 'vith the coda in such languages is one which does not 
contribute to 'veight but does allO\\' compensatory lengthening (as an anonymous 
reviewer points out). This then means that there are t\vO types of mora, a "'veight 
mora" and a "compensatory lengthening mora." The strict CV model predicts exactly 
this: there are t'vo types of Vs. Pronounced Vs obligatorily contribute to weight, 
unpronounced ones are parameterizable. 

In the strict CV frame\\'Ork, '"hen an empty vocalic position enclosed bet"•een 
hvo consonants is "unearthed," compensatory lengthening may ensue, irrespec
tive of 'vhether this target of spreading is to the left or to the right of the vo,vel 
to lengthen. Tua t is, the loss of an onset consonant may result in the lengthening 
of the vo,vel that folJo,vs it, as (24) sho,.vs. 

(24) On.set loss yielding co111pen.salory lengthening 
c v c v  
I ··--+·._J � y ex 

The theory dictates that this option is available only for postconsonantal onsets, 
not for intervocalic ones (see (23a)). Confirmation of this prediction con1es from 
south\vestern dialects of Finni.sh vvhere gradated [k] is lost, \vith compensatory 
lengthening. The data in (25) con1e from Kiparsky (2008); doubled vowels are long, 
as in standard Finnish orthography. 

(25) Compensatory lengthening in. southwestern Finnish dialects 

input 
/jalka-t/ 
/ncelce-n/ 
/halko-t/ 

SvV dialect 
jalaat 
ncelcecen 
haloot 

standard 
jalat 
nceljcen 
halvot 

'legs' 
'hunger-GEN' 
'logs' 
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In the Finnish data, the lost consonant is ah,rays preceded by another consonant, 
and is never intervocalic. This is important, because the empty vocalic slot is avail
able between t"'O consonants, but not after a vowel, as (23a) shows. 

San1othraki Greek exhibits a similar type of compensatory lengthening. In this 
dialect, pre-vocalic [r) is lost, and is only retained in preconsonantal position -
a mirror image of the distribution in non-rhotic dialects of English. The loss of 
postconsonantal [r) is illustrated in (26a). Intervocalic [r) is lost "'ithout trace, as 
in (26b), as expected. (The data are fro1n Topintzi 2006, \Vho attril1utes them to 
Katsanis 1996.) 

(26) Loss of Ir/ in Sa111othraki Greek 
input 011tp11t 

a. /'protos/ ['po:tus] 'first' 
/'frena/ ['fe:na) 'brakes' 
/'xroma / ['xo:ma] 'color' 
/'yrafo/ ['ya:fu) 'I write' 

b. /'leftirus/ ('leftius) 'free' 
/va're!../ [va'e!..J 'barrel' 
/'n1era/ [ 'mia] 'day' 
/'skara/ ['skaa] 'grill' 

To provide the missing n1ora, Hayes (1989: 283) has to hypothesize an epenthesis 
stage before the loss of the [r): ('frena] > [fe'rena] > [fe'ena] > ('fe:na]. The strict 
CV analysis is rather similar, though the only difference is a very important one: 
the slot of the "epenthetic" VO\vel is lexically available, since any t"'O consonants 
are ahvays separated by such an empty slot. The relevance of this difference behveen 
the hvo analyses is that there is no empirical evidence for epenthesis in this case. 
Furthermore, this assumption creates a paradox in the ordering of the historical 
events (Kavitskaya 2002: 98), and Hayes's hypothesis is therefore not plausible. 
The strict CV skeleton, ho,vever, has a vocalic position to 'vhich the vo,vel can 
spread \Vithout any extra process. 

But even the strict CV model seems to be taken by surprise \Vhen it comes to 
the loss of word-initial [r ): this loss also triggers con1pensatory lengthening, as 
the \vords in (27) sho'"· 

(27) Loss of Ir/ in Sa111othraki Greek 
input 
/'ruxa/ 
/'rema/ 

output 
('u:xa) 
( 'e:n1a J 

'clothes' 
'stream' 

Scheer and Segeral (2001) introduce the notion of "coda mirror." The coda is a 
typical lenition environn1ent, being the position in the \Vo rd that is not followed 
by a vo'''el, i.e. a preconsonantal or \vord-final position. The coda 1nirror is the 
opposite case: it is the position not preceded by a vo"•eL i.e. a postconsonantal 
or \vord-initial position, which is cla imed to be the strong position, \vhere leni
tion is unlikely. Scheer and Segeral's theory is built on the strict CV skeleton: for 
them, "not follo\ved by a vowel" n1eans followed by an unpronow1ced vo,vel, 
and "not preceded by a vo,.vel" means preceded by an unpronoWlced vowel. It 
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is this empty vocalic position that causes the lengthening of the vowel in the Finnish 
and the Greek data discussed here. Not only postconsonantal, but also word-initial 
consonants are assumed to be preceded by an en1pty vowel, a proposal first argued 
for by Lowenstainm (1999). Accordingly, the loss of a 'vord-initial consonant may 
also cause compensatory lengthening, as sho\vn in (28). 

(28) Word-initial consonant loss yielding cmnpensatory lengthening 
(C) V C V C V 

·---+--.J I I 
r u x a 

Since consonant loss is not common in the coda 1nirror position, con1pensatory 
lengthening is also rare in this environment. The peculiarity of Sainothraki Greek, 
then, is that it unexpectedly exhibits [r) loss in the coda mirror position and not 
in the expected coda position. The ensuing compensatory lengthening is a con
sequence predicted by the strict CV skeleton. 

6 Conclusion 

The phonological skeleton evolved as a result of the autoseginental idea taken 
to its logical conclusion: segments, after autosegrnentalizion of all their melodic 
content, leave behind "traces" that encode their relative temporal order. The debates 
concerning the phonological skeleton are (i) '"hether skeletal slots specify any 
phonetic property (consonantalness vs. vocalicness) or none, i.e. \Vhether the 
skeleton contains Cs and Vs or uniform Xs; and (ii) whether the mora can replace 
skeletal slots, 'vith moraless consonants Jinked directly to the syllable node. This 
chapter has argued that skeletal slots are Cs and Vs, not merely Xs, but there is 
no further prosodic constituency (e.g. onsets, nuclei, or syllables). Furthermore, 
it has been claimed that the n1ora is not an independent element of the repre
sentation, but a consequence of para1netrical settings on vocalic skeletal slots: 
pronounced V slots are universaUy moraic; u.npronounced ones are rnoraic in some, 
but not in other languages. Consonants, on the other hand, are never moraic. 
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NINA TOPINTZI 

Onsets are obligatory in the most typical syllable found cross-linguistically, the 
consonant-vowel (CV) syllable, and as such, are found ubiquitously across 
languages. This chapter explores various aspects of onsets, covering much of their 
structural, segmental, and suprasegn1ental behavior. Using empirical data as a 
point of departure, various stances and theoretical views \11ill be addressed on 
a number of issues. These include the presence of the onset in unmarked CV 
syllables (§1), onset clusters and the role of sonority in their formation (§2), and 
the structure and representation of the onset '"'ithin the syllable (§3). The focus 
,vi.Jl then shift to the onset's often disregarded role i.n suprasegmental phonology 
\llith reference to several "'eight-based phenomena (§4). The cllapter closes by 
briefly reviev1ing approaches that tackle the onset-coda asymmetry (§5). 

1 Onsets in unmarked syllables 

Nlost phonologists agree that the most unnlarked syllable universally is a CV 
syllable (Jakobson 1962: 526; CHAPTER 33: SYLLABLE-INTERNAL STRUCTURE), i.e. a 
syllable that consists of a nucleus and a preceding consonant, the onset. When 
the onset consists of a. single segment then it is simplex; '"hen it contains a con
sonant cluster then it is complex. The present section deals "'ith the former. 

Evidence for the unmarkedness of CV syllables comes from a variety of sources. 
First, CV syllables exist in all languages (unlike other syllable types, which only 
occur in some) and indeed there n1ay be languages \11hose sole syllable type is 
CV, e.g. Hua (Blevins 1995) or Senoufo (Zee 2007). While it is tl1e case that every 
language \Viii have CV syllables, it is not equally true iliat every syllable in a 
language \11ill have an onset. Unlike Totonak and Dakota (and of course Hua 
and Senoufo), '�'here onsets are obligatory, in 1nany other languages they are 
optional, e.g. Greek, English, and Fijian (Zee 2007). 

The naturalness of CV syllables is also indicated by the fact that they are the first 
syllables produced by children during the initial stages of language acquisition 
(CHAPTER !OJ: THE INTERPRETATION OF PHONOLOGICAL PATTERNS IN FIRST LANGUAGE 
ACQUISITION). 
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(1) CV outputs by a Dutch child at age 1;5,2 (Levelt et al. 2000) 

/pus/ [pu) 'cat' 
/klar I [ka] 'finished' 
/oto/ [toto] 'car' 
/api/ [tapi] 'monkey' 

As Buckley (2003) shows, however, children's initial productions may also 
involve VC syllables. In1portantly though, these never seem to arise independently, 
i.e. 'vithout CV syllables also being present in the language. 

The dominance of CV syllables is seemingly contradicted by Arrernte (also 
kno"'n as Aranda; Breen and Pensalfini 1999), Barra Gaelic, and Kunjen - especi
ally its dialect Oykangand - '"'hose syllables are claimed to be of tlle VC type 
(with extra codas if need be) and not of the CV type (Blevins 1995 and references 
therein). These cases are rather weak, ho,vever, since for the o:i.ost part a.lternative 
explanations that actually make use of the CV syllable type have been proposed. 

For instance, Blevins (1995: 230-231) observes that in Kunjen, aspiration only 
appears prevocalically. In principle, this could be understood as occurring either 
syllable-initially or syllable-finally, but en1pirical facts suggest that only fue forn1er 
analysis is viable. If aspiration 'vere to apply syllable-finally, then it should also 
emerge word-finally, something that never occurs. The facts are fuus only com
patible with syllabification in the onset. Perhaps the strongest argument in favor 
of the existence of CV syllables, though, comes from a rule of utterance-initial 
reduction that deletes initial onsetless syllables, presun1ably as a means to achieve 
more well-formed onsetful syllables, as in (2). 

(2) Oykangand reduction in utterance-initial position (Sommer 1981: 240) 

unreduced reduced deleted n1a.terial 
ig1gun g1gun 'keeps going' [ i] 
an1an«UJ n1ama1J 'm.other (voe)' [a) 
ul)gul gul 'there' ( Ul)) 

2 Complex onsets 

As '"'ell as simplex onsets, onsets can also be complex, usually composed of hvo 
segments and hence considered maximally binary (Blevins 1995; Morelli 1999; 
Baertsm 2002; among many others), as in Greek ['tre.xo] 1 run', ['pe.tra] 'stone', 
('vli.n1a) 'nussile', or ['tu.viol 'brick'. Longer sequences such as [str] or [spl] are also 
cOnlmonly aUowed, as in English [stre1] stray or [split) split, but usually these are 
not considered to exceed the binarity maximum, as there is evidence that the [s] here 
is not part of the onset (see CHAPTER 38: THE REPRESENTATION OP SC CLUSTERS) . 

Yet in son1e \vork, the existence of complex clusters is denied altogether. For 
exan1ple, Lo,·venstamm (1996) and Scheer (2004) clai.Jn that all surface syllable 
types are subsumed under the CV n1atrix with the addition of en1pty positions, 
e.g. English [d0][ri][m0] dream. Duanmu (2008) interprets complex onsets sum 
as pl, fr, kl, kr as complex sounds under a single tinling slot, on the assumption 
that such sounds are possible if the articulatory gestures of two sounds can overlap 
( CHAl'TER 54: THE SKELETON). 
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Most phonological models, ho'" ever, allo"' complex onsets and provide relevant 
analyses to account for the1n. In government phonology (van der Hulst and Ritter 
1999; Kaye 2000), for exan1ple, binarity is explicitly integrated '"ith.i.n the 1nodel 
through the Binarity Theorem (Kaye 1990, 2000), which states that constituents 
cannot dominate more than t"'O positions, so that onsets may either exhibit single 
association to a skeletal point (3a) or be maximally binary branching (3b). 

(3) Onsets 1uithin government phonologt; (van der Hulst and Ritter 1999) 
a. 0 

I 
x 

b. 0 

� 
x x 

.tv!ore co1nn1only, the binarity of the onset and the combinatorial possibilities 
among segments 'vithin it are attributed to co-occurrence restrictions bet\"een 
adjacent segments (Clements 1990; Zee 2007: 164). ln fact, a number of proposals 
subscribe to the idea that onset syllabification - like the other components of the 
syllable - is governed by sonority considerations (e.g. Hooper 1976; Steriade 
1982; Selkirk 1984; Cle1nents 1990; among others). Briefly, in this approach, n1ore 
sonorous segments are preferred tO"'ard the center of the syllable, 'vhereas less 
sonorous ones make better syllable margins, i.e. onsets and codas (Clements 1990).1 
Despite certain objections to sonority (see belo'"; and also Parker 2002; CHAPTER 49: 

SONORITY), its in1portance for phonological theory is generally acknowledged 
(Steriade 1982; Selkirk 1984; Clements 1990; Rice 1992; Kenstowicz 1994; Zee 1995). 
One fairly standard version of the sonority hierarcl1y is sh(nvn bekn" (after 
Clements 1990). 

(4) Sonority scale (>= 1nore sonorous than) 

vo,vels > glides > liquids > nasals > obstruents2 

One principle that makes use of this scale is the Sonority Sequencing Principle 
(SSP; Clements 1990), '"hich states that the sonority profile of a syllable must be 
such that sonority rises sharply to\•11ard the peak and gradually lo\vers after it. 

Evidence for the SSP con1es from various sources. One exainple is Imdla,vn 
Tashlhiyt Berber (e.g. Dell and Elmedlaoui 1985), known for its long sequences 
of consonants. Indeed, there may be "'ords that consist of no vo'"el at all, e.g. 
[tftkt] 'you suffered a sprain'. These seemingly highly complicated strings can, 
ho\'l1ever, be easily analyzed if one utilizes the SSP, plus a few other assumptions. 
Bearing in 1nind that in Imdla,vn Tashlluyt Berber: (i) any segn1ent cm be a 
syUable nucleus, (ii) onsetless syllables are only allo,ved 'vord-initially, (iii) codas 
may appear '''Ord-finally, and (iv) complex onsets are banned, the follo,ving 
exan1ples are syllabified in such a \vay that the nucleus of each syllable comprises 
a sonority peak. 

' For more detailed discussion on H'e Sonority Sequencing Principle a.nd the Min. ima.1 So1\ority Dist•.nce, 
see CH . .\PTER ·19: SONORliY. 

' For a discussion of other variants see Parker (2002). 
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(5) Imdlawn Tashlhiyt Berber syllabification 
/ut-x-k/ 
/rks-x/ 
/t-msx-t/ 

[ u.t)ik] 
[r.k�x] 
( tn,1.SJit) 

'I struck you' 
'I hid' 
'you ha.ve transformed' 

Additional evidence for the SSP comes from onset cluster simplification processes, 
as in Sanskrit (see Steriade 1988 and CHAPTER 119: REDUPLICATION IN SANSKRIT 
for relevant data) or Attic Greek (Steriade 1982), "'hereby C1C2 onset strings are 
reduced to simplex onsets in reduplication. Notably, the surviving C is the least 
sonorous one, resulting in a more abruptly rising slope to\vard the nucleus. Similar 
facts arise in child speech (CHAPTER 101: THE INTERPRETATION OF PHONOLOGICAL 
1'ATT£RNS IN FIRST LANGUAGE ACQUISITION}, as is evident in the outputs of an 
English-learning girl aged 2;9 reported on by Gnanadesikan (1995). 

(6) Cluster simplification to the least sonorous consonant 
clean [kin] 
snow [so] 
friend [fen] 
sky [kaj]3 

Not all languages admit the same inventory of complex onsets. It is generally held 
to be true that the larger the distance in sonority bet,veen C.1 and C2, the more 
well-forn1ed the onset cluster. Thus, obstruent (0) + glide (G) clusters are highly 
favored, folltnved by 0 + liquid (L), 0 + nasal (N), and so on. Onset clusters pref
erably satisfy a Mini111al Sonority Distance restriction in order to be allo"'ed in a 
language (Vennen1ann 1972; Hooper 1976; Steriade 1982; Selkirk 1984; Baertsch 
2002). Jn Bulgarian, no distance at all is necessary, thus all of OL, NL, ON, LL, 
NN, and 00 clusters are admitted (Zee 2007); in other languages, different 
degrees of Minimal Sonority Distance are applicable: in Chuckchee, only OL, NL, 
and ON clusters are "'ell-formed (Levin 1985); in Spanish, only OL onset clusters 
(Baertsch 2002); and in Huariapano (Parker 1994), only OG clusters. 

In a sense, l'vlinimal Sonority Distance generates the expectation that if a langu
age allows C1C2 onset clusters where C2 is of sonority X, then it should also adJnit 
onset clusters \vith a C2 "'hose sonority is higher than X. Bu.I as \ve have just 
seen, this is not al"'ays the case: e.g. Spanish, which bans *OG dusters. To make 
things worse, many languages also allo"' sonority plateaus and even reversals. 
For example, Greek plateaus like [kt], [f8], and [v1!1 are tolerated, as in [ktirio) 
'building', [akti] 'coast', [f8iro] 'impair', [a£8onos] 'abundant', [v\'azo] 'ren1ove', 
(avll'O] 'egg'. Russian also permits reversals, e.g. (rtut] 'olercury' and (lvov] (city 
name) (Gouskova 2001), '''hich, however, are often considered not to be complex 

3 Under the assumption that [ski is a complex onset, the fricative [s] must be more sonorous than the 
stop [k] (cf. Dell and Eldmedlaoui 1985; de Lacy 2006; among others). In the sonority hierarchy 
I have adopted here, this distinctfon is not made. On the other hand, a difference in sonority of 
fricatives as opposed to stops would yield incorrect results in other accounts, e.g. Kreitman (2006). ff 
[s], however, is not part of the onset (cf. CHAPTER 38: TBB REPRESENTATION Of SC CLUSTBRS}, this issue 
does 11ot arise in the first place. 
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onsets; rather, the segment(s) violating the SSP can be realized as syllabic, e.g. 
[r.tut], or even extrasyllabic, attaching to some higher level of prosodic structure, 
e.g. the foot or prosodic word (see CHAPTER 40: THE FOOT and CHAPTER 38: THE 
REPRESENTATION OF SC CLUSTERS for 01ore discussion). Such data partly explain 
'vhy the validity of sonority is sometimes contested. 

Other objections to sonority include the lack of a clear "'ay to phonetically 
define and measure it, and its inability to explain the frequent ban on sequences 
of the type ji, wu, bw, or di (quite likely an Obligatory Contour Principle effect). 
Some researchers have therefore gone as far as to discard sonority. For exan1ple, 
Ohala (1990) and Harris (2006) claim that attested sequences in languages can 
be best captured through the perceptual distance between neighboring sounds in 
terms of a number of different acoustic properties, including amplitude, period
icity, spectral shape, and funda1nental frequency (FO) (Ohala 1990: 334). As Ohala 
(1990: 334-335) adn1its, ho,.vever, this vie"' explains which sequences should be 
found in languages, but does not explain ho'"' and \vhy they are grouped into 
syllables. 

This is perhaps why - despite criticis1n - sonority still remains highly influ
ential in current "'ork on syllabification (cf. Baertsch 2002; Gouskova 2004; Zee 
2007; among many others). But there is yet another possibility. Rather than com
pletely endorsing or abandoning sonority, we can accept it, but loosen somewhat 
the predictions and generalizations it makes. Berent et al. (2007) put for,,rard 
a proposal along these lines. In particular, they suggest a more flexible version 
of sonority-based generalizations regarding the profile of onset clusters. They 
state that: 

ln any given language: 
(a) The presence of a small sonority rise in the onset impLies that of a large one. 
(b) The presence o( a sonority plateau in the onset implies that of some sonority 

.rise. 
(c) The presence of a sonority fall in the onset implies that of a plateau. (Berent 

ct nl. 2007: 594}4 

On this view, Spanish is no longer problematic (since OL clusters involve high 
sonority, there is no reason that there should be OG clusters too), and the plateaus 
of Greek are expected, given that it also has sonority rises, \Vhile Russian has 
falls only because it also has plateaus. More generally, Berent et al. (2007) test 
the statements above against the san1ple of Greenberg (1978) and find that they 
over,.vhelmingly hold true typologically. 

Other typological surveys on onset clusters also tend to employ sonority, 
usually with some modification or enrichment of the theory. For instance, Morelli 
(2003) investigates the patterns of obstruent onset clusters and proposes implica
tiona.l relationships bet"reen then1, as schematized in (7), where fricative + stop 
(FT) clusters are the least marked, TT the most marked, and TF so1newhere in 
behveen. FF clusters merely imply the existence of FT, without further irnplica
tiona.l relationship with other clusters. 

• Berent et al. (2007) seem to adopt Greenberg's (1978) characterization of small and high sonority. 
High-soJ'ority rises are OL clusters; low-sonority rises a�e NL a.nd 01 ; plateaus are 00, a.nd fa.Us a.re 
LN and NO dusters. 
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(7) Implicational relationships between obstruent onset clusters (Morelli 2003)5 
TI 
jJ, 

TF 
jJ, FF=> FT 

Kreitman (2006) focuses on sonorant (S) and obstruent (0) clusters and proposes 
the implicational hierarchy SO=> SS => 00 => OS, with OS dusters being the most 
unmarked, and SO ones the most marked. These are respectively the most and 
least favored clusters as far as sonority is concerned. SS and 00 clusters involve 
sonority plateaus, but do not randon1ly appear in languages as one would expect; 
instead, the presence of SS systematically implies 00. To account for this fact, 
Kreitman points to the increased salience of obstruents as opposed to sonorants 
(cf. Ohala 1983: 193). Since obstruents are considered to carry more information, 
due to their acoustic form, they are easier to distinguish from non-obstruents. Thus, 
combinations between obstruents should be perceptually favored over those 
behveen sonorants. 

\'\/hat all these studies highlight is that removing sonority from the equation is 
not useful; rather it seems that consideration of other factors, e.g. the role of per
ceptual salience, may enhance the role of sonority conceptually and improve its 
empirical coverage. 

3 The status of the onset within the syllable 

l\llovi.ng away fron1 the principles that regulate onset syllabification, Jet us consider 
the representation of the onset "'ithin the syllable. Various models of the syllable 
have been proposed throughout the years (see Blevins 1995; van der Hulst and 
Ritter 1999 for overvie\vS; see also CHAPTER 33: SYLLABLE-INTERNAL STRUCTURE), 
\vhich due to lack of space \vill not be discussed here in detail. Nonetheless, 
reference '''ill be made to those that are especially relevant to onsets. Broadly 
speaking, we can identify two n1ajor theories: (i) those that distinguish bet"reen 
onsets and rimes (Pike and Pike 1947; Kurylo,vicz 1948; Fudge 1969; Selkirk 1982; 
Levin 1985; Kaye et al. 1990; Blevins 1995), and (ii) moraic models that do a'''ay 
\vith the rime, i.e. the nucleus + coda string, as a separate constituent (Hyn1an 
1985; Haves 1989; l\lloren 2001). ' 

3.1 Onset-rime models 
No single version of the onset-rime model is available, and there are significant 
divergences between models. For instance, Fudge (1969) accepts the syllable as a 
constituent, '"'hereas Kaye et al. (1990) explicitly do away with it, but nonetheless 
treat the onset and rime as "an inseparable package" (van der Hulst and Ritter 
1999: 23). 

s tnclusion of sC clusters arnong t-he FT clusters and tl1eir tl'.'eatn\e1)t as onset clusters, at least word� 
initially, is quite problematic for Morelli, however, in light of evidence showing how sC clusters differ 
from tr11e branching onsets in various ways (see CBAPTER 38: THE REPRESENTAT[ON OF SC CLUSTBRS). 
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Specific syllable n1odels make different claims about constituenthood. For instance, 
Blevins (1995) essentially only recognizes the ri.Jnal constituent and sees no strong 
argument for an onset constituent - and for that matter, a coda constituent. For 
government phonology (van der Hulst and Ritter 1999; Kaye 2000), on the other 
hand, onsets, nuclei, and rimes are constituents. 

The basic argument for the rime hmges on the idea that co-occurrence restric
tions are ahvays more likely to occur between nuclei and codas, rather than 
between either onsets and nuclei or onsets and codas. The strongest argument 
for the rime though comes from weight facts (Blevins :1995; van der Hulst and 
Ritter 1999: 23). Consider stress, for example. As is \Veil kno"'n, ill many lan
guages heavy syllables attract stress in contrast to light syllables (e.g. Hopi; 
Jea1u1e 1982). Importantly, heavi.J1ess implies a bi.J1ary rune, [VV]R or [VC]R, or both, 
dependillg on the language. Since the presence of onsets is disregarded in such 
an evaluation, it must n1ean that rimes form a constituent that clea.rly excludes 
the onset. 

Nonetheless, each of the arguments in support of the rime has been challenged. 
Davis (1985) attacks the reliability of co-occurrence and phonotactic restrictions, 
given that those are not exclusive to nuclei and codas, but are also found between 
onsets and nuclei or onsets and codas. For instance, in Korean (Cho 1967), fronted 
VO\vels do not appear after labial onsets, \vhile in Yindjibarndi (Wordick 1982), 
the presence of /r I in both the onset and a coda of a syllable is banned. Another 
objection to the onset-rime disti.J1ction is found ill Yip (2003), who claims that if 
it \Vere valid, then the boundary between the two constituents should be clear 
and consistent, and tl1us segments shoul.d. uniformly belong to either the onset 
or the rinle, but not to both. English and Mandarin pre-nuclear glides, ho"•ever, 
behave sometimes like onsets and sometimes as rimes. As for the \veight effects 
illduced by the rime, it is possible to capture them i.J1 a different maimer \Vithout 
reference to the rin1e per se. This is \vhat n1oraic theory does, as we '"'ill see ill 
a m0111.ent. 

Before moving on, though, it is notable that the onset-rime debate is also pre
dominant in psycholinguistic studies that explore the onset-rime boundary i.J1 terms 
of implicit and explicit, i.e. non-conscious vs. conscious, phonological awareness. 
Work by Trei.Jnan (1986 and references therein) on various segn1entation and 
substitution tasks i.J1 both adults and children suggests that there is a closer con
nection behveen \IC than CV, thus offering support for the onset-rime boundary. 
In the same vei.J1, Uhry and Ehri (1999) sho\v that English-speaking kindergarten 
children preferred to keep VC, rather than CV, intact durillg segmentation. The 
opposite result, ho,¥ever, was found by Lewkowicz and Low (1979). 
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More recently, Geudens and Sandra (2003), in a series of four experiments 
on Dutch-speaking pre-readers and beginning readers, found no support for 
the onset-rime boundary. Importantly, they applied strict criteria regarding the 
selection of iten1s under investigation, such that they could control for distribu
tional and sonority effects. In particular, they used items of different sonority 
equally often and found that syllables with obstruents were easier to perceive and 
segment than syllables \11ith sonorants (2003: 172); see also CHAl'TER s: sONORANTS. 
The influence of sonority 1nay in fact explain some of the findings of previous 
studies, such as Schreuder and van Bon's (1989) finding that Dutch first-graders 
break up a CV string more easily than a \IC one. In their study, sonorants •vere 
mainly used, but sonorants undergo more vocalization in coda rather than onset 
position, possibly explaining '"hY children find it harder to break them up in a 
VC envi.ronn1ent rather than a CV one. 

AU in all, psycholinguistic experimentation also reflects contradictory evidence 
•vith regard to the onset-rime boundary debate. What this absence of consensus 
at the very least suggests is that the boundary dispute is '"ell grounded. 

3.2 Moraic model 
A comn1on response to criticism against the rime has been to dispense '"ith it 
as a constituent altogether and to replace it \Vi.th the concept of n1ora. In moraic 
theory (Hyman 1985; Hayes 1989), only segments UJ1der - what used to be - the 
rime node may bear moras. Si.nee the latter are needed independently to account 
for a number of phenomena related to syllable '"eight, the natural conclusion has 
been to structtually eliminate the rime from representations. The representation 
of a CVC syllable in this n1odel is presented next (compare with (8)). Note that 
the bracket a.round the mora of the cod.a i.ndi.cates that this may be morai.c or not 
on a language-specific basis (d. Weight-by-Position; Hayes 1989). 

(9) Moraic model (Hayes 1989) 
0 

(µ) 
I 

c v c 

W'ithin moraic theory, there is no definite agreement as to where exactly the onset 
associates to. According to Hayes, it directly adjoins to the syllable as in (9). For 
Hy1nan (1985), Ito (1989), and Buckley (1992), though, it attaches to the follo'"i.ng 
n1ora, as in (10). 

(10) Onset association (Hyman 1985) 
0 
"" 
µ (µ) 

/1 I 
c v c 
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In both these versions of moraic theory, the onset is not recognized as a constituent. 
This is much more clearly shovm in (9), 'vhere it directly links to the syllable node, 
but it is visible even in (10), since the 1nora is shared between the onset and the 
nucleus. 

\IVhile Hayes's representation is the most 'videly employed, there is neverthe
less some evidence for (10). Katada (1990) describes the Japanese chain language 
game shiritori, in \Vhich players say a word that n1ust begin ,,vith the final n1ora 
of the previous player's word. If the \Vord ends in a CV syllable, as in [tu.ba.n1e) 
'swallow', then the next '"ord can be something like [me.da.ka) 'killfish'. If the 
'vord ends in a long vo,·vel, then the last mora is the second half of the vo,vel, 
to the exclusion of the first half, as \Vell as the onset. Thus [bu.doo) 'grapes' 
can be follo\ved by [o.riga.mi] 'folding paper' but not by *[<loo.bu.tu] 'anin1al'. 
Importantly, a '"'ord like [riN.go] 'apple' (where N is a moraic nasal) cannot 
be followed by *[o.ri.ga.mi], but n1ust begin \vith [go). This is easily explained if 
the final mora in [go) also associates to the onset, as clainled by (10), rather than 
linking directly to the syllable (9). The game ends if the final mora cannot form 
a proper onset, as happens \vhen it is a moraic nasal, e.g. [ki.riN) 'giraffe' . 

Since the n1oraic model identifies no rime constituent, it bypasses the proble1ns 
faced by the onset-rin1e 1nodel '"ith regard to the extension of co-occurrence 
restrictions beyond the rinlal node, as '"ell as the absence of a clear boundary 
between the onset and the rime. Superficially, ho'"ever, it does equally \vell as 
the onset-rin1e model in accounting for syllable \veight, simply by stating or -
more accurately, stipulating - that moras are strictly linlited to nuclei and codas. 
But even this assertion has been contested. Work by Hajek and Goedemans (2003), 
Gordon (2005), and Topintzi (2006, 2010) has sh(nvn that there is good evidence 
for the existence of onset \veight. \IVe explore this issue next. 

4 The suprasegmental phonology of onsets 

Contrary to popular belief, onsets do seem to be prosodically active, albeit in a 
limited number of languages. Their effects become evident in a range of phenomena, 
including stress, con1pensatory lengthening, gemination, word minimality, and 
tone. This section examines the relevant data and theoretical issues that stem 
from them. 

4.1 Stress 

Of all these phenomena, onset-sensitive stress has received the most extensive atten
tion. In brief, three patterns a.re attested: (i) onset effects due to the presence of 
an onset, (ii) onset effects due to the quality of an onset, and (iii) patterns (i) and 
(ii) combined. 

Starting from (i), we find that in a number of languages onsetful syllables 
attract stress more than onsetless ones. Languages of this type include Arrernte 
(Strehlow 1944), Alya,va.rra (Yallop 1977), and other Australian languages, such 
as Lamalama, Mbabaram, Umbuygamu, Umbindhamu, Linngithig, Uradhi, Kuku
Thaypan, Kaytetj, and Agwamin (most of them are Cape York and Arandic 
languages; see Davis 1985, Goedemans 1998, and Blevins 2001 for more details). 
Beyond Australia, this pattern is attested in unrelated languages of North and 
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South America, Iowa-Oto (Robinson 1975), Banawa (Buller et al. 1993), and Juma 
(Abrahan1son and Abrahamson 1984).6 

In Arrernte, C-initial \.vords receive stress on the first syllable (lla), but V-initial 
ones have stress on the second syllable (llb). One exception is disyllabic words, 
•vhere stress is "'Ord-initial regardless of \vhether the •vord begins •vith a vovvel 
or a consonant (llc). This is probably attributed to Arrernte's avoidance of final 
stress or preference for creating binary feet, as the lack of final secondary stress 
in \.vords like •[a('ralka)(,ma)] reveals. 

(11) Arrernte stress (Strehlo\'' 1944) 

a. consonant-initial iuords of three or 111.ore sylla.bles 
'ra:tama 'to emerge' 
'kuti.u1,gula 'ceren1onial assistant' 
'lelan,tinama 'to walk along' 

b. vowel-initial words of three or 1nore syllables 
er'guma 'to seize' 
a'ralkama 'to ya"rn' 
u'lambu,lamba 'water-fo\vl' 

c. words of two S1Jliables (C- or \!- initial) 
'ilba 'ear' 
1a:twa 
'kala 
'gura 

'man' 
'already' 
'bandicoot' 

A conlffion denominator is that stress 1nay shift - albeit very locally - to dock on 
a syllable with an onset. This is not the only possibility, h(n.vever. In other lan
guages, the stress location remains constant, but if it falls on an onsetless syllable, 
this acquires an onset. Consider Dutch (Booij 1995: 65). In instances of hiatus \.vhere 
the first vo\vel is /a/, a glottal stop is inserted before the second vowel, but only 
if this is stressed by the nonnal algorithm, e.g. /paelja/ � [pa.'?€1.ja) 'paella', 
/aJrta/ � [a.'7Jr.ta) 'aorta'. Otherwise, no insertion is applicable: /xaJs/ � ('xa:.Js) 
'chaos', /farao/ � ['fa:.ra .o:] 'Pharaoh'. Most analyses vie''' this as a prominence 
(Smith 2005) or alignment (Goedemans 1998; Topintzi 2010) effect. 

In yet other languages, the mere presence of an onset is .not the issue (see Topintzi 
2010: 48 for details on Karo); it is the quality of the onset that matters. This is 
the case in Karo (Gabas 1999) and possibly Arabela (Payne and R.ich 1988). In the 
former, stress falls on the final syllable, except \vhen the penultimate syllable is 
a better stress bearer. Better stress bearers are, in order of priority, a syllable with 
(i) a high tone, (ii) a nasal vo,vel, or (iii) a voiceless or sonorant onset. When (i) 
and (ii) are irrelevant, (iii) is taken into consideration and stress falls on the final 
syllable if the onset is a sonorant (12a) or voiceless (12b) or a voiced obstruent 
preceded by another voiced obstruent onset (12c). 

� J-[o\vever, the case of Jt1ma shoL1ld be treated '''ith caution,. beca11se only a handful of data are avail
able and because it is possible to re-analyze it. In particular, words like lpe'jik�'pia] 'bird (sp.)' may 
be argued to contain a final diphthong, i.e. (pe.'ji.ko.'pia], rather than a sequence of heterosyllabic 
vowels, i.e. [pe.'ji.k,.'pi.aJ, which would lend suppo1t to the onset e(fect. {nte.restiJ,gly, Ju.ma is the 
sole language where the effect appears at the right edge of the word and not at the left. This may 
perhaps be an additional indication that it is not truly onset-sensiHve. 
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(12) Karo final stress and onset voicing (Gabas 1999: 14, 39-41}' 

a. final syllable ivit/1 sonoran.t onset 
k::i'j:> 'crab' 
ja?•mb:> 'yan1 (sp.)' 
kiri',vsp� 'butterfly' 

b. final syllable with voiceless onset 
pa'k::> 'fontanel' 
ma? 'pe 'gourd' 
kuru? 'cu 'saliva' 

c. final and prefinal syllables with voiced obstruent onsets 
kiri'b:>p� 'frog (sp.)' 
nuri'rij 'toad (sp.)' 
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Stress, ho,vever, falls on the penult if the final syllable has a voiced obstruent 
onset and the previous one does not, indicating the stress-attracting nature of the 
voiceless obstruents and the sonorants in this language. 

(13) Karo penult stress and onset voicing (Gabas 1999: 14, 39-41) 

'jaba 'rodent (sp.)' 'pib€? 'foot' 
'\vsrs 'frog' 'karo 'maca"'' 
'maga 'mouse' i?'c:>g:> 'quati (sp.)' 

Nonetheless, other cases \Vhere stress is seemingly sensitive to the onset quality 
have been shown to be much less robust or even wrong. One example of the 
latter arises in Mathimathi, \vhere stress is normally •vord-initial unless attracted 
by the second syllable when it begins \Vith a coronal onset. Davis (1988) attributes 
this to genuine onset-sensitivity. Gahl (1996), on the other hand, sho"'S that another 
account is more plausible, namely one that considers Mathimathi stress to be 
morphologically based. She claio1s that stress is located on the last stem syllable 
of the 'vord (or better, last stem vtnvel). Stems are generally monosyUabic or 
bisyllabic. It so happens that apparent stress shift appears on stems of the type 
c.,\TC2VC:v "'here the medial consonant is invariably coronal (Gahl 1996: 329). 
Evidence for Gahl's analysis comes from monosyllabic C,VC2 stems, "'here C2 is 
again coronal. Addition of a suffix to such steins renders C2 an onset of the second 
syUable. If Davis "'ere right, then stress here should also be peninitial. Ho,vever, 
it is initial, as predicted by Cahl's morphological account; d. peninitial stress in 
bisyllabic stems such as [ ,gu. 'ra.g+i] 'sand' vs. initial stress in monosyllabic stems 
such as [''"'a.<l+a.g+a] 'to come'. In both cases, C2 is coronal. Thus, re-examination 
of the facts in light of 1norphological considerations n1ay reveal the lack of true 
onset-sensitive effects (see also Nanni 1977 on the English suffix -alive or Davis 
et al. 1987 on Italian infinitives). 

A final pattern that emerges involves the combination of true onset-presence 
and onset-<J.uality effects. A '"ell-known example is Piraha (Everett and Everett 1984; 
Everett 1988), an An1azonian language where codas are banned. Onsetless light 
syUables (V) do not occur, and stress may only dock on one of tl1e three final 

1 Note that [r) in Karo behaves like [d], which is othen�jse missing from the inventory (Gabas 
1999: 12). 
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syllables of the word. The weight and stress hierarchy the language motivates is: 
PV\T > BVV > VV > PV > BV (P =voiceless; B = voiced). In particular, V\T nuclei 
attract stress 1nore than V ones (14c), and voiceless onsets have the same effect as 
opposed to voiced ones (14a) and (14d). Crucially, and unlike Karo, Pirahii 'voiced' 
consonants also include sonorants, which appear as allophones of voiced stops, 
e.g. /b/ may surface as [b], [m], or the bilabial trill [s]. Consequently, in this lan

guage, only voiceless obstruents attract stress. Between equally heavy syllables in 
tern1s of nucleic weight, onsetful ones attract stress over onsetless (14b). Finally, if 
there is more than one equal contender for stress, the rightn1ost one receives it (14e). 

(14) Piraltii examples (Everett and Everett 1984; Everett 1988) 

a. PVV > BVV 
'kao.ba.bai 
pa.'hai..bif 

'abnost fell' 
'proper na n1e' 

b. BVV > VV 
'bii.oa.ii 
poo. 'gai.hi.af 

'tired (lit.: being '"ithout blood)' 
'banana' 

c. VV > PV 
pi.a.hao.gi.so.'ai.pi 'cooking banana' 

d. PV > BV 

e. 

ti.'po.gi 'species of bird' 
''i.so.gi 'milk' 
rightmost heaviest stress 
ho.ao.'fi 'shotgun' 
ti.'po.gi 'species of bird' 
pa6.hoa.'hai 'anaconda' 

*h I , ,.
. o. ao.11 

*'ti.po.gi 
•pa6.'hoa.hai 
*'pa6.hoa.hai 

(1988: 239) 
(1984: 708) 

(Everett, p.c.) 
(1984: 709) 

(1984: 710) 

(1984: 710) 
(Everett, p .c.) 

(1984: 710) 
(1984: 710) 
(1984: 707) 

V\1hat is co1nmon to all these examples is that the voiceless obstruent onsets sys
tematically attract stress, contrary to the voiced obstruent ones. Various analyses 
have been offered to account for the Piraha facts (and many fe\ver for Karo). These 
are examined in Topintzi (2010). Some 1nake use of the increased prominence 
of onsetful syllables and voiceless onsets over onsetless syllables and voiced onsets 
respectively (Everett and Everett 1984; Hayes 1995; Goedemans 1998; Smith 
2005). Some treat certain onsets as weightfuJ and some as "'eightless (Topi.ntzi 
2006, 2010), and others offer a mixed system that utilizes '"eight but sees it as a 
function of prominence (Gordon 2005). Due to space limitations, these proposals 
will not be reviewed here. However, there is one important empirical argun1ent 
that favors the onset "'eight approach, namely the existence of other phenomena 

beyond stress that are weight-related and influenced by onsets. 

4.2 Compensatory lengthening, geminates, and 
ivord minimality 

An explicit prediction of the onset-rime and the moraic models is that onsets 
'"ill never participate in weight-related processes. For the former, this is because 
onsets are excluded from the prosodic hierarchy (van der Hulst and Ritter 1999: 
31). For the latter, it is because onsets never bear moras (Hayes 1989). However, 
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both assertions are entirely stipulative and subject to modifications given the 
existence of counterevidence. 

First, consider compensatory lengthening (CHAPTER 64: COll1PENSAlORY 
LENGTHENING), a phenon1enon '"'idely utilized in support of standard n1oraic 
theory. In standard moraic theory (Hayes 1989), it is predicted that onsets 'viii 
neither induce compensatory lengthening (through deletion) nor undergo it 
(through lengthening). Yet several cases of both types have been reported. 

In San1othraki Greek, the onset /r I deletes and generally leads to lengthening 
of the following vowel, e.g. /'rema/ > ['e:ma] 'strean1', / 'ruxa/ > ['u:xa) 'clothes', 
/'oedru/ > ['oedu:] 'tree', /kra'to/ > [ka:'to] 'I hold' (Katsanis 1996: 50-51). 
Onondaga (Michelson 1988) is some,.vhat similar, although /r /-deletion leads 
to lengthening, \.vhether it is in an onset or a coda originally. Numerous other 
examples have been reported (Rialland 1993; Beltzung 2007), all of which, ho\·v
ever, are highly n1orphologized. For instance, in Romanesco Italian, the initial /1/ 
of the definite article and of the object clitic /lo la Ii le/ optionaJly deletes 
(Loporcaro 1991: 280), causing lengthening of the unstressed vo,.vel that follo\vs, 
e.g. [lo 'stupido] > [o: 'stupido] 'the stupid (MASC)' or [la 'bru:fo] > [a: 'bru:fo] 
'I burn her'. Beyond this environment, such co1npensatory lengthening does not 
appear. Analogous effects are observed in Anuak/ Any,.va, Lango, Gyore, Turkana, 
and Ntcham (see Beltzung 2007; Topintzi 2010 and references therein). 

Nonetheless, one could question the validity of this approach in terms of onset 
'"'eight structure and instead provide a more phonetic explanation, as done by 
Kavitskaya (2002). She observes that VO\\rels in eve syllables are phonetically longer 
'vhen followed by certain consonants 'vhose transitions can be nusheard as part 
of the vo,vel (i.e. sonorants, approxirnants). On deletion of such consonants, the 
'excess' length of the preceding vowels can be phonologized, so that listeners rein
terpret them as phonemically longer. Thus VO\\'els are reinterpreted by listeners 
as phonen1ically longer. Tlus approach also extends to con1pensatory lengthening 
induced by onsets, but only works when highly sonorous consonants are deleted. 
In principle, this is appropriate for some of the cases, e.g. Samothraki Greek or 
Romanesco Italian, but is nevertheless problematic. For instance, it cannot explain 
why the same phonologization of length has not occurred \Vith regard to the 
Sarnothraki coda r, especially since tlus is the prototypical position for compen
satory lengthening. More troubleson1e, though, is the inability to account for cases 
like Ntcham, where the onset that is lost is the highly non-sonorous /k/. 

More strikingly, onsets also can serve as the target of compensatory lengthen
ing. This means that a segnlent deletes and the preceding onset lengthens, i.e. 
gerni.nates in order to compensate for its loss.• For instance, Pattani Malay 
(Yupho 1989; Topintzi 2008) contrasts singletons and gen1inates in onsets, but 
only word-initially (on initial geminates see CHAPTER 47: INITIAL GEMINATES), e.g. 
[,bu'''';)h] 'fruit' vs. ['b:u,w;)hj 'to bear fruit', l.Ja'I<] 'road' vs. ['J:a,1£] 'to '''alk' 
(Yupho 1989: 135). Moreover, it exemplifies a case of compensatory lengthening 
(Michael Kenstowicz, personal conlrnu11ication). In instances of free variation, 
one variant involves loss of the \Vord-initial syllable and gernination of the second 

8 TIUs characterization is L1navoidably Jjnked to a broader djscussio11 of vvhat exactly constitutes a 
ger11 inate. Briefly, the debate relates to '"hether gern inates are inherently O.\oraic (i.e. )\ea\'Y) or in\10J\1e 
double linking to higher structure (i.e. long). This issue is thoroughly examined in CBAPTER 37: 
CE�trNATBS and CH.APTER 47: JNJTIAL CEMLNATES. 
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onset, as in e.g. [buwi] - [\'1:i] 'give', [sidadu] - [d:adu] 'police', [pimatJ] - [m:atJ] 
'je\velry' (Yupho 1989: 130). 

That these ge1ninates are moraic is supported by another fact of the language, 
namely stress. Primary stress is '"'ord-final, imless the '"'ord begins with a geminate, 
in 'vhich case it shifts to the initial syllable (the other syllables receive secondary 
stress). We can easily understand this effect by claiming that the syllable hosting 
a geminate is bimoraic and therefore heavy, and as such, attracts stress in pref
erence to monon1oraic syllables. 

(15) Stress in Pattani Malay (Yupho 1989: 133-135) 

a. words lacking ge111inales 
,a 'li: 'road path' 
,da'le 'in, deep' 
,mil,kE'nl 'food' 

b. words with initial geminates 
'm:a,tJ 'jewelry' 
'J:a,lE 'to \valk' 

As well as Pattani Malay, Trukese provides evidence that onset geniinates are 
moraic (see also CHAPTER 37: GEJ.IINATES for discussion). First, Trukese \vords 
are minimally (C)VV, e.g. [maa] 'behavior', [oo] 'omen', or C;C;V, i.e. a geminate 
plus a short vo•vel, e.g. [tto] 'cla1n (sp.)', [!f!fa] 'blood' (Davis and Torretta 1998; 
Muller 1999).9 CVC and CV \\'Ords are not allo\\•ed (Davis 1999), thus singleton 
codas contribute no n1ora (JYluller 1999). Presumably, minimality is satisfied by 
bimoraic \VOrds, provided of course that geminates add a mora to their syllable. 
An additional process of compensatory lengthening follo\ving the deletion of the 
final mora in a word corroborates the moraicity of onset ge1ninates (CHAPTER 37: 
GEM IN ATES). 

Various proposals \vithin the s tandard n1oraic theory tradition have been put 
forward to account for initial moraic geminates (Davis 1999; Curtis 2003), com
mon to which has been the lack of any association between the geminate's mora 
and the onset, in line \\'ith a major tenet of the theory, namely the ban on onset 
n1oraicity. Crucially, to achieve this effect, these approaches link the ge1ninate's 
mora to some position other than the onset, which is made possible by the double 
linki.ng commonly assigned to geminates (see CHAPTE"ll 37: GE1'1INATES). But this 
solution is not available in cases of moraic initial consonants that are singletons 
rather than ge1ninates. Such cases exist. 

In Bella Coola (Bagenlilu 1998) the 1ninimality criterion is fulfilled by VV, VC, 
and CV \vords, but crucially not by V \vOrds.10 Topintzi (2006, 2010) argues that 
the easiest way to uniformly understand these da ta and place them alongside the 
root-maximality facts of the language - that make reference to mora structure -
is by stating a bimoraic '"'ord minimum and by allo,ving onsets to bear n1oras. 

9 Many languages impose a minim tam size for words to be \\•ell-formed. Commonl}', i.vords are 
requ.ired to be at least bimoraic (C)VV as in Ket or Mocl>a, or (C)V\I /(C)VC as in English or Evenki 
(Gordon 2006), or bisyllabic, e.g. Pitta-Pitta (Hayes 1995: 201). 
'" ln foct, nu.nlroal words w.ith two ll.llsyllabified consonants CC a.re also aUowed. Evidence for the 
existence of unsyllabified consonants would take us too far afield; see Bagemihl (1998) and Topintzi 
(2006) for details. 
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To capture these facts, Topintzi (2006, 2010) puts forward a flatter syllable 
structure (re1niniscent of Davis 1985), \Vhereby all syllable constituents co1ne 
in either n1oraic or non-moraic versions. This is hardly surprising for codas; cf. 
1noraic codas in Latin, Delaware, English, Kio,va, and Turkish vs. non-moraic ones 
i.n \IVargamay, Lenakel, Eastern Ojib,va, and Khalkha Mongolian (e.g. Hayes 
1995; Zee 1995, 2007; Moren 2001). The claim extends to onsets too, e.g. moraic 
for onset geminates in Trukese or voiceless obstruents in Pi..raha vs. non-moraic 
in a host of other languages. Applying the same distinction to nuclei is also not 
too far-fetched, as it has been suggested that they can occasionally be weightless, 
for example in Malagasy (Envin 1996), Kabardian (Peterson 2007), Alamblak 
(Mellander 2003), and Chuvash and Mari (Hyman 1985). The following represen
tation illustrates the proposal outlined by Topintzi (2006, 2010).11 

(16) a 
� 

(�1) (µ) (µ) 

I I I 
c v c 

Even 'vi.th this modification, though, moraic theory faces problen1s when it 
encounters data such as those in Seri and Kikamba (Roberts-Kohno 1995) and 
Onondaga and Alabama (Broselow· 1995 and references therein), and French h· 
aspire (Boersma 2007 and references therein). l.n Seri (1\1.arlett and Sternberger 1983; 
Crowhurst 1988; BroselO\\' 1995), the distal prefix [jo-J attaches to either C- or V
initia.I sten1s. In the former, nothing ren1arkable occurs (17a), but in V-initial sten1s, 
things become more complex. In general, when the first vowel of the stem is lo\v 
back /a/ or IO\\' front /re/ the prefix vowel deletes and compensatory lengthen
ing results (17b). But in some specific sten1s, no deletion (and consequently no 
compensatory lengthening) occurs. Instead, a hiatus context is created (17c). 

(17) Seri distal fonus 
ste111 

a. C-initial sterns 
-mcekre 'be ltike"'arm' 
-pokt 'be full' 

b.  general pattern of /a, el -initial stems 

c. 

-a tax 'go' 
-remre 'be used up' 

exceptional pattern. of /a, el-initial ste111s 
-an1wx 'be brilliant' 
-ce.nx 'play stringed instr1unent' 

distal 

jo-meke 
jo-pokt 

jo:-tax 
JO:-me 

JO-am\VX . . i-Jo-enx 
•jo:-nnvx 
*i-jo:-nx 

According to Crowhurst (1988), these data support a mixed representation that 
includes both X slots and moras (CHAPTER 54: THE SKELETON). The idea is that the 
stems in (17c) are underlyi.ngly specified with an empty slot in the onset, whose 

" Simultaneous m(>rakity on all three positions is presumably attested in Karo (see Topintzi 2010: 49). 
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net effect is to block deletion (and compensatory lengthening), because of its 
intervening position between the two VO\�rels. Effectively, then, (17c) acts as if it 
were a C-initial stem (17a). Data of th.is type can also be easily acconunodated in 
govenunent phonology (Kaye et al. 1990), which by its nature alJo,vs reference 
to empty positions. 

It is, ho,vever, not entirely clear that Seri cannot be accommodated by moraic 
theory alone (especially if onsets n1ay bear moras). Unlinked n1oras appear in 
nun1erous \vorks (cf. van Oostendorp 2005; Topintzi 2007) and are in fact sug
gested by Cro,vhurst herself. vVe could assume then that the input for [jo-amwx) 
is /jo-Mam"'x/, where M indicates a floating mora. If on the surface this mora 
remains unassociated but anchored at the left edge of the stem, then it can pro
duce the same blocking effect of deletion that Cro"rhurst achieves by means of 
an unassociated x-slot. 

Even if this is feasible, it is unlikely that all similar kinds of facts will be 
subject to reanalysis. One solution would be to reconsider representations 
that simultaneously use x-slots and moras, as Cro,vhurst does. This idea has 
reappeared in Muller's (2001) Composite IV!odel with respect to gen1inates, and 
in Vaux (2009) as a more con1plete model of tin1ing. Whether such enrichn1ent 
of the theory is justified remains to be seen. Alternatively, one could entertain 
Ito's suggestion (1989: 255 and references therein) that "the role previously 
played by lexically empty skeletal slots can be taken over, wholly or in part, by 
bare melodic root nodes." 

4.3 Tone 
Another phenomenon 'vhere onsets seen1 to be involved, albeit rarely, is tone 
(CHAPTER 45: THE REPRESENTATION OF TONE). Relevant cases reported include 
Musey (Shryock 1995) and Kpelle ('vVelmers 1962; Hyman 1985). 

In IV!usey, consonants are divided into Type A (or High consonants) and 
Type B (or Lo'"' consonants). Type A consonants include the sonorants and the 
historically voiceless obstruents. Type B ones correspond to the historically voiced 
consonants. Both Type A and B obstruents are basically voiceless (Shryock 1995: 
68-69), with Type A stops presenting longer positive voice onset time (VOT), 
less closure voicing, and higher FO at the onset of the follo\ving vo,vel than the 
Type B ones. 

The righhvard displ.a.cem.ent of lexical L tone when a suffix. is added in (18) 
shows the genuine contrast between the hvo types of consonants as well as 
their tonal effects. \l\fhen the lexical L tone shifts, the vo"rel that hosted the tone 
is interpreted as nud or !ugh if the onset is Type A, but as lovv if the onset is 
Type B. 

(18) Rightward displacement of lexical L tone in Musey 
a. cliticization of /-na/ 

b. 

Type A sa � sana � sana 'person' 

Type B fiu � fii1na 'goat' 

Type A 
Type B 

subjunctive 
to 'sweep' 
do 'pick' 

subjunctive with affixatifJn 
tom 's"reep it' 
dom 'pick it' 
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Thus, at some level of representation, the onset consonants above seem to bear 
tone - be it by conditioning it or by having it floating in the input - \Vhich sub
sequently surfaces on the neighboring VO\\•el to the right. \l\lhat is more interesting 
is that the tone induced depends on the quality of the consonant involved: voice
less obstruents (and sonorants, '"'hich I 'viii come back to in a moment) cause 
NI tone, voiced obstruents cause L tone. This fact correlates precisely "'ith data 
we find in tonogenesis (cf. Vietna1ne.se (Haudricourt 1954) or synchronically in 
Kammu dialects (Svantesson 1983); see also CHAPTER 97: TONOGENESIS), where 
the historical contrast behveen voiceless and voiced obstruents is neutralized in 
favor of voiceless obstruents and is reinterpreted by means of tone, as sho,vn belov;. 

(19) Comm.on pattern in. ton.ogen.esis 
voicing contrast; no tone no voicing contrast; presence of tone 

pa > pa 
ba > pa 

This pattern is phonetically grounded: in voiceless obstruents, the cricothyroid 
muscle stretches the vocal folds to obstruct vocal fold vibration resulting in vocal 
fold tensing, \vhich in turn leads to a higher FO. In voiced obstruents the larynx 
and hyoid bone are lower and a lo\\•ered laryn,x results in a lo\ver FO (Yip 2002: 
6-7; Honda 2004). In fact, depression of FO after voiced stops is very likely uni
versal, as Kingston and Solni.t (1988b) state (CHAPTER lH: BANTU TONE). Sonorants, 
on the other hand, do not automatically perturb the FO of adjacent vo"•els, and 
thus may cause either elevation or depression of the FO (Kingston and Solnit 1988a: 
276). This finding is also in line \\•ith the behavior of sonorants in onset-sensitive 
stress discussed above. Recall that in Karo sonorants act like voiceless obstruents 
i.n attracting stress, but i.n Piraha like voiced obstruents in avoiding it. 

Reviev,•ing the vast literature on the phonological effects of the onset/tone 
interaction phenon1enon is \veil beyond the goals of the present chapter (see Yip 
2002; Gordon 2006; van Oostendorp 2006; Tang 2008 for relevant overvie\vs). For 
our purposes and i.n light of the data above, it suffices to say that Musey exhibits 
mixed behavior. On the one hand, it ha.s not entirely lost the voicing contrast 
between stops (see the discussion on Type A and B consonants) - since it retains 
phonetic voicing by means of short vs. long VOT - but is moving in that direc
tion, as the facts above reveal; on the other hand, it has introduced tone, which 
is co1nn1only associated to specific onset quality, but has not (yet?) extended this 
pattern throughout the system. One thing seems quite clear: onsets in M.usey 
may act as phonological tone bearers. And as expected, voiceless obstruents pro
duce tone raising and voiced ones tone lowering. The more neutral sonorants here 
pattern \Vith the voiceless obstruents. 

Along similar lines, '"e can understand the data in Kpelle. Ho"•ever, unlike 
Musey, Kpelle onsets act as surface tone-bearing units (TBUs). First, consider 
minimal pairs such as (20), "'here a sonorant onset can appear toneless, L-toned, 
or H-toned. This is hardly surprising, given the capacity of sonorants to bear any 
type of tone. 

(20) mare-kti 'a question' 
mare kt 'ask him' 
mare kt 'ask n1e' 
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Moreover, the possessive form involves an underlyingly H-toned nasal prefix for 
the 1st singular or a floating L tone for the 3rd singular (plus the independent 
processes of voicing assimilation in obstruent-initial stems and total assin1ila
tion and nasal sin1plification in sonorant-i.nitial stems),12 both of which surface on 
onset positions. 

(21) Kpelle onsets as TBUs (Hyman 1985: 4.4) 

stem 'my' 

a. initinl obstruent 
polu rnb6l�1 
t(1£ 11dt'.it 
k55 t)g55 
ffi mvii 

b. initial sonoran/ 
Jee 

, --nee . , , iee , , , ]lee 
m�l61) rn�l61J , 
Jl!I) 

,, 
Jl!IJ 

'his/her' 

' 
b6lu ' 
dUt 
g55 ' ,, 
Vil 

1\ ee . , , ]lee 
m�l61J 
j\!IJ 

'back' 
'front' 
'foot, leg' 
'hard breathing' 

'mother' 
'hand, arm' 
'misery' 
'tooth' 

These examples show that sonorants and voiced obstruents may appear as sur
face TB'Us, but the same does not hold for voiceless obstruents. This is entirely 
expected, given that the physical correlate of tone is FO, thus only voiced segments 
should be able to present it, i.e. vowels, sonorants, and voiced obstruents 
(Gordon 2006). The Musey data nonetheless have suggested that voiceless onsets 
should be alJo,.ved to be input  phonological TBUs (a similar clain1 for Kpelle 
appears in Topintzi 2010); if this vie,.v is along the right lines, future investigation 
should focus on ho"' the phonology-phonetics mapping of onset-tone association 
is accomplished. 

5 Onset-coda weight asymmetry 

Finishing this chapter, it should by now be obvious that while there is evidence 
that onsets participate in at least so1ne of the phenomena that codas do, the 
frequency 'vi.th which they do so is indisputably much lo,ver and in son1e cases 
exceedingly rare. This issue has been mentioned but barely dealt 'vith in the 
literature; nevertheless, it deserves some brief discussion. Of course, for those 
\.vho deny any role for onsets in prosody (cf. the standard moraic theory of 
Hayes 1989), there is not much to explain in the first place. The asy1nn1etry in 
behavior is the outco1ne of the more restricted - n1oraically speaking - structural 
representation of onsets, compared to that of codas. How,ever, as we have just 
seen, this approach is too restrictive when it encounters many of the empirical 
data presented previously. 

12 A reviei,ver poi.nt-s out tl\at the input for tl1e 3rd si.nguJar could U\steali include a IO\\r•toned nasal 
that on the surface fuses \Vith the onset consonant, similarl}' to '''hat hclppens in sonorant-injtjal stems. 
This is certainly a possibilil)•, but not one Hyman seems to a.ssun1e. In any case, this issue is orthogo11al 
to the point made here. 
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To my know·ledge, the first explicit attempt to account for the rarity of 
onset 'veight and hence of the onset-coda prosodic asymmetry was offered by 
Goeden1ans (1998). Tluough a set of perception experiments using synthetic stimuli, 
Goedemans found that Dutch listeners are more attuned to perceive fluctuations 
i.n vo,vel or coda duration rather than onset duration. He next devised an addi
tional experiment to check for the possibility that there is inherently a human 
bias against perceiving onset duration, but found no evidence in support of 
this. He therefore concluded that the effect described above must genuinely 
be due to the weightlessness of onsets. One problem posed by this account is that 
Goedemans found that listeners recognize duration shifts in onset sonorants 
better than obstruents. This implies that the former should be preferred as 
"'eight bearers to the latter, con�ra the empirical data, \vhich suggest that in onsets 
the real difference is bet\veen voiced and voiceless obstruents (and that sonorants 
may pattern '"ith either; cf. Karo vs. Pi.raha). More troublesome for this proposal 
is how to accommodate later work by the same author (cf. Hajek and Goedemans 
2003), where onset weight is emphatically argued for, albeit for geminates only 
(Rob Goeden1ans, personal communication). 

Other, more functional accounts of the onset-coda '"'eight asynunetry include 
Sn1ith (2005) and Gordon (2005), both of which accept onset-sensitivity, but only 
'vith regard to stress. To explain \vhy onsets may have a stress-attracting effect, 
they offer variants of the same idea relating phonological considerations to more 
general cognitive abilities, such as the sensitivity to auditory stinutli (Viemeister 
1980; Delgutte 1982). More specifically, they allude to the evidence of "neural 
response patterns that the presence of an onset, and specifically a low-sonority 
onset, does in fact enhance the perceptual response to a syllable" (Smith 2005: 50). 
Empirically, though, as \ve kno\v, sonorant onsets may also contribute to '"eight 
(or pron1inence), a fact that both functional accounts fail to capture. Despite this 
problen1, Gordon (2005) claims that in most cases, i.e. most languages, the onset 
effect is subordinated to the perceptual energy of the rime itself, \Vhich is why 
rimal weight is prioritized over onset 'veight. 

Finally, Topintzi (2006, 2010) does not confront this issue in much detail, 
but nonetheless claims that instead of a single property, it is a constellation of 
phonological factors, perhaps complemented by the functional accounts above, 
\vhich may prove enlightening (for details, see Topintzi 2010: §3.3.3, §5.4.1, 
§6.2.3). For example, the rarity of onset-sensitive tone is attributed to the fact 
that tone and onset-\veight requirements are incompatible \Vith one another. 
Tone requires the presence of FO, \vhereas moras that can bear tone in the onset 
are best assigned to voiceless onsets, \vhich by nature lack FO. 

1n spite of the virtues of eacl1 approach, none simultaneously manages to co1n
bine accurate empirical covera.ge with a convincing accoiu<t that acknowledges 
the onset-coda asymmetry in its correct perspective and offers a plausible 
explanation. Future research may fill in the n1issing pieces of the puzzle. 
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56 Sign Syllables 

RONNIE WILBUR 

1 Introduction 

This chapter focuses on the notion of syllable in sign languages. Although there 
is no'" a consensus on the defining feature of a syllable in sign languages, i.e. 
that there must be a movement, the initial idea of having "syllables" in sign lan
guages met with considerable resistance on its introduction in the early 1980s, 
in large part because sign languages are fw1dan1entally monosyllabic languages 
(see Coulter 1982 on American Sign Language (ASL); similar evidence has been 
provided for Finnish Sign Lang11age by Janh.u1en 2007). There 'va.s also a strong 
undercurrent that using concepts borrowed from spoken language linguistics for 
sign language phenomena would be problematic, if not inappropriate. Hov1ever, 
I had an opportunity to ask n1y colleague Ray Kent, a speech researcher who \Vas 
then editor of the Journal of Speedz and Hearing Research, what he \Vould require if 
I were to send his journal a paper on syllables in sign languages. He said he 'vould 
look for evidence that the concept was linguistically meaningful and could be 
reliably measured, and his response will begin our tour on this topic. Actually, 
proving to spoken language researchers that there are syllables in sign languages 
on those t\vo criteria was ren1arkably easy (Wilbur and Nolen 1986; Wilbur and 
Allen 1991). In contrast, the phonological representation of sub-syLI.a.bic structure 
has been under constant and lively debate. Accordingly, the presentation of evid
ence for the existence of syllables '"ill be brief, and the bulk of the chapter \v ill 
focus on describing the issues of disagreement and providing evidence for an ans,ver 
to the question of the representation of syllables in sign languages. 

2 Historical background 

Early sign language research treated the sign as the unit of analysis. This is 
best observed in Stokoe (1960), \vhere each sign \vas treated as a 1uut. Then, when 
this unit was analyzed further, it '"as observed that a sign was composed of a 
"simultaneous" bundle of aspects/primes/parameters, including the "big four": 
handshape, location, movement, and orientation (Stokoe 1960; Friedman 1974, 
1977; Battison 1978; Siple 1978; Klima and Bellugi 1979; Wilbur 1979; see also 
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/ 

Figu.re 56.J ASL ARRIVE is a O'lonosyllabic form (arrO\V shows direction of movement) 

Figure 56.2 ASL BABY has hvo syllables, i.e. hvo movements (arrows show direction 
of movement) 

CHAPTER 9: HANDSHAPE IN SIGN LANGUAGE PHONOLOGY; CHAPTER 10: THE OTHER 
HAND IN SIGN LANGUAGE PHONOLOGY; CHAPTER 24: THE PHONOLOGY OP MOVEMENT 
IN SIGN LANGUAGE). Several shidies suggested that there are syllables in ASL 
and that these syllables have internal "sequential" organization (Kegl and Wilbur 
1976; Chinchor 1978, 1981; Newkirk 1979, 1980, 1981; LiddeU 1.984). Before address
ing the question of internal organization of sign syllables, some clarification of 
the notion "syllable" in sign languages is necessary. 

To better appreciate the status of a syllable in sign languages, \Ve must consider 
the difference bet'"'een a syllable and a sign. ln n1any cases, the sign is a single 
syUab.l.e and the boundaries of the l\o\'O, i.e. a syllable or a sign, coincide (Coulter 
1982, 1990). Figure 56.1 is an example of a single-syllable sign. 

In other signs, such as BABY in Figure 56.2, there are l\vo syllables in a single 
sign. The sign BABY is a larger unit than ARRIVE (Figtrre 56.1). In still other signs, 
such as MOTHER (Figure 56.3), there are specifications for handshapes, locations, 
and hand orientations, but, critically, these signs do not have their O\vn move
ment specifications. 

Si.nee every syllable must have a n1ovement, the phonological specification 
for these lexical items is smaller than a syllable; it has been proposed that the 
epenthetic/transition movement to, or away from, the target location provides 
the prosodic feature needed to produce a fLlll syllable (Wilbur J.985; Brentari 
1990b, 1998; Geraci 2009). 

We have so far sketched sign syllables by providing three groups of signs with 
different movement specifications, i.e. •vith single movement, '"'ith two 1novements, 

Marepian. 3ax1-1U1eH1-1� asropcbK1<1M npasoM 
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Figure 56.3 ASL MOTHER is a sign without a movement specification. By permission 
of Dr. Bill VicaI"s 

and without lexical movement. We now consider the difference behveen a syllable 
and a 1norpheme in order to distinguish their functions. A inorpheme is defined as 
the smallest possible unit of meaning. In Figures 56.1-3, each sign is also a single 
inorpheme. In Figure 56.1, the morphe1ne and the syllable are the sa1ne size. In 
Figure 56.2, the morphen1e is larger than the syUable (it has two syllables), and 
in Figure 56.3, the morpheme is smaller than the syllable (it is missing movement). 
A morpheme may also be as small as the feature specification for a single hand
shape, as in classifier constructions (see CHAPTER 9: HANDSHAl'E IN SlGN LANGUAGE 
PHONOLOGY), or location, as in verb agreen1ent. 

It should be noted that l\vo-syllable lexical items a.re highly constrained with 
respect to their movement specifications: the movement in the second syllable is 
either the exact opposite (180° rotation) of the movement in the first syllable (as 
in BABY, Figure 56.2) or it is 90° rotated (Figure 56.4; note transitional movement 
inserted when the end of the first n1oven1ent is not the starting position of the 
second moven1ent) (Wilbur and Petersen 1997). 

Clearly movement is central to syllable structure (see CHAPTER 24: THE 
PHONOLOGY OF MOVEMENT IN SIGN LANGUAGE). The first attempt to break sign move-
1nent into sn1aller sequential pieces \Vas Ne\vki.rk (1979, 1980, 1981). Considering 
rhythmic features of n1ovement, he analyzed them into [onset] [1novement) 
[offset]. Subsequently, a number of sequential and simultaneous proposals \vere 
offered. This brings us to the ongoing debate - '''hat is the internal structure 
of a syllable with respect to sequentiality and simultaneity? In the folJo,ving 
section, I provide an overvie''' of \vhat everyone does agree upon, i.e. that 
syllables in sign languages exist. In the subsequent section, I provide evidence of 
the behavior of syllables \vi.th respect to higher phonological organization. 
Finally, '"e dive inside the sign syllable and consider the evidence for the 
h·vo theoretical options - sequential and simultaneous organization of syllable 
structure. 
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3 

2 

Figure 56.4 ASL CANCEL/CORRECT /CRJTIClZE and schematic of movement 
showing second syllable (3 to 4) perpendicular to first (1 to 2) 

3 Sign syllables exist 

l 

4 

Syllables have been reliably n1easured, and in conversational contexts they 
have roughly the same duration as spoken language syllables (Wilbur and Nolen 
1986). As 'vill become clear belov.•, there has been no shortage of linguistic uses 
for the syllable in sign language (morpho-)phonology, hence it is linguistically 
1neaningful. It is fair to say that sign language phonologists no•v take the notion 
of sign syllable as a given, and that n1ovement is its nucleus (the carrier of its 
perceptual salience; Jantunen and Takkinen 2010). 

3.1 Syllable measurements 
Investigators have 1neasured sign duration, including signs that are clearly 
single syllables (BeUugi and Fischer 1972; Friedman 1976; Liddell 1978, 1984). For 
those signs which are monosyllabic, the measured duration means range from 
233 to 835 msecs as a function of context. Liddell (1978) reported the effects of 
sentence position and syntactic function on duration of the monosyllabic signs 
DOG and CAT. His measuren1ents show phrase-final lengthening, as the durations 
•vere longest in sentence-final position. Duration in sentence-initial position •vas 
next longest, and medial position in relative clauses had the shortest duration. 
His measure1nents also show a syntactic effect: objects \vere shorter than subjects 
or heads of relative clauses. 

My investigation of syllable duration began in 1984, when videotape vvas "reel 
to reel," •vhich meant that the tapes could be moved by hand, fonvard and baci<
\vard, and measurement •vas in "fields" - 60 per second. To measure syllables, 
movements, and holds, '"'e had to provide our own mechanical guidelines and 
demonstrate that they could be reliably used (Wilbur and Nolen 1986; Wilbur and 
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Schick 1987). We started with the cues identified by Green (1984) for beginnings 
and ends of signs, which \vorked \veil for signs that \Vere perceptually mono
syllabic. These cues included points of contact and changes in facial expressions 
and eye gaze. However, Green's procedures were not sufficient for determining 
syllable boundaries v»hen the sign and the syllable are not coterminous, i.e. when 
've have more than one syllable in a sign. To capture the behavior of multi
syllabic signs such as bidirectional signs (Figure 56.2 above), reduplicated forms, 
and compounds, additional cues were needed. \!\Tith the aid of native signers, 
\Ve detennined that a change in the direction of movement marked a boundary 
behveen two adjacent syllables. For elliptical movements, we accepted Ne,vkirk's 
(1979, 1980, 1981) argument that they were segmentable into hvo parts, and then 
've used the change in direction of movement as the boundary behveen the hvo 
parts. By contrast, circular n1ovements, which sho'"' no internal structure, •vere 
treated as one syllable per circle. For holds, 've established a procedure in which 
the end of a hold 'vould be marked by one or more of the follo,ving cues: start 
of the next movement, loss of tension in the signing hand(s), change of eye gaze, 
initiation of signing by the other signer, or change of eye gaze by the other signer 
(\!Vilbur and Nolen 1986). Syllables were measured by hvo people at a time; if 
they could not agree, a third person was consulted. Over three thousand syllables 
'vere measured in four situations - natural conversation, elicited paragraphs, lists 
of signs, and phrases and compounds. 

In conversations, 889 syllables from three signers had a mean of 248 msecs, 
con1parable to the estimated 250 1nsecs for spoken English (Adan1s 1979; Hoequist 
1983). This similarity may be a reflection of an underlying tuning n1echanisn1 for 
motion that may surface not only in speech and signing, but also in non-linguistic 
motor behaviors. For example, in baseball, a bat s'ving takes about 200 msecs 
(Schmidt and Lee 2005). 

For the lists, n1ean syllable duration \'\'as 299 msecs for the first production, and 
417 n1secs for the second. Thus, signers can have different durations at different 
tunes. For paragraphs, 14 signers produced paragraphs 'vitl1 either a stressed or 
unstressed target sign. The stressed target mean was 317 msecs, and the unstressed 
target rnean 299 1nsecs. There \Vere more syllables in the stressed condition, i.e. 
repeated syllables and/or resyllabification (similar to English please pronounced 
as puh-leeze). 

In the last condition, con1pounds may have t.vo syllables or can be reduced to 
one (Coulter 1982; Liddell 1984). Eighteen sets of compounds and their two com
ponent signs were provided by Ursula Bellugi. In each set, the two signs appeared 
in a phrase in isolation (e.g. FACE CLEAN) and in context (HE HAS FACE CLEAN 
'He has a clean face'). The san1e n1orphemes also appeared in a con1pound 
(FACE-CLEAN 'handsome') in isolation and in context (HE FACE-CLEAN 'He 
is handsome'). The compounds had significantly more syllables per sign than 
simple lexical items (\!Vilbur and Nolen 1986). Also, the signs in isolation (\vhether 
simple lexical iten1s or compounds) had significantly more syllables than in con
text, reflecting prosodic effects. Thus signers 1nanipulate both syllable duration 
and number of syllables in their sign productions. 

The evidence so far lends support to one of the t"'O criteria that started our 
discussion, i.e. "Can syllables be reliably measured in sign languages?" We turn 
no'"' to the other criterion, i.e. "Are syllables Imguistically useful?" 
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4 Phonological applications identified for "syllable" 

In this section, I briefly revie'v the argu1nents that have been offered to show that 
syllables contribute to the statement of phonological processes and to our under
standing of "vhy some processes behave the "vay they do. The notion of syllables 
has proven to be useful in the statement of a variety of historical changes (Battison 
1978; Frishberg 1978), synchronic morphological processes (Chinchor 1981), and 
phonological processes (Coulter 1982; Wilbur 1990b, 1993). Blevins (1993), Padden 
(1993) and the work of Brentari (1990a, 1990b, 1993, 1996, 1998) provide further argu
ments in favor of the role of syllable structure in ASL phonology. I review only a 
fe\\', and refer the reader to the original authors for further evidence and discussions. 

4.1 Fingerspelling and fingerspelled loan signs 
Battison's (1978) discussion of the creation of ne\v signs from fingerspelled 
vvords provides data to support the notion of syllables. Theoretically, each finger
spelled letter consists of a handshape and, when produced in slo"v sequences, a 
transition movement (handshape change) to reach each handshape. Thus, there 
could potentially be as 1nany syllables as there are letters in the word being 
fingerspelled, because there could be one movement to make each handshape 
and each could therefore be a syllable. In actuality, fluent fingerspeIJing is per
formed with a phrasal rhythm that smoothes the transition handshape changes 
and reduces the pro1ninence of certain handshapes \vhile increasing the promin
ence of others (Aka111atsu 1982, 1985; vVilcox 1992). In the process of beco111ing 
a lexicalized fingerspelled loan sign, some letters in a \vord are dropped, and 
remaining handshapes are associated to syllabic nodes, reducing the number of 
syllables produced. Fingerspelling the 'vord "sick" (Figure 56.5) involves hand
shape changes fro111 each letter to the follo"ving letter. Since fingerspelling is 
based on English spelling, each English word will have a different set of hand
shapes and a corresponding different set of transitional handshape changes. In 
contrast, in the fingerspelled loan sign #SICK (\\•here # denotes a fingerspelled 
loan sign (Figure 56.6), the middle letters have been dropped, and the hand
shape change from S to K has created the movement nucleus of the syllable, to 
"vhich a slight directional path movement has been added (the arro\v does not 
do justice to this - the middle finger can appear to flick forward from the fist while 
the index finger straightens up). At the syllable-internal level, the features for 

Figure 56.5 Handshapes S, I, C, K, with three transition movements between them 
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Figure 56.6 Fingerspelled loan sign #SICK, w ith one lexical movement 

the handshapes S and K are associated \vith the same syllabic node, i.e. the only 
syllabic node. The handshape change from S to K is not permitted in core lexical 
items as reflected in Brentari's model, thus this form is clearly identified as of 
foreign origin from English. Brentari (1994) used the fingerspelled loan signs 
fron1 published ASL lectures (Valli and Lucas 1992) to detennine the processes 
involved in lex icalization. She found that long fingerspelled '"ords '"ith as many 
as eight or more letters reduced to fe,.,,er handshapes and just hvo movements. 
The result is that the ne,vly lexicalized forms fit the phonotactics of ASL, having 
a 1naximum of hvo syllables. 

4.2 Evidence for a sonority hierarchy 
Several researchers have suggested a relationship behveen visibility and 
syllable sonority (Corina 1990; Perlmutter 1992; Sandler 1993; Brentari 1998). The 
sonority hierarchy treats movements n1ade \vi th joints closer /proximal to the 
body /trunk, such as elbo\vs and shoulders, as more sonorous, because of their 
visibility in motion '"hen compared to those lo\ver do,vn and more distal, 
such as hands and fingers, \vhich are considered less visible and hence less 
sonorous (1) (see CHAPTER 49: SONORITY for an overvie''' of issues surrounding 
the sonority hierarchy in spoken language): 

(1) Sonorih; hierarchy with respect to tlie relevant joints (from Brentari 1998) 

Most sonorous 
shoulder 

joint 
> elbow 

joint 
> "'rist > 

joint 
base finger 

joints 

Least sonorous 
> non-base finger 

joints 

Movements made '"ith the "'rist joint have a higher sonority value, i.e. are more 
visible due to larger movements, than movements made '''ith the use of finger joints. 
With respect to the development of fingerspelled loan signs above, the addition 
of the slight path movement in the loan sign #SICK may be viewed as adding 
a higher sonority value to the less sonorous handshape change from S to K, 
thereby producing a more sonorous syllable and hence 1nore acceptable lexical 
item. Thus what '''e observe is that the proposed prosodic hierarchy provides 
a rationale for why finger positions are dropped and \vrist or elbow movements 
(depending on ho\v the small path is 1nade) are retained in fingerspelled loan 
\VOrds (CHAPTER 95: LOAN\,10RD PHONOLOGY). 
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Figure 56.7 Metathesis for the ASL sign DEAF. (a) A-to-B. {b) B-to-A 

4.3 Contact metathesis 

A.nother situation \vhere the notion of syl lable is phonologicaJJy relevant is found 
with two-location contacting signs, '''hich in certain circumstances can undergo 
a change that causes the t"'O locations to S\vitch their order (i.e. metathesis; 
Kegl and \.Yilbur 1976; Johnson 1986; Sandler 1986; Wilbur 1987; CHAPTER 59: 

METATHESIS). For exa1nple, the location points in signs such as DEAF, PARENTS, 
and FLO\.YER may S"'itch from A-to-B to B-to-A (Figure 56.7), depending on 
preceding phonological context: 

The process of metathesis is limited to signs that are both single morphemes 
and single syllables. Son1e "'ere originally compounds and may be articulated 
in a way which reflects their origins. For example, the sign PARENTS n1ight 
be deliberately made to emphasize its origin from FATHER + MOTHER: n1ove
ment to contact at the forehead (FATHER) and then movement to contact at 
the chin (MOTHER). This form "'ould be tv,ro syllables, and not subject to 
1netathe.sis. In the 1nonosyllabic version of PARENTS, the forehead contact is 
preceded by a transition 1noven1ent, and the lexical syllable consists of the 
change in location from the forehead contact to the chin con tact. This latter form 
can undergo metathesis, i.e. the hand can touch the chin first and the forehead 
second. 

The statement of 1netathesis in ter1ns of syllables greatly simplifies the formal
ization of the rule. We can see that the staten1ent in tenns of syllables is the 
correct one, as opposed to morphemes or signs. PARENTS can undergo meta
thesis in one form of production but not in another, so the rule about "'hich 
signs can undergo metathesis could not refer to "contacts in the same sign" or 
"contacts in the same morpheme," but only to "contacts in the same syllable." 

4.4 Handshape change (change in aperture) 
Brentari and Poizner (1994) show that handshape change timing is different \vithin 
syllables than it is bel\11een syllables (CHAPTER 9: HANDSHA1'£ IN SIGN LANGUAGE 
PHONOLOGY). Within syllables, if there is path 1noven1ent and handshape change, 
the handshape change coordinates with the beginning and end of the path. 
However, when 1\110 signs in sequence have different handshapes, there must 
be a transitional handshape between the end of the first sign and the beginning 
of the second (as discussed for fingerspelling, above). In such conditions, the 
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change in handshape is not coordinated \Vith the path movement in the same 
•vay as within signs, that is, the tuning of the change does not distribute evenly 
over the transitional path movement. 

4.5 Consistency in movement 
Like•vise, Tyrone et al. (2007) com.pare monosyllabic sign movements tov.rard 
the body to the same location (e.g. forehead) in hvo conditions: (i) the movement 
is part of the sign (THINK), and (ii) the movement is transitional prior to the 
sign (SMART). They report that vvithin-syllable within-sign movements sho\v 
typical bell-shaped velocity curves for targeted moven1ent, vvhereas transitional 
movement between signs is less regular. These findings, along vvith the hand shape 
change findings above, converge on the necessity of separating phonological 
syllable 1novement from phonetic epenthetic/transitional movement. 

4.6 Minimal <vord 
Simply put, the syllable is the smallest possible well-formed sign/word. Further
more, t•vo syllables is the maximum for •veil-formed core lexical signs (Perlmutter 
1992; Sandler 1993; Brentari 1998; Jantunen 2007). Alternative formulations 
>vithout mention of syllables would necessarily be n1ore con1plex. 

4.7 Prosodic constraints 
Miller (1997) argued, on the basis of Quebec Sign Language (LSQ), that Phono
logical Phrases require a disyllabic foot. Similarly, van der Kooij and Crasborn 
(2008) suggest that in Sign Language of the Netherlands (NGT) the phonological 
constraint on the addition of sentence-final pointing n1ust be stated in syllabic 
terms: sentence-final pointing is permitted only if the outcome is a disyllabic .foot. 
Wilbur (1999a) observes that ASL pronouns in sentence-final position tend to be 
extrametrical with respect to stress assignment at the phrase level, supporting 
prosodic constraints proposed in Halle and Vergnaud (1987) for spoken languages. 

5 Syllables and prosody 

The last hvo argtm1ents in favor of syllables also provide evidence for the prosodic 
hierarchy in sign Jangt1ages. That is, n1etrical structure (lexical, phrasal, and clausal 
stress assignment), rhythmic structure, and intonational phrasing are dependent 
to some degree on the syllable level. (2) sho,vs the prosodic hierarchy "'e adopt for 
further discussions (see CHAPTER 33: SYLLABLEdNTERNAL STRUCTURE; CHAPTER 40: 
THE FOOT; CHAPTER 51: THE PHONOLOGICAL WORD; CHAl'TER 57: QUANTITY-SENSITfVITY; 
CHAPTER 84: CLITICS for more discussion of the prosodic hierarchy). Prosodic words 
•vill be discussed in this d1apter; for discussion of Intonational Phrases see Wilbur 
(1994), Sandler and Lillo-Martin (2006), and Weast (2008). 

(2) Prosodic hierarchy 
syllable < prosodic word < prosodic phrase < intonational phrase 
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GIVE-A-GIFT, ........................ . repeat2 ................................. . 

repeat, ................................... repeat, ................ .................. . 

repeat, ................................ . 

l 
WORK(ERS) 

Figure 56.8 One prosodic "'Ord, composed of GNE + distributive aspect, repeated 
five times, accompanied by one Posture-NM, followed by the next prosodic word, 
containing WORK 

5.1 Prosodic ivords 

As indicated, the mu1in1al prosodic word is at least one syllable, and the prosodic 
constrau1t on well-formed lexical ite1ns is a maximwn of h'l'O syllables. Brentari 
and Crossley (2002) demonstrated that changes in lo\ver face tension (mouth and 
cheeks) mark the end of a prosodic "'Ord (PW), '"hich is above the syllable in the 
prosodic hierarchy. Figure 56.8 sho\vs a single lower face position, i.e. closed rnouth 
with lip corners slightly do\'1'11, referred to as posture non-manuals (P-NM), '"hich 
stretches over one long PW, followed by the sign WORK, �vhlch has a roLmd mouth 
and is in a different prosodic 1vord. The context was "every year at Christmas 
time, the boss gives each of the employees a gift." Note that the single P\IV con

tains five syllables (five repetitions of the lexical ite1n GIVE-A-GIFT). 
(3) represents the markmg of the relevant prosodic words through sign Jani:,ruage 

glossmg conventions. The tier above the glosses represents non-manual marking, 
and the line indicates the spread of the non-manual marker: 

(3) Prosodic grouping for Figure 56.8 
P-NM P-NM 

{GJVE-A-GIFT [Repeat x 5]} {WORK(ERS)} 
PW PW 

In contrast, Figure 56.9 shovvs "one car hits another car three times." The signer 
produces three mouth changes (Transition-NMs), once for each repetition. These 
changes result in three PWs, as represented in (4): 

(4) Prosodic grouping for Figure 56.9 
T-NM T-NM T-NM 

{HIT-CAR} {HIT-CAR} {HIT-CAR} 
P\¥ P\¥ P\¥ 
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Figure 56.9 Sequence of three CAR-HITs, involving three syllables, three mouth 
changes, and three PWs 

5.2 Stress assignment 
Stress assignment is a prosodic process, and may occur on lexical items, com
pounds, and phrases. Early research on ASL stress focused on marking stress on 
lexical items (Covington 1973; Friedman 1976; Wilbur and Schick 1987; Coulter 1990). 
Stressed signs can be set off fro1n unstressed signs by several cues: (i) faster I shorter 
transition n1ove1nent than between unstressed signs, breaking the rhytlunic pattern; 
(ij) higher in the signing space compared to their unstressed counterparts; 
(iii) increased repetitions compared to their unstressed counterparts, changing 
the duration; (iv) increased speed (higher peak instantaneous velocity) compared 
to their unstressed counterparts; (v) increased muscle tension compared to their 
unstressed cow1terparts; and (vi) stressed signs have a follo,ving pause (\!Vilbur 
and Schick 1987; Wilbur 1990a, 1990b, 1999b, 2009; Allen et al. 1991). 

5.2.1 Lexical ite1ns 
So far, no sign language has been shovvn to have distinctive lexical stress, compar
able to English 'permit and per'111it (Jantunen and Takkinen 2010). The predon1inance 
of monosyllabic lexical iten1s is partly responsible for this absence. Another reason 
is that polysyllabic signs are restricted to three possibilities: 
Lexicalization of repetition: A sign may have more than one syllable if it is 

forn1ed as a result of lexicalization of a repeated fonn (e.g. ASL FINGERSPELL; 
Brentari 1998: 169). The result is a t\vo-moven1ent sign \Vith a Return transition in 
the m.iddle: A-Return-A. In these forms, only the first syllable is pron1inent/ 
stressed (Supalla and Newport 1978; Coulter 1990). 
Lexical disyllables: A sign may have two syllables if it is a lexical disyllable, i.e. 

if the 1norphe1ne itself requires t\vo syllables. There are tvvo types of disyllables, 
both of \vhich are subject to constraints on the nature of the 1novements in each 
syllable (Wilbur 1990b). In the first type, the movement of the second syllable 
must be rotated in direction 180° from that of the first, returning the hands to 
their original location (BABY; Figure 56.2). In the second type, the move1nent of 
the second syllable is rotated 90° fro1n the first (creating a crossing 1novement) 
(CANCEL; Figure 56.4). Supalla and Ne,vport (1978) discuss the first type, and note 

that prominence is equa l on both syllables. It is also the case that pron1inence 
is equal on both syllables in the second type. Thus all lexical disyllables have 
equal stress on  both syllables. Similarly, van der Kooij and Crasborn (2008) sho�v 
that NGT has both trochaic and iambic stress patterns for disyllabic signs, the 
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type being predictable on the basis of the phonotactics of the rest of the sign. 
Thus, as for ASL, stress is not distinctive in NGT. 

Lexical iten1s have stress on the first, and perhaps only, syllable. Lexical 
disyllables are exceptional in being specified at the morphemic level for hvo 
syllables and in requiring equal prominence on both syllables. 
Conr.po11n.ds and phrases: A sign may have two syllables if it is a compound, with 

the first \veaker than the second. Unlike lexical items, the assignment of stress 
to ASL con1pounds and syntactic phrases follo\vs a very general pattern. In a 
con1pound or phrase, a single stress is assigned to the most prominent syllable of 
the rightmost lexical item. 

6 The internal structure of syllables 

6.1 The debate 
Historically, models of the internal structure of syllables (CHAPTER 33: SYLLABLE
INTERNAL STRUCTURE) have taken one of two views. The first vie\v is that sign 
syllables, like spoken syllables, are composed of sequences of segments (CHAP
TER 54: THE SKELETON). These segments are of two types (like consonant and vowel 
in spoken language), namely Movement (M) (the hands are in motion) and a con
trasting type '"ith the hands not in motion. Distinctive features are distributed 
an1ong these phonological seginents parallel to spoken language C and V. 

Liddell (1984) argued for t\VO types of segn1ents, n1ovements (NI) and holds 
(H). The reo:taining information - handshape, contact, orientation, location, and 
facial expression - is represented as features occurring simultaneously with each 
segment, thus there is a sequence of feature matrices within each sign. Signed 
syllables could then be of several types, e.g. M, MH, HM, HMH. Sandler (1986, 1989, 
2008) proposed a different 1nodel, in which the segn1ent opposition is bet,.veen 
movement (M) and location (L), with handshape configuration on a separate 
autosegmental tier. The presence or absence of holds "'Ould be characterized 
by a binary feature in the location feature matrix; rather than having holds 
w1derlyingly, there '"ill be son1e phonetic holds (list rhythm), some phonolog
ical holds (at utterance boundary), so1ne 1norphological holds (ASL aspectual 
inflections may include final hold as part of their pattern), and some pragmatic 
holds (end of conversational turn, waiting for back-channel nod). For these 
models (e.g. Liddell and Johnson 1989; Sandler 1989, 2008; Sandler and Lillo-Martin 
2006), the seginents are at the top of the phonological trees containing the dis
tinctive features, i.e. the n1other nodes in a feature geometry n1odel. That is, the 
syllable is composed of segments, which are characterized by relevant phonological 
features. 

In the other view, supported in Brentari (1998) for ASL and van der Kooij (2002) 
for NGT, move1nents are dynamic prosodic wlits with similar autosegmental status 
as tones in contrastive tonal languages (e.g. Mandarin, Cantonese; CHAPTER 45: 

THE REPRESENTATION OF TONE; CHAPTER 107: CHINESE TONE SANDHI). An impor tant 
step leading to this alternative vie"' was van der Hulst's (1993) Head-Dependency 
Model, in which features that did not change during the sign "'ere considered to 
be heads, \Vith changing features treated as dependents (for detailed discussion 
see CHAPTER 24: THE PHONOLOGY OF MOVEMENT IN SIGN LANGUAGE). Head features 
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could be location, orientation, the active (selected) fingers, or their configuration . 
Movement itself was dependent on change of location (path movement) or hand 
configuration or orientation (local move1nent) (see similar argun1ents in VVilbur 1987). 
Brentari (1998) provides arguments against the notion of dependent/emerging 
movement, and instead identifies those features that do not change '"ithin the 
syllable as Inherent Features (IF) and those that do change as Prosodic Features 
(PF). From this perspective, ASL syllables contain distinctive features \'thich may 
be accessed by phonological rules only in terms of their tiers and syllabic positions 
(e.g. syllable-initial, syllable-final), '"ithout further subdivision or organization. The 
segments are abstract tll:ning slots at the bottom of the tree, onto which the phono
logical features are mapped, i.e. the terminal nodes in a feature geometry approach. 
Thus the question arises of ho"' these hvo n1odels should be distinguished. 

6.2 Evidence related to syllable structure 

Jantunen and Takkinen (2010) observe that there is no "direct phonetic evidence" 
to support the sequential segn1ental models. In fact, evidence against the segn1ental 
arrangen1ent of internal syllable structure comes fron1 a variety of experunental 
sources: tapping, slips of the hand, and back,.vards signing. 

6.2.1 Tapping 
Spoken syllables have a rhythn1ic focus at the onset of the nuclear vo\.vel (Allen 
1972). That is, native English speakers who tap in tll:ne to speech cluster their taps 
at the stressed vo'"el onset. In a co1nparable study of ASL, native Deaf signers, 
native hearing signers and sign-naive hearing subjects �vere asked to "tap the 
rhythm" of five different three-sentence signed stories. Each story was presented 
30 times. One story was repeated as the sixth condition (30 repetitions) for 
reliability; these conditions represent "tap the rhytlun" (Allen et al. 1991). Finally, 
another one of the stories '"'as repeated (30 repetitions) with new instructions 
to "tap the syllables." Analysis of the tap responses in this condition showed 
that for all groups, taps are evenly distributed within syllables and do not differ 
from chance distribution. That is, no syllable-internal rhythn1ic focus is apparent 
(\l\lilbur and Allen 1991). This result is very crucial, and can only be predicted if the 
sign syllable is con1posed of constantly changing moven1ent (smoothly changing 
muscular activity), meaning that th.ere is no single point in time which attracts 
perceptual attention in the way that the onset of a spoken stressed vowel does, 
with large changes in muscular and acoustic energy (Allen 1972). The absence of 
sucll peaks is consistent \Vith the proposal :iJ1 the Prosodic Nlodel that there is no 
further seg1nentation inside the sign syllable. 

6.2.2 Slips of the hand 
Additional arguments against segmental models con1e from sign errors (Meier 
1993; \rVilb1u 1993). English slips of the tongue. tend to mvolve all the features 
of the segments mvolved (Fro1nkin 1971, 1973). If sign phonological features are 
distributed across segments, as su.ggested in segmental models, all features asso
ciated to each segment should be able to behave as a group. Therefore, parallel 
to speech, '"'e might expect that the initial segments of t"'O signs could switch 
•vith everything else re1nammg the same. In the corpus of 131 slips of the hand 
(Klin1a and Bellugi 1979), the predicted segmental S\'1itch did not occur. Instead, 
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observed slips involved handshape, location, orientation, or handedness (one vs. 
t\VO hands) features, "'ith handshape involvement being the most common. 

In one slip involving BLACK and WHITE, the handshape sequence in WHITE 
(open fingers and thumb changing to closed fingers and thumb touching at tips) 
is anticipated in BLACK, \vith its regular handshape completely replaced by the 
handshape change from WHITE, \Vhereas its location (at the forehead) and move
ment direction (brushing across) remained unaffected (Klima and Bellugi 1979: 139). 
What did not happen was a complete replacement of the initial handshape, location, 
and orientation of BLACK \vith those of WHITE, "'hich \vould have created a form 
that s tarted at the chest, not at the forehead. In none of their examp les did the 
features act together as a group, as "'Ouk! be predicted from segmental models. 

6.2.3 Backivards signing 
Back,vards signing demonstrates that signers have access both to syllable sequences 
and to individual feahrres '''ithin syllables which can be exchanged in temporal 
sequence, but not to uni.ts corresponding to seg1nents as defined by the segn1ental 
models. This contrasts with the evidence from spoken language games and back
wards speaking (Sherzer 1970; Co,van and Leavitt 1981, 1990; Co,van et al. 1982; 
Treinlan 1983; Cowan et al. 1985; Cowan et al. 1987; Co,van 1989). Cowan et al. 
(1985: 680) report that fluent back\vards talkers segment speech into "phonemic 
or syllabic" units, and then reverse their order. Their subjects fall into hvo groups, 
using eitl1er orthography or phonology as the basis for reversal. For example, for 
'terrace', orthographic reversers '''Ould say /ekaret/, including the final "silent 
e" and adjusting the pronunciation of the letter "c" followed by back vo,vels 
to /k/. Phonological reversers would say /suet/, sinlply reversing phonological 
segment order. 

Da.ta from back"rards signing (\r\lilbur and Petersen 1997) provide evidence that 
signers treat monosyllabic signs in ways that are not compatible '''ith segmental 
models. For example, Liddell's (1984) representation for THINK in (5) consists 
of two segments MH, i.e. M-[approach](AP) follo,ved by H '"ith contact. The 
exchange of these segments should yield HM, i.e. H \vith contact followed by 
M-[approach). Signers actually prodilce "contact" foUo,ved by "move away," a resillt 
which \VOitld be predicted if ilie starting and ending locations of the movement 
are exchanged. That is, if movement is represented as a sequence of features, 
say [-contact] [+contact] (Sb) (or [neutral] [forehead] rather ilian [approach]), 
ilien exchanging those featmes within-syllable to [+contact] [-contact] will result 
in the correct prediction of niovement a\vay from the forehead. Note that in 
Liddell's model in (Sa), there is a sequence of (-contact] [+<:ontact), but these 
features cannot S\vitch independently of the segments AP and H to '"hich they 
are assigned. This is what "'e mean by having the seg1nents al the lop of the model. 

(5) a. Liddell's model of THINK 

Segment 
Handshape 
Orientation 
Location 
Contact 
Non-n1anual markings 

THINK 
AP H 
1 1 
TI TI 
FH FH 

+ 
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b. Feature representation of change seen. in. backwards signing of THINK 

[-contact] [+contact] --7 [+contact] [-contact] 

Incorrect predictions from segmental models are more obvious with the sign FLY, 
represented as a single M segment. The predicted backvtards version should 
be the same as the original, because there is nothing available to exchange. 
Back,.vards signing shows that the direction of movement of FLY is reversed 
(Figure 56.10), comparable to the movement reversal i.n THINK. This remains 
an inexplicable fact in segmental models '"'hich treat movement as a single M 
segment \vith its own feature matrix. The only recourse is to change the repre
sentation to H1MH2 and then reverse the t\vo Hs, but evidence for the presence 
of those H segments would need to be provided. In any case, the lack of analogy 
'vith spoken segment sequences can be seen: the backwards forn1 of cat /kaet/ is 
/trek/, \vith the vowel unchanged. But, clearly, in the backwards form of FLY 
the movement has changed. 

Any segmental model containing M segments •vill have the san1e problem, 
because it is the phonological features associated •vith the moven1ent that must 
be available to signers to be exchanged. In back•vards signing, movements are 
consistently reversed by exchanging end specification •vith start specification, as 
though initial and final features are exchanged on their own tiers: end location 
with beginning location; end handshape with begilu1ing handshape; end orienta
tion •vith begiruling orientation. Wilbur and Petersen (1997) argue that n1ove1nent 
is not inside the syllable, but rather that movement is the syllable, a conception 
of "syllable" that takes movement as a dynamic gesture with only starting and 
ending specifications for the movement trajectory and no further linguistically 
mea1lingful internal specifications (see current arguments from gestural phono
logy approaches, e.g . .tv!auk and Tyrone 2008; Tyrone and .tv!auk 2008). For speech, 
Bagen1ihl (1989) and Pierrehumbert and Nair (1995) argue that sub-syl labic con
stituents, such as onset and rime or coda, do not participate in language game 
behavior, \vith Pierrehumbert and Nair extending this observation to phonolog
ical theory in general, claiming that these sub-syllabic constituents do not exist 
and that a flat syllable n1odel, such as that proposed by Clements and Keyser (1983), 
is adequate to accoiu1t for the facts. Bage111ihl (1989: 485f.) notes that language 

(a) norn1al 

Figuxe 56.JO The s.ign FLY, made (a) v1ith normal movement and (b) in back\vards 
signing 
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games in cultures lacking phonemic alphabet 'vriting systems do not use segments, 
only syllables. Furthennore, children do not use segmental language games until 
they are exposed to those "'riting systen1s. He suggests that alphabetic "'riting 
systems may be necessary for the development of metalinguistic a\.vareness of 
segments as opposed to syllables. 

Brentari (1998) capitalizes on these and other observations by separating the 
specifications that do not change during a syllable (Inherent Features) from 
those that do (Prosodic Features). Each syllable has two timing slots, one after 
the other, representing sequentiality, and the Prosodic Features are associated 
accordingly. The Inherent Features spread across both slots. Thus, her timing slots 
(sequentiality) are at the bottom of the tree, 'vhereas for Sandler and Liddell, the 
sequentiality is at the top of their models. Jantunen and Takkinen (2010) revie'v 
the sign language studies, and note that there is no evidence for internally 
structured sequential segmental syllables of the kind found in spoken languages 
(such as an onset-nucleus-coda distinction). Hence there is no justification for 
positing an intermediate level bet,.veen segment (referring here to the timing slots 
in Brentari's model) and syllable, or more than t\VO seg1nents/slots per syllable. 
Finally, another benefit of the Prosodic Model for sign languages is that it pro
vides seamless access to the prosodic hierarchy above the syllable. 

7 What does simultaneity in syllable structure buy us? 

It is time to turn our attention to the benefits of the notion of simultaneity in 
sign syllables, that is, what it accounts for that the other approaches do not. There 
are hvo important concepts that come from this model of syllable representation, 
namely the notion of syllable rveight and the analogue to spoken language sono1ity. 
In addition, aspectual reduplication can be seen to operate prosodically on verb 
roots, whether one or t'vo syllables. 

7.1 Syllable 1veight 

Consider the difference in speech between syllables of different structures CV, 
eve, cvcc, ccvc, ccvcc. It is easy to identify an increase in syllable 'veight 
as more consonants are added to these syllables, even 'vitl1out kno,ving '"hat 
tllose consonants are or the type of vo,vel in the nucleus or whether there is a 
distinction behveen short and long vo,vels or open syllable vo"rel lengthening 
(CHAl'TllR 57: QUANTITY-SENSITIVITY). 

If sign syllables do not have the sa1ne internal structure as spoken language 
syllables, then is tllere a syllable 'veight distinction in sign languages, and, if 
so, ho\v does it manifest itself? Brentari (1998) argues that there is a 'veight dis
tinction in ASL, based on the number of simultaneous movements specified for 
the syllable. Syllables \Vi.th one moven1ent are light and those with two are heavy; 
n1ore technically, a "'eight unit is constructed for every prosodic foot. With this 
analysis, she can explain the pattern of verbs that can and cannot take redupli
cation to form nouns, i.e. respectively light and heavy verbs. For example, the 
sign FLY in Figure 56.lOa above is able to form a repeated nominalization for 
AIRPLANE because it is a light (one-moven1ent) syllable. In contrast, syllables 
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with complex movements (for example, a path movement combined "'ith a 
handshape change) cannot undergo reduplicated nominalization, even if the 
verb qualifies sen1antically. Similarly, activity verbs that forn1 activity nouns 
'vith the addition of the feature [trilled n1overnent) must have light syllable 
structure to start "'ith (Brentari 1998: 242-243). Brentari also sho"'S the correla
tion between verb heaviness and preference for sentence-final position, that 
is, the \vord order is sensitive to the \veight of the verb, 'vhich is determined by 
the number of n1ovements in the syllable (and if reduplicated, the number of 
syllables). 

In Brentari's analysis, the maximum number of weight units per syllable is 
two. Using data from Finnish Sign Language (FinSL), Jantunen (2005; see also 
Jantunen and Takkinen 2010) argues that an extended syste1n is necessary for 
FinSL because more than hvo weight units per syllable are possible if one takes 
the non-manual movements into account - in fact, three or four n1ay be possible. 
For )antunen, a movement is complex (not si.mple) if more than one articulator 
is involved. He is then able to make a \Veight distinction between t\vO mono
syllabic signs, MUST A 'black' "'hich has only path movement, hence one weight 
lUlit, and UJO 'shy', which has local n1ovement acco1npa1lied by a head 1nove
rnent, and hence has t"'O weight units. Thus, even though both are n1onosyllabic, 
the difference in 'veight results from the non-manual head specification. Another 
benefit of this line of reasoning is that in FinSL there are lexical items \vhich 
are made entirely \Vith non-manual articulation (there are a few in ASL also) 
- these would be assigned a single \Veight unit, and that is the desired result. 
One additional generalization can be stated: both FinSL and ASL prefer syllables 
\vith simple movements over complex movements (Brentari 1.998; Jantunen and 
Takkinen 2010). This generalization would be lost from a segmental perspective 
on syllable structure. 

7.2 Sonority 
Sonority is not built on syUable "'eight, as a mora-based generalization might 
suggest (Perlmutter 1992). Brentari suggests that sonority be approached as 
multidimensional salience. She suggests that sonority is correlated articulatorily 
with closeness of the articulator to the body's nlidline, and that articulat ion ' 

closer to the midline has greater visual salience than articulation further a\.vay. 
Thus, strengthening of visual salience (Enhancement Theory; Stevens and Keyser 
1989) by choice of articulator higher up on the hierarchy (and likewise, reduction 
by choice lower do"1n) is captured directly by the Prosodic Model in a \vay that 
segmental models cannot (Brentari 1998: 135). She suggests the follo,vi.ng llierarchy, 
repeated here fron1 (1) above: 

(6) Brentari hierarchy 
shoulder 

joint 
\VfiSt > 
joint 

base finger 
joints 

> non-base finger 
joints 

This distinction can be observed in cases \vhere a movement can be articulated 
by different articulators, that is, if a \vrist movement and an elbow n1ovement 
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can convey the same phonology. In such cases, if the movement is made by an 
articulator that is up the hierarchy, say an elbo"' joint replacing a \vrist movement, 
then "proximalization" is said to occur, whereas if the articulator used is dO\\'ll 
the hierarchy, from elbo"' to wrist, then "distalization" is said to happen (see Mirus 
et al. 2001 for an empirical test of the factors involved). Crasborn (2001) likewise 
provided evidence in NGT for some of the factors relating to proximalization/ 
distalization. An important n1ethodological aspect of Crasborn's study is that 
it looked at fluent Ll signers, whereas Mirus el al. looked at L2 acquisition, for 
which the presence of sonority effects might be obscured by developmental 
performance factors. 

Looking at data from British Sign Language and the echoing of manual 
movements by the signer's n1outh, Woll (2001) suggests than non-manual arti
culations can also provide insight into the sonority hierarchy. Based on detailed 
investigation of these aspects of Finnish Sign Language, Jantunen (2005, 2006, 
2007) suggests that non-manual movement should be included i.n the hierarchy, 
as in (7), from Jantunen (2005: 56): 

(7) upper body and head > hands (including Brentari's hierarchy) > mouth 

7.3 Another perspective on reduplication: 
Templatic vs. prosodic 

Klima and Bellugi (1979) treat reduplication as part of a ten1platic approach to 
aspectual modification (CHAPTER ·100: REDUPLICATION).1 They refer to formational 
terms such as Planar locus (horizontal, vertical), Cyclicity (repetition), Direction 
(e.g. up"rard, do\vnv-1ard), Geometric array (line, arc, circle, other arrangement), 
Quality (small, large), and Maimer (continuous, hold, restrained). Thus, each 
1norphological function (e.g. iterative, durat:i.ve) involves a ten1plate composed of 
some of these formational features. But the choices of feature combinations in each 
template are not explained. Similarly, Sandler (CHAPTER 24: THE PHONOLOGY OF 
MOVEMENT LN SICN LANCUACE) argues for a templatic approach to reduplication, 
using additional M (n1ovement) or L (location) segn1ents to account for differ
ences in n1ove1nent type or final holding (\vhat Klin1a and Bellugi refer to as "end 
marking"). 

Further discussion of reduplication with Klima and Bellugi led us to an interest
ing separation of h1nction for spatial and temporal forn1ational properties, with 
the spatial properties providing inforn1ation about the arguments of the verb 
and the ten1poral/rhythnuc properties providing inforn1ation about aspect on 
the verb (Wilbur et nl. 1983). We speculated that reduplication could be ana
lyzed the same way as in spoken languages. It took over 20 years to \vork it out, 
but a standard Base-Copy reduplication approach can be applied to sign lan
guages using the Prosodic Model (\<Vilbur 2005, 2009). In Brentari's model (8), the 
node dominating syllables and associated features is the root (CHAPTER 24: THE 
PHONOLOGY OF MOVEMENT IN SIGN LANGUAGE). 

1 It is in1portant to distinguis11 repetition fron1 reduplication. Here, repetition is vie\\red as pro.
sod.ica.l.ly drive.<\, to fiJJ the l\eeds of a p rosodic foot. Lexicalized repetition c reates l\Ou.ns froJl\ verbs, 
''rith only h\10 formations of the lexically meaningful mo\rement reql1ired. Reduplication is aspectually 
driven. 
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root 

inherent features 

articulator place of articulation 

non-manual manual 

H2 Hl 
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prosodic features 

I 
setting 6 

I 
path 

I 
orientation t. 

I 
aperture � 
� 

x x 

v 
a 

Whether one syllable or nvo in a root, the Base for reduplication is the root, and 
the entire Base is copied. A simple example with Base and Copies is illustrated 
in Figure 56.11; planar difference indicates argument differences. 

There are, however, t"'O modality differences between standard Base-Copy and 
what occurs in sign languages. First, multiple copies are common (Figure 56.11); 
indeed, a single copy unplies "dual," so aspectual reduplication typically has 
two or more copies of the Base. A second difference is that for many aspechial 
reduplications the hand must return to its initial position in the Base before it can 
articulate the Copy, thus the sequence is Base-Return-Copy. Aspectual reduplica
tion is a combinatorial system of Base event (verb root), followed by Return to 
initial position, \vhich reflects the time between the end of the Base event and 
the onset of the repeated event iJ1 aspects involving iteration (VVilbur 2005, 
2009). Different aspects deternune the size of the Return (smaller than, equal to 
or greater than the Base) (Table 56.1). Whether the shape includes a stopping 
point or is smooth (circular, elliptical) is dependent entirely on "'hether the verb 
is telic (contains a stop) or atelic (cannot stop) (\'Vilbur 2008). 

Figure 56.11 Base-Copy reduplication schemata for apportionative external 
and internal. By permission of Ursula Bellugi, The Sall< .Institute for Biological 
Studies 
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Table 56.1 Combinations of Return options and Base 
event type yield aspectual inflections 

ti1r1e bet1vee11 eve11ts /e/ic event root atelic event roof 

(return = root) habitual durative 
[return < root) incessant n/a 
[return > root) iterative continuati\re 

For telic events (Figure 56.12), when Return and Base are equal in size, there 
is the appearance of equal prominence on both (habitual); when the Return is 
s1naller, there is a tendency for the Base to reduce as well (incessant). When the 
Return is larger than the Base, an arc is added (the morpheme EXTRA; Wilbur 
2008). Thus, featurally, incessant aspect has [repeat] [return] [less than], habitual [repeat] 
[return] [equal] and iterative [repeat] [return] [greater than]. 

For atelic events (Figure 56.13), only two of the three options are possible, and 
the Base must be curved. Both of these require1nents result from the absence of stops 
in the fonnation of atelic roots. Durative has [repeat) [return] [equal) and con
tinuative has [repeat] [return) [greater than]. The atelic equivalent of the incessant, 
[repeat) [return] [less than], is not possible, because shortened movements would 
be perceptually equivalent either to stops, creating confusion "'ith telics, or to 
trilled movement, vvhich has a different interpretation (stative, not repeated). The 
difference between the modifications shown in Figures 56.12 and 56.13 is the Base 
root, which reflects the event structure in the semantics of the verb. 

LOOK-AT LOOK-AT
incessant 

LOOK-AT
habitual 

LOOK-AT
iterative 

Figure 56.12 LOOK-AT and three inflections. By permission of Ursula Bellugi, 
The Salk Institute for Biological Studies 

LOOK LOOK-durative LOOK-continuative 

Figure 56.13 LOOK-stative and durative and continuative aspects. By permission of 
Ursula Bellugi, The Salk Institute for Biological Studies 
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These observations are not captured by a templatic approach to reduplication. 
Sandler's (1989, 2008) evidence for te1nplatic analysis (for signs like BLOW-TOP, 
FAINT, and SNOOP) are all compatible \vith the generalization that aspech1al 
reduplication copies the verb root. She argues that for the sign BLOW-TOP, which 
is a hvo-syllable compound created from HEAD and EXPLODE-OFF, EXPLODE
OFF is copied but not HEAD. Her explanation is that the rightmost M is copied 
in reduplication, \vhereas in lexicalized monosyllabic (single M) signs like FAINT 
(originally fron1 MIND+DROP), the '"hole form is repeated. But in the alternative 
analysis presented here it is expected that EXPLODE-OFF "'ill be copied. Sinutarly, 
Sandie cites SNOOP (from NOSE+STl.CK-IN) as an exception, "'ith the syllable 
associated with STICK-IN reduplicating, even though the entire form is mono
syllabic (single M). An explanation for this is that the initial movement lo the nose 
for NOSE is purely epenthetic (as for MOTHER (Figure 56.3), and one of the two 
versions of PARENTS in §4.3). That is, SNOOP starts its STICK-IN movement at 
the nose but does not return there for subsequent repetitions. If so, it might be 
appropriate to consider the initial location at the nose to be something akin to a 
prefixal location adjoined/cliticized onto the begiru1ing location of STICK-IN, result
ing from the compound-to-lexical-item reduction process, leaving STICK-IN to 
be copied by reduplication with its original location, as shows up in subsequent 
repetitions. 

This discussion highlights the kind of phonological level analysis that can be 
conducted "'ith respect to syllables and their contents. Thus, factors other than 
phonology, such as verbal telicity and type of aspectual morphology, affect the 
final form of reduplicated signs (\IVilbur 2005, 2009). 

8 Conclusion 

In this chapter, \Ve started '"ith two basic criteria for discussion of syllables in 
sign languages: linguistic meaningfulness and reliable measurement. To address 
the requirements of these criteria, '"e introduced the reader to relevant historical 
discussions of the status of syllables in sign languages. The key is that movement 
is the defining feature of a phonological syllable in sign languages. Then, we 
provided evidence that syllables in sign languages can be reliably n1easured. 
As for tl1e criteria of linguistic meaningfulness, we reviewed several phenomena 
for whicl1 one has to make reference to the syllable for a reasonable account. Among 
those discussed were the phonologization of fingerspelled loan "'Ords, contact 
metathesis, handshape changes within and between signs, and some prosodic 
constraints. 

\!Ve then turned to the debate concerning the forn1.al representation of sign 
syllables. We reviewed the sequential and simultaneous models of syllable 
representation. Data presented - tapping, slips of the hand, and back\"ards 
signing - strongly favor the Prosodic Model proposed by Brentari (1998), 
resulting in a syllable n1odel that is internally different fron1 those that exist in 
speech. We then considered. the implications of this conclusion, especially since 
it goes against expectations of similarity between signed and spoken languages. 
Issues of sonority, syllable "'eight, and Base-Copy reduplication indicate that the 
syllable perforn1s similarly in sign language and spoken language phonologies 
despite the internal differences in organization. 
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To get to the point "'here '"e can use syllables for explaining other phenomena, 
\Ve have needed a consistent and \veil-developed syllable model that makes 
empirically testable clain1s. This model has been tested in a variety of •vays revie\·ved 
in this chapter, and there is more that has been onutted for reasons of space 
(variability of non-manual marking; judgments of \veil-formed syllables; Brentari 
and VVilbur 2008). The critical feature of the model is that it is a prosodic model, 
and the lo\vest level of the prosodic hierarchy is the syllable, for sign languages 
as well as spoken languages. 
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DRAGA ZEC 

1 Introduction 

Quantity-sensitivity is an important property of prosodic constituents, which 
are subclassified along this dimension as either light or heavy. In a typical 
hierarchical organization of prosodic units, as in (1) (Selkirk 1978, 1980; Nespor 
and Vogel 1986), each of the prosodic levels may be instantiated by constituents 
that vary in length, segment quality, or structural complexity (see CHAPTER 33: 
SYLLABLE-INTERNAL STRUCTURE; CHAPTER 40: THE FOOT; CHAPTER 51: THE PHONO
LOGICAL WORD; CHAPTER 8'1: CLITICS; CHA.l'TER 50: TONAL ALIGNMENT). 

(1) Prosodic hierarchy 

Prosodic phrase 
Prosodic word 
Foot 
SyUable 

This variation, in at least some of its aspects, introduces distinctions in quantity 
an1ong constituents at the same level of the hierarchy, evidenced by distinctions 
in phonological behavior. While quantity-sensitivity is most clearly manifested 
at the level of the syllable, other prosodic levels exhibit this property as \veil. 
Quantity-sensitivity characterizes a vvide range of phonological phenon1ena, includ
ing stress, tone, poetic n1eter, and various prosodic effects on n1orphosyntax. 
Moreover, quantity-sensitivity can be manifested either as a binary or as a scalar 
property. For these and other reasons to be addressed in this chapter, prosodic 
quantity needs to have its place in the formal representation of prosody, and is 
a central issue in any discussion of phonological representations. 

The chapter is organized as follows: §2 addresses crucial aspects of '"'eight
sensiti.vity in the syllable, providing a typology of weight patterns supported 
by a vvide range of attested cases. §3 focuses on formal representations of the 
syllable and its "'eight, "'hile §4 addresses the relevance of vowel length for 
quantity-sensitivity. §5 shovvs that weight distinctions could be binary in some 
languages, and n1ultivalued in others. §6 docun1ents inconsistencies in weight 
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patterns, both '"ith respect to phonological processes and phonological contexts. 
§7 addresses quantity-sensitivity in feet, focusing on binary patterns, and §8 focuses 
on scalar patterns of quantity. §9 touches upon quantity-sensitivity at the higher 
levels of the prosodic hierarchy, in prosodic words and prosodic phrases. §10 offers 
some remarks on markedness, and §11 concludes. 

2 The syllable and quantity-sensitivity 

Phonological quantity is primarily associated '"ith the syllable. One of the tradi
tional classifications of syllables is into those that are light and those that are heavy. 
This distinction is motivated on eo1pirica1 grounds and is brought to relief by a 
number of quantity-sensitive phonological phenomena, including stress, tone, and 
poetic meter. 'vVe focus here only on those languages that do exhibit quantity
sensitivity at the syllable level, as this is not a universal prosodic property. In 
§2.1 \\'e present a paradign1 case of syllable \veight, and then, in §2.2, turn to the 
typology of syllable-based quantity-sensitivity, supported by a "'ide range of phono
logical phenomena. 

2.1 A paradigm case of quantity-sensitivity 

Quantity-sensitivity has figured prominently in studies of classical languages and 
their prosody (Allen 1973). Latin provides a paradigm case of quantity-sensitivity, 
already known to the early gran101arians such as Quintilian. 

Latin stress (CHAPTER 39: STRESS: PHONOTACTIC AND PHONETIC EVIDENCE) is 
quantity-sensitive, as illustrated in (2). If the penultimate syllable is heavy it is 
stressed, as in (2a), but if it is light the antepenultirnate syllable is stressed, as in (2b). 

(2) Latin. stress 
a. If the penultirnate syllable is heavy, it is stressed. 

for' tuna 'fortune (NOll·I sc)' 

'gaudens 'rejoicing (N01'1 sc)' 

gau'dentem 'rejoicing (ACC sc)' 

b. If the penultimate syllable is light, the antepenultirnate is stressed. 
'nn.imn 'soul (NoM sc)' 

Syllables that function as light are of the CV type, containing a short vowel, 
as the penultimate syllable in (2b). Syllables that function as heavy are n1ore 
diverse, as shown in (2a). They are either of the CVV type, containing a long vowel 
or a diphthong, or of the eve type, '"ith a short vowel follo,,red by a consonant. 
Significantly, syllables that are functionally equivalent may differ in their segmental 
content (CHAPTER 54: THE SKELETON). Within the set of heavy syllables, differ
ences in segmental content are found not only across CVV and CVC syllables but 
also within the class of CVV syllables, which may contain either a long vo,.vel or 
a diphthong. In this case, as in many others, onset consonants are excluded from 
the computation of 'veight (CHAPTER ss: ONSETS) . 

This same pattern of syllable weight also figures in Latin poetic meter. In 
one of the 1neters of Horace's Odes, kno\\'n as the First Asclepiad (borrowed from 
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Greek), a line of verse contains a sequence of metrical positions that admit 
either heavy or light syllables (marked as - and u, respectively, "'ith II marking 
the caesura), as in (3). In (3a), the first three n1etrical positions, all heavy, are 
filled '"ith CVV syllables that contain either a diphthong or a long vowel, \vhile 
i.n (3b) these same metrical positions are filled \Vi.th eve syllables. The light 
metrical positions, such as the next t"'O, are filled in both lines with CV syllables. 
(The remaining metrical positions are filled in the same fashion, \Vith the 
exception of the last vo\vel of tollere in (3b) \Vhich is elided, and therefore not 
scanned.) 

(3) Latin poetic meter: Horace, First Asclepiad 

a. - - - uu - 11 - uu - u x 
Maecenas atavis edite regibus 
'O Maecenas, born from kingly ancestors!' (Odes 1.1.1) 

b. - u u - 11 - u u - u x 
Certat tergeminls tollere honoribus 
'vies to lift [hin1] '"ith triple magistracies.' (Odes 1.1.8) 

Thus, in Latin, both stress and poetic meter are sensitive to distinctions in quantity, 
with '"eight characterized identically in the h'10 phonological subsystems. 

2.2 Patterns of quantity-sensitivity 

The syste1n of quantity in Latin exen1plified in (2) and (3) '"as taken in much 
relevant "'Ork to be the standard n1ode of computing quantity, "'ith broa.d 
empirical support. This is ho\v syllable '''eight '"as characterized in Kuryl:o,vicz 
(1948) and later in Newman (1972), among others. Newman (1972), in particular, 
identifies quantity-sensitivity in a number of languages, all exemplifying the 
pattern of quantity with light CV and heavy CVV and CVC syllables. In addition 
to Latin, the list includes Cl.assical Greek, Fi.nnish, Estonian, Classical Arabic, 
and Gothic, as '"ell as three Chadic languages, Bolanci, Kanakuru, and Hausa. 
In fact, a number of researchers stated important generalizations about quantity
sensitivity solely in terms of the Latin pattern of weight (e.g. Kiparsky 1979, 1981; 
Halle and Vergnaud 1980; Cle1nents and Keyser 1983). 

The Latin pattern, however, is not the only empirically attested mode of com
puting quantity, as shown in Hyman's (1977) broad survey of stress systems and 
in much later work. In '"hat foll0\'1S we present the range of quantity patterns 
that have been empirically attested, and a typology of '"eight distinctions. 

2.2.1 Weight patterns: A typology 
wlcCarthy (1979) made the crucial theoretical statement that quantity-sensitivity 
can be instantiated in more than one "'ay. In addition to the Latin "'eight pattern, 
with light CV and heavy CVV and CVC syllables as in (4a), henceforth type 1, 
there is a further weight pattern, one .in 'vhich only CVV syl.lables a.re heavy and 
both CV and CVC syllables are light, as in (4b), henceforth type 2. A number of 
languages were identified to belong to this '"eight type: for example, Huasteco 
Mayan in Hyman (1977) and YidinY and Tiberian Hebre'v in McCarthy (1979). 
wlany n1ore such cases figure in Hayes (1980, 1995) and Gordon (2006). 
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(4) Possible weight patterns (first approximation) 

a. Type 1: heavy CVV, CVC vs. light CV 
b.  Type 2: heavy CVV vs. light CV, CVC 

Thus the \Veight of eve syllable is "parameterized": '-vhile in (4a) such syllables 
form a natural class \vith CV\T, in (4b) they form a natural class with CV. This is 
crucially due to the status of the final consonant in a CVC syllable, \vhich con
tributes to weight in (4a), but not in (4b) types of languages. McCarthy (1979) 
further identifies an important implicati.onal relation.: a language \vi.th heavy 
CVC syllables also has heavy CVV syllables. This supports the prediction about 
the follo\ving impossible "'eight pattern: no language can have heavy eve but 
light CVV syllables. 

But co1nputation of quantity can be even n1ore fine-grained than in ( 4), and in 
order to sho"' this \ve invoke the sonority of segments. In particular, vowels are 
more sonorous than consonants, and within the class of consonants, sonorants 
(CHAPTER s: SONORANTS) are more sonorous than obstruents. (For a general dis
cussion of sonority, see CHAPTER 49: SONORITY.) In addition to the h\'O weight 
systems in (4), one in which all consonants contribute to weight, and one in 
,.vhich no consonants contribute to 'veight, there is also a. type 3 systen1, in "'hich 
only some consonants contribute to \-veight (see Prince 1983; Zee 1988, 1995). In 
such split systems, the subset of consonants contributing to 'veight is generally 
sonorants. Such a case is exe1nplified by Kwak,v'ala, to be discussed in §2.2.2, 
in '"hich heavy syllables are CVV and CVR (sonorant), while light syllables are 
CV and CVO (obstruent). This yields the in1plicational relation that if CVO 
syllables are heavy, so are CVR syllables; and excludes the impossible system, 
\vith CVV and CVO syllables being heavy, and CV and CVR syllables being light 
(Zee 1995). Furthermore, '"hile other splits in the hierarchy should in principle 
be possible, say, with liquids being "'eight-bearing to the exclusion of obstruents 
and nasals, such systems have not been attested. Only major splits '"ithin the 
sonority hierarchy appear to be exploited for distinctions in quantity, those in 
particular that correspond to splits imposed by the major class features (Chomsky 
and Halle 1968). 

To sun1marize, a basic typology of \veight patterns is given in (5). In type 1 
languages, all segments contribute to \Veight, so that both CV\/ and eve syllables 
are heavy; in type 2 languages only vowels are "'eight-bearing, \vhich makes 
CVC syllables light; and in type 3 languages vo\vels and sonorant consonants are 
'"eight-bearing, to the exclusion of obstruents. The set of "'eight-bearing segn1ents 
follo\¥S the sonority hierarchy: if a Jess sonorous segment contributes to weight, 
so does a more sonorous segn1ent. 

(5) Typology of weight patterns 

Type 1 
Type 2 
Type 3 

Heavy Light 
CVV,CVC CV 
cvv cv, cvc 
CVV,CVR CV, CVO 

A special case of type 2 languages is those that lack CVC syllables. In a 
syllable inventory including only CV and CVV syllables, the fonner are light 
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and the latter are heavy, as in Fijian (Hayes 1995; among others). Likewise, a 
special case of type 3 languages consists of those that lack CVO syllables, with 
an inventory that includes light CV and heavy CVV and CVR syllables, as in Tiv 
(Zee 1995); or Manan1, in 'vhich the set of heavy syllables includes CVV and CVN 
(nasal), but excludes syllables closed with liquids (Lichtenberk 1983; Buckley 
1998). 

Crucially, the onset is excluded from the computation of 'veight: the number 
of segn1ents in the onset does not affect the weight status of a syllable. This 
e1npirically groiu1ded property of onsets '"ill need to be captured in the 
representation of the syllable, an issiie to be addressed in §3. But although 
broadly attested, this is not a universal property of onsets; see CHAPTER ss: 
ONSETS for cases of 'veight-sensitive onsets, '"hi.ch constitute counterexamples to 
this clain1. 

To conclude, it has been shown that there is a n1easure of language-specificity, 
•vith different modes of quantity computation employed in different languages. 
It has also been sho'''n that there is an implicational relation across occurring weight 
patterns, or, more specifically, across the sets of heavy syllables in different lan
guages, as in (6): 

(6) lmplicational relations among heavy syllables 
a. If a language has heavy CVC syllables, it also has heavy CVV syllables. 
b. If a language has heavy CVO syllables, it also has heavy CVR syllables. 

2.2.2 liVeight patterns: Case studies 
The three patterns of quantity in (5) are documented belo1" \vith t"'O types of 
quantity-sensitive phonological phenomena: stress and tone. We begin with 
stress, 'vhich provides the most striking cases of quantity-sensitivity. It should be 
noted though that only son1e stress systen1s are quantity-sensitive. According to 
Gordon's (2006: 20-21) extensive survey, based on 408 languages, 310 languages 
have culminative accent systems. Out of those, 136 (43.9 percent) exhibit quantity
sensitivity, and 86 belong to one of the three 'veight systems '"e exemplify here. 

Languages \Vith quantity-sensitive stress sho'" a clear preference for placing 
stress on heavy syllables (cf. Hyman 1977; Hayes 1980, 1995; Halle and Vergnaud 
1987; Halle and Idsardi 1995). Simply stated, heavy syllables attract stress (Prince 
1990). Moreover, languages with quantity-sensitive stress systems are of either 
type 1 or type 2, and rarely of type 3. The Latin stress pattern illustrated in 
§2.1, which belongs to type 1, is found in a number of languages. Out of 86 
languages \Vith quantity-sensitive stress in Gordon's survey, 42 languages are 
of type 1.  It is found, for exan1ple, in Modern Classical Arabic (as described in 
Ryding 2005), \vhere stress falls on the penultimate heavy syllable, CVV or 
CVC, otherwise on the antepenultimate syllable. Note, ho\vever, the pattern in 
Classical Arabic, '"here stress falls on the rightmost (non-final) heavy syllable, 
as in (7a), otherwise on the first syllable, as in (7b) (McCarthy 1979, and the 
references therein). 1 

1 Final syllables have a special status, in at least two cespects. St,ess does not fall on final eve 
syllables, but CVVC and CVCC syllables, wltich are only found word-finally, do bear stress. The 
spedal behavior of final elements is a more general issue, to be addressed in §6.2. 
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(7) Type 1: Classical Arabic 
a. ki'taabun 

manaa'diilu 
ju'faariktl 
'mamlakatun 

b. 'kataba 
'balat1atun 

'book (NOM sc)' 
'kerchiefs (No:t.1)' 
11e participates' 
'kingdom (NOM SG)' 
11e 1vrote' 
'date (NOJ.i SG)' 

The type 1 "'eight pattern is also noted in English, although the overaU stress 
system is rife \Vith idiosyncrasies. A small portion of the English lexicon, the 
set of underived nouns, has a relatively regular stress pattern: stress falls on the 
heavy penult, either evv as in e'litist, n1a.'rina, and Ari'zona, or eve as in a'genda, 
a.'1nalgam, and co'n11ndr11111; other1.vise on the antepenult, as in 'discipline, 'labyrinth, 
and A'merica (Hayes 1982). This stress pattern is a.gain reminiscent of Latin. Many 
more type 1 stress systems are documented in Hayes (1995) and Gordon (2006). 

Quantity-sensitive stress systems of type 2 are evidenced in a 1'1ide range of 
languages, just like type 1 (Hayes 1995; Gordon 2006; among others): 40 out of 
86 quantity-sensitive stress systems in Gordon's survey. It is found, for exainple, 
in the Mongolian language Buriat (Poppe 1960; \A/a.Iker 1996), illustrated in (8): 
stress falls on the initial syllable in words 1.vith no long vowels, as in (Sa), and on 
the rightmost non-final heavy syllable in 1vords "'ith more than one long vo1vel 
or diphthong, as in (Sb). If a 1vord has only one evv syllable, stress falls on that 
syllable even if it is final, as in(&). Note that eve syllables figure in the language, 
yet do not attract stress, for example, the third syllable in / ta'ruulagdaxa/, in (Sb). 

(8) Type 2: Burial 
a. 'xada 
b. mo'riooroo 

daJa.i 'gaaraa 
ta'ruulagdaxa 

c. xa'daar 

'mountain' 
'by means of his own horse' 
'by one's O\vn sea' 
'to be adapted to' 
'through the mountain' 

Another type 2 system is Huasteco JV!ayan (Larsen and Pike 1949; Hyman 1977; 
Hayes 1995: 296): stress fa Us on the rightolost CVV syllable, otherwise on the initial 
CV syllable. Again, eve syllables pattern "'ith CV rather than evv syllables. And, 
in Aguacatec Mayan (McArthur and JV!cArthur 1956; Hayes 1980, 1995), stress falls 
on a evv syllable regardless of its position within a 1.vord, as in (9a); stress is 
final in "'ords \Vi th no long vowels, as in (9b ).2 

(9) Type 2: Aguacatec Mayan stress 
a. Fon11s with evv StJllables 

?in'ta: 'n1y father' 
'tfi:bah 'meat' 
'?e:q'um ' . ' earner 

' AU examples a.i:e from McArthur and McArthur (1956), who list t\O cases of final CV syllables. AJso, 
they claim that stress falls on the rightmost CVV syllable, yet no words with more than one CVV 
syllable are found in this S(>urce. 
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b. Forms 1vith no CVV syllables 
\vu 'qan '1ny foot' 
?al'k'om 'thief' 
tpil 'ta? 'court ho use' 
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Quantity-sensitive stress systems are very rarely of type 3. In Gordon's (2006) 
survey, only four out of 86 languages are of type 3. Here \ve illustrate the dis
tribution of stress in K\vak\v'ala, in \vhich CVV and CVR syllables pattern as heavy, 
\vhile CV and CVO pattern as light (Boas 1947; also Zee 1988 and references 
therein). Stress falls on the leftmost heavy syUable, either CV\/, in (lOa), or CVR, 
in (10b). In words that contain only light syllables, CV or CVO, stress is final, as 
in (10c) and (d). 

(10) Type 3 language: Kwakw'ala 
a. 'qa:sa 'to walk' 

'n'a:la 'day' 
'ts'e:k\va 'bird' 
t'a'li:d'u 'large board on \\'luch fish are cut' 

b. 'm'ansa 'to measure' 
'd;,;ilxa 'damp' 
'dzambatals 'to bury in hole in ground' 
ma'xanxand 'to strike edge' 

c. na'pa 'to throw a round tliing' 
ba'ha 'to cut' 
m'ak'\'a'la 'moon' 
ts'axa'laa 'to be sick' 

d. ts'at'xa 'to squirt' 
ta,\' ts' a 'to warm oneself 
k'\''as•xa 'to splash' 

The three weight patterns in (5) can be further exemplified \Vith tonal phenomena, 
those provided by languages \Vith lexical, i.e. contrastive tone, in simpler systen1s 
comn1only High, or High and Low (CHAPTER 45: THE REPRESENTATION Of TONE). 
Quantity-sensitive tonal phenomena differ substantially from quantity-sensitive 
stress.3 Crucial evidence for quantity-sensitivity comes from the so-called contour 
tones. If no more than one tone is sponsored by a light syllable and no more than 
hvo by a heavy one, we can say that multiple tones, standardly referred to as 
contour tones, may occur on heavy, but not on light, syllables. In other \vords, 
\Ve focus on those languages in which a light syllable has one tone-bearing unit 
and a heavy syllable has t"'O (see Zhang 2002 for different characterizations of 

' lt is not typical for tone to be attracted to a heavy syllable, although some cases have been interpreted 
in this light. Thus Hopi, as described in Jeanne (1982), has been interpreted as a quantity-sensitive 
stress system (Hayes 1995): stress occurs on initial heavy syllables, either C\IV or eve, otherwise on 
non·final pe11initi..1l S)'llables; stress is initial in all disyllables. Ho\Ve\rer, because stress is realized as 
tonal prominence, th.is system has also been interpreted as a tonal system in which High tone is attracted 
to the initial heavy syllable, otherwise to the second syllable, if non-final (Yip 2002: 245). This stress-like 
behavior (>f tone, if indeed correctly interpreted, is truly atypical. 
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contour tones).' We further focus on those languages in 'vhich the mapping bet°l'\1een 
tones and tone-bearing units is fairly straightforward: a tone-bearing unit 1nay be 
associated with at most one tone. With this background, we h1rn to the evidence 
for the three \veight patterns con1ing from the tonal domain. 

\!Ve again rely on Gordon's (2006: 32-33) survey: out of 408 languages i.n his 
survey, 111 use contrastive tone and, of those, 61 use tone in a quantity-sensitive 
mode. Type 2 and type 3 'veight patterns are widely exploited by weight-sensitive 
tonal phenomena, while type 1 is rarely associated with quantity-sensitive tone. 
Type 2 pattern is found in 28 languages (four \Vithout eve syllables), and type 
3 is found in 30 languages. In type 2 languages, contour tones occur on CVV 
syllables, but are absent from both CV and CVC syllables. In Navajo, contour tones 
occur only on CV\! syllables as in (lla), while simple tones occur on all syllable 
types; (llb) exen1plifies the absence of contour tones on CV and CVC syllables 
(Zhang 2002, based on Young and Morgan 1987). 

(11) Type 2: Navajo contour tone 
,. ... ... .. a. saanu 

hiko6nee? 
teiJ?a 

b. haa?alt'e? 
plkhln 

'old \voman' 
'let's go' 
'they extend' 
'exhumation' 
'his house' 

Another type 2 language is Jul'hoansi, in \vhich, as reported in Miller-Ockhuizen 
(1998; also Zhang 2002), contour tones are found only on long vowels and diph
thongs, but not on CV syllables or syllables dosed with nasals (the only type of 
closed syllable in the language). 

Type 3 \Veight pattern is exemplified by a number of languages, including Nama 
(Khoisan), Lithuanian (Inda-European), and Tiv (Niger-Congo). Lithuanian has 
a pitch accent system, in "'hich contour tones appear on heavy, but not on 
light, syllables. In particular, a Lo'v High tonal contour, the so called circumflex 
accent, occurs on heavy syllables: CVV, as in /viinas/ 'wine', /zuikas/ 'rabbit', 
and CVR, as in /garsas/ 'sound', /balsas/ 'voice', and /lankas/ 'rainbow'. 
Syllables that pattern as light are CV and CVC, and those that pattern as heavy 
are CVV and CVR (Zee 1995 and references therein). 

\!Ve no'" turn to the tonal evidence for the type 1 "'eight pattern. Contour 
tones are rare, and phonetically difficult to realize, on syllables closed with an 
obstruent. In his broad survey of quantity-sensitive tone, Gordon (2006) documents 
only three such cases: Hausa, Luganda, and Musey. Zhang (2002: 51) also lists 
Ngizim, and Yip (2002: 141-142) n1entions the Ni.lo-Saharan language Kunama 
(Eritrea). Here "'e present evidence from Hausa, based on Gordon's (2006) 
experimental data. Hausa has three tones, t\VO level tones, High and Lo,v, and a 
contour High Lo'v tone. As shovtn in (12), on the targeted initial syllables, the 
\\vo level tones occur on all syllable types, while the contour tone occurs on CVV, 

' Note, however, that tone languages vary as to what constitutes a tone-bearing unit. \'\'hat we described 
here is one of several u1odes of selecting a tone-bearing unit. On to11e and tone-bearing units, see 
CHAPTBR 45: THE REPRESENT ATCON OF TONE. 
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CVR and CVO, but not on CV syllables. That is, the contour tone occurs on heavy, 
but not on light syllables. 

(12) Type 1: Hausa contour tone 
L H 

CV fasa: , f '  .sa u: 
cvv ma:ma: , ra.:11.a: 
CVR randa: manda: 
cvo fas.k\: mask6: 

HL 

la:la: 
n1anta: 

A , rassa: 

Of interest here is the fact that "'hiJe sonorants, both vo\vels and consonants, are 
capable of phonetically realizing pitch, obstruents are not. As sho,vn by Gordon 
(2006: 92), although the phonological weight of the CVO syllable provides the 
two tone-bearing uni.ts required for the realization of contour tone, the contour 
is phonetically realized on the vo\vel, which in this case has greater duration. 
No comparable increase in duration is evidenced in C\T\I and CVR syllables with 
contour tones. Thus, Hausa presents an interesting case of a mismatch between 
phonology and phonetics. 

Other phonological phenomena that provide evidence for qu.antity-sensitivi.ty 
include vo,vel shortening in closed syllables, to be addressed in §6, as \veil as 
compensatory lengthening (see CHAPTER 64: COMPENSATORY LENGTHENING) and 
poetic n1eter, "'hich in §2.1 served as evidence for Latin. Onsets may on occasion 
exhibit quantity-sensitivity; for such cases, see CHAl'TER ss: ONSETS and CHAl�l'ER 47: 
INITIAL GE1'HNATES. 

3 Representation of syllable quantity 

The relevance of quantity-sensitivity, as 'veil as its representation, was clearly 
recognized in early theoretical approaches to phonology. Both Jakobson (1931) and 
Trubetzkoy (1939) document \veight distinctions among syllables, and cast them 
in terms of the Lu1it of weight traditionally referred to as the n1ora: a light syllable 
contains one mora, and a heavy syllable contains two moras. Quantity-sensitivity 
\vas also recognized by Kuryl'owicz (1948), 'vho pursued the characterization 
of quantity in configurational terms, that is, in terms of a subconstituent of the 
syllable, the rhyme, \vhose structure is branching for heavy, and non-branching 
for light syllables. These l\vo theoretical approaches to quantity-sensitivity, one 
in terms of constituency and the other in terms of arboreal configuration, emerged 
again in the 1970s and 80s, as competing representations of syllable 'veight, as 
'veil as the "'eight of other constituents in the prosodic hierarchy. 

These t\VO approaches both express an important intuition: that quantity form
ally corresponds to a binary structure. This \vill emerge as highly relevant in the 
representation of the syllable and its internal structure. This is also relevant for 
the representation of feet, as '"'ill be shown in §7. 

The questions to be addressed in this section are: (i) ho"' is "'eight computed 
from the representation of the syllable?; and (ii) how are different \Veight patterns 
represented? (For a general discussion of syllable structure and its representation, 
see CHAPTER 33: SYLLABLE-INTERNAL STRUCTURE.) 
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3.1 Quantity represented in configurational terms 
We begin \Vith the configurational approach to syllable weight. In the repres
entation in (13), the syllable branches into an onset and a rhyn1e, \vith the latter 
obligatorily do1ninating the nucleus and, optionally, the coda. The sub-syllabic 
constituent 1.vhich is taken to be the domain of 1.veight is the rhyme: if the rhyme 
branches, the syllable is heavy (13b); othenvise it is light (13a). An alternative 
assumption has been that a branching nucleus, as in (13c), has its role in the 
computation of quantity. 

(13) a. Light b. .Heavy: c. Heavy: 
Brand1ing rhyme Branching nucleus 

C5 C5 C5 
� � � 

0 R 0 R 0 R 

I � I 
N N Co N 

I I I � 
c v c v C/V c v v 

While this constituency \vas motivated on other grounds as "'ell, capturing 
syllable quantity has been one of its important rationales. It was generally 
assun1ed that encoding weight distinctions is a crucial role of syllable structure. 
This representation \vas advocated., in this or some\vhat modified form, by 
Kiparsky (1979, 1981), McCarthy (1979), Halle and Vergnaud (1980), Hayes (1980), 
Steriade (1982, 1988), and Levin (1985), an1ong others. In all these approaches, 
the weight domain, provided by the rhyme subconstituent, crucially excludes the 
onset consonants, which do not participate in any of the weight patterns charac
terized in §2.2. 

How does this represen tation capture the three weight patterns presented in 
(5)? In some proposals that primarily focus on type 2 languages (e.g. Halle and 
Vergnaud 1980), both CW and CVC syllables are represented in terms of a branch
ing rhyn1e, that is, as (13b). Capturing both type 1 and type 2 languages called 
for modifications. In one modification, CVV syllables are represented in terms of 
a branching nucleus, as in (13c), and eve syllables in terms of a branching rhyme, 
as in (13b) (e.g. Hayes 1980). In another modification, different configurations 
are posited for type 1 and type 2 languages (e.g. McCarthy 1979). Type 3 lan
guage posed a special challenge: heavy CVR syllables in this language type 
,.vere represented in tern1s of a branching nucleus (13c), '"ith the weight-bearing 
sonorants residing in the nucleus together with Vo\vels (Steriade 1990). 

3.2 Quantity represented by constituency 
Another '"ay of capturing syllable \veight is in terms of constituency. By positing 
the mora as a sub-syllabic constituent, syllable \veight is represented in terms of 
the nu1nber of n1oras that the syllable dominates. A syllable '"ith one 1nora is light, 
and a syllable \Vith 1nore than one mora is heavy. 
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(14) a. Light 
a 

µ 

b. HenVIJ 
a 

/\ 
µ µ 
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While the mora as a unit of syllable 'veight goes back at least as far as the study 
of classical languages, it was introduced to theoretical phonology by Jakobson (1931) 
and Trubetzkoy (1939). Argun1ents for representing the mora as a sub-syllabic 
entity are primarily du.e to Hyman (l.985), McCarthy and Prince (1986), Hayes 
(1989), and Zee (1988). Crucially, moras do not uniquely map to the level of seg
ments. Moraic representations in (14) are thus sufficiently flexible to capture all 
three systems of syllable quantity. What needs to be stated is the set of segments 
that can be don1inated by the second n1ora of the syllable: all segn1ents, as in the 
type 1 ,.veight pattern, only vO"'els, as in type 2, and vo"rels and sonora.nt con
sonants, as in type 3. Hovi this is to be implemented varies \vith specific phono
logical models, which may rely either on rules or on constraints. Thus Hayes (1989) 
posits a weight-by-position rule, Zee (1988, 1995) posits language-specific sets of 
n1oraic segn1ents that act as constraints on the second 1nora of a syllable, and Moren 
(1999) proposes optimality-theoretic constraints on rnoraic segments that parallel 
Prince and Smolensky's (1993) constraints on syllable nuclei. 

4 Quantity-sensitivity and vowel length 

Quantity-sensitivity is not a necessary property of the syllable. A number of 
languages, son1e listed in Hayes (1995), do not exhibit quantitative distinctions at 
the level of the syllable, for example, Bulgarian (Inda-European), Piro (Ara\'l'akan), 
Gara"'a (Karawic), and Modern Greek (Inda-European). Significantly, all these 
languages also lack vowel length (CJ·IAPTER 20: THE REPRESENTATION OP VOWEL 
LENGTH). This strongly suggests that the basic weight contrast is in fact that bet"reen 
short and long vowels, and raises the question of possible implicational relations 
bet\veen syllable weight and vo,vel length, either phonemic or non-phone1nic. 

A strong claim on the relation of CVV and CVC syllables, proposed by 
Kurylowicz (1948) and Newman (1972), among others, is that a language with 
heavy eve syllables also has phonemic V0\'17el length. While true in a number of 
specific cases, including Latin, Classical Arabic, and Fijian, this claim is too strong. 
A vveaker claim is that the CV\/ syllable type is available in languages vvith heavy 
CVC syllables even if a language does not have phonemic vowel length (cf. Hayes 
1989; Zee 1.988, 1.995). In such languages, v(nvel length could arise due to phono
logical processes such as compensatory lengthening, as in llokano (Hayes 1989), 
or iambic lengthening, as in Hixkaryana (Hayes 1995: 205 and the references therein). 
This claim rests crucially on a representation already available in a language (see 
§3), rather than on its phone1nic distinctions. 

5 Are weight distinctions binary or multivalued? 

Cases of quantity-sensitivity presented thus far are characterized by t\VO degrees 
of \'\'eight: a syllable is either light or heavy. The representations of syllable '"eight 
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in §3 characterize quantity-sensitivity as a binary opposition, \Vith t\vo degrees 
of weight. Ho,�rever, a further question to be explored is \Vhether there are cases 
of n1ore than two degrees of \Veight, that is, whether quantity distinctions can be 
construed as scalar in nature. 

\'\/eight patterns \vith weight-bearing consonants, types 1 and 3, present an 
obvious point of departure. In a language \Vith light CV and heavy cvv and eve 
syllables, what is the status of CV\TC and CVCC syllables? Are such syllable 
shapes allowed? And, if allo\ved, are they superheavy? That is, do they call for 
syllable structures that are either ternary branching or tri1noraic? Lil<e\vise, 
•vhat is the status of CVVR (and the less likely CVRR) syllables in type 3 
languages? 

Starting "'ith type 1 languages, \Ve find the folloiving tivo cases. First, a language 
n1ay have a syllable inventory that includes CVVC and CVCC syllables. In Hindi, 
such syllables give rise to three degrees of iveight, as in (15a). Evidence for this 
ternary •veight pattern comes from quantity-sensitivity in the stress system. Stress 
falls on a superheavy syllable if there is one, othenvise on a heavy syllable, other
\vise on a light syllable (glossing over the complexities of this system, for details 
and exa1nples, see §8). By contrast, Latin also has CVVC and CVCC syllables in 
addition to the standard type 1 inventory, yet exhibits only two degrees of "'eight, 
as in (:ISb). In this case, CVVC and CVCC syllables are functionally non-distinct 
from heavy syllables, C\l\l and CVC. This functional identity is supported by both 
stress and poetic meter. 

(15) a. 

b. 

Hindi 
light 
heavy 
super heavy 

La.tin 
light 
heavy 

CV 
cvv,cvc 
cvvc, cvcc 

CV 
cvv, cvc, cvvc,cvcc 

Ne,vman (1972) clain1s that all "'eight distinctions are binary, pointing to languages 
like Latin. However, languages like Hindi clearly show that ternary weight dis
tinctions are an attested reality. 

Second, a language may have a restricted syllable inventory, with only CV, 
CVV, and CVC, excluding both CVVC and CVCC syllable shapes. Such lan
guages impose binarity as an upper lin1it to syllable complexity both in terms 
of weight, or 1nora count, and in terms of the number of consonants that n1ay 
occur at the right margin of the syllable. This situation is clearly illustrated by 
Turkish (Clements and Keyser 1983). The syllable inventory of Turkish, a type 1 
language, includes light CV and heavy CVV and CVC syllables, and systemat
ically Jacks CVVC and CVCC syllables. If the prohibited syllable types arise 
by virtue of rnorphen1e concatenation, they are ellininated by phonological 
processes. In (16a), the underlying long vo,vel is shortened in a closed syllable, 
(nominative and ablative), but not in the open syllable (accusative). And in (l6b ), 

the t\vo post-vocalic consonants in the underlying form are split by an epenthetic 
VO\Vel (CHAPTER 67: VOWEL EPENTHESIS), in order to avoid a cvcc syllable 
(nominative and ablative). 
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(16) Turkish 
a. CVVC -7 CVC 

/zama:n-/ 'tin1e' 
/ispa:t-/ 'proof' 

b. cvcc -7 cvcvc 
/karn-I 'abdo1nen' 

nccusa.tive 
zan1a:nw 
ispa:tLa 

karnw 
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nominative 
zan1an 
ispa.t 

korwn 

ablative 
zan1anda.n 
ispattan 

karun1dan 

Type 3 languages, or at least the known cases, do not provide evidence for 
ternary weight distinctions. Lithuanian, for example, has the follo,ving syllable 
shapes in its inventory, classified in tern1s of >veight: 

(17) Lithuanian 
Light 
Heavy 

CV, CVO, CVOO 
CVV, CVR, CVVO, CVRO 

This \Veight pattern, as •ve sa'"' in §2, is supported by the system of Lithuanian 
pitch accents (CHAPTER 42: PITCH ACCENT SYSTEMS): only heavy syllables, that 
is, CVV and CVR, can have contour tones. Lithuanian also provides evidence for 
strict binarity. This is evidenced by the process knovvn as ablaut which applies 
in verbal morphology, with the effect of lengthening the root vowels in the 
preterite and infinitive, but not in the present fann (Zee 1995). Vo\vel lengthen
ing due to ablaut takes effect in aU preterite forms: the root vo,.vel occurs in an 
open syllable, due to the vowel-initial ending -ee, and is free to lengthen. In the 
infinitive forms, the root vo,vel is in a closed syllable, due to the consonant
initial ending -ti. Lengthening takes place in (18a), i.e. in roots that end in an 
obstruent, but not in roots that end in a sonorant (18b). 

(18) Lithuanian: Ablnut in verbal forms 
root present preterite infinitive 

a. cvo tup- tupia tuupee tuupti 'perch' 
dreb- drebia dreebee dreebti 'splash' 

b. CVR 
. . 

virti 'boil' VII- VJIJa vuree 
mrr- mrr1a muree n1irti 'die' 

That is, ablaut may not create a superheavy CVVR syllable, and is therefore 
prevented from taking effect in the infinitives of the roots in (18b ). 

vVhile type 2 languages may tolerate CVCC and CVVC syllables in their syllable 
inventories, such syllables do not form a natural class: the former has the weight 
of CV, and the latter has the '''eight of CVV syllables. 

The extended syllable inventories '"e document in this section call for repres
entations richer than those discussed in §3. This was directly addressed in 1noraic 
representations of the syllable and its "'eight: a constraint restricts the nun1ber 
of moras per syUable to no more than hvo; and this constraint can be violated 
in some languages, giving rise to trimoraic syllables, as in Hindi The syllable 
inventory in Latin is accommodated by allowing some non-moraic consonants 
at the syllable's right margin (for a detailed discussion, see Sherer 1994). 
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6 Inconsistencies in weight patterns 

The representations in §3, despite son1e conceptual differences, make the strong 
prediction that quantity distinctions in a language will be of the same type across 
the board, that is, in aU  relevant phonological processes, and in aJ l contexts. 
Hovvever, a challenge to this strong position comes from many kno,vn cases of 
\veight inconsistencies. 

6.1 Weight inconsistencies ivith respect to 
phonological process 

In §2.l we saw that Latin belongs to the type 1 weight pattern both in its stress 
system and in the system of poetic meter. The phenomenon of compensatory 
lengthening (CBAl'TER 64: COMPENSATORY 'LENGTHENlNG) conforn1s to this san1e 
weight pattern, as in /kasnus/ � (ka:nus). While not uncornn1on, "'eight con
sistency across different phonologica l processes, as evidenced in Latin, is not the 
general case. \IVeight inconsistencies are encountered in a number of languages, 
as noted by Steriade (1990), as well as Hayes (1995) and Gordon (2006). One 
such case is Kiowa (\i\Tatkins 1984). As shown in (19), vowels are shortened in 
syllables closed by sonorants (19a), as well as those closed by obstruents (19b) 
and (19c), suggesting a type 1 '"eight system that obeys strict binarity. 

(19) Kiowa short vowels in closed syllables: Type 1 
a. gli:le: 

gul 
gulf>: 

b. ca:d:>: 
cat 
catpe 

c. t"S: 
t"S:dek"l: 
t"5p 

'write-lMPERF-FUT' 
'write-IMP' 
'write-PUT' 
'from the door,vay' 
'entrance, doon.vay' 
'against the door,vay' 
'beyond' 
'next day' 
'a"'ay beyond' 

However, the distribution of contour tones, sho,vn in (20), clearly points to a 
weight system of type 3. Contour tones occur on CVV syllables and syllables 
dosed by a sonorant, as in (20a), but not on either CV syUables or syllables closed 
with an obstruent, as exemplified in (20b ). 
(20) Kiowa contour tones: Type 3 

a. pa :le: 'weak' 
san 'child' 
k'Ul 'pull off' 

b. ' , sa:ne 'snake' 
sep 'rain' 

Another case is Lhasa Tibetan (Gordon 2006, based on Dawson 1980), in '"hich the 
stress systen1 treats only CVV syllables as heavy, 'vhi.le the system of tone treats 

Bahan dengan hak cipta 
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as heavy both CV\T and CVR syllables (Gordon 2006 and references therein). 
In other 'vords, Lhasa Tibetan is a type 2 language in its stress syste1n, and a 
type 3 language in its tonal systen1. According to Steriade (1990), variability in 
'veight is also found in Oassical Greek, in '"'hich CVV syllables are heavy for the 
purposes of tone, yet all syllables are heavy for the purposes of stress distribu
tion. Thus, stress falls on the penultimate syllable if the final syllable is heavy, 
either CVC(C) or CVV(C), othenvise it is antepenultimate. However, only CVV 
syllables can sustain tonal contours, either HL or LH. 

Cases of \veight variability in different phonological subsysten1s 'vithin a 
single language present an important challenge to formal representations, and 
call for fresh perspectives on the syllable and its quantity. 

6.2 Weight inconsistencies ivith respect to 
phonological context 

It has been noted in much 'vork on stress that the \veight of a syllable may be 
con1puted differently in word-internal and \Vord-final positions. Thus in Classical 
Arabic, as shown in §2, stress falls on the rightn1ost cvv or eve syllable, yet 
never on the final CVC. That is, CVC syllables are computed as heavy word
internally and as light 'vord-finally. A further fact, not mentioned in §2, is that 
final CVCC syllables are always stressed, i.e. they are computed as heavy (CVCC 
do not occur \Vord-internally). In other words, word-final consonants do not con
tribute to \veight. Such cases of variable weight were subsun1ed in Hayes (1980) 
under tl1e more general rubric of extrametricality (CHAPTER 43: EXTRAMITRICALITY 
AND NON-FINALITY), according to \vhich certain phonological entities, segments 
as 'vell as higher constituents, are "invisible" to phonological processes at \vord 
edges. There have been proposals, however, to treat contextual differences in weight 
as representational differences (Davis 1987; Kager 1989; Rice 1995; Rosenthall and 
van der Hulst 1999; see also CHAPTER 36: FINAL CONSONANTS). Under this view, 
the CVC sequence in Classical Arabic '''Ol.tld be parsed as a heavy syllable word
internally, and as a light syllable word-finally. 

It has been sho,vn, however, that contextual '''eight differences are not 
restricted to word edges. Several cases of this type have been reported in Hayes 
(1994, 1995), among them Cahl.lilla and Eastern Ojib,.va, as 'veU a.s Central Alas.kan 
and Pacific Yupik. In the Pacific Yupik dialect of Chugach, CVV syllables are heavy 
in all positions, \Vhi!e CVC syllables are heavy onJy initially, and light else\Vhere. 
The distribution of stress in Chugach is fairly complex, and there can be more 
than one stress per 'vord (for details, see Leer 1985; Kager 1993; Hayes 1995). 
We focus here on the evidence for the variable "'eight of CVC syllables. While 
initial cvv and eve syllables are stressed, as in /'ta:ta'qa/ 'my father' and 
/'anciku'kut/ '"re'll go out', initial CV syllables are not, as in /nu1 'lu'ku:t/ 'if 
you take a long time'. But in n1edial position, CVC syllables pattern with CV 
rather than CVV syllables. Note that the second syllable in /'kal'ma:nuq/ 
'pocket', a CVV syU.able, is stressed. Neither CV nor CVC syllables are stressed 
in this same environment, as in the forms /'anku'taxtu'a/ 'I'm going to go out' 
and /'atmax'tfiqu'a/ 'I will backpack'. 

Another relevant case is Goroa (Hayes 1980; Rosenthall and van der Hulst 1999, 
and references therein), in which stress falls on the leftmost CVV syllable, as in 
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(21a), or on the final eve syllable, as in (21b ); or on the penultimate syllable, 
as in (21c). Crucially, CVC syllables in positions other than final are not heavy: 
the second eve syllable in /giran1'bo:da/ does not win over the following cvv 
syllable, nor do the eve syllables in /axe'rnis/ and /idir'dana/ attract stress. 

(21) Goroa stress: Variable weight of eve syllables 
a. Left111ost CVV stressed 

du:gnuno: 'thumb' 
giram'bo:da 'snuff' 
heni'nau 'young' 

b. Final CVC stressed 
a'dux 'heavy' 
axe'nus 'hear' 

c. Penultimate syllable stressed 
oro'mila 'because' 

' 
. am rarm 

idir'dana 
'ivory arm ring' 
's'"'eet' 

ContextuaJJy conditioned variation in syllable quantity affects eve syllables, 
those that cross-linguistically could be either light or heavy. Thus the variability 
of the weight of eve syllables found across languages has also been evidenced 
within individual languages. The pheno1nenon of contextually conditioned 
weight inconsistency of CVC syllables has been addressed, \Vith a fair amOtU1t 
of success, in tl1e Optimality TI1eory fram.e,vor.k, most notably in Rosenthall and 
van der Hulst (1999). 

7 Quantity-sensitivity of the foot 

Syllables are grouped into feet, \Vhich belong to the next higher level of tlle prosodic 
constituency in (1) (see CHAPTER 40: THE Foor; CHAPTER 41: THE REPRESENTATION OP 
WORD STRESS). Quantity-sensitivity of the syllable is directly reflected at the level 
of the foot, as noted in Hayes (1980, 1995), McCarthy and Prince (1986), and Prince 
(1990), among others. Feet pl.ay an important role in the characterization of stress 
and in prosodic morphology, and our examples will come from both domains. 

As sho"'n in a vast body of literature, feet tend to be binary. That is, feet are 
prosodic constituents resulting from grouping at n1ost two constituents at the next 
lo,ver level (Hayes 1995; McCarthy and Prince 1986; Prince 1990; among others). How 
this proceeds depends crucially on ,.vhether a language has a qu.antity-sensitive 
or a quantity-insensitive foot system (Hayes 1980). In quantity-insensitive systems, 
pairs of syllables are incorporated into feet regardless of their \veight. Relevant for 
our discussion is foot formation in quantity-sensitive systems, in which syllable 
weight plays a crucial role. An in1portant property of such systen1s is the co1n
rne.nsurability of a heavy syllable '"ith two lights. There are h"o types of qu.antity
sensitive feet, trochaic and iambic (CHAPTER 44: THE IAlvfllIC-TROCHAIC LAW). 

In quantity-sensitive trochaic systems a foot corresponds to either one heavy 
syllable, as in (22a), or l\vo light syllables, as in (22b); feet are left-headed, that 
is, have initial prominence, shO\\'n in (22b) by underlining. 
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This receives a straightfor\vard interpretation in moraic theory of syllable struc
ture: a foot contains nvo moras, a condition niet eitl1er by one heavy syllable, as 
in (22a), or by tl''O lights, as in (22b). A heavy syllable has a dual status: it counts 
not only as a syllable but also as a foot. This foot inventory is active in the stress 
system of Fijian, a type 2 language (Hayes 1995, and references therein). In '"ords 
with only a light syllable, pairs of syllables are incorporated into feet, computing 
from right to left, and foot-initial syU.ables are assigned stress. As a resuJt, stress 
falls on every second syllable, computed from the right edge, as sho,vn in (23). 
Parsing of syllables into feet obeys strict binarity, but is not necessarily exhaus
tive. In words \Vith an odd nun1ber of syllables, as in (23c) and (23e), a syllable at 
the left edge is not footed. (The rightmost stressed syllable bears primary stress; 
others bear secondary stress.) 

(23) Fijian stress: Light syllables only 
a. ('lako) 'go' 
b. ('talo) 'pour' 
c. �i ('naka) 'good' 
d. (. "di.ko) ('nesi) 'deaconess' 
e. pe (,resi) ('te"di) 'president' 

(24) Fijian stress: Light and heavy syllables 
a. ki ('la:) 'know' 

e. (,mbe:) ('leti) 'belt' 
c. (.mbele) (,mbo:) ('tomu) 'bellbottoms' 
d. pa(.ro:) ka ('ramu) 'program' 

e. (.nu:) (.si.ni) ("lgani) 'maclline-gun' 

In words with both light and heavy syllables, each heavy syllable corresponds to 
a foot, and is stressed. Right-to-left footing is thus disrupted by heavy syllables, 
and ha.s to work around them. In the disyllabic form with. a heavy final syllable, 
in (24a), the initial syllable is left unfooted. And the form in (24d), \vhich has 
five syllables, tlvo light syllables, the first and the third, are left unfooted. All 
syllables are footed in the remaitling forn1s in (24). 

The inventory of feet ill (22) captures the distribution of stress ill a nun1ber 
of trochaic quantity-sensitive systems, including some of the cases presented. in 
§2. In particular, stress in Latin follo\vs the same pattern as in Fijian, with one 
notable difference: The final syllable is ignored for the purposes of stress (another 
case of so-called extrametricali.ty, see §6.2). As a result, trisyllabic forms \Vith only 
light syllables have illitial stress, as in ('ani)mn 'soul (NOJ\1 sc)'. Likewise, fit1al heavy 
syllables are not stressed: ill ('gau)dens 'rejoicing (NOM sc)' the penilltin1ate heavy, 
but not the final heavy, is footed, and stressed (for a de tailed analysis, see Mester 
1994; Hayes 1995). 

'vVe also present a case of prosodic morphology that en1ploys the foot inventory 
in (22). In the system of Japanese hypocoristic formation, as characterized ill 
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Poser's (1990) detailed study, hypocoristics are formed by adding the suffix -tjan 
to proper names, either to their full or modified fonn. As shown by Poser, "'hat 
is considered to be 1nodifica tion is really a case of ten1plate satisfaction. Crucially, 
the template corresponds to a trochaic foot: either to t\vo light syllables or one heavy 
syllable. Japanese, a type 1 language, has light CV and heavy CVV and CVC syl
lables. As sho\vn by the truncated versions of the proper name Hanako, the suffix 
is added to t"'O light syllables, as in (25a) or one heavy, as in (25b) and (25c). The 
truncated fonn cannot be sn1aller than a foot, corresponding to a single light syl
lable, as in the ill-formed (25d). Nor can the truncated forn1 be greater than a foot, 
corresponding to three light syllables, as shown by the ill-formed (26b). Proper names 
corresponding to a light syllable are converted to a heavy syllable, that is, to a foot; 
in (27a) this is accomplished by vowel lengthening. Note that (27b) is also available, 
as -tja.n can be added to any proper nan1e in its full form regardless of its size. 

(25) Hypocoristic forms for Hanako 

a. hanatjan 
b. haatjan 
c. hattjan 
d. *hatjan 

(26) Hypocoristic forms for Takatugu 

a. takatjan 
b. *takatutjan 

(27) Hypocoristic forms for Ti 
a. tiitjan 
b. titjan 

Thus, in trochaic prosodic morphology, just as in trochaic stress systems, a heavy 
syllable is functionally equivalent with hvo light syllables. 

Quantity-sensitive iambic feet differ some,vhat in shape from the trochaic set, 
as shown by the inventory in (28). Ia1nbic feet are right-headed, indicated by the 
under lining. 

(28) la111bic foot inventory 
a. UH 

b. UL !IL 

C. OL f'.!:1·1 

In this case, as "'ell, syllable quantity plays a central role: for a foot to be well
formed, it needs to contain syllables of the correct \Veight. The iambic system of 
quantitative feet captures the distribution of stress in Asheninca (Hayes 1995; Payne 
1990). Asheninca has a type 2 \veight system, with only CVV heavy syllables. The 
forms in (29a) contain only light syllables: binary right-headed feet are computed 
from right to left. The final syllable is regularly left unfooted, "'hich yields initial 
stress in disyllables, as in /'haka/ 'here'. Crucial are the forms in (29b), which 
contain both light and heavy syllables, and can therefore exen1plify all me1nbers 
of the foot inventory. 



(29) Asheninca stress system. 
a. (pa. 'n1e).(na. 'ko ).('''en. 'ta).ke.ro 

(ha. 'ma).(nan. 'ta) .(ke. 'ne).ro 
(no. 'ko ).(\va.',ve).ta.ka 
(no. ' ton).(ka. 'men).to 
(ka. 'man). ta.ke 

b. (no. 'ma).(ko. 'rjaa).('wai).(ta. 'paa).ke 
(pi.'Jlaa).(' paa).ke 
( i.' kjaa ).('piin ). ti 
('poo ).(ka. 'na).ke.ro 
('paa).(ti. 'ka).ke.ri 
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'take care of her' 
'he bought it for her' 
'I \'\'anted (it) in vain' 
'my gun' 
'he I she said' 
'I rested a while' 
'you saw on arrival' 
'he a]\'\'ays enters' 
'you thre''' it out' 
'you stepped on him' 

Quantity-sensitive iambic feet also figure in prosodic morphology. In Uhva, 
which has a type 1 "''eight system, the suffix /-ka/ is attached to the Jefhnost 
ian1bic foot, as in (30). It occurs at the right edge of a stein only "''hen the entire 
sten1 corresponds exactly to a foot, as in (30a). In (30b ), the only way for /-ka/ 
to be attached to an iambic foot is to occur stem-internally. 

(30) Ulwa construct state (from McCarthy and Prince 1990: 228) 
base possessed 

a. al aJ-ka 'man' 
bas bas-ka 'hair' 
kii kii-ka 'stone' 
sana sana-ka 'deer' 
anlak an1ak-ka 'bee' 
sapaa sa.paa-ka 'forehea.d' 

b. s u ul u suu-ka-lu 'dog' 
kuhbil kuh-ka-bil 'knife' 
baskarna bas-ka-karna 'comb' 
si\vanak si\va-ka-nak 'root' 
anaalaaka anaa-ka.-laaka I hin' c . 
karasmak karas-ka-mak 'knee' 

Trochaic and iambic systems differ \vith regard to the role of quantity, as noted 
in Hayes (1985) and Prince (1990) as \vell as CHAPTER 44: THE IAMBIC-TROCHAIC 
LA\v. The preferred type of trochaic disyllabic feet includes l\vo light syllables, 
while iambic feet optin1ally correspond to a sequence of a light and heavy 
syllable. Thus, disyllabic trochaic feet are preferably even, \vhile iambic feet are 
preferably of uneven quantity. Evidence for even trochaic quantity comes from 
the so-called trochaic shortening, "'hich makes an uneven trochee even by vo\vel 
shortening, as exemplified by Fijian. The fonn in (31a), '"ith an underlying long 
vo\vel, undergoes shortening "'hen integrated into a disyllabic foot, as in (31b). 

(31) Fijian: Trocltnic shortening 
a. 'ta: 
b. ' ta-ja 

'chop' 
'chop-TRANS-3SG OBJ' 

By contrast, uneven quantity is an important feature of iambic systen1s. A nwn
ber of iambic stress systen1s are characterized by iambic lengthening, including 
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Menomini, Hixkaryana, and Kashaya (Hayes 1995). In Hixkaryana (Caribian), 
pro1ninent CV syllables undergo vo"rel lengthening, as in (32a) and (32b), and thus 
become heavy. Note that pron1inent eve syllables, \Vhich are already heavy, are 
not subject to lengthening, as in the second foot in (32c), and the initial syllables 
in (32a) and (32b ). 

(32) Hixkaryann: Iambic lengthening 

a. O\vtohona ('ow)(to'ho:)na 'to the village' 
b. tohkuriehonahaf aka (' toh)(ku •rie:)(ho'na:) 'finally in Tohkurye' 

(ha 'fa:)ka 
c. n1ihananilu10 (mi'ha: )(na'nih)no 'you taught him' 

Generalizations about the quantity of trochaic and iambic groupings are stated in 
Hayes (1995) as the Ian1bic-Trochaic Law (see CHAPTER 44: THE IAMBIC-TROCHAIC 
LAI¥): 

(33) The Iambic-Trochaic Law 

a. Elements contrasting in intensity naturally form groupings with initial 
prominence. 

b. Elen1ents contrasting in duration naturally form groupings 1vith final . 
pronunence. 

8 Scalar quantity systems 

While binary quantity systems are based prilnarily on grouping syllables into feet, 
scalar quantity systen1s are based on promiJ1ence, defined along some dimension 
(Prince and Sn1olensky 1993; Hayes 1995). A central pro1ninence dilnension is 
syUable \veight, although other diolensions, such as tone and vowel height, have 
been evidenced as well. 

We present t\¥0 cases 'vith syllable "'eight as the promi11ence dimension. One 
is Kashntiri, with examples given i11 (34) (Kensto\vicz 1993; Rosenthall and van 
der Hulst 1999). In Kashn1iri, CVV syllables are heavier than CVC, '"'hich in turn 
are heavier than CV. Thus, in '"'ords "'ith only CV and CVV syllables, stress falls 
on the leftmost CV\/, as in (34a). In 1vords \vith only CV and eve, stress falls on 
the leftmost eve, as in (34b ). In "'Ords \Vith both eve and C\TV syllables, stress 
falls on the CVV syllable, as in (34c). Fi11ally, with only CV syllables present, stress 
is initial, as in (34d). The final syllable is excluded fron1 scansion. (None of the 
sources supply glosses for Kashmiri forms.) 

(34) Kashmiri stress: CV\T > CVC > CV 

a. mu'si:baEJ c. am'ri:ka 
a'jo:gja ta: mas'ra:wt1n 

b. ba' gandar Jadin d. 'tsaripop 
juni'varsiti 'pal1aradari: 
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Languages in \Vhich stress is assigned on the basis of scalar syllable pro
minence may have several degrees of syllable weight. Thus Hindi (for the dialect 
described in Kelkar 1968) has three degrees of syllable weight: superheavy syl
lables cvvc and cvcc are 1nore prominent than heavy syllables, cvv and eve, 
'vhich in turn are more prominent than CV syllables, as stated in (35). 

(35) cvvc, cvcc > cvv, eve > cv 

Excluding the final syllable fro1n scansion, stress is assigned to the heaviest 
available syllable, as in (36). In both forn1s stress falls on a CVVC syllable, which 
i.n (36b) wins over a CVV syUable, and in (36a) over both a CV and CVV syllable. 

(36) a. 'fo:xd]aba:ni: 
're:zga:ri: 

'talkative' 
'sn1all change' b. 

If there is a tie, stress is assigned to the rightn1ost (non-final) syllable: to a CV 
syllable in (37a), and a CVV syllable in (37b) and (37c). 

(37) a. 
b. 
c. 

sa'miti 
ro:'za:11a: 
ka:'ri:gari: 

'committee' 
'daily' 
'craftsmanship' 

Interestingly, \vhen the final syllable 1s the heaviest m the word, it LS not 
excluded from scansion, as in (38): 

(38) ki'dhar 
n.1'pia 
as'ba:b 

'"•hich way' 
'rupee' 
'goods' 

Quantity in Hindi is tht.1s cornpt.1ted a.tong a scale of syllable 'veight, with the 
superheavy syllable being most prominent, follo\''ed by the heavy syllable and 
then by the least prominent light syllable. This case is analyzed in precisely these 
tenns in Hayes (1995) and Prince and Smolensky (1993), although in different frame
works: in rule-based metrical theory and in Optimality Theory, respectively. 

An interesting n1ode of con1puting prominence is found in Piraha, a Mura 
language of Brazil (Everett 1988; Hayes 1995). The Piraha prominence scale 
combines syllable weight and onset quality (on onsets, see CHAPTER ss: ONSETS). 
While CVV syllables are more pro1ninent than CV syllables, voiceless onsets are 
n1ore pronlinent than voiced onsets, and presence of onset is more prominent than 
its absence, yielding the scale in (39). 

(39) KVV > GVV > VV > KV > GV [K = voiceless, G = voiced] 

Stress falls on one of the last three syllables of the 'vord that is highest on this 
scale, as in (40a). In the event of ties, the rightmost syllable wins, as in (40b). 

( 40) Piraltii prominence-based stress 
a. 'ka:gai 

'apa'ba:si 
''ibogi 

b. ko'po 
?aba'pa 
paohoa'hai 
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Further dimensions for computing prominence are in no obvious 'vay related 
to patterns of syllable quantity we surveyed here. Yet, because of their scalar 
nature, they are highly reminiscent of quantity-based syste1ns of prominence. 
One such dimension is vo,vel quality: given the sonority scale, stress falls on 
the most sonorous vowel. Prominence systems of this type have been analyzed 
in Kensto,vicz (1997) and de Lacy (2004). In Mord,vin, for example, non-high 
vowels are 1nore pro1ninent than high vo,vels (CHAPTER 21: vowEL HEIGHT). In \vords 
with only non-high vowels, or \Vith only high vowels, stress falls on the leftn1ost 
syllable. Ho,.vever, in '"ords that contain both hlgh and non-high vo,vels, stress 
falls on a non-high vo"'el, regardless of its position in the •vord. Another 
dimension is tonal prominence: syllables associated with High tones are more 
prominent than syllables associated '"'ith Low tones, and thus more likely to be 
associated with stress. Prominence syste1ns of this type are described in Hayes 
(1995) and de Lacy (2002); for a somewhat different perspective, see Zee (2003). 
Of particular interest is the complex case of Nanti, a Kampa language of Peru: 
its stress system, '"hich is of the iambic type, is also governed by several types 
of prominence, including syllable quantity and vo,�rel quality (Cro\vhurst and 
.tvlichael 2005). 

9 Quantity-sensitivity at the higher levels of the 
prosodic hierarchy 

When focusing on higher levels of the prosodic hierarchy, the prosodic word 
and the prosodic phrase, we are in fact dealing 'vith morphosyntax/prosody 
interface. Quantity-sensitivity is a specifically prosodic phenomenon and is not 
kno\vn to play any role in other modules of the granunar. Any effects of quantity
sensitivity in either morphology or syntax are therefore to be attributed to 
prosody. We addressed the interfa.ces with n1orphology in §8, •vith hvo cases of 
affixes that select not only a morphological class, but also a prosodic type of the 
stem; both in this case select for the foot . .tv!any more such cases are found in the 
literature (McCarthy and Prince 1986, 1990, 1995; among others). 

The '"'ord level of the prosodic hierarchy is constituted by a grouping of feet 
(CHAPTER 4:1.: THE REPRESENTATION OP WORD STRESS; CHAPTER 51: THE PHONOLOGJCAL 
WORD). In practice, however, one foot is sufficient for a prosodic word to achieve 
the desired quantity, as documented by numerous cases of minimal word size. 
Moreover, in a number of languages, no ntinimal size beyond a single syllable 
is iinposed on prosodic "'ords. This is broadly docun1ented in Hayes (1995) 
and Do,vning (2006), among others. In sum, the prosodic •vord provides no 
evidence for quantity-sensitivity of the sort found at the level of the syllable 
and the foot: its binary structure is not distinct from that of a foot. There are 
no kno,vn cases of a prosodic word n1i.nimally branching into two feet, yet 
this would be expected, based on the situation at the lo"'er end of the prosodic 
hierarchy. 

However, quantity-sensitivity has been evidenced at the higher end of the 
hierarchy, that is, at the level of the prosodic phrase. The distribution of a 
syntactic constituent should not be affected by its length or internal con1plexity. 
When such effects arise, they are generally attributed to prosody. 'vVe focus here 
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on cases of branching in prosodic phrases, typical cases of apparent quantity
sensitivity of syntactic constituents. Cases of binary branching prosodic phrases 
were reported by Nespor and Vogel (1986), with evidence from Italian, French, 
and English. In Italian, for example, a prosodic phrase preferably contains more 
than one prosodic '"ord, as shown by the foUo\ving cases (Nespor and Vogel 1986): 

(41) Prosodic phrase forrnation in Italian 
a. Av'ra trovato (ii pesceca.ne)'I> 

'He will have found the shark.' 

b. (l cari'bu nan ni) ,, sono estinti • 
'D,varf caribous are extinct.' 

c. Hanno dei (car'ib1l)<1> (molto piccoli),� 
'They have very sn1all caribous.' 

While complements that correspond to single prosodic 'vords, as in (4la), form 
one-,vord prosodic phrases, multiple '-vord complements, as in (41b) and (41c), 
correspond to branching prosodic phrases. The prosodic phrasing in (41c) further 
sho,vs that con1plements with three prosodic words do not correspond to a sin
gle prosodic phrase, as branching prosodic phrases contain at n1ost two prosodic 
'vords. By contrast, Serbo-Croatian sentence-initial topics have to include at least 
two prosodic \vords (Zee and lnkelas 1990), and thus exemplify obligatory branch
ing in prosodic phrases. This line of research has been further continued by Ghini 
(1993), Selkirk (2000), and Sandalo and Truckenbrodt (2002), among others. 

10 Remarks on markedness 

It is important to note that the markedness (CHAPTER 4: ?.fAR.KEDNESS) of light 
and heavy constituents is not identical across prosodic levels: heavy constituents 
are marked at the level of the syllable, while light constituents are n1arked at the 
level of the foot. This is directly encoded in Optin1ality Theory. Constraints listed 
in (42) assign marked status to heavy syllables: to CVV syllables, as in (42a), 
and to syllables with coda consonants, as in (42b) and (42c). While (42b) targets 
any coda consonant, (42c) targets any '"eight-bearing segment. 

(42) a. NoLONGV01�·£L (Rosenthall 1994) 
A vo,vel should not be long, i.e. linked to 1nore than one mora. 

b. NoCooA (Prince and Sm.olensky 1993) 
Syllables must not have a coda. 

c. *l\10RA[seg] (Moren 1999) 
Do not associate a n1ora with a particular type of segn1ent. 

These constraints, '"hich belong to the markedness family, penalize binary struc
tures at the syllable level, thus favoring a simple CV syllable, "'hich is light. Thus, 
light syllables emerge as the unmarked case: all languages have light syllables, 
and some 1nay also have heavy syllables. Superheavy, i.e. trirnoraic, syllables are, 

Material com direitos autorais 
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of course, also marked, and are penalized as such by a constraint against trirnoraic 
syllables proposed by Sherer (1994). 

By contrast, heavy feet are preferred over light ones. Bi.nary constihients are 
highly desirable at the level of the foot, both in trochaic and ian1bic systen1s. 

Non-binary, or light, feet are permitted in some languages under very special 
conditions and banned in others. The unmarked condition for feet is thus to be 
binary, that is, heavy, either under moraic or syllabic analysis, and this is codified 
in Optimality Theory by a corresponding constraint: 

(43) FooTBINARITY (McCarthy and Prince 1993) 

Feet must be binary under a syllabic or moraic analysis. 

At the higher prosodic levels, constituent size is largely determined by morpho
syntax, as is the distribution of light and heavy constituents. Ho"rever, \vhere 
permitted by morphosyntax, heavy, i.e. branching, constituents are preferred over 
light ones (see §9). 

11 Conclusion 

Quantity-sensitivity is an important property of prosodic structure, evidenced 
at each of its levels. As "'e have seen, constituents at any level of the prosodic 
hierarchy can be classified into those that are light and those that are heavy. 
While quantity-sensitivity is typically associated with the syllable and the foot, 
all prosodic levels exhibit this property. Whether a syllable is light or heavy 
crucially depends on its segmental setup; quantity at the level of the foot relies 
on, and is largely characterized in terms of syllable quantity; quantity-sensitivity 
of the prosodic word is non-distinct fron1 that of the foot; and quantity-sensitivity 
at the higher prosodic levels is heavily influenced by morphosyntax. 

VVhile characterization of quantity largely depends on level-specific criteria, 
a general property of heavy constituents is their greater size and complexity, 
and often their binary structure. It is interesting, hov.rever, that preference, or dis
preference, for heavy constituents varies across prosodic levels. The 1mn1arked 
condition for syllables is to be light while the unmarked condition for feet is to 
be heavy. The latter condition persists through the higher levels of the prosodic 
hierarchy. Thus, \vhile light syllables are preferred over heavy ones, feet and 
prosodic \vords are preferably heavy. Heavy prosodic phrases are preferred as 
well, although in a very \veak sense. 
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86 Morpheme Structure 
Constraints 

GEERT BooIJ 

1 Introduction 

!v!orphen1e structure constraints are constraints on the segmental make-up of the 
morphemes of a language. A textbook example of such a constraint is that bnik 
is an impossible morpheme of English, '''hereas blik is a possible English mor
pheme that happens not to exist. Hence, bnik is a systematic gap in the morphen1e 
inventory of English, whereas blik is an accidental gap in this inventory. This can 
be taken to in1ply that there is a n1orphen1e structure constraint that prevents English 
morphemes from beginning with a /b/ foUo'"'ed by a na.sal consonant. 

Halle (1959: 38) proposed to account for such distributional generalizations by 
means of morpheme structure rules, '"'hich define the class of possible morphe1nes 
of a language. Morphe1ne structure rules '"ere conceived of as rules that fill in 
predictable specificati

ons of the sound segments of a 1norpheme. For instance, 
in the case of English morphemes that begin with the consonant cluster bC, such 
as brick, it is predictable that the C must be a liquid, i.e. a non-nasal sonorant 
consonant. That is, the feature specifications [-nasal] and [+sonorant] of the second 
consonant of brick are predictable. They can therefore be onutted in the lexical 
phonological specificati

on of the relevant morphen1es. !v!orphen1e structure rules 
fill in the blank cells of the lexical phonological matrix, and thus turn this under
specified matrix into a systematic phonological matrix, with all feature values of 
its segments specified. This is the underlying phonological form of a morpheme 
to '"luch the phonological rules of a language apply. In sun1, morphen1e structure 
rules function as redundancy rules that specify predictable information, and at 
the same time they define the set of possible OlOrphemes of a langua.ge. 

Stanley (1967) proposed to replace Halie's notion "morpheme structure rule" 
by the notion "morpheme structure condition" (!v!SC). All morpheme structure 
conditions function as redundancy statements "'ith respect to fully specified 
lexical phonological matrices, which forn1 the input for the phonological rules 
(P-rules). 

The notion "morpheme structure condition" as discussed above forms part of 
the theoretical machinery of classical generative phonology, but has been subject 
to debate. In tlus chapter tlus debate '"ill be su1runarized. Before doing that, 
I \Vill provide some examples of phonotactic properties of n1orphen1es in §2. The 
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problems raised by the concept of "morpheme structure condition" \vill then be 
discussed in §3-§5. These problems are the following: 

(i) The redundancy problem: is there any need for a specific set of 111orpheme 
structure conditions, or can they be made to follo\v from other types of phono
logical rules or constraints? (§3 and §4) 

(ii) The duplication problem: ho"' can we avoid the same distributional gen
eralization (for example the homorganicity of a nasal consonant and a 
following obstruent in consonant clusters) being expressed by both an MSC 
and a phonological rule (P-rule), and thus making the grammar t.mnecessarily 
complex? (§4) 

(iii) The status of MSCs: are they absolute constraints, or statistical tendencies 
only? (§5) 

The chapter will conclude \vith some observations on the expressive functions 
of morphemes with specific phonotactic properties (§6) and a summary of our 
findings on the status of MSCs (§7). 

2 Morpheme structure conditions 

The unequal distribution of phonemes across "'Ords and morphemes was an 
ilnportant topic of research in structuralist phonology, because distributional facts 
were interpreted as signaling the presence or absence of granunatical boundaries, 
as in the "'Ork of Trubetzkoy (Wiese 2001 ). For instance, in Cern1<1n the phoneme 
/j/ only occurs at the beginning of lexical morphemes (as ill jagen 'to hunt' and 
its derivative verjngen 'to chase a\vay'). Hence, the presence of the /j I is a posi
tive signal of a left-edge 1norpheme boundary (van \!Vijk 1939: 125). Such facts 
sho\v that the phonological and gra1nn1atical di.inensions of linguistic structure 
are not com.pletely atltonomous, btlt are related in a systematic fashion (Jakobson 
1949). The relation bet,veen the distribution of phonemes and grammatical units 
such as morphemes and \VOrds is therefore an aspect of the interface bet"reen 
phonology and morphology. Jakobson (1949) drew attention to the fact that dif
ferent gra1nmatical units n1ay have different phonotactic properties. For instance, 
he observed that of the 23 Czech consonants, only eight are found i.n inflectional 
suffixes. Jakobson also mentioned that only the follo\ving consonants appear in 
the inflectional suffixes of English: /z d n fJ/. 

Dutch exhibits a number of such asymmetries between lexical morphemes on 
the one hand and derivational and inflectional suffixes on the other (Booij 1995). 
For Dutch, the folJO"'ing generalizations hold: 

(1) a. Suffixes may consist of consonants only (/s/, /t/ or a combu\ation 
thereof). 

b. Suffixes n1ay begin with the vowel /a/. 
c. Suffixes may have /a/ as their only vo\vel. 

Lexical morphemes of Dutch, on the other hand, do not have the phonotactic 
possibilities listed in (1) for suffixes, and require the presence of at least one full 
vowel (that is, a vowel that is not /a/; see CHAl'TER 26: SCH\VA), and cannot be 
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sch"ra-initial. Dutch prefixes cannot begin 'vith a sch,va either, but can have the 
sch"ra as their only VO\'l'el, as is the case for the Dutch prefix l1e- /bci/. Thus, we 
can son1etimes tell from the phonological make-up of a morpheme whether it is 
a lexical morphen1e or an affix. 

A famous type of morpheme structure constraint is the restricted distribution of 
consonants in Semitic roots (see CHAPTER 108: SEMITIC TEMPLATES). Most Semitic 
roots are triliteral, that is, they contain three consonants, the consonantal skeleton. 
These skeletons are intercalated with vo\vels, and these vo\vel patterns are the 
exponents of granm1atical information. Greenberg (1950) observed that the first 
two consonants of a Sen1itic CCC skeleton cannot be identical, whereas the last two 
can. Furthermore, homorganic consonants, i.e. consonants "'ith the same place of 
articulation, are excluded, unless they are identical, even if they are the last hvo 
consonants. This is exemplified by the following distributional patterns in Arabic: 

(2) •m-m-d 
m-d-d 'to stretch' 
f-r-r 'to flee' 

*b-m-C 
•c-b-n1 
•g-k-C 
f-k-k 'to split' 

*f-k-g 

Similar facts are reported for Modern Hebrev,• in Bar-Lev (1978: 321): "'"ell-formed 

roots contain only consonants from different places of articulation." For instance, 
the follo,ving patterns can be observed in existing Modern Hebrew roots (cf. also 
Berent et al. 2002): 

(3) labial - velar -dental bag ad 'to betray' 
velar - labial - dental gibor 'hero' 
dental - velar - labial dege111 'n1odel' 
labial - dental - velar ·me/ex 'king' 

Crucially, these constraints apply to morphemes only; hence they are tautomor
phemic constraints. As McCarthy (1986: 209) observes, there is no Arabic root tatak, 
with two identical consonants, but there are inflected forms of verbs like ta-takallam 
'you converse' in "'hich the first t belongs to a prefix, and hence does not belong 
to the sa1ne morpheme as the second t. Thus the prohibition on identical con
sonants is not violated. 

McCarthy (1986) proposes to analyze this constraint as follov·ting from the 
Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP), "'hich states that identical elements on the 
melodic tier of a morpheme are not permitted (see CHAPTER 14: AUTOSEGMENTS). If 
the OCP applies to the lexical representations of Arabic roots, and asswning that 
al.I autosegn1ental spreading in Arabic is righl\vards, it is predicted that, of the 
foUowing three structures, only the third one is "'ell-formed (McCarthy 1986: 209): 

(4) a. C. V 

I 
c v 

I 
c 

I 
b. c v c 

� 
v c. 

I 
c. c 

I 
V C \T C 

� 
s m ffl s ffl s m 
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In (4a), the OCP is violated on the melodic tier, whereas in (4b) leftward spread
ing has taken place. Hence., if the V is /a/, the root •sasam is excluded, and only 
the root sanwm is '"ell-formed. In order to exclude sequences of hon1organic but 
not identical consonants as \veil, the OCP must be interpreted here as OCP-Place. 
That is, assuming that there is a separate tier for Place specifications of sounds, 
OCP-Place forbids adjacent identical specifications on the Place tier, and this excludes 
adjacent homorganic consonants (including identical ones, which by definition have 
the same specification on the Place tier). 

Phonotactic properties of n1orphen1es may also reveal that they belong to a 
particular stratum of the lexicon of that language, and may differentiate bet"'een 
native and borro'"ed morphemes (see CHAPTER 95: LOAN\VORD PHONOLOGY). Ito 
and Mester (1995: 819) mention examples of constraints from several languages 
that are specific for native n1orphe1nes of those languages. Japanese is interest
ing in that its morphemes can be divided into four subclasses: Yan1ato (native), 
Sino-Japanese, Foreign and Mimetic. Each subclass is characterized by a set of 
constraints, some of "'hich are valid for more than one subclass. For instance, 
Sino-Japanese roots consist of one syllable only, and Lyman's La\v (morphemes 
contain at most one voiced obstruent) holds for Yamato 1norphemes only (Ito and 
Mester 1995). 

Dutch words that begin '"ith pn- in the spelling, such as pneumatisch 'pneumatic' 
and pneun1on.ie 'pneumonia', betray their non-native origin: pn.- is a '"ell-formed 
'"Ord-initial consonant cluster in Greek, but not in Dutch. This suggests that 
n1orphen1es with pn- do not belong to the set of possible native n1orphe1nes of 
Dutcl1, and the constraint *[pn- partially characterizes the set of native Dutch 
morphemes. In English this constraint applies to all morphemes, and hence the 
combination pn- is realized as /n/. 

The range of phonotactic patterns found in morphemes may be smaller than 
those in '"ords. English morphen1es, for instance, never end in a cluster of voiced 
obstruents (there are no n1orphen1es like *lovd or *du/id), ,.vhereas such clusters 
do occur in con1plex words like past tense forms of verbs (as in loved /vd/, and 
dubbed /bd/). Dutch morphemes are subject to the constraint that voiced obstruent 
clusters only occur in con1plex "'Ords: 1norpheme-internally \Ve only find clus
ters like /pt/ and /st/, but in complex words we find clusters like /bd/ and /zd/, 
as in the past tense forn1s eb-de /ebda/ 'receded' and raas-de /ra:zda/ 'raged'. The 
only exceptions to this Dutch MSC are a fe\v loa.nwords like labda /l.abda:/ 'l.ambda' 
and budget ![ bcec!J<t/ 'budget'. Hence, the occurrence of voiced obstruent clus
ters morpheme-internally makes the relevant Dutch morphemes recognizable as 
loans (Zonneveld 1983). 

As observed by Shibatani (1973), MSCs may have a different status from 
phonologica.l ruJ.es or constraints, in that Joan"'ords are not necessarily adapted 
to the MSCs of a borrowing language, \Vhereas the application of the phono
logical constraints cannot be suppressed. Hence, the Dutch loan labdn keeps its 
voiced obstruent cluster, and is not pronounced as la[pt]a. Dressler (1985: 219-245) 
also provides examples fron1 various languages of distributional patterns that are 
characteristic of morphemes. 

In sum, there are distributional constraints that are characteristic of morphemes, 
but not of "'ords in general. The question is \Vhether and how they have to be 
accounted for by a specific type of constraint, the l\1SC. 
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3 The redundancy problem 

As vte saw above, in classical generative phonology constraints on the seg
mental composition of (lexical) morphe1nes are interpreted as lexical redundancy 
rules or morpheme structure constraints (MSCs) (Halle 1959, 1964; Stanley 1967; 
Chomsky and Halle 1968). For instance, in many languages, nasal consonants in 
morpheme-internal clusters share their place of articulation with a following con
sonant. This generalization can be expressed by omitting the place of articulation 
of the nasals in the lexical representation of the relevant morphen1es. A lexical 
redundancy rule \vill then fill in the proper value for the feature [place], and 
thus derive fully specified underlying phonological representations to which the 
phonological rules of a language apply. Thus, in the phonological component 
of the grammar the set of rules that express static phonotactic generalizations is 
ordered to apply before the set of phonological rules that account for alternations. 
The l\vo sets of rl.tles (MSCs and phonological ruJes) together are considered. to 
express all the phonotactic regularities of a language (Postal 1968: 214; see also 
CHAPTER 7: FEATURE SPECIFICATION AND UNDERSPECIPICATION). 

The role and importance of MSCs have been questioned for a number of reasons. 
In the first place, as pointed out by Hooper (1972), the role of the syllable as a 
domain of phono tactic generalizations ca.nnot be ignored. The not.ion "sy.IJable" 
does not play any formal role in the type of generative phonology codified in 
Chomsky and Halle (1968), but since then a '"ealth of evidence for the crucial 
role of the syllable (and larger prosodic units such as the foot and the prosodic 
word) in phonological analysis has been a.massed (Nespor and Vogel 1986). Con
straints on syllable structure are by definition constraints on how phoneo1es can 
combine into larger units. Hence, a lot of constraints on phoneme sequences are 
in fact syllable structure constraints (Hooper 1972). For example, the constraint 
that an English word cannot begin \vith a consonant cluster of the type nasal 
+ obstruent follo,vs fro1n the universal principle of syllable structure that the 
sonority of consonants n1ust decrease towards the edges of the syllable (see 
CHAPTER 49: SONORITY). Thus, sequences like *mpat and *ntak are impossible 
English morphemes. This means that morphemes must have a phonological 
composition that will lead to well-formed prosodic structures. 

A second argument for the syllable as a phonotactic unit is that 've cannot 
determine whether a particular segmental string is ill-formed without taking syl
labification into account. For instance, the consonant sequence /bkm/ is ahvays 
phonotactically ill-formed in English, because there is no possible division across 
hvo syllables that leads to a sequence of '�'ell-formed syllables. On the other hand, 
the consonant cluster /kn/, which does not appear word-initially in English 
'vords, can appear word-internally, as in acne, because this word can be syllabified 
as ak.ne, "'ith two \veil-formed syllables (dots indicate syllable boundaries). That 
is, the follo"1ing generalization holds: 

(5) A (grammatical) word is phonotactically "'ell-forn1ed if! it can be parsed 
exhaustively into one or more \veil-formed prosodic constituents. 

The class of well-formed syllables and higher prosodic constituents (foot, 
prosodic "'Ord) can be defined by the prosodification algorithm of each language, 
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\vhich is partially universal and partially language-specific. This algorithm groups 
the sounds of \vords into syllables, feet, and prosodic \vords (Rubach and Booij 
1990). Alternatively, the gramn1ar contains a set of ranked prosodic constraints 
that determine the optin1al prosodification of a string of soiu1ds, as in Optimality 
Theory (Kager 1999). 

We might therefore claim that MSCs are superfluous because phonotactic 
restrictions on morphe1nes can be seen as the effects of phonological constraints 
on the output forms of words. For instance, English does not have a n1orphen1e 
abkmer, since this n1orpheme cannot be prosodified exhaustively: the /k/ caru1ot 
be made part of the first or the second syllable. Sinlilarly, the reason that a 
Dutch lexical morpheme requires the presence of at least one full vo"1el is that, 
otherwise, such a morpheme cannot yield a "'ell-formed prosodic word. Dutch 
suffixes, on the other hand, can be vo\velless or contain the vowel /a/ only, as 
1nentioned in (1), because they always con1bine \vith a lexical morphen1e. That 
is, the phonotactic shape of Dutch suffixes has to do \vi.th their being dependent 
on a host morpheme to \vhicll they attach. \llJe might therefore consider these 
suffix-specific phonotactic properties as something that need not be expressed 
separately, since it follo\vs from the n1appi.ng of morphological structure onto 
prosodic structure. 

Hooper (1972) offers a second argument against M.SCs, that formulating 
phonotactic constraints with the morpheme as domain may also lead to spurious 
generalizations. For instance, Dutch lexical morphen1es of Ron1ance origin may 
end in obstruent clusters that are unpronounceable in isolation: 

(6) castr-eer 'castrate' 
celebr-et!1· 'celebrate' 
e111.1.gr-eer 'emigrate' 
penetr-eer 'penetrate' 

One might conclude that Dutch morphem.es ca.n end in clusters of the type /Cr/, 
but this generalization does not reveal \vhat is really at stake: those morphemes 
are only acceptable because they are bound roots, obligatorily followed by a vo,vel
initial suffi,""<. Hence, these consonant dusters \viii form proper syllable onsets, 
as in pe.ne.treer. Similar observations can be found in Kensto\vicz and Kisseberth 
(1977: 145) for Tunica, and they therefore concluded that in such cases it is the 
word rather than the morpheme that is the domain of phonotactic constraints. 
Nevertheless, the occurrence of such root-final consonant clusters is revealing in 
the sense that they betray the Romance origin of those roots: Germanic roots of 
Dutch never have this form because they can be used as \Vords without further 
suffixation. 

A third example of the role of prosody in the phonotactics of morphemes is 
that in many languages lexical morphen1es are subject to prosodic minimality 
conditions. For instance, Dutch lexical n1orphemes are subject to the constraint 
that they consist of at least one heavy syllable (\vith either a long vowel or a short 
vo\vel followed by a consonant). That is, a lexical 1norpheme cannot consist of a 
light syllable only; bimoraicity is required. It is only in exclamations like he /he/ 
that the use of such light syllables \Vi.th a short vowel is possible. 

Prosodic conditions on morphemes create a problem for the classical MSCs: the 
syllable structure of a 1norpheme is not part of its lexical representations, but a 
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derived property. Therefore, MSCs cannot refer to derived prosodic properties 
such as bimoraicity (McCarthy 1998). The only vvay to circumvent this problem 
is to pluase the constraint in tenns of segn1e.nt sequences: a lexical morphen1e 
1nust contain either a long vowel, or a short vowel followed by at least once con
sonant. Ho,vever, ,.ve then miss the generalization that it is a prosodic syllable 
'"eight condition that is involved. Once more, this suggests that the segmental 
composition of morphen1es is governed by phonological output conditions. A 
sirnilar problem occurs \vhen "'e \Vant to express the following generalization for 
Dutch: "In mo.no-morphemic forn1s we do .not find sequences of sch,·va-headed 
syllables" (van Oostendorp 1995: 141). Again, this MSC refers to the derived 
property of syllable structure (cf. Do,vning 2006 for a cross-linguistic survey of 
prosodic mir1in1ality conditions). 

In sun1, we have to fu1d a '"'ay ir1 "'luch prosodic constramts can account for 
at least part of the phono tactic constraints on morphen1es. 

3.1 Non-syllabic sequential constraints 

Not all constraints on segmental sequencing can be reduced to syllable structure or 
prosodic nU.nirnality require1nents. There are sequential constraints on consonant 
clusters that hold independently from the tautosyllabic or heterosyllabic status 
of these clusters. For instance, Yip (1991) proposes the follo"ring generalization 
for English (see also CHAPTER 12: CORONALS): 

(7) Consonant Cluster Condit-ion 
In consonant clusters, consonants may have at most one other articulator 
feature than Coronal. 

Thus, we fmd English clusters like /pt/ and /kt/ (a.pt, a.ct), but not (tauto- or 
heterosyllabic) clusters like /kp/, /pk/, /km/, /mk/, /XJn/, and /gm/ (loanwords 
like drachma and stigma are exceptions to this generalization). Note that the ill
formedness of such clusters does not folio'" from syllable structure constraints 
smce they could be heterosyllabic. Yet they do not occur. If we come across such 
clusters in \Vords (as in zipcode and backpack), we can conclude that these '"ords 
must be con1pounds, consistmg of more than one lexical rnorpheine. 

An example of a sequential constraint that holds both for tautosyllabic and 
heterosyllabic sound sequences, observed for English by Davis (1991), and for 
Dutch by Booij (1995: 46), is that in the sequence sCVC the hvo Cs should not 
be identical, iutless they are coronal. Here are son1e Dutch exan1ples \Vith labial 
and coronal consonants (such sequences of velar consonants do not occur for 
independent reasons): 

(8) eve sCVC 

poep /pup/ 'shit' *spoep /spup/ 
111a111 /ma.01/ 'mother' •smam /sma.01/ 
toet /tut/ 'face' stoet /stut/ 'procession' 

This constraint is also valid for heterosyllabic sequences: they are not acceptable 
when follo\ved by a vowel, as sho\vn by foro1s like •spupo and •smama.. 
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The point that not all phonotactic constraints can be reduced to syllable struc
ture constraints is particularly clear for \vord-edge constraints, which are discussed 
in the next subsection. 

3.2 Word edges 
The difference benveen syllable structure constraints and sequential constraints 
is stressed by Kristoffersen (2000: 46-48), in relation to the distribution of con
sonants at word edges. In Nor,vegian, the cluster tl- is a proper syllable onset. It 
occurs 'vord-internaJly in words like Be.tlem 'Bethlehem' and A.Ile (proper name). 
Yet Nor,vegian words never begin \vith this cluster. Kristoffersen also observed 
that, although Nonvegian \vords never begin with pn-, a cluster that does not 
violate the Sonority Hierarchy Constraint on syllable struchrre, Non•regians have 
no difficulty in pronouncing loan \vords like pneumatisk 'pneiunatic'. These 
observations imply that /ti-/ and /pn-/ are proper syllable onsets in :Norwegian, 
and that the non-occurrence of initial /ti-/ and /pn-/ is not due to a syllable 
structure constraint, but to a constraint that holds for the left edge of Nor,vegian 
root n1orphen1es or prosodic \vords. A similar exan1ple fron1 Dutch is that lexical 
111orphemes do not begin 'vith pj-, tj-, or kj-; ho,vever, the diminutive suffix 
aUomorphs -pje, -tje, -kje begin "'ith these clusters, and hence these clusters do 
appear in word-internal syllable onsets, as in riem-pje 'belt-01111' \Vith the prosodic 
structure ((rim)0(pj;:i)"),,, (t<> = prosodic "'Ord, a = syllable). Therefore, the non
occurrence of these clusters ca1u1ot be attributed to a syllable structure constraint. 
The word-initial sequences /pj- tj- kj-/ do occur in borro,ved proper names for 
male persons, such as Pjotr, Tjeerd, Kjeld, and they do not cause pronimciation 
problems for speakers of Dutch. 

The edges of \vords may have special phonotactic properties, since they may 
either impose more restrictions than what syllable well-formedness requires, or 
allow for extra consonants co111pared to '"hat is possible in syllables in general. 
The Norwegian examples above (no tl- or pn- at the beginning of a "'ord) are 
a case in point. Other examples of more restricted phonotactics at 'vord edges 
can be found in Booij (1983): in Huichol, for example, \vords cannot end in a 
consonant but syllables can (source: Bell 1976). 

In Polish, extra consonants 111ay be added in \·vord-initial position that violate 
th.e universal Sonority Sequencing constraint (Rt.lbach and Booij 1.990: 434; see al so 
CHAPTER 109: POLISH SYLLABLE STRUCTURE): 

(9) nvac 'tear' 
rfza 'rust' 
lgnqc 'stick' 
mdly 'tasteless' 
rnnich 'n1onk' 

In these \Vords, a sonorant consonant is followed by a consonant of the san1e or 
higher degree of sonority, in violation of the Sonority Sequencing requi.rero.ent 
that the sonority of consonants must increase to"rards the direction of the nucleus. 
The account that Rubach and Booij (1990) propose is that Polish prosodic "'ords 
have an extra optional "'Ord-initial slot for an extrasyllabic consonant preceding 
the regular syllables, \vhich is exen1pt from the require111ents of the Sonority 
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Sequencing condition. This analysis implies that allo,ving for these marked con
sonant clusters is not to be seen as a property of lexical morphemes, but of the 
prosodic words that corresponds with such n1orphe1nes. 

The special phonotactics of word edges is dealt with in Optin1ality Theory 
i.n the form of alignment constraints (McCarthy and Prince 1993). The basic idea 
of this approach, "'hich makes crucial use of ranked output constraints in 
computing the phonetic form of '"ords, is that there are alignment constraints 
that require the alignment of prosodic and gran1matical boundaries. According 
to McCarthy and Prince (1993), the language Axininca Campa has word-initial 
onsetless syllables, whereas "'Ord-internally a vo,vel hiatus must ah,1ays be filled 
by an epenthetic consonant. The relevant alignment constraint blocks the inser
tion of an epenthetic consonant in \vord-initial position. If epenthesis took place, 
there \vould be no alignn1ent of the left edge of the prosodic \Vord with the left 
edge of the (vo,vel-initial) morpheme. That is, the alignment constraint is ranked 
higher than the constraint that penalizes empty onsets. :Note, ho,vever, that this 
analysis does not directly express that the left edges of Axininca Campa morphemes 
can begin \vith a vo"rel, even though syllables in this language normally begin 
with a consonant. The alignn1ent mechanism allo"'S for a difference in 1nake-up 
between the edges of morphemes and syllables, but does not express it. 

3.3 Phonotactic differences betiveen sirnplex and 
complex 1.vords 

As briefly n1entioned at the end of §2, the range of phonotactic patterns in mor
phen1es may be smaller than in complex \vords. Harris (1994) presents a nt.011ber 
of observations on the phonotactic differences bet"reen simplex words and com
plex ,,vords in English. For instance, one '"ill not find a heterosyllabic sequence 
/pt/, as in laptop, within a n1orpheme (except for loans like helicopter), even though 
a heterosyllabic cluster /pt/ would not violate the syllable structure constraints 
of Engl.ish: a syllable can end in a /p/, and begin with a /t/. The san1e applies 
to the cluster /p,v/: a proper name like Sopivith, which is historically a compound, 
is exceptional in this respect, and thus betrays its historical origin as a co1npound . 
Such opaque compounds tend to be adapted to the phonotactic patterns. The proper 
na1ne Greenwich with the sequence /nw/ is now pronounced '"ithout the /w/, 
tht.lS adapting to the phonotactic constraints for monomorphemic words (Harris 
1994: 51). 

The observation that certain consonant clusters only occur at morpheme 
boundaries is often used in linguistic analyses for assigning multi-morphemic 
status to \VOrds (see CHAPTER 46: POSITIONAL EFFECTS IN CONSONANT CLUSTERS). 
For instance, many '"'ords in the Amerindian langt.lage Athapaskan are con
sidered to be compounds, even though the constituents do not occur as '''ords 
by themselves, because they contain consonant clusters that are characteristic of 
1norpheme boundaries (Rice 2009: 546). 

Phonotactic differences bet\veen root n1orphen1es and con1plex words have 
also been observed for vowel harmony (cf. §4 for a more detailed discussion 
of such facts for Turkish). The necessity of a separate morpheme structure con
dition on vo,vel combinations in roots is explicitly defended in the analysis of 
Hungarian vowel harmony in Yago (1976); see also CHAPTER 123: HUNGARIAN VOWEL 
HARMONY. Harvey and Baker (2005: 1459) observed that in the Australian language 
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Warlpiri, a language with vo'"el harmony "'ith respect to the feature [round], the 
sequence [-round][+round] is not pernlitted for h\'O consecutive vo"rels ("rith inter
n1ediate consonants) '"itllin roots, whereas the disharn1onic sequence [+round] 
[-roiu1d] is. They account for this difference not by assuming an agreement 
constraint, but by proposing separate constraints for each type of disharmonic 
sequence. In addition, there is a constraint of root identity that requires the 
feature specifications for [round] to be preserved in the output. Thus they do not 
need to assume t\VO rules of V0\'7el har1nony, a 1norpheme structure constraint 
and a phonological constraint that applies to complex \vords, and the duplica
tion problem is avoided. N'ote, ho"'ever, that this analysis requires reference to 
the root, a type of morpheme, as the domain of an identity constraint. That is, 
reference to morphen1es in phonological constraints is still required. 

Different phonotactics n1ay also play a role in recognizing the lexical category 
of a word. In Dutch, there is a marked difference in phonological n1ake-up 
behveen simplex nouns and simplex verbs. Verbs tend to consist of at most hvo 
syllables; if there is a second syllable, it \Vil! end in a sch"1a follo"1ed by a liquid. 
Nouns, on the other hand, allow for a larger variety of phonological structures, 
such as those consisting of three or more syllables, or ending in a fuJI vowel. It 
appears that speakers of Dutch are able to categorize \vords as nouns or verbs 
on the basis of such phonotactic knowledge (Don and Erkelens 2006). 

In sum, the distributional properties of segments within morphemes relate 
to the phonological rules or constraints of the relevant language, but not all 
n1orpheme-interna1 phonotactics can be reduced to these n1ore general phonological 
regularities. In the words of Stanley (1967: 397): "The constraints holding \vithin 
single morphemes are more restrictive than the constraints '"hich characterize 
larger units." 

4 The duplication problem 

The problem t11a.t the assumption of both MSCs and P-ru.l.es seems to lead to 
unnecessary complications of the grammar was noted by Stanley (1967). For 
instance, Turkish has 1"'0 general P-rules of V0\'7el harmony that also predict 
the distribution of vowels '"ithin morphen1es: all vo"rels agree in backness, and 
high vowels agree in roundness (see CHAPTER 118'. TURKISH V0\\1EL HARMONY). 
As Zin1mer (1969: 310) points out: 

The restrictions on vo\vel co-occurrence \Vithin aln1ost all bases of Turkic origin are 
nearly the same as those just described for suffix vo\vels; thus for the "harmonic" 
part of the lexicon, there are l\'70 l\1SC's \vhich replicate, to a great extent, the 
vowel-harmony rules that determine the selection of vowels in suffixes. There is, 
ho,.,ever, a large number of loanwords to \¥hich these VO\vel harmony MSC's do 
not apply, - e.g. /giinah/ 'sin', /kalem/ 'pen', /sosis/ 'sausage', /virai/ 'curve'. 

In addition, there is an MSC that does not double as a P-ruJe, the Labial 
Consonant MSC (Zimmer 1969: 312): 

(10) After /a/, a [+high] vowel agrees in Jabiality with a preceding [+labial] 
consonant. 
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An example of a morpheme that obeys MSC (10) is karpuz '"ratermelon', in '"hich 
the second vo,vel is round, even though the first vowel is non-round. This is an 
interesting MSC for the debate on the redundancy of MSCs, since it has no P-rule 
counterpart. 

This duplication problem, already noted by Stanley (1967), is discussed by 
Anderson (1974: ch. 16). Anderson observes that many Turkish morphemes such 
as kita.p 'book' are disharmonic, but do not block the application of vo,vel har
mony rules once they have been suffixed. Anderson therefore concludes that \Ve 
need both MSCs and P-rules for vowel harmony in Turkish, since they may be 
subject to different idiosyncrasies. In Anderson's vie\v, the relation behveen 
NlSCs and P-rules dealing with vo,,rel harmony is a functional one, which need 
not and cannot be expressed formally by unifying them into one rule. 

Shibatani (1973) proposes that such constraints should be considered to be both 
N!SCs and Surface Phonetic Constraints (SPCs). A constraint can be marked as 
an MSC, a SPC, or both an M.SC and a SPC. Clayton (1976) argues that constraints 
that hold for underlying forms of morphemes only are unmotivated, and do not 
reflect the speaker's kno,vledge of his/her language. Therefore, Clayton claims 
that Surface Phonetic constraints suffice. 

The duplication problen1 is also considered by Kiparsky (1982: 167-170), in the 
frame"1ork of Lexical Phonology (see also Kaisse and Sha'v 1985: 25; CHAPTER 94: 

LEXICAL PHONOLOGY AND THE LEXICAL SYNDROME). In this frame\vork, phonolog
ical rules apply cyclically. Rules apply either in a structure-adding fashion or 
in a structure-changing one. Rules only apply in a structure-changing fashion in 
derived environn1ents, i.e. in environments created by the previous application 
of a morphological or a phonological rule (see Booij 2000 for a survey of this 
theory). Kiparsky (1982) proposed that there are no Morpheme Structure Rules. 
The lexical representations of morphemes are underspecified; that is, predictable 
properties are omitted. On the first cycle, phonological rules specify these fea
tures; i.e. they fill in the blanks. If a word is complex, the same rule can apply in 
a structure-changing fashion on the next cyde, since the complex "'Ord is a derived 
environment. For instance, the Dutch rule that requires obstruents to have the 
same specification for the feature (voice] as an adjacent obstruent can be applied 
as a blank-filling rule to the underspecified feature matrix for /xi in a \vord like 
achter /axtar/ 'back', and it can be applied in a structure-changing fashion in a 
complex "'Ord like as-bak 'ash-tray' (underlying /as-bak/; phonetic forn1 [azbak)). 
In English, the place of articulation of the nasal consonant in damp can be left 
unspecified, and filJed in by the rule of Nasal Place assimilation, "'hereas the same 
rule will change the underlying coronal nasal /n/ into [m] in the derived word 
compress ( underlyi.ngly con-press). 

Su.ch a.n analysis can also deal with exceptions to MSCs. For instance, the Du.tch 
\VOrd i1nker /1mkar/ 'bee-keeper', \vhich is synchronically a simplex \VOrd, vio
lates the constraint on homorganicity of nasal-obstruent clusters. In Kiparsky's 
proposal, this is no problen1: the nasal consonant will be fully specified as being 
labial, and the rule that predicts the feature [velar] for a nasal followed by /k/ 
is blocked fron1 applying because feature-changing applications of this rule are 
allowed in derived environments only. 

In the case of Turkish vowel harmony, the same solution '"ould apply. 
Disharn1onic roots are fully specified, and therefore the P-rules of vowel harn1ony 
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are blocked from applying to these morphemes, \vhereas they \<\1ill apply in 
derived environments, to the VO\'vels of the suffixes. 

In short, in Kiparsky's proposal, the duplication problem is solved by 
abolishing the class of morpheme structure rules, and having P-rules apply in hvo 
different fashions. However, not all types of generalizations over the phono
logical shape of morphemes mentioned above can be expressed this \,ray. This 
applies in particular to prosodic conditions on the shape of 1norphemes. 

4.2 MSCs in Optimality Theory: Lexicon optimization 
and output-output faithfulness 

Optimality Theory (OT) does not allo'v for constraints on the inputs of phono
logical evaluation. Output constraints are the only mecha1usn1s for expressing 
phonotactic patterns. This idea of OT is referred to as the Richness of the Base 
hypothesis. For instance, there is no input constraint that forbids the morpheme 
*bnik as a morpheme of English. The output constraints \viii penalize such a form, 
and evaluate this form in such a \vay that the optimal output forn1 is not faithful 
to this forn1, but different, e.g. blik. Since forn1s such as bnik '"ill never surface 
in English, it does not make sense to store an underlying forn1 bnik for blik. This 
is the effect of lexicon optimization. Thus, the phonological output constraints 
of a language \vill be reflected by the input forms. This point of view is fore
shado\ved in Sommerstein (1974: 73), \vho argued that judgn1ents about whether 
a sound sequence is a possible morpheme must be 1nade on the basis of surface 
representations. 

This idea is discussed in more detail in M.cCarthy (1998, 2002, 2005), and 
can be illustrated as follows. Suppose there is a language \vith the constraint that 
obstruents are voiceless at the end of a syllable, and \Vith the suffix /-an/ as plural 
ending for now1s, as in [hut] - [hutan] 'hat(s)'. Furthern1ore, this language has 
no alternations of the type (hut) - [hudan). That is, morphen1es that end in an 
obstruent '"ill ahvays end in a voiceless obstruent. Given the \vord [hut), the 
Richness of the Base hypothesis implies that we might assume the underlying form 
/hud/ for the singular form. The correct phonetic form [hut] will be computed 
anyway. Ho,ve.ver, in an optimal lexicon the underlying forn1 to be chosen 
will be /hut/ because of lexicon opti1nization. This means that of the possible 
tableaux that select the right form, the most haru1onic one "'ill be selected, i.e. 
the one \vith the minimal number of violations of constraints. The assumption 
of the underlying form /hud/ \vill imply violation of the input-output (IO) 
faithfulness condition, unlike the w1derlying form /hut/. IO faithfulness requires 
the underlying form to be selected as the surface form, unless it is overruled by 
higher-ranked constraints. The optin1al underlying form can be selected by com
parison of tableaux, and the selection of the most harmonic one. Thus, lexicon 
optimization makes restrictions on input forms superfluous. 

If there are no MSCs, the question arises of ho'v to account for constraints that 
hold for morphen1es only. One exan1ple of a distributional difference bet,veen 
morphemes and "'ords concerns the distribution of nasals in Dutch. \<Vithin 
morphemes, nasal consonants are ah,rays homorganic "'ith a follo"ring obstruent 
(\vith the exception of i111ker; cf. §4.1). Hence, we find dauip /damp/ 'damp', tand 
/tont/ 'tooth' and dank /dot)k/ 'thanks', but no n1orphemes ending in •/-mt -mk 
-JJp -JJt I. On the other hand, con1plex "'ords such as the 3rd singular present forms 
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of verbs always end in /-t/, preceded by all three types of nasals: kli111-t 'climbs', 
zon-t 'sunbathes', zing-t /z1rit/ 'sings'. If we assume a markedness constraint NC 
(nasals are homorganic '"ith a follo\ving consonant), this constraint n1ust be 
blocked from changing a verb form like klimt into klint. McCarthy (1998) argued 
that this can be achieved by making use of output-output (00) correspondence 
constraints. If we rank 00 faithfulness conditions for the relation between a base 
word and its derivatives higher than the markedness constraint NC, a verb form 
like klimt cannot be changed to klint, because this '"ould violate the requirement 
of correspondence of the sten1 of this inflected form with the verbal sten1 klim. 

Nasal assimilation should not be blocked in aU derived environments, ho•vever. 
In a prefixed word like compress, the prefix-final /n/ of con.- does assimilate to 
the next /p/. This can be accounted for if '"e assume that the NC constraint is 
ranked higher than faithfulness to the underlying form of the prefix, /k:in/. The 
more general observation is that affixes tend to adapt to roots rather than the other 
•vay arot.md. Hence, in OT analyses it is often assumed that faithfulness constraints 
for affixes rank lower than those for roots (Alderete 2003). This implies that con
straints have to be indexed for particular morphological categories such as root 
and affix. Therefore, \Ve have to allow for reference to n1orphological do1nains in 
a syste1n of phonological output constraints. 

4.3 Domains and strata 

Our conclusion so far is that, even when we do not allow for constraints on 
underlying fonns of morphen1es, it should be possible to index a phonological 
output constraint for a particular morphological domain such as the lexical 
morpheme. This will make it possible to specify distributional constraints that hold 
for lexical morphemes only. For instance, the Dutch constraint that lexical mor
phen1es and prefixes cannot begin vvith /Cj/, \vhereas suffixes can, is expressible 
by indexing this constraint for the relevant n1orphological don1ains. 

As observed in §3, particular phonotactic properties may onJy hold for certain 
strata of the lexicon. This is discussed in detail for Japanese by lt6 and Mester 
(1995, 1999, 2001), who argue that "phonological generalizations can be covert 
by being lexically partial: they hold within a subdo1nain of the lexical space, but 
are violated in peripheral areas occupied e.g. by loanwords or ono1natopeia" (Ito 
and J\l.lester 2001: 274). For instance, in Japanese the palataJ.ization constrai.nt that 
changes /t/ into /ts/ before /i/ (this constraint also excludes tautomorphemic /ti/ 
sequences) does not affect loan'"ords like English tea and party. Therefore, lt6 and 
Mester defend the idea of stratum-specific (ranking of) faithfulness constraints. 

A Dutch exan1ple of a stratwn·specific constraint was mentioned in §2: in native 
Dutch niorphen1es morpheme-internal obstruent clusters are always voiceless, bu.t 
this constraint does not hold for non-native morphemes such as labda /labda:/ 
'lambda', or the brand name Mazda /mazda:/. Such non-native morphemes 
preserve their foreign pronunciation. The \Vord labda, for instance, will not be 
c11anged to [lapta:), and Dutch speakers '"ill recognize it as a loan due to this 
phonological property. Another ex.ample is the "'Ord-initial clu.ste.r sk-, "'hi.ch does 
not occur in Dutch native \vords, but only in loans from English, e.g. scan and 
Skype. 

A similar distinction bet\veen native and non-native morphemes can be 
observed for languages \\•ith vowel harn1ony: non-native lexical n1orphemes n1ay 
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be disharmonic, and this is not changed through application of the vo"rel harmony 
constraints. For instance, the Hungarian noun sofiir 'chauffeur' is disharmonic (the 
first vowel is back, the second one is front), and remains so, even though it selects 
its suffix vo,vels in accordance '"ith the frontness/ backness vowel harmony 
constraint. 

In sum, phonological constraints may have to be indexed for particular mor
phological categories or for lexical strata. 

5 Absolute constraints or tendencies? 

A final important point of debate concerning MSCs is '"hether they are absolute 
constraints or just statistical tendencies. Zinllller (1969) investigated the psycho
logical reality of the Labial Consonant MSC of Turkish (10) n1entioned above. Recall 
that this constraint holds for n1orphemes only, and is not supported by the l\vo 
P-rules of vowel harmony. Zimmer made up lists of pairs of nonsense "'Ords, and 
asked subjects, Turkish students in California, to determine '"hich "'Ord of such 
a pair sounds 1nore like a word that might actually occur in Turkish. In the case 
of word pairs \.vhere the P-rules of vo,vel harmony played a role, the results were 
as expected, "'ith a strong preference for the word in accordance '"ith the vowel 
harmony constraints. For the pairs that involved the Labial Consonant MSC, 
on the other hand, there was hardly any difference in number bet\veen expected 
responses (the \vords in accordance '"ith the MSC) and unexpected responses. 
Zimn1er (1969: 320) therefore concluded that an MSC that is not supported by a 
P-rule might not be internalized by native speakers of Turkish. 

5.1 OCP-Place 

The psychological reality of OCP-Place, discussed in §2, \.vhich excludes identical 
adjacent place specifications, has been investigated for speakers of Jordanian 
Arabic (Frisch and Za\,raydeh 2001; Frisch et al. 2004). It appears that "Jordanian 
Arabic speakers do recognize systematic gaps that are violations of OCP-Place as 
different from accidental gaps involving unrelated consonant pairs" (Frisch and 
Zawaydeh 2001: 99), even though there are violations of OCP-Place. Frisch et al. 
(2004.) argu.e that OCP-Place is not an a.bsolute, universal constraint. They con
sider the constraint as reflecting the generalizations that Arabic speakers make 
on the basis of their lexicon. OCP-Place is claimed to be a gradient constraint, 
since there are quite a number of words that violate it, but in different degrees. 
"Fonns that violate the constraint to a lesser degree are n1ore frequent than 
forms that violate the constraint to a greater degree" (Frisch et al. 2004: 182). Frisch 
et al. also point out that the co-occurrence of homorganic consonants that are 
non-adjacent (occurring in the first and third positions) is less restricted than the 
co-occurrence of adjacent homorganic consonants. In other "'ords, the OCP-Place 
constraint is a gradient, but psycl1ologically real constraint: "the native speaker 
kno"'S an abstract but gradient OCP Place constraint ('Roots with repeated 
homorganic consonants are unusual') based on generalizations over the statist
ical patterns found in the lexicon" (Frisch et al. 2004: 216). 

Frisch et al. also looked at the effect of OCP-Place on the borrowing of Italian 
verbs in Maltese, a variety of Arabic with 1nany Joans fro1n Italian. The nun1ber 
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of Italian verbs '''hose consonant pattern conforms to OCP-Place is significantly 
higher than that of the Italian verbs that violate OCP-Place (but these latter 
verbs n1ay also be borro\ved, and adapted to Maltese). This again supports the 
psychological reality of such a constraint, '"'ithout it being categorical. 

These findings suggest that OCP-Place is a gradient constraint that aims at 
avoidance of similarity: the more similar adjacent consonants are, the more they 
are avoided. Speakers are able to make phonotactic generalizations about lexical 
morphen1es, but the corresponding constraints need not be categorical. 

Statistical tendencies for the composition of various morphological categories 
such as the root and the stem have been observed by Wiese (2001 ): 94o/o of all 
German roots begin \Vith a consonant, and 96% of all German roots end in a 
consonant. In OT, this can be expressed by alignment constraints that require 
the left and right edges of a root to coincide •vith the feature [+cons]. For those 
roots that violate the constraint, IO faithfulness will preserve the vo\\1el at the 
edges. Note in particular that the tendency to have consonants at the end of roots 
does not folio"' from a syllable constraint, since the Lmiversally most unmarked 
syllable is the open syllable. Thus, this type of distribution may function as a 
bolU1dary signal. 

5.2 Constraints on underlying forms 
Dutch exhibits intriguing constraints on sequences of vowels follo'''ed by frica
tives. The basic generalization is that a vo'"el is short before /f s/, \vhereas it is 
long before /v z/. Let us call this the VZ constraint. Due to the effect of Final 
Devoicing, the constraint that obstruents are voiceless at the end of a syllable, this 
constraint can only be observed directly if the fricative is not morpheme-final. The 
follo\ving morphemes illustrate this constraint: 

(11) short vowel 
effen /efan/ 'even' 
dissel /dtsal/ 'pole' 

long vowel 
even /e:van/ 'even' 
vezel /ve:zal/ 'fiber' 

excluded 
/evan, e:fan/ 
/E.zal, e:sal/ 

This constraint is violated by a fevv loanwords like 111azzel /mazal/ 'good luck' and 
puzzel /pcezal/ 'puzzle', and by the native morpheme oefen- /u:fun/ 'to exercise'. 

This sho\vs that this constraint is not an absolute condition on pronounceability, 
but a sta.tistical generalization about morphemes. 

This VZ constraint seems to apply to intervocalic sequences only, since we do 
find long V0\'7els followed by /f s/ at the end of morphemes, as in the singular 
forms of the follo\ving nouns: 

(12) graaf 
kaas 

[¥ra:f) 
[ka:s] 

'earl (sc)' 
'cheese ( sc )' 

grav-en 
ka.z-en 

[11ra:van) 
[ka:z<1n] 

(PL) 
(PL) 

However, we can interpret this constraint as also applying to morpheme-final 
sequences if \ve assume the constraint to hold for the underlying forms of mor
phemes. Morphemes like graaf and kaas end in a voiced fricative underlyingly, as 
shown by their plural forms, and hence the underlying forms of these n1orphen1es 
are /11ra:v/ and /ka:z/, respectively. There are a fe'" exceptions, such as the 
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non-native \vord graaf 'graph' '''ith the plural form graf-en [ 1{Ta:f�n]. In the case 
of /s/ vs. /z/, the number of exceptions is much higher, since there are a number 
of verbs like eis-en [eisan] 'require (lNF)' and ruis-en [rceysan] 'rustle (IN'F)', in "'luch 
the diphthong, 'vhich counts as a long vo,vel, is followed by [s]. Speakers of 
Dutch may thus recognize a plural form as grafen as being non-native, 'vhereas 
the phonetic form of its singular form graaf 1'i1ra:f] does not betray this strata! 
property. 

If \Ve allo"' for phonotactic constraints on underlying fonns that cannot be 
observed fron1 their corresponding surface forn1s, this enables us to make gen
eralizations about the kind of alternations v.re may find in a language (Booij 1999). 
This topic is also broached in Ernestus and Baayen (2003). They raise the question 
to \vhat extent the occurrence of alternations between morpheme-final voiceless 
and morpheme-final voiced obstruents in Dutch morphemes is predictable. There 
appear to be clear regularities. For instance, if a Dutch n1orphen1e ends in a long 
vowel plus a labial stop, that stop is always an underlying /p/; that is, \ve do 
not find the alternation [p - b] for such morphemes. In the case of the frica
tives discussed above, we sa'v that the length of the preceding vo,,vel is a strong 
predictor of whether the final obstruent is underlyi.ngly voiced or voiceless, 
although stronger for If vi than for /s z/. The question is whether language users 
possess this kind of kno,vledge. Ernestus and Baayen (2003) tested this by asking 
subjects to make past tense forms for nonsense 'vords. If the underlying form of 
the verbal root inorpheme ends in a voiceless obstruent, the past tense suffix -te 
/ta/ \Vi.11 be chosen, and -de Ida/ othervvise. It appeared that language users do 
1nake use of the phonotactic tendencies involved: there is a strong correlation 
behveen the proportion of -te/-de choices for nonsense morphemes and the pro
portion for existing morphemes \Vith a similar phonotactic make-up. Ernestus 
and Baayen (2003) therefore concluded that the speaker chooses an underlying 
representation for a nonsense morpheme that n1akes it resen1ble similar n1or
phemes in the lexicon. As \Vas the case for the Arabic roots discussed in §5.1, 
such phonotactic generalizations concerning morphemes may be statistical ratl1er 
than absolute in nature. Moreover, they may pertain to underlying forms, \Vhere 
properties are present that may not be accessible in surface form. 

Tllis kind of kno'"'ledge about the type of alternations that occur in a language 
1nay also be formalized \vithout restricting such MSCs to underlying forms. 
Consider the singular/pl ural pairs of nouns in Dutch \vi.th a stem-final obstn.1ent 
such as hoed [hut] - hoed-en [hud;;in] 'hat (sG, PL)'. The voice specification of the 
stem-final obstruent of the morpheme /wed can only be determined on the basis 
of the plural form. The plural form is the most informative form of the paradigm 
(Albright 2005, 2008), and we may assume that it is stored in lexical memory. The 
relation behveen the hvo forms can be specified by a schema of the follo"•ing type: 

(13) [xJso H [x - �nJ ... 

(The syn1bol H indicates the correlat ion bet"•een the t•vo forms; x is a variable 
for a string of segments.) The plural form is the only reliable form for the 
compu tation of the underlying form, that is, the form on the basis of \.vhich new 
derived words and inflected forms can be computed. For instance, if "'e \Vere to 
coin the adjective hoed-ig [hudax] 'hat-like', the stein has to end in a /d/, since 
the phonetic form [hutax] is wrong. That is, an w1derlying form is not necessarily 
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a lexically stored representation, but may be computed when necessary for a 
morphological operation. In the case of Dutch verbs, we need to compute the 
underlying fonn of the verbal stein for the choice of the proper fonn of the past 
tense suffix (-le or -de). 

Recall now the generalization for Dutch verbal stems that after a long vow,el 
(V\T) there is never a p/b alternation: if a singular form ends in [VVp], its plural 
form will never end in [V\Tban]. This generalization also holds for nouns, and 
this can be expressed by the follo'"ing subschen1a of (13) (y is a variable for 
segn1ental strings): 
(14) [y VVp],., H [y VVp-an],. 

In the case of the Dutch s/z alternations discussed above, we might assume 
subschemas like the following for noiu1s: 

(15) a. [y VVs],0 H 
[y VsJ,c H 

[y V\Tz-an],< 
[y Vs-an]" 

(as in kaas -kazen 'cheese (sc, PL)') 
b. (as in kas -kassen 'greenhouse (sc, PL)') 

If such schemas do not apply to all '"ords, that is, if they are statistical general
izations only, they can be given a "'eight that indicates their probability. 

The generalizations expressed in (15) apply almost exceptionlessly to nouns, 
and are confirmed by irregular pairs of singular and plural nouns with vovtel 
length alternation. Vowel Lengthening is no longer a regular rule of Dutch, 
but an idiosyncratic alternation, a relic of Prokosch's La�v that applied to Early 
Germanic, illustrated here for the noun glas: 

(16) glas [ylas] 'glass (sc)' glaz-en [yla:z;:in] 'glass (rL)' 

The correspondence behveen the length of the vowel and the [voice J specification 
given in (15) is maintained in these irregular pairs by the combination of vO"'el 
length alternation and choice of obstruent: the forms *[11lazan] and *[11la:san] are 
both i ll-formed . 

In sum: whether there is an alternation bet\veen a voiced and a voiceless 
stem-final obstruent for Dutch lexical morphemes can only be determined with 
100 percent certainty on the basis of i.nflected .forms such as plurals. Yet, segm.ental 
composition of the lexical morpheme may give a clue, in some cases with almost 
100 percent reliability. This type of kno,vledge may be modeled by constraints 
on the underlying forms of lexical morphemes, or by alternation schemas of the 
type proposed in (14) and (15). 

6 The expressive value of phonotactics 

A final phenon1enon to be discussed is that particular sound sequences n1ay 
have a specific semantic or pragn1atic valu.e. Sound syn1bolism is the usual term 
for such phenomena (see Hinton et al. 1994 for a number of detailed studies). ln 
particular, there are phonaesthemes, recurring sounds or sound sequences, with 
a particular value. For instance, Marchand (1969: 397) argued that "/t/ is sugges
tive of the subjective, en1otionally sn1all and is therefore frequent '"ith diminutive 
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and pet suffixes," and Bauer (1996) also found a cross-linguistic tendency for 
the use of this vov1el in din1inutive suffixes (see also Nichols 1971 for consonant 
sow1d symbolism in diininutives). Accordmg to Marchand (1969), the 'vord-iI1itial 
sequence fl- in 'vords like flick, flip, flap, flash is expressive of brisk, quick n1ove
ment, and Marchand provides many examp les of such phonaesthemes. Such sound 
combinations are not to be considered as morphemes by themselves; yet they have 
a particular value. Hence, one may clainl that phonotactic properties of 1norphen1es 
can have an expressive role. 

Japanese has a class of mimetic n1orphemes, "'hich are sound-inlitating or 
manner-symbolic roots. These morphemes have to be minimally birnoraic, and 
usually they appear in reduplicated or some other bipodic form (Mester and Ito 
1989: 268): 

(17) poko-poko 
noro-noro 
paku-pak11 
pa ta-pa ta 

'up and do,vn 1novement' 
'slow movem.ent' 
'munching' 
'palpitating' 

In her study of the expressive value of lexical patterns, Klan1er (2002) observed 
that the violation of general phonotactic constraints in specific classes of lexical 
items may have an expressive value. That is, a marked semantic value correlates 
\Vith a marked phonotactic structure. An example from Dutch is the class of mono
syllabic \Vords of the type /lVl/, that is, words with the sa1ne consonant /1/ u\ 
onset and coda. Such words violate the phonotactic constraint or tendency of 
Dutch that the liquid consonants /I r/ in a syllable should be different. Words 
with this kind of phonotactics may have marked mterpretations, as the follO"'ing 
exan1ples from Klamer (2002: 273) illustrate: 

(18) lal (v) 
lei (N) 
Iii (v) 
lo/ (N) 
lul (N) 
lul (v) 

'jabber, babble, slur one's words' 
'earlobe, clout, "'hopper' 
'quiver' 
'fun, lark, trick' 
'prick, jerk' 
'talk nonsense' 

lvlorphernes ill "'hich the vo,vel of /lVl/ is long do not occur at all. 
In sum, the expressive value of phonotactic patterns withm morphemes may 

be considered from a different angle: the violation of a constramt may have 
expressive value. 

7 Conclusions 

There is no doubt that there are distributional generalizations concerning the phono
logic.1.l n1ake-up of morphemes that need to be expressed someho"' in a proper 
phonological theory. The main theoretical issues are to \vhat extent they can be 
made to follo\v from phonological generalizations that also hold for larger units 
than morphemes, and 'vhether they are absolute constraints, or gradient constraints 
that express statistical tendencies. MSCs 1nay also reveal different layers of the 
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lexicon. Thus this chapter provides a range of data, observations, and con
siderations that can be used as a testing ground for the adequacy of theoretical 
phonological models. 
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58 The Emergence of 
the Unmarked 

MICHAEL BECKER 
KATHRYN FLACK POTTS 

1 Introduction 

The term "The En1ergence of the Unn1arked" (TETU), originally coined by McCarthy 
and Prince (1994), refers to situations '"here some marked structure is generally 
allowed in a language, but banned in particular contexts; the complementary 
unmarked structure thus "emerges." In Nuu-chah-nulth (Wakashan, referred to 
by McCarthy and Prince by its former name, Nootka), for example, syllables can 
generally have codas; reduplicants, however, are exceptional in that codas are 
banned. This results in 'vords like [tfi-tfin1 .s'i:li] 'hunting bear' and [wa:-,va:s.tfij) 
'naming where', in which unmarked (codaless) syllables emerge in reduplicants 
despite the presence of marked codas in bases. 

TETU effects ca1ne to prominence in phonological theory v1ith the advent 
of Optiinality Theory (OT; Prince and Sn1olensky 1993). In OT tern1s, these effects 
typically foU.o'v from rankings like (1), 'vhere a rnarkedness constraint M is 
dominated by a faithfulness constraint Fl, which blocks M's activity in some, 
though crucially not all, contexts. M is free to beco1ne active in contexts \vhere 
Fl isn't relevant; here, M can motivate violation of still lower-ranked faithfulness 
constraints (F'2). 

(1) Fl >> M >> F2 

The Nuu-chah-nulth pattern described above results fron1 a ranking of this type, 
as shown in (2) and (3). TI1e markedness constraint NoCODA is don1inated by 
the anti-deletion constraint IO-MAX; this ranking protects underlying codas from 
deletion, eliminating the unmarked, codaless candidate (2b). Since reduplicants 
are assumed not to stand in correspondence "'ith inputs, ho,vever (CHAPTER 100: 

REDUPLICATION), high-ranking IO-MAX is irrelevant in their evaluation.' Because 
NoCODA dominates BR-MAX, the en1ergence of unmarked CV syllables is permitted 

1 Correspondence between input and output candidates is evaluated by input-output (JO) foithful-
1\ess col\sti:ai.nts. Reduplicao.ts stand .ii\ correspondence relationships wi.th the output forms of their 
bases, and are evaluated by base-reduplicant (BR) faithfulness constraints (McCarthy and Prince 1999). 
Faithfulness constiaints in this chapter assess 10 cc>rrespondenee, unless otherwise n<>ted. 
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in reduplicants. Concretely, candidates (3a) and (3b) are identical, except that 
the reduplicant in (3b) contains a copy of the coda of the root-initial syllable, 
while the reduplicant in (3a) doesn't. Because NoCODA dominates BR-MAx, the 
additional NoCooA violation in (3b) rules out this candidate in favor of the less 
marked (3a). 

(2) /\fims-'i:h/ IO-MAX NoCooA BR-tvL .. x 

� · a. tf' ,
. 11 JJ)1.S 1: •• 

b. lfi.s'i: .. , 

(3) I RED·tfims-'i:li I IO-MAX NoCooA BR-MAX 

l!l!i' a . If i.lf in1 .s' i: h •• Jt lf•Jtllo 
b. If irn. lf irn.s' i:h **"' ••• 

Increasing attention to TETU effects was a natural result of inquiry into Optimality 
Theory. As McCarthy and Prince note, TETU is a direct result of t"'O fundamental 
properties of OT. First, OT is a theory of ranked, violable constraints. Constraints 
are frequently active in a language even if they are not always satisfied; this is at 
the heart of TETU effects, "'hi.ch occur when a ro.arkedness constraint is dominated 
but still active. They observe that this "sharply differentiates OT from approaches 
to linguistic structure and interlinguistic variation based on parameters, rules, 
or other devices that see linguistic principles in globally all-or-nothing terms" 
(1994: 363-364).2 

Second, distinctions between marked and unmarked structures are fundamental 
to OT, allo\ving the existence and emergence of unmarkedness to be formally defined. 
As McCarthy and Prince explain, "OT (Prince and Smolensky 1993) offers an 
approach to linguistic theory that aims to con1bine an en1pirically adequate theory 
of markedness \\1ith a precise formal sense of \vhat it means to be 'unn1arked'"  
(1994: 333). At the heart of OT are t'.vo basic constraint types: those demanding 
identity, typically bet1\1een inputs and outputs (faithfulness), and those penalizing 
particular output structures (markedness) (CHAPTER 63: MARKEDNESS AND FAITH
FULNESS CONSTRAINTS; see also CHAPTER 4: MARKEDNESS). Marked structures are defined 
as exactly those structures which violate a n1arkedness constraint.3 "E1nergence" 
can be defined with si1nilar precision, again by reference to basic properties of OT: 
an i.mmarked structure can be said to emerge in a language if the markedness 
constraint violated by that structure is dominated by some (typically faithfulness) 
constraint \vhich blocks its activity in some, but not all, contexts in that language. 

§2 elaborates on this basic understanding of TETU as "activity despite 
do1nination," surveying three types of cases in �v hich a don1inating constraint is 
inactive in a particular evali.iation, allowing a lower-ranked markedness constraint 

2 This view is elaborated in 1'kCarthy (2002: 129-134), where it is noted that theories with ordered 
rules can mimic some TETU effects with the application of default rules. 
3 More precise!)', strL1CtL1res \\rhich \1iolate some 1narkedness constraint �11 are marked '''ith respect 
to Ml; if tl1ese structu.res do Jlot vioJate sorl1e other .n1a.rkedness <:onstrai.1\t M2, no con.fl.ict arises io 
saying that they are also t1nn1arked \\ritl1 respect to �·12. ln OT, markedness is n1ultidimensionaJ, assessed 
by each marked.ness constraint individually. 
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to emerge. §3 then describes gradient TETU effects found in languages where the 
e1nergent markedness constraint is never categorically active. Finally, §4 con1pares 
true TETU effects with situations \\•here faithfulness, rather than markedness, 
constraints are active despite domination and thus emergent. 

2 TETU typology 

The typical TETU ranking is Fl >> M >> F2, 'vith M en1erging in evaluations "'here Fl is not decisive. This section \viJI discuss three subclasses of TETU rankings, 
follo,ving from three different contexts in "'hich high-ranking Fl may be rendered 
inactive. §2.l looks at output segments and structures \Vhich have no input 
correspondents and so are invisible to IO-faithfulness constraints; these include 
reduplicants, epenthetic segments, and syllable boundaries. §2.2 considers evalu
ations in which multiple candidates tie on a particular high-ranking constraint, 
and §2.3 surveys faithfulness constraints which evaluate only some positions or 
aspects of outputs ,,vhile ignoring others. In each of these situations, a high-ranking 
constraint is inactive and a do1nina ted n1arkedness constraint becomes active, 
choosing the �vinning output. 

2.1 Output segments and structures without 
input correspondents 

TETU is commonly observed in output structures \Vhich lack input correspondents 
and thus cannot be evaluated by IO-faithfulness. Recall the Nuu-chah-nulth rank
ing in (2) and (3), of the forn1 IO-F >> M >> BR-F. Because reduplicants have no 
input correspondents in this theory, they cruu1ot be evaluated by IO-faithfulness, 
allowing the effects of M (NoCODA in Nuu-chah-nulth) to emerge. This section 
describes sinUlar TETU patterns found in hvo other structures \vhich are present 
in outputs but not inputs: epenthetic segments and syllable boundaries. 

2.1.1 Epenthesis 
Kager (1999) observes that n1arkedness constraints \vhich are generally freely 
violated in a language often determine the quality of epenthetic segments (CHAP
TER 67: vo1¥EL EPENTHESIS). These segments are typically featurally unmarked; 
epenthetic vowels like [i], [i], and [<i], and consonants like [?], [h], and glides, are 
cross-linguistically con1mon, while n1arked segments like [f] and [ce) are rarely 
epenthesized.4 This is due to TETU rankings like IO-IDENT >> M, �vhere M is a 
featural ma.rkedness constraint. When a constraint demanding identity beh¥een 
input and output features outranks markedness (here, IO-IoENT >> M), the latter 
has little po,ver to ban marked features in the language as a \\rhole. While the 
presence of an epenthetic segment violates the anti-epenthesi.s constraint DEI', its 
lack of an input correspondent n1eans that it is invisible to high-ranked IO-I DENT; 
thus, epenthetic segments a re subject to mar.kedness constraints which require them 
to have unmarked feature values. 

• See Vaux (2002, 2008) for a sul'.Vey of epe.i\thetic segments and a diaclu:OJU< perspective. See also 
Steriade (2001, 2009) for the view that epenthetic segments are chosen by faithfulness constraints minim
izing the perceptual distance between representations with and without the epenthetic segment. 
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2.1.2 Syllable structure 
Not every aspect of linguistic outputs is evaluated by faithfulness constraints; some 
output properties, like prosodic structure above the mora level, are generally taken 
to be governed by n1arkedness constraints only (CHAl'TER 33: SYLLABLE-INTERNAL 
STRUCTURE). In a language like Timugon Murut (Austronesian), where DEP >> ONSET 
as in (4) and (5) (lV1cCarthy and Prince 1994), the dominated markedness constraint 
ONSET emerges to make decisions in cases \vhere DEP cannot distinguish beh,,een 
candidates. DEl''s high ranking results in a language \Vhere epenthesis never 
occurs in order to avoid onset less syllables, thus allo\ving words like [an1bi'luo] 
'soul' in (4). DEP (and similarly MAX, !DENT, etc.) c.mnot, ho,vever, distinguish 
behveen the candidates in (5), 1vhich differ only in syllabification. Because faith
fulness constraints cannot see these differences, the decision is handed do,vn to 
the emergent 1narkedness constraint ONSET. 

(4) /ambi'luo/ DEP ONSET 

Ila · a. am.bi. 'lu.o •• 

b ? b
. 'I ? . a111. 1. u. · o .. , 

(5) /ambi'luo/ DEP ONSET 

.,. a. am.bi.'lu.o •• 

b. an1.bil.'u.o ***I 

Cross-linguistically, the markedness constraint ONSET commonly triggers epen
thesis, deletion, and other changes to prevent onsetless syllables. But its effects 
can also en1erge even in languages like Timugon Murut, where ONSET is crucially 
dornina.ted and so cannot require all syllables to have onsets; here, ONSET none
theless requires syllabification of available consonants as onsets rather than codas. 
This contrasts \vith a parameter-based view of phonology, '"here onsetless syl
lables are present only when the ONSET parameter is "off," and thus cannot affect 
syllabification in any way. 

2.2 Output candidates not distinguished by 
dominating constraints 

Un1narkedness can also emerge 'vhen multiple output candidates are evaluated 
identically by all constraints donlinating the emergent markedness constraint. 
This section discusses allomorph selection, which has been traditionally ana lyzed 
as a TETU effect of this sort within OT, as 'vell as a similar example from the 
syntax-phonology interface. 

2.2.1 Allornorpl·1y 
Mascar6 (2004) observes that when a rnorphen1e has n1ultiple underlying foro1s, 
Gen supplies candidates that vary in the forms they correspond to (CHAPTER 99: 

PHONOLOGICALLY CONDITIONED ALLOMORPH SELECTION). In cases like English a/an, 
'vhere the indefinite article has hvo lexically listed allomorphs, some members of 
the candidate set stand in correspondence \Vith underlying a, while others stand 
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in correspondence with underlying an. For this reason, the t\vO output candidates 
shown in (6), a zvug and •an zvug, tie on all high-ranked IO-faithfulness constraints. 
While the ranking of faithfulness constraints (here, simply FAITH) above NoCooA 
generally permits codas throughout English, NoCooA nevertheless en1erges as 
decisive here, ruling out *an tvug in this unique case where multiple possible 
outputs are equally faithful to their respective inputs.5 

(6) {a, an) /wAg/ FAITH NoCooA 

u.- a. <!.WAg • 

b .  an.\vAg l(• *I 

A more complex TETO analysis of lexically specific allornorph selection is 
offered in Becker's (2009) discussion of the Turkish aorist (Lees 1961; Napikoglu 
and Ketrez 2006). The aorist suffix has two allomorphs: /-Ir/, with a high vo,vel, 
is used after all polysyllabic roots; /-Er/, vvith a non-high vowel, is used after 
all n1onosyllabic obstruent-final roots (the backness and height of these vo,vels 
are determined by VO\Vel harmony; CHAPTER 118: TURKISH VOWEL HARMONY). 
Nlonosyllabic sonorant-final roots allo'" lexical exceptions: some take /-Ir/, 
while others take /-Er/. 

(7) shape of stem affix 
polysyllabic -Ir [gere'k-ir) 'need' [\fali'f-ir) 'work' 
obstruent-final monosyllabic -Er [sa 't-ar] 'sell' [l-e'p-er) 'kiss' 

{r I nl-final monosyllabic -Ir [ka 'I-tr I 'stay' [gre'r-yr) 'see' 
-Er [da'l-ar] 'di\re' (re'r-er] 'knit' 

Turkish vov.rels are typically faithful to their underlying height specification, 
both in roots and in affixes; for example, the affix /-E/ (DATIVE) (e.g. [je're) 'to 
the place') contrasts with the affix /-I/ (3sc ross) (e.g. [je'ri] 'his/her place') . 

This indicates that IoENr[high] outranks both of the markedness constraints in 
(8). vVhen two allomorphs are available to choose fron1, hovvever, as in these 
aorist examples, IDENT[high) is satisfied regardless of the choice of allornorph; 
the markedness constraints can thus emerge as decisive. (9) illustrates how 
*'a/high consistently selects the /-Er/ allomorph in n1onosyllabic obstruent-final 
roots. 

(8) a. *'a/high 
No stressed high vo,vels. 

b. *RER 
No non-high vowels bet,,veen sonorants . 

. 

(9) /sat-[-Er, -Ir} I IDENT[highJ *'a/high ; *RER 
. 

sa 't-ar • m;,W' a. • 
• 

b. SQ 't-ir 
• . , • 
• 
• 

• The ranking FAITH >> ONSET similarly chC>oses [an.Ag) over '(a.Ag!. 
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The situation is more complex in the monosyllabic sonorant-final roots, 'vhich don't 
behave uniformly. Some of these occur with /-Er/, violating •RER, as sho\vn in 
(10), while others occur with /-Ir/, violating "a/high, as in (11). Becker argues 
that sonorant-final monosyllabic roots are linked to lexically specified con
straint rankings: for /-Erl-selecting roots like /dol/, * 'o/high >> *RER, '"hile the 
opposite ranking holds for /-lr/-selecting roots like /kol/. The overall pattern 
is one \vhere e.ach markedness constraint is emergent for a particular class of 
roots. See Becker (2009) for further details of the analysis, including the treat-
1nent of polysyllables and 1nechanisn1s for learning both affi.x URs and lexically 
specific rankings. 

(10) /dol-{-Er, -Ir}/ lDENT(high] *'a/high *RER 

� a . do 'I-or • 

b. do'l-ir ,. , 

(11) /kol-{-Er, -Ir}/ lDENT(high] *RER *'a/high 
a . ko '1-ar . , 

""' b. ko 'I-tr • 

This TETU analysis of the Turkish aorist accounts for the fact that the lexically 
specific distribution of this affix is limited to sonorant-final roots. Since *RER is 
ranked belo'" lDENT[high), its effect can only be observed when a root contributes 
one sonorant and one of hvo lexicaUy listed a.Uomorphs (here, of the aorist affix) 
contributes the other. This contrasts "'ith a diacritic-based approach to exceptionality; 

since such an approach isn't based on markedness constraints, it runs the risk of 
missing phonological restrictions on the distribution of exceptions. See Gouskova 
(2010) for further argun1ents in favor of a grrunn1ar-based approach to exceptionality 
(also CHAPTER 106: EXCEPTIONALITY). 

Rankings in each of these allomorphy examples take the form F >> M, 'vhere 
F cannot distinguish between candidates containing different allomorphs. Because 
multiple candidates are equally faithful, satisfying M does not require violating 
a lower-ranked F2, as is required in the prototypical TETU cases discussed in §1. 
The Turkish example sho,vs that satisfying an emergent markedness constra.int 
can also require violating a lo"'er-ranked markedness constraint, in a ranking like 
F >> Ml >> M2. This occurs because markedness constraints can conflict with 
each other, as well as '�'ith faithfulness constraints. The follo"ri.ng discussion of 
phonological pluasing and the syntax-phonology interface carries this observation 
further, demonstrating that n1arkedness constraints can also emerge in contexts 
where a higher-ranked, conflicting markedness constraint is inactive. 

2.2.2 Phonological phrasing 
Because faithfulness constraints do not evaluate prosodic stru.cture, analyses 
of phonological phrasing are generally based on rankings of conflicting marked
ness constraints. \Vhile most familiar TETU rankings involve domination by 
a conflicting faithfulness constraint, the dominating constraint 1nay also be a 
second n1arkedness constraint. That is, don1inated M2 n1ay also emerge in a 
ranking like (12). 
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Truckenbrodt (1999) proposes an analysis of phonological phrasing based only 
on markedness constraints; in contexts "'here high-ranking n1arkedness constraints 
are rendered inactive, lO"'er-ranking markedness constraints emerge. In Chewa 
(Bantu, referred to by Truckenbrodt as Chiche\\ra), a complex VP like [\/ NP NPlvr 
is produced as single phonological phrase, (\/ NP NP)r"r' rather than *(V NP) rhr 
(NP)r11r, as in (13). The large phrase satisfies WRAP-XP, a constraint that penal
izes any syntactic phrase "'hose elements are parsed into sn1aller phonological 
phrases. Other don1i.nated markedness constraints express conflicting preferences 
for smaller phonological phrases: ALIGN-XP demands alignment of the right edge 
of each syntactic phrase \Vith the right edge of a corresponding phonological phrase. 
The winner in (13) incurs a violation due to the first NP, \vhich has no phrase 
break at its right edge. 

The ranking WRAP-XP >> ALJGN-XP genera.Uy th\varts ALIGN-XP's desire for 
additional phonological phrases. ALIGN-XP's effects emerge, however, under focus. 
ALIGN-Foe requires focused verbs to falJ at the end of phonological phrases; the 
ranking ALIGN-Foe >> WRAP-XP rules out candidate (14a). Candidates (14b) and 
(14c) both satisfy ALIGN-Foe, and both violate WRAP-XP, rendering WRAP-XP 
inactive as \veil in selecting the optin1al output. Because these ca.ndidates tie on 
high-ranking constraints, '''e again see a TETU effect: ALIGN-XP emerges, select
ing the unmarked candidate, (14c). 

(13) 
VJ;," a. 

b. 

(14) 
a. 

b. 

•«" c. 

/[V NP NP)vp/ 

(V NP NP)p,,r 

(V NP)PhP (NP)r11r 

/[VFoc NP NP]v,,/ 

(V FOC NP NP) PhP 

(V roc)rhr (NP NP)rhP 

(V roc)rhP ( NP)rhr (NP)rhP 

ALIGN-Foe WRAP-XP ALICN-XP 
• 

• 1 

ALIGN-Foe \iVRAP-XP ALIGN-XP 

*! • 
• •1 

* 

Truckenbrodt notes that this analysis of Che\va is particularly interesting, due 
to the non-local nature of the TETU effect: the appearance of an (unmarked) 
prosodic break after the focused verb cat.lses another break to appear after a 
subsequent non-focused noun phrase. 

2.3 Output segments not evaluated by 
specific faithfulness 

Th.is final subsection disct.isses situ.ations "'here general IO-faith.fulness is IO"'
ranked, and the en1erging markedness constraint is instead dominated by a 
different type of faithfulness constraint. In other \vords, these are TETU rankings 
of the type Special-F >> M >> General-F. We discuss three kinds of faithfulness that 
can outrank general IO-faithfulness: positional faith.fulness, \vhich protects strong 
positions inside a candidate; output-output faithfulness, 'vhich protects the base 
in a morphologically comp lex form; and UsELISTED, \Vhich protects correspondents 
of existing forn1s in a speaker's lexicon. 
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2.3.1 Positional faithfulness 
Beckman (1999) examines patterns 'vhere contrasts are licensed only in strong 
positions like initial syllables, stressed syllables, and onsets. She analyzes these 
using positional faithfulness constraints, '"'hich assess correspondence only for 
segments in particular output positions (here, onsets). 

Catalan (Romance) allows contrastive voicing in onsets, but bans voiced 
obstruents in codas (CHAPTER 69: FINAL DEVOICING AND FINAL LARYNGEAL NEU
TRALIZATION). Beck1nan accounts for this with the ranking sho\vn in (15)-(17). 
Underlyingly voiced coda obstruents are devoiced in surface forms, due to the 
ranking •vo10as >> IDENT(voice], as in (15). In onsets, ho,vever, underlying voi
ci.ng surfaces faithfully, due to the high-ranking positional faithfulness constraint 
lDENT[voice]/Onset, as in (16)-(17). Here the markedness constraint *Vo10ss is 
dominated, yet active in non-onset contexts, n1aking this a TETU effect. 

(15) /griz/ 'gray (MASC)' IDENT[voice]/Onset *VorOss IDENT[voice] 

a . 'griz **I 

.... b. 'gris ,. • 

(16) I gos-a I 'dog (FEM)' IDENT[voice]/Onset *VorOss IDENT[voice] 

a . 'go.z;:i *I ** • 
.... b. 'go.sa • 

(17) I griz-a I 'gray (FE.M)' I DENT[ voice] /Onset •vo10as IDENT[voice] 

(l.;J" a. 'gri.za ... 

b. 'gri.sa •1 • • 

In addition to protecting phonologically strong positions (initial syllable, stressed 
syllables, onsets), positional faithfulness may also protect morphologically strong 
contexts such as roots (McCarthy and Prince 1995) and nouns (Snuth 1999, 2001; 
see also CHAPTER 102: CATEGORY-SPECIFIC EFFECTS). Snuth notes that in Spanish, 
stress is lexicaUy marked i.n nouns bt.1t predictable i.n verbs. She analyzes a range 
of such patterns using noun-specific faithfulness constraints (F /Noun) in the rank
ing schema F/Noun >> IV! >> F. Here, nouns may be faithful to lexically specified 
stress thanks to high-ranking F /Noun; in verbs, however, stress is instead gov
erned by emergent markedness constraints. 

The activity of markedness constraints in aU of these rankings, despite their 
domination by a conflicting (here position-specific) faithfulness constraint, iden
tifies these as TETU effects. There is a significant difference, however, between many 
positional faithfulness patterns and most other TETU patterns. In the TETU rank
ing sche111a ta discussed in previous sections, general IO-faithfulness constraints 
dominate emergent markedness constra.ints. Here, though, markedness domina.tes 
(general, though not position-specific) IO-faithfulness. This results in different 
surface distributions of the emergent unmarked structures. 

Typically, when IO-F >> M, marked structures are licensed in most contexts 
throughout the language; unn1arkedness en1erges in specific, less frequent con
texts like reduplicants, epenthetic segments, or allomorphs. When TETU results 
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from high-ranking positional faithfulness, ho'''ever, the reversed ranking M >> 
10-F can result in a language \Vhich is largely unma.rked; in these languages, n1arked 
structures are restricted to the specific set of contexts protected by the positional 
faithfub1ess constraint. When this set of n1arkedness licensing contexts is small, 
as for PAJTH/ol or FAJTH/'o (faithfulness to \vord-initial and stressed syllables, 
respectively), unmarked structures are required in the majority of contexts: the 
set of positions in which markedness may occur is atypically smaller than those 
where tu1markedness is required.6 This distributional pattern will be discussed 
further in §4. 

2.3.2 Output-output faithfulness 
Another fan1ily of constraints \vhich evaluates on.ly some outputs and so gives rise 
to TETU effects is output-output (00) faithfulness (Benua 1997). 00-faithfulness 
constraints evaluate correspondence between the base of a morphologically 
complex "'Ord and that base's stand-alone surface form. Harris (1990) discusses 
examples of Aitken's Law in dialects of the Central Scottish Lo\vlands. Here, stressed 
vowels in roots have predictable length: \vhen follo\ved by any consonant other 
than /r v o z/, vo'''els are short; otherwise, they are long. /r A/ are exceptions, 
remaining short in all positions. (See also CHAPTER 20: THE REPRESENTATION OF 
VOWEL LENGTH.) For example, stop-final feed has a short vo"'el, \vhile the open 
syllable key has a long vo,vel. The past tense keyed, however, keeps the long vowel 
\vhich is present in its base key, despite its final stop coda. This can be attributed 
to protection fro1n high-ranking 00-FAlTH, as described belo\v (Benua 1997; 
.tv!cCarthy 2002). 

Because 00-faithfulness constrai.nts target only a subset of a language's out
put forms -those which are morphologically complex -they can give rise to TETU 
effects. A ranking like 00-F >> M >> 10-F operates much like the positional 
faithfulness TETU ranking discussed above. The markedness constraint •v:C] 
("no long vo,vels in syllables closed by any consonant other than /r v o z/") 
dominates IO-faithfulness; tableau (18) sho,vs that this results in a language 
\Vhich is typically unmarked: long vo'''els are absent from dosed syllables. Long 
vowels appear in open syllables, as in (19); because OO-l o£NT(length) >> *V:C], 
long vowels also appear in closed syllables in n1orphologically complex fonns 
derived from roots with long vowels, as in keyed (ki:d) (cf. key (ki:)) in (20). 

(18) /fi:d/ 00-lo(Jength) V:C) 10-Io(length) 
""'a. fid • 

b. fi:d ., 

(19) /ki:/ 00-[o(Jength) V:C] 10-fo(length) 

a. ki *! 

'"" b . ki: 

t. Positional (ait11fulness TETU ra11kings can also resl1lt ir1 la11guages 1ivl1ere, as is rr1ore t)rpical of TETU, 
unmarkedness is the less frequent pattern; thls occurs \ .. •hen the positional faithft1.lness constraint 

targets a broad set of positions, e.g. i'AJTH/Root. 
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(20) /ki:-d/ 00-ID(Iength) V:C] 

a . kid *I 

ll;i' b . ki:d • 

10-ID(length) 
• 

Here, again, a n1arkedness constraint is active in the language despite its 
domination by (here, 00) faithfulness. Similar TETU effects are possible in otl1er 
fueories that use faithfulness relations behveen members of a paradigm, such as 
McCarthy's (2005) Optimal Paradigms. 

2.3.3 UsELISTED 

Zura\\' (2000) proposes an additional novel kind of faithfulness constraint, 
UsELISTED, which protects items that are listed in a speaker's lexicon. Listed 
items include all roots and all morphologicaUy complex forms that a particular 
speaker has heard, with more frequent items assumed to be more strongly 
listed. 

In producing a previously heard, n1orphologically complex forn1, the speaker 
has l\vo options: they could use either the lexically listed fonns of the root 
and affixes as inputs to the grammar, or they could instead use the single 
lexically listed complex form (again, as input to the grammar). Zuraw pro
poses that these two possible input structures compete in a single evaluation, 
with UsELISTED penalizing outputs derived fron1 productive combinations of 
1norphemes. 

For novel roots and novel con1plex forms (i.e. novel combinations of roots 
and affixes, even if a speaker is familiar with each morpheme in other contexts), 
ho,vever, no lexical listing is available. Thus outputs based on any of these forms 
will violate Us£L1sTED equally. Markedness constraints ranked below UsEL1STED 
can therefore en1erge in evaluations of unfa1niliar items, as in Hayes and Londe's 
(2006) analysis of Hungarian vo,vel harmony. 

The Hungarian dative appears with a back VO\vel \vhen the root's final syllable 
has a back vo,vel ([glyko:z-n)k) 'glt1cose-DAT'), and it appears \Vith a front 
vo\vel "'hen the root's final syllable has a front rounded vo,vel ( [fof0:r-nek] 
'chauffeur-DAT') (CHAPTER 123: HUNGARIAN VOW"EL HA.Rll·!ONY). When the root's final 
syllable has a. front unrounded vowel, some items take a. front suffix ([tsi.:n1-nEI�) 
'address-DAT') and others take a back suffix ([hi:d-n:ik) 'bridge-DAT'). Taking a 
back suffix is especially l�ely \Vhen the final front unrounded vo"rel is preceded 
by a back vowel ([a:tse:l-n::>k) 'steel-DAT'). Here, the relevant markedness con
straints will be LOCAL[e:J, \vhich penalizes back vo\vels in the syllable inunediately 
foUo"ring an [e:), and DISTAL(back], which penalizes front vo'"els in any syl
lable following a back vo,vel. 

Hungarian speakers agree on the dative forn1s of familiar (lexically listed) 
items such as [a:tse:l-n)k]. Us£L1STED is decisive in these cases, preferring the 
listed form over productive co1nbinations of the root and the suffix, and thus 
rendering lower-ranked n1arkedness constraints on vo\vel harmony inactive. The 
t\vo candidates (21a) and (21b) are generated from the listed form [a:tse:l-n:ik), 
and thus satisfy UsELISTED (despite the unfaithful surface form of this input 
in (21b)). The second two candidates are generated productively by combining 
the root /a:tse:l/ with the dative suffix, and are thus ruled out by UsELISTED. 
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/a:tse:l-{nek, n:ikl /, 'OsE ' lDENT LOCAL : DISTAL ' 
' • 

listed: [a:tse:l-n:ik] LISTED : ' [back] [e: I : [back] 

/a:tse:l-n:>k/ � a:tse: l-n:ik ' • • * U4" a. ' • ' . 
' • 

b. /a:tse:l-n:>k/ � a:tse:l-nek ' . , • •• ' ' 
. ' ' 

c. /a:tse:l.-(n.£k, n:>k} I �  a:tse:l-n:>k . , ' • • • . ' • 
d. /a:tse:l-(nek, n:ik}/ � a:tse:l-ni:k 

' • 
., ' • • • 

' • 

But when Hungarian speakers hear a novel root containing a back vowel fo!Jo,ved 
by a front unrounded vo�veJ, e.g. [ha:de:l), the suffix vo,-vel in the dative forms 
can agree \vith either root vo,vel: some speakers prefer [ha:de:l-n:>k], as in (22a), 
\vhile others prefer [ha:de:l-nek], as in (22b). Both candidates in (22) violate 
UsEL1STED, since no lexical listing exists for this novel iten1, and thus the dative 
forrn must be derived productively by combining the root /ha:de:l/ \vith the 
dative suffix. 

(22) /ha:de:l-fnek, n:ikl /, 
listed: [ )  

ll$i" a. /ha:de:l-(n�k, n:ikl I � ha:de:l-n:ik 

""'" b. /ha:de:l-{ni::k, n:ik} I � ha:de:l-ni::k 

USE !DENT 
LISTED [back] 

• 

• 

LOCAL DISTAL 
[e: I [back] 

• • 

•• 
. 

Hayes and Londe argue that a particular speaker's actual output depends on a 
stochastic ranking bet\veen the l\vo competing markedness constraints on vowel 
harmony, LocAL[e:] and DISTAL[back). Crucially, as in the Turkish example in 
§2.2.1, one of these two low-ranked 1narkedness constraints emerges; here, this 
occurs \vhen dominating UsELISTED cannot distinguish between candidate out
puts for a novel input. 

3 Gradient TETU 

The previous sections have surveyed various ways in which high-ranking con
straints Cc1.11 be rendered irrelevant in particu.lar evaluations, auo�ving lower-ranked 
markedness constraints to emerge. Of course, not all markedness constraints "'hich 
are dominated in a particular language emerge; many are ranked too lo\v to ever 
be active in choosing a winning surface form. Recent work suggests, ho\vever, 
that subtle TETU effects can be identified even for 1narkedness constraints which 
never distinguish between grammatical and ungramn1atical forn<s. 

Consonants in Arabic roots are subject to various co-occurrence restrictions 
(CHAPTER 86: MORPHEME STRUCTURE CONSTRAINTS). Among grammatical consonant 
comb inations, preferences for particular combinations are found: some are much 
n1ore frequent than others in the lexicon, and novel >vords conforming to the n1ore 
hequent patterns are judged as more >veil-formed in ra.ting tasks (CHAPTER 90: 
FREQUENCY EFFECTS). Coetzee and Pater's (2008) analysis of these preferences 
among grammatical forms casts them as gradient TETU effects, where marked
ness constraints vvhich are never categorically obeyed nevertheless exert subtle 
preferences for unmarked forms (CHAl'TER 89: GRADIENCE ANO CATEGORICALITY IN 
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PHONOLOGICAL THEORY). Rankings giving rise to these gradient effects are illus
trated in (23) and (24). Roots including both coronal stops and fricatives (e.g. /dasar/ 
'to push', represented here as TS) and those containing coronal stops and sonorants 
(e.g. /dalaq/ 'to spill', represented here as TL) both surface faithfully in Arabic, 
although these combinations are underrepresented, i.e. they are attested less often 
than expected, given the overall frequency of each type of consonant. In the lexicon, 
hovtever, TS roots are more severely underrepresented than TL roots, suggesting 
that TL roots are in some sense 1nore easily tolerated. Coetzee and Pater argue 
that both con1binations violate a constraint against roots with two coronals (*TT), 
•vhiJe only the dispreferred TS roots violate an additional constraint against roots 
'"ith h"o coronals of similar sonority (*TT[son] ). 

(23) ITS/ lDllNT(place) *TT[son ] ·rr 

.,. a. TS • • 

b. PS ., 

(24) /TL/ lDllNT(place) *IT[son] *IT 
(l.;r' a . TL • 

b. PL ., 

Here, no 1narkedness constraint is ranked highly enough to ban TS or TL outputs. 
These consonant combinations are protected by faithfulness, and are thus attested 
and grammatical, but they are not judged by speakers to be quite as '"ell formed 
as roots that lack OCP violations. TS's additional violation of *TT[son] con
tributes to its decreased acceptability relative to TL, as observed in the results of 
word-likeness tasks and sinUlar psycholinguistic experin1ents. In other words, 
the 111arkedness constraint *TT[son] is active in Arabic even thtn.lgh it is crucially 
dominated by IDENT(place). This activity is evidenced by the underattestation of 
actual TS roots and the decreased acceptability of novel TS roots, even though it 
doesn't force unfaithful mappings. 

The incorporation of gradient generalizations into the gramn1ar can also be 
used to identify relative rankings of l.Uldomina.ted olarkedness constraints, i.e. 
the opposite of gradient TETU. If neither of two markedness constraints is ever 
crucially dominated by a conflicting constraint in some language, the relative 
ranking of these constraints cannot be determined from either categorical phono
tactics or paradigmatic information. This approach, however, allo'"s evidence for 
their relative ranking to co111e from grad ient phonotactics and psycholinguistic 
data. Coetzee (2009) compares the grammaticality of English homorganic stops 
after [s], noting that coronals are attested, as in state, but labials and dorsals 
are not, as in *skake or •spape (see also Davis 1984, 1991; Frisch 1996; Frisch et al. 
2004). 

Coetzee's psycholinguistic experiments sho,,v that speakers rate •spape as less 
acceptable than *skake, and both are less acceptable than state. He uses this result 
to propose that '"hile *sPVP and *sKVK are both undominated in English, the 
constraint penalizing *sPVP is 1nore highly ranked than the constraint penalizing 
*s1<V1<. This view is also supported by the existence of •vords that con1e close to 
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violating *sKVK, such as skag, skulk, or squeak, compared "'ith the non-existence 
of *spa.b, •spulp, or *spweep. 

4 The emergence of the faithful 

As mentioned in §2.3.1, there is an i1nportant distinction behveen the formal 
definition of TETU and the most intuitive surface-oriented descriptions of these 
patterns. McCarthy and Prince (1994: 334) define TETU as follo"rs: 

Even in languages where [some markedness constraint] C is crucially dontinated and 
therefore violated, the effects of C can still be observed under condjtions \vhere the 
dominating constraint is not relevant. . . .  this (is] "e1nergence of the unmarked." 

The sa1ne passage describes the typical surface pattern that results fron1 constraint 
activity despite don1ination: 

in the language as a whole, C may be roundly violated, but in a particular domain 
it is obeyed exactly. In that particular do1nain, the structure unmarked with respect 
to C emerges. 

Patterns \vhere h igh-ranking positional faithfulness constraints allo\v unn1arked
ness to en1erge (e.g. lDENT[voice]/ONSET >> *VorOss >> lDENT[voice]) den1onstrate 
that activity-despi.te-don1ination rankings can also give rise to a. converse pattern: 
a markedness constraint may in fact be obeyed in the language as a \vhole, but 
violated in a particular domain. In these cases, the structure unmarked v,rith respect 
to the markedness constraint en1erges in the language as a \Vhole, despite its 
u.ngranlmaticality in a particular domain. 

The la.ck of a necessary connection between a oJarkedness constraint's activity 
despite domination and the relative rarity of the resulting unmarkedness is also 
illustrated in patterns follo,ving from the activity of positional markedness con
straints. Like positional faithfulness constraints, these are versions of regularly 
attested markedness constraints which evaluate only structures in particular 
output positions, e.g. ONSET I al, a constraint that penalizes onsetlessness in the 
initial syllable only (CHAPTER 55: ONSETS). 

An example of this pattern comes from Arapaho (Algonquian, Smith 2002: 
127, from Salzn1an 1956: 53-54). In this language, onsetless syllables occur in 
non-initial syllables (e.g. the onsetless tltird syllable in [wo.'7o.u:.so:J 'kitten'), as 
sho,vn in (25). \iVord-initial vo,vels are, ho,vever, ba1med (e.g. *(o.to7)), as sho"'n 
in (26). These patterns folio'" from the ranking ONSET /al >> DEP >> ONSET, and 
are identical in character to the typical TETU surface pattern: marked structures 
are licensed in most of the language, but a sn1all pocket of enforced unmarked
ness is fo1md in initial syllables. Many other languages of this type are discussed 
by Smith (2002) and Flack (2009). 

(25) /\vo'?ou:so:/ ONSET/al DEP ONSET 

11 $' a. \vo.'?o.u:.so: • 

b. \VO . '7o.7u: .so: *I 

Marepian. 3ax1-1U1eH1-1� asropcbK1<1M npasoM 
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(26) /oto' I 0NSET/crl 'DEP ONSET 

c. -:tr a. ho.to7 * 

b. o.to' •I • 

Despite the surface similarities behveen positional markedness patterns and 
classic TETU patterns, the formal structure of these rankings distinguishes them 
from TETU rankings. These follo\v the schematic form Ml >> F >> M2, rather 
than the TETU form Fl >> M >> F2. These patterns thus n1ight be dubbed "The 
Emergence of the Faithful": F emerges (i.e. is active despite domination) in cases 
•vhere dominating ONSET/al is inactive. 

Albright (2004) discusses patterns of this sort, using the term "The Emergence 
of the Marked" to describe their surface pattern. In Lakota (Siouan), codas are 
banned in roots but licensed elsewhere (e.g. affixes, reduplicants, function words). 
This pattern results fron1 the positional 111arkedness ranking NoCooA-ROOT >> F 
>> NoCooA; as Albright explains, this pattern is a "mirror image of the TETU 
configuration: here, greater faithfulness emerges outside roots, when a higher-ranked 
markedness constraint (NoCooA-ROOT) is inapplicable" (2004: 7). Here, marked
ness "emerges" in distributionally rare root-external contexts. To be clear, the 
distributional sense of "e111erge" used here is different from the formal sense used 
by McCarthy and .Prince: formally, effects of the constraint which is domi.nated 
yet active emerges; distributionally, \vhichever pattern is not generally permitted 
(111arkedness vs. unmarkedness) "emerges" in specific, restricted contexts. 

5 Conclusion 

TETU is a property of theories \\'ith violable constraints, and sets these theories 
apart fron1 those \vith para111eters or inviolable constraints. In TETU rankings, 
a mar.kedness constraint is sho,vn to be dominated in a language, yet active 
in situations \\rhere the dominating constraints are irrelevant. Three types of 
such situations are surveyed in §2. Active-yet-do1ninated markedness constraints 
have also been used in the analysis of gradient patterns, as discussed in §3. 
Finally, patterns nillroring TETU \Vhich result fro111 active-yet-dominated faithful
ness constraints are discussed in §4. 

TETU effects, \\rhich demonstrate the violability of OT constraints, set OT apart 
from theories \Vith inviolable constraints, also kno,vn as parameters in Principles 
and Parameters Theory (Chomsky 1981, 1986). In Principles and Parameters Theory, 
the learner starts '"'ith paran1eters set to their default, or unn1arked, position; 
parameters can be S\vitched off given evidence fron1 the ambient langtiage. The 
NoCooA parameter, for instance, \vill remain on for a speaker of Ha\vaiian, as this 
language doesn't allo'v codas. Ho\\1ever, speakers of English or Nuu-chah-nulth 
will S\vitch the NoCooA parameter off, as codas are generally allo,ved in these 
languages. Once off, ho\\•ever, the NoCODA paran1eter can no longer be used to 
account for the contexts in \\•hich these t\·VO languages prefer cod.aless syllables 
(see §1 and §2.2.1 above), causing a loss of generality in the analysis of these lan
guages (McCarthy 2002: 131-132). 

Interest in TETU effects initially brought attention to a variety of cases where 
constraints \Vere sho\vn to be active even in languages \vhere they \vere roundly 
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violated, e.g. NoCooA in English. This Jent support to the view that there is a single, 
universal constraint set for all languages, \vhich in turn Jed to fruitful research 
on ho\v language-specific rankings of these universal constraints could be learned 
(see e.g. Tesar 1995; Tesar and Sn10Jensky 1998; and much work since). 

Early \vork in OT typically assumed that this universal constraint set was innate; 
assumptions of both innateness and constraint universality have begun to lose 
favor in recent years with the advent of proposals that some or all constraints are 
induced by learners (Flack 2007; Hayes and Wilson 2008; Moreton 2010). 

TETU effects \vere a n1ajor focus of interest in the early days of Opti1nality 
Theory, "'hen the concept of v iolable constraints •vas ne,.v to the linguistic com
munity. With the increased acceptance of violable constraints in theoretical \vork, 
cases of TETU no longer attract special attention, even as interest turns to other 
theories that incorporate violable constraints, including OT-CC (McCarthy 2007), 
Harmonic Grainmar (Legendre et al. 1990; Pater 2009), and MaxEnt (Gold,vater 
and Johnson 2003; Hayes and Wilson 2008). 
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59 Metathesis 

EUGENE BUCKLEY 

The term 111eta.thesis - Greek for 'transposition' - refers to a reordering of segments. 
This chapter outlines the range of phenomena that fall under this description, and 
theoretical perspectives on their insightful analysis. Other cross-linguistic surveys 
of this topic include Webb (1974), Ultan (1978), Hock (1985), \.Vanner (1989), Blevins 
and Garrett (1998, 2004), Becker (2000), and Hume (2001, 2004). 

The term has traditionally been best known for the description of historical sound 
changes (CHAPTER 93: SOUND CHANGE), often described as sporadic. For example, 
Osthoff and Brugmann (1878: xiv, n. 1) cite metathesis, along with dissiinilation 
(CHAPTER 60: DISSIAHLATION), a.s lacking the "mecl1anicaJ" character ofreguJar sound 
change. Hock (1985), ho\vever, argues that diadironic metathesis is regular when 
it serves to enforce a structural constraint. For example, in early attestations of 
Persian, as well as in reconstructed forms, clusters of an obstruent or nasal plus a 
liquid can be found before a final vowel. Loss of that vo\vel leads to a final cluster 
\Vith a rising sonority profile (CHAPTER 49: SONORITY; CHAPTER 46: POSITIONAL 
EFFECTS IN CONSONANT CLUSTERS); this configuration is repaired by metathesis 
of the hvo consonants, so that the more sonorous liquid is closer to the vo,vel. 
(The segments involved are underlined in (1).) 

(1) Persian liquid 1netathesis (Hock 1985: 534) 

s1vcra > surx 'red' 
vafra > barf 'snow, ice' 
agu > ars 'tear' 

•namra > narm 'soft' 

Although much of the literature discusses historical metathesis - '"here copious 
examples can be found - this chapter focuses on instances of metathesis that 
are active synchronically. By this I mean alternations in the ordering of segments 
that appear to be part of a speaker's productive gramn1atical kno\vledge, and 
therefore n1ust be accounted for in theories of linguistic coinpetence. There is 
of course an intimate connection between diachronic metathesis and the syn
chronic alternations that may persist in the grammar as a result, but I \Vil! take 
care to distinguish examples for which only diachronic change is well attested, 
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and \Vhere the results of the change appear to be ne\v underlying forms rather 
than a new phonological alternation. Sunilarly, although the emphasis is on 
phonologically defined patterns, son1e types of metathesis require reference to 
1norphologicaJ context, even if the specific change is expressed in terms of 
phonological categories. 

For most of the h,1entieth century, metathesis '"as described either in prose or, 
as forn1alisms became more sophisticated, as reorderings of indexed objects in a 
strIDg. Chomsky and Halle (1968: 361) describe metathesis as "a perfectly conlffion 
phonological process," and pern1it transforn1ations that effect permutation. In 
their notation, /skt/ � [kst] metathesis in Faroese, sho•vn belo•v in (3), could be 
expressed as follo,vs. 

(2) Meta.thesis 11-5 a transforma.tion 

Stru.cturaJ. description 

Structural change 

s k t 

1 2 3 � 2 1 3  

The need for indexation distinguishes metathesis from 1nost other processes, such 
as illsertion (CHAPTER 67: \10\''EL EPENTHESIS), deletion (CHAPTER 68: DELETION), and 
featural assinUJ.ation (CHAPTER 81: LOCAL ASSIMILATION). In those sorts of changes, 
•vhatever elements of the representation remain after the change maintain their 
relative ordering on their tier. A true featural equivalent to segmental metathesis 
would be a swap ill feature values on the same tier (or at some non-root node), 
such as a change from LH to HL tone in a context '"here underspecification of 
the L with simple shift of H is not a plausible analysis. As noted ID §1.4, there is 
limited evidence for tonal metathesis of tl1is sort. 

Follov,1mg tlle most common modern usage, in this chapter I apply the term 
rnetathesis to pennutations of segn1ents regardless of intervening material. §1 
deals with local metathesis, u1cludu1g the sequences CC, CV, and VV, followed 
by brief consideration of other types. §2 considers the long-distance metathesis 
of non-adjacent segments, as "'ell as the displacen1ent of a. segn1ent that is not 
exchanged \vith another. §3 considers the relation of metathesis to other phenomena 

with '"hich it shares some forn1al properties, such as infixation. 

1 Local metathesis 

In local metathesis, t"'O adjacent segments are S\'1apped, without any necessary 
change u1 their features, although ID some cases other processes may affect the 
outco1ne. These can be classified fonnally accordIDg to the segn1ents involved 
in the reversal: two consonants, a consonant and a vo•vel (in either order), or 
t"'O vo'"els. 

1.1 CC metathesis 

To organize tllis presentation, I group the processes accordmg to the features 
of the segments mvolved. These mclude the special role of sibilants, place of 
articulation, and manner of articulation. 
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1.1.1 Sibilants 
Sibilant consonants are often observed to reverse order \vith an adjacent stop 
consonant (Silva 1973; Hume 2001: 12-14; Seo and Hume 2001; Steriade 2001: 234f.; 
Blevins and Garrett 2004: 139f.; Hume and Seo 2004: 36-39). An example is found 
in Faroese, \vhere /sk/ follo"'ed by /t/ is reversed (Lock"'ood 1955: 23f.). 

(3) Faroese metathesis of /ski (Lock"'OOd 1955: 24) 

nwscu.line ne11/er 
fesk-ur feks-t 'fresh' 
rask-ur raks-t 'energetic' 
dansk-ur dal)ks-t 'Danish' 

As noted above, metathesis has typically been considered a sporadic or irregular 
process, unlike phenomena such as assimilation that can often be described in 
very general and regular terms (see Hume 2001: lf. for representative quotations). 
But the Faroese reversal illustrates that a process of metathesis can be fully regu
lar \Vhile also quite restricted in scope, simply because the necessary configuration 
does not often arise. Thus the neuter noun suffix /ti provides the environn1ent for 
reversal of stem-final I sk/; but a similar environment in verbs also triggers the 
changes, as can be seen in /UYl)ks-ti/ '\vish (PAST sc)' compared to the present 
singular /uvnsk-ir/ with the underlying ordering thanks to the follo,ving vo,vel 
(Hume 1999: 294). 

It '"as traditionally clalined that 1netathesis yields sequences that are in some \vay 
better formed than the i.nput ordering, usually in the sense of "ease of articulation" 
or satisfying a language's phonotactic constraints (Wechssler 1900: 497; Grammont 
1933: 239; Ultan 1978: 390). More recent work has placed greater emphasis on 
the role of perception (CHAPTER 98: SPEECH PERCEPTION AND J>HONOLOGY), and on 
historical explanations for how n1etathesis arises (CHAPTER 93: SOUND CHANGE). 
Faroese can be seen as auditory metathesis - the ten1poral decoupling of the noise 
of a fricative, especially a sibilant, from the surrounding signal, which can lead to 
a sibilant and an adjacent stop being reinterpreted as occurring in the opposite 
of the original order (Blevins and Garrett 2004: 120). A segn1ent often moves to a 
position in '"luch it is n1ore easily perceptible, especially due to the forn1ant transi
tions in an adjacent vo,vel (Hume 1999: 295f.; Seo and Hume 2001.: 215-217). Thus 
Faroese metathesis places the stop /k/ in a more perceptible position, adjacent to 
the preceding VO\Vel, 1.vhile the sibilant remains perceptible '"ithout an adjacent 
vo,vel. This directionality suggests that confusibility in the orderu1g of the segments 
is not the sole factor, since synunetrical confusion predicts randon1 reordering 
according to the hvo possible interpretations of an ambiguous auditory signal 
(Steriade 2001: 233-235); but see Blevins and Garrett (2004: 119f.) for a defense 
of the nlisperception account. The outcon1e in particular languages may depend 
on prosody, such as the location of stress, and phonetic detail, such as the release 
of final stops; such differences may explain the synlmetrically opposite changes 
in Late West Sax.on (/frosk/ � [froks] 'frog') and a certain variety of colloquial 
French (/fiks/ � [fisk] 'fixed') (Blevins and Garrett 2004: 139f.). 

A transformational rule that reverses the order of segments does not make 
reference to the apparent motivations of the reordering, such as an improvement 
in markedness (CHAPTER 4: MARKEONESS). But like other phonological processes, 
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metathesis may operate in order to satisfy the phonotactic restrictions of a language. 
That is, just as the place assin1ilation in anba. � mnbn satisfies a condition that 
nasal codas n1ust agree in place with a follo\ving stop, so a metathesis such as 
in11u1 � imna in (6) satisfies a condition on the sequencing of coronal and labial 
consonants. Recent approaches have attempted to capture this insight and to treat 
metathesis more on a par \Vith other processes. 

In the surface orientation of Optimality Theory (Prince and S1nolensky 2004), 
the expected Faroese sequence [skt] can be penalized by a constraint against 
a stop that occurs beh"een two other consonants (Hume 1999: 298), ,.vhether it 
is defined directly in terms of perceptibility or as a more abstract configuration. 
This pressure must dominate the correspondence constraint LINEARITY, '"hich 
otherwise prevents reorderings of segn1ents, and obviously plays a central role 
in the analysis of metathesis (Hun1e 1998: 149, 68£.; McCarthy and Prince 1995: 
371f.; McCarthy 2000: 173). Metathesis occurs only \vhen LINEARITY is ranked 
below faithfulness constraints such as MAX and DEP; these prevent deletion or 
insertion of material that other"rise might serve to remedy the surface constraint 
that metathesis addresses. 

(4) /raskt/ *STOl'/C_C : MAX : DEi' LINEARITY • • 
._.a. raskt . , • • • • 

' ' 
' ' 

b. rast ' . , ' 
' ' 
' ' 

c. rask ' ., ' 
' ' 

d. raskit 
' ' . , ' ' 
' ' 

rakst 
' ' • e. ' ' 
' • 

Naturally, no violation of LINEARITY is required in a form such as [raskur], '"here 
the stop /k/ is adjacent to a vo'"el, and the sequence surfaces intact. 

Another relatively restricted case of stop-sibilant metathesis is the Tiberian 
Hebrew hitpn'el verb form, "'here the /t/ of the prefix reverses \vi.th a stem
initial sibilant (Malone l.993: 52f.; Coetzee 1999: 106; see .Malone 1.971 for similar 
facts in other Semitic languages; see also CHAPTER 108: SEMITIC TEMPLATES). The 
exan1ples in (Sa) sho'v the lack of metathesis '"ith non-sibilants. 

(5) Tiberian Hebreiu metathesis (Coetzee 1999: 106) 
a. hit-pallet � hitpallel 'he prayed' 

hit-qaddef � hitqaddef 'he sanctified himself' 
b. hit-sappex � histappex 'he felt attached to' 

hit-famn1er � hiftarnn1er 'he protected himself' 
hit-sakker � hiStakker 'he gave himself into service' 
hit-zakker � hizdakker 'he remembered' 
hit-s'addeq � his' t 'addeq 'he considered himself righteous' 

For Coetzee (1999: 122£.), the motivation for metathesis in exactly this context, 
when a /t/ '"ould other"rise precede a sibilant, is that a [t] + sibilant sequence 
•vould be subject to reinterpretation as an affricate, a type of segment disfavored 
in Tiberi.an Hebre\v. He proposes a constraint •t+SIBfLANT against that sequence, 
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again \vith relatively low-ranked LINEARITY. Hume (2004: 222f.), discussing the 
equivalent n1etathesis in Modern Hebre\v, argues that the poor attestation of 
[t] + sibilant sequences in Hebre'"' sets the stage for a reinterpretation with the 
sibilant in first position: an an1biguous acoustic signal is likely to be interpreted 
sequentially according to the most commonly attested ordering of those segments, 
dependent not necessarily on universal principles, but on the lexicon and grammar 
of the language in question. 

1.1. 2 Place of articulation 
J'v!any instances of CC metathesis depend on place of articulation (CHAPTER 22: 

CONSONANTAL PLACE OF ARTICULATION), \Vith certain orderings of place favored 
over others. Permutation of this type is found in a range of Malayo-Polynesian 
languages (Blevins and Garrett 2004: 136). In Cebuano, for instance, a coronal stop 
or nasal follo,ved by a labial or velar consonant is reversed, optionally in some 
cases (Blust 1979: l l.0).1 The consonants come to be adjacent as the result of vovvel 
syncope after a vo"rel-initial suffix is added. 

(6) Cebuano metathesis of coronal + non-coronal clusters (Blust 1979: 110) 
stem suffixed form 
lutuk lukt-un 'put the finger in' 
gitik gitk-anun - gikt-anun 'ticklish' 
atup atp-an - apt-an 

. 
ll1Ull1 m1n-a 

'roof' 
'drink' 

Stems such as /lakat/ '\valk' that already have the preferred ordering maintain 
it ([lakt-un]), sho'"'ing that the process is not simply an across-the-board reversal 
in consonant clusters. In this case, the favored ordering places the coronal in 
second position. 

The t"''O changes in Cebuano - deletion of the vowel and reversal in the result
ing cluster - \vere likely ordered historical events, and this history can be modeled 
easily by ordered synchronic rules. But the same facts are also consistent with 
simultaneous satisfaction of two surface constraints in OT. The candidates 
•[luhtl<un] and *(lutkun] both violate one of these constraints - by the lack of 
syncope, or the disfavored consonant ordering - \vhereas [lukt1.u1] satisfies both, 
and \VinS under IO\V ranking of LINEARITY and MAX-V. 

(7) /lutuk-un/ ·vcvcv : •n< • LINEARITY : MAx-V 
• I • 

a. ] u.ltlk u n ., • • • • • • . • 
b. J utkun • ., • • • • 

• • ta? c. luktun . • . • • • 

A phonetic explanation for this type of reordering is co-articula.tory metathesis, "''him 
results from. the overlap in adjacent consonant gestures (Blevins and Garrett 2004: 

1 Siroila.r: patterns are found in a number of other Philippine languages (Blust l97J: 85(.; 1979: 1041.; 
Crowhurst 1998: 597), including Tagalog, where, however, it is poorly attested and classified with 
irregular verbs (Schachter and Otanes 1972: 375-380). 
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136-138); for example, overlapping coronal (T) and non-coronal closures (K) are 
perceived as the non-coronal, \'thich leads to reversals such as TK --) KT in Cebuano 
(6). A general preference for apicals to follow non-apicals has been cited with 
regard to metathesis in other languages such as Greek, \vh.ich n1ay be related to 
the tendency for coronal codas to assimilate to foUowing non-coronals (Bailey 1970: 
348). One abstract phonological approach formalizes the licensing properties 
of different places of articulation (Rubin 2001: 194-199); unn1arked Coronal is a 
natural head and licenses the place features of a preceding non-coronal, favoring 
KT over TK. See also Blust (1979: 102f.) and Winters (2001) on the general pref
erence for coronals to occur second in a cluster. 

Some reorderings have considerably more complex origins. In the Kondh branch 
of Dravidian, sequences of a velar /kg/ plus a labial Ip b I are reversed. The Pengo 
examples be lo'"' illustrate two allon1orphs I -pa/ and I -ba I of the intensive
frequentative or plural action suffix, both of which also occur in contexts "''ithout 
me tathesis as seen in (8a). For similar Kui examples, see .Hume (2001: 8). 

(8) Pengo velar + labial 111etathesis (Burro"'' and Bhattacha.rya l 970: 82f., 201) 

a. gru:t-pa- --) gru:t-pa- 'fell' 
huz-ba- --) huz-ba- 'roast' 

b. qrik-pa- --) qripka- 'break' 
ku:k-pa- --) ku:pka- 'call' 
ca:k-ba- --) ca:bga- 'sacrifice' 
tog-ba- --) tobga- 'be split' 

According to Garrett and Blevins (2009: 538ff.), this metathesis pattern arose 
by re-analysis of con1plex allomorphy deep in the history of Dravidian. Briefly, 
causative /p I could replace the last consonant of the sten1, as in Kolami (1nelg-) 
'grow (rNTR)' and derived (mel-p-] 'rear'. This "''aS interpreted as a rule deleting 
the velar before the labial, '"'hich \Vas extended to other labial-initial suffixes, 
including the plural action containing [-p-). This 'vould yield an alternation 
bet\'\•een simple • /ku:k-/ 'caU' and plural action • /ku:k-p/-) "[ku:-p-]. But there 
is another basic allomorph of the plural action suffix containing /-k-/; if this 
\vere added to the existi.ng plural a.ction in order to make the exponence of that 
category clearer, the result is the pair "[ku:k-] and "[ku:-p-k·), which then gives 
the appearance of n1etathesis of the suffixal /pl and the stem-final /k/. 

vVha tever the historical origin of Pen go meta thesis, it became part of the grarnmar 
thanks to learners treating it as an active synchron.ic process. The constraint encod
ing the Pengo alternation n1ust penalize a velar + la.bial sequence; call it *KP. Jn 
addition to MAX and DEP, it is especially relevant here to include the constraint !DENT 
to prevent changes to the features targeted by the phonotactic constraint . 

. 

(9) /togba/ "KP : MAX : DEP : IDENT LINEARITY • ' ' . . 
togba •1 ' ' ' a. . • ' ' 

' ' ' 
• ' ' 

b. toba ' . , • . 
' ' • . . • 

c. togiba • ' ., • . • • 
d to1nba 

• ' • . , • ' • • ' • 

tobga 
• ' • * .,.. e. • ' • . ' • 
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Perceptual factors may contribute to such re-analyses. Placing the labial first in 
the cluster, at least in related Kui, puts it in the stressed syllable, \Vhich may 
enhance its perceptibility; the \Veak bursts of labial stops reduce the benefit of 
being located in the onset (Hun1e 1999: 296). Experimental evidence indicates 
that labial place is more perceptible in codas than is velar, and that velars bene
fit more in perceptibility from being in the onset than do labials (Winters 2001: 
238-241). This n1eans that the ordering PK is overall more likely to be heard 
correctly than KP. Emphasizing historical origin, ho\vever, Blevins and Garrett 
(2004: 136) consider the perceptually based prediction to be PK � KP, as attested 
in other languages si.ich as Mokilese /apkas/ � [akpas) 'no"•', and claim that 
the Dravidian pattern favoring PK could arise only by such means as re-analysis 
of a morphological pattern. 

Segn1ents undergoing metathesis may originate in different n1orphen1es, as 
in Pengo, but may also occur inside a single morphen1e. Across a morpheme 
boundary, the offendi.ng cluster is created by conca tenation; �vithin a mor
pheme, the context for metathesis may be created directly by a syncope rule 
that brings the consonants into contact (as in Cebuano (6)), or a triggering 
context introduced by concatenation but affecting nvo consonants that are under
Jyingly adjacent (as in Faroese (3)). 

1.1.3 Manner of articulation 
Classes of consonants defined by manner, such as liquids or sonorants (see CHAP
TER 13: TH£ STRICTURE FEATURES), are often targeted specifically by metathesis. 
(One nught also include here the sibilants discussed in §1.1.1.) Metathesis involv
ing the class of liquids is found in a number of languages (Blevins and Garrett 
2004: 128f.); a historical example from Persian '"as cited in (1 ). In Rendille (Cushitic, 
Kenya), an Ir I and a preceding obstruent or nasal reverse in order after they 
become adjacent upon deletion of the intervening vowel (Sim 1981: 7, 9£.; Hume 
1998: 178; Blevins and Garrett 2004: 129). 

(10) Rendille metathesis of /r I in clusters (Sim 1981: 7, 9) 

fe111inine 
udur-te 
agar-le 
hamar-te 

masculine 
(trd-e 
arg-e 
harm-e 

's/he slept' 
's/he sa'"' 
's/he shivered' 

In the frame\vork of Blevins and Garrett (2004: 121-125), this percept11a.l inetathesis 
arises when the cues for a sequence of sounds are perceived by the listener 
as reordered relative to the speaker's intention, \vhich is possible when some 
feature is realized over a relatively long duration and therefore contains ambi
guity of analysis. This is true for consonant clusters as \veil as vowel-consonant 
sequences (see §1.2). Besides liquids (CHAPTER 30: THE REPRESENTATION OF 
RHOTICS; CHAPTER 31: LATERAL CONSONANTS), other segment types \Vith elongated 
cues include pharyngeals (CHAPTER 2s: PHARYNGEALS), secondary labialization 
(CHAPTER 29: SECONDARY AND DOUBLE ARTICULATION), palatalization (CHAPTER 71: 

PALATALIZATION), and glottalization or aspiration (Blevins and Garrett 2004: 123). 
Hume (2004: 220-227) argues similarly that ambiguity or indeterminacy in the 
auditory signal sets the stage for a reinterpretation of linear order, but places a 
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special emphasis on the role of the specific attested sequences in the language, 
as discussed for Hebre'\' above. 

In Kan1bata (East Cushitic, Ethiopia), a suffix-i nitial nasal transposes with a 
preceding obstruent, and is also subject to place assimilation in this position, as 
illustrated by [IJk] and (mb] resulting from an /n/-initial suffix (Hudson 1980: 
105); similarly the related language Sidamo (Vennemann 1988: 55) and several 
other East Cushitic languages (Garrett and Blevins 2009: 532f.). 

(11) Kambata metathesis of obstruent + nasal clusters (Hudson 1980: 105) 

it-ne:mmi � inte:mmi 'we have eaten' 
t'u:d-na:mmi � t'u:nda:mmi 'we will see' 
oros-nanruru � oronsa:mm1 'we. \Vill take' 
sok-ne:nuni � soI}ke:n1mi 'we have sent' 
hab-no:mmi � hambo:ron1i. '•ve forgot' 

This metathesis is part of a conspiracy (CHAPTER 70: CONSPIRACIES) of changes 
(including con1plete assimilation and vowel epenthesis) that avoid ill-formed 
consonant dusters, in this case obstruent + sonorant; see Hun1e (1999: 300-
302) for a perceptual-optimization accoiu1t. In a novel strategy that anticipates 
Optimality Theory, Hudson (1980: 109) proposes that affixation generates two 
outputs with alternate orderings of juxtaposed consonants (such as [itne:mmi], 
[inte:nuni]), \\'here the choice bet\veen the outputs is made according to conditions 
on phonotactics. This technique would not, ho\\'ever, generalize to examples such 
as Faroese and Cebuano, in \vhich the relevant consonants are not juxtaposed 
across a morpheme boundary. 

The obstruent + nasal reversal in East Cushitic has been cited as an example 
of a n1etathesis that does not result fron1 a conventional source such as a mis
perception of the ordering of the cues (Garrett and Blevins 2009: 532-537). 
Rather, it appears to reflect the pressure of other consonant interactions; I 
illustrate with the facts of Kambata, but folio"' the argument of Garrett and 
Blevins, \Vho use data from related Bayso. In some clusters that occur at stem bound
aries, '"e find regressive assunilation, as in /rn/ � [nn] and /mt/ � [nt]; but 
u1 others, there is apparent progressive assin1ilation to create a gen1inate, as in 
/bt/ � (bb]. 

(12) Kambata assimilation. in clusters (Hudson 1980: 105) 

a. im-to:?i � into:?i 'she dug' 
ful-na:n1n1i � funna:nuni 'we •vill go out' 
kam-no:m111i � kanno:111Ini '\ve forbade' 
mar-ru � mann1 'we, going' 

b. ub-to:'i � ubbo:?i 'she fell' 
dag-tonti � daggonti 'you knew' 
t'u:d-tenti � t'u:ddenti 'you have seen' 
oros-ta:nti � orossa:nti 'you "'iU go' 

If the learner seeks to generalize to a single process of regressive assimilation, 
then an intermediate step of metathesis is necessary to create the right outco1ne: 
/bt I � tb � [bb ]. Extending this to instances of obstruent + nasal, such as /bn/ 
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� nb � [mb ], also has the effect of preserving the features of the root-final 
consonant and yielding a nasal + obstruent sequence of the sort that is co1nmon in 
other concatenations. Interestingly, whereas Kambata assi..tnilation and 1netathesis 
apply to all places of articulation, in Bayso both are restricted to coronals, ,.vhich 
reinforces the connection; this correlation is found across the East Cushitic 
languages (Garrett and Blevins 2009: 536f.). From the perspective of synchronic 
phonology, an unavoidable conclusion is that 1netathesis processes are available 
to the learner, \vhether the pattern results fro1n a 1nisperception of the phonetic 
signal or a generalization of an existing pattern. 

1.2 CV metathesis 
Ordering reversals of a consonant and vo,vel involve many of the same prin
ciples of explanation and analysis as CC reversals - for example, the historical 
reinterpretation of an ambiguous signal, and a synchronic constraint that dom
i..t1ates LINEARITY. From the examples i..t1 the literature, however, synchronic CV 
1netathesis appears to be strongly associated '"ith specific n1orphologica1 contexts, 
and the reordering may be the main exponence of a grammatical category, some
thing that is not typical of CC metathesis. But before considering such cases, we 
examine a fe"' more strictly phonological examples. 

1.2.1 Phonological reorderings 
A well-kno,,vn case that has been treated as metathesis is Cayuga (Iroquoian), 
i..t1 '"hich a laryngeal consonant /h ? I transposes \\'ith a precedi..t1g vo\vel \Vhen 
it occurs m an odd-nun1bered, non-fmal syllable (Foster 1982: 69f.; Blevms and 
Garrett 1998: 509-512). The necessary prosodic context can be analyzed as the 
weak branch of an iambic foot (Hayes 1995: 222f.; see also CHAPTER 44: THE 
IAMBIC-TROCHAIC LAW). 

(13) Cayuga laryngeal metathesis (Foster 1982: 69£.) 

kah,vista?eks 
ko?nik6ha? 
akekaha? 
ahanohae? 

� kha 'wisd?aes --. -
� g�' nikhwa 7 
� a'gekhaa? 
� a'hanhwae? 

'it strikes, chimes' 
'her mind' 
'my eye' 
'he washed it' 

To some degree, however, it is uncertain \vhether this process is truly a reversal 
of segn1ent order or instead a spreadi..t1g of features across the vo\vel, resulti..t1g 
i..t1 overlap rather than reordermg (Foster 1982: 70). Son1ewhat si..tnilar n1etathesis 
of vowel + /h/ occurs in Cherokee when a stop consonant precedes the vowel; 
the result is that the laryngeal is realized as aspiration on the stop (Flemming 1996; 
Blevins and Garrett 1998: 520f.). 

Jn the frame,�rork of Blevins and Garrett (1998: 509f., 2004: 121-125), Cayuga and 
Cherokee show the results of perceptual metathesis. Just as with the CC Inetathesis 
invol.ving liqu.ids and other segment types, the spread of laryngealization or 
devoicing through the vowel leads to the possibility of reinterpretation. Diachronic 
instances of the same phenomenon include liquid metathesis in Slavic, as in 
•orbota 'work' > Polish /robota/; and reordering of /r I with sch\va i..t1 Le Havre 
French, such as [barbi] 'e,ve' compared to standard [brabi] (Blevins and Garrett 
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1998: 513, 16f.). The Slavic example is somewhat unusual, in that it involves an 
initial sequence undergoing metathesis; reordering is cross-linguistically dis
favored for root-initial seg1nents, since a disruption in that position interferes '"ith 
effective "'ord recognition 1nore than n1etathesis of other segments (Hume and 
Mielke 2001). 

A clearer example of synchronic CV metathesis is found in the Austronesian 
language Leti, discussed in detail by Hume (1998) and Blevins and Garrett 
(1998: 541-547). Alternating sten1 forms in Leti are phonologically conditioned 
according to the follo"'ing context; in particular, morphen1e-finaJ VC reverses to 
CV to avoid an illicit consonant cluster 'vithin a phrase. 

(14) Leti VC metathesis (Hume 1998: 153) 

a. ukar lavan 
b. ukar ppalu 

ukar muani 

-7 ukarlavan 
-7 ukrappallu 
-7 ukram\vani 

'thumb, big toe' 
'index finger' 
'middle finger' 

There is, additionally, the same reversal in phrase-final position, so that 'finger' 
appears as [ukra); here, rather than serving general phonotactics, the metathesized 
form appears to mark the word as phrase-final (Bonthuis 2001: 37£.). 

Because metathesis in Leti affects all consonant types - con1pare /uJit/ -7 
[ulti] 'skin', /m£tam/ -7 (m€tma] 'black' - it cannot be attributed to the elongated 
phonetic realization of a class such as laryngeals, and is not perceptual metathesis. 
Instead, Blevins and Garrett (1998: 539-547) identify it as pse11do-111eta.tlresis. By 
this they mean an alternation in ordering that did not arise historically as a direct 
reinterpretation of segment order. In the case of Leti, t\vo 1nai.n steps are posited, 
'vith evidence .from other patterns 'vi.thin Leti. and in related .l.a.nguages. First, an 
epenthetic vo'"el \vas inserted after final consonants, I ulit/ -7 ( ulit�]. Although 
the inserted vo\vel was not a copy of the preceding vowel, it nevertheless '"ould 
have been subject to co-articulatory effects of the more palatal or labial quality of 
a preceding /i/ or /u/, as in (ulit2l· Second, syncope of medial vo\vels led to loss 
of that schwa preceding another word beg.inning CV ([ulit�] -7 [uli.t)), bitt loss of 
the ori<>inal medial vowel in other contexts ([ulita) > (ulta)); here, ho'"ever, the .,, . . 
vowel quality of the deleted vo'"el is preserved in the final schwa due to the co-
articulation ([ult�] > [ulti)). Words containing the low vo,vel, such as /ukar/, do 
not show palatal or labial co-articulation, but result fron1 the fact that schwa 1nore 
generally became /a/ in the history of Leti (thus /ukar;:i/ > /ukr;:i/ > /ukra/). From 
the point of vie'" of synchronic phonology, the crucial point is that alternations 
such as [ulit] - [ulti] were successfully integrated into the grammar as learners 
re-analyzed the historical patterns. 

1.2.2 Morphological context 
As noted above, CV metathesis often appears to occur in the presence of a 
particular morphological trigger, even if the reordering that occurs can be defined 
phonologically. A famous exao1ple, also .from Austronesian, is foiu1d in Ronunan. 
ln this language, words appear in two different "phases," called complete and 
incomplete (Church"rard 1940). The incomplete form is derived from the com
plete by a variety of means, but the default strategy is metathesis of the final CV 
to VC, often forn1i..ng a short diphthong with the preceding vowel. 
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(15) Metathesis in Rotuman plUlse alternations (Churchward 1940: 14) 

complete incomplete 
ho.sa ho as 'flower' 
i?a ia? 'fish' 
pu.re puer 'to rule, decide' 
ti.ko tiok 'flesh' 
se.se.va se.seav 'erroneous' 

The process applies to loan,.vords as well, such as /pe.pa/ � [peap] 'paper'. 
Consistent "'ith many other languages, Rotuman short diphthongs must con
sist of two vo"rels \.vith rising sonority (i.e. movement from a higher to a lo,.ver 
vo\vel). vVhere this condition is not met, the incon1plete phase is realized in other 
ways: by dropping a final vowel, as in /to.ki.ri/ � [to.kir] 'to roll'; by fusing 
hvo vo,vels brought together by lnetathesis, as in /n10.se/ � [n10s] 'to sleep'; or 
by directly changing a vo"'el sequence to a long diphthong, as in /ke.u I � [keu) 
'to push'. 

Blevins and Garrett (1998: 527-529) categorize the Rotu1nan alternation as 
compensa.ton; meta.thesis. Historically, this entails an anticipation or perseveration 
of vowel features across an intervening consonant toward the stressed vowel, 
leading to "extreme vo,.vel-to-vo"•el coarti.culation." In Rotuman there •vould have 
been anticipation of the final vo,vel in the direction of the preceding stressed syl
lable, followed by loss of the final vo,.vel, essentially /hosa/ > /hoasa/ > /hoas/. 
In some vowel sequences, further changes occurred, such as /1nose/ > /n1oese/ 
> /moes/ > /n10s/. Metathesis of similar origin is also pervasive in the related 
language Kwara'ae, where final CV changes in most commt.u1i.cative contexts to 
VC to mark phrasal botuidaries (Sohn 1980: 311f.); the details of K\,rara'ae vo,vel 
realization lend particular support to the proposed historical origin as com
pensatory metathesis (Blevins and Garrett 1998: 530f.). 

The phases of Rotun1an '"ere originally described by Churchward in con1plex 
syntactic and semantic terms, but some recent •vork has argued that their specific 

realization depends on prosody, and therefore that they are basically phonologic
ally detern1ined rather than triggered by a n1orphological or other grammatical 
context (Hale and Kissack 1998: 120-123). For example, it has been proposed that 
the desired outco1ne achieved by metathesis as well as the other processes is a 
\•vord-finaJ heavy syUabl.e (Bl.evins and Garrett 1998: 531-534; McCarthy 2000: 159, 
73£.). From this point of view, the reversal in order is just one \vay of satisfying 
the heavy-syllable constraint; there is no specific rule demanding metathesis. 
This analysis relies on the claim of Hale and Kissock (1998) that the con1plete 
phase occurs before monomoraic morphemes such as /-1.ne/ 'hither' in [ho?a-1.ne] 
'to bring', and the incomplete before bimoraic morphemes such as transitive 
/-kia/ in [hoa?-kia) 'to take (TRANS)'. The essential idea is that right-aligned pro
sodic structure in [ho(?a-me)] requires the sten1-final CV syllable to be grouped 
with the CV suffix in a proper bnnoraic foot, and the pressure for a stem-final 
heavy syllable is th"•arted. But in [(hoa?)-(kia)], the stem and the suffix are 
footed independently, and the stein undergoes n1etathesis to ensure a stem-final 
heavy syllable. The same result is predicted in the absence of a suffix. 

Kurisu (2001: 187) cites, in addition to certain exceptional suffixes, minin1al 
pairs fro1n Church\vard (1940: 15) showing that the hvo phases can occur in an 
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identical phonological context, such as complete ['epa la hoa '] 'the mats 'viii 
be taken' and incomplete ['eap la hoa?] 'some n1ats \vii] be taken'. This overlap 
indicates that the phase changes must in son1e way be triggered by the presence 
of a morphosyntactic category, the lnco1nplete Phase. For Kurisu, the high-ranked 
constraint REALIZEMORPHEME forces the incomplete to be phonologically distinct 
from the complete phase (CHAPTER 100: PHONOLOGICAL SENSITIVITY TO MORPHO
LOGICAL STRUCTURE); the relative ranking of phonological constraints, including 
LINEAIUTY, detennines exactly how the base forn1 is modified. The metathesis out
con1e is favored by the constraint ranking, although particular configurations 
(such as vO"'el sequences \Vith falling sonority) lead to other outcomes, includ
ing fusion of the vowel features. Notably, in this more morphologically oriented 
approach, there is still no specific morphological demand for n1etathesis; rather, 
the drive for distinctness of \Vord forn1s interacts with phonological constraints 
to produce 1netathesis, among other results. 

The examples presented so far involve underlying CV cl1anging to VC, especially 
stem-finally. The converse change at the left edge, where initial VC changes to 
CV, is attested in son1e Northern Paman languages such as Ngkot, follo\ving the 
historical loss of initial consonants (Hale 1976: 17£., 23-28; Blevins and Garrett 
1998: 537£., 2004: 135£.). 

(16) Ngkot initial VC 1netathesis (Hale 1976: 23-28) 

•niipul-
*nii:na-
•kulan-
•pUJ)a-
• r JJa J.-
•k . am1-

> •ipul-
> *i.na-
> •utan-
> •ul)a-
> • r a 1-

> *a mi-

> pjul- 'you (NON-SC)' 
> nia- 'to sit' 
> h'l1an- 'possum' 
> !)\Va- 'son' 
> laj- \ve (DUAL INCL)' 
> mai- 'mother's mother' 

'Unlike in Rotuman and a number of other Austronesian languages, h.o,vever, this 
me tathesis appears to be diachronic only. 

A somewhat similar pattern is found synchronically for a number of verbs in 
the Nilo-Saharan language Fur (Jakobi 1990: 57£., 64-74; Hume and Mielke 2001: 
141£.). These verbs, \vhen preceded by a monoconsonantal person-n1arki.ng prefix, 
undergo reversal of the initial CV. 

(17) Fur CV metathesis under prefixation (Jakobi 1990: 57f., 64-74) 

k-ba
k-teer
k-lat-

""°' kab
""°' keter
""°' kald-

''ve drink' 
'\ve forge' 
'we beat, hit' 

Some alternations are quite irregular, such as /Ji-/ ""°' [al-] '"rash' and /Iii-/ ""°' 
[ei-] 'catch', so that a plausible alternative is that the allon1orphs are lexically 
listed. This account would also address the forn1al probleo1s in alternations 
such as /bu!-/ ""°' [ulb-] ( ""°' (ulm-]) 'find', which involve hvo apparent metatheses 
(Hume 2001: 18£.); see §2.3 belo'"'· Even if the allomorphs are listed, however, 
metathesis \Vas a crucial historical source. 
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1.2.3 Metathesis in ternplates 
Languages 'vith tempfatic morphology express certain inflectional or derivationaJ 
categories by changes to the syllable structure of the stem (see CHAPTER 10s: TIER 
SEGREGATION; CHAl'TER HIS: SEMITIC TEMPLATES). If a particular paradign1 includes 
different orderings of C and V ele1nents, then the result is a fonn of 1ne tathesis. 
Templatically created metathesis generally does not derive from general phono
logical properties of a language, but rather from potentially arbitrary exponence 
of a n1orphological category. For example, a relatively productive metathesis 
applies to derived Classical Arabic nominal stems two syllables in length; initial 
!Cal is reversed to [aC] and a glottal stop onset is inserted (McCarthy and 
Prince 1990: 213f., 279f.). Examples include /kabar/ � (?akbar) 'greater, greatest' 
and /4Janib-at/ � (?a4Jnib-at) ''vings'; compare the underived forms [kabi:r) 'great' 
and [dJana:b-at) ''ving', \Vithout metathesis. The change cannot be treated as 
a general phonological process, because it is linuted to certain morphological 
categories, and does not occur in verbs such as /katab I 'he '"'rote' (*(?ak tab )). 

In Mutsun, a Costanoan language of northern California, templatic alternations 
include the reversal of a stem-final sequence of vowel and consonant; the primary 
stem is consonant-final and the derived stem is vowel-final (Okrand 1979: 126f.). 
The choice between alternate verb sten1 forms depends on what suffix is added; 
in other cases (18b) the primary sten1 is a noun, and the derived sten1 is a verb 
•vi.th related meaning. The derived stem has the uniform shape CVCCV, despite 
considerable variation in the primary stem shape. 

(18) Mutsun stem alternations (Okrand 1979: 126f.) 

primary 
a. pasik

litf :ej
mat:al-

b. lul:up
to:her
la:lak
poso:I-

derived 
paski
litfje-
1natla
lulpu
tohre
lalka
poslo-

'to visit' 
'to stand' 
'to be face do,.vn' 
'flute I to play the flute' 
'a cough I to cough' 
'goose I to get geese' 
'posole (ste\.\1) I to make posole' 

Okrand observes that ,.vhile the vo•vel-fi.naJ. derived steal is the form used with 
all suffixes that would create an illicit consonant cluster if added to the primary 
stem ([litfje-hte) 'standing', *(litf:ej-hte)), it also occurs "'ith some suffixes that would 
be phonotactically \Veil-formed \Vi th a preceding consonant ( [matla-nu] 'put 
(someone) face down', alongside [n1attal-pu) 'put oneself face do,.vn'). Therefore, 
this morphologica lly defined reordering does not merely repair phonological 
violations, even if it sometimes conspires to avoid phonotactically problematic 
concatenations. It has been pointed out that for similar alternations in related 
Sierra Miwok, a representation \Vith V /C segregation makes a specific metathesis 
rule urmecessary (Smith 1985: 366f.; Goldsmith 1990: 91; Stonhan1 1994: 157£.); more 
on this belo"'. 

In Tunisian Arabic, a stem-internal alternation is a cleaner example of metathesis 
than \.\1hat we find in Classical Arabic (Kilani-Schoch and Dressler 1986; Becker 2000: 
579f.). Historical changes to vowels within sten1s have led to mini1nal differences 
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defined by ordering, such as Classical Arabic I malak-a, milk-u/ > Tunisian /rnlak, 
malk/; this pattern is no\v productive in relating triliteral surface forn1s. 

(19) Tunisian Arabic stem. alternations (Kilani-Schoch and Dressler 1986: 62, 65f.) 

rnlak 'he possessed' n1alk 'property' 
fhan1 'he understood' fahm 'understanding' 
firam 'he forbade' Ii arm 'prohibition' 
kf:ir 'he blasphemed' k:ifr 'blasphemy' 

A simiJ.a.r alternation is found in Alsea (Buckley 2007). In th.is coastal Oregon 
language, stems generally sho\v at least two forms; the full stem contains a root 
vowel, \Vhile the short stem lacks it. For stems with a medial sonorant consonant, 
an additional distinction is found: the full stem occurs in two varieties, light and 
heavy, according to '"hether the root vo'"el follo\vs or precedes the sonorant. 
The stem choice depends on the presence of particu.lar su.ffixes as '"ell as an 
aspectual distinction. 

(20) A/sea stems with a 111edial sonorant (Buckley 2007: Sf.) 

light (CV) heavy (VC) short (no V) 
stlak- stalk- stlk- 'slide' 
twi.11-
tmus-

tiwh
tun1s-

'pour' 
'close' 

In the analysis of Buckley (2007: 15-18), the light stem is the underlying form; 
the short stem is created by deletion of the root vo'"el, and the heavy sten1 results 
from VC metathesis. Since only sonorants undergo this potential reordering, they 
alone are treated as weight-bearing in the coda, and therefore only in that case can 
metathesis yield satisfaction of the heavy ten1plate requirement. The same approach 
might be applied to Tunisian Arabic, "'ith the difference that all consonant 
classes are moraic, and therefore n1etathesis applies to sten1s regardless of the 
medial consonant. The larger point is that the requirement for a heavy syllable 
is morphologically determined, but the effect is generated phonologically. 

Similar is the stem alternation found in Klallam and other Straits Salish languages, 
in two fonns called the actual and non-actual aspect (Thon1pson and Thompson 
1969: 215-217; Den1ers 1974: 17f.; Montier 1989: 96f.). 

(21) Kia/lam ste111 alternations (Thompson and Thompson 1969: 216) 

non-actu.al 
!fkwu
qq'i
rJq'a
mtaqw-

actual 
!fukw
qiq'-

' f)aq -
m;:,tqw-

'shoot' 
'restrain' 
's'"allo"'' 
'put in \Valer' 

Anderson (2005: 9-11) argues that synchronically, Klallam and similar languages 
require a processual rule of metathesis to express this morphological category. 
Montier (1989: 93), ho,vever, expresses this effect for Saanich as a CVCC template 
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that causes metathesis in a form such as /'sx.�t/ 'push it' � ['�X.t) 'pushing it'. 
In roots \vhere the CVCC te1nplate cannot be satisfied by 1netathesis, other 
strategies are available, such as glottal stop insertion after the VO\\'el in /'weqas/ 
'ya,vn' � ('we7qas) or reduplication to achieve this ten1platic result, as in /'qen' I 
'steal' � ['qeqn') (� ['qeq<Jn') by epenthesis). The same additional strategies 
occur in Klallam as \veil. In a prosodic version of the template approach, Stonham 
(1994: 173f.) proposes insertion of a 1nora in Klallam and Saanich that forces 
CCV to surface as CVC, a heavy syllable, and also causes the related effects 
of coda insertion and reduplication. The te1nplatic and moraic approaches treat 
metathesis as one possible means of satisfying the morphologically determined, 
but phonologically expressed, restriction on shape. As \Vith Rotuman, metathesis 
is one change among several, and not necessarily the direct goal of the morpho
logical category. 

In a n1ore strictly phonological approach for closely related Lun1mi, De1ners 
(1974: 16) proposes a rule that deletes unstressed schwa behveen obstruents. 
In this view, the actual and non-actual forms are both based on a C<JC<l root, 
but have different stress placen1ent. Sclnva deletion yields apparent metathesis in 
pairs with the surface shapes seen in/'CaCa/ � ['CaC) and /Ca'Ca/ � ['CCa]. 
Although the synchronic evidence for exactly this derivation is 1nissing in Klallam, 
the Lummi pattern suggests the likely diachronic origin of metathesis as a re
interpretation of vo\vel deletion. Such a historical origin can explain why these 
templatic changes normally involve reorderings of consonants and vo,vels, but 
not of consonants. For example, suppose that (sinlilar to Ltunnli) the Alsea sten1 
'to close' that alternates behveen (tn1us] and [turns] derives fron1 original *tumus, 
•vith deletion of the unstressed v(nvel in forms \vi.th distinct stress patterns due 
to different suffixation: *'tumus-a > /'turns-a/ 'door' and *tu'mus-x. > /'tmus-x./ 
'is closed' (Buckley 2007: 22f.). The alternate forms that preserve different VO\vels 
are subject to reinterpretation as a stem \Vith a single underlying vo>vel that 
is reordered \vith the adjacent consonant in different suffixaJ contexts; but 
v(nvel deletion by itself will not result in the reordering of consonants. Given 
the frequency of VO\\rel harmony and syncope, patterns like this can be expected 
to arise rather often. 

Despite the crucial role of morphological context in conditioning these reorder
ings, phonological techniques can often be used to generate the necessary effects. 
One important tool has been the segregation of vo"rels and consonants onto dif
ferent tiers (see CMAPTER 105: TIER SEGREGATION), so that they have no underlying 
ordering and no actual metathesis occurs in the derivation (l'v!cCarthy 1989: 5, 22f.). 
The advent of Optimality Theory, >vith its e1nphasis on output constraints rather 
than restricted input representations, makes V /C segregation "superfluous" 
(M.cCarthy 2000: 180f.). Even in an approach that does not treat the consonantal 
root as a morpheme listed independent of any VO\\'els, derivational and inflec
tional morphemes often consist of VO\\rels that ovenvrite the underlying vowels 
of the stem (Ussishkin 2005). Apparent VC n1etathesis a1nong surface forms is 
n1erely the result of different overwriting patterns, as when the elen1ents /h i i/ 
are imposed on Modern Hebre'v /gadal/ 'gro,.v' to forn1 [h-igdil] 'enlarge'. 
Constraints on the realization of affixal material in the stem lead to particular over
\Vriting patterns, but the vo,vels of the affixes still have no underlying ordering 
relation to the consonants of the input \vord. 
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It is less clear how a vo"1el-overwriting approach for Semitic can extend to 
language fa1nilies such as IV!iv1ok-Costanoan and Yokuts, \Vhere the vo,vels and 
consonants can be reordered, but the V0\\1els do not have the status of separate 
1norphemes (McCarthy 1989: 74, 78). Thus in Mutsun, the verb 'to visit' is lexically 
specified with not only the consonants /psk/ but also the V0\\1els /ai/, combined 
in different ways, including [paski-) and [pasik-) (18). The overwriting operation 
would have to be available for subparts of one lexical entry, rather than inde
pendent 1norphemes, in order to account for languages like Mutsun. 

1.3 W metathesis 
Although CV and CC metathesis are robustly attested, there is 'veak evidence 
for VV 1netathesis. Webb (1974: 8) states that "[e)ven as a sporadic change meta
thesis of vo,vels appears to be quite uncon1mon." Kiparsky and O'Neil (1976: 531, 
n. 7) believe "there are fe,v if any ndes that metathesize contiguous syllabic 
segments in any language." McCarthy (2000: 176) observes that the fe,v syncllronic 
analyses that posit V\l reversals "involve very abstract analyses, in which the 
lu1derlying representations and/ or the consequences of metathesis are by no 
means apparent." The rarity of such reversals n1ay be related to the much longer 
typical duration of vowel gestures compared to consonants, so that a considerable 
temporal shift \vould be required for re-analysis of the ordering of t\VO V0\\1els 
(Steriade 1990: 390£.; McCarthy 2000: 176). 

A classic example is VV reversal in Kasem, to which Chomsky and Halle 
(1968: 361) first applied the transformational rule forn1at for n1etathesis. In par
ticular, the vowel sequence /ia/ is reversed to (ai) 'vhen followed by the plural 
suffix /i/; but the first /i/ deletes and then the remaining vowels coalesce, as 
in /pia-i/, which surfaces as [pe] 'sheep (PL)'. Needless to say, on first inspec
tion /piai/ 4 [pe) is not an obvious example of metathesis. Phelps (1975: 
303f., lOf., 25, 1979: 56f.) argues against the Chomsky and Halle VV metathesis 
rule, but in favor of an entirely different CV metatl1esis, in derivations such 
as /boa:l-u/ 4 [bola:-u) ( 4 [bolo) 'valley'). This derivation is again complex, 
although \Vith different assumptions about underlying forms. Both of Phelps's 
general conclusions regarding Kasem metathesis - CV is transposed but not VV 
- are endorsed, in a more n1odern fran1e\vork, by Haas (1988: 241-253, 45f.); 
see also Burton (1989: 29£.) for an ana.lysis o.f vowel coalescence 'vi tl1out an 
intermediate reordering. 

Similar re-analyses have been proposed for other languages "'ith apparent 
VV n1etathesis. Keyser (1975: 404) posits a rule for Old English that reverses 
vo\vels in order to feed a vo\vel elision rule, as in /lufa-i/ 4 lufia 4 [lufa) 'love!'; 
Kiparsky and O'Neil (1976: 535f.) argue that a revised foru1ulation of vo\\•el 
elision makes metathesis unnecessary. A rule of VV metathesis has been claimed 
to play "a central role" in Latvian phonology; it reverses the order of elements 
in the diphthongs /ai au cei ceu/, although under restricted conditions (Halle. 
and Zeps 1966: 108). In a more recent treatment of Latvian V0\\1els, although not 
focusing on metathesis, Anderson and DLlrand (1988: 34, n. 7) reject some of the 
synchronic abstractness assumed by Halle and Zeps; instead they assume raising 
of a monophthongal V0\\1el that then undergoes breaking to form a diphthong, 
•vhere no 1netathesis is required. 
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A fe,v diachronic examples of VV metathesis can be cited, especially if we 
include vo'"'el/glide reversals in this category, since the sa1ne set of segmental 
features 1nay serve as a glide or vo"'re] before and after the metathesis (Ultan 1978: 
375f.). T'vo examples from Portuguese are /genukulum/ > /geof..o/ > /3oef..o/ 
'knee' and /dehonesta:re/ > /deostar/ > /doestar/ 'to insult' (Williams 1962: 111); 
these reversals may have occurred "on the analogy of the more familiar sequence 
oe" (Ultan 1978: 376). 

1.4 Other types of metathesis 
Permutations involving something larger than a segment may fall under broader 
definitions of metathesis (Ultan 1978: 370). These include syllable reversals in 
language games or ludlings, such as Chasu /i.ku.nu/ --t [i.mi.ku] 'ten' (Bagen1ihl 
1995: 704). Metathesis has also been proposed for elen1ents such as location in sign 
language phonology (Sandler 1993: 246). 

Hyman and Leben (2000: 590) state that there are "sporadic reports of tonal meta
thesis in the literature"; some examples include Bamileke-Dschang (Pulleyblank 
1986: 41, 50), Mixtec (Goldsn1ith 1990: 25), and Dangme (Holscher el al. 1992: 126). 
These processes typically involve the moven1ent of a floating tone, originating 
at the edge of a \vord or other domain, past a single linked tone. But - like VV 
metathesis in §1.3 - they are also embedded in complex derivations, and depend 
on multiple assumptions about ho"' the pieces of the analysis fit together. Under 
other assumptions, metathesis may not be required. For example, Pulleyblank 
(1986: 41) proposes that in Bamileke-Dsc11ang a floating L tone 1noves leftward 
across a H, a.nd remains floating to represent downstep; Hyman (1985: 71, 73), 
on the other hand, links the L directly to the H on a second tonal tier as a direct 
representation of a downstepped H. In essence, the ne'" rule is a merger rather 
than a reordering, similar to Zoque palatalizat ion in §3 belo,v. 

It should be kept in n1ind that "1netathesis" of syllabicity, as in French /oj/ > 
/\v£/ > modern ;,val and Proto-Slavic *e,v > /jt.1/ (Ultan 1.978: 376), does not 
involve transposition of segmen tal features but rather a shift in affiliation relative 
to the head of the syllable. Thus in French /oj/ > /w£./, the round vocoid continues 
to precede the front vocoid; in Slavic •e,v > /ju/, the round element is second, 
but remains there. The sarne observation cart be n1ade for English /i"'' I > /ju/, 
fot.lnd. in \vords such as few (Jespersen 1949: 101 ), \vhich is quite sio�ilar to the 
Proto-Slavic change. None of these represents segmental metathesis. 

2 Non-local effects 

Often grouped "''ith local metathesis is the exchange of segments that are not 
adjacent, called long-distance or non-contiguous metathesis (Ultan 1978: 380-383). 
In fact, nielalhesis or its equivalent in another language has been used, especially 
by earlier 'vriters, specifically for such long-distance effects (Blevins and Garrett 
1998: 525). Grammont (1933: 239ff., 339.ff.) devotes separate chapters to long
distance 111etatl1ese and local interversion, a terminology found more recently, for 
example, in Pierret (1994: 61); but Wechssler (1900: 496) already tises Metathese 
for both local and long-distance transpositions. As noted at the beginning of this 
c11apter, metathesis here refers to either type of reordering. 
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A famous diachronic example of transposition over intervening segn1ents is the 
Spanish 1netathesis of r . . . l > I . . . r, observable in a few modern words (Ultan 
1978: 381; Penny 2002: 36). 

(22) Spa.nish liquid meta.thesis (Penny 2002: 36) 

La.tin 
n1i:ra:kulum 
peri:kulwn 
parabola 

Spanish 
> milagro 
> peligro 
> palabra 

'n1iracle' 
'danger' 
'word' 

These pronunciations "'ere probably influenced by the greater frequency of 
consonant + r in the lexicon; various sound changes had elin1inated many 
inherited instances of consonant + I (Ultan 1978: 391; Penny 2002: 70-72); 
the change can also be viewed as hvo steps, first the change of /I/ to /r I in a 
cluster, and then the well-attested dissimilation of identical liquids (Wanner 
1989: 444f.). 

Con1parison of cognate words in the Ytunan family of the An1erican Southvvest 
reveals a variety of historical metathesis processes, including root consonants in 
Walapai /'pill 'burns' - Cocopa /'Lip/ 'flames up', or Havasupai /ka'to/ - Walapai 
/ta 'ko/ 'chin' (Langdon 1976). There are also variant forms vvithin languages, 
such as Ipai Diegueflo /maxa'tun/ - /xama'tun/ 'knee'. These alternations are 
widespread, but remain lexically specific. Svvapping of the consonants in largely 
eve roots is also con1mon in the Salish fanU.ly, as seen in apparent cognate pairs 
such as Shuswap /xwej/ - T'"a.na /jaxw I 'disappear', and Klallam /ts'aq"''/ -
Upper Chehalis /q'"ats' I 'dirty' (Noonan 1997: 482). The pervasiveness of this 
pattern in Salish is unusual, and is possibly best explained by historical processes 
of reduplication and consonant deletion rather than direct metathesis (Hume and 
.tv!ielke 2001: 143, n. 4; Noonan 1997: 513). 

Prunet (2006: 57-61) diSCtlsses examples of consonant ni.e tathesis within Semitic 
roots. These are said to be particularly common in the Hebrew lexicon, as in syn
onymous variants such as [keves] - [kesev] 'lamb' and related meanings such 
as [?a:raz] 'tie packages' - [?a:zar] 'bind, girdle' (Horo'"itz 1960: 228-234). More 
dran1atic examples of non-contiguous consonant n1etatheses are found in language 
games in Bedouin Hijazi. and .tv.!orocca.n Arabic, i.n which the root consonants 
are scrambled (Prunet et al. 2000: 623f.); in Hijazi, /kattab I 'caused to "'rite' can 
be realized as [battak], [takkab ], [kabbat], [tabbak], and [bakkat]. Although this 
radical permutation is not part of the basic granunar, such language games 
sho'" an in1pressive computational capacity for syncluonically active n1etathesis 
(Bagen1ihl 1995: 703f.; Anderson 2005: llf.). 
2.2 Synchronic 
Typological surveys have claimed that permutation of non-adjacent segments 
does not occur as a regular synchronic process (Webb 1974: 5; Wanner 1989: 
445; Hume and Mielke 2001: 145f.). Certainly, the pennutation of non-adjacent 
seg1nents is co1nn1on in speecll errors, such as classic Spooneris1ns, but such errors 
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also involve strings of segments such as complex onsets and rhymes (Fromkin 
1971: 31f.). 

(23) Metathesis in speech errors (From.kin 1971: 31f.) 

intended error 
kip a te1p � tip a ke1p 
far n1:>r � mar f:ir 
pe1 skeII � ske1 ped 
sw<ra- drajnJ � dr£ra- s·wajuJ 
hip <IV '!JAl)k � hAl)k <JV ctip 

'keep a tape' 
'far more' 
'pay scale' 
's\veater drying' 

'heap of junk' 

These form part of a larger phenomenon of anticipation, perseveration, dele.tion, 
and so forth. Speech errors n1ay, ho,.vever, be a source of sporadic n1etathesis 
in historical change (\Vanner 1989: 445). The outputs of speech errors, like more 
systematic metathesis, overwhelmingly respect the existing phonotactics of the 
language (Wells 1951: 26; Fromkin 1971: 40-42; Dell 1995: 200); but transposi
tion of adjacent consonants, so common in regular metathesis, is "exceptionally 
rare" as a speech error, such as whipser for whisper (Berg 1987: 9). Elements that 
transpose by error usually occupy parallel syllable positions, which is not the 
case for adjacent consonants; instead, as discussed above, metathesis of such 
segments normally arises historically by misperception rather than production or 
planning errors. 

An interesting comparison is an optional metathesis reported for a fe\\' \\'Ords 
in Turkana (Dinlmendaal 1983: 48£.; Hun1e and Mielke 2001: 139f.; Hun1e 2004: 
218). Here hvo consonants with the same value of [sonorant] that serve as onsets 
to successive syllables, and are adjacent to identical vowels, are optionally trans
posed in fast speech. 

(24) Turkana onset metathesis (Dimmendaal 1983: 48f.) 

preferred 
l)a-kemer-a 
l)i-kwal)5r:>nuk-a 
€-s1km-a' 

alternate 
l)a-kerem-a 
l)i-kwal)5m:>r:>k-a 
€-k1sm-a' 

'mole' 
'a kind of tree' 
'breast' 

These alternations have the appearance of a common speech error that has 
become some\vhat conventionalized. In particular, it has been \videly observed 
that exchange (and other) errors are n1ore likely '"hen the sow1ds in question are 
found in sinlilar phonological envirorunents, so that for exan1ple left lze111isphere 
� heft lemisphere, where the initial consonants are both folJo,"ed by /£/, is more 
likely than the parallel error in right hemisphere, \Vhere the VO\vels are different 
(MacKay 1970: 325-328; Dell 1984: 222). 

1vlorphologically restricted metathesis (§1.2.2) can apply synchronically to 
surface non-adjacent segn1ents. For example, Akkadian has a I ti i..nfixed in 
reciprocal verbs; it surfaces there in most ec1ses, exen1plified by [pitrus-] (25a), 
which motivates the stem-internal position as basic. But this stop is transposed 
to '"Ord-initial position "'hen the root has an initial coronal obstruent as in (25b) 
(Cald\vell et al. 1977: 118; McCarthy 1981: 381; Buccellati 1996: 233f.; Huehnergard 
2005: 390, 531, 611). 
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(25) Akkadian long-distance 111etathesis (Caldwell et al. 1977; Huehnergard 2005) 
root infinihve 

a. /prs/ para:s-
/rkb/ raka:b-
/kmr/ kama :r-

b. /s'bt/ s'aba:t-
/snq/ sana:q-
/zkr/ zaka:r-
/dkf/ daka:f-

reciprocal 
pitrus-
ritkub-
kitmur-
. 'b tis ut- •s'itbut-

tisnuq- •sitnuq-
tizkur- •zitkur-
tidkuf- *ditkuf-

'divide' 
I •ct. f mount, n. e 
'heap up' 
'seize' 
'be near' 
'declare' 
's\vell' 

The same metathesis occurs in iterative stems: [pitarrus-] but [tis'abbut-] 
(*[s'itabbut-]) . In the analysis of Lubo,vicz (2009), Akkadian metathesis serves 
to n1ove the /t/ outside the sten1 domain, where it "'ould cause a violation of 
the Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP) penalizing two tier-adjacent coronal con
sonants; thus [tizkur] does not violate this constraint, whereas *[zitkur] would, 
because the /ti is located '"ithin the stem. This approach gives a relatively prom
inent role to phonology (the OCP constraint on coronals) while maintaining a 
crucial morphological con1ponent, due to the role of the stem don1ain. 

2.3 Displacement 
A related phenomenon, which is also called metathesis by many authors (Grammont 
1933: 339; Ultan 1978: 372), involves the shift or displaceinent of a segment over 
111ore than one intervening segment. A fan1ous exan1ple comes from the Occitan 
dialect of Bagneres-de-Luchon in southwestern France (Grammont 1905-6: 
74, 85, 1933: 341; Blevins and Garrett 1998: 526). Among other processes, a liquid 
following a stop shifts lefhvard to form a cluster in the preceding syllable. 

(26) Bagneres-de-Luchon long-distance shift of liquids (Grammont 1905-6: 74, 85, 1933: 
341) 
*'kabra > 'krabo 'goat' 
"'bespras > 'brespes 'vespers' 
••pa"'pro > 'prawbe 'poor' 
*'tendro > 'trende 'tender' 
*'kambra > 'krambo 'room' 
*kum 'pra > krum'pa 'to buy' 
•e'spingla > e'splingo 'pin' 

A shift like thls is formally identical to 111etathesis "'hen ji1st one segment is 
skipped. Ho'''ever, "'ith intervening material that includes non-constituent strings 
such as I esp I, it must be movement of Ir I rather than exchange. A similar shift 
of /r/ to the initial syllable is attested in South Italian Greek (Rohlfs 1930; Blevins 
and Garrett 2004: 130£., 34f.). 

If it is to be classified "'.i.th long-distance metathesis, displacement might 
be expected to be absent from synchronic grammars. But synchronically active 
long-distance displacement is attested at least for laryngeal and pharyngeal 
features (Blevins and Garrett 2004: 132-134; see also CHAPTER 25: PHARYNGEALS). 
For exan1ple, in the Interior Salish language Colville (Nxilxcin), the pharyngeal 
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consonant of a root is displaced to a stressed suffix, \vhere it lo,vers the adjacent 
vo,vel to [a] (Mattina 1979). 

(27) Colville plzaryngeal displacement (Mattina 1979: 17f.) 

'q'w'aj � 'q"<'aj 'black' 
'q'"'aj-'us � q·waj ''as 'black man' 
'q'w'aj-'lst'ut � q'wajlst"'at 'his clothes are dirty' 

Both pharyngealization and laryngealization can be seen as suprasegn1ental 
features in Salish (Mattina 1979: 19f.). Displacement of these features appears to 
reflect the spread of features over multiple syllables that may then be localized 
to a salient position (Blevins and Garrett 2004: 122f.). Such displace1nent resen1bles 
the mobility of a tone that shifts fron1 the morpheme \vith whicl1 it is underlyingly 
affiliated to some phonologicaJ.ly defined position such as the penultimate sy.Uable 
(Yip 2002: 65f., 89f., 132). A reasonable synchronic analysis is a [pharyngeal] feature 
affiliated with the root, \vhich is attracted to the stressed syllable and possibly 
realized there as a segment. By the san1e token, the displacement of Ir I to the 
initial syllable in South Italian Greek reflects the salience and perceptual pron1in
ence of such syllables due to their location in the word (Blevins and Garrett 2004: 
134); in Luchonnais, both stress and initial position favor the first syllable. 

Patterns of this sort have similar historical origins to simple exchanges of segments 
- in particular, phonetic cues that are relatively long in the temporal dimension 
and therefore subject to re-analysis, as discussed above for perceptual 1netathesis. 
But since they are displacements rather than exchanges, they are not formally 
equivalent to true metathesis as the exchange of positions. In particular, if local 
metathesis is seen as a minimal displacement (across a single segment), then 
long-distance n1etathesis would have to involve hvo simultaneous displacen1ents, 
one leftward and one righh\'ard, as in /abXcdYef/ � [abYcdXef]. This extra 
formal con1plexity may account for the rarity of synchronic non-local 1netathesis, 
•vhich seems to be restricted to limited examples such as the optional reversal in 
Turkana (24) and the morphologically defined environment in Akkadian (25). 

An ordering alternation in the form of hvo suffixes is reported for several 
Costanoan languages, including Mutsun (Okrand 1979; Hume 1998: 170f., 1999: 
300f., 2004: 223f.). Both suffixes have the shape CCV after a vo,vel-final stem, and 
eve after a consonant-final stem, which n1akes phonotactic sense insofar as a 
three-consonant cluster at the stem boundary would be ill-formed. 

(28) Mutsun suffix alternations (Okrand 1979: 127f., n. 17) 

ccv eve 
pire-tka 
rukka-kma 

'on the ground' 
'houses' 

7urkan-tak 
wimmah-mak 

'in the mortar' 
'wings' 

Although the locative [tka] - [tak] can be treated as local n1etathesis, in the 
plural [kma) - [mak), the [k) appears to move across t'.vo other segments. If 
LINEARITY is gradiently violable, with one violation for each segment over \vhich 
another is displaced, the minimal change (one ordering reversal) is generally 
optimal (Hume 1998: 168-171, 2001: 17-19). Gradient violation does still permit 
Mutsun /n1ak/ � [kma] when other constraints force 1nultiple violations of 
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LINEARITY, and the alternation can be seen as part of the synchronic grammar; 
but such cases seem to be quite rare and limited in scope. In the more recent 
version of OT that incorporates candidate chains (OT-CC), changes to the rep
resentation occur by nUn.imal steps, and non-contiguous metathesis is subject 
to the requirement that each change in linear order increase \vell-formedness 
(McCarthy 2007: 87f.). In a suffix alternation requiring the synchronic derivation 
/mak/ � mka � [kma), the first step might be 1notivated by a preference for 
sonorant codas, but that change does not appear to be motivated more generally 
in Mutsun; in fact, Hun1e (1998: 170f.) specifically gives the constraint *mJ,.d,,. It 
might therefore be that the architecture of OT-CC forces the :tv!utsun alternation 
to be treated as listed allomorphy (CHAPTER 99: PHONOLOGICALLY CONDITIONED 
ALLOMORPH SELECTION). 

3 Related processes 

In some cases, a pattern that 'vas originally considered to be metathesis \Vas 
later seen as non-metathesis - and occasionally vice versa. A good exan1ple is the 
Zoque 3rd person singular prefix /j-/, which never surfaces as a strict prefix, but 
has been described as permuting with the stem-initial consonant, as in /j-pata/ 
� [piata) 'his mat' (Wonderly 1951: 117f.; Dell 1973: 110). Sagey (1986: 105-111) 
argues that the glide /j/ actually merges featurally 'vith the follo,ving consonant 
to produce a palatalized seginent (CHAPTER 71: I'ALATALlZATION), \vhich may be 
realized '"ith an offglide, as implied by transcriptions such as [pi]. This position 
is supported by the independent need for a non-metathesis source of palatalized 
segments found at compound boundaries; cases such as /kuj-tAm/ � [kujtiAm) 
'avocado' sho"' that the glide spreads, rather than reversing in order. A similar 
pattern is found in several languages of Nigeria and Cameroon. Prefixes that 
can be reconstructed as the high vowels *i and •u are realized as a glide - or a 
secondary articulation on tl1e consonant - after the stem-initial consonant, as 
in Noni /k-\v-en/ 'fire\vood' from the base /ken/ (Blevins and Garrett 1998: 
514-516). See also the cases in Webb (1974: 12f.). 

Another phenomenon that has a certain affinity to metathesis is infixation, 
since it like,vise requires a reordering fron1 the expected position. In particular, 
"in.fixation and n1etathes.is commonly sho\v the potential n1obi Hty of ful.l segments" 
rather than just subsegments such as features or nodes (Zoll 2001: 51). The closest 
analogy can be found in the infixation of a single consonant across one other 
consonant, as in the active neutral infix /-m-/ of Atayal /t-m-apeh/ 'beckon' 
(Egerod 1965: 265£.); this is fonnally sinular to the metathesis of adjacent con
sonants. But infixation encompasses a broa.der set of phenomena that can include 
multiple segments in the item that undergoes reordering, as well as multiple 
segments in the span over '"hich the infix is displaced; both are illustrated by 
the Tagalog actor focus /-um-/ that (optionally) moves over complex onsets in 
borrowed \vords such as /gr-un1-adwet/ - /g-un1-rad>vet/ 'graduate' (Orgun 
and Sprouse 1999: 204). On the other hand, Halie (2001) argues that the appar
ent Tagalog infixes appearing as /-um-/ and /-in-/ are actually CV underlyingly, 
with non-local me tathesis of the two leftmost onsets, as /rnu-tawag/ � [tu-ma,vag). 
Theoretical and en1pirical proble1ns with this approach are discussed by Klein 
(2005: 989-991), '"ho advocates an infixation analysis '"itlun Optimality Theory. 
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Another phenomenon that might be seen as involving either metathesis or 
infixation (or even other possibilities) is iinbricahon in Bantu languages such as 
Cibemba (Hyman 1995). In th.is process, the perfective suffix /-il/ con1bines 
'vith a polysyllabic sten1, such that the /1/ of the suffix disappears and the /i/ 

combines •vith the rightmost vowel in the stem according to the usual coales
cence rules of the language, as in /sakat-il-e/ � [sakeete] 'seize'. The striking 
fact is that the suffixal vowel appears to skip over the stem-final consonant; in 
principle, this could be handled a variety of \vays, including either CV n1eta
thesis, /sakat-il-e/ � s.ikaitle � [sakeete]; or i.nfixation of the suffix inside the 
final consonant, /saka-il-t-/ � sakailt-e � [sakeete]. These approaches assume 
subsequent simplification of the consonant cluster, as "'ell as vowel coalescence. 
Hyman (1995: 11-16) argues in favor of infixation, \vhich he relates to the posi
tioning of the perfective (and the applicative) before the passive and causative 
suffixes. 

Diachronically, metathesis is the origin of some instances of infixation (Ultan 
1975: 178f.; Yu 2007: 139-148). Another point of comparison is found in Hor,vood 
(2002: 170, 2004: 11), \vho uses LINEARITY to control the displacement of pre
fixes and suffixes to infixed positions. A crucial difference is that in£i,xation of this 
sort (that is, excluding infixation tied to prosodically prominent constituents) 
is inherently edge-oriented; the infixed material remains as close to the left or 
right edge of the stem as possible, subject to the phonotactic constraints or other 
pressures that force deviation from simple prefixation or suffixation (McCarthy 
and Prince 1993; Prince and S1nolensky 2004: 40-43; Yu 2007: 67-71). Metathesis, 
on the other hand, often occurs at stein edges as the result of 1norpheme con
catenation, but in principle can occur any,vhere in a \vord - recall the stem-medial 
cases in Cebuano and Rendille (§1.1). In addition, the infix has the status of a 
morpheme, which may happen to consist of a single segment; but in metathesis 
the single-seg1nent status is fundamental, and not necessarily correlated with a 
particular morpheme. 

It  can be noted finally that m.etathesis as a phenomenon is important evidence 
in favor of the category seg111.ent, however it may be formalized (CHAPTER 54: 

THE SKELETON). vVhether one considers the category of segment to be innate 
in the language faculty or son1ething that en1erges from the coordination of 
phonological gestures (Bybee 2001: 85£.), it is impossible to describe reorderings 
coherently in ter.ms of disparate features 0( phonetic cues: the essential property 
of metathesis is that it moves all features associated \vith a segment, and the 
cues that instantiate these features are affected as a group. Indeed, the features 
may be imple1nented by rather different cues in the new position. For example, 
the Alsea alternation [stlak] - [stalk] affects just l\VO of the five segments in this 
root. Even if /la/ were to be described as a core syllable, which is then reversed 
in some sense, the notion of "reversal" makes covert reference to the segments 
\vithin the CV syllable. Othenvise there must be a claim that the prevocalic /I/ 
has the same phonetic realization as when it occurs in the coda, and that the 
release of the /t/ into the /a/ is no different fro1n that into the /1/ in the non
metathes.i.zed form. The need to refer to discrete segments even to characterize 
metathesis, and even more so to provide a theoretical analysis, presents par
ticularly good evidence against suggestions that segments have no psychological 
reality, and are a mere artifact of an alphabetic writing system (Ladefoged 2005: 
191; Silvern1an 2006: 6, 203). 
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60 Dissimilation 

PATRIK BYE 

1 Introduction 

Dissiinilation prototypically refers to a situation in which a segment becomes 
less similar to a nearby segment 'vith respect to a given feature. As a synchronic 
alternation, it can be exemplified by liquid dissimilation in Georgian, where the 
ethnonym-forming suffix 1-uri} becomes [uli] when an /r/ precedes it anywhere 
within the word (Fallon 1993; Odden 1994). The resulting pattern of alternation 
is sho,vn in (1). 

(1) Georgian r-dissimi/ation 
a. p'olon-uri 'Polish' 

son1x-u.ri 'Armenian' 
b. sur-uli 'Assyrian' 

p 'rusi-uli 'Prussian' 
c. avst'ral-uri 'Australian' 

kartl-uri 'Kartvelian' 

In (la), the suffix surfaces in its ba.sic (non-dissiro.iJated) form. The forms in (lb) 
illustrate the result of unbounded dissimilation within the \VOrd. ln the '"ord mean
ing 'Prussian' it takes place despite the presence of the intervening consonant. 
If a lateral /1/ intervenes bel\veen the nvo rhotics, however, dissirnilation does 
not apply. This is shown in (le). 

A very similar example of liquid dissirniJation comes fro111 Latin (e.g. Kent 1936, 
1945; Steriade 1987), '"here the alternation is reversed. The adjectival suffix -lilis, 
as in n1lvillis 'naval', dissimilates to ·liris whenever another /1/ precedes it in the 
word, e.g. liinilris 'lunar'. Dissimilation is sinillarly blocked '"henever /r/ mtervenes 
bet\veen the trigger and the target, e.g. Jliiriilis 'floral', "fliiriiris. 

As a diachronic change, dissin1i!ation is n1ost often sporadic, applying to ran
dom lexical items (Posner 1961). The historical development of Latin and the 
Romance languages furnish several examples of sporadic liquid dissirniJation, e.g. 
Latm arbor> Spanish a.rbol 'tree', peregrinus > Late Latin pelegrTnus 'pilgrim'. Regular 
synchronic alternations involving dissimilatory processes are far n1ore rare and, 
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as a result, dissimilation has been afforded some\vhat less systematic attention 
than other more con1mon segmental patterns like assimilation. Nevertheless, the 
study of dissin1ilation phenon1ena offers a valuable source of insights into the 
fundan1ental questions phonologists ask. These questions include (a) the nature 
of rules and representations, and the relation bet"'een the t-vo, (b) the division 
of labor behveen the grammar and the lexicon, and (c) \vhether phonological 
patterns reflect possibly innate cognitive biases or extralinguistic factors operating 
during acquisition. 

The organization of the ren1ainder of this chapter is as folJo,.vs. §2 sets out the 
major parameters of dissimilation, explaining "'hich features participate, along 
\Vith restrictions on the interaction of context and focus determined by locality 
and domain of application. §3 addresses the contribution that the study of dis
sinillation phenomena has made to phonological theory, assessing how it has shaped 
our understanding of both representations and rules. §4 provides an overview of 
the motivations for dissi.milatory patterns proposed in the literature. Conclusions 
and questions for future research are given in §5. 

2 Dissimilatory patterns and their parameters 

2.1 Participating features 

Suzuki (1998) presents a comprehensive survey of cross-linguistic dissin1ilatory 
patterns. His survey includes 39 dissimilatory alternations. Table 60.l provides 
a some\.vhat revised summary w·ith a total of 46 alternations, adducing a fe\v 
additional cases not covered in Suzuki's original survey, and suppressing cases 
that on closer inspection turn out not to be true dissimilation.1 The second col
wnn of the table specifies the locality condition on the process (for illustration 

' For example, Suzuki's cases54-57 are grouped under "po larity", but on closer inspection they appear 
to have little in common. The reasons (or reclassif).·ing or not including these cases llere a.re, briefly, 
as follows. Tn Russian jnkn11'e (54) a pre-tonic non-high vowel redu ces to [iJ or (a], depend;ng on 
the quality of the following stressed vowel. The high or low quality of the reduced vowel gives the 
impression of maximizing the contrast in vowel height, e.g. /s1e'miju/ _, [s1a'm'ju] 'seven (INST)', but 
/dli•siatka/ -> /dii•siatka/ 'tenfold'. Crosswhite (1999: 79-83), however, argues that the dissimilatory 
effect is only epiphenomena!, and actually has nothing to do with dissiinilation or enhancen>ent of 
vowel height contrast. Based on work by Alderete (1995), she argues that what is at issue is actually 
a dffference in foot structure. Syllables with prominent nuclei may coJ\stitute feet on their own. ln 
(dii('sia1,1,t)ka), the stressed syllable forms a foot on its own, whereas in [(sia•miju)] the pre-tome syl· 
!able must also be incorporated because the stressed nucleus is not sufficiently prominent. The choice 
of raising or lowering thus comes to depend on whether the focus is parsed into a foot or not. Oinka 
(55) represents a morphological exchange rule, which is highly controversial in linguistic theory. See 
\Volf (2007) for an alternative analysis of exchange rules in terms of featural affix allomorphs. 
Huamelultec Chontal (56) appears to be a case of [spread glottis] dissinUlation, oot polarity. Margi 
(57) represents a case of allomorphy. Also not included is Thurneysen's Law in Gothic, which recent 
research by Woodhouse (1998) shows to be a case of analt>gical relexicalization rather than a phono· 
logical rule. Suzuki also includes Finnish consonant gradation (Keyser and J<ipar sk)' 1984; Aldere.te 
1997), but it is excluded here, since it is neither synchronically properly phonological nor obviously 
a dissin1ilation ri1le. 011e language cited as evi11cing lovv vo\.vel dissi11Ulation is tl1e CJ1adic language 
Kera (Ebert 1974; Kenstow.icz and J<isseberth 1979), where /a/ ;s claimed to dissim.ilate to la] pre
ceding another /a/. Recent work by Pearce (2008), however, shows that the effect is due to reduction 
in unstressed syUables. 
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Table 60.1 Dissimilatory alternations (Rt = root adjacency; a = syllable adjacency; 
unbounded (\'lithin the \vord); P =progressive; R = regressive) 

Feature 

labial 

coronal 

lateral 

rhoti.c 

voice 

spread 
glottis 

Locality Example 

Rt Tashlhlyt Berber (P: Elmedlaoui 1985, 1995; Jebbour 1985; 
Boukous 1987; Larsi 1991; Odden 1994) 

a Cantonese (P: Yip 1982, 1988), Palauan (R: Josephs 1975, 1990; 
Finer 1986) 

unbounded Akkadian (R: Soden 1969; McCarthy 1979; Yip 1988; Hume 
1992; Odden 1.994), TashJh.iyt Berber (2xR; see references 
above}, Palauan (R; see references above) 

Rt Dakota (R: Shaw 1976, 1985) 

unbounded Kuman (R: Trefry 1969; Walsh Dickey 1997), Latin (P: Kent 
1936, 1945; Posner 1961; Johnson 1973; Steriade 1987, 1995; 
Odden 1994; \Naish Dickey 1997), YidiJl (R: Dixon 1977; 
Steriade 1995; Walsh Dickey 1997), Yimas (P: Foley 1991; 
Odden 1994; Walsh D.ickey 1997) 

Rt Ai.nu (R: Ma.ddieson 1.984; Sh.ibatan.i 1990) 
unbounded Georgian (P: FaJJon 1993; Odden 1994), Modern Greek 

(R: Ne\vton 1971; ltialsh Dickey 1997), Sundanese 
(R: Cohn 1992; Holton 1995), Yindjibarndi (P: Wordick 1982) 

a Bantu (R: Bennett 1967; Davy & Nurse 1982; Odden 1994; 
Lombardi 1995), Japanese (Ito & Mester 1986; Alderete 
1997) 

a Ancient Greek (R: Grassmann 1863), Huarnelul.tec Chontal 
(P: \11/aterhouse 1949, 1962; Kenstowicz & Kisseberth 1979), 
lnari Saami (P: ltkonen 1986-91) 

constricted a 
glottis 

Seri (R: t.1arlett & Sternberger 1983; Yip 1988), Cuzco 
Quechua (R: Parker 1997) 

nasal Rt Chukchi (R: Odden 1987) 
NC a Goon.iyandi (P: M.cC.regor 1990; Odden 1994; Evans 1995) 

Gunindji (P: McConvell 1988; Odden 1994; Evans 1995), unbounded 
Yindjibarndi (P: Wordick 1982; Odden 1994) 

continuant Rt Modern Greek (P: Kaisse 1988), Northern Greek (R: Ne•Nton 
1971), Tsou (P: Szakos 1994), (P: Quintero 2004), North 
Central Spanish (R: Gonzalez 2008) 

high 

low 

length 

H 

L 

a Guere (R: Paradis & Pru.net 1989) 
Rt Arusa (R: Levergood 1987), vVintu (Pitkin 1984) 

a Marshallese (R: Bender 1968, 1969; Kenstowicz & Kisseberth 
1977), \11/oleaian (R: Sohn 1975; Sohn & Tawerilmang 1976; 
Poser 1982) 

a Gidabal (P: Geytenbeek & Geytenbeek :1971.), Latin (R: 
Leumann 1977; Sihler 1995), Oromo (P: Gragg 1976; Lloret 
1988; Alderete 1997), Slovak (P: Kenstowicz & Kisseberth 
1977, 1979; Rubach 1993) 

Rt Bantu (P: Goldsmith 1984; Odden 1994) 
er Bantu (P: Goldsmith 1984; Odden 1994) 
unbounded Arusa (P: Levergood 1987; Odden 1994) 

unbounded Pei\oles t-'!ixtec (P: Daly 1993; Odden 1994) 
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of dissimilations "'ith different locality conditions, see §2.2). Also indicated is 
the direction of dissimilation and, in case the language has more than one, the 
nun1ber of dissimilative patterns. The numbers of progressive and regressive 
dissimilations are more or less evenly split, \vith 21 and 24 cases respectively. 

Major class features such as [consonantal], [sonorant], and (approximant] do 
not appear to participate in dissimilation. The existence of some of these features 
is indeed contested in the literature. VVhile there is sometlling of a consensus that 
[sonorant] is necessary,2 Hun1e and Odden (1996) propose that [consonantal] n1ay 
be dispensed with. There is also a widespread assumption that the feature 
(approximant] is not contrastive in language, although see Levi (2008) for evidence 
to the contrary. 

Beyond the major class features, all classes of feature n1ay be involved in dis
similation, including place of articulation, laryngeal state, manner (continuancy, 
liquid, nasality), vov•el height, and suprasegmental properties such as length and 
tone. We shaU illustrate some of these in this section; other alternations that raise 
particular theoretical issues will be illustrated in the relevant sections. Thus, see 
§3 for examples of nasal dissunilation, and §4.3 for continuant dissimilation. 

Of the place of articulation features, only [labial] dissinlila tion is co1rrmon. Labial 
dissin1ilation is illustrated m (2) with data from Tashlliiyt Berber (Odden 1994). 
The labial nasal /m/ m a prefix dissimilates to (n] if the stem contams a labial 
consonant anywhere \Vithin it. 

(2) Labial dissimilation in Tashlhiyt Berber 
a. 

b. 

las 
agur ' . rn11 
bur 
' azum 

'shear' 
're1nain' 
'be tired' 
'remain celibate' 
'fast' 

am-las 
an1-agur < • an- rm1 
an-bur 
an-'azum 

'shearer' 
'abandoned' 
'tired person' 
'bachelor' 
'faster' 

Dissimilation of [coronal] is only attested m a single case, Dakota (Sha"' 1976, 
1985). Underlying coronal non-continuants /t lf n d/ are all neutralized to (k) 
(or, \vith regressive voicing assimilation, [g]) before another coronal consonant. 
The examples ill (3) are from Sha\v (1985: 184); see also Sha\'' (1976: 337). 

(3) Coronal dissimilntion in Dakota reduplication 
a. /lfek/ lfek-'lfeka 'stagger' 

/tfap/ lfap-'tfapa 'trot' 
/t'Is/ t'Is-'tiza 'draw tight' 
/khuf/ khuf-'khu3a 'lazy' 

b. /sut/ suk-'suta 'strong' 
/3at/ 3ag-'3ata 'curved' 

/thetf/ t"ek-'thetfa 'be ne\"'' 
ltf"elf / tf"ek-'tf"etfa 'to look like' 
/nm/ nig-'nina 'very' 

2 TIUs consensus 11aturally does 11ot extend to those represe11tatio11al tl1eories like Government 
Pl\onology, ,.._,.here the elements of represe11tatio11 must have autor1ornous interpretatio1\S (see espe
cially Kaye el nl. 1985). Obviously, [sonorant] has no phonetic interpretation independent of the place 
and manner features with \Vhich it is ass0<.-iated. 
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There are apparently no attested examples of dissimilation involving the feature 
[dorsal]. 

Alternations involving laterals and rhotics are relatively comn1on. We shall pro
vide examples of liquid dissimilation in §2.2 in connection with the discussion of 
locality parameters. 

Several Australian languages sho"' dissimilation of prenasalized stops or nasal 
+ stop clusters (NC). In Gurindji (Pama-Nyungan, Northern Territory; McConvell 
1988; Odden 1994), this process is unbounded, e.g. /lutcu-1Jka/ 'ridge', /pinka-l)ka/ 
-? [pinka-ka) 'river-Loe', /kankula-mpa/ -? [kankula-pa) 'high ground-Loe'. 

Several languages have restrictions on consecutive heavy nuclei that do not appear 
reducible to prosodic structure. In Slovak, for example, a long nucleus becomes 
short fo1Jo,11ing a long nucleus, according to a rule kno,11n as the Rhythmic 
Law (Rubach 1993: 172-175). Thus, the suffixes {-a:} (FE1'·! SG) and {-e:mul (DAT 
sc) shorten their first vowel follo,.ving a long vowel, e.g. [ma'l-a) 's1nall-FEM sc' 
vs. [ 'ml:kv-a) 'silent-FEM sc'; [ma'l-emu) 'small-M.ASe DAT sc' vs. ['rnl:kv-emu) 
'silent-MASC DAT sc'. The alternation is apparently unrelated to stress (Rubach 1993: 
41-42). At least in Western Slovak, the 1nain stress falls on the initial syllable of 
the word, and sources report a binary stress pattern, some vvith the possibility 
of ternary alternation. The Rhythnuc La"' nevertheless applies in odd-numbered 
syl lables, \11here we "'Ould expect resumption of secondary stress on a binary 
alternating pattern. This is sho,11n by derivations v11ith the agentive suffix {-ni:k} 
and the diminutive {-ii<), e.g. [hutni:k] 'steelworker' vs. [!falu:nnil<] 'vvallpaperer', [xlebi:k] 
'bread' vs. [ 'c!Jba:nik] 'pot'. 

Several languages of Vanuatu have productive Low Vowel Dissiinilation 
(Lynch 2003). In Maskelynes (Malayo-Polynesian), the nominalizer prefix is real
ized as (n;;i-] when the following vowel is lo"' /e a  o/, and [na-] follo,11ing a high 
vovvel /i ;;i u/. 

(4) a. na-v1s 'banana' 
na-xamar 'men's house' 
na-xut ' louse' 

b. n;i-n1atu 'right (hand)' 
na-gor 'green coconut' 

Dissimilation is occasionaJly also used to refer to the deletion of one of a pair of 
similar neighboring sounds. Hall (2009), for example, describes this phenomenon 
\.vith reference to /r/ in American English, in principle giving alternations lil<e 
[fn-1.m) fa.nn vs. [fa ma]  farmer, and [is tan] eastern vs. [israna.] easterner. 

All the cases \lie have looked at so far involve the elin1ination of sequences of 
similar sounds. Preventive dissimilation is when the creation of ne'v seqt.lences 
of similar sounds is blocked. One example is provided by Inari Saami (Itkonen 
1986-91), "'hich has a morphologically conditioned process of consonant grada
tion. An overlong obstruent in the "strong" grade generally alternates with the 
corresponding singleton iI1 the "weak" grade, as shown in (5). In eacl1 of the exrun
ples belO\·V, the strong grade forn1 on the left represents the nominative smgular, 
the '"eak grade form on the right the accusative-genitive singular. Examples have 
been adapted from Finno-Ugric transcription into IPA, according to the con
ventions set out in Bye et al. (2009) ([A] is a so1newhat low central vo\11el; [X] is 
"ultrashort"). 
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(5) Inari Snmui consonant gradation (obstn1ents) 
tsuop:p"X 
fat:tX 
}lef:fi 

tsuop"A 
faatA 
peefi 

'meat of fish' 
'yard' 
'm11d., slush' 
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Under normal circumstances, the overlong aspirated velar stop /k:kh/ alternates 
with /h/, as shown in (6). This may be taken to reflect a general process that 
debuccalizes /k1'/, leaving bare [h]. 

(6) Inari Saaini consonant sradation: Debuccaliz.ation of aspirated velar stop 
kak:k"u kaahu, *kaakhu 'unleavened rye-bread' 
ifok:k"i ifohii, •ifok"ii 'peak, summit' 
kal:kk"X knalhA, *kaalk"A 'chalk' 

.Ho1vever, there is one situation 1vhere debuccalization to [h) fails to take place. 
As (7) sho,vs, this is '"hen the onset of the preceding syllable is also /h/. 

(7) lnari Saam.i consonant gradation: Debuccalization blocked 
hik:k"i 
hak:k"i\ 
hul:kk"i\ 

hiikhi, *hiihi 
haak"A, *hoahA 
huulk"A, *huulhA 

'hay-basket' 
'canon' 
'knife-sheath' 

2.2 Locality and domains 
Dissimilation may be associated with one of three locality conditions listed in (8). 
This parameter '"as first addressed in detail by Odden (1994). Suzuki's (1998) 
survey largely confirms this picture. 

(8) Locality conditions 
a. Root adjacency 
b. Syllable adjacency 
c. Unbounded 

Liquid dissimilation may be used to exemplify all three locality conditions. Ainu, 
a language isolate of Japan, illustrates the root-adjacency condition (Shibatani 1990: 
13). Given an underlying cluster /rr/, the first /r/ dissimilates to [n], as sho1vn 
in (9). 

(9) Ainu r-dissi111ilation 
kukor kur 'n1y husband' 
kor n1at 'his \Vife' 

kukon rusuj 
kon rametok 

'I want to have (something)' 
'his bravery' 

Yimas (Foley 1991: 54), a Sepik-Ramu language of Papua Nevv Guinea, illustrates 
liquid dissimilation operating under syllable adjacency. An /r/ dissimilates to [t] 
if there is an /r I in the inunediately preceding syllable. The examples in (10) sho\v 
variation in the shape of the inchoative suffix 1-aral (1991: 290). 
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(10) Y in1as r-dissimilation 
h1ak-ara
kan1prak-ara
apr-ata-

'break open' 
'snap' 
'open, spread' 

Dissimilation may also be unbounded within the \Vord, as '"e have already seen 
in the Georgian exan1ple in (1) with \vhich we opened this chapter. 

3 Dissimilation in the grammar 

One of the fundamental issues in generative phonology has ah,rays been whetl1er 
linguistically significant generalizations should be assigned to particular desig
nated levels of representation, such as the underlying or surface level, or to the 
rules that map one representation onto another (NkCarthy 2007; Bye, forthcoming). 
In earlier approaches in the style of SPE (Chon1sky and Halle 1968), dissimilations 
,.vere described in terms of feature-changing rules of the general form shown 
in (11). 

(11) X � [-F) I _ [+F] 

Rules of this kind \¥ere criticized because the pairing of structural change and 
environment \Vas arbitrary. Because of this, they were unable to distinguish 
between natural assiinilations like (12a) and arbitrary rules like (12b) (example 
from Odden 1987). 

(12) a. 
b. 

[+consonantal] � [+voice] I _  [+voice] 
[+consonantal] � (+voice] I _ [+continuant] 

Concerns about the generative power of feature-changing rules thus motivated 
the development in the nii.d-1970s and 1980s of non-linear approaches to phono
logical representation (Coldsmith 1976) that permitted greater elegance and 
simplicity in the statement of natural rules. Assimilation rules "'ere remodeled 
as feature-filling spreading (see CHAl'TBR 81: LOCAL ASSI.MILATION and CHAPTER 77: 
LONG-DISTANCE ASSJ:MILATION OF CONSONANTS). In non-linear tern1s, dissiinilation 
is s.imply the deletion or delinking of a feature and, in accounts that retaiI1 a 

vie"' of features as binary, independently motivated insertion of a default value 
(Odden 1987, 1994; CHAPTER 27: THE ORGANIZATION OF FEATURES) . For example, 
Chukchi has a process changing underlying /fJ/ to [¥] before another nasal, sho,vn 
ll1 (13). 

(13) taraf)·ak 
ina,vraf)·ak 
pit'il) 

'build a d"relling' 
'to give as a gift' 
'cold' 

na-tara¥-mori 
. . ma\vta¥·nm 
pit'i¥-f)inqij 

''.ve built a d\vellmg' 
'he gave it' 
'boy "' ith a cold' 

Odden (1987: 242) provides an analysis of this alternation as delinking of [+nasal] 
before another [+nasal], as sho,vn in (14). Subsequently, redundancy rules fill in 
the feature [-nasal] by default. 
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(14) denasalizati.on 

inawr<il)-<in 

I I 
(+NJ[+N] 

� inawr<iK-<in 

I 
[+N] 

default 
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ina,vr<i¥-<in 

I I 
[-N][+N] 

Accon1panyi..ng the developn1e.nt of non-linear representations \\'as a return to 
the idea that at least certain phonological generalizations are best stated as con
straints on surface forms. This conception made it feasible to explain hovv· it 
was possible that certain rules seemed to share the same functional teleology 
(the "conspiracy" problem; see Kisseberth 1970 and CHAPTER 70: CONSPIRACIES). 
Such constraints could trigger the application of repairs, such as the deletion 
of the first of the two [+nasal] features, or block the application of rules that 
'vould other"'ise apply (see examples of preventive dissimilation in §2). The first 
such constraint on output representations \vas the Obligatory Contour Principle 
(Leben 1973; Goldsmith 1976; McCarthy 1979, 1981, 1986, 1988; Odden 1988; Yip 
1988, 1989), one fornntlation of which is provided in (15). 

(15) Obliga.tory Contour Principle (OCP) (McCarthy 1986, 1988) 

At the melodic level., adjacent identical elem.ents are prohibited. 

The OCP was originally used in accounting for tonal pheno1nena, especially 
adjacency of high tones, but it was subsequently extended to include other 
features. The OCP specifies a negative output target, and dissi.nlilation only 
represents one strategy for satisfying it. Other repair strategies include merger 
of adjacent identical nodes, blocking of syncope (McCarthy 1986), and the 
insertion of epenthetic segments (Yip 1988). The OCP was incorporated into 
\vork couched in the fran1e\vork of Optimality Theory (OT: McCarthy and Prince 
1993; Prince and Smolensky 1993), where it became a violable constraint. Alderete 
(1997) and It6 and Mester (2003) propose that the OCP may represent a local 
self-conjunction of more primitive markedness constraints (Smolensky 1995, 
1997). OCPIFI is violated precisely when •(F] is violated n1ore than once \vi.thin 
so1ne local don1ain. 

Another major theoretical concern during the 1980s especially \vas locality 
conditions on the application of rules, and dissirnilation played a major part in 
this debate. The autosegmentalization of representations into tiers permitted the 
elimination of many kinds of apparent Jong-distance effects. Sounds that are non
adjacent on the level of the seg1nental root may nevertheless dissimilate, provided 
that the relevant features are adjacent on the same autosegm.ental tier. Stetiade 
(1987) argues that the Latin facts mentioned at the beginning of this chapter 
may be accounted for by a version of the OCP \vith jurisdiction over the [lateral] 
tier, over which interactions between tier-adjacent liquids may be described. 
The diagra1ns in (16) show ho'v the liquids in the \Vords liinilris and florillis are 
projected onto separate tier-specifying values of [lateral). This allows us to 
explain the ungrammaticality of the counterfactual form */Oniilis as a result of 
the hvo occurrences of (+lateral] being adjacent on the (lateral] tier, in violation 
of OCP1i.,.,..11• In flora/is, on the other hand, there is an intervening [-lateral] 
bet\\'een the t\\'O occurrences of (+lateral], so the OCP is not violated. 
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(16) Lateral dissir11ilation 

OCP 

[+lat] [-lat] 

l un-ar is 

·ocP OCP 

[+lat] [-lat] [+lat] [-lat] [+lat] 

* l un-al is f l o r - a l i s  

Even "'ith the possibility of factoring the representation into tiers, though, there 
is still an empirical residue that poses a problem for a strict interpretation of 
locality. In some theories, vocalic place (V-Place) and consonantal place (C-Place) 
are represented on separate planes (Clements 1991; Clen1ents and Hume 1995; 
l\lloren 2003; see also CHAPTER 19: VOWEL PLACE and CHAPTER 22: CONSONANTAL 
PLACE OF ARTICULATION). This organization implies that non-adjacent consonants 
and vO\¥els should not display any interaction, but this expectation is not borne 
out. Akkadian (Soden 1969: 64ff.), for example, has a nominalizer prefix {ma-} that 
dissunilates to {na-} if follov,red by a labial consonant in the stem, e.g. /ma-s?al-t-u/ 
'question' but /ma-rkab-t/ -7 [na-rkab-t] 'chariot'. If a labial vovtel or glide 
intervenes between the trigger and the target, however, dissimilation is blocked, 
e.g. /ma-wmii-t-um/ -7 •[ma-amii-t-um} 'oath'. Odden (1994: 319) argues for an 
additional adjacency parameter, transplanar locality, to cover these cases, but it 
is unclear how this is to be formalized. 

4 Motivations for dissimilation 

There are a number of theories of what causes dissin1ilation. The purpose of 
this section is to revie\v the major proposals as well as some others of more 
limited applicability. Our point of departure will be Ohala's Co-articulation
Hypercorrection Theory (CHT; Ohala 1981, 1993, 2003), vvhicl1 is presented in §4.1. 
According to the CHT, dissimilation results when the listener reverses a perceived 
co-articulation. The central prediction of the CHT is that dissimilation should only 
occur vvith features that have cues that are significantly extended U\ tirne. Other 
theories assume a processing 1notivation. Frisch et al. (2004) argue that sin1i
larity avoidance effects are due to the difficu.lties associated "'ith processing the 
sequencing of similar segments. This bias is reflected in the statistical structure 
of the lexicon and is described m §4.2. Follo,vmg on from this, §4.3 considers 
the possibility that dissimilation in manner between pairs of adjacent fricatives 
or stops may be understood i11 tern1s of the enhancen1ent of place cues. In §4.4 
,.ve look at dissimilation-like phenoro.ena. in certain kinds of reduplication ("echo" 
reduplication) and language games, which exploit non-identity for aesthetic, 
Judie, or secret purposes. 

4.1 Dissimilation as listener reversal of co-articulation 
The phonetic realization of certain features may extend over long temporal 
domains. Long-domam features are interestmg because they create an ambiguity 
for the listener faced \Vith the task of reconstructmg the feature's place u1 
phonological structure. This a1nbiguity creates conditions favorable to reanalysis, 
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which - in the case of temporally extended features - may take one of three 
forms: assin1ilation, metathesis, or dissimilation (Blevins 2004). In dissin1ilation, 
when one instance of a distinctive feature occurs \Vithi.n the phonetic do1nain 
of another instance of the san1e distinctive feature, there is an ambiguity as to 
'vhether the phonetic effects should be ascribed to the first or second instance of 
the feature, or both. In a series of highly influential publications, Ohala (1981, 1993, 
2003) argues that dissirnilation as a sound change is the result of reversal by 
the listener of perceived co-articulation (see CHAPTER 98: SPEECH l'ERCEPTlON 
AND PHONOLOGY). The driving force of the change on this view is the overzeal
ous application of reconstructive rules, \vi.th the result that long-domain effects 
that are actually intended by the speaker become reversed. This is known as hyper
correction. The mechanism of Ohala's Co-articulation-Hypercorrection Theory is 
sche1natized in (17). 

(17) Dissimilation as sound change by tile listener (after Ohala 1981: 187) 

Speaker Listener Listener-turned-Speaker 

/yt/ /ut/ 

produced as 1 reconstructed as l produced as 

(yt] 
heard as 

(yt] [ u t J 

In this example, the speaker intends to say (yt], \vhich is also the form that the 
listener actually hears. Ho"'ever, the listener is in possession of tacit phonetic kno\v
ledge that coronal consonants raise the value of F2 on neighboring vo,vels. 
Dra\vir1g on this knowledge, he concludes that the ir1tended quality of the vo\vel 
has been distorted due to its proxin1ity to the coronal consonant. The perceived 
distortion is then eliminated by reconstructing the intended form as fut/: the /y/ 
dissinlila tes. 

There are three important entailments of the CHT. The first follo\vs fron1 
the assumption that dissimilation involves co-articulation. Segments are only 
expected to dissimilate to the extent that they entail overlapping articulations. 
Many dissim.ilations involve segments that are not phonologically adjacent on 
the level of the segmental root node. A 'vell-kno\vn example is Grassmann's 
Law ill Indo-European (Grassmann 1863). In Ancient Greek, which provides one 
mstantiate of the sow1d la,v, there cannot be n1ore than one aspirated stop in a 
pair of adjacent syllables (Sn1yth 1956 (1920): 31). Thus, earlier /thrik"-os/ 'hair 
(GEN sG)' became [trikhos] 'TQLXO� (cf. [thriks] SQif, (NOM SG)). Grassmann's Law 
apparently represents an mteraction behveen two non-adjacent consonants. 
Once '"e take into account the co-articulatory effect of the aspiration on the 
followir1g vowel, the apparent action-at-a-distance effect evaporates because the 
aspiration overlaps phonetically with the dissin1ilation target. Following release 
of the stop closure, aspira.tion persists into the follo,ving vo,vel for 60 msecs or so, 
presenting the listener with an ambiguity as to "'hether the aspiration represents 
post-aspiration of the first stop or pre-aspiration of the second. Segments that 
are outside of each other's co-articulatory range are not expected to dissirnilate 
according to the CHT. 
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The second consequence of the CHT is that dissimilation cannot take the form 
of a quantitative change within the san1e category. Dissin1ilation should ahvays 
be lin1ited to phonologically contrastive feahrres (cf. Granlffiont 1895; Kiparsky 
2003). This follo,·vs directly from the assun1ption that what listeners are doing, 
•vhen they hypercorrect, is reconstructing \vhat they believe is the intended form, 
\vhich must be a distinctive segment of the language. Assimilative changes, on 
the other hand, may give rise to novel structures or segments. 

The third consequence of the CHT is that it should not matter which direction 
the perceived distortion is resolved in. The CHT is neutral '"'ith respect to '"hether 
the dissimilation is progressive or regressive. In (17), an equally valid outcome 
'"ould have been dissimilation of the consonant, e.g. to /yk/. 

The empirical substance of Ohala's proposal consists of the follo,ving predictions. 

(18) Ohala's predictions 
a. The likelihood that a given consonantal feature participates in dis

siJnilation depends on \\rhether the associated perceptual cues have a 
short or long don1ain. 

b. The domain of dissimila.tion should be linked to the temporal exten
sion of the perceptual cues. 

c. Features '"hose cues are localized on the segment should not sho'v 
dissimilatory behavior. 

On this basis, an up-to-date list of the features sho,vn to have temporal extension, 
and therefore likely to dissirniJate accord ing to the CHT, is sho,vn in Table 60.2, 
adapted from a corresponding table in a paper on the evolution of metathesis by 
Blevins and Garrett (2004: 123). Examples are incorporated from the surrounding 
discussion iJ1 their text. 

Features not likely to dissirnilate according to the CHT are fricative, affricate, 
stop, and voice. The phonetic cues for each of these segment types are localized 
on the segment itself. For example, stops are cued by high amplitude bursts on 
release of the closure. These bursts are very short, of the order of 5 ntsecs to 10 msecs. 
The temporal extent of voicing and fricative noise is limited by the extent of the 
segment's articulation phase. Examples of continuancy and voicing dissin1ilation 
nevertheless exist. Examples of continuancy dissimilati.on are discussed in §4 . . 3, 
along \Vith a possible phonetic motivation. When Ohala (1981) initially framed 
his CHT, the existence of liquid dissimilation appeared to present a problem, since 
at that lime no "'Ork had been done on ten1porally extended cues for liquids. 
Far fron1 being occasional, liquids are, after labials, the n1ost likely to dissi.nUlate. 
Moreover, they sho•v prono11nced action-at-a-di.stance, a.s the Georgian exan1ple 
at the beginning of this chapter shows. This is surprising if it is all down to the 
formant transitions onto neighboring vo\vels. Starting "'ith Kelly and Local (1986) 
and Kelly (1989), ho•vever, much research has sho,vn that liquids have temporally 
extended acoustic-perceptual cues. Tunley (1999) den1onstrated experimentally that 
Ill causes raising in F2 and F3 on neighboring high vo"'els, •vhiJe /r/ resuJ.ts in 
lo"'ering. These effects are moreover observable up to five syllables away from 
the lateral segment itself (Ha,vkins and Smith 2001; see also CHAPTER 30: THE 
REPRESENTATION OF RHOTICS). West (1999b) found that \Vhen the liquid and its 
phonetic context \\'ere 1nasked >vith \.vhite noise, speakers \\'ere nonetheless able 
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Table 60.2 Ten1porally extended features. References to acoustic properties are 
from Ladefoged (1993; L), Ladefoged et nl. (1988; LMJ) and Ladefoged and Maddieson 
(1996; LM) 

Fent11re 

rounding 

velarization 

pharyngealization 

palatalization 

retroflection 

laryngealization 

aspiration 

nasalization 

jaw lo'"ering 

rhoticity 

laterality 

Acoustic property 

lowering of all formants 
(Ltv! 356-358) 

lo\vered F2 (LM 361.-362) 

Jo,vered F3, raised Fl 
(LM 307) 

raised F2 (LM 364) 

lo\vered F3, F4, 
clustering of P2, F3, 
F4 (E 203, LM 28) 

more energy in Fl, F2, 
more jitter (LtvlJ) 

more energy in FO, 
more noise (LMJ) 

spectral zero, nasal 
anti-resonance (LM 116) 

raised f1 

lowered F3 (LM 244, 313) 

lateral formants 
(LM: 193-197), raised/ 
Jo,vered F2/ F3 

Examples 

French, English (Benguerel & Cowan 
1974; Lubker & Gay 1982) 

Arabic (Ghazali 1977; Card 1983) 

Interior Salish (Bessell 1998a, 1998b) 

Catalan (Recasens 1984, 1987), English 
(Hawkins & Slater 1994), Japanese 
(Magen 1984), Marshallese (Choi 
1992), Russian (Keating 1988), Bantu 
(Manuel 1987) 

Gooruyandi (JVlcGregor 1990), Gujarati 
(Dave 1977), Hin.di (Stevens & 
Blumstein 1975), Malayalam 
(Dart 1991), Thvi (Anderson & 
'Maddieson 1994) 

Cayuga (Dougherty 1993) 

Cayuga (Dougherty 1993) 

Engl ish (Cohn 1.990) 

English (Amerman et nl. 1970) 

English (Kelly & Local 1986; Kelly 1989; 
T1u1Jey 1999; West 1999a, 1999b, 2000; 
Ha"•kins & Smith 2001) 

to reconstruct the intended liquid from the resonances in vov1els up to three 
syllable nuclei av,ray. These recent findings on the phonetics of liquids thus 
square \veil "'ith the prediction that the phonological don1ait1 of the dissilnilat
ing feature should mirror the temporal extension of the corresponding cu.es. 

Ohala does not consider di.ssimilation bet"'een vo,-vels. Ohman (1966) sho,-ved 
that vowels may co-articulate across intervening consonants. Dissirnilation of VO\V
els across syllables is thus consistent \Vith Ohala's broader claims. Interestingly, 
though, all of the known exrunples of vowel di.ssin1ilation involve vo\vel height 
(CHAPTER 21: VOWEL HEIGHT). Vo"'el height dissin1ilation is certainly consistent 
•vith the experimental findmg that lowering of the jaw co-articulates (Amerman 

et al. 1970), but the existence of co-articulation is apparently not a sufficient pre
dictor of dissimilation. Indeed there is a striking co1nplementarity of phonological 
patterning between vowel height, on the one hand, and vo>vel color (roundness 
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and backness), on the other. To date, no examples of dissimilation involving the 
labial or front-back din1ensions have come to light. Conversely, syste1ns of vov1el 
harmony in \\•luch backness or rounding (or both) are active are richly attested 
in the literature, but the feature [lo,.v) is not frequent in vowel harmony (see Krause 

1979 for a possible example from Chukchee). Further discussion of this problem 
may be found in Alderete and Frisch (2007). 

There is also still a residue of dissimilatory patterns for \vhich the CHT does 
not seem to offer an explanation, including NC, long vo\vel, continuancy (see §4.3 
beJo,.v), and voicing. In the next section we \viii consider an alternative theory of 
the origins of dissimilation that does not seem to make any prediction about which 
features participate. 

4.2 Similarity avoidance in the lexicon 
Several recent studies have examined statistical asymmetries in the lexicon, 
pointing to a preference for phonetic dissimilarity between neighboring conson
ants in roots (see also CHAPTER 86: MORPHEME STRUCTURE CONSTRAINTS). Berkley 
(2000) studied English 1nonosyllabic \Vords and found evidence of gradient 
similarity avoidance effects. Focusing on \vords of the shape C1 VC2, she found 
that there are significantly fe\ver sud< \vords containing homorganic consonants 
than would be expected if consonants combined randomly, i.e. had the same 
probability of occurring as t1.vo independent events. Under- or overrepresentation 
is the ratio of observed to expected frequency (see CHAPTER 90: FREQUENCY 
EFFECTS). A pair is underrepresented if the observed-to-expected (or 0/E) ratio 
is less than 1,  overrepresented if greater than ] .. Words in \vhi.ch C1 and C2 are 
homorganic - such as 111.op, lull, and king - are underrepresented in the English 
lexicon. For CVVC 1.vords with a long vo,vel intervening between C, and C2, the 
homorgaiuc similarity avoidance effect is also present but \veaker. These results, 
adapted fron1 Berkley (2000), are sho,vn in Table 60.3. Shaded cells indicate 
underrepresented combinations. 

Frisch et nl. (2004) studied similarity avoidance in the lexicon of Arabic tri
radical verb roots. They found a very strong effect for adjacent pairs of consonants 

Table 60.3 Similarity avoidance in English monosyllabic roots 

eve Labial p b f v m w  
eor obs t d 0 o s z J 3 !f <t;  
Corson n I r j 
Dorso- k g h t) \'\! 

guttural 

ewe Labial p b f v m w  
eor obs t d 0 o s z J :; tf <t 
eor son n I r  j 
Dorso- k g h t) \'\! 

guttural 

Labial 
p b f v m w  

o. 

0.6 

I 

eor obs 
t d 0 0 s z  
J 3 !f ct  

1.15 

Q.7 

1.11 

Q.7:1 I 

eor son 
n I r  j 

1.33 

1.03 r Q.�2 

1.11 

1.17 

r Q:ZQ 

I I 

I I 

Dorso
gu.ttural 

k g h l) \V 

0.85 

1.09 

1.21 

o.zi I 
1.14 

1.03 

1.01 

Q.Z:! I 
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(C, and C2, C2 and C3), tending to categorical, as shown in Table 60.4. For non
adjacent C1 and C3 the effect \vas still strong, although son1e"1hat "'eaker. Under 
both adjacency and non-adjacency the similarity avoidance effect is far stronger 
than the one observed by Berkley for English. Gray cells are homorganic in terms 
of major class (Labial, Coronal obstruent, Dorsal, Guttural, Coronal sonorant). 
They also found that the avoidance was stronger the more similar the consonant. 
Within the major class of coronals, for exa1nple, an adjacent pair of coronals \vas 
significantly more frequent if they had different values for [continuant]. 

Frisch et al. argue that '"hen observed co-occurrence deviates fron1 expected 
co-occurrence, the learner posits a gradient phonological constraint, which they 
dub the gradient Obligatory Contour Principle that encodes the generalization 
"roots \vith repeated homorganic consonants are unusual." Statistical generalizations 
like these form the basis of n1etalinguistic judgments of relative acceptability of 
novel \vOrds (''\vord-Jikeness"), influencing which '"'ords are actually used, and 
the phonological forms of novel and borro,ved words (cf. Frisch 2004: 346). 

For Frisell et al., the gradient OCP represents a statistical generalization over a 
static lexicon; it does not encode tacit phonetic knowledge directly. Despite this, 
Frisch el al. do propose a functional explanation for the distributional asy1nn1e
tries in the lexicon. Repetition of similar consonants is difficult to process (Frisch 
2004). This finds the beginnings of an explanation in neural nehvork models 
that encode linearization of segments. Nodes in the network must be excited and 
inhibited so as to fire in the right sequence. If there is a sequence of siinilar seg
ments, the periods of excitation and inhibition may overlap, \vhether or not there 
is a correspondiI1g overlap in the acoustic signal. Given hvo segn1ents, C1 and 
C2, in linear sequence that activate the same distinctive feature node, if the node 
encoding C 1  is still firing when C2 is perceived, this may result in simultaneous 

Table 60.4 Similarity avoidance in Arabic verb roots 

Adjacent Labial b f  m 
Cor obs t d t' d' 

e 3 s z s' z' f 
Dorsal k g q  
Guttural X K  

t1 ( h ?  
Cor son I r  n 

Non-adjacent Labial b f  m 
Cor obs t d t' d' 

9 o s z s' z' f  
Dorsal k g q  
Guttural X K  

t1 ( h ? 
Car son l r n 

Labial Cor obs Dorsal Guttural Cor 
son 

b f m  t d  9 3 s z  k g q  x w  h (  l r n  

0.00 

0.30 

t' d' s' z' f h ?  

1.37 1.31 1.15 1.35 1.17 
0.52 0.80 1.43 1.25 
0.04 1.16 1.41 1 .. 26 

o. 2 0.07 1.04 
.Q 0.07 

0,0 

1.08 1.02 1.26 1.25 1.28 
0.38 l .06 1.24 1.05 1 .. 02 

0.2 1.16 1.35 114 
o. 0.68 1.19 

Q 0.12 
0 

1.18 
1.23 
1 .. 21 
1.48 
1.39 
1.26 
0.0 

1.11 
0.97 
1 23 
1.03 
1.10 
1.13 
� 
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perception of C, and C2• The resulting blend of the t"'O percepts may result in 
the saine kind of an1biguity that results from co-articulation in the CHT, and is 
presumably consistent >vith the sa1ne re-analytic strategies. An alternative source 
of dissiinilation in processing may be a refractory period during which the node 
must be reset in order to detect a second stimulus of the same type. 'Unlike the 
eHT and the blending scenario w·e have just sketched, the refractory period "'Ould 
see1n to predict asymmetries in the direction of the resulting pattern. If C2 occurs 
within this refractory period of a node that has just fired for C 1, the relevant 
feature '"ill be perceived on e, but may not be perceived on e2• The effective 
result is progressive dissirnilation. 

This processing bias may further help explain the pronounced difference in 
the strength of the effect in English and Arabic. Arabic has non-concatenative 
n1orphology and psychologically real abstract consonant roots like /ktb/ 'write'. 
In phonological analysis, this has motivated analyses in which consonants and 
vowels occupy separate tiers in the representation. Roots are vulnerable to 
speech errors involving misordering of radical consonants. 

These functional mechanisms and their implications for linguistic patterning 
provide 1nuch fertile ground for further research. First, a greater rai1ge of lai1guages 
1nust be studied to determine to '"hat extent root co-occurrence constraii1ts 
have a gradient character or not. Suzuki (1998) presents 16 examples of root co
occurrence restriction, '"hich are summarized in Table 60.5, along '''ith a couple 
of additional cases. 

A second challenge concerns the difference betvveen similarity ai1d identity. 
Arabic shows avoidance of identical radicals. In English, however, seg1nentaJ iden
tity provides an escape hatch to the OeP. eve roots '"here both e, and e2 are 
labial are generally dispreferred, but not if e1 and e2 are identical. For example, 
selecting /p/ for C, and C2 and permuting the possible nuclei, almost every cell 
of the paradigin corresponds to an actually occurrii1g word of English: pip, pep, 
pap, pop, pup, peep, poop, parp, pipe, Pape, pope. See Idsardi and Rain1y (2008) for a 
relevant proposal tl1at segm.ental identity may be represented in a data structure 
they call a "linked list." 

Finally, the similarity avoidance approach raises ane'" the question of '"hich 
feahrres are expected to participate in dissinillation. Are certain features associ
ated with longer periods of excitation in perception than others? And if that turns 
out to be so, is the.re a systematic correlation between the length of a feature's 
temporal domain in the speech signal =d the duration of excitation? To date, 
place and laryngeal features (MacEachern 1997) have been studied. These studies 
must therefore be extended to short-domain features, such as stops, fricatives, Md 
vo1cmg. 

4.3 Dissimilation and cue robustness 
Manner dissinillation is predicted not to occur by the CHT. Despite this, a small 
number of languages display dissinillation of pairs of adjacent stops or fricatives. 
For example, Osage (Quintero 2004), a Siouan language spoken .in Oklahon1a, has 
a rule dissimilating /o/ to [t] follovving /s/, e.g. /fk5foa/ -4 [fk5fta] 'you \Vant'. 
Tsou (Szakos 1994), an Austronesian language of Tai"1an, has a rule that hardens 
/h/ to [k] following /s/, giving alternations such as [s-in-uhnu] 'send someone 
to do somethmg (ACTOR VOICE)' - [skuna] (PATIENT VOICE), [s-1n-ohpici] 'pinch 
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Table 60.5 Root co-occurrence restrictions 

Fen tu.re Case 

place Amharic (Bender & Fulass 1978), Arabic (Greenberg 1950; McCarthy 
1979, 1981; Mester 1986; Yip 1989; Padgett 1991; Pierrehltmbert 1993; 
Frisch et al. 2004), Cambodian (Yip 1989), French (Plenat 1996), 
Ha,vai'ian (!vkKay 19'70), Hebre\11 (Koskinen 1964), Javanese (Uhlenbeck 
1949; 1•!ester 1986; Padgett 1991), Russian (Padgett 1991), Serbian 
(McKay 1970), Yucatec Iv!ayan (Yip 1989; Lombardi 1991) 

labial Cantonese (Yip 1982, 1988), Ponapean (Rehg & Sohl 1981; Goodman 
1995), Yao (Purnell 1965; Ohala 1981), Zulu (Doke 1926) 

coronal Akan (Welmers 1946; .tv!cCarthy & Prince 1995) 

pharyngeal 11oses-Columbia Salish (Czaykowska-Higgins 1993) 

liquid Javanese (Uhlenbeck 1.949; Mester 1986) 

rhotic American English (Hall 2009) 

voice Japanese (Ito & Mester 1986, 2003; Steriade 1987, 1995; Ishihara 1991; 
Archangeli & Pulleyblank 1994; Alderete 199·7; Pater 1999), Bakairi 
(Gussenhoven &. Jacobs 2005) 

spread glottis Sanskrit (Grassmann 1863; Langendoen 1966; Anderson 1970; Phelps & 
Brame 1973; Sag 1974, 1976; Phelps 1975; Schindler 1976; Borowsky & 
Mester 1983; Kaye & Lowenstamm 1985; Lombardi 1991) 

high Ngbaka (Thomas 1963; Chomsky & Halle 1968; Mester 1986) 

back Ainu (Ito 1984; 1-Cester 1986; Archangeli & Pulleyblank 1994), l'zeltzal 
(Slocum 1948; Ito 1984) 

length Japanese 

(ACTOR VOICE)' - [skopica] (PATIENT VOICE). Non-sibilant fricatives such as (0 x) 
have diffuse spectra. Harris (1958) sho,vs that the F2 transition is required for reli
able identification of the fricative. In a cluster of fricatives, one of the transitions, 
C-V or V-C, is n1issing. Dissirnilating one of the fricatives to the corresponding 
stop has the effect of sharpening the F2 transition and adding a stop release 
burst, rendering the place of articulation more easily identifiable.3 In Chon.ta[ 
(Waterhouse 1949, 1962; Kensto,-vicz and Kisseberth 1979), a Hokan language of 
!vlexico, the imperative suffix is {-la'} after voiceless segments, and (·ia?) after voiced 
ones, e.g. [fuf-lia?] 'blow it!', [panx-Ja?] 'sit do\vn!', [ko-ia'] 'say it!', [kan-ta?] 'leave 
it!'. The pattern seen1s to involve deleting the second [spread glottis] feature in a 

3 One of the apparent cases of continltant assimilation n1entioned by Ohala as a potential col1nterexample 
to the CHT may in foct turn out to be best understood as an instance of it. Dyen (1972) shows that 
J)roto-AL1stronesian 1t>/s . ,  . s ,  . .  / was dissimi1ated across an inten1ening vo\.vel in Ngaju-Dayak to 
/t . . .  s . .  ./. The evidence, however, only consists of the two words PA *sisik >ND [tisik] 'fish-scale' 
and PA ,.SltSu > ND [tuso] 'breast'. [t is perhaps relevant that tl1e V0\\1el in1mediatel)' follo\vi11g tl1e 
initial ,.s is a l'ligl' ''0'''e1. High vo,vels are kno,vn to iJ.'Ctease tl1e degree of post-aspiration of a pre
ceding voiceless stop and affrication of a preceding /t/. The initial sibilant may thus have been 
interpreted RS the n>-articulotory affrication of an intended /t/. 
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cluster of voiceless fricatives - assuming the claim of Vaux (1998) that voiceless 
fricatives are universally [spread glottis] - allowing the lateral to be 1nore clearly 
identified as such. 

Dissimilation bet"reen hvo stops is far more rare, but Gonzalez (2008) supplies 
an example from North-Central Spanish, which shov;rs dissirnilation of coda /k/ 
to [0] (and other realizations) before another stop (generally /t/, e.g. [do0.'tor] 
'doctor'. Gonzalez also proposes an explanation in terms of cue robustness, 
noting that the cues for the first stop are not as salient before another stop as 
before other segments, due to '"eaker, or absent, stop release burst and fonnant 
transitions. Similar considerations have been argued to condition n1etathesis in 
other languages, e.g. Faroese, \Vhere final /skt/ metathesizes to [kst] (Hume and 
Seo 2004; see CHAPTER 59: METATHESIS). 

4.4 The dissimilation game 
In a different vein, people also apply tacit kno,vledge of similarity to a variety 
of Judie and poetic ends. Indeed, the term "dissimilation" entered the field in the 
19th cenhrrv fro1n rhetoric, vvhere it had been in use to describe the variation in ' 

style required for good public speaking (cf. Brugrnann 1909). The criterion of a 
perfect rhyme in English, such as pet -bet, is not only that the material foUO"'ing 
the onset of each stressed syllable is identical, but that the onset of each stressed 
syllable is different. In considering rhyme in English, '"e do not appear to count 
feahrres; we are merely interested in contrastive segments. The pair pet - bet is 
thus as good a rhyn1e as the pair pet - set. The sarne requiren1ent of non-identity 
turns up in echo reduplication (Alderete et al. 1999; Nevins 2005; CHAPTER too: 
REDUPLICATION), \Vhere the base is reduplicated \Vith an onset determined by con
vention (fixed segmentisn1). In Hindi, this kind of reduplication gives a meaning 
'X and the like' (Singh 1969; Nevins 2005). The fixed segment is /v/ unless the 
base also begins \Vith a /v/, in \.vhich case the echo reduplicant begins with If/. 
Examples from Nevins (2005: 280) are sh(nvn in (19).4 

(19) I-Lindi echo reduplication with fixed seginentism 
. . . paanu-vaan1 

aam-vaam 
tras-vras 
yaar-vaar 
vakil-f akil, •vakil-vakil 

''"ater and the like' 
'n1angoes and the like' 
'grief and the like' 
'friends and the like' 
'la\vyers and the like' 

Similar facts are observed in English shm- reduplication, e.g. potato-shmotato, but 
shmaltz-shpaltz (Nevins and Vaux 2003), Kannada (Lidz 2001), and Javanese (Yip 
1995). Yip (1995, 1998) proposes that these are due to a constraint against the rep
etition of identical elen1ents, *REPEAT, ultimately due to Menn and l\1acWhinney 
( 1984). Similar facts also hrrn up in secret languages. In the Kunshan secret 
language Mo-pa (Yip 1982: 652ff.), a base of the shape C1V1(C2) is mapped to 
a template C1[o]-GV1C21 'vhere G is a consonant �vhose value for the feature 

'1 The forms in (19) represent Nevins's O\Vn field'"'ork. Tl1e original SOLLrce on Hindi echo words is 
Singb. (1969). 
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[continuant] is the opposite of that of C,. Examples, not glossed in the source, are 
given in (20). 

(20) Kunsha.n secret language Mo-pn 
t;nv to [<1\V 
k'< k'o fie 
d'o!J d'o IOI) 
tsa tso za 
vii VO pa 
sja so tsja 
n<1W no t<1"' 
Jlilll Jlil ts;iln 

Oral stops are replaced by voiced continuants, \'thile nasals and continuants are 
replaced by the corresponding voiceless unaspirated stop. This continuant dis
similation is covered neither by the CHT nor cue robustness; the reason for the 
alternation seems to be purely Judie. 

5 Conclusions 

There are a number of theories of the origin of dissirnilation, and dissimilation may 
apparently have one of several motivations. According to the Co-articulation

Hypercorrection Theory (Ohala 1981, 1993, 2003), dissirnilation results \vhen the 
listener reverses a perceived co-articulation. The central prediction of the CHT is 
that dissirnilation should only occur with features that have elongated cues. 
Other theories assume a functional motivation. Frisch et al. (2004) argue that si.m
ilarity avoidance effects are due to the difficulties associated vvith processing the 
sequencing of similar segments. This bias is reflected in the statistical structure 
of the lexicon in 1nany languages. Ho\'l'ever, the predictions of processing-based 
accoiu1ts with respect to the observed featural asymmetries are not yet clear. 
It \vas suggested here that manner dissimilation in pairs of adjacent fricatives 
or stops is best understood as maximizing cues for place of articulation, \vhile 
dissirnilatory phenomena in language games fulfill an aesthetic role. Future 
research will hopefully extend the empirical base for the study of dissi.Jnilati.on 
pheno1nena, and determine more precisely \vhat the division of labor and syn
ergies bel\veen the factors discussed here should be. 
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61 Hiatus Resolution 

RODERIC F. CASALI 

1 Overview of hiatus resolution 

The term vowel hiatus is comn1only used to refer to a sequence of adjacent vo,vels 
belonging to separate syllables, as in the foUO"'ing Ha."'aiian examples from. Senturia 
(1998: 26). (Periods indicate syllable boundaries.) 

(1) [ko.a.na] 'space' 
[Ii.le.a] (nan1e of a shell) 
(ku.a] 'back' 
[hu .e.lo] 'tail' 
[hu .i.na] 'sttm' 
[ko.e.na] 'remainder' 

In some languages, vo,vel hiatus is permitted qu ite freely. Other languages place 
much stricter limits on the contexts in \vhich heterosyllabic vowel sequences can 
occur, \vhile some disallow then1 entirely. Languages that do not permit vov•el 
hiatus may employ any of several processes that eliminate it in cases where it 
would other"rise arise (e.g. \vhere an underlying vo\vel-final n1orpheme directly 
precedes a vo,vel-initial n1orpheme). 

One of the most common forms of hiatus resolution involves the elision of one 
of the h''O vo"rels. (See CHAPTER 68: DELETION.) Vo,vel elision is illustrated belo\v 
with exan1ples from Yoruba, adapted fron1 Pulleyblank (1988). 

(2) /bu ata/ � ( ba.ta] 'pour ground pepper' 
/ge olu/ � [g61uJ 'cut mushrooms' 
/ta epo/ � [te.po] 'sell palm oil' 
/k5 £k5/ � [kt.k5] 'learn' 
/ca :>\\•)/ � [r:>.w5] 'buy a broom' 

In all of these examples, it is the first of the two adjacent VO\vels (V1) that deletes. 
Though this is the more common pattern cross-linguistically, cases in \vhich 
the second vowel (V2) deletes are also attested (and indeed, so1ne instances of V2 
deletion are found in Yoruba itself). 
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In another very common hiatus resolution process, glide formation., V1 is converted 
to a semivovtel (see also CHAPTER 1s: GLIDES). One \vell-kno'''n case., illustrated 
in (3), is Ganda (Tucker 1962; Kata1nba 1985; Clen1ents 1986).' 

(3) /mu-iko/ -7 [m\vi:.ko] 'trowrel' cf. [mu-le:nzi] 'boy' 
/li-ato/ -7 [lja:.to) 'boats' cf. [li-gg"lva) 'thorn' 
/mu-ezi/ -7 [mwe:.zi) '1noon' 
/mu-ogezi/ -7 (01\vo:.ge.zi) 'talker' 
/mi-ezi/ -7 [mje:.zi] 'moons' 
/mu-ana I -7 [m\va:.na] 'child' 

In general (we '"ill look at an exception in §2.4 below), glide formation in Ganda 
applies only \vhere V1 is high. Non-high V1's are elided before another vo\\•el, 
\vith compensatory lengthening of V2 (e.g. /ka-oto/ 'sn1all fireplace' > [ko:to)). 

A third common pattern, coalescence, involves the merger of V1 and V2 to form 
a third vo,vel that combines features of both. This is illustrated in the Attic Greek 
exan1ples belo\v (de Haas 1988: 126). In these examples, various underlying 
sequences that con1bine a non-high [-ATR) vowel /a I: J/ with a nlid [+ATR) vowel 
/e o/ are realized phonetically as a long nlid [-ATR) vowel that retains the back
ness and roundness of the original [+ATR] vo\veJ. 

(4) /gene-a/ -7 [ge.ni::) (/ea/ > [<:)) 'race (NOM ACC PL)' 
/ti:ma-omen/ -7 [ti:.m5:.1nen) (/ao/ > [:>:)) 'honor (ll'L PRES IND)' 
/ajdo-a/ -7 [aj.d3:] (/oa/ > [J:)) 'shame (ACC SG)' 
/de:lo-£:te/ -7 [d£.15:.te] (/0£:/ > [J:)) 'manifest (2PL PRES SUBJ)' 
/zde:-omen/ -7 [zd5:.men] (/E:o/ > [J:]) 'live (lPL PRES SUBJ)' 

Note that for the pairs /a o/ and /c: o/, coalescence in Attic Greek is sy1nmetric; 
the phonetic result is the same for both orders of input vo,vels.2 Other languages 
'vith symmetric coalescence include Quebec French, Korean, Roh.UTian, Old 
Portuguese, and Classical Sanskrit (all discussed in de Haas 1988), and Afar (Bliese 
1981). Symmetric coalescence is relatively unco1nmon, however. Much more 
frequently, coalescence applies only \vhen the vo'''els occur in one of the t\VO 
possible orders (see §2.3 belo,.v). 

Other languages avoid hiatus by retaining both vowels but syllabifying them 
into the nucleus of a single syllable, a process generally kno'''n as dipl1thon.g 
fonnation or diphthongization. This occurs in Ngiti, as illustrated in the follo,ving 
examples, adapted from Kutsch Lojenga (1994: 90-91). 

(5) /abvo aji/ -7 [a .bvoa .ji] 1\r\1idow' 
/tit:> akpa/ -7 [ti .t:Ja .kpa] 'liar' 
/opi aji/ -7 [o.pia.ji] 'Lendu "'Oman' 
/incl.ti akpa/ -7 [in.clrla.kpa] 'n1ale goat' 
/fa 5]1.u/ -7 [fa5.J1.u I 'our food' 
/fuko o6i/ -7 [fu.ku6.6iJ 'your (PL) knives' 

1 It is also co1nmon to find cases iI1 \\•l1ich the second of two \'O\vels becomes no11-syllabic, e.g. /gene-i/ 
'race (DAT SG)° > (.ge.nej.J in Attic Greek (de Haas J988: 126). Generally, such cases are potentially 
analyzable as diphthong formation. See Senturia (1998: 12-15) for examples and related discussion. 
' This is not the case in Attic for the pair /a e/: /a+e/ yields [s:J, while /e+a/ yields [ea]. 
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Kutsch Lojenga states that "both vowels must be realised as a short complex vo'"el 
nucleus on one V tiu-ting slot." She further notes (personal communication) that 
the first vo'"el in each sequence is shorter in duration than the second vo'''el, though 
not to the point where any auditory distinctions among vowels in V, position are 
neutralized. This argues against an analysis (i.e. glide formation) in '"hich \11 is 
syllabified as a consonantal onset. 

Other languages that exhibit diphthong formation include Haitian Creole 
(Picard 2003), Indonesian (Rosenthall 1997), Attic Greek (Senhrria 1998 and refer
ences therein), Obolo (Faraclas 1982), Bakossi (Hedinger and Hedinger 1977), Eastern 
Ojib\.Va (Ho,vard 1973), :tv!argi (Tranel 1992), and Larike (Rosenthall 1997). 

Finally, an obvious means of eliminating vo"rel hiatus is to epenthesize a 
consonant between the hvo vowels. One language in \vhich this occurs is \l\Tasho, 
as illustrated in the examples belo"', adapted from Midtlyng (2005); in each 
example a se1nivo\vel [j) is inserted behveen the initial vowel of a suffix and the 
final vowel of a precedi.ng morphen1e. 

(6) a. 'la:du-a -? ['la:.du.ja) 'in my hand' 
'n1y hand-toe' 

b. le'gu7u-i? -? [le.'gu.?u.ji] 'my daughter's child' 
'(lsG OBJ) mother's mother-ATTRIB-AG' 

c. 'lemts'iha -i -? ['lem.ts'i.ha.ji) 1 am \vaking him up' 
'I cause to a\vake-JMP' 

d. 'lemlu-'e:s-i -? ['lem.lu.'je:.si] 1 am not eating' 

'I eat-NEG-JM p' 

Though these hiatus resolution strategies have been presented independently using 
data from different languages, it is common to find two or n1ore different strat
egies at work in the same language (see §2.5). 

It is also conlffion to find that languages tolerate hiatus in some contexts but 
not others. A number of factors are capable of blocking or influencing hiatus 
resolution, including the nature of the prosodic or morphosyntactic boundary at 
\vhich hiatus arises (Kaisse 1977; Baltazani 2006), prominence factors such as stress 
(Senhiria 1998), vowel length and tone (Casali 1998: 73), minilnal word length or 
weight conditions, the lexical or functional status of particular morphemes, rate 
of speech, and sensitivity to particular lexical items. Hiatus resolution also some
times sho'''S derived environment effects (see CHAPTER 88: DERIVED ENVIRONMENT 
EFFECTS), in which hiatus is tolerated in vo,vel sequences internal to a morpheme, 
but is elin1inated in cases '"here two vo\vels come together across a morpheme 
boundary. Finally, morphemes consisting of just a single vo'"el are so1netimes 
resistant to loss through elision, presumably due to the Joss of seui.antic content 
that could result (Casali 1997). 

Hiatus resolution can also arise in cases '"here three (or more) underlying 
vowels occur in sequence. Such cases are considerably less common, and it is difficult 
to n1ake n1any strong generalizations about the resolution of /V,V2V3/ sequences. 
Attested outcomes include gliding of V2 (e.g. Eastern Ojibwa [Ho>vard 1973]; Ganda 
[Clements 1986: 75]), and elision of both \11 and V1 (Baka [Parker 1985]). 

The ren1ainder of this paper is organized as follo"'S. In §2, I describe some 
1najor respects in which hiatus resolution processes vary across languages. §3 dis
cusses the treatn1ent of hiatus resolution \Vith.iJ1 various theoretical n1odels and 
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some associated challenges and issues. The paper concludes with a brief summary 
in §4. 

2 Typological variation 

Hiatus resolution patterns sho\v considerable variation across languages, and any 
survey of this variation in a \Vork of the present paper's scope '''ill necessarily 
be selective.3 Here we '"'ill look at certain aspects of variation involving con
sonant epenthesis (§2.1), vo,vel elision (§2.2), coalescence (§2.3), and glide forma
tion (§2.4), as \Veil as the co-occurrence of multiple processes \\1ithin a single 
language (§2.5). 

2.1 Consonant epenthesis 
A question that naturally arises in looking at hiatus resolution by consonant 
epenthesis is which consonants can function epenthetically as hiatus interrupters. 
Three possibilities seem reasonably well attested: 

(i) A semivowel, usually one that is homorganic with (i.e. shares the same front
ness or roundness as) V1 or V2. 

(ii) A glottal stop ([?)) or fricative ([hi). 
(iii) A coronal consonant, generally [t] or a rhotic. 

By far the most common pattern (Pi.card 2003; Uffmann 2007) is the first one. 
This is sometimes explained (see for example Uffmann 2007) by assuming that 
homorganic glide epenthesis is in some sense different from (and less costly than) 
epenthesis of an entirely new segment, since the glide might be interpreted as a 
prolongation of phonological content that is already present. Ho,.vever, there are 
also languages - e.g. Ai.t Seghrouchen Berber (Senturia 1998), Galacian (Picard 
2003), and Washo (Midtlyng 2005) - that consistently epenthesize [j], regardless 
of the featural content of adjacent vo"rels, and at least one language, Cha1nicuro 
(Parker 1989; de Lacy 2006), with consistent [\v]-epenthesis. 

An exan1ple of a language \Vith glottal stop epenthesis is Malay (Ahn1ad 2001). 
The examples below shtnv insertion of a glottal stop beh,,een a CV prefi x and 
vo,vel-initial root: 

(7) /di-ubah/ -7 [di?ubah] 'to change (PASS)' 
/sa-indah/ -7 (Sd?indah) 'to be as beautiful as' 
/s<1-elok/ -7 (SCl?e[o?) 'to be as pretty as' 
/di-olah/ -7 [di?oJah) 'to beguile (PASS)' 
/di-al)kat/ -7 [ di'al)ka t I 'to lift (PASS)' 

Other languages that epenthesize [?] in at least sotne hiatus contexts include llokano, 
Selayarese, Tunica, and Indonesian (see Lombardi 2002 and references therein). 

3 One topic that is not treated, for reasons of space, is the typology of diphthong formation. See Schane 
(1987), Sohn (1987), Rosenthall (1994), and Senturia (1998) for some discussion. 
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A well-kno"'n case of epenthesis of a coronal consonant in hiatus contexts is 
Axininca Campa (Payne 1981; Lombardi 2002; Bakovic 2003), illustrated in the 
exan1ples below (Payne 1981): 

(8) /i-N-koma-i/ -4 
/i-N-koma-aa-i/ -4 

[ ir)koma ti] 
[ir)komataati] 

'he 'viii paddle' 
'he \viii paddle again' 

These examples show an epenthetic [t] interrupting vowel hiatus in suffixal con
texts; hiatus in prefixal contexts is resolved in Axininca Can1pa by eliding one of 
the vowels instead. 

The problem of predicting the range of possible epenthetic consonants has 
received significant attention in recent theoretical \vork. This is discussed further 
in §3.3.3 below. 

2.2 Vowel elision 
A natural question that arises in connection \vith vo,vel elision is which of two 
adjacent vo,vels elides. Cross-linguistically, elision of V, is far more con1mon than 
elision of V2 (Bergman 1968; Lan1ontagne and Rosenthall 1996; Casali 1997, 1998). 
Interestingly, it turns out that the contexts in 'vhich V2 elision is \Vell attested are 
not random. Clear cases of V 2 elision are largely confined to two contexts: (i) the 
boundary bel\veen a lexical (content) \vord and a follo\ving function "'Ord, and 
(ii) stem-suffix boundaries.• 

Exan1ples of the forn1er type, fro1n Etsako (Elin1elech 1976), are shown in (9). 
Note that the latter also display V1 elision of the final vo,vel of a preceding func
tion '.vord, suggesting rather strongly that it is lexical or non-lexical status, and 
not simple linear order, that is relevant in this case (see also CHAPTER 1o.i: 
ROOT-AFFIX ASYMMETRlES). 

(9) /;;na aru ;;li I -4 [;;naru.li] 'that louse' 
the louse that 
/:>na e111 :>na/ -4 [ :>ne11ina I 'this tortoise' 
the tortoise this 

Examples of the latter type, adapted from Okpe (PuJ!eyblank 1986), are sho"'ll 
in (10). 

(10) /e-se-6/ -4 [ese] 'to fall' 
INF-fall-lN'F 
/f.-dt-S/ -4 (f.dt] 'to buy' 
1m-buy-1m 

Compare these forms \vith the additional Okpe "'Ords in (11), '"here the final V 
suffix is retained follo>ving an underlying high vo\vel, which undergoes glide 
fonnation. 

� tn additio.l.'1 to the more comrnon cases .in \Vhicl\ the elided vowel is 011e tl\at o<:cupies a particular 
position, there are also cases (see C.1sali 1996, 1998; Causley 1999b) in which the vowel targeted depends 
on the featt1ral maket1p of the t'\VO ''C>wels. 
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(11) /e-tf-6/ � 
INF-pull-IN!' 
/e-su-5/ � 
INF-sing-INF 

[etjo J 

[€.sw5) 

'to pull' 

'to sing' 
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At other kinds of morphosyntactic boundaries, such as that between a prefix and 
following root or bet\'7een two content words, elision regularly targets V 1• The 
cross-linguistically \veil-attested possibilities are summarized belo\v. (See Casali 
1997 for more discussion.) 

(12) Vowel elision and 111.orphosyntactic position 
Context 
Behveen h\'O content words 
Content 'vo.rd before function 'vord 
Prefix + root 
Root + suffix 

2.3 Coalescence 

Ro/Justly attested possibilities 
V1 elision 
V1 elision or V2 elision 
V, elision 
V, elision or V2 elision 

As noted previously, symmetric coalescence, as in the Attic Creek data in (4), 
is relatively rare. By far the most common form of coalescence is a directionally 
asyn1metric pattern, tenned height coalescence in Casali (1998) (see also Lamontagne 
and Rosenthall 1996; Parkinson 1996), in 'vhich a non-high V, and a high V2 co
alesce to form a non-high vowel other"rise identical to \12, e.g. /a+i/ > [e], /a+u/ 
> [o], as in the Xhosa examples belo"' (Aoki 1974). 

(13) /\'1a-inkosi/ � 
I "'a-un1fazi/ � 

[wenkosi] 'of the chiefs' 
(wonuazi] 'of the won1an' 

The reverse sequences /i+a/ and /u+a/ are not subject to coalescence in Xhosa, 
but are resolved instead by vo"rel elision and glide formation, respectively (see 
§2 .5 below). 

Languages in "'hich the feature [ATR) is contrastive sometimes show a slightly 
more elaborate form of asymmetric height coalescence, in which the [ATR) value 
of a non-high V, is preserved in some cases as well. Such languages divide into 
two types: those in '"hich [-ATRJ is systematically preserved (e.g. /a+i/ > [E], 
/E+o/ > [.:>]), and those in which [+ATRJ is preserved (e.g. /a+i/ > [e], /o+I/ > 
[e)). Languages of the forn1er type include °'''on Afa (A\\•obuluyi 1972) and Anufo 
(Adjekum et al. 1993). Languages of the latter type include several North Guang 
languages and Southern Sotho (Casali 1998, 2003 and references therein).5 

Though asymmetric height coalescence most commonly applies to sequences 
in "'hich V1 is lo"rer than \12, cases of "reverse height coalescence" also exist 
in \vhich a higher V, follo\ved by a lo\ver \12 yields a lo\vered version of V1 (e.g. 
/i+a/ > [e), /u+a/ > [o)), while the opposite sequences do not trigger coalescence. 
This occurs in Foodo (Kwa; Chana; Plunkett 1991: 68), as sho•vn below. (The initi.al 

5 Tl1e particltlar (ATR] value that is preserved under 11eight coalescence shO\\'S a strong correlation 
with R language's vowel inventory structure; see Casali (1998, 2003) and Causley (1999a) for discussion. 
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and final /a/'s are noun class affixes. The tonal changes are due to independent 
processes discussed in Plunkett.) 

(14) a. 
b. 
c. 

/i+a/ 
/u+a/ 
/u+a/ 

> [e:] 
> (::>:) 
> [o:] 

/a-bi-a/ 
/a-w-a 1 
/a-ju-a/ 

-7 [abe:J 
-? [as5:) 
-7 [ajo:J 

'seeds' 
'ears' 
'millet' 

cf. [di-bi-ll] 
cf. [ku-su] 
cf. [du-ju-Ii) 

'seed' 
'ear' 
'millet' 

Sequences in \vhich V2 is high and V1 is non-high do not undergo coalescence; 
compare the /u+a/ sequence in (14b) \Vith the /a+u/ sequence in /ku-ta-6/ 'bo"'" 
which is retained in the surface form, [kutau]. 

Other languages '"ith reverse height coalescence patterns include Tern 
(Tchagbale 1976; de Craene 1986), Chagga (Nurse and Philippson 1977; Salone 
1980), E'"e (Westermann 1930), Bakossi (Hedinger and Hedinger 1977), and 
Nkengo (Hulstaert 1970). Interestingly, such patterns seem to occur predominantly 
at root-suffix boundaries, a restriction that partly parallels some limitations on 
the distribution of V2 elision (§2.2). 

A further coalescence pattern that should presumably be expected to occur is 
one in '"hich front unrounded and back rounded VO\vels coalesce to form a front 
rounded VO\"el, e.g. /i+u/ > [y], /e+o/ > [0], etc. Patterns of this type appear 
to be considerably less conunon than height coalescence. T"'o possible cases, 
Rotun1an and Korean, are discussed in de Haas (1988) (see also Sohn 1987; Rice 
1995; Causley 1999a). Coalescence of /e+o/ to [0) is also described in Obolo (Faraclas 
1982). 

2.4 Glide formation 
In Ganda (cf. (3) above) and quite a fe\v other languages, both front and back V1's 
are subject to glide forn1ation. It is also quite conlffion, ho\vever, to find that only 
back rou.nd vowels glide and that front V1's trigger a different resolution strategy, 
most commonly elision. This is the case for example in Xhosa (see §2.S belo,v) 
and Chumburung (Snider 1985). Though they are seemingly less common, there 
are also languages (e.g. Polish; Rubach 2000) in '"hich only front vowels glide. 

A second point of variation involves the height of V,. Generally, if a language 
has glide formation at all, high V1's \viii undergo the process (Rosenthall 1994, 
1997; Casali 1995). ln some languages (e.g. Ebira; Adive 1989), only high V 1's glide. 
In quite a large number of other languages, ho"1ever, mid V1's also glide.6 One 
such case, Chicano Spanish, is illustrated in the exan1ples belo\v (from Bakovic 
2007, \vith phonemic forms substituted for orthographic ones): 

(15) a. /n1i ulti.Jna/ -7 [ n1jultin1a I 'n1y last one (FEM)' 
/mi obra/ -7 [mjo�ra) 'my deed' 
/tu epoka/ -7 [hvepoka] 'your time' 
/tu alma/ -7 [twalma] 'your soul' 

b. /me ucxe/ -7 [mjurxe] 'it is urgent to n1e' 
/porke a beses/ -7 [porkja�eses J 'because son1eti.Jnes' 
/ko1no eba/ -7 [kom,ve�a] 1ike Eva' 
/lo ab la I -7 [hvaj.lla] 'speaks it' 

• In rare c•ses, e.g. Aghem (Hyman 1979), languages may glide the low vowel /a/ as well. 
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Further variation exists as \veil. In some languages, glide formation does not 
apply to sequences in \vhich V, and V2 share the same frontness and roundness. 
In Gichode (Casali 1998: 168-169), for example, glide formation of a round vowel 
occurs only before non-round vowels, e.g. /u+i/ > (wi] but /u+o/ > [o] (•[wo)). 
(Contrast this "'ith realization of /u+o/ as ["'0] in Ganda, as in (3) above.) Glide 
formation is also blocked in some languages (e.g. Ganda; Clements 1986) following 
certain consonants.7 Typically, both sorts of restrictions can be attributed to con
straints that are effective quite generally in the language (e.g. languages that fail 
to glide /u/ or /o/ before a roiu1d vo,.vel typically lack [C'v) before round vowels 
in general). 

Finally, some languages impose less stringent restrictions on glide formation 
"'hen V, occurs in absolute \vord-initial position. In Ganda, for example, only high 
V1's generally glide in word-internal /CV.1-V2/sequences. VVord-initially, however, 
mid and even lo"' V1's undergo glide forn1ation (in this case without compen
satory lengthening), as in the examples belo"' (Clements l.986: 75, n. 1):8 

(16) /o-a-gula/ -4 ['vagula] 
/a-a-gula/ -4 [jagula] 
/e-a-laba I -4 [jalaba] 

'you (sc) bought' 

'he/she bought' 
'it (cl. 9) sa,v' 

Rather similar patterns are reported in Nyar,vanda (Kimenyi 1979). 
Not"rithstanding the considerable variation that exists in its patterning, there 

is one very significant respect in '"'hich the behavior of glide forn1ation is 
surprisingly regular across languages. Quite consistently, (non-word-initial) 
sequences in '"hich V1 a.nd V2 are identical regularly fail to undergo glide for
mation. We can illustrate this restriction "''ith additional examples from Ganda 
(Clements 1986): 

(17) /1ni-iko/ -4 [mi:ko] •[n1ji:ko] 'tro\vels' 
/lu-uji/ -4 (lu:ji] *(lwu:ji] 'side' 

Nloreover, sequences such as /o+u/ and /e+i/, in \vhich V1 and \12 are both 
front or both round and \11 is lo1ver than \12, rarely if ever trigger glide formation, 
but are resolved instead by vowel elision or coalescence (Casali 1995, 1998: 172, 
n. 5). 

Exceptions to these generalizations clearly arise in absolute 'vord-initial position 
in some languages, as in the Ganda example in (16) above. l am not aware of any 
languages that consistently violate these restrictions \vord-internally, however. 

2.5 Multiple hiatus resolution strategies in the 
same language 

It is quite comn1on to find two or more different hiatus resolution processes at 
'vork in the sa111e language. In so111e such cases, different processes are operative 

; ln some langttages, glide forni.ation follo1i¥ing certain conso11ants triggers fl1rther cl1a11ges, e.g. /siV/ 
and /ziV/ are realized. as [fVJ and [3VJ respectively in Bbi.ra (Adive 1989). 

ll Intervocalic gliding of non-high \IO\vels also occttrs in some three-vo\vel seqLtences discussed by 
Clements, as in /te-a-a-gula/ 'he/she didn't buy', realized as [tejagula). 
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in different morphosyntactic contexts. In Axininca Campa (Bakovic 2003) and Washo 
(Midtlyng 2005), for example, hiatus is resolved by vowel elision at a prefix-stem 
boundary but by epenthesis at a sten1-suffix boundary. In Lugisu (Bro'"'n 1970), 
a sequence /a+i/ is resolved by coalescence (to [e]) across a '"'ord boundary, but 
by eliding /a/ v.rord-internally. 

There are also many cases, ho'"'ever, in '"'hich multiple strategies apply in 
exactly the same n1orphosyntactic context, targeting different vo\vel sequences. 
Especially co1nn1on are cases (see Casali 1998: 83-84) in which vowel elision 
occurs along \vith glide forn1ation, coalescence, or both. Languages with both 
vowel elision and glide formation (bi.it not coalescence) include Ganda, Etsako 
(Elimelech 1976), Igede (Bergman 1968), and Chicano Spanish (Bakovic 2007). 
Languages with coalescence and vo\'\1el elision (but not glide formation) include 
Afar (Bliese 1981) and 0\von Afa (Awobuluyi 1972). Particularly intricate patterns 
are found in a considerable number of languages (32 cases are listed in Casali 
1998: 83-84) that manifest all three processes. One such Language is Xhosa 
(McLaren 1955; Aoki 1974), \Vhose hiatus resolution alternations conform to the 
follo"ring generalizations: 

(18) Hiatus resolution in Xhosa 
a. Where V1 is non-high and V2 is high, the outcome is a [-high] version 

of V2• 
b. A round V1 undergoes glide forn1ation before a follo,ving non-round 

vowel.9 
c. Elsewhere, V1 elision applies. 

The overall pattern corresponding to these generalizations is shown below in 
Table 61.1, \'l'here coalescent realizations are underlined and those involving 
glide formation are italicized. Note that in the case of the input /o+i/, both 
coalescence and glide formation apply. 

Table 61.1 Glide formation, coalescence, and vo\vel elision 
(in Xhosa) 

Y2 
I e a 0 u 

I I e a 0 LI 
e !! e a 0 0 

v, a !! e a 0 Q 
0 W!. 'l1Je iua 0 g 
u wi ti.'(;! wa ,, u 

9 Aolci's descriptio11 in1plies tl1at gJjde foru1ation sl1ould apply before round vo\vels as \vell, e.g. /tt+o/ 
> [wo[, but he gives no examples of such realizations. ln contrast, McLare.l\'s data and explicit state
ments (1955: 10) strongly suggest that gliding of /u/, fol occurs only before non-round vowels. 
I follow lvkl..aren's account here. 
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Examples illustrating some of these realizations in Xhosa (Aoki 1974) are sho"'n 
belo,v: 

(19) /esisu-ini/10 -4 [esis,v:in.i] 'stomach (Loe)' 
/ni-octa/ -4 [nocta] 'you roast' 
/ndi-akha/ -4 [ndakha] 'I build' 
/ni-enza/ -4 [nenza] 'you make' 
I '"a-ejele/ -4 [wejele] 11e fell in' 
/a5a-oni/ -4 [a5on.i] 1\vrong doers' 
/a5a-akhi/ -4 [a5akhi] 'builders' 
;,,ra-inkosi/ -4 [\venkosi] 'of the chiefs' 
/\va-urnfazi/ -4 [womfazi] 'of the woman' 
/esilo-ini/ -4 [esilweni] 'animal' 

The descriptive summary of the Xhosa patterns in (18) illustrates somethi.ng that 
is quite typ ical of languages that combine vo,vel elision \Vith glide formation and/or 
coalescence, 'vhich is that it is generally possible to regard vo,vel elision as a kind 
of default process. That is, the sunplest \vay of describing the relevant general
izations is often to specify the conditions iu1der which glide formation and/or 
coalescence apply, with a statement that vo"1el elision applies elsewhere. 

All three processes - vowel elision, glide formation, and coalescence - can occur 
either \vith or \Vithout compensatory lengthening, depending on the language (see 
CHAPTER 64: C01'.(PENSATORY LENGTHENING). Typically, if compensatory lengthen
iI1g applies with one process it '"ill apply "'ith the others as well. Thus, Ganda 
sho,vs compensatory lengthening with both vo,vel elision and glide formation, 
\Vhile Xhosa does not sho\v compensatory lengthening \Vith either of these, nor 
with coalescence. It also appears generally true that languages (e.g. Ganda) with 
contrastive vo,vel length manifest compensatory lengthenu1g while those with 
no phonenuc length do not, but it remaiI1s to be seen how universal this 
correlation is. 

3 Theoretical treatments and issues 

3.1 Early generative phonologtj 
Many analyses of hiatus resolution patterns in particular languages (e.g. Bro'''n 
1970; Aoki 1974; Phelps 1975, 1979; Eliinelech 1976; Halle 1978; Shaw 1980; Snider 
1985) '"ere carried out withill early generative phonological frameworks conforming 
roughly to the model proposed in Chomsky and Halle (1968) or its offshoots. In 
such models, hiatus resolution processes are due to the operation of language
specific phonological rules. To account for the Xhosa hiatus resolution patterns 
u1 (19), for exa1nple, Aoki (1974: 239) posits three ordered rules of Vowel 
Lo\vering, Glide Formation, and Vowel Deletion, wluch (\vith minor notational 
adjustments) are essentially those in (20): 

•• Aoki (1974.: 238) displays the underlying forms of the fi.rst and last fotms in (19) as /isisu-in.i/ 
and /isilo-ini/, respectively, but describes the lowering of the word·initial vowel form /i/ to [el as 
a morphosyntactk replacement, suggesting that initial /e/ is present underlyingly. 
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(20) a. Vowel Lowering 
v -7 [-high) I [-�igh]-

b. Glide Formation [ V 
d] -7 [-vocalic) I V 

+roun -

c. Vowel Deletion 
V -t 0 / _ V  

Derivations illustrating the operation of these rules are sho,.vn belo'"' (Aoki 
1974: 40):1l 

(21) Underlying Form /wa-umfazi/ I esisu-ini/ I esilo-ini/ 
Vo\vel Lowering wa-omfazi esilo-eni 
Glide Formation es1sw-uu esilw-eni 
Vowel Deletion \v-omfazi 
Output [ '''Omfazi] [ esis,.vini] [esil"reni] 

The formal apparah1s of early generative phonology frequently offered multiple 
possibilities for analyzing a given pattern. For exan1ple, in contrast to Aoki's ana
lysis of Xhosa coalescence using separate vowel knvering and elision ntles, otl1er 
researchers (e.g. Phelps 1975, 1979; Halle 1978) treated very similar patterns in 
other languages using a type of rule, known as a transformational rule, which is 
capable of simultaneously affecting (and, in the case of coalescence, merging the 
features of) two different seg1nents. Perhaps not surprisingly, much of the litera
ture on hiatus resolution patterns of this period focused. on issues of rule formu.lation 
and the related question of \.vhen the rules for two potentially related processes 
might appropriately be collapsed into a single rule. Aoki's paper, \.vhich provides 
extensive arguments against a transformational rule analysis of coalescence (on 
fue grounds that it is arbitrary and unrevealing and that it leads to an unnecessary 
increase in the complexity and power of the theory), is itself an interesting case 
in po.int. Other relevant \VOrk includes Bro\.vn (1970), Harms (1973), Hyman (1973), 
Sha1v (1980), Snider (1985), and an extended debate (Chomsky and Halle 1968; 
Phelps 1975, 1979; Halle 1978) over some particularly intricate patterns in Kasem. 

3,2 Autosegmental and non-linear generative phonology 
The late 1970s and 1980s saw the development of alternative and greatly elabor
ated a.utoseg111ental or non-linea.r conceptions of phonological structure in \vhich 
so1ne or all phonological features are assun1ed to occur on separate structural 
tiers (see CHAPTER 14: AUTOSEGMENTS). A number of studies of hiatus resolution 
phenomena (e.g. Katamba 1985; Clements 1986; Pulley blank 1986, 1988; Sohn 1987; 
de Haas 1988; Snider 1989) \Vere carried out using such models. We '''ill look at 
one representative (and influential) case in some detail, Clements' (1986) treatment 

" The dedvations iJ, (21) differ slightly froJl' those shown ;,, Aoki due to an apparent typo in 
his derivation of [esiS\\lini) and a nlinor (and irrele\rant) difference in choice of underlying forms 
(see note 10). 
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of glide formation and elision in Ganda (see (3) above) . Clements' analysis employs 
the rules in (22).12 

(22) a. Glide Formation 

c v v ... ..... + I 
[+high] [-cons] 

b. Non-high Vowel Deletion 

\I \I 

+ I 
[-high] [-cons] 

An appealing feature of Clements' analysis is that it provides a very straightfor
'vard account of the con1pensatory lengthening that accon1panies both elision 
and glide formation in Ganda. Both rules in (22) have the effect of delinking a V 
element from its associated vo\.vel features. This is illustrated below for the case 
of vowel elision. (23a) shows the underlying form corresponding to /ka-oto/ 
( [ko:to]) 's1nall fireplace' within Clements' model, \vhile (23b) shO\\'S the repre
sentation that results \\•hen this form is subjected to rule (22b) (Non-high Vowel 
Deletion), '"hi.ch del.inks /a I froin its associated V element, in conjunction with 
a further (universal) convention that is assumed to delete unassociated segments 
(in this case the delinked /a/). 

(23) a. c v v c \T 

I I I I I 
k a 0 t 0 

b. c v v c v 

I I I I 
k 0 t 0 

The parallel forms in (24) illustrate the application of the Glide Formation rule 
(22a). (24a) sho\vs the underlying form of /n1u-ana/ ((111\va:na)) 'chi.Id', and (24b) 
sho,vs the result of applying Glide Formation to this form. 

(24) a. c v v c \I 

I I I I I 
m u a n a 

b. c v v c v 

""' I I I 
m u a n a 

" Glide Formation as formulated. in (22a) does not accotU\t for the cases where non-high vowels 
glide word-initially in (16). Clements proposes an additional rule to account for these, which we will 
nt."lt treat here. 
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Following the application of these rules, the forms in (23b) and (24b) both contain 
an unassociated V element. Clements assumes that there is a universal Linking 
Convention that has the effect of automatically reassociating such an unassociated 
V element to an accessible vo�vel segment (subject to a general prohibition on cross
ing of association lines). Applied to the representations in (23b) and (24b), this 
convention yields the representations in (25a) and (b), respectively. 

(25) a. c v v c v 

I � I I 
k 0 t 0 

b. c v \I c v 

""� I I 
m u a n a 

In these surface representa.tions, V2 emerges a.s a Jong v(nvel, since it is li.nked to 
hvo V elements (see CHAPTER 54: THE SKELETON). This account encodes quite directly 
the intuition that compensatory lengthening involves the transfer of duration from 
one segment to another. 

There is a further wrinkle to the analysis. As noted in §2.4 above, glide for
mation does not apply in Ganda to the sequences /i+i/ and /u+u/, in �vhich V, 
and V2 are identical. To prevent the Glide Formation rule (22a) from applying to 
these sequences, Clements posits an additional rule of Twin Vo,vel Deletion that 
is ordered before Glide Forn1ation and functions to ren1ove sequences of identi
cal high vo\vels as possible inputs to the latter: 

(26) Tzvin Vowel Deletion 

v v 

+ I 
[cxF] [e1F] 

This rule is applicable to words like /mi-iko/ [n1i:ko] 'tro,vels', whose underlying 
fonn is shown in (27): 

(27) c v \I c v 

I I I I I 
Ill I I k 0 

Application of Twin Vo,vel Deletion, along with the universal convention requiring 
deletion of unassociated segments and the Linking Convention that accon1plishes 
reassociation of a free V element, will convert this to (28). 

(28) c v ,, c v 

I � I I 
JTI I k 0 
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Since the form in (28) does not meet the structural description for Glide Formation 
to apply, the analysis correctly predicts [miiko] and not •[mji:ko] as the surface 
forn1. While the analysis derives the correct forn1s, however, the need to posit 
the language-specific rule (26) iinplies that immunity of sequences of identical 
vo\vels from glide formation is an idiosyncratic characteristic of the language. 
As noted in §2.4, such sequences appear to be regularly exempt from glide 
formation in other languages as \veil, suggesting that something more universal 
than a language-specific rule (26) is at "'ork. (Potentially, this presents an ii1ter
esting challenge not only for autosegrnental models like Clen1ents' but for other 
approaches as "'ell.) 

A strong interest of many autosegmental theories is the specification of phono
logical features. Much research has been done in particular on the possibility 
of accotu1tiI1g for certaii1 phonological patterns based on the assumption that 
only one value of a feature is phonologically specified (see CHAPTER 7: FEATURE 
SPECIFICATION AND UNDERSPECIFICATION). Underspecification models of this type 
have potential implications for the analysis of vo,vel coalescence. One of the ana
lytical questions that arises in connection \Vith coalescence is \vhat deterrnii1es \vhich 
feahrres of the two merged vo\vels are preserved ii1 the output. An mteresting 
general ans,ver to this question, pursued in a study by de Haas (1988) (see also 
Sohn 1987 and Snider 1989), is that the underlymgly specified features from both 
VO\vels are preserved in the output. Preservation of all specified features of both 
vowels under coalescence \vould presumably be iinpossible m cases where the 
t\vo vowels have opposite values of son1e feature, smce this '"ould lead to a sur
face vowel siinultaneously specified as both [+F) and [-F) for so1ne feature [F). 
FoUo,ving previous work m radical underspecification theory, de Haas assumes 
that only one value of each feature is underlyingly specified. Consider in this regard 
the symmetric coalescence of lo/ and /a/ to [:i] in Attic Greek, as in the relevant 
forms in ( 4) above, repeated here as (29). 

(29) /ti:n1.a-omen/ 
/ajdo-a/ 

(ti:.m3:.men) 
[aj.d3:] 

(/ao/ > (J:]) 'honor (l.PL PRES IND)' 

(/oa/ > [:>:]) 'shame (Ace sc)' 

In de Haas's underspecification analysis, /a/ is specified only as [+lo''"] and [+back] 
at the pomt '"here coalescence applies, \Vhile /o/ is specified only as [+round). 
Coai.bin.ing all three featu.re values yields a [+lo"'], (+back), (+round] vo"'el, "'h.ich 
in de Haas's analysis is equivalent to [:i]. 

Many autosegmental treatments of hiatus resolution processes '"ere also 
concerned with the relationship between hiatus resolution and syllable structure 
and atten1pted to establish a formal connection bet\veen the two. In the model of 
de Haas (1988), for example, (symrnetric) coalescence is contii1gent on prior resyl
labification of t\vO adjacent vo,vels mto a single syllable. Other autosegmental 
analyses that attempted to connect hiatus resolution to syllabification mclude 
Katan1ba (1985), Pulleyblank (1986), "Valli-Sagey (1986), Schane (1987), and Sohn 
(1987). 

3.3 Opti1nality Theory 
Analyses of hiatus resolution patterns within Optin1ality Theory (OT) date from 
the early years of the paradigm and mclude, among other studies, Rosenthall (1994, 
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1997), Casali (1995, 1997, 1998), Orie and Pulleyb lank (1998), Senturia (1998), Causley 
(1999a, 1999b), and Bakovic (2003, 2007). Though they differ so1nev1hat in detail, 
n1ost such analyses share the follo'"ing general components: 

(i) Some constraint (\vhich must be highly ranked) that militates agai.nst hetero
syllabic adjacent vowel sequences. There is some controversy (discussed below) 
over the exact identity of this constraint. For no\v, we will simply label it 
"NoHIATUS." 

(ii) Constraints that are violated by various hiatus resolution possibilities. Gen
erally, vo"'el elision is assumed to violate a constraint MAX, which requires 
underlying segments to be represented in surface forms. Epenthesis is assumed 
to violate a constraint DEP against insertion of material (as \veil as relevant 
1narkedness constraints against the features of the inserted consonant - see 
below). Diphthong formation violates a constraint NoDIPH against diphthongs. 
Glide formation violates, mini.maUy, a markedness constraint, here labeled 
*CG, against consonant + glide sequences.13 Coalescence violates a constraint 
UNIFORMITY, vthich prohibits merger of l\vo underlyi.ngly distinct segments 
into a single segment in the output. 

Given these assumptions, hiatus resolution is forced 'vhenever NoHtATUS 
is ranked sufficiently high. At a rough first approximation, the particular form 
of hiatus resolution that occurs is determined by the constraint that is ranked 
lo"'est. For example, epenthesis is predicted to occur if the constraint DEP is out
ranked by the ren1aining constraints, as illustrated in (30), using a hypothetical 
input /ku abo/. 

. 
(30) /ku abo/ NoH1ATus : MAx : NoD1Ptt : •cc : UN1FORM1rY DEP ' • • ' ' . . ' 

a. . ku.a.bo. . , ' ' ' ' ' • • ' ' ' ' • • ' 
b . . kua .bo. ' ' *I ' ' ' ' • ' 

.ka.bo. 
' ' ' ' 

c. ' . , • • ' ' ' ' ' 

d. .k,"a.bo. ' • • . , ' ' ' ' ' ' • • ' 

.ko.bo. ' ' ' ' e. ' • • ' . , ' ' ' ' . . llll" f. .ku.?a.bo. ' ' ' ' • ' ' • ' ' • • ' 

The simplified analysis sketched above woilld need to be significantly elabor
ated to account for the intricate patterns and interactions found in many languages.14 
It does, ho,vever, illustrate one important general feature of OT analyses, '"hich 
is that all phonological processes occur in response to so1ne markedness constraint(s). 
In this case, the pri1nary 1narkedness constraint is the constraint labeled 
'NoHrArus' in (30). One of the issues that has been debated is the exact nature of 
this constraint. In "'hat follo'"S, we '"ill look briefly at this question and several 
other important issues that arise \Vithin OT approaches to hiatus resolution. 

13 Under some analyses (e.g. Bnkovic 2007), gliding of [-high] vowels will also incur violations of a 
constraint IOEN1·)high), which prohibits changes to the feature (high], since the resulting semivowel 
[w]/LiJ is assu.oted to be l+h.ighl. 
1'1 For some proposed constraints relevant to compensatory lengtl1ening '"'hich are not considered 
in this simplified analysis, see Rosenthall (1997). 
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3.3.1 What drives hiatus resolution? 
!vlany descriptions and analyses of vo,vel hiattis resolution processes (e.g. Bro,vn 
1970; Mtenje 1980; Sha"' 1980; Katamba 1985; Pulleyblank 1986; Walli-Sagey 
1986; Sohn 1987; de Haas 1988; \!Viltshire 1992; Balogne Berces 2006) have sug
gested that such processes are motivated by factors related to canonical syllable 
structure, and in particular the need to avoid onsetless syllables (see CHAPTER 33: 
SYLLABLE-INTERNAL STRUCTURE and CHAPTER 55: ONSETS). In OT, this notion has 
often been formalized by high ranking of a constraint ONSET that requires sylla
bles to have onsets, thus disallo"ring heterosyllabic V.V sequences \Vhich would 
arise in contexts where hiatus is maintained. 

An alternative view is that hiatus resolution derives from an avoidance of vo,vel 
sequences, and not a requirement that all syllables have onsets. Such a view is 
made plausible by the observation that vowel hiatus seemingly involves unique 
phonetic difficulties not found with word-initial onsetless syllables. At least two 
kinds of difficulty have been cited. First, mutual co-articulatory interaction in a 
sequence of adjacent vowels tends to perturb the quality of each vowel, potentially 
makirtg accurate identification of vowel qualities more difficult (Borroff 2003). A 
different explanation is proposed by de Haas (1988), who sees the problem as a 
kind of "sonority clash" or "bad syllable contact" (see CHAPTER 49: SONORITY and 
CHAPTER 21: VOWEL HEIGHT). The adjacent heterosyllabic vowels have (roughly) equal 
sonority, "'hereas the preferred transition behveen syllables should involve a sonor
ity trough. Under the widespread assumption that constraints exist in response 
to particular phonetic challenges, these considerations lend support to the vie\v 
that there should be some phonological constraint that specifically excludes hiatus. 

Several studies have raised novel argun1ents that hiatus resolution cannot al'.vays 
be attributed to ONSET. Orie and PuJleyblank (1998) argue that attributing hiatus 
resolution to ONSET in Yoruba misses important generalizations about the condi
tions that govern the distribution of different hiatus resolution strategies across 
different contexts. They adopt instead a constraint NoH1ATUS, which is violated 
by vowels in hiatus but not by onsetless syllables in general. Borroff (2003, 2007) 
presents data fron1 a number of languages in 'vhich the same hiatus resolution 
patterns found '"'ith clear /VV/ sequences apply to /V?V/ sequences as \veil. 
In Chickasa\v (Borroff 2007: 57, citing Ulrich 1993), for example, /W/ hiatus is 
resolved by glide epenthesis, as shown in (31a). Interestingly, the same process 
applies to /V?V/, as in (31b). 

(31) a. /tof-to-a/ 4 [tofto1va] 
b. /bo'-a/ 4 [bo',.v-a] 

'to spit more than once' 
'to be beaten' 

On the assu1nption that an intervocalic ['] should suffice to satisfy ONSET, the 
fact that the sa1ne glide epenthesis process applies even \Vhen an intervocalic 
[') is present argues that something other tha.n ONSET is responsible for hiattlS 
resolution in this case. Borroff (2003) argues for a constraint Vcv-CooRo, motivated 
with reference to phonetic facts involving the sequencing of vo\vel gestures, which 
in essence requires that a consonantal target appear between t\vo different vo,vels.15 

" More precisely, the label Vcv-CooRo is a shorthand for a conjoined alignment constraint (see 
CftAl'1'1i:I( (�: CONS1'RAINT CON'JON'CTlON) ALICN(V1, release, C1, target) & ALtCN(C1, release, Vz, rarget), 
wlUch is described in pros e  as a requ.ir.eo.\ent to "align the r.el.ease of tl\e first \'OWeJ in a sequence of 
V0\'\1els \vith the achievement of tl1e target of a consonant, and align the release of that snn1e conson
ant with the achievement of the target of the second vowel of a sequence" (Borroff 2003: 11). 
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Though the constraint is equivalent for most purposes to NoHIATUS, it is (in con
trast to ONSET) crucially not satisfied by an intervocalic glottal stop, which lacks 
an (oral) gestural target. An alternative analysis (Borroff 2007) is to assun1e that 
a prevocalic glottal stop does not in fact satisfy ONSET. In either case, patterns 
such as these raise interesting challenges for familiar assumptions about hiatus 
resolution and its motivations. 

3.3.2 Directionality in vozvel elision 
Any analysis of vowel elision in hiatus contexts must account for the choice 
of vo•vel, V, or V21 that is elided. In rule-based models, the deleted vo\vel is 
typically specified directly in the form of the elision rule. For example, both the 
linear deletion rule (20c) and the autosegmental deletion rule (22b) given above 
stipulate deletion of the first of l\vo adjacent vowels. In contrast, an account within 
Optimality Theory must assume that elision of V1 or V2 in a given context '"'ill 
violate different constraints, \vhose relative ranking determines which outcome 
occurs. The problem then becomes to identify the relevant constraints. The possible 
rankings of these constraints should also suffice to generate the V1 or V2 elision 
cases that are attested cross-linguistically, without predicting patterns that are 
unattested. Arguably, the relevant generalizations to be accounted for are at least 
approximately as summarized in (12) above. 

A possible account of these generalizations is outlined in Casali (1997). The expla
nation assumes that at a prefix-root juncture or a boundary between t\<Vo content 
words, V2 is protected by a constraint t-.1AxMI or t-.1AxWI, demanding, respectively, 
preservation of morphe1ne- and '.vord-initial VO\vels. In addition, the analysis 
continues to assume a generic MAX constraint that is violated by deletion of a 
segment in any context. The analysis also assumes a constraint MAxLEx requir
ing preservation of segments in roots and in content 'vords. Crucially, there are 
no analogous MAX constraints that specifically target \Vord- or morphen1e-jinal 
position, or affixes or function "'ords. 

A consequence of these assumptions is that in some contexts the constraint 
violations incurred by elision of V1 \vill be a subset of those incurred by V2 elision. 
At a prefix-root boundary, for example, elision of V2 violates J\i!Axl\lll (since V2 
is the root-initial segment), MAxLEx, and (ordinary) MAx, \.vhile elision of V, 

violates only the latter (asswni.ng \Ve are dealing \Vith a minin1ally CV prefix, so 
that V, is not niorpheroe-initial).16 Since the constraint violations incurred by V, 
elision in this context are a subset of those arising with V2 elision, eliding V2 in 
this context should, all else being equal, be more costly than eliding V1• Thus, only 
V1 elision is ordinarily expected in this context. This is illustrated below, using 
a hypothetical CV prefix and VCV root. Note that there is no ranking of the 
constraints t.u1.der which the second candidate, with V2 elision, is optim.al. 

(32) /CV,-V2CV I MAxMl : MAXLEX : MAX ' • 

CV2CV 
. n..:w a. ' • • ' • 

• ' 
' ' 

b. cv,cv . , ' • • • 
' • 

16 The full analysis in Casali (1997) actually predicts that V2 elision should be possible at prefix-root 
bot111darjes in the special case of a V prefix, since \11 is protected by A·1Ax\>Vl and an additional 
constraint M . .\XMS requiring preservation of monosegmental morphemes. \•Ve will ignore these 
complications here. 
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Similarly, only V, elision is predicted when underlying vo"rels abut at the 
boundary behveen t\VO content 'vords. In this case, both V1 elision and V2 elision 
violate MAXLEx and general l'vlAX; the t\VO possibilities thus tie on these constraints. 
However, since V 2 elision violates MAXVvI "'hile V 1 elision does not, the forn1er 
outcome is less optimal. This is illustrated below for a sequence of h>VO hypothetical 
VCV content "'ords. 

(33) /VCV1 V2CV/ MAXVVI : MAXLEX : MAX ' • . • 
..,. a. VC V2CV ' • ' * ' . ' ' ' ' 

b. VCV, CV . , ' • ' • ' ' 

In other contexts, elision of either vowel is predicted to be possible. For example, 
at a root-suffix boundary \12 elision violates l'v!AXMI but not l'v!AXLEX. Thus, \12 
elision is possible if MAXLEx outranks 1'1Axl'v!I, as sho,vn below using a hypo
thetical VCV root and VC suffix: 

(34) /VCV1-V2C/ MAX LEX MAXMI : MAx ' ' 
a. VCV2C ., ' • ' ' ' IGj> b. VCV ,C • ' • ' 

V., elision, which violates MAxLEx but not MAxMl, is predicted under the opposite 
ranking: 

(35) /VCV,-V2C/ MAxMI MAXLEX : MAX ' 

V? a. VCV2C • ' • ' ' 
b. vcv,c . , ' ' • ' 

For roughly analogous reasons, both V, elision and V2 elision are predicted pos
sibilities at the boundary bet,>Veen a content word and a following function \vord; 
in this context V1 elision violates 1'1AxLEx but not MAxWI, '"'hile V2 elision violates 
only the latter. 

Note that this model encodes no general context-independent preference for 
elision of V1; the overall statistical predominance of V, elision noted above arises 
indirectly from the fact that V., elision is predicted in a \vider range of contexts. An 
alternative interpretation of the observed typology might suppose that there is a 
general context-independent preference for preservation of V2, expressible as so1ne 
constraint(s), and that th.is can be overridden in cases "'here V1 occu.rs in a promin
ent position (and hence falls under the protection of some positional faithfulness 
constraint). The vie\v that hiatus patterns reveal a general context-independent 
preference for preservation of V2 is expressed by Lamontagne and Rosenthall (1996) 
(see also Alderete 2003), who refer to this effect as the persistence of V2• 

Finding evidence to distinguish the l\vo accounts is not easy. There is one con
text, however, in '"'hich the h''O views potentially make different predictions: where 
underlying vo"rels come together morpheme-internally, for example due to the 
optional deletion of an intervening consonant. Wllile the Casali (1997) nlodel offers 
no clear predictions in such cases, a 1nodel assun1ing general persistence of V 2 
should predict, all else being equal, that V 1 must elide. A number of languages 
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do sho'v vo,vel elision in such cases, and in at least some of them, this prediction 
is not borne out. Yoruba (Orie and Pulleyblank 1998; Pulleyblank 1998) and Igbo 
(En1enanjo 1972) both elide V2, not V1, in such cases. Though it n1ight be pren1ature 
to rule out the possible influence of other factors in these cases, these patterns at 
least appear to challenge the Persistence of V 2 viev.r, especially since both languages 
normally sho"' V, elision in other contexts ('vhich could be attributed to constraints 
favoring preservation of initial segments). 

3.3.3 Epenthetic consonants and rnarkedness 
As noted in §2.l above, only certain consonants are "'idely observed to function 
epenthetically as hiatus interrupters. An adequate phonological theory should 
explain why this is so. Within OT, the problem of explaining the range of possible 
epenthetic consonants is closely tied to the question of markedness (see CHAPTER 4: 
MA.RKEDNESS; CHAPTER 12: CORONALS; CHAPTER 22: CONSONANTAL PLACE OF ARTICU
LATION). Since epenthetic consonants, by definition, are not present underlyingly, 

their featural content is not affected by faithfulness constraints requiring preser
vation of phonological material. Consequently, the epenthetic consonant used to 
resolve hiatus in a given language should be the consonant that is optimal with 
respect to relevant n1arkedness constraints alone, as these are ranked in the lan
guage. The predicted typological range of possible epenthetic consonants should 
thus follo\v from the set of universal markedness constraints posited, together '''ith 
any restrictions (assumed in some models) on their possible rankings. 

VVe can illustrate the basic principles at issue with reference to markedness 
constraints on place of articulation (POA), "'hich have received n1uch attention 
in the recent Literature. OT models have generally assumed markedness constraints 
targeting each major POA feature, e.g. the constraints •LAB, *CoR, *DoRs, and •CLOT, 
\vhich ban, respectively, labial, coronal, dorsal (e.g. velar), and glottal consonants. 

All else being equal, the particular epenthetic consonant employed in a language 
is predicted to have the POA of \Vhichever POA constraint is ranked Jov.1est, e.g. 
a glottal consonant is expected if *CLOT is lowest-ranked. 

In a theory in which the possible ranking of these POA constraints varies freely 
across languages, we should expect that any POA could function epenthetically 
in some language. Ho,vever, some phonologists have assun1ed that certain places 
of articulation are universally 1nore marked than others. For exan1ple, de Lacy 
(2006) assumes the fixed scale in (36), where ">" means "is more marked than." 

(36) dorsal > labial > coronal > glottal 

It would be straightforward enough to translate this scale into a universally fixed 
ranking (i.e. one which is stipulated to hold in all langt1ages as part of Universal 
Grammar) of POA constraints, as in (37). 

(37) •DoRS >> ·LAB >> •coR >> *GLOT 

Fixed rankings of this sort, with some disagreement over details, have played a 
role in a number of OT analyses (see for example Lombardi 2002). In place of 
such a fixed hierarchy, ho"rever, de Lacy (2006: 2) adopts a different technical 
in1ple1nentation of the san1e general idea, specifically the set of freely rankable 
POA markedness constraints in (38): 
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(38) a. *(DORS} 
b. •(DORS,LAB} 

c. *[DORS,LAB,COR} 

d. *(DORS,LAB,COR,GLOT} 
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Assign a violation for each [dorsal] feature. 
Assign a violation for each [dorsal] and each 
[labial] feature. 
Assign a violation for each [dorsal), each 
[labial), and each [coronal] feature. 
Assign a violation for each [dorsal], each 
[labial], each [coronal], and each [glottal] feature. 

In this system, a consonant at a POA further to the left on the scale in (36) \viii 
ahvays incur worse violations of these POA constraints than one further to the 
right. This is because the violations incurred by a POA further to the left are 
necessarily a superset of those incurred by a POA further to the right, regardless 
of how these constraints are ranked, as sho\vn belO\\' (de Lacy 2006: 50): 

(39) *{'DORS} * (DORS , LAB} *(DORS,LAB,COR} *[DORS,LAD,COR,GLOT) 
k • * • * 
p * • * 
t • * 
? • 

(Crucial ly, there are no further POA constraints, e.g. *(CoR) or *(CoR,GtoT), 
targeting other individual places or place combinations.) 

If a fixed place n1arkedness hierarchy of this sort \.vere the whole story, we would 
predict that epenthetic consonants \vould ah\•ays be glottals, since an epenthetic 
glottal consonant is al"•ays least costly according to this constraint system. This 
prediction is too restrictive, as it does not account for various other possibilities 
(e.g. coronals or a hon1organic sen1ivowel) that are reported to exist (see §2.1 
above). 

De Lacy's solution assll111es that there are additional markedness scales that refer 
to dimensions other than place, and that these interact \Vith the place markedness 
hierarchy to produce the observed range of typological possibilities. For example, 
the possibility of epenthesizing a coronal stop [t], as in Axininca Can1pa, follo,vs 
fro1n the assumption of an additional set of markedness constraints (this time related 
not to place but to manner of articulation) against high-sonority consonants in 
onsets, along with the further (and controversial - see Lombardi 2002; Uffman 
2007) assumption that glottal consonants ['] and [h] are higher in sonority than 
all non-glottal consonants (see CHAPTER 49: SONORITY). These assumptions n1otivate 
a constraint •_ �u/G'LOT prohibiting glottals in syllable n1argins (onsets or codas). 
In languages in "'hich •_ 60/GLOT is ranked above the relevant POA marked
ness constraints, glottals \vill be excluded as epenthetic hiatus interrupters, 
despite their (universal) optimality '"'ith respect to POA alone. With glottals ruled 
out, the predicted outcome (all else being equal) should be the POA that fares 
second best according to the constraint system (see (39)). This is coronal.17 The 
predicted outcome is illustrated in (40), using a hypothetical input /ai/. 

'1 See Lombardi (2002) for • similar proposal. 
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(40) /ail ·- b.Q/ 
GLOTTAL 

a . aki 

b. api 
� c. ati 

d. a7i • 

*{DoRsl *fDORS,LABf * fDORS,LAB, * fDORS,L AB, 
CoR) CoR,GLoTl 

• • • • 

• • • 

• • 

• 

Epenthetic homorganic senuvo\vels (e.g. [\v) follo\ving /u/, [j) following /i/) are 
predicted in de Lacy's theory in cases \vhere further markedness constraints requir
ing consonants (including epenthetic ones) to agree in their place and manner 
features with adjacent vowels are highly ranked. Additional markedness constraints 
generate a fe,v further predicted possibilities in languages in \Vhich they are highly 
ranked. In all, the model predicts the following restricted range of epenthetic con
sonants in hiatus contexts: (? t h l r "' j). De Lacy clain1s that this set corresponds 
to tl1e a.ttested range of possibilities. 

While de Lacy's theory provides a detailed, plausible, and comprehensive OT 
account of consonant epenthesis, it is unlikely to be the last '"ord on the subject. 
The topic of n1arkedness ( bofu with respect to epenthesis and other areas) has 
been an extren1ely con1plex and controversial one. An1ong other things, some 
phonologists (see Hume 2003; Rice 2007; CHAPTER 12: CORONALS; CHAPTER 22: CON
SONANTAL PLACE OF ARTICULATION) have questioned the claim that glottal (or any 
other) place of articulation is universally unmarked, arguing that either dorsal 
or labial (as well as coronal) can also function as the unmarked place in some 
languages. If this is correct, it \vould suggest the possibility of epenthetic con
sonants such as [p) or [k) as '"ell. It reola.ins, perhaps, to be seen \V beth.er St.lch cases 
exist. De Lacy discusses several reported cases, but argues iliat they are better 
analyzed in other terms (for example because putative epenthetic consonants in 
some such cases can be treated as present underlyingly). 

At present, a clear understanding of the typology of consonant epenthesis is 
arguably somewhat clouded by lack of clear consensus on relevant empirical gen
eralizations. Considerable disagreement exists over the interpre tation of patterns 
in some individual languages, a famous example being the question of whether 
the "intrusive r" phenomenon found in some English dialects (e.g. the pronun
ciation of saw it as [s:>lit) in son1e Eastern Massachusetts dialects, including my 
O"'n) constitu.tes epenthesis (see de Lacy 2006, Lombardi 2002, and Uffman 2007 
for discussion of this and other cases). Certain cross-linguistic generalizations have 
also been disputed. For example, '"hile glottal stop is \Videly regarded as a fre
quent choice of hiatus interrupter, Uff1nann (2007) proposes that glottal stops are 
not typically inserted primarily to avoid hiatus, but are generally used (Gern1an 
is cited as one example) to provide an onset in prosodically strong positions, 
e.g. \vord-initially or before a stressed vo,vel, "'here they function to create a 
maximized sonority contrast \vith the follo,ving vo\vel. (This account crucially 
assumes that glottal stops are the lowest sonority consonants, which is exactly the 
opposite of \Vhat de Lacy assumes.) Undoubtedly, there \viii be further debate 
over son1e of the relevant empirical generalizations, as "'ell as ilieir appropriate 
theoretical treatment. 
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An inlportant distinction in most phonological theories is the distinction between 
categorical and gradient processes (see CHAPTER 89: GRADIENCE ANO CATEGORICALITY 
IN PHONOLOGICAL THEORY). A categorical change involves a clear "either-or" shift 
in the presence of one or more segments or their features, as in a case where an 
underlying segment is removed completely (elision) or undergoes changes in the 
binary values of one or more features. Frequently, ho\vever, languages manifest 
gradient processes that involve changes in the degree of so1ne feature, e.g. a 
phonemically oral vo\vel is slightly nasalized next to a nasal consonant but 
remains less nasal than phonemic nasal vo1vels in the same language. In hiatus 
contexts, a possible gradient change might involve the "near elision" of one 
of the adjacent vowels, e.g. a case \vhere an underlying /V, V2/ sequence is 
realized phonetically as V 2 (perhaps \Ni.th lengthening) preceded by a short and 
variable ren1nant of V1. 

Hiatus resolution processes have most often been described and analyzed in 
terms that suggest categorical changes. However, t\''0 recent instrumental studies, 
Baltazani. (2006) and Zsiga (1993, 1997), have sho,vn that hiatus resolution patterns 
(glide formation and/or vo,,vel elision) that had previously been described as 
categorical in hvo languages, Modern Greek and Igbo, respectively, actually 
i.nvolve gradient and highly variable timing adjustments. For reasons of space, 
\ve '"ill consider only the Igbo case here. 

Sequences of adjacent vo"rels arise very commonly in Igbo in cases \vhere a 
word ending in a VO\Vel precedes a word beginning in a VO\Nel, as in the phrases 
sho,vn below (fron1 Zsiga 1997; the diacritics n1ark [-ATR) vowels). 

(41) /j!.Sj!.t\.) {!-t9/ 
/nti ozo/ � � I- 1-

/ezi \ltQ/ 
/ede �t9/ 

'three sevens' 
'another grub' 
'three loans' 
'three coco-yams' 

Three Igbo subjects in Zsiga's (1993) study each produced six repetitions of 
each of these and various similar phrases in which one of the eight Igbo vowels 
occurs word-finally before one of the words [j!.t9] 'three' or [9z9) 'another'. (In 
aU, each of the eight vowels \vas used in hvo u.tterances.) 

Vo\vel formant measurements of the digitized recordings sho\ved extreme 
variation, even for the same utterance produced by the same speaker, in the real
ization of the underlying vowel sequences. These ranged fron1 tokens showing 
essentially no deletion or assimilation (i.e. in \vhich both vowels clearly surface) 
to those showing complete loss of V1 (i.e. 1.vith the Ot.1tpu.t consisting entirely of 
a lengthened version of \I 2). If all the observed outcomes '"ere of one of these 
l\vo types, this might suggest a categorical but optional rule eliding V., with 
compensatory lengthening of V2 (or a rule of total assimilation of V, to V2). 
In1portantly, ho\\'ever, the results show a range of intermediate realizations as 
\veil, in \vh.ich formant values near the beginning of the vocalic span sho"' a 
quality intermediate behveen V1 and V,. This intermediate quality varies across 
repetitions of the same utterance from one that is more similar to V1 to one that 
is more similar to V2• Zsiga argues that such findings are not easily reconcilable 
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\Vith an analysis that treats hiatus resolution as optional but categorical, and that 
the process is better understood as an adjusttnent in the relative timing of V, 
and V2• More specifically, achieven1ent of the target articulatory gestures for V2 
varies from relatively late (allowing for a 1nore or less normal n1anifestation of 
a preceding V,) to relatively early (resulting in partially assimilated tokens) to 
virtually at the release of the preceding consonant (in "'hich case V, is essentially 
gone). Seen from this perspective, superficial instances of categorical deletion 
in son1e of the tokens are better regarded as simply the extren1e endpoint of a 
process that applies along a continuun1. 

Though specific proposa ls vary, it has been "' idely assumed that the 
familiar kinds of phonological rules and /or constraints standardly used in the 
analysis of categorical processes are not appropriate to the treatment of gradient 
sound changes. Zsiga analyzes gradient hiatus resolution in Igbo using the 
fran1e,vork of articulatory phonology (Bro\vn1an and Goldstein 1990), a n1odel 
that is "'ell suited to handling variable adjustments in the relative timi.ng of 
gestures. 

In addition to highlighting the importance of (and need for additional) explicit 
theoretical treatments of gradient changes in hiatus contexts, these sh1dies raise 
an important empirical issue as well. Hiatus resolution in both Igbo and Modern 
Creek had been described in some previous studies as categorical. This raises the 
possibility (see Zsiga 1997: 265) that other hiatus resolution processes that have 
been described as categorical in the literature might turn out to be gradient upon 
closer examination. Studies such as Baltazani's and Zsiga's underscore the need 
for careful attention to the possibility of gradience in the context of descriptive 
phonological field work. 

4 Summary 

Hiatus resolution patterns are extremely varied. This chapter has provided a 
brief and necessarily selective look at some of the variation that occurs in the 
behavior of particular hiatus resolution processes and in their co-occurrence and 
interaction. 

The range of explanatory models that have arisen in connection '"ith hiatus 
resolution phenomena is also very broad. \/Ve have looked at a sample of theoret
ical proposals from several time periods, including early generative treatments, 
autosegmental analyses, and several OT models. The central research questions 
have varied somewhat fron1 model to model. Whereas rule formalis1n and 
related issues \Vere a central concern in early generative analyses, autosegmental 
analyses used more elaborated phonological representations to suggest ne\v 
solutions to problems such as compensatory lengthening, the featural output 
of coalescence, and the role of syllable structure in hiatus resolution. Issues that 
have arisen vvithin OT include the primary markedness constraint that triggers 
hiatus resolution, the constraint rankings that detennine '"luch of two adjacent 
vo\vels elides, and the proble.m of accOtlnting for the range of consonants that 
can function epenthetically as hiatus interrupters. Finally, '"e have looked briefly 
at an issue, gradient hiatus-related processes, vvhich poses potentially important 
theoretical and empirical challenges for any approach. 
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62 Constraint Conjunction 

MEGAN J. CROWHURST 

. . .  conjunctive interaction is from a formal point of viev1 entirely natural in OT; 
indeed, in an important sense, its absence would be rnmatural. By this I mean simply 
that \Vithout conjunction, basic OT typologies are not strongly harmonically complete, 
but "'ith conjunction, they are. (Smolensky 2006: 139) 

lnteractions among constraints in early Optimality Theory (Prince and Smolensky 
1993) were limited to a mode of strict domination, represented by the connect ive 
">>." Ho\vever, researchers soon noted that a theory of constraint interaction 
relying on strict domination did not adequately account for certain \Vell-knO\\'n 
sound behaviors, prompting argwnents in favor of additional n1odes of interaction. 
Three ma.in proposals for combining simple constraints into more con1plex ones 
using connectives other than ">>" "'ere advanced: local conjunction, an analog 
of Boolean conjunction, and material implication. 

1 Classical Optimality Theory 

Opti1nality Theory (OT) n1ade its debut in linguistics tluough the work of Prince 
and Sm.olensky (l.993), \vho adapted a constraint-based model with a long 
history in other fields (including evolutionary b iology, the information sciences, 
and economics) for the formal analysis of sound phenomena in language. In 
Prince and Smolensky's model, input states are n1apped to output states through 
a procedure in \vhich a set of potential analyses of the input (output candidates) 
is passed through a filter consisting of an evalu.ator, Eva!., and a hierarchy of 
constraints restricting properties of the output. The constraints are members of 
Universal Grammar, and the priorities assigned to them vary by language. OT 
constraints are soft constraints - any constraint can be violated, but only under 
pressure from a constraint \\'ith higher priority. The predicted output is the can
didate that survives the filter. This candida te is optimal in that it represents the 
input-output mapping that best satisfies the hierarchy by minimizing violations 
of higher-ranking constraints at the expense of low·er-ranking ones. 

According to the doctrine of strict domination, if hvo constraints A and B 
interact, then constraint A outranks B (or vice versa) in the hierarchy, notated as 
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A >> B (or B >> A). An interaction A >> B is exposed "'hen the requirements 
of A and B are incompatible, and there is an input whose properties are such that 
no viable candidate satisfies both constraints. In such cases, the higher-ranking 
constraint A is easy to identify because its effect is evident, while B's effect 
is obscured. (Constraint B may, ho\vever, take effect 1vhen A is not at stake.) 
The follo\ving tableau illustrates the evaluation of a mini-set of t"'O candidates, 
each violating either A or B and not the other. Being higher-ranked, A acts on 
the candidate set first: the candidate which best satisfies A is kept, and the less 
successful candidate (in regard to constraint A) is rejected. In this sin1ple exan1ple, 
the candidate that fares best on A is the optimal candidate. \'\/ere the rankings of 
A and B reversed, candidate 2 \VOuld be the '"inner instead. 

( 1) Constraint A >> Constrain/ B 

Input Constraint A 

..,, a . output candidate 1 
b. ot.1tput candidate 2 * I 

Constraint B 
• 

Given that OT is a theory of constraint interaction, an important issue naturally 
concerns the '"'ays in 'vluch constraints might interact. As noted, for Prince and 
Smolensky and much subsequent \Vork, only strict domination was sanctioned as 
a mode of constraint inte.ra.ction.' Over time, various researchers have challenged 
this doctrine in considering what other relationships might hold among constraints. 
Son1e researchers have proposed a relation of non-don1.inance, in 1vhich neither con
straint A nor B dominates the other (Crowh1ust 2001). Under non-dominance, vio
lations of A and B together are evaluated cumulatively. Others have argued that 
constraints can exist in a free ranking relationship to accot.u1.t for optional sound 
phenomena (e.g. Reynolds 1994; Prince 2001; lt6 and Mester 2003a; Jacobs 2004). 
This chapter revie"1s proposals that have addressed the question "Can simple con
straints combine \Vi.th one other, and if so, hol'lr?" Or, "What connectives other than 
'>>,' if any, define relationships that can hold among constraints?" 

2 Local conjunction: Rejecting the "worst of the worst" 

The first proposal for con1bining constraints beyond the standard mode of 
strict domination, introduced in Smolensky (1993, 1995, 1997) and subsequently 
worked out in a series of presentations culminating in Smolensky (2006), \Vas 
that elemental OT constraints can be locally conjoined to form a more complex con
straint that is violated only if both of its 1ne1nbers are violated in a specified 
don1ai.n. Other influential discussions of the details and applications of local con.
junction appeared in a series of papers by Ito and .tv!ester (e.g. 1996, 1998, 2003a), 
culminating in lt6 and Mester (2003b). Smolensky's definition of local conjunction 
appears in (2) (Smolensky 2006: 43). 

I Discussion he"" is llmited to proposals a.dva.nced ln the core or phonological llteia.tu.i:e. Comb.lnatotiaJ 
devices have been used uncontroversially in ptobabiLislic models of OT. 
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•A &0 •a is violated if and only if a violation of• A and a (distinct) violation 
of •a both occur 'vithin a single don1ain of type D. 

In evaluating local conjunctions, Ev AL returns a mark "*" only 'vhen both con
juncts are violated, (3a). So1ne authors have observed (e.g. Hewitt and Cro"rhurst 
1996) that local conjunction is in fact analogous to logical disjunction: "*" is 
equivalent to False (F), and the absence of a. mark is equivalent to True (T). This 
can be seen by comparing (3a) '''ith the truth table for logical disjunction. 

(3) a. Evaluation of 11 local conjunction 

Ci C,&0C2 Ci 
Candl 

Cand2 • 

Cand3 • 

Cand4 • . , • 

b. Logical disjunction 

Ci C1vC2 Ci 
Candl T T T 
Cand2 F T T 

Cand3 T T F 
Cand4 F F F 

Ito and 1-lester (2003b: 24) and Smolensky (2006) assun1e that "&" is a co1n
binatorial operation made available by UG to individual langu.ages, which may 
activate "&" to derive complex constraints on a language-specific basis. On this 
vie"'' all of the constraints specified in Conuc, the universal set, plus any language
specific local conjunctions, are mapped onto a larger, language-specific constraint 
set, Cone- So, ">>" detern1ines strictly hierarchical rankings, while "&" con1bines 
constraints into "superconstraints," \•vhich can then be inserted into hierarchies 
defined by ">>."2 The role of the "&" operator in grammars is formally defined 
by Ito and Mester (2003b: 25) as in (4). 

(4) Role of local conjunction in gra.nnnars 
A gramn1ar G can expand the basic constraint set Con inherited from 
Universal Grammar to a superset Cone = Con v IC1&C2l, for Cv C2 e Con. 
Expansion is potentially recursive, so that Cone can in turn be extended to 
a superset Cone' by adding C3&C, to Cone, for C3, C, e Cone, and so on. 

' But see Ito and Mester (1998) and Bakovic (2000) for a slightly different view. 
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The main goal of local conjunction is to derive empirical generalizations about 
1narkedness fron1 irreducible principles. Constraint conjunction and other proposals 
for combining constraints have been criticized on the grounds that they greatly 
increase the expressive po•ver of the fonnal architecture of OT by exponentially 
expanding the constraint set. Ho\vever, the insights, the improvements in pre
cision, and to some extent the economies achieved \vith local conjunction have 
often been impressive. 

2.1 Coda conditions 
The earliest '''orks to employ local conjunction (e.g. Ito and Mester 1996; Spaelti 
1997; Smolensky 2006) noted that the mechanisn1 could be used to advantage in 
analyzing coda conditions, constraints •vhich i.Jnpose strict conditions on syllable 
codas rather than penalizing them outright (CHAPTER 33: SYLLABLE-INTERNAL STRUC
TURE; CHAPTER 53: SYLLABLE CONTACT). Coda conditions have often been captured 
by the schema CooACoNo[a], "'here a denotes restricted features. A common 
requiren1ent is for obstruents in coda positions to be voiceless, other factors being 
equal (e.g. German, Turkish, Russian; see CBAl'TER 69: FINAL DEVOIClNG AND FINAL 
LARYNGEAL NEUTRALIZATION). The coda condition for voicing appears in (5). 

(5) CooACoNo[voi] 

·c 
I [-son J +voice 0 

(One • for any voiced obstruent sylJabified exclusively as a sylJable coda.) 

Early "'ork pron1oting local conjunction noted that coda conditions can be treated 
as local conjunctions of two "'ell-established constraints, NoCooA in (6a) on the 
one hand, and a markedness constraint such as (6b) on the other, to yield (6c), 
'vith the segment as the local domain of evaluation (Smolensky 1993, 2006; It6 
and Mester 2003b; see also lvlorris 2002). 

(6) a. NoCooA 
Syllables do not have codas. (One • per syllable •vith a coda.) 

b. *VorOBST 
*(-sonorant, +voice]. (One • for any voiced obstruent.) 

c. NoCooA &5�c *Vo10esT 
(One • for any segment '''hich is in a syllable coda and \vhich is a voiced 
obstruent.) 

Local conjunctions such as (6c) capture the i.J1tuition that constraints express
ing coda conditions are really more restrictive versions o.f NoCoo.A. A standard 
assumption has been that a local conjunction is ranked above its conjuncts, and 
this is consistent with the understanding that the effects of special constraints 
are visible only '"hen some constraint i.J1tervenes between the special constraint 
and a related, less highly ranked general constraint. In the case w1der discussion, 
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restrictions on codas are visible in a grammar only when the follo,ving are true: 
(i) MAx10(Seg) outranks both instantiations of NoCooA - the unconjoined version 

and the local conjunction in (6c) - so that the effects of the conjunction are not 
obscured by deletion; and (ii) IDENT10( voi] ranks above the unconjoined constraint 
*VorOnsT, allo"'ing a surface obstruent voicing contrast, but below (6c), so that 
only voiceless obstruents will occur in coda position, unless higher-ranking con
straints den1and otherwise (as in cases of regressive voice assimilation). A tableau 
making this point is given in (7) (adapted from Ito and Mester 2003b: 27-28). 

(7) Ii: b MAx,0(Seg) 

lTii' a. li:p I 
b. li:b 

c. lit *I 

li:be MAX10(Seg) 

.,.. a . l.i: ba 

b. li:p;;i 

NoCooA &s£c 
*Vor0BST 

• ! 

NoCooA &sE.G 
•vo10ssr 

IDENT1o(voi) 

• 

IDENT1o[voi] 

*I 

*VorOssT : NoCooA ' ' ' ' ' • ' ' ' 
b ' • ' ' ' ' ' ' 

*VorOssT NoCooA 

b 

Three advantages to the reforn1ulation of (5) as (6c) are inunediately apparent. 
First, JocaUy conjoining *VorOnsT with NoCooA avoids the redundancy that occurs 
vvhen *VorOssT is stated twice, once as the general feature co-occurrence constraint 
in (6b), and once again, embedded in the coda condition, (5). Second, restating a 
given CooACOND constraint as the local conjunction of NoCODA vvith a standard 
markedness constraint explains \·vhy we have restrictions on coda consonants, but 
no constraints that express similar restrictions on onsets (Ito and Mester 2003b: 
29). In a grammar that allo,vs conjunction, nothing prevents the local conjunction 
of ONSET and a markedness constraint like *VorOssT, but as tableau (8) shovvs, 
a conjunction like ONSET &sec •vo10asT could never be violated: if ONSET is 
violated, then there is no onset consonant to check against *Vo10asr. Conversely, 
if *VorOosT is violated by a consonant in onset position, then ONSET is clearly 
not v iolated. 

(8) bit 

a. bit 

.. ,., b. pit 

c. it 

ONSET &sec *Vo10BST 

*! 

. 
*\lorOssT : ONSET ' . 

b ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' •! ' 

This latter result of local conjunction weighs strongly in its favor: given that *Vo1013ST 
encodes a standard generalization about markedness, and given that coda con
ditions stated in traditional terms follo,ving the model of (5) are common, it is 
notable that no evidence has been found for mirror image constraints unposing 
comparable restrictions on segments u1 onset position. The traditional approach 
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has been to assume that a formal asymmetr)' matches the empirical one - that 
is, that there are no 0Ns£T conditions, or constraints in1posing CooACOND-like 
requirements on segments in onset position. As we have just seen, the local con
junction approach requires no forn1al asymmetry: local conjunctions like ONSET 

&sEc *Vo10nsT might exist, but as they can never be active in selecting surface 
candidates, they 'vill never be rankable, and their existence is moot. 

2.2 Universal markedness hierarchies 
Local conji.mction has also been used successfully in explaining the fact that 
universal markedness hierarchies are preserved in multiple domains. Much work 
establishes the place harmony scale in (9a) (CHAPTER 22: CONSONANTAL PLACE OF 
ARTICULATION). In OT grammars, this scale is expressed by the hierarchy in (9b). 
The subscript "UG" indicates that this ranking is "fixed," or specifi

ed in 1.uuversal 
grammar, and does not vary across languages. 

(9) a. Coronal > Labial, Dorsal 
b. *LAB, *DORS >>uc *CoR 

The place markedness hierarchy in (9) is kno>vn to be preserved in different 
don1ains, and Smolensky (1993, 2006) advances a detailed argun1ent as to >vhy this 
might be so: given that (9b) is fixed in UG, any hierarchy in \vhich the constraints 
in (9b) are locally conjoined vvith other constraints vvill be similarly fixed. To con
tinue \vith the exan1ple of coda conditions, various authors, including Smolensky 
(1993, 2006), Zoll (1998), and Ito and Jlvlester (2003b), have observed that locally con
joining the n1arkedness constraints in (9b) with NoCODA produces the luerarchy 
in (1.0), which favors coronals over labials and dorsals in syllable codas. 

(10) NoCooA &sec *LAB, NoCODA &sEc *DoRs >>uc NoCODA &sEc *CoR 

Sn1olensky (2006) uses the same reasoning to explain the commonly observed pro
liferation of segmental contrasts among coronal consonants in many segmental 
inventories, relative to the labial and dorsal classes (CHAPTER 12: CORONALS). As 
an exan1ple, consider the consonant inventory ofTohono O'odham (Uto-Aztecan) 
in (11). 

(11) Tohono O'odha111 consonants 
coronal 

labial dental retroflex palato-alveolar velar glottal 
p b t - d - q tf cl; k g ? 

� � h 
Ill J,1 Jl iJ 
w l J 

The coronal class dominates the inventory: 11 of the 19 consonants are coronaJ.s. 
Note also that the coronals are represented by three places and three manners 
of articulation (stops, fricative, and affricates) in the obstruent class, whereas 
the labials and velars are represented only by stops. To abbreviate Smolensky's 
point, if a single-feahue markedness constraint like •[+cont] (specified for fricatives 
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and affricates; see CHAPTER 28: THE REPRESENTATION OF FRICATIVES; CHAPTER 16: 
AFFRICATES) can be locally conjoined 'vith the fixed hierarchy in (9b), yielding 
(12), then a granlffiar that interposes a constraint IDENr10[Place] above •coR &sEc 
•[+cont) produces an inventory that has [+continuant) coronals, but no continuant 
obstruents at other places of articulation. 

(12) ·LAB &sEG •[+cont], *DORS &sEG •[+cont] >>uc *COR &sEG •[+cont] 

2,3 Feature harmonies 
Local conjunction has also been used to account for patterns of vo,,rel and 
consonant harmony by locally conjoining markedness constraints to form feature 
domains (see also CHAPTER 91: VOWEL HARMONY: OPAQUE AND TRANSPARENT 
VO\\IELS; CHAPTER 72: CONSONANT HARMONY IN CHILD LANGUAGE; CHAPTER 7'7: LONG
DISTANCE ASSIMILATION OF CONSONANTS; CHAPTER 118: TURKISH VOWEL HARM.ONY; 
CHAPTER 123: HUNGARIAN VOWEL HARMONY). In Smolensky (2006), any contiguous 
sequence of segments which share one or more phonological features forms a 
feahrre domain, and any feattrre domain is a possible instantiation of the domain 
of a conjunction. An abbreviated version of Smolensky's (2006: 64) definition of 
a feature domain is given in (13). 

(13) Definition of feature do111ain ("<p" stands for any feature) 

A 1naxi.Jnal contiguous span of qi-bearers \Vith a comn1on value [+<p) is a 
[±cp) feature domain D[±cp ). (Thus, by definition, contiguous domai.J1s of the 
same <p value are impossible.) 

Sn1olensky's use of the feature domain i.J1 OT builds on earlier \VOrk (e.g. Kirchner 
1993; Smolensky 1993; Cole and Kisseberth 1994; Cassi.Jnjee and Kisseberth 1998), 
but the insight that feature domams can be analyzed m terms of local conjunc
tions of constramts is due to Smolensky. Examples of Smolensky's (2006) use of 
feature domains as restrictors on local conjunction are seen in his treatments of 
vowel hannony and restrictions on consonant clusters. 

Sn1olensky (2006) provides an extended discussion of vowel harn1ony, with 
special attention given to a pattern of source-conditioned [ATR] harmony found 
in Lango (Nilotic: OkeUo 1975; Bavin Woock and Noonan 1979; Noonan 1992; 
Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1994). The Lango facts are complex; for our purposes, 
a fragn1ent of Sn1olensky's account ,.,. ill serve to n1ake the point. Lango has the 
[+ATR] vo'''els [i e a  o u] and the [-ATR] vowels [1 i:: a J u] (Noonan 1992). The 
examples in (14) show a root '"'ith a [-ATR] 1nid vo\vel /t/ combining with 
a suffix contaming a [+ATR) high vowel, /u/ or /i/. (Tone is omitted in these 
examples.) In (14a), we see that /e/ assimilates [+ATR] \Vhen the suffix VO\vel is 
/i/, but not \Vhen it is /u/, as in (14b). 

(14) Lango [ATR) harmony 
a. Re3>?·essive [+ATR] l1an11ony 

/di:k +Ci/ dek.ki 'your (SG) ste\v' 
b. No ha.nnony 

/dtk + wu/ di::k.wu 'yotrr (PL) ste\v' 
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In autosegmental terms, [+ATR] spreads regressively from /i/ to /</ in [dek.ki], 
forming a [+ATR] feature domain \vhose head is the source vo,vel [iJ, as sho,vn 
in (15a). (Sn1olensky marks heads of feature don1ains with a superscript "o"; 
,.ve '"ill adopt the convention of underlining heads of feature domains.) The form 
[dek."'u], where no assimilation has applied, has both a [-ATR] and a [+ATR] 
feature domain. 

(15) a. [+ATR] 

/1 
dek k! 

b. [-ATR] [+ATR] 

I I 
d€k Wll 

According to Archangeli and Pulleyblank's (1994) autosegmental analysis of 
Lango, [+ATR] spreads regressively from a [+high) source vo"rel to a target vowel 
if one of the follo,ving is true: (i) the source v<nvel is [+front] and the target 
is any VO\vel in either an open or closed syllable; (ii) the source VO\vel is not [+front], 
source and target vowels are both [+high], and the target is in either an open or 
closed syllable; or (iii) the source vowel is not [+front], and the target is not [+high), 
and the target is in an open syllable. [+ATR) spread in (14a) meets condition (i), 
but (14b) meets none of the conditions for harmony. 

Follo\ving Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994), Smolensky's analysis (2006) of 
Lango dra\vs on the insight that ATR harmony is conditioned by the markedness 
of segments that combine [-ATRJ and [+ATRJ with other features. \-Veil-established 
1narkedness constraints are sho\vn in (16).3 

(16) a. [ATRJ and backness 
"[+ATR, -front] 
•[-ATR, +front) 

b. [ATRJ and height 
"[+ATR, -high] 
"[-ATR, +high) 

c. "V1+A1Clv 

(Avoid [+ATR] back VO\vels.) 
(Avoid [-ATR) front vowels.) 

(Avoid [+ATR] 1nid and lo'" vowels.) 
(Avoid [-ATR) high vo\vels.) 
(No [+ATR) vowels in closed syllables.) 

Returning to the examples in (14), note that in [dek.ki], in ,.vhich underlying 
/£/ harmonizes with /i/, the outco1ne optin1izes the constraint *[-ATR, +front], 
,.vhich prefers (e], but at the cost of violating *[+ATR, -high], ,.vhich prefers [<]. 
In [dek.wu], however, we see the opposite pattern of constraint satisfaction: 
[E.] in the output optimizes •[+ATR, -high] but violates *[-ATR, +front]. The 
critical difference is in the source vo'''el. Archangeli and Pulleyblank's intuition, 
whicl1 Sn1olensky seeks to capture, is that less marked segments n1ake better 
domain heads, and that when possible, better domain heads propagate their 
features through harmony. To the constraints in (16), then, Smolensky's account 
adds *Ho[+ATR] and *Ho[-ATRJ, which penalize a segment for being the head 
of a [+ATR] or [-ATR] domain, respectively. 

3 The consh·aints in (16) and similar constraints, were proposed as elements of the "grounded 
phonology" framework developed in Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994). 
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(17) a. Ho-L[-ATR] 
A [-ATR] domain must be left-headed. 
(No regressive [-ATR] spread.) 

b. (•[-ATR, +front] & •tto[ATR]) &01ATRJ F[ATR] 
No [+front] head of an unfaithful (-ATR] domain. 
(No [-ATR] spread from a [+front) VO\vel.) 

c. *[-ATR, +high) 
Vo,vels do not combine the features [-ATR] and [+high]. 
(One • for either of [r u].) 

d. (*[+ATR, -front] & Ho-L[ATR]) &01ATRI (*[+ATR, -high] & ·v(•ATRIC](J & 
F[ATR]) 
A [+ATR] domain with a [-front] head that is not leftmost must be 
faithful at a [-high] vowel at a closed syllable. 
(No regressive [+AT.R] spread fron1 a [-.front) source onto a (-high) vowel 

in a closed syllable.) 

The constraints in (17b) and (17d) are complex and require further explanation. 
The e1nbedded local conjunction (•[-ATR, +front] & •tto[ATR] ) penalizes a 
vowel \vhich is both the head of an ATR domain and has the features *[-ATR, 
+front]. According to this restriction, the lax vo,vels [1 e) cannot head an ATR 
domain. The syllable [di:k] in [di:k.wu] violates this requirement. Smolensky uses 
the expression F[ATR] in the "1nacro" local conjunction more or less as the more 
standard !OENT[ATR] \vould be used, to require the segments in an ATR do1nain 
to be faithful to the value for [A TR) they can1e \vith. Conjoining (*[-ATR, +front) 
& *Ho[ATR)) and F[ATR], taking an ATR domain as the locus of violation, has 
the effect of minimizing ATR domains headed by [-ATR, +front] vowels. That is, 
the macro-conjunction prevents [-ATR] spread fron1 a front vo\vel, and this is 
why /dtk + \VU/ surfaces as [dtk.\vu) and not [dtk.wu]. 

By itself, the first e1nbedded local conjunction in (17d), (*(+ATR, -front) & 
Ho-L[ATR)), \voi.tld penalize a [+ATR] domain v.rhose head, a (-front) vov.rel 
[u], [<J] or [o], is not leftmost w·ithin the domain.4 The second embedded local 
conjunction, (*[+A TR, -high] & •v1.ATRJC]0 & F[ATR]), penalizes an unfaithful 
[+ATR] don1ain \vhich contains a closed syllable \\•hose vowel is [-high]. The 
macro-conjunction formed by locally conjoining the two sn1aller local conjunc
tions "'ith an A TR domain as the locus of violation means just this: for a [+ATR) 
domain whose head is on the right and is one of the vo,vels [ u <J o) to pass the 
macro-conjunction, there cannot be further to the left a closed syllable with a 
[-high) vowel, which is unfaithful through assintilation to the head. This is \\•hy 
regressive (+ATR] spread does not apply in /d€k + wu/, so that on the surface 
\Ve find (dek.,vu) and not [dek.wu). 

Tableau (18) shO\VS why /dck + \vu/ surfaces as [dck.\vu] and not [dek."•u] or 
[dek.\vu] (i.e. "'hy "'e have neither regressive [+ATR] harmony nor progressive 
[-ATR] harmony i.n this case, under Sn1olensky's analysis). 

• For example, a (+A TR] domains such as e . . .  !! would be penalized. Three types of A TR domain 
are perro.itted. by the [OC<ll c-onjunction (*[+ATR, -froJ>t) & Ho-l[ATRJ). Jf the head is OJ\e of the set 
(i e I £ a :>  uJ (i.e. anything other than (u a oJ), then the head is rightmost or leftmost in the ATR 
domain. The head can be one of the set (u a o) if it is domain-initial. 
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(18) Lango: No regressive [+ATR] harmony 

/d£k+wu/ (17d) Ho-L[-ATR) 

a. dek.l'i'U •1 

Ill!" b. dek.wu - -
c. dek.wu -

( 17b) *(-ATR,hi) ACREE(ATR) 

• 

. , • 

Tableau (19) sho1vs ho1v the analysis "'orks for [dek.k!) (from /d£k + Ci/). In 
this case, progressive [-ATR] is blocked just as for [di;.k.1vu], and for the san1e 
reason. However, in [dek.kiJ, regressive (+ATR) harmony is not blocked, because 
in this case, neither the head (a front vowel this time) nor the target of assimilation 
(the vo"1el /e/, in an open, not closed syllable) violates the macro-conjunction 
in (17d). 

(19) Lango: Regressive [+ATR] harmony 

/dek+Ci/ 

nii' a . dek.ki 

b. d£k.ki 

c. 
- -

dek.k1 -

( 17d) Ho-L[-ATR) ( 17b) *(-ATR,hi) ACREE(ATR) 

., 
. , • 

The brief discussion offered here falls short of representing the very complicated 
pattern of [ATR] hannony found in Lango, or of Sn1olensky's (2006) minutely 
detailed account of the same. The goal here has been to illustrate a proposal for 
combining constra.ints that are already complex into a macro-constraint. More 
detailed discussions of the Lango pattern can be found in Noonan (1992), Archangeli 
and Pulleyblank (1994), and Smolensky (2006). 

Another very common type of restriction can be seen in conditions on con
sonant clusters: in languages that permit consonant clusters at all, coronals tend 
to combine with other consonants i:nuch more permissively than do labials and 
dorsals (CHAPTER 46: POSITIONAL EFFECTS IN CONSONANT CLUSTERS). For example, 
English al101'1s coronals to cluster 1vith other coronals, 1vith labials, and with dorsal 
consonants, as shown in (20a). Ho1vever, 1vith the exception of a fe'"' Joans (e.g. 
Akbar, Afghan) and clusters forn1ed across compound boundaries (e.g. [(cup](cake]), 
[(black)[bird)]), labials and dorsals do not cluster 1vith either labials or dorsa.ls, so 
that (with the regular exception of homorganic nasal + obstruent sequences), 
clusters such as those in (20b) are generally disallo1ved. 

(20) a. Cor 1vith Cor Cor with Lab Cor 1.vith Dors 
state apt acne 
holder Abner task 
chortle abduct silk 
adze help argue 
parlour spry disclose 
Atlantic alrnon.d alcohol 
bolster arm agree 
trap atmosphere Atkins 
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b. Lab "'ith Lab 
•pb, •bp 
•pn1, *bm 

Dors with Dors 
*kg, *gk 

Dors 'vith Lab 
*kp, *pk, *gb, •bg 
*kn1, •gm 

*pf, *bv, *fp, etc. •kf, *fk, •gv, *vg, etc. 

The asymmetric distribution of place in consonant clusters is another effect of the 
place hierarchy in (9). Smolensky (2006) sho\vs that these effects can be accounted 
for by locally conjoining the constraints in (9b) with one another to produce 
a cluster place markedness hierarchy like that in (21) ((21) expands Smolensky's 
hierarchy to inch.ide dorsals) 

(21) Place ma.rkedn.ess hierarchy for two-con.son.ant clusters 

{*[Lab J&cL*[Lab] } {*(L b )& *[C J } *[Dors]&cL*(Lab] >>uc *[D
a 

'" ]&
cL *

[C
or 

] >>uc *[Cor]&cL*(Cor] 
*[Dors]&cL *[Dor] 

ors C L or 

In his analysis of phonotactic conditions on consonant sequences, Smolensky 
(2006) identifies the don1ai.n of local conjunction as a consonant cluster, CL. Ho\v
ever, a consonant cluster per se is not a unit of phonologica.l structure. Although 
Smolensky doesn't discuss consonant clusters in this light, any sequence of segments 
whose men1bers share features can be thought of as instantiating feature domains. 
An obstruent cluster, for example, \Vould instantiate the D[+<p] fonned by the 
feature [-sonorant], and a nasal-stop cluster "'ould correspond to the feature 
do1nain [-continuant]. 

2.4 Counterfeeding effects 

One of the more striking advantages claimed for local conjunction is its useful
ness in accounting for counterfeedi.ng effects. Moreton and Smolensky (2002) 
sho"'' refining a proposal in Kirchner (1996), that local conjunction can account 
for synchronic chain shifts of the type A � B, B � C.5 In Western Basque, for 
example, \'then hvo identical vo"rels are juxtaposed, the lo'" VO\vel /a/ raises 
to [e] before [a], and /e/ raises to [i] before [e], as sho\\'11 in (22) (Kirchner 1996; 
Moreton and Smolensky 2002; Kawahara 2003). 

(22) a. /a/ � [e] I _ V (violates IoENT[lo\11)) 
alaba bat 'daughter (INDEF)' alabea 
.neska bat 'girl (1NDEF)' neskea 

b. /e/ � [i] I _  V (violates IDENT[high]) 
seme bat 'son (INDEF)' senue 
ate bat 'door (INDEF)' atie 

'daughter (oEP)' 
'girl (DEF)' 

'son (DEF)' 
'door (DEF)' 

The Kirchner and the Moreton and Smolensky account goes as follo,11s: if the 
unn1arked vo\vel is [i], then we'd expect both /a/ and /e/ to raise to [i] in the 
shifting environn1ent, other factors being equal. Ho\11ever, each vo"'el n1oves only 
one step up, so that /a/ changes its value for the feature [Jo,11], and /e/ changes 

• See also Beckman (2003) and Smolensl.)I (2006: §5). 
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its value for [high]. Neither adjustment results in a change of both features. 
This effect can be accounted for if a conjunction of the constraints 1D£NT[lo"'] 
and lDENT[high] is ranked above a set of markedness constraints (presumably 
including at least one OCP constraint) that promote raising in a hiatus; call this 
set HR. Thus, either of the JoENT constraints can be violated on its own, \Vhen 
they are ranked belo'v HR, but no shift violating both constraints \Vithin a 
segment (the relevant domain) can occur. The tableaux in (23), adapted from 
Moreton and Smolensky (2002), illustrate the analysis for hvo identical sequences 
of vo,vels, /aa/ in /alaba-a/ and /ee/ in /seme-e/. 

(23) /alaba-a/ 

� a . alabea 

b. ala baa 

c. alabia 

/seme-e/ 

... a . senue 

b. seolee 

ID ENT[ lo"') &s�c 
!DENT(high) 

., 

lDENT(l0\'7) &sEG 
lDENT(high) 

HR I DENT( low) : IDENT[high) 
• • • 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

HR ID£NT[low] : IoENT[high] • • • • • • . • • . , • • • 

In the tableaux for [alabea) and (sen1ie], "'e see that the sequences /aa/ and /ee/ 
are ruled out by the markedness constraints (the .HR set). For /alabaa/, an output 
[alabia], \Vith raising to [i], is rejected by the local conjunction - the output is the 
candidate that violates only one of the !DENT constraints (in this case lDENT[high]). 
In the case of /semee/, [semie] '"ith a high vo\vel is possible because raising in 
this case violates only IDENT(high) and not IDENT(lo'" ). Violating only one of the 
!DENT constraints, [semi.e], does not violate the local conjunction. 

2.5 The conjunction of markedness and 
faithfulness constraints 

So far, ,.ve have discussed the local conjiu1ction of markedness constraints, and the 
conjunction of faithfulness constraints (CHAPTER 6.1: :MARKEDNESS AND FAITHFUL
NESS CONSTRAINTS). Bakovic (2000) and l.ubo,vicz (2002, 2005) argue for a special 
role for the conjunction of markedness '"ith faithfulness constraints (1v1&F 
conjunct ion). Bakovic (2000) sho\vs that l'vl&F conjunction can be used to resolve 
what he calls the "n1ajority rules" problem in the analysis of voicing assin1ilation 
in obstruent clusters. In cross-syllabic obstruent clusters, voicing a.ssimilation is 
generally controlled by the obstruent in onset position. In Dutch, for example, the 
medial clusters /kd/ zakdoek 'handkerchief' and /dk/ in bloedkoraal 'red coral' sur
face as [gd] and [tk], respectively (Kager 1999).6 However, patterns of assinillation 

6 The pattern reported here for Dutch is very common. A seemingly odd characteristic of the dialect Kager 
describes that voiced fricatives in oJ>set position ore always devoiced (e.g. /zv I in kaasoorm 'cheese mould' 
surfaces as [sf)), and thjs requirement compels the surface voicelessness of any preceding obstruent. 
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in 'vord-final obstruent clusters are not influenced by requirements on syllable onsets. 
Consider a language in \Vhich an obstruent voicing contrast is preserved in 
word-final position, which has word-final clusters of two obstruents such as /bt#/ 
and /pd#/, and in '"hich the markedness constraint AGREE[voice) (obstruent 
clusters must agree in voicing) dominates the faithfulness constraint !DENT[ voice). 

In such a case, "'here all candidates passing AGREE[voice) fail the faithfulness 
constraint, the candidate containing the voiceless cluster is selected by •vorOssT. 
Where the input provides a two-consonant cluster which already satisfies the 
agreement constraint, for exan1ple /pt/ or /bd/, input voicing is generally pre
served, sho,ving that IDENT(voice) dominates *Vo10ssT (as long as no "spoiler" 
constraint intervenes). 

(24) /pd/ AGREE[ voice] !DENT[ voice] •vorOBST 

a . pd •1 • 

b. bd • •1• 
..,... c. pt • 

/bt/ AGREE[ voice) lDENT[voice] •vo10asr 

a.  bt *I • 

b. bd • •1 • 

""" c. pt • 

This analysis predicts a different outcome for clusters of more than two obstruents. 

Tableau (25) shows that in such cases the ranking IDENr(voice] >> *VorOssT 
predicts that cluster voicing \viii be determined by the majority. This yields the 
typologically supported outcome for clusters like /skd/, in which two of three 
obstruents are voiceless at input (e.g. English basked). Unforttu1ately, it also predicts 
rare (if at all attested) outcomes like /zgt/ � [zgd) '"hen two of three obstruents 
are voiced at input. 

(25) /zgt/ AGREE( voice) !DENT[ voice] *VorOnsr 

a. zgt •1 •• 

or.i' b. zgd • • •• 

c. skt ••1 

/skd/ AGREE[ voice) lDENT[voice] •·vo10asr 

a.  skd *! • 
b. zgd ••1 ••• 

""" c. skt • 
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Bakovic sho'''S that the "majority rules" problem is avoided if the constraints 
IDENT[voice] and *VoIOBsT can be locally conjoined, assuming the segment as 
the domain of the conjunction. In (26) '''e see that on this analysis, of the two 
clusters that survive AGREE[ voice), [zgd) and [skt], the fully voiced cluster (zkd) 
is rejected even though it is more faithful, because it violates the conjunction 
lDENT[voice] &sEG *VoIOBST (which is ranked above both of its conjuncts). 

(26) /zgt/ AGREE[ voice] IDENT[voice] IDENT[voice] *VoI0BST 
&sEc*Vo10ssr 

a. zgd . , • ••• 

b. zgt *I •• 
c. zkt *I • • • 

.,.. d.  skt •• 

BakoviC's larger point is that the presence of marked segn1ents (in this case voiced 
obstruents) on the surface is one thing. but the presence of unfaitliful n1arked 
segments is another. In cases of assimilation in mixed clusters, the presence of 
unfaithful marked segments can be compelled by high-ranking faithfulness con
straints (e.g. assimilation to a voiced onset in cross-syllabic clusters). However, 
when such pressures are absent, assimilation to the unmarked is the pattern attested 
across languages. In BakoviC's example, an analysis that admits the local conjunction 
lDENT[voice] &sEG *VoIOBST guarantees the typologically supported outcome, 
\vhereas an analysis that relies exclusively on the unconjoined constraints admits 
the (unsupported) assimilia.tion to the ·marked alternative. 

Lubowicz (2002, 2005) argues that M&F conjunctions are necessary to accoiu1t 
for derived environment effects (CHAPTER 88: DERIVED ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS), using 
palatalization in Polish (CHAPTER 121: SLAVIC PALATALIZATION) as an example. Other 
\vorks using local conjunction to account for derived environment effects include 
Do"1ning (2001) and Ito and Mester (2003a). 

2.6 Local self-conjunction 
As a special case of local conjunction, some researchers have argued that marked
ness constraints can be "self-conjoined," and that self-conjunction offers neiv 
insights into cases of dissimilation that have often been attributed to the OCP (e.g. 
Fukazawa 1999, 2001; Ito and Mester 1998, 2003b; Alderete 2004; Smolensky 2006). 
As Ito and Mester (2003b: 29) put it: 

the "Obligatory Contour Principle" is by itself neither a constraint nor a formal 
universal in phonological theory. The culprit in OCP-type dissimilations is not the 
adjacency of i.denti.ca.l feature specifications on a ti.er, but the m.uJt.iple presence of a 
marked type of structure withln some domain. 
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Self-conjunction is intended to capture the intuition that in dissimilation, one 
violation of a markedness constraint is tolerated, but a double violation crosses 
what Ito and Mester aptly call a markedness threshold, and is categorically rejected. 

As an example, let us consider the role of obstruent voicing in Japanese. In 
the lexical classes comprised by native Japanese and Sino-Japanese forms, voiced 
obstruents cannot co-occur 'vithin a morpheme (CHAPTER 86: MORPHEME STRUCTURE 
CONSTRAINTS), but neither voiceless obstruents nor voiced sonorants are subject 
to voicing restrictions (Ito and Mester 1998, 2003b). Thus, n1orphemes such as those 
in (27a) and (27b) are typical of Japanese (Ito and Mester 2003b: 34-35). Ho,vever, 
native Japanese and Sino-Japanese morphemes containing more than one voiced 
obstruent (e.g. *[kabazi]) are not. 

(27) a. kusa 'grass' kataki 'eneiny' 
tako 'octopus' hotoke 'Buddha' 
sato 'village' tatami 'stra\v mat' 

b. kaze 'wind' kasegi 'earning' 
geta 'clogs' kagami 'mirror' 
had a 'skin' -bakari 'only' 

The obstruent voicing contrast in Japanese requires the constraint ranking 
IDENT10 >> •vo10nsr. The fact that multiple occurrences of voiced obstruents within 
a n1orpheme is prohibited is accounted for by self-conjoining the constraint 
*VorOosT, \vith the morpheme as the domain. The conjunction *VoI0BST2MoRPH 
(=*Vo10osT &MORPH *Vo10osT) is ranked above IoENT10• Tableau (28) sho,vs how 
a set of candidates based on the form kaze and the hypothetical input I gaze/ are 
evaluated under these rankings. 

(28) /kaze/ 
� a. kaze 

b. kase 

c. gase 

d.  gaze 

/gaze/ 
ll1i" a. kaze 

b. kase 

1!3j'° c. gase 

d .  gaze 

• v o ' 0 1 B ST" MORPH 

*I 

*Vo10ssr'Motir1-1 

*I 

IDENT1o(Seg) *Vor0BST 

z 

*I 

. ,. g 
* g z  

loENT10(Seg) *Vo10BST 
• 

z 

** I 

* g 

g z  

Self-conjunction can account not only for passive restrictions on the occurrence 
of similar structures '"ithi.n a domain, but also cases in '"hich the existence of 
alternations makes the dissimilation more obvious. A \vell-kno,vn example is 
Lyman's Law, 'vhich blocks the effect of Rendaku, a phenomenon seen in Japanese 
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lexical compounds. Rendaku assigns the feature [+voice) to a voiceless obstruent 
appearing as the initial consonant of the second member of a compow1d. The 
feature [+voice] is treated as a special n1orphen1e in this case, and as such, its 
presence in the output is required by the constraint REALIZEMORPH, defined in 
(29) (Walker 2000; CF!APTER 103: PHONOLOGICAL SENSITIVITY TO MORPHOLOGICAL 
STRUCTURE). 

(29) REALIZEMORPH 

Every morpheme has a phonological exponent in the output. (One • for any 
null morphen1e.) 

The Rendaku effect requires REALIZEMORPH to be ranked n1ore highly than 
!DENT10(Seg). Tableau (30) is adapted from Ito and Mester (2003b: 37) (constraint 
names have been changed to match the names used here). The examples used 
in tableaux (31) and (30) are /ori + kami/ � [origami) 'paper folding' and /kami 
+ kaze/ � [ka1nikaze] 'divine wind'. 

(30) 
l!W' a. 

b. 

/ori+R+kan1i/ 
. . 

ongao1J. 
orikami 

REALIZE:tvioRPH lDENT10(Seg) *VoIOBST 
• I g 

., . 

The Lyman's Law effect occurs because the self-conjw1ction •vorOBsrMoRPH 
do1ninates REALIZEMORPH, neutralizing its effect. 

(31) /karni+R+kaze/ •vo10BST2MORJ'Ji REALIZE IDENT1o(Seg) •vorOBST 
MORPH 

""" a .  ka1nikaze * z 

b. ka1nigaze *(gaze)! • g z  

Beyond the examples discussed in §2 local conjunction and its special variant, 
self-conjt.1ncti.on have been used in the analysis of a diverse set of phenomena. 
Local conjunction has been used in analyses of sonority distance restrictions 
on syllable structures (Baertsch 1998; Baertsch and Davis 2003; Smolensky 2006), 
the sonority hierarchy (Smolensky 2006), tone sandhi in Mandarin Chinese (Lin 
2000), glide forn1ation in Gern1an (Hall 2004, 2007), and accentual phenon1ena 
(Alderete 1999). Finally, Levelt et al. (1999) and Levell and van de Vi.jver (1998) 
propose that local conjunction plays a role in children's acquisition of the con
straint hierarchy of the language they are learning. 

3 Other modes of constraint combination 

Other proposals for deriving complex constraints from simpler ones using con
nectives other than "&" have included constraint analogs of Boolean conjunction 
and two versions of 1naterial implication. 
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He"ritt and Cro•vhurst (1996) and Crowhurst and Hevvitt (1997) argue that in 
addition to local conjunction and self-conjunction, a proper account of son1e 
phonological patterns is best achieved using complex constraints derived using 
a connective, "/\," with the semantics of Boolean conjunction. Crowhurst and 
HeV\1itt call this mode of interaction simply "constraint conjunction." Here, we 
•vill call it b-conjunction, to distinguish it from local conjunction. In contrast to 
local conjunction, •vhich bans the "\\'Orsi of the \¥orst," b-conjunction insists on 
the "best of the best." See the definitions and tables in (32) and (33). 

(32) a. Boolean conjunction 
The conjunction A/\B is true iff proposition A is true and proposition B 
is true. 

b. B-conjunction 
A candidate Cand passes a b-conjunction A/\B iff Cand passes con
straint A and Cand passes constraint B. 

(33) a. Boolean conjunction 

A A/\B B 

T T T 
F T T 

T T F 
F F F 

b. Evaluation of a B-con.jun.ction 

C, C,/\C2 

Candl 

Cand2 • •1 

Cand3 •! 

Cand4 • * I 

Ci 

• 

• 

Cro,vhurst and He"ritt restrict b-conjunction to constraints that share "'hat they 
call a focus (or fulcrum in He•vitt and Crowhurst 1996) which identifies the locus 
of violation for each of the conjuncts. 

(34) Focus (of a con.straint)def 
a. Every constraint has a unique focus. 
b. A constraint's focus is identified by the universally qt.1antified arguni.ent. 

CroV\1hurst and He•vitt's use of b-conjunction is exemplified by their analysis 
of aligrunent effects in the stress system of Diyari (Pama-Nyungan; Austin 1981). 
In Diyari, any n1orpheme of two or more syllables has initial stress, and secondary 
stress falls on the penult in 1norphemes longer than three syllables, as shown in 
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(35a). The cases of special interest are polymorphemic '''ords containing mono
syllabic suffixes, exemplified in (35b). Monosyllabic suffixes are never stressed. 
Moreover, no syllable preceding any n1orphe1ne is ever stressed (cf. ['puliudu-11.i
,mata), ['macl.a-la-rtilJ. Thus, although they have the srune number of syllables, 
the forms ['macl.a-la-rti) and ['kaJla-,wara] are assigned stress quite differently: the 
bisyllabic suffix [-'"'ara-1 has stress, but the sequence of suffixes [-la-11.i-] does not.7 

(35) a. 'ka]la ('ka.Jla) 'man' 
'pinadu ('pi.na)du 'old n1an' 
'l)ilnda, \valka ('1Jan.da)(. \val.ka) 'to close' 
'wintara ,naja ('\vinta )ra( .naja) 'how long' 
'ka]la-,'''ara ('ka.J1a )-(.'"a. ra) 'ma11-r1' 
'taji-,ja ti,maji ('ta .ji)-( ,ja .ti)( ,ma.ji) 'to eat-opt' 

b. 'macl.a-la-rti ('ma.qa)-la-n.i 'hi!l-CHAR-LOC' 
'puliud u-rti- ,ma(a ('pu .liu)du-Tti-(,ma .ta) 'mud-LOC-tDENT' 
'pinadu-, \vara ('pi.na)du-( . \Va.ra) 'old man-PL' 
'Jlanda-na-,mata ('Jlan.da )-na-( ,ma. ta) 'hit-PART-IDENT' 

The lynchpin of Crowhurst and He\vitt's account of Diyari is the conjunction 
in (36c) of the hvo alignment constraints in (36a) and (36b). The individual con
straints require an edge (left or right) of a morpheme to be aligned \vith the same 
edge of a foot . In conjunction, they require each edge of a morpheme to be aligned 
with the san1e edge of a foot. 

(36) a. MoR.PHEMEFT-LEPT (Jv!FL) 
ALIGN-L(Morpheme, Ft) 
(One • for any morphen1e whose left edge does not coincide "'ith the 
left edge of some foot.) 

b. MORl'HEMEFT-RIGHT (Jv!FR) 
ALIGN-R(Morpheme, Ft) 
(One * for any morpheme '"hose right edge does not coincide 'vi.th the 
right edge of some foot.) 

c. MFL /\MORPH MFR 
(One • per n1orpheme \vhich fails Jv!FL, MFR, or both.) 

Cro,.vhurst and He,.vitt treat Diyari as a lru1guage that avoids foot structure 
'vhen possible. They rank the standard constraint PARS:E-<:1 below *STRUC(Ft), which 
assigns a penalty for each foot in the output. The conjunction in (36c) outranks 
*STRuc(Ft), resulting in a foot at each edge of morphemes \.vhose syllable count 
makes this possible. FTMIN(cr) prevents the assignn1ent of monosyllabic feet. Tableau 
(37) shows how the correct outputs (',vinta)ra(,naja) and ('ta.ji)-(,ja.ti)(,n1a.ji) are 
selected under the rankings FrlVIJN >> M.FL /\MORPH MFR >> *SrRuc(Ft). (In the 
follo"1ing tableaux, violations of the individual conjuncts that are promoted to 

' Note that the underived pentasyllabic form ['wintara,naja] has initial and penultimate (not 
antepenultimate) stress. Hewitt and Crowhurst (1996) use this example (from Austin 1981) to show 
that stress in Diyari is not assigned from left to right, as many theoretkal accOlmr.; of Diyari have 
assumed (e.g. Poser 1989; Crowhurst 1994; Kager 1994). Rather, Diyari assigns a trochaic foot at both 
edges •."lf '' morpheme when it can. 
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violations of the conjunction are sho,vn in parentheses. Violations of the alignment 
constraints are shown 'vith a superscript corresponding to the initial phone1ne of 
the morpheme that incurred the penalty.) 

(37) /taji-jatimaji/ FT MIN 

°"" a. (' ta.ji)-(, ja .ti)(,ma.ji) 

b. (' ta.j i)-ja. ti(, ma .ji) 

c. (' ta.ji)-(,ja .ti) .ma .ji 

d. ('ta.ji)-ja.ti.n1a.ji 

/\vintaranaja/ FTMlN 

Vli" a. ('wi.nta)ra(,naja) 

b. ('win.ta)ra.na.ja 

c. \•vin.ta .ra(.na.ja) 

MFL }\MORPH MFR 
• ' ' ' • ' 

(*i) . :t j1 ' ' 
• . ' . ' 
• •)1 ' (*i) . ' 
• ' 

(*i) • *jl ' 
(*i) • ' 

• . ' ' ' 

MFL /\MOru>H MFR . • ' 
• ' ' ' . . ("") ' lt \ 'l l ' ' . ' 
• ' 
• *\\'I : (*'\') ' ' 

•STRUC(Ft) 
l(•** 
•• 

•• 

• 

•STRUC(Ft) 
•• 

•• 

• 

The crucial cases are those that contain monosyllabic affixes. In ['J1an.da-na-,ma.ta], 
the monosyllabic suffix [-na-] is not footed, but the two bisyllabic morphemes are 
aligned at each edge with a foot. The especially interesting case is ['ma.<ta-la-11,i], 
\vhich has adjacent monosyllabic suffixes. The candidate ('n1a.<la)-(, la)-(,11,i), which 
satisfies the alignment constraints, is ruled out by FTl'v!rN. If the constraints MFL 
and MFR were not conjoined but were evaluated independently, then of the 
remaining t\vo, the optimal candidate should be ('ma.<ta)-(,la-11,i), 'vhich minimizes 
violations of MFL and IV!FR. Ho\vever, the opt.Una! candidate is in fact ('ma.<la)
la-11,i, in 'vhich neither of the suffixes is aligned 'vith foot structure. When IVIFL 
and 'MFR are b-conjoined, ho\vever, a morpheme aligned at only one edge is 
no better than a morpheme aligned at both edges, so that ('ma.qa)-(.la-11.i) and 
('ma.qa)-la-11,i both fail the conjunction MFL /\MORPH MFR. In this case, *STRuc(Ft) 
decides for the candidate ('ma.<ta)-la-11,i, in vthich the monosyllabic suffixes are 
unfooted. The analysis of ['ma.qa-la-r1.i] under b-conjunction is sho,vn in (38). 

(38) /maqa-la-11.i/ FTl'vhN 

ll$i" a. (' n1a.<la)-la-r1.i 

b. ('n1a.<la)-(, la-11.i) 

c. (' 1na.ct.a)-(, ta )-(,11,i) .,. 

MFL /\MORPH MFR . (*I *'I) : •I ••I : (*l *�) 

(*'\) : lfl *I\ . (*l) ' ' ' • ' ' ' • ' • 

*STRUc(Ft) 
• 

• 

••• 

The analysis just presented for ['n1a.qa-la-11.i] predicts that trisyllabic roots 
should not be aligned with foot structure, yet, like all other root morphemes, they 
have initial stress. Crowhurst and Hewitt's analysis attributes the presence of 
initial stress to the constraint tvlAINSTRESS-L in (39), ,.vhich insists that the hea.d 
of the prosodic 'vord stand exactly at the left edge of the prosodic "'Ord. Ranking 
MAINSTRESS-L above the conjunction MFL /\MORPH MFR compels the presence of 
an initial foot, even though that foot is poorly aligned '"ith the root morpheme 
in the output. 
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(39) NlAIN5TRESS-L (MSL) 
ALIGN(Pr\!Vd, L; Head(PrWd), L) 
(Every PrWd is left aligned \vith the stressed syll.able in its head foot; one 
• per misaligned PrWd.) 

6-conjunction is also useful in stating ten1p!atic constraints on the size of 
reduplicants (CHAPTER 100: REDUPLICATION). A constraint like RED=FT, for example, 
can be stated as in (40a). Ho"1ever, note that this statement informally assumes 
the interpretation provided by b-conjunction: any reduplicant must be both left 
aligned and right aligned \vith the san1e foot. Under b-conjunction, the ten1platic 
effect is achieved by b-conjoining the constraints in (40b) and (40c), with the foot 
as the focus of the conjunction. Under this analysis, any foot will be evaluated 
against the conjunction. Any foot not co-extensive with REo \Vill fail the conjunction, 
although it might be required by higher-ranking constraints on metrical structure. 
However, the constraint will be satisfied by reduplicated fonns in which RED and 
a foot are co-extensive. 

(40) a. RED=FT 
The reduplicant string is co-extensive \Vith a foot (e.g. Dovvni.ng 2000: 3). 

b. FooTREo-L 
ALICN-L(Ft, AffixRED) 
One • for any reduplicant that is not left aligned '"ith a foot. 

c. FooTREo-R 
ALICN-R (Foot, AffixRF-o) 
One • for any red uplicant that is not right aligned "'ith a foot. 

d. FooTREo-L "rooT FooTREo-R 

The connective """ is also used by Do\vning (1998, 2000) to account for excep
tional alignment behavior found '"ith onsetless syllables (e.g. as stress and tone 
bearers) and prosodic restrictions on reduplication in Kinande. 

3.2 I1nplication 
A different form of constraint combination, most closely related to material 
implication in logic, \Vas proposed by Crowhurst and He,vitt (1997) as a ,�ray 
of analyzing effects of conflicting directionality (Kiparsky 1973; Zoll 1997) in 
the assignment of stress. As an exa1nple, Dongolese Nubian (Armbruster 1960) 
assigns a single stress, '"hich surfaces on the rightmost of heavy syllable, if there 
are any (\vhere only vo"1el length is relevant for syl lable '"eight). Examples are 
shown in (41a). Ho,vever, "'hen only light syllables are present, as in (41b), stress 
falls on the initial syllable. 

(41) a. Heavy syllables 
'b€€.kat.tJ 
do.'goo.grr 
t€ .I!:. 'graaf.kl 
trn.t1. 'n££1).k£ .grd 
maa.'suu.ra 
n1aa.'l€€f 

se.r€€.grr .f ug.le€.r€.' daag 

'to be killed' 
'raise it' 
'a telegram' 
'their maternal aunt' 
'tube, pipe' 
'it doesn't matter' 

'be in the situation of having worked wel l' 
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b. Light syllables 
'bu.run 
'ta.ra.ga 
' mu.go.san 

'it is a girl' 
'page, leaf' 
'tell to leave' 

'<:51.JU.ran 'tell him (her) to go and 1vait' 

Crowhurst and He1vitt's analysis of Dongolese uses the constraints in (42). 
The pattern fow1d in l\'Ords containing heavy syllables seems to require that the 
constraint HEAVYHEAD in (42a) be ranked above HEADS-R in (42b), which n1ust 
in turn be ranked above HEADS-L, (42c). 

(42) a. HEAVYHEAD 
The head syllable of a foot is bi.n1oraic. 
(One • for any stressed light syllable.) 

b. HEADS-R 
ALIGN-R(Head(Ft), PrWd) 
(One * per syllable coming between any stressed syllable and the right 
edge of the don1inating PrWd.) 

c. HEADS-L 
ALIGN-L(Head(Ft), PrWd) 
(One • per syllable conung behveen any stressed syllable and the left 
edge of the dominating PrWd.) 

The problem is that the ranking required for the heavy syllable cases doesn't account 
for stress in forms containing only light syllables: these seem to require that the 
alignment constraints be ranked in the reverse order, HEADS-L >> HEADS-R. 

The i.nsight Crowhurst and He1vitt (1997) seek to capture is that in a language 
like Dongolese, heavy syllable stress and any conditions imposed on heavy syl
lables under stress (in this case, HEADS-R) take priority. HEADS-L becomes relevant 
only when no heavy syllables are present. Crowhurst and He1vitt propose that 
HEAVYHEAD and HEADS-R combine in a complex constraint that takes the form 
of an implication, in •vhich the satisfaction of one requirement is unilaterally 
dependent on the satisfaction of another. Under their interpretation of material 
implication, whether a candidate passes A >  B depends primarily on the candidate's 
success on constraint A, and secondarily on its success on constraint B. Cro\\•hurst 
and He,vitt's definition of implication appears in (43).8 

(43) Im.plication (Cro1vhurst and Hewitt 1997) 

If Cand passes A, then Cand is evaluated with respect to B: 
If Cand passes B, then Cand passes A > B; 
If Cand fails B, then Cand fails A > B. 

lf Cand fails A, then Cand fails A >  B and Cand's success on B is irrelevant. 

As in the case of conjunction, Crowhurst and He\vitt propose that only con
straints 1\•luch share an argun1ent n1ay con1bine to form implications. Cro1vhurst 

ll Note that C.roi,.vhurst and He\vitt's use of inlplication does not have the semantics of classical 
material impli<.'ation in Boolean Logic. 
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and Hewitt's account of Dongolese ranks the implication HEAVYHEAD >HEAD(Fl) 

HEADS-R above H£Aos-L. Tableau (44) sho\VS hovt their analysis 'vorks in forms 
like ['mu.go.san], which contain only light syllables. All viable candidates violate 
HEAVYHEAD (constraint A), and this translates to one violation each against the 
implication HEAVYHEAD >HEAD(J'T) HEADS-R. (HEADS-R cells have been shaded to 
indicate that, per Crowhurst and He\vitt's definition, this constraint has no effect 
on the outcome.) So it is that in forms containing only light syllables, HEAos-L 
selects the initially stressed candidate. 

(44) /mugosan/ 

C$' a.  ( 'mu .go)san 

b. n1u('go.san) 

c. mu.go('san) 

HEAVY HEAD >HEAD(FT) HEADS-R 

(*) ' • i (*•) ' . ' 
(*) ' • i (•) ' ' ' 
(*) ' • I ' I ' 

HEADS-L 

. , . 
.,. 

Tableau (45) shows how the analysis selects the correct result in forms containing 
long vowels, [maa.'suu.ra]. 

(45) /maasuura/ 
� a. 01aa( 'suu)ra 

b. ( 'n1aa)suu.ra 

c. (,maa)('suu)ra 

d. maa.suu('ra) 

HEAVY HEAD >HEAD(FT) HEADS-R 
' ' 

(*) ' ' ' ' ' ' ' *! ' (**) ' ' ' ' 
' ., ' (**•) ' . ' ' ' ' ' 

(*) ' . , ' . . . 

HEADS-L 

I • 

I • 

In response to Cro"'hurst and He,vitt, Balari et al. (2000) argue essentially that 
Cro,vhurst and He,vitt's interpretation of implication should not be allo,ved. 
These authors maintain that if complex constraints are to be derived using logical 
connectives, they should be connectives \vith classical Boolean sen1antics. Like 
Cro,vhurst and He,vitt, Balari et al.'s anaJysis of Dongolese uses HEADS-L and 
HEADS-R, but they replace HEAVYHEAD \Vith a constraint LIGHTHEAD in (46a), 
\vhich requires stress to fall on a 111onon1.oraic syllable, and they propose the 
(classically evaluated) in1plication in (46b).9 The tableaux for ['mu.go.san] and 
[maa.'suu.ra) under BY.Ni's analysis appear in (47).10 

(46) a. LIGHTHEAD 
The head a of a foot is monomoraic. 

b. LIGHTHEAD � HEADS-L 
The implication is violated only if LIGFITHEAD is satisfied and HEADS-L 
is not. 

9 Balari el al. use the syn1bol "�" in the same way as ">" in Boolean logic. Balari et nl.$s take on 
«Onflicting dire<:tionality is very dose to that of Zoll (1997). Zoll proposes the constraint below to account 
for stress in Selkup. Note that Zoll's constraint is an unacknowledged complex constraint, which, when 
lll\packed, has the semantics of Balari ct nl.'s implicational constraint. 

(i) AL!GN-L('oµ, P\lo/d): A light stressed syllable should be word-initial. 

10 Balari el al. differ from CH in assuming that HBADS-L and HEADS-R restricts the foot, not just the 
stressed syllable. (47) is taken from their work and therefore reflects this difference. 
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(47) /mugosan/ 

Vli" a . ( 'mu.go)san I 
b. n1u('go.san) 

c. mu.go( 'san) 

/maasuura/ I 
ll3j' a. maa( 'suu)ra 

b. ('n1aa)suu.ra 

c. (,1naa)('suu)ra 

d. maa.suu( 'ra) 
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LIGHTHEAD � HEADS-L HEADS-R 
' ' * ' ' ' ' ' ' ' . , • (*) ' . ' ' ' ' . , • (•*) ' . • ' ' 

LICHTH£AD � HEADS-L HEADS-R 

(*) ' • (*) • ' ' ' ' 
• 

(*) 
' ' .. , ' • . ' ' 

. 

(•) ' • (*) *" '' lf• ' ' ' • ' • ' *I • (**) ' • 

In the end, it turns out that neither version of in1plication is strictly necessary 
to account for standard effects of conflicting directionality in stress. Conflicting 
directionality in stress, as in Dongolese, can be analyzed using the local conjunc
tion of the constraints *Pkr.r/a1-1 and INITIALSTRESS in (48a) and (48b) (taking the 
domain of the conjunction to be the prosodic word). 

(48) a. *PkFT/oµ 
Avoid stress on monomoraic syllables. 

b. INITIALSTRESS 
ALICN-L(Head(PrWd), PrWd) 
The head of the PrWd, syllable \Vith main stress, occurs initially in its 
prosodic word. 

c. *Pkl'"r/oµ &rRWD INITIALSTRESS 

Tableau (49) sho\'l'S that the hierarchy •pkIT/aµ &rRwo lNITIAL5TRESS >> "PkIT/01-1 
>> HEADS-R correctly accoiu1ts for Dongolese. 

(49) /1nugosan/ *Pk IT I aµ&vRwolNITIALSTRESS *PkIT/a1-1 HEADS-R 

VJ;," a. ( 'mu.go)san • •• 

b. 1nu( 'go.san) ,., ,, ,, 

c. n1i1 .go('san) I *I * 

I maasuura I I *Pkr-r/ aµ&vRwolN!T IALSTRESS *Pkl'l"/aµ HEADS-R 

.,... a. n1aa('suu)ra * 

b. ( 'maa)si1u . . ra .., 

c. 1naa.suu( 'ra) I ., • 

In addition to Balari et al., other arguments in favor of constraints derived using 
a connective \Vith the semantics of Boolean material in1plication are presented in 
Archangeli et al. (1998) and lubowicz (2005). 
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4 Different perspectives on the domain 
of conjunction 

One distinguishing feature of work using various forn1s of conjunction has been 
researchers' different assun1ptions concerning what can constitute D, the domain 
of a conjunction. As the definition in (3) makes dear, lt6 a.nd Mester's (2003b) 
vie"' is that D must be instantiated by a member of the set of phonological or 
morphological constituents. Smolensky's use of D is similar, but perhaps more 
inclusive in his use of the feature domain - a "maximal contiguous span of <p
bearers '"ith a comn1on value [±cp)" (see again (13)). We can say that for both Ito 
and Mester as 'veU as Smolensky, the domain of a local conjunction is identified 
with a designated node in the phonological or morphological structure, and all 
material associated with this node (the association possibly being mediated by 
other intervening nodes). One difference betvveen these authors seen1s to be that 
for Smolensky, but perhaps not Ito and Mester (2003b), any phonological feature 
can be the node that determines a domain. 

A different perspective on D is found in Hewitt and Cro'"hurst (1996), 
Cro'"hurst and He\vitt (1997), Do\vning (1998, 2000), Bakovic (2000), and Lubowicz 
(2002, 2005), all of "'hon1 argue in one way or another that constraints can be con
joined only \vhen they have the san1e locus of violation. As noted earlier, He,vitt 
and Crowhurst (l 996), Cro'"hurst and Hewitt (1997), and 0(nvning (1.998, 2000) 
argue that b-conjunction should be limited to constraints that share an argument, 
'"hich serves as the locus of violation of the conjoined constraint. In Cro,vhurst 
and He\\•itt's analysis of Diyari reviev,•ed earlier, for example, the locus of viola
tion of the constraints N(ORPHEMEFT-L (MFL) and MORPHE1YIEFT-R (.tv!FR) is the 
morpheme, and the conjunction of these constraints produces a com pl.ex constraint, 
.tvlFL "MORPH MFR, whidl has the same locus of violation. 

An extended formal discussion of the locus of violation as a principled restriction 
on the domain of local conjunctions of markedness and faithfulness constraints 
is developed in Lubowicz (2005). Her definitions of restricted local conjunction 
and of the locus for l.ocal conjunction are Sh(nvn in (50). 

(50) a. Restricted local conjunction 
C = C, & C2 is violated iff LOCci " LOCa '1' 0. 

b. Locus for local conjunction 
The locus for local conjunction is the intersection of the sets LOCc1 and 
LOCa. 

Formall.y, (SOa) states that the loci of violation for the conjuncts of a Joec1l con
junction must intersect and that this intersection may not be null; (50b) states that 
the locus of violation for the local conjunction is the intersection of sets defined 
in (50a). 

In a similar vein, Bakovic (2000) proposes that two constraints can be conjoined 
only if they are co-relevant, meaning that the definition of each conjunct specifies 
a particular feature also mentioned by the other conjunct. The co-relevance restric
tion plays an important role in BakoviC's use of M&F (markedness and faithfulness) 
conjunctions to account for "assimilation to the unrnarked" phenomena, as dis
cussed earlier. In his words, "the net effect of a co-relevant local conjunction of 
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markedness and faithfulness is to specifically prohibit the unfaithful introduc
tion of a marked segment" (Bakovic 2000: 7). Bakovic notes that the co-relevance 
restriction (or Lubowicz's more precisely defined restriction based on locus of 
violation) provides an ans,ver to Ito and IY!ester (1998), \vho take the position 
that M&F conjunctions should not be allo,ved because they lead to undesirable 
results. Positioning the conjunction NoCooA & loENT[voice] above the fragment 
*[+voice] >> lo£NT[voice], for example, \VOttld falsely predict a language in 
which obstruents are voiced only in syl lable codas. Bakovic notes that conjtu1cts 
used to illustrate Ito and Mester's point are not co-relevant, and in fact uses the 
example to reinforce his claim that only co-relevant constraints are conjoinable. 

S Taming the beast: Curbing the expressive power of 
constraint conjunction 

Proposals for combining simpler constraints into more complex ones using con
nectives other than ">>" have not been universally welcomed (see for example 
Orgun and Sprouse 1999; Parker 2001; Idsardi 2006; Iverson and Salinons 2007; 
Zhang 2007). The issue of restricting the po,ver of a formal theory that permits the 
derivation of complex constraints from simpler ones has generated concern, and 
inspired various proposals aimed at restrictiveness. The position of some scholars 
that restrictions on conjw1ction should be encoded in restrictions on the domain 
of conjunction was discussed in the last section. Other ways in '"hich the issue of 
restrictiveness has played into arguments for and against constraint conjunction 
are revie\\>ed below. 

5.1 Chain shifts: An argument against material 
implication 

Wolf (2007) calls for restricting the set of connectives that can be used to com

bine constraints. He asserts that local conjunction and strict domination exhaust 
the ways in which constraints may interact. In particular, he argues that complex 
constraints "'ith the sen1antics of n1aterial implication must not be allo\ved, because 
adm.itting such constraints '"ould have the conseqt.tence of allo"ring OT to model 
synchronic circular chain shifts. A circular chain shift takes the form A --+ B --+ A 
(v,rhere B can be expanded to accommodate additional links in the chain), in 
which a phoneme I Al shifts to sound [BJ, and phoneme /B/, also present in 
the language, shifts to [A) (see also CHAPTER 73: CHAIN SHIFTS). The existence of 
a circular chain shift in ,,vhich all links occt.u: synchroni.ca.IJy would present a 
problem for the OT doctrine of hari11011ic ascent (Prince and Smolensky 1993; 
!YlcCarthy 2002). This is because a change A -...+ B could only occur if B is less 
1narked than A (and this \vould require a particular set of n1arkedness constraints 
to outrank a particular set of faithfulness ones). But then, if B is less n1arked 
than A, there '"ould be no reason for the change B --+ A (and the ranking that 
accounted for A -...+ B could not account for the second change). Moreton (1999) 
provides a formal proof sho'"i.ng that an OT grammar that admits only faithful
ness and n1arkedness constraints is incapable of modeling circular chain shifts. 
As it turns out, there are no convincing synchronic examples of a circular chain 
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shift conditioned by purely phonological factors, although there do appear to 
be examples triggered by morphological conditions (Anderson and Bro\'m 1973). 
Diachronic exa1nples of phonologically conditioned circular chain shifts are quite 
cOnlffiOn (e.g. the flip-flop /i/ � /ii � /i/ in Siriono: Crowhurst 2000; the 
Germanic Kreisla11f: Iverson and Salmons 2008), but these might be best handled 
by an analysis that assumes changes in constraint rankings at various stages of a 
language's development, along the lines proposed in Holt (2003). 

5.2 Other proposals for promoting restrictiveness 
Several other proposals aimed at promoting restrictiveness should be mentioned. 

Some researchers have proposed restrictions (beyond the locus of violation) on 
the kinds of constraints that can combine. As noted earlier, Ito and Mester (1998) 
argued against the conjunction of n1arkedness \Vi.th faithfulness constraints. 
Fukaza,va and !v!iglio (1998) proposed that conjunction should be linuted to con
straints •vitllin the same family, which would have much the same effect. These 
proposals have been countered by persuasive demonstrations of the benefits of 
conjoining faithfulness and markedness constraints (see §2.5). 

A commonly accepted restriction has been to allo'\' only complex constraints 
whose parts are independently necessary constraints. To do other\vise would 
permit u11J1atural results. Smolensky (2006) provides the example of a rule 
spreading [+ATR] from a [-high] vo,vel (e.g. [o . . .  e] � [::> . . .  cl). This pattern is 
exactly 'vhat we don't find in ATR harmony, because [-ATR] non-high vowels are 
marked, and only unmarked feature bearers propagate their features (Archangeli 
and Pulleyblank 1994). Sn1olensky (2006) notes that ranking tl1e conjunction *[+A TR, 
+hi) & HD-L[+ATR) above F[ATR) (the constraint requiring a feature domain to 
be faithful) could produce this result. Ho,vever, the conjunction *[+ATR, +hi) & 
HD-L[+ATR] could simply never exist; one of its conjuncts *[+ATR, +hi] is not a 
me1nber of Con, since fro1n a markedness perspective, [+ATR] favors high VO\\rels. 

Ho\vever pernicious, conjunctive relations of this type have in fact been proposed 
in the Jite.rature, som.etimes to accou.nt for very real phenomena. An example would 
be the implication in (46b), used by Balari et al . (2000) to account for directional 
stress effects. Their constraint LrGHTHEAD, 'vhich demands that stressed syllables 
be light, has no independent motivation - it is in fact an anh-harn1onic constraint 
(since stress on light syllables is less harmonic than stress on heavy syllables). If 
LIGHTHEAD is not a plausible candidate for membership in CoN, then it •vo1ild 
seem reasonable to conclude that Balari et al.'s conjunction Lrc1rrHEAD � HEADS-L 
is not an admissible complex constraint. Another example 1vould be the constraint 
*LAJ'S£ in (51), employed by Elenbaas and Kager (1999: 282), who are proponents 
of the vie>v that only independently motivated constraints may be con1bined. 

(51) •LAPSE 

Every \\1eak beat must be adjacent to a strong beat or the 1.vord edge. 

Elenbaas and Kager note the disjunction in  th.e requ.irero.ent imposed by (51), but 
they point out tl1at one of the disjuncts has no justification as a constraint in its O\'Jn 
right. The first requirement, "every \veak beat must be adjacent to a strong beat," 
is a cross-linguistically common restriction. Ho•vever, Elenbaas and Kager note 
that there is no clear and independent n1otivation for the second requirement, that 
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"every '''eak beat must be adjacent to the '''ord edge." For this reason, they 
conclude that *LAPSE should not be treated as a complex constraint. Hovtever, 
whether acknowledged or not, 'LA1'5£ is a form of disjunction (local conjunction), 
and a proper definition of the constraint would have to take account (more on 
this beJ.o,v). *LAPSE is more problematic than the previous example, because the 
need for *LAPSE is "'ell established: as '"e showed in the last section, the Balari 
et al. implication is unnecessary; alternatives are readily available. 

6 Concluding remarks 

Proponents of allo\ving devices for combining constraints have argued that they 
further the goal of deriving empirical generalizations about markedness from 
irreducible principles (Ito and Mester 2003b; Sn1olensky 2006) and (a related point) 
that they promote greater precision and formal explicitness. Resistance to accept
ing complex constraints has been due largely to the observation that despite 
the advantages claimed, devices for combining constraints greatly increase the 
expressive power of the formal architecture, especially in regard to the constraint 
inventory Con. On the other hand, lto and Mester (2003b: 22) note that in fact, the 
use of co1u1ectives keeps in check the proliferation of inexplicit constraints that 
duplicate aspects of others without a formal account of their components and the 
relations among them. (That is, since the need for the constraints in (6a) and (6b) 
is uncontroversial, and if '"e can combine them as in (4c), then we don't need the 
coda condition in (5).) 

In closing, I '"ill put for"'ard a consideration that n1ay seem provocative, but 
�vhich ought to be taken seriously. Smolensky (2006) points out that the statement 
normally given for a constraint such as (51) (of \vhich there are many examples 
in the literature) may pass as a translation of the definition of a constraint into 
English (or pseudo-formal language blended with English), but it is not a proper 
definition of that constraint (i.e. stated in the precise language of formal logic). 
A precise definition of (51) in formal language must necessarily take account of 
the disjunction it contains; it cannot do othenvise. Whether complex constraints 
should be allo,ved is a non-issue. In fact, they have been used "'ithout controversy 
from the inception of OT, camouflaged as informal descriptions that have been 
accepted as definitions of constraints. The issue that deserves consideration is 
�vhether the position that con1plex constraints should be excluded can be n1aintained 
i.n light of its implications - most seriously, the implication that a.n enormous 
number of generally accepted constraints ought to be expelled from Con, or at 
least rethought. On the issue of overgeneration, we may perhaps leave the last 
vvord, for now, to Ito and Mester: 

The broadly defined outline of local conjunction theory . . . admits a huge number 
of conjoined constraints, only a small subset of whlch will turn out to play a role in 
grammar, and many of \vhich are unwanted. In our vie\v, the task of distinguishing 
between "reasonable," "plausible," "expected" conjunctions and "unreasonable," 
"implausible," "unexpected" conjunctions cannot be relegated to the syntax of con
junction, which simply provides a system for expressing derived constraints. The 
distinction is an issue of phonological substance and phonet.ic grotmdedness, not one 
of formalization (Ito and .t-1ester 2003b: 24). 
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63 Markedness and 
Faithfulness Constraints 

PAUL DE LACY 

1 Introduction 

Objects and n1echanisms called "constraints" have featured in many theories of 
the phonological and syntactic modules. l-knvever, the explicit bifurcation into 
"markedness and faithfulness" constraints is specifically found in Optimality 
Theory (OT; Prince and Smolensky 1993) and its developments (especially McCarthy 
and Prince 1999), as '"'ell as in theories based on OT (Stochastic OT: Boersma and 
Hayes 2001; Targeted Constraint Theory: Wilson 2001; OT 'vi.th Candi.date Chains: 
McCartl1y 2007; StrataJ OT: Berm6dez-Otero, forthcoming; Kiparsky, forthcoo.1.ing). 
So this chapter focuses on the things called "constraints" in OT (specifically the 
"classical OT" of Prince and Smolensky 1993 and McCarthy and Prince 1999). In 
particular, it focuses on OT constraints in the phonological module; there are also 
OT theories of the syntactic n1odule and OT theories of n1orphology - they 'viii not 
be discussed here. 

This chapter's aim is to examine the basic syntax and semantics of constraints. 
On the syntax side: What is the form of constraints? What is the "constraint con
struction language"? On the se1nantics side: How are constraints "interpreted" 
- i.e. ho\'\' are constraints used to assess a candidate's violation 1narks? 

This chapter focuses on the basics of constraints, so it does not aspire to iden
tify every constraint theory or list every constraint and constraint generator (§4.2) 
that has been proposed; for that, see the ongoing ConCat project.' 

An OT constraint is commonly treated as a function that takes a candidate and 
returns "violation marks" (see Prince and Smolensky 1993). Violation n1arks are 
discrete elements; they are ust.1ally ,.vritten as a string of asterisks '"ith one asterisk 
per unique element (but violation marks in their formal implementation are not 
necessarily a string). For example, a constraint *DORSAL returns one violation mark 
for each instance of lhe representational element [dorsal] in an output represent
ation (constraint na1nes are usually '"'ritten in small capitals). So for a candidate 
that includes an output representation [pakak), *DORSAL returns ••, because there 
are two [dorsal] features in the form (one for each [kl). "Candidates" are sets of 

' Available at http://concnt.wikLxs4all.nl. 
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forms including at least an output and input representation, but probably many 
other related representations as \Veil as relations benveen them (§3.3; Prince and 
Smolensky 1993). 

Constraints fit into the overall phonological system thus (foJJo,ving Prince 
and Smolensky 2004). An input is dra"'n from the lexicon; the input consists of 
phonological material \Vith morphological and syntactic annotation/structure. 
A generation 1nechanism (GEN) produces many (perhaps an infinite number of) 
candidates. One or more candidates is selected fron1 the array; the selection 
process (EVAL) involves constraints generating violation n1arks for candidates 
and an algorithm that uses the violation marks and other factors to determine the 
'"inning candidate(s). EVAL refers to "ranking" - a total order on constraints. 
Ranking does not influence ho'" violation marks are calculated; ho,vever, rank
ing is crucial in discovering the vvi.tu1ing candidate. The phonetic n1odule then 
takes (one of) the wi.tu1er(s) and realizes it (i.e. converts it into articulatory n1ove
ments that produce speech sound). 

In short, constraints are just one part of many mechanisms that \vork together 
to detern1ille the willning output representation. Constraints do not determine 
wi.tu1ers on their own. 

The term "markedness and faithfulness" as applied to constraints \.vas coined 
in Prince and Smolensky (1993: §l.4). "l'v!arkedness constraints" return violation 
marks based solely on the form of the output representation. *DORSAL above 
is a markedness constrai.t1t. Unfortunately, the term "markedness" can cause 
confusion because it seen1s to imply an inherent co1u1ection to theories of 
1narkedness (see CHAPTER 4: MARKEDNESS). However, theories of markedness are 
expressed in OT via both markedness and faithfulness constraints (e.g. de Lacy 
2006). The term "output constraint" is therefore less confusillg than "markedness 
constraillt," and I will use it here. Ho\vever, the phrase "markedness constraillt" 
is in such widespread use that I fear "output constraillt" \Vil) never catch on, i.t1 
spite of 1ny efforts ill this chapter (to add to the confusion there are constraints 
called "output-<n.1tput constraints," whicl1 are actually faithfulness constraints; 
see §3.3). 

As originally used, "faithfulness constraillts" are those that return violation marks 
based on comparison of the output representation \Vith the i.t1put (Prince and 
Sn1olensky 1993: §1.2; though strictly speaking the output includes the input, as 
d.iscussed in §3.1). Later "'Ork, especially l'v!cCarthy and Prince (1999), broadens 
the term to include any constraint that assigned violations by comparing any 
pair of inter- or intra-representational forms (e.g. the base of reduplication and 
the reduplicant (JvlcCarthy and Prince 1999); the derivational base and the output 
(Benua 1997); a designated fonn and the output (McCarthy 1999)). The majority 
of \vork in OT now uses McCarthy and Prince's Correspondence Theory, so in 
these cases it is accurate to refer to "correspondence constramts" - i.e. those that 
use correspondence relations ill their calculation of violation marks. Hovvever, 
non-correspondence faithfulness constrai.t1ts exist ill some versions of OT (e.g. con
tai.Junent theories -§3.1), so "faithfulness constraints'' is still a usefully broad tern1. 

This chapter focuses on a fe,v important issues about constraints. §2 di scusses 
constraint form m output constramts: What are constraillts made of, and how do 
they return violation marks? §3 deals vvith faithfulness and correspondence 
constraillts. §4 discusses the source of constraints - '"hether they are innate and 
how /\vhether they relate to external sources. 
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1.1 "Constraint" in other theories 
The term "constraint" is used in many different \vays in many different theories. 
In son1e rule-based theories there are objects called "constraints" or "filters" that 
- if their conditions are n1et - doom the derivation or block rules from applying. 
If an input I undergoes a series of rules to create a representation q> and there is 
a filter *q>, the derivation is doomed (i.e. input I has no corresponding output). 
See Chomsky and Lasnik (1977) for early examples in syntax, and Ito (1986) for 
conditions on syllable structure. The filter/condition concept does not have a 
direct analogue in OT - OT constraints assign violations; EV AL is the source of 
(relative) doom for candidates. 

Occasionally, "constraint" is used to refer to the side-effects of conditions 
on representational primitives and to restrictions on the algorithm that generates 
output candidates (GEN). Obviously, output representations can only be constructed 
out of objects and relations that are available (i.e. prosodic nodes, features, 
planes, tiers; precedence, dominance). For example, there is no candidate in 
\Vhich a node can both precede and follow another node, because the phonolo
gical precedence relation is asymmetric (i.e. if a and b are on the same tier and 
a. < b (i.e. a. precedes b) and b < a. then a = b) (see CHAPTER 34: PRECEDENCE 
RELATIONS IN PHONOLOGY for a discussion of precedence). One could informally 
call the asymmetry of phonological precedence a "constraint," but it is not an OT 
constraint. 

2 Output constraints 

A constraint takes a candidate and returns violation marks.2 For example, the 
constraint *DORSAL returns one violation mark for [ka], !\<Vo for [kax], and so on. 
A constraint's violation assignn1ent can be described in informal terms: e.g. "*k 
returns a violation mark for each (dorsal) segment." This inforn1al description is 
useful, but far from being a formal definition. A formal definition of a constraint 
must be couched in a Constraint Definition Language (COL). A comprehensive 
CDL specifies representational primitives and relations and restrictions on their 
combination in constraints. 

The san1e distinction can be made for rule-based theories like Chomsky and 
Halle (1968; SPE). Suppose we observe a rule R that takes an input representa
tion /ak/ and converts it to the representation [a']. R could be described as "change 
/kl into a [?J ,vord-finally." However, R 1nust be defined in tenns of a Rule Definition 
Language (RDL); an RDL is the elements and relations that can be used to con
struct a rule and Ii.nuts on their combination. Most of Chomsky and Halle (1968) 
is devoted to developing such an RDL; R is defined as /k/ � [') I _ [-seg, 
-FB, +\!VB] (the rightmost cluster of features is a "'ord boundary). 

' It is common to see comments Like "constraints impose a pru:tial order on the candidate set" 
(Samek·Lodovici and Prince 1999: 9), "this constraint doo11\s the candidate," and so 011. Tl1ese comments 
a(e .01eant as a quick '''"Y of desc(ibi.ng tl\e oon1plex process of dete.r.uti.ni.11g order a1noJ1g candidates; 
tl1e process in\roJves constraints, VI{ (§2.2), ranking, and EVAl.'s n1ecl1anisms; constraints are n1erely 
one part of the process of esr•bLishlng the winning candidate. 
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Some "'Ork in OT uses informal descriptions to talk about constraints. Formal 
objects (representational elements like prosodic nodes, features, etc.) are often men
tioned in the inforn1al descriptions, but the constraints are nevertheless not defined 
in terms of an overarching COL. There have been atte1npts to develop a compre
hensive CDL (Eisner 1997; Potts and Pullum 2002), but most '"ork has either focused 
on particular groups of constraints, or treated constraints as "black boxes." 

To explain, it is possible to fruitfully investigate son1e (perhaps many) aspects 
of OT theories without kno"ring the precise definition of constraints, but only know
ing 'vhich violation n1arks constraints assign in '"hich situations. After all, the 
•vinning candidate is not directly determined by constraints, but by their violation 
marks. So, if the violation marks are kno,vn then the winner can be determined 
- the exact 1neans by 'vhich the violation marks came to be assigned is often not 
crucial. For this reason I believe it is fair to say that there has been less focus on 
developing a COL in OT theories than on developing ROLs in rule-based theories 
like Chomsky and H.alle (1968). 

Even so, there have been detailed proposals of CD Ls for groups of OT constraints 
(see §4 below), and some proposals about aspects of the general COL. In 1ny O\Vn 
(joint) \'l'ork, for example, Bye and de Lacy (2000) propose restrictions on ho'v 
constraints can refer to constituent edges; de Lacy (2006) proposes that constraints 
cannot include both prosodic nodes and segmental features in their definitions. 

An explicit CDL is both useful and ultimately essential to a complete optimality 
theory. A CDL can tell us 'vhich constraint formulations are valid, and thus set 
a bound on \'\1hich constraints can and ca1u1ot exist. 

The following subsections will discuss a COL. There is a strong unifornuty in 
constrai.nt descriptions and definitions that suggests broad agreement about certain 
aspects of the CDL. For expository reasons, I will start \Vith the CDL for output 
constraints. As a '"ord of warning, due to space limitations I 'vill discuss only a 
few COLs, and focus on the basic con1ponents of just one. The COL discussed 
belo'v deals \·vith a broad set of output constraints that I believe every phonologist 
•vould accept as possible constraints. I •vill not attempt to comprehensively discuss 
all extant CDLs or aspects of CDLs, but instead focus on basic CDL properties. 

2.1 Output constraints: Representation 
There is not a lot of explicit diSCtlssion about ho'" constraionts work in OT. It  seero.s 
to me that the majority of work in OT treats constraints as functions from can
didates to violation marks. Output constraints inspect the output representation 
in a candidate, and return a string of violation marks. So *DORSAL returns one 
violation for candidates 'vith an output representation [ka), two for [kag), three 
for [gaxikan), and so on, lea.ding to the description: "Assign one violation for each 
dorsal segment." 

We are seeking a CDL in which *DORSAL can be formulated. One issue to address 
is the COL's representational primitives. For example, *DORSAL n1ight be cast in 
terms of a representational theory in \vhich velar consonants are [+back, +high] 
(Chomsky and Halle 1968: 303), or one .in •vhich a Place node dominates a dorsal 
node which dominates [+back] and [+high] terminal nodes, or one in \vhich an 
oral cavity node don1inates a C-place node which dominates a dorsal terminal 
node (see Hall 2007 for an overvie'v of feature theories). There are n1any extant 
representational theories, but for the purposes of this chapter I \'\'ill adopt 
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Clements and Hume's model (there is no \Videspread consensus on \vhich rep
resentational theory is correct, though; even less now than in 1995, I suspect; see 
also CHAl'TER 27: THE ORGANIZATION OF FEATURES). 

The CDL also must specify how representational elements can be combined 
i.n constraints. For example, a relatively lax CDL could aUow several different 
versions of *DORSAL, as in (1). I use • for "root node" - the lo\o\1est node that dom
inates all seg1nental features. The symbol ! stands for the immediate dominance 
relation: a!b n1eans "a inlffiediately dominates b" (i.e. a don1inates b and there is 
no c such that a donlinates c and c dominates b); a'b'c 1neans "a imn1ediately 
dom inates b and b immediately dominates c." Dominance is an asymmetric 

transitive relation that holds behveen nodes on different autosegmental tiers. The 
descriptions are given in (1); the violation marks the constraint assigns are sho'�'n 
for [k], [k:] (assuming a one-root gem.i.nate theory), and [I)k] (assunung obligatory 
feature sharing for adjacent elen1ents; Schein and Steriade 1986). 

(1) *DORSAL versions 

Return a violation for . . .  [kl [k: l [1Jk] 

a. each distinct root node • s.t. • !CPlace![dorsalJ • • • • 

b. each distinct [dorsal] feature • * * 

c. each distinct prosodic node p s.t. p!•!CPJace'[dorsal) • •• ••3 

I do not kno\v which of the constraints in (1) exist. Suppose it turns out that \ve 
need only (la). The non-existence of (lb) and (le) could be achieved by placing 
restrictions on the CDL such that all output constraints must refer to a root node 
in their definition and no constraint may mention both prosodic nodes and 
segn1ental features. Every extant theory of representation provides a CDL \vith a 
great deal of potentially expressive power. So, it is highly likely that any CDL 
theory will have to incorporate extensive limitations on permissible representa
tions in constraints; it is probably too hopeful that all limits on constraints will 
be a side-effect of inherent limitations on representations (see §4). 

The CDL must also specify ho'" the representation is used to assess violation 
n1arks. For example, suppose a constraint mentions the structure [ • 'CPlace' 

(dorsal]). How is this structure used to assess violation m.arks rel.ative to some 
candidate? In the constraint description (la), I assumed that the constraint searches 
the candidate's output representation and one violation mark is returned for each 
distinct structure that has the form [ •'CPJaceJ[dorsal]]. However, could there be 
a constraint wlli.ch returns one violation regardless of ho'"' 1nany [ • 'CPlace' 

(dorsal]) structures there were? Such a constraint would return * for (l<a], (l<ax), 
and [kaxga]. Let's turn to this issue no'''· 

2.2 Function or representation? 

I asserted �vithout cor.runent above that a constraint is a function: i.e. it takes a 
candidate as an input and returns violation marks. Conceiving of constraints as 

3 (le) could return one violation if [I)] and [k) were both dominated by the same fl or a node (e.g. 
AS in [t>il)k)0). 
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independent functions opens up the possibility that different constraints could 
assign violation marks in very different \vays. 

For example, the ALIGN sche1na from McCarthy and Prince (1993) takes four 
arguments and assesses violation marks with respect to designated prosodic 
constituents. The violation marks from ALIGN(Ft, R; Pr\Nd, R) are the sum of the 
number of syllables between the right edge of each foot and the right edge of 
the PrWd. So, the constraint returns nine violations for [(aa)(aa)(aa)a] (see 
McCarthy and Prince 1993: 15-16 for details; to understand this constraint see 
especially 1993: 10 and definitions 14-16). It is clear that the way in \vhich this 
ALIGN constraint assesses violation marks is quite different from the "'ay in which 
violations of *DORSAL are assessed (cf. McCarthy 2003). 

If constraints are self-contained algorithms that return violation marks and the 
CDL is sufficiently powerful, we might see pairs of constraints that refer to the 
sa1ne representational structure but differ in ho"' they calculate violation n1arks. 
For example, there could be a pair of constraints *iiDoRSAL and *3DoRSAL, 
where *iiDoRSAL returned as many violation marks as there are [dorsal] features 
in an output representation, but *3DoRSAL returned only one violation mark regard
less of ho\v many [dorsal] feahrres there are in a form, as long as there is at least 
one (see Wolf 2007a for relevant discussion). The hvo constraints refer to the same 
structure - [ •JCPlace![dorsal]) - and differ only in terms of hO\V that structure 
is used to assess violation marks from a candidate. A pair of constraints like this 
- i.e. that refer to the same representational structure but differ only in their 
quantification - \Vould be strong evidence that each constraint is an independent 
algorithm that assigns violations (or at least that there are several groups of 
constrai.nts that differ in h(nv they assign violations). 

However, my impression is that the constraints-as-functions approach is too 
po,verful. The output constraints that have been proposed in phonological 
literature are often very similar: they essentially have the form *R, \vhere R is a 
representation; one violation 1nark is assigned for each distinct occurrence of R 
in a candidate's (n.ltput representation. *DORSAL is an example of such a constraint. 
The apparent uniformity in ho\v constraints assess violations suggests that it is 
\vorth,vhile considering an alternative theory of constraints in "'hich constraints 
are not functions but solely representations. 

In such an approacl1, there '"'ould be a single algorithm, Violation Assigner (VR). 
VR takes as its input an output constraint and a candidate and returns violation 
marks. VR \vorks the same \Vay for all constraints, thus imposing uniformity in 
ho\v violation marks are assigned. So the constraint *DORSAL is really a repre
sentation [ •iCPlacei[dorsal]]; "DORSAL itself does not assess violation marks. 

There are n1a.ny \vays to formulate a VR algorithm that does the job described 
above. For example, one could take the set of all sub-representations of a candi
date's output representation and compare each member of the set to a constraint 
representation; the number of violation marks returned for a particular con
straint "'ould be the number of subsets that were equivalent to the constraint's 
representation. I •vill instead discuss a son1ewhat 1nore efficient algorithn1 that 
does a similar job.4 

'1 See www.pauldelacy.net/VR for software \\•hich allo\\IS the ltser to see the VR below in action and 
try out vari<>11s <."tJnstraints and representations. 
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(2) Violation Assigner (VR): Outline 
Inputs: 

- a constraint C; 
- a candidate that includes an (n.1tput representation .R; 

Output: 
- a set of violation marks (a set of unique identifiers) indexed to C and 

the candidate. 

a. Take a node c in C. 
b. For each node r in R: 

If r is the same type and value as c, 

then check whether r is connected to a structure equivalent to C. 
- if it is, return a violation mark, and continue to the next r. 

c. Add no other violation n1arks to the result. 

For example, take a constraint *[+voice], '"hich consists of one [voice] node '"ith 
a value"+." Each node in the candidate's output representation is checked. If a node 
is a [voice] node and has the value "+," a violation 1nark is added to the result. 

The VR might seem straightforward, but it has interesting complexities, 
particularly in the procedure that checks v.rhether a node is "connected to a 
structure equivalent to [the constraint] C." 

Take a n1ore complex constraint - one that involves hvo nodes: e.g. *aµw "Don't 
have bimoraic syllables." •aµµ has three nodes (a, µ1, µ2) and three relations (aiµ,, 
oiµ2, µ1 < µ2). A node is selected from the constraint (it doesn't n1atter '"hich one) 
- let's say a in this case. The output representation is searcl1ed for a nodes. When 
one is found, the next step is to check "'hether a is connected to a structure equi
valent to the constraint. The i.mplen1entation of this checking procedure is that a 
is checked to see if it is in any of the rela.tions n1entioned by the constraint: i.e. 
does the particular a in the representation do1ninate t'.vo different µ nodes? If it 
does, then the µ nodes that are don1inated by a are checked to see whether their 
relations have equivalents in the constraint. After nodes and relations are found 
in the output representation that are equivalent to those in the constraint, a vio
lation n1ark is returned. 

The procedure that checks '"'hether n is connected to a structure equivalent 
to C means that constraints can.not be unconnected. For example, suppose that 
there is a constraint ·�iv p.1 "'hich is violated if a word con tains t"'O (not neces
sarily adjacent) moras; these moras are unconnected in this constraint - there is 
no precedence relation bet\veen them, nor is there a node that dominates them 
both. VR can evaluate such a constraint, but the constraint '"'ill never return any 
violation marks. V.R checks relations between nodes: i.e. VR ,viJI search for a µ1 node, 
and then check its relations. Since µ1 has no connection to µ2 via either precedence 
or dominance, VR '"ill never find any structure in any R that is equivalent to the 
structure described by the constraint. 

So the VR algoritlun itself, through ho\\' it compares the constraint's structure 
to structures in the output representation, imposes a 'veak connectedness require
ment on constraints. For a constraint C ever to return a violation mark, every node 
in C must be connected to every other node. Nodes x and y are "connected" here 
if it is possible to trace a direct route through precedence and do1ninance relations 
fron1 x to y.5 
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The connectedness requirement that results from VR is 1veak, because a much 
stronger requirement could be imagined and implen1ented: i.e. in a constraint, 
every pair of nodes on the same tier must be in a precedence relation, and every 
pair of nodes on different tiers n1ust be in a dominance relation. The difference 
behveen 1veak and strong connectedness can be seen in a less connected version 
of *a1,,,: one \Vhere a1�t1 and aiµ1, but there is no precedence relation between µ, 
and �t2• Such a constraint would not be evaluated by a VR that imposes strong 
connectedness because it has hvo nodes on the san1e tier (µ,, µ2) that are not in 
a precedence relation. Ho1vever, it is perfectly acceptable in the 1.veak-connectedness 
VR described above, because every node is connected to every other node. 

Weak connectedness allows constraints of the form *[x . . .  x]0, where there are 
t\vo nodes of type x within a particular domain D (e.g. Suzuki 1998; see also the 
discussion of local conj1mction in §4.2). 

The connectedness side-effect of VR is desirable - as far as I an1 aware, no one 
has proposed constraints that have completely unconnected elements. 

The larger point here is that the nature of the algorithm that assigns violation 
marks is crucial in any theory of constraints. The algorithm not only determines 
ho1v violation marks are assigned, but 1vhether particular constraints will ever 
assign violation n1arks (i.e. it effectively puts restrictions on constraint forn1 just 
as VR means that constraints must contain connected representations). 

If constraints are representations and there is a single VR, there should be broad 
uniformi7, in the 1vay that violation marks are assigned. For example, the con
straint [ • CPlacet[dorsal]] 1vill assign violations for each occurrence of its repre
sentation in the candidate's output representation. In contrast, there is no 1vay to 
formula.te a constraint like *3dorsaJ: if the constraint consists of the representation 
[ •!CPlacel[dorsal]], then the VR 1vill return a violation for each occurrence of 
[ •!CPlacet[dorsal]]; it cannot be limited to assigning one violation regardless of 
the number of occurrences of [•tCPlacet[dorsal]]. 

So the VR theory n1eans that output constraints should all assign violations in 
fundamentally the same 1vay, 1vhile the constraints-as-f1u1ctions theory alknvs for 
significant differences. It is even possible that there is a middle ground: there could 
be several violation assignn1ent algorithn1s, 'vith VR being just one of them. With 
several VRs, 1ve would expect to see uniformity in how violations are assigned, 
but only 1vithirl particular groups of constraints. 

\'\lhich vie1v is correct? Ho"' mtlch uniforuuty in violation. ai.ark assignment is 
there? 

2.3 Regularities attd irregularities in violation 
assignment 

There is a great deal of regularity in the 1vay that violation marks are assessed 
in output constraints. In fact, there is so 1nuch regularity that I am sure there would 
be no confusion ainong phonologists about how a constraint like *fr works 
(even though I concocted it just no1v): it would return a violation mark for each 

5 Let us define a tra11sitive symmetric reJat:ion E&; ,y@y if ·>.-<)/ or .r•y. Nodes .Y and y are connected if 
x®y. For exatnple, in the constraint ,.{_<11µ1, cr1µ1), µ1 at\d µ2 are <:on;1ected bet.-ause Q'c$1�11 ant.i o$µ1, so 
µ,@a (by symmetry) and fL1@µ2• There is no need for a direct implementation of@ in VR; connected
ness follo"'S as a side-effe<:t of the procedure that matches the constraint to the representation. 
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[fl immediately follo'"ed by [f) in the output representation. There is an implicit 
"quantificational" regularity here: one violation n1ark is returned for ea.ch distinct 
(fr] (i.e. [f rafri] returns two violations), not for just having some If r] (\'1here [f raf ri] 
\vould return just one violation). 

As mentioned above, such "quantification" regularity is expressed straight
for"rardly in VR. The process of iterating through every node in the representation 
means that a violation will be returned ea.ch time a node is found that is part of 
a representation that n1atches the constraint's. 

There are other '"'idespread similarities in constraints. Many output constraints 
refer to tier-contiguous representations. For example, a constraint like *IJk refers 
to adjacent root nodes; *IJk returns one violation for [al)ko), but [al)Ok) gets none 
(i.e. *!Jk is !J < k, where "<" is used here to mean "irnn1ediately precedes"). I have 
not yet seen a constraint •!) . . .  % . . .  k proposed "'luch is violated '"'henever [1J) 
and [k) appear in the same output in any order (i.e. one violation for each of [aJJko), 
(a1Jok], [ak1JO], (ako1J), etc.) (the '"Yo" notation is from Bach 1968). 

The particular implementation of VR discussed above has intra-tier contiguity 
as a side-effect of the way that the algorithm "'Orks. \-Vhen a node is encountered 
in the output representation, the node's relations (Le. precedence and do1ninance) 
are checked against the constraint's. If the node is in a precedence or do1ninance 
relation with some other node, that other node's relations are then checked, and 
so on. This method of checking means that only nodes that are connected in the 
representation will be examined. So, for a constraint *!) . . .  o/o . . . k, a node [IJ) might 
be found in the representation, but [!)) does not precede any other node, so (k] 
\vill never be found by the VR procedure, and the constraint's representation will 
never be matched. (See CHAPTER 34: PRECEDENCE RELATIONS JN PHONOLOGY for more 
discussion of precedence.) 

Some authors have proposed constraints with v,reakly contiguous representa
tions to deal with processes like long-distance assin1ilation and dissimilation (e.g. 
Suzuki 1998; see also CHAPTER 7"7: LONG-DISTANCE ASSIMILATION OF CONSONANTS). 
These constrain ts refer to segmental nodes that are not in a precedence relation, 
but are related by dominance (i.e. '''ith the form *[x . . .  0/o . . . y )0, where x and y 
are nodes dominated by constituent D. Such constraints ahvays require or ban 
identical elements (not non-identical ones, as above), leading some recent '"'ork 
to recast such processes as involving local correspondence relations (e.g. Rose and 
Walker 2004) or to restrict the domain of such constraints so that the representa
tions they refer to are mostly ah,rays tier-contiguous (e.g. l:..ubowicz 2005). Such 
a move might mean that VR should implement a strong contiguity requirement, 
where within a constraint every node on a particular tier is in a precedence 
relation '"'ith every other node on that tier. 

There is a '"'idely accepted constraint type tha.t does not al,vays easily fit 
\Vith VR: "positive" constraints. A positive constraint penalizes a representation 
for lacking a particular property, \.vhile negative constraints like *DORSAL return 
violations for ha.ving a particular structure. A well-known constraint that is often 
positively formulated is ONSET: "Syllables n1ust have onsets."6 Another exa1nple 
is Pt.ACE�DORSAt: "Every Place node mu.st don1irtate a [dorsal] node." Because 
positive constraints do not mention a representation but rather the lack of a 

r. See other definitions of this constraint, including negative ones, at COP1cal l1ttp://co·ncat.\"'iki. 
xs4all.nl I index. php ?tjtJe=Onset. 
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representation, they cannot be fed into the VR. That is to say, PLACE�DoRSAL does 
not mention the representation [ •iCplacei[dorsal)]. Instead, it requires that for every 
root node • there must be son1e member of the set of all sub-representations of 
a candidate that includes • and has the structure [ •!Cplacei[dorsal]). It is not hard 
to formulate a VR algorithm that can handle positive constraints (VRPos), but such 
an algorithm is different from the one that handles negative constraints (VRNEG). 

Are both VRNF-G and VRPOs necessary? Many positively fonnulated constraints 
can be reforn1ulated negatively, and many negative ones can be reformulated posi
tively. However, the success of reformulation depends entirely on the particular 
COL used. For example, \vithin fairly standard represen tational theories it is not 
possible to reformulate *DORSAL as a positive constraint or even a set of positive 
constraints '�1ithout resulting in the "pile-up problem" (de Lacy 2002: 90ff., 2006: 
chapter 2). Similarly, the success of refornntlating positive constraints as negative 
ones depends on the CDL's representational primitives and restrictions. For 
example, can ONSET be reformulated as *(0 V "Return a violation mark for each 
vowel at the left edge of a syllable" (Kager 1999)? Yes, but only if the CDL allO\VS 
reference to syllable edges in this way and the VR can process it. Whether such 
boundary reference is possible depends entirely on the CDL and VR. 

There are a variety of popular positive constraints that seein to defy easy nega
tive reformulation; e.g. FTBIN: "Assign a violation for each Foot node that does 
not dominate exactly two moras or two syllables" (after McCariliy and Prince 1986; 
Prince and Smolensky 1993; see also CHAPTER 40: THE FOOT). Elias Ulloa (2006) 
proposes breaking the constraint down into constraints that put upper and lower 
bounds on moraic content. A constraint against n1ore than t"'O sub-foot elen1ents 
is straightforward using VR: *{Ft;Ux.,, Ft;Uxb, Ft;Ux<I' �vhere x.,, xb, x, a.re all distinct 
prosodic nodes (i.e. µ or a) and U here is dominance, not intniediate dominance (i). 
A constraint against having.fewer than hvo sub-foot daughter nodes is more difficult: 
Ho\v do '"e penalize a monon1oraic/1nonosyllabic foot structure using a represen
tation (FtUx) and the VR, V.'ithout also penalizing larger structures? Perhaps 
the VR could be tweaked, making it seek out complete constittlents in evaluat
ing constraints. Or it might be possible to capitalize on boundaries, banning a 
sub-foot prosodic node that is both a left and right foot boundary (e.g. *[F1x]F1), 
depending on ho\v boundary reference is permitted in the COL. 

The literature is full of examples of positively and negatively formulated con
straints. If there is a single VR, a big challenge is to figure Otlt ho'" to reca.st the 
positive constraints into negative ones (or vice versa, depending on one's VR), or 
alternatively identify sets of negative constraints that take over the effect of the 
positive ones. 

The VR has other interesting side-effects, sucl1 as its inability to deal \vith ALIGN
type constraints and "gradient" constraints generaUy (lV!cCarthy 2003). 

\'\'hich option is right? Is there a single VR algorithm and output constraints 
are really representations? Or is every constraint its 0"'n violation mark calcula
tion algorithm, opening the possibility that constraints could assign violation marks 
in \vildly different fashions? The fact that there is such \\'idespread sinillarity in 
how constraints ,.vork oiakes me hope fo.r the foroier option. However, there is 
no doubt that recasting every extant output constraint in VR-friendly terms is 
extremely challenging. It is also quite possible that there are several VR-like 
algorithms, and that constraints are indexed for which violation calculation 
algorithn1 they undergo. 
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The issues become more complicated '"hen "'e consider the other major set of 
constraints - correspondence constraints. 

3 Faithfulness constraints 

Output constraints refer to the output representation in candidates '"hen violation 
marks are calculated. However, i£ only output constraints exist, each grarrunar 
\vould produce the same output, regardless of \vhat the input is. So, constraints 
are needed to regulate inter- and intra-representational relations. For example, 
there must be constraints that keep outputs from being altered relative to the input 
form (see McCarthy 2007 for discussion). There is after all a significant difference 
bet\\'een (?aki) and [ki) in tern1s of ho\\' they relate to the input /aki/. Ho>v are 
constraints used to decide which one of these competitors wins? In more comn1on 
parlance, ho'" do constraints regulate the faitlifulness of the output to the input? 

3.1 Containment and correspondence 

Prince and Smolensky (1993) proposed a theory - Containn1ent - that expresses 
differences in the output relative to the input in terms of output symbols. In the 
process of generating output representations from an input, a segment can be 
marked as unparsed (e.g. <k>), \vhich means that it \vill not be phonetically real
ized. A segment can also be epenthesized - added to the output - and marked 
as such (e.g. k).7 

Containment Theory provides a straightforward vvay to ban deletion and 
epenthesis. Constraints against deletion are simply output constraints that ban 
unparsed segments: *<•> bans deletion of root nodes, and *.!.bans epenthesis. 
Such constraints fit straightfonvardly into the VR algorithm. 

Ho,.vever, McCarthy and Prince (1999) argue for a very different approach. Their 
proposal - Correspondence Theory (CT) - is now the most >videly used theory 
of inter- and intra-represen tational identity. 

CT proposes a relation - "correspondence'' -that holds bet>veen root nodes (at 
least; see §3.2). For example, the root node /k/ in the input /aki/ can be in a 
correspondence relation \Vi.th the root node [k) in the output (?aki). However, in 
the process of making 011tput candid.ates from an input, GEN has a free hand in 
generating correspondence relations. So, there '"ill also be a candidate consisting 
of the input /aki/ and an output [?aki], vvhere /k/ corresponds to ['). Corres
pondence relations are often written >vith subscript numerals \Vhen it is not 
obvious which elements correspond (e.g. /a1k2i3/: (7a1k2i3) vs. [72a1k2i3]). 

\Nith a free assignro.ent of correspondence relations, there are i:nany candidates 
consisting of the input /aki/ and output (?aki], vvhere the only difference is 
correspondence. However, due to the way correspondence constraints "'ork, the 
vast majority of such candidates \Vil! never \vin under any ranking. 

Constraints that regulate the correspondence relations between input and 
output root nodes are responsible for keeping outputs looking like inputs. For 

7 Prince and Smolensky adopted the theory that epenthetk segments are empty p•osodic positions. 
Ho\Ve\rer, this proposal is no longer widel); accepted; I have Ltpdated the description of Co·ntainment 
Theory accordingly. 
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example, IO-MAX returns a violation for each input root node that is not in a 
correspondence relation with some output root node. So, candidates consist of (at 
least) an input representation, an output representation, and the correspondence 
relations that hold between then1. 

Correspondence "'as a ne1v concept in phonological theory. In SPE and its 
rule-based successors, input-output faithfulness is an epiphenomenon of rule 
non-application; an output fonn is perfectly faithful to its input if no rules apply 
to it. The more rules that apply, the more likely the output is to beco1ne less 
faithful (though not necessarily: later rules could undo the effect of preceding 
rules). Ho\vever, at any point in the derivation of a rule-based theory, except for 
the first rule application, the original input is not accessible; the only accessible 
representation at any point for a rule theory is the current one (i.e. the input to 
the rule). In contrast, for every candidate in CT, the input representation is always 
directly accessible via correspondence: constraints regulate ho'"' the output 
candidate fares relative to the input via correspondence relations. 

McCarthy and Prince (1993) proposed a frame"'ork of correspondence con
straints that has remained substantially unchanged in most subsequent 'vork 
(see §3.3); see their Appendix A for detailed formulations. I discuss a select 
fe�v here. 

10-l'v!AX returns a violation mark for every input root node that has no output 
correspondent. So, IO-MAX returns a violation for /p1a1n3/ � [p1a1], because 
/n/ has no output correspondent; it returns no violation for /p.1a2n3/ � [p.1a2,3], 
because /n/ corresponds to [a). Notice that correspondence is not a function; 
an output segment c.m correspond to n1ore than one input segn1ent, and vice 
versa. 

10-DEP returns a violation for every output root node that has no input corres
pondent; 10-DEr is violated by epenthesis: one violation for /i1/ � [7i1], but none 
for /i1/ � [j1i1]. 

10-IDENT[F) regulates feature change; it returns a violation for each input root 
node '"hose output correspondent does not have the same value for feature F. 
There are probably individual IO-loENT[F] constraints for every feature, and 
possibly for groups of features too. For example, 10-loENT[continuant] is violated 
once in /k ,a/ � [x1a). 

Other correspondence constraints regulate n1ultiple correspondence: UNIFORMITY 
(preventing coalescence), INTEGRITY (preventing breaking/d.iphthongization/split), 
CONTIGUITY, LINEARITY (preservation of precedence and adjacency), and ANCHOR 
(preservation of edge proximity). 

A caveat is in order here. It is common in informal discussion to say that a 
constraint does some particular task: "MAX bans deletion"; "DEP n1ilitates against 
epenthesis," "UNIFOR1'llTY eschews coalescence," and so on. I t  is dangerou.s to 
take such statements too seriously. MAX does not ban deletion; it simply returns 
violations if an input root node has no output correspondent. In fact, MAX has 
effects that do not fit easily into the traditional concept of "deletion." For exan1ple, 
in the mapping /p,a2i3/ � [p1�), there has not been any violation of MAX, though 
a sta.ndard SPE account "'ould say tha.t there has been deletion relative to the 
input (/pai/ � [pei] � [pe]). In the mapping /k1a2/ � [7a2], it looks as if /k/ 
has changed into (?], rather than being deleted, yet there is a violation of MAX 
(in an SPE-type analysis there is a step with deletion: /ka/ � [a] � [?a]). See 
Gouskova (2007) for detailed discussion of this point in relation to DEP. 
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Correspondence constraints essentially encourage identity - i.e. preservation of 
a particular input property in the output, or vice versa.10-MAx and 10-DEr require 
identity of the nrunber of root nodes; 10-IDENT[F] requires identity of feature 
values, and the other constraints preserve precedence and position. 

McCarthy and Prince's correspondence constraints have a simplicity and 
symmetry that is surprising compared to the complexities of output constraints. 
For exa1nple, 10-·DEP is actually 10-lV!Ax with an output-oriented focus (i.e. 10-
DEP is just "01-MAX"). There also 1nay be constraints of the 01-IDENT[F) forn1; 
they differ from 10-loENT[F) constraints in terms of coalescence and breaking (see 
Pater 1999). 

3.2 Constraint Definition Languages for correspondence 

There are many '"'ays to conceive of a CDL for correspondence constraints. 
Regardless of the CDL, though, it seems cl1allenging to conceive of hov.r the V.R 
algorithm discussed in §2.2 could process correspondence constraints straight
fon.vardly; correspondence constraints demand identity in a \.vay that is not 
inherent to VR. It is therefore possible that each faithfulness constraint is its o\vn 
function. Ho,vever, there is such an oven.vhelming regularity in terms of how they 
behave that it is very tempting to assun1e that there is one algorithm that calcu
lates violations for correspondence constraints, even if it is different from VR. 

There is therefore a temptation to set up a separate violation mark calculation 
algorithm just for correspondence constraints (C-VR). Hovvever, it is also possible 
to con1bine containment and correspondence so that correspondence constraints 
are expressed in terms that the VR can process, and regulation of identity follows 
from the VR. In fact, this is essentially hovv Prince and Smolensky's Containment 
Theory \vorks. Here I "'ill discuss an updated version as an example. 

For 10-MAx, suppose that there is a co1nputable function K over correspondence 
that is included in each candidate. For every root node in the input, K returns 
the output root node it corresponds to. If the root node does not correspond to 
any output root node, K returns a unique phonetically uninterpreted element tjJ 
that is designated as belonging to the output (lj! is unconnected to the output rep
resentation, though).8 Much like the other containment theories, then, 10-l'v!Ax is 
·�J0, effectively incurring a violation for each output 1jl returned by K. 10-DEP is 
*tji1•9 l'v!ore complex constraints .like 10-MAx[vo"'el], "'hich preserve segolents that 
are vowels in the input, can be expressed as *{•;Kl(/', •/[+vocalic]!. 

10-IoENT[F] poses a greater challenge in such a quasi-containment implemen
tation. However, the containment approach essentially replaces identity require
n1ents with a ban on dissilnilarity, and this method can be capitalized on for IDENT. 
Let us define a relation G, such that if a root node a dominates feature F, then 
any a-corresponding fl (including a itself, assuming that correspondence is 
reflexive) is in the relation pGF. The structure in (3) sho\vs t"'O corresponding 
root nodes a: and p. It provides their G relations. 

' There is a strong similarity in this approach to McCarthy's and Vl1olf's (2005) "string-based" 

correspo11dence, 1ivl1ere tl1e inpt1t stri11g /x/ js deleted if /x/ corresponds to a11 en1pty string e 
(correspoJld.eoce is between strings not root nodes in this view). Here, correspondence is still between 
root nodes, \vith an additional t1ninterpretable root node \jJ thro\vn in. 
• See www.pau.lde!Acy.net/VR for a partfol implementation of this approa ch. 
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(3) Input 
�,, 
I 

(-voice] 
e1G[-voice], aG[+voice] 

Output 
�I 

I 
[+voice] 

j3G(-voice], �G[+voice] 

The constraint 10-IDENT(voice] can then be expressed as *l•1G[-voice], •1G(+voice)J 
- i.e. a ban on an input segment having different instances of the same feature 
with different values. The virtue of this approach is that interrepresentational 
identity here is recast as avoidance of dissimilarity, '"hich is '"hat tnany output 
constraints strive to do (e.g. assiJnilation constraints; de Lacy 2002: chapter 7; Bakovic 
2007). 

Htnvever, there have been proposals that support the idea that correspondence 
constraints are independent functions (or at least that there are several FVRs). 
Alderete (2001) and Struijke (2000) propose that there are correspondence 
constraints that differ only in terms of hov,, they assess violations in relation to 
quantification. 

Struijke (2000) argues that there are counterparts to correspondence constrai.nts 
that differ solely in terms of "quantification." So, "'hile 10-IoENT[nasal] returns 
a violation for each pair of corresponding input-output segnlents that have 
different values for (nasal], J0-3loENT[nasal] returns a violation for each input 
segment for \vhich there is some output that has a different value for (nasal]. The 
difference is seen when an input segment corresponds to more than one output 
segment. For example, if /a1/ splits to become [a1ntJ, 10-IoENT[nasal] returns one 
violation, because there is an IO pair that disagrees in [nasal]: </a/, [a]>. 
Ho"1ever, I0-3loENT[nasal] does not return any violations, because for every 
iJ1put segn1ent (i.e. /a/} there is some pair that preserves the [nasal] value (i.e. 
</a/, (n]> ). 

Alderete (2001) argues that at least some faithfulness constraints have "anti.
faithfulness" counterparts. For example, 00-IoENT[voice] returns a violation for 
each corresponding segment that has different values of [voice] (for the 00-part, 
see §3.3). However, -,QO-IDENT[voice] returns a violation if there is no pair of 
correspondents that disagrees on (voice] values. The constraints differ in tern1s 
of how they assess violations rather than the representations they refer to. 

If Struijke's (2000) and Alderete's (2001) proposals are correct, they pose a 
serious challenge to an approach that seeks to find a siJ1gle F-VR algorithm. Their 
proposals 1nean that there are sets of constraints that differ only in tern1s of the 
procedure of violation 1nark assignment, not in the representation and relations 
they refer to. 

3.3 Developments in correspondence constraints 

The theory of correspondence constraints has been reduced, altered, and extended 
since McCarthy and Prince (1993). 

For example, Keer (1999) argues that UNIFORMITY does not exist, '"'ith the effect 
that coalescence is obligatory in certain situations. Similarly, a number of authors 
have argued that DEP does not exist (e.g. Bernhardt and Sternberger 1998). They 
observe that output constraints do a similar job to 10-DEP; output constraints 
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(usually) prefer less representational structure over more, and so does IO-DEP. 
Ho,vever, Gouskova (2007) argues that the effects of IO-DEP can be distinguished 
fron1 structural constraints. 

Most work has focused on extending correspondence to ne\v nodes (§3.3.1) and 
dimensions (§3.3.2). 

3.3.1 Loci of correspondence 
McCarthy and Prince (1993: 14) proposed that correspondence holds between 
segn1ents. I have adopted a particular theory of representation (autosegmental 
theory) in this chapter that does not provide an easy \Vay to define "segment"; 
in this theory, the most natural understanding of McCarthy and Prince's proposal 
is to say that correspondence holds behveen "root nodes." McCarthy and Prince 
also suggest that correspondence could hold behveen other nodes: tonal nodes, 
prosodic nodes, and terminal and non-terminal feature nodes. 

M.yers (1997) develops this idea for tonal nodes. For example, 10-lvlAx-T 
requires that every input tone node correspond to some output tone node. 
The most significant effect of the proposal is that tones can survive even when 
their segmental sponsors are deleted. See Yip (2007) for an introduction to tone 
constraints; also CHAPTER 45: THE REPRESENTATION OF TONE. 

M.cCarthy (2000) argues for a variety of constraints that require (at least some) 
prosodic nodes to be in correspondence. Since (most) prosodic structure is appar
ently absent in inputs, evidence for correspondence between syllables and feet 
con1es from identity across other forms (e.g. base-reduplicant, base-derivative; 
see §3.3.2). 

A �videly discussed extension has been feature correspondence. Lombardi 
(2001) argues that feature-to-feature correspondence is essential in explaining dif
ferences bel\veen ho'" place features and voice features differ in their behavior. 

Ho\vever, coalescence can be achieved without feature correspondence (e.g. 
Pater 1999; de Lacy 2002: chapter 8), and a general concern with lv!AX-feature 
approaches is the la.ck of observed feature autonomy. In several theories, features 
do not seem to have the same kind of independence as tones: \vhile tones can 
survive if their sponsors are deleted, there may not be similar effects for features 
(featural morphemes are special cases, ho'"'ever; see Wolf 2007b: §2.2 and CHAP
TER 82: FEATURAL AFFIXES for discussion). 

3.3.2 Diinensions of correspondence 
The discussion above has focused on correspondence bet\veen inputs and outputs. 
Ho\vever, there have been many proposals that extend the reach of correspond
ence. The proposals fall into hvo categories: intra-representational correspondence 
and inter-representational correspondence. 

McCarthy and Prince (1999) propose that intra-represen tational correspondence 
is found in reduplication (see also CHAPTER JOO: REDUPLICATION). A reduplicant 
1norpheme has no input content, but its output segments can correspond to 
certain other output segn1ents (the reduplicant's "base"). For example, one of the 
reduplicated fo.rn1s of Maori [pa.rau) 'baffled' is (paraparau). The reduplicated 
segments correspond to other output segments thus: [p1a2r3a4p1a2r�a�u5]. 

McCarthy and Prince (1993) argue that constraints on Base-Reduplicant (BR) 
correspondence have the same fonn as constraints on IO correspondence. BR-lv!Ax 
requires every base ele1nent to have son1e correspondent in the reduplicant 
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(violated once in [p,a2r3a,p,a2r3a4u5]), BR-DEP requires every reduplicant segment 
to have a correspondent in the base, and BR-ID£NT[F] regulates featural identity 
bet\veen base and reduplicant. 

What is surprising about the extension of correspondence to the Base
Reduplicant dimension is that there is essentially one formal mechanism that 
accounts for both the input-output relation and reduplication. Other theories of 
redupl ication conceive of the phenomenon as involving te1nplates or a type of 
Jong-di.stance assimilation, perhaps through autoseg1nental spreading (see e.g. 
McCarthy and Prince 1986). Urbanczyk (2007) gives an overvie'v of BR correspond
ence and reduplication. 

Other intra-representational correspondence relations have been proposed. 
Kitto and de Lacy (1999) argue that epenthetic seg1nents can correspond to other 
output segu1ents, resulting in "copy epenthesis": e.g. Winnebago [bo:plinus) 
'hit at  random' (J'v!iner 1992). The reason for proposing correspondence here is 
"overappl ication": nasal vowels only occur after nasal consonants i.n \Ninnebago, 
except "'hen epenthetic vowels copy a post-nasal vowel, as above. Such "over
application" is expected 'vith correspondence, since featural identity of corres
ponding eleu1ents can trump phonotactic restrictions; and is also found in 
reduplication and other types of correspondence (see Urbanczyk 2007 for discussion 
of under- and overapplication in reduplication; and Benua 1997 for output-output 
correspondence). 

Hansson (2001) and Rose and Walker (2004) go further in arguing that any 
output seginent can correspond to another output segn1ent. The effect is seen in 
long-di.stance agreement. For example, in Chun1ash sibilants agree in anteriority 
•vithin a '"ord: /s-ilakf I � [Jilakfl 'it is soft'; cf. [s-ixut) 'it burns'. 

There have been many proposals for inter-representational correspondence, too. 
Benua (1997) proposes that segn1ents in the output representation can correspond 
to segn1ents in the "trans-derivational base" of that output. The trans-derivational 
base of a word is basically the word n1inus its structurally outermost affix. So, 
the base of original [[origin)al] is origin. Original itself is tl1e base of originality, and 
origin is also the base of originate. 

00-correspondence can be used to explain 'vhy some morphologically complex 
words do not follo\v expected phonological patterns, but instead remain similar 
to their base. For exa1nple, in n1y idiolect (and in many other English-based 
idi.olects) the head foot avoids finaJ syllables i.n nouns, but other•vi.se is drawn to 
tlle right edge of a PrWd: [<id('m<1s<i)bu] 11d11rissib/e, [<idm<iS<>('b<il<i)ri] admissibility 
([a] can be stressed in my dialect, and /1/ � [u] outside onsets). Ho"1ever, with 
some affixes the foot does not get dra\vn righhvard as expected: [ad{'masa)bunas] 
admissibleness, •[adn1a('sabu)nas]. vVhen ness appears in a word, it subjects the 
candid.ate to an 00-faithfulness requiren1ent that has the effect of forcing the 
correspondent of the base's head syllable to also be a head. So *[<idm<i('s<ibu)n<>s) 
loses to [ad('masa)bunas] because the corresponding head syllable in the base 
[ad('n1asa)bu] is [ma], not [sa]. 

Further work on inter"'ord relationships has argued that candidates should 
consist of entire output paradigms of related '"ord foro1s. See McCarthy (2005) 
for references and discussion. 

Yet other "'Ork has proposed correspondence relations bet,veen the output 
representation and another output representation that is identified by a special 
selection 1nechanis1n, with the aim being to account for phonological opacity. 
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4 Possible and impossible constraints 

Even after defining the CDL's representational elements, relations, and algorithm(s) 
assigning violation 1narks, there ren1ains the question of which constraints actu
ally exist. 

I wish I could list all the phonological constraints that exist in the human brain 
here. Unfortunately, there is no agreed-upon list. Many constraints have been 
proposed, and n1any algorithms too. Given the rapid changes in phonological 
theories and variety of constraint proposals, it is n1ore useful to discuss general 
i.ntdnsic and extrinsic restrictions on theories of constraints. 

Every CDL imposes intrinsic limits on possible constraints. The nature of the 
elements and relations by which constraints are defined means that some imagin
able constraints could not occur. For example, suppose the CDL has no disjunction 
operator. A constraint that assigns a violation to a seg1nent if it is either [+voice) 
or [labial) is then not possible - it is io.1possible to formulate using the CDL's 
syntax. Similarly, the VR itself may impose "restrictions" on constraints in the sense 
that certain constraints might be well formed in the CDL, but not assign violation 
marks. In the VR discussed above, constraints that had unconnected representa
tional eleinents would not assign violation n1arks; so, \vhile such unconnected 
constraints could exist, they a.re effectively inert and will never be observed to 
have an effect on selecting a \¥inning candidate. Other cases "'ere discussed in 
§1.1 and §2.2. 

It is also possible (even likely) that there are extrinsic limits on constraints. An 
extrinsic limit is a restriction on particular types of constraint even though the 
constraint 'vould have a well-formed S)mtactic stru.cture in the CDL. For exan1ple, 
suppose there was a CDL that made it possible to define a constraint that banned 
syllable onsets, yet such a constraint did not exist: an extrinsic limit \YOuld have 
to be responsible. The alternative is to suppose that there are almost no significant 
extrinsic limits: the set of constraints includes every constraint definable using the 
CDL (up to a certain level of complexity). The issue of extrinsic limits is a very 
difficult one. The first issue addressed belo\v is methodological: hovv can "'e tell 
whether there are extrinsic limits on constraints (§4.1)? §4.2 discusses "'here those 
extrinsic limits come from. 

4.1 Evidence for extrinsic restrictions 
The 1najority of OT theories and subtheories do propose many extrinsic restric
tions on constraints, specified by the CDL (cf. discussion in Blevins 2004). The 
evidence coro.es from restrictions and requirements that cannot be attributed to 
non-cognitive mechanisms. 

To explain, suppose we never observe a particular phonological property in any 
human language, like an epenthetic [k) (e.g. /iii/ never surfaces as [kiti] in any 
grrunn1ar). It is possible that the lack of [k]-epenthesis is due to constraints. For 
[k) to be epenthetic, there has to be a (set of) output constraint(s) that returns vio
lation marks for every segment except [k). Without such a constraint, epe11thetic 
[k] won't occur (see e.g. de Lacy 2006: ch. 3). 

Ho\vever, there are potentially non-CDL reasons \vhy epenthetic [k] is never 
observed. Some other part of the phonological component could be responsible 
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(see §4.2). There is also luck - e.g. war, pestilence, or plague - 'vhich may have 
accidentally \viped out all speakers of languages \Vith epenthetic (k]. After all, 
every theory of phonology predicts n1any tens of thousands of distinct phono
logical systems, and only a fe,.v thousand have existed and \viii ever exist. 

For epenthetic [k] to be observed, it must also be learnable. Actuation of a phono
logical change comes about through learner misperception or misarticulation. 
So if epenthetic [k] cannot come about through such a situation, it \von't be observed. 
Even if a sotu1d change can be actuated easily, it '"ill quickly disappear if it can
not be transnutted effectively. In this particular case, though, there is evidence 
that learners could misperceive vowel hiatus as involving a [k] (Kingston and 
de Lacy 2006). 

So, suppose a phonological situation P never occurs. Suppose further that 
the lack of P cannot be ascribed to non-constraint granunatical processes or extra
phonological mechanisn1s. In such a case, phonological extrinsic restrictions on 
constrai.nts are responsible for the lack of P. For epenthetic [k], it is easy to come 
up \vith a set of constraints that penalize everything except [k) (e.g. *LABIAL, 
*CORONAL, *GLOTTAL), so the COL must not permit this set of constraints (or at 
least, this set of constraints with free ranking). 

There are several other n1ethods of deternlining that a particular phonological 
situation is due to constraints. See Kingston and de Lacy (2006: §3.3) and refer
ences cited for discussion. 

4.2 Origins and universality of constraints 
If there are restrictions on possible constrain ts, \vhere do those restrictions come 
from? There are fundamentally hvo different proposals: (a) innateness and (b) 
constraint-construction mechanisn1s that refer to phonology-external structures. 

The innateness vie\\' is that constraints are hard-wired into the brain (i.e. part 
of our genetic 1nake-up). The "hard-wired" vie\v con1es in t\vo versions. One is 
that each constraint is specified independently. In this version, only those con
straints that are hard-wired into the brain exist, so extrinsic limits on constraints 
boil do'\'n to genetics. The other version is that there are hard-,vired algorithms 
that automatically generate constraints - "constraint generators" (sometin1es 
called "sche1nas"). For example, there \vould be an "IDENT[F)" constraint gen
erator that produces constraints with the form D-TDENT(F] where D is a. pair of 
dinlensions (input-output, base-reduplicant, etc.), and F is a subsegmental node. 
The generator is "complete'' in that it would generate constraints for every D and 
every F (Green 1993). The constraint-construction algorithms determine which 
constraints exist. 

The alternative is to propose ro.echcu1isms that are derived from phono logy
external mechanisms, or at least can take phonology-external factors into account. 
A gro,ving body of work argues that there are many algorithms that take phon
etic factors like ease of articulation and perceptual distinctiveness into account 
in evaluating wluch phonological constraints to generate. In this vie\v, limits on 
constraints are a combination of the irtherent limits of the constraint-construction 
algorithm and the restrictions imposed by the phonology-external factors that those 
algorithms refer to. 

For example, Hayes (1995) discusses phonological constraints on voiced stops. 
Phonetic voicing in stops is hard to n1aintain; the further back the stop is, the n1ore 
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difficult it is to maintain voicing during the closure phase: it is harder to main
tain voicing during the closure phase of [g] than for [d], and it is harder for [d] 
than for [b]. Suppose there is a constraint generator that produces constraints on 
voicing in stops. It could in1aginably generate many constraints, e.g. •g, *d, *b, 
*g/d, *g/b, *d/b, *g/d/b (w·here *x/y means "Return a violation for any segment 
that is x or y"). However, if the mechanism referred to articulation in a \11ay that 
reflected voicing difficulty, the constraints "'ould be \11inno,ved down to •g, 
*g/d, •g/d/b. Hayes (1995) further observes that the CDL's intrinsic representa
tional restrictions could unpose further linuts on the possible constraints: *g/d, 
for example, is not definable in some feature theories, as there is no feature that 
[g] and [d] share to the exclusion of [b]; "'ith such representational theories, the 
only constraints generated by the mechanisn1 '"ould be •g and *g/d/b (i.e. 
*(+voice, -continuant, -nasal]). 

To sun1marize, the majority of \vork in OT adopts the idea that there are 
constraint generators. However, there is ongoi.ng disagreement over \11hether con
straint generators can refer to phonology-external factors like ease of articulation 
and perceptual difficulty. Gordon (2007) provides discussion and references; see 
also CHAPTER 98: SPEECH PERCEPTION AND PHONOLOGY. 
A related issue is constraiJ1t universality. A constraint is "universal" if it exists 

in every grammar. A constraint can exist in every granlmar because it is hard
\llired into CON (the set of constraints), or because it is produced by a constraint 
generator (see §4.2) that produces the same constraints ill the same way for every 
gramn1ar. A "language-specific" constramt is one that exists in only so1ne languages; 
it must be learned. For specific discussions of constraint universality, see Green 
(1993), Prince and Smolensky (1.993), a.nd JvlcCarthy (2002: §1.2.1, §3.l .5.2). 

There is an important nuance to constraint universality /language specificity. 
It is possible that constraints are not universal, but rather constraint generators are. 
For example, ALlGN is a constraiJ1t generator that exists iJ1 every grrunmar. Ho\11ever, 
if ALIGN is allowed to take individual morphemes (or n1orphs) as argu1nents, it 
could produce language-specific constraints like ALIGN([um]A,, L; Sten1, L), "The 
affix um occurs stem-initially, is a prefix" for Tagalog, and ALIGN([kn]M, L; Ft', R), 
"The affix ka follo,vs, is a suffix to, the head foot" for Uhva (JvlcCarthy and Prince 
1993). So, while ALIGN( [um ]Af, L; Stem, L) does not exist in every language, the 
constraint generator that created it does. The point could be extended to other 
constraint generators, and even those that refer to phonology-external factors. 
If a constraint generator refers to an articulatory or acoustic factor that varies 
among speakers, it could be that the same constraint generator will produce speaker
specific constraiJ1ts. 

5 Summary 

Tllis chapter has left a vast number of issues about constraints untouched and 
only barely skinlilled over a fe'"' others. Ho,.vever, a fe\11 points about constraints 
emerge. A formal theory of constraint form - a "Constraint Definition Language" 
- provides valuable insight into '"hich constraints can and cannot exist. There is 
fairly widespread (if tacit) agreement on many aspects of such a CDL, but also 
many disagree1nents about both fundan1ental issues and the details. Constraints 
are only one part of a complex systen1 that detern1ines phonological "'uu1ers; 
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constraints themselves do not determine winners, and no constraint or set of 
constraints has any predictive power on its O\vn. Only when the entire collec
tion of constraints, GEN, EVAL, and the phonetic module interface are examined 
together can anything be asserted about the predictive po,·ver or restrictive 
nature of the theory. 
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64 Compensatory 
Lengthening 

RANDALL GESS 

1 Types of compensatory lengthening 

Con1pensatory lengthening is the lengthening of one segment, referred to here as 
the "target," in compensation for the loss or reduction of another, referred to here 
as the "trigger" (see also CHAPTER 37: GEMINATES and CHAPTER 20: THE REPRESEN

TATION oF vown LENGTH). The segn1ents are usually in close proximity to one 
another - either adjacent or in adjacent syllables. Theoretically, a consonant can 
be lengthened in con1pensation for the loss or reduction of another consonant 
or VO\vel, and a vo,vel can be lengthened in compensation for the loss or re
duction of another vowel or consonant. In fact, an argument can be made that 
all types of compensatory lengthening exist, although as Table 64.l indicates, 
some types are far more con1mon than others. There is also a problen1 in the 
classification of so1ne types as con1pensatory lengthening proper rather than as 
instantiations of other processes, sucl1 as total assimilation (2A, B) or rhythmic 
lengthening (1 D). 

In Table 64.1, Rov.1 1 lists cases in which the target for lengthening is a vowel, 
and Rov1 2 lists cases in which the target for lengthening is a consonant. Column A 
lists cases in 'vhich the trigger for lengthening (the reduced or deleted segment) is 
a reduced consonant following the target, Column B those in \V hich the trigger 
is a reduced consonant preceding the target, Column C those in 'vhich the trigger is 

Table 64.1 Types of compensatory lengthening 

A B 
/ _  c I C _  

Target l: v numerous limited 

Trigger 

2: c limited ntamerous 

c D 
/_ (X)V I V(X) _ 

nlLmerous limited 

isolated limited 
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a reduced vowel follo,ving the target, and Column D those in \vhich the trigger 
is a reduced vowel preceding the target. 

Examples representative of each cell in Table 64.1 are provided in the follO\\'
ing brief sections. 

1.1 Type 1A (Target V; Trigger I _ C) 
(1) Old French (Gess 1998, 1999) 

a. blasmer (blazmer] > (bla:mer] 'to blan1e' 
b. angle [angl;;i] > [a:gl<>] 'angel' 
c. large [lalfc!:lil] > [la:c!:l<i] 'wide' 

The type of con1pensatory lengthening in (1) is co1nn1on. Kavitskaya (2002: App. 1) 
lists 58 langu.ages in which it is oJanifested. Other cases not mentioned by 
Kavitskaya can be found in Gordon (1999) and Beltzung (2008). 

More exotic types of compensatory lengthening triggered by a follo\ving con
sonant are ones in \vhich the trigger is an intervocalic consonant, or in \vhi.ch the 
target and trigger are separated by an intervening consonant, i.e. in which the 
triggering consonant is the second of a sequence of two intervocalic consonants 
(e.g. Ancient Greek *odwos > East Ionic /o:dos/ (\IVetzels 1986: 310). Hayes 
(1989) refers to this type of compensatory lengthening as a "double flop," a term 
\vhich has gained currency in the literature (see Beltzung 2008 for an extensive 
discussion of "exotic" types of compensatory vowel lengthening triggered by 
consonant loss). 

1.2 Type 1B (Target V; Trigger I C _) 
(2) Smnothraki Greek (Katsanis 1996, as reported m Topintzi 2006; see also 

CHAPTER 55: ONSETS) 

a. 'rafts > 
b. 'ruxa > 
c. 're ma > 
d. 'protos > 
e. 'vrisi > 
f. me'trun > 
g. 'extra > 

'a:fts 
'u:xa 
'e:n1a 
'po:tus 
' . ' v1:s 
mi'tu:n 
'exta: 

'tailor (MASC)' 
'clothes' 
'stream' 
'first' 
'tap' 
'they count' 
'hostility' 

The type of lengthening shown in (2) is rare and some\vhat controversial (see 
Beltzung 2008 for an overvie"'), as it is predicted not to occur by the framework 
of Moraic Phonology developed in Hayes (1989). In Samothraki Creek this pro
cess is li.n1ited to rhotics in "'Ord-initial or post-consonantal position - it does not 
occur vvhen the segment is in intervocalic position or in a coda position (lhere is 
no deletion of syllable-final /r/ in Samothraki Greek). According to Beltzung (2008), 
the segn1ents implicated in this type of compensatory lengthening are rhotics, 
pharyngeals, and laryngeals. 
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1.3 Type 1 C (Target V; Trigger I _ CV) 
(3) Hungarian (Kalman 1972, as reported in Kavitskaya 2002) 

a. *wizi > v1:z '\vater' 
b. •tyzy > ty:z 'fire' 
c. •utu > u:t 'road' 
d. *ludu > Ju:d 'goose' 
e. *ne3i > ne:3 'four' 
f. *modoru > modo:r 'bird' 
g. •teheni > tehe:n 1CO\l\t' 

Cases like the one illustrated here are relatively common, but appear to be more 
phonologically restricted and less widespread than the type shown in §1.1. 
Kav.itska.ya (2002: App. 2) lists 21 languages (neglecting to include Yapese 
(Jensen 1977), where it appears to be a synchronic process) in \Vhich this process 
occurs or has occurred, \Vhereas she lists 58 languages (App. 1) in which the eve 
type of compensatory lengthening sho\vn in §1.1 is manifested. As indicated in 
Table 64.1, this type of co1npensatory lengthening does not al"rays involve an 
intervening consonant (e.g. Old French (fi:) < [fi.<1); Pope 1952: 205). 

1.4 Type 1D (Target V, Trigger I VC _) 
According to Hayes (1989: 284), this type of con1pensatory lengthening "appears 
not to exist." However, a process in Macuxi may prove problematic for this claim. 
In a section entitled "Compensatory length," Carson (1981: 50) states that "[\v]hen 
a short vo"1el is suppressed, the VO\vel that immediately precedes a stop con
sonant in its vicinity is lengthened." Representative data are sho\vn in (4). 

(4) Ma.c11xi (Carson 1981) 

kasa'pan � ksaa'pan 'sand' 
kusupa'ra � 'ksuu'pra 'machete' 
'\,rakiri'pe � '\,rakrii'pe 'agreeable' 
'miki-'ri � 'mi-i'kri 'he' 

It appears in all the examples but the last one that the lengthened vowel is the 
one that follo"rs the deleted one. Ho\vever, the absence of other\vise expected 
*['mi'krti] in the last exa1nple n1ay be attributed to \vhat Pessoa (2006: 78, 2009: 
117), citing Abbott (1991), refers to as the absence of "silaba alongada fonol6gica 
na ultima posi�ao," since final syllables are already rhythmically lengthened. 

According to Kavitskaya (2002: 149), lengthening in Macuxi (as described in 
Kager 1997) is not a case of compensatory lengthening, and "should be attributed 
to the properties of iambic systen1s" since it "happens regardless of syncope" (see 
also CHAPTER 44: THE IAMBIC-TROCHAIC LAIV). She cites the following examples 
from Kager (1997: 466-467). 

(5) More exa.mples fro111 Mncuxi 
/piripi/ (,pri:).('pi:) 
/waimujami/ (,wai).(n1ja:).(' 1ni:) 

'spindle' 
'rats' 
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The first example is taken by Kager (1997) from Hawkins (1950: 89), and the sec
ond from Abbott (1991: 147). In both examples, the final syllable of the form in 
question is apparently lengthened, and there is no vowel syncope to point to as 
a trigger. Ho"rever, 'vith respect to the first form, no lengthening in any position 
is indicated by Ha"' kins (1950), who says nothing more about final vowels than 
that "[t]he last vowel in each stress contour in the basic form of any utterance 
is always retained," and he transcribes the form as 'pripi', '"ith the acute accent 
n1arking "the end point of contours" (Hawkins 1950: 89). 

It may be that length is present and not noted by Ha,vkins, but if so, it is 
just as easily described as phrase-final lengthening that is independent of iambic 
(foot-level) lengthening. According to Abbott (1991: 145), "[t]he final CV in a phono
logical phrase (i.e. a phrase bounded by a pause) is always long and stressed." 
Abbott describes rhythmically derived length on even-numbered V or CV syl
lables, counting from the left, as well as on final syllables. Again, though, Ha,vkins 
(1950) says nothing about lengthening in any context, and does not indicate it in 
any transcriptions. Nevertheless, Kager (1997) introduces foot-level lengthening 
systematically in forms taken from both authors, as well as syncope in forms '"here 
Abbott indicates none. Hawkins (1950) does discuss "stress contours" in which 
the contour consists of "a stretch of speech n1arked by loud stress on the last vo\vel," 
and he notes that "['" ]hen more than one word occurs in a stress contour, the last 
vowel in each non-final word in the contour is retained." Ho,vever, retention of 
a vo,vel is a far cry from lengthening. 

Carson (1981) does not indicate final lengthening either. Kager (1997) chooses 
to ignore the data fro1n Carson (1981), cited above, noting that she posits "lexical 
tone rather than stress," and that her data must be "based on a different dialect 
than those studied by Ha,vkins and Abbott" (1997: 466). In fact Carson describes 
lexical pitch accent (1981: 42-45), '"hi.ch may be "disturbed" at the phrasal level 
(1981: 46). If Carson is correct, that the variety she doctunented manifests pitch 
accent, then the lengthening she describes cannot appropriately be attributed to 
iambic lengthening. 

T\vo points arise from the preceding discussion. First, it is not clear that rhyth
mic lengthening, independent of vo\vel reduction or deletion, does occur in the 
Macuxi var iety described by Abbott (1991) (and Havvkins 1950, if lengthening other 
than in final syllables even occurs in the variety he describes). Second, the lengthen
ing described by Carson (1981) cannot be dismissed on the grounds suggested 
by Kavitskaya (2002). 

An important question arises '"ith respect to the first point in the preceding 
paragraph: If rhythmic lengthening is ahvays tied to vo\vel reduction or deletion, 
can it properly be considered con1pensatory lengthening? Kavitskaya's point is 
that it is not - that it is better in this case to consider it a property of iambic 
systems, together "'ith rhythmic vo'"el deletion. It is unclear, ho'"ever, '"hy a 
foot-based process that can be described as CVCV > CvCV: (\vhere "v" represents 
a reduced vo,vel) should be treated any differently than one that can be described 
as CVCV > CV:Cv, i.e. the fairly con1mon type of con1pensatory lengthening 
described in (3) (lC in Table 64.1), that is uncontroversially labeled as such. 

T'vo other types of compensatory lengthening can result from a triggering vo,vel 
preceding the target vo,vel, in these cases with no intervening consonant. The first 
of these is compensatory lengthening through glide forn1ation (typically fro1n high 
vowels), a relatively comn1on synchronic process in Bantu languages (e.g. Ganda 
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/li+ato/ 'boat' � [Ijaato]; Clements 1986: 47). The other type of process is also 
attested in Ganda, involving the deletion of non-high vowels in prevocalic posi
tion (e.g. /ka+oto/ 'fireplace (0111)' � [kooto]; Clements 1986: 49). 

1.5 Type 2A (Target C; Trigger I _  C) 

(6) Semitic (Lipmski 2001: 195) 

*us'tabbit ' ' bb' 'he imprisoned' > us s a it 
•at'tarad ' <  d 'I sent' > at t ara 
•it'talaba > it't'alaba 'he sought' 
•?atzakkar > ?azZ<Jkkar 'I remember' 
*jil kadenhu: > jilkadennu.: 'he shaU capture hio�.' 
*gama:lathu: > gama:lattu: 'she weaned him' 
*"'ESfi > WESS! 'a'"'l' 
•rusf > ' ' nas s 'half 

(Assyro-Babylonian) 
(Assyro-Babylonian) 
(Arabic) 
(Ge'ez) 
(Hebre\v) 
(Hebre\v) 
(Gurage) 
(Colloquial Arabic) 

This type of compensatory lengthening appears to be relatively uncommon, and 
like the type described in the following section, it is not formally distinguishable 
fron1 total assimilation. 

1.6 Type 2B (Target C; Trigger I C _) 

(7) Bengali (Hayes and Lahiri 1991: 81) 

b:irfa - b:>ffa 'rainy season' 
b::>rdi - b:iddi 'elder sister' 
bhorti - bhotti 'full' 
kortfhe - ko-tf"e 'do-3PRES' 
kor-lo - kol-lo 'do-3Fur' 

Although this type of compensatory lengthening is quite common, unlike the type 
illustrated in (6), it shares with tha t process the lack of any formal distinctiveness 
from total assimilation. 

1.7 Type 2C (Target C; Trigger I _  V) 
(8) Bulgarian (Shishkov 2002) 

'balite 
er'genite 
ku'farite 
'belezite 

> 'bal':te 
> er'gen':te 
> ku' far':te 
> 'beles:te 

'babinata > 'babin:ta 
ven'tfiloto > ven'tfil:tu 
ameri'kancite > an1er:'kancite 
done'sa > don:'se 

'the bales' 
'the bachelors' 
'the (sheep) pens' 
'the scars' 
'the grandmother's (things)' 
'the "'edding' 
'the Americans' 
'bring (3sc)' 

Cases such as the one illustrated in (8), in which a consonant is lengthened before 
a following reduced VO\\'el, appear to be isolated. It is note\vorthy that the 
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consonants involved in the Bulgarian process are of relatively high sonority - only 
so no rants and /z/, although there is at least one attested case of synchronic com
pensatory lengthening in this category in \Vhi.ch sonority does not appear to be 
relevant (compensatory lengthening resulting from glide formation, as in Ilokano 
/'luto+en/ � /lutt'\v-en/ 'cook-GOAL Pocus'; Hayes 1989: 269). 

1.8 Type 2D (Target C; Trigger I V _) 

(9) Ganda (adapted from Clements 1986: 62-63) 

/Ii + kubo/ > [kkubo J 
/li + tabi/ > (ttabi) 
/Ii+ daala/ > [ddaala] 

According to Clements (1986: 6), the synchronic rule deriving geminates fron1 
a CV prefix is "a restructuring of the historical situation, in which a phonetically 
motivated rule is replaced by a morphologically conditioned one." Clements 
assumes the geminates to have arisen historically from earlier *Vj sequences 
(i represents an upper high front vo,vel), "'vith the process giving rise to consonant 
gemination [being] one in '''hich the articulation of a consonant is anticipated on 
a preceding postvocalic *i" (1986: 65). They are now associated with a certain class 
of nominal prefixes. 

2 Approaches to compensatory lengthening 

Most documented cases of compensatory lengthening, at least those formally 
distinguishable fro1n total assimilation of adjacent consonants, involve the 
con1pensatory lengthening of vowels. Furthern1ore, the n1ost conunon types of 
compensatory lengthening of v(nvels involve those in \vhicl1 the trigger folknvs, 
rather than precedes, the target - i.e. the types of cases illustrated in §1.1 and §1.3. 
These hvo types of cornpensatory lengthening are comn1only referred to as eve 
and evcv con1pensatory lengthening, respectively. In this section, I focus on these 
1nost co1nn1on types and, since synchroni.c cases of compensatory lengthening 
are derived from historical ones, I focus on the diachronic i.nstantiati.on of the 
processes. 

I first sumn1arize three general approaches to compensatory lengthening, all 
of \vhich have in common an implicit assumption that the phenomenon is 
speaker-controlled. A fourth section outlines an alternative approach put forth in 
Kavitskaya's (2002) quite con<prehensive treatment of compensatory lengthening, 
which may be considered some'''hat radical in proposing a strictly listener-oriented 
account of the process. The relevance of the various approaches to synchronic cases 
of compensatory lengthening, as \veil as to the other types illustrated in §1, is dis
cussed in §4. 

The first three approaches to be exa1nined in this section faU into nvo categories, 
as described by Kavitskaya (2002): one that treats compensatory lengthening as 
a type of conservation and one that does not. The first category is the most com-
1non, and assumes that compensatory lengthening is fundan1entally teleological 
in that its goal is to preserve length present in the input in the output string. Being 
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the most common category, it comprises hvo of the three approaches: a phonetic 
conservation approach and a phonological conservation approach. The third 
approach, in a category of its O\Vn, is the non-conservation approach, which denies 
the existence of any intrinsic connection behveen the loss of a segment and the 
lengthening of another. 

2.1 Phonetic conservation approach 

In a phonetic conservation approach, compensatory lengthening is vie'"ed as a 
goal-oriented process functioning to preserve some or all of the physical duration 
of lost segmental material. 

Timberlake (1983) discusses a case in Slavic in which a number of modern dialects 
have long or tense vo\vels in syllables that preceded a "'eak jer in Late Co1nmon 
Slavic (see also CHAPTER 122: SLAVIC YERS). Th.is is a case of CVCV con1pensatory 
lengthening (Timberlake does not discuss CVC cases). According to Timberlake, 
a long reflex of a vo,vel in a syllable before a Late Common Slavic \veak jer 
"is in some '"ay a result of the phonetic weakening and the eventual phonemic 
loss of the follo'"ing jer vo\vel" (1983: 293). He suggests that: 

Late Common Slavic 'Nas subject to a constraint on the preservation of word 
timing, such that phonetic reduction in one syllable (containing the "weak" jer) 
\Vas compensated for by increased phonetic duration in the preceding, "strong" 
syllable. 

In Tirnberlake's model, con1pensatory lengthening takes place phonologically 
through re-analysis. Re-analysis depends upon both the phonemic elimination 
of jers and the surpassing of a "critical duration" on the part of the phonetically 
lengthened preceding vowel. If, \vhen jers are "eliminated phonemically, either 
by identification with another vowel or by identification with null" (1983: 299), ' ' 

phonetically lengthened vowels are sufficiently lengthened, the latter are re-
ana lyzed as phonemically long (or tense). Tinlberlake sets the critica l duration 
for re-analysis arbitrari ly at anything beyond 1.5 times "full duration (nearly or 
exactly 1.0 morae. [ . . .  ] numerical values for duration [ . . .  ] are intended to be highly 
approximate)" (1983: 298). 

Tirnberlake's n1odel is an additive one, "in '"hich the duration of vo,.vels is 
adjusted by adding or subtracting increments of duration depending on variOtlS 
factors." The various factors at play in Late Common Slavic were the consonant 
intervening bet\veen the jer and the lengthened preceding vowel; the position 
of the CVCa sequence in the word (final or internal); and the accent of the 
lengthened vo'"el. 

The phonetic process of compensatory lengthening is described by Timberlake 
(1983: 298) as in (10). 

(10) Cornpensatory lengthening as a phonetic process 
/CVCa/ > [CV1·0�"ca-''] 

The formula in (10) states that for any reduction of value e< in the phonetic length 
of a jer, a preceding vowel is realized at full duration (1.0) plus C<. 
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In order to model the gradual nature of phonetic lengthening, Timberlake 
breaks the process dovtn into discrete stages, arbitrarily shovtn in 0.2 increments, 
as illustrated in (11), from Tin1berlake (1983: 298). 

(11) fer reduction and co111pensatory lengthening 

a. /eVea/ > [eV12ea-02l 
b. ;evea/ > [ev1•ea-0 •1 
c. /eVCa/ > [CV'6Ca-06l 
d. /CVC<>/ > [CVL8(:.,-0.sl 

fa = 0.2J 
fa = 0.41 
fa = 0.61 
fa = 0.81 

Finally, as indicated above, Timberlake assumes re-analysis at anything beyond 
1.5 times full duration. Regarding the cut-off, Timberlake (1983: 299) explains: 

\l\'hen reduced jers were eliminated phonemically, the phonetic phase of CL was 
necessarily interrupted, and the lengthened variant of a vowel in strong position had 
to be id.entifi.ed as phonemically long (tense) or short ( lax). 

This vievt of re-analysis is illustrated schematically in (12). 

(12) Phonemic analysis 

a. [eV12ea-02l => ;eve; 
b. [eV1'ea-0•1 => ;eve; 
c. [eV'6ea-0·6] => ;ev:e/ 
d. [CV18ea·0•1 => ;ev:e/ 

fa = 0.2) 
fa = 0.4) 
fa = 0.6) 
fa = 0.8) 

Timberlake's account of evev compensatory lengthening can be straightforwardly 
extended to eve compensatory lengthening. A demonstration of this is provided 
in Gess (forthcoming). 

Explicit critici.sn1s of phonetic conservation approaches to con1pensatory 
lengthening are minim.al. The roost obviot.1s thing to point out here is the limited 
relevance of this approach to synchronic cases of compensatory lengthening. That 
is, \vhile the approach may be useful in sho\11ing ho"' compensatory lengthening 
may arise historically, it is not \veil suited for modeling the processes in synchronic 
grammars uruess the process at hand is, or at least could be, a change in progress 
(i.e. it is a gradient, post-lexical process). Another problem \•vi.th the phonetic 
conservation approach, pointed out by Gess (forthcoming), is that its extension 
to eve cases of compensatory lengthening, \vhile straightforward in a mechan
ical sense, seen1s to entail at least ilnplicitly the problematic assu1nption that moras 
associated with consonants are equivalent il1 duration to those associated \vith 
vo\vels. This problen1 could be overcome by 1naking asst.unptions regarding the 
formalisms used more explicit. 

2.2 Phonological conservation approach 
In a phonological conservation approach, compensatory lengthening is viewed 
as a goal-oriented process functionmg to preserve so1ne aspect of the phonological 
representation (a suprasegn1ental unit) associated \vith the loss of segmental 
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material. In fact, compensatory lengthening phenomena crucially informed the 
debate as to the best \vay to characterize the prosodic tier (or tuning tier) assun1ed 
u1 autosegn1ental phonology, i.e. in terms of e- and V-slots, X-slots, or n1oras 
(McCarthy 1979; Clements and Keyser 1983; Hyman 1984, 1985; Levin 1985; 
Lo,venstamm and Kaye 1986; McCarthy and Prince 1986; Hayes 1989; Beltzung 
2008 (especially Chapter 3); see also CHAPTER 54: THE SKELETON). 

In order to explain constramts on compensatory lengthenu1g (e.g. that triggers 
u1 eve cases are only coda consonants and not onset consonants [an assun1ption 
later proven problematic; Topmtzi 2006; Beltzung 2008], and even more specifically 
that coda consonants are triggers only when they contribute to syllable weight 
in the language in question), Hayes (1989), in probably the most influential sillgle 
article on compensatory lengthenillg, suggests that lengthenillg only occurs \vhen 
deletion results m an e1npty prosodic position and that only a prosodic frame 
defined in terms of n1oras yields the correct typological results. (Hayes 1989: 260-261 
also provides a simple and straightforward demonstration of the inability of a 
linear approach to account for compensatory lengthening.) 

Hayes (1989) accounts for eve compensatory lengthenillg as illustrated ill (13), 
with Latm [kasnus] > [ka:nus] 'dog'. 

(13) Compensatory lengthening in eve sequences (Hayes 1989: 262) 

a. /sf-deletion 

S � 0 I 
[+son] ( al · nl ) � 

_ +ant segn1ent, tier o y 

b. Co111pensatory lengthening 
ti µ' '"here µ' is a segn1entally unaffiliated 1nora 

[_,,-' 
c. a a a 

µ µ � 

I I 
k a s n u s  k a  

fl 

a a 

µ �l � 

I I 
n u s k a 

a 

µ µ = (ka:nus] 

I I 
n u s 

A theory assuming a prosodic frame defined in terols of X-slots can account for 
the example above, but not for the fact that ill the same language (Latin), ls/
deletion does not trigger lengthening when it is \vord-initial, as ill snurus > nurus 
(the san1e problen1 holds for the type of compensatory lengthenu1g illustrated in 
§1.2). In a segtnental theory based on X-slots, any deleted segn1ent should trig
ger lengthenmg, 'vhereas in a rnoraic theory only those segments that are mora 
bearmg \vill do so. 

The moraic theory of compensatory lengthening accounts for CVCV cases as 
illustrated ill (14) \vith Middle English [tala] > [ta:l] 'tale' (see lVlmkova 1982 for 
an m-depth discussion of this case). 
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(14) Compensatory lengthening in CVCV sequences (Hayes 1989: 268-269) 
a. a a Input 

t a 1 a 
b. (J 

1 
(J Schwa drop 

�· �· 

I 
t a 1 

c. Parasitic delinking 

�· 

t a 1 

d. . o Compensatory lengthening 
' 

t a 

e. o 

' ' ' ' 

�· p 

l 

v··-.. 

Resyllabification 

t a 1 = ( ta:l] 

Parasitic delinking, illustrated in (14c), is a principle that eliminates ill-formed syl
lable structure, caused in this case by the loss of the vo,vel segment via sch,va drop. 

A very positive aspect of Hayes (1989) is that a \Vide range of cases of 
compensatory lengthening are discussed (although a potentially problen1atic 
empirical gap is discussed belo,v). Besides the classic CVC and CVCV ca.ses, Hayes 
(1989) treats the so-called "double flop" cases in w·hich the deletion of a glide trig
gers compensatory lengthening of a vowel in a preceding syllable, as in Ancient 
Greek *od,vos > /o:dos/ (1989: 265-266), and con1pensatory lengthening from glide 
forn1ation, as in the llokano case n1entioned earlier /'luto+en/ � /lutt'w-en/. He 
also n1entions (without providing a formal treatment) "straightforward" cases like 
compensatory lengthening through progressive and regressive total assimilation 
of consonants, con1pensatory lengthening through prenasalization, and so-called 
"inverse co1npensatory lengthenirlg," which involves the lengthening of a con
sonant triggered by the shortening or loss of a VO\\'el (1989: 279-281). 
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Fox (2000) points out a number of vvhat he sees as problems for Hayes's (1989) 
approach. The first is that the principle of parasitic delinking is "a radical measure 
which is not required in n1ost other processes of Compensatory Lengthening." 
The second relates to the required linking of the vowel of the first syllable to 
the mora stranded by deletion of the second syllable. Accord ing to Fox (2000: 
100-102), this is: 

unmotivated by the normal principles of the model, since, according to one viev1 at 
least, the syllable \Vould be perfectly \veil-formed \vithout this linking; the final mora 
\vould be linked to the final consonant and is thus not left stranded. 

Fina lly, Fox (2000) suggests that Hayes's (1989) principle of mora conservation 
is inappropriate as a motivation for CVCV compensatory lengthening. This is 
because Hayes defines the mora as "the basic unit for syllable '"eight" (1989: 285) 
and syllable \Veight is not maintained in these cases. Rather, what is maintained 
is the length of the foot (2000: 101). 

One might also argtle that a problem for phonological conservation approaches 
generally is that they are ill equipped to deal "'ith the gradual nature of diachronic 
compensatory lengthening. For example, the Middle English case discussed above 
did not take place as a discrete change in one fell S\voop. According to Minkova 
(1982: 50): 

Before beconling identified with existing long vowels or developing into new ones, 
i.e. prior to the establishment of a phonological length contrast, the short VO\\'els in 
the envfro.n.ment I _  c:e# undergo phonetic lengthening. [ . . . ] In a situat.ion \vhere 
forms with and without the second syllabic element, the -e, are both available to the 
speaker, there \\.jjl be a negative correlation between it and the first syllabic element. 
Phonetically, "the \Vord as a \Vhole has a certain duration that tends to remain 
relatively constant." (Lehiste 1970: 40) 

One way to sho\v intermediate length in moraic phonology is to have seg1nents 
share a n1ora. In this case, a standard interpretation of the formalism prevents this 
because it  \-VOuld involve the crossing of association lines, as iDustrated in (15). 

(15) Potential inadequaet; of Ha.yes's mora. conser<Ja.tion approach with respect to nwd
eling gradual change: CVCV cases 
• (J (J 

µ µ 

L-· · - ··1 
t a 1 a 

If one adopts a strict and un.nuanced vie'" of the ban on crossed association lines, 
since parasitic delinking (illustrated in (14c)) is triggered only when ill-formed 
syllable structure is present, the moraic account of compensatory lengthening is 
only able to succeed if the final vo"rel is entirely deleted and parasitic delinking 
applies. That is, the account is unable to account for the allophonic lengthening that 
n1ust be assumed to precede phonemic lengthening. Ho,.vever, a n1ore relaxed vie\v 
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might interpret the ban on crossed association lines as applying separately to 
distinct e and V tiers. 

Gradual change might also be seen as a problem for the n1ora conservation 
approach in diachronic cases involving eve compensatory lengthening. Hock 
(1986) mentions a case reported in Brockelman (1908) from Tunisian Arabic (with 
similar instances in Ge'ez and Tigrinya), in 'vhich a preconsonantal glottal stop 
is reduced (not deleted), with compensatory lengthening on the preceding vo,vel. 
The exan1ples provided are shO\\'n i.n ( 16). 

(16) Compensatory lengthening triggered liy segmental reduction in Tunisian Araliic 
(Hock 1986: 444) 
feffa7ni > feffa:'ni 
sma'tkum > sma:'tkum 

In autosegn1ental representation, the output of this process would be as illustrated 
in (17). 

(17) Potential inadequacy of Hayes's 111ora conservation approach with respect to model
ing gradual change: eve cases 
• (J (J 

µ 

I 
. . .  f a ? n 1 

While the shared mora representation in (17) is adequate for representing an 
intermediate stage behveen a fully moraic glottal segment following the short 
VO\Vel and a long vo"rel \Vith no follo,ving glottal, one might argue that it can
not represent any 1nore than a single such stage, whereas n1ore stages n1ight 
well be 'varranted. Ho,.vever, this potential criticism disregards the possibility of 
a single phonemic representation having different phonetic interpretations at 
different periods (or indeed across speakers at a single period). 

We must also note (as have others) one apparent empirical \veakness 'vith the 
phonological conservation approach, as put forth in Hayes (1989). This involves 
cases in '"hich compensatory lengthening is triggered by a prevocalic consonant 
that in normal circumstances '"ould not be associated 'vith a mora. Some such 
cases are discussed in Hock (1986), a paper cited by Hayes (1989), but without 
mention of these specific exa1nples. Strangely, the cases are also problematic for 
Hock, although he does not treat them as such. Hock's interest in the cases is that 
they involve compensatory lengthening triggered not by deletion of a segment, 
but by its weakening only (as in the case illustrated in (17), but i.n intervocalic 
position). The first case is from Tyrone Irish (as discussed in Stockman and Wagner 
1965), ,,vhere: 

vo\vels are dialectally distinctively lengthened before the highly reduced glottal
fricative outcome of earlier voiceless fricatives (as "'ell as before sonorant +consonant 
etc. and in "ordinary" CL environments, but not in open syllables). (Hock 1986: 443-444, 
emphasis added - RG) 
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The fact that Hock takes care to note that compensatory lengthening does not take 
place in open syllables suggests that the reduced segments in question might be 
an1bisyllabic, but this is not made explicit an}"vhere, including in the original source. 
If it is the case that the segments in question are ambisyllabic, then an argument 
could be made that they are doubly linked - to a mora in the first syllable and 
to the onset of the second. The relevant data are sho"'n in (18). 

(18) Con1pensatory lengthening triggered by seg111enta.l reduction ·1.n Tyrone Irish 
(Hock 1986: 444) 

srathar [stra:har] 
tachas [t:>:"<is) 

The second problen1atic case n1entioned by Hock (1986) is fron1 the Westphalian 
dialect of Soest, as reported in Holthausen (1886: 28-29). In this dialect, as illus
trated in (19), compensatory lengthening occurs before highly reduced, voiced labial 
and velar fricatives, and before a deleted "secondary" (analogically reinserted) 
voiced alveolar stop. 

(19) Compensatory lengthening triggered by segmental reduction in vVestphalian 
(Hock l 986: 444) 

•hege 
•seven 
•snede 

'hedge' 
'seven' 
'slice' 

> (*)hi<ig<i > hi:<>'I(<> 
> (*)si<>v(e)n > s1:;;ivn 
> (•)sniade > sni:a (with aa > a) 

Again, there is no suggestion that the consonants triggering compensatory 
lengthening in these cases were an1bisyllabic, nor is there any reason to believe 
that they were. This case therefore represents an apparent problen1 for Hayes's 
(1989) mora conservation approach, aside from the issue of the gradient nature 
of the triggering segmental reduction. (The case also poses a problem for Hock 
1986, "'hich represents a mora conservation approach as ivell, although one not 
couched in an autosegmental frame\\1ork.) As mentioned earlier, other cases of 
compensatory lengthening triggered by the loss of intervocalic consonants are 
discussed by Beltzung (2008: especially ch. 2). 

Finally, the phonological conservation approach ii la Hayes (1989), particularly 
in the case of eve compensatory lengthening, has proven difficult to model in 
Opti.tnality Theory (OT). The basic problem is that in order for lengtheni.t1g to occur, 
consonants must be assigned \\1eight before deletion happens, thus suggesting a 
serial analysis. Getting arou.nd this problem has necessitated the abandonment 
of some of the basic tenets of OT. For example, one could simply assume that 
consonants are moraic in the mput (Sprouse 1997), but this requires a sidestep
ping of OT's pri.t1ciple of Richness of the Base, \Vhereby output \Nell-formedness 
is deternLi.ned solely by constraints and their rankmg, and not by restrictions 
on input. Other "'ays of handling the problen1 involve treatments designed to 
handle opacity more generally, such as strata! OT (Kiparsky 2000), '"'hich rejects 
strict serialism, Turbidity Theory (Goldrick 2001), Syn1pathy Theory (McCarthy 
2003), or OT \vith candidate chams (McCarthy 2005; Sha'v 2009), which require 
reference to \vhat amounts to one or n1ore intermediate representations. 
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2.3 Non-conservation approach 
In an influential article, de Chene and Anderson (1979) take a novel approach to 
compensatory lengthening by rejecting the notion that such a process exists as 
"an independent 01echanism of phonetic change" (1979: 505) (they discuss only 
cases of CVC compensatory lengthening). For them, putative cases of compensatory 
lengthening can be decomposed into hvo independent processes: weakening of 
the consonant in question to a glide, and subsequent monophthongization of the 
resulting vo'''el + glide sequence. De Chene and Anderson further contend that 
monophthongization \viii result in a long vowel only if the language in question 
has a pre-existing vov;.el length distinction. The latter claim is about a structure
preserving condition on compensatory lengthening and not about the process itself. 
Discussion of it is explored further in §3. For no,v, Jet us look in more detail at 
the first clain1. 

The proposal that cases labeled con1pensatory lengthening are in fact the 
result of tl\'O unrelated processes has generated much discussion. Gess (1998) 
points out that it has been challenged by numerous scholars, including Hock (1986), 
Poser (1986), Sezer (1986), and Gildea (1995). According to Gess (1998: 353), 
"[E]ach of these scholars provides a strong case against the view that con1pensatory 
lengthening is ahvays decomposable into hvo distinct s tages. The ensen1ble of 
their a.rguments renders this claim simply untenable." vVithout laboring the point, 
then, we simply illustrate de Chene and Anderson's hypothesis 'vith one straight
for,vard exa1nple. According to de Chene and Anderson (1979: 512): 

In Latin, co1npensatory lengthening involving loss of a dental spirant is limited in 
source to *Vz[C, +dent] sequences, \vhei:e •z is the reconstructed allophone of •s before 
a voiced segment. Thus \Ve have *ni-sd-o > nidus 'nest' and •si-sd-o > sidi'J 'l sit do,vn', 
both involving the zero grade o.f *sed 'to sit' (cf. sedeo 'I sit'). 

De Chene and Anderson continue: "Our posited intern1ediate development involves 
the loss of occlusion in (preconsonantal) *[z), leading to the voiced glottal spirant 
[fi]" (1979: 512). In this type of analysis, de Chene and Anderson '''ere not in fact 
alone. Jeffers and Lehiste (1979) propose the analysis in (20) for the remarkably 
similar change from Proto-Indo-European (PIE) 'nisdo to Sanskrit /ni:cla-/. 

(20) Jeffers and Lehiste's analysis of PIE *nisdo > Sanskrit /ni:cla-/ (as presented in 
Hock 1986: 435) 

nisd
nizd
niz.d
ni2;,cl
nijcl
ni:q-

voicing assimilation 
retroflexion 
retroflex assimilation 
gliding 
contraction 

In noting the similarity in analyses, Hock (1986: 435) points out that what dis
tinguishes Jeffers and Lehiste's analysis from de Chene and Anderson's is the fact 
that the former is "not proposed as explanations for all cases traditionally labeled 
loss with compensatory lengthening, but only for a certain subset, however 
poorly that subset may be defined." (Note that Kavitskaya 2002: 38 incorrectly 
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interprets this sentence as referring to de Chene and Anderson 1979, rather than 
to Jeffers and Lehiste 1979.) 

Hock (1986: 435) continues by saying that he is: 

ready to concede that many instances of what has traditionally been called loss \Vith 
compensatory lengthening may •Nell be ambiguous, and can be analyzed either as 
\Veakening-cum-assimilation or as cases of loss-\vith-mora-retention. However, in light 
of the fact that there are [ . . .  ] cases of loss 'vith CL 'vhich cannot be explained in 
terms of weakening-cum-assimilation, any theory which recognizes only the latter 
process must be considered insufficient. 

One of the examples provided by Hock that is not amenable to explanation under 
de Chene and Anderson's non-conservation approach is from Icelandic, and is 
provided in (21). 

(21) Compensatory lengthening in Icelandic (Hock 1986: 442) 

•liugan 'lie' > lju:ga 
•keosan 'choose' > kjo:sa 
(*)priar 'three-FE:r.·i' > prja:r 
(*)se:an 'see' > sja: 

In this case, \'thich is similar to the Ganda case at the end of §1.4, although there 
is \Veakening to a glide, it involves a preceding vo,vel rather than a following 
consonant, and there is no n1onophthongi.zation involved. 

Hock's (1986: 435) reproach of de Chene and Anderson (1979) for proposing an 
alternative explanation of all cases traditionally called compensatory lengthening 
'"hile neglecting to treat all types extends to other cases as well. For example, 
while de Chene and Anderson are a\vare of CVCV co1npensatory lengthening, 
they choose not to discuss it (1979: 506, n. 1). 

2.4 Kavitskaya (2002) 

Kavitskaya (2002) puts forth a 1nodel of compensatory lengthening that can be 
considered a radical departure fron1 previous treatments, in that it assumes the 
process to be entirely listener-oriented (see CHAPTER 98: SPEECH PERCEPTION A.ND 
PHONOLOGY). In this respect, her model is representative of the overall approach 
to phonological change espoused in Blevins (2004, 2006), Evolutionary Phonology. 
This is a model that rejects any explanations for historical phenomena that 
involve the synchronic phonologies of speakers (e.g. by assunling a role for 
phonologica l rules or rnarl<edness constraints) '"hen there is an alternative, 
diachronic explanation available. This essentially removes the speaker from the 
story of phonological change, except as a source of variation fronl which poten
tial changes 1nay or may not take root through ''innocent n1isperception" on the 
part of the listener. This variation is constrained by 

speaker-specific anatomical differences, and \Vithin the speech of a given speaker, 
due to phonetic transforms of speech dependent (at least) on: rate of speech; degree 
of physical effort involved; and the humanly physkal impossibility of ma.king 
exactly the same sound twice. (Blevins 2006: 125-126) 
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According to Kavitskaya's (2002) listener-oriented account of compensatory 
lengthening: 

diachronic CL through consonant Joss [CVC > CV:) ultitnately has its origin in the 
phonetic lengthening of vowels in the environment of neighboring consonants; 
the subsequent loss of a consonant conditioning such length causes the length to be 
re-analyzed as phonological (Kavitskaya 2002: 8) 

Further, according to Kavitskaya, \Vith respect to diachronic compensatory 
lengthening through vo"rel loss [CVCV > CV:C]: 

Prior to the deletion of the final vowel, the longer VO\vel duration characteristic of 
open syllables is correctly parsed by listeners as a phonetic consequence of syllable 
stn1cture in the first syllable of a CVCV sequence, and is discounted [ . . .  ] Upon 
deletion of the final VO\vel, ho\vever, the duration of the VO\Yel in the ne\vly-closed 
syllable becomes inexplicable, since it is longer than is expected in the closed syllable. 
(Kavitskaya 2002: 9) 

If Kavitskaya's argu1nents are right, then con1pensatory lengthening is not really 
con1pensatory in nature. For the process to be con1pensatory, the compensatory 
aspect would rely on a role for the speaker, as is assumed at least implicitly in 
all other models of compensatory lengthening. 

In so far as Kavitskaya (2002) is representative of the Evolutionary Phonology 
frame\\'Ork proposed in Blevins (2004, 2006), it is susceptible to the general 
criticisms that have been leveled against that frame,vork. Lindblom (2006) criti
cizes the Evolutionary Phonology frame\vork for its reliance on so-caJled "extra
phonological" explanations over phonological accounts. According to Blevins 
(2006: 20), "principled extra-phonological explanations for sound patterns have 
priority over con1peting phonological explanations unless independent evidence 
demonstrates that a purely phonological account is \varranted." Lindblon1 takes 
exception to this stance on the grounds that it highlights a "phonetics/phonology 
split" and traps the frame,.vork in "the conceptual prison of the form/su bstance 
distinction" (2006: 242). 

As the title of his response to Blevins (2006) declares very loudly, Lindblom 
(2006) rejects the phonetics/phonology split. Lindblom admonishes us to: 

Deduce sound structure froi:n language use. Anchor theory constnlction in the uni
versal conditions under \Yhich all speech communication must take place. Start from 
"first principles" and not circularly from the data to be explained {cf. "markedness"). 
At the level of the individual user, model phonologicnl structure, not as autonomous 
form, but as an emergent organization. of pl1onetic substance acquired by each native speaker 
in the context of socially shared, ambient knowledge. At the population level, model 
this kno\vledge as a use- & user-dependent process that undergoes change along 
the historical time scale. Get rid of the distinction between "phonological" and 
"extraphonological." Here is a key step: Make the "intrinsic content" 1111 integral part 
of tl1e theory from scrntcl1. Treat "intrinsic content" as the source that helps generate 
discrete structure and that constrains both synchronic and diachronic phonological 
patterning. (2006: 243) 

In §4, \ve "'ill explore hovt a rejection of the phonetics/phonology split might 
be helpful in accounting for the 1nany types of con1pensatory lengthening as a 
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unified phenomenon. We conclude this section by looking at an empirical challenge 
to Kavitskaya's listener-oriented approach - a synchronic case of co1npensatory 
lengthening that suggests an explanation in tern1s of speaker-controlled behavior. 

McRobbie-Utasi (1999) provides evidence for a synchronic case of compensatory 
lengthening that is apparently speaker-controlled and that suggests the relevance 
of a principle of isochrony in a synchronic production grammar. In an acoustic 
analysis of quantity in Skolt Saami, McRobbie-Utasi sho,vs a clear connection 
bet\veen the distribution of duration in Vl, intervening C, and V2 sequences in 
di.syllabic groups, and a phonological process realized as "an optional rule that 
either reduces \vord-final short vo,vels or deletes them" (1999: 111). Deletion of 
the final vowel is a feature of casual speech. The relevant optional rule is sho'''n 
in (22). 

(22) Word-final vowel deletion in Skolt Saami (McRobbie-Utasi 1999: 111) 

V --7 0 /_ #  
Vowel deletion rule 
A \vord-final vo,vel is optionally deleted in Type l-5 di.syllabics. 

It is important to note that in the Vl, intervening C, and V2 sequences, the 
intervening C can be long and ambisyllabic (in four of the five types 1nentioned), 
or short and affiliated as the onset of the second syllable. 

The principal relevant passage from :McRobbie-Utasi (1999) is shown below, 
'"here the "stress-group locations" referred to are the Vl and following C in the 
relevant sequences. V2 constitutes a third "stress-group location." According to 
McRobbie-Utasi (1999: 114-115): 

From the [ . . .  ] measurements an important tendency can be deduced: namely, that 
the presence or absence (or reduced. du.rat.ion) of the vowel in the second syllable 
has clear consequences for the distribution of duration in the first syllabic vowel and 
the consonant(s) following it. Thus, an increase in du.ration takes place as a resu.lt 
of compensatory lengthening. It will be recalled that second syllabic vowel durations 
were constant in all the structural types once they \Vere realized as full vowels, \Vith 
an average of 87 msec [ . . .  ); also, that durations signaling differences between the 
structural types and/or gradation types are manifested i.n the first syllabic vowel and 
the consonant(s) following it. The fact that the presence or absence of the second 
syUabic has a considerable effect on these durational distributions in the segments 
preceding has important implications. The durationa.l changes noticeable in these 
hvo stress-group locations (i.e. first syllabic vowel and the consonant(s) follo\ving) 
must be recognized as exe1nplifying the phenomenon of compensatory lengthening. 
The absence or reduced status of the second syllabic VO\vel results in an increase of 
duration in both of the stress-group locations referred to above. 

Compensatory lengthening in Skolt Saami, triggered by the reduction or 
deletion of a final vowel, affects both the preceding vo'"el and consonant in fotu of 
five types (those in \vhich the consonant is J.ong and ambisyllabic), and the lengthen
ing that occurs does so in a 'way that precisely preserves the overall \l/C ratio. ln 
the remaining type, in \Vhich the consonant is short and syllabified as the onset 
of the second syllable, "reduced duration of the second syllabic vo,vel results 
in con1pensatory lengthening in the first syllabic vowel only. There is practically 
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no durational increase in the consonant following this vowel" (McRobbie-Utasi 
1999: 118). 

It is difficult, although perhaps not in1possible, to reconcile McRobbie-Utasi's 
(1999) findings with a listener-based approach. Although McRobbie-Utasi's study 
involved only llvo speakers of Skolt Saa mi, their behavior \Vith respect to the 550 
test \VOrds used (recorded three times by both speakers, for a total of 3079 usable 
tokens) \Vas re1narkably consistent. Nor do the types of sequences involved lend 
themselves readily to Kavitskaya's line of explanation for CVCV con1pensatory 
lengthening, since they do not involve (except for Type 3) phonetically lengthened 
vowels in open syllables. (As expected, Vl in Type 3 sequences is longer than in 
other types, both '"hen V2 is fully realized and when it is not.) Nor has any re
analysis occurred (whatever that might look like given the sequences involved 
and their variety [five types]) since the trigger for compensatory lengthening is 
still synchronically recoverable. Rather, it appears that the speakers are guided 
directly or indirectly by a principle of isochrony 'vith respect to the disyUabic group. 

Other empirical problems for Kavitskaya's approach, from historical French 
(manifesting types lA and lC), are discussed in Gess (forthcon1ing). 

3 A putative constraint on compensatory lengthening 

This section briefly explores the second claim n1ade by de Chene and Anderson 
( 1979): that compensatory lengthening can only occur in a language \Vi th a 
pre-existing vo,.vel length contrast - i.e. that it is strictly structure preserving 
(CJ·li!.PTER 76: STRUCTURE PR.ESERVi!.TION: THE RESILIENCE OF DISTINCTIVE INFOR
l\1ATION). This issue is discussed in detail in Gess (1998), which treats the very 
data from Old French on which de Chene and Anderson base their claim, thus 
adding a particularly severe blow to a claiJn already questioned in other \<Vork 
(for example, in Hock 1986, Hayes 1989, Morin 1994, and Lin 1997, as well as hvo 
further cases discussed more recently in Beltzung 2008: 20-2:1). 

According to de Chene and Anderson (1979: 517), "a necessary condition for 
the development of contrastively long vo,vels through monophthongization is 
the independent existence of a length contrast in the language." With respect to 
historical French, de Chene and Anderson co1npare t'.vo distinct processes (in the 
ninth a.nd sixteenth centuries) of o�on.ophthongization of the diphthong [aw]. At 
the earlier stage, the resulting monophthong [o) V>'as short. However, at the later 
stage, the outcome was the long vo\vel [o:]. (Strangely, de Chene and Anderson 
(1979: 519) also suggest a sixteenth-century date for the Joss of preconsonantal 
[l] - the san1e century in which they contend that n1onophthongization of the 
vo\vel + glide sequence resu.lting froi:n its Joss had occurred. Htnvever, Gess (1999) 
provides strong evidence for a much earlier date for the loss of syllable-final [l], 
after the latter part of the eleventh century - and many scholars assume a much 
earlier date still.) 

The difference in outcomes in the monophthongization of derived (aw] was due, 
according to de Chene and Anderson, to the introduction of vowel 1.ength into 
the language via the loss of intervocalic consonants, in the late ninth and early 
tenth centuries (1979: 521). This introduction of vo,vel length also allowed for 
compensatory lengthening, according to de Chene and Anderson, follo,ving the 
loss (through an i..ntern1ed iate stage as a glide) of syllable-final [z], [s], and nasals. 
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Loss of the latter is incorrectly dated by de Chene and Anderson in the sixteenth 
century, while loss of the former, [z] and [s], is dated in the twelfth and thirteenth 
cenhuies. According to Gess (1999), loss of nasal consonants dates fron1 the 
thirteenth century, and loss of [z) and [s] dates from the eleventh to the thirteenth 
centuries. 

De Chene and Anderson (1979: 522) make the follo"'ing claim "'ith respect to 
the establishment of long VO\vels in Old French: 

There is a solid body of long vo\vels, however, that \Vere established by 1100 
through deletion of the consonant in original V,CV, sequences. ln these cases, no 
leveling or assimilation being necessary, a long vowel is the automatic result of loss 
of the consonant. 

They go on to provide a list of several \vords illustrating the relevant consonant 
loss and the resulting putative long vo,-vels. Ho\vever, Gess (1998) folu1d each of 
the forms listed by de Chene and Anderson in twelfth- and thirteenth-century 
Old French poetry and, in each case, the forms are clearly treated as consisting 
of t"'O syllables. Gess (1998: 358) "found many other examples of orthographic 
geminate vowels in 12th and 13th-century Old French poetry, all of which are 
treated as bisyllabic." 

The fact that sequences of two VO\vels \vere still counted as bisyllabic in the 
thirteenth century, \vhen the loss of [z) at the very least had occurred, with 
compensatory lengthening, sho\vS that a pre-existing vowel length contrast in 
the language was not a prerequisite for compensatory lengthening to take place. 
Rather, Hayes's (1989) assumption is likely the right one, that a syllable weight 
distinction in the language in question is necessary and, crucially, sufficient for 
coo�pensatory .lengthening to take place. Gess (1998: 364) points out that from an 
optimality-theoretic perspective this would be a rather unsurprising consequence 
of the general principle of minimal violation, in this case of faithfulness to the 
input. While a given constraint ranking may allo\v for the erosion of segmental 
feahues, it n1ay still protect prosodic structure. 

4 Assessment and recent directions 

§2 outlined various approaches to compensatory lengthening: a phonetic con
servation approach, a phonological conservation approach, a non-conservation 
approach, and a listener-based approach. We saw that the non-conservation 
approach, proposed only in the context of eve co1npensatory lengthening, is 
basically untenable, both becau.se it fails to a.ccount for any other type of com
pensatory lengthening and because there are instances of eve compensatory length
ening that appear not to be decomposable into the stages suggested by de Chene 
and Anderson (1979). This leaves us \vith two conservation approaches, both sug
gestive of a speaker-based process, and a listener-based approach. 

1/Ve have noted problems '"ith each of these approaches, \vhich I "'ill S•unmarize 
briefly here. We have observed that the phonetic conservation approach proposed 
in Timberlake (1983) is most relevant to those instances of compensatory length
ening that are gradient in nature and that 1nay be characterized as changes in 
progress. This approach seems ill suited for dealing with synchronic cases of 
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compensatory lengthening that involve complete loss of the trigger. vVithout some 
refine1nent, the approach also has difficulty with eve cases of compensatory length
ening given the asswnption implicit in its formalis1n that moras associated \Vith 
consonants are of equal duration to those associated with vo,vels. 

VVith respect to synchrony/diachrony dichotomy, the phonological conser
vation approach suffers the opposite problem from the phonetic conservation 
approach. That is, while it can account for most, if not all, cases of synchronic 
compensatory lengthening, it is not ideally suited to account for con1pensa tory 
lengthening as a gradual diachronic process or as a process that involves a 
trigger that is only reduced and not entirely lost. Other criticisms of the phono
logical conservation approach relate to formalisms (e.g. motivation for parasitic 
delinking in a rule-based approach and required n1echanis1ns for dealing with 
opacity in an OT approach) and empirical weakness (its inability to account for 
con1pensatory lengthening involving non-n1oraic segn1ents). 

The listener-based approach is explicitly an historical approach. That is, it aims 
to account only for the diachronic development of compensatory lengthening and 
does not attempt to model synchronic instantiations of the process. For synchronic 
cases, it is co1npatible with (but also limited by) the formalisn1s required by the 
phonological conservation approach so long as the process involves a trigger that 
is synchronically recoverable (see Kavitskaya 2002: ch. 5). The principa l problen1 
with the listener-based approach is its inability to account for cases that do not 
lend themselves to re-analysis via misperception. One such case is the synchronic 
process in Skolt Saarni, which involves a prevocalic VC complex as the target, 
with lengthening affecting the co1nplex as a whole, and with VC ratios precisely 
maintained. Also problematic for the listener-based approach is left-to-right CVCV 
compensatory lengthening (10), which is "'hy it is so important for Kavitskaya 
to dismiss such cases as instances of non-compensatory, rhythmic lengthening. 
Further research is necessary to shed light on this particular issue. 

The listener-based approach '"ill also have difficulty accounting for left-to-right 
compensatory Jengtl1ening processes in '"hicl1 both target and trigger are con
sonants (2A). Note that this difficulty will obtain for an Evolutionary Phonology 
inspired approach \vhether one labels the process as compensatory lengthening 
or as total assimilation since the second consonant in such sequences \Vill normally 
be perceptually stronger. Further challenges for the listener-based approach come 
from the compensatory lengthening of consonants triggered by either a follow
ing vo,vel (2C) or a preceding one (20). \<\Thether the approach can be developed 
sufficiently to meet these challenges will be interesting to see. 

It may be '"orth'�'hile for future work to explore the compatibility of the 
different approaches to con1pensatory lengthening. Note, for exan1ple, that a phon
etical ly based speaker-odented analysis neither denies a role for the listener, nor 
necessarily discounts phonological (e.g. moraic) structure. Timberlake (1983), for 
example, makes clear reference to the mora as the "full duration" of a vo"'el. Hock 
(1986: 432), \vho does not cite Timberlake (1983), also points out that "at least some 
traditional historical linguists have offered a phonetic explanation of CL in terms 
of the concept 'ro.o.ra'." Note that mora-based phonological approaches do not 
necessarily deny a gradual, phonetic aspect either, at least those prior to auto
segmentalist accounts. Minkova (1982) provides a clear phonological account of 
compensatory lengthening in Middle English, based on syllables and rhythmic 
w1its (1netrical feet) "described [ . . .  ] with reference to their phonological/moric 
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composition" (1982: 48), but is careful to "complete the picture by adding some 
considerations of purely phonetic nature'' (1982: 50). Minkova also touts as 
an advantage of her revised environn1ent for 1V1iddle English Open Syllable 
lengthening the fact that "it is the only "'ay in which the shift fron1 allophonic 
to phonemic length of the stressed vo\vel can be accounted for" (1982: 51). 

Hock (1986: 434) cites the "striking extent" to "'hich historical evidence coincides 
with "fine-phonetic" experimental data. Indeed, Hock goes even further (1986: 445), 
citing the apparent fact "that CL n1ay set in before the complete loss of a segn1ent, 
simply as the result of TC [temporary con1pensation] for the reduction of the 
segment" (emphasis in the original). An important consequence of this is that: 

the situation just described requires an important modification of the notion 
"mora": Rather than referring to a temporal unit measureable in terms of segment 
length, it must - at least for CL - be permitted to refer to time spans which are 
fractions of ordinary segment length. (Hock 1986: 445) 

This viev.r of the "mora" is entirely in keeping \Vith an analysis along the lines 
of the one proposed in Timberlake (1983). It is also in keeping \Vith the spirit 
of Li.ndblom's (2006) view of phonological structLlfe as non-autonon1ous and 
emergent from phonetic substance, at least if \ve assume both that the mora is an 
abstract temporal unit and that reference is permitted to time spans that may be 
fractions thereof. 

A rejection of the phonetics/phonology split 'vith respect to the mora may be 
the only way to achieve real explana tory adequacy \vith respect to co1npensatory 
lengthening. It  alknvs us to explain the gradual nature of compensatory lengthen
ing - a clearly phonetic aspect of the process. On the phonological side, it also 
accounts for the fact that CVC compensatory lengthening tends to occur mostly 
in languages \vith moraic consonants and for the fact that the process in general 
functions to preserve moraic structure. In conceptual terms, it is the phonolo
gical status of the mora, as an abstra.ct unit of \veight functioning in the grammar, 
that provides the motivation for preserving it \Vhen an associated segment is sub
ject to gradual reduction and eventual elimination. On the other hand, it is the 
physical timing associated with moraic elements that guides the actual articula
tory implementation of reduction with conconutant con1pensatory lengthening, 
a process tl1at is gradual (and variable) in nature. Since all segments have phys
ical timing associated '''ith them, the only (unsurprising) assumption '''e have 
to nlake is that preservation of timing associated "'ith weight-bearing units is 
generally privileged over the preservation of timing associated with u1uts that do 
not bear weight. 

Recent \vorl.< by Topintzi (2006) and Beltzung (2008) dero.onstrates the continu
ing relevance of compensatory lengthening for phonological theorizing. It has 
directly tackled the problems that compensatory lengthening poses for OT and 
1nanages to maintain the basic tenets of the fra1ne\11ork. Both pieces of work must 
be categorized as phonological conservation approaches, both seek to expand the 
ernpiricaJ. coverage of previous approaches (no tably to account for non-n1oraic 
consonant triggers of compensatory vowel lengthening), and, interestingly, both 
demonstrate the need for formal appeal to the preservation of segment positions 
in addition to moras. Both appear compatible, therefore, 'vith a rejection of 
the phonetics/phonology split as described above (whether or not the authors 
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themselves agree with such a rejection). Both also appear compatible \Vith a 
potential con1plementary, phonetically based OT approach that 1night focus 
on the functional n1otivation for and phonetic implen1entation of non-categorical 
reduction '"ith conconlitant lengthening, as it has for assimilation (Jun 1995) and 
lenition (Kirchner 1998, 2004; Gess 2003, 2004, 2009) (again, 1vhether or not the 
authors themselves agree '"ith such a move, '''hich is not part of the OT 
orthodo>..'Y)· It seems safe to conclude that compensatory lengthening '"ill con
tinue to be a topic of some interest in the phonological community. 
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65 Consonant Mutation 

}ANET GRIJZENHOUT 

1 Introduction 

The phenon1enon of "consonant mutation'' occurs in a wide array of unrelated 
languages and comprises changes that are also kno,-vn as "consonant "'eakening" 
(or lenition), "consonant strengthening" (or fortition), and "nasalization." In this 
chapter, "consonant mutation" \vill be defined as a change in one phonetic 
property of a consonant that affects its degree of sonority and that does not depend 
on the position of the consonant '"ithin a prosodic domain (i.e. neutralization 
and enhancement phenomena are excluded), nor on the position immediately 
adjacent to a segment with which it forms a natural class (i.e. progressive and 
regressive voicing and place assimilations are not regarded as instances of 
"consonant mutations"). More specifically, the term "consonant mutation" refers 
to a class of processes by which a consonant turns into a segment with a different 
degree of voicing, contint.iancy, or nasality that is not due to neutralization or 
assimilation to a neighboring segment of the same natural class.1 

Some types of consonant mutation can be described as alternations that take 
place in a particular phonological environment; for instance, an oral stop may 
turn into a fricative behveen a sonorant consonant and a vowel. Other types of 
consonant mt.itation take place in a certain morphological or lexical context; for 
example, stem-initial oral stops are realized as continuants under certain morpho
syntactic conditions, \vhile continuants are deleted or realized as a laryngeal sound 
under the same conditions in Modern Irish (e.g. Ni Chiosain 1991; CHA1'TER 117: 
CELTIC MUTATIONS). The interesting aspect of consonant mutation in general is 
a diachronic one: what starts Ot.lt as a purely phonologica.l alternation induced 
by neighboring segments may gradually turn into a morphological alternation 
for \vhich the phonological context is no longer transparent (CHAPTER 93: sou No 
CHANGE). In the course of this chapter, \ve will encounter various exan1ples of 
sucl1 developments. 

1 Note that changes in \•oicing, continuancy, or nasality make a consonant either n1ore or less sonorant. 
Consonant mutation processes tht1S have in t"Om.m(>n that they alter a <:Onsonant's degree of sonority. 
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Typically, mutations are "scalar." In the languages of the '''orld, \Ve find con
sonant mutations '"here a consonant's degree of stricture decreases (e.g. in Archaic 
Irish and Finnish an underlying geminate stop is realized as a singleton stop, 
,.vhile an underlying singleton stop is realized as a continuant sound) or 
increases. Another example of a scalar mutation is one in which a consonant's 
degree of laryngeal specificity and/or nasality increases (e.g. in Old Irish, an 
aspirated voiceless stop is realized as an unaspirated one in the same context in 
which an unaspirated oral stop is realized as a prenasalized stop). 

This chapter first discusses possible consonant alternations in more detail (§2). 
As examples of languages that have relatively n1any types of consonant mutations 
(i.e. spirantization, gemination, nasalization, and/or prenasalization), we discuss 
Southern Paiute (§3) and Fula (§4). Batto-Finnie, Sarni, and some Australian lan
guages show scalar 1nutations (§5). §6 points out the 1nerits and drawbacks of son1e 
theoretical accounts of consonant mutation that exist in phonological literature. 
§7 summarizes the discussion. 

2 Consonant alternations within prosodic and 
morphological domains 

Consonants are highly adaptable elen1ents that may change their properties for 
a variety of reasons. This section \Vil) focus on some phonological and morpho
logical environments that may trigger a change in one phonetic property of a 
consonant. We start \Vith consonant alternations that are characterized by the fact 
that a phonological opposition is neutralized in a certain prosodic environment, 
viz. final devoicing and debuccalization. We \viii also briefly consider consonant 
alternations that occur at the left edge of a prosodic domain. Next, five con
sonant alternations that are not triggered n1erely by a prosodic environn1ent (i.e. 
that are independent of the position '"'ithin a prosodic domain) and that fall under 
the rubric of "consonant mutation" are introduced: (a) stopping (Soninke), (b) obstru
ent voicing (Burmese), (c) spirantization or fricativization (Djapu; the first 
stage of Gri.Jnn1's Law), (d) devoicillg (the second stage of Grimm's La\v), and 
(e) deaspiration (the third s tage of Grin1m's La\v). Other types of consonant 
mu tation that are frequently encountered in languages - both diachronically and 
synchronically - are gemination, degemination, and (pre)nasalization. The latter 
phenomena will be discussed in later sections. 

Jvlany consonant alternations are characterized by the fact that a phonological 
opposition is neutralized in a certain prosodic environn1ei1t. In a variety of unrelated 
languages, e.g. Catalan, Czech, Dutch, German, Ojib\va, Polish, Russian, Turkish, 
and Wolof, \Ve find that the opposition between voiced and voiceless obstruents 
is neutralized ill one particular environment only, viz. at the end of a prosodic 
domai.J1 (usually the syllable; see Brockhaus 1995 and CHAPTER 69: FINAL DEVOICING 
AND FINAL LARYNGEAL NEUTRALIZATION). In other languages, place of articu
lation contrasts are neutralized at the end of a prosodic domain - uStlaUy the 
syllable coda - and this phenomenon is known as "debuccalization" (CHAPTER so: 
MERCERS AND NEUTRALIZATION). In some generative frame\¥Orks, alternations 
at the end of a prosodic don1ain are described as processes '"'here consonants 
"lose" their underlying marked specification for laryngeal features or place of 
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articulation features.2 Conversely, in other positions of the \Vord, consonants may 
become reinforced phonetically, e.g. by initial aspiration (which is seen as a 
forn1 of enhance1nent, for instance, by Keyser and Stevens 2006: 42ff.). Consonant 
alternations that involve neutralization of an opposition in a particular prosodic 
context (e.g. the contrast between voiced and voiceless obstruents in Dutch and 
German is neutralized at the end of a prosodic domain), or that involve adding 
a feature to enhance an opposition in a particular prosodic domain (e.g. the con
trast between voiced and voiceless stops is enhanced by adding aspiration for the 
voiceless plosives at the left word edge in English) do not fall under the category 
of "consonant mutations" as understood here. 

In the examples in (1), stem-final consonants optionally change their laryngeal 
properties to become more similar to the neighboring consonants within a 
phonological phrase (e.g. Berendsen 1983 for Dutch) and in (2) the consonant /n/ 
changes its place of articulation to the san1e place of articulation as the follo,.ving 
obstruent (CHAPTER 81: LOCAL ASSt:MJLATJON). 

(1) Regressive la.ryngeal a.ssim.ilntion. in. obstruents 
a. Dutch 

zeep + doos -) zee(bd)oos soap + box 'soap-box' 

kas + boek -) ka[zb]oek cash + book 'cash-book' 
zak + doek -) za[gd)oek pocket + cloth 'handkerchief' 

b. Hungarian 
zseb + ken.do -) zse[pk]endo pocket + cloth 'handkerchief' 

(2) Regressive place assimilation of n- (marker of noun classes 9 and 10) in Kisuk111na 
(data from Batibo 2000: 169) 

n + buli -) mbuli 'goat' 
n + dama -) ndama 'calf' 
n + guzu -) l)guzu 'strength, energy' 

Cases where consonants change a laryngeal or place feature under the influence 
of an adjacent consonant '"' ithin a certain prosodic domain are n1ost commonly 
referred to as "assimilations" rather than "mutations," and these processes are 
relatively easy to describe in theoretical fran1e\vorks, e.g. in autosegmental theory 
as spread ing of laryngeal or place features or in Optimality Theory (OT) as phe
nomena that are the result of ranking AGREE[feature) and *[afeature] constraints 
higher than the corresponding loENT[feature] constraint (e.g. Lombardi 1996). The 
reason for assimilation is not to increase or decrease the degree of sonority of 
a segment, but rather to becon1e "1nore si.Jnilar" \vith respect to laryngeal or place 
properties to an io:unediately adja.cent obstruent (in the Dutcl1 or Hungarian 
examples) or a stop (in Kisukuma). 

2 Note tl1at the assun1ption about laryngeal r1eutralization being a case of "\veakening" in tl1e sense 
that the consonant "loses" an l1nder)ying fe.a.tLLre is highly controversial, as can be. seen, for example_, 
by the German terminology A11slt111ltier/1lirtrmg ("final hardening") for syllable-final devoicing. Foley 
(1970), for instance, claims that a change from voiced to voiceless obstruent should be considered a 
case of strengthenjng ("fortition") rather than weakening ("lenition"). For further discussion on the 
issue of what exactly constitutes strengthening or weakening, l refer to CHAPTER 66: LBNITION. 
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The set of data belo\11 illustrates a process whereby the oral stricture of initial 
consonants of nouns increases, i.e. voiceless fricatives or voiced continuants are 
realized as oral stops (3a), /1 I (3b ), or nasal stops (3c) after nasal seginents:3 

(3) Consonant alternations after nasals in Soninke 
a. fare 'donkey' n pare 'my donkey' 

Sl 'horse' n ifi 'n1y horse' 
xore 'charcoal' n gore 'my charcoal' 

b. raqqe 'mouth' n laqqe '111.y m.outh' 
c. 'vulle 'dog' n 1Julle 'my dog' 

iaaxe 'eye' n Jlaaxe 'my eye' 

In the exan1ples in (3), all continuant consonants are affected and the trigger of the 
change is aJ"rays the same, i.e. a nasal element. Intuitively, \11e may formulate 
the consonant alternation as a process that increases a consonant's oral stricture 
after a nasal stop or nasalized vo,vel. Nevertheless, it is not easy to describe this 
process as one in 'vhich a single feature of the stem-initial consonant changes 
under the influence of a preceding nasal vowel or stop.'1 Furthern1ore, some nouns 
(especially names) "resist" change and do not participate in the consonant 
alternation process. Moreover, under some morphological conditions, the nasal 
trigger is absent, but the change takes place nonetheless, for instance in some 
in1perative forn1s, e.g. /pagu/ 'fill up!' and /ifi/ 'shave!' (cf. /si/ 'to shave'). 
According to Kendall and Bird (1982), the language is thus in a transitional stage 
in \11hich the phonologically triggered process of consonant change has developed 
into a process that is no longer purely phonological; there are exceptions as '''ell 
as overapplications, i.e. cases 'vhere the consonantal change takes place without 
an overt phonological trigger. 

VVe next consider another type of consonant alternation \Vhere the phono
logical context deternunes the shape of a consonant: in Burmese, voiceless stops 
are voiced in intervocalic position (4a), (4b) or following a nasal (4c). 

(4) Inte1·sonorant stop gradation in Bunnese (data from Campbell 1995: 98-102) 

a.  e,va + pa � 9waba 'please go' 
b. 9\va + tJ + [u. � 9wad.)lu 'the man \VhO is going' 
c. katll) + kaul) � kau1Jgau1J 'to be good' 

3 Soninke is a 11.1ende language spoken in West Africa. All S<minke data presented in this chapter 
are from Kendall and Bird (1982). The nasals in (3a) assimilate in place of articulation to the following 
segn1ent. Kendall and Bird (1982: 1, 3) state t11at t11e san1e conso11ant alternatio11 occurs both after nasal 
consonants and after nasafuecl vowels, e.g. /r/ in /ri/ 'to come' is realized as /I/ after a nasalized 
vowel in /ni!V 'I came'. 
' In SPE (Chomsky and Halle 1968), we could formulate a rewrite rule [+continuant] "' [-continu
ant] I l+nasalJ _, witl1 some additional rules to account for tl1e fact t11at \'Oiced continuants turn into 
a lateral or nasal stop. In autosegrnental phonology, there is no single feature that nasal consonants 
a11d VO\\rels lla\re in con1mon tl1at co11ld spread unto tl1e follo\ving consonant. In OT, it is possible to 
formulate a constraint that bans continuant consonants after a nasal consonant or vO\\fe) (e.g. 
"(+nas](+cont, -voe]), b11t tlUs constraint \\rould be an ad hoc one and lea\1es open tJ1e possibiJit),. of 
other ad hoc <'Onstraints such as *[+stridJl-cont] or *[+nasJLJab], etc. 
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In the Australian language Djapu, stops are only realized as such in lexical "'Ords 
after obstruents and nasal stops. Thus the dative suffix /-ku/ appears as such in 
[buurutLku] '1nosquito'; \Vhen preceded by a vo\vel or a liquid, ho\vever, the labial 
and velar stops become a labial-velar glide (e.g. (l)aj1nil-\vu) 'Ngaymil clan') and 
the dental stop becomes a palatal glide (Morphy 1983). 

Cases \vhere consonants change in an intersonorant environment are most 
often referred to as "gradations" or "mutations." When glides beco1ne fricatives, 
when underlying continuants becomes non-continuant segments (as in Soninke), 
or \vhen singleton stops are geminated, the mutation is often referred to as 
"consonant hardening" or "fortition." If the mutated consonant increases its degree 
of sonority, this type of mutation is often referred to as "consonant "'eakening" 
or "lenition." The environment for gradation in Soninke can be characterized 
as "after a nasal"; gradation in Burmese is "in intervocalic position or between 
a nasal stop and a vowel," '"hereas the environment for gradation in Djapu is 
"in intervocalic position or bet"'een a liquid and a vowel." CHAPTER 66: LENITJON 

provides more examples of intervocalic voicing and spirantization. 
The interesting problem that consonant mutations pose for phonological 

theory is that they change the degree of sonority of a segn1ent (CHAPTER 49: 

SONORITY) and that they are not easily accounted for by 1neans of auto
segm.ental processes such as spreading, inserting, or deleting a phonological 
feature or class of features '''ithin a natural phonological context (CHAPTER 14: 

AUTOSECMENTS). Neither is it easy to account for them by means of well
formedness constraints that correctly predict surface forms in non-mutation 
contexts and the corresponding alternating forms in 1nutation contexts. Consider 
i.n this respect tha.t a possible constraint that penalizes intersonorant voice
less stops could be *[+son][-son, -voice][+son] (i.e. no voiceless obstruent in 
behveen t\VO sonorants). This constraint \vould be violated in a potential out
put [0wapa]. If the markedness constraint i.n question is ranked higher than 
the faithfulness constraint IDENT[voice] - "'him, presun1ably "'ould be the case 
in Burn1ese - the outpt.1t (Elwaba] would win. Now consider the fact that the 
\Vinning candidate in Burmese \VOuld be a form that is disallo,ved in Spanish 
(see e.g. Harris 1969). Whereas Spanish allo,vs intervocalic voiceless stops -
suggesting that •[+son][-son, -voice][+son] is low-ranked - it does not have 
output forn1s with intervocalic voiced stops (resen1bling the \vinni.ng candidates 
for Bu.rolese). In an optimality-theoreticaJ. framework, 've could again propose 
a constraint, e.g. *[+son][-son, -cont, +voice][+son] (i.e. no voiced stop benveen 
t\vo sonorants), \vhich would have to be ranked higher than a faithfulness 
constraint, e.g. IDENT[-son, -cont] to generate the correct output for Spanish. 

Apart from the fact Iha t there is an ad hoc flavor to the OT accounts suggested 
in1mediately above, a further complicating factor is the fact that some languages 
exhibit both consonant alternations in their grammars. In Northern Corsican, 
for example, voiceless stops become voiced \vhere voiced stops spirantize. 
Moreover, \Ve find exactly the same consonant alternations in contexts that 
cannot be described in a straightfon.vard '"ay as being "inter-sonorant." Rather, 
as will be sho,vn in subsequent sections, the sa.me consonant alternations as 
described here appear in different morphological contexts or are lexicalized in 
various unrelated languages. 

The cases presented so far all reflect synchronic processes. The interest in con
sonant n1utations, ho\vever, first arose with respect to d iachronic changes such 
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as the first consonant shift in West Germanic (also kno,vn as Grimm's La"') and 
early Celtic consonant mutations (Pedersen 1897; Thurneysen 1898).5 

Grimm's La\v is often formulated as follows: the Indo-European stops /p t k 
k" I spirantized and becan1e fricatives, the unaspirated stops lb d g g" I became 
voiceless aspirated stops, and so-called "breathy voiced" stops lbh dh gh g"h I 'vere 
replaced by voiced unaspirated stops (CHAPTER 73: CHAIN SHIFTS). Iverson and 
Salmons's (1995) account of the first shift in Grimn1's La'v runs as follows. The 
voiceless aspirated stops became voiceless fricatives when aspiration •vas audible 
(i.e. only when the stop was released, so that stops follo\ving Is/, gerninates 
and stop-stop clusters did not undergo the shift). The unaspirated stops - in 
'vhich voicing '''as optional - had a "stronger and longer" closure phase, \vhich 
made them unlikely candidates for fricativization. Thus, the outcome of the 
first shift in Gri.Jnn1's La'" is a systen1 i.J1 •vhich we find fricatives (specified for 
[stiff vocal folds]), unaspirated stops (unspecified for laryngeal features), and 
voiced aspirated stops (specified for [slack vocal folds, spread glottis]). The 
second stage of Grimm's La'v is the process '''hereby the contrast bet"1een stops 
unmarked for laryngeal features (lb d g g"/) and stops marked as "slack with 
aspiration" (lb" d" g" g""I) is i.J1creased by introduci.J1g [stiff vocal folds] (which 
is available already m the fricative series) for the unmarked stops. In the system 
'vhere (stiff vocal folds] stops contrast with [slack vocal folds] ones, there is no 
need to maintam the aspiration contrast and hence the feature (spread glottis] 
for breathy voiced stops gradually loses its place i.J1 the stop system. The three 
subsequent mutations may thus be characterized as follo"'s: (a) fricativization 
of voiceless stops (Ip t k k" I --+ If 6 x x" I), (b) fortition or devoicmg of lax 
stops (/b d g g"/ --+ /p t k k" I), and (c) dea.spiration of aspira.ted lax stops 
(lb" d" g" g"" I --+ lb d g g" /). 

This section has introduced five consonant alternations that affect the degree of 
sonority and that fall under the rubric of "n1utations": stoppmg, obstruent voicmg, 
spirantization or fricativization, devoicmg, and deaspiration. Other mutations that 
are frequently ei1cot.u1tered in languages - both diachronically and synchronically 
- are gemination, degemination, and (pre)nasalization. In the follo•ving sections 
'"e \vill discuss mformative examples of synchronic consonant mutations. vVe 
start "'ith Southern Paiute, a language that exhibits spirantization, gernination, 
and nasalization. 

3 Southern Paiute consonant mutations 

Sapir (1930) describes the Shoshonean dialect Kaibab Paiute, as it \vas spoken 
in southwestern Utah and north'"estern Arizona during the 1910s. Jn this dialect, 
consonants can appear in one form \vhen m suffix-initial position after a con
sonant or m vvord-illitial position, and m various alternati.J1g forms "'hen - by 
the process of derivation or compounding - they are immediately preceded 
by a vo\vel. The particular process that a suffix w1dergoes is dependent on 
the lexical ite.m it is attached to and is not phonologically predictable in any 
obvious way. 

5 For a discussion on the llistor)' and present-day exponents of Celtic consonant mLttations tl1e reader 
is referred. to CHAPTER 117: CELTIC i\fUIATIONS. 
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(5) Southern Paiute con.son.ant mutations (Sapir 1930: 62)6 

underlying spirantized gemin.ated nasalized 
p � p: mp 
t J t: nt 
k ¥ k: I)k 
kw ¥w k \�': .l)kw 

ts/if ts/if ts:/if: nts/nif 
s/f s: If: 
m "' I) m: m: 
n n: n: 

Under spirantization, oral stops change into voiced continuants, affricates do 
not change, and the labial nasal becon1es a "back palatal" labialized nasal con
sonant (represented as /1Jw I by Sapir). Harms (1966) attempts to describe Paiute 
spirantization as a regular phonological rule ([+consonantal, -vocalic, -strident] 
-? [+continuant, +voice] I [-consonantal, +vocalic, +voice] _), but such a rule 
only accow1ts for part of the alternation, and leaves the change fron1 labial nasal 
to dorsal labialized nasal w1explained. Before 've turn to another analysis of 
Southern Paiute consonant mutations, we first introduce some examples. 

To illustrate the effect of mutation, Sapir (1930: 63, 67) mentions the verbalizing 
suffix /-ka/ and the agentive suffix /-pi/, with their respective mutated initial 
consonants following adjectival (6a)-(6c) and nominal sten1s (6d)-(6e): 

(6) Con.son.ant 111.utations affecting n1orpheme-initial /k/ and /pl in Southern Paiute 
a. aIJka + -ka -? a1Jka·11a 'to be red ' spirantization 
b. ki_1ifa + -ka -? ki_1ifak:a 'to be gray' gern.ination. 
c. pai + -ka -? pail)ka 'to be smooth' prenasalization 
d. lL) + -pl -? . 

'carrier' spira.ntization n:>Vl 
e. tal)a + -pl -? t31)ampi 'kicker' prenasalization 

Note that the stem /a1Jka/ 'red' triggers spirantization in a follo,ving suffix (6a), 
but is folknved by a geminated consonant in compounds (7): 

(7) Consonant 11111/ntions affechng stem-initial /k/ a.nd /pl in Southern Paiu.te 
compounds 
al)ka 
al)ka 

+ kani 
+ paji 

al)kak:aaj 
mJkap:aji 

red + house 
red + fish 

'red house' 
'trout' 

As a possible explanation for the difference in the choice of consonant mutation 
ben•reen derivation and compounding in son1e now1s, Sapir (1930: 70) suggests that 
"the tendency to use genlinated consonants in composition is probably due to the 
greater phonetic similarity thus brought about beh•'een a sitnplex and its compound." 

6 The consonants and the consonant alternations mentioned by Sapir (1930) are represented here by 
means of the corresponding IPA symbols. According to Sapir, spirantized consonants following voiced 
V0\\1e)s are voiced, a11d those follo\vi11g voiceless V0\\1els are voiceless. 1 present the voiced allopho11es 
only. The glides /w I and /j/ and the nasal /I)/ do not occur in initial positioJ>s and are hence 1\ot 
affected by mutations. The glottal stop does not undergo mutations. The three blanks in (5) indicate 
that [s/ n and Jnl do not have a spirantized counterpart and that Ls/ fl lacks a nasalized form. 
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McLaughlin (1984: 70-71) notes that prefixes are followed by one fixed mutation, 
i.e. all prefixes affect the initial consonant of a following sten1, and Southern 
Paiute distinguishes "spirantizi.ng," "geniinating," and ".nasalizing" prefixes. In 
con1pounds, noun stems may trigger one of tluee mutations, but in most cases 
nouns in compounds trigger gemination only. In verbal compounds, the verb of 
the second member has its initial consonant geminated in the majority of cases. 
To lv!cLaughlin, these facts suggest that prefixes sho"' the strongest reflection 
of an earlier stage in the language, viz. one in \Vhich a prefix-final phonen1e 
triggered a change in the following consonant. The phoneme in question is lost, 
but the mutation that it triggered is still in effect. Nouns also sho•v this effect, 
but are in a transient stage; nominal stems are cautiously on their '''ay to induce 
one particular mutation only, i.e. gemination. Verbs have developed even further 
and generally geminate a following consonant. 

To account for Southern Paiute consonant 1nutations, McLaughlin (1984) pro
poses that aJI prefixes, most nOUJ1 stems, some adjectival stems, and a fe"' verb 
stems end either in (a) a vo,vel, (b) an unspecified stop C, or (c) an unspecified 
nasal N.1 The last two are reflexes of final stops and nasals that used to be 
present in earlier stages of the language. If a stein is preceded by a prefix or another 
sten1 ending in a vo"'el, its first consonant will undergo a rule of spirantization. 
A suffix or stem following an unspecified stop or nasal, however, "'ill undergo 
a place assimilation rule (e.g. /tal)ilN + pi/ � [taIJampi]). Finally, stems following 
an unspecified stop will also be subject to a lengthening rule, so that the result 
will be a genlinate consonant. Another rule may subsequently degeminate the 
stop in question \Vhen it follows an unstressed VO\\'el. 

McLaughli.n's analysis of spirantization thus involves a regular spirantization 

rule, which turns stops into voiced spirants in inter-sonorant position. The 
analysis of gemi.nation and nasalization, on the other hand, depends on "ghost" 
elements, i.e. a final stop or nasal that never surfaces, but has a ge1ninating or 
nasalizing effect if another consonant follows in the next morphen1e (i.e. a suffix 
in the case of derivation and a stem in the case of compounding). These pro
cesses are thus lexical in the sense that in the lexicon, the morphemes in question 
(prefixes, n1ost noun steins, and some adjectival sterns) end either in a vov•el or 
in an unspecified stop or nasal. The 1nutation triggered by verb stems is becom
ing n1ore and n1ore 1norphologized; i.e. morphological leveling is producing ever 
larger numbers of gem.inating verb stems. 

Since oral stops become continuants under spirantization, "'e would perhaps 
expect the labial nasal stop to turn into a labial approximant [ w] (CHAPTER 28: 
THE REl'RESENTATION OP FRlCATIVES), as is the case in Celtic (see CHAPTER 117: 
CELTIC MUTATIONS). The question arises why this is not the case. With respect to 
the quirky character of spirantized /m/, McCarthy and Prince (1995: 349ff.) 
make the follo'"ing suggestion. They first observe that the segments [w] and 
[l)w] are in complementary distribution: the former is found word initially and 
the latter occurs post-vocalically.8 This distribution follo'�'S from the following 

7 For similar proposals to account for Celtic consonant mutation, see CltAPIF.R 111: cm.nc MUTATIONS. t1 The only exception is the context of reduplication, where ""'"" surfaces bet\\'een \'OvJe]s due to an 
ider1tity cor1straint tllat says tJ,at a base and a reduplicated fornl cannot l1ave different values for 
the feature [nasal). The fact that [r() is not allowed to occur in word-initial positions ('llJw) rules 
out a candidate like hypothetical '(l)w•-1) .. axipija). In '(wa-l)waxipija] the constraint ToF.>11·-BR(nasal] 
is violated and the candidate [wa-"W·axipija] is the ,,,rinner e\ren though it has a uw" after a \'O\•vel 
(i.e. the constraints mentioned in this footnote are ranked as follows: '[IJ .. , loeNr-BR[na5'llj >> 'VwV). 
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ranking of constraints: *V\vV >> *1)'" >> *\v. Even though this ranking accounts 
for the fact that 've are more likely to find [!)"'] rather than [\v] in intervocalic 
position, it is not immediately clear \vhy /1n/ alternates with (I)'"] in the first 
place, i.e. why Im/ surfaces as a nasal \•vith a "back palatal" place of articulation 
i.n a spi.rantization context. If spi.rantization means that oral or nasal stops are 
realized as continuants, and if there is an operation or constraint (*V\vV) that 
prevents the nasal /m/ from being realized as the corresponding continuant ['"], 
it is still not evident that /m/ lmdergoes a transformation \I/hereby it turns into 
a labialized dorsal nasal stop. I \vill leave this issue for fLuther research. 

4 Fula consonant mutation 

Fula (also known as Fulani, Fulbe, Fulfulde, Pular, Pulaar, and Peul) is spoken 
i.n West Africa; the majority of the speakers live in N'igeria (Campbell 1995: 178). 
In all dialects of Fula, initial consonants of verbal radicals and nominal, numeral 
and verbo-nominal stems can have different forn1s. In contrast to Southern Paiute 
- vvhere stem-initial consonants change their form depending on the mutating 
requiren1ents of the preceding prefix or stem - one cannot argue that in Fula a 
segm.ent has a different surface form depending on a preceding vowel or a mor
pheme specified for a mutating feature. Arnott (1970) shows that in the Combe 
dialect of Fula, stem-initial consonants surface as homorganic stops, continuants 
or prenasals, depending on the adjective or noun class. 

(8) Fu/a consonant 111 utations (based on Arnott 1970: 42-43)9 

stop 
p 
b 
d 
flQ 
J 
k 
g 

spiran.t 
f 

\I/ 
r 
s 
. 
J 
h 

j/w11 

prenasal 
p 

n1b 
nd 
f 
Jl) 
k 

I)g 

Accordi.ng to Arnott (1970), adjectives and nouns are marked as belonging to 
one of 25 possible classes. Oass membership is indicated by a suffix12 and a 
particular n1anner of articulation of the initial consonant of the stem: 11 classes 
are marked by a sten1-initial voiceless or voiced stop, six classes are 1narked by 

• The consonant alternations mentioned by Amott are represented here by means of the corresponding 
IPA symbols. Note that the gloHalized consonants /6 d !ff, the nasals /m n JI •J/, and the coronal 
consonants /t c I/ are "in\•ariable" and do not alternate. 
10 Note that this sound is a fricative, bltt in the n1utation systeLn jt hu1ctions as a stop. In n1ost analyses 
of Fula consonant mutations that can be found in the literature, this sound is uSl1ally transcribed as 
the palatal stop Jc/, but this does not tally with Arnott's (1970) description of this sou.nd . 
11 The palatal glide is found before the front vowels /i e/ and the labial-velar one before the back 
VO\\re}s /u o a/. 
" Suffixes belong to certain grades, indicated as grades A, B, C, or D in Arnott (1970). ln the phrase 
/gude daneeje/ 'white cloths', both the noun and the adjective belong to class 24 (i.e. one of the classes 
that are marked by an initial stop), but the noun /gude/ 'cloths' has a grade A suffix /-e/ and the 
adjective /daneeje/ 'white' has a grade B suffix /-je/. 
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an initial spirant and eight are marked by an initial voiceless oral stop or a pre
nasalized stop. The marker of noun class 1 (singular nouns referring to persons), 
for instance, is a suffix ending in the vo\vel /o/ and a stem-initial stop. The 1narker 
of noun class 2 (plural nouns referring to persons) is a spirant-initiaJ stem con
sonant and the suffix /-6e/. The marker of class 7 is a suffix ending in the vovvel 
/a/ and a stem-initial oral voiceless stop or prenasalized stop for consonants that 
alternate with a voiced stop in class 1: 

(9) Stem-initial consonant alternations in F11la nouns (data fron1 Arnott 1970: 98-99) 

class 1 class 2 class 7 
pull-o ful-6e pul-a 'F'ttla' 
beer-o \Veer-6e mbeer-a 'host' 
dim-o rirn-6e ndirn-a 'free man' 
fook-o sook-5e fook-a 'poor 1nan' 
JUUl-cfo juul-5e )1juul-l)ga 'Moslirn' 
kor-cfo hor-6e kor-ga 'female slave' 
girn-cfo jirn-6e IJgtm-l)ga 'person' 

In an autosegn1entaJ fra1nework that assun1es radical underspecification 
(CHAPTER 7: FEATURE SPECIFICATION ANO UNDERSPECIFICATION), \'\lis\valJ (1989) pro
poses that Fula voiceless continuants are underlyingly specified for [-voice], but 
not for manner of articulation. The voiceless stops are specified for [-voice] as \veil, 
and all underlying oral stops have a specification for [-continuant]. Underlying 
non-alternating nasal stops have a specification for [+sonorant] and [+nasal]. 
Wis,vaU furthermore suggests that noun class markers in Fula have floating 
features that associate to the initial consonant of the stem (CHAPTER s2: FEATURAL 
AFl'lxEs); the stop classes have a floating [-continuant] feature (which is problemat
ical for the sound If/), the prenasal classes have a floating [+nasal] feature (\vhicil 
presun1ably cannot dock onto sounds underlyingly specified as being [-voice)), 
b11t the spirant classes do not have a floating feature. After association of the float
ing features, redundancy rules (e.g. [-continuant] � [-sonorant]), and default rules 
(0 � [+continuant]) fill in the unspecified feature values. Grijzenhout (1991) points 
out son1e problems relating to the rule ordering (CHAPTER i4: RULE ORDERING) that 
Wis\vall has to asswne, especially related to the account of prenasals, which '"'ould 
involve a late counterintuitive redundancy rule [+nasal] � [-sonorant). 

For an alternative account of the data involving the theory of "charm and 
government," the reader is referred to \vork by Paradis (e.g. Paradis 1987a, 
1987b, 1992). Elzinga (1996) provides an OT account of Fula consonant mutation, 
whicl1 makes use of alignment and parsing constraints on the 1nutating features 
[continu.ant) and [nasal). He furthermore eolploys morpheole constraints, i.e. 
constraints that indicate the type of stem ("invariable," "partially variable," or 
"fully variable"). The morpheme constraints are placed in between the feature 
alignment and parsing constraints, so that invariable sten1s and suffixes are ranked 
higher in the hierarchy than the mutation constraints, partially variable sten1s and 
suffixes are ranked below soine mutation constraints and above others, and fully 
variable stems and suffixes are ranked lower than the mutation constraints. 

We now turn to cases of scalar mutations, i.e. mutations that cause a change 
fro1n one underlying consonant to another consonant, which also mutates into a 
different one. 
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5 Balto-Finnic and Sarni consonant gradation 

Most languages belonging to the Balto-Fi.nnic group (i.e. Finnish, Estonian, Voti.c, 
Ingrian, and Karelian; excluding Livonian and Yeps), as well as northern and 
eastern dialects of the dosely related Sarni group, exhibit consonant gradations. 
It is striking that a similar phenomenon, by 'vhich long stops \Vere shortened 
and short stops were turned into spirants, occurred in the history of Iwaidjan lan
guages in Australia (e.g. Evans 1998). The phonological condition that generated 
consonant gradation in languages belonging to the Batto-Finnie group was 
originally the foJlo,ving: after a vowel or sonorant consonant in a stressed syUable, 
stops in the so-called "strong grade" that appeared in the onset of a syllable that 
was closed by certain inflectional or derivational endings \Vere mutated such 
that they appeared in the corresponding ''weak grade." Under this condition, 
underlying long (or "genlinate") stops were reduced to short (or "singleton") 
stops and underlying short stops were repla.ced by voiced and fricated con
sonantal variants. Thus, in the Saito-Finnie languages, long /p:/ alternated 'vith 
short /p/ \vhile short /p/ alternated "'ith /b/ or /v/, and long /t:/ alternated 
with short /t/ while short /t/ alternated \Vi.th /d/ or /l'J/. Similarly, in the history 
of Iwaidjan languages, long intervocalic stops "'ere shortened and short inter
vocalic stops became approximants or Li.quids (e.g. /p:/ � /p/ � /"'I and 
/c:/ � /cl � /j/). 

Different varieties of Sarni and Estonian nov., have a three-,vay opposition 
bet\veen the strongest grade or quantity, the strong grade, and the weak grade, 
but the phonemes involved in the alternations are son1e\vhat different for 
each language or language variety. \Ive most often find that in contexts where 
gradation applies in these languages, (a) "overlong stops" (usually '"ritten as 
<pp tt kk>, corresponding to the sounds /p:: t:: k::/) are realized as "long stops," 
(b) "long stops" (orthographic <p t k>, corresponding to the geminates /p: t: k:/) 
are realized as "short" consonants, and (c) underlyingly "short stops" (i.e. those 
\vi.th the shortest closure duration, usually written as <b d g>, corresponding 
to unaspirated /p, t, k/) spirantize. 

Consonant gradation is more or less regular in most dialects of Sarni. In 
many Saini dialects, consonant gradation was extended to consonants that had 
not been subject to gradation in earlier stages of the language and no'" also 
affects sonorant consonants; see (lOd). Gradation applies when an affix closes an 
unstressed syllable. Moreover, gradation still occurs in genitive forms - see (lOc) 
and (10d) - even though the original inflectional ending [-n] has been lost in some 
variations of Sarni, so that the final syllable is no longer closed: 

(10) Sami consonant gradation (Gordon 1998; Campbell 2004: 322)13 

non-gradated gradated 
a. bapppa 'priest (NoM sc)' bappast (ELAT sc) 
b. loppe 'permission (NOM sc)' lobest (£LAT sc) 
c. jokka 'river (NOM sc)' joga (GEN sc) 
d. guoUe 'fish (NOl-1 SG)' guole (GEN SG) 

13 Recall that (>rthographic <b g> in examples (10b) and (10<:) correspond to short unaspirated /p k/. 
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Interestingly, in some Sarni languages, the original gradation process no'" also 
\vorks in reverse; single consonants are gerninated in open syllables: 

(11) Sa111i "reversed" consonant gradation; i.e. gemination (cf. Uralic languages 
2010) 

ge111inated 
a. tfuotte *tfuote 'hundred (NOM sc)' 
b. borra 'eats' 

gradated 
If uoile 'hundred (GEN sc) 
bora1n 'I eat' 

Thus, by "reversed gradation," the contrast behveen two related forms is enhanced: 
instead of a short stop-fricative contrast, '"e no'" have a geminate-fricative con
trast in (1 la). 

The examples below illustrate the phenomenon of consonant gradation for 
Modern Finnish (e.g. Karttunen 1970; Skousen 1972; Keyser and Kipa..rsky 1984; 
Vainikka 1988); geminate stops degerninate (12a) in the same environment in 
'"hich the singleton stops lessen their degree of stricture and become continuants 
(12b),14 assimilate to a preceding sonorant consonant with the same place features 
as the stop in question (12c), or are not realized (12d):15 

(12) Finnish consonant gradation in closed syllables 
underlying form gradation 
(non1inative) (genitive) 

a. lappu lap11n 'piece of paper' 
mat to ma ton 'rug' 
kukka kukan 'flo,.,er' 

b. ta pa tavan. 'custom' 
in a.to 111adon '\vorm' 

c. ram pa ram man 'lame' 
/in tu /in nun 'bird' 

d. poika pojnn 'boy' 
selkii seliin 'back' 

As is the case in some variations of Sarni - see (lOc), (lOd), and (lla) above - the 
originaJ genitive ending /-n./ has been lost in Estonian, but gradation still occurs 
in genitive forms: 

(13) Estonian consonant grada.Non in genitive nouns (Harms 1962) 

nominative genitive 
a. leib leiva 'bread' 

b. 11iad11 mao 'snake' 
c. /ind linn11 'bird' 
d. selg selja 'back' 

1.i Finnisl1 <v> represents an approxin1ant; <d> is a dei1tal sonorot1s elemei1l \\rhose \ralue varies from 
dialect to dialect; see e.g. Va.i.nikka (J988). Here and in what follows, 1 abstract away from dialectal 
variation. 
" Finnish <j> represents /j/; see e.g. Vainikk• (1988). 
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We again \Vitness ho\v a phonologically triggered mutation gradually changes into 
a morphologically triggered n1utation. The original consonantal morphological 
ending caused the syllable in question to become closed and thus provided the 
phonological envirorunent for gradation to take place. When the consonantal 
ending disappeared in the course of history, gradation still took place. In present
day Estonian, consonant gradation is thus triggered by morphology rather than 
phonology. 

The type of consonant gradation presented in this section is not unique to 
Balto-Fil111ic languages and varieties of Sarni. Similar processes are found in 
some languages belonging to the Samoyedic branch of the Oralie language family 
(in particular Nganasan and Selkup; see CHAPTER 39: STRESS: PHONOTACTIC AND 
PHONETIC EVIDENCE for examples and an OT account of consonant gradation in 
Nganasan). 

6 Mutation and phonological representations 

Our first examples of consonant mutation - i.e. stopping after nasal vo\vels and 
consonants in Soninke, inter-sonorant voicing in Burn1ese, and inter-sonorant 
spirantization in Djapu - have been accounted for in phonological literature as cases 
\Vhere one feature of a preceding segment (e.g. [-continuant] in the case of nasal 
stops, [+voice] in the case of vo,vels and sonorant consonants, and [+continuant] 
in the case of vowels) spreads to the target consonant.16 The first dra\\rback of such 
an analysis is the obvious fact that spreading of [±continuant) is hardly attested in 
obstr11ents (CI·IAPTER l3: THE STRICTURE FEATURES); cases where an oral stop induces 
a change in a preceding or follo,ving fricative (e.g. hypothetical /t + fare/ � [tpare]) 
are hardly - if ever - attested. l\i!oreover, even though \Ve find relatively many cases 
where vowels cause spirantization of stops, fricatives never cause spirantization of 
adjacent stops (see vVetzels 1991), and this n1akes the suggestion that intervocalic 
spirantization is analyzed best as a case of spreading the feature [+continuant) 
problematic (CHAPTER 28: THE REPRESENTATION OF FRICATIVES). 

Furthermore, a spreading analysis is problematic for cases "'here there is no 
phonological segment that triggers the nu1tation. In those cases, e.g. Southern 
Paiute gemination, McLaughlin (1984) and others have suggested underlying 
u.nderspecified segments that usually do not surface and only affect a foUo"ring 
segment in mutation contexts, resulting in, for instance, a geminated consonant. 
Others, e.g. Wis\vall (1989), propose "floating" features such as [+nasal] to account 
for initial prenasalization in, for instance, Fula (CHAPTER 82: FEATURAL AFFIXES). 
l\i!utation, then, is vie,ved as the change of one sound into another sound due to 
feature insertion; it is unpredictable "'hich feature will ca11se a change under "'hi.ch 
circumstances in which language. The problem \Vi.th this particular approach is 
the existence of the "scalar" mutations witnessed in Northern Corsican, Fil111ish, 
or Saini, for instance, '"hi.ch cannot be accounted for by means of insertion of a 

16 Thus, in these accounts, strengthening and weakenjng are treated as local processes where the 
target sound is adjace11t to anotl1er sottnd that spreads 011e of its features to t11e target. Cf. Harris 
(1994), who proposes an account where an element expressing full closure or aper.iodic energy (as for 
aspiration) spreads fron1 one position to another in the case of strengtl1ening, and '"here an element 
is delinked or deleted under lenition, so that the result is a "weaker" - i.e. less complex - segment. 
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single "floating" feature. Scalar mutations are changes in underlying consonants 
that result in more sonorant segments (e.g. voiceless stop -7 voiced stop -7 voiced 
continuant), or in segn1ents \vith a higher degree of oral aperture (e.g. geminate 
stop -7 singleton stop -7 continuant consonant, with perhaps eventual segmental 
loss); feature-based analyses seem to be unable to capture this aspect. 

Van der Hulst and Ewen (1991) suggest that the scalar nature of consonant 
mutation is most adequately accounted for by a frame,vork in \vhich sonority 
(CHAPrER 49: SONORITY) is expressed by C and V nodes that can either function as 
governing or governed nodes. In their systen1, the interpretation of a governing 
"C" is "some degree of oral closure that characterizes an obstruent" ([-sonorant]) 
and the interpretation of a governing "V" is "sonorant." The hvo elements "C" 
and "V" can also be adjoined to a governing element; an adjoined "C" is inter
preted as "oral closure for sonorants" (in the case of nasal stops and laterals), 
and an adjoined "V" is interpreted as "periodic sound source" or "vocal cord 
vibration" (as expressed in feature-based frameworks by the feature [+voice)). An 
element "V" that is governed by an element "C" is interpreted as "continuous 
airflow" ([+continuant]): 

(14) C and V components in phonological representations (van der Hulst and E'ven 
1991) 

r "" r "" 
governing c c v c c v 

I I 
governed v v 

interpretation voiceless voiced voiceless voiced 
oral stop oral stop fricative fricative 

/f /f r r 
governing c v c v v v 

I I 
governed c c 

interpretation nasal stop lateral approxirnant vowel 

Van der Hulst and Ewen (1991) further vi.e'v the consonant mutations referred 
to as "inter-sonorant lenitions" as the result of imposing the element "V" from 
neighboring sonorant segments onto the consonant in question. Thus, in inter
sonorant positions, "\!" can be added to the structure of a consonant either 
by adjunction - to give a voiced obstruent (/p/ -7 [b] and /f/ -7 (v)) - or by 
subjunction, to give a continu.ant (/p/ -7 [f) and /b/ -7 (v)). Within th.is theory, 
we might thus account for Northern Corsican consonant mutation as a process 
by \Vhich the element "V" is (a) adjoined to "C" segments that do not have 
an adjoined node and (b) subjoined to segments that involve "C" and an already 
adjoined "V" (thus, /p/ -7 [b), while /b/ -7 [j3)). 
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Under this approach, another scalar mutation may involve a process by \vhich 
the element "V" is adjoined to "C" seg1nents that do not have an adjoined 
node and by \vhich the element "V" is turned into the head element, so that 
the element "C" beco1nes the adjunct (thus, /p/ � (b), while /b/ � [m], as in 
e.g. Modern Irish initial nasalization). 

The advantage of the approach suggested by van der Hulst and E\ven (1991) 
is clearly the fact that consonant mutations generally kno'vn as "lenitions" can 
be described as a n1ore or less unified process involving an increase in the 
dominance of the elen1ent "V" (i.e. sonority). An account of stopping after nasals 
as observed in Soni.nke is less straightforward in this frame"'Ork. Also, it is not 
immediately clear ho\v the different mutations that do not have an overt phonetic 
trigger - such as the ones found in Southern Paiute or Fula - can be explained, 
and it is even less obvious how graded mutations in the Balto-Fi.Ju1ic and Saini 
languages "'Ould fit in this picture. 

Another proposal for the representation sonority - especially sonority related 
to the degree of oral stricture - is formulated by Steriade (1993, 1994). Steriade 
defines slots to 'vhich laryngeal, place, and other features attach in terms of 
degrees of oral aperture. Released stops and affricates are viewed as sequences 
of a phase "'ith co1nplete oral closure (zero aperture, i.e. A0) follo,ved by a release 
phase (A .. ;. or Am,"' also referred to as A .. , belo"'). 

(15) The phonological representation of consonantal segm.ents in Aperture Theory 
(Steriade 1993, 1994) 

oral stricture Ao Am"" Ao Afri< Arl'ic 

I v I 
place [labial] [labial] [labial] 

i nterpreta ti.on labial oral labial labial 
released stop affricate fricative 

nasality [nasal] [nasal] 

I � 
oral stricture Ao AntJ.>.: Ao A"''"' AU,Ol.X 

I I I 
place [labial] [labial] [labial] 

interpretation labial labial labial 
prenasal stop nasal stop approximant 

Grijzenhout (1995, 1996) uses this frame"rork to describe lenition as a form of 
loosening oral stricture and fortition as a procedure that i.J1creases oral stricture. 
The process by which a fricative is realized as a stop ill Soninke can thus be 
described as one by which A0 is inserted; the process by which a stop is realized 
as a fricative, e.g. in Spanish, involves deleting the A0 slot from the representation: 

(16) a. Stopping (increase stricture) as insertion of A0 
A,.1 � A0 A,.,1 (e.g. /fl � [p] i..11 Soninke) 
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b. Spirantization (reduce stricture) as deletion of A0 
A0 A'"' -7 A,..1 (e.g. /b/ -7 [p] in Spanish) 

Assuming that the articulation of long stops or geminates involves a long 
closure phase, long stops can be represented as elements "'ith two A0 nodes (17) 
(CHAl'TllR 37: GEMINATES). Southern Paiute gen1ination thus involves the same 
procedure as indicated above for Soninke stopping, i.e. insertion of A0• Under con
sonant gradation, constriction loosens, \vhich can be described as the loss of an 
A0 slot (17b): 

(17) a. Gemination. (increase strich1re) as insertion of A0 
short stop long slop 
A0 A,., -7 A0 A0 A,..1 
/pl -7 (p:] Southern Pa.iute 

b. Consonant gradation (reduce stricture) as deletion of A0 
long stop short stop approxi11111nt 
Ao � Amtix � Ao An1ai<: � Arnax 
Ip: I -7 [p] Finnish 

/p/ -7 (w) 

Other cases where single released stops are realized as fricatives also often 
involve a preceding vowel. Examples are Tigrinya and Biblical Hebre"' post
vocalic spirantization; stops become more sonorant in the context of vowels, 
and the phonetic effect is that they are realized as fricatives. In Biblical Hebre\v, 
post-vocalic singleton /p/ is realized as [f), /k/ is realized as [x), /t/ as (0], /b/ 
as (v], /g/ as b:J, and /d/ as [o) (Sampson 1973; Kenst(nvicz 1994: 53, 411, 417):17 

(18) Bililical Hebrew post-vocalic spiran.tization of single short stops 
/pa:gaf I 
/ji-pgo:f I 
/ka:tab/ 
/ji-ktob I 
/ga:dal/ 

(pa: 11afl 
[jifgo:f] 
[ka:0av] 
[jixtov] 
[ga:oal] 

'meet (PERF)' 
'meet (IMPERF)' 
'\'7rite (PERF)' 
'\vrite (IMPERF)' 
'become great (l'ERF)' 

Note that in the san1e context, geminate stops are not affected, i.e. post-vocalic 
geminate stops do not alter: 

(19) Biblical Hebrew post-vocalic geminate stops 
/sappir I [sap:ir) *[safpir) 'sapphire' 
/gibbo:r I [gib:o:r] *[givbo:r] 'hero' 
/gidde:l/ [gid:eil] *[giode:l] 'magnify (PERJ1)' 

17 011e re\rjewer asked \vhy Biblical Hebrew a11d Tigrinya could not be accounted for as spread of 
[+continua.nt). First, .it is not ob\<ious in current phonological theory that vowels ai:e u.nd.edyi.ngly specified 
for this featl1re. Second_. fricatives - i.e. segn1ents that are specified for the feature [+continuant] - do 
not trigger the spirantjzation process. 
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In Aperture Theory, '''e can capture the fact that vo,vels cause a change in oral 
stops and, at the same time, explain that a fricative does not cause a change in 
an oral or nasal stop (• /aspa/ -7 [asfa]; see Wetzels 1991). The change from released 
stop to fricative in the context of a preceding vo"rel involves decrease of constric
tion, \'l"hich is expressed by deletion of an aperture node, as in (16b) and (20). After 
deletion of the aperture node for complete obstruction in the oral tract (i.e. A0), 
the place feature is associated to the A,..1 node and the result is a single fricative. 

(20) Post-vocalic spirantization as reduction of con1plete constrictwn in single stops 
(represented as delefion of an aperture node) 
a. A0 A,01 b. A ... , 

I I 
(labial J IJabial) 

/p/ /f / 

Geminate stops do not undergo this process in Biblical Hebrew, due to the 
"uniforn1ity condition" (Hayes 1986), which says that if a certain environn1ent 
incurs a change in a feature or node of a particular segment - in this case a vovtel 
that incurs on1ission of an aperture node of a following stop - every do1ninating 
slot linked to t11at feature (or node) must satisfy that environment. The second 
AO slot dominating the place feature is not adjacent to a vo"1el, and deletion of 
the aperture node in (21) is therefore blocked. 

(21) Geminate stop: Two aperture slots for closure sharing one place feature 
Ao Ao A,.1 

v 
[labial] 

/p:/ 

Note that the "uniforn1ity condition" does not apply in the case of consonant 
gra.dati.on in Balto-Fi.nnic languages and Sau1.i, because the process of gradation 
is not triggered by a preceding vowel. In the languages discussed in §5, no vowel 
incurs gradation (or omission of an aperture node). Rather, the morphology deter
mines whether or not gradation takes place, so that our account of this process 
is as shown in (17b) above. 

Another case where Aperture Theory offers a more straightforv.'ard explanation 
than feature-based theories is Yukatec Maya degemination. In Yukatec Maya, a 
sequence of two homorganic stops is illicit. When h"o stops become adjacent 
due to a morphological process, the first one is realized as the placeless sound 
/h/ and the other retains its place of articulation (/k + kl -7 [h k]; /t + ti I -7 
(h ti)). In cases '"here an affricate is in1mediately followed by an oral stop, 
it is realized as the corresponding fricative (/t' + ti -4 [s t); /tf + t/ -4 [f t]); see 
!vlcCarthy 1988; Lombardi 1990; Padgett 1991: 358-362. Under the assumption 
that this process involves delinking of the feature [-continuant], it is curious that 
oral stops do not retain their place of articulation when they are realized as a 
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continuant, \Vhereas affricates do. Under the proposal advocated here, this comes 
as no stuprise. If a language disallo,vs two adjacent stops, one of the aperture 
nodes for complete closure is deleted and in Yukatec l\llaya it is deleted together 
\•vith the elements it dominates; i.e. when in oral stops the node for complete 
obstruction in the oral cavity (i.e. A0) together with the node for the location 
of obstruction (i.e. the place feature) is deleted, an "empty" consonantal position 
remains that is phonetically realized as placeless /h/ (22a); conversely, when in 
affricates the A0 node is deleted, a A,.1-Place association (\vhich characterizes 
fricatives) ren1ains (22b): 

(22) De/inking of one aperture node triggered by the OCP in Yukatec lv!aya 
a. 

b. 

c + 

I\ 
Ao A,.1 

I 
[dorsal) 

/kl 

c 

I\ 
Ao A,.1 

v 
[cor] 

/t• I 

+ 

+ 

+ 

c 

I 
Ao 

I 
[dorsal) 

/kl 

c 

I 
Ao 

I 
[cor) 

/t/ 

c 

I 
A,"-"1 

[h) 

c 

I 

c 
I 

Ao 

I 
[dorsal) 

[k) 

c 

I 
A,.1 Ao 

I I 
[cor] [cor] 

[s) [ t I 
In Aperture Theory, mutations that involve vo1cu1g or nasalization may be 
described as processes "'hereby the features [voice], [nasal], and/or Sonorant 
Voicing are attached to one of the aperture slots (Grijzenhout 1995, 1996). The 
fran1e\\'Ork of Aperture Theory encounters problems in accounting for the type 
of gradation that is attested in Northern Corsican, '"'here voiceless stops alter
nate \vith voiced ones in the sa.me context in \vh.i.ch voiced stops alternate with 
continuants. Voiced stops have a shorter closure duration than voiceless ones, and 
the intuition behind lenition processes is thus that they reduce closure phases 
of stops (by degentination, voicing, reduction to incomplete closure, or even 
reduction to segn1ent loss). 

7 Summary and conclusion 

This chapter discussed some cases of consonant n1utation. By consonant 
mu tation we understand here a change in a consonant that is not the result of 
neutralization (e.g. syllable-final obstruent devoicing) or assimilation (e.g. nasal 
place assimilation). Rather, consonant mutation is vie,ved as a process that 
increases or decreases the degree of sonority and/ or the length and degree of oral 
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stricture of a segment \vhen there is: (i) a purely phonological context in \vhich 
the mutation ahvays takes place irrespective of speech style, e.g. inter-sonorant 
voicing in Burmese; intersonorant spirantization in Djapu and Spanish; or (ii) a 
"mixed" morphophonological envirorunent, e.g. stopping in Soninke, 'vhere the 
mu tation is sometimes brought on by a preceding nasal consonant or vowel, but 
may also have a morphological function, and consonant gradation in Estonian 
and Sam:i, \vhere the consonant alternations sometimes take place in "'ell-defined 
phonological contexts and son1etin1es in a context '"here the 111uta tion has a gram
matical function; or (iii) a n1orphosyntactic environment that induces n1utation, 
e.g. word-initial spirantization in Southern Paiute and stem-initial spirantization 
in Fula. 

Even though, fron1 a historical perspective, consonant mutations may originally 
have had a phonological trigger (usually a preceding vowel or nasal), the fact that 
they also occur independently of a phonological envirorunent is the first indica
tion that an account that relies on the phonological contexts may be fl a,ved. 
Nloreover, accounts that regard mutations as phonological processes that involve 
spreading of a feature from a vowel or nasal onto the mutating consonant 
encounter problen1s when explaining why vowels and nasals spread these seg
mental features rather than fricatives and oral stops. 

§6 discussed one theory that elegantly accoi.mts for those mutations that involve 
increasing or decreasing sonority and one theory that provides an insightful account 
of mutations that involve increasing or decreasing oral stricture. Van der Hulst 
and E\ven (1991) propose to represent seg111ents by means of C and V elen1ents. 
In their view, sonority-increasing n1utations involve adding a V elen1ent either as 
a governing node, an adjunct, or a governed node; sonority-decreasing mutations 
\VOuld presumably involve adding a C element or taking away a V element. §6 
sho"red that this frame,·vork not only \VOrks for mutations that alter one class 
of segments into another class of segments (e.g. \vhen voiceless stops become 
voiced, \vhen stops becon1e fricatives, or when voiced oral stops becon1e nasal 
stops), but also for scalar n1utations tl1at induce a change in different classes of 
segments (e.g. when underlying voiceless stops become voiced while underlying 
voiced stops are nasalized or '"hen underlying voiceless stops become voiced 
stops in the same environment where voiced stops are spirantized). This theory 
is Jess successful, however, in explaining other types of consonant gradations, for 
instance those '"here gemina.tes become singletons in the same context '"here 
singletons spirantize (Balto-Finnic and Sarni consonant gradation). 

Steriade (1993, 1994) proposes using aperture nodes indicating the degree of 
oral stricture in phonological representations. This theory is useful in explaining 
processes '"here oral stricture increases (e.g. '"hen continuants becon1e stops 
or when the closure duration of short stops is extended) or decreases (e.g. 
'"hen geminates degemi.nate '"here short stops spirantize). The do,vnside of the 
theory is that it encounters difficulties in explaining scalar mutations of the type 
where underlying voiceless stops are voiced '"hi.le underlying voiced stops are 
nasalized (e.g. Modern Irish initial nasalization), or \\'hen underlying voiceless 
stops are voiced in the same environn1ent in "'hi.ch voiced stops are spimntized 
(e.g. Northern Corsican intervocalic consonant gradation). 

§6 thus foctised on t"'O theories that are an improvement compared to feature
based accounts in the sense that they are able to explain scalar mutations that 
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take place 'vithout an overt phonological trigger. Ho,vever, the mutations 
that the one theory elegantly accounts for pose a puzzle for the other theory and 
vice versa. The problem for phonological theory thus re1nains the fact that there 
is as yet no unified account for the different types of consonant mutations that 
•ve can describe in layman's terms as changes that increase or decrease the level 
of sonority (a) expressed by laryngeal and nasal configurations, or (b) expressed 
by changes in oral aperture. Even though the description of consonant mutation 
is thus relatively simple, a phonological account is not. 
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87 Neighborhood Effects 

ADAM BUCHWALD 

1 Introduction 

The organization of lexical knowledge at the phonological level has long been 
thought to incorporate some encoding of similarity neighborhoods: in the nehvork 
structure of the lexicon, 'vords that share phonological components are more closely 
connected to one another than words that are different. The notion of a "neighbor" 
as a similar \Vord has provided tremendous insight into a variety of psycho
linguistic phenomena related to spoken word recognition and spoken word 
production. The present chapter explores this notion of neighbor, focusing on the 
characterization of neighbors of a target \\/Ord as the other '''ords that are acti
vated when that target is active. As we \11ill see, this notion allows us to predict 
inhibitory or facilitatory effects depending on the task. These effects are '"ell 
docwnented across tasks and participant populations. Following a brief descrip
tion of the notion of the mental lexicon and con1petition in lexical access, we 
revievv research in spoken word recognition and production, and describe how 
the neighborhood construct (and similarity more generally) has been applied 
in phonologically based psycholinguistic research. We then examine ho>11 the notion 
of neighbor has been applied to domains such as language acquisition, language 
inlpairment, and other modalities of communication, including "'ritten language 
processing and audiovisual speech perception. 

1.1 Neighbors compete for lexical selection 
The tern1 "mental lexicon" is typically used to refer to a nehvork of "'Ord.s 
representing an individual's lexical kno\vledge (Oldfield 1966; Forster 1978). 
Accounts of lexical kno\11ledge posit multiple types of lexical organization, notably 
including n1eaning-based organization and form-based organization. The notion 
of similarity among lexical iten1s varies at these levels; at the level of n1eaning-based 
organization, neighbors share semantic features (e.g. dog and cat are semantic neigh
bors, sharing several semantic properties, such as "four-legged," "domesticated," 
and "animal," among others). \Nith respect to form-based organization, neighbors 
are defined "'ords that share phonological and phonetic detail, such as cat [kaet] 
and cap [kaep J (e.g. Luce and Pisoni 1998; see also Greenberg and Jenkins 1964 and 
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Landauer and Streeter 1973). The phonological neighbors of a word (e.g. cat) are 
the other \vords that share phonological structure (e.g. cap, hat, kit) and beco1ne 
activated when the word is activated in spoken word recognition and in word 
production. In short, these are the other words that are competing for lexical access. 
As all psycholinguistic accounts of lexical processing posit separate levels of 
meaning-based and form-based processing, the neighbors of a \vord at each of 
these levels are the other 'vords con1peting for lexical selection (Dell et al. 1997; 
Vitevitch and Luce 1998, 1999; Levett et al. 1999; Luce et al. 2000; Rapp and Goldrick 
2000). 

The first part of the chapter discusses ho•v the fundamental description of neigh
bors as competitors in lexical selection processes affects spoken word recognition 
and spoken \vord production. We begin \Vith a discussion of some of the se1ninal 
results in word recognition that have helped to shape our understanding of neigh
borhood effects, and explore ho"' neighborhood effects relate to other lexical and 
sub-lexical properties. This is follo"'ed by a revie'" of the spoken word production 
literature, including both lexical-level processing and phonetic differences that arise 
due to neighborhood structure. 

2 Neighborhood effects in spoken word recognition 

While there are many differences among accounts of spoken word recognition, 
there is \Videspread agree1nent that when a word is heard, recognition involves 
a selection process in which the listener accesses a lexical item an1ong several 
competing alternatives (Morton 1969, :1979; Marslen-Wilson and \iVelsh 1978; 
Elman and McClelland 1986; Norris 1994; Luce and Pisoni 1998; Luce et al. 2000; 
Norris et al. 2000; see J usczyk and Luce 2002 for a review). Luce and Pisoni (1998) 
formalize the Neighborhood Activation Model (NAM), in \vhich it follo\vs from 
the nature of lexical con1petition that ceteris pa rib us \Vords \vi th a lot of active neigh
bors (i.e. 'vords in dense lexical neighborhoods) are harder to access than \vords 
'vith fe''' active neighbors (i.e. in sparse lexical neighborhoods), as there is more 
competition during lexical selection (see also Luce et al. 2000 for a computational 
implementation of NAM). Because lexical selection is a competitive process, 
factors that strengthen a \Vord's activation (e.g. high frequency) also help in 
recognizing that 'vord. Therefore, high-freqtlency •vords from lo\v-density neigh
borhoods are easier to access than Jo,v-frequency \VOrds from high-density 
neighborhoods (see also CHAPTER 90: FREQUENCY EFFECTS). 

Luce and Pisoni (1998) examined the perforn1ance of participants on a variety 
of \.vord recognition tasks '"ith "easy" stimuli (high-frequency words fron\ lo\v
densi.ty neighborhoods) and "ha.rd" stimuli (J.o•v-frequency "'ords from high.
density neighborhoods). The tasks they used included perceptual identification 
(\vritten response to aural presentation), lexical decision, and \vord repetition. For 
each task, they reported that participants responded faster and/ or more accurately 
to words from sparse phonological neighborhoods con1pared to \.vords fron1 
dense phonological neighborhoods. The res1llts .indicated that the best predictor 
of performance \vas frequency-"reighted neighborhood density, a measure indi
cating the frequency of a 'vord compared to the total frequency of that word and 
its neighbors (also see Newn1an et al. 1997). These results are consistent '"ith the 
clai.n1 that an increase in the nun1ber of neighbors leads to 1nore competition in 
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tasks that involve spoken word recognition and that more competition makes 
recognition slo\ver and Jess accurate. 

To detern1ine \\•hether these neighborhood properties affect online word 
recognition errors, Vitevitch (2002b) analyzed a corpus of spoken word recog
nition errors ("slips of the ear") and determined that "'Ords occurring in dense 
phonological neighborhoods were more prone to recognition errors than "'Ords 
in sparse neighborhoods. Taken together, these results suggest that the density 
of a word's phonological neighborhood is directly related to the strength of 
con1petition in word recognition; \vords from high-density neighborhoods have 
stronger, more active competitors, and recognition of these "'ords is sJo,ver and 
more likely to engender spoken 'vord recognition errors than words \vith low 
density neighborhoods (cf. Vitevitch and Rodriguez 2005). 

Other studies have sho•vn variance in neighborhood effects that are based on 
the struct11re of a neighborhood, even when the number of neighbors remains con
stant. Vitevitch (2002a) reported that subjects vvere slower to perform shadowing 
and lexical decision tasks for words \Vith high onset density (i.e. a large propor
tion of neighbors sharing the initial phoneme) compared to 'vords '"ith lower onset 
density. Vitevitch (2007) reported on an auditory lexical decision task, a repetition 
task, and an AX (san1e-clifferent) discrinunation task using groups of "'ords matched 

for neighborhood density but differing in neighborhood structure. In particular, 
Vitevitch used eve \VOrds "'ith different neighborhood spread - that is, the number 
of segment positions in the ,,vord that can be changed to form a ne'" '"ord. For 
example, cat has a spread of 3, as each segment can be changed to form a ne\v 
word (e.g. !!at, kit, cajl), whereas mob has a spread of 2 (e.g. [ob, lllOJl, but there are 
no [m Vb] \vords "'here V is not [a]). Some stimulus vvords had neighbors that 
could be formed by substitutions of each segmental position, and others only had 
neighbors that could be formed from substituting one or t\'10 positions. Vitevitch 
(2007) found that participants \Vere slower at responding to words with a spread 
of 3 than words with a spread of 2, even when the overall neighborhood size and 
frequency '"ere controlled. The findings from these studies indicate that both the 
size and the structure of a lexical neighborhood affect spoken \VOrd recognition. 

Magnuson et al. (2007) reported on the results from an eye-tracking study that 
provides more insight into the time course of lexical competition based on neigh
borhood properties. Magnuson et al. asked participants to perfonn an auditory 
,,vord-picture matching recognition task. Participants heard instructions to click 
on a picture of an object which \Vas in an array of four pictures. Rather than rely
ing on accuracy or reaction time paradigms "'hich infer the nature of cognitive 
processes from a single response, Magnuson et al. measured the participants' gaze 
toward different pictures in the array over tin1e; thus, the eye-tracking paradigm 
aUowed them to examine competition over the course of processing. Their 
findings indicated an early facilitatory effect of neighborhood density (revealed 
by participants looking toward the target), follow·ed by a later inhibitory effect 
such as those more typically seen in word recognition studies (discussed above). 
Thus, by exanu.ni.ng processing throughout the course of lexical access, Magnuson 
et al. "'ere abJ.e to uncover a more nuanced chara.cterization of competition effects 
in lexical access. 

Thus far, "'e have discussed neighborhood density without providing a 
definition of a neighbor. The definition of a neighbor that is n1ost comn1only used 
in the '"ord recog1ution literature is a \vord that differs fron1 the target by a single 
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segment deletion, addition, or substitution; in other 'vords, "'ords that differ from 
each other by an edit distance of 1. Thus, the neighbors of cat include hat (first 
segment substitution), kit (second seginent substitution), cap (third segn1ent sub
stitution), scat, cats (insertions), and at (deletion), runong others. This definition 
of neighbor has been used in large part because many of the seminal studies have 
focused on either eve \llOrds or monosyllabic words more generally (Luce 1986; 
Luce and Pisoni 1998; Benki 2003). For these 'vords, there is a fair amount of vari
ation in neighborhood density. Hov11ever, \Vhen one looks over the entire lexicon 
rather than at a subset, more than half of the words in the lexicon are "hermits" 
by this definition; that is, they do not have any neighbors (Vitevitch 2008). 
Buch,vald et al. (2008) and Felty et al. (2008) attempt to examine this issue by 

inferring the most accurate definition of a neighbor from spoken word recognition 
errors. Felty et al. (2008) reported on a large database of spoken '"'Ord recogni
tion errors obtained by having participmts identify words 1ni..xed with noise. Their 
1428 sti.mulus \vords were designed to be representative of the English lexicon, 
including a range of syllable length, stress patterns, frequency, and familiarity. 
The 'vords 'vere randomly selected fron1 a larger lexical database. The "'Ord rec
ognition errors reported by the participants were taken to be a direct reflection 
of the words that '"ere highly co1npetitive \Vith the target. They reported that, 
particularly for longer words, the responses typically differed from the target by 
an edit distance of greater than 1. Thus, \vhile it remains likely that using "'Ords 
"rith a phoneme edit distance of 1 to define the lexical neighborhood can reasonably 
approximate neighborhood density effects in CVC \VOrds, it may not be the most 
appropriate definition of a lexical con1petitor. 

2.1 Phonotactic probability and lexical neighborhoods 

The nahrre of the competition effects '"e have been discussing focuses on the 
lexical selection process; that is, con1petition an1ong lexical forms at a level of pro
cessing \vith "'Ord-level representations. Ho"1ever, it should be noted that the notion 
of lexical neighbor rests on some measure of sub-lexical phonetic similarity; for 
hvo \vords to be neighbors, they must share sub-lexical structure (e.g. cat and hat 
share [aet]). If a \vord has a lot of neighbors, then by definition there are many 
vvords that share its sub-lexical structure. Thus, it is vvorth asking vvhether hav
ing a lot of shared sub-lexical structure is directly related to the corn petition effect; 
that is, \llhat is the role of phonotactics? 

"Phonotactics" is the tern1 used to refer to the sequential arrangements of 
segn1ents in the \'l'Ords of a language (see also CHAPTER 33: SYLLABLE-INTERNAL 
STRUCTURE). Consider the word hang [hreIJ), vvhich is a perfectly well-fanned \Vord 
of English (i.e. it is phonotactically legal), ,,vi.th [h) in "'Ord-onset position and [1J) 
in the '''Ord-final coda position. Ho,vever, a non-\vord such as ngalr *[1Jreh) is not 
phonotactically legal, because it does not conform to the phonotactics of English, 
since English has phonotactic constraints both against [h) in coda and against [JJ) 
in onset. The fact that languages have different phonenuc inventories and that 
sorne languages restrict the segn1ents in certain positions is a direct reflection of 
categorical phonotactic constraints (see CHAPTER 86: MORPHEME STRUCTURE CON· 
STRAINTS). In addition to these 'vithin-language constraints, it has been sho,vn 
that participants can learn ne'v phonotactic rules that do not exist in their lan
guage over the course of an experi1nent (Dell el al. 2000). 
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Of course, w·ith respect to lexical selection, all lexical items in a language are 
phonotactically legal. Thus, n1any investigations in phonotactics have been more 
concerned with probabilistic phonotactics; that is, the li.kelil1ood that segments 
appear in specific syllabic positions, and the likeliliood with '"hich segments 
may co-occur (Jusczyk et al. 1994). Jusczyk et al. (1994) sho,ved that 9-month-old 
infants prefer listening to phonotactic patterns that occur often in their native 
language to those that are attested, but occur less frequently. 

The concept of phonotactic probability is closely tied to that of neighborhood 
density; phonotactic sequences that have high probability will be shared by 
many words. Thus, '"ords containing those sequences "'ill be likely to belong to 
high-density neighborhoods. In a variety of tasks, including wordlikeness judg
ments and non-•vord repetition, English speakers have been shown to process 
non·\\'Ords •vith high phonotactic probability faster and rate these non-•vords as 
1nore "English-like" con1pared to their low phonotactic probability counterparts 
(Vitevitch et al. 1997; Vitevitch et al. 1999; Frisch et al. 2000). This leads to an appar
ent contradiction: acoustic stimuli are processed faster and more accurately when 
they have high phonotactic probability but sJo,ver and less accurately when they 
are \\'Ords from dense neighborhoods. 

Vitevitch and Luce (1998, 1999) explored this apparent contradiction by 
contrasting words of high and low phonotactic probability (and neighborhood 
density) '"ith non-words of high and low phonotactic probability. Vitevitch and 
Luce (1998) had participants perform a repetition task on these four stimulus types. 
Their results indicated that the competition effects of \\•ords fron1 high-density 
neighborhoods slowed processing - even though those words had high phono
tactic probability. In contrast, having a high phonotacti.c probability facilitated 
the processing of non-,vords. Thus, '"hile words •vith a lot of competitors were 
processed less efficiently, the processing of non-'"ords •vas facilitated '"hen they 
had substantial lexical support for their segments and segmental sequences, indi
cating that the 1nechanis1n for non-\vord processing is sensitive to phonotactic 
probability. These results '"ere interpreted as evidence for separate lexical and 
sub-lexical representations and processing systems. High phonotactic probability 
facilitates sub-lexical processing in production tasks '"hereas low neighborhood 
density facilitates lexical processing in perception tasks. 

Bailey and Hahn (2001) raised the issue that the data of Vitevitch and Luce do 
not specifically shtnv separate lexical effects (i.e. neighborhood density) and sub
lexical effects (i.e. phonotactic probability). To address this issue, Bailey and Hahn 
presented participants \Vith a •vordlikeness judgment task in which they directly 
contrasted phonotactic probability and neighborhood density for non-words. 
They reported that the best predictors of wordlikeness judgn1ents incorporated 
lexical neighborhood influences, phonotactic probability, and the relationship 
behveen the t'''O. One important innovation of Bailey and Hahn's work '"as to 
incorporate a measure of phonetic similarity that considered similarity among 
segn1ents (e.g. that treated /k/ and /g/ as more similar than /k/ and /b/), thus 
using a n1ore linguistically sophisticated notion of phonetic similarity among 
,.vords. Pylkkiinen et al. (2002; see also Pylkkiinen and Marantz 2003) provided 
!vfEG (magneto-encephalography) support for the claim that lexical neighborhood 
effects and phonotactic probability effects are neurally distinct. 

Storkel et al. (2006) further separated the effects of phonotactic probability and 
neighborhood density in a '"'Ord-learning task. Participants had to learn novel \.vords 
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that varied orthogonally in phonotactic probability and neighborhood density. 
The results indicated that the participants "'ere better at learning words from 
high-density neighborhoods than lo\\1-density neighborhoods, but worse at 
learning high-probability "'ords than lo,v-probability ,.vords. Storkel et al. argued 
that these findings revealed a facilitatory effect of neighborhood density in 
encoding and integrating novel lexical representations with previously stored 
lexical representations. 

2.2 Summary 

Neighborhood effects in '''ord recognition may be described as effects of com
petition: words with a lot of phonetic neighbors that are strong competitors have 
a lot of co1npetition for lexical access. Thus, having a large number of neighbors 
typically increases response latency in '"ord recognition tasks. The precise prop
erties of the neighbors and their relationship to the target can modulate these effects 
to some extent; in other 'vords, some competitors are stronger than others. More 
recent work has begun to exa1nine both the changes in lexical competition over 
the time course of word recognition and how different degrees of sub-phonemic 
si1nilarity affect the strength of co1npetitors in word recognition. The relationship 
behveen lexical competition resulting from neighborhood size and other phono
logical phenomena driven by similarity effects (e.g. gradient OCP constraint 
based on consonant similarity: Frisch et al. 2004; Coetzee and Pater 2008) remains 
relatively unexplored. 

3 Neighborhood effects in spoken word production 

As noted above, the neighbors of a target \Vord are the other words that become 
activated '"hen the target \Vord is active. In the process of spoken word recog
nition, these other "'ords compete for lexical selection and can make lexical 
access slo,,rer and more error prone. In spoken '''Ord production, ho'''ever, the 
opposite pattern is seen; \vords from dense neighborhoods are produced faster 
and are less error prone than 'vords fron1 sparse neighborhoods. 

In a variety of tasks examining speech production errors, Vitevitch and colleagues 
have reported that words from dense neighborhoods are prodilced faster and more 
accurately than words from sparse neighborhoods in English (Vitevitch 2002c; 
Vitevitch and Sommers 2003; Vitevitch et al. 2004). Vitevitch and Sommers (2003) 
performed a tip-of-the-tongue (TOT) elicitation task in \Vhich the lexical retrieval 
process is thought to stall before production of a "'ord's forn1, even when the 
speaker may be able to access a variety of information about a word (meaning, 
gender, etc.). Vitevitch and Sommers reported that adults 'vere significantly 
more likely to achieve a TOT state for words from sparse neighborhoods 
compared to words from dense neighborhoods. Similarly, Vitevitch (2002b) 
reported that speech errors "'ere more likely for words fron1 sparse neighborhoods 
con1pared to '"ord.s fron1 dense neighborhoods for hvo additional speech 
error-inducing tasks. These results are consistent with data from picture naming 
tasks as well (Vitevitch 2002c; Vitevitch et al. 2004), indicating that having a large 
number of similar words seems to facilitate the process of lexical retrieval in 
production. 
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Here "'e have another apparent contradiction: in spoken 'vord recognition tasks, 
\vords from high-density phonological neighborhoods are recognized more 
slowly and less accurately, whereas in spoken \vord production tasks these 
,.vords appear to be facilitated by their neighbors. The facilitatory effect of neigh
borhood density in speech production has been argued to follow in a straight
for,vard fashion from interactive theories of speech production in which "'Ords 
are activated at a lexical level for lexical selection, and there is feedback fro1n a 
"lo\ver" sub-lexical level back up to this lexical level (Dell 1986, 1988; Dell et al. 
1997; Rapp and Goldrick 2000; Dell and Gordon 2003; cf. Levelt et al. 1999, and 
see Vitevitch et al. 2004 for discussion). 'i\lhen a \vord is activated at the lexical 
level, it sends activation do,vnstream to its phonemic constituents. Through the 
interactive process of feedback, the units representing the active phonemes send 
activation back up to the ite1ns at the lexical level that contain then1. Thus 'vhen 
the unit(s) representing the word cat are activated on the lexical level, the units 
representing [k], [re], and (t] on the sub-lexical level receive activation from this 
lexical unit. In a system \vith feedback, these sub-lexical units then send activa
tion not only back up to cat, but also to the other \vords they are connected 
to (e.g. cap, hat, etc.), Le. the neighbors of ca.t. This in turn provides more lexical 
support for the units representing those sounds, and thus n1akes the target word 
more likely to be produced than a semantic competitor '"hich is not receiving 
additional activation from feedback. Thus, it is the interaction of lexical informa
tion and sub-lexical information that creates the facilitatory effect of high-density 
neighborhoods. 

3.1 Phonetic effects of neighborhood density in 
speech production 

In addition to examining speed and accuracy of production, researchers have looked 
at the effect of neighborhood density on a variety of phonetic and acoustic prop
erties of speech production. One phenomenon that has been 'vell documented is 
the expansion of the vo,vel space in the production of 'vords from high-density 
neighborhoods compared to lo,v-density neighborhoods (Munson and Solomon 
2004; Wright 2004; Munson 2007). Each of these studies sho'"'S that vo,vels in words 
fron1 dense neighborhoods are produced closer to the periphery of the vo\vel space, 
\•vhereas vo,vels in \vords from. sparse neighborhoods are produced dose.r to the 
center of the vowel space; in other \vords, the distinctiveness of the vowels in 
\vords from high-density neighborhoods is enhanced relative to vo,vels in "'ords 
from lo\v-density neighborhoods. 

Vo,vel space expansion sucl1 as is docwnented in \vords from high-density neigh
borhoods is typical of ,.vhat speakers do \vhen they are producing "dear" speech 
(Bradlow 2002), and is also associated w·ith more intell igible speakers (Bradlow 
et al. 1996). Thus, "'hen speakers are producing \vords from dense phonological 
neighborhoods, they adopt the strategies used in clear speech, referred to as hyper
articulation in Lindblon1's Hyperspeeclz and Hypospeech (H&H) theory (Lindblom 
1990). Additionally, Scarborough (2004) found that vo,vels in lo,v-frequ.ency 
words from high-density neighborhoods exhibit more co-articulation (e.g. V-to-V 
co-articulation) than vowels in high-frequency words from lo,v-density neigh
borhoods, 'vhich she argued (contra Lindblom 1990) is helpful to the process of 
lexical access for the listener. 
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In recent 'vork, Baese-Berk and Goldrick (2009) address a specific type of 
neighborhood effect: the presence or absence of a specific 1ninimal pair lexical item. 
They exau1ined the productions of words beginning \Vi.th a voiceless consonant 
that have a voiced consonant-initial cognate (e.g. r;QiJ. - god) and cou1pared them 
to voiceless-initial "'ords without a voiced cognate (e.g. {;QJZ - *gop). Their da ta 
revealed that participants produce more extreme voice onset times (VOT) \vhen 
producing words with the minin1al pair neighbor than when producing \vords 
without a 1ninimal pair neighbor. As VOT is a key indicator of the voicing 
contrast (Lisker and Abramson 1964), the enhanced VOT in the presence of a min
imal pair neighbor can be vie\ved as another type of hyper-articulation due to a 
lexical item being from a lexical neighborhood 'vi.th a particular neighborhood 
structure. 

As can be inferred frou1 this )united revie,·v of phonetic consequences of 
neighborhood density and structure, there have been relatively fe'" attempts to 
understand ho"' lexical phonological properties such as neighborhood density 
can affect the acoustic details of speech production. Nevertheless, this remains 
a fruitful area of research for the future and will likely lead to further insights 
regarding the relationship behveen lexical representations ill the lexicon and the 
processing systems that allo'" those representations to be articulated in speech 
production. 

4 Lexical neighborhoods: Language acquisition and 
language impairment 

4.1 Language acquisition 

If the neighbors of a '"ord are other phonetically similar words, then it stands to 
reason that, as we learn more words, the structure of our lexical neighborhoods 
'"ill change. This issue of how lexical neighborhoods develop during language 
acquisition and ho'" lexical neighborhoods affect children's language ability has 
been addressed in the literature in several \vays. Many of the attempts to study 
this issue focus on analyses of children's phonological lexicons. In a straight
for,vard analysis of age-appropriate lexicons, Charles-Luce and Luce (1990, 1995) 
reported that words in the vocabu.lary of younger children (5-yea.r-olds) have fewer 
neighbors than the "'ords in the vocabulary of older children (7-year-olds), which 
in turn have fewer neighbors than those words in the vocabulary of adults. In 
other \Vords, as children learn more words, their lexical neighborhoods become 
denser. Charles-Luce and Luce argued that these findings indicate less need for 
detailed phonetic representations of words in younger children's le.xi.cons, a.s there 
are fe,�1er confusable '"ords (cf. Dollaghan 1994). 

One influential account of lexical acquisition holds that children's initial 
phonological representations are more holistic and only become more differenti
ated by encoding phonological and phonetic structure after their lexicons have 
grown (Walley 1993; CHAPTER 72: CONSONANT HARMONY IN CHILD LANGUAGE). 
Consistent \vith this account, Metsala (1997; see also Carlock et al. 2001) reported 
that during a '"ord recognition task using the gating paradigm, children required 
less phonetic 1naterial to recognize '"ords from sparse neighborhoods as they 
got older and their vocabularies increased. She argued that this reflects a n1ore 
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differentiated representation as children get older such that "'Ords can be rec
ognized from their constituent parts rather than requiring the \Vhole vvord for 
recognition. 

Storkel (2004b) reported that children learn '"'ords fron1 dense neighborhoods 
earlier than they learn '"'ords from sparse neighborhoods. Storkel (2002) argued 
that in the developing child's lexicon, words from dense neighborhoods have 
more detailed representations than 'vords fro1n sparse neighborhoods. Coady and 
Aslin (2003) reported that the early developing lexicon contains more vvords fron1 
high-density neighborhoods than the later lexicon, suggesting that infrequent sound 
patterns are learned later. Thus, they claimed that this is not consistent 'vi.th an 
account of children's lexical representations in "'hich they start impoverished and 
become more detailed later (as in Walley 1993). 

In a direct con1parison of neighborhood density effects in typically developing 
children, Munson el al. (2005) found that children at the age of 4;3 did not exhibit 
effects of neighborhood density on response time in a repetition task, but older 
children (7;2) did exhibit effects. Ho,vever, children in both age groups showed 
an effect of phonotactic probability on onset-to-onset latency in non-word repe
tition. As \\1ith understanding spoken word processing in adults, the covariance 
of phonotactic probability and neighborhood density frequently makes effects 
of these properties quite difficult to disentangle (see Storkel 2004a, 2009 for 
discussion). 

4.2 Lexical neighborhoods and language impairment 
Effects of lexical neighborhood in langua.ge in1pairment have been studied in hvo 
broad populations: adults with acquired language impairment and children with 
developmental language impairn1ent. While neighborhood effects have been 
reported in the language processing skills of each of these populations, there are 
differences that follow from differences in the populations. 

\'\Tith respect to adults with acquired language impairment (i.e. aphasia), Gordon 
(2002) reported that aphasic speakers produced "'Ords from high-density phono
logical neighborhoods more accurately in both spontaneous speech and in controlled 
picture-naming tasks, \'tith a strong effect of neighborhood frequency in produc
tion as vvell. Goldrick et al. (2010) reported on analyses comparing the phonological 
errors of aphasic speakers \vi.th the intended target "'ords. These ana.lyses inferred 
neighborhood structure by using the "'Ord production errors as an index of the 
other active lexical competitors. They reported that responses and targets \vere 
more likely to share position-specific segmental information than is predicted by 
chance -in other \Vords, neighbors that share the same segments in the sa1ne posi
tion within a word "'ere more likely to be produced in error than neighbors of 
the same edit distance in \Vhich the segments did not share segmental position. 
They also reported an independent effect of sharing the first segment, in \vhich 
responses sharing the first segn1ent as the target were more likely to be selected 
than other possible \vords of the same edit distance fro1n the target. 

These effects seen in aphasic production errors presu.mably follo\v fi:on1 the nature 
of the impairment. The individuals in these studies were adult speakers of the 
language with fully formed lexicons, and their later impairment had affected 
retrieval and production of \VOrds in production tasks. Thus, if the structure 
of the lexicon encodes si..tnilarity neighborhoods, it is unsurprising Iha t these 
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similarity neighborhoods would affect production errors. This contrasts 'vith 
individuals '"'ith developmental language deficits (including phonological impair
n1ent as '"ell as hearing impairment which n1ay affect speed\ input), in which 
the impairn1ent affects language processing alongside lexical development. 

Ne,vman and German (2002) examined the performance of 7- to 12-year-old 
typically developing children and mildren "''ith word-finding difficulties on a series 
of repetition tasks. Their analyses revealed a number of interesting findings. First, 
children from both groups were more accurate at repeating words fro1n sparse 
neighborhoods compared to words from dense neighborhoods, a result that 
likely reflects the facilitation that words from sparse neighborhoods receive from 
having fewer competitors for "''ord recognition. Second, children in both groups 
'"ere more accurate at repeating '"'ords from neighborhoods with high average 
neighborhood frequency. This result seemingly contrasts with the first finding, 
suggesting that \vord recognition in a neighborhood facilitates other recognition 
i.n that neighborhood. Here \ve have a facilitatory effect of having frequent neigh
bors, \vhereas the first finding was an inhibitory effect of competition. To address 
this apparent contradiction, Ne,vn1an and German (2002) examined the number 
of neighbors that had a higher frequency than the target. Words with fewer 
neighbors of higher frequency \Vere repeated n1ore accurately than words with 
many neighbors of higher frequency. TI1us, both groups of children 'vere more 
accurate in repeating words from sparse neighborhoods "''ith high-frequency 
neighbors. This suggests that the 'vord recognition process for both groups \vas 
affected by the neighborhood size and struchire, indicating that even children with 
\vord-finding difficulties appear to be sensitive to acoustic-phonetic sinUlarity ainong 
'vords and organize their lexicons into lexical neighborhoods that are used in 
lexical processing tasks. 

Another group of children who have been examined \Vith respect to neighbor
hood effects are mildren \vith cochlear implants (Cls). The children that have 
been studied are typically born profoundly deaf and receive their CI - a neural 
prosthesis - early in life to provide auditory input from \vhich spoken language 
abilities may be developed (Svirsky et al. 2000). Kirk et al. (1995) examined 
accuracy on word recognition tasks for children \vith Cls, and reported that they 
were n1ore accurate at identifying "easy" \vords (high-frequency vvords fron1 sparse 
neighborhoods) co1npared to "hard" words (low-frequency \Vords from dense neigh
borhoods). Other "'ork \vith adults \vith Cis and other hearing-i.mpaired adu.lts 
has reported similar effects, though sometimes diminished relative to healthy 
controls (CI: Collison et al. 2004; hearing-impaired: Dirks et al. 2001). 

4.3 Summary 
Research \vith typically developing children and individuals \vith language 
impairment demonstrates that the effects of lexical neighborhood are not limited 
to neurologically intact adults. There is evidence that these populations are also 
sensitive to acoustic-phonetic sin1ilarity and organize their lexical kno"•ledge 
accordingly. Given the articulatory differences behveen "'ords from high-density 
neighborhoods and "''ords from lo\v-density neighborhoods discussed in §3, it 
ren1ains unexplored \vhether children acquiring language are able to exploit these 
differences in some way that facilitates the organization of lexical kno'"'ledge into 
acoustic-phonetically defined similarity neighborhoods. 
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5 Lexical neighborhood effects in orthographic 
processing and audiovisual perception 

Thus far, "'e have discussed lexical neighborhood effects in the perception, 
acoustics, and articulation of spoken language. This work has largely focused on 
the storage and processing of acoustic-phonetic lexical kno,-vledge. In this section, 
"'e briefly discuss findings indicating that lexical knowledge is stored in terms 
of lexical similarity neighborhoods in other n1odalities (e.g. orthography and visual 
speech) as well as in multin1odal processing (e.g. audiovisual speech perception). 
These findings suggest that the effects of lexical organization on phonological 
processing are part of a broader class of effects from the organization of lexical 
kno"rledge. 

5.1 Orthographic similarity neighborhoods 
The literature on the effect of orthographic sin1ilarity neighborhoods on 'vritten 
language processing is extre1nely large, and much of it is outside the scope of the 
present chapter. We focus here on parallels between findings in orthography and 
the findings discussed in this chapter on phonological similarity neighborhoods. 
In a seminal paper on visual word recognition, Coltheart et al. (1977) defined a 
\vord's orthographic neighbors as those \vords that can be formed \Vith one letter 
d1anged but letter positions remaining unchanged. This meastrre has becon1e kno\\'ll 
as Coltheart's N (or just N, as used here), and has been used quite frequently in 
studies of visual word recognition (i.e. reading) as \vell as '"ritten language pro
duction (i.e. spelling). 

Coltheart et al. reported that in a lexical decision task for visually presented 
words and non-\vords, participants were faster to respond to lo\v N non-\vords 
than high N non-\vords. Coltheart et al. did not obtain the analogous finding for 
\vords. Later studies have been equivocal on the effect of N and neighborhood 
frequency for words in visual lexical decision tasks. It is common for studies to 
report a facilitatory effect of N (e.g. Andre,vs 1989, 1992; Sears et al. 1995) but 
an inhibitory effect of neighborhood frequency, or even a single high-frequency 
neighbor (e.g. Grainger et al. 1989; Grainger 1990; Grainger and Segui 1990; 
Carreiras et al. 1997). Recent atteu<pts to disentangle this issue have shtnvn that 
some neighbors appear to be stronger competitors than others (Davis and Taft 
2005), and that rigid coding of letter position and '"ord length may not be the 
best predictor of the make-up of orthographic similarity neighborhoods (see 
Grainger 2008 for a revie\v, and Yarkoni el al. 2008 for a proposal). 

In research on written lm<guage prodt.lcti.on, th.ere have been relatively fe\v 
studies, but the results have consistently sho\vn a facilitatory effect of high
neighborhood density. For example, Roux and Bonin (2009) reported that healthy 
adults demonstrate faster and more accurate. spelling of \vords from dense neigh
borhoods con1pared to words fron1 sparse neighborhoods. Sage and Ellis (2006) 
reported on the spelling performance of BH, a brain-damaged individual with 
acquired dysgraphia. BH's impairment affected the working memory mechanism 
in \vritten language production and she sho,ved less impairment producing 
\vords from dense neighborhoods con1pared to \vords from sparse neighborhoods. 
The authors reported that there \Vas a beneficial therapeutic effect for neighbors 
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of trained "'ords; if a \vord \Vas trained, spelling accuracy on the neighbors of 
that word improved. Taken together, these studies suggest that orthographic 
siinilarity neighborhoods affect the cognitive processii1g mvolved ii1 producmg 
vvritten language. 

5.2 Similarity neighborhoods in visual and audiovisual 
speech processing 

While researchers exammu1g speech perception and spoken vvord recognition 
typically focus on the auditory modality, there has been longst.u1ding evidence 
that sho\vs that visual speech perception actively contributes to "'Ord recognition, 
even in normal hearing adults in clear listening conditions (Sumby and Pollack 
1954; McGurk and MacDonald 1976). Over the past two decades, characteriza
tions of speech perception and the sensory processmg of speech signals have becon1e 
more focused on the multi.Inodal nature of speech (Massaro 1987, 1998; Sumrnerfield 
1987; Massaro and Cohen 1995; Massaro and Stork 1998; Calvert et al. 2004; Kim 
et al. 2004; Bernstein 2005; Rosenblum 2005). One line of work on this topic has 
explored the processing of lii1guistic information conveyed in visual speech, 

ii1cluding the ability to identify vvords from visual-only speech signals (e.g. 
Auer and Bernstem 1997; Lachs et al. 2000; Auer 2002; Mattys et al. 2002). 

Expanding on the notion of the perceptual equivalence class from Miller and 
Nicely (1955) (see also Shipman and Zue 1982 and Huttenlocher and Zue 1984), 
Auer and Bernstein (1997) developed the construct of lexical equivalence class 
(see also Lachs et al. 2000 and Mattys et al. 2002), \vhich is an equivalence class 
for words that are indistmguishable from the visual speech stream (e.g. pin and 
bin, vvhich differ only in voicing, a feature that is not detectable in visual speech). 
Nlattys et al. (2002) and Auer (2002) sho"1ed that \VOrds \Vith a large lexical equiva
lence class - the visual speech sin1ilarity neighborhood - were less recognizable than 
vvords with a small lexical equivalence class for both hearing and deaf observers. 
This is consistent with the notion of other "'ords m the siinilarity neighborhood 
as competitors for vvord recognition, so "'Ords '"ith few competitors are easier 
to recognize. Further, Tye-Murray et al. (2007) demonstrated that both auditory 
speech-based si.Inilarity neighborhoods and visual speech-based silnilarity neigh
borhoods are predictive of word recognition in audiovisual speech perception. 

5.3 Summary 
Th.is section has explored tl1e effects of similarity neighborhoods on other modal
ities of processing, including orthographic processing, visual speech processing, 

and audiovisual speech processing. In each of these domains, we have seen 
effects of sinillarity neighborhoods on task perforn1ance reflecting that the organ
ization of lexical kno,vledge mto neighborhoods of similar "'ords is a general 
cognitive mechanism that is not specific to acoiistic stiro.ul i.. 

6 Conclusion and future directions 

The research on form-based lexical si.Inilarity neighborhoods has been influential 
ii1 revealmg the nature of lexical processmg as competition an1ong lexical nodes. 
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This conception helps explain a variety of findings in spoken "'Ord recognition, 
as \veil as \vord recognition in other 1nodalities. In language production, two 
distinct types of effect of lexical neighbors have been reported. First, there is a 
facilitatory effect of neighborhood size in tasks of lexical access in "'ord pro
duction. This is li.kely due to feedback from a segmental level of processing to 
a lexical level - vvhen words similar to the target are activated, they activate 
their constituent segments. These segn1ents in turn send activation back up to the 
lexical nodes they are connected to, thus providing a facilitatory effect of density. 
Second, there are reported effects of neighborhood structure on the acoustic 
details of speech production. Many of the reported effects lead to hyper
articulation of 'vords in dense neighborhoods (e.g. expanded vo"1el space; more 
extreme VOT), which presumably helps to keep these 'vords distinct from their 
neighbors. Many of these effects of neighborhood are also seen in acquisition, 
in cases of language in1pairment, and in other modalities of form-based lexical 
processing. 

One issue that arises in each domain we discussed is the relationship bet"1een 
lexical effects of neighborhood structure and sub-lexical effects of phonotactic prob
ability. The vvidely held view on these related phenon1ena is that they exert their 
effects on different levels of processing, vvith a large neighborhood associated '"ith 
slo"1er and less accurate '"ord recognition at a lexical processing level but high 
probability associated '''ith faster and more accurate recognition at a sub-lexical 
processing level. While drawing the distinction benveen the nvo levels is parsi
n1onious and fits with both behavioral and neural evidence, it is worth noting 
that phonotactic probability is an e1nergent property of the structure of the lexi
con; that is, phonotactic probability is defined over the lexicon. Thus, these t\vo 
properties that appear to generate opposite effects in "'Ord recognition come from 
different levels of generalization over the san1e representations, and each can be 
thought of as an effect of similarity. The relationship between these sinlliarity
based effects and other similarity effects that have been explored in phonology 
(e.g. Frisch et al. 2004; Coetzee and Pater 2008) remains somewhat unexplored in 
the literature. 

Another direction of future research, which builds on some recent work, 
involves generating a more detailed definition of similarity and of \Vhat it means 
to be the competitor of a target \vord. While many of the previous investigations 
into lexical sirni J.a.rity neighborhood effects have tlSed. relatively coarse-grained 
metrics for discussing similarity, a variety of more recent efforts have been made 
to generate a more phonetically driven notion of similarity (Bailey and Hahn 2001; 
Hahn and Bailey 2005; Albright 2006; Felty et al. 2008). One pronusing direction 
involves using graph theory to better understand the network structure of the 
mental lexicon (Vitevitch 2008; Gruenenfelder and Pisoni 2009). Ftlture attero.pts 
to refine these metrics vvill hopefully provide a more precise, gradient measure 
of similarity which can better predict effects and perhaps be useful in designing 
treatment protocols that help people with acquired form-based lexical in1pairment 
(as in Sage and Ellis 2006). 

Finally, it is critical to consider the possibl.e role of lexical neighborhood 
density and neighborhood effects in phonological alternations. The notion that 
lexical frequency may play a role in phonological alternations has been advanced 
(e.g. Pierrehun1bert 2001) with the argument that frequent words may be more 
likely to undergo sound change, but '"hether other lexical factors such as 
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neighborhood density affect the likelihood of a "'Ord participating in alternations 
has received less atten tion. Hall (2005) reported that the incidence of Canadian 
Raising (i.e. \Vhere /a1/ -7 [Ar] before voiceless obstruents, as in iurite -7 [rArt]; 
cf. ride -7 [raid)) an1ong English speakers \vas actually affected by the neighbors 
sharing the CV biphone, even though Canadian Raising is thought to be condi
tioned by 'vhether the following consonant is voiced. However, whether lexical 
neighborhoods can be shown to predict the application of a phonological process 
(as lexical frequency has been shown to) ren1ains largely unexplored.' 
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66 Lenition 

NAOMI GUREVICH 

Lenition (German Len.ierung, from Latin lenire 'v1eaken') is most commonly defined 
as "a 'relaxation' or 'weakening' of articulatory effort" (Hock 1991: 80). The tern1 
\vas coined by Thurneysen as one "used to describe a n1utation of consonants which 
normally originated in a reduction of the energy employed in their articulation," 
and affects mostly consonants in intervocalic position (Thurneysen 1946: 74). 

Belo\v I present the processes that most commonly fall under the label of /enition, 
and make some observations that en1erge fron1 this list. The similarities between 
these processes and the way in '"hich they pattern support the mostly uncontro
versial vie"' that lenition is indeed a group of similar phenomena. Kirchner 
\vrites that to his kno\vledge "no linguist has ever explicitly maintained the con
trary view, that 'lenition' is merely an arbitrary collection of unrelated processes" 
(1998: 5). But "'lille most acknowledge that the processes considered leniting are 
indeed related and fonn a coherent group, defining the exact criteria for group 
membership remains largely controversial and debates about the formalization, 
motivation, and even goal of lenition abound. 

Three main approaches to lenition are presented here: formal, phonetic, and 
functional. The formal approach is the generative theory-based search to formalize 
synchronic rules of lenition processes. The phonetic approach seeks to determine 
\vhat motivates the sot.1nd changes in question and \vhat exactly constitu.tes 
"articulatory effort." The third, functional, take on lenition looks to matters of 
contrast maintenance, which exhibit an additional \vay in \vhich lenitions pattern 
with great sin1ilarity, in its search for \vhat constrains and sometimes triggers 
lenition phenomena. 

1 Leni ting processes 

In this section I summarize the processes n1ost comn1only considered to fall under 
the cover term fen it ion. There is general agreement in the literature that all the 
processes listed below may be considered lenitions, but there is little agreement 
regarding the exact criteria required for membership in the lenition group. 

In coining the term, Thurneysen suggests that leniting processes are characterized 
by so1ne reduction in articulatory effort, but to date there has been no agreen1ent 
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on exactly what this entails. Among linguists there are intuitions regarding articu
latory effort, so1ne more accepted than others. Voicing, for example, has an 
explanation rooted in the la\vs of physics, specifically aerodynamics: intervocalic
aJly the vocal cords may continue to vibrate after the first vowel, through the con
sonant, and into the second vo\vel; but in final position - \Vhere final devoicing 
is encountered - aerodynamic conditions are not conducive to voicing (\'\lestbury 
and Keating 1986). Other processes listed belo'" have explanations that are more 
difficult to quantify, such as "some reduction in constriction degree or duration" 
(Kirclmer 1998: 1). 

Both open questions, criteria for group membership, and how to formalize effort 
reduction, are reiterated in the discussion of the formal and phonetic approaches 
to lenition (§3.1 and §3.2). 

1.1 Degemination 
Degemination is the shortening of a CC cluster, '"here both consonants are 
the same, to a singleton C (see also CHAPTER 37: CEMINAT£s). Two examples are 
diachronic degemination in Nlunic *k.k > k I V _ V (Manaster Rainer 1993) and 
word-final degen1ination in Tiberian Hebrew. 

(1) l!Vord-Jinal dege111inalion in Tiberian Hebrew (Malone 1993: 73) 

(qal) 'light (MASC)' (qalb;i) 'light (FE.M)' 

1.2 Deaspiration 

Deaspiration is the loss or reduction of aspiration. For example, in the Pattani dialect 
of the Sino-Tibetan language Lahau.l, aspiration of the bilabial voiceless stop is 
reduced in pre-accented syllables. In medial and final contexts, [ph] is in free 
variation \Vi th [p ]. 

(2) Deaspiration in the Pattani dialect of Lahaul (Shar1na 1982: 48) 

a. 

b. 

Reduction of aspiration 
i. aspiration in accented syllable 
ii. reduced aspiration in pre-accented syllable 
[p"l - [p) 
i. q;igegphi - qagegpi 'to tremble, shiver' 
ii. hjup"ifi - hjupifi 'to open' 

1.3 Voicing 

p"uka 
p"ukan 

'body' 
'flour' 

Voicing involves a change from a voiceless sound to a voiced one and is a very 
common lenition process, second in prevalence only to spirantization (Gurevich 
2004). Voicing usually affects whole series of sounds in the language "'here it applies. 
A.nd although voicing can affect fricatives as in Sekani, a Na-Dene language 
spoken in Canada (3), where voiceless initials of noun and postposition stems voice 
\vhen prefixed or preceded by a nominal possessor or object, it is much more 
common \vith stops, such as the intervocalic voicing in the Yanomam language 
Sanun1a (4). 
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(3) /s ! <; x A\/ � [z 1 j. y w] in Sekani (Hargus 1985: 270-271) 

a. xas 'planning tool' 
b. <;an 'song' 
c. xaz ""indfall roots' 

. ' SaJane 
tse yaz-e 

'my pla1u1ing tool' 
'my song' 
'Old Friend Mt. (roots stem)' 

(4) /p t ts k/ � [b d dz g] I V _  V in San11111a (Borgman 1990: 220) 

a. ipa [ipa] or [iba] 'my' 
b. hute [hute] or [hude] 'heavy' 
c. hatsa [hatsa] or [hadza] 'deer' 
d. aka [aka) or [aga] 'tongue' 

1.4 Spirantization 
Cross-linguistically, this is by far the most common lenition process. Spirantiza
tion involves the change of a stop to a fricative, n1ost comn1only in intervocalic 
position. This quite often affects '"hole series of sot.ui.ds in a language's inventory, 
as for example in the Paya dialect of the Chibchan language Kuna (5), or in the 
Tumpisa dialect of the Uto-Aztecan language Shoshone (6). 

(5) b d g � B o y I V _ V following a stressed syllable in Paya. Kuna (Pike et al. 
1986: 459) 

a. pa.[3a 'father' 
b. peoe 'you' 
c. naya 'foot' 

(6) p t c k k" � <p e c; x x'"' I V _ [voiceless]V in Tiimpisa Shoshone (Dayley 
1989: xxviii-xxix) 

a. wisipin [ '"ifi<pi) 
b. tapettsi [ta�ettfj] 
c. citoohin [cioo:hi] 
d. peti·s•m [ peoi] - [ peei] 

k t··ge1n e. a t 

f. mi'ak\va 

1.5 Flapping 

[kart] - [kaf!] 
[mi'aywa] - [miaywa] 

'thread' 
'st1n' 
'push' 
'daughter' (ends \vith a genlinating 
segment) 
'sit' 
'go away!' 

Flapping is a process '"'hereby a sound is replaced by a flap (usually either 
alveolar [r] or retroflex ((); see CHAPTER 113: FLAPPING IN Af-·!ERICAN ENGLISH). Two 
examples are intervocalic flapping of the trill in the Sino-Tibetan language 
Kagate spoken in the village of Phedi (7) and final flapping of the retroflex stop 
in the Indo-European language Gujarati (8). 

(7) Flapping in Kagate: /r/ � [r] I V _  V (Hoehlig and Hari 1976: 19) 

a. /tari/ [tari] 'axe' 
b. /tiluir)/ [tU-il)] 'today' 
c. /guhri/ [guri] 'cat' 
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(8) Free variation of [ell and kl in final position in Gujarati (Cardona 1965: 24) 

[j"acl) - (jha{) 'tree' 

Quite often the alveolar and retroflex stops undergo flapping as part of a 1nore 
genera l spirantization process that affects other stops. For exan1ple, in the Calabar
Creek To,vn dialect of Efik (a Niger-Congo language) /b d k/ � [p r 111 non
initially in a word stem and before a vo"rel: where /b I and /k/ spirantize, the 
alveolar /d/ flaps (9). In the case of the retroflex, the [d appears to be the usual 
output of a process "'here the rest of the stop series spirantize. For exan1ple, in 
the Afro-Asiatic language of Somali, I b d cl g/ spirantize to [p () ( 11) intervocal
ically, especially after a stressed syllable: where /b d g/ spirantize, the /cl/ flaps 
(10). In the case of the alveolar stops, however, there is a discernible pattern: spir
antization of the stop series in languages whose inventories include a phonemic 
trill usually results in a /d/ � [o] substitution, while in trill-less languages the 
alveolar stop flaps (/d/ � [r)) \vhere the rest of the stop series spirantizes. This 
happens \Vith regularity in all 33 lang11ages '''here alveolar stops are affected 
(Gurevich 2004). 

(9) Non-initial in a Ivord stem and before a vowel in the Calabar-Creek Town dialect 
of Efik (Dunstan 1969: 38) 

a. 
b. 
c. 

/b/ 
/di 
/kl 

� !Pl 
� [r] 
� b:J 

d\vop-eba 
lk(lr-�kp�n� 
tifo11-(1d,va • 

'twelve' 
'nan1e of a to,vn' 
'market store' 

(10) Spirantization of stops in So111ali (Annstrong 1964) 

a. 'laba 
b. 'badag 
c. 'ticli 
d. 'sagaal 

['la pal 
['ba6agl 
['ticil 
['sa11aal] 

1.6 Debuccalization 

't\VO' 
'goose' 
'she said' 
'11ine' 

Debuccalization is the loss of place of articulation, preserving only glottal 
constriction, resulting n1ost conlffionly in either (h] or (?) (see also CHAPTER 22: 
CONSONANTAJ. Pt.ACE OF ARTICULATION). For example, in the Cuisnahuat dialect 
of the Oto-Aztecan language Pipil, a syllable-final /w I becomes [hl in word-final 
or preconsonantal position (11). In the Austronesian language Toba Batak, pre
consonantal voiceless stops surface as glottal stops (12). 

(11) Debuccalization in the Cuisnahuat dialect of Pipil: /w I - /h/ (Campbell 1985: 
34) 

a. kuwa 'to buy' 
b. pu\va 'to count' 

kuhki 'bought' 
puhki 'counted' 

(12) Debuccalization in Toba Batak: Ip t k/ � [71 I _ C (Hayes 1986: 341) 

halak 'person' hala? batak 'Batak person' 
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1.7 Gliding 

Gliding is the replacement of stops or spirants 'vith a homorganic glide (see 
CHAPTER 15: GLIDES). For exan1ple, in the Djapu dialect of the Australian language 
Yolngu, [<;.I J) - [j), [b g) - ["') in word-medial position follo"'ing a vo,vel, liquid, 
or semivo'''el (13). 

(13) Gliding in the Djapu dialect of Yolngu (Morphy 1983: 29) 
a. minj?ci 'colour, paint' + garpu-NG 'pierce' 

nlinj?ci-jarpu-NG 'paint' 
b. Jarakala?ju-N 'move in an uncontrolled \vay' 

Jarakala7-jarakalaju-N 'keep moving in an t.lncontrolled way' 
c. c;!a: 'mouth' + birka7ju-N 'try' 

<;.la:-\virka?ju-N 'ask' 
d. gawal 'country' + gujaNi-0 'I think' 

gawal-wujaNi-0 'be born' 

1.8 Loss 
Loss is the deletion of a sound (most commonly a glide or a glottal) in certain 
contexts (see CHAPTER 68: DELETION), for example, the occasional loss of the inter
vocalic glottals [?) and [h) in the Uto-Aztecan language Tiimpisa Shoshone (14), 
w here the presence and absence of these sounds is in free variation. 

(14) [? h] - 0 in Tiimpisa Shoshone (Dayley 1989: xxix) 

·7 k a. nu. a. wa 
b. so?oppitin 

1.9 Devoicing 

(mi?a¥wa) - [mia¥wa) 'go away!' 
[s0?:ip:iri] - [s:i:p:iri] 'much, many' 

Devoicing is the loss of voicing, usually in final positions (see CHAPTER 69: 
FINAL DEVOICING AND FINAL LARYNGEAL NEUTRALIZATION). For example, the final 
devoicing of obstruents in Standard Bulgarian (15): 

(15) Final devoicing in Bulgarian (Scatton 1984: 73) 
a. grad-ove 
b. grat 

'cities' 
'city' 

2 Patterns of lenition 

The exan1ples in §1 touch on the cross-linguistic prevalence of some Jeni.ting 
phenon1ena, ho''' conlffion they are among the \Vorld's languages, and ho\v 
\videspread their effect may be \vithin the languages where they apply. In this 
section I elaborate on a fe,v other patterns that emerge from the list of leniting 
processes. The degree to which each theory of lenition discussed in the follo,ving 
section accounts for these patterns provides added perspective into the differing 
points of vie,v. 
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The processes described above operate in two main contexts: syllable/ 
\vord-finally and intervocalically. The bulk of the processes, those that apply in 
intervocalic context, line up in a discernible sequence: the products of degenu
nation and deaspi.rati

.
on (/tt t"/ � (t)) are the sounds that undergo voicing (/t/ 

� [d]), resulting in the sound that most commonly undergoes spirantization, 
flapping, debuccalization, or gliding (/d/ � [(I '/h f j]), and glides and glottals 
are the sounds n1ost comn1only lost (/j ' hi � 0). This chain shift alignment of 
intervocalic leni.tion processes, \vhere the output of some is the exact input of 
others, is illustrated in (16). In (17), the processes are listed in the order they could 
apply i.f they were to affect the same phoneme or its correspondent diachronic
ally, although in some cases like spirantization and flapping or debuccalization 
and gliding, this order is arbitrary. 

(16) Hierarchy of input/output sounds in intervocalic lenition processes 
tt t" > t > d > (0) (\ [ > ?  h j > 0 

(17) The general order in which intervocalic /enition processes might apply 
Degemination 
Deaspiration 
Voicing 
Spi.rantization 
Flapping 
Debuccalization 
Gliding 
Loss 

tt � t 
th � t 
t � d  
t d � (0) il 
t d � f 
t � '  h 
t � j 
? h j  � 0 

If the oft-cited observation that "a segment X is said to be weaker than a 
segment Y if Y goes through an X stage on its \vay to zero" (Venneman, cited in 
Hy1nan 1975: 165) is an accurate diagnostic of intervocalic consonant strength, then 
(16) lists consonants in order of their relative strength, fron1 strongest to weakest 
(where (tt) is stronger than [t), which is stronger than (d), etc., to the weakest 
possible outcome of leniti.on, "'hich is 0). The resulting ",veakeni.ng hierarchy" 
gives birth to the notion of lenition as gradation toward loss. 

There are nvo \vays in which the patterns illustrated in (16) and (17) manifest 
themselves in language data: as an outline of attested diachronic sound changes 
of the same phoneme or its correspondent, and as a list of synchronic sound sub
stitutions that occur, often si.multaneously, in any given Language. T"'O examp les 
of attested diachronic sound changes where some of the lenition processes listed 
in (17) sequentially affect the sa1ne phoneme are French, \vhere intervocalic stops 
were voiced then spirantized before eventual gliding (not sho\vn in the exan1ple) 
and deletion (18), and Latin, where there '"'as a sinUJar intervocalic voicing, 
spiranti.zation/gliding, then loss (19). 

(18) French lenition: t � d � ii � 0 (Jacobs 1994: 2) 

fratrem > *(fradre] > [frailre] > frere 'brother' 

(19) Latin Ienition (Hock 1991: 81) 

pacatuin > (*)pa.gado > Sp. [pa¥ailo] > dialectal [pa¥aO) 'pacified, pleased' 
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Lenition processes that operate simultaneously in a given language may also 
exhibit the pattern in vvhich the output of one process is the exact input of another, 
but in some cases these achially affect different phone1nes. For exan1ple, in a given 
language there could be synchronic voicing of voiceless stops and spirantization 
of voiced ones. In such cases the chain-shift pattern of (t] 4 (d) and (d] 4 [o] is 
maintained, but the phone [d] that is the output of voicing and the phonetically 
comparable [d] that undergoes spirantization do not represent the sa1ne phone1ne. 
T\vo examples of such phonemic overlap, an intersection of phonemes where "a 
given sound ( . . .  ] may belong to t"'O or more different phonen1es in the same 
dialect" (Bloch 1941: 93), are the interactions bet"'een intervocalic voicing and 
spirantization in Northern Corsican, and behveen debuccalization and loss in Nepali. 
In Northern Corsican, intervocalic voiceless stops are voiced (20), '�'hile existing 
voiced stops in the language are spi.rantized in the sa1ne context (21). The phonetic 
contrast behveen intervocalic voiceless and voiced stops shifts to spirantization 
and is mai.ntained. In the Indo-European language Nepali there is intervocalic 
debuccalization of [tsh] to [h] (Bandhu and Dahal 1971) and in the same context 
loss of the existing [h) in normal speech (22). So \vhile the chain-shift pattern of 
[ts") 4 [h] and [h] � 0 is maintained, the output of the first process and the input 
of the second are not the same phoneme, and the previous contrast behveen the 
phonemes /ts" I and /h/ is preserved, and shifts to /h/ and 0. 

(20) [p t k] 4 (b d g] I V _ V in Northern Corsican (Din.nsen and Eckman 1977: 6) 

a. [pe6e) 'foot' [u be6e] 'the foot' 
b. [tengu] 'I have' [u dengu] 1 have it' 
c. [kaza) 'house' [a gaza] 'the house' 

(21) [b d g] 4 [� o ¥1 1 V _Vin Northern Corsican (Dinnsen and Eckman 1977: 6) 

a. [bokka] 'mouth' [a �okka] 'the 1nouth' 
b. [denteJ 'tooth' [u oente] 'the tooth' 
c. [gola] 'throat' (di ¥Ola) 'of throat' 

(22) Inter<Jocnlic loss of /hi in Nepali (Bandu and Dahal 1971: 26) 

a. /bahlro/ (bairo] 'deaf' 
b. /m<ih<i/ (m;.;i;.;i) 'honey' 

The discussion of phonemic overlap brings up two additional features common 
to most lenition processes. First, Nepali intervocalic /h/-loss is reported to occur 
in normal speech. This added din1ension to what we know about the context of 
many Jeni.ti.on processes is rather common cross-linguistically, and many leniting 
sound substitutions are reported mostly to occur in relaxed,fast, and normal speech 
(see CHAPTER 79: REDUCTION). 

Second, the matter of contrast 1naintenance is raised (see CHAPTER 2: CONTRAST). 
In both the Northern Corsican and the Nepali examples the phonetic distinction 
between two phonemes is threatened by a leniting sou.nd substitution (in Corsican 
the /p/:/b/, /t/:/d/, /k/:/g/ oppositions are threatened by the voicing of /p t k/, 
and in Nepali the /tsh /:/h/ opposition is threatened "'ith the debuccalization of 
/ts" I to [h]). In both cases, ho\vever, the distinctions are maintained by an addi
tional leniting sound substitution in the san1e context (in Corsican the intervocalic 
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spirantization of the existing voiced stops shifts the /p/:/b/, /t/:/d/, /k/:/g/ 
contrast to /b/:/�/, /d/:/15/, lg/:/';{/, and in Nepali the Joss of intervocalic /h/ 
shifts the /ts"/:/h/ contrast to /h/: 0). As it turns out, lenition phenon1ena in 
general very rarely lead to neutralization, and ahnost never result in homophonic 
forms. A survey of 230 mostly leniting processes in 153 languages found that 
92 percent avoid neutralization, v,rhile only 8 percent could potentially result in 
the kind of homophony that leads to the loss of lexical distinction that may inter
fere '"ith comn1unication (Gurevich 2004). 

In sumn1ary, several ways in \vh.ich Jenition behaviors pattern together have 
been outlined in this section. These are listed in (23). 

(23) Patterns of Ienitions 

a. The prevalence of certain processes (that is, ho'" co1nmon some Jenition 
processes are cross-linguistically and \vhether they affect a single sound 
or an entire series). 

b. The fact that many lenition processes are reported to occur in natural 
or fast speech. 

c. The gradation pattern of intervocalic lenition processes. 
d. Phonenuc overlap. 
e. The strong tendency of l.enit.ion phenomena to a.void neutral.ization. 

Current debates on lenition focus on fonnulating a unified description of all 
leniting processes, i.soJ.a.ting ,.vhat exactly motivates them and in soole cases \vhat 
constrains them. Exploring ho''' and the degree to \vhich each approach accounts 
for the patterns presented here sheds light on the foundation of each theory and 
its capacity to accommodate empirical data. 

3 Theoretical approaches to lenition 

There is soroe,vhat of a general agreen1ent a.m.ong phonologists about the main 
processes that can be considered leniting, but formalizing this agreement has proved 
controversial. In this section, three n1ain approaches to the question are explored. 
The formal approach (§3.1) seeks to define unified rules that \Nould encode all 
vital infonnation about le1ution processes. These rules should form a n1odel that 
can be u.sed to detero�ine unam.biguous.ly \vhi.ch processes are Jeni.ting, i.ncl.u.ding 
all those that are and excluding all those that aren't. The phonetic approach (§3.2) 
seeks to isolate the underlyirlg physical causes of all lenition processes. The third 
approach (§3.3) builds on the contrast-maintaining behavior of most lenition pro
cesses to identify the forces that n1ay constrain the progress and outcon1e of such 
sound changes. 

3.1 The formal approach 

The formal approach to lenition is taken by generative grammarians. Its goal is to 
formalize a set of purely synchronic rules that would model all cases of Jenition. 
Three notable fonnalizations of lenition under this approach are feature spreading, 
sonority promotion, and simplification. Additional fonnalizations exist, but they are 
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mostly variations on these three models. All three models attempt to subsume 
the various sound changes that can be considered leniting, \\'hile excluding all 
other processes, under one formal expression. Success in this endeavor would result 
in a rule to be included in Universal Grarrunar (UG). 

Lenition as autosegmental feature spreading (e.g. Jacobs and Wetzels 1988) 
involves the spreading of some feature of the surrounding sounds to the element 
undergoing lenition (see CHAPTER 81: LOCAL ASSIMILATION), for example the 
spreading of either the [+voiced] or [+continuant] feature of the vowels surrounding 
an intervocalic stop to that stop, causing it to either voice or spirantize. This 
formalization works well for voicing and spirantization, but not for the leniting 
process of debuccalization \Vhich, if anything, involves the delinking of features 
rather than the acquisition of new ones. Additional rules would be required to 
predict when a stop is voiced and when it is spirantized, since the Slrrroundi.ng 
vowels possess both featmes. 

Lenition as sonority promotion (e.g. Hock 1991; Lavoie 1996) formalizes lenition 
rules as replacing a sound by a more sonorous version of itself in certain con
texts. Sonority is determined based on the principle that "requires onsets to rise 
in sonority to"1ard the nucleus and codas to fall in sonority fron1 the nucleus" 
(Kensto\vicz 1994: 254; see also CHAPTER 49: SONORITY). On the scale of sonority, 
stops are least sonorous, followed by fricatives, nasals, liquids, glides, and finally 
VO\vels, whicll are most sonorous. Lenition as sonority promotion is descriptively 
accurate for son1e of the leniting processes such as spirantization and gliding, but 
as a unified formalization of lenition it fails to include other processes con1n1only 
considered leniti.ng such as deaspiration and degen1ination, neither of which has 
a more sonorous output than input. 

A third formal vie"' of lenition is one of simplification, "'here segmental com
plexity is measured by the number of features required to describe a consonant, 
and lenition is a process that simplifies this con1plexity by deli.nking some of the 
features. For exan1ple, deaspiration would involve the delinki.ng of laryngeal 
features and debuccalization '"ould delink place of articulation features. When 
this formalization is faced \Vith a leniting sound change that does not appear to 
reduce the nUJnber of basic features of a given element, it turns to 111a.rkedn.ess 
for help: markedn.ess is used as a measure of so1ne degree of "naturalness," meant 
to n1ake phonological features less abstract in tenns of their intrinsic content (e.g. 
Chom.sky and Hall.e 1968; Guitart 1976; McMa.hon 1994; Rice :1999). An element 
is considered null"ked by definition if it is less natural or more complex than another. 
In this \vay, every case that does not immediately conform to the view of lenition 
as simplification is solved, because within this approach the input of any lenition 
process, by definition, is more n111rked than the output, hence every lenition pro
cess is one of a move to the unmarked, or less complex state (see CHAPTER 4: 

MARKEDNESS). 
Let us examine ho'" the formal models presented here account for the patterns 

of lenition discussed in §2. Although there is not an explicit concern \\'ith the 
prevalence of so1ne lenition processes over others (23a), the frequency of any 
element in con1parison �vith an.other can be accommodated "'.i.thin gene.rative 
theory as part of the UG principles of markedness: the less marked elements are 
expected to be more frequent. The view of lenition as gradation (23c) is relevant 
to both the sonorihJ promotion. and the simplification models: both formalize leniti.on 
as a n1ove along a graded scale, either of sonority or of seg:n1ental co1nplexity. 
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The sonority scale emulates to a large extent the lenition hierarchy mapped out 
in (16), and the case of loss especially provides compelling support for lenition 
as simplifica.lion. Due to its superlative nature, the output of loss is arbitrarily the 
least complex, least marked, and 1nost natural segment, "'hich, as the ultimate step 
in the gradation pattern, gives the impression that it is the goal. The remaining 
three patterns, fast speech (23b), phonemic overlap (23d), and contrast maintaining 
behavior of lenitions (23e), are not addressed. 

The advent of Optimality Theory (Prince and Smolensky 1993) allows for the 
incorporation of elements of phonetic and functional detail into the fonnal gran1-
matical expression of lenition patterns. Kirchner (1998), for example, incorporates 
notions of "articulatory ease" directly into his formal statement, in the form of 
so-called "lazy" constraints that are ranked \Vith respect to (presumably "non-lazy") 
faithfulness constraints. Such a research progran1 provides a very promising link 
to the phonetic and functional pressures that are de1nonstrably acting on patterns 
of lenition. We hold off our investigation of such approaches - despite their formal 
rigor - until the next section. 

To sumn1arize, the formal approach to lenition arises fron1 the generative 
tradition. Its main goal is to find a unified formal rule that \'l'ould subsun1e all 
the various processes that can be considered Jeni.ting. If such a rule is defined, it 
•vou ld be recognized as a linguistic universal, and the question of lenition would 
be solved. If a model is posited that does not apply to all processes generally 
considered leniting, then the offending processes are either amended (as in the 
case of the simplification 1nodel's use of 111a.rkedness) or removed fro1n the list of 
lenitions, using the argument that the n1odel is sound, and if it is sound and does 
not i.nclude X, X must not be relevant. For example, degemi.nation does not 
fit the view of lenition as "delinking of privative features" (a variation on the 
simplification model), so it is argued that this process should be excluded from the 
list of unambiguously agreed-on lenition phenomena (Szigetvari 2008). 

3.2 The phonetic approach 
The second approach is n1ore in the spirit of ho\v the term lenition came to be 
coined: an observation of ho\v common certain processes are in certain environ-
1nents and that there is some "reduction of articulatory energy" associated with 
these sound changes . .Researd1 in th.is direction is especially concerned with 
the physical motivation behind lenition, be it articulatory effort reduction, prosody 
rn.ain.ten.an.ce, related to acoustics and perception, or possibly some combination of 
these factors. 

Ohala (1981) notes that sound changes "'hich are attested in diverse and u1ue
]ated languages are likely to have a phonetic origin. The degree to which lenition 
processes are common cross-linguistically suggests that they are motivated by "'hat 
is common among speakers, i.e. biological factors which include the physical shape 
of the vocal organs, their movement, and their acoustic correlates. Ho\vever, \vhile 
it is \.videly assumed that lenition is conditioned by phonetic properties such as 
ease of production and perception (e.g. Flemaling 1995; Jun 1995; Kirchner 1998; 
Steriade 2000), ho"' exactly these properties should be described and measured 
is far from settled. 

The concept of �(fort mi11i111ization precedes formal generative theories: Zipf, as 
early as 1935, suggests that the frequency of sounds depends on their degree of 
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articulatory complexity. Rejection of this concept, based on the fact that effort is 
difficult to measure, was S\\rift: Trubetzkoy (1939) argues that it is difficult to pin
point the degree of con1plexity of sounds (e.g. \\•luch is more co1nplex: tense vocal 
cords and relaxed n1outh organs, or lax vocal cords and tense mouth organs?). 
Trubetzkoy's objection to describing sounds in terms of phonetic complexity leads 
to the introduction of markedness values and the eventual move to,vard formaEzing 
phonology rules con1pletely removed from phonetic information. But interest in 
characterizing lenition in tern1s of effort 1nirlin1ization has not waned. 

Kirchner's (1998) phonetically based approach posits an effort nlinirniz.ation model 
of lenition 'vhere greater articulatory movement constitutes greater effort, and the 
push to reduce this effort results in the reduction of constriction degree or dura
tion of an affected sound. Kirchner incorporates phonetic theory into a formal 
approach and models it \Vithir1 the frame,vork of Optimality Theory (Prir1ce and 
Smolensky 1993), where conflictmg universal constramts are ranked with respect 
to each other. Articulatory effort minimization is therefore identified as a constraint 
(LAZY) that is ranked with respect to the counter-force constrairlts of ji1ithf11lness 
and fortition. Lenition is thus viewed as a force, encoded m universal grammar, 
to reduce articulatory effort by reducir1g articulatory 1novement and tin1mg which 
results m falling short of articulatory targets. 

Kingston argues that: 

the differences in effort between the Je.n:ited and unlenited pronunciations are so 
miniscule that they can hardly be \vhat motivates a speaker to lenjte. Both the dif
ferences in the distance the articulators travel (mere millimeters) and the time scales 
(at most tens of milliseconds) are much too small for effort to differ detectably bel\veen 
the two pronunciations. (Kingston 2008: 1) 

He suggests that lenition's purpose is to rnainlain prosodic structure. He shows 
that lenition occurs most commonly mside prosodic constituents and argues that 
it is meant to communicate a continuing constituent, thereby reducing a sound's 
interruption of the stream of speech. Within this vie\v, lenited pronunciation is 
the result of achieving a specific target that produces the desired acoustic conse
quences, such as greater intensity, rather than fallir1g short of the desired target. 
Kingston also notes that "[l]enition is more likely ill more frequent words than 
Jess frequent ones, because the listener needs less information to recognize more 
frequent words" (2008: 17); see also CHAPTER 90: FREQUENCY EFFECTS. 
Acoustics and perception must also play some role in lenition, even if only as 

part of the natural interaction bet\veen speaker and hearer: "Speaker and hearer 
are irlterested ill co1nmwuca tir1g and will pronow1ce '"ords only as they have heard 
them (or thin.le they have heard them) pronounced by others" (Oh.ala 1981: 197); 
see also CHAPTER 98: SPEECH PERCEPTION AND PHONOLOGY. Acoustic considerations 
may affect the perceived differences bet"1een certain sounds in certairl contexts, 
which may facilitate or otherwise ir1fluence le1ution phenomena. For exa1nple, 
acoustic theory suggests that prevocalic distillctions are n1ore perceptible than pre
consonantal ones (e.g. Silverman 1995; Segeral and Scheer 1999; Steriade 1999). Since 
lenition processes are most frequent in mtervocalic contexts, it is possible that leni
tion may proceed more easily in contexts "'here a sound is easier to perceive even 
•vhen it is Jenited. Kaplan (2008) suggests another angle: that ir1 certain contexts 
the perceptual difference between a sound and its lenited counterpart plays a role 
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in the prevalence of some lenition processes. She has had some success in sho°l'\1-
ing that the perceptual difference between intervocalic voiced stops and spirants 
is sn1aller than between voiced and voiceless stops, '"hich is son1ewhat consis
tent "'ith the frequency of spirantization, although it is too soon to dra'"' any broad 
conclusions based on such a limited study. The interaction between articulation 
and perception, speaker and hearer, also plays a role in the functional approach 
discussed in the follovting section. 

Turning to the patterns listed in §2, by attributing the sound changes to phys
ical properties conunon to all speakers, a unified approach to lenition that is based 
on phonetic considerations accounts for the similarities bet"'een, and to some extent 
the frequency of, cross-linguistic lenition processes (23a) and the fact that many 
Jeni ting changes are reported to occur in 1·elaxed or fast speech (23b ). In fact, it is 
these empirical observations that suggest Jeni.ti.on phenon1ena may be phonetically 
driven in the first place. The view of lenition as gradation (23c), and especially 
the •veakening hierarchy i.n (16), are central to effort-reduction theories. As with 
some formal models discussed above, the case of loss provides compelling support 
for the vie'" of lenition as a graded move along a scale of effort 1ninirnization: 
loss is the ultimate step in lenit ion and it results in an element that unambiguously 
requires the least effort to articulate. Phonen1ic overlap (23d) is not addressed, 
but the strong tendency of lenition phenomena to avoid neutralization (23e) is 
inherent in Kingston's observation that lenition is more likely to affect more com
mon "'Ords \vhich rely less on acoustic cues to be recognized. Lenition is less likely 
to proceed unhindered and have widespread consequences if it obliterates mean
ing distinctions to the point "'here it interferes with conununication (Gurevich 
2004). This is also supported by the acoustic studies that suggest distinctions are 
more perceptible in prevocalic contexts, \vhere most lenition phenomena occur. 
I return to this point in the follo\ving section. 

3.3 The functional approach 
The functional approach focuses on the effect that Ieniting sound substitutions 
have on contrasts in the languages '"here they apply, that is, the fact that lenition 
phenomena very rarely result in obliteration of contrast (neutralization). This is 
the goal of Gurevich (2004), '"ho investigates 230 mostly leniting processes in 153 
languages, and finds that 92 percent of these avoid neutralization. This approach 
is termed functional because the meaning distinction of words depends on the 
systen1 of contrasts in a given language, and these distinctions affect communi
cation, '"hich is the primary function of language. 

This approach to lenition is not independent of phonetically based motivation, 
and does not explicitly contradict any of the i:nodels presented in the previou.s 
section. It does, however, influence the extent to '"hich physical properties can 
drive sound changes. If there is a physical "push" - \vhatever that push may be 
- to Jenite, the degree to \Vhich this substitution 1nay affect contrast in a given 
language n1ay hinder the progress of the sound change. Lenition processes that 
threaten contrast n1ay lead to loss of lexical distinctions which, in turn, could .indu.ce 
a significant amount of homophony that '.vould result in confusion. And since 
confusing signals are less likely to be reproduced as listeners become speakers 
(Silverman 2006), the neutralizing sound substitutions, regardless of the physical 
"push" to invoke then1, are less likely to become \Videspread. 
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Gurevich (2004) clearly shows that the progress and outcome of lenition pro
cesses are constrained by the functional considerations of contrast n1aintenance. 
The syste1ns of contrast in languages appear to exert a gradual diachronic force 
over phonetic processes, affecting the progress and outcome of such processes 
depending on the degree to which they threaten contrast. Lenition processes that 
do not threaten contrast are far more likely to proceed unhindered, '"ith the 
widespread consequences of affecting entire series of sounds in a language (this 
most conunonly happens with voicing and spirantization). Changes that son1e\vhat 
threaten contrast pattern according to the shapes of the phonemic inventory of 
a language. An example of this is the flapping that patterns \vith spirantization 
discussed in §1.5: in languages "'here the entire stop series is spirantized, the 
retroflex stop [ell ahvays results in a flap [r], '"hile the alveolar stop [dl results 
in a flap [r] only in languages that do not have a phonemic trill; otherwise it 
spirantizes to [o]. This suggests that flapping may be the preferred outco1ne of 
alveolar spi..rantization, as in the case of the retroflex stops, but is avoided when 
contrast is threatened. This threat comes in the form of a phonemic trill, a sound 
that is phonetically similar to a flap (the /r I :fr I contrast exists, but is rare; it is 
found in only three of the 153 languages investigated). Finally, changes that clearly 
threaten contrast, sucl1 as sound mergers and loss, often induce further changes 
that reshape phonological systems, thereby avoiding contrast obliteration: for 
example, cases of phonemic overlap discussed in §2 (e.g. in (20), \vhere [p t kl 
� [b d gl, and (21), '"here [b d gl � [� o ¥1 intervocalically in Northern 
Corsican, \Vhich results in the avoidance of neutralization bet\veen the output 
of the voicing process and existing voiced stops in the language), or contrast 
shifts, '"here a sound may be deleted but its absence maintains contrast '"ith 0, 
an example of whicl1 is provided below in (24). 

Phonetically conditioned sound changes that are found to be neutralizing (18 
of the 230 processes, or 8 percent) are more conunon in preconsonantal positions 
'"here contrast is less perceptible and harder to maintain (see again Silvern1an 
1995, SegeraJ and Scheer 1999, and Steriade 1999). That is, the potential obliteration 
of contrast to the extent '"here it could interfere with lexical distinctions occurs 
more frequently in contexts '"here contrast is already less perceptible, in '"hi.ch 
case fewer words should depend exclusively on such contrasts for their dis
tinctions. Hence the potential of these few neutralizing sound substitutions to 
hinder commiuu.ca.tion by inducing homophony is reduced, ,.vhich further sug
gests that the relationship behveen leniting sound substitutions and contrast is 
not arbitrary. 

Turning again to the patterns listed in §2, the cross-linguistic similarities of 
lenition processes are accounted for by relying on phonetically based motivation, 
and, in addition, the prevalence of certain processes, and possible '"i.de-reach ing 
consequences of affecting entire series of sounds within a language's inventory 
(23a), are accounted for directly by the degree to \Vhich these sound substitutions 
affect contrasts in a given language. That is, the less likely a sound substitution 
is to induce homophony, the 1nore likely it is to proceed unhindered and have a 
\videspread effect on the soiu1d system of a language, as is in fact the case for both 
voicing and spirantization. Voicing, whicl1 comprises 39 cases of the 230 investi
gated, never results in neutralization and is not only common cross-linguistically, 
but is also most likely to affect \Vhole series of sounds in the languages \vhere it 
applies. Spirantization, of '"hicl1 there are 76 cases, is 95 percent non-neutralizing, 
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is the most common cross-linguistic form of lenition, and is also likely to affect 
entire series of sounds. 

The fact that lenitions comn1only occur in natural or fast speech (23b) is not expli
citly addressed '"ithin the functional approach, except as a natural consequence 
of its reliance on phonetic motivation as the force that drives most lenitions. The 
gradation pattern of intervocalic lenition processes (23c) has no implications for 
the functional approach. Interestingly, although the effect of contrast considerations 
on lenition is not related to the view of such processes as a trajectory of consonants 
toward their weakest state, the case of loss - "'hich provides compelling support 
for the gradation viev.r of several models discussed above - also plays a key role 
here. This final step in the view of lenition as erosion also has a superlative 
consequence for contrast: loss always results in phonetic neutralization because 
the elimination of a phone1ne in some context ahvays obliterates the phonetic 
distinction beh"een that phonen1e and 0. But n1eaning distinctions are actually 
preserved in 71 percent of the cases of loss in the corpus of 230 processes. The 
most common \vays in \Vhich contrast is maintained in such cases are phonemic 
overlap, like the examples in (20)-(22) above, and contrast shifts such as the one 
in Bulgarian (24), "'here nasals are lost bet\veen VO\Vels and fricatives, follo\ved 
by nasalization of the vowel. Here the /n/ is lost, but the nasalization of the pre
ceding vowel maintains the distinction bel\veen /n/ and 0. 

(24) Loss �f nasal and nasalization of vowel in Bulgarian (Scatton 1984: 57) 

/onzi/ [ozi] 'that' 

Phonemic overlap (23d) is central to the functional approach. It shows ho'" lenit
ing processes that threaten contrast may induce further changes, and suggests that 
so1ne leniting changes n1ay actually be, at least partially, triggered by contrast 
maintenance. Finally, the strong tendency of lenition to avoid neutralization (23e) 
is, of course, the basis of the functional approach, '"hich posits that this tendency 
is what constrains the progress and outcome of lenitions. One could question the 
significance of a pattern that is so important to one approach but is not addressed 
by others. However, it is a pattern that is extremely prevalent and something that 
lenitions have more in comn1on than aln1ost any other characteristic. Its omission 
from all formal and most phonetically based models stems in part from the fact 
that this pattern had not previously been investigated, and in part from the general 
belief that, because contrasts are language specific, they have no place in universal 
gramn1ar. 

4 Conclusion 

Leniting sound changes are common and exhibit similar cross-linguistic behaviors 
- this much we know. Ho\.v to fonnalize this infonnation in a unified n1odel of 
lenition that all phonologists can agree on has so far eluded us. Depending on 
one's approach, such strong cross-linguistic similarities must be encoded in the 
UG and/or grounded in the physical properties of both speakers and hearers. 
Current debates range from the generative approach of ho'v to encode lenition 
as purely phonological synchronic universal rules, to isolating the physical driving 
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force that motivates these sound changes, to ho"' the systems of contrasts in a 
given language play a role in constraining the progress and outcome of Jenition 
processes. 

The various models of len:ition presented in this chapter have differing 
approaches to the questions of ho\v to delimit the collection of processes that almost 
everyone agrees are related . Five general patterns of lenitions - all based to some 
extent on empirical data -are identified. The relative significance of each tendency 
depends on the theory one supports. Below is the sunlIDary of each pattern's role 
\v:ithin the differing approaches to lenit:ion. 

(a) The prevalence of certain Jeniti.on processes as \Veil as their overall cross
linguistic similarity: cross-linguistic frequency of certain lenitions is implicit in the 
n1arkedness constraints of formal models, where the less marked elen1ent is more 
natural and therefore 1nore frequent, and explicit in the phonetic approach's reliance 
on physical properties which are con1mon to all speakers and hearers. The preva
lence of some processes over others, as 'veil as ho"' '"idespread their consequence 
may be, is predicted by the contrast-maintenance considerations of the functional 
approach, where the Jess a process threatens contrast the more prevalent it is. 

(b) The fact that 1nany Jenitions are reported to occur in natural or fast speech: 
this pattern is not addressed by the fonnal models but is :inherent in the vie\v of 
lenition as motivated by physical properties and therefore \VOrks '"ith both the 
phonetic and the ftmctional approaches. 

(c) The gradation. pattern. of intervocalic Jenition processes: this pattern e1nerges 
from the juxtaposition of diachronic Jenition processes, and is critical to the 
sonority scale and si1nplification n1odels of Jenition under the fonnal approach, 
and to the vie'v of lenition as consonant erosion 'vithin the effort-minimization 
model. This viev,, of lenition is crucial to the characterization of lenitions as all 
part of one general process, a notion that is most advantageous to theories 
concerned with building a UG, \Vhose hypothesized existence is directly tied to 
encoding rules in their most general and s:in1ple n1anner. 

(d) The phonemic overlap pattern of some lenitions: this is a pattern that often 
emerges in languages '"here hvo synchronic lenition processes interact in the sense 
that the output of one is phonetically similar to the input of another. It is only 
addressed by the functional approach, \�r)uch vie\vs such cases as an indication 
that the threat of contrast obliteration may trigger additional lenitions. 

(e) The strong tendency of lenition phenomena to avoid neutralization: this 
recently identified tendency is the foundation on wh ich the functional approach 
is built. Since this pattern is based on contrast considerations, "'hich are Janguage
specific, formal models do not address it in their search for universals. 
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67 Vowel Epenthesis 

NANCY HALL 

1 Introduction 

The tern1 "vowel epenthesis'' can refer to any process in which a vo,vel is added 
to an utterance. Beyond this simple description, however, vowel epenthesis 
processes vary enormously in their characteristics, and many aspects of their 
typology are still not \veil understood. Accordingly, the empirical focus of this 
chapter is on the heterogeneity of vo\vel epenthesis processes. 

This chapter is organized around several empirical questions, namely: What is 
the function or cause of vo,vel epenthesis (§2)? What determines the location (§3) 
and quality (§4) of an epenthetic vowel? Do epenthetic vowels differ phonetically 
or psycholinguistically from lexical vo"rels (§5)? What distinguishes an excrescent 
vo,vel (§6)? How does vo\vel epenthesis interact \Vith other phonological processes 
(§7)? Finally, §8 reviews research on epenthetic VO\vels in loanwords, and revisits 
some of the previous questions to discuss ho'" the ans,vers may differ in the case 
of loan,vords. 

Throughout this chapter, epenthetic vo\vels are underlined for visual clarity. 

2 What is the function/cause of vowel epenthesis? 

In most cases, the function of vowel epenthesis is to repair an input that does not 
meet a language's structural requirements. In particular, vowel epenthesis allows 
the surfacing of consonants that underlyingly appear in phonotactically illegal con
texts. For example, Lebanese Arabic epenthesizes VO\Vels into n1any CC codas to 
break up UJ1desira.ble coda clusters. Epenthesis is more or less obligatory in coda 
dusters of an obstruent follo"1ed by a sonorant, as in (la), and optional in most 
other clusters as in (lb) (see Haddad 1984a for a detailed breakdown of coda types). 

(1) Epenthesis in Lebanese Arabic (Abdul-Karim 1980: 32-33) 

a. !'ism/ 'isjm 'name' b. /kibf/ kibf - kibi.f 'ram' 
/?ibn/ 'ibin 'so11' /sabt/ sabt - sab!t 'Saturday' 
lfi¥ll fi¥il 'work' /na.fs/ na.fs - na fis 'self' 
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There is controversy over exactly ho\v to analyze the phonotactic requirements 
that motivate epenthesis. Probably the 1nost popular approach is to assume that 
epenthesis allows the syllabification of stray consonants (Ito 1989), but Broselo\v 
(1982) explores the idea that some epenthesis is simply triggered by particular 
sequences of consonants, irrespective of syllable structure requirements. Cote (2000) 
argues that epenthesis is motivated primarily by the need to make consonants 
perceptible, based on the Licensing by Cue approach of Steriade (1994). For 
example, one of the n1ai.n cues that listeners rely on to identify place feahues of 
consonants is the formant transitions on neighboring vowels. Hence, a consonant 
that is not adjacent to a vowel is less easy to identify (see CHAPTER 46: POSITIONAL 
EFFECTS JN CONSONANT CLUSTERS). 

In a case like Lebanese, it might be argued that claiming a structural motivation 
for vo,vel epenthesis is circular, given that th.is optional vo\vel epenthesis is the 
only evidence that such clusters are n1arked in th.is language. But in some lan
guages, vo\veJ epenthesis is only one of a "conspiracy" of processes removing a 
particular cluster type. In \Velsh, for example, codas with rising sonority are repaired 
through deletion, as in (2a), lenition (2b), metathesis (2c), or vo'''el epenthesis (2d), 
while codas vvith falling sonority are left intact. 

(2) vVelsh repair of obstruen t-sonoran t codas (Awbery 1984) 

a. /fenestr/ 4 fe:nest 'v•indtnv' (southern dialect) 
b. kevn > k<wn 'back' (Pembrokeshire dialect) 
c. s:ivl > s:ilv 'stubble' (north-east dialect) 
d. /kevn/ 4 ke:v�n 'back' (southern dialect) 

The fact that all four processes target the same cluster type supports the idea that 
th.is cluster type is marked, and that vovvel epenthesis is one of the repairs for 
the n1arked structure. 

A second common reason for epenthesis is to bring a word up to a certain 
minimal size. Some languages require each lexical '''Ord to have a minimum 
of t"'O moras or t"'O syllables. Often, roots of sn1aller size are augmented with 
an epenthetic vo\vel, as sho,vn in (3a) for Mono (Banda, spoken in Congo). The 
epenthetic vovvels do not appear when the san1e roots appear in longer con1pounds, 
as in (3b ). 

(3) Mono vowel epenthesis (Olson 2003) 

a. /3i/ 4 iJi 'tooth' 
/be/ 4 gbe 'liver' 
/n1a/ 4 ' ' 

an1a '1nouth' 
/nda/ 4 �nda 'house' 

b. /ma+nda/ 4 manda 'door' ·�aanda 

Metrical structure above the \vord level can also affect epenthesis. In Galician, 
VO\vels are optionally added at the end of an intonational phrase (Martinez-Gil 
1997). This is illustrated in (4), '"here the word pan 'bread' can be pronounced 
vvith final [i] only if it directly precedes a prosodic break (a-c), not '"itllin an into
national phrase (d). 
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(4) Epenthesis at intonational phrase boundaries in Galician (Martinez-Gil 1997) 

a. Ela vai trael-o pan (- pan[i]). 
'She's going to bring the bread.' 

b. 0 pa.n (- pan[!]), fixo-no ante. 
'(As for) the bread, (s)he made it yesterday.' 

c. Dille que train pan (- pan [i)), non vino. 
'Tell him/her to bring bread, not •Nine.' 

d. Ela vai trae-lo pan (•pan[.i]) que com.prou. 
'She's going to bring the bread that she bought.' 

This epenthesis occurs only 'vith 'vords "'hose final syllable is stressed: "'ords 
like [ 'bo) 'good' and [ka.'fe) 'coffee' have the variants ['bo.i] and [ka.'fe.i], but 
"'Ords with non-final stress like ['la.pis] 'pencil' cannot be pronounced *['la.pis.!]. 
Martinez-Gil proposes that the function of this epenthesis is to create a \\1ell-fonned 
bi.Jnoraic trochee at the edge of each intonational phrase. A si.Jnilar pattern occurs 
,.vith optional [<>)-insertion i.J1 Parisian French (Fagyal 2000). 

A different aspect of phrasal metrical structure affects epenthesis i.J1 Dutch. As 
sho,vn i.J1 (5), Dutch has optional schwa epenthesis i.J1 coda clusters that consist 
of a liquid follo,ved by a non-coronal consonant, as well as coda /rn/. 

(5) Dutch [a]-epenthesis (Booij 1995) 

lYl£p - !Yip 'tulip' 
hEl2p - help 'help' 
her2fst - hcrfst 'autwnn' 
kolam - kah11 'quiet' 

Kuijpers and van ·oonselaar (1997) find that speakers are more likely to msert the 
schwa if this "'ill create a rhythmic alternation of stressed and unstressed vo"•els. 
Epenthesizing a schv1a in /tYlp/ changes the word from a si.J1gle stressed syllable 
('o) to a stressed-unstressed sequence ('oo) (see also CHAPTER 40: THE FOOT). This 
happens significantly more often 'vhen the first syllable of the followi.J1g '"ord is 
stressed than \Vhen it is unstressed, as shown in (6). 

(6) Effects of sentence rhythm on epenthesis in. m.onosyllabic 1vords 
context 
oo 'o 
'oo o 

[a]-epenthesis 
50°/o 
35°/o 

['tYlp) and ['1Yl2p] equally preferred 
['ty]p J preferred over [ 'tYlsip J 

Metrical structure above the word level only has gradient effects on vowel 
epenthesis; there do not seem to be cases of obligatory vo"•el epenthesis for 
rhythmic purposes, aside from the mi.J1imal \vord requirement discussed above. 
Perhaps this is because phrase-level metrical structures themselves tend to shO\V 
n1uch optionality. 

\'\lhile most analyses of vo,vel epenthesis focus on structural motivations, 
there is a little research exammmg the effects of epenthesis on perception. Van 
Donselaar et al. (1999) bring evidence that vowel epenthesis in Dutch enhances 
the perceptibility of the consonants adjacent to the epenthetic vo\vel, particularly 
the preceding liquid. In lexical decision and phone1ne identification tasks, subjects 
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react faster to forms "'ith epenthesis, like [tvlap], than to forms '''ithout epenthesis, 
like [ tvlp ], even though the form 'vithout epenthesis is more canonical and closer 
to the spelling. The authors suggest that speakers epenthesize the vovtels to help 
the listener. 

Finally, there are some cases "'here epenthetic vowels (or, at least, vo"1els "'idely 
described as epenthetic) have no apparent function in terms of phonotactics, 
metrics, or any other structural require1nents. This is seen in Scots Gaelic, vthere 
epenthetic copy vo\vels historically arose in sonorant-obstruent coda clusters fol
lowing short stressed vo,.vels, as in (7). These vo,vels are \videly analyzed as being 
stiJI epenthetic today. As discussed further in §5, these vov<els are phonetically 
marked by a special pitch and duration pattern, and they have a number of dis
tinguishing phonological characteristics. Speakers are reported to consider these 
VRVC sequences monosyllabic, in contrast to other VRVC sequences. 

(7) Scots Gaelic ( Borgstr0m 1937, 1940; Oftedal 1956) 

falak 'hunting' 

khen¥ii;_p 'hemp' 

Interestingly, there are many 'vords where one of the consonants that originally 
triggered the epenthetic vo,.vel has deleted historically, yet the epenthetic vowel 
has remained - and retained its unique phonetic and phonological character
istics. In the "'ords in (8), the underlined vowel is one that sounds like an 
epenthetic vo\vel in terms of pitch and duration, yet synchronically, there is 
no consonant cluster present to trigger epenthesis. The epenthetic vo,·vel now 
precedes a "'Ord boundary or another vo"1el, and hence plays no role in terms 
of improving phonotactics. In fact, it often creates a V.V sequence, 'vhich is 
cross-linguistically dispreferred. 

(8) Llnpredictable vowel epl!n tlzesis in Scots Gaelic 
mara.1 
durrii 
i::n¥ii;_.i 

111arbhaidh 
duirgh 
a.ithnichidh 

''"'ill k ill' 
'fishing lines' 
'will recognize' 

There are many possible interpretations of such facts. One theory might be 
that the triggering consonants are present underlyingly and removed through a 
separate process; another theory is that vo,.vels originally introduced through 
epenthesis have been reanalyzed as something else (see Hall 2003 for an argu
n1ent that all "epenthetic" vo"rels in Scots Gaelic actually reflect a diphthong-like 
stru.cture in which a vowel and sonorant are phonologicaUy adjoined, and \vh.ere 
their articulations overlap so that the same vo,.vel is heard in hvo pieces). While 
cases like Scots Gaelic are unusual, they are a reminder that some vo,vel epenthesis 
patterns do not seem to have clear structural motivations. 

3 What determines the location of an epenthetic vowel? 

When vowel epenthesis is used to break up a consonant cluster, there is often more 
than one location "'here the vo,vel could be placed to produce a phonotacti.cally 
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acceptable output. For example, if a language has the syllable structure (C)V(C), 
hence disallovting CC clusters at the beginning of a \Vord, an initial CCV could 
be broken up by putting a vowel before the consonants (VC.CV) or bet\'l'een the 
consonants (CY.CV). In a medial CCC cluster, the vo'"'el could occur before 
the second or third consonant. The choice of epenthesis locations is language
specific. Arabic dialects, for example, systematically differ in this regard. As 
shown in (9), "onset" dialects like Egyptian syllabify the second consonant as 
an onset, meaning that the epenthetic vowel follows the second consonant, \vhile 
"coda" dialects like Iraqi syllabify the second consonant as a coda, n1eaning that 
the epenthetic vo'"'el follo\vs the first consonant (Broselow 1992; Kiparsky 2003; 
Watson 2007). 

(9) Treatment of /CCCI in Ara/lie dialects (Ito 1989) 

Ca.irene /7u.1-t-l-u/ 7ul.ti.Ju 'I said to hio�' 
Iraqi /gil-t-1-a/ gi.lit.la 'I said to him' 

Temiar (Mon-Khmer, Malaysia) has a much-studied pattern of epenthetic vowel 
placen1ent in Jong consonant clusters. Temiar allo"'s only CV and CVC syllables. 
Given an onset of three or four consonants, Ten1iar inserts epenthetic vowels to 
form a string of open syllables terminated by a closed syllable. The epenthetic 
VO\vel is a sch,va in open syllables; [e] in closed syllables. 

(10) Temiar syllaliification (Ito 1989) 

/s].)g/ 
/snbg/ 
/sngbg/ 

�bg 
�nbg 
san�bg 

'sleep, marry (ACT PERF)' 
'sleep, marry (ACT PERI' NOMINALIZED)' 
'sleep, marry (ACT CONT NOMINALIZED)' 

Ito (1989: 241) argues that these patterns of vo"•el placement can be explained 
if syllabification is directional. Abstracting a\vay from certain theoretical details, 
the insight is that languages like Temiar and Iraqi compute n1axin1al syllables 
starting from the end of the \Vord, while languages like Egyptian compute 
1naxiinal syllables fron1 the begiiu1ing of the word. A stray consonant that could 
be syllabified i:nore than one way becomes an onset of a folknvmg syllable in right
to-left languages, but the coda of a preceding syllable in left-to-right languages, 
and the placement of the epenthetic vo,vel varies accordingly. 

(11) Directionnlity in syllabific.ati-0n 

Left-to-right syllabification 
Cnirene 
/?ultlu/ 
?uJ. 
? I . 

t1 .t1. 
7ul.ti.lu 

Right-to-left syllabification 
Iraqi Temiar 
/giltla/ /sngl:>g/ 

.la .bg 
.lit.la .n�.l:>g 

gi.lit.la sa.n�.l)g 

While directional syllabification "'orks \veil to explain epenthetic VO\Vel placement 
in 1nany languages, I '"'ill discuss in §8 some cases of loanword adaptation where 
directional syllabification cannot explain epenthetic vo\vel placen1ent. 
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4 What determines the quality of an epenthetic vowel? 

The quality of an epenthetic vowel 1nay be determined in one of t\vo \Nays: it 
is either a fixed, default quality ('vhich 1nay, of course, be subject to normal 
allophonic variation according to the language's phonology), or else the quality 
is determined by some part of the phonological context. 

Lebanese Arabic is an example of a language ,,vith fixed-quality epenthetic 
vo\vels: the epenthetic vowel is always [i]. Different languages have different 
qualities for their epenthetic vowels, and so1ne qualities are found n1ore conm1only 
than others. Epenthetic [i] and [a] are especially frequent, but de Lacy (2006: 289) 
also lists examples of epenthetic [i], [e], and [a]. It is rare for fixed-quality vo"'elS 
to be [+round], but examples do occur in Quebec French (Martin 1998) and in 
the Austronesian languages Buol and Kambera (Rice 2008). (There are, of course, 
also many cases where a basically fixed-quality vo,.vel becon1es predictably 
rounded in som.e contexts through additional processes sucl1 as vtn"el harm.ony.) 

In "copy vowel epenthesis," the epenthetic vo\vel must have the same quality 
as a nearby vo\vel. In \Neish, for example, final CC dusters are broken "'ith a 
vo\vel that is a copy of the preceding vo\vel. The forms in the left column of (12) 
illustrate ho"' the epenthetic vowel is absent '"hen a suffix renders the CC 
duster non-final. 

(12) Copy vowel epenthesis in Welsh (Awbery 1984: 88) 
gwadne 
kcvne 
padri 
::rxri 

gwa:d!!_n 
ke:v�n 
pu:dur 
o:XQr 

'soles, sole' 
'backs, back' 
'to rot, rotten' 
'to side, side' 

The direction of copying varies by language; both right-to-left and left-to-right 
copying are well attested. 

In rare cases, the quality may relate to more than one nearby seginent. In Scots 
Gaelic, the quality of the epenthetic vowel depends on both the preceding vowel 
and the preceding consonant. Sonorants in Scots Gaelic contrast for backness. 
When epenthesis occurs in a /VRC/ sequence where the vo"rel and sonorant dis
agree in backness, the epenthetic vo,vel shares the backness specification of the 
sonorant (Clements 1986; Nf Chiosai.n 1995; Bosch and de Jong 1998; CHAl'TER 75: 
CONSONANT-VOWEL PLACE FEATURE INTERACTIONS). 
(13) Incomplete vowel copy in Scots Gaelic (vowel transcription following Ni 

Chiosain 1995) 
frer{l.k 
inixin¥ia 
buJiiJ< 
dil iiJ<i 

mt.riev 

'anger' 
'brain' 
'bello\\rs' 
'sorry' 
'dead' 

There has been controversy over whether the grammatical mechanisms that allo\v 
epenthetic vo•vels to copy other vowels' quality 1night be si.Jnilar to the 1nechanisms 
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involved in reduplication (where a morpheme copies its segmental content from 
other segments in the base word; CHAPTER 100: REDUPLICATION). Kitto and de Lacy 
(1999) argue for a unified theory of the l:\vo processes, in \vhich segments in re
duplicants and epenthesized segn1ents both have a "correspondence" relation '"ith 
another segment elsewhere in the word. Ka,vahara (2007), however, points out 
a couple of basic differences behveen these kinds of copying. First, epenthetic copy 
vo,vels always copy a vowel in an adjacent syllable, \Vhereas reduplicants may 
skip adjacent syllables to copy more distant n1aterial. For exan1ple, in Nakanai 
(Oceanic; Johnston 1980), a vo,vel in a reduplicant copies the most sonorous vowel 
in the base, regardless of its location. Ka"'ahara finds no cases of epenthetic 
vowels copying distant vowels in this manner. Secondly, copying in epenthetic 
vo,vels (especially in loa1nvords; see §8) is sometimes blocked "'hen particular 
kinds of consonants intervene, but blocking effects like this are not found in 
reduplication, '""here copying can occur over any type of intervening segment. 
Ka\\1ahara proposes that long-distance, correspondence-based copying is available 
only for morphological operations like reduplication, and that copying of quality 
in epenthesis al"rays reflects local feature spreading. 

5 Do epenthetic vowels differ phonetically or 
psycholinguistically from lexical vowels? 

5.1 Phonetic characteristics of epenthetic vo1vels 
There is evidence that in some languages, epenthetic vowels differ articulatorily 
and acoustically from lexical vo"1els, and tests that probe speaker intuitions may 
also find differences. Since these phonetic or psycholinguistic differences n1ay have 
i.Jnplications for phonological questions, I will briefly revievt the evidence. 

As sho,.vn in (1), Lebanese Arabic optionally inserts an epenthetic vo,vel in 
certain CCC or CC# clusters (/mitl/ � [m.itil] 'like'). TI1e epenthetic vo,vel is 
normally transcribed as [i], but Haddad (1984b: 61) irnpressionistically notes that 
"this representation is rather inadequate since an inserted vo,vel is more prone 
to suprasegn1ental features such as 'guttural' and 'emphatic' [pharyngealized] than 
an underlying vo\vel is." An acoustic phonetic study by Gouskova and Hall (2009) 
finds that for some speakers, epenthetic "(ii" is sign.ifica.ntly shorter in duration 
than a lexical [i], and has a lo,ver second formant value. The low F2 indicates that 
the articulation is relatively back, so that a more appropriate transcription might 
be (t]. 

Son1eti1nes the phonetic differences involved in vo\vel epenthesis are reported 
to extend over a longer string of the word. The Siou.an language Hocank has 
epenthesis in certain CCV sequences, as in /kre/ � [ke.re] 'depart returning'. 
Although no instrumental study has been done, Susman (1943) and Miner (1979) 
agree that CVCV sequences resulting fron1 epenthesis are audibly shorter in dura
tion than lexical CVCV. The duration difference appears to mvolve not only the 
epenthetic vo>vel, but also the lexical vo,vel next to it. 

Another kind of phonetic difference is reported in Scots Gaelic, where, as shov.rn 
in (7), epenthesis occurs in certain CC sequences follo,ving a short stressed vo,vel 
(/tarv/ � [tarav] 'bull'). These epenthetic vowels are often longer than lexical 
vowels in the sa1ne position (Bosch and de Jong 1997). The pitch of the resulting 
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CVCVC sequence is distinctive: although a normal CVCVC disyllable has a rise 
and fall in pitch, Ladefoged et al. (1998) sho'v that epenthetic CVCVC has only a 
pitch rise, confirnung Oftedal's (1956) description. Speakers are reported to con
sider such sequences n1onosyllabic (Oftedal 1956: 29) or "nearly monosyllabic" 
(Borgstr0m 1940: 153). 

Several studies couched in Articulatory Phonology have offered evidence 
that epenthetic schwa in English differs articulatorily from lexical schwa (see 
CHAPTER 26: SCHI'' A). Davidson and Stone (2003) present an ultrasound sh1dy of 
English speakers pronouncing pseudo-Slavic 1vords that began with consonant 
clusters that are illegal in English, such as /zgomu/. Subjects frequently inserted 
an audible epenthetic sch1va, producing [z�omu]. However, '''hen the articula
tion of sclnva '"as compared to the lexical sclnva of similar '''ords like s11ccu111b 
[sakAm], the tongue position differed significantly. Davidson and Stone suggest 
that the acoustic sch1va does not correspond to a distinct articulatory gesture, but 
is essentially a transitional sound, the result of a lo\v degree of overlap bet1oveen 
the articulatory gestures comprising /z/ and /g/. Smorodinsky (2002) uses EMA 
to study the epenthetic sch"ras in English inflectional morphology, and reports 
differences (though not very robust ones) in tongue position beh,•een the 
epenthetic schwa in cheatl!.d [ 'tfirS!d] and the lexical scl1wa in cheetah'd ['tfirad]. 

Gick and Wilson (2006) give a related analysis of the schwa that many English 
speakers insert behveen a high tense vo,vel and a liquid, as in fire (farr - farar) .  
They argue that the sch1va sound is not an inserted phonological unit, but an 
incidental result of the tongue passing through a sm"'a-like configuration as it 
transitions bet"reen the opposing tongue root positions of the high front vowel 
and the liquid. 

As of yet, few examples of epenthetic vo1vels have been instrumentally 
studied, so it is not clear whether epenthetic vo1vels differ phonetically from 
lexical vowels in every language. There are plenty of cases where epenthetic 
vo1vels are i1npressionistically described as being acoustically identical to lex
ical vowels (e.g. Moha1vk; Michelson 1989: 40, 48). It is also unkno1vn whetl1er 
tlle vowels' phonetic nature correlates \Vith any aspect of their phonological beha
vior (such as "'hether the VO\vel is obligatory or optional, or \vhether the vo1vel 
interacts opaquely 1vith processes like stress assignment). This is likely a ric11 area 
for future research. 

5.2 Speaker intuitions about epenthetic vo1vels 
There are indications that speakers are not ahvays conscious of epenthetic 
vo1vels in the same \Vay as lexical vowels. One type of evidence con1es fron1 
situ.ations where speakers are asked to write their pronunciations phonetiecolly. 
Pearce (2004: 19) asked speakers of Kera (East Chadic, spoken in Chad, 1vith no 
tradition of writing) to choose bet1veen two possible spellings for acoustically 
CVCVCV 1vords, \vhere the middle vo\vel "'as analyzed as epenthetic. The 
speakers chose CVCCV spellings, suggesting that the middle vowel '"'as not part 
of their conscious segmentation of the word. On the other hand., 'vhen I have 
asked Lebanese Arabic speakers to '"rite colloquial pronunciations (\vhich are 
not usually 1vritten, as orthography follo,vs Classical Arabic), they do "'rite in 
the epenthetic vo\vels. This suggests that speakers' consciousness of epenthetic 
vo1vels n1ay differ from language to language. 
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Van Donselaar et al. (1999) argue that in Dutch, \vhere vo"1el epenthesis is optional 
([tvlp] - [tvl�p ]), speakers treat the fonn without epenthesis as canonical. In an 
experiment, Dutch speakers "'ere asked to perforn1 different language-gau1e-li.ke 
reversals on monosyllables and disyllables: subjects '"ere to reverse monosyllables 
segment by segment, changing [tap] to [pat], and reverse disyllables syllable 
by syllable, changing [hotel] to [telho]. Over 90 percent of "'ords \vith vo,vel 
epenthesis were treated like monosyllables, so that [tvl�p] 'tulip' changed to [plvt] 
rather than [l�ptv]. The authors suggest that speakers have a unitary representa
tion for the forms \Vith and Vvithout epentheSiS. It nught be Objected, however, 
that the experiment is contaminated by orthographic differences between lexical 
sch\va, which is \vritten, and epenthetic sch\va, which is not. Another objection, 
raised by a revie,ver, is that [laptv] is not a possible word in Dutch, due to its 
final lax vowe I. 

Speakers may be particularly likely to lack a\vareness of the kind of \veak 
epenthetic vo"'eJS often called "excrescent" (discussed further in §6). For example, 
Harms (1976) reports that Finnish speakers are una'''are of an epenthetic sch"'a 
that is easily perceived by some non-native speakers: 

[melakein] (melkein) 'almost' has essentially the same vowel qualities ([ e, a, ei]) 
and relative durations as the English verb delegate - [d€lageit). From a descriptive 
phonetic point of view, the Finnish [epenthetic) sch\va and the English reduced-VO\\'el 
sch\va represent ve ry nearly identical classes of vowel SOLlnds; i.e., they vary over a 
"'ide central area, \Vith their range of variation conditioned by the preceding and 
foJIO\¥ing segments. But here the similarity ends. The schwa in the above Finnish 
forms is purely transitional in nature. Speakers perceive these forms as containing 
only rnro syllables, not three. 

Few studies of vo"rel epenthesis have probed the intt1itions of native speakers 
about the vo"'els, and it \vould be useful to have data from more languages on 
ho\v speakers perceive epenthetic vovvels, including how the vo,vels are \vritten, 
treated in metrics, and treated in language gan1es (see CHAPTER 96: EXPERIMENTAL 
APPROACHES IN THEORETICAL PHONOLOGY). 

6 What distinguishes an "excrescent" vowel? 

A number of proposals distinguish a special class of epenthetic vo"1els often called 
"excrescent" (Levin 1987) or "intrusive" (Hall 2006). These terms are usually used 
for vo\vels that are noticeably phonetically weaker than other vo\vels. Typically, 
excrescent vo,vels are short in duration and centralized in qu.ality. The excrescent 
vowel may have a quality not present in the language's lexical vowel system; for 
example, excrescent schwa may exist in a language that other\vise has no sch"ras. 
Excrescent vo,vels are systematically ignored by other phonological processes. The 
co1nu1only expressed insight is that excreS<..-ent V0\\1els are a kind of phonetic effect, 
likely a. transition between consonant articulations. 

A classic example of excrescent vov.rels is the short VO\vels that occur in 
consonant clusters in Piro (Ara,vakan), as sho,vn in (14). fvlatteson and Pike (1958) 
note that these vo\vels differ from the short phonemic vo\vels of Piro (/i e o a I/) 
in several '"ays. The excrescent vowels are subject to extensive free variation. Their 
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quality can be highly variable, as in /h,vl/ below, \vhere the excrescent vo\vel 
has been recorded 'vith five different qualities. Also, in some cases the presence 
of the excrescent vo,vel varies with "syllabification" of a consonant, as in 
/\vhene/ below. The vo,vels cannot bear any kind of stress, and they are of much 
shorter duration than lexical vov.rels. In terms of timing, the authors report that 
"in the rhythm of a phrase, a consonant plus the transition vocoid corresponds 
in timing to a single consonant rather than to a sequence of consonant plus vowel." 
The excrescent vo\vels fail to block a pattern of co-articulatory rolmding that 
is blocked by other vo,vels. In Piro orthography, the excrescent vo,vels are not 
'vritten. 

(14) Excrescent vowels in Piro (Matteson and Pike 1958) 

/k"'afi/ 
/tkatfi/ 
/fjo/ 
/hwi'/ 
;,.vhene/ 

k•,vall - k0\val1 
t�kalfi 
Pio 
h"wi: - h0\vi: - h'wl - h'wi: - h"\\'l 
'"hene - ,v•hene - \v0hene - w1hene - w"hene • 

'platform' 
'st1n' 
'bat' 
'O.K.' 
'child' 

Based on the vowels' exceptional phonological and phonetic characteristics, 
the authors analyze them as "non-phonemic transitional. vocoi.ds." Vowels with 
similar characteristics occur in Finnish (Harms 1976), Sanskrit (Allen 1953: 173), 
South Hamburg German (Jannedy 1994), and other languages listed in Hall 
(2006). 

Recently, a number of authors have fonnalized similar ideas about excres
cent vowels in an Articulatory Phonology fran1ework. Articulatory Phonology 
(Bro,vman and Goldstein 1986, 1992) treats abstract articulatory gestures as 
primitives, and allows the grammar to regulate the timing of articulatory gestures 
with respect to one another. Vowel-like percepts can be created when t\VO 
consonant gestures are phased to have a lo\\' degree of overlap with one another, 
leaving a period between the consonant constrictions where the vocal tract is 
relatively open (Browman and Goldstein 1992). See Gafos (2002) and Hall (2006) 
for arguments that excrescent vo,vels lack an independent gesture, and hence 
are not present as phonological units in the way that lexical vo"rels (and most 
epenthetic vowels) are. 

7 How does vowel epenthesis interact with 
other processes? 

One of the most interesting characteristics of epenthetic vo,vels is their tendency 
to interact opaquely '"ith other phonological processes. It is common for phono
logical patterns to treat epenthetic vovvels as if they \Vere not present. This 
observation has n1any theoretical interpretations. Son1e argue that epenthetic 
vowels are rep.resentationa.lly defective: Piggott (1995), for example, argues that 
some epenthetic vo"•els are \veightless, lacking a mora. Other approaches han
dle opaque interactions through rule ordering, with the epenthetic vo,vels being 
inserted late in the derivation. Here, I vvill focus on the empirical issues to be 
explained, \Vith exan1ples of the kinds of interactions that have been reported. 
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7.1 Metrical patterns 
Syllables \vhose nuclei are epenthetic vowels frequently fail to count as syllables 
in patterns such as stress assignn1ent, mi.ni.Jnal "'ord requiren1ents, and the con
ditioning of open syllable le11gthening. This section gives an example of epenthesis 
interacting '"ith each of these processes. 

In Lebanese Arabic, a closed penult is stressed when it contains a lexical vo'"el, 
as in (15a), but not when it contains an epenthetic vovvel, as in (lSb) (see also 
CHAPTER 124: WORD STRESS IN ARABIC). 

(15) Stress-epenthesis interaction in Lebanese Arabic 
a. 
b. 

/fihirn-na/ 
/fihm-na/ 

fi.'hi.m.na 
'fi.him.na 

'he understood us' 
'our understanding' 

In words '"'ithout a closed penult, stress normally falls on the final syllable if it 
is superheavy, i.e. CV:C or CYCC, as in (:16a), and on the antepenult otherwise, 
as in (16b ). Again, vowel epenthesis disrupts the pattern. If an epenthetic vo,.vel 
is inserted into a final CC cluster, breaking up \vhat '"ould other,vise be a final 
superheavy syllable, stress is assigned to the penult, as in (16c). This is the only 
case in which a light penult can be stressed. 

(16) Lebanese Arabic (Haddad 1984a) 

a. 
b. 
c. 

/nazzal-t/ 
/katab-it/ 
/ka tab-t/ 

naz.'zalt 
'ka.ta.bit 
ka.'ta.b!t 

'I brought do,�rn' 
'she wrote' 
'I wrote' 

For all of the patterns above, stress is Siolply assigned as if the epenthetic vowel 
were absent. The only exception to this generalization is an epenthetic vovvel inserted 
in an underlying CCCC sequence. In this case alone, the epenthetic vovvel is treated 
the same as a lexical vo\vel for stress. In (17), the epenthetic vo\vel falls in a closed 
penult, and is stressed, as is normal for a heavy penult (cf. (15a)). 

(17) /katab-t-1-ha/ ka.tab.'t!l.ha 'I wrote to her' 

Such patterns, where epenthetic vo"re)s are visible to stress under some cir
cumstances but invisible in others, also occur in Mohawk (Michelson 1989) and 
Selayarese (Broselo\v 1999). 

In languages that reqiiire vvords to have a minimal size, epentheti.c vowels 
may not count in determining this size. Moha\vk, for example, requires each 
lexical \vord to contain two syllables, as in (18a). A verbal stem containing only 
one syllable is augn1ented with an epenthetic [i], as in (18b ). Mohawk also 
inserts an epenthetic [e] after the first consonant of certain CC and CCC clusters. 
This [e] cOtlnts for metrica.l. purposes if it is in a closed syllable, but not if it is 
in an open syllable. Hence, a t\.vo-syllable word containing an open epenthetic 
syllable, as in (18c), is augmented with epenthetic [i] as \veil. Ho"1ever, a 
t\vo-syllable word containing epenthetic [e) in a closed syllable is not augmented, 
as seen in (18d). 
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(18) Minimal 1vord augmen tatfrin in /l.1ohawk (Michelson 1989) 
a. /k-hninu-s/ 'khni:.nus 'I buy' 
b. /k-jA-S/ 'ik.jAS 'I put it' 
c. /s-riht/ 'i.se..riht 'cook!' 

d. /s-rho-s/ 'ser.hos 'you coat it with something' 

This interaction high.l ights anotl1er interesting problem: the fact that there may 
be multiple VO"'el epenthesis processes in a single language, which differ in 'vhether 
they are metrically "visible." 

Epenthetic [e] in Mohawk also shov,•s another type of metrical invisibility: it 
fails to trigger a rule by which stressed vowels lengthen in an open syllable. In 
(19a) we see this rule apply normally. In (19b), it appears that the stressed [i] is 
an open syllable, since tlle follo,ving epenthetic vo"•el has syllabified [r] as an 
onset; yet the stressed syllable fails to lengthen. 

(19) Stressed vowel lengthening in Mohawk 
a. /wak-ashet-u/ \Va.kas.'he:.tu 'I have counted it' 

b. /s-riht/ 'i.s�.ril1t 'cook!' 

In sum, although epenthetic vo"rels are usually added in order to syllabify stray 
consonants, the syllables they forn1 do not necessarily cow1t as syllables for other 
aspects of tlle phonology. 

7.2 Segmental processes 
.In some cases, epenthetic vowels fail to condition other segmental processes, such 
as deletion or allophonic variation, in the same \vay that lexical vowels condition 
them. In Dutch, for example, underlying /<Jn/ is optionally reduced to [<J], as in 
(20a). Yet •vhen sclnva epenthesis occurs before /n/, as in (20b), the epentheti.c 
sch,va does not condition deletion of the follo,ving [n]. Some speakers thus elim
inate underlying /an/, yet create surface [an] through epenthesis. 

(20) Dutch [n]-deletion (Booij 1995; Hall 2006) 
a. reg en /re¥an/ � re¥an - re'la 'rain' 

lzoren /horan/ � horan - hora 'to hear' 
b. !worn /horn/ � horn - horan *hora 'horn' 

Similarly, Herzallah (1990) describes a Palestinian Arabic dialect in ,.vhich a 
pharyngealized [r'] loses its pharyngealization before lexical [i], but not before 
epenthetic [i] (CHAPTER 25: PHARYNGEALS). 

Just as different epenthetic vo•vels '"'ithin a single language may sho"' different 
n1etricaJ behavior, they n1ay also differ in whether they condition other segn1entaJ 
processes. For exao1ple, in Tiberi.an Hebrew, one kind of epenthetic vO\•vel does 
condition spirantization in following stops, and another does not. Normally a stop 
becon1es a fricative after vowels, as in (2la). One type of epenthetic vo,vel, \vhich 
splits up final CC clusters in non-derived words, also causes spirantization. In ( 21b), 
we see /b/ spirantize to !Pl following the epenthetic [e]. But another epenthetic 
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vowel, which occurs in final clusters of a guttural and a follo"ring consonant, does 
not condition spirantization. In (2lc), the /t/ following the epenthetic vo,vel is 
realized as [t] rather than [0]. 

(21) Tiberian Hebre<v spirantization (McCarthy 1979) 

a. /katab+t/ � ka0aJlt 'you (FEM SG) wrote' 
b. /kelb I � kele Jl 'dog' 
c. /falat1+t/ � falat1at 'you (FEM sG) sent' 

Thus, there is variation both within and between languages ll1 ho\v vo,vel 
epenthesis interacts \vith other processes. 

8 How does epenthesis happen in loanwords? 

Typological studies of vo\vel epenthesis frequently consider loanword data side 
by side 'vith cases of epenthesis within languages, iu1der the assumption that 
similar phonological mechanisms produce both (e.g. Broselow 1982; Kitto and 
de Lacy 1999; among many others). Since vowel epenthesis is particularly common 
in loan,vords, loainvord data have played a large role in theorizing on epenthesis, 
probably n1ore than n1ost other phenon1ena. However, I \Vould like to argue that 
conflating loan"'ord and native-language epenthesis is a serious methodological 
mistake. A gro,ving body of evidence suggests that epenthesis in Joan"•ords dif
fers from epenthesis "'ithin languages in its formal characteristics, and may have 
different causes and functions. For this reason, facts about loan,vord epenthesis 
are revie\ved here separately from within-language epenthesis, to highlight some 
likely empirical differences between the two kinds of epenthesis. I will also 
include some references to epenthesis in "interlanguage," which is the language 
produced by second language learners. While interlanguage and loan'''ords 
are not the same thing, they are related in the sense of both involving language 
contact, and many loanwords may arise historically from interlanguage forms (see 
also CHAPTER 95: LOANWORD PHONOLOGY). 

8.1 Perceptual origin? 
There is considerable debate over \vhether epenthesis in loanwords happens 
through perceptual errors by speakers of the borrowing language. Traditionally, 
it \Vas assumed that a speaker of the borro,ving language (likely a bilingual) would 
hear a foreign "'ord, construct some reasonably accurate representation of the \vay 
the \vord was pronounced in the foreign language, and then alter that represen
tation to fit the phonotactics of the borrower's native language. But Peperkamp 
and Dupoux (2002) argue that the borro"1er is likely to perceive the foreign 
word incorrectly, and that these perceptual errors are the main source of phono
logical alterations in loan\\'Ords (see also CHAPTER 98: SPEECH PERCEPTION AND 
PHONOt.OGY and CHAPTER 95: t.OANWORD PHONOl.OGY for further discussion). 

One piece of evidence for this view comes from Japanese, \vhich inserts an 
epenthetic vowel to ren1ove illegal codas in loan,vords (only a nasal or the first 
half of a geminate can be a coda). The epenthetic vo,vel is [o] after [d] and [t], 
and [w] elsewhere. 
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(22) fapanese loanwords from English (Ito and !\-lester 1995) 

faitQ 'fight' 
feswtibarw 'festival' 
swfil)kwsw 'sphinx' 

Dupoux et al. (1999) argue that Japanese speakers actually believe they hear this 
[tu) in the pronunciation of foreign CC clusters. In a perception experiment, Japanese 
and French listeners '"ere asked to judge '"hether a middle VO\¥el '"as present 
in nonsense words like [ebzo) and [ebwzo]. For words like [ebzo), where no nliddle 
vowel '"as acoustically present, n1ost Japanese listeners reported hearing a vowel, 
'vhile most French listeners did not. Japanese listeners also had great difficulty 
in discriminating behveen tokens like [ebzo) and [ebu1zo) in an ABX discrimina
tion test. Dupoux et al. point out that Japanese [u1) is frequently devoiced and 
shortened, and sho'''S considerable allophonic variation. Knowing this may 
1nake listeners likely to fill in an illusory ( w] V.'hen they hear consonants \vith no 
vowel between them. 

The idea that epenthesis in loan\¥Ords has a perceptual origin is controversial; 
see Rose and Demuth (2006), Smith (2006), and Uffmann (2007) for arguments 
that perceptual factors cannot account for all facets of loanword adaptation. 

Nevertheless, we will see belo'v several additional argun1ents that perceptual 
factors play a special role in loan,vord v(nvel epenthesis. 

8.2 Function of voivel epenthesis 
For '"ithin-Janguage phonology, epenthesis usually occurs to repair an input 
that does not meet the language's phonotactic or rnetrical requirements. In most 
cases, epenthesis in loanwords can be analyzed as having the same function, 
like the Japanese examples in (22). Yet surprisingly, there is at least one case 
'vhere speakers add epenthetic vowels to loan,vords that '"'ere phonotactically 
permissible in the borrowing language '''ithout the vowel. Korean (Kang 2003) 
frequently epenthesizes a final vo,vel after English loanv•ords ending in a stop, 
as in the examples below. 

(23) English loanwords in Korean (Kang 2003: 223) 

gag 
pat � p"ret! 
t11be � t"jupi 

There is no phonotactic need to add vo,vels to these words. The consonants /kt p/ 
are among the acceptable codas of Korean, occurring in native "'Ords such as [kcek) 
'guest', so epenthesis cannot be e>-'Plained as a means of syllabifying stray con
sonants. Kang argues that the purpose of the vowel is to n1a><inlize perceptual 
similarity bel\veen the English word and the Korean word. English has more release 
of final stops than Korean does, and Kang claims that to Korean listeners, the release 
of a final stop of an English word sounds vocalic. She shows that final vowel inser
tion in loan\vords from English is most common in precisely the environn1ents 
where final stop release is most con1mon in English, such as after voiced stops and 
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\vhen the preceding vo\vel is tense. Thus, epenthesis may be a means of preserving 
phonetic details of the source language, rather than a repair. 

8.3 Relation to native phonologi; 

The epenthetic vo\vel used in loanwords often differs fron1 any vo\vel epenthesis 
process that exists in the native phonology, and epenthesis may be used in loan
•vords in contexts '''here other repairs 1-vould be used in the native phonology. 

In Japanese, for example, consonant clusters that arise through morpheme 
concatenation in the native language are repaired through deletion of one of the 
consonants, as shown in (24). Yet consonant clusters in loanwords are repaired 
"'ith vo•vel epenthesis, as in (22). 

(24) Deletion in Japanese native phonology (McCa1vley 1968; S1nith 2006) 

non-past /-cw I 
/jon1-CU1/ JO.mW 
/tob-rw/ to.bw 

ca11sative /-sase/ 
/jom-sase/ jo.ma.se 
/tob-sase/ to.ba.se 

'read' 
'fly' 

Karimi (1987) reports a similar case for Farsi: CCC clusters are subject to con
sonant deletion in the native phonology, but repaired through epenthesi.s in 
loan"1ords and interlanguage. 

In general, vowel epenthesis seems to be a heavily favored repair type in loan 
adaptation, more than in native phonologies. Uffmann (2007) surveys case stud
ies of loan1vord adaptation and concludes that consonant deletion is a 1narginal 
phenomenon, con1pared to epenthesi.s. Paradis and LaChari.te (1997) invoke 
the "Preservation Principle," which states that segmental material is maximally 
preserved (see also CHAPTER 76: STRUCTURE PRESERVATION: TH£ RESILIENCE OP 
DISTINCTIVE INFORMATION). Hence, adding extra segn1ents is less undesirable than 
deleting seg1nents from the source 1vord. It is possible that the prevalence of vowel 
epenthesis in loan"'ords is related to .its prevalence in .inter.language. Jenkins (2000) 
observes, based on a corpus of converS<<tions bet'''een non-native speakers of 
English, that more misunderstandings are caused by deletion of consonants than 
by addition of vowels. If bilinguals are a1vare of this fact and therefore favor vowel 
epenthesis in their interlanguage pronunciations, then any loru11.vords based on 
these interl.anguage forms would also tend to favor vo•vel epenthesis. 

8.4 Quality 

As in native J.angua.ge phonology, epentheti.c vowels in loanwords may have a 
default quality or copy their quality from nearby consonants or vo\,1els. Ho,vever, 
the patterns of vowel quality in loan\vords are often strikingly complex in "'ays 
that are not con1mon (and perhaps not attested at all) in native language 
epenthesis. 

Consider the patterns of epenthetic vo"rel pla.ce in "'ords borro,ved from English 
or Afrikaans into the southern Bantu language Sotho, as described in Rose and 
Demuth (2006). This study examines only the front-back dimension of epenthetic 

VO\Vel place. In word-initial CC clusters, the epenthetic vowel is back \Vhen it 
fol101¥s a labial (25a), and front \Vhen it follows a coronal (25b). \!\Then the initial 
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C is velar, the epenthetic vowel copies the place of the following vowel, as in (25c). 
In word-medial or "'Ord-final /CC/ clusters, usually the vowel copies its place 
fron1 the preceding vo,vel, as in (25d). (A fe\v further sub-patterns are ignored 
here. Only epenthetic vowels discussed in the text are underlined.) 

(25) Epentltesis in loanwords in Sotho (Rose and Demuth 2006) 

source word borro,.ved forn1 
a. bl1k buleke 'tin can, dish' 
b. tru\.vn t!rOnI 'throne' 

c. xna:f kharafu 'spade' 
d. hibnnv heberu 'Hebrew' 

Sotho also shows epenthesis for minin1al '''ord purposes within the native vocabu
lary, but in this case, the epenthetic vo\vel is always (1), regardless of context. 
Sotho is not the only case \vhere v(nvel epenthesis in loanwords foJlo,vs such 
a complex pattern; Uffmann (2007) analyzes similar! y complicated rules for 
epenthetic vo\vel quality in Shona, Sranan, Nyanvanda, and Samoan, each of \vhich 
sho"'S an interplay beh,•een copying the features of consonants, copying the 
features of vo,.vels, and insertion of default features. 

An informal survey of the literature gives the impression that such complex 
effects of phonological context on vowel quality are more or less confined to 
loan"rord epenthesis. Within languages, it is far n1ore common to find epenthetic 
vo\vels of default quality, as in Arabic, or relatively simple kinds of copying, such 
as ahvays copying in one direction, as in the Welsh pattern in (12). An extensive 
typological comparison of the formal qualities of vowel epenthesis in loan,vords 
and non-loan\vords would be a valuable contribution to understanding the dif
ference between them. 

Another ilnportant difference between loanword and native language epen
thesis is that epenthesis in loan\vords is often not fully predictable. As we sa\v 
in the Korean examples in (23), epenthesis in a given location may be optiona l, 
and in languages like Shona and Sotho, "rules" for epenthetic vowel quality in 
loa1n,rords are not exceptionless. Uffmann (2007: 9-13) argues that loan,vord 
epenthesis needs to be studied by looking for statistical patterns in large corpora 
of loan"rords, because incorrect generalizations are easily reached from ilnpres
sionistic or limited data. 

Both the complexity and unpredictability of some loan\vord epenthesis patterns 
may indicate that these patterns have not been internalized by speakers as true 
phonological "rules" - again, an argument for not considering them side by side 
with language-internal epenthesi.s. 

8.5 Vowel placernent 

The problen1 of •vhere to place an epenthetic vowel arises in loanword phonology 
in the same way as in native language phonology: initial CC clusters, or n1edial 
CCC clusters, can potentially be split in two ways. 

In son1e cases, epenthesis location in loanwords or interlanguage appears to 
follow the sa1ne placement pattern as the borrovting language shovts in its native 
epenthesis patterns. For example, \Ve sa•v i11 (11) that Iraqi and Egyptian Arabic 
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differ in hov,, they break up '''Ord-medial CCC clusters in the native phonology: 
Iraqi puts the epenthetic vowel after the first consonant, and Egyptian after the 
second. These dialects differ in exactly the san1e '"ay in ho•v they epenthesize 
into CCC clusters in interlanguage phonology, as seen in (26). This pattern 
can be explained by the same mechanism, directionality of syllabification, that is 
commonly used to explain vo•vel placement in the native phonologies of these 
languages. 

(26) Iraqi vs. Egyptian epenthesls in CCC clusters (Broselo•v 1987) 

native language 
interlanguage 

Iraqi 
/kitab+t+l+ V/ � ki.ta.bit.la 
children � cl1ilidren 

Egyptian 
ki.tab.ti.Ju 
child[ren 

Yet in other cases the placement of the epenthetic vowel is not explainable as 
a transfer of native language epenthesis rules, and cannot be analyzed through 
directional syllabification alone. Fleischhacker (2001) presents a typological 
study of epenthesis in initial CC(C) clusters in loa1n"ords and interlanguage, 
focusing on the question of whether the vowel precedes the cluster (Y.CC) or 
breaks up the cluster (CVC). She shO"'S that in many languages, the placen1ent 
of the vo'"el depends on what kind of consonants are in the cluster, as in the 
Egyptian Arabic examples in (27). In vvord-initial clusters consisting of a voice
less sibilant plus a stop, it is cross-linguistically more common to insert a vowel 
before the first consonant, as in (27a), while in "'Ord-initial clusters of an obstruent 
and sonorant, it is more common to place the vovvel behveen the consonants, 
as in (27b). 

(27) Egi;ptian Arabic epenthesis in interlnnguage (Broselo"' 1987) 

a. study � !stadi 
special � i.zbasjal 
ski � iski 

b. sweater � si•vetar 
slide � silaid 

Fleischhacker argues that the reason for this pattern is that epenthetic vowels 
are inserted where they '"ill cause the least perceptual difference betvveen the 
foreign "'Ord and the epenthesized adaptation (a theory which follows the 
P-map hypothesis of Steriade 2003). She presents an experiment in which English 
listeners •vere asked to judge aud itory similarity behveen English •vords and 
modifications of those •vords with epenthetic vo'"els in different locations. 
Words beginning with sibilant-stop clusters, like spar, vvere judged more similar 
to versions \Vi.th epenthesis before the cluster ( [aspnr]) than to versions with 
epenthesi.s within the cluster ([sapar]). Words beginning "'ith obstruent-sonorant 
clusters, like flit, "'ere judged r.nore similar to versions '"ith epenthesis •vithin 
the cluster ( [falrt]) than to versions •vith epenthesis before the cluster ( [aflrt]). The 
results of the perception experiment thus match the cross-linguistic tendencies in 
epenthetic vo'"el placement, and add to the body of arguments that perceptual 
factors have a special role in loan\\'Ord epenthesis. 
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9 Conclusion and suggested directions for 
future research 

In the discussion above, I have tried to highlight some of the 1nain empirical 
questions about vo,vel epenthesis, and to show that vo"rel epenthesis processes 
are grea tly heterogeneous. A better i.inderstanding of vowel epenthesis 'viii 
require work on hvo dimensions. One is detailed case studies of individual lan
guages, in particular studies that combine the traditional, structural description 
of vowel epenthesis \Vith attention to the acoustics, articulation, and perception 
of the epenthetic vo,.vels, and also probe speaker intuitions about the vowels. 
Epenthetic vo"'els in Dutcl1 are probably currently the best-studied in this regard , 
and it would be useful to have similar experiments done with epenthetic vowels 
in other languages. It would be interesting to examine \vhether the phonetic nature 
of an epenthetic vowel (for example, whether it is acoustically identical to a lexical 
vowel) correlates with any aspect of its phonological behavior (for exa1nple, 
'vhether i t  is visible to other phonological processes in the same 'vay that lexical 
vo,vels are). The second area is typological work that looks for correlations bet"reen 
different characteristics of epenthetic vowels. Often, typological studies that focus 
on one variable, such as VO\Vel quality, have lumped together vowel epenthesis pro
cesses that differ on other unportant paran1eters, such as \vhether the epenthesis 
occurs in native \vords or loan,vords, 'vhether the vo,vels are excrescent or not, 
\Vhether they are morphologically conditioned, etc. However, it is possible that there 
may be relations bel\veen these variables. For example, it would be interesting to 
see more systeniatic comparisons of epenthesis in loanwords vs. native phonology, 
given the gro,vmg evidence that these processes may work differently. 
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}ORN HARRIS 

1 Introduction 

In language, we often con1e across situations where a morpheme shows up in 
h\'0 alternating phonological shapes, one of \vhich contains a vo•vel or consonant 
segment that is missing from the other. For example, in Samoan the root mean
ing 'twist' has two alternants: [milos] and [milo]. The form ending in [s] is found 
before a vowel-initial suffix (as in [milos-ia] 'be twisted'), while the form lacking 
the [s] is found when the root falls at the end of a word. 

In such sitt1ations, tl1e hvo alternants usually stem from a. single historical source, 
and \ve can attribute the alternation behveen segment and zero to the action of 
some sotu1d change. The question then is \vhether or not the historical form con
tained the segment that alternates in the present-day forn1s. Either the segment 
\Vas absent fron1 the original form and has since been inserted in certain phono
logical contexts, or it was present and has since been deleted in certain contexts. 
Which of these scenarios is correct depends on whether the segment's occurrence 
is phonologically predictable or not. 

In the case of San1oan, the [s] n1ust have been part of the original form of the 
root n1eani.ng 'twist', because its presence is unpredictable. There is no regular 
sow1d change that could have inserted the consonant without also incorrectly insert
ing it in other morphemes. The unpredictability of the root-final consonant is 
confirn1ed by observing roots that show alternations \vith consonants other than 
[s], such as [oso] - [osof-ia] 'jun1p', [tau] - [taul-ia] 'cost'. The conclusion then is that 
San1oan has undergone a change iliat deleted consonants at the ends of words. 

\NJ1ole-segrnent deletion is a pervasive phenomenon in the •vorld's languages. 
Much of the terminology phonologists use to describe it - including ilie term 
deletion itself - dates from nineteenth-century philology . Although the terms 
were initially applied to historical deletion processes, they have subsequently been 
extended into synchronic phonology. This is largely due to a "'ell-established 
tradition of assuming that "'hen a sotu1d change affects a gramn1ar it can remain 
there as an active phonological process. According to this model of grammar, a 
synchronically live process allo,vs regularly alternating forms to be derived from 
a single underlying form that strongly resembles the historical form (CHAPTER 93: 
SOUND CHANGE). In our Samoan exan1ple, this means that the fonn [milo] is derived 
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from underlying /milos/ through the operation of a synchronic process that deletes 
a consonant when it is final in the 'vord. 

General terms used to describe \vhole-segn1ent deletion include elision, loss, drop, 
and truncation. Although these terms continue to prove useful for descriptive pur
poses, they retain a strong flavor of the philological tradition within \vhich they 
\vere conceived. There are at least two connotations that more recent research has 
shown should not be allo,ved to detennine how we approach synchronic dele
tion. First, there is a procedural flavor to the terminology: deletion might suggest 
that a phonological form is derivationally altered by the irretrievable elin1ination 
of a sound. Second, there is an implication that 'vhat gets deleted is a phoneme
sized unit - an impression undoubtedly reinforced by the practice of using 
alphabetic transcription to present the relevant data. As we'll see, neither of these 
coru1otations accurately reflects ho\v deletion is treated in modern phonological 
theory. 

This chapter is laid out as f<1Jlo,vs. §2 catalogues the mai.n types of vo\veJ and 
consonant deletion, sticking as far as possible to theory-neutral descriptions. §3 
discusses different approaches to ho'v deletion effects are represented in phono
logical gran1ffiars. The next two sections examine the phonological conditions under 
which deletion occurs. §4 addresses the issue of what causes consonant deletion 
and reviews claims that it is driven by an imperative to simplify syUable structure. 
§5 focuses on vowel deletion and evaluates the assumption that it inevitably trig
gers resyllabification. The chapter concludes in §6 by considering an alternative 
to traditional derivational approaches to deletion. 

2 Segmental deletion 

2.1 Consonant deletion 

The follo,ving forms expand the Sa1noan exan1ple \Ve started \vith (data originally 
from Pratt 1911, cited in Bloon1field 1933): 

(1) Samoan 
Simple Pe.1fective 

a. olo oloia 'rub' 
at)a at)ata 'face' 
tau tauia 'repay' 

b. apl apitia 'be lodged' 
so po sopo7ia 'go across' 
milo milosia 't'"'ist' 
oso osofia 'jump' 
tau taulia 'cost' 
asu asuryta. 'so�oke' 
ryalo ryalomia 'forget' 

The form of the perfective suffix, [-ia], is evident from the examples containing 
vo,vel-final roots in (la). The examples in (lb) contain consonants that appear in 
the perfective but not in sin1ple forn1s. Since the alternating consonants vary unpre
d ictably from one word to another, \ve can conclude that each belongs to a root 
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rather than the suffix. The phonological process responsible for the alternation can 
be sumn1arized as follows: a consonant is deleted at the end of a \vord. The result 
is that root-final consonants are elided when •vord final but survive when prevocalic. 

The effect of deletion in Samoan has been to bar any consonant fron1 appearing 
'vord finally. In a more restricted version of the process, final deletion only targets 
consonants of a certain type. In Lardil, for example, the only type of consonant 
permitted finally is apical. Sten1-final consonants, vvhich shovv up before a suffix 
vo\vel, delete fu1ally if not apical; co1npare (2a) \vith (2b) (Hale 1973). 

(2) Lardil 

a. 

b. 

Bare noun 
pinJen 
kentapal 
l)alu 
tal)ku 
111urkuni 

Accusative 
pirQen-in 
ken ta pal-in 
qaluk-in 
tal)k u 1)-in 
n1urkunin1-an 

'womru1.' 
'dugout' 
'story' 
'oyster' 
'nullah' 

Lardil illustrates another restricted form of final deletion, \Vhere the targeted 
consonant is preceded by another consonant. The effect of sin1plifying final con
sonant clusters in this way can be seen in (3), "'here the second of hvo stem-final 
consonants drops vvhen word final. The process is fed by an independent pro
cess of final vowel deletion (on vvhich more below) and itself feeds the deletion 
of final non-apical consonants exemplified in (2). 

(3) Lardil 
Input 
/jukarpa/ 
/wulul)ka/ 
/kantu-kantu/ 

Output 
jukar 
\Vulun 
kantukan 

'husband' 
'fruit' 
'red' 

As the form (kantukan] in (3) attests, cluster simplification in Lardil affects 
any type of consonant, including apicals. In other languages, a more restricted 
version of this process sho,vs sensitivity to the type of consonant involved. In 
Catalan, for exan1ple, final cluster simplification targets coronals but not other places; 
compare (4a) "'ith (4b) (Mascaro 1983). 

(4) Catalan. 

Masculine Feminine 
a. <iskerp <iskerp<i 'shy' 

orp orp<'l 'blind' 
Park Jiar¥a 'long' 

b. al al ta 'tall' 
for for ta 'strong' 
bEr bEroa 'green' 
san santa 'saint' 
prufun prufunda 'deep' 
blal) blaJ)ka ''vhite' 
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Cluster simplification can also target non-final consonants. Here, \11hich member 
of a cluster drops varies in a way that is often attributed to differences in syl
labification (on which more belo\v). Pali illustrates the case where the second of 
h110 consonants deletes; as sho,vn in (5), historical liquids (evident in the cognate 
Sanskrit forms) have been lost post-consonantally (Zee 1995). 

(5) Sanskrit Pali 
prati pa ti 'against' 
traana taana 'protection' 
kramati kamati '"•alks' 

In syllabic terms, the deletion exemplified in (5) simplifies an onset cluster. The 
reverse situation, "'here it is the first of hllo non-final consonants that drops, is 
typically described as coda deletion. Consider the exan1ple of Diola Fogny, where 
the only permitted type of coda-onset cluster is a partial gem inate consisting either 
of a nasal plus homorganic obstruent or of a liquid plus coronal obstruent (Sapir 
1965; Ito 1986). As illustrated in (6a), this sequence can arise through morphological 
derivation, in \vhich case it survives in output (\vi.th appropriate adjustments for 
hon1organicity). 

(6) Diola Fogny 
Input 

a. /ni-gam-gam/ 
/ku-boJ1-bOJ1/ 
I na-tiiJ)-tiiJJ/ 

b. /let-ku-jaw I 
/ujuk-ja/ 
/kob-kob-en/ 

Output 
. 

ruga1Jgam 
kubon1boJ1 
natiintii)) 
lekuja"' 
UJUJa 
kokoben 

'I judge' 
'they sent' 
'he cut through' 

'they 'von't go' 
'if you see' 
'yearn' 

If, h(nvever, tl1e juxtaposition of two morphen1es creates a consonant sequence 
other tllan a partial geminate, the first consonant is deleted. This is illustrated by 
the elision of the stops in the examples in (6b). 

The deletion of one consonant before another is often accompanied by com
pensatory lengthening (see CHAPTER 64: COMPENSATORY LENGTHENING), \\/here 
one segment .lengthens to make up for the Joss of a neighbor. The compens.'1tion 
can be under taken by either the follO\lling consonant or the preceding vo,ve.l. The 
first scenario is illustrated by the development of earlier Romance to later Italian 
[nokte] > [not:e] 'night', the second by earlier to later English [nixt] > [ni.:t] ('night', 
subsequently diphthongized to (najt ]). 1 

2.2 Vowel deletion 
Vowel sequences lacking an intervening consonant are cross-linguistically 
dispreferred. Whenever morphen1e concatenation threatens to create a hiatus 
configi.u:ation of this sort, languages can take various measures to resolve it 

' Singleton consonants are soJltel.imes observed to elide uttervocaJically, as ;,, Turkish inek 'cow (NoM)' 
- i11c-i 'co\v (Poss)'. In t11is en\:ironment, deletion is almost al\vays the final stage of historical leni
tion (see below and CBAPTER 66: LENITION). 
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(CHAPTER 61: HIATUS RESOLUTION). One of the most favored of these is to delete 
one of the vov1els, either the first, as in French (see (7a)), or the second, as in Karok 
(see (7b); Bright 1957). 

(7) Input Output 
a. French 

/la ami/ Jami 'the friend (MASC)' 
/la an1i/ Jami 'the friend (FEM)' 

b. Karok 
/ni-axjar I 1UA1ar 'fill (lsc)' 
/ni-uksup/ n.ikfup 'point (lsc)' 

c. Ganda 
/ba-ezi/ be:zi 's,veepe(s' 
/ba-ogezi/ bo:gezi 'speakers' 

As "'ith consonant cluster simpli
fication, vo'''el deletion under hiatus can, depend

ing on the language, be accompanied by compensatory lengthening. 'vVe see this 
in the Luganda examples in (7c), where a stem-initial vo\vel lengthens to make 
up for the loss of a prefix vo>vel (Cle1nents 1986). 

Vowel deletion ca.n also o= between consonants. Syncope, as this process is ca.Ued, 
is typ ically sensitive to stress or to the vo"'el's position relative to a 'vord's edge. 

The examples in (8) illustrate two forms of stress-sensitive syncope in English 
(syncope-prone vowels underlined). 

(8) English 
a. potato, pilrade, career 
b. opera, factory, chocolate, ref�rence, family, can1�ra 

Syncope in English, whi
ch is both lexically and phonetically variable, targets 

unstressed syllables in two environments (Bybee 2001): (a) a vvord-initial unfooted 
syUable (as in (Sa)) and (b) bet"'een a stressed and an unstressed syllable \vhere 
the consonant follo,ving the targeted vo,vel is a sonorant and more sonorous that 
the consonant preceding (as in (8b)). The effect of the second pattern is to contract 
a trisyllabic sequence into a bisyllabic trochaic foot. 

One type of positionally conditioned syncope targets the n1iddle syllable of a 
tr.isyllabic sequence located at either the le.ft or the right edge of a "'Ord. The .left
edge scenario is illustrated in (9a) by Tonka"'a (Hoijer 1946), the right-edge one 
in (9b) by Tagalog (Kenstovv-icz and Kisseberth 1979). 

(9) a. 

b. 

Tonkrnua 
Input 
/pifSena-n-o7 I 
/\ve-pifSena-n-o' I 
Tagalog 
Bnre root 
bukas 
kapit 
lan1an 

Output 
pitSnano' 
wepfSenano' 

Patient 
buksin 
kaptin 
lamnin 

'he is cutting it' 
'he is cutting them' 

'open' 
'e.1nbrace' 
'fill' 

Bahan dengan hak cipta 
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In Tonka,va, it is the second vo"1el in a word that syncopates. As shown in (9a), 
this means that the first vo,vel of a root (here, the /i/ of input /picena/) shows 
up when it is also the first vo\vel in the word but is suppressed \\'hen the root is 
preceded by a prefix vowel. Mean,vhile, the second root vowel (/e/ in /picena/) 
is suppressed \vhen the root is unprefixed but shO\\'S up under prefixation. In 
Tagalog, the last vo,vel in a root shows up \vhen it is also the last vo"rel in the 
"'Ord but is suppressed \vhen a suffix vowel follo,vs. A sin1ilar effect is seen in 
Turkish and Hindi. 

Deletion can also target vowels at the absolute edges of words, usually when 
the affected syllable is unstressed or in some other \vay non-prominent. We have 
already seen a word-final example (apocope) in Lardil (see (3)). Less common is 
the word-initial equivalent (aphaeresis), as in colloquial English 'bout, 'lectric. 

3 Modeling segmental deletion 

3.1 Linear-segmental analyses of deletion 
The first basic question a model of segmental deletion needs to provide an ans,ver 
to is this: how is an alternant that retains a segn1ent related to one that lacks it? 
The best-established approach to this question can be broadly defined as deriva
tional: the alternants are derived fro111 a single underlying form that contains the 
segment, \vhich is then removed under certain phonological conditions by some 
mechanisn1 that typically recapitulates historical deletion. For several generations, 
this basic assu1nption has remained largely unchallenged in mainstream phono
logical theory. 

The deri.vational approach raises a second basic question: what impact does the 
deletion mechanism have on the representations it operates on? Over the years, 
there have been quite radical changes in ho\v phonologists ans,ver this question. 

Interpreted derivationally, the term deletion might suggest a scenario \Vhere a 
segment disappears without trace. Certainly that is one of the readings in1plicit 
in the tradition of representing segm.ents as phoneme-sized units strung together 
linear-fashion in phonological forms. The reading is reinforced by modeling 
the deletion mechanism as a rule that transforms an underlying or input form 
containing a given phoneme into a surface or output forn1 that lacks it (for 
a textbook exposition of ho\\' deletion is treated in Iinear-derivational theory, 
see Kensto,·vicz and Kisseberth 1979). Con1bining these linear and derivational 
assumptions yields an analysis of Samoan along the lines of (10). 

(10) Input form 

Rule C � I _ #  

Output form 

/milos/ 'tvvist' 

[milo] 

/milos-ia/ 'twist (!'Ass)' 

[milosia] 

This type of derivation can be described as destructive: the rule ("delete a word
final consonant") destroys information that is present in the input. A question 
that immediately arises is \\rhether this information is recoverable. That is, can a 
language learner or listener reconstruct an underlying segment on the evidence 
of an output forn1 fron1 which it has been ren1oved? In the example in (10), could 
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a learner/listener retrieve the underlying /s/ in Samoan /milos/ on the basis of 
encountering surface [1nilo )? If the output form [milo) were the only available 
evidence, the answer would almost certainly have to be no.2 On the face of it, 
no information is present in [milo) that \vould alert the learner /listener to the 
presence of /s/ in the adult talker's underlying form. In declarative theories of 
phonology, this lack of recoverability is enough to disqualify deletion as a deriva
tional device (see e.g. Bird 1995; Scobbie et al. 1996). 

For most phonologists, however, th.is definition of recoverability is too narro\v. 
There is other evidence the learner /listener can potentially dra'.v on to reconstruct 
an input segment that fails to appear in the output. In cases such as Samoan, the 
most obvious alternative source of evidence lies in the availability of alternants 
that preserve the deletion-prone segment in the output. According to a broader 
interpretation of recoverability, exposure to the [s] in a suffixed form such as 
[milosia] allows the learner to construct an tu1derlying form /rnilos/, '"'hich can 
then be accessed whenever occurrences of the alternant "'ithout [s] are encotm
tered. (For a summary of how this line of argumentation \Vas deployed in earlier 
generative phonology, see again Kenstov•ticz and Kisseberth 1979.) 

3.2 Non-linear analyses of deletion 
Alternations are not the only source of evidence that can be exploited to recover 
deleted seg1nents. A segment can sometimes leave its mark on output forms even 
in its absence. Historically, this situation can arise \vhen a segn1ent exerts some 
influence on a neighboring segn1ent before being deleted. Crucially in such cases, 
deletion of the segment does not completely undo the effects of its influence. 

By way of illustration, consider again the examples of hiatus-breaking vowel 
deletion exemplified by the three languages in (7). The situation in French (7a) 
and Karok (7b) is just as we would expect if deletion is vie,ved as targeting 
phone1nes: one vo\vel vacates the representation, and the other segn1ents sunply 
shuffle up, leaving no evidence that the vo'"el was ever present m the inptlt. In 
Ganda, on the other hand, deletion is accompanied by compensatory lengthen
ing of the remaining vowel (7c). This suggests that, although the vo\vel-quality 
properties of the affected segment have been removed, its position vvithin the \Vord 
has been preserved. The deletion is thus only partial. A sllnilar effect is '.vitnessed 
in tonal s tability, where a tone that is cut loose by the deletion of the vo•vel to 
\Vhich it is initially associated survives by attaching itself to a neighboring vowel 
(see CHAPTER 45: TH£ R£PR£S£NTATION OP TON£) . 

Stable '"eight and tone effects of this type are just part of a large body of evi
dence indicatmg that it is \VfOng to think Of segn1ents as Uldissoluble phonenUC 
u.ni.ts. Rather, they are composites of non-linearly .l.IDked properties, each of which 
can be independently targeted by phonological processes, including deletion. 
Embracing this insight opens up different perspectives on deletion than that offered 

2 The caveat "almost certainl}'1' is ne<essary here in light of re<ent studies sht)\Ving that a speaker;s 
production of a given form can be influenced in phonetically fine-grained ways by the exjstence of 
another, morphologically related form (see, for example, Ernestus and Baayen 2007). If this were true 
of the Samoan case, it would mean for example that the [o]s of the output forms [milo] and (1:ialo) would 
be phoJ,eticaJJy distu\ct; each would bear some phonetic trace of the deleted root-final consonant that 
appears in the alternant found in the passive forms [milos-ia) and fl)111om-ia], respectively. As far as 
I know, th.is effect has never been reported for Samoan deletion. 
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by linear-phonemic theory. In particular, the representational technology of non
linear theory has a significant in1pact on ho'" \ve conceive of the notion of segment 
in deletion processes. 

In a non-linear representation, a sharp distinction is dra\vn between the feature 
content that specifies a segment's phonetic quality and the position the segment 
occupies in syllable structure (CHAPTER 14: AUTOSEG11ENTS; CHAPTER 54: THE 
SKELETON) . In principle, deletion could target either of these entities or both sirnul
taneously. Sin1ulta.neous targetmg, equivalent to the phonemic conception of 
deletion, is '"hat is required for the type of situation illustrated by French in (7a) 
and Karok in (7b). 

Compensatory lengthening, such as '"e see in Ganda in (7c), requires an 
operation that removes the targeted segment's feature content but leaves its 
syllabic position ir1tact. The usual .non-lmear way of irnplen1enting this is along 
the Imes of the derivation /ba-ezi/ � (be:zi] in (11) (fron1 Clements 1986; see 
also .Kavitskaya 2002; CHAPTER 64: COMPENSATORY LENGTHENING; and the papers 
in Wetzels and Sezer 1986). The x-slots represent positions in syllable structure 
(the syllabification details are not relevant at this point); the alphabetic symbols 
are shorthand for complexes of feature specifications; and the lines indicate 
associations between featLlfe complexes on the one hand and syllabic positions 
on the other. 

(11) Jn.put De/inking Spreading 
x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x 

� � �. 
b 

. 
b 

. 
b 

. 
a e z I a e z 1 a e z I 

Deletion is in1ple1nented by an operation that delirLks the feature con1plex specify
ing a from its syllabic position. Con1pe.nsatory lengthening consists in the insertion 
of a new JirLk behveen e and tl1e position vacated by a. 

Representing deletion as in (11) relies on the principle that a segment must be 
lmked to a syllabic position m order to be phonetically expressed (Goldsmith's 
1990 Lmkage Condition). Based on this prir1ciple, regular alternations ir1volvmg 
deletion can be modeled as tl1e attachn1e.nt vs . .non-attachment of a segn1e.nt to a 
position. There are two main \vays in which this notion has been irnplem.ented. 
One is illustrated by the delinking step in (11): the alternating segment has an 
underlymg association to a position but loses it under certain phonological 
conditions. The other approach is to assume that the segment lacks an under
lying association but acquires one under the complen1e.ntary set of conditions (for 
applications of th.is analysis to liaison consonants in French, see for example Encreve 
1988 and Charette 1991). Applied to our Samoan example, the latter analysis \vould 
posit an unassociated s at the end of I milos/. Before a vo,vel, this "floatmg" 
segn1ent attaches to a position and thus surfaces (as in [rnilos-ia]); else,vhere it is 
left stranded and thus phonetically unrealized (as ir1 [rnilo)). 

3.3 Stray erasure 
There is a consensus in the literature that unsyllabified or "stray" segments get 
erased and thus fail to be phonetically realized (McCarthy 1979; Steriade 1982; 
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Ito 1986). How·ever, there is less than general agreement about 'vhere this erasure 
occurs - '"'hether \Vithin the phonological grammar or in phonetics. These t'vo 
vie\vs can be sununarized as follows: 

(12) a. Phonological erasure 
Unsyllabified segments are absent from phonological output. 

b. Phonetic erasure (Containment) 
All input segments are present in phonological output; unsyllabified 
segments are phonetically erased. 

The notion in (12b) that all input segments are "contained" in output, includ
ing those that remain unsyllabified, was adopted by early OT (McCarthy and 
Prince 1993; Prince and Smolensky 1993). Although the notion has since been 
abandoned in favor of phonology-internal erasure (12a) in most OT work since 
Correspondence Theory (McCarthy and Prince 1995), it continues to figure in 
some current output-oriented approaches (see for example van Oostendorp 2004, 
2007). 

The l\vo principles in (12) are en1pirically distinguishable, at least if \Ve 
limit ourselves to a consideration of the effect each can have on phonological 
output. On its o•vn, phonological erasure makes the prediction that a deleted 
segment will leave no trace of itself in an output form. Containment, on the 
other hand, predicts that, since an unlinked segment is still present in output, 
it should be capable of influencing or even triggering processes that affect 
linked segn1ents. 

There is at least one type of evidence that, it is generally agreed, can be 
seen as conforming to the prediction made by Containment. It involves floating 
tones, 'vhich are tones that lack an association to a vo,vel, often as a result of 
their original host VO\Vel being deleted (see CHAPTER 45: THE REPRESENTATION OF 
TONE). Where such a tone ren1ains unassociated in output, it can usually be seen 
to influence the pitch of a foUo,vin.g tone, either raising it (upstep, indicating a 
floating high) or IO"'ering it (down.step, a floating lo,v). This suggests an analysis 
under \vhich tones can be delinked \vithout being erased. 

More controversial is the claim that similar evidence can be found to support 
the notion that non-tonal features or feature complexes can also be delinked \Vithout 
bei.ng phonologically erased. J\!Iost of the relevant evidence involves derivational 
opacity. 

A derivation is said to be opaque if it produces forms sho,ving the effects 
of processes applying in specific ways not predicted by regular phonological 
conditions: either a process fails to occur "'here it '"ould be expected to (under
application), or it occurs •vhere it "''ould not be expected to (overapplication). 
It is 'vorth considering this issue in this chapter, since deletion processes figure 
very prominently in the literature on opacity. This is because of their inherent 
potential to eliminate segments that trigger other processes. 

As an illustration of opacity, consider the case of fortition in Cypriot Greek 
(Ne,·vton 1972; Coutsougera 2002). The input to the process is a glide resul.ting 
from a general Greek process that desyllabifies i before a vo,vel, as in /psumi-u/ 
� [psumj-u] 'bread (GEN)' (cf. [psumi] 'bread (NoM)'). The basic fortition pattern 
in Cypriot Greek is illustrated in (13a) and (13b): the glide hardens to a velar stop 
after r and to a palatal stop after other oral consonants. 
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(13) Cypriot Greek 
lnpu t Output 

a. /Jeri-a/ Jerka 'hands' 
/teri-azo/ terkazo 'I match' 

b. /nunati-a/ n1n1a8ca 'eyes' 
/puJluoi-a/ pullu0ca 'little birds' 

c. /oonoi-a/ oopca 'teeth' 
/vasti-ete/ vascete 'he is held' 

d. /xarti-a/ xarca 'papers' 
/karoi-a/ karca 'heart' 

As shown in (13b), the clusters produced by gliding and hardening are also sub
ject to independent processes of spirantization and voice assinillation. 

The opacity arises in forms that are affected by another independent process, 
illustrated in (l3c), which simplifies input th.ree-consonant clusters by deleting 
the medial segment, as in /vasti-ete/ � [vascete] (*[vastcete]). The opaque examples 
appear in (13d). They contain clusters \vhere r is follo,ved by a palatal stop rather 
than the velar variant that the regular conditions on hardening \VouJd lead us to 
expect (cf. (13a)). Looking at the input forms, we can see where the source of the 
opacity lies: r is separated from the gliding/hardening site by a consonant. The 
intervening consonant fails to appear in output as a result of being deleted by 
the cluster simplification process. Expressed in traditional serial-derivation terms, 
hardening 1nust precede deletion (essentially follo\ving in the steps of historical 
sound changes). An ordered-rule derivation of [xarca], for example, runs son1ething 
like this: /xarti-a/ � xartja � xartca � (xarca]. At the point in the derivation 
where hardening applies, the consonant adjacent to the target segment is not r 
but I, "'hich determines that the hardened consonant is palatal in output. 

There are t\vo n1ain output-oriented approaches to opacity involving deletion, 
distinguishable on the basis of \vhether they subscribe to the phonological or the 
phonetic version of stray erasure in (12). 

In the version of OT assuming phonological erasure, the basic approach to 
opacity is to allow the gra1nn1ar to select a \vinnirlg output candidate by cross
referri.ng to a losing candidate that \Vould figure as an intern1ediate forn1 in 
an ordered-rule analysis. For example, in Cypriot Greek the attested output form 
(xarca] wouJd be judged a more optimal output than *[xarka) on the groiu�ds 
that it is the more similar of the l\''0 to non-surfacing *[xartca]. (For discussion 
of different approaches to how this cross-referencing can be achieved in OT, see 
McCarthy 2007.) 

Contai1unent approaches to deletion are equipped to treat opacity in a less 
obvioiis.ly serial manner. Continuing \vith our Cypriot Greek example, consider 
the following analysis of (ferka] vs. [xarca]. 

(14) a. [Jerka] 'hands' b. [xarcaj 'papers' 
input /Jeri-a/ /xarti-a/ 

output a a a a 
� /1 � /1 

x x x x x x x x x x 
I 
J e r k a x a r t c a 
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This analysis is of a type that 'vas standard in early OT. It incorporates the "'idely 
held assumption that syllable structure is not present in lexical representation and 
is supplied by GEN, the mechanism that generates the set of candidate output forms. 

In (l 4a), all of the input segments are parsed into syllable structure in output. The 
k of [f erka] is the hardened output of i, the velarity reflecting its adjacency to r. 

In (14b), we see the effect of cluster simplification, driven by a high-ranked 
constraint ba1u1ing complex codas (on 'vhich more later). The input t fails to be 
syllabified in output. In line \vith the Linkage Condition, a segment that is 
"underparsed" in this 'vay is not phonetically realized. Nevertheless, in line with 
Containment, it remains in the output representation, 'vhere it can influence seg
ments that fail to syllabify. In this example, t is in a position not only to trigger 
hardening but also to block r from causing the hardened output to be velar. 

4 Conditions on consonant deletion 

4.1 Consonant deletion and syllabification 
What are the phonological conditions that favor whole-segment deletion? In 
ansv1eri.ng this question, we need also to take into account processes of obstruent 
devoicing and consonant \Veakening, since these occur under similar conditions 
(see CHAPTER 69: FJNAL DEVOICING AND FINAL LARYNGEAL NEUTR.tUIZATION and 
CHAPTER 66: LENITION). In fact, deletion figures prominently in 'vhat is perhaps 
the most reliable historical definition of phonological strength: segment A is "'eaker 
than seginent B if A passes through a B stage on its way to deletion (Hyman 1975; 
Harris 1994). 

There is a well-established tradition of approaching the question fron1 the vie,v
point of syllable structure. This is based on t\.vo main assumptions: certain syllabic 
positions are particularly favorable to deletion, and deletion changes the syllabifica
tion of the phonological forms it targets. These assumptions are themselves founded 
on a \videly accepted model of syllabification that can be swnn1arized as follows: 

(15) Standa.rd syllabification model 
a. Sonority 

Syllable nuclei ahvays correspond to sonority peaks (typically VO\vels). 
b. Word edges 

i. A \vord-initial consonant forms a syllable onset. 
ii. A word-final consonant forms a syllable coda. 

These asstm1ptions represent 'vhat can be considered the "standard" view of syl
labification (see Ve1mema1m 1972 and the literature sumn1arized in Blevins 1995 
and Zee 2007; see also CHAPTER 33: SYLLABl.E-INTERNAf. STRUCTURE, and CHAPTER 55: 
ONSETS). However, it has increasingly been called into question, and this inevitably 
impacts on the validity of syllable-based analyses of deletion. 

4.2 Consonant deletion and syllabic markedness 
There are certain phonological contexts where consonants are especially vulnerable 
to deletion, particularly in clusters or at the end of a word. Fron1 the perspective 
of the standard model in (15), deleting a consonant in these contexts pushes 
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syllable structure tov,,ards a less marked state. Removing a consonant from a 
cluster can open a previously closed syllable, sin1plify an onset, or reduce the size 
of a complex coda. Deleting a singleton consonant at the end of a word can be 
understood as having the same effect. 

On the other hand, there are phonological contexts that are resistant to deletion. 
This is especially true of consonants at the beginning of a domain such as the 
\vord, sten1, or foot, and to a lesser extent of '"Ord-internal prevocalic consonants. 
Here too >ve can detect a syllabic preference, in this case for syllables to contain 
at least one onset consonant. 

There is a long tradition of interpreting these patterns to mean that consonant 
deletion is actively driven by a preference for less marked syllable structure. The 
tradition has been updated in OT by formulating the preferences in terms of marked
ness constraints (see CBAl'TER 63: MARKEDNESS AND FAITHFULNESS CONSTRAlNTS; 
also Prince and Smolensky 1993, Zee 2007, and the papers in Fery and van de Vijver 
2003). In a given language, deletion can occur if any of these constraints outrank 
countervailing constraints that call for input consonants to be faithfully preserved 
in output. In \vhat follows, this is the format I 'vill en1ploy to present the standard 
syllable-based approach to deletion, focusing on the following constraints: 
(16) a. Syllal1ic nzarkedness constra.ints 

Codas 
NoCooA 
A syUable must be open. 
NoCoMPLExCooA 
A coda must contain no more than one consonant. 
Onsets 
ONSET 
A syllable must have an onset consonant. 
NoCoMPLEx0NSET 
An onset must contain no more than one consonant. 

b. Segmental faithf11lness constra.int 
MAXC 
An input consonant must be preserved in output. 

4.3 Onset simplification 
(17) compares the grammars of l\''0 language types, one with complex onsets, 
the other 'vithout. As illustrated in (5), Sanskrit represents type (17a), \vhile Pali 
represents (17b). The table shows two different output analyses of a schematic 
input forn1 /CCV I, '"here CC potentially syllabifies as a con1plex onset. In granlIDar 
(17a}, NoCOMPLEXONSET is outranked by MAxC, \Vhich allo"'S the two input 
consonants to show up as an onset cluster. The reverse ranking in grammar (17b) 
forces onsets to be simplex: one input consonant takes up the only slot available 
in the onset, and the other drops (symbolized by C.} 

(17) Input /CCV I 

Language 
a 
b 

011tput 
.CCV 
.ccv 

Structure 
Con1plex onset 
Sin1plex onset 

Constraint ranking 
MAXC >> NoCo:MPLExONs 
NoCoMPLEXONs >> MAxC 
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A similar simplification effect is widely reported in first language acquisition. A 
child acquiring a language with co1nplex onsets typically starts out by deleting the 
n1ore sonorous of two onset consonants (as in br;ing, b{ue). The deletion evidently 
reflects a developmental s tage "'here the only type of onset in the child's syllabic 
i.nventory is simplex. As is also typical of early phonology, the normally develop
ing child nevertheless perceives the adult distinction between simple and complex 
onsets (as in boo vs. blue). This suggests that the liquid in consonant-liquid clusters 
is present in the child's lexical representations, but is phonologically erased in 
output as result of failing to find a berth in the child's simplified onset (see Bernhardt 
and Sternberger 1998 and the literature reviewed there). 

4.4 Coda deletion 

The syllable coda is widely regarded as the consonant deletion site par excellence. 
Under the standard syllabification view in (15), the coda subsumes consonants in 
three phonological contexts: (a) a word-final singleton consonant, (b) any member 
of a ivord-final cluster, and (c) the first member of a ivord-internal heterosyllabic 
cluster. 

In an OT gran1mar, deletion of final singleton consonants (illustrated above 
by Samoan (1) and Lardi.l (2b)) results fron1 MAxC being outranked by NoCODA. 
The reverse ranking defines languages that permit final consonants. This is 
sho"'n in (18). 

(18) Input /VC)/ 

Language 
a 
b 

Output 
VC.] 
V.C] 

Structure 
Final closed a 
Final open a 

Constraint ran.king 
l\llAXC >> NoCooA 
NoCooA >> MAxC 

This basic treatment extends to consonant deletion in non-final codas, such as occLtrs 
in Diola Fogny (6). 

As to the deletion of absolute ivord-final consonants in clusters (illustrated by 
Lardil in (3) and Catalan in (4)), the standard syllable-driven account is that it is 
motivated by a markedness in1perative to reduce the complexity of codas. In OT 
tern1s, final cluster simplification occl.trs in languages of the type shown in (19b ), 
•vhere NoCOMPLExCODA outranks MAxC (Prince and Smolensky 1993). The reverse 
ranking yields languages of type (19a), those with final clusters. The fact that w·ords 
can be consonant final at all indicates that NoCooA is ranked relatively lo'" in 
both of these grammars. 

(19) Input /VCCJ/ 

Language Output 
a VCC.] 
b VC.C] 

Structure 
complex coda 
sin1plex coda 

Constrain.I ranking 
MAxC >> NoCoi-n'LExCooA, N'oCooA 
NoCoMPLEXCODA >> NoCooA, MAxC 

Word-internal cluster simplification in Diola Fogny is selective in the type of coda 
it targets, deleting only those that do not form part of a partial geminate (see (6)). 
On their O\\'n, the syllabic 1narkedness constraints in (16) are not enough to derive 
this selective behavior. What is required is an additional constraint that bans a coda 
fron1 bearing or "licensing" certain feature specifications unless they are assin1ilated 
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from a follo\ving onset. (The formulation of constraints of this type is based to a 
large extent on proposals by Ito 1986 and Goldsnlith 1989.) With this constraint 
ranked high, a faithful output candidate such as *(u.juk.ja] is non-optimal, since the 
coda [k] bears its own place and n1anner specifications. Under these circumstances, 
the lower-ranked constraint NoCooA asserts itself, and the optimal candidate is 
the coda-less form [u.ju.ja) (an example of "'hat in OT is called The Emergence 
of the Unmarked; see CHAPTER 58: THE EMERGENCE OF THE UNMARKED). 

4.5 Rethinking coda deletion 

According to the standard view in (15b.ii), a word-final consonant has the same 
syUabic status as a word-internal coda. This makes the strong prediction that 
whenever consonant deletion targets codas it should strike both of these positions 
simultaneously (CHAPTER 36: FINAL CONSONANTS). 

There are certainly languages that bear tllis prediction out. In Lardil, for 
example, the set of non-apical singleton consonants that drop finally (as in (2b)) 
is largely the same as the set of consonants that are excluded from i.nternal codas. 
In Samoan, the \VOrd-final deletion of root-final consonants shown in (1) coincides 
\vith an absence of internal closed syllables. Another example is provided by 
non-rhoticity in various languages, where llistorical r drops in exactly the com
bination of environn1ents defined by the final-coda analysis. For example, in 
non-rhotic English, constricted r is suppressed both in an internal coda (as in 
cai;nal) and \VOrd finally (as in cai;). 

Examples such as these represent some of the core evidence in favor of the 
assumpt ion that consonants in internal codas and word-final positions are syl
labified the san1e (again see Blevins 1995 for a sumn1ary of the relevant literature). 
However, alongside these examples we find deletion evidence that is difficult to 
square "'ith the assumption. On the one hand are languages that preserve inter
nal codas but either delete or lack \VOrd-final consonants; examples include 
Italian, colloquial Tamil, and Pali. On the other are languages that lack internal 
codas but have final consonants; exan1ples include Kejrunan (Stricklru1d 1995), Yapese 
(Piggott 1999), and Central Sentani (Hartzler 1976). 

\'\'here historical final consonants can be reconstructed for the first of these 
syllabically "hybrid" types of language, they have either been deleted or survive 
as onsets followed by an epenthesized vo\¥el. In Pali, for example, deletion has 
wiped out historic.ally >vord-final consonants, wllich can be reconstructed on the 
basis of a comparison '"ith cognate fonns in Sanskrit (see (20a)) (Zee 1995). However, 
as shO\¥n in (20b), the process has not deleted internal codas, \vhich survive as 
the first position of a partial or full geminate. 

(20) Sanskrit Pali 
a. tatas ta to 'therefrom' 

punar puno/puna 'again' 
pra:patat papa ta 'hurled down' 

b. danta danta 'tamed' 
sap ta satta 'seven' 
karka kakka 'precious stone' 
valka vakka 'tree bark' 
kara kan.n.a 'ear' 
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It is true that internal codas in Pali have lost much of their historically contrastive 
feature content. Ho\vever, the coda position itself has ren1ained in place, picking 
up n1ost or all of its feature interpretation fron1 the follo\ving onset. 

The existence of syllabically hybrid languages of the Pali type is inconsistent 
'vith the prediction that deletion will target internal codas and final consonants 
simultaneously. It could be further interpreted as undermirling the assumption 
that final consonant deletion is motivated by syllabic structure independently of 
word structure. Does a final consonant delete because of its position in the syllable 
or because of its position \vi.thin the "'ord? Of course '"'e could just say that a 
final consonant is a sub-type of coda, one that is particularly susceptible to deletion. 
But this is at best unparsimonious: it would be simpler just to say that deletion 
targets a consonant that is final in the word rather than having to say that it is 
final in both the word and the syllable. 

In any event, the coda analysis faces additional problen1s, some of which 
become evident 'vhen we look more closely at consonant deletion in 'vord-final 
clusters. 

4.6 Final cluster simplification 
According to the analysis outlined in §4.4, final cluster simplification results from 
the operation of the constraint NoC011,1PLExCooA in (16a). Two main objections 
have been leveled at this description. One has to do '"ith the actual number of 
consonants permitted finally con1pared to internally, and the other with the 
phonotactics of final compared to internal clusters. 

Cross-linguistically, there is a dear numerical asymn1etry behveen final clusters 
and internal codas. lVlany languages, including English, \.vhich allow two or more 
consonants in final position only allow up to one consonant in an internal coda 
(Harris 1994; Duannu1 2008). It is hard to come up with clear exrunples of languages 
\vhere the hvo positions exhibit equal complexity (still less languages \Vhere internal 
codas are actually ro.ore complex than final clusters). 

Moreover, in languages sho,ving the numerical mismatch behveen the t\vO posi
tions, it is note,vorthy that the phonotactics of final clusters typically mimic those 
of initial or internal clusters containing onse.ts. Two basic patterns are attested in 
languages of this type. In one pattern, found in English, Frencl1, and Irish, for 
example, .final clusters \vith a faUing or level sonority profile (mp, It, pt, etc.) share 
their phonotactics with internal coda-onset clusters (CHAPTER 53: SYLLABLE 
CONTACT). In the other - found in French, Polish, and Icelandic, for example -
rising-sonority clusters (pl, gl, dr, etc.), share their phonotactics with internal or 
initial complex onsets (Harris 1994; Dell 1995; Harris and Gussn1ann 2002). In so1ne 
languages, the hvo patterns overlap in three-consonant clusters; in French, for 
example, '"e find [rkl] both medially (as in [s<rkle) 'circle (vB)') and finally (as in 
[sE.rkl] 'circle (N)'). 

If final clusters are treated as complex codas, the problem posed by cluster evi
dence fro111 languages of this type is that the srune set of phonotactic restrictions 
has to be assigned to hvo or even three different syllabic conditions. There have 
been two different responses to this problem, both of "'hich challenge the claim 
that consonant deletion in final clusters is driven by some need to simplify complex 
codas. One persists with the notion that phonotactics are syllabically conditioned 
but proposes an alternative syllabification of final clusters to the standard one. 
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The other denies that cluster phonotactics are conditioned by syllable structure 
in the first place. 

According to the first proposal, the simplest analysis of final clusters is to 
syllabify them in the same \vay as the internal clusters \vith which they show phono
tactic parallels (Harris 1994; Dell 1995; Harris and Gussmann 2002). That is, final 
clusters of the non-rising sonority type (mp, It, etc.) take the form coda plus onset, 
\vhile those of the rising-sonority type (pl, gr, etc.) are complex onsets. While this 
captures the phonotactic parallels between final and internal clusters, it is ques
tionable '"hether it provides a syllabic motivation for final cluster simplification. 

This is because there is a cross-linguistically strong preference for the second con
sonant to be targeted, regardless of whether the cluster is of the rising-sonority 
type or the non-rising (see the language surveys in Blevins 1995 and Cote 2004). 

French provides us \•vith an exan1ple of final deletion in rising-sonority clus
ters. In son1e varieties of the language the liquid is deleted in final clusters of this 
type, as in [pov�) 'poor', (mini.st�) 'minister' (Laks 1977; Cote 2004). 

Deletion in final clusters of non-rising sonority is illustrated by the Catalan 
examples in (4). Feminine forms such as [askerpo] and [forta] sho\v internal 
coda-onset clusters of falling sonority. The sa1ne clusters occurred historically in 
final position in n1asculine forn1s (Badia Margarit 1951). Of these final clusters, 
only those that are heterorganic survive into present-day Catalan, as in [askerp) 
(see (4a)). The rest - those consisting of partial geminates - have been subject to 
simplification through deletion of the final consonant, as in /fort/ -7 [for] (see (4b )). 

One conclusion that has been drav1n from facts such as these is that the 
context for final cluster simplification is best stated in terms of word-finality 
•vithout reference to syllable structure at aU (as argued by Cote 2004, for example). 
A further reason for reaching this conclusion is the fact that the deletion that tar
gets final clusters does not also automatically target the san1e clusters when they 
occur else\vhere in the "'ord. For example, the dropping of the liquid in French 
final rising-sonority clusters does not also target initial and internal onsets. Final 
liquid deletion in French is thus not symptomatic of son1e more general sim
plification of complex onsets, such as has occurred in Pali for example (see (5)). 
By the same token, dropping the obstruent in Catalan final homorganic clusters, 
as in (4b), does not also target the same cluster '"hen it occurs word internally. 

Ackno\vledgi.ng that final cluster silnplification 1night be best described ,.vi.th
out reference to syUable structure natura lly raises the qu.estion of "'hether the same 
might be said of deletion in other phonological contexts. This line of argumenta
tion has led some phonologists to claim that all patterns of consonant distribution 
should be expressed in a strictly linear fashion by referril1g exclusively to in1me
diately adjacent segments and "'ord boundaries (see e.g. Steriade 1999; Blevins 
2003). At issue here is the fundamenta l question of why certain phonological 
positions promote deletion in the first place. 

4.7 What causes consonant deletion? 

What is it about consonants in word-final and pre-consonan tal positions that makes 
them especially vulnerable to deletion? The ans\ver is likely to be tied to the fact 
that these positions are also favorable sites for neutralization. Deletion is just one 
of a collection of process types that target consonants in these positions, and all 
of these processes tend to have the effect of neutralizing segn1ental contrasts. For 
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example, these are the preferred contexts where "'e find that obstruent devoicing 
neutralizes laryngeal contrasts, debuccalization neutralizes place contrasts (e.g. 
Ip t k / --?  [?]), and vocalization neutralizes 1na1u1er contrasts (e.g. /1 r/ --? [j]) (see 
CHAPTER 69: FINAL DEVOICING AND FINAL LARYNGEAL NEUTRALIZATION). Deletion, 
too, can be seen as neutralizing, if it is understood as suspending the contrast 
bet"'een the presence and absence of a consonant, i.e. "merger with zero," as his
torical linguists put it (see Campbell 2004). 

According to one proposal, the neutralizing tendency of certain positions can 
be attributed to the fact that they provide weaker auditory-perceptual cues to con
sonants than other positions (see e.g. Steriade 1999; \.\fright 2004). This point can 
be illustrated by comparing the cues projected by oral stops in different positions. 
The offset or release phase of a plosive provides more robust cues to its identity 
than does its approach phase (Bladon 1986; Ohala 1990). Moreover, the offset is 
most robustly cued '"'hen it is released onto a follo,ving vowel. Before another 
consonant or at the end of words, offset cues can be attenuated or suppressed 
altogether. In the first instance, they may be masked by the closure phase of the 
following consonant. In the second, since the end of a vvord often coincides with 
the end of an utterance, a final stop often offsets into silence. 

\rVeakened cueing potential reduces the reliability with which listeners are able 
to detect consonant contrasts in particular positions, thereby increasing the like
liliood that these contrasts '"ill be eroded over time (see Ohala 1981, 1990). This 
\VOlild explain why preconsonantal and word-final positions are the most favor
able sites for the neutralization of voice, place, and 1na1u1er contrasts. Deletion, 
it can be argued, is an extreme n1anifestation of this overall effect (Cote 2004). 

The question of '"hether consonant distribution and deletion are motivated by 
cueing potential or syllabic position continues to be debated. (For critiques of the 
"licensing-by-cue" approach, see for exan1ple Gerfen 2001 and Kochetov 2006.) It 
is not clear whether the t\vo notions are in fact incompatible: the positions across 
vvhich cueing potential is differentially distributed can in principle be stated in 
syUabic rather than linear terms. 

On the face of it, neutralizing processes in general and deletion in particular 
seem to be communicatively dysfunctional, in that they suppress information that 
might otherwise be used to help keep vvords distinct from one another. Ho,vever, 
the particular location of favored neutralizing positions wit11in the '"'ord 1neans 
that the in\ pact of such processes on lexical distinctiveness is not as deleteriotlS 
as it might otherwise have been. In lexical access, listeners rely much more 
heavily on phonological information at the beginning of \vords than to"1ards the 
end (cf. Nooteboon1 1981; Ha\vkins and Cutler 1988). It is no surprise, then, that 
of all phonological positions word-initial is the most resistant to deletion. 

5 Conditions on vowel deletion 

5.1 Syllabification and vo1vel deletion 
l f  it is clear why there is a strong tradition of vie\ving consonant deletion as being 
driven by a pressure to simplify syllable structure, it is also easy to understand 
vvhy no parallel tradition exists for V0\'7el deletion. Deleting a vowel almost always 
increases syllabic markedness, at least according to the standard syllabification 
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account. Apocope, illustrated by Lardil in (3), creates a final closed syllable (V.CV.J 
> VC.]). Syncope, illustrated by English in (8) and by Tonka\va and Tagalog in (9), 
creates a closed syllable and thus also a consonant cluster (V.CV.CV > VC.CV). 

There is probably only one pattern of vowel deletion that can be straight
forwardly viewed as reducing syllabic markedness: the type of hiatus-resolving 
elision seen in (7). The second vowel in a hiatus configuration occupies a syllable 
\Vithout an onset, a marked situation (ackno"rledged in OT by the ONSET constraint 
in (16a)). 

Although apocope and syncope n1ay not be syllabically motivated, they can gen
erally be seen to be subject to other kinds of prosodic conditioning, specifically 
involving metrical or word structure or some combination of both. Moreover, the 
positions targeted by the two types of deletion can be broadly identified as pro
sodically weak or non-prominent. The processes are not ahvays sensitive to stress, 
but "'hen they are they typically target unstressed vo,vels. Jn stress-conditioned 
apocope, for example, the targeted vo\vel occurs either in the weak position of a 
foot or in an tmfooted syllable. The emergence of word-final consonants in Catalan 
(see (4)) and certain other Romance languages is due to historical apocope of this 
type (Badia Margarit 1951; Lief 2006). 

5.2 Resyllabification? 
According to the sonority-driven model of syllabification in (15a), syncope and 
apocope necessarily have a much more profound impact on syllabification than 
consonant deletion: a vo'"'el forn1s a local sonority peak and thus projects its O\'l'n 
syllable nucleus, so re1noving it inevitably unleashes resyllabification. For example, 
by removing a final sonority peak, apocope forces a preceding consonant, originally 
an onset, into the coda of the preceding syllable. 

This account of apocope predicts that the resyllabified consonant should take 
on the kind of coda-like behavior it did not exhibit \Vhen it "'as an onset. For 
example, it should no"' be able to trigger closed-syllable shortening in the pre
ceding vo\vel. The prediction is not generally borne out. This is not surprising, 
since for stress purposes a final consonant typically behaves extrametrically: 
unlike an internal coda, it does not contribute to the \veight of the syllable occu
pied by the preceding vowel (see Hayes 1995; CHAPTER 43: EXTRAMETRICALITY 
AND NON-FINALITY). Let us briefly consider two examples '"here developn1ents 
accompanying a.pocope have not foll(nved the pa.th predicted by the final-coda 
analysis. 

Modern English bears the marks of a limited form of historical closed syllable 
shortening, as a result of \Vhich certain consonants (very broadly speaking, non
coronals) can now appear in a word-internal coda only after a short vowel (see, 
for exam.pie, M.yers 1987; Harris 1994). As the alternations i.n (21.a) sho\v, there is 
no parallel restriction \vhen the corresponding consonants are word final. 

(21) English 

a. perceptive perceive 
reduction reduce 

b. h:>pa > h:>:p > ho:p > ho"'P hope 
bceka > bce:k > be:k > bejk bake 
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In Middle English, apocope of unstressed sch"ra \Vas accompanied by lengthening 
of the stressed voivel in a preceding open syllable (Minkova 1991). If consonants 
rendered word final by apocope had resyllabified as codas, the non-coronals 
amongst them would have been expected either to prevent or to undo lengthen
i.ng of a preceding vov;.el. As the examples in (21b) illustrate, that did not hap
pen. Apocope in English thus failed to disturb the general Germanic pattern '''hereby 
a singleton \vord-final consonant, unlike an internal coda, has no influence on the 
length of a preceding vo\vel. 

In Sesotho, final i has undergone apocope under certain quite specific phono
logical conditions. The effect of the change is evident in the locative suffix [-el)], 
ivhich derives historically from [-eni] (the form still attested in some of Sesotho's 
Bantu sister languages) (Doke and Mofokeng 1957). There is clear evidence that apo
cope has not resulted in the nasal being resyllabified as a coda. One indication 
involves the '"idespread Bantu process that lengthens penultimate vo,vels in phrases 
of a certain type (v,rith accompanying tonal effects not releva.nt here; see CHAP
TER 114: BANTU TONE). The examples in (22a) illustrate this process in Sesotho (where 
vowel length is not lexically contrastive). 

(22) Sesotho 
a. hase mu:thu 

kra: tla 
b. re tel) lape:IJ 

ba ile sedibe:I) 

'It's not a person' 
'I am coming' 
'We are at home' 
'They have gone to the well' 

*la:peIJ 
•sedi:bel) 

If the final [IJ] of the locative were a coda, penultimate lengthening ivould be pre
dicted to target the vowel ilnmediately precedll1g the suffix. Ho\vever, as the fonns 
iJ1 (22b) show, this is incorrect: the extra length falls instead on the suffix vowel 
itself. This suggests that the apocope that produced [-el)] has left the original bisyl
labic structure of [-eni] undisturbed. 

The more general conclusion we might dra"' from the evidence represented in 
(21) and (22) is that apocope has little or no ilnpact on syllable structure. In fact 
it is just the sort of evidence that has led some phonologists to conclude that a 
'vord-final consona.nt is not a coda but the onset of a syllable with a phonetically 
unexpressed nucleus (see e.g. Giegerich 1985; Kaye 1990; Burzio 1994; Harris 1994; 
Piggott 1999; Harris and Gussn1ann 2002; Scheer 2004). According to this account, 
apocope only targets the feature content of a vowel while leaviJ1g its nuclear posi
tion untouched. This is schen1atized in (23) (\vhere \Ve abstract away fron1 the 
issue of how the suppression of feature content is best represented). 

(23) a. Pre-apocope b. Post-apocope 
a a a a 

/1 /1 
x x x )  x x x )  

I I I v c v v c 
(A silnilar analysis has been applied word iJ1ternally to syncope; see for example 
Charette's 1991 treatment of sch,va m French.) 
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In (23), a consonant exposed to the right edge of a 'vord by apocope remains 
syllabified as an onset. Since at no point does the consonant become a coda under 
this analysis, it is predicted not to trigger closed-syllable shortening. This is con
sistent •vith the scenario exemplified by English in (21). Similar reasoning would 
explain why penultimate lengthening in Sesotho targets the vo,vel immediately 
preceding word-final [I)] rather than the vowel before that, as shown in (22). The 
vo,vel before [I)] counts as the penultimate nucleus in the phrase, because there 
is another to its right, nan1ely the final en1pty nucleus heading the syllable con
taining the nasal (as in (lapeaJ0)). 

Bearing on the question of \vhether apocope triggers resyllabification is the fact 
that the process is often reported to be phonetically continuous along the dimensions 
of duration and periodicity (see e.g. Silva 1994; Gordon 1998; Myers 2005). 
Sinillarly continuous effects are found with syncope; examples include Japanese 
(Beckman 1996), and the hvo types of syncope in English shovvn in (9) (Bybee 2001). 

PhoneticaUy continuous vowel deletion raises an awk\vard question for the 
standard model of syllabification: at '"hat point do '"e decide that a fleeting vo,vel 
stops projecting a local sonority peak and causes a preceding consonant to resyl
labi.f)r into a coda? This is particularly problen1atic '"here the gradience occurs '"'ithin 
the speech of individual speakers. The sonority n1odel suggests an implausible 
scenario in whicl1 a speaker's output flickers behveen one syllabification and the 
other. Under a stable-nucleus analysis, syllabification remains unaffected by vo,vel 
deletion, regardless of \vhether it is phonetically continuous or not. In the case of 
gradience, vvhat varies is the maimer in \vhich the affected nucleus is phonetically 
expressed. 

A further difference between the stable-nucleus and sonority-driven approaches 
to syllabification is that they offer empirically distinct perspectives on the relation 
bet\veen consonants flanking a syncope site. Under a sonority-driven analysis, the 
consonants start out as separate onsets but become syllabically adjacent after 
syncope. Ne•vly formed clusters that happen to confonn to existing phonotactic 
restrictions are •vrongly predicted to be phoneticaUy indistinguishable from dusters 
already existing outside the syncope context. In English, for example, the liquids 
in pairs such as pgrade - prayed and pglite - plight sho\v differences in duration 
and voice onset time that listeners are able to utilize in word discrimination (Price 
1980). One conclusion that might be draW11 from this is that p and r are not phono
tactically adjacent in pgrade in the vvay tha.t they are in prayed. This is consistent 
with the vie'" that, rather than triggering resyllabification, syncope of a vo,vel 
leaves the flanking consonants in phonotactically independent onsets separated 
by a stable but variably expressed nucleus. 

6 Conclusion 

Over the years, there has been a significant shift in the way phonologists n1odel 
phonological processes in general and \vhole-segment deletion in particular. 
Previously, deletion processes '"'ere conceived of as rules that remove segn1ents 
from linear strings of input phonemes. That vie\v gave '"ay to one according to 
\vhich deletion rules selectively target elements \Vithin non-linear representations. 
Later, input-oriented rules '"ere largely abandoned in favor of the notion that 
deletion results from the operation of output-oriented constraints. 
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For all the differences amongst the various approaches revie,,red here, there 
remains an important shared assumption: that morphologically related forn1s 
showing a regular alternation between a Seglnent and zero should be derived fron1 
a single lexical source. Ho,vever, this idea too has been increasingly called into 
question. 

Under the standard derivational analysis of deletion in Samoan, recall, the 
historical consonant-final form of an alternating root such as [n1ilo] - [milos(-ia)] 
is preserved in a single tu1derlying representation and is deleted in final position 
by a synchronic analogue of sound change (/1nilos/ � [milo)). The main argu
ment in favor of this analysis is economy: speakers need memorize only one lexical 
form of each alternating root instead of two. 

This reasoning \vas already being questioned as early as 1973 by Hale, citing 
evidence fron1 Maori, a Polynesian relative of San1oan that shares the same 
historical deletion of word-final consonants. The evidence strongly suggests that 
speakers of present-day Maori have re-analyzed the original morphology of 
alternating forms by treating the formerly root-final consonant as no"' belonging 
to the suffix. This yields historical reparsings such as [a\vhit-ia] > [a,vhi-tia] 'embrace 
(PASS)' and [hopuk-ia] > [hopu-kia] 'catch (PASS)'. If this is correct - and it is 
corroborated by more recent evidence adduced by Eliasson (1990) - it indicates 
that the segment-zero alternation in this case is no'v a matter of allon1orphy rather 
than regular phonology (CHAPTER 99: PHONOLOGICALLY CONDITIONED ALLOMORPH 
SELECTION): for each root, speakers simply memorize the appropriate consonant
initial suffix. (In fact, one of the re-analyzed suffix fonns, -tia., has a much wider 
lexical distribution than the others and is the one now used by default in loan
'vords, neologisms, and code-s,vitching; Eliasson 1.990.) Similar historical restruc
turings involving consonant deletion have been reported for other languages (see 
e.g. the survey of the Sula,vesi group of Western Malayo-Polynesian languages 
in Sneddon 1993). 

Evidence fron1 historical restructurings of this type presents an obvious chal
lenge to any derivational treatment of segment deletion, be it forn1ulated in terms 
of input-oriented rules or output-oriented constraints. In any case, the economy 
argument in favor of unique underlying forms is no longer as persuasive as it 
might have once seemed, since there are no\V kno\vn to be practically no limits 
on the storage capacity of lexical men1ory (Braine 1974; Landauer 1986). 

Since Hale's (1973) paper, models of lexical stora.ge and access have emerged 
that allo"' us to capture phonological connections between morphologically 
related forms without necessarily deriving them from a single lexical source. Part 
of the process of auditory word recognition involves a lexical search that leads 
to a specific neighborhood containing a nun1ber of forn1s with sunilar phonological 
characteristics (see the literature revie"' in McQueen and Cutler 1997). Even if 
t"•o alternants of the same morpheme are stored as separate lexical entries, they 
are thus likely to sho"' up in the same search, depending on ho\v phonologically 
similar they are to one another. In the Samoan deletion case, related forms such 
as milo and milosi11 can have separate addresses in the lexicon (which would account 
for their aUomorphic behavior) and yet still be dose neighbors and thus be 
accessed in unison. The fact that one form lacks a consonant that is present in the 
other is of course a source of dissimilarity. Ho"rever, this is mitigated by the loca
tion of the dissimilarity -away from the initial portion of the fonns that is kno'"n 
to provide the n1ost valuable inforn1ation in \Vord recognition. 
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69 Final Devoicing and Final 
Laryngeal Neutralization 

GREGORY K. IVERSON 
JOSEPH C. SALMONS 

1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we survey a set of phenon1ena that have traditionally been given 
the simple rubric "final devoicing." This nan1e, however, clearly conflates a num
ber of different phonological phenomena - deletion of other laryngeal feattues, 
even feature addition - and the relevant general pattern is better characterized 
as "final laryngeal neutralization." Widely attested across the languages of the 
world, final laryngeal neutralization represents a prototypical positional merger 
of phonological contrasts. Nonetheless, the attested patterns vary along several 
dimensions; they provide challenges to current phonological frameworks, on 
the one hand, and allo"' good testing grounds for them, on the other. In particu
lar, the topic is highly relevant to the ongoing debates over the relationship 
between universal gra1nn1ar and language change in shaping sound systen1s, such 
as Blevins (2004., 2006) vs. Kiparsky (2006, 2008) (see also CHAPTER 93: SOUND 
CHANGE). 

In §2, after briefly reviewing some basic data, '"e provide a cross-linguistic 
survey of attested patterns in which (phonological) laryngeal features neutralize 
at right edges of prosodic constituents, '"'hi.le §3 introduces son1e aspects of the 
phonetics of fi.na.l. 1.ary:n.geal :neutralization \vith an eye to"rard what those aspects 
mean for the phonology of such processes. In §4, "'e then give an overview of 
the role of prosodic domains along \vhich such patterns arise and generalize in 
sound change. In §5, we explore the major question in current phonology con
nected with this issue: the relationship ben.veen historical developn1ent and 
Universal Grammar. §6 sumolarizes and concl.udes. 

\'\le focus on laryngeal features, leaving aside broader neutralizations, such as 
loss of length distinctions in final position (e.g. K(immel 2007: 133-136), although 
it is important to note that these are often connected (see Trubetzkoy 1977: 74). 
We also restrict discussion to processes affecting obstruents, although final vowel 
devoicing and. othe.r such phenomena are attested., as surveyed by Barnes (2002: 
ch. 3). Finally, we focus on "dynamic," alternation-supported neutralizations, 
leaving aside the "static" absence of contrasts, such as those in Thai and varieties 
of Quechua, in \vhich laryngeal contrasts found in onsets (or \vord-initial position, 
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etc.) are merely missing in codas (or word-final position, etc.), '"ithout morpho
phone1nic alternation. 

2 The phonological typology of final laryngeal 
neutralization 

2.1 Some basic data 

.In n1any languages of the world, underlyingly voiced speech sounds do not 
show glottal pulsing at the ends of '"ords, '"ith the result that they are largely or 
often entirely indistinguishable from voiceless sounds. This occurs frequently "'ith 
all obstruents, as in Catalan (Hualde 1992) or as illustrated here by nominal 
alternations from Polish (Rubach 1997: 553): 

(1) nom sg 110111 pl 
klub [pl klub-y [bl 'club' 
majonez [s] 11ia7on.ez-y [z] 'mayonnaise' 
slaw [fl sta.w-y [v] 'pond' 
kandelabr [pr] kandelabr-y [br] 'lan1p' 

As the last example demonstrates, Polish shOl\'S a variety of 1vrinkles in devoicing. 
Phonologically, extrasyllabic consonants, /r I in this case, do not block devoicing 
(see also CHAPTER 36: FINAL CONSONANTS). As Tieszen (1997) sho1vs, Polish mani
fests complex regional and acoustic patterns, 1vhich include evidence for incom
plete neutralization for at least son1e speakers. 

Targets of this neutralization vary considerably across languages. Sometimes, 
not all obstruents alternate. In Turkish (Kopkal11 1993; Becker et al. 2008) most 
stops surface as voiceless finally (and '"ith a degree of aspiration as 1vell, per 
Vaux and San1uels 2005: 418), but n1ay alternate l'l'ith a voiced counterpart in suffixed 
1vord forms (data fron1 Kopkalb 1993: 29; cf. also Nicolae and Nevins 2009; 
FeizoUahi 2010): 

(2) Turkish final stop neutralization 

/kab/ 
/kanad/ 

nom sg 
[kap] 
[kanat] 

ace sg 
[kabu1] 
[kanadw] 

'container' 
'1ving' 

This pattern, ho>vever, does not extend to fricatives: 

(3) Turkish final fricative voicing alternation 
[af) 
[kas] 

'pardon' 'I' (av J 
'muscle' � [kaz] 

'hunting' 
'goose' 

While our focus is on obstruent neutralizations, "'e note that, in other languages, 
final sonorants (CHAPTER 8: SONORANTS) may be subject to devoicing, as in KaqclUkel 
(Campbell 1998: 41): 
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(4) Kaqchikel sonorant devoicing 
/kar I [kar J 'fish' 
/kow I [ko'�') 'hard' 

We '"ill not revie''' the various technical approaches to laryngeal alternations among 
obstruents that have been offered in the past, such as Trubetzkoy's (1977: 71) ana
lysis of German final neutralization in tenns of archiphonemes, \Vhich treats the 
neutralized obstruents as identical neither with the underlying Media (lenis/ 
voiced) nor Tenuis (fortis/voiceless). In modern '"ork, these processes have been 
characterized as rules deleting the feature [voice] (or sometimes imposing [-voice]) 
or as constraints prohibiting that feature in final position, and that is our point 
of departure here as '"ell. 

But final laryngeal neutralization can also consist in the addition of a contrastive 
property, not just the loss of one exemplified in the cases involving removal of 
(voice] adduced above. In particular, the \VOrk of Vaux and Samuels (2005: 
418-422) has sho,vn that the addition of aspiration to stops in final position is 
cross-linguistically rather more common than has been appreciated. As they 
revie'"' for Kasluniri, contrasts between plain and aspirated final voiceless stops 
are n1erged in favor of the aspirated series, presun1ably via a rule that accrues 
the privative feature [spread glottis] (or [+spread glottis], in a binary system) to 
voiceless stops at the end of the '"'ord.1 

(5) Final aspiration in Kashmiri (Vaux and Samuels 2005: 420, citing Syeed 1978) 

110111 sg da t pl a gen I pl 
/\,rat/ (\vat"] [\vatan] [\vatau] 'way' 
/kat" I [kat"] [kat"an] [kat"au] 'story' 

Similarly, in Klan1ath a three-\vay contrast an1ong voiceless aspirated, ejective, 
and plain stops neutralizes to the aspirated series in word-final position. Such 
patterns clearly suggest feature addition. 

(6) Final a.spiration in Klamath (Vaux and Sa1nuels 2005: 421, citing Blevins 1993) 

/n'ep" I [n'ep") 'hand' cf. (n'ep"e:7a) 'puts on a glove' 
I n\j"ek' I (ntf'ek"] 'in little bits' (ntf'ek'a:ni] 'small, little' 
I nkak/ [nkak"] 'turtle (sp.)' [nkakam] 'turtle (Poss)' 

Vaux and Samuels take the existence of patterns such as these to justify the inter
pretation of aspiration as "urunarked" in languages that add this feature finally, 
attempting to salvage the 'videly subscribed vie'"' that neutralization in final posi
tion regularly entails merger to the unmarked member of a contrast (CHAPTER 2: 

1 Sadaf Munshi (personal commlLnication) indicates that there are systematic exceptions to final 
aspiration in Kashmiri, apparently connected with patterns of historical apocope, e.g. [op] 'person 
who can't keep a secret'; [mot) 'madman'. She further points out (Munshi 2006: 58ff., personal com
ro.urtlcation) that, in llurushask� the three-way voiced/aspirated/voiceless unaspitated contrast is regu
larly nel1tralized to \roiceless unaspirated in final position, affecting stops, affricates, and fricati\1es, 
even in loanwords, whereas in Kashmiri final (aspirating) neutralization affects only stops. 
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CONTRAST; CHAPTER 4: MARKEDNESS), albeit no"' defined on a language-specific 
rather than universal basis. lv!ore generally, however, aspiration patterns such 
as Vaux and Samuels reveal have been sm1ply disregarded, \vith final laryngeal 
neutralizations Often alJ being treated \Vithout fi.trther differentiation aS "final devoi
cing." The idea that such non-assimilatory neutralization involves feature loss rather 
than addition has been particularly strong: Lombardi (2001: 13, passi111) starts from 
the position that "The laryngeal distinctions of voicing, aspiration, and glottal
ization are often neutralized to plain voiceless in coda position," exemplified by 
\vhat she analyzes as the removal of (voice] in Gern1an codas. More recently, 
Kiparsl<y (2008: 46) uses the term "devoicing" to characterize the Korean process 
of final neutralization across three series - usually treated as lenis (laryngeally 
unmarked), aspirated, and tense. But the phonetic feature [voice] plays no 
phonological role in Korean on most views (cf. Avery and Idsardi 2001; Ahn and 
Iverson 2004), appearing only allophonically in the other,vise voiceless lenis 
series in intersonorant contexts because this is a position favorable to passive 
voicing. This aside, however, the characterization of final laryngeal neutraliza
tion generally as final devoicing has far-reaching implications for the nature 
of the phonological component in hun1an gran1IDar. Thus, Kiparsky (2006: 222) 
argues forcefully that "marked feature values are suppressed in 'weak' prosodic 
positions." On the question of ho\v to formalize this, he \Vrites: 

The right way to do it in my opinion is that constraints can single out marked 
feature values (but not unmarked feature values). From these, with certain additional 
assumptions, \Ve can build a system of constraints that asymmetrically prohibit marked 
feature values in weak positions. In processual terms, it predicts the existence of coda 
devoicing (coda depalatalization, debuccalization, deaspiration, etc.) and excludes 
coda voicing (coda palatalization, buccalization, aspiration, etc.). 

On this vie"'' ex nihilo feature insertion or addition is impossible, prohibited by 
the "design of language." In the next section, hovtever, we develop a typology 
of final neutralizations that includes a broad set of counterexa1nples to the clam1 
that finaJ neutralization invaria bly entails featLtre loss, or merger to the unmarked, 
but rather may involve motivated neutralization to marked feature values as 
conventionally (i.e. universally) construed. 

2,2 Overview 
We begin this section with an overvie\v of laryngeal features, so as to provide 
a frame\vork for discussing \Vhich ones participate in final neutralization and 
how. But it is clear at the outset that right edges of prosodic constituents are 
frequent loci of neutralization and reduction of many kinds. In this spirit, final 
laryngeal neutralization has often been regarded as a "subtype of final vteaken
ing" (Hock 1999: 19; Harris 2009; Honeybone, forthcoming), and thus related to 
lenition (CHAPTER 66: LENITION) and final consonant loss (CHAPTER 6S: DELETION). 
Indeed, the vie"' expressed just above (Kiparsky 2006) is that "weak positions" 
are actually governed by this directionality, so that final \Veakening in various 
forms is to be expected, but not final strengthening. We shall see, ho\vever, that 
a full typology of final laryngeal neutralization n1ust also recognize the occur
rence of final strengthening, or, as we shall refer to it, final fortition. 
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2.3 Laryngeal features 

No\'t common in discussions of neutralization of "voicing" and other distinctions 
involving glottal states is the perspective known as "laryngeal realism" (cf. 
Iverson and Salmons 1995, 2003, 2006, 2007, 2009, the name taken from Honeybone 
2005), \Vhich \ve will adopt here. On this vie1" of laryngeal phonology, three pri
vative features are considered to be sufficient to represent the kno,vn relevant 
contrasts in languages: [voice], [spread glottis] (henceforth [spread]), and [constricted 
glottis] ([constricted]) (see also CHAPTER 17: DISTINCTIVE FEATURES). In t\\'0·\vay 
systems, a "voice" language such as Spanish distinguishes marked voiced stops 
([voice]) from unmarked voiceless unaspirated stops ( (  ], using a blank space 
to indicate the absence of a phonological specification), whereas an "aspiration" 
language like English distinguishes n1arked aspirated or fort is stops ([spread]) 
fron1 unn1arked !en.is (albeit often passively voiced) stops ((  )). And a "glottalic" 
language like K'ekchi distinguishes marked ejectives ([constricted]) from unmarked, 
typically voiceless unaspirated stops ([  ]). 

Combinations of these possibilities also exist to make up three-,vay contrasts, 
as in the aspirated-voiced-plain system of Thai ([spread], [voice], [ ]), the 
aspirated-ejective-plain systen1 of Klamath ([spread], [constricted], [ ] )  or the 
aspirated-in1plosive-plain system of Vietnamese ([spread], [constricted & voice], 
[ ]). Four-, five-, and even six-,vay systems are also attested, as laid out first by 
Ladefoged (1973) and charted under the present feature system by Iverson and 
Salmons (1995). For example, the four-way system of Hindi adds murmured 
(breathy or voiced aspirated) stops to the three types of distinctions found in Thai, 
via paradign1atic as well as syntagn1atic combination of (voice] with [spread) 
([voice), (spread), (voice & spread), ( ]). The thrust of this minimalist represen
tation is thus to reconcile not only the phonetics but also the phonological, 
historical, and acquisitional behavior of speech sounds with their featural 
characterization. 

Perhaps the most fainiliar neutralization of laryngeal contrasts among obstru
ents at the right edge of a prosodic constituent is the final neutralization process 
in German, documented comprehensively by Brockhaus (1995) and interpreted 
in the light of laryngeal realism by Iverson and Salmons (2007). Taking the real
ist perspective, German is an "aspiration language" in the sense described above, 
1neaning that the laryngeal merger that takes place between fortis (aspirated) 
and lenis (passively voiced) obstruents syl lable-finally is in fact final fortition (as 
implied by the descriptive German grammatical term, A11sln11tverhiirtung), not final 
devoicing. (The domain varies regionally and stylistically between syllable-final 
and word-final.) In contrast to its sister Dutch, then, \Vhere final neutralization is 
devoicing (given that Dutch is a "voice la11guage'' in the sense described above), 
German netltra.lizes final laryngeal distinctions through feature addition ratl1er 
than loss. The t"'O types are illustrated belo,v: 

(7) a. Finni devoicing: /d/ -> [t] (Dutch) 
d )0 Phonemic contrast: 

+ 
[voice) 

/d/ /t/ 

I I 
[voice) [ l 
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b. Finalfortition: /<JI ---+ [th] (German) 

<;I ]0 Phonen1ic contrast: I di 

t l 
[spread] [ ] 

/th I 

I 
[spread] 

In some languages, lack of required final release or other factors may make it difficult 
to distinguish between feature addition and feature removal, but the former pat
tern is securely and robustly attested.2 For instance, in his treatment of Kashaya 
(Pon1oan), Buckley (1994: 87-88) illustrates the rule of "Coda Aspiration" with 
respect to the palatal stop le/: 

(8) I s'u"rac-i/ ---+ s'uwaci 'dry it! (sc)' 
/s'tn'1ac-me-? I ---+ s'uwac"1ne? 'dry it! (FORMAL)' 

In this language, an underlyingly "plain" or laryngeally unmarked stop at the 
end of a "'Ord-internal syllable becomes "aspirated phonologically, and not 
simply subject to some rule of obligatory final release at the phonetic level" (Buckley 
1994: 88). The aspiration rule also applies to word-final stops in loanwords, such 
as /'cajnik"/ 'teapot' (cf. Russian /tfajnik/) and I faki'ta.q" I 'puffin' (cf. Alu.tiiq 
/faki'ta-q/) (1994: 100). 

Kashaya, in fact, sho'"s a three-'"ay contrast among plain, aspirated, and 
glottalic stops, but other processes besides coda aspiration contribute to the non
occurrence of plain finals. Thus, a suffix in a morphological category like the 
assertive (/=? /) combines \vith a sten1-final plain stop to yield a word-final 
glottalic (see Fallon 2002 on the notion of "fusion"): 

(9) /qahmat=? I (qahrnat'] 'he's angry' cf. /qahn1at/ [qahma?) 'angry' 

At the san1e time, non-verbs ending in a glottalic retain that ejective articulation 
(as in [hosiq'] 'screech owl'), '"'hereas "'ord-final plain stops in the native 
vocabulary, analyzed as laryngeally en1pty, debuccalize to glottal stop ([qahma?) 
f- I qahmat/). In other '''ords, the language aspirates plain stops in native word
internal codas (and "'Ord finally in loan'"ords), retains '"ord-final phonemically 
aspirated and glottalic stops, but debuccalizes remaining word-final stops, with 
the result that final plain stops are phonetically absent. 

As already noted above, a coJJection of similar cases, including Kashmiri and 
Klamath, has been adduced by Vaux and Samuels (2005). Ejectives and plain stops 
in Klamath neutralize to aspirates "'Ord finally (Blevins 1993), and Yu (2008, per
sonal communication) reports the same pattern for Washo. In Kashaya, hovtever, 
plain voiced stops do not undergo the neutralization to aspirates that affects the 
language's ejectives, just as in Kashmiri tl1e phonemically voiced stops escape the 
final aspiration to '"hich plain stops are subjected (Vaux and Samuels 2005: 419). 
The range of these phenomena suggests that final fortition, in addition to the expres
sion in (7b), may be accompanied by the loss of all marked laryngeal content, not 
just the ren1oval of (voice], as expressed in (7a): 

2 Tl1rot1ghot1l, we \\rill see con1plex interaction between release (eatt1res and laryngeal neutraliza
tion. Like Rice (2009: 316), we understand even release features to be phonologically relevant. 
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(10) Final laryngeal de/inking (Id th t' dh . . .  I � [t]) 

[ obst)0 Contrasts: It/ Id I I th I It: I 

+ I I I I 
Laryngeal Lar Lar Lar Lar 

I I I I 
[ I [voice] [spread] [constr] 

Id" I . . .  

I 
Lar 

I 
[voice] 

[spread] 

The operation in (10) thus accounts for final devoicing, as in Dutch or Polish, 
but also for final deaspiration, as in Korean; and the effect of this generalized 
delinking for languages, which con1bines voicing with aspiration (e.g. Sanskrit) 
or other properties, is to neutralize all contrasting laryngeal 1nanner types to the 
plain, voi.cel.ess unaspirated type. On th.is interpretation, then, final. neutral.iza
tion of the most common kind is effected by delinki.ng of the Laryngeal node, '''ith 
the consequence that the loss of any one of the contrasting laryngeal features in 
the system implies loss of all the others, too, if any (CHAPTER 2i: THE ORGANIZATION 
OF FEATURES). This appears to be accurate, as final devoicing in 1nore con1plex sys
te1ns goes hand in hand ,.vith the removal of other contrastive laryngeal gestures 
as well. 

Final fortition, on the other hand, consists in imposition of the feature [spread], 
as per (7b), but appears to affect only laryngeally unmarked obstruents. Thus, 
aspiration in Kashaya accrues to final plain (unmarked) stops, but not to final ejec
tives (n1arked as [constricted]), and aspiration in Kashmiri similarly accrues to 
final plain stops, but not to phonemically voiced ones. Final fortition, in sum, affects 
the class of laryngeally empty obstruent configurations as per the refinement of 
(7b) given in (11), attracting the feature [spread] to a final Laryngeal node that is 
otherwise empty, or unn1arked. The situation in Klamath or Washo then falls 
into place as a con1bination of final laryngeal delinki.ng (10) feeding into final 
fortition (11). 

(11) Final fortilion (/t cj/ � [t"J (Kashmiri, Klamath, German) 

[ obst]0 

I 
Laryngeal 

t 
[spread) 

As noted for Kashmiri above, neutralization to [spread] often leaves other, 
already laryngeally specified series untouched. For instance, Koyukon, Hupa, and 
Tlingit appear to aspirate unmarked stops finally, neutralizing with the [spread] 
series, but in each language the ejective series does not participate (Vaux and 
Samuels 2005: 418-441). 

Final neutral ization via the addition of other features appears to be far less 
common, according to the literature of w·hich we are aw·are. Neutralization to 
a phonologically voiced 1nember of an opposition may occur, but appears to be 
very rare, and controversial, as revie"'ed in recent discussion about the analysis 
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of Lezgian (Yu 2004; Blevins 2006, dra,ving data from Haspelmath 1993). This 
Nakh-Daghestanian language possesses a four-\\'ay laryngeal distinction in 
onsets (voiceless, aspirated, voiced, ejective). In so1ne monosyllabic noun classes, 
ejective and voiceless obstruents neutralize to voiced word-finally or after con
sonants, with suffixed forms showing the underlying obstruent and unsuffixed 
stems the neutralized realization (data from Yu 2004): 

(12) pab pap-a '\vile' 
rug ruk"'-adi 'dust' 
q'eb q'ep'-ini 'cradle' 
t'ib thjp'-er 'owl' 

As Blevins (2004, 2006) emphasizes, there is no nahual phonetic or aerodynamic 
reason to n1ake stops voiced in final position, where n1odal voicing in obstruents 
is difficult to maintain as well as to perceive; accordingly, the regular occurrence 
of final voicing, although in principle learnable, is expectedly uncommon. In this 
instance, the phenomenon arose coincidentally as the product of separate but 
converging historical events. Specifically, the synchronic pattern in Lezgian is the 
result of "natural" soiu1d changes involving old voiced obstruents in both medial 
and final position: the medials imder,vent gemination (and becan1e voiceless) and 
subsequently degeminated, leaving the historically voiced word-finals to stand 
in alternation \Vith no'v voiceless \vord-med ial stem-finals. 

Blevins (2004, 2006) suggests other candidates for synchronic final voicing, 
perhaps n1ost clearly in Somali, '"'here historically a neutralizing medial voicing 
process was foUo,ved by final vo,vel loss, thus creating a pattern of apparent final 
voicing. Kiparsky (2006: 225) reanalyzes Somali (and some other cases), however, 
as an aspiration language in our sense, rather than a voice language. That is, Somali 
final "voiced" stops are phonetically lenis and tmaspirated, contrasting with 
aspirated stops n1arked by [spread). This view appears to be consistent \vi.th avail
able descriptions of Somali obstruent phonetics, most explicitly that of Or,vm (1993), 
although the possibility remains open that some dialects of the language may 
employ [voice] rather than [spread]. 

Utterance-final position provides a potential universal starting point or 
trigger for anticipatory devoicing (to the follo\ving silence), whereas no such 
starting point exists to trigger utterance-final voicing. PhonologicaUy, a.s a non
assimilatory addition of the feature [voice], final voicing is poorly motivated 
to begin "'ith inasmuch as feature additions are almost ahvays sourced in 
assimilation. On the other hand, in the structurally parallel case of final fortition 
as described above, non-assin1ilatory addition of [spread glottis) appears to serve 
a prosodic edge-marking function in association '"'ith the greater acoustic 
salience of fortis/aspirated over lenis/voiced consonants. This function is not 
compatible "'ith final voicing, and would appear to be irrelevant, too, to the 
other laryngeal feature, \vhich in principle could be added finally, [constricted 
glottis]. 

Thus, neutralization per se to glottalic consonants is not securely attested in the 
literature, although superimposition of a glottal stop on final voiceless oral stops 
is seemingly common. In the terminology of Michaud (2004: 120), three different 
kinds of glottal gestures (glottal stop, glottal constriction, and creaky voice/ 
laryngealiza tion): 
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can be characterized phonetically as follo\vs: (1) Glottal stop is a gesture of closure 
that has limited coarticulatory effects on the voice quality of the surrounding 
segments. (2) Glottnl constriction (also referred to here as glottal interrupt) is a tense 
gesture of add ucti.on of the voca I folds that extends over the \vhole of a syllable rhyme. 
(3) Laryngealizaticm (i.e. lapse into creaky voice), resulting in irregular vocal fold vibra
tion, is not tense in itself. Glottnlizntion is used as a cover term for laryngealization 
and glottal constriction . . . . 

Final neutralization directly via any of these three gestures is not kno,vn to us, 
nor are '"e familiar with final glottalization in the sense of Michaud's (2) and (3). 
At the same time, a familiar allophonic and optional instance of (1) is found i n  
many varieties of English, e.g. in bat [l?ret'], perhaps as a prosodic right-edge marker 
appearing on fortis stops. This pattern of "glottal reinforce1nent" then sets the scene 
for the loss of supralaryngeal stops in some dialects, especially \vith /t/, e.g. bat 

[l?re7), bottle (l?a7t). 
Under the Dimensional Theory of feature representation advanced by Avery 

and Idsardi (2001, forthcon1ing), in fact, the gesture [constricted glottis] (\vhich 
characterizes glottal closure, among other pheno1nena) is i.Jnplen1ented via the 
dill1ension of Glottal VVidth, as a con1plement to the contrary gesture [spread 
glottis). On this approach to feature organization, a relationship bel\veen these 
hvo contradictory gestures is thus predicted, so that an aspiration language such 
as English or Gern1an (with contrastive [spread glottis]) naturally gravitates 
to\vard imple1nentation of its Glottal Width dimension i.J1 fu1al position as either 
aspirated, when released (as in bat (l?ret"]), or as glottalically closed, when unre
leased (as in bnt (gcet')). As noted, many American speakers realize such codas 
simply as a glottal stop, vvith no supralaryngeal occlusion. 

A striking illustration of the complementary relationship bet"reen aspiration 
and glottalization is found in McFarland's (2007) description of Filon1eno Mata 
Totonac: "Glottal consonants [h) or (?), or spread/constricted glottis features are 
required at certain d.on1ain edges in Filomeno Mata Totonac, and are disallowed 
domain-internally." The process is thus not neutralizing, as the language makes 
no laryngeal contrasts, but the differi.J1g manifestation of Glottal Width in 
domai.J1-edge consonants is entirely predictable: glottalization in sonorants, 
aspiration in obstruents. 

Thai - "'ith. its three-"ray laryngeal contrast of voiceless, voiced, and aspirated 
- shows a pattern of glottalization similar to English, albeit \vith a difference i n  
frequency. As Esling et al. (2005: 388) describe it: "In English, unreleased final glot
tal reinforced oral stops ['p ], ['t], and ['k) are optional allophonic variants, but i.J1 
Thai they are the nonn." Michaud (2004) reports that dialects of Chi.J1ese that retain 
Sino-Tibetan historical final stops (Fujian and Cantonese) typicaUy accompany these 
with a glottal stop, too, and this co-articulation is taken as a step on the historical 
path toward loss of final oral stops altogether, first via debuccalization leaving 
only the glottal stop, as i.J1 modern Burn1ese and Min and Hakka Chinese, then 
loss of all trace (save tone) of the original stops, as in n1odern Mandarin. 

Central to accounting .for the attested patterns of .featural addition in neutral
ization is doubtless the often-noted (e.g. Blevins 2004: 98-99, 2006: 138) tendency 
of languages not to require or allo"' final release of stops, thus partially or entirely 
obscuri.J1g distinctions carried by release features. One superficially exceptional
looki.J1g pattern underscores the role of release in sucl1 neutralizations: in Chong 
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(Mon-Khmer; Silverman 2006: 79-80), final stops are unreleased, but the language 
nonetheless maintains a distinction bet,veen root-final (= word-final, since the 
language has no suffixes) glottali.zed and non-glottali.zed stops. This is suggested 
by Silvennan to correlate "'ith the ti111ing of glottalization: Chong has pre- rather 
than post-glottalization. That is, because of the ti.ming of the gesture, the distinction 
between phonologically glottalized and non-glottalized stops is not dependent on 
final release.3 

The literature contains a nun1ber of other similar instances from the languages 
of the world, '""here so111e set of final obstruents adds glottalization, without lead
ing to neutralization; see Gurevich (2004: 137ff., 15lff.) on optional glottalization 
of final voiced stops in La haul (Pattani) and glottalization of voiceless stops before 
consonants or juncture in Maidu. In all these cases, glottal stop is present in the 
language, but the languages lack contrastive glottalization in the obstruent systen1. 
SinU!arly, the phoneme inventory of Dunu (Tibeto-Burman; van Driein 1993: 52-59) 
i.ncludes both /h/ and /?/, the former restricted to onsets and the latter to codas. 
The language has three stop series: voiceless unaspirated, voiced, and breathy or 
murmured. The voiceless series appears finally unreleased 'vith "simultaneous 
glottal stop," e.g. /lel)ghok/ [ltl)gJ?k-] 'throat'. The other two series do not appear 
in codas in native \vords, so that the effect of this glottalization is not neutralizing 
either. The related language Li.mbu (van Driein 1985: 7-16) shO\VS similar patterns 
of glottalization of voiceless stops in codas "'ithout neutralization. 

Debated as a possible case of final voicing (Blevins 2006; Kiparsky 2006), Tundra 
Nenets reinforces all consonants prepausally \\•ith a glottal stop (Salminen 1997: 
31-32; see also Janhunen 1986: 81-83), v.•hich appears variably in \vord-internal 
codas as '"ell. 

Other less secure cases are closely parallel, like the glottalization reported for 
all three voiced stops (/b d g/) in syllable codas in Kamassian (an extinct South 
Samoyedic language), from Kilmmel (2007: 187-188): 

(13) b � ?b - 7 I _ # 

As in all other languages we know to have final glottalization, this reinforce
ment is not contrastive in Kamassian. Like Chong, this involves pre- rather than 
post-glottalization and, like English, it appears to be connected with faculta
ti.ve loss of final stops for some spea.kers, as noted above for forms like [gae7] bat. 
Kiimmel in fact suggests that loss of the original coda consonant may have trig
gered the glottalization. On the other hand, Barnes (2002: 210ff.) follo,.vs Hyman 
(1988) in arguing that "at least in many cases the epenthetic final glottal stop 
so co111n1011 in the languages of the "'orld is ultimately the phonologization of 
aUophonic phxase-final creak." In any case, the occurrence of 'vord- or phrase-final 
glottalic gestures does not itself lead directly to obstruent neutralization, as far 
as '"e can tell, but rather does so only indirectly through concomitant loss of oral 
gestures. 

The full possible typology of final laryngeal neutralization, then, includes the 
patterns shown in (14). 

> lf co�rect, note that th is suggests how phonetks can shape phonology: the gestural and tio1u1g 
patterns used to realize a feature (see Henton et 111. 1992) appear to correlate \vith \vhat does or does 
not happen phonologically, but see also Howe and Pulleyblank (2001). 
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(14) Typology of possible final laryngeal neutralizations 
a. deletion of [voice] (Polish, Dutch, Catalan) 
b. deletion of [spread) (Korean) 
c. deletion of [constricted] (H:up, as discussed below) 
d. deletion of [voice) and [spread) (Sanskrit, Burushaski) 
e. deletion of [voice) and [constricted) (no clear cases) 
£. insertion of [voice] (probably Lezgian, possibly Somali dialects) 
g. insertion of [spread) (Kashn1iri, Eastern Annenian, Kashaya, Gennan) 
h. insertion of [constricted] (final glottalization; no dear neutralizing 

cases) 
t. insertion of (voice] and [spread) (final murmuring; no clear cases) 
J· insertion of [voice) and [constricted) (final laryngealization; no clear 

neutralizing cases) 

Of these types, deletion of (voice) (a) and insertion of [spread) (g) are \.videly and 
securely attested.4 vVhile Kiparsky (2008: 46) asserts that coda neutralizations 
in general "typically" go to unn1arked values, he concludes that "the direction of 
voicing neutralization [is] universal" (2008: 53). As we have seen, ho\\'ever, at least 
in the particuJ.ar instance of laryngeal neutralizations, the strong interpretation 
of this claim is simply false. lndeed, it is unclear to us \\rhether (a) is even 
significantly more common among voice languages than (g) is among aspiration 
languages. 

Neutralization via the deletion of other contrasting laryngeal features is 
exemplified in the deaspiration of (b) and the combination of deaspiration with 
devoicing in (d). Deglottalization via the deletion of [constricted), on the other 
hand, appears to be rare, but it is found in Hup (see belo\11; on the vie'" that 
laryngeal features are privative, thus ruling out the insertion of [-voice) or [-spread), 
see also CHAPTER 7: FEATURE SPECIFICATION AND UNUERSl'ECIFICATION ). And the 
devoicing in (a) need not necessarily lead to the loss of [constricted): in Dhaas.u1ac 
(Tosco 2001: 19-20; Blevins 2006: 143), for instance, 'vord-final obstruents devoice 
but do not lose contrastive [constricted), so that the implosive series surfaces in 
final position as voiceless glottalized stops, ['p 't 'k]. Fallon (2002) further shows 
that [constricted) often functions independently of other laryngeal features in other 
settings. 

VVhiJe the insertion specificaUy of [voice) (f) is perhaps only marginaUy instan
tiated, the deletion of [spread) (b} appears to be t ied to the more general removal 
of all marked laryngeal features. Rather cornn1onplace, ho"rever, are the oppo
sites of these: the deletion of (voice] and the insertion of [spread). Like deletion 
of [constricted) (c), insertion of contrastive [constricted) (h), (i) is not securely attested, 
although the literature on this question is more limited to date. Notable is that 

'1 indeed, the association bet\veen [voice] in Ollf sense and devoicing is strong enot1gh that van 
Rooy and \Vissing (2001: 326) ntise the possibility that phonemic )voice] might imply final devoicing. 
For [voice] languages that do not appear to have devoicing, like French and Ukrainian, they write 
that "the phonetics and phonology of these languages need careful investigation, as it appears from 
tl1is paper tl1at 1nucl1 of \\rhat appears to be variable from a phonological perspective can be explained 
from a phOJ\etic pet'Spective." While final devoking in [voice] languages rnay be underreported, 
the \videspread tendency for devoicing cot1ld also be the rest1lt of a strong IUstorical bias toward 
deletion of [voice!, which would find support in a variety of phonetk factors, many discussed below. 
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non-contrastive glottalization via insertion of [constricted], or laryngealization via 
insertion of sunulta.neous [constricted & voice], is a frequent optional process across 
a set of languages, \Vhereas fu1al nnumuri.ng via insertion of (voice & spread] is 
not kno,vn to us either as a neutralization or as an allophonic enhancement. 

In complex laryngeal systems, \Vith three-way or more contrasts, it appears often 
that not all series neutralize in a merger context. ln the Amazonian language Hup, 
the glottalized serie.s of stops (variably but non-contrastively voiced else\vhere) 
merges in final position \Vith the plain voiceless series, although the neutraliza
tion is perhaps not always con1plete in nasal contexts (Epps 2008, personal com
munication). In the same environment, however, the language's phonemically voiced 
plain stops do not devoice (and so do not merge 'vith voiceless and deglottalized 
finals), but rather post-nasalize, making them phonetically even more distinct from 
the other series. (Obstruent post-nasalization is an enhancen1ent suggestive of 
"hypervoicing" in the sense of Henton et al. 1992.) 

In summary, then, (a), (b), (d), and (g) are relatively 'vell-attested neutraliza
tions; (c), (e), and (f) seem reasonable, but are not widely attested; (h) is marginal 
(but learnable); and (i) and (j) appear to be unattested and are perhaps impos
sible, as \Ve kno'" of no solid cases of neutralization to compound features. Belo\v, 
iJ1 §4, we consider the diachronic paths that n1ay have given rise to some of these 
asymmetries. 

3 How the phonetics of final neutralization informs 
the phonology 

Phonetically, final devoicing in particular has invited appeals to the aerodynamics 
of speech, according to 'vhich utterance or breath group-final edges are produced 
with reduced puln1onary presstrre; others have attributed final devoicing to a 
phonological assi.nUlation to the follo,ving silence (cf. Hock 1999 on both points). 
And for stops, in particular, it has been argued that modal voicing is difficult to 
maintain in general; see Gamkrelidze (1975), although Westbury and Keating (1986) 
advise that solid data on this point are limited. 

vVlUle neutralization is typically categorical phonologically, the phonetic cues 
to laryngeal distinctions, including those in final position, have proven to be remark
ably complex. With respect to the ostensibly si.n1ple issue of Engl.ish "voicing," 
Lisker (1986) alone catalogues 16 distinct cues for stops in medial position, 
including glottal pulsing, consonant and vowel duration, and changes in funda
mental frequency and in the first formant. Lisker notes, ho\vever, that the list is 
hardly exhaustive, and n1ore recent work shows that still other factors, including 
amplitude, aJso play a role. The function of these cues varies of course by pro
sodic context, and \vhile stressed \VOrd-initial position may be captured relatively 
straightforwardly by n1easurement of Voice Onset Time delay, final position 
proves particularly elusive. In fact, Rodgers et al. (2010) sho'�' that for a set of 
speakers from the American Upper Mid"rest, a different range of acoustic cl1arac
teristics provides the best correlation for d.istin.guishing word-final /t/ from /di 
in both frame sentences and running speech. These include RMS amplitude, rate 
of change of RMS amplitude, and, even more specifically, amplitude of individ
ual harn1011ics and formants. In short, the full acoustic picture of final laryngeal 
distinctions is far fron1 clear, even for a \Vell-studied language like English. 
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We lay out in the next paragraphs some implications that this phonetic com
plexity carries for the phonology of final laryngeal neutralization. First, "'e argue 
that a successful account n1ust pay attention to the role of n1ultiple cues and 
trading relations in producing distinctions (§3.l). Second, \ve review briefly the 
possibility that final laryngeal distinctions undergo at most "incomplete neutral
ization," concluding that complete phonological neutralization is attested (§3.2). 
This leads to a third point reaching beyond phonetics, namely the range of other 
effects that come into play in neutralization (§3.3). 

3.1 Multiple cues 
While an extensive body of research shows that final neutralization can be 
complete (see belo'" for references), the presence of nntltiple possible and actual 
phonetic cues to laryngeal distinctions raises questions about the n1apping 
behveen the phonetics of such cues and phonologica l contrasts. (For one view on 
the topic, see Kingston et al. 2008.) Evidence from variation in American English 
points to the importance of "trading relations" an1ong cues. Purnell et al. (2005a, 
2005b) show that, over several generat ions of real- and apparent-tune speech fron1 
eastern Wisconsin, speakers have systematically changed ho\v they realize these 
contrasts finally, from exploiting actual glottal pi.using early on to later relying 
on duration of the preceding V0\'1el.5 A perception test sho,ved that listeners '"ho 
\vere speakers of other varieties of American English did not, in general, have 
difficulty interpreting either set of cues to laryngeal distinctions. That is, the 
phonetic realization of the distinction has changed over tin1e in this region, but 
the phonological distinction, even for outsiders, has ren1.ained stable. 

3.2 Incomplete neutralization in production 

Although n1any cases of final laryngeal neutralization have been described as 
effecting complete merger, a long thread of "'Ork has argued that neutralization 
is sometimes not truly complete, often in the service of challenging the notion 
of phonological contrasts (e.g. Dinnsen and Charles-Luce 1984; Port and O'Dell 
1985; Charles-Luce and Dinnsen 1987). Fourakis and Iverson (1984) attribute the 
incompleteness effect reported for German to a laboratory artifact introduced 
by a\'1areness on the part of participants (who presumably also spoke English, 
a language '"ith a final distinction) as to the purpose of the experimentation, 
thus resulting in partially hypercorrect pronunciations of finals '"ith traces of their 
morphophonemically lenis properties rather than as fully neutralized fortis 
obstruents. But under conditions in which the real purpose of the experiment is 
concealed iJi the gu.ise of a ro.orphologica.l exercise (strong verb co11jugation) rather 
than presented as an (apparently intimidating) evaluation of pronunciation, 
participants neutralized German final obstruents completely. Jassem and Richter 
(1989) found that final neutralization under conditions such as these is also com
plete in Polish - contra Slowiaczek and Dinnsen (1985) - and Kun and Jongn1an 
(1996) report complete neutralization of final n1anner contrasts in Korean. 

5 li1 contrast to the productions of earlier generatio11s, the youngest group of speakers appears to be 
developing .6.naJ laryngeal neutral izatioJ\. Evidence of devoidJ\g i" northwestern Jndiaoa can be found 
in Jose (2009), '"1ith reference to a range of other stltdies. The pattern appears to be stable 0\1er time 
in that <'Omm unity. 
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3.3 Incomplete neutralization in perception 
Studies seeking to establish perceptually incomplete neutralization ultin1ately face 
challenges beyond \vhat listeners glean fro1n the acoustic signal, '"hich is not, it 
turns out, the only clue that listeners have to \V hether even nonce foro1s belong 
to one or another class (CHAPTER 98: SPEECH PERCEPTION AND PHONOLOGY). 
Ernestus and Baayen (2003: 6), for instance, hypothesize that "Speakers recognize 
that there is neutralization and base their choice for the underlying representa
tion on the distribution of the underlying representa lions among existing 
morphemes, serving as exemplars." They sho"' that the Dutch lexicon has clear 
asymmetries \vith regard to the phonotactics of final underlying voice (cf. also 
Ernestus and Baayen 2007 and other papers in van de Weijer and van der Torre 
2007). The distribution of \vord-final labial stops in Dutch, for example, is heavily 
biased toward underlyingly voiceless, but labial fricatives are even 01ore heavily 
biased tO\vard voiced.6 A production experiment showed that speakers treated 
novel forms in line "'ith those patterns, leading Ernestus and Baayen (2003: 31) 
to conclude: 

First, our data show that the underlying [voice] specification of final obstruents in 
Dutch is predjctable to a far greater extent than has generally been assun1ed. It is 
predictable not only for linguists having computerized statistical techniques at their 
disposal, but also for naive speakers, since they use this predictability in language 
production. Second, \Ve see that the predictability is based on the similarity structure 
in the lexicon. 

wloreover, it has proven challenging for even '"ell-designed experiments to 
control for issues like orthography. Warner el a.I. (2004, 2006) report a set of very 
low-level acoustic differences between underlying voiced and voiceless obstruents 
in Dutch, but then later follo'" up with new experiments showing that "incomplete 
neutralization may be entirely caused by orthographic differences" (Warner et al. 
2006: 292).7 Indeed, Fourakis and Iverson (1984) noted that previous laboratory 
investigations of Gern1an final neutralization had found acoustic traces of lenis 
articulation in the orthographic d of 11nd 'and' and the g of weg 'a\\'ay'. Both of these 
fonns represent non-alternating and therefore uncontroversially phoneoi.ically 
fortis stops in modern German that happen only for historical reasons to be spelled 
with the lenis graphemes d and g rather than fortis t and k, respectively. 

Aside from extra-phonological influences such as these, studies of ordinary speech, 
including present-day Wisconsin English and 1nany cases cited by Blevins and 
others, sho\v that early stages in the li.istorical developn1ent of final laryngeal 
neutralization are prone to being both variable and partial, parallel in some \vays 
to patterns familiar from vocalic "near-mergers" (Di Paolo 1988; Labov 1994). 
Moreover, even co1nplete neutralizations are often recoverable perceptually from 
the pragn1atic context (morphological differences aside, German Rat 'advice' and 

' This is perhaps surprising, given a heavy cross-linguistic bias for languages to have voiceless 
fricatives and no voiced 011es (�1addieson 1984: 52ff.). TJ1at is, frequency i11 cross-Jinguistic inventories 
patteros quite differently from the lex:icaJ patterns foUJ1d with.in Dutch. 
1 For a fuller range of e\.·idence and discussion of the complex devoicing and other lar)'ngeal 
phonology of Dutch, see van de Weijer and van der Torre (2007). 
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Rad 'wheel' are unlikely to be confusable even if they occur in the same discussion) 
or based on phonological gaps in lexical distribution. Thus, German morpho
phonen1ically fortis stops freely occur after lax vowels (Ecke 'corner', Beck 
'brook'), but lenis stops rarely do (Ebbe 'ebb tide', gib 'give! (SG IMP)')/ and there 
are numerous underlying sequences of stem-final labial or velar Jax stop preceded 
by tense vo,vel (Lieb- 'love'), but hardly any "'ith underlying fortis stop in this 
context. These kinds of patterns allow Piroth and Janker (2004: 99-100) to 
observe that, "Due to lexical and 1norphological structure there are only very few 
1ninimal pairs of alternating paradign1s 'vith underlying voiceless vs. underlying 
voiced final obstruents." That is, the phonological contrast differentiates fe\v 
homophones, so that there is little lexical competition in the sense of Blevins and 
Wedel (2009: esp. 169). 

3.4 Summary 
This section has surveyed some issues in the phonetics of final laryngeal distinc
tions, dra,ving especially on English, '"'hich maintains a distinction in almost all 
varieties and n1ost contexts, and Gern1an, in which most varieties do not. First, 
we have argued here that phonetic cues to final laryngeal distinctions show remark
able complexity, and can change even as phonological contrasts remain stable in 
perception and production. Second, this informs the question of "'hether final 
neutralization is always complete or can be incomplete. At least when realized 
by feature deletion, it appears that complete phonological neutralization in ordin
ary speech is observable both acoustically and perceptually, but recovery of the 
neutralization is enhanced by considerations of prag.matics, skewed phonotactic 
distributions, spelling conventions, and lexical limitations on homophony. 

4 The domains of final laryngeal neutralization and 
paths of change 

Whether accon1plished via feature ren1oval or addition, final laryngeal neutral
ization is 'videly attested at all levels of the prosodic hierarchy, fron1 utterance-final 
to phrase-final to word-final to syUable-coda position. 1n fact, the major route by 
which languages develop final laryngeal neutralization has been seen as running 
along that hierarchy, beginning 'vi.th large units and moving do,vnwards (e.g. Hock 
1999; Blevins 2004, 2006). 

For feature-removing neutralization, universal physical and acoustic motivations 
make voicing particularly challenging at the end of breath groups. By definition, 
at the end of breath groups pulmonary pressure reaches its minimum for that 
stretch of speech, but that can also be controlled and enhanced as part of speech. 
Liebern1an (1967: 104) found that An1erican English speakers lower subglottal air 
pressure during the last 150-200 n1secs of sentences, with acoustic effects including 
falling fundam.ental frequency. Decreased pressure exacerbates the inl1erent diffi
culties of voicing stops in particular, "'ith further biases by place of articulation, 
as noted above. 

8 ln fact, speakers vary in l1aving a tense and lax \rowel in gib, and the standard reference work on 
standard pronun«iation gives [gi:pl for this form (Mangold 2005). 
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\!Vhile neutralization at the end of longer stretches of speech is directly rooted 
in the physiology and physics of speech (pulmonary pressure and the aero
dynamics of vocal fold vibration), movement down the prosodic hierarchy involves 
steadily broadening generalizations 01ade by learners and speakers over gen
erations, as argued by Iverson and Salmons (2009), Salmons (2010), and many 
others. Blevins (2006: 140-143) presents broad evidence from a wide range of 
families on historical paths of development of final laryngeal neutralization. 
"Early stages" of devoicing co-occur with prepausal or phrase-final position, and 
they may be variable, gradient, and sensitive to aerodynamic properties (like a 
preference for devoicing /g/), in addition to occurring only at the right edges of 
phrases (or presumably other longer stretches of speech). She posits an irnplica

tional hierarchy of such patterns, according to '''hich languages may neutralize 
at the right edges of larger prosodic units and not at smaller ones, but never vice 
versa. For instance, nun1erous languages (Dhaasanac, l.Vlaltese, and son1e varieties 
of German) neutralize at the ends of 'vords (and larger units), but not of syllables.9 
Of course the reverse pattern w·ould be inherently odd structurally: word-final is 
coda position and phrase-final is "'Ord-final, for instance, so that coda neutral
ization should apply to higher levels. As observed above, the historical develop
ment of glottalization is reported to parallel this path over prosodic domains closely, 
as discussed above, but remains laryngeally non-neutralizing and often leads to 
the loss of final oral stops. 

Overall, these patterns reflect the historical paths of development laid out in 
the theory of Evolutionary Phonology (Blevins 2004, 2006): laryngeal neutraliza
tion by means of feature addition, especially if acco1npanied by mandatory 
release, appea.rs to function as an edge marker, arising via release of final stops 
in salient prosodic positions, '''hereas neutralization via feature loss appears 
driven by mandatory or facultative absence of release. Even if the motivation is 
different, edge marking sho\vs distributions similar to those of neutralization by 
feature ren1oval. For exrunple, in the Tundra Nenets case discussed above, glottal 
reinforcement occurs with all consonants prepat.lsally. 

Some varieties of American English may be starting do"'n this path today. 
As already noted above, young speakers of Upper l.V!idwestern English sho\v nascent 
word-final devoicing. Purnell et al. (2009) present evidence that may reflect an 
earlier stage of this process: 2008 Republican vice-presidential candidate Sarah 
Palin showed variable final neutralization, with a. prefe.rence for phrase-final 
position; i.e. \Vhat looks like a slightly earlier stage of development than that 
found no\v in Wisconsin. Palin \vas raised in an Alaskan comnn1nity settled 
overwhelmingly by 1930s emigrants from northern Wisconsin, 1.Vlichigan, and 
l.V!innesota, ru1d this colonial variety of Upper l.Vlidwestern English may preserve 
the earlier patterns. 

"' Ble\;ins's treatn1ent does not invol\re detailed langl1age histories, bL1t see tv1ihm (2004) and Iverson 
and Salmons (2007) for the beginnm� of a case study of German. 
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5 History and Universal Grammar in final laryngeal 
neutralization 

In the preceding sections, we laid out two contrasting positions '"ith regard to 
how to explain final laryngeal neutralization. FoIJo,ving the discussion in Kiparsky 
(2008), one position favors the vie"' that grammatical structure constrains language 
change and the other favors the view that language change is the primary shaper 
of grammar. The former is the classic generative position, illustrated on this issue 
by the "'Ork of Kiparsky, and the latter is associated \vith various approacl1es, 
1nostly recently Evolutionary Phonology, illustrated by the \vork of Blevins, both 
discussed above. Kiparsky (2008: 52) concludes that: 

The two programs can coexist \Vithout contradiction or circularity as long as \Ve can 
make a principled separation between true universals, which constrain both synchronic 
grammars and language change, and typological generalizations, which are simply 
the results of typical paths of d1ange. 

We share that ecumenical spirit, and note that it can be difficult to find the seam 
bet\veen such true universals and typological generalizations. 'vVe have argued 
above that Kiparsky has proposed a "true universal" which does not ultin1ately 
hold up empirically. This suggests that Universal Grammar is leaner than has often 
been claimed, in line with many vie,vs emerging in the field today. The preced
ing sections aim to develop generalizations, some of ivhich may prove to be "true 
universals," while others will clearly be "typological generalizations." In contrast 
to Kiparsky's approacll, Blevins (2008: 107) concludes that "Within the phonological 
realu1, there appear to be fe"" if any, substantive l.U1iversals," '"ith specific rejec
tion of distinctive features as "substantive phonological universals," treating 
them instead as "emergent properties" (see also CHAPTER 17: DISTINCTIVE PEATURES). 
Full justification \Vould go well beyond our assigned task here, but \Ve are not 
prepared to abandon the core substance of phonology. Above, we have relied on 
abstract featural characterizations, but argued that they 01ust be considered in the 
context of phonetic variability and an array of psycholinguistic factors. History, 

internal and external, shapes contrasts and features through that context. 

6 Summary and conclusions 

In the foregoing, 've started from a synthetic survey of 'vhat is kno,vn at present 
abotlt final devoicing and laryngeal neutralization generaUy. Along the "'ay, we 
have identified a number of phonological patterns based on the currently avail
able evidence. Assuming privative laryngeal contrasts, neutralization can occur 
to\vard either a marked or an unn1arked feature configuration, that is, by feature 
removal or insertion. Another form of right-edge marking, glottalization, appears 
to occur in languages for ,,vhich [constricted] is not contrastive, thus '"ithout 
triggering laryngeal neutralization. These points all bear on current phonological 
discussions, i.e. about featural representations, the role of prosody and history 
in syncluonic phonology, and the nature of neutralization in "weak" positions. 
All of these discussions represent areas of potential progress. 
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\!Vhile we have kept a focus on phonological theory, •ve have done so in the 
context of phonetics (especially perception), sound change, and prosody, all of 
which, •ve argue, are critical to a full understanding of final neutralization. 
Several conclusions follow, including these: 

(i) Featural characte1·iza.tio11 111atters: The deletion of [voice], or final devoicing sens11 
stricto, is pervasive although not ubiquitous cross-linguistically. Addition 
of (voice] is rare to the point that so1ne doubt its existence. The addition of 
[spread), or final fortition, is 'veil attested, if potentially less common than 
devoicing. Deletion of [spread] (often •vith other features) is relatively com
mon. Laryngeal realism, \Ve have suggested, provides a robust typological 
generalization that would be in1possible on the traditional interpretation 
of phonemically lenis stops •vith (+voice], and of phonemically aspirated 
stops "'i.th (-voice). 

(ii) Phonetics, phonotactics, and other patterns 111.atter: Laryngeal distinctions are 
carried by a wide range of phonetic cues, even within a single variety or even 
speaker. Still, Jong-standing efforts to argue for "ir1con1plete neutralization" 
in German or Dutch n1ay reflect nothing about the acoustic signal, but much 
about the generalizations speakers/listeners are able to make based on their 
knowledge of phonotactics and lexical frequency. This i.s especially important 
because the phonetics of final laryngeal distinctions is particularly complex, 
a fact that has left open the possibility that some cue to the distir1ction may 
survive neutralization. Phonologically, ho"rever, evidence indicates that final 
neu tralization i.n languages like Dutch and German is typically complete. 

(iii) Both structure and history matter: Both the "design" of language and historical 
forces play significant roles in synchronic sound patterns. In the particular 
exan1ple at hand, some clailns about the role of language design have proven 
to be overstated, but such refir1ements are the work of healthy science. 

As noted in §2, numerous scholars have treated "final devoicing" and its rela
tives as particular forn1s of fu1al '"'eakening, synchronic or diachronic. Research 
to date on fmal laryngeal neutralization reveals widespread patterns of feature 
addition and fortition. As \vith laryngeal realism itself, \ve wou.ld suggest that 
final neutralizations can come about by either "''eakening - through feature loss 
-or strengthening - through feature addition, including glottal reinforcement "'here 
it is not contrastive in any of the languages surveyed. 

This presentation raises a nun1ber of new questions, especially on the typological 
front. The data ,.ve are aware of suggest some striking and as yet unexplored pat
terns, like the tendency of [spread] to delete finally together vvith other laryngeal 
features (Sanskrit), vvhile [voice] appears able to delete independently (Dhaasanac). 
The answers to questions about such patterns \Vil) doubtless sharpen our under
standing of the subtle interactions behveen the human lillguistic endowment and 
the historical. patterns we are presented \vith as learners. 
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70 Conspiracies 

CHARLES W. KISSEBERTH 

1 Conspiracies: The essential argument 

The paper "On the functional unity of phonological rules" (Kisseberth 1970; 
henceforth FUPR) made 'vhat in essence is a very simple argument. It claimed 
that in the phonologies of the "'Orld's languages, it is often the case that there 
are phonological structures that are either barred or required, and that (from a 
standard generative phonology point of view) 1nultiple rules may be involved in 
guaranteeing that these structures are avoided or achieved. This observation seen1s 
to be undeniably accurate. FUPR, ho"'ever, went further and suggested that it 
was not sufficient to simply recognize this truth about the "'Orld's phonologies, 
but that somehO\V (a) these barred/required structures should be an explicit part 
of the phonological system of a given language, and (b) grammars that utilize 
1nultiple n1eans to achieve/avoid a certain structure are not to be viewed as 1nore 
complex than gramu1ars tl1at use fe"'er ru.l.es for the same end. As 've shaU discuss 
belo"'' these claims are not consistent 'vith the prevailing notion in generative 
phonology that all significant linguistic generalizations are expressible in terms of 
simplifications in the formal systen1 of rules and representations. FUPR suggested 
ilia! there was instead a functional aspect to phonological rules that eluded the 
formal approach. of early gene.rative phonology. It shou.ld be emphasized that the 
use of the term "functional" in FUPR is distinct from later usage w·here functional 
refers to the idea that (a) phonological phenomena are motivated by, i.e. grounded 
in, phonetic considerations (summarized in Boersma 1997 as the "minintization of 
articu.latory effort and maximization of perceptual contrast"), as well as fue idea 
th.at (b) notions such as contrast, paradigmatic considerations and frequency may 
shape the phonological grammar. FUPR emphasized the existence of avoided/ 
preferred structures, but not "'hat factors make the structure in question good or 
bad nor what factors favor one repair over another. 

The idea that phonological rules "conspire" to avoid/achieve a given phono
logic.1.l stru.cture is one that had been suggested. to me originally by Haj Ross 
and George Lakoff on the basis of their syntactic 'vork (as "'ell as that of 'David 
Perlmutter). A close reading of major pre-generative linguists (particularly Boas 
and Sapir) seemed to support this notion, as these linguists not infrequently 
linked a particular phonological phenomenon (e.g. so-called "inorganic" V0\'7els) 
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to some claimed limitation on phonological structure. It i11as, however, Morris 
Halle '''ho "''isely suggested to me that I take a close look at the Yawelmani 
dialect of Yokuts if I \11ished to push this line of thought. 

Ya"''ehnani has, over the decades, been a point of reference for almost every 
approach to the essential problems of phonology. New'man (1944) provided the 
initial detailed description of Yawelmani (as "'ell as three other dialects of the 
Yokuts language). His description of the language was in the tradition of Sapir, 
Harris (1944) and Hockett (1967, 1973) looked at the Yawelmani data from the 
point of view of American structuralisn1, and Kuroda (1967) reivorked Ne"''man's 
analysis in terms of standard generative phonology. Later, Archangeli (1984 and 
subsequent '''Ork) applied the principles of underspecification and non-linear 
phonology to Yawelmani In the optimality-theoretic literature, Yavtelmani has been 
critical to the analysis of opacity (cf. Cole and Kisseberth 1995; McCarthy 2007). 

FUPR examined a number of the essential aspects of Ya\ve!Jnani phonology, 
but "''hiJe not differing radically from, Kuroda's analysis, drew a conclusion that 
i11as out of the mainstream. What follo,vs is a detailed summary of FUPR's account 
of Yawelmani. 

Ya\'\'elmani words, in their surface form, consist of a sequence of syllables of 
the shape CV, CVV, CVC (where VV = long vowel). Thus all words begin with 
a single consonant and they may end either in a vowel or a single consonant. 
Internal to the '''Ord, vo,,rels do not occur in succession: there is at least one and 
at most t\vO consonants located bel\veen vo\vels, Voivels may be long or short, 
but \Vhen a vo\'\rel stands in the environment _ CC or _ C#, it can only be 
short. These observations lead to the conclusion that Yawelmani bans syllables 
'"ith complex margins (i.e. consonant clusters in either onset or coda position) as 
i11ell as trimoraic syllables. 

In the timeframe of FUPR, syllables played no role in generative phonology 
(see CHAPTER 33: SYLLABLE-INTERNAL STRUCTURE). As a consequence, all of the 
staten1ents about phonological structures and all the rules forn1ulated referred 
only to sequences of consonants and vowels. The discussion belo'" follo,vs the 
presentation in FUPR, but also translates it into a syllable-based analysis. 

Underlying representations in Ya,veln1ani are shaped in part by the above 
limitations on surface structure (CHAPTER 1: UNDERLYING REPRESENTATIONS). There 
are no prefixes in Yawelmani, so stems always occupy word-initial position. 
AJl stems in Ya,velrnani. have an initial consonant. Thus there is no need to have 
a rule to insert a consonant at the beginning of vowel-initial "''ords. On the other 
hand, "''hile no stem contains a sequence of three consonants, some stems do 
end in hvo consonants. When such stems are followed by a consonant-initial 
suffix, \Ve have a situation \vhere the ban on triconsonantal clusters (or con1plex 
margins) is endangered. An epenthetic vo,·vel is introduced bet"'reen the first two 
consonants in the three-consonant sequence (CHAPTER 67: VOWEL EPENTirEsrs). 
This VO\'\'el epenthesis phenomenon is illustrated by the data in (1). (We have 
supplemented the data cited in FUPR for purposes of exposition.) 

(1) llnderlying form of slelll 
7ilk 
?utj 
logw 
?ajj 

Stelll + aorist /hin/ 

7ilik-hin 
7utuj-hun 
logiw-hin 
?ajij-hin 

'sing' 
'fall' 
'pulverize' 
'pole a boat' 
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The stems in (1) appear in their underlying form \vhen follo\ved by a VO\vel
initial suffix (e.g. (?ilk-al] 'might sing', [log\v-ol] 'nlight pulverize', (?ajj-al] 'might 
pole a boat', etc.), but with an epenthetic [i] v-rhen followed by a consonant
initial suffix like the aorist /-hin/. If these stems appear in "'Ord-final position 
(e.g. in the imperative), then a vo,vel is also epenthesized behveen the hvo 
consonants that stand in \VOrd-final position (due to the fact that a word can only 
end in a single consonant, as a consequence of the ban on complex codas). Thus 
the stern /?ilk/ '"ill appear as (?iJik) if not follo\ved by a suffix. The epenthetic 
vowel in Yav-1elrnani is the high front unround vowel [i], though this vowel '"'ill 
appear as [u] when preceded by a high roi.ind vov.rel (cf. (?utuj-hun]). 

In FUPR, the rule in (2) is postulated for Ya\velmani: 

(2) Vowel Epenthesis 
0 � i I C _ C {#, Cl 

These epenthetic vowels are clearly a means to avoid complex syllable margins. 
But Vo1.,,el Epenthesis is not the sole method for avoiding complex margins in 
Ya\velmani. Specifically, there are t\''0 morphologically restricted cases \vhere one 
of the consonants is deleted. One case involves t\'10 suffixes that have an initial 
consonant cluster (in both cases, the first consonant in the cluster is a laryngeal), 
,.vhere the first of these consonants is deleted in position after a consonant-final 
stem. For example, the suffix /-hnil-/ elides its initial consonant after a consonant
final stem like /gitii.n-/ 'to hold under the arm' (this morpheme sequence occurs 
in the noun 'armpit' and there is other morphology and irrelevant phonology 
involved in the final form of tllis .noun, [giten-nel-a-w ]). The available data are 
not sufficient to make it clear 'vhether the hvo suffixes in question are at all pro
ductive. The rule given in (3), if ordered before Vowel Epenthesis, "'ill correctly 
delete the initial consonant of /-hnil-/. 

(3) C � 0 I C + _ C 
(in fact, the only consonants that occur in the environment C + _ C are 
(? h]) 

The second case of consonant deletion occurs as an aspect of the phonology of 
certain suffixes which trigger moraic reduction in a preceding sten1 (in Newman's 
tern1i.nology, these suffixes require the "zero" form of a stem). For instance, stems 
with three consonants (e.g. /halaal-/ 'lift up') are converted to the shape CVCC
(e.g. [hall-]) in front of a suffix such as /-hatin/. This suffix, in turn, v-rill elide its 
initial consonant, due to the prohibition against three-consonant sequences (i.e. 
con1plex 1nargins). Again, '"'e are not a1vare of whether a suffix such as /-hatin/ 
is productive. The rule given in (4), if ordered before Vo\vel Epenthesis, '"il l 
correctly delete the initial consonant of the specified suffixes. 

(4) C � 0 I CC + _  
(affects only suffixes such as /-hatin/ that trigger the so-called "zero stem'') 

It is clear that both of these restricted deletion rules are h1nctionally related to 
the vowel epenthesis phenomenon: they guarantee that an input that potentially 
violates the ban on triliteral consonant clusters and word-final consonant clusters 
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(i.e. complex syllable margins) 'vill in fact obey this constraint on the surface 
(CHAPTER 68: D£L£TION). Of course, all the potential violations of the ban on co1n
plex n1argins could be avoided by the single phenomenon of Vov-rel Epenthesis. 
The consonant deletion processes in (3) and ( 4) are not necessary in order to 
secure an outcome where there are no complex margins. However, "'hat the 
existence of conspiracies tells us is that (in a rule-based approach to phonology) 
languages do not always opt to use the fe,vest number of rules possible to avoid 
an offending phonological struchrre. 

Rules (2)-(4) constitute only one part of the Ya,veln1ani conspiracy against con1-
plex margins. There is evidence to motivate the postulat ion of a rule in Yawelmani 
that elides a short vo"rel (either /i/ or /a/) in the environment VC _CV. This rule 
can explain both cases \vhere vowels in verb suffixes are elided, and also aspects 
of the no1ni

.
nal case system. Specifically, it deletes what Ne"rman referred to as the 

"protective" vowel /a/ in a structure like /k'iliij + a + ni/ 'cloud (INDIRECT OBJEC
TCVE)' but not in a structure like /puulm + a +  ni/ 'husband (INDIRECT OBJECTIVE)'. 
In an example like /k'iliij + a +  ni/, deletion of /a/ yields an output where there 
is only one consonant in onset position and one consonant in coda position. On 
the other hand, there is no deletion of /a/ in /puulnl + a  + ni/, due to the fact 
that such a deletion \vould yield an output \vith three consonants in a row: [lmn), 
a sequence that would require either a complex onset or a complex coda. 

The rule in (5) achieves the correct result. 

(5) V � 0 I VC _ CV 

Rule (5) does not bear any formal similarity to either the vo,vel epenthesis rule 
in (2) or the consonant deletion rules in (3) and (4). Ho,vever, desp ite this lack 
of formal sunilarity, there is an obvious functional sin1ilarity: (5) deletes a vo,vel 
unless to do so would create violations of the ban on complex margins. Deleting 
a vowel is of course the opposite of inserting one fron1 a formal point of view, 
but both actions, along "'ith consonant deletion, reveal the overarching principle 
that complex margins are not permitted in Ya,velmani. 

There is yet one 1nore aspect to the Ya,velmani complex n1argin conspiracy. 
Word-final verbal suffixes of the shape -CV elide their VO\•vel when preceded by 
a vo,vel-final stem but not a consonant-final stem. In other words, the vowel of 
these suffixes '"ill elide unless its elision would. produce a violation of the ban 
on complex margins. Thus the imperative suffix /-k'a/ loses its vo"'el after the 
stem /taxaa-/ 'take', yielding [taxa-k'], but no elision takes place after the stem 
/xat-/ 'eat', yieldu1g [xat-k'a] rather than •[xat-k'], >vith a con1plex coda. This 
second vowel deletion rule is forn1ulated in (6): 

(6) V � 0 I V + C _ # 

There is of course some formal similarity bel\veen (5) and (6), since both are vowel 
deletion rules and only apply u1 the event a VC structure precedes. However, since 
(6) is restricted to word-final vO\·vels that are part of a CV suffix, there is not iden
tity even in terms of the precedmg structure: i.e. VC _ in (5) but V + C in (6). 

'vVe have no'" discussed the rules in Ya,velmani that implement the ban on 
complex 1nargins: (2)-(6). These rules, ho"rever, do not tell the entire story. In the 
standard generative phonology that prevailed at the time FUPR was written, it was 
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proposed that 111orphe1ne structure conditions (CHAPTER 86: MORPHEME STRUCTURE 
CONSTRAINTS) served to restrict the shapes of n1orphemes in underlying repre
sentation. In Ya\velmani, there are no n1orphen1es that contain a sequence of 
three successive consonants. In other words, structures are avoided inside a 
morpheme if they could only be syllabified by creating a complex margin. 

This aspect of conspiracies was developed at greater length in Kenstovvicz and 
Kisseberth (1977), under the rubric of the "duplication problem." Specifically, it 
was noted that in theories where there are both "morpheme structure conditions" 
and also phonological rules, it is often necessary to repeat the same generalization 
both as a morpheme structure condition and also as a feature-changing rule. For 
example, underlying representations of morphemes may disallo\v a NC sequence 
\vhere the nasal and the consonant are not of the sa1ne point of articulation, but 
a rule tnay still be required that converts a morpheme-final nasal to be homorganic 
with a consonant in initial position in the next 1norpheme (CHAPTER s1: LOCAL 
ASSIMILATION). As long as there is a morpheme structure component of the 
phonology that is distinct from the rules that account for alternations in the shapes 
of n1orphen1es, then there will be conspiracies '"hereby structures that are banned 
in the underlying representations of n1orphe1nes '"ill trigger morphophonemic 
alternations as well. 

To summarize: in Yawelmani, a morpheme structure ban on trisyUabic consonant 
sequences prevents morphemes from having offensive segmental material to 
begin \Vith. A rule of vowel epenthesis, as \vell as hvo minor rules of consonant 
deletion, prevents violations from occurring at the juncture of morphemes. Tvvo 
vowel deletion phenomena are constrained in a fashion to prevent the creation 
of complex margins. 

But having pointed out this conspiracy, \vhat are we to make of it? FUPR sug
gested that although there is no way in which a for111a/ unity can be found for these 
various rules, nevertheless the ban on triliteral and word-final consonant clusters 
(i.e. the ban on complex n1argins) should be part of the phonological gran1n1ar 
of Yawelrnani. Ho"'ever, in standard generative phonology, a phonology is a set 
of representations and a set of ordered rules that derive a surface form from an 
input form. A ban on complex margins cannot be part of the phonology unless 
it participates in the derivation of surface forn1s from input forms; other\vise it 
is simply a useless appendage that has no basis for existence in a forn1al system. 
In an attempt to find som.e \vay to make the ban on complex margins a part o.f the 
phonology, FUPR suggested that bans of this sort might function as de:rivntional 
constrain.ts. 

The idea of a derivational constraint is this. Suppose that we formulate rule (5) 
as (7): 

(7) A word-medial (short) vo\vel elides. 

Say that the application of this rule fails if its in1mediate output \Vould violate 
the ban on triliteral or \Vord-final consonant clusters (i.e. con1plex 1nargins). This 
d.erivational constraint would allo"' a word-medial vowel to delete only if dele
tion does not produce an illicit structure. Of course, this notion of derivational 
constraint would radically alter the \vay in which rules apply, but it would mean 
that a constraint like the ban on co1nplex margins in Ya"reltnani '"ould have an 
actual role to play in derivations. 
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The notion of derivational constraints, however, is only a very partial account 
of the Ya,velmani con1plex margin conspiracy. It is not evident how the ban 
on complex n1argins would play any role in the derivation of words where 
offending structures arise across morpheme boundaries. Because the notion of 
a derivational constraint did not solve the conspiracy problem, it did not play a 
significant role in phonology until considerably later. 

2 Conspiracies: An historical overview 

In order to fully understand the argument made in FUPR, one must begin 'vith 
perhaps the central concern of early generative phonology: specifically, the ques
tion of how a language learner deduces the correct granunar fron1 the data to which 
the language learner is exposed. The rough ans,ver to this question that was 
advanced \vas that the learner adopts the "simplest" grammar. Simplicity, at least 
in terms of phonology, 'vas taken to be determined by reference to the counting 
(particularly) of feature specifications both in rules and in lexical representations. 
A critical part of this enterprise 'vas to design grammars so that the phonological 
patterns n1ost comn1only found in languages could be expressed in a simple 
fashion, "'hile patterns that 'vere never found in languages could be expressed 
only under great duress. An essential element of this enterprise \vas the building 
of a system of notation that 'vould allo'v 'vhat the linguist understood to be 
the "same" or "related" phenomena to be subsumed under a single rule (a rule 
that \vhile covering the observed data \.vould often go beyond those data to n1ake 
predictions about data the learner o:tay not have encountered). (See Chomsky and 
Halle 1968 ($PE) for an extended discussion of this point of vie"'. These ideas 
can be found throughout the entire early generative phonology literature.) 

vVhat FUPR sho,.ved was that in synchronic grammars one could find cases "'here 
obviously related phenomena could not be given a unitary treatn1ent fron1 the 
point of vie"' of any available formal notation because they '"'ere related not in 
terms of their actions (insertions, deletions, feature changes, etc.), but rather the 
structural configurations that they either avoided or strove to achieve. As long as 
phonology '"'as viewed as a theory of rules "'hich married phonological actions 
to specific phonological contexts, a solution to the problen1 of conspiracies was 
impossible. The one partial solution suggested - d.erivational constraints - \vas 
a tentative step in the direction of separating the action (vowel deletion, in the 
Yawelmani case) from the context in '"'hich it occurs. It 'vas, of course, not until 
the development of Optimality Theory (cf. Prince and Smolensky 1993) that a total 
solution e1nerged. 

Although the FUPR paper itseli focttsed on conspiracies in the synchron.ic 
grammars of specific languages, the paper developed out of my (ultimately 
unsuccessful) attempt to extend the ideas of "Chapter Nine" of Chomsky and 
Halle (1968) by developing a notion of "universal rules." What Chapter Nine 
attempted to do vvas to make it formally simpler for a granunar to conform to "''hat 
is "natural" than for it to go against \vhat is most natural In terms of phonol ogical 
representations, it did thjs by creating a system 'vhere an unmarked feature 
value "'as cost-free, while a marked feature value rendered the representation 
a 1nore costly one. The consequence was that "'henever possible, an underlying 
representation would contain an un1narked value rather than a marked value 
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(since generative phonology claimed that the least costly grammar was al"1ays 
chosen over the more costly grrunmar if both grammars yielded the correct outputs). 
Chapter Nine went further, ho\vever, and atten1pted to extend the idea of n1aking 
unmarked specifications cost-free when formulating phonological rules. Ho,vever, 
it found only a very restricted "'ay of achieving this goal. In particular, it pro
posed that if a phonological rule specifies a particular structural change, then 
markedness principles come into play to add other changes that follo'v naturally. 
For instance, Yawelmani has a vo\vel harmony rule \Vhereby a vowel becon1es 
round \vhen preceded by a round vo,.vel of the same height. This vowel harmony 
rule affects the vowel Ii.I "'hen it stands after the vowel I u I. However, \vhen 
/ii rounds, it also becomes back and surfaces as [u]. Chapter Nine suggested 
that in a case such as this, the vo,�rel harn1ony rule simply specifies that a VO\vel 
acquires the feature [+round] and then markedness principles will auto1natically 
add the feature [+back]. 

In Chapter Nine, the only 'vay that markedness considerations could play a 
role in "simplifying" the gr ammar was through this device of "linking" a natural 
structural change (e.g. the backing of a round vowel) to a language-specific rule 
(e.g. vowel harn1ony). As such, Chapter Nine had a proposal only for the case 
where a secondary structural change is natLlI'al given some priinary structural 
change. It did not have an explanation for why the same priinary changes occur 
under similar conditions in language after language (e.g. nasal assimilation, 
epenthesis of onsets, lenition). 

In an earlier version of Kisseberth (1969), I attempted to develop (but later 
abandoned) the idea that grammars contain a set of universal rules (cost-free, so 
to speak). This proposa.l was motivated by the recognition that no matter htnv 
much tinkering one did with the system of notation, it would ahvays be possible 
to state very simple rules that have linguistically implausible consequences. As 
a consequence, generative phonology's attempt to make more natural rules "easy" 
to formulate and less natural rules n1ore difficult seemed fundan1entally flawed. 

The principal difficulties that the searcl1 for universal rules faced at the end of 
the 1960s included: 

(i) In a given language, a very natural phonological process accrues a signific
ant number of language-specific restrictions that reduce the generality of the 
rule needed to account for tl1e phenomenon; it "'aS unclear htnv to separate 
the essence of a rule from all the baggage required to properly delimit its 
scope of application. 

(ii) The conspiracy problen1. Specifically, there are multiple distinct actions (inser
tions, deletions, feature changes, sequencing changes) that are triggered by 
essentially the same context. Since a given language ro.ay utilize several rules 
to avoid/achieve a certain structural configuration, the scope of application 
of each rule must be delimited, obscuring the universal nature of the rule. 

(iii) If "universal" 1neans "in every language," why are there languages where 
these (proposed) universal rules are not in fact in1plemented ill all cases or 
mdeed at all? 

Optimality Theory (Prillce and Smolensky 1993 and a myriad of subsequent 
references), of course, ultimately provided a solution to these problems by (a) 
separating the actions themselves fro1n the "rules" (now expressed as constraiI1ts), 
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(b) allowing constraints to interact 'vith one so that different actions are favored 
in certain situations over other actions, and (c) postulating a type of constraint 
(faithfulness) that could suppress the effects of other constraints by outranking 
the111. 

As the preceding discussion indicates, FUPR developed out of the problem of 
developing a notion "universal rule." It could not succeed in solving the prob
len1 of conspiracies, since it assumed the existence of (learned) rules. Bet\veen 
FUPR and the optin1ality-theoretic solution to conspiracies and universal rules, 
there 'vere 111any significant phonological developn1ents. Most of these develop
ments have some bearing on the conspiracy problem. Perhaps it '"'iU be useful to 
begin with an observation in NlcCarthy (1993: 169): 

The idea that constraints on weU-formedness play a role in determining phono
logical alternations, which dates back at least to Kisseberth's (1970) pioneering 
work, has by no1'v achieved ahnost universal acceptance. A tacit assumption of this 
program, largely unquestioned even in recent research, is the notion that valid con
straints must state true gen.eralizati.ons about surface structure or some other level 
of phonological representation. Anything different \Vould seem antithetical to the 
very idea of a \vell-fon:nedness constraint. 

NlcCarthy goes on to reject the point of view that the constraints that grammars 
conspire to enforce are necessarily true surface generalization. But it is in1portant 
to understand the way in which the idea of conspiracies evolved and McCarthy 
here identifies a principal theme. 

It is true that in the Ya\veln1ani case the ban on complex onsets/coda.s is 
(largely) satisfied by the surface representations of the language. FUPR did not 
claim, ho,vever, that this ,,vas necessarily the case, but rather allo"red for the 
possibility that a relevant constraint nught be true of only a certain stage of the 
derivation. This conclusion was a necessary one, because FUPR did not propose 
to abandon the notion that phonologica l systems a.re system.s �vhere principles 
interact in a possibly complex way such that some principles may not be true of 
the surface but only of son1e other level of the representation. From that point 
of vie,v, it could very easily be the case that a certain configuration is favored 
or disfavored through much of a derivation, only to have late, low-level rules 
derive surface forms \vhere the principle in question is violated. It ,.vas �veU kntnvn, 
for instance, that commonly assumed la'''S of syllabification in English may be 
violated in fast speech. In other languages, violations may result from processes 
operative in careful speech as well. 

Although FUPR was careful not to suggest that the phonological targets 
of conspiracies were surface targets, the discussion that evolved over the sub
sequent years generally emphasized the surface nature of the constraints that 
rules conspired to serve (e.g. Haiman 1972; Shibatani 1973; Sommerstein 1974). 
This emphasis is extremely significant, since it had the consequence that the 
essential point of FUPR was lost as phonological thinking veered in ne\v direc
tions. The question raised by Kiparsky (1968), "How abstract is phonology?" 
led several influential phonologists to move in various interrelated directions. 
On the one hand, "Natural Generative Phonology" (cf. Vennemann 1971, 1974; 
Hooper 1973, 1979) atten1pted to lilnit phonology to surface-true generalizations. 
On the other hand, the "Natural Phonology" ofStan1pe (1973) atten1pted to re-focus 
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phonology away from the alternations observed in the shapes of morphemes 
(alternations \Vhich were often of restricted scope., \Vere non-productive, and had 
except ions, and which Sta1npe considered to be arbitrary and learned) towards 
processes that were "automatic," "exceptionless," and "innate," ,.vhich could 
be observed in a variety of domains such as language acqu isition, fast speech, 
unguarded speech, drunken speech, language games, etc. Both Natural Generative 
Phonology and Sta1npe's Natural Phonology did not survive, for a quite simple 
reason: both approaches essentially ren1oved the 1nany examples of very regular, 
productive morphophonen1ic processes from the scope of phonology, since they 
•vere usually not surface-true generalizations due to exceptions or interactions \vith 
independent phenomena, etc. Ho,vever, Stampe's Natural Phonology did have 
a lasting impact, in that it eventually led to the so-called "Lexical Phonology" 
approach, \vhich made a significant attempt to distinguish among principles that 
obtained in the lexicon and principles with a "'ider scope of application that 
•vere not dependent on the particulars of morphological structure (cf. Kiparsky 
1982, 1985; Mohanan 1986, 1995). To this day this remains a critical issue in \VOrk
ing out a comprehensive theory of phonology (CHAPTER 94: LEXICAL PHONOLOGY 
AND THE LEXICAL SYNDROME). 

The debate ,.vith regard to the "abstractness" of phonology (i.e. the extent to 
•vhich surface forms may differ from their underlying sources and \Vhat sorts 
of evidence are required in order to postulate a divergence behveen surface and 
underlying structure) had considerable implications for the concerns of FUPR, 
as \Vell as the ultimately related notion of universal rules. If phonology has little 
abstractness, and if n1ost of the rules that had been proposed during the early years 
of generative phonology were not really rules of phonology at all, then perhaps 
arguments such as the one presented in FUPR are irrelevant. If the various rules 
that \Ve claimed conspire to avoid complex margins in Ya\velmani are not in 
fact real rules of the language, then the argument in FUPR is no arg1unent at all. 
And if the only phonological rules are ones that are directly represented by overt 
surface forms, then explaining how a phonological system is learned no longer 
seems so challenging, and appeal to universal considerations is less necessary. 

The abstractness controversies of the early 1970s, ho,vever, were never really 
resolved, but instead phonologists turned to a new approach to phonological 
analysis and universals, namely an approach that einphasized the development 
of phonologica.l representations from which ot.1tputs could be predicted "'ith a 
minimal appeal to rules and rule interaction. The motto of phonology became "if 
the representations are right, then the rules \Vil! follo,v" (McCarthy 1988: 84). For 
our purposes, '"e will refer to this as representational phonologtj (cf. Coldsmith 1976, 
1990; Clen1ents and Goldsnuth 1984; Clen1ents 1985; and n1any other references). 
Although representational phonology had very considerable St.1ccesses (e.g. the 
autosegmen tal approach provided substantial insights into the complicated tonal 
phenomena of Bantu languages and the vo\vel harmony patterns of a variety of 
languages; CHAPTER 114: BANTU TON£; CHAPTER 45: TH£ REPRESENTATION OF TONE; 
CHAPTER 91: VOl�'EL HARMONY: OPAQUE AND TRANSPARENT VOWELS; CHAPTER 118: 
TURKISH VOWEl.. HA.RMONY; CHAPTER 123: HUNGARIAN VO\VEL HARMONY), it became 
apparent from several of its most significant contributions that an adequate 
account of phonological patterns requires appeal not just to representations 
and rules, but also to constraints. The introduction of constraints can be found 
in such papers as Ito's (1989) theory of epenthesis, the extensive literature on the 
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Obligatory Contour Principle or concepts such as 'vord-minimality in the '''Ork 
on prosodic morphology (cf. McCarthy 1979, 1981; McCarthy and Prince 1986). 

The return to a role for constraints in phonological thinking naturally also 
triggered a return to relevance of the notion of conspiracies and constraints on 
derivations. Papers such as Myers (1991) on the notion of "persistent rules," the 
Theory of Constraints and Repairs developed in Paradis (1988), and ultimately 
Optimality Theory all found the issue identified in FUPR to be a significant one that 
needed to be addressed in phonological theory. VVe shall discuss the opti.Jnality
theoretic analysis of the conspiracy phenomena later, but at this point '"e would 
like to turn to specific examples of conspiracies. 

3 Conspiracies in various domains of 
phonological research 

The argument in FUPR is limited to a single synchronic phonologicaJ. system, 
but the notion is relevant to most, if not all of the domains of phonological 
exploration: tmiversals, variation, and dialectology (CHAPTER 92: VARIABILITY), 
language change (CHAPTER 93: SOUND CHANGE), acquisition (CHA1'TER 101: THE 
INTERPRETATION OF PHONOLOGICAL PATTERNS IN FIRST LANGUAGE ACQUISITION), 
loaU\\'Ord phonology (CHAPTER 95: LOAN\VORD PHONOLOGY), etc. Space limitations 
do not permit an extensive discussion of all the domains '"here the notion of con
spiracies is relevant, but '"e present some brief discussion of several domains: 
synchronic grammars, universal rules, phonological acquisition, and loanword 
phonology. 

3.1 Conspiracies in synchronic grammars 
We have alrea.dy discussed at length the conspiracy in Ya�vebnani that revolves 
around the avoidance of complex syllable margins. There is a great variety of other 
examples of conspiracies that have been discussed over the past fe'" decades. 
Here '"e will illustrate just tv10: hiatus avoidance conspiracies and conspiracies 
banning sequences of a nasal consonant follo'"ed by a voiceless obstruent. 

Many languages do not aU.o'v onsetless syll.ables, particu.larly in \vord.-medial 
position (cf. Casali 1997; CHAPTER 61: MIATUS RESOLUTION; CHAPTER 55: ONSETS for 
discussion). Traditionally, such languages are said to avoid hiatus (a succession 
of hvo vo,vels '"ith no intervening consonant). There are, of course, several ways 
in '"hich a VV sequence (hiatus) may be avoided. The first or the second vowel 
may be deleted. The fi.rst or the second vowel may undergo glide forolation. 
A consonant may be inserted between the VO\vels. While some languages may 
choose to avoid hiatus by invoking a si.J1gle anti-hiatus action, it is not at all 
unco1nmon to fu1d a language invoking multi.pie actions accordi.J1g to the specific 
VV sequence. 

Chica.no Spanish provides a relevant exaolple (cf. Hutchinson 1974; Reyes 
1976; Bakovic 2007). Consider the data in (8), taken from Bakovic (2007). We have 
used orthographic representation for the input and retained that representation 
for the output, except that \Ve put the surface form resulting from the hiatus 
avoidance rules inside brackets to highlight ho'" the hi.a tus is dealt with. 
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(8) a. tu un iforn1.e t[u]niforme 'your uniform' 
lo odio l[o ]di� 'hate (lsc him/it)' 
er11 as1 er[a]si 'it was like that' 
se esc11p6 s[e]scap6 'escaped (3sc )' 

111 i h ijo 111 [ i]jo 'my son' (h is silent) 
b. paga Evita pag[e]vita 'Evita pays' 

la iglesia /[i]glesia 'the church' 
casa hu.milde cas [ u ]111ilde 'hun1ble hon1e' (h is silent) 
niila orgullosa niil( o Jrgullosa 'proud girl' 

c. 111 i obra 111[jo ]bra 'my deed' 
mi ultima 111 [ju ]ltima 'my last one (FEM)' 
mi hebra. m[je]bra 'my thread' 
mi arbol m[ja]rbol 'n1y tree' 
tu epoca I[ "'e ]poca 'your tin1e' 
tu alma t[ v,ra]lma 'your soul' 
tu hijo t["1i]jo 'your son' (h is silent) 
s u H 0111.ero s[wo]mero 'your Hon1er' (h is silent) 

d. me urge m[ju]rge 'it is trrgent to me' 
pngue ocho pagu[jo ]c/10 'that s/he pay eight' 
porque aveces porqu[ja ]veces 'because sometimes' 
com.a Eva com[vve]va 'like Eva' 
tengo hipo teng[wi]po 'I have the hiccups' (h is silent) 
lo ltabl11 l[wa]b/11 'speaks it' (h is silent) 

e. co1110 uvitas com [ u]vitas 'like grapes (DIM)' 
se hinca s[i]ncn 'kneels' (h is silent) 

The data in (8) show that 'vhen two vo"rels are juxtaposed in Chicano Spanish, 
these VV sequences are not resolved in a single "'ay. (7a) shows that 'vhen tvvo 
identical vo\vels are adjacent to one another, the sequence is reduced to a single 
vtnvel. Thus in tu uniforme, a single (u) vo,vel is found. It is of course not readily 
apparent vvhether one or the other vowel is deleted or vvhether one should just 
say the two vo,vels coalesce. 

(Sb) demonstrates that a word-final lo\v vovvel 11 deletes before any vo'''el. Thus 
in p11ga Evita, the n at the end of the verb is absent in pronunciation. But the first 
vtnvel of the VV does not always delete. (Sc) shows that if the first vowel is high, 
then it becomes the corresponding glide, '''hatever the second vo\vel might be. 
Thus 111i obra yields [mjo] and tu epoca yields [tvve]. On the other hand, if the first 
VO\vel is mid, the results are a bit more complex. (8d) shows that if the second 
vowel differs fro1n the first with respect to either [±low J or [±back], then the 
initial vowel glides: me urge St.trfaces with [roju), coma Eva results in [anve] and 
lo /tabla (the h of the orthography is silent) becomes [hva]. Ho,vever, if the vo,vel 
that follo,..,s the mid vo,vel differs from it  only \vith respect to the feature [+high], 
then there is no glide formation. Rather, as sho\'7n in (Se), the l\vo vowels coalesce 
in a forn1 identical to the second vo\vel: como uvit11s results in [mu]. What this 
example .from Chicano Spanish illustrates is that although a single strategy might 
avoid hiatus, languages may choose multiple means (for example vowel coalescence, 
vovvel deletion, glide formation) to eliminate the problematic structures. 

Combinations of a nasal consonant and a following voiceless consonant are 
disfavored in n1any languages (cf. Hayes and Stivers 2000 for discussion of the 
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phonetic preference for voiced consonants follo,ving nasals; see also CHAPTER s: 
sONORANTS). There are different '"'ays in 'vhich these ill-formed consonant sequences 
could be avoided. The most conunon "repairs" are voicing the post-nasal con
sonant or deleting this consonant ('.vhile assimilating the nasal to the same point 
of articulation), or devoicing the nasal or even deleting it all together. 

Pater (1999) points out that in various languages, nasal-voiceless stop sequences 
are avoided by the application of 1nore than one rule (even though a single rule 
in principle could resolve the proble1n). For example, in Kwanyan1a, a Bantu 
language discussed in Steinbergs (1985), there is evidence to support a ban on 
nasal-voiceless consonant sequences. One piece of evidence for the ban is the 
absence of such sequences in morpheme-internal position. It is also the case that 
the sounds [k] and [g] are in complementary distribution. [k] occurs word
initially and intervocalicaJly, and [g] appears only after nasals. This distributional 
pattern supports the proposition that there is a principle that voices a consonant 
after a nasal. Such a proposal is also supported by the treatment of English 
loan"rords, as sho,.vn in (9) belo'v. 

(9) Post-nasal voicing in Kwanymna loanwords 
[sitamba) 
[pelenda) 
[oinga] 

'stamp' 
'print' 
'ink' 

In these borrowings, English nasal-voiceless stop sequences are replaced by 
nasal-voiced stop sequences. 

But voicing of the stop is not the only repair found in K\vanyama. A root-initial 
voiceless stop located after a nasal prefix requires assin1ilation of the nasal, but 
then elides from the representation. 

(10) Root-initial nasal substitution in Kwanyama 
/e:N + pati/ 
/oN + pote/ 
/oN + tana/ 

[e:mati] 
[omote] 
[onana] 

'ribs' 
'good-for-nothing' 
'calf' 

In hvo other Bantu. languages, Umbundu and Luyana, the same ban on 
nasal-voiceless consonants can be found. In these languages 've again find hvo 
different repairs. A nasal that comes to stand in front of a voiceless fricative 
elides, \vhile a nasal in front of a stop will assi.tnilate the stop's poi.t1t of articu
lation, but the stop itself elides. Schadeberg (1982) illustrates fro1n Umbundu 
that /N + tun<a / surfaces as [nurna) 'I send', while /N + seva/ surfa.ces as [seva) 
'I cook'. Civ6n (1970) sho,vs that in Luyana /N + tabi/ surfaces as [nabi] 'prince', 
while /N + supa/ surfaces as [supa] 'soup'. 

\rVhile K'vanyama, Umbundu, and Luyana use two distinct strategies to avoid 
a nasal-voiceless consonant sequence, other languages may opt for a uniforn1 
repair. According to Pater, in Indonesian a nasal assio:ti.lates the point of articu
lation of both a voiceless fricative and a voiceless stop, \vith the oral stop then 
eliding. In other languages, like Kelantan Malay, Venda, s,vahili, and Maore, nasals 
delete before voiceless stops and fricatives alike. Although uniform avoidance 
strategies are possible, n1any languages are like Kwanyan1a, Umbundu, and 
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Luyana in that they opt for a (perhaps only superficially) more complex pattern 
of avoidance. 

3.2 Phonological conspiracies and universal grammar 

As mentioned earlier, the FUPR paper arose out of an attempt to make some 
sense out of the notion that there might be "universal" rules. The problem that 
confronted the researcher d1uing the generative phonology period vvas that \vhi.le 
one could easily find phenomena that seemed to reflect son1e universal principle, 
the rule-based descriptions "'ere rarely uniform across languages in their de tails. 
Furthermore, just as in the case of conspiracies in synchronic grammars, sometimes 
formally unrelated rules in different languages could be involved in achieving 
the same outcome. 

Let us take an exan1ple from Bantu tonal syste1ns (CHAPTER 45: THE REPRESEN
TATION OF TONE; CHAPTER 114.: BANTU TONll). Early on in the research on these 
systems, it 'vas recognized that a sequence of H tones is not preferred in these 
languages. Meeussen (1963) observed that in Tonga, for example, a succession 
of two H tones is converted to HL. In Leben (1973) and Goldsmith (1976), this 
ban on successive H tones '"'as seen as a natural consequence of the approach 
to phonology that cam.e to be knovvn as autosegmental phonology. Specifically, 
autosegmental models typically represent surface sequences of a feature value 
(e.g. H tone) as a single multiply linked autosegment. As a consequence, to the 
extent that this representation is maximized, sequences of the same autosegn1ent 
will be unexpected. The proposed constraint against successive identical auto
segments became known as the Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP). Although 
some support for the idea that the OCP constrains all features emerged in the 
phonological literature, there is no question that its tonal instantiation is by far 
the most robust evidence for the principle. 

The notion of a ban on successive H tones depends on the ability to distinguish 
behveen true and apparent sequences of H tones. This distinction is captured in 
autosegmental phonology as follows. A true H tone is one located on the tonal tier, 
regardless of '"'hether it is associated \vith one or more than one tone-bearing unit. 
Successive H-toned 1noras are not sequences of H tones if they are all linked to 
a single H tone on the tonal tier. 

There are a nun1ber of vvays in which the *HH principle can be manifested in 
a language. But before looking at these manifestations, hvo quite separates 
matters must be mentioned, both of which dramatically expand the diversity of 
the manifestations of the OCP. First of all, in the analysis of Bantu languages, it 
has sometimes been argued that phonologically there is just a contrast bet'"'een 
H tone and the absence of tone. Ho'"ever, even in analyses that utilize inputs 
that lack L tones, rules have been proposed that derive L tones that then contrast 
\vith toneless moras. Consequently, we have some analyses \vhere a H tone that 
violates the OCP n1ay be simply deleted, and other analyses where it is changed 
to L. Formally, the rules are quite distinct, but in both versions the ban on 
successive H tones is satisfied. A second complica.tion has to do vvith vvhat it 01eans 
for t'"'O H tones to be adjacent and thus in violation of the *HH ban. In some 
languages, adjacency of H tones on the tonal tier is the defining characteristic; in 
other languages, what is significant is that the H tones nlay not be associated with 
successive syllables; in yet other languages, what is critic.al is that the H tones not 
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be linked to successive moras. Because of these differences in adjacency, there 
•vill be considerable variation fron1 language to language \Vith respect to vvhich 
representations ach1ally violate the ban on HH in those languages. 

Let us now look at son1e of the different vvays in which the *HH ban is 
implemented in different languages. One implementation has to do \Vith the very 
nature of the underlying representations found in a given language (CHAPTER 1: 
UNDERLYING REPRESENTATIONS). For example, Cassimjee (1992) sho\�'S that in 
Venda (a Bantu language spoken in South Africa and adjacent parts of Zin1babwe) 
noun sterns, there may be sequences of H-toned moras, but in every case there 
is evidence that these sequences consist of a single H tone on the tonal tier asso
ciated "'ith multiple successive moras. There are no morphemes vvith successive 
true H tones. In other vvords, underlying representations are structured so as to 
avoid violations of the OCP. The evidence that these H-toned sequences are a 
single H tone con1es fron1 a n1orphophonenuc phenon1enon kno'"n as Meeussen's 
Rule (Goldsmith 1984), vvhereby a H tone that is immediately preceded by a H 
tone is changed to L. For example, a noun such as I g61)' 61)' 6 I 'bumblebee' "'ill, 
'"hen preceded by a verb ending in a H tone, change first of all to the inter
mediate form: • /gorforfo/, due to Meeussen's Rule: i.e. all three syllables become 
L-toned (indicating that all three syllables started off linked to a single H tone 
that then changed to L). Subsequently, the preceding H tone spreads onto the first 
syllable forming a contour tone: • /go/. Falling tones in Venda, ho"1ever, are only 
permitted on bimoraic vo"rels and bimoraic vovvels occur only in the penultimate 
syllable of an Intonational Phrase. As a consequence, I go I surfaces simply as a 
H-toned syllable: [g61)'01)'0]. If /g61)'61)'6/ were analyzed as having a sequence 
of three H tones rather than having a single H-tone multiply linked, '"e '"ot.tld 
have to explain '"hy Meeussen's Rule does not affect the underlying representa
tion of this word (see Cassimjee 1992 for more detailed discussion). 

Even if underlying representations are configured to avoid violations of the 
OCP (as in Venda), it still n1ay happen that the juxtaposition of 1norphemes 
yields potential H H sequences. One very common reaction to this threat is the 
deletion/lowering of the rightmost of these adjacent H tones as sho•vn above 
for Venda. Rules that target the rightmost H in a HH sequence are said to be 
instantiations of "Meeussen's Rule" (cf. Goldsmith 1984). In Venda it is necessary 
for Meeussen's Rule to change H to L in order to obtain the right results. In the 
Jkorovere dialect of Ernakhuwa (spoken in southern Tanzania), JV.leeussen's Rule 
simply deletes the H tone. For example, an underlying form like /k-a-hQ-kaviha/ 
'I helped' (underlining indicates the location of input H tones) has a H-toned 
tense-aspect n1orpheme /ho/ follo\ved by a stem /kaviha/, \Vhich has a H tone 
(predictably) associated with its first vowel. This n1orphe1ne sequence violates 
the OCP ban *HH. The second of these H tones deletes, bt.tt subsequently the 
first H tone doubles onto the second by a general High Tone Doubling rule that 
applies in a wide variety of circumstances in the language: [k-a-h6-kaviha]. Of 
course, one might ask: ho"' do '"e kno\v that the H tone on the stem-initial /ka/ 
has deleted if in fact this mora is pronounced on a H tone? The ans\ver is simple. 
If the underlying H tone on /ka/ had not deleted, then it wouJd ha.ve triggered 
doubling onto the next mora, resulting in the ill-formed *[k-a-hQ.-kaviha]. Notice 
that it is clear that the H tone on /ka/ is deleted and not the H tone on the pre
ceding morphe1ne /ho/. If \Ve had deleted the H tone from /ho/, then we \vould 
predict the incorrect output •[k-a-hQ.-klivi'ha], since the second H tone would 
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double to its right. (See Kensto,vicz and Kisseberth 1979 for a more extended dis
cussion of Emakhuwa tone, albeit in a pre-autosegmental framework.) 

Although deletion of the rightn1ost H is particularly conlffion in Bantu, other 
responses to violations of the *HH constraint can be found. In so111e cases it is 
the leftmost of the hvo H tones that deletes or changes to L. For instance, in the 
Bantu language Rimi (Yuka"ra 1989), underlying H tones shift systematically 
one vo,vel to the right. Thus [u-t�heja] 'to understand' has a H-toned verb 
stem, where the H tone is underlying on the sten1-initial vowel (underlined) but 
surfaces on the syllable [ghe). In an example like (u-va-righitja] 'to speak to them', 
the verb stem is toneless but the object prefix /va I bears an underlying H. tone 
that shifts onto the first syllable of the verb stem. When a H-toned object prefix 
precedes a H-toned verb stem, as in [u-va-t�heya), '"e see that the object 
prefix loses its H tone and the syllable [te] retains its H tone, although this H 
tone does shift to the next vo,vel. Rimi thus differs fron1 languages like Venda 
and Emakhu"'a in that a violation of the OCP is repaired by deleting the leftmost 
H rather than the rightmost H. 

In yet other cases, the two adjacent H tones are merged into a single H tone 
that is still linked to all of the moras that the original H tones '"ere linked to. \Ive 
can refer to this as H-tone fusion. The evidence for H-tone fusion is sometin1es a 
bit indirect. The Bantu language Shan1baa (Odden 1982) provides an interest
ing example, hovvever, since in addition to the need for H-tone fusion, it also 
illustrates an entirely different means of avoiding *HH violations. 

In Shan1baa, whenever a sequence of H tones \Vould be created (either within 
a word or across words), a do\vnstep is inserted benveen the H tones. For 
example, the second H tone in each of the follo\vi.ng examples is downstepped 
relative to the first (do"rnstep is indicated by the downward arrow and an 
underlying H tone is indicated by underlining; the data also illustrate H tone 
spreading, but "'e do not discuss this aspect of the data): [at�-k!6ma] 'he killed', 
[ang�-!jil) 'he should have cooked', (ilzakQma nj!6ka) 'he killed a snake', and 
[ni .k!(ti] 'it is a dog'. These data suggest dearly that a sequence H!H does not 
count as a violation of •HH. It should be noted that \vhile in some languages 
do,vnstep may derive fron1 a so-called "floating" L tone, this is not the case in 
Shambaa. Vve do not address here the issue of how do'"'nstep is represented, nor 
whether it is represented in the phonology or only in the phonetics. 

The insertion of a downstep bet"reen successive H tones i.n Sham.baa is a 
very general phenomenon, but there are some cases where successive input 
H tones are not separated by a do•vnstep. For instance, there is no do•vnstep 
bet\veen a H-toned object prefix and a H-toned verb sten1: /ku->va-k6ma/ 'to kill 
then1'. Odden explains the failure of a downstep to be inserted at this juncture 
by proposing that the H tone of the object prefix and the H tone of the verb stem 
fuse into a single multiply linked H tone. As a consequence, there is a single 
H tone and insertion of do•vnstep cannot occur (since do\vnstep is used only 
bet\veen H tones). 

In all the preceding exa111ples, we have dealt with situations where an input 
,.voul.d violate *HH and formally different rules operate to alter the representation 
so that it no longer has a H H  sequence. The OCP ban *HH is manifested in other 
\vays in the grammars of the "''Orld's languages. Recall from our discussion of 
Yavvelmani how the ban on complex margins may serve to restrict the application 
of vo\vel deletion rules. The san1e thing can be observed in tonal systen1s: the ban 
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on *HH may restrict the application of other tone rules. The most commonly 
observed phenon1enon '�1here •HH plays a restrictive role on another tonological 
process is in H-tone spreading. The precise formulation of H-tone spreading 
differs fron1 language to language (at least in a rule-based model of phonology), 
but one overarching pattern is that spreading may be prevented from going onto 
a mora that itself is adjacent to a H-toned mora. It should be observed that in some 
languages, it is not spreading but shifting (i.e. spreading of a H follo\ved by a 
delinking from all but the last mora in the spreading struchrre) that is blocked. 

For example, in lsixhosa (cf. Cassi1njee and Kisseberth 1998) the H tone on the 
subject prefix /ba-/ shifts to the following toneless syllable in (ba-ya-hva) but 
is unable to do so in [ba-ya-b6na] due to the fact that the prefix /ya/ is followed 
in this case by a H-toned syllable. (As in our earlier exa1nples, a mora that bears 
an underlying H tone is underlined.) Sometimes the adjacency of the H tones 
may be obfuscated. In lsixhosa the H on /bi.1.-/ does not shift in (b'1,-ya-bQnisa], 
even though at first glance it does not seem that the /ya/ is adjacent to a H-toned 
syllable. The problem in this example is that there is a H tone on the syllable /b6/ 
in the input, but in the output this H tone has shifted to the follo,ving syllable. 
What we observe here is the n1uch discussed problen1 of phonological opacity: 
the H-toned nature of /bo/ serves to block spreading onto the syllable in front 
of it, even though in fact /bo I is toneless on the surface. 

The preceding discussion sho,vs that if we look at *HH (an instantiation of the 
OCP) across a diverse set of languages, we find that it is entirely parallel to the 
constraint against complex margins in the synchronic gran1mar of Yawelmani. 
There is a "functional" unity that unites all these diverse '"ays of avoiding HH 
sequences: they are working towards the same end, representations that lack 
HH sequences. Any theory (such as generative phonology) that sees rules as devices 
that marry a structural change to a structural description '"ill fail to express the 
universal principle *HH. 

3.3 Phonological conspiracies in phonological 
acquisition 

Much of the \vork on the child's acquisition of the phonology of a language 
assun1es that the child accurately perceives (for the n1ost part) the data to which 
s/he is exposed, but that various roarkedness principles (e.g. preferences for 
open syllables, preferences for oral over nasal vo"1els, preferences for stops over 
fricatives) restrict the child's attempt to produce an output faithful to that per
ception (CHAPTER 101: THE lNTERl'R£TATION OF PHONOLOGICAL PATTERNS IN FIRST 
LANGUAGE ACQUISITION). As early as the extren1ely important \VOrk of Smith (1973), 
it was recognized that the notion of conspiracies is as relevant to child phonol
ogy as it is to adult phonologies. Smith proposed various rules to account for the 
fact that the child Amahl simplified consonant clusters in adult speech, but just 
as in Ya"'elmani, the unity found in the child's output was not reflected in the 
diversity of the rules that achieved this unity. Sn1ith recognized this as a failing 
of his rule-based, derivational approach. Naturally, constraint-based approaches 
such as OT have gained currency in the field of phonological acquisition, at least 
in part because of their ability to capture conspiracies better in child language 
acquisition. It should be clear from the discussion tlrroughout this chapter that 
"conspiracies" are first and foren1ost attempts to achieve an unn1arked structure 
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or avoid a marked structure. Since markedness principles serve to shape the 
child's outputs, it follows that we will expect conspiracies to be 1nanifested. 

Space considerations limit us to a single instance of a conspiracy in phono
logical acquisition. Pater (2002) and Pater and Barlow (2003) discuss the ban on 
fricatives, *FRICATIVE, "'hich can be observed in the data on phonological acquisi
tion (see also CHAPTER 28: THE REPRESENTATION OF FRICATIVES). The common repair 
of this constraint is for a fricative to be converted to the corresponding stop. 
Pater discusses a child LP65, aged 3:8 \vith a phonological delay, "'ho in acquiring 
English lacked fricatives entirely fron1 her output. Hov•ever, adult English forn1s 
•vere repaired in hvo different \vays: the deletion of the fricative or the stopping 
of the fricative. The choice of the repair was dependent on the adult input. If the 
fricative \Vas part of a cluster, it "'as deleted. If it \Vas not part of a cluster, it '�'as 
converted to the corresponding stop. Thus sneeze became (ni:d], three beca1ne [wi], 
drive became (wa1b ]. T'vo different repairs secure the absence of fricatives, one 
of the many examples of conspiracy in the acquisition literature. 

3.4 Conspiracies in loanivord phonology 
When speakers of Ll adapt words fron1 L2 for use in speaking their native 
language, some of these words may contain structures that violate a constraint 
operative in Ll. If these "'ords are fully nativized, then these structures '"ill 
be altered so as to avoid violations of the constraint in question. If the notion 
of conspiracies is applicable to the phenomenon of loanword adaptation then 
we expect that there will be cases where a given constraint 'viii be enforced by 
means of quite disti.nct adaptation strategies (see also CHAPTER 95: LOAITTVORD 
PHONOLOGY). 

In the Australian Aboriginal language Gamilaraay, \vords must end either 
in a vowel or a coronal sonorant ([n j l rr]), according to McManus (2008). If 
Gan1ilaraay borro\vs an English word that ends in a consonant that is pern1itted 
•vord-finally, then that consonant "'ill surface. Thus English barrel is realized as 
[baril], and poison as [baadjin]. When an English word ending in a labial or dorsal 
consonant is borro,ved, an epenthetic vowel appears. This epenthetic vo,vel 
obviously functions to avoid a disallovved coda consonant. Some examples of 
epenthesis are given in (11). 

(11) baaybuu 
dhuubuu 
n1ilgin 

'pipe' 
'soap' 
'milk' 

nhaayba 
yurraann1 
yurrugu 

'knife' 
'rttm' 
'rope' 

However, •vhen the English word ends in one of the coronal obstruents, "'hich 
are not allowed in a word-final coda, an epenthetic vowel is not inserted; rather, 
the coronal is converted to a sonorant. 

(12) bulaang.giin - bulang.giin 'blanket' burrgiyan 'pussy cat' 
01arrgm 'n1usket' yuruu11 - yurruu.n 'road.' 
dhalbin 'tablet' 
garaarr 'grass' nhiigiliirr 'necklace' 
dhindirr 'tin dish' maadjirr 'matches' 
yarrarr 'rice' gabirr 'cabbage' 
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Gamilaraay employs both vo'''el epenthesis and the sonorization of a consonant 
to achieve an output '"here every output ends in a vo•vel or a sonorant coronal. 
T\vo formally distinct alterations yield an output that conforn1s to the san1e 
regularity. 

4 The optimality-theoretic analysis of conspiracies 

In the preceding section we provided some illustration of the relevance of the notion 
"conspiracy" in various domains of phonology. An examination of the phono
logical literature over the four decades since the publication of FUPR is rife '"ith 
exan1ples of the phenomenon. Although FUPR identified a facet of phonological 
structure that is no doubt of critical importance to the theory of phonology, it 
failed to offer a con1prehensive solution to the problem that conspiracies pose. 
In addition, it failed to raise a significant question: why do conspiracies exist? 
Why do languages not employ a single device to achieve a preferred structure 
or to avoid a structure that is not preferred? 

Optimality Theory provides the essential ingredients of both a comprehensive 
account of conspiracies and an explanation for why universal "rules" n1ay not be 
reflected in the outputs of particular languages. By separating the constraints from 
the actions that repair potential violations of these constraints, it allows a constraint 
to both trigger some actions while preventing others. Thus *CoMPLExlVlARCINS 
can both trigger the appearance of an epenthetic vo•vel and block the elision 
of a vo,.vel if elision '"'ould violate *COMPLEX.lYlARCINS. OT is not a theory of 
actions, but rather a. theory of ho'" constraint interactions account for the pattern 
of observed actions. At the same time, the existence of highly ranked faithfulness 
constraints 1nay prevent a constraint violation from being repaired at all in son1e 
languages. 

Optin1ality Theory also explains why conspiracies occur, and can perhaps even 
be expected. Given a constraint such as *CoJvll'LExMARCINS, there are several 
different repairs that might avoid complex margins. Ho,vever, each of these 
actions necessarily violates son1e other constraint (at the same time that they avoid 
a violation of *COM!'LEXMARGINS). The constraints that the repair violates may 
be a faithfulness constraint, a markedness constraint, or some sort of 1norphological 
constraint. Since these other constraints ha.ve a particular ranking, th.is ranki.ng will 
determine vvhich repair to *CoMPLEXIVIARGINS is optimal in a given situation. 

Almost any optimality-theoretic description of a language '"ill offer clear evidence 
that it has provided an insightful account of conspiracies. There is, however, a 
significant problem "'ith the OT analysis of conspiracies. Specifically, for any 
constraint C, there a.re many logical "actions" that might repair a representation 
so that C is not violated. OT seems to claim that any of these actions could occur in 
some language. But is this in fact true? Various linguists have suggested that it 
is not true that all "repairs" for the violation of a constraint are in fact possible. 
This has been labeled the "Too Many Solutions" problem (cf. Steriade 2001, 2009). 
For exampl.e, Steria.de considers the constraint that disfa.vors voiced obstruents 
at the end of a �vord. She notes that there are a considerable variety of phono
logical actions that might result in outputs that do not violate this constraint. 
Taking an input "'ith a final /b I as an example, the follo\'1ing repairs could avoid 
a violation of the constraint: (a) the devoicing of the /b/ to [p], (b) the nasalization 
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of the /b/ to [m], (c) the lenition of /b/ to [w], (d) deletion of the /b/, (e) the 
insertion of an epenthetic vo,vel after /b/, and (f) the 1netathesis of the /b/ with 
a preceding consonant that does not violate the constraint, etc. Steriade argues, 
however, that in fact it is only devoicing that is utilized to repair violations of the 
ban on word-final voiced obstruent. 

The "Too Nlany Solutions" problem is a critical issue for Optimality Theory, 
since it calls into question the foundation of the theory - i.e. the separation of 
phonological actions from the constraints on struchue that trigger these actions. 
It vvas the need to find an accoiu1t of conspiracies that led to an abandonment 
of "rules" in favor of a set of constraints \vhose ranking determines the optimal 
action. So it is natural that a challenge to its analysis of conspiracies is at the 
same time a challenge to its very foundations. 

There have been various attempts to solve the "Too Many Solutions" problen1 
in OT: the "P-1nap" proposal in Steriade (2001, 2009), the "targeted constraints" in 
Wilson (2001), and the appeal to procedural markedness principles ("implicational 
constraint principle") in Blumenfeld (2006) are examples. It is beyond the scope 
of this chapter to explore the adequacy of these different attempted solutions, 
but there is no question that the issue is a central one in the exploration of OT 
approaches to phonology. Despite the challenges to the OT account of conspiracies, 
there is no doubt that much of the motivation for Optimality Theory resides in 
the advances that it made in explaining conspiracies, and these advances have 
been considerable indeed. 

5 Conclusion 

In this chapter '"e have explained the notion "conspiracy" in phonology and 
have illustrated its relevance to several domains of phonological investigation: 
synchronic grammars, phonological universals, the acquisition of phonology, and 
loan"1ord adaptation. We have attempted to explain the historical background 
out of vvhich the notion emerged, specifically the attempt to find >vhat is universal 
in syste1ns of phonological rules, and the reasons \vhy an adequate solution vvas 
not avail.able. We concluded vvith the observation that while Opti.Inality Theory 
goes a long \vay to"1ards providing an insightful account of conspiracies, it must 
still deal \vith the Too Nlany Solutions problem. 
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71 Pala taliza ti on 

ALEXEI KOCHETOV 

1 Introduction 

The term "palatalization" denotes a phonological process by which consonants 
acquire secondary palatal articulation or shift their primary place to, or close to, 
the palatal region. This usually happens under the influence of an adjacent front 
vo\vel and/or a palatal glide (e.g. [ki] -t [kii], [tja] -t [ifa]). As such, palatalization 
is a type of consonant-VO\\rel interaction. The term may also refer to a phonem ic 

contrast behveen consonants \vith secondary palatal articulation and their non
pa.latalized counterparts (e.g. [pia] vs. [pa]). The pri.mary focus of this chapter \viJl 
be on palatalization as a process, and particularly as a synchronic phonological 
process manifested in segmental alternations. 

Palatalization has been typically vievved as a classic example of a "natural" 
phonological process - one that is "'idely attested across \Vorld languages and 
has a clear phonetic motivation, such as in consonant-to-vowel co-articulation 
(e.g. Hyman 1975; see also CHAPTER 75: CONSONANT-VOWEL PLACE FEATURE 

INTERACTIONS). Ho"rever, n1any formal accounts of palatalization undertaken over 
the last 40 years have faced considerable challenges. These challenges partly stem 
fro1n the fact that palatalization processes sho\v a wide range of n1anifestations 
- across languages and within a given language. Nlany synchronic pala ta lization 
processes also exhibit complex phonological and morphological conditioning 
and pervasive opacity effects, reflecting complicated historical sound changes and 
paradigmatic restructuring. Given this, the difficulty faced by n1any theoretical 
approaclles has been in providing an e1npirically adequate and uniform formal 
treatai.ent of the phenomenon, capturing both cross-linguistic and language
particular generalizations. The goal of this chapter is to revie\v some of the key 
formal accounts of palatalization, focusing particularly on the challenges posed 
by the phenomenon for generative theories of phonological representations. 

The chapter is organized as follows. §2 presents some concrete exan1ples of palatal
ization, foJlo,\red by an overvie"' of cross-linguistic patterns of the phenomenon. 
§3 examines hO\¥ the feature system of the early generative phonology captures 
natural classes involved in palatalization. §4 focuses on hvo key approaches to 
palatalization within the feature geometry framework. §5 turns to treatments of 
palatalization \vi.thin Optimality Theory, and §6 concludes \\'ith a review of son1e 
alternative proposals. 
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2 Background 

2.1 Some examples 
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We '"ill begin with some relatively "'ell-known examples of palatalization. 
English has at least three kinds of alternations that fall under the general 
definition of palatalization processes. Co1·ona/ palatalization involves an alternation 
bet\\'een alveolars [t d s z] and palato-alveolars [if dJ f 3], as shown in (1). In 
these exan1ples, the palato-alveolars occur before a palatal glide (in an unstressed 
syUable), while aJveolars occur elsewhere. These alternations can be analyzed as 
a process - a change of alveolars to palato-alveolars in the context of [j) (Chomsky 
and Halle 1968; Boro'"sky 1986; among others).' The process is assimilatory in the 
sense that the consonants targeted by palatalization become more sinlilar in place 
of articulation to the segment that triggers palatalization. Note that stops not 
only shift in place, but also undergo assimilation (becoming sibilant affricates). 
All the other features of the target consonants (e.g. continuancy, voicing, etc.) remain 
unchanged. 

(1) t - if perpe[t]uity perpe[if]11al 
d - dJ  resi(d]ue resi[c!>]ual 
s - f  gra(s]e gra[f]ious 
z - 3  plea[z]e plea (3] 11re 

The second process - velar softening - is exhibited by alternations ben.veen 
velar stops [k g) and coronal fricatives or affricates (s) and [ct], respectively. The 
coronal alternants are found before certain Latinate or Greek suffixes beginning 
\.vith (mainly) front vowels; the velar alternants are found else,.vhere (2). Given 
this, the alternations are usually analyzed as a palatalizing change of velars to 
coronals triggered by front vowels (Chon1sky and Halle 1968; Borowsky 1986). 
Unlike coronal palatalization, this process is more complex, a.s it actually i.nvolves 
two non-identical changes - a shift of the voiced velar stop to the palato-alveolar 
affricate and a shift of the voiceless velar stop to the alveolar fricative. While the 
outputs of velar softening are not identical in terms of minor place of articulation 
and continuancy, they are both sibilant coronals. 

(2) a. k - s  11red i(k ]ation medi[s]ine 
crili[k) criti[s)ize 

b. g - dJ analo[g] analo[<t)y 
pedago[g]ue peda go [ c!> Jy 

The third process - spirantization - exhibits alternations ben.veen the alveolar stop 
[t] and the alveolar fricative [s) (or [fl in conjunction \.vith coronal palatalization). 
The latter segn1ent occurs before suffixes with an unsyllabified /i/ (3), and this 
process is assun1ed to involve a change of stop to fricative before high front 
vo'\vel (BorO"'sky 1986). As such, the process does not involve a change in place 

1 Similar, albeit optional and phoneticall)' gradjent, alternations are also exhibited across \VOrds, as 
i11 go[�") you, plen[J)e yourself, etc. (Zsiga 1993), 
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of articulation, but a change in continuancy and sibilancy (CHAPTER 28: THE 
REPRESENTATION OF FRICATIVES). 

(3) t - s secre[t] 
regen(t] 
emergen[t] 
par[t] 

secre[s]y 
regen[s]y 
e111 er gen [ s ]y 
par[J)ial 

The three palatalization processes manifested by the alternations in (1)-(3) 
differ in several respects. The targets of palatalization are anterior coronals 
(alveolars) in (1) and (3), and dorsals in (2). The outputs are posterior coronals 
(palato-alveolars) in (1) and (2b), and anterior coronals in (2a) and (3). The 
triggers are /j/ in (1), and high front VO\vels in (2) and (3). (The processes are 
also different in tern1s of their phonological or n1orphological conditioning: 
n1orphen1e boundaries, particular suffixes, stress, etc.) vVhat the processes have 
in common, however, is that they appear to be triggered by front vocoids and 
result in coronal segments, notably, aU sibilants. As sucl1, they are representa
tive of the three general types of palatalization processes defined by Bhat (1978): 
"coronal raising" (1), "velar fronting" (2), and "spirantization," \vhich may or may 
not be accon1panied by change in place ((2) and (3) respectively), as discussed in 
the next section. 

Another important type of palatalization, not exhibited by the English processes, 
is an addition of secondary palatal articulation, \vithout a change in primary place 
or assibilation. As sho"'n in (4a), Russian exhibits alternations bet"reen non
palatalized consonants of all places - labials, anterior coronals (dentals), and 
dorsals -and their palatalized counterparts (CHAPTER 121: SLAVIC PALATALIZATION). 
The palatalized segn1ents in such alternations occur before front vO"'els (/e/ in 
(4a)), while non-palatalized consonants are unrestricted (Kenstow·icz and Kisseberth 
1979). These alternations can be straightfor"rardly analyzed as an assilnilatory pro
cess involving a simple addition of secondary palatal articulation (the high front 
position of the tongue body) before front vowels. This process in Russian is fairly 
general, and is not restdcted to particular niorphological categories. Secondary 
palatalization may CO-Occur ffi a given language \Vith "place-changing" paJata)
ization. In Russian, non-palatalized dentals and velars also exhibit alternations 
with palato-alveolars, with the latter occurring before certain verbal suffixes 
(4b) (Lightner 1965; Kenstowicz and Kisseberth 1979). Note that the palatalizmg 
suffixes o:i.ay or may not begin �vith overt front vocoid.s, showi_ng that place
changing palatalization in Russian is a more opaque, morphologically conditioned 
process. Note also that the relation between targets and outputs of palatalization 
ill (4b) is less transparent than in (4a): for example, the same palato-alveolar out
put (!fl can result fron1 two different target consonants, /t/ or /k/. 

(4) a.  nom sg dat sg 
p - pi trap-a trapi-e 'path' 
t - ti siirat-a s'iratLe 'orphan' 
k - kl sabak-a sabak'-e 'dog' 

b. inf 3 pers sg 1 pers sg 
t - !f priat-ati pria!f-it pria!f-u 'hide' 
k - !f plak-ati pla!f-it pla!f-u '"''€€�')' 
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Palatalization in Russian produces outputs that are phonemic, since the language 
has palatalized consonants and posterior coronals whose occurrence is not con
ditioned by front vowels. The san1e can be said about the English palatalization 
processes. Allophonic palatalization is also quite con1JT1on, ho\vever. In Nupe (S), 
for example, the velars have secondary palatal articulation before front vo"'els 
(Sa), secondary labial articulation before round vo,vels (Sb), and no secondary 
articulation before the back unrounded /a/ (Sc). This pattern can be analyzed as 
an allophonic assimilatory process involving palatalization and labialization of 
phone1nic plain velars before front and round vo\vels respectively (Sagey 1990; 
Archangeli and Pulleyb!ank 1994). 

(S) a. /egi/ egii 'child' 
/ege/ egie 'beer' 

b. /egfl/ eg"ft 'mud' 
/ego/ eg"o 'grass' 

c. /ega/ ega 'stranger' 

So far v-1e have examined fairly representative examples of palatalization, those 
involving changes that are common across \Vorld languages. It is \vorth contrasting 
these examples with that from hvo Southern Bantu languages, Ts\vana and 
S\vati, sho"'n in (6). Here, labials alternate \vith (labialized) palato-alveolars in 
the context of the passive suffix /-\va/. Consonants of other places remain 
unaffected (cf. Tswana [rat'''a] /rat-wa/ 'love'; S"rati [p"eg"'a] /p"eg-wa/ 'cook'). 
These alternations are also considered to manifest palatalization (Halle 200S; 
Bateman 2007); however, the process is different from the cases above in several 
in1portant respects. First, the targets are labial consonants to the exclusion of 
the other places, and the labials change their place of articulation, something 
that is usually restricted to coronals and dorsals. (Coronals, ho\vever, do undergo 
palatalization in other contexts.) Second, the trigger of the process, the suffix 
/-wa/, does not contain an overt or even an underlying front vocoid, but 
presumably develops it as a result of labial dissin1ilation (Kotze and Zerbian 2008). 
Third, the process in S\vati is not strictly local, as it can target labials occurring 
in non-adjacent syllables. All this makes palatalization in Ts,vana and Swati (and 
silnilar processes in other Southern Bantu languages) a relatively "unnatural" case 
in the typology of palatalization, as we "'ill see below. 

(6) non-passive passive 
a. Tswana 

p - lfw bpa lJ:tf"a /bp-vva/ 'request' 

Ph _ gh\"' tl"up"a tl"u:lf1""a /tl"up"-wa/ 'choose' 
b - ct;" roba rJ:ct;"'a /rob-wa/ 'break' 

b. Swati 
b - ct hamb- hanq:J''a /hamb-,va/ 'go' 
B - If' seBenta setf'ent"a /seBent-wa/ '\vork' 
p" - f sip"ula siful''a /sip''ul-wa/ 'uproot' 

The examples from English, Russian, Nupe, Ts\11ana, and S"'ati provide a snap
shot of a vast range of variation found in palatalization processes both withil1 and 
across languages. Of particular interest here are the variation and preferences in 
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terms of featural composition of segmental classes involved in palatalization - its 
triggers, targets, and outputs. There are clearly many other theoretically important 
issues relevant to palatalization -including those of allophonic/phonen1ic stah1s, 
morphological or lexical conditioning, locality, etc.; these, ho\vever, are beyond 
the scope of this chapter (on some of these topics, see CHAPTER 29: SECONDARY 
AND DOUBLE ARTICULATION; CHAPTER 81: LOCAL ASSIMILATION; CHAPTER 88: DERIVED 
ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS; CHAPTER 121: SLAVIC PALATALIZATION). 

2.2 Typological patterns of palatalization 
To better understand the complexity of the phenomenon, it is useful to examine 
cross-linguistically more and less common patterns of palatalization. The follo\ving 
discussion is based on the author's survey of synchronic palatalization processes, 
with some reference to the earlier often-cited survey by Bhat (1978), and the 1nore 
recent one by Bateman (2007).2 (See also Chen 1973, Kochetov 2002, and Stadnik 
2002 for surveys specific to certain geographic areas or phonological contrasts.) 

The survey covers cases of palatalization as exhibited by seg1nental alternations 
(as opposed to phonotactic restrictions or historical changes) selected from theoret
ical phonological literature for the purposes of this chapter. Altogether, it contains 
data fron1 64 languages and dialects belonging to 17 language families and 25 
genera. We \viii begin \vith observations about targets and outcomes of palatal
ization, and corresponding general types of palatalization processes. The focus 
will be on manges targeting labial, (anterior) coronal, and dorsal stops. Table 71.1 
represents three general processes of palatalization: secondary palatalization 

Table 7J.1 Targets and outputs of palatalization (alternations onJy) and corresponding 
processes, and their relative frequency i n  w·orld languages (based on numbers of 
language fam.ilies and genera, given in square brackets; see the text for details) 

Type PalataliZ11tion labial co-ronal dorsal 

I Secondary p -7 pl t -7 ti k -7 kl 
common (6, 9) common (6, 8) common (6, l] 

II To a posterior a. to a non- p -7 c t -7 c k -7 c 
coronal sibilant rare [l, I] common [7, 8) common [4, 6) 

b. to a sibilant p -7 !f t -7 !f k -7 !
f 

rare (1, l] common (9, 14] common (4, 7] 

III To an anterior a. to a non- p -7 t n/a k -7 t 
coronal sibilant absent [0, OJ absent [O, OJ 

b. to a sibilant p -7 ts t -. ts k -7 ts 
rare [l, l] common (3, 6] rare [2, 4] 

' The latter two studies have certain limita6ons with respect to the goals of this chapter. Although 
quite extensive, Bhat's sL1rvey does not cle.a.rly distingL1ish bet\\•een synchronic processes and histor
i<:<tl sound changes, of which only the former are relevant here. Bateman's survey, while drawing on 
a genetically balanced la11guage sample and focusing 011 synchronic processes, is restricted to only 
ce.rtain types of palatalization processes, leaving out, for exampl.e, place-changing palatalization of 
labials and cl1anges resulting in anterior coronals. Tl1e latter t)rpes are in1portant for our discL1ssion, 
as these are the <>nes that ha\re been most problematic for theoretical accounts. 
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(Type l), palatalization resulting in a posterior coronal (palato-alveolar or 
(alveolo-)palatal; Type II), and palatalization resulting in an anterior coronal 
(alveolar or dental; Type III). The Type II process can produce either non-sibilants 
or sibilants, resulting in two subtypes ((a), (b)). The san1e subdivision is given 
for the Type III process. Columns on the right schematically present typical (or 
expected) changes involved in each process, depending on the target consonant 
- labial, coronal, or dorsal. (To avoid cluttering the table, voiceless stops/ 
affricates stand here for seg1nents regardless of their laryngeal specification, e.g. 
"tf" can include [tf], (tf'), [tfh], or (ct!); changes in continuancy are not noted, e.g. 
"k -4 ts" includes the changes to (ts) or (s).) To facilitate the comparison, each change 
is labeled as "common," "rare," or "absent," indicating its relative frequency in 
the sample, based on numbers of separate language families and genera (given 
in parentheses), rather than individual languages.3 (See the online version of this 
chapter for examples of the processes.) 

Note that the typology of processes in Table 71.1 is compatible "'ith the typology 
of changes in Bhat (1978), whose terms are based on SPE (Chomsky and Halle 1968) 
feature terminology (see §3.1). Taking coronal targets as an example, Type I and 
Type Ila correspond to Bhat's process of alveolar "raising" '''ithout "spirantization" 
(i.e. (-high) -4 [+high) in SPE notation), Type Ilb corresponds to "raising" accom
panied by "spirantization" (i.e. [-high, -strident) -4 (+high, +strident]), and Type IDb 
corresponds to "spirantization" \vithout "raising" (i.e. [-strident] -4 [+strident)) . 

Bhat's terms are not fully appropriate for our purposes, as they do not distinguish 
bet\\•een secondary and place-changing palatalization, in addition to being tied 
to a specific feature frame,vork. Place-changing processes (Types II and III) 
i.nvoJving non-coronals have also been referred to as "coronali.zation" (Hurne 1992; 
Flemming 2002). 

What is interesting about the different types of palatalization sho\vn in 
Table 71.1 is that certain targets and outputs (and the corresponding processes) 
are co1nn1on, \vhile others are rare or unattested. Overall, there is a tendency for 
place-changing palatalization to result in sibilants rather than non-sibilants. 
While both sibilants and non-sibilants are possible outputs for Type II palatal
ization, only sibilants are possible for Type III palatalization. Another important 
observation is that labials as targets of place-changing palatalization processes 
(Types II and III) are exceedingly rare, compared to coronals and dorsals. The 
only examples of labial p.l.a.ce-d1anging palatalization (with stops as targets) in 
the sample are Southern Bantu languages (see (6)) and Moldova Romanian (e.g. 
[plop) 'poplar tree', [ploc] /plop-i/ (PLURAL); [drob] 'block (of salt)', [droJ] /drob-i/ 
(PLURAL); Batenlan 2007). Among the other nvo place categories, coronals as targets 
tend to occur overall n1ore frequently than dorsals. Notably, the 1nost conunon 
palatalization process is a change of alveolars to palato-alveolars (Type Ilb ), 
attested in nine language families and 14 genera. Further examination of the cases 
(Table 71.2) sho\'\1s that in a given language, coronals and dorsals can be targeted 

3 As an example, Type Jlb coronal palatalization in Engli sh (1) and Russian (4b) represents a single 
case of palatalization at the level of family (lndo-European), and two wpar.1te caws at the level of 
gei1us (Gern1anic a11d Slavic). Tltis alJo\vs for an estin1ation of cross-lingt1istic frequency that is relatively 
co.1.'lservati\1e and less biased towaxd certaU1 langua,ge families or genera. For. expository .l'.'easons, 
"common" changes are defined as occurring in at least three or n1ore families, and "rare" changes 
occ•u in one or two families. The study uses the language classification from Haspelmath et al. (2005). 
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Table 71.2 Targets of palatalization and their 
relative frequency in \Vorld languages 

Target cmrsonnnts 

coronal only 

dorsal only 

labial only 

coronal and dorsal 

coronal and labial 

dorsal and labial 

coronal, dorsal, and labial 

Occ11rre11ce 

con1mon [13, 16J 

common [4, 6J 

absent (0, OJ 

common [3, SJ 

rare (1, l ] 

absent (0, O] 

common [ 6, 9J 

by palatalization independently or together, \vhile labials are targeted only when 
coronals (and dorsals) are targeted too (but see (6)). This suggests implicational 
relations an1ong targets of palatalization, '"ith place-changing palatalization of 
labials implying palatalization of coronals and dorsals (cf. Chen l.973; Foley 1977; 
Bhat 1978). The results of the survey are also indicative of a greater propensity 
of coronals to palatalization, compared to dorsals. This is consistent '"ith some 
previous studies (cf. Bateman 2007), \.vhile in part contradicting those based on 
n1ore )united language san1ples or nuxed synchronic/diachronic data (Chen 1973; 
Foley 1977; see §3.2). 

Turning to triggers of palatalization, Table 71.3 shO\VS that these include front 
vocoids (vo,.vels and glides) that differ in height and high vocoids that differ in 
backness. Non-high back vowels do not trigger palatalization. Among all the 
triggers, high front /i/ and /j/ are the most likely triggers, follo\ved at a con
siderable dist.u1ce by mid front vowels. Recall that these are the triggers iI1 all 
examples shown above (leaving aside the more opaque Bantu cases). Examples 
of the rare types of palatalization triggered by front low VO\vels or high back vocoids 
include Slovak ( [vnuiifa] /vnu:k-ze/ 'grandson-DIM'; Hume 1992) and Lo1nongo 
([konc!;\va] /kond-wa/ 'cover with sand-PASS'; Kenstowicz and Kisseberth 1977). 
It is important to note that in a given language, lo'" and mid front vowels 

Table 71.3 Triggers of palatalization and their re lative frequency in world languages 

Trigger 
Backness 

front only 
front only 
front only 
front only 
front and back 
back only 
back 

Height 

high only 
high and mid 
high, mid, and low 
mid/low 
high only 
high only 
n1id/lO\\' 

i/j 
i/j, e/ E 

i/j, e/e, re 
e/e/re 
i/j, i/u/w 
i/U/\\' 
a/a/0/3 

Occurrence 

common (17, 24J 
common (4, SJ 
rare [l, 1) 
absent (0, OJ 
rare [l, l ]  
absent (0, OJ 
absent (0, OJ 
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apparently only trigger palatalization if high front vo"rels trigger it too.• Similarly, 
non-front high vocoids are triggers when front high vocoids are also triggers. These 
observations are indicative of in1plicational relations between VO\\•el height/ 
frontness and the ability to trigger palatalization (cf. Chen 1973; Foley 1977; Bateman 
2007). Further, there are some interesting dependencies behveen triggers and 
targets. Coronals tend to be targeted by high vocoids, and especially by /j/, 'vhile 
dorsals are almost exclusively targeted by /i/ and other front vo"tels (see Bhat 
1978: 52-56 for details). 

In terms of directionality, palatalization processes can be regressive (right-to
left) or progressive (left-to-right). Both types are quite conunon, "'ith regressive 
palatalization attested in eight families and sixteen genera, and progressive 
palatalization in nine fan1ilies and nine genera (mainly in the An1ericas). So1ne 
languages shovt both types, although in different morphological/phonological 
contexts, as, for example, Chi1nalapa Zoque (7a) (Kensto,.vicz and Kisseberth 
1977). The overwhelming majority of pala talization processes are local, triggered 
by immediately adjacent vocoids. In a few cases, ho,vever, palatalization can apply 
across a consonant, as in Barro'v Inupiaq (7b) (Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1994), 
or across one or n1ore syllables as in Harari (7c) (Rose 1997; cf. S\.vati in (6)). 

(7) a. Chimalapa Zoque 
titfi /tits-ii 
kuj If ets-pa /kuj !sets-pa/ 

b. Barrow lnupinq 
is:ixsuq /isiq-tuq/ 
isiRAuni /isiq-luni/ 

c. Harari 
kitf abi 

2.3 Summary 

/kitab-i/ 

'dry' 
'is carving 'vood' 

cf. tits-pa 
tsets-pa 

'be sn1oky (3SG INT)' 
(3SG IRREALIS) 

'is drying' 
'is carving' 

'write! (2SG FEM)' cf. kitab (2sG MASC) 

Our examination of particular cases and cross-linguistic patterns of palatalization 
processes reveals a nun1ber of asymmetr ies involving targets, triggers, and outputs. 
So1ne of the key observations are restated in (8). First, certain places of articu
lation are bette.r targets of palatalization than others (&<). Among the three places, 
the key difference is behveen coronals and dorsals on one hand and labials on 
the other. Another important difference is beh.veen coronals and non-coronals. 
Second, certain vo,vels/glides are better triggers of palatalization than others (8b). 
In particular, front vo,vels are considerably better triggers than non-front vo,.vels, 
and among the forro.er class, high vO\\rels are the best triggers, and lo'v vo,vels 
the worst. Third, there are important dependencies between the vo"'el height (and 
syllabicity) of triggers and the place of targets (8c). Fourth, outputs of palataliza
tion are either palatalized consonants or coronals; a1nong the latter, posterior 
coronals and/or sibilants are the preferred outputs (8d). In addition, all but a fe\v 
cases of palatalization are local, triggered by immediately preceding or foliO\\'
ing vocoids. 

'1 Bllat (1978) n1entions some cases \vl1ere mid front \rowels palatalize velars to the exclusion of higl1 
front vowels. None of these cases, ho\vever_, appears to in\1olve alternations. 
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(8) f\1ain typological gi>neralizations about palatalization 
(">" = "better than, 1nore likely than") 

a. Target place asymmetry (place-changing palatalization) 
i. coronal, dorsal > labial 
ii. coronal > dorsal, labial 

b. Trigger llS1J111metry 
i .  (high) front > high central /back 
ii. high front > mid front > lo"' front 

c. Trigger-target dependencies 
i. front vo"rels and dorsals 
ii. high vocoids (especially /j/) and coronals 

d. Output asymmetries 
i. posterior > anterior 
ii. sibilant > non-sibilant 

It should be noted that as a type of consonant-vo,vel interaction, palatalization 
is somewhat unique (see CHAPTER 75: CONSONANT-VOWEL PLACE PEATURE INTER
ACTIONS). Although other consonant-to-vo,vel assimilation processes con1monly 
result in consonants '"'ith secondary vowel articulations (t � t" I _  u), they hardly 
ever exhibit synchronic shifts in primary place of articulation (t � p or k I _ u) 
(d. N i  Chiosain and Padgett 1993). If such alternations are indeed observed, 
they appear to imply palatalization alternations, as in Ikalanga, 'vhere vowels 
(through gliding) trigger both place-changing velarization and palatalization (9) 
(Mathan8'vane 1996). In addition, unlike palatalization, hardly any other vowel
consonant interactions affect conso.nant manner .fea.tu.res, in a \vay that, for example, 
produces sibilant affricates or fricatives from stops. Equally implausible are the 
processes that would produce the reverse effect of place-changing palatalization, 

for example, converting sibilant coronals to coronal or non-coronal stops (If � t 
or k). All this underscores the seemingly unique place of palatalization in the typo
logy of consonant-vowel interactions, and its highly asymmetric nature. 

(9) plain di111inu.hve 

a. , , JlnO Jii)"ana /3ino-ana/ 'tooth' 
fa mu falJ' .. 'clna /famu-ana/ 'la.sh' 

b. bani ba)lana /bani-ana/ 'forest' 
seme seJlana /seme-ana/ 'basket' 

What makes pal.ataliza.tion so special? Why are soro.e patterns of pala talization 
cross-linguistically more common, "'hile other patterns are rare or unattested? It 
has long been known that the naturalness of many palatalization processes has 
its roots in phonetics - articulation and perception. As Hyman (1975: 171) noted 
in his discussion of velar palatalization, grad ient fronting of a [k] before [i] is a. 
phonetic process that is universal, shared by all languages. The two articulatory 
gestures - the tongue body backing for [k) and the tongue body fronting for [i) 
- simply cannot be co-produced "'ithout this co-articulatory adjustment. In this 
sense, the process is auton1atic, part of the "universal phonetics" (although the 
degree of velar fronting can be language-particular). Further, fronted velars or 
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palatals tend to be produced with greater frication at the release, "'hich makes 
them acoustically more sunilar to palato-alveolar affricates. Given this acoustic 
sunilarity, the former are often auditorily confused with the latter (but not the 
reverse), resulting in conunon historical shifts of velars to palato-alveolars (Guion 
1996). The change [k) � [\f] before [i) is therefore motivated by both articulation 
and perception. Similar articulatory, and possibly perceptual, reasons underlie the 
change of [t] � [\fl before [j] or [i] -presumably arising due to overlap of the tongue 
tip and tongue body gestures, producing a 1nore retracted la1nu1al constriction 
\vith a turbulent sibilant-like release (Zsiga 1993). In contrast, the articulation of 
[p] before [j) or [i) presents no articulatory difficulties, as the hvo gestures - the 
lips and the tongue body - are physically uncoupled and therefore can be freely 
co-produced. Despite some frication at the release, [pi] is still quite acoustically 
different fron1 [\f) and is thus less likely to be confused \Vith the former. This sug
gests that unlike dorsal and coronal palatalization, labial palatalization is phonetically 
much less plausible, and therefore phonologically Jess natural. Indeed, compar
ative historical evidence suggests that cases of labial palatalization have arisen 
through "telescoping" - a series of historical changes involving glide strength
enu1g and cluster simplification (Hyman 1975; Baten1an 2007). In fact, different 
stages of these developments are often reflected m closely related languages or 
dialects, as the case 'vith Ts,vana and Moldova Romanian (10) (Udler 1976; Kotze 
and Zerbian 2008). Finally, the lack of phonetic motivation can explain some of the 
asymmetries i11 triggers of palatalization (e.g. high front vocoids vs. low and back) 
and the unnaturalness of changes reverse to palatalization (e.g. [\fl � [t) or [k J ). 

(10) a. Tswana f( W -gay a /-gap-wa/ 
Northern Sotho 
-gap fa 

b. Moldova Romanian dialects 
Standard Northen1 Bukovina. 
ar1c I arip-i/ anpc 

Lobedu 
-habja 'request (PASS)' 

Chem.ovcy 
aripi 'wing (PL)' 

While the diachronic phonetic sources of palatalization have rarely been debated, 
most phonologists "'ould agree that at least some of the common patterns and 
important asymmetries m palatalization ID (9) (or any phonological process) 
require synchronic explanation (but see §6). Further, regardless of historical 
changes, it is commonly agreed that synchronic grammars should have '"'ays of 
modeling palatalization alternations (as in English or Russian) or allophonic 
variation (as in Nupe). Yet the question of how to represent the process syn
chronically while capturmg relevant significant generalizations has proven to be 
difficult, if not impossible. It is reolarkable that almost 40 years after the first 
generative account of English velar palatalization ID Chomsky and Halle (1968), 
Halle (2005: 23) concedes that "to this time there has been no proper account of 
palatalization that would relate it to the other properties of language, i11 particular, 
to the fact that it is found n1ost co1nn1only before front vo,vels." This is despite 
the fa.ct tha.t palatalization has received extensive treatment iI1 early generative 
phonology, autosegmental phonology, and more recently Optimality Theory. 
The goal of this chapter is to review some of the mfluential theoretical treatments 
of palatalization as a synchronic process, '"'hile focusIDg particularly on distinctive 
features and feature geometry representations as ways of capturIDg the naturalness 
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of common palatalization processes. As we 'vill see, some of the problems 
encountered by formal models of palatalization can be attributed to the complexity 
of the pheno1nenon; other difficulties, ho'"ever, seemingly sten1 from the reliance 
on a universally fixed, closed set of rigid, iuudimensional representations. We '"'ill 
also examine other formal '''ays of capturing relevant generalizations using con
straints and constraint hierarchies or more phonetically detailed representations 
in Optimality Theory, and conclude 'vith a brief review of some recent alternative 
proposals that challenge traditional generative assu1nptions. 

3 Palatalization in early generative phonology 

3.1 Distinctive features and marking conventions of SPE 

One possible "'ay of capturing the naturalness of phonological processes is through 
stating natural classes of segn1ents involved (as triggers, targets, and outputs), using 
distinctive features (CHAl'TER 17: DISTINCTIVE FEATURES). The concept of natural 
classes encoded by a universal set of features has been an io1portant part of gen
erative phonology since Chomsky and HaUe (1968; SPE). The distinctive fea.tures 
in SPE '"ere exclusively articulatorily based (unlike the auditorily based features 
of Jakobson et al. 1952). One proposal that has important theoretical consequences 
for our discussion is the use of features [+high], [+back], and [+Jo,"] for both vo,vels 
and consonants. Among the latter, these features are used as "a natural manner 
to chara.cterize su.bsidiary consonant articitlations such as palatalization, velarization, 
and pharyngealization" (SPE: 305), \Vhich are defined as [-back, -101,1 ], [+back, 
-low], and [+back, +lo1v], respectively. This proposal 1vas intended to capture the 
fact that secondary articulations tend to occur before vowels of the sa1ne quali
ties, for exa1nple, palatalized consonants before front vo'"els (cf. Nupe (5)). The 
feature specification thus aJJo,"ed one to state these restrictions as "an obviou.s 
case of regressive assimilation" (SPE: 308). In addition, the proposal captured a 

cross-linguistic observation that the three types of secondary articulations are mutu
ally exclusive, since, for example, palatalized consonants cannot be simultaneously 
velarized or pharyngealized. These feature specifications also helped in the 
formulation of typical vowel raising and fronting changes in the environment 
of palatalized consonants as a simple case of assimilation. An example from 
Russian is sho1vn in (lla), where underlying vo,vels /e/ and /a/ shift to [i] when 
occurring after a palatalized consonant in an unstressed syllable (Kenstowicz and 
Kisseberth 1979). An SPE-style rule caphuing the process is stated in (llb). 

(11) a. 1st plural 1st singula.r 
'piifi.In pii'fu 'write' 
'mie\fim mii '\f u 'thro,v' 
•vla3im vii'3u 'bind' 
'mafim n1a'fu 'wave' 

b. [+sylL -high] � [+high, -back] I [-syll, +high, -back] _ 

Note that in this respect the SPE feature system is a step forward compared to 
Jakobson et al.'s (1952) system, 'vhere consonants 'vith secondary articulations 
and corresponding vo,vels did not share the san1e feature values. For exan1ple, 
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palatalized consonants were specified for [+sharp] (and [+grave] or [-grave]), \Vhile 
(high) front vowels \Vere [-sharp] and [-grave]. 

The SPE specification for [+high, -back] was not limited to high front vo'"els 
and palatalized consonants, but also extended to palatals and postalveolars. This 
is important, because it naturally grouped together common triggers and outputs 
of palatalization processes (Types I and II). The feature system, however, treated 
palatals as non-coronals and grouped them '"ith velars: both are [-coronal, 
-anterior, +high] and differ in [+back]. Notably, palatalized velars \Vere not dis
tinguished fro1n palatals (both are [-coronal, -anterior, +high, -back]). These two 
specifications created certain problems. First, Type I (secondary) palatalization "'as 
represented as t'"0 different featural processes: a change from [-high] to [+high] 
(raising) for coronals and labials (\vhich are [+coronal, +anterior, -high, -back]), 
and a change from [+back] to [-back] (fronting) for velars. This also predicted -partly 
incorrectly - that palatalization of velars should be triggered by front vo\vels only 
(regardless of height), whiJe secondary palatalization of coronals and labials 
should be triggered by high vo,vels only (regardless of frontness/backness). 

Another seemingly non-trivial problem is revealed by the treatment of place
changi.ng palatalization processes (Types II and Ill). Consider the rules proposed 
to account for English coronal palatalization (12a) and velar softening (12b) (see 
(1) and (2)). As Chomsky and Halle note (SPE: 424), palatalization is an intrinsic
ally assimilatory process. Nothing in the rules below, however, captures its assimi
latory nature. In fact, specifications of triggers and outputs in each of the rules 
do not share a single feature. 

(l2) a. [-son] [-ant ] [-back] [-cons ] 
+cor � -strid /_ ;��

s 
-stress 

b. [-��
�
1t ] 

� 
[:�:

d 
] 

/ _ 
[=�:�] 

<-voice> <+ant> -cons 

Ackno,vledging this and other problems arising from the excessively permissive 
rule notation mechanism as a "funda1nental theoretical inadequacy" (SPE: 400), 
Chon1sky and Halle propose to supplement rules and feature specification with 
a substa.ntive component - a theory of markedness consisting of a list of "mark
ing conventions." They illustrate the application of these conventions in rules rep
resenting historical palatalization processes in Slavic. The so-called "first velar 
palatalization" in Slavic (Type Ila; [k g x] � [If <!l f]) can be stated as a "simple 
assimilation rule" (SPE: 400) by which velars ([-anterior)) acquire the [-back) value 
from foUO\ving front vov1els (13a). The change of stops to strident coronal 
affricates and fricatives ([+coronal, +delayed release, +strident]) is not an assimi
latory effect, but is due to an application of relevant marking conventions (13b). 
According to these conventions, a postalveolar affricate [If] is less marked than a 
palatal stop [c] or a palato-alveolar stop [t], and therefore "when velar obstruents 
are fronted, it is si.n1pler for them also to become strident palato-alveolars with 
delayed release" (SPE: 423). Thus, the unmarked value of the feature [coronal] 
([11coronal]) for [-back, -anterior] consonants is [+coronal], and the unmarked 
values for the other l\vo features of posterior coronals are [+delayed release] 
and [+strident] (CHAPTER 12: CORONALS; CHAPTER 22: CONSONANTAL PLACE OF 
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ARTICULATION). Similar assimilation rules and marking conventions '''ere proposed 
for the Slavic "second velar palatalization" and language-specific realizations of 
"dental palatalization" (Types Ila, IIb, and IIIb). 

(13) a. (-ant] � [-back, +cor, +de! rel, +strid) /_ [-cons, -back] 
b. [ucor] � [+cor) I [_, -back, -ant] 

[udel rel] � [+de! rel] I [_, -ant, +cor] 
[ustrident) � [+strident] I (_, +de! rel, +cor) 

The combined use of rules and marking conventions made it possible to formulate 
palatalization as an assimilatory process. Yet it remains unclear \vhen marking 
conventions should be invoked in general, and there are questions about the 
appropriateness of son1e of the conventions for particular cases of palatalization. 
For exan1ple, while it is true that postalveolar affricates are less marked (at least 
less cross-linguistically common) than palatal or postalveolar stops, the same is 
true, even more so, about the unmarked status of alveolar or labial stops (both 
[-anterior, -back]) - the segn1ents that are never produced by palatalization. 
Further, the account views all place-changing palatalization processes as consist
ing of tv.10 consecutive stages - the fronting or secondary palatalization followed 
by simplification (e.g. [k) � [c) � [If); [t) � [ti] � [If)). \-Vhile these stages may 
correctly recapitulate the historical development of some palatalization processes 
(as in Slavic), it can be argued that they are simply unnecessary as statements of 
the synchronic rules of a language. 

3.2 Naturalness and phonological rules 
Questions about alternative "'ays of constraining the excessively powerful rule 
machinery of SPE \Vere central to the theoretical debate in the late 1960s and the 
1970s (see Hyn1an 1975 for a revie\v). Why, for exan1ple, is the palatalization rule 
in (l4a) cross-linguistica.Uy comn1on and natura l, while the exact reverse of it (14.b) 
is highly unlikely and unnatural? From the point of vie"' of computational sim
plicity, both rules are equally simple, involving the same number of features. The 
fact that the formal theory had no way of distinguishing between nahual and unnat
ural rules \Vas seen by some phonologists as highly problematic. In response to 
this, Schachte.r (1969) proposed to encode naturalness directly into phonologica l 
rules, introducing the feature specification n., marking feature values that are 
"natural" for a given process. Given this, the rule of velar palatalization can be 
re\vritten as (14c), stating that the natural value of the feature (+back] before front 
vowels is (-back]. Features 1narked as natural are not counted by the rule si.Inpli
city metric, tht.lS rendering the rule in (14c) less "costly" than the rule in (14.b). 
Taking this idea further, Chen (1973) proposed to formalize the target place and 
trigger height asymmetries of palatalization (Sa) and (Sb.ii) as part of special meta
rules - language-specific rules supplemented \Vith tuliversal constraiI1t statements. 
For exa1nple, his meta-rule in (14d) states that consonants becon1e palatalized before 
front vo,vels ((l back) = (i, e, rel), ho,vever, "'ith ce.rtaiI1 ia1pl icational relations: 
(i) if a consonant of a given point m along the backness scale undergoes palatal
ization, so does the consonant higher on the scale (i.e. [p] implies [t] and [k], and 
[t] iinplies [k]; cf. (Sa), but see (Sb)); (ii) if a consonant undergoes palatalization 
by a vo,vel of a given poiI1t n of the height scale, it also does so before any vowel 
higher on that scale (i.e. (re) implies (e) and [i], and [e) implies (i); cf. (Sb.ii)). 
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In a related proposal, Foley (1977) formulated "synchronic truth statements" -
implicational relations among triggers and targets of palatalization -and provided 
detailed calculations of relative probability of palatalization depending on the tar
get place and trigger height (a111ong other factors), as shown in (14e). 

(14) a. C[+back] � [-back] I _ V[-back] 
b. C[-back] � [+back] I _ V[+back] 
c. C[+back] � [nback] I _  V[-back] 

(k � tf I _ (i, e, rel) 
(tf � k /_ (u o al) 

d. C[aback) � palatalized I V(lback, f3high] 
language-universal constraints: a � m, f3 � n, where 
C backness scale: 1 [p], 2 [t], 3 [k]; V backness scale: 1 [i e re], 2 [u o n]; 
V height scale: 1 [re], 2 [e], 3 [i] 

e. Relative probability scale of palatalization 
kj > ki, tj > ke, ti, pj > kre, te, pi > tee, pe > pre 

These proposals, despite some empirical inadequacies, are interesting as the first 
relatively systen1atic atten1pts to directly incorporate substantive factors into the 
formal con1putational n1echanisrn. The use of phonetic naturalness as a forn1al 
phonological criterion, however, did not receive 111uch support in 111ainstrearn gen
erative phonology at the time, as it 'vas difficult to reconcile "'ith the fact that 
languages allO"' both natural and unnatural rules, seemingly \Vithout preference 
for the former. If naturalness considerations were part of the grammar, \vhy \vould 
some languages maintain such phonetically in1plausible rules as labial palatal
ization (cf. Hyn1an 1975 on the Bantu rule [p] � (s] I _  [i])? 

4 Feature geometry 

Ne'"' \vays of constraining the application of phonological rules \vere brought by 
the frame,vork of feature geometry (Clements 1985; Sagey 1986; among ot11ers; 
see also CHAPTER 27: TF!E ORGANIZATION OF FEATURES). More elaborate, geometric
ally organized autosegmental featural representations \vere expected to delimit 
the typology of phonological rules, distinguishing between possible, nahrral and 
impossible, unnatural processes. Within feahrre geometry, it is useful to distin
gt1ish two main approaches to pa.latalization. Both view palatalization as an 
assimilatory phenomenon, but differ in the feature specification of the main 
triggers of the process - front vocoids. The first approach treats front vocoids as 
[dorsal], essentially following the SPE tradition. The second approach specifies 
front VO\·vels as [coronal], in an atten1pt to state son1e of the generalizations missed 
by the S.PE-style featu.ral accotmts. Palatalization is thus n1odeled as either spread
ing [dorsal] or spreading [coronal]. 

4.1 Palatalization as spreading [dorsal] 

One key proposal. of this approach, initially developed in Sagey's dissertation (1986), 
is that vowels, glides, dorsal consonants, and secondary articulations like palatal
ization and velarization are characterized by the [dorsal] node with features (+high, 
+back, +low]. In contrast to SPE, labials and coronals are not specified for these 
feahrres, but are characterized by [labial] and [coronal] nodes respectively. The 
feature [anterior] in the new approach is limited to coronals only, being specified 
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under the [coronal] node. Palatalized consonants in this system are vieived as 
complex segments 'vith ten1porally unordered primary [labial] or [coronal] nodes 
and the secondary [dorsal] node specified for [+high, -back] (•vith "designated 
articulators" - primary nodes - marked diacritically ivith a pointer from the 
Root node): 

(15) Root x ---.... 

Place 

[dorsal] 

[+h.igh][-back] 

[labial] or [coronal) 

As in SPE, this system does not allow for palatalized velars distinct from palatals: 
both are designated as [ki], [gi], etc. and represented as simple segments having 
Place[dorsal[+high, -back]]. 

Given these feature specifications, palatalization processes are treated as 
spreading [+high, -back], either with or without the [dorsal] node. Sagey presents 
data fron1 Zoque to illustrate the application of palatalization. As sho•vn in (16), 
pa.latal glide /j/ triggers palatalization of foJJo,"ing consonants by adding a sec
ondary palatal articulation to labials and velars, and changing anterior coronals 
to posterior coronals ([t] = a  [-anterior] alveolo-palatal stop). 

(16) a. /j-pata/ piata 'his mat' 
b. /j-kama/ kiama 'his cornfield' 
c. /j-tatah/ tatah 'his fa th er' 

/j-tsAhku/ !fahku 'he did it' 

Sagey analyzes palatalization as spreading [-back] from the preceding /j/ to all 
places (together •vith [dorsal] for labials and coronals), with a subsequent dele
tion of the glide. This analysis is illustrated for labials in (17). Spreading (-back) 
produces the required results for labials and dorsals, but not for coronals. For the 
latter, the addition of [dorsal[-back]] to [coronal[+anterior]] results in palatalized 
alveolars instead of the expected posterior coronals. vVhat is necessary here, 
Sagey argues, is an additional process that would silnplify the co1nplex coronal 
structure Place[coronal(+anterior)J*[dorsal(-back]) to a posterior articu.lation, 
[coronal[-anterior]]. She refers to this process as "fusion," by •Nhich coronal and 
dorsal nodes are fused to produce a simple posterior coronal. 

(17) a. /j/ /p/ b. [j l [pi] 

Place Place 

[dors.,11] [dorsal) 
[labial] [labial] 

... 
(-back] [-bac.k) 
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In sum, while the model provides a relatively simple and intuitively appealing 
account of secondary palatalization, its treatment of place-changing coronal 
palatalization as a tvvo-stage process is arguably problen1atic for the san1e 
reasons as the SPE solution. Even n1ore problematic, critics would argue, is the 
analysis of place-changing velar palatalization (Types Ila and Ilb) (cf. Lahiri 
and Evers 1991; Hume 1992). Such an analysis is not 'vorked out by Sagey, but 
would presu1nably involve a subsequent change of palatalized velars/palatals 
(Place[dorsal[-back]]) to posterior coronals (Place[coronal[-anterior )]). This, hovv
ever, cannot be motivated by structural complexity, as palatalized velars (or 
palatals) are assumed to be simple articulations. Given this, fusion is not an option. 
Nor is it clear "'hy this "simplification" should result in a posterior coronal, as 
opposed, for example, to an anterior coronal or a labial. Further, the model remains 
silent about the role of sibilancy in outputs of palatalization, and does not predict 
palatalization to anterior coronals (Type III) as a possible option. 

Despite these and other limitations (see Kenstowicz 1994.), the approach to palatal
ization as spreading [dorsal] has been relatively successful 'vhen dealing 'vith 
contrastive palatalization, particularly with systems having both palatalized 
and velarized consonants. For exa1nple, both in Irish and in Russian consonants 
in clusters assimilate to following consonants in secondary palatalization or 
velarization, and vovvels get fronted or backed by adjacent palatalized and velar
ized consonants. These facts can be easily stated as spreading the [dorsal] node 
'vith either [-back] or [+back] (Ni Chiosain 1991; Rubach 2000). The use of the 
binary feature [+back] is also useful vvhen it con1es to stating morphological 
"excl1ange rules'' - reversing palatality of consonants ((aback] � [-aback]) to mark 
certain morphological categories, as in Kildin Saami and Scots Gaelic (18) (Kert 
1971; MacAulay 1992). 

(18) a. kcbb 'illness (NOM SG)' k€bibi€ (DAT /ILLAT SG) 
kobibi 'pit (NOM SG)' kobba (DAT /IL LAT SG) 

b. 111a :! 'rent (NOJ\l SG)' ma:Ji (GEN SG/NOT>I PL) 
ah;;irl 'father (NOM SG)' ahar (GEN SG/NOM PL) 

4.2 Palatalization as spreading [coronal] 

The approach to palatalization as spreading (coronal) vvas advanced to remedy 
some of the inadequacies of the [dorsal] spreading model. It develops the ori
ginal insight of Clements (1976) that palatalization and coronality are related, 
and that front vowels and coronals should forn1 a natural class. While treatments 
of palatalization as spreading [coronal] '"'ere advocated in a nu1nber of works 
(Mester and Ito 1989; Broseknv and Niyondaga.ra 1990; Clements 1991; Lah.iri 
and Evers 1991), the most extensive development of the idea was presented in 
Hume's dissertation (1992). 

Hu1ne's feature geometry model builds on Clements's (1991) proposal to use 
distinct tiers for consonant and vo•vel places, C-Place and V-Place nodes. These 
separate tiers were .introduced for reasons largely independent of modeling 
palatalization - to allo'v for cross-consonantal assimilatory effects (such as vowel 
harmony and umlaut). These structures also made it possible to represent con
sonants "'ith secondary articulation as having both C-Place and V-Place nodes. 
The V-Place node of vo"•els included the features [+coronal] and [+dorsal], with 
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front vowels being [+coronal[-anterior ]]. Height features were represented under 
a separate Stricture node, the property that 'vill be relevant to our ftuther dis
cussion. Unlike the bi.nary V-Place features, C-Place features were assu1ned to be 
primitive: (labial], [coronal], and [dorsal). The [+anterior] under the [coronal] nodes 
re ferred to dentals and alveolars (as in Sagey's frarnev•ork), "'hile (-anterior] referred 
to various posterior coronal articulations, crucially including pa latals. Despite some 
fonnal inconsistency in the use of binary and primitive features, the model allows 
for representing front vo,vels, coronal consonants, and palatalized consonants as 
a natural class - all sharing [coronal], specified either at the V-Place or C-Place. 
This is clearly a considerable advance in the theoretical modeling of palatalization, 
as both secondary palatalization (Type I) and place-changing palatalization 
(Types Ila and Ilb) can be stated as assin1ilatory processes, virtually involving a 
single step. According to this analysis, secondary palatalization is triggered by 
spreading V-Place[coronal(-anterior]] from a front vo\vel or glide to the consonant. 
Jn the case of place-changing palataHzation, this spreading is accompanied by delink
ing the original C-Place and promoting V-Place to the position of the former. 
Changes in other features, such as stridency or continuancy, are not considered 
to be part of the assimilation process per se, being specified as a rule parameter 
(the "constriction status change"). Hiune's analysis of the hvo general processes 
is illustrated in (19). 

(19) a. Constriction. status di.ange: No 

c v 

I 
C-Pl C-Pl 

� I 
(F] (V-PI) \I-Pl 

.. J ... � . .. -. [ cor ] 
-ant 

b. Constriction status change: Yes 

c v 

I I 
C-Pl C-Pl 

/'·,,,_ I ' . 

(F) ' . V-PI 
. 

·--.. J [ cor ] 
-ant 

The key insight of the [coronaJ] spreading approach is that secondary palatalization 
and place-changing palatalization (also kno"'n as "coronalization" with non
coronal targets) are essentially the san1e general process. Hume notes that both 
are cross-linguistically common, and in fact may optionally apply under the same 
phonological conditions in a given language, as in Acadian French (20). 

(20) a. ki - kli - tfi ''vho' cf. [ka) 'case', [kut] 'cost', [kote] 'side' 
kc - kli: - lfc 'quay' 

b. tjed - tied - tfed /tied/ 'lukewarm' cf. [dyp] 'dupe', [typ] 'type' 

While these data nicely illustrate the similarity bet"'een secondary pal.a talizati.on 
and place-changing palatalization, they also highlight some problems \vith the 
model. The triggers of the processes involving dorsals (20a) and coronals (20b) 
ate different: front vo\vels in the first case and [j] in the second case. The target
trigger dependencies (see (Sc)) are therefore not predicted by the 1nodel (cf. 
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Kensto"ricz 1994). While the same is true for Sagey's and Chomsky and Halle's 
models, Hume's n1odel has a structural limitation - stricture features are 
assumed to be independent of place features, and therefore state1nents of such 
dependencies are not possible. In fact, the model predicts that vowel height is 
not a factor in the process and any front vocoid can equally \Veil palatalize a 
consonant of any place of articulation. \!Vhile correctly capturing the important 
role of front vo,vels in palatalization processes, Hume's model does not allo\v for 
finer-grained frontness/height distinctions and rules out some of the attested 
processes. Among such processes are vowel raising next to palatalized consonants 
(as in Russian (ll)) and a shift of velars to anterior coronals - the phenomena 
that could be relatively straightfor,vardly handled in the SPE approach. 

4.3 Further developments 

Subsequent "'Ork in the framework of feature geometry included attempts to resolve 
some of the problematic aspects of either approach, or to combine the insights of 
both. Lahiri and Evers (1991) propose to revise the [coronal] spreading approach 
by sin1plifyi.ng the t'"'o-ti.er place system and dispensing 'vith the tier promotion 
mechani.s1n used by Clen1ei1ts (1991) and Hume (1992). \!Vhi.le maintaining the treat
ment of place-changing palatalization as due to spreading [Coronal(-anterior ]], 
they analyze secondary palatalization as spreading [+high] (specified under the 
Tongue Position node) - a representationally elegant, yet arguably empirically 
problematic approach (Htune 1992; Jacobs and van de \!Veijer 1992). Calabrese (1993) 
uses alternative feature geometry representations and 1narkedness filters in an 
attempt to address some of the issues Largely overlooked in the Sagey and Hume 
approaches. Among these are the propensity of palatalization to produce sibilant 
affricates and fricatives, and the possibility of anterior coronals as outputs of the 
process. Jacobs and van de Weijer (1992) propose that front vowels are complex 
articulations, having both [coronal] and [dorsal] nodes (cf. Halle 2005). Palataliza
tion may involve spreading on ly dorsal features, as in the case of velar fronting 
([x] � [<;]), or both coronal and dorsal features, as in the case of place-changing 
palatalization of velars. This specification is also intended to characterize the class 
of coronals and dorsals as con1mon targets of palatalization, as opposed to labials. 
While the move to specify front vocoids for both features adds flexibility to ana
lyses of palataJiza.tion, i.ts i.mplications .for analyses o.f other processes, such as vowel 
harmony and consonant harmony, and the interactions of these processes 'vith 
palatalization, still remain to be explored. For example, is the patterning of front 
vo,vels in palatalization (as triggers) consistent 'vith their patterning in backness 
vowel harn1ony (as targets or transparei1t vo\vels)? Do palatalized consonants al\vays 
block ba.ckness harro.ony (as in Turkish: Kensto'"i.cz and Ki.sseberth 1979)? Why 
do front vocoids fail to block coronal consonant harmony in some languages 
(Sanskrit: Calabrese 1993), "'hile triggering it in other languages (Rundi: Broselow 
and Niyondagara 1990)? Finally, none of the above revie"'red approaches seems lo 
address the iinportant question of '"'hY palatalization is special a1nong consonant
vowel interactions - that is, \V hy front vowels systematically displace consonant 
primary place of articulation, "''hile other vo,vels hardly ever do so (cl. Ni Chiosain 
and Padgett 1993). 

To conclude this section, palatalization has played an important role in the 
developn1ent of a feature geometry framework, serving as a testing ground for 
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competing proposals. While the rigidly constrained featural representations com
b ined \Vith a set of simple operations have contributed to a more empirically 
adequate account of cross-linguistic patterns of palatalization, it became dear that 
the same representations have often stood in the '"'ay of further empirical cover
age of the phenomenon (and sometimes created problems for accounts of other 
phenomena). This particularly applies to cases of palatalization that can be considered 
less phonetically natural, such as place-<:hanging processes resulting in anterior 
coronals or involving labial consonants. Ironically, some of the processes that could 
be easily stated in the SPE-style approach (although not ahvays in a natural and 
insightful "'ay) could no longer be stated in the feature geometry approach "'ith
out making some ad hoc stipulations. At the same time, the discrete and binary 
feature geometry representations have also turned out to be incapable of captur
ing finer-grained, presun1ably phonetically 1notivated, scalar phenomena and 
trigger-target dependencies. This subsequently led son1e phonologists to (at least 
partly) revise the traditional vie'v of representations as fixed and universal, 
and to explore ways of capturing cross-linguistic generalizations and variability 
in phonological processes through underspecification (Steriade 1995), contrastive 
specification (Avery and Rice 1989), contrastive feature hierarchies (Dresher 2009), 
or a system of parameterized rules (Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1994); see CHAP
TER 2: CONTRAST; CHAPTER 7: FEATURE SPECIFICATION AND UNDERSPECIFICATION). 

5 Constraints and representations in 
Optimality Theory 

The advent of Optin1ality Theory (OT; Prince and Sn1olensky 1993) brought back 
phonetic substance into phonology, now in the form of violable markedness 
constraints. While feature geometry-style representations and feature spreading 
assumptions have continued to play an i.Jnportant role i.J1 most OT accow1ts of 
palatalization, the task of capturing relevant feature asynunetries \Vas partly rel
egated to constraints and constraint hierarchies. For exan1ple, the labial/non-labial 
target asymmetry could now be formalized as a universally fixed hierarchy of 
constraints prohibiting palatalized labials, dorsals, and coronals (21a) (Chen 
1996; Rose 1997), while the trigger height asymn1etry \vas represented as a fixed 
hierarchy of PALATALIZE (spread \!-Place) constramts indexed for vo,.vel height 
(21b) (Rubach 2003). Meshing these t"'O hierarchies and combining them with 
different rankings of other markedness (e.g. AFFRICATION and POSTERIORITY; 
Rubach 2000) and faithfulness constraints can generate a restrictive factorial 
typology of palatalization patterns (cf. (14)), to some extent approximati.J1g the 
actual typology of palatalization (see §2). However, as the objects of constraint 
manipuJation '"'ere the same inviolable feature geometry representations, some 
of the earlier noted problems persisted into OT analyses. 

(21) a. *[lab]/VPL[cor] >> *(dors]/VPL[cor], *[cor]/VPL[cor] 
b. PAL/j, PAL/i >> PAL/e >> PAL/ce 

One possible solution to these problems \Vas sought in the use of more detailed, 
phonetically realistic representations. Chen (1996), for exan1ple, uses articulatory 
gestures i.J1 conjunction '"ith the traditional feature geo1netry representations to 
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analyze palatalization in Japanese, Polish, and Svvati. All palatalization processes 
are assumed to involve spreading V-Place[coronal] from front vocoids (follovv
ing Hume 1992) and resulting in abstract con1plex segn1ents with a secondary place 
and the original primary place (e.g. [Dorsal)/V-Place[Coronal)). The cross-linguistic 
diversity in outputs of palatalization arises, according to Chen, from language
particular phonetic implementation via articulatory gestures (Brovvman and 
Goldstein 1989). Bateman's (2007) OT analysis of cross-linguistic patterns of 
palataliza ti.on fully replaces the traditional feature geometry representations with 
articulatory gestLires. She models secondary palatalization and place-changing 
palatalization as resulting from two different gestural coordination strategies: 
the coordination of the vo,vel gesture at the release of the consonant gesture or 
at the center of it - producing either consonants with secondary articulation or 
simple articulations of intermediate constriction location and degree, respectively. 
The appeal of both proposals is in the use of independently n1otivated, physically 
concrete representations and a simple mechanism of gestural overlap. Problems 
arise, however, as before, vvith treatments of articulatorily less nattiral cases of 
dorsal and labial place-changing palatalization. In Chen's analysis, velar palatal
ization results in the abstract phonological structure [Dorsal]/V-Place[Coronal], 
vvhich can be phonetically interpreted as [ki], [c], [If), or [ti;], depending on the 
language. Yet it is not clear ho\v this mapping 'vould work in languages with 
more than one velar palatalization process (as Russian (4)). In Bateman's analysis, 
the process [k] � [If] cannot be reasonably analyzed as resulting from gestural 
blending only (which vvould give only [ki] or [c]), and requires additional 
markedness stipulations (cf. Chomsky and Halle 1968 on [c] � [If]). \IVhile Chen 
ana.lyzes labial palataliza.tion in S'vati as a case of phonological neutraliza.tion to 
the default coronal place, this is not an option for the gestures-only frame"'Ork 
of Bateman. As gestural blending is technically impossible between the n1echan
ically uncoupled gestures of the lips and the tongue body, labial palatalization is 
in principle ruled out by the model. Baten1an contends that the fevv attested cases 
of labial-coronal alternations (as in Southern Bantu and l'v!oldova Romanian) can 
be explained diachronically. Yet, arguably, these cases still require a synchronic 
analysis. 

A different approach -exploring phonetically detailed, scalar auditory features 
- is taken by Fle1nming (2002). He analyzes palatalization as a process driven 
primarily by constraints requiring perceptual enhancement of phonological con
trasts (as part of his Dispersion Theory; see CHAPTER 98: SPEECH PERCEPTION AND 
PHONOLOGY). In this analysis, secondary palatalization is an optimizing strategy, 
as it enhances the contrast of the vovvel with other vowels by extending the span 
of its second forn1ant (F2) to the preceding consonant (e.g. Nupe [egie] vs. [ega] 
coo�pared to [ege] vs. [ega]). The change of the fronted velar or pal.atal stop to a 
palato-a!veolar affricate is yet another step in the enhancement of the contrast 
(e.g. [ec!Je] vs. [ega]), by "'hi.ch the duration of frication and its loudness are 
increased, \vhile the contrast vvith the non-palatalized counterpart in F2 ren1ains 
relatively large. Thus, sibilants as outputs of palatalization are fully expected, 
as affrication is part of contrast enhancement: "It is easier to enhance a contrast 
by exaggerating a difference that 'vould be present any"'ay as an articulatory 
side-effect, rather than attempting to reverse the articulatorily n1otivated pattern" 

(2002: 106). The same kind of enhance1nent through affrication is also possible 
for coronals, but is unlikely for palatalized labials, since the production of these 
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does not involve as much frication. \'\lhile the actual implementation of this 
analysis of palatalization is relatively complex, it does capture some important 
generalizations about palatalization processes that have evaded n1any previous 
analyses. The Dispersion Theory approach thus provides an interesting insight 
into ho•v palatalization may arise through auditory enhancement of phonological 
contrasts (cf. Padgett 2001, 2003). It remains to be seen, hov.,ever, how the approach 
can model synchronic alternations, and particularly 1nore complex cases of morpho
phonological palatalization. 

6 Recent alternatives 

Despite the greater flexibility and apparent naturalness provided by violable 
substantive constraints in OT, son1e of the proble1ns \vith the formal modeling of 
palatalization have not been resolved. In part, these difficulties appeared to stem 
from a more fundamental problem - the persistent use of traditional featural rep
resentations (\vith son1e modifications), \vhich were assumed to be inviolable, 
universal, and innate. These assun1ptions about representations \Vere clearly 
in1portant in the development of generative phonology, as the universal set of 
features provided a simple formal tool to state phonologica l rules and to capture 
significant cross-linguistic generalizations about natural classes of segments. Yet 
the basis for these assumptions has hardly been questioned or systematically 
investigated until recently. As Mielke's (2008) survey of phonological processes 
shows, uru1atural classes are \videspread in languages, \vith son1e of them being 
more common than typical natural classes. As traditional feature theories are 
incapable of characterizing many of these classes, the usefulness of maintaining 
the assumptions about feature universality and innateness is in serious doubt. 
Mielke's proposal is that features are not innate but emergent, arising fron1 
language learners' phonetic generalizations (cf. Hayes and Steriade 2004 on OT 
constraints). If features, and phonological representations in general, are indeed 
emergent, this has some wide-ranging implications for phonological theory, 
and for formal modeling of phonological processes. Specifically '" ith respect to 
palatalization, languages may be expected to vary in how they define features 
and natural classes involved in the process, while at the san1e time sho\ving many 
similarities, given the si.milar articulatory and acoustic properties of alternating 
consonants and vo•Nel triggers. One may also expect that featural representations 
are not immutable \vithin a given language, but possibly reflect local generaliza
tions, specific to certain morphological don1ains or lexical strata (as, for example, 
in cases of multiple palatalization processes targeting the same consonants). 
However, these and many other implications for analyses of palatalization have 
not yet been explored. 

Another notable recent development reflects a resurgence of interest in dia
chronic explanation of synchronic phonological patterns. This approach is most 
systematically represented by Blevins's (2004) Evolutionary Phonology, 'vhere 
cross-linguistically cOnl.lnOn, "natural" sound patterns are explained. excl.usive.l.y 
diachronically - as a by-product of recurrent phonetically motivated sound 
changes. Given the "'ell-established phonetic motivation for palatalization in 
co-articulation and auditory nlisperception (see §2.3), synchronic patterns of 
palatalization can be interpreted as arising from soimd changes involving these 
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phonetic factors. As such, these patterns arguably do not require synchronic expla
nation - either structural or substantive (cf. Kochetov 2002 on the phonotactics 
of palatalization contrasts). Taking velar place-changing palatalization as an 
example, the iu1idirectional nature of this change ( [ki) � [lfi], '(tfi] � [ki]) and 
its common result (a postalveolar affricate) has little to do \·v ith phonological 

grammar per se, as it can be attributed to common errors in the perception of 
fronted velars (Guion 1996). The same applies to the asy1nmetry between high 
and non-high front vo\vels as triggers - listeners simply make n1ore errors of the 
type [ki] � [tfi) than [ke) � [lfe]. By the same token, listeners rarely make errors 
like [pi) � [tfi], unless under some specific phonetic conditions (see Ohala 1978) 
- the fact that explains the labial/non-labial asymmetry in palatalization. If 
most or all the cross-linguistic generalizations about palatalization in (8) can be 
accow1ted for by phonetically based so1md changes, the goal of synchronic gram
mar becomes much simpler - to state language-particular generalizations about 
the patterning of segments in alternations or their phonotactic distribution. What 
specific form these language-particular synchronic grammatical generalizations 
"'ould take, however, is not clear, and has not been sufficiently explored by 
the proponents of Evolutionary Phonology. One interesting implication of the 
approacli is that synchronic patterns of pala talization alternations should niirror 
sound changes involving the process. Whether this is true, however, is subject to 
further typological researcli. Another related question is hov,, to reconcile the 
substance-free grammar envisioned by Evolutionary Phonology \vith apparent 
evidence that speakers possess some phonetic knO\\•ledge and see1n to use it to 
make higher-level grammatical generalizations (Hayes and Steriade 2004). An 
i.nteresting relevant case is provided by the cross-linguistically common use 
of palatalization in baby talk and diminutive sound-symbolism - presumably 
reflecting bottom-up generalizations, grammaticalized associations bet\veen the 
phonetics of palatalized consonants and the meaning of smallness and childish
ness (Kochetov and Alderete, forthco1ning). Whether phonetic kno,.vledge plays 
a role in phonological generalizations, and specifically whether phonetic natural
ness considerations are part of the grammar, are important questions that could 
possibly be anS\vered through systematic psycholinguistic experimentation and 
con1puter simulations (see some relevant work by Wilson 2006). The challenge 
for future '"'ork is, therefore, to tease apart synchronic phonological and phonetic 
kno'"ledge of palata]iza.tion and h.istorical influences shaping cross-linguistic 
patterns of palatalization over time. 
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72 Consonant Harmony in 
Child Language 

CLARA c. LEVELT 

1 Introduction 

Consonant harn1ony (CH) in child language production data has attracted a 
great deal of attention in the phonological literature. It has been defined as 
an "assimilation-at-a-distance" process bet"'een consonants (Viliman 1978), in 
'"hich consonants affect other, non-adjacent consonants. The assimilating features 
in child language CH are n1ostly primary place of articulation features, like 
labial and Dorsal, but cases where other features are involved have also been 
observed. Over time, several analyses of this phenomenon have been proposed 
in the literature, the nature of the analysis changing 'vith the theoretical state of 
the art: a phonological rule (Smith 1973), autosegmental spreading (Menn 1978; 
McDonough and JV!yers 1991; Sternberger and Stoel-Gan1ffion 1991; level! 1994), 
a co1u1ectionist account (Berg and Schade 2000), and constraint interaction (Goad 
1997; Pater and Werle 2003; Fikkert and. Levelt 2008). 

Consonant Harmony as such is not a phenomenon specific to child language 
(see CHAPTER 77: LONG-DISTANCE ASSIMILATION OF CONSONANTS). However, the 
nature. of CH in child language differs fron1 that in the languages of the world in 
an in1portant '"'ay: unlike in the world's languages, in child language it appears 
that primary place of articulation feah.u:es can assimilate between non-adjacent 
consonants. This constitutes a challenge for a phonological account, because it 
dearly violates the principle of locality (see e.g. Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1987). 
According to this principle, only segments that are adjacent at some level of 
analysis can interact.1 For primary place of articulation features (CHAPTER 22: 
CONSON8NTAL PLACE OF ARTICULATION) of consonants that are not string-adjacent 
such a level can only be assumed under special circumstances, such as planar 
segregation (McCarthy 1989; see §3 below). Of course, CH in child language would 
violate locality only if a strong form of continuity is assu1ned, i.e. if the phonological 
systen1s of language learners and adults make use of the same units and obey the 
same set of principles. Therefore, as \ve ,.viii see, some accounts of child language 

' For an overview of the different defi.tutions of locality, and the ways in which accot0\ts of CH 
in the \VOrld's languages deal \Vith this principle, see CHAPTER 77: LONC-DISTANCE ASSJ�·llLAT[ON OF 
CONSONANTS. 
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CH refer to a child-language-specific aspect of the developing phonological 
system, 'vhich allo,vs for a local interpretation of the interaction. Alternatively, 
the locality problen1 can be circu1nvented by denying that the data are the result 
of an ass.Unilation-at-a-distance process. Instead, some - mostly child-specific -
form of feature licensing is invoked to account for the data. 

This interesting and sometimes controversial topic \vill be discussed in the 
follo"1ing 'vay. First, in §2 the main similarities and differences behveen CH 
.iJ1 adult language and .iJ1 child language \viii be pointed out. Because in child 
language CH involving pri1nary place of articulation features is the n1ost salient 
and systematic phenomenon, and forms a chaUenge for most phonological 
theories, I "'ill focus on this type of harmony in the remainder of the chapter. 
In §3, different accounts of CH .iJ1 child language will be discussed, focusing on 
the '''ay in •vhich phonological theory has highlighted different - problematic 
- aspects of the pheno1nenon. In §4, a vie"' on CH in child language 'viii be 
presented that sets it apart from CH in adult languages, and it will be dis
cussed how such a child-specific phenomenon can come about during language 
acquisition. §5 concludes this chapter. 

2 Consonant harmony in adult and child language 

The prevalent vie\v on consonant harmony is that it is a widespread phenomenon 
.iJ1 child language, "'hile it is rare .iJ1 the •vorld's languages. This view is not totally 
supported by facts, however. Hansson (2001) describes different types of CH pro
cesses in 127 languages, \vhile descriptions of systematic CH processes in child 
language can be found for only a handful of children (Smith 1973 and Goad 1997 
(Amahl); Cruttenden 1978 (one child); Menn 1978 (Daniel); Berg and Schade 2000 
(Melanie); Levelt 1994 and Fikkert and Levett 2008 (Eva, Robin); Rose 2000 (Clara); 
Pater and Werle 2001, 2003 (Trevor)). Some studies discuss larger groups of children 
(Vihman 1978 (13 children); Sternberger and. Stoel-Gammon 1991 (69 children)). 
However, it is unclear from Sternberger and Stoel-Gammon's study how many of 
these children actually had CH productions or to 'vhat extent the phenomenon 
occurred systen1atically .iJ1 the data. Viliman sh1died CH forms in vocabularies 
that contained between 109 and 372 words. In only four of the 13 children did 
she find a relatively high number of CH produ.ctions, i.e. behveen 18 and 32 per
cent of the productions in the vocabulary studied. Of the remaining nine children, 
three scored around 10 percent and the other six scored bel\veen 1 percent and 
5 percent. In the study, almost half of all the CH forn1s were provided by l\vo of 
the children, An1ahl and Virve. All m all, if •ve base ourselves on facts, i.e. cases 
reported in the literature, then "rare m langtiages of the world" is supported, but 
"\videspread in child language" is less obvious. It is \videspread in the sense that 
an occasional CH form \vill probably sho\v up in the speech of many children. 
Systematic CH patterns, ho\vever, i.e. CH forms that show up predictably for a 
longer period of tin1e, have, up to now, only been described for a handful of clilldren. 

2.1 Features involved in harmony 
Most CH processes, in child and adult language alike, involve place of 
articulation features. In the languages of the world, CH a]"rays concerns secondary 
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place of articulation features. Feature-geometrically speaking, these features are 
usually dependents of the coronal node: [anterior], [distributed], and [strident]. 
CH of features that are dependents of the labial or dorsal node exists too, but is 
very rare. Place of articulation harmony in the '"'orld's languages occurs n1ostly 
behveen consonants that are already very similar: 'vithin a "'Ord, the feature value 
for [anterior] is shared behveen sibilants, or the feature values [anterior] and [dis
tributed] are shared between stops. For a more extensive revie"' see CHAPTER 77: 
LONG-DISTANCE ASSIMlLATlON OF CONSONANTS and Hansson (2001). 

In child language, however, the CH phenomenon that is discussed n1ost often 
concerns primary place of articulation features, specifically Labial and Dorsal. 
The existence of a systematic Coronal harmony process in child language is less 
evident. For one thing, neutralization to a coronal place of articulation, as in Velar 
Fronting, '"'here /k/ is replaced by [t], often occurs as an independent process 
during phonological developn1ent (CHAPTER 12: CORONALS). Utterances with 
multiple coronal consonants are thus often the result of neutralization rather than 
assimilation. Below, in §3.2.2, '''e will see that underspecification of Coronal in the 
lexicon has been invoked to account for the absence of coronal harmony in child 
language. Unlike in adult CH, the consonants involved are not necessarily highly 
similar in other respects: primary place of articulation features are shared between 
any combination of nasa ls, fricatives, and stops. 

Concerning place of articulation, then, the two groups of speakers appear to 
have almost contrasting sets of features that are active in CH: adult speakers only 
sho"' CH involving secondan; place of articulation features, n1ostly dependents 
of Coronal, while children show CH involving primary place of articulation 
features, most commonly Labial and Dorsal. Typical exan1ples of these t"'O types 
of harmony are given in (1). 

(1) Place of articulation hannony 
Adu/ t speakers 
a. Sibilant (anterior] harmony in Ineseilo Chumash 

(Applegate 1972, cited by Hansson 2001) 
/k-su-fojin/ [kfufojin] 'I darken it' 
/s-api-!f"o-it/ (fapi!f'olit] 'I have a stroke of good luck' 

b. Coronal (anterior] harmony in Piiri 
(Andersen 1988, cited by Hansson 2001) 
[de:!] 'skin' [de:nd-a] 'my skin' 
[ti1ol] 'snake' [tuoog-a] 'my snake' 

Child speakers 
c. Dorsal harmony (English) 

(Trevor at 1;5: Compton and Streeter 1977, cited by Pater and Werle 2003) 
dog [g:ig] 
bug (gAg) 
coat [kok] 

d. Labial harmony (Dutch) 
(Robin at 1;10: Level! 1994) 
tafel /tafal/ [pafy] 'table' 
zeep /zep/ [fep] 'soap' 
neef /nef/ [mef] 'cousin' 
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In (la) we observe that t\vO sibilants that underlyingly carry different feature 
values for [anterior] at the surface both sho'v up as [-anterior]. In (lb) the 
feature value for [anterior] of the stop consonant in the sten1 is shared \Vith 
the prenasalized stops in the derived fonns. The examples in (le) from child 
language show Dorsal CH in data from an English-speaking child. Both under
lying Labial and Coronal consonants shO"' up as Dorsal consonants on the 
surface. In (ld) Labial CH is illustrated \Vith examples fro111 a Dutch-speaking 
child. Here \Ve see that the interacting consonants do not .necessarily agree in their 
111anner features. 

Harmony involving other features is quite rare, both in languages of the 
'vorld and in child language. In languages of the world, systematic patterns of 
long-distance assimilation have been attested for laryngeal features, nasality, 
and continuancy. In Hansson's (2001) overview \Ve also find languages that 
show so111e form of liquid harmony. This forn1 of harmony, or rather lateral 
harmony, is the only other type of consonant harmony th.at apparently, occurs in 
a systematic "'ay in the speech of a child, Am.ah), discussed in Smith (1973). 
In Amahl's case a target "'Ord with a combination of an /r I or /j/ and a lateral 
results in a production \Vith t\VO laterals, as illustrated in (2). 

(2) really 
lorry 
yellow 

[Ii:li:] 
[bli) 
[IElau) 

Some less evident forms which have been listed as CH forms, involving other 
features, are given in (3) (from Spanish child language; Vihn1an 1978). 

(3) con1iendo 
llorando 
telefono 

[kabiendo] 
[.nrdard.no) 
[ (pweqn" Ano J 

'eating' 
'crying' 
'telephone' 

nasal is assinlliated to stop 
nasal har111ony 
continuant harmony 

.However, no systen1atic patterns of CH in child language have been described 
that involve these features. For forms like in (3), \vhich are probably just produced 
once, there is no predictable relation between the form of the adult target and the 
resulting production. More exan1ples of occasional CH productions are given in 
(4), from the speech of Jii'i (Czech; Vil1IDan 1978). 

(4) balonek 
jezek 
gram�fon 

[baboinek] 
[3e3ek] 
(gagafo:n] 

'ball' 
'hedgehog' 
'gramophone' 

According to Vihman (1978), forms like these seem analogous to speech errors 
or alliterations in adult speech. Up to no,.v, the reported set of occasional CH 
forms has been so diverse and fra.go1ented that it has been io1possible to come 
up '"ith a comprehensive analysis. 

Since CH in child language involving features other than place of articulation 
features presents such an unclear picture, the re111ainder of the chapter is concerned 
solely \vith prio1ary pl.ace of articulation harn1ony. 
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2.2 Directionality of the process 
Consonant harmony con1es in two varieties in the languages of the world. Most 
comn1only it takes the form of a n1orphe1ne structure constraint (CHAPTER 36: 
MORPHEME STRUCTURE CONSTRAINTS): certain combinations of consonants \Vi.thin 
a stem are allo'''ed, while others are disallowed (Hansson 2001). In these cases, 
determining the direction of assimilation is not always evident, since underlying 
and surface forms are identical with respect to these harmonic consonants. The 
direction can sometin1es be reconstructed fro1n diachronic and cross-linguistic com
parisons, \vh.ich have shown that the default direction of harn1ony is anticipatory, 
i.e. right to left. Furthermore, Hansson (2001) establishes a Palatal Bias effect 
in adult CH. An underlying - or former - alveolar-palatal combination is likely 
to become a palatal-palatal con1bination. The n1orpheme structure constraint can 
be accompanied by a 1norphological harn1ony rule, i.e. a productive harmony 
process. Here, harmony is n1ost conunonly stem-controlled: the consonant of 
an affix \viii carry a certain feature value, depending on the feature value of 
consonants in the stem (CHAPTER 104: ROOT-AFFIX ASYMMETRIES). 

In child language, the CH phenomenon is usually present in the period 
before any productive n1orphology has been developed. We therefore do not find 
CH forms that can be analyzed as being either sten1- or affix-controlled. Rather, 
certain combinations of sounds \Vi.thin a stem appear to be disaUo\ved on the 
surface. In this sense, CH in child language seems to take the form of a morpheme 
structure constraint. Ho,vever, under the assumption that children's underlying 
forms are sunilar to the adult target forn1s, and given that these adult target fonns 
can contain the disallo'"ed combination of sounds, child CH is often assumed 
to be an active process. As in adult CH, the default direction of the process is 
right to left. Instead of the Palatal Bias effect that was found in languages of the 
'"orld, in child language \Ve find a strong Labial or Dorsal Bias effect: if the � 
in a target C,VC2(V) combu1ation is Labial, the C ,  will end up being Labial too, 
or if C2 is Dorsal, C, '"ill be Dorsal. 

2.3 Summary 

What can be concluded from the above con1parison bet\veen adult CH and 
chi.Id CH? Are the phenom.ena similar or different? Hansson (2001.) pulls together 
adult CH, child CH, and speech errors. He states that the underlying source for 
CH must lie in the domau1 of phonological encoding for speech production . 
Both speech errors and CH sho"' a default right-lo-left directionality, and, as in 
adult CH, assirnilatory speech errors are n1ore likely to occur bet\veen segments 
that are already very sio1ilar. According to Hansson, then, CH in langt1ages of 
the world is a phonologized form of speech error. With a little h'1'ist, this could 
also apply to CH ill child language. The occasional forms are speech errors (as 
proposed in Viliman 1978) and u1 some cases a systematic, i.e. phonologized, 
type develops. Accordu1g to Hansson, the difference in place of articulation bias 
between adult CH and child CH is caused by the nature of the sou.nd inventory. 
ln  child language, the sound inventory is much smaller, and minor place of 
articulation features do not yet play a role. This unpoverished inventory also puts 
"similarity between consonants" in a different perspective. Pairs of segments that 
are judged as very different by adult speakers, like /t/ vs. /k/, could be judged 
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as relatively similar by children. This would account for the fact that major place 
harmony is child-language-specific, and is not found in languages of the \\'Orld. 
In this view, then, CH in the \Vorld's languages and CH in child language are 
of the same kind, and the different surface appearance can be attributed to the 
impoverished segment inventory in the developing phonological systems of young 
children. Although this is an elegant perspective, \vhich makes it possible to 
vie'" phonological development as being continuous, by invoking and adhering 
throughout to identical principles and processes, a different account of the child
specificness of the phenomenon will be proposed in §4. Taking into account the 
developing place of articulation structure of young children's entire vocabulary, 
it appears that CH in child language is of a very different nature than CH in the 
'"orld's languages. 

In the ren1ainder of this chapter we will concentrate on consonant harmony 
in child language, starting in §3 belo'v '"ith an overvie\\' of the accounts of CH 
that have been proposed in the literature. 

3 Theoretical approaches to consonant harmony in 
child language 

Several grarrunatical accounts have been presented of child language CH. These 
accounts are in terms of rules, autosegmental representations, activation spreading, 
or constraints. I \Vill pay special attention to the '"ay the account deals with the 
issue of locality: how is the intervening vo\vel dealt '"ith, and 'vhich part of the 
process, if any, is deemed child-language-specific? 

3.1 Consonant harmony as the result of a 
phonological rule 

Sn1ith (1973), ,.vorking in the tradition of SPE (Chon1sky and Halle 1968), presents 
a series of "realisation rules" that derive the consonant harmony forms of his son 
Amahl from "English Standard Pronunciation," i.e. the adult forms. In fact, Smith 
argues that one of the general functions of realization rules is to implement both 
consonant and vo'"el harmony, and he suspects that it is universal in child lan
guage. Of the eight realization rules that have consonant (and vowel) harmony 
as their motivation, the one in (5) results in labial and dorsal harmony: 

(5) [-coronal ] . [-coronal ] [+coronal] -? 
t . /_ [+syllabic] 

t . a.an enor a.an enor 

This rule irlitially applied systematically before velars, but \\7as optional if a = +, 
i.e. before labials. The intervening vo\vel, i.e. the [+syllabic] element in the rule, 
does not play any role and is not considered to be an obstacle to the process. The 
ruJ.e undergoes a couple of changes over tin1e, capturing the fact that fewer and 
fe,"er coronal segments are affected. As a first change, for example, the rule split 
into t\vo parts, operating in the original '"ay in case of [-anterior], but applying 
only to nasals and continuants \\rhen [+anterior). In its different forms, the rule 
is operative in Amalu's syste1n from stage (1), \vhen the data collection started 
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at 2 years and 60 days, until stage (14), \Vhen Amahl was 2 years and 247 days. 
The rule can be considered child-language-specific, in that it disappears from 
Arnahl's systen1 over tin1e. However, according to Sn1ith, it is a genuine phono
logical rule in the sense that the formal properties of the realization rules are the 
same as those of phonological rules in mature grammars. 

3.2 Consonant harmony in the autosegmental 
framework 

3.2.1 Output ternplates 
The first account in an autosegmental frame\vork (CHAPTER 14: AUTOSEG1'1ENTS) 
is presented by Menn (1978). She views CH as one of the child's strategies to 
con1ply \vith a general constraint on his or her output structure. The proposed, 
child-language-specific, output constraint is termed a "consonant har1nony con
straint" and states that consonants within a word should be of one place type. 
There are different •Nays to comply with this constraint. If an adult target \vord 
contains consonants \vith different place features, the child can either delete all 
but one consonant, or the child can render all the consonants in a 'vord of one 
place type. This perspective integrates CH in the child's phonological systen1 
as a "'ho.le, instead of treating .it as an isolated phenomenon: CH is just one of 
the possible \vays of satisfying the constraint. In §4 a similar integrated vie"' is 
elaborated. Menn posits the following "output lexical entry" for the "'Ords stuck, 
duck, and truck, which are all produced [gAk] by the child Daniel: 

(6) Output lexical entry for stuck, duck, and truck 

tier 3 stop position # velar # 

tier 2 fricative # 0 # 

c v c 
tier 1 word struchrre # +voice lo\\'-mid -voice # 

The child has the output representation in (6), resulting from the rule: "If an entry 
in the recognition lexicon contains a velar, then select [velar] as the stop-position 
specification for the corresponding entry in the output lexicon" (1978: 167). As in 
Smith's account, above, the underlying stored form is altered if conditions apply; 
in case a stored form contains [coronal] or [labial] and [velar], only the feature 
[velar] will end up being linked to the consonant positions in the word. Although 
this seems to be a classic case of autosegmental spreading, in this account the inter
vening vo,vel is not perceived as posing a potential problem. 

A slightly different templatic approach to CH is taken by Iverson and Wheeler 
(1987). Follo,ving Mosko"'itz (1971), among others, \vho posited that "'ords appear 
to be unanalyzed units, they argue that many phonological phenomena in child 
language are the result of the association of features with suprasegmental con
stituents, like 'vords, syU.ables, and rhyo1es. The child's output representations 
are viewed as \\rell-formedness templates, \vhich characterize and filter the set 
of permissible '"ords in the child's language (1987: 249). The \Vell-formedness 
template that "'ould result in the CH productions [kok] for coal and [gag] for dog 
is given in (7): 
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(7) Output template for coat and dog 

WORD 
[-anterior) 

e v e  

For the child in question, any 'vord having a [-anterior) consonant >vill be asso
ciated with the above 'vord structure, resulting in the harmonized forms. In Iverson 
and Wheeler's view, CH is actually not a derivational process, linking an adult
like input representation to a harmonized child output representation. The out
put form actually represents the child's knowledge of the phonological system of 
his or her target language, and it thus equals the underlying representation. What 
the child needs to learn, then, is that features should be associated 'vith segments 
instead of larger units like syllables or words. The child-language-specific aspect 
of the account is the fact that features link to entire words, rather than segments. 

Apart fro1n the fact that the proposed constraint behaves like a n1orphen1e 
structure constraint rather than as a constraint on output forms only, the accoiu1t 
is almost exactly parallel to Menn's account: there is a child-specific template and 
a floating place feature that 'vill be linked to the C-slots in the template (CHAP
TER 54: THE SKELETON). Although the notion of association line is appealed to in 
Iverson and Wheeler's paper, the intervening vowel is still not vie,ved as potentially 
problematic for the account. As long as (anterior] is the feature being associated, 
the intervening vo,vel 'viii not disrupt the linking process, since vowels are not 
normally specified for [anterior]. In this case, the association of [-anterior] with 
the vo,vel '"ill simply have no effect. In this account, then, the locality problem 
is circun1vented because only consonant-specific features are used. 

3.2.2 Underspecification 
A more theoretically detailed autosegmental analysis of CH is presented in 
Sten1berger and Stoel-Gammon (1989, 1991) and in Stoel-Gammon and Sternberger 
(1994). Here, CH is considered to be an "unconscious'' process, caused on the one 
hand by underspecified consonants in the child's inventory, and on the other hand 
by a tendency for unmarked segments to assimilate to marked segments. CH is 
thus vie,ved as a feature-filling process, "'hereby a place feature spreads from a 
consonant specified for place, to a consonant unspecified for place. This is illus
trated for the form [gAk) for duck in (8): 

(8) A procedural representation of consonant harmony 

underlying representation surface representation 
d A k g A k 

0 P.lace Place Place 

I --- ------ -.. ______ ] 
Dorsal Dorsal 

However, in the model of feature represen tation adopted by Sternberger and 
Stoel-Gammon and that of Sagey (1986), vo"1els also have a Dorsal place specifica
tion. This entails that spreading Dorsal fron1 /k/ to the initial consonant position 
would lead to crossing assoc iation lines, as in (9), '"hich is ruled out by the Line 
Crossing Prohibition (Goldsmith 1976). 
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(9) Consonant harmony and crossing association lines 

underlying representation 

d A k 

0 Place Place 

I 
Dorsal 

surface represen ta ti on 

g A k 

Place Place Place -· -· - - ---f------. .  1 
Dorsal Dorsal 

Sten1berger and Stoel-Garnn1on recognize this locality problem. They argue that 
since these intervening vo\vels apparently do not block the harmony process, 
they should be transparent in one "'ay or another. To achieve this, consonants 
and vowels should either reside on different planes \vhen the process takes place, 
i.e. there is planar segregation (McCarthy 1989), or vowels and consonants should 
have different sets of place features (see also CHAPTER ios: TIER SEGREGATION; 
CHAPTER 27: Tl!E ORGANIZATION OF FEATURES). They opt for the last solution and 
turn to the feature model proposed by Clements (1985), where consonants and 
vowels are partially segregated. Place features are divided into a "primary" place 
tier containing consonantal place features, and a "secondary" place tier contain
ing vocalic place features. In this model, place features of consonants can be spread 
across vowels, and place features of vO"'els can be spread a.cross consonants. 
Consonant harmony can thus be characterized as feature spreading, affecting 
only the primary place node. Interference 'vith vo\vels, specified for place on the 
secondary place node, is avoided. In Clements's later elaboration of his feahrre 
model (Clen1ents 1991), however, both vo"'els and consonants no\v have this 
primary consonant-place node. One of Clements's arguments for the change is 
precisely to exclude the possibility of consonants spreading their place features 
across vo,vels, "'hi.ch does not occur in the world's languages. 

3.2.3 Planar segregation 
!v!cDonough and Myers (1991) take the planar segregation option seriously. 
Planar segregation can only be invoked if the relative order of consonants and 
VO\vels is predi

ctable (McCarthy 1989). According to McDonough and Myers, 
many children at this stage of developn1ent have quasi-templatic constraints on 
the struchrre of words, and they conclude that therefore consonant-vo•vel planar 
segregation can be assun1ed. Their representation of CH is as in (10) below, and 
involves spread ing a specified place node onto an adjacent root node unspecified 
for place on the consonant plane. 

(10) Consonant harmony and planar segregation 

underlying representation 
Place 

I 
Root 

d 1\ k 
Root Root 

I I 
0 Place 

I 
Dorsal 

surface represen talion. 

Place 

I 
Root 

g /\ k 
Root Root - --------. -. ---__ J 

Place 

I 
Dorsal 
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The problem for this account is the background assumption, namely that CH is 
present in child language at the stage in development \vhere the order of con
sonants and vo\vels in a word is predictable. Although children initially often do 
reduce the syllable structure of adult target words to simple consonant-vowel 
sequences, this does not necessariJy happen at the time they have CH productions, 
as the Dutch examples in (11) shov": 

(11) CV sequences a.nd Robin's (1;9.21) consonant harmony forms 

a. CV structure 
eve niet 
VCC eend 
CVCC fiets 
VCV auto 

/nit/ 
/ent/ 
/fits/ 
/oto/ 

[nit] 
(Int) 
[fits] 
(oto) 

'not' 
'duck' 
'bicycle' 
'car' 

b. Consonant harmony 
schommel.en /sXJmcilci/ [vomci) 

[fofa] 
[fu p] 

'to s"ring' 
(name) 
'side\valk' 

Grover /xrovar I 
stoep /stup/ 

The data in (11) sho\v that the position of the vowel vis-ii-vis the consonant is not 
predictable at the stage >vhere CH forms are prodiiced . Planar segregation can 
thus not be invoked either at the segmental level or at the feature level. 

Locality is clearly a serious problem for accounts of CH in child language. In 
the literature d iscussed belo\v the problem is dealt \vith in different ways. 

3.3 Consonant harmony as the result of a 
speech-processing problem 

There is no locality proble1n in the connectionist account of Berg and Schade (2000), 
since it is not a representational, but a J.ocal connectionist processing account. CH 
is vie"'ed as a mispronunciation - i.e. a speech error - due to a speech plan that 
is carried out imperfectly. It  is not, ho,vever, a low-level articulatory plan, pre
cisely because the harmony is not co-articulatory, but involves units at a distance. 
The basic idea is that the level of activation differs bet;veen segments. Depending 
on theix developmental stati1s, Jinks behveen phoneme-like units and tl1eir con
stituting features can be stronger or \veaker. Weak links lead to hypo-activation, 
and hypo-activated features can be too \veak to be avaiJable for production. This 
problem is then solved by inspecting activation levels in the nehvork of nodes 
constituting a word, and picking out the elen1ent that has the highest activation 
level. In production, the hypo-activated feature is thus replaced by a more 
strongly activated feature in the \VOrd network, and this is one 'vay in \vhich 
consonant harmony can result. This can be seen as the processing version of the 
representational w1derspecification account of Sternberger and Stoel-Gammon, 
discussed above in §3.2.2. The other \vay is "'hen a certain feature is hyper
activated because excessive weight has been attribu.ted. to the link bel\oveen this 
feature and a segmental unit. A hyper-activated node in ilie network can mask 
the Jess activated nodes, leading to consonant harmony. Direction of harmony -
\Vhich is usually right to left - is accounted for by self-inhibition. As soon as an 
onset consonant is selected, the activation level is ten1porarily set to zero, due to 
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self-inhibition. The onset is thus unable to interfere \Vith a follo,ving consonant. 
When production of an onset is enlinent, ho,vever, the follo,ving consonant is 
already active due to parallel activation. Both hypo- and hyper-activated states are 
characteristic for a developmental system, accounting for the fact that consonant 
harmony is typical for child language. 

Although there is no locality problem for this account formally speaking, 
the question remains "'hat the effect of hyper- and hypo-activity levels of inter
vening vowels "'ould be. Unfortunately, the intervening vovtels are completely 
ignored in this account. The locality proble1n is formally circun1vented, but in 
practice it is still there. 

3.4 Consonant harmony as the result of an 
optimality-theoretic constraint 

3.4.1 Agreernent 
Pater and Werle (2003) give a detailed account of the CH pattern in the longitu
dinal data of Trevor (Compton and Streeter 1977) \llithin Optimality Theory (OT: 
McCarthy and Prince 1993; Prince and Sn1olensky 1993). According to Pater 
and Werle, consonant ham1ony in child language is related to place agree1nent 
in consonant clusters in adult languages (see CHAPTER s1: LOCAL ASSI,.,1TLATION). 
Both phenomena are due to a constraint AGREE, which requires two successive 
consonants to be homorganic. The domain of application differs for children and 
adults: in child language the successive consonants can be separated by a vovtel, 
in adult languages the process is strictly local and only applies to adjacent con
sonants. Developn1ent in this vie"' consists of narro,11ing do,11n the domain in 'vhich 
the constraint applies to this strictly local domain. 

The fact that '"e usually find labial and dorsal consonant harmony is inde
pendently regulated by a universal faithfulness hierarchy for place, whereby 
FAJTH[Dors] and FA1TH[Lab] are ranked above FAJTH[Cor]. That is, if in order 
to con1ply ,.vith AGREE one place feature fron1 the input form needs to be left out 
in the outpi.1t form, it \Viii be coronal rather than dorsal or labial. Examples from 
Pater and Werle illustrating this are given in (12): 

(12) Interaction of AGREE and FAITH 

/d:>g/ AGREE : fAITH(Dors) ' ,;r a. [g:>g] ' 
. ' 

b. (d:>d] ' ' . , 

c. [d:>g] 
' . , ' ' 

/tap/ AGREE : ' FAITH[Lab) 

iiF a . [pap] ' ' ' ' 
b. [tat] ' . , . 

[tap ) 
' 

c. *! ' ' 

FAITH(Cor] 
• 

FAITH(Cor] 
• 
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How·ever, since this general AGREE constraint "'ould lead to both progressive 
and regressive consonant harmony, a 1nore specific form of AGRE£ is invoked to 
capture regressive harn1ony, na1nely AGREE-L, '"hich mentions the direction of 
agreement. In addition, when the regressive harmony has a specific trigger, like 
dorsal in the case of Trevor, this feature is mentioned in the directional AGREE 
constraint. In (13) the '"orking of AGREE-L[Dors) is shown (from Pater and Werle 
2003). While the general AGREE constraint would lead to harmony both in the case 
of dog and coat, the specific AGREE constraint affects only dog: 

(13) AGREE·L[Dors] for dog and coat 

/dJg/ AGREE-L[Dors] FAirH[CorJ 
".ii' a. [gJg) • 

b. (dJg) ., 

/kot/ AGREll-L[Dors l FAITH[Cor) 
� a. [kot] • 

b. [kok] ., 

Trevor's data sho'" a developmental pattern, where Dorsal consonant harmony 
is initially both progressive and regressive, and Labial triggers both progressive 
and regressive harmony when other target consonants are coronals. Later, there 
is only regressive dorsal harmony. This developn1ent is captured by the den10-
tion of m.a.rkedness constraints belo"' faithfulness constra ints, the genera.I '"ay in 
which developmental changes are captured in OT (Gnanadesikan 2004; for an 
overview see Boersma and Levell 2003). In this case, AGREE is de1noted belo\v 
FAITH[Cor], and AGREE-L[Dors] is demoted belo'" FAITH[Lab). 

A strictly local version of AGREE-L[Dors] also plays a role in Korean, '"here 
labials and coronals assimilate only regressively to dorsals, as 01n be seen in (1.4): 

(14) AGREE-L[Dors) in Korean (de Lacy 2002, cited in Pater and Werle 2003) 

a. /ap+ko/ � [akko] 'bear on the back+coNJ' 
/kanili/ � [ka!)lci] 'a cold/influenza' 

b. /pat+ko/ � [pakko) 'receive+CONJ' 
/han+katJ/ � [ha1Jka1J] 'the Han river' 

c. /kot+palo/ � [koppalo) 'straight' 
/han+ban/ � [ham ban) 'once' 

d. I pruJ+to I � [paiJtO) 'roon1 as \veil' 
/kuk+pap/ � (kukpap] 'rice in soup' 

This gives support to the analysis. Ho"'ever, there are also some concerns with 
an analysis in terms of agreement bet"•een t\"o (non-adjacent) consonants. First, 
the domain of the constraint AGREE has to change in the course of development. 
Pater and Werle (2001) suggest that the domain for AGREE changes from "Word" 
in childhood to "string-adjacent consonants" in adulthood. It is .not obvious how 
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this domain change of AGREE would come about, ho"•ever. A concern is the extra 
set of rerankings the learner would need to perforn1. Because of the initial "Vord
don1ai.J1, the child's granunar has to go through different ranki.J1gs in order to get 
the different FAITH[Place] constraints in higher positions in the constraint hierarchy 
than the AGREE constraint, \vhich will over time rule out CH candidates. However, 
at the point 'vhere the child domain of AGREE changes into the string-adjacent 
adult don1am, the grammar needs to undo all the rerankmgs of the FAITH[Place] 
constraints with respect to AGREE, m order to allow, or rather force, string-adjacent 
consonants to agree in primary place of articulation - as will often be the case in 
the target adult language. A second concern is the child-language-specific, non-local 
domain for AGREE itself. In this domam, the mtervenmg vo,vel forms no obstacle 
for agreement bet\veen the non-adjacent consonants. This seems to imply that the 
solution to the locality proble1n of the proposal comes do'"'n to asstuning that 
there is no locality requiren1ent in child language. 

3.4.2 Licensing 
Rose (2000) and Goad (1997, 2001, 2003) view CH as resultmg from the relation 
bet\veen features and prosodically strong positions. CH is a consequence of the 
requiren1ent that place features "'ithin the domain of a foot should be licensed 
by the foot head (CHAPTER 40: THE FOOT). Place features in prosodically '"'eak 
positions can surface through bemg associated '''ith, and therefore licensed by, 
prosodically strong positions. Accordmg to Goad, the directionality of CH follo,vs 
from prosodic structure; in English, \Vord onsets of trochaic words are prosodically 
strong positions and consequently they can license n1arked features that cannot 
be licensed in \veak prosodic positions. A marked fea.ture in a weak prosodic posi
tion, i.e. a coda or an intervocalic consonant, needs to be licensed by this strong 
onset position, re.sulti.J1g on the surface m regressive harmony. In Rose (2000), "'here 
both English and French mild language data are analyzed, high-ranked faithful
ness constraints on input place of articulation features can force the direction of 
harmony to go from head to dependent. 

In order to circumvent the problem of crossing association lines \Vith an inter
vening VO\vel, association \vith the strong position is accomplished by 111e/ody copy, 
instead of spreadi.J1g: a new instance of the harn1onic feature is inserted in the 
harn101uzing position. According to Goad (2001), this makes the process similar 
to redu.plication in ma.ture gra.m.mars. The drive to copy a rnel.ody is different in 
the two systems. In languages of the '.vorld, reduplication is morphologically driven: 
there is a reduplicative affix that needs melodic content. In child language, ho\v
ever, CH is usually present before morphology kicks in, and melody copy here 
is driven by prosodic licensing. 

A prediction is that languages \vith different prosodic structures exhibit differ
ent types of CH. This claim is defended by Rose (2000). English children have CH 
in both C,VC2 and C, VC2 V \vords, because C, and C2 are \vithm the domain of the 
foot in both types of words. In contrast, for French the prediction is that CH only 
occurs ill CVCV words, because of the clahn that in French the second consonant 
of eve \VOrds lies outside the foot, it being extra-prosodic. It will therefo.re not 
be involved in CH patterns. Indeed, in the data of the Frenc11 subject Clara, a word 
like go11tte 'drop (N)' does not undergo CH even though it has the same sequence 
of features, Dorsal . . .  Coronal, as gfitea11 'cake', \vhich does undergo harmony. This 
is illustrated ill (15)-(17), \vith three exan1ples fron1 Rose (2001): 
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(15) Di•pen.dent-to-lzend consonant harm.ony in English (Coronal . . .  Dorsal) 

dog 

a. [dJg) 

b. [d:id] 

..,, c. [gJg] 

Ft r---.. a a /1 /1 1 J 7 ° 
Cor Dors 

Ft r---.. a a 
� 7� 

Cor Dors 
Ft r---.. Q" a /1 

d ) 
/1 

d 0  
I I 

Cor; Cor; 
Ft r---.. !1. a /1 /1 7 J 7 ° 

Dors; Dors; 

MAX Lie NfAX Lie NfAX Lie 

[Dors) (Dors,Ft) [Lab) (Lab,Ft) [Corl (Cor,Ft) 

•1 

*I 

* 

(16) Head-to-dependent consonant harmony in French (Dorsal . . .  Coronal) 

giite11u 

a. [gceto I 

b. [greko] 

<F c. [dceto) 

Ft .-----1 
(} (J /1 /1 

T re t 0 
I 

Dors Cor 
Ft .-----1 (} (J /1 /1 

Y re t 0 
I 

Dors Cor 
Ft .-----1 (J Q /1 /1 ¥ re  7 o 

Dors- Dors. ' ' 
Ft .-----1 (J a /1 /1 

d <e t 0 
I I 

Cor- Cor ' ' 

MAX Lie Lre MAX MAX LIC 
[Lab] (Dors,Ft) (Cor,Ft) [Corl [Dors] (Lab,Ft) 

•1 

•1 

• 
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(17) No consonant har111ony in CVC words in. French (Dorsal . . .  Coronal) 

goutte 

a. [guk] 

b. [dut] 

tt'I" c. [gut] 

P\i\ld 

�� 
er er 

��) f0 Dors Cor 
PWd 

~ 
(J (J 

c£1i (0 
I I 

Dors; Dors, 
PWd 

�� 
(J (J 

(u 1� 
Cor- Cor, ' 

MAX 
[Lab] 

Lie 
(Dors,Ft) 

Lie 
(Cor,Ft) 

MAX 
[Corl 

. , 

MAx Lie 
[Dors] (Lab,Ft) 

•! 

In (15) Dorsal is in the weak position of the foot, and needs to be licensed by the 
head position. This can be done by copying Dorsal into the head position, replacing 
input Coronal. Since faithfulness to input Coronal is lov»-ranked, this solution is 
optimal, and the output sho\vs regressive Dorsal harmony. In (16), from French, Dorsal 
is again in the \Veak position and needs a licensor in the strong position of the foot. 
In th.is case, ho\vever, faithfulness to input Coronal is ranked higher than faithful
ness to input Dorsal. The optirnal candidate therefore does not sho"' progressive 
Dorsal harmony, like the English example in (15), but regressive Coronal harmony. 

Finally, in (17), the second consonant is not in the foot. The licensing constraints 
do not apply in this case, and the optimal output candidate shows no harmony. 

Although the idea of a licensing requirement seems attractive, in the end it 
does not seem to \vork. In practice, the co111bination of licensing and faithfulness 
constrai.nts leads to a situation in \Vhich in English there is always regressive, 
dependent-to-head CH, \vhile in French there is ahvays regressive, head-to
dependent CH. The constant factor in CH, then, appears to be the regressive direc
tion, rather than the licensing requiren1ent. In addition, it renuti.ns unclear vvhy the 
constraint ranking leading to CH forms in chi.Id language is not found in mature 
grammars. According to Goad, the drive to copy is different in developing and 
mature grammars, but as far as I can see nothing \vould preclude mature grammars 
from having a prosodic licensing drive. Finally, other French children do appear 
to have CH in both CVC and CVCV '"'ords (Wauquier-Gravelines 2003). 
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3.5 Summary 
We have now seen that it is hard to convert the vieiv of consonant harmony as 
agreement, spreading, or harmony between t\vo non-adjacent consonants into a 
sound theoretical account. 

\!Ve have seen three types of approach to the child-Language specificness of 
the data: (i) the account has no child-language-specific aspects (Sternberger and 
Stoel-Gam1non; Goad; Rose), leaving the issue unsolved; (ii) the account presents 
a child-language-specific aspect that could in principle also be present in n1ature 
gran1mars, i.e. planar segregation (McDonough and Myers), or a specific rule 
(Smith). \!\lhy mature grammars do not have this specific rule, or \vhy a ni.ature 
language with planar segregation probably does not have the specific type of CH 
\ve find in child language, still needs to be resolved; (iii) a formal change takes 
place in the granlffiar, which from then on precludes it from outputting CH forn1s 
(Menn; Pater and vVerle; Iverson and Wheeler). This approach resolves the issue, 
b11t also introduces a ne\v one: ho'" does this formal change come about? 

The intervening vowel, leading to the locality problem, is treated in four 
different \vays: (i) it is not ackno,vledged as a problem (Menn; Smith; Iverson 
and vVheeler; Berg and Schade; Pater and Werle). In son1e cases this is because 
in the theoretical fran1e,vork of the time consonants and vo,vels had different sets 
of place .features; (ii) separate sets of pl.ace features are assu.rned for consonants 
and vo,vels (Sternberger and Stoel-Gammon); (iii) planar segregation is invoked 
to make CH a local process (McDonough and Myers); (iv) feature copying is 
assumed instead of feature speading (Goad; Rose). Only this last solution is able 
to circun1vent the problem of crossing association lines in cl1ild language CH. 
However, crossing association lines is assumed. to preclude the spreading of 
primary place of articulation features of consonants across vo•Nels in mature 
languages. The copy solution thus solves the problem for child language, but 
creates a problem for the account of the absence of primary place of articulation 
CH in mature languages. 

4 A re-analysis of consonant harmony in 
child language 

lt  is clear that researchers have struggled to find an account that can explain the 
presence of primary place of articulation CH data exclusively in child language, 
without compromising the available theoretical tools. 

\!\lhile not abandoning these principles, there are advantages in asswning that 
the learner's developing phonol.ogical system differs from the ad1llt system in 
certain respects (CHAPTER 101: THE INTERPRETATION OF PHONOLOGICAL PATTERNS 
IN FIRST LANGUAGE ACQUISITION). Levelt (1994) and Fikkert and Levell (2008) 
stress the fact that consonant harmony in cl1ild language is not an isolated phe
non1enon (see Menn 1978 and Iverson and Wheeler 1987 for a sinillar view). The 
goal is therefore not to come up with an exclusive account o.f CH data, but to 
come up ivith a comprellensive account of developing place of articulation pat
terns in child language. When looked at in this "'ay, it turns out that data that 
could be branded as instances of consonant harmony are present in child language 
at two different developmental stages. Since the data are, in both stages, clearly 
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the result of a grammatical state specific to development, the fact that similar data 
are not found in adult languages is no longer puzzling. 

In the remainder of this sect ion, an overview of this approach is presented, focus
ing on the stages 'vhere so-called consonant harmony data are produced, and illus
trated 'vith longitudinal data from children acquiring Dutch (data from the CLPF 
database2 and Phon (Rose et al. 2006)). 

4.1 Place of articulation features 
The place of articulation (PoA) features that play a role in this account are Labial, 
Coronal, and Dorsal. These features are monovalent and refer to both consonants 
and vo,vels (Clements 1991; Lahiri and Evers 1991; Hume 1992; Clements and Hume 
1995). Thus Labial refers to both labial consonants and rounded VO\•vels, Coronal 
to coronal consonants and front vo,vels, and DorS<-U to dorsal consonants and back 
VO"\VeJS (CHAPTER 75: CONSONANT-VO\\'EL PLACE FEATURE INTERACTIONS). Front 
rounded vowels like /y I thus have a complex specification [Coronal, Labial], and 
back rounded vo"rels like /u/ have a complex specification [Dorsal, Labial]. The 
assumption here is that these vowels initially have a non-complex specification: 
Coronal for front vo"'els, and either Dorsal or Labial for back vo,vels. Front rounded 
vowels are acquired late, and are often replaced by front unrounded vowels. The 
lov,, vovvels /a/ and /o/ are not specified for place of articulation -the idea being 
that place of articulation cannot be expressed in lov•t vo,vels.3 

4.2 Stage I: One word, one feature 
In the CLPF corpus, in the first sets of meaningful vvords no combinations of dif
ferent PoA features "'ere found \Vithin words (CHAPTER 51: THE PHONOLOGICAL 
WORD), i.e. consonants and vovvels vvithin a word are all produced \vith the same 
PoA feature. The lo"' vovvels /a/ and /a/ can be con1bined with either coronal, 
labial, or dorsal consonants. This is illustrated by data from Robin in (18): 

(18) Robin's (1;5.11) initial vocabulan; 
a. die /di/ [ti] 

lzuis /hceys/ [hceys] 
niet /nit/ [ 1� t J 
thuis /t<:eys/ [ ti::es I 
zes /zes/ [si:s] 
tiktak /trktak/ [ti.ta] 
aan /an/ [an] 
daar /dar/ (ta] 

b. pop /p:>p /  [p:>] 
111annna. /ma1na/ [mama] 
nap /ap/ [ap] 

'that one' 
'house' 
'not' 

'home' 
'six' 
'tick-tock' 
1on' 
'there' 
'doll' 
'mommy' 
'monkey' 

' CLPP database: data collected by Levell (1994) and Pikkert (1994) of 12 children acqu.iring Dutch 
as their first Jangt1age. Recordings were 1nade e\rery otl1er \"'eek over a 12·n1011tl1 period. Tl1e 
database contains over 20,000 spor1tar1eous utterances. 

3 In Dutch \rowels also have a tense/lax specification, distingujsltlng /a e i o u/ fron1 /a e 1 J u/. 
This spedficotion is not relevant here. 
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The productions in (18a) all consist of coronal consonants (or placeless /h/) and 
coronal or lo\v vo,vels, '"hile the productions in (18b) have labial consonants 
and roimd or low vowels. A salient aspect of these data is that the adult target 
,.vords have th.is same pattern. Ne'v words produced by Robin in the next hvo 
recordi.ng sessions also follo\v this pattern, as can be seen in (19): 

(19) New words prod11ced by Robin (1;5.21-1;6.9) 

a. Coronal form.s 
deze /deza/ [tis] 'th.is one' 
televisie /telavisi/ [zizi] 'television' 
trein /tr€in/ [tin] 'train' 
ijs /eis/ [reis] 'ice-cream' 
sesan1straat /sesamstrat/ [zisa] 'Sesame Street' 
uil /ceyt/ [ceyt] 'out' 

b. Labial forms 
boom /bo1n/ (born] 'tree' 
mooi /moi/ [bo:i] 'beautiful' 
bal /ball [bao] 'ball' 

This initial stage, then, can be characterized as "one \vord, one PoA feature." 
Accordi.ng to Levelt (1994) and Fikkert and Levell (2008), this is caused by the 
fact that the initial unit for specification of PoA in the child's phonological system 
is the unsegmentalized word (see also, a1nong others, Moskovitz. 1971; Waterson 
1971; Iverson and \!Vheeler 1987; de Boysson-Bardies and Villffian 1991). In Levell 
(1994) early productions, like the ones in (18) and (19), are therefore represented 
as [WORD, Coronal} and (WORD, Labia.If. 

The data in (18) and (19) clearly do not resemble consonant harmony data 
at all. This is because the adult target \vords can be characterized by the sanie 
whole-\vord representations. Robin thus appears to select "'ords for production 
that fit his phonological systen1. Ho,vever, the data from Eva in (20) illustrate 
,.vhat happens in this "'hole-word stage \vhen no selection takes place: 

(20) Whole-word stage: Eva (1;4.12) 
Coronal words 
a. bed /bet/ (dEt) 'bed' 
b. kijk /keik/ [te'lt] 'look!' 
c. prik /prtk/ [ trt] 'injection' 
d. beer /ber/ [de] 'bear' 
e. dicht /drxt/ [d1) 'closed' 
f. nez1s /n0s/ (nES) 'nose' 
g. sleutel I sl0t;;il I [h0tcey] 'key' 
h. trein /tr< in/ [t<in] "train' 
L eend /ent/ [en] 'duck' 

) . eten /eta/ [ etr] 'to eat' 
k. konij11 /kon<in/ [ trel'.n] 'rabbit' 
l. teen /ten/ [ten] 'toe' 
m. vlinder /vlrndar/ [rna] 'butterfly' 
n. a.uto /auto/ [autau] 'Car' 
o. pa.tat /pa 'tat I [tat] 'French fries' 
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Labial 1vords 
P· brood /brot/ [bop] 'bread' 
q. buik /breyk/ [bop] 'ston1ach' 
r. po es /pus/ [puf] 'cat' 
s. sloffen /sbfu/ [pJfa] 'slippers' 

t. schoen.en /sxuna/ [uma] 'shoes' 
u. 0111a /oma/ [oma] 'grandma' 

v. op /Jp/ [Jp I '011' 
'"'. open /Op<i/ [opa) 'open' 
x. aap /ap/ (ap) 'monkey' 

Here "'e see that the productions both of adult target words that fit and of adult 
target "'ords that do not fit a \vhole-\vord representation are represented as either 
!WORD, Coronal! or {\NORD, Labial} in the child's phonological system. The 
productions in (20a)-(20c) and (20p)-(20t), of target adult forms that do not fit a 
whole-,,vord representation, are forms that resemble CH fonns consonants \Vithin 
a \'\'Ord that have different PoA feahires in the target form have identical PoA 
features in the produced fonn. Ho,.vever, \vith the possible exception of the 
accoi.mt of Iverson and Wheeler (1987) discussed i.n §2.2.3, none of the above 
accounts can account for these forms. First, there is no fixed direction of assimi
lation, as illustrated belo'" in (21a) and (21b). In (21a) a target Labial C-Coronal 
C con1bination becomes Labial C-Labial C, \vhile the same target co1nbination in 
(21b) leads to a Coronal C-Coronal C production. Second, sometimes the two "har
monized" consonants share a feature that is not present in the target form: the 
target Labial C-Dorsal C form in (21c) results in a Coronal C-Coronal C production. 

(21) Problenzs for a CH account 
a. brood /brot/ [bop) 'bread' 
b. bed /b£t/ [d£t) 'bed' 
c. prik /pnk/ [t1t I 'injection' 

This is \Vhere the role of the target vo\vel becomes evident: the harmonizing 
feature does not originate with one of the target consonants, but with the target 
vowel. In case the target vowel is coronal, the child's production ends up being 
coronal throughout. In case the target VO\vel is labial, the child's production ends 
up being labial throughout. In (20a)-(20m) and (2lb)-(21c), the target vo\vels are 
all coronal, and so are the consonants in the child's production. In (20p )-(20\v) 
and in (21a), the target vowel is labial, and so are the produced consonants. This 
also accounts for the form in (20t), where the target word schoenen, containing the 
labial vowel /u/ but no labial consonants, is produced as [urna], \Vith a labial 
[m]. The same applies to the form beer in (20d), \vhich contains the coronal vo\vel 
/e/, but no coronal consonants, and is produced as [dt], with a coronal [d]. Lo\v 
vo\vels, which do not carry a PoA specification, can be con1bined \Vith either 
coronal consonants (20n), (20o) or labial consonants (20x). 

The idea put for\vard in Levelt (1994) and Fikkert and Levelt (2008) is that 
at this developmental stage, the PoA specification of the representational unit 
WORD is provided by the target, non-lo\v, vo\vel. In case the vowel is lo"', the 
PoA specification is provided by a consonant. This could have a perceptual 
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background. The age group in which these homorganic productions are found, 
bet\veen 14 and 17 months, is the same age group that has been found to have 
difficulty discrin1inating si.Jnilar-sounding words, e.g. bin vs. din, i.J1 perception 
studies (Stager and Werker 1997; Fikkert et al. 2003; Pater et al. 2004). Children 
in this age group have just started to build up their lexicon. It appears that at 
this point, the PoA information of perceptually salient segments, like vowels, 
can be mapped successfully onto a lexical representation, overriding the PoA 
information of less salient segments (CHAPTER 7: FEATURE Sl'ECIFlCATION AND 
UNDERSPECIFICATION). 

To summarize, apparent CH data can be found in the initial vocabularies 
of children. As argued by Levelt (1994) and Fikkert and Levelt (2008), ho,vever, 
these data are not due to any interaction bet\veen non-adjacent consonants -
hence "apparent CH" - but to the way in \Vhi.ch early representations appear to 
be structured. The initial iuut of specification is word-sized and carries a single 
.PoA feature provided by the most salient segment of the target adult model, 
usually the vo,vel. 

4.3 Stage II: Overgeneralization 

After the initial stage in '"hich '"ords are unsegmentalized units, segmentaliza
tion gradually takes place, and at some point consonants and vo,vels 'vithin a 
"'Ord can be independently specified for place of articulation. This does not entail 
that all combinations of PoA features are i.Jn1nediately possible. Focusi.J1g on 
consonants, Labial + Coronal, Labial + Dorsal, and Coronal + Dorsal sequences 
are possible for quite some time, while Coronal + Labial and Dorsal + Labial 
sequences are absent from the data. It is at this stage that "typical" cases of CH 
start to appear in the data of some children. In this case too, it will be argued that 
the data are not due to a harmonic relation bet"•een non-adjacent consonants -
hence the use of the quotation marks above. 

(22) "Typical" cases of consonant harmony: Robin (1;10.7) 
a. sop /S"Jp I [bp] 'suds' 

sloffen /sl:>fa/ [b:ifa J 'slippers' 
ta/el /tafal/ [pafy] 'table' 
nee/ /nef/ [n1ef] 'cousin' 
zeep /zep/ [fep] 'soap' 

b. klimmen /klim<J/ [p1ma] 'to climb' 

At this stage in Robin's develop111.ent, the PoA ro.ake-up of a prodtlced '"'ord , given 
the PoA sequence of the adult target form, is completely predictable: any target 
\vord \Vi.th a consonant sequence Coronal + Labial (22a) or Dorsal + Labial (22) 
will be produced with a consonant sequence Labial + Labial. 

Interesti.J1gly, Fikkert and Levell (2008) observe, in the longitudinal data of Robin 
and four other children, that these typical. cases of consonant harmony only occur 
after a period in "'hich attempted, non-homorganic sequences of consonants are 
exclusively of the types Labial + Coronal/Dorsal and Coronal + Dorsal. These 
atte1npted adult target \Vords are always rendered faithfully \Vi.th respect to the 
PoA struchtre in the children's productions. Adult target \Vords with Coronal/ 
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Dorsal + Labial sequences are simply not attempted in earlier stages. CH is thus 
an emerging phenomenon. 

In Robin's data, for exan1ple, Fikkert and Levell observe that around the age 
of 1;7.15 more and more adult target '"ords '"ith a Labial + Coronal consonant 
sequence, such as bed 'bed', boot 'boat', and maan 'moon', are attempted. Words 
vvith this PoA structure are highly frequent in Dutch. These targets are produced 
faithfully, i.e. \Vi.th the same PoA structure. In Robin's production, then, the con
sonant sequence Labial+ Coronal occurs frequently. One n1onth later, in the record
ing at 1;8.12, the first cases of Labial CH appear. According to Fikkert and Levett, 
there is a relation behveen these t"'O events. 

Their proposal is that, as soon as "'Ords can be segmentalized, after the initial 
stage in \Vhich \VOrds are unanalyzed vvholes, the Dutch language learner ana
lyzes his o>vn active vocabulary and observes that Labial consonants are alvvays 
found at the left edge of the "'ord:' On the basis of this observation the learner 
overgeneralizes that Labial should always at least be aligned with the left edge 
of a "'Ord. 

In OT terms this overgeneralization results in the emergence of a high-ranked 
constraint in the learner's granllllar, requiring Labial to be aligned '"ith the left 
edge of the "'ord. This constraint is termed [LABIAL (Levell 1994; Fikkert and Levelt 
2008). The definition of the constraint is that an output word containing the fea
ture Lab ial should ahvays have an instance of Labial aligned "'ith the left edge 
of the \vord . At this point, unfaithful, CH-like output fonns for atte1npted input 
forms vthere there is no left-aligned Labial are deen1ed optimal by the grammar. 
This grammar is illustrated in (23): 

(23) Developm.ental grammar with emerged [LABIAL 

a. poes 'cat' 

/pus/ [LAllIAL FAITH 

� i. pus 

ii. puf •1 

b. tas 'bag' 

/tas/ (LABIAL FAITH 

lij> . 
1. tos 

u . pas • 

c. soep 'soup' 

/sup I (LAllIAL FAITH 

<ii' i. fup • 

ll. sup *! 

• Even the few words in the Dutch leanler's vocabulary with a Labial consona.nt at the right edge 
al\vays ha\•e a Labial consonant at the left edge too: pop 'doll', boo1n 'tree', n1nn1rr1t' '1nommy', P"PP'' 
'daddy'. 
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In (23a), the faithful candidate [pus] is the optimal candidate: a left-aligned 
instance of Labial is available without jeopardizing faithfulness. In (23b) the 
faithful candidate [tas] does not contain Labial, vacuously satisfying high-ranked 
[LABIAL. In (23c) the faithful candidate contains Labial, but there is no insku1ce 
of a left-aligned Labial. The faithful candidate thus fatally violates high-ranked 
[LABIAL. The "CH" candidate [fup] does contain a left-aligned instance of Labial, 
at the cost of a faithfulness violation. Hoivever, faithfulness is ranked belo'" [LABIAL, 
and [fup J is the winning candidate. 

The very general constraint FAITH in (23) needs to be elaborated to shO\v 
\vhy other possible output candidates for input /sup/ that do not violate 
[LABIAL, like [sus], or metathesized [pus], are blocked (CHAPTER 63: MARKEDNESS 
AND PAITHJ1ULNESS CONSTRAINTS). In (24), a more detailed version of (23c), FAITH 
is split up into F AlTH[Lab ], requiring faithfulness to input Labial, a lo>ver-ranked 
FAITH[Cor], requiring faithfub1ess to input Coronal, and LINEARITY, reqiLiring faith
fulness to the linear order of input segments. 

(24) Interaction of (LABIAL and Faitlifulness constraints 
. 

/sup/ (LABIAL ' LrNEARITY ; FArTH[Lab] ' ' . mi;> fup ' . a. ' ' ' ' ' • 
b. sup . , • • • • 

• • 
c. pus • •• • • . • 

d. SUS 
' • • • *I • • 

FAITN[Cor] 
• 

I 

The hypothesis that CH data are due to an alignment require1nent rather than 
to a harmony requirement is strengthened by data from other children, who 
appear to use metathesis in order to comply vvith the alignment requirement, as 
shown in (25): 

(25) Metathesized forn1.s in child language 

Dutch kip /krp/ [prk] 'chicken' ( Noortje; Fikkert and Levell 
2008) 

English sheep [pie;] (Alice; Jaeger 1997) 
TV [piti] 

Spanish sopn /sopa/ [pwJta] 'soup' (Si; Macken 1979) 
libro /libro/ [p1t.:i l 'book' 

For these children, the faithfulness constraints LINEARITY and FAJTH[Cor] are ranked 
in the opposite order from the one in (24), i.e. FAITH[Cor] >> LINEARITY. Of the 
output candidates complying "'ith [LABIAL, this grammar prefers a metathesized 
form over a CH form. The relation between consonant harmony and metathesis 
is also noticed by Goad (2001) and Rose and dos Santos (2004). 

To sun1roar.i.ze, according to Levell (1994) and Fikkert and Levell (2008), 
the apparent CH data arising at this stage of development are, again, not the 
result of an assimilation process beh¥een non-adjacent consonants. Instead, they 
appear to result fro1n the overgeneralization of a frequent PoA pattern in the active 
vocabulary of the learner, •vhere Labial segn1ents are either exclusively - or 
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additionally, in case of Labial + Labial target \ITOrds like 1110111.n1y - found at "'Ord 
onsets. The pattern in the learner's vocabulary, in turn, reflects a highly frequent 
PoA pattern in the surrounding language. 

This 01akes a testable prediction, nan1ely that, depending on the distribution 
of PoA patterns in the language to be acquired, language learners "'ill show dif
ferent types of PoA alignment. Highly frequent patterns in the language enter the 
developing vocabulary first, and overgeneralization - if present - will be based 
on these language-specific frequent patterns. Fikkert et al. (2003) sho'" that dif
ferent distributions of PoA patterns in Dutch and English can indeed account for 
the different types of .PoA-aligrunent data in Dutch and English child language. 
In English child language data, both Labial and Dorsal alignment occur, \vhile in 
Dutch child language data only Labial alignn1ent has been attested. This promis
ing initial result should be elaborated. 

Detailed studies of the developn1ent of PoA in longitudinal data of children 
acquiring languages other than Dutch are nO\v needed to test the validity of the 
perspective discussed in this section. 

5 Conclusions 

Hansson (2001) tries to pull together consonant harmony in languages of the '"orld 
and in child language, by pointing out that the source of these data is probably found 
in speech processing; consonant harmony productions are in fact phonologized 
speech errors. According to Hansson, the difference in place of articulation bias 
between adult CH and child CH is caused by the nature of the sound inventory. The 
sound inventory of language learners is small, and doesn't require the secondary 
place features that harmonize in adult languages to distinguish sounds. 

Based on a detailed study of the longitudinal develop1nent of PoA patterns 
in child language productions, Levelt (1994) and Fikkert and Levett (2008) con1e 
to a different conclusion. Consonant harmony forms in child language are not 
phonologized speech errors, but products of an immature phonological system. 
In the earliest stages of '"ord production, CH-like forms result from an as yet un
analyzed representational unit Word, '''luch can be specified for a single place of 
articulation feature. At a later stage, when words have segmental representations, 
CH-like forms result from the overgeneralizati.on of a place of a.rticulation pattern 
in a small vocabulary. 

Instead of pulling together the t\vo types of data, i.e. child language data and 
cross-linguistic data, then, it might be better to pull them apart, by providing them 
'"ith different terms. Consonant harmony is a phenomenon that can be found in 
the world's languages. In chiJ.d language there is an initial stage where '"ords are 
homorganic, while PoA alignment occurs in later stages. 

\Nith this ne'" perspective on child language data, it is no longer necessary 
to "'onder 'vhy neither homorganic data nor PoA-aligrunent data are found in 
languages of the world: both types of data are due to specific develop1nental states 
of the phonologica.l systen1 that, becau.se of ft111darnental changes, are transient 
and therefore no longer accessible in mature grammars. One developmental state 
is characterized by the initial unsegmentalized \ITOrd-sized unit in early phono
logical representations. Later, these 'vord-si.zed units are, irrevocably, replaced by 
segment-sized uni.ts. In the other developn1ental state the learner generalizes over 
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his 0"'n - still small - vocabulary. The PoA structure of \vords in this developing 
vocabulary reflects a highly frequent pattern in the surrounding language. PoA
alignn1ent data occur \vhen this pattern is overgeneralized, leading to the emer
gence of a constraint in the developing grammar. Overgeneralization is typical 
for child language, and disappears '"hen enough experience "'ith other data is 
gathered. With the expansion of the learner's vocabulary, more and more evidence 
\vill be available that Labial is not necessarily ahvays left-aligned. On the basis 
of this counterevidence, the learner will conclude that [LABlAL should not be an 
active constraint in the grammar. The constraint will disappear, or be den1oted 
to the lov;est ranks of the grammar, and candidates formerly called consonant 
harmony forms \vill never again be optimal. 
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73 Chain Shifts 

ANNA lUBOWICZ 

1 What is a chain shift? 

This chapter provides background on chain shift mappings. In a phonological 
chain shift, underlying I A/ maps onto surface (BJ and underlying /B/ maps onto 
surface [CJ in the same context but, crucially, underlying I A/ does not become 
surface [CJ. Thus a chain shift has a standard representation A � B � C 
(see Ultan 1970; Kensto\vicz and Kisseberth 1979; Labov 1994; Kirclu1er 1996; 
Parkinson 1996; Gnanadesikan 1997; Dinnsen and Barlow 1998; McCarthy 1999; 
Moreton and Smolensky 2002; amongst others). 

The Finnish vowel shift (McCawley 1964; Lehtinen 1967; Keyser and Kiparsky 
1984; Anttila 1995, 2002a, 2002b; Karlsson 1999; Harrikari 2000) provides an 
example. In Finnish, before the plural suffix -i (and before the past tense marker 
-i), long low vo\vels shorten (/aa/ � [a]), short low vo,.vels undergo rounding 
and raising (/a/ � [o]), and short round vo,vels surface unchanged (/o/ � [o)). 
Thus '"e have the follo'''ing chain shift effect: 

(1) Finnish chain shift 
0 

aa � a �  o 

Some examples are given in (2). 

(2) sing nom plural essive 
a. /aa/ � [aJ n1a.a n1a.-1-na 'earth' 

vapaa vapa-i-na 'free' 
b. /a/ � [o] kissa kisso-i-na 'cat' 

vapa vapo-i-na 'fishing rod' 
c. lo/ � [o] ta lo talo-i-na 'house' 

pelko pelko-i-nn 'fear' 

The key issue is that in Finnish, forms "'ith underlying long low vo"1els shorten 
but do not round (/aa/ � [a], *(o)), but forms \vith underlying short lo\v vo"rels 
undergo rounding in the sa1ne context (/a/ � [o]). 
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Chain shifts have been found in diverse areas, including dialectal variation 
(Labov el al. 1972; Labov 1994; Labov et al. 2006), language acquisition (Smith 1973; 
Brait1e 1976; Macken 1980; Dinnsen and Barlow 1998; Dinnsen e.t al. 2001; Jesney 
2007), synchronic phonology (Rubach 1984; Hayes 1986; Clen1ents 1991; Kirchner 
1996; Parkinson 1996; McCarthy 1999; Moreton 2004; van Oostendorp 2004), 
and diachronic phonology (Bauer 1979, 1992; Lass 1999; Schendl and Ritt 2002; 
Minkova and Stock'"ell 2003; Ahn 2004). 

This chapter focuses on synchronic chain sltlfts. A compendiu1n of syncluonic 
chain sltlfts has been con1piled by Moreton (2004), and a corpus of synchronic 
chain shifts can be also found in Moreton and Smolensky (2002). It is important 
to note that some diachronic chain shifts have also been given a synchronic 
analysis, as in Miglio and Moren (2003).' 

1-lany types of chain shifts have been described in the literature (see references 
in §2). There is debate on whether the description of chain shift types is 
accurate. This chapter '"ill address the typology of chain shift mappings i.n the 
context of various theoretical proposals. It will describe the types of chain shifts 
found in the literature, and address the validity of this typology under different 
analyses. 

Two background assun1ptions are made in this chapter. First, it is assumed 
that to describe the typology of chain shifts, it is inlportant not only to provide 
an empirically correct analysis of a chain shift, but also to explain why chain 
shifts exist in phonology. That is, uncovermg the motivation for chain shift 
n1appit1gs is essential to gain a full understandit1g of the genesis and acquisition 
of chait1 shifts. 

The second background assumption is that the typology of chain shifts can 
be (largely) described in terms of markedness, where markedness motivates a 
phonological process (see §4). Since, as "'ill be sho\vn, analyses based solely on 
markedness fail to account for the attested types of chain shifts, it is suggested 
that son1ething in addition to n1arkedness drives chain shifts. A possible solution 
to this problem is provided in tl1e form of an analysis \vitl1 contra.st (see §3.3), 
where a phonological process can take place to preserve contrast as well as 
satisfying markedness. This idea gives rise to potential avenues of productive 
research on chain shifts and phonology it1 general.2 

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. §2 mtroduces the typology 
of d1ain shifts. §3 describes several analyses of chain shift mappings. Fina.Uy, §4 
explores implications of the various analyses for the typology of chain shifts. 

2 The typology 

Chain shift mappings can be categorized by type of segment (see §2.1) and 
mapping (see §2.2) involved in the shift.3 

1 For a discussion of diachronic processes in OT, see Holt (2003). See also CHAPTER 93: SOUND CBANCB. 
' l would like to th;u,k an anonymous reviewer for comments on this point. 3 There are other possibJe \.,ays to cl1aracterize chain s)1jfts that are 11ot discussed here: the nt11nber 
of steps involved in the shift (Gnanadesikan 1997), the trajectories of changes (Labov J.994), the extent 
of mergers (near mergers !IS. full mergers) (Parkinson 1996), and the location of the mapping (the 
segment vs. the environment) (tubowicz 2004). 
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Both vowels and consonants can be involved in a shift. Some examples of vo\vel 
height chain shifts con1e from Bassa (Bantu; Schnudt 1996), Gbanu (Niger-Congo; 
Bradsha\v 1996), Kikuria (Bantu; Chacha and Odden 1998), Lena Spanish (Hualde 
1989), Nzebi (Clements 1991), and Servigliano Italian (Kaze 1989); see also CHAP
TER 21: VOWEL HEIGHT; CHAPTER 110: METAPHONY IN ROJ\1ANCE. These are mostly 
mappings involving raising (Parkinson 1996). So1ne examples of consonantal 
chain slllits co1ne fron1 Southern Paiute (Sapir 1930; McLaughlin 1984), Toba Batak 
(Hayes 1986), Estonian (Ultan 1970), Finnish (Ultan 1970), and Irish (CHAPTER 117: 

CELTIC MUTATIONS; Ni Chiosain 1991). These are mostly mappings involving 
Jenition along either the voicing or consonantal stricture scale (Gnanadesikan 1997) 
(see also CHAPTER 13: THE STRICTURE FEATURES; CHAPTER 65: CONSONANT MUTATION; 
CHAPTER 66: LENITION). See (3) and (4), respectively. 

(3) Vowel shifts 
a. New Zealand English (Labov 1994) re 4 e 4 i 4 i 
b. NzEbi (Bantu; Clements 1991) a 4 £ '"" e '"" 1; ::> '"" o '"" u 

(4) Consonantal shifts (Ultan 1970) 

a. Southern Paiute (Uto-Aztecan; Sapir 1930) 
b. Toba Batak (Austronesian; Hayes 1986) 

pp 4 p '"" v 
np 4 pp '"" ?p 

A comprehensive account of vo,vel and consonant shifts is provided by 
Gnanadesikan (1997). The crux of Gnanadesikan's proposal is ternary scales that 
explain the type of segments involved in a chain shift n1apping. 

2.2 Mapping type 
Another criterion for categorizing chain shifts, and the one that is the focus of 
this chapter, is the type of the mapping involved. This includes pull shifts, push 
shifts, circular shifts, and \Vhat I will refer to as regular shifts (these \vill be 
discussed in §2.2.4). All four kinds of chain shifts have been proposed in the 
literature. They are described be]o,.v. 

2.2.1 Push shifts 
Assume that I Al maps onto [BJ (A '"" B) and IBI maps onto [CJ (B '"" C), but, 
crucially, I Al does not becon1e [CJ. Thus there is a chain shift effect of the forn1 
A 4 B 4 C. One type of a chain shift is a ptlsh shift. Jn a phonologica.I push shift, 
the latter step in the shift, IBI 4 [CJ, is a consequence of the prior step, I Al 4 
[BJ, and not an independently motivated phonological process (see Martinet 
1952, 1955; Labov 1994; Schendl and Ritt 2002; Miglio and lvloren 2003; Ahn 2004; 
1v1aclagan and Hay 2004; Hsieh 2005; Barrie 2006; a1nongst others). 

Some examples of push shifts described in the literature include the S\vedish 
shift (Benediktsson 1970; Labov 1994): a 4 a: 4 :>: 4 o: '"" u: 4 H:; the Ne'v 
Zealand shift (Bauer 1979, 1992; Trudgill et al. 1998; Gordon et al. 2004; Maclagan 
and Hay 2004): ce '"" e '"" i '"" eili (but see Labov 1994); the Northern Cities shift 
(Labov 1994): e '"" A '"" :>; the Great Vowel Slllit in English (Luick 1914; Jespersen 
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1949; Miglio and Moren 2003; Minkova and Stock"rell 2003): <: � e: � i: � ai; :i: 
� o: � u: � au; the Short Vowel Shift in Early Modern English (Lass 1999; Schendl 
and Ritt 2002): u � o � ,) � o; a � ce; and tone sandhi in Xiamen, a dialect of 
the lYlin language of the Sino-Tibetan fan1ily (Barrie 2006; Chen 1987) (see §4). 

The basic observation is that the latter mapping takes place as a consequence 
of the prior mapping (hence the push effect). Push shifts are further described 
in §4.1, using the example of tone sandhi. §4.1 also evaluates various theoretical 
proposals '"ith respect to push shifts. 

2.2.2 Pull shifts 
Another kind of shift found in the literature is a pull shift, also knO"'n as a drag 
shift (King 1969). Pull shifts are the opposite of push shifts. In a pull shift, the 
prior mapping in the shift, I A/ � [BJ, takes place as a consequence of the latter 
1napping, /B/ -4 [CJ, and is not an independently motivated phonological pro
cess (hence the pull effect). 

Some examples of pull shifts reported in the literature include diachronic 
changes involved in the Letti.sh and Lithuanian Chain Shift (Endzelin 1922; 
Labov 1994: 134): e: � ia � i: � ij and o: � ua -4 u: � uw; the North Frisian 
Chain Shift (Labov 1994: 136): i: -4 i -4 a; u: -4 u -4 a; the Middle Korean Vowel 
Shift (Labov 1994: 139): e -4 a -4 i -4 u -4 :i -4 a; and the Northern Cities Shift 
(Labov 1994: 195): :i -4 a -4 re � 1a; i � e -4 re. 

The arguments for pull shifts often involve historical evidence, '"hereby the 
latter mapping in the shift, /B/ � [CJ, historically precedes the prior mapping, 
I Al -4 [BJ (Labov 1994). It ren1ains a question '"hether pull shifts are possible 
synchronicaJly. Th.is cl1apter will show that synchronic puU shifts are not admit
ted under any of the theoretical proposals to be described (see §4.2). 

2.2.3 Circular shifts 
In a circular shift, n1appings forn1 a circle or a semi-circle. Exchange processes 
(Anderson and Bro"'ne 1973) are exam.pies of circular sh.ifts: I Al -4 [B] and /B/ 
-4 [A]. Circular shifts are often seen as morphologically conditioned (Anderson 
and Bro,vne 1973; Moreton 1996; Alderete 2001a, 2001b; Horwood 2001). 

Some exan1ples of circular shifts, or exchange 1nappings, are consonantal 
polarity in Luo (Gregersen 1972; Okoth-Okombo 1982; Alderete 2001a), plural for
mation in Diegueno verbs (Langdon 1970; \AJalker 1.970), vO\·vel shift in Brussels 
Flemish (Zonneveld 1976; but see lYforeton 1996), and tonal circles, also know·n 
as tone sandhi, in Xiamen (Cheng 1968, 1973; Yip 1980; Chen 1987; Moreton 1996; 
Hsieh 2005; Barrie 2006).4 

It remains a question \·vhether circular shifts have been described accurately in 
the literature. For exan1ple, it has been proposed that son1e circuJar chain shifts 
are conditioned morphologically, rather than being phonological (also CHAPTER 11u: 

PHONOLOGICAL SENSITIVITY TO MORPHOLOCICAL STRUCTURE, but see Crowhurst 2000). 
Circular shifts are further discussed in §4.3. 

2.2.4 Regular shifts 
Finally, in what I \viii refer to as a regular shift, both mappings in the shift take 
place independently in the language, but form a chain shift '"hen put together. 

' For add.i6onal examples see Nloreton (1996: 21). 
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For example, in Sea Dayak (Kensto'''icz and Kisseberth 1979) there is a chain shift 
that includes cluster simplification (consonant deletion) and vo\vel nasalization: 
tJga -7 t)a -7 IJa. Both nasalization and cluster simplification are found independ
ently in the language, but nasalization fails in the context of consonant deletion. 
A similar process interaction is found in Ulu Muar Malay (Hendon 1966; Lin, forth
coming). Regular shifts are discussed further in §4.4. 

The following sections '"ill address the validity of the typology of chain shifts 
described above. 

3 Theoretical accounts of chain shifts 

Chain shifts are a type of opaque process (Kiparsky 1973; Rubach 1984). Chain 
shifts are opaque because in a phonological chain shift one (or 1nore) of the phono
logical processes simply do not apply as they should, based on the phonology 
of the language. Depending on the perspective taken by the analyst, in a chain 
shift 1napping a phonological process underapplies (it does not apply 'vhere 
expected) or overapplies (it applies where it should not). Both underapplication 
and overapplication have been sho,vn to be exan1ples of opaque processes (Benua 
1997; McCarthy 1999, 2003a, 2003b). Underapplication and overapplication are 
also kno"'n as counterfeeding and counterbleeding opacity, respectively (Kiparsky 
1973). In the follo,ving discussion, opaque processes are considered "'ith respect 
to synchronic phonologies. 

Assuming a phonological chain shift A -7 B -7 C, the key property of chain 
shifts is that in the same context I Al and /B/ map onto different outputs: I Al 
goes to [BJ and IBI goes to [CJ. This is unexpected . One might expect the hvo 
inputs to map onto the same output in one and the same grammar.5 

(5) Expected mapping 

� 
A B -7 C  

A theoretical account of chain shifts has been sought for a long tune. The rest 
of this section describes several accounts of chai.J1 shifts found in the literature, 
such as rule ordering (§3.l), local conjunction (§3.2), and Optimality Theory \Vith 
contrast (§3.3). The predictions of these approaches "'ill be compared in §4.6 

3.1 Rule ordering 
In rule-based phonology (Kensto•vic.z and Kisseberth 1979; Rubach 1984), chain 
shifts are most commonly accounted for by rule ordering. In a phonological 
chain shift A -t B -t C, it is proposed that IBI -t [CJ precedes I Al -t [BJ. Thus, 
derived [BJs do not n1ap onto [CJ. This is illustrated by the follo>ving derivation. 
There are hvo rules that apply in a fixed order: B -7 C I _ D precedes A -7 B I 
_ D. This ordering results in a chain shift effect. 

5 Anothe� possibility would be for /Bl -> (CJ not to occur, so bot1> I Al aJ\d /B/ would map onto (BJ. ' Chain shifts have also been accounted for by underspecification in rule-based phonology. The under
spedfication ae<"Ount of chain shifts is not discussed here but see Kiparsky (1993). 
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(6) Chain shift in rule ordering 

Input 
Rule 1: B � C I _  D 
.Ru.le 2: A � B I _ D 
Output 

/ADI 
does not apply 
BD 
[BD] 

/BD/ 
CD 
does not apply 
[CD] 

In Sea Dayak (Kenstowicz and Kisseberth 1979: 298, 308), there is a rule of 
nasalization \Vhich specifies that a vo\vel nasalizes imn1ediately after a nasal, and 
a rtt.le of nasal cluster simplification that deletes an obstruent foU.o,ving a nasal. 
Kensto\vicz and Kisseberth propose that the rule of nasalization precedes the 
rule of nasal cluster simplification. Therefore nasalization fails in forms \vhere 
the consonant deletes. Due to the specific rule ordering, the form /nal)ga/ 'set 
up a ladder' n1aps onto [nfu)a?), 'vhile /nal)a/ 'straighten' maps onto (niil)a?J, 'vith 
glottal insertion in both .for.ms. 

(7) Sea Dayak in a rule ordering analysis 

Input 
Vowel nasalization 
Nasal cluster sin1pl ificati.on 
Output 

/na1Jga/ 
nfu)ga 
naJJa 
[nal)a ?] 

/nal)a/ 
nal)a 
does not apply 
[nal)a?J 

The predictions of rule ordering for the typology of chain shifts will be discussed 
in §4. 

3.2 Local conjunction 
There are different ways to account for chain shifts in Optimality Theory (OT) 
(Prince and Sn1olensky 1993; Kager 1999; McCarthy 2002). This section describes a 
common \vay of accounting for chain shifts in OT, "local constraint conjunction." 
Other OT approaches to chain shifts include more general accounts of opacity in 
OT, such as Syn1pathy Theory (McCarthy 1999, 2003a), Strata! or Derivational OT 
(Kiparsky 2000; Rubach 2003; Bern11.lciez-Otero 2007), output-<Jutput correspondence 
(Benua 1997; Burzio 1998), targeted constraints (Wilson 2001), con1parative marked
ness (McCarthy 2003b), turbidity (Goldrick and Solol.ensky 1999), gestural coordina
tion theory (Lin, forthcoming), and candidate chain theory (McCarthy 2007). 

According to Gnanadesikan (1997) and Kirchner (1996), the solution to chain 
shift mappings in OT lies in an enriched theory of faithfulness (CHAPTER 63: MAR1'"ED
NESS AND FAITHFULNESS CONSTRAINTS). Both researchers propose special types of 
faithfulness constraints that block two-step movem.ents like /aai/ � [oi], thereby 
accounting for the discrepancy in phonological mappings between identical 
derived and underlying segments. Kirchner uses locally conjoined faithfulness 
constraints (Smolensky 1993, 1997), whereas Gnanade.sikan distinguishes betvveen 
classical !DENT-type constraints and novel IDENTADJACENT-type constraints on so1ne 
scale of si.Jnilarity. 

Local conjunction is defined in (8) (Smolensky 1993). 

(8) The Local Conjunction of C, and C2 in domain D, C, &0 Ci, is violated •.vhen 
there is son1e do1nai.n of type D in which both C1 and C2 are violated. 
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If the domain of local conjunction is a segment, both C, and C2 cannot be violated 
together in the sa1ne segment. 

The following tableaux give a schen1atic overvie\v of the local conjunction 
analysis of chain shifts. A phonological process, /Bl � (CJ, appl ies only if there is 
no doub le violation of faithfulness in the same segment, [F(A � B) & F(B � C)Js.g·' 

(9) Chain shifts in local conjunction 

No violation of local conjunction (!Bl � [CJ) 

/BD/ [F(A�B) & F(B�C)Js •• *BD 

a. BD . , 

Cl<" b. CD 

Violation of local conjunction (I Al � [BJ, *[CJ) 

!ADI [F(A�B) & F(B�C)Js •• *BD 

� a. BD • 

b. CD *! 

F(B�C) F(A�B) 

• 

F(B�C) F(A�B) 
• 

• • 

Local conjunction blocks I Al fron1 n1apping all the way onto [CJ (see the second 
tableau in (9)). In other "'ords, /B/ � [CJ is blocked for underlying [AJs, but applies 
to underlying [B]s (compare the hvo tableaux in (9)). 

Applied to Sea Dayak (shown in (7)), the local conjunction analysis 'vould be 
as follows:3 

(10) Sea Dayak in a local conjunction analysis 

No violation of local conjunction 
/nai)a/ [ID ENT[ nas 1 & l\ilAX ]AdjS.,g 

a . nfu)a 
l10i' b. na1Ja 

Violntion of local conjunction 

/naIJga/ [IDENr[nas] & l\1.Ax]AdiS.s 
Ila\' a. nal)a 

b. nii1Ja ., 

*NV [IDENr[nas] ; MAX 
., • ' . ' ' ' •• ' ' . 

*NV [IDENr [nas] ; MAX 
• • ' ' • 

' ' •• ' * ' ' 

7 Failhfulness constraints in the conjunction [F(A--;B) & F(B--;C)]s.,• refer lo the dimensions of 
similarity between segments and do not require tha t [Bl is visible in the output. As suggested by an 
editor of the Compnnion. lo Phonology, it can be rewritten as [F(A--;B) & F(A--;C)Js. •. The difference lies 
in the formulation of the latter faithfulness constraint, F(B--;C) vs. F(A-->C). For notational convenience, 
1 have chosen to refer to the latter conjunct as F(B-->C). 
' The constraints are as follows: *NV (no nasal followed by a non-nasal vowel), MAX (no deletion), 
IDENT[nas] (no change in nasality compared with the input), and [IDENT[nas) & MAx] .. ;s..., (no change 
in nasality •nd deletion in adjacent segments). 
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Due to local conjunction, there is no nasalization in the form that undergoes cluster 
simplification (see the second tableau in (10)). However, nasalization applies in 
the forn1 vvith no cluster sm1plification (see the first tableau). 

3.3 OT with contrast 
An alternative explanation for chain shifts in OT starts fron1 the observation that 
chain shifts ahvays preserve one tu1derlying contrast at the expense of neutraliz
ing another underlying contrast (lubowicz 2003). In Finnish (shown in (1) and 
(2)), the contrast between underlying /aai./ and /ai/, originally one of length, is 
preserved, albeit in a different form - as a rounding contrast (underlying /aai/ 
vs. /ai/, surface [ai] vs. [oil). The contrast between underlying /ai/ and /oi/, the 
original rounding contrast, is lost (both become [oi] ). Thus: 

(ll) Input 
length contrast � 
rounding contrast � 

Output 
rounding contrast 
neutralized 

This is referred to as contrast transformation.9 
This observation has given rise to Preserve Contrast (PC) theory (Lubowicz 2003, 

2004, 2007, forthcoming).10 The key idea is that contrast exists as an imperative 
in a phonological syste1n fonnalized as a family of rankable and violable constraints 
which den1and that contrast be preserved, "PC constraints" (cf. Flenlming 1995, 
2004; Padgett 1997, 2003; Padgett and Zygis 2007; amongst others). PC constraints 
demand that pairs of \VOrds that contrast underlyingly "'ith respect to a given 
phonological property P contrast on the surface (not necessarily \vith respect to 
P). Such constraints are defined in (12). 

(12) PC(P) 

For each pair of inputs contrasting in P that map onto the same output 
in a scenario, assign a violation mark. Formally, assign one mark for every 
pair of inputs, in. and in., if in. has P and in. lacks P, in, � out., and i1'1, 
� outk. (l.nformally, if inputs are distinct in P, they need to remain distinct 
in the output (not necessa.rily in P).)11 

Pis a potentially contrastive phonological property, such as a distinctive feature, 
length, stress, or presence vs. absence of a segment. The properties P, then, are 
essentially the sa1ne as the properties governed by faithfulness constraints in 
standard OT. Indeed, PC(P) constraints are like faithfu.lness constraints in that 
they look at two levels of representation. But they are novel in that they evaluate 
contrasts for pairs of underlying \vords and corresponding output \vords instead 

9 EarHer works on contrast include Kaye (1974, 1975), Gussmann (1976), and Kisseberth (1976). 10 Other works on PC theory include Tessier (2004), Barrie (2006), Flack (2007), and Riggs (2008). 
Similar ideas are expressed in the Dispersion Theory of Contrast (Flenunjng 1995, 2004; Padgett 1997, 
2003; ]16 and Mester 2004; Bradley 2001; Padgett a.nd Zygis 2007). 
Jl \'\'hat it n1eans to contrast in I' is defined as follo,vs: a pair of inpl1ts, in,. and int-, contrast in P \\rl1en 
«<>rresponding segments in those inputs, seg, and seg,,, are su«h that seg, has P and seg. la«ks P. 
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of evaluating individual input-output mappings. To evaluate constraints on con
trast, candidates 1nust be sets of mappings, called scenarios. 

There are also generalized faithfulness constraints in PC theory that will 
becon1e in1portant in the discussion of circular shifts in §4.3. 

The follo"'ing tableau shO\VS how PC theory accounts for chain shifts. The 
tableau compares three scenarios: a chain shift scenario, an identity scenario \vhere 
all inputs n1ap onto identical outputs, and a transparent scenario 'vith no /B/ � 
[CJ. The constraint ranking proposed belo\v captures the observation that the 
initial mapping in the shift, I Al � [BJ, is due to markedness, but the subsequent 
mapping, /B/ � [CJ, is facilitated by contrast preservation. The relevant ranking 
is: •A, PC(A/B) >> PC(B/C).12 

(13) Chain shifts under contrast 

Scenarios 

01r a. Chain shift I A l �  [BJ 
/Bl � [CJ 
/Cl � [CJ 

b. Identity /A/� [A] 
/Bl � [BJ 
/Cl � [CJ 

c. Transparent /A/� [B) 
/Bl � [BJ 
/Cl � [CJ 

*A ; PC(A/B) PC(B/C) 
' ' ' ' • ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ., ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' •1 ' ' ' 

The identity scenario, scenario (13b), loses because it violates markedness •A. The 
transparent scenario, scenario (13c), neutralizes contrast, thus violating PC(A/B). 
The chain shift scenario, scenario (13a), '"'ins under the proposed constraint ranking. 
In the chain shift scenario, the /B/ � [CJ mapping applies to preserve contrast 
between /A/ and /B/.13 

The predictions of PC theory \viii be further discussed in the follo,ving section." 

4 Implications for the typology of chain shifts 

The goal of this section is to examine \vhat chain shifts are predicted to occur 
under various approaches. Chain shifts \Vil! be subdivided on the basis of the rela
tionship between various stages in the shift. This typology can be referred to as 
teleological, because it differentiates reasons as to why a chain shift takes place, 
rather than merely describing the chain shift. This vie\v is not novel, and is also 

" It is important to point out that not all chain shifts are push shift mappings in thls approach to 
phonology. PC the(>ry can also describe the "regular" shlfts (see §4.4). 13 A competing deri\1ed environment scenario "''here A � C and B � B incttrs the same \1iolatjons 
of PC and markedness constraints as the winning chain shift scenario. It has been proposed that 
tl1e t\.¥0 scenarios '''ould be differentiated in tl1e second stage of E\ral b)' generalized fajthfulness 
coJ>straints (l;.ubowicz 2003). 
M For a comprehensive discttssion of PC theory and its predictions, see lubowicz (2003, 
forth<'Oming). 
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taken by Optimality Theory. Rule-based approaches are non-teleological, since rules 
do not look for the reason 'vhy a phonological process takes place. Predictions 
of both rule-based approaches and OT approaches to chain shifts are described 
belO\.V .15 

4.1 Push shifts 

Recall that in push shift n1appings (see §2.2.1), the latter mapping in the shift is 
a consequence of the prior n1apping and not an independently n1otivated phono
logical process. To argue that A -4 B -4 C is a push shift mapping, one must sho\v 
that there is no independent motivation for the latter mapping in the shift, B -4 C 
(in OT, no markedness constraint that favors [C] over [BJ). In addition, one must 
establish that the n1apping /B/ � [CJ is always linked with I Al � [BJ. 

The tonal system of Xian1en, a dialect of the Min language of the Sino-Tibetan 
fami.ly (see Chen 1987; Barrie 2006; CHAPTER 107: CH1NESE TONE SANDHJ) provides 
an example of a push shift mapping. The diagram belo'v (14) uses the following 
notation: [U] is upper register, [L] Jo,ver register, [lh] rising pitch, and [hi] falling 
pitch. Thus [U, lli], for example, is a high-rising tone, where the pitch moves fron1 
the lo"' end of the upper register to the high end. 

(14) Ximnen tone sandhi 

[L, hi] 

/ � 
[U, lh] - [L, h] [U, hl] 

'\ / 
(U, h) 

Barrie (2006) observes that the tonal shift above is an exan1ple of a push shift, 
because the latter mapping in the shift, (L, h] -4 [L, hi), is a result of the prior 
mapping, [U, lh] -4 [L, h]. Specifically, the initial mapping in the shift, [U, lh] ""°' 
[L, h], is due to n1arkedness improvement, such as avoidance of rising tones 
(•[u, ll1]). However, the subsequent mapping, (L, h] � (L, hl], does not improve 
on n1arkedness, since it creates a contour tone from an input level tone, and research 
on tonal markedness has sho"'n that contour tones are more marked than level 
tones (Alderete 2001a; Yip 2004; CHAPTER 45: THE REPRESENTATION OF TONE). 
Barrie proposes that the latter 1napping in the shift, [L, h] ""°' [L, hl], is a result of 
the initial n1apping, [U, 111] ""°' [L, h], and the need to n1aintain contrast bet,.veen 
tones of various registers, (U) vs. [L). In other "'ords, due to the chain shift effect, 
the input tones [U, Jh] and (L, h) map onto [L, h] and (L, hi], respectively. Other"'ise, 
if there was no shift both input tones 'vould map onto the same output, [L, h]. 
The remaining mappings in the shift are analyzed in a sin1ilar manner (for a com
plete analysis see Hsieh 2005 and Barrie 2006). 

Push shifts are problematic for rule-based approaches to phonology. In rule
based approaches, chain shifts are accounted for by rule ordering (see §3.1). But 
in a push shift mapping, there is no separate rule that accounts for the latter 

lS Th<mks to a re\rie,ver for comments on this point. 
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mapping in the shift. If there was a separate rule for the latter mapping in the 
shift, it \vould be predicted that the process would occur outside of the chain 
shifting context. But in a push shift, the latter process is always linked with the 
prior process, and does not apply independently. In consequence, synchronic 
push shifts cannot be described under a rule-based analysis. 

Similarly, push shifts are problematic to OT 'vithout contrast (see §3.2). This 
approach does not admit push shifts, because in OT, a phonological process can 
only apply if there is a high-ranked n1arkedness constraint against it (Moreton 
1996). But in a push shift, /B/ 4 [CJ is not due to markedness. In Xia1nen (see 
(14)), both the initial mapping in the shift, [U, lh] 4 [L, h], and the subseqi.1ent 
mapping, [L, h] 4 [L, hl], would need to be forced by markedness constraints. 
The problen1 here is that [L, h] 4 [L, hl] cannot be accounted for by markedness 
i.Jnprovement. Thus, OT \•vithout contrast would not account for push shifts, 
because in a push shift mapping there is no high-ranked markedness constraint 
that triggers the latter mapping in the shift.16 

OT with contrast (see §3.3), on the other hand, proposes a solution to push shift 
mappmgs which makes use of contrast as an independent prmciple in a phono
logical systen1. The key observation is that the initial n1appmg in the shift, I Al 
4 [BJ, takes place to in1prove on markedness, but the latter mappmg in the 
shift, /B/ 4 [CJ, is due to contrast preservation. In tone sandhi (sho,vn in (14)) 
OT "'ith contrast proposes that the latter mapping ill the shift, [L, h] onto [L, hl], 
takes place to preserve contrast behveen tones of various registers, [U] vs. [L] 
(Barrie 2006). Thus, OT with contrast, unlike other approaches, ad1nits push shifts. 
Depending on further evidence on push shift n1appmg, OT with contrast is 
promising in this respect. 

4.2 Pull shifts 

Another type of chain shift fol.Uld in the literature is a pull shift mapping. In a 

pull shift mapping, also known as a drag shift, the prior n1apping in the shift, 
I Al 4 [BJ, takes place because the latter mapping, /8/ 4 [C], occurs (King 1969). 
In OT, the prior mapping in the pull shift does not occur due to 1narkedness. 
Unlike push shifts, pull shift mappings are ruled out in all approaches to chain 
shifts discussed so far. 

Rule-based. approaches do not aU.o'v pu.11 shifts, beo"11.1Se they require that th.ere 
is a separate rule that accounts for each mappmg in the shift (see §3.1). In a pull 
shift mapping, ho,vever, there is no separate rule that accounts for the mitial 
mapping in the shift. Rather, the mitial mapping in the shift is ahvays lmked 
\vi.th the latter mapping, and does not occur independently. Thus, pull shifts are 
predicted not to occur by ru.le ordering.17 

•i. In response to a reviewer's comments, it is in1portant to point out that additional mecl1anisms 
in OT such as strata, candidate chains, sympathy, etc. d" not admit push shifts. All these models 
rt�quire markedness to force a phonological process, and in a push shift markednes.s is not enOl1gh. 
As discussed here, by the introduction of contrast constraints into Con, a possible account of push 
shifts is provided. 
17 A reviewer points out that a rule-based approach to phonology is .ln.herently non·teleologi.caJ, unJlke 
OT, and thltS \VOltld not differentiate chain sllifts based on \vl1at is the cause of a particular process, 
such as pull shifhl vs. push shifts. 
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In OT \Vithout contrast (see §3.2), similarly, pull shifts cannot be described. The 
only 'vay to obtain a phonological mapping in standard OT is by markedness 
improve1nent (Moreton 1996). But in a pull shift mapping, it has been proposed 
that the initial mapping in the shift ca1mot be explained by 1narkedness improve
ment and thus is not predicted to occur. 

OT 'vith contrast (see §3.3) also rules out pull shifts. In OT with contrast, a 
phonological mapping can take place to unprove on markedness or to preserve 
contrast. However, as will be sho\vn below, in a pull shift n1apping there is no 
improvement on either n1arkedness or contrast. 

Consider A -7 B -7 C as an example of a pull shift. The mappmg /B/ -7 [CJ 
is forced by markedness, but the initial mapping I Al -7 [BJ is not. This is illus
trated m the follo,vmg tableau, which compares a no shift scenario, scenario (1Sa), 
to a pull shift scenario, scenario (lSb ), lUlder the constraint ranking PC(A/B), 
*B >> PC(B/C). The crucial point is that there is no markedness constraint that 
com.pels the I Al -7 [BJ mapping. 

(15) Pull shifts cannot be described in OT with contrast 

Scenarios PC(A/B) ; *B 
l!JI • a. No shift /A/ -7 [AJ • 

• 
• () () !Bl _, [CJ . 
• 
• 

A B � C  IC! -7 [CJ . 
• 
• 
• 

b. Pull shift I Al -7 [BJ • 
• 
• () /Bl _, [CJ • •1 • 
• 

A + B + C  !Cl _, [CJ . 
• 
. 

PC(B/C) 

• 

* 

Both scenarios preserve the contrast between I A/ and /B/, because underlying 
I Al and /B/ map onto different outputs in both scenarios. Both scenarios map 
/Bl onto [CJ in accordance with the ranking of the n1arkedness constraint *B above 
PC(B/C). But the pull shift scenario, scenario (lSb), incurs a fatal violation of *B, 
and is thus harmonically bounded by the no shift scenario, (lSa).'8 Thus, in OT 
\Vith contrast, pull shifts are predicted not to occur.19 

In stunmary, synchronic pull shifts cannot be described in any of the ap
proaches described above. Diachronic pull shifts are different, as they can be seen 
as different processes that apply at different stages in the developn1ent of the 
language (Holt 2003). 

4.3 Circular shifts 

Another type of chain shift foiu1d in the literature is a circular shift, also kno"'n 
as an exchange process (Anderson and Bro,vne 1973). Examples of circular shifts 

18 A harmonically bot1nded scenario incurs a superset of violation marks in comparison to a 
<.-ompeting scenario. This is ttnder the asstunption tha t there is no other t·onstraint in Cc>n that fa\'C>rs 
scenario (15b) over (lSa). 
1• Though not allowing for pull shifts, OT with contrast admits a sequence of changes that rcsem/Jle 
a pull shift effect. Take a situation where I A/ .... (BJ "wants to happen" (due to •Aj but is blocked 
by /B/ --> (BJ (to avoid neutralization). Then /B/ --> [CJ comes along. Now the I Al --> [Bf map can 
en1erge. This scenario is \vhat I refer to as a regular shift. lt is not a pltll slrift, because there is a n1arked
ness constraint *A that drives I Al --> [BJ. 
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were given in §2.2.3. There is a debate in the literature on \vhether circular shifts 
exist and to what extent they are conditioned by morphology. Many of the 
circular shifts have been reanalyzed (see Moreton 1996) or, as \Ve sa\v in Xian1en 
(see (14)), do not constitute a complete circle, as they contain a termination 
(neutralization) point. 

Rule-based approaches can describe circular shifts with no termination point 
(see McCarthy 1999).20 Unlike rule-based approaches, both standard OT (see §3.2) 
and the contrast approach (see §3.3) rule out circular shifts '"ith no tern1ination 
point, for example I Al � [BJ and /Bl � [AJ. As shO\vn by Moreton (1996), a 
circular shift is not admitted to non-contrast OT, since it does not improve on 
markedness. 

As \Viii be shown belov,r, another feature that makes circular shifts with no 
termination point inco1npatible with OT '"ith contrast is the fact that they do not 
improve on markedness or contrast, and involve an unmotivated violation of 
generalized faithfulness. The following tableau compares a circular shift scenario, 
scenario (16a), to an identity scenario, scenario (16b ). 

(16) No circular shifts: Unmotivated violations of faithfulness 

Scenarios PC : Markedness • 
a. Circular shift /Al � [DJ • [AJ • • 

/Bl � [CJ • [BJ 
A B /Cl � (BJ [CJ t+ t+ /DI � [A] [DJ 
D c 

•.lr b. Identity /A/� [AJ [AJ 

0 0  /Bl � (BJ [BJ 
A B !Cl � [CJ • [CJ • 0 0  ID/ � [DJ • [DJ • • 
D c • • • 

Faith 
****' . 

/A/ � [DJ 
/Bl � [CJ 
IC/ � (BJ 
/DI � [AJ 

The circular shift is harmonically bounded by the competing identity scenario. 
Both scenarios satisfy PC constraints and incur the same violations of marked
ness (they have the san1e outputs). But the circular shift scenario, scenario (16a), 
is ruled out by generalized faithfulness. There are urunotivated violations of faith
fulness in this scenario.21 

Circular shifts with a termination point, for example I Al � [BJ, /Bl � [CJ, 
IC I � [BJ, are predicted to occur in OT with contrast, since the initial step in 
the shift in1proves on markedness (see §4.1). A circular shift with a. termination point 
refers to a shift 'vhere one of the original inputs is never used as the output. 
Jn the example cited here, the input I Al is never used as the output in the shift. 
The tone sandhi analyzed in Barrie (2006) and Hsieh (2005) is of that form. It is 
important to note that such a scenario would not be harmonically bounded by a 
no shift scenario, I Al � (BJ, /B/ � (BJ, /C/ � [CJ, because the t\\'O scenarios 
differ as to \vhether they preserve contrast between underlying I Al and /B/ . 

. ,. lvkCarthy (1999) characterizes these shifts as involving the "multi-process Duke of York gambit." 
" Some instances of circular shifts are also ruled out by relational PC (see l.ubowicz 2003). 
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To sum up, circular shifts are not admitted to OT, \Vith or '"ithout contrast. 
But they are predicted to occur in rule-based approaches. 

4.4 Regular shifts 
Finally, there are regular shifts "'here each mapping occurs independently, but 
one of the mappings is blocked '"hen they co-occur (see §2.2.4). All approaches 
to chain shifts predict regular shifts. Rule-based approaches predict regular shifts 
by rule ordering (see §3.1). Standard OT describes regular shifts by blocking an 
other,vi.se regular phonological process, for exan1ple by special faithfulness 
constraints (see §3.2}. Similarly, OT \vith contrast (see §3.3} accounts for regular 
shifts by blocking an otherv1ise regular phonological process by PC constraints, 
as sho,vn belO\\'. 

Consider a regular chain shift A �  B � C, \\'here each step in the shift is forced 
by markedness constraints. But the process IBI � [CJ is blocked for underlying 
I Al to maintain the contrast bet"'een underlying I Al and IB!. The ranking and 
the relevant tableau are given below. A no shift scenario, scenario (18a), \Vhere 
both I Al and IB/ map onto [CJ, is compared \Vith a regular shift, scenario (18b}. 

(17) The role of contrast 
PC(AIB) >> *B >> PC(BIC) 

(18) Regular shifts exist 

Scenarios 

a. No shift IA/ � [C] 

�o IB/ � [CJ 
A B - c  !Cl� [CJ 

li3i' b. Regular shift IAl� [B) 
0 /B/ � [CJ 

A -+ B -+ C  /Cl� [CJ 

(also •A >> *B) 

PC(AIB) *B PC(BIC) 

., • 

* * 

Scenario (18a) loses since it merges the contrast between underlying I Al and IB/, 
thus violating PC(A/B). Scenario (18b) \vit1s because it1 this scenario I Al and /B/ 
map onto distmct outputs. Th.is is at the expense of violating the r.narkedness con
straint *B. Thus, OT "'ith contrast predicts regular shifts to occur. 

To summarize, this section has contributed to the debate on what chain shift 
1nappings are possible. It has provided an analysis on what types of chain shifts 
are predicted to occur under different theoretical proposals. OT with contrast has 
been sho,.vn to predict push shift mappings '"hich are attested, but cannot be 
described under any of the other analyses. 

5 Summary 

This chapter has provided a typology of chain shift mappit1gs m the context of 
a nwnber of theoretical approaches to chain shifts. Chain shifts have puzzled 
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researchers for a long time. Many types of chain shifts have been described in the 
literature (see §2) and numerous theoretical approaches have been put fonvard 
to account for them (see §3). The goal of this chapter has been to evaluate the 
various approaches to chain shifts and con1pare their implications for the typology 
of chain shift mappings (see §4). 

Four types of chain shifts have been examined: push shifts, pull shifts, circular 
shifts, and regular shifts. Out of those, regular shifts have been the easiest to account 
for (see §4.4). Circular shifts are only alJo,ved in rule-based phonology (see §4.3). 
Pull shifts are left with no straightfor,vard phonological explanation (see §4.2) . 
.Push shifts are only admitted by OT 'vith contrast (see §4.1). Depending on 
further evidence on push shifts, the contrast approach seems to be promising 
in this respect and differs crucially from other existing accounts of chain shifts in 
the predictions 'vhich it 1nakes. 
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7 4 Rule Ordering 

JOAN MASCARO 

1 The bases of rule ordering 

The distributional properties of sound in natural languages are explained by appeal 
to a level of underlying structure in addition to the level of observed phonetic 
or surface representation (CHAPTER 1: UNDERLYING REPRESENTATIONS), and to 
a function that maps underlying representations into surface representations. 
This function has been conceived since the beginning of generative granunar as 
an ordered set of rules. In this chapter I will first introduce the n1ain properties 
of rule ordering a.nd the arguments for ordering rules (§1), and I \Viii revie'v 
various proposals to modify rule ordering in early generative phonology (§2), includ
ing cyclic ordering (§3). In §4 I discuss feeding, bleeding, and similar interactions 
in more detail, §5 discusses serial ordering and parallel approaches, and §6 
draws so1ne conclusions. 

A rule expresses a significant generalization about the sound structure of a given 
natural language. The rules of generative phonology, as formalized in Chomsky 
and Halle (1968; SPE) and subsequent work, \vere formalized adaptations of 
descriptive staten1ents about phonology of earlier fran1eworks, even though their 
function \Vas not the san1e. Both the relationship of generative rules to staten1ents 
of descriptive grammars and the reasons for imposing ordering on theol can be 
gathered from the follo,ving example, taken from Halle (1962: 57-58). (la)-(ld) are 
taken from the description of Sanskrit vo,vel sandhi in Whitney (1889). The rules 
in (le)-(lh) are a formalization of the corresponding generative rules. For simpl
ification, in (le)-(lh) I have included only the rules that apply to front vo\vels. 

(1) a. T"'O similar simple vo,vels, short or long, coalesce and form the corres
ponding long vo\vel. (§126) 

b. An a.-vowel co1nbines with a follo,ving i-vo\vel to e; \Vith a u-vo\vel, to o. 
(§127) 

c. The i-vo"'els, the u-vo,vels, and the r before a dissimilar vo,vel or a 
diphthong are each converted into its own corresponding semi-vowel, 
j or v or r. (§129) 

d. Of a diphthong, the final i- or u-element is changed into its corresponding 
sen1i-vo\vel j or v before any vo,vel or diphthong: thus e (really ai . . .  ) 
becomes aj, and o (that is au . . .  ) becomes ay. (§131) 
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The similarity of the rules to the descriptive statements is obvious. But, as Halle 
notices, if the ordering (e)-(g)-(f) is imposed on the rules in (1), "significant 
sirnplilications can be achieved." A similar con1ment is made by Chon1sky and 
Halle (1968: 18) '"ith respect to ordering: "it [is] possible to formulate granm1atica1 
processes that would other,vise not be expressible \Vith comparable generality." 
Indeed, the condition on dissimilarity of (lg) can be eliminated, since "'hen (lg) 
applies, all similar VV sequences '"ill have coalesced by the application of (le). 
Moreover, (lh) can be dispensed '"ith, because ViV sequences will not be turned 
into eV by (If), since (lg) "'ill have changed the vo,vel mto a glide. We fIDd here one 
of the main reasons for imposing ordered rules: ordering allows for simpl ification 
of grammars and for a better expression of linguistically significant generalizations. 
Another typical argument in favor of rule ordering is language variation. Since 
SPE relates underlyir1g and surface representations via a set of ordered rules, 
it follo,.vs that language variation must be due to differences m underlyIDg 
representations, in the set of rules and in their ordering. A famous example of 
difference in grammars stemming from different orderings of the same rules is 
Canadian Raising, an example introduced in Halle (1962: 63-64), based on data 
from Joos (1942), which is also discussed ir1 Chomsky and Halle (1968: 342).1 

In certair1 Canadian and US dialects the first elen1ents ID the diphthongs 
/a1 ao/ are raised to [A1 AO) before voiceless consonants.2 At the san1e time there 
is regular change of /t/ to [r) in the American English flapping environment. 
The interaction of these phenomena gives different results in hvo dialects, A 
and B. This causes, accordir1g to Joos, a dilemma: in a "'Ord like urriter, which is 
pronounced [rArr�J in dialect A, Joos's generalization that "/a/ is a lo\ver-mid 
vowel . . .  [only) in diphthongs folkiwed by fortis [� voiceless] consonants" is not 
true - and in Joos's view, descriptive statements are about surface representations, 
hence true of surface representations. Halie's solution to the dilemma stems 
from the recognition that statements of regularities ("rules") should be true of 
steps ID the derivation, but need not be true of surface representations. This is 
the ca.Se if rules are ordered, and hence the application of a later rule can change 
the context that conditioned an earlier rule, as in this case, or the result of the 
rule itself. In other \VOrds, rule ordering solves Joos's dilemma. (2) shows the 
derivation of h;pewriter with the diphthong /ar/ both before non-flappir1g (/p /) 
and flapping (/t/) environn1ents ID both dialects. The statement ID (2c) (also ID 
(2f)) is true of surface representations (2d) and (2h), but the rule in (2b) (also 
in (2g)) is true of (2h), but not of (2d), which contains the sequence [Atd], if we 

1 The opaque case (dialect A) had already been discussed by Harris (1951: 70-71) and Chomsky 
(1962: 156-157). 2 l transcribe the first vowel of the diphthong as (A(, and the voiced t as (f], following Chambers 
(1973, 2006); Joos's phonetic description is slightly different (basically l�I and [dJ, respectively). 
Canadian Raising has generated a great deal of discussion. Kaye (1990) casts some doubts on the 
existence of dialect B, whjch are not clearly formulated. t-·1ielke el al. (2003) clainl that the difference 
has been phonemicized, e.g. as /nAjf/ vs. /najv /, but ldsardi (2006) argues convincingly that there 
are actual alternations. 
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interpret the rule in the sense that "I AI AU/ appear [phonetically] only before 
voiceless consonants." In (2) I simplify the flapping context to V_V. 

(2) Dialect A 
a. 
b. a -? A I _ [C, -voice] 
c. t -?  r I V _ v 
d.  output 

Dialect B 

e. 
f. t -?  r I V _ V 
g. a -? A I _ [C, -voice] 
h. output 

/tarprarta- I 
tAiprAll� 
tAipr Al!<Jo 

[tA1prA1ra-J 

/ta1prarta- I 
ta1prarra
tAipra1ra

[tA1pra1ra-] 

Another example of the same argument for imposing ordering on rules, 
grammars differing only in rule ordering, is examined in Kiparsky (1982b: 65�6). 
German devoices obstruents in coda position (3a) (CHAPTER 69: PINAL 0Evo1c1NC 
AND FlNAL LARYNGEAL NEUTRALIZATION) and simplifies /f)g/ clusters to [f)] (3b). 
T'.vo of the inflectional forms of the adjective meaning 'long', Jang and lange, 
contrast .in hvo dialect grou.ps, one showing (lafJk), [JaJJe>], the other [la!J], (la1Je>], 
respectively. Application of any of the t\.vo rules renders the other rule inapplic
able (a case of mutual bleeding, see §2), therefore only the first rule applies in 
each ordering in every instance: 

(3) a. Devoicing [+obstr] -? [-voice] / _ { +
#
C} 

b. g-deletion g -? 0 I [+nasal] _ 

c. Dialect group 1 
/laf)g/ /laIJg+a/ 

Devoicing lal)k 
g-deletion lal)Cl 

d. Dialect group II 
/laf)g/ /lal)g+a/ 

g-deletion la1J laIJa 
Devoicing 

Rule ordering is closely connected to rule application. As sho,vn by \iVhitney's 
example, descriptive grammars and many versions of structuralist phonology 
implicitly assume simultaneous rule application (see Postal 1968: 140-152). This 
follo"'S fro1n the assu1nption that rules (or descriptive statements) are true of 
surface representation, i.e. they are generalizations about surface representation. 
In simultaneous rule application, the string is scanned for the structural descrip
tion of each rule and all the ntles \.vhose structural description is met apply 
simultaneously. Chomsky and Halle (1968: 19) provide an interesting abstract 
example of simultaneous application, '"'hi.ch is compared to rule orderi.ng.3 I adapt 

3 Chomsky and Halie's (1968) example consisls of the rules B --> X / _ Y and A --> Y / _ X and 
the input representations I ABY I and /BAX/. 
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it '"ith a hypothetical example. Consider rules (4a), (4b), the underlying repres
entations (4c) and (4d), and the results of sinutltaneous application (4e) and of 
ordered rules ( 4f), ( 4g): 

(4) a. t -? !f l _ i  
b. e -? i l _ tf  

Underlying Surface 
e. Simultaneous f. Rules ordered g. Rules ordered 

application (a)-(b) (b)-(a) 
c. letil e!fi i!fi e!fi 
d. ltetf I ti!( ti!f tfi!f 

The problem is now empirical, i.e. the question to ask is •vhether natural lan
guages have input-output relations like (4c), (4d) to (4e), or rather like (4c), (4d) 
to (4f) or (4c), (4d) to (4g). In the case of ordered rules, the first rule creates a 
representation that allows the application of the second rule (feeding). 1;Vith the 
ordering (4a) < (4b) ("<" denotes "is ordered before") feeding takes place in letil 
--? etfi --? [itfi]; '"ith the ordering ( 4b) < ( 4a) feeding takes place in ltetf I --? titf --? 
[tfitf). Si.multaneous application makes these feeding relationships impossible. 
Thus, since feeding relations are clearly observable in natural languages, the rule
ordering hypothesis receives 1nore support than the hypothesis of simultaneous 
application. 

A similar example can be constructed "'ith h"o rules, each of '"'hich pre
vents the application of the other if applied first (mutual bleeding; §2). Consider 
a language with palatalization of velars before /ii (CHAPTER n: PALATALIZATION) 
and backing of /ii to [u] after velars, and the underlying representation lkil: 

(5) a. k -? !( l _ i  
b. e -? i l _ !f  

Underlying Surface 
d. Simultaneous e. Rules ordered f. Rules ordered 

application (a)-(b) (b )-(a) 
c. lkil !fu !fi ku 

Under rule ordering, for order (Sa) < (Sb) we can only apply palatalization 
(/ki/ --? tfi --? (nla.)). For order (Sb) < (Sa), '"e can only apply backing (/ki/ 
--? ku --? (nla)). Here silnultaneous application makes bleeding impossible: 
both rules must apply. Simultaneous application faces another problem. A set 
of ordered rules assigns one and only one surface representation to any under
lying representation. But consider simultaneous application of two rules, one 
lo,.vering mid nasalized vo"rels (e.g. [e] --? [a]), another raising mid unstressed 
vo\vels (e.g. [e) --? [i)). They will force /'el --? ('a], lel --? [i], under any applica
tion 1node. But unstressed /el will satisfy both rules. Under ordering, the first 
rule applied always wins (•ve have again n1utual bleeding): with the ordering 
lo'"ering-raising the vo,vel is lowered; with the reverse ordering it is raised. 
Under simultaneous application, since le/ meets the structural description of 
both rules, t\'70 simultaneous contradictory changes must apply to /e/: it has 
to be lo•vered and raised. 
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2 Total strict order and other ordering relations 

Rule ordering has been a fonnal property of generative phonology since its 
beginnings (Chomsky 1951; Chomsky et al. 1956; Halle 1959). As defined in SPE, 
the set of rules form a total (or linear) strict order, i.e. the relation "precede" or 
"is ordered before" relating t'-vo rules has the properties (6a)-(6d) (see CHAPTER 

34: PRECEDENCE RELATIONS IN PHONOLOGY for formal discussion of a different inter
pretation of precedence): 

(6) Precedence (A < B, or "rule A precedes rule B") is: 

a. asy1nmetric: given any two rules A, B, it is not the case that A precedes 
B and B precedes A; 

b. (hence) irreflexive: given any rule A, it is not the case that A precedes A, 
c. transitive: given any three rules A, B, C, if A precedes B and B precedes 

C, then A precedes C; 
d. total (or co1mected): for any pair of rules A, B, either A precedes B or B 

precedes A. 

Notice that in 1nany cases some rules are not crucially ordered: the san1e 
surface form '"ill result with the ordering A < B and B < A. Still, we assume 
that in the generation of the derivation that begins with the underlying form 
and ends with the surface form they apply in a given order. In SPE there '-vere 
sn1all departures fron1 total strict order, most notably in the case of disjunctive 
ordering and si.Jnultaneous application i.J1 the case of Wffii.te rule schemata, both 
discussed below. 

Rule ordering generated a lot of discussion in the 1960s and the beginning of 
the 1970s. Some of the questions that "'ere asked '"ere '''hether ordering of pro
cesses "'as justified, whether it could be partially or totally derived from general 
prmciples, and '''hat \Vere the possible types of orderi.J1g. I exa1nme now son1e of 
the proposals that were advanced in this period. 

2.1 Eliminating extrinsic ordering 
Since in many cases rules are not crucially ordered, a first question that "'as asked 
is '-vhether extrinsic orderillg could be dispensed with. The ordering bel\,reen 
l\vo rules A and B is extrinsic if it is imposed language-specifically, as i.J1 the 
Canadian Raising exan1ples. On the other hand, intrinsic ordering refers to an 
ordering imposed by iu1iversal properties of gramJTiars and by formal properties 
of rules. Consider the interaction of /¥/·deletion (7a) and Diphthongization (7b) 
ill Fillnish, analyzed by Kiparsky (1968: 177) as the interaction of t\''0 extrinsically 
ordered rules. But Koutsoudas et al. (1974) argue that if we assu1ne that rules 
apply sequentially, but are llilordered extrinsically m the sense that they are 
"si.n1ply applied to every representation that satisfies its strucniraJ desc(iption," 
we get the right results, no matter which rule we try to apply first ((7a) or (7b)). 
Consider the derivation of /vee/ and /te¥e/ ill (7). /y I -deletion "'ill not be able 
to apply m the derivation of /vee/ either before or after Diphthongization, and 
we '"ill get /vee/ � [vie]. In the second example, Diphthongization cannot apply 
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to /teye/, but 1¥ /-deletion can, with the result /teye/ � tee. Now· Diphthongiza
tion can apply, deriving the final output, tee � [tie]. Here the ordering 1¥ /-deletion 
< Diphthongization is not established extrinsically, but it is detern1ined intrinsically 
by the form of the rules. 

(7) /vee/ /teye/ 
a. 'ii � 0 / V _ V  tee 

ee � ie ''1e tie 
b. ee � le vie 

'i � 0 / V _ V  tee 
ee � le tie 

Using this and other examples, Koutsoudas et al. (1974) conclude that rules are 
unrestricted in their application, every rule applying to every representation 
that satisfies its structural description, and that no extrinsic ordering needs to 
be imposed on then1. They base their argwnentation on four possible situations 
that derive fron1 the possible orderings in terms of feedin8' cot.mterfeeding and 
counterbleeding relations. I will analyze suc11 relations in more detail in §3; here 
I only give the basic definitions: 

(8) Given rules A, B, where A < B: 

a. A feeds B (or A and B are in feeding order) iff A can increase the 
nun1ber of representations to which B can apply; 

b.  A bleeds B (or A and B are in bleeding order) iff A can decrease the 
number of representations to which B can apply; 

c. B counterfeeds A (or A and B are in counterfeeding order) iff B would 
feed A if the order \Vere B < A; 

d. B counterbleeds A (or A and B are in counterbleeding order) iff B 'vould 
bleed A if the order were B < A. 

Cases of pure feeding order (when it does not involve counterfeeding or 
counterbleeding at the same tin1e), can be dealt with under these assun1ptions, 
as \ve have seen in (7). The second possible sitt.iation is a pure counterbleeding 
relation. Consider Koutsoudas et al.'s example, taken from Kiparsky (1968: 199). 
In certain Low German dialects, post-vocalic voiced stops spirantize. A "'Ord 
like Tag 'day' spirantizes the w1derlying /g/ in the plural [ta:ya], but in the 
singular it spirantizes and devoices by Final Devoicing, yielding [ta:x]. Kiparsky 
proposes a pa.ir of ordered rules (9a}, (9b) that determine the derivation in (9c). 
But Koutsoudas et al. argue that if the rules apply simultaneously the same result 
is achieved, as sho'"n in (9d): since I g! is a post-vocalic voiced stop and also a 
word-final obstruent, it meets the structural description of both rules. 

(9) a. Spirantization 

b. Devoicing 

c. 

Spirantization 
Devoicing 

[+stop ] 
. � [-stop] I V  

+voice -

[+obstruent] � [-voice] I _ #  

/ta:g/ d. 
ta:y Spirantization, Devoicing 
ta:x (applied si1nultaneously) 

/ta:g/ 
ta:x 
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A third set of cases involves t"'O rules that are in both bleeding and counter
bleeding order. One such case is the Latin American Spanish [I - j] alternation 
in pairs like [a'kel] - [a'kejos] 'that (t-·fASC SG - 1'-!ASC PL)', analyzed by Saporta 
(1965) with hvo extrinsically ordered rules. Given underlying forn1s /ake/./, 
/ake..<os/ the first rule depalatalizes underlying I,{/ word-finally; the second turns 
any remaining I,{/ into [j]. 

(10) 
Final Depalatalization 
Dela teraliza ti.on 

/akeA/ /akel.os/ 
akel 

akejos 

Cases like these are dealt '"ith by Koutsoudas et al. (1974) by invoking a 
universal principle, very sirnilar to Kiparsky's Elsewhere Condition (see §2.3), 
the Proper Inclusion Precedence Prir1ciple, \vhich detennir1es intrmsic ordermg 
for a certain class of rules: 

(11) Proper Inclusion Precedence 
For any representation R, which meets the structural descriptions of each 
of two rules A and B, A takes applicational precedence over B '"ith respect 
to R if and only if the structural description of A properly mcludes the 
structural description of B. 

Given Proper Inclusion Precedence, the rules in (10) can be left (extrinsically) 
unordered; smce the structural description of Fmal Depalatalization (A# = "any 
word-fffial /.") is mcluded ill the structural description of Delateralization (/. = 

"any ,{"), Final Depalatalization ta.kes precedence. Notice that this is similar to 
disjunctive ordering in SPE, where a rule containing abbreviatory parentheses 
like A � B I _ C(D) stands for two rules, A � B I _ CD and A � B I _ C, 
the first rule applying first and application of one rule excluding application of 
the other rule. Disjunctive ordering, though, is linuted to rules that are adjacent 
in tl1e ordering. 

The fourth set of cases is formed by pairs of rules '"hicll are in some other 
ordering relation. For such cases Koutsoudas et al. argue that there are alternative 
analyses ir1 vvhicll no exlrmsic order mg is necessary. 

The proposal that extrmsic orderir1g should be dispensed \vi.th vvas also 
made by Nahlral Generative Phonology, a theory that began with work by Theo 
Vennemann and '"as presented in detail in Hooper (1976). In N'atural Generative 
Phonology, many ordering relations just disappeared, because typical SPE phono
logical rules became either morphophonemic rules or "via rules," rules relatir1g 
surface representations and he.nee not taking any part ill derivations. In addition, 
the "No-Ordermg Condition" explicitly prohibited extrinsic ordering. 

2.2 Multiple application, local ordering, and global rules 
Although based on total strict ordering (6), SPE allowed for multiple application 
of a rule in the case of inifinite schemata (Chomsky and Halle 1968: 343-348), 
an abbreviatory convention by '"hich X,, stands for an infinite set of sequences 
of n or 1nore mstances of X. Thus given a rule like C � 0 I _ C1# (where C, 
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abbreviates the infinite set {C, CC, CCC, . . . I )  and a string . . .  VCCC, both the 
first and the second C meet the structural description of the rule, which applies 
siinultaneously to both and derives . . .  VC#. 

Another case of n1ultiple application of a rule that was introduced after SPE is 
iterative application. ln iterative rule application, \Vhich is usually directional, 
after the first structural change takes place, the string is scanned again and if 
the structural description is 1net, the rule reapplies, the string is scanned again, 
etc., tu1til the rule is no longer applicable. Processes like harn1ony (CHAPTER 91: 

VO\\IEL HARMONY: OPAQUE AND TRANSPARENT VOWELS; CHAPTER ns: TURKISH VOWEL 
HARMONY; CHAPTER 123: HUNGARIAN VOWEL HARMONY; CHAPTER 110: METAPHONY 
IN ROMANCE), stress (CHAPTER 40: THE FOOT; CHAPTER 41: THE REPRESENTATION OF 
WORD STRESS; CHAPTER 39: STRESS: PHONOTACTIC AND PHONETIC EVIDENCE), tone 
spreading (CHAPTER 45: THE REPRESENTATION OF TONE; CHAPTER 114: BANTU TONE), 
and metrical structure construction are cases of iterative application. Notice that 
iterative rules do not follo\v strict ordering because a rule can precede itself, hence 
the property of irreflexivity in (6b) is abandoned. Kenstowicz and Kisseberth (1977: 
180-183) present the follo"ring case of iterative application. In Gidabal, a long vowel 
shortens after another long vowel. In a \Vord like /djahun-ba:-daaJ-be:/ 'is 
certaIDJy right on the fish', sin1ultaneous application would derive the wrong 
form, *[djalum-ba:-daIJ-be), \vith hvo vowels shortened, but iterative left-to
right application yields the correct derivation. vVe see /djalum-ba:-da:IJ·be:/  � 
djalum-ba:-dal)-be: in the first iteration, and no change, because the structural 
description is not n1et, ii1 the second iteration. Different versions of iterative 
application are discussed in Anderson (1974: 124-133) and Kensto,.vicz and 
Kisseberth (1977: 177-195). 

Another case in which precedence can be reflexive, against strict order (6), 
is the case of "an)""here" or "persistent" rules.4 These are rules that apply in 
the derivation whenever their structural description is met. A typical case is 
(re)syllabification. If a rule A establishes son1e syllabic properties to \Vhich rule 
B is sensitive, and rule B introdt.lces changes, like insertion, deletion, or changes 
in sonority properties, to which the syllabification rule A is sensitive, A has to 
apply before and after B. Myers (1991) argues for several other cases of iterative 
ordering. 

The asynlffietric property of strict order (6a) is also abandoned in the case 
of local ordering, a specific type of ordering proposed in A.nderson (1969) and 
also discussed in Anderson (1974). He proposes that t'.vo rules might have to 
apply in different orderings to different representations. The ordering in '"'hich 
they apply is the unmarked order. Relative to a given representation, feeding 
is unn1arked with respect to a neutral ordering, and bleeding is n1arked with 
respect to a neutral ordering, hence the t.ui.marked orderings are feeding and 
counterbleeding. This proposal stems from the observation in Kiparsky (1968) 
that \vhen a linguistic change consists of a reversal in the ordering of 11.vo rules, 
feedii1g order tends to be maximized and bleeding order tend to be miilinlized. 
To see ho'"' this '"'orks, consider Icelandic Unuaut and Syncope (Anderson 
1969, 20-27, J.974: 141-147) applying to (kcetluo1] 'kettle-DA.T PL' and (bceggli) 
'parcel-DAT SG': 

' The term "persistent rule" is due to Chafe (1968). 
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(12) Local ordering: (a) applies before (b) in (c); (b) applies blfore (a) in (d) 
a. Umlaut 

b. Syncope 

c. 
Syncope 
U1nlaut 
output 

a --7 ce / _C0u [+syll ] --7 0 / C  C+V 
-stress 

-

/katil+um/ d. 
0 Umlaut 

re Syncope 
kcetl1.1m 

/bagg+ul+e/ 
ce. 

0 
bceggli 

Notice that in (12c) for the representation /katil+um/, Syncope feeds Umlaut, 
and if the order were the opposite, Umlaut vvo1.1ld either feed or bleed Syncope, 
i.e. order would be neutral. Hence the urunarked order Syncope < U1nlaut is 
chosen. In (12d), for the representation /bagg+ul+e/, the .first rule, Umlaut, 
doesn't either feed or bleed the second rule, Syncope, i.e. the order is neutral. 
But if the order vvere the opposite, Syncope "'Ould bleed Umlaut. The neutral 
ordering Umlaut < Syncope is therefore preferred. 

There is yet another type of rule that relates to rule application and to ordering, 
the global rule. A global rule must be applied at the level at "'hich it appears 
in the ordering, b1.1t crucial information for its structural description is ordered 
elsewhere in the derivation. Kisseberth and Abasheikh (1975) present the follo"'
ing case. In Mwini the perfect is formed by adding the suffix /-i:t - -e:f/ to the 
verb base, as sho,vn in (13). After a base-final sibilant or I JI!, the /i/ in the suffix 
spirantizes to (z) (13b). The final consonant of the verb base undergoes Mutation, 
which turns coronal and labial stops into [s], /k/ into [J], and a nasal voiced stop 
sequence into [nz] (13c) (the data are from Hyman's 1993 analysis of the processes). 

(13) Root Perfect 
a. /ji:b I jib-i:i·e 'he ans"'ered' 

/so:m/ som-e:l-e 'he read' 
b. /a:nz/ anz-t.:z-e 'he began' 

ltof I tof-e:z-e 'he thought' 
c. /fu:Jlg/ -fu:nz-il-e 'he closed' 

/pik/ -piJ-il-e 'he svvore' 

As shown by the examples in (13c), the vowel in the suffix undergoes a further 
change: it shortens. But shortening cannot be determined by the base-final sibilant 
because the derived sibilants in (13b) do not cause shortening. Hence the correct 
generalization seems to be that shortening applies just in case M.utatio.n has applied, 
and therefore '"e need to make reference to another stage in the derivation 
instead of being restricted to the local stage of application.5 

2.3 The Elseivhere Condition 
The SPE formalism distinguishes bet,veen conjunctive ordering of tvvo rules (the 
normal mode of application) and disjunctive ordering, "'here only one of the rules 

s Hyman (1993) discL1sses tile M"rini case and tl'le alternati\1es to a global analysis. 

7,] 
?J 
J 
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can apply. In SPE, disjunctive ordering derives from abbreviatory devices: . . .  A(B) 
. . . corresponds to two disjunctively ordered rules, . . .  AB . . . and . . .  B . . . , the first 
i.Jnn1ediately precedi.J1g the second, and the application of one rule excludi.J1g the 
application of the other rule. Disjunctive ordering '"'as later derived as an effect 
of a more general principle, the Else1vhere Condition, origi.nally formulated by 
Kiparsky (1973a: 94). (14) gives the revised formulation in Kiparsky (1982a: 136): 

(14) Rules A, B apply disjunctively to a form <f> if and only if: 

a. The structural description of A (the special rule) properly includes the 
structural description of B (the general rule). 

b. The result of applying A to <f> is distinct fron1 the result of applymg B 
to ¢. 

ln that case, A is applied first, and if it takes effect, then B is not applied. 

Consider, as an illustration, the interaction of lengthenmg and shortening m 
English (M.yers 1987; Halle 1995). Lengthening and shortening affect stressed 
non-high vo1,1els in branching feet. They are lengthened if, in addition, they are 
followed by an open syllable ending in an /i/, which in turn must be followed 
by a vo1'l1el i.J1 hiatus (15c), (15d); lengthened VO\Vel underlined). Othen'l1ise, they 
are shortened (15e) (see also CHAPTER 88: DERIVED ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS): 

(15) a. [ V ] -4  V: / ( _Co iJs1res.;F1 V c. re(11111di]al [radi)al 
-high co[la.ni)al De[ va.n i]an 

b. [ V ] -4  V: I [ _Co VJs1.-. ... F1 d. [trivi]a/ di[vini]ty 
-high [naht]ral ex [plana] tory 

(15a), (15b) are t"'O rules applying ill the general context "disyllabic stress foot 
with stressed non-high vowel." (15a) being n1ore restrictive, it applies only when, 
m addition, the second vo\vel is i and it is in hiatus \vith a follo\vmg vo,vel. Smee 
[[V, -high] C0 i]5,.,.,,F't V is a subset of [[V, -high] C0 V]5h.,.F't' (lSa) and (lSb) are in 
an Else"rhere relationship: (15a) is the specific rule applymg in [[V, -high] C0 i]5,.,..,F, 
V and (15b), the general rule, applies else,vhere i.J1 the general common context. 

Kiparsky (1982a) 1nakes ingenious use of the Else,vhere Condition to predict 
block mg of general 1norphological processes by more specific ones, and strict cyclic 
effects like non-derived environment blocking (NDEB). An example of the first case 
is the plural rule in (16c), which applies to the singular form pl'1'son, but shouldn't 
apply to the lexical plural people. Kiparsky assumes that every lexical item L is 
an identity rule L H L. Since the structural description [peoplelNouo. +Pl m (16a) is 
a proper subset of the structural description 

I
N00,, +Pim (16c), the identity rule applies 

(vacuously) and blocks the application of the plural rule. The structural descrip
tion [personlNoun. +Pi, on the other hand, is not a lexical item, but the pluralization 
of the lexical item, so that the plural rule applies regularly to derive persons. 

(16) Rules 

a. (peopfe)Noun, +Pl H (peopfe)Noun, +Pl 
b. [person] H [person] 
C. 0 --? Z / _ ]N.;,un, +Pl 

Derivations 
[people INoun, +Pl [person ]Noun, +Pl 
[peopleJNoun, +Pl 

[person ]Noun. +Pl /-z/ 
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The Else,vhere Condition can also prevent rule application in non-derived 
environments (non-derived environn1ent blocking, or NDEB; CHAPTER ss: 
DERIVED 'ENVIRONMENT 'EFF'E(,'TS), an effect which is also predicted by the Strict 
Cycle Condition (see next section). Thus the shortening rule (cf. (15b)) shortens 
[[san]ity] to [[siin]ity], because it is derived, but fails to apply to [nightingale] 
(*[n.ightin.gale]), because it is underived. Again the identity rule [san.] H [san.] 
cannot block shortening, because the structural description of the identity rule, 
[sa.11 ], and the structural description of shortening, [V C0 V]5.,F, are not in a proper 
inclusion relation, but in intersection. But [nightingale] properly includes (V C0 
V]5,,..,.F,- Cyclic effects in later cycles/levels derive from the assumption that the 
output of every cycle/level is a lexical item, hence an identity rule.6 

3 Cyclic ordering 

In cyclic application the input to the set of rules is a phonological representation 
organized by constituent structure (CHAPTER 85: CYCLICITY). Consider a structure 
[[c d]8 e]M \Vhich is represented in (17) by a tree diagram; A, B are categories, 
and d, e, c are phonological strings, matrices, or structures. 

(17) A A A 

� � � 
B e � B e' � B e' � etc. 

� � � 
c d c' d' (c' + d')' 

(17) shows a cyclic derivation of [[c d)8 e]A- The set of ordered rules !)t applies 
first separately to the irulermost constituents, i.e. to c, to d and to e, giving as 
a result c', d', e'. This is the first cycle. We now proceed to the second cycle, the 
next degree of embedding, namely B, and apply the set of rules to its domain, 
the concatenation c' + d', whose output is (c' + d')'. The domain of the follo,v
ing (and in this case the final) cycle is whatever is dominated by A, namely 
(c' + d')' + e. 

The cycle was first proposed in phonology (Chomsky et al. 1956) to deal with 
stress in compounds like blackboard eraser, showing primary-tertiary-secondary 
stress distinctions (stress levels are indicated above the vo\vel in (18), and as sub
scripts in the text below): 

(18) 1 3 2 
[[[black] [boardJl6 [eraserJ I" 

• Given Optimality Theory, some properties of Elsewhere-type interactions follow as a th.eorem, Pfu;Uni's 
Theorem on Contraint-ranking (PTC) (Prince and Smolensky 1993: §5.3, §7.2.1). PTC relates the activ
ity of two constraints, S and G, ii\ a constraint hierarchy relative to al\ input i. Assume that S applies 
non-vacuously to i (i.e. it distinguishes the set of candidates Gen (i)). If G >> S and G is active on i 
(i.e. it distingu.ishes the set of candidates Gen(i) when it applies) then Sis not active on i. For a clear 
and interesting discussion of the relation between the Elsewhere Condition and PIC, see Bakovic (2006); 
also Prince (1997). 
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After stress has applied to individual \vords, the compound stress rule locates 
stressed vo,vels and maintains primary stress on the leftmost stressed vovvel and 
weakens other stresses by one degree. After assigning vacuously primary stress 
in the first cycle to [bla1ck), to (boa1rd) and to (era,ser), it applies in the second cycle 
i.n the domain B to (black board], yielding (bla1ck boa2rd], and in the last cycle in 
the domain A to [bla1ck boa2rd era.,ser] to give the final [bla,ck boa3rd era�l'Y]. 

Cyclicity \vas later applied in syntax as a result of the elimination of general
ized transformations and the generation of embedded sentences by base rules 
(Chon1sky 1965). Later on, Chomsky (1973) proposed a linutation on cyclic 
application in syntax, the Strict Cycle Condition (SCC, or "strict cyclicity"), by 
\vhich no rule can apply to a constituent I in such a way as to affect solely a 
subconstituent of I. Kean (1974) presented t"'O cases that argued for the applica
tion of this version of the SCC also in phonology. In (17), for instance, in the 
second cycle, cycle B, a rule caru1ot apply to the domain of B if it affects just c'. 
A.n actual example is the interaction of Glide Formation and Destressing in 
Catalan (Mascaro 1976: 24-36). Glide Formation applies to post-vocalic unstressed 
high vo,vels. In produirii 'it ,viJI produce' it cannot apply to [[prudu 'i].,'rah at 
cycle L because post-vocalic /i/ is stressed. At cycle 2, a follo\ving stress causes 
destressing of /i/. Therefore at cycle 3, and at later cycles, the sequence /ui/ n1eets 
the structural description of the rule; but /ui/ is entirely "'ithin cycle 1 and the 
SCC blocks application, resulting in [pruOui'ra] *[pruOuj'ra]. 

The sec \Vas further refined in Mascaro (1976: 1-40), as in (19). Case (19b.i) 
corresponds roughly to the SCC as fonnulated in Chomsky (1973) and used by 
Kean (1974). 

(19) Given a bracketed expression [ . . .  [ . . .  , [ . . .  Ji, . . .  Jn-I . . .  Jn, and a (partially 
ordered) set of cyclic rules C: 

a. C applies to the don1ain [ . . .  ); after having applied to the domain 
[ . . .  )i_1, each rule in C applying in the given order whenever it applies 
properly in j. 

b. Proper application of rules. For a cyclic rule R to apply properly in 
any given cycle j, it n1ust make specific use of infonnation proper to 
(i.e. introduced by virtue of) cycle j. This situation obtains if (i), (ii), or 
(iii) is met: 
i. R makes specific use of information uniquely in cycle j. That is, it 

refers specifically to some A in [XAY ( . . .  JJ-i ZJ; or [Z [ . .  ·l;-i XAYl;· 
ii. R makes specific use of inforn1ation within different constituents 

of the previous cycle which cannot be referred to simultaneously 
until cycle j. R refers thus to some A, B in [X [ . . . A . . . )i_1 Y 
[ . . .  B . . . J,.1 Z]y 

ui. R 1nakes use of inforn1ation assigned on cycle j by a rule apply
i.ng before R . 

. A states the general procedure for cyclic application; B gives the conditions for 
proper application: morphologically derived environments in inflection (19b.i), 
derived environments by compounding or syntax (19b.ii), and rule-derived envi
ron1nents (19b.iii). Effects of derived environments on application of processes, 
irrespective of the theoretical mechanisn1 they derive from, are usually referred 
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to as derived environment effects (DEE). 'vVe just saw a case, the interaction of glide 
formation and destressing in Catalan, vvhich falls under (19b.i). The rule of /t/ 
� [s] assibilation in Firuush illustrates both (19b.i) and (19b.ii). Assibilation (20a) 
applies in morphologically derived environn1ents like (20c): the structural 
description [ti] is met by material in the root cycle and in the inflected 'vord cycle. 
It also applies in rule-derived environments (20d): here the structural description 
[ti] is met because at its cycle of application, the rule of raising (20b) has created 
it. But it fails to apply in the non-derived environn1ents (20e), because none of 
the conditions for proper application in (19b) is 1net: 

(20) a. 
b. 
c. 

t � s / _ i  
e � i / _## 
/halut-i/ � halus-i 

d. /vete/ � veti � vesi 
e. tiJa 

reiti 
itikka 

, J , p ace, room 
'mother' 
'mosquito' 

''vanted' 
'vvater (NOM sc)' 

cf. halut-a 'to \\'ant' 
cf. vete-nre \vater (ESS sc)' 

An instance of (19b.ii) is the application of glide forn1ation in Central Catalan 
to vo"•els of different \vords. As \\'e have just seen, glide formation applying 
to post-vocalic high vo,vels is blocked in produinl [[pruou'i]1'ralz. Consider now 
produirii oxidaci6 'it '"ill produce oxidation': 

(21) 
Cycle 2 

Cycle 3 

Cycle 4 

[[[pruou'ili 'rah 
([p rudu 'ilt 'ra lz 
[[prudui]1 'ralz 

[[[pruoui], 'ra lz 
[[[prudui.), 'ralz 

([['Jksio!t 'al2 'sjohJ. 
([':iksid)1 'alz 
[[uksid)1 'ab 
[[[uksid], ab 'sjoh 
[[[uksio], ah 'sjob 
([[uksiolt ah 'sjohJ. 
([(,vksidlt alz 'sjohJ. 

In the second \\'Ord, at cycle 2, the initial /':>/ is destressed by a follo,ving stress 
and becomes [u] by a rule of vowel reduction. At cycle 4, the sequence /au/ meets 
the structural description of glide forn1ation and the SCC does not block Glide 
Formation, the application being proper by (19b.ii), because /au./ is not vvitl1in 
the domain of a single previous cycle: /a/ is in cycle 2; /u/ is in cycle 3. Hence 
the rule applies, yielding ['a\v]. 

It was assumed that the SCC applied to cyclic, obligatory neutralization rules, 
and dealt with DEEs. These \Vere previously accounted for by the Alternation 
Condition proposed by Kiparsky (1973b: 65), according to '"hich "neutralization 
processes apply only to derived forms . . .  [i.e.) if the input involves crucially a 
sequence that arises in n1orpheme combinations or through the application of 
phonological processes." Cyclic application and derived environment effects vvere 
reformulated \vi.thin Lexical Phonology through lexical strata and post-lexical 
phonology, "'hich correspond to cycles and to the effect of the Elsevvhere Condi
tion from "'hich DEEs are derived. In Strata! Optimality Theory (see CHAPTER &>: 
CYCLICITY), cycles correspond to strata to \vhich Gen and Eva! apply successively. 
WitlLin OT, output-output faithfulness constraints (Benua 1997) ensure similarity 
of larger constituents to its i.Iu1er con1ponents. Strict cycle effects (DEEs) are 
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also obtained by local conjunction of markedness and faithfulness constraints 
(lubovticz 2002). To see how DEEs are derived from local conjunction, consider 
the interaction of Velar Palatalization and Spirantization in Polish (LubO\\'icz 2002: 
§3). We find the following descriptive generalizations. Spira.ntization applies to 
rule-derived [dJ) (22a), but not to underlying /dj/ (22b); similarly, in (22c) Velar 
Palatalization applies only to morphologically derived velar + [e i] sequences. 

(22) a. /rog-ek/ b. /band]-o/ c. /xemik-ek/ 
'horn' 'banjo' 'chen1ist-DI.M' 

Velar Palatalization rod]-ek xemitf-ek 
blocked in xe 

Spirantization of Id]/ ro3-ek blocked 

011tp11t ro3-ek bandj-o xen1itf-ek 
'ban:;-o *femitf-ek 

Let us examine rule-derived environments first. Given the ranking •qi >> 
IoENT[cont], we \viii normally have the mapping /tt/ -7 [3]. The difference 
fron1 derived and non-derived environn1ents stems from the fact that in the first 
case the mapping is /g/ -7 dJ -7 (3), whe(eas in the second case it would be Id]/ 
-7 [3]. The candidate \Vith [dJ] deriving from /g/ "'ill violate both •q, and 
loENT[cor], hence also the constraint conjunction *c!:l & loENT(cor). But if /c!:l/ is 
underlying, *c:!l \viii be violated, but not Io£NT[cor], therefore the conjunction 
*c!:l & IDENT[cor] will be satisfied. 

Fo.r roorphologicaUy derived. environments, as in the example in (22c), Lubo,vicz 
uses conjunction of markedness and ANCHOR. Velar palatalization applies to the 
morphologically derived sequence [k-e], but not to the non-derived sequence 
/xe/ in /xemik-ek/. Since the velar /k/ is stem-final, but not syllable-final, in 
[xe.mi.k]5,..,,-ek, the sequence k]5,.,,,-e will violate R-ANCHOR(Sten1, s), and it will 
also violate PAL, the constraint against velar + (e i} sequences that forces palatal
ization. It \vii! therefore also violate [PAL & R-ANCHOR(Stem, s))0. But since 
morphologically underived /xe/ satisfies R-ANcHoR(Stem, s), the conjunction will 
be satisfied in this case and palatalization will not take place. 

4 Rule interaction, ordering, and applicability: 
Feeding and bleeding 

In a system in which rules are ordered, rules can interact: both the applicability 
and the result of application of a rule can depend on the application of previous 
rules. The notions of feeding and. bleeding that I 1nad.e reference to .in §2 ,.vere intro
duced by Kiparsky (1968) in order to explain the direction of linguistic change. 
These concepts have been widely used since. In this section I examine them in 
some detail. 

Si.nee it is not unconlillon to detect tern1inological inadequacies in the literature, 
in order to avoid confusion I will start with some terminological observations. In 
Kiparsky's original terminology, feeding and bleeding relations bet\,•een rules 
are distinguished from feeding order and bleeding order. Feeding and bleeding 
relations (or the tern1s "X feeds/bleeds Y") are defined as functional relations 
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beh11een t'\<\10 rules, \11ith no actual ordering bet\11een them presupposed. A feeds 
B if A "creates representations to \11hich B is applicable"; A bleeds B if A "removes 
representat ions to which B "'ould otherwise be applicable," '"here "representations" 
means possible representations (Kiparsky 1968: 37, 39). The terms feeding order and 
bleeding order are relations betw1een rules that are in a specific order. Since feed
ing and bleeding relations are functional relations beh11een rules, \Vhether h110 
rules are in a feeding or bleeding relation can be determined by mere inspection 
of the rules.7 I '''ill keep this distinction (feeding/bleeding relation vs. feeding/ 
bleeding order), but I "'ill reserve the use of the predicates feed and bleed applied 
to arguments A and B for feeding/bleeding order, and I will make use of the pred
icates p·feed and p·bleed ("p" for "potentially") in the case of feeding/bleeding 
relations. (23) provides an illustration using our previous German example (3): 

(23) German, group II (g-deletion < Devoicing) 

a. Feeding/bleeding A p·feeds/ 
relation p-bleeds B 

Feeding/bleeding 
order 

A feeds/ 
bleeds B 

devoicing p·bleeds g·deletion 
g-deletion p-bleeds devoicing 

g-deletion bleeds devoicing 

b. Devoicing 

g-deletion 

[obstr] -+ [-voice] I - {+�} 
g � 0 I [+nasal] _ 

c. Dialect group II 

g-deletion 
devoicing 

/laIJg/ 
laIJ 

Devoicing p-bleeds g-deletion by devoicing gin [+nasal] + g, and g-deletion p-bleeds 
devoicing by deleting g in the same context. Given the ordering g·deletion < 
devoicing, g-deletion bleeds devoicing, as sho'''n in the derivation in (23). 

Feeding and bleeding relations can be formally defined as follo,vs: 

(24) Feeding and bleeding relations 
a. Rule A is in feeding relation with respect to B (or A p-feeds B) iff there 

is a possible input I such that B cannot apply to I, A can apply to I, and 
B can apply to the result of applying A to I. 

b. Rule A is in bleeding relation \vith respect to B (or A p-bleeds B) iff 
there is a possible input I such that B can apply to I, A can apply to I, 
and B cannot apply to the result of applying A to I.. 

1 Of cou.rse OJ\e .1.night ,,rant to to relativize these notions to a givet\ set of representatior1s1 e.g. 
the lexicon. For instance, a rule A that centralizes the place of articlllation of all consonants in 
w<>rd-final p<>siti<>n feeds a rule B that vocalizes /I/ to [w] in coda p<>siti<>n, be<:ause it can create the 
representation . . . Vile ... ,## from / . . .  V,(Jc .. ,,##/, to which B is applicable. But in a language with a 
single lateral I, the feeding interaction will never take place. In such cases, in order to avoid termino
logical ambiguities we can say that A feeds B, but A doesn't feed B for lexicon L, or that A doesn't 
I-feed TJ. Simi.lady, .l( we relativize feeding and bleeding to specific derivations, we C<Jn say that a rule 
A does/does not ct-feed or cl-bleed a rule B, meaning that the feeding or bleeding relation is/is not 
actually instantiated in that particular derivation. 
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It is important to notice that in the definitions in (24) "apply" is usually inter
preted as "apply non-vacuously." In the Gern1an example in (3), in dialect 
group I, Devoicing bleeds g-deletion, (/laI)g/ � /laI)k/ � (11/a.)) . But for the 
'vord Bank 'bank', whose derivation is /bal)k/ � (vacuous devoicing) bal)k 
-4 (n/a), we don't "'ant to say that Devoicing bleeds g-deletion, because the 
input to Devoicing didn't meet its structural description. Kiparsky's (1968) terms 
"creates" and "removes," cited above, already indicate that vacuous application 
doesn't count. 

On the other hand, feeding order and bleeding order (or the terms A feeds B and 
A bleeds B) refer to relations behveen hvo rules A and B \Vhich presuppose both 
feeding/bleeding relations and the specific ordering A < B (i.e. A precedes B) in 
the grarnn1ar. Most definitions are formulated for cases in \vhich A in1mediately 
precedes B, or cases in \Vhich intervening rules don't interact with A and B. In 
such a situation the definitions become simpler: A is in feeding/bleeding order 
•vith respect to B iff A < B and A p-feeds/bleeds B. For the general case the 
definitions have to be refined as follo,vs: 

(25) Feeding order and bleeding order 
Let G be a granunar, A, B rules, and 0 a derivation of G. 
a. A is in feeding order '"ith respect to B (or A feeds B) in grammar G i£f 

i. A <  B 
11. There is a derivation D by G such that B would not apply to the 

input to A, and B applies to the output of A and would apply to 
all intern1ediate s tages up to its O\vn input. 

b. A is in bleeding order \.vith respect to B (or A bleeds B) in grammar G i£f 
i. A <  B 
11. There is a derivation D by G such that B \vould apply to the input 

to A, and B does not apply to the output of A and would not apply 
to all intermediate stages up to its own input. 

When A immediately precedes B or in cases \Vhere intermediate rules don't 
interact '"e get derivations like those in (26): (26a.i) is in feeding order with 
respect to (26a.ii) because the second rule (26a.ii) "'ouldn't apply to AQ, but 
applies to BQ, the output of the first rule (26a.i); (26b.i) is in bleeding order 
•vith respect to (26b.ii) because the second rule (26b.ii) would apply to AQ, 
but doesn't apply to BQ, the output of the first rule (26b.ii). 

(26) a. Feeding order 
(No intervening interacting rules) 

A -4 B / _ Q  
lt. Q -4 R / B _  

. 1. 
AQ 
BQ 
BR 

b. Bleeding order 

1. A �  B I  _ Q  
11. Q -4 R / A _  

AQ 
BQ 

The case of .feeding order for two adjacent rules can be illustrated '"ith the 
interaction of /cei/ -4 (a:] and 'Umlaut in a group of Swiss German dialects 
(Kiparsky 1982b: 190). Bleeding order, also for adjacent rules, can be illus
trated \Vith our earlier example (2e)-(2h), Canadian Raising, in the word writer 
in dialect B: 
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(27) a. 

b. 

Joan Mascaro 

Feeding: S1viss German (dialect group !) 

re! -7 a: I _ { �} . 
1. 

u. U rnlaut (fronting) 

/rei-li/ 'egg-orM' 
a:li 

(does not apply non-vacuously to 
/rei-li/) 

Bleeding: Canadian. Raising (dialect BJ 

i. t -? t: / V _ V  
u. a -7 A I _ [C, -voice] 

/ra1t;,./ 
ra1r;,. 

(applies non-vacuously to /raJta./) 

Consider now the cases \Vith interacting rules intervening between (i) and (ii) 
that n1otivate the definitions in (25). (28a) exemplifies feeding cases and (28b) 
bleeding ca.ses. The rules (i.) and (ii.) are the n.t.les in feeding/bleeding relation; 
(iii) is the intervening rule. 

(28) a. Feeding order b. Bleeding order 
(Intervening interacting rules) 

QA QA 
Q -? R / _ A  RA . Q -? R / _ A  RA 1. ). 

ill. A -7 B / R _ RB ill. R -? Q / _ A  QA 
u. A -7 C / R _  il. A -7 B / Q _ QB 

In the feeding example, rule (i) p-feeds rule (ii) and precedes (ii), but given condi
tions (25a.i.i) and (25b.i.i), it does not feed rule (ii), because some rule ordered behveen 
them, namely (iii), undoes the change that caused the feeding (it bleeds rule (ii)). 
In tern1s of the definitions in (25), there are representations bet"reen the t\VO rules, 
in particular the input to rule (ii), to which the second rule cannot apply. Similarly, 
in the bleeding example, rule (i) p-bleeds rule ii. and '"'ould indeed bleed rule 
(ii), if it were not for (iii), \vhich feeds rule (ii). 

Of course a pair of rules can sho'v non-feeding or non-bleeding interactions 
like those in (28) in some derivations, but feeding or bleeding interactions in other 
derivations. As already indicated in note 7, I will use the tenns d-feed and 
d-bleed '"hen feeding and bleeding is relativized to a specific derivation. English 
stress provides an actual example for bleeding. Stress is assigned hvice in '"ords 
like context ['kon,tekst] or Ahab ['e1,hreb]. But after a light syllable the second stress 
is removed (the " Arab rule"; Ross 1972), as in Arab ['rerab], and the destressed 
vowel reduces to [a]. Stress bleeds vowel reduction, but in the derivation of 
Arab destressing undoes the bleeding (/rerab/ -7 're,rreb -7 'rerreb -7 ['rer<ib)) . 
. Here we must say that stress bleeds reduction, because there are derivations 
that show actual bleeding, as in ['er,hreb], but if we relativize bleeding to specific 
derivations, some of them do not sho'" a bleeding interaction: in these derivations 
stress doesn't d-bleed reduction.8 

There is yet another interesting case of p-feeding/bleeding with no actual 
feeding/bleeding. If a rule A p-feeds a rule B and precedes it, and there is a 

• Notice that the exan1ple .is adequate 01tly if we assume that the underlying /;er:ab/ has t\O stress 
strt1t·t1ue and the 1mstressed character of the second ''C>wel is introduced by the stress rttle. 

Bahan dengan hak cipta 
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representation to "'hich A applies and B would not apply, it is possible, according 
to (25), to have no feeding order even if, contrary to \vhat happens in the previous 
examples, B actually applies. The san1e is true, 111utatis 11111/andis, of bleeding order. 
This happens in Duke of York derivations (Pullun1 1976; McCarthy 2003), "'hich 
are derivations in \vhich a rule reverses the action of a previous rule, e.g . . . .  A 
. . .  � . . .  B . . .  � . . .  A . . .  Consider the derivations in (29), 'vhich contain a Duke 
of York subderivation, highlighted in bold (notice that (28b) above is also an instance 
of a Duke of York derivation): 

(29) a. Feeding order b. Bleeding order 
(Intervening interacting rules; Duke of York derivations) 

QA QA 
. Q � R / _ A RA Q � R / _ A RA I. 1. 
111. A �  B I R _  RB 111. R � Q / _ A QA 
lV. B � A / R _  RA lV. A �  B I  Q _  QB 
.. 

A �  C I R _  BC 
.. 

A � C / Q _  11. u. 

In (29a) (i) p-feeds and precedes (ii), and (ii) does apply, but (i) does not feed (ii), 
because there is an intern1ediate representation to which the second rule 'vould 
not apply, namely RB, created by (iii). In fact it is the other intervening rule, (iv), 
that no\v feeds (i). Similarly, in (29b) (i) p-bleeds the last rule (ii), but it does not 
bleed it, even if the ru.le does not apply, because of the intern1ediate representa
tion QA created by (iii), to \vhich the rule would apply. Here it is rule (iv) which 
actually bleeds (ii). 

Feeding and bleeding interactions have been used in different contexts and 
for different purposes, so it is conceivable to have slightly different changes in the 
definitions. One St.1ch change is desirable in cases in which ust.1al definitions do 
not yield a feeding/bleeding relation, and yet this relation is intuitively correct. 
Consider a case like (30), in "'hich glide formation, vo,vel reduction, and destress
ing interact in Central Catalan. (30a)-{30c) show that glide formation affects post
vocalic high unstressed V0\'7els (30a), but not non-high vo>vels (30b ), where 
Osiris is a lexical exception to vo,vel reduction, or stressed vo'"els (30c). It also 
affects high unstressed vo1vels that are not underlying, as in (30d). 

(30) a. ser( 'a] [u]111id b. ser[ 'a) [ o ]siris 
'it will be wet' 'it >vill be Osiris' 

Destressing 
Vowel Reduction 
Glide Formation 'a "' 
011tp11t ser['a] [w ]111id ser[ 'a) [ o ]siris 

c. ser['a] ['u]til d. ser['a] ['J)cios 
'it will be useful' 'it >vi ii be idle' 

Destressing 'a ;J 
Vowel Reduction 'a ti 
Glide Fonnation 'a w 
011tp11t ser['a] ['u]til ser['a] [•v]ci6s 
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Notice no''' that the structural description V V[+high, -stress] is met in (30d), because 
VO\Vel reduction has turned [�] into a high vowel, but also because destressing 
has created the other condition for gliding. In such a case "'e "'ii.Ill to say that 
these nvo rules jointly feed glide formation. The definitions in (25) can be changed 
accordingly, to meet such situations. 

Notice also that a rule can stand in both feeding and bleeding order with 
respect to another rule. In Majorcan Catalan stops assimilate in place to a follo\ving 
consonant (place assi..tnilation), and the second consonant i..t1 a two-consonant 
coda cluster deletes before another consonant (cluster sin1plification). As sho"'n 
in (31), deletion of the medial C causes bleeding "'hen the medial C is the target of 
assi..tnilation, and feeding 'vhen it intervenes between the trigger and the target 
of assi..tnilation. 

(31) a. Place assimilation 
Place X Place Y 

I I 
[-cont] c 

b. Cluster simplification 
Coda 

c. 

/\ 
c � 0 1 c _ c  

input 

Cluster si..tnplification 
Place assimilation 
output 

Place Y 

� 
[-cont] C 

Bleeding 
/'bujd 'trens/ 
'I empty trains' 
'buj 'trens 

'buj 'trens 

Feeding 
/'trens 'bujds/ 
'en1pty trains' 
'tren 'bujds 
'trem 'bujds 
'trem 'bujts 

It should be observed that the fact that hvo rules A, B do not have a feeding 
or bleeding interaction does not n1ean that they don't interact. In (32) rule (a) 
deletes final consonants, \vhile (b) stresses the final syllable if it is heavy, other
•vise the penult. Different orderings give different results, bi.it the interaction isn't 
either a feeding or a bleeding relation. 

(32) a. c � 0 1 _ ##  
b. V � [+stress] I _ C(V)## 

/satopek/ -4 satope 
/satopek/ � sato'pek 

4 sa'tope 
-!4 sato'pe 

I \vill no"' examine counterfeeding and co11n.terbleeding. These notions refer only 
to rules that are in a specific order (potential situations don't make sense i..t1 this 
context). Basically, a counterfeeding/bleeding order is an order that '"ould be 
feeding/bleeding if the order of the rules •vere reversed. Since there is some 
confusion in the use of the predicates, I "'ill follo\v the practice in Koutsoudas 
et al. (1974) and tise as subject of "counterfeed/counterbleed" the second rule 
i..t1 the ordering, e.g. B counterfeeds A means that A < B, and B \VOuld feed A if 
B < A. 
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(33) a. A and B are in counterfeeding order (B counti>rfeeds A) in grammar G iff 
1. A <  B 
ii. B p-feeds A 

b. A a.nd B are in counterbleeding order (B counterbleeds A) in grammar 
G iff 
t. A <  B 
ii. B p-bleeds A 

Counterfeeding order can be illustrated with the same processes of Swiss 
German presented in (27) in another dialect group, group II, which shO"'S the 
opposite ordering. Counterbleeding is illustrated \vith Canadian Raising in 
dialect A (2a): 

(34) a. Counterfeeding: Swiss German (dialect group ll) 
/rei-li/ 'egg-01M' 

Umlaut (fronting) . 
t. 

u. ael � a: I _ { �} a:li 

The opposite, feeding ordering "'ould yield /aei-li/ � a:-li � ae:-li 

b. Counterbleeding: Canadian Raising (dialect A) 
/rarta./ 

i. a � A I _ [C, -voice] rArta. 
u. t � r I V _ V rArra. 

The opposite, bleeding ordering would yield /ra1t°'/ � ra1r°'� (n/a) 
"Counter" orderings have in1portant properties. Assume the sin1ple case \vhere 

rules A and B are adjacent, and A < B. Since in feeding order (B < A) there nu1st 
be at least one input I such that B is applicable to I, A is not applicable to I, 
and A is applicable to the output of B (35a), it follo,vs that in the corresponding 
counterfeeding order where A < B there must be an input (namely l) to which 
the first rule, no\v A, does not apply and to which the second rule, now B, applies 
(3Sb ). Hence the generalization expressed by A does not appear in the output: 
"'e can say, using .tv!cCarthy's (1999) tern1s, that it is not surface-true, it is not true 
of the output of B, usually the surface representation. In the bleeding order 
B < A there must be by definition at least one input I such that both A and B 
are applicable to I (giving different results, I' and I", respectively), and A is not 
applicable to the output of B (3Sc). It follows that in the corresponding counter
bleeding order A <  B there can be an input to which the first rule, no'"' A, applies 
and to which the second rule, no"' B, might apply and change the context of 
application of the first rule (35d). Hence the generalization expressed by A about 
the input I does not appear in the output: follo\ving McCarthy \Ve can say that 
it is not surface-apparent, because the generalization A about I is not apparent in 
the output of A, usually the surface representation. 

(35) a. Feeding b. Coun terfeeding c. Bleeding d. Counterbleedin.g 
I I I I 

B. I' A. B. I' A. I" 
A. I" B. I''' A. B. - II"' 
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In our previous example in (34) for counterfeeding in Swiss German, the fronting 
dictated by U1nlaut is not true in the surface form [a:li); for the counterbleeding 
in Canadian Raising, dialect A, the fact that [A] derived fro1n /a/ appears before 
voiceless consonants is not apparent in the surface form [r,ura-]. 

It is also important to notice that the existential quantification in the definitions 
in (25) of feeding and bleeding orders (hence also of counterfeeding and counter
bleating orders) allo'"s for the existence of multiple feeding and bleeding relations 
between two rules. For feeding, and given two ordered rules A < B, the require-
1nent (25a.ii) that there be an input I '"'hose derivation D meets the conditions 
required in (25a.ii) does not prevent the existence of another input I' that meets 
the condition (25b.ii) for bleeding. Hence A can both feed and bleed B (and B can 
both counterfeed and counterbleed A). 

5 Serial and parallel approaches 

Rule interactions of the sort just discussed have beco1ne important in the theoret
ical comparative analysis of serial and parallel approaches, in particular in relation 
to opaque rule interactions. If  we compare a standard. serial theory like SPE with 
a parallel theory based on constraints like Optimality Theory (OT), pure feed
ing and pure bleeding order effects (i.e. those that are not also counterfeeding 
or counterbleeding) are transparent interactions and can be derived from both. 
Consider the \vell-kno\vn case of e-raising and /t/ -7 [s] interaction in Finnish 
(Kiparsky 1973b: 166-172), partiaJJy repeated from (20): 

(36) 

a. e -7 i I _## 
b. t -7 s I _  i 

vete 'water-NO.M sc' 

veti 
vesi 

halut-i 'wanted' 

halus-i 

Because both (36a) and (36b) are staten1ents that are true of surface forms, 
constraints of the form *e##, *ti, dominating conflicting faithfulness constraints, 
together '"ith other constraints determining the choice of [i] and [s], '"ill derive 
the output of /vesi/, /halus-i/. 

But counterfeeding and counterbleeding are opaque interactions and cause 
problems for a paraUel approach. A process (37a) is opaque (Kiparsky 1973b: 79) 
to the extent that there are phonetic forms in (37b) or (37c); otherwise it is trans
parent. The derivations (37d) and (37e) illustrate (37b) and (37c), respectively. 

(37) a. Rule: A -7 B I C _ D 

Opaque surface forms 
b. A in the environment C _ D 
c. B derived by (a) in an environment different from C _ D 
d. /EAD/ 

A -7 B / C _ D  
E -7 C / _ A  CAD 

e. /CAD/ 
A -7 8 / C _ D  CBD 
C -7 E / _ A  EBO 
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In (37d) the generalization "A does not appear in C _ D; B appears instead" 
expressed by (37a) is not stuface-true; the rule undera.pplies '"'ith respect to sur
face representations. In (37e) the generalization "underlying (or intern1ediate) 
A is represented by B in C _ D" is not true of the derivation, it is not surface
apparent; the rule overapplies with respect to surface representations, since it applies 
outside its environment. To illustrate '"'ith a real example, consider counterfeed

ing in lvladurese (Austronesian, Indonesia) (McCarthy 2002: 174-175). Nasality 
spreads rightwards onto follovving vowels, but is blocked by oral consonants, and 
voiced stops delete after a nasal (CHAPTER 78: NASAL HAfil·!ONY): 

(38) a. /naIJga'/ /naIJa' I 
b. V � [+nas] I N _ naI)ga? nfu)a' 
c. /b d g/ � 0 I N _  nfuJa' 

Surface [nfu)a?J [naIJa') 
In the first derivation, rule (3&) has deleted an oral consonant and has thus 
partially changed the context of application of rule (38b); rule (38b) underapplies, 
because if it did apply to the surface representation it \vould nasalize the second 
vowel, *(na1J�'i'). The generalization that a nasal vowel nasalizes follovving vovvels 
across non-oral consonants is not surface-true. 

Such an opaque interaction is derivable in an ordered rule system, but not 
in a system in '"'hich markedness generalizations are about surface forms. 
Consider no"' a model like OT. For an input /nal)a? I (cf. the second derivation 
in (38)), the constraint hierarchy n1ust favor candidate [nal)ii?) over candidate 
*(niil)a 7) (nasalization spreads across non-oral consonants). Therefore it wiJJ also 
favor the non-opaque candidate *[naIJa 'I over candidate [naIJa ') if the input is 
/niil)ga' /.  Similar considerations apply to counterbleeding opacity. Consider 
our earlier example, Canadian Raising in dialect A. The change /a1t/ � [Alt] does 
not appear as such in the phonetic representation of writer, because the second 
rule has modified the result of the cl1ange, turning the triggering voiceless /t/ 
into [r]: 

(39) a. /ra1ta./ 
b. a1 � Al I _ [C, -voice] CAita. 
c. t � ( I v - v fAlf<l> 

/ta1p I 
tA1p 

(Alf, 1101 Alt) tAlp 

Here in order to obtain the transparent (tArp) in type, both •a1[C, -voice] and 
*VtV m.ust be active. But for writer the input /ra.1t3'/, where both constraints 
are relevant, cannot have as output [rA1ra. ), because the candidate [rAita> ) also 
satisfies both n1arkedness constraints and is, in addition, more faithful to the 
input: 

(40) /rait<t./ •ax[C, -voice] •vtv FAtTH(ax] FAITH(!] 

a. ra1t<t . , • 

b. fAlt3' . , • 

� c. ra1r3' • 

d. rAl'f3' •1 • 
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6 Conclusion 

Rules are generalizations about the distribution of sound in nahual languages. 
Rule ordering is a specific theory about ho'"' these generalizations interact to 
derive a surface representation. The intensive study of many phonological sys
tems using rule ordering has not only produced a rich body of descriptive work, 
but has also unveiled many deep properties of phonological systems and many 
theoretical problen1s that go beyond the n1odel that generated then1. When the 
problen1 of the theoretical status of phonology was first addressed seriously, it 
�vas immedia tely realized that phonologica.l genera lizations could not have 
hvo properties at the same time: they could not be absolute generalizations and 
generalizations about the surface representation. In other '"ords, they could not 
map a lexical representation to a surface representation in one step (simultaneous 
rule application), as illustrated by Joos's paradox discussed at the beginning of 
§1. The response to this fact was that the requirement that generalizations be tn1e 
of surface representations should be abandoned, and hence that phonological 
processes had to be ordered. The conviction of many present-day phonologists 
that the right response is to abandon the other requirement, i.e. that generaliza
tions be absolute, and keep the idea that they apply to surface representations, 
has been made possible by 01.any decades of "'or.k in a framework based on rule 
ordering. Even if many things have changed since the days in v;hich a phono
logical description could be based on a system with a depth of ordering of 
20 or 30 (i.e. 20 or 30 rules that had to be linearly ordered),9 serial approaches 
haven't achieved a total elinLi.nation of ordering tluough mechartisn1s like the 
ones described in §2.3. At the same time, many of the properties of phonological 
systems that have been discovered as the result of \VOrk on rule ordering -
the existence of opacity, disjunctivity as predicted by the Else\vhere Condition, 
derived enviro1unent effects, and many morphology-phonology interactions -
are still in1portant problen1s that will stin1ulate f1uther research, for both serial 
and parallel approaches. 
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75 Consonant-Vowel Place 
Feature Interactions 

}AYE PADGETT 

1 Introduction 

Both consonants and vowels are formed with constrictions in the oral cavity, 
made by the lips, the tongue blade, the tongue body, and/or the tongue root. 
Since they make demands on the same organs, it should not be surprising 
that the place features of consonants can influence those of vovtels and vice 
versa. Indeed, such interactions are common: consonants and vo\vels frequently 
assilnilate i11 place to one another, or dissiinilate. But the en1pirical territory is 
not simple, a.nd attempts to t.u1derstand consonant-vo,vel place interactions 
(henceforth "C-V interactions") have led to much unresolved debate in phono
logical theory. 

The questions 1nost debated have had to do vtith the nattrre of the phono
logical features \Ve asswne, with questions of feature structure and with clain1s 
about the loca.lity of phonological processes. However, as the field of phonology 
gravitated tow·ard questions of constraint interaction under the influence of 
Optilnality Theory (Prince and Smolensky 1993), attention toward these representa
tional questions faded without having been resolved. Whatever the theoretical 
frame,.vork though, the empirical puzzles w1derlying the debate about C-V inter
actions ren1ain, and remain interesting. 

The discussion in this chapter will necessarily reflect the open-endedness of 
the historical discussion, as \.veil as the frame\vork in \vhich that discussion \Vas 
held - autosegmental phonology and feature geometry. §2 begiI1s by presenting 
a typology of C-V illteractions. §3 puts fon.vard an influential n1odel of feature 
geon1etry as a point of departure and reviews the challenges raised for that niodel 
by C-V interactions. §4 discusses a prominent approach to these challenges, a 
"unified feature" approach to consonants and vo,vels advocated by Herzallah 
(1990), Clements (1991), Hurne (1994, 1996), Oements and Hu1ne (1995), and 
others. In §5 we pause to consider issues of locality and transparency i11 C-V 
interactions. §6 covers an alterna.tive to the unified feature approach, due to Ni 
Chiosain and Padgett (1993) and Flemming (1995, 2003), called the "inherent vowel 
place" approach here. §7 concludes. 
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2 A typology of C-V interactions 

The typology given here is not meant as an exhaustive survey of the kinds of 
C-V interaction known. Instead the goal is to classify processes according to 
the challenges they have presented for phonological theory. In particular, a 
key distinction will be made betlveen 11\vithin-category" C-V interactions and 
"cross-category" C-V interactions.·' Also, for space reasons the 1nain focus \vill 
be on assimilations (CHAPTER 81: LOCAL ASSIMILATION), \Vith only occasional 
reference made to dissimilatory cases (see CHAPTER 60: DISSIMILATION). 

2.1 Within-category interactions 

It may seem incoherent to posit "within-category" interactions betlveen the distinct 
categories of consonant and vowel. Ho"'ever, it is well kno,.vn that consonants 
can have secondary articulations that are essentiaUy vocalic in nature: vO\vel- or 
glide-like gestures, produced along \Vith a consonant's primary place of articu
lation. Some representative examples are illustrated in (1) (see also CHAPTER 29: 
SECONDARY AND DOUBLE ARTlCULATION; CHAPTER 71: l'ALATAL!ZATlON; CHAPTER 121: 
SLAVIC PALATALIZATION).2 

(1) (Se111i-)vocalic secondary articulation.s 
labialization 

t" 
palatalization 

t' 
velar iza tion 

t¥ 
pharyngealization 

t' 

Indeed, glides themselves are consonants •vith vocalic properties (CHAPTER 1s: 
CLIDES). "Within-category" interactions are those between a vowel and another 
(semi)-vocalic element, "'hether the latter is a secondary articulation or a prin1ary 
one (a glide). 

Let us begin \vith interactions behveen vowels and glides. The examples in 
(2) are from Kabardian (Colarusso 1992: 32-33). Kabardian has a "vertical" vowel 
system arguably consisting of only the two phonemes /<i a/. These vowels 
assimilate in backness and roundness to a follo,.ving coda glide. According to 
Colarusso, the triggering glide is elided in all but careful speech, with some 
con1pensatory lengthening (not sho,vn). Effects like this of glides on vo\vels, 
affecting either vo\vel color (backness and/or roundness) or height (CHAPTER 19: 
VOWEL PLACE; CHAPTER 21: VOWEL HEICHT), seem common in languages. 

(2) /q'aw/ 
/psa\v/ 

[q'tnv] 
[psow) 

'swa1l' 
'alive' 

/baj/ 
/tsaj/ 

[bij] 
[tsej] 

'enemy' 
'one of \Vool (kind of coat)' 

Turning to vocalic secondary articulations, non-lo''' short vowels in Irish are front 
before palatalized consonants and back before non-palatalized consonants; the 

1 These terms are borrowed from Cements (1991). Compare the "Type I" vs. "Type I!" distinction 
of Nf Chiosain and Padgett (1993). 
' This presentation simplifies reality in some ways. Fo� example, sounds transcribed c� or C' ought 
be labial-velarized and not jt1st labialized or velarized. In addition, "pharyngealized" sot1nds are more 
accurately described as "uvularized" in at least some cases (McCarthy 1994). 
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latter are velarized. The symbols "I/E" denote underlying high and mid vow·els 
(respectively) of indeterminate backness. 

(3) /m'Idi/ [m'1di] ''"'e/ltS' /p'lnt' I [p'unt'] 'pound' 
/siivi I [f 1vi] 'you (PL)' /skiibv I [skiub'] 'snatch' 

/t¥Eti I [t¥eti] 'sn1oke' /b\'Esr I (b'As¥j 'palm (of hand)' 
/tiEp i/ [ti€pi] 'fail' /liEm'/ (liAn1') '\vith me' 

Sin1ilarly, labialized consonants can cause a neighboring vowel to be ro1md, as 
in Kabardian /d;i11w I � [do11"] 'thief' (Colarusso 1992: 30). In a case involving 
pharyngeali.zation (or uvularization; see note 2), emphatic consonants in Palestinian 
Arabic cause /a/ to ablaut to [u] instead of [i] in first measure imperfect verbs 
(Herzallah 1990): the imperfect form of [nao'am] 'compose' is [ji-nCl'um] rather 
than the expected •[ji-no'im] (cf. [katab ], [ji-ktib] 'write'). Herzallah argues that 
secondary pharyngealization involves a component of backness that spreads 
to the vowel in these cases. In a more typical case of emphasis spread, vowels in 
Ayt Seghrouchen Tamazight Berber are backed and lo,vered next to emphatic 
consonants (Rose 1996), as sho,vn in (4). Rose argues that e1nphasis spread is the 
spreading of the feature [RTR] ([Retracted Tongue Root]) (see also CHAPTER 2s: 

PHARYNGEALS; CHAPTER 77: LONG-DISTANCE ASSl.MlLATION OF CONSONANTS). 
(4) a. [izi] 

[llef] 
[nou] 

'fly' 
'to divorce' 
'to be shaken' 

b. /iz\/ 
/t't'ef/ 
/no'u/ 

[ez'e] 'bladder' 
[t't'€f) 'to hold' 
[no'o) 'to cross' 

Consonants cominonly acquire vocalic secondary articulations by assimilating to 
adjacent vowels. For example, Russian consonants are palatalized before certain 
suffixes beginning in [i] or [e] (Padgett, forthcoming; see also CHAPTER 121: SLAVIC 

PALATALIZATION): 

(5) Nom sg No111 sg (dim) Loe sg 
stol stoJiik stoJie 'table' 
dom domiik domie 'house' 
(?ar (?ariik §arie 'ball' 
zont zontiik zontJe 'umbrella' 

A similar palatalization occ1us in Nupe (Hyman 1970). Also in Nupe, consonants 
are rounded (or labial-velarized) before rounded vowels, e.g. [egwu] and [egwo) 
for /egu/ 'm.ud' and /ego/ 'grass' (tones not sho,vn). 

It is worth noting that the examples of within-category assimilation presented 
above never involve a vo"rel changing the features of a glide or of a consonant's 
secondary articulation. Such cases seen1 at best rare, but it is not clear '"hY that 
should be. 

Again, \·vhat all \vith.in-category interactions have in con1mon is .interaction 
among overtly (semi-)vocalic elements. Glides are [-consonantal] in the feature 
theory of Chomsky and Halle (1968; SPE). Vocalic secondary articulations are 
like,vise basically vocalic in constriction degree, even if they accompany prin1ary 
constrictions that are [+consonantal]. For reasons that will become clear belo\v, 
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C-V interactions of this sort have created little controversy in phonological theory. 
This is in contrast to C-V interactions in v1hich the pri111ary articulation of a 
[+consonantal] segment (CHAl'l'ER 22: CONSONANl'AL PLACE Of ARTICULATION) 
appears to interact with the place of a vowel, cases called "cross-category" here. 

2.2 Cross-category interactions 

Nun1erous cases are known in \vhich plain (not rotu1ded) labial consonants cause 
vowels to be round. This happens, for exan1ple, in a dialect of Mapila Malayalam 
described by Bright (1972).3 In this dialect, a vov.rel is inserted for apparently 
phonotactic reasons. The vo,vel is generally something like [i] (not a phoneme of 
the language), as sho,vn in (6a); but it surfaces as [u] after [o) or [u] (6b) or after 
a labial consonant (6c). The rule is productive, applying even in borrowings like 
[trippu). 

(6) a. pa:li 'milk' b. on nu 'one' c. tfa:vu 'death' 
pan di 'shake' nu:ru 'hundred' d:lappu 'pound' 
kurva:ni 'Koran' utmu 'dine!' isla:mu 'Islan1' 
dressi 'dress' o:d,u 'run!' trippu 'trip' 

Another \vell-knO"'n case occurs in Turkish (Lees 1961; Lightner 1972). \'\lithin 
historically native Turkish roots, a high vowel following [a) and any intervening 
consonants is normally (w] (son1etimes transcribed [i]). But it is [u] 'vhen a 
labial consonant intervenes, e.g. [javru) 'cub, chick', [armud) 'pear'. Cross-category 
dissimilations also occur. For example, in Cantonese a syllable rhyme can.not have 
both a rounded vo,.,el and a labial coda, e.g. *[up] (Cheng 1991). Other languages 
showing C-V interactions involving vo,,vel rounding and plain labial consonants 
are discussed by Hyman (1973), Campbell (1974), Sagey (1986), Clen1ents (1991), 
Selkirk (1993), Flemnling (1995), and Anttila (2002). 

There seems to be a sin1ilar connection bet"'een coronal place of articulation 
(CMAPTER i2: CORONALS) and front vo'''els. A frequently cited example comes 
from Maltese Arabic (Brame 1972; Hu.me 1994, 1996). In imperfective Measure I 
verbs, the prefix vo>vel is norn1ally identical to the vowel of the sten1, as sho,vn 
in (7a). However, when the stein begins "'ith a coronal obstruent, the prefix vowel 
is [i), (7b). Note that some of the verbs in (7b) undergo an independently existing 
ablaut by '"hich the imperfective stem vo,vel becomes [o]; this occurs in verbs 
\vithout initial coronal obstruents too, e.g. [barad] vs. [jo-brod] 'to file'. In these 
verbs the prefix vo,vel is normally [o]. 

(7) perfective iinperfective 
a. kotor jo-ktor 'to increase' 

'asam ja-?sam 'to break' 
1\eles je-1\les 'to set free' 
nizel ji-nzel 'to descend' UR= /nizil/ 

3 Bright relies on Upadhyaya (1968) for data. The {l,fopila Malayalam data rese.o\ble the more often
cited Tulu facts also discussed by Bright; in fact, Bright suggests that the Mapila Malayalam facts are 
due to contact with Tutu. 
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b. dahal 
talab 
sehet 
eta bar 

ji-dhol 
ji-tlob 
ji-st1et 
ji-ctbor 
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'to enter' 
'to pray' 
'to curse' 
'to collect' 

Hume (1994, 1996) treats the general vo,vel copy as a case of feature stability: 
•vhen the first vowel of the imperfective stem is deleted (by a normal syncope rule), 
its vowel place features surface on the underlyingly featureless prefix vowel. In 
(7b), ho,vever, a rule applies by \vhich the prefix vo,vel acquires its frontness fro1n 
a coronal obstruent; this rule takes precedence over the feature stability rule. 

In another widely cited case, non-low vo,vels in Cantonese n1ust be front \Vhen 
behveen coronal consonants (Cheng 1991); next to [tit] 'iron' and [tan) 'a shield' 
there are no forms like *[tut] or *[ton]. Similarly, in Kabardian the vowels /a/ 
and /a/ are allophonically fronted before coronal consonants, e.g. I fad/ 'donkey' 
and /zaz/ 'bile' become [fed] and [zcez], respectively (Colarusso 1992: 30). 
Discussion of other cases can be found in Clements (1976, 1991), Hume (1994), 
and Flemming (1.995, 2003). 

Dorsal consonants can trigger backing of vo,vels. This is clearly true when the 
consonants in question are uvular, analyzed by many as having a [pharyngeal] 
(Herzallah 1990; McCarthy 1994) or [RTR] (Rose 1996) component in their place 
of articulation, as \Vell as a [dorsal] one. In fact, uvulars, \vhich are (+back, -high) 
in the SPE frame,vor.k, can trigger backing and/or lo•vering. The data in (8) from 
Inuktitut are taken from Buckley (2000), who cites Schultz-Lorentzen (1945) and 
Fortescue (1984). The high vowels seen in (Sb) are lowered to mid before either 
of the language's uvular segments, [q) and [R), (8a). This is an allophonic change, 
since the vowel phonen1es of Inuktitut are /i u a/. According to Rische) (1974), 
this ru.le involves retraction as '"ell as (or even n1ore than) ltnvering, though this 
is not obvious from the transcriptions. As Elorrieta (1991) notes, this is consistent 
with the notion that uvulars are pharyngealized dorsal consonants. 

(8) a. S€Rm<-q 
i.kE-Rput 
uvdl:>-q 

'glacier' 
'our \vound' 
'day' 

b. seRmi-t 
iki-t 
uvdlu-t 

'glaciers' 
'your \vound' 
'days' 

In Kabardian, the phonen1es /a a/ are backed before uvulars, e.g. /baq/ � (baq") 
'co•v shed' (Colarusso l.992: 30)! 

Velar consonants, \vhich are also [dorsal], can also cause backing, and/or 
raising. One example is from Maxakali (Gudschinsky et al. 1970; Clements 1991). 
Tautosyllabic VC sequences tend to display an excrescent vowel '"hich either 
replaces the consonant or forn1s a transition from vowel to consonant, depending 
on aspects of the environment. The place of this excrescent vowel depends on 
the place of the consonant. As sho,vn in (9a), that vo,vel is /a/ before alveolars. 
But it is a high back vo'"el before velars, (9b). (The vowel is also [i] before 
"alveo-palatals," and so1nethi.ng like [A] before labials.}' 

• Colarusso states that backing affects /a/ also, and hjs rule predjcts ('<I, but he transcribes [a]. 
s Tl'e rele\1ant excrescent ,10,.,el is underlined .. Along witl1 tl\e excresce11t \'O\l\rel, a preceding g1.id.e 
can appear. A breve indicates the vowel is non-syllabic. Gudschinsky et al. actually indicate a good 
deal of variatic>n in these excrescent V0\\1el qualities. 
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(9) a. 

b. 

/mil/ 
/kot nak/ 
/no?ok/ 
/kwcakkwk/ 

[mbijat�] 
[kowa dalicx] 
[ndo?owx] 
(kwfa!!!kwx) 

'sound of a jaguar's footsteps' 

'dry manioc' 
'to wave (something)' 
'capybara (species of rodent)' 

If Clements (1991) is right that [a] represents the basic quality of the excrescent 
vo\vel, then [k] (and also [I)]) seem to cause it to raise and back. Similarly, in 
Yoruba, certain i-i.ni.tial nouns show the /i/ backing to [u] when a velar precedes. 
This occurs in a reduplicative context, e.g. /ki + isJ/ � [isJkJl.SJ] 'saying, 
foolish/loose talk' (Pulleyblank 1988: 245-246; tones omitted). Other cross
category cases involving velars are discussed in Ni Chiosain and Padgett (1993), 
Clements and Hume (1995), and references therein.6 

Finally, pharyngeal consonants often cause vowels to lo\'l'er and back, particu
larly to (a). In fact, this can be a property of all "guttural" consonants - uvulars, 
pharyngeals, and (for some languages) laryngeals - \vhich can all be analyzed as 
having a [pharyngeal] component to their place of articulation (McCarthy 1994) 
(see also CHAPTER 25: PHARYNGEALS). The examples in (10), taken from Rose 
(1996), \Vho cites Cowell (1964), are fron1 Syrian Arabic. The fen1inine suffix 
/-e/, seen in (lOa), is realized as (a) after gutturals, (lOb). 

(10) a. dara3-e 
ferk-e 
madras-e 

'step' 
'society' 
'school' 

b. wa:3h-a 
mni:t1-a 
dagga:R-a 

'display' 
'good' 
'tanning' 

The examples of cross-category assimilation discussed so far involve conson
ants affecting vo,,rels. A striking fact is that consonant-to-vo\'\•el cross-category 
assimilations are notably missing (Ni Chiosain and Padgett 1993). The one clear 
exception to this claim is the case of palatalizing mutations. As many have noted 
(e.g. Clements 1976; Mester and Ito 1989), front vowels, especially higher ones, 
often trigger mutations of velars or dentals/a]veolars to palato-alveolar (or a 
similar) place of articulation. Hume (1996) cites a case of velar mutation in Slovak 
(Rubach 1993) by \vhich /k g x ¥I become [\f c!J f 31 respectively before any of 
[j i e ce] (see CHA1'TER 65: CONSONANT 1''1UTATION for more on mutations): 

(l 1) a. vnuk 'grandson' vnu\fik (Dl1'1) 
b. tsveng 'sound' tsvenc!Jatl 'to sound'7 
c. strax 'fright' strafiti 'frighten' 
d. boy 'god' bo3e (voe) 

Such cases are com111.on, and clearly involve assimilation of a velar consonant 
to a front vo,vel. The existence of these cases might lead us to expect equally 
frequent assin1ilations to round vo\vels, such as /ku/ � [pu], or assimilations 
to [a], such as /fa/ � [t1a]. But assimilations like these, or the n1any others that 

6 Some researchers have suggested that cross--categol}· assintllations of vo\vels to velars like these 
are tLnexpectedly rare_, compared to cases involving labial or corona] consonants ([hiunlt and 
Kensto\vicz 1994; Flemming 1995). This seen1s possible, but no con1prehensi\re comparative SL1rvey 
has been done. Flemming's claim that they do not exist at all seems too strong. 7 Tlte triggering \'O\\rel is assun1ed to be /ce/, which backs later in tl1e derivat·ion. 
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can be imagined if vo'''els can cause place assimilation of a consonant, are 
glaringly absent.8 

Apart from this asymmetry, another interesting fact about cross-category 
assimilations should be noted. Compared to \vi.thin-category assi111ilations, they 
seem '\veak" in several respects. First, they appear to be much less frequent. 
This seems especially clear if '"e compare '''ithi.n-category effects in \Vhich a 
consonant's secondary articulation affects a vo,vel to cross-category effects in 
which a consonant's priinary articulation affects a vowel, e.g. /k"'t/ � [k"u] vs. 
/pi/ � [pu]. If '"e keep in mind that consonants \vi.th secondary articulations 
occur in a minority of languages v»hile all languages have plain consonants (see 
e.g. Maddieson 1984), the difference is very striking. The seeming exception to 
this generalization involves gutturals, \Vhich, \Vhen present in a language, seem 
likely to trigger assi.Jnilation of a vowel (McCarthy 1994; Rose 1996). 

Second, cases in "'hich a consonant's prin1ary place takes precedence over its 
secondary place in determining a vowel's place features, e.g. /pii/ � [piu], seem 
non-existent (Ni Chiosain and Padgett 1993; Flemming 1995, 2003). 

Third, cross-category effects often seem to involve vo,vels that are "under
specified" (CHAPTER 7: FEATURE SPEC!FlCATlON AND lfNDERSl'ECIFICATION) Ul the 
sense of being either epenthetic (CHAPTER 67: VOWEL EPENTHESIS), reduplicati.ve 
(CHAPTER lOO: REDUPLICATION), or central (see also CHAPTER ss: THE EMERGENCE 
OF THE UNMARKED). The case of Mapila Malayalam is typical: the vo,vel [i] is not 
one of the language's phonemes /i e a  o u/, it is predictably inserted, and it is 
central. Central vowels ('''hether predictable or not) are often hypothesized to 
lack specification to some degree, whether phonetically (Bro\v111an and Goldstein 
1992) or phonologically (Kaye et al. :1985; Clements :1991; Lombardi 2003) (see 
also CHAPTER 26: scH1¥ A). That cross-category effects often seem to be linked to 
central and epenthetic vowels suggests that they often can be feature-filling, but 
not feature changing. 

Fourth, cross-category effects generally see111 to be highly local: the con
sonant and vo,vel must be imm.ediately a.djacent or nearly so (CHAPTER s1: LOCAL 
ASSIMILATION). Though some within-category effects seem to have this property 
too (e.g. rounding or palatalization of consonants by vowels), some clearly do not. 
For exan1ple, consonants can dissintilate across vovvels, and yet cross-category 
di.ssimilations are local. 

Finally, some cross-category effects seem to need to "gang up" in order to apply. 
In the case of Cantonese vo1vel fronting mentioned above, the VO\vel must be 
surrounded by coronals in order to undergo the rule. In Fe?-fe'-Bamileke, a labial 
consonant causes an adjacent reduplicating vo,vel to be round, but only when a 
round vo\vel is also present; likewise, a coronal consonant causes it to be front 
only vvhen a front vowel is also present (Hyn1an 1972).9 

These facts about cross-category effects, suggesting that they are in some sense 
"weak," should arguably folio'" from any account of them. 

' Some apparent counterexamples are discussed below and in •1 Chlosa.in and Padgett (1993). (See 
also CH . .\P'rER 72: CONSON . .\Nt• HAR .... IONY lN Clifl.D LANCUACE for a discussion o( this possibility in child 
lnngt1age.) 
"' If the neigl1boring \rovvel is IUgh, it is sufficient to cat1se the change. Other\vise the \>·owel and 
C(>nsonant together cause it. 
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3 C-V interactions and feature theory 

Research on C-V interactions became particularly active within the context of the 
developn1ent of feature geometry theory. This chapter assumes a basic familiarity 
•vith the '"orkings of autosegmental phonology and feature geometry (see CHAP

TER 14: AUTOSECMENTS and CHAPTER 2?: THE ORGANIZATION OF FEATURES.) 
A good starting point for our discussion is a feature geometry representation 

based on the influential work of Sagey (1986), \Vith so1ne modifications suggested 
by McCarthy (1988), shown in (12) (some details on1itted). 

(12) Feature geometry 
Root 

Laryngeal 

� 
Place [nasal] [continuant] 

�----
(voice] [spr glottis] [labial] 

I 
[coronal] 

� 
[dorsal] 

� 
[round] [ant] [distr] [high] (10"'] [back] 

Focusing on the place of articulation features, one notable property of Sagey's 
model is its basis in active articulators of the vocal tract: [labial], involving the 
lips, [coronal], involving the tongue tip and/or blade, and [dorsal], involving 
the tongue body. In its grounding in articulation the model is in the tradition 
of SPE. Ho,vever, Sagey's model departs from SPE in various respects, includ
ing in holding that the articulator nodes [labial], [coronal], and [dorsal] are 
privative, and that they are organizational nodes in feature geometry, as sho,vn 
in (12). to 

As Sagey argues, an advantage of an articulator-based 1nodel like this is that 
it easily represents complex segments - segments that have more than one place 

� 
of articulation, such as [gb] (CHAPTER 29: SECONDARY AND DOUBLE ARTICULATION). 

In SPE, by comparison, velars are [-anterior, -coronal] and labials are [+anterior, 
-coronal]. In such a systen1 it is unclear ho\\' to specify a segment that is both 
labial and velar. This point is relevant to us, since consonants bearing vocalic 
secondary articulations are complex segments. For example, in Sagey's terms 
the segments [tw] and [ti] are represented as in (13a) and (13b), focusing only on 
place features.'" Vowels are also specified in tern1s of the features in (12) and 
are often complex segments then1selves. The vo'"els [u] and [i], for instance, are 
specified as in (13c) and (13d). The representation in (13d) assumes that [i) has 
an active lip-spreading gesture, which requires involvement of the lips. Since 
all vo,vels are specified for tongue body features, all vo"rels have a [dorsal) 
specification. 

1° For Sage)' tl1ey are prlvati\re becal1se tl1ey are class trodes rather than features. Like Clen1ents (1991) 
and others, I iJ\terpret them as features and assuo1e features can be dependel\t on other features. 
n Some features are omitted for simplicity, including [distributed(, [high], and [low]. [twl is under
stO(>d as labialized_, not labiaJ-,1eJarized. 
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c. 
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[t'"] b. [ti] 
Place Place 

� � 
[labial] [coronal] [coronal) [dorsal) 

I I I I 
[+round] [+ant] [+ant] [-back] 

[u) d. [i) 
Place Place 

� � 
[labial] [dorsal] [labial] [dorsal] 

I I I I 
[+round] [+back] [-round] [-back) 

To give a more complete understanding of this feature system, Table 75.1 shov1s 
place specifications for plain, palatalized, and rounded consonants of all three 
major places of articulation and for five representative VO\vels. The symbol 
"./" indicates specification of a privative (major) place feature. In this theory, 
specification of a feature such as [round] or [back) is possible only if the relevant 
major place - here [labial] or [dorsal] respectively - is specified. Other,\fise, full 
feahue specification is assun1ed for the sake of discussion. For our purposes, \Vhat 
is particularly worth noticing is the disjointedness of the consonantal vs. vocalic 
place specifications. Unless they are labialized or palatalized, coronal consonants 
have nothing in common '"ith vowels. Plain labials are like rounded vowels in 
having a [labial] specification - but not in being rounded. The exception to this 
disjointedness is with [dorsal] consonants, \Vhich, following SPE, are specified for 
vocalic tongue body features. This is in fact ho'" velars are distinguished from 
uvulars ([-high, -kl"']) a.nd pharyngeals ([-high, +Jo,v]). 

\iVithin such a model, many within-tier interactions are straightfon,rard to 
represent. For example, the dependence in Irish of a short vowel's backness 

Table 75.1 Feature specifications (Sagey l 986) 

p pl p" l l' f' k kl k" J y a 0 u 

[labial] ,I ,I ,I ,I ,I ,I ,I ,I ,I 
[round] + + + + + + 

[coronal] ,I ,I ,I 
[anterior] + + + 
[distributed] + + + 

[dorsal] ,I ,I ,I ,I ,I ,I ,I ,I ,I ,I 
[high] + + + + + + + + 
(JO\V) + 
[back] + + + + + 

Marep1-1an. 3aU11-1U1eHHb1� asropcK1-1M npasoM 
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on the follo'''ing consonant (see (3)) is an assimilation as sho\vn in (14a).12 The 
assimilation of a plain consonant to a round vo,vel, as in Nupe [eg''o] 'grass', is 
as in (14b ). (The rule spreads [+round], and [labial] is inserted on the consonant 
by Node Interpolation (Sagey 1986). Alternatively, [labial] spreads to the conson
ant.) Apart from the advantages of an articulator-based representation, it is not 
the particular geometry assumed here that makes \vithin-category effects easy to 
represent. The point is that vo,vels, glides, and (semi-)vocalic secondary articu
lations on consonants are assumed to employ the very sa1ne set of place features. 
If that is true, then whatever the geon1etry, there is no (at least general) difficulty 
in representing within-category processes. 

(14) a. /n1'Idi/-? [n1'1di] 

I di 
Place Place 

I �  
[dorsal) [dorsal) [corona l) r·--- . _ _ _ _ J 
[+high] [-back] 

b. /ego/ -? [egwo] 

g 0 
Place Place r·------ --- � 

[dorsal) ((labial)) (labial) [dorsal] ------- J -. _ 

[+round] 

Compare the situation with cross-category assinlilations. Recall that in Mapila 
J'v!alayalam the VC>\vel /i/ is rounded after a plain labial consonant (see (6)). Since 
it is a plain (not Jabialized) labial consonant in question, it cannot be specified 
[+round]. Whether the consonant is specified [-round] or unspecified for [round], 
spreading [labial] as in (15a) \Vil! not cause the vo,vel to round. Jn the case 
of Maltese Arabic (see (7)), the problen1 seen1s even "'orse. The feature [-back] 
needed to achieve [i) is not part of the representation of a coronal consonant.13 
Spreading [coronal], the only seeming option, is of no help. The issue once again 
is not about the feature geometry pursued. The problem is that the place features 
that are assu1ned to define consonantal place are largely disjoint from those 
assumed to define vocalic place. There is therefore no straightfonvard way to 
explain •vhy plain consonants can affect vo,vels in this \vay. 

(15) a. ?l/c!:lappi/ -? [4Jappu] 

p J 
Place Place 

L. · · -···. ·1 
[labial] [dorsal] 

I 
([-round]) 

b. n;jV-tlob/-? [ji-tlob] 

v t 
Place Place r -----.. __ J 

[dorsal] [coronal] 

This problem of disjoint place features for consonants and vowels has been noted 
for some tin1e. For exan1ple, before the advent of autosegmental phonology or 
feature geometry, Can1pbell (1974) and Cle1nents (1976) had pointed out the 

12 lrrele\rant detail \'V'ill often be onlitted in representations shO\\'O. 
" Hume (1994) argues that the vowel's height is a default value and so doesn't need to be spread. 
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problem for the SPE feature theory of processes like those of Mapila Malayalam 
and !Vlaltese, respectively. Campbell noted the lack of connection bel\veen the 
features [labial] and [round], and Oen1ents did the same for [coronal] and [back]. 
By comparison, cross-category effects involving [dorsal) consonants make sense in 
the feature theory of SPE/Sagey (1986}, because such consonants are specified for 
[high), [lo,v], and [back]. For example, the vowel low·ering of Inuktitut (see (8}} 
can be represented as in (16}. The point holds equaJJy if Inuktitut is better 
interpreted as [RTR] spread from a consonant. To put it differently, according to 
this theory assimilations by vowels to [dorsal) consonants are, in a sense, within
categoiy effects: the influence of [dorsal) consonants is accomplished through vo•vel 
place features. 

(16} I seRmi-q/ � [seRmi:-q) 

J. 
Place 

q 
Place 

I I 
[dorsal] [dorsal] 

. . . J --.. 
-. .  

[-high) 

4 Unified feature theory 

The idea that consonants and vowels should be specified by the san1e set of place 
feah1res has been n1otivated by researchers in diverse frame\vorks, including 
Schane (1984, 1987}, Kaye et al. (1985}, Anderson and Ewen (1987), Selkirk (1988, 
1993), van der Hulst (1989}, and Clea.1ents (1991}. Selkirk and Clements cast the 
idea roughly in terms of the features of Sagey (1986}, as sho'''n in Table 75.2.1� 
FollO\·ving McCarthy (1994), a feature [pharyngeal] is now included. McCarthy 
argues that uvular, pharyngeal and, for at least son1e languages, laryngeal con
sonants have in common a (pharyngeal] specification. 

Table 75.2 Unified p.lace features for consonants and VO\vels (Clements 1991) 

p p' w p ! !' !w k ki kw n I y a 

C-Place [labial) ,/ ,/ ,/ 

[coronal) ,/ ,/ ,/ 

[dorsal) ,/ ,/ ,/ 

[pharyngeal) ,/ 

V-Place [labial) ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ 

[coronal) ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ 

[dorsal) ,/ 

[pharyngeal) ,/ 

0 u 

,/ ,/ 

,/ ,/ 

" However, Clements treats these features ns binary valued. The features [anterior] and [distributed] 
are not sho\vn here. 
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The unified feature approach capitalizes on the apparent articulatory parallelism 
bet\\reen consonants and vo"rels: both labial consonants and round VO\vels involve 
a constriction at the lips; both coronal consonants and front vowels involve a 
constriction at the tip /blade/front of the tongue; both dorsal consonants and back 
vowels involve a constriction at the tongue dorsum; and both pharyngeal con
sonants and lov,, VO\vels involve a constriction bet"1een the tongue root and the 
pharynx \vall. (The parallelis1n in the case of [coronal] is the most questionable, as 
we '"ill see later.) For Clements (1991) and others working '"ithin this fran1e\vork 
(including Herzallah 1990; Hun1e 1990, 1994), the consonant-vowel parallelism 

does not extend to vowel height (or stricture features in consonants). Distinct 
features are still needed for these properties of segments. This means that the 
unified feature approach obviates the VO\vel color features [back] and [round], 
but not [high] and [low]. 

Of course, vocalic rounding is not articulatorily identical to the labial con
striction of a consonant; like,vise for the other paral lel features. For these unified 
features to be phonetically interpreted \ve require reference to a segment's 
manner features. For example, if a sound is specified as [-consonantal] then [labial] 
is interpreted as lip rounding. Alternatively, the relevant inforn1ation is read 
off feature-geon1etric structure. Thus Herzallah {1990), Clements (1991), Hume 
(:1994., 1996), and Clements and Hume (1995) locate [labial], [coronal], [dorsal), 
and [pharyngeal] under separate (-Place and V-Place nodes, depending on whether 
a consonantal or vocalic constriction is intended. In these terms, the segments 
seen above in (13) are no\\' rendered as in (17). Segn1ent (17a) is interpreted as 
[t"] because (labial] is a V-Place feature while [coronal] is a C-Place feature; and 
so on for the other representations.15 

(17) a. 

c. 

[ t""] 
C-Place 

� 
[coronal) V-place 

I I 
[+ant] [labial] 

[ u] 
C-Place 

I 
V-Place 

� 
[labial) [dorsal] 

b. 

d. 

[ tl] 
C-Place 

� 
[coronal] V-Place 

I I 
[+ant] [coronal] 

[ i) 
C-Place 

I 
V-Place 

I 
[coronal] 

" These represeillotions simplify the full geometry assumed by the references cited, to focus on 
'"'hat is crLtcial here. There are reasons (or asst1n1ing tJ1at V-Place is a depe11dent of C-Place (or "Place" 
according to some), instead of a sister, ftlr example, bi.it a ctlnsideration of these "'ould take tis tllO 
far afield. See Clements (1991), Odden (1991), and Ni Chiosajn (1994) for discussion of this issue and 
for motivation of V-PJace as a feattue-geometric constitt1ent. 
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Naturally, it remains true in this theory that vo\vel place features and secondary 
vocalic articulation features on consonants are the same. Therefore it ren1au1s 
straightfor\vard to characterize within-category assllnilations as seen in (14) above, 
no'"' understood as in (18). Cases such as Jnuktitut (see (8)) are also arguably within
category, as noted above. 

(18) a. I 1n vrdi I � [1n vrdi] 

I di 
C-Place C-Place 

I �  
V-Place V-Place [corona l] 

· - · - --- - - - . .J 
[coronal] 

b. /ego/ � [eg"'o] 

g 0 
C-Place C-Place r·--- ------ I 
[dorsa l] (V-Place) \/-Place 

· - - - - - - - - - - -� [labial] [dorsal] 

What is new vvith unified features is the possibility of directly capturing cross
category assimilations too. Compare the representations in (19) to the problematic 
(15) above. In (19a) (Mapila Malayalam), [labial] spreads from a consonant to a 
vo,.vel. Notice that [labial] is linked to C-Place for the consonant and to V-Place for 
the VO\'l"el. It is therefore u1terpreted as consonantal lip constriction for the con
sonant and as rounding for the vo,vel. Similar reasoning holds for (l  9b) (l'v!altese; 
see Hume 1994, 1996). Cases of backing around dorsal consonants, as in Maxakal( 
(see (9)), similarly involve the spreading of [dorsal] from consonant to vo"rel. 

(19) a. /<!iappi/ � [<!lappu] b. /jV-tlob/ � [ji-tlob] 

p t v t 
C-Place C-Place C-Place C-Place 

I I 
V-Place V-Place 

. .  .. 
---- --

[labial I [coronal] 

Finally, cases m which a vowel becomes [a] around a guthrral consonant, as in 
Syrian Arabic (see (10)), are analyzed as the spreadmg of [pharyngeal] (Herzallah 
1990; McCarthy 1994; Rose 1996), as sho\vn belo\v. 

(20) /mni:li-e/ � [mni:li-a] 

t1 e 
C-Place C-Place 

I 
V-Place 

[pharyngeal] 

In short, unified feahire theory solves the problem of cross-category mteractions 
by eliminating the disjointedness of consonantal and vovvel place features. 
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If features can spread from C-Place to V-Place, as in (19) and (20), then we 
1night expect that the reverse can happen. This is just \\'hat is proposed for palatal
izing mutations of the sort seen in Slovak, where /k g x ¥I beco1ne /tf ct f 3/ 
respectively before any of /j i e eel (see (11)). Since front vowels are characterized 
as [coronal] instead of (-back) in the unified theory, this kind of mutation can be 
vie"red as assimilation, specifically "coronalization" (Broselo'v and Niyondagara 
1989; Mester and Ito 1989; Pulleyblank 1989; Lahiri and Evers 1991; Hume 1996): 

(21) /vnuk/ ..... (vnutfik) 

k 1 

C-Place C-Place 

'·-,_ I 
', "V-Place 

"",] 
[coronal] 

The outputs of the Slovak rule are not simply [coronal]; they are fricated or 
a.ffricated palato-alveolars. Hu.n1e (1994, 1996) reasonably assumes that front vowels 
are [-anterior] coronals. This entails that "coronalization" \vill output [-anterior] 
coronals too. The rest must follow from redundancy rules like [-anterior) __. 
[+delayed release). 

As noted above, this approach to unified features does not atten1pt to unify 
features for vo,vel height and consonantal stricture. This means that, 'vhen such 
features are affected by cross-category assimilation, it must be for independent 
reasons. For example, Hume (1994, 1996) argues that the front vo,vel derived in 
Maltese is [+high) [i] because this is the default height for vo,vels in the language. 

On the other hand, since [+low] is not a likely default height in Arabic, Herzallah 
(1990: 185) aSs1.unes that (pharyngeal] spreading as in (20) leads to a lo'"' vowel 
because of a redundancy rule (pharyngeal] ..... [+low).16 Since gutturals seem to 
cause assimilation to [a] typically, this redundancy rule will be needed for other 
cases too. This might be seen to some'\'hat w1dermine the argument of unified 
feahrre theory. The point of w1ified features is to capture the assirnilatory nature 
of cross-category effects. The lowering that occurs around gutttrrals seems just 
as assimilatory as the spreading of the pharyngeal constriction, so why treat it 
differently? The case of Maxakali (see (9)) also supports the vie'v that consonants 
can affect vo,vel height as \veil as vowel color. Recall that the inserted vo,vel in 
that language is [a] before alveolars; Clements (1991) suggests that this is the 
default inserted vowel. But before velars the inserted vowel is both back and high, 
[w). A redundancy rule (dorsal) ..... [+high] might 'vork, but, side-by-side with 
[pharyngeal] ..... [+lo,v], it begs the question why we do not allow that consonants 
directly affect height as \veil as color. 

This question aside, unified feahues have a clear appeal. They explain cross
category effects, because they assume that coronal consonants and front vowels 
form a natural class, as do labial consonants and round vo"•els, etc. Apart fron1 

16 Herzallah discl1sses I'alestinian Arabic in this context. She also en1ploys the VO\\rel apertllre features 
of Clements (1991), rather than [high( and [lowl. 
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assimilations and dissimilations like those already seen, more evidence for such 
natural classes co1nes from instances of vowel strengthening or consonantal 
weakening. For exau1ple, \Vhen the vowel [i] and glide [j) are strengthened to 
consonants, they are strengthened to coronal consonants, or at least consonants 
'vith a coronal component - palatals or palato-alveolars. This occurs in Portefio 
Spanish "'hen the (semi-)vo\vel is in onset position, as in /jelo/ (or /ielo/) � [3elo] 
'ice' (see Harris and Kaisse 1999 and references therein). A relevant exan1ple of 
weakening con1es from Irish lenition (CHAPTER 66: LENITlON), \Vhereby /b m/ are 
reduced to [w) (see Ni Chiosain 1991). If front vo\vels and palato-alveolars 
are both [coronal), and if labial consonants and [ "' ) are both [labial), then these 
processes can be understood as the "promotion" or "demotion" of those features 
in the C-Place/V-Place representation. As \Vith the assimilations, however, such 
accounts will often need the help of redundancy rules. 

5 Non-interaction and locality 

Our discussion of C-V interactions has so far ignored an important issue. There 
are "'ays in which consonants and vo,vels apparently fail to interact, and our 
theory needs to explain these too. Perhaps the most basic question arises from 
the simple observation that consonants typically seem to be transparent to vowel 
harn1onies and other kinds of vo,vel-to-vowel place assimilations (CHAPTER 91: 
VOWEL HARMONY: OPAQUE AND TRANSPARENT VOWELS; CHAl'TER ns: TURKISH VOWEL 
HARMONY; CHAPTER U3: HUNGARIAN VO\VEL HA!u-·!ONY). In Turkish, for exatnple, 
vo,vels harmonize for roundness as 'veU as backness (Lees 1961.; Clements and Sezer 
1982). Most consonants are transparent to the harmony.1' Particularly relevant 
to the discussion here, labial consonants are transparent to round harmony, as in 
[somun] 'loaf', and coronal consonants are transparent to backness harmony, as 
in [0kyz) 'ox'.18 The issue raised by such cases is schen1atized in (22). 

(22) a. o m I 

l l ---- ----.. .. ..  _ ...... - --.. - -
[labial] [labial) 

b. y z I 

l l_. - - -------_ ...... - -- "' --
[coronal] [coronal) 

Unification of place features for consonants and vo,vels is motivated by the 
cross-category interactions we have seen so far. Ho,vever, the ability to block 
spreading is also a kind of interaction (if a passive one), and the principles of 
autosegmental phonology in1ply that spreading as in (22) should be blocked. 
A similar implication arises for vocalic [dorsal) spreading through dorsal con
sonants (not shown). These representations cross lines, a maneuver ruled out within 
autosegmental phonology for features on the same tier.19 

17 The ex<eptions are palatalized consonants in <:ertain Limited <:ircumstances. Since palatalizcltion 
is a \'-Place specification_, this blocking is toithin-category. Blocking in such cases is the rt1le across 
la1lguages� in <01\trast to tl\e situatjo1\ vvith plain consonants. ui TJ1ese exampJes in\;oJve harn1ony in the root, bt1t tl1e observation abot1t transparenC}' holds equally 
for l'lar.01ony bet,,reen a stern a.i\d a suffix. 1• See Hammond (1988), Sagey (1988), Bird and Klein (1990), Coleman (1991), Scobbie (1991), and 
Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994) on deducing the ill-formedness oi Line crossing within the theory. 
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As "'e have seen, Clements (1991), Clements and Hume (1995), and others 
\vorking within this unified features frame,vork locate vocalic and consonantal 
place features under distinct nodes in feature geometry, V-Place and C-Place 
respectively. The full representations for the scenarios in (22) (modulo some 
irrelevant simplifications) are sho,vn in (23) belo"'- In feature geometry, a plane 
on v,rhich association lines spread is defined by adjacent tiers. Therefore, the plane 
defined by the [labial) tier and the C-Place tier in (23a) is different from that defined 
by the [labial) tier and the \I-Place tier. Clements (1991) and Clen1ents and Hun1e 
(1995) suggest that, even '"hen the same featttre such as [labial] is involved in the 
spread ing, line crossing is prohibited only within a plane. Therefore spreading, as 
in (23a) and (23b ), is allo'''ed. (Put differently, apparent line-crossing is only a 
problem '"hen the crossed lines link to the same mother node in the geometry.) 

(23) a. 0 m l b. y z I 
C-Place C-Place C-Place C-Place C-Place C-Place 

I I I I 
\I-Place V-Place \I-Place \I-Place 

l _ _ _ _ _ _ _  .. - ---- .. ..  -
l ... - - - · · · - -- - .... , -

-- .... - -.. .. 

[labial) [labial) [coronal) [coronal) 

This suggestion raises questions about the formal understanding of tiers and planes 
that have not been fully explored. In any case, the worry about non-interaction 
of C-Place and \I-Place features goes beyond this kind of spreading. For example, 
1nany languages place restrictions on homorganic consonants occurring 'vithin 
forms (CHAPTER 86: MORPHEl-·(E STRUCTURE CONSTRAINTS). In autosegmental phon
ology these have been explained by means of the Obligatory Contour Principle, 
'"hich prohibits tier-adjacent identical feature specifications (see for example 
l\llcCarthy 1986; Mester 1986; Yip 1989; Frisch el al. 2004 and references therein) 
(see also CHAPTER 14: AUTOSEGMENTS). Such restrictions can apply to consonants 
separated by vo,vels, and, crucially, do not seem to be blocked even by vowels 
of the "same" place of articulation; that is, forms such as [born) are as ill-formed 
as [bam).20 But given unified features, the consonants' [labial) features in (24a) 
are not tier-adjacent, since the vo,vel's [labial) intervenes. Why should this 
fonn be dispreferred? (The ans,ver is not because sequences such as [bo) or [om] 
themselves are ruled out; they are not in most languages having this kind of dis
similation.) Analogous issues arise "'ith front vo,vels and coronal consonants, etc., 
and the same general issue arises in reverse when vo"rels dissimilate across 
all consonants, as in Ainu (116 1984).21 To deal '"ith this question, Clen1ents (1991) 
suggests that instances of a feature are not on the san1e tier when they are 
domina.ted by different mother nodes, and in fact to highlight this point he 

" One exception is Akkndian (McCarthy 1979; Yip 1988; Hume 1994; Odden 1994). A prefix I ml 
c:tissimilates to [n], given another labial consonant in the stem. The sounds [u w l do not trigger 
dissimilatio1\, but they do block it. 21 There are other theoretical approaches to dissimilation th(lt d (> not appea.1 to tier-adjacenC}', 
including the idea of local self-conjunction advocated by Ito and Mester (1996) and Alderete (1997). 
Such approaches might avoid the question raised by (24). 
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draws representations as in (24b).22 Hume (1994, 1996) and Clements and Hume 
(1995) fra1ne a similar idea differently: there is one [labial] tier, as in (24a), but 
two instances of a feature can fail to interact '"hen they are do1ninated by different 
1nother nodes. Therefore the [labial] features dominated by C-Pla.ce n1ay interact 
'vith each other and may each fail to interact 'vith the intervening [labial]. 

(24) a. b 0 Ill b. b 0 m 
C-Place C-Place C-Pla.ce C-Pla.ce C-Place C-Place 

I I I I 
V-Place [labial] V-Place [labial] 

I I 
(labial] (labial] (labial) [labial) 

Obviously there should be concern at this point about losing the gains made 
\Vith unified features. If C-Place and V-Place features are on different tiers, or if 
they can fail to interact because C-Place and V-Place are different mother nodes, 
then '"hY do C-Place and V-Place features ever interact? Selkirk (1988, 1993) 
considers n1a.ny of the same issues, and makes the important observation that 
cross-category dissirnilations and co-occurrence restrictions seem to hold only under 
segmental adjacency.23 Both Selkirk and Clements suggest that this observation 
be elevated to a principle. A similar, though more general, observation '"as made 
at the end of §2 above: cross-category dissirnilations and assimilations, unlike 
\vithi.n-ca.tegory cases, are always highly local. 

To summarize: according to a t.mified fea.tures vie"' of C-V interactions, con
sonant and vo'"el place features are unified, and so can interact. But cross-category 
interaction seen1s limited to (near-)segn1ental adjacency, and a unified feature 
theory must address this limitation by separate stipulation (e.g. interaction can 
happen a.cross tiers/with different n1other nodes only under (near-)segmental 
adjacency). 1f the empirical observations here are on the right track, one might 
still raise questions about the account. In particular, the very motivation for unified 
features seems \Veakened by the need to stipulate no11-in.ternction except under close 
adjacency. In addition, the latter stipulation does not follow from anything else 
in the theory; cross-category effects are limited in a way not really explained. 

6 Inherent vowel place specifications 

An alternative approach to cross-category C-V interactions, also couched within 
feature georo.etry theory, is proposed by Ni Chiosain and Padgett (1993) and 
Flemming (1995, 2003): perhaps "plain" consonants are not as plain as they are 
assumed to be. 

" Thls redefinition of the notion "tier" may render unnecessary the reference to planes in (23). 
Ji consonantal and vocaHc [labial! are on different tiers, then there is by definition no line crossing 
(in the relevant sense) in such cases. 
23 Selkirk's notio11 of "cross-..category'' is actually more abstract tl1a.n tlla.t en1ployed here. Her 11otion 
makes some different empirical predictions. 
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To begin 'vith, many consonants have been claimed to be complex segments, 
specified for both consonantal and vo,vel place features, even though they are 
"plain" in the sense of lacking secondary articulations that are transcribed. For 
example, there is a long-standing vie"' that palatals, alveolo-palatals, and at least 
certain palato-alveolars are inherently specified for features indicating a high and 
front tongue body, and studies of their articulatory properties support this vie'v 
(see Keating 1988, 1991; Keating and Lahiri 1993). This fact also explains why these 
segments are the most common outputs of palatalizing mutations of velars and 
coronals, assuming these mutations involve assimilation. Similarly, uvulars and 
pharyngeals may involve inherent specifications for vocalic tongue body and/or 
root position. In this vie,v, they cause lo,vering or retraction of vowels because 
they are themselves specified for a feature like [-high) or [RTR] (see Chomsky 
and Halle 1968; and more recently Elorrieta 1991; Halle 1995; Rose 1996). If these 
consonants involve inherent vo,vel place specifications -in addition to independ
ent consonantal specifications - then effects such as the lowering or retraction 
of vo"rels before uvulars in lnuktitut, or the raising and fronting of vo,vels before 
palatals and palato-alveolars in Kabardian, e.g. /3aj I -? [3rj] 'tree' and I 3af I -? 
[Jcfl '(to) be bored, tired' (Colarusso 1992: 30), are not cross-category assin1ila
tions at all. 

For example, the raising and fronting seen in Kabardian n1ight be understood 
as in (25). For the sake of discussion, \Ve revert to the familiar vo,vel place features 
of SPE, but follov1ing the literature on V-Place constituency (see note 15) continue 
to assume this aspect of the geometry. The palatal fricative [j] is assun1ed to have 
(at least) a primary [dorsal] specification. The point is that "'hat spreads in this 
case are features of tongue body height and frontness that are uncontroversially 
relevant to vowels; in effect, palatals (and palato-alveolars in Kabardian) are under
stood as inherently palatalized segments. 

(25) /3aj / -? [3rj] 

a J 
C-Place C-Place r-·--- --.. _ _ _  r----._ ............... _ ! � 
V-Place V-Place [dorsal] 

!----_ !----_ 
[-high] [+back] [+high] [-back] 

The question raised by \vork such as Ni Chiosain and Padgett (1993) and 
Flen1tning (1995, 2003) is to what extent features relevant to vowel place might 
inhere "'ithin other "plain" consonants. If all cross-category C-V interactions 
\vere caused by such inherent features, then "cross-category," though a useful 
classificatory term, '"'ould lose any theoretical import: all C-V interactions would 
be 'vithin-category. 

Ni Chiosain and Padgett (1993) approach the phonetic claim from an articu
latory point of view, follo"ring the general articulatory approach to features 
in the SPE tradition. They note that consonantal constrictions involve offsets and 
onsets, i.e. moven1ent fro1n a previous position into the consonant, and moven1ent 
fron1 the consonant into a folJo,ving position. The idea is diagra1nn1ed as in (26), 
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for a labial consonant in an intervocalic context such as [ibi]. During the onset 
transition there is a short period of time vvhen the constriction is not yet con
sonantal, and yet this vocalic period is shaped by the impending consonant. 
Like,vise, early in the release the constriction becomes vocalic \vhile still shaped 
by the preceding consonant. As the diagram implies, this must have effects on 
the quality of the vo,vel near the closure. 

(26) Stages of consonant production 
l 

" 

vo"'el onset 
> > > > 

b " • 
closure offset vovvel 

> > > > > > > 

Flemming (1995) emphasizes these acoustic or auditory effects of the transitions 
into and out of consonants, and in fact argues for the incorporation of auditory
based features into phonological theory. It is \veil kno\\'n that consonantal offsets 
and onsets influence vo,vel forn1ants; in fact, the resulting dynamic formant transi
tions are an important cue to both vocalic and consonantal place. Flemming notes 
that labial consonants, for example, lower vocalic F2 (second formant) values, 
vvhile dental and alveolar coronals raise F2.24 Since vo,vel place (particularly VO\vel 
color) is cued by the location of F2, consonants therefore have the inherent ability 
to affect perception of vo,·vel place. 

Flemming (2003) discusses the articulatory basis of the acoustic effects in more 
detail, focusing on coronal consonants. According to his survey of relevant stud
ies, anterior coronals and palato-alveolars tend to cause tongue body fronting, due 
to coupling bet\veen the tongue blade/tip and the tongue body, and this is the 
reason for the rise in F2 around such consonants. With this in mind consider once 
again the fronting of vowels by coronal consonants, as in Maltese Arabic (see (7)). 
The idea is that fronting happens not because the consonant spreads its primary 
[coronal] articulation as in (27a), but because the consonant has some inherent 
tongue fronting, \vith a concomitant effect on F2, and this is what spreads to the 
vowel, (27b ). For the sake of discussion this is forn1alized in tern1s of the tradi
tional feature [back). 

(27) a. /jV-tlob/ � [ji-tlob] b. /jV-tlob I � [ji-tlob] 

v t v t 
C-Place C-Place C-Place C-Place 

I I � 
V-Place V-Place \I-Place [coronal] 

.. . . . . . . . j ... 
[coronal) [-back) 

Sunilarly lv!apila Malayala1n (see (6)) involves not spreading of primary [labial] 
as in (28a) but spreadll1g of the inherent vocalic labial constriction, and lo\vering 
of F2, formalized here by means of [+round), (28b). 

·�• Discl1ssion of vo1;vel formants and of formant transitions can be found in e.g. Stevens (1998) and 
Johnson (2003). Another adv0<·ate of auditory features in pb.onology is Boersma (e.g. 1998). 
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(28) a. /<tappi/ � [<tappu] b. /<tappi/ � [<tappu] 

p l p l 

C-Place C-Place C-Place C-Place 

I � I 
V-Place [labial] V-Place V-Place 
- ·  

l 
. --· - ·  

. .  · · 

[labial] [+round) 

In an analogous fashion, velars can spread inherent [+back] and/or [+high] in 
cases like Maxakalf (see (9)), and gutturals can spread inherent [+10'"] in cases 
like Syrian Arabic (see (10)). 

It is iu1controversial that consonants phonetically affect vowels both articula
tori ly and acoustically, as this approach to "cross-category" interactions assumes. 
Hovvever, incorporating these relatively small phonetic effects into phonology 
raises questions. One question is prompted by our use of the conventional vov•tel 
place features [back], [round], etc. in the accow1t above. How are '''e justified in 
specifying the Maltese (t] as [-back) if it isn't palatalized [ti], or the !v!alayalam 
[p) as [+roimd) if it isn't rounded (p")? The answer suggested by Nf Chiosain 
and Padgett (1993) is that such specifications are realized as bona fide secondary 
articulations '"hen they are contrastive, but not 'vhen they are redundant. In a 
language such as Russian, \Vhere palatalized coronals contrast with non-palatalized 
ones, [-back] on (t] is realized as [ti]; in a language 'vithout this contrast, redun
da.nt [-back] is realized as (t;) (notation borro\ved from Ni Chi.osain and Padgett 
2001; Flemming 2003), a coronal '''ith only the inherent tongue body fronting 
described above. This ans\¥er to the question predicts that non-palatalized coronals 
in Russian could not be [-back] even inherently, since this specification is reserved 
for palatalization. This prediction is correct; in fact, non-palatalized sounds in 
Russian are velarized, i.e. (tY). 

The inherent vo"•el place approach to "cross-category" effects arguably has 
so1ne advantages over the unified feature approach. First, it helps explain an 
asymmetry in cross-category assimilations noted in §2: while vo\vel-to-consonant 
assi1nilation occurs, apparent consonant-to-vo\vel assimilations are strikingly 
undera.ttested (Ni Ch.iosain and Padgett 1993). The olost robust example of the 
latter, as '"e sa,v, involves palatalizing mutations as in Slovak, '"here /k g x 11 I 
become (tf <t f 3], respectively, before any of [j i e �]. vVithin a unified features 
approach, some have argued that these are instances of "coronalization" (Broselo'v 
and Niyondagara 1989; Mester and Ito 1989; Pulleyblank 1989; Lahiri and Evers 
1991; Hu111e 1996), as in (29a). A challenge for tl1is claim is the absence of mutations 
resembling those in (29b) and (29c), or indeed resembling most of the logically 
possible consonant-to-VO\¥el assimilations, if place features can link to both 
V-Place and C-Place.25 

25 Ni Chiosain and Padgett (1993) disn1iss son1e claimed cases that are attested as sound changes 
bt1t have no synchonic reflex. See that '''Ork for disct1ssion of other appiuent co1rnterex:amples. 
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(29) a. /vnuk/ "°' [vnutfik] 

k i 

b. /vnup I "°' [vnukwk] 

C-Place C-Place 
·,"·, I 

',, V-Place ' '·,,,] 
[coronal] 

c. /vnut/ "°' (vnupuk) 

t u 
C-Place C-Place 

',
·,

, 
I 

', .,V-Place 

"-..] 
[labial] 

p tu 
C-Place C-Place 

··,,., I 
", V-Place • 

',·,,] 
[dorsal] 

Ni Chiosain and Padgett (1993) argue that consonants simply do not assimilate 
to vovvels in this way, having their primary place displaced, and that the theory 
should not allow them to. There is a natural explanation within inherent vowel 
place theory for this asymmetry i.n the direction of "cross-category" assimilations: 
consonants can affect vowels because they can have secondary vocalic articula
tions (vthether distinctive or redundant). But vo,vels by definition do not have 
C-Place features with \\'luch to affect a consonant; they only have V-Place feahues, 
features that can only impose secondary vocalic articulations on consonants. Put 
differentl y, nil C-\1 interactions are interactions beh"een vowel place features. To 
handle palatalizing mutations, Ni Chiosain and Padgett, follo'"ing many others, 
assume that assimilation only partially derives the output, as in (30a). Further 
changes from /ki I to e.g. [tf] must be due to language-particular segn1ental vvell
forn1edness conditions, leading to son1ething like (30b).26 

(30) a. /vnuk/ "°' vnukijk 
. 
l k 

C-Place C-Place 

� I 
[dorsal] (V-Place) V-Place . ..... - J . _ .  

[-back] 

Restructuring 

b. /vnutfik/ 

tf 
C-Place 

� 
. l 

C-Place 

I 
[coronal] V-Place V-Place 

� 
[-ant) [-back] 

As Clements and Hume (1995: 295-296; see also references therein) point 
out, ho,vever, such restruchlring fails to explain vthy [coronal] in particular 
results in the context of a front vovvel, just the fact that unified feature theory 

" Though expressed as a rule here, in line with all of thls discussion, the idea is commonly expressed 
in Optimality Theory by means of constraint rankings such as •)<i >> �- This ranking, along with a 
hlgh-ranking constraint driving [-back! assimi lation, will lead to the output [!(]. 
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explains. On the other hand, one might seek perceptual explanations for such 
arbitrary articulatory connections, by means of auditory-based features (see 
Fle1nntlng 1995 for this case in particular), or perhaps via the "p-map" (Steriade 
2001). 

Another advantage to the inherent vo,vel place approach is that it allc>,vs 
for more nuance in the ways that consonants can affect vowels (Flemming 
1995, 2003). For exan1ple, Fle1nming (2003) (citing Emeneau 1970; Ebert 1996) 
notes that vowels are backed before retroflex coronals in the Dravidian language 
Koc;lagu. Therefore there are \vords having central or back roiu1ded vo,·vels before 
retroflex consonants, as in (3la) and (31b), respectively, but there are no forms 
'"ith front vowels before them, such as (31c). 

(31) a. Wti,i 'the "'hole' b. ucl,w- 'to put on (sari)' c. *icl 
kw:lw 'lower, belo,v' ku:lw 'cooked rice' *i:l 
'¥'Tl€ 'double' OTtak- 'to dry' *ell 
k"t:cl,tu 'ruin' ko:cl"' 'monkey' *e:q 

Fle1nn1ing cites studies sho"ring that retroflexes can be articulated '"ith a 
retracted tongue body. Unlike other coronals, they tend not to be articulated 
'"ith a fronted tongue body, because this leads to articulatory difficulty. As 
Flemming points out, unified feature theory predicts that even retroflex coronals 
should cause vo\vel fronting, if fronting is [coronal] spreading. But this does not 
occur. 

Third, because it posits that all C-V interactions are within-category, by 
means of vowel place features, inherent vowel place theory does not require 
any adjustment of our understanding of tiers or interaction. Vowels do not 
block consonantal place dissirnilations, because they do not have consonant place 
feahrres. Consonants block vowel dissimilations or assimilations only \Vhen 
they do have vo'"el place specifications. 

\'\/hat about the ",veakness" of "cross-category" effects? As '"e noted at the end 
of §2, they are "'eaker than "within-category" effects by a range of diagnostics. 
Why are they comparatively infrequent? Why are they confined to roughly 
segmental adjacency? Why do "within-category" effects alvvays vviJ1 out over 
"cross-category" ones "'hen both are m theory possible (* /pii/ -? [piu))? Why do 
"cross-category" effects often seem to target only "underspecified." vowel types? 
Why do they sometimes need to "gang up" to cause effects? 

We might attribute these signs of '"eakness to the intrinsic weakness of inher
ent vovvel place features. As discussed at the outset of this section, the effects that 
"plam" consonants have on neighboring vo,,vels are rather brief and slight. The 
hypothesis here has been th.at such effects can play a direct role in the phonology. 
However, feature theory, at least as traditionally conceived, provides no means 
of encoding this hypothesized difference bet\veen, e.g. "strong" (contrastive) and 
"\veak" (inherent, redundant) [+round]. Until this idea is fleshed out, it is only a 
promissory note of the inherent vowel place approach. 

Another weakness of the inl1erent vowel place approach to C-V interactions 
is that it has no immediate explanation for the natural classes of consonants 
and vo"1els evidenced by vowel strengthenings, as in Portefio Spanish /jelo/ (or 
/ielo/) -? [3elo] 'ice', and consonant lenitions, as in Irish /b m/ -? ['"] (see §4). 
For processes like these, the unified feature approach has a clear advantage. 
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Consonant-vo,vel interactions are a rich source of data for phonological theory. 
This chapter has focused on the "'ays in which they have influenced the theory 
of feature make-up and structure, and for reasons of space it has approached 
even this circumscribed area selectively. Though much of the field has shifted 
its focus a\vay from these representational questions in recent years, '"ith a con
conlitant rise in the focus on questions of constraint interaction, this sllift has not 
tended to shed ne\V light on the questions raised in this chapter. It is to be hoped 
that ne'" trends in the field wiJJ eventually allow tlS to a.ddress tl1ese quest ions 
in a ne'''ly productive way. 
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88 Derived Environment 
Effects 

LUIGI BURZIO 

1 Introduction 

Derived environn1ents often exhibit peculiar phonological properties. Notable 
effects can be identified relative to various senses of "derived" in the expression 
"derived environment" (DE). In all cases, "environment" refers to some phono
logical context. Such environment or context can be "derived" in a phonological 
sense, by virtue of some phonological process having applied to obtain it or, 
in a morphological sense, by virtue of it being the result of the combination of 
morphemes or other morphologica l operation. The foUO"'ing sections will first 
revie'v the different cases from a descriptive point of vie,v, and then turn to 
their respective theoretical accounts. §2 and §3 review the basic facts, arguing 
that there are three subcases overall. §4 turns to conte1nporary analyses of the 
two better-known subcases, while §5 revie,vs pre-Optimality Theory accounts of 
the saro.e. §6 presents an account of the third subcase. 

2 Phonologically derived environments 

Environments th.at are derived by some phonologica.l process can differ from 
underived environments relative to further phonological processes. An English 
example of this effect is provided by the following contrasting pair.' 

(1) verb 
a. 'remedy 
b. 'levy 

-able adjective 
re'111e:diab/.e 
'leviable 

In (1) \Ve assun1e that in both cases the calculation of the adjective proceeds from 
the surface form of the verb concatenated 1.vith the suffi.,-.., -able. Such calculation 

' The symbol ":" is used here and elsewhere in orthographic forms to refer to a long vowel. Stress 
is also marked in such forms. In (1) the vowel is diphthongU.ed in accordance with the Early Modern 
English Great Vowel Shift, here the diphthong [ij]. 
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"'Ould find a stage in \11hich the position of the stress is changed in (la) ('remedy 
-7 re'medi . . .  ), but not in (lb). This phonologically de1ived status of (la) correlates 
with the occurrence of vowel lengthening in the adjective in (la), compared 
\•vith its absence in (lb). It is clear that it is the restressing that licenses vowel 
lengthening and not the opposite, because the restressing is independent! y pre
dictable. Specifically, the stress of both adjectives in (1) simply conforms with 
the English norm, by \11hich the rightmost stress can be at most antepenultin1ate, 
but a syllable like ble (= [b!J, with syllabic I) can evade syllable count (Burzio 1994), 
hence re.'me.di.a<ble>, 'le.vi.a<ble>. The lengthening of (la) reflects a process of 
English phonology, which is relatively regular aside from its non-occurrence 
in cases like (lb), affecting V0\11els in the context I _ CiV (cf. Bost[ow]nian, 
Can[ej]dia.n, etc.) except for the vo\11el i, which is immune, e.g. Palestinian (see 
Chomsky and Halle 1968: 47; Halle and Mohanan 1985). Non-restressi.ng cases 
like (lb) confirnung the generalization are 'bury/'burial, not *b(ij]rial; Ma'lawi/ 
Ma'lawian, not *Mnl[ej]winn; Ken'tucky/Ken'tuckian, not *Kent[u,v]ckian, although 
exceptions -"'hich I '"ill put as ide -exist both "'ays (Wolf 2008: 302), e.g. res tress
ing but short Trini'dndian, l '  talian, Chau'cerian, He'gelian, and non-restressing but 
long Alab[ej]minn, Bnh[ej]ntian. 

In addition, both adjectives in (1) constitute environn1ents that are derived 
morphologically, by \vay of affixation. The latter is evidently not relevant to the 
phenomenon at hand, else no difference between (la) and (lb) 'vould be expected. 
Finally, note as '"ell that characterization of the difference benveen (la) and 
(lb) \11ould not be possible w1less it was indeed the s11rfa.ce fonn of the verb that 
enters into the calculation of the adjective. Direct calculations from bare-bone 
underlying representations (CHAPTER J: UNDERLYING REPRESENTATIONS) contain
ing no stress information would predict no difference, since there '"ould then 
be no restressing in either case, just regular assignment of stress. In sum, assum
ing the surface forms of the verbs are relevant in (1), then the adjective in (la) 
would undergo phonological restressing unlike the one in (1 b ), and thus the 
latter would represent a case of phonologically non-derived environ1nent blocking 
(henceforth NDEB) relative to the process of CiV lengthening. 

The literature documents several other cases of this general type across a 
significant spectrum of languages. Lubo,�ricz (1999, 2002) reports the cases in 
(2a) to (2d) belo'"' to which we n1ay add the Firmish case in (2e). The original 
sources .for these data are Rubach (1984) for Polish; Kenst0\'7icz a.nd Rt.ibach (1987) 
and Rubach (1993, 1995) for Slovak; Bolognesi (1998) for Campidanian Sardinian; 
Prince (1975) for Tiberian Hebre"'; and Kiparsky (1973a, 1993) for Finnish. 

(2) Processes General process/ 
DE-only process 

a. Polish 
l. kro[k] I kro[tf]-ek k -7 If Velar palatalization 

'step / little step' 
u..  dron[g) I dron(J)-ek g -? ct -? J  Spirantization of 

'pole / little pole' voiced palatal affricates 
l!l. bri[c\3] I bri[c\3]-ek ct -7 •3 

'bridge I little bridge' (underived) 
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b. Slovak 
1. lop[a]t-a. I lop[a:]t a �  a: Vovvel lengthening 

'shovel-NOM SG I GEN PL' 
u. kazet-a I kaz[ie]t e � e: � ie Diphthongization of 

'box-NoM SG I GEN PL' long [e:) 
111. de[ e: ]ra e: � *ie 

'daughter' (underived) 

c. Campidanian Sardinian 
1. [f)a.milia. I sa [v]amilia f � v Post-vocalic voicing of 

'family I the fan1ily' obstruents 
u. pisci I belu [!) )isci p � b � !)  Post-vocalic 

'fish I nice fish' spirantization 
111. [b ]in I sa [b ]ia. b � *!) 

'road I the road' (underived) 

d. Tiberian Hebrew 
1. k tab'tem I ka:'tab a �  a: 

'we-MASC write' I 'he \Vrites' 
Pre-tonic, open 
syllable lengthening 
High long V lowering u. fin1'ka: I fe:'n1-ot i � i : � e: 

'your nan1es I names' 
ui. qi:'to:r 

'smoke' 

e. Finnish assibilation 
1. joke-nii I joki 

'river-Ess I NOM' 
u. vete-nii I vesi 

'water-ESS I NOM' 
m. iiiti-nii I iiiti 

'mother-ESS I NOM' 

i: � *e: 
(underived) 

e � i e-raising, "'Ord-finally 

te � ti � si 1-assibilation before i 

ti � *si 
(underived) 

In each of the cases i n  (2), ro"' (i) documents the existence of a process that 
occurs independently of '"hether or not the environment is phonologically 
derived, analogously to the restressing in (la) above. Then, ro\v (ii) docun1ents 
the existence of a second process that occurs '"hen the first process has applied, 
analogously to the CiV lengtheni ng of (la), \vhile ro"' (iii) further documents 
the fact that the second process does not apply unless the first one has (NDEB), 
analogously to the failed CiV lengthening of (1 b) above. Hence, in Polish, voiced 
palatal affricates spi.rantize to fricatives only \vhen they are derived from velar 
stops before front vowels (CHAPTER 121: SLAVIC PALATALIZATION); in Slovak, long 
/e:/ diphthongizes to [ie] only if derived via a lengthening process (induced by 
specific affixes); in the Sardinian case, voiced stops spirantize only \Vhen they are 
derived via post-vocalic voicing; in Tiberi.an Hebrew, high long vo,.vels lower only 
\vhen they are derived via. a lengthening process; and in Finnish, t assibilates to 
s before i, but only \vhen the latter is derived from e. 

In sum, certain phonological changes appear to occur only in conjunction with 
other specific phonological changes, and not by themselves (NDEB). 
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3 Morphologically derived environments 

Phonological processes n1ay be conditioned not only by other phonological pro
cess, but by morphological processes or structure as well. T·wo subcases need to 
be distinguished, and are revie,ved in turn below. In one subcase, the context of 
application of the phonological process spans across morphemes, as in criti[s]-is11i., 
'"here the velar of criti[k] softens before the i, across a morpheme boundary. In 
the other subcase, the phonological process occurs in enviro1unents that are n1or
phologically derived, but '"'ithout reference to the specifics of the n1orphological 
structure. For instance, the nouns or adjectives altern[a]te, moder[a]te, design[a]te 
are presumably derived from the corresponding verbs in -a:te, but \vithout any 
overt morphology. Hence the vo,vel shortening in these cases must depend purely 
on derived status, >vithout reference to any particular n1orphological material 
or boundaries. 

3.1 Boundary contexts 
Kiparsky (1973a, 1993) notes that, in addition to the case in (2) above, Finnish 
assibilation also displays the pattern in (3). 

(3) a. halut-a 
b. tilat-a 
c. iiiti 

''\'ant-INP' 
'order-INF' 
'n1other' 

halus-i 'want-PAST' 
tilas-i 'order-!' AST' 

Here, assibilation turns t to s before i, but only '"hen the latter belongs to a 
different morpheme, as in each of (3a) and (3b). In particular, the failed assibila
tion in Ii of tilas-i (3b) shows that being in a n1orphologically derived form is 
not sufficient, and that it is necessary for the assibilation environment itself 
to be created morphologically. The non-assibilating form in (3c) establishes that 
assibilation does not just single out final syllables, confirming the relevance of 
the derived environment. 

The already noted English velar softening (CHAPTER 71: PALATALIZATION), 
illustrated in (4.), appears to be siJnilarly restricted to morphologically derived 
environments. 

(4) a.  

b. 

Derived /k/ -4 [s] 

Underived [k] 

critic I critic-ism; electric I electric-ity; opaque I 
opac-ity 
kinetic, kidney, kitchen, Viking, . . .  

I note here the iten1 kine111atic-ity, which constitutes a proper counterpart to Finnish 
tilas-i in (2e), velar softening affecting onJy the [k] adjacent to the morpheme 
boundary, and not the initial one. A complicating factor in this classification is 
that velar softening has exceptions, like 111.onarch-ist, anarch-ist, and several others, 
raising the possibility that items like (4b) may in fact also just be lexical excep
tions, rather than beiJ1g indicative of NDEB. Hence in this case, as iJ1 others below, 
classification \viU be dependent on the choice of analyses. I '"ill, nonetheless, assun1e 
that items like those in (4b) are not lexical exceptions, and therefore that the 
classification of velar softening as operating only across morpheme boundaries 
like Finnish assibilation is correct. In addition, and '"ith the same caveats, I will 
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assume that each of the phenomena in (5) belo\v also instantiates that same 
type of NDEB, 'vhile the references cited in each case may be consulted for 
specific analyses. 

(5) Further cases of NDEB, for DEs including morpheme boundaries 
a. Korean palataliwtion (Kiparsky 1993; Iverson and \'\/heeler 1988) 

/h<e tot-i/ � [h<e doj-i] '(sun)rise-NO�!' /mati/ 'knot' 

b. Polish velar palatal ization (Lubowicz 2002; Rubach 1984) 
/krok-i-c/ � [krotf-i-c] 'to step' /k'isel/ 

c. Polish dental palatalization (Kensto\vicz 1994; Rubach 1984) 
/ser\vis-e/ � [serwis-e] 'auto service-Loe' /serwis/ 

'jelly' 

(NOM) 

d. Pre-coronal laminalization in Chumash (Kiparsky 1993; Poser 1982, 1993) 
/s-tepu7 / � [f-tepu7] 'he gambles' /stumukun/ 'mistletoe' 

e. Sanskrit (r11ki rule) retroflection after r, 11, k, i (Kiparsky 1973a, 1993) 
/agni-su/ � [agni-�u] 'fire-DAT l'L' /kisalaja/ 'sprout' 

f. Indonesian nasal substitution (Pater 1999) 
/mClN-piJih/ � [mClm-iJih] 'to choose' 

g. Finnish cluster assimilation (Kiparsky 1973a) 
/pur-nut/ � [purrut] 'bitten' 

h. Mohawk epenthesis (Kiparsky 1973a) 
/k-lvi'stos/ � (kewi'stos] 'I am cold' 

/Clmpat/ 'four' 

/horna/ 'hell' 

/ru:kwel1/ 'man' 

In each of the cases in (5), the morphologically derived environn1ent affected 
by the change is con1pared with an other,.vise identical but non-derived environ
n1ent in which the change fails to occur (see portions in boldface). In all cases, 
the morphologicaUy derived environment includes a morpheme boundary. 

3.2 Non-boundan; contexts 

Turning now to cases where n1orphologically derived status appears to make a 
difference without implicating material contribt.ited by the morphology, English 
vo,vel shortening, e.g. as in di'vin-ity vs. underived 'ivory, will serve as the proto
type, although its exact analysis, given below, \.viii be critical to this role. 

Burzio (1993, 1994, 2000a) argued that, while tradition had focused on individual 
shortening processes, like the "trisyllabic" shortening of di'vin-ity or of (6a) belo\v, 
the actual gen.er:ali7,ation is in fact found over non-shortening contexts or the 
"exceptions," '.vhile the shortening is otherwise fully general. Given the variety of 
vowel length changes illustrated by the left-hand cases in (6), including not only 
shortening but also lengthening, as in (6h), separate characterization of each case 
would result in a colossal conspiracy. By contrast, such distribution can receive 
a unitary analysis in terms of vowel length being allophonic in this sector of the 
lexicon, rather than contrastive, as in the rest of the language. On this vie\v, long 
vowels \vould be disallo"red in general and produced only under specific con
textual demands. The factor responsible for long vowels appears to be stress, and 
specifically the stress that \\1ould be inherited from the respective n1orphological bases 
given in (6) in parentheses. A review of each case in (6) will drive this point home. 
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(6) Vowel length in the English Latinnte·dl'l'ived lexicon 

stress preserved 
a. 'natur-11/ ('na:ture) 
b. o'blig·a,tory (ob'li:ge) 
c. ,defa.'rn-a:tion (de'fa:111e) 
d. ar't-icula,t-ory (ar'Ncu,la:te) 
e. 'alternateN!A ('alter,na:fev) 

f. 'nspir-ant (as'pi:re) no 
g. 'generat-ive ( 'gene,ra:te) no 
h. E,liza'be:th-nn (E'lizabeth) yes 

yes 

no 

yes de'si:r-ous (de'si:re) 

yes 'legis,la:t-ive ( 'legis,la:te) 
no Her'cu.lean ('Hercules) 

The cases in (6a) and (6b) preserve the stress of their bases, and the short vowel 
in each case will folio"' from the fact that such stress patterns are independently 
known not to require a long v<nvel. The pattern of 'natural is the same as that of 
A 'merica, 'vith stress on an antepenultimate light syllable (short vo'''el), '''hile that 
of o( 'bliga), tory is relevantly like that of (,Ari)'zona, the parentheses here marking 
a bi.nary foot in non·\'l'Ord-final position, evidently also not needing a long vovtel/ 
heavy syllable to bear stress. Like the cases in (6a) and (6b), those in (6c)-(6e) 
also do not need long vo•vels, but for different reasons. :Here, a stress on the vowel 
in boldface cannot be preserved from the base. Given the stress of affixes -'a:tion, 
-,ory (American English), which apparently must take priority, stress preservation 
is excluded in (6c) and (6d) by the ban on stress clashes. Sin1ilarly, given the 
independent fact that nouns tend to avoid the final stress of verbs (cf. per'vertv I 
'pervertN; per'mifv I 'pennitN), the stress of the base verb is presumably excluded in 
(6e). Hence, on the "allophonic" hypothesis, vowels are short in each of (6c)-(6e), 
because nothing motivates the long allophones (CHAPTER n: THE PHONEME). 

Matters are different in the derived forms in (6f)-(6h), where all boldface 
vowels are in penultin1ate syllables. Like other languages, English is 1.vell kno,vn 
to stress penultimates only if heavy, and antepenultin1ates otherwise (,A.ri.'zo:.na, 
a. 'gen.da vs. A. 'me.ri.ca, 'as.le.risk), if we put aside verbs, "'hich require a separate 
discussion (Chomsky and Halle 1968; CHAPTER 102: CATECORY-SPEC!f.!C EPFECTS). 

The derived forn1s in (6f)-{6h) all conform with this generalization. The left/right 
variation in each case, ho,vever, reveals that the general mandate for vowels to 
be short competes evenly with preservation of stress, some Ot.ltcomes favoring 
the former, and others the latter - a case of lexically controlled phonological 
variation (Burzio 2006) .  Lengthening as in E,liza'be:than in (6h) is on this analysis 
just like the non-shortening of de'si:rous in (6f) and other cases, since it allo,vs 
preservation of the stress of E'liza.beth, albeit as a secondary. The alternative 
*'Eli'zabethan •vith a short e would lose that stress altogether, given again the ban 
on stress clashes, as in fact happens in Her'culean of (6h) (though the equally expected 
,Hercu'le:an is also attested). The point at issue is that long vo,vels occur in the 
Latinate lexicon only to preserve stress, though variably, as in (6f)-(6h), and are 
banned otherwise, ignoring occasional cases like o'be:sity, 1vhich are exceptions to 
the pattern in (6a), but are an effect of different granularity from the variation in 
(6f)-{6h), \vhich is very robust (giving roughly a 50-50 split; Burzio 1993, 2000a). 

The conclusion holds that in this morphologically derived domain vo"1els are 
required to be short, except, and variably, under stress demands. It is therefore 
this general reguiren1ent, statable as •v:, that "blocks" in environn1ents that are 
not so derived, e.g. 'di:nosaur, 'i:vory, etc. 
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The cases listed belov'' "'ould appear to be of the same a-contextual type 
as argued for the English cases in (6), while, again, the specific analyses may be 
ultin1ately critical to the correct classification. 

(7) Further cases of NDEB, for DEs not including 111orplte111e boundaries 
a. Italian participles (Burzio 1998) 

as.cen.dere 'ascend' as.ce.so 'ascended' (less marked syllable) 

b. Turkish disyllnbicity condihon. (Inkelas and Orgun 1995: 770) 
h.a1n 'w1!ipe' "fa-11 '(note) fa-2sc Poss' 

fa-da11 'fa (note)-ABL' 
(avoidance of n1arked prosodic structure) 

c. Japanese two-mora requirement (Ito 1990; Kiparsky 1993) 
su 'vinegar' choko 'chocolate (truncation)' 

"cho (t"10-mora requirement satisfied) 

d. Catalan stressed vowel lowering (Mascaro 1976; Kiparsky 1993: 293) 
'sentrci 'center' 'stntr-ik 'centric' 
direk'to 'director' direk't;ir-i 'directory' (preferred segment) 

e. Catalan unstressed 111id-vowel reduction (Mascaro 1976; Kiparsky 1993: 294) 
bo'ston 'Boston' bustun-'ja 'Bostonian' 
'katedrci 'academic chair' katci'drat-ik 'holder of academic chair' 

(preferred segment) 
f. French h-aspire (Kiparsky 1993: 294) 

Hitler 'Hitler' (h)itlerien 'hitlerian' 
(loss of n1arked segment) 

As in the Engl ish case, where the presumably more marked long vowels are 
avoided, each of the derived cases in (7) would appear to avoid some choice that 
is relatively 1nore 1narked either prosodically, as in (7a)-(7c), or fro1n the point 
of view of segn1ental inventories, as in (7d)-{7f), as indicated in parentheses. As 
suggested above, alternative analyses of some of these cases are conceivable. In 
particular, the cases in (7b) and (7c) are amenable to an account in terms of prosodic 
requirements imposed by the morphology (Downing 2006). Also, the specific 
analysis of cases like (7b) will depend on the general solution to the issue of 
"ineffability" (absence of an output for certain inputs; see van Oostendorp 2009). 
The ltnver v<nvels in (7d) a.re argued by \'\lolf (2008: 264f.) to be a general prop
erty of oxytonic and paroxytonic stress (though cases l ike ['sentr;;i) would require 
further corrunent) rather than derived environments. In addition, \Nolf (2008: 267f.) 
attributes cases like (7e) and (7£) to a mechanism under 'vhich "roots can lose 
exceptional properties in n1orphologically derived contexts." Technical details aside, 
the latter vie'v is effectively equivalent to the present one, ho,vever. In sum, at 
least some of the cases in (7) are likely to be genuine instances of the proposed 
class, while others may be more questionable. See also vVolf (2008: 246-248) for 
cases of NDEB additional to those listed here and in the previous section. 

4 Proposed analyses 

I now turn to concrete analyses of the different types of NDEB, beginning with 
conteo1porary atteo1pts, and turning later to more traditional ones. Here, I \viii 
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focus in particular on the analyses of Lubowicz (1999, 2002), Burzio (2000a, 2000b, 
2002b ), and Wolf (2008), all cast '"ithin the general fran1e,vork of Optimality Theory 
(OT; Prince and Smolensky 1993). Ho\\'ever, see Kula (2008) for an accow1t based 
on Dependency Phonology. A more comprehensive review of the literature on 
NDEB is provided in Wolf (2008: §4.3). 

4.1 Phonologically derived environments 

4.1.1 The entailrnents-based approach 
Burzio (2000b, 2002a, 2002b, 2005) argues that a pervasive property of phonological 
and morphological representations is that they constitute attractors to their 
neighbors. This attraction effect is achieved forn1ally by means of the hypothesis 
in (8). 

(8) Representational Entailments Hypot/1esis (REH) 

Nlental representations of linguistic expressions are sets of entailments. 
For exa1nple, a representation consisting of A and B corresponds to the 
entailments: A � B, B � A (if A then B; if B then A). 

The "entailments" in (8) a.re types of violable constraints as in OT, but, unlike 
OT's "strict" ranking of constraints, underlying the REH in (8) is the assump
tion that entailments of the san1e type, like "x � A," for any x, directly undergo 
sumn1ation, producing entailn1ents of higher strength or rank. This is analogous 
to the '"'orkings of neural networks, in '"'hich activation on a node A is the sum 
of tl1e a.ctivation received from all nodes x to \vhich A is connected. 

The \vorkings of attraction can be illustrated "'ith the case of "parasitic" 
assimilation in Sudanese Arabic in (9), from Kensto\vicz (1994: 54). 

(9) a. kitaa[b] 'book' 
b. 

kitaa[fJ Ftitbi 'Fathi's book' 
k-itaa[p) Sam fir 'Samii.r's book' 

In (9), assimilation in continuancy (/b/ -? [f]) is shown to occur only contingently, 
or "parasitically," on agreement in place (same labial place (9a); for the relation 
between continuancy and place, see CHAPTER 13: THE STRICTURE FEATURES). 
Otherwise only voicing assimilation occu.rs, as in both (9a) and (9b ). The initial 
C of the possessor noun ([f] or [s]) thus appears to act as an attractor on the 
final C of the head noun [b ]. If the latter is close enough to the attractor (same 
place), it is then dra\vn closer (same continuancy). Evidently, even the \veaker 
attraction (different place) must be sufficient for voicing assimilation, which \ve 
can put aside. 

Such attraction effect would follo'v from the entailments of (8) in the ,,ray 
illustrated in (10). 

(10) A B C D  A � D  B � D  c � o  Com.ponents in (9) 
a. A B C -D • • • A: [a consonantal) 
b. A B -C -D • * B: [� sonorant] 
c. A -B -C -D • C: [y place] 
d. -A-B -C -D D: [b continuant] 
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Consider that an attractor consisting of the four components A, B, C, D \vill 
generate, relative to its fourth component, D, the three entailn1ents given in the 
top row in (10). Line (a) then shows ho•v a target representation differing only 
by that fourth con1ponent (-D standing for "minus D" or "not D") would violate 
all three of those entailments, "'hile subsequent lines shov; ho1v progressively 
more distant representations violate fe"'er and fewer of those entailments. In 
general, the REH (8) predicts that the number of entailn1ents violated by each 
component on \vhich a target differs from an attractor 1vill equal the number 
of components on >vhich target and attractor agree. Overall violation per differ
ing component vvill therefore be proportional to overall similarity, hence the 
notion of "attraction." Applicability to (9) above is by way of conversion of 
the abstract components A, B, C, D into appropriate distinctive fe.atures, as 
sho1vn on the right-hand side in (10), the cases in (9a) and (9b) corresponding 
in particular to lines (lOa) and (lOb ), respectively. An OT-style accoiu1t of the 
contrast in (9) incorporating attraction can be given in terms of the schema 
"CC-loENT�[cont] >> 10-IoENT[cont] >> CC-IoENr[cont]," where CC-IoENT[cont] 
refers to the assimilatory pressure in continuancy, and the superscripts give a 
measure of the pressure in terms of entail1nents (attraction), translated into OT 
ranking. Note that no commitn1ent is n1ade here as to the relative strength of 
individual entailments (only that summation of like entailments vvill alvvays 
yield greater strength), and hence no prediction is made that agreement on 
some other feature (e.g. voicing) must have the same triggering effect as agree
ment in place in (9), or that any assimilation >vill necessarily bring about further 
assilnilation by a donlino effect. 

The case in (9) is by no means unique. It is in fact virtuaUy duplicated by English 
nasal place assimilation, "'here the failed assimilation of infamous calls for the 
assumption that identity in place automatically induces identity in continuancy, 
just as in (9). This assumption is needed to correctly exclude •i111-famo11s (same 
place but different continuancy; cf. im-possible), while the alternative *i[nJ]{a111011s 

• 
vvill be excluded by the ban on nasal friec1tives in English. Furthermore, \'\layment 
(2009) argues, on a broad empirical basis, that all assinillatory phenomena are 
parasitic in the manner of (9), and thus all involve attraction, as just described. 
Ho"'ever, sequential proximity also appears to contribute to overall similarity and 
hence to attraction, so that, vvhen proxin1ity is n1axin1al as in (9), the prerequisite 
similarity in features ro.a.y be slight and not immediately detectable, '"hile long
distance phenomena, like long-distance consonant assimilation (Hansson 2001; 
Rose and Walker 2004; CHAPTER 77: LONG-DISTANCE ASSIMILATION OP CONSONANTS) 
and vo\vel harmony (van der Hulst and van de Weijer 1995; CHAPTER 91: VOWEL 
HARMONY: OPAQUE AND TRANSPARENT V0\\1ELS; CHAPTER no: METAPHONY IN 
ROMANCE; CHAPTER US: TURKISH VOWEL HARMONY; CHAPTER 123: HUNGARlAN 
VOWEL HARJ.·!ONY), 1vill predictably exhibit more robust feature-based similarity 
as a triggering condition, as the references just cited confirm. 

Beside assimilations, Burzio argues that attraction underlies further morpho
phonological phenomena: in particular, that it can reconstruct the "dispersion" 
account of segn1en tal .inventories (Liljencrants and Lindbloin 1972; Flemming 1995; 
CHAPTER 2: CONTRAST), as maximal distance among members of the inventory 
corresponds to minimal attraction/entailment violation. In addition, under the 
reduction of contextual neutralization effects to dispersion principles advocated 
by Steriade (2009) and Flenlffiing (2008), attraction 1vould also speak to those effects 
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in turn. In particular, segmental neutralizations (like coda devoicing) 'vould 
occur in those environments that attenuate critical perceptual cues, as argued 
by Steriade (1994, 1999, 2009), and thus con1pron1ise distance from the nearest 
attractor in the inventory. The latter attractor \vill then exert its influence, neutral
izing the contrast. Attraction thus represents a formal alternative to Steriade's (2009) 
"perceptual map" and, as argued in Burzio (2000b), is a variant interpretation of 
Wilson's (2000, 2001) "targeted constraints," "'hich are also a formal alternative 
to Steriade's perceph1al n1ap. Attraction has also been argued to underlie morpho
logical syncretisms (also a type of neutralization; see Burzio 2005, 2007; Burzio 
and Tantalou 2007). 

From this point of vie\v, the NDEB of (1) '''ould then be naturally interpreted 
as another attraction effect, parallel, in fact, to the one in (9). \-Vhile the relevant 
relation in (9) is between two segments in the san1e sequence, the one in (1) is 
behveen the adjective's stem and the corresponding verb. Just as in (9), identity 
in one respect, here stress, results in identity i.n another, here vowel length, as in 
(lb). The REH and attraction have in fact been argued to subsume the general OT 
notion of "faithfulness" (CHAPTER 63: MARKEDNESS AND FAITHFULNESS CONSTRAINTS), 

and at the san1e time also to derive the set of relations to •vhich faithfulness has 
been sho\·Vn to apply (input-output; base--<lerivative; base-reduplicant; paradign1s; 
similarity of consonants). Similarity can define all such relations, \vi.th sequential 
adjacency I proximity also contributing to similarity, as noted (Wayment 2009). 
Ho"1ever, n1orphology also plays a role in further defining faithfulness (§6). 

In OT notation, the attraction accounts of (9) and (1) may then be rendered as 
in the parallel (lla) and (llb), respectively. 

(11) a. CC-loENT•[cont) 
b. IDENT.(V-length) 

>> 10-IDENT[cont] 
>> *VCiV 

>> CC-loENT[cont] 
>> lDENT(V-length) 

The sche1na in (1 la) is the same as the one given above, except that superscript 
"3, 2" have been replaced with just "+" and no superscript, respectively. In (l.lb), 
lDENT(V-length) applies behveen input (verb) and output (adjective) in (1). As 
in (lla), the "+" version corresponds to the stronger attraction, here due to 
identity in stress. The second constraint in (llb) promotes a long vo\vel before 
"CiV" and prevails in (la) by co1npeting only \·vith the lower-ranked !DENT 
(weaker attraction), but is ineffective in (lb), ,.vhere the higher-ranked !DENT is 
involved. The attraction account of (1) as in (llb) seems applicable in transparent 
'"ays to the other cases of this type cited in (2) and (3) above. 

4.1.2 The "local conjunction" approach 
An account of NDEB based on the formal device of local conjunction (LC) of con
straints in OT (CHAPTER 62: CONSTRAINT CONJUNCTION) is proposed in t.ubowicz 
(1999, 2002). \-Vhen deployed in a case like (1), such an account \vould feature the 
hierarchy in (12), which can be compared with the one in (llb). 

(12) [*VCiV & IDENT(stress)] >> IDENT(V-length) >> *VCiV 

The conjunction in (12) combines one faithfulness constraint, loENT(stress), 
and one n1arkedness constraint, *VCiV. Sunultaneous violation of both conjuncts 
would thus invoke the higher-ranked conjunction, forcing the repair as in the 
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stress-unfaithful (la), \Vhile the markedness constraint alone would be lo,v-ranked, 
hence failing to induce the repair, as in (lb). As \vith the account in the previous 
section, stress constraints must exclude w1-restressed ••remediable (Burzio 1994). 

It is easy to see that this approach also covers the cases in (2aH2d), as Lubo,vicz 

sho"'S, and possibly the one in (2e) (but see below), given appropriate choices 
of markedness and faithfulness constraints that make up the conjunction. The LC 
solution seems ingenious and has interesting typological properties, predicting 
that not only conjunctions of markedness and faithfulness constraints, but con
junctions of two n1arkedness constraints, as 'veil as conjiu1ctions of hvo faithfulness 
constraints, should prove equally useful. These predictions seem to be siipported 
to the extent that conjunctions of markedness constraints have frequently been 
proposed in the OT literature (see McCarthy 2002: 18f.; Lubo\vicz 2002: note 4; 
and, for general reviews, Fukazawa 1999), >vhile conjw1ctions of faithfulness con
straints have also been proposed, in particular to account for counterfeeding chain 
shifts (Kirchner 1996; CHAPTER 73: CHAIN SHTPTS). 

The LC approach cuts the empirical domain differently from the attraction
based approach. While it may relate NDEB to the other "conjunctive" effects just 
noted, it does not relate the1n to other phenomena in the domain of attraction, 
like the parasitic character of assimilations sho\vn in (9). The reason a schen1a 
along the lines of (12) >viii be silent on (9) is that in the latter case the crucial 
difference, i.e. same place [ . . . b#f . . .  ] (9a) vs. different place [ . . . b#s . . .  ] (9b) is 
not one created by son1e process, but rather one already present in the input. 
Hence there is no difference in terms of IO-faithfulness that could be recruited 
for a LC like the one in (12).2 To 1nake the LC approach applicable to cases like 
(9), >ve might import from the attraction frame>vork the notion that faithfulness 
may also hold across segments '''ithin the same input sequence, but further argu
able attraction effects (like dispersion or syncretism) ,,vould remain recalcitrant. 
Other cases, like those in (13), from Burzio (2002b ), may, like the one in (9), also 
involve differences without an actual process, and n1ay thus also pose a challenge 
to tl1e LC approach. 

(13) base 

a. com'pare 
b. di'vide 
c. ap'ply 

de'n.y 
d. 'larynx 

derivative: 
more si111ilar 
com 'parable 
di'vidable 

de'niable 
'larynxes 

derivative: 
less similar 
'co111parable 
di' visible 
'applicable 

la.'rynges 

interacting din1.en.sions 

stress; semantics 
vov.rel length; segrnentism 
vo'''el length; segmentism 

stress; segn1entism 

The case in (13a) features, in the "less similar" column, an idiosyncratic semantic 
change, as the derived adjective 'comparable means "roughly equal" rather than 

' The same predicament would face McCarthy's (2003) "Comparative Markedness" (CNO approach, 
which dfatinguishes markedness violations that are present in the input (old markedness) from those 
that are not (new markedness). As Lubowicz (2003) shows, this approa ch has similar effects to those 
of the LC approach. Conceivably, a higher-ranked '"new" •{/GV could in partintlar apply to (la) given 
the changed stress, but not to (lb). lo (9), however, nothing is independently "new'" in (a) any more 
than in (b), yjelding no account in these terms. Further difficulties with CM are noted in Wolf 
(2008: §4.2.3). 
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"able to be compared," while the cases in (13b)-(13d) exhibit idiosyncratic 
segn1ental changes. In each case, such changes cluster \Vith other changes, in 
stress, VO\\'el length, or both. These further changes are then roughly predictable, 
though space prevents a full discussion here. For instance, the form la'rynges 
displays regular stress (heavy penultimate) rather than the stress of its base. By 
comparison, the same changes "block" in the absence of the first type of change, 
as sho,11n in the "more similar" column. Such cases of NDEB are covered by attrac
tion, which responds to difference/di.stance regardless of its source. By contrast, 
the LC approach 'viii require an extension of the formal notion of faithfulness 
to the domain of suppletion and semantic idiosyncrasy. 

The two approaches reviewed so far may also differ in the degree of locality 
that they in1pose on possible interactions. The LC approach enforces the locality 
required by the notion of "local conjunction." For instance, LC would be applic
able to (la), due to the fact that both changes, in stress and vo,vel length, occur 
in the same vowel. The theory of LC is not fully explicit, however, on \vhat exactly 
counts as a local domain (Smolensky 1997), and '"e may note that in fact not 
all cases of phonological NDEB involve the san1e segment. For instance, the two 
relevant changes in the Fi.tu1ish case ill (2e) vete � veti � vesi occur i.t1 different 
segn1ents. See, however, lubo\vicz's (2002: note 29) appeal to an alternative 
analysis that '"ould bring this case in line. An apparently similar challenge is 
also posed by Sanskrit retroflexion of s after the disjunction /r, u, k, i) (Kiparsky 
1973a; Kenstowicz 1994: 202; CHAPTER 119: REDUPLICATION IN SANSKRIT). 

As for the predictions of the REH on the exact range of interaction of changes, 
they are also not very clear at the present stage, but perhaps some inference can 
be drawn from the fact that the REH aims to characterize inventories as sets of 
attractors, combined with the independent fact that inventories are attested for 
segments and morphemes. If these are the attractors, then attraction effects should 
be observable at both of these levels. Then the cases ill (2a)-(2d) and perhaps (1), 
would instantiate cases \\'here attraction occurs behveen correspondi.t1g segn1ents, 
'"hiJe those in (2e) and (13) n1ay instantiate attraction behveen corresponding 
allomorphs (note that several of the latter cases involve more significant structural 
changes than those in (2a)-(2d)). 

4.1.3 Serial Optirnality Theory 
Wolf (2008) develops an approach to NDEB based on the serial OT of 
lvlcCarthy (2007), in \vhich different potential sequences of operations ("candidate 
chains") are evaluated by constraints on derivations. This approach receives its 
primary motivation from phonological opacity (counterfeeding and counter
bleedi.t1g effects; see CHAPTER 74: RULE ORDERING). Given, for instance, an opaque 
derivation like that of Serbo-Croatian /okrugl/ � okrtlgal -4 [okru.gao] 'roUJld' 
(Kensto\vicz 1994: 90f.), in \vhich vocalization of /I/ to [o) counterbleeds the 
epenthesis of [a] that "'Ould break up a final cluster, this approach \11ould 
postulate a "precedence" constrai.t1t PREc(DEP, lDENr[consonantal]) prescribi.t1g 
that a violation of IDENT[consonantal] (i.e. vocalization) must be preceded by a 
violation of DEP (i.e. epenthesis), 'vhenever the latter violation \\•ould be harmony
improving (i.e. in final CC environments). The case in (1) would then be handled 
in this perspective via the schema in (14). 

(14) PREC(IDENT(stress), IDENT(V-length)) >> •vciV >> IDENT(V-length) 
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The top-ranked constraint in (14) will demand that a violation of IDENT(V-length) 
(i.e. lengthening) be preceded in the derivation by a violation of 1o£NT(stress) 
(i.e. restressing), thus blocking lengthened but un-restressed •0/e:viable. While 
using different theoretical 1neans, this requirement is parallel to that imposed 
by IDENT'(V-length) in (llb) on the basis of the attraction approach (expressing 
the stronger attraction/IDENT requirement if stress is unchanged), \Vhile the rest 
of the schema in (14) remains the same as that of (llb). 

Major differences lie again in the way this approach relates to phenomena 
other than NDEB. As noted, it links NDEB directly with phonological opacity, 
'vhile this link is more indirect in the alternative approaches. In the attraction 
approach, it is natural to see segmental neutralizations (like the /1/-/o/neutral
ization of Serbo-Croatian) as attraction effects due to phonetic similarity. In turn, 
neutralizations (and perhaps other processes) have been shown to yield opacity 
effects '"ithin the theory of Targeted Constraints of \!\Tilson (2000, 2001), which 
is arguably interpretable as a formalization of segment-level attraction effects 
(Burzio 2000b). As for the LC approach, it has so far been sho"'n to provide an 
account of only a subset of the opacity effects, in particular, and as already noted, 
that of counterfeeding chain shifts, by 1neans of a LC of faithfulness constraints 
(Kirchner 1996). 

Like the LC approach, the serial OT approach is potentially challenged by cases 
'"here representational distance does not arise through a specific phonological 
process. In particular, the schema of (14) \vill not be applicable to the parasitic 
assin1ilation of (9), \Vhere there is no derivational step that vvould precede place 
assilnilation and could account for the contrast. Like"'ise, (14) n1ay not extend 
to cover the cases in (13), 'vhere the relevant (attraction-weakening) differences 
are suppletive or semantic. 

4.2 Morphologically derived environments in 
boundary contexts 

4.2.1 The entailments-based approach 
Burzio (2000a) analyzes the Finnish case in (3b) above, repeated in (15a), as in 
(15b ). 

(15) a. tila.t-i � tilas-i 'order' -PAST 
b. FAITH(ti) >>*TI (assibil.ati.on) >> FAITH[t) 

In (15a), the first t in tilat--i is subject to higher-ranked FAITH(ti) and thus resists 
the effects of the assibilation constraint, "'hile the second t is subject only to Jo,ver
ranked FAITH[t), and thus undergoes the assibilation. This analysis assumes that 
faithfulness on!)' applies to the form of morphemes, not to morpheme combil1ations. 
Hence the output form hlas-i in (15a) would only be faithful, independently, lo 
the stem tilat-, and to the past tense affix -i, but not to their concatenation, n1aking 
the top-ranked constraint in (15b) inapplicable to heteromorphen1ic t-i. 

\IVhile the analysis in (15b) predates the introduction of the representational 
entailments of (8) above, the latter can be recruited to ilnprove it. The reason is 
that the constramt FAITH[ ti] of (15b) '"ill no\v consist of the entailment i � I t _  
(i entails a preceding t, or i n1ust be preceded by I), an entailment generated by 
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any surface occurrence of the stem tilat- or its allomorph ti/as-. The reason there 
is no hetero1norphenlic counterpart to that entailn1ent is that affixal ·i occurs in 
heterogeneous environments, attached to stems of all sorts. Any entailment of a 
preceding t '"ould be contradicted by entailments generated by other stems that 
do not end in t, and thus effectively suppressed under algebraic summation of 
entailment. Of course one must assume that the i involved in such entailment 
is not just the phoneme i of Finnish. Rather, it must be the i of tilat-, \vhich is 
in turn entailed by the rest of the representation of the stem tilat-, including its 
semantics. It is that i "'ruch will then entail a t by transitivity of entailments, while 
suffixaJ -i "'ill not. See Wolf (2008: 326f.) for a revie'v of other attempts in the 
literature, some of \vhich bear resemblance to the one being described. 

The ren1aining question is still \vhich sequences of segments may count, 
which no''' takes the fonn of "\vhat entailments matter, exactly?" For instance, 
why shouldn't an entailment from a to t in (15a) prevent the second t from 
spirantizing \vhile alknving the first, hence yielding *silat-i? .Here, the REH (8) 
has been shown to yield one other critical effect besides attraction: "binding," 
tying together components that are relatively similar to one another. \-Vhile a 
formal demonstration is beyond the goals of tllis chapter, an intuitive grasp can 
be attained by considering similarity as a sharing of subcon1ponents. Given 
hvo co-occurring components A, B, the REH 'vill prescribe that each of A and B 
will entail its O\vn internal structure, as "'ell as each other. But '''hen A and B are 
similar, the former effect \viii contribute to the latter, resulting in a stronger mutual 
entail1nent between A and B. See Burzio (2005: §4.5) and \<Vayment et al. (2007) 
for n1ore discussion. 

No,v, if all assimilations are parasitic on similarity, as suggested above, then 
the "t-i � s-i" process of Finnish \vill suggest, along with articulatory consider· 
ations, that there is some level of similarity bet"reen t and i, with a consequent 
binding effect. A tautomorphemic sequence ti would then be sin1ultaneously sub
ject to two effects. One would be attraction, with the potential for assunilation, 
and the second tl1e "bmding," or enl1a.nced mt.1tt1al entail.ment, of I and i, opposing 
assimilation and evidently sufficient to block it. On the other hand, hetero· 
morphemic t-i 'vould experience only attraction, thus leading to assinlilation. The 
reason is that ''binding" only describes an enhancement effect over the entailment 
i => I t _, an entailment which, ho\vever, is effectively false for the hetero
rnorphemic case, for the reasons discussed. \-Vh.ile the OT analysis thus remains 
as in (15b), with FAITH[ti] describing the enhanced entailment (binding) and 
*Tl describing attraction, the "grounding" just provided narro"'S the range of 
applicability of sequential constraints of type FAJTH(xy), and hence the range 
of patliological predictions re segmental mventories. 

4.2.2 The "local conjunction" approach 
tub(nvicz (1999, 2002) proposes a "local conjunction" analysis of this case as well. 
When applied to the Finnish case in (15a), that analysis "'ould be as in (16). 

(16) [•TI (assibilation) & R-ANCHOR(Stem, cr)] >> lDENT[cont] >> •n (assibilation) 

The constramt R·ANCHOR(Sten1, o) in (16) requires that the right edge of the stem 
line up with a syllable boundary, and is violated in (15a}. Hence the repair in 
(15a) is triggered by the fact that the conjunction of the latter constraint "'ith the 
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assibilation constraint dominates the relevant faithfulness constraint, IDENT[cont]. 
No repair affects the initial ti sequence, because in that case violation of the 
assibila tion constraint is not in the sa1ne local domain as the violation of the right
anchor constraint, making the local conjunction inapplicable, while the assibilation 
constraint by itself is ranked lower than IDENT[cont) and hence ineffective. 

The prediction that syllable boundaries play the role characterized by (16) 
seems disconfirmed by several of the cases in (5) above, ho,vever. This is true 
in particular in the follo\ving cases: Chun1ash pre-coronal laminalization, which 
alongside the exan1ple in (Sd) also features /s-is-lusisisn/ -7 (f-if-lu-sisisn] (from 
.Poser 1982, 1993, "'ith presumed syllabification [fiflu . . .  ), with no misalignment); 
Sanskrit retroflexion (Se), as in /agni-su/ -7 [agni-�u); Finnish cluster assimila
tion (Sg), as in /pur-nut/ -7 purrut; and Moha"rk epenthesis (Sh) /k-wi'stos/ -7 
(kewi'stos]. It is possible that these cases could be analyzed as processes that 
affect only affixal material due to a lo,ver-ranked AFFIX-FAITH and that block in 
underived environments simply because those environments are stems, hence 
not for the reasons provided by (16). Yet this alternative does not seem viable 
for the case in (Sf), repeated in (17). 

(17) Indonesian nasal substitution (Pater 1999) 

I m<1N-pilih/ -7 [m<1m-ilih] 'to clloose' /<1mpat/ 'four' 

Here the stem is affected as much as the affix, and yet a faithful candidate 
*[n1an-pilil1] \vould feature no n1isalignn1ent (though in any event a "left" rather 
than a "right-anchor" constraint would be needed).3 Pater (1999) in fact analyzes 
the asymmetry in (19) not in terms of LC, but rather in term of a RooT LINEARITY 
constraint that aims to preserve sequential relations \Vithin a root. The mapping 
/ampat/ -7 •[amat] 'four' "'Oltld violate such a constraint \Vith respect to the input 
sequence /mp/, \vhile a comparable heteromorphen1ic sequence is not in the scope 
of the constraint. This type of analysis is in fact essentially subsumed by the above 
entailment-based discussion (Im/entails /p/). 

4.2.3 Serial OT 
Wolf (2008: ch. 4) provides an account of the now familiar Finnish test case in 
(lSa) based on the ranking schema in (18): 

(18) PREc(insert-affix, IDENT[cont]) >> *Tl (assibilation) >> lDENT[cont) 
Again, the schema in (18) differs from the entailment-based one in (lSb) only 
by the top-ranked constraint, parallel to the one \-Volf deploys in (14) above 
to handle phonologically derived environments. In both of Wolf's analyses, the 
top-ranked constraint i1nposes a specific order of processes, here demanding that 
a violation of TDENT[cont) (i.e. assibilati.on) be preceded by affixation. Such con
straint is obviously satisfied by the heteromorphemic assibilation t-i � s-i. It would, 

3 Lubowicz (2002: 265) acknowledges this prediction with regard to simple nasal assimilation, 
whicl1 \\'Ould not be expected to "block" since 1norpheme and syllable boundaries line up, finding 110 

COUJlterexamples, but does riot discuss nas.11 substitution. Ho .. vever, Englisl\ .l\asal assirnilatlon does 
in fact seem to exhibit NDEB, judging from Fin/arid, Nenry, only, compared with illegt1I, irrationt1I. But 
these cases too could perhaps be attributed to Lower-ranked Afftx-fAITH. 
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however, be violated by a tautomorphemic assibilation yielding *silas-i. The reason 
is essentially that in the latter case affixation does not provide any material crit
ical to the assibilation, and is thus taken not to cow1t as establishing the required 
order in Wolf's formal systen1. 

In sum, this approach provides a unitary account of t\110 of the cases of N'DEB 
in terms of the PREC constraints of Wolf's frame\vork. V'Ve \vill see in §6 below, 
ho,ve.ver, that it appears not to extend to the third. 

5 Pre-Optimality Theory accounts 

5.1 Strict cyclicity 
This subsection reviews the most influential of the early accounts of NDEB, 
the one based on "strict cyclicity," as developed by Mascaro (1976) as part of the 
conception of the phonological "cycle." Other accounts, carefully revie,ved in 
Kiparsky (1993), include the "(Revised) Alternation Condition" and specific applica
tions of the "Else'" here Condition," brief! y d iscu.ssed beknv. 

The traditional motivation for the phonological cycle comes from the observation 
that underlying representations (URs; CHAPTER 1: UNDERLYING REPRESENTATIONS) 
are insufficient for correct phonological derivations, and that reference to surface 
forms is also necessary (CHAPTER 85: CYCLICITY), as in the fruniliar English exrunple 
in (19), from Chomsky and Halle (1968: 117). 

(19) a. cond[<]nsation 
b. cO'lnp[a]nsation 

cf. con'd[<]nse 
cf. co111p[a]nsate •co111 'p[ E ]nse 

The two nouns in (19) \VOLud have fully parallel URs, and yet exhibit different 
degrees of reduction in the bracketed vowels, a difference that seems predict
able only by reference to the corresponding verbs in parentheses. The "cycle" thus 
required the phonology to apply first to iru1er morphological layers, first calculat
ing con'd[<]nse '"ithin cond[E]nsation, and then move on (see Kenstowicz 1994: 204 
for exact derivations, and Cole 1995; CHAPTER 85: CYCLICITY for a full review of 
the motivations for the cycle). 

On the other hand, in the parallel approach that OT en1braces, it becon1es 
possible to argue that the reference to surface forms that cases like (19) n1ake 
necessary is al so sufficient, thu.s simply dispensing with. the tra.ditionaJ URs, rather 
than requiring an additional notion like that of the cycle (Burzio 1996, 2000a). On 
this view, the lexicon is constituted of full surface forms, \vhose \vell-formedness, 
including their morphological relatedness, is calculated in parallel by a grammar 
that effectively just "checks" them, rather than deriving then1 step by step. 

The a.bility to refer directly to surface forms has been forcefully advocated in 
the OT literature by way of the notion of output-to-output faithfulness (Benua 
1997; McCarthy 2005; and many others), \vhich has then been used to account for 
the effects of the derivational cycle like those in (16). Ho,�1e.ver, many practitioners 
have continued in the tradition of considering the lexicon as being constituted of 
morphemes, \vh.ich give rise to URs \•vhen asseo1bled together. 

In contrast to cyclicity, "strict cyclicity" effects, to which NDEB effects were 
in turn related, can perhaps be illustrated with the simple English series in (20), 
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but see Kenstow·icz (1994; §5.3) and Mascar6 (1976) for the Catalan data that '"ere 
actually utilized. 

(20) a. de'si:re b. de'si:r-able c. de,si:r-a'bil-ity 

Assume for present purposes that -able is one of the affixes that trigger vowel 
shortening, as show·n for instance by adm.i:re I adn1.ir-able. As discussed above, short· 
ening is only variable rather than systematic in stressed penultimate syllables, 
whence unshortened (20b) de('si:ra.)<ble>, assun1ing an extrametrical syllable 
<ble>, as in (1) above. The point of note is that further derivatives of de'si:rable 
such as (20c) maintain this choice despite the fact that -ity is itself a shortening 
affix, witness divin-ity (cf. divi:ne), or pro1uiscu-ity (cf. variant pro:111iscuo11s), and 
the fact that metrical environn1ents identical to that of (20c) (medial foot (a a)) 
shorten quite regularly, as in pro(,nunci)'ation (cf. pronounce). The conclusion dra,vn 
fro1n facts of this sort was thus that certain processes "block" in environments 
that are not "properly" derived. The one in (20c) \vould be one of them, since the 
shortening environment is already present in (20b) (let us say), attachment of 
·ih; thus contributing nothing further. But if shortening blocks for those reasons 
in (20c), it n1ay '"ell block for the same reasons in (20a), or "trisyllabic" i:vory, 
'vhich are not derived at all. In addition, since it is the definitional property 
of cyclic rules to apply when there is a new morphological environment, it •vill 
only be a matter of strengthening this definition to only when (thus making the 
cycle "strict''), to derive the blocking of both (20c) and (20a) or i:vory. Along with 
sum cases, Strict Cyclicity \\'Ould provide presumptive accounts of the cases of 
§3.2 above (non-boundary contexts), assuming all relevant processes can refer to 
the added morphological structure so as to activate the cycle and block else\\•here, 
and 'vould similarly also account for "boundary context" cases of §3.1 above, like 
Finnish tilns-i of (3b). As for the cases that appear to be phonologically but not 
morphologically derived, like Filmish /vete/ � [vesi] of (3), a clause like (21b) 
belO\V \VaS from the IDCeption added to the already established (2la). 

(21) Applicability of cyclic rules 

a. Contexts that are nev1ly created morphologically. 
b. Contexts that are newly created phonologically. 

This definitional fiat extended the account to phonologically derived cases such 
as (2) and (3) above (I leave (13) aside), but it did so at a cost. The two forms of 
NDEB are no\v predicted to be co-€xtensive, an incorrect conclusion, as lubowicz 
(2002: 271) points out. While there are cases, like Finnish assibilation and Sanskrit 
ruki retroflexion, that can be argued to occur in both types of derived environ· 
ments, others do not. The problem is perhaps best illustrated by the English 
cases i.11 (1). The case in (la) re'me:di-able was argued above to be phonologically 
derived via restressmg. Under (21), this \\'ould be because of clause (b). But the 
silnultaneou.s p.resence of clause (a) '"ould no'" incorrectly predict lengthening 
in (lb) *'/e:vi-nble as 'veil, since both cases involve affixation of -able and hence 
are both "derived" in one way or another. This problem persists under Kiparsky's 
(1982) attempt to reduce Strict Cyclici.ty to the Else,vhere Condition (Anderson 
1969; Kiparsky 1973b; also referred to as the Pru.�ini Principle), according to which 
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processes that refer to more specific contexts trump processes that refer to more 
general ones. This principle was conjoined \Vith the assun1ption that lexical items 
(rnorphen1es) undergo identity rules. In a case like Finnish /tilat-i/, cf. above, 
the assibilation rule \vould be blocked relative to tautomorphernic /ti/ since the 
identity rule "'Ould apply to /tilat/, a more specific context than just /ti/. In 
the case of heteromorphemic /t-i/, ho,vever, the context of the assibilation rule 
"'ould not be contained "'ithin the context of the identity rule, allowing that rule to 
apply with no inhibition, yielding [tilasi]. Similarly, in Finnish /vete/ � [vesi], the 
assibilation rule '"ould find no obstacle once /e/ raised to [i], since the identity 
rule \vould apply only to /vete/, \vhich does not contain the assibilation context 
/ti/. How·ever, again, a case like levi-able of (lb) above "'OLud not be accounted 
for, since the context for CiV lengthening obtains here thanks to combination of 
n1orphen1es, hence is beyond the reach of an identity rule for levy. Nonetheless, 
the Elsewhere Condition account appeared to solve the puzzle posed by the 
stress rule \Vhich, \Vhile seemingly cyclic in light of cases like (19), did not block 
in underived environments. This could no"' be attributed to the fact that, in the 
case of regular stress systems, lexical items would not contain stress information, 
which could therefore not be referred to by the identity rules. 

Still \vorking \vithin a rule-based systen1, Kiparsky (1993) rejects the Strict 
Cyclicity accoi.mt of NDEB, not only because of the incorrect predictions of the 
disjunction in (23), but also because various other hallmarks of cyclicity failed to 
correlate '"ith NDEB effects. For instance, one diagnostic of cyclicity \vould be 
sequential orders like P1, P2, P1, '"here a process P1 is found to apply both before 
and after P2• The cycle would enable such orders so long as the two occurrences 
of P1 could be placed in different cycles. Other properties attributed to cyclic rules, 
though essentially by stipLilation, were application at "lexical" as opposed to phrasal 
levels, and their contrastive, as opposed to allophonic, character. Kiparsky sho,vs 
clearly that NDEB does not correlate with these attributes, and thus proposes 
the alternative I revie'" next.4 

5.2 Underspecification 

Kiparsky's (1993) proposal can be illustrated for the Finnish cases as in (22), where 
upper-case T is assumed to be underlyingly not specified for continuancy, while 
lower-case tis fuU.y specified as [-continu.ant] (CHAPTER 7: FEATURE SPECtFICATJON 
AND UNDERSPECIFICATION). 

(22) a. 
b. 

tilaT-i � tilas-i 'order-PAST' 
veTe � veTi � ves1 '\vater-N01'·!' 

(cf. tilat-a 'order-INF') 
(cf. vete-nti 'water-Ess') 

Correct derivations in (22) are ensured by assuming that the assibilation process 
can fill in the value [+continuant] in the context / _  i, yielding [s), but not change 
fully specified I. At the same ti.n1e, one must also assume that [-continuant] 
can be filled in by a later default rule to any representation that 1nay re1nain 
unspecified. after the assibilation ruJ.e has had a chance, so as to yield t rather than 

' Note that parallel OT does not predict an)' of the formerly stipulated distiJ\ctions betwee.I\ lex.i.cal 
and post-lexical processes. A discttssion of this isst1e is beyond present goals, but see belo'"' for some 
discussion of phonology-morphology interaction. 
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s in the parenthesized forms on the right, as in /tilaT-a/ � [tilat-a]; /veTe-na/ 
� [vete-nii). 

On the one hand, this proposal bears so1ne sin1ilarity to the one in (15b) above 
and its entailment-based version, in that inununity of the first /t/ con1es from 
a greater amount of information associated with it. On the other, ho,vever, this 
approach does not appear to be fully workable. If the forms on the right in (22) 
were the sole determinants of the URs on the far left, then, indeed, the latter 
URs could be correctly obtained. In the course of acquisition, the i of tila.t-a would 
force full specification of the preceding t, lest the expected form be *silat-a, given 
knowledge of the assi.bilation. Else"' here, ho,vever, t (as given in upper case) could 
remain underspecified, correctly yielding assibilation 'vhen a follo,ving i sho,vs 
up. This dynamic is parallel to the one based on the entailments, where a follo,v
ing i '"'ould also confer additional resilience to a t. Ho\'\•ever, as argued in Burzio 
(2000a), the assun1ption that the parenthesized forms are privileged sources for 
the URs cannot be maintained. In divi:ne I divin-ity, the presumed UR div/i:/ne/, 
'vith a long VO\vel, must be inferred from the base, but in dmn(n) I dam.n-ntion, 
the UR /d�mn/, 'vith /n/, 'vould only be inferrable from the derivative. On the 
other hand, in [p�rant] I [parental], the full set of underlying vo,vels is only 
inferrable from base and derivative combined. The fact of the matter is that, in 
general, there is no independent principle or a priori restriction on what surface 
forms can contribute to a UR in a theory that has URs. It totally depends on where 
neutralization processes occur down the line. This means that hypothetical 
•taa.t-i could also contribute to its UR, yielding full specification of the second t 
incorrectly, n1aking the account of (22) circular (the initial prenuses rest on the 
final results). This liability is not shared by the entailinents. As '"'e have seen, affixal 
-i \vould not entail a preceding t even in a hypothetical tilat-i, the reason being 
that, as a past tense affix, -i "'ill entail to its left \vhatever results from entailn1ent 
sulllination over all of its sten1s, most of \vhich do not end in t. 

The inadequacy of the underspecification account is even more apparent if one 
attempts to extend it to other cases of phonologically derived environ.m.ents beside 
(22b). For example, to handle reme:diable in (la), this account \VOttld have to under
lyingly underspecify the lengthened vo,vel "'hile fully specifying (as short) the one 
of levial1/e (1 b ). But, again, there is no independent basis for such an asymmetry. 
The fundamental reason for this inadequacy is that, in general, an under
specification account will p(edict asyn1metries based on son1e coherent theory of 
'"hat can be marked vs. default values. Hence, it cannot under any circumstance 
predict the true generalization, "''hich appears to be \vhether or not some change 
has occurred in the same segment or n1orpheme, as in each of (1), (2), and (13). 

6 Morphologically derived environments in 
non-boundary contexts 

I turn no"' to the case in §3.2 above, whose prototype \Vas taken to be English 
vowel shortening. 

Burzio (2000a) argues that such effects simply result from the parallel inter
action of morphology and phonology in the absence of any level of UR. Consider 
in particular that regular /productive morphological systems generally exert an 
inhibitory effect on phonological processes, as sho,vn in (23). 
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(23) a. 'effort-less-ness 
b. beep-ed [bijpt] 

(exceptional stress) 
(exceptional syllable size) 

Stress patterns such as the one in (23a) are unattested among n1orphologically 
underived items, as are syllables like the one in (23b), where a long VO\Vel is 
follo"1ed by two consonants. These effects '''ould be types of "DEB," namely 
reversals of NDEB. Here, other'"ise regular processes "block" exactly in the 
derived environments. Burzio (2002a) argues in this connection that one can 
simply interpret the selectional properties of the relevant affixes, expressible for 
example as i.n (24), as types of constraints. 

(24) -less � I Noun _ (-less attaches to a noun) 

If there are no URs, then the context "Noun" in (24) can only refer to surface forn1s, 
affix -less, thus demanding identity behveen its stem and any such form. Then, 
cases like (23a) "'ill be accounted for by taking (24) to dominate the constraints 
responsible for regular stress, the irregular one of (23a) sin1ply coming from identity 
with that of 'effort, as in1posed by (24), and similarly for the past tense affix in 
(23b) and syllabification constraints. 

If morphology and phonology compete this way, so that (23a) and (23b) result 
from the morphology winning, then effects in the opposite direction should 
result when the n1orphology loses, and this '"ould be the case of VO\¥el shortening, 
as illustrated in (25). 

(25) a. natur-al (cf. na:lure) 
b. *V: >>-al � I Noun _  (-al attaches to a noun) 

In (25b ), a general n1arkedness constraint bruu1ing long vo\vels outranks the 
1norphological constraint den1anding identity with the independent noun na:ture, 
resulting in a short vowel. The difference between the high-ranked selectional 
constraint in (24) and the lO\¥·ranked one in (25b) reflects the general difference 
bel\veen (roughly) Germanic and Latinate affixes, termed respectively "Level 2" 
and "Level 1" in Kiparsky's (1982) Lexical Phonology frame\vork. This ranking
based characterization of the l\VO morphological systems is independently 
supported by the fact that the hvo syste.ms also differ with respect to morpho
logical idiosyncrasy (Burzio 1994, 2002a; Benua 1997), as "'ell as productivity, 
\vhich can also be correlated "'ith rank, though more indirectly (see Burzio 
2006). Latinate affixes like the one in (25) tolerate massive amounts of morpho
logical idiosyncrasy, as in arbore-al (cf. absence of •arbore), crimin-al (cf. criine, not 
*crimin). By contrast, the Germanic affixes exhibit virhially no idiosyncrasy like 
hypothetical •arbore-less (cf. tree-less) or *crimin.-less (cf. crilne-less). 

Hence there exists an inverse correlation between phonological and morpho
logical regularities (Burzio 2002a), as Germanic affixes exhibit tight 1norphologicaJ 
regularity along \vith abundant phonological irregularity as in (23), \vhile the 
Latinate ones reverse both effects, exhibiting 01uch morphological. irregularity 
along with regular phonology (CHAPTER 103: PHONOLOGICAL SENSITIVITY TO MOR· 
PHOLOGICAL STRUCTURE) . This includes regular stress aside from a specific range 
of cases discussed belo\v, as in pa'rent-al (not *'parent-al, which would parallel 
'effort-less), regular syllabification, the shortening of (25), and other processes like 
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the velar softening of (4) above (electri[s]-ity), all absent from the Germanic class 
(cf. froli[k)-ing, cri:me-less). The overriding generalization is thus in terms of the 
requirement that a stein be identical to an independent surface forn1, referred to 
as output-output (00) faithfulness in the literature (Benua 1997), \vhich is strong 
for one class of affixes, but \Veak for the other (Burzio 1994). T\vO ingredients are 
critical to a successful account. One is that morphology (interpretable as 00-
faithfulness) 1nust be constraint-based to compete \vith phonology this way. The 
other is that there must be no UR. The first ingredient, constraint-based n1orpho
logy, can be taken to result from the REH, as argued in Burzio (2002b). Constraints 
like those in (24) and in (25b) and their ranking can be vie,ved as the result of 
summation of identical entailments across the lexicon. The second ingredient, 
absence of a UR level, is a natural hypothesis for a constraint-based system. To 
see ho'"' it is critical to the analysis, consider first that, in the Gern1anic/Level 2 
case of (23), the UR would be simply superfluous. One only needs to assun1e a 

high-ranked 00-faithfulness (expressed here by (24)) to express the identity of 
each stem to the independent \vords. The effect of a lo\ver-ranked faithfulness 
to a UR (termed input-output (IO) faithfulness) '"ould be cancelled by the 
higher-ranked 00-faithfulness. In the case of (25), however, a hypothetical UR 
is not just superfluous, but false. To account for the long VO\vel in na:t11re, one 
must assume the ranking "TO-FAITH >> •v," the standard OT schema for marked 
choices. But if the same UR was input to both na:ture and natur-al, as is the 
case by the standard definition of UR as the common input to all allomorphs of 
the san1e morphe1ne, then natur-al should also have a long VO\Vel. Just supple
menting IO-FAITH with 00-FAJTH is therefore not sufficient in this case. Rather, 
TO-FAITH as faithfulness to a UR must be removed from the scene altogether, 
and the only principled "'ay to do so is to drop the already unnecessary as "'ell 
as insufficient UR. Hence, na:t11re \vill be faithful to its own input \Vith \vhatever 
rank the language at large has. The form natur-al '"'ill also be faithful to its input, 
but that input (except for -al) is the word na:ture and not a UR, and that ranking 
is determined by the particular morphological system, not by the language at 
large. Affu<es like -al in (25), which are relatively unproductive and prone to 
idiosyncrasy, evidently establish relatively weak/lo'"·ranked associations. 

The notion of "cyclic" derivation \vould therefore have seemed right here in 
a \vay, requiring that na:ture be derived from a UR, \Vhile natur-al would be 
derived from na:ture. But sud1 a notion has turned out to be right onJy when it 
reproduces (in a more complicated 'vay) the effects of just dropping the UR from 
the theory, "'hich forces reference to surface forms directly. In other respects, 
the cycle, and its cluster of attribute properties, prove to have been incorrect, 
as Kiparsky (1993) shows for the association "cyclic = blocking in NDE." The pre
siuned further association "cyclic = lexical" (see discussion in Kensto"ricz 1994: 
195f.) also fails to hold. Here the notion "lexical" defines the presence of idio
syncrasy, "'hile the property "cyclic" identifies, by its core definition, preservation 
of phonological structure, as in cond[<]nsation (19a) above. As argued for (23), 
it turns out that such preservation is 1nassive with Gern1anic/Level 2 affixes 
(no changes con1pared with the base "'Ord). Th.is woul.d ma.ke them "cyclical" if 
one took those definitions seriously. But idiosyncrasy is absent in the presence 
of those affixes, \vhich \vould make them "non-lexical" (i.e. more like phrasal 
constructs). Conversely, Latinate/Level 1 affixes \vould be part of the "lexical" 
n1orphophonology by virtue of the noted idiosyncrasies, but the preservation effects 
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they generate are in fact tenuous, con.d[i:]ns11.tion notwithstanding, making them 
only marginally "cyclic." As argued in Burzio (1991, 1993, 1994), sucl1 effects consist 
of only u1i.J1in1al distortions of the standard footing, as in e.g. phe(,nome)'nology 
(to match phe'nomenon), or n'mericn(,nist0) (to match A'merican). As in underived 
items, adjacent stresses are ruled out, for example as in ,c11tn'strophic, ,infor'mation, 
,con.sul'tation (ca'tastrophe, in'form., con'sult). This contrasts with the more robust 
distortion of cases like (23a) 'effort-less-ness. As for the apparent preservation of 
stress in cond[c]n'salion of (19a), it is argued in Burzio (1994: 185) that in fact it 
only concerns the details of vo1.vel reduction rather than stress itself, though the 
relation with con'dense remains relevant. 

This means that, vvhen faithfulness to a base vvord specifically refers to stress, it 
is relatively lo,.v-ranked for the Latinate affixes, consistently \Vith (25b) above, but 
not so low-ranked as to be totally ineffective. This accentual faithfulness, referred 
to as Metrical Consistency (MC) in Burzio (1994), is "'hat accounts for long vo\vels 
in this sector of the lexicon, as argued in §3.2 above. Consider here the contrast 
behveen (26a) and (26b), along 1'1ith the partial hierarchy in (26c). 

(26) a. de'si:rous, ad'he:renl, ex'tre:nrisl, di'vi:sive, 'rnedi,ta:hve, . .  . 
b. 'blasphemous, 'aspirant, 'hypnotist, 'relative, 'genera.live, . .  . 
c. MC, *V: >> IDENT(V-length) 

The hierarchy in (26c) is taken to be dominated in turn by constraints mandating 
1.vell-formed metrical feet "'hich exclude, along 1vith adjacent stresses and other 
degeneracies, stress on light penultin1ate syllables. This means that, when a long 
vowel and the stress of the base 1vord both end up m a penultilnate syllable in 
a derivative, as in all of the cases in (26a) and (26b), the hvo leftmost constrai.nts 
in (26c) cannot be simultaneously satisfied. Either the vowel '""ill have to fail to 
shorten, as in (26a), or the stress of the base \vill be lost, as in (26b). The variation 
bet\veen the cases in (26a) and those in (26b) then reveals that the grammatical 
system is i.J1determinate on the relative ranking of the two leftn1ost constrai.J1ts in 
(26c), aU01.ving lexical information to choose outcon1es (see Burzio 2006). The effect 
observed for some of (13) above may also be at \VOrk, however. That is, items 
that are semantically very close to their base, as perhaps those ill (26a) are to a 
greater extent than those in (26b), may end up accentually faithful as "'ell, with 
no shortening. 

In sum, the main class of exceptions to vo\vel shortening finds the prmcipled 
account in (26c) leading to the conclusion that vo,vel shortening is - on its O\Vn 

- perfectly general (further scattered exceptions aside) ill the Latillate lexicon. 
On the analysis il1 (26c), this would then be a case of what is referred to il1 
the OT literature as "The E1nergence of the Unmarked" (TETU; McCarthy 2002: 
1 29f.; CHAPTER 58: THE EMERGENCE OF THE UNM ARKEl) ). 

Other approaches to NDEB do not cover this type of case. Wolf (2008) refers 
to putative cases of this sort, ill which the phonological process does not appear 
to depend on the specifics of the morphological operation, as "pseudo" DE effects, 
and suggests the existence of analyses that would brmg them in line 1\•ith the 
non-pseudo cases. Successful re-analysis is critical to his approach, which predicts 
non-existence of pseudo DE effects. The reasons for this pred iction by Wolf's 
serial OT approach are effectively the same as the reasons excludillg assibilation 
of tauto-morphe1nic /ti/ in the Finnish case discussed above. Specifically, and 
for exan1ple, if vowel shortenmg as m div(r]n-ity 1vas due to an a-contextual 
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"*V:" constraint, then the same output '''ill be produced \vhether shortening applies 
before or after affixation of -ity. But then a mechanism of "chain merger" 'vould 
remove any ordering bet\veen the t\vo operations, so that a putative precedence 
constraint PREc(insert-affix, lDENT[cont)) 'viii ahvays be violated if shortening 
applies, thus keeping all vo,vels long if high-ranked, while allowing all to shorten, 
including in *div[1]11e, if low-ranked.5 However, \vhile \.Yolf (2008: §4.3.5) does review 
the above "TETU" analysis of VO\'tel shortening, he provides no alternative to 
it. He also concedes the existence of other cases of markedness reduction under 
affixation, such as those in (7e) and (7f) above, '"'hich the TETU analysis can handle, 
but which he attributes to failure of a feature to "percolate" up the morphological 
structure (2008: 268), an additional mechanism, in his perspective. 
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7 6 Structure Preservation: 
The Resilience of 
Distinctive Information 

CAROLE PARADIS 
DARLENE LACHARITE 

1 Introduction 

All languages have a phonemic inventory, including a set of distinctive vo,vels 
and consonants, i.e. linguistic sounds that contribute to the meaning of a word. 
For instance, chip (tf1p] contrasts with cheap (tfip] in English, on the basis of the 
vowel quality; in the first case, the high front vowel is lax, '"hereas in the second 
one it is tense. Vve therefore say that /1/ and /i/ are two distinct phonemes 
(segn1ents) in English (CHAPTER 11: THE PHONEME) and that [tense] is a distinctive 
feature (CHAPTER 17: DISTINCTIVE FEATURES) for high vowels in this language.1 \!\lhi.le 
phonemic inventories are bui.lt in agreement with the principles of Universal 
Grammar (UG), the exact composition of a phonemic inventory varies from one 
language to another. Along '"ith the suprasegmental inventory, the phonenuc inven
tory is a good part of what allows a listener to identify a language at first glance 
and to distinguish it from other languages. We expect speakers to resist eitl1er 
dropping phonemes or phonemic contrasts from their language's inventory, or 
introducing neiv phonemes and phonen1ic contrasts - although this constitutes 
the bread and butter of language change - since the auto1natic consequence 
of such n1oves is a different systen1. We believe that resistance to mange cannot 
be due simply to inertia - it is not passive. In this chapter '"e 'vill try to show 
that resistance to change is, above all, a question of contrast/category pattern 
resilience in the mind of the speaker, "'hich is expressed intralinguistically 
(i.e. resistance to change due to the passage of time, dialect contact, etc.) and also 
interlinguistically (beh\'een L2 and Ll, as \vill be illustrated in §3 with respect to 
Joan,vords). We '"ill link contrast resilience to the traditional notion of Structure 
Preservation, providing a history of this notion in generative grammar in §2, and 
considering in §3 the question of \vhether it is still pertinent now that phonological 
rules have given way to constraints. We will also address the relation between 
Structure Preservation and phoneme/ structure resilience in loan\vord adaptation 
hoin the point of view of Ll and L2. We conclude in §4. 

1 Even if I ii and /I I were to be distinguished by vowel length instead of tenseness, as proposed 
by some authors, the point made here \\!'Ott.Id stand. 
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2 The history of Structure Preservation 

It has long been noted that, intralinguistically, languages (or, n1ore properly, 
their speakers) resist phonemic change before succumbing to and accepting a new 
phonemic contrast. Changes to a given phonemic inventory follow defined steps, 

which are gradual, and characteristically occur over a long period of time (CHAP
TER 2: CONTRAST). Although such sound changes can sometimes occur relatively 
rapidly, it is not unusual for them to take centuries to complete. Broadly speak
ing, a small phonetic detail beco1nes sufficiently large over tin1e that '"hat begins 
by distinguishing phonetic variants ends up being categorical, i.e. phonemic (see 
Harris 1990 and Bybee 2008 for a detailed description of these steps). Clearly, though, 
the forces of change are counterbalanced by resistance to change, or intralingual 
change '"ould typically proceed at a much faster rate and produce much more 
dramatic results than it usually does (CHAPTER 94: LEXICAL PHONOLOGY AND THE 
LEXICAL SYNDR01'1E). 

The lexicon is the crucial place \¥here the battle between the forces of change 
and resistance to change takes place. In Lexical Phonology, the resistance to using 
non-phonemic sounds or sound combinations at the lexical level '�'as expressed 
through the notion of Structure Preservation (SP). In Kiparsky (1982, 1985), 
SP regulated the application of phonol.ogical rules, constituting a ban on the 
introduction of phonemes at the lexical level that are not part of the underlying 
inventory. 

(1) Structure Preservation (Kiparsky 1985: 88) 

If a certain feature is non-distinctive in a language \ve shall say that it may 
not be specified in the lexicon. This means that it may not figure in non-derived 
lexical items, nor be introduced by any lexical rule, and therefore may not 
play any role at all in the lexical phonology.2 

The model assumed by Kiparsky is basically that in Figure 76.l.: 

Resh·icted Dictionary 
Underlying phonological inventory; underived lexical iten1s. 

LEXlCON 
\•Vord-formation rules, lexical phonology; domain of application of SP. 

SYNTAX 
Syntactic rules, post-lexical phonology; SP does not apply at this level. 

Figure 76.1 Lexical Phonology (Kiparsky 1982) 

2 Kiparsk}' does not present this constraint formall}'· The constraint given l1ere is a description of 
SP as presented in the text by Kiparsky (1985: 88). 
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As Harris (1987: 255) puts it, "the lexical segment inventory of a language (the 
output of the lexical rules) must be isomorphic \Vith the underlying inventory." 
Bybee (2008: 111) adds: " . . .  alten1ations that are restricted to the \\'Ord level involve 
only contrastive features. Segments or feature con1binations that are non-contrastive 
must be i.ntroduced by postlexical rules . . .  "3 

Mohanan (1986) considers the formulation of SP given in (1) to be too restrictive. 
According to Mohanan, the Malayala1n and English facts cannot be explained if 
SP is interpreted as i.n (1), so he softens it, saying instead, "the alphabet used for 
syntactico-phonological representations is the lexical alphabet" (1986: 174). The 
lexical alphabet refers to the phoneme inventory at the lexical level, "'hich is the 
result of lexical (as opposed to post-lexical) application of phonological rules.4 In 
Figure 76.1, Mohanan's lexical alphabet \vould be generated in the lexicon n1odule 
by phonological rules that apply at this level. Of particular present relevance, the 
lexical alphabet i.n the view of Mohanan and Mohanan (1984) and l'vlohanan (1986) 
can contain distinctions that are absent from the underlying inventory (found in 
the restricted dictionary in Figure 76.1). The l'vlalayalam case, detailed in Mohanan 
and Mohanan (1984), focuses prin1arily on contrasts in the system of nasals. The 
crux of the issue is that to achieve an elegant analysis of apparently con1plicated 
surface distributional restrictions on stops and nasals in Malayalam, one needs 
to assume that at the underlying level there are three nasals (bilabial, alveolar, 
retroflex), but that at the lexical level there are seven (bilabial, dental, alveolar, 
palato-alveolar, retroflex, palatal, velar). At the heart of their analysis is the 
clearly lexical application of t\\'O phonological rules (one that changes post-nasal 
voiced stops to nasals, and another that changes intervocalic [-continuant] velars 
to palatals when preceded by front vowels), \vhich produces nasals "'ith places 
of articulation that are not underlying for that class of sounds. 

Still, the most widespread interpretation of SP in Lexical Phonology remains 
essentially the same: phonological rules are not expected to generate ne\v 
phone1nes or phone1nic contrasts at the lexical level, nor are phonen1es expected 
to imdergo absolute neutralization at this level (CHAPTER oo: �lERGERS AND NEU

TRALIZATION). Any operations that introduce features that are not distinctive under
lyingly are predicted to be necessarily post-lexical. For instance, French has a rich 
vocalic system that includes the mid-back lax and tense vo,vels /:ii and /o/ (e.g. 
hotte [Jt] 'hood' vs. haute [ot] 'high'). Although both vowels are frequent, /J/ is 
prohibited. word-finally in French (* /J/#), at the lexical level. If a morphological 
operation produces a word-final /-.,/ i.n the course of a derivation i.n Frencll, it is 
systematically turned into [o). \Tarious morphological operations generate such a 
result; they include abbreviation (e.g. Caroline [kaR:>lin] -7 Caro [kaRo], condo111iniu111 
[k5dJrninjJn1J 'condominium' -7 condo [kSdo ]), gender inflection (e.g. sotte [sJt] 
'silly (FEJ-l)' vs. sot [so] 'silly (MASC)'), verbal and adjectival derivation (e.g. roter 

' Sproat (1985: 454) says that Structure Preservation could be interpreted. as a restriction on contrasts 
tl1at are the outpLtt of lexical rLt1es, rather than a restriction on Ltnderlying representations. Ho\ .. •ever, 
as Harris (1987: 259) points out, "given its inherent circularity [this interpretation] of Structure 
J)reservation is hardl}' \•vorthy of serious consideration." 
• Mohanan and Mohanan (1984: 590) and MC)l\anan (1986: 12) consider tl\at phC)nologic:a.l rules are 
all part of a single i-ndepei\dent pho11ological mod11le a.11d tl1at tl1ey interact \vith either tJ1e lexical or 
post-lexical level or both, according to their domain specifications. Applicat.ion in one domain or the 
other is subject to different restrictions. Notably, lexical application is subject to SP, provided that SP 
is interpreted in the less stringent manner indicated ab0\1e. 
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[R:>te) 'to belch' vs. rot [Ro) 'belch' (N)), reduplication (e.g. dormir [d:>RmiR] 'to sleep' 
> dodo [dodo) 'sleep (N, child language)'), etc. The result is always the same: /:i/# 
� [o)#. Nonetheless, the restriction • /;,/# in French does not apply at the 
post-lexical level. For instance, in Quebec French, final /a/s are systematically 
pronounced either as [a) or [:i) (e.g. chocolat [J:ik;ila), [f:>k:>l:>) 'choco!at'; mate/as 
[matla), [matb) 'mattress') or something in behveen, despite the fact that the 
lexical restriction •;:i/# also applies in this variety of French. We kno"' that [:i) 
and [a) are variants of /a/ in such cases because derivatives such as chocolate 
[f;:ik:ilate) 'with chocolat' and 111atelasse [matlase] 'padded' indicate that the 
underlying vo"'el is /a/. Gradient and unstable rules such as /a/ � [a) or [:>) 
in Quebec French are typically post-syntactic rules that are predicted not to occur 
at the lexical level (Mohanan 1986: 174). The existence of clearly necessary cate
gorical constraints, such as • /:i/#, alongside the existence of forn1s that clearly 
do not obey then1 is the kind of case that SP is intended to explain: a phonetic 
process can apply at the post-syntactic level in spite of the fact that its effect 
contradicts that of a phonotactic constraint at the lexical level. 

Another classic example of a lexical (hence structure-preserving) rule, is velar 
softening in English (and also in French), where /k/ yields [s) before a high front 
vowel (e.g. electric [ilektnk) vs. electricity [ilektns1ti)). As reiterated by Bybee 
(2008: 112), this rule does not apply behveen words, is unproductive, lexically 
restricted, and morphologically conditioned. In contrast to this lexical alternation, 
/kl in English, as in French, has a palatal variant [c) before a front vo\vel, as in 
key /kif � [ci], kiss /kis/ � [c1s], etc. (in French, qui /ki/ 'who' � [ci], quitter /kite/ 
'to leave' � [cite), etc.). The emergence of the palatal variant in both languages 
is automatic, productive, and neitl1er lexically nor morphologically restricted. SP 
embodies tlle claim that sucli an assimilation rule could not apply at the lexical 
level because, in both French and English, it \vould introduce at this level a sound, 
[c], that is not part of the phonemic inventory of either language (see Kiparsky 
1985 for a discussion of many other assimilation and harn1ony processes that are 
non-structure-preserving and 'vhi.ch he shtnvs are post-lexical). 

However, SP has been cllallenged on a variety of fronts. Its domain of appli
cation has been debated vigorously. Kiparsky (1982, 1985) proposes that lexical 
rule application is subject to SP but post-lexical application is not. However this 
neat division of territory behveen structure-preserving and non-structure-preserving 
rule application has proven to be dtn.ibtful. For example, Kaisse (1990), Rice (1990), 
and Hyman (1993) agree that SP is not necessarily turned off in the post-lexical 
component. In other \vords, post-lexical rules can be subject to SP. On the other 
hand, Harris (1987: 256) argues, mainly on the basis of a certain type of vowel 
harn1ony in southern Bantu languages, that "failure to preserve structure cannot 
be reliably considered proof of a rule's postlexical statu.s." That is, lexiec1l rule 
application is not necessarily subject to SP. 

Harris (1987, 1989, 1990) discusses other allophonic processes that must be 
lexical, but that are not structure-preserving (see also discussions in Mohanan 1995 
and Steriade 1995), but one of the best-kno,vn proble111atic cases is the distribution 
of (i;] and [x) in modern Ger.man. A.ccording to Ha.II (1989), there is no underlying 
contrast between velar and pala tal fricatives in German; the feature (back), though 
distinctive for vo,vels in German, is not distinctive for fricatives. The [<;) vs. [x] 
contrast results from a rule of fricative assimilation that spreads the backness 
feature from a vo,vel to a following voiceless high fricative. Crucially, fricative 
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assimilation applies lexically and it produces a phoneme/phoneme contrast that 
is not underlying. Hall (1989: 1) concludes that the rule of fricative assimilation 
is "a blatant counterexa1nple to SP." We vtill address this case n1ore thoroughly 
later. 

Macfarland and Pierrehumbert (1991) propose an alternative view, which is 
intended to salvage the integrity of SP. In their vie\v, non-distinctive features 
introduced at the lexical level stem from spreading, resulting in doubly linked 
structures. In the Gennan case just discussed, the [back] feahrre of the vowel spreads 
to the feature 1natrix of the follo'"ing fricative /X/, which is unspecified for back
ness. This results in the feature [back] being simul taneously linked to the vov»el 
and the follo'''ing fricative consonant. By virtue of their double linking, such struc
tures are technically exempt from SP (as ,,veil as from a condition they call the 
marking condition). Though the solution might "'ork for this and so1ne other prob
len1atic cases that challenge SP, it does so at the cost of seriously \veakening the 
SP constraint. Iverson (1993) proposes instead an approach that re-examines the 
relationship among some of the constellation of properties originally intended 
to distinguish between lexical and post-lexical rules or rule application, namely 
SP, and the restriction of applying to derived environments. In classical Lexical 
Phonology, a lexical rule had certain properties, hvo of which were that it pre
served structure and that it applied in derived environments. SP is a consequence 
of a rule's lexical status in that vie'". Iverson turns this relationship on its head 
(1993: 265); if a given rule preserves structure, then it observes the derived envir
onment constraint. This arguably explains the clustering of properties previously 
considered to be diagnostics of a rule's lexical or post-lexical status, but it implies 
that SP is a property of some, but not necessarily all, lexical rule applications. Indeed, 
Iverson concludes (1993: 270) that " . . .  structure-building applications of lexical 
rules need not (though n1ay) be structure-preserving." 

As the previous discussion suggests, SP, as formulated by Kiparsky (1982, 1985) 
\Vas inextricably linked to the overall architecture and other principles (e.g. the 
Strict Cycle Condition and the Derived Environn1ent Constraint) and theoretical 
tools (e.g. underspecification) of Lexical Phonology. To reiterate, SP was part of 
a set of properties that distinguished lexical from post-lexical rule applications. 
Like 1nany other notions of Lexical Phonology, SP was found to be proble1natic 
for a variety of reasons. For instance, even if we accept the vie"' of Mo ha nan and 
Mohana.n (1984: 589) tl1at phonological rules whose domain of application is 
lexical yield the "lexical alphabet" - to be distinguished from the underlying 
one, found in the restricted dictionary in Figure 76.1 - it seems clear, as indicated 
by the work of a number of phonologists working on several different languages, 
that 've cannot uphold the position that lexical rule application is necessarily 
stru.cture-preserving while post-lexicaJ rule application is not. For example, as 
mentioned previously, Iverson (1993) argues that lexical rules are not necessarily 
structure-preserving, while Rice (1990) argues that post-lexical rules may be. 
Hovtever, this is only one problem facing SP. Another is that SP has resisted 
fonnulation, interpretation, or application in any way that can be universally applied 
to yield felicitous results. Different attempts, including reformulation (e.g. 
Mohanan 1986: 174; Borowsky 1989: 148), reinterpretation (e.g. Macfarland and 
Pierrehumbert 1991: 179; Iverson 1993: 265), or restriction of its application to some, 
but not all, lexical levels - often on a language-specific basis (e.g. Borowsky 1986, 
1989) - yield no universally satisfactory outcon1e. Moreover, such atte1npts often 
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have extremely damaging consequences for the theory and the SP principle. For 
exa1nple, the effect of Mohanan and Mohanan's (1984) analysis of Malayalam 
and their distinction bet\veen an underlying and a lexical alphabet is to allow 
rules to introduce contrasts that are not underlying. This is clearly at odds with 
Kiparsky's (1982) vie"' of the role that SP plays. A closely related problem is that, 
under no formulation or interpretation, in any language through which the prin
ciple has been test-driven to any extent, has SP been found to be exceptionless 
(see the discussion of Bybee 2008 belo\v). 

What has the outcon1e of the challenges to SP been? Sproat (1985), '"'ho rejects 
Lexi.cal Phonology's approach to \VOrd formation altogether, considers SP com
pletely dispensable, along "'ith the rest of the theory. Ho"1ever, few· phonologists 
\.vould go this far. Although some, such as Mohanan (1989: 609) and Hall (1992: 233), 
have given up on reforn1ulating SP, or tweaking the conditions of its application, 
and concluded that it is not a linguistic universal, they still consider it a cross
linguistic tendency. As Steriade (2007: 146) asserts, " . . .  Structure Preservation 
cannot be abandoned altogether. . . .  " 

Bybee (2008) has picked up the idea of SP as a cross-linguistic tendency rather 
than a true synchronic generalization or principle of language. She proposes to 
interpret the constraint as a result of "paths of change,'' saying "Three well
docuroented universal paths of change occur in parallel and lea.d to the synchronic 
situation that is described as Structure Preservation" (Bybee 2008: 114). She also 
says that it is some sort of restatement of the older structuralist principle of 
"separation of levels" where phones are distributed by phonetic criteria and 
phone1nes by lexical and n1orphological ones.5 In Bybee's view, because SP is an 
emergent property of recurring mechanisms of language change (that feed and 
complement each other), counterexamples to this constraint are unavoidable 
and expected. The thinking behind this is that since the transition from phonetic 
to phonenuc status is gradual, there will always be linguistic sounds that are 
introduced in a language lexicon \vith the initial status of phone, either native or 
foreign, '"'hich '"ill later acquire the status of phoneme. Ho,vever, 'vhile some 
instances make the transition from variant to phoneme, others instances do not, 
or at least not at the same time. More concretely, Bybee explains that purely 
phonetic sounds can gradually be disassociated from their phonetic conditioning 
and becon1e associated with particular lexical or n1orphological conditions. An 
example discussed extensively in the structuralist and generativist literature, a.nd 
already pointed out in this section, is the case of German [x] and [<;] (see Bybee 
2008: 112 for a synopsis and Hall 1992 for more detailed discussion). In brief, [<;] 
and [x] were originally variants, with [<;:] occurring after a front vo\vel in German. 
When the Gern1an din1inutive suffix -ichen [ii;an] lost its conditioning front vowel 
and the shortened suffix -chen kcin) started to appear aiter a bacl< vo,vel, [x) and 
[<;] (arguably) became distinctive (e.g. Kulichen [ku:<;<in] 'little cow' vs. Kuchen [ku:x;;in] 
'cake').6 The distinctiveness of /<:;/ vs. /xi "'as reinforced by the fact that /<:;/ 
could also occur at the begiluung of loa1n�1ords i11 some German dialects, where 

5 Except that SP avoids the duplication problem that classical phonemics (structuralists} faced. lnd<'<'<I, 
in classical phonemics, a generalization ltad to be stated twice, once at the level of phonemes and 
once again at the le\rel of pl1ones, becaltse o( the separation of levels. 
• However, �jacfarland and Pierrehu.u\bert (1991: 171} do not recogn.ize th.is as a o\iniroal pair because 
"K1td1ct1 is a n1onomorphemic noun [as opposed to K1tlicl1en 'Jjttle co"v')." Tl1ey n1aintain that there 
are no true minimal pairs distinguishable only by kl vs. )x) in German. 
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the initial phonetic conditioning (the preceding front vo"rel) is obviously absent.7 
To take another example, this tin1e fron1 English, the non-anterior voiced fricative 
/3/, "'hich initially occurred in the Early Modern English Period as a result of 
stress-conditioned palatalization (/zj/ > (3]; e.g. pleasure [ple3a.t) from French plaisir), 
has begun to be allowed in v;.ord-final and even •vord-initial position under the 
influence of more recent French borro,vings such as rouge [ru3], beige [be3], garage 
[ga103], massage [masa3], camouflage [kcemafla3], luge [lu3], genre [3dr], joie de vivre 
[3,vadeviv ], etc. (see Millward 1996: 252-253). Si..mi..lar to the German sih1ation, 
the appearance of /3/ in these environments ca1mot be due to phonetic con
ditioning. In short, the picture that emerges is that what originated as phonetic 
variants in the German and English examples might have become phonemes 
(albeit ones '''ith sometin1es restricted distribution) due to, among other things, 
the pressure of loan"'ords. 

This is one path of change; concurrent •vith that are t\vo others. The second is 
that small phonetic changes tend to become larger ones over time, leading to a 
greater phonetic distance bet'''een the original sound and its variant. If '"e take 
the [�] - [x] alternation, the variant [�], which is unstable and phonetically close 
to /x/, is becon1ing more stable and n1ore clearly distinct phonetically from Ix/ 
over tin1e (see Bybee 2008: 113). The third related path of change discussed by 
Bybee is loss of productivity as phonetic processes become lexicali.zed. To sum 
up, variants come to occur at the lexical/morphological level because of the 
diachronic tendency of phonetic changes to become linked to particular lexical 
iten1s or morphological processes, creating a shift from the purely phonetic to the 
lexical level. As a result of being lirlked to particular morphological or lexical 
conditions, the phonetic conditions that originally give rise to the variant can 
lose their automatic productive po'''er. Once the lirlk between a sound and its 
(phonetic) conditioning environment is broken, the sound is "liberated," as it '"ere, 
and free to enjoy wider phonotactic/syllabic distribution, giving it phonemic as 
opposed to purely phonetic status (see also Harris 1990: 93). SP has exceptions 
because sucl1 change does not affect the entire vocabulary at once, bt.1t rather pro
ceeds via normal processes of lexical diffusion (see e.g. Phillips 2006 on lexical 
diffusion and its links to various sound-based phenomena). 

Is that the end of the story? Kiparsky (2008) clearly disagrees "'ith the 
diachronic view. He swnn1ari..zes the situation as follows: 

An increasingly popular research program seeks the causes of typological general
izations in recurrent historical processes, or even claims tha.t aU principled explana
tions for universals reside in diachrony. Structural and generative grammar has more 
commonly pursued the reverse direction of explanation, which grounds the \.vay 
language changes in its structural properties. (Kiparsky 2008: 52) 

Kiparsky points out (2008: 27) that, once spelled out, historical explanations 
like those proposed by Neogrammarians or, more recently, those "'Orking in the 
diachronic vie"' (e.g. Bybee 2008) often turn out to appeal implicitly to tendencies 
that are then1selves in need of explanation. In other \vords, there must be principles 

7 Acco r.ding to Marc \1ao Ooste.i\d.orp (pe.rsOJ)al corn.mu.r:Ucatior1), tl)ere o.Ug.ht rerl1ain sorlle sort 
of phonetic conditioning in loanwords, J1owe\1er, since [fi] can occur only before a &ont \1owel 
word-initially. 
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governing the nature and extent of change, which are ultimately responsible for the 
tendencies that are observed. He proposes criteria to distinguish true universals, 
which constrain language change, fron1 typological generalizations, which result 
from language change, and adds: "The issue goes well beyond the simple ques

tion ho\v cross-linguistic generalizations originate. It is about the nature of those 
generalizations themselves" (Kiparsky 2008: 27). He also raises the possibility (2008: 
25) that functional explanations for language change might have become biolo

gized within UG itself, through language use, thereby constraining change also 
via acquisition. 

Though the argument we present belo\v does suggest that a guiding principle 
of grammars is the pressure to preserve structure, \vhich cannot be simply a side
effect of sound change over time, our goal in this chapter is not to argue whether 
SP is a basic principle of UG, as opposed to an e1nergent property of converging 
processes of language change. Rather, we hope to show, using primarily the phono

logical treatment of loan,vords, that distinctive information is, indeed, highly 
resistant to destruction or alteration at the lexical level, not only intralinguisti
cally, but interlinguistically too. Whatever problems SP has faced, or continues 
to face, there is no doubt that distinctive phonological information is resistant to 
change, so some notion of Structure Preservation is still needed, even under cur
rent constraint-based approaches, both derivational and non-derivational. The 
essence of our argument is that if there \vere no notion of Structure Preservation 
synchronically active in grammars, we could not explain \vhy a borro\ver 'vorks 
so hard to preserve distinctive information fro1n a foreign syste1n (L2) in his/her 
O\vn language (Ll). Why should he/she care in the first place? 

3 A broader perspective of Structure Preservation 

3.1 Structure Preservation in loan1vord adaptation 
Languages . . .  whlch have undergone striking changes in their lexicons through 
the additions of thousands of borro\ved words can no doubt be expected to trouble 
phonologists for some time. (Kaisse 1990: 141) 

Because borro,ving normally takes 'vords con.for.ming to the st1t.u1.d patterns a.nd 
restrictions of one language (the source language, L2) and makes them conform 
to those of another (the borrowing language, Ll), loanwords routinely present 
the need to modify or destroy phonological infornIBtion (cf. also CHA1'TER 95: LOAN

WORD PHONOLOGY). A priori, borrowing includes three phenon1ena that seen1 to 
challenge the notion of Strt.lcture Preservation. These are the ui.odifi.cation of sounds, 
the deletion of sounds, and, apparently paradoxically, the importation of sounds at 
the lexical level. Of these three phenomena, deletion and importation are, on first 
in1pression, the most proble1natic. Ho'\'ever, as \\'e \viii see, phoneme deletion 
seldom occurs and in1portation is respectful of L2's phonological integrity. We 
believe this, along 'vith other fa.cts to be discussed, makes loan,vords especially 
relevant to the study of Structure Preservation, provided one accepts an enlarge
ment of its scope. We \viii henceforth use the full form, "Structure Preservation," 
to refer to this larger conception of the constraint. SP \viii refer to the notion of 
Structure Preservation as defined by, and linked to, Lexical Phonology. 
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If, instead of seeing the Structure Preservation constraint as just a ban on the 
introduction of non-phonemic sow1ds or distinctions at the lexical level, we 
interpret it as a forn1 of pressure to preserve any contrastive information (features, 
phone1nes, phonemic patterns, unpredictable syllabic information, etc.), then 
observing the \Vay loan\vords are adapted becomes extremely relevant. This is 
\Vhat we propose to discuss here. As \Ve \viii shO\V in the next sections, especially 
in §3.2 where the statistics from a large loan,vord database, that of the CoPho 
Project,8 are presented, L2 distinctive information is very seldom squarely destroyed 
in Ll. Instead, L2 distinctive inforn1ation, when it is not irnported, is normally 
phonologically "adapted" rn the borrO"'ing language, with as few adjustments 
as possible, i.e. mmimally. If there were no constraint on synchronic grammars 
to preserve structure, then there should be no reason for phonen1e deletion to be 
so scarce in loanwords and for adaptations to be minimal. 

The notion of 1nirUn1al adaptation is closely tied to the generally agreed idea 
that in loanword adaptation, languages normally seek to replace unacceptable 
foreign sounds \vith those that are "closest." There is disagreement over ho\v close
ness is defined: a matter of some contention in the field of loan,vord adaptation 
is \Vhether closeness is deternuned primarily on phonological grounds, as \Ve 
maintain, or \vhether it is detern1med n1ainly phonetically (CHAPTER 98: SPEECH 
PERCEPTION AND PHONOLOGY). Our present purpose is not to debate this issue, 
but rather to present statistics from large corpora of loan\vords in several lan
guages that indicate that L2 distinctive information is routinely maintained to the 
rnaxin1um allowed by the Ll phonological constraints. In the parlance of the Theory 
of Constraints and Repair Strategies (TC)/ this is attributable n1amly to l\vo prm
ciples, the Preserva.tion Principle and the Minimality Principle, '"hich conspire, 
\Ve believe, to produce this result. As we will endeavor to show, both principles 
could be instantiations of the pressure to preserve structure in the larger sense 
that we propose here. 

3.2 Adaptation, deletion, and Structure Preservation 
The data used to illustrate the effects of preservation in loarnvords are taken fron1 
the CoPho Project's loan\vord database, \�rhich includes general corpora of French 
borro,vings m Canadian English, Moroccan Arabic, Kmyan.vanda, and Lingala, 
and English borro"'mgs in Calabrese Italian, Japanese, M.exican Spanish, Qt.lebec 
French, Parisian French, etc. The main fmdmgs yielded by the analysis of the CoPho 
database are summarized m Table 76.1. 

The first relevant point to note about the figtues in Table 76.1 i.s that L2 distinctive 
phonological information is systen1atically adapted in Ll (34,070/50,092 cases, i.e. 
68 percent), as opposed to being deleted (3.3 percent of cases). Phonological adap
tation, '''hich is simply called "adaptation" here, is the modification/replacement 
(i.e. repair) of an L2 sound or structure to comply "'ith one or more Ll phono
logical constraints. Adaptation is linked to Structure Preservation insofar as it 
is geared to ensuring that the Ll contrastive system ren1ai.t1s unchanged (see 

' CoPho stands for constraints (Co) in phonology (Pho). The project is supervised by Carole Paradis 
at Laval University, Quebec City. 
• TC (previously TCRS) was originally proposed by Paradis (1988). 
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Table 76.1 The CoPho Project loanword database of phonemic and supraphonemic 
malformations (updated August 2009) 

General information /\1alfornmtio11s 

Non-
Corpora Loans Forr11s Total Plronological cases" plwrwlogical 

("ll.5e$ 

Total Adaptations• Importations Deletions 'total 

EngHsh borrowings in: 

Old 485 597 489 398 298 78 22 91 
Quebec 81.4% 74.9% 19.6% 5.5% 18.6% 
French 

))arisian 901 2,576 3,153 2,749 1,570 987 192 404 
French 87.2% 57.1% 35.9% 7% 12.8% 

Quebec 949 2,416 2,434 2,183 1,479 602 102 251 
City French 89.7% 67.7% 2'7 .6�'<. 4.7% 10.3% 

!\1.ontreal 949 2,248 2,285 2,099 1,262 747 90 186 
French 91.9% 60.1% 35.6% 4.3<}'o 8.1% 

Mexican 1,045 1,514 3,137 3,008 1,583 1,317 108 129 
Spanish I 95.9% 52.6% 43.S•Yo 3.6% 4.1% 

!\1exican 1,034 2,342 5,645 4,490 2,836 1,569 85 1,155 
Spanish D 79.5�� 63.2% 34.9% 1.9% 20.5�� 

Japanese 1,167 2,991 7,760 7,373 6,778 492 103 387 
95°.{> 91.9% 6.7% 1.4% 5% 

Calabrese 2,161 5,191 14,740 14,438 6,182 7,821 435 302 
Italian 98% 42.8% 54.2% 3% 2o/o 

Frencl1 borro\vU-.gs in: 

Canadian 674 1,667 1,034 748 555 137 56 286 
English 72.3% 74.2% 18.3% 7.5% 27.7% 

Moroccan 1,127 2,685 4,275 3,979 3,104 568 307 296 
Arabic 93.1% 78% 14 .. 3% 7.7% 6.9% 

Kinyar- 756 2,130 4,639 4,207 4,119 26 62 432 
\•vanda 90:7% 97.9% 0.6% 1.5% 9.31¥0 

Lingala 6-? ,_ 1,917 3,734 3,408 3,396 2 10 326 
91.31Yo 99.6% 0.1% 0.3% 8.7% 

Fula 532 1,081 1,118 1,012 908 45 59 106 
90.5% 89.7% 4.5% 5.8% 9.5% 

Tora! for all 12,452 29,355 54,443 50,092 34,070 14,391 1,631 4,351 
corpora 92% 68% 28.7�'<. 3.3% 8% 

• Percentages of phonological and non-phonological cases are calculated on the total number of 
m.alfotmations . • Percentages of adaptations, non-adaptations, and deletions are calculated on tl1e total number of 
phonological cases. 
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LaCharite and Paradis 2005, Paradis and Tremblay 2009, and Paradis and LaCharite, 
forthcoming, for discussion), and is the norn1. 

Table 76.1 also sho\vs that if foreign sounds are not adapted, they are norn1ally 
imported, i.e. left unadapted, as opposed to being deleted. Iinportations/non
adaptations account for 14,391/50,092 (28.7 percent) of the phonological cases 
(importation is discussed in §3.5). Deletions, '''hich might be seen as prima facie 
counterexamples to the idea that structure is preserved in loanvtord adaptation, 
are rare in the database overall. Deletions that have been classed as phonolog
ical are those that can be explained by the phonological principles of the theory; 
the others have been classed as non-phonological precisely because they cannot 
be predicted on phonological grounds. lil the phonological cases, the rate is "'ell 
belo,,v 10 percent in any individual corpus and is only 3.3 percent in the corpora 
overall (1,631/50,092 phonological cases). Non-phonological cases represent only 
4,351/54,443 cases (8 percent). Therefore, whether we consider only phonolo
gical cases, or 've include non-phonological cases (8 percent) as weU, deletion of 
a phoneme is uncommon in the CoPho loan,vord database. Moreover, not all non

phonological cases involve deletions, and those that do may not always be best 
explained as such. As shown in Paradis and LaCharite (2008), \Vho address the 
treatment of non-phonological cases in three corpora of old and recent Quebec 
French, phoneme deletion is uncommon even in non-phonological cases. Very often, 
it results from analogy, real or false (e.g. QF [l1ps1Jl] instead of [IIpsnJk] for English 
lip-sync; the absence of /kl in the QF borro"1u1g is not a case of phoneme dele
tion per se, but rather a case of false analogy to the English verb to sing). Lexical 
truncation, such as QF tan for English (sun) tan, is also sometin1es responsible for 
the disappearance of L2 phonemes (here sun); cf. also lexical truncation in QF park
ing from English parking lot and French pull from English pullover. In our vie,v, 
these lexical truncations should not be seen as phoneme deletion, since deletion 
does not occur on the basis of phone1nes, but of lexical items. Paradis and 
LaCharite (2008, forthconling) suggest that these non-phonological processes, 
along witl1 hypercorrection, phonetic approximations, etc., are responsible for ni.any 
so-called "divergent repairs" and "unnecessary repairs" (see CHAPTER 95: LOAN

WORD PHONOLOGY). 

'vVe attribute the rarity of deletion to the Preservation Prirlciple ir1 (2) (see. e.g. 
Paradis et al. 1994; Paradis and LaCharite 1997). 

(2) Preservation Principle 
Phonemic information is n1axirnally preserved, \Vithin the limits of constraint 
conflicts. 

The Preservation Prrnciple is a TC mechanism first proposed by Paradis et al. (1994) 
and used extensively to analyze the CoPho loanword database (see e.g. Paradis 
and LaCharite 1997).10 Ho,�1ever, "'e are not the only ones working in loan,vord 
adaptation to have seen the need for such constraints; for exan1ple, Calabrese (2005) 

10 TC is not restricted to loanwords; we do not mai11tain that tl1e processes observed in loa11words 
are u>depeode.ot of general phonology. Nonetheless, it might be that the Preservation Pru>ciple is more 
e\rident in loan,vord adaptation than in native phonology,. '"'here the influence of morpl1ology and 
residual historical processes play a greater role. 
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invokes comparable mechanisms, the Principles of Economy and Last Resort.11 As 
previously stated, deletions are prima.facie violations of (2). However, not only are 
L2 phoneme deletions rare in the CoPho database, but most are also highly pre
dictable. As we '"ill try to sho"', deletion is, for the most part, phonologically 
predictable, and most phonologically predictable deletion can be reconciled with 
the notion of Structure Preservation. 

There are hvo main scenarios in \vhich phoneme deletion occurs. The first scen
ario involves deletion of a guthiral - sounds characterized by a Pharyngeal node 
- by languages that do not use this primitive in the representation of the sounds 
of their native inventories. A language that does not employ this primitive can
not adapt a guttural (see Paradis and LaCharite 2001 for a detailed discussion on 
the treatment of gutturals in loan,vords). For instance, neither French nor Italian 
have a guttural in their phone1nic inventories,'12 so neither language is equipped to 
adapt a phonemic guttural such as English laryngeal /h/. Instead, they delete it 
(e.g. English hamburger [hcemba1gaJ) yields Quebec French (QF) (_ambaJga1] and 
Italian Lambtirgar]). The systematicity of guttural deletion is indicated by the figures 
of the three contemporary QF corpora (see Paradis and LaCharite 2001: 264). There 
are, overall, 173 cases of /h/ in English loan\vords in QF; deletion applies in 163 
cases (94.2 percent). The ren1aining ten cases are in1portations in the Montreal French 
corpus. The figures for the Calabrese Italian corpus reinforce this point and further 
illustrate the fact that guttural deletion accounts for the preponderance of deletions 
in the Co Pho database. In the Calabrese Italian corpus of English loa1nvords, there 
are 296 cases of /h/ in the English input. In only 23/296 cases (7.8 percent) is 
English /h/ in1ported; the rest of the time it is deleted, meaning that there 
are 273 /hf-deletions i.n the Calabrese Italian corpus. Since there are only 278 
deletion cases in that corpus overall, this means that /hi-deletion accounts for 
98.2 percent of them (273/278). The vast majority of the 3.3 percent of deletions 
in the CoPho database concern guttural consonants in languages that do not exploit 
the Pharyngeal node. Such deletions would not be a violation of Structure 
Preservation from the point of view of L l, because the borrowing langtlages do 
not have a native guttural contrast to preserve and are not phonologically 
equipped to preserve that of L2, as argued in Paradis and LaCharite (2001). 

The second general source of phoneme deletion involves the loss of a coda /r I 
in borrowings by languages that do not allow (rhotic) codas (CHAPTER 30: THE 
&EPRESENTATION OF RHOTICS).13 This is the case in Ja.panese, \Vhich allO\VS only 
N or the first part of a gerninate in codas (see It6 1986 for de tails of the coda 
condition in Japanese). Coda consonants in English borro\vings in Japanese are 
systematically adapted by vo\vel insertion; this has the effect of moving the prob
len1atic coda consonant to the onset of the follo'"ing ne'" syllable (e.g. English 

11 Calabrese's (2005: 20) principles of Economy ("Use the minimal amount of maximally relevant 
un.its") and Last Resort ("Use a maximally relevant operation muumally") a.re highly reminiscei>t of 
TC's l)resenration and Mjnimality Principles, and serve the san1e strllCture-preset"\'ing fttncrion. 
" French [R] and [H] are just two of the numerous variants for the coronal /r I in French; in contrast 
"rith /M/ in Arabic, these sounds are not phonemic in French. 
13 Another predictable, but statistically marginal, source of deletion results from violation of the 
Threshold Principle (Paradis and LaCharite 1997). This principle offers an explanation for several 
"atypical" deletioJl cases, including vowel-initial deletion in French polysyllabic l.oans introduced 
in !X1oroccan Arabic (see I'aradis and Beland 2002 for an in-depth discL1ssion of this case and_, more 
generally, Paradis and LaCh.arite, forthcoming). 
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opti111is111. [apt;:,mrz;:,m] > Japanese [opmtimizmmtu]). Ho"rever when the coda is a 
rhotic, instead of having vo\vel insertion, merger of the rhotic \Vith the preced
ing vowel occurs (804/804 cases; e.g. English order [o.1da.1) and corner [ko.1na.1) > 
Japanese [o:da:) and [ko:na:)).14 Deletion of /r/ also causes vo,vel lengthening 
i.n Thai, "'here it is not permitted in the coda. For instance, English cnre [kc.1), 
carbon [ka.rb;:,n], cartoon [ka.1tun], party [pa.1ti], poker lpok;:,.1], and star [sta.1] are pro
nounced [k"€:], lk"a:b:>n], [ga:tu:n],15 [pa:ti], [poka:], and [sata:], respectively.'" 
Deletion of Ir I is not linuted to lorun"ords that con1e from English. It also occurs 
in loanwords from French. For instance, French Argentine (aR3Citin], arriere 
[aRjcR], beurre (bceR], carte [kaRt], carton [ka1�t5), orchidee [:>Rkide], and radar 
[RadaR] yield Khmer [a:zotin],17 [a:ja:], [Ba:], [ka:t], [ka:t5], [o:ki:de:], and [ra:da:], 
respectively. In some cases, the French rhotic is replaced '"ith /a/ or a glottal 
stop, as in [o:pa:lua] and [pi::?mi:J from French ha11t-parle11r [oparlceR) and pennis 
[peRmi). As can be seen, the deletion of /r /, \vhich is prohibited in coda position 
in Khmer, causes vowel lengthening even in closed syllab les, as in [ka:t] from French 
carte.1s This latter set of examples in Khmer shO\VS that apparent /r /-deletion is 
not influenced by the pronunciation of /r I in the donor language, since French 
and English have very different rhotics. Vowel lengthening suggests that /r/ nught 
not really be deleted but rather fused with the preceding vo\vel, when it is not 
replaced \vith /a/ or a glottal stop. This is 'vhy 've have not incorporated these 
cases in the deletion column of the statistics in Table 76.1. If "'e are correct in 
vie"ring vowel lengthening as /r /-adaptation rather than /r/-deletion, it does not 
contradict the idea of Structure Preservation that is invoked here. However, even 
if \Ve did consider these cases of deletion, the deletion rate \vould still remain 
very low (2,435/50,091. - 4.9 percent instead of 3.3 percent). 

In Paradis and LaCharite (forthcoming), we attribute /r /-deletion to the fact 
that Ir I is vo,vel-like and can easily be fused with the preceding vowel, \Vhether 
it results in vo\vel lengthening or not. We envision that, perhaps, as in the case 
of /hi-deletion in English loanwords in French, Italian, Portugese, etc., the 
ans,ver lies in tl1e phonological structure of /r/. Rhotics with a variety of phonetic 
realizations are prone to deletion, cross-linguistically, and they exhibit several phono
logical behaviors that are not yet '"ell understood. For example, in many different 
languages, \Vhere the rhotics exltibit diverse phonetic realizations, a coda /r I is 
deleted, or merged with, transformed into, or replaced by, a vo\vel. To cite just 
a fe,v of many possible examples, in German, 'vhere /r I is phonetically u.vu l.ar, 
coda /r I can lo,ver to something akin to a lo\v vo'"el, so that tiir 'door' is real
ized as [ty:e] in the singular (Wiese 1996) but tiiren [tyr;:,n] in the plural, that is 
with the full rhotic, where it is in onset position. In Quebec French, coda /r /, 
'vhich can be realized as a uvular or a coronal, is often deleted word-finally in 
informal speech (e.g. bonjour /b53ur I 'good day' � (b53u(:))). During the f\1iddle 
Ages, /r/-deletion prevailed for so long in French that /r/ almost disappeared 

1" Tones are •Jmitted here, becat1se they are irrele''<mt. '5 [gl is a variant of unaspirated /k/ in Thai. 16 Data gathered during fieldwork in Thailand in February and March 2010. i; Even tholtgl1 Frencl1 is 110 longer spoken by young people in Ca111bodia and Laos, Lao and Kl1n1er 
speakers, both young and old, aln\ost always impo�t the French nasal vowels in French loal\words, 
whicl1 are very numerotts in both languages. 
" Data gathered during fieldwork in Cambodia in M•rch 2010. 
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as a coda phoneme (Zinc 1986). The deletion of Ir I also applies in many Spanish 
dialects (Moreno de Alba 1988; Rojas 1988; e.g. inar 'sea' � [ma] in Caribbean 
Spanish and cliquear fro1n English to click, which is realized as [kli.kea) in 
Spanglish). Interestingly, English short is realized [tfo) in Spanglish when it is sin
gular but [!fores) in the plural, i.e. \·v ith the full rhotic '"'hen it is no longer in coda 
position, thus indicating that the rhotic is present in the Ll lexical representation 
of the borro,.,ing. Exa1nples of this type are comn1on cross-linguistically. It could 
be that a post-vocalic rhotic is actually part of a diphthong, as proposed by sev
eral phonologists (e.g. see Nikiema and Bhatt 2003 for their analysis of post-vocalic 
/r/-deletion in Haitian Creole). 

Nonetheless, "'e kno'v there are some languages '"here coda /r/ is ill-formed, 
but its deletion does not yield vowel lengthening. Although the general CoPho 
loru1\'l'Ord database does not include such languages, we would view these cases 
as true deletions and, as such, challenges to the idea that structure is preserved 
in loanword adaptation. Our targeted corpus on aspiration in Mandarin Chinese 
(MC) (see also Hall-Le\v 2002 on this) sho,vs that this is "'hat happens in English 
loans in Mandarin Chinese.'� The English coda rhotic, \vhich is disallo,ved in 
.tvlandarin Chinese, is dropped without yielding systematic vowel lengthening (e.g. 
English laser [lezai), cigar [s1gai), cartoon [kaitun), and sardine (saidin), which yield 
.tv!C [lej sa_), [sja tsja.J, (k"a t"u1J) and [sa_ ti1J], respectively). The coda rhotic 
is not adapted in /1/, as in onset position (e.g. English radar [iedo1] and trust 
[t1Ast] > .tv!C [li!j ta] and [t"(,v)il las]). The net result '"ith respect to a discussion 
of Structure Preservation is that one must consider /r /-deletion/fusion to be very 
comn1on across languages in both native and borrowed words, and that there seen1s 
to be a phonological explanation for many such ca.ses that avoids conflicts with 
Structure Preservation. 

Ho,vever, even when /r/-deletion does not lead to lengthening, it may not 
be a problem for Structure Preservation from the point of vie\v of loanword 
adaptation, because in 1nany cases such deletions stein fro1n a native process. For 
example, it is comm.on for rhotics to be deleted \vhen they are included in a com
plex onset (CHAPTER ss: ONSETS). For instance, Quebec French trois [tR\'1a] 'three', 
Lacroix [lakRwa] (a proper name), and fruit 'fruit' [fRtji] are often pronounced [nva], 
[lak,va], and [fl.ii] in casual speech. In Thai, /r/ in con1plex onsets is only pro
nounced in very formal speech (on television, for instance). In less fonnal/casual 
speech it might be repla.ced "'ith /l/, but most of the time the liquid disappears 
altogether. For instance, the famous shopping center of Bangkok, Maboonkrong, is 
pronounced \Vith the rhotic only in very formal speech. Othenvise, it is pronounced 
[ma:bu:l)k1'::>1J], with no rhotic; this is '"hat taxi drivers say, \vith [ma:bu:l)k"bl)], 
a 1nore prestigious pronunciation 'vith the lateral, being used much less frequently. 
The same happens "'ith the Thai city Trat, ,.vhich is systematically pronounced 
[tat]; cf. also Thai [p"ro:m] 'carpet', '''hich is pronounced [p"o:m] except in very 
formal speech (this information on /r/-deletion, as "'ell as on /!/-deletion, is read
ily available in any gran1mar of Thai). Native /r /-deletion in complex onsets is 
frequent in Asian languages, so it is not surprising to see Ir /-deletion apply to 

19 A targeted corpus, as opposed to a general 011e. is a (normally smaller) corpus of loan\vords 
collected to test a particular hypothesis (e.g. aspi.ration in MC, Hindi, Thai, and Lao, palatalization in 
Rltssian, etc.). Therefore, all borrowings in a targeted corpl1S contain a particttlar soL1nd or contrast 
of interest IC> the hypNhesis being tested. 
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their loan\'70rds (e.g. French creme [kRem] 'cream' '"hich yields [kem] in Vietnamese, 
according to CHAPTER 95: LOANWORD PHONOLOGY; cf. also English credit ca.rd 
(k1io:dit ka1d] and brake [b1ek], \\•hich are pronounced [k"(l)e:dit ga:t] and [b(l)i::rl<] 
in Thai, respectively, and French programme [pR:>gRam] 'progran1' and f!,>rOupe 'group' 
[g1a1p ), \vhich yield Lao [pog(l)am) and [g(l)up ), respectively). Rho tic deletion in 
cases such as English loan,vords in Thai should not be interpreted as a repair of 
an ill-formed L2 structure or as an "unnecessary loss," since it sten1s from a very 
productive native process related to speech register/dialectal differences. 

To sum up this discussion, the vast majority of deletions are phonologically 
predictable and thus, despite initial impressions, pose little threat to the idea that 
input structure is preserved in loanword adaptation. However, the real story is 
that, together, predictable and Lu1predictable deletion affect only a small percentage 
(less than 5 percent) of input phonemes in the CoPho loanword database. We 
conclude from this that the loss of L2 phone1nes is strongly avoided in loai1,.vord 
adaptation.20 In the case of ill-formed sounds, feature adjustments apply system
atically; in the case of ill-formed clusters, that are perceived as tmsyllabifiable by 
Ll, phoneme insertion is the norm. For instance, French drapeau [dRapo] yields 
[darapo) in Fula, not *[dapo) or •[rapo) (see also French force [f:>Rs] > Fula [brs:>], 
not *[f:is] or *(f:ir], and French minis/re [ministR) > Kinyarwanda (1ninisitiri], not 
*[mini]). This pattern consistently predominates in the general corpora of the Co.Pho 
loan\.vord database, as \veil as in more recently assembled targeted corpora such 
as the Kashmiri one. vVhen an English borro'"ing contains a cluster that is disal
lowed in Kashmiri, the sequence undergoes vowel insertion, not consonant dele
tion, despite the fact that consonant deletion \vould solve the problem equally 
'veil. For instance, English silk (silk), snow [sno), and/Ing [flaeg) result in Kashmiri 
[silik], [sono], and [f;;,lag], and not in *[sik], *[so/no], or *[fag], for example.21 

Why does Ll resort to phoneme insertion instead of phoneme deletion when 
it has to handle a problen1atic L2 cluster? 'vVe attribute this to the Preservation 
Principle in (2), which seeks to safeguard contrastive information, and which 
can be seen as a constraint in the Theory of Constraints and Repair Strategies to 
preserve structure. However, TC is a derivational constraint-based theory. One 
might inlmediately "'Onder \vhether Optimality Theory (OT), a non-derivational 
(non-serial) filter-based theory, can dispense with the need for SP. The crux of 
the issue is that standard OT posits that, underlyingly, anything goes (cf. Riclu1ess 
of the Base, following Prince and Smol.ensky 1993). The patterns that emerge 
from the lexicon are the result of universal surface filters, 'vhich are ranked on 
a language-specific basis. In short, the basic architecture and tenets of classical 
OT, with constraints acting as filters, suggest that there should be no particular 
underlying phoneme or structure inventory to protect. Ito and Mester (2001: 265) 
examine the possibility that some of the devices and principles of Lexical. 
Phonology might have outlived their usefulness and have no place in a putatively 
non-serial frame"1ork such as OT. Is SP one such device? It6 and Mester argue 
for recognizing, within OT, the need for strata! organization, \\rith lexical outputs 

"' Phoneme deletion outside the context of malformations, that is when the phoneme and struct<tre 
tl1at contains it are both permissible in Ll, is also very rare (see Paradis and PrL1net 2000). As sho\vn 
by Par ad is and LaChadte (2008) and Pa.rad is and La Cha rite (forthcoming), these rare cases result mostly 
from analog)', n1orphological trLtncation, phonetic approximation, and hypercorrection. 
" Data gathered during fieldwork in North India in April 2009. 
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being structure-preserving, \vhich they define (2001: 289) as "limitation to a 
restricted inventory of elements and structures . . . .  " Bermudez-Otero and McMahon 
(2006) \vork \vith.i.n the framework of stratal OT and maintain, contra Ito and Mester, 
that " . . . the issue of Structure Preservation does not arise in Strata! OT . . . " (2006: 
396). However, even if one agrees \vith that, and rejects Ito and Mester's point 
of vie,v, OT analyses still rely on some notion of preservation, in the form of 
faithfulness constraints, which occupy a high-ranked - though not necessarily 
u.ndon1inated - place in 1nost OT analyses (CHAPTER 63: t-·!ARKEDNESS AND FAlTH
FULNESS CONSTRAINTS). All th.is clearly suggests that OT requires some notion of 
contrast preservation, an issue that some OT analyses have confronted directly 
(e.g. Kramer 2006). Our goal here is to point out that no current constraint-based 
or filter-based theory con1pletely does a'vay 'vith the need for some notion 
closely related to Structure Preservation. Indeed, it seems n1ore likely that, for all 
phonologists, it \viii be in1portant to reconsider the idea of Structure Preserva
tion and to determine its mandate in the context of our particular theories. 
The remainder of the discussion is framed in the TC model, because Structure 
Preservation has been more directly addressed in this frame,vork, but \Ve assu1ne 
that all phonological theories need to confront the same observations concerning 
what appears to be preserved, as evidenced in loanword adaptation. In other '"'ords, 
our focus "'ill be on the facts, not the theory used to handle them. 

The preceding discussion has shown that L2 phonemes are adapted rather than 
deleted, that the repair of illicit clusters via epenthesis is preferred over their repair 
via deletion, and that '''hen deletion does occur, it is largely predictable on 
phonological grounds. The study of loan,vord adaptation reveals a further impli
cation of Structure Preservation: the violation of Ll constraints is generally 
solved \Vi.th as little loss of phonological information as possible. Thus, an ill-formed 
L2 phoneme is not deleted if a feature can be added or deleted to solve the prob
lem; an ill-forn1ed syllabic structure is not deleted if insertion of a phoneme or, 
in the case of a constraint conflict, the loss of a phoneme will suffice, etc. Another 
key observation in Joan,vord adaptation (we see this as another side-effect of 
Structure Preservation), for \vhich any theory must account, is the limited range 
of adaptations that predonlinate cross-linguistically. Th.is issue is addressed in 
LaCharite and Paradis (2005). For exan1ple, English /ce/ is systematically adapted 
as /a/, not as /i/, /e/, /o/, or /u/, in the CoPho database.22 In Mexican Spanish, 
adaptation of • /re/ to /a/ occurs in 354/360 cases (98.33 percent); in f(ench 
it occurs in 1,405/1,405 cases (100 percent), in Japanese it occurs in 536/536 
(100 percent) cases, and in Calabrese Italian 1,121/1,214 cases (92.3 percent). As 
another example, English /r/ is predictably adapted as /i/. In Mexican Spanish, 
• /1/ adapts to /i/ in 387 /388 adaptation cases (99.7 percent); in Japanese, adap
tation of* /I/ to /i (i:)/ occurs in 631/649 adapta.tion cases (97.2 percent); in Calab rese 
Italian, this adaptation occurs in 1,588/1,588 adaptations (100 percent). Even '�'hen 
more than one adaptation for a given sound is attested, either cross-linguistically 
or \Vi.thin a single language, the range of results is small and predictable. For 

" In Quebe<: French, there are cases where English l�I surfaces as [s) in loans such as baud, gn11g, 
and pat1lry. \oVe believe tl1at this is because tl1ese \'lords are often pro11olt11ced \vith the variant (t] i11 
Eng)jsh (e.g. [b<od), )gt•J), a.nd [p•nt1i]). ln these c-ases, we say that the English variant .is imported. 
It sounds more "anglopho·ne" i.e. n1ore "in," to pronol1nce tl1ese words \\rith le), although they can 
be pronounced with [a) too. 
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example, English /v I is adapted as /b /, /f /, or /w I cross-linguistically. English 
/A/ is adapted as either /a/ or /o(:;)/. V\lhy should a borrov1ing language not 
siinply replace any illicit sounds arbitrarily, or •vith default/high-frequency 
sounds, if there were no pressure to remain close to the input? Even though par
ticular sounds are illicit from the poi.nt of vie'" of the borro"'ing language, as much 
as possible is salvaged or, conversely, as little as possible is lost. For instance, in 
the common cross-linguistic adaptation of• /v I to /b /, only the continuant value 
changes; in the adaptation to /f/, which is also found cross-linguistically in loan
•vord adaptation, only the voicing value is modified, •vhereas in the adaptation 
to /v< /, a slightly less frequent but nonetheless common adaptation, it is the 
sonorant value \vhich is targeted. The adaptation of /v I to /\v I is systematic in 
Fula (French civil [sivil] 'civilian' > Fula [shvil]; Paradis and LaCharite 1997) and 
ii1 several Asian languages, including Thai in word-initial and intervocalic posi
tions (e.g. English vitamin [vajt;:im1nJ/(vrt;:imin) and travel agent (ticev;:il ect;;:int] > 
Thai (wittamin] and (t(r)a"'"' ejEn], respectively; word-finally it is adapted as /p/ 
for phonotactic reasons; e.g. English serve [s;:,iv J > Thai [sa:p ]). 1v\lithin the context 
of TC, this has been attributed to the Miniinality Principle in (3). 

(3) Minimality Principle 
a. A repair strategy must apply at the lowest phonological level to which 

the violated constraint refers. 
b. Repair niust involve as fe•v strategies (steps) as possible. 

The lowest phonological level referred to ii1 (3a) is deternu.ned by the phonolog
ical level hierarchy (metrical level > syllabic level > skeletal level > root node > 
feature), an independently required organization of phonological information. 
Clearly, the Minimality Principle (whose effects are addressed in Paradis and 
LaCharite 1997) is mtrinsically related to the notion of preservation. If preserva
tion were not an issue, then \\'hy should repair not often, or even routinely, operate 
at a higher-than-needed level, guided by son1e notion of "better safe than sorry"? 

3.3 Preservation of L2 phonemic contrast patterns in 
Ll: English loanwords in Chinese and Hindi 

Not only are individual L2 phonemes conserved, to the greatest extent possible 
within the limits allo•ved by the Ll, but L2 phonemic contrast patterns are also 
maiiltai.ned to the greatest extent possible permitted by the phonology of Ll. For 
exan1ple, Chinese does not have a voicing distmction an1ong stops; it does, ho\v
ever, distinguish stops on the basis of another laryngeal feature, aspiration. In the 
adaptation of English loan\\'Ords in Mandarin Chinese (MC), English voiceless stops 
(Ip t k/) systematically yield aspirated voiceless stops (/ph th kh /), and English 
voiced stops (/b d g/) are systematically replaced by unaspirated voiceless ones 
(Ip t k/; see Paradis and Tremblay 2009 for an ill-depth discussion of this issue, 
•vith figures and statistics). For ex.ample, English pizza [pitsa), hippies [hlpiz], and 
tank [trel)k) yield MC [p"i sa], [si phi�), and [than kh<i], respectively, 'vhereas English 
Boeing [borl)], radar [iedai], and golf [golf] are adapted as MC [pain], [laj ta], and 
[ka"' ar fu]. This pattern of adaptation is not restricted to English loans; it also applies 
to French loans iii MC (e.g. French Pierre Cardin [pj�RkaRd€] and Chirac [fiRak] > 
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MC [phi ilr k"a tan] and [si la k\1]), despite the fact that voiceless stops are not 
aspirated in French as they are in English before a stressed vo\vel. The same type 
of pattern transfer is found in other Chinese dialects, such as Cantonese. This indi
cates that Chinese borro,.vers are a"rare of the systematic distinction between voiced 
and voiceless stops in English, and that adaptation seeks to preserve this L2 dis
tinctive pattern, using the contrastive resources provided by the Ll. 

Comparable facts are found in Hindi. Hindi has a voicing distinction for stops. 
Thus English voiced and voiceless stops yield Hindi voiced and voiceless stops, 
respectively (e.g. English bellboy (btlb:>j], baggage [bregact;J, coffee [kafi], and frock 
[frak] > Hindi (bi:lb:>j], [bagectJ], [k:>fi], and [fr:>k]). Ho•vever, English voiced and 
voiceless alveolar stops are adapted as retroflex stops /t/ and /q/, \o\1hich con
trast '"'ith dental stops /t/ and /d/ in Hindi (e.g. English agreement [ilgiirnant], 
(1eauty parlor [bjuti pa.rla.r], badnzinton [brednuntan], and baking powder [bekUJ 
pawda.r] > Hindi (agrimant], [bwuti paclac], [bad_1nintan], and (beknJ pa,vd_ec], 
respectively), while English i.nterdentals /0/ and /o/ are adapted as plain den
tal stops, that is /t/ and /d/, respectively (e.g. Thatcher [8cetf;:i.r] and brother [b.1Ao::U] 
yield Hindi [tatfilr] and [br::>dar]). Again, the L2 contrast pattern is preserved in 
Ll, using the contrastive resources provided by the latter. Adaptation of inter
dentals to fricatives would yield a greater loss of i.nfonnation because Hindi has 
only /s/, not /z/ (except in borro,vi.ngs, especiaUy from Arabic). The voicing 
contrast of English interdentals "'ould then be lost. On the other hand, if English 
alveolar stops \Vere adapted as phonetically more expected dental /t/ and /d/ 
in Hindi, there \Vould not be any slot left for the adaptation of the interdentals, 
which would have to merge \vith the English alveolar stops in Hindi. 

3.4 Preservation of L2 syllabic contrasts in Ll: 
French loanivords in Russian 

The adaptation of French loanwords in Russian suggests that unpredictable 
syllabic structure might also be preserved in loan,vord adaptation. French diph
thongs have to be marked underlyingly, as they are unpredictable. Pairs such as 
oiseau [\vaso] 'bird' vs. r<1att (wat] 'watt' sho''' th.is. ln oiseau, wa is a diphthong 
(e.g. l'oiseau [lwazo] 'the bird'), 1naking the word VO\vel-initial, \Vhereas in watt 
it is an onset-nucleus sequence, as it is in English, making watt consonant-initia l 
(e.g. le watt [1;;1 wat]; see Kaye and Lowenstamm 1984 on diphthongs in French). 
The presence or absence of an onset is sho,vn by, atnong other things, the choice 
of singular and plural definite articles. Before vo\vel-i.nitial words the singular 
definite article is [I], as '"ith l'arbre [laRbR] 'the tree'. Moreover, the plural definite 
article triggers liaison (/es oiseaux (1€ zwazo] 'the birds', as \vith !es arbres (1£ zaRbR) 
'the trees'). Preceding a consonant, the definite articles are le [le>] and Jes [le], respec
tively (le watt [lil \Vat] 'the "'att', not *[lwat], and Les iva.tts [le \Vat] 'the "'atts', not 
"[1€ Z\Vat], as '"ith le bateau [la bato] 'the boat' and !es bateaux [1€ bato] 'the boats'). 

In French loan\vords in Russian, /\va/ is adapted as a bisyllabic sequence of 
/u+a/ when it is part of a diphthong (e.g. French voile [v\val] 'veil', memoire 
[mem\vaR] 'memory', and couloir [kuh,1aR] 'corridor' > Russian [vuol], [miemuari], 
and [kuluari]), "'hereas \vhen /\v I constitutes an onset, it is systematically 
adapted as /v I (French rvatt [\vat] > Russian [vnt];23 English rvlu:sky [w1ski] and 

Zl This loan was intrOdl1<.-ed \ria Fren ch, e\ren though it originates from English. 
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tra111way [tr<em\vej] > Russian [virskir]) and [tramvaj]). These examples might 
suggest that the difference in adaptation is due to the fact that /\va/ in French 
loans is preceded by a consonant, \Vhereas in English loans it is not. Ho\vever, 
English borro,.vings such as sweater [s"'et;ii), swap [swop], and swing [swuJ], "'hich 
yield Russian [svirtEr], [svop], and [svi'i:J],24 not *(surirter) or *(suater], etc., invalidate 
this hypothesis. The fact that /\vV I is treated differently when it is a diphthong 
than '"hen it is an onset-nucleus sequence is interesting, because it suggests that 
where syllabic affiliation is unpredictable - when it is contrastive and would have 
to be indicated imderlyingly - it is preserved. This interesting question remains to 
be investigated more thoroughly. 

3.5 Importation and Structure Preservation 

Non-adaptations in loan\vords - that is the importation of foreign phonemes in 
•vords borro,ved from another language (L2) - present a challenge to SP since 
they consist in the introduction of ne\v phonemes at the lexical level. Two cases 
that \Vere previously mentioned are /�/ in German and /3/ in English. One might 
object that the Gern1an case as presented here is oversimplified and does not pre
sent an uncontroversial picture of the facts (consider, for exa1nple, the contradiction 
behveen l-Iall's 1.989 position and the scenario advanced by Bybee 2008), or that, 
in English, the phonemic status of I 3/ is not \veil established, given that its dis
tribution is restricted to intervocalic position, except in loa1nvords (see Iverson 
and Salmons 2005: 210 on /3/ i.n English). However, the German case seems to 
be problematic for SP no n1atter which vie'" one takes; either a sound/sound dis
tinction ([<;) vs. [x]) that does not exist at the underlying level is introduced at the 
lexical level (Hall's view) or non-native /<;/ has become phonemic in German over 
time, under the influence of loan"rords (Bybee's vie'"). As for the voiced palatal 
fricative in English, even if I 3 I \Vere validly considered a phonetic variant i.nter
vocally in native English words, the fact that it is tolerated (unadapted) at the end 
and no'" at the beginning of borrowings indicates that it is a phoneme in English, 

though a marginal or peripheral one, in the terminology of Ito and Mester (1995). 
The challenge goes beyond German and English: the literature on loan"rords 

reports abundant cases of importation (see e.g. Ulrich 1997: 432 on the import
ation of an English coda palatal in Lan1a, and Mohanan and Mohanan 2003 on 
the importation of English /f/ in Malayalee English). In the case o.f particular 
phonemes, importation can even be the norm. In the Moroccan Arabic corpus of 
the Project CoPho Ioan,vord database, /pl is widely imported (320/454 cases, 
70.5 percent) (e.g. French pa.pe [pap] 'pope' > Moroccan Arabic [pap] instead of 
expected (bab)). Another exan1ple is !fl in the CoPho corpus of English loan
'vords in Mexican Spanish, "'hich is imported in 102/138 cases (74 percent) 
(e.g. English shorts (foits] and carwash [kaivvaf] > Mexican Spanish (f)its] and 
[kac\v)f], not (tf)cts] and [kacw)!f), as expected). While some foreign sounds are 
only occasionally, or never, left unadapted, others are imported n1ore often than 
they are adapted. In son1e language situations, such as Spanish loanwords in 
Guaxa.ni, importations froin Spanish are syste1natic, i.e. Spanish phonemes are never 
adapted (see Onederra 2009 for a similar situation with Spanish loans in Basque). 

·�• lsy1J)k] also exists as a variant; it is percei\red by some Russian speakers as n1ore "English," 
possibly be<ause of hypercorrection. 
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We must remember, though, that in phonological situations involving language 
contact, including loanword adaptation, tvvo languages are in play. Our hypo
thesis is that under certain sociolinguistic conditions, such as •vhen borro'"ers are 
highly bi.lingual and society generally tolerant of importations (such as when the 
L2 enjoys vvidespread prestige), the preservation of the L2 system also becomes 
an issue, one that can be at odds vvith the preservation of the Ll system. In 
cases of adaptation, preservation of the L2 system becon1es subordinated to the 
preservation of the L 1 systen1; in cases of importation, the reverse occurs. This, 
and the fact that loanvvord adaptations are generally n1inin1al, supports the vievv 
that the structural integrity of L2 is rarely left out of consideration altogether, 
so it is not unlikely that such concern may sometimes come to predominate. If 
this interpretation is correct, then identification and preservation of contrastive 
information is in1portant in both Ll and L2, despite inevitable conflicts bet'"een 
the demands of each of the two linguistic codes. 

4 Conclusion 

As shown in §2, SP, as referred to in Lexical Phonology, was regularly challenged 
by the facts, even though most phonologists agree that it plays some role, i.e. non
phonemic sounds are generally not generated in the lexicon. Languages tend to 
preserve their phonemic integrity at this level. Nonetheless, the numerous excep
tions to SP reported by many different authors, providing evidence from numerous 
different languages, 1night give the in1pression that Structure Preservation is either 
misguided or just an artifact of some other principles/processes •vi.th no intrinsic 
validity. There remains little doubt these days that SP as conceived in Kiparsky 
(1982, 1985) is too restrictive, not to mention its being linked to a nehvork of other 
assun1ptions and principles that have themselves been seriously challenged. In fact, 
even the notions of phonological rules and their application has been subjected 
to a major rethinking. SP limited the po'"er of phonological ruJe application, but 
modern frarne,,rorks esche"' rules in favor of constraints; if rules have not been 
abandoned altogether, they have certainly lost their driving force. In a derivational 
constraint-based theory, sum as TC, rules are context-free and functionally motivated, 
being lin1ited to repairing constraint violations. Thus, their power is intrinsically 
more circumscribed than vvas the case of S.PE-type rules tl1at vvere, in and of them
selves, the motivation for phonological mange (i.e. they were essentially descriptive 
devices '"ith little or no explanatory po,ver). In a filter-based theory, such as OT, 
filters, including any that favor the preservation of input structure or contrasts (i.e. 
faithfulness filters), are ranked on a language-specific basis. Given that feature of 
the theory, it is not obvious hovv OT would deal '"ith a cross-linguistic tendency 
to preserve input structure/contrasts (see Paradis 1996 on this issue). If the faith
fulness constraint MAx-X (which prevents deletion of a phoneme or feature that is 
in the input; previously PARSE) is sho\'111 to play a consistently high-ranked (though, 
as already mentioned, not necessarily undon1inated) role in OT analyses, then OT 
too ought need to appeal. to a niechaniso1 tJ1at accounts for Structure Preservation. 
Therefore, the real question is: does Structure Preservation have any kind of 
intrinsic validity for phonological theory? We maintain that it does. 

In §3, \Ve used the adaptation of loanwords to underline the continued need 
for some notion of Structure Preservation. However, we see this principle as 

Bahan dengan hak cipta 
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having a broader scope than that defined for SP in Lexical Phonology. Not only 
do languages tend to preserve their O\'tn phonemic inventories at the lexical level 
as much as possible (in the spirit of SP in Lexi.cal Phonology), but they also tend 
to n1axin1ally preserve the phonemic contrasts and contrast patterns of the lan
guages from ,.vhich they borro"' "'ords. Thus, the resistance to change is, above 
all, a question of contrast/category pattern preservation, \'thich is expressed 
interlinguistically (i.e. bel\veen L2 and Ll, as "'as illustrated in this chapter with 
the treatment of loarnvords), as \Vell as intralinguistically (as was illustrated 
\vi.th the [:>/o) alternation case in French and Velar Softening in the English and 
French cases). As mentioned at the outset of the chapter, it is not just a question 
of inertia. Speakers work hard to preserve Ll or L2 phonological patterns.15 

If there \•vere no (universal) pressure to preserve an input's contrastive informa
tion, then why \Vould deletion be so rare in loanword adaptation? Why would it 
not occur randonlly in some 50 percent of the cases? Moreover, \vhen deletion does 
occur, "'hy is it so largely predictable on the basis of phonology? Among adapta
tions, why are the changes to ill-formed sounds and structures so consistently pre
dictable in tern1s of minimality, and '"hY is there such a limited range of 
adaptations found cross-linguistically? This is because distinctive i.nfonnation is as 
resilient and resistant to change in Ll as it is in L2 in the nli.nd of borrowers. When 
L2 \VinS, the result is an importation (a non-adaptation), i.e. the introduction of a 
ne'" phoneme or structure in Ll, as discussed in §3.5. Extensive language contact 
is required for this to happen, though. VVhen Ll wins, \vhich is more generally 
the case in the first stages of borro\vi.ng, \Ve obtain ar1 adaptation, \Vhose goal is to 
produce a forn1 that n1eets the phonological den1ands of the borro,ving language's 
phonology. This ro.eans that some L2 contrastive information wiU inevitably, though 
minimally, be sacrificed, because the preservation of the L2 contrastive information 
is often at odds '"ith preservation of the contrasts of the Ll phonological systen1. 
Ho\vever, in focusing on phonen1e modification (i.e. adaptation), we risk undervalu
ing the fact that, to the greatest extent possible, an adaptation retains 1nost properties 
of the source form. In this chapter, the properties referred to have included distinctive 
phonemic information, as illustrated \Vith loan"'Ords from French and English in 
many different languages (Japanese, Khmer, Thai, Fula, Ki.nyarv1anda, Kashmiri, 
etc.), phonemic contrast patterns fron1 English loans in Chinese and Hindi, 
and syllabic contrast pattern fron1 French loans in Russian. This is not intended 
to be exhaustive though. Other types of contrastive information axe expected to 
shO"' similar resilience. In this chapter, 've have tried to emphasize that contrast 
resilience extends to L2; it is not lin1ited to Ll. Ll adapters feel strongly concerned 
about preserving L2 contrastive information; in the case of importations this is to 
the detrin1ent of their O\Vn (Ll) contrast systen1, \·vhich is forced to change. 

Ultimately, "'e suggest that "'hat might salvage SP, after aU, is to consider 
it in a much broader perspective in order to deepen our understanding of its 
purpose and functioning. It "'ill then be easier to circumscribe its effects in native 
and borrowed '�'ords and formulate it more fonnally, even if it is in terms of a 
statistically significant tendency instead of an absolute generalization. 

s Structure Preservation obviously does not have the same impact in l2 acquisition as in loanword 
adaptatio11. Its influence is necessarily reduced in L2 acquisitio11, since L2 learners (especially begin
ners) are not as knowledgeable about the L2 code as are the borrowers (see Pa.radjs and LaCharite 
1997 o·n the borro\vers' bilingualisn1 issue) and thl1S cannot be as protective of a code '"'ith which they 
are not suffkiently acquainted. 

Bahan dengan hak cipta 
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77 Long-distance Assimilation 
of Consonants 

SHARON ROSE 

1 Introduction 

There are nun1erous patterns in languages in which consonants assin1ilate at a 
distance for son1e acoustic or articulatory property. \IVhen vo"'els and consonants 
intervening behveen the assimilating consonants show no observable effect of the 
assimilating property, such patterns are labeled "consonant harmony." Other terms 
such as "consonant agreen1ent" have been used (Rose and \'\Talker 2004) in order to 
distinguish them from cases of harmony involving both vowels and consonants, such 
as en1phasis harmony (Shahin 2002; CHAPTER 2s: PHARYNGEALS) or nasal harmony 
(Walker 2000a; CHAPTER 78: NASAL HAR,,IONY). Consonant harmony has played a 
central role in debates concerning harmony patterns in general (Rose and Walker, 
forthcoming) with respect to several issues: locality of interaction, transparency or 
blocking in long-distance assinlilation, and directionality. In this chapter, the main 
typological patterns of consonant harmony are outlined, highlighting the cl1al
lenges that the typology presents, including a discussion of harmony domains and 
directionality. T\VO main theoretical approaches to consonant harmony are then 
explored: analyses involving spreading an assimilating feature or extending a gesture 
across all seg1nents \.vithi.n a string, and analyses advocating distinct correspondence 
rel.ationships between consonants independently of intervening segm.ents. The role 
of contrast in determining harmony interaction is examined within both of these 
frameworks. Finally, experimental approaches to consonant harmony are discussed, 
sho,ving ho\v they shed light on the analysis of consonant harmony. 

2 Typology of long-distance assimilation 
of consonants 

Long-distance assimilation of consonants or "consonant harmony" can be defined as: 

(1) Consonant harmony 
Assimilation for an articulatory or acoustic property bet\veen l\vo or more 
non-adjacent consonants, where intervening segments are not noticeably 
affected by the assimilating property. 
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An example is given in (2) from Tahltan, an Athabaskan language (Sha'" 1991). 
The lsg subject prefix /s-/ (2a) is realized as [6] \Vhen a dental fricative or affricate 
folJo,"s (2b), or as (f'J \Vhen a !amino-post-alveolar fricative or affricate follows 
(2c). Intervening consonants and vo,vels, including other coronal consonants, are 
transparent to the harmony: 

(2) Tahltan. coronal harmony 
a. esk'a: 'I'n1 gutting fish' 

ni::sti::t 'I'm sleepy' 
b. xa7£6t'a6 'I'n1 cutting the hair off' 

e0du:El 'I \vhipped him' 
c. eJ4J1ni 'I'm singing' 

jaftl'eif 'I splashed it' 

Consonant harmony can involve morpheme alternations, as i.n (2), but may also 
occur as a morpheme structure constraint (CHAPTER 86: MORPHEll1E STRUCTURE 

CONSTRAINTS), requiring consonants 'vithin a root to share featural properties. 
In Ngizim (Chadic) roots, non-implosive obstruents n1ust have the san1e voicing 
property (3a), unless the linear order of the obstruents is voiced . . .  voiceless (3b) 
(Schuh 1997): 

(3) Ngizim laryngeal hannony 
a. kutar 'tail' 

tasa u 'find' 
z�du 'six' (Hausa I fida/) 
gaaza 'chicken' (Hausa /kaazaa/) 

b. baku 'roast' 
gumifi 'chin' 

The asymmetrical nature of the restriction points to a harmonic process. Voiceless 
. . .  voiced combinations are not sanctioned, and Hausa words w·ith such sequences 
are realized as voiced . . . voiced in Ngizim. The Ngizim harmony is therefore a 
regressive harmony, in which voiceless consonants assimilate to voiced, but not 
vice versa. 

The definition of consonant harmony provided in (1) exdudes other types of 
long-distance harmony that also involve assimilation spanning several segments, 
including both vowels and consonants, such as nasal harmony (Piggott 1988, 1992, 
2003; Piggott and van der Hulst 1997; Walker 2000a, 2000b, 2003; CHAPTER 78: NASAL 

HARMONY) or post-velar or en1phasis harn1ony (Younes 1993; Watson 1999; 
Z.<nvaydeh 1999; Shahin 2002; CHAPTER 25: PHARYNGEALS). See aJso CHAPTER 7S: 

CONSONANT-VOl"EL PLACE FEATURE INTERACTIONS on consonant-vo'''el inter
actions in general. In these harmony systems, assimilation affects both vowels 
and consonants, and certain types of segments can block harn1ony. Transparency 
of consonants is observed only under very restricted conditions. Conversely, 
transparency is routine in consonant harmony, whereas blocking is rare. 

There are several types of long-distance consonant assimilation identified in 
typological studies of consonant harmony, laid out in detail in Hansson (2001a) 
and summarized in Rose and Walker (2004). The main types are outlined in the 
follo'"ing sections. 
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2.1 Laryngeal harmony 
Laryngeal harmony requires consonants to agree in aspiration, glottalic airstream, 
or voicing. Laryngeal distinctions are characterized by the features [spread glottis], 
[constricted glottis], and [voice], respectively, although different feature specifica
tions are possible. Laryngeal harmony is most frequently observed in morpheme 
structure constraints (NlacEachern 1999). 

Laryngeal harn1ony is found in Chaha, a Gurage Semitic language of Ethiopia 
(Rose and Walker 2004), in which oral coronal and velar stops in roots match for 
both [constricted glottis) and (voice): 

(4) Chaha laryngeal hannony 
a. ji-t'ak'ir 'he hides' 

ji-t'al3k' 'it is tight' 
ji-t'ak'ik' 'it is being crushed' cf. Endegegn (Gurage) i-dakk' 
ji-t'ark' 'it is dry' cf. Masqan (Gurage) ji-dark' 

b. ji-katf 'he hashes (meat)' 
ji-kaft 'he opens' 
ji-taks 'he sets on fire' 

c. ji-gadi.r 'he pu.ts to sleep' 
ji-darg 'he hits, fights' 
ji-gada 'he draws liquid' cf. Amharic ji-k'ada-1 

Cognates in related languages sho'" laryngeal n1ismatches, giving insight into the 
direction and in1plen1entation of the harmony. Harmony '"as regressive, and either 
ejectives or voiced stops could trigger harmony. Exceptions to laryngeal harmony 
involve non-adjacent combinations of an ejective and a voiced stop, e.g. (ji-gamt'J 
'he chews off'. 

Voicing and aspiration harn1ony is found in (non-dick) stops in disyllabic 
roots of Zulu (Bantu), as in (Sa) (Khun1alo 1987; Hansson 2001a). Zulu contrasts 
plain stops ("1hich may be realized as ejective), voiced stops (described as 
"depressors," as they can lo,ver tone),' and aspirated stops. Loanwords (Sb) are 
adapted to confonn to laryngeal harn1ony. 

(5) Zulu laryngeal harmony 
a. uku-peta 'to dig up' 

tiku-phatha 'to hold' 
uku-guba 'to dig' 

b. f-k"ot"o 'court' 
um-bidi 'conductor' < English beat 

Ngizin1 voicing harmony "'as illustrated in (3). Kera (Chadic) appears to 
have voicing alternations in affixes conditioned by voiced stops or affricates in 
the sten1 (Ebert 1979; Rose and Walker 2004), e.g. [ka-sar-kcll)) 'black (coll.)' vs. 

' Zulu voiced stops may be phonetically voiceless (Traill el tll. 1987), so this is not a clear case of 
"\10icing" harmony. 
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[g;i-q,ar-galJ] 'colorful (coll.)'. However, Pearce (2005) argues that vo1c111g is 
conditioned by a neighboring low tone rather than the voiced stop in the stem, 
so this does not constihite a case of voicing harmony. Hansson (2004) argues that 
in Yabem, a Huan Golf language of Papua Ne\v Guinea, voicing restrictions arose 
from tonal patterns, and only superficially resemble consonant harmony. 

Laryngeal harmony is often restricted to apply between subclasses of obstruents. 
Harn1ony operates benveen puhnonic obstruents in Ngizim, whereas in Chaha and 
Zulu, it applies between stops \Vith differing airstream 1nechanisms, but excludes 
fricatives. In Kalahari Ijo (Jene\vari 1989; Hansson 200la) and Bun10 Izon (Efere 
2001 ; Mackenzie 2005, 2009), ljoid languages of Nigeria, plain voiced stops and 
implosives may not co-occur in roots. Other cases of laryngeal harmony require 
hon1organicity or complete identity benveen consonants. In Bolivian Aymara, 
laryngeal hannony for aspiration and ejectivity occurs bet,veen ho1norganic 
stops, so they are identical, e.g. (k'ask'a) 'acid to the taste', whereas no harn1ony 
occurs between heterorganic stops: e.g. [t'aqa] 'flock, herd' (Hardman et al. l.974; 
Davidson 1977; de Lucca 1987; MacEacllern 1996, 1999). Similar effects are found 
in Mayan languages, such as Chol (Gallagher and Coon 2009), Modern Yucatec 
(Straight 1976), and Tzutujil (Dayley 1985; Gallagher 2010). 

In conclusion, laryngeal harn1onies are attested in numerous languages, 1nost 
typically those that exhibit a three-v.,ay contrast in laryngeal features. Laryngeal 
harmony is usually root-restricted, may be subject to homorganicity requirements, 
and appears to be regressive for those cases in \vhich directionality can be 
identified. 

2.2 Coronal harmony 

Coronal harmonies involve articulations both for tongue tip /blade posture 
(apical vs. lamina!) and tongue position (dental, alveolar, post-alveolar). Sibilant 
harmony is the most commonly attested type of consonant harmony and requires 
sibilant coronal fricatives and affricates to match for tongue tip /blade posture 
and location. It is '"idely attested in Native An1erican languages, particularly in 
Athabaskan and Chumash languages, but it also occurs in Basque, Berber, Bantu, 
Cushitic, and Omotic languages. An exan1ple of sibilant harmony in Tahltan \Vas 
illustrated in (2).2 In Sidaama, a Cushitic language of Ethiopia (Kawachi 2007), 
the causative suffix /-is/ (6a) is realized as [if] '"hen palato-alveolar fricatives or 
affricates appear in the preceding stem (6b). 

(6) Sidaanm sib'ilant harmony 
a. 

b. 

dirr-is 
hank'-is 
ra ?-is 
mif-if 
falak-if 
tf'uf-if 

'cause to descend' 
'cause to get angry' 
'cause to become cooked' 
'cause to despise' 
'cause to slip' 

'ca use to close' 

2 Tahltan harmony may be only partially sibilant, since it is not clear the fricatives [0) and [<l] are 
sibilant. They are described as predorsal alveolar in Nater (1989). 
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Sibilant harmony operates across vowels and non-sibilant consonants, includ
ing other coronals. In (6b ), the intervening segments do not block and do not 
participate in the harmony. 

In some languages, such as Inesefi.o Chumash (Applegate 1972; Poser 19S2; 
McCarthy 2007), both alveolar and post-alveolar sibilants may trigger harmony. 
The rightmost sibilant determines the tongue tip-blade realization of all sibilants 
in the stem. In (7a) and (7c), the 3rd singular subject prefix is /s-/, but it is real
ized as (fl if there is a palatal sibilant to its right, (7b) and (7d). In contrast, the 
dual marker /if-/ (7e) is realized as [is] if followed by an alveolar sibilant (7f). 

(7) lnesefio Chu.mash sibilant harmony 
a. /s-ixu.t/ 
b. /s-ilakf/ 
c. /ha-s-xintila I 
d. /ha-s-xi.ntila-waf/ 
e. /p-if-al-nan'/ 
f. I s-if-tifi-jep-us/ 

[sixut] 
[filakf] 
[hasxin tila] 
[haf xintilavvaf] 
[pif anan') 
[sistisijepus) 

'it burns' 
'it is soft' 
'his gentile' 
'his former gentile' 
'don't you tvvo go' 
'they tvvo sho"' him' 

Dental harmony is found in Nilotic languages such as DhoLuo (Stafford 1967; 
Yip 19S9; Tucker 1994), Any>va (Rel1 1996), Mayak (Andersen 1999), and Pari 
(Andersen 1988). It operates bet,veen dental and alveolar stops, including nasals 
if a contrast exists in the language, and may be triggered by either. In Piiri 
(Andersen 19SS; Hansson 2001a), dental harmony is respected in roots (Sa). 
Root-final stops that are the product of final n1utation combined with a£fixation 
1natch the dental or alveolar property of the initial stop (Sb). 

(S) Piiri dental hannony 
a. J�Jt 

' ' ' at,va:t 
b. de:t 

!liol 

'sucking' 
'adult male elephant' 
'skin' 
'snake' 

de:nd-a 
!liong-a 

'my skin' 
'my snake' 

In Mayak (Andersen 1999), harmony is triggered by an alveolar and optionally 
affects suffixes of the shape /-Vt/, as in (9). Intervening stops that are non
contrastive for the dental-alveolar distinction are transparent to the harmony. 

(9) Mayak dental harmony 
a. le¥-i! 

WAO-i! 
7in-At 

b. ticf-At - tid-At -

kEt-rn-Et - kEt-rn-Et -

'tooth' 
'buttock' 
'intestine' 
'doctor' 
'star' 

Retroflex harmony is reported for several languages. In Gimira (Benchnon), an 
Omotic language of Ethiopia (Breeze 1990), retroflex harmony restricts combina
tions of sibilants, requiring them to agree for retroflexion. In Matto (Dravidian) 
(Mahapatra 1979; Hansson 2001a), retroflex harmony operates between oral stops. 
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In Australian languages such as Arrernte (Arandic) (Henderson 1998; Tabain and 
Rickard 2007), apical alveolar and retroflex stops match for retroflexion in a root. 
Retroflex harn1ony is also reported in Kalasha (Indo-Aryan) (Trail and Cooper 
1999; Arsenault and Kochetov, forthconung), '"'here it operates bel\veen stops, 
behveen fricatives, or behveen affricates in a root, but combinations of different 
manners of articulation may disagree for retroflex. Kalasha contrasts dentals, 
retroflex, and palatals; dentals and palatals also tend not to co-occur, so this is a 
general coronal harmony. 

(10) Kalasha retroflex/palatal harmony 
a. stops dental t"edi "nO\.V1 

retroflex tot 'apron' 
b. fricatives dental sastirek 'to roof a house' 

palatal io10i 'spring festival.' 
retroflex �u�ik 'to dry' 

c. affricates dental tsetsav" 'squirrel' 
palatal t�'at� hik 'to take care of' 
retroflex qz,p.t§ 'spirit beings' 

Other cases of coronal harmony involving alveolar stops and alveo-palatal 
affricates are reported in Hansson (2001a), and include Aymara (de Lucca 1987), 
Kera (Ebert 1979), and Pengo (Dravidian) (Burrow and Bhattacharya 1970). In each 
case, harmony rules out /t . . .  tf I sequences, but ailO\\'S the reverse, /tf . . .  t/. 

In terms of directionality, Hansson (2001a) points out hvo main directionality 
effects \Vith respect to sibilant harmony. First, sibilant harmony shO\VS a strong 
tendency to be regressive. In some cases, harmony is triggered by the rightmost 
sibilant, regardless of its location within a root or affix, as in Chumash (7) or Navajo 
(11) (McDonough 1991). The lsg subject prefix /-if I is variably realized as [is] or 
[if), depending on whether I sf follo\vs.3 

(11) Navajo sibilant harmony 
/j-if-mas/ 
I dz-if-i-ta:t I 
/dz-if-1-ts'in/ 

psmas 
tj;ifta:i 
dzists'i.n 

'I'm rolling along' 
'I kick hin1 (belo\v the belt)' 
'I hit him (below the belt)' 

Hansson (200la, 2001b) relates the regressive bias of sibilant harmony to speech 
production. In speech production studies, anticipatory errors and assimilations 
are more conunon than are perseverative (Dell et al. 1997). This is n1odeled in 
a serial order theory of speech prodiiction, ,.vhereby one segui.ent activates a 
consonant being planned and anticipates its production. There are cases of pro
gressive sibilant harmony, as in the Sidaama case in (6), but in such cases, a suffix 
alternates in agreement 'vith a root. The same pattern holds for dental harmony; 
no strong evidence for regressive patterns in dental harn1ony or retroflex harn1ony 
has been detected. 

3 Navajo actually has examples of progressive sibilant harmony in the prefix string. See McDonough 
(1990, 1991) and Hansson (200la: 193-198) for discussion. 
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The second directionality effect concerns the nature of the trigger. While some 
cases of sibilant harmony are like Navajo in that either alveolar or post-alveolar 
consonants can trigger harn1ony, other languages only allow /s/ to becon1e (f) and 
not the reverse. Hansson (2001a: 472) cites sixteen cases of the /s/ --> [f) pattern, 
but only one case of If I --> [s). Hansson connects this effect to speech planning 
and the palatal bias effect reported in speech error research (Shattuck-Hufnagel 
and Klatt 1979). The palatal bias effect refers to the higher frequency \vith \vhich 
alveolar consonants act as targets of speech errors by palatals. 

2.3 Nasal harmony 
Nasal consonant harmony is attested primarily in Bantu languages. Nasal stops 
harmonize with voiced stops and oral approxirnants. If voiceless stops harmonize, 
they do so only if voiced stops harmonize. In Kikongo (Dereau 1955; Ao 1991; 
Odden 1994), a nasal stop in a verb root causes a [d] in the active perfect suffix 
(12a) or [l) in the applicative suffix to be realized as (n) (12b). 

(12) Kikongo nasal harmony 

a. n-suk-idi 'I v-rashed' hi-nik-ini '\ve ground' 
01-bud-idi 'I hit' tu-sirn-ini 'we prohibited' 

b. ku-sakid-il-a 'to congratulate for' ku-nat-in-a 'to carry for' 
ku-toot-il-a 'to harvest for' ku-dumuk- 'to cause to jump for' 

1s-u1-a 

Intervening vowels and other consonants are transparent to the harmony. Yaka 
has a similar nasal harmony pattern (Hyman 1995). In other languages, the nasal 
harmony is restricted to apply only across an intervening vowel, as in Lamba 
(Odden 1994), Ben1ba (Hyman 1995), Ndonga (Viljoen 1973), and Herero (Booysen 
1982), and 111ay be restricted to roots only. The main distinctions between nasal 
consonant harmony and general nasal harmony are (i) vo"rels are not nasalized, 
(ii) the trigger is a nasal consonant that targets a similar consonant (voiced stop 
or approxirnant), and (iii) other consonants and vo,vels do not block harn1ony. 
See CHAPTER 78: NASAL HARMONY for n1ore extensive discussion of the distinction 
between the two kinds of nasal harn1ony. 

Nasal harmony operates progressively from root to suffix. However, it can
not be reduced in all cases to a stem-control effect. In Kikongo, roots such as 
/dumuk/ are possible, with a voiced stop preceding a nasal. The reverse order 
of nasal follo\ved by voiced stop is not attested (Ao 1991; Piggott 1996), indicat
ing that nasal harmony applied progressively '"ithin the root. The same pattern 
is attested in Yaka (Rose and VValker 2004). 

2.4 Liquid harmony 
Liquid harmony involves alternations behveen /r I and /I/ (CHAPTER 3

·1: LATERAL 
CONSONANTS). In Bukusu (Bantu), liquid harmony is attested in roots (Hansson 
2001a). In addition, the benefactive suffix /-ii-/ is realized as [-ir-] follo\ving a 
stem with [r) (Odden 1994). Vowel height harmony applies to the suffix. 
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(13) Buk11s11 liquid harmony 
teex-el-a 
lim-il-a 
i:l-iJ-a 

'cook for' 
'cultivate for' 
'send thing' 

reeb-er-a 
kar-ir-a 
resj-er-a 

'ask for' 
'twist' 
'retrieve for' 

In Sundanese (Malayo-Polynesian), /1/ triggers harn1ony of /r I to [I) (Cohn 
1992), a.s illustrated \vith the plural infix /-ar-/ in the final form in (1.4). 

(14) Sundanese liquid harmony 
kusut 
rahit 
lag a 

'messy' 
'"rounded' 
1\<\1ide1 

k-ar-usut 
r-ar-ahit 
1-al-aga 

'messy (PL)' 
'"'Ounded (PL)' 
'"ride (PL)' 

Liquid harmony is also attested in Pohnpeian (Rehg and Sohl 1981). There are 
cases in '�'hich liquids alternate \¥ith glides in Bantu languages, such as in Basaa 
(Len1b and de Gastines 1973) and Pare (Odden 1994), and in \vhich /I/ alternates 
\vith a lateral tap in Chil'vl"'iini (Kisseberth and Abasheikh 1975). All cases of 
liquid harmony are either root-restricted or involve suffix alternations, so no 
directionality bias can be detected. 

2.5 Dorsal harmony 
Dorsal harmony is found in Matto, Gitksan (Tsimshianic), Aymara, and the 
Totonacan languages, and involves alternations bet\¥een velar and uvular con
sonants. In Tlachichilco Tepehua (Watters 1988; Hansson 200la), a uvular /q/ 
causes a preceding velar to becon1e uvular, which in turn conditions Jo,vering of 
the preceding high vowel (l5b ). 

(15) Tlaclzichilco Tepehua dorsal harmony 
a. ?uks-k'atsa: (?uksk'atsa:] 'feel, experience sensation' 
b. ?uks-laqts' -in (?oqslaqts'in] 'look at Y across surface' 

Hansson (2001a) notes that intervening vowels are not affected by the harn1ony 
even though uvulars lo\ver adjacent vo,vels. In the word /Jak-pu:tiq'i-ni-j/ -4 
[laqpu:te?enij] 'X recounted it to them' (the /q' I is realized as (7]) the vo,vel /u:/ 
fails to lo\ver to [o:], despite appearing between t\vo uvulars. Compare this with 
(15b). In Gitksan (Brown 2008), the harn1ony effect is a static co-occurrence 
restriction that can operate at a distance. Dorsal har1nony causes velars to becon1e 
uvular. While most dorsal harmony cases are regressive and target roots, this 
could be either a directionality effect or due to the trigger consonant, the uvular, 
being in an affix. 

2,6 Stricture and secondan1 articulation harmony 
In addition to the main types reported in §2.2-§2.5, Hansson (2001a) also lists 
stricture and secondary articulation hannonies. Stricture involves alternations 
between stops and fricatives, as in Yabem, e.g. /se-dagli? I -4 [tedagli7] 'they 
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follo\v (REALIS)'. Secondarr articulation refers to labialization, palatalization, velar

ization, or pharrngealization. There are a few reported cases discussed in Hansson 
(2007a): pharyngealization in Tsilhqot'in (also known as Chilcoti.n, Athapaskan) 
(Cook 1983, 1993), \vhich interacts with sibilant harmony, velarization in Polmpeian 
(Micronesian) (Rehg and Sohl 1981; Mester 1988), and palatalization in Karaim 
(Turkic) (Ko"ralski 1929; Hamp 1976; Nevins and Vaux 2004), as sho"'n below·: 

(16) Karaim palatal han11ony 

diorthLunitfiu 'fourth' 
alt"w-ntfw 'sixth' 

In sun1, consonant harmony targets a range of segments: dorsals, liquids, 
and coronals, as \veil as segments differentiated by nasal and laryngeal features. 
Hansson (200la) and Rose and Walker (2004) point out that a consistent char
acteristic of consonant harmony is the high degree of sinlilarity between the 
interacting segments. Harmony is restricted to minor place or tongue features 
distinguishing among coronals and dorsals or to features that are also prone to 
local assinUlation. Notably absent, ho,vever, is har1nony for n1ajor place features 
such as (labial ], [coronal], or (dorsal), as "'ell as classificatory features that tend 
not to assimilate locally, such as [sonorant], [continuant], or [consonantal]. Rose 
and Walker (2004) relate the absence of place harmony to the inability of major 
place to change even in local assinUlations, citing articulatory speech error research 
that shows that major place gesture errors tend to be additive rather than replacive 
(Goldstein et al. 2007; Pouplier 2007). Gafos (1999), on the other hand, argues that 
major place features cannot spread across vowels (contra Shaw 1991) \Vithout 
serious interruption of the vowel gestures. Only minor features such as tongue 
tip position can do this. See §3.1.1 for ftrrther discussion. 

The lack of major place consonant hannony is intriguing in light of hvo related 
phenomena: child language and dissimilati.on. Consonant harmony for major 
place is attested in child language (Vihman 1978), and according to CHAPTER n: 
CONSONANT HARMONY IN CHILD LANGUAGE, it is the IllOSt common type of con
sonant harmony in child language. Recent analyses and proposals are discussed 
in Goad (1997), Berg and Schade (2000), Rose (2000), Pater and Werle (2003), and 
Rose and dos Santos (2006). The same olechanism.s that l.Ulder.l.ie child phonol
ogy and adult phonology may not be the same; some child productions may be 
due to developmental factors (Rose and dos Santos 2006; lnkelas and Rose 2008). 
See CHAPTER 72: CONSONANT HARMONY IN CHILD LANGUAGE for an overview. 

Son1e authors have dra,.vn a coimection bet\·veen long-distance consonant 
assimilation and long-distance consonant dissio1ilati.on (MacEachern 1999; Walker 
2000c; Gallagher 2008), arguing that they are alternate responses to the same 
pressure. This does appear to be the case for laryngeal and liquid harmony. 
Yet there are key differences. A common dissimilation process occurs between 
labial consonants (Alderete and Frisch 2007), \Vhereas labial consonant harmony 
is unattested. Nasal dissimilations involve prenasalized. stops and nasals (Odden 
1994), but these segmeflts do not interact in nasal consonant harmony; prerlasalized 
stops are transparent to nasal harmony and do not act as triggers (CHAPTER 78: 
NASAL HARMONY). A general theory of the relationship bet\veen long-distance 
consonant assimilation and consonant dissi.Jnilation currently appears elusive. 
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3 Analyses of long-distance assimilation 

Two main theoretical analyses have been formulated for long-distance consonant 
harn1ony: spreading and correspondence. Spreading involves the extension of a 
gesture or feature across a string of segments, building upon early autosegmental 
analyses of vowel harmony and nasal harmony. Correspondence is proposed in 
Walker (2000b, 2000c), Hansson (2001a), and Rose and 'vValker (2004) and requires 
similar consonants to "correspond" and nlatch each other for particular features, 
regardless of intervening consonants and vo,.vels. The follo'"ing sections outline 
these two approaches and identify the strengths of each proposal, as vvell as the 
challenges they encounter. 

3.1 Spreading 
Autosegmental phonology represented a major shift in the analysis of harmony 
systems. Although the distance effects of harmony systems had been explored 
within a Firthian prosodic analysis frame•vork (Palmer 1970), Clen1ents's (1980) 
groundbreaking analysis of vo"rel harmony and extension to nasal harn1ony 
launched the study of harmony systems using autosegmental spreading. Early 
autosegmental analyses of consonant harmony include Halle and Vergnaud 
(1981) on Navajo and Poser (1982) on Chutnash. 

In an autoseginental representation, the harmonizing feature (P-segment) is 
projected onto its o•vn tier and linked to the segment (P-bearing segment) by 
means of an association line. Spreading involves extending the feature to other 
segments in the word via ne'" association lines, as shown in (17) for the Sidaama 
'"ord [Jalakif] 'cause to slip': 

(17) Long-distance spreading 
falak - is � falak - if 

l . 1 . .. _ .. ·· · 

[-ant) [-ant] 

(17) illustrates a feature-filling rule, in \Vhich the feature [-anterior], characteriz
ing the post-alveolar If/, spreads to the /s/, but the /s/ itself is unspecified for 
the feattue [+anterior]. Within models of w1derspeci£ication (Archangeli 1988; 
Paradis and Prunet 1989), the default feature [+anterior] is asswned to be filled 
in by a defau.lt rule at the end of the derivation if no specification is provided by 
a specific rule. 

Consonant harmony may also be feature-changing '"here the target and trigger 
have opposite values for the spreading feature. Sibilant harmony in Insefto Chumash 
has been analyzed as feature-changing (Poser 1982, 1993; Lieber 1987; Steriade 
1987b; Sha'" 1991), because harn1ony can be trigge.red by either (+anterior] /s/ 
or [-anterior] If/, altering the specification of the other sibilant. The target con· 
sonant acquires the specification of the trigger through spreading, and loses its 
0"'n feature specification by delirlking its original association line. This is illus
trated in (18) for (f-ilakf] 'it is soft': 
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s - ilakf 

l l 
� f - ilakf 

+------.J 
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[+ant] [-ant] [+ant] [-ant] 

In (18), the feature [anterior I is sho,vn linked to the rest of the segment. In more 
articulated models of feature geometry (Clements 1985, 1991; Sagey 1986; McCarthy 
1988; Clements and Hume 1995), features link to organizing nodes, \vhich in turn 
link to the root node, connected directly to prosodic structure. 

3.1.1 Transparency and spreading 
In both of the representations above, spreading takes place betlveen t"'O sibilants, 
despite the fact that other consonants and vowels intervene between the trigger and 
target. Intervening segn1ents have the potential to block harn1ony, a pheno1nenon 
that is routinely observed in both vo,vel harmony and local vO"'el-consonant 
harmony. Ho,vever, blocking is not generally observed with consonant harmony 
(Hansson 2001a; Rose and VValker 2004).4 

Blocking seg1nents, or "opaque" segments, can be characterized as those that 
are specified \Vith the opposite value to the spreading feature. For exan1ple, in 
van der Hulst and Snuth (1982a) [-nasal] segments block spreading of [+nasal) 
in nasal harmony. The [+nasal] feature cannot spread over the association line 
linking [-nasal] to a non-nasal segment, as this would violate the No-Crossing 
Constraint (Goldsmith 1979), a principle of autosegmental phonology (CHAPTER 14: 
AVTOSEGMENTS), which prevents association lines crossing. This is illustrated 
schematically in (19), '"'here the symbols a, (3, and y represent segn1ents and [+F) 
the spreading feature, and \vhere the (-FJ value of a feature blocks the [+Fl value 
from spreading. 

(19) No-Crossing Constra.int 
• a 13 y 

l .f-----· 

� # # # 

(+F) [-F] 

In n1ore recent accoiu1ts, the blocking segment is assumed to be incom
patible with the spreadi.ng feature due to an arti.culatorily grounded constraint 
(Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1994), preventing co-occurrence of the spreading 
feature and a specific feature or features of the blocking segment. For example, 
in nasal harmony, obstruents block nasal harmony in many languages (Walker 
2000a), so [+nasal) may be restricted from associating to a [-sonorant] segment. 
Under this scenario, the No-Crossing Constraint does not apply; instead locality 
considerations prevent the spreading feature from skipping over the blocking 
segment and spreading to another segn1ent. Ho\v locality should be defined has 
been a matter of debate. 

'1 One identified case is a voicing alternation in lmdla\vn Tashlhiyt Berber, \vl1ich is parasitic on 
sibilant harmony. Voit·e1ess t."lbstruents block ''Oit·ing from transferring fr<>m stem to prefix. 
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If locality is defined at the level of the root node or segment, such that adja
cent segments are local, no segment can be skipped in spreading, a theory 
referred to as strict locality. This is illustrated schen1atically in (20). 

(20) Strict locality 
• C( � y 

l 
- - - -· -------

(+F) 

Under this vie"', consonant harmony would be similar to local assimilation 
(cHAPTllR 81: LOCAL ASSIMILATION), but extended over longer strings of segments. 

Locality 1nay also be defined at the level of VO\•vel nuclei of adjacent syllables 
(Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1987, 1994), in v•hich case intervening consonants 
•vould be considered transparent. This is referred to as maximal scansion in 
Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1987). A third possibility is to define locality with 
respect to autoseg1nental feature tiers, or feature node tiers in a feature-geometry 
n1odel, referred to as minimal scansion (Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1987; Steriade 
1987a). Segments that lack specification on such tiers would not be con1puted 
for locality. In the follo\ving schematized representation, the features [F) of the 
segments a and y '''ould be adjacent on the F tier, despite not belonging to 
adjacent segments: 

(21) Tier-based locality 
ll � y 
I I 

[F] [F] 
[G] 

Tier-based locality lies at the heart of autosegmental spreading analyses of trans
parency in harmony. 

Steriade (1987b) argued that intervening transparent consonants and vowels 
in Inesefi.o Chumash sibilant harmony lack specification for the feature [anterior) 
at the point when the harmonic spreading nlle applies. Dorsal and labial con
sonants are excluded from participation in the harmony, as they have place 
feature specifications on other tiers - Dorsal and Labial. The feature [anterior] 
is assumed to be relevant only for coronal consonants. The same holds true for 
vowels in a system in \vhich vo,.vels are considered dorsal (Sagey 1986; Steriade 
1987a).5 Yet the coronal consonm1ts /t l n/ are also transparent in Chumash. 
Steriade adopts a form of contrastive specification, '''herein only segments that 
contrast for a given feature need to be specified for that feature. The feature 
[anterior) is needed to distinguish sibilants in Chumash, but /t I n/ do not have 
[-anterior] counterparts, and so are predictably [+anterior]. Predictable features 
are left unspecified and filled. in as default later in the derivation. Han:noni.c 

s Tll.is ar1alysis .o.Ug.ht be p.roble.o\atic for feature systerns in vvltlch coronals and front ''oi,vels sl,are 
specification (Clements and Hume 1995), depending on how locality is defined (see Odden 1994 for 
discussion of vowel--<:onsommt l0<·ality issues in this model). 
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spreading of the [anterior] feature operates unhindered bet'''een sibilants before 
a redundancy rule ([+coronal, -continuant] � [+anterior]) fills in predictable 
values on the other coronals. Locality is defined on the tier [anterior] as the 
spreading rule targets only consonants specified for (anterior], not those specified 
as Coronal, the organizing node on "'hich (anterior] is dependent (Shaw 1991 ). 
Chumash is a feature-<:hanging rule, but if spreading rules are feature-filling, 
targets "'ould need to be defined with respect to other features or the node to 
which the feature attaches. 

Harn1ony does not ahvays operate at the level of individual features, however. 
Sha"' (1991) argues that a more complex harmony system in Tahltan involves 
spreading the Coronal node (CHAPTER 12: CORONALS). Tahltan has a rich inventory 
of coronal consonants, contrasting dental stops, lateral continuants, interdental/ 
pre-dorsal sibilants, alveolar sibilants, and palatal sibilants. The latter three 
sibilant classes participate in coronal harmony, but the stops and laterals do 
not (examples in (2)). Sha'" argues that in order to distinguish among a series 
of three sibilants, at least hvo features dependent on Coronal are needed. Under 
the assumption that a single unified spreading rule should capture the harmony, 
Sha'v proposes that harn1ony involves spreading of the Coronal node. The other 
two transparent classes n1ust be underspecified for Coronal at the tin1e the rule 
applies. Similar harmonic effects (e.g. /s/ � [fl), therefore, involve different 
spreading rules, depending on the particular inventory of the language. 

Gafos (1998, 1999) rejects tier-based locality, and presents a model of 
"Articulatory Locality," in which locality is defined in terms of articulatory 
gestures (Brow1nan and Goldstein 1986, 1989, 1990). Vo,vel gestures are contiguous 
across a consonant, whereas consonant gestures are not contiguous across a 
vo,vel. Vo,vel harmony may appear to skip over consonants, but consonants are 
in fact unaffected audibly by the spreading gesture. This strict locality vie"' is 
also adopted by Ni Chiosain and Padgett (1997, 2001), \<\Talker and Pullum 
(1999), and \<\Talker (2000a). Under strict locality, only coronal harmony, which 
involves assimilation for a tongue tip-blade feature, is predicted to be possible, 
due to non-interference with vowels. The tongue tip-blade is independent of 
the tongue dorsum used in the production of vowels, and its exact posture has 
no significant acoustic effect on vovtel quality. By the san1e reasoning, dorsal 
and labial consonants "'owd be predicted to intervene as "transparent," since 
changes in the tongue tip-blade '"ould not affect tl1eir production. Moreover, if 
the feature that distinguishes /s/ and If I is apicality (tongue tip) vs. laminality 
(tongue blade), languages "'ith no apical-lamina] coronal stop contrast may allow 
stops to fluctuate between a pica! and lamina] in different harmonic contexts, a 
suggestion n1ade by Peter Ladefoged, as reported in Steriade (1995). Gafos (1999) 
formalizes this idea and proposes two new tongtle tip-blade parameters: Tongue 
Tip Constriction Orientation (TTCO) and Tongue Tip Constriction Area (TICA), 
gestures that do not skip over other segments, but are maintained through their 
production with little perceptible effect. Coronal segn1ents /t n I/ in Chumash 
harn1ony are predicted to alter their production in accordance with the har111onic 
doinain in which they occur, either apical [u) in words like /k-sunon-us/ � 
[ksuuouus] 'I obey him' or lamina! [1)] in words like /k-sunon-f I � /[kfu1)o1)f] 
'I am obedient'. TTCO is identified as tip-up (I') for apical and tip-do"'n (J,) for 
lamina!. As non-sibilant coronals do not contrast on this dimension in Chu1nash, 
they are not perceived as distinct. 
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(22) Gestural extension under strict locality 
apical 
k - S U IJ O l} - U S  

TONGUE TIP TTCO ii 
la111inal 
k - f U l) O IJ - f  

TTCO .LI 
Gafos argues that the strict locality view of consonant harmony explains the 
absence of other types of place harn1onies. Major place gestures that define dorsal 
and labial consonants cannot spread across vo\vels (contra Sha\.v 1991) without 
serioi.1s interruption of the vo,vel gestures. Minor features such as tongue tip 
position can. Tier-based locality is unable to adequately explain why only Coronal, 
and not Labial and Dorsal, nodes can spread in feature geometry. In addition, 
the restriction of har1nony to subclasses of coronals, such as sibilant fricatives 
and affricates, is explained, as these seginents involve contrast along the tongue 
orientation dimension. 

In conclusion, spreading approaches to harmony involve the spreading of a fea
ture or the extension of a gestural parameter over other vowels and consonants. 
The non-participation of these consonants receives !\VO explanations. In the 
autosegn1ental fran1ework, it is due to a version of feature underspecification (CHAP
TER 7: FEATURE SPECIFICATION ANO UNDERSPECIFICATION) and tier-based locality, 

allov,,ing for certain kinds of harmony interactions behveen specific features. In 
a gestural frame,vork (Gafos 1999), transparency is illusory - articulators perform 
the harmonic gestures, but have little impact on consonants and vo'"'els that do 
not involve those articulators, or for \vhich cl1anges in the articulation are non
contrastive and hence perceptually non-distinct. 

3.1.2 Challenges to the spreading approach 
While the analysis of consonant harn1ony as feature spreading or gestural exten
sion seen1s appropriate for characterizing retroflex harmony and some sibilant 
harmony cases, it encounters several challenges \.vhen applied to a fuU.er typol
ogy of consonant harmony systems as outlined in §2. Gafos (1999) assumes that 
coronal harn1ony is the only type of consonant harmony. Sha\v's (1991) typology 
of consonant harmony identifies only laryngeal harmony as another possibility.6 
Laryngeal features prin1arily distinguish among obstruents. As vo\vels and 
sonora.nts are inherently voiced and unspecified for laryngeal features (Ito a.nd 
l'Jlester 1986), laryngeal harmonies can operate bet,veen laryngeal tiers specified 
only on obstruents, thereby respecting tier locality. Gafos (1999) does not explicitly 
discuss laryngeal harmony within the Articulatory Locality model. 

However, the larger typology outlined in §2 pron1pts Hansson (2001a) and 
Rose and Walker (2004) to conclu.de that autosegmental spreading is inadequate 
as a general model of consonant harmony. Their arguments rest on several key 
properties of consonant harmony not shared \Vi.th vo"'el harmony and VO\vel
consonant harmony, as "'ell as predictions that son1e spreading models make 
about the participation of intervening segments. I focus on hvo main properties 
here: (i) no blocking and transparency, and (ii) sin1ilarity of target and trigger. 
Hansson (2001a) also notes the lack of sensitivity to prosody and regressive 

6 Sha"v does identif).1 other l1armonies, stLcl1 as labial, but these are dissi1rii/11t.or.1f morpheme structure 
<.-Onstraints or morpholc>gical affixation_, rather thm trt1e <.-Onsonant ha.rmc>ny as defined in this chapter. 
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directionality as defining properties of consonant harmony, but the prosody 
insensitivity n1ay be due to other factors. Regressive directionality is a strong 
tendency, but progressive directionality is also observed for consonant hannony. 
Furthermore, regressive directionality is not an exclusive domain of consonant 
harmony; it has also been observed for VO\·vel harmony (Hyman 2002) and 
some forms of vowel-consonant harmony - i.e. emphasis harmony exhibits more 
restrictions and blocking '"hen progressive than when regressive (Watson 1999). 

3.1.3 Blocking and transparency 
Consonant harmony differs from other types of harmony with respect to block
ing effects and transparency. If nasal consonant harmony is compared 'vith 
nasal vo,vel-consonant harmony, there are hvo key differences 'vith respect to 
the participation of segn1ents. ln nasal consonant harn1ony, nasal consonants har
monize �vith voiced stops or approximant consonants across other consonants 
and vowels, even obstruents. In contrast, nasal VO\vel-consonant harmony shows 
blocking effects, usually by the same segments that are skipped in nasal con
sonant harmony. Second, intervening vo,vels do not sho'v nasalization in nasal 
consonant harmony, whereas they make the best targets in nasal vowel-consonant 
harn1ony and are generally not skipped. If nasal vowel-consonant harn1ony 
involves autosegmental spreading or gesture extension, ho"' does one explain 
the differences 'vith nasal consonant harmony? It does not appear to behave as 
if spreading of [nasal] is involved. 

A sin1ilar argtunent can be applied to t'vo other types of consonant har1nony. 
laryngeal harmony shows no extension of voicing/devoicing or glottalization 
over intervening segments. Dorsalizati.on sho,vs no effects on intervening vo"rels, 
despite the fact that uvulars routinely lo'''er adjacent vowels. If harmony operates 
as advocated by Gafos (1999), with gestures extended across other segments, 
these facts are unexpected. If tier-based locality is the explanation, it is hard 
to give a reason for the neutrality of contrastive voiced and voiceless fricatives 
in a laryngeal harmony involving voice harmony between stops, as is the case 
in Chaha? 

3.1.4 Similarity 
The concept of sinU!arity is in1plicitly recognized in autosegn1ental spreading 
analyses of sibilant harmony, as spreading occurs only between segments specified 
for the spreading feature. However, it is not a formalized aspect of spreading 
theory. Hansson (2001a, 2001b) and Rose and Walker (2004) propose that simi
larity is the driving factor in consonant harmony, and has its ftmctional roots in 
speech production. For exan1ple, sibilants are highly sin1ilar to one another and 
it is hypothesized that production is eased if they match for the position of the 
tongue tip-blade. Similar, but different, consonants present production difficulties 
that are manipulated in tongue-t\visters and emerge as speech errors in both 
natural and experin1entally induced situations (Fromkin 1971; Shattuck-Hufnagel 
and Klatt 1979; Frisch 1996; Rose and King 2007; \!\Talker 2007; Kochetov and RadiSic 
2009). Nasal stops harmonize '"ith oral sonorants or voiced stops, which differ 

7 One solution might be to use th.e featuce [spread glott.is] to cha.i:acte.ri.ze fricatives and the featuce 
(voice) for stops (\/aux 1998). However, voiceless stops become voiced precedmg voiced stops and 
voiced fricatives alike in Chaha (Rose and Walker 2004). 
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minimally from nasals. Voicing harmony occurs behveen obstruents, but is usu
ally restricted to stops, excluding fricatives. Ho1norganicity further contributes to 
sin1ilarity; son1e laryngeal and nasal harn101ues operate only bet,·veen homorgaiuc 
segments." All cases of harmony involve strong similarity bet,veen the harn1on
izing segments, even in v»ays that local assimilations do not. For example, \Vhile 
local voicing assimilation operates behveen all obstruents, voicing harmony may 
be restricted to a sub-type of obstruents based on n1anner. 

Rose and Walker (2004) detennine similarity using the n1etric developed in 
Frisch et al. (2004), wherein similarity is assessed on the basis of shared natural 
classes of distinctive features in a given language. The numbers of shared and 
unshared natural classes of h''O consonants are compared. Both the size and con
trastiveness of the segment inventory contribute to the similarity ratings. Natural 
classes, \vhich incorporate the notion of contrastiveness, are better able to predict 
gradient phonotactics and capture major class subregularities than are models 
based simply on distinctive feature specification. Ho,vever, see M.ackenzie (2005, 
2009) for some criticisms of this metric. 

3.2 Correspondence 
Given these observations about the typology of consonant harmony, Hansson 
(2001a) and Rose and Walker (2004), based on Walker (2000a, 2000c), developed an 
account of consonant harmony \Vithin Optimality Theory (OT), termed "agreement
by-correspondence." A correspondence relationship is created behveen similar 
segn1ents, expressed as CORR-CHC constraints (indicated in the diagran1 in (23) 
by co-indexation). Th.is is reo.1iniscent of Zura,v's (2002) aggressive reduplication 
model, although this model does not encode similarity directly. Crucially, there 
is no autosegmental feature spreading bet\veen the segments, so their feature 
specifications are distinct. 

(23) c, v c 
I 

v c x 

I 
[F] [F] 

The CoRR-CHC constraints are arranged in a fixed implicational hierarchy 
from most sin1ilar to least similar, for example CoRR-T"HT" >> CORR-T"HT >> 
CoRR-K"HT (Rose and Walker 2004: 500). Separate lDENr-CC constraints require 
the corresponding consonants to agree for a given feature. Input-output faithful
ness constraints are placed bet\veen the CORR-CHC constraints to aclueve harmony 
of different sinlilarities, or belo'v them to produce full harmony. 

The follo\ving tableau illustrates an example of sibilant harmony in Sidaama 
for the word /falak-is/ � [falak-ifl. CoRR-SHf refers to anterior and non-anterior 
fricative pairs, \vhile CoRR-tH f refers to anterior stop and non-anterior fricative 
combinations. Candidate (24a) has a CC-correspondence relationship (indicated 
by the subscript x on the output sibilant consonants) and sibilant agreement, thereby 

• Hansson (2007a) has argued that secondary articulation consona.l\t ha�monies may have a 
diachronic explanation related to (re)i-nterpretation of C-V co-articl1lation, bttt similarity at the le\rel 
of the secondary articulation is still observed. 
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satisfying the two high-ranked constraints. This candidate violates lDENr-OI[ant], 
due to the change /s/ � (f]. loENr-OI[ant] is violated by segments that alter 
an input [anterior] specification in the output. Candidate (24b) has no correspond
ence relationship between /s/ and If/, indicated by the different subscripts x 
and v· Due to the lack of CC-correspondence, this candidate does not violate 
IDENT-CC[ant] . Candidate (24c), on the other hand, does have sibilants in a CC
correspondence relationship. The sibilants do not agree for anteriority, thereby 
violating IDENT-CC[ant]. The [anterior] feature is used here although other features 
such as [distributed] or [Tongue Tip Constriction Orientation] are also possible. 

(24) I falak-is/ IDENT-CC[ant) : CoRR-SHf loENT-OI(a.nt) CORR-tHf • o:G- a. f,alak-if, • • • 

b. f,alak-isy 
• • • ., 
• 

c. f,ala.k-is< ., • • 

No correspondence relationship is established between the fricative and the 
voiceless stop /k/, or with the vowels, as these hvo sounds are not sufficiently 
similar. Other 'vork analyzing coronal harmony systems as involving correspond
ing segn1ents or feature copy includes Clen1ents (2001) and McCarthy (2007). 

The correspondence-based approach to consonant harmony allo,vs similar con
sonants to agree at a distance; transparent segments are those that are not similar 
enough to participate in the harmony. No blocking is predicted, as Jack of harmony 
is due to either the lack of or the low ranking of correspondence behveen interven
ing seginents. This approach sets consonant har111ony apart fron1 VO\\•el harmony 
and vowel-consonant harmony in using a different analytical n1echa.nism.9 

A more accurate typology of consonant harmony has led to alternate analytical 
devices, using correspondence-based relations rather than autosegmental spreading. 
The assun1ption that all hannony syste1ns are alike and therefore subject to the 
same type of analysis has also been called into question, representing a significant 
departure in the analysis of consonant harmony vs. other harn1ony systems. 

3.2.1 Challenges to the correspondence approach 
Despite the advances of the correspondence approach in unifying the typology 
of consonant hannony and setting it apart from other types of hannonies, chal
lenges to this n1odel have arisen. 

In the arena of corona! harmony, there is still debate over "'hether correspond
ence is the appropriate mechanism. McCarthy (2007) argues that Chumash harmony 
should be analyzed via correspondence, as it shows clear differences from local 
assunilations and dissimilations. Arsenault and Kochetov (forthcoming) also 
support the correspondence approach in their analysis of sibilant and retroflex 
harmony in Kalasha. They argue that since coronal harmony in Kalasha is restricted 
to apply only bet,veen consonants with the same manner of articulation, this 

9 Kramer (2001, 2003) develops a surface correspondence approach for vowel harmony, with adjacency 
defined at a moraic or syUabic level.PulJeybl.OJ\k (2002) offel'.S a different perspective that accounts for 

both ''OV•.:el and consonant l1arn1ony Ltsing a "no-disagreement" harn1ony-dri,..·er (see also Archangeli 
and Pulleyblank 2007). 
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lends support to the correspondence approach, \Vhich formally encodes similarity. 
Spreading approaches would need to explain \vhy harmony operates only bet\veen 
consonants of like n1anner. 

Gallagher and Coon (2009) nevertheless argue that correspondence is appro
priate for harmonies that require complete identity beh..,een consonants, but not 
for those that induce limited featural agreement, such as most sibilant harmonies. 
Gallagher and Coon focus on harmony data fron1 Chol, a Mayan language of 
Mexico. The Chol pattern is an interaction betvveen laryngeal hannony and 
coronal strident harn1ony. Total identity (25a) behveen consonants is required 
in two cases: (i) two ejectives in a root or (ii) two plain stridents. If the hvo 
consonants differ in terms of laryngeal features (ejective and plain), then only 
strident harmony is enforced (25b ). 

(25) a. Total identihJ 
Plain stridents 
*ts-s SUS 
*s-tf tfitf 

'scrape' 
'older sister' 

b. Strident harmony 
*ts'-J ts'is 'se\i\'' 
*s-tf' f uhtf' 'thief' 

Ejectives 
*k'-p' k'ok' 
•ti' -ts' ti' oti' 

tf'itf' 

'healthy' 
'snail' 
'blood' 

Strident harn1ony is al'"ays enforced, regardless of laryngeal specification, but 
laryngeal harmony requires complete identity. Gallagher and Coon's analysis 
requires that similar consonants (those that share certain features) are "linked" 
(i.e. correspond), and an identity constraint requires them to be completely 
identical. Ejectivity renders consonants more similar than stridency. Although 
the proposal accolmts for the particular case of total identity seen in Mayan 
languages,10 it does not extend to other cases of consonant harmony outlined in 
§2, 1vhich show partial identity effects, but cannot receive a spreading analysis 
due to the transparency of the intervening segments. Moreover, it is not clear vvhy 
ejectivity in particular requires a total identity bet\veen segments. Laryngeal 
harmonies are often restricted to a subset of obstruents (stops) and homorganicity 
is also frequently involved. This signals that n1ore research on ho"' to define 
similarity is required. 

In the arena of blocking, Hansson (2007b) argues that \vhile lack of blocking 
is a descriptive characteristic of consonant har1nony systems, it does not neces
sarily follow fron1 the agreement-by-correspondence approach. Blocking could 
arise in scenarios in \V hich three segments are in correspondence, but in differ
ent correspondence relationships, either different local relationships for the same 
feature or different featural relationships. More research is necessary to deter
mine '"hether such scenarios are actually attested, or whether the correspondence 
analysis requires modification. If attested, this \vould undernune one of the strong 
argun1ents for \vhy consonant harn1ony should not receive the same analysis as 
vo\vel harmony or vo\vel-<:onsonant harmony. 

10 lndeed, the a.l\alysis predicts that combinat.ions such as /ts ts' I are acceptable as they disagree 
for ejec6vity, when in fact they are not attested. 
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Despite various cnhc1sms, the correspondence approach to harmony has 
stimulated ne\v areas of research in the analysis of long-distance assin1ilations and 
has pushed researchers to exan1i..ne languages in more detail, to conduct corpus 
studies of morpheme structure constraints, and to investigate ha.rn1ony from an 
experimental angle. 

3.3 The role of contrast in consonant harmony 

The concept of contrast (CHAPTER 2: CONTRAST) has long played a role in auto
segmental spreading analyses of consonant harmony, specifically in determining 
feature specification. Steriade (1987b) and Shaw (1991) rely on the fact that only 
sibilants contrast for [anterior) to explain the transparency of stops and sonorants 
to sibilant harmony. In the correspondence model of harmony, the role of con
trast is not emphasized. Although Hansson (2001a.) and Rose and \iValker (2004) 
mention contrast, its role in determi.ning harmony systems does not figure promin
ently in their model, except indirectly via the natural classes model of computing 
similarity (Frisch 1996; Frisch et al. 2004), \vhich Rose and Walker (2004) adopt. 
Yet recent research has returned to the issue of contrast, both as a 1neans of 
constraining harmony, and in promoting contrast as the driving force behind con
sonant harmony. 

Mackenzie (2005, 2009) argues that similarity in consonant harmony should 
be forn1alized on the basis of contrastive featural specifications determined by a 
language's inventory. Segn1ents that are similar to one another in their contrastive 
specifications, not necessarily segments that are n1ost similar phonetically, inter
act in harmony. In the harmony system of Burno lzon, an ljoid language, voiced 
implosives and voiced stops may not co-occur, with hvo exceptions: /g/ and 
/g6/ (Efere 2001); these sounds freely co-occur \Vith stops of the opposite pulmonic 
value: [dug6] 'to pursue' or [g56dag66da] 'rain (hard)'. Mackenzie points out that 
these sounds lack a contrastive counterpart: there is no /<JI or /gb/. The natural 
classes model (Fri.sch et al. 2004) of caJ.culating similarity does take phonemic 
inventory into account when computing natural classes and similarity, but it fares 
poorly \Vith asymmetric inventories in which contrastive counterparts are missing. 
Hansson (2004) notes this problen1 \Vith respect to laryngeal harmony in Ngizim, 
\vhere implosives do not participate. Mackenzie's solution is to detennine sinu
lari.ty via pairwise contrasts that a.re pa.rtia.Uy language-specific. If h"o sounds 
are not specified for a feature due to lack of contrast, they do not participate in 
the harmony, \vhich references presence of features. 

Hansson (2008) exantines the role of contrast in the typology of vowel harmony 
and consonant harmony and notes that only consonant harn1ony has cases of 
"syn1metric neutralization," in which a lexical [±feature) contra.st emerges in affixes 
only 'vi.th neutral roots. The regressive sibilant harmony systems of Chumash and 
Navajo involve neutralization of contrasts on both roots and affixes, as either /s/ 
or If I can trigger harmony as long as it is the righhnost sibilant in the 'vord. 
Hansson argues that systen1s of tlus type are attested in consonant harmony, 
but not vowel harmony, because they are recoverable. The loss of contra.st behveen 
/s/ and If I is minimal in the consonant inventory, and affects only a small 
subclass of consonants. The learner has a large number of contexts provided by 
neutral roots to compensate for neutralization. Hansson (2001a) notes that the 
specific con1bination of synlffietric neutralization with absolute directionality of 
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assimilation creates problems for some models of phonology, such as Declarative 
Phonology and standard Optimality Theory. 

Finally, Gallagher (2008, 2010) argues for a not ion of laryngeal contrast rooted in 
dispersion theory '"ith a more global vie"' of contrast '"ithin a language's lexicon. 
A constraint, Laryngeal Distance, penalizes contrasts betlveen roots that have 
only one lar)rngeally marked stop vs. those \vith two. Plain stops are unmarked 
for laryngeal features. Gallagher argues that the distinction betlveen a root with 
one laryngeal feature and a root \vith two laryngeal features is perceph1ally "'eak. 
Avoidance can play out as harmony (only tivo ejectives (k'ap'a) or t\vo plain 
stops (kapa] are aLIO"'ed) or as dissimilation (only one plain and one ejective are 
aJlo,ved [k'apa] or t\vo plain [kapa]). 

In conclusion, contrast remains a po,verful and debated concept in the study 
of consonant harn1ony, one that is sure to resonate in future research. 

4 Experimental approaches to consonant harmony 

As debate about the most appropriate analysis of consonant hannony has con1e 
to center on hypotheses about its grounding in articulation or perception, 
experimental studies of consonant harmony have been conducted (CHAPTER 96: 
EXPERIMENTAL APPROACHES IN THEORETICAL PHONOLOGY). The correspondence 
approach to consonant harn1ony proposes that harmony is grounded in produc

tion difficulties caused by phonological planning and the similarity of interacting 
consonants. Several experiments have been undertaken to test this hypothesis in 
the area of speech errors. 

Walker (2007) conducted an experimental study inducing speech errors. 
Consonants that \Vere more similar and kno,vn to participate in nasal harmony, 

such as nasals and voiced stops, \Vere predicted to be more prone to speech 
errors than other con1binations. Nonce words \vith combinations of nasals and 
voiced stops and nasals and voiceless stops were tested with English speakers, 
as English is not reported to have nasal consonant harmony. Indeed, more errors 
arose \Vith nasal-voiced stop combinations than nasal-voiceless. Walker concluded 
that nasal harmony could indeed be grounded in difficulties '"ith the production 
of siinilar sounds. 

Kochetov and RadiSic (2009) performed a si.mil.ar experiolent on combinations 
of four sibilant fricatives /s si J Ji! in Russian in a repetition task performed at a 
fast rate of speech. Errors (assessed by examining acoustic effects of production) 
were observed for both primary place of articulation and secondary articulation. 
The primary-place assin1ilation errors \\'ere generally regressive and involved 
/s/ changing to (JI, reflective of the "palatal bias" effect reported in other speech
error studies on English. Although Russian is not reported to have sibilant 
consonant harmony, the speech-error effect is similar to that found in harmony 
languages, supporting Hansson's (2001a, 2001b) observation of the correlation. 
However, Kochetov and Radisic (2009) also note that consonants differing 
only in secondary articulation did not participate in as many errors and that those 
errors '"ere progressive. This seems to lend support to Hansson's (2007a) conten
tion that speech production difficulties may not underlie secondary articulation 
harmonies. Kochetov and RadiSic (2009) speculate that feature spreading or 
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gestural extension may be a better analysis for these cases, paralleling vov,rel 
harmony. 

Rose and King (2007) exan1.ined the i.n1pact of harn1ony constraints on speech 
errors in languages observed to have laryngeal harmony, namely Chaha and 
Amharic. They found higher speech-error rates for certain sequences that violated 
lar)rngeal harmony than for those that did not. In particular, the researchers com
pared the laryngeal pairs \Vith consonant pairs that were also highly similar and 
infrequent in verb roots, but did not violate any constraints. These pairs did not 
show high error rates in comparison. Rose and King conclude that laryngeal harn1ony 
is not only based on production difficulties, but also, once encoded grammatically, 
triggers more errors \Vhen speakers encounter sequences that violate it. 

Walker et al. (2008) investigated coronal harmony in Kinyar\vanda by means 
of electro1nagnetic articulography. Ki.nyarwanda exhibits retroflex harn1ony, pre
viously reported in the literature as an alveolar-post-alveolar sibilant harmony 
(V\lalker and N!piranya 2006). Harmony is blocked by alveolar stops and affricates, 
retroflex stops, and palatal consonants. Intervening vowels and non-coronal con
sonants do not block the harmony and are not perceptibly affected. The blocking 
effect is suggestive of spreading, while the transparent vowels and non-coronals 
point to a correspondence analysis. This is important since retroflex harmony is 
recognized as both a type of consonant harmony (Arsenault and Kochetov, forth
coming) and a possible vowel-consonant harmony for "'hi.ch spreading may 
be a more appropriate analysis than correspondence (Gafos 1999; Hansson 2001a; 
Rose and Walker 2004). Walker el al. (2008) found evidence that the harn1onizing 
retroflex posture persists during apparent transparent non-coronal consonants 'vhen 
they occur behveen harmonizing fricatives. Such a result is more supportive of 
a spreading or gestural analysis, in line '''ith Gafos's (1999) Articulatory Locality 
model. Results were not conclusive for the intervening coronals. Research of this 
nature should be conducted on languages that have robust non-retroflex sibilant 
harn1ony to help address the question of whether spreading or correspondence 
is a more appropriate analysis. At the same time, this raises the issue of whetl1er 
gradient phonetic articulatory results should be used to determine phonological 
representations. 

Finally, Gallagher (2010) utilizes perceptual experiments to test the validity 
of her contrastive perceptual di.stance n1odel of laryngeal harn1ony. An1erican 
Engl ish subjects 'vho listened to pairs of Bolivian Qu.ech.ua words "'ith com.bi.na
tions of ejectives and plain stops had ilie greatest difficulty perceiving contrasts 
ben,reen hvo '"ords '"here an ejective and a plain stop contrasted \Vith t'vo ejectives 
([k'apa] vs. [k'ap'a]). The two harmonic forms wherein hvo ejectives contrast with 
two plain stops ([k'ap'a) vs. (kapa]) '"ere the easiest to perceive, with [k'apa] vs. 
(kapa ) occupying an intermediary position. It is argued that these results pro
vide support for a perceptual motivation for consonant harmony, '''ith harmony 
viewed as a response to avoid difficult perceptual contrasts. 

Experimental research in consonant hannony using a variety of techniques 
n1ay help illun1.inate the causes of har1nony (perceptual, articulatory, or both) 
and the best phonological analysis of this phenoo1enon. It may help sort out 
\vhether consonant harmony should be vie,ved as a unified phenomenon or as 
several disparate phenomena that share the common characteristic of assimilation 
at a di.stance. 
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5 Conclusion 

Consonant harn1ony has intrigued researchers for many years, due to its tantaliz
ing sinlilarities to other types of harmony. Recognizing \vhat distinguishes it 
from other harmony systems has nevertheless pushed analysis in new directions. 
T"'O competing approaches have been advanced: spreading of features or gestural 
extension and correspondence bet,veen segn1ents requiring matching for features. 
Both analyses have positive attributes, but both are not \Vithout challenges. It is 
also possible that spreading is appropriate for son1e harn1ony systems but corres
pondence for others, as ha.s been suggested by different researchers (Hansson 
200la; Gallagher and Coon 2009; Kochetov and RadiSic 2009). Research in exper

imental directions may help shed light on \vhich analysis is ultimately correct and 
whether altogether ne\v analyses \Vil! eventually emerge. 
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78 Nasal Harmony 

RACHEL WALKER 

Nasal harmony refers to phonological patterns \vhere nasalization is transmitted 
in long-distance fashion. The long-distance nature of nasal harmony can be met 
by the transnussion of nasalization either to a series of segn1ents or to a non-adjacent 
segment. Na.sal harmony usuaUy occurs within 'vords or a smaller domain, 
either morphologically or prosodically defined. This chapter introduces the chief 
characteristics of nasal harmony patterns \Vith exemplification, and highlights related 
theoretical then1es. It focuses prin1arily on the different roles that segn1ents can 
play in nasal harmony, and the typological properties to which they give rise. 
The foUo,-ving terminological conventions will be assumed. A trigger is a segment 
that initiates nasal harmony. A target is a segment that undergoes harmony. An 
opaque segment or blocker halts nasal harmony. A tran.s1inren.t seg111ent is one that 
does not display nasalization within a span of nasal harmony, but does not halt 
harn1ony fron1 transn1itting beyond it. 

Three broad categories of nasal harmony are considered in this chapter. They 
are (i) nasal VO\vel-consonant harmony with opaque segments, (ii) nasal vowel
consonant harmony '"ith transparent seg1nents, and (iii) nasal consonant harmony. 
Each of these groups of systen1s show characteristic hallmarks. Nasal VO\Vel
consonant harn1ony refers to systen1s in '"'hich vowels and consonants participate 
in the pattern as either triggers or targets. Sundanese manifests one of the most 
limited forms of nasal vo,vel--consonant harmony, \vhere vo"'els and laryngeal 
segments are targets of harmony. Other systems are more liberal in the scope 
of their targets, including some or all sonorant consonants, and sometin1es even 
obstruents. In n1any patterns of nasal vowel-consonant harmony, Sundanese 
included, the segments that are not targets are blockers. In other systeni.s, some 
or all obstruents are transparent, \vhile vo\vels, laryngeals and sonorant conson
ants are targets. On the other hand, in nasal consonant harmony, only consonants 
participate, and vo,vels are transparent. Certain categories of consonants are also 
transparent in cases where nasal consonant harmony can occur at any distance 
,.vi.thin its domain. Nasal stops trigger har.mony in these systems, and the targets 
are typically drawn from the set of stops and/or approximant consonants. 

A core topic of theoretical debate revolves around 'vhether systems of nasal 
vo\vel--consonant harmony with opaque segments and those with transparent 
segments should be analyzed as the same or different with respect to the driving 
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force for harmony and the types of representations involved. Further, the distinct 
properties of nasal consonant harn1ony and nasal vowel-consonant harmony have 
led to proposals about their formal differences, such as the level at \vhich the 
feature [nasal] spreads in the structure; more recently, an approach has been advo
cated in which consonant harmony is achieved through relations constructed 
bet"1een similar segments rather than feature spreading. Signposted throughout 
this chapter will be many other issues in phonology 'vith \vhich the topic of nasal 
harmony intersects. For instance, nasal harmony has played a significant role 
in discussions that concern the grol.lllding of phonological patterns in phonetic 
principles, contrast and speech planning. The nature of locality in phonology is 
another primary theme. Directionality effects are also examined in this chapter. 

1 Nasal vowel-consonant harmony with 
opaque segments 

Nasal vo\vel-consonant harmony refers to nasal harmony in which both 
vowels and consonants participate as triggers and/or targets (see CHAPTER 75: 

CONSONANT-VOWEL PLACE FEATURE lNTERACTJONS). A central typological obser
vation that en1erges fron1 cross-linguistic studies is that nasal vo,vel-consonant 
harmony with opaque segments respects the irnplicational scale in (1 ). Categories 
further to the right are progressively disfavored as targets, and the inclusion of 
any category as a target in a hannony pattern implies that all categories to its left 
will be targets (Schourup 1972; Piggott 1992, 2003; Cohn 1993a, 1993b; Walker and 
Pullun1 1999; Walker 2000a; see Hun1e and Odden 1996 for related discussion). 
The category "laryngeals" refers to [h ?). 

(1) vo,vels > laryngeals > glides > liquids > fricatives > obstruent stops 

The hierarchy in (1) sun1JTiarizes a pervasive generalization that emerges from 
nasal vo'''el-consonant harmony patterns across languages. Ho"rever, some fine
tuning may be needed, as discussed in connection \Vith particular cases below. 
The hierarchy has been suggested to have a phonetic basis, \Vhereby nasalization 
of segments that are lo\ver on the scale is disfavored for reasons of articulation, 
aerodynamics, and/or perceptibi lity (see \!\faJker 2000a and references therein). 
Maintenance of a system of contrasts has also been suggested to underlie the 
hierarchy in (1) (e.g. Flemming 2004). This scale shows a striking similarity to 
the sonority hierarchy, on \Vhich see CHA1'TER 49: SONORITY. Nevertheless, they 
are distinct in the ranking of nasal stops, whic11 are usually situated behveen 
liquids and obstrtients in the sonority hierarchy, but could plausibly be loca ted 
at the top left of the scale in (1). Furthermore, consensus is lacking on the place
ment of laryngeals in the sonority scale. I return to this issue later in this section, 
in the context of the in1pedance hierarchy proposed by Hume and Odden (1996); 
for further discussion, see Colm (1993a), Gnanadesikan (1995), Boersma (1998, 2003), 
and \!\fal.ker (2000a). 

Follo\ving the exemplification of hierarchical effects in the typology, some \vays 
of formalizing them are discussed. The exemplification of nasal vo"rel-consonant 
hannony \vith opaque segments begins \Vith patterns that sho'v a narro"rer set 
of blockers and progresses to ones with blocking by more categories. 
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The dialect of Scottish Gaelic spoken in Applecross (Ross-shire), henceforth 
"Applecross Gaelic," displays a nasal harmony \vhere nasalization is reported to 
target all segment categories except obstruent stops (Ternes 2006). Nasalization 
spreads from a stressed nasal vo"rel. Stress is usually - but not always - assigned 
to the initial syllable. Progressive nasalization is halted by an obstruent stop. In 
addition, consonants in the onset of a syllable with a stressed nasal vowel are 
nasalized except obstruent stops. 

(2) a. Monosyllables 
I•:>u ·m 'bare, naked' 
i•a :j 'hand' 
miii. ·f 'finger, toe' len ited via 'f 
k"reak 'maggot' 
stfai·y 'string' 
tay 'ox, stag' 

b. Polysyllabic words 
'fr1aiin 'root (PL)' 
'kana·x 
•!Ya· hiik 
's5hi 
•thnrJar 
'fent·var 
'k"5iSpaxk 
'mWft'ar 
'sn•a ·r�dian 

'.sand' 
'axe, hatchet' 
'tame' 
'plate' 
'grandmother' 
'"rasp' 
'minister (clergyman)' 
'thread' 

Transcriptions of nasalized fricatives in Applecross Gaelic follo"' Ternes; ho,·vever, 
the realization of such segments in general have been the subject of debate. Nasalized 
fricatives present an aerodynamic confound with consequences for perception: 
an increase in velopharyngeal opening tends to reduce frication and a decrease 
in velopharyngeal aperture can reduce perceptible nasalization (CHAPTER 28: THE 
REPRESENTATION OF FRICATIVES). Gerfen (1999, 2001) has brought instrumental 
research to tl1is question for the nasal harmony of Coatzospan Mixtec. See 
Shosted (2006) and Sole (2007a) for recent revie'''S of the issues and experimental 
investigations. Whether and ho'" the gradient trade-offs in realization should be 
represented in phonology remains an open question. 

Color and height distinctions in nasal vowels of Applecross Gaelic are a proper 
subset of those in its oral vo\vels. The mid-high vO"'el series /ea o/ is ahvays oral, 
and, like the obstruent stops, they block nasal harmony. Examples "'ith blocking 
by [a) are given in (3). All other vo\vel qualities in the language ([i i· u E )  a]) can 
be phonen1ically oral or nasal and can become nasalized through nasal harn1ony. 

(3) 'sii.iil'axkani 
'<ijal' 
•nii;in 
k"a't"fiii.na 

'to con1pare' 
'angel' 
'girl, daughter' 
'Catherine' 

Blocking of nasal harmony by mid vo\vels is also attested in M<)ba Yoruba, 
discussed in §2. The resistance of n1id-high vo\vels to contrastive or contextual 
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nasalization has plausible origins in effects of nasalization on the perception of 
vo\vel height. The perceived distance of a height distinction bet"reen nvo oral 
vo\vels is reduced when those same vo\vels are nasalized (e.g. Wright 1986), '"hich 
could give rise to the restriction of nasalization to a subset of the oral vo,vel heights 
i.n Applecross Gaelic (Homer 1998; \IValker 2000a). In general, the number of nasal 
vowels in a language never exceeds the number of oral vowels, and it is rela
tively common for one or more mid nasal vo,vels to be missing relative to the 
oral inventory in a language. Nasalization may interfere 1nost with detection of 
height distinctions involving mid vowels; also perceptual integration of nasalization 
and height in vo,vels disfavors mid percepts (Kingston 2007). This suggests the 
possibility that the descriptive hierarchy in (1) could be moderated by or inter
act \Vith the effects of contrast, an issue to '"hich I return later in this section. 

Given that Applecross Gaelic has nasal stops, the question arises '"'hether they 
too can trigger nasal harn1ony. When they occur in the onset to a stressed syllable 
•vith an oral vowel, they do not. 

(4) mur 'sea' 
mara·v 'dead person' 

These examples do not necessarily den1onstrate that triggers of nasal harmony 
in Applecross Gaelic must be stipulated to exclude nasal stops. It is conceivable 
that stressed vo,vels not only trigger nasal harmony '"hen they are nasal, but also 
block it when they are oral; that is, they can spread nasalization but do not alter 
their own phonenuc oral/nasal quality. A situation of this kind in Guarani is dis
cussed in §2. I found no examples in Applecross Gaelic •vith a stressed oral vo"•el 
and a follo,ving nasal with "'hich to test whether a nasal stop triggers harmony 
in a follo,ving unstressed syllable. The scarcity of such forms is likely because 
vo\vel nasalization in Applecross Gaelic in n1ost cases arose historically fron1 a 
nasal consonant in the vicinity that was either retained, lost, or lenited. In son1e 
case? the nasal consonant is still reflected in the orthography: [ tay] damh 'ox, stag', 
['sa·hf1x] snmhach 'quiet'. 

A pattern of nasal harmony that includes a supralaryngeal fricative among its 
blockers is found in Epena Pedee (Saija), a Choc6 language of Colombia (Hanns 
1985, 1994). Nasal vowels trigger progressive nasal harn1ony, as shown in (Sa). 
Certain con sonants in the onset of a syllable th.at con tains a nasal vo,vel a.lso become 
nasalized, as \Vill be discussed presently. Of particular relevance is the set of con
sonants that block progressive nasal harmony, seen in (Sb); this includes /s/, \Vhich 
is the only supralaryngeal fricative phoneme in the language, as well as other obstru
ent phone1nes and the trill /r/.1 Within the stem, non-continuant obstruents beco1ne 
prenasalized foUo,.ving a nasal vowel (Harms 1994). The phonemic analysis and 
phonetic description for these examples follow Harms. Some phonemic forms are 
constructed on the basis of his orthography, "''hich is close to phonemic. 

' 1'he description of Harms (1985: 16) states that /s/ blocks progressive nasal harmony. The later 
des.:ription by Harms (1994: 8) seems to indicate that /s/ does not always block spreading, but includes 
the e'ample ('mi¥u] 'spear', where it is opaque (1994: 6). Another e'ample, {'si�o] 'sugarcane' (1994: 5), 
could be regarded as showing that /s/ does not block spreading, since Harms's phonemic traJ>Scription 
o( this word posits only the first syllable as underlyingly nasal. However, it is also compatible with 
a treatment in which both the fir1;t and last syllables contain .nasal vowels underlyingly. 
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Regressive nasalization occurs within syllables containing a nasal vovvel but does 
not usually transn1it beyond the onset.2 Syllables in Epena Pedee are open and 
begin '"'ith a consonant; consonant clusters are infrequent. A consonant that is 
tautosyllabic •vith a nasal vo,.vel becomes nasalized except for [p• t• kh tf] ([p t k] 
and [r] do not occur preceding a nasal vo,vel) . In contrast to their behavior i.n the 
progressive harmony, /s/ is characterized as nasalized when preceding a nasal 
vo,vel and voiced stops become full nasals. Harms analyzes [m n] as allophones 
of voiced stops; they are not part of the phonemic inventory. Hanns includes (?] 
in the category of segn1ents that do not become nasalized in the onset to a nasal 
vowel. While nasalization \VOuld not be audible during (?], it is possible that the 
velum is Jo,vered during this segment. The status of (?] in nasal harmony in gen
eral is discussed later in this section. 

(5) a. / 'dihve/ 
/pe'rora/ 
/kha'jara/ 
/he'sa:/ 
/hebe'de/ 

b. /k"i'sia/ 
/'blasu/ 
I 'atfi/ 
/'hop"e/ 
/k"u'tra:/ 
/i'bisi/ 
/\'l'ilhi'da./ 
/'aigi/ 
/ 'tft:ra/ 

['nawe]3 
[pe'lol'a] 
[k"a'.naraJ 
[he'sa:J 
[heme'ne] 
[k"i'si<J l1 
['mJ�su] 
['7a''tfil 
['homp"e] 
[k"u"'tra:] 
(?i'°'bisi] 
[ '''ahl'"da] 
['?aiQgi] 
['tt1:ra]s 

'1nother' 
'guagua (a groundhog-like animal)' 
'than' 
'stinging ant' 
'to play' 
'think' 
'spear' 

'they' 
'fish (sp.)' 
'young n1an' 
'neck' 
'go (PAST PL)' 
'daughter-in-Ja,v' 
'pelican' 

Blocking of nasal harmony by /r I is likely due to the aerodyna1nic and perceptual 
difficulties that a nasal trill wou.ld present (Sole 2002, 2007b). Sole points out that 
"an open velopharyngeal port would bleed the intraoral pressure required to make 
a relaxed oscillator vibrate for trills" (2002: 677). In addition, a velopharyngeal 
opening that was small enough to not in1pair a trill \VOttld likely be of insufficient 
size to produce perceptible nasalization. However, Sole observes that a tap is 
com.patible with nasalization. This is consistent \vith the pattern tha.t Epena 
Pedee displays. The distinct behavior of taps and trills suggests that the category 
of liquids in the scale of targets for nasal harmony should be segregated into a 
category that includes taps, flaps, and lateral approximants and another lower
ranked category that contains trills. A case where taps and laterals are both 
targets to the exclusion of obstrt1ents occurs in ljg, a Niger-Congo language of 
Nigeria (\il/illiamson 1965, 1969, 1987). 

' Harms (1985: 16) describes "a minor degree" of nasalization on a vowel that pre<:edes a nasal syl
lable_, bL1t he characterizes it as "so slight" that he does not represent it in transcription. 
3 A fricative variant [�] of /w I does not block harmony: )'nA1•e] - ['n��e]. 4 This fornl is transcribed in Har1ns (1985) \•.'ith a prenasalized (s), but later descriptio·n i11 Harms 
(1994) i.ndkates that [sJ is not p�enasa.lized followiJ>g a nasal vowel. 
5 Harms (1985: 16) transcribes this forn1 \VithoL1t aspiratio·n of [t); ho'"'e\•er, given his description of 
voiceless stops before a nasal vowel (1985: 15), ii is presumably aspirated. 
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The prenasalization of non-continuant obstruents follo,ving a nasal vo,vel 
raises questions about their representation. One issue is whether the feature 
[nasal] is specified for a portion of these segn1ents, and if it is, ho•v the nasal-oral 
sequence is represented.6 Prenasalized segments have been represented by some 
researchers as a single root or slot 1\>ith specifications for both (+nasal] and (-nasal] 
(e.g. Bivin 1986; Sagey 1990), but Padgett (1995) and Piggott (1997) have analyzed 
prenasalization as a combination of nasal and oral segments. Steriade (1993) pro
poses aperhue-based representations in which the clos1ue and release phases of 
a stop can each forn1 a separate anchor for (nasal], in "'hich case a prenasalized 
stop has (nasal] associated "'ith the closure but not the release. Tied in "'ith Steriade's 
representation is a claim that [nasal] is a privative feature (see also Trigo 1993; 
Steriade 1995), \vhich supports a bipositional representation for prenasalized 
plosives. Beck1nan (1999) applies the aperhue-based approach to prenasal stops 
in Guarani, 1vhich may occur at the boundary between a nasal span and an oral 
span (see §2). While much contemporary research concurs \vith the need for a 
sequence of segments or phases vvithin a segment, the specifics of the repre
sentation ren1ain at issue. On a related topic, Botma (2009) proposes that post
nasalized stops that trigger nasal harmony in Yuhup are underlyi.ngly nasals 
that have undergone denasalization in a particular context. 

Epera (also kno1vn as Epera) has a nasal harmony that is roughly similar to 
Epena Pedee, to which it is related, but it differs in the respect that voiced stops 
do not block progressive nasal harmony "'ithin a morpheme (Nlorris 1978; Bivin 
1986). Thus, nasal hannony transnuts through vocoids, laryngeals, flaps and 
voiced stops, but is blocked by voiceless obstruents, as illustrated in (6). The avail
ability of this pattern could be connected to the lack of contrast betvveen voiced 
and nasal stops in the language. Like Epena Pedee, nasal stops [m n] have been 
analyzed as allophones of voiced stops. Ho1vever, not all languages that lack this 
contrast target voiced stops, as Epena Pedee sho1vs. Nasalization in the under
lying forn1 is shown on the first vowel in a segn1ent sequence that shows nasal 
harmony. 

(6) /bea/ [meal 'bush' 
/hi-/ [hI-] 'to tie' 
/bera/ [n1ela] 'greetings' 
/posoa/ [po"soa) 'termite' 
/saki/ [Sii''ki] 'vvhich' 
/ibaba/ [imama] 'tiger'7 

Nasal harn1ony that affects voiced stops (in so1ne cases ones that are prenasalized 
in oral contexts) and that is blocked by voiceless obstruents is also reported for 
Orejon (Pulleyblank 1989) and Parintintin (Pease and Betts 1971; Bivin 1986). These 
languages, too, seem to lack a contrast benveen oral and nasal voiced stops, although 
1nore detailed descriptions are needed. These patterns suggest that when voiced 

6 I \vill ltse (nasal) to co\rer a privati\•e nasal featl1re or a (+11asal] specificatio11. \'VJ1ere an eql1ip0Uent 
vs. pri,rative disti.r1c-t.io11 is ('e}evant, I. '"ilJ disa.n1bigual'e ,,rjt)\ ± n_ot+.ltion or .i.r1 su('roundi.og discussio.l.'1. 

1 For t1tls example, t11e consonants' phonetic realization is based on tl\e description pro\rided by Ivlorris 
and Bivin. 
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stops and nasals are not in contrast, voiced stops are more prone to undergo nasal 
harmony. Whether the voiced stops in such patterns should be analyzed as 
obstruents is open to debate. For particular cases v-rhere oral stops that alternate 
\•vith nasals in nasal harn1ony have been analyzed as sonorants, see Piggott 
(1992), Rice (1993), Piggott and van der Hulst (1997), Botma (2004, 2009), and Botma 
and Smith (2007), although most often voiceless obstruents are transparent in such 
patterns (see also CHAPTER 8: SONORANTS). 

Arabela, a Zaparoan language of Peru, shows a nasal harmony that targets only 
vowels and glides, as illustrated in (7) (Rich 1963). Nasalization spreads progressively 
from nasal stops and /h/. The glottal fricative is nasal in all contexts in this lan
guage and lacks an oral counterpart. ['] occurs to close a phonological phrase and 
is non-phonen1ic. 

(7) 'neenu' 
'llanu7 
'mJa?nu' 
'nuwa? 
'hifrenJ:? 
'nfrere'ri? 
'krron!? 
'komXl\i? 
'm,veegur'hftnii? 
'heegI? 
'nefre'tu' 
'nl'tjrenu7 

'to turn over' 
'to fly' 
'sw·allo\v' 
'partridge' 
'old '"oman' 
'he laid it down'8 
'deep' 
'over there' 
''viggling' 
'ternutes' 
'daughter' 
'to ca_rry on the back' 

Sundanese, an Austronesian language spoken in Western Java, has a progressive 
nasal harn1ony that targets only vowels and glottals (Robins 1957; Cohn 1990, 1993a). 
Nasal stops are the triggers. 

(8) paian 'v-ret (ACTIVE)' 
Jlaur 'say (ACTIVE)' 
mihak 'take sides (ACTIVE)' 
kumaha 'how?' 
biiJllilr 'to be rich' 
nu?us 'dry (ACTIVE)' 
r.Jiijak 'sift (ACTIVE)' 
t)ii\Vih 'sing (ACTIVE)' 
t)iilia t 'stretch (ACTIVE)' 
marios 'examine (ACTIVE)' 
1J6bah 'change (ACTIVE)' 
t)isar 'displace (ACTIVE)' 
t)iitur 'arrange (ACTIVE)' 

The status of the laryngeals, [h 7), in nasal harmony systems deserves con1ment. 
Laryngeals rarely - perhaps never - block nasal harmony (Walker and Pullum 

• Rich does not distinguish degrees of stress in her transcription. 
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1999; Walker 2000a). Blocking by a glottal stop has been reported for Rejang 
(Austronesian) (McGinn 1979: 187), but field research by Robert Blust suggests 
otherwise (Walker and Pullum 1999: 776, n. 17). In Kaiwa (Tupi-Guarani), nasal 
harmony transmits through (?] at a norn1al speech rate, but (?] is reported 
to block nasal harmony in slo"' speech (Harrison and Taylor 1971: 17). It "'oi.tld 
be valuable to verify these descriptions "'ith modern investigative techniques. 
Across languages, the overwhelming tendency is for nasal harmony to trans1rrit 
through laryngeals. This has prompted researchers to situate laryngeals above the 
category of glides in the hierarchy that characterizes cross-language variation 
in targets of nasal vov.rel-consonant harmony, as in (1) (Schourup 1972; Piggott 
1992; Walker and Pullum 1999). Levi (2005) has proposed a refinement in \vhich 
laryngeals are situated higher than phonemic glides in particular, that is, higher 
than glides that are not derived fron1 vo>vels rather than glides that are the 
non-syllabic realization of vowels. 

Laryngeals have sparked discussion about the representation of nasal segments 
and the definition of the feature [nasal] (CHAPTER 7: FEATURE SPECIFICATION 
AND UNDERSPECIFICATION; CHAPTER 17: DISTINCTIVE FEATURES; CHAPTER 27: THE 
ORGANlZATlON OF FEATURES). If [nasal] reports to the supralaryngeal node in the 
feature geometry, then laryngeal segn1ents could not be phonologically nasal, 
vvhereas if [nasal] were a dependent of the root node, any segment could poten
tially be specified for [nasal] in the phonology (Cohn 1990, 1993a). Cohn assumes 
the forn1er representation, but leaves the issue open for further research. Under 
the assun1pti.on that [nasal] is dependent on the supralaryngeal node, laryngeals 
are phonetically nasalized in the context of nasal segments but they do not 
participate in nasal processes in the phonology or have the capacity to show nasal 
contrasts. Piggott (1992) takes a different perspective, in \vhich laryngeals can 
be phonologically [nasal], and may therefore undergo nasal harn1ony. In the 
geon1etry that he assumes, [nasal] can be dependent on a soft palate node, which 
reports to the root. He supposes, ho\·vever, that a nasalized glottal stop is not 
phonetically possible, because of its lack of egressive nasal airflo\v. Accordingly, 
Piggott postulates a feature co-occurrence restriction over [nasal] and [constricted 
glottis] that applies at the later level of phonetic irnple1nentation. 

vValker and Pullum (1999) also contend that laryngeals can be phonologically 
specified for [nasal]. Support they cite for this clain1 includes patterns in which 
[fl.) trigge.rs nasa.l harmony (e.g. Arabela) o.r contexti.iaJ vowel nasalization. For 
t"'O such languages (Kw�ngali, Seimat), they note evidence for a phonemic con
trast between [h] and [h]. In addition, Walker and Pullum observe that the 
scarcity of blocking of nasal harmony by laryngeals points to their being highly 
compatible with acquired nasalization, a tendency that can be straightforwardly 
captu.red if laryngeals can be phonologicaUy nasaJ. To allow the possibility of nasa.l
ized laryngeals, they conclude that [nasal] should be defined as corresponding to 
an open velopharyngeal port rather than requiring nasal airflo\v (see also Cohn 
1993a; Padgett 1995; Hume and Odden 1996). Therefore, a glottal stop can be nasal
ized by virtue of the lowered velum posture even U1ough there is no airflo\v through 
the nasal cavity. In  accordance "'ith this perspective, laryngeals a.re transcribed 
as nasalized in this chapter when they occur 'vithin a nasal harmony span. It is 
plausible that ['] at the periphery of a nasal harmony span, e.g. in Epena Pedee 
and Arabela, should li.J<e,vise be treated as specified for [nasal]. Because of the 
lack of airflow, nasali.zation >vill not be perceptible during [?]. This n1akes it unlikely 
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that glottal stops \Viii shO\V a phonemic contrast in nasality (but see \Nalker and 
Pullum 1999 for a hypothesized scenario). 

The language data presented above illustrate the scale of targets in patterns of 
nasal harmony that show blocking. All of the particular cases considered sho\v 
progressive harmony, \vith regressive harmony in the syllable in some instances. 
How·ever, some patterns show more robust regressive harmony, as discussed in 
§4. The scalar effects for targets have been analyzed by \-Valker (2000a) as the result 
of a hierarchy of feature co-occurrence constraints abbreviated as in (9) (exclud
ing laryngeals, discussed belo"'). The constraint *NAS-0BSTRUENT5TOP prohibits 
a lo,vered velum during a segment that also has the features that characterize an 
obstruent stop, a segment that is highly difficult if not impossible. Nasalization 
during an articulation \Vith stoppage in the oral cavity usually results in a sonorant 
stop (e.g. [n1 n J1 1J], etc.). 

(9) Nasalized seginent constraint hierarchy 
*NAS-0BSTRUENT5T01' >> *NAS-fRlCATIVE >> *NAS-LIQUID >> "NAS-GLIDE >> 
*NAS-VO\VEL 

In addition to nasal harmony surveys, this markedness scaling gains support 
from other facts about nasal patterns, such as segment inventories and nasal place 
assin1ilation (e.g. Pulleyblank 1989; Cohn 1993a; Padgett 1995). The constraint hier
archy can be used to obtain cross-language differences in the sets of targets and 
opaque segn1ents by ranking a harn1ony-driving constraint at different breaks 
in the hierarchy. Feature co-occurrence constraints that dominate the harmony 
driver \vill correspond to blocking segments and ones that are dominated \vill 
correspond to targets. 

\iValker suggests that the hierarchy of constraints is grounded in factors of articu
latory con1patibility, aerodynanuc difficulty, and ease of perceptibility. However, 
some researchers have observed tl1at conflating these factors is problematic with 
regard to inventory contrasts and laryngeals. Ni Chiosain and Padgett (1997) point 
out that with respect to articulatory compatibility, a constraint against [?] is 
expected to be lo\v-ranked, likely at the same level or even below "NAs-VowEL. 
However, because of the lack of perceptibility of nasalization during a glottal stop, 
[?) vs. (?) makes a poor phonemic contra.st. If the hierarchy in (9) included •[?] at 
or near the bottom, it would correctly predict the lack of blocking by (?) in nasal 
harmony, but it "'Ould not account for the disfavored status of a contrast 
bet\veen [?] and [?]. Ni Chiosain and Padgett propose that •[?] is low-ranked in 
fue articulatory 1narkedness hierarchy, but attribute the contrastive distribution 
to the activity of a separate constraint CONTRAST[nas), "'hich penalizes a [?J/[7) 
distinction. Flemming (2004) goes a step further, suggesting that blocking effects 
in nasal harmony are a consequence of constraints governing the maintenance of 
contrasts, a possibility also noted by Ni Cluos.i in and Padgett (CHAPTER 2: CON
TRAST). Under Flemnling's forn1alization, the constraint hierarcl1y in question scales 
nasalized segments according to their proximity to a na.sa.l stop. Thus nasalized 
fricatives are conceived as highly indistinct from nasal stops, but nasalized vowels 
and laryngeals are at the upper end of the scale of distinctness from a nasal stop. 
Boers1na (2003) proposes an account of the nasal glottal stop that distinguishes its 
articulation and perception but with different in1plementation. 
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Other work that emphasizes the role of segmental distinctions includes Homer 
(1998), '"ho employs contrast-sensitive constraints to obtain blocking in nasal 
harmony. Piggott (2003) proposes faithfulness constraints specific to categories of 
blocking segments (stop, fricative, liquid, glide) that simultaneously prohibit seg
ment deletion and feature change (CI·IAPTER 63: MARKEONESS ANO FAITHFULNESS 
CONSTRAINTS). He argues that this prevents the possibility that a less favored 
segment category could undergo nasal harmony to the exclusion of preferred tar
gets, by replacement of the less favored category with a nasal stop. For example, 
replacement of a liquid with a nasal stop would bypass the violation of a feature 
co-occurrence constraint on nasalized liquids, in \Vhich circumstance a nasal har
mony system could be expected to exist that allo,vs liquids to undergo harmony, 
but not glides. A faithfulness-based approach to hierarchical nasal harn1ony effects 
is also proposed by Boersn1a (1998, 2003), using constraints that penalize adding 
nasalization in consonants. Constraints for consonants with greater oral constriction 
are generaUy ranked higher, as nasalization is posited to have a greater perceptual 
effect in these segments. 

Another perspective on the basis of an implicational scale of targets makes a 
connection with its similarity to the sonority hierarchy, mentioned earlier. Hume 
and Odden propose that the effects of both hierarchies reduce to an impedance 
hierarchy, where impedance is defined as "the resistance offered by a sound to 
the flow of air through the vocal tract above the glottis" (1996: 358), a concept 
reminiscent of Boersma's reference to degree of oral constriction. Among supra
laryngeal segments, obstruent stops have the greatest ilnpedance, and vowels and 
glides the least. Segments '"ith lo'" impedance values are favored as syllable peaks, 
a characteristic traditionally diagnostic of high-sonority segments, and they show 
greater susceptibility to nasalization. Laryngeals have an impedance value of 0. 
This renders them highly susceptible to nasalization, but their inability to con
stitute a syllable peak follo>vs fron1 an assumption that a syllable peak has some 
impedance value, i.e. a non-zero value. This addresses the earlier-n1entioned dis
crepancy concerning laryngeals in scales governing nasal harmony and what are 
traditionally sonority-based phenomena (i.e. syllabification), yet it posits a com
mon underlying basis from which scalar effects across these phenomena are derived. 
This approach is extended by Clements and Osu (2003), \vho iJ1terpret resistance 
to nasalization in terms of a scale of obstruence, a near-synonym of impedance. 
Their study revolves around lk\vere, an lgboid language of Nigeria, in \vhi.ch nasal 
harmony transmits through vo"'els, approxirnants, and non-explosive stops, but 
is blocked by fricatives and obstruent stops. This leads them to add a category 
consisting of implosives and other non-explosive stops behveen liquids and frica
tives on the nasalizability scale. 

Despite the differences in formal perspectives on patterns of nasal harui.ony with 
opaque segments, there is broad consensus that groups of targets vs. blockers 
essentially conform to the descriptive hierarchy in (1). In addition to new case 
studies, like that of lkwere, future research beariJ1g on these approaches may rest 
largely on the scope of coverage and en1phasis, for example the treatment of sonor
ity o.r contrast in the theory, \vhich situate the account of nasal harmony in a wider 
context. \'\/here explanatory overlap exists, general issues of theoretical imple
mentation '"ill also be relevant. For instance, future work on the division of labor 
between contrast, segmental markedness, and faithfulness in the theory could inform 
the types of constraints that are expected to be possible. 
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2 Nasal vowel-consonant harmony with 
transparent segments 

Patterns of nasal vowel�onsonant harmony \Vith transparent segments are also 
attested. Whether the hierarchy in (1) is relevant for these patterns is a 01atter of 
debate, intersecting \Vith fundamental questions aboi.it the ki.nds of representa
tions that are involved and \vhether these systems are of the same basic "type" 
as ones with opaque segments. 

A well-known pattern of nasal VO\\'el�onsonant harn1ony with transparent 
segments is widely attested in the Tucanoan family. Typically, all voiced segn1ents 
in a morpheme are either nasal or oral. Voiceless obstruents are consistently oral. 
They may occur in nasal morphemes, and do not prevent nasal harmony from 
operating among flanking voiced segments. Examples of nasal hannony in mor
phen1es and "'ords of Tucano, spoken in Colombia, are given in (lOa), and oral 
items are provided in (lOb) (West and \i\felch 1967; Noske 1995).9 Although not 
marked as nasal in the sources, I show laryngeals as nasalized in nasal morphemes 
(see discussion in §1 ). Noske notes that [h] occurs in nasal contexts in other Eastern 
Tucanoan languages and she tentatively postulates that /h/ is like,vise realized 
as nasal in Tuca.no.10 

(JO) a. •veo 'panpipe flutes' 
\\rPma 'child' 
imi 'man' 
\\rati 'devil' 
ma ha 'n1aca,v' 

ma?a 'trail' 
niti 'charcoal' 
Johka 'a drink made from bitter manioc' 
si'l'a 'pineapple' 
masa 'people' 
?E?kea 'nose' 
sukua 'small of back' 

b. 1a1 'jaguar' 
jtst 'pig' 
oho 'banana' 
ka.hpea 'eye' 
oso 'bat' 
ake 'monkey' 
pa tu 'coca' 
paga 'ston1ach' 
S£f£ 'a skin disease' 
"'be7ro 'later' 
"dieri 'eggs' 
etagi 'the one 'vho is arriving' 

• On the ope.ration of nasal. harmony from roots to ce�tain suffixes in Tucai\o, see Tdgo {1988) and 
Neske (1995). 
1• An off-gUde lh], realized predictably in word-final position, is not shown in these transcriptions. 
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In Tucano, a complementary distribution exists behveen nasal stops and voiced 
stops (realized as oral or prenasalized, depending on context), with the former 
occurring i.n nasal morphen1es and the latter in oral morphemes. In nasal n1or
phemes, Noske (1995) postulates that (+nasal] is a feature of the entire morpheme, 
and it is floating, i.e. unassociated, in the underlyi.ng representation. She assumes 
that [+nasal] links to the first vo"rel i.n the "'ord and spreads \Vithin the morpheme, 
as illustrated in (11).11 

(11) s e r a � S E  f a  � S E  l a  

l / ·'.·�,··· 
[+nas] [+nas] [+nas] 

Tucano has a small nun1ber of disharmonic roots that contain both nasal and oral 
vowels, e.g. [k6"'p€) 1eft', [seo�.e) 'paca'. Noske treats these with (+nasal) features 
that are specified for individual segments underlyi.ngly. She argues that [-nasal] 
specifications are needed i.n addition to [+nasal], to prevent [+nasal] from spread
ing to all voiced segn1ents. This is shown in (12). /BI represents the phoneme 
that is variously realized as a nasal or voiced labial stop.12 

(12) s e B e  

I \ 
s e  1n e 

I ---\ 
[-nas] [+nas] [-nas] [+nas] 

In systems '"here voiceless obstruents do not impede harmony, descriptions 
largely converge on the realization of these consonants as voiceless obstruents i.n 
nasal harmony contexts. Consider the case of nasal vo\vel-consonant harmony i.n 
Guarani, where voiceless consonants are reported to be transparent.13 An acous
tic study of voiceless stops in nasal harmony contexts in unsuffixed Guarani words 
found no evidence of nasal airfknv energy during the stop closure, nor was the 
closure fully voiced (Walker 1999). On the ongoing debate about instrumental 
evidence for nasalized fricatives, see the aforen1entioned references on that topic . 
Examples of nasal harmony in Guarani are given in (13). The data are fron1 Gregores 
and Suarez (1967), Rivas (1975), Piggott and Hun1bert (1997), and Kaiser (2008). 
Nasa.l harmony that targets voiced seg.ments and laryngea.ls is triggered by a stressed 
nasal vo,.vel (a, b ), and stressed syllables that contain an oral vo\vel block harmony 
(b). Harn1ony is robust in the regressive direction and is also triggered by a 
prenasalized stop (c).14 Progressive harmony might be more restricted.15 There is 

11 [£1 is an allophone of [e) in 'f<1cano. 
" Noske assumes :t.n intermediate stage in this derivation that is not relevant to the issues lUlder focus. 
" However, the locative suffix shows an alternation between [ ·pe) and (-me). See Piggott and Humbert 
(1997) for discussion. 
M Kaiser (2008) finds that word-initial vo\vels often do not l1ndergo nasal harmon)' in \vords O\'er 
two syllables long. She spentlates that a morph.eme boundary might be blocking harmony in these forms. 
'5 Kaiser (2008} observes that the data ava;Jable do not confirm whether progressive harmony can 
affect more th:t.n one syllable. See also Piggott and Humbert (1997) on observed asymmetries in 
progressive vs. regressi\•e har111011y in Guarani. Jf it \Vere determined tl1at progressive harmony does 
l\OI advance beyond oJle syllable, then the second two examples in (J3b) would be most rel.evant to 
establish blocking by a stressed syllable, for regressive harmony from the following nasal vowel or 
prenasalized stop. 
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a long history of discussion of the Guarani pattern in the theoretical literature. 
For overvie,vs, see Piggott and Hun1bert (1997), Beckman (1999) and Walker (2000a). 

(13) a. /"do-roi-"du 'pa-i/ [noroinii'pai] 'I don't beat you' 
I ro-"'bo-po'ra/ [l'on1opo 'l'a] 'I en1bellished you' 

b. /idja,kara'ku/ [iJla,ka.i'a'ku] 'is hot-headed' 
/u'peifa,ro/ [u'peifa,.i'o]"' 'then, because of that' 

[Jlasa,i"'du1] 'moonlight' 
c. I ro-"'bo-he'"du/ [1'01nohe"'du] 'I made you hear' 

I ro-"'bo-uj'"a'ta/ [l'ombou("a' ta] 'I made you walk' 

lvl¢ba Yoruba has a regressive nasal harmony in \vhich both voiced and voice
less stops are transparent, as \veil as fricatives, as shov•:n in (14). The harmony 
targets vo,vels, glides, and liquids (Ajib6ye 2001; Piggott 2003; Archangeli and 
Pulleyblank 2007). However, as n1entioned in §1, nud VO\Vels block harmony. Mid 
vtnvels are always oral, "'ith the except ion of [5] ,vhen it is an allophone of /a/. 
In addition, despite the occurrence of phonemic /a/ in the language, /a/ is opaque 
to harmony: [lsasfi] 'kind of pot', [agt1t�] 'sheep'. 

(14) /uw�/ [i:nv5J 'lie' 
/ju/ [Jlfi l 'go' 
/urt/ [ firiJ ''"'alk' 
/rU-orI/ [rorI] 'to che\v che\ving stick' 
11&1 [n&] 'to spend' 
/id�/ (id�] 'n1agic' 
/udtl/ [udt1J 'lover of S\veet things' 
/egigi1/ [egigf1] 'bone' 

/Ltgbf/ [��bf] 'snail' 
/l-si/ [isi] '\vorship' 
/it�/ [h�J 'story' 
/iki/ [iki] 'mucus' 

Piggott suggests that voiced stops are underlyingly obstruents in M.¢bil Yoruba, 
unlike languages \vhere voiced stops alternate '"ith nasals in nasal harmony, for 
\vhich he analyzes the voiced stops as sonorants (see also Botma 2009). 

The patterns of nasal harn1ony in Guarani and M¢ba Yoruba are also reveal
ing with respect to possible don1ains of nasal vo"'el-consonant harn1ony. In Guarani, 
harmony can be bounded at an edge by a stressed syUable, as seen in (13b ). This 
has led some researchers to analyze some or all of Guarani nasal harmony as 
operating "'ithin metrically defined constituents or via them (e.g. Sportiche 1977; 
Halle and Vergnaud 1978; van der Hulst and Smith 1982; Fle1nnling 1993; Piggott 
and Hun1bert 1997; see also CHAPTER 40: THE FOOT; CHAPTER 41: THE REPRESENTATION 
OF WORD STRESS). Beckman (:1999) offers a different perspective, in whid1 the role 
of stressed syllables in Guarani is attributed to the preservation of the underlying 
oral/nasal quality of segments in these positions. That approach also accounts 
for the limitation of phonenuc nasality in vowels to stressed syllables. 

Another level of prosodic structure has been suggested to be relevant for har
mony in M¢ba Yoruba. In this language, nasaJ harmony can span a word boundary. 

" The vowel sequence [ei] in this form is tautosyllabic (Kaiser 2008). 
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Examples are given in (15). Ajfb6ye (2001) describes /II/ as a particle and analyzes 
the do1nain of harmony as the prosodic '''ord, a constituent that can contain more 
than a n1orphological word. 

(15) /ki Ii/ 
/lsi Ii/ 

[kr nil 
[isf ni] 

\-vhat is it?' 
'\vho is s/he?' 

/ki a/ 
/isi a/ 

(ki a] 
[isf a] 

\vhat is it?' 
'"'ho is s/he?' 

Returning to issues surrounding transparent segn1ents and targets, for the Tucano
type patterns in particular, debate has surroiu1ded their analysis and the conception 
of \Vhere they fit in the typology of nasal harmony. One primary approach to these 
systems posits that they involve different segmental representations from systems 
like those described in §1, \Vith opaque segments (Piggott 1992). Specifically, they 
differ in the dependency of the feature [+nasal] in the feature geo1netry, and in 
the node that spreads in nasal harn1ony. In systems with transparent voiceless 
obstruents, (+nasal] is dependent on a spontaneous voici.ng node (SV), which is 
present in sonorant segments. Harmony results from the spreading of [+nasal] 
among adjacent SV nodes, as depicted in (16). Voiceless stops are transparent to 
harmony because they lack an SV node. Voiced stops are treated as sonorants in 
these systems (see discussion in §1).17 Piggott suggests that sonorancy is the source 
of prenasalization of these consonants in certain oral contexts. The realization 
is attributed to an articulatory configuration needed to produce spontaneous 
voicing. Prenasalization in this circumstance thus does not involve a specifica
tion for [+nasal] but rather is an epiphenomenon of the sonorant stops' phonetic 
in1plementation. 

(16) w a t i 

Root Root Root Root 

I I I 
SV SV sv 

,, - .. - .. ... ..  • - - .. -"'�,!,. . .. - - - -

[+nas] 

In nasal harmony \vith opaque seg1nents, [±nasal] is dependent on a soft palate 
(SP) node. An SP node is underlyingly specified. in some consonants. Nasal ha.r
mony ensues from spreading of the SP node to segments that lack it, as sho'''n 
in (17) for a Sundanese form. Under this approach, differences in the set of opaque 
segn1ents arise from differences in the segments that are underlyingly specified 
for an SP node (governed by Piggott's Contrastive Nasality Principle). 

(17) I) a J a k 

Root Root Root Root Root 

I --- I I "' .. - .. .... .. 

SP SP SP 

I I I 
[+nas] [-nas] [-nas] 

i; For other aSSllmptions abOl1t the representation of sonorant stops in the context of nasal harmony 
systems, see Botma (2004, 2009) and Botma and Smith (2007). 
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In other 'vork, nasal vo\vel-consonant harmony systems '"ith transparency vs. 
blocking have been divided along the lines of relations behveen syllables and 
segments (Piggott 1996, 2003; Piggott and van der Hulst 1997). In nasal harmony 
\•vith transparent consonants, [nasal) is considered to be licensed as a property of 
the syllable, "'hereas in harmony with blocking segments, the host for [nasal) 
is the segment. In the case of syllable licensing, [nasal] is associated with the 
syllable head - the nucleus (see CHAPTER 33: SYLLABLE-INTERNAL STRUCTURE) - and 
becomes associated '"ith all other sonorant seg1nents in the syllable (Piggott 2003; 
see Botn1a 2004, 2009 for a related claim). Locality is respected in harn1ony with 
transparent consonants, because no syllable heads are skipped in the propaga
tion of nasal harmony. Noske (1995) also assumes a licensing relation bet"'een 
the syllable and [±nasal] for the Tucano pattern, but \Vith some different specifics 
in her assumptions. 

In another approach that posits a basic difference between nasal vowel-consonant 
systems, those with opaque seg.ments are caused by articulatory spreading, v.rhereas 
those \Vith transparent consonants involve spreading that is perceptually based 
(Boersma 1998, 2003). Patterns with blocking are claimed to be driven by an articu
latory constraint that penalizes shifts in the position of the velum. This constraint 
can favor persistence or early onset of a ]o,vered velum in a "'Ord that contains 
a nasal segment. For patterns with transparent obstruents, such as the Tucano type 
of system, Boersma proposes that a perceptually based constraint drives harmony, 
causing nasalized segments that are interrupted by an oral segn1ent to be per
ceived with a single value of [+nasal]. This perceptual representation is distinct 
from the articulation in which the nasalized seg1nents are interrupted by a velum
raising gesture. Boersma Stlggests that the reason aU sonorants become nasalized in 
patterns \vith transparency is connected to the lexical-level specification of nasality 
in these languages (see (11)). Boersma reasons that if [±nasal] is a suprasegmental 
feahrre, it is less likely to be specified for individual segments. Segments are thus 
less likely to have a [-nasal] specification to which to be faithful, and segn1ents 
that do not becon1e nasalized 'viii be the ones that are inherently problematic in 
combination "'ith nasalization, i.e. fricatives and plosives. 

The notion that nasal vowel-consonant harmony patterns \Vith transparency 
are tied to perception is also pursued in \vork by Sanders (2003). He proposes 
that nasal harmony in Tucano-type languages is driven by dispersion constraints 
on the percepttlal distance of systemic contrasts. These constraints favor "'Ords 
that differ to the greatest extent possible in the perception of a nasal/ oral con
trast, '"hile obeying higher-ranked constraints that prohibit nasalized voiceless 
obstruents, i.e. they favor the morphemes in vvhich all segments besides voiceless 
obstruents are the san1e in nasality. 

In contrast to analyses ,.vhere patterns '"ith transparent segments are analyzed 
as involving representations or harmony imperatives that are different from those 
\vith opaque segments, another approach analyzes these systems as having a 
common source (Walker 2000a, 2003). This account emphasizes a con1plementarity 
in the patterns: there is no nasal vovvel-consonant harmony in which all of the 
segn1ents become nasalized, yet there are systems in '" hich obstruents are trans
parent and the remaining segments are targets. Obstruents form the focus of the 
complementarity . All segments except (some) obstruents have the potential to be 
targets in nasal vowel-consonant harmony and only obstruents are transparent. Walker 
proposes a treatment of the patterns that analyzes systen1s '"ith transparent 
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obstruents as cases that correspond to the right endpoint of the hierarchy in (1), 
•vhere nasalization transmits through all segment categories. Walker adduces typo
logical evidence in support of conceptualizing transparent obstruent.s as on a par 
•vith targets. She observes that •v hen obstruents are transparent, all other segment 
categories are targets, a generalization that w·ould be expected if obstruents 'vere 
targets in these systems, because they are lo"1est-ranked on the target scale. More 
generally, a survey of over 75 languages vvith nasal vo,vel-consonant harmony 
reveals that if a seg1nent is "penneated" by nasal harn1ony, that is, if it is targeted 
or behaves as transparent, then all segments belonging to categories that are higher
ranked in the target hierarchy of (1) are also permeated. 

A pattern involving voiced stops is brought to bear on the claim that obstruent 
stops can be targets in nasal vo,vel-consonant harn1ony. The nasal harmony of 
Tuyuca, another Tucanoan language, has been characterized as showing a dif
ference in blocking and transparency effects when it occurs across morphemes 
vs. •vithin them. Like Tucano, i.n harmony within a morpheme, voiced stops alter
nate vvith nasals and voiceless obstruents are transparent to harmony. However, 
harn1ony from stem to suffix is blocked by fricatives and voiced and voiceless 
stops (Barnes 1996; \!Valker 2000a).18 Opaque voiced stops are realized as oral or 
nasal, depending on the nasality of the suffix to 'vhich they belong. (See Trigo 
1988 and Walker 2000a on the separate phonological treatment of voiced/nasal 
velar stops.) \!Valker interprets the blocking of harmony by voiced stops across a 
morpheme boundary as evidence of their underlying obstruent status in Tuyuca 
(cf. Bohna 2004); all suffixes that alternate in nasal harmony issuing fro1n the stem 
therefore begin with a continuant sonorant or laryngeal.19 \'\Then voiced stops 
undergo harmony within a morpheme, they \vould then be an instance of voiced 
obstruent stops that are targets in nasal harmony. 

In this approach, feature spreading is analyzed as strictly local at the level of 
the segn1ent (CHAl'TER SJ: LOCAL ASSIMILATION). This in1plies that seginents can
not be skipped in harn1ony; they n1ust either participate in harn1ony or block it. 
As a consequence, it i.s assumed that a phonological representation is available 
in vvhicl1 a "transparent" obstruent is nasalized (see CMAPTER 91: vowEL HARMONY: 
OPAQUE AND TRANSPARENT VOWELS). The model that Walker proposes is illustrated 
in (18), imple1nented using the concept of a sympathetic candidate (McCarthy 1999). 
A syn1pathetic candidate is a designated fonn to \vhich the actual output is encour
aged to be sin1ilar via the activity of a candidate-to-ca.ndidate correspondence rela
tion behveen this form and the actual output. Arro,vs represent the existence of 
correspondence relations among representations, which mediate the enforcement 
of identity behveen related forms. An1ong the candidate outputs generated for 
an input with a [nasal] specification is one where the feature spreads to all seg
ments in the OlOrpheroe, satisfying the constraint that ddves harmony. This is the 
candidate that becomes designated as "sympathetic." Ho,vever, as (nasal) is not 
compatible \vith an obstruent stop, this candidate is not selected. Instead, a form 
is selected that is identical to the full harmony candidate except that the stop is 

" Tucano has also been analyzed in this way by Trigo (1988), but it has come to light that a suffix 
beginning \Vith a labial voiced stop alternates in nasal harn1011y in tl1is la11guage (Piggott and va11 der 
Hu.1st 1997; Botma 2004), which indicates that voiced stops do not systematically block hannoJ>y from 
the stem to suffix in this language. 
,. l"/hether laryngeals should be treated as scmorants is an open question. 
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oral. Because feature associations may not skip a segment, this candidate must 
have separate [nasal] specifications flanking the oral stop. The actual output is 
thus chosen not directly by the harn1ony-driving constraint but rather because of 
its siinilarity to a candidate that fares best with respect to that constramt. 

(18) Input /wati/ 

Output candidates w a t i ---------+ ,,, a t i 
w v 
[nas] [nas] [nas] 

Sy1npathetic candidate Actual output 
with full harmony with h·ansparent [t] 

This approach makes use of an abstract phonological representation ii1 '.vhich 
obstruent stops are nasalized. Such representations do not occur within the 
actual output but they influence its selection. Another analysis that is similar in 
spirit posits the full harmony form as an intermediate level of representation that 
is generated as the product of a nasal spreading rule (Piggott 1988). A clean-up 
rule that prevents nasalized obstruents then causes the stop to be denasalized, to 
generate the derivational series: ;,,,ati/ -4 \vali -4 [''"'iti]. 

In summary, systems of nasal vowel-consonant harmony w·ith transparent 
consonants have formed the center of discussion on several theoretical themes. 
One basic question is \Vhether they should be considered the same "type" of nasal 
harn1ony as systems ,.vith opaque segments. Also at issue are the segmental rep
resentations mvo.l.ved, in.d11d.ing the organization of [nasal] in the feature geometry, 
the level of structure at "'hich [nasal] spreads, the locality of feature associations, 
and what kmds of abstract representations are mvolved. Questions about levels 
of representation have been touched upon, including \Vhether there are distinct 
articulatory and perceptual representations and the possibility of intern1ediate 
or sympathetic forms. Finally, blocking and transparency effects in nasal vo,vel
consonant harmony have given rise to different perspectives on the harmony 
iinperative and the sources that cause segments to block harmony or behave as 
transparent. 

3 Nasal consonant harmony 

In nasal consonant harmony system.s, nasal harmony involves consonants onJy. 
lVforeover, the participant consonants have been characterized as ones that are 
phonologically siinilar. These systems have been considered to differ from nasal 
vo,vel-consonant harmony ii1 locality and the nature of participant segments, 
givmg rise to proposals m which nasal consonant harmony mvolves a different 
har.r.nony-dr.i.ving iinperative and/or different representations. 

A prototypical case of nasal consonant harmony is found iI1 Kikongo, a Bantu 
language spoken iI1 the Democratic Republic of the Congo (Bentley 1887; Dereau 
1955; Ao 1991; Odden 1994; Piggott 1996; Rose and Walker 2004; see also CHAP

TER 77: LONG-DISTANCE ASSIMILATION OF CONSONANTS). The nasal stop phonen1es of 
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Kikongo are [m n]. Nasal consonant harmony causes voiced stops and /1/ to become 
nasal 'vhen follo\ving a prevocalic nasal stop at any distance in the stem. The stem 
constituent in Ki.kongo consists of the root and suffixes. Examples of alternations 
in the perfective active and applicative suffixes induced by nasal consonant 
harmony are shov»n in (19). The consonant in these suffixes is analyzed as /1/ 
underlyingly. In "'ords where the conditions for nasal harmony are not met, 
/1/ is realized as [d) before [i]. Vo,¥el quality alternations are due to vowel height 
harmony. Vowels and voiceless consonants are transparent to the nasal hannony; 
they ren1ain oral when occurring behveen harn1onizing consonants. The forms in 
(19) consist of stems, as indicated by the initial hyphen according to convention. 

(19) a. Peifective active forms 
-suk-idi 'wash' 
-bud-idi 'hit' 
-bak-idi 'catch' 
-sos-ele 'search for' 

b. Applicative fonns 
-sakid-il-a 'congratulate for' 
-to:t-il-a 'harvest for' 

-nik-ini 
-sun-1111 
-futumuk-ini 
-le:n1-ene 

-nat-in-a 
-dumuk-is-in-a 

'grind' 
'prohibit' 
'revive, rise' 
'shine' 

'carry for' 
'cause to jun1p for' 

In addition to inducing alternations in suffixes, nasal consonant harn1ony is con
sidered to operate \vithin roots, whicl1 do not sho"' a voiced stop or [I) after a 
prevocalic nasal stop. 

Nasal stops that occur in an NC cluster do not trigger nasal consonant harmony 
(20a), nor do they prevent it from operating across them (20b). In addition, a voiced 
oral stop in an NC sequence does not undergo nasal harn1ony fron1 a preceding 
prevocalic nasal. 

(20) Perfective acNve 
a. -bantik-idi 

-kemb-ele 
-bil)g-i.di 
-tond-ele 

b. -mant-ini . . -me1Jg-uu 

'begin' 
's,veep' 
'hunt' 
'love' 
'clin1b' 
'hate' 

Setting aside NC clusters, the targets of nasal consonant harmony are frequently 
voiced stops and approxin1ant consonants (/1/ is the only approximant consonant 
in Kikongo). In some cases, nasal hannony is restricted to consonants separated 
by no ro.ore than a vo,vel. The Bantu language Ndonga shows this pattern (Viljoen 
1973; Rose and Walker 2004). In Ngbaka, a Niger-Congo language spoken in the 
Democratic Republic of the Congo, the lack of co-occurrence of certain nasals and 
prenasalized stops \Vithin a morpheme has been analyzed as the product of nasal 
consonant harmony (Hansson 2001; Rose and Walker 2004). Ngbaka contrasts 
nasal, prenasalized, voiced, and voiceless stops (Thomas 1963, 1970; \!\lescott 1965). 
Nasals may occur together with voiced and voiceless stops in a morpheme but 
not with a prenasalized stop that has the same place of articulation as the nasal 
(Mester 1988; Sagey 1990; van de \!\leijer 1994; CHAPTER 29: SECONDARY AND DOUBLE 
ARTICULATION). 
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Certain root co-occurrence restrictions (see CHAPTER 86: MORPHEME STRUCTURE 
CONSTRAINTS) on consonants in Ganda (Bantu), discussed by Katamba and 
Hyn1an (1991), have also been analyzed as the outcon1e of nasal consonant har
mony (Hansson 2001; Rose and Walker 2004). The patterns in question involve nasals, 
voiced stops, and voiceless stops. Some of the voiced stops display approximant 
variants: [b/�], [d/l], [J/j]. Within a root, nasals do not usually occur with a voiced 
stop (or its approximant variant) that has the same place of articulation. This restric
tion is observed regardless of the order of the nasal and voiced oral consonant.20 
In addition, the combination of a nasal and a voiceless stop '"'ith the san1e place 
of articulation is systematica lly absent if the nasal precedes the stop. Jn attested 
roots, identical nasals co-occur, as do oral voiced stops/approximants '"'ith the 
same place of articulation, as sho,vn in (21a). Also attested are roots that com
bine a nasal and voiced consonant vtith different places of articulation (2lb), and 
roots in '"hich a voiceless stop precedes a nasal (21c). 

(21) a. -memeka 'accuse, denounce' 
' -n6na 'fetch, go for' 

-babi:tla 'sn1oke over fire to n1ake supple' 
' , -guga 'curry favor with' 

b. -b6ne.ka 'become visible' 
-mah\ 'finish' 

c. -tana 'grow septic, fester' 

In the harmony-based analysis of the Ganda pattern, nasal consonant harn1ony 
operates 'vithin a root among oral stops and nasals \vith the same place of articu
lation. For voiced stops the harmony is bidirectional, \vhereas for voiceless stops 
it is progressive only. Hansson's (2001) treattnent also takes into consideration 
restrictions on the co-occurrence of nasal stops and voiced prenasalized stops \Vithin 
a root in Ganda. 

\'\Tith respect to non-contour stops, surveys of nasal consonant harmony in 
Hansson (2001) and Rose and \iValker (2004) reveal the follo"'ing implications: 
(i) patterns that target voiceless stops "'ith the same place of articulation as the 
nasal trigger also target voiced stops \Vi th the san1e place of articulation, and 
(ii) patterns that target voiced stops with a different place of articulation from 
the nasal trigger al.so target voiced. stops with the same place of articu.lation as the 
nasal. An interpretation that has been brought to these generalizations is that nasal 
consonant harmony favors targets that are similar to nasals (vValker 2000b; 
Hansson 2001; Rose and Walker 2004). These patterns are suggested to have a basis 
in speech pla1uling (i.e. the organization and sequencing of abstract units) and its 
physical. execution (i.e. the motor controls that ca.rry Otlt the "pl.an"). The similarity 
hypothesis finds support from speech error research. It is well established that 
the likelihood of a speech error bet\veen t"'O phonemes increases \Vith their phono
logical similarity. A series of speech error elicitation tasks conducted by Walker 
(2007) found that consonants that are more likely to interact in nasal consonant 
harmony are also more likely to participate in speech errors ,,vith speakers of EngUsh. 

w Ganda also sho\vs a dispreference for particular pairs of voiced stops and nasals in a root \.Vl1e11 
the voiced stop and nasal have a different place of articulation and the voiced stop follows the nasal 
(Katamba and Hyman 1991; Hansson 2001). 
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Prior to the extensive typological studies of consonant harmony by Hansson (2001) 
and Rose and Walker (2004), analyses of nasal consonant harmony \Vere developed 
that involved nasal feature spreading at a node within the feature geon1etry (Ao 
1991; Odden 1994; Hy111an 1995) or at a supraseginental level (Piggott 1996). The 
typological studies in question sharpened the characterization of the differences 
bet"1een nasal consonant harmony and nasal vovvel-consonant harmony, leading 
the authors of those studies to analyze nasal consonant harn1ony as the product 
of a different harn1ony-driving mechanisn1 and as involving different represen
tations fron1 those usually assumed for nasal vowel-consonant harn1ony. 

Tv»o of the chief differences behveen nasal consonant harmony and nasal vo,vel
consonant harmony involve locality and types of triggers and targets. Nasal con
sonant harmony targets seginents that are phonologically similar to the nasal stop 
trigger, i.e. stops and approximant consonants. The harmonizing segn1ents are 
usually non-adjacent, \vith at least a vo"rel intervening and sometimes longer 
transparent sequences. In contrast, in nasal VO\·vel--<:onsonant harmony, harmony 
affects a (near-)continuous sequence of segments, and vo,vels are never skipped. 
In the latter systems, favored targets follo'v the scale in (1), \vith vo,vels ranked at 
the top, a scaling suggested to have a basis in the segn1ents' phonetic con1patibil
ity with nasalization or in maintaining distinct contrasts. Consonants that do not 
become nasalized in nasal vo,vel--<:onsonant harmony most often block harmony, 
although in some systems, (some of) the obstruents behave as transparent.21 

The role of phonological similarity and the capacity for action-at-a-distance 
are emphasized in the correspondence-driven approach to nasal consonant 
harn1ony (Walker 2000b; Hansson 2001; Rose and Walker 2004). In this account, 
the occurrence of high phonological similarity behveen consonants can spur a 
formal correspondence relation to be established benveen them. Corresponding 
segments are co-indexed with one another, as illustrated in (22). Nasal harmony 
is effected via the correspondence relation. Constraints for individual feahrres, 
such as [nasal), are postulated that enforce identical specifications in corresponding 
segm.ents, thus producing nasal consonant harn1ony, as in (22b). Because nasal 
assimilation is accomplished through the correspondence relation in this structure, 
the harmonizing segments are not required to share a single [nasal] specification, 
unlike the outcome. of [nasal] spreading, which is usually asstuned for nasal 
vowel--<:onsonant harmony. A representation like that in (22b) is suggested to accom
modate the potential for nasal consonant harmony to occur ao�ong non-adjacent 
segments. 

(22) a. Ila i k-i l,. i 

I 
[nas] 

b. n,. i k i 110 i 
I I 

[nas] [nas] 

In the correspondence-based approach, patterns that sho'v harmony only between 
consonants in adjacent syllables are analyzed using proxi.Jnity-sensitive con
straints governing corresponding segments. The neutrality of preconsonantaJ nasals 

21 Some additional differences are tl1at 11asal cot\sonant llarn1on}' never l1as opaque segn1ents 
(Hansson 2001; Rose and 1.Yalker 2004), whereas many nasal vowel-consonant harmony systems do. 
Also nasal consonant l1arn1on)' does not appear to show sensitivit)' to n1etrical structure, SL1cl1 as stress 
and foot boundaries, and it does not extend across word boundaries (Hansson 2001), although these 
cl1aracteristics are attested in some patterns of nasal vo,\1el-(onsona.nt harmt..)11y. 
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in a Kikongo-type system has been attributed to their dissimilarity from the poten
tial target oral consonants, either in tern1s of their role in syllable structure. (the 
nasals in NC clusters are codas, ;vhereas the oral consonants are onsets) or in terms 
of their release status (the nasals in NC clusters are unreleased, "'hereas the oral 
consonants are released). It is suggested that a voiced stop in an NC cluster does 
not undergo harmony because of avoidance of geminate nasals, \vhich do not 
occur in Kikongo. In Ngbaka, prenasalized stops are considered to be singleton 
consonants - not NC clusters, as in Kikongo - so these issues do not arise. Whether 
the representation and patterning of nasal contours in Ganda fall in line with these 
treatments has yet to be closely considered. 

The correspondence approach to nasal consonant harmony has been applied 
to consonant harmony syste1ns in general. The basis for that proposal is that other 
systen1s of consonant harn1ony also sho\v effects of similarity and action-at-a
distance. See Hansson (2001), Rose and \!\Talker (2004), and CHAPTER 77: LONG
DtSTANCE ASSIMILATION OF CONSONANTS. 

4 Directionality 

This section turns to directionality in nasal harmony. Some systems can be con
sidered bidirectional, '''ith no apparent difference in the pattern of harmony in 
either direction. Nasal consonant harn1ony involving voiced stops in roots of Ganda 
is an example of this kind. Such patterns do not necessitate an overt staten1ent 
of directionality. Also, root-or sten1-controlled harmony where affixes in the don1ain 
of harmony occur only foUov,ring or only preceding the root or stem can give the 
appearance of directional harmony but without requiring formal reference to a 
direction for harmony. However, other systems of nasal hannony sho'" evidence 
of asymn1etrical directionality, >vhere harmony operates in only one direction or 
sho\vs different patterns in its progressive vs. regressive operation. 

A contrast in tl1e direction of nasal vowel-consonant harmony with opaque 
segments is seen in the patterns of the Johore dialect of Malay, an Austronesian 
language of Malaysia, and Capanahua, a Panoan language spoken in Peru. 
Johore Malay shows a harmony from nasal stops that targets vo\vels, laryngeals 
and glides (Onn 1980). liquids and obstruents block harn1ony. Examples in (23) 
show tl1at the harmony is progressive only. 

(23) pilnal)ahan 
pal)awasan 
pan1anda1Jan 
ni.akan 
bal)On 
mana\'.\ran 
majiil) .... .,,., maratapp1-
o:Unom 
ma?ap 

'central focus' 
'supervision' 
'scenery' 
'to eat' 
'to rise' 
'to capture (ACTIVE)' 

'stalk (palm)' 
'to cause to cry' 
'to drink' 
'pardon' 

� Vo\\'eJ nasaliz...1tion in this \vord is assigi1ed according to 011n's descriptio11 and harr11011y rLtle. 
BecaLLSe \'O"'-•el nasalization is predictable in Johore Malay, Onn only marks it \vhen demonstrating 
rule applications. 
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Like Johore Malay, Capanahua displays a nasal harmony that targets vocoids and 
laryngeals and is blocked by other segments (Loos 1969; Piggott 1992); hovtever, 
the direction is regressive. The regressive direction cannot be predicted fron1 
the position of triggers in the syllable structure, as they occur in both syllable 
onsets and codas. Word-final nasals are enclosed in parentheses because they are 
deleted but still trigger harmony.13 

(24) hamawi 
-han1a?ona 

'step on it' 
'coming stepping' 

kajatanai?24 'I went and jumped' 
\vwriinai 'I pushed it' 
b:imi 'fruit' 
lfipoIJki 'do'''nriver' 
klirn1fap 'bovtl' 
ba,vI(n) 'catfish' 
\varii(n) 'squash' 
poja(n) 'ara1' 
?onampa(n) 'l will learn' 

An instance of directionality in nasal vowel-consonant harn1ony \vith trans
parent segments is found in Siriano, a Tucanoan language spoken in Coloolbia 
and Brazil (Bivin 1986). Suffixes in Siriano become nasalized follo,ving a nasal 
stem (excluding certain suffixes that are invariant in nasality). Examples of suffix 
alternations are given in (25). Underlying forms are as provided by Bivin. 

(25) a. 

b. 

/wehe-gi/ (\v£h<gi] 
to fish-3sc MASC 
/wehe-gi/ [wi'hi'Qi] 
to kill-3sc MASC 
/igo-re/ (?igore] 
/igi-rE/ (?itjn�)25 

'\vhen he is fishing' 

'when he is killing' 

'she (COMPLEMENT)' 
'he (COJ\·!PLEMENT)' 

The data in (25) are compatible •vith nasal harmony \vhere directionality is an 
epiphenomenon of root or stem control. Ho,vever, a small group of suffixes 
harn1onize vtith a following suffix rather than the root, as shown in (26). The 
suffi,xes that exhibit this behavior are /-ju/ (SECOND HAND INFORMATlON), /-de:/ 
(PAST NOJllINALIZER), /-bu/ (INCEPTIVE), and /-ku/ (PROBABILITY). 

(26) a. /wa:-ju-pi/ [wa?jupi] 'they say he left' 
to go+EVlD:SECOND HAND+3sc MASC 
/\va:-ju-ra/ ['va?Jliii'a] 'they say they left' 
to go+EVIO:SECOND HAN0+3PL Al\'IMATE 
/wehe-ju-pi/ [\¥i".hi:jupi] 'they say he killed' 
to kill+EVTD:SECOND HAND+3sc MASC 

" Capanahua also manifests a bidirectional nas•l harmony triggered by a nas•l stop that is deleted 
preceding an oral continuant consonant. For discussion, see Loos (1969), Saftr (1982), and Trigo (1988). 
u Vovirel nasalization in this \¥Ord and the next one is assjgned according to Loos's description and 
rules. 
23 Bivin (1986: 71) transcribes the suffix consonant here as [nl, but in other transcriptions that he 
provides for flaps that have 1rndergone nasal harmony in Siriano the conS-Onant is a nasalized flap. 
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b. /\va:-bu-gi/ [\va'bugi] 'about to go (sc MASC)' 
to go+INCEPTIVE+SG MASC 
/\va:-bu-ra/ (wa'1nula] 'about to go (PL)' 
to go+INCEPTIVE+3PL ANIMATE 
/wehe-bu-gi/ (,;,1'.f\1'.bugi] 'about to kill (sc .MASC)' 
to kiJl+INCEPTIVE+SG MASC 

c. /\va:-de:-ro/ [\va'a"dc.'ro] '\vhere he \vent' 
to go+NOM!NALIZER+LOC 
/\va:-de:-ra/ [wa'ani:?ra) 'the ones \.vho went' 
to go+NOMTNALIZER+-3PL ANTM ATE 
/wehe-de:-ro/ ['''ehi'"dc.ro] 'where he killed' 
to kill+NOMINALIZER+LOC 

d. /\va:-ku-a/ (wa'akoa] 'it left' 
to go+PROBABILITY+INANIJ\1ATE 
/\va:-ku-bI/ (v•a'akllmI] 'he left' 
to go+PROBABILITY+EVID:3sc MASC 
/"rehe-ku-a/ [\:Vi'hi'kua] 'it killed' 
to kill+PROBABILITY+INANlMATE 

Bivin notes that /-ju/ and /-ku/ are evidentials, \.vh.ich must appear with a person
number suffix. Although he does not have data to verify the facts for /-de:/ and 
/-bu/, he speculates that they too must be used with an additional suffix. We 
n1ay wonder whether a stipulation for Siriano is needed that harn1ony with these 
suffixes is regressive or \vhether this directionality could be made to follo'" from 
morphological structure. Both possibilities have been considered. Bivin suggests 
that the suffixes in question form a separate lexical class. He treats regressive nasal 
harmony using a left spreading rule for [nasal] that applies to that lexical class. 
He also considers an approam that posits an internal word bow1dary at the left 
of these particular suffixes. This \vould block them from harmonizing with the 
root, as harmony occurs only 'vi.thin words. Bivin disprefers this account becatlse 
he finds no evidence from other Tucanoan languages to support the presence of 
an internal 'vord boundary, nor does he find evidence for an analogous occur
rence of internal \Vord boundaries elsewhere in Siriano. On the other hand, for 
Desano, a language closely related to Siriano, Kaye (1971) treats a similar direc
tionality phenomenon as an epiphenomenon of ni.orphologiec1.l constituency. 
Like Siriano, Desano has a lin1ited number of suffixes that derive their nasality 
from the follo\ving suffix rather than the preceding morpheme. Three of these 
suffixes are the same as those in Siriano (Bivin 1986). Kaye suggests that the suffixes 
targeted by regressive nasal harmony forn1 a n1orphological constituent \\'ith the 
fo.U o,ving suffix that is separate from the preceding stem.26 He pairs this a.ssu.mp
tion \\'ith a bidirectional nasal assimilation rule that applies cyclically to obtain 
differences in the direction of harmony. Siriano and Desano, then, are cases 'vhere 
directionality in nasal harmony can perhaps be reduced to the organization of 
n1orphological structure, but further study on this issue is needed. 

There is possible evidence o.f directionality in nasal consonant harmony. In  the 
nasal consonant harmony of Kikongo, introduced in §-3, harmony is progressive 
in the stem. The examples in (27) show apparent directionality; a voiced stop or 

"' Miller (1999) treats the regressive nasal harmony in Desano as lexicalized. 
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consonantal approximant precedes a nasal in the stem but remains oral. (See also 
the discussion in CHAPTER 77: LONG-DISTANCE ASSIJIHLATION OF CONSONANTS.) 

(27) -dumukina 'jiunp for' 
-bilumuka 'assemble in CXOl\'d' 

Hansson (2001) speculates that progressive directionality in canonical Bantu 
nasal consonant harn1ony, like that of Kikongo, might be reducible to a systen1 
of hannony that is ste111-controlled and that preserves the underlying oral/nasal 
quality of root-initial segments (e.g. using a faithfulness constraint specific to this 
position). Ho,vever, this hypothesis has been questioned. Although the canonical 
Bantu root structure is CVC, Rose and Walker (2004) cite evidence that [bilum] 
is lexically stored as a whole. For the sin1ilar pattern of nasal consonant hannony 
in Y aka, another Bantu language, they point to evidence of stored fonns \vith the 
sequences /CVJVN-/ and /CVbVN-/, •vhich like•vise do not show nasal harmony. 
Because the /1/ or /b/ is not root-initial in these cases, nor does it belong to a dif
ferent cycle from the nasal, it "'ould be expected to undergo nasal harmony that 
was not strictly progressive. Within a correspondence-based approach, Rose and 
Walker propose to analyze directional harmony in these patterns using a precedence
sensitive identity constraint for the feature nasal in corresponding segments. 

In SLUTI, there are systems of nasal vowel-consonant harmony and nasal 
consonant harmony that seem to display directionality effects that cannot be 
attributed to independent aspects of the syste111 or structure. Differences in direc
tionality in certain patterns of nasal vowel-consonant harmony with opaque 
segments present the strongest evidence for these effects. In some cases, certain 
researchers have suggested that morphological structure and I or prosodic posi
tion could obtain the effect of directional harmony, but there is not consensus on 
this explanation for the various patterns discussed above. 

5 Conclusion 

To conclude, at the heart of research on nasal harmony are patterns that fall 
into three descriptive categories: nasal vo\vel-consonant harn1ony \Vith opaque 
segm.ents, nasal vo,vel-consonant harmony \vith transparent segments, and 
nasal consonant harmony. Across languages, patterns belonging to the first cat
egory respect an implicational scale that governs favored targets. Whether nasal 
vo\vel-consonant harn1ony with transparent segments and systems with opaque 
segments share a con1IDon source re111ains in question. Studies bearing on this 
issue have generated diverse perspectives on the harro.ony imperatives, the levels 
of representation that are involved, and the nature of locality. Nasal consonant 
harmony presents differences fron1 nasal vowel-consonant harmony in sho,ving 
action-at-a-distance and in favoring harmony between segments that are phono
logically sinUlar. This has given rise to a correspondence-driven approach to nasal 
consonant harmony, situated in a general. typology of consonant harmony. This 
approach is distinct from the treatment of nasal vowel-consonant harmony, 
which is most often assLuned to involve spreading. 

The study of nasal harmony can illuminate not only the nature of long-distance 
phonological assinUlation but also themes in phonology that are n1ore general in 
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nature. Whereas in the last couple of decades the broad strokes of the typological 
characteristics of nasal harmony patterns have been reasonably well delineated, 
the details of 1nany specific systems remain unknovtn. Future research could be 
fruitfully applied to developing 01ore case studies. The resulting findings will doubt
less in turn shed ne\v light on the theoretical debates and the cross-linguistic char
acterization of nasal harmony, both alone and in the larger picture. 
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NATASHA WARNER 

1 Introduction 

[\?.IAJl<>!) is a four-word phrase of American English (Figure 79.1). What might it 
be? Ho"' could a listener map this phonotactically improbable string back to the 
speaker's intended four-word phrase? Why \vould a native speaker produce this 
realization? The intended phrase was but 1 was like, using the quotative like in the 
utterance but I zvas like, "why zvouldn't you. just go home?". The speaker \vas a young 
female native speaker holding a casual telephone conversation with a friend. 
The fact that /bAt at WAZ latk/ can be produced as (g1A3l<>!] is surprising, but 

l " 3 a ! 

Figure 79.1 Waveform and spectrogram of a conversational speech token of but 
I wns like, demonstrating numerous deletions, mergers, and changes to segments, as 
well as insertion of unexpected /r/-coloring, perhaps as a reflection of the flap of but. 
All spectrograms sho>v a 0-5000 Hz range 
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perhaps even more surprising is that "'hen a native listener hears the utterance, 
it sounds like a normal pronunciation of the phrase. While one nlight not expect 
this realization, \Vhen one exa1ni.nes spontaneous conversation, such surprising 
reductions are rather comn1on. The fact that a surface realization can depart so 
drastically and in variable \-Vays from the underlying represen tation poses prob
lems for phonological theory. The fact that listeners find it unproblematic brings 
up further questions regarding 'vhat a phonological underlying representation 
is, and ho\v speakers and listeners use it. There are three directions from which 
one n1ight approach the topic of reduction: '"'hat sounds the speaker produces 
(acoustics of reduction), ho"' the speaker produces them (reductions and changes 
in articulations), and ho'"' the speech is perceived. 

Phoneticians and phonologists have long kno\vn that speakers sometimes 
produce reduced speech, at least in casual speech sih1ations. [dji?je?] for did you 
eat yet? is often used as a plausible example. However, such examples are so1ne
times presented in phonetics and phonology classes as something that occurs \vhen 
one is at home talking \vith one's spouse, perhaps \Vhen one is not fully a\.vake, 
not as a normal pheno1nenon. Such speech has often been removed from the realtn 
of phonology, and left for phonetic irnple1nentati.on. Yet phoneticians have often 
paid hardly n1ore attention to reduced speech, considering it too uncontrolled to 
give good results. Ladefoged (2003) suggests a.voiding connected speech such as 
storytelling '''hen documenting a language, and advises sticking to \VOrd lists in 
controlled frame sentences. l\1any of the chapters in the Con1pnn.ion. summarize a 
debate about ho\v phonological theories should handle a particular phenomenon. 
This one, instead, summarizes a debate about whether a phenon1enon is even 
relevant. 

The default assumption may be that reduction is not linguistically relevant. 
Speech style (e.g. casual, formal) and speech rate seem like non-linguistic factors, 
outside the boundaries of the abstract system that makes up the granunar. Or 
perhaps speech reduction really does occur primarily when conversing with 
one's spouse, at home, when tired - perhaps it is the exception. Ho"'ever, there 
is also reason to think that reduced speech is anything but peripheral to the 
linguistic system. It may be in fact the normal, typical \vay for humans to com
municate inforn1ati.on. Furthermore, neither phonetic nor phonological theories 
\vere built to handle reduced speech, so reduced speech raises large theoretical 
qt.1estions. 

First, I \Vi.LI discuss terminology. There are many overlapping terms falling 
along more than one din1ension, such as reduced, conversational, connected, 
spontaneous, fast, casual, and natural speech. One could separate a speech rate 
din1ension (fast-slo,.v) out from the din1ension of formality (casual-formal) (see 
also CHAPTER 9'2: VARJABll.ITY). Neither of these is exactly a diro.ension of "reduction": 
some speakers talk very quickly in both formal and informal settings, yet seem 
to maintain almost all of their consonantal articulations. Ho,.vever, reduction is 
probably more common in casual conversation and fast speech. 

Another din1ension might be spontaneity. In n1y own understanding of the 
tern1, "spontaneous speech" refers to any speech in which the \vords are not 
chosen ahead of time. This excludes read speech, speech in a talk one has given 
repeatedly (e.g. politicians' campaign speeches), and speech that is explicitly 
prompted (e.g. shado\ving tasks). When the Oregon Graduate Institute (OGI) 
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collected its Japanese corpus (Nluthusamy et al. 1992), for example, speakers 
\vere instructed to talk about themselves (e.g. hobbies, \Vork) for a minute, \Vhich 
leads to spontaneous monologue speech. I take "cormected" speech to be broader 
than "spontaneous speech," including anything '"here '"ords form part of a longer 
utterance, perhaps even target 'vords in a frame sentence. 

"Conversational" speech sets a stricter requirement, meaning speech that occurs 
'"hile two or more speakers are conversing, whether by telephone or in person, 
and \vhether they kno\v each other or not. Speech can be spontaneous and con
nected but not conversational, as in the OGI n1onologues. "Conversational" speech 
excludes any scripted speech, even reading a scripted conversation. "Casual" 
speech goes one step further, requiring that the speakers be comfortable in the 
setting, con1fortable with the topics and comfortable '"ith their interlocutors. A 
job interview or a discussion of governn1ental policy is usually conversational and 
spontaneous, but not casual. Ho,vever, n1onologues about hobbies or friends can 
be casual 'vithout being conversational if the speakers are comfortable "'ith the 
recording setting. 

Three terms differ from the rest: fast, natural, and reduced speech. Speech 
rate, measurable in intended syllables per second, for exan1ple, does seem to 
be a separate but usually correlated din1ension. For exan1ple, so1ne parts of 
spontaneous conversational speech are very fast, while others may be very slo�v 
(perhaps if the speaker is tired or uninterested in the topic). Ho"'ever, one may 
expect that casual conversation \vould usually have a faster rate in intended 
syllables per second than 1nost careful read speech. "Naturalness" defies a 
simple definition. One can refer to na tural speech as the opposite of synthesized 
speech, so that even nonsense CV syllables can be na.tural if produced by a human. 
Alternatively, linguistic anthropologists may put very strict requirements on the 
setting of "natural speech," such as the speakers not being seated in a sound 
booth, or not having head-mounted microphones on, as these things might make 
the speakers self-conscious, and affect their speech. Thus I \Vill not attempt to fit 
"natural speech" into the other dimensions. 

I take "reduced speech" to refer to changes in the segments or suprasegmentals 
relative to \vhat \vould be expected in a carehtl pronunciation of the same word 
or phrase. "Reduction" thus includes changes to sounds (CHAPTER 66: LENITION; 
e.g. [ 11] or [UJ) for [g) in gonna; Figure 79.2), deletions of expected segn1ents 
(CHAPTER 68: DELET10N; e.g. (,via-] for we were; Figure 79.2), and shrinkage of 
contrast space (e.g. a smaller overall vowel space, or a specific centering like 
[\vi\) for ivhen; CHAPTER 2: CONTRAST). Types \Vil! be discussed below. Clearly, 
ho,vever, not all alterations of segments are reduction: speech errors, dialectal 
differences, historical sound change (CHAPTER 93: SOUND CHANGE), and obligatory 
(morpho-)phonological changes (e.g. /k/ becoming /s/ in electric/electricity; 
Chomsky and Halle 1968) are not reduced speech. "Reduction" refers to changes 
relative to a clearly pronounced surface form, not relative to the underlying form. 
Thus, spontaneous or conversational speech can be defined based on the setting 
in \vhich it is produced, but I define reduced speech based on its acoustic or 
articulatory form. Notably, reduction does occur in relatively carefLll speech, 
although not as often as in spontaneous casual speech, so setting or style alone 
does not define it. I do not define reduction based on it being easier to articulate, 
or requiring Jess movement of the articulators, because it is difficult to define 
objectively for each situation what "easier to articulate" woilld mean. 
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Figure 79.2 Waveform and spectrogram of a conversational token of We were gonnn go 
out, demonstrating approxjmant realizations of the /g/ phonemes (marked 'vith arro\vs) 

2 Historical perspective 

Scholars have long noticed that expected speech sounds are not always produced. 
Richter (1930) gave numerous examples of reduction in French, although from 
relatively careful speech. She notes severe reductions like the deletion of the entire 
syllable -ble in impossible, as "'ell as single-segn1ent deletions, assin1ilations, etc. 
Early scholars like Rid1ter had to develop creative methods to detect reductions, 
since in context reductions sound notoriously unremarkable. Richter recorded 
speech on phonograph records, then played the records back\vards "'hile tran
scribing the sounds she heard. While this may have biased her results in some 
ways, it was a creative \vay to detern1ine "'hat kinds of reductions '"ere present, 
\vithout the benefit of spectrogran1s. 

For several subsequent decades in phonetics and phonology, many scholars 
ackno,vledged that speech reduction exists and gave a fe>v examples of reductions 
that might occur in conversation or in "sloppy" speech. Ho,vever, they usually 
considered reduction phenon1ena as outside the area of interest, stating that 
one should analyze the full foro1 of a \vord rather than the "elliptic," "slovenly," 
or "slurred" forms one finds in "rapid speech" or "familiar talk" (all terms from 
quotations in Johnson 2004). Johnson (2004) cites Hockett (1955) as giving 
examples [drq;a] for did you? and [\vuc!;a] for would you?. Johnson also discusses 
hovv Chomsky and Halie's focus on con1petence rather than performance re1noved 
speech reduction from the field of data to be analyzed. Johnson (2004) provides 
an excellent historical summary. Johnson does point out that European phonology 
(he emphasizes Stampe's Natural Phonology) gave more attention to reduction. 
For example, Dressler (1975) discusses implications of reduction for analysis 
of historical sound change, and advocates Natural Phonology as the best formal 
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phonological approach to reduction. Shockey (2003) presents numerous transcrip
tions of reductions, and discusses ho"' various phonological theories, including 
Natural Phonology, '"'ould handle reduction. Zwicky (1972) and Bolozky (1977) also 
address how to generate variable reduced surface forms in phonology. However, 
the publications that do address reduction represent a minuscule proportion of the 
"'Ork in the field, and papers not explicitly on reduction generally only mention 
careful speech forn1s. The training "'hich new n1embers of the field receive can 
also give an iinpression of the field's stance on reduction: one graduate introductory 
phonology course in an An1erican linguistics department in the 1990s included a 
fe,v examples of minor reductions such as (mrfiu) miss you and a statement that 
\vhat '''e should be studying is the clear speech form of \vords, not reductions. 
Overall, the field of phonology is prin1arily characterized by work that stops at 
the careful speech surface level. Many of the phonological works that do address 
reduction, furthern1ore, discuss reductions of a single segn1ent, rather than the 
more drastic deletions of multiple syUables found in conversational corpora. 

Turning to phonetics, Johnson (2004) notes that phoneticians have discussed 
reductions. The earliest example he cites is Dalby (1986), who exammed ho\v often 
sch\vas (CHAPTER 26: SCHWA) were deleted in English television talk-show speech 
and m a fast speech task in the lab. Richter (1930), n1entioned above, gives an 
early example. Ladefoged et al. (l 976) recorded speech styles ranging from con
versational intervie\VS to isolated \vord-list reading, and failed to find reduction 
of the vowel space. Koopmans-van Beinum (1980), ho,vever, found exactly that 
effect (in Dutch), in a wide variety of speech styles. A search of the Journal of the 
Acoustical Society of America's database, gomg back to 1929, does show early 
studies of conversational speech, although often for engineering purposes, e.g. 
earplug effectiveness (Kryter 1946). 

Still, the vast majority of phonetic research for rnany decades has been on care
fully read speech. To take just one example, Lofqvist and Gracco's (1999) \vork 
using read sentences such as Say "ipa" again is more representative of the field 
than Dalby's (1986) work using television talk-show recordings. This is not a fault 
of the field. In part, technological limitations hindered analysis of large amounts 
of spontaneous conversational speech. Furthermore, there are many interesting 
questions that are more appropriate to answer with carefully controlled speech 
than with open, uncontrolled, variable conversation. 

To confirm objectively that research tlsing spontaneou.s or non-careful speech 
is still the exception in phonetics, I examined every article in a recent volume of 
the Journal of Phonetics (vol. 36, 2008). This volun1e contains 36 research articles, 
including a special issue on phonetics of North An1erican indigenous languages 
(six articles). Of the 36, a total of four articles use speech material occurring in 
a relatively natural setting. No tably, two of those are on infcu1.ts' speech produ.c
tions during play (isolated \vords and babbling). The other t\VO are from the 
special issue on indigenous languages and use field recordings (intervie,vs, mono
logues, and elicitation) as corpora. One additional indigenous languages article 
uses a sentence translation task. Thus, m this volu1ne of the journal, relatively 
natural speech settings seem to be used when it would be difficult or inlpossible 
to obtain data otherwise: with infants and "'ith highly endangered or non
\vritten languages. (One additional article on an African language uses a sentence 
repetition task rather than readii1g.) The remaining 32 articles use careful speech. 
The majority use target \Vords or non-words in repetitive fran1e sentences of 
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the Now I say X again type. Thus, although the sources discussed belov,, demon
strate that there is now a substantial body of research on spontaneous speech and 
reduction, such research represents a small percentage of \Vork in the field. 

Until recently, speech perception and spoken word recognition research has 
also largely avoided speech that might be reduced. Speech perception stimuli tend 
to be even more careful and less natural than the speech for acoustic phonetics: 
a common type of stimulus might be synthesized /ba da ga/ nonsense syllables, 
or perhaps isolated "'ords with one segment gated out. One would be unlikely to 
use stimuli collected fron1 natural conversation unless perception of reduction were 
the topic. Turning to psycholinguistics, much of Cutler and coUeagues' \VOrk is about 
ho''' listeners segment \vords out of connected speech. Still, Cutler points out 
(1998; see also Mehta and Cutler 1988) that one usually uses carefully pronounced 
stimuli \Vith little context (e.g. apple embedded in vufapple for a word-spotting task) 
to study the segmentation of connected speech, reducing experimental variability. 
Thus, even work that sets out to examine how one deals with connected speech 
uses rather careful speech as the testing ground. 

Recently, phonetic investigation of reduced speech has been expanding rapidly. 
Three studies quantify how much reduction takes place overall by comparing pro
nunciations in corpora of spontaneous speech to expected careful pronunciations. 
Shattuck-Hufnagel and Veilleux (2007) surprisingly emphasize ho'v few of the 
expected acoustic landmarks are deleted in spontaneous speech (14 percent in 
their study), while Greenberg (1999) en1phasizes hoiv 11iany expected segments 
are deleted (12.5 percent in his sh1dy). Jolu1son (2004) firlds 20 percent of '''ords 
having at least one segn1ent deleted and 5-6 percent of words having at least a 
syUable deleted. Although one paper concludes that deletions are rather rare and 
the other t\vo conclude that they are common, the difference in deletion rate is 
not large, and the methods differ (deletion of Stevens-style landmarks vs. deletion 
of segments, in a n1ap task - where speakers vie\ving a map give directions to 
listeners - as opposed to conversation). Thus, whether deletion is frequent n1ay 
be a question of 'vhether the glass is half full or half empty: is 1.2.5-14 percent 
deletion a lot? Is it enough to make listening challenging? \'\fork such as that by 
Raymond et al. (2006) examines deletion of particular segments, also sho,ving 
substantial rates of deletion, even for word-medial consonants. Reduction is not 
solely about deletion: Greenberg finds 117 pronunciations for the "'ord that, for 
example, an astounding demonstra.tion of the variability that listeners encounter 
in normal conversation. Strik et al. (2010) sho'v a similar result for Dutch. Shockey 
(2003) contributes transcriptions of reductions from many dialects of English. 

Ernestus and colleagues have conducted extensive research on reduction in 
Dutch (beginning with Ernestus 2000). Some of their studies locate all tokens of 
particular high-frequency words or suffixes in a corpu.s, su.ch as eigenlijk 'actually' 

or its suffix -lijk, and analyze \Vhat affects their duration (Pluymaekers et al. 
2005a, 2005b). Research on reduction has favored English and Dutch thus far, 
but does exist for other languages. Some exan1ples are Tseng (2005) and Cheng 
and Xu (2008) on Mandarin, Furui and colleagues (e.g. Nakan1ura et al. 2007) 
and Maeka'"a and Kikuchi (2005) on Japanese, Kohler (2001) and colleagu.es on 
German, Engstrand and Krull (2001) for Swedish, Lennes et al. (2001) on Finnish, 
and Nicolaidis (2001) on Greek. The Nijmegen Speech Reduction \'\lorkshop 
(June 2008) included several talks on French, and Barry and Andreeva (2001) 
compare reduction phenon1ena in six languages. Furthern1ore, Keune et al. (2005) 
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find that degree of reduction can differ even for dialects, vvith more reduction in 
Belgian Dutch than in Netherlands Dutch. It is promising that there are data 
in an array of languages, although Europe still don1inates. Another consideration 
about the past literature is that much of the spontaneous speech has been from 
the Map Task (Bard et 11!. 2001; Shattuck-Hufnagel and Veilleux 2007), monologues 
(Arai 1999), or other relatively careful speech, v•hich may lead us to tmderestimate 
reduction. There has also been phonetic research on speech style in the opposite 
direction from reduced speech, specifically on the "clear" speecl1 that speakers 
use to address hard-of-hearing or second-language listeners (Bradlow and Bent 
2002; Smiljanic and Bradlow 2005, 2008). 

Most phonetic research on reduction is on vvhat is produced (articulatory or 
acoustic phonetics), but perception research is no"' increasing rapidly. Mehta and 
Cutler (1988) test perception of spontaneous vs. read speech, using a phonen1e 
1nonitoring task, and find that the coherent intonation of planned speech facilitates 
processing, relative to the pauses and self-corrections of spontaneous speech. 
Koopmans-van Beinum (1980) finds that identification accuracy for Dutch vo,,rels 
presented in isolation, cut out of the speech stream, is extremely lo\v for casual 
speech. Arai (1999), on Japanese, and Ernestus et 11/. (2002), on Dutch, both inves
tigate perception of severe reductions (e.g. syllable deletions, such as [eik] for 
Dutch [£ixalak) 'actually'). Both Arai and Ernestus et al. find that listeners cannot 
retrieve the intended words \Veil \Vithout context, but can \Vith context. Shockey 
(2003), using a single conversational utterance, indicates that listeners usually 
nusperceive reduced speech unless extensive conversational context is present. 

Turning to perception of specific types of reduction, Ivli.tterer and Ernestus 
(2006) find tl1at listeners take patterns of 'vhere reduction is produced into account 
when recognizing reduced final /t/. Ranbom and Connine (2007) investigate 
recognition of English ,,vords with /nt/ reduced to nasal flap, as in gentle rhym
ing with kennel. They find that words 'vluch listeners hear more often \vith nasal 
flap are not as hard to recognize with the nasal flap as other \vords. However, 
the reduced form is still more difficuJt overall. Tucker (2007) finds that having 
heard fast, reduced speech in the preceding frame sentence can, to some extent, 
mitigate the reduced-speech difficulty. This suggests that listeners use inforn1a
tion about reduction in the context to adjust their acoustic criteria for recog1ution 
of upconU.ng sounds. Isabelle Racine presented on recognition of French "'ords 
,,vith sch,va deletion at the Nijmegen Speech .Reduction \iVorkshop. Oliver NiebuJi.r, 
also at that workshop, discussed listeners' use of lengthening in neighboring 
segments to recognize other\vise deleted segments. Warner et al. (2009b) test the 
contribution of various acoustic aspects of flap reduction to whether listeners hear 
a medial consonant in pairs sucl1 as needle-kneel. 

Past research has also examined processing of flapped vs. extrem.ely ca.refu l 
/t d/ pronunciations, e.g. recognition of pretty "'ith flap vs. [t] in American English 
(McLennan et al. 2003, 2005; Connine 2004; CHAPTER 113: FLAPPING IN AMERICAN 
ENGLISH). Ho\vever, since flap is the normal careful pronunciation, that \Vork is 
n1ore about the processing of phonological alternations than about reduction. 

Speech redu.ction borders on other fields besides linguistics and psychology. It 
is particularly relevant for engineering, for purposes of automatic speech recogni
tion (ASR), because speakers may expect ASR systems to respond correctly to 
their requests even if they use reduced speech. Some of the works cited above 
relate particularly to ASR (Greenberg 1999; Strik et al. 2010; Nakan1ura et al. 2007). 
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Within the field of linguistics itself, but beyond phonetics and phonology, speech 
reduction is of particular interest for sociolinguistics. 

To sun1 up the historical perspective on reduction, formal phonology has long 
excluded reduction fron1 its do111ain. Phonetics has long included the topic, 
but as a very small proportion of all phonetic research. Psycholinguistics has 
addressed questions of connected speech, although usually by means of careful 
speech stimuli. The last fevv years, ho\vever, have shovvn an explosion of research 
on reduction, speech style, and large connected speech corpora. 

Perhaps it is not surprising that conversational speech and reduced speech 
make up a small proportion of research, even in phonetics. The field uses an 
astounding range of speech carefulness, from nonsense sequences such as /ipa, 
ipu/, possibly '''ith articulograph pellets glued to the speaker's tongue, to spon
taneous conversation bet\¥een close friends, or even natural interactions outside 
the lab (e.g. Hicks Kennard's 2006 'vork on male and fen1ale n1arine corps drill 
i.nstructors' phonetics). The former will yield extremely stable data •vith little 
random variability, with obvious statistical advantages (increased po•ver) vvhen 
the question is not about more natural speech. Ho"rever, once there is a back
ground literature on a given topic, vve may be able to move to more spontaneous 
speech. 'vVe are then likely to encounter n1ore reductions, even if reduction is not 
the topic of the vvork. 

3 Reduction phenomena 

3.1 Duration 
Shorter duration of segments is perhaps an obvious meaning of reduction (duration 
is literally reduced), but if the segments are acoustically otherwise unaltered, 
overall shorter durations 111ight ste111 from fast speech rather than reduction. 
'However, shorter duration is usually correlated '"ith redt.1ction in manner of arti
culation, so duration may provide a convenient way to measure reduction. For 
example, \Ve find a good correlation bet\veen intervocalic stop duration and how 
approxin1ant-like the "stop" is (Warner and Tucker 2007). Ernestus and colleagues 
have made extensive use of duration as a simple, one-dunensional indicator for 
reduction (e.g. Pluyrnaekers et al. 2010). Figure 79.3 shows a phrase taken from 
casual conversation, "'ith reduction of several syllables to very short durations, and 
the same phrase in careful speech. Ernestus and colleagues often use a partially 
automated system (automatic speech recognition, given phonetic transcription as 
input) for duration measure111ent (Pluyinaekers et a.I. 2010). 

3.2 Alterations to segments 
Changes in the manner of articulation or voicing of a segment are extremely 
conunon in reduced speech. \r\Tarner and Tucker (2007), studying realizations of 
expected intervocalic stops and flaps, find that a great many tokens in all speech 
styles are actually produced as approximants (Figure 79.4a, even in read 
speech). Figure 79.4b sho"'S an expected flap that is barely visible, and a second 
visible but extremely short flap. Figure 79.S shows a Japanese example in which 
reduction causes devoicing rather than voicing (in an environment "'here vowel 
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(a) First pair with transcription 

Visible t 112818seconfb 
tf ,;, (I) .} n (l n: (J) s 

(b) Second pair with transcription 

I i n i n: (j � s 

p a 

p a 

Figure 79.3 Waveforms and spectrograms of two tokens of d1illi11' i11 the spa. 

0712*2 

The highlighted portion corresponds to -in' in the. In all figures, phonetic symbols 
in parentheses indicate sound for \Vhich there is some evidence, but either they have 
extremely lo'" arnplitude or their presence is in doubt. (a) Utterance taken from 
conversation (highlighted portion: 173 msecs). (b) Carefully produced utterance of 
the same words (highlighted portion: 435 msecs) 
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a J (i) s 

(b) Second pair with transcription 

g E (f} a: 

(t) a g(a) b 
• 

( 
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aw . 

"' 
Figure 79.4 Waveforms and spectrograms showing reduced stops and flaps. 
(a) . . . artistic about (read speech from a list of phrases), with /k/ marked by an arro\\'. 
(b) . . .  get out, er . . . (conversation), with arrows at expected flaps 

devoicing should be phonologically impossible). The entire final syllable of the 
utterance, /ru/, is effectively devoiced, although the /u/ could be argued to have 
3-4 extremely lo\v-runplitude pulses. 

If manner of articulation (CHAPTER 13: THE STRICTURE FEATURES) and voicing (CHAP
TER 69: FINAL DEVOICING AND FINAL LARYNGEAL NEUTRALIZATION) can change as 
part of reduction, one \vonders \vhether place of articulation (CHAPTER 22: CON
SONANTAL PLACE OF ARTICULATION) can as \veil. One 1night hesitate to consider most 
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t 0 w: n 0 d E a 

I 

c tu • • 

Figure 79.5 Waveform and spectrogram of a Japanese partial utterance . . . to iu no de 
nru. 'it's that it's the case that' (from a cassette tape accompanying a third-year language 
textbook, read speech by a professional speaker). The arrow marks a consonant and 
vowel that are devoiced where not phonologically expected 

assi.tnilations (e.g. English /In-/ in impossible; CHAPTER 81: LOCAL ASSIMILATION) 
to be reductions. However, variable phonetic assimilations may be part of reduc
tion: seve[m] plus for seven plus would happen less often in careful speech, even 
though the tongue tip still makes an unperceived alveolar gesture (Bro,¥man and 
Goldstei.t1 1989). This type of example has i.t1!1uenced the field through Articulatory 
Phonology (CHAPTER 5: THE ATOMS OF PHONOLOGICAL REPRESENTATIONS), although 
it is not generally presented as being "reduced" speech. 

3.3 Deletion and syllable count 

In reduced speech, one aln1ost always finds deletions of segments (Figures 79.1-
79.3), as quantified by Greenberg (1999), Johnson (2004), Raymond et al. (2006) a.nd 
others. Some scholars might propose that deletion is not a type of reduction, because 
reducing something does not mean removing it. However, it is impossible to 
separate deletions from other reduced speech phenomena. Even for a given 
segment, it can be difficult to say whether there is some trace of the segment 
present. Figure 79.6 sho\vs several examples rangmg from reduced to probably 
deleted (even in Figure 79.6c, one perceives some trace of a consonant for the 
expected flap, although it is not visible in the spectrogram) .  

Furthermore, Bro\vman and Goldsteill (1989) revie'" fi.t1dillgs that, even \vhen 
a segn1ent appears to be fully deleted acoustically, there 1nay still be a reduced-size 
articulatory gesture for it, as in the apparent deletion of the final /t/ i.t1 peifect 
memory. This is very similar to the seve[m] boys type of assimilation example above, 
and in Articulatory Phonology, the difference beh¥een deletion (peifect memory) 
and this assi.inilation is solely a matter of whether the follo,¥ing labial gesture 
overlaps a voiceless stop, rendering it inaudible, or a nasal, 1naking it audible "'ith 
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$ t 

-1 [, 
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s 

s 
Figure 79.6 Waveforms and spectrograms of a variety of reductions of flap. 
Arrovvs mark the location, visible or expected, of the flap. All are from read speech 
((a) from the reading of a story; (b) and (c) from word-list reading). (a) matters, 
with the flap slightly nasalized. (b) status, with the flap approximated. (c) capitalist, 
"'ith the flap so reduced that no trace is visible, although there is some suggestion 
of a consonant perceptuaUy 

(Cont'd) 
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Figure 79.6 (Cont'd) 
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a different place. Thus there are several reasons to consider apparent segmental 
deletions to be quite literally a type of reduction: reduction vs. deletion is a con
tinuum (Figure 79.6), acoustic deletions are kno\vn to often have small residual 
gestures (Browman and Goldstein 1989), and gesturally there is no difference 
between some deletions and some assimilations. Furthermore, deletion and reduced 
seginents go together: in conversational or spontaneous speech, if \Ve are finding 
1nany changes of n1anner or voicing in a recording, '"e '"ill also be failing to find 
some expected segments at all. 

Often, reduced speech overlaps gestures and perceptual cues so much that one 
cannot say which segments have been deleted and \Vhich are present. One hears 
some trace of expected seg1nents, but on close examination of the spectrogram, 
and despite close listening, one ca1mot be sure \vhat sounds are present at all 
(Figure 79.7). In iveekend were you in Figure 79.7, there is a voiceless palatal 
fricative for the /k/, and later a high F2 for the /j/ of you. Behveen those, there 
is a vocalic stretch, then a low· F2 that suggests a /\v /, and one hears substantial 
nasalization and some r-quality. This unclear stretch must be a reduction of 
/tndwao /, and one can identify features such as nasalization, but it is very 
difficult to identify segn1ents or transcribe it in order to determine '"hat has been 
deleted. Any transcription of this stretch forces unjustified and artificial clarity onto 
the speech. Still, this utterance sounds completely normal and intelligible. Such 
examples make the issue of '"hether deletion and assimilation are part of reduction 
1noot. Gestures and perceptual cues are highly overlapped, yet son1ething remains 
of many of then1. Both assimilation and deletion n1ust be happening, but the speech 
is simply not dear enough to point to specific assimilations or deletions. 

As a result of deletions, syllable count often drops relative to careful speech. As 
discussed above, Johnson (2004) finds that 5-6 percent of '"ords in a spontaneous 
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Figure 79.7 vVaveform and spectrogram of . . .  weekend were you, from conversational 
speech 

English corpus have at least one syllable deleted, as determined from phonetic 
transcriptions. Arai (1999) studies perception of spontaneous Japanese speech, using 
the fact that the Japanese mora writing syste111 allo,vs one to evaluate perceived 
mora (or syllable) count. Arai (1999) presented a stretch of conversational speech, 
'vith varying amounts of context. Listeners 'vere simply asked to \vri.te down \vhat 
they had heard. Out of context, a stimulus \\rhich \\'Ottld have five moras in care
ful speech \vas perceived as containing an average of slightly more than hvo, 
but \vith even a little context, the same stretch was reported as constituting an 
average of nearly five 1noras. This study concurs '"iih others that listeners cannot 
recognize reduced words or sounds well out of context, yet do so quite success
fully in context. It also provides direct evidence that listeners perceive fe\\'er moras 
or syllables for the same reduced acoustic material out of context. 

3.4 Shrinkage of acoustic spaces 
Literature on reduced speech often focuses on changes from one segment to 
another or deletions (e.g. Greenberg 1999; Johnson 2004; Shattuck-Hufnagel and 
Veilleux 2007). This is partly because of the 111ethod of transcribing a corpus, 
then con1paring the transcription to dictionary listings for the \vords (Warner, 
forthcoming). Ho,vever, son1e types of reduction do not result in a different 
transcription, as when the overall vo"rel space shrinks (Koopmans-van Beinum 
1980). Many of the vowel tokens in Koopmans-van Beinum's \vork would prob
ably be perceived as the full VO\vel phone1nes (e.g. /i u a/, etc.) and not as /a/, 
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yet the vo'"el space shrinks '"ith each step a'"ay from careful speech. Ladefoged 
et al. (1976) are unable to find this effect in Southern California English, but theirs 
is a relatively small study. 

Other acoustic spaces may also compress, without causing changes in the tran
scribed segments. Berry (2009) sho"'S reduction of the tonal space in spontaneous 
Mandarin speech (also demonstrating how reduction applies to suprasegmentals). 
Furui and colleagues (e.g. Nakrunura el al. 2007) quantify reduction in spontaneous 
Japanese through a n1easure of spectral difference runong phonemes, sho'"ing 
lesser spectral difference in reduced speech. This method is particularly useful 
for its ability to quantify reduction across all segment types, regardless of either 
underlying or surface manner of articulation. 

4 The driving force behind reduction 

What motivates reduction? Several motivations have appeared in the past 
literature, although some have prunarily been proposed as explanations of other 
phenomena, and si.Jnply extend easily to reduction. The most obvious potential 
explanation may be "ease of articulation.'' In the 1990s, a trend developed that 
proposed speakers' desire for ease of articulation as an opposing principle to 
their '''ish for listeners to understand them, with these 1\¥0 wishes sometimes 
described as ranked constraints in Optin1ality Theory (reviewed and criticized 
by Hale and Reiss (2000); see also CHAPTER 63: MARKEDNESS AND fAlTHFVLNESS 
CONSTRAJNTS). While these constramts '"ere not developed to describe spontan
eous speech, their applicability is obvious. This \vould, however, be tantamount 
to saying that reduced speech is sloppy speech. Furthermore, "'hat constitutes 
"ease" i.J1 articulation is neither clearly defi.J1ed nor readily rneasurable. 

Target undershoot is perhaps a more n1easurable version. Reduction i.J1 the 
size of gestures provides a convenient \vay to describe n1any reductions, such as 
expected stops being realized as approxirnants. Combining target undershoot and 
gestural overlap (discussed above), one could describe lo'''ered syllable counts, 
as in beret realized as bray (Bro,¥1nan and Goldstein 1989). One "'Ould have to use 
gestural overlap and target undershoot considerably more heavily to model extreme 
reductions as in Figures 79.6c and 79.7, but this '.vould be readily possible. How
ever, the idea of redu.ced. size a.nd greater overlap of gestures does not provide 
a motivation. for reduction, just a description. Task dynamic modeliilg, "'ith its inter
action among stiffness, targets and time, might do so, but gestures may be a better 
description of reduced speech than they are an explanation of what causes it. As 
far as the author is a\\'are, the exact relationship of speech rate, stiffness, speech 
reduction, and speaker's choice of speech style remains for future research. 

"Ease of articulation" and gestures focus on the speaker. One can alternatively 
focus on the listener. The OT account mentioned above suggests that listeners 
want clearer speech, and the perceptual literature does confrrm that listeners find 
clearer speech easier to process (Ra.nbon1 and Connine 2007; Tucker 2007). Ho>vever, 
listeners may not uniformly '\"ant" tlnreduced speech. Speakers ought accon1-
modate the listener's specific informational needs in choosing vvhen to reduce. 
This could be vie,¥ed as an overall motivation: overlap the segments (or gestures, 
or perceptual cues) during low-information portions of the signal, then use clearer 
speech for high-i.Jlformation portions, maxinlizmg the speed and efficiency \vith 
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which information is conveyed. Some results, such as Ernestus and colleagues' 'vork 
on high-frequency '"ords and suffixes (e.g. Dutch eigenlijk 'actually', mentioned 
above), support this vie•v. In some iten1s, they fu1d greater reduction for higher
frequency '"ords (CHAPTER 90: FREQUENCY EFFECTS), for words that have already 
occurred in the conversation, and for 'vords that are more predictable from 

surrounding 'vords (Pluymaekers et al. 2005a, 2005b). All of these support the idea 
that speakers reduce "'here the information will not be too important, or diffi
cult to retrieve, for the listener. Kuperman et al. (2007) find an opposite effect 
of predictability for a specific set of data, though. Greenberg (1999) finds that 
low-frequency words tend to be pronounced canonically, regardless of speech 
rate, but that high-frequency vvords show more reduction with faster speech rate. 
Ho,vever, Bard et al. (2001) find quite surprising results by cleverly manipulat
ing what the listener actually ki10\'l'S and what the speaker knovvs, suggesting 
that speakers decide ho•v much to reduce based more on what the speaker him/ 
herself kno,vs than on •vhat the listener kno,.,s. These results together suggest 
that information structure certainly has an effect, but not a straightfon,rard one, 
on speech reduction. It seems safe to conclude that reduction is only partially 
motivated by how information can be conveyed efficiently. 

Furthern1ore, reduction itself probably conveys inforn1ation. Bradlow (2002) 
argues that CV co-articulation conveys information to the listener and is part of the 
speaker's intentional strategy, rather than being simply a necessary consequence of 
inability to 1nove articulators instantaneously fron1 one place to another. Ogasawara 
(2007) and Tucker (2007) both find that listeners make use of reduction or speech 
rate in the context to help them decide on the acoustic criteria for later sounds in 
the speech stream . Putting these separate ideas together •vith the commonsense 
notion that speakers are more likely to reduce \vhen talking '''ith a close friend 
than with a prospective employer, for example, it seems likely that part of the 
motivation for reduction is to convey something about the speech style to the 
listener, rather than to elin1inate uru1ecessary gestures for the speaker. 

Overall, there is no definitive explanation for what drives reduction. It seems 
very likely that articulatory factors (e.g. task dynamic stiffness, articulator move
ment rate), information structure (greater reduction where information is less 
important), and intentional use of reduction as a feature that conveys informa
tion in itself all contribute to how much reduction a given utterance contains. 
The possible i.nteractions of these factors are too complex to be disentangled in a 
single experiment. 

5 Representational consequences of reduction 

5.1 Formal phonology 

As discussed in the section on historical perspectives above, formal phonol
ogy (\\1hether OT or rule-based) has largely ignored reduction. Assun1ing that 
language is divided into con1petence vs. perfonnance, all reduction may be a 
performance phenomenon, outside the grammar. However, one must kno'" ho'" 
to reduce in order to be a native speaker of a language, particularly if anything 
about reduction is language-specific. Barry and Andreeva (2001) show cross
linguistic si..tnilarities in reduction types, but there has been little quantitative 
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comparison of reduction across languages, and stress vs. syllable vs. mora rhythm 
at least are likely to cause language-specific differences in reduction. Keune et al. 
(2005) find more reduction in Belgian Dutch (Flemish) than Netherlands Dutch. 
To the extent that ho"' to reduce is language-specific, it may have to be part of 
the grammar, although at the phonetic level (Pierrehumbert 1994). 

However, formal phonology rarely reaches a detailed enough surface level 
to reflect reductions, nor does it attempt to generate as 1nany variants for each 
word as reduction produces. Fonnal phonology usually takes >vritten broad 
transcriptions of single-word careful proniu1ciations as the data to be accounted 
for. If a particular token of we were as in Figure 79.2 sounds like were out of con
text but like we ivere in context, a formal phonological analysis is likely to lose 
that inforn1ation before the analysis ever starts. Formal phonology examines an 
abstract version of how a word might be pronounced (carefully), not how it \•vas 
pronounced on a particular occasion. 

HO"'ever, the 1990s saw a huge increase in the number of formal phonological 
models that integrate gradient, quantitative phenomena. Pierrehumbert (1994) 
lays out the reasons for addressing quantitative variability "'ithin the phono
logical competence. Flenuning's (1995) work includes constraints that specify by 
how 1nany Hertz hvo vowels' fonnants n1ust differ. Warner (2002) addresses 
(but argues against) the possibility of modeling IO"'-level phonetically variable 
acoustic events such as epenthetic stops (e.g. [k] in yo11ng[k]ster) '"ithin Optimality 
Theory. Nagy and Reynolds (1997) suggest ranking constraints variably to obtain 
n1ultiple possible outcomes (see also CHAPTER 92: VARIABILITY). Boersn1a's version 
of OT (Boersn1a and Hayes 2001) adds noise to constraint rankings, so that how 
an underlying form is pronounced on a particular occasion can vary in a specific 
distribution. None of these '''orks focuses on reduced speech, but the overall 
development of including gradience provides a mechanisn1 for modeling the 
variability of reduction in formal phonology. 

Using Boers1na and Hayes's (2001) approach, one could easily model deletions 
(e.g. (we-J for we were; (Warner et al. 2009a) by ranking the deletion-preventing 
constraint MAX only slightly higher than the markedness constraints that work 
against realization of various segments or sequences (e.g. *LAB, *CoR, *N<;, 
NoCooA, etc. (Kager 1999). Nlarkedness constraints are unviolated ii the relevant 
segments are deleted, and MAX is unviolated if the underlying segments are 
maintained. Thus, if M.AX \vere ranked just slightly above a collection of many 
markedness constraints, the random noise "'hich Boersma and Hayes's system adds 
to rankings "'ould sometimes place MAX lower than some of the markedness 
constraints, making a fonn with deletions optin1al. Since randon1 noise is added 
to the constraint rankings each time a speaker produces a form, MAX would be 
d.en1oted beneath a different collection of u1arkedness constraints on different 
productions, modeling the variability of '''hich deletions occur in a given token. 
Furthermore, by varying ho\v much random noise is added to constraint rank
ings, one could model varying amounts of deletion. Perhaps spontaneous, casual 
speech involves adding 1nore noise to constraint rankings at evaluation tin1e 
than carefLll speech does, supplying a direct way to model a speaker's choice 
of speech styles and degree of reduction. By ranking the !DENT constraints that 
prevent changes to manner of articulation and voicing appropriately relative 
to the markedness constraints, one could perhaps 1nodel reduction of stops to 
approxin1ants and other such changes. 
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If reduced speech becomes part of "the business" of phonology, it could be 
modeled in OT in the 'vay tentatively suggested here, or in some other '"ay, or 
it could be 1nodeled in a rule-based forn1alism. It \\'Ould require far more detailed 
surface forms than are typically encoded, variable rules or variably ranked con
straints (Boersma and Hayes 2001), and perhaps acoustically detailed rules or 
constraints (e.g. "overlap the gestures by at least x msecs or percent"). 

It is an open question in the field of psycholinguistics and spoken word recogni
tion whether words have a single underlying representation in the lexicon or a 
\vide variety of lexical listings (discussed below). Greenberg (1999) finds that the 
'vord that occurs \vith 117 distinct pronunciations in his spontaneous speech corpus, 
of which the most common is [Ore], accounting for just 11 percent of all tokens. 
Is there just one abstract underlying representation stored for that, from \vhich 
117 different forn1s are derived? (See CHAl'TER 1: UNDERLYlNG REPRESENTATIONS 
for n1ore discussion.) How to \vrite phonological rules or constraints that can 
produce the 'vide array of surface forms from a single underlying representation 
\VOuld be a mind-boggling problem. Ho'" can one change /6ret/ into any of 117 
forms, without allo,ving all '"onis to become simply [a]? One might need rules 
or constraints that effectively map any vo\vel onto any central vo\vel quality, 
any consonant onto an approximant, and any segment onto null. While it is not 
true that anything is possible in reduced speech, so many different things are 
possible that any formal phonological system might severely overgenerate, i£ set 
up to generate attested reduced forms. 

5.2 Articulatory Phonology 
Articulatory Phonology (Bro"rman and Goldstein 1989 and many other publications) 
is better equipped to handle reduction and variability than many theories, as 
discussed above. Articulatory Phonology allows for reduction in the size or 
temporal span of gestures, and allows overlap, readily acconlIDodating n1ost or 
perhaps all reductions, as discussed. above. It does require that all gestures present 
in the underlying representation (\vhich consists of a gestural score), and only 
those gestures, be present in the surface form. This means that it is not literally 
possible for a gesture to be deleted. However, the theory does not prevent reduc
ing a gesture until it is not n1easurably different from deletion. There is a1nple 
evidence that speakers often make articu.latory gestures even if there is no at.idible 
acoustic consequence (e.g. the seve[m] plus and peife[k] me111ory examples discussed 
above, \Vi.th some tongue tip gesture maintained). This supports the idea that 
speakers would reduce the size of gestures in reduced speech whether listeners 
hear them or not. Heavily overlapping gestures 1night ren1ove n1ost sudden 
acoustic changes in the 'vord, leaving one long vocalic stretch with minor acoustic 
variation throughout and no clear segments, as in portions of Figures 79.3a, 79.4b, 
and 79.7. The fact that Articulatory Phonology incorporates time as a continuous 
scale (gesture duration, rather than simply linear order of segments or features) 
is an important factor in its success \vi th speech variability. 

ArticulatOl)' Phonology n1ay seen1 a perfect theory for describing reduced speech. 
Ho,vever, this may be because it is actually more adept at describing phonetic 
implementations than at describing most abstract phonological alternations. With 
its prohibition on adding or removing gestures from the underlying representa
tion, it is not n1eant to account for abstract n1orphophonenuc alternations. (As 
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one example, Navajo has certain suffix combinations in \Vhich all segmental 
1naterial of one suffix deletes, but a high tone is added (Young and Morgan 1987). 
This is clearly not a matter of altering underlying geshues.) Instead, the theory 
sho,vs its strength in areas that traditional formal phonology might have relegated 
to phonetic implementation, such as casual or fast speech reduction. It is clear, 
though, that inclusion of speech reduction would have no representational conse
quences for Articulatory Phonology: the use of gestural scores as representations 
works extremely well for reduced speech. Articulatory Phonology is simply 
based in the gradience and variability of real speech, "'hich includes reduced speech, 
•vhereas other phonological theories are not. 

5.3 Abstractionist theories of spoken word recognition 

Moving beyond n1odels of phonology, 've can ask what representational con
sequences reduced speech has for spoken word recognition models. Greenberg 
(1999) finds that in data from the Switchboard corpus, the 'vord and has 87 
distinct pronunciations, including [<en, i:n, an, cent, an, am, i]. He also finds that 
the most conunon pronunciation of them is [am]. Ho\v does a listener get fron1 
the possible surface forn1s back to the lexical entry and without creating 1nassive 
confusion \vith ant, on, the111, hand, a, I'm, etc.? The problem is more extreme for 
high-frequency function words, but is not limited to them. Models of spoken "'Ord 
recognition such as TRACE, SHORTLIST, etc. traditionally assume that each "'Ord 
has a single underlying fonn (e.g. Norris et al. 2000), although listing multiple 
fonns is son1etimes adopted (Spinelli et al. 2003). Listeners would recognize (i) as 
[rend], despite their dissimilarity, through a combination of finding the closest 
segmental match in the lexicon and "'eighting high-frequency \vords. For example, 
listeners n1ight recognize [rs] as this despite the poor segmental nlatch, because 
this has higher frequency than hiss. However, many high-frequency \Vords reduce 
to siinilar forn1s: this, just, and is can probably all be realized as something like [is], 
and realizations of and overlapping •vi.th ant, on, them, and a above also dem.on
strate this. Thus best match plus frequency may not solve the problem, and neither 
\vould multiple lexical listings. 

For so1newhat less ambiguous forms sucll as [''"i<;a] zveekend (Figure 79.7), 
listeners could try to apply a rule-like conversion to get from the surface string 
back to the single lexicaJ representation. However, the problem wouJd be just 
as for formal phonology in reverse: rules '"ould have to aJlo,v for insertion and 
alteration of almost any segments. Since reduction creates such varied forms, 
it might be iinpossible to systematically derive a smgle invariant underlying 
fonn by working back,vards fron1 them. 

Another approach is to list every possible form of each 'vord in the lexicon, 
or at least several forms. Thus, the word that might have at least 117 underlying 
representations, or at least some substantial number fron1 \vhich the rest of the 
possible surface forms can be derived. The exact number is dependent on the 
narrowness of the transcription system, but the effect on the lexicon is the san1e: 
the niunber of forn1s 'vould. 1nultiply greatly. This solution is a drastic departure 
from the traditional vie\v of 'vhat a lexicon con tains, and assumes that speakers 
and listeners do very little abstraction. 

Taking the logic of multiple underlyiI1g listings further, the forms listed need 
not be )United to those that receive differing trarlscriptions in a phonetics Jab. Why 
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should that be limited to the 117 forms Greenberg (1999) found for it? Perhaps 
it should have a separate listing for every acoustically distinct pattern that can 
be realized for the word. This leads us to \\'hole-\vord-based exemplar models 
of spoken word recognition (Goldinger 1998). In such a theory, every incoming 
speech token is measured on various acoustic characteristics, and placed into a 
"covering map" on all the relevant acoustic dimensions (Johnson 1997), \Vith this 
information saved about each token a listener hears. 

Exe1nplar 1nodels were not developed to acco1mt for reduced speech. However, 
they already use an unusually detailed version of lexical representation, which can 
be vi.e,ved as the "'Ord category plus all the acoustic information about exen1plars 
of that \11ord heard in the past. An exemplar model would also save information 
about the speech style in which the listener heard a particular token. For example, 
if a listener hears a highly reduced token of and in fast, casual speech that \Vas 
realized just as [i), and successfully recognizes it, the acoustic properties of this 
token and the fact that it was a token of and \vilJ be stored, and the fact that it 
occurred in casual, fast speech would also be stored. This might help the listener 
to avoid recognizing the acoustic pattern [i] as and in slo'v formal speech. It 
ren1ai.ns to be explicitly tested though whether an exe1nplar model of spoken 
\11ord recognition '"ould do any better than other n1odels at identifying reduced 
speech tokens. Whether token-specific information is saved or not, identifying (is) 
as the word this vs. just, for example, would present a challenge to any model. 
If past exemplars of these t"'O \vords happen to fall into acoustically somewhat 
distinct clusters, an exemplar model might succeed (but other models \Vould as 
\veil). However, if information about long-term speech rate across the utterance 
and syntactic and semantic context are more important than acoustic differences 
\Vi.thin the word, then an exemplar model might have no advantage. 

To sum up the issue of whether reduced speech affects our understanding of 
what constitutes a lexical representation, this depends on the degree of phonetic 
detail included in a theory's representations. Theories that include consider
able detail in lexical representations or memory (e.g. Articulatory Phonology, 
exemplar models) can readily accommodate reduced speech without a change to 
what constitutes a representation, although this does not guarantee that these 
models would succeed in generating or recognizing the correct forms. Theories \11ith 
exclusively abstract lexical representations may require 1noderate or large numbers 
of separate underlying representations for each \vord in order to accommodate 
the variety of reduced surface forms that occur in normal speech. 

6 Conclusions 

At the outset, I suggested that the controversy over reduced speech is not one 
of ho\v phonological theories should handle a particular phenomenon, but rather 
one of whether phonetic or phonological theories even should atten1pt to handle 
the phenomenon. It is clear that reduction exists, is extren1ely conlffion, and is 
not peripheral to the system. But is reduced speech of any interest to phonetics 
or phonology? We return now to the possible answers to this question. 

\Nithin applied work, there is a reason to include reduced speech: if we \vould 
like speech technology systems (speech synthesis or automatic speech recognition 
(ASR)) to make use of \vhat \Ve know about language, we should kno•v as nnich 
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as possible about the everyday connected speech "'hich humans use. '-Vhile 
speakers n1ay speak somewhat clearly to ASR systems in some applications, 
ASR syste1ns have to recognize a great deal of reduction. The acoustic findings 
on reduction sho'"' that even relatively careful speech contains quite a number of 
reductions (Warner and Tucker 2007), so ASR systems are unlikely to escape the 
task of recognizing reduced forms. Another application for findings about reduc
tion is language teaching. Students acquiring a second language in a classroom 
usually hear careful speech. Many of us have had the experience of arriving in 
the country of our L2, only to find that '"'e cannot understand 1nuch at all. While 
that problem has many sources, pronunciation variability from casual speech 
reduction is likely to be one of them. (See also Shockey 2003 on the importance 
of reduced speech for both of these applications.) 

The second reason for considering reduction to be of interest to phonetics and 
phonology is theoretical. While no theory needs to account for every phenomenon, 
it seems reasonable for theories of phonology to be able to reach detailed surface 
forms that actually occur in corpora, unless the theory is intended to stay entirely 
at a level of abstraction. If the general purpose of phonology is to relate "'hat 
speakers know about "'ords to ho"' they pronounce then1, one n1ight want the 
theory to be equipped to discuss and represent attested forms; if obtained from 
a corpus, these forms "'ill include reduction. Some phonological theories can rep
resent reduced forms, at least as transcriptions and perhaps with acoustic values. 
The modifications to these theories that allow them to model reduction usually 
were not introduced for that purpose, but the necessary forn1al mechanisms are 
now in place. 

For a theory of phonetics to rule out reduced speech as being outside its area 
of interest would be surprising. Phonetic theories clearly "are responsible for" 
speech as it is produced and perceived. Thus, theories of gestural coordination, 
of seginent perception, of speaker normalization, of phoneme distinctiveness, etc. 
should be adaptable for reduced speech. Fortunately, many phonetic theories 
a.re less sensitive to representational issues than formal phonological theories, and 
Articulatory Phonology already provides a thoroughly implemented theory that 
can represent and 1nodel reduction, as discussed above. 

l'vlodels of seginent perception (whether exemplar or more abstract; cf. Snuts 
et al. 2006) can also potentially accomn1odate the detail of reduced segments, 
a lthough these models have not generally been tested on reductions. One might 
argue that reduced speech should be considered during the development of all 
phonetic theories, even if reduction is not the primary interest, to see whether 
the theory would adapt to the speech that speakers and listeners use daily. Even 
if connected speech data \vould be too variable to test a theory on, it should at 
least be able to apply to 01.ore natural speech. For exan1ple, the stimuli u.sed by 
Smits et al. (2006) are synthesized non-speech noises, because the exact con
trolled distribution of synthesized acoustic characteristics allows them to contrast 
several models' predictions. Ho"rever, one could test each model on how it dis
tinguishes the reduced realizations of flap in Figures 79.4b and 79.6 from lo/ or 
from a vo\vel-vo\vel sequence, and the 01echanisn1 behind each theory could, 
in principle, \vork for reductions. 

When one spends a lot of time looking at reduced, spontaneous speech, the 
difference between that and careful speech can seen1 so pervasive that one begins 
to wonder why there is so 1nuch research on abstract, careful forms. The exact 
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details of, for example, locus equations (phonetic theory, involving the relation
ship between formant frequencies near a consonant and at vo,.vel 1nid-point) or 
sonority sequencing (phonological theory) n1ight be obscured or obliterated by 
the deletions, overlaps, mergers, and alterations of reduction. How can one deter
mine a reliable locus equation for a place of articulation 'vhen the vo,.vels can shift 
to,vard schwa, be deleted, or merge into a neighboring vowel, and the consonant 
might be deleted, or might surface "'ith une>-'Pected acoustic characteristics? 
Ho\v can one detennine the sonority sequencing requirements when the number 
of syllables is unstable (t"'O on the surface, five underlyingly, as in Arai 1999, or 
h\'0 vs. four in Figure 79.1), and manner and voicing of each consonant varies 
(e.g. Figure 79.2, "'here everything has become nasals and/or approxirnants)? The 
fields of phonetics and phonology have both invested considerable effort into 
working out the details of theories based on careful speech fonns, with an assun1p
tion that those forms are representative. Spontaneous speech 1night make these 
detailed theories of careful speech seem poi.ntless. Instead of asking whether 
theories should accommodate spontaneous speech reduction, one might ask 
\vhether theories should accommodate the fonns of careful speech. 

Ho\vever, it is clear that native speakers' judgments of syllable structure are 
tapping into son1e real property of language, and that experimental findings 
on locus equations are as 'veil. The same could be said of other phenomena in 
phonetics and phonology: spontaneous speech obscures the phenomenon, yet 
the phenomenon is clearly a real part of language. Also, it is easy to focus on the 
extreme reductions in spontaneous speech, but even casual conversation contains 
clearly articulated focused '"'ords as '"'ell. Furthern1ore, when one does not yet 
kno'v much about a topic the field is starting to explore, it is certainly advisable 
to \vork '"ith speecl1 that is as controlled as possible. Phonetic and phonological 
studies that consider exclusively careful speech patterns do tell us about a real 
type of hunian language. Ho\vever, what they tell us about is probably not 
the n1ost con1mon forn1 of human language our auditory processing systen1s 
encounter in daily life, inside or outside the classroom, the lab, or our homes. 
Even "'hen hearing professional new·scasting, \Ve are likely to encounter far 
more reduction than most phonetics experiments or phonological data consider. 
There are arguments for both perspectives: that reduced speech is a specific 
facet of phonetic implen1entation irrelevant to formal phonology and to n1ost 
topics of phonetics, and also that it is iolportant to test and model reduced speech 
in phonological and phonetic theories. What is clear, though, is that reduced 
speech is a normal part of our daily experience as speakers and hearers, not a 
rare or marginal phenomenon. 
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80 Mergers and Neutralization 

ALAN C. L. Yu 

1 Introduction 

The notions of 1nergers and neutralization presuppose the concept of contrast. 
T'vo sounds are phonologically contrastive i£ they are in opposition 'vith each 
other, i.e. if they are capable of differentiating the lexical meanings of two '''ords 
in a particular language. The plosives [p) and [ph), for example, are in opposition 
in Cantonese (Yue Chinese) (e.g. [pa:l] 'father' vs. [p"a:l) 'to lay down') but [b) 
and [p] are not. Contrast is not restricted to pairs of segn1ents; classes of segn1ents 
contrast as '"eU. The aspiration opposition between [p] and [p"] finds analogs in 
other pairs of segments ([t) - [th], [k) - [k"), [kw) - [kwh]). \'\/hen a phonological 
opposition is suspended, neutralization or merger obtains. For example, Cantonese 
has no aspiration opposition between plain and aspirated plosives in syllable-final 
position; all syllable-final plosives are voiceless and unreleased (e.g. (t"a:p"-1) 
'pagoda', [pa:t"-1] 'eight', [kJ:k"-1] 'corner, horn'). 

The terms 111erger and neutralization. are often employed in complementary 
contexts; ·1ne1-ge1· often characterizes a diachronic and neutral ization. a synchronic 
collapse of contrast. The diachronic-synchronic divide between merger and 
neutralization is more apparent than real, ho"rever; the t\vo notions are the hvo 
faces of the san1e coin. The notion of merger is often appl ied in tl1e context '"here 
a contrast reduction leaves no trace of the contrast in the synchronic system; 
a context-free contrast reduction is the clearest example of this. Neutralization 
applies to context-dependent contrast reduction; traces of a contrast remain in some 
contexts, but not in ofuers. Certain varieties of English, for exan1ple, merge the 
voiceless labial-velar fricative I,.,; "'itJ1 its voiced counterpart /w I (Minkova 2004). 
Thus the \VOrds wlrin.e and wine are homophonous; no remnant of this I'"/ - /\v I 
contrast is evidenced in the grammar of speakers of these dialects. In certain 
dialects of Cantonese (most prevalently in Guangzhou, Hong Kong, and Macao; 
Bauer and Benedict 1997), the distinction bet,.veen plain and labial velars is 
not maintained before the back roiu1ded vo,vel I JI. The collapse of the plain 
vs. labial velars distinction is referred to as a matter of neutralization because 
the contrast remains before vo,vels that are not /:J/ (e.g. [kunA] 'tight' vs. [kwenA] 
'boil'). These instances of contrast reduction in English and Cantonese transpire 
di.achronically, but one results in a n1erger (i.e. the I,,,; - /\VI n1erger) and the 
other in neutralization (i.e. /k!"l/ - /k""<">/ neutralization). In this chapter, I shall 
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collectively refer to mergers and neutralization in terms of contrast reduction. I shall 
further assume that the term neutralization refers to contrast reduction that results 
in alternation, while the tern1 merger '''ill refer to any reduction of contrast, both 
synchronically and diachronically. Thus, in the case of the /kl"l I - /k"l"J I contrast 
i.n Cantonese, /kl"l/ and /k'"l"l/ merge before /J/ diachronically. The outcome of 
this nwrger is the neutralization of /k("l/ and /k'"l"l/ before /":>/. 

This chapter begins \Vith a revie"' of the range of contrast reduction (§2). §3 
surveys several theories that attempt to explain the sources of contrast reduction. 
§4 concludes 'vith a discussion of the challenges to a purely phonological con
ception of contrast reduction. 

2 Typology of contrast reduction 

Contrast reduction n1anifests itself in three different ways: structure-preserving 
reduction, structure-building reduction, and free variation.1 Structure-preserving reduc
tion characterizes scenarios \vhere two or more distinct sounds have, after the 
reduction, a form that is physically sinlliar to that of one of the sounds appearing 
in the position of differentiation (e.g. /k<1» I - /k"'Ch) I neutralization; cf. Kiparsky 
1985; CHAPTER 76: STRUCTURE PRESERVATION: THE RESILIENCE OP DISTINCTIVE 
INFORMATION). Formally, a reduction of contrast 111. is structure-preserving if and 
only if 111 turns two (or more) distinct sounds into only one of the l\vo sounds, to 
the exclusion of the other. The merger of IM./ and /\v I is structure-preserving, 
since the result of the n1erger leaves /\v I as the surviving sound. Regressive 
assimilation of voicing is another instance of structtu:e-preserving contrast reduc
tion. For example, in Dutch, the distinction benveen voiced and voiceless plosives 
is suspended preconsonantally (Ernestus and Baayen 2003). Ho,vever, the result 
of neutralization differs depending on the nature of the following consonant. For 
exan1ple, before a voiced plosive, the /t/ - Id/ contrast in 1Jerwijten (verueit;)n) 
'reproach-INF' and verwijden (v<ru<id;)n] \viden-INF' neutralizes ttnvard /d/ (verwijl 
bijna [v<ru£id b£ina:) 'reproach almost' vs. verwijd bijna (v£rucid bcina:) ,,,,iden 
almost'). Ho,vever, before a nasal, neutralization is to\vard /t/ (venvijt niet 
[verueit nit] 'reproach not' vs. verwijd niet (verueit nit] 'widen not'). 

Contrast reduction is structure-building when the outcome of contrast reduction 
is a sound intermediate behveen tl1e norn1al realization of tJ1.e hvo phonemes. 
Final-consonant voicing neutralization in Cantonese is a case in point. Stops 
in syllable-final position are unreleased, and thus phonetically non-contrastive 
in tern1S of aspiration (CHAPTER 69: FINAL DEVOlCING AND FINAL LARYNGEAL 
NEUTRALIZATION). Another celebrated case of structure-building reduction is flap
ping in Engl ish. The /t/ - /d/ contrast in English is suspended intervocalically 
\Vhere the coronal in question is immediately follo,.ved by an unstressed vowel 
(e.g. heed ['hi:d] vs. heat ['hi:t), but ladder ['lreca- ) vs. latter ['lreca-)) (CHAPTER 113: 
FLAPPING IN Al'IERICAN ENGLISH).2 

1 Unless n(>ted other�vise, I shall abstra<:t a\'o'ay horn the issue of context-sensitivit)' in ,. .. ,hat follo'ivs. 
' The defmition of neutralization adopted here differs from Kiparsky's (1976: 169) formulation of a 
neutralizing ntle, which states that a rule of the form A -> B I XC _DY is neutralizing iff there are 
strjngs of the for111 CBD in tl1e i11put to tl1e rule. Certain structure-bujldi11g neutralizing rl1les, such as 
flapping in Engli sh, are not considered neutralizing from Kiparsky's perspectjve, since the product 
of the rule is not phonemic in the language. 
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When contrast reduction leads to a form varying bet"'een 1\110 or more variants, 
this is referred to as free variation (see CHAPTER 92: VARJABILITY). For a large 
nun1ber of Cantonese speakers, syllable-initial [n] is in free variation with (I] 
(Bauer and Benedict 1997). Thus, \vords like [nejA] 'you' and [na:n�) 'difficult' are 
often prono1.111ced "'ith initial (1], thus merging "'ith [lejA) 'Li (surname)' and (la:n�) 
'orchid', respectively. The rate of [n) vs. [l) usage varies according to age and 
gender of the speaker, as '"ell as the register of speaking (e.g. read speech vs. 
con versa ti.anal speech). 

2.1 Positions of contrast reduction 
Contrast (CHAPTER 2: CONTRAST) is often restricted to certain positions within the 
word: the syllable peak (rather than the n1argin; CHAPTER 33: SYLLABLE-INTERNAL 

STRUCTURE), the onset (rather than the coda; CHAPTER 55: ONSETS), the stem (rather 
than the affix; CHAPTER 104: ROOT-AFFIX ASYJ.�M.ETRIES), the stressed syllable 
(CHAPTER 40: THE FOOT), or the edge of the morphological domains (CHAPTER so: 
TONAL ALIGNMENT). 'vVasho (Hokan), for exan1ple, only a1Jo,11s voiceless liquids 
and nasals in onset position (Jacobsen 1964). Isthmus Zapotec (Oto-n1anguean) 
contrasts glottalized and modal-voiced vowels, but only in stressed positions 
(Bueno-Holle 2009). Hausa (Chadic) has a five-vowel system (/i e a  o u/), with 
a long-short distinction '''hich is reliably distinguished only in final position 
(Steriade 1994). Ngalakan (Australian) has a five-vowel system (/i e a  o u/), but 
nud vowels in Ngalakan are restricted to the edges of roots (Baker 1999: 72-73); 
if there is only one n1id vowel in a root, it must appear in an edgen1ost syllable 
(i.e. initial /cerata/ 'woman's ceremony' or final /curuwe-/ 'rush'). If there is more 
than one mid vowel, they must occur in contiguous syllables (/ca,voro/ 'patrilineal 
clan') or every vo,11el in the root must be a mid vo,vel (/kowele!J?(-mi+)/ 'beckon 
to'). !X66 (Bushman) contrasts consonants \Iii.th clicks and consonants \11ithout 
click accompanin1ent, but only in initial syllables (Traill 1985). In Etung (Bantu), 
falling and rising tones (HL, H!H, LH) are restricted to the final syllable of 
phonological words, but there is no restriction on the occurrence of level tones 
(Edmondson and Bendor-San1uel 1966). In Lushootseed (Central Salishan), glottal
ized consonants are only fow1d in roots and lexical suffixes; gra1nn1atical suffixes 
never have glottalized consonants (Urbanczyk 1996: 46). Contrast restrictions right 
al.so differ across �11ord types. fO( examp l.e, in a. cross-linguistic survey of 32 
languages having 26 consonants or more, \iVillerman (1994) found that pronouns 
made significantly less use of the palato-alveolar, retroflex, uvular, and pharyngeal 
places than other places of articulation and of fe,ver laterals, affricates, trills, 
clicks, ejectives, and aspirated segments (see also CHAPTER 102: CATEGORY-SPECIFIC 

EFFECTS for differences between noiins and verbs). 
Loci of contrast reduction are not ah11ays characterizable in structural terms. 

Steriade (1994) observes that languages with a retroflexion contrast in the apicals 
(e.g. /t/ vs. It/) often neutralize the contrast in i.tutial or postconsonantal positions, 
but allow the contra.st in post-vocalic position (CHAPTER 46: POSITIONAL EFFEC."TS 

IN CONSONANT CLUSTERS). The position of retroflexion neutralization is difficult 
to capture in prosodic terms, since post-vocalic position can be either "'ithin or 
across a prosodic domain (e.g. the coda of a syllable and a syllable onset i.t1 inter
vocalic position). Obstruents i.t1 Lithua1uan contrast in terms of voicing (Senn 1966; 
Steriade 1997). Ho\11ever, the voicing contrast is supported only before sonorants 
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(skobnis 'table'; biid111etys 'year of famine') and not elsewhere. Voicing is neutralized 
"'Ord-finally (da.itg [dauk] 'much'; kad [kat] 'that') and in pre-obstruent position 
(deg-ti [kt] 'burn-INF', mfelas dr(l!igas [zd] 'dear friend'). 

2.2 Common triggers and targets of contrast reduction 
Languages '"ith contrast reduction often exhibit striking parallelism in the direc
tion of merger and neutralization. Non-assirnilatory neutralization of laryngeal 
contrasts in word-final and preconsonantal positions is often structure-preserving; 
the preserved segments are generally voiceless. N'eutralization to\vard voiced or 
ejective is rare, if not non-existent.3 Reduction of vocalic contrasts in unstressed 
positions is comn1onplace across the world's languages (CHAPTER 26: SCHWA). The 
vast n1ajority of such reductions involve the neutralization of vowel nasalization, 
quantity, or height. Nasal and oral vo,·vels, for exa1nple, are often only contrastive 
i.n stressed syllables (e.g. Copala Trique (HoJlenbach 1977); Guarani (Beckman 
1998: 158)). Contrasts in vocalic quantity are frequently neutralized toward the 
short variant in unstressed syllables. Kolami, for example, only contrasts long 
and short vowels in initial syllables, >vhich are ah"ays stressed (Emeneau 1961: 
6-7). Quantity contrasts may also neutralize to,.vard the long variant under certain 
circi.unstances. For example, a vo"1el follo•ving a consonant-glide sequence must 
be long (/ak-a/ 'ask!' vs. /k\'1-a:k-a/ 'to ask'; Myers and Hansen 2005: 318) in 
R•vanda (Bantu), '"hich has a contrast in V0\'1el length ([gusi:�a] 'to be absent' 
vs. [gusi�a] 'to erase'; Ki.menyi 1979: 1). Reduction in vowel height in unstressed 
position often favors one of two outco1nes: the unstressed vo'"el may becon1e either 
(a] or (a]. In Belarusian, for example, mid vowels /e o/  reduce to (a) (['nO¥i] 'legs' 
vs. [na '¥a] 'leg'; [ 'reki) 'rivers' vs. [ra 'ka) 'river'; Cross"1hite 2004: 192); thus the 
five vo,vels found in stressed syllables, /i e a  o u/, are reduced to three, [i a u], 
in the unstressed syllables. The seven-vo\vel system in Central Eastern Catalan 
(Ii e € a J o u/) is only evident in stressed syllables; in unstressed syllables, 
only three vowel qualities, (i a u), are allo'"ed; underlying /e E a/ become [a], 
•vhile /u o -:>/ become [u], as sho'"n in (1). Vocalic contrast reductions along other 
featural dimensions are rare and are often secondary to height neutralization in 
the same system (Barnes 2002). 

(1) Central Eastern Catalan (Barnes 2002: 37) 

1ti\V 'river' ri',,1ct 'river (DIM)' 

'new 1SllO\V1 na'wi:ta 'Sl10\V (DIM)' 

'1n€l 'honey' ma 'leta 'honey (DIM)' 

'palci 'shovel' pa'€ta 'shovel (DI:M)' 
'r:>Oa '"'heel' ru 'oeta '"1heeJ (DIM)' 

'mon;;1 'monkey (FEM)' mu'ni:ta 'monkey (FEM DIM)' 

'kura 'cure' ku'rEta 'cure (DIM)' 

The targets of assimilatory neutralization show cross-linguistic sinUlarities 
as well (Cho 1990; Ohala 1990; Jun 1995; Steriade 2001; de Lacy 2002, 2006). For 

> Yu (2004) reports a case of fi.nal neutralization toward the voiced series in Lezgiao (North 
Caucasian); the neutralization is resh·icted on1)'· to n1onosyllabic noLLns, ho\vever. The defaL1lt direc
tion of neutralization in final position is tovlard the \1oiceless aspirated series. 
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example, obstruents are often voiced after nasals (Pater 1999). Nasals in turn 
frequently assimilate to the place of articulation of the follo,ving consonant, as 
illustrated by the exa1nples from Yoruba (Niger-Congo) in (2). 

(2) Yoruba nasal assimilation (Pulleyblank 1995: 5) 

a. ba mba 'overtake' 
f5 ri)f5 'break' 

b. ta nta 'sell' 
Su ll SU 'sleep' 

c. j6 jij6 'dance' 
Jf - . J1JE 'eat' 

d. k::> t)k::> 'write' , WI , tJW! 'say' 
e. gb5 .1).mgb5 'hear, understand' 

kpa l)mkpa 'kill' 

Among obstruents, coronals are most susceptible to place assimilation. In 
Korean, for exan1ple, morpheme-final coronals assimilate to dorsals or labials (3a). 
Morpheme-final labials assimiJate to dorsals (3b), but no assimilation is observed 
when the following consonant is coronal. Dorsals are inert; they assimilate neither 
to a following labial nor to a following coronal (3c) (CHAPTER 22: CONSONANTAL 
PLACE OF ARTJCULATION).4 

(3) Korean place assimilation (Hume 2003: 7-8)5 

a. /mit+ko/ [mikk'o] 
I 1nith+pota/ [ntipp'ota] 

b. /ip+ko/ [ikk'o] 
/nop+ta/ [nopt'a) *[nott'a) 

c. /nok+ta/ [nokt'a] *(nott'a] 
/kuk+pota/ [kukp'ota] *[kupp'ota] 

3 Theories of contrast reduction 

'believe and' 
'more than the bottom' 
'\vear and' 
'high' 
'melt' 
'more than soup' 

Early discussions of contrast reduction focused on ho'" to characterize the 
outcome of context-specific contrast reduction. That is, how \vould a theory of 
phonemics capture the fact that the contrast behveen two or more sounds in some 
positions of a word or a syllable is not maintained in other positions (CHAPTER 11: 
THE PHONEME)? The main analytic p11zzle neutralization presents to structuralist 
phonemics concerns the violation of the bi-uniqueness condition (i.e. of one-to
one mapping bet\veen allophones and phonemes). The Prague School resolves this 
indeterminacy by positing archiphonemes in contexts of neutralization (Trubetzkoy 
1939); archiphone1nes are units that represent the comn1on features of phonemes 
\•vhose contrastive property is neu.traJ.iz.ed in specific contexts. In Yoruba, for 
example, a preconsonantal nasal \vould be treated as an archiphoneme, N. (e.g. 

'1 See Sil"v·ern1an (2010) for a t11orol1gh review of nelttralizing processes in Korean. s C"' indicates a tense consonant. 
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, 
[rhba] /Nba/ 'overtake'). The archiphonemic treatment of neutralization anticipates 
the underspecification treatment of neutralized segments n1ade possible by the 
reconceptualization of the phonemes as sets of distinctive features. In an under
specification model (CHAPTER 7: FEATURE SPECIFICATION AND UNDERSPECIFICATION), 
a preconsonantal nasal in Yoruba, for example, "'Ould be specified for the feature 
[+nasal], vvhile the surface realization of this underspecified nasal "'ould be 
specified contextually. 

In addition to the issue of representation, theories of neutralization also 
atte1npt to explain the causes for neutralization. That is, v•hy do cross-linguistic 
parallelisms abound in cases of contrast reduction? T'vo main approaches have 
been advanced: structure-based and cue-based. This section revie'''S ho'v these 
hvo approaches conceptualize the problem of contrast reduction and what 
mechanisn1s account for the observed typological tendencies. 

3.1 Licensing and markedness 
Structure-based approaches maintain that certain prosodic or structural positions 
disfavor the maintenance of phonological contrasts. The phonological granunar 
may either prohibit a contrast in a given structural position in tern1s of a filter 
constraint (4) or impose a licensing condition which specifies ho\v a phonological 
contrast must be configured in order to be realized in a given position \vithin the 
"'Ord (5) (see also CHAPTER 46: POSITIONAL EFFECTS IN CONSONANT CLUSTERS). 

(4) Positional neutralization: Filter/negative version (Steriade 1995: 120) 

•af in x, "'here x is defined prosodically or n1orphologically. 

(5) Positional neu tralizahon: licensing/positive version (Steriade 1995: 121 )" 
aF must be licenced in x, "'here xis defined prosodically or morphologically. 

Codas in Pali, for exa1nple, must be the first half of a geminate structure (6a) 
or nasal (6b ). Coda nasals must be placeless, or homorganic with the follo"'ing 
stop. 

(6) Pali cluster simplification (Zee 1995: 157) 

a. sup+ta sutta 'to sleep' 
tap+ta tatta 'to shine' 
caj+ta catta 'give out' 

b. dam+ta danta 'to tame' 
vam+ta van ta 'to investigate' 

Coda constraints such as those in (7) prevent illicit codas. (7a) s tates that "if there 
is a syllable-final consonant which is singly linked, its melody cannot be [-nasal]"; 
(7b) states that "if there is a syllable-final consonant "'hich is singly linked, its 
melody must be [+nasal]." 

' Within Optimality Theory, two types <>f constraint,; have been posited to account f<>r posibonal 
asyn1metries in t11e realization of segmental features. See CB . .\PTER 46: POSITTON . .\L EFFBL'TS IN CONSONANT 

ctus·rERS for d.isc11ssion. 
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(7) Codas in Pali (follo,ving Ito 1986) 
a. *CJ. b. CJ. 

I I 
[-nas] [+nas] 

Geminates, \vhere the 1nelody is doubly linked both to the coda of one syllable 
and to the onset of the following syllable (CHAPTER 37: GEll11NATES), violate neither 
(7a) nor (7b), because the melody is not uniquely linked to a [nasal] feature. 

(8) Root ]0 Root 

�----.. . _] 
[-nas] [-nas] 

The same approach can be applied to the fact that codas in Pali are either 
placeless, as in the case of na.sa.l codas, or homo(gani.c with the following 
stop (9). 

(9) Coda place in Pali (follo"'ing Ito 1989: 224) 

*Clo 

I 
Place 

A coda consonant can be specified for place as long as the Place node is not 
uniquely linked to the coda consonant. If a coda nasal cannot share Place with 
another segment, it will remain placeless. 

(10) Root]0 Root 

�-----... J 
[+nas] [Place] 

The restrictiveness of potential triggers and targets of neutralization have 
provided fruitful venues for discovering the organization of features at the phono
logical level. There have been many proposals for the organization of features into 
a hierarchical set structure within Autosegmental Phonology (see McCarthy 1988 
and Clements and Hume 1995 for overvie,vs of proposals in feature geometry; 
see also CHAPTER 27: THE ORGANIZATION OF FEATURES). By assuming that the 
different features for place of articulation are hierarchically linked to a Place node, 
nasal place assimilation in Yoruba can be elegantly and economically modeled in 
tern1s of the spreading of the place node (11). 

(11) Place assimilation in a feature-geo111etric organization (Pulleyblank 1995: 9) 

[ +nas] 

!. ... I Root tier 

Place tier 
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Within this type of feature-geometric frame\vork, non-assimilatory contrast reduc
tions are generally treated as a matter of delinking of branches of a feature free. 
In the Kelantan dialect of Malay (Austronesian), for exan1ple, /p t kl neutralize 
to (?), and Is f I becon1e (h) (12). 

(12) Kelnntan Malay place neutralization (Teoh 1988) 

li.katl i.ka? 
ldakap/ daka? 

'tie' 
'en1brace' 

lsasakl 
lha1npas/ 

sasa? 
ha pall 

'crowded' 
'husk' 

Debuccalization to (?] and [h] can be vie\ved as delinking of the Place node (13). 
The fact that Ip t kl debuccalize to (?], but Isl to [h], can be attributed to the 
fact that non-place features of the underlying segment (e.g. [continuant]) are left 
intact. 

(13) Formalization of Isl � (h] and Ip t kl � (?) 

Other features [-voice, +cont] 

Place node ± Place 

Adopting the framework of Optunality Theory (OT; Prince and Sn1olensky 1993), 
'vhich determines the contrastive status of a feature F via the interaction of a 
constraint that requires the preservation of F and constraints on the rest of the 
systen1 (Kirchner 1997), Lombardi (2001 b) analyzes place neutralization such as 
(12) in terms of the interaction between consonantal place faithfulness and a family 
of universally ranked place n1arkedness constraints ((14); cf. Prince and S111olensky 
1993; Smolensky 1993; see al so CHAPTER 63: l-fARKEDNESS AND FAT.THFULNESS 
CONSTRAINTS). Unlike the position-specific markedness constraints in (4) and (5), 
this family of markedness constraints captures the idea that pharyngeals, includ
ing I? hi (McCarthy 1994), are less marked than coronals in general, irrespective 
of position. The tableau in (15) illustrates a 1narkedness-based treatn1ent of coda 
place neutr:alization. 

(14) Place hierarchy 
•ooRsl*LAB >> "COR >> "PHAR (Lo111bardi 200lb: 29) 

(15) Place neutralization in Kelantan Malay (Lombardi 2001b: 31)7 

/ikatl MAX : DEP ' *DoRsl*LAB *CoR "PHAR *MAX(Place) 
• 

a. ikat • • . , • 
. 

b. ikati ' 
• *I • • 

• 
c. ika ., ' • • ' 

o;<> d. ika 7 
• 
• • • • 
• 

1 Tl1e CoO . .\CONS constraint, which bans any Place featllre in coda consonants, is onUtted from this 
tableal1, because it is not directly rele\'imt in the present evaluation. 
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The position-specificity of place neutralization is captured by the universal 
ranking of loENT(OnsPlace) >> MAx(Place). loENT(OnsPlace) requires that an 
onset consonant have the Place of its input correspondent, \Vhile MAx(Place) 
requires that an underlying Place feature have an output correspondent. Assuming 
that Io(OnsPlace), 'vhich preserves underlying place features in the onset only, 
always outranks the place hierarchy in (14), a place distinction in coda position 
is neutralized due to the dominance of the markedness constraints in (14) 
over MAX(Place). Markedness violations in coda position cannot be resolved 
by deleting the offending coda due to the high ranking of MAX, which penalizes 
deletion, nor can it be resolved by the addition of a final vo,vel due to the 
high ranking of DEP, '''hich penalizes epenthesis. Place distinctions neutralize 
to\vard [?], since *PHAR, \vhich penalizes /? /, a1nong other things, is ranked 
lo"rer than the other place markedness constraints; the candidate "'ith a /?I 
coda (15d) is thus preferred over the fully faithful candidate (15a), \vh.ich has a 
coronal coda. 

3.2 Richness of cues and contrast maintenance 

As the last case study illustrates, the notion of n1arkedness is often invoked to 
account for the directionality of contrast reduction (CHAPTER 4: MARKEDNESS). 
Laryngeal neutralization in coda position is said to favor voicelessness, because 
laryngeal features such as [voice] and [constricted glottis] are more marked 
than voicelessness (Lombardi 1991; CHAPTER 69: FlNAL DEVOICING AND FINAL 
LARYNGEAL NEUTRALIZATION). Si1nilarly, the fact that VO\Ve)s in unstressed posi
tion often neutralize to sch,va is often a.ttri.buted to the unmarkedness of sch,va 
(CHAPTER 26: SCH\VA). The definition of markedness is a matter of great debate, 
ho,vever, see CHAPTER 4: MARKEDNESS. 

In an effort to provide an objective basis for markedness, so1ne scholars have 
proposed to ground the notion of n1arkedness in terms of speakers' partial 
understanding of the physical conditions under \vhich speech is produced and 
perceived. This phonetically based notion of markedness leads to the development 
of a cue-based approach to contrast reduction (see Hayes et al. 2004 and references 
therein). The basic assumption of cue-based approaches to contrast reduction is 
that a contrast is suspended in positions where the relevant contrast-supporting 
cues are din1inish.ed; a contra.st in such cue-impoverished. environments may be 
maintained only at the cost of additional articulatory maneuvers. A contrast is 
licensed i.n positions that are rich in perceptual cues that maximize the contrast's 
perceptibility. Alveolars and retroflexes, for example, are most easily distinguished 
by their VC transition profiles. Positions \Vhere VC transition is impoverished or 
non-existent, such as ,,vord-initial and postconsonanta l positions, tend to be loci 
where the alveolar - retroflex contrast is eliminated (Steriade 1994). For example, 
the Australian language Bunuba contrasts apical alveolar and retroflex '"ord
medially (e.g. /bi.qi/ 'thigh' vs. /\vidigi/ 'stick insect"), but only apical alveolars 
are found word-initially (Rumsey 2000). The only exception to this restriction 
is when a subsequent syllable contains [cl rt l]; in such instances (e.g. /rtacl,�/ 
'short', /clutu/ 'heart'), long-distance retroflexion is assumed to be "'hat licenses 
the presence of retroflexion "'Ord-initially (Hamann 2003). Even when VC transi
tions are present, ho,ve.ver, retroflexes are often avoided in the environn1ent of 
/i/. For example, retroflex fricative and affricate series in several Chinese dialects 
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are in complementary distribution w·ith the alveo-palatals: before a high front 
vo\vel, only alveo-palatals are found, 'vhile the retroflexes occur else,�rhere (Yip 
1996). Han1ann (2003) explains this avoidance of retroflexes in the envirorunent 
/i/ as a result of the articulatory incon1patibility between the production of 
these segments; a flat tongue middle and retracted tongue back configuration for 
retroflexion cannot be combined \\1ith the high tongue middle and fronted tongue 
back necessary for front vowels. Languages often restrict the distribution of contour 
tones to phonemic long VO\\'els (e.g. Son1aJi and Navajo), stressed syllables (e.g. 
Xhosa and Jen1ez), and \vord-final positions (Zhang 2001, 2002). \!\lhile it is diffi
cult to characterize these positions in structural or prosodic terms in a unifying 
\Vay, they have in common rhyme durations that are long, sonorous, and high in 
intensity. This fact has led some researchers to hypothesize a long sonorous rhy1ne 
duration as the wlifying factor for privileged contour tone licensers (Gordon 1999, 
2001; Zhang 2001). Obstruents are often voiced after a nasal, resulting in voicing 
neutralization (Luyia (Niger- Congo) /N + p t  k ts c/ -4 (mb nd JJg nz pj]; Herbert 
1986: 236). Hayes and Stivers (1995) attribute the preference for post-nasal voic
ing to the effects of "velar pumping," \vhich arises from vertical motion of a closed 
velum, and of "nasal leak," the leakage of air through a nearly closed velar port 
during the coarticuJatory period between oral and nasal seg:inents. 

Structure-based accounts have difficulties accounting for languages, such as 
Lithuanian, which licenses laryngeal contrasts in pre-sonorant position, regard
less of \vhether the follo,ving sonorant is tautosyllabic or heterosyllabic (see also 
Ancient Greek and Sanskrit; Steriade 1997). From a cue-based perspective, the 
reduction of laryngeal contrasts in preconsonantaJ and final positions follows 
from the fact that many of the relevant cues for the perception of voicing 
(closure voicing, closure duration, duration of preceding vo"rel, PO and Fl values 
in preceding and follo,ving VO\vels, VOT values, burst duration, and amplitude) 
are endangered in those positions (see also CHAPTER s: SONORANTS). The more 
impoverished the available perceptual cues are, the less sustainable the laryngeal 
contrast is. Thus, "'Ord-initial preconsonantal position is least hospitable to a con
trast in voicing, \vhile inter-sonorant position is most ideal for voicing realization. 
Formally, a cue-based account of contrast reduction may be modeled as the 
interaction bet,veen constraints on contrast n1aintenance and markedness con
straints induced from phonetic knowledge (Steriade 1997; Hayes 1999). Steriade 
(1997), for example, models (voice] neutralization in terms of the interaction 
between the constraint PRESERVE[voice], which demands faithfulness to input 
voice values, and a fixed hierarchy of •v orcE constraints, aligned to a voice per
ceptibility scale (16). 

(16) Scale of obstruent voicing perceptibility according to con text (Steriade 1997: 11 )8 

V _ [+son] > V _ # > V _ [-son] > [-son] _ [-son], [-son] _ #, 
# _ [-son] 

A language '"ith voicing licensed only before sonorants '"'ould have the follo"'
i.ng ranking: 

' The > symbol in (16) indicates that voicing is more perceptible in the context to its left than to the 
C(>ntext on its right. 
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(17) Voice licensed before sonorants (Steriade 1997: 12) 

•vorcE I [-son] _ [-son], [-son] _ #, # _  [-son] >> *Vo1cE I V_ [-son] >> 
•vorcE I V _ # >> PRESERVE[ voice] >> •vorcE I V _ [+son] 

Given that the ranking of constraints projected from a phonetically grounded per
ceptibility scale has been argued to be universal (CHAPTER 98: SPEECH PERCEPTION 
AND PHONOLOGY), such a model makes strong predictions about the typology of 
laryngeal neutralization patterns. For exan1ple., it predicts that a language with a 
voicing contrast in word-initial preconsonantal position must also al!O\\' a voicing 
contrast in word-initial, intervocalic, and word-final positions. The Mon-Khmer 
language Khasi, spoken in the Assam province of India, shows that such a strong 
prediction does not obtain. As illustrated in (18), Khasi contrasts voiced and voice
less plosives in '"ord-i.nitial preconsonantal position. 

(JS) Voicing contrast in initial clusters in Klu1si (Henderson 1992: 62) 

bti 'to lead by the hand' pdot 'throat' 
bthi 'sticky' pdeng 'middle' 
dkar 'tortoise' tbian 'floor' 
dkhar 'plainsn1an' tba 'to feel' 
dpei 'ashes' pjah 'cold' 
bshad [bJa:t] 'ci,1et' bdi 'twenty' 

Using evidence from a Fr0kj<er-Jensen combined oscilloscope and mingograph, 
Henderson (1992) confirmed the voicing contrast in word-initial preconsonantal 
position and ruled out the possibility of a svarabhakti vowel bel\veen the hvo 
stops. \IVhat is of interest here is the fact that in syllable-final position there is 
no distinction bet,veen voiced and voiceless stops; final stops are unreleased and 
frequently accompanied by simultaneous glottal constriction (Henderson 1967: 567). 
Si.nee a voicing contrast is allowed \Vord-i.ni.tially before another obstruent, a highly 
in1poverished envi.ronn1ent for the maintenance of a voicing contrast, a cue-based 
approacl1 that maintai.ns the universality of voicing perceptibility necessarily 
predicts that a voicing contrast should also be maintained in less impoverished 
environments, such as post-vocalic \vord-final positions. It is worth noting that 
counterexan1ples of this sort do not obviate the validity of a cue-based approach 
to contrast reduction per se, since the assumption of the universality of cue 
perceptibility is logically independent of the claim that cue maintenance is the 
driving force behind contrast maintenance and reduction (see Hume and Johnson 
2001b for discussion on the language-specificity of speech perception). 

Some cue-based theorists esche'" the notion of markedness at the level of the 
individual segment or feature, and favor instead a contrast maximization account. 
Dubbed "Dispersion Theory" (Flemming 1995, 1996; Ni Chiosai.n and Padgett 2001; 
Padgett 2003) after Lindblom's (1986, 1990) Theory of Adaptive Dispersion, such 
a theory of contrast nlaintains that the selection of a phonological contrast is sub
ject to three functional goals (see .tvlartinet 1952, 1955, 1964 for early formulations 
of these functional ideas; cf. Silverman 1996, 2004, 2006): 

(19) a. Maximize the distinctiveness of contrasts. 
b. Minin1ize articulatory effort. 
c. Maxilnize the number of contrasts. 
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From this perspective, the dispreference for sound x is conceptualized as a dis
preference for the sub-maximally distinct contrasts behveen x and other sounds 
in the particular sound systen1. As schen1a ti.zed in the ranking in (20), a contrast 
is forn1ally neutralized in some context if it cannot be realized 'vi.th a distinctiveness 
of d \vithout violating *EFFORT, an effort-mininlization constraint penalizing 
some articulation. 

(20) MINDIST-d, *EFFORT >> MAXIMIZECONTRASTS 

In Bela.rusian, for example, a five-vowel inventory /i ea  o u I is observed in stressed 
syllables. In unstressed syllables, /e a o/ reduce to [a] or [e], depending on the 
position of the vowel relative to the stressed syllable (Barnes 2002: 65). Flemming 
(2004) argues that this type of vovvel reduction is n1otivated by difficulties in 
producing distinct Fl contrasts in unstressed positions. Specifically, increasing 
difficulty in producing a lo"' vo,vel as a result of vo"'el duration shortening in 
unstressed positions leads to the raising of short lovv vovvels; the smaller range 
of the Fl dimensions for distinguishing Fl contrast then leads to the selection of 
a smaller number of contrasts. Flemming captures this intuition in terms of the 
ranking in (21). 

(21) UNSTRESSED VOWELS ARE SHORT, *SHORTLow\I, lVlINDIST=F1:3 >> 
lV!Ax11>11zEC0NrRASTS >> M1ND1sr-:Fl:4 

The constraint UNSTRESSED vow ELS ARE SHORT requires unstressed VO\vels to 
be shorter than stressed ones. This constraint will be omitted in the subsequent 
discussion, si.nce it is assumed to be undominated, so that no vo\vel systems 
violating this constraint will be permitted in the present context. *SHORTLow\I 
(abbreviated •a) is an effort-mi.ni.n1ization constraint that penalizes low vowels. 
The f\1!1NDI!>'T=Y:X constraints are satisfied by contrasting sounds that differ 
by at least X distance on the Y dimension. The highest-ranking MINDIST con
straint that outranks the f\llAXThHZECONTRASTS constraint sets the threshold 
distance, and the optimal inventory is the one that packs the most contrasting 
vowels onto the relevant dimension (here Fl) 'vithout any pair being closer than 
this threshold. 

\Ni.th the relative positioning of vowels on the Fl dimension stated in (22), 
Belarusian's three-way vo,vel height disti.nction in stressed syllables is predicted 
in (23). Since the present evaluation concerns only distinctions in vowel height, 
the back counterparts of vowels in the inventory candidate set are left out for ease 
of reference. The tableau in (23) shows that a four-\vay height distinction is sub
opti1nal (23c), because vowels are not distinct enough according to the constraint, 
MrNDrsr-=Fl :3. Reducing the height inventory too much (23a) res11lts in excessive 
contrast reduction, thus incurring more MAXIMIZECONTRASTS violations relative 
to the optimal inventory set (23b). 

(22) Fl 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

a e € e e r i 

a a + 
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(23) Belarusian: Vowels in stressed syllables 

•a MrND1sT= MAXJMIZE 
F1:3 CONTRASTS 

a. ' i  'a ,(.I! 
.,.,. b. ' i  'e 'a ,( ,( ,( 

c. ' i 'e ' t 'a . , ,( ,( ,( 

MrNDrsT= 

F1:4 

•• 
**** 

In the unstressed syllables, the constraint "SttORTLowV (*a) becomes applicable. 
It rules out the candidate VO\\•el inventory [i e a], because of the presence of [a]. 
The three-way height distinction cannot be maintained even if the low vowel 
[a) is avoided, the dis tance between [e) and [u) bei.ng insufficient, due to the high 
ranking MrNDrsT=F1:3 constraint. The winning candidate has only two vo,vel 
heights, \vhich fares \Vorse by MAXJMIZECONTRASTS, but satisfies the higher-ranked 
nUn:imurn distance requiren1ents. 

(24) Belarusian :  Vowels in unstressed syllables 

•a MINDI ST= MIN DIST= 
Fl:3 F1:4 

""" a. I 1l 
b. I e I! *! •• 
c. 1 e a  . , •• 

MAXIMIZE 
CONTRASTS 

,(,( 
,( ,( ,( 
,( ,( ,( 

Within Dispersion Theory, the objects of analysis are systen1s of oppositions. 
The notion of contrast reduction is thus given a genuine expression in such an 
analysis. Whereas most other approaches vie'v mergers and neutralization as 
the results of the application of constraints or rules that prevent the expression 
of individual seginents or features, Dispersion Theory holds that mergers and 
neutralization follow from the nun1ber of oppositions a language 1nakes available 
in different contexts. It should be noted that, becat.1se of its insistence on loo.king 
at systems of contrast from the perspective of the language as a whole, Dispersion 
Theory raises questions regarding ho\11 phonological derivation is implemented 
in such a model (Boersma 1998: 361; but see Ni Chiosain and Padgett 2001 and 
Padgett 2003 for a response to this proble1n). 

This section has revie\ved major theories of contrast reduction., showing that 
proposals range from completely structure-dependent accounts to theories that 
embrace the full phonetic substance of sound patterns. The debate on what a proper 
theory of contrast reduction is, however, might ultimately rest on resolving a more 
fundan1ental question - does synchronic contrast reduction truly exist? This is the 
topic of the next section. 

4 Do real synchronic mergers and neutralization exist? 

Until recently, most theories of phonology have assumed some form of lexical 
nUn:imality (the mini.Jnization of lexically stored inforn1ation; Chon1sky and Halle 
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1968: 381; Steriade 1995: 114; see also CHAPTER 1: UNDERLYING REPRESENTATIONS) 
and feature economy (the nlinimization the ratio of features to segn1ents in 
an "alphabet"; Clements 2003; see also CHAPTER 17: DJSTJNCTlVE FEATURES). In 
early generative phonology, for exrunple, the underlying alphabet is the minimal 
sound set needed to express surface differences behveen distinct morphemes; at 
the level of the underlying representation, no allophonic variants are present. 
Theories differ in the nu1nber of levels of representation aJ!owed (e.g. Lexical 
Phonology and Morphology (Kiparsky 1982, 1985; Mohanan 1982) recognizes 
three levels of representations: underlying, lexical, and phonetic) and the degree 
of minimality assumed at each level . Common to these early theories of phon
ology, however, is the premise that, out of the vast sea of phonetic signals, only 
a sma!J subset of phonetic properties are contrastive in a given language (Sapir 
1933; Trubetzkoy 1939; Jakobson et al. 1952; Hockett 1955; Cho1nsky and Halle 
1968; Kiparsky 1982, 1985). Contrast is encoded in terms of a difference ben.veen 
+F1 and -F1 for some finite set of features F;, and contrast reduction corresponds 
to the elimination of this difference (i.e. the outcome of such a reduction is either 
+F1, -F1, or null). 

Non-distinctive phonetic properties are treated in one of two ways. To begin 
�vith, features that do not distinguish lexical ite1ns may be underspecified in the 
lexical entries (e.g. Archangeli 1988; Pulleyblank :1995; Steriade 1995; Clements 
2003; CHAPTER 7: FEATURE SPECIFICATION AND UNDERSPECIFICATION). The feature 
[voice] in sonorants, for example, is non-contrastive, and thus redundant, in 
languages such as English, w llich do not distinguish bet\\'een voiced and voice
less sonorants (CHAPTER 8: SONORANTS; CHAPTER 13: THE STRICTURE FEATURES). 
Sonorants are underspecified for voicing, i.e. sonorants bear no value for the 
feature [voice]. Such an assumption of non-contrastive feature underspecifica
tion has important theoretical consequences for the treatment of transparency 
effects in the phonology of the feature [voice]. For exan1ple, as seen earl ier, 
nasals do not induce regressive voicing assi1nilation in Dutch, but voiced 
obstruents do, suggesting that only voiced obstrtlents are underlyingly specified 
for the feature [voice]. The other treatment of non-distinctive phonetic prop
erties is to exclude them from the feature pool altogether. For example, vo"rels 
are longer before voiced stops than before voiceless ones in An1erican English 
(bat (bret] vs. bad (bre·d]). Peterson and Lehiste (1960) suggest that the ratio of 
vocoid duration before voiceless consonants to that before voiced consonants 
in American Engl ish is 2 : 3. Such a difference in vocoid duration which covaries 
with the voicing of the following consonant is generally dismissed as the effect 
of automatic phonetics, and thus assumed to play no role in any phonological 
analysis; features such as [slightly long) \Vould not be part of the universe of 
phonological features.9 

As Labov et al. (1991: 38) point out, the assumptions that "contrasts \Vere 
discrete and binary, that there \Vas no such thing as a small difference in 
sound, that production and perception \Vere symmetrical, and that introspec
tions were reliable" have received increased scrutiny in recent years (CHAPTER 89: 
CRADIENCF. AND CATECORlCALITY IN PHONOl.OCICAL THEORY). For example, Dis
persion Theory's admission of phonological constraints that regulate features 

"' \1Vltlle these st1b-featt1ral cues alight not be djstinctive, they n1ay nonetJ1eless ha\:e enl1ancing 
functions (Stevens and Keyser 1989; Stevens et 11/. 1986; Keyser and Stevens 2001). 
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along scalar dimensions, rather than in terms of binary oppositions, already 
foreshado"'S the n1ove a\vay fron1 a discrete and binary notion of contrasts (e.g. 
MrNDIST=Y:X constraints evaluate distances along son1e phonetic di.inensions such 
as Fl). Mountmg evidence for near mergers and inco1nplete neutralization raises 
further questions about the validity of these abovementioned assumptions. This 
is the topic of the next section. 

4.1 Near mergers and incomplete neutralization 
Near merger describes the situation where speakers consistently report that hvo 
classes of sounds are the same, yet consistently differentiate them in production 
at a better than chance level. Labov et al. (1972: ch. 6), for example, reports that 
speakers in New York City differentiate \Vords such as source and sauce in produc
tion, but report no distinction behveen then1 m perception. Si.inilar near n1ergers 
have been reported in other varieties of English (e.g. fool and full in Albuquerque 
(Di Paolo 1988); too vs. toe and beer vs. bear in Nor"rich (Trudgill 1974); line vs. loin 
in Essex (Labov 1971; Nunberg 1980); n1.eat vs. 111.ate in Belfast (Milroy and Harris 
1980; Harris 1985)). Near mergers are not restricted to segn1ental contrasts. Yu 
(2007b ), for example, demonstrates that derived nud-rising tones m Cantonese show 
a small but statisticaUy significant difference in FO from underived mid-rising tones. 
Similar to near mergers, incomplete neutralization refers to reports of small but 
consistent phonetic differences between segn1ents that are supposedly neutralized 
in certain environn1ents. Flapping is often cited as a neutralizing phonological 
alternation in American English; underlying /t/ and /d/ surface as dental flaps or 
taps \vhen foUowed by an unstressed VO\vel (CHAPTER 113: FLAPPING IN AMERICAN 
ENGLISH). Word-final and preconsonantal obstruent devoicing is another classic 
example of a neutralizing sound pattern (CHAPTER 69: FINAL DEVOICING AND FINAL 
LARYNGEAL NEUTRALIZATION). 

Inco1nplete neutralization has been reported outside the don1am of obstruent 
voicmg as weU. In Eastern Andalusian Spanish, for example, the combined effect 
of '''Ord-internal coda aspiration and the gemination of the consonant follovving 
the aspirated coda leads to potential neutralization (e.g. [kaht:a] for both /kasta/ 
'caste' and /kapta/ 's/he captures'). Gerfen (2002), however, reports that aspirating 
an /s/ results i.i1 a longer duration of aspiration, '"hile aspiratmg a /p/ or /k/ 
results in longer medial consonant geu1ination (see also Gerfen and Hall 2001). 
Bishop (2007) found that listeners make use of the length of the consonant follow
ing aspiration as a cue for making phonemic decisions regarding the nature of the 
w1derlying coda. In many languages, an epenthetic stop can occur witllli1 nasal
fricative or heterorganic nasal--5top clusters (e.g. English dreamt [dJ€n1t) � [dJ€mpt); 
prince [pl1ns] - [plrnts)). Several sttidies have found that such epenthetic stops 
are phonetically different from underlying stops in the same environment. 
Fourakis and Port (1986), for example, found that underlying /t/ in words like 
prints [pi1nts] are significantly longer and the neighboring nasal significantly 
shorter than epenthetic [t] in \vords like prince. Dinnsen (1985), citing Rudm 
(1980), reports that long vO\·vels deriving from tlnderlying /VgV I sequences in 
Turkish are 13 percent longer than the underlying long vo\-vel /V:/. Simonet 
et al. (2008) report that the so-called /r I - /1/ neutralization in post-nuclear 
position in Puerto Rican Spanish (e.g. /'arn1a/ --t ['alma] ''veapon' vs. /'alma/ 
--t ['alina] 'soul') is mco1nplete. Based on measurements of duration of the vowel 
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+ liquid sequences and examination of formant values and trajectories, Simonet 
et al. (2008) conclude that, \vhile post-nuclear /r I is similar to post-nuclear /1/, 
there nonetheless exist systen1atic durational and spectral differences, suggesting 
that the hvo liquids have not co1npletely merged. 

Since traditional theories of the phonetics-phonology interface assume that 
phonological representations in the lexicon are categorical, contrastive elements, 
and since the phonetic implementation component con1putes the degree and 
tinting of articulatory gestures, wllich are gradient and variable, the discovery of 
near mergers and incomplete neutralization presents a curious coniu1dn.un. For 
a given underlying distinction +F and -F, ho"' can an output -F that corresponds 
to an underlying +F display systematically different surface phonetic realization 
from an output -F that corresponds to an underlying -F, "'hen information flo\v 
is supposed to be strictly unidirectional? In such a model, no articulatory plan 
can look backward to phonological encoding, nor can phonological encoding 
look back to the lexical level. No lexical information can influence the phonetic 
implementation directly either, bypassing the level of phonological encoding. 
On this vie,v, the categorical form of a lexen1e wholly determines the phonetic 
outcon1e. Phonetic variations on the surface are considered artifacts of the context 
or perforn1ance-induced anomalies. 

In light of such conceptual difficulties, many have sought to explain a\vay the 
observed sub-phonemic phonetic differences as a consequence of orthographic 
influence or as variation in speaking style. For example, it has been found that the 
less the experimental design emphasizes the role of orthography, the sn1aller 
the durational effects (Fourakis and Iverson 1984; Jasse1n and Richter 1989). 
Port and Cra\vford (:1989) found that discriminant analysis to classify produc

tions by underlying final voicing \vas most successful (78 percent correct) 
when speakers dictated the \vords, but least successful (55 percent correct) when 
target words \vere embedded in sentences that do not dra\v attention to the 
nlinimal pairs (whether read or repeated orally). But not all cases of near mergers 
and incomplete neutralization can be attributed to performance factors. \!Varner 
et al. (2004), for example, found sub-phonemic durational differences in the case 
of final devoicing in Dutch, even \vhen possible orthographic influence \vas 
controlled for as a confound. Yu (2007b) found incomplete merger of underived 
and n1orphologically derived mid-rising tones in Cantonese, a language whose 
orthography does not indicate tone. Further support for the existence of a 
suspended contrast comes from the fact that speakers appear to have some 
access to subtle phonetic differences. As noted earlier, Bishop (2007) found that 
Andalusian Spa1lish speakers can make use of subtle closure duration differences 
to recover underlying coda consonants. In the case of final devoicing in Dutch, 
listeners not only can perceive durational differences (Warner et al. 2004.), they even 
use these sub-phonemic distinctions to hypothesize '''hich past tense allomorph 
nonce forms \VOuld take (Ernestus and Baa yen 2003; CHAPTER 99: PHONOLOCICALL y 
CONDITIONED ALLOMORl'H SELECTION) . 

4.2 Approaches to sub-phonemic phonetic differences 
Sub-phonemic distinctions have been analyzed as the result of paradigm uni

formity a1nong morphologically related neighbors (e.g. phonetic analogy; Steriade 
2000; Yu 2007a; CHAPTER 83: l'ARADIC?-15; CHAPTER 87: NElCHBORHOOD EFFECTS). 
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Steriade (2000), for example, argues that grammars prefer words \vithin a para
dign1 to be uniform.10 Steriade extends this paradigm uniformity preference to the 
phonetic level. French, for example, has an optional sch\·va deletion \\•hich creates 
ostensibly homophonous strings (e.g. bas retrouve [b<L1$<itin1ve) 'stocking found again' 
-4 bas r'trouve [bantl!uve] vs. bar trouve [b<n�tBuve] 'bar found'). Various studies 
have sho,vn that the consonant to the left of the syllable of the deleted sch,va 
maintains phonetic qualities that v1ould only be expected if the sch,va \Vere still 
present (Rialland 1986; Fougeron and Steriade 1997). Steriade (2000) interprets 
such unexpected phonetic differences as the results of phonetic analogy; forn1s 
•vi.th sch"•a deletion are influenced phonetically by the corresponding schwa-full 
forms (e.g. /r I in bas r'trouve [baKtBuve] takes on onset-like articulation from the 
/r I in the related phrase bas retrouve [bal!<Jtlfl.lve]). 

Van Oostendorp (2008) argues that incon1plete neutralization in final devoic
ing can be captured within a Containment n1odel of OT in terms of a turbid 
representation of phonological outputs (Goldrick 2001). Output structures are 
characterized in terms of two types of relations: a Projection relation, w·hich is 
an abstract structural relationship holding between a segment and the feature 
(represented by i in (25)), and a Pronunciation relation, an output relationship 
that holds behveen the feature and the seg1nent and describes the output real
ization of a structure (represented by J.. in (25)). On this conception, a 11-u:ee-\vay 
distinction obtains behveen segments that are underlyingly voiceless (i.e. they 
Jack the feature [voice]), segments that are underlyingly voiced and pronounced 
voiced, and segn1ents that a.re underlyingly voiced, but are not realized as voiced 
on the surface (25). 

(25) A three-way voicing distinction using turbidity theory 

a. ta:t b. tad c. ta:d i J.. i • 

[voice] [voice] 

The selection of a representation like (25c) would be determined by the inter
action between 1narkedness constraints that disfavor coda voicing and the con
straint .RECll'ROCITY(X,F), \vhich holds that if a seg.ment X entertains a projection 
relation with a feature F, then F must entertain a pronunciation relation '''ith the 
segment X. Because of their structural differences, (25a)-{25c) will show different 
surface phonetic realizations. 

These phonological approaches assun1e that cases of incon1plete neutraliza
tion are in fa.ct complete at the phonological level and tl1at the output segment is 
phonologically unvoiced. The sub-phonemic differences observed "'Ouk! either 
be due to analogical influences from related forms that retain voicing or to covert 
structural differences among outputs. Is a complete neutralization interpretation 
of i..t1con1plete neutralization a necessity, or even desirable? The ans\ver to this 
qtlestion hinges on the conception of the phonetics-phonology interface and, 
specifically, the nature of allophony. What should be considered extrinsic allophones 
(i.e. allophones that are phonologically governed), and "'hat should be considered 
intrinsic (i.e. those introduced by phonetic variability; \rVang and Filln1ore 1961; 

10 A paradignl is defined here as "a set of \vords sharing a n1orpheme, e.g. {bon1b� bo111b-i,1g, 
bomb·ard, . . .  ), or a set of phrases sharing a word, e.g. lbomb, the bomb, . . . I" (Steriade 2000). 
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Ladefoged 1971; Tatham 1971)? Must extrinsic allophones be governed by changes 
in discrete distinctive feature values, or can extrinsic allophones be gradient? The 
next section offers an alternative interpretation of near n1ergers and inco1nplete 
neutralization, \vhich appeals to the notion of a covert contrast. 

4.3 Sub-phonemic distinctions as covert contrasts 

Near 1nergers and incomplete neutralization are problematic fron1 the point of 
viev• of a model of the interface between phonetics and phonology sketched above, 
because, if the phonetic implementation component accounts only for variations 
due to biomechanical and aerodynamic factors, it is anomalous, to say the least, 
that speakers of a language \Vith [voice] neutralization vary the realization of the 
neutralized sounds in accordance with the feature value of their non-neutralized 
counterparts. The above model of the phonetics-phonology interface is arguably 
simplistic, hov,rever. Kingston and Diehl (1994) articulate a model of the phonetics
phonology interface that affords the phonological component greater control 
over the range of variability in the phonetic implementation of contrasts. Elasto
inertial, bion1echanical, aerodynanuc, psychoacoustic, and perceptual constraints 
delinut "'hat a speaker (or listener) can do, but not \vhat they must do. Within 
this conception of the phonetics-phonology interface, a phonen1ic contrast is taken 
to be "any difference in the feature content or arrangement of an utterance's phono
logical representation \vhich may convey a difference in sen1antic interpretation" 
and allophones are "any phonetic variant of a distinctive feature specification 
or arrangen1ent of such specification that occurs in a particular context" (1994: 
420, fn. 2). To illustrate this framework more concretely, consider Kingston and 
Diehl's summary of the phonetic variants of English stops contrasting for [voice] 
(see also Silverman 2004). 

Table 80.1 illustrates the fact that the contrastive feature [+voice] in English 
sho'"s great variability in its phonetic realization. In word-initial position, for 
example, (+voice) stops are often realized as voiceless unaspirated, even when 
the preceding word ends in a vo'"el (Caisse 1982; Docherty 1989). Kingston and 
Diehl (1994) interpret such data as sho,ving that speakers choose between h"o 
active articulations in producing initial [+voice] stops in English: delay glottal 
closure until the stop release, or close the glottis but expand the oral cavity to 
overcome the difficulty o.f initiating voicing. St.ich controlled. variation is oJade 
possible by the fact that there are typically multiple, auditorily independent 
correlates that serve as distinct bases for a minimal phonological distinction. As 
noted in Stevens and Bhunstein (1981), [+voice] consonants are characterized by 
the "presence of lo\v-frequency spectral energy or periodicity over a time interval 
of 20 to 30 nisecs in the vicinity of the acot.istic discontint.lity that precedes or 
follows the consonantal constriction interval" (1981: 29). This 10"'-frequency 
property, as Kingston and Diehl (1994) call it, has multiple supporting sub
properties such as voicing during the consonant constriction interval, a low Fl 
near the constriction interval, and a lo>v FO in the san1e region, as \Veil as enhanc
ing prope.rties such as the duration ratio behveen a consonant and its preceding 
vo'"el. These properties do not all surface in all positions. Crucially, while [+voice] 
stops do not sho'" prevoicing in '"Ord-initial position, the [voice] contrast is nonethe
less maintained because [-voice] stops tend to have longer VOT, stronger burst 
energy and lugher Fl and FO follo>ving the consonant constriction interval. 
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Table 80.1 Summary of the phonetic variants of English stops that contrast for [voice] 

Utterance-initial or pre-tonic 

Intervocalic or post-tonic 

Utterance-final and post-vocalic 

[+voice) 

short lag VOT 

Fl lower 

FO lo\ver 

>veaker burst 

closure voicing 

short closure 

longer preceding VO\Vel 

Fl lower 

FO lower 

longer preceding vo\vel 

closure voicing possible 

short closure 

F:I ]o,ver 

[-voice) 

long lag VOT 

Fl higher 

FO higher 

stronger burst 

no closure voicing 

longer closure 

shorter preceding vo\vel 

Fl higher 

FO higher 

shorter preceding vo\vel 

no closure voicing 

longer closure 
Fl higher 

From this perspective of the phonetics-phonology interface, sub-phonemic 
differences observed in near mergers and incomplete neutralization are no more 
different from those observed between allophones appearing in different phonetic 
contexts. As noted in Steriade (1997), the percept of voicing hinges on a n1ulti
tude of acoustic cues: burst amplitude, closure duration, voicing during the 
closure period, voice onset time, and vowel onset and offset. Phonetic cues that 
support a [voice] contrast in >vord-final positions are intrinsically impoverished 
relative to cues available in >vord-initial and >vord-medial positions. Nonethe
less, n1any languages n1aintain the contrast in word-final positions because there 
remain sufficient cues that can differentiate the underlying phonological contrast. 
(See CHAPTER 113: FLAPPING IN AMERICAN ENGLISH for additional evidence on this 
interpretation.) 

The interpretation of near mergers and incomplete neutralization advocated here 
suggests that traditional 1nethods of introspection and field elicitation may not 
be adequate in detecting covert contrast (CHAPTER 96: EX1'ER1MENTAL APPROACHES 

IN THEORETICAL PHONOLOGY). Self-introspection faces inherent problems of analyst 
bias and thus should not be taken as a definitive source of information. The 
phonetician's ears are, after all, hun1an ears. Commutation tests are essentially 
arn1chair psycholinguistic tasks that require language consultants to perform 
a. Sa.me-different task, with minimal control for potential confounds. Subject 
responses are inherently probabilistic; analysts insisting on dichotomizing a con
tinuous function will find confident responses when the samples have a \vide 
separation in the sa1nple space. Samples that straddle regions of great overlap, as 
in the case of nea.r mergers and inco1nplete neutralization, will elicit n1ore atnbig
uous responses. Contra.sis not detected by Jingtlists using traditional methods of 
elicitation may nonetheless be detected by native speakers, as demonstrated in 
laboratory studies reviewed above. 
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4.4 Covert contrasts as systems in transition 
The existence of covert contrast is readily understandable from the perspective 
of sound change and phonologization of phonetic variation (CHAPTER 93: SOUND 
CHANGE). In his seminal work on phonologization, Hyman (1976) conceptualizes 
the emergence of phonemic tonal distinctions as a three-stage process. At Stage l ,  
a language displays physiologically based consonantal voicing-induced pitch 
perturbations on the neighboring vo,vel A language reaches Stage 2 when 
pitch perturbation becon1es exaggerated to such an extent that the pitch variation 
cannot be attributed entirely to the physiological properties of the preceding 
consonant's voicing (e.g. *[pa) > [pa) and *[ba) > (ba]). The transition from Stage 1 
to Stage 2 - 'vhen an intrinsic, thus unintended, variation in pitch associated 
with consonantal realization becomes an extrinsic feature of the vo,vel - is 
phonologization. A language reaches Stage 3 when the voicing distinction is lost 
con1pletely, and the pitch distinction on vowels becomes the sole feature that 
signals a meaning difference between \VOrds. That is, the language has undergone 
the phonemicization of tone (i.e. */pa/ > [pa] and • /ba/ > [pa]). From the per
spective of this 1nodel of sound change, covert contrast represents a language at 
Stage 2 and possibly in transition to Stage 3. That is, the old contrast (e.g. obstruent 
voicing) has not con1pletely disappeared (i.e. been neutralized), but the new con
trast (e.g. tonal distinction) has not fully emerged either. A language in Stage 2 
is in principle unstable. As Hyman points out, "accompanying every phonologiza
tion is a potential dephonologization" (Hyn1an 1976: 410). The emergence of a 
tonal distinction as a result of the phonologization of intrinsic pitch perhuba
tion of obstruent voicing entails the eventual destruction (i.e. neutralization) 
of the original voicing contrast. The evolution of vo•vel duration and consonant 
voicing covariation provides an instructive example of phonologization and 
its connection to the emergence of covert contrast. As revie1ved in Sole (2007), 
languages differ in the an1ount of control the speakers have over the n1ainten
ance of this sub-phone1nic duration difference. Sole (2007) found that English 
speakers actively maintain durational differences before voiced and voiceless 
stops, regardless of speaking rates, 'vhile speakers of Catalan and Arabic do not 
exhibit similar control over such sub-phonemic duration differences. Her findings 
suggest that English has already partially phonologized the effect of consonant 
voicing on vowel duration, while Catalan and Arabic have not. Recall that one 
commonly observed feature of the incomplete neutralization of final devoicing is 
a vo1vel duration difference. Following Hyman's dictum that the phonologization 
of one feature carries the seeds of the destruction of another, the phonologiza
tion of a sub-phonemic vo\vel dtuation difference entails an eventual loss of the 
voicing contrast in the follo1·ving stops. The reasons l·vhy such a correlation exists 
are still a u1atter of debate. Two factors are notewortl1y i.n this context. First, the 
longer vowel before voiced stops and the shorter vo,vel before voiceless stops are, 
strictly speaking, in complen1entary distribution. Likev;ise, post-vocalic voiced and 
voiceless stops are also in complementary distribution, since they do not appear 
in the same context. This type of analytic an1biguity (i.e. bet1veen vowel duration 
and consonanta l voicing) is typical of a langua.ge undergoing phonologization. 
Second, research on auditory category learning has sho1vn that listeners are 
not only sensitive to the distributional information of the category cues, but 
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also acquire unidimensional contrasts more readily than multidimensional ones 
(Goudbeek 2006; Clayards 2008; Clayards et al. 2008; Goudbeek et al. 2008). Such 
results suggest that, all else being equal, listeners '"'ill rely more heavily on a 
single cue for category identification even \vhen multiple cues are available in 
the signal. For example, as voicing during stop closure becomes less prominent 
as a feature of voiced stops in final position, vo\vel length becomes the more 
reliable contrastive feature. When voicing in closure ceases to be a feature of final 
obstruents altogether, a contrast in vowel length is expected to e1nerge. Friulian, 
a Romance language spoken in northeastern Italy, provides an instructive 
example of this type of cue trade-off in phonologization. In Friulian, vowel length 
(CHAPTER 20: THE REPRESENTATION OF VOWEL LENGTH) is only distinctive in a 
stressed vvord-final syllable closed by a single consonant. 

(26) Vowel length distinction in Friulian (Baroni and Vanelli 2000: 16) 

a. ('la:t] 'gone (MASC)' b. ['lat) '1nilk' 
('bru:t] 'brother, mother-in-la"" ('brut) 'ugly' 
[fi'ni:t] 'finished (MASC)' ['frit] 'fried (MASC)' 
['pa:s] 'peace' ['pas] 'step' 
['fu:k] 'fire' ['t:ik] 'piece' 

Stressed VO\vels are always phonologically long before [r] (['la:rk) 'large (MASC)') 
and ahvays short when they are not in the last syllable of a word ([kan'tade) 
'sung (FEM)'), •vhen they occur in the final open syllable ([ku'si] 'so'), and 
when they are in a final syllable closed by a consonant cluster, nasal, or affricate 
(['gust] ' taste', ['mat)] 'hand', ['bratf) 'aro.1'). Of particular relevance here is the 
fact that vo,vel length in "'Ord-final syllables before obstruents is predictable: 
the stressed vo"rel is long if the following consonant is realized as voiced in 
intervocalic position (27a); if the follo\ving consonant is voiceless intervocalically, 
the stressed vowel is short (27b ). 
(27) Vowel length and consonant voicing (Baroni and Vanelli 2000: 17) 

a. ['la:t] 'gone (MASC)' ['lade] 'gone (FEM)' 
[fi'ni:t] 'finished (MASC)' [fi'nide) 'finished (FEM)' 
('pe:s] 'snovv' [pe'za] 'to sno\v' 
['fu:k] 'fire' [fogo'la:r] 'fireplace' 

b. ['lat] 'milk' (la'te] 'to breastfeed' 
('pas] 'pass' [pa'sa] 'to pass' 
[pa'taf) 'slap' [pata'fa] 'to slap' 
(' t:ik] 'piece' [tu 'kut) 'little piece' 

Based on acoustic evidence, Baroni and Vanelli (2000) establish that long vowels 
are more than hvice as long as the short ones and '"ord-final obstruents are indeed 
voiceless (i.e. no voicing during closure). While final [t] corresponding to n1edial 
[d] is significantly shorter than final [t] corresponding to medial [t), this difference 
is only observed. after certain vo,,vel qualities. Their .findings suggest that, while 
Friulian final obstruent devoicing is incomplete (i.e. there remains some difference 
behveen underlying /d/ and underlying /t/ in final positions), this difference is 
1nai.nly carried by the closure duration of the obstruent and only in very restricted 
contexts. On the other hand, a full-blown vowel quantity difference has e1nerged 
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in its place. The salience of this vowel length contrast is exemplified by the 
behavior of VO\'tel length in loan,vord adaptation. Friulian does not preserve 
the consonantal length contrast in borro\ved Italian words. However, longer 
vowels before single consonants in Italian are treated as long in Friulian if 
they occur in 'vord-final position: [impje'ga:t) 'clerk (MASC)', from Italian 
[impje'ga:to ]. When such long vowels occur in word-internal position, they 
become short and the following obstruent is voiced ( [impje'gade) 'clerk (FEM)'). 
When borrowed short vowels occur in \vord-i.nternal position, the obstruents 
ren1ain voiceless (e.g. [a'fit)/[afi'tut) 'rent/little rent'; Italian [a'f:it:o)). This loan
'vord evidence suggests that Friulian has restructured its system to one with a 
limited VO\Vel length contrast; voicing variation has become secondary to vowel 
length difference. 

The possibility of a covert contrast in purported cases of neutralization raises 
questions about the existence of genuine instances of neutralization. Kin1 and 
Jongman (1996), for example, report that coda neutralization (i.e. '"ord-final 
coronal obstruents (e.g. /t th s/) are all phonetically realized as [t)) is complete 
(CHAPTER 111: LARYNGEAL CONTRAST IN KOREAN). Based on both production and 
perceptual data, they conclude that con1plete neutralization is observed despite 
the fact that Korean orthography distinguishes between the different underlying 
consonants. The difference beh<veen genuine neutralization vs. covert contrasts might 
also be related to the nature of the evidence supporting the claim of neutralization. 
Evidence for neutralization may come from distributional information alone 
(e.g. laryngeal neutralization in coda position in Cantonese) or may additionally 
be supported by morphological n1eans (e.g. obstruent devoicing in Dutch). All 
reported cases of incomplete neutra.lization pertain to morphologica.Uy sensitive 
neutralization. In sum, the question of ho"' pervasive covert contrasts and com
plete neutralization are is ultimately an ernpirical one. More systematic phonetic and 
psycholinguistic investigations are needed to at15\Ver this fundan1ental question 
in contrast reduction research. 
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81 Local Assimilation 

ELIZABETH C. ZSIGA 

1 Overview 

local assinUlation is a phonological alternation in which t\vo soiu1ds that are adja
cent becon1e more similar. Its opposite is dissimilation, an alternation in \vhich two 
sounds that are similar become more different (see CHAPTER 60: 01ss11111LATION). 
Local assimilation can also be contrasted \vith long-distance assimilation (harmony 
- see also CHAPTER 91: VOWEL HARMONY: OPAQUE AND TRANSPARENT VOWELS; 
CHAPTER 77: LONG-DISTANCE ASSIJl!ILATION OF CONSONANTS; CHAPTER 78: NASAL 
HARMONY; CHAPTER 118: TURKISH VOWEL HARMONY; CHAPTER 123: HUNGARIAN 
VO\VEL HARMONY), in which sounds that are not immed iately string-adjacent 
influence one another, and with coalescence (see Casali 1996; Pater 1999), in \vhich 
!\VO adjacent sounds n1erge into a single seginent that shares properties of both. 

local assi1nilation can be illustrated by different forn1s of the English negative 
prefix /rn-/, as in (1). Examples in (la) and (lb) illustrate common place 
assimilation: the basic form of the nasal consonant is /n/ (la), but it assimilates 
to the place of articulation of a following stop (lb). When the prefix precedes 
a labiodental fricative (le), assinillation of /n/ is optional, as it is with other 
prefixes or across a "'Ord boundary (ld). In \vords like illega.l and irregular (le), 
the /n/ is not pronounced at all: in Latin, the /n/ becan1e identical to a follO"'
ing /I/ or /r /. These different aspects of the /rn-/ alternation illustrate many 
of the questions and issues that arise in the cross-linguistic description of local 
assimilation. 

(1) An example of local assi111ilation in English 

a. i[n]abi/itt; 
i[nh)ospita.ble 
i[ns]olven/ 

b. i[mp )ossible 
i[mb]alance 
i[ nt ]en11 inable 
i[ndJecisive 
i[IJk)ongru.ent 
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c. i[nf]requent 
i[nv]nrian/ 

d.  u[nb ]alanced 
i[np ]assing 

e. i[l]egal 
i[r]egulnr 

or i[OJf]requent 
or i[OJV Jariant 
or u[n1b ]a lanced 
or i(mp Jassing 
(Latin il-legalis) 
(Latin ir-regularis) 

If two adjacent sounds come to share just one feature, or a subset of their features, 
the assiinilation is tern1ed partial, illustrated by the word impossible, '"here the con
sonants in prefix and root share place of articulation, but not nasality or voicing. 
If two adjacent sounds become identical, as in illegnlis, the assimilation is total or 
complete. It is also useful to distinguish the direction of assimilation. In a sequence 
of sounds AB, if A changes to becon1e 1nore like B, the assin1ilation is termed 
anticipatory: A anticipates son1e feature of B. If B changes to become more like A, 
the assimilation is perseverative: some feature of A continues i.nto B. (Anticipatory 
assimilation may also be called re3•ressive, since the assimilating feature is moving 
backv,rards, and perseverative assimilation may be termed progressive, since the 
assiinilating feature is 1noving forward.) The assimilations in (1) are all anticipatory. 

Local assin1ilation is the n1ost con1mon type of phonological alternation, and 
as such has played an important role in phonological theory. Phonological issues 
that arise "'ith respect to local assinlliation include the follo,ving: 

(2) a. 
b. 
c. 
d .  
e. 
f. 
g. 

What feahues assiJnilate? 
What groups of features assinlilate together? 
Ho'v can directional asymmetries be accounted for? 
What is the influence of morphological and prosodic context? 
vVhat are the roles of production and perception in local assimilation? 
How is local assimilation different from co-articulation? 
How should local assimilation be fonnalized? 

These questions concerning the nature and representation of local assimilation 
\vill be addressed in the remainder of this chapter, "'hich is divided into nvo parts. 
§2 provides a cross-lmguistic sampling of types of local assimilation, providing 
the data for 1nore general theoretical discussion that follO\VS m §3. Issues addressed 
in §3 a.re directionality and perception (§3.1), production and co-a.rticu.lation 
(§3.2), and formalism (§3.3). In addition to these larger questions that focus on 
the linguistic status of assimilation per se, other more specific issues often come 
up iJ1 the discussion of particular datasets or types of assimilation. Various processes 
of local assinlliation have been irnportant m providing evidence for and agaii1st 
phonological issues such as iulderspecification, privative vs. binary features, feature 
geometry, and Lexical Phonology. Such connections \Viii not be treated in depth 
in this chapter, but '"ill be noted, along '"ith cross-references to other chapters 
where the issue is addressed more fully. 

2 Examples of local assimilation 

Local assimilation can affect nearly every phonological feature. In fact, partici
patmg in assinlilation is considered priJne evidence for featural status (McCarthy 
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1994; Hume and Odden 1996; see also CHAPTER 17: DISTINCTIVE FEATURES). Some 
of the 1nost common types of local assimilation are exemplified below. 

2.1 Voicing and other laryngeal features 

When obstruent consonants become adjacent, they often come to agree in voice, 
and sometimes in other laryngeal features as well. For exainple, in Russian, a string 
of obstruents al'"ays agrees in voicing with the rightn1ost obstruent in the 
sequence (Jakobson 1978; Padgett 2002). 

(3) Voicing assintila.tion in Russian 

a. 

b. 

[ot papi) 
[od babufki] 
[od vzbutfki] 
[ot fspleska] 
[ot Ina1ni] 

'from papa' 
'from grandma' 
'from a scolding ' 
'from a splash' 
'from n1an1a' 

A similar alternation is found in Yiddish (Katz 1987, cited in Lombardi 1999), illus
trated in ( 4). 

(4) Voicing assi111ila.tion in Yiddish 

( vog] 'weight' 
[bak) 'cheek' 
but 

[vok-foi] 
[bag-bejn) 
[nud-nik] 
[mit-niten] 

'scale' 
'cheekbone' 
'boring person' 
'co-respondent' 

In both Russian and Yiddish, the assimilation is anticipatory: consonants anticipate 
the voicing of the rightmost obstruent in the cluster, \Vhether voiced or voiceless. 
This is the unn1arked direction for assinlilation (Lombardi 1999). Perseverative 
voicing assiinilation, m '"hich the voicmg value is determii1ed by the leftn1ost con
sonant, may also be seen, usually in the case of assimilation of a suffix to a stem 
(Lombardi 1999; Boro,vsky 2000). Examples from English and Turkish are sho'''n 
ill (5). 

(5) a. Voicing assimilation in English (plural and past tense) 
[ro-z) 'rows' [ro-d] 'ro,ved' 
[rceg-z) 'rags' [bEg-d) 'begged' 
[rak-s] 'rocks' [kik-t) 'kicked' 

b. Voicing assimilation in Turkish (Le,vis 1967) 
(git-tim) 'gO-PAST.lSG' 
[kiz-dim) 'got mad-PAST.lsG' 
[kon1su-muz-dan] 'neighbor-J'OSS-ABL' 
[raf-tan] 'shelf-A BL' 

Cases of voicing assinlilation have been central to the debate over \vhether 
[voice] is a privative or binary feature. Cases like that of Yiddish, 'vhere either a 
voiced or voiceless cluster may be formed, and where assin1ilation is independent 
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of syllable-final devoicing, have been crucial. Is it possible to account for alterna
tions such as [vog] - [vokfoi] without reference to a feature [-voice]? See Cho 
(1999), Lon1bardi (1999), and Wetzels and Mascaro (2001) for further discussion. 

Another important point to note about voicing assimilation in consonant clusters 
is that sonorant consonants are often neutral 1vith respect to voicing assimilation 
(see CHAPTER 8: SONORANTS). Thus there are sequences like [ot fspleska] in Russian 
and [mitniten] in Yiddish, "'here the rightmost consonant in the cluster is a (voiced) 
sonorant, but the other consonants are voiceless. (Though note that the behavior 
of Russian /w I, 1.vhich alternates \vith (v] and participates only partially in voic
ing assimilation, has been the subject of much discussion: see Padgett 2002 and 
references therein.) 

On the other hand, the laryngeal features of obstruents and sonorants do 
so1netimes interact. Common cases include intervocalic (or intersonorant) voicing 
(6) and post-nasal voicing (7). 

(6) lntersonorant voicing in Korean (Silva 1992) 

[pap] 'rice' [i-bab-i] 
[kuk] 'soup' [i-gug-i] 
[tal] 'n1oon' [pan-dal] 
[palp] '1valk' [palb-in] 

'this rice-NOM' 
'this soup-NoM' 
'half moon' 
'that is walking' 

'every picture' /n1otun kilim/ � [modun gilim] 
/kulimul pota/ � [kulimul boda) 'to look at a picture' 

(7) a. Post-nasal voicing in Yao (Nurse and Phillipson 2003) 
[ku-pelek-a] 'to send' [kuu-m-belek-a] 'to send me' 
[ku-t (tm-a] 'to order' [kuu-n-d L'tm-a] 'to order me' 
[ku-kweel-a] 'to cli.Jnb' [kuu-I)-g1veel-a] 'to climb on me' 

b. Post-nasal voicing in Puyo Pungo Quechua 
(Orr 1962; Rice 1993; Pater 1999) 
[sinik-pa] 'porcupine's' [\vasi-ta] 
[kam-ba] 'yours' [waki.J1-da] 

'the house' 
'the others' 

It 1nay also be the case that obstruents cause devoici.J1g in sonorants, as in high 
vo1vel devoicing in Japanese (Sa), in whic11 /i/ and /u/ devoice when surrounded 
by voiceless consonants, or sonorant devoicing in English (Sb), in which /1/ and 
/r/ devoice 1vhen preceded by a voiceless aspirated consonant. 

(S) a.  High vowel devoicing in Japanese (Tsuchida 1997) 
[kokysai] 'international' 
[kjtai] 'expectation' 
[ak!ko] 'won1an's nan1e' 
(q>yton) 'bed' 

b .  Sonorant devoicing in English 
(pJe) 'play' 
[pre] 'pray' 
[tru] 'true' 

[k!e] 'clay' 
[lqo) 'crow' 
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The interaction or non-interaction of sonorants and obstruents in voicing 
assunilation has played an irnportant role in feature theory. On the one hand, the 
non-participation of sonorants has been cited as evidence that sonorants are 
underspecified for voice in underlying representation, '"'ith later fill-in by rule 
(Hayes 1984; Kiparsky 1985; Ito and Mester 1986). Alternatively, it has been argued 
that cases of sonorant/obstruent interactions involve features other than [voice] or 
[sonorant]. Rice (1993) argues that sonorants are specified \vith a different feature, 
[sonorant voice], 'vhich may spread to neighboring consonants, accountu1g for 
cases of intersonorant or post-nasal voicmg. In the case of devoicu1g, as in (8), 
the assimilating feature may be aspiration: [spread glottis] rather than (-voice]. 
For further discussion, see CHAPTER 17: DISTINCTIVE FEATURES, CHAPTER 7: FEATURE 
SPECIFICATION AND UNDERSPECIFICATION, and CHAPTER 8: SONORANTS. 

Another approach has been to argue that cases of apparent voicing assunilations 
between vowels and consonants are not featural assi1nilation at all, but phonetic 
co-articulation. Jun (1995), for example, argues that Korean intersonorant voicing 
comes about because the glottal opening gesture for lax voiceless consonants is 
\veak, allowing vocal fold vibration to continue throughout a short closure duration. 
Bro'"'n1ar1 and Goldstem (1988) pou1t out that the large and late glottal openmg 
gesture for English initial aspirated stops is sufficient to delay voice onset in a 
following liquid, \vithout further addition of a rule assimilating either [-voice] 
or [spread glottis]. §3 belo'v returns to the issue of disentangling co-articulation 
and assirnilation. 

vVhen languages have multiple laryngeal contrasts, exan1ples of the assirnilation 
of multiple laryngeal features have been identified. Sn1yth (1920) gives exan1ples 
of assimilation of both aspiration and voicing in Ancient Greek. 

(9) Ancient Greek assimilation of both voicing and aspiration (Smyth 1920) 

a. [grap"-o J 'I \vrite' 
[gEgrap-tai) 'has been written' 
[grab-den] '\vriting/scraping' 

b. [trib-o] 'I rub' 
[tetrip-tai] 'has been rubbed' 
[etrip"-t"e:n] 'it \Vas rubbed' 

Sanskrit also exhibits assimilation of multiple laryngeal features. The pattern of 
assilnilation of voicing and aspiration in Sanskrit is complex, and its descrip
tion and analysis has a long history (Whitney 1889; \-'Jackernagel 1896). The 
examples ill (10) represent part of this interaction, and serve to illustrate local 
assi1nilation of voicing and aspiration fro1n the coda of the verb root to the onset 
of the suffix. 

(10) Assirnilation of voicing and aspiration in Sanskrit (Calabrese and Keyser 2006) 

/bhaudh·ta/ -? [budd"a] 'a,vake-PST PART' 
/ru.dh·ta/ -? (rudd"a) 'obstruct-PST PA.RT' 
/sa:d11-ta/ -4 (sa:dd"a] 'succeed-PST PART' 

Cases of silnultaneous assi1nilation of more than one feature, such as those 
u1 (9) and (10), have been in1portar1t u1 providing evidence for hierarchical 
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organization of features. See §3.3 beloiv, and CHAPTER 27: THE ORGANIZATION OP 
FEATURES. 

2.2 Nasality 
Assimilation of nasality is very common. Vowels generally become nasalized 
\vhen adjacent to a nasal consonant, as illustrated in (11). Such nasalization 
1nay be anticipatory, as in English (lla), or perseverative, as in Sundanese (llb). 
Sundanese nasalization can also be iterative and in some cases long-distance, 
applying across an intervening /h/: see Cohn (1993) and CHAPTER 78: NASAL 
HARMONY. 

(11) a. Anticipatory nasalization in English 
[k"�t] 'cat' [k"ien] 'can' 
[i1b] 'rib' [inn] 'rim' 
[9rk) 'thick' [EJ'.i'I)] 'thing' 

b. Perseverative nasalization in Sundanese (Cohn 1993) 
[J)atur] 'arrange' 
[n1arios] 'examine' 
(}liar) 'seek' 
[ni.ahiil] 'expensive' 

Cohn (1993) argues that, in addition to differing in direction, English and 
Sundanese represent hvo distinct types of assimilation: the one categorica l and 
phonological (Sundanese), the other gradient and phonetic (English). §3.2 below 
returns to this distinction. 

Assimilation of nasality may also apply bet\veen adjacent consonants, as 
sho\vn in (12). 

(12) a. Nasal assimilation f1·on1. onset to coda in Korean (Kim-Renaud 1991) 
[pap) 'rice' [pam n1ekta] 'eat rice' 
[ot) 'clothes' [on man) 'only clothes' 
[jak) 'medicine' [jaIJ mekta] 'take medicine' 

b. Nasal assimilation fron1 prefix to root in Twi 
[ba) 'coines' (01-ma] 'does not come' 
[gu) 'pours' [IJ-IJU] 'does not pour' 
cf. 
[pe] 
(t;) l 

'likes' 
'does' 

2.3 Continuant 

[m-pe] 
[n-t:>] 

'does not like' 
'does not do' 

Stops often become continuants ,.vhen surroiu1ded by, or in some cases just pre
ceded by, continuants. The change from stop to fricative, termed spirantization, 
may be considered assimilation of the feature [continuant] (see CHAPTER 28: THE 
REPRESENTATION Of FRICATIVES). Examples from Spanish and Italian are sho\vn 
in (13). 
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(13) a. Post-continuant spirantization of voiced stops in Spanish 
/la gata/ � [la ¥ata] 'the (PEM) cat' 
/la data/ � [la oata] 'the date' 
/la bola/ � [la pola] 'the ball' 
/las gata/ � (las 11atas) 'the (FEM} cats' 
/las bolas/ � [las polas] 'the balls' 

b. Intervocalic spirantization of voiceless stops in Florentine Italia 
(V ilia fan a 2006) 
/la kaza/ � 
/la torta/ � 
/la pal:a/ � 

[la xaza] 
[la 9orta] 
[la pal:a) 

'the house' 
'the cake' 
'the ball' 

Sin1ilarly, continuants often "harden" to stops or affricates in post-nasal position, 
an alternation that may be considered assimilation of [-continuant) fro1n the 
preceding nasal (Padgett 1994). 

(14) a. Post-nasal hardening in Setswann (Tlale 2006) 
[supa] 'point at' [n·ts"upa] 'point at me' 
(f apa] 11it' [J1·1f"apa] 'hit 1ne' 
(xapa) 'captt1re' (11-kx"a.pa ] 'capture me' 
[rut'a] 'teach' [n·thut'a] 'teach me' 

b. Post-nasal hardening in Kikuy11 (Armstrong 1967; Clements 1985) 
imperative lsg imperfect 
[pur-a) [m-bur-eete J 
[reh-a] [n-deh-eete] 
[¥Or-a] [!J·gor-eeti:] 

'lop off' 
'pay' 
'buy' 

Spirantization and hardening are not necessarily considered to be cases of 
assimi lation, ho,vever, but ca.ses of a. separate phonologicaJ. process of Ienition 
or fortition, in which features other than [continuant) may be involved. Spanish 
stops may \veaken to more open approximant articulations (/la bola/ � [Ia vola]) 
and intervocalic /k/ in Florentine often \Veakens to [h] (/la kaza/ � [la haza]). 
Conversely, post-nasal fortition in Sets'"ana involves changes in laryngeal 
features as \veil as in continuant. See Kirchner (1998), Lavoie (2001), Gurevich 
(2003), and CHAPTER 66: LENITION for numerous further examples and discussion. 

2.4 Consonantal place of articulation 

2.4.1 Nasal place assi1rlilation 
Assimilation of place of articulation is probably the most ubiquitous phonological 
alternation. Especially common is nasal place assimilation: nasals assin1ilate in 
place of articulation to a follo"'ing consonant. Examples could be found in almost 
any language. Nasal place assimilation in English and in the African languages 
Yao, Twi, Setswana., and Kikuyu was seen in examples (1), (7a), (12b), (14a), and 
(14b) above . . Additional examples are sho"'n in (15): Ca.ta.Ian (a), Zoqu.e (b), 
Malayalam (c), Sri Lankan Creole (d), and Zulu (e). Zulu is included to illustrate 
the point that in place assimilation to complex segments such as clicks and 
labial-velars, assinlilation to the dorsal place of articulation is 1nost co1nmon 
(Maddieson and Ladefoged 1989; see also CHAPTER 18: THE REPRESENTATION OF CLICKS). 
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(15) a. Nasal place assiniilation in Catalan (Mascaro 1976; Kiparsky 1985) 
so[n]amics 
so[m]pocs 
so [ nJ ]/ elicos 
so[J..:1 cj)os 
so[11.]rics 
so[]l Ji]iures 
so [I) ]gr ans 

'they are friends' 
'they are few' 
'they are happy' 
'they are tlvo' 
'they are rich' 
'they are free' 
'they are big' 

b. Nasal place assi111ilation in Zoque (Wonderly 194.6, cited in Padgett 1994) 
[pama] 'clothing' [m-bama] 'my clothing' 
[tatah] 'father' [n-datah] 'my father' 
[tfin1a] 'calabash' [J1-c;tinIB] 'my calabash' 
[kaju] 'horse' [IJ-gaju) 'n1y horse' 
[gaju] 'rooster' [IJ-gaju.) 'my rooster' 
cf. nasal deletion preceding fricatives: 
[faha] 'belt' [faha] 'my belt' 
[fapun] 'soap' [fapun] 'my soap' 

[rantfo] 'ranch' [rantfo) 'n1y ranch' 

c. Nasal place assimilation in Malayalam C:Mohanan 1993) 
[a,,1an] 'he' 
[a,vam-para]lJIU) 'he said' 
[a"'a•J-!aticcu] 'he became fat' 
[a,va)l-c.a:ti] 'he jumped' 
(awa1J-karaJ1JlU) 'he cried' 
[kamalam] (proper name) 
[kamalam-paraJlJIU) 'Kamalam said' 
[kamala1J-taticcu] 'Kamalam became fat' 
[kamala)l-ca:ti] 'Kainala1n jun1ped' 
(kamala1J-karaJ1JlU) 'Kamalam cried' 

d. Assi111ilatio11 of non-coronal nasals in. Sri Lankan. Portuguese Creole (Hume 
and Tserdanelis 2002; Hume 2003) 
Noni sg Gen sg Dal sg Verbal noun 
[ma:m) [ma:n-su] [ma:n.1-pa] [n1a:I)-ki] 
[mi:til)) [mi:tin-su) (mitim-pa) [mi:tiJJ-ki) 
[si:n] [si:n-su] [si:n-pa) [si:n-ki) 

'hand' 
'meeting' 
'bell' 

e. Assilni/ation to 
Padgett 2002) 
/iziN-/ 
[izim-paphE] 
[izin-ti] 
[izil)-k€Z)) 
[izil)-lezu] 
[izi1J-t UIJtu l u I 
[ izil)-lla1Jlla) 

the dorsal place of clicks in Zulu (Doke 1926, cited 111 

(class 10 plural prefix) 
'feathers' 
'sticks' 
'spoons' 
'slices' 
'species of bird (PL)' 
'green frogs' 

A nu1nber of cross-linguistic differences and sin1ilarities in nasal place assimila
tion are worth noting. 
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As in the Zoque and Zulu examples, it is often the case that a nasal (or nasal
final) affix undergoes obligatory place assimilation in every lexical item in 'vhich 
it occurs. In such cases, it may be impossible to deterntlne e1npirically the basic 
or underlying form, and it is often argued that such nasals are unspecified for 
place (e.g. Kiparsky 1985). A segment specified only as [nasal], but "'ith no under
lying place features, may be symbolized /N/. Depending on how· a particular 
alternation is fonnalized, however, underspecification may or may not be assumed. 
(See CHAPTER 7: FEATURE SPECIFICATION ANO UNDERSPECIFICATION.) 

Relevant to the debate on underspecification is the observation that the coronal 
nasal assimilates more often than either labial or velar nasals. In many languages, 
such as Catalan and Spanish (Navarro Tomas 1970; Honorof 1999), only the coronal 
nasal assimilates, although for some languages such as Malayalam, assimilation of 
non-coronal nasals is also attested. In Sri Lankan Creole, all nasals except [n] assin1-
i!ate. Asymn1etries in place assinlilation are discussed further in §3.1 and §3.2 belo"'· 

Another point of interest in nasal place assin1iJation is whether or not nasals 
assimilate to [+continuant] segments. In Catalan and Sri Lankan, nasals assimilate 
to both stops and continuants, but in Malayalam and Zoque, nasals assimilate only 
to stops. In Malayalam, unassinlilated nasal-fricative clusters are tolerated, but 
in Zoque the nasal deletes '"hen a fricative follo,vs. In other languages, other pro
cesses may apply to repair disfavored nasal-fricative clusters. In Sets,vana and 
Kikuyu ((14) above), fricatives harden to stops or affricates in post-nasal position. 
In English, as '"as noted in (1), assimilation of /n/ to /f/ is optional: the nasal
fricative cluster in the word infrequent may be pronounced [nf] in careful speech 
or [nJf] in less careful speech, but impolite is invariably [mp). The propensity for 
place assimilation and continuant assin1iJation to occur together leads Padgett 
(1994), among others, to posit a dependency relation bet,veen features for place and 
the feature [continuant], though this requires a different explanation for cases like 
Spanish so[nJ f]e/icos and English i[Il)f)requenl (see the discussion in §3.2 below). 

Data on nasal place assimilation, probably more because it is so conlffion 
than because of any inherent phonological property, has often been invoked in 
debates on domains of application. Catalan nasal place assimilation played an 
ilnportant role in arguments for cyclic rule application, and the distinction 
bel\,'een lexical and post-lexical phonology (Kiparsky 1985). The observation that 
place assinlilation applies to English /m-/ i111possible, /kan-/ congruent, and /srn-/ 
sympathy, but not I 11n-/ unprepared, provided impor tant da.ta for level ordering 
of affixes in English. The ability of nasal place assimilation to create sounds that 
are not part of the underlying inventory of the language, such as [IlJ) in English 
and Catalan, has iJ1formed debate on Structure Preservation, and on the lexical/ 
post-lexical distinction (Kiparsky 1985; CHAPTER 94: LEXICAL PHONOLOGY AND THE 
LEX!Ci\.L SYNDROME). 

Finally, data on nasal place assimilation has also been crucial in the theory of 
feature geometry (discussed in §3.3 belo\v), and iJ1 development of the theory of 
Articulatory Phonology (discussed in §3.2). 

2.4.2 Other consonantal place assirnilations 
Place assimilation most often involves nasals, but other consonants undergo place 
assimilation as '"ell. In Korean, for example, optional place assimilation applies 
to certain obstruent clusters, as illustrated in (16): final [t] may assirnilate to a fol
lo,ving labial or dorsal stop, and [p] to a follO\\'Ulg dorsal. 
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(16) Place assim.ilation in Korean obstruents 
(Kim-Renaud 1991; Kochetov and Pouplier 2008) 

/pat"-pota/ � [pat p'oda] or [pap p'oda] 'rather than the field' 
/pat"-kwa/ � [pat k'\va] or [pak k'wa] 'field and' 
/pap-kilis/ � (pap k'irit'] or [pak k'irit] 'rice bov.'l' 
/t"op-k"al/ � (t"op k"al) or (t"o.k k"aJ.] 'handsaw' 
cf. 
/pap-to/ � [papt'o] •[patt'o] 'rice also' 
/pak-to/ � [pakt'o] •[patt'o] 'outside also' 
/kuk-po/ � [kukp'o) •[kupp'o) 'national treasury' 

In other cases, subsidiary place features assimilate between adjacent consonants. 
Most often the features [anterior] and [distributed] assimilate in sequences of 
coronal consonants. It \Vas seen above that Catalan nasals (15a) assimilate to a 
folJo,ving consonant at all places of articulation. Catalan laterals also assinU.late 
(17), but only to a fol!O\ving coronal. (See CHAPTER 31: LATERAL CONSONANTS for 
further discussion.) 

(17) Assimilation of laterals in Catalan (Mascar6 1976) 

e(J p ]a 'the bread' 
e[! c;!]ia 'the day' 
e[l r]ic 'the rich' 
e[A 3]erma. 'the brother' 

In English, coronal stops and nasals assinU.late the [-anterior] feature of a follo\ving 
[i), or the dental articulation of a following dental fricative. 

(18) Assi111ilation of retroflex and dental in English 

train [!.rein) 

drain (<jle1n] 
tenth [t"ei:t6] 
eighth [ er1e J 
width ( \'l'!Q 6) 

In Sanskrit, Murinbata, and other languages of India and Australia (Steriade 2001 ), 
place assin1ilation among coronal clusters is often perseverative: that is, the onset 
assitnilates to the coda, as sho,vn in (19). This reversal in expected direction is 
discussed further in §3.1 belo'"· 

(19) a. Perseve1·a.tive retroflex assimilation in Sanskrit (Whitney 1889, cited in 
Steriade 2001) 
/i§-ta/ � (i§-ta] 'sacrificed' 
/�n.-nam/ � (�an.-11.am) 'of six' 
I gir-su/ � [gir-�u] 'in songs' 

b. Perseverntive retroflex assimilation in Murinbata (Street and Mollinjin 1981, 
cited in Steriade 2001) 
/pan-ta!/ � [pan-ta!] 'cut it-3sc' 
/!Judu-ltl-nu/ � [JJudu-ltl-n.u] 'roll-FUT' 
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As was noted with respect to nasal place assimilation, evidence from consonantal 
place assimilation in general has been crucial in the development of phonological 
theory. One point of particular interest is how place assiinilation, \vhich n1ay 
involve a '"'hole set or subset of different features, 1nay be formalized as a uni
tary process (see §3.3 belo"'). Another point is the problem of directionality 
(§3.1): why is it that codas usually assimilate to onsets, rather than vice versa? 
Place assunilation has also played an important role in the debate over assimila
tion vs. co-articulation, and in the developn1ent of the theory of Articulatory 
Phonology (§3.2). 

2.4.3 Voivel and consonant place interactions 
While place assimilation usually applies to consonant clusters, vo,vels and con
sonants may also assimilate to each other (see CHAPTER 75: cONSONANT-VO\VEL 
PLACE FEATURE lN'fERACTIONS for n1ore discussion). Consonants often assllrrilate 
the properties of adjacent vocalic articulations. For example, in the Wakashan 
language Oo\vekyala (Hov;e 2000), velar and i.1vular consonants contrast in 
rounding in initial position and following most vo,vels (20a). Immediately 
following /u/, ho,�1ever, all velars and uvulars assimilate to the vowel's [round] 
feahrre (20b). 

(20) Oowekynln (Howe 2000) 

a. Contrastive rounding 
[qwut'a] 'full' 
[quia] 'bent' 

b. Rounding assimilation 
[pusq'a-x?it) 'to becon1e very hungry' 
(A'u'xwalasu-x"7it] 'to become sick' 
[m<lja-gila] 'make (dra\V or carve) a fish' 
(?amastu-g'"ila] 'make kindling' 

In the neighbori11g language Nuxalk, Ho"'e reports that rounding assllrrilation 
is anticipatory rather than perseverative: velars and uvulars beco1ne round 
preceding I u./. 

Another assimilation from vo,vel to consonant is palatalization of a consonant 
adjacent to front vo\.vels and glides. Palatalization may take the form of an 
alveolar or dental (or son1etimes velar) becomi11g alveopalatal, or it may take the 
forn1 of secondary articulation, adding an additional high front tongue position 
'vithou.t changing the consonant's prini.ary place of articulation. Languages differ 
in the mput sequences that trigger pala talization, and in the resulting outputs. 
Three examples are sho,.vn in (21); see CHAPTER 71: PALATALIZATION for further 
examples and discussion. In English (2la), alveolars become alveopalatals 
before /j/. In Japanese (21b), alveolars becon1e alveopalatals before /i/, \Vhile 
velar and labial consonants become secondarily palatalized. In one pattern of 
palatalization in Polish (21c), labials receive secondary palatalization before [i] 
and [e], while velars and alveolars change their primary place. (Palatalization 
i11 Slavic languages is both common and co1nplex: see CHAPTER 121: SLAVIC 
PALATALIZATION and CHAPTER 122: SLAVIC YERS.) 
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(21) a. English palatalization before /j/ 
[d - c!Jl grade gradual 
[t - !fl habit habitual 
[s - fl press pressure 
[z - 3) use usual 

b. Palatalization in Japanese (Vance 1987; Chen 1996) 
[kas-anai] 'lend-NEG' [kaf-ita] 'lend-PAST' 
[kat-anai] 'win-NEC' [ka!f-itai] ''"in-VOLITIONAL' 
(wak-anai] 'boil-NEC' [wakLitai] 'boil�VOLlTJONAL' 
[job-anai) 'call-NEC' [jobLitai) 'call-VOLITIONAL' 

c. Palatalizatii!n in Polish (Szpyra 1989; Chen 1996) 
[htpi) 'booty' [lupLic] 'to rob' 
(zabava) 'gan1e' (zabavLic] 'to entertain' 
[zloto) 'gold' [zioc-ic) 'to gild' 
[k\'1as] 'acid' [k'''a<;-ic) 'to make sour' 
[rana] '"round' [ra}l-ic] 'to "'ound' 
[sok] 'juice' [so!f-ek] 'juice-DlM' 
[mex] 'moss' [n1ef-ek) 'n1oss-DIM' 

Vowels may also assimilate to adjacent consonants. In Russian (22a), palatalization 
on consonants is contrastive, and the vowels [i] and [i] are in complementary dis
tribution: [i] is fotu1d in initial position and follo,ving palatalized consonants, [i) 
follO\VS non-palatalized consonants. (See CHAPTER u1: SLAVIC PALATALIZATION 
for additional discussion.) In the Dravidian language Tulu (22b), the accusative 
suffix /-i/ becomes round when it follows a labial consonant (or another round 
VO\Vel). 

(22) a. Vowel backing in Russian (Halle 1959; Padgett 2002) 
(ivan) (proper name) 
[k-ivanu] 'to Ivan' 
[itaPia] 'Italy' 
[v-italiiju] 'to Italy' 

b. Rounding assimilation in Tulu (Bright 1957, cited in Kensto,vicz 1994) 
[katt-i] 'bond-Ace' 
[kapp-u) 'blackness-Ace' 
(ucc-u) 'snake-Ace' 

Another type of assimilation from consonant to vo"1el is vo,vel lo\vering. 
Vowel lowering after uvular, pharyngeal, and laryngeal consonants (the class of 
guttural consonants) is found in many Sen1itic, Caucasian, and North Alnerican 
languages (Herzallah J.990; Bessell 1992, 1998; McCarthy 1994; Rose 1996). In 
Syrian Arabic (23a), for example, the feminine suffix is realized as [a] after 
laryngeals, pharyngeals, and uvulars, and as [e] after all other consonants. In 
Oo,vekyala (23b), /i/ and /u/ are lo\vered to [e] and [o). 
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(23) a. Vowel lowering in Syrian Arabic (Cowell 1964; Rose 1996) 
[dara3-e] 'step' 
[ferk-e] 'society' 
[madras-el 'school' 
[\va:3h-a) 'display' 
[mni:n-a] 'good' 
[dagga:R-a] 'tanning' 

b. Vowel lowering in Oowekyala (Howe 2000) 
I £iq-ila/ � [dliqx.ela) 'to give a name to someone' 
/qusa/ � [qosa] 'bent, crooked' 

/hula/ � [hola] 'heap up' 
/G\vix.ila/ � [Gwix.ela] 'to bake bread' 

Vowel ]o\vering has figured prominently in the debates over \Vhat features 
constitute the class of guttural consonants. In various cases the feature has been 
argued to be [low], [-high], or [pharyngeal). See CHAPTER 25: PHARYNGEALS for 
further examples and discussion. 

In general, the question of \vhen and ho\v vowels and consonants interact \vith 
each other has been important in the area of feature theory. Consonants are often 
transparent to long-distance vowel-to-vo,vel assunilation, yet they also iJ1teract 
vvith vo,.vels in local assinulations, as has been illustrated. Transparency to vocalic 
alternations suggests that vo\vels and consonants have different features, or that 
consonants bear vocalic features only as secondary articulations: e.g. front vo"•els 
and palatalized consonants are [-back], vthile alveolar and dental consonants 
are [coronal]. Such an approach accounts for cases iJ1 \vhich processes of palatal
ization and roundmg result m secondary articulations. But it fails to accoiu1t 
for cases where the vowel causes a change in the consonant's primary place of 
articulation, or \vhere the consonant causes a change in the backness of a vowel. 
Such alternations have led to proposals (e.g. Clements 1993; Hun1e 1994; Clements 
and Hun1e 1995) that vovvels and consonants share the sa1ne features: e.g. alveolar 
consonants, alveopalatal consonants, and front vowels are all [coronal]. See 
CHAPTER 19: VOWEL PLACE, CHAPTER 22: CONSONANTAL PLACE OP ARTICULATION, 
and CHAPTER 75: CONSONANT-VOWEL PLACE PEATURE INTERACTIONS. 

2.5 Complete assimilations 
Complete assimilation occurs when nvo adjacent sounds become identical. Complete 
assimilation is particularly common in clusters involving /r/ and /!/ (see CHAPTER 
30: THE REl'RESENTATION OF RHOTICS and CHAPTER 31: LATERAL CONSONANTS). Con1-
plete assinUlation of the Latm prefix /111-/ to both /!/ and /r/ as in illegalis and 
irregularis vvas seen m (1) above. Sin1iJ.ar cases are found in Ponapean and Korean. 

(24) a. Assiinilati�n of /n/ to /!/ and /r/ in Ponnpean (Rehg and Sohl 1981; 
Rice 1993) 
/nanras/ � [narras] 'ground level of a feasthouse' 
/nanle!)/ � (nallel)] 'heaven' 
/pahn lll)an/ � [pahl lll)an] '\viii be beautiful' 
I palm TOI)/ � [pahT TOI)] '\viii listen' 
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b. Assi111ilation of /n/ to /II in Korean (Davis and Shin 1999) 
I non-Ii/ � [nolli] 'logic' 
/tan-Ian/ � (tallan] 'happiness' 
/ts"an-li/ � [ts"alli] 'natural la,v' 

In so1ne cases, a sonorant may assimilate completely to a follo'"ing obstruent. In 
Arabic (25a), /I/ assimi.lates to a fol lo"' ing coronal, but not to consonants at other 
places of articulation. In Havana Spanish (25b), the /1/ assimilates completely to 
most following consonants. The exception is that if the follov1ing consonant is a 
voiceless stop, the /1/ assin1ilates in all features except [voice]. 

(25) a. Assimilation of /I/ in Arabic (Kensto"'icz 1994) 
(?af-fams] 'the sun' 
[7ad-daar] 'the house' 
[?an-nahr] 'the river' 
(?az-zajt) 'the oil' 
cf. 
[7al-qamr] 'the moon' 
(?al-kitaab] 'the book' 
[?al-faras] 'the 1nare' 

b. Assimilation of /II in Havana Spanish (Harris 1985) 
a lb ail ii a [ b b ]a Ii.ii 'ma son' 
ta/ droga ta[dd]droga 'such a drug' 
pulga pu[gg]a 'flea' 
tal nwta ta.[mm]ata 'such a shrub' 
el .fino e[ff]ino 'the refined one' 
el pobre e(bp ]obre 'the poor man' 
el tres e[dt]res 'the three' 

A similar case of near-complete assimilation occurs in Kannada (26). The final 
consonant of the morpheme meaning "big" copies all features from the follo"'
ing consonant, except that the resulting cluster 1nust be voiced, regardless of input. 

(26) Complete a.ssimilahon with voicing in Ka.nnada (Roca and Johnson 1999) 

[tere] 'screen' [hed-dere] 'big screen' 
[kumbala] 'pumpkin' [heg-gumbala) 'big pumpkin' 
[dzenu] 'bee' [hedz-dzenu] 'big bee' 
[mara) 'tree' [hen1-mara] 'big tree' 

Finally, complete local assimilation of one vo\vel to another can also be found. 
l\llany languages \Vill not tolerate successive non-identical vo\vels (CHAPTER 61: HIA
TUS RESOLUTION). While vowel hiatus is often repaired by deleting one vo'"el or 
the other (see Casali 1996, 1997), another strategy is assimilation, as sho"'n in (27). 

(27) Vowel assimilation in Yoruba (Welmers 1973) 

[ O\\TO l 
[o\ve-epo] 
[owa-ade] 

'money' 
'oil money' 
'Ade's money' 
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2.6 Instances where local assimilation doesn't apply 
The preceding list of types of local assimilation has been long. Nonetheless, there 
are situations '"here local assimilation is not typically found. These include, on 
the one hand, envirorunents where the trigger and target of assimilation tend not 
to be immediately string-adjacent, as in tone and vo\vel harmony. On the other 
hand, there are features for "'hich languages prefer an alternating pattern, such 
as CVC Within a syllable, Or Stress-unstress \Vilhin a foot. 

Features such as [round], [back], and [advanced tongue root] often assinillate 
fro1n vo\vel to vowel '"ithin a \vord, but such assimilation is usually not local at 
the level of the segment, since vo,vels are most often separated by consonants (see 
CHAPTER 91: VO\VEL HARMONY: OPAQUE AND TRANSPARENT VO\VELS; CHAPTER 118: 
TURKISH VOWEL HARMONY; CHAPTER 123: HUNGARIAN VOWEL HARMONY). Similarly, 
tone assimilations are quite conunon, and have played an ilnportant role in the 
development of theories of phonological representation. Tone assi1nilation, ho,v
ever, is also generally a Jong-distance phenomenon, applying at least from vov»el 
to vo"1el across intervening consonants, and often across stretches of multiple 
syllables (see CHAPTER 114: BANTU TONE; CHAPTER 45: THE REPRESENTATION OF TONE; 
CHAPTER 107: CHINESE TONE SANDRI). Because this chapter focuses on local pro
cesses, vo,vel harmony and tone assimilation are not treated further here. 

It has been argued that the features [consonantal] and [sonorant) do not 
assimilate (McCarthy 1988). Consonants do not become vowels when adjacent 
to vowels, and vice versa (but see Kaisse 1992 for a possible counterexample). 
Al though consonant clusters may come to agree i.11 sonorancy as a result of nasal 
assi1nilation or complete assin1ilation, the featLlfe [sonorant) does not assimilate 
independently. But see Rice (1993) for discussion of a feature [sonorant voice], 
'vhich is proposed to distinguish sonorants from obstruents, and to be active in 
cases of sonorant/ obstruent voicing interactions. See also CHAPTER s: soNORANTS 
and CHAPTER 13: THE STRICTURE FEATURES. 

Length does not assinillate: if anything, lengthening of one seg1nent will induce 
shortening of neighboring segments, or vice versa (see CHi!.PTER M: COMPENSATORY 
LENGTHENING). Stress does not assimilate. If hvo stressed syllables become adjacent, 
languages '"ill often resolve the "dash" by moving or deleting a stress to restore 
the alternatu1g pattern. (See CHAPTER 41: THE REl'RESENTATlON OF WORD STRESS.) 

3 General phonological issues in local assimilation 

§2 provided examples of the most common kinds of local assimilations, and pointed 
out theoretical issues raised by specific cases, such as privativity of the feature [voice] 
and the featural description of the class of guttural consonants. §3 no\V turns to broader 
questions, \Vhich are applicable to 1nany or all kil1ds of local assilnilation. These 
include directionality and perception (§3.l), the relation behveen assimilation and 
co-articulation (§3.2), and the formal treatment of local assimilation (§3.3). 

3.1 Directionality and perception 

In nearly every case discussed above, there has been a preference m the direc
tionality of assimilation. The follo\vmg prmciples can be deduced: 
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(28) a. Assimilation in consonant clusters tends to be anticipatory: the speci
fication of the rightmost consonant don1inates. 

b. Codas assimilate to onsets, rather than vice versa. 
c. Affixes assinU.late to steo1s and roots, rather than vice versa. 

Many phonologists have analyzed these asymmetries in structural terms. Ito (1998), 
for example, proposes that onsets "license" place features, and that in many lan
guages codas can only acquire place features by sharing them with an onset con
sonant, thus forcing assimilation. Lon1bardi (1999) proposes a si1nilar argument 
for laryngeal features. Beckman (1998) extends the positional analysis in propos
ing a theory of "positional faithfulness": certain structural positions, including onset 
of a syllable or word, are privileged, and changes to these privileged positions 
are dispreferred. Sten1s and roots are privileged over affixes, thus affixes tend to 
assimilate to steins rather than vice versa. Hyman (2008) proposes a structural 
account of directional asymmetries in a number of Bantu languages. 

Other linguists, however, argue that asymmetries in direction of assimilation 
can be explained by asy1nmetries in perceptibility, without reference to structural 
positions. Steriade (2001), for exan1ple, en1phasizes that consonantal place of 
articulation is most clearly cued by the forn1ant transitions and burst noise that 
occur when a closure is released into a vo•vel. Steriade argues that codas most 
often assimilate to onsets because the phonological features of a postvocalic stop 
are Jess clearly perceived than the features of a prevocalic stop, and thus a 
change to the coda consonant is Jess obvious. In cases \Vhere a particular distinction 
is better cued in coda position, the direction of assinU.lation is reversed: there is 
perseverative assimilation of retroflexion in Sans.krit and 'Murinba ta consonant clus
ters ((19) above), because retroflexion is best cued by formant transitions on the 
preceding vo,·vel. 

SiJnilar arguments fron1 perception can be applied to explaiJ1 \vhy nasals and 
coronals so often undergo assimilation. Nasals n1ay be especially prone to assinU.late, 
because nasal resonances interfere with the formant information that conveys place 
of articulation. Coronals may more frequently assimilate because cues to coronal 
place of articulation are \veakest, and may be ovenvhelmed by the stronger cues from 
a following stop at a different place (Ka,·vasaki 1982; Byrd 1992). Cho and .WlcQueen 
(2008) and Sotu1 (2008) offer perceptual accounts of Korean place assinU.lation. See 
also Paradis and Prune! (1991) and Hume (2003) for arguolents respectively for 
and against general coronal unmarkedness, and CHAPTER 12: CORONALS. 

Integral to the discussion of perception iJ1 local assimilation is the role of 111.is
perception. A speaker may produce a word or phrase in a way that is faithful to the 
lexical representation, but if perceptual cues to a particular contrast in a particular 
position are weak or non-existent, a listener may perceive something different. 
That is, a speaker may say (np ), but the listener may hear [mp]. If the listener assumes 
[mp) 'vas the intended pronunciation of /np/, the listener may postulate a 
phonological alternation. For further discussion see Ohala (1981), Hume and Johnson 
(2001), and CHAPTER 98: SPEECH PERCEPTION AND PHONOLOGY. 

3.2 Assimilation and co-articulation 
Processes of local assiJnilation are "natural," iJ1 the sense the vvord is used in the 
theory of Natural Phonology (Donegan and Stan1pe 1979); that is, the phonetic 
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motivation for such processes is clear, and the motivation \vorks in the direction 
of making speaking easier. While concepts like "ease of articulation" and "articu
latory effort" are difficult to quantify (see Lindblom 1983; Kirchner 1998, 2000), 
local assimilation has an obvious phonetic basis in co-articulation. 

The term co-articulation describes the influence segments have on one another 
simply by being adjacent, apart from any featural change. Because articulators 
cannot change position instantly, there is necessarily either some anticipatory or 
perseverative effect, if not both, on neighboring segments, as articulators move 
fro1n one target to the next. T"'O examples illustrate the point. If the veliun is to 
be fully open by the time a consonant closure is achieved, then opening must begin 
during the preceding vo\vel, resulting in some inevitable nasal resonance during 
the vocalic portion. If the tongue body is to reach its target vo\vel position by the 
tin1e the onset consonant in a CV syllable is released, articulation of vowel and 
consonant n1ust begin simultaneously. Thus a [k] is made further forward in the 
mouth when it precedes a front v<nvel. 

Some articulatory overlap is inevitable, but degree and direction of co
articulation \vill differ from language to language. Given that language-specific 
patterns of co-articulation must be learned as part of the grammar, son1e linguists 
have argued that there is no need to state independent phonological rules of nasal
ization, rounding, palatalization, or place assimilation. In particular, the theory of 
Articulatory Phonology (Browman and Goldstein 1992) argues that all productive 
phonological changes can be accounted for in terms of differences in articulatory 
organization, particularly gestural overlap and reduction, without invoking any 
phonological feature change (see CHAPTER s: THE ATOJl!S OF PHONOLOGICAL 
REPRESENTATION). Brov,rman and Goldstein (1990), using X-ray microbeam data, 
show that a coronal closing gesture is still present in English phrases \''hich sound 
as though a coronal nasal had become labial: for example in the phrase seven 
plus heard as assiinilated se[vmp]lus. They argue that the [n] is not deleted 
or changed from [coronal] to [labial), but is overlapped by the follovving [p], 
according to the general pattern of consonant coordination at "'ord boundaries 
in English. The [n] and [p] articulated together sound like [m] (see also Byrd 
1992). Bro,vman and Goldstein further argue that place assimilation in tenth 
((18) above) is also the result of overlap and blending: the tongue tip cannot be 
both dental and alveolar at the same tin1e, so a co1npro1nise blended position 
is reached. Zsiga. (1995) argues for an overlap accou.nt of palatalization at "'Ord 
boundaries in English. The phrase this year may sound like thish year, but da ta 
from electropalatography shows that the word-final fricative is not identical 
to an w1derlyiI1g (fl. Rather, it is the acoustic result of an [s) and [j) articu
lated at the san1e tin1e, with tongue tip and blade gestures blended together. 
Some proponents of Articulatory Phonology incorporate gestural dynamics into 
constraint-based theory (Gafos 2002; Bradley 2007). 

It is not clear, ho,vever, whether all local assimilations are best described in 
terms of gestural overlap. One distinction that is often made is that categorical 
phonological alternations should be represented as the result of a change in fea
tural specification, "'hile partial and gradient changes are attributed to gestural 
overlap (see CHAPTER 89: GRADIENCE AND CATEGORICALITY IN PHONOLOGICAL 
THEORY). Thus Cohn (1993), for example, identifies h''O different kinds of nasal
ization iI1 English and Sundanese. UsiI1g nasal and oral airflo\v data, Cohn 
de1nonstrates that nasalization of a VO\\'el iI1 English is partial and gradient, 
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due to co-articulation \vith the opening velum, and very much dependent on 
timing and context. In contrast, nasalization in Sundanese is categorical: a nasal
ized vo'"el must be specified with its own featural target. In a sin1ilar vein, Zsiga 
(1995) argues that palatalization at word boundaries in English is the gradient 
result of overlap, '"hile palatalization at morpheme boundaries ((2la) above) is 
the categorical result of a featural change. Ladd and Scobbie (2003: 16) provide 
data that vowel assimilation at \vord boundaries in Sardinian is categorical, and 
conclude 

that gestural overlap is on the whole not a suitable model of most of the assimila
tory external sandh.i phenomena in Sardinian, and more generally that accoun ts of 
gestural overlap in some cases of English external sandhi cannot be carried over into 
all aspects of post-lexical phonology. 

Other researchers, however, folio"' Bro'"n1an (1995) in arguing that apparently 
categorical deletions and assimilations are just the endpoints of a gradient distribu
tion: deletion being the linuting case of reduction and categorical assimilation the 
limiting case of overlap. Thus Kochetov and Pouplier (2008), for example, describe 
the categorical change of /pk/ -4 [kk] in Korean ((16) above), in \vhich they show 
the assimilated sequence to be identical to an underlying /kk/ cluster, as full reduc
tion of the lip closing gesture and te1nporal extension of the velar closing gesttue. 
One crucial question is \vhether there is a theory of gestural tinling and organiza
tion that is both po,verfuJ enough to account for gradient changes, and constrained 
enough to account for changes that result in category neutralization (see the 
discussion in Zsiga 1997; Ladd and Scobbie 2003; Scobbie 2007). Another challenge 
lies in integrating articulatory and perceptual approaches. Fmther discussion of 
co-articulation and gestural overlap can be found in CHAPTER 89: GRADIENCE AND 
CATEGORICALITY IN PHONOLOGICAL THEORY. 

3.3 Formalizing local assimilation 

Local assi.Jnilation has played an in1portant role m the developn1ent of phono
logical forn1alism. McCarthy (1988: 84) states: "The goal of phonology is the 
construction of a theory in \Vhich cross-linguistically common and well
established processes emerge from very simple combinations of the descriptive 
parameters of the 1nodel." He further argues that the ubiquitous presence of 
assimilation, both local and long-distance, warrants assigni.J1g it a "privileged 
status" in phonological formalism (1988: 86). Despite its clear phonetic bases, 
the process of assimilation has not necessarily been simple to capture in phono
logical representation. 

In the formal theory of Chon1sky and Halle (1968), processes of assin1ilation 
were expressed '"'ith the use of alpha notation. In tllis forn1alisn1, Greek letters 
stand for variables over "+" and "-", and every instance of the variable in a 
rule n1ust be filled in "''ith the same value. Thus, a rule of obstruent voicing 
agreement, as 'vould be needed for example in Yiddish (4), \vould be written 
as in (29). 

(29) Obstru.ents agree in voicing: a nota.tion 

[-sonorant] -4 [etvoice] I _  [-sonorant, a:voice] 
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While the use of a special notation does convey the privileged status of the 
notion of "agreement," non-occurring rules can also be easily represented, with 
no increase in forn1al complexity. 

(30) Obstru.ent voicing ·must urntch the value for [+back] 

[-sonorant] � [a:voice) I _  [-sonorant, aback) 

Thus, as pointed out, for exan1ple, by Bach (1968) and Anderson (1985), this 
rule formalism is too pov.rerful, in that it predicts that rules (29) and (30), being 
equal in complexity, should be equally likely to occur . On the other hand, the 
com1non and straightforvvard process of nasal place assirnilation (§2.4.1 above) 
is represented via a co1nplicated formula (31): 

(31) Catalan nasal assimilation using alpha. notatwn 

[+nasal] � [acoronal] I _  [acoronal] 
[panterior] [panterior] 
(ylabia l) [ylabial] 
[bback] [bback] 
[i:high] [i:high) 
[cpdistributed) [<j>distributed) 

It '�'as the study of long-distance assimilation - tone and vowel harmony - that 
led to the introduction of autosegn1ental phonology (Goldsn1ith 1976; Clements 
and Sezer 1982), but this formalism was quickly adopted for local assimilations 
as '"ell. ln autosegmental representation, assimilation is represented by "feature 
spreading" through the addition of an "association line": a feature that begins as 
a property of one segment comes to be associated '"ith 1nore than one, as iI1 the 
anticipatory voicing assimilation in (32): 

(32) Obstru.ents agree in voicing: Au.tosegmenta.l notation 

[+voice) 

.. . . . .. ·· · ·1 
[-son] [-son] 

Feature spreading gives assin1ilation a privileged status as an elen1en tary operation, 
•vhile more complicated feature S\vitches have a correspondingly more complicated 
representation. 

The addition of class nodes in a more elaborated feature geometry allows for 
a sirnple representation of rules that target a group of features. As noted by 
Clen1ents (1985: 226), 

Jf we fi.nd that certain sets of features consistently behave as a unit with respect 
to certain types of rules of assimilation or resequencing, we have good reason to 
suppose that they constitute a unit in phonological representation. 

Local place assimilation is the prime example of a set of features that behave as 
a unit. l\llcCarthy (1988: 86-87) states: "The basic motivation for feature geo1netry 
[is] the naturalness of place assin1ilation." 
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Consensus has not been reached, however, on exactly \vhich geometry is 
correct. The need is clear for a class node grouping consonantal place features to 
account for assimilations such as that in Catalan (15a), one grouping laryngeal 
features to account for assin1ilation of voicing and aspiration together as in 
Creek (9) and Sanskrit (10), and a ROOT node grouping all features for com
plete assimilation as in Ponapean (24a) or Arabic (25a). Less clear is the need for 
a SUPRALARYNGEAL node that groups all features except the laryngeal features. 
Cases like those in Havana Spanish (25b) and Kannada (26), "'here all features 
except voice assimilate, \vouJd argue for such a node (see Clements 1985); 
ho"'ever, McCarthy (1988: 92) cot.mters that spreading of the supralaryngeal 
node "is known from only one or t\vO examples that are subject to reanalysis." 
Other points of contention include "'here to attach manner features (Padgett 
1994), ho\v to represent the class of guttural consonants (1-lcCarthy 1994), and, 
probably most difficult, ho'"' to handle vowel and consonant interactions and 
lack of interaction. Clements and H.ume (1995; see also Clements 1993; Hume 
1994) suggest separate Place nodes for C-place and V-place: different patterns 
of interaction and transparency will depend on which nodes are targeted for 
assimilation. For extended further discussion, see CHAPTER 13: THE STRICTURE 
FEATURES; CHAPTER 14: AUTOSEGMENTS; CHAPTER 19: VOWEL PLACE; CHAPTER 75: 

CONSONANT-VOl<\TEL PLACE FEATURE INTERACTIONS; CHAPTER 22: CONSONANTAL 
PLACE OF ARTICULATION; CHAPTER 25: PHARYNGEALS; CHAPTER 27: THE ORGANIZATION 
OF PEATURES. 

Constraint-based theories (Prince and Smolensky 1993) offer a different 'vay of 
fonnalizing assi1nilations. Although autosegn1ental representation is generally 
assumed, the details of feature-geometrical representations become Jess crucial. 
One way of representing local assimilation is through the mechanism of AGREE 
constraints: markedness constraints that state that t\VO adjacent segments must 
agree \Vith respect to the specified feature. These markedness constraints interact 
with constraints requiring faithfulness to underlying features, with language
specific rankings producing different patterns of assinU!ation (see CHAPTER 63: 
MARKEDNESS AND FAITHFULNESS CONSTRAINTS). Thus Lombardi (1999) proposes the 
constraints in (33) to account for voicing assinlilation in Yiddish ((4) above). 
The positional faithfulness constraint (33c) is needed to account for the fact that 
the coda assin1ilates to the onset and not vice versa. 

(33) Constraint·s on obstruent voicing agree111ent (Lombardi 1999) 

a. AGREE 
Obstruent clusters should agree in voicing. 

b. lDENT(Laryngeal) 
Consonants should be faithful to underlying laryngeal 
specification. 

c. !DENT-ONSET( Laryngeal) 
Consonants in [pre-sonorant position] should be faithful to underlying 
laryngeal specification. 

If these are ranked such that the agreement constraint and the positional faithful
ness constraint outrank general faithfulness, as in (34), the result is that the coda 
will assinillate in voicing to the onset. 



(34) Voicing nssimilation in Yiddish (Lombardi 1999) 
. 
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/bak bejn/ AGREE : loENT-ONSET(Lar) IDENT(Lar) 
. 

a. bak.bejn *I • ' . ' � b. bag.bejn ' • 
• . 
• 

c. bak.pejn • *! * ' 

Steriade (2001) treats place assimilation with parallel fonnalism, but substitutes 
positional faithfulness constraints that reference differences in perceptibility rather 
than syllable structure (see §3.1 above). 

(35) Pince assi111ilation ivith perceptiln1ity constraints (Steriade 2001) 

/at pa/ AGREE : !DENT(Place)/C_ V IDENT(Place)/V _C 
' 

a. atpa *! ' ' ' ' ®- b. appa . * ' 
' 

c. a tta ' ., • ' 

Place assimilation is also often handJed �vith reference to positional markedness 
as 'veil as positional faithfulness (Kager 1999). In this approach, assimilation is 
not driven by a constraint requiring agreement. Rather, the n1arkedness constraint 
that forces the alternation is based on Ito's (1998) insight that codas may not license 
place features alone. Direct reference to a "coda condition" captures the insight 
that assimilation to the place of an adjacent onset consonant is just one way to 
repair the coda violation; epenthesis and deletion, 'vhich change the syllable 
structure rather than featural content, are others. The use of different constraints 
for place assintllation and voice assimilation captures the generalization that, cross
linguistically, epenthesis and deletion often occur to repair clusters that do not 
match in place, but they do not occur to repair ch.1sters that do not u1atch in voicing 
(see Bakovic 2000; Lombardi 2001). The account of nasal place assimilation in Spanish 
[tampoko] 'neither' in (36) and (37) is adapted from Shepherd (2003). 

(36) CODA CONDITION 
A coda cannot license place features. 

(37) Nasal place assimilation in Spanish 
. 

/taN.po.ko/ CooACOND : lOENT-ONSEr(Place) ' . 
a. tan.po.ko *! ' ' ' ' U? b. tan1.po.ko ' ' 

tan.to.ko 
' • 1 c. ' ' 

I OENT(Place) 

• 

• 

Note that in the tableaux above, there is no specific reference to feature geometry 
or a Place node. In keeping "'ith a general move away from solutions based in 
representations and rules, the sets of features targeted for assimilation are defined 
within the content of the constraints, not in tern1s of a universal hierarchical structure 
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that must be made to "'Ork for all cases. Padgett (1995) specifically argues against 
a Place node in feature geometry, proposing instead that constraints that target 
defu1ed sets of features better account for partial place assimilations. 

In conclusion, it may be said that questions of representation encapsulate the 
debates that continue over the linguistic nature of local assimilation. Phonologists 
are "'Orking toward finding the representation that will capture crucial cross
linguistic generalizations about assimilation in the simplest and most straightforward 
forn1, while accounting for the details of individual datasets. Debates continue 
over defining the features and feature classes that are active in assimilation, and 
•vhether the definition of classes should be represen tational or set-theoretic. It 
remains a question 'vhether structural or perceptual approaches to directional 
asymmetries best account for the range of cross-linguistic data. Another import
ant question is \vhether assimilation is feahiral at all: should local assimilation be 
defined in terms of manipulation of phonological features, in terms of articulatory 
organization, or in some other way? Accounting for both gradience and variability 
on the one hand and systematic category change on the other continues to be a 
challenge. Finally, theories of the phonology-morphology interface, the phonetics
phonology interface, and, 1nost generally, theories of the overaJJ struchrre and 
architecture of the phonological gramn1ar continue to reference processes of local 
assimilation. Certainly local assin1ilation, the most common phonological alter
nation, "'ill continue to play a central role in phonological theorizing. 
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82 Featural Affixes 

AKINBIYI AKINLABI 

1 Characteristics of featural affixes 

Featural affixes are phonological features that function as gramn1atical morphen1es. 
The most commonly found cases are tonal (Akinlabi 1996). An example is the 
associative marker in Bini (Amayo 1976), exemplified in (1). (The forms before 
the arro\v indicate the isolation forms of the nouns and the forms after the arrow 
are associative constructions. For clarity, the tones in the examples in (1) are 
indicated "'ith both tone marks and the letters L, H for lo,v, High respectively. 
! indicates a downstepped tone on the folknving v(nvel.) 

(1) Bini (Au1.ayo 1976) 

O\VE :Jsa 

I I I I 
L L L L  
leg chimpanzee 

amt 
, ehji: 

I I I I 
L L L H  
·water pepper 

OWE 5na 

I I I I 
L L L L  
leg this one 

--? 

--? 

--? 

6\<\1f 

I I 
' ' :>Sa 

I I 
L H L L  

, 
amt ehje 

I I I I 
L H L  H 

OWE 5na 

I I I I 
L H. L  L 

'a chimpanzee's leg' 

'solution of water and pepper' 

'this one's leg' 

However, several cases of non-tonal features functioning as grammatical 
morphemes have also been described in the literature. A representative list is 
given in (2).1 

l See the references cited here for additional examples. Re\rjewers have pointed out a nl1mber 
of otl1er examples vvhicl1 mjght J1ave beei1 inclL1ded here. Two of tl1en1 are: (a) in Coat·zospan, tl1e 
2nd person familiar is marked by nasality (Gerfen 1999: 12i), and (b) in Shuswap, glottalizatfon is a 
floating feature (Ku.ipers 1974; ldsardi 1992). The list in (2) is not intended to be exhaustive. 
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(2) Non-tonal examples of featural 1norphem.es 

a. In Chaha, the 3rd 1nasculine object is indicated by labialization. 
(Johnson 1975; McCarthy 1983; Hendricks 1989; Archangeli and 
Pulleyblank 1.994; Rose 1994, 2007) 

b. Nuer indicates tense/aspect distinctions \Vith the features [continuant] 
and [voice I. 
(Crazzolara 1933; Lieber 1987; Frank 1999) 

c. In Zoque, the 3rd person singular is n1arked by palatalization. 
(\!\londerly 1951) 

d. [nasal] is the 1st person possessive marker in Terena. 
(Bendor-Samuel 1960, 1966) 

e. The feature of "uncontrolledness" is signaled by palatalization 111 
Japanese. 
(Hamano J.986; l'vlester a.nd Ito 1989; Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1994; 
Alderete and Kochetov 2009) 

f. Noun class 5 is marked by voicing the first consonant of the root in 
Aka (Bantu, Zone C). 
(Kosseke and Sitamon 1993; Roberts 1994) 

g. Noun class morphemes in Fula include the features [continuant) and 
(nasal). 
(Arnott 1970; Lieber 1984, 1987) 

h. The Athapaskan D-classifier consists solely of the feature [-continuant]. 
(Rice 1987) 

1. In Seereer Siin, an Atlantic (Niger Congo) language, consonant n1utation 
(involving the features [voice] and [continuant)) constitute all or part of 
the noun class prefix in nouns and dependent adjectives, and number 
in verbs. 
(Mc Laughlin 2000, 2005) 

J ·  In Mafa, a central Chadic language of Cameroon, imperfectives of 
verbs ending in a consonant are formed •vith a palatal featural affix. 
(Ettlinger 2003, 2004) 

The features in (2), like seg:inental morphemes, often refer to specific edges of 
sten1s, and thus are featural affixes (e.g. Chaha labialization and palatalization, 
Aka voicing, Zoque palatalization). While the fact that phonological features 
may function as grammatical morphemes is uncontroversial, the status of such 
features as prefixes or suffixes often re1nained n1uted in spite of traditional 
intuition, with some scholars contented \Vith referring to the morphen1es simply 
as "floating autosegments."2 The reason \vhy the status of featuraJ affixes as prefixes 
or suffixes is often problematic is that, while segmental affixes may be phonetically 
realized independently, featural affixes are ah,rays phonetically realized as part 
of some other seg:inent or seg:inents of the stem. The question therefore is v1hy 
feahrral affixes get realized as part of the stem. The answer to this is that features 
have to be "licensed'' (i.e. their occurrences have to be sanctioned) in order to get 
phonetically realized, therefore featural affixes must associate 'vi.th a licensor in 
the stem or else"'here. 

2 Ji\.1ost stttdies on tone are exceptions to this generalization (see Clements and Goldsn1ith 1984; 
Pulleyblank 1986; Ander.;on 1991; van der Hulst and Snider 1993). 
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In this chapter I am assuming a feature geometry in "'hich all segments 
have a root node, \vhich "gathers" the features into one unit (CHAPTER 27: THE 
ORGANlZATION OF FEATUl{ES). In addition, I assun1e that vo"re)s (and all syllable 
peaks, including syllabic nasals) are dominated by a 111ora (CHAPTER 33: SYLLABLE
tNTERNAL STRUCTURE). Finally, I assume that class nodes, such as those for place 
of articulation, are monovalent. How·ever, terminal features, such as aperture 
features, are bivalent. Since this chapter has a constraint-based, optimality
theoretic bias, I will not be assu111ing underspecification here (CHAPTER 7: FEATUl{E 
SPECIFICATION AND UNDERSPECIFICATION). 

Universally, feature licensors can (only) be either a mora or a root node (Ito 
1989; Ito and Mester 1993; etc.). Therefore, while edges in tones refer to the 
initial or final mora, edges in nasal harmony and the like n1ay refer to the first 
or last root node; i.e. a real 111orphological edge, since the last licensor also coin
cides with the last segn1ent of the morpheme (see Archangeli and Pulleyblank 
1994).3 But, \vith featural affixes, an edge does not necessarily mean a morpho
logical edge; an edge is defined for a feature on the basis of a possible licensor 
in a language. 

Another characteristic of featural affixes, as distinct from segi11ental affixes, 
is their domain. While most segmental affixes occur at the beginning, middle, 
or end of a base, featural affixes often occur throughout the base, or span it. 
Features that commonly have this characteristic are the "prosodic" features, in 
the Firthian sense of the word. As is 'veil kno,vn, such features may include pitch, 
nasality, roundness, palatalization, and the like (see Firth 1948). Si.nee these are 
the featural spell-out (or content) of the morphological categories in question, 
they are featural affixes. 

In their study of alignment in (regular) segmental affixation, McCarthy and 
Prince (1993b: 103) observe that an alignment constraint, such as one that aligns 
the left edge of one morpheme with the right edge of another (as in Tagalog -11111-
prefixation) n1ay be violated \vhen dominated by a prosodic constraint, such as 
one that disaUO"'S a coda. This may force a prefix to be realized as an in.fix. 
The Tagalog affix -um- "falls as near as possible to the left edge of the stem, 
so long as it obeys the phonological requirement that its final consonant 111 not 
be syllabified as a coda" (McCarthy and Prince 1993b: 79). Therefore, it appears 
as a prefix before a vowel-initial word: /um + aral/ � [un1-aral] 'teach', but as 
an infix when the word is consonant-initial: /u.m + St.t.lat/ � [s-um.-ulat) 1\vdte', 
/um + gradwet/ � [gr-um-adwet) 'graduate'. 

A similar characteristic is found in featural affixes. One important distinc
tion from seginental prefixes/suffixes is that featural affixes often behave like 
"infixes," because they frequently do not occur at an edge of the sten1. A feature 
may be forced away from an edge ,.vhen the feature cannot co-occur with 
another feature(s) of the segment at the edge (see Pulleyblank 1993), leading to 

3 It should be noted t11at t11e aCCOllnts in this chapter alloi,v for affixes \\1hich in\'olve more than one 
aute>segmental feature, though we do not discuss such cases here. For example, in l\-tokulu (Eastern 
Chadic, Chad Republic) the completive aspect marker consists of the features [voice] and [high] 
(Jungraithmayr 1990; Roberts 1994). The first consonant of the stem becomes voiced while the first 
vo\vel becomes J1igh, e\1en if it '''as a lo\v \'O\vel in tl1e input. li1 the approach taken here, both featttres 
co.1.lstitute parts of a featu.raJ pr.efix. Ho\ve\1er., such features ma}' be realized or• tl1e s.1me seg.n1er1t in 
tl1e sten1 or on different segments, depending on licensing. In the case in ql1estion, licensing forces 
!voice] and [high] on different segments. 
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misalignment. A featural suffix may for example be realized elsewhere in the 
stem, resulting in featural infixation. Ho\vever, featural affixes occur as "infixes" 
n1ore often than segmental affixes. 

Finally, one characteristic that has recently been observed in featural affi.xation 
is one in \Vhich a grammatical category is marked by a feature "'hich has both 
segmental and featural allomorphs, as in Mafa (Ettlinger 2003, 2004). 

In the follo\ving sections I illustrate each of the above characteristics of featural 
affixes. Each case study discussed belo>v has been selected because it illustrates 
a particular characteristic or characteristics of featural affixes. 

In the discussion of Cha ha (§2. l  ), 1 shovv that a featural suffix [round) is 
realized as a featural infix, or even as a featural prefix, when the featural suffix 
is forced a'�'ay from the edge. The opposite effect is illustrated \vith Nuer 
n1u tat ion (§2 .3). 

Tonal data fro1n Etsako, an Edoid language, and nasalization data fron1 Terena 
show situations in which featural morphemes span the entire base of affixation. 
In the discussions of Terena nasalization and the Etsako tone, I suggest that these 
are still cases of prefixation and suffixation respectively, but in conjunction with 
harmony. Therefore there are no special treat1nents of featural affixes required. 

Mc Laughlin (2000, 2005) notes that, taking into consideration featural affixes, 
a morphological category can be expressed in one of three vvays: as a segmental 
affix, as a featural affix, or as a combination of both segmental and featural affixes 
(CHAPTER 103: PHONOLOGICAL SENSITIVITY TO MORPHOLOGICAL STRUCTURE). 

In sunill1ary, the primary focus in this chapter \vill be illustrating the 
characteristics of featural affixes. To do this, I v.1ill provide short descriptions of 
several of the featural affixes listed in (2). The characteristics include (a) marking 
morphological categories (like segmental affixes), (b) occurring as part of other 
segments rather than independently, (c) varying bet\veen prefixes and suffixes, 
(d) occurring elsewhere in the stem (because of feature co-occurrence constraints), 
(e) spanning the entire base of affixation, and (f) varying occurrence as a feature 
or a segn1ent in the same language. I vvill argue that these characteristics of 
featural affixes do not require any ne'" type of morphology, because the same 
machinery already developed for segmental affixes can handle them as "'ell. 

I discuss seven case studies in all, divided into four groups. The first group, 
Chal1a and Zoque, illustrates the n1ost basic characteristics of featural affixes 
mentioned above, tha t of directionality. Chaha iDustrates suffixation and Zoque 
shows prefixation. The second group, Nuer and Seereer Siin, combines featural 
affixes with consonant mutation. Nuer is suffixal, and Seereer Siin is prefixal. 
The third group, Etsako and Terena, sho\vs featural affixes that span the whole 
stem domain. They illustrate featural affixation combined with "har1nony." Again, 
Etsako s.ho'"s the harm.ony from the right (suffixal), and Terena s.ho'"s it from 
the left (prefixal). The fourth group contains only one language, Mafa. Mafa sho'"s 
a special case of affixation, in that the segment involved is at the same time a 
segn1ent and a feature. I refer to this as segmental realization of a featural affix. 

2 Directionality 

The first case studies illustrate the need to consider featural morphemes as either 
prefixes or suffixes, a property that is formally accounted for by the directional 
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component of alignment. In this light, Chaha illustrates prefixation, and Zoque 
illustrates suffixation. 

2.1 Chaha labialization 

In Chaha, a Gurage language of Ethiopia, the 3rd person masculine singular 
object is indicated by labialization (v.rith the suffix /n/) (Johnson 1975; McCarthy 
1983; Hendricks 1989; Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1994; Rose 1994, 2007). Labial
ization surfaces on the "rightmost labializable consonant" of the stem. Labializable 
consonants in Chal1a include labial and dorsal consonants, but not coronal con
sonants.4 The data in (3) (from McCarthy 1983: 179) sho'"' the surface realization 
of this morpheme. 

(3) '"'ithout object with 3rd masc sg object 

a. Righ.t111ost consonant of the ste111 is labializable 
drenreg drencegw 'hit' 
ncedref nredrefw 'sting' 
ncekceb ncekrebw 'find' 

b. Medial consonant of the ste111 is labializable, final is not 
ncekres nrek '"ces 'bite' 
krefret kref'" ret 'open' 
brekrer brekwrer 'lack' 

c. Only the leftmost con.so nan t of the stem is labializable 
qretrer q"'retrer 'kill' 
mresrer n1 "resrer 'seem' 
n1rekirer m"rekirer 'burn' 

d. No labializable consona.n t 
sredred. seed.red 'chase' 

A number of observations are important here. Labialization must be realized 
only on the rightmost labializable consonant, and on no other. This is obvious 
from the third example in (3a), /nrekreb/ � /nrekreb"/. Both of the last tvvo 
consonants of the verb root in this example are labializable, but only the root
final consonant is labialized. The medial consonant is not labialized, because of 
this requirement of rightmostness. In the forn1s in (3b ), all of the final consonants 
of the verb roots are coronal, e.g. /nrekres/, therefore only the root-medial con
sonants, which are either labial or dorsal, are rightmost; and so only these receive 
the labialization feature. Note further that the initial consonants in the last t\vo 
examples, /kcefret I and /brekrer I, are labializable, but again are not labial:ized, 
because of the requirement of rightmostness. In (3c) the only labializable con
sonants of the verb root are the leftmost consonants, /qretrer I � /q"'retrer /, and 
so by rightmostness they receive labialization. Finally, in (3d) none of the conso
nants is labializable and so the feature is not realized. 

An explanation of the above facts is as follo'"s. Following earlier analyses 
�ve assi.une that the 3rd person masculine singular object marker in Chaha is 

• Th.is statement is froJl\ M.<-Carthy. Rose (2007) states the labializ.ation rule as "labialize the right
most velar or labial consonant, unless already palatalized.'" The key point in both definitions is that 
labialization targets dorsal and labial consonants. 
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the feature [round]. It must be a featural suffix, as indicated by the insistence 
on rightmostness. The 3rd person masculine singular object [round] aligns with 
(or coincides with; Zoll 1996) the right edge of the stem. In Chaha, [round] n1ay 
be licensed by any consonantal root node. The position explicitly treats the mor
pheme as a suffix, but the segmental content is a feature [round], hence \Vhat the 
constraint aligns is the feature [round]. The right edge of the stem has to coincide 
\vi.th the feature [round], the fe.atural content of the affix. Thus the feature [round] 
seeks out the rightn1ost consonantal root node in the verb root for licensing, given 
the discussion of licensing and edges above. As noted in our description of the 
facts, coronal consonants cannot receive the labialization feature. This means 
that the feature [round] cannot be articulated '\o\1ith a coronal consonant in Chaha. 
We can bar this \vith a feature co-occurrence constraint, which forbids [round] 
fron1 linking to a root node associated to [coronal]. 

To conclude, there are several characteristics of featural affi,xes, \vhich this affix 
illustrates. First, it marks a morphological category, the 3rd person masculine sin
gular object. Second, the realization is a feature, the feature [round]. Third, it must 
be realized as part of another segment, a consonant, because it is not a seg1nent. 
Fourth, like any affix, it has a position. Ho\\'ever, like a feahrral affix it seeks the 
rightn1ost dorsal or labial consonant for licensing. Therefore it is a suffix. Fifth, 
like segmental affixes, it can be pushed from the suffix position. As it is a featural 
affix, however, co-occurring \vi.th other features is what matters. It cannot co-occur 
\vith a coronal consonant; therefore it gets pushed more and more in\vards 
until it finds the right consonant to co-occur \Vi.th. Sixth, if it does not find the 
right licensor, it silnply does not get realized. This is comparable with the null 
realization of certain segmental morphemes in language, as for example '"here a 
segmental affix is not realized for some phonotactic reason. One example is 
Dutch, which does not have geminate consonants. Here the 3rd person singular 
ending [-t] is not realized on verbs which end in a coronal plosive.5 

(4) Dutch 3rd person suffix [-t) absent after verb-final [t) 

a. ik lees [rk les] '1 read' 
hij leest [hci lest] 'he reads' 

b. ik zie [rk zi] '1 see' 
hij ziet [hei zit] 'he sees' 

c. ik eel (1k et] 'I eat' 
hij eet [hi:i et] *[et:] 'he eats' 

2.2 Zoque palatalization 
In this section, I consider the process of morphological palatalization in Zoque 
(Zoque-Mixe of southern .tvlexico). Zoque palatalization contrasts \vith Chaha 
labializ.ation (§2.1) in some crucial senses. First, \vhile Chaha labialization illus
trates a case of long-distance realization of an affix, Zoque palatalization illustrates 
local realization; i.e. the affix n1ust be realized at the edge, and nowhere else 
(Akinlabi 1996). Second, Zoque differs from Chaha in the sense that the featural 
affix is a prefix as opposed to a suffix. 

s I am grateful IC> Marc van Oostendorp for lhis example from Dutel\. 
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\Nonderly (1951: 117-118) describes a process of palatalization (CHAPTER 71: 
PALATALIZATION) in Zoque, which n1arks the 3rd person singular. He represents 
this morphen1e as a prefix [j],6 and treats this process of palatalization as "n1eta
thesis" of [j] and the following consonant. A rule-based treahnent assuming 
me tathesis is proposed in Dell (1980). The relevant examples are listed in (5), "'ith 
the morpheme transcribed as [j], following Wonderly.' My interpretation here is 
that Wonderly's [j) is a palatal feature, which I '�'ill assume is [-back). 

(5) Zoque 3rd person singular 

a. With labial consonants 
j - pata p'ata 
j - plesa p'esa 
j - buro biuro 
j - £aha fiaha 
j - mula miula 
j - "'akas wiakas 

b. Vvith alveolar consonants 
j - tatah tiatah [catah] 
j - tih CL\ tiihu [llJ\ cil1u) 
j - duratsAhk nA d'uratsAhku [ l1J\ c!Jura tsAhk u) 
j - tSAhk tsiahku [tfahku) 
j - SAk siAk [f Akj 
j - S\.verte fwerte [fwerte) 
j - nanah nianah [Jlanah) 

c. With palatal consonants (no change) 

d. 

e. 

j - !f o ?ngoja !fo'ngoja 
j - fapun fa pun 

With velar consonants 
j - kama 
. . ) - ga)U 

kiama 
giaju 

With laryngeal consonants 
j - 'atsi ?iatsi 
j - hajah h'ajah 
j - huj hiuju 

'his mat' 
'his room' 
'his burro' 
'his belt' 
'his mule' 
'his CO"'' 

'his father' 
'he is arriving' 
'it is lasting' 
'he did it' 
'his beans' 
'his fortune' 
'his mother' 

'his rabbit' 
'his soap' 

'his cornfield' 
'his rooster' 

'his older brother' 
'her husband' 
'he bought it' 

All \Vords in Zoque are consonant-initial. The data in (5) show that the 3rd per
son singular n1orpheme produces secondary palatalization of the first consonant 
of the stern if it is labial (Sa), velar (Sd), or laryngeal (Se); it turns alveo!ars into 

' \"/onderly used the symbol IYI· 1 have re-transcribed \Vonderly's exau\ples to be as close as 
possible to the IPA. 
7 The transcription here (from \'Vonderly 1951) is somewhat misleading, because one cnn be led tc> 
believe that the morpheme here is indeed /j-/, and not a feature. However, if this were a full segment 
as opposed to a feature, it would be completely unnecessary for the segment to seek licensing from 
another segn1ent. It \vould a)so be corr1pletely accidental tl1at 111etatl1esis is limited to glide-consonant 
sequences in th.is language. Note that this can.not be blamed on the sonodty rise in a.t> onset (i.e. 
(jC) -> (Cjl), because the so-called metathesis also occurs in a sequence of two glides (which in many 
accounts are equal in sonority); /j - wakas/ -> /w;akas/ 'his cow'. 
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alveopalatals in (Sb), and has no phonetic effect on underlying palatals (Sc). 
As Wonderly (19Sl: 118) puts it, '\vhen y [i.e. /j/J precedes an alveopalatal 
consonant c, s, the y is lost." In this analysis we assume that the 1norpheme is 
not "lost," but that it has no phonetic effect if the initial consonant of the stem 
is palatal. 

I assume that the 3rd person singular in the above data is the feature [-back) 
(see Sagey 1986). [-back] is licensed by any root node in Zoque. It is apparently 
a featural prefix, given its restriction to the first (or leftmost) consonant. 

The palatalization case in Zoque is completely straightforward. All consonants 
participate in the palatalization, regardless of place of articulation. For example, 
labials are not barred from being palatalized, as coronals are barred from being 
labialized in Chaha. 

The only set of consonants that require additional co1nn1ent is the set of 
palatal consonants, as seen in (Sc) (/ [-back)-fapun/ � [Japun] 'his soap'). There 
are hvo approaches to this set of consonants. One is to assume that the (-back) 
3rd singular morpheme is unparsed \Vhen the first segment is underlyingly 
palatal. The second approach is to assume that [-back] links vacuously to a 
palatal seginent. I adopt the second position here, since linking [-back] to a palatal 
consonant will not change the consonant's realization. If palatal consonants are 
assi.UTied to have underlying tokens of (-back], then linking the morpheme in this 
case simply implies that the [-back] specification in the surface representation 
corresponds to l\vo tokens of the same feature in the input. Phonetically, it \viii 
be impossible to distinguish one or hvo tokens of the same feature. 

In conclusion, Zoque provides evidence for featural affixes which must be 
realized, and \vhich must be realized at an edge and no,vhere else. In Chaha, a 
co-occurrence constraint forces a featural affix a\vay from the edge. In Zoque, 
such co-occurrence constraints (\vhich must be universal) have no surface effect. 
In Chaha, a feattrral affix 1nay not be realized if none of the segi.nents can 
license it. In Zoque, the affix can be licensed by all consonants, and so it is 
ahvays realized.6 

In the two case studies of featural affixes discussed above, one is a suffix 
(Chaha [round] or Labial), and the other is a prefix (Zoque [-back] or Coronal). 
Both of these involve only features. I no'�' turn to cases in which the affix has 
both segn1ental and featural content. 

3 Features plus segments: Segment mutations 

Systen1atic alternation in ho1norganic segment classes that reflect 1norpho
Jogieco.l distinction is often called 01utation (CHAPTER 65: CONSONANT l<IUTATION; 
CHAPTER 111: CELTIC MUTATIONS). The second group of case studies consists of 
languages \Vhich combine featural affixes �rith consonant mutation. 

8 There are two important issues here. First, there is a technical complication for feature geometry. 
If (-back] is dependent on some supralaryngeal node, and if laryngeal consonants have no supra· 
laryngeal specification, then what does [-back) dock on? A possible explanation is that the addition 
of [-back] aLttomatically generates a place node. The second issue is whet11er palatalized sounds occur 
outside of the contexts described here. If they do, it will confirm that these are not clusters, but single 
seginents. Wonderly is silent 011 t·his question. 
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\!Vhat is interesting about these cases is that languages vvith consonant muta
tions often con1bine both featural and segn1ental affixation. That is, the 
featural affix n1ay occur by itself or with additional segn1ents. In this section, 
\ve examine hvo cases, Nuer and Seereer Siin. Nuer is suffixal and Seerer Siin is 
prefixal. 

3.1 Nuer mutation 

The consonant n1utation process of Nuer, a Nila-Saharan language of Sudan, 
presents an interesting contrast to Chaha, in that the featural suffix must be 
realized at the very right edge of the verb stem rather than anyvvhere else in the 
stem. If the featural suffix cannot be realized on the last consonant of the stem 
due to a co-occurrence constraint, it is sin1ply not realized at all (see Chaha 
palatal prosody). But our interest in Nuer n1utation is that the suffixes do not just 
consist of features, but of segments and features. 

In the Nuer verb roots, final consonant mutation is associated w·ith various 
tenses and aspects in the verbal paradigms, as the foll0\'1ing examples illustrate. 
The alternation is only productive in verbs and not in nouns. (All data presented 
here are fron1 Crazzolara 1933: 156-160; see Frank 1999 for more details on Nuer 
morphology.) Rule (6) summarizes the observed consonant alternations and (7) 
provides examples. In the foll0\'1ing examples each place of articulation is rep
resented by two verb paradigms. I have converted Crazzolara's representations 
to IP A, follo\\'ing his descriptions. 

(6) Nuer final consonant alternation (Crazzolara :1933; Lieber 1987)9 

labial 
voiced b 
voiceless continuant f 
voiceless stop p 

(7) Verbal paradigms10 

a. Labial final verbs 

3rd sg indic pres act 
1st pl indic pres act 
pres pple neg 
past pple 

interdental 
5 
e 
l 

'to overtake 
a person' 

c6btjt 
co:ifk) je 
cop 
cof 

alveolar palatal velar 
d J. ¥ 
r • c; h 
t c k 

'to scoop (food) hastily' 

ktbt jt 
klafk) je 
ki:p 
k�f 

• Following Crazzo.lara's descriptions, his transcriptions have been modified as follows. [dh] and 
(th] (interdental) are transcribed here as (ii] and (9] respectively. It) (a trilled alveolar continuant) 
is Ir]. Finally, ly] (palatal fricative) is retranscribed as lj). Cazzolara suggests that what he writes as 
(b] is actually the continuant I�) in final position (Crazzolara 1933: 6). One can imagine that the 
same is true fur what he writes as [d], since he notes that Nuer stems can have up to three forms, 
one e11di-ng witl1 a voiceless stop, one \\•ith a voiceless continttant, and the third \,.rith a voiced sottnd 
wlUch in most cases is a contiJ\uant. 
10 I \\1ill not discuss the \rocalic changes, since they are largely ttnpredictable from Crazzolara's 
trdllSCriptions. 
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b. lnterden.tal final verbs 'to suck' 
3rd sg indic pres act 165€ jt 
1st pl indic pres act lo:J9k:) ji:: 
pres pple neg lot 
past pple lo0 

c. Alveolar fin.al verbs 'to sharpen' 
3rd sg i.ndic pres act paade jt 
1st pl indic pres act paark5 jt 
pres pple neg paat 
past pple paar 

d. Palatal fin.al verbs 'to hit' 
3rd sg i.ndic pres act jaaJt j1o: 
1st pl indic pres act jaa9<5 jt 
pres pp!e neg iaac 
past pple iaac; 

e. Velar fin.al verbs 'to throw aV\ray' 
3rd sg i.ndic pres act . . . 

J<i?¥<' Jc 
1st pl indic pres act Jrek.'> i< 
pres pple neg jiek 
past pple jreh 

'to \vade' 
jredt j€ 
jreek:i j1o: 
jret 
jie0 

'to cut a point' 
wide jE. 
\V<lfk.'> jc 
wit 
Wlr • 

'to disn1iss a person' 
jjeej€ ji:: 
jjaac;k5 jt 
jjeec 
jjee<; 

'to find' 
" . . . )<l\'E Jc 
jak.'> j< 
j<Jk 
j;:,h 

First, Crazzolara (1933: 102) notes that the verb root is n1onosyllabic in Nuer. 
Second, all verbs begin and end in consonants. I assume, follo\ving Lieber (1987), 
that the features implicated here are [continuant] and [voice]. I '"ill also assume 
that the morphemes involved in the mutation consist of the follo,ving inputs.n 

(8) The Nu.er s11ffixes 

indi.c pres act - [j< l 
3rd sg - [cont] [E] 
1st pl - [cont] [k)] 
pres pple neg - 0 

past pple - [cont) 

The most important illustration of the theme of this section is the past participle 
morphen1e, which under any analysis must include the feature [continuant], 
and the 1st plural morpheme, which, in addition to the feature [continuant], also 
includes the segment sequence [k:>]. A comparison of all the past participle forms 
\•vi.th the l st plural indicative present active forms sho"'S that the latter always 
include the additional [k)j. What is interesting is that the suffix [k)) also triggers 
spirantization of the preceding stop.12 Therefore "'e must assume that this suffix 
has a preceding floating [continuant]. Finally, we must assume that Nuer also has 
intervocalic voicing, as seen i.n all the 3rd singular forn1s. 

11 But see Lieber (1987) for a different assumption on input. 
11 ln tl\e case of tl\e forrns 'tltro"" a\vay' and 'find', tl\ere is .llO spirarltizatio1.). J assume tllat thls is 
because the final consonant of the verb and the 1st plural suffix (ko) are identical. Crazzolara apparently 
transcribes the unspirantized sequence lhkl as a single stop [k). 
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It is clear from the mutation cases in Nuer that the features involved are suffixes, 
since in t"'O cases the free feature [continuant] is paired 'vith traditional segmental 
suffixes. In the case of the past participle 1norphen1e, the entire content of the 1nor
pheme is the free feature [continuant]. [continuant) is licensed by a root node in 
Nuer. This feature links to the rightmost consonant of the verb. This association 
formally defines the past participle morpheme in Nuer as a suffix. This morpheme 
happens to have just a single featural content [continuant]. 

The derivation of all the forms \Vith the past participle suffix [continuant] is the 
same as that of the 1st plural forms, except for the additional segments [kJ] in 
the suffix. This example actually shows that if we call the segments [kJ] a suffix, 
\Ve must treat the preceding [continuant] the same way, since they, together, mark 
the same morpheme. And if this feature [continuant] of the 1st plural is a suffix, 
so is the feahrre [continuant] that 1narks the past participle alone. 

Crazzolara notes that a number of segments do not undergo this n1utation 
process in Nuer. These segments are the nasals /m n IJ J1 rJ/, the liquids /I r /, 
and glide /w /. I will split these segments into t\vo groups, the nasals on the one 
hand and the liquids and glide on the other. 

I suggest that the nasals do not tu1dergo mutation because of a co-occurrence 
constraint forbidding the association of [continuant) to a consonant specified for 
(nasal]. The examples in (9) illustrate this. 

(9) Non-alternating final consonant 

3rd sg indic pres act 
1st pl indic pres act 
pres pple neg 
past pple 

'to see'13 
nt£nt je 
nteankS jl 
neEn 
neE.n 

'to hear' 
lfu)t j€ 
lierJkJ je 
!if} 
Iii) 

Since morphen1es with final nasals never alternate, and since [continuant) does 
not shov.r up anywhere else, 've must assume that in these cases [continuant] 
must remain unrealized (i.e. unparsed). This is parallel to the case of the non
realization of [round] in Chaha. 

I assume that the remaining sonorants, liquids, and glide undergo the process, 
though the surface forms appear invariant; i.e. [continuant) links vacuously to stems 
•vhose final consonants belong to this class, but v.rithout any apparent surface effect, 
since they are already continuants.14 

In conclusion, [continuant] in Nuer provides a significant contrast to labializa
tion in Chaha and palatalization in Zoque. In both Chaha and Nuer, the featural 
affix is a suffi,x, given the insistence on linkage to the final consonant. In both lan
guages, the featural content of the affix cannot co-occur with a class of segn1ents. 

13 Crazzolara (1933: 124) points out that there is a separate negative particle /ci/, which occurs before 
the subje<i clitic. Forms with nasals •re the only complete paradigms that Crazzolru:a gives, m1d in these 
cases he provides no forms in \vhich the first consonant is an oral stop and the second is a nasal. In all 
the other forms where the stem consonant does not alternate he provides the 3rd singular indicative 
presei1t active and tl1e 1st plural indicati\•e present acti\re for the rest of the cases. 
1" Tll.is io1plies that a si.11gle [co11tinuaJltj specificatior1 on tl1e fiJlal consonant on tl1e su('face cor.l'.'es� 
ponds to two in the input. See also the discussions of Zoque palatalization (§2.2) and Edoid tone (§4.1) 
for similar characteristics. 
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This results in the non-realization of the featural suffix on the final segment. This 
fact is captured by the co-occurrence constraints between the feature content of 
the affix and the feature content of the class of segments. Thus it is co-occurrence 
constraints that force featural affixes from edges. The substantive difference 
behveen the t-vo languages is seen in Chaha's insistence on realizing the featural 
suffix on other segments even if it cannot be realized on the edgemost segment, 
\vhile Nuer will not realize the featural suffix at all. 

It is important to note that other languages \\'ith consonant mutation have been 
identified in the literature, e.g. Fula (Arnott 1970) and North Atlantic languages 
(Mc Laughlin 2000, 2005), which confirm the above analysis of Nuer mutation. 
These languages also differ significantly from Nuer. I will briefly discuss the case 
of one, Seereer Siin (Mc Laughlin 2000). 

3.2 Seereer Siin consonant mutation 
In her work on several Northern Atlantic languages of Niger Congo (Pulaar, 
Seereer Siin, Wolof), Mc Laughlin (2000, 2005) argues that consonant mutation 
can be vie\\red and accounted for as the prel'i,xation of a floating feature to the 
root node of the stern-initial consonant.15 She proposes a constraint-based accoiu1t 
to locate the feature on the left edge of a word. 

Seereer Siin consonant mutation is morphologically conditioned by noun class 
in nouns and dependent adjectives, and by number in verbs. There are two 
patterns of consonant mutation in Seereer: (a) voicing mutation, and (b) continu
ancy n1utation. In each, there is a three-way homorganic range of alternations, 
called grades (Arnott 1970). I \vill only discuss the voicing n1utation, and I \viJl 
discuss only the fully mutating forms. The reader is referred to Mc Laughlin's 
\vork for the partially nu1tating forms, and the continuancy mutation. 

In the voicing n1utation, the three grades are "voiced stop,'' "voiceless stop,'' 
and "prenasalized voiced stop." Grade-a refers to the voiced set, grade-b to the 
voiceless set, and. grade-c to the prenasalized set. 

Seereer Siin has sixteen noun classes. Of the sixteen, classes 2, 3a, 5, 7, 8, and 
10 condition the a-grade mutation, \vhile classes 3b, 6, 12, 13, and 14 condition 
fue c-grade mutation. The remaining classes (l, 4, 9, 11, and 15) condition the 
b-grade mutation. 

I will now illustrate the a.hove statements with the exao�ples in (10), from 
lvlc Laughlin (2000: 339-340). The numbers in parenthesis beside the forms 
indicate the noun classes of the forms. 

(10) Voicing mutation (fully mutating) 

voiced voiceless nasal16 
a-grade b-grad.e c-grade 
ogac (10) akac (4) fol)gac (13) 'stone' 
Jir (5) acir (4) aJlJir (3b) 'illness' 
o5aj (10) xapaj (11) fopaj (13) 'hand, arm' 

J!i- For reasons of space_, only a brief SLtn1mary of t11e facts of Seereer Siin is given here. 16 \loiceless implosi\res cannot be prenas.<1lized in Seereer Siin. 
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I follow Mc Laughlin in assuming that the b-grade forms constitute the "under
lying" forms in the stems •vith voicing mutation. The stem patterns show that 
the features involved in the class prefixation are [+voice] and [+nasal]. (+voice] 
drives the voicing of underlying voiceless-initial stems, ,.vhich are fully n1utating. 
Jn addition, one must conclude that the class 10 prefix has both segmental and 
featural contents: /o [+voiced]/, as Mc Laughlin does. Finally, class 13 also has 
both segmental and featural contents: /fo [+nasal)/. "There is a [+voice] floating 
feature that drives the a-grade 1nutations . . .  and there is a [+nasal] floating feahrre 
that drives the c-grade mutations" (Mc Laughlin 2000: 340). 

Comparing the Seereer Siin forms \vi th those from Nuer, the mutating consonants 
in Seereer Siin are the stem-initial consonants. The mutating features [+voiced) 
and [+nasal] are prefixes. They must link to the sten1-initial consonant and no other. 
In N uer on the other hand, the mutating feahue is a suffix. The systen1 in Seereer 
Siin sometimes includes featural affixes alone, and son1etimes featural affixes 
as \veil as segmental affixes. As seen above, the class 10 prefix includes both 
segmental and featural content: Io [+voiced]/, and the class 13 prefix also has 
both segmental and featural content: /fo [+nasal)/. These combinations are in fact 
more apparent than the Nuer con1binations. The seginental feahrres causing the 
mu tation either get associated or not, and are never pushed inwards in the stem. 
They only occur at the edges. 

4 Harmony: Featural affixes with stem domains 

The third set of case studies consists of langt1ages that combine fea.tural affixes 
vvith featural harmony. By "harmony," I mean featural propagation that is 
domain-based. 

The domain of a feattrral affi,'C is often the entire stem. By definition, we nu1st 
take these features to be affixes, since they are the feahual spell-out of son1e 
morphological category. Since the domain of the featural affix is the entire stem, 
I take the phenomenon to be the combination of a featural prefL'C or suffix, plus 
harmony involving the feature in question. I will illustrate "'ith t\vo languages. 
I \Vilt discuss one case involving a featural suffix (Edoid tone), and one involv
ing a featural prefix (Terena nasalization). 

4.1 Edoid associative construction 
Tonal data from Edoid languages (Niger Congo, Nigeria) provide the first 
exan1ple of featural suffixation plus harn1ony. Suffixation is detectable fro1n the 
fact that priority is given to right align.ni.ent, and harmony is seen in the trans
mission of the feature throughout the entire domain. 

In several Edoid languages the "associative morpheme" is a free (floating) 
High tone. The list includes Etsako (Elin1elech 1976), Yekhee (Elugbe 1989), Bini 
(Amaya 1976), Isoko (Donwa 1982), and E1nai (Egbokhare 1990). In this section 
I will onJy examine Etsako (Ekpheli dialect). Several other Edoid languages have 
similar tonal systems to that of Etsako. 

Etsako is a tvvo-tone language, \Vith High and Lo"' tones (Elirnelech 1976: 41). 
(Recall that full specification is assumed in this chapter.) In this language, the 
associative High tone links to the head noun, replacing all Lo\v tones in a 
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right-to-left manner, until it reaches a segmental High tone. The examples beloiv 
consist of disyllabic nouns, but they are representative of \vhat happens in 
longer fonns. The forn1s cited here (from Elimelech 1976: 55) exhaust all pos
sible tonal combinations of disyllabic nouns. The tones in the first ro,.v in each 
of (11)-(14) indicate the underlying tone pattern of the head noun in isolation, 
and the corresponding tones after the arrow indicate its tone pattern in an 
associative construction. For clarity, I have indicated the tonal pattern of the first 
exan1ple in each set \vi.th the tone letters H and L, in addition to the tone marks. 
The crucial tones to focus on are those of the first noun, since the tones of the 
second noun remain constant. 

(11) 
a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

(12) 
a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

L 
' amt 

\/ 
L (H) 

water 
' amt 
\vater 

amt 
water 
' amt 
water 

H L  
UnO 

I I 
H L  (H) 
mouth 

UnO 
mouth 

' ' uno 
mouth 

, ' uno 
mouth 

eea. 

v 
L 

father 

oke 
ran1 

5m:> 

child 

6dzi 
crab 

eEla 

v 
L 

father 

oke 
ram 

5m5 
child 

6d:lf 
crab 

H 
an1teea 

v v  
H L 

an1£oke 

amt5m:l 

arn£6dzi 

H(H) 
un6eEla 

v v  
H L 

un6oke 

un65m;) 

un66dzf 

[au1eea.1 

'father's water' 

[au1okeJ11 
' , t , a ram s \•Va er 

[am5m:l] 
'a child's water' 

[au16c!JiJ 
'a crab's ,.vater' 

[ uneEla 1 

'father's mouth' 

[ un6ke] 
'a ram's mouth' 

[ un5n1.)] 
'a child's mouth' 

( un6c!3lJ 
'a crab's mouth' 

17 At the phrasal level, a phrase-final High tone is realized as a fall, hence the final falling tones in 
forms with underlying final Highs such as (llb}, (lld), etc. 
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(13) H H 
a. 6dzi eea 6dzieEla [6dJe0aJ 

v v v v  
H (H) L H L 

crab father 'father's crab' 

b. 6dzi oke 6dzioke [6dJokeJ 
crab ram 'a ram's crab' 

c. 6dzi 5m5 6dzi:S1n5 [ 6d;:un)] 
crab child 'a child's crab' 

d. 6dzi 6dzi 6dzi6dzi [6d;6d;l] 
crab crab 'a crab's crab' 

(14) L H L H  
a. )tt eea :.tteea [)teElaJ 

I I v 1 1  V 
LH (H) L LH L 
cricket father 'father's cricket' 

b. )tt oke :it toke ['.>toke] 
cricket rain 'a ram's cricket' 

c. .'itt 5m.'i )t€5n1.J [ .'it5n1?>) 
cricket child 'a child's cricket' 

d. )tt 6dzf )t€6dzi [5t6clft] 
cricket crab 'a crab's cricket' 

The tone changes on the head now1 in associative constructions n1ay be sum1narized 
descriptively as follo,vs: 

(15) a. L � H (11) 
b. H L � H H (12) 
c. H � H (13) 
d. L H � L H (14) 

In (11) '"e assume there is a single Low tone associated with both syllables 
(1noras) of the noun, follo,ving the Obligatory Contour Principle (Leben 1973; 
NlcCarthy 1986). The associative High tone replaces this underlying Lo"' tone, 
and this Low tone itself is not realized on the surface. That the assumption made 
here with disyllabic forms is true of longer forms is confirmed by the trisyllabic 
examples in (16), '''here the three syllables of the head noun are no'v realized 
on a High tone in the associative constructions. Therefore all adjacent Lo'" tone 
syllables becon1e High regardless of the nun1ber of syllables. 
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(16) L H 
' ' a¥O¥o oke a¥6¥6oke [a¥6¥okeJ 

\ll I I \l/ I I 
L (H) L H  H L H  

skull rarn 'a ram's skull' 
... . ' . ' aJEJE eea ajtjteea [ajtjeeaJ 
butterfly father 'father's butterfly' 

In (12) ('vith the HL pattern), the final Low tone of the head noun becomes High. 
Given the forms in (16), 've assume that any number of adjacent syllables with 
Lo\v tones 'vill becon1e High. Therefore we predict that HLL head nouns ,,,i]] be 
realized as HHH. This prediction carmot be confirmed, because our sources do 
not have any examples 'vith such patterns. The forrns in (13) are iutren1arkable, 
since the head noun is underlyingly High-toned. Finally, in (14), underlying 
LH remains the same. Our assumption here is that the associative High tone 
links vacuously to the final syllable of the head noun, just as [-back] links to palatal 
consonants in Zoque. 

The above facts can be ar1alyzed as follo,.vs. Following Elirnelech I assun1e that 
"the associative marker (AM) . . .  is underlyingly a High floating tone" (Elimelech 
1976: 42). Tone is licensed by any mora in Etsako. Only vo\,rels and syllabic 
nasals can be moraic in this language. Based on the facts in (11)-(15) above 
(especially (14)), as well as on facts presented in the Edoid studies cited at the 
beginning of this section, I suggested that the associative High tone is a featural 
suffix. It is suffixed to the head noun. Ho,.vever, a (separate) process of tonal 
harmony transmits the associative High tone throughout the entire head noun. 
Therefore the don1ain of the associative High tone is the entire head noun, a 
prosodic 'vord (Nespor and Vogel 1986; Selkirk 1986; McCarthy arld Prince 1990). 

This type of pheno1nenon n1ust be handled with hvo constraints. One is a 
morphological alignment constraint, tl1e type of \vhich '"'e have seen so far. This 
alignment places the featural affix at a particular edge of the stem, characterizing 
it as a prefix or as a suffix (see Kirchner 1993; Pulleyblank 1993, 1996; Akinlabi 
1994, 1997; Cole and Kisseberth 1994). The second is phonological feature spread: 
harmony. This handles feature propagation by establishing the fact that the don1ain 
of tl1e feature is a phonological. category, such as the prosodic word. 

It is crucial to note that the associative High tone is different from an under
lyingly linked segmental High tone of a head noun (the segmental High tone). 
First, while the associative High tone is a morpheme, the segmental High tone 
is not. And second, the segn1ental High tone is underlyingly linked, while the 
associative High tone is underlyingly fr:ee, i.e. it belongs to a morpheui.e 'vith no 
other content. Any analysis of Etsako must recognize these differences. 

4.1.1 H-tone opacity 
In Etsako, the segn1ental High tone is "opaque": it blocks the propagation of 
the suffixal High tone. That is, the suffixal H tone can.not spread tltrough the 
lexical H tone. The examples in (14) demonstrate this fact. In the LH head nouns, 
the output associative construction begins as LH, \Vhich does not become HH, as 
one \vould expect if the suffixal H tone were to spread through the segmental 
H tone. This indicates two things. First, only the suffixal H tone spreads, 'vhile 
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the segmental H tone does not; other,vise '"e '''ould once again have HH on the 
head noun in the output. Second, the seginental H tone is opaque to the spread 
of the suffixal H tone. We 1nust assun1e that the constraint responsible for the 
association of a segmental H supersedes the one for tone spreading. 

4.1.2 Gennan sign language 
Pfau (2000) has found a parallel of this type of affix in an unexpected place, the 
negative morpheme in the Gennan Sign Language (DGS).'8 Pfau proposes an ana
lysis of the negative headshake of DGS as an autosegn1ent, in other words as a 
featural affix [headshake], \Vhich is associated 'vi.th a manual form. The negative 
headshake, he argues, behaves in a '"ay similar to tonal prosodies in tone lan
guages. He proposes that this feature represents the negative morpheme, in the 
same "'ay as tone functions as a grammatical morpheme associated \•vith an 
entire base. 

The main goal of §4.l. has been to sho'v, first, that the domain of a featural 
affix may be the '"hole lexical category, but that it can still be identified as a 
prefix or suffix. Second, the featural affixation, unlike segmental affixation, may 
con1bine \vith harmony involving the feature itself. In §4.2, we show that non
tonal featural affixes also behave the same ,.vay, using Terena nasalization as 
illustration. 

4.2 Terena nasalization 

The second example of a system that con1bines featural affixation '"ith harn1ony 
is Terena. In this section I argue tl1at the feature (nasal] in Terena is a featural 
prefix, given the insistence on association to the initial consonant of the stem 
(in direct contrast to the Edoid associative High tone), and that the featural 
prefixation is accompanied by hannony. Terena also confirms the accounts 
already given in the preceding sections about both featural alignment and 
misalignment. IJ1 contrast to tl1e Edoid associative marker, the lexical feature 
[nasal] is transparent to the propagation of the featural affix [nasal] (CHAPTER 78: 

NASAL HARMONY). 
In Terena, an Ara,vakan language of Brazil (Bendor-Sa1nuel 1960, 1966), the 

category of the 1st person is marked through a process of progressive nasalization. 
Thus the difference behveen tl1e Terena examples in the first and the third columns 
is that the latter are marked for the 1st person. 

(17) 1st person in Terena 

a. ajo 'his brother' a JO 'my brother' 
arine 'sickness' anne 'my sickness' 
unae 'boss' ttnae 'my boss' 
emo'u 'his '"Ord' emci?ft 'n1y '"ord' 

b. owoku 'his house' 6\\•69gu 'my house' 
hvu'ifo 'he rides' Iwii'I"30 'I ride' 
ituke (POSS PRON) i"duke (1 PERS POSS PRON) 
nokone 'need' no'lgone 'I need' 

" l am deeply indebted to a reviewer for helping to make sense of this sec6on. 
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c. taki 'arm' "daki 'my arm' 
tu ti 'head' "du ti 'n1y head' 
paho 'mouth' "baho 'my mouth' 
piho 'he 'vent' "'biho 'I 'vent' 

d. ahja7afo 'he desires' a"3a7afo 'I desire' 
ha'a 'father' "za'a 'my father' 
hjifoe 'dress' "3ifoe 'my dress' 

The descriptive generalizations from the above data are as follo,vs. The 1st 
pe.rson pronoun is expressed by nasalizing the noun or verb. N'asalization affects 
vowels, liquids, glides, and underlying nasal consonants. Therefore, nasalization 
spreads through underlying nasal consonants. Laryngeal stops, but not laryngeal 
fricatives, are affected by nasalization. That is, nasalization n1ay spread through 
a laryngeal stop, but not through a la.ryngeal fricative. 

The examples in (17b) sho'" that nasalization proceeds in an apparent left-to
right fashion until it reaches an obstruent. The interesting thing here is that the 
obstruent becomes prenasalized (and voiced), as in the first example in (17b), but 
nothing after it is nasalized (except of course it is an underlying nasal consonant, 
as in the last example in (17b)). Therefore obstruents block [nasal] spreading, but 
not before they become prenasalized. If a. form begins with an obstruent, the effect 
of the 1st person progressive nasalization is to turn that obstruent into a prenasalized 
consonant, as in (17c), and there is no nasalization of subsequent segments. I shall 
not be concerned vvith further changes in obstruents, other than prenasalization. 
For example, I shall not discuss the fact that laryngeal continuants change to 
coronals \vhen nasalized in (l.7d). 

Continuing the discussion in the preceding sections, an analysis of the above 
Terena facts may be presented as follo,vs. The 1st person marker is a free feature 
[nasal). [nasal] can be associated with any root node in Terena, consonant or 
vowel. Given the insistence on associating to the first segment of the noun or verb 
regard.less of the nature of the segment, it is a featural prefix. Ho'"ever, a process 
of harmony transmits nasality from the prefix through the stem; and thus the 
apparent domain of the [nasal] morpheme is the entire stem, '"hich is a prosodic 
vvord. The surface realization of this morpheme n1ay be accounted for the same 
way as tone in Etsako. An alignment constraint places [nasal] as a prefix, while 
a feature spread constraint accounts for spreadi.ng to the end of the 'vord.. 

Just like the High tone in Etsako, [nasal] is both the featural content of a mor
pheme and a lexically contrastive feature in Terena. These two functions n1ust be 
recognized by any analysis. 

4.2.1 Nasal transparency 
Forms like /arine/ -> [afine) in (17a) reveal that nasal stops do not block the 
propagation of the [nasal] morpheme in Terena, i.e. underlying nasal stops are 
transparent to the morphemic [nasal] spread. Our account of this transparency 
is that (the constraint responsible for) the do111ai.n of association of the [nasal] 
morpheme takes precedence over the seg.rnentally specified [nasal), and could 
the.refore pass "over" the segmentally specified [nasal]. 

This constitutes an important difference between the underlying segmental 
High tone in Edoid (as exemplified by Etsako) and the seginentally specified 
[nasal] in Terena. While the segn1ental High tone in Edoid blocks the propagation 
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of the morphemic High tone, the propagation of the [nasal] morpheme in Terena 
is not blocked by the segmentally specified [nasal]. 

4.2.2 Obstruents and co-occurrence 
We now turn to account for the behavior of obstruents in Terena. As noted above, 
obstruents block the rightward propagation of the [nasal] morpheme, 'vhile 
becoming prenasalized: /owoku/ -7 [o'�'oQgu] 'my house'. To account for this, 
we asslune a co-occurrence constraint forbidding the co-occurrence of [-sonorant] 
and [+nasal] in Terena (see Pulleyblank 1989: 109). Note however that, while 
nasality is always barred from obstruents in general (as in Orejon; Pulleyblank 
1989), Terena obstruents are partly nasalized. We can account for this by assum
ing that nasality is barred fro1n the release phase of obstruents in Terena, but not 
from closure phase (Steriade 1993). Prenasalization in Terena can be seen as the 
association of the [nasal] morphe1ne to the closure phase of the obstruent stops, 
and not to the release phase. 

Finally, though, the domain of the [nasal] morpheme is the entire stem (a pro
sodic 'vord), like the High tone in Etsako; it is formally a featural prefix, in contrast 
to Etsako, vvhere H is a feahlral suffix. 

Gerfen (1999: 127-131) describes an interestingly sinU.lar case in Coatzospan 
Mixtec. In this language, the 2nd person familiar is n1arked by a [nasal) feature. 
As in Terena, the entire base is nasalized. Ho"rever, unlike in Terena, the free fea
ture [nasal] is a suffix, because the spreading is from right to left. Furthermore, 
if spreading is blocked, only the final vo,vel of the base is nasalized, indicating 
that the feature [nasal] links to the final vo,vel. Spreading is blocked 'vhen the 
final syllable has a voiceless obstruent onset. Finally, like in Terena, lexical nasal 
consonants are transparent to nasal spread. 

5 Segmental realization: Mafa imperfective 

In our fourth case study, the featural affix is at the same time a "feature" and a 
"segnlent." I refer to this as segmental realization of a featural affix. The case 
is exemplified by palatalization in Mafa. This language is interesting because 
of its unique n1orphological properties. The affix expressing the imperfective in 
Mafa can be characterized. both as a segmental affix and as a featural affix at the 
same time.19 This allomorphy gives languages like this a special place in the study 
of featural affixes. 

Ettlinger (2003, 2004) describes the morphosyntactic process of imperfective 
aspect formation in Mafa, a central Chadic language of Cameroon, as follows. 
The imperfective is formed in one of two ways, depending on whether the final 
segment of the root is a vo'�'el ( [al) or a consonant. In the case of verbs ending 
in [a], /j/ is suffixed to the base, as seen in (18). (All vo,vel-final verb stems end 
in an /a/ and all other suffixes are positioned after the ilnperfective suffix.) 

•• Another language with si.o:tlla.r properties is Yokuts (Archangeli 1984, 1991; Archangeli and 
Pulleyblank 1994). In Yokuts, the glottal feature can surface as a segment or as part of another segment 
(or not surface at all). 
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(18) Palatalization of /al-final verbs 
gudza 'tremble' gudzaj 
bar a 'insult' baraj 
"da 'cut a hole' 0daj 
keoa 'divide' keoaj 

'is trembling' 
'is insulting' 
'is cutting a hole' 
'is dividing' 

The imperfective of verbs ending in a consonant, however, is formed "'ith a palatal 
featural suffix. Apparently, the palatal prosody targets either vo,vels or coronal 
stri.dents, and no ro.ore. There is one complication, regarding the vowel [u]. (u) 
is not palatalized (to [y]) in two contexts: (a) when it occurs after a dorsal, and 
(b) after a coronal strident in a disyllabic root. I '"ill not discuss this complica
tion here. Readers are referred to Ettlinger (2003, 2004) for an explanation. 

The vo,vel inventory of Mafa is given in (19). 

(19) Mafn vowel inventory 
l y a LI 
e ce a o 

The surface realizations of vov.,els under palatalization are as foUov.,s: 

(20) /a/ --. /ii 
/u/ _. /y/ 
/o/ � /eel 
/a/ � /el 

The forms in (21a) represent monosyllabic verb roots, and those in (21b) represent 
di.syllabic forn1s. The last t\vo forms in (21) sho\v that both vowel and coronal 
stridents can be palatalized, if both are present in the verb root. In the forms in 
(22), palataliza.tion appears to skip some segments, while other segments are palata.1-
ized (Ettlinger 2004). This is not skipping. The skipped segments are not licensors 
(Akinlabi 1996) of the palatal prosody in Mafa, hence the apparent skipping. 

(21) a. Palatalization of monosyllabic consonant�final verbs 
pan
t;;iv
dad
guts
tsap
sur-

'wash' 
'light (vs)' 
'add \Yater to' 
'squirt' 
'speckle' 
'sleep with a "'Oman' 

pen- 'is \vashi.ng' 
tiv- 'is lighting' 

ded- 'is adding \Yater to' 
gutf- 'is squirting' 
lfep- 'is speckling with clay' 
Jyr- 'is sleeping ,.vith a won1an' 

b. Palatalizati-0n of disyllabic consonant-final verbs 
saban- 'work' fiben- 'is \vorking' 
Jubal 'twist' Iybet 'is t\visting' 
SU\·Vdak 'miss' fuwdik 'is nussing' 

c. No pnlatalizntion 
gum- 'carve \VOod' gum

gud
kurk"'-

'is carving wood' 

gud- 'search '"ith anxiety' 
kurk"- 'carve everywhere' 

'is searching "'ith anxiety' 
'is sea.rcll.:ing everywhere' 
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Follo,ving the "'ay featural affixes \VOrk, there is no doubt that the imperfective 
is a featural suffix in Mafa (Akinlabi 1996), as the vowel-final verbs sho,v. It scans 
the verb root in a right-to-left manner. If the last segment of the verb root is a 
vowel, then the unperfective is a full segn1ent, i.e. a suff1,x. If the palatal prosody 
finds a consonant as the final segment, then it seeks out a Ji.censor, preferably a 
vowel. I assume that the coronal palatalization is just a default. This is because 
this is the only consonant that can be changed \Vithout actually co1npletely 
changu1g the prilnary place of articulation. Fmally, I suggested that the vowel 
[u] is blocked fro111 change after a dorsal consonant because it shares the dorsal 
specification \vi.th the preceding dorsal consonant. 

6 Formal insights into featural affixation 

In general, there has not been n1uch disagreement about "'hether features can be 
affixes or not. What has varied is the formal approach to featural affixes. Much of 
the formal work on featural affixes has been carried out 'vi.thin autosegmental 
phonology, '"hi.ch allows for autonomous representation of features (CHAPTER 14: 
AUTOSEGMENTS). The featural affix is con1IDonly represented as a floating feature, 
and lmked to a segment by so1ne rule. \'\fork done on featural affixes withffi this 
approach includes McCarthy (1983), Lieber (1984), and others. 

Feature geometry (Clements 1985; Sagey 1986; Clements and Hume 1995; and 
others; see also CHAPTER 27: THE ORGANIZATION OF FEATURES) has also provided 
significant insights. For example, feature geon1etry provides significant u1sight 
into the grouping of features, and into '"hY son1e features co-occur together and 
others don't. In addition, certain nodes can serve as anchors for some featural 
affixes \vhile others cannot. Work like Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994) is 
situated \Vithm this approach. 

The formal approach to featural affixation adopted ill this chapter is the 
constraint-based Optiinality Theory (Prince and Smolensky 1993). Within this 
theory, grammars are com.posed of hierarchies of ranked and violable universal 
markedness and faithfulness constramts. In the theory, faithfulness constramts 
monitor input and output to ensure that they are the same, and markedness 
constramts ensure that output structures are u11IDarked to the highest degree 
possible, depending on the conflict between all markedness and faithfulness 
constrain ts. 

However, there are various approaches to featural affixes \vithin Optimality 
Theory itself. Variations mclude Zoll's (1998) subsegmental approach, \vhich pro
poses that the input and output correspondence of "subsegments," illcludi.ng 
"floating features" and latent segn1ents (undominated F-ele1nent), is monitored 
by M AX(subseg) (see Lombardi 1998 for similar MAx(F)), s tated a.s in (22). 

(22) MAx(subseg) 

Every subsegn1ent ill the i11put has a correspondent ill the output. 

As Zoll (1998: 44) notes, featural affixes are realized as part of other segments, 
therefore the correspondence relation returns the output segment that hosts 
the feature, not the feature itself. If that is the case, Mc Laughlin (2000) argues 
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that, since subsegments do not occur as output forms, there is no evidence for 
positing a DEr constraint of the sort DEr(subseg). She proposes that \Ve employ 
IDENT-IO(F) to n1onitor subsegments in general. This 1nay be stated as in (23): 

(23) IDENT-IO(F) 

Correspondent IO segments have identical values for the feature F. 

Kirchner (1993), Akinlabi (1996), and Zoll (1996) suggest that features are subject 
to the same kind of alignment, or coincide constraints as seginents. Akinlabi (1996) 
suggests that featural affixes are subject to the srune kind of alignn1ent constraints 
as non-featural niorphen1es. He proposes that alignn1ents constraints account for 
the determination of featural affixes as prefixes or suffixes. All featural affixes, 
he proposes, are subject to the featural alignment in (24) (see McCarthy and Prince 
(1993a, 1993b). The specific n1orphological alignment constraint in (25) accounts 
for Chaha labialization (Aki..nlabi 1996: 246). 

(24) Featural align1ne11/ 
ALIGN(PFeat, GCat) 
A prosodic feature is aligned with some grammatical category. 

(25) ALIGN-3MASC-SG 

ALIGN (3MASC sc, R; Stem, R) 
The right edge of 3MASC SG must be aligned \Vith the right edge of the sten1. 
3MASC SG is a suffix in stem. 

A constraint like (25) does not say \vhether 3MASC sc is a segn1ent or a feature; 
it simply refers to the morphological category. Therefore it should not matter 
whether 3MASC sc is a feature or a segment. As Akinlabi (1996: 243) points out, 
PFeat (in (24)) is simply the featural spell-out of the morphological category in 
question. 

Misalignment of featural affixes is controlled by feature co-occurrence constraints 
(Archangeli and Pul leyblank 1994). An example of this is *NASCONT (Akinlabi 
1996: 254), \vhich forbids nasal consonants from be continuants. 

(26) *NASCONT 

If [nasal] then not [continuant]. 

The above represents the core of the grammar of featural affixes. The variations 
are derived from rruiki.ng the constraints. This ru1alysis also represents the point 
of departure for son1e scholars.20 

"' Piggott (2000) argues ag-ainst the idea that features can align to word edges, like segments. He 
s""s featural alignment as proposed by Akinlabi (1996) as an overly powerful mechanfam. He pro
poses instead that morphological alignment be supplemented by a provision for prosodic licensing, 
so t11at, for example, features may be incorporated into a prosodic category such as a foot or a prosodic 
word. See Mc Laughlin (2000: 344-345) and Horwood (2004) for a.nswe.rs to Piggott's objectiOJ\S. Another 
notable counterposition is that of Kurisu (2001), who proposes a "relational morphology theory" instead 
of "feattual aligrunent." l will not diS<:uss this here, since it is an entirely different theory. 
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I will end this discussion by exanuning '"'hether "featural affixes" are really 
"featural." \!Ve can examine this issue from the theoretical and the empirical 
points of vie\v. The traditional vie'"' of an affix is that of a "whole segment" (or 
segments), \vhich marks a morphological category. The affix is dependent on, or 
attached to, son1e host, a base. The category represented could be inflectional 
or derivationaJ. By segment is traditionally meant a unity of several articulatory 
gestures that are produced simultaneously and that paradigmatically contrast \Vith 
one another. By this definition [t] and [s] are segments in tip and sip. [t] and [s] 
are also segn1ental affixes (suffixes), representing the English past tense, and 3rd 
person singltlar verbal agreement in [scekt] sacked and [seeks] sacks, respectively. 
In this definition of an affix, it represents a timing slot or more in the para
digmatic string. 

Featural affixes on the other hand, from the cases that '"'e have been discussing, 
do not ahvays occupy a timing slot. Rather they share the san1e tune slot with 
one or 1nore of the segments in the base. For exan1ple, in Zoque palatalization 
(\IVonderly 1951) (§2.2), palatalization sin1ply changes an alveolar consonant to a 

palatal ([s] -4 [fl, in [sAk] 'beans', [fAk) 'his beans'), yet that difference signifies 
the distinction between 'beans' and 'his beans'. In some cases, it in fact makes no 
sense to talk about timing slots in the string. Such is the case in Terena nasaliza
tion (Bendor-Samuel 1960, 1966) and in Mafa palatalization (Ettlinger 2003, 2004), 
\vhere the featural affix attaches to n1ore than one segment of the base. In Mafa 
[lubat] 'hvist', [Jybet] 'is twisting', the palatal feature is a.ttached to both vo,vels 
in the base. 

But even "'ith these facts there are proble1ns about what a featural affix really 
is. The problem is those features that can be realized as full segments as \veil as 
as features. These mclude palatalization, labialization, nasalization, and glottal
ization. Note that, in Mafa and languages like it, the palatal feature can be real
ized as a full segment [j], when the verb is vowel-final. Does this, then, mean that 
this is both a seg1nental affix and a featural affix? Or is it a featural affix that is 
sometimes realized as a full segment? Mafa is intriguing because, on any account, 
it "'ould satisfy the defmition of a segmental affix as well as that of a featural 
affix. The sam.e applies to nasaliz.a.tion m Seereer Siin (Mc Lat.lghlin 2000). It is easy 
to assume that the nasal feature in all these cases is a full segment. Ho"•ever, 
certain features are never realized as full segments. These include voicing and 
continuancy. There is no other \vay that I kno'" of than to analyze the feature 
[continuant) as a featural affix marking the past participle in Nuer (Crazzolara 
1933) (§3.1). 

From the theoretical point of vie,v, this question relates to the way a "segment" 
is defined. If segments (or feature bundles) are the contrastive elements in a 
langliage, such that the n1eaning contrast between [tip] and [dip] is seen as 
represented by the first consonants [t] and [d] in these words, rather than by the 
fact that (t] and (d] differ only in that [d] is voiced and [t) is not, then there nre 
featural affixes, because the elements that represent featural affixes are "less than" 
segments, as the empirical facts above reveal. 

On the other hand, the current assun1ption is that the contrastive elen1ents 
in language are "features," and not "feature bundles." This distinction is captured 
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by feature theory (CHAPTER 17: DISTINC'TIVE FEATURES) and the internal organization 
of seg1nents (e.g. Clements 1985). On this vie,vpoint, the meaning contrast bet,veen 
[tip J and [dip J is seen as represented by voicing. If "'e equate n1inimal units \Vi th 
contrastive units, then there are no featural affixes. The only distinction is between 
affixes that are feature bi.mdles and affixes that are single features. 

Empirical data from the Mafa imperfective aspect (Ettlinger 2003, 2004) sug
gest that the distinction benveen a segmental affix and a featural affix may not 
be real. In this case the same feature, "palatality," son1etin1es behaves as a feature 
bi.u1dle, and sometimes as a single feature. The importance of the Mafa data is 
that even the distinction between "single feature" and "feature bundle" may not 
be real. 

8 Conclusions 

In summary, in this chapter I have illustrated the characteristics of featural 
affixes. These features include (a) marking morphological categories (like 
seginental affixes), (b) occurring as part of other segments rather than inde
pendently, (c) varying between prefixes and suffixes, (d) occurring inside the stem 
(because of feature co-occurrence constraints at edges), (e) spanning the entire 
base of affixation, and (f) varying occurrence as a feature or a segment in the 
same language. I have illustrated these \Vith facts from Dutch, Chaha, Zoque, 
Nuer, Seereer Sii.n, Etsako, Terena, Mafa, Coatzospan Mixtec, and German Sign 
Language. 

Comparing featural affixes with traditional regular affixes, feati.\ral affixes 
share four characteristics \vith the traditional affixes: (a) marking morphological 
categories, (b) varying bel\veen prefixes and suffixes, (c) (sometimes) occurring 
as independent segn1ents, and (d) occurring inside the sten1 (because of feature 
co-occurrence constraints at edges). Other characteristics are w1ique to featural 
affixes alone: (a) occurring a.s part of other segments, (b) spanning the entire 
base of affixation, and (c) varying occurrence a feature or a segment in the same 
language. 

There are a nun1ber of important lessons that the unique characteristics of 
"featural affixes" teach us. First, the so-called "normal affixes" ahvays contain a 
timing unit, "'hile "featural affixes" do not normaUy contain a tin1ing unit. Second, 
they raise the question of "'hether segments or features are the basic elements 
that sound systems manipulate. Finally, they reveal that all features are not the 
same. So1ne features can be morphemic but can never be realized independently 
of some other seginents ([continuant], (voice)), 'vhile other features that are 
morphemic Olay docl< on some sound in the ste111 but ro.ay also become segments 
in their O\Vn right ([glottal), [nasal], (palatal], [labial]). 
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89 Gradience and 
Categoricality in 
Phonological Theory 

MIRJAM ERNESTUS 

1 Introduction 

Within phonological theory, important roles are assigned to the notions of 
"gradience" and "categoricality." The opposition qualifies sounds and sound 
patterns, and is crucial both for the definition of the phonological and the phonetic 
components of generative grammar, and for the development of alternative types 
of gramn1atical n1odels. This chapter discusses the assu1nptions generative phono
logy and its direct successors (including Optirnality Theory) have n1ade about 
the role of gradience. Moreover, it presents da ta supporting or contradicting these 
assumptions, and discusses ne"' models accounting for the conflicting data. 

The most in1portant section of this chapter (§2) discusses the opposition ben..,een 
categorical sounds, v1hich are stable and represent clear distinct phonological 
categories (e.g. sounds showing all cllaracteristics of voiced segments throughout 
their realizations), and gradient sounds, which may change du.ring their realiza
tions and may simultaneously represent different phonological categories (e.g. 
sounds that start as voiced and end as voiceless). A shorter section (§3) dis
cusses categorical generalizations over sounds, \Vhich are fully productive, and 
gradient generalizations, which are less productive. The final section (§4) provides 
a short conclusion. 

2 Sounds 

2.1 Gradience in generative grammar 
In the early days of generative grammar, the opposition between categoricality 
and gradience was assumed to reflect the funda1nental distinction between com
petence and perfonnance. Con1petence described speakers' categorical kno\\'ledge 
about their language, abstracted a\vay from performance factors such as vocal 
tract size, working memory span, articulatory effort, and so on. Performance, in 
contrast, described speakers' actual linguistic behavior, which could be gradient, 
and was not in the direct focus of linguistic research (Chomsky and Halle 1968; 
following Saussure 1916). 
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The distinction between competence and performance \Vas reflected in the 
distinction bet\veen the phonological and phonetic component. The phonological 
component contained the speaker's competence and thus represented cognition. 
It \vas believed to be language-specific and to include the phone1nes of the 
speaker's language and language-specific phonological processes, such as final 
devoicing (CHAPTER 69: FINAL DEVOICING AND FINAL LARYNGEAL NEUTRALIZATION) 
and place assimilation (CHAPTER 81: LOCAL ASSIMILATION). This knowledge \Vas 
represented in the form of categorical symbols and rules operating on these 
symbols. Phonetic mechanisn1s \vere responsible for the speaker's perforn1ance. 
These phonetic mechanisms \vere believed to be universal and the automatic results 
of speech physiology (Chomsky and Halle 1968: 293; Kensto\vicz and Kisseberth 
1979). They thus reflected physics and included, for instance, nasalization of vo,vels 
preceding nasal consonants, palatalization of consonants preceding high vowels, 
and shortening of vo"•els preceding voiceless obstruents. Since the phonetic com
ponent did not reflect the speaker's competence, it was considered not to be part 
of the grammar proper. 

This vie'" on the phonological and phonetic components changed very quickly, 
since various studies sho\ved that the exact realization of an abstract symbol (e.g. 
a phonen1e or a phonological feature) might be different in different languages. 
Nloreover, no part of a realization appeared to be the automatic and unavoidable 
result of speech physiology (e.g. Keating 1985, 1990a; Kingston and Diehl 1994; 
see also CHAPTER Ii: DISTINCTIVE FEATURES). As a consequence, the traditional 
definition of the phonetic component as containing only universal processes auto-
1natically resulting fron1 speech physiology in1plied that this component \Vas 
empty. A ne\v distinction had to be developed \vhich was no longer based on 
the notions of language-specific vs. language-universal and non-automatic vs. 
automatic mechanisms. 

The now vvidely accepted definitions of the phonological and phonetic com
ponents are con1pletely based on the opposition bet\veen categoricality and 
gradience (e.g. Keating 1988, 1990b; Pierrehumbert 1990; Cohn 1993; Zsiga 1997). 
The phonological component is assumed to deal "'ith categorical, abstract, stable, 
timeless syn1bols, such as phonen1es and phonological features. Phonological 
processes refer to these symbols and consequently have categorical effects: they 
change one symbol (e.g. [+voice]) into another one ([-voice]), or they delete or 
insert syn1bols. Phonetic processes transl.ate tl1e abstract symbols into articulatory 
and perceptual targets. This may lead to sounds with acoustic characteristics 
that do not perfectly represent categorical phonological symbols, but rather 
have intermediate values, for instance, when obstruents are partly voiced due to 
co-articulation. These definitions of the phonological and phonetic con1ponents 
have been adopted in several psycholi.ngtiistic models of speech production and 
comprehension (e.g. Levell 1989; Norris 1994). 

Since the distinction bet\veen gradience and categoricality is crucial in the defini
tions of the phonological and phonetic components, it has led to many experimental 
studies. The following subsections discuss their findings and their implications for 
phonologica.l theory (see al.so CHAPTER s: THE ATOMS OF PHONOT..OGICAt. REPRE
SENTATIONS; CHAPTER 96: EXPERIMENTAL APPROACHES IN THEORETICAL PHONOLOGY). 
The first subsections discuss the domains (assimilation and segment deletion) 
\Vhere the evidence for gradience is most convincing but can also be relatively 
easily reconciled "'ith generative granunar: the relevant processes traditionally 
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characterized as phonological could be reclassified as phonetic. The following sub
sections (on incomplete neutralization and phonetic detail) discuss evidence for 
gradience that is less clear but has important theoretical consequences. Generative 
gran11nar cannot account for incomplete neutralization without making additional 
far-reaching assumptions. Further, evidence for a role for fine phonetic detail in 
speech processing suggests that 'vords are not lexically represented in the form of 
abstract phonemes but are stored together \Vith their detailed phonetic properties. 
These data have stinntlated the development of accounts based on asslunptions 
other than those of generative grammar. 

2.2 Assimilation: Data 

One of the first types of processes traditionally characterized as phonological for 
'vhich researchers found evidence of gradience is formed by connected speech 
processes, in particular assimilation (CHAPTER 81.: LOCAL ASSIMILATION). Nearly all 
instances of assimilation are traditionally described as the categorical spreading 
of a phonological feature from one segment to another segment in the phono
logical co1nponent. The receiving segn1ent is assumed to be subsequently identical 
to segments with the san1e features in their underlying specifications. For instance, 
[m.] •vould have exactly the same su.rface phonological representation and phonetic 
characteristics if it results from an underlying /m/ and if it results from place 
assimilation, as in the phrase gree[m b ]oa.t 'green boat'. 

Many articulatory studies have investigated the assumed categorical nahrre 
of place assi1nilation using electropalatography (EPG; Hardcastle 1972), which 
registers contacts bel\veen the tongue and the hard palate, or with the help of 
an electromagnetic midsagittal articulometer (EMMA; e.g. Perkell et al. 1992), 
which aJlo,vs the tracking of individual fleshpoints by means of small transducer 
coils attached to various points on the speaker's vocal tract in the nudsagittal plane. 
These studies have provided evidence for the categorical nature of son1e place 
assimilation processes. An example is regressive place assimilation in Korean, 
'vhich is a characteristic of fast colloquial Korean and affects certain consonants 
preceding certain other consonants. For instance, the phrase /pat�p'oda/ 'rather 
than the field' can be pronounced as [papp'oda]. Kochetov and Pouplier (2008) 
sho,ved that this assin1ilation results in the categorical absence of the gestures 
for the original articulation place of the assimilated consonant (in this example: 
for /t�/) in most tokens. Another example is place assimilation of /n/ to /k/ in 
Italian, which categorically results in the absence of alveolar gestures (Farnetani 
and Busa 1994). 

Other studies strongly suggest that so1ne place assin1ilation processes are 
gradient in nature. For instance, assimilation of alveol.ar obstruents to the pala tality 
of the follo,ving segments (as in American English hi /t j/ou) often does not lead 
to completely palatal segments ( [c] in the example), but rather to segments that 
become more palatal during their realizations (within one and the same token) 
and that consequently differ in their phonetic detail fron1 underlying palatals 
(e.g. Barry 1992 for Russian; Zsiga 1995 for post-lexical palatalization in American 
English). The same type of gradience has been reported for place assimilation 
of coronal obstruents in American English, as in la.It k/alls (late calls) produced 
as /a.[k:]a.lls. The assimilated obstruents often start '"ith a coronal constriction that 
gradually assiinilates to the articulation place of the follo\ving obstruent dlrring 
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their realizations (velar in the above example; Nolan 1992). Other gradient place 
assimilation processes include assimilation of alveolar nasals in American 
English (e.g. in gree[n1 b]oa.t; Ellis and Hardcastle 2002) and of /n/ to following 
post-alveolars in Italian (Farnetani and Busa 1994). Interestingly, some of these 
assimilation processes sho1v considerable inter-speaker and intra-speaker variation. 
For instance, Ellis and Hardcastle (2002) found that four of their eight English 
speakers sho1ved categorical place assunilation of /n/ to following velars in all 
tokens, two speakers sho1ved either .no or categorical assunilatio.n, and tvvo speakers 
showed gradient assi1nilation. Together, the data sho1.v that place assimilation 
processes, at least those applying across morpheme boundaries, may be gradient 
in nature. These processes cannot simply be accounted for by the categorical 
spreading of a phonological feature from one segment to another. 

The evidence for gradience is clearer for place assin1ilation than for voice 
assimilation. The 1nain reason is probably that the difference bet1.veen [+voice] 
a.nd [-voice) obstruents is cued by many different acoustic, and hence also 
articulatory, characteristics, including the duration of the preceding vo"'el, the 
duration and intensity of the obstrue.nt, and the duration of glottal vibration 
dtui11g the obstruent. Voice assimilation can thus not be studied on the basis 
of electropalatography alone, and has been mainly investigated on the basis of 
the acoustic signal instead. For instance, Kuzia et al. (2007) studied progressive 
voice assimilation in German clusters consisting of a voiceless obstruent and 
a voiced fricative (e.g. the /tv I cluster in haft v /iild er 'had 1voods' produced as 
[tf]). They sho1ved that assunilation results i11 shorter stretches of glottal vibration 
during the cluster, 1vhereas it hardly affects the duration of the fricative, 1.vhich 
is the most important perceptual cue to tl1e (±voice] distinction for German 
fricatives. Assimilation thus does not affect all perceptual cues of the (+voice) 
distinction equally, and the phonetic implementation of devoiced fricatives differs 
from the implementation of underlyi11gly voiceless fricatives. This is difficult to 
reconcile 1vith an abstract phonological categorical account of voice assunilation, 
since in sud� an account voice assin1ilation results in phonologically voiceless 
fricatives, "'hich cannot be distinguished from underlyingly voiceless fricatives 
during phonetic implementation. 

Other studies have i11vestigated regressive voice assiinilation in Dutch, that 
is, the voiced realizations of obstruents before voiced stops (e.g. we(t) 'la1"' is 
realized as we[d) in wetboek 'I.aw book'). Ernestus et al. (2006) and Jansen (2007) 
showed that glottal vibration, 1vhich is the most important cue to tlle (+voice) 
distinction u\ Dutch obstruent clusters (van den Berg 1988), may be completely 
absent, partly present, or continuously present in clusters subject to regressive voice 
assi1nilation, suggesti11g that regressive voice assinillation in this language is 
gradient. Ernestus and collea.gues (2006) also investigated the effect of a word's 
frequency of occurrence (i.e. the "'Ord's relative number of occurrences in speecll, 
independent of its realization) on voice assimilation (see also CHAPTER 90: PREQUllNCY 
EFFECTS). They fotmd that higher frequencies correlate with shorter obstruent 
clusters, a perceptual cue for [+voice], but also "'ith shorter periods of glottal 
vibration and longer release bursts, which are perceptual cues for (-voice). These 
data also suggest that voice assinillation may result in sounds tllat are neither 
fully voiced nor fully voiceless. 

In conclusion, the data on assin1ilation suggest that 1ve often perceive assiinila
tion as categorical because "'e are used to distinguishing bet1veen only t1vo values 
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of the relevant phonological feature, but that the actual results from assimilation 
may be gradient rather than categorical. Before discussing the theoretical implica
tions of these data, I first discuss data showing that segment deletion may also 
be gradient in nature. 

2.3 Segment deletion: Data 

In addition to assunilation, n1any studies have u1vestigated the nature of seg
ment deletion (CHAPTER 68: DELETION). It is generally assun1ed that the absence of 
segments may result from three different sources. First, the lexicon may represent 
more than one pronunciation variant for at least some words, and segment deletion 
may result from speakers' selection of reduced pronunciations from their lexicons. 
Exan1ples of lexicalized reduced pronunciations include English won't for will 
not and Dutch (tyk) for [natyrlak) 'of course' (Ernestus 2000). Second, segments 
may be absent due to phonological deletion processes operating on the lexically 
represented unreduced pronunciations. These processes result in phonological 
surface representations without the absent segments. Both mechanisms (i.e. selection 
of lexically represented pronunciat ion variants and phonological processes) result 
u1 pronunciation variants that do not contain any acoustic cues for the n1issing 
segm.ents, and the absence of these segments is categorical in nature. Alterna
tively, segments may be absent due to gradient phonetic reduction processes, \Vhich 
reduce the durations and articulatory strengths of segments and n1ake different 
segments overlap in time (CHAl'TER 79: REDUCTION). Segments that are absent due 
to such reduction mechanisn1s typically leave son1e traces in the acoustic signal 
or in the \vord's articulation. In conclusion, the distinction behveen categoricality 
and gradience is also relevant for the theory of segment deletion, since it indicates 
which type of mechanism is responsible for a given type of deletion. 

This vie"' resulted m several studies mvestigating the categorical vs. gradient 
nature of segn1ent deletion processes. Bro,vn1an and Goldsteu1 (1990) hypothe
sized that most highly productive casual speech reduction processes rest.1lt from 
reduction in and overlap of articulatory gestures. They showed in an X-ray study 
that, for instance, the /t/ in a phrase like perfect 111.ernon; may be acoustically 
absent, but still articulatorily present: speakers may close their lips for the pro
duction of the /m/ before the closure of the /t/ is released, which n1akes the 
rel.ease noise of the /t/ (its most iu1.portant perceptual cue) inaudible (Brtnvman 
and Goldstein 1992). Several articulatory and acoustic studies of other highly pro
ductive reduction processes support this hypothesis. Thus, Manuel (1992) and 
Davidson (2006) demonstrated that sclnva deletion in American English is gradient 
(CHAPTER 26: SCHWA). They reported acoustic differences behveen consonant 
dusters resulting fron1 schwa deletion (e.g. [sp) from schwa deletion in support) 
and underlying consonant clusters (e.g. [sp] in sport). For instance, clusters result
ing from deletion may sho'" aspiration, \vhereas underlymg clusters typically do 
not. Similarly, Russell (2008) showed that the deletion of the first vowel of a 
sequence of two u1 Plams Cree is gradient for his h\'O native speakers (vowels n1ay 
vary in their duration on the full continuun1 fron1 values typical for accented full 
VO\vels to zero, �vhich implies that they may have clear, some, or no traces at all 
in the acoustic signal). 

In contrast, several less productive processes appear categorical m nature. 
Exan1ples are the possibly morphosyntactically governed coalescence of I a+i/ or 
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/a:+i/ to [e:] in Plains Cree (Russell 2008) and /e/ deletion in the highly frequent 
French '"ord combination c'etnit 'it was' (Torreira and Ernestus 2009). Further
n1ore, segn1ents that may also be absent in n1ore careful speech registers are n1ore 
probable to be (at least partly) categorically absent. An example is word-medial 
sch"•a in French (as inf /a/niitre ',vindo"•'; see Bi.irki et al. 2010). 

2.4 Gradient assimilation and segment deletion: 
Theoretical implications 

Together, these studies suggest that many productive connected speech pro
cesses, such as assimilation and segment deletion, are gradient in nature. If the 
phonological component contains only categorical processes, as is assumed in 
traditional versions of generative gran1mar, these gradient processes should be 
classified as phonetic, '"hich implies a move of a substantial part of the phono
logical component to the phonetic component. Theoretical research is needed 
to understand the consequences of this move. Furthermore, the experimental data 
suggest that post-lexical processes, in particular, sho'" gradience. Additional detailed 
articulatory and acoustic studies have to investigate \vhether this generalization 
is correct. Finally, "'e have to investigate why some processes are categorical and 
others gradient and why some processes sho"' inter-speaker and intra-speaker 
variation. For instance, we have to exclude the possibility that differences result 
from ho\v participants deal "'ith the experimental situation in \vhich they are 
tested, including the tools that are put in their mouths for the recording of their 
articulation. Some participants may sho\v normal speech behavior, \vhile others 
may adapt their speecl1. 

The evidence for the gradient nature of many connected speech processes has 
stimulated the development of ne'" theoretical accounts, which do not make a 
fundrunental distinction between the phonological aJ1d phonetic components. One 
of the 1nost influential theories is Articulatory Phonology, developed by Bro,v1nan 
and Goldstein (1986, 1992; see also CHAPTER s: THE ATOMS OF PHONOLOGICAL 
REPRESENTATIONS). This theory assumes that lexical phonological representations 
consist of strings of articulatory gestures (articulatory scores), which are specified 
for time and space, ru1d that lru1guages differ in ho\V these gestures may reduce 
in size and overlap in tin1e. Gradient reduction in gestural size and gradient 
increase in gestural ovedap naturally explain the gradient natures of assimilation 
and segment deletion processes. For instance, nasal place assimilation in English 
gree[m b ]oat may result from the early onset of the bilabial closure, during the 
realization of the preceding nasal, which makes this nasal partly bilabial. In addi
tion, Articulatory Phonology can account for categorical co1U1ected speech processes, 
either by incorporating the processes in the lexical representations of the "'ords 
(e.g. the French '''Ord c'etait 'it "'as' may have two lexical representations: one 
\vith, and one \vithout, the gestures for the vo,vel /e/), or by processes that reduce 
gestural sizes to zero and make gestlues completely overlap in time. Note that these 
different types of mechanisms n1ake Articulatory Phonology a very po\verful 
theory, whi.ch can basica.J1y explain any reduction pattern. More research is neces
sary to investigate ho"' this theory can account only for those sound patterns that 
are actually attested. Furthermore, detailed research is necessary to explain ho'" 
listeners translate the acoustic signal into gestural scores, which are the basic units 
of the phonological lexical representations in Articulatory Phonology. 
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"Vhile Broivman and Goldstein (1986, 1992) proposed Articulatory Phonology 
as an alternative to theories 1naking a sharp distinction bet,veen the phonological 
and the phonetic con1ponents, n1any researchers (e.g. Byrd and Choi 2010) do not 
consider this theory as a competitor for these theories. Rather, they incorporate 
the ideas of Articulatory Phonology (especially the idea of reduction in and over
lap of articulatory gestures) into the phonetic component of generative grammar. 
Obviously, theoretical research is necessary to investigate the consequences of 
this incorporation. 

2.5 Incomplete neutralization: Data 
Final devoicing is another phonological process "'hose possible gradient nature 
has received a great deal of attention in the literahue (see also CHAl'TER 69: FINAL 
DEVOICING ANO FINAL LARYNGEAL NEUTRALIZATION). It has usually been assumed 
(e.g. Booij 1995) to imply a categorical change of voiced obstruents into voiceless 
ones, and thus a complete neutralization of the distinction bet'''een underlyingly 
voiced and voiceless obstruents in their phonological surface representations and 
articulatory and acoustic characteristics. Within traditional generative phonology, 
the output of final devoicing (i.e. final voiceless obstruents) forms the input to 
other categorical phonological processes (see below). Hence, if final devoicing 
turns out to lead to incomplete neutralization (i.e. to slightly voiced obstruents) 
and thus, according to the definitions of generative grammar, to be phonetic in 
nature, this has consequences for the theoretical accounts of these other phono
logical processes as well. That is, a gradient nature of final devoicing would have 
more important theoretical consequences than the gradient nature of the connected 
speech processes discussed above. Consequently, the possibil ity of incomplete 
neutrali zation has attracted attention from many researchers. 

Most experimental studies have investigated the nature of final devoicing by 
comparing the acoustic characteristics of "'ords differing only in the underlying 
voice specifiec<tions of their fin.al obstruents. The acoustic characteristics that are 
typically investigated are knoivn to correlate with perceived voicing. They include 
the duration of the vowel preceding the final obstruent, the duration of the final 
stop's closure, the duration of this stop's burst, the complete duration of the 
final fricative, and the duration of glottal vibration during the final obstruent. For 
instance, Port and O'DeU (l  985) investiga.ted ten minimal "vord pairs in German 
(e.g. Rat 'counsel' vs. Rad '"'heel'), read aloud by ten speakers, and showed that 
all acoustic measures mentioned above provided cues to the underlying voice 
specificat ion of the final obstruent. In line with this, cluster analysis could correctly 
classify the underlying voice specifications of the obstruents on the basis of these 
acoustic measurements for 63 percent of the tokens. Sin1iJar studies ha.ve provided 
evidence for incomplete neutralization in Polish (e.g. Slow·iaczek and Dinnsen 1985) 
and Dutch (e.g. Warner et al. 2004). They report acoustic differences between under
lyingly voiced and voiceless obstruents in word-final position, but also that that these 
differences may be very s111all (e.g. Warner and colleagues observed a difference 
in vo"vel duration of only 2.5 msecs). 

Other studies have cast doubt on these findings. For instance, Port and Cra"'ford 
(1989) recorded five native speakers of German reading three minimal '"ord pairs 
in four different contexts. The underlyingly voiced final obstruents differed in their 
realization slightly fron1 the underlying voiceless final obstruents in all four contexts, 
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\vhich is in line with the incomplete neutralization hypothesis. Ho,vever, speakers 
differed in which acoustic cues were relevant for the distinction, and, more 
importantly, in '"'hether acoustic characteristics typically cueing voiced obstruents 
(e.g. longer preceding vowels) 'vere combined "'ith underlyingly voiced or voice
less obstruents. One possib le explanation for (part of) these mixed results may be 
the nature of one of the minlinal pairs (seid, a form of 'to be', vs. seit 'since'), since 
the final obstruent of the n1ember seid never occurs in onset position in Modern 
German, and there is consequently no synchroni.c evidence that this obstruent is 
underlyingly voiced. Another study sho,ving mixed results was conducted by 
Charles-Luce (1985), 'vho investigated eight German minimal "'Ord pairs. Each of 
the '''ords appeared in four different sentences, in "'hich it \vas in sentence-final 
or medial position. Vo,vel duration appeared to be the only reliable cue to under
lying voicing, distinguishing /t/ and /d/ in both sentence positions, but /s/ and 
I z/ only in sentence-final position. 

Several studies have raised the question of "'hether the reported evidence for 
incomplete neutralization may result from the experimental tasks speakers had 
to perform. Participants typically read sentences aloud, and their pronunciation 
n1ay therefore sho'"' spelling effects. Fourakis and Iverson (1984) investigated this 
possibility by asking their German participants to conjugate strong verbs after hav
ing heard the infinitives (e.g. they heard reiten and had to form rill and gerillen). 
In this task, participants' attention was not dra\vn to the spelling of the \vords to 
be pronounced. Only 10 percent of the statistical analyses sho\ved a significant 
difference bet"reen the \Vords ending in underly i.ngly voiced and underlyingly 
voiceless obstruents. Importantly, the differences \vere much smaller than those 
obta ined for the same \vords in a 'vord-reading task performed by the same 
speakers. Dinnsen and Charles-Luce (1984) addressed the role of spelling by study
ing five Catalan minimal \vord pairs '"hose n1embers differed from each other in 
the underlying voice specification of the final obstruent, but not in spelling (e.g. 
/fat/ fa.I 'fate' vs. /fad/fat 'silly'). The words '"'ere embedded in carrier sentences, 
and five speakers read the sentences five tirnes. T'vo speakers sho,ved incomplete 
neutralization, one in the expected direction (vowels were 10 percent longer before 
underlyingly voiced obstruents in one context condition), and one in the unex
pected direction (15 percent longer closures for underlyingly voiced obstruents). 
Finally, Warner et a.I. (2006) addressed the role of spelling by comparing h.vo types 
of Dutch 'vord pa.its consisting of morphol.ogicall.y related hou1ophones that 
differed underlyingly only in the presence of the singleton /t/ vs. the geminate 
/tt/. Importantly, only one of these t\.vo types of word pairs reflects the under
lying difference in spelling. For instance, /het+an/ [hetan] helen 'are called' vs. 
/het+tan/ [hetan] lzeetten ''.vere called' reflects the underlying difference, 'vhereas 
/het/ [het) heel 'am caJ led' vs. /het+t/ (het] heet 'is called' does not. The results 
suggest that only those underlying differences that are reflected in orthography 
lead to pronunciation differences, and that these pronunciation differences are 
comparable in size to the pronunciation differences induced by incomplete 
neutralization resulting fron1 final devoicing. Together, these results suggest that 
incomplete neutraJizati.on ma.y be completely driven by orthography. 
The nature of final devoicmg has also been mvestigated m several perception 

studies, addressing the question of "'hether listeners are sensitive to the minin1aJ 
acoustic differences assu1ned to be present bet\veen underlyingly voiced and 
voiceless obstruents. If they are, this supports the hypothesis of incomplete 
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neutralization. Participants typically listened to 'vords in isolation and indicated 
•vhich 'vord they heard by selecting the corresponding orthographic repres
entation (e.g. German listeners heard [rat] and indicated •vhether they had 
heard Rat 'counsel' or Rad '•vheel'). All studies showed that participants tend to 
choose the intended orthographic representation at just above chance level (e.g. 
59 percent in Port and O'Dell 1985; 62 percent in Warner et al. 2006). In another 
type of study (Ernestus and Baayen 2007), Dutch participants rated rhyn1es (i.e. 
monosyllabic \Vords \Vithout their onsets) as 0.7 n1ore voiced on a scale of one to 
five if the final obstruent was underlyingly voiced con1pared to voiceless. These 
studies thus suggest that listeners are sensitive to the minimal cues of incomplete 
neutralization. 

It is legitimate to "'Onder to what extent the results from the perception experi
ments are sin1ple task effects, reflecting unnahrral linguistic behavior. All shidies 
reported above asked participants to choose behveen orthographic forms, and 
hence drew participants' attention to spelling. M.oreover, participants could not 
perform their tasks vvithout taking the acoustic cues to incomplete neutraliza
tion into account. Ernestus and Baayen (2006) circu1nvented this problem by 
presenting Dutch participants auditorily \vi.th non-existing verb sten1s and asking 
then1 to produce the corresponding past tense forms. According to Dutch regular 
morphology, the appropriate past tense allomorph is -le if the final obstruent of 
the verbal stem is underlyingly voiceless; other"rise it is -de. Earlier research had 
sho"'n that participants interpret the final obstruents of nonce words on the 
basis of the phonologically sintilar existing words (Erneshls and Baayen 2003). 
Ernestus and Baayen (2006) sho,ved that, if the final obstruents differ slightly in 
their voicing, participants interpret these acoustic differences as resulting from 
incomplete neutralization and use these differences as a cue for their interpreta
tions of the final obstruents as 'veil. They do so even if their interpretations have 
no consequences for the spelling of these final obstruents. These findings suggest 
that listeners are sensitive to incomplete neutralization also if this is not necessary 
for the experim.enta.l task and has no consequences for spelling. 

In conclusion, several experimental studies have sho•vn that final devoicing may 
be incomplete, and that listeners are sensitive to the resulting minimal acoustic 
differences between underlyi.ngly voiced and voiceless obstruents. Other studies, 
ho\vever, have cast doubt on these findings. Further research into this issue is 
necessary. 

2.6 Incomplete neutralization: Theoretical implications 

The possibility that final devoicing may be gradient is unexpected \vithi.n gener
ative gran1mar, since it has al•vays been classified as a phonological process. If 
final devoicirlg is phonetic in nature (see e.g. Port and O'Dell 1985, "'ho suggested 
that final devoicing and incomplete neutralization together form one phonetic 
implementation process), its output cannot form the input of purely phonological 
processes. This complicates the theoretical account of several other processes. 

One exan1ple is the devoicing of voiced fricatives followirlg syllable-final 
obstruents in Dutch (e.g. "'hile maa/n+v /is 'angelfish' is pronounced as maa[nv]is, 
gou/d+v /is 'goldfish' is pronounced as gou[tf]is (see e.g. Booij 1995)). In the 
traditional generative account, this fricative devoicing results from phonological 
progressive voice assi.nillation, which is fed by phonological final devoicing 
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(i.e. in the example gou[tf]is, final devoicing turns 'vord-final /d/ into [t), '"hich 
triggers devoicing of the follo,ving /v /). If final devoicing is phonetic, we have 
to assun1e that the devoicing of fricatives results fron1 a phonological process 
that precedes and is independent of final devoicing. Another possibility is that 
progressive voice assimilation is phonetic as "'ell, an assumption for \Vhich \Ve 
do not have any acoustic or articulatory support. 

A second phonological process that appears to follo'v final devoicing is 
resyllabification. In Dutch, "'Ord-final obstruents fonn syllables with following 
vo,..,el-initial clitics (CHAPTER 84: CLITICS), and the "'ord-final obstruents then occupy 
onset positions (e.g. weet ie 'knows he' is pronounced as /ue-ti/). Importantly, 
these word-final obstruents are typically voiceless, independently of their under
lying voice specification. If final devoicing precedes resyllabification, this is as 
expected. Hence, if final devoicing is part of the phonetic con1ponent, we have 
to assume that resyllabification is phonetic as 'veil, or 've have to assun1e a 
phonological process, i.ndependent of phonetic final devoicing, \Vhich devoices 
resyllabified obstruents. In surrunary, if final devoicing is phonetic in nature, we 
have to assume that other phonological processes are also phonetic, or that there are 
several phonological processes doing partly the san1e work as final devoicing. 

Since both options appear unattractive, Dinnsen and Charles-Luce (1984), as 
•veU as Sl<nviaczek and Dinnsen (1985), suggest that phonetic implementation 
rules (including final devoicing) may apply before phonological rules. Note 
that this solution in1plies that phonetic processes may be of very different types. 
Traditional phonetic implementation processes translate segn1ents or phono
logical features into phonetic scores (for articulation) that correspond \veil with 
these symbols. Final devoicing, in contrast, would change [+voice] into (almost 
completely) [-voice]. 

Given the problems facing a phonetic account of final devoicing, some researchers 
have proposed that the process is phonological in nattrre, and that it1con1plete 
neutralization results from phonetic i1nplen1entation processes. These accounts 
have to solve the question of ho'v the phonetic component can distinguish 
behveen obstruents that should be realized as completely voiceless and those 
that should be slightly voiced. Van Oostendorp (2008) proposes that obstruents 
may be phonologically specified as voiced ([voice)), as voiceless (no specification 
for voice), or as devoiced (the feature [voice] is not in a pronunciation relation), 
and argues that th.is possibility directly results from asst.1mptions about the 
phonological component that are necessary for the explanation of unrelated 
phenomena. 

A completely different accow1t of incomplete neutralization is proposed by 
Ernestus and Baayen (2007). Their account is based on the assumption that the 
mental lexicon contains representations for all \vords of the language, includ
ing morphologically complex \VOrds. Thus, the Dutch lexicon contains both the 
singular 111a11[t] 'basket' and the plural 111.an[d]en 'baskets'. This assumption is 
supported by the fit1dit1g that all \VOrds of high frequencies of occurrence, it1clud
it1g 1norphologically inflected and derived words, are recognized and produced 
rnore quickly and with fewer errors than \vords of lo'v frequencies (e.g. Baayen 
et al. 1997; Alegre and Gordon 1999; CHAPTER 90: FREQUENCY EFFECTS). lf the lexicon 
contains all 'vords of a language, all w·ord-final obstruents can be lexically 
represented as voiceless. The it1formation that obstruents are voiced in morpho
logically related words is present it1 the lexical representations of these related 
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words themselves. Thus, the Dutch word for 'basket' can be lexically represented 
as 111an/t/, since the plural ma.n/d/en is stored as "'ell. In this account, incomplete 
neutralization may be explained in t\vo \\'ays. First, lexical representations n1ay 
be gradient and contain detailed inforn1ation about the exact pronunciations 
of the segments (see also §2.7). Word-final obstruents may thus be represented 
as slightly voiced. Second, the realization of a word may be affected by the pro
nunciations of phonologically and 1norphologically related words. If a stem-final 
obstruent is voiced in n1ost words, these voiced specifications may affect the pro
nunciation of the stem-final obstruent in word-final position, 'vhich is consequently 
produced as slightly voiced. This type of lexical analogy would also explain \vhy, 
in the absence of an abstract mechanism of final devoicing, the final obstruents 
of ne'" 'vords are ah\1ays produced as voiceless: this results fron1 the influence 
of all final voiceless obstruents in the lexicon. 

In conclusion, incon1plete neutralization has attracted 1nuch attention in the 
theoretical literature, framed both within and outside generative grammar. This 
may be surprising since 've sa'v above that the phenomenon is not yet \\'ell 
established. Note, ho,vever, that if future research \vill show that incomplete 
neutralization is just an artifact of our experin1ental paradigms, we still need 
to explain how these experin1ental effects can arise in speech production and 
comprehension. Incomplete neutralization \vill therefore remain an important 
theoretical topic. 

2.7 Fine phonetic detail in speech processing 
Within generative granlJllar, lexical representations are categorica.l in nature, 
as they consist of strings of phonemes or phonological features, abstracting 
away from phonetic detail '" hich is not necessary to distinguish benveen these 
units. In contrast, several researchers no\v consider the hypotheses that lexical 
representations are gradient in nature and reflect fine phonetic detail (see, for 
example, the account of incomplete neutralization of Ernestus and Baayen 2007, 
mentioned above) and that one and the same word may have many lexical 
representations reflecting slightly different pronunciations. These hypotheses are 
based on the findings that phonetic detail may play an important role in speech 
comprehension (CHAPTER 98: SPEECH PERCEPTION AND PHONOLOGY). 

First, experimental data. show that listeners are sensitive to phonetic detail. pro
viding information about upcoming segments. For instance, in several languages, 
the relative duration of a VO\Vel is a cue to the presence of additional syllables 
within the same \Vord, as vowels are typically shorter if they are followed by 
n1ore syllables. Listeners use these durational cues and predict that syllables like 
/111111 and dive, produced 'vith relatively short vowels, are part of longer '"ords 
(i.e. hamster and diver; e.g. Davis et al. 2002; Kemps et al. 2005). Similarly, listeners 
use fine phonetic cues in syllable onsets to predict the presence of /r I or Is/ in 
syllable codas (e.g. Heinrich and Hawkins 2009). 

Second, several experiments have sho\vn that listeners ren1ember voice char
acteristics and that these n1e1nory traces may affect speech processing. For instance, 
participants are faster in determining \\Thether two \\70rds in a sequence are iden
tical if these 1\\70 "'ords are presented in the same voice than if they are presented 
in different voices (Cole et al. 1974). Participants tend to complete morphological 
stems \vi.th those suffixes that result in \Vords they have just heard before, 
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especially if these complex "'ords "'ere produced by the same voice as the stems 
(Schacter and Church 1992). Furthermore, participants tend to 1nirnic previously 
heard pronunciations in their phonetic detail (Goldir1ger 1998). 

These phonetic detail effects can be accounted for '"'ithin generative grrunmar 
by means of the phonetic component and performance factors. The phonetic com
ponent may translate long stretches of phonological segments, rather than smgle 
segments, into acoustic signals. Lil<e,vise, listeners may analyze acoustic signals 
to extract not only their segn1ents but also mformation on followmg segments 
(see e.g. Norris and McQueen 2008). This \vould explarn the existence and per
ceptual relevance of acoustic cues distributed over longer stretches of speech. The 
effects of voice characteristics may result from the storage of acoustic signals ir1 
short-term memory. 

In addition, these data 1nay be accounted for by assummg that the detailed 
phonetic properties of a word are stored in the n1ental lexicon together with 
aU other information about that "'Ord. Thus, the lexical represen tation diver may 
contain the illformation that the first vowel is relatively short. Episodic models 
(e.g. Goldmger 1998) assume that the n1ental lexicon contains such detailed 
representations for all tokens of all \Vords that a speaker has ever encountered 
(such representations are called exemplars). These n1odels can easily explain the 
processing effects of voice characteristics: if a lexicon con ta ins a 'vord token with 
the characteristics of a given speaker, the mapping of a ne"' token of that '-vord 
produced by that same speaker 'vith the exemplars in the mental lexicon is easier 
than if the mental lexicon does not already contair1 a token by that speaker. 

Episodic 1nodels are especially popular in psycholinguistics. So far, t\vo purely 
episodic models have been developed and computationally implemented for 
speech processing: Johnson's (1997) XMOD and Goldinger's (1998) MINERVA. 
The XMOD model is based on the Lexical Access from Spectra (LAFS) model devel
oped by Klatt (1979), and asstunes that the ir1co1nir1g speech signal is transformed 
into a sequence of spectra . .tv!INERV A was originally developed by Hintzn1an 
(1986) and applied to speecl1 by Goldinger. Both XMOD and MINERVA assume 
that during the recognition process, exemplars respond to an acoustic input in 
proportion to their similarities to this input, and that their activations spread to 
the abstract vvord nodes (XMOD) or to the \Vorking me1nory (MINERVA), which 
enables recognition. 

In addition to these purely episodic models, several hybrid m.odels have 
been formulated, '''hich assume both abstract lexical representations (strings of 
phonemes or features) and exemplars. These models can account for all experi
mental evidence supportmg abstract lexical representations (includir1g categorical 
perception, e.g. Liberman et al. 1957) and for the role of fine phonetic detail in 
speech processing. Jn addition, they can account for the recent finding that speaker 
characteristics affect speech processing only if for some reason processing is slo"'· 
McLennan and Luce (2005) as "'ell as Mattys and Liss (2008) sho,ved that tokens 
produced by the same voice are recognized more quickly than tokens produced 
by different voices only if the experimental task produces delayed responses (e.g. 
a s.had.o,ving task with a long set response time, or a lexical decision experiment 
that is difficult because of the many \vord-like pseudo"rords). 

An important hybrid model for speech production is proposed by Pierrehumbert 
(2002). She assumes that speech production mvolves the activation of abstract 
representations, the application of abstract phonological rules (e.g. Prosodic Final 
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Lengthening), and the activation of exemplar clouds of phonological units (e.g. 
phone1nes and phoneme sequences). T"'O hybrid models for word recognition 
are Goldinger's (2007) Complen1entary Learning Systen1 and the n1odel that 
McLennan et al. (2003) developed on the basis of the Adaptive Resonance Theory 
(Grossberg and Stone 1986). Both models assume that the incoming signal is first 
analyzed into abstract phonological units, which are matched \Vith the abstract 
representations in the lexicon, and only then is the signal matched '"ith the stored 
exemplars. Another hybrid n1odel for word recognition is PolySP (Polysysternic 
Speech Perception), developed by Hawkins and Smith (Ha"rkins and Smith 2001; 
.Ha"' kins 2003). This model assumes that a memory trace does not only contain 
acoustic information, but also multi-medial context, for instance, visual information 
about the speaker's gestures. In addition, the model assumes that the analysis 
of an acoustic input into its linguistic units (phonemes, etc.) may precede (and 
contribute to) or coincide with or follow "'Ord recognition or not take place at 
all, depending on the circumstances. 

In conclusion, experimental evidence suggests that gradient acoustic charac
teristics play a role in speech processing. More research is necessary sho'" ing 
which types of acoustic characteristics are relevant, ho\v this gradient information 
is accessed under \vhich conditions, and ho\v the role of this type of inforn1ation 
should be accoi.mted for in speech production and comprehension models. 

2.8 Conclusion 

Gradience appears to be a n1uch more i1nportant c11aracteristic of speech sounds 
than is traditionally assumed. Place and voice assimilation, segment deletion, 
and final devoicing often result in sounds sho'"ing incomplete neutralization, 
i.e. they result in sounds that contain characteristics of more than one phonen1e 
or that are only partly absent. Si.nee generative grammar assu1nes that gradience 
is a characteristic of the phonetic con1ponent, these data suggest that \Vithin this 
theory many processes that have always been classified as phonological actually 
belong to the phonetic component. Particularly in the case of final devoicing, 
this reclassification has consequences for the classification of other speech pro
cesses as '"'ell. Alternative theories have been developed, which assume that the 
phonological primitives are articulatory gestures or that lexical representations 
reflect the gradient nature of speecl1 sounds. These theories are supported by dat.'1 
sho"''ing that fine phonetic detail affects speech processing. 

3 Productive sound patterns 

3.1 Introduction 
Gradience does not only play a role in the discussion of the phonological and 
phonetic co1nponents and of the nature of lexical representations, but also in the 
theoretical discussion of the natLlte of productive (n1orpho)phonological processes. 
Within traditional generative phonology, a productive process applies al\vays 
and to all inputs that satisfy its structural description. Productive processes are 
thus categorical in nature. Recent research suggests, ho\vever, that so1ne productive 
processes sho'" gradience. The following t"'O subsections discuss evidence for 
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gradient phonological processes, their implications for generative phonology, 
and alternative theories that accow1t for the gradient data. 

3.2 Phonotactic constraints 
The first type of phonological processes \11hose categorical nature has been ser
iously questioned is phonotactic generalizations. Within traditional generative 
phonology, all illegal sequences are considered equally illegal, all legal sequences 
as equally legal, and there is no gradience in legality. 

If this assumption is correct, differences in the frequencies of occurrence of 
phonemes and phoneme sequences are based on coincidence. Pierrehumbert (1994) 
studied the frequencies of consonants and consonant clusters at the beginning of 
words, at the end of •11ords (excluding the phonological appendix), and in syllable 
onset and coda positions '"'ithin morpheme-internal consonant clusters (e.g. the 
frequency of [n] in "'Ords like vanquish, •vhere it is in syllable coda position vvithin 
a consonant cluster, and the frequency of [st] in words like lobster, where it is in 
syllable onset position in a consonant cluster) in an American English dictionary. 
If the consonants are randomly distributed over the positions, the frequencies 
of a given consonant (cluster) in the different positions should be unrelated. 
This appeared not to be the case. The frequency of a morpheme-internal cluster 
appears highly correlated to the frequency of its first part (i.e. the consonants 
in coda position) in '"'ord-final position and to the frequency of its second part 
(i.e. the consonants in onset position) in '"'ord-initial position. Phonemes and 
phone1ne sequences structurally differ in their frequencies in a language. 

Crucially, language users reflect these frequencies in their vvell-formedness 
judgments of nonce \\/Ords and parts of \\/Ords (CHAPTER 86: ll'!ORPtfEl\1E STRUCTURE 
CONSTRAINTS). Speakers typically judge high-frequency rhyn1es as "phonologically" 
better than low-frequency rhymes (Treiman el al. 2000), phonotactically legal 
nonce v11ords as better if they contain phone1ne sequences of high frequency 
(e.g. Vitevitch et al. 1997; Frisch et al. 2000), and nasal-obstruent dusters as better 
if these clusters are more frequent (Hay et al. 2004). Thus, blick is rated as a 
good English "'Ord, bnick as an impossible '"'ord and bwick is rated in behveen. 
Importantly, these gradient well-formedness judgments are obtained both if 
participants are allo•11ed to provide gradient responses and if they have to pro
vid e categorical judgments, with the judgn1ents being averaged. over participants 
(Frisch et al. 2000). This strongly suggests that phonotactic constraints are gradient 
rather than categorical. 

Language users' judgments of a nonce \11ord are also affected by the phono
logical distance of this \•Vord fron1 existing \.VOrds (CHAPTER 87: NEIGHBORHOOD 
EFFECTS). Thus, participants rate a nonce "'Ord as more well-forn1ed. if it differs in 
fe,ver phonemes from an existing "'Ord (Greenberg and Jenkins 1964; Ohala and 
Ohala 1986). In addition, their 'vell-formedness judgments are related to the size 
of a \11ord's phonological neighborhood (Bailey and Halu1 2001; Ha1nn1ond 2004), 
which is typically defined as the nun1ber of existing ,.vords that can be changed 
into th.at word by the substitution, addition, or deletion of a single phoneme. 
Importantly, the effect of the word's phonological neighborhood is independent 
of the effects of the frequencies of the 'vord's constituents (i.e. the effect is also 
present if words \vith small and larger neighborhoods are matched in the frequencies 
of their constituents). This sho\vs again that well-formedness judg1nents are not 
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categorical (i.e. it is not the case that a "'Ord is either completely "'ell formed 
or completely ill fonned). Rather, these judgments are gradient bet\,reen co1n
pletely •veil forn1ed and con1pletely ill forn1ed. 

Irnportantly, the measures affecting '"'e!l-forn1edness judgments also play a role 
i.n other (psycho-)linguistic tasks. The frequencies of the phonemes and phoneme 
sequences in a "'Ord have been shown to affect speech production, recognition, 
and learning. For instance, participants are better at repeating nonce '"ords made 
up of high-frequency rather than low-frequency phoneme sequences (Vitevitch 
et al. 1997) and at transcribing such words orthographically (Hay et 111. 2004). 
Participants tend to interpret ambiguous fricatives as the most probable ones 
given the preceding and follo\ving segments (Pitt and McQueen 1998). Nine
month-old infants prefer to listen to '"'ords consisting of high-frequency rather 
than low-frequency phonen1e sequences (Jusczyk et al. 1994). Furthermore, \\Then 
both eight-month-old infants and adults are presented with continuous speech 
froma non-existing (artificial) language, they extract the "'Ords of this language on 
the assumption that frequent phoneme sequences form (parts of) '''ords, \vhile 
the less frequent ones span •vord boundaries (Saffran et al. 1996a; Saffran et al. 
1996b). Sintilarly, speech production and comprehension are affected by a word's 
phonological neighborhood. Thus, participants recognize words '"ith large neigh
borhoods more slowly in auditory lexical decision (e.g. Luce and Pisoni 1998) and 
produce them '''ith more expanded vo,vel spaces (Munson and Solomon 2004), 
\vhile pre-school-aged children produce such words n1ore quickly and with fe,.ver 
errors in picture-naming tasks (Arnold et al. 2005). 

Several generative linguists have assun1ed that the gradience of well-forn1edness 
judgments may be merely a task effect, resulting from performance factors (for 
a discussion, see Schutze 2005). This account is in line with the finding that the 
variables affecting well-formedness ratings also play roles in speech production, 
perception, and learning, which are certainly modulated by perfonnance factors. 

In addition, there is a continuun1 of accounts '"hich differ in their asswnptions 
about the contributions of the phonological component and the mental lexicon. 
The models at one end of the continuum assume that the gradience of \vell
formedness judgments results from the gradient nature of the phonological 
component itself. This component \Vould be gradient due to the probabilistic nature 
of its constraints or rules. For instance, Han1IDond (2004) fra1nes his account of 
gra.dient weJl-for.o:iedness judgments '"'ithin Probabilistic Optim.al ity Theory, 
vvhich is based on Stochastic Optimality Theory, developed by Boersma (1998). 
The idea is that the ranking of constraints is variable, and that a given (marked
ness or faithfulness) constraint outranks some other constraint \Vith a certain 
probability. If this probability is smaller than l, the phonological co1nponent 
sh.O"'S variation, sometimes favoring one form and soni.etim.es another, ,,vhich 
results in gradient "'ell-formedness rankings. The probability of a given ranking 
(and consequently the judgment of a given form) may be co-determined by the 
frequencies of phoneme sequences and by the exact contents of the mental lexicon . 
.tvlodels at the other end of the continuum assun1e that well-fonnedness judg-
1nents for a given word result only from the coni.parison of that "'ord with all 
\vords in the mental lexicon and their constituents. The visual or auditory pre
sentation of a \vord leads to the activation of all (phonologically) similar "'Ortis 
in the lexicon and their constituents, and a higher total lexical activation leads 
to a higher well-forn1edness rating. In these analogical 1nodels, there is thus no 
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role for an abstract phonological component with hardwired phonological con
straints or rules (e.g. Bailey and Hahn 2001). Models positioned between the 
t'vo ends typically assume that the effects of constituent frequencies result frou1 
phonotactic kno,vledge, and the effects of phonological neighborhood from 
lexical kno,vledge. Phonotactic knowledge is permanently stored in the phono
logical component, 'vhile lexical knowledge is deduced from the mental lexicon 
if necessary (e.g. Bailey and Hahn 2001; Albright 2009). 

In su1nmary, the evidence for gradience in \Vell-formedness judgments is 
undisputed. Detailed research is necessary in different domains of phonology to 
establish the best theoretical account. 

3.3 Allomorphy 

A second type of productive phonological process that appears gradient is those 
involved in morphological processing. These morphophonological processes select 
affixes on the basis of the phonological properties of the 'vords' stems (CHAPTER 99: 
PHONOLOGICALLY CONDITIONED ALLOMORPH SELECTION). For instance, Dutch regular 
past tense forms consist of a verbal sten1 and the suffix -le or -de. According to the 
traditional literature (which follows Dutch orthography), the correct allomorph is 
-te if the verbal stem ends in an i.uiderlyingly voiceless obstruent (e.g. sta/p+t/e 
'stepped'), otherwise it is -de (e.g. kra/b+d/e 'scratched'). It has been sho,vn recently 
that at least some of these apparently perfectly categorical generalizations do not 
do justice to the full data. 

One exa1nple is the above-n1entioned regular past tense forn1ation in Dutch. 
Ernestus and Ba.ayen (2004) show that the description of the selection of the past 
tense allomorph given in tile literature is too simplistic. Speakers tend to choose 
the non-standard allomorph for verbal stems that are special, in that the under
lying voice specification of their final obstruent is unexpected given the other stems 
ending in the same type of final rhy1ne in the lexicon. For instance, speakers 
often choose the non-standard allomorph for kra/b/ (creating kra/b+t/e), '"hich 
is one of the fe'" Dutch verb stems ending in a short vo,vel and a voiced (instead 
of voiceless) bilabial stop. The pattern "short vo\vel-underlyingly voiceless 
bilabial stop" is nu1ch more common (e.g. slo/p/ 'stop', kla/p/ 'bang', me/p I 'slap', 
ni/pl 'sip') than the pattern "short vo,.vel-underlyingly voiced bilabial stop," 
and speakers tend to add the aUomorph that is correct for tl1e majority of verbs 
ending in a short vo"'el and a bilabial stop to the minority of verbs for \vhich 
it is incorrect (i.e. verbs ending in a short vo,vel and an underlyingly voiced 
bilabial stop). These findings can easily be incorporated in all types of theoretical 
accounts, since the only adaptation necessary is that the broad generalizations 
are replaced or supplemented by generalizations that are niore specific for 
the precise phonological properties of tile words. Apparently, Dutch requires a 
generalization stating that sten1s ending in short vo,vels and bilabial stops tend 
to select -le. 

Importantly, ho\\'ever, the facts are 111ore complex. First, Ernestus and Baayen 
(2004) observe that, if participants select the standard allomorph, they do so 
more quickly for verbs follo,ving the majority patterns than for exceptional verbs 
(i.e. they produce forms of the type staple more quickly than forms of the type 
krabde). Second, Ernestus and Baayen (2003, 2004; see also Ernestus 2006) find 
that speakers sho\v stochastic behavior; they often do not agree with each other, 
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and the same speaker may choose -te for some verbs and -de for other verbs of the 
san1e type. Similar results have been found, among others, for past tense formation 
in English (Albright and Hayes 2003), the choice of the English indefinite article 
(a vs. an; Skousen 1989), and vo"'rel harn1ony in Himgarian (Hayes and Londe 2006). 
Apparently, the morphophonological processes that have to replace or supple
ment the traditional broad generalizations are not simple categorical rules that 
apply "'henever their structural description is met. The processes are gradient 
in nature. 

Speakers' probabilistic behavior has been accounted for in the two types of 
approaches (forming a continuum) that also explain the gradience of well
formedness ratings (see above). The first approach holds that constraints or rules 
are probabilistic in nature. Thus, in Stochastic Optimality Theory (Boersma 1998), 
constraint rankings are stochastic, and in the rule-based account proposed by 
Albright and Hayes (2003) rules differ in their confidence intervals. Both accounts 
assume that the probability of a constraint ranking or rule (and thus of a given 
form) is determined by the exact contents of the mental lexicon. While this approach 
can account \vell for the observed probabilistic effects, additional assumptions are 
necessary to explain why speakers are slower in selecting the standard allomorph 
if it receives less lexical support than the other allo1norph (for a discussion, see 
Ernestus 2006). The second approach to speakers' stocl1astic bel1avior assumes 
that, \vhen speakers select an allomorph for a \vord, they check all \vords in their 
lexicons online. The probability that they select a given allomorph is proportional 
to its support from the words in the lexicon, '''ith words that are n1ore similar to 
the target '"'ord being 1.nore influential. If the target \vord itself is in the lexicon 
as weU and supports a different aJlomorph fron1 the one receiving tl1e greatest 
lexical support from the other words, this may result in severe competition 
ben,reen the hvo allomorphs, which may lead to the selection of the non-standard 
allomorph and longer response latencies (Ernestus and Baayen 2004). 

In conclusion, phonologically driven allomorphy also strongly suggests that 
gra.dience is an important characteristic of phonology. The generalizations for
mulated in the generative literature appear too coarse-grained, given that speakers 
show probabilistic behavior. Several models can account for the obtained observa
tions so far. More data are necessary to tease the different accounts apart. 

4 Conclusion 

In the early days of generative grammar, phonology \Vas assumed to be co1npletely 
categorical in nature. The present cllapter has provided a su1nmary of different 
types of corpus-based and experimental studies which strongly suggests that many 
processes traditionally classified as phonological are in fact gradient in nature. 
Sounds may contain characteristics of different categories, and speakers may show 
probabilistic behavior. These data have given rise to modifications of traditional 
generative phonology and to the development of ne\v theories, including theories 
assun1ing different types of phonological primitives and phonological representa
tions, and theories challenging the role of abstract generalizations. Further research 
is necessary to obtain a n1ore detailed vie\<\1 of the role of gradience in phonology 
and to tease different theoretical accow1ts apart. Until then, we have to conclude 
that gradience is an iinportant challenge for phonology. 
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83 Paradigms 

ADAM ALBRIGHT 

1 Introduction 

Morphological paradigms are a mainstay of traditional descriptions of inflectional 
systems and of diachronic change. Only in recent years, ho,vever, have paradigms 
played a formal role in the grammatical analysis of phonological systems, in the 
form of correspondence constraints and contrast constraints on paradigmatically 
related forms. In this chapter I review son1e of the evidence that has been taken 
to indicate that paradigm structure plays an active role in syncluonic phonology, 
and discuss some of the grammatical mecl1a_ni.sms that have been proposed to 
capture such effects, focusing especially on work \vithin Optimality Theory (OT: 
Prince and Smolensky 2004). 

It must be acknowledged at the outset that one cannot meaningfully discuss 
phonological paradign1 effects without a precise definition of "paradigm." I begin 
by adopting a very general and widely assumed definition: a paradigm is the 
exhaustive set of inflected forms that share a single root or stem - e.g. inflected 
case and number forms of a noun, or person, number or tense/aspect/mood 
forms of a verb. In some cases, phonology treats all inflected forn1s of a root 
alike, and this broad definition suffices. In n1any cases, ho\·vever, it is necessary 
to restrict the domain of discussion to a specific subset of inflected forms that 
constitute a local subparadigm - e.g. the set of verb forms that share present 
tense subjunctive inflection (the "present subjunctive paradigm"), or the set of 
noun forms that share dual inflection (the ''dual paradigm"). For the purpose 
of illustrating paradign1 effects and their analysis, I '"ill sitnply stipulate the 
scope of the effect as necessary; in §4, I return to the issue of the formal definition 
of paradigms. 

An important related issue is '"hether phonological paradigm effects are 
conditioned by the same type of paradigm structure that is posited by paradigm
based theories of 1norphology, such as Word-and-Paradigm Morphology (Hockett 
1954; J'vlatthe•vs 1965; Zwicky 1985; Anderson 1986) or Paradigm Fiu:i.ction 
J'vforphology (Stump 2001). On the face of it, paradigm-based theories of morpho
logy seem especially '"ell suited for capturing phonological paradigm effects, 
sit1ce they provide a representational unit (the "paradign1") that can be used 
to condition morphological and phonological gramn1ar distributions. The use of 
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phonological paradigm constraints does not presuppose the existence of para
digms as morphological representations, ho'"ever. In fact, the phonological 
constraints described in §3 make very linuted use of morphological structure: if 
two forms share a root and all derivational affixes, then they are treated by the 
phonology as members of the same inAectional paradigm. Although arguments 
against morphological and phonological uses of paradigms are often presented 
side by side (e.g. Bobaljik 2008), it appears that the question of "'hether morphology 
is paradign1-based may be orthogonal to the question of whether phonology imposes 
constraints on relations behveen inflectionally related forms. The current chapter 
focuses on the role that paradigmatic relations play in conditioning phonological 
distributions, and leaves aside arguments for and against paradigms as morpho

logical representations. A long-term goal, beyond the scope of this chapter, \vould 
be to establish \Vhether morphological and phonological distributions rely on a 
corrunon set of representational units, or '"hether phonological constraints make 
only indirect reference to morphological representations. 

In this chapter, I consider a variety of effects that demonstrate a role for 
paradigms in phonological gran1mar. Before turning to the analysis of synchronic 
paradigm effects, however, it is useful to review briefly the type of data that have 
traditionally been taken as evidence that phonological processes are sensitive to 
paradigm structure, dra,vn from the domain of language change. 

1.1 Paradigms as a factor in conditioning 
diachronic change 

It is often convenient to present complex inflectional systems in tabular form, 
with each cell in the paradigm representing a particular combination of morpho
syntactic features. In some theories of n1orphology, paradigms are taken to 
be not n1erely a matter of descriptive convenience, but also a granlffiatically 
relevant representation of the distribt.1tion of inflectional m.arkers (Hockett 
1954; l'vlatthe\vs 1965; Anderson 1986; Wurzel 1989; Stump 2001; Blevins 2003; 
Ackerman et al. 2009). According to proponents of paradigm-based models, 
representations in terms of paradign1s permit concise or insightful statements 
about n1orphological distribution that would be difficult to capture if each mor
pheme were represented ind.ividual .l.y. For instance, patterns of syncretism and 
alternation are often shared across multiple inflection classes, suggesting that 
a paradigmatic template is in force (VVilliams 1994; Baerman et al. 2005; Maiden 
2005; though see Bobaljik 2002 and Harley 2008 for alternative approaches). 
An exan1ple is seen in Modern German, which has stem vo,vel alternations in 
the 2nd a.nd 3rd si.ngula( present tense fo(mS of many ve(bs. These alternations 
can be traced back to historically unrelated raising processes, but the condition
ing context (originally, high vowels in the suffix) is no longer present in the 
1nodern language, nor can the various changes found in the 2nd and 3rd singular 
be straightforwardly unilied as the san1e featural chmge. Thus it appears that 
the broad.est generalization one can make is that the 2nd and 3rd singular 
differ from the rest of the paradigm in having a raised and/or fronted vo\\•el. 
This relation cannot be captured by a single (morpho)phonological rule, but 
can be characterized by a template in \vhich the 2nd and 3rd singular forn1s 
d.iffer fron1 the remai11ing forms. 
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(1) Vowel alternations in German present tense indicative Vl'l'b Janus 

Verb 'travel' ,-run' 'give' 'see' 
INF fa:uan laufun ge:ban ze:an 
lSG fa:u(a) lauf(a) ge:b(a) ze:(a) 
2SG f€:Kst b1fst g!l,?St zi:st 
3SG f£:Kt b1ft g!l,?t zi:t 
ll'L fa:uan laufan ge:ban ze:an 
2PL fa :ut lauft ge: 1,?t ze:t 
3PL fa:i<an laufun ge:ban ze:an 

A con1pelling source of evidence for a paradigmatic effect comes from lan
guage change: in fact, verbs like [ge:ban] 'give' and [ze:an] 'see' originally sho\ved 
a different distribution, in \V hich the 1st singular had the same vo,vel as the 2nd 
and 3rd singular: (giba), (gigst), (gil,?t). The change of lst singular (giba]-4 [ge:ba] 
to match the vowel of the plural and infinitive appears to have been motivated 
by the influence of verbs like [fa:Kan] 'travel', in ,,vhich raising has ahvays been 
limited to the 2nd and 3rd singular (Paul el al. 1989: 243).1 Put differently, a 
prevalent pattern of alternation "'ithin the paradigm (2nd and 3rd singular vs. 
others) "'aS generalized to verbs with a similar but less robustly attested pattern 
(singular vs. plural). Such changes are often taken as evidence that speakers 
evaluate the relations benveen forms within paradigms, and that language change 
n1ay enforce or regularize such relations. 

1.2 Paradigm uniformity in language change 
One common way in \vhich paradigmatic relations are strengthened is by loss 
(or ''leveling") of alternations an1ong inflectionally related forms. A widely dis
cussed example con1es fron1 inunediately pre-classical Latin, in which [s] - [r) 
alternations created by rhotacism of intervocalic stridents were leveled to 
invariant [r] (Hock 1991: 179-190; Barr 1994; Kensto\vicz 1996; Hale et al. 1997; 
Kiparsky 1998; Baldi 1999: 323; Albright 2005). 

(2) Leveling of rhota.cism alternations in Latin honor 

Stage 1 Stage 2 
NOM SG hono:� honor 
GEN SC hono:ris hono:ris 
DAT SG hono:ri: hono:ri: 
ACC SG hono:rem hono:rem 
ABL SG hono:re hono:re 

1 An alternative view, put forw;trd by Joesten (1931) and dis<ussed by Dammers et al. (1988: 449) 
and by Hartweg and Wegera (1989: 129), holds that the distribution in (1) is etymologically expected 
for all of these verbs, including gcberr, and that the use of !st singular gibe in literary Middle High 
Gern1an represents a partial leveling of the vowel from the 2nd and 3rd si11gt1lar to tJ1e 1st si11gular 
ir1 certain dialects. Eitller way, tl1e diffe r.e.t\t:e bet,vee1) dialects ,,,jtl\ 1st sll\gular. gil1l! and tl\ose 
''rith gebc requires son1e forn1 of analogical change within the paradigm to match a pattern fottnd in 
other verbs. 
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Crucially, the change of [s] to [r] in [hono:s] � [honor] took place only within 
the inflectional paradig1n, while derivationally related forms such as [hones-tus] 
'honorable', [hones-le:] 'honorably', and [hones-ta:s] 'honorableness' ren1ained 
unchanged. Furthermore, [s)-final nouns that had no inflected forms with [r], 
such as the indeclinable noun [nefa:s] 'sacrilege' (related to the derived adjective 
[nefa:r-ius] \vi.eked'), also remained unchanged, as did [s]-final "'Ords in other 
parts of speech, such as the adverb [nilnis] 'excessively'. These facts show that the 
cl1ange of [s) to [r] '"as not part of a broader sound change extending rhotacisn1 
to the "'ord-final position. Furthermore, if we assume that forn1s like [hones-tus] 
remained synchronicaHy linked to the related noun [honor], the change cannot be 
viewed as a re-analysis to /honor I by learners missing the presence of [s] - [r] 
alternations (Vincent 1974). Such exan1ples are often taken as evidence that the 
domain of analogical leveling is the inflectional paradign1. 

Another common feature of paradigm leveling is that it may affect only a 

subset of the inflectionaUy related forms. For example, several classes of Middle 
High German (MHC) verbs sho'"ed vowel alternations beh"een the singular and 
plural, \Vith the infinitive ahvays matching the VO\Vel of the plural, and the past 
participle frequently showing yet a different VO\'l•el. In Yiddish, these alternations 
have been eliininated con1pletely in some verbs (3a), '"hi.le they have been leveled 
only an1ong present tense forms for others (3b ). \'\le may plausibly suppose that 
the infinitive and finite present tense forms of /vis<in/ 'kno'"' remain syncl1ron

ically related, but the identity of the 1st/3rd plural and infinitive has been 
abandoned in favor of an invariant verb sten1 '"'ithin the subparadign1 of present 
tense forn1s (Albright 2010). 

(3) Full and part-ial leveling in Yid dish 

a. 'need' MHG 
INF dii1f-en 
lsc dmf 
2sc darf·t 
3sG da.rf 
1 PL d ii1f-en 
2PL diirf·I 
3 PL d iirf-en 
!'AST PRT ge-dorft· 

Yiddish 
darf-i;i 

darf 
darf-st 
darf-{t) 
darf-i;i 
darf-t 
darf-i;i 
ge-d1!_rft 

b. 'know' MHC 
INP wi33-en 
lsc wei3 
2sc 1veis-t 
3sG we13 
lPL wi33-en 
2PL 1vis-t 
3PL w133-en 
!'AST PRT ge-1v11s-/ 

Yiddish 
vis-n ' 

ve1s 
vers-t 
ve1s 
veis-n • 
ve1s-t 
ve1s-i;i 
ge-vus-t 

Language change provides numerous examples of paradig1natic conditioniI1g. 
However, '"e frequently cannot be certam whether the changes reflect a synchronic 
preference for non-alternating paradigm.s, or '"hether they represent lexical re
analyses on the part of learners. Such changes are difficult to interpret, because 
we cannot be sure that Latin speakers synchronically derived forms like [hono:s] 
and [hones-tus] (\vithout rhotacism) from a sillgle stem /hono:s/. If [hono:s] and 
[honestus] were derived fron1 different steins, we could iI1terpret the change as 
a re-analysis of the nomiI1al stem from /hono:s/ to /honor/ (perhaps n1otivated 
by the preponderance of rhotacized [hono:r-] forms), while the adjectival stem 
/hones/ remained illtact. Siinilarly, although there is no reason to think that MHG 
speakers treated the infinitive and plural sten1s 1vi33- and wi33· as distiI1ct, if for 
so1ne reason they did encode the1n as separate sten1s, then '"e could siinply say 
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that Yiddish lost the plural stem ,,,hiJe retaining the infinitive stem. In order to 
show that a phonological process misapplies "'ithin inflectional paradig1ns, \Ve 
n1ust demonstrate that the forms in question are synchronically derived frou1 
the same stem, and that the process in question continues to apply except when 
trumped by identity among paradigmatically related forms. In the following 
section, \ve revie\v several cases \vith exactly this flavor: a phonological process 
continues to apply straightfor,vardly and productively in derived fonns, but is 
overridden just in case greater identity between inflected forms "'ould result. 

2 Synchronic paradigm effects 

The literature on synchronic paradigm effects has identified l\vo opposing "'ays 
in '"hich phonological relations among inflected words may be regulated: on 
the one hand, there is a tendency to demand identity among inflected forms, so 
that elements of shared meaning (the stem, shared inflectional markers) have a 
consistent phonological form throughout the paradig1n (uniform.ity). At the sa1ne 
time, there is a tendency to avoid total identity bet"reen forms that are morpho
logically distinct (anti-homophony) (see also CHAPTER 103: PHONOLOGICAL SENSITIVITY 
TO MORPHOLOGICAL STRUCTURE). In both cases, it is claimed that the requiren1ent 
of identity or distinctness may be enforced \vithin the domain of the paradigm, 

'"hile violations of identity behveen derivationally related forms, or violations 
of anti-homophony among unrelated forn1s, are not enforced. I consider these tvvo 
tendencies in turn. Paradig1natic conditions in phonology have been explored 
extensively in the past decade, and it '"ould not be possible i.n a chapter of this 
length to do justice to the range and intricacy of empirical cases that have been 
brought to bear on the issue. For additional examples, the reader is referred to 
the collections of papers in Hermans and van Oostendorp (1999), Downing et al. 
(2005b), and Bachrach and Nevins (2008). 

Frequently, affixation creates or destroys the context for a phonological process 
to apply, leading to the possibility of alternations. This section discusses cases in 
\vhich regularly expected alternations are avoided, and paradigmatic identity is 
seen instead. As is standard in the literature on identity effects in other do1nains, 
such as reduplication (McCarthy and Prince 1995), we may distinguish bet,.veen 
cases \vhere identity is achieved by applying a process outside its regular 
context (ove:rnpplication.), by failing to apply a process '"ithin its regular context 
(u.n.derapplicati!ln), or by applying a process differently from ho'" it \VOuld normally 
apply to a given phonological string (misapplication). It is also important to bear 
in mind that these phenon1ena are not substantively different from those that 
arise in cases of cyclicity in derived forms; therefore, n1uch of the discussion of 
parallel facts in CHAPTER 85: CYCLICITY is relevant here as \vell. 

2.1 Overapplication 

Frequently, phonological processes apply outside their regtllar context, if 
doing so can achieve greater identity between related forms. For example, Hayes 
(2000) discusses a process in American English (and other varieties) in '"hich 
coda /1/ becomes dark and creates a diphthongized allophone of the preceding 
vowel (CHAPTER 31: LATERAL CONSONANTS): /fi:l/ � [fiat]feel, /fad/ � [farat].fi1e, 
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/b:)l]/ � [b:nat] boil. This process does not normally occur intervocalically: 
[si:hl)]/*[siahl)] ceiling, [parlat] /*[pa1atat] pilot, [tHlat] /*[tHatat] toilet. Hovtever, 
at 1norpheme boundaries, coda velarization may apply. Hayes presents survey 
data documenting a variable or gradient pattern in which /1/ may be realized as 
[t] before morpheme boundaries: mai[t]er, (touchy-)fee[t]y. The pattern that Hayes 
describes for his 0'"n speech involves overapplication of diphthongization and 
coda velarization before both inflectional and derivational affixes: [hiat11J] healing, 
[meata.] mailer. By contrast, in at least the present author's idiolect, coda velariza
tion ah.,ays overapplies, but diphthongization overapplies (optionally) only in 
inflected forms. The difference is most clearly heard (and intuited) after underlying 
diphthongs, '"here "diphthongization" yields so-called sesquisyllabic outcomes 
such as [b:>Iat] boil. Crucially, the overapplication of diphthongization seems to 
occur only in inflected forn1s: boiling [b:naill)] patiently vs. boiler [b:>da.], "[b:>1ala]. 

(4) OverapplicaNon of pre-lateral diphthongization in one idiolect of American English 
base inflected derived 
[b:>1at] boil [b:>lill)], [b:>iia-], boiler (',vater-heater') 

[b::nahl)] *[b::Hata.] 
(sp:)(al] spoil [sp:>illl)], [sp:>ila-], spoiler (of plot) 

[sp:>1ah1J] *[sp:>1ata-] 
[sp:>liadj], spoilage 

*[sp:>1atadj] 
[:>1ai] oil [:>!hi)], [:>iia.], (Edm.onton) Oiler(s) 

[:>1ahl)] *[:>1ata.] 
[sma1ai] sm.ile [sma1h1J], 

[sma1ahl)] 
[va1at] vile [valiast], 

[va1a-tast] 
(1na1al] mile [madadj], mileage 

*[ma1atadj] 
(na1at] Nile [nadank], Ni/otic 

*[naratank] 
(ka1npa1at] compile [kan1pa1hIJ], [k;:impada-], compiler 

[kampa ralrl)] *[kampa1ata-] 
(starat) style [staxhQ], [sta 1hst], stylist2 

(sta1ahQ] *[sta1ahst] 

A similar example comes from Yiddish, 'vhich generally avoids [rn] and [rm] 
codas by sch\·Va epenthesis (Albright 2010): [alaram] 'alarm', [fturam] 'storm', [fir;:in1] 
'un1brella', (turam] 'tower' (CHAPTER 26: SCHWA; CHAPTER 67: VOWEL EPENTHESIS). 
When an /rm/ cluster is intervocalic, epenthesis does not normally occur: 
[alarm-ir-n] 'to alarm', [fturm-1f] 'stormy', [firm-<>] 'screen', [turm-;;i] 'prison'. 
This pattern is disrupted in verbal paradigms, ho,vever: (Sa) sho,vs that, if 
epenthesis applies some\\'here '"ithin the paradign1, it systen1atically overapplies 
in the entire paradigm. This can be compared with (Sb), which shows that, if 

' A possible exception is ['sta13,fa1z] sl!flize. It appeai:s lhat stress dash avoidance may also play a 
role in conditioning [a�) in this forn1, hO\\rever, since the derived noun form is [,sta1fo;t'ze1fan] 
'[.s1a1ala'ze1fan] stylization. 
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epenthesis is not conditioned an}"lvhere within the paradigm, /rm/ surfaces uni
formly faithfully. Overapplication in the verb [fturam-an] ca1u1ot be attributed 
to the influence of the related noun [fturan1J, since the verb [alarn1-i.r-an] does 
not sho\v overapplication on the basis of the related noun (alaram]. In addition, 
as the examples above show, epenthesis does not overapply in derived forms; 
additional examples include [varm-as] ''varm food' and [rebrm-ir-n] 'to reform'. 

(5) Overnpplication of epenthesis in Yiddish 

a. 'storm' Expected 1' Actual b. 'alarn1' Expected = Actual 
INF fturm-an Jturam-an INF alarmir-an alarmir-an 
lsc fturam Jturam lsc alarmir alarmir 
2sc fturam-st fturam-st 2sc alarn1ir-st alarmir-st 
3SG fturam-t fttrran1-t 3sG alarmir-t alarmi.r-t 
lPL fturm-an fttuan1-an lPL alarmir-an alarmi.r-an 
2PL fturam-t fturam-t 2PL alarmir-t alarinir-t 
3PL fturm-an fturao.1-an 3PL alarmir-an alarmir-an 

In both the English pre-lateral diphthongization and Yiddish epenthesis 
cases, phonology is blind to inflectional affixes - that is, a coda process applies 
as if the stem-final consonant is a coda, even if the inflectional affix should bleed 
epenthesis. It is not always the case that overapplication extends a process from 
an inner constituent to an outer constituent in this \vay, ho,.vever. The Latin [honor) 
analogy discussed in §1 involved the overapp lication of rhotacism, "'hich shou.ld 
normally have occurred only before vowel-initial suffixes (e.g. /hono:s-is/ -4 
[hono:ris)), but came to apply before nominative singular /s/ (or /0/) as well: 
/hono:s-s/ -4 [hono:r ). 

Another example of application of a process triggered by an inflectional affix 
is found in certain dialects of Korean (Han 2002; Kang 2003). ln Korean, coronal 
obstruents regularly palatalize (CHAPTER 71: PALATALIZATION) before a suffix 
beginning \Vith high front [i]: /os-i/ -4 [ofi] 'clothing-NoM', /path-i/ -4 [patfhi) 
'field-N01<1' .3 Palatalization does not normally occur before mid front vowels 
([path-e] 'field-Loe') or high central vo\vels ([path-ii] 'field-Ace'). Han (2002), citing 
data from Choi (1998), observes that in certain dialects of North Gyeongsang 
Korean (namely, in Sangju, Geumneung, Cheongdo, and Mungyeong), palatal
ization overapplies: 

(6) Overnpplication of palatali2ntio11 in Nort/1 Gyeongsnng Korean 

/path I 'field' Conservative North Gyeongsang 
UNMARKED pat" pat" 

NOM patfh-i patf"-i 
ACC path-ii pa)C'.-il 
DAT/LOC pat"-e pa!C'.-e 

In North Gyeongsang Korean, as in other dialects, the urunarked forn1 obeys 
coda restrictions that neutralize con.tinuancy and laryngeal contrasts (CHAPTER 69: 

3 Tllere is some variability regarding tl1e place of art:ict1lation of affricates, ranging from alveolar to 
post-alveolar or perhaps even palatal; see Cho (1967); Kim-Renaud (1974); Ahn (1998); Kim (1999); 
Sohn (1999). 
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FINAL DEVOICING AND FINAL LARYNGEAL NEUTRALIZATION). The change in North 
Gyeongsang consists of extending palatalization "'ithin noun paradign1s, so that 
it overapplies before n1id and central vowels. Unlike Latin or Yiddish, this case 
involves the overapplication of a process that is triggered by an inflectional affi.x. 

As "'ith Latin, we must ask \vhether the change could be interpreted instead as 
a change in the context of palatalization, or as a lexical re-analysis (CHAPTER 1: 

UNDERLYING REPRESENTATIONS). It is easy to detnonstrate that the change is not 
a general expansion of the context for palatalization to include mid and central 
vowels. Han (2002) and Kang (2005) point out that, within verbal and adjectival 
paradigms, palatalization never affects /t"-i/ sequences: /kat"-in/ � (kat"in], 
*[katfhin) 'same-MODIFIER'. Thus, there is no evidence that palatalization in the 
accusative or locative reflects a broader change in the palatalization process 
itself. It is also in1portant to ask '"'hether the change is simply a re-analysis of the 
lexical entry to /patf" I - indeed, this is precisely what Kin1 (2005) clain1s. There 
are several reasons to think that a purely lexical account is not sufficient, hov;
ever. First, assuming that the leveling in (6) has affected all /t" /-final nouns in 
the relevant dialects and that speakers \VOuld reject ne"' \VOrds "'ith (tf") - [t"] 
alternations, vve need to account not only for the change to the specific lexical 
items in question, but also for the kno,.vledge that there could be no lexical iten1s 
of this type - i.e. a morpheme structure condition. McCarthy (1998) proposes to 
analyze such kno'''ledge as a paradigm effect: specifically, speakers know that 
palatalization must apply before -i, and that it must overapply in the remainder 
of the paradigm by virtue of output-<Jutput faithfulness; therefore, no morpheme 
vvith /t" I could ever surface as such within its inflectional paradign1. Even n1ore 
telling, it appears that overapplication of palatalization may be observed even in 
cases of partial leveling, \'\•here speakers continue to treat the noun as It" /-final 
in other contexts. Han (2002) and Kang (2005) discuss a related pattern found in 
the dialects of Gyeonggi, parts of Chungcheong, and North Jeolla, in \vhich palata
lization overapplies only before the accusative 1narker /-il/, \Vhile the expected 
[t") surfaces faithfully before locative /-e/ and directive /-ilo/: un.n1arked (pat�], 
nominative [patfh·i), accusative [patf"-il), directive [pat"-iro ), locative [pat"-e). 
For these dialects, the use of [tf"l in the accusative cannot be straightforwardly 
attributed to a re-analysis of the final consonant of the noun stem, since it surfaces 
as [t") else\vhere. Instead, Han (2002) clain1s that '"e are observing a 1nore limited 
identity effect, in which the accusative con1es to match the nominative, but the 
locative and directional remain identical and distinct from the other case forms. 
Kang (2005) attributes the identity of the locative and directive to the fact that 
they share locational meanings. 

The Korean example sho\vs that overapplication 1nay extend processes that 
apply in inflected forms (i.e. overappli.cation is not "blind" to inflectiona l material). 
It also illustrates some of the difficulties in establishing a synchronic paradigm 
effect as opposed to a diachronic re-analysis. Many cases of overapplication that 
have been documented in the literature are potentially reinterpretable as lexical 
re-analyses or broadening of phonological processes. In order to den1onstrate that 
a given case truly involves synchronic paxadigrnatically n1otivated overapplica
tion, '"e must be able to sho'v that the process continues to apply as expected 
else\vhere in the language, that the relevant lexical items have not been re-analyzed, 
and that the process overapplies just in those cases where paradigmatic identity 
would result. Sin1ilar considerations hold for identity through underapplication 
and n1isapplication, to vvhich '"e nO\•V turn. 
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2.2 Underapplication 

Just as in cases of underapplication of phonological processes to maintain reduplica
tive identity (McCarthy and Prince 1995; CHAPTER 100: REDUPLICATION; CHAPTER 119: 
REDUPLICATION IN SANSKRIT), it appears that phonological processes may be 
suppressed \vithin inflectional paradigms in order achieve identity. An example 
can be seen in the behavior of Yiddish [rm] clusters. As sho'''n in (5) above, sch,va 
epenthesis overapplies in Yiddish verb parad igms, just in case epenthesis is expected 
in a suffixed form such as the 1st or 3rd singular. Interestingly, the converse 
pattern holds in noun paradigms. As shown in (7), noiu1 plurals are son1eti.mes 
formed by adding a consonant (/-s/), and sometimes by adding a vow,el-initial 
suffix (usually /-an/). In contrast to verbal paradigms, schwa epenthesis optionally 
11nderapplies in noun paradign1s if it is not licensed in the plural. 

(7) Underapplication of i71en.thesis in. Yiddish n.011ns 

singular plural 
a. fturam - •fturm fturams 'storm' 

firam - • fi.rn1 fi.ran1s 'iunbrella' 
fvJram - *fvJrm fvJrams 's'"'arn1' 
v;ir;;,m - *v:>rm v:>rams 1\vorm.' 
Jram - •::irm Jrams ... arm' 
turam - *tunn tura1ns 'tower' 
alaram - *aJarn1 alaran1s 'alarm' 

b. f:>ram - f.:irm fJrman 'form' 
., unif:>r;;,m - unif:irm unibrm;;in 'uniform' 
•faram - fann far man 'farm' 

A similar example of parallel over- and underapplication comes from Polish 
diminutives, as discussed by Kraska-Szlenk (1995: 108-114) and Kenstowicz (1996). 
Many Polish nouns sho\v an alternation between [u] and [J] before word-final 
voiced non-nasal consonants, \vi.th [u) occurring in closed syllables and (J) occurring 
in open syll.a.bles. The o.1orphologicaJ context for ra.ising differs depending on the 
gender of the noun, since different affixes create closed syllables in masculine vs. 
feminine nouns: 

(8) Regular application. of o-rnising in Polish nouns (Kraska-Szlenk 1995: 108) 

a. /dJw/ singular plural b. /krJv I singular plural 
'ditch (MASC)' 'C(>IV (FEM)' 

NOll·! d.!.!W dJwi NOM krJva kr:>vi 
GEN dJWU dJwuf GEN krJvj kr11f 
DAT dJVJOVi dJwom DAT krJvje krJVOm 
ACC duw dJ,vi ACC kr::ive krJVi 
INSTR dJ,vem d:nvami INSTR kr::iva krJvami 
LOC d:ile dJwax LOC kr:>vje kr:>vax 

In diminutive paradign1s, raising alternations are suspended. Instead, the vowel 
that is expected in the .nominative singular occurs evefY'vhere. The diminutive suffix 
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is (on the surface) [-ek] word-finally and [-k-] before a vo,,1el, due to the presence 
of a fleeting yer VO\"el, indicated in (9) as !El (CHAPTER 122: 51.AVIC YERS). As a 
result, diminutives of masculine nouns end in [-ek-0] in the nontlnative singular. 
Since the suffix begins \vith a vowel, raising does not apply in the nominative 
singular, and it correspondingly underapplies in the remainder of the paradigm (9a). 
Diminutives of feminine nouns, on the other hand, end in [-k-a]. This suffix does 
condition raising, and raising overapplies in the remainder of the paradigm (9b). 

(9) Under- and overapplication of raising in Polish dim.inutives 

a. /dJ\v-Ek/ singular plural b. /kr:iv-Ek-a/ singular plural 
'ditch (MASC)' 'cow (FEM)' 

N01'1 d:nvek d;l\Vkt NOJ\'1 krufka krufki 
GEN dJ\Vka dJ\vkuf GEN krufki kr11.vek 
DAT d;i,vkovi d:!"'kOn1 DAT kruftse .krufkom 
ACC d:nvek d;i\vki ACC .krufke krufki 
INSTR d;i,vkjem d;i"1kami INSTR krufka krufkami 
LOC d;i,vku d;l\vkax LOC kruftse krufkax 

As McCarthy (2005) points out (following Buckley 2001; Sanders 2003), it is not 
surprising that the distribution of o-raising has been disrupted in n1odern Polish: 
raising interacts opaquely with final devoicing, it is conditioned by an unusual 
set of follo\ving segments (non-nasal voiced consonants), and it is not generally 
applied to loan,vords or nonce words. Nonetheless, the fact that raising applies 
normally in the non-dilninutive forms of I dJ\V I and /kr:>v I (8) sho,vs that the 
process is learned in son1e (perhaps lexically or n1orphologically restricted) form, 
and that it continues to apply i11 the expected contexts. Furthermore, speakers have 
clearly learned that these particular stems undergo raising, even in the nominative 
singular of the diminutive. Kraska-Szlenk (1995) and Kensto,vicz (1996) argue that 
the lack of raising alternations il1 the paradigms in (9) is best attributed to a paradigm 
identity constraint, which holds specifically within dilninutive paradig1ns. 

2.3 Misapplication 
In some cases, a regular phonological process applies in an unexpected fashion 
(misapplication). Harris (1973) argues that certain exceptions to regular stress 
placement in Spanish can be explained as identity effects, and that recognizing 
paradigmatic identity as a grammatical force could avoid the need to complicate 
the statement of stress rules. An example comes from the imperfect indicative forms 
of Spanish (discussed also by Burzio 2005: 65 and Oltra-Massuet and Arregi 2005): 

(10) Avoidance of stress alternations in the Spanish in1pe1fect: [termil1ar] 'finish' 

expected actual 
lSG IMP INDIC termi'naba termi'naba 
2SG IMP INDIC termi'nabas termi'nabas 
3SG IMP INDIC terntl' na ba tern1i'naba 
lPL IMP INDIC termina 'bamos termi' nabamos 
2PL IMP INDIC tennina 'bais tenni' nabais 
3PL IMP INDIC terntl'naban tern1i'naban 
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The stress pattern as it "'Ould have been inherited from Latin is shov.1n in 
the left column of (10); this expected pattern also reflects a general pattern of 
penultimate stress that still holds in modern Spanish. The actual stress pattern 
in [terrni'nabamos] is iu1usual in Spanish, since '"ords with final closed syllables 
rarely have antepenultinlate stress, the sole exceptions being learned '"ords such 
as Socrates and fzlpiti•r, \Vhich are felt by speakers to be unusual (Hochberg 1988). 
This unexpected pattern is immediately explained if "'e look at the stress pattern 
of the other cells of the imperfect, \Vhere stress is penultimate according to the 
regular principles of Spanish stress assignn1ent. 

Harris (1987) provides another example from certain dialects of Spanish, 
including Chicano Spanish. As (1 la) sho,vs, stress in verbs regularly falls on the 
penult, both in conservative varieties and in Chicano Spanish. \11/ithi.n the present 
subjunctive paradigm, ho\'l1ever, stress alternations have been eliminated, with 
stress falling on the antepenult in the 1st plural (llb) (see also Reyes 1974). Once 
again, a possible explanation for this subversion of the regular stress pattern 
is that it maintains identity among inflected forms. Note that this effect holds 
locally \Vithin the present subjunctive, but does not affect the present indicative, 
nor does it affect non-verbal forn1s such as ['termino] 'end'. 

(:11) Avoidance of stress alternations in Clzicano Spanislz subjunctive: 
[terminar] 'finish' 

Conservative Chica.no 
a. lsc INDIC ter'mi.no ter'mino 

2sc INDIC ter'1ni.nas ter'n1inas 
3sc INDIC ter'mina ter'mina 
lPL INDIC termi'namos termi'namos 
2PL INDIC termi'.nais termi'nais 
3PL INDIC ter'mi.nan ter'minan 

b. lsc SUBJ ter'mi.ne ter'mine 
2sc StJBJ ter'1nines ter'n1ines 
3sc StJBJ ter'mine ter'mine 
lPL SUllJ termi'nemos ter'minemos 
2PL SUBJ termi'.neis 
3PL SUBJ ter'mi.nen ter'mine.n 

Kenstowicz (1996) observes a similar effect for certain Russian nou.ns, in "'hich 
stress unexpectedly avoids falling on a fleeting yer vo,vel in the genitive plural 
("double retraction") .  Like the Spanish cases, this irregular placement of stress 
serves to avoid stress alternations within the plural paradigm, and 1nay likewise 
be attributed to a constraint den1anding unifonn stress. 

2.4 Atiti-homophony ivithin paradigms 

In addition to serving as the doroain for identity effects, inflectional paradign1s 
also appear to be the locus of anti-homophony effects, in \vhich phonology applies 
unexpectedly in order to avoid surface identity of morphologically distinct forms. 
The scope and treatment of anti-homophony effects is controversial, but \Ve 
n1ention here t'.vo exan1ples. 
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The first example comes from Kenstowicz (2005), i11ho discusses the distribu
tion of schwa in medial open syllables in Da1nascus Arabic (CHAPTER 124: WORD 
STRESS IN AltABlC). Normally in this dialect, unstressed sd1'''as in open syllables 
are deleted: /s;:in1a� -;:it I � ['s;:im� -cit) 'heard-3sG FEM SUBJ'. This deletion also 
occurs in forms that have been cliticized 'vith object markers: both /d'arb-;;it-o/ 
� ['d'arbto] 'hit-3sc FEM SU11J-3sc 11Asc osj' and /fa:f-<>t-o/ � [ 'fa:fto] 'sai11-3sc 
FEM SUBJ-3sG MASC osj' show deletion of the underlying /a/ in the 3rd singular 
feminine subject 1narker. However, this deletion is systen1atically blocked in cases 
iv here the forn1 in question 'vould become identical '"ith the corresponding 
masculine form. For example, /'allam-t-o/ ' taught-3sG MASC SUBJ-3SG MASC OBJ' 
and /'allam-<1t-o/ 'taught-3sc FE11 SUBJ-3sc MASC OBJ' are expected to yield surface 
['al'lan1to], \vith syncope of the stressless schi11a. Instead, syncope is blocked 
in the feminine form 'she taught hin1', and the sch"'a exceptionally remains and 
attracts stress: ['alla'Dli!tO ). Kenstowicz (2005) attributes this iu1usual stress pattern, 
'vhich violates the normal principles of stress placement in Damascus Arabic, to 
an anti-homophony condition that holds behveen the 3rd singular masculine 
and feminine forms. Importantly, this condition does not penalize deletion in 
cases such as [ 'd'arbto] 'she hit him' or ['Ja:fto] 'she sa\v llinl', because for these 
verbs, the 3rd singular n1asculi.ne forms happen to folio"' different vocalic templates: 
[da 'rab-t-o) 'he hit him', ['fuf-t-o] 'he saw him'. 

Hall and Scott (2007) discuss another example, involving underapplication in 
s,vabian German. In this dialect, /s/ becomes (fl before a coronal: /p::>st/ � [p::>ft] 
'mail'. This process underapplies in inflectional paradigtns, however: /grias-t/ � 
[gri;:ist), *[gri;:ift) 'greet-3sG'. Hall and Scott attribute this underapplication to the 
influence of inflectionaUy related forms with [s], such as 1st singular [gri;:is]. In 
the 2nd singular, ho'''ever, the inflectional affix is 1-f /. Here, underapplication 
of /s/ � [fl "'Ould yield the illegal form [gri<>sfl, \vhich i11ould be expected to 
assimilate and degenlinate. The candidate [grias], which resolves the /sf I cluster 
in favor of [s), would create paradign1atic identity with 1st singular (grias], 
3rd singular [gri;:ist), etc., but it 'vould be homophonous with the 1st singular. 
Instead, the actual outcome is [griafl, in violation of paradigm uniformity. Hall 
and Scott argue that this is due to an anti-ho1nophony condition, in '"hich the 
2nd singular is required to be distinct from other forms. 

In both the Damascus Arabic and the S\vabian Gern1an examples, the paradigm 
is the locus of anti-homophony effects, in the sense that homophony bet"reen 
forms that are not paradigmatically related (as in accidentally homophonous verbs) 
does not trigger unexpected phonology. If this restriction turns out to hold in a 
broader range of cases, it could serve as an additional source of evidence that 
paradign1s n1ay serve as the domain of granlffiatical effects. 

3 Grammatical mechanisms for deriving 
paradigm effects 

The fact that the regular application of phonological processes niay be disrupted 
in order to achieve paradigmatic regularity "'as often commented on in the 
earlier literature on generative phonology (see, e.g. Kiparsky 1972; Harris 1973; 
Kenstowicz and Kisseberth 1977: 69-74). However, no forn1al mechanism '"as pro
vided for accon1plishing this effect within the rule-based approach of Chon1sky 
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and Halle (1968; henceforth SPE). Indeed, it is hard to see \vhat a mechanism 
that explicitly enforces paradigmatic identity would look like, since the decision 
about whether to apply a rule or not (or to reverse the order of t\VO rules) can 
be made only by "looking ahead" and seeing '"'hether the results \vould create 
alternations "'ithin the paradigm. Instead, inflectional identity has often been 
analyzed as a by-product of how morphological and phonological operations 
are ordered, under the hypothesis that inflectional affixes are added after many 
phonological processes have already applied. (See Downing et al. 2005a for a 
revie"' of alternative rule-based mechanis1ns, and §3.3 below for discussion of cyclic 
approaches employing phase-based spell-out; see also CHAPTER ss: CYCLICITY and 
CHAPTER 74: RULE ORDERING.) 

For example, the Arnerican English pre-lateral diphthongization data in (4) 
( [spJ1al-] spoil, [sp:llalnJ] s11oiling vs. [spJ1!-adJ] spoilage) can be seen as the result of 
diphthongization applying after derivational affixes like -age have been added, 
but before inflectional affixes have been added. A challenge for such approaches 
is to establish an internally consistent ordering of morphological and phono
logical operations. This is not ah,rays trivial; for exan1ple, in the author's idiolect, 
the fact that /1/ is at least optionally dark in words like [sp::11!-adJ) spoilage and 
[ma1!-adJJ n1ileage suggests that velarization is ordered before affixation of -age, 
yet there is no option for dark [t] in words like [saiJadJ) *(sa1tadJ) silage, '"'hich 
arguably also contains an /1/ before the -age suffix. Accounts based on cyclic 
ordering have no direct 'vay of referring to the fact that for spoilage and 111ileage, 
related forms such as [sp:llal) spoil and [maial) 111i/e contain dark [t], \Vhile for silenge, 
the related form [satlou] silo has light [l). 

Paradigm effects of tl1is sort are readily accommodated within Optimality Theory 
(OT), since evaluation in this framework is carried out over surface forms, \vhich 
is precisely "'here identity and contrast must be enforced. In this section, 've revie\v 
the main approaches to enforcing identity arnong paradigms of inflected forn1s 
in OT. 

Most approaches to paradigm effects in OT en1ploy correspondence constraints 
(McCarthy and Prince 1995), '"hich place morphologically related forms into cor
respondence with one another, so that identity can be evaluated "'ith the standard 
machinery of faithfulness constraints (!DENT, MAx, DE!'; see also CHAPTER 63: 
MA.RKEDNESS AND FAITHFULNESS CONSTRAINTS). Under this approach, paradigmatic 
identity effects are closely related to cydicity effects, in \vhich derived forms shtnv 
unexpected similarity to their bases of derivation. Correspondence relations are 
intrinsically pair\.vise, so paradigm uniformity is typically enforced by requiring 
that each individual pair of forms be identical. Thus, in a sense, paradig1n con
straints are not truly "paradigmatic," since tliey evaluate sets of pairs rather than 
the entire distribution at once. A cost of this approach, however, is that the nu.mber 
of pamvise relations that must be considered gro"'S factorially '''ith the size of 
the paradigm -e.g. 6 x 5 = 30 pairwise relations for a six-member paradigm. 

Since their introduction, correspondence constraints have been used to analyze 
tlie relation bet\\'een derived forms and their bases in producing cydicity effects 
(Burzio 1994; Kensto,vicz 1996; Benu.a 1997; K.ager 2000; Steriade 2000). Like 
input-output faithfulness conditions, base-derivative correspondence is usually 
assumed to be intrinsically asymmetrical: derived forms must be faithful to 
their bases, but bases are not constrained to rese1nble their derivatives (see also 
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CHAPTER 85: CYCLICITY). There are hvo main issues that must be resolved in 
applying faithfulness conditions to paradigin regularity. First, \Ve must deter
n1ine whether correspondence relations bet\veen inflectionally related forms are 
intrinsically symmetrical, as is generally assun1ed for base-reduplicant faithful
ness (McCarthy and Prince 1995), or asymmetrical, as is usually assumed for other 
cases of base-derivative faithfulness (Benua 1997). Second, if inflected forms are 
faithful to a base fonn, \Ve must determine \vhich form acts as the base in an 
inflectional paradig1n. 

In this section, the predictions of a symmetrical approach to paradigm uni
formity (McCarthy's 2005 Optimal Paradigms approach) are compared to those 
of an asymmetrical/base-prioritizing approach (Albright 2002; Kensto,,ricz 1996; 
Benua 1997), as \Veil as to a strata! approach in \vhich outputs are evaluated 
cydicaJJy with interleaved levels of affixation and phonological evaluation 
(Kiparsky 1982, 2000). 

3.1 Symmetrical output-output faithfulness: 
Optimal paradigms 

One approach to enforcing paradigmatic regularity is th.rough symmetrical 
correspondence relations, \Vh.ich simply demand that all inflected forms have 
identical forn1s of the root. This symmetrical identity requirement has gone under 
various nan1es in the literature, includ ing consistency (Btrrzio 1994, 2005; see 
also CHAPTER ss: DERIVED ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS), uniform exponence (Kensto\vicz 
1996), paradigm uniformity (Steriade 2000), and, most recently, optimal paradigms 
(McCarthy 2005). McCarthy (2005: 172) succinctly sums up the motivation for 
adopting a symmetrical approach to identity in paradigms: "Inflectional para
dign1s have no base . . .  : Latin ama.I 'he loves' is not derived fron1 a1110 'I love' 
or vice versa; rather, both are derived fron1 the lexe1ne /an1-/." The claim that 
in.fleeted forms are based on a common lexeme but not on each other rests on a 
morphological notion of base of a/fixation, in which affixation realizes (or marks) 
morphological features, and affixed forms contain a superset of the morpho
logical information that their inner constituents contain. Under this definition, 
the base n1ust necessarily contain a subset of the 1norphological features of 
derived forms. Depending on the morphological features tl1at one assumes, it is 
implausible to suppose that the 1st singular "contains" the 3rd singular (though 
for feature systenls that make use of underspecification, see Harley and Ritter 
2002; McGinnis 2005). A similar point is made by Kager (1999: 282), 'vho refrains 
fron1 positing a relation between the 1st singular and the 2nd plural, since neither 
one appears to coroposi.tionally contain the other. 

Because no individual form has priority in a symmetrical approach, para
digms must be evaluated as a set, in case a high-ranking constraint demands a 
1nodification in one form that \vould then overapply in the rest of the paradigm. 
In McCarthy's (2005) Optimal Paradign1s (OP) formulation, candidates consist of 
entire paradigms. The stem in each cell in the paradigm stands in correspondence 
to the stem in every other cell, and output-output faithfulness constraints (OP-IDENT, 
OP-MAX, OP-DEP) evaluate every pair of surface forms in the paradigm. Paradigm 
uniformity effects arise 'vhen OP-faithfulness outranks the relevant IO-faithfulness 
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constraint. This is illustrated in (12) for the overapplication of schv,,a epenthesis 
in Yiddish, discussed in (5) above. 

(12) Optimal Paradigms analysis of overapplication of schwa epenthesis in Yiddish 

I fturm, Jturm-t, fturm-;:,n/ OP-DEP : *rn1] 10-DEP 
' 

a. fturnl, fturmt, fturman ' .,. ' . ' ' 
b. fturam, fturamt, fturman *!* ' •• ' 

' I& c. fturam, fturam t, fhiraman ' ••• ' 

The tableau in (12) illustrates several important features of the OP approach. 
The ranking of •rm] over 10-D£P reflects the fact that there is a general process 
of epenthesi.s to repair rn1] codas. If this ranking did not hold, there would be 
no possibility of alternations. With this ranking in place, it is possible to rank 
OP-DEP high, in order to favor an invariant paradigm "'ith overapplication 
(candidate (12c)), or lo\v, in order to favor normal application (candidate (12b)). 
Crucially, the only rankings that favor candidate (12a) (underapplication) are those 
in \vhich 10-DEl' outranks •rm] - but these are incompatible \vith the fact that the 
language generally has a process of epenthesis. Thus, there is no ranking in '"'hich 
epenthesis is found in general, but underappli.es in order to maintain paradigm 
uniformity. McCarthy dubs this prediction overapplicntion-only. Furthermore, the 
relative number of intervocalic vs. coda /rm/ sequences in the paradigm cannot 
affect the outcome, since the logic of strict domination dictates that even one instance 
of coda /rm/ may be fixed by any number of 10-DEP violations. Thus even if we 
had considered a paradigm '"ith only a single input like I fturm/ and many inputs 
like I fturm-e>n/, overapplication of epenthesis '''ould still be the optimal \vay to 
satisfy OP-DEP. 

On the face of it, the overapplication-only prediction of OP is too strong, 
since, as '"'e saw in §2.2, paradigm identity n1ay also be achieved through under
applicati.on - in fact, the very same process of epenthesis underapplies in 
Yiddish nouns. The only mechanism available to handle such cases in the OP 
frame,.vork is to find some higher-ranked constraint that would be violated by 
overapplication. As a hypothetical example of what such a constraint might be, 
suppose Yiddish were to borrow the English word platform, retaining initial 
stress and creating an associated plural [ 'platf:irman). In this ca.Se, overa.ppl.ica
tion of schwa epenthesis would yield a plural form \.vi.th pre-antepenultimate 
stress and a long stress lapse: ['platf:>ram] - [ 'platf:>raman]. As it turns out, 
Yiddish stress, though some"•hat unpredictable, must fall within the last three 
syllables of the "'ord (see Jacobs 2005: 135-140), so the output [ 'platf:>raman] 
\•vould be iJJegaJ. ln this hypoth.etica. l example, �ve could analyze UJ1dera.ppl.ica
tion of epenthesis ( ['platf:>rm] - ['platf:>rm<in]) as overapplication of lapse 
avoidance ( ['platbram] - •['platf:>raman]), consistent '"'ith the overapplication-only 
prediction. 
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(13) Llnderapplication as overapplication of an orthogonal process (hypothetical) 

/platf:>rm, OP- : OP- STRESS IO- •rm] 10-DEP ' 
platf::>rm-an/ DEP : ' )DENT !DENT 

: (stress) (stress) 
' 

r.�� a. 'platf:irm, 'platbrn<;:;>n ' • ' ' ' ' 
b. 'platbram, 'platbrman . ,. ' • • • ' ' 

' ' 
c. 'platf:iram, 'platbraman ' ' *! ••• 

' • 

' • 
d. 'platbram, pla t'f:iraman ' . , . • • • ' 

plat'f::iram, plat'f:iraman 
' • 

e. • • *!* ' • 

Unfortunately, in the actual cases of underapplication in Yiddish noiu1s in (7b ), 
it is not clear "'hat such a constraint would be. In particular, the contrasting pair 
[v;ir;:,m] 'worm' vs. [brm] 'form' do not appear to differ in any relevant \vay that 
could be capitalized on in order to block epenthesis in the latter case by means 
of a higher-ranked n1arkedness constraint. 

A si1nilar point can be n1ade about the Polish dinlinutive exa1nple in (9). Here, 
the cases in which raising underapplies in the masculine find exact counter
parts in which raising applies normally in the feminine: e.g. accusative plural 
[d::i,vki] 'little ditches' vs. [krufki] 'little CO\vs'. There is no form in the paradigm 
of [d:iwek] in \Vhich raising \vould not violate a constraint that is also violated in 
the paradigm of [krufka]. In particular, hypothetical overapplication of raising 
i.n the nominative and accusative singular (*(du,vek]) \VOuld violate the same 
constraints that are violated by the attested overapplication of raising in the 
fen1inine genitive plural ([kruvek]). As Kensto\vicz (1996) points out, symmetric 
faithfulness constraints are equally \Vell satisfied by over- and underapplication, 
and it is not obvious \vhat additional constraint would break the tie. This problem 
leads McCarthy (2005) to suggest that raising alternations n<ust be lexicalized 
in this case, reflecting the more generally unproductive nature of o-raising in 
Polish. As noted in §2, it is often difficult to determine \vhether an attested case 
of underapplication represents a synchronic paradigm effect, or whether it is the 
outcome of a diachronic re-analysis in which the relevant alternation sin1ply no 
longer applies, even \vhen para.digmati.c identity is not at stake. A lthough it appears 
that at least some cases of underapplication demand a synchronic analysis, 
more careful investigation is needed to determine '"hether they are more appro
priately interpreted as diachronic effects rather than as synchronic exceptions to 
the overapplication-only prediction. 

Misapplication can also pose a challenge to the sym.roetdcal fa ithfulness ro.odel. 
The stress patterns of the Spanish imperfect (10) and (dialec tal) present subjective 
(llb) show the other\"ise practically non-occurring pattern of antepenultimate 
stress \vith a closed final syllable ([tern1i'naban1os], [ter'minemos]). The candidate 
in whid1 antepenulthnate stress is avoided by placing stress too far to the right in 
other forms (hypothetical [termina'ba], [ternuna'bas), [termina'ba], [termina'bamos], 
[termina'bais], [termina'ban]) "'Ould fare much better by the constraint that 
favors penultimate stress with final heavy syllables. This candidate involves a 
different dispreferred pattern - namely, forms with stress on final open syllables 
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([termina'ba]). This stress pattern is some"rhat rare, but it occurs in native mono-
1norphemic \vords ([a'ki] 'here', [so'fa] 'sofa', [xo'se] 'Jose', etc.) to a far greater extent 
than antepenultirnate stress in \vords like Socrates. Moreover, invariant suffi.xal 
stress is foiu1d in other tenses, including the future ([termina're], [termina'ras], 
[termi.na'ra], (termina'remos], [termina'reis), [terrnina'ran]). Thus it appears that 
the OP approach "'Ould favor a paradigm that avoids the stress violation in 
(actual) [termi'nabamos] by placing stress one syllable to the right (•[termina'ba], 
•[ terrnina 'bamos]). 

3.2 Base-prioritizing output-output faithfulness 
An alternative possibility is that faithfulness an1ong inflected forn1s is exactly 
parallel to the asymmetrical structure of faithfulness among derived forn1s. 
Asymmetrical, base-prioritizing faithfulness has been given various nan1es in 
the literature, including base identity (Kenstowicz 1996) and transderivational 
correspondence (Benua 1997). In an asymmetric approach, dependent forms are 
constrained to be faithful to a designated base form, but the base form is not con
strained to n1atch the rest of the paradigin. Thus, we expect the base form to exhibit 
nonnal application of regular phonological processes, \vhile the remaining forn1s 
may sho\v over- or underapplication in order to resemble the base. Since surface 
properties of the base form must be kno\vn ahead of time in order to evaluate 
base-faithfulness violations, base-prioritizing faithfulness requires a form of cyclic, 
or recursive, evaluation. In the discussion that follo\VS, I follow Benua (1997) in 
assuming that evaluation proceeds in two steps: first the base is evaluated, and 
th.en its dependent forms are evaluated. Although recursive evalua.tion involves 
more steps than a single, parallel evaluation, the evaluation of output-output 
faithfulness requires a fraction of the comparisons that are involved in the full 
pair\vise evaluation of the synunetric approach. 

An asynm1etric approach provides a natural solution to n1any of the problems 
pointed out in the preceding section. In the case of stress in the Spanish imperfect 
and (dialectal) present subjunctive, the unexpected pattern in [termi'nabamos) 'we 
ended' can be attributed to faithfulness to other forms in the paradigm, in \vhich 
stress obeys the usual pattern of penultimate stress. Deferring for a mon1ent the 
question of \vhat fonn should be designated as the base in general, let us assume 
for now tl1at the base of Spanish verb pa(adigro.s (or, at least, of the imperfect and 
subjunctive) is the 3rd singular: [termi'naba]. In the base-prioritizing approach, 
properties of the base are determined "first" according to the general rankings of 
markedness and IO-faithfulness, and this pattern is then transferred to related form 
via base faithfulness, as sho,.vn in (14). 'vVe assume that Spanish has constraints 
against final stressed vowels (*'VJ) and against antepenultirnate stress '"'ith final 
closed syllables (*'aao]). 'vVe also assume that, although antepenultimate stress 
is sometimes found on vo,vel-final \vords, the default is penultimate stress (Aske 
1990; Eddington 2000; Oltra-Massuet and Arregi 2005), and that this is favored 
by a constraint against final lapse (*'ooo]], not shown). These are overruled, 
however, by a constraint demanding faithfLllness to the stress pattern of the 3rd 
singular base. (Following Benua 1997, the tableau for the non-basic 1st plural form 
is indented to show that the evaluation of BASE-IDENT requires reference to the 
output of the 3rd singular evaluation.) 
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(14) Misapplication in the Spanish imperfect 

/tern1i.na-ba-0 / *BASE-IDENT(stress) 
'end-3sc' 

mr a. term i 'naba 

b. tern1ina 'ba 

*'ooo] 
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*'VJ 

• 

/termina-ba-Jnos/ *BASE-loEN'r(stress) *'ooo] *'VJ 
'end·lPL' 

..,. a. termi'naba1nos • 
b. termina 'bamos *! 

Base identity also addresses the problem of o-raising in Polish diminutives, 
Again deferring the discussion of '"hat form serves as the base in general, let us 
assume that the base of Polish noun paradigms is the nominative singular. The 
evaluations of the masculine and feminine no1ninative diminutives are sho'"n in 
parallel for /d:>w-(E)k/ and /kr:>v-(E)k-a/ in (15). Since these forn1s are basic, they 
vacuously satisfy BASE·lDENT. The constraint RAISE is shorthand for whatever 
constraint motivates [u) in closed syllables; recall that the paradigms of simple 
(non-diminutive) [duw] 'ditch' and [kr:>va] 'co'"' in (8) show that both of these 
stems participate in raising. For brevity, the constraints that are responsible for 
the vocalis1n of the diminutive suffix are not sho'"n-

(15) Norntal application of Polish raising in n.01ninative singular base for111s 

/d:nv-Ek-0/ BASE-lDENT [high) RAISE IO-IOENT[high) 
'ditch·DIM·NOM sc' 

""' a. d:>\vek 

b. du\vek • 

/kr:>v-Ek-a/ BASE·lDENT [highJ RAISE IO-IDBNT[high] 
'C0\'7-DJM-NOM sc' 

11 $i" a . kr:>fka *I 

b. krufka • 

The remaining inflected forms are then constrained by BASE-IDENT to preserve 
the vo"•el height of the nominative singular, as in (16). 
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(16) 0Vl'T· and underapplication of Polish raising in. non-basic forms 

I d::i,v-Ek·a/ BASE·IDENT[high) RAISE IO·IDENT[high) 
'ditch·OIM·GEN sc' 

l!W' a. d:>wka • 

b. duwka *! • 

/kr:>v·Ek-0 I BASE·IDENT[high] RAISE IO·IDENT[high) 
'cow·DlM·G£N PL' 

a. kr:ivek . , 
""" b. kruvek • 

By hypothesis, BASE·lDENT for inflected forms is a distinct constraint from 
\vhatever base-derivative faithfulness constraints may hold of derived forms. 
This predicts the possibility of different degrees of faithfulness for inflected vs. 
derived fonns. As '"e sa'"' above for Latin, inflected fonns n1ay indeed exhibit 
greater faithfulness than derived forms. A similar point can be made for Yiddish, 
in \vhich derivationally related forms sho\v schwa alternations: cf. [alar<im] 
'alarm' - [alarm·ir·n] 'to alarm', [fir;:im] 'shade' - [Jirm-;:i] 'screen', [var;:im] '\varm' 
- [varm·as] 'warm food'. What is not explained by this approach, however, is the 
cross-linguistic tendency for inflected forms to sho'"' greater uni.fonnity than derived 
forms. If inflectional BASE·TDENT and base-derivative faithfulness are separate 
and independently re·rankable constraints, \ve predict that some languages may 
show greater uniformity in derived forms than in inflected forms. 

The analysis in (15) and (16) requires that the nominative singular be designated 
as the base, even though other inflected forn1s are not necessarily built composi· 
tionall.y from it. For tl1e m.ascu.line diminutive [d:>,vek], this coincides with the fact 
that nominative singular is in a substring of the remaining forms. In particular, 
although the nominative singular differs from the re1naining inflected forms in 
having an [e] in the diminutive suffix, its suffix is -0. As a result, the underlying 
fonn I d:>w·Ek-0 I is a phonological substring of the underlying forn1 of inflected 
for.ms Like I d:>\v·Ek·a I. In oJany cases, it is sufficient to posit that nu.11-affixed forms 
(sometimes termed isolation forms) serve as the base for overtly affixed inflected 
forms; see, e.g. Kuryio"ricz (1947); Kensto\vicz (1996); Hayes (1999); Hall and Scott 
(2007). 

The con1parison with the Polish feminine dinlinutive forn1 (krufka] sho,vs 
that base forms need not always be isolation forms, ho,vever. In this noun class, 
iliere is an overt nominative singular affix I ·al that is not contained in other case/ 
nun1ber forms. A common intuition is that even if the feminine nominative 
singular is phonologically marked (in the sense of having an overt affix), it is 
nonetheless a plausible base forn1 because it represents a morphologically 
"unmarked." category (in the sense of serving as a default or unmarked member 
of an opposition). Analyses that make use of this more general notion of morpho· 
syntactic marked.ness are often somewhat vague as to what the criteria are for 
identifying the morphologically least marked member of a paradigm, but the 
general consensus appears to be that it is the nominative singular in a Latin or 
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Polish-like nominal paradigm (Kensto,vicz 1996; Sturgeon 2003), and the 3rd 
singular in a verbal paradigm (Kurylowicz 1947; Maiiczak 1958). 

The idea that the base of a paradig1n is a morphologically unn1arked form (null 
affix, or w1T11arked feature values) is attractive from the point of view of grounding 
the structure of paradigmatic correspondence in a universal, morphosyntactically 
motivated representation. There are cases that are difficult to reconcile with this 
hypothesis, however. The Latin [honor] example discussed in §1.2 is one potential 
counterexan1ple, since it sho\vs overa pplication in the nominative singular on the 
basis of morphosyntactically more marked case forms (oblique and plural forms). 
The underapplication of schwa epenthesis in Yiddish noun paradigms is also 
a counterexample. Recall from (7b) that epenthesis may fail to apply in final 
rm] clusters just in case the plural has a vowel-initial suffix: [v:>ram] - [v)ran1-s] 
''vorm-SG/PL' (with epenthesis) vs. [brn1] - [f:>rn1an] 'forn1-SG/PL' (epenthesis 
optionally underapplies). This case is readily accounted for if "'e posit faithfulness 
to the plural form. This is illustrated in (17) for the variant [f)rm] 'form-sc'. 

(17) Llnderapplication of schwa epen.thesis in Yiddish nouns 

/f:>rm-an/ 'form-PL' BAS£-DEP 'rm] l0-D£P 

""" a . f:>rm<>n 

b. f:>r<>m<>n • 

I f:>rm I 'form-sc' BASE-DEP •nn] 10-DEP 
Base: [f::irm;:in] 

.,..,. a. f:>nn • 

b. f:iraJn * I * 

Under this analysis, the fact that epenthesis underapplies in noun paradigms is 
attributed to faithfulness to the plural, \vhile the fact that epenthesis overapplies 
in verb paradign1s n1ust be attributed to faithfulness to a form in \\rhich normal 
application would favor epenthesis (e.g. 1st singular: Albright 2010). If this is 
correct, it su.ggests that tl1e choice of privi leged base form may differ by 1.anguage 
and by part of speech (see also CMAPTER 102: CATEGORY-SPECIFIC EFFECTS). This con
clusion naturally raises a number of questions: ho'v do learners identify bases? 
Is it possible to predict \Vhich form will act as the base in a given part of speech 
in a given language, or 1nust it be inferred post hoc fron1 unexpected application 
of regular phonological processes? Ale there limits to which form acts as the 
base? And if the choice of base can vary freely from language to language, '�'hy 
do certain forms such as the "unmarked" nominative singular and 3rd singular 
so often act as bases? 

Albright (2002) proposes that the choice of base in a given language is not arbi
trary, but foUows fron1 the distribution of contrasts within paradigms (CHAPTER 2: 

CONTRAST). Specifically, it is hypothesized that learners identify the form that offers 
the most phonological and morphological information about lexical items. For 
example, in Yiddish verbs, so1ne inflectional affixes trigger neutralizing phonological 
processes such as regressive voicing assimilation (/red-st/ � [retst] 'speak-2sc'), 
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degemination (/red-t/ � [ret] 'speak-3sc'; /he1s-st/ � [heist] 'call-2sc') or 
coalescence of sclnvas (/bbnka-an/ � [bbnkan] 'meander-IPL') (CHAPTER so: 
MERGERS ANO NEUl"RALlZAl"lON). As it turns out, since the 1st singular suffix is null 
and Yiddish has relatively fe\v processes that affect final codas, the 1st singular 
frequently preserves phonological contrasts that are neutralized else\vhere. One 
process that does occur word-finally (including in the 1st singular) is epenthesis 
in [rm] clusters, ho,vever - and as \Ve have seen, this process overapplies in verb 
paradign1s. For nouns, on the other hand, pluralization involves a high degree 
of morphological unpredictability, \vith several competing plural 1narkers and 
irregular vo,vel changes to many stems. Thus, the plural often contains morpho
logical information that is neutralized in the singular (Albright 2008b). This 
correlates with the fact that sclnva epenthesis optionally underapplies in the 
singular i£ it does not apply in the plural. 

Inforn1ativeness effects that run counter to 1narkedness can be observed in a 
number of languages. In Latin, the nonunative singular under·\vent many phono
logical and morphological neutralizations, including cluster simplification and 
morphological syncretism, \·vhich \vere not found in oblique forms.• Albright 
(2005) provides a quantitative co1nparison of neutralizations affecting Latin noun 
fonns. This analysis reveals that the noniinative singular \Vas the least informa
tive form, 'vhich correlates with the fact that nominative singular forms \vere rebuilt 
in Latin. An even more striking example comes from Korean verbal inflection. 
In a survey of dialects and acquisition studies, Kang (2006) shows that a large 
nun1ber of phonologically independent alternations have been eliminated across 
different dialects and varieties of Korean. However, all of these changes have in 
common the property that they extend the stem form fot.u1d before a certai.n suffix, 
the informal form /-<> - a/. Albright and Kang (2009) sho'v that this form is also 
the n1ost informative, revealing sten1-final consonant and vowel contrasts more 
clearly than other suffixed forn1s. 

The typological predictions of an inforn1ation-based approach are less certain. 
One factor that appears to encourage base status is token frequency (Kurykiv.'icz 
1947; Manczak 1958). Plausibly, cells in the paradigm v.rith high-token frequency 
(CHAPTER 90: FREQUENCY EFFECTS) provide more information to learners, since 
(on average) more lexical items have been encountered in these forms. Albright 
(2008a) argues that attestation is by itsel f also an in1portant type of information, 
,,vhich may bias I.earners to choose more frequent paradigm members as bases. 
This, in turn, may eiq,lain the fact that morphologically unmarked forms tend to 
be bases, since they often have the highest token frequency (Bybee 1985: ch. 3). 

An important prediction of the base-prioritizing faithfulness account is that 
the choice between over- and Uflderapplication is a straightfonvard consequence 
of \vhether the process applies in the base form or not. The coi:nparison of 
masculine and feminine diminutives in Polish sho,vs that even \Vithin the same 
language, this may have different consequences for different "'Ords. Another pre
diction is that the same member of the paradigm should act as basic for n1ultiple 
dimensions of faithfulness. Albright (2008b) shows that for Yiddish noUfls, this 
is true: the plural acts as a privileged base in conditioning t.u1derapp.lication of 

' The importance of oblique forms ln identify.ing phonological aod inflectional properties of Latin 
nouns can be seen from the fact that dictionaries typically list an oblique form (the genitive singular) 
alongside the nc>minative. 
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/rm/-epenthesis, underapplication of final devoicing, and overapplication of open 
syllable lengthening. Sin1ilarly, Latin sho,ved leveling of not only rhotacism 
alternations, but also vo,vel length and no1ninative singular n1arking (-s > -is: 
Kiparsky 1998; Albright 2005). Finally, the changes to Korean verb paradigms 
discussed by Kang (2006) shov.r parallel changes for a large number of logically 
independent alternations. If this prediction proves true in general, it could pro
vide strong support for an asymn1etric approach in which paradign1 wliformity 
extends an independently designated base forn1. 

3.3 Strata[ and cyclic approaches 
The approaches discussed above rely on correspondence relations behveen 
related surface forms to enforce identity. An alternative approach, \vhich denies 
the existence of paradigms altogether, attributes the phonological sin1ilarity of related 
forms to the fact that they share n1orphological and syntactic structure, and are 
thus (by hypothesis) identical at a certain stage in their derivation. For exa1nple, 
the frame,vork of Lexical Phonology (Kiparsky 1982) and its successor, Strata] OT 
(Kiparsky 2000), assumes that phonological evaluation and affixation are inter
leaved, so that phonological processes may apply to inner constituents of the 
vvord prior to the addition of later affixes. Work in Lexical Phonology (LPM) 
has explored the in1plications of this approach for cyclicity effects in derivational 
morphology; see especially Giegerich (1999) and CHAPTER &;: cvcL1crrv for overview 
and discussion (also CHAPTER 94: LEXICAL PHONOLOGY AND THE LEXICAL SYNDR01'1E) . 
Importantly, it is assumed that inflectional affixes are added in the last level of 
affixation, and are therefore ignored by all earlier cycles of phonological evaluation. 
This suggests an analysis of paradig1n wliformity effects that is parallel to the 
strata) analysis of cyclicity effects in derivationa.l morphology: processes apply 
incorrectly when phonology evaluates a morphological subconstituent that does 
not yet contain the relevant inflectional affixes. This is sketched in (18) for the 
overapplication of epenthesis in Yiddish verbs. 

(18) LPM approach to overapplication of schwa epenthesi.� in Yiddish verbs 

a. Stem level: Inflectional affixes not present 
. 

/ftunn-/ IO-MAX; *rm] 
• 

a. fturm • *I • 
• . r;;> b. ftura1n • 
• 
• 

b. �Vord level: Inflectional affixes added 
. 

/[ftura1n]-an/ IO-MAX : *rm] • . 
a. fturm;:;>n *I • 

• 
• . 

..,. b . fturaman • 
• 
• 

10-DEP 

• 

10-DEP 

Under this approach, the lack of epenthesis in paradigms of verbs such as alarn1.· 
ir-n 'to alarn1' would be attributed to the fact that verbalizing -ir- is a stem-level 
affix, a ttachi..ng to bow1d sten1s and occurring inside other affixes such as -isl. 
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(19) LPM approach to norm.al application. in alarmirn 

a. Stem lirvel: Derivntionn.1 -ir- is present 

/alarm-ir I 10-MAx ; "rm] 
' l4i" a. alannir ' ' ' ' 

b. alarao1ir ' ' ' 

b. Word level: InflecNonal affixes added 

I [alarmir ]-an/ IO-MAX : *rm] ' ' 
11'.l\' a. a]armiran ' ' ' ' 

b. alaramiran ' ' ' 

10-DEP 

*I 

10-DEP 

*I 

A closely related approach relies on the syntactic mechanis1n of derivation by 
phase (Chomsky 2001) to evaluate successively larger portions of the 'vord (IV!arvin 
2002; Arad 2003; Piggott and Ne\vell 2006; Marantz 2007; Skinner 2008). Under 
this approach, it is like,vise hypothesized that \vords are built cyclically, and that 
certain syntactic heads trigger spell-out and phonolog ical evaluation of the struc
ture that has been built thus far. We assume that verbs like (aJarmirn] 'alarm' 
have a structure [((alarm]�-ir].-n] and verbs like (Jturaman] 'storm' have a struc
ture [[[Jturm];-0Jv-an], "'ith a null verbalizing head. Under the assumption that 
verbalizing heads trigger spell-out (Marantz 2007) and that the "little v" head is 
spelled out \Vith (or is at least visible to) its con1plement, the innermost spell-out 
domain of [alarmirn) consists of /alarn1-ir/ (no epenthesis necessary), '"'hereas the 
inner speU-out domain of (Jturaman] consists of /Jturm-0/ (epenthesis expected). 
Thus derivations similar to those in (18) and (19) would hold in this approach 
as \veil. 

Strata! and cyclic approaches evaluate morphologically con1plex \\'Ords strictly 
fro1n the inside outwards. Crucially, there is no way for affixes that are not pre
sent to influence the outcon1e of phonology. For this reason, effects such as the 
underapplication of epenthesis in Yiddish noLmS are Lmexpected, since the out
come for singular forms like [v:iram] ''vorm' vs. [f:irm] 'fonn' requires reference 
to the shape of the plural ([v:>ram-s] vs. [f:>rm-an]). More generally, any case in 
which an output-output correspondence account requires reference to a base 
form that is not an isolation form or substring of the remaining forms poses a 
potential challenge to cyclic approaches. It remains a question for future research 
to detennine 'vhether such cases have a different synchronic status fron1 the more 
conunon cases of "inside � out" directionality of cyclic influence. 

4 Defining and constraining paradigms 

Up to this point, we have been intentionally vague as to what fonns count as belong
ing to a single paradigm, relying on an intuition notion of sets of forms that 
share a root, and in some cases also a set of inflectional features (e.g. imperfect 
indicative or present subjunctive). One possibility that cannot be immediately 
discarded is that output-output correspondence relations are established along 
n1any din1ensions of shared inflectional features (imperfect forn1s, 3rd singular 
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forms, subjunctive forms, etc.). This unstructured notion of paradigmatic relations 
appears to miss some general tendencies, hovtever. In point of fact, paradign1atic 
siinilarity appears to hold much more strongly '"itllin certaii1 sets of forn1s, such 
as the set of person/number forn1s in a given tense and mood. In this section, 
've briefly revie'" some of the major tendencies that have been identified in the 
literature, and consider '"here these tendencies may come from. 

The examples in the precedii1g sections sho"' several recurring patterns. For 
exainple, person and nun1ber inflections of a verb are often constrained to resen1ble 
each other within a given tense, while alternations are tolerated across tenses -
e.g. Spanish l.st singular present (ter'mino] - 1st singular im.perfect (termi'naba]; 
1st plural [termi'naban]. Although I know of no comprehensive survey of 
synchronic paradign1atic effects across different inflectional categories, similar 
tendencies can be observed ii1 the degree of tolerance for morphologized sten1 
changes across different categories. In a survey of 50 genetically unrelated 
languages, Bybee (1985) confirms that morphophonological stern changes are 
virtually never associated \vith person distinctions, and rarely with number dis
tinctions. Tense and mood, on the other hand, are son1etimes accompanied by 
sten1 changes, and aspect often is (see also Veselli1ova 2006 for discussion). These 
tendencies d iagnose a paradigm structure ii1 "'hich certam inflectional features 
(aspect, and secondarily tense and mood) define rather cohesive paradign1s, 
'vhereas person and number do not. We must interpret Bybee's findings cautiously, 
since they admit nvo possible explanations: perhaps sharing an aspect or tense 
feature is particularly important ii1 conditioning paradign1atic cohesion, or perhaps 
differences ill tense or aspect are preferentially n1arked with phonologically 
salient differences (\iVurzel 1.989). To the extent that tendencies in morphophono
logical stem changes are correlated \vith tendencies in phonological over- and 
underapplication, '"e find support for an ii1terpretation in terms of paradigmatic 
cohesion. 

Among nouns, it appears that the domaill of phonological misapplication is 
more likely to be a number subparadigm (e.g. singular or plural) than a case sub
paradigm (e.g. all accusative forms). This appears to be mirrored by the fact that 
nun1ber suppletion is more common than case suppletion (though see Corbett 
2007 for discussion). Similar tendencies are also found ii1 cases of diachronic 
paradign1 levelillg. 

Bybee (1985: 13) illterprets these differences in terms of what she calls the 
relevance of different features to the stem. Relevance is defined as the degree to 
which a given inflectional category changes the meaning of the lexical root - for 
example, changes in valence, particularly bet\veen intransitive and transitive, tend 
to change the verbal action m a  'vay that changes ill person do not. Bybee argues 
that morphological features that are more relevant are n1ore likely to be marked 
'"ith overt morphological markers, and are more likely to be accompanied by 
stem changes. Restated in terms of paradigmatic identity, it appears that the less 
salient the meanii1g difference bet\veen hvo forms, the less likely speakers are lo 
tolerate alternations. 

Another tendency that can be observed. ill the examples above is that identity 
is more strongly enforced among some paradigms than others. For example, Spanish 
verbs have stress alternations "'ithin the present indicative (lsc [ter'mino] - lPL 
[termi'na1nos]), but more "remote" tenses, such as the imperfect, lack alterna
tions (lsc [tern1i'naba]; ll'L (tern1i'naban1os]). In Polish, raisii1g alternations are 
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observed witrun the case/number forms of simple nouns (8), but are suspended 
'vithin the diminutive forms (9). This suggests that paradig1natic identity is not 
only enforced more strongly for son1e di.Jnensions (e.g. person/nun1ber) than 
others (e.g. tense), but it is also enforced more strongly m some 1norphosyntactic 
contexts (e.g. the imperfect or the subjunctive) than others. 

One attempt to derive these tendencies in a formal system is Burzio's (2005) 
Representational Entailn1ents Hypothesis (see also CHAPTER 88: DERIVED ENVIR
ONMENT EFFECTS). Burzio proposes that the strength of the identity condition that 
holds ben"een two related forn1s should depend on the degree to 'vhich they already 
have shared meanmg, morphology, and phonology. Accordmg to this hypothesis, 
linguistic representations of different items are lined up, and the more material 
they share, the greater the expectation that they are alike in other respects as well. 
For example, suppose a given item has feature values [+F, +G, +H, +I]. This can 
be restated as a set of associations bet,veen co-occurrmg features: (+F) => [+G], 
[+F) => [+H J, [+F) => [+I], and so on. Now suppose •ve are given another item 
with feature values [+F, +G, -H, -I]. This item shares the association of [+Fl => 
[+G), but differs in its other associations - for example, [+F] => [+I] and [+G) => 
[+I] are not n1et i.J1 this forn1. Fi.J1ally, compare a third item [+F, +G, +H, -I). In 
this forn1, three entailments concerning [±I) are not met: [+F] => [+I], [+G] => [+I], 
[+H) => [+I]. In other words, the amount of overlap between [+F, +G, +H, +I) and 
[+F, +G, +H, -I] makes their difference in (+I) more salient or surprising. Burzio 
proposes that families of output-<Jutput faithfulness constraints are ranked to reflect 
such differences in overlap: 00-IDENT([±I]) (+F,+G,+H => +I) >> 00-IDENT( [+I]) 
( +F,+G => +I). Entailn1ents n1ay be stated in terms of shared semantic or mor
phosyntactic features, or in terms of shared phonologica.l features. 

The Representational Entailments Hypothesis is useful in accounting for why 
so1ne paradign1s are n1ore cohesive than others. For example, in Spanish, the 
unperfect is n1arked \Vi th an overt marker (-ba.-) whereas the present tense has no 
overt tense marker. Therefore, in1perfect forms share n1ore properties in conm1on 
(naa.1ely, the property of containing -ba-), •vhich may in turn beget additional 
identity. The present subjunctive does not have an overt marker that makes 
subjunctive forn1s more similar to each other than indicative forms, but it is not 
W\feasonable to suppose that the sen1antic or morphosyntactic representation 
of subjunctive mvolves more structure than the indicative does. If such explan
ations are on the right track, then it should be possible to correlate the degree of 
structural overlap between hvo forms and the pressure for paradigmatic identity 
bet\veen them. Crucially, it is possible to infer the structure of the representation 
of a given inflectional category through i.J1dependent means (observi.J1g overt rnark
iJ1g, fmdmg implicational relations and default values, etc.; Bybee 1985; Harley 
and Ritter 2002; McGinnis 2005). Therefore, if the Representational Entailments 
Hypothesis is correct, it should be possible to predict the strength of paradigmatic 
identity effects. 

5 Conclusion 

Kensto"1icz and Kisseberth (1977: 74) proclaimed that " . . .  the notion 'paradigm' 
'vill have to be 1nuch more rigorously defmed ill order for the appeal to para
digm regularity to have 1nuch explanatory force." As this discussion has made 
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clear, more than three decades later we are still in the early stages of understand
ing '''hat determines the strength of paradigmatic effects, and \vhat this might tell 
us about the underlying structure of correspondence an1ong inflected forms. The 
growing literantre on paradign1 uniformity effects in the past 10 years has n1ade 
progress on a number of issues, hov.rever. First, it has demonstrated that identity 
among inflectionally related forms is not just a diachronic phenomenon, but can 
be seen as a synchronic effect in the "\vrong application" of productive phono
logical processes. Furthermore, formalized gramn1atical approaches to paradign1 
iuillorrnity make testably different predictions about possible iuillorrnity effects, 
pointing the way to those cases "''hich deserve the closest empirical scrutiny. Finally, 
comparison of the cases discussed so far in the literature suggests a number of 
cross-linguistic trends that must be accounted for in a theory of ho'" phonology 
refers to n1orphological structure. A deeper understanding of these tendencies 
\vii! require a more comprehensive survey of synchronic paradigmatic effects, 
i.n order to understand ho"' best to represent - and perhaps also derive - the 
observed tendencies concerning when paradigmatic identity is enforced. 
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84 Clitics 

STEPHEN R. ANDERSON 

1 Introduction 

The notion of "clitic'' derives from one of the oldest problems in the study of lan
guage: how to define the "\vord." Grammarians have long noted that a difficulty 
is posed in this area by the fact that certain elements in many languages seem to 
play an independent role in the gramn1atical structure of sentences, and thus to 
warrant the status of "gran1ma tical \Vords," but in tern1s of their sound structure 
fonn parts of unitary "\vords" (in a distinct, phonological sense) with other 
"grammatical '"ords." Examples such as those in (1) from Homeric Greek are 
typical of the phenomenon.1 

(1) a. he de kai autos m' a1e1 
she-N PTC even so me-A ahvays 
[pr e11= athanatoisi theoisi ] neikei 

among immortal-o gods-o upbraids 
even so she always upbraids n1e among the immortal gods 
(Iliad 1.520, ap11d Taylor 1996: 480) 

b.  theios =111oi en11pnion elthen Oneiros 
divi.ne me-o dream came Oneiros 
divine Oneiros came to me in a dream 
(Iliad 2.56, apud Taylor 1990: 35) 

In the first of these sentences (proc/itic) en= is granunatically an independent prep
osition, but forms a word together with the following atluinatoisi 'irnro.ortal '. Jn 
the second (enclitic) =moi is a pronominal adjunct 'to me' of the verb ii/then 'came' 
but forms a "'ord together '"ith the preceding adjective theios 'divine'. In both 
cases the independent status of the pro- or enclitic seems assured by the gramn1ar 
of the sentence, but the unitary status of its con1bina tion with a host is confirn1ed 
by its phonological (especially accentu.al) behavior. It is this conflict behveen hvo 

1 Clitics are identified in boldface type, with the symbol "=" indicating the direction of their relation 
to a host. 
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equally 'veil-grounded notions of "word" that brought clitics to the attention of 
traditional grammarians, and subsequently that of linguists. 

The proble1n as just presented is essentially a phonological one (how to get the 
phonology to treat nvo or more elen1ents that appear distinct from the point of 
vie"\v of grammatical structure as one unit). The study of clitics •vas quickly com
plicated, ho"rever, by the suggestion that the same elements that displayed this 
anomalous phonological behavior also had specific, idiosyncratic syntactic prop
erties. Jakob Wackernagel (1892) proposed, foJJo,ving Delbruck (1878), that the 
iu1stressed di.tics of the oldest Indo-European languages (and thus, Proto-Indo
European) occurred systematically after the first \vord of the sentence, regardless 
of their grammatical function. This notion of a special syntax for clitics later became 
part of the very definition of "clitic" for son1e linguists, and much of the literature 
presumes that designating something as a di.tic entails special behavior both in 
the phonology and in the syntax. 

It is nonetheless useful to disentangle hvo distinct din1ensions of "di.tic" beha
vior, the phonological and the morphosyntactic, whicl1 turn out to be logically 
(and empirically) orthogonal (see Anderson 2005 for elaboration of this point, as 
well as related discussion in Sluveys sucl1 as that of Halpern 1998, the papers in 
Dixon and Aikhenvald 2002, and n1uch other literature both traditional and modem). 
In the context of the present book, this chapter wiU focus almost exclusively on 
the phonological aspects of ditic behavior, and references to "clitics" 'vi.LI be to 
elements that display the relevant phonological properties (without regard to 
vvhether they display unusual syntactic distribution). 

2 What is a (phonological) clitic? 

As a starting point, vve can ask which elements \Ve ought to consider as clitics 
fron1 such a perspective. The notion of di.tic in traditional gramn1ar is that of a 
"little" word, and in particular one that does not bear an independent accent but 
rather leans accentually on an adjacent '''ord.1 The proposal that di.tics are 
ahvays unaccented, ho\vever, is problematic. 

For instance, in Modern Greek, enclitics do not usually receive stress; thus, ['oose] ' 

'give!', ('oose=mu) 'give me!' \vi.th no stress on the clitic =mu. But when tvvo such 
enclitics are attached to the sam.e host, a stress appears on the penultimate one, 
as in [,oose='mu=to] 'give it to me!'.3 This is a consequence of a general rule of 
!vlodern Greek that builds a trochaic foot over two othenvise unstressed syllables 
at the right edge of a vvord, provided the result does not involve a stress clash. 
Thus, when a di.tic is added to antepenulti.Jnate-stressed [tria'oafilo] 'rose', the 
resuJt is (tria,oafi'lo=n1u] 'my rose'. It is not the sequence of di.tics per se that results 
in the penultimate stress m [,llose='mu=to ], but rather the application of this rule: 
cf. [ 'pes=mu=to] 'say it to me!', with no stress on =mu m an otherwise identical 
sequence, because such a stress "'ould clash with that on the n1onosyllabic stem. 
On the traditional understa.ndillg, the dai.Jn that =mu 'lsc' is a ditic seems to be 

2 Tl1e \vord clitic derives from Greek kliti/..."'Os 'leaning, from klf1'1ei11 'to lean'. > Al'.Va.n.iti (1992) prO\'ides expedmental evidence that, coJ>tra.ry to the proposals of SOJl\e p revious 
al1thors_, the added stress in st1ch cases is primary \vith t11e original \vord stress being redl1ced to sec
ondary. Th.is result has been <'t>nfirmed by the judgments of several native spe<lkers. 
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compromised by the fact that it sometimes bears an accent, but "'e can see that 
this accent is due to the regular phonology of the language, and not to properties 
of =mu 'lsG' itself. 

Similarly, in the Papuan language Bilua (Obata 2003), stress is generally initial, 
but proclitic pronouns do not bear stress, as in (2a). Procl itics can also appear in 
constructions in which there is no adjacent stressed element, hov1ever. This occurs 
under t"'0 conditions: first, a vo"rel-final clitic does not form part of a word with 
a following vo\vel-initial stem, as in (2b); and, second, under some circumstances 
a cluster of clitics arises which is not associated \vith any non-clitic host, as in (2c). 
In these circumstances, the cliti.c receives stress if initial, as iJlustrated belo'\v. 

(2) a. [o= 'J3ouj3ac =k =a] 
3SG.MASC kill 3SG.FEM.OllJ TNS 
'He killed it.' 

b. 'o 'odie =k =a] 
3sG.MASC call 3sG.FEM.OBJ TNS 
'He called her.' 

c. 'o =k =<a 'zari-a 'rae=ng o 
3SG.MASC 3SG.FE1'·1 PRT \Vant-TNS marry-2sG.OBJ-NOM 
'He \vants to marry you.' 

Designating as "clitics" exactly those elen1ents that do not bear stress, then, does 
not appear to give us the results \Ve desire. Instead, it is proposed in Anderson 
(2005) that the right way to pick out clitics phonologically is as prosodically 
deficient elements. Let us assuo.1e that fu.ll 'vords in genera l have a lexical repre
sentation that organizes their phonological content into syllables, feet, and 
ultimately one or more Phonologica.I Words (PWords; see CHAPTER s1: THE PHONO
LOGJCAL ·woRo). We can then say that a phonological forn1 realizing son1e gram-
1natical ele1nent, whose segn1ental content n1ay be organized into syllables and 
possibly feet but which is not lexicaUy assigned the status of a P\iVord, is a ditic 
in the desired phonological sense. This characterization is not compromised by 
the fact that such a clitic \viii typically beco1ne part of a PVVord (perhaps together 
with other clitics, as in Modern Greek [.oose='mu=to] or in the Bilua sentence (2c) 
above) as a consequence of the principles of prosodic organization of the language 
in question. 

The property of being a clitic in this sense, then, is not necessarily a characteristic 
of a lexical item, but rather of a phonological form that can realize that lexical 
item. The same item may 'veil have both clitic and non-clitic forms. The classic 
exan1ple of this is the case of the auxiliary verbs in English: many of these have 
both full, non-cliti.c forms (is, has, ha.d, would, will, etc.) and cl.itic forms ('s, 'd, 'll, 
etc.). From the point of vie''' of the grammar, these are essentially free variants. 
If a reduced (clitic) form is chosen to lexicalize the auxiliary in a given sentence, 
ho,vever, this may result in prosodic ill-forn1edness, as a consequence of the impos
sibility of incorporating the prosodically deficient ite1n into the overall sound struc
ture o.f the sentence in a \veil-formed way (see Anderson 2008 for discu.ssion and 
analysis). Apart from these differential phonological effects, hov1ever, the reduced 
and unreduced auxiliaries are instantiations of the same grammatical element. 

In order to be pronounced, such prosodically deficient material must be incor
porated into the larger prosodic structure in son1e way: thus, the penultiinate stress 
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in Modern Greek [,Oose='mu=to] results from incorporating both enclitics into 
the same phonological \vord as the host verb, and then building a trochaic foot 
over the resultant sequence of w1stressed \\'Ord-final syllables. The Bilua exan1-
ples result fron1 assigning PWord status to clusters of n1aterial that cannot be 
i.ncorporated into any independent PWord, and then assigning initial stress to 
this word. It is the characterization of this sort of integration (v,•hich we will refer 
to as Stray Adjunction) that constitutes the phonology of cliticization, and this 
area of phonology \viii be central to the discussion in later sections of the present 
chapter. 

3 How do clitics differ from affixes? 

Although the characterization of clitics as prosodically deficient gramn1atical ele
ments appears to capture the phonological dimension of their behavior, it does not 
pick them out uniquely in grammatical structure. \IVith relatively fe,v exceptions, 
the affixes found 'vithin "'ords as formal markers of derivational and inflectional 
structure also Jack an autono1nous organization into prosodic constituents at or 
above the level of the PWord (see CHAPTER 104: ROOT-AFFIX ASYM1'1ETRIES), and 
the question natura lly arises of how clitics and affixes are to be distinguished. 

The clas.sic characterization of the issues involved is provided by the "'idely 
cited 'vork of z,vicky and Pullum (1983), 'vho enumerate a number of differences 
bet\\•een clitics and affixes in defense of their analysis of English -n't as the real
ization of an inflectional category of n1odals and other auxiliary verbs rather than 
as a clitic. These include the points in (3). 

(3) a. Clitics have a lov.r degree of selection \Vith respect to their hosts; affixes 
a high degree of selection. 

b. Affixed words are n1ore likely to have accidental or paradign1atic gaps 
than host + clitic combinations. 

c. Affixed words are more likely to have idiosyncratic shapes than host + 
clitic co1nbi.nations. 

d. Affixed words are more likely to have idiosyncratic sen1antics than host 
+ clitic combinations. 

e. Synta.ctic rules can affect affixed 'vords, but not groups of host + clitic. 
f. Clitics, but not affixes, can be attached to material already con taining 

clitics. 

These points can be illustrated, following z,vicky and Pullum (1983), by the 
contrasts in (4) between English clitic auxiliaries (e.g. 's 'is, has', 'd ',vould') and 
the element they argue is an inflectional affix, n't 'NEG'. 

(4) a. The clitic auxiliaries can attach to words of any class that happen to fall 
at the right edge of the preceding constituent; n't can only be added to 
finite forn1s of a.uxiliary and n1odaJ verbs. 

b. Combinations of clitic auxiliaries \vith preceding material are limited only 
by the possibilities of the syntax; some combinations of auxiliary + n 't 
do not exist (e.g. *1nayn'/; in most dialects also •amn't) \\rhile one (ain't) 
does not correspond to a specific non-negative form. 
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c. Combinations of host + clitic auxiliary are governed by the regular 
phonology of English, as seen for instance in regular phuals and past tense 
forms '"ith the endings /z/ and /d/; forn1s such as don't, won't, can't, 
and shan't bear idiosyncratic relations to their non-negative counterparts. 

d.  Clitic auxiliaries make the same syntactic and semantic contribution to 
a sentence as full forms; auxiliaries in n't can have idiosyncratic seman
tics (thus, in you m.ustn't go the negation is \Vithin the scope of the modal, 
while in you. can't go the modal is in the scope of negation). 

e. Clitic auxiliaries do not move together '"ith their host (thus, a question 
corresponding to 1 think John's at the door is Who do you think's at the door? 
and not •w11o's do you think at the door?) while the negated auxiliaries 
1nove as a unit (the question corresponding to 1 haven't a.ny n1ore bananas 
is Haven't you any more bananas? and not •Have you.n't any more banar111-s?). 

f. While clitics can be added to other clitics (I'd've done better if I co11ld've), 
n't  cannot (thus, 1 wouldn't do that if I were you cannot be expressed as 
*I'dn't do that if I ivere you). 

z,,,icky and Pullu1n present these differences as descriptive observations, supported 
by comparisons between uncontroversial instances of clitics and affixes. They can 
be argued to folknv, ho•vever, from the proposal that ditics are introduced into 
syntactic structure as prosodically deficient, but morphosyntactically independent, 
elements, '"hile affixed words are formed by lexical operations and appear as units 
in the syntax.• Although z,"icky and Pullum forn1ulate so1ne of the principles in 
(3) only as tendencies, the present account of the nature of clitics suggests that 
nearly all of them should be construed categorica lly. 

The exception to this generally absolute nature of the differences bet"•een 
clitics and affixes is (3d): syntactically compositional idioms can be se1nantically 
idiosyncratic (e.g. build castles in the air 'n1ake unrealistic plans or proposals'), and 
there is no reason to exclude host + clitic co1nbinations fron1 this saine possibility. 
Indeed, many languages assign special meanings to verbs in the presence of par
ticular clitics, such as French il y a 'there is' or the Italian verbi procom.plemen tari 
studied by Russi (2008). These latter are con1binations of a verb '"ith a specific 
clitic or cluster of clitics, which take on a conventionalized meaning that is not 
compositionally related to that of the basic verb. Exan1ples are provided in (5). 

(5) a. far-la 'deceive, prevail on someone cunningly' 
from fare 'make, do' + la '3sc DO' 

b. voler=ne 'resent, have hard feelings for someone' 
fron1 volere ''"ant' + ne 'PARTITIVE' 

' The specific framework I presume is roughly thato( Anderson (1992). Witltin that theory, productive 
inflection results froll\ the operation of Word Formation Rules that take a lexkal stell\ and the morpho· 
syntactic representation of a syntactic position as their input and yield inflected \vords as their 
output; while derivation and lexically idiosyncratic inflection result from Word Formation Rules that 
constrlLCt and relate lexical stems. The details of thjs position are not essential: what matters is the 
claim that fully i11lle<:ted words, structured as Pl•Vords, appear in the prosodic structure projected from 
the sy11tax. Clitics appear in this struchire eitl1er as prosodically deficient le.xical iten1s (e.g. the contracted 
forn1s of English auxiliaries: see Anderson 2008) or as "special clitics" introduced (as phrasal mor
phology) into that strltctt1re at a point 'vhere non-clitic n1aterial is already present, as described in 
Anderson 2005. 
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The constructions in '"'hich such combinations are found are syntactically normal 
(e.g. Me l'l1afatta di nuouo 'he tricked me again'), but their interpretation cannot 
be directly derived from those of their parts. 

The rest of the properties in (3) follo"' from the proposed architecture of gram
mar. Clitics per se are not selective with respect to their hosts (3a), because they 
are placed by principles that do not make direct reference to the host (although 
in the case of "special di.tics," the phrasal environment for their introduction may 
be such that only a restricted range of hosts "'ill be present in the appropriate 
position). They do not display gaps (3b), because individual host + clitic combi
nations are not listed as such in the lexicon and so are not subject to omission. 
Similarly, such combinations are not available for lexical listing of idiosyncratic 
form (3c). Host+ clitic combinations are not affected in a uni tary way by the syn
tax (3e), because the fact of being a clitic entails only a phonological, not a syn
tactic, relation to the host. 

The only way a clitic could appear "inside of' an affix (3f) would be if some 
special circu1nstances caused it to be introduced in that "'ay as an "endoclitic." 
Most of the putative instances of th.is situation that have been adduced, such as 
the pronominal clitics that appear between the verbal stem and a future or con
ditional ending in Portuguese (e.g. mostrar-no-los-a 's/he ,.,,iJl sho"' then1 to us'), 
appear to have alternative analyses that do not involve "endocliticization" (see 
Anderson 2005: 152ff.). 

One exception is the case of Udi as discussed by Harris (2002), '"hich does appear 
to be a real example. In an Udi form like that in (6), the clitic =ne '3sc' comes 
behveen one affix and another. 

(6) nana-n ajel-ax ak' -es-ne-d-e k'u!fan 
mother-ERG cl1ild-DAT see-tNP-3SG-CAUS-AORU puppy.ABS 
'The mother sho,ved a puppy to the child.' 

In a forn1 such as a=z-q'-e 'I received', indeed, the clitic element =z 'Jsc' appears 
"'ithin the monomorphen1ic root aq' 'receive'. The analysis of such cases is 
extremely interesting, but, as argued i.n Anderson (2005: 161-1.65), the principles 
involved are still consistent "'ith the claim that clitics are added to affixed "'Ords, 
and not the reverse. 

4 How are clitics prosodically related to their hosts? 

Let us assume, then, that lexical elen1ents appear in the input to the phonology 
with a certain amount of prosodic organization, and that non-clitics differ from 
clitics in that only the fonner are lexically organized into PvVords. Clitics and non
ditics alike mu.st be organized into Phonological Phrases (PPhrases) and perhaps 
higher levels of prosodic structure, although that is of less importance for pres
ent concerns. This phrasing can be regarded as being projected at least in part 
from syntactic structure, but the question re1nains of how prosodically deficient 
n1aterial is related to adjacent PWords within this overall organization. 
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The categories of prosodic structure are generally assumed to be related in a 
hierarchical fashion, \Vith syllables constituting Feet, '"hich are parts of P'vVords, 
which are in turn grouped into PPhrases, etc. 

(7) Tl1e Prosodic Hierarchy 
a < Foot < P\'\lord < PPhrase < Intonational Phrase . . .  

A particularly restrictive vie"' of this hierarchy kno\vn as the Strict Layering 
Hypothesis was defended by Nespor and Vogel (1986), for whon1 the relation 
behveen category types was seen as exhaustive at all levels: that is, PPhrases con
sisted exclusively of P'vVords, \Vhich in turn consisted exclusively of Feet, etc.5 In 
a paper \vhich is fundamental to the study of clitic phonology, however, Selkirk 
( 1995), following arguments of Inkelas (1989), proposed that the principles of the 
Prosodic Hierarchy ought to be regarded as a set of individually ranked, violable 
constraints, and this vie'v has dominated subsequent research (see CHAPTER 33: 
SYLLABLE-INTERNAL STRUCTURE, CHAPTER 40: THE FOOT, CHAPTER 51: THE PHONO· 
LOCICAL WORD, and CHAPTER 57: QUANTITY·S£NSITIVITY for more discussion of the 
prosodic hierarchy). 

Associating positions on the ordering in (7) with consecutive integers, we 
could express the basic nature of the Prosodic Hierarchy as involving hvo fun
damental requirements. 

(8) a. La.yeredness 
No C1 dominates a Ci, \vhere j > i (e.g. no Foot contains a P\'\lord). 

b. Headedness (first approximation) 
Every C1 directly dominates some C1•1 (e.g. every PWord contains a Foot). 

The Strict Layering Hypothesis can be expressed as the claim that representations 
also meet hvo other requirements. 

(9) a. Exhaustivity 
No C; directly dominates a Ci, where j < i-1 (e.g. no PWord directly dom
inates a cr). 

b. Non-Recursivity 
No C; directly dominates another C1 (e.g. no PWord contains another 
PWord; adjunction structures do not exist). 

In order to maintain its logical independence fron1 Non-Recursivity, the fonnu
]ation of Headedness in (8) can be replaced by the following. 

(10) Headedness 
Every C1 directly dominates so1ne Ci' \vhere j > i-1. 

5 Nespor and Vogel also posited a category of Clilic Group between the PPhrase and the PWord. 
Subsequent work, such as Boo.ij (J.988) and Zee and Jnkelas (J.991), has generally coJ'duded that 1\0 
sttcl\ distinct prosodjc category need be introdt1ced, and it is disregarded here. For some disct1ssion, 
see Anderson (2005: 42ff.). 
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As noted already by Selkirk (1995), Layeredness and Headedness are inherent 
in the nature of the Prosodic Hierarchy; since these notions are in some sense 
definitional, they are not violable, and if construed as constraints should be 
treated as ahvays undon1inated. Another undominated requirement, '"hich we 
could call that of Full Tn.terpretation, mandates that all phonological material to be 
pronounced be integrated into the overall prosodic structure, '"hich means in effect 
that there n1ust be a path from it to the root of the prosodic tree. It is this con
straint that enforces the application of some process of Stray Adjunction in the 
case of n1aterial which is other,vise prosodically unaffiliated. 

The requirements in (9), ho\vever, make substantive claims about the range of 
prosodic struchtres found in the languages of the world and, as such, are subject 
to empirical confinnation. Evidence suggests, in fact, that they are violated in some 
instances, and this is the basis for interpreting them not as definitional of 
prosodic structure, but as potentially violable constraints. 

Of these the conditions in (l l), formula ted no"' as constraints, are apparently 
never violated and so can be regarded as undominated along \Vith PULL 
lNTERPRETATION. 

(11) a. LAYEREDNESS 
No category dominates a higher-level category. 

b. HEADEDNESS 
Every category directly don1inates (at least) one element no more than 
one level belo"' it on the hierarchy. 

The additional conditions of the Strict Layering condition can, as "'e have seen, 
be violated. Furthermore, violation may be "local" in the sense that a language 
violating, say, ExHAUSTlVJTY at the PPhrase level may nonetheless conforn1 to this 
constraint at other levels, such as the PWord. The relevant principles thus need 
to be formulated as families of constraints, varying over the categories of the hier
archy as in (12). 

(12) a. EXHAUSTIVITY(C;) 
Every element of category C; is exhaustively composed of elements of 
category ci-J• 

b. N·oN-REcuRs1vrrY(C1) 
No elen1ent of category C; directly do1ninates another instance of C;. 

Adherence to the Strict Layering Condition led Nespor and Vogel to require that 
clitics ah,•ays constitute PWords in their 0'"n right, sisters of their host '''ithin a 
constituent of the next highest level of the hierarchy. This is some'"hat problematic, 
given that cliti.cs do not generally manifest the properties of independent 
PWords, such as autonon1ous stress. If we construe the conditions characterizing 
the Prosodic Hierarchy .in (12) as constraints that can be violated under the pres
sure of other constraints, ho\vever, there are a variety of possible relations that 
might obtain between a clitic and its host, and Selkirk (1995) justifies the claim 
that all of these are in fact instantiated. The typology of clitic-host relations that 
she proposes is as in (13). 
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(13) a. PvVord Clitic• b. Free Clitic 
PPh PPh 

� 
PWd P\.Yd Pv\ld 

I I I 
Host Clitic 'Host Clitic 

c. Affixnl Clitic d. lnternnl Clitic 

PPh PPh 

I I 
PWd PWd 

� 
PvVd Host Clitic 

I 
Host Clitic 

PWord clitics, of course, are structures that result when all of the constraints in 
(12) are satisfied, so that Strict Layering obtains. Free clitics, in contrast, result \\'hen 
some other constraint forces violations of EXHAUSTIVITY(PPhrase): the PPhrase thu.s 
contains a constituent lower in the hierarchy than a PW'ord, such as a stray syl
lable or foot. Affixal clitics result \\7hen ExHAUSTIVITY(PPhrase) is satisfied, but 
NoN-RECURSIVITY(PWord) is not (and EXHAUSTIVITY(PvVord) is also violated, in 
case the stray material constituting the di.tic is a syllable and not a foot). 

Internal clitics, like P\i\lord clitics, involve no violations of any of the constraints. 
Differentiating these two possibilities requires us to invoke another constraint: 

(14) PROSODIC FAITHFULNESS 
Prosodic structure in the input should be preserved in the output. 

If \\'e assume that the prosodic structure of the host up to the level of the P\iVord 
is present in the input to that part of the phonology enforcing Stray Adjunction, 
\ve can see that this structure is preserved intact if the stray material is incorpor
ated as a PWord di.tic, but altered if it is incorporated as an internal clitic. The 
choice behveen the hvo, then, depends on the relative importance of PROSODIC 
FAITHFULNESS and some constraint disfavoring the creation of additional P\iVord 
structure (say, •STRUCT). 

For an example of PWord di.tics, we can appeal to Bilua examples such as (2b) 
and (2c), \\'here other aspects of the structure prevent the incorporation of the 
clitic into an  adjacent PWord, but the prohibition against building new PWords 
is not highly enough ranked to prevent a ne"' PWord from being formed. The 
remaining possibilities can be demonstrated through a set of closely related systems 

6 Since c)jtics have been defu1ed precisel)· as elements Jacking PWord sh·ucture, t11e 11otion of a "P\i\'ord 
Clitic" may seero paxadoxical. The point is that while clitics do not have such structure tU>derlyingly, 
the sttbsequent operation of the langt1age's broader principles of prosodic organization may gi\:e rise 
to Stich a str11ct1ue, as \\'e Sil\\' in the case C>f Bilua abo\re. 
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analyzed elegantly by Peperkamp (1997). As reviewed beJo,v, she argues that 
Standard Italian post-verbal pronominal clitics have the structure of free clitics, 
while the corresponding elements in Neapolitan are affixal clitics and those of 
Lucanian are internal clitics. The three d ialects provide a nice contrasting set, 
differing minimally in the \vay clitics are incorporated into prosodic structure as 
described in terms of varied rankings of the constraints introduced above. 

The first system to be considered is that of Neapolitan, as illustrated in (15). 

(15) Neapolitan 
imperative 
'fa 
'con ta 
'pettina 

imperative + 'it' 
'falla 
'contal<1 
'pettinal;i 

imperative + 'you'+ 'it' 
fat'tiUa 
'conta'till<1 
'pettina 'till;i 

'do' 
'tell' 
'comb' 

I assume that PWords are built lexically over the host verbs, and then prosodic
ally deficient clitics are added post-lexically. Note that when clitics are added, 
the first stress does not change except in one case ([fat'tilla]), "'here "'e can say 
that the ne'"' stress appearing on the clitic sequence has the effect of suppressing 
the original stem stress to avoid violating *CtASH ("•hi.ch penalizes a sequence 
of two adjacent stresses) . Peperkamp sho"'S that vve can describe this system by 
saying that the clitic material is adjoined to the existing prosodic \vord, without 
modifying its structure, as in (16). 

(16) a. PPh 

I 
PvVd 

PWd 

I 
F...  a 

I 
lex cl 

b. PPh 

I 
PWd 

PWd 

I 
F . . .  F 

I � 
lex cl, c/2 

A single clitic constitutes a single syllable, and not a Foot; two clitics, ho,vever, 
provide enough material to constitute a Foot, and thus introduce an additional 
stress. Peperkan1p's discussion suggests that there are aspects of forn1al suppletion 
that require the treatment of the 1\110-di.tic sequence as a single unit, which is 
eligible to be a Foot. Alternatively, we could assume simply that the hvo mono
syllabic units are introduced together, and subsequently organized into a Foot. 

vVe can describe this system as foll0\\1S. FULL lNTERl'RETATION, HEADEDNESS, and 
LAYEREDNESS are all undominated \\'ell-forn1edness conditions on the candidates 
that are to be con1pared, so they play no part in the ranking. It is al.so the case 
that prosodic structure assigned lexically is generally preserved, so PRosoo1c 
FAITHFULNESS (14) is also ranked high. 

In the case of a monosyllabic stem followed by two clitics, however, the need 
to avoid successive stressed syllables is n1ore in1portant than the preservation of 
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input prosody, so the stress on the stem is lost as a result of the domination of 
PROSODIC FAITHFULNESS by another constraint (17).7 

(17) •CLASH 
Sequences of hvo consecutive stressed syllables are disallowed. 

To satisfy 'FULL INTERPRETATION, prosodically deficient material (i.e. the clitics) 
n1ust be incorporated into the structure SC)Jnewhere, and the choices are lin1ited. 
Incorporation into a foot would violate 'vell-formedness conditions on feet, as 
•veil as faithfulness to existing prosodic structure. Incorporation into the existing 
PWord would also violate faithfulness. Incorporation at the PPhrase level \vould 
violate EXHAUSTIVITY(PPhrase). The Affixal clitic structures that are actually 
found indicate that EXHAUSTIVITY(PPhrase) outranks NoN-REcuRs1v1TY(PWord): 
that is, building a recursive PWord preserves the existing prosodic structure, and 
avoids having lower-level constituents (syllables, feet) directly dominated by a 
PPhrase. The overall constraint ranking for Neapolitan is as in (18). 

(18) ·CLASH >> PROSODIC FAITHFULNESS >> EXHAUSTIVITY(PPhrase) >> NoN
RECURSIVITY(PWord) 

No'v compare the Neapolitan approach to Stray Adjunction \Vith that employed 
in another dialect, Lucanian. 

(19) Lucanian 
a. 'vinna 'sell' 
b. ram'milla 'give me it' 

van'nilla 'sell it' 
mannata'milla 'send me it' 

We see in (19a) that the addition of a clitic in this language causes stress to shift 
rightward.8 Apparently, a binary trochaic foot is constructed over the last hvo 
syllables of the form, including both stem and any follo,ving clitics. The forms in 
(19b), \vith h''O clitics, have this foot constructed entirely over clitic material. In 
this language, Stray Adjunction produces Internal clitics, sacrificing Faithfulness 
to maintain the Strict Layering constraints. The resulting struchue for a fonn with 
hvo clitics is as in (20). 

(20) PPh 

I 
PV\/d 

Ft 

� 
mannata 'mi Ila 

7 Tl1e fact tlk1t it is tl1e first, rather than the second, of t\\10 adjacei1t stresses that is lost must be resolved 
by other aspects of the p�osodic phonology of NeapoJ.itaJ> not considered. here. 
8 Stress sl1ift is responsible for the VO\\lel alternation in tl\ese forms, \vith stressed [i] corresponding 
to unstressed [a). 
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The constraint ranking necessary to obtain this result is (21). 

(21) NoN-REcuRsrv1TY(PWord), ExHAUSTIVITY(PWord) >> 
PROSODIC FAITHFULNESS 

Let us finally compare the situation in (standard) Italian, illustrated in (22). 

(22) Standa.rd Italian 
a. 
b. 

'porta 
'portamelo 

'bring' 
'bring me it' 

'portami 
te'lefonamelo 

'bring me' 
'telephone it to me' 

Here the addition of a clitic does not alter the lexically assigned stress, suggesting 
that PROSODIC FAITHFULNESS is highly ranked. Even when h'\00 clitics are added, 
as in (22b), the stress is not altered, and apparently no ne\v stress is assigned even 
though two syllables of additional material \vould support the construction of a 
ne>v Foot if th.is n1aterial \Vere '"'ithin the PVVord. Apparently, then, Stray Adjunct.ion 
in Standard Italian produces free clitics by attachment to the PPhrase, as in (23). 

(23) PPh 

PWd 

/">. 
'porta nle lo 

The required ranking is that in (24). 

(24) NON-R£CURSIV1TY, ExHAUSTIVITY(PVVord), PROSODIC FAITHFULNESS >> 
EXHAUSTIVITY(PPhrase) 

Stray Adjunction in these three Italian dialects is thus based on different rank
ings of the prosodic constraints, yielding three different structural types of clitic 
as a reflection of these differences in their post-lexical phonology. 

Peperkamp argues for the structural differences an1ongst Italian dialects on the 
basis of the distribution of stress alone, but sometimes this is insufficient to pro
vide an unambiguous analysis. For example, in the case of a language with stress 
oriented to the left of the \-VOrd (or simply preserved by high-ranking faithful
ness constraints) and a set of unstressed enclitics, stress alone '"ill not allO"' us 
to differentiate among the structures of free, affixal, and internal clitics. To do so, 
we 1nust establish the location of PVVord bow1daries in the resulting fonn. The 
three possibilities can be distinguished in this way, as in (25). 

(25) a. Free ditic: ( . . .  )host]pwd clitic],.,'h 
b. Affix al cl itic: ( . . . )host]pw,1 cliticlrwdlrrh 
c. Internal ditic: ( . . .  )host clitic lrw<1lrr1> 

Dete.rmining '"'hich of these structures is present in a given instance is certainly 
not trivial, but it can often be done by looking for phonological phenomena which 
occur at the edges of P\'\lords or across PWord boundaries. Revithiadou (2008) 
provides a detailed study of a range of dialects of Modern Greek of exactly this 
sort, sho\ving that phonological regularities characteristic of prosodic bow1daries 
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identify different host-clitic relationships in different dialects. Similar arguments 
provided by Booij and Rubach (1987) for Polish can be interpreted as showing 
that proclitic prepositions in that language (e.g. bez 'without' in bez namyslu 
'without thinking') are related to a follo'"ing host as affixal clitics, as reviewed 
in Anderson (2005: 40f.). 

It appears that, in general, the attachment of a clitic to a host on one side or 
the other can be derived from the overall prosodic organization of a language. 
Typically, prosodic struchrre above the level of the PWord is projected from the 
syntax, and the con1monest tendency is for this structure to be respected: that is, 
a clitic attaches phonologically to the host (on its right or on its left) 'vith "'hich 
it is most closely affiliated grammatically. In some instances, though, this direc
tion of attachment is directly contravened. 

In K\'l'akw'ala, for instance, as discussed at length in Anderson (2005), DP
initial detern1iner clitics associate phonologically not with the following word, 
'vhich is part of the same DP, but rather with the preceding \·vord, "'hich is not. 
An example is provided by the sentence in (26). 

(26) jalk"amas[=ida bag"anama)0r(=x-a '\"atsi]0r[=s-a 
ca.use hurt-DEM man-OBJ-DEM dog-INST-DEM 
'The man hurt the dog with the stick.' 

g"'aXtllLX"lor 
stick 

Here the square brackets indicate syntactic constituents, 1'1"hile inter-word 
spaces delineate PWords: thus, /bag"'ana1na[=x-a/ is a single PWord, \'l"hile [=ida 
bag"'anama]0r is a single DP. 

This situation can be related to the fact that Kwak'"'ala is a language in "'hich 
virtually all morphological marking is suffixal, and thus the lexical root is ah'l'ays 
('"ith the exception of reduplicated forms) word initial. A preference to maintain 
this same situation at the level of prosodic structure can be expressed as a con
straint such as (27). 

(27) ALIGN(PWord, L; Lex\'\lord, L) (>> ALIGN(XP, L; PPhrase, L)) 

That is, it is important that the left edge of a PWord coincide ivith the left edge 
of a lexical \vord (and not e.g. a clitic deternuner). This constraint is more lughly 
ranked than the reguiren1ent that the left edges of syntactic phrases coincide with 
the left edges of P.Phrases, and forces the cJ.itics to associate anti.-syntacticaUy to 
their left. 

The claim that the direction of attachment of clitics can be derived from the 
prosodic organization of the language as a whole (including constraints such as the 
one in (27)) is a strong one. It is at variance with proposals such as that of Klavans 
(1985), 'vhere it is clain1ed that among the diolensions defining individual clitics 
in a language is a parameter of direction of attachment. Subsequent research has 
suggested, however, that once grammatical structure and its relation to prosody 
are taken into account, a unitary analysis can be offered for the way clitics attach in 
any individual language. Counterexa1nples to tlus claim "'ould have to involve 
pairs of clitics th.at '"'ere entirely comparable in their gramolar, but where one 
attached to a host on its left and the other to a host on its right (under otherwise 
identical prosodic conditions). Such examples do not appear to exist, and it seems 
reasonable to propose that the direction of attachment of clitics is a function of 
the overall granunar of a language, rather than a property of individual clitics. 
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In summary, clitics can be characterized from a phonological point of view as 
linguistic elements lacking in prosodic structure at (or belo\'1) the level of the 
PWord. Linguistic units that are called "clitics" on the basis of unusual syntactic 
behavior may or may not be clitics in this sense: for exrunple, Italian loro '3PL DAT' 

behaves in a "'ay which is partially si.milar to the other Italian pronominal 
clitics, but loro is not prosodically deficient, and thus does not constitute a clitic 
from the phonological point of vie'"· Sunilarly, Hungarian verbal prefixes such 
as oda in oda.-1nent-e111 'I vvent over there' constitute PvVords in their own right (as 
sho,vn by stress and vo,vel harn1ony ), and thus are not phonological di tics, even 
though they bear a special grarrunatical relation to an associated verb. 

Material that is not fully integrated into prosodic structure (at the PvVord level) 
ill the illput can be called "stray," and the phonology of cliticization is funda
mentally a matter of how this stray n1aterial is illcorporated into the overall prosodic 
structure of the sentence: how "Stray Adjunction" is enforced. The basic n1echanics 
of this can be described by an ordering of the constraints characterizmg prosodic 
layerillg with respect to one another and to other constraillts withm the gram
mar of the language iJ1 question. Arguments for this rankillg can be provided either 
directly fron1 properties of the resulting prosodic structure (such as the location 
of stress) or from other phonological pheno111ena that are sensitive to it. 

5 How is the segmental phonology of a clitic related 
to that of its host? 

A consequence of the grammatical architecture proposed here concerns the 
phonology applicable to clitic + host combinations. Smee the formation of these 
presupposes the forms of lexical words, it would appear that in tenns of classical 
Lexi.ca.I Phonology (e.g. Kiparsky 1985; see also CHAPT"ER 94: LEXICAL PHONOLOGY 
AND THE LEXICAL SYNDROME), any adjustments to their shape must follovv from 
prillciples of the post-lexical phonology, not the lexical phonology sensu stricto. 
Bernu'idez-Otero and Payne (forthcommg) note this, but assert that examples exist 
vvhich controvert it: cases in which host + clitic combinations are affected by rules 
that are l.ex.ical, not post-1.ex.ical in character. 

The one such example cited by Bermt'1dez-Otero and Payne concerns laryngeal 
neutralization ill Catalan. They argue, follovvillg the descriptive literature (e.g. 
Wheeler 2005) that voicing is neutralized i.n coda obstruents in this language (see 
CHAPTER 69: FINAL DEVOICING AND FINAL LARYNGEAL NEUTRALIZATION). When these 
are closely followed by an onset consonant (in the same 0( a following 'vord), 
they show the same voicing as that consonant, and it is plausible to attribute this 
to assimilation. Word-finally, however, coda obstruents are devoiced; and this 
devoicu1g persists even if the consonant i.n question is resyllabi.fied post-lexically 
'vith a following vo,.vel. These facts are illustrated in (28) for the stein / Aob I 'wolf', 
'v hich ends in t.u�.derlying voiced /b I. 

(28) a. llop [Aop I '\volf' 
b. llop lliure [,{ob.Aiw .re] 'free \volf' 
c. !lop trist [,{op.trist] 'sad "'olf' 
d. lloba [Ao.pa] 'she-,.volf' 
e. llop amic [Ao.pa.mi.kl 'friendly wolf' 
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They suggest that there must be a ""1ord-level" principle of laryngeal neutral
ization "'hich is counterbled by post-lexical resyllabification in forms like (28e). 
In fonns where a stein-final voiced obstruent is follo\ved by a vowel-initial clitic, 
however, the pattern is subtly different: resyllabificatio.n bleeds laryngeal .neutral
ization, as illustrated in (29) for the stem /reb/ 'receive'. 

(29) a. 
b. 
c. 

rebre 
rep aixo1 
rep=fio! 

[r€.pra] 
[r€.pa.f .>) 
[re.pu] 

'receive (lNF)' 
'receive (2sG.JMP) that!' 
'receive (2sc.1r.1P)-3sG.ACC.N!' 

Why should there be a difference in voicing ben"een the sten1-final /b I as it appears 
in (29b) and in (c)? Bermudez-Otero and Payne conclude that this must be 
because the clitic in (29c) must already be present (and have triggered resyl
labification) at the point \vhere Laryngeal Neutralization takes place: 

These data show unequivocally that enditic =ho belongs in the same grammatical 
word as the verb stem, since it causes the stem-final consonant to be syllabified as an 
onset already at the \Vord level [ . . .  ] Therefore, enclitic =ho cannot be a phrasal affix. 

This conclusion does not follow, h<nvever. It results from Bermudez-Otero and 
Payne's equation of "'''Ord-level" phonology "'ith "lexical" phonology, and the 
assumption that the "post-lexical" phonology is monolithic. In fact, ho'"ever, we 
can take the "word-level" character of laryngeal neutralization to refer to the PWord, 
not (as Bern1udez-Otero and Payne do) to the grammatical word. If "'e assume 
th.at post-verbal pronon1inal cliti.cs in Catalan are affixal di.tics, the result of stray 
adjunction in (29c) will be [[[reblrwdu)pw,11rrh· This entire construction is a P\iVord, 
and it is plausible to assume that resyllabification of this PWord yields a struc
ture like [[re)pwd·buJrwd, bleeding Laryngeal Neutralization. In (29b), hov.rever, the 
structure is [[r€b],,wd[a.f.>)pwdlPPh· Laryngeal Neutralization, a rule whose scope is 
the PWord, converts this to [[r£p lPwd[a.f.>)pwd),,Ptv ,.vhich is subsequently resyllabified 
at the PPhrase level to [[rE)pwJ[p;;,.f:ilrw.ilrrh· 

Resyllabification at the PPhrase level does not bleed Laryngeal Neutralization, 
but Resyllabification at the P\l\7ord level does. Since Bernu'idez-Otero and Payne 
do not show that Laryngeal Neutralization has other characteristics of a "lexical" 
rather than "post-lexica l" process (e.g. lexical exceptions), it follo\vs on.1.y that the 
post-lexical phonology displays a sort of cyclic structure, with a round of phono
logical adjustment induced by each of the categories of the Prosodic Hierarchy, 
and not that clitics like Catalan =ho are not phrasal affixes. The notion that phono
logical regularities enforced at different levels of the Prosodic Hierard1y (sum 
as the P\l\7ord vs. the PPhrase) cm1 be at least partially distinct is a cornerstone 
of prosodic theory, and a basic way in which one argues that a given prosodic 
constituent is of one type rather than another (see Nespor and Vogel 1986). 

I conclude, then, that the phonology relating clitics to their hosts is in general 
of the "post-lexical" type, with the specifics depending on the regularities 
governing variou.s prosodic constituent types \vithin a. given language. Given the 
current state of instability that governs the architecture of phonological theory, 
'"ith classical rule-based Lexical Phonology and its most direct constraint-based 
dependent, Strata) OT (Bennudez-Otero, forthco1ning), in conflict both "'ith the 
"standard" 1nonolithic n1odel of OT and also '"ith various alternatives such as 
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OT-CC (McCarthy 2007) and Optimal Interleaving (\Nolf 2008), Phase-based 
Phonology, as represented by various papers in Grohmann (2009), and others, it 
is difficult to see the facts above fron1 Catalan as decisively incompatible with the 
view of clitics as phonologically integrated 'vith their hosts at the syntactic level, 
rather than in the lexicon. 

6 Conclusion 

There is very little to the phonology of di tics, then, that is unique to these elements. 
In terms of their representation, they have the character of being inco1npletely 
organized in prosodic terms: they are deficient in not constituting PWords, as 
opposed to normal lexical items. Once that is taken into account, the rest of tlleir 
behavior follows from the prosodic phonology of the language. Aspects of 
prosodic well-formedness require that they undergo Stray Adjunction, or incor
poration into adjacent prosodic units at son1e level, in \vays that depend on the 
language's particular ranking of constraints governing prosodic struchue. The 
language's "post-lexical" phonology (in some appropriate, architecture-dependent 
sense) then governs adjustments in the phonological shape of the resulting 
combination of clitic and host. Neither the prosodic organization nor the phono
logical adjus!Jnents involved are uniquely identified 'vith clitics, although clitics 
may \Veil provide essential clues in the detennination of hovv the phonology (includ
ing prosody) of a language \vorks. 

A full treatment of the linguistic category of "clitics," of course, v»ould have to 
deal with more than the phonological characteristics of items so designated. In 
particular, the principles underlying the distinctive (morpho)syntactic behavior 
of "Special Clitics" must be elucidated. Linguistic iten1s that sho'v clitic behavior 
in the morphosyn tactic sense are usually, though not ahvays, prosodically deficient 
and thus phonologically clitic as "'ell. The analysis of this dimension of the (not 
entirely homogeneous) class of "clitics" would, ho"'ever, take us much too far 
afield in the context of this Co111pani-0n, and the interested reader can only be referred 
to Anderson (2005) for the development of one vievv. 
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1 Introduction 

The phonology of a natural language will often treat the san1e string differently 
according to \vhether it is "'holly con tained within a single morph, arises through 
a morphological operation like affixation, or straddles the edges of two adjacent 
grammatical \vords. In the generative tradition there is a 'videspread and long
standing consensus that such morphosyntactic conditioning effects 1nay come 
about in t'.vo ways: representationally or procedurally (Scheer 2008: §3ff.; see 
Table 85.l.). Representational morphosyntactic conditioning occurs when phono

logical processes are sensitive to the presence or absence of certain phonological 
objects - boundary symbols in SPE, prosodic categories in n1ost later frarne,vorks 
- \Vhich are in turn positioned by reference to the edges of morphosyntactic units. 
In procedural n1orphosyntactic conditioning, in contrast, n1orphosyntax directly 
controls the amount of structure visible during a given roimd of phonological 
computation, either by submitting to the phonology only a morphosyntactic sub
constituent of a complete linguistic expression (as in the theory of the cycle) or 

Table 85.1 T"'O types of morphosyntactic conditioning ackno\vledged throughout the 
history of generative phonology 

Theory Reprcsentntio1111l effects Procedural effects Sample reference 

SP£ boundary symbols ( +, #) the cycle Chomsky & Halle (1968) 

Lexical prosodjc uni ts the cycle Booij & Rubach (1984) 
Phonology (built by rules) (\vith levels) 

Strata! OT prosodic units the cycle Bermudez-Otero & Luis 
(controlled by ALIGN) (•..vith levels) (2009) 

Classjcal OT prosoruc units 00-correspondence Raffelsiefen (2005) 
(controlled by ALIGN) 

Lateral empty CV units the cycle (phases) Scheer (2008) 
Phonology 
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by allo,ving the phonology access to the surface representation of some morpho
syntactically related expression (as in the theory of transderivational or output
output correspondence, henceforth 00-correspondence). 

This chapter addresses current debates about procedural n1orphosyntactic 
conditioning in phonology, focusing in particular on the contest between the 
cycle and 00-correspondence (§5-§9); \Ve shall be concerned with prosody only 
insofar as it raises the non-trivial problem of den1arcating procedural from 
representational effects (§4). Much of the discussion v-rill be taken up \Vith three 
instances of n1orphosyntactically induced 111isapplication that challenge the 
basic premises of transderivational theories: in all three cases, the surface bases 
needed for an analysis relying on 00-correspondence appear to be unavailable 
for phonological or morphological reasons (§6-§8). As the argun1ent unfolds, 
however, it \Vill becon1e clear that questions about morphosyntax-phonology inter
actions are intricately entangled \vith problems in every other area of phonology, 
notably including the theory of representations, the phonology-phonetics interface, 
and the balance behveen synchronic and diachronic explanation. 

2 Two cases of cyclic misapplication in English: 
Post-nasal plosive deletion and Belfast dentalization 

Let us begin '''ith a well-kno\vn instance of morphologically induced overapplica
tion. Present-day English tolerates homorganic consonant clusters consisting of 
a nasal follo\ved by a non-coronal voiced plosive (i.e. [b) or [g]) only if the latter 
is syllabified in onset position; if the plosive '''ould otherwise surface in the coda, 
it undergoes deletion (Boro"'sky 1993: 202).' 

(1) a.  bomb (bon1) b. bombardv [,bom.'ba:d] 
thumb (EJAm) thimble ['EJ1m.bl] 
crwnb [klAm] crum.ble ('k.1Am.bl] 
long [l ol)] elongatev (' i: .IUl).,ge1t] 

The forms in (la) and (1 b) display normal application and non-application of 
deletion, respectively. In (2a), however, the process overapplies: the plosives [b] 
and [g] fail to surface stem-finally, even though in that position they \VOuld be 
syllabified as onsets; cf. (2b ).2 

(2) a. bomb-ing ('bo.JTIUJ) b. *['bom.bnJ] 
thumb-ing ('EJA.ffillJ) *('(�Am.b11J) 
crwnb-y ['k.L\.nu] *['k.1Am.b1] 
long-ish ('lD.l)If) *('lol).g1f) 

1 All varieties of EngHsh exhibit post-nasal /bl-deletion; /g/-deletion varies across dialect,;. 
' Thumb,. and lllimble are highly wllikely to be synchronically related, and so native speakers probably 
ha\•e 110 reaso11 to deri\•e the noun tl11r111bN or the co11verted verb th1r111bv from a root /0An1b/, If so, 
the gerund ll111mb·i11g ['9•.r.nu)] is in foct transparent. This does not affect ou� argument, however: the 
key point is that the gramn1ar of English systen1aticall)' disallows transparent alternations bet\veen 
infinitives end.ing in [ . . . Vm] and gerunds ending in [ . . . Vm.blQ]. 
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According to the theory of the phonological cycle, first formulated by Chomsky 
et al. (1956: 75), the key to such instances of morphosyntactically induced mis
application is to be found in part-\vhole relationships within the granunatical 
constituent structure of the relevant linguistic expressions. Consider, for exan1ple, 
the morphological structure of the adjective long, the verb elongate, and the derived 
adjective longish. 

(3) a. b. c. 

Let us suppose that some of the 1norphosyntactic constituents shown in (3) 
define domains for phonological con1putation; I shall henceforth refer to these as 
"cyclic nodes." Assume, at a minimum, that the set of cyclic nodes in (3) includes 
every stem immediately derived from a root, as well as every fu lly inflected, 
syntactically free grammatical word; these are flagged \vith a superscript ©. 
Given these premises, one obtains the follo\'l'ing nested domain structures: 

(4) a. [[101Jgll b. [[i:-lol)g-eit]] c. [[lol)g] 1f] 

No\'\' suppose that phonological computation proceeds iteratively, starting with 
the domains defined by the smallest, most deeply embedded cyclic nodes, and then 
moving to larger, less deeply embedded cyclic nodes: in other \vords, suppose 
that the computation of the phonological form of the parts precedes and feeds 
the con1putation of the phonological forn1 of the '"hole. 

(5) 
inne.r cycle 
outer cycle 

a. [[l Dl)g ] I 
lol) 

b. [[i:-lo1)g-ert]] 
i: .lol).ge1t 

c. [[lol)g] 1f] 
lol) 
lD.lJ!f 

According to this cyclic analysis, post-nasal plosive deletion overapplies in long
ish because its conditions are met \vithin a morphosyntactic subconstituent, the 
stem long-, which defines a cyclic domain by itself. The environment for deletion 
disappears in the outer cycle, as the VO\vel of the suffix -ish projects a syllable 
with an onset capable of sheltering the underlying /g/; but deletion has already 
app.lied in the inner cycle. The result is a. counterbleeding interaction. 

Observe that not all morphosyntactic constituents trigger phonological cycles. 
In (3b) and (4b), for example, it is absolutely crucial that roots (as opposed to 
stems) should not count as cyclic nodes (Kiparsky 1982: 32-33; Inkelas 1989: 
§3.5.5); otherwise, post-nasal plosive deletion would incorrectly overapply in 
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e-long-ate.3 A fully articulated theory of the cycle must of course specify criteria 
for designating particular morphosyntactic nodes as cyclic or non-cyclic. Scholars 
working in the tradition of Lexical Phonology (e.g. Kiparsky 1982; Hargus and 
Kaisse 1993) and Stratal OT (e.g. Bermudez-Otero 1999, 2003; Kiparsky 2000) have 
reached a broad consensus on a number of points, sometimes strikingly at vari
ance "'ith phase theory in minimalist syntax (Chomsky 2001): e.g. there appear 
to be no cyclic nodes bel\veen the grammatical "'ord (X0) and the utterance 
(see ftuther Scheer 2008: §740ff.). Many other issues ren1ain open: e.g. whether 
or not certain affixes should be allowed to define cyclic domains by themselves 
(Baker 2005; see also Mohanan 1982, and cf. McCarthy 2007: 133-134). 

To account for morphologically induced underapplication, the theor)' of the 
cycle needs to be supplemented \Vith the concept of level or stratum (CHAPTER 94: 
LEXICAL PHONOLOGY ANO THE LEXICAL SYNDROME).'' Consider, for example, the pro
cess of dentalization found in certain varieties of English spoken in and around 
Belfast: the coronal non-continuants /t d n J I  have alveolar realizations unless 
immediately follo\ved by /(<i)J/, in 'vhich case they become dental (Harris 1985: 
58, 21 lff.). 

(6) a. train. [!rr<1n] drain (<Jr1an] 
• 

true l!rtt: I dreiv [gftt:] • 

b. Peter ('pi!a'] ladder ('laga'] di1111er ('deoa'] pilhlr [ 'pe!a'] 
matter [ 'mata'J rudder [' Jjga'] spa1111er ['sp�1a'] 

Dentalization underapplies when its environn1ent is created by adding a suffix 
like agentive -er (7a) or comparative -er (7b) to a free stern, a.lthough it does apply 
normally \Vhen comparative -er is suffixed to a suppletive bound root (7c). 

(7) a. liea[t]er loa[d]er di[n]er 'diner' ki[l]er 
ivai[t]er ru [n]er 
shou[t]er 

b. fa[t]er Iou(d]er fi[n)er coo[l)er 
la[t)er 

c. better ['bret<i') , good.COMPARATIVE' 
cf. better ['bcet<1') 'one \vho bets' 

Applying the same principles as in (4), we obtain cyclic don1ain structures like 
the .follo>ving: 

(8) a. [(train)) 
[[Peter)] 
[[belt-er)) 'good.COMPARATIVE' 

b. [(heat] er) 
[[fat) er) 
[[bet] er] 'one who bets' 

Ho,vever, it becomes immediately apparent that, if dentalization applies in every 
cycle, then cyclic derivation will just fail to produce the desired underapplication 
in (Sb): dentalization '"'ill sin1ply take place in the outer cycle. 

3 For the root-based status of tJ1js forn1, compare verbs like e-d11/cor-nte, e-1nat1cip-ate, e-viscer-nte, etc., 
which a.re manifestly derived from u.ninflectable bound bases. 
'' Some scholars pursue an alternative approach, based on Chomsky's (2001) Phase ln1penetrobility 
Condition: e.g. 1'1arvin (2002), Scheer (2008). 
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Many cyclic frame,vorks solve this problem by asserting that phonological 
domains associated \\rith morphosyntactic constituents of different kinds may 
be subject to different phonological generaliza lions: in con1mon usage, such n1or
phosyntactic constituents are said to "belong to different phonological levels." 
Theories differ as to the number of phonological levels that may be distinguished 
\Vithin the grammar of a single language. Lexical Phonology and Strata! OT 
often assume that each grammar specifies precisely three levels: the stem, \VOrd, 
and phrase levels. In affixal constructions, the ascription of the construction to 
the stem-level or "'Ord-level phonology is deemed to depend on properties 
both of the base (Giegerich 1999) and of the affix: the attachment of an affix to 
a root necessarily produces a stem-level category; the attachment of an affix 
to a sten1 may produce a stem-level or "'Ord-level category depending on the 
idiosyncratic affiliation of the affix (e.g. Bennudez-Otero 2007d: 283). In constrast, 
full grammatical words trigger word-level cycles and complete utterances trigger 
phrase-level cycles. 

In the case of Belfast English, one must assume that dentalization applies 
only within stem-level domains, and that agentive -er and comparative -er are 
word-level suffixes unless attached to bound roots. This yields the appropriate 
counterfeeding relationship between sten1-level dentalization and word-level 
suffixation. 

(9) 

SL (dentalization on) 
\<\TL (dentalization off) 

SL (dentalization on) 
\<\TL (dentalization off) 

Peter 
w
d 
sLI Peter]] 

t 

fntt-er 
wd sL[fat] er] 

'good .CO,.,!P ARATIVE' 
w
d 
s
d belt-er]] 

! 

'one '"ho bets' 
wd sdbel] er] 

3 The Russian Doll Theorem and the life cycle of 
phonological processes 

There is no room in this brief chapter to revie"' all the predictions about morpho
syntactically induced misapplication that follo1\1 from the theory of the cycle. It 
will therefore be appropriate to concentrate here on one of the most fundamental: 

(10) The Russian Doll Theore1n 
Let there be the nested cyclic don1ains y[ . . .  �[ . . .  0[ • • .  ] • • •  ] • •  .]. If a 
phonological process p is opaque in � because its do1nai.n is a, then p 
is opaque in y. 

To my knowledge, this entailment o.f cyclic theory has not been formally 
enunciated before, probably because it has been considered so obviously true 
as to be entirely trivial. Later, however, 1ve shall see that 00-correspondence 
is easily capable of violating the Russian Doll Theorem and captures its effects 
only by stipulation (§9). 
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The Russian Doll Theorem has the follo"1ing corollary: 

(11) If a phonological process exhibits cyclic misapplication vvithin a certain phono
logical configuration created by affixation, then it must also exhibit cyclic 
misapplication if the same configuration arises by "'Ord concatenation. 

This follows logically from ele1nentary facts of morphosyntactic layering: a 
phonological process can cyclically misapply in the presence of an affix only if 
that affix is excluded from its cyclic don1ain, '"hich n1ust therefore correspond 
to a morphosyntacti.c category smaller than the grammatical word, i.e. a stem; 
but, by its very nature, a stem cannot straddle the edges of adjacent \vords. 
Post-nasal plosive deletion (§2) bears out this prediction: overapplication before 
word-level suflixes beginning with a vo\veL as in long-ish ['lo.tJif], entails over
application in '"ord-final prevocalic environments, as in long effect [,10.1)1.'ftkt]; 
cf. •[, l OJJ.gl.' fekt j. 

Not only does corollary (11) hold true of post-nasal plosive deletion in present-day 
English, but it also captures key facts in the diachronic evolution of the process. 
For I Qg/ clusters, in particular, '"e can reconstruct the four historical stages 
sho,vn in (12): Stage 0 represents the situation in Early Modern English; Stage 1 
is attested in the forn1al, relatively conservative register of eighteenth-century 
orthoepist James Elphinston; Stage 2 corresponds to Elphinston's description of 
his ovvn casual, more innovative register; and Stage 3 is observed in present-day 
RP (Garrett and Blevins 2009: 527-528). The syn1bol II represents pause (i.e. the 
end of the phonological utterance). 

(12) Stage 
0 1 2 3 

elo11ga.le tJg !Jg l)g !Jg 
prolong-er l)g IJg tJg I) 
prolong it •Jg JJg I) JJ 
prolong II l)g I) I) I) 

In compliance with (11), the diachronic transition from normal application (Stage 1) 
to word-internal overapplication (Stage 3) is effected through an intern1ediate 
phase involving overapplication. at vvord boundaries but norm.al application 
word-internally (Stage 2). 

More generally, the diachronic pathvvay shovvn in (12) provides a clear illus
tration of the typical life cycle of phonological processes, which stratal-cyclic 
frame'"orks capture in a particularly perspicuous \vay; see e.g. Bermudez-Otero 
(1999: 99-103, 239-240; 2007b: 503) and McMahon (2000: ch. 4). First, phonetically 
driven innovations enter the grammar from belovv as gradient phonetic rules, vvhich 
later become stabilized as categorical phonological processes applying across 
the board at the phrase level (Bern1udez-Otero 2007b: 505; see also CHAPTER 89: 
GRAOIENCE AND CATEGORICALITY IN PHONOLOGICAL THEORY; CHAPTER 93: SOUND 
CHANGE): in (12), this is the transition from Stage 0 to Sta.ge 1.  Subsequently, ana
logical change causes the ne\v phonological process to climb up to progressively 
higher levels, concomitantly narrowing down its domain of application (Dressler 
1985: 149): in (12) we see deletion clunbing up from the phrase level (Stage 1) 
to the \\'Ord level (Stage 2), and from the \Vord level (Stage 2) to the sten1 level 
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(Stage 3). Eventually, senescent processes typically undergo morphologization or 
lexicalization: see Bermudez-Otero (2008) for incipient syn1pto1ns of this in the 
case of post-nasal plosive deletion. 

The overall sequence of events is represented in greater detail in (13), where g 
i.ndicates a site of I g/-deletion. 

(13) level deletion? elongate prolonging II 
a. Stage 0: Early Modern English 

SL no [i:.lori.ge1t) (pia.lorig][JJJg) 
WL no [i:.loIJ.gen] [p1;;i.lo1J.gI1Jg) 
PL no [i: .loIJ.ge1t] [p1a.lu1J.g11Jg] 

b. Stage 1: Elphinston's fon11al register 
SL no [i: .loIJ.ge1t] (p1a.lul)g)[11Jg] 
WL no [i:.loIJ.ge1t) [p1a.lol).g11Jg) 
PL yes (i: .lori.ge1t) (p1a.lo1J.g11Jg) 

c. Stage 2: Elphinston's casual register 
SL no [i:.lol).gen] [p1a.lo1Jg)[11Jg] 
\<VL yes [i: .lol).geit] [p1a.lu1J.g11Jg] 
PL yes [i: .lo1J.ge1t] [pia.lul).gnJ] 

(vacuous) 
d. Stage 3: P1·esent-day RP 

SL yes (i:.lo1J.ge1t] (p1a.lul)g)[11Jg] 
WL yes [i:.lol).ge1t) [p1a.lo.1JI1J) 

(vacuous) 
PL yes [i: .lol).gen] [p1a.lo.1JI1J] 

(vacuous) 

p1·olong it 

(p.1a. lol)g)[ it) 
[pi;;i.lol)g) [Jt] 
[p1a.lu1J.g1t I 

[p1a.lol)g][1t] 
(p1a.10Qg) [1t I 
(p.1a. lo1J.g1 t) 

[pi;;i.lol)g) [Jt] 
[pxa.lul)g] [It I 
[p1a.lo.g1t] 

[pla.lol)g][1t] 
(pia.lol)](1t J 

[px;;i.lo.l)It] 

prolong II 

(p1a.l DIJg) 
[p1;;i.lo1Jg] 
[p1a.lo1Jgl 

[p1a.lo1Jgl 
(p1a.loJJg) 
(p1a.l DJJg) 

[p1;;i.loJJg] 
[p1a.l0Qg] 
[p1a.lo1J] 

[pla.loJJg] 
(p1a.loJJ) 

(p1;;1.IOJJ) 

The analogical changes involved in the transitions between Stages 1 and 2 and 
between Stages 2 and 3 \vere driven by input restrtlcturing (Bermudez-Otero 
and Hogg 2003: 105ff.; Bermudez-Otero 2006: SOlff.). At Stage 1, for example, 
surface pLfp1a.lo1Jll] ivas derived unfaithfully from ivord-level wdp1a.lol)g] by 
a phrase-level application of deletion. By Stage 2, ho"'ever, PL[p1a.lo1Jll] has been 
re-analyzed as derived faithfully fron1 an identical word-level representation 
wdp1a.l oJJ). This has the effect of introducing deletion into the word-level phono
logy, and gives rise to the innovative opaque surface form rdp1;;i.lo.1J1t], derived 
from \VOrd-level w1Jp1a.lo1J] wd1t]. Bermudez-Otero (1999: 100-103, 239-240; 
2003: 4ff.) outlines an approach to phonological learning that accounts straight
fonvardly for such patterns of recurrent input restructuring. 

4 Cyclicity vs. prosody 

In §2 we assmned that the morphosyntactic conditioning effects displayed by 
post-nasal plosive deletion and Belfast dentalization �vere procedural, not rep
resentational (see §1). Ho"'ever, several scholars have proposed that the behavior 
of English "'Ord-level suffixes should be explained prosodically, rather than 
cyclically (e.g. Szpyra 1989: 178-200; Hammond 1999: 322-329). In this approach, 
suffixes like agentive -er and adjectival -ish are not incorporated into the prosodic 
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"'Ord containing the stem, but attach under a second projection of w (CHAPTER s1: 
THE PHONOLOGICAL WORD): 

(14) a. w' b. ,,/ 
� � 

(.Jo a (vo a 
D D D D 
long ish fat er 

If this 'vere true, then the absence of dentalization in Belfastfatt-er ['fa ta'], cf. *['fata'J 
(§2), could be described as a case of transparent non-application, rather than 
as an instance of opaque underapplication: one "'ould just need to stipulate 
that dentalization does not apply unless its conditions are met 'vithin the first 
projection of ""· 

(15) [ coronal ] . . 
t. -? [+distributed] I , ,.[ . . .  (a)J . . . ] -con 1nuant · -

The uncertainty 'vhether a particular instance of morphosyntactic conditioning 
in phonology should be analyzed procedurally or representationally is in fact 
one of the n1ost serious and recurrent obstacles faced by en1pirical research into 
the morphosyntax-phonology interface. A great deal of existing "'Ork fails to 
make the cut on explicit, consistent, and principled grounds (Raffelsiefen 2005: 
214-215). Typically, the question cannot be settled 'vithout analyzing a very sub
stantial fragment of the phonology of the language in question, including both 
n1orphosyntax-phonology and phonology-phonetics interactions (e.g. Bermudez
Otero and Luis 2009). 

In our case, phonological variation and phonetic gradience in English provide 
strong evidence against the prosodifications shO"'n in (14). Let us first consider 
variation. Hayes (2000: 98) sho,vs that, in American English, the application 
frequency of /!/-darkening (CHA!'TER 31: LATERAL CONSONANTS) follows the dine 
in (16): 

(16) higher frequency of [i] 
heal II > heal it > 

lo,ver frequency of [i I 
heal-ing > Healetj 

On the basis of a comprehensive survey of English ftu1cti.on 'vords, however, 
Selkirk (1996: 204-206) sho,vs that combinations of a verb and a \veak object 
pronoun like heal it undergo affixal cliticization (CHAPTER 84: cL1T1cs): 
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� 
ul0 a 
D D  
heal it 

Cyclicity 2027 

Therefore, if one adopts the approach to English 'vord-level suffixes sho,vn in (14), 
heal-ing will end up being prosodi.fied in the sa1ne •vay as heal it, and so prosody 
•viii be unable to explain the fact that /!/-darkening applies '"'ith greater frequency 
i.n the latter than in the former. One "'Ould then have to faU back on a procedural 
(cyclic) explanation: see §9. 

The argument from variable /!/-darkening suggests that the prosodification 
sho,·vn in (14) is descriptively insufficient (though cf. Raffelsiefen 2005: 253-256); 
the evidence of gradient durational effects confirms that it is incorrect. It is a well
known fact that, in English, each of the mem.bers of a transparent compound forms 
a prosodic "'Ord by itself: 

(18) (,) ' 

� 
WO (.1)0 

D D  
'radio ,station 

Given this fact, the approacl1 to '"ord-level suffixes outlined in (14) predicts 
that stems in '"ord-level suffixal constructions will display the same patterns of 
gradient durational adjustment (resistance to polysyllabic shortening; liability 
to pre-boundary lengthening) as the first members of transparent compow1ds, 
since both occur in the environment ,.<[ .. A _ ] . . .  ]. This prediction proves 
i.ncorrect. In an experiro.ent vvitl1 nonce wo.rds, Sproat and Fujimura (1993) found 
no durational effects of stem-level suffixation (e.g. beel-ic) or \vord-level suffixa
tion (e.g. beel-ing) when compared with monomorphemic controls (e.g. Beelik), 
whereas the first members of con1pounds (e.g. beet equator) were consistently 
lengthened; see Sproat (1993: 178). A more recent study of Scottish English has 
detected a very small effect of "'Ord-level suffixation: the phonetic realization of 
the string /ie:z/ appears to be slightly shorter in raisin ['ie:zi;i] than in rais-ing 
['Je:zUJ) (Sugahara and Turk 2009). Nonetheless, this effect falls far belo\v that of 
con1poundi.ng: it is not statistically significant at "normal" speech rates (Sugahara 
and Turk 2009: 496); it n1anifests itself as a 6.6 percent difference (mean of 23 msecs) 
at "slo,.v" speech rates; and it reaches only 9.6 percent (n:i.ean of 42 msecs) at 
"extra-slow" speech rates. Pace Sugahara and Turk (2009: 488), these findings are 
best understood as an effect of footing, rather than of recursive prosodic-\vord 
structure (CHAPTER 40: THE FOOT):5 

5 In (19a), Noun Extrrunetricality (Hayes 1982: 240) is implemented through the exclusion of the final 
syllable of the noun sten1 fron1 the first (oot proje<tion (!:0) a11d tl1rol1gh its attachn1e11t l111der a 
second foot projection (l:') (CBAPTER <IJ: RXTRAMETRICALITY AND NON-FINALITY). 
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(19) a. raisin 

' ' ' ' ' 
' 

w 
. . . -j - --. . . . . ' ' 'f;'I ' ' ,_, ' 

: r,o 

I 
' crt'P ' 6 ' ' ' 

' 

' ' ' ' ' ' ' 
• 
' ' ' 

·--.1e: zn : but " ' ' ' 

disyllabic 
foot 

b. raise 

w 

I 
L 
I 

afl� 

6 
Je:<Z> 

c. rais-ing 

(o) 

• . ' ' ' L • ' • ' • ' I • ' • , ' , ' 
• 

' a .. 1-, I CT ' ' 6 6 ' ' ' , ' ' ' , 
' ' 

·. le: .; Zlf) 
"� -. ' 

1nonosyllabic 
foot 

Indeed, the idea that stray syllables affiliated to '"'ord-level suffixes attach directly 
to w, as in (19c), instead of being footed, makes straightfor�vard sense of the fact 
that, unless autostressed, word-level suffixes are stress-neutral. 

The diagnostics that we have applied so far can be used to demarcate rep
resentational morphosyntactic conditioning from procedural morphosyntactic 
conditioning regardless of one's particular theory of the latter. Ho'''ever, if one 
conunits to a stratal-cyclic analysis of procedural morphosyntactic conditioning, 
then further demarcation criteria become available. One such criterion is cyclic 
locality: prosodic structure assigned in an early cycle can persist, and continue 
to affect the application of phonological processes, throughout later cycles; in 
contrast, the 1norphosyntactic structure visible during a phonological cycle 
ceases to be accessible in the next cycle (by "Bracket Erasure": see e.g. Orgun and 
lnkelas 2002: 116). Cyclic locality entails, for example, that the contrast bet\veen 
American English ,cnpi[c]a'listic and ,111.ili[t]a'ristic must be mediated by prosody, 
as /!/-flapping is demonstrably phrase-level (see (36b) belo,v) and so cannot 
access the internal n1orphological structure of \Vords: see e.g. Davis (2005) and 
Bern1udez-Otero and McMahon (2006: 403-404); cf. Steriade (2000). 

5 Cyclicity vs. 00-correspondence 

Whilst phonologists generally agree that both representational and procedural mor
phosyntactic conditioning effects exist, as we sa"'' in §1 and §4., there is currently 
no consensus on the best \vay to analyze procedural morphosyntactic condition
ing. Within OT, the n1ost popular alternative to the cycle is transderivational 
correspondence (e.g. Kensto\'\ricz 1996; Benua 1997; Kager 1999; etc.). This theory 
clai.n1s that morphosyntactically induced misapplication arises \'\'hen high-ranking 
00-identity constra.ints cau.se a transparently derived surface property of a given 
expression (the "surface base") to be tran.smitted to the surface represen tation 
of some morphosyntactically related expression, \vhere its presence is opaque. 
Thus, the underapplication of Belfast dentalization in fatt-er ('fa ta'] (§2) would 
be analyzed as follo,vs: 
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(20) A\\'Or<:I A\\IOrd 

I � 
At'Ot(>m As1t'm afx 

I I 
" " 
I I 

/fat/ /fat/ /;;u/ 
' 

: I0-FA1TH t IO-FAITH ,-Y.... - - - - �  . . . ' ' ; ' : [fat] _:� ---- ---- - - --- - - ---- -----: ['fata'] .: 
',, __ . .- 00-IDENT '·· ----·· 

transparent 
non-application 

underapplication 

The implementation of this solution poses a nun1ber of non-trivial technical 
challenges, such as motivating the selection of the surface base and prevent
ing the satisfaction of 00-i.dentity by n1eans of overapplication in the base (i.e. 
tra.nspa.rent /fat-al/ � *['fata'] leading to opaque /fat/ � *[fat]); I return to these 
issues in §9 belo'�'. 

At this point, ho\vever, I should like to compare the core predictions of cyclicity 
and 00-correspondence. The comparison is in fact easy, because the two theories 
share a funda1nental assumption: 

(21.) llltiinnte transparency 
If a phonological generalization p misapplies in the surface representation 
s of some linguistic expression, then p n1ust apply transparently in so1ne 
other representation r, \vith \vhich s is in direct or indirect correspondence. 

The theory of the cycle predicts that p 'viii apply transparently in some cyclic 
domain defined by son1e morphosyntactic constituent of the expression: the 
output of this cycle is connected 'vi.th the surface representation by relationships 
of input-output faithfulness. In contrast, 00-correspondence predicts that p 'viii 
apply transparently in the surface representation of some appropriately related 
linguistic expression; the hvo surface representations are linked to each other 
by n1eans of transderivational correspondence. In §6 to §8 I adduce empirical 
evidence supporting the first prediction and challenging the second. 

6 Phonologically masked bases I: Quito Spanish 
/sf-voicing 

Spanish has a voiceless alveolar fricative phoneme /s/. In the dialect spoken in 
Quito (Robinson 1979; Lipski 1989), /s/ is realized faithfully in the onset (22a), 
but displays contextual laryngeal allophony in the coda: coda Is/ surfaces as [s] 
before voiceless segments and utterance-finally (22b), and becon1es [z] \vhen 
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follo,ved by a voiced segment either in the same grammatical 'vord or across a 
\vord boundary (22c). 

(22) a. gasa /gasa/ 
ganso /gaNso/ 
da sueiio Ida sue}lo I 
el s11eiio /el SUeJlO/ 

b. rasco /rasko/ 
gas caro /gas karo/ 
gas II /gas/ 

c. rasgo /rasgo/ 
plas111a /plasma/ 
gas blanco /gas blaNko/ 
gas noble /gas noble/ 

['ga.sa) 
['gan.so] 
[,c;,la.' S\Ve.]lO l 
[el. 'swe.JlO] 
['ras.ko I 
[,gas. 'ka.ro) 
[gas II] 
['raz.UJO I 
['plaz.1na] 
[,gaz. ·�Ja1J.ko I 
[,gaz. 'no.�le) 

'gauze' 
'gander' 
'makes one sleepy' 
'the dream' 
'I scratch' 
'expensive gas' 
'gas' 
'feature' 
'plasma' 
\vhite gas' 
'noble gas' 

Coda /s/ undergoes voicing not only before voiced obstruents, but also before 
sonorants: e.g. plasm.a ['plaz.1na], gas noble [.gaz.'no.�Ie]. For our purposes, the 
crucial fact is that voicing overapplies to word-final prevocalic /s/: 

(23) a. gas acre /gas akre/ (.ga. 'za.kre] 'acrid gas' 
cf. gasa /gasa/ ['ga.sa] 'gauze' 

b. has ido /as ido/ [a.'zi.qo] 'hast gone' 
cf. ha. sido /a sido/ [a.'si.qo] 'hath been' 

On the St.irface, expressions like gas acre [,ga.'za . . kre] fail to meet the conditions 
for /sf-voicing: in gas acre, [z] surfaces in a pre-sonorant environment, but not 
in the coda, for Spanish has a phrase-level process of resyllabification that moves 
word-final prevocalic consonants into the onset.6 I n  this position, therefore, the 
transparent realization of /s/ would be voiceless: cf. gasa [ 'ga.sa]. 

In a stratal-cyclic frarne,vork, the laryngeal allophony of Qt.lito Spanish /s/ 
submits to the follo'''ing analysis. First, the stem-level phonology allo,vs 
output [s], but forbids output [z]: in an optimality-theoretic implementation, 
therefore, a hypothetical underlying /z/ present in the rich base would be 
unfaithfully mapped onto [s] in the stem-level output (see Bermudez-Otero 
2007c for an illustration of this strategy). At the "'Ord level, in turn, (s] remains 
unchanged if syllabified in the onset; in the coda, ho,,rever, [s] loses its laryngeal 
node, becoming laryngeally unspecified [SJ: see (24a). Finally, at the phrase 
level, input [s] is realized faithfully, \Vhereas delaryngealized [SJ acquires voice 
specifications either by lefhvard autosegn1ental spreading fro1n an unmedi
ately following obstn.ient or by defau.lt: on the assumption that sonomnts are 
not redundantly specified as [+voice] (CHAPTER s: SONORANTS), "'e can just say 
that [S] becomes voiced before sonorants in order to satisfy a positional con
strau1t designating [+voice] as the unmarked feature in this particular context, 
whereas utterance-final [SJ is assigned the context-free default specification [-voice]; 

6 This is confirmed, inter a/ia, by the fact that [r) undergoes optional emphatic trilling in canonical 
«Oda positions, but not word-finally before a vowel (Harris 1983: 70-71): e.g. [mac] - [mar) 'sea', 
[.mar.'ne.uiroJ - [.mar.'ne.uiro] 'Black Sea'; but (.ma.re.'xe.o] 'Aegean Sea', not 'l,ma.re.'xe.o]. 
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see (24b) .7 In this analysis, underlying /s/ becomes vulnerable to voicing if it 
finds itself in the coda in a \VOrd-level cycle and so loses its laryngeal node; the 
generalization is rendered opaque by pluase-level resyllabification.8 

(24) 
a. WL (coda de

laryngealization) 
b. PL (defaults) 

Pd wdgasa]) 
[ga.sa) 

[ga.sa] 

Pd wdgas] 1vdakreJJ 
[gas] (a.kre) 

[ga.za.kre] 

rd wdgasJJ 
(gas] 

[gas] 

As stated, the facts of Quito Spanish /sf-voicing pose a challenge to 00-
correspondence (Colina 2006). Th.is theory can explain the opaque voicing of onset 
/s/ in gas acre [,ga.'za.kre] only by reference to a surface base containing a trans
parently voiced correspondent [z] in the coda. Many such expressions are found: 
e.g. gas blanco [,gaz.'�latJ.ko], gas noble [,gaz.'no.�le]. The problen1, however, is 
that none of the1n bears a non-arbitrary morphosyntactic relationship to gas acre 

[,ga. 'za.kre], and so none can straightfor"'ardly qualify as its base. If surface 
bases are selected by the containment criterion (Benua 1997: 28-29; Kager 1999: 
215ff.), the only plausible option is the citation fonn gas [gas], vthich consists of 
a subset of the n1orphs of gas acre; but this exhibits [s]. In contrast, gas noble 
[,gaz.'no.�Ie], '"hich contains the desired [z), has no better claim to being the 
base of gas acre than, say, gas caro [,gas.'ka.ro], agai.n sho,vi.ng [s). \Nithi.n inflec
tional paradigms, some versions of 00-correspondence allo'" surface bases to 
be designated by arbitrary stipulation (e.g. Kenstowicz 1996: 387, 391), but this 
option is of no avail here, since expressions like gas, gas a.ere, and gas noble do not 
belong in an inflectional paradig1n; see the discussion of surface base selection 
in CHAPTER 83: PARADtG:MS. 

(25) NP[ N[gas]J • • 
: IO-FAITH 

NP[ N[gas] ,,[akre]] • • 
: IO-FAITH 

t t 
[gas] •----····�-·-·····> � [ga.za.kre] 

00-IDENT 

[zJ absent [z] opaque 

NP[ N[gas] "[noble]] • • 
: IO-FAITH 

[gaz.no.�le] 

[z] transparent, 
but not in a legitin1ate base 

7 Analyzing the pre-sonorant voidng of [SJ as driven by a position-sensi6ve default (CHAPTER 69: 
FINAL 02''0JClNC AND FlNAL LARYNGEAL N£UTRAllZATION; CH.4.PTER <16: POSnIONAL EFFECTS rN CON

SONANT CLUSTERS), rather than by feature spreading from a following sonorant redundantly specified 
as J+voice], allo\\'S for a closer fit betweei1 tl1is categorical pho·nological operation and the gradient 
phonetic processes of passive voicing on which it is grot0\ded aJ)d from which it cliachron.ically emerges 
(see below): passive voicing in environments such as that occupied by the /s/ in plnsmn involves lengthen· 
ing of the voicing tail from the pre<eding vowel, rather than anticipation of glotral pulsing for the 
following sonorant Oansen 2004). 
' This cyclic derivation accords partly with �1aS<ar6's (1987) reduction-and-spreacling model of 
laryngeal phenomena, though cf. note 7. Bermudez-Otero (2007c: §31-§34) proposes a similar account 
for the voicing of wo rd-final prevocaUc sibilants in Cata)aJ) (cf. Wheeler 2005: 162-164). See also Rubach 
(1996: 72, 82-85) on the alleged voicing of aU word-final obstruents before sonorants (including vowels) 
in Cracow Polish, but cf. Strycharczuk (2010). 
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Ho\vever, Colina (2009: 8-10) sho,vs that 00-correspondence can avoid this 
problem by shifting part of the burden of description onto the phonetics. Colina 
suggests that, in Quito Spanish, delaryngealized coda (SJ does not acquire 
categorical voice specifications during the phonological derivation either by 
autosegmental spreading or by default feature insertion; she claims, rather, that 
expressions like gas acre and gas noble merely display the effects of gradient 
passive voicing in phonetic imple1nentation (Keating 1988). If Colina is right, then 
the surface phonological representation of gas acre is [,ga.'Sa.kre], with over
application of delaryngealization in the onset; but this can be analyzed without 
difficulty as involving 00-correspondence "'ith the citation form ga[S]: cf. (25) 
and (26). 

(26) NI'[ N[gas ]] 
' 

IO-FAITH 

Nrl N[gas) ,,[akre]] 

10-FA!Tli • y y 
[gas] � - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •  � [ga.Sa.kre] 

QQ-loENT 

Is Colina's re-analysis correct? This question ca1mot be settled on a priori 
grounds: in particular, the fa.ct that the environment for /sf-voicing in gas acre 
straddles a \VOrd boundary does not by itself 'varrant the conclusion that the 
process must be gradient rather than categorical (CHAPTER 89: CRADIENCE AND 
CATECORICALITY IN PHONOLOGICAL THEORY). Electropalatographic studies have 
adnuttedly shown that n1any instances of assin1ilatory external sandlu involve 
gradient co-articulation (i.e. reduction, overlap, and blending of articulatory 
gestures), rather than categorical assimilation (i.e. delinking and spreading of 
discrete phonological features): see e.g. Barry (1985), Wright and Kers"rill (1989), 
Nolan (1992), Hardcastle (1995), and Zsiga (1995). However, there is also con1pelling 
evidence for the existence of categorical external sandhi. Holst and Nolan (1995) 
and Nolan et al. (1996) argue persuasively that at least some instances of / s#f I 
� [f· I sandhi in British English do involve discrete feature delinking and spread

ing; the likeliliood of categorical assin1ilation increases in the absence of the major 
prosodic boundary associated with a break betv,•een clauses. Ladd and Scobbie 
(2003) report that, in Sardinian, total anticipatory assimilation between singletons 
across word. boundaries yields long consonants that are phonetically equival.ent 
to underlying geminates (CHAPTER 37: GEMINATES). Ellis and Hardcastle (2002) 
examined inter- and intra-speaker variation in fast-speech I n#k/ sandhi in British 
English, and found no fe,ver than four different idiolectal strategies (CHAPTER 92: 

VARIABILITY): (i) absence of acco1nn1odation between the two segn1ents (in hvo 
out of ten subjects); (ij) gradient co-articulation (in hvo ou.t of ten subjects); 
(iii) categorical assimilation (in four out of ten subjects); (iv) variation bet"'een 
categorical assimilation and absence of accommodation, \vith avoidance of co
articulation (in two out of ten subjects). Crucially, type (iv) speakers did not pro
duce residual coronal gestures, but realized the nasal either 'vithout any tongue-tip 
raising at all or 'vith full n1id-sagittal linguo-alveolar closure; this behavior is 
inconsistent 'vith gradient gestural reduction, but reflects the variable application 
of discrete feature delinking and spreading across word boundaries. Kochetov 
and Pouplier's (2008: 414) Korean subjects exhibited the same behavior in /t#p/ and 
/t#k/ sandhi. These findings clearly indicate that a process of external sandhi may 
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apply gradiently for a speaker in some tokens, and still be categorical for other 
speakers, or for the same speaker in other tokens. It is therefore unsafe to relegate 
external sandhi. to the phonetics '"ithout further argu1nent. 

Although instrumental evidence is lacking, Robinson (1979) and Lipski (1989) 
provide strong indirect evidence that, in many instances, word-final prevocalic 
/s/ does undergo categorical voicing in Quito Spanish. First, the process applies 
regularly in all registers independently of speech rate: it "1nay be frequently 
observed even in slow, disconnected or interrupted speech" (Lipski 1989: 53-54). 
Secondly, native speakers of the dialect rely on the difference behveen [s] and [z) 
to discriminate behveen minimal pairs like (23b): ha sido (a.'si.�o) 'hath been' 
vs. has ido [a.'zi.�o) 'hast gone' (Robinson 1979: 136, 140-141; Lipski 1989: 55). 
Thirdly, word-final /s/ voicing can be used as a turn-holding device before 
hesitation pauses (Robinson 1979: 141). Robinson records the following example, 
'vhere he describes the realization of the /s/ of es as "strongly voiced": 

(27) es . . .  tres . . .  
[ez:: "'tres:J ,. ' h hr ' 1t s . . . u . . .  t ee . . .  (Robinson 1979: 141) 

It appears that the speaker intentionally produced a sandhi forn1 of es to signal 
the fact that he or she had not reached the end of the utterance. Lipski (1989: 54) 
adduces further cases. For these reasons, BradJey and Delforge (2006: 39) conclude 
that the voicing of "'Ord-final prevocalic /s/ in Quito Spanish "reflects a phono
logical [+voice) specification," as opposed to "gradient interpolation of glottal 
activity tluough the constriction period of phonetically targetless [SJ." This con
clusion is inco1npatible '"'ith Colina's (2009) ans,ver to the questions that Quito 
Spanish /s/-voici.ng raises for 00-correspondence. 

The cyclic derivations proposed in (24) can moreover be seen as the synchronic 
outcome of a simple series of commonplace diachronic innovations (§3). We may 
assume that, in an initial round of phonologization and stabilization, the lack of 
robust phonetic cues for laryngeal features in codas was reinterpreted as pluase
level coda delaryngealization. Analogical change then caused this process of coda 
delaryngealization to percolate up to the \vord level. Finally, a second round 
of phonologization and stabilization caused the gradient passive voicing of de
laryngealized sibilants in pre-sonorant contexts to be re-analyzed as a categorical 
pluase-level process of context-specific default feature insertion. 

7 Phonologically masked bases II: English !in.king 
and intrusive r 

Quito Spanish /sf-voicing is not an isolated case: it is not unusual for word
final prevocalic consonants to exhibit properties that are opaque in prevocalic 
position, but \Vhich nonetheless fail to match those of utterance-final consonants 
in citation forms. Lin.king and intrusive r in non-rhotic dialects of English pro
vides another instance of this phenomenon. Again, a stratal-cyclic approach to 
the morphosyntax-phonology interface can easily deal with the facts, \Vhereas 
00-correspondence must shift son1e of the descriptive burden to a different 
component of the grammar: in this case, the theory of representations. 
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Most non-rhotic dialects of English (Wells 1982: 75-76, 218ff.) allo'v [.1] in 
onset positions, such as \vord-initially or 'vord-n1edially before a stressed or 
unstressed vo\vel (28a),9 but forbid [.1 J in coda positions, such as '"'ord-n1edially 
or word-finally before a consonant or pause (28b). This is fonnalized as (28c). 

(28) a. rack 
raccoon 
carouse 
caramel 

b. cart 
car II 
the car came 

c. *CooA[l] 
•coda 

I 
J 

[.1aek] 
[.1<1.'k"u:n] 
[k"<1.'.1a:uz] 
(' k "re . .I<J., n1£t) 
(k"a:t) 
[k"a:ll] 
I {}<J.,k "a:.' k"e: rm] 

*[k"a :it J 
*[k"a :.111] 
*[ 0<1. ,k"a :.1. 'k"e: rm] 

Crucially, n1ost non-rhotic dialects tolerate [.r] word-finally before a vo\vel, "'hether 
the consonant \Vas present etymologically ("linking r") or not ("intrusive r"). 

(29) a. the car is new [o<i.,k"a:.�rz.'nju:] linking r 
b. the s1ia is neiv [oa. ,spa:.�rz.'nju:] intrusive ·r 

The fact that linking and intrusive r escapes the phonotactic ban in (2&) 
indicates that it surfaces in the onset (CHAPTER ss: ONSETS). In English, however, 
word-final prevocalic r (including linking and intrusive r in non-rhotic dialects) 
exhibits lenition in comparison \Vith canonical onset r; the transcriptions above 
reflected this phenomenon by distinguishing benveen unlenited [.r] in (28a) and 
lenited [�] in (29). Compared with word-initial (.r], word-final prevocalic [�] dis
plays the ftillo,.ving properties: (i.) shorter duration (Cruttenden 2001: 289; Tui.nman 
et al. 2007: 1905-1906); (ii) earlier timing of the tongue-root gesture (Campbell et al. 
2010: 62); (iii) smaller magnitude of the lip gesture (Wells 1990; Campbell et al. 
2010: 63-64); (iv) smaller magnitude of the tongue-tip gesture (Gick 1999: 47-49; 
Campbell et al. 2010: 63-64); (v) greater 111agr1itude of the tongue-root gesture 
(Can1pbell et al. 2010: 63-64); (vi) greater intensity (McCarthy 1993: 179; Tuinman 
et al. 2007: 1905-1906); and (vii) higher F3 (Hay and lVfaclagan 2010). Thus dialects 
\Vith intrusive r afford minimal pairs such as the follo,ving (McCarthy 1993: 179): 

(30) a. saw eels 
b. saw reels 

[s;>:.�i:tzj 
[s;>: . .1i:tz) 

If, as I have suggested, linking and intrusive [�] escapes the phonotactic restric
tion in (28c) because it surfaces in onset position, just like "'Ord-initial [i], then 
the reasons why the former undergoes lenition and the latter does not are not 
apparent on the surface: thus r-lenition overapplies (CHAPTER 74: RULE ORDERING). 

9 Horris (2006) reports that in some Southern US dialects (J] is banned outside foot-initial onsets: 
e.g. 'w•-y, 'she•iff, ,Ca•o'lina. 
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Ho"1ever, this opaque pattern is easy to describe in stratal-cyclic terms (Kiparsky 
1979: 437ff.; McCarthy 1991: 203-204). Intrusive r is inserted at the word level 
after w-final non-high vowels in order to satisfy the constraint FtNALC, i.e. *V)(u 
(McCarthy 1991: 203, 1993: 176), which outranks *CODA[1) at the \vord level.10 
Jn the same cycle, the inserted r is targeted by coda lenition and undergoes a 
corresponding featural change: it acquires the feature [lax], say. At the phrase 
level, ho\ve.ver, the relative ranking of fJNALC and *CooA[l) is reversed: in 
consequence, word-final r undergoes deletion in preconsonantal and prepausal 
environn1ents, but in prevocalic position it escapes into the onset, carrying with 
it the feature [lax). 

(31) a. Word level: FlNALC >> *CooA[.r) 

saw Reece 
c.1 c.1 
I I 

E E 
I I 

(J (J 

;1\, 11\ 
s :> l l l s 

[lax) 

b. Phrnse level: *CooA[l) >> F1NALC 

saw seas 
(,) w 
I I 

r. r, 
I I 
(J (J 

Ii\ 11\ 
s ) l s l z 

[lax] 
[s:i:.si:z) 

saw ease 
U.l w 
I I 

r, r, 
I I 
(J (J 

11\:'l\ 
s ) l l z 

[lax) 
(SJ:.�i:z) 

saw Reece 
<u (u 

I I 
r. r, 
I I 
(J (J 

11\ 11\ 
s ) l l t S 

[Jax) 
(SJ:.1i:s) 

•• The idea that r-intrusion is driven by l'tNALC receives independent support from the absel\ce of 
intrusi\1e r after red.laced function words (which do not project an w-node) in the non-rhotic dialect 
(If Eastern Nlassachusetts (McCarthy 1991: 200ff., 1993: li3fi.). ln the case of W(lrds ending with high 
vowels or closing diphthongs, we ass<Une that r-intrusion is blocked by the final offglide, which suffices 
to satisfy fl1;..,ALC; alternatively, l'!NALC can be replaced with •v1.,,qJ..,. U r-intrusi<)n applies <o-finally, 
tl1e11 stem-le\re] applications n1ay be needed to generate forms like drm.u[J)-i,1g, as \¥Ord-level suffixes 
like -ing are .incorporated into the prosodic word of the stem, and not adjoined: ie. ...(dmw] -> .. Jdrawing], 
not ... [drnwl -> •,_,[ .,[drnwling); see §4 above. If so, we may assume that listed allomorphy pre-empts 
stem-level r-intrusion in cases like nlgebr[a] - algebr[e1lic (McCarthy 1991: 196). 
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As in the case of Quito Spanish /sf-voicing (§6), this synchronic system can 
easily be understood as the product of a straightforward series of ordinary 
phonological changes: 

(32) level processes 

a. .lnitial stage 
Wt 
PL 

manner ma.nner ·is 

[mre.n;.;i1) [mre.nai][1z] 
[mze.na1] [mre.na.Hz) 

Anna 

[re.na] 
[re.nil] 

Anna is 

[re.n;.;i][1z] 
[re.na.1z] 

b. Phonologization and stabilization (I): Lenition of [1] in codas enters the phrase level 
''\TL [m<e.nil1] [mze.nai][1z] [a:'.nil] [re.na][rz) 
PL lenition [mze.naf) [mre.n<i.JIZ) [re.n<i] [re.n<i.1z) 

c. Analogical input 1·estruct11ring (I): Lenition of [1) in codas c/im.bs up to the word 
level 
\'\TL lenition 
PL lenition (vacuous) 

[mre.n;:i�) [n1re.n;:i�](1z) (ce.n<i] 
[mre.n<if) [mre.n<i.fIZ) [re.n;.;i] 

[re.n;:i ][rz] 
[re.n;.;i.rz] 

d. .Phonologization and stabilization (lf): Deletion of hl in codas enters the phrase 
level 
\'\TL 
PL 

lenition 
deletion 

[ mze .nai I [ mre.nai )[ 1z I [re.nil I • • 

[1nre.n;:i) [mre.n<i.�1z) [re.n<i) 
[re.na][rz) 
[re.n;:i.1z) 

e. Analogical input restructuring (JI): Analogical extension of ioord-level final [�) 
\'\TL insertion, lenition (mre.n<if) (mre.n;:i�](Iz) (<e.n<if) (re.n<if](Iz) 
PL deletion [mre.n<i] [mre.n<i.�1z) [ce.n<i] [re.n<i.�rz) 

The path for (32e) was smoothed by a general process of schw·a apocope (CHAP
TER 26: SCHWA) in Middle English (Minkova 1991). As a result of this, Early Modern 
English had relatively fev1 'vords like Anna, with an underlying final /;:i/. Thus, 
the rise of phrase-level r-deletion in codas brought about a situation in "'hich most 
tokens of preconsonantal or prepausal [;:i] alternated '"ith prevocalic [;:i�). ln these 
circumstances, learners re-analyzed phrase-level representations like [re.n<1ll] as 
derived by r-deletion from \vord-Jevel [re.na�)." ' 

(33) ''\TL [m<e.nil�) 

� 
PL [111re.n<ill) [n1re.n<1.�1z) � 

,• . 
[re .n<ill) 

', ..... 
[re.n<i.fIZ) 

In turn, this analogical extension of final [f] across "'Ord-level outputs eventually 
resulted in a word-level ban of tll-final [a), enforced where necessary by [�]-insertion. 

This stratal-cyclic account of the diachronic rise and synchronic operation of 
r-intrusion avoids many of the pitfalls incurred by its best-known con1petitors. 
Ru le-inversion scenarios resu lting in a phrase-level hiatus-breaking rule of 
[.1)-epenthesis in onsets (e.g. Vennemann 1972: 216; McMahon 2000: ch. 6; Bermudez
Otero and Hogg 2003: 99ff.) do not account for the Jenited realization of intrusive 
r (CHA1'TER 66: LENITION). In turn, restructuring scenarios in which /;:i/ is replaced 

11 1.n thls view, the a.oalogka.I extel\s.ion of fi.na.l l!l across word-level outputs run only have begun 
after variable r-deletion entered the phrase level, bllt it n1ay \l\1ell have been in progress before the 
applicatjon rate of r-deletjon approached 100 percent (see Hay and Sudbury 2005). 
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by /aJ./ in underlying representations (e.g. Donegan 1993) fail to account for the 
regular and productive nature of r-intrusion (see the references in Hesehvood 
2009: 86). A regular process of [ij-epenthesis in cu-final position at the \Vord level 
incurs neither problem. 

Furthermore, the diachronic scenario outlined in (32) accords perfectly \vith 
the normal life cycle of phonological processes (§3). Both r-lenition ([J] � [�]) 
and r-deletion ([�] � 0) first entered the categorical phonology from below, as 
phrase-level processes applying across the board ((32b) and (32d)). The analogical 
change causing lenition to climb up from the phrase to the word level (32c) pro
ceeds by input restructuring: the lenited [�] in surface PL[mre.na�J is re-analyzed as 
present in the output of the 'vord level.12 Moreover, r-lenition entered the grammar 
earlier than r-deletion (as must be the case, since the former is a precondition 
for the latter), and so has been exposed to analogical pressures for longer: it is 
therefore unsurprising that r-Jenition should be more advanced in its life cycle 
than r-deletion, the former having reached the word level, the latter remai.ning 
at the phrase level. 

In this light, the synchronic markedness reversal illustrated in (31) can be seen 
as arising from a clash behveen disparate diachronic forces: the high ranking of 
*CODA[l] at the phrase level reflects the phonologization of phonetic effects; 
in contrast, the high ranking of FtNALC at the �vord level reflects the analogical 
restructuring of phrase-level inputs. If so, McCarthy's (1993: 181-182) complaint 
of arbitrariness against his O\Vn previous strata) analysis (McCarthy 1991: 203-
204) arguably betrays a failure to strike a proper balance between synchronic and 
diachronic explanation (cf. Bern1udez-Otero 1999: 98-107). 

If this account is correct, then English linking and intrusive r ra.ises difficulties 
for 00-correspondence. The segment's lenited realization is opaque because there 
is no r-Jenition in onsets. To explain the facts, 00-correspondence \vould need 
to find a surface base in which (�] occurred transparently, i.e. in the coda. Yet this 
is in1possible, as the defining property of non-rhotic dialects is precisely that they 
do not aUo"' r to surface outside tl1e onset. 

(34) saw 
vp[ v[s:>:(.1)]] 

• 
. 

: IO-FA ITH 
.. 

saw eels 

""[ vls:>:(J)] N[i:Jz]J 
• 
• 
• 
• 

.. 
IO-FAITH 

[s:>:) •-----·--�--------• 'l [s:>:.�i:fa:) 
00-lDENT 

[JI absent [�] opaque 

saw reels 
vp[ v[s::>:(l)] N[Ji:lzJI • • 

: IO-FAITH 
.. 

[s:>:.�i:h:) 

[�] absent 

Yet, as in the case of Quito Spanish /sf-voicing, the proponents of 00-
correspondence may deflect this argument by putting forward a transparent 
analysis of linking and intrusive [�]. McCarthy (1993: 178-181) does so by invok
ing an1bisyllabicity (Kahn 1976). In this approach, linking and intrusive (�] is 

" Th.is progression from lower to higher levels correctly p �ed icts that, diachronica.Uy, word-internal 
r-intrL1sion, as in dr1rtv-i,1g (see note 10), starts later than r-intrLtsio·n at \vord bottndaries, as in dra1u ;,, 
(see Hay and Sudb1uy 2005: 816-818, 820). 
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permitted to surface because it has an onset attachment, but it is lenited because 
it has a link to the coda too: cf. (31b) and (35). 

(35) saw ease saw Reece 
<u (<) <.i (<) 
I I I 

.!: L: .!: ,. � 
I I I I 

a a a a 
!1Vf\ ;1 11\ 
s :> l l z ' s :> l l s 

In this sense, ambisyUabicity enables McCarthy (1993: 178-181) to conflate hvo 
stages of a cyclic derivation into a single representation - at the cost of adopting 
a less restrictive theory of syllable structure. 

Ho\vever, arnbi.syllabicity incurs problen1s of its own, and has been argued to 
provide an inconsistent account of English segmental allophony (e.g. Kiparsky 
1979: 437ff.; Jensen 2000; Harris 2003). Bermudez-Otero (2007a: §14-§24) notes 
nvo ambisyllabicity paradoxes. Since Kahn (1976), the standard diagnostic for 
ambisyllabification in English has been /!/-flapping. In most North American 
dialects, /t/ undergoes flapping in t\VO environ1nents: foot-medially betvteen a 
vowel or I ii and another VO\vel (36a), and \vord-finally between a vowel or I 1/ 
and another vo\vel (36b ). 

(36) a. 

b. 

r( . . .  {�}- V . . .  ] e.g. [r] in Patti;, party, paritt; 

{�} _ lcw.,d V e.g. [r] in pat ii, pat Eve, at ii, at ease 

Since the segmental conditions in these two environments are exactly identical, 
formulating t"'O separate rules of flapping would miss a generalization. Accord
ingly, Kahn proposed that the hvo environments could be unified prosodically: 
in (36a) /t/ becon1es an1bisyllabic by Coda Capture, and in (37b) /t/ becomes 
an1bisyllabic by Onset Capture. 

(37) a. Coda Capture b. On.set Capture 
Patty pnt Eve 

w w w 
I I I 

E E !: 
""' I I 

a, cr,,. a a 
11"-Ji ;1\:'1\ 
p re ! i p re t i v  ' ' ' ' ' y y 

[r] [r] 
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Thus Kahn's strategy was to use syllabification to channel the allophonic effects 
of both stress and \vord boundaries. Yet this solution does not generalize to other 
English consonants. Consider, for exan1ple, /]/-darkening in the Mid\vestern 
American dialect studied by Sproat and Fujimura (1993). This dialect exhibits 
Kahn's canonical pattern of /!/-flapping. By implication, /l/ too should display 
the same allophone, either clear [I] or dark [i], in foot-medial intervocalic position 
(e.g. Bee/l/ik) and in \vord-final intervocalic position (e.g. Bee/I/ equates): /II should 
be an1bisyllabic in the fonner by Coda Capttrre and in the latter by Onset Caphue. 
As Sproat and Fujimura (1993: 308) themselves note in passing, however, this pre
diction proves false: X-ray microbeam cinematography revealed that their subjects 
produced clear [l], \vith the coronal gesture phased before the dorsal gesture, in 
Bee/l/ik, \Vhereas they produced dark [t], with the dorsal gesture phased before 
the coronal gesture, in Bee/I/ equates. 

(38) form /I I allegedly /I/ allophone the coronal 
an1bisyllabic by . . .  gesture . . . 

Beelik Coda Capture clear [I] leads 
Beel equates Onset Capture dark [t] lags 

In this dialect, therefore, Kahn's a1nbisyllabification rules '"'ork for /t/, but 
not for /I/. This is Bermudez-Otero's (2007a) first ambisyllabicity paradox. A 
second paradox arises from a conflict between /ti-flapping and pre-fortis clip
ping (Bermudez-Otero 2007a: §21-§24), and Kiparsky (1979: 440) observes a 
third paradox, further discussed by Nespor and Vogel (1986: 93-94). By casting 
doubt on the existence of an1bisyllabicity, these paradoxes challenge McCarthy's 
(1993) transparent re-analysis of linking and intrusive r in (35). 

In  contrast, the English dialect described by Sproat and Fujimura poses no diffi
culties for a stratal-cyclic model with onset-maxin1al stem-level syllabification and 
resyllabification of prevocalic consonants in '"'Ord-level and phrase-level cycles 
(Bern1udez-Otero 2007a: §18-§20). The right results follo'v fron1 the operation 
of hvo word-level processes: one laxes /t/ in non-foot-initial position (Kiparsky 
1979: 437ff.; Jensen 2000; Harris 2003); the other darkens /1/ in the coda. A full 
typology of English dialects supports the need to allow individual allophonic 
processes to target either weak positions in the syllable (i.e. the coda) or weak 
positions in the foot (i.e. in a trochaic system, any�vhere outside foot-initial 
onsets). Notably, an in.novative pattern of foot-based /]/-darkening (e.g. ye[t]ow, 
vi[t]age) is attested alongside the conservative syllable-based pattern: see Olive 
et al. (1993: 366) and Hayes (2000: 95-96) for American dialects, and Carter and 
Local (2007) for British dialects.13 

In  sum, English linking and intrusive r raises the same problem for 00-
correspondence as Quito Spanish /sf-voicing: both are patterns of external sandhi 
in which word-final prevocalic consonants display opaquely derived properties 
that are absent from citation forms. In both cases, 00-<:orrespondence declines 
responsibility for the facts, and shifts the burden of explanation either to phonetic 
irnplen1entation or to the theory of representations. 

13 Sinli1arly, alongside the conservative pattern of S)'llable-based r-deletion in non-rhotic dialects, an 
innovatjve foot-based pattern has been detected in the S(>uth of the USA: see note 9 above. 
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8 Non-surfacing bases in non-canonical paradigms: 
Albanian stress 

In the exan1ples of n1orphosyntactically induced misapplication discussed in §6 
and §7, the surface bases required by 00-correspondence are unavailable for phono
logical reasons: a phonological process applies normally in a non-final cycle C, but 
the output of C never surfaces transparently, because it is ahvays altered by the 
operation of subsequent phonological processes in later cycles. However, the output 
of C may also fail to surface lmchanged, for purely n1orphological reasons. This effect 
stands out '"ith particular clarity in non-canonical inflectional paradigms, i.e. 
paradigms exhibiting phenomena such as deponency, defectiveness, suppJetion, 
or heteroclisis (Corbett 2007). In such circumstances, the predictions of cyclicity 
and 00-correspondence diverge dramatically. Let nvo v·1ords a and b have iden
tical syntagmatic structures in all relevant respects, but belong to paradigms with 
different sets of cells: one canonical, the other non-canonical. The theory of the cycle 
predicts that, in the phonology, a and b must exhibit the same effects of procedt.iral 
morphosyntactic conditioning (§1), since the course of cyclic derivations depends 
on syntagmatic structure alone (Bobaljik 2008: 32; Bailyn and Nevins 2008: 242). 
In contrast, 00-correspondence predicts the opposite, as transderivational identity 
effects depend on the availability of surface bases. On the basis of evidence from 
Albanian, Trommer (2006, 2009) argues that the first prediction is true, the second 
false. In this section I briefly summarize Trommer's argument, omitting his detailed 
motivation of the morphological segmentations underpinning the analysis. 

Trommer (2004) found that Albanian polysyllabic words bearing no overt 
inflection display final stress in either of hvo cases: (i) if the final syllable is 
headed by a non-mid vowel (i.e. by /i/, /u/, or /a/), as in (39a) and (39b), or 
(ii) if the final syllable is both headed by a full vo,vel (i.e. by a vo,vel other than 
/a/) and closed by a consonant, as in (39b) and (39c)). Otherwise, stress falls on 
the penultin1a, as in (39d) and (39e). 

(39) a. (Ju.ha. 'si] 'linguistics' 

[a.ka. 'ku] 'here and there' 
[ri.'�a] 'prayer' 

b. [ar.'n1ik] 'ene1ny' 
(tfi.'fut] 'gipsy' 

[ re.zul. 'tat] 'result' 
c. [a.'det] 'habit' 

[pa.'tok] 'gander' 
d. ['ho.le] 1S\'\'it1g' 

['ba.bo] 'midw.ife' 
['ha.na) 'moon' 

e. ['a.far) 'near' 

In "'Ord-forms containing overt inflectional markers, ho"'ever, stress assignment 
often misapplies. Consider, for example, the present indicative of a verb \Vith a 
canonical paradigm (Table 85.2). 

According to Trom1ner, 1netrical opacity arises as a consequence of the fact 
that the don1ain of stress assig1unent is the stem, not the "'Ord: stress is assigned 
transparently in sten1-level cycles, but is rendered opaque at the word level 
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Table 85.2 The present indicative of the Albanian verb formo; 'form' (NACT denotes 
'non-acti,1e') 

LIR SR opaque stress? 

ACT SC I cw.,.[ S••mlformo-j]] [for.'moj[ no 
2 cword[ 5,.,,,[formo-n]] [for.'mon] no 

3 cword( Soeml formo-n]] [for. 'mon) no 

PL 1 cw.,.[ soeml formo-j] Aif!X[ n1a)) [for. 'moj.ma] no 

2 cword( S•omlformo-n) Arr.Jni)) [for. 'mo.ni) yes: •[for.mo.'ni] 

3 c:word[ S•omlformo-j] Affu(n<l]] [for.'moj.na] no 

NACT SC 1 cwordl 5,.0Jformo-j] MruJhe-m]] [for.'mo.hem] yes: •[for.mo.'hem] 

2 cword[ S•cmlformo-j] Affio<[he-DJ [for. 'mo.he fl yes: •[for.mo. 'hef] 

3 cwordl S•cmlformo-j] Affio<[he-t]] [for. 'mo.het] yes: •[for.mo. 'het] 

PL 1 cw.,.[ 5,.,,,[formo-j] AJr"'[he-mi]] [for. 'mo.he.mi] yes: •[for.mo.he.'mi) 

2 cw.,.[ 5,.,,.[formo-j) AJn.[he-ni]] [for. 'mo.he.nil yes: •[for.mo.he.'ni) 

3 cwo«1[ 5,.,,.[forn10-j) AJn.[he-n)) [for. 'mo.hen] yes: •[for.mo. 'hen] 

by the addition of inflectional suffixes and by regular internal sandhi at the 
stem-suffix juncture. 

(40) a. Internal sand/ii processes 
nn -7 n 
j -7 0 / _ h 

b. Sample derivations 

SL (stress assigrunen t) 
WL (internal sandhi) 

wd stlforn10-j)] 
[for.'moj) 

'form (ACT lsc)' 

wd stlformo-j'J stlhe-m]] 
[for.'moj] [hem] 
[for. 'mo.hem] 
'form (NACT lsc)' 

Let us no''' turn to verbs '''ith non-canonical paradigms. The verb pendolrem 
'regret', for example, exhibits deponency: it lacks a voice alternation, and its 
fixed lexical meaning is expressed by a series of non-active fonns (Table 85.3). 
Crucially, the absence of non-active forms entails that the location of stress is opaque 
throughout the present indicative. 

This fits with the predictions of cyclicity: since the single series of forms of 
a deponent verb has the same syntagmatic structure as the non-active series of a 
canonical verb, both must display the san1e pattern of n1etrical opacity; compare 
(40b) and (41). 

(41) 
SL (stress assign1nent) 
WL (internal sandhi) 

wd sdpendo-j) sdhe-m]] 
[pen.'doj] [hem] 
[pen.'do.hem] 
'regret (lsc)' 

In contrast, 00-correspondence see1ns unable to account for the 1nisapplication 
of stress assignn1ent in the present indicative forms of Albanian deponent verbs: 
there are simply no suitable surface bases with transparent stress. 
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Table 85.3 The present indicative of the Albanian verb pendohem 'regret' 

UR 

ACT 

NACT SC 1 cwo,Jl s .... [pendo-jJ Afft,[he-m]] 
2 cav.,J[ s..m[pendo-jJ Alt.xlhe-f)J 
3 c;w.,J[ Stomlpendo-jJ Arnxlhe-t]] 

PL 1 c:w.,.[ Stem[pendo-jJ Arnxlhe-mi)] 
2 cw.,,d[ St•m[pendo-j] Af•Jhe-ni]] 
3 c;w.,,d[ s..m[pendo-jJ AmJhe-n]] 

SR 

[pen. 'do.hem) 
[pen. 'do.he fl 
[pen. 'do.he!) 
[pen. 'do.he.mi] 
[pen. 'do.he.nil 
[pen.'do.hen) 

opaque stress? 

yes: '(pen.do. 'hem) 
yes: '(pen.do. 'hef) 
yes: '(pen.do. 'het] 
yes: '(pen.do.he.'mi] 
yes: •(pen.do.he.'ni] 
yes: •(pen.do.'hen] 

(42) a. cworo( 5,.,,.[forn10-j ]) 

IO-FAITH 

cw0"1( 5,.,,,[formo-j] Mr;x[he-m)] 

b. 

' ' 

• 
IO-FAITH 

y y 
[fot.'1noj] •·---------------,.. .ti [for.' mo.hem] 

00-IDENT 

transparent stress opaque stress 

cwoo>:t( 5,..,,[pendo-j) Amx[he-111)] • 
IO-FAITH 

• y 
?? •··-······X··-······-,.. � [pen. 'do.hem] 

00-IDENT 

opaque stress 

Thus Trommer's analysis suggests that morphologically induced misapplication 
depends on syntagmatic structure, not on the contents of paradigms. 

In the case of Quito Spanish /sf-voicing, the advocates of 00-correspondence 
shifted the burden of explanation to phonetics (§6); in the case of English linking 
and intrusive r, to the theory of representa.tions (§7). A similar escape maneuver 
in the case of Albanian stress might conceivably appeal to morphology, e.g. 
by claiming that stress assignment in Albanian verbs has been partly or "'holly 
morphologized. Whatever the merits of such an argument, 00-correspondence 
will remain in an anon1alous position until enough languages are found in '"'hich 
systematic patterns of OlOrphologically induced phonological misapplication fail 
to hold in defective, deponent, suppletive, and heteroditic parad igms. 

9 Further challenges to 00-correspondence 

The case studies presented in §6-§8 provide the most direct challenge to the 
theory of 00-correspondence: in all three cases, the necessary surface bases 
appear to be unavailable. Hov1ever, transderivational theories face other ques
tions, briefly noted in §5: '"hat expressions can qualify as surface bases, and how 

are they selected?; should 00-identity be symmetrical, base-prioritizing, or both? 
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(See CHAPTER 83: PARADIGMS.) Whilst these problems have attracted a great deal 
of attention in the literature, the fact that 00-correspondence fails to pre.serve much 
of the corroborated e1npirical content of cyclic theory has generally prompted 
less discussion. One key instance is the Russian Doll Theorem (§3). 

For example, (43) reports the incidence of /!/-darkening in three English dialects 
\Vhere the process has not yet become foot-based (i.e. where /I/ remains light in 
village: .see §7).14 From this evidence one can reliably infer a pattern of Ltiachronic 
evolution instantiating the Russian Doll Theoren1: (43) is a perfect 1natch for (12) 
and (13). 

(43) 
Healey 

heal-ing 
hea.I it 
heal II 

darkening of rhymal /1/ applies at . . .  

RP 
I 
I 
I 
t 

PL 

Aml 
I 
I 
t 
t 

WL 

conservative 

Am2 
l 
t 
t 
t 

SL 

innovative 

In a transderivational analysis, ho\vever, the inevitability of the Russian Doll pattern 
disappears. For example, Hayes (2000: l.02) proposes hvo separate 00-identity 
constraints to capture the facts in (43): Aml sho'''S an effect of high-ranking 
00-IoENT(PHRASAL); Am2 sho"'S effects of both 00-IoENT(PHRASAL) and 00-
lDENT(MORl'HOLOGJCAL). 

(44) a. hi:t hi: .trt 

• 
·---------------------------------·· 

00-lDENT(PHRASAL) 

b. hi:t hi:.hl} 
+ 
• 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -· 
00-IDENT(MORPHOLOCICAL) 

By factorial typology, however, these t"'O constraints can generate an in1possible 
dialect \vith [hi:t, hi:.tll), hi:.11t], in violation of the Russian Doll Theorem. All that 
is needed is a constraint hierarchy of the follcl\'>'ing type: 

(45) •cooA[l) >> 00-lDENT(MORPHOLOC!CAL) >> •[t] >> 00-lDENT(PHRASAL) 

To avoid this result, Hayes (2000: 102) resorts to stipulating an innate fixed rank
ing in Universal Grammar: 

(46) 00-lDENT(PHRASAL) >> 00-lDENT(MORPHOLOCICAL) 

The explanatory loss is plain to see: \vhereas (11) was a corollary, (46) is an axiom. 

" For RP, see Cruttenden (2001: 201). The dialect l have here labeled "Ami" is the one described 
by Sproat and Fujimura (1993); see §7 above. For "Am2," see Olive et al. (1993: 212-215). The impli
cational relation ships implicit in (43) are confirmed by the rates of variation reported by Hayes (2000: 
98): see (16) above. 
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It thus looks as if a great deal of work remains to be done before 00-
correspondence can claim to have superseded the cycle. 
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90 Frequency Effects 

STEFAN A. FRISCH 

1 Introduction 

This chapter provides a review of evidence that occurrence frequency has an 
influence on phonological patterns. TI1e examination of quantitative or statistical 
patterns in phonology, and grammar more generally, pre-dates the develop
ment of modern linguistic theory. For example, Zipf (1965) examined statistical 
properties of texts and noted a var iety of effects that still have relevance in current 
theoretical discussions, such as the tendency for reduction of high-frequency 
'vords. Bolinger (1961) and Herdan (1962) discussed gradience and statistical 
distribution as a natural middle ground bet,,reen the grammatical extremes of 
the acceptable and the unacceptable. Ho,vever, given the limitations both in 
the understanding of language structure and in the con1putational resources for 
conducting quantitative studies, this type of research did not gain n1uch traction 
in the field of linguistics more generally. With the availability of lexical and 
usage corpora no''' available, and armed with the descriptive and theoretical 
advances of modern linguistic theory, a variety of authors are no'" arguing for 
the influence of frequency on phonological patterns in synchronic phonology 
and morphophonology, phonological acquisition, and diachronic phonology. In 
many 'vays, phonol.ogy is the ideal dom.ain in 'vhich to sh.1d.y the potential role 
of frequency effects in grammar (Herdan 1962). The set of basic phonological units 
(phonemes or features) is relatively limited, these units are routinely combined in 
a reasonably static set of fixed forms (the lexicon), and productive co1nbinations 
of these units in n1orphology are also limited in their variety of con1bination by 
that same fixed set of units. Morphophonological changes are triggered. by phono
logical environments defined by features (CHAPTER 17: DISTINCT1VE FEATURES) or 
phonemes (CHAPTER 11 :  THE PHONEME) and the results of the changes are \Vi.thin 
the same set of featural or phonemic varieties. 

1.1 Definition of phonology 

In this chapter, I take phonology to be any aspect of language sound structure 
that can vary systematically bet,veen languages or dialects. This "'ould therefore 
include 1nost of '"hat might traditionally be called phonetics. In the debate over 
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the phonetics-phonology interface, or lack thereof, it has been shown by the 
laboratory phonology enterprise over the last 20 years that phonetic patterns often 
vary systematically between languages (Pierrehumbert et al. 2000). Articulatory 
and co-articulatory patterns are not fully determined by physical lin1itations, but 
are instead under some degree of (usually unconscious) control in the individual 
(e.g. Clumeck 1976; Manuel 1990; Beddor et al. 2002). Similarly, phonetic perception 
is tuned by language experience, and not \'tholly determined by auditory physio
logy (e.g. Werker and Tees 1984; Kuhl et al. 1992; Best and McRoberts 2003). While 
expanding the don1ain of phonology to include physically quantitative phonetic 
effects also expands the potential domain of variability to be dealt with by phono
logical analysis, this expansion is a necessary step in developing a complete science 
of language sound structure. While frequency effects can be den1onstrated over 
purely symbolic phonological patterns, expanding the study of the frequency effects 
on phonology to include traditionally phonetic dimensions may help to integrate 
synchronic phonology "'ith sociolinguistic and diachronic studies of language so1md 
structure, where phonetic dimensions are often relevant. 

Similarly, this chapter 'vill touch on various aspects of morphophonology, \vhere 
sound patterns vary systematically in 1norphologically con1plex words. Demon
strating frequency effects in this domain supports the argun1ent for frequency effects 
as part of the theory of grammar regardless of the phonetics/phonology issue. 
In morphophonology, the data are indisputably grammatical in nature, and some 
aspect of cognitive computation is required. Frequency effects in morphophonology 
help to sho\\' that frequency effects are not 1nerely a residue of performance, 
1nen1ory, general cognition, or diachrony. To the extent that there is a phonological 
system distinct fron1 other cognitive structures, a variety of evidence has been 
gathered in support of the use of quantitative frequency information as part of 
the operating parameters of grammar. 

1.2 Definition of frequency 
Frequency is the rate of occurrence of a phonological unit, and is unrelated to 
acoustic frequency. But there are still n1any possible frequencies, depending on 
what is taken to be the domain over which occurrences are counted. In studies 
of language using corpora of language usage, frequency is usually the frequency of 
occurrence in the corpus. This type of frequency is referred to as token freq11ency 
or usage frequency. In English, for example, the token frequency of the phonemes 
1151 and /v I is relatively high, due to their presence in frequently used \\'Ords 
like the and that, and of and ven1. Token frequency for words affects phonetic 
reduction and the resistance of lexical or morphophonological forms to diachronic 
change (e.g. Bybee 2002), as detailed in later sections. 

Abstracting a\vay from repeated usages of a "'Ord, phonological patterns can 
also be examined on the basis of the number of times the pattern is used across 
different words. This frequency is referred to as type frequency or lexical frequency. 
The type frequency of the phonen1es /15/ and /v I in English is relatively low, 
as they are used in relatively few "'Ords. An example of a consonant with a 
high type frequency is /b/, "'hich is the most common \vord onset in English. 
Some consonants, such as /s/ and /t/, have both high token frequency and high 
type frequency, being used in n1any "'ords, many of '"hich are common. Other 
consonants, such as /0/ and particularly /3/, have both low token frequency 
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and lo'" type frequency, as they are used in fe\v '"ords, most of which are not 
common. A consonant cluster with a high type frequency is /st/, which is found 
in many different '"ords. The token frequency of /st/ is also high, as n1any of 
these 'vords are cOnlffionly used. Type frequency has been shown to influence 
me talinguistic judgments for novel v.>ord forms (also knov;.n as non-words, e.g. 
Frisch et al. 2000), repetition accuracy for non-'"ords (e.g. Vitevitch 2002), and the 
propensity for phonological or 1norphophonological generalization for regular or 
irregular fonns (e.g. Bybee 1995; Pierrehumbert 2001; Albright and Hayes 2003). 

A few other variants of frequency have been exan1ined in particular cases. 
Transitional freqi.1ency (or transitional probability) is the frequency of one form 
follo'"ing another in sequence. Transitional probability for intersyJJabic consonant 
phoneme sequences has been shown to influence the parsing of non-\'70rds as 
simple or 1norphophonologically complex by adults (e.g. Hay and Baayen 2002), and 
repetition accl.lracy for subsequences within non-,vords in children (e.g . .l'v!unson 
2001). Neighborhood density is a commonly used measure of 'vord pattern fre
quency that combines the concepts of frequency and similarity (see also CHAPTER 87: 

NEIGHBORHOOD EFFECTS). It is typically measured as the number of \VOrds that 
differ from a target v.rord by a single phonen1e substitution or a lin1ited number 
of phonen1e substitutions, insertions or deletions (e.g. Goldinger et al. 1989; Frisch 
et al. 2000). High neighborhood density has been shown to inhibit word recognition 
(presumably through competition for lexical access; see Luce and Pisoni 1998), 
and to facilitate non-\'70rd repetition (presumably through activation of frequently 
used phonen1e sequences; Vitevitch 2002). 

Neighborhood density can be seen as a 1nore specific application of the general 
concept of analogy bel\"een phonological words or phonological forn1s. Like 
neighborhood density, analogy combines the ideas of frequency of occurrence and 
similarity . Presumably the influence that a phonological pattern could have via 
analogy is deternlined in some way by the frequency of the phonological pattern 
and the si1nilarity of the pattern to the target context (e.g. Bybee 1995; Davidson 
2006; see also CHAPTER 83: P�ADIC1'1S). It is also conceivable that analogy cou.ld have 
an influence at a variety of phonological levels, from the phonetic to the phonemic, 
syllabic, lexical, or morphophonological. The frequency of a phonological pattern 
at any of these levels may be different, and there is no reason to assume a priori 
that only one frequency or only one 1neasure of frequency col.lld be relevant. 

It is the goal of this chapter to demonstrate that more than one frequency is 
relevant to phonology, that different frequencies are relevant to phonology in 
different v.rays, and that different levels of phonological generalization are relevant, 
also potentially in different \vays (Bybee 2007). Overall, the theoretical position is 
that of the "ladder of abstractions," \Vhere phonemic categories are generalizations 
over phonetic patterns, sub-syUabic, and syllabic categories are generalizations over 
phonemic patterns, lexical and morphophonological categories are generalizations 
over phonemic, sub-syllabic, and syllabic patterns, and so forth (Pierrehumbert 
2003; Beck1nan and Edwards 2010). Under this viev.', higher-level phonological 
categories en1erge as systen1atic generalizations over lo>ver-level categories, 
'vhere the lowest-level category is physical/articulatory /acoustic expe.rience 
vvith language. This experience is parsed into more general, abstract categories 
as repeated similar experiences occur. Frequency may play a role in supporting 
these generalizations. Token frequency creates robust, entrenched, v.relJ-defined 
categories through frequent exposure. Type frequency leads to grammatical 
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generalization, as categories occur in a variety of contexts, promoting generaliza
tion and parsing of units, presumably for cognitive efficiency (Bybee 2007). Note 
also that this vie'" includes frequency inforn1ation as part of the grammar, and not 
just as a tool that can be used to analyze a lexicon or corpus for phonologically 
relevant patterns (e.g. as in McCarthy 1994 or Hammond 1999; see the introduc
tion in Bod et al. 2003 for discussion). 

2 Frequency matching in metalinguistic judgments 

Evidence for the relevance of frequency in phonology is found in behavioral 
experiments in 'vhich the frequency or probability of phonological units in stimuli 
is manipulated or examined, and native-speaker judgn1ents are consulted. It 
has been found that native speakers are sensitive to phonological frequency in a 
variety of lexical and morphophonological patterns. In the absence of traditional 
phonological constraints, it has been shown that baseline phonotactic probability 
is an influence on well-formedness judgments for novel non-vtords. This suggests 
that native speakers have encoded frequency information that is present in 
language data. Whether this kno'"ledge is properly a part of their grammatical 
com.petence, as opposed to extra-linguistic information that is accessed as a part 
of linguistic performance, is a topic of debate. In connection \Vith data presented 
in later sections that frequency has an influence over the distribution of possible 
forms in the language, the influence of frequency on native-speaker performance 
in 1ne talinguistic experilnents has been used to argue that frequency inforn1ation 
is part of the kntnvledge of language sound structure that speakers have, i.e. that 
frequency effects are psychologically real (Frisch et al. 2004; Zura''' 2007). 

2.1 Novel phonotactic combinations 
Frisch et al. (2000) presented recordings of novel non-words to naive undergradt.iate 
listeners. These non-,vords were constructed by combining attested onset and rime 
constituents into multisyllabic non-,vords \vith no obvious phonotactic violations. 
The onset and rime constituents (CHAPTER 33: SYLLABLE-INTERNAL STRUCTURE) used 
were of relatively high or low frequency of occurrence, creating novel non-\vords 
that were relatively high. or Jo,v in cumu.lati.ve expected probability, but with the 
frequency of occurrence of any particular onset or rime constituent balanced across 
the experiment. Example non-"'Ords are given in (1). 

(1) /s1fap/ 
/zuji:9us/ 
I Sir<iSEn<in I 

Frisch et a.I. (2000) found a significant, but moderate, correlation bet\Veen cumu
lative expected probability and native English speaker \\'ell-formedness judgn1ents 
(r - 0.4). Well-foro:i.edness judgments \\'ere collected in t"'O different experiments 
(CHAPTER 96: EXPERIMENTAL APPROACHES IN THEORETICAL PHONOLOGY). In one 
experiment, speakers "'ere asked to judge the wordlikeness of the novel non-,vords 
on a scale from 1 to 7 ( 1 = impossible, can't be a word of the English; 2, 3 = unlikely, 
doesn't sound 1nuch like a word of English; 4 = neutral, sounds so1newhat like a 
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word of English; S, 6 = likely, sounds like it oould be a 'vord of English; 7 = definitely, 
sounds just like a word of English). In the other experin1ent, speakers were asked 
to judge whether a non-\vord •vas acceptable or unacceptable. In both cases, there 
•vas evidence for gradient acceptability of the novel non-words as a function of 
phonotactic probability (CI·IAPTER 89: GRAOIENCE ANO CATEGORICALITY IN PHONO
LOGICAL THEORY). For acceptability judgments, gradient acceptability •vas apparent 
when judgments of acceptability '"ere aggregated across participants. For very 
low probability non-\vords, very fe\v speakers judged the1n to be acceptable. For 
very high probability non-"'ords, n1ost speakers judged them to be acceptable. 
For non-"'ords of intermediate probability, some speakers judged them to be 
acceptable and some did not. For vvordlikeness judgments, "'here individual 
participants \Vere able to use a gradient scale to make their judgments, the analysis 
of individual speaker data found significant correlations \•vith non-word expected 
probability for most participants. These findings are replicated in Frisch and 
Brea-Spahn (20:10), \vhere the non-•vords "'ere constructed slightly differently, by 
random combination of onset and rime constituents (screening out any categorical 
phonotactic violations that 'vere created by this rando1n process, such as the creation 
of a ge1ninate across the syllable boundary; CHAI'TER 37: GEMINATES). 

Bailey and Hahn (2001) presented n1onosyllabic non-\vords to British English 
speakers in two experiments, one orthographic and the other aud itory. Their 
non-\vords were selected to differ from real English •vords by either one or hvo 
phonemes (e.g. dntrnp and drolf) but othenvise violated no categorical phonotactic 
constraints. Participants rated the novel items on a 1 to 9 'vordlikeness scale. Bailey 
and Hahn (2001) examined a variety of predictors for judgn1ents, focusing on 
probabilistic phonotactics and lexical neighborhood density. They fouJ1d tl1at each 
factor provided an independent influence, and thus they argued that both direct 
lexical information and abstract probabilistic phonotactic information are used 
in the \Vordlikeness judgment task. Frisch et al. (2000), in a post hoc examination 
of their polysyllabic non-word da ta, found so1newhat sirnilar results. While poly
syUabic words generally have fe•ver lexical neighbors, the highest probability 
non-\,rords did show some evidence for lexical neighborhood effects. Ho"'ever, 
a recent study by Shademan (2006) failed to replicate the lexical neighborhood 
effects of Bailey and Hahn (2001). Given that phonotactic probability and lexical 
neighborhood density are confounded >vith one another, it is perhaps not surpris
ing that it has been difficult to differentiate the two and demonstrate dear influences 
of botll in me talinguistic experiments. 

Frisch et al. (2000) \Vas a replication of a study by Coleman and Pierrehumbert 
(1997). Ho,�rever, the Coleman and Pierrehumbert (1997) study was less systematic 
in its construction of non-\vords, and also mcluded non-\vords '"ith phonotactic 
violations in onset consonant clusters. They used an acceptability judgment task, 
and examined aggregate acceptability across the participants in the study. Coleman 
and Pierrehumbert (1997) found a similar correlation bet\veen non-word expected 
probability and acceptability. They also found that non-words with phonotactic 
violations were judged as 1nore or less acceptable depending on the frequency of 
tll.e other (non-viola.ting) constituents ill the word. In other '"ords, high frequency 
else"'here in a novel non-"rord could mediate tlle detriment to •vell-formedness 
caused by a phonotactic violation. The findings of Coleman and Pierrehumbert 
(1997) are co1npatible with models of phonological grammar that use a cumulative 
or aggregate >vell-fonnedness in evaluating the output of the grammar, but they 
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are difficult to capture in a model of grammar where only grammatical violations 
or only the greatest grammatical violation is relevant to the output. 

Albright (2009) also exainined well-formedness judginents for monosyllabic 
English non-words containing a variety of phonotactically legal and illegal 
sequences, \vith variation in frequency of the phonotactically legal sequences. 
Albright used a model based on transitional probability behveen natural classes 
(feature groupings; CHAPTER 17: DISTINCTIVE FEATURES) in an atte1npt to create a 
n1ore linguistically grounded model that 1night extend frequency patterns in 
attested sequences to linguistically related unattested sequences. The goal of the 
model \vas to differentiate unattested onset clusters like /b•v bn bz/ that have been 
sho,vn to vary in their \vordlikeness (CHAPTER ss: ONSETS). While the Albright model 
\vas successful, he also found that the transitional frequencies bet"reen natural 
class generalizations and the transitional frequencies between segments each 
contribute to predicting participant judgments, and do not overlap completely. 
This suggests that multiple levels of generalization may be relevant to participant 
performance in well-formedness judgment tasks. 

Frisch and Stearns (2006) examined onset consonant clusters, presenting a 
variety of CC initial monosyllabic non-words auditorily to participants (cf. similar 
non-words presented to child participants by Scholes 1966, reported in Albright 
2009). The stimuli included attested English onset clusters "'ith varying frequency, 

and a few unattested clusters that might be expected to occur in English but do 
not, based on relatively simple phonological categorization (/sr ti di 61/). For the 
attested clusters, cluster frequency '''as a significant predictor of vvell-formedness 
judgments. Judgn1ents of the unattested clusters \.vere surprisingly high, hovvever, 
and some follow-up investigation has suggested that these clusters were freq11ently 
misperceived (e.g. /ti/ heard as /pl/). When orthographic supports '''ere pro
vided (in an unpublished replication study), \.Ve!l-formedness judgments for 
the non-attested clusters '"ere lo\ver, though not necessarily very different fron1 
lo\.v-frequency attested clusters such as /gvv sf d'.v /, \vhich 1night be thought 
of as less consistent with the overall grammar of consonant cl11sters in English 
(Hammond 1999). 

2.2 Frequency matching in morphophonologtj 
It has also been sho"'n tl1at phonological frequency influences participant 
behavior in metalinguistic tasks that more directly reflect linguistic productivity. 
For example, Ernestus and Baayen (2003) presented novel verbs to Dutch speakers 
and asked them to produce past-tense forms. Dutch is one of many languages 
with a process of word-final devoicing. Dutch verbs contain a variety of exan1ples 
,,vhere stem-final obstruents alternate, as in (2) (see also CHAPTER so: MERGERS AND 
NEUTRALIZATION). 

(2) /v€rueit/ 
/verucidan/ 

'"tiden (3sG PRES)' 
'widen (INF)' 

There are also examples where stem-final consonants do not alternate. The 
standard phonological analysis is that the stem-final consonant may be voiced 
or voiceless, \Vith neutralization to the voiceless consonant vvhen the stem-final 
consonant is \VOrd-final (CHAPTER 69: FINAL DEVOICING ANO FINAL LARYNGEAL 
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NEUTRALIZATION). Ernestus and Baayen (2003) analyzed the Dutch lexicon and 
found that cases of alternation are not equally distributed across different natural 
classes of consonants. For example, stops have a very lo\\' rate of alternation, \\•lille 
fricatives have a higher rate of alternation. The rate of alternation also depends 
on place of articulation (CHAPTER 22: CONSONANTAL PLACE OF ARTICULATION). In 
an experiment, Ernestus and Baayen (2003) presented participants auditorily 
with a variety of novel verbs with potentially neutralized stem-final consonants 
(i.e. stinntli with voiceless final consonants), and asked participants to supply an 
alternative form •vhere the underlying consonant is no longer in a neutralizing 
context (in this case, the past tense, '"hich is speUed either le or de depending 
on the voicing of the underlying consonant). An analysis of responses found 
variation in the frequency \Vith \Vhich participants guessed that the stem-final 
consonant had been underlyingly voiced or voiceless. The frequency distribution 
of responses matched the frequency distribution of alternation in the lexicon. In 
particular, even for consonants •vi.th a relatively lO\\' frequency of alternation, 
participants still occasionally guessed that there vvas alternation, rather than uni
formly choosing the most likely result, which 'vould be no alternation. Ernestus 
and Baayen (2003) attribute these frequency effects to the influence of groups of 
related lexical ite1ns, as in a lexical neighborhood effect. 

Similar results are found in the case of Hungarian vowel harmony (with the 
most extensive analysis involving back vovvel harmony patterns in the lexicon) 
and in experimental behavior (Ringen and Yago 1998; Siptar and Ti:irkenczy 2000; 
Hayes and Lande 2006; Hayes et al. 2009; see also CHAPTER 123: HUNGARIAN VOWEL 
HARMONY). Hungarian back vowel harmony is sensitive to roundness for front 
vowels and proximity behveen the vowel trigger and the suffix. When a stern
final vovvel is front rounded, the dative suffix takes a front vo,.,eL When the 
stem-final vowel is back, the dative suffix takes a back vowel. When the stem
final vovvel is front unrounded, some variation is found, depending on vowels 
earlier in the word. Cases where all vowels in the stein are front unrounded, or 
•vhere there is a back vO\\'el earlier in the •vord, can result in either back (3a) 
or front suffixes (3b), or in synchronic variation behveen these (3c) (examples 
from the web corpus study of Hayes and Londe 2006). 

(3) a. 
b. 
c. 

/pJlle:r-nJk/ 
/mutJge:n-n£.k I 
/:>rze:n-n:>k I 

'fore1nan-DAT' 
, ·- , m u.agen.-D AT 

/:>rze:n-ntk/ 'arsenic-DAT' 

The frequency of back vovvel harmony is influenced by proxinlity of the triggering 
back vowel to the suffix. With one intervening front unrounded vo,.vel, harmony is 
fairly common. With l\vo intervening front unrounded vowels, harmony is fairly 
uncommon. The height of the intervening front unrounded vo\vel is also a factor, 
with /i/ more likely to be transparent (facilitating back harn1ony) and /e/ less 
likely to be transparent (blocking back harmony). Hayes and Lande (2006) found 
frequency matching by Hw1garian participants in a pencil-and-paper experirnent in 
•vhich participants •vere asked to generate dative forms for novel Hungarian-like 
nouns by filling in blanks in a paragraph. This finding "'as replicated and extended 
by Hayes et al. (2009) in an experiment conducted via the Internet. In Hayes et al. 
(2009), frequency n1atching was den1onstrated not only for the influences of trigger 
and potentially transparent vo•vels, but also less robustly for generalizations 
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involving place and manner of intervening consonants and consonant clusters. 
Hayes et al. (2009) describe these as unnatural constraints, as there is no clear phono
logical connection between the consonant features involved and vowel backness, 
and suggest that there may be a bias against the learning of unnatural phono
logical constraints. Alternatively, the influence of these unnatural groupi.ngs may 
merely reflect the influence of lexical neighborhoods of related '"ords. 

Overall frequency 1natching \Vas also found in a study by Zuraw (2007), in \vhich 
the n1argi.nally productive process of nasal substitution in Tagalog \Vas used in 
a l\vo-part experiment. Tagalog speakers were asked to generate novel derived 
forms, as in Ernestus and Baayen (2003), and subsequently asked to judge the 
\vell-formedness of derived variants on a ten-point scale. A novel example from 
Zura'v (2007) is sho\vn in (4). 

(4) /bugnat/ 
/mambubugnat/ 
/mamumugnat/ 

'to bugn11t' 
'bugn11t-er' (no nasal substitution) 
'bugnat-er' (nasal substitution) 

Nasal substitution i.n Tagalog i.s found to varying degrees across the lexicon, 
and is influenced by the voicing and place of articulation of the consonant 
(CHAPTER 78: NASAL HARMONY). Zura\V (2007) found that speakers' use of nasal 
substitution and their judgments of substituted forms "'ere influenced by voicing, 
but she did not find a significant effect of place of articulation. In addition, she 
found that the use of nasal substitution in novel forn1s was overall less frequent 
than its appearance in the lexicon, indicating that the participants in her study 
had a bias for the regular (non-substituted) form. 

In summary, metalinguistic experiments have sho\vn that speaker judgments 
of novel phonological forms can be influenced by the relative frequency of 
sub-syllabic constituents \vi.thin the non-word, as \veil as by lexical patterns in 
the application of phonological processes. These data suggest that speakers have 
encoded frequency information within a variety of static phonotactic constituents 
as well as within the targets, results, and contexts of phonological and morpho

phonological processes. In other \vords, these data suggest that speakers have 
statistical knowledge of language sound structure at a variety of levels. 

3 Frequency in phonotactics: OCP-Place 

The previous section sho,ved examples of the influence of phonological frequency 
on native speaker performance in phonological experin1ents. Quantitative patterns 
such as these have become a point of interest in the developui.ent of theories 
of grammar and grammar acquisition. In this section, elementary concepts are 
introduced, in conjunction with the application of these concepts to consonant 
co-occurrence data. These data have been a driving force in the development of 
quantitative theories of phonology. 

3.1 Base phonotactic frequency 
It has long been knovtn that phonemes do not all occur 'vi.th equal frequency 
(e.g. Zipf 1965; CHAPTER 11: THE PHONEME). Availability of electronic corpora in 
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recent years has made analyzing the frequency distributions of phonemes easier, 
leading to comprehensive studies of a large number of languages and statistical 
distributions (e.g. Martindale et al. 1996; Tan1bovtsev and Martindale 2007), with 
subs tantiation of the claim that frequency differences beh"een phonemes influence 
phonological processing. 

Given that base phoneme frequencies may vary, the study of phonological 
combinations requires that these base frequency ltifference.s be taken into account 
(Pierrehumbert 1993, 1994). This approach ;vas taken in a groundbreaking study 
by Greenberg (1950), in ,.vhich the statistical con1bination of consonants in Arabic 
verbal roots \vas examined. Greenberg noted several series of consonants that 
tended not to co-occur '''ith one another \vithin a single root, primarily based on 
place of articulation. These generalizations \vere formalized by McCarthy (1994), 
using the n1ore general Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP) applied to place of 
articulation features. In its simplest form, this constraint bans the co-occurrence 
of consonants •vithin a root that share a place of articulation feature. 1.t \vas also 
noted that the frequency of co-occurrence varied behveen places of articulation; 
that this variation "'as sensitive to manner features; and that distance behveen 
co-occurring consonants was relevant as well (Pierrehumbert 1993; McCarthy 
1994; Padgett 1995). Ho"rever, in a root lexicon modeling study, Frisch et al. (2004) 
found that a significant portion of consonant co-occurrence frequency across 
the lexicon could be predicted from base phoneme frequency alone (see also 
CHAPTER 86: .MORPHEJVIE STRUCTURE CONSTRAINTS). 

3.2 Phonotactic constraints and co-occurrence frequency 
In the statistical analysis of phonotactic co-occurrence, researchers typically attempt 
to determine "'hether some combination is significantly statistically underrepres
ented, indicating a constraint against co-occurrence (e.g. Greenberg 1950; McCarthy 
1994). Presun1ably, statistical overrepresentation could also be found, indicating 
a preference for certain phonotactic combinations, such a.s in the co-occurrence 
of nasal consonants \vith homorganic stops in clusters. Alternatively, the rate 
of co-occurrence bel\veen related classes of consonants can be exa1nined for a 
significant statistical variance, indicating a difference in the strength of applica
tion of a constraint beh"een two co-occurrence classes (e.g. Frisch et al. 2004). 
These statistical approaches all use the notion tha.t the observed frequency of 
a combination should be equal to the expected frequency of co-occurrence by 
chance (assuming independent combination of the individual units, such as 
phonemes, onsets, rimes, or syllables). 

As a simple exa1nple, consider the fol.lowing hypothetical table (see Table 90.1) 
of aggregated consonant co-occurrence data. The style of this exao�ple follows 
Wilson and Obdeyn (2009), and is similar to actual data in several studies (Padgett 
1995; Frisch et al. 2004; eoetzee and Pater 2008). This could represent the data on 
consonant co-occurrence from a sample of 500 \Vords that begin \Vith CVC from 
a language, where the consonant co-occurrences have been aggregated within 
place of articulation classes to look for OeP-Place effects (cf. the examination of 
co-occurrence in 500 Italian verbs in Frisch et al. 2004). In this table, the number 
of eve pairs "'ith each place of articulation combination is given, and the row 
and column 1narginal totals sho'" the base frequency of occurrence of consonants 
in Cl (right-hand colunm) or C2 (bottom row) position. 
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Table 90.1 Hypothetical co-occurrence data for place of 
articulation classes in 500 words (follo\ving Wilson and 
Obdeyn 2009) 

[labial] [coronal] [dorsal] Mar Cl 

(labial) 12 83 33 128 

(coronal) 104 44 70 218 

(dorsal) 54 91 9 154 

Mar C2 170 218 112 500 

If consonants co-occurred randomly in these data, we \Vould expect the place of 
articuJati.on combinations to be evenly distributed across the different com.bi.na
tion groups. In other words, the expected probability of combination "vould be 
equal to the marginal probability of C l  multiplied by the n1arginal probability of 
C2. The marginal probability of C l  or C2 is the ratio of the frequency of occurrence 
of the consonant divided by the total number of occurrences. These caJculations 
are summarized in the following equation: 

obs( C ) obs(C2) (5) Expected(C,,C2) = p(C1) x p(C2) = ' x -�� 
total(C,) total(C2) 

For the case of the (labial)-(labial] com bination, for example: 

(6) Expected([labial],[labial]) = 
170 x 128 

= 0.08704 
500 500 

In a lexicon of 500 items, 0.08704 x 500 = 43.5 occurrences are expected. Performing 
this calculation for all co1nbinations gives the follo,.ving table (Table 90.2) of expected 
consonant co-occurrence, given random combination of Cl  and C2. It's impor tant 
to note that, in this view·, the marginal probabilities for C l  and C2 are taken as 
a starting point for examining the con1binations of C l  and C2. 

Pierrehumbert (1993) atten1pted to simplify the inspection of statistical co
occurrence data such as these. She used the ratio of the observed (0) co-occurrence 
vs. the expected (E) co-occurrence to provide a single number that sum.marized 
the relative under- or overrepresentation of combinations compared to chance. 

Table 90.2 Expected frequency of co-occurrence for 
hypothetical data in Table 90.1 

[labial] [coronal) [dorsal) Mar Cl 

[labial) 43.5 55.8 28.7 128.0 

(coronal) 74.1 95.0 48.8 218.0 

(dorsal) 52.4 67.1 34.5 154.0 

Mar C2 170.0 218.0 112.0 500.0 
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Table 90.3 Observed over expected (0/E) ratio for 
hypothetical data in Table 90.1 

[labial) [coronal) [dorsal) 

[labial] 
[coronal] 
(dorsal) 

0.28 

1.40 

1.03 

1.49 

0.46 

1.36 

I.IS 

1.43 

0.26 

Examining these ratios, the hypothetical data sho\v a statistical pattern of lo\v 
co-occurrence, 0 IE ratio less than 1, for co1nbinations at the sa1ne place of 
articulation. This \VOuld be taken as evidence for the operation of a constraint against 
co-occurrence for homorganic consonants (i.e. OCP-Place). For co-occurrence 
for different places of articulation the OIE ratio is greater than 1, meaning co
occurrence is at or above the level expected by chance. This "'ould be taken as 
evidence that there is no constraint against co-occurrence for consonants at different 
places of articulation. 

Since McCarthy (1994), data such as these have been used not only to argue 
for the presence of a co-occurrence constraint for natural classes of phonemes, 
but also that there can be different degrees of constraint, or gradience, in phono
tactic constraints. Quantitative differences in the frequency of occtrrrence of 
combinations (or in 0 IE ratios) have been used to argue that some con1binations 
may occur, but are more or less restricted than others. 1n the case of OCP-Place, 
quantitative differences have been used to argue for stronger constraints for a 
variety of consonant con1binations: a stronger constraint for identical consonant 
combinations in comparison to homorganic, but not identical, consonants (McCarthy 
1994); a stronger constraint for consonants that are closer together '"itlli.n the root 
or \vord (Pierrel1un1bert 1993; B11ckley 1997; Berkley 2000); a stronger constraint 
for consonants that share manner features or are more similar in general (McCarthy 
1994; Padgett 1995; Frisch et al. 2004; Coetzee and Pater 2008). 

As grammatical models of frequency effects have become more sophisticated, it 
has been suggested that quantitative OIE data for phonotactic con1binations should 
be treated '"ith caution.. Wilson and Obdeyn. (2009) demonstra.te that differences 
in 0 IE such as those in Table 90.3 may arise due to a combination of constraints, 
without necessarily indicating a difference in the strength of a constraint. First, 
note that in the hypothetical data there are differences in the marginal probabilities 
for the different consonant places of articulation, as is comn1on in natural data. 
The [coronal) class is overaJl more frequent both as CJ and as C2 in comparison 
to the [labial] and [dorsal] classes (CHAPTER 12: CORONALS). In the MaxEnt grammar 
model V\l'ilson and Obdeyn (2009) use, discussed later in this section, these dif
ferences in marginal probability arise from constraints on individual consonant 
classes. These constraints \vould then interact >vi.th OCP-Place constraints for 
coo1binations of consonants. 

Table 90.4 sho"•s a set of hypothetical constraint •veights for this general type 
of interaction model, based on the hypothetical data. The hypothetical constraint 
\veights are given as fractions in order to 1nore transparently reveal their irnpact 
on the frequency of occurrence of features and feature con1binations, and so are 
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Table 90.4 Hypothetical constraint ,.,eights for a 
simplified interactive model of consonant phonotactics 

[Labial] [coronal] (dorsal) Mar Cl 

[labial) 0.25 1 1 0.256 

[coronal) 1 0.25 1 0.436 

(dorsal] 1 1 0.25 0.308 

Mar C2 0.340 0.436 0.224 

not identical to the weights for a l\i!axEnt model of these data. These \veights are 
most similar to the quantitative constraint values used in the Frisch et· al. (2004) 
stochastic constraint n1odel. In a MaxEnt nlodel, the constraint weights would 
be inversely related to frequency and the connection from a. particula r weight 
value to frequency is less transparent. In this table, the marginal values are con
straint weights for individual place of articulation features in Cl or C2 position 
(based directly on the nlarginal probabilities for simplicity of exposition), and the 
combination weights represent a uniforn1 OCP-Place effect across different places 
of articulation . A 0.25 weight on combinations of the same feattire is t1sed in this 
example, providing a strong but not categorical restriction on co-occurrence. A 
\veight of 1 is assigned to combinations for different features, suggesting these 
pairs are unrestricted. 

From these constraint weights, it can be shown that differences in the cuinula
tive �veight for place con1binations can result as a combination of the weights for 
marginal probabilities and the uniform OCP-Place weight for all combinations. 
For example, for [labial]-[labial] combinations: 

(7) v\Teight(Cl (labial]) x vVeight(C2 [labial)) x Weight(Cl [labial] & C2 (labial]) 
= 0.256 x 0.340 x 0.25 = 0.02176 

But for [coronaJ)-[coronaJ) combinations: 

(8) Weight(Cl [coronal]) x \<Veight(C2 [coronal]) x Weight(Cl [coronal] & C2 
[coronal] ) = 0.436 x 0.436 x 0.25 = 0.04752 

The ratio of the cumulative constraint "'eights is approximately 1 to 2, \vhich 
roughly corresponds to the ratio of 0 /E for [labial]-[labial] vs. [coronal]-[coronal] 
con1binations. Thus the san1e degree of direct constraint on consonant combina
tion, interacting with positional constraints for differences in nlarginal consonant 
frequencies, produces differences in the cumulative constraint for combinations. 
In the Wilson and Obdeyn (2009) approach, the base phonotactic frequencies for 
consonant occurrence are modeled as part of the grammar, rather than taken as 
a starting point from which to model phonotactic con1bination. 

3.3 Quantitative OCP-Place effects 
A fruitful do1nain for the examination of frequency as a relevant dimension 
for phonological constraints has been the study of long-distance constraints on 
consonant combination, originally characterized for Arabic as an application of 
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the Obligatory Contour Principle to place of articulation classes (McCarthy 1994). 
McCarthy (1988) first observed that the occurrence of Arabic verbal roots with 
identical consonants \\'as restricted to forn1s of the type sdd, where C2 and C3 
are identical. This pattern 'vas analyzed using the formalisn1 of autosegn1ental 
phonology as involving spreading from the C2 to C3 position in a root \vith only 
two consonants, e.g. sd, in order to fill three consonant positions in a template 
(CHAPTER 105: TIER SEGREGATION; CHAPTER 108: SEMITIC TEMPLATES). This analysis 
of the asymn1etry in appearance of identical consonants in the Arabic verbal 
roots more or less still stands. McCarthy (1994) observed that the co-occurrence 
series originally presented by Greenberg (1950) could also be analyzed as an 
application of the OCP to place of articulation features \vhere place of articu
lation features are located on distinct autosegmental tiers in feature geometry 
(CHAl'TER 27: THE ORGANIZATION OF FEATURES). One advantage of this analysis 
�vas the ability to capture co-occurrence constraints benveen Cl and C3 in a three
consonant root, '"here the middle consonant would be invisible to the application 
of the constraint, due to the segregation of place features onto distinct tiers, as in 
(9). In this approach, nvo distinct OCP constraints are active in the Arabic roots, 
in order to prevent roots with identical Cl-C2, and also to restrict roots with 
hon1organic consonants in any position. 

(9) (lab J [lab J 

I I 
b t f 

I 
[cor) 

Frisch et al. (2004) argue that soa.1e type of gradient analysis of OCP-Place effects 
is necessary, as any set of categorical constraints on co-occurrence will either have 
an unacceptably large nun1ber of exceptions or fail to explain an unacceptably 
large number of non-occtrrrences. They constructed a variety of categorical 
OCP-Place n1odels, based on excluding consonant pairs with different degrees 
of specificity of feature combination, and tl1en counted the number of consonant 
pairs that occurred despite being restricted (exceptions) or did not occur relative 
to the expected frequency of occurrence for non-homorganic pairs (unexplained 
underrepresentation). Their data are presented in Table 90.5. The "enumerated 
pairs" model excludes only the consonant pairs that occur with zero frequency, 
'vhich cannot be defined by a natural class. Previous models proposed a variety 
of feature combinations like the ones in this table, but cannot explain \\1hy 

Table 90.5 Failure of categorical models of OCP-Place to capture 
exceptions or eliminate gradiently restricted pairs 

Definition of classes Ex<·eptio11s U 11ex1Jlai11,�d 11 r1d1�rreprese11 ttl t io11 

Place only 816 0 

Place & [son] 123 160.8 

Place & [son] & [cont] 36 312.7 

Enumerated pairs 0 430.5 
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restricted pairs occur \Vith such high frequency, or \vhy unrestricted pairs occur 
\Vith such lo"' frequency, relative to the expected frequency of occurrence. 

Quantitative OCP-Place type effects have been demonstrated for several languages: 
Arabic, Maltese, Italian, Thai (Frisch et al. 2004); Muna (Coetzee and Pater 2008); 
Shona, Warga may (Wilson and Obdeyn 2009); Javanese (Mester 1986); Tigrinya 
(Buckley 1997); Russian (Padgett 1995); English, French, Latin (Berkley 2000). In all 
of these cases, featural similarity appears to play a role. Perhaps more importantly, 
there is yet to be an instance "'here a language is analyzed quantitatively and 
gradient OCP-Place effects are not found. Consonant place-based co-occurrence 
restrictions have been discussed for an even larger set of languages, though these 
have not been analyzed quantitatively from a similarity perspective (see Yip 1989, 
Frisch et al. 2004, Coetzee and Pater 2008 for references). Analogous constraints 
have also been investigated for laryngeal features (Steriade 1982; Ito and Mester 
1986; MacEachern 1999), but these also have not yet been studied quantitatively. 

3.4 Subsidiary features and underspecification 

An interesting wrinkle to the OCP-Place constraint data for Arabic is that the 
constraint apparently applies 1nore strongly within some places of articulation 
than others. In Arabic, for the labial, dorsal, and guttural places of articulation, 
co-occurrence '''ithin these places of articulation is virtually non-existent (with 
a few exceptions, depending exactly on ho'v the classes are defined). Within 
the coronal place of articulation, ho\vever, co-occurrence can be quite frequent, 
particularly behveen obstruents and sonorants, and less so for obstruents differing 
on continuant, as suggested by Ta.ble 90.5. Table 90.6 shows the Arabic coronal 

Table 90.6 Co-occurrence for coronal consonants in the lexicon of Arabic 

triconsonantal roots (totals include combinations wHh non-coronal consonants, 
\vhich are not listed in the table) 

C2/C3 
Cl/C2 t d t' d' e s z s' z' f I r n total 

t 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 11 17 6 102 
d 0 1 0 0 2 0 8 0 0 0 4 16 22 14 198 
t' 0 1 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 5 15 19 8 140 
d' 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 12 4 85 

e 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 13 1 55 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 17 2 72 
s 2 13 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 21 22 9 230 
z 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 15 9 151 
s' 1 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17 13 5 138 
z' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 0 22 
f 4 9 9 0 0 2 0 1 0 2 0 6 23 9 200 
I 5 9 13 0 3 2 15 4 5 2 2 0 0 1 270 
r 9 21 11 12 7 1 21 13 10 1 16 0 0 9 400 
n 10 12 10 7 4 2 15 10 9 3 14 0 2 0 324 

total 117 243 151 83 61 55 200 123 100 29 141 365 497 226 
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co-occurrence data for individual coronal consonants in Cl-C2 or C2-C3 posi
tion, from Frisch el al. (2004). In Table 90.6, cells showing no co-occurrence are 
primarily clustered near the diagonal, \vhere identical or nearly identical consonant 
pairs are found. 

Theoretical accounts of the OCP-Place constraint have used the difference 
bet"'een coronal consonants and other consonants to argue for place of articulation
specific constraints on coronals. Davis (1991), exan1ining co-occurrence data from 
English, claimed that coronal place of articulation involves underspecification, 
\vith [coronal) not present in the feature representation, and so not subject to the 
OCP. For Arabic, there are clearly restrictions on coronals evident in Table 90.6, 
and so an absolute restricted/unrestricted distinction cannot be maintained on 
the basis of place of articulation. Quantitative accounts of place differences in the 
strength of OCP-Place constraints vary in their method of accounting for these 
differences, as detailed in the next hvo sections. 

3.5 Similarity and OCP-Place 

Pierrehumbert (1993) attempted to lUlify the two distinct OCP constraints, and 
also to capture differences in the frequency of occurrence of distinct consonant 
combinations at different places of articuJation. She proposed that consonant com
binations are restricted on the basis of their perceived similarity, 'vhere perceived 
similarity is influenced by t\vo factors. One factor is the featural similarity of 
the consonants involved. Identical consonants \Vould be maxin1ally similar. 
Hon1organic consonants that also share maru1er features \vould be highly 
similar. Homorganic consonants that do not share manner features •vould be 
less similar. The second factor influencing perceived similarity is distance. By 
her hypothesis, the similarity of consonants that are closer together in the root 
(Cl-C2 or C2-C3) is more easily perceived than the similarity of consonants that 
are further apart (Cl-C3). Pierrehun1bert (1993) argues that perceived si1nilarity 
corresponds to the frequency of co-occurrence of consonant combination, providing 
a unified account of variation in the strength of OCP-Place effects for different 
consonant combinations (CHAPTER 98: SPEECH PERCEPTION AND PHONOLOGY) . 
Pierrehumbert (1993) also extended the perceived sinlliarity account to include 
the .influence of contrastiveness on similarity using contrastive w1derspecification. 
Jn this approa.ch, places of articulation •vith a relatively .1.a.rge number of contrasts 
(e.g. Arabic coronals) \Vil! have relatively more features influencing similarity in 
comparison to places of articulation \Vith a relatively small number of contrasts 
(e.g. Arabic labials). In other words, the size of the inventory at a particular place 
of articulation would predict ho'v '"eak or strong the co-occurrence constraint is 
at that place. 

The similarity account of OCP-Place effects in Arabic 'vas more concretely 
formalized in Frisch et al. (2004), using a categorization function model of a gradient 
phonotactic constraint. In this model, similarity was related to a co-occurrence 
weight sin1ilar to the fractional weights used in Table 90.4. High-sin1ilarity homo
rganic consonants had a co-occurrence 've.ight near zero, reflecting their near coo1-
plete absence from Arabic. Non-homorganic consonants \vere analyzed as having 
no similarity and a co-occurrence \veight near one. Homorganic consonants with 
intermediate degrees of similarity had \Veight values in between these extremes 
along a smooth curve. An example of this type of constraint is shown in Figure 90.1. 
The application of this type of constraint to single consonant co-occurrence pairs 
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Figure 90.1 Stochastic constraint n1odel of gradjent sinUlarity avoidance for consonant 
pairs in Arabic (after Fdsch et al. 2004) 

was extended in Frisch (2000) to n1odel entire three-consonant roots by combining 
together constraints on Cl-C2, C2-C3, and Cl-C3 combinations. 

3.6 Modern interactive constraint models of 
OCP-Place effects 

Parallel to the development of the Pierrehu1nbert (1993) and Frisch et al. (2004) 
stochastic constraint model, formal phonological models of categorical constraint 
interaction \vere developed using Harmonic Grammar (Legendre et al. 1990; 
Smolensky and Legendre 2006) and Optimality Theory (Prince and Smolensky 
2004). Quantitative implementations of these grammatical approaches have been 
applied to the OCP-Place data of Arabic and other languages. These n1odels 
differ in a variety of theoretical points that are, to some extent, orthogonal. to the 
issue of frequency effects. They vvill be discussed primarily from the perspective 
of their differences in modeling frequency effects in corpus data. 

One '"ay in '"luch these n1odels differ is in the degree of restriction on inde
pendent free paran1eters used to fit the frequency data. In Frisch et a.I. (2004), the 
degree of restrictiveness of consonant combination "'as proportional to perceived 
similarity, resulting in a relatively low number of free parameters. Anttila (2008a) 
makes a proposal most analogous to Frisch et al. (2004), stating that OCP-Place con
sonant co-occurrences can be predicted on the basis of grammatical complexity, where 
gra.inmatical complexity comes fron1 the required number of pair\vise gra1nmatical 
constraint rankings that are required to achieve a faithful output in an optimal ity
theoretic grammar. The restrictions on more specific natural classes of co-occurrence 
require more constraint rankings in comparison to more general natural classes of 
co-occurrence. For the case of Arabic coronals, for exa1nple, Anttila (2008a) presents 
the follo\ving constraints and rankings for representative consonant pairs: 
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(10) a. t-d 
F AITH >> OCP-CoR A 
FAITH>> OCP-CoR[-son] /\ 
FAITH >> OCP-CoR[-son, a:cont) 

b. t-s 
FAITH >> OCP-CoR /\ 
FAITH >> OCP-CoR[-son] 

c. 1-n 
FAITH >> OCP-CoR A 
FAITH >> OCP-CoR[+son] 

d. t-n 
FAITH >> OCP-CoR 

Frequency Effects 2153 

A relatively larger number of rankings n1ust hold to allow co-occurrence to the 
t-d case (combination of coronal stops or coronal fricatives) for the i.nput to map 
faithfully to the output, in comparison to the t-n case (combination of a coronal 
obstruent with a coronal sonorant). The complexity hypothesis is analogous to 
the account of laryngeal OCP constraints in MacEachern (1999), where the parallel 
between OCP constraints with 1nultiple features and the notion of siinilarity due 
to multiple feature matches is explicitly discussed. There is an implicit hierarchy 
among these OCP constraints, \vhere less specific constraint rankings can make 
more specific constramt rankings irrelevant. If OCP-CoR >>FAITH, any coronal pair 
vvill be unable to surface faithfully, regardless of the ranking of OCP-CoR[-son], 
for exan1ple. Since more specific feature matches for the OCP constraints 1neans 
higher similarity behveen phonemes, the complex.ity hypothesis and the similarity 
account of the OCP make analogous predictions and are both fairly restrictive in 
the number of free parameters that can be used to fit the data. 

Coetzee and Pater (2008) take a different approach fro1n constraii1t rankii1g, 
usii1g an accumulation of constraint violations for the same sort of constraint 
set as above (Anttila 2008a credits Coetzee and Pater 2008 for the constraint set 
that he uses). In the Coetzee and Pater (2008) approach, hovvever, constraints are 
weighted relative to one another, rather than ranked relative to one another, as 
an application of Harn101lic Grarrunar to the consonant co-occurrence problem. 
Constraii1ts with hlgher "'eight have a greater in1pact on the likeliliood of appear
ance of a form that violates that constraint. Forms that violate multiple highly 
vveighted constraints are unlikely to appear. The most frequent forms "'ill be 
those that violate the fevvest and lo,vest-vveighted constramts. In the Coetzee and 
Pater (2008) model, constraint "'eights were determined by a gradual learning 
acquisition algorithn1, where data were presented to the learning model at rates 
that reflected the frequency of occurrence of forms in the lexicon. These constraint 
vveights '"'ere then used to compute a cumulative harmony value for each type 
of input consonant combination that was compared to 0/E values in the data for 
those consonant combinations. Coetzee and Pater (2008) conducted this analysis 
for consonant co-occurrence data fro1n Arabic and the Austronesian language 
Muna. On the basis of differences in the co-occurrence patterns between these 
t"'O languages, they concluded that language-specific constraint weightings are 
required for a relatively large number of OCP constraiilts, resulting in a relatively 
large number of free parameters. In particular, in order to account for differences 
bet\\'een languages ii1 the effects of subsidiary features such as [sonorant] and 
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[continuant] for different places of articulation, Coetzee and Pater (2008) have 
different constraint \veights for OCP-CoR[+son] and OCP-LAB[+son], for example. 
These differences \\'ere n1otivated by differences betv-reen the languages in rate 
of co-occurrence of consonant pairs that could not be reduced to contrastiveness, 
demonstrating that the proposals of Pierrehumbert (1993) and Frisch et al. (2004) 
do not generalize to Nluna. 

As introduced earlier, Wilson and Obdeyn (2009) attempt to account for the 
language-specific differences found by Coetzee and Pater (2008) v-rith a restrictive 
1nodel of constraint weighting with fe,.ver free parameters. Wilson and Obdeyn 
(2009) use the MaxEnt model of Hayes and \\lilson (2008). Like the Harmonic 
Grammar model of Coetzee and Pater (2008), the MaxEnt model uses constraint 
\veights to predict frequency of occurrence, and gathers together cumulative 
violations to detern1ine relatively high or low frequency of occurrence. Wilson 
and Obdeyn (2009) conclude from their modeling of Arabic and Muna, as 'veil 
as data from Shona and \\largamay, that the influence of subsidiary features on 
consonant co-occurrence \vithin a language can be held constant across different 
places of articulation, thus reducing the number of free parameters needed by 
the model (and consequently the nun1ber of constraints needed by the grammar). 
In other words, the in1pact of the feature [sonorant) is argued to be the san1e across 
different places of articulation within a language, though it may differ from one 
language to the next. Wilson and Obdeyn (2009) argue that apparent differences 
in the effect of subsidiary features for different places of articulation result from 
differences in the \veights of the place features themselves. For places of articu
lation \vhere the place feature weight is relatively low (e.g. [coronal] in Arabic), the 
effect of subsidiary features can be seen in gradient differences in frequency of 
co-occurrence. For places of articulation '"here the place feature \\reight is relatively 
high (e.g. [labial] in Arabic), co-occurrence is already at very lov•' frequency due 
to the place feature, and so the effects of the subsidiary features are not visible. 
Wilson and Obdeyn (2009) argue that differences behveen their modeling results 
and those of Coetzee and Pater (2008) come prim.arily from three differences 
in their approach to modeling. First, the MaxEnt grammar directly determines 
constraint weights from frequency data, rather than learning constraint \veights 
indirectly via a learning algorithn1. Second, the success of the different models 
was determined by co1nparison directly to frequency data, rather than by com
parison to 0/E values: recall the discussion a.bove on potential issues '"'ith 0/E 
data "'hen consonants differ in their base frequency of co-occurrence (and base 
frequency of occurrence is also modeled by the MaxEnt grammar). Third, the 
Wilson and Obdeyn (2009) modeling includes a penalty in the evaluation of model 
success based on the number of free parameters allowed in the model. As a result, 
they provide an incentive for parsim.ony in their model fitting. While parsimony 
is often implicitly part of the discussion in model comparison (e.g. Frisch et al. 
2004; Coetzee and Pater 2008), their proposal explicitly incorporates a quantitative 
penalty in the numerical evaluation of a model fit for free parameters. 

3.7 Metalinguistic judgments for OCP-Place 
To test the psychological reality of the OCP-Place constraint, Frisch and Za\\raydeh 
(2001) conducted a novel non-,vord study •vith native Arabic speakers in Jordan. 
Their non-\vords \¥ere constructed •vith a variety of consonant pairs along the 
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spectrum of violations and non-violations of the OCP-Place constraint. They 
found that the Arabic speakers '�'ere sensitive to OCP-Place violations, including 
violations of the constraint by more than one consonant pair (i.e. cumulative con
straint violations). Frisch and za,"aydeh (2001) also found that Arabic speakers 
'vere sensitive to different degrees of OCP-Place violation for a single consonant 
pair, parallel to the frequency distribution of these consonant pairs in the lexicon. 
Like the Coleman and Pierrehun1bert (1997) data, these findings are difficult to 
model in a grammar that considers only a single or n1axin1al constraint violation, 
and are n1ore naturally captured by a granunatical model that considers ctunu
lative violations in determining 'vell-formedness. The cumulative nature of well
formedness is compatible \vith a grammar that includes frequency information, as 
the frequency of occurrence of phonological structures reflects the '"ell-formedness 
of phonological forn1s "'ithin a language in much the san1e way as typological 
frequency reflects n1arkedness ben.veen languages. In this '"ay, the synchronic 
frequency effects seen in corpus studies of language lexicons appear to be trans
parently related to cross-linguistic typological patterns. Thus there is converging 
evidence that frequency effects at a variety of levels can contribute to our under
standing of the nature of language sound structure. 

4 Synchronic variation 

Synchronic variation refers to cases where there are multiple alternatives for a 
phonological forn1. In general, synchronic variation is not expressed by variation 
between equally frequent alternatives. The cases that have been studied have sho,vn 
that variot1s phonological and n1orphological factors bias the output so that the 
frequency distribution of alternatives is unequal. In addition, there may be any 
nun1ber of non-phonological factors (from syntax or discourse) that influence 
alternatives. These types of interactions have not been studied to any great extent. 
Synchronic variation provides evidence that frequency inforn1ation is part of the 
phonological l<n(nvledge possessed by speakers of a language, as the factors that 
condition synchronic variation are the same factors that are seen elsewhere in 
traditional phonological analyses. Providing a completely independent account of 
synchronic variation fro1n the rest of the (non-variable) grammar seems redundant, 
as the same phonological factors are used in both cases. The simpler approach, 
then, is to begin with the same phonological building blocks for both variation 
and non-variation and provide a mechanism '"ithin the grammar that allows for 
variation to occur. Several mechanisms are discussed, in general developing from 
less complex to more complex alternatives. The majority of the examples use the 
frame'"ork of Optimality Theory, as the 1nost recent analyses adopt constraints 
on possible outputs as the fundan1ental description of phonological patterns. 

4.1 Variation as multiple optimality-theoretic 
grammars 

One extensively studied case of synchronic variation is found in so-called t/d
deletion in English (e.g. Guy 1991; see also CHAPTER 92: VARIABILITY). Deletion of 
coda t/d is relatively comn1on in English, particularly in dialects such as African 
American English. The deletion process is more co1nn1on in consonant clusters, 
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and depends on the following phonological context (among other factors). For 
exa1nple, in African American English deletion is relatively likely \vhen the next 
word is consonant-initial (Ila), or before a pause (llb), and least likely when the 
next "'Ord is vo,vel-initial (1 lc). 

(11) a. 
b. 
c. 

That's a fast /fres/ car. 
That's fast /fees/. 
That's a fast /frest I ansiver. 

Anttila (2007) proposes a relatively simple account of this systematic variation, 

using the ranking schema of Optimality Theory. 1n many \\1ays, the approach is 
non-quantitative at its core, \vhich makes the analysis of variation con1patible \vith 
classic generative phonology, in \•vhich variation is not considered an in1portant 
aspect of the theory. Using a set of basic parsing constraints, Anttila (2007) sho\vS 
that any constraint ranking that allows deletion before a pause or vowel \Vil I also 
allo\v deletion before a consonant. Thus, the synchronic variation \vithin a language 
is compatible \Vith the phonological differences between languages (e.g. Davidson 
2006). In order to generate variation, we can assu1ne that speakers have multiple 
gran1mars '"ith different constraint rankings (also called co-phonologies). If these 
grammars are used varia.bly, perhaps '"ith different rates, they can be used to model 
different frequencies of occurrence of t/ d-deletion. However, the use of multiple 
constraint rankings does not result in a state \vhere any pattern of variation is 
possible, as the set of proposed constraints does restrict the possible gran\ffiars. 
In the case of t/d-deletion, these constraints ensure that deletion before a con
sonant is always possible if deletion else,vhere is possible. So deletion before a 
consonant will al'''ays be more frequent than deletion elsewhere. 

There are other factors that condition t/d-deletion, and their inclusion in 
gra1nmar has led to 1nore complex n1odels of variation. For example, t Id-deletion 
is sensitive to the preceding phonological context: deletion is more likely in /st/ 
dusters than /ft/ dusters, more likely following obstruents than sonora nts 
(e.g. fast vs. pant) and least likely after a VO\Vel. Deletion is also more likely if 
t/d is part of the root than if t/d co1nes from suffixation, as in the past-tense 
morpheme (e.g. fast vs. raced). There are, ho"rever, confounds among the possible 
conditioning factors. Coetzee (2004) notes that voicing is sometin1es mentioned 
as a conditioni.ng fa.ctor, but that voicing is not discussed as an i.nfh.lence on 
t/d-deletion in many studies. However, coda clusters with /d/ are rarely found 
outside of cases where the /d/ is a suffix or preceded by a sonorant, so it is not clear 
whether voicing itself is a conditioning factor, or whether these cases of deletion 
are subsumed by the influence of preceding envirorunent and n1orphological 
status. Another alternative analysis is that the effect of the manner of the pre
ceding phoneme is actually an effect of similarity, such that deletion is more likely 
\vhen t/d are next to a highly similar segment (i.e. obstruents are more similar 
to t Id than sonorants and vowels, and similarity also makes some predictions about 
place of articulation effects that appear to be correct). 

4.2 Variation as unranked constraints 
Anttila (2008b) takes a slightly different approach to modeling synchronic variation 
in Optimality Theory in a study of Finni.sh, in which vo\vel hiatus is resolved by 
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coalescence of two distinct vo'''el qualities into a long vo\11el with a single quality. 
Vowel coalescence in Finnish is variable, but more common \\/hen the first vovtel 
is a nud vowel (12a) than a high vowel (12b ). 

(12) a. 
b. 

/suomea/ - /suomee/ 
I ruotsia I - I ruotsii/ 

'Finnish-PARTITIVE' 
'S,11edish-PARTITIVE' 

Assluning underlying forms \11ith two distinct vowel qualities, Anttila (2008b) 
uses three distinct constraints to capture the basic patterns of possible variation: 
FAITH, *EA, *lA. FAITH preserves the underlying contrast, while *EA and *IA are 
constraints against V0\11el hiatus. If *EA is ah11ays higher-ranked than *IA, the height 
asymmetry in vowel coalescence will be preserved. In order to allo'" for variation, 
Anttila (2008b) takes son1e constraints to be tu1tanked in the grammar, to be ranked 
only upon evaluation and determination of an output (also called floating con
straints). For exan1ple, if only the universal ranking *EA >> *IA is present, then 
FAITH can either outrank both of these constraints, leading to no coalescence; 
only the *IA constraint, leading to coalescence only for /ea/; or neither constraint, 
leading to coalescence for both /ia/ and /ea/. Due to the asymmetry between 
*EA and *IA in the typological grammars, there is a predicted asyrrunetry in the 
frequency that these patterns are output at evaluation. The full analysis of Anttila 
(2008b) also includes morphological conditioning involving coalescence in root 
forms vs. coalescence '"hen hiatus is created by a suffix, and also some influences 
of part of speech on coalescence rate, sinUlar to the l/d case. This involves 
expanding the nun1ber of constraints used in the analysis, but the basic approach 
usi.ng some unranked constraints to account for variation is retai.ned. 

4.3 Variation through violation of non-crucial 
constraints 

A third Optio:lality Theory-based approach to variation is presented in Coetzee 
(2006), '"here, in contrast to the two discussed above, the ranking of all phono
logical constraints in the gra1nmar is maintained, but the differences in violations 
accrued by non-optimal candidates are relevant to frequency. Coetzee (2006) 
discusses Failense Portuguese, \11here unstressed vo,11els are variably deleted. 
This process is similar in some contexts to unstressed vo,vel deletion in English 
(e.g. deletion preceding r/I discussed belo\11). It is sensitive to the quality of the 
unstressed vowel, and also to position \11ithin the \11ord. Unlike English, unstressed 
vo\11el deletion can occur '"ord-finally (e.g. paga /pagii/ - /pag/ 'she pays') and 
is generally 1nore con1t11on in this position. In Coetzee's approach to model
ing varia bility, markedness constraints that are motivated else,.vhere are used. 
These constraints are also used to account for vow·el reduction phenomena, thus 
adding generality to the analysis. These constraints penalize parsing vo\11els into 
unstressed syllables, roughly based on their sonority. Coetzee also includes a 
constraint against unstressed vo"re)s in final position in a prosodic "'Ord as a type 
of marked.ness constraint against "'eak prosodic "'ord boundaries. In classical 
Optimality Theory, faithfulness constraints would outrank these constraints in order 
for '"ord-final unstressed vo\11els to appear at all. 

Coetzee proposes two extensions to classical Optimality Theory to account 
for variability. First, non-optimal candidates are ranked relative to one another 
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by the grammar on the basis of their non-crucial violations, so that more marked 
possibilities are disfavored relative to less marked possibilities overall. If these 
degrees of non-opti.Jnality correspond to frequencies of occurrence, then non
opti.Jnal candidates that violate the fe,vest number of additional constraints 
•viii be more frequent, and those \vhich violate many additional constraints \viii 
be less frequent. Second, in order to limit the number of possible outputs and 
allo'v for categorical effects, there is a boundary in the constraint hierarchy 
that is a relative cut-off for frequency influences on non-optimal candidates. 
Constraints above this cut-off have categorical influences on the appearance of 
alternatives, so that relatively highly ranked constraints \ViJI limit the possible 
outputs qualitatively. Constraints below this cut-off "'ill limit the possible outputs 
quantitatively, so that variation can be observed when only these relatively 
low-ranked constraints distinguish alternative outputs. This is the primary distinc
tion between the Coetzee (2006) approach, where there is a cut-off for potential 
variability in the hierarchy, and the previous alternatives that generate variabiJity 
with re-ranking. In a re-ranking analysis, constraints any,vhere in the hierarchy 
can potentially be unranked and allov,r variation. 

4.4 Variation by quantitatively ranked constraints 
Boersma and Hayes (2001) present a more quantitative approach to optimality
theoretic constraint ranking, \vhich is similar to the unranked constraints approach. 
In their theory, Stochastic Opti.Jnality Theory, each constraint has an associated 
average ranking value that represents its typical location \Vithin the constraint 
hierarchy. When constraint evaluation takes place to generate an output, each 
constraint is perturbed from its average ranking value probabilistically, so that 
a constraint at evaluation may be at a higher or lower point than its average 
location. If t"'O constraints are relatively close together in average ranking 
value, it is possible that their relative position "'ill change with respect to one 
another (and, if they had the exact san1e average ranking value, they are essen
tiaUy unranked "'ith respect to one another, and could appea.r in either order at 
evaluation). Constraints that are relatively far apart in average ranking value are 
very unlikely to occur in a different ranking at evaluation. In this '"ay, Stochastic 
Optimality Theory can have relatively categorical constrai.J1t rankings and relatively 
variable constraint rankings, with the potential to fine-tune the average ranking 
values so that the relative ranking of hvo constraints at evaluation occurs with 
any desired frequency. \iVith an appropriate choice of constraints, then, frequency 
effects can be modeled rather precisely. Criticism of Stochastic Optimality Theory 
has noted that it can produce no truly categorical effects, as it is always possible 
in any particular evaluation for the ranki.J1g value for a constraint to be very 
dista.nt from its avera.ge ranking value; h.O"'ever, this possibility is extremely 
unlikely (e.g. Anttila 2008b). It has also been suggested that tuning the fre
quencies predicted by a grammar too closely to a corpus of data is unrealistic as 
a n1odel of the knowledge of any individual speaker, as there is variation benveen 
individuals and there are extra-gran1f!1atical influences on the frequency of occur
rence of variant forms. Coetzee (2006) argues that a better 111.odel of va.riability in 
grammar only provides relative frequency differences betw·een alternatives and 
does not model exact frequencies of occurrence. 
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4.5 Token frequency as an influence in variation 

Word token frequency has been sho\vn to be an influence on phonetic reduction 
and also on the diachronic spread of sow1d change. Though these processes are 
arguably diachronic, the synchronic language learner acquires and uses a system 
in \vhich there is synchronic variation. There are numerous studies documenting 
these types of changes (see Bybee 2000 for a revie,v). One of the earliest studies 
of this type exa1nined deletion of unstressed /a/ preceding a sonorant /r/ or /1/. 
In lo\v-freguency words, such as artillery and cursory, unstressed /a/ is preserved 
(i.e. /art1lari/ not /arttlri/). In high-frequency words, such as memory, salary, and 
nursery, unstressed /a/ may be deleted or replaced \vith a syllabic sonorant mak
ing syllable count in these 'vords somewhat ambiguous. Bybee (2000) argues that 
this variation is the result of a sound change in progress that is gradual both in 
its diffusion through the lexicon and in its phonetics for any particular word. 

A second example of this type of reduction is t/ d-deletion, n1entioned above. 
The deletion of t/ d is conditioned by a variety of social and grammatical factors 
(see Guy 1991). One potential gr ammatical factor is the distinction benveen function 
words and content '''ords. Function \vords have a higher rate of ti d-deletion. 
Ho\\•ever, function words are also highly frequent, so this potential granunatical 
factor is hopelessly confounded \vith frequency. Another potential gramn1atical 
factor is a decrease in the frequency of t/d-<leletion \vhen t/d is used as a regular 
past-tense marker vs. ordinary stem-final t/ d in content '''ords. Taking this factor 
into account, Jurafsky et al. (2001) sho\v that frequency has an influence on dele
tion rate in content \Vords. In a study of the phonetically transcribed S\vitchboard 
database, they found that content words \vith the highest frequency were twice 
as likely to have final t Id-deletion as content 'vords \vith the lo,vest frequency. 
They found \vord frequency to be a significant factor above and beyond other 
potential phonological (e.g. \vord length) and morphophonological influences on 
reduction. 

Bybee (2000, 2002) proposes that the other n1orphophonological influences 
on t/d-deletion may also reduce to frequency effects. In Bybee's model, "-'Ortis 
are represented in the lexicon in full phonetic detail, with gradient degrees of 
reduction being part of the idiosyncratic knowledge that individual speakers have 
about a word. Moreover, \vord usage leads to additional phonetic reduction, so 
that high-frequency \vords are n1ore phonetically reduced than lo,v-frequency 
'vords. As this gradual reduction proceeds to the eventual endpoint of deletion, 
higher-frequency \vords are more likely to reach this state in comparison to 
lo\v-frequency words. The gradual erosion accounts for frequency effects on the 
reduction and deletion of unstressed /a/ as well as l/d-deletion. Bybee's model 
also includes listing of morphologically con1plex forms in the lexicon, so these 
forms are al.so subject to the gradual erosion through usage that is foimd in 
simple \vords. Bybee claims that the supposed difference in deletion rate behveen 
morphologically complex \vords and simple words is actually coincidental, as 
morphologically con1plex words are more likely to contain a vo\vel preceding 
the t Id in cotnparison to simple \Vords, and the post-vocalic environn1ent is 
Jess favorable to t/d-del.etion (e.g. 111issed vs. said). Finally, she notes that speech 
production is flexible, allo\ving a non-reduced form to be produced if needed. 
Such a form might be more likely to be used for a morphologically complex \vord, 
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\vhere the presence of a suffix conveys potentially distinctive information, in 
comparison to a n1orphologically simple "'Ord, where other parts of the word 
n1ay be sufficient to indicate the lexical identity. 

5 Summary 

A review of the evidence for occurrence frequency having an influence on 
phonological and n1orphophonological patterns finds support for frequency as 
an influence on language sound structure at a variety of levels in a variety of 
\vays. Corpus studies based on the dictionar)' as a model of the mental lexicon 
have found systematic variation in phonotactic type frequency that influence 
native-speaker judgn1ents in novel non-word processing tasks. Corpus sh1dies 
of spoken language corpora have found that speech production is intluenced 
by type and token frequency that can also be observed in novel \·vord produc
tion experiments. Theoretical models of frequency effects in grammar are being 
developed, and this is an area of growing research interest in phonology and 
other areas of granunar (e.g. Bod et al. 2003). Combined "'ith laboratory research 
teclu1iques, these n1odels provide ne'" opportunities to understand language sound 
structure in the grammar, as 'veil as in Language use. 

In the view presented in this chapter, language sound structure is built up from 
language use, starting with the phonetic level. Phonemic categories are general
izations over phonetic patterns; sub-syllabic and syllabic categories are generaliza
tions over phonenuc patterns; and lexical and n1orphophonological categories are 
generalizations over phonemic, sub-syllabic, and syUabic patterns. Basic abstractions 
at each level (e.g. segments at the phonemic level) provide material for abstrac
tion and generalization at higher levels. As models and theories of language sound 
structure bridge the gap between abstract syn1bolic knowledge representations 
and actual occurrence in language use, they also provide new opportunities to 
integrate the study of phonology with the study of phonetics, sociolinguistics, and 
psycholinguistics. In these other domains, frequency effects are "'ell-known and 
\veil-documented. Advances in theoretical phonology to model frequency effects 
may also be useful to researchers in these fields, allo"•ing them to model their data 
with more sophisticated phonological representations (Dell 2000). This potential 
for interdisciplinary exploitation of probabilistic models o.f phonology is Likely to 
make for the most robust models of phonological phenomena that provide a real 
understanding of ho\v language sound structure is represented in the mind/brain. 
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91 Vowel Harmony: Opaque 
and Transparent Vowels 

ADAMANTIOS I. GAFOS 
AMANDA DYE 

1 Introduction 

In linguistic theory, there is a tension between two core ai1ns of the field: theoret
ical parsimony and empirical coverage of the remarkable diversity and specificity 
seen in linguistic data. Vow·el harmony, and more specifically the t\vO phenomena 
of transparency and opacity in vo,vel harmony that concern us in this chapter, 
provide prime examples of phonological research concerned "'ith resolving this 
tension.1 Recent findings and promising ne'v theoretical ideas on transparency 
and opacity ind ica.te that our understanding of these phenomena is at a critica l 
stage. The crucial future step \vill be the integration of the ne\v data patterns 
\vith insights from theoretical analyses. This ivill require an improved under
standing of the phonetic basis of vowel harmony, of the nature and origin of 
the gramn1atical forces governing transparency and opacity, and finally of the 
organizational principles governing the resolution of these forces 'vithin and 
across languages. 

2 Definitions and exemplification of the basic patterns 

Vowel harmony is a regularity found in many languages requiring vowels in 
certain gramn1atical domains to agree in terms of specific phonological features. 
For example, the vo,vels of Hungarian can be divided into two subsets, the 
"front" vowels /ii: e e: 0 0: y y:/ and the "back" voivels /u u: o o: :>a:/  (Vago 
1980a; van der HuJst 1985; Siptar and Torkenczy 2000; see also CHAPTER 123: 
HUNGARIAN VOWEL HARMONY). In terms of phonological features, the vowels 
in the "front" set share the feature [-back] and those in the "back" set share the 
feature [+back]. The existence of vowel harmony is most readily observed in 

1 For excellent reviews of vowel harmony, see van der Hulst and van der Vl7eijer (1995) and 
Archangeli and Pulleyblank (2007). See Gordon (2006) for a short article on the phonetics of trans
parency in vowel harmony. At an 

i
ntroductory level, a cogent discussion of different proposals on 

vo\vel harn1ony can be foLtnd in Kenstowic·z (1994). For recent dissertation-length treatments of V0\\1el 
harmony, see Bakovic (2000), Kramer (2003), and Przezdziedzi (2005). 
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suffix vowel alternations "'here the (+back] quality of the suffix vowel is deter
mined by the (+back] quality of the sten1 vo"reJ. For example, as shown in (1), 
the dative suffix alternates bet\veen t\VO forn1s, one with the front VO\'l'el /e/ 
and another with the back vo\vel /a/, as a ftu1ction of the sten1 vo,vel: haz-nak 
'house-DAT', VtlYOS-nak 'city-DAT', but kez-nek 'hand-DAT', 01'0111-nek 'joy-DAT' 
(in Hungarian orthography, the acute accent denotes a long VO\vel, the umlaut 
denotes a front round vo,vel, and the double acute indicates a long front round 
vo\vel). In such co1nbinations of stems and suffixes, then, the suffixes adjust 
or harinonize to the [±back) "harmonic feature" of the stem vo,vels. Because it 
determines the suffix form, the stem vowel is called the trigger and the suffix 
vowel is called the target of the harmony pattern. 

(l) Regular vowel harmony 

a. stem 1101ve/s are front ([-back]) 
videk-t61 [vi.de:kt0:l) 'country-Ant' 
01"0111-nek (0r0mnEk) 'joy·DAT' 
hegedtl-nel [hcgcdy:ne:l] 'violin-ADEss' 
vfz-l1en [vi:zb<n] 1\vater-IN£ss' 

b. stem vowels are ba.ck ([+back]) 
varos-t61 (va:rofto:l) 'to\vn-AllL' 
mokus-nak (mo:kufn;ikj 'squirrel-DAT' 
harang-nal [h:>r:>l)gna :l] 'bell-ADEss' 
luiz-ba.n [ha:zb:in] 11ouse-1N£ss' 

A central aim in phonological theory has been to characterize the range and 
possible forms of such systematic sound patterns in different languages (Chomsky 
and Halle 1968). A particularly fruitful research strategy in this regard has been 
to explore the phonetic basis of sound patterns, i.e. the extent to which such patterns 
can be seen as adaptations to biological constraints on speech production and 
perception (Lindblom 1983; cf. Anderson 1981). For vo"1el harmony, it has been 
proposed that a natural basis for it can be traced to the Jo,v-level phonetic influ
ences among vowels in consecutive syllables (Fowler 1983; Ohala 1994a, 1994b; 
Beddor et al. 2002; Przezdziecki 2005). The crucial fact is that VO\Vels exert influ
ences on neighboring vowels across intervening consonants, the so-called V-to-V 
co-articulation (Ohman 1966). Acoustically, this means that in a V1CV2 sequence, V/s 
formant values are influenced by the identity of V1 and vice versa. Articulatorily, 
the basis of this phenomenon is \veil w1derstood. Vo,vels are produced by move
n1ents of the tongue body and the ja,v, with relatively slo\'\' changes in the global 
shape of the vocal tract, because of the larger ma ss involved. In the case of a V1CV2 
sequence, \vhile the consonan tal constriction is localized at some area in the vocal 
tract, the free part of the tongue is allo\ved to assume different shapes and thus 
1nove in a "smooth transition" (Ohman 1966) from the shape of the first to the shape 
of the second vowel. Vowels, in other words, provide a continuous articulatory 
substrate on which consonants are superimposed. V-to-V co-articulation is a direct 
consequence of this articulatory continuity. This phonetic effect can develop, via 
processes of phonologization, into vo\vel harmony (Przezdziecki 2005). 

Ho\vever, '"itllin the attested range of phonological vowel hannony patterns 
there exist phenomena that are systen1atic, yet unexpected given the phonetic 
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grounding sketched above. Specifically in Hungarian, but also in other languages 
\vith vowel hannony, "'e find as well a set of "neutral'' VO\ve.ls, \vhich do not undergo 
harmony. Neutral vowels con1e in two species: transparent and opaque. The 
best kno,.vn property of transparent vo"'els is that they may intervene beh"een 
the trigger and the target vo\vel even when they bear the opposite value for the 
harmonizing feature. The examples in (2) sho"' that the first stem vo'"el dictates 
the backness value for the suffix vo'"el across the intervening transparent vo"rels 
i [i:], i [i], and e [e:). In (2a), sten1s with initial front vowels followed by a trans
parent vo,vel select front suffixes. In (2b ), ho'"ever, the initial sten1 vo,vel and 
the suffix vovvel are back, despite the front quality of the intervening transparent 
vowel. Hence the initial and suffix vowels seem to establish a harmony relation
ship across both consonants and transparent vo'"els. 

(2) Transparent vowels: Agreement a.cross the 111edial vowel 

a. first stem vowel is front 
em£r-nek (Emi:rn£kj 
zefir-b61 [ zcfi: rb0 :I] 
bili-vel [bilivEJ] 
111ilvesz-nek [my:ve:sntk) 

b. first stem vowel is back 
paptr-nak [pJpi:rnJk] 
zafir-b61 [zJfi:rbo:l] 
bu Ii-val [bulivJl] 
kave-nak [ka:veauk] 

'emit-DAT' 
'zephyr-EI.AT' 
'pot-INSTR' 
'artist-DAT' 

'paper-DAT' 
'sapphire-EI.AT' 
'party-INSTR' 
'coffee-DAT' 

The other species of neutral vo,vels, opaque vo"rels, block harmony by overriding 
the expected consequences of another potential trigger in the phonological form. 
For example, whereas the front unround Hungarian vowels are transparent, 
front round vowels in Hungarian and other palatal vowel harmony system.s 
are opaque, e.g. papir-nak 'paper-DAT' vs. pnrfiim-nek 'perfume-DAT'. In the latter 
form, the front round ii [y] initiates its own harmony domain, imposing a [-back] 
specification on its follo\ving suffix. Thus, [y] is opaque but [i:] is transparent. 

\l\Thereas the existence of opaque vo,.vels is consistent with the generally accepted 
idea that the phonetic basis of vowel harmony in.heres i.n V-to-V co-articu.lati.on 
effects, transparent vo'"els pose a challenge to that idea. Consider, for example, 
the difference in the suffix vo"rels behveen '"ords like papir-n.ak and zejfr-nek. The 
backness of the suffix in papfr-n.ak 1nust be linked to the backness of the stem-initial 
vowel. However, it is not clear how this can be achieved through the acoustic 
consequences of V-to-V co-articu.lation, given that the stem-initial and suffix 
vowels are not adjacent. Although long-distance co-articulation across schwa has 
been found in English (Magen 1997), studies also sho\v that [i:] is resistant to 
co-articulation fro1n the preceding vo,vel(s) in terms of perception (e.g. Magen 
1984 for Japanese; Farnetani el a.I. 1985 for Italian; Recasens 1987 for Spanish and 
Cata.Ian). As "'e 'vill. see in §3, because of this long-distance character, transparency 
has been a recalcitrant problem in theoretical treatments of the phenomenon. 

A notable generalization in "palatal" vowel harmony systems is the existence 
of a relation beh¥een vo'''el height and transparency. In Hungarian, stems in 
which a back vowel is followed by [�) are conunonly described as "vacillating," 
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because they allo"' both front and back suffixes (Yago 1980a)? Hence, stems such 
as hotel vacillate: hotel-nnk/nek 'hotel-DAT'; but stems such as papfr do not, papir-nak, 
*papir-nek. Thus, the generalization is that the lo\ver and 1nore retracted [€] is 
phonologically less transparent than the higher and more front [i) (see Benus 2005 
for the first characterizations of these vowels based on ultrasound and electro
magnetic articulometry data). A similar generalization is true for other palatal 
vowel hannony systems (L. B. Anderson 1980; Beilus 2005). As far as \Ve know, 
the opposite generalization, that lower vo\vels are more transparent than higher 
vowels, is not attested. 

Another notable generalization concerns the relationship betvveen suffix choice 
and the number of transparent vo"1els in stems: stems "'here a back vo,vel is 
follo'�'ed by hvo transparent vo,vels are more likely to vacillate or take front suffixes 
than stems where a back vowel is follo\ved by only one transparent vo>vel. For 
example, mam-i and 111a111-csi (both 'mother-DIM') select back suffixes: ma111i-11ak, 
mamcsi-nak 'mother-Drl\<r-DAT'. However, when the two diminutive suffixes are com
bined in nwmicsi, both front and back suffixes are acceptable: mam.icsi-nak/n.ek 
'mother-DAT' (Farkas and Beddor 1987; Ringen and Kontra 1989; Benus 2005; 
Hayes and Londe 2006). BentiS (2005), highlighting this aspect of the Hungarian 
data, concludes that transparency is not a categorical property of vo,vels but it 
is determined contextually. The same vowel can be transparent in one context 
(e.g. 111.nmcsi-nak) but opaque in another (e.g. 1na111icsi-nek). 

Our examples of transparency and opacity so far come from a so-called "palatal" 
vowel harmony system v1here, following standard description, the phonological 
feature exhibiting harmonic behavior is [±back). Transparency and opacity can 
be instantiated regardless of the vo,vel feature exhibiting harmony. IJ1 what 
follo,vs, \Ve exemplify the other major classes of harmony: "tongue root" harmony, 
"rounding" harmony, and "height" harmony. 

2.1 "Tongue root" harmony 
In languages described as having "tongue root" harmony, vo,vels harmonize for 
features that correspond to the position of the tongue root or pharyngeal expansion/ 
con1pression. In these languages, follo,ving common phonological description, 
vo\vels n1ay be "advanced," i.e. articulated \.vith the tongue root in an advanced 
position, or "retracted," i.e. articulated with a non-advanced or retracted. tongue 
root. The relevant phonological dimension of distinction, it has been proposed, is 
[±ATR] (originally fron1 Halle and Stevens 1969) with advanced vowels sharing 
(+ATR] and retracted vowels [-ATR]. This has co1ne to be the standard \vay of 
describing the phonetic basis and the phonological feature in question. But "'ork 
by Lindau (1978), using radiographic and acoustic data, and by Tiede (1996), tlsing 
MRI data, indicates that the relevant difference is in terms of pharyngeal expansion 
vs. compression, "'hich can be achieved in different \vays, one of \vhich is by posi
tioning the tongue root in the \vay implicated by [±A TR]. At a first approximation, 
ho\\'ever, "'e can talk about patterns of transparency and opacity in "tongue root" 
harmony 'vithout being precise about the phonetic dia1ensions involved. 

' Th.is statement is a first approxiJl\ation to a set of complex data patterns. Parkas and Bed.dor (1987), 
Kaun (1995), Bei\us (2005), Bei\u� and Gafos (2007), and Hayes and Londe (2006) provide details, data, 
and relevant discussion on this height-transparency link in Hungarian. 
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Our first example of "tongue root" harmony comes from Akan (Ladefoged 
1964; Schachter and Frornkin 1968; Lindau 1978; Dolphyne 1988). The Akan verb 
/di/ 'to eat', which contains a [+ATR] vowel, imposes that value on a personal 
pronoun prefix, so that "'e get forn1s such as [mi-di] 'I eat' and ('vu-di] 'you eat'. 
By contrast, the verb /dr/ 'to be called' imposes its [-ATR] value to its prefix, 
so that the same prefixes surface as [mr-d1] 'I am called' and [wu-d1] 'you are 
called'. 

In Akan, both high and mid vo,vels are subject to harmony, but in other "tongue 
root" harmony languages the vo,vels that alternate comprise a more restricted set. 
Thus, in \IVoJof, only the mid vo\vels /e e o ::>/ alternate in harmony; for example, 
the past tense suffix appears as [-:>:>n] \Vith a [-ATR] stem, as in [rEEr-:>:>n] 'had 
dinner', and as [-oon] \vith a [+ATR] stem, as in [reer-oon] ''vas lost'. 

In Wolof, the high vowels are neutral (Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1994). In 
particular, high vowels in Wolof are transparent to vo,vel harmony! In (3), the 
initial stem vo,vels determine the [ATR] values of the suffix vowels across the 
medial transparent vo,vels. In (3a), stems 'vith initial [+ATR] vo,vels take [+ATR] 
suffixes. In these cases the intervening high vowel has the same [ATR] value as 
the initial vowel, but in (3b) the opposite is true. In the forms on the right, sten1s 
with [-ATR] vo,vels take [-ATR) suffixes, despite the fact that the intervening 
high vo"'el has the opposite feature value for ATR. 

(3) Transparent vowels in Wolof (Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1994) 

'untie!' 
'avoid!' 

a. toxi-leen 
g�stu-leen 
t�riji-leen 
seenu-vvoon 

'go and sn1oke' 
'do research!' 
'go sleep!' 
'tried to spot' 

b. tckki-leen 
m::>ytu-leen 
S::>ppi 1vu-IE en 
ti:i:ru·"'::>:>n 

'you have not changed' 
''velcomed' 

Like high vo\vels, low vo\vels may also be neutral. In Pulaar, for instance, low 
vowels are opaque to vo,vel har1nony. Pulaar sho,.vs regressive harmony of mid 
vowels, such that the [ATR] value of suffixes migrates to stems, as in [pee1f-i) 
I [p<Etf-::>n] 'crack-PL/DIM PL', "'here the plural suffix /-i/ causes the stem to 
surface \Vi.th a [+A TR] VO\vel, while the diminutive plural suffix /-:>n/ imposes 
its [-ATR) value on the stem. The behavior of the opaque low vowel /a/ is 
exemplified in (4). 

(4) Opaque low vowels in Pulnar (Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1994) 

b:>::>t-aa-ri •boot-aa-ri 
p:>Jf-aa-li •poof-aa-li 
n:>dd-aa-l •nodd-aa-li 
''g:>r-aa-gu .. , gor-aa-gu 

'dinner' 
'breaths' 
'ca.II' 
' ' courage 

In (4), the [+ATR] value of the rightmost suffix cannot spread to the low vowel 
/a/, \vhich surfaces as [-ATR] everywhere in Pulaar. The low vo,vel not only 
does not accept the feature value of the suffix to its right, it also blocks vowel 
harmony from propagating to the stem to its left. The vowel starts its own harmonic 

3 Hjgh-vowel-initial roots are always harmonic (for [+A TR]) in Wolof, but this is the only drcum
stance in '\oV hich high \10wels trigger harmony. 
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domain, as sho,vn by the starred examples; \vhen a stem appears to the left of 
/a/, it cannot contain a [+ATR] vo,vel. 

Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994) discuss plausible phonetic bases for the 
behavior of high vo"rels .in languages like Wolof and lov" vo"re)s in languages 
like Pulaar. Tongue body raising, which is requ ired for [+high) vowels, and tongue 
root advancement, which is required for [+ATR] vo,vels, are compatible gestures 
(CHAPTER 21: vO\VEL HEIGHT). Both serve to Jo,ver Fl, producing the percept of a 
higher vowel. In the same "'ay, Jo,vering of the tongue body (for [+low) vo\vels) 
and retracting the tongue root are con1patible, and in concert they help create a 
perceptuaUy lower vo\vel by producing a higher Fl. Tongue body raising/tongue 
root retraction and tongue body lowering/tongue root advancement, however, 
can be said to constitute pairs of incompatible gestures, because one 1nember 
of each pair serves to counteract the acoustic effect of the other. This phonetic 
basis provides plausible reasons for the lack of [+high, -A TR) vo,vels contrast
i.ng \''ith transparent VO\vels in \i\lolof, and [+lo,v, +ATR) vo,vels contrasting with 
the opaque vowels in Pulaar. Further, Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994) propose 
that such Jack of contrast (CHAPTER 2: CONTRAST) may Lrnderlie the neutrality of these 
vo\vels. As .is often the case with phonetic 1notivations for phonological patterns 
(Anderson 1981), identifying plausible phonetic grounds for neutrality does not 
fully explain the bel1avior of neutral vowels in these harmony systems. The 
fundamental question is: what principles determine when a vowel is transparent 
or opaque? Consider the case of Wolof, in vvhich high vo"rels are transparent to 
vowel hannony, but where, in so1ne circumstances, the low vowel may be opaque.'' 
There exist plausible phonetic groiu1ds for saying that both (+high, -ATR) and 
[+lo"', +A TR) vowels are marked. But it remains unclear htnv exactly these 
similar markedness considerations are translated into the different phonological 
behavior that these vo,vels seem to exhibit. The reader is referred to Archangeli 
and Pulleyblank (1994), vvho discuss cases of cross-linguistically variable behavior 
of [+high, -ATR] and (+low, +ATR] vowels. 

'vVe can highlight the issue of ho'v deterministic phonetic forces may be of phono

logical behavior when we also consider that '"hat appears to be the same vowel 
may be transparent in some languages but opaque in others. For example, in Pulaar, 
as described above, and in Tangale (Jungraithmayr 1971; Kidda 1985; van der 
Hulst and van de Weijer 1995) the low vowel /a/ is opaque, whereas .in Kinande 
(Schlindwein 1987; Steriade 1987; Cole a.nd Kisseberth 1994; Mutaka 1994) /a/ 
has traditionally been analyzed as transparent to vo,vel harmony. Predicting the 
transparency vs. opacity of /a/ in these languages can.not be reduced to a question 
of phonological contrast, since I a/ has no phonological [+A TR] counterpart in 
any of the relevant languages. On the surface, then, the cross-linguistically variable 
behavior of neutral /a I seems to present a puzzle. Ho,vever, recent articuJatory 
\VOrk (Benus 2005; Gick et al. 2006) suggests that the real question may not be one 
of opacity vs. transparency, but rather of opacity vs. participation in harmony: 
experimental data sho"' that /a/ in Kinande is affected by vowel harmony. It 
should be noted that, like lo\\' vo\vels, neutral high vo"•els show cross-linguistically 
variable behavior in ATR harmony. For instance, high vo,vels are transparent to 

• The long low vowel /a:/ is always opaque iJl l.Yolof, but short /a/ usualJy participates in vowel 
harn1on)'· There are exceptions to t11e beha\rior of short /a/., hO\\'e\•er, in '''hich it is also opaque. See 
Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994) for a thorough dis<:ussion. 
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harmony in \!Volof, as discussed above, but are opaque in Yoruba (Archangeli and 
Pulleyblank 1994; see Pulleyblank 1996 for discussion). 

2 2  "R d. " h  . oun ing armony 
In various languages, including those of the Turkic, Mongolian, and Tungusic 
families, as \vell as Yawelmani (nO"' called Yoh.unne), an American .Indian lan
guage of California, vo,vels harmonize for lip posture (CHAPTER 19: vowa PLACE). 
As \•ve remarked in the case of "tongue root" harmony, the phonetic basis of the 
harmonizing "rounding" feature is a separate, non-trivial issue (see Goldstein 
1991). With this in ni.ind, we \viii follow standard descriptions in saying that the 
feature showing harmony in these languages is [±round). In Turkish "rounding" 
harmony, both high and non-high VO\vels can trigger rounding harmony, but only 
high vo,vels are eligible as targets. The 1st person singular possessive suffix, for 
example, alternates depending on the value of the stein for the feature [round], 
as ip-im 'my rope' vs. siit-iim 'n1y milk'. See CHAPTER 118: TURKISH VOWEL HARMONY 
for extensive discussion. 

A well-kno"'n case of transparency in rounding harmony is observed in Khalkha 
Mongolian. In (Sa) \Ve see the [+rOLU1d] feature of the stem propagating across /ii 
to the (rightmost) suffix vowel (data from Svantesson et al. 2005). The exa1nples 
in (Sb) show that these suffix vo"re)s surface as (-round) '"'hen the initial stem 
vtnvel is (-round]. 

(5) Transparent [i] in the rounding harmony of Khalkha Mongolian 
a. poor-1g-o 'kidney-ACC-RFL' b. pur-1g-e 'brush-ACC-RFL' 

XJJ!J-ig-.) 'food-ACC-RFL' tee!J-ig-e 'gown-ACC-RPL' 

:>J>ii-!J:> 'to squint-orsr' t"a.xii.-!Ja 'to be bent-opsr' 

Previous theoretical discussions of Mongolian rounding harn1ony (S. R. Anderson 
1980; Steriade 1995) have considered the transparency of /i/ to be problem.atic. 
As we discuss in the following section, a popular account of transparency in vo,vel 
harmony maintains that the harmonizing feature, in the present case [+round], 
is first trans1nitted to all VO\\'els in the word. For example, in [poor-ig-o), accord
ing to this account, the transparent vowel Iii would be assigned the feature 
[+ro1md]. Th.is is a standard way to express formally the intl.lition that the 
rounding of the suffix vo"rel in [poor-ig-o) is due to the rounding of the first stem 
vo\vel, \vhile respecting one of the fundamental phonological principles that 
such dependencies among VO\Vels in \Vords are local and hence rounding must 
propagate also to the intervening /i/. As a result of this step, ho,.vever, the inter
mediate represen tation obtained is [poor-yg-o ], \vhere /i/ has changed to /y I. In 
order to derive the correct surface form, this intermediate form \VOuld need to be 
repaired via a rule like /)' I � [i]. Ho"rever, such a rule "'Ould not be tenable in 
the case of Mongolian, because /y I is thought to be a phoneme of the language, 
and there is no principled way to distinguish derived [y] fron1 underlying /y I 
in the application of such rules. But a.coustic data fron1 Rialla.nd and Redouanne 
(1984), as "'ell as from Svantesson et al. (2005), show that the pho neme notated 
'"ith /y I in past analyses is not a front vo\vel. Therefore, /i/ and /y I are 
not phonemically contrastive in this language. Rather, the data show that the 
purported [y] is a back vowel. In light of the phonetic evidence, then, this case of 
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transparency is not unique as it \Vas thought to be. As we have seen in the cases 
of transparency in "palatal" and "tongue root" harn1ony syste1ns revie1\1ed so far, 
the transparent vo1\•els do not contrast with respect to the harn1onizing feature, 
e.g. Iii in Hungarian does not have a back counterpart, /i/ in \AJolof does not have 
a [-ATR] counterpart, and /a/ in Kinande does not have a [+ATR) counterpart. 

2.3 "Height" har1nony 

In phonological terms, "height" harmony syste1ns require uniformity across 
VO'\VelS in terms of the phonological feature [+high) (CHAPTER 21: VO\\'EL HEIGHT). 
Some instances of 1vhat have been called "height" harmony systems have been 
an issue of discussion in connection with "tongue root" harmony. This issue arises 
because tongue body vertical position, an undisputed correlate of phonological 
height, and pharyngeal size have very sinular effects in the frequency of the first 
formant - see Lindau (1978) for a particularly clear illustration of this from Akan. 
As an expected consequence, then, in some harmony systems, such as that of 
Kinande, the harn1onic classes seem to differ according to vowel height as well as 
tongue root position. Clen1ents (1990, 1991) proposes an account for such syste1ns 
in tern1s of an "aperture" theory of VO\vel height. In his theory, the har1nonic 
classes are distinguished on the basis of their value for the feature [open), used to 
implement height distinctions. More recent discussion of the same issue, "tongue 
root" vs. "height" harmony, can be found in the instrumental studies of Gick et al. 
(2006) and Kenstowicz (2009), who provide converging evidence in favor of the 
"tongue root" interpretation for the Kinande vo1·vel harn1ony system. 

In part because of tl1is issue, the "height" harmony systems in dialects of Italian 
(CHAPTER 110: METAPHONY IN ROll•IANCE) have not received an interpretation in terms 
of "tongue root" harmony and thus can be considered as good representatives of 
"height" harmony (see van der Hulst and van de \7Veijer 1995 for further relevant 
discussion of the "tongue root" vs. "height" harn1ony issue). This position must 
be qualified as tentative. The phonetic bases of the distinctions in1plio1ted in the 
Italian vowel harmony systems have not been the subject of systematic studies. 

3 Previous accounts 

Transparency and opacity have provided persistent challenges to phonological 
theory. A fundamental understanding of these phenomena implicates long-standing 
phonological issues: the range of possible rules or constraints (CHAPTER 63: 
MARKEDNESS AND FAITHFULNESS CONSTRAINTS), the nature of representations 
(CHAPTER 5: THE ATOMS OP PHONOLOGICAi_ REPRESENTATIONS; CHAl'TER 19: VOWEl
PLACE; CHAPTER 21: VOWEL F!EIGHT; CHAPTER 27: THE ORGANIZATION OF FEATURES), 
the central issue of locality (CHAPTER s1: LOCAL ASSIMUATION), markedness 
(CHAPTER 4: MARKEDNESS), and the phonetic bases of phonological patterning. 
In this section, we review various analyses of transparency and opacity. Our airn 
is to highlight the centraJ iSS1.1es and the key insights, and to point out the areas 
\vhere improvements can be expected. 

The first generative account of V01''el harmony is considered to be Lightner 
(1965). Lightner promoted the intuition that steins in vowel harmony languages 
are marked for a value of the feahue exhibitir1g harn1ony. In this "root-marker" 
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approach, the Akan stem for 'pierce' [fiti] would be marked for the feature 
[+ATR] and 'show' [crrc.] ,vould be marked for [-ATR] (data from the Asante dialect 
of Akan; Cle1nents 1985). This feature is then realized on all vo'''els of the sten1 
and on harn1onizing affix.es that may appear in co1nbination with the stem. 
Representative derivations of [o-fiti-i] 'he pierced it' and [;,-cxre-1) 'he showed 
it' are given in (6). The intuition that the harmonizing feature is a property of 
the stem or, more precisely, that it is not a property of any particular segment 
in the stem invited atten1pts to treat vowel harn1ony in \vays parallel to con
te1nporary proposals on the treatment of tonal phenomena (Goldsmith 1976). In 
the domain of tone and around the same time in the development of phono
logical theory, substantial attention \vas devoted to data \Vhere tonal melodies 
on a tier independent from that of the segmental sequence are associated to the 
seginental sequence via general principles of association. Spreading, specifically, 
is the operation that adds association lines between, say, a single low or "L" 
tonal specification and each vo'\veJ in the stem. The same formal mechanism of 
spreading could then be applied to vo'''el harmony (Clements 1976). The main 
intuition of the "root-marker" approach, feature sharing among multiple vowels 
in stems or in sten1 plus affix combinations, could thus be expressed via this 
independently motivated formal mechanism of spreading. En1ploying the same 
formal mechanisms for such disparate phenomena as tone, vov.•el harmony, and 
non-concatenative morphology provided the main momentum for the appeal of 
the autosegmental approach. 

(6) Analysis of ATR har111011y in Akan 
a. o-fiti-i � o-fiti-i b. ;,-err£·'! � ;)·Cl'f £·'! 

� \V 
[+ATR] [+ATRJ [-ATR] [-ATR] 

An immediate consequence of pursuing such an approach to v(nvel harmony 
is that the behavior of opaque vo,vels seems to follow from independently 
motivated constraints on autoseg1nental representations. For instance, in Clements 
(1976, 1980, 1985), opaque vowels are specified with their values for the harmonic 
feature, so that such a pre-existing association on an opaque vo\vel blocks 
spreading .from the stem beyond the opaqi1e vo,vel. The blocking is due to the 
well-knovvn constraint against crossing association lines. To make this concrete, 
recall that in Wolof /a/ is in some cases opaque to [ATR] harmony and, in those 
cases, the vo,vel strrfaces as [-ATR). For instance, \Vhen the suffix [kat] inter
venes behveen a sten1 and another suffix, it blocks harmony fro1n a [+ATR) 
stem. to the follo,ving suifi.x. In (7), '"e shov.• ho,.v this fact follo,.vs from auto
segmental principles. The feature specification of the stem vo,vel cannot spread 
to the suffix, as shown by the dashed line in (7a), because it \VOtild result in 
line crossing; 'A' denotes a low vowel unspecified for the value of [ATR]. The 
only allo\vable result is (7b), \Vhere the [-ATR] specification of [kat] spreads 
to the follo,ving suffix. In different words, opacity is seen here as a reflex of 
the fundamental phonological principle of locality. The final suffix receives its 
featural specification from its closest eligible donor, its preceding vo,veJ, not 
fro1n the first stem vowel, \Vhich is further a\vay. 
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(7) a. f66t -kat -Au1 

L--- . - -- 1 -
- -- ----

. 
[+ATR] [-ATR] 

b. f66t -kat -aui. 

I 
[ _ _ .

. - - - - · 

[+ATR] [-ATR] 

Unlike opacity, transparency has proved to be a recalcitrant problen1 for 
phonologists throughout the past approximately fifty-year period of theoretical 
developments. IJ1 autosegmental approaches, the behavior of transparent vo'"els 
\Vas not as directly derivable from general principles of representations as was 
the case with opaque vowels.s Consider, for example, the Hungarian diminutives 
of the proper names Erzsebel and Klara, Erzsi [ers-i] and Kltiri [kla:r-i). When 
the dirninutives are further combined '"ith the endearn1ent suffix (-k:>/-k€), the 
result is [ers-i-kE) vs. (kla:r-i-k:>]. Htnv is the backness of the suffix transmitted 
to the suffix vo,vel? Clements (1976) proposes that, in a first step, the feature 
[+back] spreads to all vowels of the sten1-suffix-suffix combination, including 
the medial [i]. This step expresses the intuition, by means of spreading, that the 
suffix is back because the stein vo"reJ is back. But it also results in a representa
tion "'here (+back] is linked to the medial high, unround vo"'el . Hungarian 
lacks such non-low, unround, back vowels. In Clements's (1976) analysis, then, 
this intermediate representation is corrected by linking [-back] to that vo"'el. 
This latter step is conceptually equivalent to the absolute neutralization rules 
of rule-based analyses, as in Vago (1976, 1980a). Its technical in1plementation 
in autosegr.nental accounts, however, effectively deconstructs the result of the 
first spreading step to a representation '"here each vowel has its own separate 
specification of backness (S. R. Anderson 1980, in a critique of such approaches 
to vo"reJ harmony, calls this the "mitosis" step; Kensto,vicz 1994 brings out 
independent issues with such n1anipulations on autosegmental representations). 
Kiparsky (1981), Clements and Sezer (1982), and Ringen (1988) propose variants 
of this basic analysis that proceed to either parameterize the harmonic feature
bearing units or keep the features at a different plane from that in '''hich vow·el 
harmony applies (or keep the features at a different tier, as in those accounts 
that hold the relevant featural specifications of transparent vowels "locked in" 
the so-called segmental core). The effect of such elaborations is that, in languages 
'vith transparent vo"'els the spreading envisioned in the first step of Clements's 
(1976) analysis above \VOuld not link to these vo,vels at all. The "correction" 
step could thus be avoided. Representative \VOrks pursuing this perspective are 
Kiparsky (1981), Goldsn1ith (1985), Steriade (1987), and Ringen (1988); for critical 
reviews, see Kenstowicz (1994: 357-359), Farkas and Beddor (1987), and Steriade 
(1995: 135ff.). 

The issue of transparent vo\vels first participating in harmony and then being 
readjusted in some \vay persists across different phonological theories. Thus, 

5 Rt•Je-based accotmts of transpaienc)' either i;vrit.e in the ri�Je the optional transparent material 
that can ;ntervene between trigger and target (Ringen 1975: 24) or apply the rule of vowel harmony 
to all ''ov.rels in the stem. ln the latter case,. the representations are then adjusted so that transparent 
VO\\•e}s end up witl1 the expected valt1es for the J1arn1onizing feature (via neutralization rules, as in 
\Iago !980a). 
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in Ringen and Vago's (1998) Optimality Theory (OT) analysis of Hungarian, both 
the representations and the constraints encode a distinction bel\'l1een transparent 
and all other V0\•11els. On the side of representations, the transparent vowel in 
e.g. [kla:r-i-ka) is assumed to be unspecified for backness. In Ringen and Vago's 
(1998) analysis, this assumption crucially enters into the evaluation of the 
constraint, ensuring that the harmonizing feature links throughout every vo,vel 
in the word. That constraint is defined in such a \vay that it is not violated by the 
presence of a transparent vowel placed between two back vo\vels (see e.g. Ringen 
and Vago 1998: tableau (12)). On the side of the constraints, the distinction 
behveen transparent and non-transparent vo,vel is encoded in the constraint set 
used in Ringen and Vago (1998) (see e.g. the definition of their constraint in (Sb)). 
Bakovic and vVilson (2000) and Ni Chiosain and Padgett (2001) are nvo later 
approaches illustrating the san1e issue. The teclulical details an1ong the different 
accounts are of course rather different, but the problen1 of transparency has 
remained a persistent challenge. 

In early OT (Prince and Smolensky 1993) accounts of vo"rel harmony, the 
key notion of spreading is inherited from autosegmental approaches. The formal 
i.n1ple1nentation of spreading pursued an extension of the constraint sclle.ma kno\'l'n 
as ALIGN (McCarthy and Prince 1993). ALIGN constraints were originally used for 
aligning morpheme edges \vith prosodic domain edges. For feature spreading, as 
in vowel harmony, alignment constraints require the alignment of harmonizing 
features \vi.th selected edges of domains. Apart from this, ho,vever, "'ithin the 
scope of early OT (Prince and Smolensky 1993) applications, atten1pts to address 
the transparency cllallenge were less reliant on representational assun1ptions. Thus 
Smolensky (:1993), in his treatment of transparency in Finnish harmony, proposes 
that the reason for the transparency of [i] is that the feature combination that 
\vould result frorn imposing [+back] on [i] is marked - his constraint *(+B/r]. This 
constraint is ranked higher than •Ei-1BEDDE0, 'vhich penalizes e1nbedded feature 
do1nains. Then, if ALIGN(+back) is ranked higher than the constraint against 
*EMBEDDED domains, this results in transparency (the other ranking results in 
opacity; see Kirchner 1993, Akinlabi 1994, Pulleyblank 1996, Cole and Kisseberth 
1995, and Ringen and Vago 1998 for related analyses and discussion). This solution, 
then, excludes transparent vo,vels from the domain harmony. But because these 
vowels intervene bet"reen two vowels that agree in tern1s of the harmonizing 
feature, this analysis forces the conclusion that harmony can be non-local. Arguably, 
on both formal theoretical and typological grounds (l'vfcCarthy 1989; Clements and 
Hume 1995; Gafos 1999; Ni Chiosain and Padgett 2001), this conclusion is con
sidered tnnvarranted. Subsequent accounts of vo\vel harmony in OT, discussed 
belo,.v, 1nake efforts to maintain locality in vo\vel harn1ony wllile accounting for 
opacity and transparency. 

In one such account, Kiparsky and Pajusalu (2003) construct a typology of vo,vel 
harmony, with a special focus on neutral vo\vels. In Kiparsky and Pajusalu's systen1, 
the presence of vo,vel harmony is a consequence of a !ugh-ranked constraint 
AGREE[F], where Fis the harn101lizing feature; thus, AGREE[ATR] for "tongue root" 
vo,vel harmony languages or AGREE(back) for "palatal" vo,ve.1. hannony languages, 
and so on. The constraint is formulated in (8) in a way that maintains strict locality 
- evaluating a candidate with respect to this constraint never requires comparing 
segn1ents that are not adjacent in the articulatory domain (Gafos 1999; Bakovic 
2000: 4). 
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(8) AGREE[back] 

Articulatorily adjacent VO\vels must have the same specification for the 
feature [back]. 

In addition to AGREE constraints, the Kiparsky and Pajusalu systen1 ,.vorks with 
two more types of constraints: markedness constraints such as "front VO\vels must 
be non-lo"' and unrounded (*ii, •o, *ii)," "'hich oppose harmony, and positional 
faithfulness constraints such as IDENT-FOOT1, which forces faithfulness to an 
initial foot, and I DENT-5TE1'L Kiparsky and Pajusalu (2003) use the latter constraints 
to account for "derived environment" asymmetries in harmonic patterning. 
Specifically, such domain-specific constraints can capture the pattern that harmony 
may be stricter in derived environments (CHAPTER 88: DERIVED ENVIRONMENT 
EFFECTS) than 'vithin a 1norpheme, and stricter in non-initial feet than in the more 
salient and thus phonologically privileged initial foot. This is formally i..tnple1nented 
using the concept of constraint conjiu1ction. In OT, Smolensky (1993, 1995, 1997) 
has argued that two constraint violations are \vorse "'hen they occur locally than 
\Vhen they occur non-locally (CHAPTER 62: CONSTRAINT CONJUNCTION). This idea 
appears to be useful in capturi..t1g patterns of optin1ization ill a ,�ride range of cases 
(see S1nolensky 1993, 1995, 1997, on segmental 1narkedness, sonority profiles, 
and vo\vel harmony, respectively; Alderete 1997 and Ito and Mester 1998 on dis
similati.on; Gafos and Lombardi 1999 on consonant transparency; among others). 
To express this property of constraillt violation, Smolensky proposed that the 
constraint component of OT includes "an operation in UG [Universal Gran1mar] 
by whim two constraints governmg substruchues of a given local domain are 
conjomed mto a higher ranked constramt'' (Smolensky 1993). Th.is operation, called 
Local Conjunction, is defined in (9). 

(9) The Local Conjunction of 1 and 1 in domain D 

1 &, 2 is violated when there is son1e domaill of type D in which both 1 
and 2 are violated. Universally, 1 &, 2 >> 1, 2• 

One use of constrai.J1t conjunction in the Kiparsky and Pajusalu (2003) system 
concerns patterns of stem-internal harmony. Thus, in Fin.nish, front and back 
VO\vels contrast i.n the second syllable of a stem, sinii 'you' vs. kina 'squabble', riittii 
'suffice' vs. viitta 'cloak'. But beyond the first foot this potential for contrast 
disappears: kipinii 'spark', •k:ip-ina. Furthermore, ill 1norphologically complex con
texts or "derived environments" such as stem-suffix co1nbmations, the har1non:ic 
forces are stronger than within stenis: th11s, viit-tii 'five-ABEss', *viit-ta. To acco1u�.t 
for this patternillg, a constraillt conjoining the individual lDENT-FooT1[back] and 
lDENT-STEM[back] constraillts is employed. 

(10) Locally conjoined constraint 
lDENT-FOOT1(back] & IDENT-STEM[back): an [aback] mput segment m the first 
foot of a stem cannot have a [-aback] output correspondent. 

As a consequence of this constraint, AGREE violations are allowed "'ithi.n mor
phological or prosodically privileged domains such as the stem or the first foot. 
In (11) this is fonnally expressed by the rankillg IDENT-FooT1[back] & lDENT
STEM[back] >> AGREE[back]. 
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(11) Agree1nent vfrilations ad111itted within the privileged domain of the stem/first foot 

IDENT -FT1 [bk] & lDENT-STEM[bk] AGREE[bk] 

CLY' a . ((viita])F< • 
b. ([viitii])r. *I 

Since stems impose their backness value as in viit-tii, '"e must also posit the 
ranking AGREE[back] >> •a, •o, *ii. For vi:it-tii, the conjoined constraint is silent, 
since the suffix vo'"el is foot-initial but not sten1-internal. But in Uyghur, when 
the neutral vo,vel is the only vowel i.n the stem, the suffix is back: [(i] a], *[(i] ii], 
where brackets indicate morphological constituency. This difference bet"'een 
Finnish and Uyghur in the way sole transparent vo,vels combine \11ith suffixes 
is strikingly silnple, and Kiparsky and Pajusalu (2003) propose a formal analysis 
that see1ns correct. In Finnish, the ranking is AGREE[back] >> •a, resulting in 
transparent v(n11els imposing their frontness on suffixes despite the markedness 
of lo'" front vowels: [[i] a], *[(i] a]. In Uyghur, •a >> AGREE[back], resulting in 
transparent vo,vels failing to impose their frontness on suffixes: *[(i] a], [[i] a]. 

\!\Then iJ1 the context follo\11ing a back vo\11el, however, FiJ1nish and Uyghtu 
exhibit the same pattern, na1nely [(a i] a], •[[a i] a]. This is the case of transparency, 
to "'hich "'e turn next. To acc(n.u1.t for transparency, Kipa.rsky and Pajttsalu (2003) 
build parsimoniously on the ideas used in capturing the stem-internal vs. derived 
environment effects described above. As discussed, stem-irlternally irl Finnish, some 
disharmony is allo,ved, but [a a] sequences are not permitted. The key iJ1sight 
here from Kiparsky and Pajusalu (2003) is that harmony violations with marked 
vo,vels are avoided, or in other words "disharmony '"ith marked vo,vels is both 
worse than disharmony alone, and worse than markedness alone" (Kiparsky and 
Pajusalu 2003: 8). Formally, this insight enters the grammar as another locally 
conjoiJ1ed constraint, sho,vn iJ1 (12). As a direct effect of this constraint, *[a a] 
is excluded because [a] is marked and the sequence is disharmonic, but [i a] is 
admitted because the sequence is disharn1onic but none of the vo"'els is marked. 

(12) Generalized Marked Harmony 
AGREE[back] & •a, •o, *i.i 

This key intuition, captu.ring such facts about stem-internal harmonic patterning, 
can be extended to account for transparency. Specifically, as sho\'tn iJ1 (13), the 
ranking Generalized !Vlarked Harn1ony >> AGREE[back] results iJ1 transparency. 
Given /a i - a/ as iJ1put, and comparmg candidates ([a i) ii] and ([a i] a], the 
former candidate incurs a violation of Generalized Marked Harmony: the first 
hvo vo,vels in this string disagree in terms of the harmonic feature, and the last 
vo\11el is 1narked '"ith respect to that feature. The other candidate, [[a i] a], does 
not violate Generalized IV!arked Harmony, because it does not contaiJ1 a n1arked 
vowel, though it does incur two violations of AGREE(back).6 This is the ranking 
accounting for the case of transparency in Finnish and Uyghur. 

• Thjs use of constraint conjunction does away wHh the domajn specificatjon jn the original defmj
tion of conjoined constraints (see (10)), in that evaluat.ion of the conjoined constraint pools v.iolations 
of the individLtal constraints irrespective of their locLIS in the form being e\raluated; hence the 
"ger1eralized" in the constraii'lt refere11ce. 
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/a i - a /  

a. [[a i] a] 
'"" b. [[a i] a] 
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AGREE(bk) & •a:o:u AGREE(bk) 
. , • 

** 

In this approach, then, the backness of the suffix vo\vel is related to the back
ness of the first sten1 vo'"el in a novel way. The reason why n1arkedness in the suffix 
is a decisive factor is that the first t-vo vo,vels, (a i], disagree. Si.nee the second 
vowel is a neutral vo'"el (hence, front), disagreement implies that the first vowel 
must be back. Constraint conjunction imposes in this indirect \vay the same value 
of backness bet.veen the first and the third vo"rel. 

Flipping the ranking of the constraints needed to get transparency results in 
opacity. That is, •vith the opposite ranking, AGREE[back] >> AGREE(back] & *ii, *i:i, 
•u, and for input /a i-ii/, AGREE[back] decides in favor of the opaque candidate 
[[a i] ii]. This is the pattern observed, for example, in Eastern Khanty. Hovtever, 
note that, in the ranking necessary to express opacity, AGR£E[back] >> AGREE[back) 
& •a, *o, *ii, the conjoined constraint is outranked by one of its constituent con
straints. This is generally ruled out in OT (see Kager 1999: 393). 

(14) Opacity 

/a i - a /  AGR.EE(bk) AGREE(bk) & *a,*i:i,*i.i 

""' a. [[a i] a) * • 

b. [[a i) a] .. , 

It is a notable corollary of the Kiparsky and Pajusalu (2003) system that back 
vowels in "palatal" harn1ony languages a.re opaque rather than transparent. That 
is, in the system entertained here, [[ii o) ii) is harmonically bound by [(ii o) a]. 
The sequence [[ii o) a] violates Generalized Marked Harmony (12) once and 
AGREE[back] once. The sequence [(a o] a] violates Generalized Marked Harmony 
twice and AGREE[back J t\.vice. Thus, regardless of the ranking between the two 
constraints, Generalized Marked Harmony and AGREE(back), [ii o ii) is less ha.r
monic than [ii o a]. This is a remarkable result, follo'"ing from t"'O "first prin
ciples" in the Kiparsky and Pajusalu system: markedness and agreement. 

'vVe no\v return to the Hungarian facts, to work out the implications of trans
parency and opacity being present in the same system. To account for transparency, 
\Ve must posit the ranking AGREE(back) & *e >> AGREE(back) (henceforth, when 
referring to Hungarian forms, the symbol for the lo'v front vo"'el '"ill be "e" in 
place of Kiparsky and Pajusalu's "a" symbol). The candidate illustrating opacity, 
[[a i] e], violates the conjoined constraint AGREE[back] & *e, •o, •u, because "e" 
is 1narked for the harmonizing feature [back] and [i] is disharn1oni

.
c for [back]. 

This entails the desired harmonic ordering, that is, ([a i] e] (opacity) < ((a i) a] 
(transparency). 
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(JS) AGREE(bkj & *e,*(1,*il 

c. -:tr a. ([a i) a] 

b. [[a i] e] . , 

AGREE(bk) 

** 

• 

In this fonnal system, then, markedness as embodied by the •e constraint 
plays a crucial role in deriving transparency. However, Hungarian presents a 
problen1 here. The vowel e [e:] is a mid vowel, whereas e is a low or at least lo,ver 
vtnvel, typicaUy transcribed. a.s [i:] (Siptar and T6rkenczy 2000: 385, 426). This is 
the standard phonological classification. Furthermore, ultrasound imaging data 
show a rather clear difference in tongue height bet"'een the group [i: i e:] and [E.]. 
The latter vo\vel sho\vs a much lower and 1nore retracted tongue body posture 
than the other vo\vels. In Hungarian, there are suffixes with front non-lo\v surface 
alte.rnants St.lch as the adessive [-ne:l]/(-na:J]. The markedness constraint "front 
vowels must be non-lo'v and unrounded (*e, *6, *ii)" \vould not be violated by 
the vo,vel in [-ne:l]. The conjoined constraint Generalized Marked Harmony 
would therefore also not be violated in [[a i] e:), and the decision is made by the 
other constraint AGREE[back], which declares [[a i] e:] > [(a i] a:). This is the wrong 
outcome. In Hungarian, the choice between [-ne:l], [-na:l] is made in the same 
way as for other suffixes such as the dative [-n<k), [-nJk]. 

Furthermore, unlike Finnish and Turkish, Hungarian admits disharmonic stems 
\vith marked vo,vels such as [fotel] 'arn1chair' and [farmer) 'jeans'. Hungarian also 
has back-initial sten1s follo,ved by front round vo\vels as in sofor 'driver', pnrfii111 
'perfume', and koszlii111 'costume'. These words are relatively recent loans (Kertesz 
2003: 67), perhaps belonging to a lexical "periphery" in the sense of lt6 and Mester 
(1995). Nevertheless, in their harmonic behavior they are completely regular. To 
account for the opacity pattern exhibited in these steins, the ranking schema must 
be AGREE[back] >> Generalized Marked Har1nony. But recall that the transparency 
pattern required Generalized Marked Harmony >> AGREE(back ). The relevant datum 
is sequences of the [(a y) e] profile, the opaque candidate, vs. [(a y) a], the trans
parent candidate (see (16)). The crucial decision rests on how AGREE[back) & •e, 
•o, *ii is evaluated. In [[a y) e], [a y) disagree and e is n1arked. This is the same 
profile of violations for the transparent witu1er [[a i] a] discussed above, and implies 
at least one violation of AGREE[back] & *e, *6, *ii. Furthermore, the subsequence 
(a y) may also be considered to violate AGREE[back) & *e, *6, *ii exactly as 
assumed for the stem-internal [ii a] sequences in Finnish above: [a y) disagree 
and [y) is marked. If two violations of ACREE[back] & *e, •a, •u are assigned, then 
[[a y] a] is the predicted wiru1er. If only one violation of AGREE[back] & •e, •o, •u 
is assigned, then ([a y] e] is the correctly predicted wi1mer. 

(16) AGREE(bk) & *e,*6,*il AGREE[bk) 

a . ([a y) a) • ** 

b. [[a y) e) *(*?) • 

In this system, it is conceivable to split the conjoined constraint into t\'l'O separ
ate ones: AGREE[back) & •e and AGREE[back] & •y. This permits more freedom 
it1 differentially '"eighing violations of the corresponding constramts, as sho\\'n 
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in (17). But in this case, this change does not help, since to account for trans
parency \Ve must posit AGREE[back] & •e as the highest-ranked constraint. This 
constraint is violated by the attested output ([a y] e], y,rhich is thus predicted to 
be sub-optin1al. 

(17) Splitting the conjoined constraint 

AGREE(bk) & *e 

""' a. [[a y] a] 

b. [[a y] e) . , 

AGREE[bk) AGREE[bk ) & *y 
•• • 
• • 

The challenges reviewed so far derive from a single formal property of the 
analysis: the rankings of constraints needed to account for transparency and 
opacity are different. There is no hard evidence a priori that this must be true 
of any system that aims at capturing both transparency and opacity. After all, 
focusing on palatal vowel harn1ony systems and without loss of generalization, 
within any given language, the transparent vowel is different fron1 the opaque 
one, e.g. [i) is transparent and (y] is opaque in Hungarian/Finnish. An alternative 
approach to transparency and opa.city could capitalize on inherent properties 
of the vowels in question while leaving the general schema of grammatical forces 
the san1e. 

The need for different grammar rankings for transparency and opacity can 
be traced to a crucial assumption. That assun1ption is that transparent vo,.vels 
categorically do not partake in agreement, as required by harmony. In other 
\VOrds, (all) transparent vo,vels categorically disagree 'vith their adjacent vo,vels. 
A diametrically opposed perspective is to abandon this key assumption of dis
agreement and devise a systen1 adnutting differential agreen1ent relations bet\veen 
vo\vels - that is, not simply agree vs. disagree, but a spectrwn of agreement 
qt.ialities tailored to the specific combination of vo'"els involved in the relation 
for which agreement is assessed. Bei'tus (2005) develops this approach on the basis 
of a rigorous experimental study of Hungarian transparent voV>rels. The general 
schema governing both transparency and opacity in Benus's account is expressed 
by a single rariking: PERCEPTUAL FAITHFULNESS >> AGREEMENT >> ARTICULATORY 
FAITHFULNESS. The broad correspondence between the constraints in this ranking 
and those discussed so far is as follO"'S. AGREEMENT corresponds to AGREE[back), 
requiring overlapping vowels to agree as much as possible in constriction location. 
Its opposing but [o,ver-ranked constraint is ARTICULATORY FAITHFULNESS. This 
corresponds to IDENT[back] of previous accounts. The ranking AGREEMENT >> 
ARTICULATORY FAITHFULNESS expresses the simple fact that the language exhibits 
vo'"el harmony. The dominating PERCEPTUAL FAITHFULNESS restricts the harmonic 
agreement forces to degrees of agreement that leave the perceptual identity of the 
VO\Vels in question unchanged. The closest parallel to PERCEPTUAL FAITHFULNESS 
in contemporary OT accounts is Bakovic and Wilson's (2000) silnilarity scale - in 
that analysis, transparent vo\vels are by-products of an optimization starting 'vith 
the full assimilation candidate and changing that to a less marked candidate, 
while maintaining sin1ilarity 'vith the full assimilation candidate. Overall, then, 
the 1nain idea in Benus's proposal is that vowel hannony is driven by articula
tory agreement between overlappil1g vo,vel gestures and that tltis agreen1ent is 
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constrained perceptually. In an A-I sequence, where "A" represents any back 
vo,vel and "I" any front vo,�rel, vo"re]s differ \vith respect to their potential for 
agreement: following any given back vowel, a high front VO\\'el like I ii is n1ost 
retrac table, a mid front vo,.vel like /el is somewhat retractable, and the high front 
round /y I is minimally retrac table. Articulatory-perceptual quanta! relations 
are crucial in determining the degree to which a vowel can be retracted without 
losing its perceptual identity. For transparent vowels, such as the [i] in the 
sequence [[a i] V surnxl, articulatory agreement with the preceding back vowel can 
be substantial "'ithout changing the perceptual identity of the [i). In turn, the degree 
of articulatory backing induced on the transparent vowel by agreement "'ith its 
preceding back vo,vel is sufficient to trigger a back suffix, hence [[a i] a]. For opaque 
vo,vels, the ranking of constraints remains the sa1ne. The difference in behavior 
between opaque and transparent VO\\'els derives fron1 the quantal characteristics 
of the different vowels. In [[a y) V.-Ut;x), the front round vowel cannot be retracted 
to the same degree as the vowel (i] 'vithout losing its perceptual identity as a 
front vowel. The limited potential of agreement "'ith a back vo,vel for [y] results 
in less articulatory backing on the [y], \vhich in turn results in the selection of 
a front suffix, hence [[a y] e]. In other \Vords, the high rartking of PERCEl'TUAL 
FAITHFULNESS prevents establishing articulatory agreement to a degree that 
'vould induce a back suffix alternant just when the front vowel is (y). 

The typological implications of the phonetically informed approach pursued 
in Bei'lus (2005) have yet to be pursued systematically. That approach crucially 
relies on rigorous phonetic records. There is a great disparity between the 
range of languages '"hose vowel harmony patterns have been described or even 
analyzed in the theoretica.l literature and those for whicl1 '"'e have systematic 
phonetic investigations for the same or even a subset of the same data. Apart from 
Benus's studies on Hungarian and some more recent data on transparency 
from Kinande, to be discussed in the next section, there are no other studies \Ve 
are aware of that have systen1atically examined transparency and opacity patterns 
in vowel harmony using rigorous experimental m.ethods. It wou.ld not be an 
exaggeration to state that we have only recently begun to register the phonetic 
record for transparency and opacity using rigorous (i.e. non-impressionistic) data 
registration methods. 

Thus two key insights have e1nerged. In the typological study of Kiparsky and 
Pajusalu (2003), roarkedness and its prioritization 'vith other generally a.ccepted 
grammar principles such as AGREE go a long way in capturing essential distinc
tions between the different languages revie,ved in that study. The other idea, 
from Ben us' s (2005) experimentally based work, is that considerations of the 
relation behveen articulation and acoustics play a crucial role in transparency and 
opacity. It  seems that a combination of the hvo insights, supported by a parallel 
pursuit of theoretical and experimental work, "'Ould provide a solid basis for 
gaining a better understanding of the phenomena at hand. 

4 Phonetic bases 

Understanding the phonetic bases of opacity and transparency must begin with 
an understanding of the phonetic bases of vo,vel harmony in general. Since Gay 
(1977, 1978), it has been kno\vn that a non-contiguous sequence of identical vowels 
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such as [u-u] in kutup is produced by speakers of English with a discontinuity 
in both the articulatory and the electromyographic measures of lip rounding. For 
example, in the electron1yographic signal there is a trough coincident with the 
production of the intervening consonant. The cessation of muscle activity during 
the consonant is consistent "'ith the hypothesis that the linguistic representation 
underlying the production of lip rounding schedules the rounding of the tv110 
identical vo,11els as tvvo independent events, [ulRounJC[ulRounJ (C is a variable 
for any pennissible intervocalic consonant or consonant cluster). A number 
of other studies have documented the sa1ne trough pattern in the production of 
non-contiguous identical vowels in Spanish, French (Perkell 1986), and S'vedish 
(McAllister 1978; Engstrand 1981). In contrast to these cases, Boyce (1988, 1990) 
found in Turkish a plateau of continuous activity for /uCu/ utterances both in 
muscle excitation patterns (of the orbicularis oris) and in lo\•ver lip protrusion 
kinematics. This pattern of results, the English trough vs. the Turkish plateau, 
seems to reflect the fact that Turkish but not Engl ish has vo"\veJ (rounding) 
harmony. Furthermore, the linguistic representation underlying the production 
of lip rounding in Turkish is consistent i11ith a central idea of autosegmental 
theory, namely that assinUlation and harn1ony involve representations in 
'"hi.ch a single inskmce of the assin1ilating or harmonizing property extends 
over a domain encompassing all segments required to agree on that property. 
Thus, in Turkish, the rounding property of the l\''0 vowels \vouJd extend over 
a domain encompassing both vo,vels in /uCu/ (Clements 1976; Kiparsky 1981; 
Goldsmith 1985), and this is '''hat gives rise to the plateau seen in Boyce's study. 
Open issues do remain, however, with establishing a link between linguistic 
representation and the experirnentaJ record here with some degree of confidence 
(Gafos and Goldstein, forthcoming). 

The picture becomes more complex when '"e consider the facts of transparency. 
As we have seen, many languages with harmony include vo\vels that can inter
vene between the trigger and the target of vo,.vel harn1ony even when they bear 
the opposite value for the harmonizing feature. 1.n Hungarian, pap£r selects [+back) 
suffixes, such as nak 'DAT', Iuiz 'ALL', t6/ 'ABL', ban '!NESS', in agreement with the 
[+back] value of the initial stem vowel and despite the intervening [-back] value 
of /i:/. At the heart of the problem that transparent vo,vels pose for the phonetic 
basis of vo,.vel harn1ony is an asswnption about their representation. The assump
tion. is that the phonological category of a transparent v(nvel is invariant across 
different contexts and irrelevant to the quality of the suffix follo,ving the trans
parent vo"'el. In an impressionistic sense, the transparent vo,vels in words like 
buli-nak 'party-DAT', hid-nak 'bridge-DAT', and n1amicsi-nak 'mother-DIM-DAT' are 
not perceptually different fron1 those in bili-nek 'pot-OAT' and vfz-nek '\vater-OAT'. 
Hence, they are assun1ed to be invariant across these different contexts. Ho,vever, 
it is well kno,vn that, for vowels, a relatively stable acoustic output can be pro
duced using multiple articulatory strategies and constriction locations. Stevens 
(1972, 1989) promotes the idea that the relation bet\veen acoustic and articulatory 
din1ensions of phonetic forn1 displays discontinuous characteristics. In "stable" 
regions of an abstract articulatory�coustic space, change along an articulatory 
dimension does not result in significant change in acoustics. In "unstable" regions, 
ho"1ever, comparable articulatory change can cause significant difference in 
acoustics. Stevens argued that Universal Grammar utilizes the presence of such 
discontinuities in the dual articuJatory-acoustic phonetic substance to encode 
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Figure 91.1 Non-linearity in front non-low unround vo,vels. Tongue body retraction is 
shown as the difference bet,¥een the x-coordinates of the t\VO circles, \Vhile the minimal 
perceptual effect of this retraction i.s shown on the y-axis 

contrasts in phonological systems. Moreover, the presence of such regions, accord
ing to Stevens, explains why the abundance of co-articulation in natural speech 
does not hinder perception. 

A group of sounds '"ith '"ell-documented discontinuities in the relation 
bel\veen articulation and acoustics is that of the non-lov•' front unround vowels. 
Calculations using both sunple tubes (Stevens 1989) and natural human vocal tract 
profiles (\!Vood 1979) show that the acoustic outputs for non-lo"' front vowels 
are i.nsensitive to a limited amount of variation in the horizontal position of the 
tongue body. For example, the vo,vel [i] may be articulatorily retracted to some 
degree without losing its perceptual identity. The central result is illustrated in 
Fig1rre 91.1. The S-like curve divides the abstract phonetic space iJ1to the stable 
Regions I and III and the unstable Region II. The horizontal coordinate of the 
baU sitting on the curve represents the locus of a palatal constriction formed 
by the tongue body articulator. The black circle corresponds to a tongue body 
position "'ith the palatal constriction of a prototypically front vowel. The slightly 
retracted tongue body position illustrated with the white circle falls in the stable 
region of perceptual stability; a vowel with this constriction location is still con
sidered a front vowel. 

\Ive stress that the foundational results of Stevens and Wood above are not 
about a specific language. Rather, they characterize properties of articulatory
acoustic relations for specific sets of vowels, the non-low front unround vowels, 
language-mdependently. These are precisely the transparent vowels of palatal 
vo,vel harmony systems like Hungarian and Finnish. 

The articulatory-acoustic relations revie,ved above provide a plausible phonetic 
basis for transparency: transparent VO\\'els in palatal VO\\'el harmony are those 
vo,vels that can be articulatorily retracted to a certaiJ1 degree, but maintaiJ1 their 
perceptual quality of being front. This hypothesis has been pursued in studies of 
Hungarian transparent vowels [i:], [i], and [e:] using a. con1bination of electro
magnetic articulometry and ultrasound (Benus 2005: ch. 4). In these studies, 
one set of stimuli consisted of word pairs "'here transparent vo,¥els occur in 
stems triggering front or back suffixes. In the first set, all words '"ere trisyllabic, 
e.g. zefir-/Jen 'zephyr'-INESS vs. zaffr-ban 'sapphire'-INESS. Such pairs permitted 
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comparisons of the tongue posture for /i:/ in the hvo vo"rel harmony contexts, 
front and back. The second set of stimuli consisted of 1nonosyllabic \vords. For 
example, /e:/ in sze/ 'wind' \\'as compared to /e:/ in eel 'aim'. The forn1s szel, 
eel correspond to the nominative case of the respective nouns, "'here there is 
no overt suffix. When these stems appear with overt suffixes, szel triggers a front 
suffix while eel triggers a back suffix: szel-n.ek '\vind-DAT' vs. cel-nak 'aim-DAT'. Once 
again, such pairs permit comparisons of the tongue posture for /e:/ in the t\VO 
vo\vel harmony contexts, front and back. Ho\vever, they differ fron1 pairs like 
zeffr vs. zafir in one crucial respect. For zeffr vs. zaffr, the difference in suffi,-..( 
choice, front for zeffr vs. back for za/fr, is typically ascribed to the presence of a 
front vs. back stem-initial vo,vel. In the sz/il vs. eel pairs of stimuli, if systematic 
subcategorical differences are found in the transparent VO\vels, then the source 
of these differences cannot be ascribed to another vo>vel within the sa1ne sten1. 
The results were, first, that transparent vowels in back harmony contexts show 
a less advanced (more retracted) tongue body posture than phonemically identi
cal vowels in front harmony contexts: e.g. [i) in buli-vnl is less advanced than 
[i] in bili-ve/. Second, transparent vo,vels in monosyllabic stems selecting back 
suffixes are also less advanced than phonemically identical vo\vels in steins 
selecting front suffixes: e.g. [i:) in fr, taking back suffixes, con1pared to [i:) of lzfr, 
taking front suffixes, is less advanced \vhen these stems are produced in bare 
form (no suffixes). Because these monosyllabic stimuli \Vere presented in isola
tion, the observed sub-phonemic differences cannot be attributed to contextual 
co-articulation. These differences must be part of the speakers' knowledge of 
these stems. 

To revie'", then, the n1ain result of the above experiments is that the harmonic 
type of a stem is realized as a sub-phonemic difference in the tongue body position 
of transparent vowels. Transparent vowels in the front-selecting stenis are produced 
with the tongue body more advanced than the phonemically identical vowels 
that occur in back-selecting sten1s. The non-linearity in the articulatory-acoustic 
relations in these vo\vels provides a '"ay to understand why the articulatory differ
ences revealed in these experiments cause minimal differences in the acoustic 
output of these vowels. In turn, "'e can then understand \vhy in i.Jnpressionistic 
transcriptions these V0\\1els are denoted \Vith a phonemically invariant category, 
even though there are systematic articulatory differences. 

The hypothesis that transparency has a basis in non-Lionearities bet"reen 
articulation and acoustics can be extended to at least t\''0 other cases of trans
parency in harmony. In ATR harnlony, \Ve discussed articulatory and perceptual 
factors contributi.J1g to limited contrast potential i.J1 the class of vo>vels con1monly 
exhibiting transparency in these harn1ony systems. As noted, in Kinande "tongue 
root" harmony, articulatory, and acoustic data also indicate that the low vo"•el 
/a/ is an integral part of the harmony domain (Gick et al. 2006; Kensto,vicz 
2009). In the case of l\ilongolian, where [i r) are transparent to the spreading of 
roundillg, \Ve see no principled reason \vhy the same hypothesis \VOuld not be 
applicable. If the phonetics of "rounding" is pursued with some care (Disner 1983; 
Goldstein 1991), lip posture can be hypothesized to spread through the intervening 
[i) \vithout a substantial effect on its acoustics. Overall, then, the plausible hypo
thesis is that transparency is not failure to participate in harmony but failure to 
produce salient acoustic consequences of harn1ony on a specific class on segn1ents. 
Kaun (1995: 142) expresses a similar intuition, that for transparent vowels their 
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"occurrence does not constitute a substantial interruption of the signal associated 
\Vith the extended feature." 

The hypothesis grounding transparency in articulatory-acoustic relations n1ay 
also allow us to underskmd 'vhy certain vowels exhibit transparency, but other 
similar vo\vels exhibit opacity. To illustrate this, consider that one important gen
eralization in the phonological patterning of transparency in "palatal" harmony 
systems concerns front round vovtels. Phonologically, front round vowels do not 
behave transparently. In Hungarian, for example, front rolmd vowels in stein-final 
position are followed by front suffixes, irrespective of the quality of the preced
ing vowels (parfom-nek, *parfiim-nak 'perft.une·DAT', tok-nek, *tok-nak 'pumpkin-DAT'). 
In contrast, front unround vo,vels can be follo,ved by front or back suffixes. Whence 
the difference in harmonic patterning behveen [y] and [i]? The h''O vo,vels are very 
sin1ilar in terms of their lingual articulation (Benus et al. 2003; Benus 2005: ch. 4). 
The only remaining source of difference between [y] and [i] is their rounding. Both 
Wood (1986) and Stevens (1989) sho\v that rounding in front v<nvels significantly 
affects their quanta! properties. In front round vo,vels the degree of perceptually 
tolerated tongue body retraction is more limited than for unround vo"rels. The 
reason for this is the difference in the effective position of the constriction relative 
to the length of the vocal tract. Lip rounding, as for (y ], increases the length of 
the vocal tract. This effectively advances the stable region in '"'hich horizontal 
articulatory perturbations have minimal acoustic effects (Bei'tus 2005: §4.6.2). 
As a result, the potential degree of tongue body retraction for [y] is minimal as 
compared to [i]. There is therefore a plausible phonetic basis for the horizontal 
tongue body position for [y) to be n1ore constrained than that of [i) in the con
text of adjacent back vo,vels. Hence, tl1e binary (phonological) choice in suffix 
form correlates with differences in the quanta! characteristics of stem-final vowels: 
front vo"rels for "'hich some articulatory retraction is perceptually tolerated are 
followed by either front or back suffixes, whereas front vowels for which com
parable retraction is not tolerated are follo,ved by front suffixes only. 

To summarize, the evidence revie,,.,ed indicates that a plausible phonetic basis 
for transparency and opacity can be formulated by reference to the link bet"'een 
articulation and acoustics. 

5 Prospects 

We have revie,ved theoretical and experimental "'Ork on transparent and opaque 
vowels in vowel harmony. Here '''e highlight some directions for future \VOrk. 

Just as in other areas of phonological patterning, our understanding of trans
parency and opacity has been increasingly informed by the availability of new 
experimental n1ethods. Yet much remains to be done on the experimental side. The 
main aim should be gai.ning a more rigorous empi.rical foundation. Phonological 
theorizing has relied heavily on impressionistic descriptions of data. In the 
few cases where harn1ony data have been examined \vith experimental methods 
(Rialland and Redouanne 1984; Benus 2005; Svantesson et al. 2005; Gick et al. 2006; 
Kensto"'icz 2009), the results provide ne'v inforn1ation that in turn requires 
revision of past theoretical analyses or inspires ne'v ones. 

Closely related to the aim of gaining a better grip on the data is research on 
perception. The experimental findings from Hungarian and Kinande revie\Ned 
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above sho'v that transparent vowels have two variants, depending on the harmonic 
type in which they appear. For example, the Hungarian vo,vels [i: i e:] sho\v 
a n1ore advanced variant in the front hannony type '"'ords and a less advanced 
one in the back harn1ony type \vords. Yet the phonological literature and impres
sionistic intuitions of Hungarian native speakers suggest that the t"'O variants 
are non-contrastive. Ultimately, then, connected to this line of research must be 
perception experiments, testing the ability of listeners to Ltifferentiate transparent 
vo\vels en1bedded in different harmonic contexts. 

On the side of theory, in turn, insights fron1 theoretical analyses should be 
integrated 'vi.th the ne\v data patterns. Another "'ay to express this is to say that 
high-level phonological theory should make predictions about results that could 
be obtained in future experiments (CHAPTER 96: EXPERIMENTAL APPROACHES IN 
THEORETICAL PHONOLOGY). It is this integration between theory and rigorous data 
that seen1s to us most likely to lead to a deeper understanding of the phenomena 
at hand. 
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92 Variability 

GREGORY R. GUY 

1 Introduction 

Variability is a tenn used in phonology with several meanings. One conm1on 
meaning is sociolinguistic diversity: speakers of different social backgrounds 
speak differently, and all speakers vary in speech style and register. Thus in 
New York City, as Labov (1966) famously demonstrates, a consonantal articu
lation of coda /r I is preferred by higher status speakers, and by all speakers in 
their n1ore careful styles, \vhile a vocalized or deleted realization is preferred by 
Jo,ver status speakers and in casual styles. 

Another sense refers to acoustic and articulatory diversity: English voiced 
stops can be articulated ,,vith voice onset ti.mes ranging from negative values 
to + 10 msecs, '''ith a n1ode around +5 msecs, \vhile their voiceless counter
parts typically show VOTs from +20 to +90 n1secs. Successive articulations by 
the same speaker under the same conditions are not identical, but '''antler 
around these ranges. Vo,,rels are similarly variable in realization. As Peterson 
and Barney (1952) sho\ved, a vo,vel cannot be defined as an articulatory point, 
or as a particular acoustic realization, but rather as a region in articulatory 
and acoustic space; a series of n1easure1nents of a speaker saying a given vowel 
,,vill sho'v considerable scatter in this range, and som.etimes iten1s that fal l 
outside it. 

A third sense of variability addresses simple optionality: phonological charac
teristics or processes that may or may not occur in certain circumstances. Thus 
English voiceless stops in final position n1ay be aspirated or not, although those in 
initial position sho'v aspiration systematically. Hence we can describe aspiration 
as obligatory in initial position, but optional or variable in final position. 

But, despite this range of meanings, variability is simple to define: in its broadest 
sense it is the inverse of generality. A phonological generalization is a state
n1ent about a sound systen1 that is true every"•here, in every relevant occurrence; 
,,vhen son1e statement is not true every"•here, "'e encounter a ca.Se o.f variability. 
A phonological phenomenon that occurs in some, but not all, of its possible 
instances is not fully general; it is in some respect variable in occurrence (sometimes 
it happens, and sometilnes it doesn't) or il1 realization (son1eti.rnes it happens one 
way, and so1neti.rnes another). 
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Variability as lack-of-generality is therefore a chronic problem for linguistic 
analysis. Generalizations are, of course, privileged in linguistics. Linguists are 
trained to seek generalizations; indeed, we see regularly recurring structures as 
a defining property of language, and the absence of all regularity as the defining 
property of noise (i.e. non-language). Consequently, phonology has repeatedly 
addressed issues associated with defining the frontiers of generality and the 
treatment of partial generality. 
Limits on generality. The search for ever broader and deeper generalizations has 

been a prominent then1e in the history of linguistics. The broadest generalizations 
about sound systems are phonological universals: statements that are true of all 
utterances in all languages. A truly universal property cannot be absent or con
tradicted in son1e language or some speakers, cannot have lexical exceptions, and 
must be apparent in 100 percent of cases. Hence a context-free universal can be 
characterized as in (1): 

(1) Maximum generality: Phonological universals 

For all human speakers (of all languages), 
in all linguistic contexts, 
in all lexical items, 
x is ahvays true. 

Any phonological generalization that cannot satisfy all the quantifiers in (1) is 
less than universal. But this is true of n1ost of phonology; although universals 
have important status, most vvork in phonology deals \vith generalizations that 
are limited in some respect, for example to a particular language or particular 
context. Hence, in a sense, most of phonology deals with variability, "'ith partial 
generalizations that leave a region of variation vvhere non-conforming realizations 
occur. The phonologist who pursues generality and regularity is therefore alvvays 
confronted \vith the task of identifying the limits on the generalization, and the 
alternatives that occur beyond those limits. This is the problem of variability. 

The problen1 can be approached in tern1s of the various quantifiers in (1). 
These are of t\VO types: the "all" quantifiers, ''"hich deal \Vith issues of scope, and 
the "ahvays" quantifier, which addresses prevalence. When these are less than 
universal, they deli.neate the several problems of variability. First is social scope: 
generalizations that are true of only some human speakers (some language, speech 
community, or ethnic or other social group) constitute cases of social variation. 
Second is contextual scope: many generalizations are context-sensitive, i.e. valid 
only for ite1ns in a particular structural position. But the definitions of contexts, 
and indeed of what may count as a relevant context, are substantive theoretical and 
empirical questions. Various forms for the interaction benveen context and i tem have 
been proposed: a context may be seen as having a categorical effect, a gradient 
effect, or some other non-categorical outcome. And third is the problen1 of lexical 
scope: do phonological processes apply to all relevant words (all that have a given 
phonological structure in the right context)? Or do son1e "'ords o.f the appropriate 
phonological shape nevertheless fail to conform to an applicable generalization 
by virtue of their lexical identity? If phonological statements are limited in their 
applicability to subsets of the lexicon, leaving \vords or sets of words in which 
different conditions prevail, we confront proble1ns of lexical variability. 
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Orthogonal to the problems of scope is the problem of variable prevalence -
does a given state of affairs ahvays prevail, or is it encountered only some of 
the time? Although some theoretical approaches treat this as a scope problen1, 
for example by seeking to define a narrow social or contextual domain in ,.vhich 
prevalence is categorical, the logical problem of prevalence exists nonetheless: 
if all relevant dimensions of scope are held constant, is a given phonological 
generalization valid for all successive occurrences of relevant forms? If "'e listen 
to the san1e speakers producing the san1e vvords in the same contexts, do vve 
ahvays hear the sa1ne productions, or do they vary? Does a given process apply 
100 percent of the time in the relevant don1ain.s, or less than 100 percent? And 
how does phonology cope with the t'vo scenarios - how does it model categorical 
prevalence, and ho'" does it account for variable prevalence? 

In what follovvs we consider in turn each of these potential limitations on 
generality - each of these types of variability. We begin vvith the question of 
prevalence. 

2 The quantitative limits of generality: 
Variable prevalence 

A linguistic universal has universal prevalence: it always occurs wherever 
possible. We can describe a phonological generalization that is ahvays true as 
categorical or obligatory. But hovv does phonology treat a state of affairs with 
less than universal prevalence - a generalization that is not categorically true, 
or a process that is not obligatory? This question lies at the core of what many 
linguists consider variability. 

To illustrate this issue, consider co1nmon alternations, found in a number of 
languages, betvveen presence and absence of coda consonants (CHAPTER 68: 

DELETION). In natural speech in English, "'ords containing final coronal stops, such 
as best, old, are often articulated without those stops (cf. bes' friend, of' man). J.n 
colloquial Caribbean Spanish and Brazilian Portuguese, syllable- and vvord-final 
/s/ is silnilarly variable in realization: esta111os, m.enos are often articulated as etmuo, 
·meno. Such facts can be accounted for by phonological deletion processes, which 
are plausibly motivated by markedness considerations that are likely universal: 
simpler cod.a.s are unive.rsally less marked than more complex ones. But i.n the 
cases cited, the prevalence of these deletion processes is less than categorical. 
Not all utterances of eligible words undergo deletion. 

These are not questions of scope. The alternations are not restricted to particular 
words. Although social groups vary in deletion rates, these societies are not co1n
posed of sou1e groups or individuals who ahvays delete and others �vho never do 
(Guy 1980, 1981). And although these processes shO"' contextual conditioning 
- for example, all three languages delete more before consonants than before 
vovvels - the contexts do not define domaiJ1s in vvhich deletion always applies or 
never applies. No 1natter how we slice up the data in terms of scope, we always 
encounter both deleted and. non-deleted forms. Hence, the prevalence o.f these 
phenomena is less than "al"'ays." Ho"' does phonology deal '"'ith such cases? 
Or indeed, is phonology responsible for such facts at all? 

A phonological state of affairs that does not ahvays prevail needs some statement 
of linutations on its prevalence. This can be done with quantitative vagueness, 
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by replacing the "ahvays" quantifier in (1) with non-universal quantifiers like 
"sometimes" or "optionally," or \\'ith existential quantifiers like "may occur." 
Or, a n1ore precise quantification can be used, specifying son1e frequency or 
probability of occurrence (CHAPTER 90: FREQUENCY EFFECTS). Thus the prevalence 
clause on generality can be restated as (2a) or (2b): 

(2) Quantifi;ing prevalence 
a. Optional generalization 

. . .  x is optionally true. 
b. Probabilistic generalization 

. . .  x is true \vith probability p. 

As we shall see, these choices are the subject of considerable theoretical debate. 
Some schools of thought strenuously argue that gran1illar has nothing to say 
about frequency or quantification, and consequently deny that statements like 
(2b) are permissible in formal phonology. Other frame,vorks embrace to a greater 
or lesser extent the quantification implied by (2b ), seeking to account for variable 
prevalence by grammatical 1neans. Let us consider the range of argun1ents bear
ing on variable prevalence. 
The preference for categoric11l prevalence. Since so much linguistic analysis is 

inductive, it is unsurprising to observe a long, articulate tradition in linguistic 
theory of preferring generalizations that are categorical, i.e. true of 100 percent 
of relevant cases. Generalizations that are not fully general are often treated as 
valueless. The typical heuristic in linguistic analysis is to hypothesize a general
ization, and, if counterexamples are discovered, to seek a reformulation of the 
generalization that either properly excludes the counterexamples, or accounts 
for them in another 'vay, perhaps as a consequence of some other generalization 
(see also CHAPTER 106: EXCEl'TJONALITY). 

The historical prototype for this heuristic is Verner's (1877) refinement of 
Grimm's La,v, which describes the sound d1anges characteristic of the Germanic 
languages. In the early nineteenth century Grimm and others discovered a set of 
common correspondences behveen the obstruents of the Gennanic branch and those 
of other Inda-European languages (Rask 1818; Grin1m 1819). Among these \Vas 
the correspondence bet\veen Proto-Indo-European voiceless stops and Germanic 
voiceless fricatives (thus Latin ped, Ires, cornu vs. Englishfoot, three, horn). But there 
\Vere also many recognized exceptions to these correspondences, so they appeared 
to fall well short of being categorical "laws." Thus in many words PIE voiceless 
stops end up as voiced stops or fricatives in Germanic (cf. Old English fader, hundred 
vs. Latin pater, centum). Based on the data known to early nineteenth-century 
linguists, the Germanic sound-shift might 111.ore accurately have been described 
as a variable process with several outcomes, among which one particular set 
(those kno\vn as Grimm's La\v) \\1ere quantitatively prominent. 

In 1877, this picture vvas dramatically altered \\'hen Karl Verner published 
a paper showing that one large class of exceptions >vas regularly conditioned by 
the position of the "'Ord-stress in PIE: the .regular fricative ou.tcome for voiceless 
stops occurs only in initial and post-tonic positions, while the exceptional voiced 
outcome occurs else,vhere. This discovery removed many counterexamples to 
Grimn1's Lavv, reducing the domain of apparent variability, and greatly increasing 
the prevalence of the Grinm1's Law generalizations. This allo,ved the conjecture 
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that a correct definition of contexts '''ould yield hvo categorical generalizations 
- nvo separate conditioned sound changes, each of 'vhich alrvays occurred in its 
appropriate context. This conjecture received explicit fonnulation as the Neo
grammarian hypothesis: soiu1d change is "exception.less," admitting no variation 
(Osthoff and Brugmann 1878). By this hypothesis, any variability in  the data '"as 
spurious, deriving from alternate sources such as borrowing, neologism, or dialect 
mixture, or fron1 an inaccurate statement of the context of the change, calling for 
a Verner-like amendment of the generalization. 

With the e1nergence of 1nodern linguistics since Saussure (1916), the idea of 
exceptionlessness became dominant in synchronic phonology: generalizations 
should be categorical. If a generalization is nearly categorical, the analyst should 
seek to n1ake it categorical by redefining the context or by explaining the exceptions. 
Variability, in the sense of a phonological state of affairs for \Vhich no redefini
tion of context yields categorical prevalence, is considered an unhappy outcome 
by many schools of phonological theory, including structuralism, generative 
phonology and its various developments, and mainstream Optimality Theory, 
and it receives little theoretical attention in these frame,vorks, being tolerated only 
where empirically necessary. 
Optionality. Despite this widespread theoretical preference for categorical s tate

ments, the task of accounting for a body of data has always led linguists to the 
necessity of non-categorical descriptive statements. In American structuralism, this 
necessity was formally treated in phonemic theory in terms of "free variation" 
(S"radesh 1934; Hockett 1942). Thus, to account for variable realizations of final 
voiceless stops in English, a structuralist analysis \Vould present a list of possible 
allophones in this position which included the aspirated and unaspirated variants. 
Declaring that these allophones occurred in free variation '''as equivalent to a 
statement that their occurrence was random, not subject to further principled (i.e. 
structural or contextual) analysis. Such an account therefore adopted the strategy 
of (2a), declaring only that these alternatives all occurred with lin1ited prevalence, 
bi1t making no atten1pt to quantify tl1eir respective frequencies. 

In rule-based generative frame,vorks, the equivalent meclianism is the "optional" 
rule: a rule 'vhich nlay apply, generating its output, or fail to apply, '"hich 
leaves its input to stuface unaltered (Chomsky and Halle 1968). Thus the English 
voiceless stop alternations could be 1nodeled in generative phonology with 
an optional rule that re"'l'ites the feature matrix of a voiceless stop to ind.ude 
aspiration in final position. When it applies, aspirated forms are generated, but 
\vhen it optionally fails to apply, an unaspirated realization is generated. Again, 
this reflects the (2a) approach to variable prevalence, stating only that it exists, 
without further quantification. 

Variable prevalence in OT. The treatment of variability-as-optionality has survived 
the transition from rule-based to constraint-based models. In constraint-based 
phonology, optionality can be captured with variable or incompletely specified 
constraint rankings (Anttila 1997). In Optimality Theory, a fixed constraint rank
ing is expected to yield a unique outco1ne for every evaluated fonn. This is the 
ranking equivalent of "obligatory" rules: if constraint A outranks constraint B, 
and the requirements of A and B conflict in some situation, candidate forms must 
obligatorily satisfy A over B in order to be selected. In most circumstances, the 
conjunction of the ranked demands of a set of constraints will rule out all but a 
unique candidate, excluding the possibility of variation. 
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But Optimality Theory also allo,vs for the existence of a great variety of rank 
orders, and n1akes extensive explanatory use of ranking differences. Although OT 
postulates a universal constraint set, it captures phonological differences bel\veen 
languages by differing constraint rankings. Similarly, dialect differences, and, by 
extension, all sorts of sociolinguistic differences between individuals, class and 
ethnic groups, even speech styles and registers, can be modeled as differences in 
constraint rankings. The theory also models change across time as changes in the 
rank order of the constraint set. Since different orders generate different outco1nes, 
variable orders within a given gramn1ar \Viii generate variable outcomes, and 
variable prevalence of any given outcome. 

To illustrate, consider the English case mentioned above, final coronal stop 
deletion (CSD), '"here alternations like best - bes', old - of' occur. To simplify for 
illustrative purposes, \Ve nught model this alternation in OT \vi.th !\Yo constraints, 
one that disfavors complex codas (*CoMPLEXCODA), and a generalized faithfulness 
constrai.nt stating that underlying segments should be realized on the surface 
(FAITH). An OT grammar "'ith these hvo constraints \Vil! generate full forms 
(best, old) if FAITH is ranked higher, but '"ill generate deleted fonns (bes', of') 
if •coJ.11'1..ExCooA has the lugher ranking. Consequently, if these constraints are 
variably ranked, the grammar generates both forms in variation. Variable (or 
underspecified) constraint ranking is thus the OT equivalent of the optional rule. 
Co1npetence and pe1fornrnnce. All the above accounts - structuralist, generative, 

and optimality-theoretic - treat variable prevalence in terms of optionality, as 
in (2a), \\'lille eschewing the quantification in (2b). In these schools of thought, 
the "optionality" approach is considered empirically adequate. For the struc
turalists, it \vas typically adequate to account for all the structural patterns in a 
corpus; hence, a list of options was sufficient. An adequate generative grammar, 
according to Chomsky (1965), must be able to generate all and only the possible 
grammatical utterances of a language (or, more properly, of an idealized hon10-
geneous idiolect), and this criterion is largely maintained in OT. In all these 
fram.e,vorks the theory and grammar are responsible only for accounting for the 
existence of a possible form, but not for a more precise account of its likelihood 
or frequency of occurrence. 

The formal models we have considered - the sequence of fran1eworks that 
runs fron1 Saussure through the structuralists and generativists to OT - thus say 
nothing about 'vhether a form is common or rare, preferred or exceptional. Jn 
fact, they mostly define such facts as lying outside the purvie'" of grammar and 
formal linguistics. The lin1ited empirical responsibility of the grammar is seen 
as a theoretical necessity in these models, as a consequence of a set of assump
tions about the organization of language. They claun a funda1nental distinction 
bet"'een the system of language (which defines gram.oJaticaJity, possible structures, 
etc.), and the usage of that system and the utterances it generates. Linguistic 
theory, and the gran1mars that encapsulate linguistic knowledge, are concerned 
with the former, tern1ed langue, competence, or i-language, according to the 
tern1inology of the day. The usage speakers n1ake of the systen1, their productions 
and utterances, is treated as a separate phenomenon, !er.med parole, perforn1a.nce, 
or e-language. Performance and production are argued to bear an uncertain 
relationship to the system, subject to non-lu1guistic constraints such as errors, 
interruptions, or 1nen1ory lapses. And the syste1n says nothing about prevalence. 
Gramn1ars are postulated to be essentially non-quantitative; in one forn1ulation, 
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"grammars can't count." Properly speaking, such models are weakly quantified: 
the gramn1ar permits the specification of at most three levels of quantification: 
"always" (anything obligatory), "never" (anything the gramn1ar doesn't generate), 
and "sometiines" (anything optional or occurrmg m free variation). But any 
more quantitative detail than this is, by definition, a consequence of usage, and 
hence need not and cannot be modeled by the grammar. Statement (2a) is a 
possible element of co1npetence, but (2b) is, by this definition, a staten1ent about 
performance. 

The position just described l ies on one side of a major fault-lme ii1 phonological 
thought. On the other side lie several theoretical fran1e"'Orks that take a more 
expanded view of the empirical responsibilities of grammar, and a different view 
of the capabilities of grammar. As \Ve see in the next section, these frameworks 
undertake to quantify prevalence, and adn1it statements like (2b) as elements 
of gramn1ar. 
Quantified prevalence. Opposed to the models just described are theories in 

which phonological analysis explicitly engages \vi.th the quantitative facts of 
variable prevalence. Some examples of these are the "quantitative paradigm" 
arising fro1n sociolinguistic research (exemplified by the variable rule n1odel; 
Labov 1969; Cedergren and Sankoff 1974), the variable OT 1nodels associated '"ith 
scholars such as Anttila (1997, 2009) and Nagy and Reynolds (1997), the Stochastic 
OT model (Boersma and Hayes 2001), and "usage-based" models such as Exemplar 
Theory (Bybee 2001; Pierrehumbert 2001, 2006). The pomt of departure for these 
frarne\\'Orks lies in the empirical evidence demonstratmg that many variants 
have distinctive quantitative tendencies: son1e forms are recognizably rare, while 
others are common, frequent, even highly preferred . For example, in American 
English, final voiceless stops are rarely aspirated, \vhile in other dialects, such as 
Irish English, aspiration is common (Kirke 2005). Speakers appear to be a\vare of 
these quantitative facts m the sense that they faithfully reproduce the aspiration 
rates typical of their speech comn1unities, and are capable of recognizmg speech 
that shows a different rate as distrnctive. 

Empirical studies of variation massively document the systematic nature of 
such quantitative patterns (Labov 1966, 1969; Cedergren 1973; Poplack 1979; Guy 
1981). Every language has phonological variables that systematically occur at 
certain frequencies. This is the quantitative form of structure, and the quantified 
models 've will consider seek to account for this structure. The typical krnds of 
patterning and systematicity are illustrated in Table 92.1. These data are dra\vn 
from a study of CSD m early Ne\\7 Zealand English (conducted by the author 
with Jen Hay and Abby Walker using the ONZE corpus; cf. Guy et nl. 2008; Hay 
et al. 2008). As n1any studies have den1onstrated, coronal stop deletion rates are 
sensitive to foUowrng context, here classified as consonants, glides, vo,vels, or zero 
(i.e. utterance-final position). The study sample included speakers from several 
national backgrounds; the table separates those \vith Scottish backgrounds, 

English backgrounds, and mixed backgrounds (mcludii1g Scottish, English, and/or 
Australian parents and settlement histories). 

These data sho'v several highly regular patterns. First, they are not random. 
Randomness does occur in linguistic production: some phonetic variability in 
articulation, such as the scatter observed in vow·el articulations, is a consequence 
of randon1 variability in physical gestures; random ordering of constraints is 
postulated to be a basic feature of the selection mecl1anism in variable and 
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Table 92.1 Probabilities of coronal stop deletion in 
Early Ne'"' Zealand English, by following context and 
national background of speakers 

_c _G v - _0 

S<:ots 0.84 0.57 0.22 0.12 

English 0:77 0.59 0.29 0.18 

mixed 0.77 0.71 0.32 0.15 

mean 0:793 0.620 0.275 0.151 

range ±0.047 ±0.09 ±0.055 ±0.031. 

Stochastic OT models. But random is not the same as non-categorical (CH APTER 89: 
CRADIENCE AND CATECORICALITY IN PHONOLOGICAL THEORY). The statistical mean
ing of randomness is that all possible outcomes are equally likely: "'hen there are 
t\vo alternants, each should occur 50 percent of the tiJne, like coin flips. Since the 
possibilities in this case are deletion or non-deletion, a grammar that randontly 
genera ted forms 'vould yield deletion probabilities of 0.5. Second, the results sho\v 
a systematic effect of follo\ving context: consonantal contexts promote deletion 
(glides son1eivhat Jess than obstruents), while vo,vels disfavor deletion and null 
contexts are associated \vith the least deletion of all. Third, these contextual effects 
are regularly observed in all the speaker groups. The rank order of favorability to 
deletion is C > G > V > 0 for aU tl:tree groups, and the a.ctual numerical values 
for each context fall into non-overlapping ranges, tightly clustered around a mean. 
Each of these speaker groups, of course, constitutes an independent experin1ent, 
being 1nade up of separate individuals \vho had little or no lifetin1e contact 
'vith the other speakers. If they \Vere behaving rando1nly, it \Vould be essentially 
impossible for them to converge on comm.on values. 

Such findings, echoed repeatedly in studies of variation, are a principal motive 
for the quantified models considered here. Given quantitative properties of language 
that are non-random, systematic, and linguistically conditioned, these theories 
all seek to account for them by gran1Il1atical means, \Vhich i.Jnplies statements 
of prevalence along the lines of (2b ). Ho•vever, the various quantified theories 
differ substantially in their assumptions and formal models; in the rest of this 
section we consider the prmcipal models ill turn. 
Variable rule model. The earliest formally quantified approach \Vas the "variable 

rule'' n1odel (VR), developed by labov (1969) and Cedergren and Sankoff (1974). 
Tl:tis model was conceived as a straightfon,•ard extension of generative grammar, 
in "'hich the rules are all quantified by probability of occurrence. "Obligatory" 
rules receive the same quantitative treatment as in conventional models: they 
have a probability of 1 .  But the distinctiveness of VR lies in the treatn1ent of 
"optional" processes, here termed variable processes: for these, the probability can 
be any real number behveen 0 and 1. This pern1its a VR model to make specific 
quantitative predictions for any phonological variable. The values in Table 92.1 
are taken from such an analysis, in "'hich the likelihood of deletion \Vas related 
to follo,vmg context; VR incorporates a treatment of contextual constraints on 
a process. Context-sensitivity is of course an essential feature of an adequate 
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account of variability, just as it is essential for adequate accounts of invariant 
outcomes, as \Ve saw in the Germanic sound-shift case. Contextual limits on 
generality are discussed further in §4, below. 

The probabilistic quantification of YR illustrated in Table 92.l lends the n1odel 
aU the interpretive significance of real numbers. First, different numbers mean 
differing effects. A model that only defines options could only say that deletion is 
optional in all four contexts, but a quantitative model sho,vs relationships of more 
and less: in this case, that consonants and glides favor deletion 1nost, follo\ved 
by vo,vels and then by zero. Second, difference is scalar, distinguishing proxirnal 
values from distant values; here following glides are closer in effect to consonants 
than they are to vowels: comparing means for C (0.793), G (0.620), and V (0.275), 
the distance fron1 G to C (0.173) is just half of the distance from G to V (0.345). 
Third, the n1odel is quantitatively comparable and falsifiable: we compared 
across the speaker groups and found that they all had similar values for these 
contexts. We could look at other speakers to see if they have similar values, or look 
at lexical or morphological subsets of the data to see if the context effects remairl 
constant. If they do not, \ve might explore other predictors of these differences. 
Firlally, precise quantification lets us use the standard apparatus of statistics: 
tests of significance, central tendencies, dispersion, etc. For example, the values 
reported in Table 92.1 are significant predictors at the 0.05 level or better. 
An important characteristic of VR is that it uses a multivariate analysis to 

partial out the effects of various predictors or contexts. This has an important 
practical consequence: it controls for differing distributions of the data across the 
independent variables. In CSD, for example, the morphology of a word has a sub
stantial effect on deletion rates: past tense forms like missed, packed are deleted 
less than monomorphemes like mist, pact. This factor \vas controlled for in the 
analysis sho,vn in Table 92.1. But an analysis that failed to do this could yield 
nun1bers like those irl Table 92.1 purely as an epiphenomenon. Thus if n1ost of 
the '"'ords with followmg vowels happened to be verbs (m phrases like messed 
up, baked it), while most '"'Ords 'vith foU.tnving consonants were monomorphen1es 
(in phrases like best friend, old ntan), a univariate analysis would be open to 
doubt: do 1nonomorphemes have high deletion rates because they usually occur 
before consonants, or do following consonants sho\v high deletion because they 
are most often preceded by monon1orphen1es? .tv!ultivariate analysis, used in VR 
(and in Exen1plar Theory studies; Jannedy and Hay 2006), routinely controls for 
such problems. 

As noted above, the "variable rule" model was originally designed for a rule-based 
grammar, but it is not \vedded to such a formalism. The conceptual frame\vork 
of VR treats lmguistic production as set of choices ID 'vhich each alternative is 
associated with a probability. The model is agnostic ,.vith respect to whether those 
choices are modeled as rules, constraint orders, branchirlg graphs (as irl systemic 
functional grammar, cf. Halliday 1985), selections among allophonic irlventories 
(CHAl'TllR 11: THE PHONEME), or other formal devices. 
Stochastic OT. A promment quantified model ID a constraint-based fran1ework 

is Stochastic Optimality Theory (Boersma and Hayes 2001 ). As \ve have noted, 
conventional OT can generate optional outcomes by means of variable constraint 
ordering, but says nothirlg about relative frequencies of particular constraint 
orders, nor about relative frequencies of occurrence of alternative outputs. This 
arises from the fact that constraint ranking irl conventional OT is purely ordmal: 
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one can say that A outranks B, but not by ho''' much. There is no concept of A 
being slightly higher than B, or a lot higher. Stochastic OT adds the concept 
of proxinuty. Ranking values in Stochastic OT are real numbers, not sequential 
positions - values like 92.7, 94, and 101.3, not A >> B >> C. An analogy can be 
dra•vn 1vith the results of a horse race: conventional OT tells us "'hich horse 
finished first, second, third, etc., but doesn't say if the first place finisher "'on 
by a nose or a mile. Stochastic OT, ho\ve.ver, n1etaphorically gives the finishing 
tin1es, fron1 which '"e can deduce whether A beat B by a tenth of a second, or 
by several minutes. This concept of proxi1nity is then translated into a likelihood 
of ranking orders being reversed: if the race is re-run "'ith a certain amount of 
randomness affecting the outcomes, horses or constraints that are separated by 
very little 1night \veil end up in a reverse order, but a horse that trails by a mile 
is unlikely to ever n1ake up the distance and co1ne out ahead. 

Forn1ally, Stochastic OT postulates that each constraint varies randomly witllin 
a probability envelope around its central ra.nking value 1vhenever it is called 
upon to evaluate a form; at some points in this range it may outrank other 
nearby constraints, but at other points it \vill fall belo\v then\ in ranking value. 
By suitably adjusting the ranking values of constraints, tlus model can match 
frequency distributions observed in natLiral data. In the English CSD exa1nple, 
a speaker who deletes 50 percent of the time gets equal ranking values for the 
markedness constraint (*CoMPLExCooA) and the faithfulness constraint (FAITH), 
so their order of don1inance is completely random. But a speaker \vho deletes 
at a lo\v rate like 10 percent '''ould have a ranking value for FAITH that is 
appreciably higher than the value for *CoMPLExCooA, and the distance ben.veen 
them is such that their probability envelopes overlap in just 10 percent of their 
total area, representing the region in which the markedness constraint prevails, 
selecting for deletion. 
Variable OT. An interesting variant of Optirnality Theory that generates quat\

titative predictions without an explicit quantitative apparatus within the granlffiar 
is found in the 1.vorks of scholars such as Anttila (1997, 2007) and Nagy (1996; see 
also Nagy and Reynolds 1997). These approaches treat quantitative patterning 
in the data as a structural consequence of variable constraint ordering. As noted 
above, two rando1nly ordered constraints would, in the long rw1, occur in the 
order A >> B at 50 percent of the time, and B >> A the remaining 50 percent. If these 
orders select different candidate outpt.its, a randoo� o�odel predicts the hvo variant 
realizations should occur in a 50 : 50 ratio. Anttila, Nagy, and their associates have 
extended this simple observation to larger sets of randomly or partially ordered 
constraints, sometimes '"ith remarkable results. 

The basic device of these approaches depends on the identification of a nwn
ber of interacting constraints •vhich, if randoro.ly ordered, 1vould generate the 
appropriate proportions of observed variants. These proportions depend crucially 
on the number of relevant constraints. T\.vo constraints have just t\vO possible 
orders, but the nu1nber of possible orders (0) increases as the factorial of the 
nun1ber (n) of constraints (0 = n!). Thus tliree constraints have six possible orders 
(ABC, ACB, BAC, BCA, CAB, CBA), four constraints ha.ve 24 possible orders, and 
so on. If these orders occur at random, the variants they select should occur in 
the ratios of the number of orders that select them. 

This can be illustrated '"ith an extension of our simplified example for CSD. 
If, in addition to the FAITH and •co11n•tEXCODA constraints, the more general 
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markedness constraint NoCooA (disfavoring all coda consonants) '''ere included 
in the variably ordered set, there 'vould be six possible orders, of \vhich only 
t\VO - those "'ith FAITH highest ranked - would select an undeleted forn1 like best 
or old. Hence such a system would generate full forn1s one-third of the time, and 
deleted forms hvo-thi.rds. 

The 'vorks mentioned above differ in the details of the model. Anttila mostly 
relies on fully random subsets of constraints, as in the exa1nple just presented, 

while Nagy and Reynolds "'ork vvith orders that are fixed for some constraints 
while others "float" '"ithin a certain range. This is illustrated in their study of 
variable word-truncation in Faetar (a Franco-Provern;.al language in Southern 1. taly). 
A word like brokele 'fork' has alternate realizations ['brokala] - ['brok!] - ['broka] 
- [brok] (plus a fe\v other rarer forn1s not considered here). Nagy and Reynolds 
treat this variation as a consequence of variable ordering of the floating constraint 
ALIGN-PRVV o vvith respect to the n1embers of a specified set of constraints; the 
ones relevant to this word are the ranked set *CooA >> PARSE >> IHNuc, *SCHWA} 
(HNuc = HARMONICNUCLEUS, disfavoring syllabic consonants). VJhen ALIGN-PRVVo 
('vhich aligns the right edges of the stressed syllable and the prosodic word) is 
highest ranked, the forn1 [brok] is selected, because the post-tonic syllables in the 
other alternatives violate ALIGN-PRWO. When ALIGN-PRWo ranks belo"' *CODA, 
either ['brokl] or ['broka] is selected; the choice between these hvo depends on 
the relative order of HNuc and *SCH\VA (disfavoring reduced vowels), \vhich 
are variably ordered '"ith respect to each other. Finally, '"hen ALrGN-PRWo falls 
below PARSE (vvhich requires segments in the input to be maintained on the 
surface), the full fonn ['brokala] surfaces. 

Cot.mting up all possible tableaux resulting from the variable orders of the 
constraints they consider, Nagy and Reynolds find 28 possible orders, of '''hich 16 
(57 percent) select ['brokala], 6 (21 percent) select ['brok], '"hile [ 'broka] and ['brokll 
are selected by 3 tableaux (11 percent) apiece. These are the percentages that Nagy 
and Reynolds's model predicts should be observed in actual data, assunling they 
have correctly identified the right constraints and orderings. Table 92.2 sh(nvs that 
the data they observed match these predictions fairly closely. 

As in this exa1nple, variable OT studies have successfully modeled the 
empirical distribution of phonological variants in several cases (e.g. Anttila 
1997, 2009 on case inflections and vocalic phonotactics in Finnish). But the strict 
linkage tl1ey require behveen nuo�ber of varying constraints and predicted fre
quencies of prevalence raises questions about their general applicability. As 've 
shall see, social variability commonly involves differences in prevalence: class 

Table 92.2 Variable OT model of word-truncation 
in Faetar (from Nagy and Reynolds 1997) 

varia11ts % predicted % observed 

'bro. k<>.la 57 55 

'bro.ka 11 15 

'bro.kl 11 14 

'brok 21 10 
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differences, gender differences, even stylistic differences in the same individual 
are typically realized as higher or lower overall rates of use of son1e form. For 
example, for the English (-ing) variable, seen in alternations like ru.nning/ru.nnin', 
higher rates of the velar variant (-ing) are foiu1d in more careful speech styles and 
i.n higher status speakers and females. But studies rarely report any differences 
in constraints among these social groups. To generate quantitative differences, 
variable OT models would require different sets of variably ranked constraints 
for women and men, for different social classes, and even for a speaker's casual 
and careful speech styles. Nagy and Reynolds suggest that this is true for some 
of their speakers: 

\Vomen, particularly younger women [favor) full forms of the words. For those 
speakers, AuGN-PR\.Yo floats at the lo\\•er end of its domaiJ'l, below PARSE, so 
that the optimal candidate more frequently has all its segments surface . . .  In the 
grammar of the males and oldest \vornen . . . ALICN-PRWD has a greater tendency 
to float at the higher end of its domain, above PARSE. (1997: 47) 

But such results are atypical in the sociolinguistic literature on variation; indeed, 
the empirical evidence suggests that speakers in a conm1unity tend to share 
important grammatical properties like constraint rankings (cf. Labov 1969; Guy 
1980). 
Exemplar Theon;. The usage-based models that have achieved prominence in recent 

years begin vtith a very different set of ass1unptions about n1ental representations 
and grarrunatical processes (Jotu1son 1997; Bybee 2001, 2002; Pierrehwnbert 2001, 
2006; Hay a.nd Sudbury 2005; see also CHAPTER 1: UNOERL YING REPRESENTATIONS). 
Instead of the conventional abstract mental representations of words and speech 
sounds, these approaches postulate that lexical and phonological units are stored 
in the mind as concrete 1nen1ories ("exemplars") of the tokens that a speaker has 
previously encountered. This set of n1emories is potentially vast -in principle, the 
exemplar set for a given \vord n<ay include all the utterances of that word that 
one has heard in one's lifetime. 

Consequently, variability is directly represented in 1nemory. If a speaker has 
heard a sound or a word pronounced in variant forms, those exemplars are 
available. Hence the exe1nplar set provides each speaker with direct kno\vledge 
of variation, of the qua ntitative ratios at "vhich each variant occu.rs, and of the 
contextual facts about which contexts favor or disfavor a variant. Eacll speaker 
therefore "kno\vs" precisely the values of parameters like those in (2b ), quantify
ing prevalence. (They also know all the details of scope - social, contextual, and 
lexical, but these are treated in subsequent sections.) 

This knowledge is used in production.: when speakers compose utterances, 
they select production targets from the relevant exemplar clouds. Since these 
targets vary in the same proportions that the speaker has encountered in the 
input, the speaker faithfully reproduces this variability in production (subject to 
linutations by certain other factors discussed in §5). Given so rich a set of mental 
representations, Exemplar Theory rel ies very little on the abstract processes that 
are so prominent in other scl<ools of phonology. Indeed, some versions of the 
theory deny that such processes exist. Consequently, this frame"rork is little con
cerned \vi.th 1nany of the theoretical debates we have mentioned, such as the domain 
of linguistic description, co1npetence vs. performance, etc. 
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3 The social limits of generality: 
Sociolinguistic variation 

The 1nost obvious limitation on generality in phonology is that so many phono
logical phenomena are language-specific. Most of the phonology of Chinese has 
little resemblance to a phonological account of English, Arabic, or Seneca. The 
features that differ among these languages are thus, in effect, variable elements 
of universal grammar: different languages vary in terms of whether they have 
lexical tone, triliteral roots, nasal vowels, and voicing contrasts in the stops. Linguists 
often take it for granted that the don1ain of phonological analysis and general
ization is a language, but a moment's reflection sho•vs that there are substantive 
issues at stake here. A "language" is not necessarily a "'ell-defined domain 
of description. Some things commonly considered languages, like English and 
Arabic, clearly encompass a '"'ide range of dialects, social varieties, registers, 
and speech styles, and the differences behveen any two language varieties can 
occupy any point on a continuum from near-identity to complete disparity. Some 
varieties commonly treated as different languages, like Serbian and Croatian, occupy 
very similar points on such a continuutn. Hence phonology faces a systematic 
issue of how to define the social linlits of a generalization. The w1iversal state-
1nent n1ust be modified as follo,.vs: 

(3) Quantifying social scope 
For speakers in some social domain i . . .  

(At this level of abstraction \Ve leave open the question of \vhether the domain i 
defines a language, dialect, speech community, idiolect, speech style, social class, 
etlu1ic group, etc., but we return to this fftatter belo\v.) 

This issue has often gone unaddressed by phonologists. V\1hen a phonological 
analysis refers to the social limits of its range of applicability, these are often 
vaguely defined or deliberately restricted. Some approaches that are commonly 
encountered are: (i) informal definition of the social domain, using popular labels 
for languages ("The sound pattern of English"), localities or dialects ("Jucllitan 
l.apotec") or social identities ("upper middle class \vhite speech"); (ii) descrip
tion of a defined social set ("my informants," "my idiolect"); (iii.) definition by 
linguistic means, such as shared intuitions (speakers '"'ho judge a given form to 
be grammatical). This approach is of course tautological - the grammar accounts 
for the speakers \'tho use the grammar. 

Such approaches leave open questions. Vague definitions n1ake it difficult to 
identify '"'hich speakers are included or exch.ld.ed; narro"'rly restricted ones leave 
it unclear vvhat relevance the analysis has for speakers outside the limits (How 
nlight your idiolect differ from mine? How representative of a broader social 
u11iverse are the speakers who were studied, or who shared a given intuition?) Of 
course, in some theoretical schools these are not considered linguistic questions. 
Vague o.r narrO"'' social scopes may serve a theoretical end: they externalize 
diversity, facilitating a more homogeneous description. 

These issues reflect an unresolved theoretical debate about the domain of lin
guistic description. In the generative tradition, this domain is narro\'1ly focused on 
the concept of a n1ental gramn1ar containing the kno\vledge required to produce 
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grammatical utterances. Each speaker possesses such a mental grammar, acquired 
through the interaction bet\veen innate capacities (the language faculty or Luuversal 
gra1nn1ar) and individual experience. Since the experiences of each individual 
are uruque, it follo,vs that each individual can potentially possess a unique 
grammar. In this tradition, the scope of a grammar is the speech of the individual 
\Vho possesses it, the "idiolect." Social variability is therefore extragrammatical, 
reflecting only the variability bet\veen individuals in linguistic experience. The 
theory and n1ethods of linguistics per se have little to say about sociolinguistic 
variation. 

The principal alternative to the idiolect treats language as a social construct, 
\Vith an existence independent of any given individual; indeed, the kno"1ledge of 
the language that exists in a community of speakers is more comprehensive and 
arguably more syste1natic than the partial subset available to a single individual 
(Labov 1966). Linguistic description therefore takes some larger social entity as 
its object: a language, dialect, or speech community. Some level of social variability 
therefore lies \vi.thin the domain of the grammar of the speech community; indeed, 
some knowledge of social variation in the community is possessed by each indi
vidual, and utilized in conlffionplace linguistic activities such as accommodation 
to context and interlocutors. 

This social focus has deep roots in linguistic theory. Saussure sees linguistics 
as principally the science of langue - an object that characterizes the systematic 
and general properties of a language as a \vhole, rather than of parole - in \vhich 
individual and idiosyncratic properties are located. Similarly, the methodological 
strictures of An1erican structuralisn1 typically define the appropriate domain 
of linguistic description as a corpus of observations, "'hich co1ud as ea.sily be 
drawn from a speech community as from a single informant. Since the 1960s 
this position has been especially associated "'ith sociolinguistic research (see 
for example, the discussion of "comJnw1icative competence" in Hymes 1972). 
It is from this tradition that n1ost of \vhat is known about social variability has 
emerged. T'vo important theoretical issues arise froa.1 tl1is work: the nature of 
linguistic similarity and difference, and the content of grammar. 

A central finding of the research on social variability in phonology is what 
Weinreich el al. (1968) term "orderly heterogeneity": social diversity in language 
use is neither random nor lughJy idiosyncratic; rather, it sho,.vs great consistency 
and order. The simplest summary of th.is ordediness is that social proximity 
correlates \Vith linguistic similarity: you talk like the people you talk to. 

The theoretical problem this presents for phonology is to define what it means 
for the usage of one speaker to be "like" another. Formal phonology has a good 
account of identity and non-identity; having the "same" gramn1ar means being 
identical in all respects, whil.e any differences in what speakers accept as gram
matical means that they are "not the same" in grammar. But the theory lacks an 
account of linguistic similarity. My phonology is nearly identical to my brother's, 
very similar to those of the friends I grew up with, broadly like other speakers of 
American English whose etlmic and social backgrounds are comparable to my own, 
quite different .from but recognizably related to that of speakers of Australian 
English, and drastically different from that of a speaker of Vietnamese. How does 
phonology capture this scale? 

Finally, studies of social variability in language shed important light on the con
tent of grammar - \\'hat level of diversity is one granlffiar capable of 1nodeling? 
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Table 92.3 Overall rates of coronal stop 
deletion in early Nevv Zealand English, 

by national background of speakers 

Scots 

English 

mixed 

Prabnbility of deletia11 

0.18 

0.33 

0.22 

It seems uncontroversial that Kimbundu and Portuguese should be n1odeled 
by two different gra1nn1ars, and that bilingual Angolans '"ho speak both are 
therefore possessed of t"'O mental grammars. But "'hat about stylistic variation 
in one language in an individual: does the s"1itch from a casual style, chatting 
'"ith one's friends in a bar, to careful style, being intervie,ved for a job, involve 
different granunars, or 1nodest adjustn1ents to some stylistic parameters within 
a single grammar? 

Research on social variability in language has yielded some ansv1ers to these 
questions. Consider for example the above-mentioned study of final coronal stop 
deletion in early Ne'" Zealand English. As noted, this corpus includes speakers 
from several national backgrounds. Table 92.1 sho\ved the three nationality groups 
had very similar effects of follo,ving context on deletion. But other aspects of their 
usage were not so similar. 

The first is difference in prevalence: the groups deleted at different rates. 
Table 92.3 shows overall rates of deletion by nationality. The differences among 
the groups are significant. The English delete the most, Scots the least, and the 
1nixed group falls in between. 

These results lead to an inlIDediate conclusion: prevalence and constraint 
effects are independent and orthogonal. The nationality groups are significantly 
different in prevalence of deletion, but nearly identical in follo,ving context 
effects. This is a result that sho'"'S up repeatedly in studies of social variation. For 
exan1ple, speakers of different social classes in a speecl1 comn1unity may have 
markedly different levels of prevalence of a socially significant variant, but shtnv 
the same constraints: thus Labov's (1966) Ne\v Yorkers varied 'vildly in rates of 
rhotic articulations, but all produced more /r I in final than in internal position. 
And speakers vary their styles by adjusting prevalence, using more or less of pres
tige variants, but \Vithout changing constraint effects. 

This leaves the question of '"hether and 'vhen contextual effects can differ. In 
the Ne"' Zealand study, the nationality groups sho,ved some differences with 
respect to several other linguistic contexts, as can be seen in Table 92.4. 

Beside following context, all three groups sho,ved a significant effect of mor
phology, but only hvo showed an effect of •vhether the target stop "''as /t/ or 
/di, a different hvo showed a lexical frequency effect, and only one sho"•ed a 
preceding context effect. 

These results demonstrate that different speech communities often differ in con
straint effects. A variety of research results show the same finding: the follo,ving 
zero effect on CSD, although constant for the tluee national groups in Table 92.1, 
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Table 92.4 Significant constraints on coronal stop deletion iJ1 early Ne"' Zealand 
English, by national background of speakers 

Following cont.ext lvlorphologi; /t/ vs. /d/ Lexical frequency Preceding context 

Scots 

English 
mixed 

,I 
,/ 
,/ 

,/ 
,/ 
,/ 

,/ 
,/ ,/ 

,I 

differs significantly in 1nany speech co1nmunities (Guy 1980); the contexts for 
tensing of /;e/ vary substantially in American English dialects (Labov et al. 2006; 
Labov 2007); the contexts affecting subject pronoun expression vary among Spanish 
dialects (Cameron 1993; Otheguy et al. 2007); metrical constraints on Portuguese 
/-s/ deletion vary among speech communities in Brazil (Guy 2002). However, 
these and other studies shoiv that, \Vitllin speech co nun unities, speakers are mostly 
similar or identical in contextual effects. 

Such findings provide an answer to the question posed above about the 
content of grammar. Granunatical similarity is measured by shared constraints, 
not by prevalence; within a grammar, prevalence may vary, but not contextual 
constraints. Speakers \vithin a speech community share a gran1mar; therefore, 
stylistic and social class differences in a community consist of differences in pre
valence, but not in constraints. Differences in constraint effects i1nply different 
gra.mmars, and different speech communities. 

\iVhat are the implications for phonological theory? The unquantified models 
considered above, such as generative phonology and conventional OT, do not 
engage \vith such facts. Among the quantified models, these results are naturally 
acconunodated in the VR model, which n1akes a basic distinction bel\veen con
textual constraints and prevalence, expressed by an overaU probabil ity associated 
ivith each rule or grammatical choice-point. They are also easily modeled in 
Exemplar Theory, since all relevant data on both prevalence and context are 
stored in each speaker's memory to guide their production; indeed, Foulkes and 
Docherty (2006) argue that an exen1plar account "offers the most productive means 
of modeling soci.ophonetic variation." But sud1 resu.lts are a\vk"rard for OT-based 
models, because they lack an independent representation of prevalence. 

This difficulty can be illustrated with the data on overall prevalence in 
Table 92.3. In a variable OT model like Anttila's (1997), the differences in deletion 
rates between the three NZ speaker groups can be 1nodeled only by postu.lating 
different sets of variably ordered constraints. The 0.33 deletion probability for 
the English group could be generated by three constraints (P, Q, R) that select for 
deletion only \vhen P is ranked highest. But to approximate the deletion rate 
of 0.22 for the mixed nationality group would require adding an additional con
straint S to the variably ordered 1nix, which also prevents deletion if it outranks 
P. Then the model predicts deletion in the 25 percent of cases in \vhich P \vas 
highest ranked of these four. And modeling the 0.18 rate for the Scots group would 
require still another mix of five or six constraints. This approach thus impl ies 
substantively different granlffiars for any differences in surface ratios, n1aking no 
distinction bet\"een constant grrunn1ar and varying prevalence. A Stochastic OT 
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model has a some\vhat easier time, since it can predict different prevalence levels 
in a constant set of constraints, by varying the distances among them on the 
ranking scale. But how does Stochastic OT n1odel different prevalence for speech 
styles or social classes in a co1nn1unity '"'here everybody has the san1e constraint 
effects? It is a complex, perhaps impossible, mathematical task to generate con
stant constraint effects like those illustrated in Table 92.l, while simultaneously 
generating differences in overall prevalence, like those in Table 92.3, simply by 
sliding the san1e constraints up or down the ranking value scale. 

4 The contextual limits of generality: 
Context-sensitivity and variability 

Phonological theory commonly makes a distinction behveen statements, pro
cesses, properties, etc. that are context-free ("all syllables have a nucleus") and 
context-sensitive ("English vo,.vels are ordinarily oral, but n1ay be nasalized 
before a nasal consonant"}. In the latter case, context-sensitive operations involve 
variability: English vo"rels vary in their realization on the nasal-oral dimension. 
This ilnplies that the scope of 1nany generalizations n1ust be defmed i11 some 
statement such as (4}: 

(4} Quantifying contextual scope 

. . .  in some lmguistic context j . . .  

It is an interesting fact about the discipline that such limitations on contextual 
scope are a routine part of phonological analysis, while limitations on social or 
lexical scope are less often exan1ined and are typically seen as problen1atic. In fact, 
phonological theory doesn't even consider contextual limitations as variability, pro
vided prevalence is categorical within the context. Following the Grimm/Verner 
example, a clearly defined contextual scope in which a unique outcome occurs is 
not a violation of exceptionlessness. The analytical heuristic that seeks to partial 
out variable outcomes to categorical contexts holds a privileged status in the 
conceptual armory of phonology. Nevertheless, context-sensitivity raises several 
issues associated \vi.th variability. 

As '''e have seen, contexts are often associated not \vith categorical prevalence, 
but '"'ith probabilistic effects. Often a linguistic context favors one outcome "'ith
out precludi11g others. This is clear in Table 92.1: each followi11g context has 
a distinct quantitative effect on CSD, but none categorically den1ands or prohibits 
deletion. 

Importantly, the following segment effects in Table 92.1 have a phonological 
explanation consistent with a broad spectrum of "'Ork on phonotactics and syl
lable structure. The words that undergo this deletion process end ill consonant 
clusters: . . . CC#. When they occur in running speech ,.vith a follo\ving word, 
sequences like . . . CCC . . .  (e.g. west side), . . .  CCC . . .  (west wing} and . . .  CCV . . .  
(west end) result. 'Universal prmciples of markedness, sonority sequencing, etc. 
all agree that CCC is more marked and less acceptable than CCV (CHAPTER 49: 

SONORITY; CHAPTER 46: POSITIONAL EFFECTS IN CONSONANT CLUSTERS). OT con
straillts like NoCODA, •co:MPLEXCODA, and ONSET are designed to capture sucl1 
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generalizations. Sometimes these principles have categorical effect: many languages 
prohibit CCC sequences completely. The quantitative findings in English reflect 
the same principles, but with probabilistic effect. 

Such results, echoed in .numerous studies of variation, have been termed 
"stochastic generalizations" (Bresnan et al. 2001; Clark 2005): generalizations that 
are categorically true in one language but are probabilistic constraints in another 
language or social variety. This constitutes crucial evidence against the more extreme 
theoretical positions favoring categorical prevalence discussed in §2, such as deny
ing the validity of non-categorical generalizations, and exiling all quantitative 
facts to the grammatically irrelevant terrain of usage and performance. If phono
tactic markedness is a continuum (CHAPTER 4: MARKEDNESS), generating categorical 
effects in some social or contextual domains and probabilistic effects in others, 
phonological theory should treat it as an integrated phenomenon. 

These results also shed light on another area of variability 1nentioned in the 
i.ntroduction: phonetic gradience. The intermediate effect of follo,ving glides in 
Table 92.1 (promoting deletion more than vowels but less than consonants) reflects 
an intermediate status for glides on phonetic/phonological scales. Many phono
logists treat this as a sonority scale: glides are more sonorous than obstruents but 
less sonorous than VOV\'els (CHAPTER 15: GLIDES; CHAPTER 49: SONORITY). Syllable 
structure and the markedness of consonantal sequences also depend on sonority 
sequencing: for example, many languages prohibit obstruent-obstruent sequences 
(CC) but permit obstruent-glide sequences (GC or CG). Viewed in this light, the 
results of Table 92.l reflect gradient sonority effects: deletion is inversely correlated 
'vith sonority of following context. Phonetic properties thus parallel the quantita
tive behavior of generalizations: in some social and linguistic doma.ins they are 
involved in discrete (categorical) phenomena, but in other domains they have 
probabilistic effects. (For an insightful discussion of gradient variability in an 
OT fra1nework, see Anttila 2008.) 

Finally, as seen in §3, context is also a defining element of linguistic siinilarity: 
differences in contexttlal effects define a difference in grammar, 'vhiJe differences 
in overall prevalence do not. Members of a speech community converge to a remark
able degree on the contextual limits of phonological generalizations, v·:hether 
categorical or probabilistic, while they vary considerably in prevalence. Collectively, 
these results suggest that the typical heuristic of seeking linguistic structure by 
pursuing Neogra.mmaria.nesque categorical contexts is misguided, if the analyst 
ignores the possibility that such types of contextual conditioning are just one point 
on a continuum. Context is indeed a fundamental element of linguistic structure, 
but it includes probabilistic as well as categorical conditioning. 

5 The lexical limits on generality: Lexical exceptions 

The lexical scope of phonological generalizations has been a recurring topic of 
debate for over a century. The central question is lexical variability iI1 phonology: 
does a sta.tement or process apply to all relevant lexical ite.ms, or are there '"ords 
that exceptionally fail to sho"' some generalization (CHAPTER 106: EXCEPTIONALITY)? 
If so, how does the theory account for lexical limits on generality? A generaliza
tion that varie.s across the lexicon, applying to some 'vords, but not all, requires 
a specification of lexical scope, as in (5): 
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(5) Quantifying lexical scope 

. . .  in some lexical don1ain k . . .  

The debate over the lexical limits of phonology first achieves prominence in the 
nineteenth century, in connection with the emergence of the Neogramrnarians. 
The Neogrammarian hypothesis specifically asserts lexical universality of phono
logical change: "exceptionlessness" n1eans no lexical exceptions to a generalization 
(Osthoff and Brugmaru1 1878). In fact, the Neogramn1arians propose a phonemic 
model that rules out lexical variability (Paul 1880): words are constituted as 
sequences of phoneme-like units; phonologically, they have no independent 
existence apart from the string of phones of \vhich they are composed. Sound 
change operates on these phones, so \vhen one of then1 changes, all words con
taining them necessarily change as '"'ell. 

At the same time an anti-Neogrammarian critique emerged, arguing that the 
historical record actually does sho\v lexical variability (Schuchardt 1885). One 
slogan for this position \Vas "each ivord has its 0"'n history" - a position that 
affirms lexical variability as forcefully as the Neogramn1arians denied it. In the 
hventieth century, this position re-emerged under the label "lexical diffusion," 
in "'Ork by Wang and his associates (Wang 1969, 1997; Chen and \r\lang 1975). 
These scholars argued against the "lexically abrupt" application of phonological 
change (i.e. categorical processes applying to all relevant \vords simultaneously), 
and in favor of a "lexically gradual" model of phonological process, which spreads 
across the lexicon word by \.vord, in a n1anner reminiscent of analogical change 
(see also CHAPTER 93: SOUND CHANGE). 

The focus on synchronic phonology in linguistics after Saussure continued 
to confront lexical generality. As "'e have noted, the dominant formal theories 
emphasized the pursuit of invariant generalizations, and largely assumed, with 
the Neogran1marians, that \vords are 1nerely assen1blages of the phonological 
units (such as phonemes, feature arrays, autosegn1ents) on which phonologica l 
processes operate. Hence these theories give short shrift to lexical limits on 
generality other than those that can be given a seg1nental, prosodic, or morpho
logical formulation. They assume that phonological state1nents normally apply 
without lexical limits. 

But syn.chronic phonology ha.s 'vitnessed the reappearance of theories that 
give primacy to the \VOrd, and envisage significant lexical variability. Thus 
Exemplar Theory argues that the \vord is the primary unit that speakers recognize, 
ren1ember, and 1nanipulate, and, indeed, that speakers rely on their massive 
inventories of remei11bered auditory images (exemplars) of \vords they have heard 
as their prin1ary m.ental database for 111.ost of phonology . Phonen1es, features, and 
the like are ernerge11t abstractions or generalizations across those exemplars, rather 
than prin1ary units of perception and production. For some versions of the theory, 
abstract phonological operations do not exist; all of phonology is reduced to 
"phonetic" processes (neuro1necha.nical events such as gestural overlap, gestural 
,.veakening, etc.) and "generalizations" that function more like analogies than like 
phonological operations. 

Such a model consequently assumes that lexical variability is a normal state of 
affairs. Each word has its own phonological identity, and the mental representa
tion of a word, since it incorporates a broad array of re1nen1bered exen1plars, 
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necessarily includes all the variability that a speaker has encountered hearing 
people say that \vord. The theory permits, even predicts, that any statement that 
n1ight be made about the phonology of a language n1ight have to be lexically 
qualified word-by-\vord across the vocabulary. 
Empirical evidence. The issues in this debate are partly empirical. Do we 

observe lexical limitations on phonology? In the historical record, there are quite 
a fe'" cases that suggest lexical exceptionality. For example, Latin onset clusters 
containing Ill changed in several directions in Old Portuguese (Williams 1938; 
CHAPTER 30: THE REPRESENTATION OF RHOT!CS; CHAPTER 31: LATERAL CONSONANTS). 
Sometimes Ill becomes lrl, thus branco, praia, prai;a,fraco, cravo, regra (compare 
cognates in Spanish, \Vhich lacks this change: blanco, playa, plazn, flaco, clavo, reg/a). 
Other \VOrds show the entire cluster changing to the palatal fricative If/: clave111 
> ch.ave, plenum > cheio,fla.n111ia.m > chama. And in numerous cases Portuguese retains 
the historical /1 I: jlor, Jlamengo, claro, classe, plan ta. There are no obvious contexts 
that predict one or the other outcome, nor do the usual Neogrammarian tactics 
for resolving lexical effects appear to offer solutions: the exceptional cases do 
not obviously arise from dialect borro\ving, paradigm leveling, neologisms or 
classicisn1s, etc. But it should be emphasized that history records 1nany cases where 
Neogran1marian regularity does prevail. The Grimn1's La•v changes in Gern1anic 
included a shift from IE voiced aspirates ([bh dh gh]) to Germanic simple voiced 
stops ([b d g]). This change left no lexical residue whatsoever in the Germanic 
languages, no "'Ords that retain a voiced aspirate. Similarly the loss of the voiced 
velar fricative in Ivliddle English left behind not a single lexical item in which it 
\Vas preserved, despite the fact that this sound continues to be spelled in English 
orthography a.s <gh>, in '"ords like cough, though, night. The empirical evidence 
thus indicates that both patterns occur, although the literature suggests there are 
far more cases of regular sound change than of lexical diffusion. 

In synchronic phonology the situation is sinillar: the literature attests many 
processes that apply without lexical limitations, but a substantial number of cases 
have been reported showing lexical limits; some of these involve just a fe'" \vords 
that are exceptions to a general pattern, '"hile others define substantial subsets of 
the lexicon that show distinctive phonology, such as the Chinese-origin loan\vords 
in Japanese (CHAPTER 95: LOANWORD PHONOLOGY). These cases of lexical variability 
have attracted considerable attention in phonological theory. 
Theoretical solutions. For a survey of theoretical thought on lexjcaJ exceptionality, 

readers are referred to CHAPTER 106: EXCEPTIONALITY. The principal approaches 
fall into two canlps: lexical strategies, '"hich represent exceptionality in the 
lexical entries, and phonological strategies, which use the phonological apparatus 
(features, rules, constraints, etc.) to generate distinctive outco1nes for excep
tional '"ords. Although these are son1et:imes treated as technical questions about 
the workings of a theory, they actually raise substantive questions about the 
workings of the human mind. The lexical approach - encoding exceptionality in 
underlying representations - effectively assumes that speakers use minimalist, 
local, memory-based strategies: they sin1ply ren1ember that a word is anon1alous. 
But the phonological approach in1plies that speakers strive to extract maxi.mum 
generalities, and are '"illing to rejig the "'hole system if there are any efficiencies 
to be gained. These are matters "'orthy of direct investigation. 
Lexical frequency. The emergence of Exemplar Theory has brought forv,rard 

additional questions about lexical variability, and stimulated a range of research 
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Table 92.5 Lexical frequency effect on coronal 
stop deletion in early Ne'" Z;;>aland English 

English 

mixed 

0 

0.42 

0.41 

Log lexical frequency 
1 

0.50 

0.49 

2 

0.58 

0.56 

that has revealed important evidence bearing on lexical variability. Since Exemplar 
Theory postulates that speakers retain a rich set of n1e1nories of utterances of words, 
they have available a great deal of evidence on which to base their linguistic 
behavior that other theories ignore. One prominent prediction of the theory is 
that phonological processes should be sensitive to lexical frequency - how often 
a speaker encounters a "'Ord (CHAPTER 90: PREQUENCY EFFECTS). The exemplar set 
obviously contains frequency information: frequent "'ords have more exemplars. 
Scholars in this fra1nework have argued that lenition processes should correlate 
directly \vith lexical frequency, because Jenition is an articulatory process favored 
by repetition. This prediction has been confirmed in a range of research in the ET 
frame,vork. For example, in the Ne\v Zealand study previously cited, significant 
frequency effects were found for CSD (Guy et al. 2008). Some relevant findings 
appear in Table 92.5. 

For both groups shown, increasing lexical frequency (measured here by the 
logarithm of the number of occurrences of the item in the ONZE database) is asso
ciated 'vith increasing rates of deletion, consistent with the predictions of Bybee 
(2001, 2002). Although this effect is treated discretely here, by dividing the frequency 
range into blocks, Guy et al. (2008) de1nonstrate a continuous correlation. 

Lexical frequency effects have been investigated in a variety of studies in 
usage-based models and elsewhere (e.g. Phillips 1984). Many find significant 
effects, but the evidence is mixed: some studies sho'v no frequency effects (e.g. 
the Scots nationality group in the NZ study shovved no frequency effect). But the 
theoretical implications of frequency are extensive. Such facts are difficult to 
accomolodate in any n1odel that assumes economical (i.e. impoverished) lexical 
representation - in other words, in most theoretical currents from the Neo
grammarians to Optimality Theory. Traditional abstract lexical representations 
provide no place to record ho\V often and in vvhat form the \Vord has been heard, 
activated, or articulated. If the lexical frequency of ite1ns turns out to regularly 
affect their phonological treatment, richer representations that can incorporate 
frequency information '"ill be required. 

6 Conclusions 

One historical task of phonology reflects the perceptual task that hearers face 
\vhen listening to a speech signal: the signal contains many components, from 
\vhich the 1neaningful elements need to be extracted, and the noise and other 
non-linguistic elements ren1oved. Consequently, phonologists have sought to 
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maximize generality and predictability, to find constancies and regularities, to tell 
the signal from the noise. Variability in its various forms presents a challenge to 
this w1dertaking - irregularities and limitations on generality. Not unreasonably, 
one response to variability has therefore been to exclude or minimize it, to treat 
it as part of the noise. 

But in taking this approach, phonology runs the risk of reifying the task as the 
object. Since our n1ethod involves seeking generalities, "'e risk assuming that 
generalities are all there is to be sought, that phonology is exceptionless, ahvays 
regular, invariant. This is a perilous course: if '"e predefine what '"e seek, we 
may not be able to find anything else. If 've look only for forests, '"e may not see 
the trees. A careful scrutiny of the empirical evidence shows that language does 
contain "irregularities" that are not noise, variability that is generated by and part 
of the li.ng11i.stic systen1. All the schools of thought •ve have considered recognize 
this at some level, at least by ackno•vledging optionality and contextual variability, 
and some level of lexical variability. Some schools add itionally seek to m.odel social 
variability and quantitative aspects of variable prevalence. A comprehensive 
account, 'vhich departs from the ideal generality - the phonological universal -
in each relevant di.n1ension, will have the following form: 

(6) Quantified generality 
For speakers in some social domain i, 
in some linguistic context j, 
in some lexical don1ain k, 
x is true vvith a probability p. 

The evidence so far available further suggests that the value of p '"'ill be some 
function of i, j, and k. Phonology has made great progress on the task of seeking 
maximal generality, even universals. It is no\v beginning to confront the task of 
exploring the limits of generality, and the linguistic uses of variability. 
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Jos:E IGNACIO HUALDE 

1 Sound change and synchronic phonology 

This being a chapter on sound change in a series of volumes prin1arily concerned 
•vith synchronic phonology, it seems appropriate to begin by stating the relationship 
behveen synchronic and diachronic phonology that '"ill be assumed here. As is 
\11ell known, for the Neogrammarians a scientific investigation of language could 
only be undertaken from a historical perspective (Patti 1880). More recently some 
scholars of phonology have expressed son1e\11hat sin1ilar vie•vs (see Good 2008a: 
1 1-15 for discussion). Thus Blevins (2004) has argued that historical explanations 
must be given priority in accounts of synchronic phonological patterns. One of 
Blevins's main points, also expressed by other authors (e.g. Bybee 2008), is that 
the phonetic naturalness of phonological patterns is a consequence of their origin 
in co1nn1on n1echanis1ns of sound change. 

The view that typological tendencies observable in synchronic sound patterns 
and (morpho)phonological alternations follow primarily from the relative frequency 
of different sound changes and paths of development (so that "naturalness" resides 
in diachrony) is not universally held. The alternative is that (in addition) there 
are principles of UC that dictate the shape of synchronic "phonological grrunmars." 
Kiparsky (2008: 52) proposes "a principled separation between true universals, 
which constrain both synchronic grammars and language change, and typological 
generalizations, 111hich are the results of typical paths of change." In this vie\111 
"true universals" are due to UC. 

I believe that, regardless of one's opirtion on this n1atter, the study of synchronic 
sound patterns should not be reduced to an account of their historical evolution. 
There is more to synchronic phonology than accounting for the relative frequency 
or rarity of patterns and alternations. Synchronic and diachronic phonology have 
different goals. The goal of the diachronic analysis of a phonological pattern is 
to discover ho\11 it developed through thne. A synchronic analysis of the san1e 
phenomenon, on the other hand, ma.y be concerned with providing a succinct and 
precise statement of the facts and/or ·with modeling speakers' kno\'.dedge of the 
phenomenon in question. 

Consider, for exan1ple, /e/-epenthesis before '"Ord-initial consonant clusters 
starting with /s-/ in Spanish (CHAl'TER 67: VOWEL EPENTHESIS). Spanish, unlike 
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English, French, or Italian, lacks sC- clusters. In the adaptation of borro"rings an 
initial /e/ is automatically inserted, as in eslogan 'slogan', estres 'stress', etc. This 
insertion phenon1enon is obligatory, and also pervasive in the second-language 
pronunciation of native speakers of Spanish. Spanish speakers are typically 
una"•are that there can be a difference behveen [sC-] and [esC-]. A synchronic 
phonological account would presumably explain these facts by making reference 
to the syllable structure of the language. 

vVhen we consider the historical origin of the phenon1enon, it turns out that 
this is a very old process in Romance, \vhich originally had a n1uch '"'ider 
dialectal distribution (see Sampson 2010). Under one hypothesis, a short /i/ was 
initially inserted when a "'Ord starting '''ith sC- was preceded by a consonant
final "'Ord, i.e. I C# _ sC, a context where epenthesis is still found in formal or 
conservative styles in Italian, as in scritto 'written' but per iscritto 'in writing', 
stradn 'road', in istradn 'on the road'. In Old French, the context for vowel insertion 
•vas expanded and an epenthetical vowel is found both after a consonant and 
after pause, but not after a vo,vel: espose 'wife' - ta spose 'your '"'ife', espc!e 's,vord' 
- la. spee 'the S\vord' (Price 1984). In both Gallo-Romance and Ibero-Romance, 
epenthesis '''ith these words \Vas then generalized to all contexts, as we can 
see by comparing the follo,ving examples in Latin, Italian, French, and Spanish, 
an1ong many others that could be given (in French syllable-final /s/ •vas later 
lost: sC > esC > ehC > eC). 

(1) La.tin ltalia.n Frend1. Spanish 

SCRIPT UM scritto ecrit escrito 'written' 
SCH OLA scola ecole escue/a 'school' 
STATUJ-f stato ete es ta do 'been' 
STUD I ARE studiare etudier est11diar 'study' 
SPONSA s11osa epouse espoS11. 'wife' 
SJ> ATHA spada ' epee espada 'sword' 

In Spanish, as mentioned, the rule has remained fully productive as a phonotactic 
constraint on pronunciation up to the present day. In French, on the other hand, 
this rule Jost its vitality at some point in its history, after which the language 
started accepti.ng unmodified sC- •vords, as sho•vn by the fact that ,,ve find '"ords 
like style, spatule, etc. (cf. Sp. estilo, esptitula). A diaclrronic analysis "'ould need 
to account for all these facts: what is the source of the inserted vowel? Ho\v did 
the process become general ized from the phrasal C# _ sC- context to the lexical 

sC- context in Gallo- and lbero-Ro1nance? Ho'" '"as the insertion rule Jost 
in Gallo-Ron1ance after centuries of productivity? Why didn't the same thing 
happen in Ibero-Romance? These questions are different from those that arise in 
a synchronic analysis of present-day Spanish or French phonology. 

Frequently, an adequate account of a synchronic alternation or sound pattern 
n1ay need to differ substantially from its diachronic explanation. It is perhaps 
u.seful. to brie.fly n1ake the point that synchronic and. dia.chronic phonology do not 
need to provide converging accounts. Kno,ving ho"' an alternation came about 
does not necessarily tell us ho'v it should be analyzed synchronically. There is, 
in fact, evidence that speakers someti.n1es interpret the facts in a way that is not 
consistent with their diachronic origin. Let us consider an exan1ple. 
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Regular plural formation in English involves a phonologically conditioned 
alternation (CHAPTER 99: PHONOLOGICALLY CONDITIONED ALLOMORPH SELECTION) 
among three allomorphs, /--;,z/, /-z/, and /-s/. Diachronically, this allon1orphy 
,.vas brought about by a process of vowel deletion, foJlo,ved by voice assimilation 
in resulting clusters of obstruents. Comparison of modern English stone/stones "'ith 
Old English stiin (NoM/ ACC SG), stiinas (N01'1/ ACC PL) sho\vs us that, historically, 
a vowel has been lost in the plural forn1 stones: Old English I sta1nas/ > Middle 
English /st:i:n-;,z/ >Modern English I sto:nz/. The vo\vel was not deleted when the 
sten1 ended in a strident fricative or affricate, so as to avoid a cluster of strident 
consonants, as in clzurc11es, kisses. Historically, then, the ending /-az/ is primary. 
It does not follo'v from this, ho,vever, that, from a synchronic point of view, 
/-az/, as in churches and kisses, is the most basic plural allon1orph and that a 
synchronic process of vo\vel delet ion, mirroring the historical sound change, should 
be postulated to account for stones or cats. Depending on the analyst's theoretical 
persuasion, the choice of synchronic analysis may be based on psycholi.nguistic 
evidence such as ""'ug" tests (Berko 1958; CHAPTER 96: EXPERI,,,IENTAL APPROACHES 
IN THEORETICAL PHONOLOGY), simplicity of the staten1ents, or other criteria. In this 
case, perhaps the n1ost adequate account of the morphophonological alternation 
that we find in regular English plurals \.vould posit /-z/, as in stones, as the 1nost 
basic allomorph, and would derive /-az/ as in clrurclzes, kisses by an epenthesis 
rule and /-s/ as in cats by a voice assimilation rule or constraint (tautosyllabic 
clusters of obstruents ahvays agree in voice in English). 

A well-known phenomenon, \Vhich English plural allo1norphy exemplifies 
in part, is rule inversion (Vennemaru1 1972). This is the case "'here a syn
dvonic rule takes the opposite direction from the sound change that caused the 
alternation. That is, a sound change of the type x > y in context z is phonologized 
as a synchronic alternation best captured as y -> x in other contexts. 

In Basque, for instance, in the compositional form of a set of nouns a final vowel 
is deleted and, if the preceding consonant is -r, it is manged to -/, as schen1atized 
in (2a) and exemplified in (2b ).1 

(2) -r /-1 alternation in. Basque 
a. 
b. 

-rV -7 -I in compositional forn1s 
basic forms 
gari 
atari 
euskara 
abere 
merkatari 

'wheat' 
'doorway' 
'Basque language' 

'cattle' 

'n1erchant' 

compounds 
gal-bunt 
atal-zain. 
e11skal-d11n 
abel-gorri 
111erkatal-

'head of '"heat' 
'doorman' 
'Basque speaker' 
'free-roan1ing cattle' 
'con1mercial' 

Since this rule is fairly productive, and can be applied to ne'"' formations, we may 
speculate that from kno\vledge of pairs like those in (2b), Basque speakers can 
extract something like the rule in (2a). 

If we now consider the diachronic origin of the alternation, it hrrns out that it 
is to be found in a sound change in the opposite direction. We can see this from 

1 This Basque alternation is also discussed in Hualde (1991: 84) and is used to exemplify rule inver
sion in Trosk (1996). 
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the treatment of early borro,vings from Latin. Borro,vings such as zeru 'sky' < Lat. 
CA£LU(M), gura 'desire' < Lat. GULA, gort1 'distaff' < Lat. cOLu(;-..1), etc. show a change 
fron1 intervocalic -1- to -r-. It see1ns reasonable to assun1e that the same process 
affected the native lexicon at the time. The original fonn of, for instance, 'wheat' 
may have been *gali, •vhich became gari by rhotacism. [n compositional forms 
intervocalic rhotacism \Vas bled by the deletion of the final vo,vel (CHAPTER 74: 
RULE ORDERING). The original lateral of •gali was thus preserved stem-finally in 
the compositional fonn gal-. Th.is resulted in pairs with a basic form in -rV and 
a compositional fonn in -I (e.g. gari - gal- '•vheat'), which created a pattern for 
analogical formations. The compositional form abel- in (2b), for instance, is the 
result of such an analogy, since the source of Basque abere 'cattle' is Lat. HABiiRE. 
In other words, to repeat, the sound change -1- > -r- (*gali > gari) has given rise 
to a synchronic rule -rV � -I (2a) (gari � gal- in compounds). 

To give another example, Stockwell and Minkova (2001: 125) analyze the 
alternation in cases like English table - tabulate, single - singular, etc., as instances 
of synchronic "11-epenthesis," although from a historical point of vie'" \vhat 
\Ve have is vo"rel deletion (in the evolution from Latin to French): Lat. TABULA > 
Fr. table. 

The accumulation of sound changes can also give rise to synchronic alternations 
that lack any phonetic motivation, as in the alternation in English critic - criticize, 
'"here /k/ is replaced by /s/ before a lo'v vowel (on this general topic, see 
Anderson 1981). Such cases of "telescoping" n1ay be capturable by means of 
more or Jess natural synchronic rules by positing derivations with a series of 
intern1ediate stages, as in classical generative 1nodels. Consider for instance the 
examples in (3) for Ondarroa Basque: 

(3) Ondarroa Basque 

uninflected 
gi.1:on 
sagar 
neska 
alaba 

absolutive sg 
gixona 
sagarra. 
neski 
alabi 

'ma11' 
'apple' 
'girl' 
'daughter' 

As the first two exampl.es in (3) sho,v, the absolutive singular form is normall.y 
created by adding the suffix /-a/. In '"ords whose stem ends in /-a/, ho"•ever, 
this vo"'el is replaced by /-i/. This is the result of the accumulation of four 
distinct sound changes affecting the sequence /a-a/ in this inflectional context: 
neskaa. > neskea. > neskia > neskie > neski 'the girl'. All the intermediate forms 
are attested in other Basque dialects. In a generative anal.ysis it •vould be pos
sible to formulate a series of ordered natural synchronic rules that mirror the 
(necessarily ordered) sound changes that \ve have illustrated (see Hualde 1991). 
In a Jess abstract analysis, different processes could be postulated to account for 
the pairings of uninflected and singular forms, depending on the last seg1nent 
of the stem, without synchronically deriving neski from /neska + a/ (see Hu.al.de 
1999). Kno\vledge of the historical evolution does not determine the choice of 
synchronic analysis. 

To summarize this section, synchronic and diachronic phonological analysis 
have different goals. Furthern1ore, since synchronic phonological patterns n1ay 
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reflect their history only in an indirect way, kno,vledge of ho\v a given pattern 
originated does not necessarily provide inforn1ation on the best synchronic 
analysis of the facts. The choice of synchronic analysis will depend in part on 
the analyst's criteria for selecting among con1peting accounts. A phonologist's 
goal may be, for instance, to provide an accurate and elegant description of the 
sound patterns of a given language; or it may be to discover "'hat generalizations 
regarding the sound structure of the language its speakers actually make, as 
revealed by psycholinguistic experimentation, and perhaps by modeling them.2 
The diachronic origin of the phonological facts is not directly relevant for either 
of these purposes. 

Sound changes have an effect on the synchronic "phonological grammar" of 
a language when they give rise to (1norpho)phonological alternations or to ne'v 
phonotactic constraints. But the same type of change that creates robust patterns 
of alternations in one language may not create any alternations in another lan
guage, depending on the structure of the lexicon of the language in question. In the 
rest of this chapter '"e 'viii be concerned exclusively with changes in pronunci
ation, either complete or in progress, but will leave the synchronic phonological 
analysis of the facts aside for the n1ost part. The issues to be addressed have 
been topics of debate for many decades, some since the origins of our discipline. 
Son1e of these issues \viii be presented here in a somewhat different light than 
they are in other contemporary discussions. 

2 Phonemes or words as objects of 
phonological change 

A classic but still current debate in diachronic phonology concerns the question of 
whether sound change affects phonen1es (CHAPTER 11: THE PHONEME) in specific 
phonetic environments, without regard to lexical identity or, alternatively, \Vhether 
sound change affects words, so that different words '"ill undergo sound changes 
at different speeds. In recent years, some authors have defended the view that 
phonetic change ahvays operates on words and that more frequent '"ords \\'ill change 
1nore rapidly than less frequent ones (CHAPTER 90: FREQUENCY EFFE<..1S). The 
possibility (or necessity) of "vvord-specifi.c phonetics" \VOt.tld appear to follo•v froi:n 
the architecture of exemplar models of lexical encoding. Different 'vords '"ill 
be used in different contexts and \vith different frequencies, and their reduction 
patterns vvill be part of their mental representation (see Pierrehun1bert 2002; 
Bybee 2003). 

On the other hand, Labov (1.981, 1994, 2006, 2007) has argued that, even though 
some changes do show lexical effects, the various VO"'el shifts currently taking 
place in North American English dialects are affecting all instances of the 
respective phone1ne in the relevant phonological contexts in the same manner and 
simultaneously, regardless of \vhether the words containing then1 are frequent 
or infrequent. Whatever pronunciation a given speaker has for the vo,vel of 
high-frequency pin '"ill also be his/her pronunciation of the vowel in the first 
syllable of low-frequency pinafore. 

2 See Hayes et al. (2009) for a recent application of the "wug" test methodology, with computational 
modelling of the results. 
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This debate goes back to the original formulation of the notion of sound change 
by the Neogrammarians.3 The Neogram1narians distinguished nvo types of pro
cess, "(regular) sound change" stricto sensu and "analogy" (see Kiparsky 2003 
for discussion). Regular soiu1d change is claimed to be phonetically gradual and 
lexically abrupt. It is lexically abrupt because all words containing the same 
sound in the relevant phonetic environment are affected in the same manner and 
simultaneously (see, for instance, Paul 1889: 58-59). Analogical change, on the 
other hand, is lexically gradual and phonetically abrupt. For instance, pre-Latin 
*honosis 'honor (GEN SG)', *jlosis '£10,.ver (GEN sG)' became Latin honoris,jloris by a 
regular sound change that, by hypothesis, simultaneously affected all instances 
of intervocalic /s/, gradually modifying their articulation, s > z > r I V _ V 
(\vith phonetically intern1ediate realizations). later on, -s also became -r in the 
nominative singular of some words, where it was '"'Ord-final and therefore not in 
the context of the sound change, as in lionos > honor. The latter '"'as an analogical 
change that abruptly replaced a phoneme \vith another phoneme under the influ
ence of other words in the inflectional paradigm. This analogical phenomenon 
is lexically gradual, because only some words \vere affected. For instance, flos 
'£10\'\rer (Nor-1 SG)' did not undergo the change (or not until n1uch later). 

(4) Stage I 
honos 
fliis 

•Jr.oniisis 
*jliisis 

Stage II (s > r I V _ V) 

ho nos 
fios 

honoris 
fliiris 

Stage III 
honor 
fliis 

ltonoris (by analogy) 
ft or is 

The distinct operation of regular (Neogramrnarian) soiu1d change and analogy 
can also be observed in phonological change in progress. As mentioned above, 
labov has claimed that changes like those involved in the Northern Cities Vo\.vel 
Shift operate with Neogrammarian regularity.' On the other hand, the shortening 
(or !axing) of long /u: I to /u/ is spreading throughout the lexicon, so that a 
given speaker may pronounce roof with a short vo,.vel and proof with a long 
one. Gradual lexical diffusion involves the abrupt replacement of one phoneme 
\vith another. The spread to a new word may be due to analogy '"'ith similarly 
sounding \VOrds: e.g. if a speaker kno,vs that roof can be either /ru:f/ or /ruf/, 
s/he 1nay also start accepting and producing both pronunciations for proof, by 
analogy. 

In one type of process, "regular sound change," the change affects sounds or 
phonemes. In the other type, "analogy," the objects are words (see Labov 1981 
for d iscussion). Another way to interpret this dichotomy is that "regular sound 
change" and "analogy" differ in the structural level at which they apply. "Regular 
sound change" operates at the level of meaningless sound units, phonen1es and 
allophones, and it is thus purely conditioned by mechanical, physical aspects 
of speech. "Analogy," on the other hand, takes into account meaningful SOLU1d 
units, morphemes and words, and may thus be conditioned by both physical 
and n1ental aspects. 

3 For an overview of the development of Neogrammarian thinking, see Pedersen (1931). An early 
disse11ting \1oice \\ras Scht1cl1ardt (1885). 
• The Northern Cities Vowel Shift involves a number of changes affecting different stressed vowels 
at different stages. First /;,,/ rises and diphthongizes; then /a/ and /:>/ front; finally, /i/ lowers, /el 
lowers and retracts, and I A/ retracts (labov 1994: 195). 
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A third logical possibility is that sound change may be both lexically and 
phonetically gradual. In this vie"'' the objects of sound change are ahvays words, 
which undergo gradual, essentially reductive, change (see e.g. Bybee 2008). 

It could obviously be the case that different types of sound changes sho\v 
different paths of development and that only some types of sound changes sho'v 
Neogrammarian regularity, but \vhat the "words as objects of phonological change" 
hypothesis denies is that sound change ever operates as the Neogrammarians 
envisioned. Under this hypothesis it should be the case that those sound changes 
that have been clain1ed to operate with Neogrammarian regularity, affecting all 
lexical items "'ith the relevant phonological environment sim.ultaneously and at 
the same rate, actually show lexical effects vvhen more carefully examined. This 
remains to be proven (see Dinkin 2008). 

It is useful to make a distinction bet\veen reductive and non-reductive sow1d 
changes, since they appear to differ in fundan1ental ways regarding both their 
origin and their spread (Phillips 1984). Reductive sound changes are those that have 
their origin in the reduction of magnitude and temporal overlap of articulatory 
gestures, as typically found in relaxed styles and especially in less informative parts 
of utterances (see Brov1n1ai1 and Goldstein 1991; also CHAPTER i9: REDUCTION). 

Not all soiu1d changes appear to be reductive (although most of then1 certainly 
are).5 It should be noted that vo"'el shifts, on '"hose evidence Labov has relied 
to maintain the validity of the Neogrammarian hypothesis, are rather special types 
of sound changes. Whereas the most frequent sound changes involve reduction 
of seginents in prosodically vteak positions, the vowel shifts that Labov has 
studied target (prosodically strong) stressed vo"'els. There is no a priori reason 
to expect that lexical frequency or lexical identity should play the same role in 
reductive and non-reductive sound changes. 

In the next sections "'e will consider the phonetic and phonological nature 
of reductive sound change, before turning to the less cornn1on non-reductive 
sound changes. Regarding regularity, the specific vie"' that will be presented here 
is that many sound changes, including regular reductive phenomena with 
a well-understood mechanical origin, start as across-the-board phonetically 
gradual processes, as the Neogrammarians clailned, but involve the operation 
of son1ething very close to analogy at some point in their phonologization. In 
other \Vords, regular change initially affects sounds in specific phonetic contexts, 
btlt, at a later stage, the sound change is lexicalized. Th.is happens \vhen soiu�ds 
are phonologically recategorized. The observation that 'vord and morpheme 
boundaries may condition phonological processes by either preventing their 
application or al[o,ving a less restricted application than within single morpho
logical don1ains is relevant for establishing this point. The distinction bet,.veen 
regular sound change and analogy may not be as straightforward as the Neo
grammarians envisioned. 

In principle, the same stages that I am proposing for lenitions would apply 
to fortitions, although the types of words that would lead in the change at the 
stage of phonological recategorization "'ould be expected to be different. In this 

5 The hypothesis that sound change (when properly defined) is always reductive is put forward in 
/\1ow�ey and Pagliuca (J995). I do .not believe this hypothesis Cat\ be ma.intai.ned, but sound chat\ges 
that ha\•e their origin in articulatory reductions are clearly mttch more freqltent tl1an all other sol1nd 
changes. 
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view, the lack of lexical effects in the Northern Cities Vo,vel Shifts (if Labov is 
correct) would folloiv fro1n the fact that there has not been actual phonological 
recategorization, in spite of changes in voivel quality. At the phonological level 
there has not yet been a change. 

3 The phonetic seeds of reductive sound change 

It is fairly \veil established that common processes such as lenition (CHAPTER 66: 
LENlTION) and assimilation (CHAPTER 8J: LOCAL ASSIMJLATION) have their ulti
mate origin in the reduction and co-articulation that we find in casual speech, as 
opposed to more careful styles. Articulatory phonology provides an explicit model 
of these phenomena as arising from synchronic variation; in particular, fron1 
undershooting and overlap of targets (Browman and Goldstein 1990, 1991 and 
other work by these authors; see also CHAPTER 5: THE ATOJ.�S OF PHONOLOGICAL 
REPRESENTATIONS). In this frame"'Otk, segmental iveakening, including deletion 
and assimilation, are shown to be the consequence of the online reduction 
in n1agnitude and overlap of articulatory gestures. For instance, the reduction in 
the magnitude of the gesture of the active articulator needed to produce com
plete occlusion, under time pressure or in relaxed speech, 'vould result in an 
approximant realization. Assimilation behveen adjacent targets may like,vise result 
from overlap and reduction of gestures under temporal compression. 

In addition to weakenings and assimilations, quite a fe\\' other phenon1ena that 
are traditional ly given very different labels can also result fron1 gesture retin1ing 
and reduction. An example '"ould be consonant epenth.esis in sonorant-obstruent 
groups, as in Eng. so111.[p]thing, e/[t]se, Lat. TENERA > *tenra > Fr. tendre, etc. ln the 
last example, for instance, the epenthesis is the result of a retimi.ng of the closure 
of the velic-nasal port with respect to the oral gestures: the cessation of airfloiv 
through the nasal cavity \vhile the a.pico-alveolar contact of /n/ is still maintained 
'vill resu.lt in the production of a segment identifiable as /d/. 

Beddor (2009) shoivs that American English speakers perceive pronunciations 
such as [bEnt] and [b£t] as being equivalent, the crucial thing beirtg the duration 
of the nasal gesture, rather than its specific alignn1ent with respect to the dorsal 
gesture of the vowel and the apical closing gesture at the end of the \vord. This 
eq11ivalence could lead to the development of nasal v(nvels by the progressive 
favoring of the latter gestural alignment in this context. 

Another common d iachronic change, 'vord-final devoicing (CHAPTER 69: FINAL 
DEVOICING AND FINAL LARYNGEAL NEUTRALIZATION), \Vhich at first glance appears 
very different from lenition and assimilation, can also be understood in reductive 
terms. Hoel< (1991: 239-241) argues that 'vord-final devoicing has its origin in 
prepausal devoicing and is a sort of assimilation (to silence), in spite of the 
apparent differences. 

At least some types of 1netathesis (CHAI'TER 59: METATH£srs) may also be under
stood as originating in gestural co-articulation. Metathesis would arise fron1 
the reinterpretation or resegmentation on the part of listeners of an ambigu.ou.s 
or indeterminate signal created by gestural co-articulation (Blevins and Garrett 
1998; Hume 2004). To give an example fron1 sound change in progress, ivhereas 
many Spanish dialects have aspiration of /s/ in syllable-final position, a recent 
developn1ent in Andalusian Spanish is the postaspiration of stops follo\vi..ng an 
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etymological /s/: pasta [pasta) > [pahta] > [patha] 'paste'. Torreira (2007) shows 
that this develop1nent, \Vhich mirrors historical metathesis in other languages, 
can be modeled as a re-adjustn1ent in the tin1i.ng of laryngeal and oral gestures. 

Even some dissimilations (CHAPTER 60: DISSIMILATION) 1nay be attributed to 
gestural mistirning/retiming, to the extent that they involve the coordination of 
"stretched-out" gestures \vith other gestures (see Ohala 1993). 

It is thus clear that unintended online retirning and reduction of gestures, which 
are pervasive in unn1onitored speech styles, may produce ne'" articulations, 
as casual speech variants. These online reductions n1ay mirror many of the 1nost 
common changes that \Ve can observe 'vhen we study the history of languages. 

An understanding of these phenomena, how·ever, is not sufficient to explain 
sound change. Casual speech phenomena need to be conventionalized and phono
logical recategorization must take place for sound mange to occur. 

4 Conventionalization and recategorization 

Sound mange involves both phonetics and phonology. It seems fair to say that 
the phonetic n1emanisms that give rise to different reductive soiu1d changes, "'him 
've have just briefly considered in the previous section, are better understood 
than the psymological and social processes that lead to their conventionalization 
in specific environments and to the recategorization of sounds. 

Ohala (1993, 2003) has argued that the operation of sound change requires a 
1nistake on the part of listeners, who misinterpret the sound signal as something 
different from \Vhat the speaker had intended (CJ·IAPTER 98: SPEECH PERCEPTION 
AND PHONOLOGY). For instance, the unintended voicing of /p/ behveen vowels, 
due to temporal reduction of the labial gesture and incomplete abduction of the 
vocal folds, is reinterpreted by listeners as intended /b/. As Ohala (2003) points 
out, ho"'ever, the ambiguity of speech signals and the consequent potential for 
errors of interpretation is a pervasive phenomenon. To continue with ou.r exam.pie, 
examination of acoustic records sho,vs that sporadic voicing of intervocalic stops 
is found in many languages without leading to recategori.zation or even to the 
conventionalization of allophonic rules. One would e>-'Pect sound change to operate 
at a much higher rate than it actually does if ambiguity systematically led to 
errors in perception and sound ca.tegorization. The.re must be factors tl1at sknv 
down the progress of sound change. 

What may explain the relatively slo"' pace of sound change is that, at the 
phonological level, t\vo things need to happen for Ip I to become /b I, as in, for 
instance, Lat. SAP�RE > Port. saber 'to know', Lat. LUPU(M) > Port. lobo '\volf, etc. 
First, at soro.e point in time, (b) miist become a conventionalized realization of 
the phoneme /p/ in intervocalic position. At a later point, [b] must be reinter
preted as /b/, a different phoneme, so that perhaps [p) is no longer an option in 
words that used to have iliat sound: 

(5) Sound change p > b 

a. Phonetic change 
b. Phonological change 

(recategorization) 

[p) > (b) I V _ V 
!pl [b) > /b/ [b) 

/apa/ [apa) > /apa/ [aba) 
/apa/ [aba) > /aba/ [aba) 
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In fact, since [b] is only one of several ways in "'hich [p] may be reduced in this 
context, the other co1nmon one being its reduction to a voiceless bilabial fricative 
or approximant, a prior phenon1enon n1ust be the conventionalization of the reduc
tion process. That is, before recategorization takes place, a specific way of reducing 
targets must have already been conventionalized in the language. This may involve 
a choice among competing reductive mechanisms. For instance, in our example, 
among the various ways to reduce Ip! between vowels, its voicing to [b] n1ay be 
chosen. Conventionalization of the phonetics involves the recognition of a distinct 
and acceptable articulatory target, first as an optional allophone and later perhaps 
as the normal realization of the phoneme in a given context; for example the 
recognition of [b] as an acceptable allophone of /p I in intervocalic position. 

Phonological recategorization consists of the recognition of a different phono
logical category. To continue \•11ith our exainple, recategorization takes place '"'hen 
(b) is no longer an allophone of Ip/ but rather son1ething different, /b/. 

In Portuguese and the other \-\lestern Romance languages, Latin word-internal 
intervocalic /p t k/ \vere recategorized as /b d g/, becoming identified \Vith the 
original voiced plosives in other contexts. Thus, for instance, the intervocalic con
sonant of LUPU(M) 'wolf' > lobo \Nas at some point no longer identified with the 
initial consonant of PORTA 'door', but was now a me1nber of the same phoneme 
as the initial consonant of nuccA 'cheek' (> 'mouth'). 

(6) Recategorization in Western Romance 
Latin 
/p/ PORTA 
/pf LUPU 
/b/ llUCCA 

Portuguese 
Ip/ portn 
/b/ lobo 
/b/ boca 

In our example, there has been recategorization because *[lopo] is no longer a 
possible pronunciation for Portuguese /lobo/ (\vhereas in Italian dialects with 
optional voicing of intervocalic stops, con1pletely voiceless realizations are still 
found; Cravens 2002). I "''ould thus like to suggest that, in the case of reductive 
sound changes, phonological recategorization is typicaUy preceded by a conven
tionalization of a specific reductive process. In our example, p > b, "'e would have 
the three stages in (7): 

(7) Stages in sound clu1nge p > b I \T _ V 

a. Online gestural reduction 
Variable voicing and/or incon1plete labial closure in casual speech 

/lopo/ [lopo] - [lopo] - [lobo] - [lo�o] - [locpo] 
• 

b. Conventionalization of phonetics 
Voicing becomes the conventionalized casual speech variant 

/lopo/ [lobo] 
c. Phonological recategorization 

Realizations are no longer attributed to underlying Ip I 
/lobo/ [lobo] 

Conventionalization affects the phonetic realiza lion of phone1nes in specific con
texts and it is thus lexically abrupt. Recategorization, on the other hand, 1nay occur 
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in a word-by-v•ord fashion. Its subsequent spread across the lexicon may again 
produce regularity. \>Vhereas recategorization of intervocalic /p t kl operated 
quite regularly in \Vord-i.nternal position in Western Ron1ance (but see §6 below 
for the word-initial position), in Italian it is a lexically very irregular process; 
compare, for instance, Lat. STRATA > Ital. strada 'road' and Lat. CANTATA > Ital. 
cantata 'sung (FEM sc)' (see Cravens 2006). 

To give another example, in present-day Spanish, the voiced obstruents /b d g/ 
are systematically realized as the approximants [p o ¥ ], with a variable degree 
of constriction, intervocalically and in son1e postconsonantal contexts, without 
regard to lexical identity. This is a fully conventionalized allophonic process. The 
recategorization of the 'veakest degree of lenition, 'vhich involves the deletion of 
the segn1ent, on the other hand, is operating in a lexically conditioned manner. 
Son1e words have acquired two distinct pronunciations, with and without an 
intervocalic consonant, but most have not; e.g. /ado 'side', with two categorically 
distinct pronunciations (/!ado/ [laoo] and /lao/), recado 'errand' (/r:ekado/ 
[r:ekac'.lo] and /r:ekao/) vs. enfado 'anger' (only /enfado/ [ell)fac'.lo], not * /enfao/), 
invado 'I invade' (only /inbado/ [irnba6o], not • /inbao/). 

Brow1nan and Goldstein (1991) point out that the change from Lat. HABiiRE to 
It. avere, Fr. avoir involves a reduction in degree of constriction, from stop to fricative. 
This is the phonetic aspect. But we also need to explain the conventionalization 
of this reduction \vhereby intervocalic [b] came to be regularly pronounced as [v] 
and subsequently recategorized as /v /, but only in \vord-internal position. 

This sound change is slightly more co1nplex than the voicing of intervocalic 
/p t k/ in Western Ron1ai1ce. We may .note that from the reduction of [b) "'e \Vould 
not directly expect a labio-dental fricative (v], but rather an approxirnant !Pl 
(see Lavoie 2000: 163-164): HABiiRE [abe:re] > [af3e:re]. There is some evidence 
that this v.ras in fact the initial result. The eventual outcome [v] may have been 
due in part to merger bet,veen intervocalic realizations of /b I and the original 
phone1ne /\V /,as in LAVARE (la\va:re) 'to \vash'. In all Ro1nance languages there 
\vas a merger benveen -n- [p] and -v- [ '" ]. The result of this n1erger is eventually 
[v] in most of the Roma.nee area (Herman 2000: 39). We may assume that first 
[1v] became a labio-dental [v], a relatively common sound change, and that this 
was followed by the merger between -B- !Pl and -v- [v]. We \Vil! come back to 
the restriction of the n1erger to the "'Ord-internal position. 

To give another example, long-distance dissimilation, as in Grassro.an's La'v 
in Sanskrit and Ancient Greek, may have its roots in listeners' "hypercorrection," 
as claimed by Ohala (1993): in domains containing more than one segn1ent 
bearing a certain "stretched-out" feahrre, the listener attributes all the effect 
to one of the segn1ents. In order for something like Grassn1an's La'"' to arise, 
ho"•ever, the phenomenon mt.lst be conventionalized. "Hypercorrection" does 
not determine directionality in the di.ssirnilation. It could in principle result in 
asystematic assignment of the marked feature to only the first potential feah1re
beari.ng segn1ent in one word and to only the last one in another. What '"e find 
in Grassn1an's La\V is that the last aspiration is systen1atically retained: ch . . .  

Ch > C . . .  Ch (also in Basque, e.g. hil 'dead' + herri 'town' > ilherri 'cen1etery'; 
!vfichelena 1985: 211-212). In Quechua, under the hypothesis that present-day 
Aymara represents the older situation ('vhich is not undisputed; see Landerman 
1994), we find the opposite: only the first instance of glottalization or aspiration 
is retained, cf. Ayn1ara t'ant'a 'bread', Quechua t'anta 'bread'. 
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In this section, I have made the point that an important aspect of sound 
change, beyond its phonetic origins, is phonologization/recategorization. I have 
suggested that this process may involve the conventionalization of (across-the
board, optional) phonetically conditioned processes follo"'ed by (lexically gradual) 
recategorization. 

5 How does recategorization happen in sound change? 

As mentioned, in Ohala's model (1993, 2003), sound change takes place when 
unintended articulatory reductions are reinterpreted by listeners as ne\v intended 
targets. Intended or underlying forms are subject to online reductions, and, even
tually, these online reductions become lexicalized, i.e. intended or underlying. 
This recategorization, in Ohala's model of soiu1d change, involves a "mistake" 

on the part of the listener. 
For instance, Nolan (1992) demonstrates that coronal assimilation in English, 

as in red car, is a gradual process that allo\vs for a continuum of reduction of the 
alveolar gesture (CHAPTER 89: GRADIENCE AND CATEGORICALITY IN PHONOLOGICAL 
THEORY). In his response to this paper, Ohala (1992) points out that, even if this 
is the case, there could be instances "'here the assimilation is categorical, phono
logized, intended as such. In his words, "there may be a huge gap between the 
faintest version of an alveolar stop in red car and the fully assimilated form 
[rtgka:)" (Ohala 1992: 286). The point is that for sound change to take place, the 
products of online phonetic reductions 1nust beco1ne lexicalized as categorically 
different. The question is how and when this lex.icaliza.tion takes place. How 
can we kno\v whether a given token of complete assimilation \vas intended 
as such, and \vhether it is not just an extreme instance within a cont.inuum of 
reduced articulations? In the case of coronal assimilation in English, besides 
the gradual reduction and co-articulation that Nolan docwnents, could it be that 
some speakers already optiona.Uy have a different target gestural score to produce 
these sequences, which does not involve an apical gesture? In any event, coronal 
assimilation appears to be a conventionalized process in English, to the extent that 
this is something that affects specific sequences in a specific way in this particu
lar language. The phonetic gradual process is a conventionalized phenomenon 
of English which may apply in a Neogrammarian fashion, "'ithOtlt regard to the 
identity of the lexical items involved. On the other hand, phonological recategor
ization as something different from the historical sequence may operate on an 
iten1-by-item basis, show.ing frequency effects. 

The traditional den1onstration that re-analysis has taken place is provided by 
the occurrence of the new target in contexts beyond the one ,.vhere it arose. For 
instance, we can be sure that listeners have interpreted the acoustically overlapped 
/ti in perfec(t) 111e111ory (to use one of Bro,vman and Goldstein's 1990 examples) 
as being intentionally absent \Vhen, as speakers, they start producing sequences 
such as perfe[k] art, where the absence of the \\'Ord-final [t] cannot be attributed 
to acoustic masking. In the case of word-internal sego1ents, ho,vever, this evidence 
may not be available, as the phonetic context is constant. 

Recategorization dearly takes place earlier than has sometimes been assumed. 
Janda (2003) discusses T\vaddell's explanation of the phonologization of u1nlaut. 
As Janda points out, at the ti1ne it \\'as proposed, Twaddell's account \Vas seen 
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as real progress. Essentially the idea is the following. Umlaut was a predictable 
allophonic process as long as the triggering high front vo\ve.l \Vas present (Stage I 
in (Sa); I illustrate with a familiar pre-English exan1ple). At this stage [y] would 
be a predictable allophone of the phoneme /u/ in the environment of a follow
ing /i/. We may postulate the synchronic rule in (Sb) to capture the distribution 
of allophones. Later, the reduction of final unstressed /i/ to sch"'a made the 
presence of [y] unpredictable from the context, thus triggering its categorization 
as an independent phoneme (Stage II): 

(8) Umlaut 
a. Stage I Stage II 

/1nu:si/ [my:si] > [my:sa] /my:sa/ 'mice' 
b. /u:/ -t [y:] I _  (C) i 

Janda (2003), following several other critics of Twaddell's analysis, calls our 
attention to a conceptual problem \Vith this account. If un1laut \Vas a predictable 
effect at Stage I, triggered by the phonological environment, it should have gone 
a\.vay once the conditioning factor disappeared. That is, if the synchronic allophonic 
rule \vas as in (Sb), the centralization of the conditioning final vo\vel should have 
resulted in [my:si) changing to *[mu:s;:i). That is, once the final vowel could no longer 
condition its fronting, the phoneme /u/ should surface as [u]. The conclusion that 
Janda dra\vs is that the umlauted [y] vowel became a distinct phoneme \vhile 
the original conditioning environment was still present. Whether or not \Ve '"ant 
to use the term "phonem.e" in this sense (CHAPTER 11: THE PHONEME), the lesson 
clearly is that [y) was an intended, conventionalized target, part of the gestural 
score of the '"ord (in Articulatory Phonology terms) at some historical point when 
final /i/ was also part of the gesttrral score. 

If phonologization n1ust precede loss of the conditioning environn1ent, the 
qtlestion is, then, '"hat causes it. Janda makes the reasonable assun1ption that 
when hvo allophones are phonetically distinct enough they will be learned as 
distinct categories, even if they are in complementary distribution (for discussion 
see also Kiparsky 1995: 656-657). It is unclear, hovvever, how one can deternune 
the relevant degree of dissimilarity that vvould warrant independent phonenuc 
categorization (aJthough this cou.ld, in theory, be empirically investigated through 
psycholinguistic experimentation). We must also ask the question of ho>v the front
ing of /u/, caused by co-articulation, vvas exaggerated to the point that speakers 
of the language reinterpreted it as a different target. One possibility is that this 
was an abrupt change: at son1e point, Old English listeners reinterpreted very 
co-articulated, fronted productions of /u I a.s a. distinct target /y I, maybe on a 
word-by-,vord basis. In principle, Ohala's listener-induced abrupt recategorization 
seems more compatible \Vith changes that shovv lexical diffusion or are sensitive 
to the presence of morpheme or word boundaries than with sound changes that 
apply across the board. Unuaut and vowel harn1ony rules are typically limited 
to (prosodic) "'Ord domains and tend to have exceptions and/or be linuted to 
certain morphological contexts. Co-articulation of the type that may give rise 
to umlaut has been observed across >vords sequences (Cole et al. 2010). If this 
co-articulation is not phonologized (as vo\vel assimilation) across word boundaries 
(e.g. hypothetical bl/u/ boat vs. bl/y I sea), it 1nust be because analogical pressure 
an1ong tokens of the same word prevents this from happening. 
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To give another example, consider the difference in the duration of vo"rels pre
ceding voiced and voiceless coda consonants in present-day An1erican English. 
This difference goes considerably beyond '''hat may be expected from n1erely 
phonetic co-articulatory effects and is sufficiently salient to serve as a cue for 
the voicing of the follO\Ving consonant (Peterson and Lehiste 1960; Rafael 1972; 
Rafael et al. 1975). Final obstruents in English sho''' a tendency to devoice (Flege 
and Bro,vn 1982; Smith 1997). We may thus envision a future scenario \Vhere 
word-fu1al devoicing of obstruents beco1nes an obligatory rule of English, as 
has happened in Gern1an (CHAPTER 69: FINAL DEVOICING AND FINAL LARYNGEAL 
NEUTRALIZATION). It "'Ould not be si.irprising in this hypothetical scenario if 
pairs such as bet and bed \Vere still distinguished by the duration of the vowel: 
/bi:t/ vs. /bf:t/. In this scenario, final devoicing \vould have caused the phono
logization of a fonnerly predictable difference in vowel duration, as has happened, 
for instance, in Friulian (Vanelli 1979). Arguably, ho,vever, this vowel duration 
contrast has already been phonologized in present-day English. That is \vhy 
\Ve \VOuldn't expect it to disappear by the systematic devoicing of 'vord-final 
obstruents. On the other hand, to the extent that vo\vels preceding both voiced 
and voiceless obstruents are still treated in a similar manner in phenomena such 
as the various vowel shifts that are taking place in English, it must be concluded 
that speakers still categorize over both contexts. What appears to be needed to 
understand sound change is a richer theory of categorization than is tradition
ally assun1ed (see e.g. Hualde 2004 and Ladd 2006 for proposals). Unlike the 
example that we considered above, umlaut in German and in Old English, which 
is restricted to certain morphological contexts (Janda 1998), durational differ
ences in English vo,vels conditioned by the phonological voicing of a foUo,ving 
consonant apply without exception. Vo'''el duration has been conventionalized, 
but no phonemic recategorization has occurred. 

6 Word boundary effects 

Unless "'ord boundaries can be den1onstrated to have phonetic correlates in the 
language, they should be irrelevant for "regular sound change." For instance in 
Spanish, /b d g/ are spirantized both \Vithin words and across word boundaries, 
e.g. Maria bebe agua (mariapepeay"ra) 'l'v!aria drinks 'va.ter'. The spirantization 
of /b/ in Amharic is similarly an across-the-board phenomenon: [bet] 'house', 
[kapet] 'from the house'. In some historical lenitions, ho"•ever, we observe that 
rephonologization is restricted to the \vord domain. 

ln the Western Ron1ance voicing of intervocalic stops, 'vhich \ve 1nentioned in 
the preceding section, only word-internal intervocalic instances of Ip t k I 'vere 
recategorized as /b d g/; e.g. Lat. LATU(1'1) > Sp./Port. /ado 'side' vs. Lat. ILLA TERRA 
> Sp. la Herra, Port. a terra 'the land'. On the other hand, outside of the vVestern 
Ron1ance area, in central and southern Italian dialects, in Corsican and Sardinian, 
the voicing of these segments has an allophonic or optional character and applies 
both inside ,.vords and across word-boundaries, e.g. Lat. J..ATU(J-1) > Sard. (Iaou], 
Lat. TERRA > Sard. [ter:a] 'land', Lat. IPSA TERRA > Sard. [sao<r:a] 'the land' (Jones 
1997: 377). As Weinrich (1958) pointed out, the area \vhere Lat. /p t k/ under"1ent 
systematic recategorization coincides \Vith those languages "'here the voicing is 
restricted to the word-internal don1ai.J1. The question that arises is how to account 
for this difference in the domain of application of the sound change. 
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Examination of synchronic variation and possible sound change in progress 
appears to sho'v that at the initial stages intervocalic lenition applies across the 
board. Jn so1ne Spanish dialects, for instance, we are witnessing an incipient 
"second round" of lenition of intervocalic /p t k/. In a recent study, Hualde 
et al. (2010) found about 30 percent of partially or completely voiced tokens of 
intervocalic /p t k/ in a sample of spontaneous speech. Other studies have found 
roughly comparable percentages, sometimes higher, depending on the specific 
dialect, the speaking style, and the speaker (Machuca Ayuso 1997; Lewis 2001). 
Leniting voicing is found both word-internally and across >vord boundaries. 

Both the state of affairs in other areas, such as Sardinia and southern and central 
Italian areas with "phonetic" voicing, and the examination of the incipient second 
round of voicing 'vitnessed in so1ne Spanish dialects lead us to the conclusion 
that voicing must initially also have operated across >vord botu1daries in Western 
Romance (as \IVeinrich 1958, Hall 1964, and Cravens 2002 also conclude). As voic
ing became obligatory and categorical, it became restricted to the \VOrd-internal 
context. The elimination of voicing across '"ord boundaries must be attributed to 
the operation of analogy among tokens of the same word in different syntactic 
contexts. In a phrase like !LLA TERRA > hypothetical \IVestern Ron1ance [later:a) 
- (lader:a) 'the land', the voiceless realization would eventually prevail iu1der 
the influence of phrase-initial and postconsonantal tokens of the word /t£r:a /, 
including contexts of '''Ord-initial gemination (from consonant assimilation): 
AD TERRA > [at:ir:a] 'to land'. Sporadically, ho,vever, \Ve find generalization of 
the voiced variant instead, as in Lat. COLAl'HUS > Sp. golpe 'strike'. 

We find the same restriction to the >vord-internal context in Brow1nan and 
Goldstein's (1991) example of Jenition as reduction i.n constriction degree: Lat. 
HABiiRE > It. avere. \!Vhereas Latin >vord-internal intervocalic s and v have merged 
in all the Romance languages, the intervocalic [b) of, for instance, !LLA succA did 
not become [v] in It. la bocca [labok:a] 'the mouth', Fr. la bouche. 

As mentioned above, Latin -B- /-b-/ and -v- /-w-/ have 1nerged in all Ro1nance 
languages. In French, Italian, and standard Portuguese, the modern result is /v /: 

(9) Jtalian French Portuguese 
HABilRE ave re avoir haver 'have' 
DEBERE dove re devoir dever '1nust' 
LAVARE lnvare Inver la var '"vash' 

In \vord-initial position on the other hand, these languages preserve an etymo
logical contrast bet\veen /v I and /b I :6 

(JO) Italian French Portuguese 
BUCCA bocca bo11che boca 'mouth' 
BONA buona bonne boa. 'good (FE'M SG)' 
VACCA vacca vache vnca 1CO\V1 
VOCE voce voix voz 'voice' 
VOS voi vous VOS 'you (PL)' 

6 In Old Castilian Spanish the contrast may have been between IP/ and /b/. This contrast was 
subsequently lost, in p<>st-medieval times, through the lenition of /b/. 
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As mentioned in the previous section, in these Romance evolutions, the first 
relevant change is the lenition of Latin intervocalic /b/, which subsequently 
results in its merger \\'ith /w I.; Again, the merger •vould also be expected to 
affect word-initial B- and v- '"'hen intervocalic; that is, ILLA BUCCA, for instance, 
should have undergone lenition to (il:af3uk:a], and its n should have acquired 
the same articulation as the v in ILLA VACCA [il:avak:a] '"'hen the contrast 
bel\veen the 1nedial labials of HABER£ [a{3e:re] > [ave:re] and LAVER£ [lawa:re] > 
[lava:re] was lost: 

(11) Hypothesized evolution of intervocalic -n- and -v-

HABERE > a,(3ere 
LAVARE > lavare 
BUCCA > buk:a 
ILLA BUCCA > il:a f3uk:a 
VACCA > vak:a 
ILLA v ACCA > il:a vak:a 

> avere 
> lavare 
> buk:a 
> il:a vuk:a 
> vak:a 
> il:a vak:a 

At the last stage represented in (11), the phonemes /b I and /v I are in contrast 
in vvord-initial position only ii not intervocalic (e.g. after pause or consonant). 
There is no phonemic contrast in intervocalic position, either \¥Ord-internally or 
phrase-internally. The result is that ivords that have different initial consonants 
in son1e contexts do not in other contexts. 

No Roinance language has preserved the situation depicted in (11). We n1ay 
conclude that languages like Italian, French, and Portuguese have analogically 
re-established the contrast bet"reen /v-/ and /b-/ also after a vowel, so that a 
given word either begins \vith [v-] or "'ith [b-] in all phrasal contexts (Weinrich 
1958). 

The frequent cases of confusion between initial b- and v- in old texts fron1 
central Italy and even in graffiti fron1 Pompei (see Tekavcic 1972: 142-144) 
provide quite strong evidence for the hypothesis that the phonemic contrast 
ivas indeed analogically re-established in word-initial postvocalic position, after 
a period where the tivo phonemes \vere contextually neutralized, as proposed by 
Weinrich (1958). 

In the Romance lenition processes that "'e have just considered, a sound change 
•vas prevented from operating across word boundaries as it became phono!ogized. 
In other cases, the opposite seems to have happened, with extension of the process 
to further contexts across \vord boundaries. 

Although in An1erican English the flap If I originally arose fron1 the weaken
ing of /t/ and /d/ in certain contexts, it is now, arguably, a distinct articulatory 
target (CHAPTER 113: FLAPPING JN AMERICAN ENGLISH). Speakers shovv a\vare
ness of its existence as a different sound. A \vord like better, for instance, has 
a flap in its normal pronunciation in the relevant dialects, but speakers may 
replace it \\'ith /t I for stylistic purposes. Flaps are found both word-internally 
and \.vord-finally. All \.vords ending in /t/ in their citation form can be pronounced 

; Wl1ereas \Ve cannot be stare \Vl1e11 /b/ started to aduUt approx:in1ant realizatio11s or eve11 \¥hen 
these approxiroant realizations of intervocalic /b/ beca.u\e the usual articulatory target, we .kJ\OW that -B- /b/ merged with -v- /w/ by the first century of our era. This is because around this time the 
graphemes e and v start getting <'Onfused (Weinrich 1958: 87; AUen 1978: 41). 
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\Vith Ir I before a vowel in the next '''Ord, as in but again., at all, forget about, 
eat oats. Interestingly, the phonetic conditions for the occurrence of the flap are 
different word-internally and across \Vord boundaries, as sho,vn by the iinposs
ibility of fl.appiI1g m atoll and its possibility m at all. Inside \vords, the segment 
must be preceded by the stress and follov;-ed by an unstressed vo1vel. Across 
\VOrd boundaries, however, flapping is not conditioned by stress and may occur 
inunediately before a stressed vo1vel, as iI1 ate apples; this is also the case in a 
compound such as whatever (cf. potato). 

Given the iinportance of \vord stress in English as a conditioning factor m reduc
tive processes, 1 assume that the more restrictive phonetic conditioning that is still 
found \vord-internally \Vas the original one and that, across word-boundaries, the 
change 1vas generalized to all prevocalic contexts, not only unstressed ones. 

Flapping is a conventionalized reduction of /t/, since it is only one of the 
possible phonetic reductions that it may undergo. Other possibilities, all of them 
found in the same contexts in other English dialects, are the replacement of 
[t] with a glottal stop, its affrication to [ts], and its spirantiz.ation to [8]. It seems 
reasonable to assun1e that after [r] 1vas conventionalized as a replacement for 
[t] before unstressed vo\vels it was analogically extended to the context before 
stressed vowels when word-fmal. 

Bybee (2000, 2003) discusses a similar example, the extension of the aspiration 
of /s/ in Spanish dialects from the preconsonantal context, \vhere it is found 
\vord-ii1ternally, as ir1 este [ehte] 'this (MASC sc)', to the prevocalic context, where 
one n1ay have aspiration across \Vord boundaries in the relevant dialects, as 
in los animales (lohani1nale] 'the m1in1als'. In Bybee's account, the extension of 
aspiration to the intervocalic context across 1vord boundaries involves a sort of 
analogy. In a first stage of development, the plural masculme article los, to give 
an example, 1vould have aspirated realizations in phrases such as los toros 'the 
bulls', 1vhere the final /s/ is preconsonantal, but not iI1 Los nnimnles 'the animals', 
where it is prevocalic and, thus, not m the context of aspiration. The fact that 
s#C is more common than s#V (i.e. there are m.ore consonant-initial tl1an vo1vel
initial \VOrds) implies that at this hypothetical stage [!oh] - [los] would be 
more frequent than invariant [los], and the alternation 1vould subsequently be 
extended from the more frequent to the less frequent context. Bybee shows that 
the distribution of aspiration m several Spanish dialects is consistent 'vith this 
hypothesis. IJ1. the view tl1at I am defendi.ng in this chapter, it is at this second 
stage where '"'e are more likely to find lexical effects. An example would be mter
vocalic \VOrd-internal aspiration in nosotros /nos + otros/ [nohotro] 'we', \vhere 
a n1orphological boundary is discernible (cf. los otros [lohotro] 'the others') vs. e.g. 
word-mternal ositos [osito], ••[ohito) 'little bears', ill the relevmt dialects. This is 
similar to flapping in whatever, as \ve saw above. 

The phonologization of phrase-fmal devoicmg at the word level provides 
another example of analogical extension. As mentioned above, a reasonable hypo
thesis is that \vord-final obstruent devoicing, as 1ve find in German, starts out as 
phrase-£inal devoicing and then is extended to the \Vord domain (Hock 1991: 80). 
The phonetic causes of phrase-final devoicing are reasonably clear, as th.is is in 
fact a phenomenon that is easily observable m many languages, affecting all 
killds of \VOrd-final segments, not only obstruents. This phonetic effect may at 
son1e point becon1e conventionalized for phrase-final obstruents. After that, it 
n1ay be malogically generalized to the \\'Ord-don1am, so that alternations of the 
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type -p## - -b#V are eliminated by extension of the word variant ending in a 
voiceless consonant. 

7 Non-reductive sound change 

As mentioned in §2, the main evidence that Labov adduces in favor of the 
Neogranllllarian orthodoxy comes from the study of vowel shift in progress. These 
vowel shifts in English crucially differ fron1 reductive processes in that they affect 
segments in prominent positions, i.e. stressed syllables. In fact, Labov points out 
that one finds more advanced vowel tokens in the direction of the shift in syllables 
'vith prin1ary stress than in syllables \vi.th secondary stress, vo"rels in \vords 
with en1phatic stress being especially advanced along the path of the V0\•11el shift 
(Labov 1994: 122-123, 173, 195). This is quite different fro1n reduction processes, 
•vhere \ve expect to find the least reduced tokens under emphatic stress. 

The changes involved in vo,vel shifts are essentially the same types of processes 
as other changes targeting stressed vo,vels, both conditioned (umlaut/n1etaphony) 
and unconditioned, including diphthongization, n1ora dissiinilation "'ithin diph
thongs and rising of (tense/long) vo,vels. In at least some of these changes it is 
clear that the added duration of vo,vels in certain positions led to their recategor
ization. Thus, in Spanish, the phonologically short mid vo'''els of Latin, \vhich 
had acquired a more open quality /E )/, gave rise to rising diphthongs when 
lengthened under stress. In French they diphthongized ill the sanle ma1u1er, but 
only ill syllables that were stressed and open, cf. Lat. PEDE(M) > Sp. pie, Fr. pied 
'foot' vs. Lat. PERDJT > Sp. pierde, Fr. perd 's/he loses'. The long mid vo,vels of 
Latin also diphthongized in French, in this case producing falling diphthongs, 
but agaill only in stressed open syllables, '"here the extra length would presum
ably favor the perception of a difference iI1 quality between the beginning and 
the end of the nucleus. In this case, further developn1ents show the sort of n1ora 
differentiation that '"e find in some of the vowels involved in the English vO"'el 
shifts; cl. Lat. TEI.A > [teila] > [t<iila] > [toila] > [t\vel] > [hval] toile 'cloth'. Notice 
that under the hypothesis that greater stress causes greater VO\Vel duration and 
longer vowels are more likely to be recategorized as diphthongs (and diphthongs 
as containing a more extreme change), if anything, \Ve '"'ould, expect the least 
frequent "'ords to lead these changes, since they would be olore likely to receive 
phrasal stress. 

Besides changes targeting stressed vo,vels, the most obvious examples of 
non-reductive changes are consonant fortitions. vVhereas e>.'PeriinentaI \vork has 
pointed out the existence of domain-initial strengthening (Fougeron and Keating 
1997; Cho and Keating 2009), its phono logization as 'vord-ini.tial fortition is a rare 
phenomenon. When they happen, these cllanges for the most part seem to have 
non-phonetic, analogical origiI1s. For instance, the strengthening of '"Ord-initial 
/r /, /l/, and /n/ in different Jbero-Ro1nance languages, "'here they give the 
san1e result as \Vord-illternal gemiI1ates (Lat. ROSA > Sp. [r:osa], Lat. LONA > Cat. 
•[I:ilna] > lluna [.Auna) 'n1oon', Lat. NOBES > Leonese [Jl.uJ3es) 'clouds'), is most 
likely an extension from contexts where a 'vord-initial geminate arose from 
consonant assiinilation (Ao LUNA > [al:una]; see Cravens 2002). To the extent that 
the.se changes are correctly analyzed as purely analogical, they operate on "'ords, 
and \ve may expect lexical effects. 
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The fortition of word- and syllable-initial glides, as repeatedly found in the 
history of the Romance languages (e.g. Lat. roc.i\RE > It. giticare, Fr. jouer, Sp. jugar 
'to play'; Sp. huevo (\vej3o J - [gwej3oJ; also in Basque •e-an > jan [Jan] - [ct;a.n] -
[3an) - (fan) - (xan) 'to eat') remains ill understood. In the several successive 
processes of syllable-initial palatal glide fortition in the history of Spanish (and 
also of Basque), the recategorization of the palatal glide shows lexical effects, e.g. 
IAM > Sp. ya 'already' vs. IAM MAGIS > OSp. / 3arnas/ > Sp. ja1111is /xa'mas/ 'never'; 
Argentinian Sp. yerba. /3erba/ (mate) 'mate leaves' vs. hierba /ierba/ 'grass', etc. 
The hypothesis would be that fortiti.on of glides starts in prosodically strong 
phrase-initial contexts, and is later phonologized as a word-initial phenomenon, 
'"hich may then spread to \vord-internal syllable-initial contexts.& On the other 
hand, the fortition that we observe in examples such as Lat. VACCA [\'1ak:a] > OSp. 
(J3aka] > Sp. vaca [baka] 'cow' is the indirect (analogical) result of the \\'eakeni.ng 
of intervocalic /b I at hvo distinct stages in the history of the language. 

8 Summary 

This chapter has focused to a large extent on the classic issue of the regularity 
of sound change (i.e. the Neogrammarian hypothesis) \vhich, in the context of recent 
debate, may be termed the question of '"hether there are sound changes that 
operate purely on phonemes in specific phonological contexts, \vithout regard 
to the lexical identity of the words containing them. I have proposed that in 
1.nany co1nn1on sound changes we should distinguish hvo stages. The first stage 
is the conventionalization of a phonetic process. Conventionalized phonetic pro
cesses operate \vithout regard to lexical identity. At a second stage, there may 
be phonological recategorization, which \vill tend to operate on a '"ord-by-word 
basis. The spreading throughout the lexicon of this recategorization (by analogy) 
will produce the effect of regularity. Phenomena such as "'ord boundary effects 
may be an effect of analogical spreading. 

We have studied reductive and non-reductive sound changes separately, since 
their paths of development can be reasonably expected to be different. Whereas 
significant progress has been made in our understanding of the phonetic origin 
of reductive sound changes, non-reductive changes, including those affecting 
stressed vowels and consona.nt and glide fortition, are less "'eU. understood. 
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94 Lexical Phonology and 
the Lexical Syndrome 

ELLEN M. KAISSE 
APRIL McMAHON 

1 Introduction 

The theory of Lexical Phonology and .tv!orphology (LPM) deals '"'ith the place 
of phonology \vithin the larger grammar. It has much to say about the relation 
between morphology and phonology, and also provides a model for the integration 
of phonology 'vith the material provided by syntax and the phrasing derived 
from syntax. It is also a theory of phonological typology, assigning one set of 
characteristics to processes that apply only within '"ords (the lexical phonology) 
and another, complementary set to processes that apply within or between 'vords 
(the post-lexical phonology). The theory was first developed in the early 1980s by 
Kiparsky (1982) and his colleagues and students (especially Mohanan 1982, 1986) 
at MIT. It rapidly attracted a great deal of interest among phonologists because 
of the new tools it supplied for attacking recalcitrant problen1s, the set of intriguing 
qtlestions it allowed a researcher to ask about any phenomenon, and the organic 
way it gre'"' out of many of the major trends in phonology and morphology that 
had occupied linguists since the publication of Chomsky and Halle (1968). LPM 
was the basis for n1uch of the synchronic and diachronic work, both descriptive 
and theoretical, that went on in phonology for a decade or n1ore follo"'ing its 
birth. Classical LPM 'va.s probably also the last model of phonology-ni.orphology 
interaction to enjoy a \\ride consensus (Noyer 2004). LPM remains influential today, 
in its legacy of \vays of thinking about phonology and in ne"' instantiations 
that marry it with Optimality Theory (Orgun 1996; Kiparsky 2000; Rubach 2000; 
Bermudez-Otero, forthconi.ing; an1ong n1any others). As is often the case with valu
able but complex and inevitably imperfect theories, LPM. did not simply coUapse 
under its own '"'eight. Rather, interest largely moved else,vhere. Starting in the 
early 1990s, many phonologists turned a\vay from rules and derivations to 
Optimality Theory (OT). Until recently, most versions of OT have involved only 
one evaluative step - potential output candidates are evaluated sin1ultaneously 
for their satisfaction of ranked constrain.ts. The result of the large-scale turn to OT 
was that most people stopped 'vriting about and \vithin LPM before consensus 
had been reached on what to do about the difficulties that had been encountered 
\Vithin it. It is certainly true that there was not much from Kiparsky's (1982) pro
posals that did not have son1e qualifications, exceptions, or caveats attached by 
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the mid-1990s, but this is not, as "'e reconstruct it, the main reason one no longer 
hears so much about LPM. On the contrary, many phonologists continued to 
recognize advantages to the theory and to adopt pieces of its legacy. 

We '"ill not be able to give a full introduction to LPM in this chapter, though 
've "'ill certai.nly review some of its major features. For more detailed back
ground, the original source, Kiparsky (1982), is invaluable. Kaisse and Sha\v (1985) 
and Kenstovticz (1994: ch. 5) also provide introductions to the original model. 
Kaisse and Hargus (1993) sun1marize developments which the theory under\vent 
in the decade after its first appearance, including those contained in the volume 
to "'hich it is an introduction, Hargus and Kaisse (1993). 

Lexical Phonology and Morphology's contributions center around t"'O major 
areas: the segregation of characteristics typical of lexical vs. post-lexical rules, 
someti.Jnes called the lexical syndroine, and the interaction of 1norphology and 
phonology, including affix ordering, stra tal organization, and cyclicity. We 'vill 
begin th.is chapter \vith a revie"' of the characteristics that together made up the 
lexical syndrome and a discussion of how each of these has been modified or 
discarded in the light of empirical challenges. The succeedmg section deals with 
the i.J1teraction of n1orphology and phonology m LPM, the difficulties which 
much of the original proposal has encoiu1tered, and alternatives that have been 
offered. The final section discusses the lasting influence of LPM. and son1e of the 
directions it has taken in more recent years. 

2 The lexical syndrome and its complications 

Classical Lexical Phonology (Kiparsky 1982, 1983) proposes that a cluster of pro
perties characterizes lexical rules, while a different, complementary cluster is found 
in post-lexical rules. The properties that have been used most often as diagnostics 
and \Vhich have attracted attention in subsequent literature are the follo,ving: 

(1) a. Lexical rules are \vord-bounded. They find their target and structural 
descript ion \vithin the same '"ord and do not apply bet\veen '"ords. This 
is the easiest diagnostic to apply, and is often used as the starti.J1g point 
from which other characteristics are then predicted. 

b. Lexical ru.les are cyclic. They have access to the internal morphological 
structure of a 'vord and may apply more than once, first to the most 
deeply nested constituents, then agai.J1 as more n1orphological material 
is brought into consideration (see also CHAPTER ss: CYCLICITY). 

c. Lexical rules are subject to non-derived environn1ent blocking. They apply 
to strings derived by the concatenation of morphemes or to strings 
derived by previous applications of phonological rules, but they do not 
apply vvithin a single, underived morpheme (see also CHAPTER ss: o£RivEo 
ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS). 

d. Lexical rules are structure preserving. They are restricted to producing 
segments that are fou11d in the undedyi.ng inventory of the language. 
Allophonic variants are not produced by lexical rules. Ho\vever, lexical 
rules may assign structure not present underlyingly, in the form of tonal 
associations, 1netrical feet, and syllable structure (see also CHAPTER 76: 

STRUCTURE PRESERVATION: THE RESILIENCE OF DISTINCTIVE INFORMATION). 
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e. Lexical rules apply categorically, rather than gradiently. As a corollary of 
structure preservation, they do not produce partially assin1ilated sounds, 
and they do not apply n1ore robustly to segn1ents nearer to the trigger 
of the change (see also CHAPTER 89: GRADIENCE AND CATEGORICALITY IN 
PHONOLOGICAL THEORY). 

f. Lexical rules may have exceptions (see also CHAPTER 106: EXCEPTIONALITY). 
g. Lexical rules are subject to lexical diffusion (Kiparsky 1988). In diachronic 

sound changes, they apply to more and more individual lexical items 
over time (see also CHAPTER 93: SOUND CHANGE). 

Post-lexical rules have radically opposed characteristics: 

(2) a. 
b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 
g. 

They apply between as \•veil as \Vith.in \vords. 
They apply once, non-cyclically, across the board, independent of 
morphological or syntactic structure. 
As a corollary to (b), they are not subject to non-derived environment 
blocking. 
They need not be structure preserving. They may produce allophones 
not present in the underlying segn1ent inventory. 
They may apply gradiently, producing partially assimilated segments 
or applying more robustly to segments temporally closer to the trigger. 
They do not have exceptions. 
In diachronic change, they apply in the fashion predicted by Neogram
n1arian vie"'S of sound change. Every string that n1eets their description 
undergoes the change, \vith no lexical conditioning. The cha nges can be 
small, allophonic, and non-neutralizing. 

These characteristics were posited \Vithin an organization of gramn1ar approxi-
1nately like that in Figure 94.1. The sten1 level is so called because it contains 
affixes that can attach to bound bases (sterns) that cannot appear unaffixed, \vhile 
tile \VOrd level deals in the formation of \VOrds from other "'Ords. 

To illustrate how these segregated lists of characteristics play out, consider the 
simplified example of Trochaic Shortening vs. North Anlerican Flapping employed 
in Kaisse and Shaw (1985). (For a n1ore nuanced and current discussion of the 

Syntax 

Ste01-level Stem-level Jex.ical 

morphology phonology 

Word-level /,vVord-level lexical 
morphology phonology 

Post-lexical (phrasal) 
phonology 

Figure 94.1 The organization of the grammar in LP.t-1 
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theoretical implications and analysis of Flapping, see CHAPTER 113: FLAPPING IN 
AMERICAN ENGLISH and Bermudez-Otero 2007b.) Flapping converts an underly
ing coronal stop to [r) \\'hen it is intervocalic (roughly speaking) and ambisyllabic 
(Kahn 1976.) The rule can make up its intervocalic environn1ent •vi.th vowels from 
the same '"'ord, or the second vowel can come from a fc>llo,ving vo1vel-initial 
'vord. The "'Ord-internal environment can come from a single morpheme (ci[r]y), 
from the combination of a stem plus stem-level suffix (fa[c]+nl), or from a \vord 
plus a word-level suffix (chocola[c]-y, edi[c]ed). The between-word envirorunent 
is insensitive to the part of speech of either word and to their syntactic relation
ship, though phrasing into independent prosodic groups, '"'hi.ch interferes \vi.th 
ambisyllabicity, does block Flapping (compare It's the close[r] Annette cares about 
\vith lt's the close[!], Annette insisted). The fact that Flapping can apply behveen 
words is the prime diagnostic for its being post-lexical. We have just seen its 
insensitivity to morphological or syntactic structure. It is also non-cyclic. A ,.vord 
like atomic does not contain a flap even though the \vord from which it is derived, 
atom, does. Continuing down the list, 'vords like city and butter, "'here the coronal 
stop is frozen in an intervocal ic environment "'ithin a single morpheme, show 
that Flapping is not subject to non-derived environment blocking. The segment 
[r] is not part of the underlying inventory of English; the coronal tap or flap 
is not weU distributed, but occurs only '"here the environment of Flapping is 
found. Vve are not a'vare of studies that sho1v Flapping to be gradient, though 
this is certainly true of the distribution of aspirated and plain stops in English, 
to vvhich Flapping is related - stops which are initial in large prosodic categories 
are more aspirated than those \\1hi.ch are initial in internal syllables. However, 
Flapping is extremely common but nonetheless variable, in that the likelihood of 
its application is partly dependent on register and rate of speaking (see Patterson 
and Connine 2001, "'ho find that American English Flapping is almost categorical 
in its application). And 'vhile Flapping is not completely obligatory, it does not 
have lexical exceptions - any "'Ord of English can undergo it if the phonological 
and stylistic prerequisites are present. 

Compare the behavior of Trochaic Shortening, the rule responsible for altern
ations like that in sa.n.e - sanity, meter - uietric(al), and n.atifJn. - national. The rule 
shortens a vowel followed by an unstressed syllable - i.e. it shortens the stressed 
syllable of a trochaic foot. (The rule is often called Tri.syllabic Shortening, because 
English has final extra.m.etrica.lity, placing the stressed syllable of m.any trochees 
three syllables from the end of the 'vord; see CHAPTER 43: EXTRAMETRICALJTY 
AND NON-FINALITY; CHAPTER 44: THE IAMBIC-TROCHAIC LA\V.) Trochaic Shortening 
can.not n1ake up its structtual description out of adjacent 'vords - the vowel of sane 
in the phrase sane a.s a judge n1ust be long even though the prosodic phrasing 
can place i.ts vO"'el before a string of unstressed syllables. Going do,vn our list, 
'"e see that Trochaic Shortening is sensitive to the type of affix added: 'vord-level 
affixes do not trigger shortening, as shown by nationhood or n1eterin.g. The rule is 
also cyclic, since once the vo,vel in ·metric is shortened, it persists as short in derived 
words even when the stress falls on the vo\vel immed iately after, as in metrician . 
. As for non-derived environment blocking, Kiparsky (J.982) n1akes the point that 
English contains many long vowels in the Trochaic Shortening environment, but 
almost all are found within a single morpheme (synchronically speaking), such 
as nightingale or Rotenberg. Thus Trochaic Shortening is blocked in non-derived 
environments. Trochaic Shortening is structure preserving, since all the shortened 
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vowels are phonemes of English. It is non-gradient. And it has exceptions, such 
as the long vo,vels in notional and obesil:1J. 

Optin1ality-theoretic \Vork has tried to deal 'vith many of the phenomena of 
the lexical syndron1e, but for the most part in piecen1eal fashion, rather than as 
follo,ving from a particular organization of the gram.mar. One finds many publica
tions framed in OT which aim to explain apparent cyclicity effects (Kensto,vicz 
1995; Benua 1997; Kiparsky 2000; Pater 2000; and many others); \VOrk by lubowicz 
(2002) and Wolf (2008) attempts to recapture non-derived environn1ent effects 
within OT; Steriade (1999), Burzio (2002), Raffelsiefen (2004), and Bermudez
Otero and McMahon (2006), among others, have advanced explanations for why 
'vord-level morphology seems to have so little effect on phonology. And this 
piecen1eal treatment may exist \Vith good reason. We \vill shortly look into ho\v 
the features of the lexical syndrome have fared since they \Vere first proposed 
and will discover that the connections between strata and features are not nearly 
as tight as the original LP.M theory proposed. 

But before "'e get to the complications, let us first consider ho"' the philosophical 
outlook imposed by the LPM model influenced the \vay in 'vhich phonologists 
worked. There are some key, if non-architechrral, features that strongly affected 
the research strategies of those '"ho considered then1selves practitioners and "'hich 
continue to affect the expectations 've have of a phonological description to this day: 

(a) LPM encourages interest in processes \vhich are not exceptionless, trans
parent, or expressible in 01axin1ally general and elegant statements. Interest 
'"as directed equally to processes '"'ith exceptions and oddities either in the 
environment or in the list of items applied to, a.nd researchers tried to under
stand the difference behveen these and the maximally genera! and transparent 
type of process. The concept of opacity, long of interest to Kiparsky, gained 
a new dimension, since lexical rules are often opaque, '"hile post-lexical rules 
typically are not. And since n1orphology can make a phonological rule opaque 
by being invisible to that rule at the stratum in '"hich it applies, or by alknving 
a phonological rule to apply before a new morphological process destroys 
the environment, understanding the interaction of phonology "'ith morpho
logy can lend insight into some of the sources of opacity (CHAPTER 103: 
PHONOLOGICAL SENSITIVITY TO MORPHOLOGICAL STRUCTURE). 

(b) LPM. encourages investigations of interactions between phonology a.nd other 
aspects of the grammar, notably phonetics and syntax at the "bottom end" 
in the post-lexical component, and morphology and the lexicon at the "top 
end." The observation that post-lexical rules can be gradient 'vas influential 
in the great expansion of our understanding of the relation bel:\veen phonetics 
and phonology in the last h"o decades and in the realization that phonetics is 
a language-specific, rule-governed domain closely related to the phonology 
of the language. 

(c) LPM encourages investigations of diachronic change. LPM provided a ne'v 
architecture which n1ade sense of the way sound changes progressed over 
time and thus aided in resolving the so-ca.lied "Neograrnma.rian controversy" 
(Kiparsky 1988). If there were lexical and post-lexical rules, and more than 
one level in the lexicon, and each "'as characterized by different properties, 
rules could apply differently throughout their history. A rule could start 
post-lexically and be very close to the phonetics, transparent and phonetically 
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conditioned, applying everywhere that its context arose. Later it could come 
to apply lexically, be influenced by the morphology, gain lexical exceptions, 
and in time become 1nore and more opaque. Eventually, it could becon1e a 
n1atter for learning rather than on.line application, and color or alter under
lying representations, \Vhile no longer existing as a rule per se. Given that 
Trochaic Shortening occurs in almost all dialects of English while Flapping 
is geographically restricted, it seems likely that Trochaic Shortening is an 
older rule and has moved deep into the lexicon - indeed perhaps it is no 
longer an online rule at all - '"hile Flapping is still shov-ring the post-lexical 
characteristics of its initial entry into the language. 

We shall return in more detail to each of these points in §4. One moral to dra\v 
is that, even though the lexical syndrome is not as strong as it first appeared, 
the sorts of questions that the segregated lists of traits made one ask about 
a phonological process were valuable research tools. It is important to knO\V' 
'"hether a process has exceptions, applies only in derived environments, sho,vs 
cyclic characteristics, refers to morphological structure, is bounded \vith the \vord, 
creates novel segments, and so forth. And it may still be the case that one can 
make a better-than-chance prediction of how these traits are going to be distributed 
on the basis of the theory of LPM. Our suspicion is that the lexical syndrome is 
like so many other things once thought to be universal but no\v realized to be 
violable - it is not an utterly exceptionless principle, but an insight into the unmarked 
state of affairs in phonologies. It is \Vorth remembering that it took over a decade 
for research \vithin the LPM 1nodel to con1e up with the list of exceptional 
phenomena \ve present belov-', and that some are sing.le instances of problematic 
cases in the face of dozens of attested cases of the predicted behavior. These 
problematic cases were not easy to co1ne by because, in fact, the predictions of 
the model were much n1ore often right than not. 

\rVhere do \Ve stand with respect to the health of the lexical syndrome? In the 
first hvo columns of Table 94.1, \Ve repeat a list of the characteristics that make 
up the lexical syndrome (including for completeness a fe''' of the less influential 
ones \Ve did not mention above), adapted from Kaisse and Hargus (1993: 16-17). 
Where the characteristic \Vas not part of the early and generally accepted LPM 
canon (Kiparsky 1982, 1985; Mohanan 1982, 1986), \Ve give a source. The last t\VO 
columns give a quick summary and citation of '"orks that raised problems with 
each putative characteristic. Most of these difficulties are summarized in Kaisse 
and Hargus (1993), and the details can be found in papers from their volume or 
other sources in the table, so '"e will only outline their content here. \rVhat we 
see in general is a gradual and traceable retreat fron1 some of the formal features 
of LPM. For instance, stru.ctu.re preservation is at best a feature of stem-level rules, 
more likely not predictable from stratum. By the time '"e reach OT, the question 
of structure preservation becomes unaskable, since Richness of the Base pre
cludes any characterization of the underlying segn1ent inventory of a language. 
Cyclicity also stops being a feature of all lexical rules, and becomes a feature 
only of some, again perhaps those of level I .  Even cyclicity o.f the stem level 
becomes a non-issue in the most recent \vork of Bermudez-Otero and McMahon 
(2006) or Collie (2008), being replaced \Vith a type of lexical listing called "fake 
cyclicity," which \Ve discuss belo'"· And, of course, rules beco1ne non-standard 
currency as \Ve shift toward OT and constraints. 
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Table 94.1 Characteristics of the lexical syndrome 

Lexical Post-lexical Problems 

a. \Nord-bounded Not word- Apparent post-lexical 
bounded rules with exceptions 

may be precompiled in 
lexicon; lexical rules 
may access output of 
syntax 

b. Access only to Access to phrase Some post-lexical 
v1ord-internal structure only rules like English 
structure assigned /1/-velarization need 
at same level access to word-internal 

morphology 

c. Cyclic Apply once Stem level only; \\'Ord 
level not cvclic; no true -

cycle in stem level, 
rather lexical listing 
and faithfulness 

d. Apply in derived Apply across Non-Derived 
environments the board Environment Blocking 

more likely associated 
with obligatory 
neutralization rules 

e. Structure- Not necessarily Word-level rules not 
preserving structure- structure-preserving; P l  

preserving rules often structure-
preserving; post-lexical 
rules may differ w.r.t. 
structure-preservation. 
Sound changes 
may introduce non-
structure-preserving 
segments at stem level 

f. May have Automatic Pl rules like the 
exceptions English Rhythm 

Rule have exceptions 

g. Not transferred to Transferable 
a second language to L2 
(Rubach 1984) 

h. Output subject to Change via 
lexical diffusion Neogrammarian 
(Kiparsky 1988) sound change 

]. Apply May have Raises issues relevant 
categorically gradient outputs to the link behveen 

gradience a.nd phonetic 
implementation 

Reference 

Hayes (1990); 
Odden (1993) 

Sproat (1993); 
Bermudez-Otero 
(2007b) 

Borowsky (1993); 
Bermudez.Otero & 
McMahon (2006); 
Collie (2008) 

Kiparsky (1993); 
Wolf (2008) 

Harris (1989); 
Kaisse (1990); 
Borows.ky (1993); 
Hyman (1993); 
Bermudez-Otero & 
McMalion (2006) 

Kaisse (1990) 

Calabrese (2009) 
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Of these characteristics, some were not really counterexemplified or rejected by 
the authors cited - rather they were refined or al tered in interesting "'ays. For 
instance, BorO\\'sky (1993) (row (c) in Table 94.1) did not reject the idea that lexical 
rules are cyclic. Rather, she claimed that cyclicity should be lirnited to the stem 
level, \Vhile both the '"ord and the phrasal level are non-cyclic. She also followed 
Kiparsky (1985) in suggesting that structure preservation turns off at the stem 
level, so that word-level rules can create allophones (CHAPTER 11: THE PHONEME). 
And finally, in the 1nost radical of her proposals, she argued that n1any \vord
level rules show a syndrome all their own. They are non-cyclic, do not obey the 
strict cycle condition (and thus can apply within a single morpheme), apply behveen 
stems and level I suffixes, but are unable to see "'Ord-level affixes. Finally, they 
do not apply between words, so that they cannot be phrase level. One of her more 
familiar exan1ples uses Harris's (1989) Belfast Dentalization, a process where 
coronal consonants are realized as dentals before [r) or [ar). The process is not 
structure preserving, as it produces dentals '"hich alternate in variable fashion 
\vith alveolars and are not separate phonemes. These dentals, however, are only 
produced morpheme-internally (butter) or before [(a)r] introduced by a stein-level 
suffix (elementary). The rule does not apply between an alveolar and an [r) in a 
\vord-level suffix (jitter), nor in the next '"ord (foot rest), the latter fact indicat
ing that Dentalization cannot be post-lexical . For Borowsky, Belfast DentaJization 
is a \vord-level rule that cannot see \vord-level morphology. It shov,'s its word
level nature by applying in non-derived environments (butter) and by producing 
the novel dental segments. Because of \vork like Kiparsky and Boro\vsky cited 
here, Ricardo Bermudez-Otero (personal con1munication) suggests that it is n1ore 
sensible to talk about a stem syndrome than a lexical syndrome. 

Such examples point to the difficulties the theory begins to encounter once the 
boundaries benveen lexical and post-lexical characteristics begin to break do"'n. 
Is the non-structure-preserving nattrre of Dentalization enough to categorize it as 
a '"ord-level rule (Boro,vsky), or is its inability to apply before word-level affixes 
enough to categorize it as sten1 level, requiring the rejection of structure preserva
tion as criteria! of the stem level? The latter is the tack taken by Bermudez-Otero 
and McMahon (2006), "'ho go on to argue that the 'vhole notion of structure 
preservation '"as never \veil defined and that \\re are well rid of it within any 
theory that adopts Richness of the Base. 

Another example of refinement rather than rejection is Kai.sse (1990). Kaisse 
did not deny that the original class of post-lexical rules referred to by Kiparsky 
and l'v!ohanan is exceptionless, i.e. that there are no listed lexical items that fail 
to undergo the1n. Rather, it drew attention to a different sort of syntax-sensitive 
post-lexical rule which \Vas, ill its own way, cyclic, exception-bearing, and sub
ject to the J.exical syndrom.e. One of Kaisse's examples is the Rhythm Rule of 
English, the process \Vhich repels clashing pitch accents in phrases like ,tl1irteen 
'people. The rule is clearly post-lexical, as the stresses in the independent "'Ords 
thir'teen and 'people sho\v. Yet it has many individual lexical exceptions in the 
forn1s of \Vords that '"'ill not retract their accents in clash: in' tense, o'bese, and 
1nany other "'ords do not participate in the Rhythm Rule. Kaisse attempted to 
divide post-lexical rules into t"'O strata, the first of which (Pl) contained more 
grammaticalized rules like the Rhythm Rule, 'vhile the second (P2) "'as the home 
of the classical post-lexical rule. Hayes (1990) \Vas an alternative proposal for 
dealing \Vith non-\vord-bounded rules that exhibited some of the characteristics 
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of lexical rules, again \vith the intention of supporting the general notion of a 
lexical rule syndrome. 

On the other hand, Kiparsky's (1993) attack on the Strict Cycle Condition (\vlucl1 
he terms "Non-Derived Envirorunent Blocking"; NDEB) as a characteristic of only 
lexical rules is quite devastating, and leads us to conclude that \Ve still have not 
really understood this phenomenon, \Vhich has vexed phonologists since Kiparsky 
discovered it in the early 1970s. Perhaps the best-known example of NDEB, first 
introduced by Ki.parsky (1973), is assibilation in Finnish. The rule turns /t/ to [s] 
before [i) either across morpheme boundaries (/tilat+i/ -4 (tilasi] 'ordered') or 
•vhen the [i) is derived by another phonological rule, such as raising of final /e/ 
to [i] /vete/ -4 veti -4 (vesi] '\vater (NOM sc)'. It is blocked 'vi.thin a morpheme, 
such as [tila] 'order'. This example is already problematical, Kiparsky (1993) argues, 
since assibilation is fed by the •vord-Jevel rule of raising and thus 111ust itself be 
word level. NDEB had other,vise been thought to affect only cyclic processes, and 
cyclic processes are supposedly restricted to the stem level. Even \vorse, Kiparsky 
sho\vs that the Vedic Sanskrit rule that retroflexes /s/ after /r/, /u/, /k/, and 
/ii shows strong NDEB effects, but applies between 'vords. Kiparsky concludes 
that NDEB is not a property of any particular level - it does not lend support to 
the idea of a lexical syndro111e. Ivlost recently, \IVolf (2008) has argued that NDEB 
effects are best modeled in an optin1ality-theoretic n1odel with candidate chains 
that permits the interleaving of phonological and morphological operations. 

Hyman's (1993) discovery of two tone rules in Dagbani, 'vhich are both post
lexical and have the same domain of application, yet \vhi.ch differ in whether they 
are structure preserving - in this case, in whether they are or are not pern1itted 
to create a contour tone - seems to us to be a. clear demonstration that structure 
preservation cannot be absolutely predicted on the basis of the component in 'vhich 
a rule applies. But this is one of those cases '"hi.ch \Vere so difficult to find; it took 
a decade of research 'vithin the model to uncover a cow1terexample of this type. 
Hy111an's example could sin1ply be taken as evidence that structure preservation, 
though generally predictable on the basis of a process's domain, may some
times need to be stipulated. Note also that the claim of LPM was that lexical (in 
particular, stem-level) rules could not create novel segments and structures. The 
claim was never that post-lexical rules could not, accidentally, happen to create 
structures that obeyed structure preservation. Hyman's exan1ple is therefore more 
a cou.nterexample to Kaisse's (1990) claim that structure preservation is to be 
found in syntax-sensitive (Pl) rules and not in across-the-board (P2) rules. 

Odden's (1993) discovery of a demonstrably lexical glide formation rule in 
Mattunbi that must have access to the syntactic structure and phonological 
characteristics of surrounding words is highly problematical for the general 
organization of phonology proposed •vi.thin LPM. But the case is extremely unusual 
and complex; again, it is not the sort of thing phonologists run into more than 
once or twice in a career. 

Cyclicity has perhaps received the most attention fro1n later theoreticians and 
is the subject of a full chapter in this Companion (CHAPTER 85: CYCLICITY). Within 
rnonostratal Optimality Theory, cyclic appl ication has been rejected in favor 
of various sorts of output-output faithfulness constraints, paradigm uniformity 
constraints, or constraints favoring "uniform exponence," where the allomorphs 
of a morpheme differ as little as possible. And, as mentioned earlier, even within 
contemporary strata I theories, some authors deny even that level I shows true 
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cyclic derivations. Rather, the concept of fake cyclicity (see Collie 2008 for a revie\11) 
ensures that all stem-level outputs are listed in long-term memory rather than 
derived online. Stem-level phonological generalizations sunply express typical 
but not exceptionless static relations behveen a base and its derivative. Collie 
argues that this is the only \vay to handle the fact that the preservation of relative 
prominence under embedding in English is gradient and less likely to occur 
the more frequent the derivative is in relation to its base. So for instance, the 
pron1inence-preserving position of pre-tonic stress in E,lizn'bethan is a consequence 
of faithfub1ess to the listed forn1 E'lizabe/11. The variable Jack of faithfulness 
behveen the possible pronunciation ,antici'pation (with secondary stress on the 
first rather than the second syllable) and the related form nn' ticipate results 
from the possibility that anticipation is accessed "'hole rather than deco1nposed 
into con1ponent 1norphemes and derived via cyclic application of stress. 'vVe will 
again encounter this relationship between the frequency of a derived word and 
the likelihood that it is accessed whole rather than having its affixes stripped off 
\11hen we discuss affix ordering in the next section. 

3 The interaction of morphology and phonology 
in LPM 

We think it is safe to say that the morphological side of the LPlvl model \11as 
ahvays weaker than the phonological side. One of the n1ost attractive, if doon1ed, 
features of the LPM n1odel \Vas an attempt to unify apparent generalizations 
about the phonology of cohering (also kno,vn as stern level, level I, or +-boundary) 
affixes, their morphological behavior (especially their triggering of cyclic rule 
application), and their linear order. Such affixes \vere opposed to the non-cohering 
(\11ord level, level II, or #-boundary) affixes. Unfortunately, the strong position 
adopted by LPM has turned out to be readily falsifiable. LPM adopts and elaborates 
the level ordering (or "affix ordering") hypothesis of Siegel (1979). This hypotl1esis, 

first made on the basis of English, claims that cohering affixes \Vil! occur close to 
the root, \Vhile non-cohering affixes '"ill ahvays occur outside the cohering ones. 
In other \Vords, level I affixes cannot attach to a \\'Ord to \Vhich a level II affix 
has already been attached. Thus, according to Siegel, Kiparsky (1982), and other 
LPM work, the non-existence of words like *happi#ness+al or *sing#er+ous comes 
from the fact that they contain a word formed \vith a non-cohering affix (#ness, 
#er) to \11hich a cohering affix (+al, +ous) has been affixed. Affix ordering pernlits 
words like person+al+ity, since both +al and +ity are level I suffixes. The word 
danger+ous#ness is also fine, since it contains a level I suffix followed by a level II 
su ffix. And some words with strings of level II suffixes are also fine: seam#less#ly, 
seam#less#ness. The correlation "'ith phonology is that all the affixes starting from 
the stem out,vard to the first non-cohering affix should form part of the visible 
input to level I lexical phonological rules, "'hile all of the affixes starting from 
the first non-cohering affix outward \Vill not be the trigger or target of any such 
rule, and \viii only undergo post-lexical n.lles. 

Table 94.2 shows the \vorkings of the lexical module as it \Vas devised for 
English, modified slightly from the diagram found in Kiparsky (1982: 133). The 
double-headed arro\11 symbolizes the potential passing of forn1s back and forth 
fron1 the morphology to the phonology as n1ore n1orphen1es are added. 
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Table 94.2 The lexical module for English 

Level l (stem level) 

Level JI (word level) 

!vforphology 

+-boundary inflection and 
derivation, zero derivation 
of nouns from verbs 

#-boundary derivation 
and compounding, zero 
derivation of verbs from 
nouns, most inflection 

Phonology 

stress rules, trochaic 
shortening, velar softening, 
sonorant syUabilication, etc. 

com.pound stress 

In this n1odel, morphological operations occur one affix at a tin1e. Each time 
an affix is added at level I, the form is passed to the level I phonology, "'hich 
applies to the string as it is currently concatenated . The form is then passed back 
to the morphology at that same level, over to the phonology again, and so on 
until all level I affixes for that \vord are added. Cyclic application (Chomsky and 
Halle 1968) results from this interleaving of phonological and n1orphological 
operations at level I. Then the form passes on to level IL In English, it appears 
that all the cyclic phonological rules apply at level I. To illustrate the segregation 
of morphological operations into levels and the concomitant applicability of 
certain phonological rules only to strings created at that level, consider a point 
about the zero derivation of nouns from verbs vs. that of verbs from nouns n1ade 
in Kiparsky (1982). When nouns are derived from verbs with final stress, they 
often preserve final stress as a secondary prominence but add a penultimate, 
primary stress, as befits a noun. Thus \ve find noun/verb pairs such as 'con.,vict 
from con'vicl, and 'lor,111ent fro1n ,tor'nzent. In a derivational theory such as LPM, 
one \.vould say that nouns are zero-derived from verbs at level I, and are thus 
subject to another cycle of the stress rules after that affixation occurs. H:owever, 
Kiparsky argues, the zero derivation of verbs from nouns takes place at level II. 
Since the stress rules of English do not apply at level II, the stress does not 
change in denominal verbs like to 'pattern ("to ,pa.l'lern), even though prin1ary 
verbs ending in two consonants receive final stress. Thus '""e could say that 
deverbal -0 is a l.evel I suffix '"hile denominal -0 is level II.' 

But the affix ordering hypothesis makes incorrect predictions, certainly for 
English. Problems '"ith the level ordering of affixes had been recognized as 
early as Aronoff (1976). Best known from the beginning were cases •vhere affix 
ordering proves to be too strong a theory, ruling out combinations that actually 
occur, such as #ment+al (governmental) and #iz+ation (neutralization). The suffixes 
-111ent and -ize are stress-neutral, and hence non-cohering, as '.vitnessed by forms 
like 'governrn.ent, \vith stress in the same position as its source verb and no stress 
on its heavy penult, and 'nzarginalize, with stress four syllables fron1 the end 
of the \\'Ord. But -al and -a.lion are stress affecting, and hence cohering. Bracket
ing paradoxes li.ke un#gra111111atical+ity, re#organiz+ation, and. many others have 
demonstrated that the affix ordering hypothesis undergenerates. For instance, 

1 Kiparsky (1983) modified this analysis on the basis of a wider dataset, making it more complex in 
the process; we use the possibly oversimplified version for illustration. 
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in ungramniaticality, level I -ity should attach before level II un-, and yet 1111- attaches 
to adjectives (like grmnmatical) and not to nouns. 

Equally telling is Fabb's (1988) demonstration that the affix ordering hypothesis 
is too 'veak and overgenerates. Fabb notes that affix ordering restrictions accoiu1t 
for only a small percen tage of the sequences of affixes that don't occur in English. 
He lists 43 common affixes in English. If there v1ere no strata! affix ordering, '"e 
might expect around 600 grammatical co1nbinations of these affixes by sin1ply 
making sure that affixes that select for a particular part of speech are combined 
only with that part of speech, and that the particular stress require1nents of the 
affixes like deverbal -al are met. \'\Tith affix ordering, 've can pare the expected 
number do,vn to 459 combinations. But English "'Ords actually contain only about 
50 pairs of suffixes. The 1nain reason is that 28 of the common suffixes never com
bine \Vith another suffix. Six suffLxes combine with only one suffix; for instance 
- ic only attaches to unsuffixed sten1s or words (comic, metallic) or to the suffix 
-isl (modernistic). Six other suffixes are semi-productive: noun-selecting -al, for 
instance, combines with three cohering and non-cohering affixes -ion, -nient, and 
-or. Only -able, deverbal -er, and -ness show no selectional restrictions beyond part 
of speech. 

Plag (1996, 1999) sho,.vs that even Fabb's restrictions are inadequate. First, 
Fabb's treatment gives no obvious reasons why suffixes should fall into the 
combinatorial classes they do. And critically, there are more restrictions on the 
combinations of English suffixes than are covered by Fabb's observations. 
These restrictions extend to non-cohering suffixes as well. Plag de1nonstrates 
that sen1antic, phonological, morphological, and syntactic selectional restrictions 
must be stated on individual suffixes' combinations with stems and other affixes. 
Once these are stated, both level ordering and Fabb-style lists of combinatorial 
restrictions become superfluous. Consider for instance the verb-forming suffix 
-en. It can only attach to n1onosyllabic bases, as in bla.cken vs. •maroonen. It 
immediately follo\VS that -en will fall into the class of affixes that cannot attach 
to anotl1er affix, since an affixed base 'vould already have at least nvo syllables. 
Its behavior is thus explained 'vithout additional need for level order or lists 
of what suffixes it can combine 'vith. Additional insights can chip a\vay further 
at the otherwise unexplained list of suffixes \vhich ca1u1ot attach outside of any 
suffix. For instance, that list contains five deverbal noun-fanning suffixes: -a.ge, 
-al, -ance, -menf, and -y. If these 'vere to attach to already suffixed 'vords, they 
'vould have to attach to 'vords ending in one of the verb-forming suffixes of 
English, namely -ate, -ify, -ize, and the already accounted for -en. But affixation 
onto these first three suffixes is "base-driven" in Plag's terminology: -ifiJ requires 
the suffix-particular allon1orph -ication (as in classification), -ize requires -ation, 
and -ate requires -ion. These very specific base-driven requireolents again make 
superfluous any statements about the affixes that cannot attach to other affixes, 
let alone the strata! membership of those affixes. 

Hay (2002) and Hay and Plag (2004) take one further step in the advance
n1ent of our understanding of '"hat controls affix ordering. They criticize Plag's 
earlier work because of a certain residual arbitrariness. Are there not any under
lying principles behind the individual suffix- and base-driven restrictions that he 
notes? For this they utilize Hay's Complexity-based Ordering, \vhich states that 
affixes that are easily parsed out of derived words 1nust occur outside affixes 
that are not easily parsed. The likeW1ood of a derived \\'Ord being accessed as 
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one unit or instead parsed into base and affix depends on the relative frequency 
of the '"hole word to its parts. For instance, government is more likely to be left 
unparsed into con1ponent parts than is discernment, because government is n1ore 
frequent than govern, while discern is more frequent than discernment. Therefore 
there is nothing wrong "'ith a formation like governmental, while discernmental is 
ill formed. This is because -n1ent is not easily parsed out of govern111en. t and so can 
be follo\ved by -al. But -n1.ent is easily parsed out of discernrnent so it cannot be 
follo\ved by -al. 

The inevitable conclusion fron1 the combined work of Aronoff, Fabb, Plag, and 
Hay is that the affix ordering hypothesis must be rejected, at least for English,2 
and with it, that part of LPM that rests upon it. 

A strong trend in the mid-1980s to early 1990s '"as the attempt to replace 
phonology's direct access to morphological struchue with access to prosodic 
structure based on n1orphology but not identical to it. lnkelas (1993) and Booij 
and Lieber (1993) argue that it is possible to mai.ntain a version of LPM, sub
stituting prosodic groupings that need not be isomorphic with morphology. 
For instance, in Korean (Kang 1992) and Polish (Booij and Rubach 1984) prefixes 
are independent morphological '"ords. In Polish, no lexical phonological rules apply 
between prefix and stem, there is always a syllable boundary in that position, and 
the rules of Lowering and Vowel Deletion cannot be made to operate properly 
unless prefixes are treated as '"ords. Truckenbrodt's \vork on the phonology
syntax interface (2002, 2007) is a logical outgro\vth of the Inkelas (1993) and Booij 
and Lieber (1993) approacl1es, and shows how the variable phrasing of \Vords into 
post-lexical prosodic groupings can be acllieved using the tools of Opti1nality 
Theory. As with morphology, a strict translation of syntactic structure i.nto 
phonological structure does not seem to be adequate. 

In contrast to their rejection of the affix ordering hypothesis, both Fabb (1988) 
and Aronoff and Sridhar (1987) continued to believe in another tenet of level 
ordering, nan1ely that the \vord boundary and n1orpheme boundary affixes 
could be sorted into two coherent groups on tl1e basis of their phonological 
behavior, just as had been claimed in Chomsky and Halle (1968) and in LPM. 
The +-boundary suffixes '"ere available to rules of stress assigrunent -both those 
assigning stress and those choosing which of these would be the prin1ary stress; 
they were available for syllabification so that the vo,vel-initial ones could bleed 
Sonorant Syllabification (hinder, hinder#ing, but hindrance); and their content '"as 
visible to Trochaic Shortening. We are not a\vare of many discussions that place 
this claim under the scrutiny that the affix ordering hypothesis has received. 
And indeed, a recent instnunental study by Sugahara and Turk (2009) continues 
to assun1e this segregation, '"orking upon prosodic structure rather than directly 
on morphological structure. Sugahara and Turk find support for a distinction 
among affix types. Their study investigated whether differences in \VOrd-internal 
morphology is reflected in durational differences of monomorphemic stems, 
stems before level I suffixes and stems before level II suffixes in Scottish English. 
They hypothesize that the base to \Vhich a level II suffix is attached must be 
a prosodic "'Ord and thus '"ill be temporally longer than a level I base. In slo'" 
speech, they found stem-final rhymes followed by level II suffixes were longer 

2 \Ve do not know if arguments like Fabb's go through for languages with highly productive agglu
tinati\'e Sltffixatic>n_, s11 ch as Turkish. 
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than corresponding strings in monomorphemic \VOrds, and even longer than 
stem-final rhymes follo'\'ed by level I suffixes. Their results are consistent with a 
n1odel where sten1s preceding level II suffixes are n1apped onto prosodic "'ords. 
Of course, given the exigencies of a rigorous experin1ental setting, Sugahara 
and Turk \vere only able to test a small subset of affixes. To represent level Il, 
they used only the inflectional suffixes -s, past tense -ed, and -ing. Level I was 
represented by -ance, -ence, -ent, and adjective-forming -al. Thus their results '"ill 
need to be extended to many 1nore affixes before it can be concluded that there 
are coherent sets of level I and of level II affixes in English. 

The question is ho'v far one should go bet"1een holding out for two well
segregated groups of affixes, and losing the generalizations and possible predictions 
that follo\v from some such grouping (albeit \Vith exceptions). Raffelsiefen (2004), 
for instance, allO\\'S each affix to invoke its own constraint ranking, so that every 
affi.-x is in effect its own class. Note, ho,vever, that this work does not necessarily 
cast doubt on the lexical syndrome, because it is not concerned with operations 
\Vithin the syntax, only \Vithin the morphology-phonology nexus. 

4 The lasting legacy of lexicalisrn 

In the first section of this chapter, \Ve suggested that LPM had not been entirely 
disproved or abandoned, but on the contrary that many of its earlier adherents 
continue to recognize its advantages and achieve1nents. Ho,vever, rather than 
remaining as part of a single, self-contained theoretical approach, these positive 
aspects of LPM have typically become integrated into ne,¥er models, or have 
led to innovative '"ays of addressing phonological problems. This final section 
addresses the legacy of LPM in more detail; in particular, \Ve have chosen to 
focus on its contributions to the understanding of phonological change, opacity, 
and the phonetics-phonology interface. We \¥ill also illustrate the operation of 
a version of Optimality Theory that incorporates levels, sho,ving h(nv it draws 
on aspects of LPM to handle some forms of opacity '"hich otherwise create 
difficulties for OT. 

4.1 Diachrony 
While standard generative phonology did invoke an interaction bet"1een sound 
changes and phonological rules, this was not especially \\1ell motivated, and 
was difficult to integrate \Vith the architecture of the n1odel. While there was a 
n1echanis1n for introducing new rules into the gramn1ar through "rule addition" 
(King 1969), rules cou.ld only be added at the bottom of the J.ist of ordered 
rules, and there \Vas no clear '"ay of allo\ving those then to percolate up into the 
grammar and hence alter the underlying representation. In turn, this led to the 
notorious difficulty that the order of rule applications tended to reflect the order 
of operation of sound changes, and hence to recapitulate history; this was one of 
the n1ore powerfLll factors influ.encing the abstractness of underlying representa
tions, or at least enabling them to be particularly abstract, and hence not a reason 
for recommending the model. 

The strata! architecture of LPM and the properties of the lexical syndrome 
solve both these problen1s. For one thing (as argued by McMahon 2000), it is 
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simply not possible both to adhere to the tenets of LPM and to construct maxim
ally abstract representations and strings of rules recapitulating history. Instead, 
we must accept that the fonn of a sound change and of the phonological rule 
that derives from it n1ay be radically different. l'vlcl'vlahon (2000) suggests that 
the historical Great Vo,vel Shift, for instance, has been restructured into hvo 
modern English phonological rules, one for Jax vov1els and one for tense ones, 
both fed by a set of independently motivated tensing and ]axing rules, and hence 
applying in derived environn1ents on.ly. Of course, it is an open question whether 
or not one 1night '.vish to n1aintain the existence of a ru.le or process or constraint 
to generate alternations which might equally "'ell be lexically stored; the point is 
that if '""e are to do so, '''e cannot maintain that underlying forms are unchanged 
since Chaucer, and that the shape of a sound change precisely dictates the form 
of its derived and productive phonological rule. 

Moreover, once LPM al.lo"'ed phonologists to depart from the assumptions 
of identity behveen sound changes and phonological rules, and of the essentially 
static nature of underlying representations, there "'as a \Velcome freedom to explore 
the ways in which sound changes could in fact enter the gramn1ar and continue 
to develop through time. Labov (1981), while strictly speaking pre-dating LPM, 
introduces the idea of two sorts of phonological rules, mapping on to t\vo types 
of sound changes, whid1 respectively folJO"' Neograrnmarian principles and spread 
gradually through lexical diffusion. Kiparsky (1988) and Harris (1989) develop 
this then1e, making explicit the relationship beh.veen Neogrammarian changes 
and post-lexical phonological rules, and bet\veen lexically diffusing changes and 
lexical rules. Ho,.vever, Harris also develops the argun1ent further, arguing that 
post-lexical rules may become lexical over tiroe. Harris (1989) focuses on /re/
tensing, '''hich in a range of varieties of English gives a Jax vowel in tap, bath, 
n1.anner, ladde1·, but a tense one, albeit variably realized, in pass, path, man, manning, 
·man hours. Ho\vever, \vhile /ae/-tensing applies before anterior nasals and anterior 
voiceless fricatives in Philadelphia, it also applies before voiced stops in New 
York, and additionally before /I/ and voiced fricatives in Belfast. Harris traces 
this phonological process to an earlier, automatic, phonetic change, operating in 
a hierarchy of environments '"hich have been phonologized differently in different 
dialects. It is also clearly no\v a lexical rule, being lexically selective and sensitive 
to morphological information. This analysis, supported for example by l'vlcMal1on's 
(2000) parallel account of the development of the Scottish Vo�vel Length Rule 
through phonologization of the familiar low-level English lengthening process 
before voiced consonants, establishes that post-lexical rules may begin to diffuse, 
and n1ay then progressively acquire more properties of the lexical syndrome. In 
due course, as rules percolate up through the lexicon from level II to level I and 
becoro.e increasingly idiosyncratic, they may cease to be productive altogether, 
instead triggering changes in the underlying representations, which themselves 
become more dynamic and changeable, and hence also less abstract. 

There are hvo important consequences of the dynamic architecture of LPM, and 
crucially the lexical syndron1e. First, it sharpens the focus on different dialects, 
,,vhich become important repositories of data on intermediate stages in the cycle 
from sound change to post-lexical rule to lexical rule to lexical restructuring. 
Furthermore, it legitimates a new interest in sound change and in ho"' changes 
become rules, \Vhich has had a wider impact on linguistics. In theoretical terms, 
this developn1ent raises the question of whether it is the job of a formal linguistic 
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theory to explain or account for change, and to "'hat extent that should be the 
case (see McMahon 2003, 2007; Bermudez-Otero 2007a). If '"e are to evaluate 
linguistic n1odels partly on the basis that good ones ought to allow us to 1nodel 
a trajectory from change to synchronic process, this raises questions both about 
the nature of change and about the nature of theory, and understandably these 
continue to be controversial issues. For example, Hale (2007) explicitly excludes 
these longer-term trajectories of change from the purvie\v of forn1al linguistics, 
which is taken to be concerned only \vith the modeling of intergenerational 
changes in the gran1mar. On the other hand, n1odeling change has been taken 
very seriously in Optimality Theory, which also has a relevant mechanism in the 
shape of constraint reordering, and which in its strata! form shares architectural 
characteristics \Vith LPM. It is interesting to note that the papers in Holt (2003), 
which despite the title are really almost all about phonology, quite often refer to 
LPM as "'ell as to OT. 

4.2 Phonetics and phonology 
While the distinction between the lexicon and the post-lexicon is vitally in1port
ant in modeling the hvo types of sound change originally envisaged by Labov 
(1981), and the possible diachronic transition behveen them, the bipartite struc
ture of LPM also reconceptualizes the interplay bet"'een phonetics and phonology. 
McMahon et al. (1994) argue for a gestural model, as in Articulatory Phonology 
(Bro\vman and Goldstein 1992; see also CBAl'TER 5: THE ATOMS OF PHONOLOGICAL 
REPRESENTATIONS), which allows straightforward and perhaps explanatory 1nodel
i.ng of phonetic processes and phonetically induced sound changes. They propose 
that this gestural account should be integrated into LPM, allowing different 
constraints to operate on the manipulation of gestures in the lexical component, 
and hence allowing some less restricted phonological processes than \vould 
otherwise be compatible with a gestural n1odel. There is interesting support for 
this conclusion from studies of connected speech processes, where Holst and 
Nolan (1995) and Nolan et al. (1996), for instance, argue that not all such processes 
can be modeled simply as gestural overlap. Ho\vever, this does not mean that 
lexical processes are phonological \vhile post-lexical ones are phonetic; instead, 
it arguably begins to break do\vn the distinction behveen phonetics and phonology, 
reintroducing the important category of language-specific phonetic processes, \vhich 
form an important bridge between universal phonetics and language-specific 
phonology. 

Again, this shift to\vard a more dynamic interaction benveen phonetics and 
phonology has t\vo unportant consequences, this ti.me partly n1ethodological. If 
processes which might once have been relegated to phonetics are increasingly 
seen as language-specific and phonological, then methods previously restricted 
to phonetic investigation become extendable to the exploration of phonological 
issues. It might not be too far-fetched to see this as a contributory motivation 
(though obviously not the only one) for the establishment of laboratory phonology. 
Secondly, and again looking for"'ard to the development of Optimality Theory, 
there is considerable ongoing debate about \vhether constraints are all, or should 
all be, essentially phonetically grounded. Flemming (2001, 2004) proposes a 
unified theory of phonetics and phonology, in \Vhich constraints are functionally 
n1otivated; this links the current section to the previous one, as it introduces a 
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further option for explanation of changes and of their offspring, synchronic 
phonological consequences, this tune in the form of constrau1ts. Overall, this 'vork 
causes us to re-evaluate the relationship bet"•een phonetics and phonology, or 
even to ask whether there is a distinction, and reintroduces concepts of gradience 
discussed far earlier by Kiparsky, for instance. Although the overall framev;-ork 
has moved on, and these discussions are no longer held within LPM as such, 
\ve again contend that the structure of LPM, and the dynamic possibilities it 
opened up, have enabled and encouraged such questions to be asked, and have 
sharpened our expectations of phonological (and phonetic) theory. 

4.3 Strata[ Optimality Theory 

In this section so far, we have focused on aspects of LPM '"'luch do not translate 
directly into 1nost current phonological models, though they have profoundly 
influenced the "'ays phonologists do their "'Ork and the expectations they have 
of their models and tools. However, there is one case m \vhich direct structural 
mfluence from LPM feeds a current debate vtithin Optilnality Theory. In the 
last decade or so, several proposals have been offered for a theory of LPM-OT 
(Kiparsky 2000), Derivational OT (Rubach 2000), and Strata! OT (Bermudez-Otero, 
forthcoming). While they may differ in their details, these theories have in 
common the adoption of the mdependent stem, \vord, and phrase levels of LPM. 
Otherwise they adopt most of the architecture of Optilnality Theory - most 
notably, ranked violable constraiJ1ts rather than language-specific ordered rules. 
The main justifications for a strata! OT are its ability to deal with opacity and 
cyclicity, and its adoption of the division of levels, which has fot.uid much support 
across languages and analytic frame,vorks. Proponents argue that a theory with 
the lilnited derivational capacity of levels is able to handle the very kinds of 
opacity that are attested, while opacity has been of persistent difficulty for purely 
parallel versions of Optin1ality Theory. (Capturmg the lexical syndron1e has not 
been a particular goal of these strata) OTs.) The reader is directed to McCarthy 
(2007) and references therem for discussion of ho\v to describe opaque processes 
\vithin OT. Generally, those OT theorists who support fully parallel evaluation 
argue that not all opacity can be described usmg strata, certainly not if the analysis 
is lilnited to strata that are mdependently motivated by the morphology. 

A silnple example from a dialect of Spanish will illustra.te ho"' strata[ organ
ization can be used to treat a certam kmd of opacity and to capture a cyclic effect. 
Kaisse (2009) discusses a process m Spanish that is responsible for the realization 
of underlying /s/ as [h) m codas. In the Rio Negro dialect of Argentu1a, this 
process, kno,.vn as "Aspiration," is transparent \.vitl1in morphemes and bet\.veen 
morphemes, btlt it overapplies when one '"'ord ends in an t.u1.derlying /s/ and 
the next \vord begms with a vowel. 

(3) /kas+a/ [ka.sa] house+FEM SG 'house' 
/kasp+a/ [kah.pa] dandruff+ FEM SG 'dandruff' 

I des+kren1+ad+a/ [deh.kre.ma.oa I NF.G+crearn+Prt.+ 'non-fat' 
PE1'1 SG 

I des+arm+ar I [de.sar.mar) NEG+arm+INF 'to disarm' 
/los##oxo+s/ [lo.ho.xoh) the (MASC PL) 'the eyes' 

eye+MASC PL 
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In parallel OT, the opaque form [lo.ho.xoh] contains a gratuitous faithfulness 
violation, the first [h], which is not in a coda yet not faithful to the underlying 
/s/. TI1e solution in a derivational fran1ework \Vould sm1ply be that there is a 
cycle, \vith Aspiration follo'"ing syllabification at the stem and "'Ord level but 
preceding (re)syllabification at the phrase level. 

Kaisse shO\VS that this example does not yield easily to a Sympathy analysis 
(the solution to most opacity in OT at the time the paper was \vritten, in the early 
2000s). Ho\\'ever, independently n1otivated lexical vs. phrasal strata provide a 
limited type of serial derivation, which allows the output of the lexical stratum 
to forn1 the input to the phrase level. VVe first derive [de.sar.mar ],3 [Joh], and 
[o.xoh] as outputs of the "'Ord-level evaluation, sho"'n in the first tableau in (4). 
The second tableau then sho,vs ho'v these outputs become the ne'" inputs to the 
phrase level. 

(4) Word-level derivntional OT tableau 

I des+annar I ONSET : *sJc00,, 
' 

a. des.ar.mar ., ' • . ' ' ' 
� ... b. de.sar .u1.ar ' ' 

c. deh.ar.n1ar . , ' ' ' 
' 

d. de.har.mar ' ' 

/los/ ONSET ; *slcooA 
a. los ' ., ' ' . 

... b. loh ' ' 

/oxos/ ONSET ; ''s lcooA ' 
a. o.xos • ' ., ' ' ' 

..,. b. o.xoh • ' ' ' 

. 
A:NCHOR(Rt,a,L) : lDENT(pl) 

' ' ' ' • ' ' ' 
' ' • ' 

* ' ' . , ' 

. 
ANCHOR(Rt,a,L) : IDENT(pl) 

. ' ' ' ' ' • ' 

A:NCHOR(Rt,a,L) : lDENT(pl) 
' ' ' ' ' ' * ' . 

At the phrasal level, the outputs [loh] and [o.xoh] are strung together, and it 
becomes possible to fulfill the onset constraint by violating ANCHOR(Rt), the 
constrai.nt which favors a coincidence of syllable boundaries "'i.th the edges of 
morphemes. The opacity emerges naturally from the tableau, because the input 
form for /os already has /h/. There is no gratuitous faithfulness violation, as there 
vvas in the parallel OT derivation. 

' Spanish prefixes, like those of Korean and Polish discussed in §3, act in some ways Like inde
pendent words, with their consonants initially syllabifying into codas regardless of the identity of the 
following root-initial segment. Harris and Kaisse (1999) present derivational analyses of Rio Negro 
Arger1tinian Spanisl1 that sho\v that this separate syllabificatio11 occurs early, at the stem level, and is 
overridden by resyl.labification between prefix and vowel-initial stem at the word level. Aspiration 
in Rio Negro is not a sten1-le\rel process - it tl1rns on at the \vord level. Tl1erefore, the /s/ in d1.'-st1r11111r 
does not aspirate in Rio Negro. 
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(5) Phrase-level derivational OT tableau� 

/loh##o.xoh/ ONSET : *slcoDA ' 
a. loh.o.xoh . , ' . ' 

' 
... b . lo.ho.xoh ' ' . 

c. Jos.o.xoh . , ' ' • ' 
' 

d. lo.so.xoh ' ' 

5 Conclusion 

ANCHOR(Rt,cr,L) : !DENT(pl) 
' ' ' 
' 

• ' ' 
' ' • ' 

• 
' ' • 1 ' 

We have shov,rn in this chapter that elements of Lexical Phonology and Morpho
logy were either overstated or disproved by later data, and that not all aspects 
of the model can or should be integrated into later fran1e\vorks. Nonetheless, 
the perennia l LPN! concerns with the interaction of phonology '"ith n1orphology 
and syntax, and w·ith the concepts of opacity and cyclicity, may be recast in 
optimality-theoretic terms in current strata!, LPM-OT analyses. Much more 
unportantly, the en1pirical phenomena '"hich LPM highlighted and legitimized 
continue to forn1 a central part of the debate. 
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95 Loanword Phonology 

YOONJUNG KANG 

1 Introduction 

"Loan,vords" are vvords borrowed fron1 one language to another. These borrowed 
•vords usuaUy undergo "adap tation" processes to conforn1 to the structural con
straints of the borro'''ing language phonology. Such adaptation affects all facets 
of phonological structure, reflecting the segn1ental, phonotactic, suprasegmental, 
and morphophonological restrictions of the borrowing language. The patterns that 
emerge in loanword adaptation often reveal aspects of native speakers' know
ledge that are not necessarily obvious in data of the native language and, as a result, 
loan"1ord data can inform our analysis of the native phonology (Hyman 1970; 
Holden 1976; Ahn and Iverson 2004; Kawahara 2008; Wetzels 2009; Chang, forth
conling, among others). In this respect, loanword adaptation can be considered 
a real-life l..Y11g test (Berka 1958) which can enable us to probe into the gran1mat
ical knowledge of speakers in ways that native data alone cannot. Conversely, 
however, such emergent patterns in loanvvord adaptation present a learnability 
puzzle (cf. Broselow 2009): if a loan"rord pattern is underdetern1ined by the native 
phonology, vvhere does the pattern come from? Also, what type of representation 
does the adaptation process refer to as it searches for licit forms in the borrow
ing language that m.ost closely match the foreign 1.angu.age input? Is it an abstract 
phonological representation, a detailed phonetic representation, or a combination 
of the two? Are there any universal preferences for certain types of repair over 
others (e.g. epenthesis over deletion, or retention of a vocalic feattue over a 
consonantal feature)? These are some of the major recurring questions in recent 
studies in loa.11"rord phonology and we "'ill address them in this chapter. 

This chapter is organized as follovvs. §2 examines various types of emergent pat
terns in loanword adaptation \vhich pose a potential learnability puzzle, as \vell 
as examining proposed explanations for such emergent patterns. §3 provides a 
survey of instances of segmental adaptation and the levels of representation they 
refer to. §4 examines phonotactic adaptat.i.ons.1 

1 Tllere is a gro,,•ing bod}' of research on suprasegn\er1taJ adapt.ation, \Vhicl'I is J\Ot deal.t witll io 
this chapter due to limitations of space. Readers should refer to Y. Kang (2010) for a recent review of 
thjs topic. 
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Research on loan,vord phonology intensified with the advent of constraint-based 
models of phonology, such as the theory of Constraints and Repair Strategies 
(Paradis 1988) and Optimality Theory (Prince and Smolensky 1993) in particular, 
largely due to their use of output constraints "'hich could motivate the adapta
tion process even "'hen particular processes themselves had no precedents in 
the native phonology (Yip 1993; Paradis and LaCharite 1997; Broselovv 1999; 
Jacobs and Gussenhoven 2000). In addition, the principle of Richness of the Base 
i.n Optimality Theory naturaUy aJlo,vs for, and perhaps even requires, an analysis 
of novel input forms \vhich are not attested in native learning data (cf. Smolensky 
1996), making the theory more arnenable to the study of loan,vord adaptation 
phenomena. However, it has also been noted that constraint-based models only 
resolve one aspect of the puzzle (i.e. >vhy an adaptation takes place at all), \Vhile 
leaving many other questions unansvvered (Golston and Yang 2001. ; Peperkamp 
2005; Broselovv 2009). The puzzling emergent patterns in loanword adaptation 
identified in the literature can be classified into five categories. 

1. THE TOO-MANY-SOLUTIONS PROBLEM: The too-many-solutions problem (Steriade 
2001), or differential faithfulness (Broselow 2009), refers to hov1, given an offend
ing structure in the foreign input, there is almost ah"ays more than one 
logically possible repair strategy, yet adaptation often converges on a specific 
strategy even \vhen speakers have no apparent evidence for that process in 
their native language. For example, Ha,vaiian does not have a voiced stop 
/b/, and thus, as it is unattested in native phonology by definition, there 
is no direct evidence from the native phonology as to hovv such an illicit 
segment should be repaired. Yet English /b/ is syste1natically adapted as 
/pl (boulder � [polu'ka:)) and not /n1/, /w/, or any other segment of the 
Ha,vaiian inventory (Adler 2006). Similarly, a repair for a phonotactic con
straint violation presents a "'ide range of logically possible choices. For 
exan1ple, "'hen an onset cluster (C1C2 V) is borrovved into a language '"hich 
bans complex onsets, the structural requiren1ents of the native language can 
be satisfied by the deletion of a consonant (> C2 V or C1 V), an option found 
in French loanvvords in ViebJarnese (creme � (ken1)), or by the epenthesis of 
a vo"'el in front of the cluster (> vC1C2V) or inside the cluster (> C1vC2V). 
The epenthesis repair is found in Japanese (Christmas � [kurisumasu)) 
and Ha'"aiian (Christmas � [kalikirnaki]), a1nong other languages, and these 
exan1ples also illustrate son1e of the different possibilities in the quality 
of the epenthetic vovvel ( Broselo'.v 2006). Ho"', given aU these options, do 
adapters converge on a specific repair strategy? 

2. DrvERC£NT REPAIR: Even more puzzling is the fact that the repair chosen son1e
times see1ns to contradict the native repair strategy - a situation referred lo 
as divergent repair by Kenstowicz (2005) and as ranking reversa.l by Broselo\v 
(2009; see also CHAPTER 70: CONSPIRACIES). For example, Thai requires the 
final syllable of a "'Ord to be heavy. This requirement is satisfied by glottal 
stop insertion in native \vords, as in /phra/ � [phra'] 'monk', but by vo\vel 
lengthening in English loans, as in co111a � [k"o:n1a:]. In native Korean, a restric
tion against a sequence of an obstruent + nasal is repaired by nasalization, as 
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in /kuk-mul/ [kul)mul] 'soup', but epenthesis is the dominant repair option 
employed for English loanwords, as in picnic -? [p"ik"inik] (see Peperkamp 
et a./. 2008: 156 for more exan1ples of divergent repairs). 

3. UNNECESSARY REPAIR: Moreover, there are cases '"here adaptation takes 
place even when there is no apparent iJlicit structure in need of repair - a 
situation referred to as unnecessary repair by Peperkamp (2005). For example, 
Korean allo,vs voiceless stops in coda position, but English voiceless stops 
are variably adapted with vowel epenthesis, as in cut -? [khAthi] - [k"At] 
(Y. Kang 2003). Also, an English cluster of a coronal stop + [w] is adapted 
"'ith epenthesis in Korean (Irvin -? [t"hvin], *[t"\vin]) (H. Kang 2006), even 
though such clusters are allo'''ed in Korean. In Hmong, /;/ in French Ioan
"'ords is adapted as /j /, despite the fact that /3/ is a phonen1e in Hn1ong 
(/30.zi::f/ Joseph-? /j).se/, • /3:,.se/) (Golston and Yang 2001). Also, in French 
loanwords in Japanese and Korean, an epenthetic vowel is added "iuu1eces
sariJy" following 'vord-finaJ nasals (French [kan] Cannes-? Japanese (kannu), 
*[kan] (Shinohara 1997; Peperkamp et al. 2008); French [kom] co111111e-? Korean 
[k'om1ni], *[k'om] (H. Kang 1996)). 

4. DIFFERENTlAL 1?-·CPORTATION: Yet another type of puzzling emergent pattern 
is differential importation. In1portation refers to a situation '"here a structure 
not attested in native phonology is exceptionaUy aUo'"ed in loanwords. 
WhiJe such importation in and of itself is not a problem from a learnability 
perspective, the fact that only certain structures, but not others, are imported 
requires an explanation (Holden 1976; Ito and Mester 1995; 1999, 2001; Davidson 
and Noyer 1997; Broselo\v 2009). Given foreign input with hvo types of novel 
structures whicl1 are both equally unattested i.n the native data, why is one 
structure readily allo'"ed into the language but not the other? For example, 
in Ha'"aiian, the fully nativized form of the English '"ord truck is [ka'lak<'.l]. 
Also possible is a "less Hawaiian" variant [ta'laka], \Vhere English /t/ remains 
unadapted. But the variant *( 'kraka], '"here the complex onset is retained, but 
/t/ is adapted as /k/, is judged to be impossible (Adler 2006). In other '"ords, 
the restriction against /t/ is more easily relaxed than the restriction against 
an onset cluster. In Russian, the requirement that only palatalized consonants 
occur before /e/ is often violated in adaptation, but the process of reducing 
unstressed /o/ and /e/ is more likely to be upheld (Holden 1976). 

5. RETREAT TO THE UNMARKED: \Nhile in1portation is a situation where native 
constraints are relaxed in the loan\vords, allo\ving a '"ider range of output 
structure in the loan'"ord stratum than in the native stratum, \Ve also find 
the opposite situation, i.e. that loan\vords conform to stricter structural 
reguiren1ents than the native phonology, such that the foreign input is trans
formed. to an unmarked form, even \vhen there is a seemingly more faithful 
licit form avaiJable in the language. Kensto,vicz (2005) refers to sucll cases 
as retreat to the un111.arked. Pitch accent assignment in Japanese and Korean 
exhibits an emergence of a default accent assignn1ent pattern - the most 
general pattern being to accent the penultin1ate syllable in Kyungsang Korean 
(Kenstowicz and Sohn 2001; Lee 2009) and. the antepenultimate mora. or �)'liable 
in Tokyo Japanese (Shinohara 2000; Kubozono 2006). Similarly, tone assign
ment in loanwords in White Hmong (Golston and Yang 2001), Thai (Kensto"ricz 
and Sud1ato 2006), Tibetan (Hsieh and Kenstowicz 2008), Taiwanese (Hsieh 2006), 
Mandarin (Wu 2006), and Vietnan1ese (Barker 1969) is based on the segn1ental 

Copyrighted material 
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composition of the input. The "retreat to the unmarked" is also found in the 
segmental don1ain. In Hungarian, 'vord-final voiceless obstruents in mono
syllabic loanwords are gemi.nated, in an apparent requirement for syllables 
to be heavy (e.g. shock 4 [sokk], *[sok)), but "Hiu1garian does not have a require
ment for syllables to be heavy" and this is a case of "a peripheral stratum of 
the lexicon introducing a requirement \Vhich is not a part of the core-stratum" 
(Kertesz 2003).2 In Thai, English word-initial voiceless stops are generally 
adapted as aspirated stops, retaining the aspiration of the input (e.g. English 
[p"Jin 4 Thai [p"in), (t"]eam 4 (t"i:m), [k")one 4 (k"o:n)). The only exceptions 
are when there is an unaspirated stop in the same \vord, as in [p")eg 4 [pek], 
*[p"ek), and [k"]ook 4 [kuk), *[k"uk), indicating a preference for a non-aspiration 
harmony - a generalization not present in the native phonology (Kensto,vicz 
and Suchato 2006). The retreat to the unmarked in n1any of these cases is 
particularly puzzling, because there is no clear evidence for the "unmarked" 
status of the resulting structure in the native data. 

We no'v turn to explanations for en1ergent patterns in loanword phonology in 
the literahrre, \Vhich can be grouped into five broad categories, \vhich are not 
necessarily n1utually exclusive.3 

1. NATIVE PHONOLOGY: The first possibility is that the adaptation pattern is indeed 
a reflection of language-specific facts of the native phonology - the loan,vord 
pattern only appears to be novel. For example, it has been proposed that 
in segmen tal adaptation, the choice regarding \vhich feature to preserve and 
\vhich feature to sacrifice is informed by the status of the features in the native 
phonology (Hancin-Bhatt 1994; Clements 2001; Herd 2005, among others; 
see §3.l for further discussion). Rose and Demuth (2006) propose that the 
choice of the epenthetic vowel quality in English and Afrikaans loa1nvords 
in Sesotho is predictable from the contrastive feature specifications of the native 
phonology. The native phonology generalizations that affect loan,vords can 
also take the form of covert statistical generalizations. Zuraw (2000) demon
strates that the variable application of nasal substitution in Ioan,vords in Tagalog 
is a direct reflection of statistical tendencies in the native lexicon. It has also 
been argued that the default accentuation in loan\vords in Tokyo Japanese 
has a direct correlate in na.tive phonology as a covert default i.n the lexicon as 
a "'hole (Kubozono 2006). Luke and Lau (2008) sho'v that in recent English 
loans in Cantonese, verbs are generally truncated to becon1e monosyllabic, 

' Consonant gemination in loanwords is a widespread phenomenon, found in Japanese (Katayama 
1998; Shinohara 2004; Kato 2006; Kubozono el al. 2008), Italian (Repetti 1993, 2006, 2009), Finnish 
(Karvonen 2005), Maltese and Egyptian Arabic (Hafez 1996), and Kannada (Sridhar 1990). While some 
w·riters analyze genUnation in loan\vords as the en1ergence of the l111marked (Repetti 1993; Sl1inohara 
2004; J< ubozono el al. 2008, among others), others argue that the gemination is motivated by the preser· 
vation of the input strllCture and does not necessarily resl1lt in less markedness of tl1e output (Kato 
2006; Repetti 2006). Repetti (2006), in foct, refers to the gemination in loanwords in Italian as a case 
of the emergence of "marked" structures. Under these alternati"·e interpretations, consonant gemina
tion can be categorized as a case of (seemingly) unnecessary repair ((3) above), rather than a retreat 
to tl1e ttnmarked. 
> Another possibility not listed here is to posit a separate set of priJ>ciples or constraints governu>g 
loanword adaptation (Paradis and LaCharite 1997). Such approaches may be considert>d a type of UG 
approach if we assume that UG contains a separate set of principles for loan adaptation. 
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\vhereas nouns tend to be bisyllabic, and this pattern conforms to lexical 
statistics in native \VOrds. Walter (2006) argues that gender assignment in Arabic 
loan,vords in Spanish also mirrors phonological generalizations and statistical 
tendencies in the native lexicon. 

2. DEFAULT SETTING OP UG: Ho,vever, many emergent patterns in loanv.rords 
still elude explanations based on covert generalizations in native phonology. 
Some attribute these emergent patterns to default settings of Universal 
GranlIDar. Default accentuation in Northern Kyungsang Korean exhibits a case 
of this retreat to the urunarked - a pattern which does not appear otherwise 
to be motivated in the native phonology and which must thus be attributed 
to UG (Kenstowicz and Sohn 2001). Uffmann (2006) resorts to a universal 
markedness hierarchy to account for the epenthetic vo,vel quality in loanwords 
in Shona, Sranan, San1oan, and Kinyar\'l'anda. In their influential \Vork on the 
lexical stratification of Japanese, Ito and .tv!ester (1995, 1999, 2001) argue that 
the differential importation of foreign features in loanwords reveals covert 
constraint rankings from the initial state of VG that lie latent in the native 
phonology (also see Shinohara 2000, 2004).4 Sunilarly, Davidson et al. (2004) 
argue that the differing rates m the correct L2 production of foreign clusters 
reveal a covert rankmg m the initial state of UC. Analyses that resort to the 
universaJ hierarchy of perceptual similarity (P-map) to account for adaptation 
patterns can also be grouped into this category (Fleiscl1hacker 2005; Shmohara 
2006; Kawahara 2008). vVe will return to this P-map-based approach below. 

3. ADAPTATION AS PERCEPTION: The next possibility is that a seenlli1gly puzzling 
adaptation in fact takes place during the perception of foreign input and not 
in the computation of the production grammar (Silverman 1992; Peperkamp 
and Dupoux 2003; Peperkamp et al. 2008; Boersma and Hamann 2009; CaJabrese 
2009). Based on fmdings that the perception of foreign sounds is constrai11ed 
by the segmental and structural constramts of the native language (Massaro 
and Cohen 1983; \i\ferker and Tees 1984; Dupoux et al. 1997; Dupoux et al. 1999), 
it is argued that m.ost, if not all, of the adaptation in fact takes place during 
the perception of foreign input. Thjs approacl1 breaks aw·ay from the assump
tion that the illput to the production grammar in loan,vord adaptation faith
fully retams the phonetic and/or phonological structure of the source language 
mput (cf. Jacobs and Gussenhoven 2000; LaCharite and Paradis 2005). This 
view provides a solution to many puzzliong adaptations, such as unnecessary 
repair or divergent repair, '"here the adaptation pattern seems to contradict the 
production grammar of the borro\villg language.5 

While some propose that perceptual adaptation is one of n1any steps in adapt
ation (e.g. Silverman 1992; Kenstowicz 2003; Broselow 2009), others propose 
that "all l.oan,vord adaptations are phonetically minimal. trans.formations that 

' Crawford (2007, 2008) argues that the different degree of nativiz.ation is gramu>ar-external (i.e. the 
apparent differential adaptation is a reflection of differing transmissibility of foreign features as they 
spread from bilingual to monolingual pC>pula6ons). Davidson (2007) alS<> shows how foreign struc
tures can initiall}'· be introdL1ced by bilingual spe.a.kers and e.\1olve further dtrring transn1is.sion to the 
monolingual population. 
5 U11der this vie\"', tl1e burde11 of explanatio11 for tl1e adaptation patter11 is passed on to the percep· 
tion module and the question of learnability is still not fully resolved - i.e. why is the novel foreign 
input percei\1ed the \vay it is? Some cases of perceptual adaptation l1ave a con1parable precedent in 
the natjve language, but not all do. 
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apply during speech perception" [emphasis original) (Peperkamp 2005; see 
also Peperkamp et al. 2008 and Boersma and Hamann 2009).6 Peperkamp et al. 
(2008: 132) state: 

(D]ue to the automatic character of perceptual assimilation and the primacy 
of perception over production, (our psycholinguistic model] only allows for a 
limited number of loanword adaptations that are not due to distortions during 
speech perception. 

Boersma and Hamann (2009) take the strict vie"' that perception is largely bound 
by native output constraints, so that a structure that violates native constraints 
ca1u1ot be perceived faithfully. Peperkan1p et al. (2008), on the other hand, allo\v 
for the possibility that foreign structures may be correctly perceived, leading 
to impor tation ratl1er than adaptation. Overall, tl1is approad< makes the strong 
empirical prediction that adaptation is tightly correlated with perception. See 
CHAPTER 98: SPEECH PERCEPTION AND PHONOLOGY for further discussion. 

4. PERCEPTUAL SIMILARITY: Steriade (2001) proposes that speakers possess kno\v
ledge of perceptual sinUlarity behveen strings of sounds (the P-n<ap), v.rluch is 
utilized in loanword adaptation (see Yip 2002, 2006; Y. Kang 2003; Kensto,vicz 
2003, 2007; Fleischhacker 2005; Ka"rahara 2006; l\rliao 2006; Shinohara 2006; 
Y. Kang et al. 2008, among others, for the application of P-n1ap constraints to 
loa1nvord adaptation).' The perceptual similarity approach, similar to the 
adaptation-as-perception approach, places an emphasis on perceptual factors 
and phonetic details in accounting for adaptation patterns. However, the former 
differs from the latter in that perceptual factors are incorporated into gram
matical constraints "'hich can be ranked '"ith respect to other grammatical 
constraints. As a result, tl'\e P-map dictates that the repair be as perceptually 
1ninin<al as possible, but does not necessarily dictate '"'hether adaptation has 
to actuaJly take place; this is detern1ined by the relative ranking o.f P-olap-based 
faithfulness constraints \vith respect to native structural constraints (Steriade 
2007). In other "'Ords, this approach allows for the possibility that foreign input 
is faith.fully perceived, yet can nevertheless be adapted to adhere to native 
phonotactic constraints. For example, Kabak and Idsardi (2007) exarnined Korean 
speakers' perception of English consonant clusters that violate phonotactic 
restrictions in Korean and found that some clusters that undergo adaptation 
in loan,vords, such as [gm) and [km), were correctly perceived as distinct from 
their counterparts with ar1 epenthetic vowel, i.e. [gum] and [kum) respectively. 

This contrasts •vith the adaptation-as-perception vie•v, •vhere the connection 
between perception and adaptation is much tighter. Yip (2002: 10) notes: 

(R]eference to perceptual salience \Vithin the phonology proper resolves the para
dox that quite subtle non-native distinctions are clearly perceived, but nonetheless 
less salient segments are more likely to be sacrificed than highly salient ones. 

6 Peperkamp (2005) and Peperkamp "' nl. (2008) acknowledge the possibility that some adaptation 
processes may be due to non-perception-related factors (e.g. cases of "retreat to the unmarked"). 
; Tl1e kno\vledge of tl1e P·n1ap is largely uni\1ersal, and therefore tlUs appr<h'1Ch can be categorized 
under the UG approach. However, Steriade (200J: 243) a.lso leaves open the poss.ibility that the specifics 
o( the P-map can differ according to language-specific experiences, and Y. Kang (2003), for example, 

employs the P-map model, but assumes that some aspects of tb.e P-map can be language-specifk. 
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A strict interpretation of the P-map, as presented in Steriade (2009), predicts 
a strong correspondence bet\�reen native repair and loan repair, since the 
P-map hierarchy affects both native and loar1\vord phonology. However, 
cases of divergent repair, discussed above, contradict this strict interpretation. 
Y. Kang (2003}, Kensto'\vicz (2005), and Yip (2006), on the other hand, propose 
loan"rord-specific mapping constraints, variously named BE SIMILAR, MATCH, 
MIMIC, or output-output faithfulness constraints, '"hich are distinct from native 
input-output constraints (see CHAl'TER 63: 1'1ARKEDNESS AND FAITHFULNESS CON
STRAINTS). These constraints require preservation of the source language 
information, and - depending on the relative ranking of these constraints 
'"ith respect to native markedness and faithfulness constraints - importation 
(F1._,,, >> M >> F,,,,,..}, retreat to the unmarked (F.,,.,". >> M >> Ffo...,;&,), or diver
gent repair (Fl10." >> F21000, \Vhi.le F2"'"l"• >> Fl,.,,;".} can occur (Kensto,vicz 2005). 

Yip (2006) also notes that adaptation by perception alone is too deter
mi.nistic to account for the range of variation attested in data. For example, 

a single language, such as Mandarin, can show different adaptation strat
egies for illicit codas in English loan,vords, namely epenthesis in lvlainland 
Mandarin (Friedman � [fu.li.ta.1nan] ) and deletion in Tai\vanese Mandarin 
(Friedman � [fu.li.man]). Siinilarly, Adler (2006) reports variation bet"reen 
deletion and epenthesis in English loan\vords in Hawaiian. In sucl1 cases, per
ception underdetermines adaptation and the rarlking of grammatical constraints 
determines the final outcome. Broselo'" (2009} and Peperkamp et al. (2008}, 
concerned with the unconstrained nature of these loanword-specific mapping 
constraints \vhich can be freely ranked across languages, argue that adapta
tion is actually much more constrained by perceptual factors than is predicted 
by loan\vord-specific faithfulness constraints. 

5. GRAMMAR-EXTERNAL FACTORS: Finally, it has been proposed that sociolinguistic 
or grammar-external factors affect the pattern of (non-}adaptation, especially 
'"here aspects of loanword phonology are underdetennined by gra1nn1atical 
factors. First of all, tl1e rate of importation has been shown to positively cor
relate \Vith the level of bilingualism in the community (Haugen 1950; Paradis 
and LaCharite 1997, 2008, 2009; Heffernan 2007; Friesner 2009a). The level of 
bilingualis1n has also been argued to deternline the mode of adaptation: the 
higher the level of bilingualisn1, the more likely the adaptation \viii refer to 
phonologicaJ. representations over phonetic representations of the input lan
guage (Heffernan 2007}.8 The channel of borrO"'ing (i.e. spoken vs. \Vritten) 
and the related influence of orthography have also been proposed to affect 
the adaptation pattern (Dohlus 2005; Smith 2006; Vendelin and Peperkamp 
2006; Detey and Nespoulous 2008; Friesner 2009a). It  is also proposed that 
adapters look to orthography, especially "'hen other factors underdeterrojne 
the adaptation pattern and the adapters are uncertain about the "correct" 
pattern (Y. Kang 2009}. For example, in 1930s Korean, non-preconsonantal /s/ 
in English loan\vords was variably adapted as lax Is/ or tense Is' I, the latter 
\vritten as genlinate <ss> in Korean orthography. \!\lhether the English /s/ 
"'as written '"i.th a single or double <S> had a significant effect on the choice 
behveen the hvo adaptation patterns. 

• See Paradjs and LaCharite (2008, 2009) for arguments against tltis view that the mode of adaptation 
is dependent on the level of bilingualism. 

Bahan dengan hak cipta 
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3 Segmental adaptation 

When the foreign input contains a non-native seginent, the segment is replaced 
'"ith the "closest" sound in the native language. The main problen1 here is how 
to define the "closest" sound. For example, when a front rounded vo\vel ([-back, 
+round)) is borrowed into a language that lacks sucll vowels, the vo,vel under
goes transformation. The French high rounded vowel [y] is adapted as [u] in 
White Hmong (Golston and Yang 2001), preserving the rounding feature of the input, 
as [i] in Mauritian Creole (Jacobs and Gussenhoven 2000), Fula, Kinyawaranda, and 
Lingala (Paradis 2006), preserving the backness feature of the input, and variably 
as [u] or [i] in lVloroccan Arabic (Paradis 2006) and Egyptian Arabic (Hafez 1996). 
The same vowel is adapted as [ju] in Japanese (Dohlus 2005), preserving both the 
backness and rounding features of the input segment, but creating a bisegn1ental 
structure. Such diverse substitution indicates that there is no universa.1 1netric of 
simi larity that all languages foU(nv in segn1ental adaptation. Ho"' then is sim
ilarity determined in segmental adaptation? A related key issue in the literature 
on loanword phonology, and segmental adaptation in particular, is the level of 
representation that the similarity calculation refers to. This question can be exam
ined in t\vo parts: the nature of the borrowing language representation (§3.1) and 
the nature of the input langt1age representation (§3.2). 

3.1 Borroiving language representation 

As for the level of representation of the native language \vhicll acts as a sieve for 
the foreign language input, it has been hypothesized that phonological features 
in the input form that are underlyingly contrastive in the native phonology are 
preferentially preserved over features that are redundant and non-contrastive in 
the native phonology (Clements 2001; Herd 2005; Dresher 2009, an1ong others). 
For exan1ple, in all Indo-Aryan languages that 1naintain a contrast between dental 
and retroflex stops, English alveolar stops ([+anterior, -distributed)) are consis
tently adapted as retroflex stops ([-anterior, -distributed)), rather than as dental 
stops ([+anterior, +distributed]) (Lehiste 1988; Arsenault 2009). For example, 
English taxi and soda are adapted as /taeksi/ and /sod.a/, respectively, in Hindi. 
The observed adaptation preserves the [-distributed] feature of the English input 
\vhile sacrificing the (+anterior] feature. Arsenault (2009) proposes that this is 
due to the fact that [distributed] is a phonologically active feature in these host 
languages and [anterior] is not. 

Similarly, Clements (2001) discusses the adaptation of English consonants to 
Ha'"aiian and proposes that substih1tion preserves the contrastive feature speci
fication of the native language, "'hich is detennined by the con1position of the 
native inventory, as '"ell as a universal hierarcl1y of feature accessibility. Herd 
(2005) applies Clements's (2001) model to the adaptation of English consonants 
in other Polynesian languages. For exan1ple, both Ha,vaiian and New Zealand 
Maori lack sibilants, and English sibilants /s z f 3/ are adapted to /h/ in Ne\v 
Zealand Maori, but the same English sibilants map to /k/ in Ha\vaiian, despite 
the fact that both /k/ and /h/ are available in both languages.9 According to Herd 

• Adler's (2006) elicitation data, however, show that sibilants are variably adapted as /k/, /h/, or 
null (i.e. are deleted) in Hawaiian. 

Material com direitos autorais 
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(2005), the crucial difference between Ha,vaiian and Ne"' Zealand Maori is that 
in Hawaiian /h/ contrasts with I' I and, as a result, /h/ is contrastively specified 
for [+spread glottis], thereby creating a mismatch '"'ith English sibilants, \vhile in 
New Zealand Maori /h/ does not contrast with another glottal sound and there
fore is unspecified for [+spread). At the same time, in Ne"" Zealand Maori, /t/ 
and /k/ contrast and /k/ is contrastively specified for [Dorsal], '"hich creates a 
mismatch \Vith English sibilants. Similarly, Hancin-Bhatt (1994) and Brown (2000) 
clain1 that features that play a higher contrastive function in the Ll are more likely 
to be preserved in the n1odification of foreign sounds in L2 production. 

An alternative vie\v is that phonetically salient input characteristics are prefer
entially preserved over less salient characteristics and that the abstract phonological 
status of those characteristics - i.e. '"hether they are underlyingly contrastive or 
not - is not particularly relevant (Bratmen 2002; Hsieh and Kensto\vicz 2008; Lin 
2008; Hsieh et al. 2009; Steriade 2009). Given that phonologically contrastive features 
tend to be phonetically salient and that there is also a degree of indeterminacy in 
phonological analyses of contrastiveness, the t'''O vie"'S often converge on the same 
predictions, but not ahvays (see Y. Kang 2008a for more discussion on this issue). 

For example, Bra1u1en (2002) proposes that the English interdental fricative /9 I 
is adapted differently in European French and Quebec French, n1apping to /s/ 
in European French and to /t/ in Quebec French. The crucial difference bet\,,een 
the h'l'O dialects is that in European French the coronal fricative /s/ has a dental 
place of articulation, while in Quebec French /s/ is alveolar, a phonetic detail 
that is not contrastive in either of the dialects. On the basis of these findings, Brannen 
(2002) argues that adaptation is sensitive to non-contrastive, but phonetically salient, 
features, such as stridency and minor place of articulation features. The adaptation 
of English vowels in Mandarin (Lin 2008) is another case '"here non-contrastive 
features of the borro,ving language are preferentially preserved at the cost of 
contrastive features. In Mandarin non-high vo,vels, height is contrastive but 
backness is not - it is predictable from the context (Duann1u 2000). If the phono
logical status of these features directly influences tl1e segmental adaptation, we 
would expect height to be preserved and backness to be sacrificed '''hen the input 
VO\vel has to be modified due to phonotactic or semantic restrictions. Ho\vever, 
contrary to this prediction, Lin's (2008) survey finds tliat "'hen English vowels 
are adapted in Mandarin, vo\vel height is routinely altered, but backness is fairly 
consistently preserved. (on the relation between backness and vO\·vel height see 
also cr·IAPTER 21: VOWEL HEIGHT). A similar tendency is also found in English 
loan"1ords in Cantonese (Yip 2002). 

Proponents of perceptual similarity assume that there is a quasi-universal 
hierarchy of featural salience such that "certain features are inherently more salient 
than others" (Brannen 2002). For example, Steriade (2009) states that "stricture 
differences ([sonorant], [continuant), [consonantal]) play the major role in gener
ating dissimilarity judgments, in contrast to voicing and place."10 This hierarchy 
is compatible with the adaptation pattern found in Selayarese (Broselow 1999) and 

1° Clements's feature hierarchy (2001: 80, repeated belovv) also predicts quasi-l1niversal tet1dencies 
ir1 sele<:tj,1e feature p.resel'.'\1atio.1.\, altl\ougl' i.t\ ltls model, only featu.res tl1at are cont.rasti,,e in the nati\•e 
language are relevant in loanword adaptation: (coronal! > [sonorant] > (lobiall > (dorsal! > [strident] 
> [nasal] > [posterior] > [lateral] > (voice]. 

Material com direitos autorais 
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ivlandarin (Miao 2006). In Selayarese, the coda position is restricted to glottal stops 
and velar nasals, and potential violations of the coda restriction in loainvords from 
Bahasa Indonesian are repaired by changes in place of articulation, but never by 
changes in nasality or continuancy. Also, in a comprehensive examination of 
segmental adaptation in English, German and Italian loanwords in Mandarin, 
ivliao (2006) concludes that segmental adaptation obeys the follo"1ing hierarchy: 
loENT(Manner) >>lo ENT( Major Place) >> loENT(Place) >>lo ENT (Voice/ Aspiration). 
Braru1en (2002), on the other hand, provides a slightly different hierarchy to account 
for the adaptation of English dental fricative in various languages: Turbulence 
(strident/meUo•v) > Major Articulators (Labial /Coronal) > Airflow (stop /continuant) 
and Location (Lip/Dental/Alveolar) > Minor Articulators (Laminal/Apical). It 
remains to be seen to \vhat extent the clain1 of universal hierarchy holds true, 
either as an absolute principle or as a general tendency, in vie'v of the full body 
of data. 

Finally, the adaptation-as-perception view claims that segmental adaptation is 
also a result of Ll speech perception applied to the foreign acoustic input (Silverman 
1992; H. Kim 2008, 2009; Peperkarnp et al. 2008; Boersma and Hamann 2009). H. Kiln 
(2008, 2009) proposes that segmental adaptation is due to Ll feature-driven percep
tion. Foreign input is mapped to a phonological category via perceptual I.napping 
of the acoustic signal to relevant featural representations. The concept of "feature" 
in her model is some,vhat more abstract than what is assumed in the other studies 
discussed above. For example, a [tense] feature can be signaled by a combination 
of acoustic correlates, such as duration and pitch of the adjacent vo"rel, and the 
same feature can be signaled by different con1binations of acoustic correlates depend
i.ng on the context \vithi.n \vhich it occurs. 

As mentioned above, the adaptation-as-perception vie''' predicts a very strong 
correlation bet,veen perception and adaptation. The strongest vie,v, \vhere all 
foreign segments are obligatorily transformed to native sounds (Silverman 1992; 
Boersn1a and Han1ann 2009, ainong others) has difficulty accounting for ho\v so1ne 
foreign contrasts can be easily perceived (Best 1994), and some foreign segments 
are adopted \vithout adaptation (i.e. imported). Also, the vie'v that all adaptation 
occurs during perception is unable to explain cases \vhere adapters can perceive 
the foreign contrast but nevertheless adapt it to a native segment. Also, there are 
cases where the perception results do not I.natch the adaptation results. For 
example, Brannen (2002) shows that [f] is the segment that is most likely to be 
confused '''ith [0] by French speakers, yet [t] or [s] is the consonant of choice in 
the adaptation of English [8]. 

3.2 Input language representation 
With respect to the input to the adaptation process, some argue that the input is 
the phonological representation of the source language, devoid of redundant phon
etic details (Paradis ai1d LaCharite 1997; Shinohara 2004; LaCharite and Paradis 2005). 
This vie,.v, referred to here as the "phonological input" vie'"'' predicts uniforn1 
adaptation of a source language phoneme across different contexts (i.e. phonemic 
uniformity). Others assume that the input is the acoustic representation of the source 
language, including all sub phonemic phonetic details of the source language sounds 
(Silvennan 1992; Yip 1993; Peperka1np 2005; Iverson and Lee 2006; Peperkan1p et al. 
2008). The latter view, referred to here as the "phonetic input" view, predicts that 
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a given phoneme of the source language can be adapted differently in different 
segn1ental contexts depending on its surface phonetic characteristics in the input 
language. 

Empirical research accuo1ulated over the years, however, sho"'S that adapta
tions of both types are amply attested. The range of possibilities is well iJlustrated 
by the different adaptation of English voiceless stops in languages 'vith aspiration 
contrasts in voiceless stops. English voiceless stops vary in aspiration depending 
on the context. The "phonological input" view pred icts that the adaptation should 
be uniforn1, regardless of position, barring n1odifications due to phonotactic 
restrictions. The "phonetic input" view, on the other hand, predicts adaptation 
to aspirated and unaspirated stops, depending on the allophonic realization of 
the English input stops. An example of adaptation based on "phonological input" 
is found in Korean, "'here English voiceless stops are consistently adapted as 
aspirated, even in contexts \vhere the English input is unaspirated, as in (t"]oy 
s(t]ory 4 [thoi sithori.].11 Examples of adaptation based on "phonetic input" are 
found in Cantonese (Silverman 1992; Yip 1993) and Thai (Kensto,vicz and Suchato 
2006). In Thai, English voiceless stops are adapted as aspirated in '"Ord-initial posi
tion, but as unaspirated follo"'ing Isl. In '"'Ord-medial position and elsewhere, 
the adaptation varies between aspirated and iu1aspirated stops, with the aspirated 
adaptation being more likely in pretonic position. 

Burmese and Mandarin present a mixed picture. In Burmese, voiceless stops 
are adapted as Lmaspirated voiceless stops in most contexts, as in Poland 4 [pou.la], 
except in English word-initial TR sequences, "'here the stop is adapted as aspir
ated, as in cream 4 [k"a.ji) (Chang 2009). In Mandarin, the n1ajority pattern is to 
adapt English voiceless stops as aspirated stops regardless of the input aspiration 
as in [p"Jizza 4 [p"itsa] - [p"isa] and l1i[p]ies 4 [sip"i?I (Paradis and Tremblay 2009). 
Ho,¥ever, the aspirated adaptation is proportionately much more likely to occur 
when the English input stop is aspirated (88.8 percent) than when it is unaspirated 
(78.8 percent), indicating some influence of the phonetic information. 

Additional exan1ples of segmental mapping based on phonological vs. phonetic 
input found in the literature are listed in (1). 

(1) a. Phonetic input 
Thai: English Iv I is mapped to lw I in the onset and to lpl in the coda 

(Kensto\vicz and Suchato 2006). 
fahai: Malay lkl is generally adapted as lkl, but as I? I word-finally, 

reflecting the allophonic realization of lkl in the Malay input 
(Burenhult 2001). 

Fon: French Ir I is mapped to l1dl '"ord-initially, to Ill in non-initial pre
vocaJic position, and is deleted in preconsonantal or "'Ord-final position 
(Gbeto 2000, as discussed in Kensto\vicz 2003). 

Korean: English Isl is adapted as Is' I in prevocalic or 'vord-final position 
and as Isl else"rhere (S. Kiln and Curtis 2002; Ahn and Iverson 2004; 
Davis and Cho 2006; Y. Kang 200&). 

1930s Korean: English voiced stops lb d gl are mapped to tense stops 
Ip' t' k' I word-initially and as lax stops Ip t kl elsewhere (Y. Kang 
2008b). 

" See Oh (2004) and Kenstowicz (2005) for alternative analyses. 
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Yan.bian Korean: Mandarin unaspirated voiceless stops/ affricates /p t k 
ts t� t�/ are 1napped to tense stops/affricates /p' t' k' c'/ word-initially, 
but to lax stops/affricates /p t kc/ elseV>rhere (Ito and Kensto,vicz 2009). 

Korean: Japanese voiceless stops are adapted as lax stops "'Ord-initially, 
but as lax or tense stops in word-medial position, depending on the 
place of articulation (Ito et al. 2006). 

Ha111aiinn: English /t d/ is mapped to /k/ in general but the adaptation 
varies between /k/ and /?I "'Ord-finally (Adler 2006). 

Pnlauan: Palauan lacks /g/ as a phonen1e. Japanese /g/ is adapted as 
/kl "'Ord-initially but as /TJ/ word-medially, reflecting the allophonic 
variation of Japanese lg! (Takahashi 2006). 

b. Phonological input 
Thai: English voiced stops are adapted as voiced \Vord-initially, where they 

are significantly devoiced, and hence voiceless adaptation n1ay be ex
pected under the phonetic adaptation view ( Kenstowicz and Suchato 2006). 

Korean: English non-morphemic /z/ is consistently adapted as /c/, even 
in contexts \vhere /z/ is significantly devoiced and is better matched 
by /s/ or /s' I (Y. Kang 2009). 

See LaCharite and Paradis (2005) for more exa1nples. 

The empirical evidence ovenvhelmingly suggests that loan,vord adaptation is not 
completely based on phonetic or phonological representation; rather, both types 
of adaptations are attested, oftentiines \Vithi

.
n a single contact situation, leading 

1nany to conclude that the adaptation process can refer to both phonological and 
phonetic (as \Veil as morphological,12 semantic, and orthographic) details of the 
source language (Y. Kang 2003, 2009; Adler 2006; Kenstowicz and Suchato 2006; 
Sn1ith 2006; Friesner 2009a, 2009b; Chang, forthco1ning, among others). 

It seems reasonable to assun1e that adapters have some kno,vledge of the iI1put 
language phonology, 'vhich is accessible in adaptation - contra the view that the 
input to adaptation is an unstructured acoustic signal (Silverman 1992). At the 
same time, simply the fact they kno'v phonology does not mean that it is the only 
aspect they pay attention to (Y. Kang 2008a; Chang, forthcoming) - contra Paradis 
and LaCharite (2009). Fro1n this perspective, a n1ore appropriate question is not 
'vhether loan,.vord adaptation is phonological or phonetic, but rather what factors 
make one type of adaptation more likely than the other. For example, aspects of 
the contact situation, such as the level of bilingualism or the spoken vs. "'ritten 
channel of borro\vmg, have been proposed as factors that help shape the adap
tation pattern (Dohlus 2005; Rose and Den1uth 2006; Snuth 2006; Heffernan 2007; 
Y. Kang 2008c, 2009). 

4 Phonotactic adaptation 

I no'v turn to adaptation due to phonotactic restrictions. Here again, we are faced 
with the "too-many-solutions" problen1 and many seemingly puzzlmg emergent 
adaptation patterns. In §4.1, I \Vil! exantine the clai.In that epenthesis is the generally 

" See Repetti (2006, 2009), Y. Kang (2009), and Friesner (2009b) for discussion on the role of morpho
logical information in the input language in adaptation. 
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preferred adaptation over deletion (Paradis and LaCharite 1997; Shinohara 2006). 
In §4.2, I will examine co-occurrence restrictions where the adaptation forces the 
preservation of certain features over others. 

4.1 Epenthesis vs. deletion 
Paradis and LaCharite (1997) propose the Preservation Principle, which dictates that 
the input n1aterial be preserved as 1nuch as possible, unless the cost of preserva
tion is too extreme (see also CHAPTER 76: STRUCTURE PRESERVATION and CHAPTER 
67: VOWEL EPENTHEsrs) . .In other "'ords, epenthesis should generaUy be preferred 
over deletion. In this section, I will provide a survey of \VOrd-initial and 'vord
final cluster adaptations to examine "'hether epenthesis is indeed the preferred 
option overall. 

4.1.1 Word-initial clusters 
As for "'Ord-initial onset clusters, a survey of available cases indeed shows that 
epenthesis is the predominant choice of repair. Epenthesis-only adaptation is found 
in Bunnese (Chang, forthcoming), Egyptian Arabic (Hafez 1996), Farsi (Shademan 
2003), Fijian (Schutz 1978), Fula (Paradis and LaCharite 1997), Hindi (Singh 1985), 
:Huave (Davidson and Noyer 1996), Inuktitut (PoUard 2008), Japanese (Katayama 
1998),13 Kikuyu (Mwihaki 2001), Korean (H. Kang 1996, among others), Samoan 
(Cain 1986), Sesotho (Rose and Demuth 2006), and Shona (Uffmann 2006), among 
others. For exan1ple, lnuktitut does not allo\v consonant clusters, and onset 
clusters are repaired by epenthesis as in (Santa) Claus -? [kalasi] and Scotia -? [ sikusa) 
(PoUard 2008). 

There are many fe\ver languages that only employ a deletion strategy in 'vord
initial clusters and n1any of them are creole languages 'vhere only /s/ + stop 
clusters are repaired (see also CHAPTER 38: THE REPRESENTATION OF SC CLUSTERS). 
In the English-based creole Sranan, /s/-nasal clusters are retained without adap
tation, as in smoke -? [smoko), but /s/-stop clusters are repaired by /sf-deletion: 
speak -? [pi.ki) (Alber and Plag 2001). A similar pattern is found in Dutch-based 
Negerhollands (e.g. stop -? [top) - [stop); Sabino 1990, cited in Alber and Plag 
2001), English-based Krio (e.g. spoon -? [pun)) and Guyana (e.g. story -? [t:>ri]; 
Tinelli 1981, cited in Fleischhacker 2005), and an older stage of English-based 
Belizean Creole (e.g. skirt -? [ko:ti.]; Greene 1999, cited in Fleischhacker 2005). The 
only non-creole language 'vhere deletion repair is reported to the exclusion of 
epenthesis for 'vord-initial clusters is Finnish, 'vhere all consonants, except for 
the one immediately preceding the vo,vel, are deleted (e.g. Swedish strand-? [ranta] 
'shore', Russian gramatika.-? [ra:mattu) 'bible'). English Joans found in "Finglish" 
(Finnish as spoken by the Finns "'ho migrated to America) also employ the dele
tion strategy, as in street -? [ri:ti) - [tri:ti) and blanket -? [lenketti) - [plcnketti) 
(Karttunen 1977). Ho"rever, in most deletion-only cases, importation of clusters 
is the prevalent option along with dele.tion.14 

" According to Smith (2006), deletion repair is marginally found even in word-initial dusters in Japanese, 
but these forms exist as a part of doublets with a variant with epenthesis. 
" As Fleischhacker (2005) points out, the deletion of /s/ is potentially problematic for theories of 
loanword adaptation that appeal to perceptual factors (i.e. the adaptation-as-perceptioJ\ v.iew and the 
perceptllal similarity \riew), since /s/ is arguably one of the most salient consonants and is argLLed 
to be preferentially preserved in most other contexts (cf. Steriade 2001; Shinohara 2006). 
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Several languages use a deletion strategy in combination '"ith epenthesis 
word-initially. Polynesian languages that lack /s/ in their inventory delete /s/ 
in /sf-initial clusters while all other clusters are repaired by epenthesis. Exan1ples 
include Maori (frock -4 [poraka], Scotsman -4 [ko:tin1ana); Harlow 2004; Herd 2005) 
and Tahitian (president -4 [peretiteni), stocking -4 [totini]; Geraghty and Tent 2004a; 
Herd 2005). In Ha,vaiian, initial clusters are generally adapted \Vith epenthesis, 
as in blessing -4 [pele'kine], but for /sf-initial clusters, there is variation between 
epenthesis and /sf-deletion, as in speak -4 [ka'pi.ka] - ('pi.ka] (Adler 2006). Adler 
(2006) attributes the Ha\vaiian pattern to the fact that /s/ is not a segn1ent of 
Ha\vai.ian and retaining it requires additional steps of repair in violation of the 
Threshold Principle of Paradis and LaCharite (1997). Ho"'ever, note that this expla
nation does not extend to the deletion of /s/ in the creole languages discussed 
above. For exan1ple, in Sranan, the language not only has /s/, but it preferentially 
preserves /s/ in non-initial position, as in sister -4 [sisa], *(sita], haste -4 [hesi], 
*[heti] (Alber and Plag 2001). 

Other languages that show a combination of deletion and epenthesis strategies 
preferentially preserve /sf-initial clusters, 'vhile obstruent + liquid clusters may 
be si.Jnplified via deletion of C2 (liquid) (cf. Fleischhacker 2005). In Cantonese, 
deletion and epenthesis repairs are both attested, and the variation is conditioned 
by the bisyllabic 'vord requirement, as sho,vn in freezer -4 [fisa] vs. cream -4 [kejlin1] 
(Silverman 1992; Yip 1993). Interestingly, it is only the obstruent + liquid clusters 
that allow deletion (of the liquid); /sf-initial clusters undergo epenthesis rather 
than deletion. Mandari.J1 shows a similar asymmetry between cluster types (Miao 
2006). Vietnan1ese is another case '"here the repair varies bet\veen deletion and 
epenthesis for obstruent + liquid clusters (French gramme -4 [gam] - [garam]) (Barker 
1969; Andrea Hoa Pham, personal communication). 

In Thai, /sf-initial clusters are adapted 'vith epenthesis (style -4 [sata:jJ), but 
obstruent + liquid clusters are often adapted \vith deletion of the liquid (plastic 
-4 [patti.k]) (Candour 1979).15 A similar asyn1metry is found in Conten1porary 
Sararnaccan (Aceto 1996, cited in FleischJ1acker 2005). 

Finally, in Telugu, the repair varies bet\,reen epenthesis and deletion, regard
less of the type of cluster, and deletion targets a liquid in obstruent + liquid clus
ters (glass -4 [gasu] - [galasu)) and /s/ i.J1 /s/-i.Jlitial clusters (statwn -4 [tefanu] 
- [istefanu)) (Broselow 1992, cited in Fleischhacker 2005). Languages that e1nploy 
del.etion repair in word-i.nitial clusters are summarized in Table 100.1 .. 

4.1.2 Word-final coda consonants and clusters 
Compared to \1Tord-i.J1itial position, repairs for coda clusters (e.g. NoCooA or 
CODACONDITION violation) in word-final position are more variable and it is not 
clear '"hether epenthesis is cross-linguistica lly the preferred strategy over del.etion 
in this position (see also CHAPTER 36: FINAL CONSONANTS). Examples of languages 
that choose epenthesis as the repair of choice for "'Ord-final coda restrictions include 
Japanese (Katayama 1998), Kikuyu (M'"iliaki 2001), Korean (H. Kang 1996), and 
Sesotho (Rose and Den1uth 2006). On the other hand, there are languages that sys
tematically choose deletion for repair, such as Vietnamese (Barker 1969), Burmese 
(Chang 2009), Thai (Kensto"'icz and Suchato 2006), and \IVhite Hmong (Golston 

15 Kensto'"'icz and Suchato (2006) report that obstrl1ent +liquid clusters are allowed in Thai and there
fore remain unadapted. 
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Table 100.1 Languages that sho"' deletion repair in \Vord-initial clusters 

Deletion only 

Epenthesis 
and deletion 

/s/-C 

/sf-deletion -
importation 

Cl deletion -
importation 

/sf-deletion -
epenthesis 

Epenthesis 
(sC > sy:C) 

Epenthesis 
(sC > sy:C) 

Epenthes:is 
(sC > y:sC) -
/sf-deletion 

Obslruenl + Liquid 

n/n 

Cl deletion -
importation 

Epenthesis 
(CC > CvC) 

Epen thesis -
C2 deletion 

Importation -
C2 deletion 

Epenthesis 
(CC > CvC) 
C2 deletion 

Languages 

Sranan, Negerhollands, 
Krio, Guyanese Creole, 
Belizean Creole 

(older) Sv>'edish, Russian, 
and English loans in Finnish 

Hawaiian, Maori, Tahitian 

Cantonese, Mandarin, 
Vietnamese 

Contemporary Sarammacan, 
Thai 

Telugu 

and Yang 2001).'6 Some examples from White Hmong include cake � [k"e] 
and French Adam [adam] � (?ada]. Notable is the fact that all languages listed 
above that choose deletion repair in coda position have a strong preference for 
1nonosyllabic 1norphemes. But note that even these languages do not systen1ati
call.y prefer deletion for onset dusters. For example, Burmese chooses epenthesis 
for '''Ord-initial clusters but debuccalization and deletion for 'vord-final clusters, 
as in Christ � [k"a.r1?) (Chang 2009). 

Yet another group of languages sho"" both epenthesis and deletion depending 
on the segn1ental con1position of the offending structure. These languages include 
Cantonese (Si lverman 1992), Fiji.an (Sd1i.itz 2004; Shinohara 2006; KenstO\•vicz 
2007), Ha\vaiian (Adler 2006), Inuktitut (Pollard 2008), Ha,vaiian Japanese (Higa 
1970; Smith 2006), Mandarin (Miao 2006), Maori ( Harlow 2004), l'v!arshallese 
(Shinohara 2006), and Yoruba (Shinohara 2006). Examples from Fijian, east � [' isi], 
wolf� [,o'liva], illustrate the variability of repair patterns. 

The question then is \vhat factors contribute to the choice between epenthesis 
and deletion in coda position. The P-map theory proposes that, all things being 
equal, consonants with more salient perceptual cues are more likely to be 
retained than those \Vith less salient cues (Steriade 2009; see Shinohara (2006) and 
Fleischhacker (2005) in particular for the application of the P-n1ap theory for vari
able deletion in onset and coda clusters, respectively. See also Miao (2006) for a 
detailed examination of onset and coda repair patterns for different segmental 
types in Mandarin). 

" Golston and Yang (2001) state that "syllable-final consonants are categorically deleted in Vl'hite 
Hmong." l•Vhile the majo1ity of �elevant data available .i.n Golston and Yang (2001) indeed show dele· 
tion of \vord-final coda consonants, there are some exceptional forms shO\\•ing final epenthesis 
(French [lyk] Luke � [111.ka]). 
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As for grammar-external factors, Smith (2006) demonstrates that English loan
•vords in Japanese are systen1atically adapted ivith epenthesis in the homeland 
variety, ivith deletion attested only sporadically, but deletion is much more 
prevalent in Hawaiian Japanese. She attributes the difference to the different 
channel of borro"'ing: the homeland variety is more influenced by the 1vritten 
input and is thus more likely to preserve the input material, vvhile the Hawaiian 
variety is more influenced by the aural input and is n1ore prone to perceptual 
adaptation. Miao (2006) proposes a similar explanation to accolmt for l\'hy coda 
deletion is much more frequent in English loan•vords than in Gern1an loan1vords 
in Mandarin.17 

The choice in the specific location and the quality of the epenthetic segment 
also often lacks a straightfonvard precedent in native phonology (see Fleischhacker 
2005 for a P-map-based account of the location of the epenthetic voivel in word
initial clusters). Different strategies for detennining the quality of the epenthetic 
segm.ent include default insertion, vo"•el harmony, and consonantal assimila
tion (cf. de Lacy 2006; Uffmann 2006). The specific patterns of vowel epenthesis 
have been examined in detail in various languages, e.g. Farsi (Shademan 2003), 
Fijian (Kenstowicz 2007), Hindi (Singh 1985), Inuktih1t (Pollard 2008), Kikuyu 
(M"riliaki 2001), Korean (Oh 1992; Heo 2006; K. Kun 2009), Mandarin (Miao 2006), 
Cook Island Maori (Kitto and de Lacy 1999), Samoan (Uffmann 2006), Sesotho 
(Rose and Demuth 2006), Selayarese (Broselo1v 1999), Shona (Uffmann 2006), Sranan 
(Uffmann 2006), and Yoruba (Pulleyblank 1988, Akinlabi 1993). Here again, 
explanations proposed for the choice of epenthetic vo1vel and its location are very 
diverse, fron1 the spreading of (contrastively n1arked) features determined by native 
phonology (Akinlabi 1993; PoUard 2008; K. Kirn 2009) to the emergence of the 
unmarked (Lombardi 2002; Uffmann 2006), perceptual similarity (Y. Kang 2003; 
Kensto1vicz 2007; Steriade 2008), and epenthesis by misperception (Dupoux et al. 
1999; Kabak and Idsardi 2007). See CHAl'TER 67: VOWEL EPENTHES1s.'8 

4.2 Co-occurrence restrictions 
Languages may also impose restrictions on possible combinations of vo1vels and 
consonants, and such restrictions can induce adaptation of the foreign input. Again, 
•ve are faced with the too-many-solutions proble1n. In the case of segmental 
adaptation discussed in §3, the features that compete for preservation are 
all consonantal features or all vocalic features, but in the case of sequential 
co-occurrence restrictions, vocalic and consonantal features are pitted against 
each other. Here I 1vill discuss a few such examples. 

In Inuktitut, vo1vels are allophonically retracted next to a uvular consonant, 
as in /tiriganni.q/ [tirigann1.q] 'fox' and /pin.irtuq/ [pirurtuq] 'fruits' (Denis and 
Pollard 2008). Therefore, on the surface, a sequence of a retracted vo1vel and a 

" l'vliao (2006) also notes that loans used in commerdal brand names are more likely to show dele
tion than other loans. 
HI Conso11anta) epenthesis is also a con1mon repair for a \rowel-i11itial \vord or \'O\.Vel hiatus in lan
guages that require onsets. Examples of consonantal epenthesis in loanwords a.re found u> Egyptian 
Arabic (Hafez 1996), Burmese (Chang, forthcoming), Jahai (Burenhult 2001), and �Vhite Hmong 
(Golston and Yang 2001), among others. 
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non-uvular consonant cannot occur. Thus, when the English input contains illicit 
sequences such as /tk/, there are at least hvo logically possible repairs to bring 
the foreign input in line 'vi.th native phonotactics: change the VO\\•el quality to 
[ik) or change the place of articulation of the dorsal consonant to [1q). Actual data 
suggest that the consonantal place remains stable; the vo"'el quality changes, as 
in six � [siksi), *[s1qsi] (based on Pollard 2008). This seems like a case of straight
for;vard n1aintenance of contrastive fe.atures of the native language, since in 
Inuktitut, the distinction bet\veen tense and lax vowel is allophonic, but the 
contrast behveen velar and uvular places of articulation is phonenuc. 

French and Spanish loan\vords in JV!oroccan Arabic, on the other hand, sho\v the 
opposite pattern (Kensto,vicz and Louriz 2009). In Moroccan Arabic, the vowels 
/i a u/ are allophonically lo,vered and/or retracted to [e a o) \vhen adjacent to 
emphatic (= pharyngealized) consonants, as in [sif] 'sword' vs. [s'ef] 'su1nn1er'. 
In other 'vords, the contrastive distinction in Moroccan Arabic is the en1phatic vs. 
non-emphatic distinction in consonants, whereas the vo,veJ-quality difference is 
an allophonic property. In actual adaptations, mid vo,vels of French and Spanish 
are adapted as their corresponding n1id vo,vels in Moroccan Arabic, but "'ith an 
emphatic version of the adjacent consonants, as in French taupe [top) � 
Moroccan Arabic [t'ob'b'-a] 'rat (FEM)', retaining the allophonic distinction of the 
native language over a contrastive distinction. The adaptation of the English 
sequences [an] and [rel)) in Mandarin, as examined by Hsieh et al. (2009), pre
sents a similar pattern. In Mandarin, the backness of a lo\v vo,vel is predictable 
from the context; specifically, it is front before /n/, but is back before /I)/, a restric
tion referred to as "rhyme harmony" by Duanmu (2000). English, on the other 
hand, allo\vs the free combination of lo'" vtnvels and nasal codas, i.ncluding [an] 
and [rel)), which violates the phonotactic constraints of Mandarin. Surprisingly, 
in loanword adaptation, the backness of the vowel is preferentially preserved over 
the place of articulation of the nasal consonants ([an) � [al)], [eel)] � [an)), despite 
the fact that the place feature of a nasal consonant is contrastive and the 
backness of a lo"' vo,vel is not in Mandarin. Some representative examples are 
monsoon [mansun] � mang.xun [mal).�yn) and bank [brel)k) � ban.ke [pan.k'Y]. 
They attribute this pattern to the perceptual saliency of vo"•el place contrasts over 
that of consonantal nasal place contrasts, 'vhich are kno,vn to be perceptually not 
very salient (Jun 2004; Steriade 2009). 

\'\lhile the place featu(e of a consonant seems vulnerable in the lVIandarin a.nd 
the Moroccan Arabic examples, consonantal manner features such as [nasal) 
seem to be more stable than vo,vel features. Burmese (Chang 2009) provides 
a relevant exa1nple. In Burmese, only glottal stops are allowed in coda position 
and coda nasals are adapted as nasalization on the preceding vowel, as in 
champagne � (J�p�lJ- Ho"•ever, not all Burmese vo,vels have a nasalized coun
terpart. When English \VOrds contain a vo,vel that lacks a nasal counterpart 
in Burmese, such as [E ;, i u], follo,ved by a nasal coda, further adaptation is 
necessary. In such cases, the vowel quality is changed to allO\V nasalization, rather 
than failing to preserve nasality, as sho•vn in November � [nouviba], •[nouvtba]. 
This indicates that preservation of the input nasality takes precedence over 
preservation of the input vo"•el quality. Ho,vever, the limited number of cases 
examined in the literature does not allo'v us to conjecture on any cross-linguistic 
generalizations. 
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5 Conclusion 

The study of loanwords has played an ilnportant role in the develop1nent of 
phonological theories in recent years, and loanword phonology presents a rich 
empirical ground for examining many topical questions in the field of phonology. 

The issues that the study of loan\vords bears upon, directly or indirectly, include 
the role of output constraints vs. processes, the phonetics-phonology interface (more 
specifically, the role of perceptual factors in shapu1g phonological patterns), the 
role of native phonological contrasts in phonological processes, the productivity 
of stochastic generalizations, and the role of innate vs. acquired kno\v]edge. 

At the same time, loanv,,ord adaptation is conditioned by many extragrammatical 
factors, such as the role of orthography, the channel of borrowing, the degree of 
bilingualisn1, etc. The diverse nature of the contact situation poses an interestiJ1g 
ffiallenge and yet also presents a natural locus of mterface behveen theoretical 
phonology and sociolinguistics. It has been pointed out that some of the disagree

ments in the debate on the nature of loan\ITOrd phonology stem from differing 
assumptions on '"hat is classified as a loan,vord (cf. Rose and Demuth 2006); some 
liJ1guists focus on onliJ1e adaptations (by monoliJ1guals or biliJ1guals), \vhile 
others focus on established loan\vords that are sanctioned by norms of the 
coo�.munity. \IVhile these two endpoints likely exhibit slightly different patterns 
of adaptation and varying degrees of variability, "'e expect the hvo to be related 
ill a systematic "'ay - the output of the initial online adaptation serves as the 
mput for a successive chaiJ1 of speakers in the rest of the comn1wuty, eventually 
leadiJ1g to the establishment of norms. Some researchers are already addressing 
the question of how loanwords are transformed over tio1e, m order to provide 
a more comprehensive and dynamic picture of loanword phonology (Poplack and 
Sankoff 1984; Cra\vford 2007, 2008; Davidson 2007; Y. Kang 2008b; Y. Kang et al. 
2008; Friesner 2009a). 
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6 Self-organization in 
Phonology 

ANDREW WEDEL 

Structure can arise in a systen1 in many different ways. Self-organization is one 
general n1echanisn1 for structure forn1ation which has relatively recently been 
explored as a possible contributor to patterns found in language. The aims of 
this chapter are: (i) to provide an overvie'" of self-organization as a general 
mechanism for structure formation; (ii) to describe some of the '"ays that self
organizational processes can interact with other familiar mechanisms for structure 
formation; and (iii) to review selected '"'Ork done to date which argues that 
particular phonological phenomena may arise through the contribution of self
organizational mechanisms. 

Self-organization has been argued to play a role in a wide variety of phono
logical phenomena, from the developn1ent of a phonological grammar in 
acquisition through the systemic gran\ffiatical changes that occur in language 
over n1any generations. A central mechanisn1 in self-organization is feedback, in 
\vhich the properties of a current state of a system are dependent in som.e \vay 
on those of a preceding state. When such states are linked in a temporal chain, 
structure can develop in \vays that cannot be described in terms of a single set 
of causal steps. Arguments that phonological patterns can emerge in this '"ay are 
not ne,v: Lindblo1n et al. (1984) for example argued that phonological inventories 
are shaped by interactions beh,reen phonological categories, n1ediated by con
straints on effort and perceptibility rather than through, for example, innate 
constraints on features and their combinations (see CHAPTER 17: DISTINCTIVE 
FEATURES). In the last decade, however, the scope of self-organization-based accounts 
has rapidly \Videned to include phonological acquisition, evolution of con1plex 
grammatical patterns (CHAPTER 101: THE INTERPRETATION OF PHONOLOGICAL 
PATTERNS IN FIRST LANGUAGE ACQUISITION), evolution and maintenance of phono
logical contrast (CHAPTER 2: CONTRAST), grammatical "conspiracies" (CHAPTER 70: 
CONSPIRACIES), and many other phenomena. A representative set of these accounts 
will be discussed in detail below in §3, but it '"'ill be helpful to begin \'\rith a 
general introduction to key concepts in self-organization as a general structure 
formation mechanism. Supplementary simulations illustrating these concepts 
are included in the online version of this chapter. 
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1 Self-organization as a pathway to structure 

"Self-organization" is not a concept with crisp edges. Instead, it is a big-tent 
term covering the n1any \vays structure can forn1 in non-linear, dissipative systen1s 
(Kauffman 1995; Ball 1999; Caa.1azine et al. 2001; Heylighen 2001). Non-linear 
systems are those in which the properties of the system as a "'hole cannot be under
stood in terms of the properties of individual syste1n elements, in other "'Ords, 
those in \vhich new properties emerge through interaction. Cooked egg white is 
a fan1iliar example of a non-linear system. Egg white consists primarily of the 
protein albua.1in, and prior to cooking the globular albumin molecules sl.ide past 
one another easily, producing a translucent semi-liquid. When the temperature 
is raised beyond a certain point, the albumin protein chains unfold and stick to 
each other, creating a large, highly interlocked structure that is opaque and stiff. 
These properties of cooked egg white cruu1ot be understood in terms of the swnn1ed 
properties of individtlal unfolded albumin molecules, but from their interaction 
as they stick together. Likew·ise, many features of language are dependent on the 
interaction of elements at some lower level of description for their existence, most 
obviously in that language change arises through language use and transmission 
across genera lions. 

Dissipative systems are those in which a given state or structure is maintained 
through a constant flux of energy or matter. As a consequence, an account of 
a structure \vithin a dissipative system includes time at some level. A ripple in a 
creek provides a familiar exan1ple of a higher order structure produced through 
a flux at a lo\ver level of description. At one level of description, a ripple is an 
independent element of a. creek that can interact 'vi.th other elements at that level, 
such as a floating leaf or another ripple. At a lovver level of description, it is a 
vast and constantly changing set of \Vater molecules interacting \vith each other 
and the creek bed as they n1ove. If the flow of water stops, the ripple disappears. 
Any given language is dissipative in the sense that it is instantiated through usage 
and transmission, just as a ripple is instantiated through flow. As we \vill see in 
the examples below in §3, self-organizational accounts of structure formation in 
language depend on cycles of use and/or acquisition. 

Structure arises in non-linear, dissipative systems when many sunilar elen1ents 
or events interact over time to produce persistent changes at some higher level 
of organization. Typically, structure formation in self-organizing systems is the 
result of positive and negative feedback loops engendered by the interaction 
of system elements \Vith each other or 'vith the environment. Positive feedback 
(also sometin1es referred to as autocatalysis) arises when a given event 1nakes a 
sin1ilar event n1ore likely u1 the future. An exa1nple is the population gro\vth that 
occurs '"hen individuals have offspring at greater than the replacement rate. In 
this case, the birth of each additional individual makes a subsequent birth more 
likely. Positive feedback promotes change and can result in runa"1ay processes. 
As an exan1ple of a potentially central role of positive feedback in language, 
I have argued that positive feedback in the form of similarity bias in production 
and perception may drive the developn1ent of coherent gran1matical patterns 
despite storage of lo"'-level phonotactic detail in the lexicon (CHAPTER J: UNDER
LYING REPRESENTATIONS), \vhich should other"1ise promote lexical idiosyncrasy 
('vVedel 2007). 
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Negative feedback arises when an event makes a similar event less likely in the 
future, as "'hen a growing population outstrips its supply of resources. In this 
case, each additional birth lowers the probability of a subsequent birth tluough 
increased con1petition. Negative feedback promotes stability. Both positive and 
nega tive feedback represent types of non-linearity, because the description of 
patterns resulting from feedback must make reference to interactions bet"reen sys
tem elements. Self-organization often occurs in systems through positive feedback 
between system-internal elements that is prevented fro1n sno\vballing beyond 
a certain point by negative feedback. Exan1ples of this sort include population 
growth limited by finite resources, thunderstorm structure in �vhich a gro"1ing 
updraft is constrained by a resulting do"1ndraft, and economic bubbles, burst by 
the collapse of credit. In §3, \Ve will see several exan1ples of the \vays negative 
feedback may inhibit loss of phonenuc contrast over the course of language change 
(CHAPTER 93: SOUND CHANGE). 

Self-organized systems frequently exhibit emergence. Emergence in this context 
refers to the generation of a higher order structure that interacts meaningfully 
\Vith other structures of the system at this level of description. Our earlier exan1ple 
of a ripple in a strean1 serves as a familiar instance of en1ergence: the influence 
of a ripple on other systen1 elements (a leaf, another ripple) is most usefully 
described in terms of our understanding of the behavior of ripples, rather than 
our understanding of \vater molecules. Like\,rise in language, for example, many 
phonological patterns can be described in terms of the interaction of (possibly 
conflicting) phonotactic generalizations or constraints. In models in '''hich phono
tactic generalizations are derived over the course of acquisition and usage from 
the lexical items that instantiate them, these generalizations are emergent (see 
e.g. Blevins 2004; Wedel 2006; Mielke 2008). 

Finally, self-organized systems frequently exhibit phase transitions bet"reen 
semi-stable states defined by at�ractors. An attractor is a system state (or set of 
states) that nearby states tend to evolve toward. A simple visual n1etaphor for a 
system wi.th m.ultiple attractors is a surface \vi.th multiple basins. If a ball is placed 
somewhere on this surface, it \vill tend to roll to the bottom of whatever basin 
it happens to be in. Phase transitions correspond to the transition fron1 one 
basin of attraction to another and are accompanied by a slUft in the behavior 
of a system. In our visual analogy, if we begin to shake the surface, the ball '"ill 
begin to b(n.u1ce a.round within its basi,n and n1ay eventually by chance roU up 
and over into a ne\v basin, "'here it remains until it again rolls up and over 
into a ne"' basin. Within the domain of morphology, local similarity bias in the 
form of analogical extension has been argued to create attractors that influence 
the course of morphological change over time (see e.g. Hock 2003; Garrett 2008). 
Likewise, pockets of formaJJy similar irregulars ("gangs") have been shown to 
be more likely to recruit new members than formally isolated irregulars (Bybee 
and Moder 1983; Sternberger and MacWhinney 1988). Under this general model, 
coherent generalizations over forn1s act as emergent attractors. These patterns of 
sin1ilarity-based extension and, plausibly, resistance to extension are consistent 
,,vith a model in whi.ch local similarity effects play a signifiec1.nt role in the 
formation of larger-scale morphological regularities. For a detailed implemen
tation of this type of model simulating the evolution of past tense forms in Old 
English, see Hare and Elman (1995). In a sin1ilar fashion, I have argued that 
sin1ilarity biases at the level of sound categories 1nay underlie the developn1ent 
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of regular patterns in phonology (Wedel 2007), as well as the outcome of conflicts 
bel\veen phonological and morphological regularities (Wedel 2009); (see also 
CHAl'l"ER 87: NElGHBORHOOD EFFECTS). 

"The Gan1e of Life" (.J. H. Conway, reported in Gardner 1970) provides a 
si.mple example of a deterministic, self-organized system that exhibits all these 
properties (examples of The Game of Life can be found on the \veb; see also the 
online version of this chapter). The Ga1ne of Life is a simple cellular automaton 
that occupies an infinite, t\vo-din1ensional orthogonal grid, the cells of which 
can be either "alive" or "dead." There are three si1nple rules governing cell birth 
and death, each of "'hich makes reference to a cell's eight immediate neighbors: 
(i) if a living cell has fe,ver than hvo living neighbors, it dies; (ii) if a living cell 
has more than three living neighbors, it dies; (iii) if a dead cell has exactly three 
living neighbors, it becomes alive. 

The grid is initialized with some seed pattern of living cells, and then left to 
evolve according to these three rules. Some seed patterns result in uninterest
ing outcomes: if the distribution of living cells is too sparse, all cells quickly die; 
conversely, some seed patterns are stable and do not change even though the 
rules continue to be applied. (Four cells arranged in a square is one exrunple of 
such a stationary pattern.) Other seed patterns produce oscillating structures or 
structures that move in a consistent direction across the grid. "Cosper's Glider 
Gun" is a particularly beautiful example of the complexity that can arise through 
the interaction of these sinlple rules over tinle. (A movie of Gosper's Glider Gun 
can be found on the web or in the online version of this chapter.) 

The Gan1e of Life exhibits many of the typical features of self-orgrulizing systen1s. 
Structure formation depends on the interaction behveen elements (it is non-linear) 
and the application of cell birth and death rules over time (it is dissipative). It 
also requires the interaction of context-dependent positive and negative feedback 
processes: depending on the local context, the birth of a cell can cause the birth of 
additional cells in the next round or it can cause death. As in many self-organizing 
systems, structure arises in The Game of Life through positive feedback that is held 
in check by negative feedback. Finally, this system exhibits emergence, in which 
distinct groupings of living cells h1nction as units \vith predictable behavior. 
In Gosper's Glider Gun, for exa1nple, t\\'O large groupings of cells bounce off of 
stationary square groupings at the edges of the system, and then bounce off of each 
other. l.n the process of bouncing off of each other, they create soJall self-contained 
"gliders" that embark on an infinite journey a'vay from the center. 

2 Self-organization in interaction with other 
influences on structure 

Self-organization does not operate in a vacuum. It contributes structure in a 
context supplied by the syste1n and its environment, and the properties of the 
systen1 that support and direct the emergence of new structure can have any 
source, including innate pre-specification. For example, features of the environ
ment can supply negative feedback or serve as templates that give initial direction 
to self-organized structure. In The Game of Life, self-organized structure forma
tion is dependent on the properties of the environment (the orthogonal grid), and 
on the predetermined character of interactions beween cells. The structures that 
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develop are also critically dependent on the initial seed pattern of living and dead 
cells \Vhich serves as an organizing te1nplate. 

From a design point of view, self-organization is a po'"erful tool: if the 
details of a co1nplex structure can be constructed through emergence instead 
of direct specification by some other means, it can be encoded considerably 
more compactly than otherwise possible (Gell-Mann 1992). For example, the 
specification of Gosper's Glider Gun requires only a description of the environ
n1ent, the rules for cell birth and death, and the initial seed pattern. Further, 
different complex structures can be created by n1inin1al changes to this descrip
tion, such as the properties of the envirorunent, the seed pattern, or the rules for 
cell birth and death. 

Sin1ilarly, n1any biological structures are thought to emerge from self
organizational path'"'ays which are given shape and direction by irmately specified 
contexts. For example, the spots and stripes that are found throughout the anin1al 
ki.ngdom have been proposed to emerge through a single basic system \vi.th slight 
variations involving the competition behveen diffusing activator and inhibitor 
molecules in an animal's skin. (This model '"as originally proposed by Alan Turing 
in 1950; for discussion see Ball 1999: ch. 4.) Different shapes and patterns of coat 
1narkings can be produced sin1ply by changing the relative diffusion speeds of 
the activator and inhibitor, or by changing the shapes of the i.uiderlying pigment
producing cells. This is a much more informationally compact way to produce 
a complex coat pattern than, for example, specifying the state of each and every 
individual pigment-producing cell. Ftrrthermore, patterns that arise through self
organizational path\vays are often very robust to perturbation, because of the role 
that attractors play in the evolution of the system. Chain shifts are possible lin
guistic examples of the ability of self-organized patterns to survive perturbation, 
i.e. to persist despite change at son1e other level in the system (d iscussed in 
§3.6 belo\v; see also Gordon 2002; Wedel 2006; Ettlinger 2007). For an overvie\V 
of some of the n1any biological patterns that are thought to arise through self
organization, including examples of the interaction between self-organizational 
path\'\'ays and other mechanisms, see Camazine et al. (2001). 

There are many resources available on the web to learn n1ore about self
organization and related concepts. Excellent published resources include Kauffman 
(1995), Ball (1999), Ca1nazine et a.I. (2001), and Heylighen (2001). 

3 Self-organization as a pathway for structure 
formation in language 

Much recent work approaches language as a complex. a.daptive syste111 in "''hich 
grammatical patterns are emergent properties resulting from the repeated inter
action of the many different elements that make up a larger language systen1: 
irmate and acquired b iases; forms at multiple levels of representation; interacting 
spheres of use; sociolinguistic networks; and chains of acquisition and trai1sn1is
sion over longer time-scales. For representative exa1nples, see Haspeln1ath (1999); 
Nettle (1999); Plaut and Kello (1999); de Boer (2000); Brovvman and Goldstein (2000); 
Croft (2000); Lindblom (2000); Bybee (2001); Kirby (1999); Oudeyer (2002); Bod 
et a.I. (2003); Blevins (2004); Wedel (2007); Boersma and Ha1nann (2008); Kirby et a.I. 
(2008); Mielke (2008); Blevins a.t1d vVedel (2009). 
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A priori, there are at least two plausible reasons to think that self-organizational 
patlnvays may contribute to some of the patterns "'e find in language. The first is 
sin1ply that at n1any levels and time-scales, language provides the necessary condi
tions to support spontaneous emergence of patterns through self-organizational 
pathways (see e.g. Lindblom et al. 1984; Ohala 1989; Lindblom 1992; Keller 1994; 
Labov 1994; Cziko 1995; Dennet 1995; Elman 1995; Deacon 1997; Cooper 1999; 
Hurford 1999; Steels 2000; Bybee 2001; Blevins 2004; MacWhinney 2006; Pisoni 
and Levi 2007; Beckner et al. 2009; and many others). Language involves the repeated 
interaction of many siinilar elements, m similar '"ays, at n1any levels of descrip
tion and tiine-scales. Variation and bias in language acquisition and use provide 
many potential feedback path,vays. Basic language-external constramts, from 
articulatory and perceptual factors through general categorization mechanisms 
to cross-culturally common salience relationships, all provide struchues and 
templates that could give common shape to self-organized patterns. Because 
structure tends to emerge spontaneously under these conditions, it •vould be 
surprising if self-organizational path,vays do not contribute to the formation of 
some of the many observed patterns m language, "'hether language-particular or 
crosslmguistically frequent. Put another \vay, if we found that self-organizational 
mechanis111s played no role in the en1ergence of any observed language patterns, 
01.1.r burden would be to explain \vhy not. 

The second, perhaps less compellmg reason derives from design prmciples. As 
briefly revie,ved above, the specification of a complex pattern can be much more 
con1pact and the resultii1g structure more robust to perturbation when created 
through self-organizational pathways. To the extent that the language faculty 
has evolved under functional constraints for use and that grammars continue 
to do so diachronically, self-organization represents a powerful mechanism for 
structure ID the "blIDd 'vatchn1aker's toolbox" (Da,vkIDs 1986). 

3.1 Self-organization in phonology 
Explorations of self-organizational accounts for linguistic patterns can be under
stood in terms of the general scientific goal of explainIDg more '" ith less. Just as 
a good Optiinality Theory (Prince and Smolensky 1993) accotu1t attempts to explain 
new patterns through rankii1gs of existmg constramts, an account of lmguistic 
patterns maki.ng use of a self-organizational path"'ay attempts to explain a 
complex pattern through the mteraction of simpler independent mechanisms. 
Often, authors of these accounts argue that a linguistic pattern emerges through 
the interaction of domaID-general factors rather than through iimate grammatical 
n1echanis111s, but it is \Vorth en1phasizing that this is not a necessary feature of a 
self-organizational account. Just as a self-organized biological pattern may arise 
from innately specified processes, a self-organized lmguistic pattern could arise 
from simpler language-specific struch1res. Some models have been framed in these 
terms under the rubric of "biolinguistics"; see e.g. Medeiros (2008). 

Many self-organizational accounts n1ake use of computational sin1ulation, 
either as an existence proof that a given structure can arise through interactions 
behveen some defined set of system properties, and/or as a supporting illustra
tion for verbal or analytic arguments. Simulation is particularly useful ID this 
context, because self-organization proceeds through chams of circular causation 
progressively building struchue over tiine. As a consequence, verbal descriptions 
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of proposed self-organizational processes are often hard to assess critically . More 
in1portantly, interacting feedback loops are .notorious for producing counter
intuitive results, so a computational in1ple1ne.ntation of a n1odel provides both an 
important research tool for a theorist and a demonstration for a reader that the 
model operates as expected (Peck 2004). The follo"'ing is a brief survey of several 
phenomena in phonology that have been proposed to arise in part through self
organizational path\'1ays. This is of course just a sample of the many insightful 
self-organization-based models of phonological phenomena, and interested readers 
are encouraged to explore the literature further. 

3.2 Early phonological acquisition 

In early phonological acquisition (CHAPTER 101: THE INTERPRETATION OF l'HONO
LOGICAL PATTERNS IN FIRST LANGUAGE ACQUISITION), initial relatively accurate 
•vord imitation is followed by a period of less accurate, but more systematic 
productions (Ferguson and Far,vell 1975, revie,ved in Vihman et al. 2009). This is 
reminiscent of the U-shaped learning curve of irregular morphological forms 
in which irregulars are initially reproduced faithfully, follo\ved by a period of 
over-regularization, followed in turn by increasingly accurate production. Further, 
•vhiJe these production patterns are consistent for a given child, they differ across 
children, suggesting that the path"'ay to phonological competence is not prespecified 
at this level (Beckman and Edwards 2000; Vihn1an and Croft 2007; Vihman et al. 
2009). Vihman et al. (2009) propose that this pheno1nenon can be explained in 
a model based on the ability of infants to acquire individual \vord gestalts, com
bined •vitl1 an ability to generalize over those gestalts through feedback fron1 their 
o'''n production (see also Pierrehumbert 2003 for related discussion). Under this 
model, an infant's set of practiced babbles provide the seed patterns for initial 
generalizations over learned word gestalts. Feedback between these initial gen
eralizations and \vord productions allo,vs the infant to develop practiced sub-lexical 
"ten1plates" (see also Fikkert 2007; Fikkert and Levelt 2008). The substitution of 
these generalized phonological "templates" in place of gestalts accounts for the 
period of poorer production accuracy in matching the adult pronunciation of given 
words, yet greater precision behveen individual utterances. Acctuacy subse
quently improves as the n1yriad interactions with caregivers further shape the 
trajectory of learning. Vi.hr.nan et al. argue that a self-organizing, feedback-driven 
model of this kind is particularly '''ell suited to explain both the highly individual 
initial production templates observed in children, and their subsequent conver
gence on a community standard of pronunciation. 

3.3 Conspiracies in historical phonology 
Conspiracies, in "'hi.ch a seemingly disparate set of processes all result in a 
common pattern, are vvidespread in phonology (Kisseberth 1970; CHAPTER 70: 
CONSPIRACIES). Blust identifies many different types of diachronic change in 
A.ustronesian langua.ges tha.t conspire to create a disyllabic word, in many 
cases restoring a historical disyllable that had lost or gained a syllable through 
other changes (Blust 2007). In the history of Javanese, for example, reduplication, 

epenthesis, deletion, and loss of a morpheme boundary have been favored if 
the product of change is a disyllabic "'Ord. Blust suggests that conspiracies arise 
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when a pattern in a language becomes particularly salient, leading it to function 
as a "linguistic attractor" in language change (Cooper 1999). Within variationist 
approaches to language change (e.g. Ohala 1989; Labov 1994; Bybee 2001; Blevins 
2004; and n1any others; see also CHAPTER 92: VARIABILITY), a salient pattern can 
influence the course of language change by biasing categorization (cf. the notion 
of "Change" in Evolutionary Phonology; Blevins 2004), and/or by biasing the 
range of variation in production. (For a simulation of pattern feedback in pro
duction b iasing language change, see Wedel 2007.) In this context, Blust notes 
that disyllables have been reported to n1ake up 94 percent of the set of content 
'vords in proto-Austronesian, and that in many modern Austronesian languages 
the disyllable remains the dominant 'vord type. 

A 'vide range of evidence is consistent 'vith the hypothesis that such linguistic 
attractors bias individual behavior and thereby influence the course of language 
change. Many studies have sho,.vn that variation in linguistic behavior is biased 
toward previous experience: both grammaticality judgments (e.g. Albright 2002; 
Krott et al. 2002; Pierrehumbert 2006a) and production variation/errors (e.g . 
Bybee and Moder 1983; Dell et al. 2000; Vitevitch and Sornn1ers 2003; Gonnern1an 
et al. 2007; and many 1nore) are biased by similarity and by pattern type-frequency 
at a 'vi.de range of representational levels (for revie,vs on various of these 
topics, see Bybee 2001; Ernestus and Baayen 2003; Bybee and McCieUand 2005; 
Pierrehumbert 2006b; Baayen 2007; Pisoni and Levi 2007). Patterns of simulated 
language change in simple model systems (Wedel 2007, 2009) are also consistent 
'vith this notion: \Vhen production and perception errors by sinutlated agents are 
biased toward previous perception and production experience, change is strongly 
influenced by pre-existing patterns in the system. Further evidence concerning 
the influence of attractors in language clumge could be sought using iterated artificial 
language learning and transmission paradigms of the sort pioneered by Kirby 
et al. (2008). Finally, it is worth noting that '"ithin 1nodels such as Evolutionary 
Phonology, synchronic alternation patterns are created through diachronic change 
rather than through mechanisms localized within a single individual's language 
faculty (see Blevins 2004: ch. 3 for a revie"' of earlier theories of this type). Under 
this model, this account of diachronic conspiracies provides the basis for an account 
of synchronic conspiracies as "'ell. 

3.4 Actuation vs. propagation of change 
A significant question in historical linguistics is ho'" an initially isolated change 
can survive and propagate throughout a con1munity, given that language learners 
tend to converge on a conlffion conlffiunity standard. To the extent that this is 
the case, isolated variants should never be able to gain a foothold in a speech 
community, because every learner is exposed to many speakers (see Keller 1994: 
99 and Nettle 1999 for discussion). In a foundational paper, Nettle (1999) uses a 
well-articulated simulation to explore factors that are required to allo'v randomly 
occurring variants to become established, assuming the existence of a stratified 
social structure. He finds tha.t given reasonable assirn1ptions (i.e. that ceteris paribus, 
learners tend to adopt the local majority pattern), random variation in acquisi
tion is not sufficient to induce a population-\vide transition from one pattern to 
another v1ithout being so pervasive as to obliterate any coherent pattern at all. 
He then shows that \Vhen significant prestige inequities are introduced in which 
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a small number of individuals serve disproportionately as acquisition models, a 
novel variant can stuvive if it spreads in the population sufficiently to support itself 
through positive feedback. When a small nun1ber of individuals exert strongly 
disproportionate influence, the effective population size is small, allo,ving random 
events a greater chance of influencing the trajectory of change (see the literature 
on genetic drift in biological populations, e.g. the introductory article by Kliman 
et al. 2008). Hov-1ever, it is clear that functional articulatory and perceptual factors 
influence the course of change as '"ell; otherwise, we should observe as n1any 
diachronic changes that are phonetically unnatural as those that are natural. Nettle 
explores the influence of functional biases in his model, and concludes that in order 
to enforce change alone, functional biases have to be sufficiently strong so that 
anti-functional patterns should never occur. Since this is not the case, Nettle argues 
that social factors are a critical engine of change, but that the rate of achiation 
and the efficiency of propagation must also be biased by functional factors that 
influence ease of production, perception, and acquisition. 

3.5 Emergence of phonemes and inventory structure 
Vowel inventories appear to be constructed to opti1nize perceptual contrast 
behveen neighboring v<nvels, given extant articulatory constraints (Liljencrants 
and Lindblom 1972). Ho"' does this apparent optimization come about? In an early 
self-organizational approach to this problem using a perception/production feed
back loop, de Boer (2000) proposed that structure in vowel inventories emerges 
through interaction of language users under perceptual and production constraints, 
assuming a tendency for language users to imita.te each other (see Browman 
and Goldstein 2000 for an abstractly sinlilar self-organizational account couched 
'"ithin Articulatory Phonology; also CHAPTER 5: THE ATOMS OF PHONOLOGICAL 
REPRESENTATIONS). To test and illustrate this idea, de Boer constructed a simu
lation in which a group of agents can produce, perceive, and reme1nber vowel 
pronunciations in the form of prototypes. (Agents are entities within a simulation 
that can change independently, here representing individual language users.) 
Within the simulation, agents speak and imitate each other, modifying their vo,vel 
categories in response to ho\v successful their imitations are. In each row1d, a 
randon1 pair of agents is chosen fro1n the larger set of agents to act as speaker 
and hearer. The speaker arti.cuJates a rand omly chosen vowel from. m.emory with 
some random error; if it has no vo'"els in memory, it produces a random vo,vel 
\vithin the available articulatory space. The hearer conlpares the formant values 
of the vowel to prototypes it has in memory and chooses the closest one. If it 
has no vo\vels in n1emory, it creates a sin1ilar vo,.vel and calculates its associated 
articuJatory parameters. The listener then repeats the u1atched prototype vowel 
for the speaker, '''ho checks to see how close it was to the originally produced 
VO\vel. If the vo"'el is judged to be the same, the speaker agent gives the listener 
feedback that its imitation \Vas successful. In that case, the listener shifts the 
para1neters of its matching prototype closer to the vowel that it heard from 
the speaker. If the io1itation wa.s not successful, the listener checks its n1en1ory 
to find out ho'" often that prototype has given rise to successful imitations. If 
it has been mostly unsuccessful, it nloves that prototype closer to the sound it 
heard, just as in a successful imitation. If it has been mostly successful before, 
it may be that the speaker has an additional prototype vowel in that region of 
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vowel space, and so the listener creates a new prototype to match approximately 
•vhat it heard. Several additional processes come into play in this simulation: 
(i) if a vowel prototype is infrequently 1na tched to a perceived vo•vel, it is dis
carded; (ii) if tvvo vowel prototypes are too close together, they are merged; 
and (iii) ne"' vov.rels are introduced by speakers at a low frequency (CHAPTER 90: 
FREQUENCY EFFECTS). 

This simulation employs a number of features that may not correspond directly 
to actual features of language use (e.g. direct feedback on imitative success; the 
operative n1echanisn1s of category loss and merger), but that is not its prin1ary 
point. These mechanisms simply allow vowel inventories in individual agents to 
change over time in response to constraints on the differentiation of vo"rels that 
are perceived in individual usage events. De Boer sho\vs that, given these con
straints, populations of agents starting with empty vo\vel inventories develop jointly 
held phonetically natural vo,.vel inventories. He concludes fron1 this that the 
typological general izations over vowel inventories found i.n natural language may 
arise through articulatory and perceptual constraints in usage rather than some 
more direct, innate specification. Coherent structure is primarily driven by positive 
feedback in this system, which comes in two forn1s: 1nodi£ication of prototypes 
to\vard perceived vovvels, and merger of prototypes that get too close. These 
encourage the development of coherent vowel categories shared across the set of 
agents. Because VO\vels that are too perceptually confusable tend to be merged, the 
set of surviving vo"rels tends toward a perceptually "optin1al" arrangement. 

Oudeyer (2002, 2006) has used an abstractly similar, 1nore physiologically 
grounded model of a perception/production feedback loop to argue that positive 
feedback inherent in processing can create categorial distinctions in the absence 
of any functional pressure. Research in response biases of cortical fields of neurons 
sho"rs that their output is '"ell predicted by the aggregate response of the entire 
field, rather than by the output of the most highly activated neuron. From the set 
of activities of all neurons, it has been found that one can predict the perceived 
stimulus or motor output by computi.ng the population vector over the field, 
namely, the sum of all preferred outputs of the set of neurons multiplied by their 
activities (Georgeopoulos et al. 1986; for an account of the perceptual magnet effect 
(Kuhl 1991) based in this phenon1enon, see Guenther and Gjaja 1996). The in1port
ant feature of the population vector for our purposes is that it is shifted to\vard 
the center of the local distribution of outputs relative to tl1e most highly activated 
neuron. Given a dose mapping between perception and production (Oudeyer 2002; 
Fo,vler and Balantucci 2005), this property of cortical fields should produce positive 
feedback pro1noting the coalescence of perceptual-n1otor categories into well-defined 
distributions over n1any cycles of use. 

In Oudeyer's (2002) model, linked motor and perceptual cortical fields are 
initially populated "'ith randomly tuned neurons, such that there are no distinct 
coherent sound categories. Over the course of the simulation, randomly chosen 
production stimuli are produced by the motor field and processed by the per
ceptual field. In processing, each neuron in the perceptual field is activated by 
the production stimulus u11der the control of a Ga.ussian tuning factor responsive 
to the degree of match bet"'een the stimulus and a neuron's preferred vector. 
The preferred vectors of all neurons that have been activated to some degree by 
the stimulus are then shifted to\vard that of the maximally active neuron, pro
ducing a reversion to the local n1ean. This update function acts to incren1entally 
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consolidate the vectors exhibited by the neural map, influenced by random peaks 
in the distribution of stimuli produced early in the sinutlation. The perceptual 
and n1otor fields are linked by an update function that shifts vectors in the motor 
field in parallel to those in the perceptual field, closing the perception/production 
feedback loop. The resulting positive feedback bel\,,een perception and production 
allo,vs a rapid collapse of the originally random distribution of vectors in the 
sensory map into a small nun1ber of coherent sound-motor categories. Oudeyer 
interprets this feature of his model to suggest that native features of our neuro
logical production and perception apparatus may be designed to develop categories 
of a particular granularity, and that this feature may play a role in the development 
of phoneme inventories. 

3.6 Merger vs. contrast maintenance 
When one sound category becomes more similar to another over the course of 
sound change, one possible outcome is category merger, as has occurred bet"'een 
/o/ and /'::J/ in \vestern dialects of North American English (CHAPTER so: MERCERS 
AND NEUTRALIZATlON). Often ho\vever, the set of categories translates through 
phonetic space in a "chain shift,'' such that the syste1n of contrasts is maintained 
even though the specific phonetic correlates of each category change (see Cordon 
2002 for a review). A number of feedback-based models have been recently pro
posed that provide accounts for the mechanisms of both n1erger and/or shift and 
n1ake predictions about the conditions under which either may occur. To under
stand these models, it will be helpful to revie'v briefly the role of experienced 
phonetic variation in production and perception. A \vide variety of experimental 
evidence indicates that individual percepts can leave detailed, long-lived traces 
in n1emory, and that these memory "exemplars" influence future perception 
and production behavior (for reviews, see Tenpenny 1995; Johnson 1997; also 
Pierrehwnbert 2006b and the papers in Gahl and Yu 2006). The influence of per
ception on production (Goldinger 2000; Nielsen 2007) creates the possibility of a 
perception/production feedback loop in '''hich the effect of biases any,vhere in 
the cycle can potentially build up over time to shift behavior \Vithin a single 
generation. Pierre11umbert used an exe1nplar-based n1odel of this loop to explore 
the consequences of feedback for 1nerger bet\veen perceptually adjacent phono
Jogiec1.l. categories (2001, 2002). In this model, categories consist of an abstract 
label and a set of stored perceptual exemplars that have been mapped to that 
category, "'here each exemplar is associated with an activation level that decays 
e>.-ponentially over tin1e. No proposed mechanis1n in this particular model requires 
transmission bel\'7een distinct agents, so as a simplification the simulation archi
tecture uses a single category system in conversation with itself. Production 
proceeds by probabilistically choosing an exemplar in relation to activation 
level, averaging all the exemplar values \vithin a set \vindo'v around the chosen 
exemplar in proportion to their activations and then adding a small an1ount of 
nonnally distributed noise to that average. Averaging '"ithin a window around 
a single exemplar creates a. reversion to the mean of the local distribution, just as 
the use of the population vector does in Oudeyer's simulation described above. 
Adding noise to production outputs keeps the distribution from collapsing to a 
single point through the effect of averaging and allows the system to evolve over 
tin1e. To decide \Vhat label the ne>v output should be categorized w1der, the sunm1ed 
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activation level of exemplars within a set window around the output value is 
calculated for each label. The percept is then stored as a new exemplar under the 
category label with the highest score. 

Pierrehumbert sho"'ed that, given this architecture, if two categories drift 
close enough such that they begin to compete for percepts along their mutual 
boundary, the category '"ith greater overall exemplar activation tends to even
tually absorb the less active category. This occurs through positive feedback between 
current activation and the ability to con1pete for percepts. All else being equal, 
an an1biguous percept is n1ore likely to be mapped to a n1ore active category than 
a less active category, '"hich only results in the active category becoming yet more 
active with respect to the less active category. This snowballing feedback results 
in more and n1ore percepts being mapped to the more active category, until the 
activation of the other category evenh1aily fails low enough that it effectively no 
longer exists and is absorbed into the 1nore frequent category. An example that 
can be modeled this way is the above mentioned merger of I::>/ with the more 
frequent /a/ in western dialects of American English. 

In all of the work reviewed above, local, similarity-based positive feedback 
drives coalescence of system elements into categorial groupings. In none of these 
accounts, ho,vever, is there any repulsive force that would prevent the steady merger 
of ca tegories over tinle as they eventually drift into one another. As a consequence, 
the maintenance of multiple categories over the course of language change in 
these models "'Ould require either regular generation of ne\v distinctions as in 
the de Boer (2000) n1odel above or some mecllanism to favor preservation of at 
least some existing contrasts. Boersma and Hamann (2008) approacll the problem 
of contrast maintenance beh"een existing sound categories through a constraint
based model that makes use of categorization accuracy on the part of a language 
learner. As a demonstration of their model, Boersma and Hamann sinu1late the 
evolution of category label/contents mappings '"ithin a unidimensional space. To 
concretize the model, they use the spectral frequency range of sibilants in hun1an 
languages as the perceptual space. (In t11e foUowing brief discussion of their model, 
I use an /s/ + /JI two-sibilant system as a running example, although more or 
fev·:er categories are possible.) The architecture of the model is vertical, in 'vhich 
a naive agent learns to associate part of the spectral frequency range with /s/ and 
another part with I JI by hearing examples fron1 a teaching agent \vith feedback. 
After th.is learning phase, the agent becomes a tea.che.r and produces exan1ples of 
I sf and I JI to a ne'v learner agent, and so on. For the purposes of the argument, 
Boersnla and Hamann assume that learning agents have acquired sound category 
labels from \Vord patterns prior to the beginning of the simulation. As a result, 
learners kno"' at the start ho\v n1any sibilant categories their language has, but 
are not yet sure where their distributions lie 'vi.thin the frequency continuu111.. In 
addition, learners have the ability to learn an association bet'"een a given spectral 
frequency and /s/ or to I JI by constructing a ranking among optimality-theoretic 
constraints banning the mapping of a particular frequency to a particular category 
label (Boersn1a 1997). The architecture of the perception granm1ar incorporates 
both frequency of presentation and categorization accuracy, 'vith the result that 
the grammar is maximally "certain" about mappings for sibilant frequencies 
that are further apart relative to those frequencies that were most often heard. 
Because subsequent production is based on sampling fro1n the learned perception 
granunar rather than fron1 the distribution of actually learned exanlples, an agent's 
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production favors a distribution of sibilants that is slightly better separated than 
that which she heard herself. This creates a positive feedback loop that pro
n1otes increasing contrast betvteen categories over n1any teacher /learner cycles. 
However, agents' productions are also influenced by ranked articulatory con
straints that have the effect of biasing productions to•vard the center of the 
frequency continuum. Boersma and Hamann sho'v that under the balancing 
influence of positive feedback via the perception grammar and negative feedback 
fron1 articulatory constraints, categories evolve as \Veil-spaced distributions with 
a joint center of gravity at the midpoint of the continuun1. 

The Boersma and Hamann model relies on error feedback from the lexicon 
'"ithin the learner to drive contrast maintenance. Another model for contrast main
tenance has been proposed that operates in situations in \vhich there is an absence 
of error feedback (Wedel 2004; Blevins and 'vVedel 2009; see also Ettlinger 2007). 
The relevant absence of error feedback in this model occurs when an ambiguous 
pronunciation is not rescued by an external context to determine its intended 
category mapping. As an example of external disambiguation, w·ords like "too" 
and "two" in English are rarely confused by listeners, because they are used in 
distinct sentential and semantic contexts. In contrast, because of their semantic 
similarity, words within morphological paradign1s are often distinguished in 
context prin1arily by their phonetic differences. For exan1ple, utterances like T cook 
chicken well and T cooked chicken 1vell could be used in very similar contexts, in 
'"hich case the tense of the verb cook is conveyed almost entirely by the audible 
presence or absence of the past tense [-t]. 

A hypothesis introduced in Wedel (2004) and explored more deeply in Blevins 
and Wedel (2009) is that this effectively greater "functional load" of \vord-internal 
phonetic information within paradigms may account for anti-homophony effects 
in paradigms. " Anti-homophony" refers to the failure of otherwise regular sound 
changes to occur in words '"hen that change \Vould render the1n homophonous 
with another word (see Blevins and Wedel 2009 for a review and examples). As 
in the Pierrehumbert (2001, 2002) a.1odel of 01tegory merger reviev•ed above, 
this model rests on evidence that category behavior is updated by experience: 
if a pronunciation is ambiguous in context, a hearer may map it to a category 
that the speaker did not intend, resulting in the effective trading of a variant 
between the two categories at their boundary. It is this "variant trading" bet,veen 
perceptually adjacent categories that drives the behavior o.f the model by preserv
ing a crisp boundary bet\veen adjacent categories (see Blevins and \'\ledel 2009 
for more discussion). 

4 Looking forward 

Our ability to build theories is limited by the kno\o\1ledge that '"e already have. 
Whether or not any of the current self-organization-based accounts in phonology 
are "right," they are valuable in expanding our understanding of pattern formation 
mechanisms. Self-organization is ubiquitou.s in physical, biological, and cu.ltural 
systems, and given that language provides the conditions for self-organization 
many times over, linguists should anticipate finding it as a contributing mechanism 
in this don1ain as well. Just as \Vith any other type of account, ho\vever, sho\ving 
that a particular structure could arise through self-organization does not n1ean that 
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it does so. A hypothesis stands or falls on the empirical success of its predictions. 
Arguments from first principles about, for exrunple, whether phonological patterns 
are more likely to derive fron1 a language-specific cognitive faculty or a more 
general set of factors are less valuable than \veil-constructed tests of model 
predictions. Fortunately, a "'ide variety of techniques and approaches are nO'\V 
available for testing hypotheses, from the ever-growing array of psycholinguistic 
techniques through corpus studies and artificial language-learning paradign1s. 

Self-orgrulizational models for struchrre formation make use of previously iden
tified cognitive, articulatory, perceptual, or social factors as contributing building 
blocks. In turn, these models make further predictions about those factors, or may 
predict some yet undescribed phenomenon. For example, self-organizing models 
of phonological change through usage require a production/perception feedback 
loop that can drive sn1all, but persistent and generalizable changes in post
acquisition phonological categories (e.g. Bybee 2001; Pierrehumbert 2001, 2002; 
Wedel 2007; Mielke 2008). Although n1ore 'vork needs to be done to establish their 
generality, results from a variety of psycholinguistic studies are consistent \vith this 
prediction (e.g. Goldinger 2000; Kraljic and Samuel 2006; Nielsen 2007). Likewise, 
each of the other models revie\ved above makes new predictions that can be tested 
e1npirically. As phonologists bootstrap back and forth behveen n1odel building 
and simulation on the one hand and empiriec<l methods on the other, the field should 
gain a steadily better sense of whether and how self-organizational mechanisms 
contribute to the wide variety of phenomena that \Ve study. 
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96 Experimental Approaches 
in Theoretical Phonology 

SHIGETO KAWAHARA 

1 Introduction 

Th.is chapter prov.ides an overv.ie\V of how experimental work has informed phono
logical theories, and vice versa. Th.is chapter starts with a historical overview; '"hen 
phonology "'as being established as its own area of research, there was a sharp 
division bet"reen phonetics and phonology. This division was called into question, 
and issues concerning the phonetics-phonology interface are currently being 
extensively pursued by an approach that is now kno,vn as "laboratory phonology." 
After th.is historical overvie"'' I discuss in some detail ho"' phonetic experiments 
and phonological theories have informed each other. 

1.1 The tension bet1veen phonetics and phonology 
When phonology '"as being established as its O\Vn area of research, it was often 
assumed that phonology and phonetics were independent of one another. For 
exan1ple, Trubetzkoy (1939: 11) stated: 

The speech sotmds . . .  possess a large number of acoustic and articulatory properties. 
All of these are important for the phonetician since it is possible to ans\ver correctly 
the question of ho"' a specific sound is produced only if all of these properties are 
taken into consideration. Yet most of these properties are quite unimportant for the 
phonologist. 

'vVe still sometimes '"itness a sharp divide behveen phonetics and phonology 
in the current literature: some claim that phonology is an abstract, substance-free 
computational system, \Vhich should be separated out from phonetics: "patterns 
of phonetic substance are not relevant to phonological theory strictly defined" 
(Hale and Reiss 2000: 158; see Blaho 2008 for a recent revie'" of this position). 
There has been an uneasiness about integra.ting phonetics into phonological 
studies, because of a belief that the phonetic module belongs to performance and 
the phonological module belongs to competence; i.e. phonetics does not belong 
to grammar per se (see e.g. Blaho 2008: 2). An assu1nption behind this claim is 
that phonetics involves auton1atic, universal mechanisn1s. 
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Ho\vever, contrary to the vie\v that phonetics consists of universal imple-
1nentation rules, experiments have shown that phonetics is neither automatic nor 
universal; i.e. speakers control their phonetic behaviors, and cross-linguistic 
variation exists in the realm of phonetics (Keating 1985, 1988a; Kingston and Diehl 
1994; see also §2.3.l for more discussion). In this sense, any adequate model of 
grammar must integrate phonetics as a part of its model. 

Phoneticians also responded to the thesis that \Ve can and should study 
phonology without considering the phonetic n1echanisn1s behind phonology (see 
Lindblom 1962, Ohala 1990b, and Diehl 1991 for general discussions).' Perhaps 
the best-kno,vn advocate of the objection is Ohala (1990b, among many other 
references). His general point is that many phonological patterns can be explained 
in terms of articulatory and perceptual factors, and therefore purely phonological 
explanations \Vithout considering phonetic substances can be arbitrary, circular, 
and post hoc. For example, many languages lack voiced stops in their inventory, a 
situation for \vhi.ch we could propose a redundancy rule [-son, -cont] -4 (-voice], 
as in SPE (Chomsky and Halle 1968), or a constraint *[-son, -cont, +voice), but these 
approaches miss the aerodynamic reason behind the dispreference for voiced stops. 
In order for speakers to n1ai.ntain voicing, intraoral air presstrre must be lower than 
subglottal air pressure, but the airflo'"' required for voicing increases intraoral air 
pressure when the ainvay is significantly occluded. The increase in intraoral 
air pressure in turn makes it difficult to satisfy the aerodynamic condition. For 
this reason, it  takes additional articulatory effort - e.g. larynx lo\vering, tongue 
advancement, etc. - to keep the intraoral air pressure sufficiently low to maintain 
voicing during stop closure (Jaeger 1978; Westbury 1979; Ohala 1983). 

In addition to this .kind of articulatory difficulty, perceptual factors demon
strably affect phonological patterns as \veil. For example, non-low back vowels 
are usually rounded, so that we could postulate a redundancy rule [-IO\V, +back] 
-4 [+round] or a constraint "[-Jo,v, +back, -round], but again these explanations 
1niss the generalization that rounding, by enlarging a resonance cavity, enhances 
the F2 difference behveen back and front vowels (Stevens et al. 1986; Diehl and 
Kluender 1989; Diehl 1991). 

Finally, psycholinguistic factors also seem to play an important role in shaping 
phonological patterns. For instance, '"'Ord-initial segments provide important cues 
for "'Ord recognition (Nooteboom 1981; Ha\vkins and Cutler 1988). Speakers thus 
seem to disfavor Ola.king phonologicaJ changes in �vord-i.ni.tial positions, becatlse 
such changes \vould result in difficulty in "'Ord recognition (Beckman 1997; 
Ka\vahara and Shinohara 2010). 

In summary, there seem to be phonetic and/or psycholinguistic reasons behind 
1nany, if not all, phonological patterns. Therefore, according to Ohala, purging 
phonetic and psycholinguistic factors from phonological theory is misguided. 

1.2 Current situation 

Thus, on the one hand, there has been son1e reluctance to incorporate phonetic 
(and psycholinguistic) factors into phonological explanations. On the other hand, 
phonetics does seem to offer some insights into phonological patterns. For this 

1 The tension bet\veen phonetics and phonology existed before the inception of generati\re pl1onology 
(Chomsky and Halle 1968). See OhalR (1990b, 1999) for reviews of the history. 
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(and perhaps other) reason(s), there has been some unfortunate intellectual 
tension behveen phonetics and phonology, \vhich Ohala describes as a "turf \var" 
(1990b: 168), \Vhere people from each discipline felt that they had to delineate and 
defend their O\vn territory .2 

The situation, ho,vever, has been changing, as \Ve \Vitness the rise of a general 
approach 'vhich has come to be kno,vn as "laboratory phonology" (see Cohn 2010 
for sociological aspects of the development of laboratory phonology in the field 
of general linguistics). The following quote fron1 Beckn1an and Kingston (1990: 
5) succinctly summarizes the spirit of this approach: 

\/Ve believe that the time has come to undo the assumed division of labor bet\veen 
phonologists and other speech scientists; we believe this division of labor creates a 
harmful illusion that we can compartmentalize phonological facts from phonetic facts. 
At the very least, we maintain that the endeavor of modeling the grammar and the 
physics of speech can only benefit from explicit argument on thls point. 

As the follo,ving discussion sho,vs in more detail, many experimental studies 
have contributed to theoretical debates. The rest of the discussion proceeds as 
follo\vs. In §2, I discuss how experimental approaches have informed phono
logical theories. In §3, I reverse direction and discuss cases in which theories have 
inforoled experiro.ents. Al.th(lllgh I try to be comprehensive in my revie,v, th.ere 
is necessarily a limit. For further examples and discussion, readers are referred 
to contributions in the Laboratory Phonologi; series (Kingston and Beckman 1990 
et seq.), as well as in other volumes and papers devoted to this and other related 
issues (Ohala 1986b; Ohala and Jaeger 1986; Diehl 1991; Hayes et al. 2004; 
Kingston 2007; Sole et al. 2007; Coetzee et al. 2009). 

2 How experiments have informed theory 

2.1 Beyond introspection-based data 
In generative linguistics, native speakers' intuition - or introspection - is the 
primary source of data, because "the set of grammatical sentences cannot be 
identified \Vith any particular corpus of utterances obtained by the linguist in his 
field "'ork" (Chon1sky 1957: 15). Since generative phonology airos to study com
petence, i.e. \Vhat speakers know about their language, rather than performance, 
i.e. how speakers use the language, the only way to assess competence, it was 
believed, '"as introspection (though see Schutze 1996 for a critical discussion). 
Contrary to this research tradition, phonetic and psycholinguistic experiments have 
offered important insights into kno\v ledge of gra111mar. 

2.1.1 Wug tests 
The first good example of experiments that have complemented the introspection
based approach is a \vug test. In \vug tests, named after an experiment by 
Berko (1958), native speakers are asked to pronounce novel "'Ords. Berko tested 

·i An anonyn1oltS re\riewer points out that there ma)' also be "pLtnting," when people say that some 
other subfield is responsible for a phenomenon that they cannot account for. 

Copyrighted material 
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\vhether English-speaking children acquire a rule of voicing assimilation in 
the English plural and other suffixes, and found that, given a nonce \Vord like 
w11g, most children pluralize it as wug[z), not as •wug[s), showing that English
speaking children kno'"' that the plural suffi,x and the stem-final consonant n1ust 
agree in voicing. In this \vay, the 'vug test has been used as a litmus test for the 
productivity of a phonological generalization. Recent years have 'vitnessed a 
rene,ved interest in "'ug tests, \vhich has provided some unportant insights u1to 
phonological kno\vledge, as summarized in (1). 

(1) a. A standard assumption in generative phonology is that speakers assign 
a simple dichotomous gr ammatical/ungrammatical judgment to linguistic 
structures. In other \VOrds, speakers should treat all attested structures 
as equally good, and all ungranunatical structures as equally bad. 
However, several wug tests revealed that speakers can distinguish the 
relative grammaticality of two (un)grammatical structures (Shinohara 
2004; Zura\v 2007). 

b. More generally, the results of \vug tests often show stochastic, rather 
than dichoton1ous, patterns (Albright and Hayes 2003; Hayes and Londe 
2006). 

c. Some experiments have shown that the probability of speakers applying 
a certain phonological process m a  \vug test reflects the frequency of the 
items that undergo that phonological process in their language (Bybee 
1999; Zuraw 2000; Albright and Hayes 2003; Ernestus and Baa.yen 2003; 
Hayes and Londe 2006; Hayes et al. 2009; CHAPTER 90: FREQUENCY EFFECTS). 

d. Jn some experiments, speakers either fail to replicate some statistical 
patterns in the lexicon (Becker et al. 2008) or at least sho'v bias against 
reproducmg some arbitrary, though statistically significant, patterns in 
the lexicon (Hayes et al. 2009). 

e. Some phonological patterns are not productive (at least under a wug 
test), '"hich lea.ds to the suspicion that they are not a part of the speak
ers' grammar. Patterns whose productivity wug tests have failed to reveal 
include English velar softenillg (Ohala 1974; though see Pierrehun1bert 
2006), Japanese verb conjugations (Vance 1987: ell. 12) and Polish raising 
(Sanders 2001). See also Zimmer (1969) for a test of n1orphe1ne structure 
conditions in Turkish. 

2.1.2 Well-forniedness judgnient studies 
Another type of experiment 'vhich complen1ents generative phonology's 
u1trospection-based approach is well-forn1edness judgment experi.Jnents. In these 
experini.ents, native speakers are asked to judge the naturalness of particular words 
or phonological processes (they can also take the form of "'Ord-likeliness judg
ments). These experiments, like "'ug tests, reveal, for example, that speakers 
can distinguish the relative grammaticality of l\\'O (un)grammatical structures 
(Pertz and Bever 1975; Coetzee 2008) and show that granlffiatical patterns exhibit 
a stochastic, rather than a sio1ple dichotomous grammatical/ungrammatical, 
distinction (Hayes 2000; Albright and Hayes 2003; Fanselo"' et al. 2006). Well
formedness judgments are also kno"'n to reflect the frequency of the target items 
(e.g. Frisch et a.I. 2000; see also CHAPTER 90: FREQUENCY EFFECTS). 
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2.2 Addressing the quality of phonological data 

2.2.1 Re-evaluating phonological data 
Experi.Inents have also re-evaluated '"hat is phonological and '"'hat is not. 
Phonetic experiments have sho"'n that many textbook examples of "phonological 
patterns" do not involve categorical changes but instead involve gradient changes, 
suggesting that they might be phonetic processes (cHAPT£R 89: GRADI£NcE AND 

CATEGORICALITY lN PHONOLOGICAL THEORY). For exainple, English \\'as thought 
to have a VO'Nel nasalization rule before a nasal consonant, as in (bin] bean and 
(dJ:n] dean (Fromkin and Rodn1.an 1998: 280-281.).  Cohn (1993), ho'"ever, ba.sed on 
an instrumen tal study measuring patterns of nasal airflo\v, showed that English 
nasalization differs from contrastive nasalization in French in that, the closer to 
the nasal consonant, the more nasal airflow \Vas detected within a nasalized vowel. 
English nasalization is therefore gradient rather than categorical, in the sense that 
it does not alter the '"hole segm.ent but instead tl1e degree of nasalization changes 
\Vithin a segment. For this reason, Cohn concluded that English nasalization belongs 
to phonetics. Many other examples of phonological patterns have been argued to 
shov,, similar gradient properties, which I list in (2):3 

(2) a. 

b. 
c. 

d. 

e. 
f. 

g. 

h. 

Arabic tongue backing (emphasis) spreading (Keating 1990 and references 
cited therein; see also CHAPTER 25: PHARYNGEALS) 
English /1/-velarization in the coda (Sproat and Fujimura 1993) 
English flapping (Fox and Terbeek 1977; de Jong 1998; CHAPTER 113: 

FLAPPING IN AMERICAN ENGLISH) 
English phrasal nasal assimilation (Nolan 1992; Go'" 2002; but cf. Ellis 
and Hardcastle 2002) 
English phrasal palatalization (Zsiga 1995) 
English and French schwa deletion (Fougeron and Steriade 1997; 
Davidson 2006b; CHAPTER 68: DELETION) 
Japanese tonal spreading in iu1accented \vords (Pierrehumbert and 
Beckman 1988) 
Rus.sian VO\'l"el reduction in second pre-tonic syllable (Barnes 2002; but 
cf. Padgett and Tabain 2005; CHAPTER 79: REDUCTION) 

The abundance of such examples led Hayes to state "I occasionally wondered, 
'Where is the normal phonology that l was trained to study?'" (1995: 68). 

The list in (2) shows that many patterns that "'ere believed to be phonological 
have turned out to be phonetic. A more co1nplex example comes from the 
don1ain of intonation. In Japanese ai1d many other languages, the height of tones 
generally declines toward the end of an utterance. The question arose whether 
this pattern of declination is due to phonetics or phonology. One could posit that 

' D.1vidson (2006a) demonstrates that a "schwa" inserted in English speakers' production of non· 
nati\re cllLSters differs horn a lexicaJ sch\va. She argt1es that this "sch'1iva" results &(1m gestural 
mis-coordination, and hence differs from phonological epenthesis (see also Hall 2006 for related 
cross-linguistic phenomena). However, within the framework of Articulatory Phonology (Browman 
and Goldstein 1986), she also proposes tl1at gestural n1is .. coordination arjses i11 the phonological 
component_, rather than in the phonetic component. 

Material com direitos autorais 
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this declination is phonetic (Fujisaki and Sudo 1971; see Poser 1984: 200 for more 
references); for example, subglottal air pressure decreases to\vards the end of an 
utterance, and the height of tones naturally drops. On the other hand, IV!cCawley 
(1968) proposes a phonological rule in Japanese that changes a high tone to a 
mid tone after another high tone 1vithin a phrase. It  turns out that it \VOuld be 
most fruitful to approach intonation from both perspectives. Poser (1984) argues 
that Japanese has both local lo\vering of H after another H(L), \vhich seems 
phonological, and gradient, steady declination throughout the utterance, ;vhich 
is phonetic.' Beckman and Pierrehumbert argue that a sin1ilar hybrid approach 
accounts for the complex pattern of intonation in both English and Japanese 
(Beckman and Pierrehumbert 1986; Pierrehumbert and Beckman 1988). 

In addition to helping us to decide whether patterns under discussion are phono
logical or phonetic, son1e studies have called into question the existence of son1e 
phonological patterns per se. Based on the traditional description of Ts\vana, 
.Hyman (2001.) discusses a case of post-nasal devoicing, but Couskova et 11/. (2006) 
argue, on the basis of a production experiment, that Ts\vana may not have a pro
cess of post-nasal devoicing after all. A later study, ho"rever, suggests that some, 
though not all, speakers do sho\v evidence of post-nasal devoicing (Coetzee et al. 
2007). A general lesson we can dra\v fron1 this series of studies is that careful 
instrumental experiments help us to establish 1vhether phonological patterns under 
discussion really exist. 

2.2.2 Inconiplete neutralization 
While it is standardly assumed that phonological processes involve categorical 
d1anges (see §2.2.1 and §2.3.2), some experi.ments have called this assumption 
into question. Port and O'Dell (1985) report a production experiment on German 
1vhere they found some acoustic differences between underlying voiceless stops 
and "voiceless" stops that are tu1derlyingly voiced but devoiced by coda devoic
ing (CHAPTER 69: FINAL DEVOICING ANO FINAL LARYNGEAL NEUTRALIZATION). They 
foimd appreciable differences betlveen these two o<tegories in terms of preceding 
VO"'el duration, closure voicing duration, closure duration, and aspiration duration. 
Further, they demonstrated that listeners can detect the differences between the 
l\vo categories at more than chance frequency. They argue that coda devoicing 
in German is therefore inco1nplete. 

Subsequent studies have found other cases of incomplete neiltralization in many 
languages, including Cantonese (Yu 2007), Catalan (Dinnsen and Charles-Luce 1984), 
Dutch (Ernestus and Baayen 2006, 2007; Warner et al. 2006), English (Fourakis and 
Port 1986; Ohala 1986a), Japanese (JV!ori 2002), Lebanese Arabic (Gouskova and Hall 
2009), Polish (Slowiaczek and Dinnsen 1985; SJ01viaczek and Szymanska 1989) and 
Russian (Chen 1970; Dmitrieva 2005; Padgett and Tabain 2005); see also CHAPTER so: 
Jl,IERGERS AND NEUTRALIZATION. Some studies have argued, ho\vever, that these 
experimental results are largely or entirely due to extra-grammatical factors such 
as speakers' familiarity 'vith English, orthographic influences, and hyperarticu
lation in a laboratory setting (Fourakis and Iverson 1984; Jasse1n and Richter 1989; 
Warner et al. 2006). The status of irtcoo1plete neutralization is 01uch debated in 
the literature (see Warner et al. 2004; Port and Leary 2005 for revie\vs), but these 

'1 Downstep may apply iteratively (Poser 1984; Kubozono 1988), resulting in quasi-gradient behav
ior. See §2.2.1 and §2.3.2 for the categorical nature of phonological patterns. 
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experiments at least show that '"e need to be careful \vhen talking about the 
categoricality of phonological changes.5 See §2.3.2 for more on the discussion 
on the categorical nature of phonological alternations. 

2.3 Bearing on the architecture of the grammar 
Not only have experiments served to evaluate the quality of phonological data, 
some phonetic sh1dies have provided important insights into the general archi
tecture of the gra1mnar.6 

2.3.1 Against universal phonetics 
In SPE, the output of phonology was considered to be "the phonetic transcription" 
(SPE: 293), "'luch lacked "properties of the signal that are supplied by universal 
rules" (SPE: 235). Keating (1985, 1988a) characterizes tlus view as phonetics 
i.nvolving universal, automatic rules (see also Kingston and Diehl 1994: §1.2). 
Phonetic studies soon sho\ved that this vie\v is too simplistic. For example, Chen 
(1970) compared durations of vo\vels before voiced consonants and those before 
voiceless consonants in seven languages (English, French, Russian, Korean, Gernutn, 
Spa1ush, and Non.vegian), and sho"red that different languages sho'"' different 
degrees of lengthening before voiced consonants. Keating (1979) (reported in 
Keating 1985) follo,ved up on this result, and sho,.ved that neither Czech nor Polish 
sho"'S a reliable effect of voicing on preceding vowel duration. It  therefore seems 
that the degree of lengthening before voiced consonants is language-specific. 
Similarly, an acoustic experiment by Port et al. (1980) sho,ved that in Japanese 
vowel durations are heavily affected by the duration of adjacent consonants, 
but in Arabic such patterns are not evident, concluding that rhythmic com
pensation is not universal. These exan1ples sho'v that phonetic imple1nentation is 
neither automatic nor u1uversal. See Port and Leary (2005) for recent su1nmaries 
of language-specific phonetic patterns. 

2.3.2 The phonetics-phonolog1) divide 
As briefly discussed in §2.2.1, many experiments have identified a crucial differ
ence behveen phonetics and phonology: phonological patterns involve complete 
categorical changes, \vhereas phonetics yields gradient outcomes (Keating 1990; 
Cohn 1993, 2006; Zsiga 1995; Tsuchida 1997; Barnes 2002). Experimental results 
played an essential role in establishing this difference. For instance, an electro
palatographic study by Zsiga (1995) sho,ved that English possesses t\VO kinds of 
palatalization: complete palatalization, which we find in a morphophonological 
process, as in press (pres] us. pressure (prsfar ], and gradient palatalization, which 
've find across a "'Ord boundary, a.s in miss you [m1Jju). Zsiga follnd that the 

s Some pho1\ologists ad01.it that some pho1\ological changes are i1\complete and propose a model of 
phonology that handles incomplete neutralization (van Oostendorp 2008; Gouskova and Hall 2009). 
Others <"Onsider the results of neutralizatio1\ as lacking phonological/phonetic specifioitions (Steriade 
1995, 1997), following the theory of phonetic underspecification (Keating 1988b; also Hsu 1996, cited 
in Steriade 1995, 1997). Yet others consider these incomplete neutralization patterns to be implemented 
in the phonetic component (Fourakis and Port 1986). 
' Another topic that would fit in this subsection is the search for the pltonetic bas.is of distinctive 
featllres. Dt1e to space lin1itations, I cannot provide comprel\ensi\re discttssion. See Kingston (2007) 
for a summary. 
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former [fl is [fl throughout its constriction, whereas the latter [fl starts like an 
[s] and ends like an [fl. An e>..'j)lanation '"e can give is that the former process 
involves a categorical phonological change, whereas the latter process is a gradient 
phonetic gest1.tral overlap. 

Pycha (2009) demonstrated another difference: comparing phonological lengthen
ing (i.e. gemination) and phonetic lengthening at phrase edges in Hungarian, 
she found that phonological lengthening always targets the closure phase of 
affricates, whereas phonetic phrase edge lengthening affects portions that are 
adjacent to the boiu1daries. In this way, experirnents have identified characteristics 
of phonetics that distinguish it from phonology. See Keating (1996: 263) for con
stellations of other properties that distinguish phonetics and phonology. See also 
Anderson (1981) for a general discussion of the phonetics-phonology divide. 

2.3.3 The phonetics-niorphologt; interface? 
As exemplified by the hvo palatalization processes in English, morphophonological 
processes tend to involve categorical changes, \vhereas phonetic processes yield 
gradient outputs. A general assumption in generative studies is thus that phono
logy can be sensitive to morphology, but phonetics is not. The inaccessibility 
of morphological structures to phonetics was assun1ed in Chomsky and Halle 
(:1968), "'here morphological boundaries are erased at the end of each trans
formational cycle (SPE: 15). The Bracket Erasure Convention in Lexical Phonology 
(Kiparsky 1982) also removes morphological boundaries after each level of 
derivation (CHAl'TER 85: CYCLJCITY). As a result, word-internal structures are 
inaccessible to later post-lexical rules or phonetics. 

As an illustration, take the case of mini.ma I 'vord requirements. Ma.ny languages 
require (lexical) words to be of a certain minimal length, and this requirement is 
expressed in terms of abstract prosodic units (McCarthy and Prince 1986), but not 
in terms of raw phonetic duration (Colu1 1998). For example, even though English 
tense [i] is shorter than lax [re] in ra'v duration ((i] = 100 1nilliseconds; [re] = 123 
mi ll iseconds, according to Strange et al. 2004), [pi] is well formed, but (pre] is not. 

Therefore, the minimal \vord requirement operates on abstract phonological units 
rather than on ra\v phonetic duration. This sort of requirement can be sensitive 
to morphological information. For example, in Yoruba, only nouns are required 
to be n1ax:in1ally disyllabic (Pulleyblank 1988: 250, fn. 24). On the other hand, no 
kno"'n languages seem to vary raw phonetic durations depending on morpho
logical categories. Phonological requirements, therefore, may refer to morphological 
information '"hereas phonetic implementation cannot.7 This thesis has been taken 
for granted and rarely questioned or addressed in the phonological literature. 

However, Cho (2001) directly addressed this issue using EMA (electron1agnetic 
articuJ.ography), and found that, in Korean, gestural timing is more variable across 
a morpheme boundary than \vithin a morpheme, and also more variable across a 
non-lexicalized compound boundary than across a lexicalized compound boundary. 
Also, Sproat and Fujimura (1993) used X-ray microbeam teclmology and com
pared the amount of dorsal retraction of English coda [l] at various bow1daries, 

7 li1 tttrn, morphological processes ca11 be sensitive to pl10110Jogical inforn1atio11 (i.e. pho11ologically 
conditioned. allornorphy; see McCarthy 2002: 183 for references), but do not seem to be controlled by 
phonetic information (though see Bybee 1999 for a case of a morphological pattern that manipulates 
n non-contrasti\re feattue). 
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including Level I and Level II boundaries, and found a difference behveen these 
hvo contexts. These experin1ental findings suggest that morphological boundaries 
n1ay be visible to phonetic in1plementation rules.8 

Another debate was initiated by Steriade (2000), who challenges the i1nmunity 
of phonetics to morphological information. She argues that there are cases of 
phonetic analogy, a requirement that paradigmatically related "'Ords be phonet
ically similar. For example, derived words are required to be identical in ra\v 
phonetic duration to their corresponding bases. This phonetic analogy is proposed 
to explain why flapping applies in words like capi[r]alistic (cf. capi(r)al), \vhereas 
it fails to apply in words like militaristic (cf. mi/i(t]ary) with a similar stress pattern: 
the applicability of flapping in derived words depends on whether flapping is 
possible in the base words. Ho,vever, Riehl (2003) found in a production experi
ment that the transfer of flapping fron1 a base form to related words was not robustly 
observed. On the basis of an acoustic study, Riehl also challenged the assi.unp
tion that the distinction between (t] and [r) is made solely in terms of constriction 
duration (see Fox and Terbeel< 1977 and de Jong 1998 for the phonetics of flapping; 
also CHAPT£R 113: FLAPPING IN AMERICAN ENGLISH). 

In relation to i.nco1nplete neutralization discussed in §2.2.2, Ernestus and Baayen 
(2006, 2007) argue for another case of n1orphological influence on phonetics. They 
found that there is slight voicing left in "devoiced" final consonants, and argue 
that this voicing is due to the activation of morphologically related words \vith 
a voiced consonant (cHAPT£R 83: PARADIGMS). In summary, \vhether phonetics has 
access to 1norphological infonnation or not is still under debate; experin1ents will 
be able to contribute much to this debate (see Bybee 1999, Barnes and Kavitskaya 
2003, Davis 2005, Cohn 2006, and Yu 2007 for further discussion on the phonetics
morphology interaction and phonetic analogy). 

2.4 Arguments for and against the psychological 
reality of grammar 

Not only have experiments addressed \vhat grammar should look like, they 
have also examined whether gramn1ar is psychologically real in speakers' minds. 
!v!any experin1ents have addressed the question of \vhether the rules, constraints, 
and structures that linguists posit are psycholinguistically real or are merely 
theoretical devices that help us explain the linguistic patterns (Zimmer 1969; 
Ohala 1974, 1986a; Cena 1978; McCa,vley 1986). A general concern behind this \vork 
is that the psymological reality of a grammatical postulate has sometin1es been 
confused 'A'ith the analytical success of that postulate. As McCawley (1986: 28) 
puts it, "Chomsky's ((1986)] policy that the subject matter of linguistics is psycho
logical in nature does not provide any reason for assuming that the purported 
facts that linguists have hitherto adduced as evidence for or against particular 
analyses are psychological in nature, nor even that they are strictly speaking facts." 
Psychological reality of phonological data should not be taken for granted, and 
must be explicitly tested.. Some \vug tests in fact revealed that some phonological 
patterns are not reflected in speakers' behaviors (see (le)). 

11 A questio.n tl'lat ren1ains '''ith .respect to these results is wl\et-1,er the differences could be attributed 
to differences in the presence of pros<Xiic boundaries like foot boundaries or prosodic \vords, whicl1 
the phone6cs is presiunably able to see. 
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Recent development of experimental techniques has allowed us to address 
the question of psychological reality from a different perspective. In particular, a 
nun1ber of perception experin1ents sho\ved that phonological constraints affect 
speech perception - given ambiguous acoustic signals, speakers are biased against 
categorizing the stimuli as those not allov;.ed by their phonological grammar 
(Massaro and Cohen 1983; Pitt 1998; Dupoux et al. 1999; Moreton 2002; Berent et al. 
2007; Coetzee 2008). A classic work by Massaro and Cohen took advantage of word
initial phonotactic restrictions in English, where only [i] is allowed after [t], only 
[l] is allowed after [s], and both are allo"red after [p]. They created a continuum 
from (i] to [l] by varying F3 and presented the continuum in these contexts, and 
found that speakers judge tokens as [i] most frequently after [t), less frequently 
after [p), and least frequently after [s). These results showed that phonotactic restric
tions in speakers' granlIDars affect how they categorize the speech signals. 

Extending this work, some studies showed that son1e particular phonological 
hypotheses are psycl10JogicaUy real. For exan1ple, in Japanese, only foreign \vords, 
but not native or Sino-Japanese words, allow "'Ord-final long [aa] and singleton 
[p) (Ito and Mester 1995). Nloreton and Amano (1999) sho,ved that once listeners 
hear [p] in the stimuli, cueing foreig1mess of the stin1uli, they are n1ore likely to 
judge the word-final [a) as long (aa). Gelbart and Kawahara (2007) extended this 
result and sho,ved that, as long as real foreign '"ords are presented, a similar 
bias to,vards allo"'ing word-final long [aa] perceptually is observed, even in 
the absence of phonological cues to the lexical affiliation. See Gelbart (2005) for 
similar results from other languages. 

On a slightly different line of research, acoustic studies have provided evidence 
for particular prosodic structures (M.addieson 1993; Broselow et al. 1997; Frazier 
2006) or tonal representations (Moren and Zsiga 2006). Broselo'v et al. (1997) show 
that language-particular prosodic structures, each motivated in terms of stress 
placement, are n1anifested in different phonetic implementation patterns. Yet 
another line of research argues for the psychological reality of underspecifica
tion (Archangeli 1988). For example, a priming study by Lahiri and Reetz (2002) 
shows that labial and dorsal signals can activate coronal input. They argue that, 
assuming coronals are underspecified in the mental lexicon, all labial, coronal, and 
dorsal consonants can be matched up vvith underlying coronals (see also Lahi.ri 
and Marslen-Wilson 1991; CHAPTER 12: CORONALS). These studies aim to show 
that theoretical devices that have been proposed., Stlch as lexical stratification, 
prosodic structure, or underspecification, may not merely be abstract theoretical 
constructs, but may be psychologically real, influencing our speech behaviors 
(see Goldrick, forthcoming, for discussion). 

2.5 Sources of phonological patterns 
Finally, many experiments have addressed the issue of sources of phonological 
patterns. This tradition has been most rigorously pursued by Ohala (e.g. 1983, 
1990b), but has been taken up by 1nany other researchers. For example, in n1any 
languages [ki] (or [k] before front vovvels) changes dia.chronicall.y into [tf]. The 
ubiquity of this sound change (and its synchronic correspondence) may be 
attributed to the acoustic affinity between [ki] and (tf) (Ohala 1989; Guion 1998; 
Chang el al. 2001; Wilson 2006). Raising of F2 via palatalization makes [k) sound 
sin1ilar to palatal consonants, and a long period of aspiration of dorsal [k] 1nakes 
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it  sound similar to an affricate. A perception experiment by Guion (1998) demon
strated in fact that listeners often niisperceive [ki] as [tf], showing that the sound 
change [ki] � [tf] n1ay be due to acoustic siinilarity. Furthennore, Chang et al. 
(2001) point out that the directionality of the [ki] � [lf] change is rarely if ever 
reversed, and demonstrate experimentally that listeners may perceive [ki] as [lf), 
but not vice versa. 

Another example is provided by the fact that in many languages a vowel must 
be Jong after a glide. Traditionally, this restriction has been analyzed as a case of 
con1pensatory lengthenmg: the first vo\vel ii1 vowel sequences obtains a mora by 
a universal convention, loses its mora \Vhen it becomes a glide, with the floating 
mora being reassociated \vith the follo,ving vo,vel, resulting in a Jong vo,vel (Hayes 
1989; see also CHAPTER 64: COMPENSATORY LENCTHENlNC). Myers and Hansen (2005) 
offer an alternative explanation: given a sequence of h'l'O vocoids, the boundary 
between them is blurry, and listeners n1ay misattribute the gradient transition to 
the second vo"•el. The misattribution \VOuld result in a percept of long second 
vo,vels. Their perception experiments supported their hypothesis: the longer the 
transition duration, the more likely listeners judge the second vo,vel to be long 
(CHAl'TER 20: THE REPRESENTATION Of VOWEL LENGTH). 

The list of other experiments which have searched for the basis of phonological 
patterns "'Ould include, but is not limited to, the foUO"'ing: Kohler 1990; Ohala 
1990a; Hura et al. 1992; Kawasaki-Fukumori 1992; Huang 2001; Hume and Johnson 
2001; Barnes 2002; Mielke 2003; Ka\vahara 2006; Kochetov 2006; Myers and Hansen 
2007) as well as those discussed in §3.1. See also Blevins (2004) and Ohala's other 
\vork (e.g. Ohala and Lorentz 1977; Ohala 1981, 1983) for further cases of phonetic 
origins of phonological patterns. 

3 Experiments informed by phonology 

So far I have been focusing on how experin1ents have inforn1ed phonological 
theo.ri.es. Ho"•ever, the con1m1u1i.cation is by no means one-"ray. So we nO\v turn 
our attention to ho"' phonological observations and theories helped us design 
phonetic experiments and Jed to important discoveries. 

3.1 Experiments motivated by phonological 
observations 

As discussed iii §2.5, many experin1ents have attempted to make sense of '"hY 
certam phonological patterns occur. Put m a different perspective, this tradition 
has alJo,.ved 11s to reveal aspects of our phonetic systems by ad.dressing ,.vhy phono
logy '"orks in the '"ay that it does. To illustrate this point with another example, 
an influential tradition of this line of research is that of Adaptive Dispersion 
Theory, initiated by Lindblo1n and his colleagues (Liljencrants and Lindblom 
1972; Lind.blo1n 1986; Diehl et al. 2004) and pursued in a nu1nber of studies (e.g. 
Flen1ming 1995; Boersma 1998; Padgett 2002). This theory sets out to address why 
languages have the sets of vo,vels that they have. For example, languages that 
have three contrastive vo,vels usually have [a i u] rather than, say, [a i A], and 
languages that have five contrastive vo\vels have [a i u € :>] rather than [a i A 1r 1]. 
The general idea is that speakers keep contrasting elen1ents n1axiinally (Liljencrants 
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and Lindblom 1972) - or sufficiently (Lindblom 1986) - distinct from one another; 
this thesis has received support fron1 experimental \VOrk (Engstrand and Krull 
1994; Padgett 2002), as \\'ell as from corpus-based cross-linguistic analyses 
(Kingston 2007; see also CHAPTER 2: CONTRAST). This research tradition sho\vs 
tl-1at an attempt to explain phonological patterns provides important insights into 
our speech behaviors. In this sense, taken together \Vith the discussion in §2.5, 
phonological observations and phonetic experunents mforn1 one another. 

3.2 Experiments motivated by phonological theories 

Not only can phonological observations lead to mteresting phonetic hypotheses 
and experiments, specific phonological hypotheses can sometimes provide a 
guideline for \\•here to look in experimental work. For exan1ple, in traditional 
analyses of Japanese intonation (Beckn1a.n and Pierrehumbert 1986; Pierrehun1bert 
a.nd Beckman 1988; Venditti 2005), Japanese \vas not thought to have an l.ntonational 
Phrase. Selkirk (2005), ho,vever, on the basis of cross-linguistic patterning, pro
poses a general theory of syntax-phonology mappmg 'vhere clause edges should 
genera!Jy correspond to Intonational Phrase edges. Guided by this theory, 
Ka,vaha.ra and Shi11ya (2008) investigate the intonational properties of clause edges 
in Japanese and find evidence for Intonational Phrase edges. In particular, tl-1ey 
find that the left edges of clauses sho\v larger initial rises and stronger pitch 
reset compared to VP edges, and clauses are also characterized by final lo\vering 
of tones, final creakiness and pause at their right edges. This \\•ork sho\vs that 
theories can provide a guideline as to \vhat to look for i11 phonetic studies. 

Another example comes from articu.latory studies on transparent segments 
in harmony contexts (Gick et al. 2006; Bei'\us and Cafos 2007; Walker et al. 2008; 
CHAPTER 91: VOWEL HARMONY: OPAQUE AND TRANSPARENT VOWELS). Several authors 
have proposed that autosegmental spreading is strictly local and can never skip 
a segment (Ni Chiosain and Padgett 1997; Ca.fos 1998; Walker 1998). Transparent 
segments in harn1ony patterns pose a problem for thi s theory because it looks 
as though these segments are "skipped." Recent articulatory studies have sho\vn, 
ho,vever, that "transparent" segments also undergo harmony (e.g. tongue body 
backmg in back vo\vel harmony i11 Hungarian and the tip blade gesture in 
Kinyar\va.nda consonant ha.r1nony), \Vithout causing much perceptual effect. This 
outcome is as predicted by strict locality, because transparent segments, too, undergo 
harmony phonologically. Again, the theory of strict locality has led to experiments 
that reveal a non-trivial aspect of transparent segments in harn1ony contexts. See 
Hayes (1999) for related discussion on theory-driven experi.inents. 

3.3 Testing specific phonological hypotheses and beyond 
Specific phonological hypotheses can motivate specific hypothesis testing, 
which has often resulted i.i1 further insights mto the intricacy of the phonetics
phonology interface. To take one exa1nple, Steriade (1997, 2009) proposes that the 
less perceptible a phonological contrast is (i11 a. particular context), the n1ore li.ke.l.y 
it is to be neutralized. Some \vork has shown that at least some contrasts that are 
likely to be neutralized are mdeed Jess perceptible than non-neutralizing contrasts 
(Ka\\7ahara 2006; Kochetov 2006; CHAPTER so: MERGERS AND NEUTRALIZATION). 

Kocl1etov (2006) sho\ved further, ho\vever, that not alJ differences in phonetic 
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perceptibility are reflected in phonological patterns. Once again, Steriade's specific 
hypothesis about the interaction bet\veen phonetic perceptibility and phonological 
patterns n1otivated experi..tnental testi..t1g, which revealed the con1plex interaction 
between phonetics and phonology. 

To take another example, many languages require that lexical "'ords be 
minimally bimoraic or bisyllabic (§2.3.3). Japanese, ho,vever, allo,vs monomoraic 
lexical words, and Mori (2002) tested 'vhether Japanese does indeed violate the 
mi..tllinality requirement. She folmd that, 'vhen monomoraic \vords are pronounced 
'vithout a case particle, they undergo lengthening, while longer 'vords do not 
sho"' such lengthening. In this sense, Japanese does satisfy the minimal '"ord 
requirement. However, she further found that lengthened monomoraic roots are 
not as long as bimoraic roots, instantiating a case of i..t1co1nplete neutralization 
(§2.2.2). 

To sununarize, these experiments show that specific phonological hypotheses 
can Worm experiments, '"hid1 often in turn provide i.nsight into the complex inter
action bet,veen phonetics and phonology. The list of theories that have motivated 
specific experin1entation includes the sonority sequencing principle (Broselo'v and 
Finer 1991), Optimality Theory's (Prince and Smolensky 1993) transitivity of con
straints (Guest et al. 2000), the En1ergence of the Unmarked (Broselo"' et al. 1998), 
and positional faithfulness theory (Kawahara and Shinohara 2010). 

4 Summary 

Phonetic and psycholinguistic experiments have contributed much to the develop
ment of phonological theories, and they 'vill conti..t1ue to do so. In (3) and (4) I 
sun1marize ho"' experiments have Worn1ed phonological theories and vice versa. 

(3) How experiments inform theory 
a. Provide data beyond those available through introspection. 
b. Re-examine the quality of phonological data. 
c. Address questions about the architecture of the grammar. 
d. Show and exami..t1e the psychological reality of the gram1nar. 
e. Find the sources of phonological patterns. 

(4) How phonology informs experiinents 
a. Helps to find restrictions on - and the nature of - speech through phono

logical patterns. 
b. Provides a guide as to where and what to look for in phonetic experiments. 
c. Motivates specific hypothesis testillg. 
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97 Tonogenesis 

JOHN KINGSTON 

1 Introduction 

Tones have frequently appeared and n1ultiplied under the influence of the 
laryngeal articulations of adjacent con sonants (§2-§4), but much more rarely under 
the influence of the vo,vels that bear them (§6). The laryngeal articulations of 
follo"1ing consonants readily introduce tones into previously toneless languages, 
but those of preceding consonants far more often split existing tones than intro
duce them 'vhere there '"ere none before (§5). Opposite tones can arise from 
the san1e ostensible phonological source, apparently because the source can be 
pronounced so as to raise or lower FO (§3.2.2 and §4). Finally, tone can arise from 
prosodic as well as segmental sources (§7). In all these sound changes, a predict
able or redundant FO difference becomes contrastive - i.e. is "phonologized" -
once the contrast that introduced it neutralizes. These changes show ho"' easily 
languages blur the distinction between phonetics and phonology and undermine 
their autonomy over time. 

2 From consonants to tone 

2.1 Introduction 
The first hvo examples, Yabem and Korean (§2.2), sho\v how tone can remain 
redundant on phonation contrasts in preceding consonants, and the next hvo, 
Karomu. and Cham (§2.3), show ho'v the contrast transfers fron1 phonation con
trasts to tone. This section closes '''ith discussion of ho"' redundant FO differences 
are phonologized (§2.4), why voiced obstruents lo,ver FO (§2.5), ho\v consonants' 
influence on FO is represented phonologically (§2.6), and \vhether a consonant's 
phonological specification or its phonetic properties detern1ine its tonogenetic 
effects (§2.7). 
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2.2 Yabem and Korean: Contrastive phonation and 
redundant tone 

In Yabern, an Oceanic Austronesian language of the North Huon Gulf (Bradsha\v 
1979; Ross 1993), and in Korean (Jun 1996; Silva 2006; Kang and Guion 2008), tone 
reolains redundant on phonation contrasts in preceding consonants (CHAPTER 2: 
CONTRAST). 

2.2.1 Yabern 
In Yaben1 (Ross 1993), tonogenesis is the product of tone-voicing harn1ony. The 
'veak syllable of a hvo-syU.able iambic foot acqiiired the tone and voicing of the 
strong syllable '"'hen the strong syllable began \vith a stop in Proto-Huon Gulf 
(PHG), and a strong syllable not beginning '"'ith a stop acquired the tone and voic
ing of the \Veak syllable when it began \Vilh a voiced slop in PHG,' as illustrated 
by the alternations in the three realis/irrealis verb paradig1ns in Table 97.1: 

Table 97.1 Realis and irrealis paradigms of three Yabem verb stems. The irrealis 
morpheme is realized by prenasalizing the first voiced stop in the root, if it has one, 
but otherwise by selecting distinct allomorphs of the singular subject prefixes 

-de!) 'move towards' -tat) '\veep' -tu? 'vomit' 

real is irrenlis rcnlis irrealis renlis irrealis 

1 sg ga-del) ja-"del) ka-truJ ja·taIJ ga-lu? ja-hJ.? 
2 sg go-de!) o-"de1i k6-ra11 6-tal) go-Lu? 6-Jt'.t? 
3 sg ge-de1J e-"de1i ke-tarJ e-ta•J ge-Lu? e-tt'.t? 

1 pl incl da-del) da-"del) ta-tat) 1a-1a.l) ta-Ju? ta-lu? 

1 pl excl, 2 pl a-de!) a-"deJJ a-taJJ a-tat) a-Ju? a-lu? 

3 pl se-deJ) se-"de11 se-taJJ se-tfuJ se-Ju> se-Ju> 

The voiced and voiceless steins /-de!J/ and /-t<ir)/ sho'"' the covariation of 
stop voicing and tone '"ithin the strong syllable of the foot. No tone is marked 
on /-lu? I 'vomit', because it varies between low when the prefix stop is voiced 
(after realis singular [ga-, go-, ge-]), and high other,vise (after 1st plural inclusive 
[ta-] and 3rd plural [se-] and in all irrealis forms). As this stem is high after 
prefixes that do not contain stops, high nnist be the default tone value for tone, 
'vith lo"' occurring only '"hen a voiced stop appears son1e,.vhere in the foot. 
Neither voicing nor its absence can be the default value, as alternat ions occur 
in both directions: 1st singular /ga-/ � [ka-] and 1st plural inclusive /ta-/ � 
[da-]. These observations indicate that voicing is the source of lo\v tone (as "'ell 
as voicing any stop in a weak syllable's onset), and that high tone and the 
absence of voicing developed elsewhere. 

In other examples, tone is contrastive, e.g. /awe/ 'outside' vs. /awe/ 'woman' 
and /6li/ 'body' vs. /oil/ 'wages'. The source of the tones in these and similar 

' Gene.raJJy, Proto-Oceanic (PO) *b, •g > PHG *b, •g > Proto-North Huon GuJf (PNHG) 'b, •g > Yabem 
/b g/ and low tone, and in some morphemes, PO •p, •k unpredictably voiced and lenited to PHG 
•v, '¥ > PNHG zero reflexes in Yabem with low tone. 
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examples is apparently the PHG •v, •y, \vhich derive via voicing and lenition from 
PO ••p, **k. 

2.2.2 I<orean 
Follo"'ing an aspirated [spread glottis] or tense [constricted glottis) stop 
(CHAPTER 69: FINAL DEVOICING AND FINAL LARYNGEAL NEUTRALIZATION), the initial 
L of the accentual phrase's LHL melody found after a laryngeally unspecified lax 
stop is raised to H in Seoul and Chonnan1 Korean (Jun 1996) - elsewhere in the 
word, the FO elevation is smaller and shorter lasting. Silva (2006) and Kang and 
Gui.on (2008) argue that tone is becoming contrastive after consonants that are 
not [constricted glottis], as the duration of aspiration in lax stops has lengthened 
in younger people's speech to match that of aspirated stops. 

2.3 Kammu and Cham: Contrastive tone and loss of 
phonation contrasts 

Kanunu and Chan1 illustrate the transfer from phonation to tone contrasts. 

2.3.1 I<a1nrnu 
Table 97.2 shows that in two \vestern dialects of the Mon-Khmer language, Kammu, 
lo"' tones ("a") appear 'vhere syllables begin with voiced stops and sonorants 
in the eastern dialect and a higher tone (high "a" or rising-falling "ii") >vhere those 

Table 97.2 Correspondences of tone and register in three western dialects of Kammu 
to the phonation contrast on initial stops (a) and sonora.nts (b) in  the eastern dialect. 
Examples from Suwilai (2003). E. Kanunu = Svantesson's (1989) "Southern Kammu"; 
the first tonal 'v\I. Karnmu dialect = hls "Northern Kammu"; and the register dialect of 
\IV. Kam1nu resembles his "Lamet" 

E. Kar11111i1 W. Ka1t111111 1'\1. Kn111111zt W. Kar1111111 
Tone .1 Tone 2 Register 

a. bu:c pu:c p•u:c P\PC 'rice \vine' 
pu:c pi1:c pU:c pu:c 'to take off clothes' 
bok pok p•ok pgk 'to cut do'''" a tree1 

p6k p6k p6k 'to take a bite' 
pu:m phi'1:m pµ,:m 'to che\\1' 

pok 
bu:m . ' • 'to fart' pu:m pu:m pu:m pu:m 
gla:I) kla:IJ k"Ja:IJ kl� :I) 'stone' 
klaa) kla:IJ kla:J) kla:iJ 'eagle' 
Jal) Cal) c"aIJ CiJI) 'to \-Veigh' 
cal) cfuJ Cal) Cal) 'astringent' 

b. 1p? 1):1? l)J? !);?? 'to fear' 
hIJ::>' 1)5? 1)5? 1)5? 'paddy rice' 
ra:1) rit:t) ra:IJ r�:IJ 'flo,ver1 
"ra:l) ra:1J rri:I) rfi:l) 'tooth' 
wa? ,va? wa? \Vil? 'to cllase' 
"'.va' \Ve\? \.ye)? \.y<\? '1nonkey' 
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syllables begin with voiceless stops and sonorants; the other western dialect 
sho\vs a contrast in voice quality (also kno\vn as "register") instead (Svantesson 
1989; Suwilai 2003). Whether the higher tone is high or rising-falling in the first 
tonal dialect depends on \vhether the vowel is short or long. 

In both tonal dialects, voiceless sonorants have become voiced, and in the first, 
voiced stops have become voiceless unaspirated. These mergers transfer the contrast 
fron1 phonation in the initial consonant to tone in the follo\ving vowel (cf. Hyman 
2008 on "trans-phonologization"). In the second tonal dialect, the voiced stops of 
the eastern dialect have merged instead with the voiceless aspirated stops and 
thereby also transferred the contrast to tone. In the register dialect, a clear or tense 
voice quality and high tone ("a" or "a") corresponds to voiceless initials in the 
non-tonal dialect, \vhile a breathy voice quality and lo\v pitch ("i!") corresponds 
to voiced initials.2 In this dialect, too, the contrast has been transferred con1pletely 
fro1n the initial consonant to the follo,ving vo\vel. Tone is rising- falling or high 
after [spread glottis] consonants (= voiceless aspirated stops, /s h/) and [constricted 
glottis] consonants ( = /?j ?w 15 cf/ - the implosives correspond to glottalized nasals 
/?1n 'n/ in the non-tonal dialect). Surprisingly, tone is lo"' following /?I itself. 

2.3.2 Charri 
T'vo Chamic languages, Eastern Cham (Phu el al. 1992) and Utsat (Maddieson and 
Pang 1993), have also developed tone from preceding consonants (see also Thurgood 
1999; but cf. Brunelle 2005, for arguments that Eastern Cham is not tonal), while 
Western Chan\ has developed a register contrast instead. These developments are 
much like those observed in the Western Kammu dialects, except that Proto-Cham 
did not distinguish sonorants for phonati.on. Lo"' tone emerged after voiced sono
rants, unless the syllable ended in glottal stop, in which case high tone emerged. 

2.4 Exaggeration attd then transfer 
In Yabem and Korean, the FO differences remain largely predictable fron1 the 
phonation differences in the consonants, yet they are exaggerated in both size 
and extent in both languages, so they cannot still be described as rnere phonetic 
perturbations. The tonal "Vestern Kammu dialects, Eastern Cham, and Utsat have 
taken the next step and transferred the contrast fro1n these exaggerated but still 
redundant FO differences to tone by no longer pronouncing at least som.e of the 
preceding consonants with distinct phonation. Jun (1996) shows that exaggerated 
FO differences may co-exist \vith phonation differences, so exaggeration of one 
phonetic difference does not necessarily trade off at first 'vith diminution of 
another/ but Silva (2006) and Kang and Guion (2008) sho'" that such a trade-off 
may eventually occur and thereby transfer the contrast. 

' "Registe.r" i:efers to bi:eathy or lax vs. tense, clear o.r modal volce quality, low vs. high FO, and highe.r 
trS. lower vowel qualities, which may occur singly or in combination (Gregerson 1\}76; Huffman 1976; 
Thongkum 1987; Denning 1989). In many Mon-Khmer languages, the fir1;t value appears in words that 
began \\1ith voiced obstn1ents and sonorants in an earlier form of the language, while the second appears 
in words that began with voiceless consonants. The first values may all be concomitants of expand
ing the pharynx by advancing the tongue root and lowering the larynx (Lindau 1979; Edmondson 
and EsliJlg 2006). 

3 Phonation properties ''ary in their probability of occurrence, not in their value; for example, a stop 
mity C>CClLC more or less often '''ith aspiration b1Jt not with a greater •Jr lesser degree. 
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2.5 The phonetics of low tone fro1n voiced stops 
In Yabem, \!Vestern Kammu, Eastern Chan1, and Utsat, low tones developed on 
vowels follo\ving voiced stops and non-lo'" tones else\vhere. These tones could 
have arisen from exaggerating the FO lo,vering that is an automatic phonetic side
effect of an articulation 1vhose purpose is to resolve the aerodynamic conflict 
bet"reen voicing and obstruency. On the one hand, producing the noise character
istic of obstruents requires that intraoral air pressure (P .) rise, but, on the other hand, 
n1aintaining voicing requires that P0 remain enough belo''' subglottal air pressure 
(P.) that air continues to flovv up through the glottis. An articulation that both main
tains the pressure drop across the glottis and also lov;•ers FO is larynx lo\vering 
(Hombert 1978; Hombert et al. 1979), \Vhich slo,vs the rise in P0 by enlarging the oral 
cavity (Westbury 1983) and slackens the vocal folds by tilting the cricoid cartilage 
forward relative to the thyroid cartilage (Honda et al. 1999). This slackening could 
be an auton1atic, unintended n1echanical consequence of larynx lowering, because 
this articulation's purpose in voiced obstruents is to expand the oral cavity and 
keep the rise in P0 in check. Yet Honda et al. (1999), as \Veil as Collier (1975), Ewan 
(1976), and Erickson et al. (1994), sho\11 that larynx lo\vering is also one of the 
n1aneuvers '''hich speakers use to lower FO deliberately. Their results suggest that 
larynx lo,vering in a voiced obstruent could also be intended to lo\ver FO. 

VVhy would a speaker wish to lower FO "'hen producing a voiced obstruent? 
Kingston and Diehl (1994, 1995) and Kingston et al. (2008) argue that a low FO 
in VO\vels flanking a voiced stop integrates perceptually with voicing in the 
stop closure itself to enhance the percept of the presence of lovv-frequency energy 
in and near the stop (see also Stevens and Blumstein 1981). The percept of low
frequency energy (among other auditory qualities) rather than either voicing or 
lo\11 FO individually may be what conveys that the stop is [voice]. Integr ation unifies 
the stop's phonation and the adjacent vowel's pitch phonetically, at a stage in 
perception bet\veen the signal's ra''' acoustics and the listener's recognition of 
the stop's value for an abstract distinctive feature [voice]. This line of reasoning 
suggests that the lower FO next to voiced obstruents may be as deliberate a 
consequence of larynx lo'''ering as keeping P, from rising too fast. 

This account extends naturally to the register differences that have developed 
from the [voice] contrast in Western Kamn1u, Lamet, Western Cham, and else\vhere 
(see also Henderson 1967, Matisoff 1973, Denning 1989, and Thurgood 2002 for 
recognition of this link). In breathy voice, the first harmonic is far more intense 
than higher harmonics compared to modal or tense voice, and in higher vowels, 
the first formant (Fl) is lo"rer than in lower vo,vels. While both differences can 
be interpreted as automatic concomitants of producing voicing in an adjacent stop, 
their exaggeration and phonologization in the developn1ent of register contrasts 
in these languages can equally easily be construed a.s an atten1pt to strengthen 
the percept of lo,v-frequency energy next to the stop.4 

.. FO is ltsually lourer in bre.a.thy voice, as in tonal Western Kammlt and Eastern Cham compared to 
registral Westenl Ka.uunu and l•Vestern Cham. Obstruents that a.re someti.mes described as breathy 
voiced also "depress" tone in many Southern Bantu languages (Rycroft 1980, 1983; Traill et al. 1987; 
Traill 1990; Cassimjee 1998; Cas.•iJnjee and Kisseberth 1998; Donnelly 2009}. However, the depressors 
are often no longer breathy or even voiced (Schachter 1976; Traill 1990; Jessen and Roux 2002; 
Maddieson 2003; Strazny 2003; Downing and Gick 2005; Downing 2009), so depression has become 
autonomous from the original laryngeal articulation that fust introduced it into the languages (Traill 
et al. 1987; Traill 1990; Maddieson 2003), like other transfers of contrast from phonation to tone. 
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2.6 Stiff and slack 
Halle and Stevens (1971) propose a different unification, '"hich substitutes features 
used to represent tone contrasts in vowels, [stiff] and [slack] vocal folds, for [voice] 
in obstruents (see also Lofqvist et al. 1989 for phonetic evidence, and Avery and 
ldsardi 2001 for a dramatic extension of Halle and Stevens's proposals). A stop 
specified for [slack] vocal folds would be pronounced with voicing and \vould 
10"1er FO on the following vo,vel, '"hile one specified for [stiff] \vould be pro
nounced without voicing and with higher FO on the folJo,ving vowel. Voicing in 
obstruents is thus a side-effect of the vocal folds being slack enough. 

The reduction in vocal fold tension represented by [slack) both helps and 
hinders keeping P0 enough belo\v P,: slacker folds vibrate for a smaller pressure 
drop across the glottis than stiffer ones, but they also let a larger volume of air 
pass through the glottis per unit of tune and thereby accelerate the rise in P 0• 
Speakers apparently rely instead on slowing the rise ii1 P 0 by expanding the 
oral cavity both actively (BeU-Berti and Hirose 1975; \'\lestbury 1983) and passively 
(Ohala and Riordan 1979). Halle and Stevens's features do not therefore abstract 
away from the phonetic realization of the phonation and tone contrasts so 1nuch 
as subsume them under a single contrast, whose phonetic realization differs 
systematically as a function of the segment's value for other features (cf. Kingston 
and Diehl 1994; see also CHAPTER 17: DISTINCTIVE FEATURES). 

The Korean facts sho\v that obstruents with other phonation types than [voice] 
raise rather than lower FO. Jun (1996) attributes this difference to the [spread 
glottis] and [constricted glottis] stops also beii1g [stiff], apparently as a byproduct 
of stronger thyroarytenoid (also kno,vn as vocalis) contraction co1npared to the 
lax stops - cricothyroid contraction does not differ behveen the three classes 
of stops (Hirose et al. 1974; Hirose et al. 1981). The differences ill the amount and 
timing of thyroarytenoid contraction are intended to contribute to differences 
bet"•een these stops ii1 the glottal openii1g's size and timii1g (see also Kagaya 
1974) and ii1 the [constricted glottis] stops to the firnmess with \vhich the vocal 
folds are pressed against one another, but they clearly affect FO too. 

2.7 Phonetics or phonology? 
The discussion in §2.5 treats FO lowering next to voiced obstruents as one of the 
intended correlates of an abstract [voice] contrast. FO raisiitg next to [spread 
glottis] and [constricted glottis] could be treated as a similarly deliberate corre
late of these contrasts. Yet •ve have seen !\VO clear instances of tonogenesis from 
phonetically predictable rather than contrastive properties, namely, predictably 
voiced sonorants induced a low tone in the tonal Western Kam.mit dialects and 
in Eastern Cham, and the predic tably spread glottis voiceless fricative [s] iitduced 
a high tone ill the tonal \Nestern Kammu dialects. The lo"' tone that emerged 
after voiced sonorants in the tonal Western Kamn1u dialects could be attributed 
to their contrasting with voiceless sonorants in their ancestor (and the Eastern 
Kaa1111u dialect). Ho,vever, sonorants did not contrast for [voice) in Proto-Cham, 
so the low tone that emerged in Eastern Cham after voiced sonorants cannot 
derive fronl a correlate of the [voice] contrast in that language. Similarly, voice
less fricatives do not contrast for [spread glottis] \Vith voiced ones in Western 
Kanunu. The participation of voiced sonorants and /s/ suggest that their tono
genetic effects are detennmed by their being pronoiu1ced '"ith voicing or the 
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glottis \vide open (Lofqvist and Yoshioka 1980; Yoshioka et al. 1981) and not by 
their phonological specification (see also CHAPTER s: sONORANTs). 

The quandary here is this: if the FO differences next to consonants contrasting 
the phonation features [voice], [spread glottis], and [constricted glottis) are the 
product of articulations that are controlled so as to produce those differences, 
\vhy do the differences also appear next to consonants that do not contrast for 
any of these features? Their appearance next to this latter group of consonants 
suggests that they are instead automatic consequences of voicing, opening the 
glottis wide, etc., and that it is only the articulations \vhich produce these pro
perties that are controlled. Producing voicing in a sonorant, ho,vever, does not 
require any articulation such as larynx lo\vering to keep the rise in P0 in check, 
because no appreciable an1ount of air is trapped inside the oral cavity during 
their pronunciation. In the absence of such an articulation, FO would also not be 
automatically lo,vered next to sonorants, ho"rever reliably voiced they "'ould be. 
These facts suggest that voiced sonorants pattern with voiced obstruents because 
voicing makes them phonetically similar, and that FO is deliberately lo"rered 
next to them to enhance this phonetic similarity. 

The case of voiceless fricatives apparently differs: the glottis must be opened 
wide to provide a volume of airflow through the oral constriction do,vnstream 
sufficient to produce turbulent, noisy airflow. Opening the glottis 'vide in voice
less aspirated stops is presumably also intended to produce turbulent, noisy airflow 
after the stop release, so both non-contrastive and contrastive glottal spread
ing have a common purpose. Even so, glottal spreading does not auto1natically 
raise FO (Hon1bert et al. 1979; Kingston and Diehl 1994), and to do so \vould require 
deliberate stiffening of the folds next to both classes of consonants. J'n short, 
what looked like evidence that the FO differences must be automatic turns out to 
be evidence that they must instead be controlled. 

3 Tonogenesis from following consonants 

The strikingly similar tonogenetic behavior of follo\ving consonants in Vietnamese 
and Chinese (§3.1) is presented first, followed by the discussion of Athabaskan 
(§3.2). The Athabaskan data are the first to sho'" that opposite tones can evolve 
from the sao�e ostensible phonological source (§3.2.2). 

3.1 Vietnamese and Chinese 

According to Haudricourt (1954b), the tone contrasts of present-day Vietnamese 
developed in rn'O stages. First, a final stop induced a rising tone, a final voiceless 
fricative a falling tone, and a level tone developed in other syllables, which either 
\vere open or ended in a nasal (see the columns in Table 97.3). A considerable time 
later, each of these tones then split in hvo under the influence of a [voice] contrast 
in syllable-initial stops, \\•ith •vords beginning with voiced stops developing lo•ver 
pitches than those beginning with voiceless ones (see the rows in Table 97.3). The 
resulting six-"•ay tone contrast displayed in Table 97.3 can be observed today in 
the Vietnamese spoken in the northern part of Vietnam. 

Thurgood (2002) argues that the tones attributed to final and initial stops in 
Vietnan1ese did not arise directly from the stops themselves but instead from 
differences in voice quality that perturbed FO. The distinction between a rising 
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Table 97.3 Tonogenesis in Vietnamese: "k" = any follo\ving stop. The italicized "'ords 
are the Vietnamese names for each of the tones 

Following consonants 

CV,CVN CVk, CV? CVs, CVh 

Preceding voiceless *pa > pa *pak > pak pas > pa 
consonants high level (n.gn.ng) high rising (soc) high falling (hoi) 

voiced *ba > pa •ba.k > pak bas > pa 

lov1 level (huyen) lO\V rising (nnng) low faUi.ng (ngn) 

and a level tone initially arose from a contrast between creaky and modal voice 
in syllables not ending in stops or fricatives in Proto-Vietic (Diffloth 1989). Tones 
in syllables ending in stops subsequently merged "'ith those arising in creaky 
voice syllables, because final stops '"'ere pronounced '"'ith a simultaneous glottal 
closure. Similarly, the subsequent tone split arose from an earlier difference ben,reen 
a breathy and a modal voice quality induced by preceding voiced and voiceless 
stops and not directly from the [voice] contrast itself. Only the falling tones that 
developed in syllables that ended in voiceless fricatives are attributed directly 
to the consonants themselves (Thi.ugood 2002: 336).5 

Haudricourt (1954a), Pulleyblank (1962), Mei (1970), Baxter (1982), and Sagart 
(1999) propose that tones developed in much the same \vay in the evolution 
fron1 Old Chinese (500 BCE) to Middle Chinese (500 CE). Between Old and Nliddle 
Chinese, the ping 'level' or A tone arose in syllables ending in vo'"'els or sono
rants, the shang 'rising' or B tone in syllables ending in a glottal stop, and the 
qu 'departing' or C tone in syllables originally ending in /s/, \vhich had become 
/h/ by the time the tones developed. A fourth tone, ru 'entering' or D, arose in 
syllables ending in an oral stop. Between Middle Chinese and the present-day 
languages, these tones split into lower and higher reflexes '"hen the voiced stops 
merged \vith the voiceless i.maspirated stops. There is little disagreement about 
this second stage in the development of the present-day tones, but considerable 
controversy about the transition fro1n Old to Middle Chinese; for alternative 
analyses, see \<\fang (1958), Benedict (1972), and Ballard (1988). Lack of space 
prevents 1ne fron1 doing more here than mention the fact of this controversy. 

3,2 Athabaskan 

The Athabaskan languages in north\vestern Canada, southeastern Alaska, and 
the Apachean subgroup are tonal, \Vhile those in southwestern Alaska and along 
the Pacific Coast of Oregon and northern California are not (Leer 1. 979, 1999, 2001 ; 
Kingston 2005; Krauss 2005). Most of the latter retain a contrast behveen glottalic 
and non-glottalic stops at the ends of stems that has been replaced by tones in 
the tonal languages. 

5 The Tamang languages, a group of closely related Tibeto-Burman languages spoken in Nepal, 
synchronicaUy illustrate the covari..1tion of tone, voice quality, and \roicing in preceding obstruents 
that was the hypothesized precur.;or to present-day Vietnamese (lv!azaudon 1978, forthcoming; 
�1azaudon and J'vlichaud 2008). 
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3.2.1 Stern rime contents 
Three contrasts between stem-final consonants (la-c) and two contrasts bet"reen 
stem nuclei (ld-e) interacted in tonogenesis: 

(1) a. Glottalic vs. non-glottalic stops (K' vs. K), sonorants ('R vs. R), and fricatives 
('X vs. X) 

b. Stops vs. sonorants (K vs. R) 
c. Stops vs. fricatives (K vs. X) 
d. Full vs. reduced (or long vs. short) nuclei (VV and V? vs. V) 
e. Full VO\'tel nuclei ending \Vith glottal constriction (V?) vs. those not 

ending with glottal constriction (VV). 

(The difference in the position of the glottalic diacritic (K' vs. 'R and 'X) is 
explained be)o\v .) 

If a stem rin1e Jacked a coda consonant, the nucleus had to be full (VV or V'), 
but reduced as well as full vowel nuclei occurred in rimes ending in a consonant 
(VC, VVC). A rime ending in a glottalic sonorant or fricative \Vith a non-glottalic 
full vo'''el nucleus did not contrast \Vith one \Vilh a glotlalic full vowel nucleus, 
i.e. VV'R and VV'X = V?'R and V7'X. Otherwise, all possible combinations of 
rimes and nuclei occurred. Anticipating §3.2.2, the tones are referred to as the 
"marked" and "unmarked" (see also CHAPTER 4: MARKEDNESS). 

When the vo,vel was reduced, marked tone developed in stems ending in a 
glottalic stop or sonorant (VK', V'R), while unmarked tone developed in those 
ending in a non-glottalic stop or sonorant (VK, VR). When the vowel was full 
and non-glottalic, ho"•ever, marked tone only developed in stems ending in 
glottalic sonorants (VV'R); othen,1ise, the unmarked tone developed (VVK' as 
\vell as VVK, VVR). The glottalic articulation \Vas thus lost without a trace in 
VVK' stems in the tonal languages. Marked tone also developed in all stems with 
a glottalic full vo,vel (V?, V?K, V?K'). Glottalic fricatives are derived in certain 
stem allo111orphs by spirantizing glottalic stops (VK' > V'X, VVK' > VV'X), and 
they behave like glottalic sonorants in producing marked tone on preceding full 
as \vell as reduced VO\vel nuclei in the tonal languages. 

!vluch as Thurgood (2002) did for Vietnan1ese (§3.1), Leer (1979, 1999) argued 
that marked tone did not develop directly fro1n any glottalic articulation on a 
stem-final consonant; glottaJ.ic consonants instead introduced a voice quality he 
called "constriction" on the preceding vo,vel, \vhich \Vas subsequently replaced 
by the marked tone. As in the ancestor of \Tietnamese, some stem nuclei already 
contrasted for constriction in Proto-Athabaskan, i.e. •y? vs. *VV, and stenlS end
ing in glottalic consonants merged tonogenetically with those whose nuclei were 
constricted. 

Kingston (1985, 1990, 2005) argues that sonorants and fricatives behaved 
differently from stops because they lacked a stop burst 'vith \vhich the laryngeal 
articulation could be coordinated (CHAPTER s: SONORANTS; CHAl'TBR 28: THE 

REPRESENTATION OF FRICATIVES). The laryngeal articulation in sonorants and 
fricatives could therefore shift m.ore easily to the beginning of the consonantal 
articulation than in a stop, "'here it remains bound to the release at the end of the 
closure. This timing difference "'ould also explain why no contrast \Vas possible 
in Proto-Athabaskan bel\\reen VV and V? nuclei in sten1s ending in glottalic 
sonorants or fricatives: the glottal constriction at the beginning of a sonorant or 
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fricative consonant "'Ould coincide "'ith that at the end of a glottalic hill vo\vel 
and render VV'R and VV'X rimes indistinguishable from V?R and V?X rimes. 

The coordination of the glottalic articulation \Vith the release of a stop was 
not enough to prevent it from constricting all or most of a preceding reduced 
vo\vel, so marked tone developed in such stems, but in stems \Vith full VC>\Vels, 
only a portion of the vo,vel would be constricted by co-articulation \Vith the 
final consonant - too little for marked tone to develop on the1n. 

3.2.2 Opposite tones Jronz the smne source 
The marked tone differs in level behveen languages, for example, it is high in 
Chipewyan, but lo''' in Gwich'in. Kingston (2005) argues that both high and low 
tones could have developed from stem-final glottalic consonants because their 
laryngeal articulation could have been prono1u1ced so as to raise or lower FO. If 
the glottal constriction \vas achieved by contracting the thyroarytenoid muscle 
alone, then the voice quality of adjacent vo\veJs would be creaky and FO "'oi.tld 
be characteristically low; however, if the cricothyroid muscle was also contracted 
at the san1e tin1e, the adjacent vo\vel's voice quality would instead be tense and 
its FO \vould be characteristically high. 

According to Leer (1999), the languages with the high-1narked tone are found 
on the Canadian Cordillera's east side and those \vith the low-marked tone on 
the Cordillera's '''est side. Yet within each of these h-'O geographical ranges are 
found closely related languages with the opposite tone, e.g. 10"1-marked Dogrib 
is spoken an1ong otherwise high-1narked and closely related languages on the 
east side, \vhile on the low-1narked west side Northern Tutchone is high
marked next to its dose relative, knv-marked Southern Tutchone; a_nd similarly 
Tanacross is high-marked next to its close relatives, low-marked Upper and 
Lower Tanana. 

The glottalic vs. non-glottalic contrast must have been lost very early in stem
final stops in the tonal languages, as none of then1 retains any vestige of it in the 
consonants themselves. Ho"' then coi.ud these recent reversals come about? The 
answer probably lies in the retention of the contrast in stem-final sonorants as 
well as between glottalic and non-glottalic full vo\vels in these languages do,vn 
to the present day. If the ancestor of the tonal languages originally split into a 
high-1narked and a low-marked dialect '"'hen some of its speakers chose to pro
nounce aJJ the glottalic consonants \vith cricothyroid a.s well as thyroarytenoid 
contraction, while others chose to do so "'ith thyroarytenoid contraction alone, 
then there is no reason why speakers should have lost this freedom to choose 
ho\v to pronounce glottalic consonants in the subsequent history of the family. 
Speakers of Dogrib, Northern Tutchone, and Tanacross could have exercised this 
choice quite recently in \vords ending in glottalic sonorants or whose nucleu.s 
\Vas glottalic, "'here tone remained redundant on the laryngeal articulation of 
the stem-final consonant or the nucleus. The contrastive tones in \vhat "'ere once 
stop-final stems must have S\\ritched value at the same time as those in the sten1s 
where the tones were predictable. That is, all high and lo\v tones \Vere treated 
alike (egardless of whether they \vere contrastive or .redundant. 

Athabaskan is by no means unique in developing the opposite tone values from 
ostensibly the same source. Glottal stop produced a rising tone in Vietnamese 
(Table 97.3) and Chinese, but a falling tone in Lhasa Tibetan (Mazaudon 1977). 
An [h) produced a falling tone in Vietnamese (Table 97.3), but a high tone in Utsat. 
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A high tone also emerged after voiceless aspirated stops, [s] and [h] in Korean, 
and on Punjabi vowels followed by [h] or breathy voiced stops in Middle Indic 
(Ohala 1973). 

3.3 Summary 
In this section, I have described ho"' tone emerged from the laryngeal articula
tions of follO"'ing consonants in the earliest ancestors of present-day Vietnamese, 
the Chinese languages and the tonal Athabaskan languages - [constricted glottis] 
in all three fantilies and [spread glottis] in Vietnamese and Chinese. In n1ore 
recent ancestors of present-day Vietnamese and Chinese, the [voice] contrast in 
preceding consonants split the tones that arose from this source. Tonogenesis 
in Athabaskan sho,vs that a glottal constriction can be pronounced so as to 
either raise or lo,ver FO, depending on "'hether the cricothyroid as 'veil as the 
thyroarytenoid is contracted. Other exan1ples show that FO can be both raised 
and lowered while the glottis is constricted or spread. The next section sho�vs 
that such cross-linguistic variability is pervasive. This variability is another, strong 
clue that the so-called "perturbations" of FO caused by these various laryngeal 
articulations may instead be controlled. 

4 Tone splitting in East and Southeast Asia 

Exan1ples presented in this section show that languages can differ in whether 
higher or lo\ver tonal reflexes arise after [voice], [constricted glottis], or [spread 
glottis) consonants. This cross-linguistic variability is attributed to the freedom 
to raise or lower FO next to sonora.nts of any phonati.on type. 

4.1 Tivo- and three-ivay splits and cross-linguistic 
variability 

Tone splitting under the influence of onset consonants is characteristic of the 
Sino-Tibetan, Hn1ong, Tai, and Kam-Sui families of languages in East and 
Southeast Asia. A t\VO·\.vay split induced by an earlier [voice] contrast in initial 
consonants has already been illustrated ;vith Vietnamese; many other examples 
of hvo-way splits induced by [voice] can be found in this linguistic area 
(Haudricourt 1972; Matisoff 1972, 1973; Mazaudon 1977). Three-way splits 
(Table 97.4), in \Vhich [spread glottis] and [constricted glottis] induce distinct 
tones, are also not uncomn1on. 

In Yung-ch.i.ang Karn (Table 97.4a), higher tones have evolved after [constricted 
glottis] than [spread glottis] consonants, "'hile in Nakhorn Sithammarat Thai 
(Table 97.4b) it is the reflexes after [spread glottis] consonants that are higher. 
These outcomes are referred to henceforth as "Constricted High" and "Spread 
High" splits. 

In all examples so fa(, .reflexes after [voice] consonants have been lo�ver than 
those after other phonation types, but some languages exhibit higher reflexes 
instead, "'hen tones split both t\vo \vays (Table 97.Sa) and three '"'ays (Table 97.Sb). 
These outcon1es are "Voiced High" splits, as co1npared to the "Voiced Low" splits 
in Tables 97.3 and 97.4. 
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Table 97.4 Three-\vay tone splitting: "x > y" indicates that "x" changed 
into "y" in the course of the split. Labial symbols are used to represent 
the various phonation types. Commas separate distinct reconstructed 
sounds or their reflexes. Chao's l-S low-high pitch scale is used to 
represent tones here 

b m v "p" "m f (p) "?b ?m (p) 
voice ¢ spread " constricted 

a. Co11stricted High: Y1111g-clria11g Kam 
High p, ?b > m, 'm > m 

Mid 

Low 

ph, hm > m 

b > p,m 

b. Sp1-end High: Nakhon1 Sillramma·ml Thai 
.High ph, "m > m 

Mid 7b, p 
Low b > p", m 

A 

SS 
35 

212 

S3 

24 
31 

B 

S3 

4S3 

33 

S3 

24 
35 

c 

323 
13 
31 

SS 

33 
1 1  

Table 97.5 Voiced High t\vo-way and three-way splits in Shan and Szu 
ta ch.ai. Slashes indicate multiple reflexes of the same reconstructed sound 

b m v "  p" "i:n f (p) "?b 'm (p) 
voice " spread " constricted A B c D 

a. Two-way: Shan 
High b > p,m SS 22 44 
Low p, hm > m,?b > m/·vl 334 11 22 

b. Three-way: Szu. ta clrai 
High b > p,m 35 33 44 33 
Mid (nt)p, 'm > m 33 44 13 31 

Low ph, mph > mp';
, s > Zn, hm > nOl 13 34 1 1  1 1 

In the face of such dramatic cross-linguistic variation, it's perhaps easy to ignore 
the three outco1nes that are consistent across all these examples (and the many 
others that could be presented): (i) the reflexes that en1erged after original [voice] 
consonants were distinct fro1n those that emerged after consonants of other 
specified phonat ion types;6 (ii) the reflexes that emerged after the one series of 
obstruents that is unspecified for phonation type, the voiceless unaspirated stops, 
•vere distinct from those that emerged after the [voice] obstruents; (iii) sonorants 
and obstruents of a given phonation type produce the san1e reflexes. 

The cross-linguistic variation is li1nited to the differences in level bet"'een the 
tonal reflexes observed after consonants of each phonation type. 

' None of the examples presented here shows comprehensively how fric:<ltives behave in tone splits, 
although a hint is provided b)' Szu ta chai, where (s) patterns with the voiceless aspirated slops. For 
the pw:poses of tonogenesis, fricatives are a;»J)'zed as contrasting for [spread glottis] rather than [voi<-e], 
with voicing differences being redundant, like sonorants. Both [f] and ["ml are [spread glottis] and 
redundantly voiceless, while [v) and [m] are unspecified for [spread glottis) and redundantly voiced. 
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4.2 An explanation 
The traditional explanation for the Voiced High developments has been that these 
languages were originally Voiced Lo'"' in conformity \Vith phonetic expectations, 
but after the initial (voice) contrast neutralized and the tone split became con
trastive, the tones' values 1vere no longer constrained phonetically, and the 
tones that had evolved after the original [voice] consonants exchanged values "'ith 
those that evolved after consonants \vith other phonation types. A similar story 
nught be devised for the Spread High vs. Constricted High difference: either 
[spread glottis) or [constricted glottis) consonants first induced higher tone reflexes 
in the three·"'ay splits, and the higher reflexes later exchanged values \Vith the 
10"1er ones. 

Kingston and Solnit (1989) give three argu1nents against such post-merger 
exchange processes. First, exchange processes otherwise do not occur but would 
have to apply frequently in this linguistic area to this linguistic property (see also 
Alderete 2001 and Moreton 2004 for formal objections). Second, since it is the tone 
features that have developed on the vo"1els that apparently invert their values, 
inversion should apply across all proto-tones. But, once inversion occurred, the 
prior, iuunverted stage would no longer be detectable, and there "'ould be no 
way to know it had ever happened. If the 1nechanism that inverted tones could 
apply to i.ndividual proto-tones, inversion 'vould be observable in that some 
proto-tones \vouJd exhibit post-inversion Voiced High reflexes, "'hile others \vould 
retain the prior Voiced Lo,,v reflexes. Ho,vever, such mixed languages do not occur 
(see Bro,vn 1975 for further elaboration of this argu1nent). Tlllid, the difference 
behveen Spread High and Constricted High splits is observable prior to the n1erger 
of the laryngeal contrasts in the consonants, in a Spread High language in 
Table 97.4b, and for the Constricted High Karenic language, l'\vo, in Table 97.6. 
If languages can differ lvhile the tone reflexes still remain predictable from the 
oonsonants' laryngeal articulations, then there is no need to assume that one develop-
1nent is original and the other a later inversion. In the Voiced Lo'" language, Shih 
men k'an (Hmong), and many others, consonants contrasti.ng for [voice) remain 
unmerged, but I have not found any cases of a Voiced High split in which this 
contrast has not merged (CHAPTER 80: .MERGERS AND NEUTRALIZATION). 

Solnit and Kingston (1988) and Kingston and Solnit (1989) argue that the free
do1n to pronounce sonorants of any phonation type with a higher or lower FO 
(but cf. Maddieson 1984) accounts for both Voiced High vs. Voiced Low and Spread 
High vs. Constricted High developments. The development of opposite tones from 
the same phonological sources in different Athabaskan languages was explained 
in §3.2.2 by appeal ing to the same freedom to pronounce sonorants differently 

Table 97.6 Three·"'ay Constricted 
High tone split in Pwo 

'b, p 

p", "m > m 

b > p", m 

A 

33 

11 

33 

B 

41 

41 

24 
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across languages. As in Athabaskan, once the sonorants' pronunciation and its 
effect on FO had been detern1ined in the East and Southeast Asian languages, 
the corresponding obstruents would be pronounced and affect FO in the san1e 
\vay, even if that pronunciation would conflict \vith the obstruent's phonetic 
proclivity to perturb FO in the opposite direction. A phonetic conflict may in fact 
only arise with [voice) obstruents, which lower FO, as both [spread glottis] and 
[constricted glottis] obstruents can be pronounced so as to raise or lower FO. 
Solnit and Kingston (1988) and Kingston and Solnit (1989) formalize this hypoth
esis by specifying first sonorants and then the corresponding obstruents for 
tones, using Halle and Stevens's (1971) features (stiff) and [slack), as '"ell as for 
phonation type. The tone features are not substituted for [voice) in this analysis. 
Instead, a consonant's value for [stiff] and/or [slack] is predictable from/ 
redundant on its value for [voice], [spread glottis], or [constricted glottis] within 
a language, but not cross-linguistically. 

This proposal does not account for entire language families or substantial 
sub-groups being either Constricted High or Spread High, while both Voiced Low 
and Voiced High developments are found \Vithin the same families, subgroups, and 
even bet\veen closely related languages. As only voiced obstruents are expected 
on phonetic groiu1ds to have a consistent (lo,.vering) effect on FO, '"'e would expect 
them to constrain these changes, yet they are the n1ost labile in tone splits. 

5 Tones from preceding vs. following consonants: 
Splits vs. tonogenesis 

Tones rarely arise de novo from phonation contrasts in preceding consonants, 
as they have done in Western Kanlffiu dialects, Eastern Chan1, Utsat, Yaben1, and 
Korean; they are more likely to split existing tones, as they have frequently done 
i.n the Vietic, Sino-Tibetan, .Hmong, Tai, and Kam-Sui families. 

There is actually a paradox here. Hombert (1977) sho\ved that the FO per
turbations induced by an initial [voice] contrast were much smaller and shorter 
lasting in Yoruba, \Vhere high, mid, and low tones contrast, than in English, where 
no contrasts bet\·veen n1orphen1es are carried by tone. The perturbations may be 
constrained in size and extent in Yoruba to prevent confusion of one tone with 
another. If the perturbations induced by initial consonants' laryngeal articulations 
are generally constrained in tone languages, then how could they ever bring about 
the splits just described? The ans\ver must be that speakers of these languages 
have been sensitized to FO differences bet\¥een previously existing tones, and they 
\vould be more likely to attend to, rely on, and eventually transfer the contrast 
to the systematic FO differences after preceding consonants, too, even if those 
differences \Vere at first small and brief. 

Ho\11, then, could tone have developed from an initial [voice] contrast in 
the Western Kanunu dialects, Eastern Chain, or Utsat, where there was no tone 
before? Extensive contact with otl1er languages \vhose tones have split iu1der 
the influence of an initial [voice) contrast is the most likely explanation.7 Contact 

7 Brunelle (2005) presents extensive s0<iolinguistic evidence that speakers of Eastern Cham djd not 
ha\re sufficient contact with Vietnamese,. the n1ost likely language to ha\re provided a n1odel for its 
tonogenesis. 
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\Vith tone-splitting languages, however, cannot explain tonogenesis from preceding 
consonants in Yabem or Korean. Yaben1 is apparently not in contact \Vith any other 
tonal languages, aside fro1n its close relative Buku\va. Close similarities bet,veen 
their tone syste1ns indicate that tone must have developed in their irrunediate 
common ancestor, rather than Buku\Va being the source of Yabem's tones. Korean 
has, of course, been in prolonged contact with Chinese, but the phonologization 
of the FO Ltifferences after [spread glottis] and [constricted glottis] vs. unspecified 
consonants is too recent to be explained by that contact, and too different fron1 
the tone split occasioned by the much earlier n1erger of the (voice] contrast in 
Chinese - many Chinese languages also maintain the contrast beh,,een voiceless 
unaspirated and aspirated stops, which is about to be transferred to a tone 
contrast in Korean. These languages and perhaps Eastern Cham (cf. Brunelle 
2005) are at least incipient exceptions to the generalization that contrastive 
tone does not develop in non-tonal languages from laryngeal articulations in 
preceding consonants. 

6 Tones from uncommon sources 

While consonants have often induced or split tones on neighboring vo,vels, the 
vowels' O\vn articulations have split tones in just hvo languages. The rarity of this 
developn1ent is surprising because FO is higher in vowels in which the tongue is 
higher than in vo>vels in which the tongue is lower. This variation in the vowels' 
"intrinsic" FO is so pervasive that it is thought to be a universal, n1echanical 
consequence of raising the tongue, \vhich pulls the larynx up via the hyoid bone 
(Ohala and Eukel 1987; Whalen and Levitt 1995; Whalen et al. 1999); but see 
Ladd and Silvennan (1984), Steele (1986), and Kingston (1991, 1992) for contrary 
evidence. Despite these intrinsic FO differences' ubiquity and apparently automatic 
character, it appears that vo\vel height has only split tones in the Angkuic lan
g11age, U, a not-too-distant relative of the Kamrnu languages discussed in §2.3.1 
above (Svantesson 1989), and in Lugbara, a Moru-Madi language of the Central 
Sudanic branch of Nilo-Saharan (Andersen 1986) - other putative cases have been 
argued not to be products of vo\vel height differences (Hombert 1978; Maddieson 
1978; Schull 1978). 

6.1 Tone from vowel height: U 
In U, the high level tone in the closely related language Hu has split: it remains 
high in syllables with high vo>vels, but becan1e low in syllables •vith non-high 
vo,vel.s (Table 97.7a vs. b; forms from U's and Hu's dose non-tonal relative, Lau<et, 
are given \Vhen there is no Hu cognate sho'''ing the origirtal vo,vel height). 

6.2 Tone from advanced tongue root: Lugbara 

Western Lugbara contrasts four tones: lo\v [fl) 'it exploded', mid [fi) 'he entered.', 
high [ff] 'intestines', and extra-high [fr] 'they entered'. Within a 'vord, the vo'''e!S 
/E :>/ are raised to [e o] \vhen followed by /ii or /u/, and /i u/ do not co-occur 
vvith /1 u/. Andersen (1986) proposes that the language therefore distinguishes 
[+ATRJ vowels, [i e o u], fro1n [-ATR] vo\vels, (1 � a  "J u]. 
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Table 97.7 High tone in U where the vo\vel is high in 
Hu and/ or Lamet (a) vs. lovv tone \vhen the vowel is 
non-high in the related languages (b) 

u 

a. nchi 
si 
nth(1 
thu 

b. sl 
CJkhu 
khi1 

Hu 

nsi? 
(pa)si? 

0e' 
[)kh67 
Sl)kh6? 

l,amel 

sF 
(pl)sp 
nty? 
tyu? 

kh�? 

1ouse' 
'rope' 
'hole' 
'vegetable' 

'tree' 
'rice' 
'yesterday' 

In the second syllable of disyllabic verb sten1s, high and extra-high tones are 
in coo1plementary distribution: high tone occurs when the vowel is [-ATR], (avf] 
'play' vs. extra-high tone v>'hen it is [+ATR] [atsi) '•Naik'. In nouns, high tone only 
occurs on [-ATR] vowels, and the extra-high tone can occur on both [-A TR] 
and [+ATR] vo\vels, e.g. high [ari) 'blood' but •[ari] and [:>ts€) 'dog' vs. [5cff1) 'thigh'. 
Andersen proposes that the high tone split in Westen1 Lugbara and becan1e 
high when the vO\vel bearing it was [-ATR) and extra-high when that vowel 
\vas [+ATR]. 

Higher FO has been associated with [+ATR] in other languages (Denning 1989), 
so ATR differences may affect vo\vels' intrinsic FO much like VO\vel height does, 
probably because [+ATR) vowels are often also some,vhat higher than [-ATR] 
vowels. 

6.3 Why is tonogenesis fro1n voivel height so rare? 

Tone splits fron1 vowel height or ATR contrasts are decidedly rare. Why should 
a vowel's own intrinsic FO be so unable to split its tone, \vhile FO perturbations 
brought about by neighboring consonants' laryngeal articulations can so readily 
do so? The most plausible answer to this question is that intrinsic FO differences 
bel\veen vo,vels differing in height depend on the vo\vels being prominent 
(Reinholt Peterson 1978; Ladd and Silverman 1984; Steele 1986; Kingston 2007) 
or bearing a high(er) rather than low(er) tone (Hombert 1977; Zee 1980; Connell 
2002), "'hile the effects of consonants' laryngeal articulations on the FO of adja
cent vo,vels do not appear to depend on the VO\vels' prominence or tones. If the 
intrinsic FO differences between vowels were less consistent across prosodic con
texts than the FO differences between consonants, learners \vould be less likely to 
reinterpret them as differences in tone.8 

' The bias favoring tl>e learning of modular constraints proposed by Moreton cl al. (2008) a.nd fVloreton 
(2008a, 2008b) does not help here, because the constraints referring to tone and vowel height are no 
more <t-modular than those referring to tone and consc>ncmts' laryngeal artit·ttlations. 
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7 From stress and intonation to tone: Tonogenesis 
in Germanic 

Before concluding this chapter, I sketch the probable paths through \Vhich tone 
evolved in three North Gern1anic languages, S'.vedish, Norwegian, and Danish 
(Go'.\rding 1977; Lahiri et al. 1999; Riad 1998, 2000, 2003), and i.n Central and Lo\v 
Franconian (Hermans 1999; Gussenhoven 2000b; Boersma 2006; Kehrein 2007). 
Unlike all the other examples discussed in this chapter, the sources of tone in these 
languages are not the laryngeal articulations of segments, although the tones' dis
tribution is partly regulated by or correlated '"ith various seg1nental properties. 
The tones in these languages instead come from the FO correlate of stress in the 
Scandinavian languages and from intonation in Central and Lo\v Franconian. 

7.1 North Germanic ivord accents 
In the conservative variety of S\vedish spoken in and around Stockholm, i.e. Central 
Standard S\vedish, words contrast in \Vhether they bear Accent 1 or Accent 2. Other 
dialects of S\vedish, as '"ell as Norwegian dialects, differ in \vhether the accents 
still contrast and in the timing of the FO events that realize the accents relative to 
the segment strings of the words bearing them (Bruce and Garding 1978; Bruce 
1999; Gussenhoven and Bruce 1999). Despite these differences beh.veen dialects 
and languages, their various synchronic patterns all descend fro1n the same 
reinterpretation of the FO correlates of stress as V.'ord accents in late Proto-Nordic, 
behveen 800 and 1200 CE (Riad 1998, 2003). 

On the surface, both word accents can be analyzed as a sequence of a H and 
L tone (Gussenhoven and Bruce 1999, among many others; see also CHAPTER 45: THE 

REPRESENTATION 01' TONE; CHAPTER 32: THE REPRESENTATION 01' INTONATION). ln 
words bearing Accent l ,  the L tone is aligned with the stressed syllable, while 
in "'ords bearing Accent 2, it is the H tone that is aligned '"ith that syllable. Thus 
the two \VOrd accents apparently do not contrast in the tones of '''hich they are 
composed but in the alignment of those tones '"ith respect to that \.vord's primary 
stressed syllable (Bruce 1977). Phonetically, FO is lo\V from the beginning of the 
stressed vo\vel in '"ords bearing Accent 1, while it starts high and falls to a low 
vah.1e a.cross that syllabl.e in words bearing Accent 2. For words bearing Accent 
l, the H only appears if there is a preceding unstressed syllable. \iVhen they are 
the last \vord in a focused constituent, both Accent 1 and Accent 2 words bear a 
focal H tone that appears i.mn1ediately after the \vord accent tones, and initial and 
final Lo/o boundary tones appear at the begirming and end of each intonational 
phrase. All these tones are necessarily realized roi1ghly a syllable later in phrases 
containing Accent 2 \VOrds than in those containing Accent 1 words. 

Riad's (1998, 2003) phonological analysis differs from this superficial account. 
Rather than a contrast in the tune-to-text alignment of a HL contour that deter
n1ines \vhen the other tones of the intonational contour are realized, Accent 2 words 
contrast privatively in ha.ving a lexical H* aligned 'vith their stressed syllable "'hi.ch 
is absent in Accent 1 words. Focus is still marked by an H tone, \vhich follo\vS 
the lexical H*, if any. The L that invariably precedes this H is not lexical but instead 
either part of focus marking, a default L, or one inserted to separate the lexical 
and focal Hs in Accent 2 words and satisfy the OCP. The melody of an Accent 1 
,,vord is therefore [LH1Focu•-L0/o, and that of an Accent 2 word H*-[LH)"°"''-L0/o. 
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The diachronic development of this phonological contrast began "'ith a 
number of reducing sound changes in Proto-Nordic, particularly syncope of 
vo\vels in light (CV) syllables (sixth-ninth centuries CE), e.g. heavy-light-heavy 
/'doon1i,jan/ > heavy-heavy • /'d00,man/ 'to judge' and heavy-light /'gastiz/ 
> /'grestr I 'guest'. Stress 1vas quantity-sensitive at this stage, and any heavy 
syllable would have been stressed. Syncope of medial vovvels created stress 
dashes 1vhenever the syllables that became adjacent as a result 1vere both heavy. 
Stresses also dashed in many other \Vords 1vhere heavy syllables abutted even 
prior to syncope, e.g. • /'"rur.,ooo/ 'vvords (NOM/ ACC PL)'. Riad proposes that 
stress clash "'as resolved by destressing the second syllable through shorten
ing and other changes that left the affected syllable light: • /'d00,man/ > 
/'d00.ma/ and • /'wur,600/ > /'1vor.6u/. 

Riad hypothesizes that high FO was one of the phonetic correlates of stress at 
this time, and that this FO peak survived destressing. Words that had undergone 
destressing would then have had two FO peaks, one on the remaining primary 
stressed syllable and the other on the ne"'ly destressed syllable. After destress
ing, an FO peak 1vould no longer be a correlate of stress because only the first of 
these peaks \Vottld still be associated "'ith a stressed syllable. Once destressing 
eliminated the prosodic equivalence of these hvo peaks, the first, the one still 
associated 'vith the primary stressed syllable, 1vas re-analyzed as a lexical H* tone. 
This is the path of development to present-day Accent 2 words. \iVords in 1vhich 
the primary stressed syllable ivas final ivould not have any stress clash to resolve, 
vvould not have undergone destressing, and v1ould not ever have borne n.vo pro
sodically non-equivalent FO peaks. No re-analysis of the FO peak on a final stressed 
syUable as a lexical H* 1vould therefore take place, so 'vhat 'vould become 
Accent 1 1vords "'Ould not acquire a specification for a lexical H*. The FO peak 
on this syllable, as well as the one on the destressed syllable in Accent 2 words
to-be, \vould then be reinterpreted as intonational in origin, i.e. as the present
day focal H. Subsequent sound manges added syllables to words that 1vere once 
rnonosyUabic and produced 1¥ords 'vi.th non-final stress and Accent 1 and thtlS 
possible contrasts '''ith Accent 2, notably the appearance of svarabhakti vo"'els 
before syllabic sonorants, e.g. /akr I > /aker I 'field', /fogl/ > /fogel/ 'bird', and 
I sookn/ > I sokken I 'parish', and enclisis of the definite article, e.g. ••I and hinn/ 
'duck the', * /and-in/ > /anden/, cf. /anden/ 'the ghost', with Accent 2.  

Lack of space prevents m.e from taking up the debates a.s to 'vheth.er the 
present-day contrast bet"'een word accents is privative or equipollent, 1vhether 
Accent 2 (Riad 1998, 2003) or Accent 1 (Lahiri et al. 2005) is synchronically marked 
if the contrast is privative, and whether the accents are lexically or morphologically 
determined in the present-day languages (see for discussion Riad 1998, 2003; 
Moren 2006). 

7.2 Danish sted 

Dani.sh stod is phonetically a glottal stop or creaky voice that causes FO to drop 
sharply at the end of the sonorant interval in a syllable bearing it. It is represented 
here \vith an apostrophe follo,ving the end of this interval. A syllable can bear 
sted if it is stressed and bimoraic (heavy), and its second mora is a vo\vel or a 
sonorant followed by another consonant. If the second rnora is a sonorant con
sonant and \Vord-final, then stod cannot occur. These conditions are referred 
to collectively as the "stod basis." Syllables bearing stud are typically either the 
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sole syllable in monosyllabic "'Ords or final stressed syllables in longer words. 
Follo"ring Ito and l-/lester (1997), Riad (2000) analyses sled as the allophone of 
a general HL word contour that occurs '''hen these conditions are met, i.e. \Vhen 
both tones are compressed into a single \vord-final stressed syllable. \A/hen the 
stressed syllable is non-final, the h"o tones can be distributed across two syllables 
and no sted occurs. 

Given the constraints on its d istribution, it should not be surprising that Danish 
sted corresponds to the similarly restricted Accent 1 in S\¥edish and Nor\vegian. 
The correspondence is not perfect, ho'''ever, because the distribution of stod 
is constrained further by the st@d basis, \vhile Accent l's distribution is only 
constrained by the original position of stress in the word. If stod is simply the 
allophone of a general HL contour that is realized under the segmental and pro
sodic conditions specified by the stod basis, then, as Riad (2000) emphasizes, these 
conditions only determine ho\v that contour can be realized phonetically and 
do not restrict \Vhether the underlying HL can occur, unlike the conditions on 
the distribution of Accent 1 in Swedish and Norwegian. 

Riad (2000) proposes that stod developed from word accents in a North 
Germanic dialect quite like the Central Swedish dialect of Western Malardalen, 
centered around the city of Eskilstuna, south,vest of Stockholn1 (cf. Liberman 
1982). The tones in this dialect are shifted earlier compared to Central Stockholn1 
s,,,edish, such that the L o/o boundary tone is aligned with the stressed syllable, 
\vhich cro,vds the tones of the focal contour earlier, too, displacing the focal L 
from the stressed syllable and aligning the focal H with it. A consequence of this 
crowding of the focal H and L 0/o boundary tones onto the stressed syllable is that, 
in the appropriate pragmatic conditions, the Lo/o boundary tone is realized as a 
steep drop in FO that may end in creaky voice. 

The Eskilstuna "curl" phonetically resembles Danish stod. Ho\vever, sled occurs 
in a narrower range of contexts than curl (the stod basis), it is categorical in the 
contexts '"'here it occurs rather than pragmatically conditioned (CHAPTER 89: 

GRADIENCE AND CATEGORICALITY IN PHONOLOGICAL THEORY), and word accents 
no longer contrast in Danish, unlike in Eskilstuna and in Western Malardalen 
generally. The alignment of the L0k boundary tone with the stressed syllable in 
the Eskilstuna-like ancestor of Danish motivated the segmental restrictions on the 
occurrence of stod that constitute its basis: the L tone needed sonorant material 
on '"hich to (ealize itself. The shilt of the focal H tone to the stressed syllable in 
this Eskilstuna-like ancestor "'Ould have aligned H tones \vith stressed syllables 
generally, \¥hich would lead to their re-analysis as stress correlates and the loss 
of any phonological distinction behveen the lexical H• of Accent 2 and the focal 
H. In words with Accent 1, nothing changes as a result of this re-analysis, but 
in \vords \vith Accent 2, the re-analysis of the focal H would have led speakers 
to hypothesize secondary stresses on the syllables bearing the focal H tone that 
\¥ere actually unstressed. At that point, none of the tones is lexical any longer. 
These sound changes effectively reverse the sequence of prosodic changes that 
originally created the word accents fro111 the FO peaks aligned with stressed 
syllables in late Proto-Nordic. 

This analysis appears to predict, incorrectly, that stod should correspond to 
Accent 2 in addition to Accent 1. Riad (2000) points to two properties that \\'Ould 
have blocked such correspondences. First, the restrictions imposed by the stad 
basis would block n1any words '"ith Accent 2 fron1 developing stod. Second, large 
numbers of vo,.vel-final Dani.sh '"ords that correspond to s,vedish or Norwegian 
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words \llith Accent 2 end in sch,11a rather than in a full vow·el, and sch,11a cannot 
bear sled. These characteristics jointly limit the number of possible Accent 2 \11ords 
that could have 1net the conditions to develop sled. 

7.3 Scandinavian sum1nary 
In Riad's (1998, 2003) account, "'Ord accents developed in the ancestor of Swedish 
and Non"egian once clash-resolving destressing of the second of t\'10 stressed 
syllables prosodically differentiated the H tone that remained aligned with the 
primary stressed syllable from that "'hich had been aligned with the destressed 
syllable. The H that remained aligned was re-analyzed as a lexical H* tone, pro
ducing Accent 2. Final primary stressed syllables "'ould not have destressed, the 
H tone aligned them would not have been re-analyzed as a lexical tone, and as 
a result Accent 1 words are not specified for tone lexically. Danish sted developed 
from word accents as a result of a shift of the L o/o boundary tone and the focal H 
tone to the stressed syllable, \11hich led to a re-analysis of H tones as correlates 
of stress and the reintroduction of covert secondary stresses that reversed the 
sequence of sound changes that originally produced the "'Ord accents. 

7.4 Tonogenesis in Central and Loiv Franconian 
In Central and Lo'" Franconian dialects, heavy, stressed syllables bear one of 
t\110 tone patterns, referred to variously as "Stoss/on" or "stoottoon" vs. "Schleifton" 
or "sleeptoon," "Schtirfung" vs. "Trtigheitakzent,'' "acute" vs. "circumflex," and 
"Accent 1" vs. "Accent 2" (Gussenhoven 2000b; Boersma 2006; Kehrein 2007).9 
Their distribution depends on the height of the vo,11el in the stressed syllable of 
a '"ord and the voicing of the following consonant, but neither dependency is a 
by-product of the effects that V0\'1e) height or voicing 1nay have on FO. This sketch 
of their historical development is a synopsis of Boersma's (2006) account, broken 
into three stages: Old Lo"' Franconian to Early Middle Limburgian (900-1 100 CE), 
Early to Late Middle Limburgian (1300-1400 CE), and Late to Present-day Nliddle 
Limburgian. The first t\110 stages are illustrated in Table 97.8: 

Table 97.8 First two stages in the development of Low and Central Franconian 
tonogenesis. At each stage, the first ro\v sho\VS the w\derlying quantitative structure 
and the second ro\v the alignment of the declarative HL melody. The interrogative LH 
melody would be aligned in the same fashion 

Accent 1 Accent 2 

stages 'sleep' 'bed' 'grape' ''.valk' 'hold' 'brook' 'chest' 

1 sla .. a,.p3n b£,.d .. d3 druP\W(} b"wp3n fia .. ld<m bE"k3 ke .. st3 

sl66pan 
' 

btdda dr(nvva �wp�m fialdan btka kesta 

2 OSL sla,.a,,pan be,,d,,da dru�,u�''a b,,u,.pan fia,.ldan be.e,.ka ke,.sta 
' ' 

sl66pan btdda dn'.tuva l5upan fia!dan bttka kesta 

• Only the so-called "rule A" dialects are diS<ussed. Rule B dfalects reverse the assignment oi accents 
i11 many, although not all, forms, but the diachronic path to reversal remains obscure. 
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In the first stage, a quantity contrast developed behveen birnoraic long non
high vo,vels ('sleep') and monon1oraic long high vowels ('grape'), diphthongs 
('"rail<'), and short vo\vel-sonorant sequences ('hold') (see also CHAl'TER 20: 
THE REPRESENTATION OF VOWEL LENGTH; CHAPTER 57: QUANTITY-SENSITIVITY). Open 
and closed stressed syllables containing short vowels "'ere also monomoraic 
('brook' and 'chest', respectively), except when the following consonant 'vas 
a geminate, "'hose first half also projected a n1ora ('bed'). Both tones of the 
declarative HL or interrogative LH focal accents could map onto the stressed 
syllable when its nucleus \Vas a long non-high vo,vel or a short vo,vel followed 
by a gerninate consonant, but only the first tone could map onto the single mora 
in all other stressed syllables because tones 'vere mapped left-to-right, at most 
one tone to a mora, and at most one n1ora to a tone. 

Quantity differed between high and non-high long-vo\vel vowels because high 
vowels are inherently shorter than non-high ones, prior lo,vering of short high 
vowels to a higher mid quality eliminated the quantity contrast in high vowels 
in Early Middle Lirnburgian, and the long high vo,vels consisted of a vocalic 
segment follo,ved by a hon1organic glide. They thus resembled diphthongs and 
short vo,vel-sonorant sequences structurally in consisting of a vocalic segn1ent 
follo,ved by a consonantal one. At this stage, the realization of the focal pitch 
accents remained entirely predictable from the quantity differences between the 
hvo kinds of stressed syllables. 

Open syllable lengthening ('brook') eliminated this predictability and trans
ferred the original quantity contrast to a pitch accent contrast in the second 
stage. Original long non-high vowels bore Accent 1, while the newly lengthened 
non-high vowels bore Accent 2. The long high vo,vels, diphthongs, and short 
vowel-sonorant sequences were necessarily reinterpreted as birnoraic after open 
syllable lengthening, but they, too, retained Accent 2.  This accentual contrast 
preserved the original mapping and phonetic tinting of the focal pitch accents 
relative to syllables of the first stage, at the expense of violating the constraint 
mapping just a single mora to each tone. Hencefortl1, FO changed during the 
stressed syllable itself in Accent 1 '''ords, '''hile in Accent 2 '''ords it changed 
behveen the stressed and following unstressed syllable, a difference reminiscent 
of ilie superficial timing difference between Accent 1 and Accent 2 words in 
S\vedish and Norwegian. 

In the third stage, short vo,vels in closed syllables tl1at previously alternated 
with lengthened vo,vels in open syllables in nominal, verbal, and adjectival 
paradigms lengthened, e.g. /dak/ > /daak/ 'roof (rE:i.1 sc)', /dax/ > /daax/ 'day 
(:i.1ASC sG)', and /lam/ > /laam/ 'lame (sG)', by analogy with their plurals 
/daaka/, /daa\'a/ and /laan1a/ (see also Gussenhoven 2000b). The singulars "'ould 
have borne Accent 2, either becat.lSe they all had short vowels previot.is.ly or on 
analogy '''ith their plurals, \Vhich as products of open syllable lengthening bore 
Accent 2 themselves. 

Final sch,va apocope introduced Accent 1 on '"ords "'ith long high vowels, diph
iliongs, and lengthened vowels follo,ved by voiced consonants through a shift of 
the L that had been aligned "'ith the sch,,va to the first syllable, e.g. /druuva/ > 
/druu\• I >  /dr{1uv /. Three properties made this tone's preservation and shift 
possible: the consonant preceding the sch,va belonged to the same n1ora as the 
sch'"a; ii therefore bore the tone mapped onto that mora; and that tone could be 
heard during a voiced consonant. That is, the pronunciation before apocope \Vas 
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[dru(1va]. This shift produced new alternations bet"1een /ltev / 1ive (l sc) / 
(IMP sc)' and /daay I 'days' with Accent l, on the one hand, and /lttvan/ 'to 
Jive' and /daax/ 'day' \vith Accent 2, on the other. In the Central Franconian 
dialects described as undergoing Rule A, but not in those undergoing Rule A2, 
the extension of Accent 1 generalized to \vords in which the schwa did not drop, 
e.g. in /ltevan/ 'to live'. Accent 1 was also retained in 'vords "'ith geminates "'hen 
the geminate 'vas voiced, /b£dda/ 'bed' > /btdd/ and /z6nna/ 'sun' > /z6nn/ 
(cf. /nakka/ 'neck' > /nakk/). Later degemination produced /bed and /zon/, 
\vith Accent 1, vs. /n6k/, with Accent 2. Accent 2 replaced Accent 1 \vhen the 
geminate was voiceless, because the second tone of the pitch accent could not be 
heard during a voiceless consonant. 

The development of the accentual contrast in Central and Low Franconian 
certainly depended on both vo\vel height and consonant voicing, each at a differ
ent stage in its hi.story, but not in any "'ay that reflected the direct influences 
these segmental contrasts may have on FO. Instead, it \vas the inherently shorter 
duration of high compared to non-high vowels, the absence of a quantity con
trast in the high VO\Vels, and the structural parallel bet\veen long high vowels, 
falling sonority diphthongs, and short vo\vel-sonorant sequences that deter
mined the initial difference in the mapping of the two tones of the focal pitch 
accents. And it \vas the aud ibility of FO values during voiced intervals, including 
those of voiced obstruents, that determined the later appearance of Accent 1 '"here 
Accent 2 might otherwise have been expected. The inception of the accentual 
contrast at stage 2, ho\vever, did not depend on either property, but instead on 
conserving the previously predictable n1apping of tones to syllables after open 
syUable lengthening had largely eliminated the quantity contrast that previously 
determined that mapping. 

Gussenhoven (2000b) and Kehrein (2007) present a number of additional 
empirical arguments for not treating the distribution of the accents as instances 
of tonogenesis fron1 the intrinsic FO differences between vowels differing in height 
or on vowels preceding rather tl1an following obstruents differing voicing. First, 
vo,vel qualities changed subsequently in directions opposite to those expected from 
the tones they bear. Second, voiced consonants only induced Accent 1 in place of 
Accent 2 on high vo\\•els in words of more than one syllable, across the board in 
Rule A and Rule A2 dialects follo\ving final schwa apocope, and \Vhen schwas 
\vere retained in Ru.le A dialects, "'hile origina l OlOnosyllables \vith high vo,vel.s 
consistently exhibit Accent 2. The presence of a following vo"1el should have 
been of no consequence if Accent 1 developed from the effect of the voicing 
contrast on the preceding vowel's FO. This difference is expected, ho\vever, if the 
voiced consonant instead preserved and 1nade audible the tone on the second 
syUabJ.e. Perhaps the ro.ost compelling argument, ho,vever, is that Accent 1 and 
Accent 2 are only realized with a HL vs. sustained H melody on the stressed 
syllable in declaratives. In interrogatives, they are instead realized with LH vs. 
sustained L melodies. If both H and L tones can be regulated by both non-high 
and high vo"rels and by both voiced and voiceless obstruents "'ithin the san1e 
language, then the e.ffects of vowel height and obstruent voicing dif.ferences on 
PO cannot have determined the accents' distributions. 

This last argument raises the question, should this accentual contrast's 
development be treated as an instance of tonogenesis at all? In the present-day 
languages, the tones then1selves arise from the intonation, and there is no reason 
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to think that they have not done so throughout the period '''hen the accentual 
contrast developed. The contrast n1ay therefore have always been in how inton
ational tones were aligned with the utterance's segmental material. Kehrein 
(2007) argues for just such a synchronic analysis in '"hich there are no lexical 
tones, and a \VOrd's (original) segmental properties determine 'vhether it pro
jects a moraic trochee and Accent 1 alignment or a syllabic trochee and Accent 2 
alignment. He also sho,vs that phonetic evidence for a lexical tone can be hard 
to find in the FO contours of present-day Central and Low Franconian "'ords 
(Gussenhoven 2000a, 2000b; cf. Gussenhoven and Peters 2004). 

7.5 Differences betiveen Central and Low Franconian 
and Scandinavian 

Boersma 's analysis sharpens the synchronic and diachronic differences bet"reen 
the Central and Lo'" Franconian accents and the Scandinavian accents. Even though 
tones are realized earlier in Accent 1 than in Accent 2 "'Ords, in both the tones 
remain properties of the intonation in Central and Lo"' Franconian, "'hile they 
now arise from the lexicon and/or morphology in the Scandinavian languages. 
Word accents developed in the Scandinavian languages as a result of clash
resolving destressing and the resulting reinterpretation of the FO peaks that had 
previously been predictable correlates of stress. In Central and Lo"' Franconian, 
inherent differences in duration behveen high and non-high vo,.,els and differences 
in the audibility of FO between voiced and voiceless targets determined instead 
ho"' focal pitch accents were aligned \Vith segments. The result in the Scandinavian 
languages was the developn1ent of a contrast behveen the presence and absence 
of a lexical tone, that is, true tonogenesis; but in Central and Lo\v Franconian, the 
contrast 'vas instead bet"•een prosodic structures tha.t forced intonational tones 
to align differently. 

8 Summary and conclusions 

This chapter has reviewed the ways in which languages have acquired contrastive 
tone, particularly tonogenesis and tone splitting in East and Southeast Asian 
language fa.miJies, including Sino-Tibetan, Hm.ong, Tai, Kan1-Sui, the fe,v tonal 
lvlon-Khmer and Chamic languages, Athabaskan, Yabern, and Korean. The laryn
geal articulations of consonants raised or lo,.,ered FO in neighboring vowels, 
those effects on FO were exaggerated, and contrast transferred from the consonants 
to tone once the consonants were otherwise no longer pronounced differently. 
Just t"'O languages, U and Lugbara, have apparently split their tones under the 
influence of intrinsic FO differences behveen vowels contrasting for height and 
A TR, respectively. 

The chapter closed by discussing ho''' the word accents developed in Swedish 
and Norwegian fron1 clash-resolving destressing and the resulting re-analysis 
of FO peaks as lexical and focal tones rather than as correlates of stress, ho'v 
st1Jd subsequently developed from these \VOrd accents in ·oanish when FO peaks 
realigned "'ith stressed syllables and '"ere once again analyzable as stress 
correlates, and ho'" contrasting patterns of tune-text alignment developed from 
original quantity contrasts and subsequent changes in quantity in Central and 
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Lo\v Franconian. The Franconian case can be described as a transfer of contrast 
frorn segments to tone., but one "'here segmental properties affected the timing 
and audibility of intonational FO targets rather than FO values. In phonologizing 
a formerly predictable correlate of stress, the Scandinavian word accents also 
transfer a contrast: Accent 2 emerged in ,.vords in which secondary stresses 'vere 
lost, to resolve stress clash vs. Accent 1 on words in 'vhich no stress clash occurred 
because the final syllable bore prirnary stress. Subsequent sound changes affect
ing Accent 1 \\'Ords introduced following unstressed syllables, and words with 
non-final primary stress now contrast for ,.vord accent. 

In Athabaskan and East and Southeast Asian languages, consonants \vith 
particular laryngeal articulations were the source of higher tones in one language 
and lo\ver tones in another. This variability 'vas attributed to the presence of 
contrasts for laryngeal articulations in sonorants as \\'ell as ir1 obstruents. No 
phonetic constraints on laryngeal articulations m sonorants prevent them from 
bei.ng pronounced so as to either raise or Jo,ver FO. Individual languages, groups 
of languages, or whole families opt to pronounce the laryngeal articulations i11 
sonorants one \vay or the other, and the obstruents "'ith the same laryngeal 
articulations follo\v suit. Athabaskan differs from the East and Southeast Asian 
languages ill preservmg the laryngeal contrasts m sonorants and transferring them 
from obstruents, 'vhile it is the other '"'ay around for the East and Southeast 
Asian languages. As a result, particular groups of languages and individual lan
guages in the Athabaskan fan1ily have repeatedly changed their pronunciation of 
the sonorants, \\rhile ir1 East and Southeast Asian language groups are far rnore 
willorn1, with the exception of the Voiced Lo'"' vs. Voiced High difference. These 
facts suggest that consonants should be specified for tone, using (stiff] and [slack] 
in addition to (voice], [spread glottis], and/or [constricted glottis]. 

This chapter does not account for tonogenesis in the many tonal Central 
A1nerican, African, and Ne'"' Gumean languages (except Yabern). Tones have 
been reconstructed for the proto-languages from which the present-day Central 
Arnerica.n and African languages descend, so it has not been possible to 'vork out 
ho\v these languages became tonal. Catalogues are beginning to emerge of the 
types of tone languages found in New Guinea, particularly in the Trans-New 
Guinea stock (Donohue 1997, 2005; Ross 2005), but there the data vary too much ' 
to generalize about their historical development. 
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1 Introduction 

The task of speech perception involves converting a continuous, information-rich 
•vaveform into a more abstract representation. This mapping process is heavily 
language-dependent - every language divides up acoustic space differently, and 
the mapping is distorted by context-dependent phonological rules. This is not an 
easy job, but it is made easier in two complementary respects. During the first 
year of life the human perceptual apparatus is gradually optimized to better 
perceive the distinctions that are crucial in the ambient language's phonological 
system '.vhile ignoring irrelevant variation, and phonological systems themselves 
are optimized from the perspective of human perception. 

This two-way interaction, in which perception adapts to phonology and 
phonology to perception, has long been of interest to phonologists, but only in 
recent decades have the tools necessary to explore the connection between the 
hvo become available. In this chapter '''e provide an overvie''' of the debates 
that have arisen around each issue, as well as the research that bears on each 
debate (see also Hume and Johnson 2001). §2 discusses hovv phonology influ
ences speech perception, both in the native language (§2.1) and in non-native ones 
(§2.2), and h(nv second language perception relates to loan\\'Ord adaptations (§2.3). 
§3 addresses the question of how perception influences phonology, beginning 
'"ith an overvievv of the relevant typological data (§3.1), and concluding '"ith a 
con1parison of theoretical approaches to the data (§3.2). Finally, in §4 vve briefly 
consider the ramifications of the bidirectional nature of the phonology-perception 
interaction. 

2 Phonological influences in speech perception 

2.1 Native language perception 
How· "'e perceive speech in our native language has long been a topic of interest. 
As early as the 1930s, phonologists "'ere interested in the role of abstract phonemes 
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in perception (CHAPTER 11: THE PHONEME). Sapir (1933) argued that phonemes are 
psychologically real, in that native speakers are typically una\vare of the allophones 
in their language. The evidence he provides con1es fron1 native speakers transcribing 
phone1nes regardless of their phonetic realization. For instance, native speakers 
of Nootka fail to transcribe the phoneme /i/ as [e] \vhen it occurs after /h/. 
Likewise, Swadesh (1934) observed that phonemes are the basic percepts by which 
native speakers perceive their language. 

More recently, the psychological reality of phonemes has been investigated 
experimentally. For instance, Otake et al. (1996) used a phonen1e detection task 
to examine the processing of the moraic nasal consonant by native speakers of 
Japanese.1 In Japanese, the phonetic realization of this consonant depends upon 
the place of articulation of the following consonant: in the "'ords kanpa 'campaign', 
lmndo 'band', kenri 'right', and tanka 'type of poen1', it is realized as [1n], [I)], [n], 
and [IJ], respectively. Otake et al. found that Japanese listeners respond equally 
fast and accurately to the four realizations \Vhen asked to detect the sound that 
is spelled N in ri'nuaji (the Japanese writing system that uses the Latin alphabet). 
Especially revealing is the Jack of a difference for the bilabial realization, since in 
onset position the presence of [m] is contrastive (cf. mori 'forest' and nori 'type of 
sea\veed'). Hence, Japanese listeners perceive all phonetic realizations of the 
moraic nasal consonant as instances of a single underlying unit. 

Several other studies have sho,vn perception differences for allophonic as 
opposed to phone1nic contrasts (CHAPTER 2: CONTRAST) using discrimination 
paradigms. In these paradigms, participants are asked, for instance, to indicate 
\vhether a given stilnulus is identical to another one or not, or to '"hich of tv.'o 
different stimuli a third one is identical. It has thus been shov•n tha.t listeners have 
difficulty distinguishing among allophones of the same phoneme, which are typ
ically perceived as more similar than phones in different phonemic categories, 
even \Vhen acoustic distance is equated. For instance, Whalen et· al. (1997) studied 
the perception of the allophonic contrast (p-p"] (\.vith (p J as in happy), con1pared 
to that of the phonemic contrasts (b-p] and (b-p"). They found that perception 
of the allophonic contrast was "'orse than that of the phonemic ones. Peperkamp 
et al. (2003) sho,ved that, like,vise, French listeners have difficulty perceiving the 
allophonic contrast [H-X) (both segments being realizations of the French phoneme 
Ir/), co111pared to the phonemic contrast (n1-n]. 

Of course, what is an aJJophonic contrast in one langu.age can be a phonemic 
contrast in another language. Hence, another way of examining the effect of phono
logical status of a given contrast is to present it to one group of listeners for whom 
it is phonemic and to another group for \Vhom it is allophonic. Such a cross
Iinguistic study was carried out by Kazanina et al. (2006). They used magneto
encephalograph.ic (MEG) recordings to examine the perception of the contrast 
behveen [t] and [d] by native speakers of English and Korean. In English, this 
contrast is phonemic, '"hereas in Korean it is allophonic: [d) only occurs as an 
allophone of /t/ between l\vo sonorant segments (CHAPTER 111: LARYNGEAL CONTRAST 

' There is at least one eadier study on the p•ocessing of abstract phonemes: Jaeger (1980) used a 
conditioning as \\tell as a concept-formation p(tradigm to examine \-vhether English listeners percei\1e 
different allophones of /k/ to be part of a single rntegory. Unfortunately, the results of these experi
ments v1rere inconcJusi\re (mainly because of lack of data). 
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IN KOREAN). Kazanina et al. revealed a mismatch negativity response (a neural 
1narker for automatic change detection) in English but not in Korean listeners 
whenever a series of tokens of [ta] was interrupted by a token of [da]. ln other 
,,vords, Korean listeners did not detect the change from (ta] to [da], perceiving 
the different consonants as hvo instances of the same category. Similarly, using 
both a rating task and a discrimination task, Boomershine et al. (2008) found that 
English and Spanish speakers differ with respect to the perception of the contrasts 
[d-0] and [d-r]; the forn1er is phonenlic in English but allophonic in Spa1lish, '''llile 
the reverse holds for the latter. Both groups of participants rated the contrast that 
is phonemic in their language as more different than the allophonic one and •vere 
better at discriminating it. 

The fact that listeners have difficulty perceiving allophonic contrasts does not 
n1ean that allophones are ignored at all levels of speech processing. On the con
trary, listeners appear to use their kno,vledge about the allophonic rules in their 
language for the purposes of "'Ord recognition. This was shown, for instance, by 
Lahiri and Marslen-\iVilson (1991), vvho studied the processing of nasal vowels 
by English and Bengali listeners. In English, nasal vo\vels only occur as allophones 
of oral vowels before nasal consonants, whereas in Bengali the distinction bet\veen 
oral and nasal vo,vels is phonemic. Using a gating task, in which participants have 
to guess which \vord they hear as they listen to successively longer stretches of 
it, Lahiri and Marslen-Wilson found that adult native speakers of English, but not 
of Bengali, interpret nasality on vo,vels as an indication that a nasal consonant 
follows. That is, \Vhen listening to a '''Ord up to its nasal vowel, English speakers 
replied 'vith words in which the vo,.vel is followed by a nasal consonant. Like,vise, 
Otake el al. (1996), in their study on the Japanese moraic nasal mentioned before, 
found that Japanese but not Dutch listeners use the phonetic identity of the moraic 
nasal consonant to anticipate the place of articulation of the next consonant. 
In particular, they had more difficulty in detecting a given consonant \Vhen it 
occurred after an inappropriate realization of the moraic nasal, i.e. a realization 
that does not share the following consonant's place of articulation; for instance, 
they found it hard to detect /k/ '''hen it immediately follo,ved a non-velar 
realization of the moraic nasal. 

Finally, it is important to note that most of the evidence for the phoneme in 
perception revie\ved above concerns unconscious perception processes. These 
processes should not be confused •vitl1 (conscious) a.•vareness. Adults who are 
illiterate or use a non-alphabetic "'riting system, as well as preliterate children, typic
ally do not have phonemic a"rareness, that is, conscious kno\vledge about the 
phonemes of their language. They are thus unable to carry out metalinguistic tasks, 
such as deleting the first sound of a word (Libern1an et al. 1974; Morais el al. 1979; 
Read et al. 1986), although they can perform such tasks with larger iu1.its such as 
syllables (Liberman et al. 1974; Morais et al. 1986). Importantly, the influence of 
the native phoneme inventory on speech perception is independent of literacy. 
Indeed, tllis influence arises very early in life, long before the question of liter
acy comes into play. For instance, it has been sho\vn that, like English-speaking 
adillts, 10- to 12-month-old English-learning infants fail to discriminate the non
phonemic contrast behveen [d] (as in day) and [c;I] (as in stay), \vhereas 6- to 
8-month-olds do discriminate this contrast (Pegg and \iVerker 1997). Hence, 
during the first year of life, the capacity to discriminate non-phone1nic contrasts 
already diminishes. 
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2.2 Non-native language perception 
As shown above, our speech perception system is opti.Jnized for processing our 
native language. On the one hand, allophonic contrasts - which never induce dif
ferences in meaning - appear perceptually less salient than phonemic ones, even 
\Vhen acoustic distance is equated . On the other hand, the information provided 
by allophonic variation concerning neighboring seg1nents is exploited for the 
purposes of word recognition. This optimization co1nes at a price, though, \Vhen 
\ve learn a second language later in life. Indeed, we experience difficulty perceiving 
non-native sounds and sound sequences, just as we find it hard to produce them. 

That speech perception depends upon the phonological properties of the listener's 
native language \Vas already observed in the 1930s (Polivanov 1931; Bloon1field 
1933; S\vadesh 1934; Trubetzkoy 1939). In the words of Trubetzkoy, the native 
phonology acts as a sieve during speech perception, in that non-native sounds 
and sound sequences are perceived as native ones, a phenomenon also called per
ceptual assi111ilation. Starting in the 1970s, experirnental research has documented 
many cases of perceptual assitnilation. Most of this research uses discrirnit1ation 
paradigms, the logic being that if a non-native sotu1d is perceived as a native one, 
these two sounds are hard to distinguish; sirnilarly, it is difficult to distinguish 
t\\'0 non-native sounds if they are perceived as the same native one. An example 
of the former case is provided by German listeners, who have difficulty perceiv
mg the contrast bet\veen the Polish phonemes If I and I<;./, smce they perceive 
non-native /<;./ as an instance of their native consonant !fl (Lipski and Mathiak 
2007). An exan1ple of the latter is provided by what is probably the best-kno,vn 
i.nstance of perceptual assimilation: Japanese listeners have difficulty perceiving 
the contrast between English /I/ and /l/ (Goto 1971; Nliya,vaka et al. 1975). Indeed, 
Japanese has only one liquid consonant, Ir/, which acoustically falls m benveen 
[l) and (.1); they thus perceive both English phonemes as instances of their native 
category Ir I (see also CHAPTER 30: THE REPRESENTATION OF RHOTICS and CHAP
TER 31: LATERAL CONSONANTS). Accordmg to the Perceptual Assimilation M.odel 
(PAM; Best et al. 1988; Best 1995), this English contrast is particularly difficult for 
Japanese listeners because [I) and [l) are equally bad (or good) exemplars of Japanese 
Ir I. By contrast, the Polish contrast benveen If I and I<;./ should cause less difficulty 
for German listeners, since it contrasts one good ([f)) and one bad ([y,)) exen1plar 
of the GeroJan category If/. 

As already noted by Polivanov (1931), perceptual assimilation is not limited to 
segments, but also concerns suprasegmentals, syllable structure, and phonotactics. 
As for supraseg1nentals, n1uch research has been devoted to the perception of tones 
by speakers of non-tonal languages (CHAPTER 45: THE REPRESENTATION OF TONE). 
Kiriloff (1969) shO"'ed, for instance, that English listeners have difficulty perceiving 
certain lexical tones used in Mandarin. More recently, the perception of stress 
and length contrasts has started to be it1vestigated. For mstance, it \vas sho,vn 
that French listeners have difficulty perceivit1g vo\vel length as \Veil as word stress 
(Dupoux et al. 1997; Dupoux et al. 1999), neither of which is lexically contrastive in 
French. Concerning syllable structure (CHAPTER 33: SYl.LA.BLE-INTERNAL STRUCTURE), 
an example is again provided by Japanese, \vhich has a very simple syllab le stn1cture, 
disallo"'mg branching onsets and allowing only for codas consisting of a moraic 
nasal or the first half of a geminate. Japanese listeners find it hard to disti.J1guish 
bet\\1een consonant clusters and the san1e clusters broken up by the vo\vel I u/ 
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(Dupoux et al. 1999). Hence, they perceive non-native clusters "'ith an illusory 
epenthetic vowel (CHAPTER 6i: VOWEL EPENTHESIS). Finally, perceptual assimi
lation of non-native phonotactic structure has been studied, for instance, in French 
listeners; they have difficulty perceiving the contrast behveen the word-initial 
clusters /tl/ and /kl/ (Halle et al. 1998; Halle and Best 2007). In French, /ti/ is not 
a legal onset cluster (CHAPTER ss: ONSETS), and French listeners tend to perceive 
it as /kl/. 

Perceptual assin1ilation arises during very early processing stages and does not 
require the listener's conscious attention. This is evidenced by the fact that con1-

pared to native contrasts, non-native contrasts give rise to a reduced mismatch 
negativity (Naatanen et al. 1997); this electrophysiological response component is 
a neural marker of automatic change detection that arises 150 to 250 msecs after the 
onset of the change •vhen a deviant stimulus interrupts a sequence of repetitive 
sti1nuli. 

One caveat is in order when interpreting the results of experiments purporting 
to demonstrate perceptual assimilation. Specifically, it is important to use experi
mental designs that tap a phonological processing level, \vhere speech is coded 
in an abstract, language-specific format. Indeed, if listeners are given the oppor
tLuuty to perform a task using lo,v-level acoustic response strategies, no percep
tual assimilation will be observed. For instance, Dupoux et al. (2001) used a very 
robust sequence recall task that yielded a complete separation between French 
and Spanish listeners as far as the perception of stress is concerned (that is, even 
the Spanish listener who had the n1ost difficulty vvith perceiving stress performed 
better than the best French listener). Ho,vever, they showed that in the absence 
of phonetic variability i.n the stimuli, French listeners performed equally vvell as 
Spanish listeners on the very same task. Differences between phonological and 
acoustic perception can also be sho,vn by transforming the speech stimuli in such 
a way as to make them sound like non-speech. For instance, after ren1oval of all 
acoustic irLforn1ation except the F3 co1nponent, Japanese listeners perceived the 
[1-Jj contrast as well as native English speakers (N!iyawaki et al. 1975). 

Research \vith infants has shown that many aspects of the native phonology, 
including segments, suprasegn1ents, syllable structure, and phonotactics, are 
acquired early in life; one-year-old infants thus sho'v many of the perceptual 
assimilation effects that can be observed in their parents. The question as to whether 
perceptual assimilation can be overcom.e at a la.ter age has been studied in 
hvo types of populations, i.e. bilinguals, and monolinguals "'ho have received 
specific perception training. In both cases, improvement appears to be possible, 
with native-like performance generally remaining out of reach, though. To start 
with training studies, Japanese 1nonolinguals can improve their perception of 
the [l-Jj contrast over several weeks of intensive compu.teri.zed training, but 
their performance remains significantly belo'v that of English monolinguals 
(Lively et al. 1993). Similar results have been reported for monolinguals \vho 
were trained to improve their perception of non-native suprasegn1ental contrasts 
(e.g. Wang et al. 1999). 

Concerning bilinguals, "'e can broa.dly djstingujsh late bilinguals, '"ho have started 
to learn a second language during or after adolescence, and early bilinguals, who 
have learned their second language during childhood. There is evidence that late 
bilinguals exhibit the same difficulty as monolinguals, although possibly to a lesser 
extent (Takagi and Mann 1995; Flege et al. 1997; Dupoux et al. 2008). For instance, 
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Takagi and Mann (1995) found that Japanese-English bilinguals who had lived 
for at least 12 years in the United States did not yield the same performance as 
native speakers of English on the (1-i) contrast; their perforn1ance "'as better, though, 
than that of Japanese n1onolinguals. Dupoux et al. (2008) found that advanced 
French-Spanish bilinguals '"'ere actually indistinct from French monoli.nguals as 
far as the perception of stress is concerned. How·ever, these bilinguals had lived 
on average only four years in a Spanish-speaking country; the possibility that 
their perception of Spanish stress \Vould i..tnprove with n1ore exposure ca1mot be 
excluded. Perhaps n1ore surprisingly, even early bilinguals so1netimes fail to show 
native-like perception of their second language (M.ack 1989; Pallier el al. 1997; 
Sebastian-Calles and Soto-Faraco 1999). For instance, Pallier et al. (1997) tested fluent 
Spanish-Catalan adult bilinguals, \vho had started to learn Catalan before the age 
of six and who use Catalan on a daily basis. Spanish has only one nud front vowel, 
\vhereas Catalan has l\vo, /el and /€/. The early bilinguals \vere found to have 
difficulty perceiving the Catalan vo,vel contrast. 

Three factors have been proposed that influence the strength of perceptual 
assimilation in bilinguals. First, in the realm of segmental perception, the Speech 
Learni..tlg Model (SLM) of Flege (1995) states that the greater the perceived dis
si1nilarity of an L2 sound fron1 the closest Ll sound, the better the L2 sound is 
learned, both in perception and production. Second, L2 features that play a role 
- even a non-contrastive one - in the native language have been argued to be 
less difficult than others. For instance, McAllister et nl. (2002) compared native 
speakers of English and Spaiush living i..t1 Stockholm. They sho\ved that the 
former perceive s,vedish length better than the latter. Indeed, m English, length 
is used allophonically, n1aking it easier for native speakers of English to learn the 
Swedish length feature. Finally, the amount of usage of the native language appears 
to be correlated negatively '"'ith performance in the second language. That is, the 
less bili..t1gual speakers use their native language, the better they perceive the sounds 
of their second language, possibly beco1nmg even mdistmguishable fron1 native 
speakers of the latter language (Flege and MacKay 2004). 

2.3 Perception and loan1vord adaptations 
One area of phonologica.I research in '"hich perceptual assin1ilation of non-native 
sounds and sound sequences appears to be relevant is that of loan\·vord ada.pta
tions. In language contact situations, \VOrds of one language that are introduced 
into another language '"ill typically (though not ah,rays) be adapted to the 
phonological pattern of the latter. Loain"ord adaptations thus transform non-native 
segments and suprasegments, as '"ell as phonotactic structures, mto native ones 
(see CHAPTER 95: l.OANWORD PHONOl.OGY). Given the fact that \>VOrds must be per
ceived before they can be produced, it seems necessary that loan'''ord phonology 
take into account the perception of non-native words by speakers of the borrowing 
language. 

In phonological accounts of loan\vord adaptations, it is generally assumed that 
the input to the adaptations is constituted by the surface form of the source lan
guage, and that the adaptations are computed by the phonological grammar of 
the borro"ring language. In processing terms, this means that during perception, 
the phonetic forn1 of the source \VOrds is faithfully copied onto an abstract under
lying forn1, =d that adaptations are transforn1ations produced by the standard 
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phonological processes in production. Some researchers explicitly argue that foreign 
\vords can indeed be perceived 'vithout distortions and that speech perception is 
hence irrelevant to loan\vord adaptations (Paradis and LaCharite 1997; Jacobs and 
Gussenhoven 2000; LaCharite and Paradis 2005; see also CHAPTER 76: STRUCTURE 
PRESERVATION: THE RESILIENCE OF DISTINCTIVE INFORMATION). They are correct 
in as much as - as shown in §2.2 - at some level of representation non-native 
contrasts are indeed discriminated (after all, such contrasts present - sometimes 
quite large - acoustic differences). However, \vhether discrin1ination at an acous
tic level of represen tation suffices to faithfully import non-native fonns into one's 
lexicon is a different question. Given the phonetic variability di.1e to inter- and 
intra-speaker variation, as '''ell as the environmental noise in "'hich speech is 
embedded, it seems reasonable to expect that listeners should discrilninate non
native contrasts at a more abstract level of representation i11 order to store then1 
faithfully. This is '"'here the psycholmguistic literature becomes relevant, since it 
is exactly at this abstract level that listeners have been sho,vn to experience difficulty 
perceiving non-native contrasts. 

Several researchers have argued that at least certain loan\vord adaptations 
take place during perception, due to difficulties '''ith the perception of non-native 
sound patterns. The first explicit proposal "'as made by Silverman (1992), based 
on the adaptations of English loanwords in Cantonese. Silverman proposed a 
hvo-stage model of loanword adaptations, containing a perceptual and an oper
ative stage. During the first stage, the surface form of the source language is mapped 
onto an underlying form in the borrowil1g language on a segment-to-segn1ent basis. 
This context-free n1apping involves a first part of transfonnations that are due to 
misperception of non-native segments. In pa.rti.cular, segments from the source 
language that are illegal in the borrowing language are perceived as legal ones 
(for instance, bus "'Ould be perceived as [pas], the Cantonese phoneme inven
tory contamillg /p/ and /a/, but not /b/ and /A/). The perceptual level is also 
held responsible for the deletion of segn1ents \vith a low acoustic saliency (for 
instance, lift '"ou ld be perceived as [lif]). The output of the perceptual stage serves 
as the input to the operative stage, during which entire word forms rather than 
individual segments are evaluated. Adaptations take place whenever the phono
logical structure of the borro"'mg language is not respected. For il1stance, given 
that fricatives cannot occur m Cantonese syllable codas, the output [lif] of the 
perceptual level is transformed into [lip). Other non-native coda consonants, as 
well as consonant clusters, undergo vowel epenthesis; for instance, the output [pas] 
of the perceptual level is transformed into [pasi]. 

Silverman's (1992) article, along with Yip's (1993) constraint-based reil1ter
pretation of his model, has provided the ilnpetus for an extensive literature on 
loanword adaptations, 01uch of which is partly or \vholly devoted to the issue of 
the role of perception (see CHAPTER 95: LOANWORD PHONOLOGY and references 
thereill). T"'O questions in particular have been debated, concerning how much 
of loanword adaptation is due to perception, and ho"' the role of perception 
is to be n1odeled. As to the first question, most researchers nowadays defend 
an  intermediate position, argumg that perception does play a role in. loan"'ord 
adaptations, but that it cannot explam all effects. Oftentimes, arguments in favor 
of a perceptual account of adaptation patterns are impressionistic. For mstance, 
\vord-fil1al stop consonants are typically argued to lack acoustic saliency (espe
cially if they are unreleased) and therefore to be prone to deletion duril1g speecl1 
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perception. Explicit reference to the psycholinguistic literature, however, has also 
been made. Specifically, comparing this literature to loan"rord data, Peperka1np 
and Dupoux (2003) observed a number of correspondences bet\veen adaptation 
patterns on the one hand and perceptual distortions of non-native phonological 
structure on the other hand. Some of these correspondences concern transforma
tions applying at the level of individual segments. For instance, Japanese listeners' 
difficulty 'vith the perception of the English consonants I if and /1/ (Goto 1971) 
is reflected in loanvvords fro1n English, where these consonants are both adapted 
as Ir I in Japanese (Lovins 1975). Others concern suprasegn1ental structure. For 
instance, French listeners' difficulty in perceiving stress contrasts (Dupoux et al. 
1997) is reflected in loan"1ords in French, 'vith stress being systematically word
final, regardless of the position of stress in the source •vord. Still others concern 
syllable structure. For instance, the illusory vo\vel that Japanese listeners perceive 
vvithin consonant clusters (Dupoux et al. 1999) is reflected in the epenthetic vowel 
by "'hich such clusters are broken up in loan\\10rds in Japanese (Lovins 1975). 
This last example is especially revealing, since it contrasts \vith the intuition first 
expressed by Silverman (1992) that perception plays a role in cases of segment 
deletion, but not in those of segment insertion. 

Speech perception experi1nents that specifically aim at con1paring loan,.vord 
data to the perception of non-native sound patterns have also been carried out 
(Takagi and Mann 1994; Kim and Curtis 2002; Peperkamp et al. 2008). For instance, 
Peperkamp et al. (2008) exa1nined an asyn1metry in French and English [n]-final 
loan,vords in Japru1ese: the fonner but not the latter are adapted with a final 
epenthetic vo,vel (cf. [kannu] <Fr. Cannes [kan) and (pen)< Eng. pen). They sho,.ved 
that Japanese listeners perceive a vovvel at the end of (n]-final non-words pro
duced by French speakers but not \Vhen they are produced by English speakers. 
Based on these findings, they argued that the asymmetry in the loan,vord 
adaptation pattern originates in the perception of French ru1d English words by 
Japanese listeners. 

Concerning the question as to ho'v the role of perception on loanvvord adap
tations should be modeled, Silverman (1992) considered perceptually driven 
adaptations to be pre-grammatical, in the sense that they are computed before 
the phonological grammar per se co1nes into play. That is, they are influenced 
by the phonology of the native language, but not con1puted by the phonological 
gra.mmar (see also Yip 1993; Peperkamp et al. 2008). Other researchers, however, 
have modeled perception-driven adaptations "'ith grammatical tools, either as 
part of a perception grammar (Kenstowicz 2004; Boersma and Hamann 2009), or 
by incorporating constraints demanding perceptual similarity into the production 
granlmar (Kang 2003; Adler 2006; Kenstowicz and Suchato 2006). The fonner appear 
to have the advanta.ge that they can account straightfor"rardly for the fact that 
loan'''ord adaptations sometimes conflict '''ith native alternations.2 For instance, 
in Korean, obstruents turn into nasals before nasal consonants (e.g. /kukmul/ � 
[kul)mul] 'soup'), but in loanwords, obstruent + nasal sequences undergo 
epenthesis (e.g. [phik''inik] <picnic). If loan•vord adaptations are computed by the 
phonological production graa1mar, this gra.nvna.r thus needs to be able to distingujsh 
behveen native \vords and loan\vords; by contrast, if loan,vord adaptations are 

., See Peperkamp et nl. (2008) for an extensive list of examples, and CHAPTER 9S: LOANWORD PHONOLOGY 

for discussion. 
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computed by a perception grammar, conflicts bet\veen native alternations and loan
'vord adaptations are a natural consequence of the fact that they are computed 
by distinct mechanisn1s, one in production and the other in perception. 

3 Perceptual influences in phonology 

3.1 The influence of perception on phonology: Evidence 
J'v!any phonological processes reduce the chances of a listener incorrectly per
ceiving certain sounds, particularly in contexts "'here they might be easily con
fused '"ith other, highly similar sounds. Phonologies, in other \vords, appear 
to be optimized •vith respect to speech perception. In this section we survey a 
number of examples of this optimization; in §3.2 •ve discuss possible reasons for 
this typological bias. 

In the previous section, '"'e looked at evidence that speech perception is shaped 
by one's native language experience, making some distinctions easier to perceive 
than others. Despite the language-specific nature of perception, however, there 
are universal hierarchies of perceptibility imposed by the nature of the human 
auditory system. Some distinctions, for example those that involve greater acous
tic distances, are simply more perceptible, ceteris paribus, than others. Although 
languages may differ in the phonemic contrasts they make use of, some contrasts 
are thus less marked than others. It is these universal differences in perceptibility 
that we refer to throughout this section. 

As Flemming (2004) points out, perceptual markedness is best understood 
as a property of distinctions bet\veen sounds rather than of individual sounds 
then1selves. Speech perception involves segmenting ra\v acoustic input and 
assigning each segment the appropriate category label. The probability that a given 
segn1ent will be correctly categorized depends on what other categories it might 
be confused •vith, and where precisely the boundary behveen categories lies. It 
is thus meaningless to claim that a given sound A is difficult to perceive - it is 
rather the difference between two sounds A and B that is difficult to perceive. 
A weak contrast is a phonen1ic contrast involving t'"'O such hard-to-distinguish 
sounds. 

The problem presented by a •veak contrast can be solved in hvo '"ays: the "''eak 
contrast may be enhanced, making it easier to perceive, or it may be neutralized, 
making its correct perception unnecessary (Hayes and Steriade 2004). The re
mainder of this section discusses several examples of each type of process. We 
also examine the claun that perceptual similarity plays a role in processes that 
relate different surface forros to ea.ch other. 

3.1.1 Contrast enhancernent 
Stevens et al. (1986) note that the distu1ctiveness of contrasts tends to be enhanced 
by the use of redundant features - high vo•vels, for exan1ple, are typically dis
tinguished not only by their backness but also by rounding (CHAPTER 2: CONTRAST). 
This is one example of a more general tendency for languages to maximize the 
acoustic distance between vowels, an observation that has a long history in lin
guistic theory (e.g. Jakobson 1941; Wang 1971). When the vo"rels of a language are 
plotted in Fl-F2 space, inventories like that in (la) are typical, •vhile u1ventories 
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like the one in (lb) are unattested (although see Lass 1984 for a discussion of pos
sible counterexamples) . 

(1) a. Evenly spaced vowel inventory 
. 
l LI 

e 0 
a 

b. Llnevenly spaced vowel inventory 

e a 
ce a a 

Liljencrants and Lindblom (1972) sho,.v that a siro.ple qt.1antitative model, 
\vhich essentially maximizes the total distance3 among a given number of points 
in Fl-F2 space, provides a reasonably good fit to attested VO\o\1el systems (see also 
Lindblom 1986; Vallee 1994; Sch\vartz et al. 1997). Ach1al vo\vel inventories thus 
appear to be optintlzed in the sense that they minimize the risk of n1isperception 
by dispersing vO"'els as \videly as possible throughout tl1e available perceptual 

space.4 Similar claims have also been made regarding consonant inventories 
(Padgett 2001; Padgett and Zygis 2003; Flemming 2004; Gallagher 2008).s 

Dispersion theory, as it has come to be known, has also been used to analyze 
historical sound change (CHAPTER 93: SOUND CHANGE). Padgett and Zygis (2003) 
argue that a change in Polish in 'vhich palatalized paJato-alveolar sibilants became 
retroflex sibilants (e.g. [fiija) > [:;�a) 'neck') \vas motivated by the existence of an 
alveolo-palatal series of sibilants in Polish. Using evidence from perceptual studies, 
they show that alveolo-palatals are more difficult to distinguish from palato
alveolars than fron1 retroflexes for both native Polish and English speakers. 
The sound change in Polish was thus perceptual ly optimizing in the sense that 
it improved the overall discriminability of sibilants. 

Another case of perceptually driven contrast enhancement can be seen in the 
Sonority Sequencing Constraint, '"hich requires that seg1nents in a syllable's onset 
and nucleus should occur in order of increasing sonority (Sievers 1881; Jesperson 
1904; Saussure 1916; Hooper 1976; Kiparsky 1981; Steriade 1982; Clements 1990; 
CHAPTER 49: SONORITY). \IVright (2004) argues that this cross-linguistically robust 
generalization can be understood as a 'vay of maximizing the perceptibility of 
place, 1nanner, and voicing cues in vo\vels and consonants. A similar analysis is 
presented by Ohala and Ka\vasaki-Fukumori (1997), \vho suggest that percepti
bility can also explain the low frequency of the sequences /ji/ and /wu/ in many 
languages, as "'ell as the fact that the CV syllable is a more common syllable type 
than VC, because the cues to the place of the consonant are more robust in a 
transition into a following V0\'7el than in a transition out of a preceding vo,vel 
(Fujirlnua et al. 1978).6 

3 TechJ'lit.....:illy, their model ntlnimizes tile sun1, O\'er all possible vo,vel pa.il'.'s, of tl1e i.n\'erse squal'e 
of the perceptual distance ben .. •een each pair. 
' Other factors, such as homophony avoidance, are presumed to regulate the number of vowels, pre
venting languages from adopting a single-vowel inventory, which is ideal from a purely perceptual 
standpoint (Flemming 2004). 
s For n1ore 011 dispersion t11eory, includjng discussion of possible (orn1alizations, see Flen1n1i11g (2002, 
2004, 2005), Padgett (1997), and Ni Chios.1i.n and Padgett (2001). 
' Although see lvloreton et nl. (2008) for experimental evidence of an asymmetry between CV and 
VC syllables that cannot be explained by this perceptual ac«O•mt. 
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A perception-based account of the Sonority Sequencing Constraint explains w·hy 
sibilants, \vhose cues do not depend heavily on transitions into vowels, often vio
late the constraint. Several languages employ metathesis (CHAl'TER 59: METATHESIS), 

,.vhether synchronically or diachronically, in stop-sibilant clusters, converting a 
stop-sibilant-vow,el (TS\/) sequence into a sibilant-stop-vowel (ST\/) sequence, 

as in the examples from Udi in (2). 

(2) Lldi metathesis (Schultze 2002, cited in Hun1e 2004) 

/tad-esun/ � 
/t'it'-esun/ ""' 
/e\(-esun/ � 

(tast'un] 
[t'ist'un] 
[ef\('un] 

'to give' 
'to run' 
'to bring' 

l'v!etathesis of this kind, which places the stop in a position where its place cues 
are the strongest, is attested in Udi, Faroese, and Lithuanian (Hume 2004), while 
the opposite pattern (i.e. one that converts STY to TSV) is unattested (but see Blevins 
2009 for a critique of this analysis). 

3.1.2 Contrast neutralization 
Perception can also shape phonologies in "'ays that involve the elimination of 
contrasts rather than their preservation (CHAPTER 80: MERCERS AND NEUTRALIZA

TION). One such exan1ple is the comn1on process of nasal place assimilation, \Vhereby 
nasal consonants adopt the place of articulation of the follo,.ving consonant 
(CJ·Ii!.PTER 8J: LOCAL ASSil-HLATJON). The ubiquity of this process o:tay be related 
to the difficulty listeners have in determining a nasal's place of articulation when 
it occurs before a consonant (Fujimura et al. 1978; Hura et al. 1992; Ohala 1990; 
Beddor and Evans-Ro1naine 1992, 1995). Listeners vvho know that their language 
e1nploys a rule of place assi1nilation do not need to attend to the place cues of 
the nasal, thus mirtimizing the risk of misidentification. 

Another example comes from Ohala (1990), \vho argues that in phonological 
processes, or cases of historical change, in 'vhich heterorganic stop clusters 
becon1e genlinate stops, it is the feahrres of the second stop in the duster that are 
typically adopted by the geminate (e.g. Sanskrit bluzktum > Pali bluzttum, not 
*bhakk11111). He explains this asymmetry as the resu.lt of the .fact tha.t cues to stop 
place are more salient in the transition from the stop to a follo"ring vo\vel than 
they are from a preceding vo"rel to the stop. The place of the second stop in the 
cluster is therefore more perceptible, and it is not surprising that when geminates 
are forn1ed from sud1 dusters, this place is chosen over that of the initial stop. 
The place contrast in stops is !ht.ts eliminated precisely where it is difficult to 
perceive (CHAPTER 46: POSITIONAL EFFECTS IN CONSONANT CLUSTERS). 

Steriade (1999) sho"'S that voicing contrasts in obstruents tend to be permitted 
intervocalically, '"here cues to voicing are strongest, and neutralized preconsonant
ally, where cues are \\'eak (CHAPTER 69: FINAL DEVOICING AND FINAL LARYNGEAL 

NEUTMLIZATION). Cues to apica.1 contrasts, Sl.lch as that between [d] and [<l], on the 
other hand, follow a different pattern, being strongest after vowels and 'veakest 
after consonants. This correlates "'ith the typology of processes that affect apicality 
- languages tend to eliminate such contrasts postconsonantally and preserve 
then1 post-vocalically. Place assin1ilation, for instance in apical consonant dusters, 
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is overwhelmingly progressive ([cl.di � lclcl)), while major place assimilation is 
typically regressive ([np) � [mp]) (Steriade 2001). 

3.1.3 Sbnilarity rr1axiniization 
A third category of perceptual effects in phonology, in addition to contrast 
enhancement and neutralization, could be calJed si111.ilarity 111.axim. ization. Steriade 
(2009) observes that phonological processes tend to make changes to underlying 
forms that are perceptually minimal. For exan1ple, although 1nany languages require 
adjacent obstruents to agree in voicing, every such language repairs disagreeing 
obstruent clusters through assimilation, by either voicing or devoicing one of the 
segments in question. No language deletes one obstruent, or inserts a vowel behveen 
the obstruents, even though both of these processes 'vould produce a surface 
form that no longer violates the prohibition on voicing disagree1nent. Steriade argues 
that this is because assimilation results in a surface fonn that is nlore similar to 
the i.mderlying form (or to morphologically related surface forms) tl1an "'Ould result 
from deletion or epenthesis.7 This bias to\vard minimal changes demonstrated 
in the typology of phonological processes can be thought of as optin1izing, in that 
it increases the chances of a listener or learner correctly recognizing multiple 
realizations of the same morpheme in different contexts (although one must be 
careful to rule out alternative analyses based on ease of production, which in many 
cases predict the same types of changes). 

Similarity maximization has also been documented extensively by Fleischhacker 
(2005) in two other phenon1ena, loainvord adaptation and reduplication. 
Fleischhacker shows that these processes operate in ways that tend to n1inirnize 
the perceptual difference between the l\vo strings. For example, she sho�vs that 
in some languages with reduplication, the reduplicant faithfully copies a con
sonant cluster if it consists of a sibilant and a stop (as in Gothic ste-stald), but not 
if the consonants are an obstruent and a sonorant (as in Gothic ge-grot), \vhereas 
the opposite pattern is not attested (CHAPTER 100: REDUPLICATION). Using evidence 
from perception experirnents, partial rhymes in poetry (Z�vic.ky 1976; Kawahara 
2007), and imperfect puns (Z\vicky and Zwic.ky 1986), Fleischhacker argues that 
this asymmetry is due to the fact that (to use the Gothic example) ge- and gre- are 
more perceptually similar to one another than se- and ste-. 

3.2 The influence of perception on phonology: 
Mechanisms 

Although there is widespread agreement that the facts of speech perception 
shape phonologies, th.ere is less consensus on the causal mechanisms involved. 
Two types of explanation have been proposed. A niisperception account explains 
perceptually optimizing processes as accidental results of language learners' 
confusing sounds in contexts where the cues needed to distinguish them are \Veak 
or absent (Ohala 1981, 1993; Hale and Reiss 2000; Blevins 2004, 2006, 2007). On th.is 
vie\v, listeners' errors acct.Ullulate in the lexicon, resulting in a state in \vhich a 
given process is instantiated in the data to "'hich future generations of learners 

7 Steriade defu\es slmiladty on the bas.is of the perceptual co1lfusability of two surface forms, 
altholtgh of course alternative definitions which take into accoltnt more abstract properties of the 
output •re possible. 
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are exposed. These misperceptions could occur in a number of ways (Blevins 2004): 
co-articulation effects n1ay be misinterpreted as phonological alternations (result
ing in assin1ilation), listeners n1ay attempt to undo a co-articulatory effect that 
they believe has taken place (resulting in dissimilation), or listeners 1nay hear a 
range of variant pronunciations of a sound, and misidentify \Vhich is the proto
typical variant. 

Under a misperception account of nasal place assinlilation, for example, learners 
would tend to misperceive [an pa) as [ampa); once enough of these mistakes have 
been made, learners "'ill posit a process of place assinUJation, even if no such pro
cess was employed by the previous generation. Of course, for misperceptions to 
result in perceptually optimizing phonologies, confusion between sounds must 
be asymmetric; in the example above, listeners must mishear [np) as [mp) more 
often than they mishear [n1p] as [np]. In an experin1ent carried out by Ohala (1990), 
English-speaking subjects did indeed misperceive heterorganic nasal-stop clusters 
as homorganic dusters 93 percent of the time (see Beddor and Evans-Romaine 
1995 for a similar experiment "'ith an 80 percent homorganic error rate). Ho,vever, 
it should be noted that the fact that nasal-stop clusters in English are oven,,helm
ingly ho1norganic (Hay et al. 2004) may have biased the subjects' perception; as 
discussed in §2.2, there is evidence that categorical native-language phonotactics 
can affect listeners' perception of ambiguous stimuli (N!assaro and Cohen l.983; 
l'vloreton 1999; Moreton and Amano 1999), and it is plausible that gradient phono
tactics may have a similar effect (CHAPTER 89: CRADIENCE AND CATECORICALITY 
IN PHONOLOGICAL THEORY; CHAPTER 90: FREQUENCY EFFECTS). Further research is 
called for to identify asyrnn1etries in 1nisperception which are independent of 
language experience, and to determine the extent to '"hich they align 'vith the 
directionality of common phonological processes. 

Another possible critique of this approach challenges the claim that all perceptual 
effects are the outco1ne of misperceptions. Flemming (2005) argues that misper
ception can only account for processes that eliminate contrasts, as in the nasal 
place assimilation example, and not for processes that enhance contrasts, as in 
the dispersion of vo,vel inventories. Indeed, it is hard to see at first how percep
tual errors could result in making a distinction clearer. Much recent '"ork using 
con1putational n1odels, however, has shown that under the right conditions self
organization (Nicolis and Prigogine 1977) can lead to contrast enhancement even 
\•vhen the perception of categories is disturbed by rand.om noise. De Boer (2001) 
demonstrates that a group of simulated agents '''hich attempt to imitate each 
others' vowel productions evolve realistically dispersed vo"'el inventories over 
time, even in the absence of any agent-internal b iases to\vard optimization. 

In de Boer's model, an agent represents each vo,.vel category as a cloud of 
tokens, representing aU of the vo,vels heard by the agent 'vhich "'ere classified 
as belonging to that category. It thus strongly resembles exemplar theory, the hypoth
esis that highly phonetically detailed tokens of sounds (or larger units such as 
words) are stored by listeners, and that phonological categories consist of sets of 
these tokens (Pierrehumbert 2001). Blevins and \l\ledel (2009) identify l\"o processes 
that can maintain category distinctness in an exemplar model: variant trading, in 
which ambiguous exemplars (i.e. those near the border between hvo categories) 
are more likely to be misidentified than prototypical exemplars, and variant prun
ing, in vvhich ambiguous exemplars are n1ore likely to fail to be assigned to any 
category at all. Both processes have the effect of pushing categories apart, since 
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exemplars further from the border between the categories have a higher chance 
of surviving (i.e. being correctly identified), and thus a greater influence over the 
center of the category as a \\'hole. This \vork, together \\'ith other recent research 
using agent-based simulations (Wedel 2006, 2007; Kochetov and So 2007; Boersma 
and Hamann 2008; CHAPTER 6: SELF-ORGANIZATION IN PHONOLOGY), has shov;n that 
surprising and counterintuitive effects can emerge globally in a system of very 
simple interacting agents, and provides an important "proof of concept" for the 
misperception approach to perceptual effects on phonology. 

An alternative to the misperception account is 'vhat '"'e will call the cognitive 
bias approach, "'hich sees phonological processes as being implemented in order 
to minimize the possibility of listener errors (Hayes 1999; Steriade 1999, 2001, 
2009; Hayes and Steriade 2004). On this vie,v, optimization is an explicit goal of 
phonological systen1s. A cognitive bias account would explain the ubiquity of per
ceptually optinuzed phonological processes as the result of kno,·vledge on the part 
of learners which biases learni.ng in some 'vay. There are several \.vays these biases 
might manifest themselves. In the case of nasal place assimilation, for example, 
learners \vho know that homorganic NC clusters are "better" than heterorganic 
clusters, for example, might sunply be unable to learn a language u1 \vhich [np) 
is legal, but [mp) is not. Alternatively, learners n1ay come equipped \vith a soft 
bias against the pathological heterorganic-clusters-only language - they could learn 
such a grammar, but only \vhen given much more evidence than would be 
required to learn a homorganic-clusters-only language. If these biases are universal, 
then even ii sound change \Vere random and unconstrained, those languages 
that conform to learners' expectations \·vould flourish at the expense of those that 
do not. 

One \vay to formalize these cognitive biases is to posit optimality-theoretic (OT) 
markedness constraints "'hich prohibit problematic sequences, \vhich interact 
with faithfulness constraints to produce the observed typological distribution of 
languages (CHAPTER 63: MARl<EDNESS AND FAITHFULNESS CONSTRAINTS). Nasal 
pla.ce assimilation could be modeled as the effects of a constraint against heterorganic 
clusters and the absence of a corresponding constraint banning homorganic clus
ters. This type of analysis, however, would not \vork in other cases. Ho'v could 
dispersion effects be explained with constrau1ts on output forms? In languages 
\vith one !ugh vowel it \vill be central, but languages \vith two high vowels ban 
the central vowel in favor of two peripheral vowels. The grammar cannot "know" 
\Vhether a front high vo'''el is marked or not without kno,ving 'vhat other vowels 
the language uses. The problem stems from the fact, mentioned earlier, that per
ceptual difficulty is a property of contrasts bet\veen sounds, not of u1dividual sounds 
or sound sequences. Under standard forn1ula.tions of OT (Prince and S1nolensky 
2004), h.O\\rever, phonological contrasts are en1ergent properties of an entire constraint 
rankmg, and as such cannot be referred to directly by markedness constraints. 
T'vo examples of \vays around this problem are represented by Flemmmg's (2002) 
distinctiveness constraints and Steriade's P-niap (Steriade 2009). 

Flenuni..ng (2002) solves the problem by expanding the definition of OT marked
ness constraints to aJlO,\' them to refer to contrasts, or to entire sound inventories. 
These distinctiveness constraints are of h''O types, tvlAXIMIZECONTRASTS constraints, 
which prefer a greater number of distinct sounds, and perceptually motivated 
MIN1M111<1uMDrSTANC£ constrau1ts, \vhich ban u1ventories u1 which sounds are not 
sufficiently distinct. A learner equipped with these constraints \Viii be able to posit 
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a ranking that \Viii generate a typical, '''ell-dispersed vowel inventory, but no rank
ing '"ill generate an unattested inventory, such as one in \Vhich there are only 
nud and low vowels. 

Steriade's approach is to posit a "map" of perceptibility, realized as a matrix 
of sound pairs and contexts, "'ith a similarity value assigned to each pair in each 
context. This "P-map" is essentially a representation of a speaker's kno\vledge of 
perceptual sin1ilarity (\vhether innate or someho'" deduced by the speaker). The 
P-n1ap is held to regulate rankings among faithfulness constraints, and it is these 
fixed rankings that result in perceptually optimizing typological biases. Recall the 
case discussed in §3.1.3 of voicing assimilation in obstruent clusters, •vhich is pre
ferred over deletion as a solution to voicing disagreement.  According to Steriade, 
speakers faced '"ith a cluster like /kd/ kno'" that the difference between [k] and 
[g] is smaller than the difference bet\veen [k] and 0. This translates into the fixed 
constraint ranking MAX-C >> IDENT[voice], \vith the consequence that no possible 
ranking \viJI generate the UJ1attested change /l<d/ � [d]. 

Evaluating which of these theories is most likely to be true is made difficult by 
the fact that their empirical predictions largely overlap. We conclude this section 
by considering "'ays in vtluch they may be teased apart. The first concerns par
simony. As many proponents of the n1isperception approach argue, if typolog
ical asymmetries can be sh<nvn to emerge without the need for a complex set of 
synchronic cognitive biases, then the diachronic analysis is the simplest, and should 
therefore be preferred. It is customary that in the absence of any empirical evi
dence, simpler explanations should be adopted over more con1plex ones, and it 
is surely healthy to question assumptions about the supren1acy of synchronic over 
diachronic analyses. But ultiroa.tely, the question will be decided on empirical 
grounds. 

A more en1pirical way of distinguishing the t\VO approaches begins by inde
pendently establishing the plausibility of the mechanis1ns proposed by each 
theory. In the mi.sperception case, this can take two forms. First, experin1ents can 
be used to determine UJ1der '"hat conditions listeners in fact make perceptual errors, 
and the results can be compared to the typological facts. Several experiments 
(Fujimura et al. 1978; Ohala 1990; Hura et al. 1992) have sho"rn, for example, that 
nasal place cues are difficult to identify before consonants, the same environ-
1nent which frequently triggers nasal place assimilation. Guion (1998) sho,vs 
th.at the sequences (ki] and (tfi) are highly confusable '"hen compared to similar 
sequences, which may explain '"hy velar palatalization before [i] is a common 
process synchronically and diachronically. Kochetov and So (2007) sho"' that 
the perceptibility of released stops in various environments correlates '"ith cross
linguistic patterns of place assin1ila tion. 

Second, because misperception acco1u1.ts rely on effects that emerge globally 
within a nehvork of speakers and listeners, rather than inside the head of each 
individual, computer simulations involving multiple speakers can be used to explore 
ho'" biases develop and propagate throughout a speech commu1uty. As discussed 
above, de Boer's (2001) work on the evolution of vowel systems falls under this 
heading, as does Wedel's (2006) research into the emergence and maintenance of 
linguistic contrasts. Boersma and Hamann (2008) sho"' that optimally dispersed 
sibilant inventories can evolve over multiple generations when agents produce 
sounds using the san1e gra1nmar used for perception. Simulations such as these 
do not by then1selves provide direct evidence of the n1isperception hypothesis, 
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but they are a crucial step in delineating the precise empirical predictions made 
by the theory. 

Similarly, proponents of the cognitive bias n1odel have sought to establish 
its plausibility by looking for evidence for these biases in domains for "'hich 
diachronic explanations do not apply. Kal\>ahara (2007) shO\>VS, for example, that 
the lyrics of Japanese rap songs employ a type of line-final rhyme vvhich has no 
precursor in Japanese poetic tradition. Ka'"ahara sho'"s that the rhyn1es attested 
in a corpus of lyrics adhere to a hierarchy of perceptual similarity '"hich plays 
no role in the rest of Japanese phonology, suggesting that the Japanese speakers 
'vho composed these lyrics possess a knovvledge of perceptual similarity relations 
that is not learned. 

Wilson (2006) con1es to a similar conclusion using an artificial language learn
ing experiment. He sho•vs that English-speaking subjects who are taught a velar 
palatalization rule vvhich changes /k/ to (if] before [e] generalize that rule to con
texts in which the vowel is [i], '"hile subjects taught a rule that only applies before 
[i] do not generalize it to [e]. Wilson attributes these results to a learning bias that 
is motivated by the subjects' (presumably unconscious) knovvledge that [ki] and 
[!fi] are 1nore perceptually sin1ilar than [ke] and [!fe) (Guion 1998). Skoruppa el al. 
(forthconling) also use an artificial language leanling experiment to sho'"' that sub
jects find it easier to learn phonological ntles 'vhich implement smaU changes. 

Of course, evidence that adults use biases "'hen faced vvith novel phonological 
situations does not itself constitute evidence that children use the same biases 
vvhen acquiring their native language (CHA1'TER 96: EXPERIMENTAL Al'I'ROACHES IN 

THEORETICAL PHONOLOGY). The next step, for both theories, is to look for evidence 
that their proposed mechanisms are in fact operating in the real world of lan
guage learning and use. Ho'" often do language learners, outside of a laboratory, 
actually misperceive sounds, and how frequently must misperception occur in 
order to allow a given sound change to spread throughout a speech community? 
What evidence is there that children en1ploy leanling biases in the early stages 
of acquisition?8 To what extent are typological patterns driven by historical 
forces other than sound change, for example the preferential adoption or reten
tion of some \vords over others (Martin 2007)? Ans'"ering these questions '"ould 
be difficult, but not impossible, and the relevant research has for the most part 
yet to be done. Data could con1e from detailed exanunations of diachronic 
changes, either those currently in progress or those for which there is a written 
record, or from experiments involving numbers of interacting subjects that more 
closely resemble an actual language learning environment. 

In a sense, both theories agree on the fact that linguistic sound systems are 
optilnized for human perception - they disagree only on how tlus optin1ization 
takes place. In the 01ispercepti.on approach, optimization takes place globally, as 
the overall effect of many "innocent misapprehensions." The cognitive bias theory 
dain1s that optimization is local, occurring i11side the head of each speaker. The 
l\"o theories are not mutually incompatible (see Moreton 2008 for discussion). It 
is certainly possible that biases in diachronic change shape phonological systems, 
and that learners have also become biased. so as to 01ore easily learn the types of 
phonological patterns that they are most likely to encounter. 

' The experimental studies in Saffron and Thiessen (2003) and Cristia and Seidl (2008) suggest that 
phonotactic learning in infants is indeed biased in favor of certain types of pattern. 
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4 Conclusion 

Learning the phonology of a language involves, among other things, adjusting 
one's expectations in accordance \vi.th the language one has already heard. This 
makes the learner better able to perceive the distinctions used by her native 
language, albeit at the cost of a reduced ability to perceive non-native distinc
tions. On this vie\v, the fact that the native phonology influences perception is 
not surprising - it is simply a consequence of the trade-off involved in tuning the 
perceptual systen1 to expect input of a certain type. In this chapter, we surveyed 
evidence t hat tl1e perception of phonemic and allophonic ca tegories is biased by 
the phonemic categories and phonotactic restrictions of one's native language, 

and that these factors also influence the adaptation of '"ords borrowed from other 
languages. Further research on tllis topic promises to give us a clearer picture of 
exactly which properties of the native language influence speech perception. 

\!Ve al so discussed evidence of infltlence in the other direction, from perception 
to phonology. This influence operates over historical time, changing languages 
in the direction of eliminating difficult-to-perceive contrasts, \vhether by neutralizing 
the problen1atic contrasts, or by n1aking then1 1nore distinct, ultimately resulting 
in a linguistic typology "'hi.ch appears to be perceptually optimized. Current debate 
on this topic is centered on the question of what drives this historica.l change -
synchronically active learning biases, or perceptual errors on tlie part of language 
learners. Both hypotheses make strong claims regarding the fundamental struc
ture of phonological grammars, and the results of this debate have the potential 
to shape the direction phonological theory will take in the coming decades. 
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99 Phonologically 
Conditioned Allomorph 
Selection 

ANDREW NEVINS 

Since Jakobson's (1948) analysis of Russian verbs as having one stem rather than 
t\vo, it has been an attempt of generative phonology to minintize distinctly listed 
allomorphs in favor of phonological rules, so1ne of '"hich may be morphologically 
specific. Nonetheless there are certain allomorphs that cannot be derived one from 
the other, leading to "multiple URs" for the same morphemic category, such as the 
Moroccan 3rd person object clitic, \vhich varies bet"reen the allomorphs -h (chosen 
after VO\\•el-final stems) and -11 (chosen after consonant-final sten1s), as \vill be 
discussed in §1.3 belo'"'. Such cases require distinct suppletive allomorphs, 
'vhose distribution is determined according to their phonological environments. 
The division of labor in dealing '''ith allomorphy, then, is taken up both by purely 
phonological rules (such as those responsible for the voicing alternations of the 
English plural morpheme) and by morphological selection among separately 
listed allon1orphs con1peting for insertion. In this cllapter, \ve focus on the latter 
type of alternation between morphemes, 'vhile emphasizing that many cases of 
allomorphy not included in the present discussion are still best handled by 
phonological derivations from a single underlying form. 

vVhile a ntunber of instances of allomorph choice depend on n1orphosyntactic 
and lexical factors (including conjugation or declension class), many cases of 
aU.omorph selection can be predicted. on the basis of phonological configuration. 
Carstairs (1988) points out the relevance of phonological conditions on allo
morph selection to morphological theory, but does not provide an implementa
tion of ho\v such allon1orph selection should work. The tradition of analyzing 
allo111orphy as multiple allon1orphic input candidates that con1pete for the san1e 
morphemic realization and that are chosen among them for the outpitt based 
on phonological selection begins \vith Mester's (1994) treatment of Latin stem 
augn1ents in the perfect.' One of the first goals in discussing the role of phono
logical well-forn1edness in allomorph distribution is an explicit connection of 
these phenomena to well-established categories of phonological well-for111edness 

1 Ho'''e\1er, this case \viii not be revie\ved belo\v, since Lapoi11te (1999) a.11d Embick (2009) raise in1port
ant ca\reats about the appropriateness of ·rvtester's foot-based analysis for a ft1ll treatment of L.(ltin. 
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based on cross-linguistic research . In this chapter I '"ill present six different types 
of phonological conditions that force choice of one listed allon1orph over another. 
I will then discuss cases '"luch appear to be arbitrary but still reference phono
logical conditions, and thus require the 01echmus1n of phonological subcategoriza
tion. Finally, I \vill proceed to a more general theoretical discussion about the level 
of phonological representation at '''hich allomorph selection takes place, and the 
mechanis1n of choice. 

1 Six phonological conditions forcing 
allomorph choice 

I have attempted to categorize belo'" a wide range of cases from typologically 
diverse languages into six basic categories of phonological 1narkedness. As the 
case studies are chosen to n1ake more general points of contact between the lan
gtlages, in soro.e cases I have d1osen only the clearest examples, and d i.rect the 
interested reader to the original articles for a fuller discussion of some of the com
plexities. The argumentation for particular analyses is necessarily abbreviated in 
this overview, and the reader is advised to consult the references provided for 
detailed argumentation ill favor of certain analyses and agaillst possible other 
analyses. In addition, I should mention that my choice of citations for these phe
nomena often reflect the most recent, or most theoretically relevant to the current 
discussion, rather than choosing the locus classicus on a particular case of allomorphy 
per se. 

The six conditions are organized in terms of segn1ent-level phenomena, 
syllable-level phenon1ena, and prosodic-level phenomena. I begin \vith segmen
tal dissirnilation, as it arises in the familiar case of English as \veil as many other 
languages, and then to segmental phonotactics. I then turn to syllable structure, 
"'hereby preference for onsetful, codaless, and Jess complex syllables plays a role 
in allon1orph selection, and subsequently to 01orphological alignment of stems 
,.vith syllables and syllabic constituents, '"hich causes resistance to resyllabifica

tion ill the relevant cases. Finally, I turn to stress-to-sonority and peak-prominence 
effects, "'hich prefer sonorous stressed syllables and less sonorous unstressed 
syllables, and then to the opti1nization of foot structure. 

1.1 Segmental dissi1nilation 

The English Saxon ge1utive 's, often thought to be one of the 01ost stoic and 
flexible of aJJ inflectional 01.arkers in English, has in fact rn'O alloroorphs: 's and 
a zero allomorph, 0 (with devoicing and epenthesis processes '''ell kno,-vn from 
the plural also automatically occurring for the former, \vhich is underlyingly 
1-z/; Pinker and Prince 1988). The zero allomorph is chosen when the head noun 
to which the genitive 1narker attaches contaills the plural -s (Zwicky 1987; Lapointe 
1996). As (la) and (l b) show, choosing -s is ungramni.atical with a pluralized head 
noun in -s, though not '"ith other plural forms (le). As (le) sho\vS, this is the result 
of a dissirnilatory pressure beh\'een two affixes '"ith identical segmental content: 
\vhen both are [-s] (or more likely, when both are [-z]), one of the1n - in this case, 
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the outermost - has to go unexpressed, but when it is part of the stem, no such 
constraint holds, as shown in (ld). 

(1) English possessive clitic's zero allo111orphy 
a. the cats' feet are dirty ([krets), *(krets1z)) 
b. the pigs' hooves are clean ([p1gz), *[p1gz1z)) 
c. the oxen's hooves are dirty 
d. Katz's deli (*[krets], [kretsrz]) 

Interestingly, the dissimilatory zero allomorphy of the Saxon genitive is not 
enforced \vhen the pluralized noun is not the head of the entire noun phrase - in 
other '"'ords, when the ele1nent undergoing possessive marking is not identical to 
the phonological edge at which the clitic -s is placed. In such cases, son1e speakers 
(inch.ld.ing myself) variably aJJO"' fuJly-fledged -s-rnarking even on a nOtln \•vhich 
bears the plural -s: 

(2) Zero a.l10111orphy optional when plural is not on hea.d noun 
a. the lady \vith the cats' name is Tinuviel ([krets], [kretsrz) ) 
b. the man in front of the pi.gs's son '"on the competition ([p1gz), [pxgz1z)) 

The statement of these facts requires reference to the head vs. non-head status 
of the notu1 phrase bearing the external 1narking of genitive case, and as such 
presents interesting challenges for fully 1nonostratal theories of n1orphology
phonology interaction. Returning ho\vever to our primary concerns i.n (1), the cl1oice 
of allomorphs and indeed the phenomenon as a "'hole can clearly be understood 
in terms of dissi.milatory pressures (see CHAPTER 60: orssrMILATION) against adjacent 
identity, a set of pressures we \Ifill group here tmder the label of the Obligatory 
Contour Principle (Goldsn1ith 1976; Yip 1988; Suzuki 1998), relativized to adjacent 
sibilants. 

A second case of dissimilatory pressures driving allomorphy is found in the 
interaction between masculine gender allomorphy and plural marking in Catalan 
(Bonet et a.I. 2007). Like the English case discussed immediately above, it involves 
avoidance of adjacent sibilants. Ho\vever, unlike the English case, in which -0 is 
the exceptiona.Uy cl1osen allomorph recruited in case of potential adja.cent id.entity, 
-0 is the default allomorph in Catalan, and avoided through choice of [-u) in order 
to prevent adjacent identical sequences of [s ), even though the regular epenthetic 
vo\vel in Catalan is [a). 

In Catalan, masculine gender on nouns can be expressed by three separate allo
rnorphs: -0, the ro.ost widespread, and, according to Bonet et al. (2007), unmarked. 
allomorph, is used for nouns such as (3a), which have no overt expression of 
masculine gender. The second-choice allomorph, [·u), is found 'vith nouns such 
as (3b) and (3c), in both the singular and the plural, as a result of lexical 
specification to select this allomorph. lnterestingly, however, there are nouns such 
as (3d) which clearly select the zero alloro.orph, as shown in th.e singular, but recruit 
the second-choice allomorph [-u] specifically in the plural, in order to avoid an 
othenvise adjacent-identical sequence of stridents caused by the root-final /s/ of 
the noun and the [s) of the plural. 
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(3) Catalan theme vowel allor11orphy (Bonet et al. 2007) 
a. g:lt 'glass' g:lt-s 'glasses' 
b. a\.vt-u 'car' a\.vt-u-s 'cars' 
c. mos-u 'lad' mos-u-s 'lads' 
d.  gos 'dog' gos-u-s 'dogs' 

The Catalan case thus represents another instance of allomorph selection driven 
by the phonological pressure of dissimilation. Interestingly, as mentioned above, 
the choice of allomorphy is one in \Vhich an other\vise default zero allomorph is 
skipped over in favor of an overt allomorph, exactly the opposite of the English 
possessive case above. One crucial difference bet"reen the t"'O is that the Eng
lish possessive marker realized as zero occurs as the outermost suffix: avoiding 
identical stridents could only be resolved by jettisoning one of them. By contrast, 
in the Catalan case, choice of an overt n1asculine gender marker before the plural 
n1arker is attached involves a "prophylactic" allomorph choice, ensuring a buffer 
behveen hvo non-negotiably unchangeable stridents. 

A third case of sibilant-OCP-driven allomorph choice, quite similar to those 
discussed above, is found in Hungarian (Carstairs 1988), in "'hich the 2nd sin
gular indefinite present indicative is normally -as, but is -ol after sibilants (and 
affricates \\'hose right edge is a sibilant). In short, a number of typologically un
related segmental dissimilatory pressures dictating allon1orph choice can be found 
involving sibilant consonants. 

While dissimilation is in general more common among consonants than among 
vo\vels (Nespor et al. 2003), "'ithin vo,vels the most comrnon type of dissimila
tion is that bet,veen lo\v vowels (Suzuki 1998). This type of pressure can be seen 
at '"ork in choice of the Spanish feminine definite article, '"hich is ordinarily la 
(4a), but \vhich recruits the masculine allomorph el (4b) in the case of feminine 
nouns beginning \vith stressed ti (Harris 1987), such as (4c). This allomorph selec
tion to avoid the sequence a ti is only in case of identical vowels (cf. (4d)) and in 
fact is only in case of stressed ti, as can be seen in the diminutive form in (4e). 
In all of the examples beJo,v, stress falls on the penultin1ate vo,vel in the noun. 

(4) Spanish article allomorphy 
a. la mesa 'the table (FEM)' 
b. el libro 'the book (MASC)' 
c. el a.gua 'the water (FEr-1)' 
d. la is/a 'the island (FEM)' 

e. la aguita 'the water (FEJ\'I DIM)' 

A similar kind of vowel dissin1ilation occurs \vith the Dutch agentive suffix, which 
has the aUomorphs (-aar) and [-er). According to Smith (1976) and van Oostendorp 
(2009), [-cir] is the default, and [-a:r] is chosen when it follo,..,s a sy!Jable that con
tains [a), to avoid adjacent instances of sch\va: 

(5) Dutch agentive suffix al/0111orphy 
a. dans[a)r 'dancer' 

schrijv[a)r '\vriter' 
voorzitt[a Jr 'chairperson' 

b. wnnd[a]laar 
bewond[a)raa.r 
tek[a]naar 

'walker' 
'adrnirer' 
'illustrator' 
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What is unusual about the [-a:r] allomorph is that it does not attract stress, as 
most other superheavy suffixes do. Van Oostendorp (2009) suggests that [-ar) is 
inserted first, before stress is assigned, and that after stress is assigned, [-a:r] 
is re-inserted as a dissirnilatory repair '"hen there are t\vo adjacent sch,vas. 

A third kind of dissi.milatory pressure in allomorph selection is avoidance 
of wholesale identity behveen t1'10 homophonous but distinct morphemes. For 
example, the English de1nonstrative tluit and the con1plementizer that are distinct 
morphen1es, but have identical phonologies. Ho\vever, the co1nplementizer that 
independently has a zero allon1orph. V\1alter and Jaeger (2008), employing cor
pus sti.1dies, sho'v that the incidence of complementizer that as opposed to its zero 
allomorph is much lo'"er than otherwise expected '"hen the distal demonstrative 
follo,vs, e.g. Am.orig those two, 1 think that tluzt one is better, 'vhere the zero allomorph 
of the comple1nentizer is preferred. 

1.2 Segmental phonotactics 
While dissirnilation is one kind of segmental interaction 'vhereby segmental simi
lar allomorphs "repel" each other, there are kinds of segmental phenomena that 
involve avoiding incompatible sequences of consonant + vo\vel or it1con1patible 
con1bitlations of subseginental features. These forces, too, can drive allomorph 
selection, leading to avoidance of particular allomorphs \vhen they \vould incur 
violations of combinatorial phonotactics. 

In Romanian, some k-final nouns have an alveopalatal-final stem allomorph in 
the plural, "'hile others do not (Steriade 2008), e.g. [kolak, kolaifi] 'bagel (sc /rL)' 
vs. [fok, fok-uri] 'fire (SG/PL)'. Steriade (2008) sho\vs that verbal fonnations based 
on the sa1ne root avoid the verbalizing suffix -i if they do not have an existing 
affricate-final stem allomorph available (e.g. one from the plura.l). Thus the 
denominal verb based on /fok-/ must use the suffix -a to avoid the consonant 
+ VO\vel sequence [ki]: 

(6) Romanian availability of stem allo111orphs determines deno111.inal suffix 
singular plural denominal verb 
kolak 'bagel' kolaif-i 'bagels' il)-kolaif-i 'to roll up' 
fok 'fire' fok-uri 'fires' in-fok-a 'to fire up' 

This case is interesting because it shows that allomorph selection of an affix is 
dependent on the existence of availability of appropriate allomorphs of the stein, 
a notion that Steriade calls lexical conservatism - it1 other \vords, allomorphy 
is opportunistic, but it is conservative in that it depends on recruitit1g existing 
aUomorphs. That is, the defau.lt verbalizing suffix (according to Steriade 2008) 
-i can only be chosen if a [k]-final stem has an independently available [if)-final 
allomorph, so as to avoid the phonotactically illicit configuration of velar stop before 
front VO\\'el. Otherwise, if no [if)-final allomorph is available, the verbalizing suffix 
-a \viii be chosen. 

Turning to S1.tbsegmental phono tactic restrictions, in Udihe (Bye 2008), the per
fective is expressed on stems ending \vith [-high] vo\vels by laryngealizing the 
vowel - in this case, the allomorph is thus smaller than a full segment. However, 
since the language does not allow laryngealized high vo,veLs, \Vhen the stem ends 
in a high vo\vel, there is a suffix -ge concatenated, instead of laryngealization: 
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(7) Udih.e perfective allomorphy 

a. etet� 
Za\V� 
oloktg 

'"'ork-P£RF' 
'grab-PERF' 
'cook-PERF' 

b. dogdi-ge 'hear-P£RF' 
bu-ge 'give-PERF' 

In this case, therefore, a feature co-occurrence phonotactic (banning [+high] together 
with [+constricted glottis]) drives allo1norph selection: the ordinary exponence pro
cess is overridden by a phonotactic one. 

1.3 Syllable structure 
Arguably some of the most \videspread instances of phonolog ically conditioned 
allomorphy arise in the don1ain of syllable structure (see also CHAPTER 33: SYLLABLE
lNTERNAL STRUCTURE). When there are t"'O or ro.ore allomo.rphs, the choice a.mong 
them often is based on yielding a syllable structure that either avoids codas, avoids 
hiatus, or avoids complex codas 'vithout a sufficient sonority drop . 

To illustrate this pheno1nenon it nlight be interesting to take a familiar case, 
the English past tense, in a slightly unfanUliar context: its use by second-language 
learners of English, in this case those whose native language is Brazilian Portuguese 
(Baptista and da Silva 2006). According to these authors (and to my own obser
vations), speakers of Brazilian Portuguese English (henceforth BPE) choose 
bet\veen the allon1orphs -d and -ed not based on \Vhether the verbal sten1 ends in 
a coronal consonant, but on whether it ends in an obstruent: 

(8) BPE past tense allomorphy for obstruent-final verbs 

a. added [cedad] 
b. packed [pcekad] 
c. act [cekt) 
d .  leaned [J ind) 

*[cekat] 
•[Jinad) 

As (Sb) sho"'s, in BPE the vo\vel-initial allomorph of the past tense suffix is extended 
beyond its original context and is chosen following an obstruent, in order to avoid 
the sonority plateau of two adjacent stops in a syllable coda. As (Sc) shows, this is 
not a general process of epenthesis, as it occu.rs only in heteron10.rphemic contexts, 
and hence really is about choosing the allomorph -ed and not about general purpose 
vo\vel insertion. Finally, as (8d) sho\vs, this epenthesis is sensitive to the nature 
of the stem-final consonant, and does not apply after sonorants. L2 phonology 
of tllis sort can be interesting, as it illustrates a case in "'hich the distribution of 
aUomorphs may be "opportunistically" generalized beyond their original (or his
torical) contexts in order to improve syllable structure. 

The English indefinite article a/an is a case of hiatus avoidance (CHAPTER 61: 
HIATUS RESOLUTION), in \'tllich choosing an in vo,�rel-initial contexts allo\vs one 
to avoid a sequence of vowels. Sten1 allomorphs may also be chosen in order to 
avoid hiatu.s; Rubach and Booij (2001) cite the exainple of Plato and hero, "'hich 
have an identical syllabic template, but which differ in their adjectival forms Platonic 
and heroic. In the case of Platonic, according to Rubach and Booij (2001), there is 
already an existing stem allon1orph Platon- that can be recruited in order to avoid 
lliatus; in the case of heroic, there is not. One way of putting things is that allomorph 
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selection is resourceful but not omnipotent: avoiding hiatus is nice "'hen possible, 
and existing allomorphs can be recruited for that purpose, but vtholly ne\v stem 
allon1orphs cannot spring into existence for this sole purpose. 

Cases of phonologically conditioned allomorph selection (as opposed to general 
purpose epenthesis, cf. (Sc), or the implausibility of lexically specific -n- epenthesis 
in Platonic) are clearest when the hvo allomorphs are quite distant from one 
another. In Korean, the non1inative case ending is chosen according to \vhether 
the sten1 ends in a vowel or consonant, as shown in (9). 

(9) Kore11n nominative case suffix chosen based on final segment of stem (Suh 2008) 

mom-1 'body-NoM' 
kho-ka 'nose-NOM' 

The vo,vel.-initial al.loo:i.orph allo,vs for resyl.labifi.cati.on, thtlS removing a coda from 
the representation. Both allomorphic choices result in a CV.CV profile for the 
suffixed stems. 

The choice of phonologically unrelated allomorphs can so1netimes be the result 
of historical divergence (CHAPTER 93: SOUND CHANGE). For exan1ple, Mascaro 
(2007) discusses the fact that the Moroccan Arabic object clitic u.sed. to be /-hu/, 
but no'v has developed into two distinct (and synchronically unrelatable) 
allomorphs, [-h], chosen after vo,vel-final stems (e.g. [xi<a-h] 'his error'), and 
[-u], chosen after consonant-final sten1s (e.g. [ktab-u] 'his book'). Each of these 
allon1orphs is clearly chosen in order to avoid marked syllable structure: choos
ing the opposite contexts for these allomorphs \vould result in either hiatus or in 
a complex coda. 

Some,,1hat similar to the BPE past tense case discussed above is the pattern of 
allomorphy \vi.th the S\vedish definite suffix (Lofstedt 2008), in \vhich an allomorph 
originally intended. for one set of envi.ronn1ents is recruited for another. The two 
allomorphs are [-n) and [-en): 

(10) Swedish definite suffix allo111orphy (Lofstedt 2008) 

ste111 
a. by: 
b. sy.k:el 
c. gru:p 
d. pilgrim 
e. elsklil): 
f. hyin:n 

definite 
by:n 
syk:eln 
gru:pen 
pilgrimen 
elsklil):en 

'village' 
'bi.cycle' 
'hole' 
'pilgrinl' 
'love (DIM)' 
'hynm' 

As (lOa) and (lOb) show, [-n] is the allomorph ordinarily chosen after sonorants, 
while -en is chosen after obstruents (10c). However, [-en] is also chosen after nasals 
(lOd) and (lOe), despite the fact that nasal + nasal sequences are tolerated tauto
n1orphen1ically in Swedish (lOf). This represents an emergent dispreference for 
sonority plateaus in codas that is blocked when possible by recruiting another 
allomorph (see also CHAPTER 49: SONORITY). 

In French, masculine and feminine adjectives have hvo allomorphs, e.g. [pati]/ 
[patit] 'small (MASC/FEM)'. Ho\vever, the latter may also be used when preced
ing nzascu1ine adjectives if they are vowel-initial. This is a case in which hiatus 
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resolution (or perhaps the preference for a syllable onset in the noun) recruits an 
adjectival allomorph of the "wrong" gender: 

(11) French adjectival allomorphy (Tranel 1997; Perlmutter 1998; Steriade 1999) 

petit canard [patikanar] 's1nall duck (MASC)' 

petite bete (patitbct] 'sn1all beast (FEM)' 

petit animal [patitanirnal) 'sn1aU animal (MASC)' 

The consonant present in the fen1inine fonn is recruited \Vholesale for masculines 
simply for syllable-structure considerations. SirniJa.r patterns can. be found with 
demonstratives (e.g. ce [s<>], cette [s<t]). \"lhile some authors treat patterns such as 
(11) in ternis of phonological derivation (where /patit/ is in the underlying form 
of both masculine and feminine, with a rule of final consonant deletion operative 
in the masculine), cases of wholesale suppletion, such as (12) belo,v, clearly call 
out for an analysis in terms of allom.orph selection, arguably driven by the same 
requirements of onset-furnishing as in (11) above: 

(l 2) French adjectival allomorphy with wholesale suppletion 
beau canard 
belle biite 
belle animal 

[bokanar] 
[bclbft] 
( btlanimal] 

'beautiful duck (:MASC)' 
'beautiful beast (FEM)' 

'beautiful animal (MASC)' 

In sum, a wide range of allomorph selection process are driven by bread-and
butter syllable structure well-fonnedness constraints, such as preference for 
onsets, dispreference for codas, and dispreference for sonority drops in codas that 
are not steep enough. In the next section, we 'vill turn to a competing force in 
allomorph selection, where considerations of alignment of morphological and 
syllabic constituents may in fact create marked syllable structure. 

1.4 Morphological alignment 
Since at least Dressler (1977) it has been realized that there is a tendency in 
natural language to align morphological constituents \Vith syllabic constituents 
(CHAPTER 103: PHONOLOGICAL SENSITf\IJTY TO MORl'HOLOGICAL STRUCTURE). In fact, 
the tendency for C-initial ailomorphs to occur after vo,vel-finaJ stems and V-initial 
aJlomorphs after consonant-final stems that 've have seen in the preceding section 
is occasionally trumped by precisely such factors, resulting in the opposite pattern. 
The best-known case of this is the Haitian definite article (Klein 2003), in \vhich 
a C-initial suffix occirrs after C-final steins and a V-initial suffix after V-final sten1s: 

(13) Haitian definite article allomorphy (Klein 2003) 

liv-Ja 'book-the' 

papa-a 'father-the' 

According to Klein, the default allomorph is -a, and /iv-la is preferred to li.va because 
the latter \vould resyllabify the stem. Apparently, the morphological alignn1ent of 
the right edge of the stem '"ith the right edge of a syllable is important to maintain. 
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The Galician definite article (Kikuchi 2006) sho"'S that morphological/syllabic 
alignment n1ay enter into opaque interactions. The allomorphs of the definite 
article are 0 /lo (ll1ASC SG), a/la (FEll.C SG), os/los (MASC PL), and as/las (FEll·f PL). The 
onsetless forms, illustrated in (14a), are the default, but follo,ving a continuant r, 
/, s in the coda of a precedi.ng word (in combinations that are adequately dose, 
such as infinitives or prepositions plus their complements), the liquid-initial allo
morph is chosen, as shown in (14b): 

(14) Galician article allornorphy (exemplified for feminine a(s) vs. la(s)) 
a. a xente 'the people' 

as 111ulleres 'the •vomen' 
para as 111.11/leres 'for the \vomen' 
sobre a xente 'about the people' 

b. ve-la xente 'I saw the people' /ver/ 
'toda-las mulleres 'all the '"omen' /'todas/ 

Kikuchi (2006) proposes that, like the Haitian Creole case discussed above, the 
choice of an onsetless article in Galician is motivated by a preference for n1or
phological '"'ord edges to be aligned with syllable edges. When the preceding word 
ends in a consonant, ver.la is preferred to ve.ra, because the latter moves the definite 
article a inside, rather than at the edge of, a syllable. 

Notice that choice of the liquid-initial onset is conditioned by a preceding 
segn1ent that is deleted on the surface; in other \Vords, the allomorphic choice shows 
opacity (since other�vise surface ('toda] (underlying /'todas/) should pattern like 
para). The deletion at this intermediate level involves an OCP effect: ver-la or 
todas-las would create adjacent identical continuant consonants, "'hich Kikuchi 
(2006) posits are banned across \•vord boundaries in prosodically close domains, 
such as prepositions or verbs plus their con1plements. Hence, once the allomorph 
la is chosen, the preceding continuant deletes. 

A sim ilar case is the Korean conjunctive suffix rea.lized as (-wa] or [-kwa] (Suh 
2008). The interest of this allomorphy is the fact that \vithin the same language, 
the nominative (discussed in (9)) and the conjunctive have apparently contradictory 
distributions. 

(15) Korean conjunclive s11ffix a./lon1orphy (Suh 2008) 

kho-•va 'nose-CONJ' 
mom-�.va 'body-coNJ' 

According to Sul1 (2008), this pattern results fron1 the need for right-aligrunent 
of the sten1 "'ith the right edge of a syUable. As mw- is tolerated as an onset, onset 
maximization \Vith mo-111wa \VOi.tld result in resyllabification of the stem 1110111, \Vhile 
niom .. kwa does not. What about 1110.rni, then, the nominative forn1 seen above? Suh's 
(2008) actual constraint is about alignment with the right edge of any subsyllabic 
constituent. In mo.mi the stein-final [m] is aligned \.vith the right edge of the onset 
(which is simplex), but in •mo.mwn it is not, being blocked from the right edge of 
the onset by the follo"'ing glide. By contrast, in 1110111.kwa, the stem-final [m) is 
comfortably at the right edge of the coda constituent. 

Mocheno is a German dialect spoken in the Trentino region of Italy, \Vith t\VO 
allon1orphs of past participial prefix, according to Alber (forthcoming): [ga-], and 
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a subsegmental [-voice, -cont] feature matrix. The distribution of these allomorphs 
depends on the initial consonant of the verb sten1. With voiceless stops and supra
laryngeal fricatives, the [-voice, -cont] allon1orph is chosen (16a), \vhich may result 
in 0 realization or affricate formation. For voiced stops and all sonorants, [ga-) 
is chosen (16b): 

(16) Moclteno participial allomorphy (Alber, forthcoming) 

stem participial form 
a. tond.arn 'to thunder' tondart 

knitsn 'to scratch' krctst 
v1ern 'to conduct' pfiert 
flo:IJ 'to beat' tflo:JJ 

b. o:tnan 'to breathe' gao:tnt 
rear.n 'to cry' gareart 
mexen 'to make' gamcxt 
bisn 'to kno,v' gabist 
gnezan 'to greet' gagriest 

According to Alber, the principle that a stem should not be resyllabified with a 
prefix (i.e. that the verb stem should be aligned ;vith its own syllable) is "'hat 
drives the allomorph selection. Voiceless stops and fricatives can form a doubly 
linked representation with the [-voice, -cont] segment, leaving the stem at the 
left edge of its own syllable. The rest choose [ga-] so as not to resyllabify the stem 
,,vith a preceding consonant. 

1.5 Stressedness and voivel quality 

Stressed vo\vels like to be more sonorous, and unstressed positions tolerate fewer 
VO\Ve] contrasts (CrosS\Vhite 1998; CHAPTER 39: STRESS: PHONOTACTIC AND PHONETIC 
EVIDENCE). A number of allomorph selection processes seem to be motivated by 
the distribution of non-peripheral vo,vels (i.e. mid vowels, in the cases belo"') in 
unstressed positions. 

Due to the Stress-to-Weight principle, stressed syllables like to be heavy, 
and hence may undergo processes such as Iambic Lengthening (Hayes 1995; 
CHAPTER 44: THE JAMIHC-TROCHAlC LAW) and glottal stop insertion. Conversely, 
unstressed syllables may undergo glottal stop deletion, in order to reduce their 
relative pro1ninence with respect to stressed syllables. 

Son1ev1hat like the case of the Spanish definite article allo1norphy, which 
recruits "the wrong gender" in order to avoid hiatus of identical low vo\vels, 
an allomorphy process in Hebre;v plural formation occurs that borro"'S the 
'"rong gender for phonological reasons. The Hebrew feminine suffix -ot (17b) is 
exceptionally extended to masculine nouns, such as (17c) (Becker 2009), \vhich 
otherwise take the n1asculi.ne suffix -im (17a). 

(:17) Hebrew plural allo111orphy (Becker 2009) 

a. 'jelad jelad-'irn 'boy (MASC SG/:MASC PL)' 
b. xat'ser xatser-'ot 'backyard (FE�M sc/FEM PL)' 
c. xa 'Ion xalon-'ot '"'indO\V (MASC sc/:MASC PL)' 
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One defining feature of Hebrew plural formation is that it takes stress a"'ay from 
the no1ninal stein, and this has consequences for the marking of 1nasculine nouns 
whose final vo\vel is [o ]. Becker (2009) argues that the mid-round vo'"el [o) is 
dispreferred in unstressed syllables in Hebre\v (and n1ore generally in weak posi
tions (Beckman 1997), but can receive support by a kind of VO"'el harmony that 
licenses it: a 'veak unstressed [o] can be tolerated when adjacent to a stressed [o]. 
For this reason, the feminine -ot is recruited specifically for masculine nouns of 
which the last syllable contains [o ]. Becker (2009) shows that this allomorphic recruit
ment is not a historical quirk, but is actively used in novel plural forn1ations in 
a wug test. 

Surmiran Rumantsch verbs have t'"o sets of stem allomorphs, chosen on the 
basis of stress placement. The unstressed variant is not predictable from the stressed 
variant, ruling this out as a case of straightfon,'ard vo\vel reduction. According 
to Anderson (2008), the alternations are not predictable, and require listing of both 
stem allomorphs. It is a comn1on pattern in Romance that the infinitive, 1st plural, 
and 2nd plural '"ill bear distinct allomorphs from the rest of the paradigm, as in 
the Italian verb conjugation for andare 'to go', '"hich is '''holly suppletive. 

(18) Italian present tense conjugation for andare, with stress marked and agreement 
endings separated 

singular plural 
a. 'vad-o and-i'a-ino 
b. 'v-a.i an'd-ate 
c. 1·v-a 'v-anno 

As in Italian, '"hich has the longer endings for 1st plural and 2nd plural, 
Surmiran shows a pattern "'hi.ch is understandable in terms of preference for 
unstressed syllables to be lo\v-sonority [i u a] rather than [e a]. The choice of 
allomorphs thus aligns prosodic weakness \•vith segmental weakness: the lo'"
sonority stem allomorphs [l<iv-] and [fit-] are chosen 'vhen stress is on the 
inflectional ending rather than on the root. 

(19) S11r111ira11 stem allomorphy (Anderson 2008) 

inf la'var 'get up' fit' tar 'finish' 
lsg 'Lev 'fet 
2.sg 'levas 'fettas 
3sg 'Leva 'fetta 
lpl la'vagn fit'tagn 
2pl la'vez fit'te:i: 
3pl le'van 'fettan 

Anderson argues that these alternations do not involve unstressed vo\vel reduc
tion, as the san1e stressed [e] corresponds to both [i] and [a]. As no detenninistic 
rule of reduction is at "'ork here, this must be handled in terms of allomorph 
selection, in this case based on stress-to-sonority. 

In a some'" hat similar vein, Spanish mid vo"rels display an alternation \Vhereby 
they diphthongize under stress. However, \vhile certain instances of diphthongiza
tion in w1stressed syllables are allo\\•ed, others are not. 

Material com direitos autorais 
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(20) Spanish mid-vowel diphthongization stem allomorphy (Bermi."1dez-Otero 2009) 

a. encontrtir 'to meet' 
b. encuentro 'a n1eeting' 
c. 
d. 

encuentr6n 
en.contr6n 

'meeting (AUG)' (word-level: 'one heU of a meeting') 
'someone who bumps into others' (stem-level: deverbal) 

According to Benni."1dez-Otero (2009), \vhether or not a mid-vo\veled root will 
diphthongize or not under stress is unpredictable, and hence !\VO sten1 allomorphs 
must be listed, e.g. /el)k,vent/ and /el)kont/. The difference between denominaJ 
derivation in (20c) and deverbal derivation (20d) is that, v.•hile denominal derivation 
(e.g. diminutives, augmentatives) is word-level ('vithin the Lexical Phonology I 
Strata! OT conception of levels; see also CHAPTER 94: LEXICAL PHONOLOGY AND THE 
LEXICAL SYNDROME), the deverbal derivation is stem-level. Given such a division, 
Bermudez-Otero (2007) argues that there is a relevant stem-level constraint in 
Spanish that disallo,vs unstressed dipththongs. As a result, given the deverbal 
derivation \vhich places stress on the suffix, the stem allomorph /el)kont/ \vill 
be chosen, again due to the phonological preference for stress and syllabic prom
inence to line up. 

1.6 Foot structure 
In this section \ve examine cases of al101norph selection \'thich involve unprov
u1g or n1au1taining the preferred foot stnicture u1 the language (CHAPTER 40: THE 
FOOT).2 The cases are silnilar in spirit to the alignment of seg1nental pronlinence 
to stress, but often involve syllable counting in a \vay that requires footing in order 
to determine allomorph selection. 

Gonzalez (2005) analyzes allo1norph selection in languages of the Panoan 
fan1ily as choosing segn1ental allomorphs based on foot structure. For exan1ple, 
the Shipibio repetitive suffix has the allon1orphs [riba) and [ribi], with the for
mer appearing after odd numbers of syllables and the latter appearing after even 
numbers of syllables. Since this is a trochaic language, the effect of this allomorph 
choice places the vowel [a] u1 strong syllables and [i] in 'veak syllables. 

(21) Shipibio syllable-counting allomorphy: [ri.bi) vs. [riba) (Gonzalez 2005) 

a. pilna 'eat·CAUS' + REPETITJVE + PAST 
(pi.ma)(ri.bi)ki 'He made hiln eat it again'. 

b. pi 'eat' + R£l'ETIT1V£ + !'AST 
(pi.ri)(lli!.ki) 'He ate it again'. 

In Yammahua, the allomorphs [tifo) and [tofi], a directional perfect suffix meaning 
'on arriving', are chosen on the same basis: the appearance of syllable counting, 
which is actually based on foot structure. Higher sonority [o] is thus lined up with 
the stronger half of the foot. 

2 All of tl1e cases discttssed l1ere invol\re trochaic languages, \\rhich may be an accident, or may be 
part <>f il deeper generalization. 

Copyrighted material 
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(22) Ya111i11ah11a syllable-counting allon10rphy: [tifo] vs. [tofi] (Gonzalez (2005) 

a. fitfi 'find' + ARRIVE + PAST + l'LURAL 
(fi.tfi)(to.fi)(afo) 'found on arriving' 

b. fa 'say' + ARRtVE + yesterday 
(fa.ti)(fo.i)(ta) 'said on arriving' 

Somewhat like the cases of peak prominence discussed in §1.5 above, these cases 
illustrate allon1orph selection based on syllable counting that makes sense once 
integrated with the fact that this is a trochaic language, and hence odd-numbered 
stems •Nill \Vant the more sonorous syllable to come second, \vhile even-numbered 
sterns \Vil! "'ant it to come first. 

Silnilar to the Panoan cases above is the selection of allon1orphy il1 Estonian, 
\Vhere the genitive plural has two allo1norphs, -te and -tie, and the partitive 
plural has hvo allo.morphs, -sit and -it. When these are added to vo,vel-fi.na.l bases, 
the choice of allomorph is determined by what looks like syllable count: -it and 
-tte are chosen "'ith odd-numbered bases. Estonian is trochaic, and Kager (1996) 
argues that it is foot structure that determil1es the choice of allomorphy: the head 
of a foot should be heavy if possible (CHAPTER 57: QUANTITY-SENSITIVITY): 

(23) Estonian odd-numbered stem allo111orphy: [-tte) and [-it) (Kager 1996) 

paraJa 'suitable' ( 'pa.ra)(,jat.te) (GEN PL) 
('pa.ra)(,jait) (PART l'L) 

By contrast, \vhen the stem is even-numbered, no suffixation can possibly i.mprove 
the weight of the head of the foot, and so affixes which cause no resyllabification 
or realignment are chosen: 

(24) Estonian bisyllabic stem allomorphy: [-te) and [-sit) (Kager 1996) 

'visa 'tough' '(vi.sa)te (GEN PL) 
'(vi.sa)sit (PART PL) 

Kager (1996) argues that it is feet and not syllables that are counted, as bi.syllabic 
bases \vith superheavy initial syllables group "'ith (paraja], e.g. (aas:ta-tte) 'year
GEN PL'. Hence this allomorph selection cannot be reduced to syllable counting, 
but must be stated in terms of heads of feet and making them heavier. 

Greek is a language \Vith mostly antepenultilnate stress in trisyllabic \VOrds 
(Draclunan et al. 1996). Its syllable-countil1g allon1orphy with action non1inals 
involves [-ma) and [-i1no). Monosyllabic stems take [-iino], thereby achieving 
antepenultimate stress unproblematically, \vhereas polysyllabic stems take (-ma], 
keeping the stress on the initial syllable \Vhile changing \vord length minimally: 

(25) Greek action no111inals and syllable count (Drachman et al. 1996) 

'vreks-ilno '\vetting' 
'skupiz-ma 'sweeping' 

The case above sho,vs a killd of con1plementarity effect: the shorter stems take 
the longer allon1orph and the longer sten1s take a shorter allon1orph. A sllnilar 
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case can be found in Dutch, "'hose feet are preferably disyllabic trochees. The 
plural suffixes -en and -s are chosen in order to form trochees at the right edge. 

(26) Dutch plural allomorphy: based on trochees at right edge (Booij 1998) 

knie 'knieiin 'knee' 
bat 'ball en 'ball' 
'natie 'na.lies 'nation' 
ge'nie ge'niei!n 'genius' 
'lwnon 'kanons 'ca11.on' 
ka'non ka'non.nen 'cannon' 

Notice above that a con1plementarity effect obtains \'tith monosyllables vs. disyl
Jables, and also in terms of distance fron1 the right edge: the longer -en is chosen 
,.vhen there is a shorter distance of the stress froro. the right edge, a.nd the shorter 
-s '"'hen there is a longer distance. A similar case can be found in Spanish with 
the suffix that creates abstract nouns from adjectives and has hvo allomorphs: 

(27) Spanish [-ez]/[-eza] allomorphy (Aranovich and Orgun 2006) 

a. vil-cza 'vileness' 
nobl-eza 'nobility' 
trist-eza 'sadness' 

b. rigid-ez 
madur-ez 
tira.nl-ez 

'rigidity' 
'maturity' 
'tenseness' 

According to Aranovich and Orgun (2006), there appears to be a require1nent that 
derived nouns be larger than a foot, but not larger than necessary. This pattern 
also shows the complementarity effect discussed above. Ho,vever, consonant-final 
stems appear to contradict this pattern, e.g. gen.til-eza 'gentleness', sutil-ezn 'subtlety'. 
This apparent misbehavior of allomorph selection can be resolved, however, 
given that Spanish vowel sequences delete heteromorphenucally. With such an 
analysis available, the ste111s above are tht.1s in fact vilo-eza, triste-eza vs. rigido-ez, 
maduro-ez, at the point before \vhich vowel deletion applies. The more abstract 
underlying representation, with vo\vel-final steins as the conditioning environment, 
enables a consistent statement of allon1orph selection in terms of foot structure. 
Aranovich and Orgun (2006) argue that allomorph selection takes place at a level of 
representation before vo'"el deletion, and that the choice is motivated by a goal 
of forming nvo perfectly binary feet at that level of representation, e.g. (vi.lo)(e.za), 
(ri.gi)(do.ez). This pattern thus sho'"s allomorph selection conditioned by foot struc
ture, but at a level removed fron1 the surface, a point to which \Ve \Vil! return. 

2 Arbitrary cases that still reference phonology 

Dealing with phonologically conditioned suppletive allomorphy, Paster (2005, 2006) 
proposes that certain cases of allomorphy are sensitive to phonology but do not 
optimize anything, and proposes instead a n1echanism of subcategorization in the 
grammar. Based on a number of cases such as Axininca and Italian, Bye (2008) 
echoes this conclusion, i.e. that allomorphy is selection, and that phonological 
optimization is due to historical or coincidental factors. Embick (2009) endorses 
a si1nilar viewpoint to these authors, eschewing a 111odel of gramn1ar '"ith 
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"global" interaction between morphology and phonology. While "'e ivill discuss 
their models further belo\v, it is first worth showing a few cases of these that indeed 
reference phonology but in \\1llich the actual choice seems to have no phonotactic/ 
111arkedness-based motivation. 

Tv»o such cases involve syllable- or mora-<:ounting allomorphy of the type that 
ivas relevant for optimization of foot structure above, but in \vays \vhich do not 
seem to improve anything, and cannot be easily understood in terms of existing 
gra111n1atical >vell-formedness constraints w1less one wants to "pollute" the con
straint set "'ith a host of parocllial constraints unrelated to the core intuitions of 
markedness. They are shown below, for Kaititj and Axininca Campa, both of \\'hich 
reference the phonological factor of syllable or mora count in order to determine 
selection of allomorphs, but choose in a ivay that still leaves the connection behveen 
the struchrral description (syllable count) and structural change (insertion of 
allo111orph) arbitrary. 

(28) Kaititj ergative suffix allomorphy: [-IJ) after bisyllabic stems, (-1] after trisyllabic 
stems (Paster 2006) 

a. aki-IJ 'head-ERG' 
iltii-1) 'hand-ERG' 
ajnpni-IJ 'pouch-ERG' 

b. ali.ki-1 
atuji-1 
a¥iki-l 

'dog-ERG' 
'111an-ERG' 
'sun-ERG' 

(29) Axininca. Ca.mpa genitive allomorphy: [-ni.] after biinoraic stems, [-ti] elsei11here 
(Bye 2008) 

a. no-joria-ni 
. . 
1-gia-n1 

a-sari-ni 

'my manioc \\'Onn' 
'his anteater' 
'our maca\.v' 

b. i-,.visiro-ti 'his small toucan' 
no-jairo-ti 'my termite' 
a-jaarato-ti 'our black bee' 

Another case that is not obviously amenable to an optimization analysis is the 
plural definite article selection in Italian, ivhich chooses [Ai] before consonant
illitial stems, but [i] before vo,vel-initial stems.3 There is no obvious advantage to 
having [A'.i.] as opposed to [i] before a vowel-irritial noun. 

(30) a. l 111111 
i padri 
i ragazzi 

'the wines' 
'the fathers' 
'the boys' 

b. [A'.]i alberghi 
[A'.)i inglesi 
[A)i uccelli 

'the hotels' 
'the Englishmen' 
'the birds' 

While one might imagine certain possibilities (e.g. one viola tion of ONSET is tolerated 
ivith vo,vel-initial stems, but having a vowel-initial article before it tips the scales 
'vith two violations of ONSET, perhaps due to constraint self-<:onjunction), these 
are far fro111 obvious. Paster (2006) discusses a si.nliJar case from Jivaro, il1 which 
consonant-final stems take the suffix -cha, while vo,.vel-final stems take the suffix 
-c/10. 

These cases clearly reference phonology, but cannot be the result of automatic 
grammatical choices based on well-formedness. Instead, they require a mechanism 

3 Tl1e allon1orph [,(i) is also cl1oser1 be(ore geminate-initial and sC-cluster-initial sten1s. Under 
certaiJ) analyses (e.g. Kaye 1992), these can be reduced to the vowel-ini.tiaJ context. l•Vhether or 1\0t 
tlUs reductio·n is n1ade does not change the point in the text abot1t the seen1ing arbitrariness of the 
distribution of [i] vs. [,{i]. 
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called "subcategorization," which states in the lexical entry of Kaititj ergative allo-
1norphs that /-f)/ is subcategorized for, or is chosen in the case of, disyllabic sten1s, 
and /-1/ in other cases: 

(31) Sample subcategorization for Kaititj ergative 
ERG H /-f)/ in the context oo _ 
ERG H /-!/ 

Given a schema like the one above and the Else\vhere principle (see e.g. Halle 
1997) for vocabulary insertion/allomorph selection, the 1nore specific contextual 
specification \\>ill always block the less specific one, if met. 

Although Paster (2005, 2006) and Bye (2008) argue, on grounds of parsimony, 
that if the language faculty needs subcategorization anyway, we need not bother 
with optimization at all, other authors take a stance in which the case of phono
logically optimizing a Lio morph selection can be deternuned entire! y by constraint 
satisfaction, \vith brute-force subcategorization arising only as a "last resort" (e.g. 
Lapointe 1999) for the non-optimizing cases (CHAPTER 106: EXCEPTIONALITY). 
Presumably such a division of labor \vould lead to the prediction that, as sub
categorization is n1ore costly (requiring lexical listing, \vhereas constraints 
other\vise active in universal grammar come "for free"), systen1s might evolve 
over time into becoming phonologically optimizing. 

Wolf (2008) makes the interesting point that the mechanism of subcategoriza
tion is better for stating positive conditions than negative conditions. In other ,,vords, 
it "'orks well for saying "choose [-f)] when the stem is bisyllabic," but "'ould not 
work well for cases like "choose Spanish [la) \V hen the folJo,ving noun does not 
start with ['a)." The logic of subcategorization conditions like (31) certainly 
allo,vs reference to natural clas.ses, even those formed by negative values of fea
tures (e.g. choose English an before stems beginning \vith [-consonantal] segment), 
but when such specifications involve disjunctions or miss generalizations linking 
the structural description to the structural change (i.e. insertion of the allon1orph), 
they become less appealing. 

3 Issues for theoretical models 

Having established that a great deal of allomorph selection is phonologically 
conditioned, inlportant consequences arise for n1odels of morphology-phonology 
interaction, "'hether couched in terms of constraint satisfaction as the n1eans for 
choosing among allomorphs (e.g. Kager 1996; Mascaro 2007)) or subcategorization/ 
vocabulary insertion (e.g. Halle 1997; Embick 2009). vVhile I will not choose 
an1ong these models here, I will identify l\'vo important issues for any class of 
1nodels: the question of when (i.e. at what stage in a phonological con1putation) 
aUomorph selection takes place, and '"hat the o�echan.ism. of choice is. 

3.1 When does allomorph selection take place? 
Strata! (e.g. Berm(1dez-Otero 2007), derivational (e.g. Wolf 2008), and cyclic (e.g. 
Embick 2009) 1nodels of gra1nmatical computation differ from monostratal models 
in that the first three potentially allo\v multiple levels of intern1ediate representation, 
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with processes like allomorph selection occurring according to the "'ell-formedness 
principles of one level, but subsequently obscured by the operations of a later 
level. However, n1onostratal (or globalist) models, \vhich allo\v information fron1 
various modules to be present either simultaneously or preserved across differ
ent stages of computation, have a distinguishing trait: they allo'v, for example, 
phonological processes such as allomorph selection to freely refer to syntactic 
boundaries and constituency. By contrast, strata! and/or cyclic models may !unit 
such ffiformation from enteru1g later stages of phonological computation. In the 
followmg two subsections '"'e turn to these hvo issues. 

3.1.1 Opacity: Allo1norph selection at intern1ediate levels 
As mentioned above in three case studies, not all allomorph selection occurs at 
the surface. We revie'v the relevant facts, four of \Vhich suggest that allomorph 
selection occurs at an earlier level of representation (therefore requirmg the i11ter
action "'ith tools for opacity such as rule ordering, strata! Optin1ality Theory or 
OT-CC); and one of \vhich suggests the possibility of lexical reinsertion after 
certain phonological processes have applied. 

Rev iewmg the facts i11 the Galician definite article case, the allomorph la \Vas 
chosen over a to avoid syllabification of the definite article '"'ith a precedmg onset 
fron1 a different morpheme, e.g. ver.la 'see the' instead of ve.ra. Ho\vever, the verb
final r was subsequently deleted due to an OCP effect, yieldmg ve.la (cf. para a 
'for the', to sho"' hiatus is clearly not at stake). Thus the phonological conditionmg 
of allomorph selection is clearly taking place before r-deletion. 

Sinillarly, m the Spanish deadjectival suffix case, the allomorph [-eza] is 
cl1osen for adjectival stems that are disyllabic as the mput to this affixation, and 
thus vilo, triste, gen ti/ all pattern the same m takmg [-eza] m order to forn1 two 
feet. Ho\vever, the former hvo undergo final VO\vel deletion. Thus, the statement 
of syllable count in terms of allon1orph selection is clearly taking place before vo,vel 
deletion. 

Fmally, m a son1ewhat different vem, the Dutch agentive suffix discussed 
above according to van Oostendorp (2009) requ ires selection of one allomorph, 
[-;ir), before stress is assigned, as the default. However, after stress assignment 
has already happened, if the suffix immediately follows another syllable containmg 
sffi,va, van Oostendorp (2009) proposes another cycle of allomorph selection i11 
'vhich [-a:r) can be chosen to resolve the scl1\va-based OCP. 

There are hvo other cases I will mention here, described in Gibson (2008), \vhich 
relate to allomorphs chosen after C-final and V-final stems, both of '"'hich occur 
derivationally prior to a process of consonant deletion. In Japanese, for example, 
the non-past suffix is [-u]/[-ru] and the mchoative suffix is [-oo]/[-joo]. Hovtever, 
[ w )-final stems delete their final consonant when preceding high or mid vo,vels, and 
do so after aJJomorph selection. For comparison, the negative suffix [-anai)/[-nai), 
\vhich does not trigger bv ]-deletion, is sho\vn. 

(32) Japanese opaque allomorphy with [w]-final sterns 

non-past 
i11choa tive 
negative 

jom 'read' 
JOm-u 
JOm-oo 
. . 
iom-ana1 

ne 'sleep' 
ne-ru 
ne-JOO 
ne-na1 

iw 'say' 
1-u 
1-00 
. . 
nv-ana1 

jow 'get drunk' 
JO-LI 
J0-00 . . 
)O\v-ana1 
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A very similar case occurs in Turkish, '''here a process of intervocalic k-deletion 
applies after C-final vs. V-final allo1norph selection. The 3rd person possessive 
suffix [-i]/[-si] surfaces after C-final vs. V-fu1al sten1s, but k-final nouns choose [-i], 
even though the conditioning stem-final consonant subsequently deletes: 

(33) Turkish opaque al/01110rphy with k-final stems 
bed el 
fire 
bebek 

bedel-i 
fire-si 
bebe-i 

'price (NOM/ross)' 
'attrition (NOJ\·( /POSS)' 
'baby (Noi.r /Poss)' 

In both of these cases, allomorph selection is applying to a level of representation 
prior to consonant deletion, \vhich n1eans that the optimization is on an inter-
1nediate forn1. If the consonant deletion processes can be assigned to different strata 
of phonological computation (e.g. post-lexical, or "'O rd-level), then these phenoro.ena 
can be easily dealt "'ith in Lexical Phonology or Strata! OT (CHAPTER ss: CYCLICITY; 
CHAPTER 94: LEXICAL PHONOLOCY AND THE LEXICAL SYNDROME). 

The notion that intermediate representations are evaluated for well-formedness 
(i.e. a derivational 111odel that includes negative well-for111edness constraints) is 
entirely reasonable. It is now largely accepted that monostratalism is iu1tenable, 
and also kno"'n that grammars without statements of negative constraints miss 
generalizations. Future models that develop a series of ordered computations "'ith 
intermediate levels of representations should definitely incorporate treat1nent of 
allon1orphy pheno1nena, particularly since they interface with interesting ques
tions of lexical insertion (cf. Embick 2009; Wolf 2008). 

3.1.2 Reference to syntactic factors 
As n1entioned above, an important issue that arises in the study of allomorphy 
and "where/when" it takes place is the issue of syntactic sensitivity. For example, 
Russian 3rd person pronouns have two aJlomorphs, one vo\vel-initial and the other 
containing an initial (n-), "'ith the latter chosen after prepositions (presumably 
for the same reasons as the Galician case above: namely to avoid resyllabification 
and allo"' stems to begin their own syllable). Hence the pronoun [ix] is realized 
as [nix] \vhen a preposition precedes, as prepositions closely prosodify with their 
con1plements in Russian (34a). Ho'"ever, when the pronoiu1 is not the head of 
the prepositional complement, but rather a possessive modifier, no such allomorphy 
occurs (34b). 

(34) Ru.ssia.n prepos'itional complement allomorphy 
a. bez nix 'withOtlt them' 

b. bez ix brata 'without their brother' 

In fact this is the san1e kind of pattern we observed in the first exan1ple in this 
cl1apter: the English possessive -s does not display zero allon1orphy when following 
a plural -s that is not the head of the NP. What is interesting about both of these 
cases is that the affected linear string is the same. Hence "syntactic brackets" must 
be visible. The simplest model to envision is one in which they are literally visible 
to morphophonological representations. Ho,ve.ver, one might also experunent \vith 
the possibility, in cyclic 1nodels, that the possessive modifier u1 (34) is submitted 
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to its O\vn closed-off morphophonological computation prior to the cycle in 
•vhich the preposition is visible to its complen1ent. In other words, the idea 
n1ight be that in bez nix, the equivalent of ['''ithout 3PL)rr' the preposition is 
visible at the n1oment the pronoun is spelled out; by contrast, in bez ix brata, the 
equivalent of [v»ithout [3PL brother]0p )pp, the pronoun is spelled out at an earlier 
cycle in '''hich the preposition is not yet visible. Whether this hypothesis can be 
integrated with other facts about the order of spell-out in Russian prepositional 
complen1ents and noun phrase struch1re a•vaits a fuller investigation. 

A second case of reference to syn tactic factors concerns the -s/0 allomorphy 
found in dialects of Catalan, described by Bonet et al. (forthcoming). In these vari
eties, plural -s on adjectives is realized as zero beh,reen h\10 consonants (a pro
cess '"hich the authors argue is not due to a general process of strident deletion). 
Ho\\•ever, this process can only apply preno1ninally: 

(35) Catalan preno111inal/postnon1inal a.l/0111orphy 

aquel0 
those-PL 

bon0 
good-PL 

vms 
wine-PL 

blancs 
white-PL 

dolc;os 
sweet-PL 

The staten1ent of these allomorphy conditions must thus take into account the 
hierarchical/linear position of the adjective \vith respect to the noun, vvhich may 
be a fe'" words away. Again, a simple model would be one in \vhich the entire 
noun-phrase structure is still visible at the point of allon1orph selection, and some
ho'" the linear position \vith respect to the noun is relevant for -s/0 allomorphy. 
An approacl1 within a cyclic model nught be one in •vhich there is a sequenced 
coo�putation in which postnomi.nal elements do not have the same syntactic rela
tion '''ith the noun as prenominal elements - for example, postnominal elements 
being spelled out in a different cycle than the noun, and hence required to bear 
overt exponents of plurality. Again, while tlus account is potentially much more 
interesting (and restrictive) than a globalist model, it "'ould require integration 
•vith independent facts aboi1t prenominal and postnomi.na.l asyo�.metries in the 
spell-out of adjectives. 

In sum, much exciting '"ork lies ahead particularly in the domain of syntactically 
sensitive phonologically conditioned allomorphy, as it raises in1portant analytic 
cllallenges as to ho\v the syntactic structure is made accessible - whether syntactic 
brackets a.re literally visible, or '"hether their effects arise as epiphenomena! du.e 
to the ti.ming of spell-out. 

3.2 How are allomorphs chosen? 
Perhaps one of the most '''idely debated issues vvithin the study of allomorph 
selection is the mechanism of choice. The existence of phonological conditioning 
and, in particular, phonological optimization, suggests that grammatical, rather 
than n1orpholexical, n1echanisms are at work in accon1plishi.ng the selection -n1ore 
specifically, that "'hen a given aJlomorph is better for segm.ental, syllabic or prosodic 
structure, then the grammar will someho'v "automatically" clloose that allomorph 
without having to list these contexts in its lexical representation. 

The choice of the allomorph that does lead to some kind of phonological opti
n1ization is relatively straightfor•vard, particularly in n1odels such as Optin1ality 
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Theory, or in fact any constraint-based models which encode well-formedness prin
ciples as an active granunatical force that can co1npel choice of one input over 
another. For exa1nple, a constraint such as *CODA will prevent choice of Korean 
[-ka) after consonant-final stems such as [mo1n), and '"ill thus lead to choice of 
the phonologically opti.mizing allomorph, (-i). 

However, in most of the cases described above there is one allomorph - call 
it "the optimizer" - chosen for particular phonotactic reasons, and another that 
is sin1ply a default. For example, in the case of English n I an allomorphy, a is 
simply a default that does not optinlize anything when it is chosen - it is only 
an that is recruited to improve phonotactics. The question thus arises "'hy the 
optimizer an is not always chosen - it '"ill provide an onset "'hen needed for vowel
initial words that folio'"' and is other\vise seemingly harmless. The intuition to 
be captured is that the other allomorph, n, is the default, and is chosen "elsewhere," 
when providing an onset is not at stake one way or the other. 

In the di scussion that foUo"'S we will be concerned \vi.th a pattern as schema
tized in (36), (keeping in mind that in some cases both allomorphs are optimizers 
(e.g. Moroccan Arabic [-h] vs. [-u]), and neither is clearly a default). 

(36) Opfimizer 
The allomorph chosen in order to satisfy a particular phonotactic, e.g. an 
to provide an onset, in a particular set of environments (e.g. before vo,vel
i nitial \vords). 
Deja.ult 
The allon1orph chosen otherwise. 

The pressing issue for n1odels of 1norphology-phonology interaction thus becon1es 
ho"' to gra.mrnatica.lly state that one allomorph is the default '"ithin different models 
of grammar - in other '"ords, that it should be inserted unless some phonotactic 
pressure demands the other one. Interestingly enough, this question becon1es of 
more relevance to precisely those n1odels in '"'hich all the action is encoded in 
terms of negative constraints: how does one force the default allo1norph to be used 
over the other one? 

A number of distinct answers have been posited in the literature, and it is not 
yet clear "'hich is the best. One class of proposals holds that the default is always 
phonologically more unmarked than the optiJnizer, which leads specifically to the 
question of context-free 1narkedness. If the default can be sho,.vn to be generally 
unmarked (either in segmental or str11ctu.ral terms) compared "'ith the optimizer, 
this approach \vill lead to selection of the default by unmarkedness criteria alone 
\.vhen phonotactic optimization '"'ith the stem + affix is not at stake. 

Let us begin by considering cases such as the Djabugay genitive, in which 
[-1)un] is chosen after consonant-final stems, \vhile (-n) is chosen after vowel-final 
ste.ms (a pattern '"'hich is presumably driven by avoidance of complex consonant 
clusters ending in [n)). 

(37) Djabugay genitive 
a. gu.lu.du-n 'dove' 
b. ga.)lal.!Jun 'goanna' 
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While the choice of [-l)un] in (37b) can be understood in terms of avoidance of 
*[ga.Jlal.n], in order to enforce selection of default [-n] in (37a), Kager (1996) posits 
the constraint 'GEN=-n', \vhich we can call a violable exponence requirement constra.int 
(see Russell 1995 for elaboration of this type of constraint). These constraints demand 
a particular exponent for a particular morphological category and are thus one 
\Vay of encoding the notion of a certain exponent being the default, but it might 
strike some as brute force to include and rank a violable constraint dedicated to 
every exponent in the granm1ar. 

Along the lines of context-free urunarkedness arbitrating in favor of the 
default, Rubach and Booij (2001) propose that instead of stipulating that [-n) 
is the default in Djabugay, one should rather state that [-IJun] is dispreferred, 
except in special cases. They appeal to segmental n1arkedness (see CHAPTER 4: 

MARI<EDNESS), and specifically clain1 that, in the absence of other co1npeting 
factors, [-1)tu1) will be dispreferred due to a markedness constraint against velar 
nasals. This formulation thus cl1ooses the default over the optin1izer when coda 
phonotactics are not at stake via context-free (but violable) *IJ. This proposal is 
an interesting 'vay of encoding the default selection, but it should ahvays be kept 
in n1ind whether such constraints are consistent with the full-blown gra1nn1ar of 
the language. 

A second class of proposals involving context-free markedness in order to favor 
the default, applied to this same case, is an appeal to "shorter is better." For exam
ple, Wolf (2008) posits that constraints such as *STRUC - 'vhich penalize structure 
in general, and thus prefer shorter outputs whenever possible - \vill lead to the 
preference for /n/ over /-1)un/, or a over an, unless trun1ped by phonotactic factors. 
In cases involving complementarity of length effects, in \vhich for example disyl
labic stems take [-eza] to accomplish tlvo full feet and all longer stems take [-ez], 
the default can clearly be seen to be the shorter allomorph. Appeals to *ST&uc, 
ho\vever, are not \vithout problems, as discussed by Gouskova (2003), and further 
\vork is needed to capture the intuition that shorter is more unmarked for default 
aU.omorph selection \vi.th.in an implen1entation that does not wreak typological 
havoc under factorial reranking. 

Not all cases of default choice seem a1nenable to markedness, hoivever, par
ticularly when inflectional, rather than derivarional, morphology is involved. Bonet 
et a.I. (2007) and 1Vlascar6 (2007) posit pairwise preference constraints, e.g. "prefer 
a to la" in Haitian Creole. The more coo�.pl i.cated tlSe of such constraints a.re in 
cases such as the Catalan gender markers, which Bonet et al. posit are 0 > /u/ 
> /a/ for masculine, and /a/ > 0 for feminine. Clearly, as the relative preference 
for /a/ and 0 is reversed in each gender, it is not possible to reduce these to 
general segmental markedness hierachies in the language. The implen1entation 
of these preference constraints involves pair"'ise rankings which c.111 be used "'hen 
there are more than hvo allomorphs, and a clear potential advantage of this imple
mentation is that it allo,vs sequences of defaults. 

Stepping outside of OT models, in Distributed Morphology, e.g. Embick's (2009) 
n1odel, statement of defaults is accon1plished by a list of vocabulary ite1ns, which 
are specified for insertion in certain contexts. As schematized in (31) for sub
categorization models in general, the default item is thus one 'vi th the least amount 
of contextual specification. Although the optimizer is often not explicitly listed 
as perfornling an optimizing function in such models, one can clearly envision a 
variant in \Vllich the contextual specification of vocabulary items n1entions removing 
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violations to phonotactic constraints. A schematic proposal along these lines for 
the English indefinite article appears in (38). 

(38) "Positive licensing" of non-default vocabulary item 
INDEF H /ren/ if it removes a violation of ONSET 
INDEF H /a/ 

Such models can be likened to Kager's (1996) proposal, in V>'hich the default has 
a.n explicit statement "GEN�n," bu.t differ in their implementation, in that the default 
allomorph in Distributed Morphology is precisely one about 'vhich nothing spe
cial needs to be said in the grammar. 

In many cases of allomorph selection involving "recruiting" allon1orphs from 
the "'·vrong" context, such as Spanish definite article allomorphy or Hebre\\' plural 
aUomorphy, the de.fauJt is chosen because it matches the gender features of the 
head noun, and that is enough to normally drive selection of la over el for feminine 
nouns, "'ithout need for appealing to phonological markedness in order to make 
la the default. Contextual specification - in terms of morphosyntactic features -
is enough to choose the right allo1norph, and this is sometin1es implemented in 
OT with constraints referring to matching morphosyntactic features (e.g. Steri.a.de 
1999; Becker 2009). In such cases, the default allomorph is not the one that is rad
ically underspecified, but rather the one that realizes the correct morphosyntactic 
features. This intuition is not straightfor,vard to translate into vocabulary items 
without negative staten1ents, but one \vay to accomplish it, while preserving the 
notion that /el/ is "recruited," is to actually vie'v it as the default, used for both 
masculine gender and for cases where the feminine la fails: 

(39) "Nega.tive licensing" of non-defa.ult vocabulary i/eiu 
DEF, +FEM H /la/ if it does not create a violation of a-hiatus 
DEF H /e)/ 

Clearly, future \vork \vill be needed in order to examine "'hether a true merger 
of the else\\'here-notion of Distributed Morphology can be 1nade fully compatible 
with capturing the phonotactic generalizations that govern allomorph distribution, 
or 'vhether the priority constraints of Bonet et al. (2007) merge more seamlessly 
with a grammatical treatment of phonological optimization. 

4 Conclusion and outlook 

Phonologically conditioned allomorph selection refers to any case in \vhich allo
morphs are chosen based on the phonology of the stem, affix, or phonological word 
to 'vluch they attach. 'vVe have seen that a very healthy number of these cases not 
only refer to phonology, but seen1 to involve allo1norph distribution that is actively 
connected '"ith imp.roven1ent in (or avoidance of declination in) phonologicaJ '"ell
formedness, at the levels of segmental, syllabic, and prosodic structure. The most 
active questions of debate thus revolve around \vhether, given that so'/11.e allomorph 
selection is phonologically optimizing, tlus should be built into the architecture 
of the granlffiar, or whether on the contrary, given that son1e allon1orph selection 
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is not phonologically optimizing, a single mechanism that simply lists phonological 
environn1ents is all that is needed. Potentially one '"ay of resolving the question 
of '"hether allon1orph selection is the result of gran1n1atical con1putation, rather 
than n1orpholexical listing, would involve demonstrating infants' and adults' 
preferences in (artificial) language acquisition, and finding that in the face of sparse 
or limited background evidence, such learners demonstrate a preference for 
phonologically optin1izing patterns of allomorph selection, before they have even 
had a chance to atten1pt or fall back on lexical listing. 

Certainly one nught argue that patterns of spontaneous allomorph recruitment, 
such as BPE speakers' use of (-ad] after all obstruent-final verbs in English, despite 
never having heard this in the input, reflect pure grammatical biases brought to 
the task of allon1orph selection rather than rehearsed morpholexical listing or his
torical residue. Sin1ilarly, the study of Becker (2009), discussed above, den1onstrates 
that Hebre'v speakers apply phonologically conditioned allomorph selection to 
novel "wug" stems they have never had to inflect before. 

A second issue, mentioned in the introduction, is that a great deal of allomorphy 
need not involve multiple URs, but rather, like the English plural alternations, 
can be caphrred entirely in terms of a single UR coupled \Vith phonological rules. 
Given this division of labor between phonological derivations as one mechanism 
of yielding allomorphy and morphological selection as another, "'e may also see 
divergent acquisition profiles for these hvo. 

In phonological theory, many debates that involve recurrent grammatical 
generalizations in some languages and exceptions to these generalizations in other 
languages often devolve into discussions of \vhether everytlling is the result of 
diachrony or not, and end up as philo sophical stalemates. Certainly, '"hile Carstairs 
(1990) is right in raising the point that "The existence of a phonologically condi
tioned alternation does not by itself prove the existence of some synchronic 
phonological process giving rise to it," the existence of synchronic granlffiatical 
control over allo1norph selection can be den1onstrated when it spontaneously arises 
in (artificial) langt1age acquisition experiments in which the diachrony is fully 
controlled by the experimenter and nonetheless the learner demonstrates the 
emergence of a preference for phonological optin1ization based on sparse or 
insufficient evidence. 

My O\vn contention is that enough evidence is beginning to accumulate 
that phonologically conditioned. allomorph selection is '"ithin the purview of the 
phonological grammar and not merely the lexicon, and that some of the most 
in1portant questions that therefore arise involve the levels of representation at \vhich 
allomorph selection occurs and the mecha1usm of choice, including guaranteeing 
the default over the optinU.zer in cases in '"luch euphony is not at stake. The cases 
of opaque allomorph selection ro.ake clear that it needs to happen at intermediate 
levels of representation, but leave open many possibilities in terms of '"hether 
the right model of serial morphology-phonology interaction is strata!, cyclic, or 
derivational. A much harder and unresolved question is the mechanism for allo
n1orph selection, where many theoretical alternatives are good at capturing son1e 
generalizations but in doing so may fail to capture others. A clear dichotomy in 
this respect is the trade-off behveen relying on segmental markedness to allo\v 
the default to "emerge" '"ithout explicit statement and explicit default stah1s 
of an allomorph through either brute force constraints or by the Else\vhere 
condition. 
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In the above paragraphs, I have provided a critical comparison of a "'ide range 
of current options (and apologize for ones I have no doubt overlooked in such a 
large field of inquiry), but most ilnportantly, I have atte1npted to outline new direc
tions for synthesizing the advantageous aspects of so1ne of these models '"ith those 
of others. One of the best "'ays for this study to advance is by figuring out hO\V 
to incorporate the seemingly incompatible but useful assumptions of one model 
into those of another. 
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100 Reduplication 

ERIC RAIMY 

1 Introduction 

Reduplication is the phonological repetition of segn1ental material triggered by a 
morphological source. This definition captures the core a.spects of this linguistic 
phenomenon and distinguishes it from other phenomena that cause the surface 
repetition of phonological material. This chapter provides a synthesis of questions 
about reduplication based on classic and contemporary models of reduplication. 
The most in1portant questions about reduplication can be sun1ffiarized as the 
strong hypothesis for reduplication (SHR). 

(1) The strong hypothesis for reduplication 

a. Architectural 111.odulnrity 
There is a morphology module that is distinct and prior to a phonology 
n1odule. Both 1nodules have internal structure. 

b. Bipartite reduplication 
The morphology i:nodule creates a reduplicated str11cture, but segmental 
copying occurs later in the phonology module. 

c. IdenhhJ is S1Jnchrony 
The source of identity effects in reduplicated forn1s is the fact that the 
repeated segments in the output are a single synchronous representa
tion prior to copying. After copying has occurred, the repeated segments 
are distinct representations and can diverge in identity on the basis of 
the general application of phonological rules. 

The proposed ans,�rers to these questions identified by the SHR den1onstrate that 
reduplication inforn1s us about grammatical architecture in general, the relation 
between the n1orphology and phonology components, and phonological identity. 
Two im.portant topics in redupl ication are not represented in the SH R. The first 
is the question of global vs. local computation in grammar and the second is 
reduplicative templates. Each of these topics \Vil! be discussed, "'hen they are 
raised with respect to particular models of reduplication. 
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This chapter is laid out as follows. First, classic models of reduplication that 
help define the SHR are presented in §2. Part of the discussion of each classic 
n1odel is identifying the contribution that it n1akes to the SHR. §3 turns to con
te111porary models of reduplication. Fundamental differences in contemporary 
models can be identified by each model's orientation to the SHR. §4 identifies 
open questions about reduplication that deserve attention because they raise 
fundamental questions about v-1hat linguistic phenomena should be treated as 
reduplicat ion. 

2 Classic models of reduplication 

Classic models of reduplication are no longer being actively pursued. The import
ance of kno'"'ing about them, though, resides in the contribution that each of them 
n1ade to the strong hypothesis for reduplication. 

2.1 Unusual phonology in reduplication 
Wilbur (1973) marks the beginni.ng of the formal investigation of reduplication 
in generative grammar. Wilbur defines R0 as "the portion of the unreduplicated 
form . . .  of vvhich a copy is n1ade" and states: "the part which is the copy '"ill 
be referred to as . . .  R," (1973: 7). This non1enclature also identifies, but does not 
name, the region of the unreduplicated base that is not part of R0• Using this 
no tation a reduplicated form can be delimited into sections, as in (2b, 2c). Both 
R0 and R, are separated by a dash. R0 is enclosed in square brackets and R, is 
underlined . Any remaining segments are part of the unreduplicated base. 

(2) VC reduplication in Ch11111ash (Wilbur 1973: 7) 

a. /?as/ + redup (C,V1CrV1C2) 
b. suffixing reduplication 
c. infixing reduplication 

?as-as 'chin' 
?-[as]-as 
?-ru>-[as] 

Wilbur notes that in cases of total reduplication \Vhen R0 and R, are identical, 
it ca.nnot be determined \vhether the reduplicated structure is R0-R, or R,-R •. 
In cases of partial reduplication, R, can be determined by considering the 
unreduplicated form that consists of R0 and the rest of the base. R, '"ill then be 
the remaining segmental material that is repeated. This parsing, vvhen applied 
to (2b, 2c), identifies one of the [as) sequences as R,, but '"'e cannot distinguish 
behveen (2b) and (2c). One ,.vay to distinguish between these options is that the 
placement of R, should not alternate among prefixing/suffixing/infixing patterns, 
and should match the general morphological processes of the given language. 
For example, if a language does not have any infixes, then R, should not be 
analyzed as an infix, (2c). 

\'\lilbur (1973) demonstrates that there are non-trivial interactions bel\"een 
reduplication and phonological rules, because of the Chomsky and Halle (1968: 
236) hypothesis that all morphological rules precede all phonological rules, 
reduplication being a 1norphological rule. Wilbur (1973) describes three different 
types of interactions bet\'7een reduplication and phonology. 
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(3) Reduplication and phonological rule interacti�n (Wilbur 1973) 

a. norn/.(11 application. 
"Forms where R, and R. are not identical at the surface are the result of 
the norn1al application of any phonological rule to a form "'luch meets 
its strtich.u:al description." (1973: 15) 

b. failure to apply 
"those forms in which either R0 or R, meets the structural description of 
a phonological rule and yet has not undergone that rule." (1973: 18) 

c. overapplication 
"Overapplication of a phonological rule refers to the fact that in many 
reduplicated forn1s, the structural change applies to a form that does not 
meet the structural description of the rule." (1.973: 26) 

The terms "normal applica.tion" and "overapplication" have been retained to this day, 
but "failure to apply" is no'.v normally termed "underapplication." Only normal 
application is accounted for if the morphology before phonology hypothesis 
from Chomsky and Halle (1968) is strictly adopted. The reason for this is that, if 
reduplication is a n1orphological rule, the copying of the segn1ents to create R. 
and R, "'ill occur before any phonologica l rule has the opportunity to apply. 
Consequently, all phonological rules will apply after reduplication, and thus there 
can only be transparent application of a phonological rule. 

Over- or underapplication of a phonological rule suggests that either the 
n1orphology before phonology hypothesis, (la) of the SHR, or so1ne aspect of the 
model of reduplication must be ro.odifi.ed. The basic ordering problem at issue 
is that R, must be created at some point in the derivation. Overapplication is 
problematic, because this situation requires ordering a phonological rule before 
a morphological process. If the relevant phonological environment appears in 
the R., then ordering the phonological rule prior to reduplication will solve the 
problem. Underapplication is a n1ore difficult problen1, because there is no '"ay 
to '"arrant blocking the application of a rule if a relevant structural environment 
appears in R0 during the derivation. 

\Nilbur's response to over- and underapplication pheno1nena was to keep the 
n1orphology before phonology hypothesis intact, but to import the concept of 
global rules (Lakoff 1970) in.to phonology and propose an Identity Constraint (IC) 
(CHAPTER 74: RULE ORDERING). 

(4) The ldentity Constraint (V\lilbur 1973: 58) 
There is a tendency to preserve the identity of R. and R, in reduplicated forms. 

The IC acts as a diacritic on a phonological rule that allows the rule to over- or 
underapply to ensure that R, and R, are identical at the surface. 

V\lilbur presents an example from Serrano (Hill 1967) as a case that crucially 
requires the IC. The important interaction. is ben.veen. an optional phonological rule 
that inserts a homorganic high vo\vel ben"een a consonant and glide sequence 
and an adjectival reduplication rule. Hill (1967: 223) notes: "the reduplication 
involved in [yi'a:yi'a'n] - [yi'a:iyi'ai'n] 'be beautiful' (< llya'a# 'beautiful') must 
be introduced at the same tirne as the rule \Vhereby an anticipatory i is optionally 
introduced before y" (emphasis and transcription as in original). 
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(S) Ordering in Serrano 
a. order 1 

UR 
b. order 2 

G.lide i.nsertion 
Reduplication 
Other rules 
SR 

REDUP+ja?a+ ?n 
n/a 
ja7a:j;;i?a ?n 
jPa:}i?a 7n 
ji?a:ji?a?n 

UR 
Reduplication 
Glide insertion 
Other rules 
SR 
??? 

REDUP+ja ?a+?n 
j<1?a:ja7a?n 
j<i 7a :ij<> 7a 7n 
ji?a:ijPa?n 

*ji?a:iji?a?n 
ji?a:iji?a!?n 

(S) demonstrates that local ordering cannot derive the da ta from Serrano. Order 1 
(Sa) causes the glide insertion rule to not apply, because the rule's structural descrip
tion is not met. The surface effect is equivalent to \vhen the glide insertion rule 
optionally does not apply. Thus this ordering tells us nothing. Order 2 (Sb) has 
the glide insertion ru.le apply after reduplication. The glide insertion rule .inserts 
an [i] only between the R, and Ro- The SR form in (Sb) sho\vS normal application 
of the glide insertion rule, but Hill does not list it as a possible form in Serrano. 
Neither of the possible rule orderings can produce the Serrano form, which 
sho\vs overapplication of the glide insertion rule. 

The key to understanding the importance of the type of pattern is Hill's insight 
that reduplication and the rule must apply "at the same time." Synchrony of 
reduplication and rule application is required because reduplication creates the 
environrnent that triggers the phonological rule. McCarthy and Prince ( l  99S: 289) 
term this type of interaction back-copying. Back-copying interactions provide the 
strongest evidence for some forn1 of global computation in phonology, such as 
Wilbur's IC. Wilbur's model of redupl ication assumes strict local computation. 
This means that the rule and reduplication \vill each only apply once and that 
they must be ordered \vith respect to each other. (S) sho,vs both possible order
ings of the rule and reduplication; neither ordering produces the correct forms. 
Consequently, the data from Serrano provide strong evidence for Wilbur's IC, 
•vhich explains why the glide insertion rule overapplies in (Sb). 

The main conclusion from Wilbur on phonology reduplication interactions is 
that the hypothesis that reduplication is a morphological process and all morpho
logy precedes all phonology can be maintained if a linuted amount of global 
con1putation is added to the phonological component. Global con1putation in the 
phonology is limited to the IC, "'hich can cause phonological rules to over- or 
underapply to maintain identity bet\veen R0 and R,. 

2.2 Reduplication as morphology 
Carrier (1979) is in essence a direct response to Wilbur (1973) "'ith respect to re
duplication and argues against global computation in phonology. Carrier demon
strates that global computation in phonology is not sufficient to account for 
reduplication patterns. Carrier (1979) points to the interaction betvveen syncope 
and reduplication (presented as R2 in (6)) in Tagalog as a case where an IC approacl1 
is insufficient. 
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(6) Syncope and reduplication. interaction. in. Tagalog (Carrier 1979: 174) 

a. /sunud-in/ b. /sunud-in/ 
Syncope sund-in R2 sunudsunud-in 
.R2 St.u1dinsundin Syncope *sunudsundin 

(overapplies) * sundsundin 

Carrier argues that only by ordering syncope before reduplication can the 
correct forn1s in Tagalog be produced. Carrier's R2 pattern of reduplication in 
(6) copies a foot's 'vorth of phonological n1aterial (CHAPTER 40: THE FOOT) from 
the left edge of the stem. The syncope rule deletes the final vov>'el of a root that 
has been suffixed. (6a) shows that if syncope applies before reduplication, then 
the correct surface form is produced where the vowel of the suffix is copied. If 
reduplication applies before syncope, as in (6b ), then there is no 'vay to produce 
the correct surface form, because the vowel of the suffix is not copied. The JC can 
only affect whether the syncope rule over- or underapplies and cannot cause 
reduplication to re-copy segmental material. 

Carrier develops the implications of an analysis of Tagalog •.vhere syncope 
precedes reduplication. She retains the strong hypothesis that all n1orphology pre
cedes aU phonology and. argues that redupli.cati.on is the result of a [+redupliec1tion] 
feature being added as part of a ;vord formation rule. This morphological feature 
triggers the application of a transformational rule that causes the copying of 
phonological material at the end of the morphology. The bipartite nature of 
reduplication in Carrier's syste1n allows for n1orphological rules to apply to a sten1 
'vi.th the [+reduplication] feature prior to redupliec<tive copying. An immediate 
benefit of the bipartite hypothesis is that it pred icts morphological rules can pro
duce over- and underapplication effects, because they "'ill necessarily be ordered 
before reduplicative copying. 

Carrier develops the bipartite hypothesis by arguing that the rules in Tagalog 
that sho"' overapplication effects (e.g. syncope and nasal substitution) are mor
phological rules, not phonological. Carrier defines a morphological rule as one 
that cannot be specified in purely phonological terms. For example, syncope 
applies to some roots (e.g. /sw1ud/ -7 [sund-in]) but not others (e.g. /li:nis/ -7 
[li:nis-li:nis-in]), and nasal substitution does not apply to all /!)/-final prefixes 
and obstruent-initial sten1s (Carrier-Duncan 1984: 274). 

Carrier's contribution to our understanding of reduplication is to develop the 
morphological aspects of reduplication. Specifically, the hypothesis that redupli
cation is a bipartite process '"here the morphology marks a representation as 
reduplicated but the copying process occurs later in the derivation is extremely 
important. The bipartite hypothesis allo,.vs morphological rules to apply before 
reduplica tive copying, '"hich provides one source of explanation for over- and 
underapplication effects with local computation. 
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2.3 Reduplication as phonology 

Marantz (1982) is a '�'atershed for the study of reduplication. The main proposal 
extends ideas fro1n McCarthy (1981) that propose prosodic n1orphology, (7). 

(7) Prosodic structure of morphemes (Marantz 1982: 454) 

morphen1e syn1bol µ 

syUabic skeleton er o o 

/\ � /\ 
C-V skeleton C V C V C C V 

I I I I I I I 
phonea:ti.c melody p p p p p p p 

Marantz (1982) proposes that reduplicative morphemes are different from other 
morphemes in two \.vays. The first is that they are not fully specified and the 
second is that they trigger the copying of phonological n1aterial of the stem. The 
lack of specification at some level of representation allows for different patterns 
of reduplication to be specified by the "prosodic skeleton," \Vhich determines 
how much and what type of phonological material is copied. (8) presents a case 
of partial reduplication and total reduplication from a Marantzian perspective. 

(8) Maran tzian skeletons 
a .  eve reduplication: Agta /takki/ � [tak-takki) (Healy 1960) 

µ 

� 
a a 

� /\ 
c v c + c v c v c � 

I I I I I 
t a k k l 

µ 

� 
a a 

� /\ 
c v c + c v c v c 

I I I I I I I I 
t k k 

. 
t k k 

. 
a l a l 
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b. total reduplication: Walpiri /kurdu/ � [kurdu-kurdu] (Nash 19SO) 

µ + 

a a 

� /\ 
c v c v c � 
I I I I I 
k u r d u 

µ 

� 
+ �· 

� 
a a a a 

� /\ � /\ 
c v c c v c v c v c 

I I I I I I I I I I 
k LL r d LI k LL r d LI 

Nlarantz focuses on expressing reduplication patterns at the C-V skeletal level 
due to Moravcsik's (197S: 307) observation that "reduplicated phonetic strings 
I found [are] invariably defined in reference to consonant-vo'''el sequence and 
absolute linear position." Moravcsik's observation suggests that all of the \vork 
bei.ng done by templates is thus at the C-V level. (Sa) den1onstrates the affixation 
of a CVC prefix that accounts for one pattern of reduplication in Agta. Total 
reduplication can be produced by affixing a higher level of prosodic structure, 
the morphen1e, which will cause copying of all prosodic structure under the 
n1orpheme level, (Sb). Deriving different R,. shapes from general phonological 
representations is a major advance in the understand ing of reduplication, because 
questions about reduplicative templates are no''' questions about phonological 
representations and processes. 

The other major insight from Marantz (19S2: 436) is the proposal that 
reduplication is a normal affixation process. The phonology of reduplication should 
mirror the phonological bel1avior of other affixes (CHAPTER 10,l: ROOT-APFIX 
ASYMMETRIES). By integrating reduplication into the general theories of phonology 
and morphology, Marantz argues that over- and underapplication effects are 
accounted for. One source of underapplication effects is the cyclic application of 
phonological rules to n1orphen1e-internal environments (CHAPTER ss: CYCLICITY). 
Cyclic ru.les do not apply in non-derived environro.ents (CHAPTER ss: DERIVED 
ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS), and if the R, is an affix (thus a morpheme), then the effect 
of underapplication will be produced, because R, \vill not be a derived environ-
1nent. Morphological rules "'ill also produce over- and underapplication effects, 
as in the Carrier bipartite hypothesis. 

Marantz develops the hypothesis that phonological aspects of reduplication 
should be accounted for by general phonological means. Consequently, approaches 
to reduplication changed as phonological representations have changed. There 
are t\'10 important changes to phonological representations that affected the basic 
aspects of the Marantzian n1odel of reduplication. 
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The first change is the single melody model proposed by Mester (1986) 
(CHAPTER 54: THE SKELETON). Note that proposals in Clements (1985) are extre1nely 
sin1ilar to Mester's, the difference being whether melodic or te1nplatic effects are 
the n1ain focus. Clements focuses on ten1platic effects \vhile Mester focuses on 
melodic effects. Mester (1986: 172-173) proposes that reduplicative morphemes are 
attached to the stem in a synchronous manner. This can be vie"red as an exten
sion of autosegmental representation (Goldsmith 1976; CHAPTER 14: AUTOSEGMENTs), 
where different aspects of phonological representations are not linearly ordered 
with respect to each other. A key aspect of the synchronous nature of reduplicative 
template and stem is that the melodic tier is shared bet\veen them. 

Mester's (1986: 190-196) single melody analysis of the interaction of the n1ki 
rule (e.g. alveolars become retroflexed after /r /, /u/, /k/, or /i/) and redupli
cation in Sanskrit de1nonstrates the advances of this n1odel (see CHAPTER 119: 
REDUPLICATION IN SANSKRIT). When the root /sa}ltj:;/ 'hang' is reduplicated and 
affixed with a ruki-triggering prefix (e.g. /ab"i/), then the initial /s/ in the root 
/sanj/ sho'''S overapplication of the ruki rule because the second retroflexed s 
does not occur after a segment triggering the ruki rule (e.g. *(ab"i-�a-saJldJ]). 
Without the ruki-triggering prefLx, no retroflexion occurs. 

(9) Overapplication of the ruki rule in Sanskrit reduplication 
saJ143 'hang' ab"i�a-�aJ143 'cursed' •ab"i-�a-saJ143 

cf. sa-saJ1dJ 

(10) demonstrates the parts of a single melody analysis for these forms. (lOa) 
presents the unaffixed root form. The prefixing CV reduplication pattern affixes 
a synchronous C-V skeleton to the melodic level, (10b). (10c) sho,vs the further 
affixation of the prefix /ab"i/ and the application of the ruki rule (follo\ving Mester's 
1986: 192 fornntlation). 

(10) Single melody analysis 
a. root 

s a J1 43 
I I I 

c v c c 

b. root and synchronous redu.plicalive affix 
c v 

I I 
s a J1 43 

I I I 
c v c c 
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c. prefixation and application of the (uki rule 
[+high ] 

' ' c v ' 

' ', .. J I 
bh . ct a 1 + s a J1 
I I I I 

v c v c v c c 
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Understanding the representation in (10c) is the key to the advances from the 
single melody model. At this point in the derivation, there is only a single /s/ 
melody, which '"'as retroflexed by the ruki rule. This /s/ is associated to two 
CV skeletons, one from the stem and one from the reduplicative morpheme. 
This is the strongest possible identity relationship bet\veen R0 and R,, in that 
the melodic content of both is a single representation. Any melodic change to one 
must occur to the other. This is the source of explanation for overapplication 
effects in the single n1elody n1odel. Any rule changing the n1elodic content of a 
synchronous representation can shO"' overapplication effects. The single melody 
model also captures Carrier's insight about the bipartite nature of reduplication . 

The morphology builds a reduplicated structure that is later dealt \Vith by the 
phonology. In this case, the structure produced by the 1norphology is one in which 
R0 and R, are synchronous. 

Non-Ii.near representations like (l.Oc) must be converted to a strictly Ji.near 
representation. Tier Conflation (NlcCarthy 1986; Mester 1986: 176-177) converts 
(10c) into the fully linear representation in (11). Note that concatenation '"'ill 
create a relationship on the phonological skeleton between the /ab"i/ prefix 
and the reduplicated root in (lOc) that is sufficient to trigger the ruki rule even 
though full Ii.near order ni.ay not exist beh.veen the morphemes at tl1is point 
in time. 

(11) Linearization a.s Tier Conflation 
a b'' $ a 

I 
$ a J1 ct 
I I I 

v c v c v c v c c 

Tier Conflation is not a reduplication-specific device, in that it is the general 
device to ensure that phonological representations are strictly Ii.near, so the 
phonetics component can use them. McCarthy (1989) argues that planar segre
gation is very con1mon in phonological representation. Consequently, a process 
like Tier Conflation that will provide a strict linear ordering to a represen
tation is required in phonology and '"'ill apply to both concatenative and non
coneci.tenative morphologies. Consequently, all phonological representations must 
undergo some process analogous to Tier Conflation. This is a very important obser
vation, because it accomplishes the complete naturalization of reduplication in 
phonology. (See also CHAPTER 105: TIER SEGREGATION.) 
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The publication of Mester (1986) coincided with fundamental changes in 
prosodic n1orphology. McCarthy and Prince (1996) drastically revise the prosodic 
hierarchy to eliminate the CV level of representation. This change represents the 
debate behveen the x-slot and moraic theories of the syllable (see Kensto,·vicz 
1994: 425-431; CHAPTER 54: THE SKELETON). McCarthy and Prince (1996) side with 
the moraic model and provide analyses of reduplicative templates and other 
phenomena using only legitimate prosodic categories. (12) presents the proposed 
prosodic categories from McCarthy and Prince (1996: 6). 

(12) Prosodic categories 

V\Td prosodic word 
F foot 
a syllable 
o,, light (olonomoraic) syllable 
a1,1, heavy (bimoraic) syllable 
ac core syllable 

Hayes and Abad's (1989) analysis of Ilokano heavy syllable reduplication 
represents the fundamental arguments for the McCarthy and Prince (1996) 
approach to red.uplicative templates. 

(13) Heavy syllable reduplicntion for Ilokano (Hayes and Abad 1989: 360) 

a. tra'baho 'to work' 7ag-trab-tra 'baho 'is 'vorking' 
b. 'da 7it 'to sew' ?ag-da:- 'da?it 'is sewing' 

7ag-dad-'da?it 
c. 'pjek 'chick' pje:-'pjek 'chicks' 

pi:-'pjek 

The complexity in this reduplication pattern lies in defining '"hat satisfies the 
heaviness requirement. (13a) shO\\IS that a coda consonant is acceptable, and 
(13b, 13c) sho\v that lengthening the first vowel copied from the R., also satisfies 
the requirement. There is variation in the fonns in (13b) and (13c), though. (13b) 
sho\vs dialectal variation bet,.veen lengthening the vo\vel fron1 R0 and geminating 
th.e first consonant in the R0 in order to satisfy the branching rhyme reqt.1irement. 
Finally, (13c) shows that a glide in an onset from R., can be vocalized and lengthened 
as a possible form of this reduplication pattern. Hayes and Abad suggest that 
all of these forms can be captured by specifying the reduplicative template as a 
bi.Jnoraic syllable. 

(14) Bi111or11ic syllable for lloknno (Hayes and Abad 1989: 360-361) 

a. heavy S1Jllable template 

(J 
""' 
µ �l 
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b. examples 
a 

µ J.l 

v 
d a 7 

a 

µ J.l 

I 
d a (' 

a 

. 1 t 

l t) 

+ 

p i e k p 

+ 

d 

+ 

d 

. 
l 

a 

µ 

I 
a 7 
a 

a ? 

0 

µ 

I 
e k 

a 

µ µ 

I I . 
I t 

a 

"" 
µ µ 

I I 
I t 
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[da:-da 7it] 

[dad-da?it] 

[pi:-pjek J 

(14) demonstrates that a. single generalization at the syllable level can describe 
the forms that fall into the class of heavy syllable reduplication in Ilokano. All 
of the R,s are a single syllable \Vith a branching rhyme, but melodic association 
varies in the different forms for both phonological and morphological reasons. 
The variation seen in (13b) and (13c) is n1orphological in nature, because it carmot 
be predicted by phonological considerations. 

Extending the original proposals from Marantz (1982) \\>ith the single melody 
model proposed in Mester (1986) and revisions to the prosodic hierarchy from 
McCarthy and Prince (1996) formalize a strong organic theory of reduplication . 
This theory is organic because the source of explanation for reduplication is 
solely from the general theory of 1norphology and phonology. The aspects of 
reduplication that make it unique are its bipartite and syncli.ronous characteristics. 
Reduplication is bipartite because the morphology builds a synchronous phono
logical structure that is linearized later in the phonology. Reduplication is 
synchronous because a single phonemic melody is associated \\'ith nnutiple dis
tinct prosodic structures. These hvo characteristics provide both morphological 
and phonological sources of over- and underapplication effects. Both morpho
logical and cyclic phonological rules '"ill apply before Tier Conflation and thus 
can be the source of over- and underapplication effects. Normal application 
effects are produced by rules that apply after Tier Conflation. Kiparsky (1986: 83) 
summarizes this situation as 

in principle, as strong a hypothesis as one could hope for. But our present picture 
of the articuJati.on of phonology and morphology being as tentative as it is, (their 
proposals on morphology and cyclic phonology) are not easy to verify or falsify. 
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Although Kiparsky is cautionary, reduplication has been reduced to a unique 
synchronous representation and to the general question of '"hat the nature of 
phonology and 1norphology is. 

2.4 The full copy model 
Steriade (1988) presages many of the themes dominating '"ork on reduplication 
at the present tin1e. Steriade's (1988: 146) main proposal is "that templates are 
not strings of concrete, fillable slots, but rather abstract conditions on prosodic 
•veight and syllabic orga nization of strings." The reflex of this is the full copy model 
of reduplication, '''here all reduplication patterns start with R, consisting of a 
complete copy of the segmental and prosodic structure of R0 and the rest of the 
base. Partial reduplication patterns are then produced by elin1inating structure 
fro1n the R, on the basis of different prosodic paran1eter settings. Steriade argues 
that the full copy of prosodic stnicture remedies inadequacies in the way syllabic 
transfer effects are accounted for in the Marantzian model of reduplication. 

Steriade's main den1onstration of the full copy model involves the analysis of 
tvvo reduplication patterns fro1n Sanskrit. The intensive reduplication pattern in 
Sanskrit is a prefixing CVX pattern "'ith a prespecified /a/ as the nucleus of the R .. 

(15) Intensive reduplication in Sanskrit 
a. Full and zero grade forms in Sanskrit (Steriade 1988: 108) 

root intensive full grade intensive zero grade 
svap/sup sa:-svap- sau-sup- 'sleep' 

[so�up-] 

b. Full copy pararneter settings (Steriade 1988: 107) 
para.inelers 
weight parameters 

monosyUabic foot (heavy rnonosyU.a.ble) 
syllable markedness parameters 

obligatory onset: unmarked setting (onset is obligatory) 
con1plex onset: unmarked setting (onset may not be complex) 
sonorant coda: unn1arked setting (coda n1ust be a sonorant) 

insertion rule 
Insert /a/ in the intensive stem 
Insertion site: first syllable, rhyme 

The two intensive fonns in (lSa) for the root I svap I 'sleep' provide the background 
on iui.derstanding how the para.meters in (15b) ensure that the R, will end up being 
a CVX sequence \vith a prespecified /a/. Note that the difference behveen the 
full grade and zero grade forms in (15a) is based on \\1hether the vo\vel a is deleted 
from the root. When the a is deleted in the zero grade, the v vocalizes to u. The zero 
grade form in brackets sho"'S the application of other rules in Sanskrit. The "'eight 
paran1eter is the prin1ary source to truncate R, to produce patterns of partial 
reduplication. The particular setting in (15b), monosyllabic foot, for the Sanskrit 
intensive pattern "'ill ensure that the R, has a branching rhyme. The syllable 
1narkedness paran1eters provide the source of other modifications to the R,. Ba1uling 
complex onsets will cause the R, to delete segn1ents if there is a complex onset. 
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The obligatory onset parameter bans the R, from beginning "'ith a vo,vel, \vhich 
accounts for vowel-initial roots in Sanskrit not having a reduplicated intensive 
form. The sonorant coda parameter captures the observation that the R, in intensive 
fonns ends '"ith either a long vo'"el or a sonorant consonant. Finally, there is an 
i.nsertion rule that adds the prespecified /a/ vo\vel into the rhyme of the R,. 

(16) demonstrates ho'v the full copy model accounts for the intensive forms 
for the root /svap/. To begin, the zero grade rule that deletes an unstressed /a/ 
in the stem occurs before full copy (Steriade 1988: 94-95) in the intensive forn1s. 
There are hvo distinct stems (i.e. one that has iu1dergone zero grade formation 
and one that has not) to start the derivation of intensive forms. 

(16) Intensive reduplication in Sanskrit (Steriade 1988: 109) 

full grade zero grade 
input svap sup 
copy svap-svap sup-sup 
I a/-insertion blocked (OCP) saup-sup 
removal of unlicensed material 

complex onset sap-svap n/a 
obstruent coda sa-svap sau-sup 

prosodic '"'eight 
rhyme lengthening sa:-svap n/a 
output sa:-svap sau-sup 

(16) requires only a fe,v cOIJ.l.Jl1ents. The copy process takes as input the relevant 
full grade or zero grade form and the left copy is identified as R, and thus sub
ject to modification. The I al-insertion rule applies first and is blocked if the R, 
already contains an /a/ n1elody (as in the full grade form). Following this, the 
syllable n1arkedness paran1eters remove any material that is not licensed. This 
cai1ses the complex onset /sv I to be simplified to /s/ and. the non-sonorant /p/ to 
be deleted in R,. Finally, the 'veight parameter ensures that R, is a monosyllabic 
foot and lengthens the /a/ in the full grade form. The zero grade does not need 
this lengthening, because the diphthong I au I satisfies this 'veight requirement. 

The forn1s at the end of (16) are not the final output of the phonology. In par
ticular, the output from reduplication of tl1e zero grade /sa.u-svap/ mt.1st undergo 
the ruki rule to convert the /s/ follo"'ing the R, to a retroflex, and the /au/ 
diphthong must be converted to Io I. These additional changes produce the final 
form [so§up ). The important aspect of this is that phonological processes have 
another chance to apply to the reduplicated fonn and further obscure relation
ships behveen R, a.nd R.,. 

Steriade (1988) does not provide an exhaustive list of parameters and insertion 
rules for the full copy model. This is prudent, because Steriade dra'"s the connec
tion between 1nodifications to R, in the full copy model and general morphological 
processes fow1d in non-reduplicative contexts. Exa111ples of non-reduplicative 
truncation in Madurese and French hypocoristics and segment insertion in English 
strong verbs and Kaingang verbal formation are provided as examples of pro
cesses producible by similar parameters applied in a non-reduplicative context. 
Thus the question of what the parameters are in the full copy model is the ques
tion as to what a possible morphological or phonological rule is. 
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When a full copy may occur in the derivation is an important issue, because 
it determines 'vhat kinds of interactions behveen reduplication and phonological 
rules can occur. Steriade (1988: 141), following Kiparsky (1986), suggests that full 
copy '"ill occur either at the lexical level or at the end of the cyclic level, \vith these 
levels being defined in Kiparsky's (1982) terms. Full copy in intensive redupli
cation in Sanskrit presumably applies at the cyclic level, which \voukl allo'v zero 
grade forn1ation to occur prior to reduplication, \vhile full copy applies at the 
lexical level in the perfect reduplication pattern in Sanskrit, since Steriade (1988: 
123-124) has the zero grade syncope rule apply after reduplication. This posi
tion basically echoes the claims about Tier Conflation in M.ester (1986), "'ith the 
modification that Tier Conflation can occur at different points in the derivation. 

2.5 Classic models of reduplication and the SHR 
The SHR in (l) can be seen as the result of the arc of research on reduplication span
ning from Wilbur (1973) to Steriade (1988). Each of these approaches to reduplication 
assumes architectural modularity (la), in that reduplication is a morphological pro
cess that interacts with phonology. Carrier (1979) introduces the bipartite (lb) aspect 
of reduplication, where a reduplicated structure created by the morphology is inter
preted later by the phonology. The main gain here is that morphological rules 
can apply before reduplicative copying occLus, whid1 is one source of over- and 
underapplication effects. Adoption of (lb) allows the "identity is synchrony'' clause 
(le) of the SHR to be adopted, providing a general understanding of the interaction 
behveen reduplication and phonological rules. Any n1orphological or phonological 
rule tha.t is ordered before reduplicative copying occurs can produce over- and 
underapplication effects because R0 and R, are a single representation at this point 
in time. Rules that apply after reduplicative copying occurs \viii produce normal 
application effects because at this point R, and R0 are distinct. Although Wilbur 
(1973) adopted linuted global con1putation in the Identity Constraint (4), all other 
classic models of reduplication favored local computation. 

3 Contemporary models of reduplication 

All contemporary 1nodels of reduplication are reactions to the SHR in (1). There 
is an interesting cyclic nature to the conten1porary n1odels, since they begin 
by returning to Wilbur's work on reduplication and the question of global com
putation in grammar. 

3.1 The parallel Correspondence Theory model 
lvlcCarthy and Prince (1995) begin the contemporary era of \vork on reduplication 
by co1npletely breaking a\vay fron1 the SHR in (1). The rejection of the SHR is 
based on the i.Inportance of parallel con1putation in reduplication. McCarthy and 
Prince (1995: 258) state that: 

In particular, most versions of Optimality Theory assume that constraints on aJJ 
aspects of phonological structure are applied in para.Ile! (Prince and Smolensky 1993). 
Inputs are mapped directly to outputs, in an essentially flat derivation. 
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Because a flat derivation is being assumed, the necessarily local and serial aspects 
of the SHR, such as separate morphology and phonology 1nodules, the resulting 
bipartite nature of reduplication fron1 these distinct modules, and the explana
tion of over- and underapplication effects due to the "before and after" aspects 
of the "identity is synchrony" hypothesis are all lost in a parallel computational 
model. Note that strict parallelism is not a necessary component of OT (e.g. 
Har1nonic Serialism; McCarthy 2010), so the tenets of the SHR could be followed 
in OT, but McCarthy and Prince ( 1995) explicitly reject them. 

As part of the rejection of the SHR and the adoption of global con1putation 
for reduplication, McCarthy and Prince (1995) suggest that the conclusions 
about reduplication should be applied to phonology in general. Correspondence 
Theory (CT) adopts Wilbur's IC and global computation as the core insight into 
reduplication and phonology. 1<Vith global computation, a surface representation 
can be calculated from a memorized representation in a single computation, with 
any grammatical aspect potentially affecting the results. CT in practice eliminates 
all of the components of the SHR, because global computation removes the local 
distinctions bet\veen morphology and phonology. (17) presents the full model of 
reduplicative identity. 

(17) The full model of reduplicative ident'ity (.tv!cCarthy and Prince 1995: 273) 

input 

LR-faithfulness 

output 

I AIRED + Stein/ 

4' ti 
R B 

BR-identity 

IB-faithfulness 

Reduplication remains the result of the affixation of an underspecified mor
pheme, but the way phonological content is assigned to this affix is different. 
There is no copying process in CT, because a copying process operates in a com
putationally local "'ay, "'here R0 (B in CT) can determine aspects of R, (R in CT), 
but not the other way around (see McCarthy and Prince 1995: 292-294). Instead, 
reduplicative constructions have nvo direct correspondences and one indirect 
correspondence. The t\vo direct correspondence relationships are BR-identity, 'vhich 
allo,·vs R, and R0 to affect each other, and IR-faithfulness, \vhich allo,vs the input 
stem to influence the realization of R� The indirect correspondence for R, is the 
general input-output faithfulness relationship between the stem and base. These 
relationships are all forn1ally the same and operate in a global n1anner, \vhich allo,vs 
analyses of reduplicative phenomena unavailable to the classic models. 

The bulk of McCarthy and Prince (1995) focuses on overapplication effects. 
The Malay nasal harmony example presents the strongest case for global com
putation in reduplication, because it is a case of back-copying. 

(18) Reduplication and vowel nasalization in fohore Malay (Onn 1976: 180) 

underlying stei11 doubled stem 
/ha ma/ hama 'germ' hama-hama 'germs' 
/"ral)i/ \\'al)l 'fragrant' \vaI)i-wal)i 'fragrant (INTENS)' 
/al)an/ aJJan 'reverie' al)iin-iil)iin 'ambition' 
/aJJin/ aI)in ,,,,,in.d' iil)in-iiI)i.n 'unconfir1ned ne\vs' 
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Nasal harmony in Johore Malay operates in a left-to-right manner, as can be 
seen in the stern forms. The in1portance of the reduplicated forms is that the 
first vowel is nasalized even though it is not preceded by a nasal segn1ent. 
Local computation has difficulties producing this effect because it would have to 
copy (/hame-hame/), have vowel nasalization apply (/hame-hame/), and then 
re-copy to produce [hame-hame]. This is clearly an unattractive scenario . 

McCarthy and Prince (1995: 289-294) discuss ho\v the Johore Malay data are 
naturally caphired in the global computation of correspondence theory. The 
constraints in the tableau belo'" are straightfor,.vard (e.g. lDENT-BR[nasal] is 
violated when R0 and R, differ in the feature nasal, *NV 0,.,1 is violated \Vhen 
a nasal segment is followed by an oral vowel or glide, •y "'�'' is violated when a 
vo\vel or glide is nasalized, and loENT-IO[nasal] is violated \vhen the input stem 
and output base differ in the feahue nasal). 

(19) CT analysis of Jo/Jore Malay (NicCarthy and Prince 1995: 291.) 

I RED-Wal)i/ IOENT-BR[nas] •NV ornl *Vnat1 IO£NT-10[nas] 

... a. wa!JT,.-\'.\'a!Ji, ****** ••• 

b. wal}i,.-vva1Ji, ., •• • 

c. \Va l}l,.-\:Vill}I, .. , **** ••• . 

Given the constraint ranking in (19), (a) is the most harmonic candidate, sho'\o\1-
ing a back-copying effect where the R, provides the environn1ent to nasalize 
the initial segn1ents of the R0 and this alternation i.s transferred back to R,. The 
global computation allows for the transfer of any alternation fron1 the R0 to the 
R,. regardless of the source of the alternation, even if the cause of the alternation 
is R, itself. Notice that normal application of nasal assimilation can be produced 
by simply ranking loENr-BR[nasal] belov,r •v .., .. tj· 

Adopting global computation increases the importance of generalizations on 
outputs, and this has resulted in further investigation of ideas about ten1plates 
from Steriade (1988). Generalized template theory (McCarthy and Prince 1994a; 
Urbanczyk 2006) proposes that the particular shapes of reduplicative templates 
can be derived from language-specific prosodic requirements. In other words, the 
parameter settings from Steriade (1988) should be detenni.ned by a language's 
phonology and n1orphology instead of having to be set for each reduplicative 
morpheme. 

Urbanczyk (2006) argues that a reduplicative template's prosodic weight 
can be predicted by its n1orphological status. Where Steriade (1988: 83) '"ould 
specify a light syllable by setting a 'veight parameter to "w1footable," as an idio
syncratic aspect of the particular reduplicative morphen1e, Urbanczyk derives the 
presence or lack of a coda in R,. (producing a weight contrast) from whether the 
reduplicative morpheme is classed as root or affix. Roots have additional faith
fulness relationships (e.g. BR-MAx(Rt)) that can support more nIBrked phonological 
material. Affixes lack additional faithfulness pressures, and are thus subject to 
the effects of the emergence of the unmarked (TETU, McCarthy and Prince 1994b; 
CHAPTER 58: THE EMERGENCE OF THE UNMARKED}. 
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(20) Morphological status and reduplicative te111plate shape in Lushootseed (Urbanczyk 
2006) 

RED 
DIM 
DIST 

morphological status 
affix 
root 

(21) CV vs. CVC status in R, 

reduplicated 
q'i-q'ixw 
saq"' -saq'

v' 

/DJM-q'ix"' I BR-�x(Rt) NoCoDA 

""" a. q'i-q'ixw • 
b. q'ix"'-q'ix"' **t 

/DlST-saq" I BR-MAx(Rt) NoCoDA 

a. sa-saq ,.; q ,.;! • 
ll'.W b. saq \ .,, , -saq \\1 •• 

BR-N1AX 
w x 

BR-N1AX 

q \\/ 

The diminutive reduplicative morpheme in Lushootseed is an affix, while the 
distributive morpheme is a root, according to Urbanczyk. The constraint ranking 
in (21) has a root-specific BR-faithfulness constraint, BR-MAx(Rt), dominating 
NoCODA, '"'hich then dominates the general BR-faithfulness constraint, BR-NIAX. 
Th.is is a. cla ssic TETU ranking, \vhich produces the surface effect that the DIST 
morpheme can contain a coda (as in [saq'"'-saq'.;]), \Vhile the DIM morpheme 
cannot (cf. [q'i-qix"']). 

(22) demonstrates ho\v Urbanczyk derives the monosyllabicity of all R,s in 
lushootseed. By ranking a constraint that penali..zes the number of syllables in the 
output (*STRUCT-a) above both BR-faithfulness constraints, R, \vill be the minin1al 
number of syllables possible (see also Spaelti 1997; Hendricks 1999). All atemplatic 
models assume some additional constraint that requires the reduplicative mor
pheme to occur in the output (see proposals by Gafos 1998). 

(22) Monosyllabic R, iuithout a te1nplate in Lushootseed (Urbanczyk 2006: 202) 

o:w a. 

b. 

""" a. 

b. 

/DIM-hiw-il/ 

'I . J . ·1 . � J. - l l W l . 
'hi\¥ iJ-h i \<Vil 

/DJST-pastad I 

'pas-pas tad 

'pastad-pastad 

*5TRUCT-a BR-MAX(Rt) BR-MAX 
••• wil 

****I 

*STRUCT-a BR-MAX(Rt) BR-MAX 
••• tad tad 

*Jl.**I 

Each of the optimal candidates in (22) has the characteristic that the R, contains 
as much phonological n1aterial (taking affix vs. root status into consideration, 
•vhich determines "'hether a coda is in R, or not; see (21)) from R0 as is needed 
to add only a single syllable to the output. 

Bahan dengan hak cipta 
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Although CT has had a major impact on phonology as part of the rise of 
Optimality Theory (Prince and Smolensky 1993), there has been little critical evalu
ation of '"'hether it has furthered our understanding of reduplication. The crux 
of the matter is determining 'vhether the en1pirical gains provided by global 
computation out"'eigh the results of the SHR in (1). \'\lhiJe SHR models do not offer 
a natural account of back-copying effects, they do provide a general model of hO\V 
phonology and reduplication interact. Once the point of copying in a derivation 
is determined for a reduplicative morpheme, there is a prediction about whether 
norn1al application for different types of rules (e.g. n1orphological, lexical, cyclic, 
etc.) should be the interaction bet"'een reduplication and phonology. Because 
CT abandons the modularity and local computation aspects of the SHR, it does 
not make any such predictions. The question that must be ru1s\vered is whether 
a 1nodel "''ith more e1npirical coverage but little predictive po,ver is better than 
a model with Jess en1pirical coverage but great predictive po,.ver. 

The proposals on reduplicative templates from CT are mostly extensions of 
Steriade (1988) because of their claimed connection to TETU effects. Urbanczyk (2006) 
presents the most restricted version, \vhere prosodic principles are used to pro
duce the reduplicative te1nplates. Urbanczyk's proposals have not been evaluated 
cross-linguistically on languages with more than three reduplication patterns. Also, 
:Haugen (2008) demonstrates the need for a syllable template to describe various 
reduplication patterns in Yaqui and Yapese, and \VOrk by Hendricks (1999) on bare 
consonant reduplication suggests that R,s can be specified as a single seg1nent, 
which conflicts with Prosodic l\ilorphology (McCarthy ru1d Prince 2001: 1), where 
reduplicative ten1plates are to be n1ade of authentic units of prosody (see (12)). 

The role of TETU in reduplication needs to be critically evaluated, because 
of its '''idespread use as explanation in CT. Alderete et al. (1999) propose that 
fixed segmentism in any R, has one of two sources: TETU or ovenvriting. The 
TETU analyses of Lushootseed, Nancovvry, Yoruba, ru1d Tiibatulabal offered in 
Alderete et al. have all been shown to be inadequate: for Lushootseed, Fitzpatrick 
and Nevins (2003) demonstrate that fixed /'i/ in Lushootseed R,s results fron1 
general considerations of the metrical system and has nothing to do "'ith redu
plication per se; for Nanco,vry, Raimy (2000a: 79-96) den1onstrates that the vo\vel 
in the reduplicant is not predictable, but must be fully prespecified by the mor
phology; for Yoruba, Akinlabi (2004) den1onstrates that the reduplicant must have 
a prespecified tone and that the prespecifi.ed v(nvel of the reduplicant is phono
logically distinct from the phonetically identical epenthetic VO\'\'el derived by TETU; 
and for Tiibatulabal, Cairns (2008) demonstrates that claimed TETU effects fall 
out from general phonological processes (see the original papers for the full argu-
1nents). Furthern1ore, the general typological claim that reduplicants/affixes \vill 
not contain any material n1ore marked than bases/roots is questioned by the dis
tribution of codas in Lakota (Albright 2004). These facts suggest that the Steriade 
(1988) position that all segmental prespecification in reduplication is carried out 
via insertion may be more accurate. 

3.2 Precedence-based phonology 
Rairny (2000a, 2000b) proposes that phonological representations consist of not 
only segments and prosodic structure but also precedence relations that encode 
the ordering of phonological elen1ents (see CHAl�l'ER 34: PRECEDENCE RELATIONS 
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IN PHONOLOGY). These proposals change phonological representations from (23a), 
•vhere order is derived fro1n graphemic conventions (left-to-right indicates order), 
to (23b), where order is directly indicated by precedence relations (indicated 
by '-7'). 

(23) Precedence in phonologt; 
a. kcet 
b. # -7 k -7 re -7 t -7 o/o 

Rairny (2000a, 2000b) argues that, once precedence is encoded in representations, 
n1ore con1plicated phonological representations can be considered and investigated. 
Specifica.Uy, reduplication results from a phonological representation that con
tains a transitive symmetrical precedence relation (i.e. a "loop"). 

(24) presents the unreduplicated and reduplicated forms from Johore Malay 
that McCarthy and Prir1ce (1995) present as an argun1ent agair1st local computa
tion in reduplication. (24a) is the me1norized forn1 for 'fragrant' and (24b) is the 
reduplicated version of this form. 

(24) Precedence-based reduplication 
a. # -7 w -7 a -7 I) -7 i -7 o/o 
b. # -7 w -7 a -7 t) -7 i -7 % 

� 
c. # -7 w -7 a -7 IJ -7 i -7  w -7 a -7 IJ -7 i -7 % 

The form in (24b) contains a "loop," •vhich is the exponence of the reduplicative 
morpheme. Rairny reformulates the Tier Conflation of earlier bipartite proposals 
as serialization; see Idsardi and Rairny (forthcoming). The surface result of serial
ization is the repetition of segn1ents within the loop, producing (24c) fro1n (24b). 

Although the "loops" have no privileged statu.s (see Rairny 2009a: 187, n. 4), 
they are the locus of much explanation of reduplication. Raimy (2000b: 547) points 
out that the precedence link needed to account for reduplication in (24b) provides 
the exact phonological environment required to understand the interaction of 
reduplication and nasal hannony in Malay in a con1putationally local n1anner. 

(25) Vowel nasalization and reduplication in lvlalay 

a. # -7 w -7 a -7 lJ -7 i -7 % 

� 

c. # -7 W -7 ii -7 l) -7 I -7 ''' -7 ii -7 I) -7 i -7 o/o 

Non-consonantal segments in Johore Malay are nasalized if they are preceded 
by a [+nasal] seg1nent, vvith nasalization spreading until a non-nasal consonant 
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is reached. (25a) sho,vs that there is a precedence relationship 'vhere /i/ precedes 
;,v /, and this allo'"'S nasalization to spread to /w I and consequently to /a/, 
producing the representation in (25b), \vhere all of the segn1ents are nasalized. (25c) 
is the serialized fonn where the nasalized /w I and /a/ appear in an environment 
that does not include a preceding nasal segment. Serialization has eliminated the 
environment that allo,ved nasal harmony to occur. This is a classic example of 
opacity, \vhich is well kno"'n to occur '"'ith local computation. The conclusion of 
Raimy (2000a, 2000b) is that global computation is not necessary to account for 
back-copying or any other interaction beh·veen phonology and reduplication. 

Reduplicative templates are derived from ho'\v precedence links are concatenated 
to a stem. Raimy (2000a, 2000b) adopts Distributed Morphology (Halle and Marantz 
1994) and assun1es that the phonological content of a reduplicative morpheme 
is sin1ply a precedence link (or links and segmental n1aterial) that forms a loop 
when concatenated to the base. Precedence links that are added by the morpho
logy are defined by anchor points (Rai.my 2009b; see also CHAPTER 34: PRECEDENCE 
RELATIONS IN PHONOLOGY), '"'hich consist of a limited set of positions 'vhere links 
can be added. Depending on ho'v a precedence link is concatenated to a base, 
seginents from different parts of the base >viii be "in the loop" and reduplicated. 
Anchor points develop the idea from Moravcsik (1978: 312) that reduplication 
patterns can be defined in reference to positions of consonants and vowels. 

(26) Reduplicative "ten1plates" in precedence-based phonology 
a. prefixing CVC: Agtn (Healy 1960: 7) 

{\ 
# � I  � a  ___.. b ___.. a  ___.. n ___.. g � % [lab-labang] 'patches' 

b. suffixing syllabl.e: Dakota (Sietsema 1987: 337) 

Ons Ons 

I I 
# � h _,. a _,. s � l< _,. a � o/o  

� 
[haska-ska) 'are tall' 

c. discontinuous: Chukchi (Dunn 1999: 108) 

(\ 
# _,. ", � e _,. n _,. i _,. 0;o ["'eni�wen] 'bell (ABS sc)' 

� 
The "loop" in (26a) contains the first CVe of the stem, and these segments '"ill be 
repeated when serialized. This loop can be defined by the anchor points "after the 
first vo,vel" and "first segn1ent." Both of these anchor points are used in infixation 
(Yu 2007). (26b) presents a suffixing syllable pattern fron1 Dakota that uses the 
anchor points "last segn1ent" and "last onset." Finally, (26c) sho,vs a discontinuous 
reduplication pattern from ehukchee that suffixes the first eve sequence of the 
base. Discontinuous reduplication patterns that have the R, separated from R0 in 

the surface string generally require two precedence links to be added. This pattern 
requires one precedence link for total reduplication (i.e. "last segment" precedes 
"first segn1ent") and one precedence link to truncate the R, to eve (i.e. "after the 
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first vo,vel" precedes o/o). Anchor points are not reduplication-specific, because 
they provide a general theory of how morphology creates concatenative (e.g. 
prefixation and suffixation) and non-concatenative (e.g. reduplication, i.nfixation, 
truncation, root and ten1plate, etc.) phonological structures. 

The proposals on precedence in phonology in Raimy (2000a, 2000b) provide 
a local computation solution to back-copying effects. This revitalizes the SHR in 
(1) as a viable model of reduplication. This makes ans,vering the question about 
whether global con1putation in phonology is desirable or not even more i.Jnportant. 

3.3 Morphological Doubling Theory 
Inkelas and Zoll (2005) introduce Morphological Doubling Theory (MDT), \vhich 
proposes that reduplication is the result of a purely morphological process where 
the output stem ('vhich shows surface repetition of segments) results from two 
(or more) daughters that are featurally and semantically identical, as in (27). 

(27) Morphological Doubling Theory (Inkelas and Zoll 2005: 7) 

(OU tpu t) I P+t-0nlt> ad dad m""an .insJ 
� 

/i.J1put/1r1 /i.J1put/1r1 

MDT denies the idea that there is phonological copying of any ki.J1d (e.g. literal 
derivational copying, repetition due to serialization or parallel correspondence) 
i.n reduplication. Surface repetition of segments is due to multiple independent 
instances of a stem. One immediate prediction that NlDT makes is that total 
reduplication should be extremely con1mon, since it can be produced immediately 
from the basic structure i.J1 (27). A more interesti.J1g prediction that MDT also 
n1akes is that a reduplication pattern can consist of two phonologically different 
aU.omorphs of a stem. 

(28) MDT basic structure examples 
a. vVarlpiri (Inkelas and Zoll 2005: 1) 

kamina 'girl' 
ka1nina-kan1i.Jla (PL) 

output 

input 

[ka1ni.Jlaka min a lir+plu••IJ 

� 
/kami.na /!Fl I kami.na I fFI 

b. Sye (Inkelas and Zoll 2005: 54) 
cw-amo/2-01nol 1 'they will fall all over' 
3PL. FUT-fa 112-fa 111 
oi1tput ( ctU-ll1'11 Of-011101 )(f+'�tributo:d' +3ft.fl.1f) 

� 
input 
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(28a) presents an example of total reduplication from Walpiri that is produced by 
the basic structure of morphological doubling, \vhere t\VO sen1antically identical 
stems are inserted and produce total reduplication. (28b) sho'"'S that the san1e 
structure can produce patterns of reduplication \vhere there is divergence between 
the tv;.o copies. Sye (lnkelas and Zoll 2005: 54, citing Cro"'ley 1998: 79) presents 
a case where there is total reduplication but different allomorphs of the stem 
are inserted. /amol/ is '"hat Cro,vley refers to as a "stem2" and /omol/ is a 
"sten11." Sten1l is the default forn1, and lnkelas and Zoll state that the sten12 forn1 
appears in a "collection of seen1ingly unrelated n1orphological environments" 
(2005: 52). The phonological difference bet\veen the t\VO allomorphs leads to the 
surface appearance that total reduplication has not occurred. 

MDT proposes that there is an analogous phonological side to the basic model in 
(27), '"here co-phonologies are associated \Vith each node in the representation. 

(29) Co-phonologies in MDT (lnkelas and Zoll 2005: 76) 

Mother node 

Co-phonology Z 

Daughter #1 

Co-phonology X 

I 
/Input #1/ 

Daughter #2 

Co-phonology Y 

I 
/Input #2/ 

Ea.ch node in (29) has its O\vn co-phonology associated \vith it. Common effects 
of co-phonologies are truncations that produce partial reduplication patterns. 
Co-phonologies X and Y '"ill produce phonological changes that are specific 
to each stem. Co-phonology Z is required to produce juncture effects that hold 
between the stems only in reduplicative constructions. 

Co-phonologies can modify both stems in different ways. Tarol< presents an 
example of this with the reduplication pattern on monosyllabic stems. 

(30) Tarok (Inkelas and Zoll 2005: 84) 

a. 

b. 

' . . 1-g1sar 
1-tok 

... " �. . 
1-g1sar-g1sar 
l-tC1-tok 

X: vo,vel raising � 
and truncation 

'his/her broom' 
'his chair' 

(tu-tol<] 

[tit l 

I 
/tok/ 

[tok] 

I 
/tok/ 

� Y: reduction to 
mid tone 

The forms in (30a) demonstrate the processes that are active in reduplicated con
structions in Tarok. In all forms, the second stem (governed by co-phonology Y) 
has its tones reduced to mid regardless of the size of the stem. Co-phonology X 
n1ust vary, depending on the size of the sten1, because, if the sten1 is larger than 
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a single syllable, no change to the stem occurs. Ho,vever, if the stem is a single 
syllable, then the stem is truncated to a CV syllable and the vo,vel is raised. The 
example in (30b) lists the processes that each co-phonology is responsible for. 

MDT deals "'ith over- and underapplication of phonological processes through 
morphological truncation. Javanese (see lnkelas and Zoll 2005: 137 for the sources) 
has an /a/-raising process that interacts "'ith reduplication in an opaque manner. 

(31) Javanese (lnkelas and Zoll 2005: 136-138) 

a. /medja/ medj:i 'table' 
medja-ne 
1nedj:i-n1edj:i 
medja-n1edja-ne 

'his/her table' 
'tables' 
'his/her tables' 

b. Opacity by truncation 
1nedja-n1edja-ne 

[medja] 

� 
[medja-ne] 

� 
/1nedja-ne/ /medja-ne/ 

(31) provides the basic template on ho'" over- and underapplication effects are 
handled in l'v1DT. The data in (31a) demonstrate that /a/ will raise to [:i] if it is 
the last vo"'el. Suffixation blocks the application of /a/-raising. By con1paring 
the non-suffixed and suffixed reduplicated forms, the opaque interaction can be 
seen. Whether the first stem undergoes /al-raising appears to be determined by 
whether or not the second stem is suffixed. MDT denies any phonological connec
tion behveen the two stems, and instead proposes that the first sten1 is actually 
suffixed, (31b). The presence of the suffix on the first stem will block /al-raising, 
and tl1e co-phonology will then trLmcate tl1e suffix. See Raimy (2006) for discussion 
of the problems MDT has \vitll opacity in this example. 

MDT is conceptually similar to Steriade (1988), in that a full copy of a level 
of representation is made and there is no transderivational global con1putation 
across the two copies. MDT diverges fron1 Steriade's model, though, in dis
cormecting fron1 a specific model of the phonology-morphology interaction. 

Co-phonologies are associated \vitll the reduplication constructions, but MDT 
does not develop any relationship bet\veen co-phonologies in reduplicated and 
non-reduplicated constructions. 

Although not working 'vithin MDT, Kiparsky (2010) develops a stratal OT 
model of reduplication that has the characteristics that MDT aspires to. Kiparsky 
argues that the phonology that an R, undergoes is determined by the stra ta! level 
of phonology that the copy of the stem occurs at. Although there is phonological 
copying, there is no transderivational identity involved in reduplication, so it 
is very much in the MDT spirit. The analysis of Sanskrit reduplication presented 
by Kiparsky (2010) clearly den1onstrates that the phonology that the R, under
goes is predictable from the lexical phonology of Sanskrit. 

Proposals by Inkelas and Zoll and by Kiparsky demonstrate that modified 
versions of the SHR can be developed in OT. These n1odels adn1it some global 
co1nputation, but this is limited to n1odules defined by morphology and phonology. 
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Reduplication is a bipartite process \Vhere R, is created by the morphology and 
then subject to the general phonological derivation. Kiparsky differs fron1 Inkelas 
and Zoll on the issue of identity as synchrony in reduplication. Kiparsky has a 
phonological version of this hypothesis in which both R, and R. are created from 
the same phonological representation via copying, while Inkelas and Zoll apply 
this hypothesis to the morphosyntactic level of representation, "'here R, and R0 
are created from different phonological representations that share a common 
n1orphosyntactic identity. Both 1nodels agree, though, that the \\'holesale move 
to global con1putation for reduplication in the CT n1odel is unnecesS<-u:y. 

4 Conclusion and future questions 

The SHR in (1) provides hypotheses as to ho\v reduplication interacts with n1or
phology and phonology and '"'hy reduplication appears to be a unique granm1atical 
phenomenon. Contemporary models of reduplication have more or less followed 
the original arc of research that created the basis for the SHR. The '"'heel has not 
been reinvented by cycling through the evaluation of the parts of the SHR again. 
On the contrary, conten1porary models of reduplication have increased the 
in1porta.nce of the SHR, because each n1odel raises n1ore detailed questions about 
the validity of each component of the SHR. 

Evaluation of the identity is St;n.chron.y clause in (le) is currently under,vay in 
the guise of questioning '"'hat kinds of phonology reduplication interactions actu
ally exist. Both lnkelas and Zoll (2005) and Kiparsky (2010) dispute the existence 
of back-copying. The argun1ent is that the global computation of McCarthy 
and .Prince (1995) and the precedence graphs of Raimy (2000a, 2000b) produce 
grammars that are more po,.verful than is necessary to account for reduplication. 
While the examples of back-copying discussed in the literature are fe"' (e.g. Malay 
nasal spread, Chaha /x/-dissinillation), more cases do exist (e.g. Serrano). In order 
to further investigate 'vhether back-copying exists, 1nore examples should be 
included in the discussion. Obviously, the most fruitful \vay for,vard is to develop 
analyses of the following data in all contemporary models of reduplication to 
see where the differences in the models arise. Belo"' are additional examples of 
back-copying that deserve more attention. 

(32) Abkhaz (Bruening 1997: 325-326) 

a. /bifak/ [ba.ifak] 'measure of \\'eight' 
b. /m/-reduplication 

[ab.if ak-m-ab.if ak] 
*[ba.if ak-m-ab.if ak] 
*(be>. if e>k-111-a. if ak) 

The Abkhaz data in (32) den1onstrate that there is a phonological process that 
inserts an excrescent vowel behveen the /b/ and /if I in the unred.uplicated form. 
When this form undergoes /m/-reduplication, the location of the excrescent 
vo,vel changes to precede the /b I on the basis of the syllabification of the 
prespecified /01/. It is the syllabification of the prespecified /m/ and the /b/ 
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of the base into a single syllable that places the excrescent schv,ra before the 
/b I. This placen1ent of the excrescent sch\\1a is transferred to the first copy (R,), 
creating the /ab I syllable in the reduplicated form. The excrescent schwa appears 
only in \.vord-initial position, creating a VC syllable in reduplicated forms. 

(33) Korean (Chung 1999: 177-178) 
a. /hilak/ � [hirak] 

[hi-hi-lak-lak] � [hi-hinal)-nak] 
b. /h.velak/ � [nwe-nvenal)-nak) 

/1/ � [n] *[hi-hira1J·nak) 
*[ n\ve-nwenal)-nak I 

'pleasure' 
'rejoicing' 
'broadminded' 

The data fron1 Korean in (33) sho\v a con1plex pattern of norn1al and over
app.l.ication of diffe.rent real.izations of the /l/. In (33a) "'e can see that .in the 
non-reduplicated form the /1/ appears as [r] in an intervocalic environment. 
The reduplicated form in (33a) shovvs t\VO interesting effects. First, the form 
undergoes an AABB reduplication pattern, based on an underlying compound 
structure to the \vord. The back-copying effect is present in the interaction 
between the /kl/ at the jiu1ctu.re bet,.veen the hvo copies of the second syllable 
of the base, /lak/. There is a reciprocal influence on these segments, in that the 
/kl preceding an /1/ causes the /k/ to nasalize to [IJ]. This nasalization process 
then causes the follo,ving /1/ to nasalize to [n). The nasalization of /1/ to [n] is 
then transferred to the /1/ of the first copy, [hil1i-nal)-nak], even though it does 
not folio"' a nasal segment. Adding to the con1plexity of these Korean data is 
the fact that the process that nasalizes the /k/ applies in a normal fashion, so the 
word-final /k/ is not nasalized. (33b) shO\YS the same derivation for the second 
syllable /lak/, but the behavior of the /!/ in the first syllable /!we/ is different. 
The /1/ in /h\'e/ undergoes normal application of the [l - r - n] distribution, 
\vhere the /1/ appears as (n] in 'vord-initial position in the first repetition and 
as [r) intervocalically in the second repetition. The different behavior of the /l/s 
in the hvo different syllables creates a very complicated interaction betl.veen 
reduplication and phonology. 

(34) Paamese (Russell 1997: 109-110) 
/muni/ [munu-munu] 'drink' 

*[muni-muni] 
*(n1ll11t1-mt1ni] 

The Paam.ese data in (34) are directly analogous to the Malay nasalization data 
already discussed in (18) and (25). In Paamese, an /i/ is backed to [u] if it is in 
non-final position. Reduplication causes the first copy of I muni/ to be in non
final position triggering the backing of /i/ to [u]. This alternation is then copied 
to the word-final /i/ in the second copy. 

All three of these additional instances of back-copying provide examples of the 
exact base-reduplicant juncture effects that lnkelas and Zoll (2005) and Kiparksy 
(2010) deny exist. See the original sources for the full details of these examples. 
One should be cautious about interpreting arguments based on the validity of 
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these data, though. MDT and Strata! OT can produce analyses of these types of 
data either through additional opaque copying for MDT or by positing special 
allomorphs in the relevant cases for Strata! OT. Consequently, the existence of 
back-copying effects (or not) is not as probative in distinguishing 1nodels of 
reduplication as McCarthy and Prince (1995), lnkelas and Zoll (2005), and Kiparsky 
(2010) suggest. 

Another unportant question about reduplication is "'hether a repeated string 
of phonological segn1ents is reduplication or repetition. Gil (2005) discusses this 
difference and provides examples fron1 a naturalistic corpus of Riau Indonesian. 

(35) Repetition vs. reduplication in Riau Tndonesian (Gil 2005) 

a. complete arbitrary reduplication (2005: 57) 
Anton tak sini-sini a 
Anton NEG RED-LOC-DEM-DEM:PROX EXCL 
[conlillenting about his friend) 'Anton hasn't been around.' 

b. complete iconic reduplication (2005: 54) 
Naik ojek-ojek-ojek aja 
go.up RED-motorbike.taxi just 
[group of three persons debating whether to take a smgle taxi together, 
or separate motorbike taxis] 'Let's just ride n1otorbike taxis.' 

c. ordinary language: reinforcing repetition (2005: 43) 
Masuk, 111as11k, masuk, n1asuk, ah, kelok bola 
enter enter enter enter EXCL turn ball 
[playing billiards on laptop con1puter; follo,ving the ball as it rolls] 
'Go in, go in, go in, go in, damn, tl1e baU curved.' 

Gil argues that (35a) is a clear case of reduplication, because the number of 
repetitions is restricted to hvo and there is a grammatical fLui.ction associated 
with ilie repetition. (35b) is iconic reduplication, "'here the number of repetitions 
of ojek 'motorbikes' reflects the number of motorbikes present. This is different 
from (35a), in that the number of repetitions is variable in (35b), \Vhile gram-
1natically fixed in (35a). (35c) presents a case of repetition, not reduplication, 
because there is no grammatical function of the repetition, only a pragmatic one 
(i.e. it demonstrates the excitement of ilie player). 

Travis (2003) provides a frame\vork that can potentially distinguish bet"reen 
the examples in (35), on ilie basis of syntax. Because of the morphological aspects 
of reduplication, there is the potential for 1norphosyntactic considerations to 
play an important role in reduplication . (36) presents the syntax of hvo different 
types of reduplicative structures. Q represents a reduplicative morpheme, under
lining mdicates "'hat syntactic constituent is the target of reduplication, and "copy" 
indicates vvhere the repetition vvill occur. (36a) is an exan1ple from Tagalog of 
total reduplication (/lakad/ 'walk' � [n1ag-Iakad-lakad] 'walk a little'), 'vhere 
the capitalized part indicates the R, of the forr.n. The head of the XP /lakad/ 
undergoes head movement to adjoin to Q, "'hich is ilie reduplicative morpheme. 
Since the X is sister to the Q head, only the content of X is eligible to be copied 
in reduplication. The syntax of (36b) is different. The Q head copies material from 
the XP co1nplen1ent and places the copy in the spec position of the QP phrase. 
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(36) Reduplicati�n as syntax in Tagalog (Travis 2003: 240) 

a. phonological 
QP 

� 
Q' 

Q XP 

� � 
Q x. _, X' 

t � 
copy x. ' 

b. iterative 
QP 

� 
Q' 

� 
spec 

t 
copy Q X!? 

� 
X ZP 

� 
y z 

yp [magLAKADlakad] 

CUP after cup of coffee 

Travis (2003) c.1ptures hvo important aspects of reduplication: (morpho)syntactic 
representations limit the amount of phonological material that can be repeated 
and (morpho)syntax plays a role in determining ho"' many repetitions occur. 

Morphosyntax deternunes the upper bound of reduplicative copying through 
the sisterhood relationship in syntax. Head movement raises an X to adjoin to Q 
in (36a). This \Vi.II limit reduplication to no larger than the phonological content 
of X and to one copy. X category elements are generally a "'vord" -sized domain, 
so this syntactic construction aligns closely \Vith the familiar phonological cases of 
reduplication. The Q elen1ent in (36b) is sister to an XP, '"hi.ch allo,vs for copying 
of the entire XP. Because the target of copying is an XP, 111ore than a word can 
be copied in this construction. Furthermore, since the copy in this construction 
\vill appear in the spec of QP, more than one repetition can occur if multiple QPs 
are stacked on top of each other. This accounts for the open-ended number 
of reduplications in . . .  c11p after c11p after cup of coffee. These are only two of the 
syntactic constructions for reduplication proposed by Travis (2003). 

Travis's syntactic differences provide insights into distinctions among the 
repetition patterns discussed by Gil. (36a) is the morphosyntactic structure for 
common examples of reduplication such as (35a), while (36b) \viii account for 
Gil's (35b) and possibly (35c) examples. (36b) is also appropriate for phrasal 
reduplication examples like those in (37). 
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(37) Phrasal reduplicat i�n. patterns 

a. Kannada (Lidz 2001: 379) 
nan.n.11 baagil-annu 11111ch-id-e giigilan.n.u 11111cl1ide an.ta lzeeLa-beeDa 
I-NOM door-Ace close-PST-lsc RED that say-rROHIB 
'Don't say that I closed the door or did related activities.' 

b. English (Ghomeshi et al. 2004: 326) 
Well, he didn't give-it-to-me-give-it-to-me (he only lent ii to me). 

Travis (2003) presents one view of syntactic aspects of reduplication; see 
Ghomeshi et al. (2004), Lidz (2001), and Idsardi and Raimy (forthcoming) for addi
tional relevant data and different perspectives on these syntactic issues. Developing 
better syntactic analyses of reduplication '"ill improve our understanding of 
whether there is any connection between semantics and particular reduplication 
patterns. If syntax plays an important role in reduplication, then there should be 
constraints on possible reduplication patterns and semantics pairings. 

Another burgeoning question about reduplication is \\•hether a surface repeti
tion of seg1nental n1aterial is a reduplicated fonn or not. Buckley (1998) and Zura\v 
(2002) provide arguments that morphologically simplex forms can be inherently 
reduplicated. 

(38) Inherently reduplicated words in Manam (Buckley 1998: 60) 

a. sa 'laga 'be long' 
b. ra 'gogo 'be "'arm' 

salaga-'laga 
rago'go-go 

1ong (sc)' 
'warm' 

•salaga-ga 
•ragogo-gogo 

Buckley (1998) argues that trimoraic forn1s in J\ilanam that repeat the last two 
syllables, (38b) /ra'gogo/, are inherently reduplicated. One reduplication pattern 
in Manam is to reduplicate the final n1ora.i.c foot of a form, as in (38a), /sa'laga/ � 
/salaga-'laga/. Forms like (38b) reduplicate only a single mora in this reduplica
tion pattern, /ra'gogo/ � /rago'go-go/, * /ragogo-'gogo/ and Buckley's idea is 
that if the final syllable is already reduplicated then it vvill "count" as bimoraic, 
thus producing only a single syllable for the bimoraic foot reduplication pattern. 

(39) Inherently reduplicated 1vords in Tagalog (Zuraw 2002: 400) 

Intervocalic tapping ([r] I V _ V, (d] elsewhere) 
transparent 
overapplies 
underapplies 

'du:ri 
'ru:rok 
'de: de 

'loathing' 
'acme' 
'baby bottle' 

Zura\\1 (2002) provides exan1ples from Tagalog involving repetition of segmental 
material that violate general Tagalog phonotactic distribution of [d) and [r). Zura\v 
argues that these \Vords can be understood as being irlherently reduplicated. Once 
these forms are designated as redu.plica.ted, their behavior follows documented 
phonology reduplication interactions such as over- or underapplication of a rule. 

The common theme between Buckley and Zuraw's observations is that forms 
\vith surface repetition of segmental material that violate otherwise general 
patterns in a given language can be understood to be inherently reduplicated. 
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Both Buckley and Zurav,r posit an "empty" RED morpheme to provide a grammat

ical structure to explain the over- or underapplication of some phonological process 
through reduplication. Fitzpatrick (2006) presents an analysis of the Manan1 data 
in the Raimy (2000a, 2000b) model of reduplication by sin1ply allo,ving "loops" 
to be parts of an underlying representation. 

To summarize this chapter, reduplication as a natural language phenomenon 
provides insights into grammatical architecture and the '"orkings of grammatical 
modules. There is a burgeoning consensus about the general nahue of redupli
cation, which can be sun1111arized as the strong hypothesis for reduplication in (1). 
With Optimality Theory turning radically derivational in the form of Harmonic 
Serialism (McCarthy 2010), it is likely that all contemporary models of redupli
cation '"ill be in line \Vith the SHR in the near future. This does not n1ean that there 
is not disagreement about formal analyses of reduplication; thus further research 
into reduplication is called for. Future research should refine our understand
i.ng of architecture and computation in grammar by developing more explicit 
analyses of reduplication in more languages. The most difficult question that 
faces us about reduplication is the parceling out of explanation an1ong potential 
syntactic, 1norphological, and phonological sources. By doing this, reduplication 
�vill further show its unique status as a natural language phenon1enon that 
involves syntax, n1orphology, and phonology. 
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1 Introduction 

Since the seminal work of Jakobson (194 l), phonological patterns observed in child 
language have been documented and analyzed from a number of perspectives. 
Throughout the relevant literature, an interesting paradox often manifests itself: 
while child language is generally characterized as a '' sin1pler" version of the 
target language, n1any types of phonological patterns observed in acquisition data 
create challenges for theories developed to account fo.r more "complex" adult 
systems. Phonologists "'ithin the generative frame,vork have reacted to this 
problem in a number of "'ays, from tacitly or conspicuously ignoring acquisition 
data (e.g. Chomsky and Halle 1968: 331) to elaborating phonological n1odels that 
account for phenomena observed in child phonology (e.g. Smith 1973; Bernhardt 
and Sternberger 1998) or, in some extreme cases, rejecting the validity of evidence 
from child production data for theoretical investigations of phonology (e.g. Hale 
and Reiss 1998). The disconnect between findings from child phonology and gener
alizations arising out of generative theories of grammar based on adult phonology 
has also been recruited in support of alternative, functionalist approaches to child 
phonology, including Stampe (1969) 'vith.in Natural Phonology and, more recently, 
Vihrnan and Croft (2007) w·ithin Construction Grammar. 

A general assumption connecting virtually all of these n1odels is that children's 
phonological abilities are initially impoverished and gradually develop in the 
face of positive, interpretable evidence from the ambient signal. Regardless of 
theoretical or ph.iJosophical allegiance, .researchers ackno,vledge that theories 
of linguistics should be learnable and, as such, empirically verified against 
language development facts. The question, then, is not about \vhether develop-
1nental phonology data should be considered - clearly they should - but about 
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the \vay they should be incorporated into theoretical debates. As we discuss 
in this chapter, the main challenge lies in the interpretation of developmental 
patterns, given that differences bet\veen child phonology and adult phono
logy can be, and have been, attributed variously to perception, graaunar, and 
production. 

'vVe begin our discussion with an overvie\'' of the types of patterns attested in 
the literature on phonological development. Vve then move on to phenomena that 
have feahrred in theoretical debates in the field, \Vhich we address in light of the 
main competing approaches to child language phonology. We conclude with 
desidera ta for truly explanatory models of phonological development. 

2 A brief survey of phonological patterns 

This section presents a survey of the main types of segmental and prosodic 
patterns found in phonological development. As used here, the term "pattern" 
refers to any systematic difference between the actual forms produced by a 
child and the (adult-like) forms the child is evidently atte1npting. This defini
tion is neutral as to the source of the discrepancy. For example, the child who 
says [t''ret] for cat might be said to display a process converting target [k] to [t], 
with /k<Et/ as his/her underlying representation; alternatively, that child might 
be said to have stored /t"<Et/ as his/her lexical representation, which he/she 
is producing accurately. Both positions, and others, have been taken in the 
literahrre. 

The over vie"' offered belo\v builds on previous surveys by Menn (1971 ), 
Ingram (1974), Ferguson and Farwell (1975), Ingram (1989), Smit (1993), Vihman 
(1996), Bernhardt and Sternberger (1998), and Inkelas (2003), as 'vell as the 
contributions to Kager et al. (2004) and to McLeod (2007). It provides only a 
fragmentary vie"' of the larger picture of child phonology, because the literature 
has thus far been able to focus on only a relatively small number of children, 
and predominantly on "western" languages (cf. McLeod 2007). The possibility 
is high that phenomena unattested as of yet '"ill be uncovered as research 
continues. 

2.1 Segmental patterns 
At the segmental level, a plethora of systematic discrepancies between child and 
adult pronunciations have been documented. As we can see fro1n the list in (1), 
virhiaUy aU articulatory dimensions of speech are affected.. For the purposes of 
this chapter, transcriptions bet,veen vertical bars represent adult-like, target forms. 
Arro\vs indicate correspondence bet\veen adult target forms and child produc
tions, but should not be taken to represent generative phonological derivations; 
as stated above, this survey is neutral with respect to the question of the child's 
lexical representations (see CHAPTER 22: CONSONANTAi, Pl,ACE OF ARTICfilATION, 
CHAPTER 13: THE STRICTURE PEATURES, and CHAPTER 69: FINAL DEVOICING AND FINAL 
LARYNGEAL NEUTRALIZATION for overviews of the behavior of these features in 
adult languages). 
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(1) Segmental patterns (non-exhaustive list) 

.Pattern Ill ustra tio1r' 
a. Place features Velar fronting (to coronal) kl � [t l 

Coronal backing (to velar) t i � [k] 
Labialization t I � [p /t"] 
De/palatalization lfl � [k] 

kl � [If) 
Dentalization SI � [8] 
Debuccalization SI � [h] 

b. Ma1u1er features Gliding/ rhoticization rl � [w] 
wl � [r] 

Stopping I spirantization SI � [ t l 
t i � [s) 

De/affrication lfl � [ t l 
t I � [If l 

De/nasalization n1I � [b) 
bl � [m] 

De/vocalization Ii I � [ l] 
ltl -? [ u] 

c. Voicing features De/voicing ldl -? [ t l 
It I � [d] 

De/aspiration I th I � [ t l 
It d I � [th] 

De/ glottalization 17 1 -? [k) 
lkl -? [?] 

• Tl1ese patterr�s and tl\ose listed in later tables are not IU11ited to the illustrations provided. For 
example, fronting and backing patterns in (la) typically target voiced as weU as voiceless consonants, 
even though this generalization is not without exceptions (e.g. McAUister 2009). 

Seg1nental patterns such as those in (1) are often context sensitive, varying across 
seg1nental and prosodic contexts. For exan1ple, Rose (2000) sho"'S that French target 
lu I corresponds to various labial, coronal, and velar consonants in the speed� 
of Clara, a first language learner of Quebec French. The place feature that target 
IKI assumes in Clara's productions is harmonic \Vith the place of articulation of 
other consonants present in the target form (e.g. robe IH:>b l-? [>v:>b] 'robe'; rouge 
IKu3I � [juf) 'red'; carotte lka.rs:>tl -? [ka'g3)/[ka'j:>:t") 'carrot'). Syllable context 
matters as well. The st.1bstitutions affect 11�1 in singleton onsets bt.1t not in com
plex onsets (e.g. citrouille lsitKojl -? [0<i'!Hu:j] 'pumpkin'). Also, when IHI occurs 
in \vord-medial coda or '"ord-final position in the adult target '"ord, it under
goes deletion altogether (e.g. ourson IUHs51 � [u's5] 'teddy bear'; renard l.rsana.rsl 
� (Jena) 'fox').' Although substitution patterns are often referred to outside 
their 1.arger contexts (as in the list in (l), whid1 ex.eo�.plifies patterns independ
ently of any contextualization), complex conditioning of the kind illustrated 
by Clara's data is actually quite typical, as other examples discussed belo"' also 
demonstrate. 

' See Rose (2000) for ftuther discussion and analysis of these data. 
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2.2 Prosodic patterns 
Systematic discrepancies between adult and child productions are also observed 
in the prosodic domain, i.e. syllable structure, "'Ord shape, or the location of stress 
or tone. A representative selection is offered in (2) (CHAPTER 38: THE REPRESEN
TATION Of SC CLUSTERS, CHAPTER 67: VOWEL EPENTHESlS, and CHAl'l'ER 36: FINAL 
CONSONANTS describe related phenome11a in adult languages). These examples come 
from the genera! surveys cited in the introduction to §2 as \veil as from targeted 
studies of prosodic development by Spencer (1986), Fikkert (1994), Demuth 
(1995), Barlo\v (1997), Pater (1997), Ota (1999), Rose (2000), Gnanadesikan (2004), 
Goad and Rose (2004), and Vihman and Croft (2007), an1ongst others. 

(2) Co111.n1on prosodic patterns (non-exhaustive list) 

Pattern 
a. Affecting syllables C + liquid cluster reduction 

s + C cluster reduction 
Coda deletion 
Right-edge cluster reduction 
Consonant/glide epenthesis 

b. Affecting word Vo,.vel epenthesis/deletion 
shapes 

Syllable truncation 
Syllable reduplication 
Stress shift 

Illustration 
lple1I � [pe1]/[le1] 
lski: I � [ki:]/[si:] 
lkretl � [kre] 
lti:nt l � [ti:n]/(ti:t] 
lli:ool � [li:jou] 
lblu: I � [balu:] 
lagen I � [gen] 
lelafantl � [ifant] 
lelafantl � [frefre] 
lc:t;a'irefl � ('c:t;i:iref] 

Similar to the segn1ental patterns illustrated in (1), the source of the prosodic 
phenomena in (2) is often open to a number of interpretations. Many of these 
patterns closely resemble phonological subsystems independently observed in adult 
languages (e.g. syllable redupl ication; McCarthy and Prince 1995a), creating the teinp
tation to analyze them as directly driven by the child's grammar. Ho\vever, as 
\Ve discuss further below, it is crucial that all available options be considered before 
any specific anaJys.is is adopted. For example, evidence from infant speech per
ception shows that English-learning children tend initially to associate stressed 
syllables with word onsets (e.g. Jusczyk et al. 1999). This suggests that the apparent 
truncation of pretonic n1aterial in words such as ga.'zelle, a.'bo11t, and gui'tar, yielding 
productions like zelle, bout, and ta.r, n1ay originate fron1 a speech segmentation 
error tha.t yiel.ds an incorrect l.exicaJ representati.on, as opposed to being the product 
of a grammatical rule restricting the prosodic shape of phonological productions. 
Ho"'ever, perceptual or speech segmentation errors certainly cannot be held 
responsible for all prosodic patterns. For exan1ple, Fikkert (1994) docun1ents a 
pattern of stress shift displayed by Dutcl1 learners \vho preserve both syllables of 
disyllabic "'ords '"ith final stress but systen1atically produce these forms 'vith stress 
on the initial syllable, as exemplified in (3). 

(3) Stress overgeneralization (data from Robin; Fikkert 1994) 

gitanr l'X.i:'ta:rl ['si:ta:] 'guitar' 

giraf 
ba.llon 

I J i'Rafl 
lba'bnl 

['si:tau] 
[' fi:af] 'giraffe' 
['bu:Jn] 'balloon' 
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Fikkert argues that these productions are conditioned by the learner's grammar, 
\vhich - influenced by the predo1ninant, trochaic, stress pattern that exists in the 
target language - regularizes away lexical exceptions. Fikkert's gran1n1atical 
analysis is further motivated by the broad consensus that children are acutely 
sensitive to stress (e.g. Morgan 1996; )usczyk 1997), a fact that argues agai.nst 
simple misperception of the target forms \vith final stress. (See Kehoe 1997, 1998 
and Pater 2004 for related discussions.) 

2.3 Exotic patterns 

In addition to the two relatively clear types of patterns listed above, 'vhich have 
either parallels in adult language, direct phonetic motivations, or both, the literature 
on early phonological development contains an array of so-called "exotic" patterns, 
some of '"hich are listed in (4), whose analysis defies both clean-cut classifica
tions and, often, theoretical accounts. The term "exotic" is intended to convey that 
these patterns are not robustly attested in the literature on adult phonology. 

(4) So111e exotic patterns 

Pattern 
a. Consonant harmony (affecting major 

place of articulation? 
b. Vowel-to-consonant hannony (affecting 

major place of articulation) 
c. Long-distance consonant n1etathesis 
d. Consonant fusion 
e. Velar fronting (across the board or in 

certain syllable positions) 
f. Chain shifts involving consonants 
g. Dummy segn1ent or syllable insertion 
h. Spontaneous language games 

lllustration 
I te1btl � [ be:bu] 

lsxun<>I � [bun<>] 

lsakl � (kas] 
lsmouk l � [fok] 

lgoul � [do] 
lsikl � [61k]; 1e1kl � (Ilk] 
lm<1ski:roul � [fi-giro] 
l<>lceskal � [a'lreska-'breska]3 

As one exa1nple of an exotic type of pattern, consider the intricate yet sys
ten1atic interaction ben"een segmental and prosodic factors conditioning the 
productions of Marilyn, a learner of European French docun1ented by dos 
Santos (2007). First, N!arilyn displays syllable truncation driven by the segmental 
characteristics of the consonants found in the target forms: when t'''O consonants 
have identical continuancy features in the target form, Marilyn produces both 
of these consonants, as illustrated in (Sa). Conversely, in (Sb), target fonns that 
contain consonants 'vith different continuancy features undergo truncation of the 
initial syllable. 

2 \r\l'JUle consonant harmony is well attested in adult languages, jt ne,rex affects majox place of articL1-
lation as it does in child language (e.g. Hansson 2001; see also CHAPIER 72: CONSONANT HARMONY IN 

CHILO LAN'ClJAC£; CKAJ)1·eR 77: l.ON'C-01s·rANCE ASSIMU.>\1·10N OF CONSONAN1·s). 
3 The pattern illustrated here consists of fina l foot reduplication combined with [b]-substitution in 
the foot-initial onset. Language games can take different forms across children; see lnkelas (2003) for 
some discussion. 
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(5) Segmentally conditioned syllable truncation (dos Santos 2007) 

a. Conhnua.ncy-ha.rmonic onsets: 
Production of both onsets (and related syllables) 
appetit lape'ti I [pi 'ti] 2;00.124 'appetite' 
biquet lbi'kel [be 'kc] 1;11.13 'goat' 
escargot l<skais'gol [ka'ko) 1;11.13 'snail' 
cha.ussure lfo'syisl [ly'ly)5 1;11.28 'shoe' 

b. Continuancy-disl111r111onic onsets: 
Truncation of tl1e initial syllable 
casse lka 'se I ['le) 1;11.13 'broken' 
tennis lte'nisl ['ni] 1;11.02 'tennis' 
chii.tea.u lfa'tol ['to] 1;11.02 'castle' 
jumeaux l3y'mol ['n10] 1;11 .28 'twins' 

An understanding of these data immediately calls for an investigation of the child's 
attempts at other target word forms. In this regard, dos Santos (2007) also shov1s 
that during the same developmental period, all consonants are syste1natically 
produced when they appear in eve forms, as \Ve can see in (6). Interestingly, 
target v.•ords 'vith continuancy-disharmonic consonants display harmony in this 
context, as opposed to deletion (cf. (Sb)). 

(6) CVC targets: Consonant preservation and harmony (dos Santos 2007) 

bottes I 'b;:itl ['b;:it] 2;00.12 'boots' 
coupe 1 'kup I ['kup] 2;00.25 'Clt t' 
passe I 'pas I ['pat] 1;11.13 'pass' 
case l'kazl ['kak]" 1;10.17 'box' 

As we can see fron1 these latter examples, the shapes of Marilyn's outputs are 
constrained by a combination of segmental and prosodic pressures, namely the 
types of consonants (stop vs. continuant) that are found in the target forms and 
the shape of the '"ords in '"hich the consonants appear (multisyllabic vs. CVC). 
Sinillar to Clara's data described in §2.l, the exan1ples from Marilyn's productions 
illustrate hov.• child phonological patterning often involves interactions ben.veen 
segmental and prosodic aspects of the developing phonological system.' 

Partly because of their striking properties, but also because of the theoretical 
challenges they pose, exotic patterns like those in (4) have given rise to a rich 
and often contentious literature on child language development (e.g. Menn 
1971; Sn1ith 1973; Braine 1974, 1976; Ingran1 1974; Ferguson and Far,.vell 1975; 
Priestly 1977; Chi.at 1983, 1989; LeveJt 1994; Velleman 1996; Pater 1997; Goad 2001; 

• Here and elsewhere, ages a.re indicated usi.og the Y;MM.DD format. 
5 �Vhile this example may suggest syllable reduplication, it is actually symmetrical with the other 
examples. Related to this is the fact that huget frkatives that do not undergo deletion (or manner harmony; 
cf. exan,ples in (6)) are pronounced as [1) at this stage. See dos Santos (2007) for additional diS<ussion. 
' The place harmony seen in this example a.rises through an independent process, as the child does 
not produce vvords that combine coronal a11d velar articttlations at this stage. See dos Santos (2007) 
for add.itioJ>al discussion. 
1 For furtl1er disct1ssion of segn1ental-prosodic interactions, see also contribtttions to Goad and Rose 
(2003) and to Kager el al. (2004), as well as lnkelas and Rose (2008) and McAllister (2009). 
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Gnanadesikan 2004; Menn 2004; dos Santos 2007; Vihman and Croft 2007; Fikkert 
and Levell 2008; Inkelas and Rose 2008).8 In the next section we discuss some 
of the fundan1ental questions relating to the interpretation of child phonological 
patterns, including exotic ones, and the formal apparatus needed to account for 
them. The discussion revolves around the degree of abstractness required to account 
for these phenomena.9 

3 How abstract is child phonology? 

The issue of abstractness in phonology has been - and continues to be - hotly 
debated in phonological theory, at least since Kiparsky (1968), and resides at 
the heart of theoretical controversy about child language development. Central 
questions, many of then1 pertaining to the degree of representational abstraction 
required to model children's grammars, emerge from a general lack of consen
sus about the phonetic or phonological level at "'hich children operate from the 
onset of acquisition and throughout the developmental period. For exan1ple, phono
logists often debate whether discrepancies between child and adult phonology 
are due to perception-based issues affecting representation, differences in gramn1ar, 
or lack of motor control over production (see CHAPTER 98: SPEECH PERCEPTION AND 
PHONOLOGY). 

While such questions are complex and cannot be resolved within the confines 
of this chapter, it seems clear that, just as adult phonological syste1ns involve many 
different silnultaneous levels of representation, children make generalizations about 
various kinds of representational units, depending on the types of evidence they 
are exposed to and able to interpret from the ambient language. Addressing this 
general observation, the field has gradually shifted from universalist claims about 
the unfolding of child phonology to a more evidence-based, individualist approach. 
Extreme exan1ples of these two viewpoil1ts can be found in Jakobson (1941) and 
Vihn1an and Croft (2007). Jakobson, on the one hand, famously argues for a ma tu.r
ational path of acquisition, \vhich proceeds from one phonological feature to the 
next in universal fashion. On the other hand, Vihman and Croft argue that order 
of acquisition is deternlli1ed by salient patterns in the an1bient data, and can vary 
by individual as \Veil as by language. A nun1ber of recent studies of infant speech 
perception, in.formed by theoretical models of categorization, have turned up 
support for the vie\'' that phonological structure and specificational detail emerge 
gradually "'ithin the lexicon. On this vie\v, the child develops a phonetically detailed 

• See Goad (forthcoming) for a recent summary of other theoretical issues. 9 ln this context_, '''e must also mention the conspict10t1s absence of patterns affecting voi.vels from 
most discussions of phonological development (e.g. in (1)). Two main facts c<lntribute to this asymmet ry. 
Fi-rst is a general in1pression, probably '''rong, that children te11d to produce vo\vels more accl1rately 
than consonants. This impression may be due in part to the Jack, until very recently, of high·quality 
recordings, and in part to difficulties inherent to tl1e acoL1stic analysis of child language vo\vel pro
ductions, especially with regard to place of articulation. Fortunately, the democratization of digit-a] 
recording systems, the increased availability of databases documenting child language productions 
(especially through the Phon & PhonBank initiative; e.g. MacWhinney and Rose 2008), and the develop
n1ent of n1etl1ods enabling less equivocal interpretatio11s of child la11gt1age speech articulatio11s and 
related acoustics no'", offer ne'"' and exciting research possibilities. These include tl1e consjderatio1.1 
of potential covert contrasts and other articulatory artifacts in ottr cl1aracterization of phonological 
development (e.g. Buder 1996; Scobbie el 11/. 1996; van dee Stell el al. 2005; Vorperian and Kent 2007). 
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lexicon using inborn linguistic perceptual abilities, "'hich are sharpened by 
language-specific exposure during the first year of life (see Werker and Fennell 
2004 and Yoshida et al. 2009 for recent summaries and discussions). Pierrehumbert 
(2003) proposes that the phonetic detail contained in early lexical forms serves as 
the primary ingredient for building abstract segmental categories (see also Beckman 
and Pierrehumbert 2003). As Pierrehumbert (2003: 119) suggests: "the system of phono
logical categories includes not only segments, but also other types of discrete 
entities in the phonological granunar, such as tones, syllables, and n1etrical feet." 
Follo,ving sinlilar reasoning, many acquisitionists have proposed a gradual emer

gence of phonological categories in the lexicon and established relationships 
bet"1een the emergence of these categories and phonological patterning. We 
return to these proposals in §5. 

The issue of representational abstraction in phonological development also has 
implications for any theory assuming a set of universal prinutives, including those 
based on strong interpretations of the Continuity Hypothesis, discussed in the 
next section. 

3.1 Child phonology and the Continuity Hypothesis 
According to the Continuity Hypothesis (e.g. Macnamara 1982; Pinker 1984), the 
formal properties of the grammar do not change over the course of development.  
The child's grammar starts with the same theoretical primitives that the adult 
grammar ends up \\1ith. \l\fithin the generative fran1ework, this means that cllild 
phonology uses the san1e types of rules or constraints posited for adult systems. 
Each stage in phonological development is generally assumed to be compatible 
'vith the set of principles that regulate adult systems (e.g. Spencer 1986; Fikkert 
1994; Levell 1994; Demuth 1995; Freitas 1997; Goad 2000; Rose 2000; Goad and 
Rose 2004; Fikkert and Levell 2008). The Continuity Hypothesis extends beyond 
gramn1ar to lexical representations as well. For exan1ple, 'vi.thin feature-geon1etric 
fram.e'"or.ks (e.g. Sagey 1986), accounts of segmental development typically posit 
the emergence of feature hierarchies on the basis of phonological contrasts (e.g. 
Brown and Matthe'"s 1993, 1997; Rice and Avery 1995; Dresher 2004; Fikkert 2005; 
see also Jakobson 1941 for an early discussion on the role of contrast in phonology). 
In n1ost proposals, even the order of acquisition of the contrasts is fixed by the 
model, motivated by typologica l evidence and, at times, theory-centric learnabi.l
ity considerations, and thus falls under the scope of the Continuity Hypothesis. 
For example, the feature Coronal enjoys a special status in the literature on adult 
phonology, where it is often claimed to be inherently less con1plex than Labial or 
Dorsal (e.g. contributions to Paradis and Prunet 1991; cf. CHAPTER 12: CORONALS). 
Many acqiiisitionists have relied on th.is claim '"hile describing phonological devel
opment (e.g. Levelt 1994) or accounting for consonant harmony patterns (e.g. Pater 
1997; Fikkert and Levell 2008; see Fikkert et al. 2008 for h1rther discussion). 

As the survey of exotic phonological phenomena reveals, ho\vever, cllild 
phonology so1netimes requires phonological rules or constraints that are not 
independently motivated. in adult phonologica.I. systems (e.g. Pater 1997 on 
child-specific constraints driving consonant harmony; see also Levelt and van 
Oostendorp 2007 in the context of segmental development). Similarly, lexical rep
resentations do not ah.,ays conforn1 to adult-based generalizations. For example, 
regarding the coronal asynunetry mentioned just above, Rose (2000: 175) points 
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out that different children exhibit different featural behaviors in their productions, 
'vithin and across target languages. Clain1s about the universality of phonological 
constructs and their emergence in acquisition are often at odds '"'ith the facts, 
especially when they are closely inspected. 

In more functionalist approaches to phonological development, such as the 
constructivist approach entertained by Viliman and Croft (2007), the Continuity 
Hypothesis receives a different interpretation. Within Vihn1an and Croft's approach, 
there is no forn1al distinction bet\veen competence and performance. Language 
acquisition, just like its use, relies on general cognitive mechanisms operating on 
schematic templates, the nature of "'hich is claimed not to change in any funda
mental "'ay over the course of one's life. (See §4.2.2 for additional discussion of 
Viliman and Croft's proposal.) 

V\/hichever approach is favored, any theory of granlffiar is still obligated to explain 
why child phonology is different from adult phonology. We discuss a fe,v of the 
toughest challenges in the next section. 

3.2 Some empirical challenges 

Exotic patterns or asy1nn1etries in child phonological developn1ent, taken at face 
value, often suggest either rogue grammatica l properties (e.g. Buckley 2003; Goad 
2006) or, in some extreme cases, formal paradoxes. Such paradoxes are most evident 
in so-called chain shift patterns illustrated by the famous p11zzle-puddle-pickle prob
lem defined by Macken (1980), based on data fron1 Amahl, an English-learning 
child "'hose productions '"ere originally documented by Sn1ith (1973). This chain 
shift takes the form of an A -4 B; B -4 C schema '"hereby a given phone arising 
from a substitution pattern may be the target of another substitution. For example, 
in Amahl's productions, the lzl of puzzle is realized as [d] {lpt.ztl -4 [pt.dt]), "'hile 
Id I itself surfaces as [g] in \vords like puddle ( lpAdtl � [pt.gt]). Another chain shift, 
also found m An1ahl's productions, mvolves the realization of word-initial Isl as 
[0) (e.g. sick lsrkl -4 [01k)), a consonant \vhich, 'vhen present m a  target form, sur
faces as [f) (e.g. thick 10rkl � [f1k]). We discuss the former chain shift in more 
depth in §4.10 Such patterns are, at least in appearance, problematic for all theories 
of phonology in the sense that if a rule or constraint triggers the substitution of 
a target sound by another one, this target sound should logically be ruled out 
aJtogether from the chil.d's output forms, at least 'vi.thin similar prosodic contexts.u 

Other patterns are problematic because they contradict generalizations made 
from the study of adult languages. The case of positional velar fronting offers such 
an example. Velar fronting is a pattern whereby target velars lk gl are fronted to 
coronals [t d]. Context-free (across-the-board) velar frontmg can be attributed 
to the child's inability to either lexicaJJy represent or correctly articulate target 
velars. Neither of these potential analyses poses a difficult theoretical challenge 
beyond data interpretation per se. Ho\¥ever, the positional version of velar 
fronting, \Vhereby velars are neutralized to coronals in strong, but not in \¥eak, 

10 Additional discussions of the latter chain shift can be fOlUld in Hale and Reiss (1998) and Rose 
(2009). 11 Chain shifts do occur in adult language as well. However, they tend to involve len.ition or vowel 
quality, nol major consonanlal place of articulation (see e.g. McCarthy 1999, 2008 and Mortensen 2006 
for recent discussions). 
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prosodic environments (e.g. go lgol � [do]; bagel l'be1gtl � [ 'be1gu]), is problem
atic. As Inkelas and Rose (2008) point out, theories of positional asymmetries in 
phonology share the prediction that neutralization of segmental contrasts should 
occur in prosodically '"eak, as opposed to strong, positions, as generally happens 
i.n adult language.12 Positional velar fronting thus contradicts the generalization 

that contrasts are preserved in prosodically strong positions, and challenges 
theories based upon that generalization. 

The incidence of innovated chain shifts and apparently rogue patterns such as 
positional velar fronting in child phonology contradicts the view that human devel
oping and end-state (adult) gramn1ars share the same basic properties. Of course, 
\Ve at times observe subsystems in adult grammars that exhibit phonological 
asynunetries or apparently odd properties. Many so-called "crazy" rules in adult 
language (e.g. Bach and Harms 1972) have their origins in diachronic re-analysis 
(e.g. rule inversion) or telescoping of sound changes. Arguably, a large propor
tion of these apparent rules are morphologically conditioned and can be handled 
via suppletive allomorphy. Opacity, \vhich is not infrequent in adult phonology, 
has been analyzed synchronically by an appeal to lexical contrast preservation 
(Lubo\vicz 2003) or to abstract (underlying) properties of lexical fonns, justified 
by sen1antically related morphological fonns observed elsewhere in the lexicon 
(e.g. Kager 1999; McCarthy 1999, 2002, 2008; and Kiparsky 2000 for related dis
cussions). Once put in their appropriate contexts, apparently rogue adult phono
logical subsystems can be reconciled \Vith existing phonological theory and, in 
many \vays, contribute to its elaboration. 

In sun1, morphological and lexical factors contributing to opacity and other phono
logical oddities i.n adu lt phonology are not directly applicable to most i.nnovative 
patterns observed in child phonology. Recent literature, to "'hich '"e turn next, 
suggests that, in addition to grammar itself, phonetic dimensions of speech 
perception and articulation play an in1portant role in the exotic as \veil as in the 
ordinary, in children's phonological productions. 

4 Theoretical approaches to child phonological 
productions 

In this section, we survey a number of theoretical approaches to address empirical 
problems posed by child phonological productions. The sheer number of proposals 
available in the literature n1akes it impossible to provide a comprehensive survey 
of theoretical approaches to child language phonology. We thus restrict ourselves 
to contrasting representative examples of predominant approaches, and address
ing related controversies. We then discuss ho'" these approaches relate to the larger 
context of perceptual, lexical, and articulatory development. 

" The extensive survey of consonantal place markedness in de Lacy (2002) upholds the generaliza
tion that contrast neutralization in pre>sodically weak environments - such as syllable codas or 
unstressed syllables - is frequent, i.vhile it is infreqt1ent or tinattested in strong positions, such as 
syllable onsets or stressed syllables. A noticeable counterexample to th.is generalization comes from 
Steriade (2001), who argues that "strong" must sometimes be perceptually defined; neutralization of 
apical and retl'.'oflex consona.1.\ts, for. example, ca.n occur iJ' '''Ord-initial OJ\Sets but r1ot '''Ord-finally, 
because postvocalic position is perceptuaU}'· optimal for t11ese consonants. See also CHAPTER 69: FrNAL 

OEVOJCJNC AND F'JNAL LARYNGEAL NEUTRALfZATION. 
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4.1 Approaches assuming adult-like phonological 
representations 

Since the influential study by Snuth (1973), '"'hich set the tone for a vast program 
of research on phonological development within generative phonology and beyond, 
it has been largely assumed that the child's inptlt is similar to tl1e corresponding 
adult output form, as stated in (7). In analyses taking this assumption as their 
starting point, the child's pronounced form is generally derived from the adult 
form through ordered rules, parameter settings, or constraint rankings. 

(7) A "standard" ass11mption (since Smith 1973) 

Children's lexical representations are similar to corresponding adult phonetic 
forn1s. 

This assumption is found in virtually all "'orks couched in derivational versions 
of Generative Phonology, fro1n standard SPE (Cho1nsky and Halle 1968), to auto
segmental and prosodic approaches to phonology (e.g. Goldsmith 1976 and 
J'v!cCarthy and Prince 1995a, respectively). This assumption also holds in flavors of 
the non-derivational framework of Optimality Theory (henceforth OT; Prince and 
Sn1olensky 1993) that dra'" on formal relationships bet\veen inputs and outputs 
(e.g. Correspondence Theory; McCarthy and Prince 1995b). Conlffion to these var
ious models is the vie'v that milestones in phonological developn1ent correspond 
to the relaxing of formal pressures on the cllild's grammar that militate against 
the production of complex phonological units contained in the input. For example, 
accounts of the acquisition of prosodic representations generally predict that 
clilldren start with n1onosyllabic words displaying V or CV syllable structure and 
gradually expand the number and/or the complexity of fue constituents allowed 
by their grammars (e.g. Spencer 1986; Fikkert 1994; Freitas 1997). The same gen
eral approach \vi.thin OT is formally viewed as an initial ranking of markedness 
constraints over faithfulness constraints (see CHAPTER 63: MARK£DN£ss AND 

FAITHFULNESS CONSTRAINTS). The effect of the latter is typically evaluated against 
adult-like output forn1s, in accordance �vi.th the assumption in (7). The gradual 
demotion of the markedness constraints accounts for the concomitant appearance 
of more complex phonological structures in output forms (e.g. Demuth 1995; Barlow 
1997; Pater 1997; Rose 2000; Gnanadesi.kan 2004). 

Approaches based on the assumption in (7) raise a number of theoretical 
issues. Some of the n1ost central questions can be illustrated through a con
sideration of Smith's (1973) and Di.nnsen's (2008) analyses of opacity effects. 
Let us first consider a representative dataset, from Dinnsen's recent discussion 
of one of Smith's chain shift patterns "'e described in §3.2 (see CHAPTER 73: 

CHAIN SHU:TS). 

(8) Apparent chain shift (as described by Dinnsen 2008; data from Smith 1973) 

a .  Velarization in non-derived environments 
[pAg!] p11ddle [cel)klaz] antlers 
[b;:,k!J bottle [bAkla] butlers 
[h�IJglJ handle [tr:igla J troddler 
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b. Velarizntion. blocked in n1orphologically derived environm.en ts 
[k\vce:tli:] quietly cf. [k\vce:t] quiet 
[s:>ftli:] softly [s:>ft] soft 
[ha:c:Ui:] hardly (ha:d] hard 
[taitli:) tightly (tait] tight 

c. \I elarization. blocked in. phonologically derived environrn.ents (stopped fricatives) 
[pAdl] puzzle 
[pent!] pencil 
[w1tl) whistle 

In an analysis that reflects generative phonology of its time, Smith (1973) accounts 
for the set of data in (8) using a series of ordered transformational rules deriving 
the child outputs from their target counterparts. First, he posits two basic rules, 
one for velarization (R3) and one for stopping (R24).13 

A constraint-based analysis of the same data is offered by Dinnsen (2008), '�'ho 
invokes Comparative Markedness (McCarthy 2002), a version of OT in �rhich the 
original conception of markedness is redefined by splitting each markedness 
constraint into h·vo distinct versions of itself, one that is violated by a property 
that is fully faithful to the input (similar to original markedness violations), the 
other violated by a property that is not present in the input. Dinnsen accounts 
for the data in (8) through a combination of input-output and output-output 
markedness constraints targeting sequences composed of alveolar stops and 
liquids. For example, the velarization pattern in (Sa) and the absence thereof in 
(Sb) are formally distinguished through an output-output constraint (00-0*dl), 
tvhich cannot apply to monomorphemic forms that do not display alveolar
liquid sequences in the input (e.g. quiet).14 

Assessing the full theoretical unplications of McCarthy's (2002) theory of 
Comparative lVlarkedness \Vould go far beyond the scope of this chapter."5 In 
the context of child language, the proposal relies on the OT tenets that (a) all 
constraints are universal and (b) phonological development can be accounted 
for as reranking of constraints from an initial ranking within \vhich markedness 
constraints outrank faithfulness constraints (e.g. Smolensky 1996; cf. Hale and Reiss 
199S). Dinnsen's (200S) account of the facts in (S) is entirely con1patible �rith these 
assumptions. As he points out, the opaque chain shift u1 (S) is not "inferable from 
the primary linguistic data to which Amahl would have been exposed" (2008: 157). 
Amahl is nonetheless able to generate his chain shift by ranking the universal con
straint penalizu1g "old" coronals higher than the constraint penalizing derived ones. 

Both the rule-based and the constrau1t-based accotu1t of the chau1 shift u1 (S) are 
based on the key presupposition u1 (7) - shared by most generative approaches 
to acquisition - that the child's input is equivalent to the adult's output. In addi
tion, Dinnsen's (2008) account must crucially assume that the child has access 
to morphological structure or, minimally, to gramn1atical a"1areness, enablu1g 
a distu1ction between morphologically derived vs. non-derived environn1ents. 

13 [n Smith's (1973) original forn1ulation, each rltle is labeled Rr1, \vhere tr indicates tl1e relative order 
of the rule in A mah.l's grammar. 
"' See Barlow (2007) for a similar approach to other cases of apparently opaque production patterns. 15 See Hall (2006) for a discussion of Comparative 1'1arkedness in the context of adult phonology. 
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How·ever, Dinnsen does not provide any independent evidence for the validity 
of this assumption. As discussed in the next section, alternative accounts can be 
forn1ulated that do not require any such, potentially un'"arranted, assun1ptions. 

4.2 Alternative vieivs 
A number of challenges have been posed for the assumption in (7), '"hich under
lies the rule-based and constraint-based analyses "'e have just sun1ffiarized. In 
this section we revie"' three proposals, each of "'hich offers its own perspective 
on children's inputs and, consequently, on the phonological system that governs 
their outputs. 

4.2.1 Child phonological productions as theoretically irrelevant 
One response to puzzles like the one in (8) is to deny their grammaticality, attribut
ing them to performance factors. Focusing heavily on issues relating to speech 
articulation in child language, Hale and Reiss (1998) offer a rather provocative 
solution. Keeping "'ith a strong version of the Continuity Hypothesis, they use a 
series of empirical observations to w1derrnine the theoretical relevance of production
based studies for phonological theory. They argue that "[child language] deviations 
from targets are largely due to performance effects" (1998: 658), comparing child 
speech to "the intoxicated speech of the captain of the Exxon Valdez around the 
time of the accident at Prince vVilliam Sound, Alaska" (1998: 669). 

Since its publication, Hale and Reiss's article has been the subject of n1uch con
troversy in the literature, '"ith the positive result of encouraging reflection on how 
phonological productions in child language should be a.pproacl1ed. The general 
consensus that has emerged is that \Vhile there is no doubt that surface effects 
(intoxication, in1mature vocal apparatus) add noise that can obscure patterns in 
the data, this observation does not entail that we should throw the phonological 
baby out with the bathwater. The study of phonological develop1nent based on 
production da ta, if conducted in a careful ma11J1er, is wort11y of empirical and 
tlieoretical investigation. 

4.2.2 Deriving the input from output considerations 
Macken (1980), inspired by Braine's (1976) review of Snuth (1973), sheds important 
light on differences behveen child and adult phonology. J'vlacken. argues that 
equating children's inputs to adults' outputs as per assumption (7) may give rise 
to misanalyses of some child-language data. She demonstrates that a reconsider
ation of tlus assumption can make child phonological systems much more trans
parent tlian they seen1 at first sight. In the case of the chain shift in (8), Macken 
argues that it is merely apparent, in that it can be decon1posed into a series of 
simpler problems, each of \Vhich primarily involves either perception or production. 
According to Macken, Amahl's perception of coronal stops was influenced by the 
relative velarity of syllabic [t] in the contexts in (Sa).16 vVords like puddle were thus 
represented with a velar consonant (i.e. /g/) in An1ahl's early lexicon. In (Sb), 
the absence of a syllabic lateral after the coronal stop explains in a simple '"ay 
the absence of velarization of the preceding stop, without any need to refer to 

16 This account also implies that laterals in \\'Ords such as 011.tlers also displayed a degree of velarity. 
Another potential influence in this context is the glottalization of the coronal preceding the lateral. 
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morphological complexity. Final ly, in (Sc), the consonant preceding the [t] is a 
fricative, \vhose continuancy and/ or stridency arguably prevented the type of velar 
influence that affected coronal stops in (Sa). These fricatives, ho\vever, unden\•ent 
stopping in onsets, a pattern widely and independently attested in the literature 
on child language (e.g. Ingram 1989; Bernhardt and Sternberger 1998). 

In the face of this explanation of Amahl's apparently complicated production 
patterns, \vhich appeals to relatively basic perception and production factors, one 
could be ten1pted to drop acco1u1ts based on gramrna tical processing al together. 
This is in many \vays the view espoused by Vihman and Croft (2007), who propose 
the constructivist, Radical Te111platic model of phonology and phonological devel
opment. Within this model, the word is represented as a phonotactic template 
that directly encodes all 1nelodic and prosodic characteristics of output (phonetic) 
forms. \Ni.th regard to acquisit ion, Vihman and Croft's proposal can be divided 
into hvo n1ain clain1s. First, phonological learning proceeds through impl icit 
inferences based on memorized •vord forms: 

The child gradually develops first one or a small number of phonological templates, 
then a wider variety of them, w·hiJe at the same time inducing a range of other 
phonologjc.11 categories and structures from the kno\vn word shapes. (Vihman and 
Croft 2007: 686) 

Second, template specification is constrained by the child's O\vn productive abilities: 
children gradually specify their template as they discover how to reproduce the 
types of phonotactics that are present in their me1norized target forms. 

Vihrnan and Croft's (2007) vie'v that the shape of children's lexical templates 
is governed by their own productive abilities presents, at the theoretical level, a 
circularity problem, in the sense that both the phenomena observed and their 
origins are the san1e. While this 1nay be seen as a virh1e in \Vhat-you-see-is-\vhat
you-get constructivist approaches to gra1nn1ar, it poses a challenge to approaches 
that formally separate grammatical processing fron1 lexi.cal representation. 

Outside of theoretical considerations, it is undeniable that articulatory planning 
and execution are involved in speech production and, as such, may influence the 
learner's productions, especially at young ages. Viliman and Croft's (2007) pro
posal nicely highlights this fact. Ho,.vever, it is unclear whether all speech errors 
observed in child langua.ge should be related to the domain of production. For 
example, children are often not influenced by their own production mistakes 
during speech perception. This is demonstrated by Chiat (1983), \vho documents 
perceptual and productive abilities of English-learning Stephen. This child dis
plays systematic velar fronting patterns, on the one hand, but sho\vs, on the other, 
perfect discrimination abilities between alveolars and velars. Stephen's system thus 
illustrates the formal separation that must be made behveen perceptual and pro
ductive abilities. It also highlights, once again, the importance of considering the 
child's overall system in any investigation of developmental speech patterns. 

4.2.3 Deriving outputs froni statistical influences 
Without addressing apparent phonological paradoxes such as the one illustrated 
in (8), but in a move away from intrinsic linguistic conditioning, Levelt et al. (2000) 
turn the focus to statistical pressures from the a1nbient language (see CHAPTER 90: 
FREQUENCY EFFECTS). They argue that the order of acquisition of syllable types 
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(e.g. CV > CVC > CCV) in monolingual Dutch-learning children can be predicted 
through the relative frequency of occurrence of these syllable types in the ambient 
language. Levell et al. further argue that the variability observed across groups of 
learners with regard to the acquisition of certain syllable types is also correlated 
•vith frequency figures from the adult language. Their argument thus highlights 
frequency as a potentially determining influence in child language development, 
an observation that matches 1nany of the findings about infants' abilities to statistic
ally process the ambient signal (e.g. Jusczyk 1997 for a sumn1ary). 

However, further verifications of the hypothesis that frequency drives order of 
acquisition or the emergence of patterns of speech production in child language 
have yielded a series of criticisms from both empirical and theoretical perspectives 
(e.g. Kehoe and Lle6 2003; Denutth 2007; Edwards and Beckman 2008; Rose 2009; 
see also Bro•vn 1973 for early refutations of statistical approaches). Critiques of 
the statistical approach generally contend that while input statistics can play a 
role in the emergence of phonological patterns in language development, and •vhile 
it is important to look at properties of the ambient language as a \vhole, both 
linguistic and non-linguistic, frequency is only one of the several factors that can 
affect the developing phonological systen1 and its outcomes in child spoken 
fonns. Clearly, no frequency-based explanation can account for the chain shift 
exemplified in (8) or other patterns, such as consonant harmony or velar fronting. 

4.3 Interim discussion 

The approaches briefly addressed above far fron1 exhaust the range of proposals 
available in the literature. Nonetheless, they express relatively clear views of child 
phonology, each of \vhich highlights crucial areas of consideration about child 
phonological data. Each of these proposals, ho>vever, faces a number of relatively 
similar challenges, especially since they often neglect to sih1ate the patterns observed 
in their larger context, that of an en1erging system influenced by a variety of 
independent factors, '"hose combined effects may at times yield phonologically 
unexpected, yet entirely logical outcomes (Rose 2009). For example, Hale and Reiss's 
(1998) general argument against the validity of child language production data 
for theoretical investigation is based on a prima fa.cie interpretation of these 
productions, without n1uch consideration for the granunatical factors that 1nay 
contribute to then1. 

\'\Thile the most central object of study in both phonology and phonological 
developn1ent should evidently be the granunatical system, this system is connected 
to a series of perception- and production-related mechanisms, each of '"hich has a 
potential influence on the shape of the developing lexicon and its 1nanifestation 
in child speech. In light of this, •ve suggest that the ideal approach to phonolo

gical development should encompass all relevant considerations, a number of \vhich 
are discussed in the next section. 

5 Building a path between speech perception and 
phonological productions 

During the first decade of the 21st cenhtry, some of the patterns observed in 
child phonological productions have been reconsidered in their larger context. 
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For example, thanks to recent advances in research on infant speech perception, '"e 
no'" know more about the shape of the emerging lexicon (e.g. Yoshida et al. 2009 
for recent developments) and how pressures from the an1bient language n1ay impact 
productive abilities (e.g. Ed,vards et al. 2004). The variability observed 'vithin and 
across developmental paths has been assessed from learnability and grammatical 
perspectives (e.g. Dresher 1999 as well as contributions to Goad and Rose 2003 
and to Kager et al. 2004). A positive result from this literature is the fact that gram
matical explanations for some apparently puzzling patterns observed in children's 
productions now incorporate elements from both speech perception and production . 
.In sum, the grammar no longer bears sole responsibility for differences behveen 
child and adult phonology, and child language productions can be better recon
ciled with phonological theories based on patterns in adult language. 

5.1 The development of lexical representations 
The question of the emergence of lexical representations and ho'" they relate to the 
remainder of the phonological grammar is at the center of 1nany current questions. 
A review of the recent literature on this topic reveals a pron1ising convergence 
of interests ben.veen theoretical and experin1ental linguists and psychologists 
(e.g. Pater et al. 2004; Kager et al. 2007; Yoshida et al. 2009). Recent highlights 
from this literature strongly suggest that the child's early lexicon is phonetically 
detailed but lacks phonological sophistication. Related models of categorization 
also suggest that segmental and prosodic categories emerge from in1plicit com
putations of the types of phonetic distributions that appear in the early "phonetic" 
lexicon (e.g. Pierrehumbert 2003; Werker and Curtin 2005). 

These proposals support Macken's (1980) contention that early input repre
sentations may contain artifacts of the child's misunderstanding of some of the 
phonotactics that exist in the adult language. SiJnilar positions have been taken 
by Locke (1983), Menn (1983), Waterson (1987), Levett (1994), and Vilm1an and 
Croft (2007), amongst others. Within the generative frame,"ork, Goad and Rose 
(2001, 2004) and Fikkert and Levett (2008) establish explicit relationships benveen 
the child's developing phonological representations and the types of error patterns 
observed in early phonological productions. For example, Goad and Rose (2001, 
2004) propose that prosodic representations gradually e1nerge in the lexicon 
through the child's implicit analysis of the distributional evidence available from 
the words stored within the (still developing) lexicon. \'\lhile obstruent + sonorant 
onsets (e.g. [pr tr kr]) display clearly rising sonority profiles, this is not the case 
for s + consonant onsets, '�'hicl1 show different sonority profiles, iJ1cluding flat 
(or, arguably, falling) sonority s + obstruent clusters (e.g. [sp st sk); cf. [sl sr sw]). 
Goa.d and Rose propose that children may be temporarily misled by superficial 
aspects of the evidence, and thus develop early syllabic representations on the 
basis of sonority until the distributional facts are understood, specifically about 
the types of phonotactics that govern the appearance of s + consonant clusters iJ1 
these languages.17 

17 Fron1 a broader perspective, these proposals also Sl1pport the ''ie\v tl1at prosodic str11cture is specified 
in the developing lexicon (e.g. Golston 1996: 718ff. and references therein). 
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5.2 The expression of phonological categories in 
child language 

Beyond grammatical development, the child's productions are also subject to 
factors pertaining to physiological growth and motor control, the effects of '"'hich 
must also be considered in any interpretation of child language production da.ta. 

Productive abilities figure prominently in works focusing on the transition 
bet\veen late babbling and early word productions. For example, Kern and Davis 
(2009) sho\v that children learning different languages gradually attune their gen
eral productive abilities to the types of consonant and VO\·Vel combinations that 
are the most pron1inent in the aJnbient language. This literature tht.lS en1phasizes 
the child's progressive gain in control of his/her speech articulations. Also focusing 
on articulatory factors, Vihman and Croft (2007) highlight the fact that children's 
usage of early \vords and their pronow1ced forms are generally constrained by 
n1otor limitations that are gradually overco1ne during the course of developn1ent. 
These proposals, based on children's babbling and earliest word productions, 
suggest that basic biomechanical pressures that hinder early phonological produc
tion gradually give way to the types of articulations that are required to reproduce 
faithfully the full range of phonotactics found in the target language. 

Data fron1 slightly older learners, however, suggests that the link bet"reen 
lexical representations and related \vord productions is generally less direct. For 
example, in their explanation of positional velar fronting, lnkelas and Rose (2008) 
propose an interaction between grammatical and articulatory factors. Positional 
velar fronting consists of the pronunciation of velar consonants as coronal in pro
sodically strong positions (e.g. in "'Ord-initial or other\·vise stressed onsets), but 
not in \veak positions (e.g. non-initial onsets of unstressed syllables; codas), as 
exemplified in (9) (see also Chiat 1983; Stoel-Gammon 1996; McAllister 2009; 
see §4.2.2 above). 

(9) Positional velar fronting (Inkelas and Rose 2008) 

a. Prosodically strong on.sets 
['thAp] cup 1;09.23 
[ 'do:) go 1;10.01 
['hekS<>,d:in) hexagon 2;02.22 

b. Prosodically weak onsets; codas 
('maJJki) monkey l.;08.10 
['bejgu] bagel 1;09.23 
['p<edj:ik] padlock 2;04.09 

As already mentioned in §3.2, lnkelas and Rose (2008) point out that positional 
velar fronting is unexpected from a theoretical standpoint, since positional seg
mental neutralization in adult phonology generally occurs in prosodically \veak, 
rather than strong, positions. In an analysis that reconciles the pattern with 
phonological theory, Inkelas and Rose argue that positional velar fronting derives 
from an interaction between the child's developing grammar and grammar
external, articulatory factors. They propose that children \Vho display positional 
velar fronting are in fact attempting to produce stronger articulations in prosod
ically strong contexts. However, because of a combination of physiological and 
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motor factors (proportionally larger tongue body, shorter palate, limited control 
of tongue articulations), the strengthening of target velars results in an articulation 
that extends too far forward, into the coronal area of the hard palate, yielding a 
fronted velar release.'8 

Inkelas and Rose's (2008) proposal potentially extends to the analysis of other 
apparently problematic positional substitutions. For example, in the pattern of 
positional stopping illustrated in (10), target fricatives undergo stopping in 
prosodically strong but not weak positions. 

(10) Positioru1l stopping (Chiat 1989; Rvachew and Andre•vs 2002; Marshall and 
Chiat 2003) 

a. Stopping in prosodically strong onsets 
[br'RJ] 'before' 
['du) 'zoo' 
[ka'tino] 'casino' 

b. No stopping in other (prosodically weak) positions 
('p3:�an] 'person' 
['nu§] 'n1iss' 
['key] 'cave' 

While positional stopping may suggest a fairly heavy articulatory component 
(strengthening of fricative articulations in prosodically strong positions), it also 
requires a granunatical reference to stress and "'Ord edges, in a way sirnilar to 
that of positional velar fronting. 

Grammatical influences, whether they relate to lexical representations or 
their expression in spoken forms, are also evidenced in long-distance patterns 
such as consonant harmony (Goad 1997, 2001; Pater 1997; Rose 2000, 2002; 
dos Santos 2007; Fikkert and Leve.It 2008; CHAPTER 72: CONSONANT HARJ;IONY IN 
CHILD LANGUAGE) and metathesis (e.g. lngran1 1974; Menn 1976; Macken 1996; 
Velleman 1996; Rose 2000, 2002; dos Santos 2007). For example, in cases of long
distance metathesis, consonantal place or manner features are preserved but 
S\vapped across VO\Vels in systematic \vays. This is illustrated in (11) by the 
productions of VV, a learner of English, who produces every \Vord-initial target 
fricative in word-final position (original data from Leona.rd. and McGregor 1991, 
as reported by Velleman 1996). 

(11) Manner-conditioned ·metathesis patterns (Leonard and McGregor 1991) 

[ uz_J 
(a1nf) 
[op§] 
[nu pi�] 
[tap§] 

'zoo' 
'fin , . e 
'soap' 
'Snoopy' 
'stop' 

" Note that this analysis still applies whether the pattern is fully neutralizing or not (e.g. Edwards 
el al. 1997), as '''e aJ"e iJl botl1 cases witnessing a differer1ce in ar:ticuJatio.11 that .is pr:osodic..-ally dri\1er1. 
See also 1vkAllister (2009) for additional arguments in favor of lnkelas and Rose's (2008) original 
proposal. 
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Systematic, 'vord-level distributional patterns of this kind demand a grammatical 
analysis that transcends perceptual or articulatory factors.19 

Finally, recent analyses of early 'vord forn1s by Levell and van Oostendorp (2007) 
and Fikkert and Levelt (2008) focus on the emergence of phonological features in 
the lexicon as weU as their interaction in early \vord productions, \vhich they claim 
to be responsible for other theoretically intriguing patterns such as consonant 
harmony. From a fonnal perspective, this research offers nev-1 and interesting '"ays 
to provide a bridge between the en1ergence of phonological representations and 
their expression in children's early productions. 

6 Conclusion 

Phonological patterns observed in child language offer a central source of evid
ence for our i.mderstand ing of phonology as a grammatical system. H.owever, 
careful analysis is required, as these patterns can be triggered by a number of 
potentially conspiring factors, be they perceptual, grarnn1atical, or articulatory, 
the combination of which may elude llinitations imposed by approaches that are 
theoretically or en1pirically too narro\v. Recent experimental advances, combined 
•vi th a gro,ving body of scientific literature on child phonological production, sho\v 
that phonological categories familiar from the literature on adult phonology 
carmot be taken for granted in the investigation of child language productions, 
especially at early stages in phonological development. Any analysis of child 
phonology n1ust therefore question all properties of the child's target language 
that may affect development as •vell as consider aU of the factors that might influence 
production throughout the relevant developmental period. This is a complicated 
challenge for practitioners as \veil as for the elaboration of theoretical models. 
Ho\vever, theoretical simplicity cannot take precedence over the more central 
consideration of explanatory adequacy. 

Several topics have been left aside in the above discussion, includ ing disordered 
or protracted phonological systems. The characterization of these systems poses 
its O\vn challenges, despite the fact that n1any of the patterns discussed above are 
also attested in clliucal data (e.g. Bernhardt and Stemberger 1998 and contributions 
to Dinnsen and Gierut 2008). One central debate in this context pertains to 'vhether 
the difference behveen these and typically developing child phonologies is 
qualitative or quantitative. While this debate lies outside the scope of this chapter, 
\ve contend that a method in 'vhich perception, grammar, and production are 
integrated into the explanation is the best one for all human phonological systen1s, 
no matter their cl1aracteristics or degree of development. 
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102 Category-specific Effects 

JENNIFER L. SMITH 

1 Introduction 

The lexical categories noun, verb, and adjective are traditionally distinguished by 
means of distributional (syntactic) and morphological criteria. But in some lan
guages, lexical categories also have distinct phonological behavior. This point has 
been discussed by Cohen (1964), Postal (1968), Kensto,vicz and Kisseberth (1977), 
S1nith (1997, 2001), Myers (2000), and Bobaljik (2008), among others. Ho\vever, 
the cross-linguistic typology of phonological differences ainong lexical categories 
has not received much systematic investigation. 

This chapter surveys category-specific phonological effects, identifying general

izations or patterns '"here possible. Noun/verb differences are discussed in 
§2, and the behavior of adjectives is exanuned in §3. Alternatives to allowing the 
phonological grainn1ar to refer to category are discussed in §4, but none of them 
captures all category-specific effects. 

2 Nouns vs. verbs 

This section exaolines the basic distinction between nouns and verbs. (Adjectives, 
\Vhich seem to pattern as an intermediate category, are discussed in §3.) 

The examples are organized according to which category shows greater phono
logical privilege: nouns (§2.1, §2.2), verbs (§2.3), or neither (§2.4). Here, phonological 
pri<Jilege is understood to n1ean the ability to support a greater array of phono
logical. contrasts (CHAPTER 2: CONTRAST), \vhether th.is is manifested as a larger 
number of underlying distinctions, more variety in surface patterns, or a greater 
resistance to assimilation or other phonological processes (though see §2.2 for 
additional considerations). Within each section, examples are classified by type. 
of phonological phenomenon. To previe\v the results (§2.5), noun privilege is the 
1nost conl.mon pattern, \vith a fe\v cases ea.ch of verb priv.ilege or distinct noun 
and verb requirements. Prosodic and suprasegmental phenomena are mucll more 
common than segmental or featural phenomena. 
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2.1 Phonological privilege in nouns 
In the examples discussed here, nouns sho\v greater phonological privilege than 
verbs. The phenomena range over suprasegmental and prosodic effects; no straight
for,·vard seg1nental or featural cases of noun privilege have been identified. 

2.1.1 Stress, accent, and tone 
In Spanish (Romance), stress location (CHAPTER 41: THE REPRESENTATION OP WORD 
STRESS) is contrastive for nouns but not for verbs (Harris 1983; Garrett 1996). 
Nouns have stress on the antepenultimate, penultimate, or final syllable; near
minimal pairs exemplifying antepenultimate and penultimate stress are sho,vn 
in (la). Verbs may appear "'ith penultimate or final stress, but the stress location 
is detern1ined by the verb's inflectional affix. 

(1) Stress location in Spanish 

a. nouns: contrastive stress (data from Castillo and Bond 1948; Sola 1981) 
antepenultiniate penultirn.ate 
['sapana] 'sheet' [sa 'pana] 'savanna' 
['kaskara] 'husk' [kas'kaoa] '\vaterfall' 
[' tortola] 'dove' [tor'tu11a) 'turtle' 
['bispera] 'eve' [es'pera] '\vait' 

b. verbs: stress determined by inflection (data from Garrett 1996: 72-73) 
['lap-o] \vash-lsG.PRES.lNDIC' [la'P-eJ 'wash-lsG.PRET.lNOiC' 
('la �-a] 'wash-3sG.PRES.INDIC' [la' �-01 '\·Vash-3sG.PRET.INDIC' 

.tvlodern Hebre"' (Semitic) has a similar pattern; nouns have stress contrasts, but 
verb stress is predictable (Becker 2003).' 

A case rese1nbli.ng Spanish, but for pitch accent, is Tokyo Japanese (Japonic; 
McCa,vley 1968; CHAPTER 120: JAPANESE PITCH ACCENT). In nouns, accent location 
is contrastive. Accent, realized as a pitch fall, may appear on any syllable, and 
there are minimal sets among disyllabic nouns. For verbs, there is a contrast 
bel\veen accented and unaccented stems, but the accent location is determined 
by the affix category. (The principles governing verb accent location are complex; 
see .tv!cCa,.vley 1968.) 

(2) Pitch-accent location in Tokyo Japanese (data from Hirayama 1960) 

a. nouns: accent location and presence/absence both contrastive (-ga marks 
nominative case; included to distinguish final accent fro1n unaccented) 
initial accent final accent unaccented 
(haJi-ga) 'chopsticks' (haJf-ga] 'bridge' (haJi-ga) 'edge' 
[kaki-ga] 'oyster' [kakf-ga] 'fence' [kaki-ga] 'persimmon' 
[kfbi-ga) 'millet' [kibi-ga) 'sensation' [kirni-ga] 'you 

- (kimf-ga) (INFORMAL)' 

1 See §3.2 belO\\' for furtl1er disct1ssion of the Hebre\v case, in \vhich adjectives sho\v a pattern inter
mediate between the noun and verb patterns. 
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b. verbs: accent presence/absence contrastive, but location determ.ined by a.ffix 
a.ccen ted stem unaccented stem 
[kake-rw] 'hoist-NON-PAS1" [kake-rw] 'be Jacking-NON-PAST' 
[kake-te) 'hoist-GERUND' [kake-te] 'be Jacking-GERUN1>' 
(kake-nagara] 'hoist-while' (kake-nagara] 'be lacking-\vh.ile' 

Sunilar patterns, in \vhich nouns have more contrastive pitch accent choices than 
verbs, include other Japanese dialects (Haraguchi 1977), Proto-Korean (isolate?; 
Whitman 1994), Xibe (Tungusic; Kubo 2008), and Ancient Greek (Greek; Devine 
and Stephens 1994). 

Finally, an analogous pattern can be found for tone (CHAPTER 45: THE REPRESENTA
TION OF TONE). In Mono (Niger-Congo, Banda; Olson 2005), nouns have lexically 
specified tone shapes. By contrast, verb surface tone patterns are predictable fron1 
their inflectional fonns, although there is evidence fron1 deverbal derivational 
forms that even verbs may have underlying tone contrasts. 

(3) Tone in Mono (Olson 2005: 47-49, 51) 

a. nouns: any tone shape possible 
[g6sa) 'type of green' [kak6) 
[zt'.i"ra] 'flour' [lenga] 
[Ioba J 'clothes' [ja"'O J 

'leaf' 
'slit drum' 
'firewood' 

[buduJ 
[zaja) 
[gbadoJ 

'buttocks' 
'anvil' 
'grub' 

b. verlis: tone determined by inflection 
Non-future: H on first verb syllable; L on any other syllables 
Future: H on syllable preceding verb; L on aU verb syllables 
Imperative: L on first verb syllable 
Subjunctive: M on first verb syllable 
Stative: Reduplicate first verb syllable; reduplicant bears HL; verb 

root bears L 
Certainty: Reduplicant bears HM; M. on first verb-root syllable; L on 

any other syllables 

Other languages in vthich nouns have more tone contrast possibilities than verbs 
(in con1plexity of underlying tone, in H tone location contrasts, or in resistance 
to tonal alternations) include Proto-Bantu and various modern Bantu languages 
(Kisseberth and Odden 2003) and Ga (K"'a; Paster 2000); see also CHAPTER 114: 

BANTU TONE. 

2.1.2 Prosodic shape 
In Hebrew (Semitic; Glinert 1988; Bat-El 1994), as \veil as in closely related Arabic 
(Semitic; McCarthy 2005; Ryding 2005), verbs are subject to a prosodic-shape 
restriction - they must fit into one of a number of disyllabic templates. Nouns 
1nay be te1nplatic, but they need not be, particularly for loan'\'Ords (CHAPTER 95: 

LOANWORD PHONOLOGY). In (4), atemplatic nouns and verbs derived fron1 those 
nouns are sho\vn; regardless of the noun shape, the verbs are templatic, being 
disyllabic and (here) sho,ving the /i e/ of the pi7e/ conjugation. 
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(4) Prosodic shape in Hebre1v (Bat-El 1994: 577-578) 

a. nouns: not necessarily disyllabic 
(xantarifl 'nonsense' 
(telegraf) 'telegraph' 
[sinxroni] 'synchronic' 
[ksilofon] 'xylophone' 
[nostalgia] 'nostalgia' 

b. verbs: must fit di..<>yllabic template 
[xintreJ] 'talk nonsense' 
[tilgref] 'telegraph' 
[sinxren] 'synchronize' 
[ksilfen] 'play the xylophone' 
(nistelg) 'be nostalgic' 

A different prosodic-shape effect is found in Mbabaram (Parnan; Dixon 1991). 
Long vo\vels are relatively rare, but they are found only in nouns, never in verbs. 

(5) Long vowels in lvlliabara111 nouns (Dixon 1991: 357) 

a. form with long vowel (noun) 
[gu:r] 'nulla nulla' 
[ja: r<»J . spear' 

['n::i:n1bi] 'big red \vallaroo' 
(ga'wi:r) 'tomaha\vk' 
[nam'bu:r] 'big brO\Vn snake' 

b. minim.ally contrasting form., for con1.parison 
[guc] 'elbow' 

Ua-ra] 'give-PAST' 

2.1.3 Absence of segn1ental patterns 
All the cases of noun privilege reviewed above involve a suprasegmental or 
prosodic contrast - tone, accent, or stress, or word shape or size. Even the vowel
Jength case in Mbabaram is prosodic rather than segmental, on the view that 
vtnvel length is not a segmental feature, but results from the association of one 
segmental melody to t'"'0 timing units (Clements and Keyser 1983). 

One apparent case of noun privilege that does involve segmental features is 
found in Nivkh (isolate). Ho,-vever, Shiraishi (2004) demonstrates that apparent 
noun/verb asynunetries in Nivkh can be analyzed in terms of base identity, 
since nouns can appear u.naffixed in Nivkh but verbs ca.nnot. (See §4.J below for 
discussion of this point and, more generally, of the relationship between lexical 
category effects and the distinction bet"'een free and bound stems.) 

2.2 Phonological augmentation in nouns 
In several languages, only nouns are subject to '''Ord-minimality requirements. 
This might look like verb privilege, as requirements are in1posed specifically 
on nouns. However, there is one circumstance in "'hich phonological privilege 
correlates with spec ial require1nents: positional augn1entation (S1nith 2002), in 
,.vhich a privileged position is required to have son1e perceptually salient property. 
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Positional augmentation is technically a type of neutralization, because all instances 
of position P must have property X - but unlike other types of neutralization, it 
is a diagnostic for phonological strength. 

Word nUnimality has been analyzed as a requirement for a (n1orphological) word 
to be coextensive with a prosodic word (Prince 1980; BroselO\V 1982; Cro"'hurst 
1992; CHAPTER 51: THE PHONOLOGICAL \\'ORD). Content morphemes are often subject 
to minilnality effects in contrast to function 1norphemes, supporting the classi
fication of nUni.tnality effects as positional augmentation (CHAl'TER 104: ROOT-AFFIX 

ASYMMETRlES). Thus, the noun-specific minimality effects discussed here are con1-
patible '"ith the claim that nouns have greater phonological privilege than verbs. 

Chuukese (Micronesian; Muller 1999) is one language in '"hich nouns, but not 
verbs, are subject to a bimoraic \vord-size 1ninimum. There is a genera] requirement, 
affecting both nouns and verbs, that the expected \vord-fi.nal n1ora not surface, so 
underlying final vowels are deleted if short and shortened if long. Crucially, \vhen 
this truncation process •voi.tld result i.n a monomoraic surface form, nouns undergo 
VO\Vel lengthening. This results in a surface contrast bet\\reen eve and CV:C for 
verbs, but not for nouns, because potential •eve nouns surface as eV:C. 

(6) Word-111ini111alil1J in Chuukese (final codas do not contribute \veight; initial 
geminates do) 

a. nouns: minilnally bi111oraic (Muller 1999: 395) 
UR Final 111ora loss 

CCVC already bimoraic /kkeji/ [kkej) 'laugh' 
/tftfara/ (tftfar) 'starfish' 

•eve undergoes lengthening /fasa/ [fa:s) 'nest' 
/frene/ [fre:n] 'building' 

*(fas I 
•[fren] 

b. verbs: no bi111oraic 111ini11111111 
xiv-xv) 

(data from Goodenough and Sugita 1980: 

[fan] 'go agrow1d' 
[n1rer] 'move, be shifted' 

[fa:n) 
[n1re:r] 

'break open' 
'gro\v (plant)' 

See also §4.1.2 for a discussion of Chuukese in the context of the morphological 
free/bound distinction and category-specific phonology. 

Other languages m \vhich nouns, but not verbs, have minilnality requiren1ents 
include ehukchee and Koryak (Chukotko-Kan1chatkan; Krause 1979). 

2.3 Phonological privilege in verbs 
The languages m §2.1 are clearly classifiable as cases of noun privilege, smce 
nouns allo\v more contrasts than verbs. Given that augmentation processes spe
cifically target privileged positions, the cases in §2.2 are also compatible 'vith the 
view that nouns are privileged compared to verbs. The languages considered 
ill this section, ho,vever, present a different pattern; they seem to shO\\' greater 
phonological privilege for verbs than for nouns. 

2.3.1 Tone 
In Ewe (K,va; Ansre 1961) nouns, the contrast between H and L tone is neutralized 
in syllables with voiced obstruent onsets; only L is possible m that context (CHAP
TER 97: TONOGENESIS). However, verbs may have H or L tone with any onset type. 
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(7) Consonant/tone co-occurrence restrictions in Ewe (Ansre 1961: 27-28, 34-35, 39) 

a. nouns: voiced obstruent onset mny not co-occ11r zvit'h H tone2 

b. 

voiceless obstruents [<pu] 'bone' [pu] 'sea' 
[tu] 'gtm' [te] 'yam' 

sonorants [jf] 'cutlass' [a-je] 'trick' 
[IJ5] '\vorm' [a-�] 'rubber' 

voiced obstruents (H unattested) [�tl] 'blood' 
[da] 'snake' 

verbs: onsets and tones co-occur freely 
voiceless obstruents [fa] 'is cold' (fu) 'is '"hite' 

[ tt'.i l 'to shut' [tu] 'to grind' 
sonorants [j5] 'to call' (jj l 'to hurry' 

[IJel 'to break' [1JeJ 'to groan' 
voiced obstruents [bu] 'to be lost' [buJ 'to respect' 

(v6] 'to rot' (vo J 'to be free' 

Verbs thus have a greater number of surface tone contrasts than nouns. 

2.3.2 Segn1ental deletion? 
A srnal l nu.rnber of cases may involve verb privilege in resishng sego�enta l 
deletion (CHAPTER 68: DELETION). These are unusual in hvo ways: noun privilege 
seems to be much more common than verb privilege, and category-specific 
phenomena lend to be suprasegmental or prosodic, rather than segmental or 
featural. In fact, the cases discussed here are not unambiguous examples of 
segn1ental deletion, and at least one might be re-analyzed as noun augmentation 
rather than verb privilege. 

One apparent example of segmental deletion that affects nouns, but not verbs, 
is seen in Paa1nese (Oceanic; Cro\vley 1997: 243-244). Proto-Paamese */I/ '\'as 
lost in northern Paamese in a variety of environtnents, including \\'Ord-irlitially, 
but \\'Ord-initial •/I/ has been preserved in verbs specifically. 

(8) Loss of initial *II/ in northern Pnamese does not apply to verbs (Crowley 1997: 
243-244) 

a. nouns show loss of initial */II 
*leiai � [eiai] 'bush' 

*Ja :Ja � [a:ia] 'kind of bird' 

b. verbs preserve initial •/I/ 
*leheie � [lehei] 's/he pulled it' 
*!oho � [loh) 's/he ran' 
*la:po � [Ja:po] 's/he fell' 

Liquid onsets, being high in sonority, are marked, especially in word-initial posi
tion (Smith 2002; see also CHAPTER 49: SONORITY; CHAl'TER 55: ONSETS; CHAPTER 31: 

' Some noun examples are slightly modified from Ansre (1961). Ansre shows these L-tone examples 
for voiceless obstruents aJld sonora.ots with a specifier [ la], glossed 'the' ([q>u la] 'the sea'), in order to 
den1onstrate that the L tone has a n1id allotone \vhen non-final. 1 have remo\•ed tl1e specifier and adjl1sted 
the gloss and tone marking, because the <listinction between allotones of L is not of concern here. 
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LATERAL CONSONANTS). Thus in Paamese we seem to have a case \11here a 
marked segment is tolerated in verbs even though it is not tolerated in nouns. If 
this is the correct interpretation, Paamese would be a case of greater phono
logical privilege for verbs. Ho,.vever, the avoidance of high-sonority onsets is 
arguably another kind of augmentation effect (Smith 2002; see also de Lacy 2001), 
providing a sharp sonority increase for syllables in prominent positions. Thus, 
a second interpretation is possible, according to which the avoidance of initial 
liquids in notu1s is evidence for notu1 privilege after all. Moreover, viewing initial 
• /l/ loss in nouns as driven by sonority (i.e. syllable structure) requirements 
'vould bring Paamese into line with the general observation that category-specific 
phenomena are prosodic rather than segmental. 

Another example that n1ight involve segmental deletion is lvloha,11k, in '"hich, 
according to Postal (1968), \11ord-final stops \11ere lost in now1s (except reduplicat
ing animal nan1es), although they were retained in morphologically related verbs 
(CHAPTER 36: FINAL CONSONANTS). This does appear to be a phonological process 
affecting specifically nouns and not verbs - a case of verb privilege. Ho\11ever, it 
is unclear whether segmental deletion is the best characterization of the process. 
Postal's examples are con1patible \11ith the view that the driving force behind the 
noun deletion was word-final cluster simplification, '"'hich again is a n1atter of 
syUable structure, not segments per se. 

2.4 Distinct restrictions on nouns and verbs 
This section presents cases in '"hich neither nouns nor verbs appear to have 
a greater array of phonological contrasts; both categories are subject to son1e 
phonotactic requiren1ent. However, the requirements that hold of nouns and those 
that hold of verbs are distinct. 

2.4.1 Stress a-ssignn1ent 
In Lenakel (Oceanic; Lyncl1 1975, 1978), primary stress is ah11ays penultimate, but 
secondary stress assignment is different for nouns and verbs. In nouns, secondary 
stresses are assigned on alternating syllables lefl:wa.rd from the primary stress, and 
initial syllables might not bear stress. In verbs, the initial syllable ahvays bears a 
secondary stress (unless the second syllable has primary stress), and additional 
secondary stresses are assigned on alternating syllables rightward from the initial 
syllable, subject to the condition that no secondary stress immediately precedes 
the primary stress. 

(9) Stress a.ssig11111ent in Lenakel (Lynch 1978: 19) 

a. nouns: secondary stress assigned leftward from. primary stress syllable 
/kan1atoa/ [,ka.ma.'do.a] 'kind of taro' 
/nin.1wakilakil/ [ru.,m"o.g�.'la.gal] 'beacl1' 
/tup""al ukaluk / (tu.,bwo.lu.'ga Jukh] 'lungs' 

b. verbs: secondary stress assigned rightward from initial syllable 
/r-im-olkeikei/ [,ri.m;il.'gej.gej] 'he liked it' 
/n-im-ar-olkeikei/ [,ni.ma.r.)l.'gej.gej] 'you-PL liked it' 

/n-in1-am-ar-olkeikei/ [,ni.n10.,1na.r.)l.'gej.g<j] 'you-PL were liking it' 
/t-n-ak-an1-ar-olkeikei/ [,!i.no.,�.n10.r:il.'gej.g<j] 'you-PL will be liking it' 
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A similar, although less straightfon..,ard, case is English (Germanic; Kelly 1988; 
see also Chomsky and Halle 1968), which has a preference (not a requirement) 
for initial/trochaic stress in disyllabic nouns vs. final/ia1nbic stress in disyllabic 
verbs. See §4.3 belo'v. 

2.4.2 Tonal patterns 
In Lamang (Chadic; Wolff 1983), both nouns and verbs have predictable tone, 
but different factors determine the surface tones in each case (10). Noun tones are 
deternU.ned by the onset consonant, interacting 'vith phrase-level and assiinilatory 
effects. The basic pattern is that tone is low when the onset is a voiced obstruent 
(as for nouns in E"'e; see §2.3.1), and tone is high3 when the onset is a sonorant, 
a voiceless obstruent, or one of [6] or [cl], which Wolff (1983: 28) describes as 
"laryngealized" but "only . . .  incidentally 'implosive' on son1e occasions." Verb 
tones, on the other hand, are entirely determined by inflectional category, except 
for hvo exceptional verb roots that pattern like nouns. 

(:10) .Predictable tone patterns in Lamang (Wolff :1983: 67�8, 77) 

a. 

b. 

nouns: L after voiced obstr11ent, H othenvise 
voiced obstru.ents (L) voiceless obstr11e11ts (H) 
[X::a] 'mountain' [ta] 'co\\'' 
[dzavo] 'hand' [u!aka) 'country' 

verbs: tone determined by inflectional category 
[kali] 1 take (coNT)' (kali) 
[kakall] 1 have begun to take (PERF 11)' [kakali] 
[kalajo J 'that I take (suBJ I)' [kalaj6 J 

sonorants (H) 
[ewe] '1nouth' 
[rhkQf] 'rat (sp.)' 

'I take (DUR CONT)' 
'I have taken (PERF I)' 
'I took (AORIST)' 

Lamang is typologically unusual, in that, unlike nouns and verbs, function 
morphemes do have contrastive tones (\iVolff 1983: 74). It is n1ore common typo
logically for lexical morphemes to have greater freedom in phonological contrast 
than ftu1ction morphemes have (McCarthy and Prince 1995: §6.2; Beckman 1999; 
CHAPTER 104: ROOT-AFFIX ASYMMETRIES). Lamang ideophones, which Wolff calls 
"expressives," also have contrastive tones. 

2.4.3 Prosodic shape 
Finally, there are some languages in which prosodic-shape restrictions are 
found for both nouns and verbs, but the restrictions are different for the hvo 
categories. 

One exan1ple, discussed by McCarthy (2005), is Classical Arabic (Semitic; 
CHAPTER 108: SEMITIC TE"Ml'LATES). As mentioned in §2.1.2, all verbs in Arabic are 
templatic; most nouns are templatic as '"'ell. McCarthy (2005) shows that different 
restrictions on template shape hold for nouns and for verbs. N'oun templates may 
only begin '''ith one consonant, but verb templates may begin "'ith either one or 
l\VO consonants. On the other hand, verb templates must end \vith CVC, but noun 
ten1plates n1ay end with CVC, CV:C, or CVCC. 

3 li1 son1e cases a precedi11g lo\\' to11e rat1ses tllis potential J1igh tone to assi11Ulate and beco1ne lo'"' 
(\lvolff J983: 67). tn addition, there are certa.in phrase-level disslmllatory effects, as weU as a.o "accent" 
that may boost tone on the antepenultimate syllable of the phrase. For a summary of predictable tone 
effects in nouns, see Wolff (1983: 72). 
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(11) Te111plate shape in Arabic (McCarthy 2005: 178, 209) 
a. noun templates: no initial CC; may end with CVC, CV:C or CVCC 

Triliteral Quadriliteral 
cv eve eve eve 
CV: CVC 
CV CV:C eve CV:C 
CV: CV:C 
cvcc 

b. verb templates: initial cc allowed; 1nust end with eve 
cv eve eve eve cv: eve 
ccv eve ccvc eve ccv: eve 

Another language in which prosodic-shape requirements affect noiu1s and 
verbs differently is ltelmen (Bobaljik 1998, 2008). In nouns, a "resonant" consonant 
(sonorants and [z]) must be adjacent to a vo,vel; other"rise, a preceding sch,va 
is epenthesized. Nouns consequently show sch\va-zero alternations, since the 
environment for epenthesis is met in some morphological forms but not in 
others (CHAPTER 26: SCHWA; CHAPTER 67: VOWEL EPENTHESIS). In verbs, resonants 
likev»ise never violate this restriction, but there are no sclnva-zero alternations. 
According to Bobaljik's interpretation, sch,va epenthesis overapplies in verbs, in 
that it applies to all forms of a verb if its environn1ent is met in so111e fonn. 

(12) Schwa epenthesis in ltelmen (Bobaljik 2008: 44) 
a. 

b. 

nouns: epenthesis and alternations 
[i·xam] 'sable-sc;' [ixm-en'] 
[spfil] '\vind-DIRECT' [spl-ank] 
[><txaz-x?al] 'road-ABLATIVE' ["'txz-enk] 

'sable-PL' 
''Vind-LOCATIVE' 
'road-'LOCATfVE' 

verbs: no alterna.tions; overapplication of epenthesis 
(t-zal-tfen] 'I gave it.' [zal-en] 'You gave it.' 
[t-'lill!l-tfen'] 'l killed them.' [q-'lill!l-in] 'Kill it!' 
[spal-qzu-in] 'It 'vas \vindy.' [spal-in] 'It was windy.' 

*[zlen] 
*[qimin] 
*[splin] 

The Iteln1en pattern involves a prosodic-shape requirement that affects both nouns 
and verbs: a syllabification restriction on resonants. H'owever, noi.uis may sho\v 
morphological alternations with respect to the sch,va epenthesis, whereas verbs 
may not. Bobaljik's (1998, 2008) forn1al analysis of this pattern has epenthesis 
apply cyclically in verbs but non-cyclically in nouns; it is therefore only verbs 
that w1dergo epenthesis in cases where subsequent affixation '"'ould potentially 
bleed that process. On this approach, it is not inlmediately clear '"hether nouns 
or verbs should be seen to have greater phonological privilege, since both are sub
ject to an epenthesis process. (On the other hand, if the avoidance of alternation 
is seen as an additional requirement that holds of verbs only, then Itelmen could 
be a case of noun privilege, as in §2.1.) 

Both Classical Arabic and ltelmen have featured in discussions of base identity 
as an alternative to category-specific phonology; see §4.1.2 below. 

2.4.4 Absence of patterns involving seginental contrasts 
As \Vith the examples of noun privilege discussed in §2.1 and §2.2, the languages 
with distinct predictable patterns for nouns and verbs seen1 to involve exclusively 
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suprasegmental and prosodic properties such as stress, tone, and syllable struc
ture. One language that has been said to have different segmental inventories 
in .nouns and verbs is Mi.chi£ (Bakker 1997). However, this difference would 
probably not strictly speaking be a lexical category effect, as Michi.f is a mi.xed 
language in 'vhich nouns and verbs tend to derive from distinct source languages, 

Canadian French (Romance) and Plains Cree (Algonquian) respectively. Further
more, Rosen (2007) argues that French/Cree stratification is not synchronically 
relevant for Michif phonology. 

2.5 Summary: Survey of category-specific effects 
The category-specific effects revie,ved in §2, involving differences in phonological 
behavior bet\veen nouns and verbs, are stunn1arized in Table 102.1. 

Noun privilege (plus noun augn1entation, which is arguably related to noun 
privilege) appears to be the most common pattern, with fewer cases of verb 
privilege and distinct predictable patterns for nouns and verbs. Nearly all of these 
examples of category-specific phonological behavior involve either suprasegmental 
properties like stress, accent, and tone, or else prosodic shape (word-nunirnality, 
word or syllable shape, or vo\vel length). The only cases possibly involving 
segmental phenomena that have emerged in this survey are the two examples of 
diachronic segment deletion specific to nouns, and, as noted in §2.3.2, these may 
be reinterpretable as prosodic effects as \veil. 

Table 102.1 Noun/verb differences in phonologica l behavior 

U!nguage l)/1.e1101rzer1or1 N/V pattern 

Spanish stress 
Hebrew stress 
Japanese accent 
Proto-Korean accent 
Xi be accent N privilege 
Ancient Greek accent 
Mono tone 
Proto-Bantu tone 
Hebrew prosodic shape 
Mbabaram prosodic shape 

Chuukese prosodic shape N augmentation Chukchee, Koryak prosodic shape 

Paamese diachronic segment deletion(?) V privilege? /N augmentation? 

E\ve tone 
V privilege Mohawk diacluonic segment deletion(?) 

Lenakel stress 
Lamang tone distinct but predictable Arabic prosodic shape 
ltelmen prosodic shape 
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3 Adjectives 

Adjectives are in a sense intermediate between nouns and verbs morphosyntactic
ally, and their phonological behavior reflects this. In some languages, adjectives fall 
together either ·with nouns or with verbs in terms of their phonology, and the group
ing they form often correlates \vith the nature of adjectival inflectional morphology 
in the language (§3.1). In other languages, adjectives have "partial privilege'' -they 
lie bet\veen nouns and verbs on a continuum of phonological behavior (§3.2). 

3.1 Adjectives as a subcase of nouns or verbs 
In a language with category-specific phonological patterns, adjectives often pattern 
with either nouns or verbs in a "'ay that ntirrors their categories of inflection (see 
Table 102.2). 

\Nl1en adjectives inflect for N-type morphologicaJ categories sucl1 as person, gen
der, number, or case -as in Spanish, Mono, Mbabaram, and Hebre,v, Table 102.2(a) 

- they tend to pattern phonologically with nouns. Analogously, 'vhen adjectives 
inflect for V-type categories such as tense, mood, or aspect - as in Japanese and 
Ewe, Table 102.2(b) - they tend to pattern phonologically \Vith verbs. 

The langt1ages in Table 102.2(c) present add itiona l comp l.ications, ho,vever. Jn 
Hebrew, adjectives inflect for nominal categories, but their behavior "'ith respect 
to stress is actually intermediate behveen that of nouns and verbs. Mandarin 
(Sino-Tibetan) is a language that does not have much of an inflectional systen1 at 
all, but here again, adjectives show a pattern that is distinct fro1n both nouns and 
verbs. These rnro cases are discu.ssed in §3.2, along with an additional case, Finnish 
(Finnie), "'hich sho,vs distinct behavior ben,reen nouns and adjectives even when 
they bear the same inflectional morphemes. Finally, Lenakel (see §2.4.1 above) 
appears to sho'v a tight correlation bet,veen inflectional morphology and category
specific phonology; this language is discussed ftuther in §4.2 below. 

Table 102.2 Adjective behavior and inflection type 

Language l'Jzer101r1e11011 NN pattern Adjective behavior 

a. Adjectives pattern v1ith nouns 

Spanish stress 
Mono tone N privilege same as N �v[babaram prosodic shape 
Hebre\v prosodic shape 

b. Adjectives pattern w·ith verbs 

Japanese accent N privilege same as V Ewe tone V privilege 

c. Pattern is more complicated 

Hebre\v stress N privilege N > A > V  
Mandarin reduplication distinct distinct 
Lenakel stress distinct depends on role? 

Adjective itiflection 

N-type 

V-type 

N-type 
isolating language 
depends on role? 
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3.2 Adjectives as an intermediate category 
Many languages sho•v adjectives patterning together with either nouns or verbs, 
but Hebre\v stress, Mandarin reduplication, and Finnish mutation and deletion 
are phonological pheno1nena in '"hich adjectives have their own specific pattern. 
These cases nevertheless suggest that, even 1vhen adjectives sho"' distinct beha
vior, they fall at a point intermediate behveen nouns and verbs with respect to 
phonological privilege. 

Becker (2003) discusses stress in Hebrew, in "'hich nouns, adjectives, and 
verbs all sho•v distinct behavior. The default is "mobile" stress, in vvhich stress 
is attracted to the right edge of the word: mobile stress falls on the final syllable 
of an unaffixed form, or on the rightmost suffix. All verbs have mobile stress. 
Adjectives and nouns differ fro1n verbs; they have a phonological contrast bel\veen 
n1obile stress and "fixed" stress, a pattern in \\'luch stress remains on a particular 
syllable of the base. But there is a further difference between adjectives and nouns. 
When adjectives have fixed stress, it ahvays falls on the root-final syllable, "'hereas 
the location of fixed stress is contrastive for nouns. 

(13) Stress contrasts in Hebrew (Becker 2003: 1-2) 

a. nouns: location of fixed stress is contrastive 
mobile stress 
[dik'duk] 'grammar-sc' [dikduk-' im] 'grammar-PL' 
fixed stress 
['kopirajter] 'copywriter-sc' ['kopirajter-un] 'copy,vriter-PL' 
[dik'tator) 'dictator-sc' [dik'tator-m1) 'dictator-PL' 
( 'tut] 'strav,1berry-sc' ['tut-im) 'strawberry-PL' 

b. adjectives: fixed stress is always rootjina/ 
1nobile stress 
[' tov) 'good-sc' [tov-'i1n) 'good-PL' 
fixed stress 
[mal'jan] 'rich-sc' [mal'jan-im] 'rich-PL' 
[fono'log-i] 'phonological-sc' [fono'log-i-im] 'phonological-PL' 

c. verbs: 11/ways 111obile stress 
[fa'mar) 'keep-sc' [famr-'u) 'keep-PL' 
(biz'bez) 'spend-sc' [bizbez-'u] 'spend-PL' 

As Becker (2003) observes, this means that adjectives have greater phonological 
freedom than verbs, but not as n1uch as nouns. 

In Mandarin, nouns, adjectives, and verbs sho•v distmct behavior in reduplica
tion (Feng 2003; see also CHAPTER 100: REDUPLICATION). Disyllabic (AB) adjectives 
reduplicate as AABB, '''hile disyllabic verbs reduplicate as ABAB. (Disyllabic 
nouns do not reduplicate, although n1onosyllabic nouns do.) Some adjective or 
verb bases reduplicate both ways, m \vluch case the AABB forn1 is an adjective, 
and the ABAB form is a verb. 
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(14) Reduplicati�n in f\1andarin (Feng 2003: 2)4 

a. adjectives: AB � AABB 
[kan.t\ili:JJ 'clean' [kan.kan.t\ili:J.t�J) 'clean (intensified)' 
( miiJJ. pa.i) 'clear' [ ij' jr v •  v•1 m JJ.m.UJ.pal.pa.1 'clear (intensified)' 

b. verbs: AB � ABAB 
[ t�''llJ. t? WU 1 'celebrate' [t�1'JIJ.t?" ll .t�'l!J. J1>w ll] 'celebrate a little' 
[tii.sinv J 'clean up' [ta.saw .ta.saw J 

c. shape of reduplicated form detennines category 
adjective base 
AABB = adjective 
ABAB = verb 
verb base 
A.A.BB = adjective 
ABAB = verb 

(kaW.�I)) 
[kaw.ka'" .¢.r:J.i:i1Jl 
[ka'v .¢.r:J.kaw .\Zi!Jl 
[ti;;J.titn] 
[ t�l. ti;;Lti€n. titn] 
[ t:>I. ti en .tsi. t'ln l 

'clean up a little' 

'happy' 
'happy (intensified)' 
"have son1e fun' 
'suggest' 
'critical, bossy' 
'comment here and there' 

Feng (2003: 7) presents evidence from third-tone sandhi alternations (CHAPTER 107: 

CHINESE TONE SANOHI) that the morphosyntactic bracketing in the !\VO cases is 
distinct; namely (A[AB]B] (adjectives) but (AB](AB) (verbs). She sees this as driving 
the difference between adjective and verb reduplication; for verbs, it is more 
important for the edges of morphosyntactic constituents to align "'ith the edges 
of prosodic constituents (on the assumption that all four-syllable reduplicated 
forn1s have the prosodic constituency (crcr)(crcr)), whereas, for adjectives, it is 
1nore important that the linear sequence AB fron1 the base form not be disrupted. 
The different structures and their differing priorities are shov»n in (15). 

(15) MorphoStJntactic and prosodic constituents in Ma.nda.rin reduplica.tion 

verbs 
A B A B 

Morphosyntactic [ ][ ] 
Prosodic ( )( ) 
Edges n1a tch; linear sequence of base not respected 

adjectives 
A A B B 

Morphosyntactic [ [ ] ] 
Prosodic ( )( ) 
Edges do not match; linear sequence of base respected 

M.andarin differs from Hebre\v because it is not entirely clear i.n M.andarin 
'vhether it is adjectives or verbs that should be seen as having greater phono
logical privilege; each category has a predictable reduplication type, even though 
they differ. Ho\'l'ever, adjectives do set a higher priority for maintaining the 
linear sequence of the base. From the vie\vpoint of Optin1ality Theory (Prince and 
Smolensky 2004), under Correspondence Theory (McCarthy and Prince 1995), this 

'1 Nlandarin tone marks are given in accordance v...·ith JPA usage, rather than t11e pinyin transcriptions 
used by Feng (20-03). 
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suggests higher-ranking faithfulness for adjectives than for verbs, and therefore 
greater phonological privilege for adjectives.5 

Finally, Anttila (2002) discusses a category-specific effect in Finnish involving 
hvo different phonological alternations: under certain morphological and phono
logical conditions, a stem-final /a/ either deletes or changes to Io/ (mutates), 

\vhen the plural morpheme /-i-/ is added. An examination of a corpus of Finnish 
shows that, in the absence of phonological factors leading to a preference for one 
strategy or the other (e.g. a tendency to avoid mutation after labial consonants), 
the n1utation option is preferred by nouns and the deletion option is preferred by 
adjectives. This difference is seen even "'hen nouns and adjectives are inflected 
\vith identical affixes. 

(16) Deletion vs. muta.tion in Finnish (Anttila 2002: 13) 

a. nouns: prefer 111 utafion 
/kihara-i-ssa/ 'curl-PL-INESS' � 
/korea-i-ssa/ 'Korea-PL-INEss' � 

b. adjectives: prefer deletion 
/kihara-i-ssa I 'curly-PL-INESS' � 
/korea-i-ssa/ 'beautiful-PL-tNEss' � 

[kiliarQ-i-ssa) 
[koreo-i-ssa) 

[kiliar0-i-ssa] 
[kore0-i-ssa] 

Again, it  is some,vhat difficult to interpret this pattern in terms of relative phono
logical privilege, because both n1utation and deletion involve a phonological 
process. Ho\vever, mu tation, the pattern favored by nouns, does preserve all input 
segments (even though certai.n feature values are changed), so it is not out of the 
question to vie"' the correlation bet"1een mutation for nouns and deletion for 
adjectives as a consequence of greater noun privilege. 

3.3 Adjective patterns as scale conflation 
The examples in §3.1 and §3.2 all appear to be compatible \vith one of the 
follo"ring scales:6 adjectives fall together \vith nouns, fall together with verbs, 
or exhibit a degree of privilege intern1ediate behveen that for nouns and verbs. 

(17) Scales of phonological privilege by lexical category 

a. IN, A} > V 
b. N > {A, VI 
c. N > A >  V 

5 A11other interesting point related to lexical categories in tv1andarin reduplication is that AB verbs 
actually reduplicate as ABAB only if both the A and the B morphemes a.re verbal; \1 +object (N) forms 
reduplicate as AAB (Feng 2003: 3). 
• The scales in (17) assume a more basic scale N > V, with greater phonological privilege for nouns 
than for verbs. As noted in §2.5 above, cases that seem to show greater privilege for verbs than for 
now\S appear to be few in number and exceptional in pattern; i11 particular, two out of three of the 
cases n1ay i11vol\1e segmental phonology, 1i¥l1ich category-specific patterns generall)' do not. Further 
investigation is needed to determ.ine whether the s.:ale of privilege N > \1 is truly a typological 
(near-)uni\rersal, but the intern1ediate beha\1jor of adjectives re\rjewed in this section COl1ld be seen 
as additional support for this vie\\'. 
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This pattern resembles markedness conflation (de Lacy 2004), in 'vhich there is a 
universal n1arkedness scale X > Y > Z, but on a language-specific basis adjacent 
levels of the scale can be conflated and pattern as a single class with respect to 
that markedness dimension (CHAPTER 4: MARKEDNESS; CHAPTER 63: MARKEDNESS 
AND FAITHFULNESS CONSTRAINTS). So, positing a universal scale of phonological 
privilege for lexical categories, as in (17c), is compatible "'ith the existence of 
languages that conflate the middle category, A, \vith N (17a) or V (17b). 

4 Attempting non-phonological explanations 

The discussion so far has focused on demonstrating that there exist languages "'ith 
category-specific phonological effects. However, important questions ren1air1. Does 
the phonological gramn1ar actually need to refer to lexical categories? Or can all 
category-specific effects be reduced to epiphenon1ena, simple outcomes of the 
interaction between phonology and other modules of the grammar such as mor
phology or syntax? Finally, to the extent that there are category-specific effects in 
phonology, does this require reference to the san1e lexical category labels used 
by the morphosyntax, or should it ir1stead be handled in the same �vay as cases 
of exceptional phonological behavior by arbitrary classes of morphemes? 

This section considers the distinction behveen morphologically free and bound 
forms (§4.1), the relationship behveen nominal or verbal inflection and category
specific behavior (§4.2), prosodic struchrre (§4.3), and n1orpheme-specific effects 
(§4.4). \'\lhile son1e of these factors are relevant son1e of the tin1e, not all cases of 
category-specific phonology can be re-analyzed in these terms. 

4.1 Free vs. bound 

As seen m Table 102.3, there is often overlap between the lexical categories in a 
language 'vith phonological privilege, and the lexical categories in that language 
that occur as free forms (without obligatory overt inflection). Indeed, some of the 
apparent category-specific effects discussed in the literature have been sho,vn 
either to reduce directly to the free/bound distinction, or to exl1ibit base-identity 
effects that can be fonnally modeled with reference to the free/bound distmction. 
Examples of each type are revie"red in §4.l .l. 

As shO"'n in Table 102.4, ho"1ever, some cases of category-specific phonological 
patterns cannot be directly equated with the distinction bet\veen free and bound 
forms. These are discussed ir1 §4.1.2. 

Table 102.3 Phonological privilege matches free/bow1d distinction 

Japanese 
Mono 

Nlbabaram 

Lenakel 

Phenomenon 

accent 

tone 

prosodic shape 

stress 

N/A/V privilege Free/bound 

N > A, \I N free I A, V bound 

N, A >  V N, A free I \I bound 

N, A >  V N, A free (absolutive case) I V bound 

N, (A) � (A), V N free I A by hmction I V bow1d 
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Table 102.4 No exact match between phonological privilege and free/bound 
distinction 

l..nnguage 

Spanish 

Chuukese 

Mand.ari.n 

Hebrew 

Pl1e110111e11011 

stress 

prosodic shape 

reduplicat.ion 

prosodic shape 
stress 

N/A/V privilege F,.ee/bound 

N, A >  V N, A free or bound I V bound 

N > V  both N, \I free (modulo truncation) 

N ;t A ,o V  N, A, V can aU be free 

N, A > V  N, A free or bound I V bound 
N > A > V  

4.1.1 Category-specific effects that reduce to free/bound effects 
It has been argued that some apparent category-specific effects reduce to the 
distinction bel\veen free and bound forms, either directly, as for \VOrd-minimality 
requiren1ents, or indirectly, as for base-identity effects. 

In Chuukese (§2.2; see also §4.1.2), mi.nin1ality requirements truly differentiate 
between noiu1s and verbs. Ho\vever, some cases of apparent category-specific 
minimality are actually due to the free/bound distinction: if the minimality require
ment holds at the level of the word, and (by definition) only free forms can 
constitute "'Ords on their O\vn, then only free forms sho'v n1inimality effects. 

For example, consider Mono (Niger-Congo, Banda). Olson (2005: 75, 79) observes 
that there are no n1onosyllabic surface forms of nouns (or adjectives), and proposes 
a process of Subm inimal Root Augn1entation (SRA), '"hich epenthesizes a copy 
vo"rel into an underlyingly monosyllabic noun: /CV,/ � [V1CV1]. However, Olson 
(2005: 82) explicitly notes that SRA does not apply to verbs, because verbs must 
appear '"ith some inflectional affix, so they never happen to be monosyllabic on 
the surface even if they have a subn1inimal root. .tvloreover, Olson (2005: 89, 94) 
sho,vs that even /CV I nouns fail to undergo SRA if they bear a plural affix or forn1 
part of a compound. In short, there is no need for a category-specific analysis 
of minimality in Mono. It is simply the case that zvords must be disyllabic; for 
W1felated reasons, only nouns and adjectives may surface unaffixed, so only they 
are ever in danger of violating the category-free requirement on word size. 

There is another, more abstract way in \vhich the free/bound distinction 
potentially has implications for privilege in maintaining phonological contrast. 
In some languages, morphologically complex forms sho'" base-identity effects 
- phonological similarity to some aspect of their morphological base forn1s. 
This has been n1odeled as phonological cyclicity, or in tern1s of constraints that 
enforce faithfulness to morphologically related base forms (e.g. Kipars.ky 1982, 2000; 
Kensto\vicz 1996; Benua 2000; CHAPTER 83: PARADIG1'1S; CHAPTER 8.5: CYCLICITY). 
SchematicaJJy, suppose that a language has a base form /X/ and a complex 
form IX + Y /. In the absence of base-identity effects, the phonological gra1nn1ar 
sin1ply applies to the segments in /X + YI as they appear there. But, if there 
is a base-identity effect, then some similarity requirement holds behveen the 
surface form of [X + Y] and the surface form of its base (X), giving rise to a 
property of [X + Y] that "'ould not be expected if this form were simply subject 
to the phonological gram1nar of the language on its O\Vll. 

Base-identity effects are relevant in the context of the free/bound distinction 
because if a root /XI never appears unaffixed, as *(X], then the non-existent 
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surface form *[X] "'ill never influence the phonology of the morphologically 
complex /X + Y /. If nouns and verbs differ precisely in this vvay, such that [Nl 
is a possible surface form but [VJ is not, this could potentially lead to differences 
in the phonology between [N + affix] and [V + affix] fonns: [N + affix] forms might 
sho•v base-identity effects that f\I + affix] forms do not sho\v. Such a pattern •vould 
not require crucial use of category-specific phonology, hov,rever, because the 
fundamental distinction vvould instead be that between free and bound forn1s. 

Precisely this argtunent has been 1nade by Shiraishi (2004) for Nivkh (isolate), 
in "'hich noun phonology and verb phonology differ in several vvays, involving 
segmental effects (which, as noted above, are rare among category-specific phono
logical phenomena). Nivkh has a four-way contrast among obstruents: stops and 
fricatives contrast 'vith each other, and, furthern1ore, aspirated stops and voiceless 
fricatives (the "fortis" obstruents) contrast vvith plain stops and voiced fricatives 
(the "lenis" obstruents). 

(18) Nivkh obstruent inventory (Shiraishi 2004: §2.l )7 
for tis lenis 

stops Ph t" ch kh qh p t c k q 
fricatives f -r s x x v r z ¥ � 

Although these sounds are all contrastive, there are contexts in which neutraliza
tion processes override these contrasts (CHAPTER 80: MERGERS AND NEUTRALIZATION). 
One such case involves the neutralization of the stop-fricative contrast in non
pluase-initial position in a morphologically derived environn1ent (CHAPTER 88: 
DERIVED ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS}: following a VO"'el, glide, or stop, obstruents 
surface as fricatives, but follo,ving a nasal or fricative, obstruents surface as stops 
(Shiraishi 2004: §2.1). 

An apparent difference betvveen categories appears in a systematic exception 
to this stop/fricative pattern. Noiu1s resist changing stem-initial fricatives into 
stops when a pre-stem morpheme is added. The requirements of morphologically 
derived environment and non-phrase-initial position are met, but the underlying 
fricatives still surface as fricatives. 

(19) Hardening in Nivkh (Shiraishi 2004: §2.1-2} 

a. nouns: resist hardening 
[t"ulv vo] *[t"ulv bo] 
[c"l)i'Jr vox] *[c1'1)ar box] 
[taf [a] •[taf tha] 
(thel) yaqi] *(thel) baqi] 

'\vinter + village' 
'grass+ hill' 
'house + door' 
'coal + box' 

b. verbs: undergo hardening 
[c"xaf q:a-] (< /xa-/) 'bear + shoot' 
[cus tha-] (< /fa-/) 'meat + bake' 
(tux ke-] (< /xe-/) 'axe + take' 
[phnanx .tau-] (< /rau-/) 'one's sister + teach' 

7 Shfraishi (2004: §2.1) describes /c c"! as (pre-)palatals that are inconsistently characterized in 
the literature as plosives or affricates. He notes that /r/ and its (partially) devoiced counterpart /r/ 
pattern phonologically with fricatives. 
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Shiraishi argues that the important difference here is that noun stems can appear 
in isolation, but verb sten1s require affixation. Thus, only nouns are potentially sub
ject to base-identity effects. In Shiraishi's (2004: §2.4) analysis, the fricative status 
of the initial consonant in a derived form n1ust match that of its underived base, 
and this identity requirement takes priority over the usual process of hardening. 
For verbs, "'hich have no base to enforce identity, hardening applies unimpeded. No 
reference to lexical category is needed to account for the noun/verb asym1netry. 
Shiraishi also presents a similar analysis for a second seginental phonology differ
ence beh"een lexical categories in Nivkh, a process of sten1-final fricative voicing 
under suffixation from which nouns are, again, exceptionally exempt. 

Base-identity accounts of category-specific patterns have also been developed 
by Kensto'"icz (1996) for cluster simplification in Korean and by Cable (2005) 
for sch"'a epenthesis in Itel:men. Ho\vever, Bobalji..k (2008) argues that base 
identity is not the right \vay to approach Helmen; see the discussion in §4.1.2 
beJO"'- (See also Albright 2008 and Albright and Kang 2008 for a different vie\v 
of "base" for Korean nouns and verbs.) 

Thus, for languages ,,vhere a phonological difference between nouns and verbs 
aligns '''ith the distinction between free and bound roots, it is possible that base 
identity could be invoked instead of category-specific phonological processes. 
This is a particularly attractive approach to N'ivkh, where the phenomenon 
involved (segmental alternation) is not one that typically participates in category
specific effects. For a case like Mono, where lexical category is empirically less 
successful than the free/bound distinction for characterizing the enviro1m1e.nt \Vhere 
the phonological process applies, it is even n1ore clear that appealing to lexical 
categories is undesirable. Ho'"ever, for the other languages listed in Table 102.3 
above, either a base-identity account or a category-specific account appears to be 
feasible; the choice may come do"'n to theory-internal considerations. 

In any case, the free/bound distinction cannot be the source of all category
specific effects. Son1e languages sho'" category-specific phonology that cannot be 
handled in terms of differences behveen morphoJ.ogically free and bound forms. 
Examples are discussed in the follo'''ing section. 

4.1.2 Misnzatches with the free/bound distinction 
The difference between free and bound roots is not always consistent with phono
logical differences between nouns and verbs. This is true \vhen both nouns and 
verbs are bound, and \vhen both nouns and verbs are free - or, more generally, 
when some free forms have more phonological privilege than others. 

Spanish (§2.1.1) provides evidence that lexical category differences in phonology 
are possible even among bound roots. It  is true that verbs are al\vays bound, "'hile 
nouns and adjectives need not be. Crucially, however, the lexically contrastive 
antepenultirnate stress pattern occurs even on noun and adjective stems that 
consist of a bound root and a (productive) gender suffix. 

(20) Spanish bound roots with an ti'Pen11lti111nte stress (data from Castillo and Bond 
1948; Sola 1981) 

a. nouns 
masculine 
('na,vfra.,-o] 
['bi¥an1-o J 

fe111inine 
['nawfra¥-a] 
[ 'bi¥a1n-a] 

'shipwrecked person' 
'bigan1ist' 
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b. adjectives ['loj3ce¥-O] 
['pcospec-o] 
[n1e'tooik-o] 
['benet-o] 
[su'pecflu-o J 
[puc'puce-o] 
[simul' tane-o] 
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[ 'lo�cel(-a] 
[ 'pcospec-a] 
[me'tooi.k-a] 
[ 'benet-a] 
(su'pecflu-a) 
[puc'puce-a] 
[ sinutl ' tane-a] 

'murky, dismal' 
'prosperous' 
'1nethodic' 
'Venetian' 
'superfluous' 
'purple' 
'sim ul taneo us' 

If noun- or adjective-specific contrast in Spanish were dependent on nouns and 
adjectives being able to appear as i.maffixed forms, these antepenultimate examples 
\VOuld not be possible. 

Chuukese (§2.2) provides further evidence that category-specific effects are 
not al'"ays due to the free/bound distinction. In this language, both nouns and 
verbs n1ay appear unaffixed,8 and yet only nouns are subject to a mini1nality 
requirement. Similarly, .Mandarin (§3.2) shows a three-,vay difference bet\"een 
nouns, adjectives, and verbs in reduplication patterns, but this is a language '"ith 
essentially no inflectional morphology at all. 

An interesting case is the category-specific nature of stress in Hebrew (discussed 
in §3.2). Both nouns and adjectives n1ay be atemplatic, i.e. n1orphologically free, 
but verbs may not. Arguably, s tatus as an atemplatic form is precisely \vhat cor
relates \vith the capability for a noun or adjective to take the fixed stress pattern 
(Becker 2003), because even nouns and adjectives predictably have mobile stress 
if they are templatic. Ho\vever, the free/bound distinction ca1u1ot account for 
the further difference between free nouns, in '"hich the location of fixed stress is 
phonologically contrastive, and free adjectives, in '"hich fixed stress always falls 
on the root-final syllable. 

As noted in §2.4.3, J\ilcCarthy (2005) describes a noun/verb difference in tem
plate shape in Classical Arabic. J\ilcCarthy analyzes this pattern using Optin1al 
Paradign1s Theory, a variation on the base-identity approach (§4.1.1), in which 
similarity is enforced among m.embers of a paradigm even in the absence of a 
free-standing base form. Bobaljik (2008) calls into question \.vhether J\ilcCarthy's 
approach fully accounts for the Arabic pattern, noting, for exa1nple, that it predicts 
contrasts between noun and verb stem shapes that should be able to emerge under 
derivation, even if not within inflectional paradigms (see Bobalji.k 2008: §3.2.2 for 
detailed discussion). Regardless of the success of a (quasi-)base-identity approach 
to template shape, however, it is important to note that McCarthy's analysis, "'hich 
replaces reference to lexical category with reference to facts about affix shape and 
template shape, does not address all category-specific effects in Arabic. As seen 
in §2.1.2, the fact ren1ai.t1s that nouns n1ay be templatic or aten1platic, but verbs 
must be tero.platic. Jn other '"ords, Arabic nouns still allow a greater degree of 
phonological contrast in their prosodic shape than verbs do, in a \vay that stands 
outside the template system and therefore cannot be derived from the differences 
bet\veen affix i.tlventories for templatic nouns and verbs. 

Finally, Bobaljik (2008), discussing ltelmen (described i.t1 §2.4.3 above), argues 
specifically agai.t1st the attempt to recast all category-specific effects in terms of 

11 As seen in  §2.2, both categot.ies are also subject to a fu,al�rnora t-runcatio.l.'1 process, so roots do 1\0t 
in fact sttrface unaltered. Ho\1vever, this process does not distinguish betvv·een nouns and verbs, so it 
cannot be the source of the category-specific phonological difference. 
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base identity. He sho'''S that some verbs are derived from "category-neutral" roots, 
\vhich can also be nouns and therefore have a free base form. Nevertheless, these 
verbs still follovv the general verb pattern of schwa epenthesis. This is sin1ilar to 
Chuukese, where verbs are no less free than nouns, but nouns are phonologically 
privileged. Conversely, some ltelmen nouns have obligatory singular inflection 
and are therefore not free, but they nevertheless folio"' the noun pattern of sch,va 
epenthesis. This is similar to Spanish, where nouns and adjectives have greater 
phonological freedom even when bound. As Bobaljik argues, these t\vo types 
of nusn1atch between noun/verb and free/bound shovv that, in Itelmen, lexical 
category predicts phonological patterning more accurately than the free/bound 
distinction does. 

In summary, the fact that nouns often appear phonologically privileged as 
compared to verbs n1ay well be related at some fundan1ental level to the fact that 
nouns are cross-linguistically more likely to be free forn1s. However, attempts to 
relate these two asymmetries directly, in frarne"'Orks that make crucial use of 
the bound/free distinction to invoke the existence of a morphological base form 
that accounts for special aspects of noun phonology - or even fra1ne,vorks that 
sin1ply make use of differences in the inventories of inflectional morphen1es 
for the two categories to account for phonological differences - are unable to 
capture the full range of category-specific phonological effects. 

4.2 Inflectional morphologt; 

As noted in §3, whether adjectives pattern phonologically with nouns or verbs 
shows a striking correlation vvith whether adjectives inflect for nominal or 
verbal categories. A particularly interesting case is Lenakel (see §2.4.1), vvhere 
adjectives take verbal inflection when they are predicates, but not when they 
modify nouns (Lynch 1975, 1978). The presence or absence of verbal n1orphology 
on adjectives probably detern1ines vvhether they take on the stress pattern of 
nouns or that of verbs (John Lynch, personal communication). 

Nonetheless, this correlation. behveen inflection type and category-specific 
phonology is not an explanation.. For example, in Spanish or Mono, it is true that 
verb stress or tone is entirely determined by the inflectional paradigm (§2.1.1). 
However, the fact that verbs take inflectional suffixes does not preclude the 
logiec1.l. possibility that verb roots might ha.ve underlying stress or tone contrasts 
('vhich might emerge in some particular inflectional form). That this is often not 
the case requires explanation; apparently, the phonological grammar does need 
to enforce the lack of contrast in verbs as a property separate from the fact that 
individual verbal inflectional morphemes happen to assign stress or tone. 

Furtherro.ore, languages like Mandarin, Hebre"', and Finnish (see §3.2) sho\v 
that adjectives sometimes behave differently from both nouns and verbs - even 
if they have N-type inflection, as in Hebre\\1 and Finnish. 

4.3 Prosodic structure 
Some apparent category-specific effects can be attributed to prosodic structure. 
For example, in Digo (Narrovv Bantu; Kisseberth 1984), tones originating with the 
verb nlay end up on a follo,ving noun. However, Kisseberth shows that this is 
caused by phrase-level tonal phonology; verb tones surface on syllables >vi.thin 
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the noun because tone-assignment rules refer to the right edges of phonological 
phrases (CHAPTER 50: TONAL ALIGNMENT). 

Kelly (1988) argues that the different stress preferences for disyllabic now1s and 
verbs in English (§2.4.1) originate in their syntactic and prosodic contexts; nouns 
prefer initial stress because they are typically preceded by an unstressed deter

miner, and sequential alternation benveen stressed and unstressed syllables is 
desirable. Verbs occur in a distinct syntactic and prosodic context, so they prefer 
final stress. 

\rVhile explanations based on prosodic structure may cover some apparent 
cases of category-specific behavior, ho\vever, this approach cannot handle all the 
diverse cases discussed in §2 and §3. 

4.4 Morpheme-specific effects 

Whether or not they have category-specific phonology, languages generally have 
morphemes or morphe1ne classes that exhibit exceptional behavior (Saciuk 1969; 
see also the discussion in CHAPTER 103: PHONOLOGICAL SENSITIVITY TO MORPHO

LOGICAL STRUCTURE). So, are category-specific effects meaningfully distinct from 
morpheme-specific effects? Is there a qualitative difference between assigning 
certain morphemes a phonology-relevant feature named "[-native]" and assign
ing certain n1orphen1es a phonology-relevant feature nan1ed "[+noun]"? While 
"[-native]" and " [+noun]" might participate formally in the phonological gram
mar in much the same "'ay, there are arguably important differences between the 
t\110. First, lexical categories do, obviously, have significance outside the phonology. 
If items of the same morphosyntactic category also pattern together phonologically, 
then allowing the phonology to use the morphosyntactic label captures a gener
alization that \1101.1.ld be missed if a.n arbitrary, phonology-specific feature \vere 
invoked instead. Second, to the extent that the privilege scale N > A >  V (§2, §3) is 
a linguistic (near-)universal, using the morphosyntactic category labels to demarcate 
phonologically relevant classes predicts their relative ability to support phono
logical contrast in a way that using arbitrary phonological labels does not. 

4.5 Summary: Alternatives to category-specific 
phonology 

While there are instances of category-specific behavior that n1ay be accow1ted 
for by n1orphological, prosodic, or other factors, there ren1ains a core of cases that 
do appear to requ ire reference to lexical category '"ithin the phonology. 

5 Conclusions 

In this examination of category-specific phonological phenomena, a number of 
patterns have emerged. Many, although perhaps not all, cases are consistent with 
a universal scale of phonological privilege, N > A >  V. Furthermore, the over�vheln1-
ing majority of cases involve prosod ic and suprasegmental phenomena rather 
than segmental or featural phenomena. Finally, there appear to be correlations 
bel\veen phonological behavior and type of inflection, seen especially in the case 
of adjectives. Ho'"ever, purely morphological or prosodic factors do not provide 
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adequate accounts for all instances of category-specific phenomena, indicating 
that the phonological grammar must be able to refer to lexical categories. 

In addition to phonology, there are other ways in which lexical categories show 
differences beyond 01orphosyntax, especially in child language acquisition and 
in psycholinguistics; for recent revie\vS, see e.g. Ogu ra et al. (2006) or ·o'Odorico 
and Fasolo (2007) for acquisition, and Rapp and Caramazza (2002) or Matzig 
et al. (2009) for psycholinguistic evidence fron1 aphasic speakers. Perhaps future 
research \Vill unoover '"ays in \vhich category-specific phonology is related to other 
sources of differentiated behavior among words of different categories. 

The full array of facts about category-specific phonology - including the 
intermediate status of adjectives; the fact that nouns are more likely to be 
phonologically privileged than verbs, but in son1e languages both nouns and verbs 
are subject to equally predictable but nevertheless distinct requirements; and 
the fact that category-specific phonological differences often parallel, but do not 
fully match, other differences between categories, such as free-morpheme status 
- has not yet been captured by any single theoretical approach, including noun 
faithfulness (Smith 1997, 2001) and the various implementations of base identity 
or paradigm unifonnity (e.g. Shiraishi 2004; McCarthy 2005; Cable 2005; Bobaljik 
2008). An intriguing challenge re1nains for phonological theory. 
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103 Phonological Sensitivity to 
Morphological Structure 

J OCHEN TROMMER 

1 Introduction 

Virtually all areas of phonology show extensive sensitivity to n1orphological 
structure. Many segmental and tonal processes are restricted to apply only 
across morpheme boundaries (or only morpheme-internally). Computation of 
stress typically reflects 1norphological constituency, and phonotactic generaliza
tions often seem to be restricted to a subset of the morphological material of 
a given language (e.g. affixes). Thus one of the central questions research on 
the morphology-phonology interface a.ddresses is '"hat types and amount of 
morphological structure phonology can access and '"hat consequences this has 
for phonological processes. 

The chapter is structured as folJ0\'7S: in §2, I will introduce the different types 
of sensitivity '"hich phonology shows to morphological structure. §3 swnn1arizes 
different ways of reflecting these types of sensitivity in the architecture of the 
morphology-phonology interface, and §4 discusses possible restrictions on phono
logical sensitivity to morphology. 

2 Types of phonological sensitivity to 
morphological structure 

2.1 Sensitivity to the presence of a morpheme or 
morpheme type 

Probably the simplest type of sensitivity phonology can sho'" to morphological 
structure is the capacity to detect the presence of a morpheme, i.e. to determine 
for a specific piece of phonological structure which specific morpheme (if any) it 
belongs to, and which morphological type the morpheme is (noun or verb, root 
or affix, etc.) 

A number of phonological processes are simply sensitive to whether segmental 
1naterial is part of a morpheme or not. For example, Moha'"k (Michelson 1989; 
Piggott 1998) and Selayarese (Mithun and Basri 1986; Piggott 2001) stress the 
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penultimate syllable of a word if the last syllable contains a vo"1el \Vith morpho
logical affiliation (la), whereas stress appears on the antepenulti1nate if the 
vo\vel heading the final or penultimate syllable is not part of a n1orphen1e, i.e. it 
is epenthetic; see CHAPTER 67: VO\VEL EPENTHESIS and (lb) (Selayarese examples 
from Mithun and Basri 1986: 240; Moha"'k examples from l'v!ichelson 1989: 41, 
44, epenthetic vowels are underlined):1 

(1) a. Mohawk /k-atir-ut-ha? I [kati'rutha?] 'I pull it' 
lsC-ACT-pull-HABIT 

Selayarese /sahala/ [sa'ha:Ja] 'sea cucun1ber' 

b. Mohawk I 11-k-r-11? I (',\]<�f/\?) 'I \vill put it into a container' 
FUT-lsc ACT-fill intO-PUNCT 

Selm;arese /sahal/ ['sa:halg_] 'profit' 

A typical locus of phonological sensitivity to morpheme type is segmental 
inventories 'vhich are different for different types of n1orphemes. Thus Gern1an 
inflectional affixes only contain coronal or nasal consonants and the reduced 
vowel /a/, '"'hereas lexical roots and derivational affixes also en1ploy labial 
and dorsal consonants and 23 different VC>\Vels. Under the assumption that this 
asymmetry follows from phonological rules or constraints (e.g. morpheme 
structure constraints or OT-markedness constraints, cf. CHAPTER 86: MORPHEME 

STRUCTURE CONSTRAlN·rs), the phonology 1nust minimally "know" '"Juch seg
ments belong to inflectional affixes and 'vluch do not, to impose the appropriate 
restrictions on specific morphemes. 

Sensitivity to morpheme type is also pervasively attested in effects on prosody 
and word-minimality. For example, German inflectional affixes can never be 
stressed, '"'hereas lexical roots have obligatory stress. In the same vein, lexical 
roots in Gern1an have the 1nini1nal size of a bin1oraic syllable (Golston and \'\liese 
1998), "'hereas inflectional affixes consist of light syllables or si.ngle consonants/ 
consonant clusters. 

A typical case where sensitivity to morpheme type sho,vs up in an alternation 
context are harmony processes based on an asyn1liletry bet\veen roots and 
affixes (CHAPTER 104: ROOT-AFFIX ASYMMETRIES). Thus in Wolof, a Niger-Congo 
language of the Atlantic sub-branch, root and affix vo\vels agree in the feature 
[ATR], \vhere the underlying [ATR] feature of roots is systematically retained 
whereas affix vowels adjust to the root (Pulleyblank 1996: 314-315): 

(2) +ATR -ATR 

g<>n-e 'be better in' xam-E. 'kno'"' in' 
re:r-e 'be lost in' di:m-£ 'go "'ith' 
do:r-e 'hit \Vith' )(;)}-t 1ook '"ith' 

A standard optimality-theoretic interpretation of these data is that they exlubit 
positional faithfulness, i.e. faithfulness constraints referring to segments which 
are part of a root (or root-initial) are ranked higher than faithfulness constraints 

1 Under. a der.ivatlonal. account, it could be argued for Moha,,•.k and Selayar.ese tl,at stress ass.ig1'I� 
ment is simply ordered before vowel epenthesis. See Alderele (1999) for detailed arguments that rule 
ordering accounts for stress-epenthesis intera<-tions of tltls type are generally problematic. 
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for affix VO\vels or general faithfulness constraints (Beckman 1998; McCarthy and 
Prince 1995). But, whatever the specific implen1entation is, if the intuition is right 
that root vo\vels act differently fro1n phonologically identical affix vowels, then 
the phonology must be able to access the information as to which vo,vel belongs 
to a root and "'hich one to an affix. 

An obvious question is to which properties of morphemes phonology can be 
sensitive. It is '�'ell established that phonology tends to reflect the affix/root dis
tinction. A related relevant distinction is that bet\veen lexical words and function 
words (Selkirk 1995). Languages often also treat prefi.xes and suffixes differently 
for prosodic restrictions and segmental processes (see Hyman 2008, and references 
cited there). CHAPTER 102: CATEGORY-SPECIFIC EFFECTS shows that many languages 
also differentiate phonologically between nouns and verbs. Phonological dis
tinctions often also refer to etyn1ological strata (Ito and Mester 1999; CHAPTER 95: 

LOAN.WORD PHONOLOGY) or to arbitrary lexical or exceptional classes (CHAPTER 106: 
EXCEPTIONALITY). Thus in Finnish, root-final /a/ before suffixal /i/ is raised to 
[o] in specific roots (3a), '"hile it is deleted "'ith other roots (3b), even though 
the roots do not differ in any crucial phonological aspect; (3c) is an example of 
a third class of roots, which son1etin1es show deletion and son1etimes raising 
(Pater 2009: 9, based on Anttila 2002): 

(3) a. /tavara-i-ssa/ 
b. /jumala-i-ssa/ 
c. /itara-i-ssa/ 

[tavaroissa] 
[jumalissa I 
[itaroissa] - [itarissa] 

'thing (PL !NESS)' 
'God (PL !NESS)' 
'stingy (PL lNESS)' 

2.2 Sensitivity to morpheme boundaries 
Sensitivity to n1orpheme boundaries can be illustrated "'ith s-dissimilation in 
S\vabian German. In S\vabian, the contrast between Is/ and I JI (4a) is neutralized 
to (JI before all instances of /t/ and /pl (4b) (Hall and Scott 2007: 154):2 

(4) Standard German Swabian. 

a. Saal [zail] [sa:l] 'hall' 
Schale [fa:la] [f a:l] 'b0\'7)' 
Bus [bus] [bus] 'bus' 
Rausch [rauJ] [rauJ] 'intoxication' 

b. Speize [Jpaiza] [Jpais] 'food' 
Haspel [hasp<J] [hafpal] 'hasp' 
Post [p)st] [p)Jt] '1nail' 
Fenster [fenstl!) [ fenf tl!] 'wind0\'\'1 

However, if there is a morpheme boundary behveen underlying /s/ and /t p/ 
(or /b/) the process is blocked (Hall and Scott 2007: 158): 

' As shown by the first example in (4•), the /s/-/z/ contrast of Standard German is neut.ra.l:ized to 
/s/ in Swabian. Standard German also exhibits s-dissimilation, but only word-initially (cf. the first 
example in (4b)). 
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Kinder-Brei 
111 iss-tra. uen 
pass-I 
ge-wuss-t 
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S1vabian 
[kendlesbrai] 
[mistraua] 
(past] 
[gvist] 

'pap' 
'mistrust' 
'fit-3sc' 
'knO\>V-PAST PART' 

S-dissimilation is an instance of what \"/olf (2008) calls a non-derived environrnent 
effect: a specific process only applies if the trigger and the target of the process 
are not separated by a morphen1e boundary. The opposite type of restriction also 
occurs for specific processes in so-called derived-environment effects (or non-derived 
environment blocking: Kiparsky 1993; CHAPTER SS: DERIVED ENVIRON1'1ENT EFFECTS). 
Thus in Finnish assibilation, /t/ is fricativized to [s] before /i/ (6a, 6c), but only if 
there is a morphen1e bow1dary beh·veen /t/ and /i/ (6b, 6c) (Kiparsky 1973, 1993):3 

(6) a. 
b. 
c. 

/halut-i/ 
/koti/ 
/tilat-i/ 

[ha!usi] 
[koti] 
[tilasi] 

'•vant-PAST' 
'home' 
'order-PAST' 

!v!orphen1e boundaries also play a role in syllabification and processes which 
are sensitive to syllabification (cf. e.g. Nespor and Vogel 1986; Booij 1995; 
Raffelsiefen 2005; and the contributions in  Hall and Kleinhenz 1999). Thus Kager 
(1999: 136) argues that Diola-Fogny sho"'S a preference for aligning the left edge 
of a morpheme vvith the left edge of a syllable, \\'luch accounts for the fact that 
the language deletes morpherne-final, not 1norphen1e-initial consonants to avoid 
a syllable-final stop (underlying /let-ku-jaw I gives (Je.ku .ja•v ), not *[let.ku.ja'" J 
or *[le.tu.jaw]).4 

It is important to distinguish sensitivity to boundaries fron1 sensitivity to 
boundary symbols, a theoretical device which plays a crucial role in early 
rule-based phonology. Thus in Chomsky and Halle (1968; SPE) it is assun1ed 
that the agentive suffix -er in singer (/s1ng#ar I � (s1.I)ar]) is separated from its 
base by a different boundary symbol from the one separating comparative 
-er from its base in longer (/l::>ng+;ir/ � [l:>I)gar]), accounting for the fact that 
deletion of stem-final lg! is obligatory before agentive, but not before com
parative -er. Different types of 1norphemes are separated by different types of 
boundary symbols even though the morphological boundary is in both cases 
a morpheme boundary. Ho,vever, this type of boundary sensitivity can in 
most cases be reconstructed as a combination of sensitivity to morpheme type 
and sensitivity to rnorphe1ne botmdaries. Thus "'e might say that g-deletion in 
English is blocked by a n1orphen1e boundary involving the lexical class of n1or
phemes instantiated by comparative -er (so-called level 1 affixes), but not if the 
morpheme boundary is adjacent to a level 2 affix.5 More generally, sensitivity 
to morpheme boundaries might be understood as a special case of sensitivity to 

3 See Wolf (2008) for a derivational view on non-derived environment bloc.king which does not 
explicitly refer to boundaries, and a diS<:ussion of cases of non-derived environment blocking which 
n1ight not be reduced to se11sitivity for n1orphen1e boundaries. 
• See McCarthy (2008) for a recent analysis of Diola which does not refer to morpholog.ical struc
ture, and for references to other analyses of the san1e data. 
• Boundary symbols will be diS<:ussed more in det-oil in §2.2. 
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morphemes. Thus with respect to Finnish assibilation, the statements in (7a) and 
(7b) are equivalent:6 

(7) a. Assibilation happens only if /t/ and /i/ are separated by a 1norpheme 
boundary. 

b. Assibilation happens only if /t/ and /i/ are part of different morphemes. 

2.3 Sensitivity to the morphological function of 
a morpheme 

2.3.1 Heads vs. non-heads 
Revithiadou (l.999: 5) argues that the selection of lexical stress in lexical accent 
systems such as Russian (8) is determined by the morphological head of the 
construction. Thus in (8a) the head is the lexical root, not the inflectional affix, 
therefore the underlying stress of the root survives; in (Sb) the head is the deriva
tional suffix, therefore affixal stress survives: 

(8) a. 
b. 

/tfetfe'vits-'a/ tfetfe'vits-a 
I 'gorl-'ast-'a/ gorl-'ast-a 

2.3.2 Adjuncts vs. comple1nents 

'lentil-NoM sc' 

'loud-1nouthed-N01'·! SG-FEt-1' 

Bachrach and vVagner (2007) argue that phonological processes might be sensi
tive to the distinction between affixes which are morphosyntactically heads 
and those which are 1norphosyntactically adjuncts (see also Newell 2005 for a 
similar analysis of bracketing pa(adoxes). Their crucial empirical observation 
is that diminutive affixes behave phonologically differently from other affixes 
in Brazilian Portuguese (see also Vigario 2003 for the same observation). For 
example, "'hereas all derivational suffixes attract stress, nasalization of stressed 
vowels before nasal consonants is lost '"ith other suffixes (9a), but not with 
diminutive suffixes (9b). 

(9) a.  
b. 

'.f[a]ma 
'k[a)ma 

'fame' 
'bed' 

/[a]'111oso 
k[ a] '111 iii.a 
,k[a]ma' ziiia 

'famous' 
'small bed' 
'small bed' 

Bachrach and \iVagner (2007) relate the different behavior of diminutive affixes to 
the fact that they behave morphologically as adjuncts - evidenced, for example, 
by the fact that they don't change part of speech or gender of the base to which 
they attach - '"hile other derivational affixes are heads taking their bases as 
con1plements. On the aSS1.unption that adjuncts are assigned stress independently 
from the constituents they select, they argue that bases maintain independent main 
stress "'ith diminutives, which is only changed by late phonological processes. 
Hence base vowels are stressed at the relevant phonological level and are not 
denasalized. 

• The idea that morphological affiliat.ion ceplaces morpheme boundaries .is odgina.Uy due to 
McCarthy (1979). See van Oostendorp (2007) for a theory of derived environment effects which is based 
on this intuition. 
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2.4 Sensitivity to stems 
Any discussion of stems faces the problem that the literature invokes very 
different notions of "stem." One usage of this tenn is that every morphologically 
coo1plex structure containing a lexical root morpheo1e is a stem (Do"'rning 2006). 
I '''ill call this the morpliological stem. Thus in the "'Ord form naturalists \ve might 
isolate the morphological stems nature, natural, and naturalist. Under a second 
reading, "stem" is intended as a constituent \Vhich contains a root and all deriva
tional affixes of a "'ord form, hence in naturalists only naturalist "'ould count 
as a stem. I will call this type of stein derivational stem. A third reading of "stem" 
is often found in phonological work '"here stem is a designated morphological 
stem which is relevant to the phonology. Thus in Strata! OT (Bermt."1dez-Otero, 
forthcoming), it is assun1ed that every sten1 headed by a level 1 affix and not 
selected by a level 1 affix forms a phonological steo1, '"hich is an arbitrary 
choice from the point of vie\v of the morphology. I will call this type of stem the 
phonological ste111 (see §3.2 for more discussion). 

For all three types of stems it has been argued that they are relevant for 
phonology. This is n1ost obvious for the phonological stem. Thus, in English, many 
processes, such as nasal place assin1ilation, stress assignment, and trisyllabic 
!axing, take place in the phonological stem as defined above. Do\vning (2006) argues 
that in many languages morphological stems have to obey prosodic minimality 
requirements not applying to non-complex words. Thus German infinitives 
(e.g. I ge:-il-n/ 'to go', "'ith epenthetic sch\va) must be at least bisyllabic, \Vhereas 
bare verb roots and other roots (e.g. the imperative I ge:/ 'go!' and the numeral 
/tse:n/ 'ten') can be n1onosyllabic.7 In Albanian, the relevant don1ain of "'ord stress 
is the morphological stem (Trommer 2008b; see §2.5 for examples), and Hyman 
(2008) sho\vs that in many Bantu languages processes of vowel, consonant, and 
tone harn1ony apply to the morphological stem as \veil as prosodic restrictions 
on minimal or 1naxunal size. 

However for n1ost cases, diagnosing sensitivity to stems is conceptually prob
Jem.atic, becat.1se the phonological sensitivity to stems is by no means t.u1ambiguous. 
Thus most of the effects discussed ill Dov,,ning (2006) as evidence for the morpho
logical sten1 are construction-specific. For example, the bisyllabicity requirement for 
Gernlan ulflllitives does not extend to other inflected forms such as the 3rd singular 
(e.g. /ge:-t/ '(s/he) goes'), which also has an overt affix. 

Once this is taken into account, cases like this might be reduced to affixation 
of prosodic material. Thus the restriction on the German infinitive could be 
derived by a bisyllabic foot template "'hich is part of the mfinitive suffix. 
Reference to the n1orphological or the phonological stein can often be replaced 
by reference to morpheme type. Thus, in a canonical Bantu language, it is tanta
mount to claiming that a specific phonological process applies on.1.y to derivational 
suffixes and to stating that it is restricted to a stem constituent. 

Data '"hich exhibit relatively clear-cut evidence for the phonological sensitivity 
to stem-like constituents seem to be restricted to the bow1daries of morpho
logy, to cases of non-concatenative morphology, and to specific cases of opacity 

7 There ••e on.ly two high-frequel\cy Germa.n ve•bs which have a moJlosyllabic infutltive, /lu:n/ 
'to do' and /zam/ 'to be' (Neef 1996: 135). The clajm that schwa m German is in general epenlhetic 
js defended in detail in l�iese (1996). 
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discussed in detail in §2.5. An example of the first type is stress assignment 
in English compounds. Consider for example the compounds in (10) (see. also 
CHAPTER 116: SENTENTIAL l'ROMIN"ENCE IN ENGLISH): 

(10) a. [(blackboard)N eraser]N 
b. [linguistics [language requirement]N JN 

In (lOa), the first hvo nouns form the sin1ple con1pound blackboard, which is in turn 
part of the complex compound blackboard eraser. Main stress is on the first word; 
secondary stress on the third. In (10b ), the second and third nouns form an 
internal con1pound, and as a consequence main stress is on the second noun and 
secondary stress on the first one. To compute English compound stress clearly 
requires access to the bracketing of sten1 constituents, but co1npounding is 
notorious for being a boundary case behveen n1orphology and syntax. 

A case of non-concatenative morphology /phonology in which bracketing seems 
to be crucially visible in the phonology is the tonal behavior of affixes in Hausa 
(lnkelas 1998). Hausa has tvvo types of affixes: recessive (or tone-integrating) 
affixes add their underlying tone n1elody to the tone melody of the base to ,.vhich 
they attach (1 la), '"hereas dominant affixes replace the tone of the base by their 
O\vn melody (llb) (all data originally from Newman 1986, 2000): 

(1 1) a. Recessive affix (hi.kelas 1998: 127) 
ba-goobir + -ii � bagoobirii 
L L H H L L HH 

'from-Gobir' 
ba-zanlfara + 

L L L L  

ethonym 
-ii � 

H 

'a Gobir man' 
bazamfarii 
L L  L H 

'from-Zamfara' ethonym 'a Zamfara man' 

b. Dominant affix (Inkelas 1998: 127) 
ba-katsina + -ee � baka tsinee 
L L H L HL HH H L 

'from-Katsina' 

ba-zamfara + 
L L L L  

ethonym 'a Katsina man' 

-ee � bazamfaree 
HL H H  H L 

'from-Zamfara' ethonym 'a Zan1fara man' 

Crucially, the domain of tone integration or replacement is delimited by morpho
logical bracketing, as is obvious from the exan1ples in (12). In both forms, the 
donlinant suffix /-ii/ in1poses its tone pattern LH on the constituent [karanta + -ii], 
and the recessive prefix /rna-/ "adds" an additional initial H tone, resul ting in 
the output form sho,vn in (12a). In (12b), this form is embedded inside a further 
dominant affix, /-ijaa/, whose tone melody HLH overwrites everything in its scope. 
Thus both forms contain a final dominant affix, but in (12b) this is the outermost 
affix of the construction, \Vhereas it is e1nbedded inside of a (recessive) prefix in 
(12a). As a consequence, the final affix in (12b) replaces the tone patterns of the 
entire '"ord, \vhereas it doesn't affect the prefix in (12a), 'vhich sho,vs that it is 
not the phonologically linear position of a dominant affix that determines the 
extension domain of its tonal melody, but its hierarchical position in morphological 
structure (Inkelas 1998: 130): 
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b. 

[ma-
H 

NML 
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[karanta + -ii]] � makarancii 
H L  H LH H L L  H 

'read' -AGENT 'reader (MASC)' 
[[n1a- [karanta + -ii]] -ijaa] � makaranciijaa 

H HL H LH HLH H HH L H  
N?.IL 'read' -AGENT 'reader (Fm-1)' 

The degree to v»hich phonological sensitivity to stems is a necessary assumption 
is thus a delicate question. 

2.5 Sensitivity to paradigmatic structure 

All types of sensitivity •ve have discussed so far refer to the syntagmatic struc
ture of morphological expressions. An alternative vvay to approach morphology 
(and phonological sensitivity to morphology) is by paradigmatic relations between 
•vords and word forms (CHAPTER 83: PARADIGMS). Thus sensitivity to paradigmatic 
structure gives us a different viev,r on the type of data already discussed rather 
than a new range of phenomena. For exa1nple, Hall and Scott (2007) assume that 
the restriction of s,.vabian s-dissimilation to monomorphen1ic contexts is due to 
the faithfulness of inflected forms to their paradigmatic bases: in an inflected form 
such as /gri;;is-t/ 's/he greets', /s/ is not dissimilated to If/, because this would 
disrupt featural identity to the base form /grias/ 'I greet', 'vhich doesn't have 
If/, due to the absence of a follo•ving /t/. For words such as /poft/ 'post', 

s-dissin1ilation is also triggered in the base and therefore found in the •vhole inflec
tional paradigm, and for an inflectional suffix such as /-st/ there is no base form, 
so it freely undergoes dissimilation in a form as /do:f-ft/ 'most stupid'. 

Like s-dissimilation, most phenomena •vhich can be described as morphen1e 
boundary effects are cases of opacity vvhere processes are simply blocked in 
the absence or presence of boundaries ("underapplication"). In contrast, the 
paradigmatic view also extends to cases of opacity where a process applies even 
though the appropriate context is not present in the •.vord form itself, but only in 
a paradigmatically related form ("overapplication"). For example, in Albanian, 
uninflected '"'ords ending in a nud-vowel have stress on the penultin1ate syllable 
(e.g. 'ba.bo 'nudwife'), \vhereas '"'ords ending in a closed syllable or non-mid 
vowels have final stress (e.g. pa.'tok 'gander' and ash'tu 'thus'). Crucially, inflected 
forms maintain the stress of their base '"'ord. Thus the definite form of pa.' tok, 
pa. 'to.ku, has stress on the final syllable of the stem even though this syllable is 
open in the actual form, and the \vord ends in a hlgh vo,.vel. A paradign1atic accow1t 
can capture facts like thls by assun1ing that inflected forms n1ust be faithful in 
their stress position to their bases (Trommer 2008b). 

A type of sensitivity to morphology which seems to be systematically beyond 
the reach of a paradigmatic approach is that of derived environment effects such 
as Finnish assibilation discussed in §2.2. The restriction of a process to occurring 
across a morpheme boundary obviously doesn't serve the purpose of making 
the derived form more similar to its base. Even iu:tder the assumption that the 
derived environment effect is made in some '"ay possible by the fact that the 
derived form gets more dissimilar from its base (see Kenstowicz 2005 for cases 
of effects \vhich are triggered by the require1nent to n1ake paradigmatically related 
forn1 less similar), tlus would not account for the fact that this effect does only 
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I Morphology i.l•-�_P_h_o_n_o l_o_g}_'_, 
Figure 103.1 Sensitivity to morphology in a modular architecture 

occur locally, at the morpheme boundary (recall that underlying /tilat-i/ becon1es 
[tilas-i], not [silas-i] or [silat-i]).8 

3 Sensitivity to morphology and the structure of the 
morphology-phonology interface 

Considering the data discussed in §2, it  is dear that many phonological processes 
reflect morphological structure. Ho"rever, the idea that morphology as a \vhole 
communicates information to phonology as a \vhole is only one type of approach 
to n1orphologically conditioned phonology presupposing a modular architecture 
\vhich cleanly separates n1orphology and phonology, as is schematically sho"'n 
in Figure 103.1. 

Under this approach, the nature and extent of sensitivity to morphology is 
fully determined by the single interface that the two modules phonology and 
n1orphology use to con1municate. The nature of this interface '"ill be discussed 
further in §3.3. Alternatives to this architecture are discussed in §3.2. 

3.1 Fine-grained sensitivity to morphology in 
Optimality Theory 

A n1uch less clear-cut pichrre of the n1orphology-phonology interface is standard 
in most versions of Optin1ality Theory, "'here different constraint types have 
different amounts of access to morphological structure. Thus it is often implicitly 
assumed that standard markedness constraints are incapable of accessing any 
morphological information, \vhile alignment constraints can access the position 
of morphological boundaries, and posit ional faithfulness constraints are sensitive 
to information on boundaries and affiliation of segments to morphological con
stituents, but only if these are prominent in some well-defined way (e.g. roots 
but not affixes). This amounts to an architecture \vhere phonological constraint 
types have different access paths to morphological structure, as illustrated in 
Figtrre 103.2. 

In fact, most proponents of OT go even further, denying that phonology and 
morphology are different modules, such that phonological and morphological 
constraints directly interact, and phonological constraints can enforce violations 
of morphological constraints (see e.g. Golston 1995; \r\Tolf 2008). The question 
of whether abandoning morphophonological 1nodularity in this way is empir
ically and conceptually justified goes beyond the topic of this chapter; but, also 
under a non-modular and fu Uy parallel arcl1itecture, the access of phonological 

8 A paradign1atic account might be invoked to account for cases of derived en\"ironn1enl effects \vhich 
nre non-local (Burzie> 2000); see §4.2 for discussion. 
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Constraint 
Type 1 

Morphology 
Constraint 

Type 2 

Constraint 
Type ... 

Figure 103.2 Sensitivity to morphology in OT 

Phonology 

constraints to morphological structure follows the san1e principles as depicted 
in Figure 103.2. Note also that a strictly modular architecture of rnorphology
phonology interaction might be emulated by restrictions on specific constraint types. 
Thus Berm Ctdez-Otero (forthcoming) argues that the only phonological constraints 
which can access morphological inforn1ation are alignn1ent constraints for pros
odic categories, whereas other constraints can only refer to prosodic categories. 
This reconstr11cts a d.erivational modular system, where prosodic categories serve 
as the interface bet"'een morphology and phonology. 

3.2 Sensitivity to morphology vs. external control: 
Co-phonologies and cyclicity 

An even more radical alternative approach to phonological processes ,.vhich 
are sensitive to morphological structure is to assume that morphology governs 
phonology in a \vay 'vhich mirrors its O\Vn structure-building processes. In effect, 
phonology reflects morphological structure, but, v1ithout phonological rules or 
constraints having access to morphological inforn1ation, phonology undergoes 
externaJ control. Hence no morphological structure is accessed by the phonology. 
This approach is sketched schematically in Figure 103.3. 

It is not the goal of this chapter to discuss arguments for this or for the 
sensitivity-based architecture, since they are partially equivalent, and 1nany of 
the differences discussed in the literature depend on orthogonal assun1ptions which 

Structure 
building 

Morphology 
Structure 

Phonology 
building 

Structure 
bu il ding 

Figure 103.3 External control of phonology by morphology 
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advocates of these architectures make.9 Moreover, the external-control approach 
and the sensitivity approach can be combined in a fruitful \vay. Here I \Viii 
discuss son1e of the 1nost important features of the external-control approach to 
morphophonology, but take a n1ostly sensitivity-based perspective in the rest 
of the chapter, keeping an eye on the alternative or complementary role external 
control might play. 

A theory \Vhich consequently applies the idea of external morphological control 
to morphologically sensitive phonology is sign-based phonology and morphology 
(Orgi.u1 1996; Inkelas and Zoll 2005). As an illustration, consider a case of excep
tional phonology in Turkish, 'vhere velar stops are deleted intervocalically in the 
affixation of the dative suffix to a nominal stem, but not in the affixation of an 
aorist suffix to a verbal stem: 

(13) a. Dative suffix: Velar deletion 
nominative dative 
bebek bebe-e 'baby' 
inek me-e 

b. Aorist suffix: No velar deletion 
past aorist 
gerek-ti gerek-ir 'be necessary' 
buak-tr brrak-rr 'leave' 

A possible interpretation in terms of sensitivity to 1norphology \\'Ould be that 
phonology is sensitive to the presence of the exceptional dative suffix. In the 
system of Pater (2009), this might take the form of a lexically indexed constraint, 
i.e. a phonological constraint \Vhich is by definition restricted to an arbitrary 
set of morphen1es M, or, put slightly differently, which only induces constraint 
violations for phonological structure that overlaps with phonological n1aterial of 
a n1orphen1e in M. For the case at hand we might assume a constraint *VKV 0,,,, 
'vhich doesn't allow /k/ in the context of a preceding and a following vowel, 
and is morphologically indexed for (restricted to) the dative morpheme. Since 
the phonological configuration inducing a constraint violation of *VKV 0,, over
laps with an exponent of dative in (14), /kl is deleted, \Vhereas no constraint 
violation obtains in tile absence of the dative, therefore the /k/ in (15) is pro
tected by MAx-C: 

(14) Dative: By indexed constraints 

i.nek-e *VKV0,, MAX-C 

CLY' a . . 
me-e • 

b. inek-e * I 

9 For example, it js often claimed that an important di(fere11ce between the co·pl10110Jog}· appro.c1cl1 
(a.n external c-ontrol app roach) and the indexed constraint approach is that the former, but not the 
latter, can capture "markedness" reversals. Ho,vever, as sho\vn in detail in lnkelas and Zoll (2007), 
both framewe>rks can in<"Orp(>rate the disputed assumptjon (or refrain from de>ing S(>) with equal ease. 
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(15) Aorist: By indexed constraints 

gerek-ir *VKV0.,. MAX-C 
a. gere-ir 

� b. gerek-ir 

•1 

The principal idea of the sign-based approach is that different constructions 
such as dative and aorist forms simply invoke different phonologies. Thus the 
dative construction has *VKV ranked above MAX-C, resulting in intervocalic 
/kl-deletion (16), "'hiJe the ranking of the aorist construction is the opposite, 
leading to maintenance of /k/ (17): 

(16) Dative: Co-phonology <I>, 

inek-e *VKV MAx-C 
""' a. u1e-e • 

b. i.nek-e ., 

(17) Aorist: Co-phonology ©2 

gerek-ir MAx-C *VKV 
. ., a. gere-rr 

""' b. gerek-ir • 

Crucially, the phonology in thjs system doesn't have direct access to morphological 
information. The constraints in (16) and (17) do not "know·" by themselves that 
specific structures involve a dative or aorist affix. Instead, the nlorphology chooses 
the right phonology for specific contexts. This is achieved by an architecture of 
1norphology where every construction is a hierarchical structure \V hi.ch fixes the 
phonology of the entire structure as a function of its substructures: thus the dative 
construction (18a) has the phonology '''hich results from applying the ranking tJJ, 
to the concatenation of the base noun and the dative suffix, "'hile the aorist 
construction has the phonology resulting from applying <1>2 to the concatenation 
of the base verb and the aorist suffix (18b ): 

(18) a. Dative construction b. Aorist construction [ Syntax= Dative N ] 
Phonology = <J?i (P"'/-E/) 

� 
[ Syntax = Aorist V ] 

Phonol.ogy = <I>2(P"/-r/) 

� [ Syntax = N  ] (/-E/J 
Phonology = Px 

[ Syntax= V ] (/-r/] 
Phonology = P, 

Co-phonologies and indexed constraints seem to be largely equivalent, but 
there are important differences in the specific implementations of locality restric
tions on n1orphological accessibility which will be discussed in §4.2. Nloreover, 
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co-phonologies allo\v an alternative approach to opacity \vhich largely obviates 
the use of paradigmatic constraints. Thus the fact that Albanian inflected word 
forn1s inherit stress fron1 their base fonns (e.g. the definite form pa.' to.ku fron1 the 
indefinite forn1 pa. 'tok 'gander'; see §2.5) can be derived by assigning "'eight
sensitive co-phonologies to bare roots and derivational affixes, and co-phonologies 
\vhich are faithful to their input stress to inflectional affixes (Trommer 2008b ). Since 
the phonology of a complex expression is computed as a function of the phonology 
of the base, this effectively preserves base stress. 

A different approach, "'here n1orphological structure is also reflected by 
different co-phonologies, is found in Strata! Optimality Theory (Kiparsky 2000; 
Bermt'1dez-Otero, forthcoming) and its predecessor Lexical Phonology (Kiparsky 
1982; lvlohanan 1986). In Strata! Optimality Theory, not every morphological con
struction has a specific co-phonology, but co-phonologies are attached to sten1s, 
words (and, going beyond morphology, to phrases). For example, in a "'Ord 
•vith a stem-level affix (-ous) and hvo "'Ord-level affixes (-ness and -less) such as 
glori-ous-ness-less, the stem glori-ous is evaluated by the stem-level phonology, 

and glori-ous-ness-less (the concatenation of the resulting stein with -less and -ness) 
by the \'\'Ord-level phonology (see also CHAPTER 94: LEXICAL PHONOLOGY AND THE 
LEXICAL SYNDROME). 

Triggering of phonology by morphology and sensitivity to morphologica l 
information by phonology are not necessarily mutually exclusive options. Thus 
proponents of Strata! Optimality Theory usually assu1ne that there is some form 
of sensitivity to morphology in the form of the prosodic hierarchy (cf. §3.3). Stratal 
Optimality Theory nught therefore be called a hybrid n1odel of the 1norphology
phonology interface, because it integrates sensitivity and triggering. This hybridity 
is reminiscent of the architecture assumed in SPE, where phonology reflects syntax 
not only by the virtue of boundary symbols, but also through the cycle, a mechan
ism which subjects n1orphosyntactic chunks of increasing size to the same battery 
of phonological rules. Scheer (2009) also adopts a very sinUlar architecture, where 
the use of boundary symbols (cf. §3.3) is supported by a version of the cycle in the 
form of recent phase theory (Chomsky 2001; see also CHAPTER ss: CYCLICITY). 

3.3 Dialects of phonology-morphology communication 
A.s pointed out by Scheer (2008), the situation of phonology-morphosyntax inter
actions is similar to the communication of speakers speaking different languages: 
morphology might communicate to phonology via morphological vocabulary, 

via phonological vocabulary, or via an interlanguage, i.e. a vocabulary which is 
neither proper to phonology nor to morphology. In this subsection I '"ill discuss 
these different possibilities. 

3.3.1 Phonology and 1norphology speaking an interlanguage 
Probably the most influential approach to phonological sensitivity to morpho
logy in the last decades is the idea that conlffiunication bet\veen phonology 
and morphology is based on an interlanguage "'hich conveys morphological 
information to the phonology module. The classical version of this approach is 
proposed in SPE, '"here the interlanguage consists of boundary symbols such as 
the weak boundary "+" and the strong boundary "#." These S)'1nbols are inserted 
after the completion of morphosyntax, n1irrori.ng the hierarchical structure of 
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syntax. Thus + is roughly speaking inserted at morpheme boundaries, and # at 
"'Ord boundaries, subject to further readjustment rules, and then interpreted in 
the phonology by phonological rules. Word-final devoicing in Gern1an can be 
captured by the rule [-son] � [-voice] I _#.It is important to note that so1ne
thi.ng li.ke # is not really a syntactic symbol (although it is derived by reference 
to syntactic structure), since no syntactic rules refer to it or build structures 
containing it. While the positions of # assumed for English correspond roughly 
to pre-theoretic intuitions about English word boundaries, it doesn't correspond 
to morphosyntactic word boiu1daries in SPE, since SPE is a purely syntactic 
theory of morphosyntax, \vhere \VOrds do not have any theoretical status at all. 
Word-like boundaries are only introduced to communicate "'ith phonology; # is 
not a phonological symbol either, because it doesn't undergo phonological rules 
and is not present in the output of phonology to phonetics. Its only function is 
the communication between n1orphosyntax and phonology. 

A slightly different interlanguage approach has been developed in Prosodic 
Phonology, in the form of prosodic constituents such as the prosodic word and 
the clitic group (Nespor and Vogel 1986; CHAPTER 51: THE PHONOLOCICAL \VORD; 
CHAPTER 84: CLlTICS).10 Whereas the lo\ver-level tmits (e.g. the syllable, the 1nora, 
and the foot) of Prosodic Phonology can be seen as purely phonological entities 
'vhich aren't necessarily linked to morphosyntax, the prosodic "'Ord and clitic group 
seem to serve similar duties to the boundary symbols of SPE. Here is a classic 
exan1ple for the working of prosodic words. In Hungarian, backness vovtel 
harmony applies to suffixes attached to lexical roots (hence across a root-suffix 
boundary) (19a), but not to prefixes (19b) or across con1pounds (19c) (CHAPTER 123: 

HUNGARJAN VO\VEL HARMONY): 

(19) a. 11/Q.S-!1.t wash-CA US 'make \vash' 
kiild-�t send-CA US 'make send' 

b. Qda.-m�nni there-go 'to go there' 
bc-uta.zni in-commute 'to commute in' 

c. Bud11.-P11st 'Budapest' 
kii:nyv-tcir book-collection 'library' 

The prosodic word-based analysis of Nespor and Vogel (1986: 121-122) assumes 
that prosod ic 'vords in Hiu�garian are btlilt as folknvs: 

(20) a. The domain of the prosodic "'Ord consists of a stem and any linearly 
adjacent string of suffixes. 

b. Any unattached ele1nent forn1s a prosodic \vord on its own. 

As a consequence, suffixes form a prosodic \VOrd together \Vith the preceding root 
([rnos-atlrw), hvo roots in a compound form different prosodic words ([Budalrw 
[Pesl]rw), and prefixes form separate. prosodic words, since they are stranded ([odalrw 
[menniJrw). On the assun1ption that vo\vel hannony in Hungarian cannot cross 
prosodic "'Ord boundaries, the distribution of vowel harmony follows. The major 
argument for the prosodic word is that the phonology instantiates domains 
which do not correspond to any morphosyntactic domain. Thus Budapest-ben 

10 The discussion of the Prosodic Hierarchy in this section follows closely the insights of Scheer (2008). 
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'in Budapest' has the morphological bracketing [[Buda Pest] ben] and the prosodic 
bracketing [Buda]rw [Pest-ben lrw, '"here [Pest-ben lrw is a prosodic word which is 
not isomorphic \vith a morphological constituent.H However, the overall function 
of prosodic '.vords is still to make morphological boundaries visible to phonology. 
Thus, in the analysis of Nespor and Vogel, (21a) and (2lb) are equivalent: 

(21) a. Vo"rel harmony cannot cross a prosodic \vord boundary. 
b. Vo,vel harmony cannot cross left edges of "'ords or root morphen1es. 

In general in the prosodic \VOrd literature, prosodic vlord boundaries correspond 
to morpheme boundaries, in contrast to syllables and feet (cf. the monomorphemic 
name of the Hungarian to\vn Debrecen, \vhich is parsed as [De.bre]p,.ce11). Just 
like the boundary symbols of SPE, prosodic \vords are created by the morpho
syntax to communicate '"ith phonology, and just like boundary symbols, the 
only motivation of prosodic words in the phonology is to trigger or block phono
logical processes at specific boundaries.12 Note also that although prosodic "'Ords 
are formally quite distinct from boLmdary symbols - prosodic \vords are constituents 
in a hierarchical tree, not symbols which are linearized in the same way as segn1ents 
- phonological processes refer to then1 in much the san1e way as to boundary 
symbols. Thus Nespor and Vogel suggest (follo,ving Selkirk 1980) that prosodic 
word-related phonological rules all belong to a small set of formats \vhich refer 
only to the boundaries of prosodic \vords. In fact Neeleman and van de Koot 
(2006) sho\11 that the tree representations of Nespor and Vogel (1986) can be 
translated without any loss of information in a systen1 '"'here all parts of the 
Prosodic Hierarcl1y are boundary symbols. 

The interlanguage approach is also used to encode information on single 
morphemes. Thus SPE uses boundary symbols to mark exceptional morphemes. 
For Nespor and Vogel (1986: 140), specific affixes are marked by a diacritic, which 
has the effect that they fonn independent prosodic '.vords. On the assun1ption 
that prosodic \vords can be recursive, they can also directly encode m.ore complex 
bracketing patterns (see Peperkamp 1997). 

3.3.2 Morphology speaking plwnology 
A system where morphology con1ffiunicates with phonology in the vocabulary 
of phonology, called "Direct IJ�terfa.ce," is developed i.n Scheer (2008). Scheer 
assumes that the only information morphosyntax can transmit to phonology con
sists of phonological symbols such as the phonological timing elements C and V. 
More specifically, n1orphosyntactic boundaries can be encoded at the output of 
1norphosyntax by inserting specific phonological 1naterial behveen 1norphemes 

11 As rigl1tly pointed Oltt by one of the reviei,.vers, tllere are 110 detailed argun1ents (or the assun1ed 
morphological structure for many cases where non-isomorphism between morphology and phono· 
logy is claimed. Thus it is quite possible that the morphological structure of B11dapestben is actually 
[811dn-[Pest-ben]), since the semantk scope of -ben 'in' is in any case larger than the morphological 
base to which it attaches (its scope is over the entire DP, including determiners and modifiers). 
" This is not strictly true in theories where the prosodic word is an inextricable pact of the rep
rese11tatior1 for \\rord stress, but Nespor a11d Vogel assun1e tl1at \\'Ord stress is in1plen1ented by the 
metrical grid, not the prosodic word, and is in principl.e i.ndependent of the prosodJc word. Note 
also tl1at the domain of stress in Hungarian is bigger than tl1e domain for \rowel harmony since it 
<-Omprises compounds and ditics (Vogel 1988). 
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or by restricted types of manipulation of phonological segments at morpheme 
edges. For example, it is assumed that 1nany languages insert the sequence CV 
(an unassociated C tuning slot and an w1associated V tinlli1g slot) to n1ark the 
left edge of morphosyntactic "'ords. In the version of Government Phonology 
assumed by Scheer, an unassociated V slot is only possible if the next V slot to 
its right is associated to a phonetically visible vo"rel: C-t V-a and C-t V-0 C-r 
V-a are fine, but C-t V-0 C-k V-0 C-r V-a is ruled out because the initial V-0 
is followed by another V-0, \Vhich accounts for the absence of triconsonantal 
\vord-initial clusters. 

Obligatory addition of unassociated CV at the left "'Ord edge no"' leads to 
an additional empty nucleus, which cannot be licensed. Hence something like 
#tr is systematically i.Jnpossible iI1 a language of this type, because it \vould be 
represented as C-0 V-0 C-t V-0 C-r V-a. Crucially, Direct Interface works very 
much like SPE: CV elements inserted at boiu1daries are boundary sy1nbols in the 
sense that they correspond to the edges of morphosyntactic constituents, but are 
not present themselves iI1 the syntax. The crucial difference is that CV slots (and 
other boundary markers assumed iI1 Direct Interface) are part of the mdependently 
motivated vocabulary of the assu1ned phonological formalisn1. They occur both 
in lexical representations of single morphen1es and in the output of phonology, 
'vith '"ell-defined consequences. 

In a Direct Interface approach, information on specific morpheme types must 
also be encoded by phonological vocabulary. Thus apparent exceptionality 
can be in1plemented by assun1mg different phonological representations for 
exceptional and regular iten1s. For example, Inkelas and Cho (1993) argue that 
exceptions to final devoicing in Turkish (CHAPTER 69: FINAL DEVOICING AND FINAL 
LARYNGEAL NEUTRALJZATION) are due to the fact that "regularly'' devoicing 
obstruents are underlymgly underspecified for voicmg, \vhereas exceptionally 
non-devoicmg obstruents are underlyingly voiced (and consistently voiceless 
obstruents w1derlyingly voiceless). On the other hand it is hard to imagine how 
a Direct Interface approach '"ould handle sensitivity to con1plex bracketing as in 
the cyclic computation of compound stress (cf. §2.4), and in fact Scheer (2009) 
assumes that effects of this type are due to external control, much as m SPE. 

3.3.3 Phonology speaking rnorphology 
Jn most varieties of Optimality Theory, phonologicaJ constraints have direct access 
to morphological structure. Hence phonological constraints can access mor
phological structure "'ithout an mterlanguage being mvoked or morphosyntax 
bothermg about translatiilg boundaries mto phonological vocabulary .13 

4 Restrictions on phonological sensitivity 
to morphology 

Approaches to phonological sensitivity for morphology a.re inherently theories 
of non-sensitivity. In other '''ords, they try to impose interesting and general 
restrictions on the amount of morphological structure which can be accessed by 

13 Approaches where phonolog)' has direct access to morphosyntactic boundaries have also been 
odvocated by Odden (1990) and Kaisse (1990). 
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phonological mechanisms. These restrictions are generally of two different types: 
restrictions on the types of accessible information (e.g. specific boundaries, but 
not others), and restrictions on the locality of accessibility (e.g. the identity of 
a specific 111orphen1e might be accessible for a process which applies to sounds 
•vhich are exponents of this morphemes, but not to other sounds). I wiJI discuss 
the first type of restriction in §4.1, and the second one in §4.2. In §4.3, I \vi.II 
discuss the most prominent restriction on sensitivity to morphology 'vhich has 
been proposed in the literature, "indirect reference," which basically claims 
that the commiuucation bel\veen morphology and phonology is aclueved by an 
interlanguage or by phonological vocabulary in a modular architecture. I will 
argue that indirect reference is not by itself an interesting restriction, but only in 
as far as it predicts that sensitivity to morphology 'vorks in a consistent 'vay for 
all types of phonological processes. 

4.1 Restrictions on the type of accessible morphology: 
Impoverishment 

Most approaches to the morphology-phonology interface propose explicitly or 
implicitly that phonological sensitivity to morphology is restricted as to '"hich 
types of morphological properties are accessible to phonology. For example, 
specific types of morphemes or morphen1e boundaries might be visible to phono
logy, \vhereas other types are not. Procedurally, this type of restriction can be 
interpreted as a kind of impoverishment process: a part of the structure buiJt by 
morphology is deleted before the phonology has the chance to interpret it.14 

A simple example is the version of Positional Faithfulness Theory in Beckman 
(1998) applied to morphological categories, \vhere there are special faithfulness 
constraints for prominent categories, but not for non-prominent categories, e.g. 
there is a constraint lDENT-CJ1 protecting sounds in root-initial syllables, but 
no corresponding constraint for affixes. Affix segm.ents are only protected by 
a general version of !DENT, 'vhich extends to all segments. Under this approach, 
phonology (at least for faithfulness constraints) cannot directly access whether 
a segment belongs to an affi,x. A related restriction which has been proposed 
in the OT literature is the claim that only faithfulness constraints can be indexed 
for morphological categories, •vhich predicts that morphology cannot trigger 
markedness reversals (cf. It6 and Mester 1999 and Alderete 2001, but see Inkelas 
and Zoll 2007, Pater 2009, and Berm (idez-Otero, forthconling, for critical discussion). 

Under a n1odular architecture, a substantive restriction on the types of brackets 
which can be accessed is introduced by Kaye (1995). Kaye argues that only analytic 
morpheme boundaries (level 2 boundaries) are visible to phonology, while syn
thetic boundaries (level 1 boundaries) are systematically invisible. A similar claim 
is implicit in Prosodic Phonology. Thus Nespor and Vogel's analysis for Hungarian 
makes root-suffix boundaries virtually invisible to the phonology, since they do 
not correspond to prosodic 'vord boundaries (nor to any other prosodic boundaries, 
except by accidental correspondence to foot a.nd syU.able boundaries). 

Finally, impoverishment also plays an important role in external-control 
models of sensitivity to n1orphology. Thus, in Strata! OT, constraint evaluation takes 
place - apart from applying to '�'ords - in phonological stems. For example, 

" The label "impoverishment" in this context is due to Bermudez-Otero (forthcoming). 
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Bermudez-Otero (forthcoming) sho"'S that in Spanish the (partially lexically 
controlled) process of stressed stern vo"1el diphthongization applies to stems, 
since it is bled by stem-level affixation of (stress-shifting) -(r)al, but not at the 
•vord level, since the affixation of the "'Ord-level affix -on doesn't affect diph
thongization, even though it also leads to stress shift: 

(22) a. cuerp6n. 

cf. cu.erpo 
corporal 

b. huevon 
cf. huevo 

ova.I 

[kwer.'pon] 

[ 'k'''er.po] 
[kor.po.'ral] 
(we.'Pon] 
['we.po] 
[o' .pal] 

'big body (N); of large and robust build 
(A/N)' 

'body (N)' 
'bodily, corporal (A)' 
'big egg (N); stupid, plucky, lazy (A/N)' 
'egg (N); (colloq.) testicle (N)' 
'oval (A)' 

A second process found in so1ne varieties of Spanish illustrates phonological 
evaluation at the word level. n becomes a placeless nasal ((NJ) in coda position, 
•vhich is maintained under resyllabification across word boundaries, but is bled 
by resyllabification triggered by the augmentative \VOrd-level affix -azo: 

(23) huev6n [we.'poN] 

huevon-azo ( ,,ve.po. 'na.eo] 
huev6n iinbecil [we.'po.Nim.'be.0il] 

'big egg (N); stupid, plucky, lazy 
(A/N)' 

'big huevon' 
'stupid huev6n.' 

The crucial argument of Bermudez-Otero is no''' that, in the morphological struc
ture [[[huev]-on]-azo], the constituent [[huev]-on] does not trigger evaluation by the 
phonology, which is evident fro1n the fact that then does not undergo debuccal
ization. Crucially, "stem" in Strata! Optimality Theory is a phonological sten1 
(cf. §2.2), not a genuinely morphological constituent (thus stem is not a label in 
the morphological representation), but a specific sub-vvord constituent selected 
by the morphology-phonology interface as visible for phonological evaluation, 
which effectively makes all other sub-\vord constituents invisible to the phono
logical evaluation algorithm. 

4.2 Restrictions on the locality of sensitivity 
to morphology 

Since most types of sensitivity to morphology can at least partially be reduced 
to sensitivity to n1orphernes (cf. §2), the discussion here "'ill be restricted to the 
locality for phonological sensitivity to specific morpheme types. Sensitivity to 
morpheme type is usually quite local, "'hich can be best illustrated by positional 
faithfulness effects. Recall the vo"rel harmony data from (2), "'here the special 
protection to underlying [ATR] values "imported" by root morphe1nes into the 
phonological representations of \Vords is radically local in the sense that it only 
app.lies to segn1ents '"'hich are part of the very sao1e root. lf it were othe.n'l'ise 
(if the high-ranked faithfulness attributed to the root extended to the whole '"ord 
containing a root), the relevant asymmetry between roots and affixes '"ould 
disappear, since affix segments should be just as faithful to their underlying ATR 
values as root segments. 
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In the literature one finds three major proposals for relevant locality domains 
in phonological sensitivity to inorphology.'5 First, locality of morphological sen
sitivity 1night be subject to phonological locality. Tius type of locality follows directly 
from the architecture of the grarrunar in approaches '"here all cOn1Illiuucation 
behveen phonology and morphology is carried out by boundary symbols of the 
interlanguage (SPE) or of the phonological (Direct Interface) type. For example, 

since boundary symbols are treated as phonological units, they should only be 
able to have an impact on dissin1ilation or assinlilation processes if they inter
vene between trigger and target, simply because this is the only position \vhere 
other phonological units could influence (dis-)harmony. 

A second proposal implicit in much of the OT literature is that the locality 
of morphological sensitivity is restricted to exponence of morphen1es. I '"ill 
call tlus type of locality morpheme-based locality. 111us the schema of positional 
faithfulness constraints is defined in such a way that only seginents \vluch are in 
a prominent position enjoy special protection. For positional root faithfulness this 
means root consonants, hence sensitivity to morphology in this case is restricted 
to the phonemes "'hich are exponents of a given morpheme. For markedness 
constraints \vluch are sensitive to morphen1e type we 1night assume a similar 
locality convention as in (24): 

(24) •xL 

Assign a violation mark to any instance of X that contains only phono
logical exponents of morphemes specified as L. 

Thus, if •N<; (Pater 1999), a constraint \11hicl1 penalizes sequences of a nasal and 
a follo,ving voiceless obstruent (N<;:), \vere restricted to root segments it '"ould 
be violated by a '"ord forn1 '"here both the nasal and the voiceless stops are part 
of a root (or of different roots), but not if at least one of these seginents would 
be affiliated to an affix (thus it would be violated by mp in i111perial, but not in 
im-polite). 

Pater (2009) argues that the convention in (24) is likely to be too restrictive. 
For example, in the case of velar deletion discussed in §3.2, •xL corresponds to 
*VKV 0.,. However, this constraint is obviously relevant as soon as one of the 
segments (the final vowel) is part of the dative affix. Pater (2009) himself pro
poses that morphologically indexed phonological constraints are applied in si1ch 
a '''ay that they count constraint violations if the locus of the constraint violation 
just overlaps with son1e exponent of the morpheme: 

(25) ·x L 
Assign a violation 1nark to any instance of X that contains a phonological 
exponent of a morpheme specified as L. 

J!; One pron1inent proposal on locality of morphological sensitivit)" \vhich l do not discuss here is 
Bracket Brasure, a key assumption of Lexical Phonology (!Gparsky 1982; Mohanan 1986), which 
reql1ires that at the end of a phonological c}'·cle all hierarchical str1tctl1re internal to the cycle is erased. 
This derives, for example, the important generalization that phrase-level processes do not have access 
to tl1e inter11al morphological structltre of \•1rords (BermUdez-Otero, forthcon1i11g). HO\\rever, lnkelas 
and ZolJ (2007) show that bracket erasu.re which requ.ires locality w.ith respect to phonological stems 
follo\l\1S a fortiori in a systen1 which reqt1ires locality \\•ith respect to n1orphological stems (see also 
Bermudez-Otero, forthcoming). The latter is discussed in detail below. 
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A third proposal for the locality domain of morphological sensitivity is made 
in sign-based morphology and phonology (lnkelas and Zoll 2005), where all 
sensitivity to 1norphological structure is restricted to "constructions," which 
roughly translates to the notion of n1orphological stem defined in §2.4. I '"'ill call 
this type of locality stem-based locality. Although morpheme-based and stem
based locality are advocated as alternative approaches to the same problem, they 
are conceptually not mutually exclusive, and hence an argument for one of these 
locality domains does not necessarily n1ean that the other one is "'rang. 

Evidence for morpheme-based locality con1es fron1 cases of sensitivity to excep
tional morphemes or to boundaries. Thus Assamese has regressive iterative [ATR) 
vowel harmony (26a) (Mahanta 2007), where [a] is generally opaque to harmony 
(26b) (Mahan ta 2008: 166): 

(26) a. [b"Ekola] 'frog' + [ i) (b"ekuli] 'frog (DIM)' 
[k";ir;is) 'spend' + [i) [k"orosi] 'prodigal' 

b. [k:>pah] 'cotton' (k;ipahi] 'made of cotton' 
[z:lkar] 'shale' [z:>kari] 'shake (rNF)' 

However, before the affixes [-ija) and [-uwa), (a) exceptionally undergoes [ATR) 
harmony ([-ija) derives adjectives; (-uwa) is a causative suffix): 

(27) [sol) 
[mar] 

'roof' 
'beat (vs)' 

[solija) 
[moruwa] 

'equipped with aroof' 
'beat (CAUS)' 

The crucial observation is no'" that exceptionality only affects an [a) if it inlme
diately precedes the [+ATR] vo,.vel of [-ija/-u\110 ), but not if it is separated from 
the suffix by other vowels, as shown in (28). This follo\vs from the formulation 
of 1norphemic locality if exceptional vowel hannony is triggered by the constraint 
*[-ATR][+ATR) indexed to [-ija/-u"'a]: 

(28) [pat:>!) 
[adhn] 

'light' 
'half 

[pa tolija I 
[adhoru,va) 

'lightly' 
'halved' 

Sensitivity to boundaries is implicitly local in a \vay which is very similar to 
sensitivity to exceptional morphemes. Thus in a derived environment effect st.1ch 
as Finnish assibilation (cf. §2.2), a boundary triggers (or allovvs an othenvise not 
found) process, but only if the trigger and the target of the process are adjacent 
to the boundary, not by virtue of being part of the same "'Ord as the relevant 
boundary. Thus underlying /tilat-i/ becomes (tilas-i) in the output, not [si-las-i). 
This follows under the assuu1pti.on that boundary sensitivity is actually a sub
type of morpheme sensitivity (cf. §2.2). Thus, if Finnish assibilation is interpreted 
as spreading of a [+continuant] feature from /i/ to a preceding /t/, its restric
tion to derived environments could be captured in the theory of van Oostendorp 
(2007) by the constraint ALTERNATION, which bans derived association of features 
to tautomorpheo1ic segments (Wolf 2008: 329), as would be the case for the two 
initial segments of /tilat-i/ (see also Pater 2006 for a related implementation of 
locality in derived environment effects). 

Evidence for stem-based locality co1nes from cases like the Hausa data dis
cussed in §2.4, where exceptional deletion of tone affects the con1plement of 
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dominant affixes (i.e. the base to which the affix attaches), but not of affixes attached 
outside of dominant affixes. Hausa also provides a problen1 for morphe1ne-based 
locality, because it affects not only tones phonologically adjacent to the do1ninant 
affixes, but all tones in the complement of the affix. This is structurally sin1ilar to 
cases of long-distance derived-environment effects. For example, Catalan does 
generally not all0\11' the dental fricative [8]. However, in Spanish loan"rords [8] is 
possible, indicating that loanwords are exceptional phonologically and introduce 
sensitivity to morpheme type (CHAPTER 95: LOANWORD PHONOLOGY). If a loan
word containing (8) undergoes derivation by a Catalan affix, the whole 'vord 
becomes subject to the ban on [0), and instances of [8) are turned into [s], "'hich 
is a licit sound of Catalan. This effect of affixation is phonologically non-local, 
since it also applies to cases of [8] \vhich are not adjacent to the triggering affix 
(Mascaro 2003): 

(29) a. Zamora (place name) 
b. Zamora 'pertaining to Zamora' 

/8;,;imora/ � 
/8amora-'a/ � 

[Ela'mor;,;i] 
[samu 'ra] 

Cases like the one in (29) seem to be fatal for n1orpheme-based locality, since the 
initial /0 I in /0amora-'a I does not even overlap \vi th the affix -ti. For example 
the application of a constraint *8 indexed for -a to stem-initial /8/ in (29b) 
satisfies neither the locality convention in (24) nor the relaxed version in (25). There 
is a siJnple solution, which has been proposed in different places iJ1 the literature 
(Kiparsky 1993; Bonet 2004; Wolf 2008). If the phonology is not sensitive to 
the exceptionality of roots, but of stems (or 'vords), exceptionality of a morpheme 
must be inherited by the stem/root \Vhich contains it by feature percolation 
(CHAPTER 106: EXCEPTIONALITY). In a derived form, \Vhere the derivational affix 
is the head, not the exceptional root, percolation of exceptionality fails, the sten1 
or word is not marked as exceptional, and the entire forn1 is subject to the native 
phonology. A problen1 for this escape hatch for morpheme-based locality is 
that it automatically provides a loophole \vhich allo,vs violations of stem-based 
locality: if exceptionality features can be percolated up,vards, they can spread 
far beyond the stem '�'hich contaills a specific affix. A potential problem for 
sten1-based locality is described in detail in Pater (2009) for two hon1ophonous 
affixes -wa in Yine. Suffixes in Yine generally trigger syncope in vowel-final 
bases (e.g. /heta+ja/ � [hetja] 'see there'). Whereas -wa1 exceptionally fails both 
to trigger syncope for material it selects and to undergo it if selected by another 
affix (e.g. /heta+,va+lu/ � [hetawalu] 'gomg to see hirn yet'), -wa2 fails to 
trigger syncope, but undergoes it (/n1eji+•va+lu/ � [n1ejiwlu] 'celebration'). 
As Pater points out, neither the local tree headed by -wa112 nor the local tree 
headed by an affix outside them can provide the adequate locality domain for 
capturing the difference bet\veen -wa, and -wa1• But, as admitted by Pater, the 
YiJ1e data could also be captured by an analysis which grounds the different 
behavior of affixes ill different underlymg phonological representations, and 
,.vhich is thu.s in a.ccordance with the Direct Interface approach and phonological 
locality. Note, ho,vever, that the data showing non-local effects of the Hausa 
and Catalan type are also crucially problematic for phonological locality, i.e. the 
assumption that the only access phonology has to 1norphology is by the \vay of 
phonological n1aterial. 
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4.3 Indirect reference and consistency of sensitivity 
Indirect reference is a grammatical meta-principle vthich requires that phono
logical rules or constraints are not allo'"ed direct access to morphological or 
syntactic information (Inkelas 1990: 47; Bermiidez-Otero, forthcoming). Hovvever, 
indirect reference does not by itself imply substantial empirical restrictions on 
the amount of sensitivity to morphology. Thus a great number of morphological 
categories might be translated into a rich syste1n of prosodic categories (see e.g. 
Inkelas 1990 and Do\\'ning 2006 for \\'ell-articulated inventories of morpholo
gically motivated prosodic categories), satisfying indirect reference, but allo,.ving 
detailed access to morphological information. On the other hand, •ve might imagine 
a system '"here phonology has direct access to morphological structures, but 
only to a very restricted subset, since access is restricted by general interpret
ability conditions or a kind of impoverislunent filter vvhich removes specific aspects 
of morphological structure from the infonnation comn1unicated to phonology. In 
principle the relevant restrictions are the substantial restrictions on phonology
morphology interaction, not the language '"hich phonology and morphology use 
to achieve con1munication. 

Ho\vever, indirect reference - at least in a n1odular architecture - predicts 
an interesting generalization, '"'hich I will call "Consistency of Sensitivity": 
different phonological processes are expected to have in principle the same 
acces.s to morphological structure as other processes. Take again as an illustra
tion Hungarian vo\vel hannony to v1hich root-suffix boundaries are invisible 
but prefix-root boundaries are visible. Under Consistency of Sensitivity '"e n1ight 
expect that other phonological processes in the language work in the s.m1e ,.vay, 
i.e. they respect prefix-root boundaries in some \vay, but disrespect root-suffix 
boundaries. Nespor and Vogel argue that this holds true for Hungarian, as illus
trated by processes of palatalization (Nespor and Vogel 1986: 123-124) and ellipsis 
(Tronlffier 2008a). This follows under a restrictive version of the interlanguage 
approach. On the assumption that no other prosodic constituent of Hungarian 
has edges which systemati.caUy correspond to root-suffix boundaries, it is pre
dicted that these boundaries are generally invisible throughout the language.16 
Consistency of Sensitivity follo'"'s directly not only in interlanguage approaches, 
but also in theories where morphosyntax translates boundaries into phono
logical structure - since phonology does not have direct access to n1orphosyntax, 
but only to the phonological elements generated by morphosyn tax, all processes 
can access morphological structure to the same extent, and more generally in a 
modular architecture '"here phonology and n1orphology communicate through 
a unique interface.17 

Hence, if Consistency of Sensitivity is an empirically valid prediction cross
Jinguisti.cally, it provides an important argument against the direct access of 

•i. Of course there migl1t be a language \-..·here prosodic \vords are constructed in a different \vay, 
such that the claim is that Consistency of Sensitivity holds for single languages. However, depend
ing on the details of the theory, it might also make predictions about morphological boundaries which 
are universally invisible. 
i; A modular architecture ""l1ere phonology has access to a restricted sttbset o( morphological 
vocabulary m.ight work in such a way that specilic types of morphological structure are systematically 
deleted before morphological information is transmitted to phonology. For example, specific features 
of morphemes or boundaries might be deleted. 
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phonology to morphological structure. Unfortunately, there are fe,v empirical 
studies which attempt to test this prediction. Nespor and Vogel (1986) provide a 
nun1ber of nice examples for languages 'vhich show Consistency of Sensitivity, 
but many of their exan1ples are empirically flawed, since crucial data are not 
taken i.nto account.18 Moreover, citing cases "'hich confirm a given hypothesis 
is not instructive as long as it is not sho"'n in a systematic \Vay (e.g. by the 
evaluation of a typologically balanced sample of languages) that there are no 
counterexamples - or at least significantly fewer languages \Vith counterexamples. 
In fact, Bickel et al. (2010) discuss a number of languages \vhich have different 
\vord-like prosodic domains which differ from each other for different phono
logical processes, providing explicit counterevidence to Consistency of Sensitivity.19 
Thus it is fair to say that it is unclear at the moment \vhether Consistency of 
Sensitivity is a valid empirical generalization. 

5 Summary 

We have identified three basic types of sensitivity of phonology to morpho
logical structure (sensitivity to the presence and type of n1orphemes, sensitivity 
to morpheme boundaries, and sensitivity to stems), and three basic approaches 
to model it (external control, paradigmatic relations, and intermodular com
munication), but the central question \vhich formal and substantive restrictions 
constrain possible cases of such sensitivity of remains a n1ajor topic for future 
research. 
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104 Root-Affix Asymmetries 

SUZANNE URBANCZYK 

1 Introduction 

When taking stock of the phonological patterns found in the languages of the world, 
some patterns can be allocated to roots, some to affixes, and even more to \Vhen 
roots combine \Vith affixes. As Jakobson (1965: 29) observed, " . . .  roots as lexical 
and affixes as inflectional morphemes . . .  " sho\v asymmetric patterning, such that 
affixes " . . .  illustrate a selected use of phonemes and their co1nbinations." For 
exan1ple, in Se1nitic languages pharyngeal consonants (CHAPTER 2s: PHARYNGEALS) 
are found in roots, but not in affixes (McCarthy and Prince 1.995), and in many 
languages ejectives are only found in roots (Rose and Walker 2004; Bybee 2005). 
Examples from Classical Arabic (Semitic; McCarthy 2005) and Lushootseed (Salish; 
Bates et· a.I. 1994) illustrate these patterns in (1) belo,v. 

(l) Root-affix segmental qualities 

roots affixes 
a. Arabic fa�al 'do (PERF)' -tu (lSG COM, PERF) 

l'unarar 'redden' na- (3l'L COJ\1, 1110' INDIC) 
d'hara3a 'to roll (CONJ I)' -aJ (DUAL, GEN/ ACC) 

b. Lushootseed q'axl''- 'to freeze' -a lap 'you (PL)' 
k''vas- 'to roast' -icid 'you (sG)' 
gag'- 'to open -txw 'CAUSATIVE' 

something' 

In terms of combinations of sounds, in Sanskrit roots can have com.plex onsets 
(CHAPTER ss: ONSETS), \vhile affixes cannot (Steriade 1988; no glosses given for 
affixes). 

(2) Sanskrit prosodic structure 

roots 
krand 
dwis 
djaut 

'cry out' 
'hate' 
'shine' 

affixes 
-ur 
-ta 
-ita 
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In terms of assimilatory processes, many languages exhibit \Vhat is referred to as 
"root-controlled" VO\Vel harmony. In Turkish, a suffix vovtel agrees in backness 
and rounding with a preceding root VO\\•el, as can be seen in the plural '"ords 
in (3a) belO\V (CHAPTER 118: TURKISH VOWEL HARMONY). And in English, \Vhen 
the productive form of the plural /-z/ is suffixed to roots, the affix consonant, 
not the root consonant, becomes voiceless (though there are some exceptions, like 
leaves, zvives, and clothes). 

(3) Root--fljfix alterna lion asy111111etries 

singular plural 
a. Turkish dev <levier 'giant' 

con conlor 'soul' 

1p ipler 'rope' 
son sonlor 'end' 

b. English kit kits 'kit' *(k1dz) 
tap taps 'top' *[tabz) 
dog dogz 'dog' *[daks] 

This cursory vie"' of root-affix asymn1etries belies a more complex situation 
in \vhich general trends interact with other factors. The aim of this chapter is twofold. 
The first is to tease apart some of these factors by presenting a survey of a range 
of root-affix asymmetries to determine the scope and kinds of asym1netries found 
in the phonological patterns of languages. The second is to present various 
theoretical approaches, with a brief discussion of h(nv the predictions match 
the patterns found. In doing so, criteria for establishing \vhat are authentic root
affix asy1111uetries (RAAs) '"ill be provided, 'vhile also identifying \Vhat could be 
alternative explanations for the patterns \vhen relevant. For instance, \vith the 
Turkish example, one could reasonably ask \.vhether the pattern of vo,.vel harn1ony 
is specifica lly due to the root maintaining the contrast at the expense of the s1i.ffix, 
or \Vhether it is due to directionality, i.e. progressive assimilation. A striking finding 
in revie\ving the literature on RAAs is that authentic cases of RAA reversals (affix 
dominance) seem to share a common property, that of being dontlnant-recessive 
systen1s. The h.vo areas reported to have affix dontlnance are n1orphological accent 
and vowel harmony. Fina.Uy, the preferences frllmd are part of a l.arger trend '"'here 
certain prominent positions are kno,vn to exhibit more contrasts and resist changes 
(Trubetzkoy 1939; Steriade 1995; Beckman 1999). 

A number of secondary then1es have arisen from compiling this research. 
The first relates to n1ethodological considerations when investigating root-affix 
asymmetries, discussed in §2. A second theme that has eni.erged relates to the 
mapping of form and function, \Vith homophony avoidance or effective contrast 
(Ussishkin 2006) playing a potential role. This relates to contrasts in the follo,ving 
way. It is common to find far n1ore roots in a language than affixes, due to the larger 
nun1ber of n1eanings expressed. in roots - typically an open class of n1orphen1es. 
If a language is to have roots that are not homophonous, it is necessary to 
dra\v upon a •vider set of contrasts, delving into more marked segmentism. This 
brings the study of root-affix asymmetries full circle with Jakobson's (1965) 
•vork, \vhich also examines the relation of form and n1eaning. Finally, this study 
touches on the topic of understanding what a root is, as well as n1orphen1es n1ore 
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generally. In cases "'here the morphology is not strictly concatenative, it is not a 
straightfon,rard n1atter to identify root and affix. 

After a discussion of methodological considerations, the paper outlines so1ne of 
the basic patterns found, which can be grouped into two broad categories: the expres
sion of contrasts, and the preservation of contrasts. The expression of contrasts 
\Vil! be the focus in §3, along '"ith some discussion of '"hether or not markedness, 
complexity, or grammaticization plays a role in the patterns. The trend to pre
serve contrasts in roots at the expense of alternations in an affix '"ill be addressed 
next in §4, under the label root-affix alternation asymn1etries. After surveying the 
types of patterns found, a revi.e'v of several theoretical approaches is presented 
(§5). Finally, because one characteristic of roots vs. affixes relates to the types of 
meanings conveyed by each, a section on fonn-function mappings \Vil! delve into 
n1ore morphological don1ains of investigation (§6), including non-concatenati.ve 
1norphology, the role that the niunber of affixes a language has plays in its phono
logical system, morphologically conditioned alternations, and a brief overview of 
research on ho'" morphological processing favors roots. 

2 Methodological considerations 

In terms of methodological considerations, issues that arise in identifying asym
metries, and identifying roots and affixes, "'ill be discussed. This is follo,ved by 
a brief discussion of the scope and limitations of the current study. 

2.1 Identifying asymmetries 
The first point to consider in undertaking a study of RAAs is determining "'hat 
an asy1nmetry is. Two situations can be identified: a complement set relation and 
a subset relation. In the former, an asy1nn1etrical pattern would have the follow
ing distribution, \vhere two domains have entirely different patterns. The two basic 
domains are root and affix, and the hvo parameters of investigation are contrasts 
(represented belo\v by letters {a, b, c, d)), and alternations (represented belo'" '"ith 
a fw1ction sign and subscripts to indicate different alternations lfv f 2, f 3, /4}). 
(4) Root-affix asyn1.111etry: Con1.ple111.en.t sets 

Contrasts A lten1a ti on s 

Root la, b} If,, 121 
Affix re, dl lf3, f4} 

As illustrated with shading in one set vs. another, the asymmetry sho,vs a 
complementarity of patterning. What is found in roots is not found in affixes 
and vice versa; there is no overlap at all in ter111s of the contrasts or the types of 
alternations found. No exan1ples of this type o.f RAA have been found. But this 
is not surprising, because the general trend in language patterning is one of sub
set relations. Nonetheless it is important to point this out as a potential, logically 
plausible asymn1etry, as it is relevant in the discussion of the types of predictions 
n1ade by different theoretical n1odels. 
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The more usual type of asymmetry in language, such as found in research on 
language universals (Greenberg 1966), is that of a subset relation. For any t\'tO 
don1ains, what is found in one domain is a subset of what is found in the other 
domain. With h"o don1ains and h"o parameters, and h.vo possible values for each 
parameter, the actual number of possibilities is eight (23), as illustrated belov.>. 

(5) root affix 
a. segmental inventory 

la) la.I 
la) {a, bl 
la, bl {a) 
la, bl {a, b} 

b. alternations 
If 1 1  
If 11 
If,, f 2l 
If v f 21 

If ii 
If,, !21 
If ti 
If 1, !2l 

same segmental inventory 
root is a subset of affix inventory 
affix is a subset of root inventory 
same segmental inventory 

same alternations 
root alternations are a subset of affix alternations 
affix alternations are a subset of root alternations 
same alternations 

If we eliminate the systems that do not sho"' root-affix asymmetries, that leaves 
us "'ith four possible systems of root-affix subset type asymmetries: affixes have 
a subset of the contrasts found 'vith roots, roots have a subset of the contrasts 
found with affixes, affix alternations are a subset of root alternations, and root 
alternations are a subset of affix alternations. If the only principle of RAAs is that 
of a subset relation, then all four systems are expected to occur in the languages 
of the world. 

In terms of the types of asymmetries investigated, as noted above, the basic 
patterns include contrasts and alternations. Contrasts are some\vhat static, \vhile 
alternations are not.1 Alternations are very conunon in phonological systems, 
and isst.1es arise as to "'hat sorts of alternations to investigate. For example, in 
some languages there can be a set of morphemes that induce alternations only 
to the base, such as v.rith English apophony found in the pair sing vs. sang. Do 
we include morphophonologically triggered alternations in understanding phono
logical patterning, or not? I have left discussion of these out of the section on 
alternations, because of the morphological conditioning. 

2.2 Identift;ing roots and affixes 

Several issues arise in identifying roots and affixes. When exa1nining 1norpho
logical.ly related v.rords, one can see that there are core elements of form and 
function that are shared betw·een them. For example, in the Halkomelem examples 
belo,.v, the "'ords in (6a) and (6b) have the meaning of 'to sew', an example of 
what Jakobson referred to as a lexical morpheme. The second member is inflected 
for progressive aspect, referring to how the activity is unfolding. The words in 
(6a.) a.re intransitive, v.rhiJe those in (6b) a.nd (6c) a.re transitive. 

1 As will be discl1ssed belO\\r_, in \rowel harmony S}'·stems there is some interactio·n bet\veen tl1ese 
t\oVO dimensi<>ns. 
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(6) Hnlko111elem (Central Salish; Suttles 2004) 

perfective progressive 
a. 'pet'A 'se'"'' 'pepat'A 
b. 'pet'0;:it 'se'"' it' 'pep;:it'llat 
c. 'qam;:it 'bend it' 'qaqam'at 

'sewing' 
'sewing it' 
'bending it' 

In terms of identifying the parts of the \Vord, one would say that the forn1 
associated with the core lexical meaning 'se,v' is the root in (6a) and (6b). In the 
first column the form associated "'ith the meaning 'to se'\v' is ['pet"1], '"hiJe in the 
second column it is [pat'0], \Vith the root changing to schwa because of a regular 
process of unstressed vo\vel reduction. In tenns of the other 1neanings expressed 
above, there is a transitiving suffix [-at]. Looking at the words in (6) above, 
standard linguistic analysis 'vould identify the roots as /pet'A I 'to se,v' and I qam/ 
'to bend', and the transitivizi.ng suffix as /-at/. Issues arise, however, in identify
ing the progressive "affix" in the second column. One exponent of progressive 
can be described as a C1 V1- reduplicant (see CHAPTER 100: REDUPLICATION), 
which is forn1ed \'l'ith segments fron1 the root. Another exponent is glottaliza
tion of the sonorant consonant in the root in (6c). \'\That then is the affix here? As 
this simple example demonstrates, the issue of identifying roots and affixes in 
languages depends on the type of morphological operations that are used to 
create words. It is much more straightfor,vard "'ith concatenative morphology 
than with non-concatenative morphology (see CHAPTER 105: TIER S£GR£GATlON 
and CHAPTER 1os: SEMITIC TEMPLATES on various issues related to tier segregation 
and non-concatenative morphology). As a result, this study \viii treat these types 
of morphological systems differently, presenting the bulk of generalizations 
regarding root-affix asynlffietries in concatenative systen1s first, follo\ved by a 
brief exa1nination of non-concatenative syste1ns. 

A second set of issues arises \vhen one considers content words vs. function 
\vords (lexical vs. inflectional, in Ja.kobson's terms). The issue relates to whetl1er 
function 'vords pattern \Vith roots or affixes. For example, Willerman's (1994) 
cross-linguistic study of pronouns found that they have less complex segments 
(CHAPTER 29: SECONDARY AND DOUBLE ARTICULATION) than content \vords, sug
gesting that fw1ction words pattern with affixes in th.is regard. Studies by Casal i  
(1997) on V(nvel hiatus (CHAPTER 61: fnATUS RESOLUTION) a.nd Alderete (2003) on 
Navajo have also found that function \vords (and functional categories) pattern 
\vith affixes in terms of being the locus of an alternation, \vhile content "'ords 
are similar to roots in terms of retaining contrasts and resisting alternations. Both 
types of RAA are therefore attested with function words. In tern1s of specific types 
of roots, different lexical classes of content '''ords have also shown asyrn.ro.etrical 
patterns along these same lines (see CHAPTER 102: CATEGORY-SPECIFIC EFFECTS). 

Finally, there are many languages in "'hich affixes can have a lexical type 
of meaning as well as a gran1matical type of meaning. For example, in Salish 
languages there is a class of lexical suffixes that illustrates sen1antic, phonological, 
and syntactic properties of roots, and researchers on this topic have proposed 
that they are bound roots (Blake 1998; ·orbanczyk 2001; \IViltschko 2005). Thus 
\Ve can see that being bound is not a sufficient condition for being an affix. 
Many languages have obligatory bound roots, and 1nany have free roots, and so 
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i t  seems likely that a language can have both. Similarly, Alderete (2003) has found 
that the disjunct domain of prefixes patterns \Vith the steins in Navajo in tern1s 
of having more lexical meanings, more marked phonological structure, and 
resisting alternations. A cttrsory examination of a language may fail to note these 
subtle patterns, so care must be taken in understanding how to categorize affixes, 
as they could be bottnd roots. 

To summarize, the term root \Vil! be used as a convenient if not entirely accur
ate label for those parts of words that have lexical meaning, \Vhether that be 
obligatorily bound or potentially free. Likewise, affixes \viii be understood as that 
portion of the word that has a more grammatical or morphosyn tactic meaning 
associated \vith it, 'vhether it be bottnd or not. 

2.3 Summary and limitations 
The li.mitations of this study extend to the body of data that \vas compiled in order 
to determine the range and types of root-affix asymmetries attested in the lan
guages of the world and to issues discussed above in terms of analyzing "'Ords 
into roots and affixes. 

Two types of rese.arch have been surveyed: research that is focused on 
root-affix asymmetries, such as Noske (2000), Alderete (2003), and Bybee (2005), 
and research that is broadly typologically based, such as Casali (1997), Hansson 
(2001), and Rose and Walker (2004). In surveying the research, I first attempted 
to find as comprehensive inforn1ation on contrasts as possible, and Bybee (2005) 
\Vas taken as a representative study. To find con1prehensive information on alter
nations, I surveyed typological studies that focused on particular phonological 
processes, like morphological accent (Alderete 2001c) and lenition (Kirchner 
1998). It is hoped that the examination of a range of different types has yielded 
an adequate sampling. A balance of stlldies was also hoped for in tern1s of detailed 
exan1ination of a single language (Noske 2000; Alderete 2003) and broader sur
veys (Bybee 2005). It should be pointed out that a survey of the research shows 
that the broader typological studies have limitations that are not found with the 
detailed stlldies. 

A further limitation on the examination of affixes is that no systematic com
parison of affix type \vas atte1npted. Thus there was no specific examination of 
how prefixes, suffixes, a.nd infixes could differ from each other. It should be pointed 
out that there may be significant differences bet"'een prefixes and suffixes, because 
the beginnings of "'ords often sho'v different phonological patterning than the 
ends of words and there are some well-kno\vn prefix-suffix asym1netries. 

As \\'as discussed above, the types of root-affix asynm1etries that are possible 
fall into several categories of complement sets, and four different Stlbset pos
sibilities. If root-affix asymmetries are entirely unconstrained, then '"e expect 
to find an approximately equal number of each type of asymn1etry. Ho\vever, 
as \\'ill be discussed below, two types of subset root-affix asymmetry have been 
found n1uch 1nore frequently than any others: affix segn1ent inventory is a 
sttbset of those found in roots (as pointed out by Jakobson), a.nd affixes illustrate 
more alternations than roots. The reverse patterns - more contrasts in affixes and 
more alternations in roots - are not as robust. The follo"1ing sections outline these 
findings for root-affix contrasts (§3) and for alternation asymmetries (§4). 
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3 Root-affix contrasts 

As a means of investigating contrast asy1nn1etries, this section deals \Vith segmental 
contrasts and n1orpheme shapes. 

3.1 Segmental contrasts 

As Jakobson's observation reveals, contrasts found in affixes can be a subset 
of those found in roots. Bybee (2005) investigates this observation, by asking the 
follo"'ing questions: how robust are the findings, and what are some hypotheses 
that account for the findings? In doing so, Bybee provides a comprehensive 
examination and discussion of segn1ental asy1nn1etries, as found in a variety of 
typologically unrelated languages. As pointed out above, all segments foiu1d in 
affixes \Vere a subset of those found in the language as a '"hole, although fewer 
than one quarter of the languages in her study illustrated restrictions that could 
be considered natural classes. The discussion of these restrictions is organized 
according to features classes, starting with place of articulation. The section ends 
by outlining son1e of the hypotheses put forward by Bybee in accounting for 
the patterns. 

There are a number of well-kno'"n place markedness hierarchies, '"hereby 
sounds like coronals and glottals are considered less marked (CHAPTER 12: CORONALS; 
CHAPTER 4: MARKEDNESS; CHAPTER 22: CONSONANTAL PLACE OF ARTICULATION), 
while con1plex sounds like pharyngeals and uvulars are considered n1arked (see 
de Lacy 2006 on markedness hierarchies; CHAPTER 25: PHARYNGEALS on pharyngeals). 
In terms of coronal unmarkedness, vvhile Bybee (2005: 183) reports that "there is 
no particular evidence for the favoring of coronal consonants in affixes," Alderete 
(2003) observes that only coronal consonants are found in conjunct prefixes in 
Navajo. A difference between Bybee's and Alderete's statistical methods should 
be touched on at this point. Bybee \vas interested in determining the likelihood 
of specific segments occurring in affixes vs. roots, so just one instance of a segment 
in one affix is sufficient to include it as occurring in affixes. Ho,vever, Alderete's 
study is based on frequency of occurrence. He found that some affix-class 
1norphemes include non-coronals, but the presence of then1 is not statistically 
significant compared to other affixes in Navajo. Bybee (2005: 183) also observes 
that systematic exclusions of "place of articulation are rare if both obstruents 
and nasal consonants are taken into account," noting that labials are the ones 
most commonly excluded. She reports that, while they occtu in roots in Abipon, 
Kanuri, and Tohono O'odam, alveo-palatal affricates are excluded fro1n affixes; 
and in Shus\vap, uvulars are excluded from affixes, even though they are foiu1.d in 
roots. And in English, vvhile roots have the entire range of contrasts, inflectional 
affixes have only coronal consonants, \vi.th the notable exception of -ing. 

In terms of laryngeal features, the strongest tendency in Bybee's study relates 
to the absence of glottalization (both ejectives and in1plosives) in affixes. This find
ing is also supported in research e!Se\vhere. In Cuzco Quechua, roots can have 
ejectives and plain and aspirated plosives, while affixes only have plain plosives 
(Parker and \-Veber 1996). In Amharic and Salish languages, ejectives appear only 
in roots, and never in affixes (Urbanczyk 2001; Ussishkin 2006). The restriction is 
quite striking also when con1bined 'vith Rose and Walker's (2004) finding that 
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instances of consonant glottal harmony (CHAPTER 77: LONG-DISTANCE ASSIMILATION 
OF CONSONANTS) are only found \Vithin roots, not behveen roots and affixes. In 
tern1s of other laryngeal contrasts, out of the core set of languages Bybee examined, 
only Dakota and Tojolabal have affixes that ban voiced obstruents in affixes, 
though the former permits voiceless aspi.rated stops in affixes. It is interesting to 
note that the majority of languages in Bybee's corpus do not sho'v any symmetrical 
patterning with respect to voicing or aspiration. For example, Kanuri has [b t k g] 
in affixes, but not [p d]. Bybee exainined seven other languages to confirn1 that the 
restriction of glottalization on affixes is robust. Interestingly, of this set of supple
mentary languages, Kanakura and Tigre also banned voiced obstruents from 
affixes and Krongo banned implosives. 

In addition to the points above regarding alveo-palatal affricate and nasal/place 
restrictions, not nn1ch is knO\\'n about maimer contrast RAAs. An interesting 
pattern is found in Chaha, in \vhich laterals appear only in loanwords and 
affixes, never in roots (see '"ork by Banksira, cited i.n Golston 1996). In revie"1ing 
Bybee's appendices, one can see that there are many languages \vhich restrict 
laterals in affixes (Maidu, Tojolabal, Kanuri, Baluchi, and others). 

In terms of asyn1111etric vo\\•el contrasts, languages \\'ere found to exclude 
long vo,.vels (Kui, Kanakuru, Krongo), nasalized vo,.vels (Ngan1bay, Slave), front 
rounded vowels (Guayrni), and non-peripheral vO"'els (Burial, Krongo) from 
affixes, even though they are found in roots. 

In terms of understanding the patterns of root-affix segmental asymmetries, 
Bybee outlines several approaches one can take: n1arkedness, complexity, and 
grammaticization. The first hvo share the property that the restrictions found 
\vith affixes are related to being less marked or less complex (see CHAPTER 4: 

MARKEDNESS). Bybee (2005) points out that, "'ithout a suitable theory of marked
ness, it is difficult to assess 'vhether affixes are truly less marked than roots. 
Having found only six languages \Vhich sho\v classes of restrictions from affixes, 
Bybee proposes that neither n1arkedness nor con1plexity offers a satisfactory 
acc(n.u1t of the range of patterns found. Instead, she proposes that grammaticiza
tion is the cause of the asymmetry. Under this vie,v, affixes are reduced forms 
of lexical morphemes, which start off "'ith the full inventory of sounds. As 
morphemes are grammaticized, they tend to become reduced phonologically, 
thus elin1inating so1ne of the more con1plex articulations. The rando1nness of 
some affix segments is thus a reflection of the randoo:iJ1ess of the earlier form 
of the morpheme or root, and is not the result of synchronic alternations to 
eliminate marked structure. 

Bybee considers a very early conception of markedness, as presented in SPE 
(Chomsky and Halle 1968), alongside vVillerman's (1994) proposed "co1nplexity" 
metric, finding the latter to offer a more satisfactory explanation of some of the 
patterns found in her survey than markedness theory. Ho,vever, there are two 
aspects of markedness constraints that make them '"'ell suited for understand
ing some of the patterns that Bybee fotmd. First, markedness constraints can 
either be context-free or context-sensitive. Thus it is not the case that segments 
are simply indicated as 01arked or unn1a.rked, as in SPE; context is crucial. 
Secondly, for some researchers markedness constraints can be grounded in the 
sense that there is often a phonetic explanation for why segments or segmental 
sequences are less com1non (Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1994; cf. de Lacy 2006 
for a different vie,v). 
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Let us take an example from Bybee (2005), presented to illustrate randomness. 
The consonants not found in affixes are indicated in parentheses, including [p g]. 

(7) Consonant inventory of Tohono O'odham (Bybee 2005: 178)2 

(p) t (If) k 7 
b d (ct) (g) 

(s) § h 
m n J1 

(w) r ( l) J 

Given a rudimentary vie"' of markedness, where voiced obstruents are more 
marked than voiceless (CHAPTER 69: FINAL DEVOICING AND FINAL LARYNGEAL 
NEUTRALIZATION), the pattern above does indeed seen1 to be arbitrary: voiceless 
bilabial stops and voiced velar stops do not form a natural class. Ho,vever, .if 
one takes a phonetically grounded vie''' of markedness, then \ve can consider the 
phonetic conditions under \vhich voicing occurs. \'\lhether or not the vocal folds 
"vibrate" has an aerodynamic underpinning, and the pattern of contrasts in Tohono 
O'odham appears to be a case of 1nore natural (unmarked.) segments emerging 
in affixes. The explanation is as follows. For voicing to occur at all, the vocal folds 
must be closed, and the air pressure above the glottis must be lo"•er than the 
subglottal air pressure (Kingston and Diehl 1994). By Boyle's Law, the higher air 
pressure belo\v the glottis "'ill force the vocal folds open, causing periodic pulses 
(vocal fold vibration) to occur. \!Vi.th oral stops, air cannot leave the vocal tract 
during the closure phase. Because the total volun1e of air is held constant for 
stops, there is an interaction bet"1een the place of articulation (related to volume 
of air above the glottis) and the effort needed to maintain voicing. \!Vhen a stop 
consonant is n1ade closer to the front of the mouth, as with bilabial place, the 
volwne of air is larger above the glottis and less effort is needed to maintain 
voicing than when a stop consonant is n1ade closer to the glottis, as with velar 
place. Therefore, the more natural stops are voiced bilabial - more voh.une of 
air above the glottis facilitates voicing - and voiceless velar - less volume of air 
above the glottis inhibits voicing. The marked stops [p g] are missing from 
affixes. Because this explanation is based on a principle of aerodynanlics, and there 
is only one feature involved in the contrast - (voice] - it is a good case in ,.vhich 
'"e can separate complexity from phonetic markedness. A complexity approach 
cannot address why [voice] \vould be present \vi.th [labial] but not [dorsal]. 

Recall that for vowel contrasts, length, nasalization, and other features \vere 
excluded from affixes. If one views con1plexity as correlated with the nun1ber 
of features or structures present (µ, [nasal]), then this seen1s to support a com
plexity approach. Ho,vever, "'hen 've consider languages with front rounded 
vowels, the issue is not as clear. If a language has [-back, -round] and [+back, 
+round] vo,vels, there is no a priori reason to assume that [-back, +round] is more 
complex than [+back, -round].3 

' I represent the inventory following Saxton (1963), but with [PA syn1bols. 3 Th.is discussion is somewhat simptistic, as a full analysis would also need to consider whether 
fean1res are binary or unary, and \vl1ether tile)' are fully specified or not, as in research on under
specificatic>n theory (see CHAPTER i: fEATU"RE SPECLFICATION AND UNDERSPEClFlCATJON). 
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3.2 Root-affix shapes 
In many languages, affix morphemes have simple onsets, though complex and 
sin1plex onsets are widely attested in roots (Sanskrit, Tibetan). I have found no 
examples "'here only affixes have con1plex onsets "'hile roots have simplex 
onsets. Once again this is an instance of affixes having a subset of the patterns 
found in roots. 

A growing body of research indicates that roots have a special status in tern1s 
of their shape. In particular, Downing (2006) has arglled extensively that roots, 
being heads of \vords, demand n1ore complexity to their shape. 

(8) H£ADSBRANCH (Do"rning 2006: 122, adapted from Dresher and van der 
Hulst 1998) 

Lexical heads (roots) 1nust prosodically branch. 

The representations in (9) all satisfy HEADSBRANCH. 

(9) a. Head b. Head c. Head 

/\ /\ I 
(} (} µ µ µ /\ 

v c 

Do,.vning also proposes that roots, being monomorphemic heads, are predicted 
to be monosyllabic and to optimally satisfy branching by matching (9b) or (9c). 
Monosyllabicity folknvs from the MORPHEME-SYLLAOLECORRELATION constraint, 
in '"hich "each morpheme contains exactly one syllable" (Downing 2006: 120, 
adapted from Russell 1997: 121). The representation in (9a) '"ould be ruled out 
in many languages if MORPHEME-SYLLABLECORREl.ATlON is active. Downing's 
approach can account for different sizes of morphen1es, but it is not clear ho\v to 
extend this to syllable onset complexity. While one can vie\v complex onsets as 
having branching structure, there doesn't seem to be evidence for a constraint that 
requires root syllables to have branching onsets. 

A second type of asymmetry in 1norpheme shapes is related to a type of con
spiracy in ensuring well-formed syllable structure over the word as a whole. In 
Salish and Bantu languages, the canonical root shape is eve, though othe.r root 
shapes exist, such as evee, eveve, etc. In these languages suffixes frequently 
have a -VC shape, so there is an asymmetry '"hereby roots are consonant-initial 
and suffixes are vowel-initial. When one considers that affixes by their very nature 
never occur in isolation, and that syllabification occurs to produce '"ell-formed 
syllables, the end result is that no further codas are added to a "'Ord. So the addi
tion of vowel-initial affixes to consonant-final roots seems to conspire to keep the 
number of codas the same. The following is a schema from a Salish type language 
to illustrate this (cf. (6a) vs. (6b) above). 

(10) 

a. 
b. 

UR 

/CVC/ 
;eve + vc; 

SR 

� [CVC] 
� [eV.CVC] 

(1 coda) 
(1 coda) 
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Finally, one might wonder about '"hether or not to include morphological accent in 
the section on contrasts. I have opted to include then1 in the section on alternations 
because the determination of whether a n1orpheme is accented or unaccented, and 
of ho'v morphen1es interact with each other, is a type of alteration. 

In terms of morpheme shape, it is difficult to tease apart markedness from 
complexity. Clearly, complex onsets branch, \Vhich correlates '''ith complex struc
ture. Ho,vever, it is not clear ho'" that differs from our conceptions of syllable 
n1arkedness. 

4 Root-affix alternation asymmetries 

In terms of investigating root-affix alternation asymn1etries, the following pro
cesses have been examined: vowel harmony, consonant harmony, vo\vel elision, 
lenition, nasal place assin1ilation, voicing assimilation, and n1orphological accent 
systems. Vo'''el harmony seems to have special properties, '"hich are related to 
ho'v affixes are specified; this is the area where the n1ost root-affix reversals have 
been pointed out in the theoretical literature (Bakovic 2000; Noske 2000; 
Pensalfini 2002; Ussishkin 2006). Therefore n1ore space is dedicated to discussing 
this process than others. One preliminary finding of this survey is that there appear 
to be some processes that are more likely to be sensitive to the root-affix distinction 
than others. For example, I haven't found examples where nasal place assimila
tion, voicing assiJnilation, or lenition occur iJ1 affixes, but not in roots. If these 
types of processes occur at all, then they seen1 to occur across the board. 

4.1 Vowel harmony 

Vowel harn1ony is a process whereby the vowels \1TithiJ1 a particular domaiJ1 
(typically a phonological '.vord) agree in their values of some (rarely all) vocalic 
features (see CHAPTER 91: VOWEL HARMONY: OPAQUE AND TRANSPARENT VOl'l'TI.S; 
CHAPTER 118: TURKISH VO\VEL HARMONY; CHAPTER 123: HUNGARIAN VOIVEL HARMONY). 
There are two types of vo,.vel harmony systems in the languages of the "'orld: 
root- (or stem-) controlled and dominant-recessive systems (Bakovic 2000). An 
illustrative example of root-controlled harmony can be found in Akan (Niger-Congo), 
1·vhich has both prefixes and suffixes (Clements 1.980). Follo\ving sta.ndard format, 
the affix vo,.vels \.vhich are able to harmonize are indicated in capital letters in 
the input (indicating that they lack the harmonizing feature); the root is indicated 
with .;J.• As can be seen, both prefix and suffix vo\vels agree iJ1 [ATR] with the 
neighborillg root vo,vel. 

(11) Akan [ATR] hannony (Clements 1980, as cited in Bakovic 2000) 

a. IE + .Jbu + 0/ � [ebuo] 'nest' [+ATR] root 
CLASS + nest + SFX 

b. /E + ·l/bu + O/ � [€buJ] 'stone' [-ATR) root 
CLASS + stone + SFX 

'1 Based on the h)'pothesis that \rowel featllres are only fully specified in roots, one COllld also arg11e 
that this is a case where roots show more C(>ntrasts than \'O'vels. 
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c. 10 + bE + -Jtu + I/ � [obetui] 'he came and dug (it)' [+ATR] root 
3sc + co1ne + dig + PAST 

d. /0 + bE + -./tu +I/  � [.)betur] 'he can1e and thre'" (it)' [-ATR] root 
3sc + con1e + thro"' + PAST 

With dominant-recessive systems, a dominant vocalic feature is realized, regard
less of \vhether it is in the root or affix. Furthermore., if it is present in both root 
and affix, then the affix feature prevails.

5 

A case of affix dominance is identified by Noske (2000), \vho proposes that 
Turkana (Eastern Nilotic) is an example of a language in which some suffixes trig
ger [ATR] harmony in the root. The relevant data are presented belo\v. Observe 
in (12) that the root vowel is [-ATR]. Hov,,ever, '"hen some suffixes are added 
with a [+ATR] vo\vel, then the root vowel alternates. 

(12) Turkann (Noske 2000) 

unsuffixed root 
a-k-d:ik 'to climb' 

a-k-nnuj 'to eat' 

a-dE.m-ar 'to take a\vay' 

suffixed root 
e-dok-e:n-e 
e-dok-e 
a-k-in1uj-e:n 
e-k-imuj-e 
e-dem-e:n-e 
e-den1-e 

's/he ahvays climbs' 
'way of climbing' 
'to eat regtllarly' 
'\vay of eating' 
's/he ahvays takes' 
'way of taking' 

The examples below crucially illustrate that the suffix's harmonizing feature can 
be (-ATR] as well as [+ATR]. 

(13) Non-alternating [-A TR] s11ffixes in T11rkana: Roots becorne [-ATR] 

unsuffixed root suffixed root 
a-ki-lep 'to milk' a-1£p-.)r 'to milk out' 
a-ki-gol 'to close' a-g:il-:ir 'to close out' 
a-ki-bon 'to return' a-b:in-:ir 'to return to a place' 
a-ki-ren1 'to spear' €-rfn1-€-rf '(,•vhy) is it speared?' 
a-ki-n1or 'to insult' £-n1:ir-£-r£ '(,vhy) is he insulted?' 

In trying to understand this system as a '''hole, it is important to compare 
the root vowels that enter into the harmony system \vith the affix vo\vels that 
participate in the [ATR] harn1ony. In doing so, we can see that the pattern of 
suffix-controlled harmony differs in a crucial \Vay fron1 root-controlled harmony. 
While the suffixes that undergo harmony can be triggered by both high and 
mid vo\vels (lo'" vowels do not participate in harmony), only mid vo,vels on 
roots \\1ill agree with the [A TR] value of the suffix, as the following examples 
illustrate. 

5 Hansson (2001) observes that the majority, if not all, of the dominant-recessive harmony systems 
involve tongue root feattues [A TR) or [RTR]. 
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(14) High vowels are not affected (Noske 2000: 78) 

a. 

b. 

a-bu-ct 
a-tub-ct 
a-tiJJ-£t 
a-dul)·:>r 
a-np-:>r 
a-buk-::ir 

'S\\relling (sG}' 
'judgment (sc)' 
'handle (sc)' 
'to cut open' 
'to ski1n off' 
'to pour out' 

This suggests that Tu.rlcana is actuaUy a case of root aJ. ternations being a subset 
of affix alternations. Note that the set of vo,vels that participate in vowel harmony 
in the root is a subset of those that undergo harmony in the affix. 

(15) Su.1n111nry of Turka.na vowel harmony 

a. Root-controlled 
Mid and high affix vowels alternate. 

b. Affix-controlled 
Mid root vo\vels alternate. 

Secondly, there are several different types of suffix in Turkana: those in \vhich 
the VO\vel freely participates in [ATR] harmony, and those in which it does not, 
so the set of affixes that trigger harn1ony is a subset of the affixes as a whole. To 
be a case of a true reversal, or even a comple1nent set asymmetry, the alternation 
is expected only in the root, or the affix alternations should be a subset of the 
root alternations. These observations lead us to determine that the pattern found 
in Turkana is not an authentic instance in "'hich the affix has more alternations 
than the root, but rather a specific type of RAA involving a dominant-recessive 
distinction with a specific, sn1all set of affixes.6 

4.2 Consonant harmony 
While vowel harmony systems illustrate root control and affix don1inance, only 
root control is found with consonant harmony systems (Hansson 2001). There are 
1nany instances in which affix consonants ass.inUlate to root consonants in terms 
of place, m.a.nner, and voici.ng. l'v!uch rarer are cases of consonant harolon.y, 
whereby affix consonants assimilate entirely to the features of root consonants 
in the \VOrd. See also \VOrk on long-distance consonant assin1ilation by Rose and 
Walker (2004). 

4.3 Other assimilations 
Finally, we \vill n1ake a quick examination of other types of assimilation. Vowels 
can assintilate to consonants in terms of n1anner of articulation - beco1ning nasal
ized vowels - and changes in VO\\•el height. In n1any Salish languages, vowels 
lo"rer in the context of a u.vular consonant, \vhich has a lo"' tongue body. This 

6 Bakovic (2000) analyzes tlle Tu.rkana system as a dom.ina.nt-recess.ive harmony system, invoking 
the cycle to derive the correct harmony patterns. He also needs to refer to high-ranking specifk suffix 
faithfulness constraints. Cf. Noske (2000). 
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process is almost universal in those languages that have uvular place of articula
tion. As far as I am a\vare, there are no languages in '"hich the assimilation occurs 
with affix vo\vels but not roots; nor with root vowels but not affix vo\vels. In all 
the cases that I am aware of vowel lovvering happens across the board. 

In terms of consonants assimilating to vo'"els, some common processes include 
Jenition (CHAPTER 66: LENITION) and palatalization (CHAPTER 71: PALATALIZATION). 
In a typological survey of lenition patterns, based on over 200 languages, Kirchner 
(1998) does not identify any root-affix asymmetries, though he does observe that 
lenition can be blocked in two environments: word-initially, arid in the onset 
of a stressed syllable. These are t"'O prominer-t positions identified by Beckman 
(1999) in her Positional Faithfulness model of phonological asymmetries (to be 
discussed further belo\v). 

Finally, some processes seem to be quite ubiquitous, applying freely anywhere 
vvithin a word. Nasal place assimilation is an exainple. In this instance the nasal 
is almost universally the target of the assimilation rather than the following stop 
articulation. Ho,vever, '''hen nasal-stop sequences result in coalescence, whereby 
the output is a single nasal consonant that has the same place of articulation as 
the stop, Pater (1999) has found that coalescence does not always occur \Vith root
initial segn1ents. The failure of nasals to assimilate to the place of articulation of 
a following consonant can also be frn.uid in English "'ith the prefix un-, '"hich is 
external to the prosodic \VOrd. 

4.4 Deletions 

Deletions can affect both consonants and vowels (CHAPTER 68: DELETION). Let us 
start vvith v<nvel elision and the typological survey reported on in Casali (1997), 
based on 68 Niger-Congo languages and 19 other languages. The effects of vowel 
elision can be seen \vhen morphemes or 'vords combine. Casali observes that 
vvhile it is widely clain1ed that V1 elides universally in V.,-V2 sequences, cases in 
vvhich V 2 elides form a natural grouping in tern1s of belonging to a non-pro1ninent 
position (see also CH.APTER 61: HIATUS RESOLUTION). The following summarizes 
the relevant findings presented in Casali (1997). It is important to point out that 
the sununary belo\v combines all findings; thus it represents the universal pref
erence for V 1 to elide, as '"ell as the preference for affixes and I or function '"ords 
(FunctWord) to elide over roots and/or content words. 

(16) Vowel elision patterns (Casali 1997: 496-497) 

a. LexWord LexWord 
b. LexWord Funct\iVord 

c. Prefix-root 
d. Root-suffix 

V1 V2 � V2 
V., V2 � V2 
V1 V2 � V1 
v, v2 � v2 
V1 V2 � V2 
V, V2 � V1 

no language in which only V 2 elides 

for 12 languages 
no language in \.Yhich only V2 elides 

for 14 languages 

As can be seen from the summary above, when both categories are the same 
as in (16a) only the first vo,vel elides: this illustrates the universal preference for 
V, to delete. Hovvever, when a root (or Lex\!Vord) is foJlo,ved by an affix (or 
FimctWord), as in (16b) and (16d), then in some languages the second vowel elides: 
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the preference to elide a vowel in the affix (FunctV\lord) in these languages over
rides the other tendencies. The pattern in (16c) illustrates that root vowels do not 
elide \vhen they folio'" affix vo\vels. To swnn1arize, the only condition in "'hich 
V2 does elide is '"hen it is part of an affix (or Funct\r\ford). This is consistent 
•vith the RAA subset pattern of alternations, \vhere root vo\vel alternations are a 
subset of affix vo,vel alternations. 

In terms of consonant deletion, St'at'in1cets coronal-coronal sequences are 
resolved differently, based on the n1orphological affiliation of the segn1ents. The 
data in (17a) illustrate that the "indirective" suffix /-xit/ ends with a coronal 
stop. In (17b) this suffix-final /t/ is deleted \vhen follov»ed by a coronal. Jn (17c), 
the roots retain the final /t/ when follo"'ed by a coronal. 

(17) St'a/'imcets coronal-coronal sequences (Interior Salish; Blake 1998: 2-3)7 

a. 

b. 

c. 

Suffix-suffix 
/'1nas-xit-af I 
/'1hal'a-xit-af I 
Suffix-suffix 
/'1ti' sq-xit-twnu:I/ 
!'1t¥£q-xit-tf I 
Root-suffix 
I n-'1�"",j't=t;in/ 
I n---lpat=tf-an' I 

[nas.xi.tafl 
[ha.l'a.xi.taf] 
C1 C2 -7 C2 
[ti' sq.xi.tu.n1ut] 
(t:l'Eq.xitf) 
C1 C2 -7 C, C2 
[ n�w .)j' t. t;in] 
[np;it.tfan'] 

's/he gave it to hinl/her' 
's/he showed it to him/her' 

'bring it to us' 
'bring it to me' 

'bed' 
'to cover an opening' 

The pattern above parallels that found ,,vith vowel elision in terms of the first 
instance of an affix consonant deleting, \vhile root segments are retained. 

4.5 Morphological accent 

Just as with vo,¥el harmony, there are two types of morphological accent 
systems: root-controlled and dominant-recessive (Alderete 2001c). In morpho
logical accent systems, morphemes are specified as accented or unaccented 
and/or as do1ninant or recessive. Accented morphemes have a stress in the 
input, while w1accented ones do not. Dominant n1orphemes are those that 
exert an influence over recessive morphemes, regardless of whether the affi.x is 
accented or unaccented. 8 

In terms of understanding morphological accent RAAs, Alderete (2001c) 
exa1nines a \vide array of morphological accent systems, finding that there is a 
preference for expressing root accents rather than affix accents. The system fow1d 
in Cupeii.o (Uto-Aztecan) illustrates this. As can be seen belo'"'' "'hen both roots 
and affixes are accented, the root accent "'ill surface (18b ). 

' l have modified Blake"s representation of the data, so that her original underlying representatiot\S 
ha\•e the san1e segmenta) allopho11es as tl1e surface for1ns. 
• Much as .in harmony systems, dominant-recessive morphological accent systems a re analyzed as 
involving cyclic application, which can erase previous morphological structure. See Czaykowska-Higgins 
(1993) for a detailed analysis of Nxa'amxcin (Interior Salish) stress. 
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(18) Cupefio accented roots 1vith accented affixes (Alderete 200la: 456) 

a. /'pa + 'Ymi?aw + lu/ � [pa-'mi?a,v-lu] 
3SG + co1ne + MOTION 'he came' 

b. /'\i?aju + 'qa I � ( '?ajuqa] 
\Vant + PRES SG 'he \vants' 

The fol ltnving illustrates that affix a.ccent su.rfa.ces if the root is unaccented, pro
viding evidence that affixes have an underlying accent. 

(19) Cupetlo unaccented root with accented affixes 

a. /'pa + -Jjax/ � 
3sc + say 

b. /na?an -Jjax + 'qa/ � 
lsc say + PRES SG 

['pa-jax] 
'he says' 
[na?an ja-'qa?] 
'I say' 

Ho\\'ever, recent \vork by Hargus and Beavert (2006) on Sahapti.n has revealed a 
case of affix dominance. The folJo,ving data illustrate that, "'hen an accented root 
is preceded by an accented prefix, the prefix accent surfaces (20a). If the prefix is 
unaccented, then the root accent surfaces (20b ). 

(20) Yakima Sahaptin morphological accent (Hargus and Beavert 2006: 179) 
a. /'pa-/ (INVERSE) /'pa-'-Jwat'a-na/ ['pa\vat'ana] 'he struck at him' 
b. /pa-/ (3J>L NOM) /pa-'Ywat'a-na/ [pa',vat'ana] 'they struck' 

Th.is is clearly a ca.Se to look at more closely. In examining the system, a key 
difference \vas found bet"reen Sahaptin and a system like Cupeno, \vith root
controlled accent. While in Cupef\o only some roots are accented, it turns out 
that in Sahapti.n all roots have some form of lexical accent (Jacobs 1931; Hargus 
and Beavert 2006). Combining th.is with the fact that only some affixes have a 
lexical accent (20), it \vould seem that once again the affixes that are lexical ly 
specified for accent represent a subset of contrasts found on roots. If all roots are 
accented and root dominance prevailed, one would never see the effect of the 
affix accent at all. 

To swn up the findings with respect to alternations in general, it appears that 
the types of alternations tl1at roots iuldergo are a subset of the types of alternations 
affixes undergo. The reverse was not found in which affix alternations are a 
subset of root alternations. The only exceptions to this are instances of dominant
recessive vo\vel harmony or accent systems. The latter seem to be characterized 
as permitting only one value to appear within a particular domain, so they seen1 
to have different properties than other types of alternations. 

S Approaches to root-affix asymmetries 

Having provided an overview of the types of patterns found (or not) with 
respect lo root-affix asyrnmetries, one may \vell ask whether they should be 
accounted for within a generative theory of granm1ar, i.e. as part of our linguistic 
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competence (i-language; Chomsky 1986), or whether the randomness found by 
Bybee (2005) suggests that the patterns are the result of linguistic performance 
(e-language). By finding that so1ne possible asymmetries are not attested, I hope 
to have teased apart some of the issues involved in undertaking research on RAAs 
and I suggest that this provides some evidence that grammatical principles are 
active in accounting for aspects of RAAs (though more research is needed to 
clarify \11hat can be attributed to con1petence vs. performance).9 The discussions of 
the approaches taken to accounting for RAAs thus asstm1e that the asyrnn1etry can 
be accounted for with granunatical principles. The approaches can be grouped 
into two broad categories: implicit approaches, which do not refer to root and 
affix directly, vs. explicit approaches, which do. 

5.1 Implicit approaches 
Jn implicit approaches to root-affix asymmetries, patterns arise due to mechanisms 
that do not refer directly to roots and affixes. This section surveys some of the 
\11ays in which RAAs can be achieved. 

One exan1ple of an in1plicit approach was 1nentioned briefly at the outset of 
the chapter: directionality. In autosegn1ental phonology (Leben 1973; Goldsmith 
1976) contrasting features (such as tones) are listed in the lexicon along with 
the relevant morphemes, but are not attached to segments. The features become 
properties of segments once they are linked to them via association conventions. 
The default direction of association is left-to-right. This direction of association 
is able to derive spreading of some listed feature of a morpheme to its right 
th.at lacks that feature. In the case of VO\vel harmony, this can account for root
controlled vowel harmony, '''hen there is a follo\11ing suffix, as in Turkish, but 
not for cases '"here prefixes also participate in the harmony, as in Akan. 

A significant an1ount of research on the phonology-n1orphology interface has 
been undertaken in the theory of Lexical Phonology (Kiparsky 1982). In Lexical 
Phonology, words are bt.tilt up incrementally by interspersing morphological 
operations vvith phonological processes; the various levels are often referred to 
as strata. There is evidence for (at least) t\110 kinds of affixes in many languages: 
sten1-level (non-neutral) are associated \llith changes to a base, and word-level 
(neutral) are not associated '"'ith changes to a base (CHAPTER 94: LEXICAL PHONOLOGY 
AND Tiffi LEXICAL SYNDROME). Given that phonological ru.les can apply after affixes 
are added, this approacl\ can account for processes that affect affixes, but not 
roots: for the root to not be affected, the rule does not apply until after an affix 
is added. A key issue in the application of phonological rules is ho\11 to prevent 
an alternation fron1 applying to the whole '11ord, leaving the root unaffected. The 
failure of soole ru.l.es to be able to look back into the root is kn(nvn as non-derived 
environment blocking (NDEB; see CF!APTER 88: DERIVED ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS). 
A \vell-kno,11n example that illustrates the phenomenon is found in Finnish, in 
which assibilation occurs \11hen roots and affixes are concatenated, turning /t-i/ 
into [si], as can be seen in (21a). This process does not occur root-internally, but 
only at root-affix junctures (21b). 

9 See de Lacy's (2006) proposal and discussion of evidence that some types of phonological marked
ness are part of competence and others are part of performant-e. 
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(21) Finnish NDEB (Kiparsky 1993) 

a. 
b. 

/tilat-i/ 
/vaati-vat/ 

-) [tilasi] 
-) [vaativat] 
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'order-PAST' 
'demand-3PL' 

•[tilati, silasi] 
•[ vaasiva t] 

The failure of root-internal /ti/ sequences to iu1dergo an alternation could also 
be viewed as a subtype of root-affix asymmetry. 

Another approach to maintaining the identity of roots falls under the general 
umbrella of paradigm uniformity effects. Because roots fonn the basis of many 
paradigms, and we know that paradigin pressure can inhibit the application of 
processes (see CHAPTER 83: PARADIGMS), this is also a potential area to investigate 
RAAs. 

Finally, some patterns of root-affix reversals are related to analyses that propose 
a dominant-recessive system for roots and affixes. As mentioned in footnotes 6 and 
8, cyclicity is one way to account for don1inant-recessive morphemes. Another 
"'ay to view dominant-recessive systems is that only the feature associated with 
the dominant affix '"ill surface '"ithin a phonological \vord. If tl1is is true, then the 
types of alternations found with dominant-recessive systems are fundamentally 
different from other types of alternations. Having a fundamentally different 
approach to analyzing root-affix reversals, distinct from other types of processes, 
is therefore not unexpected, given the larger picture of the properties of RAAs. 

5.2 Explicit approaches 
In explicit approaches to accounting for root..,;iffix asymmetries, reference is made 
directly to roots and affixes, as is the case '"ith morpheme structure conditions/ 
constraints (Halle 1959; Stanley 1967) and in research within Optimality Theory 
(OT; Prince and Smolensky 1993). 

Morpheme structure conditions (MSCs) involve statements about the phonotactic 
patterns of morphemes in a language. As such, they encode information about 
roots and affixes. The formulation of MSCs relates also to '''hat is redundant or 
predictable. For example, ivith Turkish voivel harmony, roots '"ould be specified 
for all their vocalic features, ivhile affixes would not. By directly encoding pre
dictable information in MSCs, differences between roots and affixes emerge, 
even though J\IISCs do not directly refer to root�Ufix asymmetries. (See CHAPTER 86: 
MORPHEME STRUCTURE CONSTRAINTS for further discussion of MSCs.) 

Perhaps the largest body of research that analyzes RAAs directly has been 
carried out in OT. l\1cCarthy and Prince (1995, 1999) propose that the identity of 
n1orphologically related strings (input-output, base-reduplicant, and word-\vord) 
is ro.ediated by a correspondence relation. They refer to this approach as 
Correspondence Theory (CT). CT is not a necessary component of OT; ho"•ever, 
this frame'"ork has led to a gro'"ing body of theoretical research on RAAs. 
Monitoring the identity of strings, such as bet\veen input and output (underlying 
representation and surface representation), is done through the use of faithfulness 
constraints, so any alternation correlates with a violation of son1e faithfulness 
constraint. ln identifying the types of correspondence relations iliat can exist, 
J\llcCarthy and Prince propose that the correspondence relation is relativized to 
roots and affixes. Several OT approaches n1ake use of CT in analyzing RAAs; 
these \viii be discussed in the ren1ainder of this section. 
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In order to account for some of the observations noted above - that roots tend 
to have more 1narked contrasts and to resist alternations - McCarthy and Prince 
propose the following universal ranking. 

(22) Root-affix faith/11/ness metaconstraint (RAFM; McCarthy and Prince 1995: 364) 

FAITH-Root >> FAITH-Affix 

In OT, constraints are ranked and violable; any deviation from identity bet,.veen 
strings results in a violation of FAITH. Lo"'er-ranked constraints are more likely 
to be violated, and the location of some markedness constraint with respect to 
FAITH-Root or FAITH-Affix can compel alternations resulting in asymmetrical 
patterns. For exa1nple, the follo•ving constraint ranking accounts for the Sanskrit 
RAA presented in (2), whereby roots have con1plex onsets, but affixes do not 
(M.cCarthy and Prince 1995: 365). 

(23) FAITH-Root >> *COMPLEX >> FAITH-Affix 

Because n1arkedness constraints (runong others) can intervene between these 
hvo FAITH constraints, the universal ranking in (23) predicts that affixes ,.viJl be 
the target of alternations and will exhibit less marked structure than roots. Thus 
this general approach has a way to capture exactly the two types of asymmetries 
found. \!Vhile a great deal of literature has supported this general approach 
(Casali 1997; Beckn1an 1999; Alderete 200la, 200lb, 200lc, 2003; Urbanczyk 2001; 
Pensalfini 2002), there has also been a gro,.ving body of research which proposes 
that the ranking in (22) is not universal (Noske 2000; Ussishkin 2005, 2006; Hargus 
and Beaver! 2006). 

A modification of ho'v to obtain root-affix asym1netries in OT, kno,.vn as 
positional faithfulness (PF), is developed by Beckn1ill1 (1999) to accon1ffiodate a 
range of privileged positions. Beckman proposes that roots are just one of several 
positions \Vithin a 'vord, such as root, initial syllable, and stressed syllable, ,.vhich 
illustrate more contrasts and are resistant to change. Instead of having faithfulness 
specific to affixes ru1d adopting the RAFM in (22), Beckn1an proposes that there 
is generalized faithfulness along \Vith several specialized faithfulness constraints, 
which are relevant to different prominent positions. To recast the constraints in 
(23) into a PF approach, one 'vould have the folJo,·ving ranking. 

(24) Positi-0nal faithfulness approach to Sanskrit 

FAITH-Root >> *COMPLEX >> FAITH 

The \Vay that the FAITH constraints are evaluated in PF is that every change in the 
identity of a string -regardless of \vhether it is a privileged position or not -\vill 
incur a violation of FAITH. If there is a change in the identity of the privileged 
position - in this case roots - that will incur a violation of both FAITH-Root and 
FAITH. This means that violations of privileged positions will incu.r t"'O violations, 
inherently "'Orse than violations in a non-privileged position. The ranking of 
FAITH-Root over FAITH is not proposed to be universal, and is instead emergent. 
This key difference beh"een ho'" faithfulness violations are calculated in RAFM 
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and PF approaches translates into a difference of complement set vs. subset 
asymmetries. V\lhile in PF the violations of FAITH-Root are literally a subset of the 
violations of FAITH, in the RAFM approach the violations of FAlTH-Root cannot 
be a subset of the violations incurred by FAITH-AFFIX. 

It is significant to note that PF is well suited to analyzing instances of RAAs. 
Let us consider ho''' constraint re-ranking - a core feature of OT - can derive just 
the subset pattern. In OT, unless there is a fixed universal ranking (as \Vith the 
RAFM), all possible permutations of constraint rankings are possible. If, for any 
phonological phenomenon being investigated, there are tv.10 types of faithfulness 
constraints (FAITH and FAITH-Root) and one markedness constraint (*M), this 
gives us 3!, i.e. six (3 x 2 x 1), possible rankings. It turns out that several of these 
rankings iv ill result in the same pattern. For example, as long as FAITH don1inates 
*M, the language will have the 1narked structure M throughout the entire lan
guage - roots and affixes alike (25a). The folJo,ving table summarizes ho'"' the 
six different rankings map onto the patterns of a language, �vhere specification 
of root vs. affix is indicated in the first t'''O columns: M indicates that the marked 
feature is found, '"hile -.M indicates that it is not found. For alternations, A 
indicates that an alternation occurs, while -.A indicates no such alternation. 

(25) Factorial typology 

root affix 
a. M, -.A M, -.A 

constraint ranking 
FAITH >> FAITH-Root >> *M 
FAITH >> *M >>FAITH-Root 
FAITH-Root >> FAITH >> *M 
*M >> FAITH >> FAITH-Root 
*M. >> FAJTH-Root >> FAITH 
FAITH-Root >> ·M >>FAITH 

Only three patterns are generated. In three rankings, (25a), roots and affixes 
have the marked structure, but not the alternation. Tivo constraint rankings, (25b), 
produce a pattern where both roots and affixes do not have the marked struc
ture, but do have the alternation. And one ranking, (25c), results in unmarked 
structure e1nerging in the affix, along ivith an alternation; this is "the Emergence 
of the Unmarked" (TETU) effect sho"'ing up in non-roots (for more abtn.1t TETU, 
see CHAPTER 58: THE EMERGENCE OF THE UNMARKED). As one can see, there is 
no ranking such that affixes will have the marked structure (M) not found in 
roots or such that roots '"ill exhibit an alternation (A) not occurring in affixes. 
This 1natches the types of RAAs found. The complen1ent set type of asy1nn1etry 
cannot be derived, because either there is a difference beh"een roots and affixes, 
as "'ith the TETU ranking in (25c), or roots and affixes are the same, as in (25a) 
and (25b). There is nothing that will favor n1arkedness in affix classes by constraint 
ranking alone (though see Pater 2000, 2009 and Gouskova 2007 for discussion of 
indexed constraints for specific morphen1es). 

An alternative OT approach to privileged positions is Positional Ma.rkedness 
(Zoll 1998). Rather than having faithfulness constraints relativized to position, 
markedness constraints are relativized to positions. So the Sanskrit pattern '"ould 
have the follo"ring constraints. 
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(26) Positional fvlarkedness approach to Sanskrit 

*COMPLEX >> FAITH >> *CoMPLEx,001 

See Alderete (2003) for arguments against the Positional Markedness approach 
for Navajo RAAs. 

A further approach to RAAs in OT includes research on domains and morphen1e
specilic alternations \Vithin a co-phonology framework (Inkelas et al. 1997; Inkelas 
1999). In co-phonologies, each morpheme can be associated '"'ith a different con
straint ranking. There can be one ranking for roots and another for affixes. The 
ability to freely re-rank constraints for a specific morpheme can result in systems 
\Vhere co1nplen1ent set asymmetries can be derived. A language in which voiced 
stops are present only in affixes can be derived by the following ranking. 

•voic£D-STOP >> FAITH (27) a. Root co-phonology 
b. Affix co-phonology FAlTH >> *VOlCED-STOl' 

The survey conducted here was not able to verify any instance of a complement 
set asymmetry. So it \VOttld seem that, without son1e internal constraints, the 
co-phonology model overgenerates possible RAAs. 

6 Form-function mappings 

One of the secondary then1es regarding RAAs relates to forn1-function mappings. 
Three topics '"'ill be examined briefly: non-concatenative morphology (§6.1), mor
phologically conditioned alternations (§6.2), and psycholing11istic grounding (§6.3). 

6.1 Non-concatenative morphology 
As discussed in §2, there is a range of non-concatenative morphological processes 
that make the identification of roots and affixes a challenging task. Some of these 
have been touched upon above. Ho\vever, numerous other processes are relevant as 
well, including root-and-pattern morphology, reduplication, vo\vel and consonant 
mu tations, subsegn1ental affixes, and tone (see CHAPTER 10s: TIER SEGREGATION for 
a survey of many of these patterns from the perspective of tier segregation). 

The discussion begins by examining a purported case of affix dominance in 
Hebre\v (Ussishkin 2005, 2006). As is \veil known, Hebrevt \VOrds can be fonned 
by a systen1 of intercalcating root consonants and affix vowels, in the forn1 of 
binyanim (see CHAPTER 108: SEMITIC TEMPLATES). The follov.-i.ng illustrates the basic 
system for /gadal/ 'to grov»'. 

(28) Hebrew verbal paradigm (Ussishkin 2006: 114) 

underived lexical base form + affix 
representation 
/gadal/ (gadal) 

[i e) 
[ u a] 
[hi i] 
[hu a] 

derived f or111 

[gidel) 
[gudal] 
[higdil] 
[hugdal] 

'he grew' 
'he raised' 
'he "'as raised' 
'he enlarged' 
'he '"as enlarged' 
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Working \Vithin an OT framework, Ussishkin proposes that the affix vowels in 
the input 1nust be parsed in the output, arguing that this is a case in \Vhich FAITH
Affix donunates FAITH-Root. 

However, there are hvo reasons to believe that this is not an authentic 
counterexample to RAAs. First, the expression of the affix vo"\vels is compelled 
by a morphological criterion, not a phonological one. Failure to parse the input 
vowels \VOuld result in homophony throughout the system, as discussed by 
Ussishkin. Secondly, there is an assumption that the vo\vels in the input sten1 
are part of the sten1 and not part of any affix. Hov-rever, the entire Senutic 
binyanim system of morphological contrasts is based on the assumption that 
the pattern of contrasts in consonants is linked \Vith roots, while that of VO\''els 
is associated \''ith affixal meanings. Why \VOuld the vocalic melody /a-a/ in /gadal/ 
not be associated \Vith any n1eaning in just this one word, •vhile in all the other 
vvords in the paradigm it is associated with son1e type of aspectual meaning? 
As indicated in Ussishkin (2005: 200), the /a-a/ cell in the system of vo•vel con
trasts is associated with "PAST TENSE" meaning. Therefore, this is not an actual 
counterexa1nple to the trend for affixes to be more likely to be subject to alter
nations. In actuality, the vowels that are lost are associated \Vith affixal n1eaning 
as "'ell. 

Reduplication is a morphological process whereby part of a '"ord is copied, 
in order to indicate a difference in meaning (CHAPTER 100: REDUPLICATION; 
CHAPTER 119: REDUPLICATION IN SANSKRIT). There is a great deal of evidence that 
reduplication targets roots rather than affixes (see McCarthy and Prince 1993; 
Urbanczyk 2001, 2007). For exan1ple, in Axiliinca Campa root segn1ents are 
copied over affix segments (McCarthy and Prince 1.993). There is a disyllabic 
minimum for reduplication. If the root meets the disyllabic target, then only 
root segments are copied (29a). Ho\,rever, if the root is subminimal, then it is 
augn1ented to meet miliimality requiren1ents, or the prefix material is recruited 
for copying (29b ). 

(29) Axininca Campa reduplication (McCarthy and Prince 1993: 63-64) 

ste111 size without prefix with prefix 

a. stem ::::: disyllable kawosi-ka,vosi- nol)-kawosi-ka,vosi 'bathe' 
kintha-kintha- 1101)-ki.ntha-kintha 'tell' 

b. stem < disyllable paa-paa- no-wa-no-\,1a- 'feed' 
nata-nata- no-naa-no-naa- 'carry' 

6.2 Morphologically conditioned alternations 

/p-/ 
/na-/ 

Languages \vhich exhibit consonant mutations and other types of sten1 modifica
tions have been excluded from the discussion of purely phonological alternations 
(see CHAPTER 82: FEATURAL AFFIXES; CHAPTER 65: CONSONANT MUTATION; CHAPTER 117: 
CELTIC J\:fUTATIONS). It is interesting to note that, for the most part, these types of 
alternations seem to target roots rather than affixes, and also to create marked 
segments rather than elilninate them. Recall that, in Halkomelem, progressive 
morphology is accompanied by resonant glottalization (6), creating an extren1ely 
rare class of sounds cross-linguistically. 
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6.3 Psycholinguistic grounding 
There is a range of psycholinguistic evidence to show that roots are accessed 
differently from affixes as reported in Beckn1an (1999). In addition, Ussishkin 
and Wedel (2002) discuss a psycholinguistically grounded explanation for RAAs 
on the basis of the concept of effective contrast. On the basis of the hypothesis that 
the ease of lexical retrieval is facilitated by token frequency and neighborhood 
density (Luce 1986; Luce and Pisoni 1988), Ussishkin and Wedel propose that 
an effective contrast is one that balances these t\VO factors. High-frequency \\'Ords 
,.vith few neighbors are the easiest to access, while low-frequency words vvith n1any 
similar neighbors are the most difficult to access. Because there are many more 
meanings of roots to be encoded, having sparse neighborhoods and distinct 
sounds 'viii aid in lexical recovery. This has in1plications for patterns found in 
Hebrevv and Nuu-chah-nulth. 

In Hebrevv, the affixal vocalic melodies utilize the bulk of the available affix 
space. \'\Ii.th five distinctive vo,vels and t"'O possible slots, there are 25 possible 
combinations, of 'vhich there are 17 distinct meanings (Ussishkin 2006). 

Languages like Nuu-chah-nulth (Southern Wakashan), \Vith over 400 suffixes, 
illustrate more patterns than languages with relatively fe\v affixes, suggesting that 
it is also unporkmt to consider the proportion of roots to affixes when consider
ing markedness patterns. Lee and Urbanczyk (2006) found a strong correlation 
behveen phonetic similarity of the affixes (parallel to neighborhood density) and 
\vhether or not an affix triggers stem modifications, such as vo,vel lengthening 
or reduplication. 

7 Summary 

This paper has i.nvestigated RA As, 'vith hvo key goals: to tease apart some of the 
complications associated vvith studying RAAs, and to discuss the various theoret
ical approaches. In doing so, some unexpected patterns emerged. First, apparent 
cases of RAA reversals are correlated '"ith dominant-recessive morphological 
accent and vowel harmony systen1s. Analyses which aim to fit these into the 
RAFM approach - a model of root-affix correspondences vvhich is complementary 
- are forced to give up the universal ranking of FAITH-Root over FAITH-Affix. 
Secondly, some types of processes "'ere found to be less susceptible to RAAs. 
And finally, the range of RAAs found seems to suggest that some patterns are 
due to co111petence while others are due to perforn1ance. It is hoped that further 
research i.nto root-affix asyo�.metries will undertake significantly detailed case 
studies, in an attempt to verify the findings reported here. 
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105 Tier Segregation 

ADAM U SSISHKIN 

1 Introduction: Tier segregation as phonological 
representation 

At or near the top of the job description of the phonologist is the goal of finding, 
describing, and explaining patterns of behavior among features, sounds, and other 
phonological elen1ents in languages of the •.vorld. For theories stenuning fron1 the 
generative approach that began n1ost conspicuously with Chomsky and Halle 
(1968, henceforth SPE), the most highly valued explanations are rooted in Universal 
Grammar (UC). SPE-based phonology centered on alternations in phonological 
patterns, and one of its primary contributions to linguistic theory 'vas to shift 
the burden of the explanatory basis for such patterns a\vay fro1n the lexicon and 
onto the gran1mar (the hypothesized computational system responsible for the 
relationship and mapping behveen the hypothesized lexical representations 
and observed surface forms). Therefore, all evidence for such impoverishment of 
lexical representations is indirect evidence adduced from patterns and alternations 
observed on the surface. The cost of reliance on such indirect evidence \Vas none
theless thought by generative phonologists to be out,veighed by the explanatory 
benefit that resulted fron1 the ability to pare d(nvn lexical representations and 
concomitantly endo'v the grammar with a rich array of rules (or constraints, 
depending on one's theoretical commitment) that provided structure necessary 
for the mapping from underlying to surface form. 

With a firn1 comn1itn1ent to the bare bones, abstract lexical representation 
•vith no redundant information encoded, SPE-based phonology and its practi
tioners in the 1960s and 1970s focused on the content and form of grammatical 
rules, \vhere the majority of the phonological action \Vas to be found. A crucial 
(and quite obvious) benefit of this approach \vas the ability to grarrunatically 
relate variant forn1s of the same underlying abstract elen1ents, such as the 
phoneme and the morphen1e (CHAPTER 11: Tfl.E PHONE1'fll; CHl!>l'TER l: UNL>ER
L'l'ING REPRESENTATIONS). A simple example at the phoneme level can be found 
in the follo"1ing pairs of words from Maltese, a Semitic language spoken on the 
island nation of Malta, where voiceless and voiced obstruents turn out to be in 
complementary distribution: 
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(1) Maltese voicing assiniilation (data from Borg 1975)1 

voiceless obstru.ent 
ha�ta 'knock (N)' 
aatsa 
ha�at 
fadal 

'ducking' 
'he startled' 
'it remained' 

voiced o/Jstr11e11t 
habat 'he knocked' 
oodos 'he ducked' 
haZoda 'fright' 

vdaal 'remains' 
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Such examples of alternation are quite con1mon cross-linguistically, and can be 
further subdivided into various principled types; su.ch details need not concern 
us here. The important point about such examples for the generative phono
logist is that they establish the need for abstract, underlying elements such as 
the phoneme and the 1norpheme, \Vhich are the prilnary illgredients for word 
forn1ation. Rather than listmg the underlyillg form of the Maltese 1norpheme for 
'knock' as /ha.pta/ and 'he knocked' as /habat/, the fact th.at the two \vord.s sh.are 
some core set of semantics is captured by the fact that they are formed from 
the same lexical element. Whatever th.is lexical element turns out to be, it should 
nonetheless contain only the unpredictable information. Therefore, the voicillg 
specification of the labial obstruent ill the lexical representation of these words will 
either be underspecified or specified in a marked \vay (see CHAPTER 7: FEATURE 
SPECIPICATION AND UNDERSPECIFICATION for more on underspecification). The 
surface form of the consonant in question is context-dependent, and determined 
by the con1putational system, or gram1nar, that operates on the concatenation 
of elen1ents ill word fonnation, and not on the underlyil1g representation, which 
is consequently silnpler. From a morphological perspective, the paired \vords 
above can be observed to share their consonants, and so in a similar vein the 
underlying morphological representation of each form might reflect this by 
storing a set of non-contiguous consonants as a lexical item; more on this type of 
representation will be discussed below. 

Early generative phonology maintamed th.is focus on representational issues, 
though for the most part the debates on representation centered on morpho
phonemic structure and the abstract representations of phonemes and morphemes 
in the lexicon, as illustrated in the Maltese exan1ples above. Ho,vever, the 
groundbreakil1g work on tone and tonal alternations by Leben (1973) literally 
mtroduced a nev-r level of analysis, in \vhich tonal elen1ents '"ere vie,ved not 
as segment-delimited specifications within a feature matrix, but rather as freed 
from the grasp of the segment and allo'"ed to behave as independent units on 
a tonal tier. An ilnportant result fron1 this work is the genesis of the Obligatory 
Contour Prmciple (OCP), taken to be responsible for tonal distribution patterns 
(e.g. surface tone patterns in Mende, as analyzed by Leben 1973). In its original 
guise, the OCP \vas defined by Leben as follo,vs: 

(2) Obligatory Contour Principle2 

At the melodic level, adjacent identical elements are prohibited. 

1 Both voiced and voiceless obstruents are phonemic in �·1aJtese. TIUs alten1ation is an example of 
contrast neutralization. 
·i \'\'h.ile tl1e OCP is a c-rucjaJ .O\Ot)\rati.ng ingred iellt i.n the de\1elopme1.)t of tier segtegation, it is 1101.'etl\e-o 
less not the main focus of this chapter. See CBAPTER 14: AUTOSEGMBNTS. 
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The OCP is invoked as an explanation for the existence of tone patterns such as 
H+, HL+, LHL, L+, and LH+ in Mende,3 and the exclusion of patterns such as HHL 
and LLH in the language. Note the repeating elen1ents in these latter, una !tested 
cases. It is only iu1der a view in 'vhich tones are freed from their segmental 
manifestations that the argument becomes clear: if tones occupy a distinct tier, 
it is possible to capture the asymmetry in distribution of tone patterns. Thus, 
Leben's 'vork invoked a more complex, non-linear style of representation. In this 
representation, sequences of the san1e tone are represented by a 1nultiply linked 
tonal element (3a), rather than multiple tonal elements "'ith single linking (3b ). 

(3) a. Multiple linking (respects OCP) 

H 

/\ 
a a 

b. Single linking (violates OCP) 

H H 

I I 
a a 

In addition to the OCP, non-linear representation 'vas also capable of capturing 
the fact that, when some phonological alternation requires a change in tone, all 
elements in that sequence of tone tend to change. The argument requires addi
tional assumptions regarding representation; namely, that tones and segments are 
arrayed on separate tiers, and the invocation of the various conditions: 

(4) a. Association Convention 
Associate tones to syllables one-to-one and left-to-right. 

b. Well-Formedness Condition 
At each stage in the derivation, all syllables are associated \vith at least 
one tone, and all tones are associated with at least one syllable. 

c. No-Crossing Condition 
Association lines may not cross. 

This is the original use of tier segregation, though not the one focused on in 
this chapter. Nonetheless, its genesis \vas a crucial step in the development of 
non-linear models of phonology, and led to the subsequent application of tier 
segregation at the featural level in phonology and to the segregation of vowels 
and consonants into separate tiers in Senlitic and other languages. 

In the tier-segregated vie"', a representation consists not of a string of con
catena ted, independent feature matrices, but rather is composed of a set of 
multi-tiered elements linked by association lines. This more complex and non
linear representation permits principles of association, spreading and the OCP 
as explanatory devices for patterns difficult to explain in the strictly linear model. 
The non-linear vie\\' found further support in subsequent work, 1nost importantly 
Goldsmith (1976), McCarthy (1979, 1981, 1989, 2000), and Clements and Keyser 
(1983). Goldsmith (1976) generalized Leben's (1973) model to all phonological 
interactions, capturing much more intuitively the notion of featural alternations, 
especially phonological assimilation. The behavior of certain phonological features 
appears suspiciously sin1ilar to tonal behavior, so that in fact the extension to these 

3 Kleene "+n in these representation refers to a tone tl1at associates to a syllable and to any foJJo\\'
ing syllables. 
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features seems logical once the data are viev,,ed under the autosegmental lens. In 
fact, this logical extension applied not only to local (or adjacent) environments, 
but additionally to seemingly non-adjacent sets of elen1ents, thus allowing for a 
unified explanation of both local and long-distance phonological behavior. 

The primary focus of this chapter on tier segregation is the segregation of con
sonants and vo,11els into distinct tiers. This idea has its roots in the autosegmental 
approach of Goldsmith (1976), \11ho, based on '"ork on the behavior of tone in tone 
languages, proposed extending the notion of tiers beyond tones to the phonological 
domain in general. The earlier generative approach to phonological behaviors 
such as Maltese voicing assimilation was the application of linear rules to an 
underlying or intermediate representation. Phonological rules capturing this 
sort of behavior have the generic forn1 A � B I C _ D, \vhere A refers to 
a structural description, B to a structural change and the portion of the rule 
following the I to the phonological envirorunent. For instance, returning to the 
case of voicing assimilation in Maltese as presented above, a Ii.near rule could be 
\llfitten as follO\VS (CHAPTER 81: LOCAL ASSIMILATION): 

(5) Maltese Poicing assimilation (SPE-style) 

[-sonon1nt) � (avoice] I _ [-sonorant, a voice] 

Such a rule successfully describes the alternation, and for SPE-style phonologists 
•11ould be seen as explanatorily adequate, but proponents of autosegn1ental 
phonology would argue that it misses a crucial fact. Note the double occurrence 
of the feature (avoice) in the rule: once in the structural change, and a second 
time in the phonological environment, or trigger. Use of the Greek letter variable 
notation forces the phonologist to hypothesize that, in fact, there are not hvo 
separate voicing specifications in the representation (as the linear rule \Vould 
lead us to believe) but rather that the voicing feature of the trigger spreads to the 
target under this type of assi.ntlation behavior. In other ,.vords, despite the double 
occurrence of the changing feature, there really is only a single token of it at '"ork 
here. Such an approach involves a more complex representation, \11hich is needed 
to capture the idea that segments are co1nposed of features that the1nselves have 
autonomy; that is, that are not strictly bound to the segment they are under
lyingly associated "'ith (hence the nan1e autoseg111ental). An autosegn1ental rule, 
then, involves a type of decomposition along with a higher degree of complexity, 
and for the case of voicing assimilation could appear as follo,11s: 

(6) Maltese voicing assiinilation (autosegn1ental) 

[-son] 

� 
root root +···· ··..... ·· .... .! 

[f.3voice] [cxvoice] 

Note that unlike the linear rule, which explicitly denotes the input and output of 
a phonological process by explicitly referring to a structural description (to the left 
of the arro,v) and a structural change (to the right of the arro,v), the autosegmental 
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rule collapses these into the same representation, where the structural change 
is denoted by the dashed line indicating the spreading of the voicing feature 
regressively fron1 the second segn1ent (segn1ents are represented here as non
sonorant root nodes) and by the dissociation of the first segment's original voicing 
specification (\vhich is not explicitly indicated in the linear rule). 

In the late 1970s, the representational force of this sort of rule \Vas carried 
even further by McCarthy (1979, 1981, 1989, 2000), whose prosodic n1odel of non
concatenative morphology resulted in yet further unification: Semitic languages 
and their 'veil-known root-and-pattern morphology could also be analyzed as 
involving autosegments; in other words, the idea of autosegmental representation 
'"as lifted to the level of the morpheme. The result of this '"ork is consonant
vo\vel tier segregation, the best-known example of tier segregation, and the one 
that this chapter will focus on. On l'vlcCarthy's view, various patterns specific to 
Semitic '"ere explained (e.g. OCP effects, morpheme structure constraints, and 
long-distance consonantal spreading/copying), 'vhile invoking a simple yet natural 
additional extension of the autosegmental vie\v to the morpheme level. The notions 
of the consonantal root, the vocalic pattern affix, and the prosodic template follo\v 
naturally from this extension. At the sa1ne time, the tier-segregated representa
tion opened the door to a more advanced understanding of con1plex phonological 
behaviors in another "'ell-known set of data outside Semitic: templatic languages 
that lack root-and-pattern morphology, such as Yawelmani Yokuts (Archangeli 
1983, 1984, 1985). 

In fact, the influence of autosegmental representation and tier segregation 
was so great that many of the most in1porkmt results in phonology in the 1980s 
stemmed from this revolutionary represen tation. During this period, an enormous 
amount of attention was devoted to the representational details of the tier 
segregation model, leading to a gro\vth industry in feature geometry, the nature 
of UG-provided structures, and ultin1ately to other 1nodels, such as Articulatory 
Phonology (Brown1an and Goldstein 1986, 1989; among others), in which the notion 
of tl1e segment itself was almost so diluted that it seemed epiphenomena!. 

While interest in the representation of the internal structure of segments has 
comparatively waned since the advent of models such as Articulatory Phonology 
(see CHAPTER 5: THE ATOMS OF PHONOLOGICAL REPRESENTATION), and especially 
since Optimality Theory (henceforth OT; Prince and Sn1olensky 1993), the issue 
shaped the field of phonology quite dramatiec1.1Jy for a significant period. In this 
chapter, tier segregation \vill be explored in detail: §2 revie'''S evidence for tier 
segregation from Semitic data; §3 provides further evidence, with data from 
non-Senutic languages; §4 presents some of the more current debates regarding 
tier segregation, along with external evidence that bears on the issue; and finally, 
§5 concludes the chapter. 

2 The evidence for tier segregation from Semitic 

2.1 Roots and patterns 
In his 1979 dissertation and subsequent 1981 article, McCarthy took non-linear 
representation an enormous step further. The basis of his contribution comes from 
Senutic languages (McCarthy focuses 1nainly on Classical Arabic and Tiberian 
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Hebre"'), '"hich have long been characterized by their non-concatenative morpho
logical behavior (dubbed "root-and-pattern morphology" by NlcCarthy). In these 
languages, n1uch of the word structure displays a strikingly unusual character
istic: rather than forming words from sequences of contiguous elements, "'ords 
appear to have a non-concatenative structure in v;rhich the consistent phonological 
material within a given paradigm is non-<:ontiguous. This can be illustrated 'vith 
a typical paradigm from the verbal systen1 of Modern Hebre,v: 

(7) Hebrew verbal paradigm 

verb 
ganav 
higniv 
hitganev 
ntgnav 

template 
CVCVC 
CVCCVC 
cvccvcvc 
cvccvc 

'to steal' 
'to smuggle in' 
'to sneak in' 
'to be stolen' 

Basic morphological analysis reveals that the consistent phonological material 
in the paradigm is the discontiguous string of consonants I gnv /, which in the 
traditional root-and-pattern approach to Sen1itic is called a consonantal root and 
has the statu.s of a 1norpheme. Prior to McCarthy, the consonantal root had long 
been recognized as the likely center of gravity in the Semitic lexicon (cf. Chomsky 
1951; but see also '"ork from much earlier, including de Alcala 1505; de Volney 
1787; de Sacy 1810; Bopp 1824; Ewald 1827; Gesenius 1910; Gaon 1932, 1942, 1969; 
Harris 1941). It is clear why this is the case: superficially at least, the consonantal 
root appears to have an obvious and consistent semantics associated \vith the 
examples given above (something to do \Vith stealing or sneaking). \r\lhat's more, 
a similar case can be made for the parts of each 'vord that form the complement 
to the consonantal root. For instance, in the "'Ord /higniv /, there is clearly a 
causative meaning, and causatives frequently occur with the san1e /hi-i/ pattern 
con1bined '"'ith a consonantal root (for the sake of con1parison, a related (non
causative) form is also provided for each example): 

(8) Hel1Tew causatives zvith /hi-i/ 

verb 
higniv 
hizrik 
hixnis 
hirdi.Jn 

'to Soluggle in' 
'to inject' 
'to bring in' 
'to put to sleep' 

related form 
ganav 'to steal' 
zarak 'to thrO"'' 
ruxnas 
nirdam 

'to enter' 
'to fall asleep' 

Not every verb 'vith /hi-i/ is cat.1sative (e.g. /hirgiJ I 'to feel'; /him tin/ 'to "'ait'), 
and not every causative verb has /hi-i/ (e.g. /limed/ 'to teach, cause to study'; 
/simeax/ 'to make happy'), but nonetheless verbs m a particular class (kno,vn 
as a /Jinynn, the Hebrew '�'Ord for building or structure) all demonstrate the 
san1e phonological behavior and pattern together morphologically.'' In order to 
fonnalize the notions of consonantal root morphemes and pa.ttern morphemes, 

•1 See Laks (2006) for a contemporary view of such relations from a syntactic-morphophonological 
point of view. 
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McCarthy's (1979, 1981) theory of non-concatenative morphology proposes C/V 
tier segregation based on morphological grounds: each morpheme is said to occupy 
its o•vn tier in the representation. Lexically, as far as stem formation is concerned, 
three types of 01orpheme are found: consonantal root morphemes, pattern mor
phemes, and prosodic templates.5 Word formation involves the concatenation 
of these units according to autosegmental principles (association of segmental 
ele1nents to appropriate prosodic positions, going one-to-one fro1n left to right). 
A forn1 like Hebrew I ganav I therefore has the follo\ving representation in the 
phonology after association of n1orphen1es: 

(9) Tier-segregated representation of /ganav I 

Consonantal root tier 

Prosodic template 

Vo"'el pattern tier 

g n v 

I I I 
C V C V C  

v 
a 

There are several things worth noting abou.t this type of representation. First of 
all, note the multiply associated vowel /a/, vvhich is linked to both V positions 
in the prosodic template. This multiple association is a necessary consequence 
of the OCP, vvhich \vould prohibit a representation containing two tokens of 
the VO\\•el /a/ located on the sa1ne tier (because identical adjacent elements are 
prohibited by the OCP). Secondly, this representation does not capture the pro
nunciation of the vvord /ganav I directly, because it is not a linear representation. 
In later \\'Ork, McCarthy (1986) cites Younes's (1983) concept of tier conflation, 
a mechanism responsible for linearizing a tier-segregated representation in 
order to pronounce it. Tier conflation is essentially the bridge between the auto
segmentaJ, tier-segregated non-linear representation, and the surface form, which 
is viewed as linear.6 

2.2 Templates 

Another motivation for McCarthy's approach - and the reason tier segregation 
•vas so "'idely adopted follo•ving his theoretical innovations - "'as that it vvas 
able to capture the fact that consonants and vo\\1els occur in different combina
tions, depending on the particular pattern that a consonantal root is found in. In 
other \vords, the precedence relations bet\\•een consonants and vowels change, 
depending on the ten1plate they associate to. If rules of association govern these 
precedence relations, then it 'vould be redundant to record this information in the 
lexicon as "'ell. Tier segregation achieves the goal of redundancy avoidance by 
remaining silent on the issue of precedence relations among elements belonging 
to distinct 01orphe1nes. To illustrate the argument, recall the paradigm above for 

5 Hebre\v also has tl1e more familiar type o( co11catenative morphology i11 the (orm of prefixes and 
suffixes (as do aJJ Semitic languages), .in addition to its non-<:oncatenati.ve structure. These p•efixes 
and suffixes tend to be correlated with inflectional morphology. 
• See Bat-El (1988) for an important discussion and review of tier C(>nflotion and its consequences. 
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/gnv /: sometimes all three consonants are separated by V0\'1els (e.g. /ganav I 'to 
steal'), other times the first h'1o consonants of the root are adjacent (e.g. /nignav I 
'to be stolen'). The ordering relationships bet\'7een elen1ents from different 
1norphemes are determined by the prosodic ten1plate, and therefore fall into 
the category of predictable information (for a review and current assessment, see 
CHAPTER 108: SEMITIC TEMPLATES). Even in a more current view (one begirllling 
with McCarthy and Prince 1986, 1990, 1993), in '"luch the prosodic template is no 
longer lexically specified but rather is derived from independent granunatical 
principles (cf. Ussishkin 2000, 2005), it is nonetheless possible to predict the 
relative placement of consonants and vowels. No matter the template to which 
a consonantal root morpheme or a vowel melody morpheme is associated, the 
ordering of elements 111ithin each 111.orpheme is the only unpredictable and con
sistent information, and thus the only ordering-related infonnation encoded 
lexically. Essentially, the benefit of tier segregation is that since the granunar 
•vill provide the information regarding ordering of consonants and vowels via 
association, that information can be removed from the lexicon. As McCarthy 
(1989: 88) points out: 

planar V /C segregation emerges from the redundancy of linear order relations 
between vowels and consonants in languages with templatic morphology [not just 
Semitic but also others like Yawelmani] or sufficiently rigid constraints on canonical 
form. 

2.3 The OCP, morpheme structure constraints 
and alternation 

Further motivation for tier segregation is offered by some well-kno"'n distribu
tional facts regarding Semitic word structure (McCarthy 1979, 1981; and many 
others): a '"'ord never contains the same consonant tautomorphenucally in both 
the first and second C positions of a template, while \vords frequently contain the 
same consonant tautomorphemically in the second and third positions.7 The 
well-kno'"n examples cited by l\i!cCarthy from Arabic are the non-existent fornl 
• /sasam/ and the corrunonly encountered type of form such as /samam/ 'to 
poison'. Under an approach that recognizes the consonantal root and the segrega
tion of nlotphe.mic tiers, forms Stlch as /samam/ are .formed fron1 the root /sm/ 
associated to a CVCVC template in which the /m/ is multiply associated to both 
the second and the third C positions. This is a natural outcome under auto
segmental phonology, in 'vhich the default direction of association is left to right. 
Once the /s/ associates to the first C and the /n1/ associates to the second C, the 
third C is left \vi.thou! segu1ental content, so the /m/ spreads a.gain to the third 
C position (spreading the /s/ to that position is impossible because doing so 
would violate the constraint against line-crossing). This mechanism is kno,vn as 
"long-distance consonantal spreading." The following diagran1s illustrate each step 
in the derivation. 

7 Many tharl.ks to an a.no.r1yo1ous re\1jewer for poi.nting out tha t some Semitic languages )\<l\'e 
exceptions to this generalization; e.g. Hebre\\r /n1imen/ 'to finance'. Since these exceptions are fairly 
trncommon, most previous reser1rch has tended to ignore them. 
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(10) Deriving Arabic /samam/ 

a. Associate elen1ents one-to-one, left-to-right 

Consonantal root tier 

Prosodic template 

Vowel pattern tier 

s Ill 

I I 
c v c v c  

I 
a 

b. Fill empty templatic positions via long-distance spreading 

Consonantal root tier 

Prosodic te1nplate 

Vowel pattern tier 

s m 

I r··· .... 
c v c v c  [,.,,.·· 

a 

Under this model, it is irnpossible to generate unattested • /sasan1/-type forms, 
but attested /san1an1/-type fonns should be the only possible output from bi
consonantal roots. To complete the argument, it is necessary to rule out unattested 
• /sasam/-type forms generated from a root like /ssm/ - such a root is easily 
ruled impossible, since its underlying representation violates the OCP by the 
presence of l\vo adjacent, identical consonants. The same holds for an underlying 
representation like /smm/ (for a n1ore general discussion of n1orphen1e structure 
constraints, see CHAPTER 86: MORPHEME STRUCTURE CONSTRAINTS). This argument 
is perhaps the strongest argument in favor of tier segregation, since without 
tier segregation the OCP violation is not triggered.• The only \Vay to generate 
the attested type (/ san1am/) is 'vith a biconsonantal root and one-to-one, left-to
right association, resulting in the n1ultiple linking of the second consonant to the 
second and third C positions. 

Another well-knO\'ln piece of evidence for the consonantal root discussed 
by McCarthy (1981) and subsequently cited by many authors (e.g. Hume 1994; 
Odden 1994; Suzuki 1998; Rose 2000) is found in Akkadian labial dissimilation. 
In Akkadian, the prefix /1na-/ is realized as [na-] if the stem it attaches to contains 
a labial consonant in the root. That is, the place specification of the prefix alternates 
depending on �vhether or not the root of the stem it attacl1es to contains a labial 
consonant. This type of alternation can be viewed as triggered by the OCP: 

(11) Akkadia.n lal1ia.l dissimilation (data fro1n Rose 2000) 

Akkadian noun 
ma-zuukt 
ma-ffkanu-m 
na-phar 
na-rkabt 

'mortar' 
'place' 
'totality' 

'chariot' 

• See Rose (2000) for a reformulation of the OCP that would count both •/sasam/ and /samam/ as 
OCP-violating forms. 
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The first hvo examples above contain roots \Vith no labial consonants, and thus 
the nominalizing prefix is realized \vith the labial [m] (note that the suffix /1n/ 
in the second case does not trigger dissi.Jnilation of the prefix). In the last two 
examples, there is a labial root consonant, and the prefixal consonant is realized 
as [n) as a result. 

2.4 Language games and other external evidence 
McCarthy (1981) also discusses evidence from languages games that appears 
to argue in favor of the consonantal root occupying its O\Vn tier at some level 
of representation. At issue are fonns from the Bedouin Hijazi dialect of Arabic 
brought to light by Al-IV!ozainy (1981). As an exan1ple, McCarthy cites the 
variant forn1s of the verb /difa�na/ 'we pushed': (da�afna, fida�na, �adafna, 
fa�adna, �afadna). The argument here is that 1vithout tier segregation, there 
is no "'ay to array just the root consonants separately in a way that allows for 
their permutation as a target of the language game process. This is because 
the gan1e distinguishes bet1veen root consonants (e.g. /d� I in these examples), 
1vhich can permutate, and non-root consonants (e.g. /n/ m these exan1ples), 
'"hich cannot. 

A similar type of argument is put for,vard by Prunet et al. (2000) and ldrissi 
et al. (2008). These researchers document a series of metathesis errors in a 
bilingual French-Arabic aphasic patient; of relevance is the observation that 
these errors only take place m the subject's Arabic utterances and never in his 
French utterances. Further, the errors involve metathesis of root consonants 
only; it is never the case that vo1vels or affixal consonants are metathesized. 
The authors take this as clear evidence for tier-segregated consonantal roots 
along the same Imes as IVlcCarthy and others, though Ussishkm (2006) rejects 
their account and proposes a constramt-based alternative that does not require 
reference to the consonantal root. 

In closing, this section has provided many cases of evidence in favor of 
tier segregation based on phonological and morphological behavior ill 
Se1nitic languages. In the followmg section, evidence from other languages is 
considered. 

3 Non-Semitic evidence for tier segregation 

3.1 Yawelmani 
Evidence from non-Semitic languages has also provided arguments ill favor 
of tier segregation. Archangeli's "'ork on a number of dialects of the California 
Penutian language Yokuts is the best known, and will be the focus of the dis
cussion and data here. In Ya1.vel..J11ani Yokuts, morphology looks strikingly Senutic; 
there appears to be, as i.J1 Semitic, a distinction between consonants, vowels, and 
the prosodic templates in which the consonants and vowels are realized. The 
template selected is dependent on morphology: essentially, the suffix selects the 
ten1plate. Archangeli (1983, 1984, 1985) provides stein alternations from Yaweln1ani 
illustrati.J1g n1ultiple te1nplates for verbs with three consonants: 
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(12) Yawelmani CV te111plates (adapted from Archangeli 1983: 351) and data 
(stems are underlined) 

template 
cvcc 
cvvcc 
CVC\TVC 

?am ts' it 
deejilhin9 
bineetit 

'be near' 
'guard' 
'a.sk' 

This pattern, in which the stem ten1plates alternate, is persistent throughout 
the language, and it is typically the case that the suffix appended to the stem 
determines '"hich template is chosen for the surface form. A tier-segregated 
representation, in which consonants and VO\>Vels of a n1orphological root occupy 
distinct tiers, captures the fact that the order of vo,>Vels and consonants is template· 
dependent and predictable, thus allo"'ing for lexical representations that are 
rendered simpler by the absence o.f prespeci£ied precedence .relations bet\>Veen 
vowels and consonants. If the templates supply those orderings, and the tern· 
plates are independently necessary, Ya\velmani can be vie"red much like Semitic, 
where the templates also supply the orderings between consonants and vowels. 
A crucial difference, of course, is that Yaweln1ani lacks the n1orphological dis
tinction behveen consonants and vowels; both the vo\vel(s) and the consonants 
are vie\ved as part of the same morpheme in the cases above, yet nonetheless 
occupy separate tiers.10 

3.2 Rotuman 
Although he later rejects it (McCarthy 2000; see discussion belo,,') as an example 
of tier segregation, McCarthy (1989) strongly suggests that the Oceanic language 
Rotuman provides evidence from outside the Se1nitic languages in favor of tier 
segregation. In this case, the data come from an alternation involving 1norpho
logical metathesis (CHAPTER 59: METATHESIS).11 Rotuman has a morphological 
distinction behveen \vhat are kno,vn as different phases, of which there are hvo: 
the complete phase and the incomplete phase, 12 their occurrence being governed 
by syntactic and semantic principles (see McCarthy 2000: App . B for a revie\v 
of Church,>Vard's 1940 rules for use of the different phases). The t'''O phases 
can be distinguished phonologically by a nun1ber of different alternations: final 
vowel deletion, umlaut, diphthongization, and, importantly for our purposes, 
metathesis (there are also cases in '"hich forms in the t\¥0 phases are homo· 
phonous). McCarthy (2000) gives the follo'"ing examples of phase distinction by 
n1etathesis. 

• The firs! [i] in this form is epenthetic, and therefore appears to disrupt the template. For much 
discussion on this issue, see AJ'changeli (1983). 
10 \'\'hile tl1e use of t11e term "tier" is maintained here, it is in1portant to ackno'"'ledge Archangeli's 
(1985) more pre<:ise formulation of the distinction between "tier" and "plane." Mu ch of the literature 
following Archangeli (1985) subsequently adopted the term "plane" for what is being termed here a 
"tier," and for the sake of CC)llSistency in this chapter I will continue to refer to "tiers." 
11 Though see Hume (1991) for metathesis evidence from Maltese that argues against McCarthy's 
(1989) claims for planar seg reg.tion. 
12 McCarthy (1986) states that the morphological difference between the complete vs. the incomplete 
phase corresponds to "a kind of free versus bound form, respectively." 
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(13) Rotuman contplete and in.co111.plete phases distinguished by metathesis 

co111plete in.co111plele 
Pa ia? 'fish' 
seseva seseav 'erroneous' 
hosa ho as 'flo,,rer' 
pure puer 'to rule' 
parofita parofiat 'prophet' 

McCarthy (1989) considers Rotun1an as a possible (bu t not, in his '"ords, 
"iron-clad") case favoring tier segregation (referred to in McCarthy 1989 as 
"planar V /C segregation"). Despite the fact that this language has no templatic 
morphology, and no morphological distinction between consonants and vowels, 
allowing tier segregation in this language can explain the metathesis evidence 
in the phase distinct.ions above. JJl.  te.rms o.f linear order, \vith tier segregation .in 
place in Rotuman, the metathesis can be vie,,red as templatic, since for each of 
the pairs of forms above the consonants always occur in the same linear order, 
as do the vowels; this is true because metathesis always involves a consonant 
and a vo,vel in this language. In other words, the precedence relations behveen 
consonants are preserved, as are the precedence relations bet"reen vowels. Tier 
segregation allo,vs for this, though McCarthy acknowledges that other mechan
isms could explain it as well. What differentiates the phases, then, is something 
template-like. Depending upon \vhich phase is being selected by the grammar, 
the consonant-vowel ordering will differ. 

This concludes the section in \V hich non-Se111itic evidence for tier segregation 
is discussed. In the follo"'ing section, some debates concerning tier segregation 
a re reviewed. 

4 Debates 

The extension of tier segregation beyond Semitic is not uncontroversial. The 
principal reasons behind this controversy can be divided into two principal types. 
One type concerns the non-n1orphological n1otivations for tier segregation in 
non-Semitic languages like Yawelmani and Rotun1an. The second type is based 
on more recent developments in phonological theory. 

4.1 Non-Semitic languages 

4.1.1 Yokuts 
Steriade (1986) attacks ideas from Archangeli (1984, 1985) concerning tier segrega
tion in Yokuts. In particular, Steriade argues against separate tiers for consonants 
and vo\'tels when the language has no n1orphological distinction bet,veen them. 
The idea advanced in Steriade (1986) is that only 111orphologically motivated 
tier segregation is legitimate. Since Yokuts does not distinguish consonants and 
vo,vels morphologically, her vie"' is that tier segregation in Yokuts is not licit. 
An important consequence of this argument is that Steriade must explain the ten1-
platic effects so easily captured via tier segregation. She proposes an alternative 
analysis, in which a n1echanism of "n1elody copy" (analogous to copying processes 
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in reduplication) explains the templatic patterns found in this type of language. 
Prince (1987) responds to Steriade's approach \vith a vigorous argu1nent against 
Steriade and in favor of Archangeli's original proposals for tier segregation. 
Again focusing primarily on Yokuts, 'vith son1e additional Arabic and Hebre\v 
evidence, Prince (1987) defends Archangel i's claims that tier segregation is p/10110-
logically motivated .13 

4.1.2 Rotunuzn 
Arguing against claims foiu1d in previous work, McCarthy (2000) rejects RotLunan 
as a possible case of tier segregation. Recall that the metathesis process encountered 
in the complete and incomplete phases in this language seems like a good can
didate for tier segregation, since the hvo phases could be thought of as ten1platic. 
l\llcCarthy's more recent (2000) accotu1t is couched within OT, and argues that 

OT takes much of the burden of explanation off of representations (e.g. tier 
segregation) and places it on substantive constraints . . .  [t]hus, consonant-vow·e] 
tier segregation is completely superfluous in an Optimality Theoretic analysis of 
Rotuman, and in fact it is antithetical to fundamental premises of OT. 

This is because of OT's assumption of Richness of the Base, which states that 
restricting the form of input material is disaJJo,ved. Under this assun1ption, every 
potential input forn1 must be considered a legitin1ate input form, and despite this 
potential variation in inputs the actual attested output n1ust nonetheless en1erge 
as optimal. But \vith ti.er segregation, an OT analysis yields undesirable results, 
since with tier segregation it becomes impossible to capture the contrast bet"'een 
pairs such as /usi/ 'bush (sp.)' and /sui/ 'bone', which form a contrastive pair despite 
sharing the same consonant and the same vowel sequence in a tier-segregated vie\V. 
That is because, under the tier-segregated view, the VO\·vels would be represented 
separately from the consonants, yielding the same input (/ui. + s/) for these t\vo 
surface-contrastive pairs. l\llcCarthy goes on to show that various attempts to patch 
the holes resulting from such an approach turn out to be unsuccessful, and 
concludes that "[n]o superficial technical fix is appropriate, because the problem 
derives directly fron1 the core assumption of tier segregation theory." 

Essentially, tier segregation is incompatible \vith OT, provided the basic assun1p
tion in OT that input forms may not be restricted, and that linguistic properties 
must be viewed as the result of output-oriented constraints. The argument 
continues, McCarthy suggests, as an even 1nore fundan1ental result of this 
output-oriented focus: all underspecification, tier segregation included, is highly 
undermined by OT's principle/ingredient of output-based constraints. Si.nee tier 
segrega tion underspecifies the linear order relations benveen consonants and 
vowels (CHAPTER 7: FEATURE SPECIFICATION AND UNDERSPECIFICATION), any 
tier-segregated input is an underspecified input. In earlier approaches, on the one 
hand, this \Vas viewed as beneficial, since the linear order relations in question 
are predictable, and in pre-OT generative phonology no predictable inforn1ation 

13 For another paper arguing against consonant-vowel tier segregation on a strictly phonological 
basis, see Odden (1987), who argues that McCarthy's {1982) proposals for phonologically based tier 
segregation in the Munda language Gta? are unmotivated and predict unattested. data. Odd.en (1987) 
proposes an alternative analysis based on two rules: one of initial melody Linking, and another (optional) 
rule of melody spreading. 
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is granted the status and luxury of residing in underlying representations. But 
OT, on the other hand, argues that the content of constraints, rather than the 
elegance of representations, bears responsibility for phonological behaviors, and 
thus tier segregation should be dispensed with. 

4.2 Semitic languages 
A number of researchers have proposed rejecting tier segregation even for 
Semitic languages, which forn1ed the original case for tier segregation in the 
late 70s and early 80s. These researchers have various reasons for rejecting tier 
segregation, ranging from concerns regarding the highly abstract nature of 
lexical repres-entation under tier segregation (e.g. Ussishkin 2000, 2005, 2006) 
to the need to reformulate principles that tier segregation seemed to stem from 
originally, like the OCP (Rose 2000). Some of these argun1ents \vill be reviewed 
here. 

Tier segregation relates directly to lexical storage of linguistic units and much 
scholarly activity on Semitic languages over the last decade or so has focused on 
lexical representations in Semitic. Bat-El (1994) "'as among the earliest researchers 
to propose that Senutic consonantal roots '"ere explanatorily inadequate, and based 
her argi.unents on Hebre\v data in '"'hich consonant clusters are preserved in the 
formation of verbs from nouns, such as the follo,ving: 

(14) Hebrew deno1ninal verb formation rvith cluster transfer (Bat-El 1994: 577-578; 
preserved clusters underlined) 

noun. 
transfer 
sandlar 
�a Ill.er 
nofilalgia 

'transfer' 
'shoemaker' 
'piano' 
'nostalgia ' 

denominal verb 
trinsfer 
sindler 
�inter 
nis!e!g 

'to transfer' 
'to make shoes' 
'to play the piano' 
'to be nostalgic' 

If denominal verb formation '"'ere dependent on consonantal roots, it would be 
ilnpossible to explain why the sets of adjacent consonants in these pairs are pre
served ill the related verbs, rather than all conforming to a uniform template. This 
is because, under an account based on tier segregation, the consonantal roots, on 
their o'"n tier, are not stored lexically '"ith any information regarding '"hich 
consonants are surface-adjacent. Further, Ussishkin (1999) noted that another 
set of denomil1al verbs in Hebre\v consistently preserves information from the 
vo\vel iJ1 the base - il1formation that is not available from the base consonants 
alone: 

(15) Hebrerv denominal verb formation with vowel feature transfer (Ussishkin 1999: 
405; correspondil1g vowel-consonant transfer effects underlined) 

noun denominal verb 
t!k 'file' tijek 'to file' 
?jr 'city' ?ijer 'to urbanize' 
syg 'kind, type' s1veg 'to classify' 
hQ.11 'capital, \vealth' hiyen 'to capitalize' 
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Again, reliance on the consonantal root is insufficient to explain this phenomenon, 
because if the consonants are the only material that 1natters, then information 
about the vo'''el of the base is absent. Nonetheless, for these fonns, there is a clear 
correlation between the vo'"el in the base and the n1edial consonant in the verb. 
Bat-El and Ussishkin both conclude that the Hebre'" lexicon may not encode 
consonantal roots, thus invalidating an original motivation for tier segregation. 
They propose that, for denominal verbs, the lexicon stores sten1s or \vhole words, 
in which case no level of representation involves segregations of VO\\•els and con
sonants into distinct tiers. In subsequent \vork, both Bat-El (2003) and Ussishkin 
(2000, 2005, 2006) extend these results and propose such a vie\v not just for 
these verbs but for the entire language. That is, the lexicon stores stems or \vords, 
not consonantal roots, and these sten1s or words form the basis for morphological 
relationships and derivations. 

Sin1ilar conclusions are reached for Semitic by Gafos (1998), \vho focuses on 
apparent spreading i.n the Malaysian language Temiar. Gafos (1998) concentrates 
on the theoretical device kno\vn as "long-distance consonantal spreading," \vhich 
\vas previously thought (cf. McCarthy 1979, 1981, 1989, 2000) to be responsible 
for patterns such as doubled consonants in Se1nitic verbs (e.g. the discussion 
of Arabic /samam/ above). In Gafos's proposal, however, such Jong-dis tance 
spreading is rejected as an explanation for forms like /samam/, \vhi.ch are 
instead reformulated as examples of segmental copying rather than segmental 
spreading. Under the alternative copying-based account, no level of representa
tion involves a multiply linked consonant (seen in (lOb) above). The penultimate 
section of Gafos (1998) argues against tier segregation. The argument, like that 
of McCarthy (2000), is theory-internal from an OT perspective, and centers on the 
fact that '''ithin OT, properties of lexical forms do not result from underspecifica
tion, but rather from the interaction of universal constraints on surface forrns.14 
This is essentially the same Richness of the Base argument proposed by McCarthy 
regarding Rotuman. Since tier segregation was originally 1notivated as a "'ay to 
avoid lexical redundancy by avoiding lexical storage of predictable information, 
it falls under the rubric of underspecification and is therefore, at the very least, 
subject to deep scrutiny under OT. And indeed, Gafos concludes that tier segre
gation should be eliminated altogether. Gafos goes on to argue that not only does 
this apply at the phonological level (e.g. for languages '"ith no n1orphological 
d.istinction behveen consonants and v(nvels, such as Yokuts), but that it shouJd 
also apply at the morphological level, to Semitic languages in \vhich one might 
posit a nlorphological distinction bet�veen consonants and vowels. Even this dis
tinction can be captured via universal, output-oriented constraints, Gafos clain1s, 
and thus tier segregation receives no support. 

In order for su.ch a vie'v to be maintained, alternative explanations for variou.s 
phenomena are required. Gafos, for instance, proposes that, rather than vie,v
ing doubled consonants in Semitic as resulting fronl a spreading operation, we 
should see them as the result of a copying operation analogous to the copying 
seen in reduplication phenon1ena (CHAPTER 100: REDUPLICATION; CHAPTER 119: 
REDUPLICATION IN SANSKRT.T). This argument echoes the proposals of Steria.de 

" See also HudsoJ> (1986) for a tier-free a.oalysis of Semitic, with a focus on Arabic. A related aspect 
of Hudson's (1986) analysis is tl1at it foreshado\VS later OT accolrnts \\rith its en1phasis on otttpttt 
represent<1tions. 
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(1986) in her argument against Archangeli's phonological tier segregation, and 
finds further support in Ussishkin's (1999} treatment of doubled consonants in 
Hebrew denon1i.nal verbs, v-rhere a subset of verbs double the second base con
sonant to fill a verbal template: 

(16} Doubled consonants in Hebrew denominal verb for111atifJn (Ussishkin 1999) 

noun denonrinal verb 
dan1 'blood' di1nen1 'to bleed' 
sam 'drug' sm1en1 'to d rtig, poison' 
xad 'sharp' xided 'to sharpen' 

n1ana 'portion' mu1en 'to apportion' 

Again, rather than viewing the repeated consonant in each denominal verb as 
resulting from long-distance spreading over a vo\vel position in a template, 
the repeated consonant is simply viev-1ed as a copy. The template still plays 
an important role here, in that it is responsible for inducing the copy, but no 
spreading is invoked to explain the doubled consonant. 

Another OT-based argument arguing against tier segregation can be found 
in Rose's (2000} reformulation of the OCP, '"hi.ch bears direct relevance to this 
discussion. In Rose's vie,v, the OCP applies across intervening vo,vels to penalize 
identical consonants such as those seen above in consonant doubling denominal 
verbs in Hebre'"'· Rose additionally claims that consonant doubling results from 
copying, and not spreading, and also relies on a rejection of segregating vo,vels 
and consonants into distinct tiers. Focusing on evidence from Ethio-Senutic 
languages, Rose sho\vS that a reformulation of the OCP into a surface-based con

straint provides exactly the explanatory adequacy that is needed \vhile at the same 
time avoiding the various pitfalls resulting fro1n a combination of tier segregation 
and the input-based version of the OCP that would be incompatible \vith any 
output-oriented approach. 

4.3 Behavioral evidence 

Various experiments in Semitic have been reported in the literature that bear on 
tier segregation, and the results of these experin1ents are mixed, so it is in1possible 
to adjudicate definitively based on these results. It is also important to note that 
these experiments have the explicit goal of testing the nature of lexical representa
tions; in particular, whether lexical representations are root-based or 'vord-based. 
The assumption being made in such \vork, and in this chapter as well, is that 
root-based representations are congruent with tier segregation, while '"'ord-based 
representations are not. The best-knO\'\'n studies have been carried out "''ith Hebre"\v 
and Arabic (Frost et al. 1997; Deutsch et al. 1998; Frost et al. 2000 on Hebrew; Boudelaa 
and Marslen-Wilson 2000, 2001, 2004 on Arabic) using a variety of techniques, 
most co1nmonly a masked priming lexical decision task using visual stimuli.is These 

" In this task, subjects respond to pairs of stimuli consisting of a masked prime that they do not 
consciot1sly perceive, (olJowed by a rarget tl1at they do perceive, and are asked to 11\ake a lexical 
decision about the target (i.e. decide whether the target is a word of their language or not}. For 
instance, in a single trial the masked prime might consist of the Hebrew word /higdil/ 'to enlarge' 
foUowed by the target /gidel/ 'to raise'. 
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studies consistently demonstrate that 'vhen a target "'ord shares a consonantal 
root \Vith a masked prin1e, there is a significant priming effect manifested in 
a faster reaction tin1e for such target ite1ns than vvhen the masked prin1e does 
not share the consonantal root. This robust finding supports lexical storage of 
roots, and therefore supports a form of tier segregation. Conflicting results exist 
\Vith respect to the decomposition of vocalic patterns: Frost et al. (1997) found 
no priming effect for vocalic patterns, \vhile Deutsch et al. (1998) did find such 
pruning. As for results that might argue against tier-segregated representa
tions lexically, one reported study on Hebre'"' using visual stilnuli (Moscoso 
de! Prado-Martin et al. 2005) found a word frequency effect (which supports 
\VOrd-based storage and therefore does not support tier segregation), though 
the same study also found an effect of morphological family size, \vhich supports 
representu1g consonantal roots u1 the lexicon. 

These studies are not without their problen1s. First, all stin1uli were presented 
visually. Because the orthographies of Hebre'v and Arabic do not contain graphemes 
for many of vo\vels, visually presented primes and targets may bias participants 
to process consonants preferentially. For example, because there is no letter for 
the sotu1d [a] in Heb re\\', the \Vord for 'to \vrite', pronounced [katav], is \Vritten 
as ktv u1 Hebrew orthography. Visual presen tation therefore introduces a very 
serious confound for any study that aims to see whether consonants play a 
special role in processing. Secondly, these studies have been carried out on lan
guages \Vith a consonantal orthography in which all educated native speakers 
receive explicit pedagogical instruction based on the consonantal root. Because 
of this, it is not entirely clear that studies are probing online processing of lexical 
units; earlier work has shown that literacy affects lexical organiza.tion (e.g. Morais 
et al. 1986). Another "'eakness of these earlier studies is that they do not mani
pulate root or word frequency, which 'vould be the ideal probing mechanism 
for distinguishll1g root from whole-\vord access. 

For Arabic, Boudelaa and Marslen-Wilson (2000, 2001, 2004) report consistent 
effects of priming by consonant-v(nvel patterns as •veil a.s by roots and patterns 
separately in a series of auditory lexical decision tasks \vith auditory primes 
(N!arslen-Wilson and Zhou 1999). These results corne fronl \vork on both Standard 
Arabic and Southern Tunisian colloquial Arabic, and, due to the fully auditory 
nature of both primes and stimuli, they avoid orthographic confounds inherent 
in any study that employs visual stioluli.. The .results suggest a decompositional 
route for lexical processing, thus supporting a tier-segregated vie\v. One published 
study on Maltese (Ussishkin and Twist 2009) reports mixed results: in a visual 
masked primu1g experiment, a significant prilning effect for consonantal roots 
was found, but the san1e paper also reports an auditory experin1ent whose 
results support storage of whole forms. 

In recent \VOrk on Hebrew, Berent et al. (2007) provide experimental evidence 
that "'hole-vvord representations in the lexicon are needed ill order to account for 
speakers' acceptability ratings of \vords in different paradigms that share identical 
consonantal roots. Such results argue against tier segregation, and although they 
are consistent vvith lexica.l storage of "'ords, previous ,.vork on acceptability .ratings 
(Berent et al. 2001 , 2002, 2004) is consistent "'ith both \vord-based and root-based 
storage. Finally, other "'Ork on Hebre\v that supports word storage is reported 
in Sunu1er (2003), 'vho ran auditory lexical decision experin1ents vvith auditory 
pruning to test lexical access for a class of irregular verbs ill Hebrew kno\vn as 
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weak verbs. These are verbs whose final root consonant does not occur in pro
nounced fonns. Sumner's results show that, for one class of '"'eak verbs, there is 
evidence for "'hole-word storage, while, for the second class of \Veak verbs, age 
turns out to be a factor: younger speakers exhibit evidence of whole-,vord storage, 
'vhile older adult speakers show' an inhibitory effect of weak verb primes. 

Despite their importance, these psycholinguistic studies leave open the issue 
of lexical representation. Given the range of evidence in favor and against tier 
segregation based on these sh1dies, one tenable hypothesis is that the lexicon 
can store both root-based and •vord-based representations, thus allo•ving for the 
possibility of tier segregation. 

More general studies also leave open this possibility. In a series of experiments 
testing learnability of statistically regular patterns, Newport and Aslin (2004) 
exposed subjects to invented •vords in a nonsense language, and 1nanipulated the 
parts of the words that \vere consistent across stimuli. \A/hen subjects were exposed 
to stimuli consisting of non-adjacent regularities in the consonants (Newport and 
Aslin 2004: Experiment 2), they readily learned the patterns. These results contrast 
\vith those from \vords vvhere non-adjacent syllables, rather than the consonants, 
were consistent. In the non-adjacent syllable case, subjects perforn1ed poorly. 
The fact that subjects \Vere able to learn the pattern when it was n1anifested in 
non-adja.cent consonants sho,vs at the very least that humans can attend to such 
regularities, thus indirectly supporting an ability to segregate consonants from 
vowels. Similar results obtained by Newport and Aslin (2004: Experiment 3) show 
that, \Vhen non-adjacent vocalic patterns \vere held constant, subjects readily learned 
the pattern. Again, this result shows at the very least that subjects are capable of 
attending to regularities that hold across non-adjacent sets of segments.16 

5 Conclusion 

Th.is chapter has focused on introducing and disct1ssi.ng tl1e theoretical and 
representational concept of tier segregation. As the introductory paragraphs 
explain, this mechanis1n furthered the generative phonologist goal of reducing 
the btrrden on the lexicon by removing from lexical specification the ordering 
relationships between consonants and vo\vels. This \Vas seen as a positive develop
ment by most phonologists, since it aUowed for a highly grarn.oJatica.l explanation 
of patterns not only in Semitic, where it was first invoked, but also in non-Semitic 
languages such as Yokuts. 

As discussed, the benefits associated with tier segregation \vere not \Vithout 
their costs. For the non-Semitic cases in which tier segregation has been called 
u.pon, some reactions have been negative, proposing that tier segregation shottld 
be limited to cases in 'vhich it is fully justified solely on morphological grounds. 
From the standpoint of phonology, tier segregation has also been challenged as 
imposing too strict a limit on potential underlying representations, thus conflicting 
with son1e principles that underlie Optimality Theory. 

16 lnterestingly, Newport et 11/. (2004) report similar studies carried out with non-human primates 
(cottontop tama.rin monkeys) as the subjects. The results showed that these subjects demoJ>strated 
learning of the non-adjacent syllable and non-adjacent vowel patterns, but were unable to learn the 
non .. adj-acent· consonant patterns that adult humar1 subje<:ts learned. 
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And, finally, the external evidence brought to bear on the issue is unable at 
this point to provide a final ans,ver regarding the psychological reality of tier 
segregation. \i\lhile some studies suggest that tier segregation is cognitively 
viable, others demonstrate that it can be done '"'ithout. This is not a surprising 
situation; after all, only a limited number of such studies have been carried out 
at this point. It is clear that many more experiments could and should be con
ducted in order to further our understanding of the patterns that tier segregation 
was proposed to account for, and to help determine whether tier segregation 
should be 1naintained or discarded in phonological theory. 
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7 Feature Specification and 
U nderspecifica ti on 

DIANA ARCHANGEL! 

1 Introduction 

The concept of nlinin1al feature specification has been part of the phonological 
dialogue throughout the modern era, from the introduction of archiphonemes 
(Jakobson 1929; Martinet 1936; Trubetzkoy 1936) through various types of 
specification: Markedness (Kean 1975), Radical Underspecification (Archangeli 1984, 
1988), Contrastive Underspecification (Steriade 1987; Mackenzie and Dresher 2004; 
Dresher 2009), and Combinatorial Specification (Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1994) 
to Richness of the Base (Prince and Sn1olensky 1993; Ito et al. 1995; Smolensky 
1996). What is common to the various approaches is that features may be absent 
from at least son1e segrnents at any level of representation. Theories differ on when 
- or \.Yhether - the missing features are provided. For exa1nple, the Markedness 
rules of Chon1sky and Halle (1968) provide values (the urunarked specifications) 
for aU features on every segment before the application of any phonological 
rules, \vhereas under more recent perspectives, some segments exit the entire 
phonological-phonetic component without receiving specifications for every 
feahrre (Keating 1988; Pierrehumbert and Beckman 1988; Archangeli and 
Pulleyblank 1994). 

A challenge in evah.1ating underspecification is to separate the essence of the 
arguments for minimal feature specification from the theoretical context in 
\vhich the feature specification model is presented. In fact, the very term "under
specification" is testament to this challenge: the model '"as developed in the 
early 1980s in opposition to a 1nodel of full feahue specification, and the term 
"underspecification" eo�phasized this changed role. Changing the focus to the 
motivation for specifications led to the term "Combinatorial Specification" 
(Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1994), w·hile Optimality Theory's "Richness of 
the Base" makes no direct reference to feature specification at all (Prince and 
Smolensky 1993). 

In retrospect, developing a theory of "feature specification" rather than of 
"underspecification" is more important. \'\lhich features are necessnri1y present 
regardless of the theory one adopts? Those \.Yhich are not necessarily present can 
be unspecified, if the theory allO\¥S it. In a very basic way, then, the essence of 
feature specification hinges on the "necessary and sufficient" criterion: is a feature 
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specification necessary to account for this pattern? Is that same specification 
sufficient to account for the pattern? Where the ansv1er to both questions is "yes," 
the feature is critical to an analysis of that part of the language; '"here the answer 
to both is "no," whether the feature is specified depends on the theory in "'hich 
the analysis is couched, not on the requirements of the data. 

In this survey, '"e consider a '"ide array of phenomena, ranging from the 
morphological to the phonological to the phonetic, which demonstrate that at all 
levels, there are features that n1eet the "necessary and sufficient" criterion and 
there are others which do not. Those that do must be specified, regardless of the 
theory one adopts. Those that do not are features that may be left unspecified if 
one's theory allows for unspecified features. 

In many of the exan1ples, there is a secondary argun1ent. If segments are fully 
specified, then the analysis includes a con1ponent simply to deal with those specified 
features - features v•hich are not necessary to accoiu1t for the basic pattern. The 
analysis then is more complex, and the necessary elements of the pattern are 
obscured. This provides a second set of arguments in favor of minimal specifica
tion: omitting unnecessary feature specifications reveals patterns; including the1n 
obscures patterns. 

2 Morphological evidence 

The first cases \Ve consider are those in \\•hich a single feature differentiates one 
morphological class fron1 another (see also CHAPTER 82: FEATURAL AFFIXES). That 
single feature is both necessary and sufficient. No other features are necessary, 
and so have no empirical role; they can be omitted from the representation. No 
fully specified segment is needed in these cases; in fact, positing such a repre
sentation obscures the patterns observed. Cases fron1 Chaha (McCarthy 1983), Tiv 
(Pul leyblank 1986), and Yokuts (Archangeli 1991) 1nake the argun1ent. 

2.1 Single-feature morphemes 

In Chaha, a Western Gurage (Semitic) language of Ethiopia, the 3rd person sin
gular object is 1narked by lab ialization of the rightn1ost labializable consonant (1) 
(M.cCarthy 1983).1 

(1) Cha/ta (McCarthy 1983; CHAPTER 82: FEATURAL AfPIXES) 

no object with object 
a. final drenreg drenreg" 'hit' 

ncel<ceb ncekcebw 'find' 

b. medial mrekrer mrek"rer 'burn' 

sirefrer siref'vrer 'co,1er' 
c. initial qretrer q"retrer 'kill' 

n1resrer n1"resrer 'seem' 
d. none seed red sredced 'chase' 

1 Zoll (1996) presenls a similar case from !nor; Rose (1994) delves further inlo the similar palalal
izalion pattern, also explored in McCarthy (1983) and CBAPTER ai: FEATURAL AFFIXES. 
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There are t'vo aspects to the analysis. First, the sound component of the lexical 
representation need only include a labialization feature, [labial]. Should this affix 
be represented as a fully featured segn1ent, rather than simply as the feature [labial], 
then it is critical (i) that [labial] be free to dissociate from that segment and asso
ciate to another segment and (ii) that all other features of the segment disappear 
completely regardless of "'hether [labial] successfully associates or not (ld). In 
short, all features other than [labial] are unnecessary; [labial] alone is sufficient. 

Second, the segn1ents of the roots need no [-labial] specification despite the 
fact that they are not roiu1d unless the object n1arker is added. Any [-labial] 
specifications complicate the analysis because some mechanism must be introduced 
to eliminate those specifications "'hen the [labial] object marker is added.2 

A similar example is found in Tiv, a Niger-Congo language of Nigeria, where 
the general past is indicated by downstep of a verb-initial high tone (2a); there is 
no overt marker when the verb is low-toned (2b). 

(2) Tiv general past (Pulleyblank 1986) 

a. H-stem 
1 syllable 'H 'va 

'eci.me' 
2 syllable 'HL ' (1ng,va 

'heard' 
3 S1Jlla/Jle 'HLL .. ' ' 1evese 

'fled' 

b. L-stem 
L dza 

'"vent' 
LL vende 

'refused' 
LLL ngohoro 

'accepted' 

These contrast \Vith stems in other tenses, such as the recent past (3), \vhere there 
is no downstep. Note the effect of vowel ablaut on the vo,vels /a/ and /u/, and 
the addition of a recent past high tone. 

(3) Tiv recent past (Pulleyblank 1986) 

1 StJlla/Jle 

2 syllable 

3 syllable 

a. H-stem 
H 

HH 

HHL 

ve 
'came (recently)' 
6ng6 
'heard (recently)' 

jevese 
'fled (recently)' 

b. L-stem 
H dze 

'went (recently)' 
LH vende 

're.fused (recently)' 
LHL ngoh6ro 

'accepted (recently)' 

Treating the general past 1norphen1e as a lo'"' tone directly results in these patterns 
since high tones regularly do,vnstep after lo'v tones in Tiv, 'vhiJ.e low tones are 
unaffected. Representing the general past affix as a lo'" tone is necessary in order 
to account for the sound alternations; it is also sufficient. What is not necessary 
is to represent the general past marker with a fully specified vo,vel - crucially 
including the tone specification, but with no other critical features; all that would 
sutfa.ce of such a vowel would be the tone. 

' tn some models, [labial] is a pdvative feature, atld there is no "[-labial]" specification. Jo other 
models, [round) (or [±round]) might be used instead of (labial[. The name of the feature is irrelevant 
to the issues of feattue specification. 
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The location of the H-tone recent past marker also supports a level of repre
sentation without specifications, as pointed out in Pulleyblank (1986). Were 
all vo'"els fully specified for either H-tone or L-tone, then it "'ould be surprising 
for the recent past H-tone to dock on the second vo�vel of polysyllabic forms. 
Ho"'ever, if only the initial vov.rel is specified for a tone - "'hich is the only 
location for contrastive tone in Tiv verbs - then the second vowel is the leftmost 
available vo\vel, and the location of the recent past H-tone is no surprise. 

2.2 Ghost segments 
A different type of case involves a "ghost segment," a segment that surfaces in 
some environments, but that is not realized in other environments.3 For example, 
in French, n1any final consonants are realized only when there is a following vowel 
or there is a fe1ninine stlffi.x, peti[ ) but peti(t) oiseau and Ill peti(t)e (Tranel 1981; 
CHAPTER n2: FRENCH LIAISON). Archangeli (1984, 1991) and Zoll (1996) argue that 
such segments have feature representations, but crucially lack other structure: for 
Archangeli, the ghost segment is a floating feature, '"hile for Zoll it is a feature 
or set of features without a root node. (While this chapter is focused on degrees 
of feature specification, '"e briefly visit the issue of prosodic specification in §3.5.) 
A particularly intriguing case of ghost segments is found in Yokuts, a Penutian 
language of Northern California. In Yokuts, there are several morphemes '"ith 
ghost segments that may or may not surface. In one class of cases, there is good 
evidence that the ghost should be vie\ved as a single feature, rather than as a full
fledged segn1ent. In this class of cases, a glottal stop surfaces in some environ
ments (4a) but does not in other environments (4b), the typical ghost behavior. 
However, there is a third set of environments, where the ghost is realized as 
glottalization of a sonorant consonant, (4c): "the floating glottal stop of suffixes 
. . .  may irlfect only the second consonant of a stem, if that consonant is a nasal, 
semivo\vel, lateral" (Newman 1944: 15). Thus, in this third class of cases, the Yokuts 
ghost [7) is similar to the single-feature morphem.es. However, in Yokuts, there 
are other segments in the morpheme (in this example, the sequence -in'aj): it 
is not simply a single feature morphen1e. There are several Yokuts suffixes with 
the "floating glottal"; there are also suffixes with a floating /1/, /n/, /h/, or /m/. 
See Ne"rman (1944), Archangeli (1984, 1991), and Zoll (1996) for exan1ples with 
other suf.fixes.4 

(4) Yokuts contemporaneous gerundial -'in'aj (Archangeli 1984) 

root affixed form 
a. root \Vith 2 Cs gets glottal stop 

dub dub7un'aj *dubun'aj, *dub'un'aj 'while leading by the hand' 
doos dos7in'aj *dosin'aj, *dos'in'aj '1vhile reporting' 

3 These are called "latent segments" in Zoll (1996). • Other effects can be found in (4), both phonological (row1ding harmony gh•ing -rm'aj after roots 
wiU1 /u/) and templatic. The root column shows the syllabic pattern taken by the root with about 
half of the suffixes in the language. The other half of the suffixes deterrn.ine the prosodic structure to 
tl1e root, and -i,1'nj is among tl1ese: in eacl1 case, the root has the n1inin1al prosody possible given its 
segments. See Prince (1990) and Archangeli (1991). 
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b. root "'ith 3 Cs gets nothing 
lilun lilunin'aj *lihm?in'aj, *lih'min'aj ·,,,hile running' 

c. root \vith sonorant C2 gets glottalization, whether root has 2 Cs or 3 
panaa pan'in'aj *panin'aj, *pa.n'in'aj '\vhile arriving' 
c'oo"' c'o,v'in'aj *c'ovvin'aj, *c'o''''in'aj ,,,,hiJe grasping' 
taan tan'in'aj *tanin'aj, *tan'in'aj ',vhile going' 
hiwiit hhv'tin'aj *hiwtin'aj, *hivvt?in'aj '\vhile vvalking' 

The feature that is necessary to account for this pattern is a glottal constric
tion feature, e.g. [+constricted glottis]. Interestingly, this feature is sufficient to 
account for tl1e sonorant bel1avior in (4c). This feature is also necessary and sufficient 
to account for the realization of a glottal stop, all other features being predictable 
once it is known that the segment has [+constricted glottis]. 

2.3 Summary 

These n1orphologica1 examples demonstrate t\vo points. First, in some cases, a 
single feature is necessary and sufficient to explain the phonological behavior of 
some morpheme: [+constricted glottis] is sufficient to explain the three-\vay Yokuts 
patterns "'hile [labial] accounts for the distribution of the object marker in Chaha. 
Second, while additional features might be included in the representation of such 
1norphemes, any sucl1 additional features serve no necessary phonological purpose; 
the only reason to include such features is to satisfy the demands of the theory, 
not the demands of the data. The data themselves make no such requirement. 

In the next section, we examine phonological cases which make the same 
point, wifu the difference being that the motivation for active vs. inert features is 
phonological, not 1norphological. 

3 Phonological evidence 

There are a variety of types of phonological patterns that support the absence 
of at least some feature specifications. The cases are sinillar in that there are 
asynunetric behaviors among the seg1nents of a language, and that asynunetry is 
consistent ,.vith the absence or presence of feature specification. Variety arises 
when the effects of this asymmetry are considered: morphemes with invariable 
feature specifications vs. those \vith variable specifications, revealed vs. obscured 
phonological patterns, inert segments vs. involved segments, and segn1ents that 
behave ambiguously. 

3.1 Variable and invariable feature specification 

The first class of evidence conies from the completely phonological distribution 
of features. In these cases, a contrast is found in some part of the lexicon that does 
not occur in some other part of the lexicon. In the Margi example, roots and suffixes 
differ by whether they bear invariable tone or not (Williams 1976; Pulleyblank 
1986, 2006). We focus on roots here; the same argu1nent can be made based on 
suffix behavior. 
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Some Margi roots are ah11ays high-toned (Sa), some always low-toned (Sb), and 
so1ne have a Jo,�1-high contour (Sc) (data from Pulleyblank 2006). 

(S) Margi roots 

a. High-toned roots 
ta 'cook' taba 'cook all' 
r.Jguli "roar' r.Jguliba 'surpass in roaring' 

b. Low-toned roots 
ptsa 'roast' ptsaba 'roast thoroughly' 
tsave 'pierce' tsaveba 'pierce thoroughly' 

c. Low-high con toured roots 
ff 's'"1ell' fib a 'make s\vell' 
v'31 'fly, jump' valba 'make jump over, across' 

These forms reveal a three-\11ay contrast a1nong roots: those which are invariably 
high-toned, those which are invariably low-toned, and those "'luch surface with 
a contour in isolation, but simplify that contour when suffi.xed. Ho,vever, there 
is a fourth class of roots, the alternating roots. In this class, the tone of the root 
varies depending on the tone of the suffix that is attached. The root is high-toned 
with a high-toned suffix, and othenvise low-toned. 

(6) Margi alternating roots (Hoffman 1963; Evans 2008) 

a. With high-toned suffixes 
dill 'buy' d�Jba 'buy' 
1Jal 'bite' 1Jalba 'bite a hole' 

b. With low-toned suffixes 
ptfi ''"-'a.sh' ptfina ''"1ash' 
tla 'cut' tlana 'cut off' 

Pulleyblank (1986, 2006) argues that in the latter case, the roots are toneless in 
lexical representation and receive their surface tones through the phonological 
component. Note that requiring all roots to be fully specified, and so to bear 
lexical tone, '"ould. require either a completely arbitrary th.ird tone (which never 
surfaces) or non-phonological diacritics on the variable-tone class to distinguish 
the roots "'ith lo"' tones in isolation that are ahvays low-toned (Sb) from those 
that are 10•11-toned in isolation, but are !ugh-toned '"hen they have high-toned 
suffixes (6a). 

A similar case is found in Tiv, and has already been illu.strated in (2). The only 
location in a \vord \¥here tones vary unpredictably is the first syllable. All other 
tones are predictable. Consequently, the two patterns in (2) are the extent for verb 
roots in Tiv. Requiring full specification of tones leads to the expectation of far 
n1ore patterns than are attested in the language. 

There are numecous cases o.f coinpletely pcedictable featuces, \vith behavioc 
comparable to that of Margi tone. For example, the distribution of [ATR] in 
Pulaar (Paradis 1986; Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1994) and Kinande (Archangeli 
and Pulleyblank 1994, 2002) folloi11s this pattern, as does the distribution of all 
vo\11el features in Tiv (Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1994). 
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3.2 Patterns revealed 
The second class of cases involves phonological patterns vthich are seen to be 
quite simple patterns if only the necessary and sufficient features are present 
in representations. These sa.111e patterns appear to be rather con1plex patterns 
if all features are present on all segments. T\vo brief examples from Yokuts are 
presented. In each case, the essence of the phenomenon is revealed when only 
the necessary and sufficient features are present. One case involves vowel 
harmony, a feature pheno111enon, and the other involves epenthesis, a prosodic 
phenomenon. 

3.2.1 Yokuts voruel Jwnnony 
The Yokuts vo,vel harmony system is relatively sin1ple. The language has a 
four-vo\vel system, /i a o u/, and vo\vels of like height agree for roundness. 
See Ne,vn1an (1944), Archangeli (1984, 1985), and Steriade (1986) for n1ore on 
Yokuts harmony. In (7a), the vowels in the non-initial syllables arise either from 
epenthesis or from the suffix hin (aorist).5 

(7) Yokuts vowel luirmony 

a. (u) after /u/, else (i) in -hin (aorist) 
?ugunhun *?uginhin 

but lihimhin *lihun1hun 
'drank' 

ba!'inhin *bafunhun 'fell do\vn' 
hoginhin *hogunhilll 'floated' 

b. [o) after lo/, else (a) in -(h)atin (desiderative) 
doshotinhin *doshatinhin '\vas trying to tell' 

but bintatinxok' *bintotinxok' 'be trying to ask!' 
hudhatinxo? *hudhotinxo? ''''ants to kno\'\7 about' 
t'awhatinxoohi.n •fa,vhotinxoohin '\'\•as trying to "'in from' 

It is possible to represent the vo\'\•el system as the result of the logically possible 
combinations of the features [round] and [non-high]: /o/ is specified as [round, 
non-high) "'hile /i/ has neither feature; /a/ is [non-high] and /u/ is simply [round). 
Under this vie,v, the harmony effect is achieved by a manipulation of the feature 
[round] \vhere [non-high) values are identica.l. 

Were features fully specified, the harmony process would need to change 
both [round] and [back] features on /i/, for /i/ to surface as [u]. Additionally, 
it would need to change [round] and [lo\v] for /a/ to surface as [o]. Thus, with 
full specification, the harn1ony process must n1ention not only [round), but also 
(back) and (lo,v], a far more complex process than one that involves only [round). 
The complexity is brought on by the fully specified segments, not by properties 
inherent to the process itself. The essential properties of the alternation are 
revealed by minimally specified representations. 

s The suffix (11)ati11 (desid.erative) .�equites the muumal prosody for the root segments; see footnote 
4 and §3.5. It also has a "floating /h/" whkh surfaces only with biconsonantal roots. See §2.2 for 
d.isctission of this phenomenon. 
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3.2.2 Yokuts epenthesis 
A further phenomenon in Yokuts is that of vo'"el epenthesis; the inserted 
VO\"el surfaces as [i], or [ u] in harmonic environments. Vowel epenthesis occurs 
when consonants •vould otherwise be unsyllabifiable: the n1otivation is purely 
prosodic. See Kisseberth (1970) and Archangeli (1984, 1991) for nlore on Yokuts 
syllabification.6 

(8) Yokuts epenthesis (Archangeli 1984, 1991) 

(epenthetic vowels are underlined; fonns \Vithout epenthesis have 
sho,ving the absence of a high vo'"el in that environment) 

root -hin (aorist) -t (passive aorist) 

a. no epenthesis with either affix 

b. 

hojoo hojoohin hojot 

epenthesis with -t (passive aorist) 
caw cawhin caw!t 
bok' bok'hin bok'it 
�il' �il'hi.n �il'iJ 
dub dubhun du but 
bi.niit binethi.n bineetit 

'name' 

'shout' 
'find' 
'shout' 
'lead by the hand' 
'ask' 

c. epenthesis in different places with -hin (aorist) and -t (passive aorist) 
diijl deejil_hin dej_l!t 'guard' 
bil� bili�_hin bil_�it 'finish' 
7amc ?an1,ic_hin 7am_cit 'be near' 
diijl hin deejjl_ dej_lit 'guard' 
?ogl ?ogjl_hin ?ob_l!t 'emerge' 
luk'l luk'ul_hun luk' _Jut 'bury' 

II II 

With a fully unspecified /i/, the formal account of epenthesis is solely prosodic. 
No features are necessary: the resultant vo'"el is equivalent to the lexical repre
sentation of /i/, fully unspecified. 

The.se examples are representative of the way in '"llich minimal feature 
specification reveals phonological patterns. In both cases, requiring full 
specification obscures the essence of each process, in the harmony case making 
[round], (10"' ], and [back) formally equivalent while only [round] is critical and 
in the epenthesis case making the prosodic phenomenon appear to critically involve 
specific features. 

3.3 Inert segments 
Inert segments are segments that do not participate in some alternation, despite 
surface appearances suggesting that they would be involved. These segments 
function in contrast to their apparent specifications. 

' Forms show the effect of other, .ioteractil\g phenomena. Jtems with /u/ exhibit roul\d harmol\y, 

for exan1ple d1Jb}1.11n. and d1tbut, .. d1tbl1i11, -•d1tbit; see discussion of (7). Long VO\\rels typically Sllrface as 
non-high (deejilhin, *diijilhin), and closed syUables typically have short vowels (dejlil, not 'deejlit). 
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3.5 Prosodic specification 

Prosody includes at least syllable and foot structure.8 In contrast to features, 
the standard approach is to assume that input representations do not include 
syllables or feet, and son1etimes moras: these are provided by the phonology. 
For run-of-the-mill cases, the primary argument is that it isn't possible to tell 
what the syllabification or footing of a particular sequence is until it is placed in 
context: whether a morpheme-final consonant is an onset or a coda depends on 
whether it is follO\\'ed by a vowel (dual vs. duality, etc.); stress placement also depends 
on the root and any affixes ('atom vs. a' to111ic, etc.). Similarly, '"'hether a high 
sonorant is a vo,.vel or a consonant depends on context \vhich may be provided 
through morphological concatenation, for instance in Berber (Guerssel 1986). 
In such cases, lexically specified syllable or foot structure is neither necessary 
nor sufficient. 

Morphological patterns sometimes exploit underspecified prosodic struc
ture, particularly reduplication (Marantz 1982; Jv!cCarthy and Prince 1986, 1993b, 
1995b; CHAPTER 100: REDUPLICATION) and templatic morphology (Archangeli 1984, 
1991; McCarthy 1985; CHAPTER 108: SEMITIC TEMPLATES). The hallmark of prosodic 
morphology is that (a significant part of) the prosody is detennined by one n1or
pheme, distinct from that \\•hich provides the segn1ents. Exan1ples of templatic 
morphology appear in (4) and (7b); see also footnote 4. (13) includes some key 
examples from (4). The first column in (13) shows the segments and the prosodic 
pattern taken by the verb root ,,vith about half the suffixes in the language; the 
second colunu1 shows suffixation \.vith a couple of these "normal" suffixes. (Note 
that the [ee] in hiweeten is due to the lo,vering of long high vowels to mid, a 
'veil-documented process in the language. See references cited.) Comparison of 
forms in the column headed "supplied CVC" shO\\'S what happens to those roots 
'"'hen the follovting suffix imposes a prosody on the root, supplanting its default 
prosodic structure. 

(13) Yokuts templatic morphologi; (Archangeli 1984, 1991) 

root prosody nffixa ti on s11pplied eve . . .  n.on -occurn.n.g 
a. pan a a panaahin pan'in'aj •pan'aan'aj 

'arrive' 'arrived' 'while arriving' 
b. hiwiit hi,\•eeten hi\\r'tin'aj *hiw'eetin'aj 

'1valk' \.viii walk' 'while walking' 

If the suffix (?)in'aj did not provide a prosodic structure for the verb root, the forn1s 
in the colunu1 headed "non-occurring" 1vould be expected. Both roots typically 
begin 'vith an iambic pattern preceding the suffi.x; with (?)in'aj, the root takes as 
little prosodic space as possible. See references cited for further exemplification. 

There are, in addition, cases of "a-templatic" morphology, 1-vhere the morphology 
provides no template (Bat-El 1989, 1994; lvlcCarthy 1993). Putting this together 
with mini.inal feature specification suggests instances 1vhere there is a morpheme 
1vith neither prosodic nor segn1ental structure. Gafos (1998) argues for just such 

ll Ill.is section is included at the recommendation of an anonymotts revie\"'er who pointed out the 
relevance of prosodic cases for generalizing the notion of necessary and sufficient specification. 
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an analysis of reduplication in Temiar, noting that the "invariable" aspects of re
duplication can be explained 'vithout reference to imposed prosody or features. 

\iVhile these brief paragraphs can do little justice to the diversity involved \Vith 
prosodic specification, the intent of including this discussion is more n1odest: 
to demonstrate that the concept of considering \vhether a representation is both 
necessary and sufficient is not limited to features, but extends to the prosodic 
aspects of phonological representations. 

3.6 Summary 
In this section, \ve have revie,ved a number of examples from phonological 
patterning. In each case, specifying only the necessary and sufficient features 
provides a 1nore revealing explanation of the phonological patterns than does full 
specification of the relevant segments. 

Phonological accounts must be able to handle cases of the type presented in 
the next section, \o\1here phonological features are irrelevant for the phonetic 
realization of a form - a possibility that is expected given minimally specified 
representations. 

4 Phonetic evidence 

Phonological representations '"'ith minimal feature specifications result in seg-
1nents that are unspecified for unnecessary features. The nlinimization of feature 
specifications leaves open the possibility that these specifications are provided 
phonetically. Of interest are cases where the phonetic feature specification has 
an impact that is different fron1 the phonological specification of features, for 
example the striking difference bet,veen the phonological (categorical) specifica
tion 1JS. the phonetic (gradient) realization such as a dine, a feature whose 
impact graduaUy increases or decreases phonetically over a span of one or more 
segments. 

The cases of most interest are '"'here the cline correlates to some phonological 
feahrre, such as tongue body height, tone, lip rounding, etc. In the relevant cases, 
some feature is phonologically active for son1e segn1ents (either because it is dis
tinctive, because it plays a role in a phonological pattern, or both), 'vhile for otl1er 
segments there is a dine effect, \vith the greatest articulation of the feature found 
on the segment(s) for which it is distinctive, otherwise gradually building to and/or 
decreasing from that point. 

4.1 The cline effect in voivel harmony 
In Akan (a Niger-Congo language), [ATR] harmony has a phonological effect on 
all non-lo"'' vo\vels, rendering them categorically either advanced or retracted. [ATR], 
then, is necessary on non-low vowels (Clements 1981; Archangeli and Pulleyblank 
1994). By contrast, low vowels are typically retracted. Since this is a general state 
for low vowels, [RTR] (or (-ATR] - the difference is irrelevant to the point being 
made) is not necessary. Furthermore, specifying lo'" VO\vels for a tongue root 
feahue "''ould be contradictory, because to the left of an advanced vowel, a series 
of normally retracted vo\vels (\vhether low or not) exhibits a gradual increase 
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and, in particular, no phonological or phonetic tone specification specifically 
associated with moras between the initial mora "'ith its low boundary tone and 
the pitch-accented n1ora with its high tone. As in other cases, vthile it is possible 
to specify phonological tone on these moras, the choice of tone is arbitrary for it 
never surfaces: the surface pitch contour derives from the interpolation from the 
initial low tone to the high pitch accent tone. 

4.3 Co-articulation vs. allophonic variation 
A final example of this type is the pattern of tongue body height in Russian VCV 
sequences (Keating 1988). As Keating points out, in Russian most consonants have 
both a palatalized and a plain counterpart. An exception is the velar fricative /x/. 
The backness or frontness of /x/ is dependent on the context. Because there are 
no lexical require111ents on the backness dirnension for /x/, it might be con
sidered unspecified for [front/back], in contrast to other consonants. 

Keating (1988) compares formant patterns in [x] in three environments: /ixa/, 
/axi/, and /axa/. The spectrograms clearly demonstrate a continuous transition 
throughout the articulation of the consonant from a high F1 to a low F2 in /ixa/, 
and no change in F2 in the fricative in /axa/. However, in /axil, the fricative 
shows a sharp rise to a steady high F2, consistent \vith the consonant being [front). 
Keating's conclusion (1988: 285) is that "(t]he /x/ before /i/ acquires a value for 
[back] by spreading from /i/, \'thereas other /x/'s remain unspecified for [back], 
and therefore sho\v interpolatory effects." 

This pattern arises only \Vhen the intervening consonant evinces no phonological 
or allophonic palatal ization. When the /i/ follows the consonant, the contour of 
the formant is consistent \Vith Russian palatalization that takes place bet"1een [i] 
and any preceding consonant. Otherwise, the contour of the tongue's trajectory 
is consistent with an interpolated gesture behveen the palatal and the non-palatal 
vowels, consistent '"ith the intervening consonant having no specification for the 
interpolating tongue body features. 

4.4 Summary 

The three exa111ples presented in this section converge on a set of properties con
sistent with minimal feature specifica.tion. The domain in \vhich the interpolation 
pattern is found is segments that have no necessary phonological specification 
for a feature. The boundaries of each pattern are defined by specified features. 
And finally, the effect seen is consistent '"ith simply interpolating the specified 
values from one boundary to the next. In each case, n1ore phonological 
specifications '"ould get in the way of the phonetic pattern, and ,.vould obscure 
any characterization of the process. 

Evidence of this sort is relevant to the discussion of Optin1ality Theory in that 
the phonological constraints need to be constructed in a '"ay that allo,vs for this 
class of phonetic effects. This might be done by integrating phonetic constraints 
into the constraint hierarchy along \•vith the phonological constraints; it might be 
done by developing a constraint hierarchy to force unspecified segments in the 
(phonological) output '"hich then feeds into a phonetic component. In either case, 
it is critical that segments are \Vithout specifications for certain phonological 
features. 
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5.3 Future directions 
Very recent developments in Evolutionary Phonology (Blevins 2004) and, in par
ticular, En1ergent Phonology (Mielke 2008; Mohanan et al. 2009) and "substance-free 
phonology" (Hale and Reiss 2000a, 2000b; Moren 2007; Blaho 2008) have implica
tions for ho\v our understanding of feature specification might develop in the 
future. Emergent Phonology intends to account for the growing body of evidence 
that the feattue.s and patterns found in language sound systems are strongly 
influenced by the physical systen1, i.e. the hun1an's articulatory and perceptual 
systems (Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1994; Flenuning 1995, 2002, 2005; Boers1na 
1998; de Boer 2000; Hume and Johnson 2001; Blevins 2004; Hayes et al. 2004). In 
order for the formal model to capture this concrete influence, Emergent Phonology 
proposes that there is no universal, innate set of features. Consequently, in an 
opti.Jnality approach, there can also be no i.Jma te constrai.J1ts referrmg to features. 
Rather, the necessary entities are generated on an as-needed basis as each lan
guage is learned. 

As laid out in Mohanan et al. (2009), if there is no specific inventory of innate 
distinctive features, then the necessary features emerge fro1n the data encountered 
by the learner. With no inventory of i.tmate features to 1nap to, i.t1 the absence 
of evidence for a particular feature there �vill be no feature proposed. Mi.tlimal 
specification results. Lack of specification for irrelevant features is expected. There 
is no need to w·onder about \vhat happens with features that are not phono
logically active in a language, smce there is no 1notivation to learn such features. 
This same argument extends to subsets of the sounds of a language for which 
a feature is i.J1active: without evidence, the feature '"'ill not be learned for that 
subset, producing segments unspecified for a feature that is active elsewhere in 
the language. 

A further i.tnplication under Emergence is due to the heavy responsibility placed 
on the learning process, a responsibility also exploited in Evolutionary Phono
logy (Blevins 2004), '"here nuslearning leads to language sound change. Under 
Emergence, there is the potential al so for overlearning, i.e. learning n1ore than is 
necessary and sufficient in some cases. \'\Then overlearning creates a conflict with 
the ambient grammar, language change is predicted, leading to iten1-by-item 
language change until a critical mass is reached and the pattern is generalized. 

6 Conclusion 

The cases exan1ined here present a variety of argun1ents in favor of n1filimal 
feature specifica tion. Morphological arguments include accounting for single
feature morphemes and morphemes '''ith floating features. Among the phono
logical arguments are accounting for inert segments, for ambiguous segments, 
and for the contrast between variable and i.t1variable surface forms, as 'veil as 
the den1onstration that the essence of patterns is revealed \Vhen fe"'er feature 
specifications are present. Finally, the interpolation of phonologica.lly active fea
ture effects across spans of segments for "'hich that feature is not necessary 
provides phonetic evidence for the absence of feature specification. Throughout, 
evidence is consistent with all and only the necessary and sufficient features being 
present ill representations. 
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106 Exceptionality 

MATTHEW WOLF 

1 Introduction 

The work of phonologists is, in part, to discover empirical generalizations about 
the sound shape of utterances in each of the >vorld's languages, and to formulate 
theories \vhich predict these generalizations. The "in part" comes from the men
talist stance of generative linguistics: its ultimate goal is not merely a theory which 
accounts for generalizations in surface data, but a theory that accounts for these 
data in the san1e way that native speakers' internalized gramn1ars do. In a sense, 
th.en, generative analyses are not really theories of (corpus-internaJ) linguistic data 
per se; they are theories of native speakers' tacit theories about those data - the 
graffilnars \vhich speakers arrive at during language acquisition. In Chon1sky's 
(1965) tenns, generative linguistics aims at theories that possess explanatory adequaci; 
- the ability to account for hovv language acquisition occurs (and thus also for 
the kno"'ledge resulting from acquisition) -and not merely observational adequacy 
-the ability to correctly predict the grammatical or ungrammatical status, for the 
language in question, of any given form. 

This mentalist stance creates two complications for hovv phonologists deal with 
generalizations in linguistic data. First, a language's lexicon might contain general
izations vvhich speakers have not incorporated into their u1.entaJ grammars, perhaps 
because Universal Grammar does not give them the resources to do so (see Becker 
et al. 2008 and Becker 2009 for a proposed instance). Second, speakers might have 
mentally internalized a generalization, but in a way that seems to be sub-optimal 
according to the standards of theory con1parison, for instance Occam's Razor, vvhich 
phonologists a.re 11sed to calling 11pon. The Maori passive (Hale 1973; M.cCarthy 1981; 
de Lacy 2004) is a 'vell-knovvn case in \''hich the seemingly most simple acco1mt of 
the data is arguably not the \vay in \vhich speakers have internalized those data. 

An inverse situation obtains in the cases where a language displays an apparent 
generalization to >vhich there are exceptions. Say, for instance, \·Ve observe in son1e 
language that a.11 stems begin with a consonant, except for tvvo sten1s [eda) and 
[opu]. Strictly speaking, the statement "stems must begin with a consonant" is 
not a true generalization about this language. Nevertheless, it is conceivable that 
speakers have mentally internalized this restriction, and have somehow marked 
[eda] and [opu] as exen1pt from the restriction. That is, we can imagine that 
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speakers have internalized a theory vvhich might be considered sub-optimal for 
the reason that it contains stipulations. T'"o questions therefore face the linguist. 
The first is to establish whether the imperfect generalization has in fact been inter
nalized - 've might check, for exan1ple, 'vhether speakers productively apply a 
process of consonant epenthesis or VO\vel deletion to vowel-initial loan\vords, or 
to nonce forms elicited in a "'ug test (Berko 1958; see also CHAPTER 96: EXPERI
MENTAL APPROACHES IN THEORETICAL PHONOLOGY). The second question, assum
ing that a restriction against vowel-initial words has been internalized, is how the 
exceptional status of [eda) and [opu) is diacritically indicated in speakers' gram
mar and/or lexicon. One possibility is that they bear an abstract diactritic feature 
like [-vowel deletion], stating that a certain rule should not apply to these forms. 
The other possibility is to n1ake diacritic use of phonologi.cal features. Say for instance 
that our hypothetical langl1age lacks the segn1ent [x] on the surface. Then we nught 
assun1e that underlying forms of the exceptional iten1s are /xeda/ and /xopu/, 
and that the rule that deletes / x/ is ordered after \Vhatever rule is responsible 
for ensuring that stems are consonant-initial. Either way, we are adding to an item's 
lexical representation something that causes it to behave phonologically in a 
special way. No matter ho\v analyzed, then, exceptionality ulti.n1ately reflects 
the arbitrary nature of sound/1neaning pairings, and the n1anner in "'hich the 
underlying form (or some other stored representation) holds information about 
those aspects of an item's pronunciation which are not predictable from general 
principles (an idea traceable to work on exceptionality in structuralist morpho
phonemics by S\vadesh and Voegelin 1939). 

Despite this co1nn1onality, the two approaches to exceptionality can be imple
mented in different ways, whid� make different predictions about exactly what 
kinds of exceptional patterns languages can have. §2 of this chapter discusses 
approaches to exceptionality that have been proposed in rule-based generative 
phonology, and §3 considers approaches in Optimality Theory (Prince and 
Sn1olensky 1993). As we shall see, the abstract-diacritic and phonological-diacritic 
approaches have both appeared in a number of different forms in both rule-based 
and constraint-based phonology. §4 discusses predictions about exceptionality 
in Lexical Phonology and Strata) OT. §5 offers a concluding sun1mary of son1e of 
the issues about how exceptionality \Vorks ,�r)uch \Ve will encounter in examining 
the strengths and \Veaknesses of various proposals. 

2 Exceptionality in rule-based phonology 

2.1 The theory of diacritic features in SPE 

Lexical except ionality is treated in hvo sections of Chomsky and Halle (1968; here
after SPE): §4.2.2, "Treatment of exceptions,'' and §8.7, "Diacritic features." The 
latter lays out three kinds of diacritic features >vith distinct uses. One kind are 
features wluch define conjugation classes, native vs. foreign lexical strata, and sinu
lar kirlds of "'ord classes. A second is what Coats (1970) dubs "alphabet features"; 
these are, as Zonneveld (1978: 132) notes, "rather vague(ly)" defined, and are called 
on in SPE to perform several tasks, >vhich are reviewed in Zonneveld (1978: §3.2.3). 
As '"e shall see, and as Zonneveld (1978) argues, these features can be used lo 
handle the various types of exceptionality \Vhich \Vere argued in the late 1960s 
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An important question \Vhich can be raised in regard to minor rules is 'vhether 
major vs. 1ninor status is a strictly binary matter, or is instead a continuu1n. Most 
work on n1inor rules seems to assume binarity (Levy and Fidelholtz 1971 invoke 
a feature [±1najor)). An equally binary approach to n1inor-rule effects would be 
to assume that minor rules are not rules at all, and that the morphemes which 
"undergo" a minor rule simply have multiple listed allomorphs. This is argued 
for by Hudson (1974), and more recently, in an optimality-theoretical context, by 
Mascaro (2007) and Kager (2009). Kager's exan1ple is that of open syllable length
e11ing in Dutch. Normally, both short (3a) and long (3b) vo,vels stay the same 
length, even as the syllable they are in alternates behveen dosed and open, as 
can be seen by comparing singular and plural forms of nouns: 

(3) a. kl[a]s - kl[a].sen 'class( es)' 
k(r]p - k(r].pen 'chicken(s)' 

b. b(a: ]s - b(a:].zen 'boss( es)' 
p(o: ]I - p[o:].ten 'paw(s)' 

Ho\vever, certain exceptional nouns sho\v an alternation between a short vo\vel 
in the bare root and a long vo,vel in the plural: 

(4) gl[a]s 
sl(:l)I 

- gl[a:].zen 
- sl[o:].ten 

'glass( es)' 
'lock(s)' 

This appears to indicate a nunor rule of open syllable lengthening. Kager's (2009) 
analysis is that tl1e alternating roots have hvo listed allornorphs, one witl1 the short 
vo,vel and one 'villi the long vo,vel, 'vith the appropriate form being selected in 
the appropriate environment. 

This assumes that the nlinority alternation pattern in Dutch actually is unpro
ductive and not really the default. In inflectional 1norphology, at least, minority 
patterns arguably can be used as the default (Marcus et al. 1995), so in cases of 
apparent "minor rules" like this "'e might need to run a '''ug test or the like to 
see whether the minority or the majority pattern were the one \vhich speakers 
extended to nonce fonns. If the minority pattern truly is not the default, then either 
a n1inor-rules or a li.sted-allomorphy treatment "'ould reasonably lead us to 
expect that the minor al.ternation shou.ld be perfectly u.nprodt.lctive - it n1ight seem 
odd for speakers to set up multiple listed allomorphs for a nonce \VOrd if they 
don't yet have evidence that it alternates. Is this expectation borne out? 

Coetzee (2009) investigated this using an artificial language learning paradigm. 
If trained on novel-language data, in \vhich son1e sten1s a.lternate and son1e 
do not, and then tested on novel stero.s, subjects tended. to assume by default 
that the novel stems 'vere non-alternating. However, this \vas not a categorical 
preference, and, moreover, the degree to \vhich novel stems \Vere assumed to be 
non-alternating decreased if the ratio of alternating to non-alternating sterns in 
the learning data was increased. 

Several responses can be given to su.ch results. One is to pursu.e a 01od.el like 
that proposed in Zuraw (2000), discussed in §3.4 below, which combines fixed, 
listed pronunciations for existing forms \vith a stochastic grammar that \viii 
reproduce, for novel forms, statistical trends about items in the existing lexicon. 
This \\'Ould be, effectively, a hybridization of a 1ni.nor-rule approach and an 
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allomorphy one. Alternatively, "'e could use minor rules (or indexed OT constraints), 
and assun1e that nonce 'vords are assigned the diacritic features of a randomly 
chosen existing word (Becker 2009). Here again, existing forn1s "'ould have a fixed 
behavior, and a nonce form's likelihood of taking on a certain mode of behavior 
•vould be in part determined by the proportion of existing forms which had that 
behavior. 

Another option would be to assun1e that the difference behveen n1ajor and minor 
rules, behveen default and exception, is not one of kind but only of degree. \!Vi.thin 
a generative paradigin, this kind of move is exemplified by Jackendoff's (1975) 
theory of the lexicon. In this theory, the lexicon consists of fully specified entries 
for all '"ords (even morphologically derived ones). Morphological rules, includ
ing those like English umlaut (2) 'vhich form irregulars, serve not to actually pro
duce existing forms, but instead ftmction as staten1ents of speakers' knowledge 
of '"hich properties of certain existing forms are predictable fron1 those of other 
existing forms. These lexical redundancy rules are, ho,vever, available for creatively 
generating novel forms. 

A more radical move in the same conceptual direction \vould be to adopt an 
exemplar-based theory (e.g. Bybee 2001; Pierrehtunbert 2001), in '"luch "'ords are 
1nentally represented as clusters of concrete, phonetically detailed tokens '"'hich 
have been heard and recorded in memory. Diachronic cl1ange is asst.tmed to result 
from updating the exemplar clouds associated with certain 'vords or phonological 
categories. A central argun1ent for exemplar approaches is the observation 
(Fidell1oltz 1975; Phillips 1984) that le1uting changes tend to appear first in more 
frequent "'ords (see CHAPTER 66: LENITION). In an exemplar n1odel, this follo,vs 
from the very fact of frequent •vords being encountered more often, '"hich 
results in their exemplar clouds being updated more often. With the novel 
pattern entrenched in part of the lexicon, its diffusion over time to new forms 
(Wang 1969) is entirely expected. The case of apparent "minor rules" - patterns 
restricted to a few iten1s - being extended to new words n1ight be seen in such 
a model as simply a micro-scale manifestation of this process of lexical ly diffus
ing diachronic change. 

For a comparison of exemplar n1odels \vith classical generative feed-forward 
models in their predictions about lustorical change, including lexical diffusion and 
the role of frequency, and discussion of possible problems for a purely exemplar
based approach, see Berm.udez-Otero (2007a) (see also CHAPTER 93: SOUND CHANGE). 

2.2.2 Rule-environment features 
Suppose that rule n is: 

(5) A �  B I  X _  Y 

Under the convention proposed in SPE (1968: 173, 374), the (+rule n] value of the 
focus A is relevant to \Vhether the rule applies or not, but the (+rule n] values of 
the n1atrices X and Y 111aki.ng up the context do not n1atter. Chon1sky and Halle 
note (1968: 375) that this limitation could be relaxed, such that, for rule n to apply, 
all of the matrices making up the environment (X and Y), as 'vell as the focus A, 
\VOtild have to be [+rule n.]. While they report having "no clear cases in a real 
language" requiring this 1nove, they do point out one prediction of restricting ref
erence to rule features to the focus of the rule: that rules of epenthesis (CHAl'TER 67: 
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vowEL EPENTHESIS) cannot have lexical exceptions. In an epenthesis rule, the focus 
is zero, which can have no features (diacritic or othen\rise) because it is, literally, 
nothing. Chon1sky and Halle therefore suggest a s1nall-scale t\\'eak to their ori
ginal convention, '"'hereby a rule n (A -4 B I X _ Y) applies to a string X'A'Y' 
except when (i) A' is (-rule n) or (ii) the formative con taining A' is [-rule n]. (Karen 
Jesney (personal communication) points out that, if the focus of a rule must be 
[+rule n] for the rule to apply, then by exactly the same argument, rules of epen
thesis could never apply at all unless the [+rule n] features of the environn1ent 
are allo,ved to count.) 

Subsequently, Coats (1970) and Kisseberth (1970) proposed not only that rule 
features had to be relevant in the environment, but also that there had to be dis
tinct rule features for foci and for environments. This \Vas also advocated by Coats 
(1974) and Coats and Lightner (1975). Kisseberth's (1970) proposal is based on 
data from Yine (then referred to as Piro), an Ara,vakan language spoken in Peru; 
the data are from M.atteson (l 965). 

Yine has a rule that deletes a preconsonantal, morpheme-final vo,vel, unless it 
is preceded by a consonant cluster (CHAPTER 68: DELETION): 

(6) V -4 0 I VC _ + CV 

This is exen1plified by alternations like the following: 

(7) lmre root 
Uimaka] 
[kakonu] 
[kama] 

'tead1' 
'build a hunting shelter' 
'make' 

no111.inalization in I -lu I 

[jin1aklu] 
(kakonru] 
[kamlu) 

'tead1ing' 
'hunting shelter' 
'handicraft' 

.Ru.le (6) has two kinds of exceptions. First, the.re are affixes of the a.pprop.riate 
phonological shape before \vhich vowel drop does not take place: 

(8) [meji-ta.) 
[meji-\va-ta] 
[heta-\va] 
[ha ta-ta] 
[heta-nu] 

please-VERBAL THEME 
please-INTRANS-VERBAL TH£]1,1£ 
see-DURATIVE 
illuminate-VERBAL THEME 
see-ANTICIPATORY 

'to please' 
'to celebrate' 
'still see' 
'to illuminate' 
'going to see' 

As can be seen, a morpheme-final vo,.vel preceding one of these suffixes \viii not 
delete. In addition, the intransitive suffix /wa/ not only fails to trigger vowel
drop, but also fails to undergo it. In this regard, intransitive /wa/ differs from 
durative /\va/, verbal theme /ta/,and anticipatory /nu/. These latter three suffixes 
fail to trigger vowel drop, but they do undergo vo,vel drop: 

(9) [meji-w-lu] please-DURATIVE-NOMINALIZER 'celebration' 
*(ro.eji·,\•a-lu) 
[jona-t-na,va) paint-VERBAL THEME-REFL 'to paint oneself' 

*[jona-ta-nawa] 
[heta-n-ru] see-ANTICIPATORY-NOMINALIZER 'going to see hlln' 

•[heta-nu-ru] 
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the "detached exception" problem. Zonneveld (1978: 204) notes, however, that one 
of the rules of Russian discussed by Coats and Lightner (1975) in support of rule
environment features instantiates just this phenomenon. The rule in question is: 

(12) V -? 0 I _ jV [after certain bases; MW) 

This rule affects suffixes sucl1 as con1parative /-eje/ when they are attached to 
certain bases, but not "'hen they are attached to other bases. The applicability of 
12 to the suffix is thus being decided by another morpheme, even though /-eje/ 
by itself contains the rule's entire structural description (Coats and Lighh1er 1975: 
note 3; Zonneveld 1978: 193). 

Detached exceptions may also exist in the genitive plurals of nouns in Czech 
and Serbo-Croatian (Halle and Nevins 2009). Slavic nouns have the structure root 
+ theme VO\vel + case-number. In Czech, \vhile vo\vels normally delete in the 
environn1ent I _+ V, in certain declensions the theme VO\\•el fails to delete before 
the yer of the genitive plural ending. Sin1ply u1al<ing the genitive plural ending 
[-environment vowel deletion] "'ill not do, because it is only following roots of 
certain declension classes that the genitive plural ending fails to trigger deletion 
of the theme vo,vel. In terms of Zonneveld's (1978) proposal for Yine, '"e n1ight 
set up for Czech a re-adjustrnent rule which marks the theme vovvel [-vo\vel 
deletion] in the environment of the genitive plural ending and of roots of the 
appropriate declension classes (cf. Halle and Nevins 2009: 367 (26)). The ban on 
superheavy syllables in the perfect conjugation of Vedic Sanskrit (Cooper, forth
coming) may also represent an example of a detached exception. 

2.3 Representational approaches to exceptions in rule-
based phonologt; 

In addition to abstract diactric features like [-rule 11), SPE also calls upon diacritic 
use of phonological features to analyze exceptions to several ru.les (1968: 233-234). 
For example, in righteous [ia1.1f;;is], the first vo"•el is unexpectedly tense, rather 
than lax. This is attributed to the underlying forn1 of the stem right being I Jixt/, 
and there being a rule of Pre-/x/-tensing vvhich is ordered after Laxing. Such 
analyses provoked debate over ho\v abstract underlying forms could be. One of 
the earliest entries in this debate on the side of concreteness came .from Kiparsky 
(1968, 1973), "'ho proposed to ban absolute neutralization via the Alternation 
Condition (CHAPTER 80: MERCERS AND NEUTRALIZATION). 

(13) Neutralization rules cannot apply to all occurrences of a morphen1e. 

Adopting (13) \VOuld close off the SPE analyses based on underlying Ix/ in English, 
since English lacks [x] on the surface, and so a rule of /xi-deletion \vould have 
to apply to every instance of a morpheme with underlying /x/. Kiparsky (1968, 
1973) accordingly proposes that all cases of exceptionality be handled via abstract 
rather than phonologica.l diacritics. 

In response to (13), a number of counterexamples 'vere proposed, perhaps most 
notably by Brame (1972) for Maltese, and Selkirk and Vergnaud (1973) for French 
(see Kiparsky 1973 for references to additional examples). In this section I vvill 
focus on Selkirk and Vergnaud's exan1ple of French h-aspire, as it is sin1pler than 
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they don't meet the rule's structural description (they do not have a C immediately 
after the "'Ord boundary). Selkirk and Vergnaud note (1973: note S) that one might 
entertain a theory in \\1luch diacritic features could endo\v morphen1es \vith the 
ability to trigger a rule even '"ithout meeting the rule's structural description. They 
rebut this possibility by relating the following "old Hallean tale": 

(15) In Armenia, there is a special kind of nightingale \\rhich sings when the 1noon 
sl'lines. 
- And when the moon does not shine? 
- l.t sings any"'ay. 

That is, if morphemes can be listed as triggering a rule 'vithout meeting its 
structural description, then the rule is stripped of content as a phonological gen
eralization. This objection is the exact inverse of Kisseberth's (1970) and Coats' 
(1970) "detached exception" argument against the alphabet-feature alternative 
to [-environment rule n ]. In both cases, the analysis being argued against is one 
in which the exceptional triggering or blocking of a process is attributed to a 
morpheme \vluch has no phonological relevance to the process. 

This idea, that exception features can allo'" a morpheme to trigger son1e rule 
'vithout meeting its structura l description, was advocated in contemporaneous 
\VOrks by Harms (1968; cf. Karttunen 1970: 150; Zonneveld 1978: 166-167) and 
Kensto'"icz (1970). Dra,ving inspiration from the alphabet-feature analysis out
lined by Zonneveld (1978) for Kenstowicz's (1970) Lithuanian exan1ple, '"e could 
re\vrite the French VN coalescence rule as follo,vs: 

(16) VN � V1•0,,1 I _ # IC, [+h-aspirc!JI 

That is, '"e can make "'ords that fail to meet the phonological structural descrip
tion of the unaltered rule by virtue of lacking an initial C nevertheless trigger the 
rule by using curly brackets to make that phonological element of the structural 
description disjunctive \Vith a diactritic feature. While this does "'Ork, formally 
speaking, the availability of such an analysis does not diminish the force of the 
Arme1uan nightingale objection: it allows us to stipulate that phonological rules 
apply to arbitrary lists of morphemes \vhich might not have anything in co1n
mon phonologically, putting us on the slippery slope to phonology becoming 
merely a list of morpheme-specific instructions in 'vhich no generalizations are 
expressed. 

A different diacritic analysis of Ii-aspire \Vas advocated by Kiparsky (1973). 
He responded to Selkirk and Vergnaud's (1973) absolute-neutralization analysis 
by noting the tendency of h-aspire to be lost under morphological derivation 
(CHAPTER 88: DERIVED ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS): le Hitler [1<1.it.IEK] 'the Hitler' but 
l'hitleiisn1e [lit.Je.Hizm] 'the hitlerism'. Disappearance of an initial consonant only 
in suffixed words vvould be decidedly odd and certainly does not other"rise exist 
in French . .tvlorphological idiosyncrasies, ho\·vever, as Kiparsky (1973) notes, are 
vvell known to be able to disappear under derivation. In English, for instance, the 
root stand in isolation takes the irregular past tense stood, but the compound verb 
grandstand takes the regular past tense: grandstanded, •grandstood. (Ho,vever, see 
Burzio 2000 and Yu 2000 for frame'"orks in '"hich n1arked structures can be lost 
exclusively in affixed words.) 
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\vhich devoice in coda position, and morphemes containing stops of the first class 
as being exceptions to devoicing, they propose to mark the distinction bet"reen 
the three kinds of stops in underlying representations alone. Non-alternating 
voiced stops •vould be iu1derlyingly [+voice], and non-alternating voiceless stops 
underlyingly [-voice). The alternating stops "'Ould be underlyingly [Ovoice], "'ith 
[-voice) being fi!Jed in on them in coda position and [+voice) in onset position 
(CHAPTllR 7: fEATURll SPllCIFICATION AND UNDllRSPllClflCATION). 

A proble1n for this approach is pointed out by Kager (2009), and had previ
ously been noted by Kiparsky (1993a), who argues for an underspecification account 
of derived environment effects. This is that underspecification cannot work for 
exceptional alternations, "'here the alternating phonological property is represented 
privatively. For exa1nple, in the case of the Dutch "minor rule" of open syllable 
lengthening, an underspecification account would need to assign distinct under
lying representations to the three kinds of vo•vels: non-alternating long vo,vels, 
non-al ternating short VO\vels, and alternating vo,vels. The first would presum
ably be bimoraic and the latter monomoraic. But 'vhat representation are we 
then to assign to the alternating vowels? Privative representations allo'v only a 
l\vO-\\'ay contrast, but \vhen contrasts are neutralized only in an exceptional class 
of morphemes, the underspecification approach needs a three-way underlying 
contrast. (In the case of the Dutcl1 example, this objection 'viii not go through if 
the apparent length contrast is really a tense/lax contrast, as van Oostendorp 2000 
argues.) One final issue \Vith the prespecification approach, as with all represent
ational approaches to exceptions, is ho\v to account for the loss of exceptionality 
under derivation. 

For additional critiques of the i.nput-underspecification approach, see Becker 
(2009: §2.6), 'vhich deals specifically with Turkish, and Albright (2002: ch. 5), \vhich 
discusses a similar pattern in Lakhota. 

3.4 Exceptionality via listing 
Besides the underspecification model, there are two other approaches in OT 
\vhich locate exceptionality in underlying forms. The first is the one discussed 
earlier in which "minor rules" always involve selection of lexically listed allomorphs. 

The other is proposed by Zuraw (2000). Her concern is \·vith the following 
paradox. Often in a language a phonological process "'ill either fixedly apply 
or not apply to any given existing \vord. At the same time, if "'e examine the 
lexicon as a whole, there will be identifiable statistical trends regarding \vhere 
the rule applies and where it does not. These statistical trends often can be sho\vn 
to be psychologically real to native speakers; for instance they affect speakers' 
,.villingness to apply the process in nonce '"'ords. We th.us need a model of grarn
rnar '''hich incorporates both statistical trends as '''ell as fixed pronunciations for 
existing \vords. 

Zura\v (2000) focuses on the example of Tagalog nasal substitution. Prefix-final 
nasals in Tagalog sometin1es sin1ply assimilate to the place of articulation of a 
foJlO\ving root-initial consonant (CHAPTER 81: LOCAT, ASSIMILATION); other times, 
the nasal and follo,ving consonant coalesce into a nasal segment homorganic with 
the underlying root-initial consonant. Nasal substitution is lexically irregular, 
in that some polymorphemic words undergo it and some don't. Indeed, simply 
n1arking morphemes as to whether they trigger or undergo nasal substihition is 
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\vere found of rules which \vere undeniably post-lexical (because they applied 
bet\veen words) but \vhich shO\\'ed properties of lexical rules. One example 
(Kaisse 1990): in English the Rhythm Rule (Libern1an and Prince 1977) retracts 
,.vord-level primary stresses to avoid clash \vith a pri1nary stress in a follo,ving 
•vord: 

(25) ,thir'teen - 'thir,teen 'rnen (•,thir'teen '111.en) 

There are several '"'ords, for instance discrete, "'hich fail to iu1dergo this retraction, 
inlplying that they are exceptions to the Rhythm Rule: 

(26) dis'crete - dis'crete 'math (*,discrete 'n1a.th) 

Another standard vie"' in rule-based Lexical Phonology is that only post-lexical 
rules can introduce non-contrastive features (Mohanan 1982; .Kiparsky 1985). 
Here too, examples have been proposed of rules that \11ould qualify as post-lexical 
on this basis, but \vhich nevertheless have exceptions - see for instance Chomsky 
(1962), Withgott (1982), and Steriade (2000) on North An1erican English flapping 
(though cf. Davis 2005; Bermudez-Otero, forthcon1ing: §2.4.5.2). The n1any docu

mented cases of word-specific sub-contrastive phonetics which have helped to 
motivate exemplar-based theories of phonology (see e.g. Pierrehumbert 2001 and 
references therein) are also relevant to this question. 

Strata! OT (Kiparsky 2000; Bermudez-Otero, forthcoming, among n1any others) 
is a version of Lexical Phonology in which the phonology of each stratun1 is an 
OT grammar rather than a ru.le-based grammar. In this theory it is predicted that 
any process which misapplies cyclically must be able to have lexical exceptions; 
see Berm(1dez-Otero (2007b, 2008, as \veil as references therein), who calls this 
"Chung's Generalization" in recognition of Chung (1983: 63). The idea is this: for 
a rule to 1nisapply cyclically, it must apply in a surface-true manner at stratum 
11, and the result of applying it at stratum n must be protected by faithfulness at 
stratum n+ 1 (which may be identical to stratum n, in the case of cyclicity at the 
stem level). This entails that stratum n+l "'ill also be faithful to exceptional inputs 
which are supplied to it directly by the rich base rather than by an earlier stratum. 
For some possible counterexamples to this prediction, see Benua (1997: ch. 3) and 
A.lbright (2008). Benua's example is from Sundanese, ,.vhere nasa l harmony 
operates cyclically, even though vo,vel nasality is not contrastive an)1'vhere in the 
language, including in affixes that are added after an earlier cycle's application 
of nasal harmony. 

5 Conclusion 

The study of exceptions is all about the nature of linguistic generalizations, and 
how and >11hether speakers can inten1alize generalizations that are inlperfect. As 
such, exceptional.i.ty is an issue of central irnportc"l.nce to any theory of langu.a.ge. 

There are t\vo ways in which an item can be arbitrarily marked to behave excep
tionally. The first is to assign an abstract diacritic \vhich indicates that parts of 
the grammar (rules, constraints) or '"hole grammars (co-phonologies) are or are 
not applicable to that item. The second is to give the item a special underlying 
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107 Chinese Tone Sandhi 

BAO ZHIMING 

1 Introduction 

It has long been recognized that tone in Chinese (and other mainland Asian tone 
languages) is different from tone in African languages. T'vo differences are note
\VOrthy (see also CHAPTER 45: THE REPRESENTATION OF TONE). First, 'vhile African 
tone languages have small inventories of tones which can be characterized in terms 
of pitch levels of H (high), M (nud), and L (Jo,v), Chinese has a larger number 
of contrastive tones, a fact recognized in the numbers 1 (lo,v) through 5 (high) 
'vi.dely used in Chinese linguistics to transcribe tones. Second, Chinese tonal inven
tories contain more tones with complex contours than their African counterparts. 
African tone has played a major role in the developn1ent of generative phonology, 
with Asian tone languages contributing empirical data to support or refine theoret
ical claims based on African tonal phenon1ena. Many of the tone sandhi processes 
that are common in African languages, such as spreading, are also attested in 
Chinese. Naturally, tone sandhis "'hich involve a contour are either unique to or 
more common in Chinese and other Asian languages \vith large tonal inventories. 
The complexity and range of tone sancUu in Chinese have contributed to our under
standing of tonal phenomena in general. The difference in the size of tonal inven
tory between Chinese and African langua.ges has received scant attention from 
phonologists, and its theoretical significance is not fully understood. 

Chinese tones are typically described in terms of the four Middle Chinese 
(ca. 900 CE) categories: p'ing 'even', sha.ng 'rising', qu. 'departing', and ru 'entering'. 
Each of the four categories is realized in t\VO registers, yin and yang, giving rise 
to a total of eight tones. These a.re illustrated in (l) with the tonal inventory of 
Songjiang, a Wu dialect spoken in '''hat is now metropolitan Shanghai (Bao 1990, 
1999a): 

(1) I ping a. 53 t'i 1adder' 
ti 'lo,v' 

b. 31 di 'lift' 
II shan.g a. 44 t'i 'body' 

ti 'bottom' 
b. 22 di 'brother' 
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III qu a. 35 t'i 'tear' 
ti 'emperor' 

b. 13 di 'field' 
IV YU a. 5. p'a? 'tap' 

pa7 'hundred' 
b. 3 ba? ''11hite' 

Throughout the chapter, Roman numerals refer to the tonal categories, and 
underlining 1narks the ru tones, which are realized on syllables ending in voice
less or glottal stops. As the Songjiang inventory sho,vs, the yin tones (a) occur 
with voiceless onsets and are higher in pitch, and the yang tones ( b) occur with 
voiced onsets and are lo\11er in pitch. 

2 Common tone sandhis in Chinese 

When tones occur in a compound or phrase, they may undergo change. I use the 
term citation tone to refer to tones that are lexically specified for each morpheme, 
which for our purpose coincides \·vith a single character and a single syllable. 
I u.se snndlli tone to refer to tones derived fron1 citation tones in specific context. 
In the Chinese linguistics literature, a tone is commonly described in terms of hvo 
dimensions: pitch height (or register) and pitch movement (or contour) over the 
duration of the syllable, which is the presumed tone-bearing unit in Chinese. We 
can approach tone sandhi fron1 the perspective of an individual tone or from the 
perspective of an entire tonal inventory. The term tone sand/ti is u.sed in these hvo 
senses. Where the difference in perspective is important, I \viii use the term tone 
sandhi systen1 or simply systern. to refer to the sandhi processes that affect the entire 
tonal inventory of a dialect. 

Tone sandhi patterns vary enorn1ously across Chinese dialects, and Pike's 
(1948) contour-based Africanist-Asianist characterization is, as we shall see, 
simplistic. We can recognize four broad types of tone sand hi in Chinese. The first 
type includes sandhis \11hich target register, contour, or both (the \vhole tone) 
and are sensitive to neighboring tones. I call this type contextual tone sandhi. The 
second type refers to tone sandhis \Vhich target tones in a particular position, 
typically the left or right edge of a polysyllabic string. In this type, tonal context 
does not play a role. I call this type positional tone sandhi. The third type is "'hat 
I call tem.platic tone sandhi, where the sandhi patterns cannot be derived from the 
lexically specified citation tones without referring to some prespecified tonal 
template. The fourth type is tone spread, which is comn1only attested in African 
tone languages and fanUliar in the generative phonological literature. To the extent 
possible, I will cite data from the original sources, "'ith the original tonal and 
segmental transcriptions. Often tones from the original data are given different 
featural interpretations in the theoretically oriented secondary literature. This is 
especially true for contour tones with a slight curvature, such as 21, 45, or 214. 
By using the tonal transcriptions from the sources, I hope not only to give credit 
to the field linguists, but also to highlight the interpretive possibilities of numer
ically transcribed tones. 
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The tonal phonology of Tianjin, 150 kn1 to the east of Beijing, offers us a good 
case study of sandhi processes targeting the register and contour separately. The 
Tianjin sandhi system, \vhich involves all citation tones in all disyllabic co1nbi
nations, has been studied intensely in generative phonology; see M. Chen (1986, 2000) 
for a summary. Tianjin has four citation tones, 21, 45, 213, and 53. Compared with 
the dialect of nearby Beijing, Tianjin's tone sandhi is richer. The relevant data 
are displayed in (2) (unless otherwise stated, all Tianjin data are cited fron1 Li 
and Liu 1985). 

(2) a. 
b. 

21-21 � 213-21 
213-213 � 45-213 

c. 53-53 � 21-53 
d. 53-21 � 45-21 

Other combinations do not exhibit sandhi. The analytical details often depend 
on the interpretation of the numerically transcribed citation tones. If we consider 
213 to be low rise, 21 to be lo\v fall, and 45 to be high rise, the four Tianjin tone 
sandhis can be reduced to hvo processes, informally stated as follows: 

(3) a. lo'" rise 
high fall 

b. fall 

� high rise cf. 
� lO\V fa]] 
� rise 

(2b) 
(2c) 
(2a, d) 

The rules in (3a) target the register by raising it to derive 45 or lo•vering it to derive 
21. Rule (3b) targets the contour, turning fall to rise. It is worth noting that (3a) 
does not affect the contour, '"hile (3b) does not affect the register. This is signi
ficant, since it suggests a forn1al separation between register and contour. We '"ill 
return to this issue in §3.1. 

Not all tone sandhi phenomena can be analyzed with rwes that manipwate either 
the register or the contour. There are sandhis •vhich involve the lo"'ering or rais
ing of the pitch, as \veil as a change in contour. The Beijing Mandarin tone sandhi 
is one such example. Since Beijing Mandarin is designated as standard Chinese, 
its phonology is \Veil known, and has been analyzed extensively in the scholarly 
literature (Chao 1968; Yip 1980, 1995, 2002; z. Wu 1984; M. Chen 2000; Duanmu 
2000). The account here foUo\vS M. Chen (2000). Like Tianjin, Beijing has four tones, 
55 (Tl), 35 (T2), 214 (T3), and 51 (T4). In disyllabic phrases, the third tone 214 
becomes 35 when it is follo,ved by another 214. This is the T3 Sandhi of Beijing 
Mandarin (M. Chen 2000: 102): 

(4) 214 � 35 I _  214 

To derive 35, we need to change the contour fron1 concave to rising and raise the 
pitch height at the same time. The T3 Sandhi is a composite process. 

More specimens of tone sandhis are displayed in (5). 
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(5) a. Sandlzi involving register 
Luoyang (Mandarin; He 1996) 
53-53 -7 31-53 
Pinggu (Mandarin; S. Chen 1998) 
13-13 -7 35-13 
Pingyao (Mandarin; Hou 1980) 
35-13 -7 13-13 
13-53 -7 35-423 

b. Sandhi involving contour 
Mingshui (Mandarin; Gao 2000) 
55 55 -7 53-55 
Pingyao (Mandarin; Hou 1980) 
53-53 -7 35-423 
Pud1eng (Min; No.rman 1987) 
35-24/12 --'> 53-24/12 
24-24/12 --'> 31-24/12 

c .  Sa.ndhi involving register a.nd contour 
Gaon1i (Mandarin; Li 2004) 
53-31 -7 24-31 
Pingyao (Mandarin; Hou 1980) 
35-35 -7 31-35 
Yongkang (\<Vu; Yuan 1989) 
35-T -7 11-T 
Raoping (Kejia.; Zhan and Liu 2004) 
21-T --'> 25.-T 

In (5), T represents any tone. For each dialect, the major group to which it belongs 
is indicated, together with the source. Context-sensitive tone sandhi is attested in 
all n1ajor dialect groups, especially runong Mandarin dialects. 

2.2 Positional tone sandhi 
Besides the context-sensitive tone sandhis that we see in Beijing, TiMjin, and some 
of the dialects in (5), many dialects exhibit sandhi conditioned by the position 
of the tone undergoing the sru1dhi. When vve examine the sandhi behavior of the 
entire inventory of citation tones of a given dialect, we see two types of tonal 
systems that exhibit positional tone sandhi. In the first type, all citation tones 
in the inventory undergo sandhi by virtue of position. In the second type, some 
citation tones undergo positional tone sandhi, but other citation tones in the 
inventory either do not undergo sandhi or undergo sandhi conditioned by tonal 
context. We will describe these two subtypes in turn. 

The Southern Min dialect of Xiamen ha.s been analyzed extensively in generative 
phonology, and its tonology is vvell understood (see Yip 1980; M. Chen 1987, 2000; 
Duanmu 1995; Barrie 2006; among others). Xiamen has a total of seven citation 
tones, including t\vo checked tones. The five non-checked tones are listed belo\V 
(the Xiamen data are cited fron1 M. Chen 2000): 

(6) Ia 
II 

44 
53 

Illa 21 

lb 24 

IIlb 22 
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All five citation tones undergo sandhi in phrase-initial position, regardless of the 
tone that follo\VS. The sandhi rules are illustrated belo"r: 

(7) a. 44 -7 22 p'ang 44 'fragrance' 
b. 24 -7 22 we 24 'shoes' 
c. 22 -7 21 pi22 'sick' 
d. 21 -7 53 ts'u 21 'house' 
e. 53 -7 44 hai 53 'ocean' 

These rules can be arranged in a circular fashion, as follows: 

(8) 24 -7 22 -7 21 -7 53 -7 44 -7 22 

This is the so-called Min Circle (cf. M. Chen J.987). The checked. tones a.£ and 4 
also exhibit positional tone sandhi, but do not participate in the Min Circle. 

\Nhile all Xiamen citation tones change in phrase-initial position, only some of 
the tones in the Kejia dialect of Raoping exhibit this sort of sandhi behavior. Raoping 
has six citation tones, as shown belo'"' (the Raoping data are cited fron1 Zhan and 
Liu 2004): 

(9) Ia 
II 
III 

1 1  
53 
35 

IVa 21 

Ib 55 

IVb 55 

In disyllabic phrases, all six tones, except 11 and 55, undergo sand.hi in phrase
initial position. The sand.his are sununarized in (10). 

(10) a. 

b. 

31 I _ 11, 53, 21 
55 < 

33 I _ 55, 35, 22 
33 / _ 11, 35 

53 < 
11 / _ 55, 53, 21, 55 

c. 35 - 33 / _ T 
d. 21 - 55 / _ T 

As can be seen, 55 and 53 undergo sand.hi conditioned by context (lOa, lOb), but 
35 and 2.1 undergo positional sand.hi (lOc, lOd). 

2.3 Templatic tone sandhi 

In addition to contextual and positional tone sand.his, polysyllabic con1pounds 
or phrases in son1e dialects exhibit tonal patterns that caiu1ot be derived in a straight
fonvard manner from the lexically specified tones of the component syllables. Such 
tone patterns can be most profitably analyzed on the basis of a template with 
prespecified tones. The tone patterns of reduplicated doublets in t\vo Mandarin 
dialects, Harbin and Wanrong, are typical exan1ples of templatic tone sand.hi. 'vVe 
\viii exan1ine the hvo dialects in turn. 
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ivlonosyllabic nouns in Chinese reduplicate to express universal quantification, ren 
'person' vs. ren ren 'each/every person'. In Wanrong, such reduplicated doublets 
surface •vith t\VO tone patterns, illustrated below: 

(15) base reduplicnnt 

a. 51 24-51 ti;ia ti;ia 'every home' 
b. 24 24-51 p'ei p'ei 'every plate' 
c. 55 55-51 k'uei k'uei 'every bundle' 
d. 33 33-51 ti;y t\D}' 'every sentence' 

As can be observed in (15), the second copy has 51 regardless of the citation tone 
of the base. Furthermore, 51 reduplicates as 24-51. The patterns in (15) can be derived 
through a fixed ten1plate with prespecified tone 51, to \Vhich rule (14b) applies 
to derive pattern (l5a). The template is shown belo"': 

(16) a - a 

51 

Unlike the template for disyllabic compounds (14a), the tonal template of nominal 
reduplication applies to all four citation tones in the inventory of vVanrong. 

Templatic tone sandhi is not restricted to reduplicated doublets. Liujia, a 
Chinese dialect spoken in the linguistically n1ixed area of northern Guangxi, has 
a si.ngle robust disyllabic sandhi template for aU citation tones that undergo sandhi. 
Liujia has a total of ten citation tones, including four checked tones. According 
to Zeng and Niu (2006), the dialect affiliation of Liujia is not easy to establish, 
perhaps due to contact \vith the Miao and Yao languages spoken in the region. 
Since the checked tones exhibit similar sa.ndhi behavior to the non-checked tones, 
•ve will exclude the checked tones from our consideration. The six non-checked 
tones are 53, 343, 33, 35, 41, and 22. The falling tone 41 does not undergo sandhi, 
nor does 33, except '"hen it is follo,ved by 22. In phrase-initial position, 53 and 
343 becon1e 11.  The sandhi behavior of 35 and 22 is n1ore complex. In the vast 
n1ajority of disyllabic phrases involving the t\vo tones they surface as 11  in 
phrase-initial position, bt.1t in a small num.ber of phrases they reoJain t.mchanged or 
surface as 22, due to a complex and idiosyncratic interplay behveen the syllable
initial consonant and the phrase-final tone. By Zeng and Niu's (2006) calculation, 
out of a total of 100 disyllabic tonal combinations (including the four checked tones), 
60 combinations exhibit tone sandl1i, out of '"'hich 51 combinations have 11 as the 
sandJ1i. tone. Some of the disyllabic tone patterns are exemplified below: 

(17) a. 53-53 -7 11-53 kou tei 'height' 
53-35 -7 11-35 fol) y '\vind and rain' 

b. 343-53 -7 11-53 liaIJ sen1 'conscience' 
343-35 -7 11-35 nan mm 'l.u1avoidable' 

c. 35-53 -7 11-53 ma t10'ie 'horse '"agon' 
35-35 -7 11-35 Jou ma 'old horse' 

d. 22-53 -7 11-53 Ju tal) 'street Jan1p' 
22-35 -7 11-35 Jiu Ii 'manage' 
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The data support the template for disyllabic tone sandhi displayed in (18). 

(18) (J - (J 

I 
11 

According to Zeng and Niu (2006), the sandh.i is triggered by ian1bic rhytlun, \vhere 
a citation tone is reduced to l l  in the metrically \veak position. In vie\v of 
lvl. Chen's (2000) accentual analysis of Ne"' Chongming (see §3.4 belo\v), Zeng 
and Niu's (2006) characterization may be given an accentual interpretation: the 
pro1ninent syllable retains its citation tone, and the other syllable assumes the default 
tone 11. What is clear fro1n the data is that the robust sandhi template (18) has a 
strong neutralizing effect on disyllabic tonal contrasts. 

2.4 Tone spread 
In both contextu.al and tem.platic tone sa.ndJ1is, the citation tone and its sandhi 
counterpart are confined to the lexically specified tone-bearing syllable. The sandhi 
tones do not spread to neighboring syllables of a polysyllabic string. While tone 
spreading is characteristic of African tone languages (cf. Odden 1995), it is also attested 
among \!Vu d ialects. The Wu tonology has been discussed "'idely in the literature 
(see Zee and Mad.dieson 1979; Ballard 1980; Xu et al. 1981, 1982, J.983; Selkirk and 
Tong 1990; Qian 1992; Zhu 1999; lvf. Chen 2000; Rose 2000; Cao 2002; among many 
others). The Shanghai tone sandhi is representative of w·hat I 'vill call liluited tone 
spread characteristic of the \Vu dialects. Since it is "'ell discussed in the genera
tive literature, I will use it as an example. UnJess other,vise stated, the data are 
cited from Xu et al. 's (1981, 1982, 1983) detailed work on Shanghai tone sand hi. 

Shanghai has a total of five citation tones, 53, 34, 13, 5.,2, and 12. The tone patterns 
of disyllabic, trisyllabic, and quadrisyllabic compounds are largely determined 
by the initial tones. The tone patterns with the initial tones 53, 34, and 13 are dis
played in (19). 

(19) base disyllabic trisyllabic q11adriStJllal1ic 

53 55-31 55-33-31 55-33-33-31 
34 33-44 33-55-31 33-55-33-31 
13 22-44 22-55-31 22-55-33-31 

The checked tones exhibit the same sandhi behavior. Three properties of the 
Shanghai tonology are "'Orth noting. First, the lexically specified tone spreads fron1 
the initial syllable to the neighboring syllable onJy, but not beyond. 1n other \vords, 
the spreading is local. Second, the morphosyn tactic structure of the polysyllabic 
compound does not play a role in tone sandhi, as shown in the trisyllabic com
pounds below: 

(20) 53-o-o � 55-33-31 

a. ts;'i¥ 53 [bi 13-ts;'i 34] 'bad te1nper' 

bad ten1per 
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The two compounds have different morphosyntactic structure, but exhibit the same 
tone pattern. Third, for trisyllabic strings, the remaining syllable is prespeci£ied 
\vi.th the default tone 31, and for the quadrisyllabic strings, the default tones are 
33-31 . The default tones cannot be derived from the initial tone th.rough spread
ing or some other means; Shanghai tonology retains the templatic tone sandhi 
that V•'e have seen in other Chinese dialect families. Details aside, the Shanghai 
tone pattern can be summarized as follows (T = citation tone): 

(21) Tone sand/ii of Shanghai compounds 

a a (a a) 

l -·"· I I 
T 33 31 

The Shanghai tone patterns can be easily analyzed in generative phonology 
(see also CHAPTER 14: AUTOSEGMENTS). The precise analysis depends on what we 
assume to be the internal structure of the tones, especially contour tones (see §3.1). 
Here, we sketch the analysis of Selkirk and Shen (1990), \vhich takes contour 
tones to be composed of level tones. Selki.rk and Shen (1990) propose a three-step 
analysis: delete all non-initial citation tones, spread the initial tone, and insert the 
default tones. The derivation of (22) illustrates this analyis: 

(22) U nderlyi.ng t\:'i• bi ti;' i 'bad ternper' 

I I I 
53 13 34 

Tone deletion t\:'i• bi ti;' i 

I 
53 

Tone spread t\:' i• bi t\:'i 

I 
, , , , , , 

5 3 

Default tone t\:'i• bi ti;' i 

I I 
' 
' 
' 
' 

53 33 31 

Shanghai-style limited tone spread is \videly attested among vVu dialects; see 
Qian (1992) and Cao (2002). 

Tone spreading is freed from the Shanghai-type restriction in Danyang, a Wu 
dialect spoken in a region that borde.rs on the Mandarin-speaking area. Danyang 
tone sandhi has attracted a lot of attention from generative phonologists; see Chan 
(1991), Yip (1989), Duanmu (1994), M. Chen (2000), and Bao (2004). All these works 
are based on the detailed analysis by Lii (1980). Danyang has a total of six of \vhat 
Lii (1980: 88) calls Type A \vord n1elodies, listed in (23). 
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3 Theoretical issues in Chinese tonology 

The tonal phenomena of Chinese have attracted a great deal of attention from 
linguists working in forn1al linguistics, especially in generative phonology. M. Chen 
(2000) St.munarizes the theoretical \vork on Chinese tone in terms of four 'leitmotifs': 
the internal structure of tone, the mechanism of tone sandhi, the relationship behveen 
tone and accent/stress, and the tone sandhi don1ain. Here, \lie \11ill briefly sum
marize the results in these four areas of research on Chinese tone. The last section 
sunm1arizes recent OT analyses of son1e of the san1e tonal phenon1ena. 

3.1 Internal structure of tone 

A1nong the \11orld's tone languages, it has long been recognized that Chinese has 
contour systems, and African or native A1nerican languages have, by contrast, 
level (or even) systems; see Pike (l 948). Both systems have tones that are phon
etically level in pitch, such as H or L, and tones that are falling or rising in pitch 
movement. The crucial difference between the t"'O systen1s is the treatment of 
contour tone. For Pike (1948) and early generative phonologists, contour tone is 
a basic unit, so a falling or rising tone is not phonemically equivalent to a co1n
bination of H and L, even though phonetically a presumptive t.mi.tary falling tone 
is indistinguishable from a sequence of H-L. Chinese dialectologists typically treat 
contour tones as basic units. 

The far richer representational architecture of non-linear phonology (CHAPTER 45: 
THE REPRESENTATION OF TONE; CHAPTER 14: AUTOSEGMENTS; CHAPTER 27: THE 
ORGANIZATION OF FEATURES) allows different approaches to the structure of tone, 
especially contour tone. Using the high falling tone 53 as an example, "'e will 
examine four n1odels that have been proposed by scholars "'orking in generative 
phonology. They are sho\11n in (26). 

(26) a. (J b. [+upper] 

/\ I 
H L (J 

/\ 
h 1 

c. CJ d. CJ 
I 

[+upper I t 

/\ � 
h I r c 

/\ 
H h 1 

In (26), CJ is the tone-bearing unit, and the tonal elements H, L, h, and 1 are defined 
in terms of the features [upper] and [raised], as follows (Yip 1980). 
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(27) H: 
L: 
h: 
l: 

[+upper] 
[-upper] 
[+raised] 
[-raised] 

Returning to the models sho,vn in (26), (26a) is the Africanist model, in '"hich 
H and L are associated \Vith a single tone-bearing unit. This model is consistent 
with Woo's (1969) analysis, \Vhich attempts to reduce Chinese contour tones to 
con1binations of level tones, in the sa1ne \vay that contour tones in African lan
guages are typically analyzed. Here, a is a tone-bearing unit which is sufficiently 
long to accommodate hvo tones with different pitch levels. In VVoo's formulation, 
the hvo tones (H and L) are arranged sequentially within the feature matrix 
of the tone-bearing unit. The Africanist 1nodel is further argued for in Duann1u 
(1994). 

The structures in (26b, 26c) are non-l inear representations. In (26b), proposed 
by Yip (1980), the register feature [upper] and the pitch level feature [raised] are 
independent autosegn1ents associated vtith a common tone-bearing unit. In (26c), 
proposed by Yip (1989), the register is analyzed as the tone root, to which h [+raised) 
and I [-raised] attach to specify the falling contour. The register feature is then 
associated \vith the tone-bearing unit. In (26d), proposed by Bao (1990, 1999a), 
tone consists of register and contour as sister nodes. The model in (26a) does not 
recognize the registral difference - the yin-yang opposition - in Chinese tones. 
The yin-yang opposition is expressed in (26b )-(26d), '"'ith register being expressed 
by the feature [upper] (yin [+upper], yang [-upper]). The forn1al difference an1ong 
(26b )-(26d) is hvofold . First, contour tone is treated as a unit in (26c, 26d), but 
not in (26b). Second, contour is dependent on register in (26c), not in (26b, 26d), 
'"here register and contour are independent structural elements. (26d) is the 
closest to the traditional analysis of tone in Chinese linguistics. 

There is an1ple en1pirical evidence in support of the separation of register and 
contour. We have seen individual sandhis in (5); here '"'e \vill pay attention to 
tone sandhi that involves an entire tone inventory of a given dialect. We "''ill dis
cuss nvo types of evidence. First, tones '"ith the same contour n1ay undergo the 
same tone sandhi process; in other words, contour can be used to define natural 
classes. Second, tones may harmonize their register without affecting the contour. 
We will look at contour-related sa.ndhi phenomena first. 

Yiyang, a Xiang dialect, has an interesting tone sandhi pattern in disyllabic com
pounds. Yiyang has two rising tones, 34 and 13, and two falling tones, 41 and 21. 
(It also has the cllecked tone 45, which does not concern us here.) In disyllabic 
compounds, the tones undergo sandhi, as shown below (Xu 2001: 11-13): 

(28) a. 34 -) 33 
i 34 sa 34 (33) 'doctor' 
ti;iau 34 (33) fa 34 'to water flowers' 

b. 13 -) 33 
fa 34 pu 13 (33) '.flo,very cloth' 
ti;i 13 (33) ma 41 'to ride horses' 

c. 41 -) 11 
sa 34 tin 41 (11) 'hilltop' 
ta 41 (11) Ii 13 'to thunder' 
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d. 21 � 11 
ts'a 34 tsa 21 (11) 
lo 21 (11) ts'a 34 

'bus stop' 
'to ride buses' 

The sandhi tones are given in parentheses. 
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Yiyang exhibits a peculiar forn1 of positional sandhi. In disyllabic co1npounds 
of the form verb-object, the first tone undergoes sandhi; in compounds with 
other morphosyntactic structures, the second tone undergoes sandhi. The sandhi 
process, regardless of position, is the san1e: the rising tones become 33 (28a, 28b ), 
and the falling tones become 11 (28c, 28d). Tonal contour is used to define natural 
classes. 

The same type of contour-driven tone sand hi is reported in disyllabic compounds 
in Yongfu, a Min dialect. Yongfu has a total of seven citation tones, sho\o\1n below 
(Z. Zhang 1992: 23-25): 

(29) Falling: 
Rising: 
Level: 

31., 53, 53 
24 
11, 5.!i,, 21 

In addition to the seven tones, Yongfu has the nud-level tone 33 in sandhi 
context only. The treatment of 21 is crucial for our analysis of the Yongfu tone 
sandhi. Since Yongfu already has a lo\v falling tone 31, "'e will treat 21 as a lower
mid-level tone, despite the slight declination in pitch. In any given dialect, 21, 22, 
or 11 could very well be allotones; see Rose's (1990) detailed acoustic analysis of 
the Zhenhai tonology. The featural interpretation of the niunerically transcribed 
tones needs to pay attention not only to the phonetic pitch that the numbers rep
resent, but also to the tonal oppositions within the tonal inventory of a given dialect. 
For this reason \Ve treat 21 as a lower-n1id-level tone, identical to 22. We 'viii, 
ho\\'ever, continue to follo\v z. Zhang's (1992) transcription. 

In Yongfu disyllabic compounds, the tones 24, 11, 21, and 55 become 33, and 
31, 53, and :i,1 become 21. Some relevant compounds folio"': 
(30) a. kirn 24 (33) tsam. 24 

SiOI) 11 (33) LOI) 53 
p'i 21 (33) au 53 
siok 55 (33) go 11 

b. gia 31 (21) gei 53 
ts'ie 53 (21) tsi.n 24 
tsuat 53 (21) ts'ial) 21 

'golden needle' 
'pine nut' 
'behind back' 
'big goose' 
'skill' 
'(purified) water' 
'extreme' 

(30a) is the do1ninant pattern. According to Zhang (1992), these four tones 
becon1e 55 \vhen followed by 31 or 21; we will ignore this detail. here. It is clear 
from the data in (30) that Yongfu exhibits positional sandhi. Since we interpret 
21 as the lo,ver-mid tone 22, in opposition with the lo\v tone 11  and the mid tone 
33, \Ve can state the Yongfu tone sandhi informally as follows: 

(31) a. falling tones � 33 
b. non-falling tones � 21 (= 22) 

The rules apply to tones in initial position. 
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Zhangzhou, another JV!in dialect, has the same type of tone sandhi, which affects 
the stem tone \\'hen the sten1 is affixed '"ith the diminutive suffix I a/ 53. Some 
exan1ples are shown belo\v. 

(32) ts'ia 34 (33) a 53 'car' 

hi 13 (33) a 53 'fish' 
haJJ 22 (33) a 53 'lane' 

kau 53 (55) a 53 'dog' 
ts'i 21 (55) a 53 'house' 

The data a.re cited from Yang (2006), '"here they are given in Chinese characters. 
Here, IPA transcriptions are used. The analysis crucially depends on the treat
ment of 21 in the Zhangzhou inventory. Assu1ning that 21 is the 10"' falling tone 
in opposition to the high falling tone 53 in the Zhangzhou inventory, the tone 
S<mdhi can be formulated inforn1ally as follo\vs: 

(33) a. falling tones � 55 
b. non-falling tones � 33 

Like their counterparts in Yongfu, the hvo rules apply to tones in initial position. 
The Yongfu and Zhangzhou tone sandhi demonstrates the independent role that 
contour plays in defining nahrral classes, supporting the struchlre of tone sho\\'n 
in (26e), which encodes contour as sister to register. 

Contour is not only used to define natural classes, it also participates in tone 
sandhi independently of register. This is the tone sandhi found in the dialect of 
Pucheng, "'hich is located in northern Fujian. Pucheng has a total of seven cita
tion tones: 35, 24, 55, 54, 12, 11, and 43. According to Nonnan (1987: 331), 12 has 
a "very tense glottal quality throughout." VVe can analyze 12 and 24 as allotones 
of the lo"' rising tone. In Pucheng, as we saw in (Sb), the rising tones 35 and 24 
become 53 and 31, respectively, before the low rising tones 24 and 12.; all other 
disyllabic combinations maintain their citation tones. The Pucheng sandhi system 
can be described \\•ith a simple rule, informally given in (34): 
(34) rising � falling I _ Jo,v rising 

Changes in contour do not affect the register: high rising 35 becomes high falling 
53, and low rising 24 becon1es Jo"' falling 31. Contour and register are independent. 

Register also plays a cn1cial role independently of contour. Here, "'e '"ill examine 
the register harmony in the Min dialect of Chaozhou, based on the dialect of Jieyang 
(Cai 1991; Bao 1999b). The citation and sandhi tones are displayed in (35). 

(35) citation sandhi environment 

a. 53 35 53, 55, 5 
24 33, 213, 11, 2, 35 

b. 213 53 53, 55, ,2 
42 33, 213, 11,  2, 35 

c. 33 33 all tones 
d. 55 11  all tones 
e. 35 21 all tones 
f. 11 11 all tones 
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Chaozhou also has hvo checked tones, 2 and � which exhibit the same sandhi 
behavior as 213 and 55, respectively (35b, 35d). The sandhi affects tones in the 
initial position of disyllabic co1npounds. Like other Min dialects \Ve have seen, 
Chaozhou exhibits a strong tendency toward positional sandhi. Of interest to us 
are the sandhis in (35a, 35b). Here, the citation tone 53 becomes rising, but the 
register is determined by the follo"1ing tone. Similarly, the citation tone 213 becomes 
falling, \vith the register determined by the following tone. Using a tone model 
that allows the formal separation bet\veen register and contour, \Ve can express 
the sandhis in (35a, 35b) as in (36): 

(36) a. t t f'',,,j\ 
c r c 

!\ 
1 h 

b. t t ['',,,/\ 
c r c 

!\ 
h I 

\IVhile the register harmony is strong in Chaozhou's tone sandhi, the behavior of 
35 presents a serious challenge to the analysis. ln Yip's (1980, 1989) models, and in 
Bao's (1990, 1999a) model assun1ed in the analysis presented in (36), 35 must be 
a high-register tone, in opposition to the lo'"'-register 24. \!Ve would expect 35 to behave 
like other high-register tones, namely 53, 55, 2, but it behaves like a lo"'-register 
tone. The behavior of 35 can be understood if it is not treated as a simple tone, but 
as a sequence of two level tones, 3 (L) and 5 (H), consistent \Vith the Africanist model 
(26a). Although the Chaozhou data sho'v robust register harmony, they leave a 
"wrinkle" that opens up the possibility of an Africanist analysis of contour tone. 

3.2 Tone sand.hi domain 
By tone sand/ii domain '"'e mean the string of syllables in \Vhich tone sandhi rules 
apply. Most descriptive field reports and theoretical "'Orks on tone sandhi in Chinese 
linguistics focus on polysyllabic compounds, \Vhich serve as the default tone sandhi 
don1ain. Our survey of the typology of Chinese tone sandhi reveals significant 
variation among Chinese dialects in the "'ay sandhi rules apply within such tone 
sandhi domains. This is, ho,vever, not the only \Vay in \vhich tone sandhi domains 
are formed. There are tone sandhi domains vvhich are not morphosyntactic 
constituents. M. Chen (2000) calls them phonological words, "'hi.ch are bounded 
by edges of major phrases (CHAPTER 51: THE PHONOLOGICAL WORD). TI1e tone sandhi 
processes a.re the same. 

Xiamen and Shanghai offer interesting case studies of ho\v phonological "''ords 
are formed. We look first at Xiamen. We have seen the tonal inventory of Xiamen in 
(6) and the positional tone sandhi encapsulated in the Min Circle (8). The formation 
of the phonological word in Xi.amen is illustrated in (37) (M. Chen 2000: 439): 
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(37) a. [ji [sia k'a kin],.,], 'he '"'rites faster' 
he \vrite more fast 
( 44 53 53 53) -? (22 44 44 53) 

b. [ji [sia)" #), k'a kin 'it 'vould be faster for him to ,.vrite' 
(44 53) (53 53) -? (22 53)(44 53) 

The brackets indicate syntactic structure, and the parentheses tone sandhi 
domains. The string is an1biguous: in (37a), k'a kin 'more fast' functions as an adjunct, 
n1odifying the verb sia '\vrite'. In (37b), k'a kin functions as the predicate, and the 
sentence fi sia 'he �vrite' is the subject. The presence of a n1ajor phrasal boundary 
(VP) in (37b) is crucial; it separates the string into two tone sandhi domains. 
In (37a), by contrast, there is no string-internal major phrasal boundary, and the 
\vhole string is a single tone sandhi do1nain. M. Chen (2000: 441) formulates the 
rule as follows: 

(38) !Right, X"""'}, X'"" not an adjunct 

This rule places the boundary # to the right of VP in (37b), creating t\VO tone 
sandhi don1ains. The rules in the Min Circle apply to derive the two surface tone 
patterns. 

Shanghai offers a near mirror image of Xiamen. \l\le have seen the Shanghai 
sandhi in §2.4, v-rhich is based on polysyllabic co1npounds. In phrases, the same 
local spreading rule applies. The key to understanding the tonology of sentences 
is phrasing - the formation of tone sandhi domains, '"hich is illustrated in (39) 
(Selkirk and Shen 1990: 322). 

(39) a. z1 [la' [za hi:]] 
(13 12) (13 34) -? (22 44) (22 44) 
live at Shanghai 
'live in Shanghai' 

b. ma [[ lia b<Jn] [s1]] 
(13 13 34) (53) -? (22 55 31)(53) 
buy some CL book 
'buy son1e books' 

For consistency, I u.se the segmental and tonal transcriptions of Xu et al. (1981, 
1982, 1983), 'vith [e) for their [E). As in the Xiamen data (37), the square brackets 
mark syntactic structure, and the parentheses tone sandhi domains. As can be seen, 
there is a mismatch bet\veen syntactic and phonological structures. According to 
Selkirk and Shen (1990), the crucial information is the left edge of the maximal 
projection of a lexical itein, here the non1inal phrases I zd h£ I 'Shanghai' and I s1/ 
'book'. The tone sandhi domains are determined by the following parameter (Selkirk 
and Shen 1990: 332): 

( 40) !Left, Lex"""l 

With the tone sandhi domains set by (40), the sandhi rule inforn1ally shown in 
(21) applies to yield the observed tone patterns. 
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In §2 •ve established the typology of tone sandhi among Chinese dialects. In posi
tional and spreading sandhis, the tone sandhi don1ain plays a crucial role. Once 
the tone sandhi domain is formed, tone sandhi proceeds in a straightforward man
ner. As •ve have seen in §3.2, in dialects such as Xiamen and Shanghai, the domain
internal morphosyntactic structure, if it exists, does not influence the "'ay tone 
sandhi rules apply. In 1nany Mandarin diale.cts, tone sandhi is cyclic, '''here tone 
sandhi rules are regulated by n1orphosyntactic structure. Beijing T3 Sandhi (4) offers 
a classic example of cyclic application (M. Chen 2000: 102): 

(41) a. [lao-hu) dan 'brave' 
tiger gall 
214-214 214 � 35 35 214 

b. zhi [lao-hu] 'co\-vard' 
paper tiger 
214 214-214 � 214 35 214 

T3 Sandhi applies cyclically, first to Iao-hu, destroying the context in (4lb) in the 
second cycle. Such cyclic application of tone sandhi rules appears to be found in 
context-sensitive and non-spreading tone sandhi systems. In the spreading (Wu) 
and positional (Min) types, tone sandhi is not cyclic. 

The matter is more complex. Even among Mandarin dialects, cyclicity cannot 
be taken for granted. In Tianjin, which •ve first sa\v in §2.L the sandhi patterns 
of trisyllabic compounds do not exhibit the effect of cydicity. The disyllabic sand hi 
rules shown in (2) are repeated below: 

(42) a. 
b. 

21-21 -4 213-21 
213-213 � 45-213 

c. 53-53 � 21-53 
d. 53-21 � 45-21 

Most trisyllabic patterns can be derived through the left-to-right application of 
these basic sandhi rules. This is illustrated in (43) (Li and Liu 1985: 79). 

(43) 213-213-213 � 45-45-213 

a. t�'aJ) [tor) uei] 
factory party committee 
'factory party con1IDittee' 

b. (s;i Jian] ;;;uei 
wash face wa.ter 

''''ater for washing faces' 

The t•vo compounds have different morphosyntactic structure, but the same tone 
pattern. The syntactic bracketing plays no role in the sandhi process. Treating the 
whole compound as a single tone sandhi do1nain, vve can derive the pattern by 
applying rule (42b) left to right iteratively: 

(44) (213-213)-213 � 45-(213-213) � 45-45-213 
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But the left-to-right application of the sandhi rules does not w·ork for all cases. 
Li and Liu (1985: 80) point out the "exceptional" sandhi behavior of compounds 
composed of three 53 tones, shown belo'": 

(45) 53-53-53 � 53-21-53 

The left-to-right iterative application of (42c) yields the 'vrong pattern 21-21-53, 
or 213-21-53 with the additional application of (42a); see (46a). Here the pattern 
can be derived through the right-to-left application of (42c), bleeding the environ
ment for the second iteration of the ntle; see (46b). 

(46) a. Left-to-right applicnti!Jn 
(53-53)-53 � 21-(53-53) � (21-21)-53 � 213-21-53 

b. Right-to-left application 
53-(53-53) � 53-2:1-53 

Given the understanding of rule application in generative phonology, one 
would expect cyclicity or directionality to be consistent in regulating tone sandhi 
in any given system. The Tianjin tone sandhi facts are unexpected. What is clear 
is that the trisyllabic tone patterns avoid tonal sequences that would violate any 
of the four rLtles in (42). The directionality-related phenomena resist straight
for,vard analysis. 

3.4 Tone, accent, and stress 
Tone, accent, and stress are notoriously slippery notions in the Chinese tonolo
gical literature. Whereas tone is part of the lexical specification of n1orphemes, it 
is not clear how it relates to accent and stress in a given tone sandhi systen1, if 
indeed the latter n.vo notions can be made precise (see CHAPTER 42: PITCH ACCENT 
svsTE:Ms). Here I \viii follow M.cCawley (1968) in characterizing the distinctions 
as in (47): 

( 47) a. Tone: 
b. Stress: 
c. Accent: 

(cr)(cr)(cr)(cr) 
(crcr)(crcr) 
(CTO'OO) 

The three notions are differentiated in terms of the size of units in "'hich tonal 
contrasts are maintained. In the tonal system, tonal contrast is n1aintained in the 
syllable - in a polysyllabic string each syllable is associated '"'ith a tone. In the 
metrical (stress) system., it is maintained in the foot, and in the accentual system, 
in a unitary domain. We will see that not all Chinese dialects are tonal; some have 
developed into an accentual system, as argued by M. Chen (2000). 

We can approach the relationship of tone with accent and/ or stress fron1 tvvo 
perspectives: tonal reduction and the pro1ninence relations that underpin tone 
sandhi. Generally speaking, the former is the focus of research in the Chinese 
linguistic circle, and the latter the focus within the general framework of gener
ative phonology. vVe '"'ill discuss tonal reduction first. 

Across Chinese dialects, there is a widespread pheno1nenon kno\vn as the "light 
tone." The light tone can be found on system \vords or affixes, \vhich may be 
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proceeds not by position but by tone, in accordance vvith the Middle Chinese (ca. 
900 cE) classification. Chongming has all the Middle Chinese tones, sho,vn belo,v: 

(50) Citation tones of old and new varieties of Chong111ing 

Old New Old Nev• 
la 55 H lb 24 L 
Ha 424 HM IIb 242 1v!L 
lIIa 33 MH lllb 313 LM 
IVa 55 H I Vb 22 L 

The Old Chongming tones are cited fron1 H. Zhang (1979, 1980), and the Ne'v 
Chongnling tones from 1v1. Chen (1997, 2000). The checked tones 55 and 22 exhibit 
the same sandhl behavior as 55 and 24, respectively. The citation tones of Ne'v 
Chongming have undergone slight change from their Old Chongming counter
parts, especially Illa. M. Chen (1997: 199) treats LM and L as allotonic variants of 
Ia; the former variant is equivalent to 24 in Old Chongming. Other than the slight 
difference in the phonetic realization of Illa, there is little difference behveen the 
old and ne,.v varieties of Chongroing. 

According to Chen (1997), the disyllabic tone sandhi in Ne'" Chongming 
divides the eight tones into nvo natural classes: the even tones I and I\T (H/H 
and L/L) and the oblique tones II and Ill. all of which exhibit contour in Ne\V 
Chongnung. The robust sandhi patterns involve I/IV, wluch surface invariably 
as H in phrase-final position, and retain their citation pitch values in phrase
initial position. We summarize the patterns belo'" (0 = oblique tone; E = even 
tone; a =  syllable with default tone; adapted from M. Chen 1997: 194): 

(51) a. 0-E � a-H 
b. E-0 � E-o 
c. E-E � E-H 

When the final tone is E (H/I::L L/L), it surfaces as H. When the first tone is E, 
it ren1ains unchanged, yielding t\vo broad patterns: H-a (< la/IVa-a) and L-o 
(< Ib/IVb-a). E-E doublets surface as either H-H (< Ib/IVb-a) or L-H (< Ib/IVb-o). 
The syllable o with an obliqt.le tone loses its lexical ly specified citation tone, a.nd 
acquires the default tone. The sandhi behavior of 0-0 is similar to the sandhis 
shown in (51), but involves more complex pitch realizations. To avoid com
plications, \ve will not include the 0-0 sandhis in our discussion; for a con1plete 
OT-inspired analysis, see M. Chen (1997, 2000). 

The sandhi patterns sumu1arized in (51) are also attested in Old Chongming, 
with negligible differences in the pitch values of the default tone, \vhich is 31 
in initial position, and 33 or 3 in final position (H. Zhang 1979). Incidentally, by 
Zhang's (1979) description and analysis, we cannot use contour to classify the 
Chongnung tones as a natural class, since Ia is 55 and lb is 24; see (50). The tonal 
categories I and IV play a crucial role .in determining the observed surface tone 
patterns of doublets. 

The patterns in (51) lend then1selves to a two-step analysis: (1) mark accentual 
prominence on the even tones (I, IV), \vluch surface as H in final position, and 
remain unchanged in initial position; (2) the unaccented syllable loses its lexical 
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and output 13s to match their slope, and prevent 23s from matching theirs. Further
more, the local left-to-right spread of Shanghai (see (21)) is due to MATCH-SLOPE, 
instead of the usual OT treatment of spreading in terms of alignn1ent. 

4 Conclusion 

In the preceding sections \Ve have surveyed the '"hole range of tone sandhi across 
Chinese dialects, and some of the central issues in Chinese tone that have 
attracted the attention of theoretical phonologists. Through the coLiective effort of 
field linguists and theoretical phonologists, we no''' have a good understanding 
of the sandhi phenon1ena in Chinese dialects. VJ'hile Pike's (1948) Asianist
Africanist dichoton1y has ample e1npirical support fro1n Chinese dialects, it 
presents Chinese tonology as a monolithic block that obscures a varied landscape 
of the tone sandhi typology. This typology is summarized belo\v: 

(54) a. 
b. 

Contextual sandhi, e.g. Tianjin 
Positional sandhi, e.g. Xiamen 

c. Ten1platic sandhi, e.g. Liujia 
d. Tone spread, e.g. Shanghai 

Our survey sho,vs a strong clustering tendency that coincides with major dialect 
boundaries. Contexh1al sandhi is most cornn101tly found in Mandarin, positional 
sandhi in Min, and tone spread in Wu. All three types n1ay contain tonal 
templates. 

The complex landscape of tone sandhi presents interesting empirical data for 
phonological theory. The tone sandhi data have contributed to our understanding 
of the theoretical issues such as the structure of tone, tone sandhi domain, cyclicity, 
and the interaction of tone '"ith accentual and I or metrical pro1ninence. For the 
past half century, Chinese tone sandhi has attracted tl1e attention of phonologists 
\VOrking mainly in the evolving theories of generative phonology, from the rule
based approach of classical generative phonology to the rule- and constraint-based 
approach of non-linear phonology, and now to the constraint-based approach of 
Opti1nality Theory. Due to the complexity of the sandhi pheno1nena, n1any of the 
theoretiec1.l. issu.es remain t.u:u:esolved. 
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108 Semitic Templates 

OUTI BAT-EL 

1 Introduction 

Senutic morphology is characterized by phonological restrictions on the shape of 
the '"'ords, allo,ving only a lim ited set of prosodic templates and vocalic patterns. 
The prosodic templates, which set the size restrictions on '''ords and display the 
permissible syllable structure, host a limited set of vocalic patterns, and in some 
cases also affixes. The sten1 consonants fit into the consonantal positions provided 
by the prosodic ten1plates, as do the vo,vels of the vocalic pattern. 

To clarify these notions, consider the dexivational para.digm in Table 1.08.1. 
The words in Table 108.l are structurally related on both the vertical and hori
zontal axes of the paradigm. On the horizontal axis, they share the stem con
sonants. On the vertical axis, they share a prosodic ten1plate, a vocalic pattern, 
and, in the t�'o rightmost colun1ns, an affix. The properties on the vertical axis 
provide '"ords 'vith their phonological structure. When these properties are com
bined, i.e. CaCaC, hiCCiC, CCiCa, they form '''hat is kno,,.,n as "Semitic templates" 
(McCarthy 1981). Throughout the chapter, I use the term "configuration" for this 

Table 108.1 Derivational paradigm in "1'1odern Hebre\V 

Prosodic cvcvc cvccvc CCV CV Stem 
fL'lnplnfe: C01l$0,ltlt1f 

Vocalic la al li i I lil 
pntterti: 
Affix: ,,_ -ll 

ga'dal 'to gro\v' hig'dil 'to enlarge' gdi' la 'growing' lg d I} 
sa'gar 'to close' his'gir 'to extradite' sgi'ra 'closing' ls g r) 
fa 'tak 'to keep quiet' hif'tik 'to quieten' fti'ka .-silence' lf t k) 
ka'lat 'to absorb' hik'lit 'to record' kli'ta 'absorption' lk I t) 
z.a'rak 'to throvr' hiz'rik 'to inject' zri'ka 'throv1ing, lz r k) 

injection' 
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combination of properties, ivhile the term "template" is used exclusively for prosodic 
templates. 

The systen1 of configuration is found in all Semitic languages in various 
paradigmatic relations, although to various degrees. This is demonstrated in 
§2 \Vith examples from several languages. As the configurations consist of both 
segmental and prosodic elements, their structure is non-linear (see CHAPTER 105: 
TIER SEGREGATION). The structure of the configurations, and of Semitic \vords in 
general, is introduced in §3, with en1phasis on theoretical develop1nents in the 
representation of the prosodic te1nplate. The hvo ensuing sections illustrate the 
mapping of the configurations, where §4 is devoted to a procedural approach and 
§5 to a constraint-based approach. Within each of these two sections, two types 
of input are considered: the consonantal root and the word/stem. The concluding 
ren1arks in §6 draw attention to the status of the configurations "'ithin a cross
linguistic perspective. 

2 The nature of Semitic morphology 

In Semitic n1orphology, words are organized into classes, identified by their 
configuration. The class system in verbs (§2.1) is more prominent and restricted 
than in nouns (§2.2); nevertheless, the same structural generalizations hold, 
regardless of the lexical category. 

2.1 Verb classes (binyanim) 
Verbs belonging to the same class have an identical configuration, as exemplified 
in (1). The designator of a verb class is the 3rd masculine singular perfect, \vhich 
is free of inflectional affixes.' 

(1) Verb classes in Palestinian Arabic (Elihay 2004) 

CiCeC tCaCCaC 
'misek 'to grasp' 't�allam 'to study' 

'fihem 'to understand' 'tdarra� 'to burp' 
'nizel 'to go do"rn' 'tbaddal 'to be replaced' 
'liimeq 'to lose temper' 'tbaxxar 'to evaporate' 
'li!1eq 'to catch' 'tda\vwaf 'to sho,ver' 

staCCaC 
'sta�mal 'to use' 
'staqbal 'to welco1ne' 
'staw�ab 'to take in' 
'staslarn 'to submit' 
'stafhad 'to quote' 

The restricted structure of the configurations is evident in (1), where all the 
configurations are disyllabic, with a final CVC syllable. They differ in the first 
syUable, CV in Ci.CeC and CCVC in staC.CaC and tCaC.CaC. The latter hvo con
figurations are distinguished by their prefixes, ivhere consonant positions (C-slots) 
not occupied by an affix are left for the sten1 consonants. In staC.CaC the prefix 

' Throughout the chapter, I do not consider irregular verbs, whi,oh for phonological reasons (often 
only hislorically motivated) deviale from the regular configuration. I also ignore the epenthetic ['il 
in Arabic, which rescues word-initial dusters. Epenthesis is obligatory in Standard Arabic (e.g. 
['is'ta<mall 'to use'), but optional in spoken dialects, unless the word appears phrase-initially or aher 
a <'Onsonant-final word (e.g. ['ba:sil is'taqbalol vs. ['fa:d.i (i)s'taqbalo] 'Basil/Fadi wekomed him'). 
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occupies the two positions of the initial complex onset, thus leaving three slots 
for the stem consonants, while in tCaC.CaC the prefix occupies only one posi
tion in the complex onset, thus leaving four slots for the consonants. When a 
configuration provides four slots for steo1 consonants but the stem has only tluee 
different consonants, one consonant occupies hvo slots (e.g. ['t�allam] 'to study' 
vs. ['tt1arkaf] 'to provoke'). 

Semitic languages vary \vith regard to prosodic "plasticity." Hebre\v verbs accom
n1odate as many stem consonants as possible (i.e. respecting the OCP and the 
Sonority Sequencing Generalization; CHAPTER 49; SONORITY), as long as the verb 
does not exceed the disyllabic maximal size (Bat-El l994a, 2003a). In contrast, 
Amharic adjusts the number of syllables in the template according to the number 
of consonants (McCarthy 1985; Rose 2003). That is, Hebre\v expands its syllabic 
inventory beyond CV and CVC, keeping the disyllabic te1nplate, while Amharic 
expands its syllabic template, keeping a restricted syllabic inventory (see Bender 
and Fulass 1978 for a study of Amharic verbs). 

(2) Tem.platic plasticity (A111haric) vs. syllable plasticity (Hebrew) 

Amharic Hebrew 
3 Cs S<1bb;:ir-<1 'to break' s1per 
4 Cs m;:is;;ikk;;ir-<1 'to testify' tirgem 
5 Cs t;:i-ngadaggad-a 'to walk in a zigzag' flirt et 
6 Cs aqanatt'ar-a 'through violently' trinsfer 

'to tell' 
'to translate' 
'to flirt' 
'to transfer' 

The vocalic pattern of the configuration is an arbitrary subset of possible com
bi.nations of v(nvels. The vocalic patterns in Tigrinya verbs, for example, employ 
only four ([ii  ;:i a]) out of the seven vo"'els ( [ i i  u e ;:i o a]) in the language (Buckley 
2003). 

(3) Vocalic patterns in Tigrinya (Buckley 2003) 

'offend' 'bless' 
simple perfective aa baddal-a aa barak-a 
sunple gerundive 31 baddil-u a1 bari.k-u 
causative jussive ell j<1-b<1ddil ai j<1-barik 

In Standard Arabic, ho,vever, �vhich has only three vo,vels in its inventory, the 
vocalic patterns in the verb inflectional paradigm are partially predicted, given a 
base vtith a specified vovtel (Guerssel and Lowenstamm 1996). 

(4) Predictable vocalic patterns in Standard Arabic (binyan [) 
pe1fective 
0 'd'ar0b � 

imperfective 
l 'jad'rib 'to hit' 

1 'lab is � a 'jalbas 'to dress' 
a 'katab � u 'jaktub 'to write' 
u. 'kabur � u. 'jakbur 'to be great' 

Verb configurations are often associated \Vith thematic-syntactic properties, such 
that verbs in different configurations are derivationally related if they share the 
san1e stem consonants. 
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(5) Derivational relations in Modern Hebreiv verbs 

CaCaC CiCeC hitCaCeC 
ga'dal 'to gro,v' gi'del 'to raise' hitga'del 'to aggrandize' 
xa1Jav 'to think' xi'Jev 'to calculate' hitxa'Jev 'to consider' 
ka 'dam 'to precede' ki'dem 'to promote' hitka'dem 'to progress' 
pa'rak 'to unload' pe'rek 'to dismantle' hitpa'rek 'to disintegrate' 
ka'Jar 'to bind' ki'Jer 'to connect' hitka'fer 'to get in touch' 

The thematic-syntactic properties of the configurations are relational ratl1er than 
absolute, such that the property assigned by a configuration is largely contingent 
upon the base of the derived verb (Berman 1978; Horvath 1981; Doron 2003; Laks 
2007). For example, the Hebrew configuration hitCaCeC assigns deaccusative in 
[hir'giz] 'to make so111eone angry' --> [h.itra'gez) 'to beco1ne angry', but reciprocal 
in [x.i'bek) 'to hug' --> (hitxa'bek) 'to hug each othe.r'. Moreover, [hit?a'lel) 'to 
torture' is neither deaccusative nor reflexive, as it is not derived from another 
verb. Similarly in Arabic, ?aCCaC assigns causative in ['<tJalas] 'to sit do"rn' --> 
['?a<tJlas] 'to bid one to sit do\vn', but ('?arsal] 'to send' is not causative, since it 
does not have a base verb (\rVright 1962). Verbs sharing a configuration may also 
share a semantic property, as is the case "'ith Arabic (t)CajCaC verbs. Watson 
(2006: 192) reports that in most dialects these verbs refer to ''physical state '"ith 
pejorative overtones of pretence," but in San'ani Arabic they denote "harmless 
childish naughtiness." 

The granunatical function of the configuration is apparent in various Semitic 
languages, but not in all. In Modern Aramaic, which has only two verb classes 
(as opposed to five in Hebre1v, 11 in Maltese, and 14 in Standard Arabic), the 
configurations have only structural properties, to the extent that there are hardly 
any related verbs from the two classes (Hoberman 1992). 

A verb class defines the inflectional parad.ign1 of the verb, such that verbs belong
ing to the same class have the same configuration in every forn1 in the paradigm 
(Aronoff 1994; see also CHAPTER 83: PARADIGMS). 

(6) Jnflectional paradig111s in Palestinian Arabic verbs (Eliliay 2004)2 

perfect imperfect pe1fect imperfect 
CiCeC -iCCaC CaCCaC -iCaCCeC 
'misek -'imsak 'to grasp' 'massak -'massek 'to let hold' 
'filiem -'ifham 'to understand' 'fahham -'fahhem 'to explain' 
'nizel -'inzal 'to go do,vn' 'nazzal -'nazzel 'to bring down' 
't1in1eq -1ilin1ag 'to lose temper' 'hanlmaq -'hanuneg 'to n1ake angry' 
'liheq -'ilnaq 'to catch' 'lanha.q -'lahlieq 'to manage' 

Since the inflectional paradigm of a verb is contingent upon its configuration, every 
new verb must belong to one of the verb classes. This is manifested by the native 
configuration found in loan verbs, suc11 as [til'fen] 'to phone', [si'n1es] 'to send 

' Person/number/gender features are indicated by suffixes in the perfect (e.g. ['fihm-u) 'they 
Mdei:stood', [fah'ha.m-ti] 'you (F£M sc) expla.ined') a.nd prefl)(es + suf.6xes (in some forms) in the imper
fect (e.g. ['t-ifham-u] 'you (PL) will understand', [n-'fahhem l 'we will explain'). As all imperfect forms 
take a prefix, the imperfect stems are preceded by a dash. 
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However, a rich configuration system in the nominal category is found in the 
singular /plural paradign1 of several Semitic languages (see Ratcliffe 1998b for a 
comparative study), such as Arabic (Hanlffiond 1988; McCarthy and Prince 1990; 
Ratcliffe 1997, 1998a; McCarthy 2000; \'\latson 2002, 2006), Tigre (Paln1er 1962; 
Raz 1983), and Tigrinya (Palmer 1955; Buckley 1990). In Arabic, for example, most 
underived nouns and lexicalized derived nouns (Abd-Rabo 1990; Boudelaa and 
Gaskell 2002) are pluralized in a configuration system called "broken plural," \Vhich 
contrasts with the suffixation n1ode of pluralization called "sound plural." 

(8) Broken plurals 

a. Standard Arabic (Wright 1962) 
plural singular 

7aCCa:C ?ali'ka:m liukm 'judgment' 
'aq'da:m 'qadam 'footstep' 
?aj'ma:n ja'mi:n 'oath' 

?aCCuC ''abhur bahr 'sea' 
''azmtu1 'zan1an 'time' 
''a!sun li 'sa :n 'tongue' 

CuCuC 'suquf saqf 'roof' 
''usud ''asad 'lion' 
'surur sa'vri:r 'throne' 

CiCa:C ri'ma:h rum'!\ 'spear' 
xi'ba:l 'xabal 'hill' 
li''a:m Ja''i:m 'base' 

b. Tigre (Palmer 1962) 
plural singular 

?aCCiC ?akbid kabid 'belly' 
?ab7is bi? is 'husband' 
7abnir binar 'sea' 

'aCCuC 7aqlub qalib 'root' 
'amtud mitid 'stake' 
?adhub dihab 'gold' 

CaCaCCi li.anaddi run di 'hoof' 
k;;itarri katra 'pigeon' 
kadabbi kadbet 'floor' 

CaCaCit masanit masru 'friend' 
warazit \Vareza 'bachelor' 
?ara,vit 'ar,ve 'serpent' 

While in the verb system, every class has a fixed configuration for each tense/ 
aspect form, allowing a predictable system of one-to-one correspondence, in the 
noun system there is one-to-many correspondence (Bateson 2003). As sho\vn in (8) 
above, a singular configuration may correspond to several plural configurations 
(e.g. Arabic CVCC in [t1ukn1] - ['ah'ka:n1] vs. [rwnn] - [ri'1na:n]). In addition, a 
singular noiln may have h"o or three alternative corresponding plural for.ms, more 
so in the spoken dialects (e.g. Arabic ['�anzi] - [�i'na:z] - [�u'nu:z] - [''a�nuz] 
'goat(s)', ['qafil] - ['aq'fa:l] - ('?aqful] 'lock(s)'). However, as disctissed in §4.2 
below, there are some tendencies for nouns '"ith certain configurations to select 
particular plural configurations. 
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The system of configurations is not limited to nouns and verbs. As sho\vn below, 
An'lharic argot (Leslau 1964) and Arabic hypocoristics (Davis and za,vaydeh 2001) 
take specific configurations (Caj(C)CiaCi and CaCCu:C, respectively) regardless 
of the shape of the base. Sinularly, Arabic adjectives and superlatives (Wright 1962) 
each take a consistent configuration. 

(9) Other configu.rati.ons 

a. Arabic adjectives 
CaCi:C ?aCCaC 
ka'bi:r 'big' '?akbar 'bigger' 

' ' . 'small' '?as 'yar 'smaller' s a 111:r 
t'a'wi:l 'long' •?at\val 'longer' 
ba '�i:d 'far' '?ab�ad 'farther' 

b. Arabic hypocoristics c. Amharic argot 
CaCCu:C Caj(C)C;aC; 
bas'su:m 'basma bajt<it bet 'house' 

sal'lu:m sa'li:m gajbab gabba 'enter' 
jas'su:r 'ja:sir zajfnan zaffana 'sing' 
sa1n11nu:r sa'1ni:ra wajrk'ak' wark' 'gold' 

The preference for disyllabic forms, also exhibited in (9), is ovenvhelming, 
although, as noted above, some languages display a limited flexibility. This 
preference is found also in Hebrew acronym \vords (Bat-El 1994b; Zadok 2002), 
which are mostly disyllabic, regardless of the number of "'ords in the input. 
For exan1ple, both the two-,vord base (n1at'bea xuc) 'foreign currency' and the 
three-word base (mer'kaz texno'logia xinu'xit] 'educational technology center' sur
face as the acronym "'Ord [ma 'tax]. Moreover, four-1vord bases also give rise to 
disyllabic acronym words, as in [n1am'ran1], whose base is [mer'kaz maxfe'vim 
(ve-)ri'fun1 me1nu'kan] 'automated computer center'. 

3 The structure of Semitic configurations 

The tern1 configuration correlates with the traditional Semitic ten1plate/pattern, 
represented as fully specified words, such as (qa:t'a!, qit't'el, hiqt'il], etc. (also [pa:�al] 
or [pa:qad] in Hebre'"' and [fa�al] in Arabic).4 As the stem consonants ( {qt<il, lpql, 
lpqdl, {f�ll) are not part of the configuration, replacing them \Vith C-slots gives 
us the type of structure used in the previous sections, i.e. Ca:CaC, CiCCeC, hiCCiC, 
etc. 

Configurations play a central role in the older grrunn1arian studies (see §4.2) 
of Semitic morphology, mostly 'vith reference to dass membership and relations 
among words. In the absence of a theoretical model of non-linear phonological 
structure, these studies do not consider the internal structure of the configuration, 
and refer to relations among words in terms of phonological alternations, such 
as vo,vel change/ablaut and gemination. 

'1 The h<lditional terminology associated Vv·ith the configurations is tvt1zan (plural ?1nvza:,1) in Arabic, 
and binyan. (plural birlljnnim) foe verbs and miska/ (plural miskalim) for nouns in Hebrew. 
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McCarthy (1981) points out the restrictive nature of the templates in (11). Every 
template in (lla) has a counterpart \Vith an initial con1plex onset in (llb), and 
another with an additional CV syllable in (1 lc). The absence of CVCVCVC in the 
first row in (1 lc) is due to a constraint prohibiting a sequence of hvo light syl
lables. These templates can be expressed \Vith an archi-template, which generalizes 
all and only the possible templates in (11), with the addition of a VO\vel deletion 
rule that resolves the prohibited sequence of two light syllables. 

(12) Archi-te111plafe of the prosodic templates in Standard Arabic verbs (McCarthy 1981) 

(V -? 0 I eve - CVC) 

As sho\·Vn in Table 108.2, there are more configurations than CV te1nplates, 
,.vhere the difference an1ong configurations sharing a templa.te is in the affixes a.nd 
their position, as \Veil as in the distribution of the stem consonants. 

Although the templates consist of CV-slots, reference to the syllable is inevitable, 
as seen in McCarthy's (1981) generalizations, such as "no binyan which begins 
with a consonant cluster is three or n1ore syllables long overall" (1981: 386). This 
statement refers directly to the restriction on the number of syllables in the ten1-
plate, 'vhicli is not explicitly expressed in the CV template. There is definitely a 
disyllabic core template, \vhich can be minimally expanded with either CV or C 
(see Kiparsky 2003 for C as a  demi-syllable). Moreover, as shown in Table 108.2 (c), 
the CV expansion is ahvays a derivational prefix. In addition, Lowensta1nn1 and 
Kaye (1986), in their study of compensatory lengthening in Tiberian Hebre\v, demon
strate the essential role of the syllable in the configurations.5 

3.2.2 Syllabic ten1plates 
The templates in (a) and (b) of Table 108.2 are disyllabic. The t"'O trisyllabic 
te1nplates in (c) are disyllabic on the stern level, since the initial CV, as noted 
above, is occupied by a derivational prefix (e.g. (ta-'baddal) 'to be replaced', 
[ta-'d'a:jaq] 'to be disturbed'). That is, verbs in Arabic are disyllabic either on the 
stern level, the \VOrd level, or both. The sarne is true for Hebre\v verbs, \Vhich can 
be disyllabic '"ith or without a derivational prefix (e.g. [hik'dim] 'to corne first', 
[ki'dem] 'to promote'), or trisyllabic, but only '"ith a prefix (e.g. [hitka'den1) 'to 
progress'). 

As argued in NlcCarthy and Prince (1986, 1993a, 1995), the di.syllabicity restric
tion found in Semitic n1orphology reflects a universal preference for a binary foot 
(see also CHAPTER 40: THE FOOT; CHAPTER 44: THE IAll·!BIC-TROCHAlC LAW). Thus, 
the most general ten1plate of Arabic verb is a binary syllabic foot. The advantage 
of the syl labic template has been supported with data from Modern .Hebre\v 
(McCarthy 1984), \''here verbs from the same class have different CV templates 
but an identical syllabic template, consisting of hvo syllables, i.e. a foot (see, ho,v
ever, Amharic templatic plasticity in (2)). 

s Note that also the theory of Government Phonology i:efe.rs to syllabi.es, but tlte only possible syllable 
is CV (Lowenstamm 1996), in wltich case reference to syllables seems to be redundant. \•Vitltin this 
theory, Arabic template consists of CV-CVCVCV, where the initial CV is the deriva6onal head. 
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Table 108.2 CV templates and verb configurations in Standard Arabic' 

CV template 

a. 1. CV eve• 

2. eve eve 

3. evv eve 

b. 1. c CV eve 

2. e eve eve 

3. c CVV eve 

c. 2. CV eve eve 

3. CV cvv eve 

Co11jig11rntion 

la 
lb 
Ic 

II 

IV 

m 
VII 
VIII 
IX 

x 
XII 
XJ!I 
XIV 

VI 

XI 

v 

VI 

eaeae 
eaeie 
CaCuC 

eaC;C,aC 
CaCCaC 
'aeeae 

ea:eae 

neaCaC 
CtaCaC 
CCaC;aC, 

staCCaC 
CCa\vCaC 

' ' 
eCa\V\vaC 
CCanC;aC, 
CCanCaC 
CCanCay 

CCa:C;aC; 

taCaC,C;aC 
taeaCCaC 

taCa:CaC 

Verb 

'fa tall 'to open' 
'hasib 'to think' 

'qabuli 'to be ugly' 

'kassar 'to break' 
vfam�al 'to sea tter' 
''akram 'to honor' 
'sa:baq 'to rtm a race' 

'nbasat< 'to be pleased' 
'qtabal ,-to receive' 
'hwalal 'to squint' 

'sta�mal 'to ltse' 
'hdavrdab 'to be curved' 
·�ta'"''''ad 'to be heavy' 

·�fanc!Jadj 'to go quickly' 
'branfaq 'to bloom' 
'<landaj 'to be strong' 

's\va:dad 'to be black' 

ta'farraq 'to be dispersed' 
ta'�afrat 'to act like a devil' 

ta'ka:lam 'to con\1erse' 

• As Watson (2002) notes, most dfalects of Arabic do not retain configurations above X. In additfon, 
n1erger in the prosodic template (but not the configuration) is found in several dialects, incll1di11g 
Palestinian Arabic, where (c) merged with (b) via the deletion of the vowel in the first syUable. 
That is, Standard Arabic (ta'farraq] (c2) corresponds to Palesti.ni.an Arabic ('tfo.rraq) (b2). 
• The CVCVC template is considered one configuration (due to a unified inflectional paradigm), 
although it hos several sub-configurations thot differ in the quolity of the second vowel (see (4) above). 

(13) Modern Hebrew verb configurations 

Syllabic configuration 
I 

II 

III 

IV 

v 

cr;, a;, 
"a. a ' , 
h cri cri 

CT; CTc 

1ti10 cr • • 

CV configuration 
CaCaC pa'tax 

niCCaC nix'nas 

hiCCiC hig'dil 
hiCCCiC hif'prits 

CiCeC gi'del 
CiCCeC tir'gen1 
CCiCCCeC trins'fer 

hitCaCeC hitla'bef 
h.itCaCCeC hitba.r'gen 

'to open' 

'to enter' 

'to enlarge' 
'to squirt' 

'to raise' 
'to translate' 
'to transfer' 

'to get dressed' 
'to becoo1e a bourgeois' 

In Arabic, unlike in Hebre\v, syllable structure plays a major role in distinguish· 
ing among configurations, as is evident fron1 the distinction a1nong CaCaC (I), 
CaCCaC (II), and Ca:CVC (III). The first configuration is distinguished fron1 
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Empirical support for this vie"' is provided by the transfer phenomena in 
broken plurals (§2.1.2), 'vhere properties of the singular form that cannot be 
encoded in the consonants are transferred to the plural forn1. Arabic broken 
plurals (17a) exhibit vo"rel-quantity transfer in trisyllabic plurals: a short 
vo\vel in the plural corresponds to a short vo,vel in the singular and a long 
vowel in the plural corresponds to a long vo,vel in the singular (McCarthy 
and Prince 1990; McCarthy 2000). Broken plurals in Tigre (17b), as \veil as in 
Tigri.nya (Palmer 1955), exhibit vowel-quality transfer in trisyllabic plurals: a 
high front vo,.vel in the plural corresponds to a front vo,vel in the singular, a high 
back vo"1el in the plural corresponds to a back vowel in the singular, and a 
central vo,,rel in the plural corresponds to a central vowel in the singular 
(Palmer 1962). 

(17) Vowel q11a.ntity transfer 

a. Ye111eni Arabic (Qafisheh 1992) 
singular plural 

short vo,vel 'darzan da'ra:zin 'dozen' 
'maktab ma'ka:tib 'office' 

Jong vowel fin'dja:n fa'na:<!:Ji:n 'cup' 
n1al<'tu:b ma'ka:ti:b 'letter' 

Standard Arabic (Ratcliffe 1998a) 
singular plural 

short vowel 'xa:tam xa'wa:tim 'signet ring' 
·�aqrab �a'qa:rib 'scorpion' 

long vowel dJa:'mu:s c:t;awa: 1n1u:s 'buffalo' 
rnif'ta:li rnafa:'ti:li 'key' 

b. Tigre (Palmer 1962) 
singular plural 

central vo,vel misgid masagid 'n1osque.' 
dJandjar dJanadJir 'chain' 

front vo"1el b<lrrnil b<lramil 'barrel ' 

bist'an b;isat'in 'garden' 
back vo"rel kHkut katakut 'young bird' 

maskot masakut '\vi.ndo,v' 

Similarly, Ratcliffe (l  998a) mentions cases of vowel polarity in Arabic CVCC 
nouns: \Vhen the vo,vel in the singular is low the vo\vel in the plural tends to be 
high ( [qalb] - [qu'lu:b) 'heart(s)'), and when the vo,vel in the singular is high the 
vowel in plural tends to be low ([qufl] - (7aq'fa.:l) 'lock(s)'). 

Other cases of transfer, \Vhich cannot be attributed to the consonantal root 
or the configuration, are drawn from the formation of Hebrew denominative 
verbs (Bolozky 1978; Bat-El 1989, 1994a, 2003a, 2003b; Gafos 1998; Ussishkin 1999, 
2000). A verb derived fron1 a noun "'ith an affix n1ay include the affix consonant 
as part of its sten1 (e.g. [mer'kaz) 'center' � [mir'kez] 'to center'; cf. [ri'kez] 
'to concentrate (INTRANS)'; [par'fan] � [pir'fan) 'to commentate'; cf. [pe 'ref) 'to 
interpret'). Also, when the base consists of consonant clusters, these clusters 
are preserved in the derived verb (e.g. [guf'panka] 'approval' -7 [gif'penk] 'to 
approve'; •[gfi'penk), •[gif'pnek]). 
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in the formation of [tu1'ru:b] ''vars' from [harb], the circumscribed material <liar> 
is mapped into the ten1plate [aµa1,f,]F, yielding [t1araa)p. Melodic overwriting assigns 
the appropriate vocalic pattern of the plural form and the residual base seg1nents 
((b) in this case) are adjoined. In longer singular fonns, however, the residue 
is an entire syllable, in "'hich case the basic iambic template is expanded. This is 
the case in ['madxal] - [ma'da:xil] 'entrance(s)', '''here the material \vithin the iambic 
template is [mada:IF, while [xil] forn1s an additional syllable. As the final syllable 
is outside the template, it preserves its original structure fron1 the singltlar forn1, 
reflecting faithfulness to the base (McCarthy 2000). This explains the transfer 
phenomena in (18) above, which appear, as predicted, only in the final syllable. 

5 Mapping a configuration: A constraint-based 
approach 

As noted in §3.2.3, the prosodic structure of the configuration is assigned by the 
independently motivated constraints in (14): FTBIN, '"hich sets the lower bound 
at !\VO syllables, and ALIGN(<J, PrWd), '"'hich sets the upper bound at t"'O syl
lables. The segmental elements of the configuration, i.e. the vocalic pattern and 
affix (if any) are considered an affix, and thus provided in the input. The position 
of the affix \Vithin the \vord is determined by independent universal constraints.6 
The type of constraints involved depends on the assun1ption regarding the input, 
i.e. whether it is a consonantal root (§5.1) or a fully specified word/ stem (§5.2). 
Throughout this section, I assume the effect of the templatic constraints in (14), 
and thus do not consider candidates that exceed the disyllabic template. 

5.1 Root + configuration 
Under the root-based approach, the input consists of a consonantal root and the 
segmental elements of the configuration, \vhich are considered an affix. When 
the affix consists of vo,vels only, markedness constraints are responsible for syl
lable structure, and thus for the linear order of the vovvels and the consonants. 

(19) *COMl'l<X, F1N11tC,7 ONs�r >> •coo11 (Hebre-w [xi'ber] 'to connect') 

\xbrl+{iel *COJ-1PLEX FINA LC ONSET *CODA 

a. xbier . , • 
b. xibre * I • 
c. ixber . , •• 

.:;; · d. xiber • 

' �Vithin the standard OT approach to morphology, affixes, just like bases, are inb·oduced as le>Ocal 
items in the input, as \Veil as in aHgnment constraints. Russell (1995, 1999) eliminates this duality, 
arguing that affixes should be introduced as constraints only (see also Yip 1998; Adam and Bat-El 
2008). An amtlysis of Hebrew configurations within this approach is provided in Bat-El (2003b). 
7 FINALC (i\1cCarthy 1993), formally stated as ALJCNR(PrWd, C), requfres a word to end in a 
consonant. 
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In general, '"hether the root consists of three consonants or four (e.g. [tir'gem] 
'to translate'), or '�'hether the affix consists of vo•"els only or vo'"els plus a prefix 
(e.g. [hig'dil] 'to enlarge'), the te1nplatic constraints in (14) deternline the prosodic 
template and the n1arkedness constraints in (19) are responsible for the sequential 
order of the segments. 

Note that the root consonants ("rith the exception of glides) must be surface-true, 
'"hich can be attributed to an undominated constraint MAx(Root). Anlharic and 
Hebre\v both respect this constraint, but they differ \vith regard to the violability 
of other constraints. As exen1plified in (2), Amharic verbs can be trisyllabic in order 
to accommodate aU root consonants •vithout violating *COMPLEX (e.g. [masakkar-a) 
'to testify'). Therefore, the templatic constraints are violated. Hebre'" verbs always 
respect the templatic constraints, but *COMPLEX can be violated (e.g. [trins'fer] 
'to transfer') in order to accommodate aU consonants. 

5.2 Word + configuration 

Under the "'Ord-based approach, the input consists of a base "'ord or stein and 
the segn1ental elements of the configuration (i.e. vocalic pattern and affix). The 
constrai.nt ranking FAITH AFFIX >> FAITHSTEl>f (Uss.ishkin 2000) is responsible for 
melodic overwriting (18b ), ensuring that all affix segments are surface-true. As in 
the root-based approach (§5.1), markedness constraints provide the syllable structure. 

Hovvever, the 1narkedness constraints derive the correct output only vvhen the 
input consists of CV and CVC syllables (e.g. Hebrew [ga'dal] 'to grow' � [gi'del] 
'to raise', ( 'telefon] 'phone' � [til 'fen) 'to phone'). Hebrew denominative verbs 
derived from bases "'ith more than four consonants violate the markedness 
constraints. For example, [prig'res] 'to progress' has an initial complex onset and 
[kirn'pleks] 'to n1ake complex' a medial con1plex onset, while [ib'strekt] 'to make 
abstract' has no initial onset at all, although a glottal stop is inserted in pluase
initial position. The crucial observation is that consonants adjacent in the base are 
also adjacent in the derived verb. For such cases, it is necessary to adhere to the 
faithfulness constraint CoNTIGUITY, which preserves adjacency bet"1een consonants 
in the input. Of course, the phenomenon justifying CONTIGUITY cannot be accounted 
for within the root-based approach. 

(20) (ab'strakti) 'abstract' � [ib'strekt) 'to make abstract' 

abstrakti+{i el CONTIGUITY ONSET 

a. bistrekt *! (b s) 
""" b. ibstrekt • 

In Arabic verbs, CONTIGUITY is low-ranked, as seen in denon1i.native verbs 
such as in [baql) 'herbage' � ( '7abqal) 'to produce herbage', [s'ajf) 'summer' � 
['ts'ajjaf] 'to go on a summer vacation' (d. Hebrew [faks] 'fax' � [fik'ses) 'to send 
a fax'), [frans] 'France' � ['tfarnas] 'become French, act like a Frenchman' 
(cf. Hebre"' [flirt] 'flirt' � [flir 'tet] 'to flirt').8 

As for configurations vvith affixes, Arabic is challenging, as it en1ploys both 
prefixes and infixes. Arabic configurations display two types of contrast: contrast 

• Note that Arabic loan nouns do preserve the source clusters, as in [blastik] 'plastic' and (?ekspres] 
'express' (Thornburg 1980). 

Bahan dengan hak cipta 
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in the prosodic template - medial vs. initial CC (?aCCaC (IV) vs. nCaCaC (VII)) 
- and contrast in affixation: prefix vs. infix (nCaCaC (VII) vs. CtaCaC (VIII)). All 
these configurations respect the temp la tic constraints in (14), which set the min
imal and maximal bound of t•vo syllables. According to Wright (1962), verbs in 
these configurations are all derived from the basic configuration CaCaC (1). 

Regardless of their position in the "'Ord, the affixes are attached via an align

ment constraint ALIGN-L(Aff, Pr\Nd), \vhich requires the affix to be aligned with 
the left edge of the prosodic word (McCarthy and Prince 1993b ). Each affix has its 
alignment constraint, con1peting '"ith ALIGN-L(Stem, PrWd), which requires the 
left edge of the stem to align with the left edge of the prosodic \vord. The ranking 
ALIGN-L(Aff, PrWd) >> ALIGN-L(Stem, PrWd) yields a prefix, and the opposite 
ranking yields an infix. 

(21) Arabic prefix (?, n] vs. infix (t) 

ALIGN-L(?, PrWd), ALIGN-L(n, PrWd) >> ALIGN-L(Stem, Pr\iVd) >> 
ALIGN-L-(t, Pr\'\ld) 

Assuming gradient alignment, '"here the further the relevant element is from the 
edge the n1ore violation n1arks it gets, the constraints above account for nCaCaC 
and CtaCaC only; ?aCCaC is worse than •?CaCaC with respect to ALIGN-L(Stem, 
PrWd), and thus predicted not to be selected as the optimal candidate. However, 
'"ith the constraint *?C, '"hich prohibits a glottal fc>llO\ved by a consonant, all the 
three configurations are derived.9 

(22) a. nCaCaC 

{n\, {CaCaC} •?C ALIGN-L 
(?, PrWd) 

a. naCCaC 
..,. b. nCaCaC 

c. CanCaC 

d. CnaCaC 

b. CtaCaC 

{t}, {CaCaCl •?C ALIGN-L 
(?, PrWd) 

a. taCCaC 

b. tCaCaC 

c. CatCaC 
roe d. CtaCaC 

ALIGN-L 
(n, PrWd) 

., . 
. , 

ALIGN-L 
(n, PrWd) 

ALIGN-L 
(Sten1, Pr\\ld) 

.. , 
• 

ALIGN-L 
(Sten1, PrWd) 

*l* 
• 

ALIGN-L 
(t, Pr\\ld) 

ALIGN-L 
(t, PrVvd) 

.. , . 
• 

9 A glottal stop is perceptually \Veak, and a preco11sonantal position is also \veak, a11d thl1S tJUs co·n
stra.int .is highly motivated. Other effects of th.is constraint can be seen in the deletion of stem-iJ\itial 
? (plus compensatory lengthening) in />a>0ar I --> ('?a:0ar] 'to prefer" (cf. ['akraml 'to honor') and 
/>u'mul/ --> (''u:mul] 'work!' (['7ul<tub) 'write!') (Wright 1962). 
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c. ?aCCaC 

(?), (CaCaCI 

..,. a. ?aCCaC 

b. ?CaCaC 

c. Ca?CaC 

d. C7aCaC 

•?C 

. , . 

6 Concluding remarks 

ALIGN-L ALIGN-L 
(?, PrWd) (n, Pr\Vd) 

•1• 
• ! 

ALlGN-L 
(Stein, Pr\Vd) 

, .. 
• 

ALIGN-L 
{t, PrWd) 

At the very beginning of her 1982 monograph The syntax of words, Selkirk notes 
the delimitations of her model: "The \ill-syntax of the Semitic languages, then, 
includes two components, only one of "'hich is of the sort I am attempting to 
characterize here" (1982: 2-3). The t\VO components are affixation and configura
tion, where the latter one is excluded fro1n Selkirk's 1nodel. 

The system of configurations is characteristic of Semitic 1norphology and is 
often considered unique, and therefore excluded from various theoretic models. 
How·ever, a universal perspective of the system of configurations proves the con
trary (Bat-El 2003a). A configuration consists of a prosodic template and vocalic 
pattern, and thus relation an1ong '"ords exhibit alternations in these structural 
properties. \\Tith reference to the vocalic pattern, the structural relation bet\veen 
[pi'ter] 'to dismiss' and (pu'tar] 'to be dismissed' in Hebre\v is like that between sing 
and sang in English. With reference to the prosodic structure, the structural rela
tion bet"reen [ni-n1'fax] 'to last (PAST)' and [ji-1na'fex] 'to last (Fur)' in Hebre\v is 
like that between [hiwt-inaj] 'to •valk-GERUNO' and [hi\\1iit-al] 'to walk-oua' in 
Yawelmani (Kisseberth 1969; Archangeli 1984). Moreover, broken plurals are found 
also in Hausa, a non-Semitic language (Rosenthall 1999). 

That Semitic languages seem to be unique is due to combination and perva
siveness (Bat-El 2003a). \!Vhile English exhibits only ablaut and Ya\velmani exhibits 
only prosodic alternation, Se1nitic languages combine both within the sanle par
adigms (con1bination). While English exhibits ablaut in a subclass of paradign1s 
and Ya\velmani exhibits prosodic alternation in stems associated •vith specific 
suffixes (template suffixes), Semitic languages exhibit ablaut and prosodic alter
nation in n1ost paradigms (pervasiveness). See, ho\vever, Maltese in §2.1.1. 

Viewing the configuration as a combination of independent structures allows 
the analysis of Semitic n1orphology '"'ithin the same theoretical models proposed 
for other natural languages. 
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109 Polish Syllable Structure 

CHRISTINA Y. BETHIN 

The syllable as a phonological prosodic constituent serves to organize segment 
sequences in terms of sonority, associating sonority peaks/syllabic segments 'vi.th 
syllable nuclei and non-syllabic seg1nents with syllable n1argins as onsets and codas 
(Blevins 1995; Zee 2007). The sequencing of segments 'vi.thin onsets and codas is 
also said to be governed by sonority, in that sonority rises toward the syllable 
peak and falls after it (Sievers 1881; Jespersen 1904); this has been forn"l<llized in the 
generative phonological literature as a sonority sequencing principle/generalization 
(Selkirk 1982, 1984; Clements 1990; CHAPTER 49: SONORITY). Because syllable struc
ture is not contrastive, it is most likely created by syUabification processes as part 
of a phonological derivation or selected by a set of syllable structure constraints 
in an output-oriented frame"rork. In either case, certain organizational principles 
hold on seg1nent sequencing within a syllable, and the question is how these 
properties of syllables are irnplen1ented. Polish has contributed to discussions 
on syUable stn1cture primarily by virtue of its extraordinarily con1plex consonant 
clusters, which appear to violate the sonority sequencing generalization. It also 
has a set of nasal vo,vels that bear on the structure of the syllable nucleus, and 
vo\vel-zero alternations that interact with syllabification. 

In derivational approacl1es \vhere syllables are constructed on the basis of the 
segm.ental string in some principled 'vay, surface sonority sequencing violations 
have raised questions about the structure of syllables, the existence of unsyllabified 
(extrametrical) segments and their incorporation into prosodic levels, and about 
syllabification and resyllabification at various derivational levels. In constraint
based granunars such as Optimality Theory (Prince and Sn1olensky 2004), the 
coo�plexity of the Polish syllable puts it in the category of languages in ,.vhich 
faithfulness constraints on segment deletion and insertion appear to be ranked 
above markedness constraints on syllable margins, so one question is \vhether 
and '�'hen syllable structure constraints have visible effects on output forms. In 
non-derivational Governn1ent Phonology or CV Phonology, the syllable level is 
independent of the melodic or segmental tier, and consists of a series of onsets 
and rhymes/nuclei, some of whim may be empty or have unassociated melodies, 
so consonant clusters that violate sonority sequencing in pronunciation do not 
violate it in the phonology '"hen they are treated as onsets follo,ved by e1npty 
nuclei. The fact that syllable structure seen1s to be ilnplicated in certain aspects 
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of Polish morphology presents a challenge to all of the above, and to any model 
of phonology-morphology interaction. 

The chapter is organized as follows: §1 deals with the syllable margins: sonority 
sequencing, syllabification, and extrasyllabicity (§1.1), resyllabification (§1.2), and 
the phonological vs. the phonetic syllable (§1.3). §2 concerns the syllable nucleus, 
primarily the description of nasal vo,vels as potential complex nuclei (§2.1) and 
the treatment of glides and high vo\vels (§2.2). Because it is w1usual to find that 
a language \Vhich tolerates extraordinarily complex sequences of consonants 
sometin1es does not, as seen1s to be the case in son1e aspects of Polish al101nor
phy, there is a discussion of syllable structure and morphology in §3. Concluding 
remarks are in §4. 

1 The syllable margins 

Polish has complex clusters of various types both in onset and coda position 'vi.thin 
the syllable, exemplified by words such as rife [rt) 'mercury', teatr [tr) 'theater', 
ptak [pt) 'bird', szept [pt) '\vhisper', bzdura [bzd) 'nonsense', wzbronic [vzbr) 'to for
bid', siostr [str) 'sister (GEN PL)', z pstrqgie111 [spstr) 'with a trout', przestr.psf:'<» [mpstf) 
'transgression (GEN Pt.)'.1 Complex consonant clusters in Polish are in large part 
the result of historical cllange: (i) the loss of short high vo"'els (yers) in "'eak posi
tion (word-final or in the syllable before one with a non-yer or strong yer vo,vel) 
as in Common Slavic •n11gla > mgla. 'mist' (see also CHA1'TER 122: SLAVIC YERs); 
(ii) the obstruentization of palatalized /ri/ and /w/ to /3/ and /v/, respectively; 
and (iii) the decomposition of nasal vo,vels into sequences of vo\vel plus nasal 
consonant, as in *priestQp1stvi:i > [pfestempstf] 'transgression (GEN Pt.)'. Prefixation 
by /z/ (/s/), /v/ (/f/), and /vz/ (/fs/) contributes to the large number of com
plex clusters across morphemes (e.g. skrwa.wic [s+krf-] 'to inflict bloody wounds'), 
and \Vord-1nedial clusters are enhanced by prepositions and prefixes such as 
ob-, -od-, przed-, pod-, etc. Loanwords further extend the possibilities in codas, e.g. 
tekst 'text', filtr 'filter', asumpt 'inducement'. 

1.1 Sonority sequencing and syllabification 
A fundamental question is \vhether Polish consonant clusters are orgaJiized in 
any particular \vay in the syllable, and specifically, \Vhether syllable onsets and 
codas obey the principle of rising sonority toward the syllable peak and decreas
ing sonority after the syllable peak. If allo\vance is n1ade for s/z+C and flv+C 
sequences, then 1nost Polish clusters in onsets and codas do exhibit sonority 
sequencing: strach 'fear', dno 'bottoo1', kart 'cards (GEN)', sens 'sense', kar-ty 'cards', 
sios-tra 'sister'. But sonority violations in both onsets (1) and codas (2) and in \VOrd
medial clusters (3), both morphen1e-internall y as \veil as across morphemes, have 

1 A complete typology of Polish consonant dusters is given in Bargiel6wna (1950), where morpheme 
boundaries within dusters and clusters of foreign origin are noted. Sawicka (1974: 67-75) provides 
a.11 inventory of \\rord·initiaJ and \\'Ord-final clt1sters (igi1oring \•oicjng assin1ilatio11 and final de\•oicing); 
see also Rowicka (l999a: 309-344). ln Mi.kos (J.977) and Rocho (> (2000: 283-301) palatali.zed labials 
decomposed into labial + /j/ seqt1ences are cot1nted as onset clusters, and final devoicing is represented 
in codas. 
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(3) Sonority sequencing violations in 111edial clusters/on.sets/codas 

/;i;d;i;tf/ 
/b\vk/ 
/brn/ 
/snk/ 
/trk/ 
/ndrk/ 

najezdzcze 
jablko 
srebrny 
czosn.ku 
wia.trka 
m�drkowac 

'ill,1asive' 
'apple' 
'silver' 
'garlic (GEN sG)' 
'wind (GEN sG)' 
'to act like a smart alee' 

I t  "'aS Kurylowi.cz (1952) \vho first related the typology of consonant clusters 
to syllable structure by proposing a type of syllable template with branching onsets 
and codas and a classification of sounds as belonging either to groups or elements. 
In addition to onset groups \•vith s/z follo\ved by an obstruent and sonorant (e.g. 
str, skr, zdr), he identified sets of nvo-member groups consisting of obstruent + 
sonorant, s/z + obstruent, and s/z + sonorant. (For historical reasons and in their 
alternations /v/ (If!) and /3/ (/fl) sometimes pattern \vith sonorants if they derive 
fron1 •w and •ri, and they are often treated as sonorants in synchronic phonology 
[Rubach 1984; Gladney 2004; Gussmann 2007: 208-210, 307-312).) Syllable onsets 
are said to be maxin1ally binary branching, with ternunal nodes which can be filled 
by a combination of groups and/or elements, e.g. /v-str/ consists of an elen1ent 
follo"'ed by a group, /skr-f/ is a group + an element. Coda clusters are taken to 
be the mirror image (sonorant + obstruent (RC)) of onset (obstruent + sonorant 
(CR)) types, "'ith the additional important proviso that onset groups (CR) may 
also occur in codas. Thus, codas may contain two elen1ents (k-t), a coda group 
(rb), a coda group + element (rt1), an element follo\ved by an onset group (m-st), 
a coda group follo,.ved by an onset group (mp-sk), or simply an onset group (dr), 
as in kadr 'frame (in film)'. This approach does not distinguish among consonant 
types beyond obstruent and sonorant and thus implies that there are no system
atic gaps in onset and coda sequences. Furthern1ore, 1norphology and phonology 
do not necessarily coincide: z111rozic 'to freeze' lz+nvoiiti;;I is said to have an onset 
of /im-r/. 

The basic insights of Kurylowicz (1952) have been developed in versions of 
Government Phonology or CV phonology, \Vhere phonetic consonant clusters are 
said to contain en1pty nuclei in the phonological representation and thus are not 
really complex clusters (Gussrnann 1991, 1992, 2007: 180-247; Cy:ran a.nd Gussma.nn 
1999; Rowicka 1999a; Cyran 2003: 161-321; Scheer 2004; and else,,rhere). For 
example, the onset in kr·nqbrn.y 'unruly, restive' is said to have a branching onset 
(0 = kr) before an en1pty nucleus (N = 0), followed by a simplex onset (0 = n.) 
(Gussmann 2007: 215), and there are no sonority violations to speak of with.in onsets 
as such. Phonetic "'Ord-final codas are said to be onsets before an empty nucleu.s: 
tkrvic 'to pierce, stick' [tkfiiti;;] is /t-N-k\.v-i-t�-N/. Government Phonology does 
predict certain gaps in cluster types due to governing relations, but as there is no 
issue of syllabification, this approach '"ill not be discussed in detail here. 

In derivational generative phonology sylla.ble structure is built up by a series 
of ordered syllabification rules, first constructing the syllable nu.cleus and then 
building the syllable onset (Steriade 1982; Clements and Keyser 1983; Levin 1985; 
and others). The ordering of the onset rule before coda formation is a '"ay of account
ing for the well-known asyrnmetry that no language prohibits onsets or requires 
codas (in Optiinality Theory tlus is i1nplicit in the forn1ulation of the constraii1ts 
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As these differences are fairly robust, a distinction has to be made between ini
tial and final/n1edial sonority reversals. The R in #RC sequences is prosodified 
by initial adj unction, either to the phonological word (Rubach and Booij 1990b ), or 
to the initial syllable as a con1plex onset (Beth.in 1992: 41, 171-174; Gussmann 1992). 
The prosodification of #RC sequences takes place early in the derivation, at the 
"'Ord or lexical level, while that of sonorants in CR# or CRC contexts is done by 
adjunction to the phonological "'Ord at the phrase or post-lexical level. The dif
ferences with respect to transparency in voice assimilation are said to be due 
to the interaction of prosody and voicing rules, with voicing processes applying to 
syllabified or prosodified segments in "'Ord-initial position but before adjunct.ion 
takes place elsewhere, as exemplified in (5). 

(5) Prosodification of sonorants in #RC, #CR, and CRC sequences 

obivok#m�vi litr#vudki n1endrfi 

Word level 
Syllabification a a (J (J a (J (J (J 

I �  If\ � If\ A � A 
o bwok 1J1 g'vi lit r vud ki mend r fi 

Initial (J 
adj unction A\ 

m g'''i 

Phrase level 
Voicing (J a (J (J (J 

assimilation � If\ A � I 
lid r vut k i  ment r fi 

Adjunct.ion PrVvd Pr\iVd Pr\.Vd 
to PrWd /\ 

(J a (J (J (J 

� If\ A � 
lid r vut ki 1nent r fi 

In non-derivational frame\vorks such as Optimality Theory, this is translated 
to differences in representation. Sonorants in #RC sequences are said to be 
associated to the syllable or foot (Rubach 1997; Rocho11 2000: 135-144), 'vhere 
they are specified for voice and not transparent to voicing assimilation. Pinal 
and medial sonorants are associated to the prosodic "'ord and are thus transparent 
to voicing processes. Evidence supporting proposals for different prosodifica
tion of sonorants in Polish comes from variation in "'ord 1nedial position in 
how speakers syllabify the sonorant, e.g. piosn-ka or pios-nka 'song', and from the 
fact that sonorants in CRC and CR# clusters may sometimes be lost, e.g. jablko 
'apple' [japko], 1116gf 'he could' [muk,r], [muk], but initial sonorants are not 
deleted. 
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Other problematic cases are sonorants trapped within onsets (#CRC-), because 
these sonorants lose voice in the environn1ent of voiceless obstruents, e.g. plci 'sex 
(GEN sc)' [p\yt�i], and they are transparent vvith respect to progressive devoicing 
of fricatives, e.g. krwi /krvi/ 'blood (PREP /DAT sc)' [krfi]; tnuac /trvat�/ 'to last' 
(trfat�) (Booij and Rubach 1987; Bethin 1992: 175-178; Gussmann 1992, 2007: 311-312; 
Rubach 1997; Rochon 2000: 143; on the relation bet\veen sonorants and voice, see 
also CHAPTER s: SONORANTS). If the initial obstruent is syllabified as an onset and 
if sonorants which are transparent to voicing processes are not syllabified but 
adjoined at a higher prosodic level, then the adjunction of trapped sonorants to the 
Prosodic Word not only violates the Strict Layer Hypotheses (prosodic structure 
is said to be strictly hierarchical in organization, cf. Selkirk 1978 and CHAPTER s1: 

TH£ rHONOLOCICAL woRo), as do all cases of adjunction above, but here adjunction 
to the Pr\iVd also forces the crossing of association lines, as shown in /krvi/ (6). 

(6) PrWd 

k r V I 

This case has been a challenge and it served as an argument in support of 
Derivational Optimality Theory (DOT) in Rubach (1.997), �vhere the SSC domin
ates PARSESEGll·!ENT (segments must be associated to prosodic structure) at one 
level, leaving the /r I not incorporated into the syllable onset, and Progressive 
Voicing selects the [k<r>fi] candidate over [k<r>vi]. This output then becomes 
the input to level hvo, \''here constraint ranking may be different; here the rank
ing of P ARSE5EG111ENT over SSC chooses [krfi] over [k<r>fi], with the sonorant incor
porated into the syllable and pronounced. In Gussmann (1992) this case served 
as an argument for postulating delinking from voice specification and resyl
labification rules in order to meet \Vell-formedness conditions on syllable struc
ture. A different view of so-called trapped sonorants and syllabic consonants is 
given in R(nvicka (1999a: 258-265), and there is an extensive discussion of these 
and related problems in Scheer (2004: 165-193). 

The connection of voicing processes in Polish to prosodic structure (Bethin 1984) 
was further explored with respect to the licensing of voice only in syllable onset 
position and the assignment of sonorant voice by default only to prosodified sonor
ants (Rubach and Booij 1990b; Beth.in 1992; GtlSSrnan.n 1992; Lombardi 1995a, 1995b). 
Rubach (1996) argues against a syllabic analysis of voice assimilation and for binary 
specification of voice \\'ith no reference to syllable structure, though he retains 
the notion that sonorant voicing is subject to prosodification, '"luch in Rubach 
(1997: 562) is formulated as SONORANT DEFAULT: all and only syllabified sonor
ants are (+voice]. Given that there is variation in syllabification in actu.al io1ple
mentation \\•here voiced segments are parsed into codas (Szpyra-Kozlo\vska 
1998), voicing in Polish is probably segmentally conditioned and not a syllable
based process (Steriade 1997; Blevins 2003). 
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1.2 Resyllabification 
When syllable structure is built up by a series of syllable-building rules in a deriva
tional frame,.vork, it is in principle possible for these rules to interact '"ith other 
phonological rules of the gramn1ar, so there has been some discussion about whether 
syllable structure rules are ordered with respect to other rules; ·1vhether they re
apply if the application of an earlier rule disturbs syllable structure, when they 
are triggered to reapply; and '"hat happens to segments that lose their association 
to syllable structure in the course of a derivation. In non-derivational frameworks 
it is a question of ·what determines 1vhether a potential syllable nucleus becomes 
activated and how this relates to prosodic "'ell-formedness. 

Polish exhibits a 1vell-kno,vn set of vo,vel-zero alternations that bear on syl
lable structure in various ways. If the vowel is said to be present in the lexical 
representation and deleted under certain conditions, then one has to assess its 
viability as a syllable peak and potentially the loss of a syllable nucleus in vowel 
deletion. If the vo1vel is for some reason exempt from syllabification, 'vhat are its 
properties and what happens to adjacent consonants in the absence of a poten
tial syllable nucleus? If the vo,vel gains prosodic status during a derivation, \vhat 
are the consequences for syllable structure? If, on the other hand, the alternation 
is taken to be the result of epenthesis under certain conditions, 1vhat properties 
of syllable structure trigger epenthesis? 

The VO\vel-zero alternations are found in inflection and derivation in roots, stems, 
prefixes, and prepositions, and primarily involve the vo\vel /el (which son1etirnes 
alternates with /o/), and also [i] or [i] in derived in1perfectives or adjectives, as 
shown in (7). 

(7) Vowel-zero alternations ([e i] indicate alternating vo1vels) 

kr[e]w (NoM sc) 
l[e)IJ (NOM sc) 
wiad[e]r (GEN PL) 
swiat(e)I (GEN PL) 
des[e]k (GEN PL) 
cuki[e)r (NoM sc) 
cukier[e)k (NOM SG) 
cukierecz[e]k (NOM SG) 
wini(e]n (MASC SG) 
umrzec (PERF) 
pod[e]brac (PERF) 
od[e)pchnq.c (PERI') 
lekcja (N) 

krwi (GEN SG) 
Iba (GEN sc) 
wiadro (NOJ\1 SG) 
51.viatlo (NOM sG) 
deska (NOM sG) 
cukru (GEN SC) 
cukierka (GEN sG) 
cukiereczka (GEN SG) 
Winna (FEM SG) 
11111 i[ e Jrac (IMPERF) 
podbi[e)rac (IMPERF) 
odp[i]chac (IMPERF) 
lekc[i]jny (ADJ) 

'blood' 
'forehead' 
'pail' 
'light' 
'board' 
'sugar' 
'candy' 
'candy (DIM)' 
'guil ty' 
'to die' 
'to select' 
'to push avvay' 
'lecture' 

The alternating vowels are kno\vn as yers (to distinguish them from the his
torical "jers") since n1any derive from the historical change lowering (or vocaliz
ing) or deleting the Como:i.on Slavic high lax vowels ("jers") in strong and 'veak 
position, respectively (Lightner 1963, 1972; for an overvie"'' see Rochon 2000: 46-86). 
The alternation has been generalized to forms in which it is not etymological and 
to loan,.vords, e.g. s1veter 's,.veater', swetra (c£N sc). (For more detail about yers 
in Slavic, see CHAl'TER 122: SLAVIC YERS.) 
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Earlier proposals that the vo,vel-zero alternation is the result of vov,rel 
epenthesis (CHAPTER 67: VOWEL EPENTHESIS), primarily n1otivated by the need to 
syllabify non-syllabic roots or con1plex consonant clusters (Czayko\vska-Higgins 
1988; Gorecka 1988; Piotro,vski 1992), faced problems. The presence of vowel 
epenthesis, as in kalka 'carbon paper' - kalek (GEN PL) and serek 'cheese (NOM SG, 
orM)' - serka (GEN SG), in an othen,1ise fine coda sequence (lk or rk), the lack of 
epenthesis in many clusters violating sonority sequencing, e.g. jablko 'apple', krnqbrny 
'restive, unruly', and the existence of n1any minimal or near-n1inimal pairs, e.g. 
111iotla 'broom', 111iotel (GEN PL), but zamiotl 'he S"'ept', barka 'barge', barek (GEN PL), 
and bark 'shoulder', barka (GEN sG), oset 'thistle', osty (NOM PL), and most 'bridge', 
111osty (NOM PL), made the prediction of epenthesis questionable. The vowel in some 
form is present in the lexical representation. 

Most analyses postulate some type of underlying yer vowels which are disti.11-
guished fro1n non-alternating vowels, either by a diacritic/feature or by the (par
tial) absence of feature specification, by no association to the skeletal tier (floating 
matrices) or the mora (mora-less vo,vels), by being an empty position on the skele
tal tier, or by bemg a special type of empty nucleus in the lexicon (Lightner 1963, 
1972; Laskowski 1975; Gussn1ann 1980a, 2007; Rubach 1984, 1986; Spencer 1986; 
Szpyra 1989, 1992a, 1995: 90-135; Rubach and Booij 1990a, 1990b; Bethin 1992; Zoll 
1993; Yearley 1995; Scheer 1997, 2004; Rowicka l999a; Cyran 2003: 161-202). In 
this vie'''' the presence and location of the alternation are given and it appears 
as a full vo"rel under certain set conditions. 

Analyses that postulate underlyi11g yers \Vith no representation on a level at 
\vhich they could be prosodified (no skeletal slot, no mora) incorporate proced
ures for the full vocaliza.tion of yers at son1e point in the derivation when they 
become potential syllable nuclei. The vocalization and deletion of yers is usually 
controlled by the follo,ving vo,vel: if it is a yer, the preceding yer 'vill vocalize; 
if it is a non-yer vo\vel, the preceding yer will delete. Typically, this alternation 
is found in the last syllable of a stem. In generative analyses it is implen1ented 
by a rule of Lo,ver (Lightner 1972; Gussmann 1980a: 39-40) vocalizing a yer before 
a yer in the following syllable and deleting yers elsewhere; this requires the pos
tulation of yers (represented here as V) at the end of "'Ords that never vocalize 
m that position: /desVkV I 'board (GEN PL)' becomes [desek]. 

It has long been kno\.vn that yer behavior m derivational morphology is 
different from that in inflectional morphology (fsacenko 1970), in that consecutive 
yers all tend to vocalize except for the last one in derivation: cukier 'sugar' - cukru 
(GEN sG), cukierek 'candy' - cukierka (GEN sG), cukiereczek 'candy (01M)' - cukiereczka 
(GEN sG).3 Here recourse to the phonological cycle was proposed as one solution; 
this raises questions about '"'hen the syllable-building rules apply and ho'" n1uch 
of the original syllable structure, if any, is preserved on subsequent cycles when 
resyllabification takes place. Rubach and Booij (1990a) argue that syllabification 
is cyclic and continuous (Hayes 1980; Ito 1986), but because onset and nucleus 

' These problems have been extensively discussed in the literature (Rubach 1984, 1986; Nykiel-Herbert 
1985; Szpyra 1989: 200-225, 1992b, 1995: 90-135; Rubach and Sooij 1990a; Rowicka 1999a: 267-298, 1999b; 
Scheer 1997, 2004: 167-172; Gussmarm 2007: 234-245, 301-307; Kraska-Szlenk 2007: 54-100). In the 
Gover1\n1ent Phonology or C\IC\f fra.111e\vork, yer \;ocaliz..1tion is treated as associatio11 to the melody 
if the yer is l\Ot immediately followed by a filled nucleus (Gussman.n 2007) or as the associatiOJ) of 
alternating melodies that are not subject to Proper Government (Scheer 2004), and iterativity is not 
an issue per se. 
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structure from an earlier stage is preserved at later stages, resyllabification essen
tially involves the reassignment of codas as onsets \vhen a nucleus becomes 
available. An abbreviated derivational example is given in (8), 'vhere consonant 
palatalization is ignored. An underlying yer cannot be syllabified until it vocal
izes; unvocalized yers are simply deleted. Codas are said to resyllabify as onsets 
on subsequent cycles when yer vocalization provides a potential syllable nucleus, 
but otherwise CV structure is preserved. 

(8) Yer lowering, resyllabification, and yer deletion in cukierek 'candy' 

[ [[tsukVr] + Vk] + VJ 

Cycle 1 
Year Lo,·ver 

Syllabification a 

� 
t s  u k Yr 

Cycle 2 
Year Lower e 

Syllabification a er 

!I\ II\ 
t su  ker Vk 

Cycle 3 
Year Lower e 

Syllabification a a a 

II\ A II\ 
t s  u ke rek v 

Postcyclic 
Year Deletion 0 

(tsu-k'je-rek) 

In non-derivational analyses '''here syllabification processes do not apply and 
reapply, the interaction of yers and syllable structure is implemented as constraint 
interaction with respect to giving yers full vowel status in some form and con
straints on con1plex margins or prosodic alignment. These approaches rely n1ore 
on syllable structure constraints, in addition to other prosodic a.nd olorphological 
requirements. Analyses that operate "'ith a yer in the input representation have 
an advantage over purely epenthetic accounts in designating the position of the 
alternation. Yearley (1995) proposes that yers (in Russian) are n1ora-less vowels 
that vocalize by acquiring a mora as a result of syllable structure requirements 
(a prohibition on complex codas and. various prosodic alignment constraints 
disfavoring extrasyllabic segments). Sequential yers are vocalized by recursive 
evaluation. Rochon (2000: 101-108) takes syllabification to be driven by the inter
action of sonority sequencing, permitting clusters of equal sonority and a set of 
syllable structure constraints (ONSET, *CODA, •er[ CC, •er[ CCC, *a[CCCC, CC]a; 2000: 
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123-130). Jarosz (2006) suggests that yer vocalization is controlled by constraints 
on syllable structure specific to codas. The idea is that principles of syllable \vell
forn1edness con1e into play in creating a potential syllable nucleus. 

In terms of syllabification within phonolog
ical words, the prefix/preposition 

boundary is somewhat of an issue. 'Unlike inflectional and derivational bound
aries, the prefix boundary is maintained 'vith respect to syllable structure, even if 
this produces surface violations of the core CV syllable: the prefixes /od-/, /nad-/ 
in odosobnic 'to isolate', naduiyc 'to abuse', and prepositions such as /nad-/ in nad 
oknem 'above the window' are syllabified [od-o-J, (nad-u], [nad-o] (Kurylo\vicz 
1952; Booij and Ri.1bach 1984, 1987). This leads Booij and Rubach (1984) to conclude 
that prosodic 'vords may be different from morphological words, and that syllable 
structure is built up within a prosodic "'Ord do1nain. Non-syllabic prefixes/ 
prepositions cannot constitute syllables on their own, and are necessarily syllabified 
\vith the stem across the boundary, e.g. znie$c (z+J1e10t10I ' take, carry do"rn'. The prob
lematic cases are prefixes before glide-initial stems/roots, as in (rozV+jVm+ov+i} 
'truce (ADJ)', syllabified across the prefix boundary as [ro-zej-mo-vi], and sonority 
reversals ,�,hich permit variation: (o+mdleti;) 'to faint' is [o-mdleti;] or [om-dleti;], 
(pJi+mkno)1t!O) 'to close, shut' is [p3i-nlkno)1t10] or [p3i1n-knoJ1t10], \Vith a strong 
preference for the second variant, which resyllabifies across the prefix boundary 
(.Rubach and Booij 1990b). :Here adjunction plays a role. These syllabification restric
tions as \veil as exceptional vo,vel-zero behavior support the strength of the prefix 
boundary as a special case in Polish (see also Szpyra 1989, 1992b; Ro,vicka 1999a: 
267-298, 1999b; Gussmann 2007: 234-245; and references therein). 

1.3 Phonological vs. phonetic syllables 
J\ilost phonologists agree that sonority sequencing in some form is operative in 
the phonological syllable of Polish, \vhile sonority sequencing violations abound 
in the phonetic syllable; the latter led some linguists to reject any role for prin
cip les of sonority sequencing in Polish (Sa\vicka 1974, 1995; Dukie,vicz 1995; and 
others). Phonetic syllables are not al"1ays functioning phonological ones in terms 
of sonority peaks: the hvo sonority peaks in trwa 'it lasts' make it phonetically 
disyllabic [tr-va] (Dukiewicz 1995: 76), though for purposes of penultimate stress 
assigrunent in Polish and when pronounced at norn1al speech rate as [trfa), the 
�vord is monosyllabic. In carefu.1 speech, "'Ord-final C"' sequences may be fully 
voiced/syllabic, e.g. m6gl 'he could' is [mugw], [mugu], but commonly [muk'� '], 
[muk] (Sa,vicka 1995: 76, 139; Rochon 2000: 250-255; Gladney 2004). 

The phonetic syllable may have sonority sequencing violations not admitted 
into the phonological syllable, yet frequency data sho\v that Polish syllable struc
ture tends to favor the Jess marked type postula ted in the phonology. Complex 
clusters are more common in onset than in coda position both in inventory and 
in textual frequency. Bargiet6"1na (1950) lists 231 t"10-member onsets but only 
100 h�,o-member codas. Initial clusters have a text frequency of 86.7o/o and coda 
clusters that of 13.3°/o (Sa"'icka 1974: 117-121). Simple clusters are n1ore conunon 
than n1ore con1plex ones: Sawicka (1974: 119) notes that CC clusters constitute 
88.9'Yo of occurring clusters in texts and CCC only 9.3'Yo, in spite of a more equal 
distribution in the inventory where CC clusters comprise 53.6% and CCC 42.7°/o 
of all clusters. T"10-1nember codas are 1nuch more frequent than three-member 
codas, constituting 98.7% vs. 1.3°/o of tokens in written texts compared to inventory, 
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\vhere the ratio is 74.4o/o to 19.6°/o. There are some systematic gaps in clusters, such 
that /j I occurs only adjacent to a vo,vel, no /rl/, /Ir I occur in onsets, and no 
/Jr I in coda position (Sa,vicka 1995: 169), and there are no sequences of three or 
four sonorants in general. 

There are also significant differences in terms of occurring cluster types in Polish: 
Dukie\vicz (1985) documents that consonant (C) + sonorant (R) dusters are more 
frequent than are RC types in word-initial position: CR = 10,423, CCR = 2025, 
RR = 1435, CRR = 135, CCCR = 120, CRC = 80, RC = 10, RCR = 6, CRCR = 4, 
CCRR = 3, CCRC = 0 per 100,000 tokens in journalistic texts. Sawicka (1974: 122-123) 
reports on onset cluster types in \vritten texts: sonorant + sonorant = 7%, sonorant + 
fricative = O'Yo, sonorant + stop = O'Yo, fricative + sonorant = 17.6°/o, stop + sonorant 
= 22.0%, fricative+ stop = 21 %, stop + fricative= 16.5%, fricative + fricative= 14.2%, 
stop + stop = 8.0°/o, •vhere the high incidence of fricative + stop and fricative + 
fricative onsets is in large part due to prefixes and prepositi

ons, as is also the case 
for spoken data (Dunaj 1985). 

The most frequent coda types are fricative + stop = 53.3°/o, and sonorant + stop 
= 26.0°/o. The high frequency of fricative+ stop (Sa"1icka 1974) is due to the high 
textual frequency of the verb jest 'is'; in spoken texts 35.5% of Dunaj's (1985) frica
tive + stop tokens were due to jest. An1ong the sonorant + stop clusters, nasals 
•vere most common, and this is most likely the contribution of nasal v<nvels which 
are pronounced as nasal consonants before stops. 

Native speaker intuitions sometimes differ from structures proposed for the 
phonological syllable and speakers accept so1ne variation in syllabification at the 
phonetic level, especially in longer n1edial sequences of four or n1ore obstruents 
as in [s.kompstfo) 'avarice' or in RCR clusters as in posmiertny [rtn) 'posthumous': 
subject data in Rubach and Booij (1990a: 126-127) shows [liis-tfa] (40 tokens), 
[Iii.st-fa] (11 tokens), but [lii-stfa] (8 tokens) for 'board', [skomp-stfo) (28 tokens), 
[skom-pstfo) (19 tokens), [skomps-tfo I (2 tokens), but no tokens of [skompst-fo) 
or [sko-n1pstfo) for 'stinginess'.4 Variation is found within n1orphe1nes as well as 
across m.orpheme boundaries. Szpyra-Kozlowska (1998: 70) reports that subjects 
accept variation behveen complex onsets and coda-onset syllabification even for 
CC and CR sequences, but sonority /syllable contact principles \Vere respected in 
RC, which was overwhelmingly R-C, e.g. ma.-tka 'mother' (9 tokens), and nzat-ka 
(36 tokens), mo-dry 'blue' (22 tokens) and mod-ry (23 tokens), but ko-tlet 'cutlet' 
(6 tokens) and kot-let (39 tokens), aJso la-dny 'pretty' (7 tokens) and tad-ny (38 tokens).5 
How variation is to be represented in phonological grammars is still under 
investigation. 

' The test consisted of a list of words dictated to students who were asked to write them with 
syllable divisions. lt is not dear how many students took this test initially, but ten students took the 
test three times at <>ne-week intervals (60 tokens) to determine intra-speaker vruiation, which for patrzet 
'look' \Vas 3:10. lntra.-speaker variation i-n CRC se..1uences st1cl1 as knr1rir1ik 'feeder' \Vas tested witl1 19 
subjects, and here variation was of the order of 7:19 and 9:19 (Rubach and Booij 1990a: 438). It is difficult 
to say how much an effect orthography and orthoepy played in the task of hyphenating written items. 
s Szpyra-Kozlowska (1998) used 3-00 word stimuli of varying length and duster types (as well as 
stimuli with one intervocalic consonant) dktated (twice) to the same 45 subjects (native speaker stu
dents aged 19-23) in two sessions of 150 w<>rds per session. Items included 175 CC words, 65 CCC, 
25 CCCC, 5 CCCCC, and 30 with C (C = obstruents and sonorants, e.g. wnrla 'guard' and wntra 'guard 
fire'), but results are given only for CC syUabification (1998: 68-69). Subjects were asked to write the 
words with hyphens at syllable breaks. Jn a follow-up experiment 20 of the subjects syllabified selected 
items orally, with results almost identical to the written test, so the written test was taken to be reliable. 
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selection takes place and that the /-ij-/ surfaces as a syllable nucleus in order to 
syllabify the stem-final consonant (Bethin 1987, 1992: 189-221; Szpyra 1989: 
131-158; Rubach and Booij 1990, 2001). Thus 'kick!' /kop<n> + ii/ is fully syllabified 
as [kop-niij] and 'defend' /bro]l + ii/ is fully syllabified as [broJl). Ho\vever, there 
are examples "'ith RR or CR structures (karm 'feed!', 1116dl (dl) 'pray!', rozswietlij 
and rozswietl 'illuminate!'), or syllabifiable sequences 'vhich still take -ij (uwielbij 
or uwielb 'adore!'). Variation in the imperative forms is exemplified by some verb 
stems in (11) (see also Gussmann 2007: 167-178). Final devoicing is indicated in 
the forn1s below. 

(11) Variation. in the imperative 

111qdrzyj [mon<tij) - 1nqdrz [1nonlf) 'mouth off' 
naswietlij [nacfijetliij] - na.swietl (nacfijet!J 'illuminate' 
zaczernij [z.<lfer]lij] zaczerfz (zalfer}l) 'blacken' 
kanuij [karm'ij] - karm [karm] 'feed' 

ruqtpij [vontpiij] - 1vqtp [vontp I 'doubt' 

Not all variant forn1s show sonority reversals in sten1-final dusters and son1e 
verbs "'ith sonority reversals occi.u: without the syllabic suffix. One possibility is 
that adjunction may take place before allomorphy selection for some speakers, 
another is that the availability of a syllabic allomorph may make it possible to 
choose less 1narked structures \Vith simple onsets and no co1nplex codas, or the 
stah1s of any cluster-final segn1ent may be ambiguous and thus produce vari
ation. To some extent, the explanation depends on the analytical fran1e,vork, but 
the consensus in the literature is that imperative allomorphy for the most part is 
sensitive to syllable structure in some form, either to unsyllabifiable consonants 
(Rubach 1986; Rubach and Booij 1990a, 1990b, 2001; Bethin 1992: 204-218) or to 
the presence of underlying yers or empty nuclei (Gussmann 1980b, 2007: 178). 

3.2 Comparative allomorphy 
The comparative suffix is -sz- [fl or -ejsz- [ejf], and it also appears to be sensitive 
to syllabification: the syllabic suffix is favored \•vhen there is an w1syllabified stem
final consonant, usually a sonorant in a CR sequence (Bethin 1987, 1992: 189-218; 
Rubach and Booij 1990a, 1990b), as shO\Vn in (12), "'here voicing assimilation and 
progressive devoicing are given in the phonetic representation. 

(12) Conzpa.ra.tive allonzorphy 
nowy [novi] nowszy [nofJi) 'ne'"'er' 
stary [stari) starszy [star Ji] 'older' 
trudny [trudni] t111dniejszy [trudniejfi] 'more difficult' 
lahvy [ \�ratfi] lah.uiejszi1 [watfijejfi] 'easier' 

The extrasyllabicity of the stem-final. segment is resolved '"hen it can syllabify 
as an onset ·with the syllabic allomorph: wierny 'loyal' is /vijer<n>/ and becomes 
/vijer-niej-fi/ in the comparative in preference to the /vijer-<n>-ft/ option. Rubach 
and Booij (1990a) use con1parative allomorphy as an argument that syllabification 
n1ust take place in the cyclic co1nponent and \Vhen the cluster-final seg1nent, usually 
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yers, the prosodic independence of prefixes and prepositions, the representation 
of nasal vo,vels as distinct from vo\vel + nasal sequences, and syllable effects in 
n1orphology have stimulated work funda1nental to phonological theory and they 
\vill continue to be a challenge for the field. 
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110 Metaphony in Romance 

ANDREA CALABRESE 

The term metaphony, "'hich was first used in French (111eta.phonie) as a translation 
of the German \Vord Uinlau.t, is traditionally used in Ron1ance linguistics to refer 
to a process in '"'hich a vo\vel assunilates partially or totally to the height of a 
following vowel. Metaphony is one of the most characteristic phonological pro
cesses characterizing the Romance languages, and in particular Italian varieties 
(although not Tuscan and, therefore, standard Italian, \vhich is based on Tuscan). 
For exan1ple, in many Italian dialects, high mid VO\\'els are raised to high before 
a high vo,vel. In the same context, lo'v mid vo\vels can be raised to high mid, or 
diphthongized. This has resulted in numerous alternations, as in the examples 
/'verde - 'virdi/ 'green (sG-PL)', /'pede - 'pedi/ or /'pede - 'pjedi/ 'foot 
(SC-rL)', where the plural form sho,vs metaphonic effects. Less commonly, a stressed 
low vowel may also be affected by n1etaphonic raising, and other changes may 
take place as well (cf . .tv!aiden 1991; Calabrese 1985, 1998). The conditioning 
factor in the metaphonic alternations has been obscured in many dialects by the 
neutralization or deletion of final vowels. This has produced VO\\rel alternations 
in non1inal and verbal paradigms for "'hich there is no overt trigger. 

As observed by Anderson (1980: 43), the forn1al mechanism characterizing 
n1etaphony is not distinct from that underlying other sorts of vo\vel harmony 
(CHAPTER 9l: VOWEL HARMONY: OPAQU:E AND TRANSPARENT VOWEtS; CJ,tAPTER 118: 
TURKISH VO\¥EL HARMONY; CHAPTER 123: HUNGARIAN VOIVEL HARMONY): it involves 
the spreading of a vowel feature from a given VO\vel to other vo"rels. As this term 
is used u1 Romance linguistics, ho\'tever, the fundamental difference lies firstly u1 
the feature that is spread - a height feature ([high), [lo,.v], or [ATR); CHAPTER 21: 
VOWEL HEIGHT) in the case of oletaphony - and secondJ.y in the restriction on the 
target of the process - a stressed vo,vel. In "normal" vo,vel harmony, all vo1vels in 
a \vord can be targets of the harmonic process. In §2.1.3, I will consider vValker's 
(2005) analysis of 1netaphony, which accounts for the local properties of this 
phenon1enon - i.e. for the fact that the target is a stressed vowel and the trigger 
a post-tonic high vO\vel - in a functional perceptual perspective. I 'viii later (§4.1) 
briefly discuss an analysis of metaphony in terms of domain of application. 

Other processes "'ith the same restriction on a stressed target, but spread
ing non-height features, are found in other languages, starting from Gern1anic 
Umlaut. In this chapter [ will restrict my attention to the phenomena that are 
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traditionally referred to by the term metaphony in the Romance languages. This 
is an arbitrary choice from a theoretical point of view, but this delimitation 'viii 
allow a tighter and more adequate exposition of facts and analysis. 

1 Description of Italian metaphony 

1.1 Types of voivel systems 
In order to describe Italian n1etaphony adequately, a brief description of the vowel 
systems found in Italian dialects is needed. In stressed syllables, the typical 
system of Standard Italian (Tuscan) and many Italian dialects is the seven-vo,vel 
system in (1), vvhich is given in (2) in terms of distinctive features (CHAPTER 17: 
DISTINCTIVE FEATURES; CHAl"fER 19: VOW EL PLACE; CHAPTER 21: VOWEL HEIGHT). 
(1) l u 

e 0 

€ ;) 
a 

(2) 

high 
]O\V 
back 
round 
ATR 

. 
I 

+ 

-
+ 

e 

+ 

a 

+ 
+ + 

+ 

0 

+ 
+ 
+ 

u 

+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 

An important issue concerning (2) involves \vhich feature accounts for the 
contrast between high mid and Jo,v n1id vo,vels. Chomsky and Halle (1968), 
follo,ving Bloch and Trager (1942) and Jakobson et al. (1952), use the feature [tense] 
to account for this contrast. Problems \vith the feature [tense] \Vere pointed 
out by Catford (1977) (see also Ladefoged and Maddieson 1996). In recent years, 
Romance phonologists have started to en1ploy the feature [Advanced Tongue 
Root] ((ATR)), which. "'as first used to account for vocalic contrast in \'\lest 
African languages (Ladefoged 1964; Lindau 1975; see also Halle and Stevens 1969), 
and I adopt this feature in (2). Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996) argue against 
this trend and propose that height contrasts in mid - and high - vowels in Germanic 
and Romance languages are simply due to different dislocations of the tongue 
body. Calabrese (2008) instead argtles that these contrasts should indeed be 
accounted for in terms of advancement/non-advancement of the tongue root 
and that the apparent dislocation of the tongue body is due to the fact that the 
tongue is an elastic mass: thus, an advancement of the tongue root results in a 
slight raising and fronting of the tongue body. Evidence for this may be found 
in a recent ultrasound study of vowel articulations in the southern Salentino dialect 
of Tricase by Grimaldi et al. (2010), 'vhere it is shown that the difference found 
in this dialect between high mid /e/ and Jo,v mid /</, \vhere the former is the 
result of metaphonic tensing before /i/, is the result of tongue root advancement 
as sho,vn in Figure 110.1: 
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1.2 Italian metaphony 

In seven-vowel systems, the typical targets of metaphony are the nlid [+ATR] 
vowels /e o/, which raise to /i u/ when follo'"ed by a lligh vowel.2 There is 
d ialectal variation in the case of the mid [-ATR) vo'"els, "'here \ve essentially 
find three groups of dialects. In one group of dialects, these vowels diphthon
gize. In another group of dialects, they are raised to mid [+ATR] vowels. And 
finally, in still another group of dialects, they do not change in a n1etaphonic 
context. Typical metaphonic syste1ns are exen1plified by the dialects in (4), (5), 
and (6). 

(4) The dialect of Calvello (Giosci"o 1985)� 

Metaphonic alternations: /e o/ � [i u]; /€ :>/ � [je wo] 

a. [+ATR] /e of 
1. Class I /II adjectives 

masc 
fem 

sing11lar 
'sulu 
'sola 

pl11ral 
'suli 
'sole 

'alone' 

masc 'ni.ru '1liri 'black' 
fen1 'nera 'nere 

11. Class III adjectives and nouns 
singular pl11ral 
ka'vrone ka'vruni 'charcoal' 
'1nese 'misi 'month' 
'verde 'virdi 'green' 

u1. 1vletaphonic alternations in the present singular of verbs 
'mitti 'kurri (2nd person) 
'mette 'korre (3rd person) 

b. [-ATR] /£ J/ 

'put' 'nu1' 

i. Class I /II adjectives 
singular pl11ral 

masc 'vrwossu 'vnvossi 
fen1 '¥rJssa 'vr:>sse 
ma.sc 'vjekkji1 'vjekkji 
fem 'v<kkja 'vtkkje 

u. Class III adjectives and nouns 
sing11lar plural 
'p£re 'pjeri 
'dEnte 'djenti 
'fJrte 'kvorti 

'big' 

'old' 

'foot' 
'tooth' 
'strong' 

' In some dialects only IV triggers the change. This issue will be discussed later. 
3 The examples fron1 this dialect are given in intermediate forms. Tl1ere is a lo\.v-level process tl1at 
neutralizes unstressed vowels to [�l in the fimll position of " phonological word so that there are 
alternations such as the following: /sand3/ 'saint' vs. /sandll pjetr3/ 'St Peter'; /kwira/ 'that' vs. 
/kwiru kan3/ 'that dog' (see Giosdo 1985; Kaze 1991). 
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vowel system in (3). The neutralization in [ATR] values rendered the old meta
phony system opaque, as in (9), 'vhere the same set of phonetically mid [-A TR] 
vo\vels has hvo different phonological behaviors according to the 1netaphonic 
context. The additional raising of 1nid vo\vels in unstressed syllables (['sentu 
- sin'timu) 'feel-PRES (lsG-lPL)', [ka'n;isku - kanuf'fimu) 'knO"'-PRES (lsc-l rt)' 
complicates the situation further (see Calabrese 1985 for an analysis). 

(9) Northern Salentino 
singular plural 
'mesi 'misi 'month' 
'n;Jtfi 'nutfi ... nl1t' 
'peti 'pjtti 'foot' 
'k;iri 'k,vcri 'heart' 

2 Analyses of metaphony 

The major theoretical problem in characterizing Italian metaphony lies in the 
different phonological behavior of the mid [+A TR] and mid [-ATR) vowels. Recall 
that \vhereas mid [+ATR] vo\vels are consistently raised to high vowels across 
dialects in a metaphonic context (i.e. before high vo,,rels), mid [-ATR] vo,vels 
may be diphthongized (4), raised to n1id [+ATR] (5) or high [+ATR] (7), or even 
fail to undergo any change (6) in the same context. As '''e will see belo\V, there 
is substantial agree1nent in the literature with respect to the basic nature of the 
process affecting mid [+ATR] vo\'\•els: it essentially involves height assimilation 
bet\'\1een a high vo,vel and the preceding stressed vowel. In contrast, there is no 
such agreement "'ith regard to the nature of the process(es) affecting the mid 
[-ATR] vo\'\rels in a metaphonic context. On the one side, there are those "'ho 
aim to achieve a unified accoiu1t for metaphony and therefore propose that the 
same process applies to mid [+A TR] and mid [-ATR] vo,vels. For these scholars, 
the different outcomes observed in the case of the mid [-ATR] vo\'\1els are due to 
further phonological operations that apply to the outputs of height assimilation. 
On the other side, there are those who propose that an adequate account of the 
different outcomes observed in the case of the mid [-ATR) vowels requires the 
postulation of hvo independent processes: one of height assimilation applying 
to mid [+ATR] vo,,rels, and a different one applying to mid [-ATR] VO\vels. In 
this section I \vill discuss the different proposals addressing the problem of 
the different phonological behaviors of the mid [+ATR] and n1id [-ATR] vo,vels 
in a n1etaphonic context. A brief critical assess1nent of the different analyses of 
me taphony discussed in §2.1 and §2.2 is given in §2.3. 

2.1 Metaphony as a unitan; process 

2.1.1 The analysis of rnetaphony in Cal.abrese (1985, 1998) 
Calabrese (1985) was the first to analyze ltalian metaphony in a generative and, 
more specifically, non-linear phonological framework. The dialect he studied was 
that of Francavilla Fontana (Ribezzo 1912) in northern Salento, where, despite 
so1ne obscuring surface changes, one can easily reconstruct a metaphony systen1 
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rules to the same disallo"'ed configuration [+high, -ATR], created by metaphony 
in the case of mid [-ATR] vov1els. In historical tenns, he hypothesizes that the 
san1e rule of height assimilation spread across the southern Italian dialects. Each 
d ialect reacted to the problem posed by the output of the application of this rule 
to the mid [-ATR] vowels in a different way. 

The relevant repairs he proposes are delinking and excision. Delinking involves 
an operation that removes one of the feature specifications disallowed by an active 
n1arking staten1ent. The opposite feature specification is inserted by convention. 
This operation accounts for metaphonic raising to high vowels. In this case the 
feature specification [-ATR) of the disallov»ed configuration [+high, -A TR] created 
by the metaphony rule is delinked and the opposite feature specification [+ATR] 
is inserted, as sho"'n in (12). 

(12) x (= [r]) � 

I (by convention) 

[-cons] 

I 
Place 

� 
Dorsal Tongue root 

[-Io� 
[+high] 

[-ATR] 

x (= [i)) 

I 
[-cons] 

I 
Place 

� 
Dorsal Tongue root 

[-lo� 
[+h.igh ) 

[+ATR] 

Excision involves ren1oving both the feature specifications of the disallo\ved con
figuration and replacing them with their opposite specifications (see Calabrese 
1995, and especially 2005, for further discussion of excision). If "'e assume that 
the rule of metaphony is the same across dialects and that the variation is due 
to the application of a different repair, '"e can hypothesize that excision is the 
relevant repair in southern Umbro. Thus, "'e have a repair like the one in (13). 

(13) x (= [r]) 

[-cons] 

I 
Place 

� 
Dorsal Tongue root 

(-1� 
[+high] 

[-ATR] 

x (= [e]) 

[-cons] 

I 
Place 

� 
Dorsal Tongue root 

[-lo� 
[-high] 

[+ATR] 
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That is, the [-ATR] high vo,vels produced by meta phony are changed into [+A TR] 
mid vo\vels.10 

Calabrese (1985, 1995) accounts for n1etaphony systems where only nud [+ATR] 
vowels, but not 111id [-ATR] ones, undergo 111etaphony (see the dialect of Grado 
i.n (6)) by postulating that there is a parametrized option that governs the inter
action behveen rules and active constraints. If applying a rule would generate a 
violation of a constraint, the application of the rule could either be (i) blocked 
(structure preservation) or (ii) allowed to apply. Under option (ii), a repair then 
fixes the illicit configuration that is so produced. The dialects discussed above 
select tlus option. The dialects where metaphony does not apply to mid [-ATR) 
vowels select option (i): so the rule in (10) is prevented from applying to these 
vowels because of the active constraint •[+high, -ATR] (see Calabrese 1998 for 
further discussion of tllis case). 

I will now discuss two different accounts of Italian n1etaphony that essentially 
preserve Calabrese's hypothesis that there is a single metaphonic process raising 
all mid vo,vels to high ones and that the different treatments found in the case 
of the mid [-ATR] vowels are due to different processes. These are the analyses 
of Maiden (1991) and \<\Talker (2005). Observe that only \<\Talker accounts for the 
dialectal variation "'e find in the case of metaphony of the n1id (-ATR] vowels. 
Maiden (1991.) accounts only for the diphthongization observed in dialects such 
as that of Calvello. In this section l will also consider Nibert's (1998) analysis of 
metaphony in Servigliano. 

2.1.2 The analysis of rnetaphony in Maiden (1991) 
Maiden (1991) provides a detailed study of metaphony in its diachronic develop
ment and in its synchronic phonological and morphonological aspects. In his 
analysis of the phonology of this sound change, l\ilaiden treats metaphony as 
an assimilation in height, as proposed by Calabrese; ho"1ever, he disagrees with 
Calabrese's account of the diphthongization process found in lo"rer mid vowels. 
In his accoimt of metaphony, Maiden assumes the framework of dependency 
phonology. Following dependency phonology, he proposes that vo'''el height 
in a seven-vowel system like that of the Italian dialects should be represented 
as in (14), where vowel space is characterized by fotrr components: I i i  (palatality 
or acuteness); lal (lowness or sonority); lul (roundness or gravity); lal (centrality 
(not used here)). 

(14) {Iii) 
{i;a} 
la;i] 
I I  a 11 

= /ii 
= /e/ 
= /€/ 
= /a/ 

11 u II 
lu;a] 
[a;u} 

= /u/ 
= lo/ 
= /:ii 

(Curly brackets indicate that the segment is characterized phonologically 
by just that component or combination of components, and ";" symbolizes 
asymmetrical right-to-left "government'' relationships behveen components.) 

1° CaJabrese (1985) uses excision to account for tl1e metapl1onic raising of /a/ to a n1id vo\vel [i: .:>]. 
The application of the me�•phony rule to /a/ creates the dis.11lowed configuration [+high, +low] whkh 
by excision becomes )-high, -low). 
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ivletaphony, in other '''ords, accomplishes improved perceptibility by extending 
the height features to the stressed syllable. She uses the positional licensing 
constraint in (18) to represent the need for high vo"•els to be associated with a 
prosodically strong position. 

(18) LICENSE([+high]post-tonic, 'a) 

[+high] in a post-tonic syllable 1nust be associated '"ith a stressed syllable. 

The constraint in (18) is satisfied in (19a), but not in (19b). The alternative 
solution in (19c), where the mid character of the stressed vo'"el overrides the 
post-tonic vo"•el, would result in unstressed vo,vel Jo"•ering. \Nalker elin1inates 
this solution by assuming a preference for mini.mized sonority (CHAPTER 49: 

SONORITY) in unstressed syllables (CHAPTER 39: STRESS: PHONOTACTIC AND PHONETIC 
EVIDENCE). 

(19) a. Licensing: satisfied b. Licensing: violated 
'b . . 

'b l v l e v l 

� I I 
[+high] [-high] [+high] 

c. Licensing: satisfied (sonority 1nini111ization in unstressed syllables violated) 
'b e v e 

� 
[-high] 

In the OT schen1e Walker proposes, all height features of post-tonic high 
vowels ([+high], [+ATR), [-low)) in rnetaph.onic systems require licensing. This 
is implemented by LrcENSE(height), which subsumes (18). In all of these systems, 
LrcENSE(height) is ranked over IDENT[high], thus forcing spreading of the feature 
[high]. At the same tin1e, •[+high, -ATR] is strictly enforced across patterns to 
block [+high, -ATR), as in Calabrese's analysis discussed in §2.1.1. 

The dialectal variation \Ve observe across the dialects is obtained as foll.o"'S in 
Walker's OT analysis. 

In Veneto, "'here meta phony applies only to [+A TR] mid vo"rels, the higher 
ranking IDENT[ATR] and lDENT[low] prevent [-ATR] vowels from being affected 
in 1netaphony. LICENSE(height) is ranked above IDENT(high]. Therefore the only 
aUtnved pattern is that in (6). 

In the Pugliese dialect of Poggia (see (7)), where /£ :>/ raise to [i u], licensing 
for all height features is also capable of overriding IDENT[ATR]. Hence, in 
contrast to Veneta, L1cENSE(height) dominates lDENT[ATR] in the dialect of 
Foggia. 

Like Pugliese, metaphony in southern Umb.ro (see (5)) has the capacity to 
violate lDENT[ATR], but it sho"'S gradual raising. \'\Falker follo\vS Kirchner 
(1996) in accomplishing this by local conjunction of faithfulness constraints for 
height features, which moderates satisfaction of height licensing (CHAPTER 62: 

CONSTRAINT CONJUNCTION). 
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(22) Recursive expansion of [open] 

0 

� 
[-open 1) [+open 1)  

� 
[-open 2] [+open 2] 

� 
[-open 3] 

/iu/ /eo/ /�:>) 
[+open 3) 

/a/ 
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Servigli
ano has the seven-vo'''el inventory /i e E a :i o u/. Meta phony induces 

a one-step raising of both the high mid vo\vels /e o/ and the lo''' 1nid vo"rels 
/€ :i/. Nibert specifies the vowel height features for Servigliano in (23). Note that 
this is a center-eo1bedding structure, as opposed to the right-branching structure 
in (22). The choice between the center-embedding and right-branching analysis 
of a four-height system depends on the behavior of the mid vo"'els in an indi
vidual language. (22) best represents a system in v,rhich the lov,r mid vo\'\rels 
pattern "'ith the lo\v vowel '"ith respect to VO\'l'e) height, while (23) is an appro
priate specification for languages like Servigliano, in ,.vhich the low mid and high 
mid vo\vels pattern together. 

(23) 1 

open 1 
open 2 -
open 3 -

e 

+ + 
+ 

a 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 

0 u 

+ 

Nibert sho,vs that under this analysis of vowel height, the raising of le of requires 
assimilation of [-open 2] from the triggering vowels. But spreading [-open 2] 
onto /£ :;,/yields the feature bundle [-open l, -open 2, +open 3], \vhich doesn't 
correspond to any of the available vo,vel qualities. In order to raise /€ :>/ in 
one step to /e o/, it is the feature [-open 3) that must be assi.Jnilated. Nibert 
argues that metaphony can spread either feature, [-open 2] or (-open 3], subject 
to structure preservation, which bans the spread of [-open 2] onto /E :>/. In order 
to guarantee that [-open 2] and not [-open 3] spreads onto /e o/, since spread 
of [-open 3] \Vould be vacuous, and would not accomplish raising, Nibert's rule 
1nust be n1odified to apply disjunctively, spreadi.11g [-open 2) unless spreading 
is blocked, in "'hich case [-open 3) "'ill spread . 

2.2 Italian rnetaphony as two different processes 

The analyses that I consider in this section reject the idea that there is a unitary 
1netc,phonic process, and propose to break metaphony into t"'O distinct processes 
- one targeting the mid [+ATR] vo,vels and raising them to high ones and the 
other targeting the mid [-A TR] vowels, leading to diphthongization or tensi.J1g . 
These are the analyses of Sluyters (1988) and Cole (1998). 
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2.2.1 The analysis of n-1etaphony in Sluyters (1988) 
Sluyters (1988) proposes a reanalysis of Calabrese's (1985) account of meta phony 
in the northern Salentino dialect of Francavilla Fontana (see (9)). Assuming an 
underlying systen1 as in (2) for this dialect, he adopts Calabrese's rule (10) (see 
§2.1.1 above) to account for height assirnilation before high vo\vels. However, he 
proposes a different account of diphthongization in metaphony. Sluyters suggests 
that the metaphonic diphthongs /ic u-:>/ are characterized by a second x-slot which 
is contextually determined by stress and introduced by a rule like that in (24). 

(24) [+stress] 

I 
0 � x 1  x 

I 
[-cons] 

In Sluyters' analysis, Calabrese's rule (10) directly accounts for the raising observed 
in the case of mid [+ATR] vo,vels. According to Sluyters, ho,.vever, (10) does not 
apply i.n the case of the mid [-ATR] vowels until after rule (24) has applied. 
Ho,.vever, the facts cannot be accounted for by simply applying (10) before and 
after (24). The first application of (10) would also affect mid [-ATR] vo,vels. It is 
therefore necessary to split rule (10) into two different rules: one applying to ntid 
[+ATR) vowels and the other to mid [-ATR] vo\vels as in (25). 

(25) a. x,  

I 
[-cons] [-cons] 

�gh) 
[+ATR] 

b. x, 

I 
[-cons] [-cons] 

�gh) 
[-ATR] 

where x1 is the head of the main stress foot 

(25a) applies first. Then (24) applies. After the application of (24), rule (25b) fills 
i..n the empty x-slot \vith the feature [+high] as shown m (26) (tree structures are 
simplified). 

(26) x x x x 

I I I 
[-cons] [-cons] [+cons] [-cons] 

(+back] 
[-ATR] 

[-high] [+high] 

The other features of the mserted empty vowel are filled in by spreading from 
the precedmg vo\vel, accordmg to Sluyters. 
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(27) x x x x 

[-cons] [-cons] [+cons] [-cons] 

(+back] 
l-ATR] 

[-high] [+high) 
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Such an analysis produces the falling diphthongs / <j 'J\V I. In order to get the 
correct outputs, Sluyters assumes the rule of metathesis in (28) . 

(28) R 

I 
N 

� 

Applicat
i
on of (28) to 

/ji: '.V'J/. 

R 

I 
N 

� 

the outputs of (27) generates the metaphonic outco1nes 

2.2.2 The analysis of nietaphony in Cole (1998) 
Cole (1998) argues that the vovvel raisings that define metaphony syste1ns in 
Italian dialects do not result from a unified operation of height assi.tnilation. 
Instead, n1etaphony is claimed to be the product of the assimilation of the mid 
[+ATR] vov.rels /e o/ to the high vowels (i u] "'ithin the stress foot (CHAPTER 40: 

THE POOT), and a subsequent vowel shift by which the non-high /(a) E. -:J/ are 
raised one step. 

Like 'vValker (2005), Cole views the height assi.tnilation of the nud [+ATR] /e o/ 
to /i u/ in functional terms. Following Cole and Kisseberth (1994), she assumes that 
assimilation promotes perceptual salience by reducing or eliminating marginal 
contrasts beh11een t\<\10 phonetically similar segments. Small phonetic differences 
behveen the trigger and target of assimilation are resolved, and in many vo,vel 
harmony syste1ns the target en1erges as fully identical to the trigger. Thus the 
assimilated target provides additional or extended acoustic cues for the identifica
tion of the triggering segment. 

Cole then proposes that the assimilation in height of the mid l+ATR] leaves a 
vacancy in the vertical dimension of the vo\vel space, and a vo\11el shift takes place 
to raise the lo\\rer mid [-ATR] vowels, and thereby fill the gap.1·1 This accounts 
for the tensing of the n1id (-ATR) vo\11el observed in southern Un1bro. 

11 Vowel shift is governed by two principles, according to Cole. 01\e prohibits the neutralization of 
contrastive heigl1t categories_, \'\•hile tl1e other one reqLtires tl1e preservation of tl1e relati\re underlying 
height of raised vowels (see Cole 1998 for more discussion). 
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is filled by the spreading Iii component. In this \vay, according to the revie\ver, 
it is possible to explain \vhy lo"rer nlid is changed to a rising diphthong. (See 
Calabrese 1998 for further discussion of Maiden 1991.) 

2.3.3 Discussion of Walker's analysis 
Walker's (2005) article (see §2.1.3) not only provides an excellent description of 
metaphony in Veneto and other Italian dialects, but also an exhaustive overvie\v 
of metaphony-li.ke phenomena fron1 a wide range of languages. Her analysis is 
the first to deal successfully and convincingly \vith all aspects of n1etaphony in 
an OT frame"1ork. Her constraint in (18) could provide a functional basis for 
the metaphony rule in (10). However, this can be true only diachronically, as 
an account of the phonological innovation that lead to metaphonic alternations. 
In contrast, it is difficult to hypothesize that the constraint in (18) is operative 
synchronically, at least for most Italian dialects "'here metaphony is 1norph
ologized or obscured by subsequent phonological processes (see §l). Functional 
explanations by their nature must be surface-true. This is not the case in Italian 
metaphony. 

2.3.4 Discussion of Nibert's analysis 
Nibert's analysis of the Servigliano dialects (see §2.1.4) holds only for this 
dialect and cannot account for the diphthongization or the dialectal variation we 
observe in the case of this phenomenon (see Zetterstrand 1998 for a criticism of 
Clen1ents' 1989 approach to vowel height). Furthermore, as observed by Cole (1998), 
Nibert's analysis caru1ot deal \vith n1etaphony systems in which the low vowel 
also participates, undergoing a one-step raising to [e]. In such a system, a different 
[open] feature \VOuld have to assimilate for each of the lo,v, lo'" mid, and high 
nlid vowels. Under an assignment of height features as in (24), raising [a] one 
step \vould require the assinlilation of [-open 1], in addition to the assimilation 
of the features [-open 2] and [-open 3] required for the raising of [� J] and [e o], 
respectively. See Cole (:1998) for fu.rtl1er discussion of Nibert (1998). 

2.3.5 Discussion of Sluyters' analysis 
Sluyters' analysis (see §2.2.1) has several problematic aspects. Rule (24) is a 
rule of lengthening and applies independently of n1etaphony. It then predicts 
long vo,veJ.s in all stressed syllables in non-metaphonic contexts. Th.is is fal.se. 
Lengthening in Italian dialects is restricted to open stressed syllables in penulti
mate position (Rohlfs 1966).u Furthermore, (24) must apply only to [-ATR] mid 
VO\Vels, and not to the [+ATR] ones; other\vi.se it wrongly creates diphthongs 
in the case of the latter vo,·vels. Rule (24) is thus simply wrong. The n1etathesis 
rule in (28) fares no better, and cannot be n1otiva.ted either for Salentino or for 
any other dialects having metaphonic diphthongization. Furthermore, Sluyters' 
analysis does not account for either the tensing or the raising of mid [-ATR] 
VO\Vels found in other Italian dialects. 

" On tlle otl\er hand, metaphor\ic diphthong.ization, as shown in Calabrese (l.985, 1988), is not restricted 
to such an environment. It appJjes both in closed syllables and in stressed syllables of all types in 
antepenultimate position. 
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2.3.6 Discussion of Cole's analysis 
Cole's (1998) functional analysis of metaphony (see §2.2.2) faces the same problems 
as Walker's (2005): it may hold diachronically for the stage of Italian in which 
n1etaphony was introduced as a phonological innovation, but it cannot hold syn
chronically for most, if not all, Italian dialects ,.vhere meta phony is either morpho
logized or obscured by subsequent phonological processes. Another problematic 
aspect of her account involves diphthongization as a way to maintain contrasts. 

According to Cole: 

by diphthongizing a raised low mid vo\vel, the surface form Wlatnbiguously identifies 
the contrastive category of the vowel, cOWltering the neutralization that would other
\vise result from compressing four contrastive height categories into three. (1998: 93) 

The problen1 is that n1etaphonic diphthongization of mid [-ATR) vowels also 
occurs in Sicilian or central Salentino dia.1.ects that have an und.e.dying fi.ve-vO"'el 
system. Given that in these dialects there are no mid [+ATR] vowels, diphthong
ization cannot be explained as a \vay to counter the neutralization benveen the 
l\vo sets of mid vo\vels. 

3 Typological variation in metaphony as a height 
assimilation process 

The term meta phony is also used to refer to processes of height assimilation in \vhich 
features other than [+high) are spread. In this section I \viii survey the variation 
we find \Vith respect to the features spread by metaphony across Ro1nance. 

3.1 Metaphonic processes spreading [+ATR]: 
Sardinian metaphony 

There are Ron1ance varieties in \vhich we find n1etaphonic alternations that are 
better analyzed as involving the spreading of feature [+ATR], instead of [+high], 
of the high vo,vels. This is for example the case of Sardinian metaphony.14 Frigeni 
(2003) discusses the follo,ving examples from Campidanese and N uorese, the 
main varieties of Sardinian. Sardinian has the vowel system in (3). 

(30) Cmnpidanese 
a. masc sg [-u] 

'lentu 
'vecu 
'nou 
'mot:u 

b. sg 
'tern pus 
'krop:us 
'belf:u 
'ot:u 

fem sg [-a] 
'h:nta 
'vera 
'n:ia 
'm:it:a 

pl 
't<mpos 
'kr:ip:os 
'bE.tfos 
')t:os 

I slo\r\r/ 
'true1 
'new' 
'dead' 

'time' 
'body' 
'old ( M Ase) I parent' 
'vegetable garden' 

" '  See also southern Salentino, discussed in §1.'l, for another example of this type of metaphony (see 
also Grimaldi 2003). 
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THE REPRESENTATION OF WORD STRESS). In fact, in dialects such as Neapolitan, 
1netaphony in words with antepenultimate stress appears to apply regularly 
across the non-high post-tonic vowel, although this occurs only \Vhen the final 
vowel is /i/: ['m:inako - 'muonatfi) 'monk (sG-PL)', ('tf£faro - 'tfiefari] 'mullet 
(SG-PL)', [ka'r:ifano - ka'ruofani] 'carnation (sG-PL)', ['fekato - 'fiekati) 'liver 
(sG-PL)' (Rohlfs (1966: 22). Note that these are intermediate representations; 
final [-o, -i] become [a], due to a surface process of vowel reduction. Ho\'1ever, 
there are also cases in which it applies before /u/: Centrache ['nn1:inaku] 'monk' 
(Lausberg 1939: 10; Rohlfs 1966: 427).19 What n1atters in these cases is the target 
of the process - the stressed vo"'el - and the element that appears in post-tonic 
position can be disregarded. This type of situation is even more clear in the 
Asturian dialects that are characterized by [+high] metaphony (cf. ['nenos -
'ninu] 'child (l-·!ASC l'L-SG)', ['tsobos - 'tsubu] '\volf (MASC l'L-SG)' (Hualde 1998). 
In these dialects, meta phony also targets I a/, 'vhich is raised to a nud vowel. In 
•vords •vith antepenuJtimate stress, metaphony can target a stressed /a/ leaving 
unaffected a post-tonic /a/, as illustrated in the following examples. 

(36) Lena 
'pefaru 
'pempanu 
'kendanu 

'pafarin 
'pampanos 
'kandanos 

'pafara 'bird - little bird - female bird' 
'old and decrepit person (MASC SG-PL)' 
'dry branch (sG-PL)' 

If 1netaphony is characterized as applying to the last foot, it caimot be explained 
,.vhy the intern1ediate vowel can be skipped over by this process. The best 
cl1aracterization of metaphony is not in terms of domain of application, but in 
terms of target of application: metaphony applies to stressed vo"'els.20 

4.2 Metaphony and morphology 
A debate that has existed for some time in connection with meta phony is the role 
of morphology (e.g. Maiden 1991; Hualde 1992). A central question is whether 
metaphony processes are conditioned by n1orphology, phonology, or some com
bination of the two. The fact is that in n1any Italian dialects, historical changes 
such as reduction to sch,va, or deletion, of unstressed or final vo,vels can no longer 
be motivated synchronically through alternations. Since these historical pro
cesses removed the phonological conditions for metaphony, in these dialects 
the metaphonic changes affecting the stressed vo\vels have become the only 
surface markers of inflectional categories such as the masculine singular and 

,. In many, perhaps most, Italian dialects the phonological conditions for the application of meta
phony i11 \\'Ords \1,,•ith antepe11u)timate stress are obscured by sch\\ra-redt1ction of post-to11ic vowels 
[m�naka - muona.l:a] (Campobasso; Rohlfs 1966: 22) or regressive total harmony between post·lonic 
vowels ['monuku - 'mw£nitfi] 'monk-(sc-r1)', )koti.mu - 'kwEfinil 'barrel (sc-rt)', ['mjttucu - 'mjEtitfil 
'physici•n-(sc-PL)' (Fnuwavilla f<>ntana; Ribezzo 1912; Calabrese 1985). Metaphony is constr•ined by a 
further condition in many dialects: it applies only between adjacent vowels, so there is no metaphony in 
l'lofu.i\u - 'kofanil 'd\<!$t (sc-PL)', ['monaku - 'monakil 'monk (sG-PL)' (Aprigliano; Rohlfs 1966: 189, 427). 
20 Note tl1at t111der st1cl\ an analysis \ve still have to account for wl1y the non-conb·astive featttre 
[-high) of the post-to1\ic vowel does not .inte.rfe.re with the metaphonic spreading process: either 
it n1ust be underspecified or one mt1st assume that tl1e n1etaphony rt1le acc-esses only contrasti\•e 
features, as in Calabrese's (1995) re-analysis of <mderspe<·ification theory (see also Nevins 2010). 
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plural of nominal class II, the plural of nominal class III, the 2nd singular of the 
present indicative., etc. (CHAPTER 82: fEATURAL AfFJX£s; CHAPTER 103: PHONOLOGICAL 
SENSITlVITY TO MORPHOLOGICAL STRUCTURE). Therefore they are n1ost adequately 
analyzed in terms of a morphophonological rule. An exan1ple is provided below 
from Arpinate (see also (8) for examples in other morphological categories in this 
dialect) '''here the marking of the 2nd person singular is obtained solely through 
the application of 1netaphony to the stressed vo,vel of the verbal stem. 

(37) Metaphon.ic alternati�n.s in. the present singular of verbs 

'veda 'korra 's£nta 'metta 'k:iAAa 
'''ili� 'kurr 'sjent<i 'mitt<i 'k\VOAA<i 
'ved;:i 'korr;:i 'sEnt;:i 'mett;:i 'k:>AA;:i 
'see' 'run' 'feel' 'put' 'pick' 

For the dialects in \vhich meta phony is morphologized, Calabrese (1998) proposes 
the rule in (38), \vhich n1ust be specified as applying in morphological contexts 
such as the masculine singular and plural of no1ninal class II, in the plural of 
nominal class Ill, in tl1e 2nd singular of the present indicative, etc. 

(38) X1 "'here x, is the head of the main stress foot 

I 
[-cons] 

[-high] [+high] 
[-low] 

In the account developed above, n1etaphony \Vas originally a phonologically 
motivated innovation that later becan1e morphologized. Ho,vever, an alternative 
vie'" of ho''' "morphological" metaphony developed is proposed by Devoto (1974). 
He assun1es that, "'hen in a language the exponence of inflectional categories is 
obscured or Jost because of phonological processes, speakers of the language may 
react to the loss of n1orphological information by introducing alternative morpho
Jogica.l realizations for these categories. Italian metaphony, according to him, then 
originated in order to realize morphologically the inflectional features whose 
exponence was threatened by the phonetic erosion of inflectional endings. This 
was done by marking the height features of the endings onto the stressed vowels. 
Under such an approadl, metaphony is a morphologically motivated innovation. 
The presence of dialects that dispJ.a.y n1etaphonic alternations and fuUy preserved 
inflectional endings - see for example the dialect of Servigliano in (5), \vhich did 
not undergo changes neutralizing final vo"rels - sho,vs that this idea is too strong 
(see !Vlaiden 1991: 212 for more discussion). A recent contribution that argues for 
the relevance of n1orphology in the origin of meta phony is Finley (2009) on Lena, 
�vho labels meta.phony as a. type of "n1orphemic ha.nnony" (see also Kurisu 2001, 
\vho analyzes umlaut as a kind of "morpheme realization"). 

A more nuanced position on the role of morphology in metaphony is taken 
by Maiden (1991), '"ho argues that 1norphological conditioning does play a role 
in the develop1nent of at least some n1etaphonic processes. This is the case of the 
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111 Laryngeal Contrast 
in Korean 

YouNG-MEE Yu CHo 

1 Introduction 

Starting from the structuralist tradition (Martin 1951, 1954), and continuing 
into the generative framev•ork, attempts to identify the laryngeal contrast in the 
obstruent system of Korean have led to intense discussion. Even today, it is one 
of the areas that still actively engage researchers of Korean grammar. 

There is general consensus that on the surface there are three types of phon

ation in Korean; to be n1ore precise, there is a three-\vay contrast for stops and a 
hvo-way contrast for fricatives, as sho,vn in the consonantal inventory in (1 ).1 

(1) Korean consonantal phoneme inventory 

labial alveolar prepalatal2 velar glottal 
plain stops p t ts k 
aspirated stops p• t" tsh kh 
tense stops p' t' ts' k' 
plain fricatives s h 
tense fricatives s' 
nasals m n J) 
liquid 1 

(2) lists minimal pairs exemplifying the consonantal inventory of (1). 

1 The two fricatives /s/ and /s' I exhibit an interesting array of paradoxical behavior. They clearly 
pattern as plain and tense consonants respectively i.n phonology, as deulonstJ:ated in such phenouleoa 
as post-obstruent tensing and the consonant-di correspondences in sound symbolism, but their phonetic 
beha,1ior is less clear. BuiJdi11g on Kagaya's cl1a.racterization of laryngeal cor1trasts in terms of glottal widtl1 
at the moment of articulatory release, Iverson (1983) concludes that the /s/ belongs to the lax category 
in pl1onology, and he clain1s tl1at it even ur1dergoes tl\e jntervoiced slacke11ing process, if not voicing 
itself, as do the other lax obstruents. In contrast to its phonological behavior, /s/ could be better charac
terized phoneticaUy as an aspirate. On the other hand, T. Cho et ,1/. (2002) arrive at the conclusion that 
it is better characterized as '1enis" than as "aspir•til<l," mainly on the strength of the observation thnt it 
is unaspi.rated medially and so111etimes u11dergoes gradient voici.i1g U1 a parallel fasl1ion to stops. 
2 Regarding the place of articL1lation for the affricate series_, there is some debate \vhether they are 
dental (H. Kim 1999) or alveopalatal, as most phonologists assume, but in this chapter 1 eschew the 
contro\rersy and represent the affricates as /ts tsh ts' I. Nothing crucial hinges on this .Paiticular 
characterizatjo1\. 
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(2) Korean laryngeal contrasts exemplified 

pul 'fire' p"ul 'grass' 
tal '1noon' t"al 'mask' 
tsa-ta 'to sleep' tsha-ta 'to kick' 
kol) 'ball' khOI) 'bean' 
sal 'flesh' 
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p'ul 'horn' 
t'al 'daughter' 
ts' a-ta 'to be salty' 
k'Ol) 'frozen' 
s'al 'rice' 

Plain consonants (also called "lenis" or "lax" consonants) are produced with slight 
aspiration in word-initial position, while aspirated consonants are heavily aspir
ated. In addition, it should be noted that plain obstruents undergo systematic 
changes in medial positions. They become voiced between voiced segments within 
a phonological phrase, except for /s/, and are realized as tense consonants after 
any obstruent. As n1entioned in footnote 1, phonetically intervoiced slackening 
of fricatives might be considered the same process as intersonorant voicing 
(T. Cho et al. 2002). The same slackening process in the voicing environment may 
be also responsible for the relatively ne,vly emerged obligatory disappearance of 
intersonorant /h/, as in /tsoh-a/ -? [tsoa] 'to be good-coNr'. In final position, 
all obstruents are unreleased and, as a result, there is no aspiration or realization 
of tenseness. 

The tense series (sometimes termed "fortis" consonants) is characterized by 
some sort of "laryngeal tension." Whereas voicing and aspiration are cross
linguistically comrnon laryngeal features for obstruent systems, having a tripartite 
system involving aspiration and tenseness \Vithin one language is rather unusual. 
This rare pattern has motivated a number of researchers to argue against the 
existence of a tense contrast in Korean; in more radical cases, both features of 
the laryngeal contrast are re-analyzed as non-laryngeal features, \vhich \vill be the 
topic of §3. Not only tense, but also aspirated, consonants are treated as geminates, 
and their phonetic properties are derived fron1 the structural configuration rather 
than from phonetic features. 

The unsettled state of laryngeal contrasts in Korean in some \vays reflects the 
diachronic emergence of laryngeal obstruents; according to Poppe (1965) and 
Starostin et al. (2003), the Proto-Korean consonant system lacked phonemic asp
iration and tenseness. By early Middle Korean, the aspirated series had emerged 
- first labials and dentals, followed by velar aspirates - as evidenced by the '"ay 
Chinese aspirated consonants \vere adopted into Middle Korean (Park 1996). 
By early Modern Korean, tense consonants (or geminates for those who do not 
assume tense consonants as a single phone1ne) emerged from consonant clusters 
resulting fron1 vowel deletion and the ubiquitous addition of the linking /s/ 
between 1norphemes (K. M. Lee 1985).3 

Treating tense consonants as phonologically geminate versions of the cor
responding plain consonants might have the advantage of doing away with a 

rather unusual phonation contrast, i.e. the coexistence of aspiration and tenseness 
within one and the same system, but it carries the burden of explaining \\'hy 
it is better to interpret surface tension as a phonetic property of length contrast 
derived from the geminate property.4 The geminate account of tense consonants 

3 An1ong tense consonants, t11e affricate /ts' I is t11e last one to emerge. 4 As an ano11y1nous revie\\•er points out, there are a nL1mber of Ja.11guages wit)1 a fortis/lei1js contrast, 
Sltch as Upper Cross langtLages like L-0kka and Leggbo, in which there is evidence (e.g. vowel short
ening before tense consonants) to treat fortis consonants as geminates. 
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(1971). More recently, S.-C. Ahn and Iverson (2004: 13) have dra"'n attention to 
hvo aspects of difference between typical ejectives and Korean tense consonants: 
(i) Korean in-phase constriction vs. persisting glottal closure of ejectives, and 
(ii) a raising effect on the pitch of the following vowel by Korean tense consonants, 
as opposed to a ]o,vering effect by ejectives (Kingston 1985). 

S.-C. Ahn and Iverson (2004) employ Avery and ldsardi's (2001) Dimensional 
Theory. In this theory, the Laryngeal articulator is defined by three dimensions, 
Glottal VVidth, Glottal Tension and Laryngeal Height, as shovvn in (3) (see also 
CHAPTER 69: FINAL DEVOICING AND FINAL LARYNGEAL NEUTRALIZATION). 

(3) Geometry of laryngeal representation in Dimensional Theory 
(Avery and ldsardi 2001) 
Articulators Dimensions Gestures 

Glottal VVidth ------- [spread] 
---- [constricted] 

[stiff] 
Laryngeal �--Glottal Tension <::=::

[slack] 

[raised] 
Larynx Height 

[ ] lo\vered 

Glottal dimensions implicate antagonistic "gestures," and in particular, Glottal 
Width implicates hvo antagonistic gestures of [spread] and [constricted]. For 
theory-internal reasons and in an attempt to accow1t for cross-linguistically 
robust laryngeal patterns, only one meo:i.ber of a gestural pa.ir is stipulated to 
function contrastively in a given system (see also CHAPTER 2: CONTRAST). This 
set of assumptions predicts that no language will have tense and aspirated 
consonants contrasting with lax consonants at the san1e time. According to this 
theory, tense consonants in Korean are phonetically augn1ented \.vi.th Glottal 
Width, resulting in surface tension, but they are characterized neither by Glottal 
Width nor by Glottal Tension phonologically. On the phonemic level they are laryn
geally lax, "'ith their phonetic property being derived from geminate structure, 
in1plemented by "Korean Enhancement," a language-specific redundancy. (4) 
illustrates the contrast '"'ith the dimension of Glottal vVidth only, because the other 
dimensions, Glottal Tension and Larynx Height, are not relevant in Korean. 

(4) Korean obstruen.t con�rasts in Di111ensiona/ Theory (S.-C. Ahn and Iverson 2004) 
Lax Aspirated Tense 
c c c c 

I I V 
[obst) 

/ti 

[obst) 

I 
GvV 

[spread) 

It"! 

(obst] 

GW 

[constricted] 

It' I 
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Also contributing to the complications are recently observed acoustic facts that 
contemporary Seoul Korean n1ay be developing a tonal systen1 in lieu of laryngeal 
contrasts (see also CHAPTER 97: TONOGENESlS). According to S.-C. Alm and Iverson 
(2004), Silva (2006), and \!\fright (2007), over the past 40 years Seoul speakers 
have sho\vn a dramatic change in their use of VOT to mark the language's dis
tinction among tense, Jax, and aspirated stops. Data indicate that 'vhile VOT for 
tense stops has not changed since the 1960s, VOT differences bet\veen lax and 
aspirated stops have decreased, in some cases to the point of con1plete overlap. 
Concurrently, the 1nean FO for '"'ords begi1ming \vith tense or aspirated stops has 
become significantly higher than the mean FO for comparable \vords beginning 
"'ith plain stops.'' 

Silva's proposal of tonogenesis is quite interesting, in that it mirrors a 
cross-linguistically conunon pattern reported for Tibetan (Duanmu 1992) and 
Kanunu (Svantesson and House 2006), but perhaps it is too early to assume that 
the laryngeal contrast in Korean is being completely replaced by tones, as the 
new development is observed in only some speakers of Korean, and only Seoul 
speakers at that. Silva's position can be summarized as follo,.vs: (i) the under
lying contrast bet\veen lax and aspirated stops that is n1aintained by younger 
speakers is phonetically manifested in tenns of differentiated tonal melodies, 
rather than by laryngeal features, and (ii) laryngeaUy umnarked (Jax) stops trigger 
the introduction of a default L tone, while laryngeally marked stops (aspirated and 
tense) introduce H, triggered by a feature specification for [stiff]. To distinguish 
the tense series from the aspirates, ho\vever, VOT or son1e sort of laryngeal 
features is needed, since both phrase-initial aspirates and tense stops should be 
marked by a High tone. In addition, the less flamboyant behavior of phrase-medial 
stops needs to be accounted for.7 In order to explain this new phenomenon, 
Silva proposes a replacement of the feature of glottal aperture [spread glottis] 
and [constricted glottis] '"ith a n1ore abstract laryngeal "tensity feature," [stiff], 
in the spirit of C.-H. Kin1 (1965). According to Silva (2006), this single feature has 
the advantage of UJ1ifyi.ng the VOT distinction on the one hand and expanding 
to characterize the ne"1ly emerging tonogenesis. 

M.-R. Kim and Duanmu's (2004) categorization of "lax" stops as voiced stops 
and "tense" stops as regular voiceless unaspirated stops is another attempt to 
do a"'ay '"ith an additional feature of tensity as \Vell as to explain the above
rnentioned consonant-tone correl.ati.on.. Their rather unorthodox classification is 
based on Kingston and Diehl (1994: 435), \Vho attribute the paradoxical behavior 
of a voiceless unaspirated stop \vhich may both elevate and depress FO to the 
phonological specification of these phones: 

when it represents the [-voice] catego.ry, as in Hindi, Thai, Spanjsh, French, Portuguese, 
Italian, and Japanese, then FO is elevated; but when it represents the [+voice] category, 
as in English, German, Swedish, Danish and Korean, then FO is depressed. 

• It should be noted that the affricates pattern in exatily the same way as the stops in phonology, 
e.g. in processes such as intersonorant voicing and accentual realization (Y. Y. Cho 1990b; $.-A. Jun 
1993) as well as in morphology as ma11ifested in sound symbolism (Y. Y. Cho 2006). 7 Jun, in her analysis of the Chonnam Accentual Phrase (1993: 53), also observes that when the phrase· 
initial segmet\t js either a tense or ao aspirated obstruent, the HHL tonal pattern is chosen instead of 
the usual LHL. It is interesting to note here that /s/ triggers the HHL pattern in parallel with the 
other laryngeal obstruents. 
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dimension of contrast, namely gemination. Alternatively, a few more extreme unary 
analyses emerged 'vhere no underlying laryngeal contrast is assumed, and the 
so-called "tense" and "aspirated" consonants acquire their surface specifications 
by other 01eans (S.-H. Kim 1989; J. Jun 1994). 

The singleton analysis of tense and aspirated consonants acquires its primary 
support from the restrictions on Korean syllables, in particular from the fact that 
no clusters are allowed in onset position in Modern Korean. If tense and aspirated 
consonants that freely occur in syllable-initial position are singletons \vith a 
unique laryngeal specification, nothing n1ore needs to be said with regard to tense 
consonants or aspirates. On the other hand, if these laryngeal consonants are 
geminates, a further stipulation is required about this unexpected distribution. 
If laryngeal consonants \Vere geminates in Korean, these \vould be the only 
type of clusters allowed in onset position, a highly unlikely phenon1enon cross
lingu.istically .9 Therefore, even people '"'ho espouse the geminate nature of tense 
consonants treat these as si.ngletons on the surface, \Vith phonetic tenseness being 
derived from the underlying geminate structure. 

J .-1. Han (1992, 1996) is 'vorth mentioning, because her \vork is the most con
crete and detailed in the debate. She observes that there is a significant difference 
in length behveen intervocalic tense consonants on the one hand and '"'ord
initial tense and intervocalic plain consonants on the other. Word-initial tense 
consonants are singletons, due to Stray Erasure, thereby avoiding the problem 
associated \Vith the syllable structure condition against onset clusters. The mani
festation of tenseness comes from its genunate struchrre; i.e. tense consonants are 
plain gentinates underlyingly. Furthern1ore the relationship bet\veen length and 
tension is explained by stipulating that the surface tension is derived from the 
underlying geminate structure by a rule of Geminate Reinforcement (5), \vhich 
inserts the tense feature on all geminate obstruents. 

(5) Geminate Reinforcement (J.-L Han 1996) 
Root (obst) Root (obst) Root 

I I � I 
Place Place Place 

(obst) Root (obst) 

� 
Place laryngeal 

I 
[ +constr gl] 

Ho,vever, a problem \vith this account's reliance on closure duration is that, 
as noted by Y. Y. Cho and Inkelas (1994), not only tense consonants but also 

• A further study is needed to support the position espoused here that all geminates are clusters. An 
anor\y111ous revie\iver \iV011ders \1v·hetJ1er all languages that aJlow i11itial gemi-nates al]o\v non-geminate 
clusters initiall)'· Acc<lrding to Stuart Davis (personal communication; see also CHAPTBR 37; CEMINATBS), 
there are two types of langi1ages \ivith initial geminates: those in whicl1 the initial geminate is tl1e only 
type of initial duster and those that allow almost any type of initfal duster, including geminates. 
While languages like Trukese (also called Chuukese) and Pattani �1alay have initial geminates but 
do not have initial consonant clusters, there are languages like Leti and Moroccan Arabic tl\at have 
initial ge1ninates as '"'ell as initial consonant clusters (Ml1lJer 2001). He also points Ollt t11at in lan· 
guages that have genrinates as well as onset dusters with sonority restrictions, the genrinates typically 
cannot occttr in initial position (e.g. Italian). This line of typological argl1n1ent \vould not be decisi\•e 
either for or against the geminate analysis of tense consonants in Korean. 
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aspirated consonants have been observed to be longer than plain consonants in 
intervocalic position (Pyo-Ih 1973; Zhi 1982, cited by S.-H. Kim 1989), although the 
length contrast is not as pronounced in the aspirated case (Silva 1992). According 
to some 1neasurements, if duration were the prirnary phonetic indicator of phono
logical geminates, aspirated consonants \VOuld have to be considered geminates 
as '"ell. These moves "'Ottld lead to a drastic reduction in the number of phonemic 
contrasts in Korean: instead of three series of obstruents, there '"ould be only 
one type of laryngeal consonant, and, moreover, all of its laryngeal n1en1bers 
\vould be geminate. Furthennore, the distinction behveen the tense and aspirated 
consonants would be derived from yet another contrast, probably an unnecessary 
complication in the grammar. Finally, getting rid of all laryngeal contrast seems 
implausible in vie"' of the cross-linguistic generalization (noted by Scobbie 
1991) that in any language the inventory of geminate consonants is a subset of 
singleton consonants.10 

One issue \vith the data in J.-I. Han (1996), as well as in subsequent publications, 
is 'vhat kind of speech \vas used in measuring the duration of intervocalic tense 
consonants. In particular, it has often been observed that certain intervocalic 
tense and aspirated consonants are phonologically gemi.nated in en1phatic speech. 
In particular, as illustrated in (6b), it has words "'hose intervocalic tense or 
aspirated consonant cannot be geminated. 

(6) Gemination in emphatic speech (optional) 
a. Emphatic speech gemina.tion 

ap'a app'a 'Dad' 
ak'a akk'a 'a 1'1hile ago' 
tok'i tokk'i 'ax' 

b. E1nplratic speech gemina.tion is not allowed in non-initial sylla/Jles 
atsas'i *atsass'i 'uncle' 
tsal)ats'i *tsa1Jatsts'i 'pickle' 

It so happens that all of Han's examples of intervocalic tense consonants belong 
to the class in (6a), and can be readily geminated in slo'v e1nphatic speech. Thus 
it is not clear that extra duration n1ust be attributed to the putative underlying 
geminate status of tense consonants, or 'vhetl1er it might not in fact be due to 
emphatic rendering of these forms by the subjects in the experiment, especially 
in the citation forms. 

Han's other argument comes fron1 the phenon1enon of degemination, in which, 
as shown in (7), a sequence of hon1organic plam obstruents is often si1nplified m 
aUegro speech (Kirn-Renaiid. 1987; see also CHaPTER 79: REDUCTION). 

(7) Allegro speech dege111ination 

ak+ki akk'i ak'i 'musical instrument' 
tat-ta tatt'a tat'a 'to close' 

1" tn vie,,• of tlle cases ,,•here there is a kind of comple.o\e.i\ta('jty, for instance iU(O vs. bbu1/g...'f<.o, or 
Italian affricates that al1;vays sttrface as geminates, as pointed ottt by an anonymous re\"ie\.ver, 
St·<>bbie's generalization ma}' be re\1ised. to a '''eaker form. 
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contrast in emphatic speech is in itself sufficient to undermine any account in 
•vhich all tense consonants are w1derlyingly plain geminates '"hich tensify and 
degeminate by later processes.13 

J.-I. Han (1996) uses as a piece of supporting evidence an allegedly robust 
typological tendency for sonorant geminates to occur with obstruent geminates 
in many languages, rather than having only sonorant geminates in one given 
system (CHAPTER 8: SONORANTS). Such would be the case in Korean, if a singleton 
analysis '"ere to be adopted. However, invoking this general tendency as one 
of the arguments is not fully vvarranted at this point. While sonorant gen1inates 
are clearly distinct from a single sonorant, as exemplified in (9), the supposed 
minin1al pairs (e.g. /ta!/ vs. /t'al/ and /aka/ vs. /ak'a/) have a different status 
from sonorant gen1inates, thus undermining an attempt to establish the geminate 
contrast in obstruents. The short and the long forn1s of obstruent geminates are 
mere variants in the ESG environment, which the geminate accoiu1t "'ould be 
hard-pressed to account for. 

(9) Ta11to111.orphemic son.orant ge111ina.tes 
n1anna
k<1nn<1-
nolla
amma 
pa Ile 

'to n1eet' 
'to cross' 
'to be surprised' 
'mom' 
1\<\1orm' 

a.n
kan1-
a l
ama 
ale 

'to hug' 
'to wind' 
'to know' 
'perhaps' 
'below' 

In sum, none of the argun1ents for the genli.nate account of tense consonants 
seems to be compelling enough to rule out the view of these consonants as single 
phonemes, at least morpheme-internally. 

It has been clain1ed, hovvever, that a certain explanatory economy is gained 
by the gen1inate account in morphology. What is relevant is the fact that partial 
reduplication (CHAPTER 100: REDUPLICATION) of bases with tense and aspirated 
onsets results in the loss of tenseness and aspiration on the second syllable, as 
illustrated in (10). 

(10) Loss of la.ryngea./ features in partia./ reduplication (J. Jun 1994) 

tsu.lu 
asak 
t "ari 
p'alJ 
ts'ik 

tsulu-lu-k 
asa-sa-k 
t"a-ta-ri 

' p a-pa-ri 
ts'i-tsik 

'falling rai.n' 
'crunchy' 
'bang' 
'exploding' 
'(the sound of) tearing' 

In a pioneering theoretical approach, J. Jun (1994) proposes a generalized account 
of Korean reduplication, based on the assumptions listed in (11). 

'3 In order to see if there is a clear durational difference between lax and tense consonants in 
inter\rocalic positio11 that can11ot be reduced to ESG, \Ve need data \\•here the laryngeaUy n1arked 
coJ>so.nants appear iJ\ cootexts wlte.re ESG caimot apply. The currently ava.iJable studies exam.ine COJl· 
sonants in CVCV context, and all invol\>·e a list of citation forms obtained in an experin1ental setting, 
rather than from natural speech. 
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(11) Phonological assumptions 
a. In both input and output, a closed syllable constitutes a single foot. 
b. The final base syllable is suffixed, \Vith its coda deleted. 
c. Laryngeal consonants are gen1inates. 
d. Coda consonants are moraic. 

His analysis of reduplication crucially relies on the principle of Metrical Weight 
Consistency, which requires that the nwnber of n1etrical feet in the input be con
served in the output. This principle is based on the folknvi.ng assumptions about 
foot structure, moras, and syllable "'eight. The base for reduplication consists of 
one foot with a final heavy syllable, and the output also observes the same weight 
constraint. He assumes the Korean foot to be quantity-sensitive, right-headed, 
w1bounded, and constructed from the left edge, \\'ithout any motivation fron1 the 
rest of the Korean gramm.ar. Moreover, treating tense and asp.ii:ated consonants 
as geminates is essential in calculating metrical weight. In this account, the loss 
of the laryngeal feature in partial suffixal reduplication (e.g. I p'alJ/ � [p'a-palJ], 
/t"al)/ � [t"a-ta-1)]) is accounted for by demorification (the loss of a mora), so that 
the output can ren1ain as a single foot, \·vith any nun1ber of light syllables occurring 
before the last mom-bearing consonant.14 Laryngeal feature Joss in the redupli.cant 
is an automatic consequence of applying metrical weight consistency. All the 
inputs to partial reduplication contain a single foot (either a single heavy syllable 
or a disyllabic sten1 consisting of a light syllable and a heavy syllable). As a con
sequence, the output \vords should contain only one foot. If the output \¥ere to 
preserve the larynge.al features on the second syllable, as in *(p'a-p'alJ), then the tense 
consonant would be moraic, making the output consist, incorrectly, of hvo feet. 

Based on (11), some derivations are shown in (12). 

(12) a. cp <P 
I � 
a a a 

""" I /\ 
�l µ (µ) µ µ µ µ 
I I I I I I I 

p' a l) p' a p a I) 'exploding' 

b. cp cp 
/1 � 

(] (] (] (] (f 

I I� I I /\ 
µ �l (µ) �l µ µ �l 
I I I I I I I 

tSl.l .l.u k � tsu lu )l.L k 'falling rain' 

" One piece of evidence for this is multiple output,; such as lp'a-paQJ, [p'a-pa-paQ], Jp'a-pa-pa-paQl, 
[p'a-pa-pa-pa-p•DI, etc. There are other ways to handle iteration in other approaches; one straight
for\\1ard W<ty would be to ha\'e redt1plication reapply to its O\Vn (>11tput. 
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It is, however, extremely plausible to have an optimality account of partial 
reduplication \vhereby the loss of laryngeal features is merely a case of e1nerg
ing unmarked constraints by relevant constraint ranking. In fact, the Emergence 
of the U.nn1arked (TETU; CHAPTER ss: THE EMERGENCE OF THE UNMARKED), the 
name given to the striking tendency of redupl icants to be "less marked" in 
some dimension than in the language generally, is an effect that helps elucidate 
phonological constraints of Universal Grammar in Optimality Theory (McCarthy 
and Prince 1993, 1994; Prince and Smolensky 1993). There are nun1erous ex
amples of TETU in the literature that are motivated by the very architecture of 
Optimality Theory. For Korean partial reduplication, there is consequently no 
need to represent tense and aspirated consonants as geminates, nor any need to 
invoke J. Jun's foot type (quantity-sensitive, unbounded, and right-headed), '"'hi.ch 
seen1s to play no role in other parts of Korean phonology. Like other TETU cases, 
a particular ranking produces a TETU effect of selecting a reduplicant without 
a coda consonant. This Joss of laryngeal features is accomplished by sandwich
ing the markedness constraint, NoLARYNGEAL, between IO-FAITHFULNESS and 
BR-fAITHFULNEss; IDENT-10 protects underlying laryngeal features, vthereas the 
ranking NoLARYNGEAL >> IoENr-BR[Lar] chooses the output without laryngeal 
specification, as in (t'a-ta-k). The TETU effect, '"hich militates against laryngeal 
fea tures, is accounted for by the relative ranking of markedness and faithfulness 
constraints, in exact parallel to other TETU cases. When re-analyzed from this 
theoretical angle, there still seem to be no co1npelling argun1ents from Korean 
morphophonology for the geminate analysis of laryngeal consonants. 

As laid out in the preceding discussion, researchers differ in their analyses 
of the h"o types of laryngeal consonants, some arguing that (i) tense consonants 
should be treated as singletons on a par \vith plain consonants, differing only 
in the specification of laryngeal features, and others that (ii) tense consonants 
pattern \vith aspirated consonants. Even though there are many parallels bet\veen 
tense and aspirated consonants, 1nost studies readily accept the existence of 
an aspiration contrast, but not that of a tense contrast. This is due mainly to the 
phonetic characteristics of tense consonants and the typological rarity of a system 
with a simultaneous aspiration/tense contrast, but not voicing, as detailed in §2 
(Kingston and Diehl 1994; 5.-C. Ahn and Iverson 2004; M.-R. Kin1 and Duanmu 
2004). Given that a substantial number of arguments for the geminate analysis 
apply to both of the laryngeal consonants, the burden falls on the proponents of 
the geminate analysis to clarify ho"'' the hvo types of laryngeal consonants pattern 
together or differently, and to choose in a principled manner which patterns are 
relevant for establishing the laryngeal contrast in Korean. 

In the discussion of laryngeal contrasts, Korean Post-Obstruent Tensing (POT)15 
is quite relevant. Pl.ain obstruents in Korean undergo tensification imm.ediately 
after another obstruent (Kim-Renaud 1974), as illustrated in (13a).16 The obstruents 
in (13b) are not subject to POT, since they are not preceded by an obstruent. 

15 POT should be distinguished from other processes of tensification such as post-nasal tensing in 
verbal morphology (e.g. /an-ta/ -> lant'al 'to sit-verbal ending') and post-lateral coronal tensing 
in the Sino-Korean vocabulary (e.g. /il-tsa/ -> [ilts'a] 'one word'). 16 As noted earlier, the be11avior of lenis fricative /s/ is an1biguous. lt L1ndergoes POT, as in 
/pat·so/ � lpats'oj 'to recei\1ewverbal endi.1\g'; but it is not voiced i.11 an i.t'lter·sonorant enviroru.u.ent, 
unlike the other plain obstruents, although Iverson (1983) regards the slackening of Isl as the same 
process of voicing. 
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Follo,.,,ing Cook (1987), Y. Y. Cho and Inkelas (1994) assume that the so-called 
"Bindungs-/s/," 'vhich applies in the sub-con1pound ing construction in (15b), 
involves morphological gemination. This is supported by the fact that the effects 
of the Bindungs element appear only '"'hen the second 111ember of the compound 
begins with a consonant.18 N'ote that even those morphologically derived geminates 
are, due to a preceding consonant, simplified to singletons and surface as tense. 
From this it can be concluded that POT is fed by gen1ination, as in [mukk'uk] 
and [pamt'otuk], regardless of whether or not the gen1inates which undergo POT 
ulti111ately survive to the surface. 
A closely related problem has to do \Vith the domain of Post-Obstruent Tensing. 

As observed in Y. Y. Cho and Sells (1995), the domain of POT is the phonological 
'"ord.19 As illustrated in (16), tensing applies within underived '"'ords, as in 
[kaks'iJ 'bride', within lexical con1pounds, as in [talk k'ogi] 'chicken meat', bet\veen 
a clitic and its host (as in [haJ s'uJ 'ability to do' and [kaJ p'a) 'way to go'), and 
behveen a stem and a case marker or a verbal suffix. It is, h<nvever, blocked 
bet"1een hvo phonological words, as shown in (16d). 

(16) Post-Obstruent Tensing as ivord-level process (Y. Y. Cho and Sells 1995) 

a. Monomorp'1emic forms 
kaksi � kaks'i 'bride' 
maktE � makt'E 'stick' 

b. Compounds 
talk+koki � talkk'ogi 'chicken meat' 
pat"+kolal) � patk'oral) 'furrow' 

c. Host + clitic 
halC SU � hal s'u 'ability to do' 
kalC pa � kal p'a ',vay to go' 

d. .Phrasal co111binntions20 
k'amp'ak kolat'alatsita � ka'amp'ak korat'aradzida 'doze off' 
pap tewa � pap te"'a '"rarm the rice' 

Again, if Han is to be able to relate the hvo tensification environme11ts and 
capture Post-Obstruent Tensing and "Geminate Reinforcement" as the same pro
cess, the facts in (15) 'vould require that Geminate Reinforcement (GR) precede 
POT, and therefore that it apply at the "'ord level or earlier. This is in conflict 
with Han's claim that GR is a late phonetic rule. J.-I. Han (1996) collapses GR and 
POT as a single process in response to this particular opposition. Two separate 
rule formations in (17) are unified as the generalized form in (5). GR and POT 
each target geminates and singletons separately and are completely unrelated, 
although the effect in both cases is to insert the tense feature ([+constricted glottis]) 
on an obstruent in the post-obstruent position. 

18 Tl1e only exception to this generalization in\ro)ves the n1orpheme /Lt/ 'upper' as in /u+alini/ � 
(ul<llinl 'elders'. 
" Choi (1991) claims that POT is a post-lexical rule whose. domain is larger than a phonological 
word, but all of his data involve cases in whkh plain and tense consonants occur in free variation in 
casual speech and in certain dialectal forms, as in /tsmikuk/ and /ts'mJkuk/ 'China', /t�ntsita/ and 
/t'<>nts.ita/ 'to th_rO\\r·' . 
. ,. S.-A. Jun (1993) proposes that POT is bound by Accentual Phrase and is attested across word 
boundaries in close phrasal <.'Ombinations. 
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(17) a. Geminate Reinforce1nent 
c c c c v v·---- . . _ _ _ _ _ 
[-son] [-son] [+constr gl] 

b. Post-Obstruent Tensing 
c c 

I 
[-son] Laryngeal node 

[ +constr gl] 

As a process of phonetic implementation, CR interacts with stray erasure for 
the purpose of syllabification, and simplifies abstract geminates to their surface 
singleton counterparts in word-initial position, as sho'"n in (18): 

(18) Geminale Reinforcement precedes stray erasure (J.-I. Han 1992) 
UR GR stray erasure 

(} 
I 

c c c c c c v 
v I 

t t t 

I I 
[ +constr gl] [ +constr gl] 

As a consequence, stray erasure must also be treated as a late phonetic rule. 
Hoivever, this is at odds with the fact that Korean syllabification is a cyclic process 
(CHAPTER 94: LEXICAL PHONOLOGY AND THE LEXICAL SYNDROME). Inasn1uch as stray 
erasure is connected to syllabic well-formedness, it ought also to apply cyclically. 
There is some positive evidence for this as well. As argued in Kang (1992) and 
E. Han (1993), the domain of lexical syllabification is a sub-lexical constituent con
sisting of a stem and a suffix. Prefixes and the individual men1bers of a compound 
form separate syllabification domains, as illustrated by the exan1ple /naks+aps-i/ 
-? [nakaps'i] 'listlessly'. In this forn1, the unsyllabifiable cluster [ks] is sin1plified, 
because it precedes a compolll1d juncture and is thus domain-final; [ps], by contrast, 
is not simplified, as it precedes a suffix with '"hich it can syllabify. The fact that stray 
erasure, '"hich is responsible for the simplification of obstruent clusters, is sensitive 
to morphological boundary distinctions confirms its lexical status and may be used 
to argue against any analysis that treats stray erasure as a late phonetic process.21 

ll A11 anonymous re\rjewer suggests ar1 analysis vvl\ereby S}'llabification is bound by prosodic word, 
but stray erasure only applies at t11e end of deri\ration. i·rus account goes against the recei\.·ed \•ie\v of 
the n1orpl1ology-phonology interaction, where earlier�level processes are closed off a11d are opaqt1e to 
following operations (Kiparsky 1982; lnkelas 1990, forthcoming; Anttila 2002). Until an alternative theory 
is put forward to supersede this view of morphology-phonology interface, this option is not tenable. 
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4 Conclusion 

The previous sections described two opposing positions regarding laryngeal 
contrast in Korean. One can1p advocates treating tense consonants (and in some 
cases aspirated consonants as \veU) as geminates, thus elin1inating the distinctive 
feature(s) referring to tenseness (and aspiration in some cases) in phonology and 
obtaining the phonetic realization of tenseness as a by-product. The other camp 
assumes that Korean obstruents manifest a three-vvay distinction, '"'hich cannot 
be further reduced, thus refuting the evidence from historical evolution and 
phonetic idiosyncrasy. When a three-way Ja.ryngeal distinction is maintained, 
the simple onset structure of Korean syllables can be maintained without further 
stipulation, \vhile the economy gained in the account of laryngeal contrast needs 
to be con1pensated by complications in the treatment of syllabification and the 
different behavior of plain vs. laryngeal consonants. Son1e argun1ents for both 
positions are n1ore tl1eory-internal tl1an others, but '"'e can safely conclude this 
chapter with the following observations. 

(23) Generalizati-0ns about Korean laryngeal contrast 
a. Having tense and aspiration in one system is quite unusual cross

linguistically, thus motivating some researchers to do away with 
tense consonants in phonology, although there is no systematic study 
that argues for removing both tense and aspiration features from 
phonology.2•1 

b. Phonetic details on Korean laryngeal contrast are quite co1nplicated; 
such considerations as glottal vvidth, laryngeal tension, VOT, and even 
High-tone association have been used to argue for a certain phono
logical position. 

c. Tense and aspirated consonants are not always treated in the san1e 
niaimer in the geminate accoimt; son1e treat only the forn1er as genlinates, 
but others treat both as geminates. I n  the latter case, no explanations 
have been offered to account for the total absence of laryngeal features 
in Korean. 

d. Treating tense (and sometimes aspirated) consonants as geminates purely 
on the basis of phonetic length is a1nbiguous, and co1nparing length in 
initial vs. medial positions is not yet "''ell established. 

e. Arguments based on moraic distinction between singletons and ge1n
inates in Korean seem untenable, and thus cannot be used to support 
the position that laryngeal consonants are structurally genlinates. 

f. Laryngeal consonai1ts in a particular n1edial position can be lengthened 
to close the previous syllable, but because of the restricted environn1ent 
and the optional nature of gemination, this fact cannot be used to argue 
for tense consonants as geminates across the board. 

" Keren lice (personal communication) points out that it is not unusual to have tenseness and 
aspiration i11 one system '"'hen tenseness involves glottalization, but it is clear thal Korean te11se 
consonants are n(ll glottalized. 
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g. Post-Obstruent Tensing, a robust phenomenon in Korean, is treated as 
the same process of Geminate Reinforcement (or Korean Enhancement) 
by the proponents of the gemination analysis. While it is true that all 
obstruents in post-obstruent position are tensed, it still remains to be 
demonstrated that all instances of tense consonants can be derived 
from POT. 
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112 French Liaison 

MARIE-HELENE COTE 

1 Introduction 

Liaison is a type of external sandhi, one of several occurring at "'ord boundaries 
in French. It corresponds to the pronunciation of a consonant (liaison consonant 
= LC) bet"'een two \ITOrds, the second being vo,vel-init ial, in certain liaison
triggering contexts. Liaison may apply categorically or variably, depending on the 
context. The data in (1) illustrate this process. The words preceding and follo\\'
ing the LC are referred to respectively as Wordl and Word2; their canonical 
pronunciation in non-liaison contexts, including in isolation, is indicated in the 
relevant columns. In (lb), for example, the 'vords vous and allez are pronounced 
in isolation [vu] and [ale); when the nvo 'vords are concatenated, an intervening 
[z) surfaces. LCs are underlined in all examples for ease of identification.' 

(1) vVordl LC vVord2 Context 

a. un honnue 'a/one-MASC man' [d? n ;im) det + noun 
b. vous allez 'you-PL go' [vu z ale] pronoun + verb 
c. grand ami 'big-MASC friend' [g&a 1 ami] adj + noun 
d. tres utile 'very useful' (tIS€ z. ytil] adv + adj 

Nlost LCs originate from fixed final consonants that progressively ceased to 
be pronounced between the l\velfth and the sixteenth century, first before a con
sonant, later at the pause. These consonants ren1ained only in prevocalic position 
between words displaying a high degree of cohesion. Some LCs also evolved 
through analogy as part of restructuring processes affecting liaison (see M.orin 
1986 for a discussion of final consonants in the history of French). The system 
of liaison has been in evolution for almost a millennium and is still subject to 
change and reinterpretation. 

1 IJ1 most cases, only word·by·vvord translations are pro\;ided. Gran\nlatical informatio11 such as l'L 
and MASC is added when relevant, if .it is not already clear elsewhere in the example. The word-by
\\'Ord translation is follo,ved b),. a free translatio·n (introduced lly "=") '"'hen the literal translation is 
opaqlte or when minimal pairs "'ith the same lexical material but different mec1nings are invol,1ed. 
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Liaison is a complex and multifaceted phenomenon, involving various com
ponents of linguistic analysis. As a segn1ental process that finds its historical source 
in unexceptional cases of coda reduction, it is considered essentially phonological. 
But its synchronic conditioning goes much beyond phonology as traditionally 
defined. Liaison in contemporary French raises a number of challenging descrip
tive and analytical issues, pertaining to the status of LCs and the segmental, 
prosodic, and morphosyntactic contexts in which they surface. It has figured pro
nli.nently in a nun1ber of important theoretical debates in the last half-century, 
including abstractness in phonology, autoseg1nental representations, the syntax
phonology interface, and, n1ore recently, the roles of frequency and usage. 

The analysis of liaison is complicated by the var iability and controversial nature 
of some of the data on which it is based (see .tvlorin 1987). Even \Vithin what may 
be referred to as Standard French (see Francard et al. 2000-01), the use of liaison 
is subject to subs tantial sociolectal and stylistic variation (CHAPTER 92: VARIABILITY). 
Dialectal differences are also observed. Formal accounts of liaison tend to rely on 
a relatively limited set of conventionalized generalizations. Standard adult data 
and theory-internal argun1ents have been increasingly complemented, hov1ever, 
with results from a variety of perspectives: corpus sh1dies of spontaneous and 
fonnal French, acquisition, psycholinguistics, phonetics, and liaison errors in 
adults. This empirical rene�val has led to a more nuanced understanding of the 
functioning of liaison, its conception as a Lmified phonological process having 
partly given way to a multidisciplinary and fragmented approach. 

The chapter is organized as follows. §2 provides basic data and concepts, 
organized around two dimensions of liaison: the LCs, and the contexts in \.vhich 
they occur. This presentation sets the stage for the discussion of two central 
analytical issues in the study of liaison: the nature and status of LCs (§3), and the 
characterization of liaison contexts (§4). On each topic the main theoretical pro
posals are introduced, and their 1nerits and shortcon1irlgs are discussed \Vith regard 
to the range of empirical results available. 

2 Basic facts and concepts 

2.1 Liaison consonants 
LCs are special in at least tv>'o \vays. First, they are only allowed in certain 
segmental and grammatical environments, \.vhile other French consonants are 
stable across contexts (e.g. net 'clear' is invariably pronounced [net] \Vith an 
initial [n] and a final [t] ).2 Second, all consonants are possible as stable segments, 
,,vhereas LCs are restricted to a small set of consonants, essen.ti.a.lly [z n t) (with 
[n] appearing only after nasalized vo'''els). Residual LCs include [H p ], \vhich 
together account for less than 0.2 percent of all cases of liaison in a corpus of 

2 final consonants are implicated. in hvo ''ariable processes independent from liaison: optional 
final conS-Onants in some words (e.g. but 'goal' [by[ - [byt)) and variable cluster reduction (e.g. 
ample 'couple' [kup(J)]). Numbers between cirrq 'five' and dix 'ten' behave idiosyncratically: their final 
consonant is stable at the pause but subject to vadable preconsonantal delet.ion and/or prevocalic 
voicing. These special iten1s \\liU not be considered here; see CHAPTER 36: FIN . .\L CONSONANTS for gen
eral discussion of final consonants. 
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spontaneous speech (Mallet 2008: 212). Liaison in [K] occurs after infinitive forms 
and a handful of prenominal adjectives ending in -er (e.g. pre111ier 'first'); [p J only 
appears after the two adverbs trop 'too much' and beaucoup 'a lot'.3 

LCs that follow the prescriptive norm are ahvays represented in the ortho
graphy, usually as permanent final letters of \'\lordl: liaison [z] corresponds to 
'vritten <S>, <X>, or <Z>, liaison [n] to <n>, and liaison [t] to <t> or <d>. Liaison 
between verbs of the -er conjugation and enclitic pronouns is special in being marked 
orthographically by consonants that only appear in liaison (e.g. va.2-y 'go there' 
(vaz.i], va-t-il 'goes he' (vatil] vs. va 'go' (va)). Non-standard cases of liaison, many 
of 'vhich are mentioned in the follo,ving sections, depart from the standard 
'vritten form (e.g. cent antis 'a hundred friends' pronounced [sozarni], donne-m'en 
'give me of-it' surfacing as donne-n1oi-en [d::>nrnwa�Ci]). 

The relative frequency (CHAPTER 90: FREQUENCY EFFECT'S) of the three LCs [n t z] 
has been debated (see Ranson 2008). Mallet (2008: 213) provides n1easures based 
on a corpus of conversational speech containing more than 28,500 potential con
texts for liaison, with a global rate of realization of 45 percent. Potential contexts 
involve, in that order, [z], [t], and [n] (2a); ho,vever, [n] is realized more often 
than [t] (2b). This reversal results from the fact that [n] is implicated essentially 
in contexts of categorical liaison, and [t] in cases of variable liaison (2c). 

(2) [z] [tJ [n] 

a. 0/o of all potential instances of liaison 49°/o 28°/o 19°/o 
b. 0/o of all realized instances of liaison 46o/o 15°/o 39°/o 
c. Rate of realization 43°/o 23°/o 90°/o (Mallet 2008) 

Both LCs and stable final consonants are subject to a regular process of enchafne
n1ent or (re)syllabification before a follo\'1ing vo\vel, favoring open syllables and 
CV sequences at word bow1daries. The exa.inple in (lb) normally syllabifies as in 
(3a), and a sin1ilar example 'vith a stable final consonil.llt appears in (3b). 

(3) a. 
b. 

LC vous allez 
stable final C douze al/ees 

'you-PL go' 
'hvelve alleys' 

[vu.�a.Ie] 
[du.za.le] 

cf. vous (vu] 
cf. douze [duz] 

Liaison 1nay also apply without enchafnement, the LC syllabifying with the 
preceding segment, as in (vu�.(7)a.le] (Encreve 1988; Laks 2009). As noted by 
Durand and Lyche (2008), ho,vever, liaison without enchafn.em.ent is found almost 
exclusively in read speech or elevated discursive styles (e.g. formal presidential 
speeches), il.lld essentially in cases of variable liaison. It is highly exceptional 
in spontaneous speech. The status and theoretical significance of liaison without 
enchainement have been debated; it has been considered on a par 'vith liaison 
'vith enchainement (Encreve 1988), simply irrelevant (Scullen 1993), or marginal 
and directly related to spelling and to a specific type of public discourse (Laks 
2oos, 2009; Cote 2008). 

3 Historically, LCs included [k), a consonant that is clearly no longer productive (see Ivlorin 1987: 
8J9), but lia ison with [g] roay be observed after the prenoounaJ adje.:tive long 'long-MASC'. Quebec 
French also has [ll as a possible LC, which surfaces beh¥een proclitics ending in [al and vowel-initial 
verbs, as in ft1 arrive 'this happens' [sa!auivl (Morin 1982). 

Bahan dengan hak cipta 
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The length of the follo'''ing sequence may also influence the frequency of liaison, 
although this effect remains to be fully tested. lv!orin and Kaye (1982) offer the 
contrast in (9) and suggest that liaison between mangent and a.pres is 1nore natural 
in (9a) than in (9b ). Post (2000) observed in her reading task n1ore liaison \vhen 
the follo\ving context was non-branching than \Vhen it was branching. 

(9) a. Jls travaillent d'abord et rnangent apres. 
'They "'ork first and eat after.' 

b. l/s 111angent apres qu'ils aient fini leur travail. 
'They eat after that they have-SUBJ finished their '"ork.' 

It has been suggested that liaison is more frequent if Wordl ends in a vo,vel 
than a consonant, and more frequent after one consonant than after t"'o (Delattre 
1955); liaison is then predicted to apply with decreasing likelihood from (lOa) 
to (lOc). This generalization would folio"' from a constraint against hiatus or 
empty onsets (e.g. Steriade 1999; Davis 2000; Tranel 2000; CHAPTER 61: HIATUS 
RESOLUTION; CHAPTER ss: ONSETS), which favors liaison intervocalically and when 
enchalnement is less likely to occur. Morin (2005), ho\vever, argues against these 
factors being a driving force in the evolution and application of liaison, and Agren's 
(1973) corpus study does not confirm the hierarchy of frequency in (10). 

(10) a. 
b. 
c. 

pants titroits 
lll!IYS elroits 
portes etroites 

2.2.3 Lexical factors 

'bridges narro,v' 
'walls narrow' 
'doors narro\v' 

[p5;:;.etuwa I 
[myH;!;etHwa] 
[pJHt;!;etH\Va t J 

Keeping the number of syllables, '"ord class, and syntactic configuration constant, 
there remains substantial lexical variation in the frequency of liaison. For exan1ple, 
the proportion of realized liaison after four monosyllabic adverbs in two corpora 
is given in (11) (de Jong 1994; M.aUet 2008; see also Encreve 1988 and Laks 2009). 
The variation is extreme and obviously involves factors independent from the 
phonological structure of VVordl. Perhaps even more telling is the comparison 
bet"•een different monosyllabic forms of the verb etre 'be', which trigger liaison 
at proportions varying between 0 percent and 71 percent (de Jong 1994; see also Agren 1973). 

(11) 
Mallet (2008) 
de Jong (1994) 

tres 'very' 
97o/o 
99% 

plus 'more' 
64°/o 
96% 

bien 'well' 
43% 
82% 

pas 'not' 
1°10 
7°10 

These statistics illustrate the extent to '"hich liaison is lexicalized and cannot 
be reduced to independent structural factors. Lexical distinctions in the realiza
tion of liaison have been significantly correlated with \!Vordl frequency, 1nore 
frequent words triggering liaison n1ore often than less frequent ones (de Jong 1994; 
Fougeron et al. 2001a; Fougeron et al. 2001b; see also CHAPTER 90: FREQUENCY EFFECTS). 

2.2.4 Stylistic and dialectal variation 
The use of liaison is highly dependent on speech style and register, n1ore elevated 
styles being typically associated \vith an increased rate of liaison realization 

Bahan dengan hak cipta 
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(e.g. Lucci 1983; Moisset 2000; Fougeron et al. 2001a). If, for example, liaison with 
plural prenominal adjectives (6a) is ahnost categorical across styles, liaison after 
plural nouns (6f) is exceptional in colloquial speech and frequent only in formal 
production. In some contexts not listed in (5)-(6), liaison may be allo,ved exclu
sively in hyperformal registers. According to Fouche (1959: 443) and Delattre (1947), 
a LC may intervene benveen a plural subject and its inflected verb (12), but Durand 
and Lyche (2008) 1nention that liaison 'vas never realized in this context in a read
ing task (a context that strongly favors the realization of liaison) perforn1ed by 
100 speakers. 

(12) les gens obeirent 'the-PL people obeyed' [le3Cif;obeir] 

Laks (2009) compares the rates of liaison realization follov.1ing 28 invariable 
words belonging to categories (6c) and (6d) in nvo stylistically contrasting corpora: 
fonnal political speeches and infonnal conversation. The global rate of realized 
liaison is 78 percent in the former against 47 percent in the latter, but the dis
tinction may be more dramatic for individual words, e.g. 78 percent against 
1.5 percent after the adverb pas 'not'. 

Dialectal variation has not inspired as much research as the sociolinguistics 
of liaison, and the extent of this variation remains to be more fully documented. 
Variation essentially concerns liaison. contexts: their classification, the nature 
of the LC that appears in each of them, and the frequency of liaison in specific 
variable contexts (see notes 3 and 7 for other aspects of dialectal variation). In 
Quebec French, for instance, one of the better-described non-standard varieties 
(see Cote 2010 for references), liaison after the procli.tics on 'we/one' and ils/elles 
'they-MASC/FEi.!' (Sb) is variable rather than categorical (de Jong 1993) a.nd liaison 
in (t) occurs after all forms of the present tense of iitre 'be', including those that 
trigger liaison in [z] in the standard variety (e.g. tu es assis 'you are seated' [te!asi] 
rather than [tyeiasi]; van Ameringen and Cedergren 1981). 

3 The phonological and lexical status of LCs 

LCs, by definition, appear between nvo \Vords and their relationship to each of 
these words has remained a 1natter of debate. Five n1ain options for the lexical 
affiliation of LCs have been considered. They are summarized in (13), with a 
schematic lexical representation of the elements contained in the sequence deux 
amis 'two friends' [d0zami]. 

(13) a. LCs are final consonants of Wordl 
1. Truncation analysis /d0z/ /anti/ 
u. Suppletion analysis /d0, d0z/ /a.mi/ 
w. Autosegrnental analysis /d0(z)/ /ami/ 

b. LCs are epenthetic /d0/ /ami/ 
c. LCs are initial consonants of Word2 /d0/ /zami/ 
d. LCs are n1orphen1ic 

1. Prefix of \iVord2 /d0/ /z + a1ni/ 
u. Suffix of \.Yordl /d0 + z/ /ami/ 

e. LCs are part of a (partially) lexicalized contruction /d0 z an1i/ 
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Non-standard or marginal instances of liaison and experimental evidence have 
played an important role in supporting or arguing against specific proposals. 
Observed gaps beh·veen norn1ative descriptions and ach1al usage correspond either 
to processes established in the grammar of non-standard (spoken) varieties or 
to less systematic "mistakes" often characterizable as hypercorrective. The latter 
type tends to occur when speakers perform under some normative pressure (e.g. 
non-professional speakers in media contexts), "'hich favors liaison, and in cases 
of variable liaison that are not used productively in colloquial registers (see 
Desrochers 1994 for a typology and analysis of a corpus of liaison errors). §3.1 
revie\vS the approaches in (13), while §3.2 specifically addresses experimental 
evidence dra,vn from aquisition, phonetics, and psycholinguistics. The relation
ship benveen liaison and morphological relatedness, relevant to the nature of 
adjectival LCs, is discussed in §3.3. 

3.1 Competing approaches 

3.1.1 LCs as final consonants of Wordl 
The vast 1najority of studies on liaison adopt the classic pos1t1on in (13a), 
according to which LCs belong to Wordl, mirroring the historical origin (and 
the modern spelling) of most LCs. This approach has been implemented in a 
number of ways, \Vhich have in common that the lexical form of deux contains 
a final /z/, but differ \Vith respect to the representation of that consonant and 
the status of the non-liaison forn1 [d0] (see Klausenburger 1984 and Encreve 1988: 
ch. 3 for reviews). Three main groups of analyses may be identified: truncation, 
suppletion, and autosegmental, presented roughly in chronological order. All must 
establish a distinction between final stable consonants and those pronounced only 
in liaison (e.g. the liaison [z] in deux 'hvo' vs. the stable [z] in douze 't\velve'). 

The truncation analysis coincides with the early phase of generative phonology 
(Milner 1967; Schane 1968; Selkirk and Vergnaud 1973; Selkirk 1974). It relies on 
a general rule that deletes '"ord-final consonants in non-liaison contexts. Liaison, 
then, results from the non-application of deletion (CHAPTER 68: DELETION). Stable 
final consonants escape the truncation rule either because they are lexically specified 
as exceptions to it or because they are follo\\'ed by a final ("protective") schwa. 
This schwa makes the rule inapplicable and is itself subject to a later deletion 
rule. One intriguing feature of this analysis is that liaison forms, which may be 
considered marked, result from the simplest derivation, while non-liaison forms 
and stable final consonants, which are in no "'ay exceptional, involve deletion 
rules or special devices. 

Suppletive analyses (Gaatone 1978; Klausenburger 1984; Green and Hintze 1988; 
de jong 1994; Perlmutter 1998; Plenat 2008) consider that the liaison and non
liaison forms of a word are listed separately in the lexicon (e.g. /de, d0z/ for 11e11x). 
Words ending in a stable consonant have a single allomorph (e.g. /duz/ for do11ze) 
(CHAl'TER 99: PHONOLOGICALLY CONDITlONEO ALL01'-!0Rl'H SELECTION).9 

9 Suppletio11 111a}· not cl1aracterize liaison in general but may be limited to prenon1inal adjectives 
with a d

i
fferent vowel in their liaison and non-liaison forms, as illustrated in (8) (Tranel 1990; Scullen 

1993; Cote 2005). Adjectival LCs may also be indirectly suppletive in being derived from the listed 
feminine form (Steriade 1999). 
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The development of non-linear phonology has rene'"ed the interest in final LCs, 
represented as floating segments '"ith respect to the skeleton (CHAPTER 54: THE 
SKELETON), the syllable, or both (Booij 1983; Clements and Keyser 1983; Hyn1an 
1985; Encreve 1988; de Jong 1990, 1994; Tranel 1990, 1996, 2000; Prune! 1992; 
Scullen 1993; Paradis and El Fenne 1995; Davis 2000; Wauquier-Gravelines 2005, 
2009; Nguyen et al. 2007; cf. Tranel 1995a, 1995b for an elaborate discussion and 
comparison of the different autoseginental accounts). Consonants left floating remain 
unpronow1ced, as is the case for deux produced in isolation (14a). Floating 
segments make it to the surface only '"'hen properly inserted into the prosodic 
structure, typically by filling a follo"'ing empty onset position, as in (14b). As in 
truncation approaches, liaison and non-liaison allomorphs are derived from a unique 
underlying fonn. Fixed and liaison consonants, however, are representationally 
distinct, fixed ones being prosodically anchored in the lexicon, as sho\'1'11 in (14c) 
for douze 'hvelve'. This representational approach simult.meously avoids specific 
deletion rules and the exception devices needed for stable consonants, but it involves 
more complex lexical representations (see Cote 2008 for arguments against the 
floating approach to LCs).10 

(14) a. a 

/\ 
d 0 z � (d.0] 

b. a a a 

/\ ,:'\ /\ 
d 0 z a m I � ( d0?;a1ni] 

c. C1 

� 
d ll z � [duz] 

Final consonant accounts are challenged by instances of LCs that appear to be 
separated from the preceding word by an intonational boundary or some lexical 
material. Liaison has regularly been shO\Vn to occur across pauses and intona
tional boundaries (Agren 1973; Morin and Kaye 1982; Lucci 1983; Green and Hintze 
1988; Tranel 1990; Post 2000; Morin 2003; Miller and Fagyal 2005). This phenomenon 
can be observed in standard parenthetical structures ((lSa), from Morin 2003) and 
in colloquial right dislocation constructions (l.Sb) (Tranel 1990; Cote 2005; Plenat 
2008). Crucially, stable final consonants do not cross the intonational boundary 
in the same constructions. 

(15) a. un robuste, mais petit, enfant (re�.)byst n1epceti ta.fa.] 
'a robust, but small-MASC, child' 

b. j'en ai un, ami 
'I of-it have one-MASC, friend' 

[3one� nami] 

'" Post's (2000) account combines features of both floatiJ\g and supplet.ive approaches. She adopts 
floating segments in underlying representations, but deri\res liaison aUomorphs in the lexicon. At the 
ptJint of lexi<.-al insertion, the distinctlon bet\\reen stabJe and latent consc>nants is lost. 
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A verbal marker [t] has also been identified, although its morphemic status 
is not as fir1nly established as that of phual [z]; lvlorin and Kaye (1982) describe 
verbal [t) as involving a sort of "n1orphologized epenthesis." This [t] seen1s to be 
an extension across verbal forms of the liaison [t) that is standardly triggered by 
a subset of persons, verb classes, and tenses (19). 

(19) a. le corps se1·a. expose [ . . .  sCEMati:kspoze] 
'the body will be exhibited' 

b. image qui 111' est venue ii l' esprit ( . . .  vIBnytal€spHi) 
'image that me is come to the mind' = 'image that came to my mind' 

Finally, the morphe1nic account has been applied to prenominal singular adjec
tives: the liaison [t] in grand arltre 'big tree' [grdtaHbH] has been treated as a suffix 
to grand, comparable to a case 1narker (Morin 1992), and as a prefix to Word2 
(Klausenburger 2001; lv!orin 2003). 

3.1.4 LCs as initial consonants of Word2 
The affiliation of LCs to \<Vord2 is taken a step further by Ternes (1977), who 
conceives liaison as a case of initial consonant n1utation: LCs belong to the 
foUo,ving \VOrd and VO\vel-initial "'Ords subject to liaison have several variants, 
for example [ami], [tami], [nami], and [zami] for ami 'friend'. The correct variant 
is selected by the preceding context. The initial approach to LCs has been applied 
n1ore restrictively to LCs before enclitics (Sc): y, en in imperative constructions 
and il(s), elle(s), on in subject inversion are lexicalized as [zi zd ti! tel t5] (Morin 
1979, 1986; Cote 2005, 2008). This analysis is supported, among other evidence, 
by non-standard imperative forms as in (20), with an obligatory [z] after another 
enclitic. 

(20) donne-moi-(z]-en 'give n1e of-it' (d.:>runwai;ci] 

3.1.5 LCs as part of larger constructions 
Finally, LCs have been viewed as part of constructions larger than the \vord that 
are (partially) lexicalized (Bybee 200la, 200lb, 2005; Dugua 2006; Chevrot et al. 
2007, 2009). Constructions may be 1nore or less specific: general constructions like 
[oET NOUN] coexist 'vith more specific ones like (un 'a/one' NOUN)MASC or (un (-n-) 
(vo,,rel) NOUNh1Asc· This last construction establishes a liaison [n] between un and 
a masculine vowel-initial noun. The assunlption is that more specific constructions 
apply first but are subject to a generalizing pressure from the less specific (and 
1nore frequent) constructions. Liaison is involved in highly specific constructions, 
,.vhose strength a.nd maintenance are argued to depend on their frequency of usage. 

LCs occur at the boundary of Wordl and Word2, \Vhich prevents an a priori 
determination of their lexical affiliation "'ith either \vord. We should not be sur
prised, then, by the available range of conceptions of LCs, \Vhich covers the full 
distance between Wordl and Word2. A sche1natic representation of the distance 
behveen LCs and their adjacent \vords appears in (21). LCs analyzed a.s final and 
initial consonants are most closely associated "'ith Wordl and \1Vord2, respectively. 
Suffixes and prefixes are partially independent from their host. LCs in epenthetic 
or constructionist approaches are equally (in)dependent from both words and lie 
at an equal distance from then1. 
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and perceptual weakness of LCs also challenges morphemic accounts, in that con
sonants \Vith a morphenlic status have been shown to be longer than corresponding 
non-morphen1ic consonants, for exan1ple the inflectional [s] in English wrecks vs. 
the non-morphemic [s] in Rex (Walsh and Parker 1983; Losiewicz 1992). If LCs 
•vere morphemic (prefixes or suffixes), their shorter duration •1101.1.ld be unexpected. 
One issue in interpreting these acoustic/perceptual results, ho"rever, is that they 
combine different liaison contexts, 'vithout distinguishing LCs that are associated 
with specific n1orpholog ical categories (in particular the plural [z]) fron1 those that 
appear to be strictly lexical (follo"'ing invariable "'ords or singular adjectives). 
It  is in fact the latter type, in particular prenominal singular adjectives, that has 
been used predominantly, sometimes exclusively, in most studies. A morphemic 
analysis of other types of LCs therefore remains to be investigated. 
A number of experiments have also tested the productivity of liaison with 

words that do not normally appear in liaison contexts (Morin 1992; El Fenne 1994; 
Sampson 2001). Adjectives that are either novel or usually appear postnominaJly 
(as most adjectives do in French) are tested in adjective + noun sequences. Liaison 
applies variably in this situation, a result that has been used to argue both for 
and against a final-consonant analysis of LCs (Paradis and El Fenne 1995; Cote 
2005). But since the variability of liaison in noiu1 + adjective sequences is now 
ackn<nvledged, it is difficult to dra•v firm conclusions. 

The acquisition of liaison by children is a gro,ving area of investigation. 
Categorical liaison is mastered by the age of five; variable liaison develops until 
n1uch later, adults varying considerably in their control and use of it. The acqui
sition process is characterized by nun1erous forms that depart fron1 the target 
ones. Five main categories of mistakes involving liaison a.re identified (see Dugua 
2006: 114-137): the substitution of the expected LC by an erroneous one (23a), 
the omission of a LC in categorical liaison contexts (23b), the insertion of a LC in 
non-liaison contexts (23c), the substitution of a stable i.tlitial consonant by a LC 
(\vhen the mitial consonant corresponds to a possible LC) (23d), and the omission 
of a stable initial consonant (23e). 

(23) child adult 
a. • 11n ane 'a/one-MASC donkey' [retan] [renan] 
b. des etoiles 'DET lNDEF stars' [deehval] [dezetwal] 
c. papa aigle 'Daddy eagle' [papan£gl) [papa€gl] 
d. un zebre 'a/one-JvlASC zebra' [ren£bK) (<i?z£bK) 
e. 11n zebre 'a/one-ll·!ASC zebra' [re<brs] [rezebK J 

These nlistakes are sensitive to different contextual factors, and their relative 
frequency evolves over time. On the ba.sis of both experimental resu.lts and the 
analysis of spontaneous productions, different developmental scenarios have 
been elaborated. It is generally agreed that in the early stages of the acquisition 
of liaison, around the age of hvo to three, LCs appear to be encoded as mitial 
consonants of Word2, in confornuty \Vi.th a preference for CV syllabifications (e.g. 
nami, tami, zmni for ami 'friend') (see Chevrot et al. 2005, 2009; Chevrot et al. 2007 
for arguments and references). The acquisition of liaison then consists, for the cllild, 
in identifying the contexts in which each of these variants should be used. 

Subsequent stages are more controversial. Morel (1994), Wauquier-Gravelines 
(2005, 2009) and VVauquier-Gravelmes and Braud (2005) consider that LCs belong 
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syntactic relationship holding bet,veen vous and ecouter in the second example. 
(26c) displays a noun-adjective structure that excludes liaison \Vith singular nouns, 
while (26d) corresponds to an adjective-noun sequence typically involving liaison. 
The pair (26e, 26f), from Prunet (1992: 42), differ in \vhether the PP introduced 
by a is a complement of dire or parfait; only in the latter case is liaison beh,,een 
parfait and ii possible. 

(26) a. allez-vous ecouter [alevuekute] (no liaison) 
'go you-PL listen' = 'are you going to listen' 

b. al/ez VOllS ecouter (aleVUf;ekutej (categorical liaison) 
'go you-PL listen' = 'go listen to yourselves' 

c. savant anglais [savaagle] (no liaison) 
'savant English-MASC' 

d. savant Anglais [savCi(!)Cigle] (variable liaison) 
'kno\vledgeable-MASC Englishman' 

e. ii fallait dire qu'on parfait ii Marie ( . . .  dill'k3paJ.{ttruna.!{i] 
'it needed say that one/we left to Marie' (no liaison) 
= 'somebody had to tell Marie that "'e '"ere leaving' 

f. ii fallait dire qu'on parfait a Paris ( . . .  diHk5paKt<(!)apaHi] 
'it needed say that one/\ve left to Paris' (marginal liaison) 
= 'so1nebody had to say that "'e '"ere going to Paris' 

Traditional descriptions of liaison essential ly present liaison contexts as 
sequences of standard parts of speech such as noun and preposition. Such lists 
are vie"red as carrying little explanatory pO\ver, and more theoretically oriented 
analyses have tried to subsume these contexts under unified configurations, 

prosodic or syntactic. At a more conceptual level, syntactic approaches also 
raise the question of \vhether a phonological process (insofar as liaison is such 
a process) may refer directly to syntactic structure. Alternatively, frequency 
of co-occurrence has been proposed as an explanatory factor of the degree of 
cohesion ben"een Wordl and Word2. Structural and frequency-based approaches 
are briefly reviewed belo\v. 

4.1 Structural approaches 
Syntactic accounts of liaison contexts follo'v in part the evolution of syntactic 
theory and approaches to the syntax-phonology interface. They establish a syn
tactic configuration or domain in which liaison applies. Proposals rely, directly 
or indirectly, on a srnaU set of morph.osyntactic distinctions: (i) a distinction 
between lexical and functional categories; (ii) a distinction between specifier
head and head-complement relations; (iii) a distinction bel\,reen inflected heads, 
marked for person or number, and non-inflected heads. A representative sche1na 
is given in (27) and exemplified with the NP mes a.mis americains 'my friends 
American'. Liaison is categorical beh"een a specifier (the determiner mes) and 
a head (the noun am.is), and variable between an inflected head (the plural amis) 
and a fol lowing complement (the adjective americain.s). Note that a singular noun 
'vould not trigger liaison, hence the inflectional restriction on liaison in the 
head-complen1ent configuration. 

Marep1-1an. 3aU11-1U1eHHb1� asropcK1-1M npasoM 
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According to de Jong (1990), the categorical-variable distinction in liaison con
texts corresponds to different prosodic levels. Alternatively, one n1ay exploit the 
variability in prosodic parsing: liaison is systen1atic y,rithin PhPs but its option
ality in certain contexts results fro1n the possible restructuring of adjacent PhPs. 
If \\lordl and Word2 belong to different PhPs, these may merge if Wordl is inflected, 
Word2 is in the complement of VVordl, and the second PhP is non-branching; see 
Post (2000) for a discussion and assessment of this type of approach. 

More recently, Davis (2000) has proposed to associate the don1ain of liaison 
with the concept of Extended Projection (EP), a syntactic unit defined as a con1-

bination of a functional and a lexical category. This approach differs from the 
preceding ones in that all \VOrd categories project a phrasal level, rendering irrel
evant the distinction behveen heads and specifiers. Liaison applies obligatorily 
within EPs, and its variability in several contexts is attributed to independent 
factors: variable underlying representations, '"'ith and without a final latent 
consonant, and interference from prosodic structure and the number of syUables. 
Unlike aU previous approaches, the EP domain predicts liaison to be impossible 
after lexical categories (except prenominal adjectives). Occurrences of liaison 
after nouns and verbs, which ren1ain marginal in informal speech, follo\v fron1 
the possibility of using the left edge of a PhP (a prosodic category) rather than 
that of an EP as a liaison boundary.13 

Although they invoke similar concepts, these analyses make different predictions. 
The sentence in (28), "'hich contains nine potential contexts of liaison, is used to 
compare four specific proposals: X" (Selkirk 1974), PhP (de Jong 1990), c-conlffiand 
(Prune! 1992), and EP (Davis 2000). For each context, Table 112.1 indicates the 
prediction of each analysis and, for comparison, its relative frequency in real speech, 
based on the generalizations in (5), (6), and (7) above, complemented '"'ith Morin 
and Kaye's (1982) observations. The contexts are listed in order of frequency. We 
may consider that all contexts involve a relationship bet\.veen a head and a syn
tactically dependent ele1nent, except 2 and 8. 

(28) le peti�fan�vait appris aux hommes attentifs a ses prouesses a 
1 2 3 4 5  6 7 8 

voter sans ailes 
9 

'the small-MASC child had taught to-the men attentive to his feats to fly \Vith
out wings' 

In only the first and last contexts do all the analyses make exactly the right 
prediction. Other\vise all underpredict and overpredict liaison in at least son1e 
contexts. The adjective + noun context (pet it en fan t) is 'vrongly predicted to be 
obligatory, but this is consistent vvith the earlier classification of this context as 
categorical. A past participle follo,.ved by its prepositional complement (appris aux 
ho11nnes) is predicted not to trigger liaison, since Wordl (appris) is not inflected. 
Liaison is indeed rare, but not unattested, as sho,vn by Morin and Kaye (1982). 
On the other hand, a plural adjective followed by its complement (attentifs ii ses 

" Th.is makes the questionable prediction that the use of the PhP increases with formality. Sioce 
formal liaison is closer to the \\lritten form,. it is not expected to be more strongly driven by prosodic 
strt1t·t1ue than informal liaison. 

Marep1-1an. 3aU11-11J1eHHb1� asropcK1-1M npasoM 
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Table 112.1 Stahis of liaison in the nine contexts in (28), as observed in real speech 
and predicted by four analyses 

co11te.tt observed Selkirk 1974 de Jong 1990 Prw1et 1992 Davis 2000" 

5 Det+N (4a) categorical obligatory obligatory obligatory obligatory 
1 Adj+N (Sa) frequent obligator}' obligatory obligatory obligatory 

9 Prep+NP (Sb} variable obligatory frequent formal style variable 

3 Aux+Past part (Sd) variable obligatory frequent obligatory obligatory 

6 Npt,+Adj (Se) infrequent ''ariable rare formal style no 

4 Past part+PP (Sd) marginal no no no no 

7 Adjpt,+PP no \'ariable rate formal style no 

2 Subj+Y (6a) no no no no no 

8 N+non-comp no no no no no 

prouesses, context 7) should trigger variable liaison, as nouns and verbs do in 
similar configurations, but the absence of liaison after postnominal adjectives has 
often been noted (e.g. Morin and Kaye 1982; de Jong 1994; Davis 2000). 

Syntactic approaches, direct or indirect, contrast \vith strictly prosodic ones, \vhere 
prosodic domains are defined by intonational and durational patterns rather than 
syntactic structure. It is traditionally claimed that liaison is only realized inside 
a rhythnuc or accentual group, therefore never bet\veen a stressed vowel and a 
follo\ving 'vord (e.g. Bechade 1992; Leon and Leon 1997: 40; cf. Morrison 1968). 
A more recent and theoretically driven atteolpt to establish the Accentual Phrase 
(AP) as the domain of liaison is presented in Scarborough and Jun (2003). 

Structural accounts of the relationship between \"/ordl and Word2 raise a 
number of general objections, and have failed to receive solid support from corpus
based or experimental testing. Fougeron et al. (2001a) found a strong positive 
correlation behveen liaison and syntactic distance (n1easured as the number of 
nodes separating \Nordl and the common ancestor of \Nordl and Word2); this 
confirms the basic intuition that Wordl and Word2 tend to be syntactically close 
in order for liaison to apply. But studies of read speech corpora indicate that 
c-conunand, the PhP, and the AP are not good predictors of liaison, either because 
liaison is often realized outside of the proposed domains (i.e. \vithout c-co1nn1and 
and across PhP boundaries, but only rarely across APs) or because liaison is not 
realized in a large proportion of potential liaison contexts \Vithin these domains 
(liaison is not produced in SO percent of liaison contexts with c-command, 
against 49 percent \Vithin APs and 24 percent witllin Phi's) (Fougeron et al. 200la; 
Fougeron and Delais 2004; see also Post 2000). 

Generally, syntactic approaches predict a homogeneous behavior of liaison 
across categories, admitting a distinction bet'\o\1een functional and lexical ones. This 
is not the case. On the one hand, non-prenon1inal adjectives almost never trigger 
liaison, unlike other lexical categories, nouns and verbs. Adverbs, wluch tend to 

M Tl1ese predictions are based only on the EP part of Davis's analysis and do not take account of 
the possibly interfering factors mentioned above. 
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(Culetto 2008). Fougeron et al. (2001a) and Fougeron et al. (2001b) observe that the 
frequency of the Word1-Word2 sequence is a better predictor than transitional 
probability, but a general statistical n1odel is not yet in sight. 

5 Conclusions 

French liaison offers a nucrocosm of the challenges of linguistic analysis. Although 
typically classified as a phonological process, it lies at 1nultiple interfaces, invol
ving internal and external dimensions: morphology, syntax, and the lexicon, 
dialectal and sociolectal variation, registers, and spelling. This complexity has 
motivated the inclusion of liaison in a number of irnportant conceptual debates, 
such as those surrounding abstrach1ess, representations, and usage. 

The last 50 years of study of liaison have seen a shlfting balance between formal 
elegance and empirical adequacy, data idealization, and analytical scattering. One 
central goal of this chapter has been to convey a sense of the empirical and con
ceptual richness ir1volved. With respect to the lexical status of LCs, the traditional 
relationslup bet\veen the LC and the preceding word has been loosened, by estab
lishing a morphological or sen1antic n1otivation to liaison that is independent 
of \'\lordl, introducing prosodic or lexical material between Word:J and the LC, 
or dissociating liaison from Word l's morphological paradigm. Studies of liaison 
contexts have revealed the deficiencies of global structural accounts, syntactic 
or prosodic. It is hoped that the recent surge of experirnental and corpus-based 
research will lead to new analytical developments on both issues. 
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8 Sonorants 

BERT BOTMA 

1 Introduction 

The class of sonorants includes vo"rels, semi-vowels, liquids, and nasals, with 
the sonorant consonants sometimes being referred to as "resonants" (e.g. Laver 
1994). There is abundant cross-linguistic evidence for natural class behavior of 
these segn1ents. For example, in languages where consonants can be syllabic, the 
class of syllabic segments is almost always restricted to sonorants (Imdla\\'n 
Tashlhiyt Berber is an exception; see Dell and Elmedlaoui 2002). Further, there 
are quantity-sensitive languages in 'vhich the set of '"eight-bearing segn1ents is 
restricted to sonorants, or to a subset thereof (see Zee 2007 and CHAPTER 57: 

QUANTITY-SENSITIVITY for examples). Similarly, in languages where consonants can 
support tone contrasts, the consonants involved are ahnost always sonorant (e.g. 
Yip 2002). In addition, in languages "'hich pernut coinplex onsets, the second 
element is typically restricted to a sonorant consonant (disregarding sC clusters). 
Taken together, these observations suggest a distinctive feature, e.g. [sonorant], 
which distinguishes sonorants from obstruents (i.e. plosives and fricatives). These 
examples further suggest that the most straightforward evidence for the class 
behavior of sonorants comes from their patterning with respect to suprasegn1ental 
aspects such. as syllable structure, n1oraic structure, and tone - an observa.tion to 
\vhich we return in §3. 

While the class of sonorants is \veil established, there are a number of issues 
relating to sonorants \Vhich are a ma tier of debate. This chapter focuses on three 
sucl1 issues: 

(i) How should sonorancy be represented in a theory of segmental structure? (§2) 
(ii) Ho'v should less straightforward cases of sonorant class behavior be 

accounted for, in particular those cases in "'luch voiced stops and voiced 
fricatives di.splay sonorant-li.ke behavior? (§3) 

(iii) Ho'v should sonorancy be defined phonetically? (§4) 

On closer inspection, each of these issues pertains to the relation ben'7een sonor
ancy and voicing. Any approach to sonorancy 1nust do justice to the observation 
that voicing in sonorants is never contrastive (see §2.3), but n1ay nevertheless be 
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phonologically active. §2 considers a range of proposals that have been advanced 
to account for this observation, and also provides a more general discussion 
of laryngeal n1odifications in sonorants. The relation bet\veen sonorancy and 
voicing is also relevant in the class behavior of sonorants and voiced stops and 
fricatives, "' hich is considered in §3. §4 revie,vs a number of possible phonetic 
correlates of sonorancy. It "'ill be suggested that sonorants are best characterized 
acoustically, in terms of a clearly marked formant structure - a position that is 
perhaps most closely identified \Vith the work of Ladefoged (e.g. 1971, 1982, 1997). 
It will also be suggested, son1e,.vhat more ten tatively, that the class behavior of 
sonorants and voiced obstruents is phonetically natural to the extent that both 
are voiced, '"ith the latter involving "active voice facilitation," although there is 
some reason to believe that aerodynamic correlates may also be relevant. 

In what follo'"s, my concern will be \Vith the class of sonorants as a whole. 
Thus I \vill have little to say about the specific properties of sub-types of sonor
ants, some of 'vhich are discussed in other contributions (e.g. CHAPTER 1s: 
GLIDES; CHAPTER 30: THE REPRESENTATION OF RHOTICS; CHAPTER 31: LATERAL 
CONSONANTS), or about the relation ben.veen sonorancy and syllable structure (for 
this, see e.g. CHAPTER 33: SYLLABLE-INTERNAL !.'TRUCTURE; CHAPTER 49: SONORITY; 
CHAPTER 53: SYLLABLE CONTACT). 

2 How should sonorancy be represented in a theory 
of segmental structure? 

2.1 Representations of sonorancy 
Different proposals have been made regarding the formalization of sonorancy in 
phonological theory. The mainstrea1n view, as espoused in Chon1sky and Halle 
(1968; SPE) and subsequent "'ork in Feature Geometry (e.g. Cleinents 1985; Sagey 
1986; McCarthy 1988; Clements and Hume 1995; H:aJ.le et al. 2000), recognizes a major 
class feature [sonorant]. An alternative proposal '"ithin Feature Geometry is the 
"S\T hypothesis,'' in '"hich [sonorant] is replaced by a "Spontaneous Voicing" or 
"Sonorant Voice" node (e.g. Rice and Avery 1989, 1991; Piggott 1992, 1993; Rice 1993; 
Avery 1996). A quite different approach is taken in Dependency Phonology and 
related. frameworks silch as Radical CV Phonology, where sonora.ncy is vie,.ved as 
a particular manifestation of a vocalic "component" or "element," e.g. IVI (Anderson 
and E'ven 1987; van der Hulst 1995) or Ill (Botma 2004; Botma and Smith 2006, 
2007). However, while these frameworks assume different "atoms" of representation, 
they share i1nportant insights \vith both SPE and Feature Geometry, as we '"ill 
see below. Finally, some app(oach.es, e.g. most versions of Element Theory (see 
Harris and Lindsey 1995; Harris 1996), do not recognize a feature or "element" rep
resenting sonorancy. This section considers each of these approaches in some detail. 
In SPE, [sonorant] is assumed to be a "major class feature," together with 

[consonantal] and [continuant]. What sets major class features apart fron1 other 
features is that the former are not bound to any particular articulator. Th.us, as 
Kensto,.vicz (1994: 36) puts it, [sonorant] specifies "phonologically relevant degrees 
of constriction imposed by essentially any articulator." Ho"1ever, since segments 
in SPE consist of unordered feature bundles, n1ajor class features do not have any 
independent theoretical status. 
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of the output already inheres in the lenition target. This option is not considered 
in Harris (1996), though it is perhaps co1npatible \Vith Harris's 1nore recent 
approach to sonority (see Harris 2006). 

Harris goes on to n1ake a compelling case for rejecting [consonantal], noting in 
passi.ng that there are fe"' processes in \vhich major class features function as the 
target or trigger of phonological processes. How·ever, it is questionable whether 
this last point can be maintained for the feature [sonorant], not just in light of the 
exan1ples of sonorant class behavior mentioned in §1, but also in vie'" of the kind 
of arguments advanced by proponents of the SV hypothesis. 

The SY hypothesis can be regarded as an attempt to accord [sonorant) the same 
status as other, non-major class features. The key insight of this approach is that 
there are hvo types of phonological voicing: one realized through a laryngeal fea
ture ([voice], dominated by the Laryngeal node) and a property of obstruents (2a), 
and one through SV ("Spontaneous Voice'' or "Sonorant Voice") and a property 
of sonorants (2b ). 

(2) a. Obstruent voicing 

Root 

� 
Laryngeal Place 

I 
[voice] 

b. Sonorant voicing 

Root 

� 
SV Place 

� 
[nasal) (lateral) 

The SY node organizes sonorant features sucl1 as [nasal] and [lateral], and acts 
as both a trigger and a target for autosegmental processes such as spreading and 
delinking. For example, Piggott (1992) accounts for the nasal harmony pattern 
of Southern Barasano (discussed in more detail in §3) on the assumption that all 
targets are specified for SV, which provides a landing site for a harn1onic feature 
[nasal]. Thus a form like [\\rat1] 'devil' involves association of [nasal] to all 
SV-specified segments in the \vord: 

(3) \V a t I 

I I I I 
RT RT RT RT 

I I 
SV SV 

'• ' 
• 

• 
' . • • 

.. "'�' 

[nasal] 

I 
SV 

Spreading of the SV node itself is assumed to take place in sonorant-induced 
voicing phenomena, such as post-nasal voicing assimilation (see §2.2). 

The function of the SV node is similar to class nodes such as Laryngeal and 
Place, in that it designates functional feature groupings (see especially Piggott 1993 
for an elaboration of this idea). In addition, some phonologists have argued that 
the w1marked dependent of the SV node is the feature [nasal], 1.vhich captures the 
observation that nasals are the Wlffiarked type of sonorant consonants. According 
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to this vie'"' nasals are underlyingly specified for SV only, i11ith their nasal aspect 
supplied by a default rule '"hich fills in [nasal] (e.g. Rice and Avery 1991; Rice 
1993). Ho\vever, this assumption seems difficult to combine with an account of 
post-nasal voicing assimilation in terms of SY spreading (see §2.2). 

A difference behveen class nodes and the SY node is that the latter is construed 
as having phonetic content. This assumption is not unproblematic. While a dis
tinction between sonorant voicing and obstruent voicing seems well n1otivated 
on phonological grounds, the question whether there is phonetic support for this 
distinction is rather more contentious (see §4.1 for ft.irther discussion). To this extent 
at least, a more promising approach is taken in Dependency Phonology and related 
frame"'Orks, i11here sonorancy and voicing are viewed as manifestations of a sin
gle component, '"hose interpretation depends on its position in the phonological 
structure. For exa1nple, van der Hulst (1995) represents sonorancy in terms of a 
IVI in the "head" co1nponent of a segment (4a) and voicing in terms of a IYI in the 
"dependent" component (4b). (The possibility of expressing the relative promin
ence of voicing can also be used to represent the difference beh11een sonorants 
and sonorant-like obstruents, as '"e will see in §3.) 

(4) a. Sonorancy b. Voicing 

Root Root 

I ""' 
v .. .  v 

Van der Hulst ft.1rther assumes that in (4b) the head may be either an obstruent, 
i.e. ICI, or a sonorant, i.e. IYI. The latter assumption attempts to do justice to the 
observation that there are languages in '"'hich sonorants trigger voicing. Such 
processes cannot involve the head IYI, given van der Hulst's (1995: 96) asswnp
tion that "dependent properties can spread independently, while heads can only 
spread together "'ith their dependents." This makes head components similar 
to major class features, '"hile the possibility of "active" voicing in sonorants is 
rerniniscent of the SY hypothesis. 

2.2 The relationship betiveen sonorancy and voicing 
Phonetically, the natural state of sonorants is to be voiced. Phonologically, this is 
reflected by the observation that voicing in sonorants is unmarked. Inspection of 
the UPSID database (Maddieson 1984) reveals that most languages have voiced 
sonorants only (96.6 percent) and that the presence of non-voiced sonorants in a 
language implies the presence of voiced ones. Furthermore, voicing in sonorants 
is often redundant. This has been interpreted to mean that [voice] is underspecified 
for segments specified as [sonorant] and supplied by default in the post-lexical 
phonology (e.g. Kiparsky 1985; Archangeli 1988; Lombardi 1994; Steriade 1995). 

One phenon1enon '"'hich suggests that sonorants are underlyingly Ul1ll1arked 
for voice is Japanese Rendaku (e.g. Ito and l'vlester 1986; Ito et al. 1995; Nasuka,.va 
2005). This concerns a voicing process '"hich targets an initial voiceless consonant 
of the second member of a compound, converting it into its voiced counterpart, 
as in /onna + kokoro/ � [onna gokoro] '\11oman's heart'. Rendaku interacts with 
a constraint kno\11n as Lyman's La\'\', >11hich bans multiple occurrences of voiced 
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3 Fuzzy class behavior: Sonorant obstruents 

While the class of sonorant consonants traditionally includes liquids and nasals, 
it has been observed that voiced fricatives and voiced stops sometimes also pat
tern as sonorants, at least with respect to certain phenoa.1ena. FoUowing Rice (1993), 
such sounds 'vill be referred to as "sonorant obstruents." This section considers 
some examples of sonorant obstruents that have been reported in the literature 
and discusses the kinds of argu1nents that have been advanced for treating these 
sounds as sonorants. The recognition of a class of sonorant obstruents also has 
repercussions for the phonetic underpinnings of sonorancy (see §4). 

Consider first the follo"'ing data from Turkish. In this language, syllable-final 
voiced plosives undergo devoicing (7a) \vhile voiced fricatives retain their voicing 
in this position (7b), like sonorants (7c) (cf. Rice 1993: 332-333): 

(7) a. sara[p] 
b. a[z) 

e[ v] 
c. gii[n] 

giize[l] 

'\\'ine-NOM SG' 
'fe,v' 
'house' 
'day' 
'pretty' 

vs. sara[ b Ji ''vine-ACC sc' 

Two possible analyses of the Turkish pattern suggest themselves. The first limits 
the structural description of devoicing to stops, e.g. by specifying the targets of 
devoicing as [-sonorant, -continuant]. As Rice notes, the problen1 \Vith this ana
lysis is that it does little n1ore than stipulate that devoicing is linuted to stops. The 
alternative is to specify the voiced fricatives for the saa.1e feature as sonorants, 
e.g. [sonorant] or, in Rice's analysis, SV. This account is more parsimonious, since 
devoicing can no'" be restricted to 'vhatever feature it is that obstruents have 
in conlffion. In Rice's account tlus is the Laryngeal node, which donlinates the 
feature [voice]. In this analysis, (voice] is therefore a property of voiced obstruents, 
'vhile the voicing of sonorants, inclt.1ding "sonorant fricatives," is supplied by SV. 
Rice offers a similar account of the voiced fricatives of Athapaskan languages such 
as Navajo and Chipe,vyan. 

There is reason to suspect that "sonorant fricatives" Illa)' in fact be rather 
'videspread. For exan1ple, voiced uvular /JS/ and pharyngeal /�/ often pattern 
as sonorants (e.g. CHAPTER 2s: PHARYNGEALS). Further, /v/ has been sho,vn to 
display sonorant-like behavior in languages such as Nor,vegian (Kristoffersen 
2000), Russian (Padgett 2002), Hungarian (Barkanyi and Kiss 2006), and Icelandic 
(Botma 2008). Hamann (2006) proposes the same for German /v/, providing 
acoustic measuren1ents (duration, intensity, and harmonics-to-noise ratio) which 
st.iggest that the sound is phonetically a na rro'v approxirnant. l'v!ore generally, 
Maddieson (1984: 48) observes that in UPSID, "bilabial, dental and palatal non
sibilant fricatives are found to occur 'vithout a voiceless counterpart more often 
than with one." To the extent that this is due to a difference in markedness beh\'een 
voiced and voiceless fricatives (and not to diachronic lenition, say), specifying these 
voiced fricatives for (voice] seems ill advised. Their relative frequency could instead 
support an analysis in which voiceless fricatives are specified for [spread glottis] 
(e.g. CHAPTER 28: THE REPRESENTATION OP FRICATIVES). However, it might also be 
the case that at least some of these voiced fricatives are in fact sonorants. \>Vhile 
such a hypothesis is phonetically feasible (vocal fold vibration leads to lower 
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airstream velocity, making it relatively difficult to produce turbulence), it must 
of course be demonstrated for each of the sounds in question that they pattern 
as sonorants phonologically. 

One type of evidence that is often adduced for the sonorant status of voiced 
stops is the presence of oral-nasal alternations such as [ b - m] (e.g. Piggott 1992; 
Rice 1993; Clements and Osu 2002; Botma 2004). Implicit in this approach is the claim 
that only sonorants can be nasalized. Phonetically, this claim is not unreasonable. 
The presence of nasal airflow is antagonistic to the buildup of oral air pressure 
required for obstruents. This rules out nasalized plosives (provided a different 
interpretation is given to nasal contours) and makes nasalized fricatives distinctly 
rare. Voiced nasalized fricatives have been reported in languages such as Inor, 
Itsekiri, and Umbundu (see vValker 2000 and references there), though it ren1ains 
to be verified instrumentally •vhether these so1u1ds are truly fricatives phonetically. 
Ohala and Ohala (1993) observe that the high rate of airflow required for friction 
is difficult to combine with a lowered velum, suggesting that many of the sounds 
described as voiced nasalized fricatives may in fact be approximants. Some phonetic 
studies have also reported nasal airflo'" in voiceless fricatives, e.g. in Coatzospan 
.tvlixtec (Gerfen 1999). Such nasalization seems to be possible only if there is an 
adjacent nasalized vo,vel, and so is presun1ably the result of co-articulation. 

Oral-nasal alternations involving voiced stops occur in many languages with 
nasal harmony (see also CHAPTER 78: NASAL HARMONY). In a sub-type of nasal har
mony displayed by a number of Amazonian languages, all voiced segments in 
the harmonic don1ain are nasalized, including what appear to be voiced obstru
ent stops phonetically. This gives rise to con1plen1entary distribution between voiced 
stops and nasals, as illustrated in (8) for Southern Barasano, a Tucanoan language 
of Colombia (cf. Piggott 1992: 46; see also Smith and Smith 1971). In this language, 
nasalization spreads rightwards from the leftmost nasalized vo,vel, skipping any 
intervening obstruents, as \veil as left\vards to an imn1ediately preceding nasal
izable consonant: 

(8) a. "Oral words" b. "Harmonic words" 
['"ba ''go - "'bago] 'eater' [kamokaJ 'rattle' 
[ ta"'boti - taboti] 'grass' [mano] 'no11e' 
["diro) 'fly' [eono) '1nirror' 
[ •vesika] 'above' [masa] 'people' 
[ vva ti] 'going' [ \vati] 'going' 

Snuth and Smith (1971: 82) note that voiced stops are optionally prenasalized. Their 
transcriptions suggest that this prenaS<-tlization is obligatory in '"'Ord-initial position. 

The complementary distribution of voiced stops and nasals in Southern Barasano 
suggests that they share a single underlying representation. This is corroborated 
by patterns of allomorphy of the kind in (9) (cf. Piggott 1992: 47; see also Piggott 
and van der Hulst 1997): 

(9) a. "Oral words" 
[ji-re] 
[''gahe-ja] 
[wa-'"bi] 

'to say' 
'another stream' 
'I \\'ent' 

b. "Harmonic 1vords" 
[JlaJlo-ne] 

[mino-Jla] 
[ra-mIJ 

'to speak' 
'leaf strean1' 
'I sa,v' 
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Different accounts have been offered as to the underlying representation of alter
nating voiced stops. According to one analysis, nasal harmony in languages like 
Southern Barasano targets all segn1ents specified for (voice], nasalizing sonorants 
and turning voiced stops into nasals (e.g. Pulleyblank 1989; Noske 1995). The 
problem 'vith this analysis is that it is stipulative, since it is unclear "'hy voicing 
and nasalization should have this affinity. Alternatively, it has been suggested 
that this type of harmony is limited to sonorants (e.g. Piggott 1992; Rice 1993; 
Botma 2004; Botma and Smith 2007). This analysis in1plies that the voiced stops 
in Southern Barasano are "sonorant stops," and as such permits a uniform 
account of the nasalization process (see e.g. Piggott and van der Hulst 1997, \vho 
offer an analysis of Southern Barasano in terms of the spreading of nasality at 
the level of the syllable). 

BotJna (2009) 1naintains that so1ne A1nazonian languages \vith a similar har
mony pattern, e.g. Yuhup, are best analyzed as having underlying nasals, which 
denasalize in certain contexts. It is reasonable to assume that this scenario mirrors 
the historical situation, given the cross-linguistic frequency of nasals. (Perhaps 
Southern Barasano represents an innovation of this pattern.) Denasalization is also 
the diachronic source of alternating sonorant stops in other language families. 
For example, Krauss and Leer (1981) observe that in n1any Athapaskan languages 
*111 (< *w) and *n have developed into /"'b/, /"d i (e.g. in Han, Tanacross, and 
Southern Slave) or into /b/, /di (e.g. in Tahltan, Sekani, and Bearlake Slave). 
In all of these languages these stops still alternate \vith nasals before nasalized 
VO\vels. In son1e of the1n, e.g. in Bearlake Slave, the nasal realization is also still 
found in certain morphological contexts (Rice 1993). 

Further illustration of the sonorant-like behavior of voiced stops comes from 
West African languages such as Cama (Ebrie), Gbe, and Ikwere. For example, 
Botma and Smith (2006) observe that Cama, a K'va language of the Ivory Coast, 
contrasts two types of voiced stops, which Stewart (1973) describes as "fortis" and 
"lenis", respectively. The voiced lenis stops pattern '"'ith sonorants in that (unlike 
the voiced fortis stops) they alternate "'ith nasals before nasalized v(nvels and do 
not trigger tone low·ering. The voiced labial stop of Gbe, a K"'a dialect cluster 
of Togo and Benin, also displays oral-nasal alternations, in contrast to voiced 
alveolar and velar stops (Capo 1981). This /b/ derives fron1 an earlier implosive 
*6, whicl1 in n1any African languages patterns as sonorant (e.g. Kaye 1981; 
Cleu:i.ents 2000): like sonorants, implosives have unn1arked voicing, are disfavored 
in NC clusters, often display alternations with both liquids and nasals, and fail 
to trigger tone lo\vering. 

These properties are also characteristic of the voiced "non-explosive" labial 
stops of Ikwere, an Igboid language of Nigeria. Ho,.vever, Clen1ents and Osu (2002: 
337) observe that these soiu1ds do not pattern 'vith sonorants ,,vith respect to their 
"sonority-related distributional properties," nor do they behave as sonorants 
with regard to suprasegmental aspects such as tone and "'eight. This ambivalence 
appears lo be representative of sonorant obstruents in general, and suggests 
that the internal structure of these sounds contains both obstruent and sonorant 
properties. To this end, Clements and Osu propose hvo distinct binary features, 
[obstruent) and [sonorant]. The former is an articulatory feature defined in terms 
of "air pressure build-up in the oral cavity," the latter an acoustic feature defined 
in terms of "a periodic, well-defined formant structure" (cf. Clements and Osu 2002: 
338). Sonorants in this account are [-obstruent, +sonorant], '"hile non-explosives 
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have been criticized on the grounds that they are unable to account for phenomena 
that are acoustically motivated, such as the frequent interaction bet\veen labials 
and velars (e.g. Hyn1an 1973). The appropriateness of an articulatory character
ization of [sonorant] has also been questioned, perhaps n1ost notably in the work 
of Ladefoged (e.g. 1971, 1982, 1997), who maintains that sonorancy is best defined 
in acoustic terms, in line \Vith the previously dominant approach to features of 
Jakobson et al. (1952). 

Central to the SPE approach to sonorancy is the notion of "spontaneous 
voicing,'' v-rhich Chomsky and Halle clain1 is different fro1n obstruent voicing, 
both phonologically and phonetically. The former claim is also the main tenet of 
the SV hypothesis, as "'e have seen in §2.1. Ho,vever, it is not clear "'hether pro
ponents of this hypothesis also take sonorant voicing to be phonetically distinct 
fron1 obstruent voicing (cf. e.g. Rice 1993: 341), nor is it clear \Vhether in the SV 
approach distinct features are required to have distinct phonetic correlates. 

There are t"'O general problems with spontaneous voicing as used in SPE. The 
first is that \Vhile in SPE spontaneous voicing is a key ingredient of sonorancy, 
Chomsky and Halie's definition does not in fact require sonorants to be voiced. 
This has a number of unfortunate consequences. One of these concerns the inter
pretation of "voiceless'' sonorants, which are usually voiceless (at least for part 
of their duration; see §2.3) despite the fact that their vocal tract shape is conducive 
to voicing. Another is that in SPE the set of [+sonorant] segments includes the 
laryngeals, [h ?). While these are like sonorants \vith respect to their vocal tract 
shape, their laryngeal setting is antagonistic to voicing, and for (?) is in fact 
incompatible \vith it. This leads Ladefoged (1971: 109) to qualify this proposal 
as "counter-intuitive to say the least." An analysis of [h '] as sonorants is also 
dubious on phonological grounds. Consider the interpretation of the lenition 
processes in (12), both of which are common sound changes in languages of the 
world (see e.g. Campbell 2004 for examples). 

(12) a. f s x  > h 

b. p t k > ? 

McCarthy (1988) argues that these processes are best treated as involving the Joss 
of oral place features, \vhich leaves behind seg1nents specified for laryngeal 
structure only. According to this interpretation, [h ?J are therefore "defective" obstru
ents, like the "complete" obstruents from '"'hich they are derived. Notice fLuther 
that [ h '] also do not display class behavior "'ith sonorants with respect to the 
properties mentioned in §1. Laryngeals are never syllabic or tonal, nor do there 
seen\ to be any languages in \vhich they are "'eight-bearing to the exclusion of 
non-sonorants. 

The second problen1 "'ith spontaneous voicing is that the phonetic evi
dence \vhich Chomsky and Halle adduce for it is questionable, as pointed out 
by Ladefoged (1971), among others. Twenty-five years later, in joint work with 
Maddieson, Ladefoged sees no reason to change this vie,.v: 

The physiological position for modal voice can be regarded as one in "'hich the 
arytenoid cartilages are in a neutral position for speech, neither pulled apart nor 
pushed together (Stevens 1988). The vocal folds would be very slightly apart, if there 
were no air flow. We assume that the same position as occurs in ordinary voiced 
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vov1els and in voiced continuant consonants such as nasals is normally maintained 
in stops that are phonologically voiced. (Ladefoged and Maddieson 1996: 50) 

If sonorants and voiced obstruents do not differ in the laryngeal physiology 
of their voicing, then the difference bet,,reen them must lie in the effect that the 
supralaryngeal configuration has on vocal fold vibration. Sonorants involve an 
unconstricted vocal tract, so that in these sounds sustained voicing is possible. 
Obstruents, on the other hand, involve a constricted vocal tract, \·vhich for 
aerodynamic reasons inhibits vocal fold vibration (e.g. OhaJa 1983). TI1e effect of 
this is that voiced obstruents lack a \veil-defined formant structure. This is pre
sumably the reason ivhy in many languages sonorants behave as a class to the 
exclusion of both voiceless and voiced obstruents. A case in point is a language 
like Dutch, "'here final devoicing targets voiced obstruents (13a) but leaves 
sonorants unaffected (l.3b). 

(13) a. bed /b€d/ [bet) 'bed' cf. (b€d-;:i) 'beds' 
re is /rt is/ [rtis) 'journey' (rtiz-;:i) 'journeys' 

b. bet /bEl/ [bd] 'bell' ( bEl-a) 'bells' 
trein /tr€in/ [tr€in] 'train' [tr€in-a] 'trains' 

For a detailed discussion of final devoicing in Dutch and other languages, see 
e.g. VVarner et al. (2004), CHAPTER 69: FINAL DEVOICING AND FINAL LARYNGEAL 
NEUTRALIZATION, and references there. 

A possible challenge to the claim that sonorants and obstruents do not differ 
i.n the physiology of their voicing comes from tone. Research on tone languages 
has sho'''n that obstruent voicing often conditions a lo,ver tone on a follo,ving 
vowel, and is in many cases the diachronic origin of lo"' tone (e.g. lvlatisoff 1973; 
Bradsha\v 1999; Yip 2002; see also CHAPTER 97: TONOGENESIS). Sonorants generally 
do not have such an effect, although there are exceptions, such as in E\·Ve (Sn1ith 
1968, cited in Yip 2002). It couJd therefore be St.lggested that tl1e characteristics 
of obstruent voicing differ from those of sonorant voicing after all. This is the 
position taken by e.g. Yip, ivho, following Halle and Stevens (1971), maintains 
that voiced obstruents involve slacker vocal folds than sonorants. The reasoning 
behind this is aerodynamic: the oral constriction characteristic of obstruents raises 
the supra.glottal air pressure, '"'hich slo,vs do,vn the rate of vocal fold vibration; to 
counteract this, the vocal folds are slackened, "'hich lowers the pitch of a folloiving 
vowel. The degree of oral constriction in sonorants, on the other hand, does not 
raise the air pressure to such an extent that this inhibits vocal fold vibration. 

vVhi..le this is not the place to focus on consonant-tone interaction in any detail, 
a couple of brief comments are in order. The experim.ental findings reported in 
Hombert et al. (1979) show that both voiced obstruents and sonorants trigger 
pitch lowering in a follo,ving vowel, both in tonal languages like Yoruba and in 
non-tonal ones like English. This is unexpected if obstruent-induced loivering is 
caused by aerodynainic factors. Hombert et a.I. reject this kind of explanation, argu
ing instead that in voiced. obstruent stops the larynx is actively lo,.vered. dl.l.ring 
the latter part of the stop's closure phase, and that this is responsible for pitch 
lo,vering. Ho,vever, as Hombert et al. themselves note, this account, too, fails to 
explain ivhy sonorants, whose realization does not normally involve down"'ard 
n1ove1nent of the larynx, also lower the pitch of a following vowel. 
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best that can be said is that sonorant stops are consistently realized "'ith active 
voice facilitation, and that the degree of voice facilitation is such that these 
sounds are voiced throughout their duration. 

Thus, '"hile the presence of voice facilitation ca1mot be used as a diagnostic 
for the sonorant s tatus of a sound, two reasonable hypotheses can be made. The 
first is that active voice facilitation is a prerequisite for sonorant but not for obstru
ent stops. The second is that in languages "'here sonorant stops contrast with 
obstruent stops, the former involve a greater degree of voice facilitation than the 
latter. Support for the latter hypothesis co1nes from Bearlake Slave, a Northern 
Athapaskan language, \Vhich contrasts plain, aspirated, and ejective stops, and 
an additional series of voiced alternating stops. The description in Rice (1994, 2006) 
suggests that the realization of the plain stops is similar to the Lenis stops of English. 
The voiced alternating series, on the other hand, is fully voiced and optionally 
prenasalized, suggesting a greater degree of voice facilitation. This phonetic dif
ference correlates with a phonological difference. The two types of stops behave 
differently under perfective formation, \vhere alternating stops are nasalized 
(14a) \vhile non-alternating ones ren1ain unaffected (14b) (cf. Rice 1993: 322-333; 
the vo\vel changes are due to an independent ablaut process): 

(14) a. Alternating stops b. Non-alternating stops 

-de '"'in-17-IPERF' -d.a 'n1ove-IMl'ER.F' 
-no ''"'in-PERF' -do 'move-PERF' 

Rice analyzes the alternati.ng stops as sonorants, specified for an SV node, and 
the plain stops as obstruents, unspecified for any laryngeal structure. 

Some cases of class behavior of sonorant obstruents and sonorants appear to 
support the relevance of aerodynamic aspects of sonorancy. The most con1pelli.ng 
evidence for this con1es from Ik'"ere (Clen1ents and Osu 2002). This language has 
a contrast behveen voiceless and voiced "explosive" stops, and an additional 
contrast bet,veen voiced and glottalized labial "non-explosive" stops. We sa''' in 
§3 that the latter display sonorant-like behavior (they alternate '"ith nasals, do 
not occur in NC-dusters, and fail to trigger tone lowering). Clen1ents and Osu 
transcribe the non-explosive stops as /bl and /'b/, noting that they derive from 
historical labial-velars. PhoneticaUy, /b 'bl are non-implosive, and they are 
characterized by the absence of heightened air pressure. /'b/ is pre-glottalized, 
and as a result voiceless throughout the initial part of the closure phase; the latter 
part of /'bl has 1nodal voicing. /b/ has modal voicing throughout. In1portantly, 
the same is true of the voiced explosive /b/, \Vhich also has roughly the san1e 
duration as /b/. The contrast behveen /b/ and /'QI thus resides first and fore
most in their air pressure characteristics. This difference certainly also leads to 
an acoustic difference (other"rise children acquiring Ikwere would not be able 
to discriminate bet\veen the t\VO sounds), but Clements and Osu's data sho'v 
that this difference does not seem to lie in the sounds' voicing characteristics. If 
the class behavior of non-explosives \vi.th sonorants is taken to be phonetically 
natural, then this can be achieved either by extending the correlates of sonorancy 
to include air pressure characteristics or, as Clements and Osu argue, by differ
entiating bel\veen an acoustic feature [sonorant] and an articulatory/aerodynamic 
feature [obstruent]. 
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Alternatively, it might be argued that the phonetic motivation for class behavior 
of non-explosives with sonorants lies in the history of Ik,vere. Such an account 
would have to show that the historical labial-velars can be reasonably treated 
as acoustically closer to sonorants. It is "'Orth noting in this respect that labial
velars are sometimes produced with an ingressive airstream mechanism (e.g. 
Ladefoged 1968; Cahill 2008). This makes them similar to implosives, \vhich fre
quently pattern as sonorants (see §3). It is also worth noting that Ikwere /l;l 'l;l/ are 
velarized, vvhich, as Clements and Osu suggest, 1nay be a reflex of their earlier 
velar articulation (cf. also Ladefoged and Maddieson 1996: 89, 343). Clen1ents and 
Osu conjecture that velarization expands the oral cavity to such an extent that 
the non-explosive release of /l;> 'l;>/ is characterized by ingressive airflovv, though, 
as noted, this does not appear to lead to more prominent voicing. 

5 Discussion and conclusion 

This chapter has considered three issues in the phonology of sonorants: (i) the 
representation of sonorancy in segmental structure (and its relation to laryngeal 
contrasts); (ii) the interpretation of fuzzy class behavior of sonorants and sonor
ant obstruents; and (iii) the phonetic correlates of sonorancy. As the preceding 
discussion makes dear, the thread that runs through these issues is the relation 
behveen sonorancy and voicing. 

The main challenge facing a theoretical interpretation of sonorancy is to pro
vide an adequate account of the observation that voicing is never contrastive in 
sonorants, but may nevertheless be required in their phonological specification. 
A further challenge concerns the observation that if voicing is not contrastive in 
sonorants, then sonorants evidently entertain a different relationship "'ith laryn
geal contrasts than do other segment types, such as stops and fricatives. It \vould 
see1n that none of the segmental theories currently on offer can account for this 
difference in any straightfor"'ard way. A further challenge is posed by the class 
of "voiceless" aspirated sonorants, vvhose sonorant status is not entirely clear. 

The relation bet"1een sonorancy and voicing is also relevant in the inter
pretation of fuzzy class behavior of sonorants and voiced stops and fricatives. In 
so1ne languages '"'here this is observed, such as Southern Barasano, the relevant 
cl.a.ss consists of aU voiced soiu:i.ds of the 1.anguage, viz. sonorants and voiced stops, 
suggesting that the latter function phonologically as sonorants. In other languages, 
such as Cama and Bearlake Slave, son1e voiced sounds pattern "'ith sonorants 
whereas others do not. In such languages, it appears to be the case that the sonor
ant obstruents involve active voice facilitation, 1nanifested phonetically by such 
gestures as prenasalization and iro.plosion, making their voicing more prominent 
than that of their voiced obstruent congeners. 

Finally, the relation ben.veen sonorancy and voicing is also important \Vith regard 
to the phonetic underpinnings of sonorant class behavior. There is good reason 
to believe that class bel1avior of true sonorants is phonetically natural in that these 
sounds are characterized by a clearly defined formant structure, an acoustic 
property which sonorants share to the exclusion of other sounds. Such a charac
terization is not only simpler than an articulatory one but also avoids the dubious 
notion of spontaneous voicing, for \vhich little phonetic support has been found. 
The class behavior of sonorants and sonorant obstruents see1ns natural to the extent 
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that both involve sustained vocal fold vibration. Ho"1ever, in some languages, 
such as Ikwere, sonorant stops do not appear to differ fron1 their obstruent counter
parts in terms of their voicing characteristics, suggesting that in this language 
sonorancy correlates ,.vith a combination of periodicity and lack of supraglottal 
air pressure bui.ldup . While this is perhaps a "far-fetched notion," as Ladefoged 
asserts, there is recent evidence that listeners do indeed make use of the multi
sensory integration of perceptual events. Gick and Derrick (2009) sho"' that pn/ba 
syllables are more likely to be heard as aspirated by English listeners (i.e. caus
ing then1 to mishear b as p) '"'hen these are accon1panied by cutaneous air puffs 
at the right hand or the neck, suggesting that information from the auditory and 
the tactile domain may combine to form a salient psychological percept. We should 
not be surprised, then, to find that similar multisensory integration is found v-1ithin 
the auditory domain itself. 
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113 Flapping in 
American English 

KENNETH J. DE }ONG 

1 Original insights 

In the mid-1930s, several scholars of American English from aroiu1d the USA 
noted a peculiarity that, apparently, "'aS becoming a pervasive and characterizing 
feature of the production of coronal stops in certain intervocalic positions. A high
profile notation of the phenomenon "'as by John Kenyon in the sixth edition 
of American Pronunciation, where he notes the presence of /t/s that are voiced 
in An1erican, as opposed to British, productions. \rVhat gathered more original 
scl1olarly attention to this phenon1enon is the question of how to characterize these 
productions. Haugen (1938) noted in particular that the productions of /ti in words 
like pity had become so different from that in "'ords like typical that classifying 
them as the same segment \Vas becoming untenable, and so he posited the 
presence of an allophone of /t/ in American English. 

Haugen noted a variety of aspects of tl1e aUophonic variant. Along with Kenyon, 
he noted the dialectally specific occurrence of voicing and lack of aspiration, 
but noted in addition a shortening and "'eakening of the closure. The closure 
weakening, then, contributes to a classificatory issue as to "'hether the allophone 
of /t I is, in fact, not just a voiced version of the sa1ne consonant, but actually 
crosses into the same phonetic region inhabited by liquid sonoran.ts. In order to 
evaluate this possibility, he compared the allophone with other liquid sonorants, 
with British rhotics, e.g. beh"een British porridge and American pottage, '"ith cross
language mapping comparisons, and with non-native substitution of rhotics for 
the allophone, e.g. Italian An1erican siri for city. In addition, tl1ere had been n1any 
earlier observations of British dialectal variants involving substitution of /r/ for 
/t/, noted by Jespersen (1928), '''hich probably indicate the seeds of the charac
terizing American feature in British dialects. These observations Jed various 
scholars, such as Bloomfield (1933), to describe the allophone as a ballistic flap 
(or "flip"). In these early discussions of segmental classification, a prominent issue 
is ho"' to deal "'ith the apparent level o.f variability io the voiced allophone, 
\vith Haugen (1938) suggesting that the variability in production is general to the 
nature of these sorts of ballistic rhotics. Os"rald (1943), on the other hand, suggests 
three distinguishable outcomes - a voiced stop, a tap, or a "flip" (presun1ably, a 
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coronal approximant) - but also states his belief that the three representations are 
probably just artificial divisions of a single continuun1. 

Complicating the analysis of the phenomenon was the realization by Kenyon 
(1936) that the process is son1etimes a neutralizing process, collapsing produc
tions of /ti \vith those of /d /. Again, earlier works had noted dialectal (\Nright 
1905) or lexically specific (Krapp 1919) substitution of /d/ for /t/ in the flapping 
environment. While the general discussions in the 1930s usually did not treat the 
process as neutralizing (Bloomfield 1933; Twaddell 1935; Trager 1942), both Haugen 
and Kenyon noted that actual neutralization of the /t/-/d/ contrast can occur 
in the speech of some speakers. Even more striking, Oswald (1943) a little later 
documented the pervasive nature of the neutralization, in an experiment in which 
high school students \vere asked to produce and identify 14 pairs of potential ho1no
phones in sentential contexts; there was no difference in identification of items 
produced '"ith orthographic t and d. However, Haugen (1938) in particular noted 
that the duration of the preceding vowel might not be neutralized, and suggests 
this as an important area of research. Also of interest in these discussions is the 
question of '"hether the outcome of the process is directional, creating [d) from 
/t/, or whether, as claimed by Haugen (1938), the process collapses both /t/ and 
/di into a third category, as is typical of later analyses. 

A second major subject of the early discussions concerned ho•v to characterize 
the context in \vhich the allophonic shift happens. Haugen (1938), for instance, 
corrected Uldall's (1934) clain1 that voicing shift happens in final position. He 
then \Vent on to summarize Kenyon's claims with a fairly sin1ple formula for the 
allophone's occurrence: 

[l]t cannot occur unless it is preceded by a vo\vel or a sonorant (n, I, r), and is followed 
by an unstressed syllable-forming element (VO'Nel, I, r, but not the homorganic n). 
(1938: 631) 

His basic analysis has '"ithstood the test of time; it is ren1arkably similar to those 
found in most of the subsequent discussions of the phenomenon (e.g. Kahn 1976; 
Hayes 1995). 

One complicating aspect of the early observations is a failure to distinguish cases 
whicl1 later \Vould be treated as a slightly different phenon1enon, the glottaliza
tion of /t/ in •vord-final position. Thus, Kenyon's (1936) treatment considered the 
lack of aspiration in a sequence like get here as another example of the same flapping 
phenomenon, complicating his analysis of the overall pattern of occurrence. 

Haugen (1938) noted various segmental restrictions on the rule as well. 
Specifically, he noted that a preceding consonant does not block the "'eakening, 
nor do foUO\·ving syllabic consonm1ts, except /n/. He also noted that the flapping 
of /ti is gradiently sensitive to consonant context, with greater "'eakening after 
/n/ than /r/; Os\vald similarly suggests that the outcome of the process after /r/ 
is actually a voiced stop. Further, in the post-nasal context, Haugen noted that 
both the stop and the homorganic nasal are subject to weakening. He also noted 
greater •veakening before /r/ than before /l/. 

\'\lhile the early 'vorks on flapping thus covered much of "'hat is currently kno,vn 
about the phenomenon, although only in seminal form, one aspect of the phe
nomenon that is wholly absent is the question of how and whether this segmental 
effect 111ight generalize beyond the coronal consonants. In all of the treatments in 
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process might be profitably understood in terms of a gradient set of production 
constraints "'hose application is detern1ined by the exigencies of speech rate and 
segn1ental context. This gradient variation, then, beco1nes quantized in the acoustic 
domain, yielding quasi-categorical output variation. Fujimura (1986) similarly 
suggested that flapping might be the output of tongue-ja'v interactions, such 
that Io"rer ja•v positions tend to "'eaken and retract coronal closures, yielding the 
typical acoustic effects of flapping. 

If this is the case, it raises the question of '"hether the flapping phenon1enon 
requires any categorical shift at all, i.e. it could be, then, that flapping results from 
the dynamics of the speech motor system, rather than from a specification of a 
categorically different speech goal. To make this sort of explanation tenable, it is 
necessary to link the conditions on the occurrence of flaps to processes that '"ould 
yield the appearance of flapping as a by-product •vithout the need to stipulate 
an overt rule. The advantage to this approach is potentially on two fronts. First, 
if a general characterization of the prosodic and segmental conditions of the flapping 
rule vvill get the outcome of flapping automatically, the statement of an additional 
phonological process becomes superfluous. Developing models of prosodic and 
seg1nental dynanucs is a pressing research goal in its o\vn right, and if it obviates 
a phonological rule, so n1uch the better. Second, this approach would likely be 
an1enable to explaining the troublesome variability in the outcome of the rule that 
has been noted since the earliest detailed descriptions of the phenomenon. 

De Jong (1998) reported a series of analyses that attempt to explain flapping in 
tlus •vay, as it occurs in a small corpus of singleton consonants in coda position 
before a vowel-initial word. This study corroborated Oswald's (1943) i.Jnpres
sions that the stops vary in transcription along a continuum from a flap to a 
fully articulated [tJ, with many instances of orthographic t being transcribed as 
a fully articulated [d]. \!Vhile this continuum of weakening '"ould appear to be 
an1enable to explanation as an articulatory-to-acoustic by-product, the acoustic 
and articulatory analyses ill de Jong (1998) failed to find any straightfor•vard \.vay 
of d1aracteriz.ing the articulatory processes that •vOLt.ld yield the right impressionistic 
outcomes. The candidates examined there included ja•v dynamics and timing 
models, both of vvhich failed to make the right predictions concerning causal 
factors. For example, while jaw n1echanics •vould suggest that flaps result from 
lo•ver javv positions, the data indicate no systematic difference in actual ja•v 
position du.ring the occlusion for flaps and stops. Similar problems •vere found for 
treating flapping as a sort of durational undershoot induced by the proximity of 
neighboring vo,vels. Here, •vhile there are different tongue body positions for flaps 
and stops, such that the tongue body is closer to the positioning for the vo,vel 
'vith flaps, this difference in overall lingual posture is n1ore apparent durillg 
the closure itself than it is durillg the vowel that is supposed to be driving the 
occurrence of flapping. 

Fukaya and Byrd (2005) examine the dynamics of overlap bet•veen the con
sonant and vowel in the /!/-flapping cases in greater detail, adding an additional 
condition in •vhich a phrase boundary follows the target stop. They find that the 
transcribed flaps in  different conditions ,,vi.th different talkers exhibit different 
kinematic patterns. One general observation from their data is that, despite the 
traditional description of flaps as being "ballistic" in nature, there is no apparent 
increase in the acceleration peaks for flaps over non-flaps. In general, •vhat is 
consistent across events transcribed as flaps is the occurrence of a short acoustic 
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with glottal trans-illumination (de Jong et al. 2002) find three very distinct glottal 
movement patterns for /t/s in different conditions. Onset and typical slo,v-rate 
coda /t/s exhibit large glottal openings corresponding to aspiration; in coda /t/s 
the glottal opening may fluctuate •vith a glottal closing gesture corresponding 
to glottalization; at fast rates, productions of coda /t/ typically exhibit no large 
glottal movements, yielding vvhat would be perceived as instances of flapping. 
Thus, even in extreme production circumstances, glottalization is a distinct out
come fron1 flapping. 

However, this does not solve the larger problem of iu1derstanding how the 
environments for flapping and glottalization get resolved. Selkirk (1982) noted the 
inherent competition for targets between these t"'O processes, and differentiated 
them by reference to a release feature on the target; consonants in the flapping 
environment have a release characteristic in the relevant prosodic don1ain, \vhile 
glottalized targets are final and unreleased. Thus the apparent difference between 
the hvo \vou.Jd be one of prosodic domain, whether a boundary corresponds to 
the consonant release. Ho,vever, there are obvious cases in which coronal stops 
in the gl ottalization position are flapped, even though the constraints on the flapping 
rule are not met. An exan1ple of this is in function \vord clusters such as at all. 
Here, the n1edial stop is typically flapped, even though the following vowel is 
stressed (cf. atoll, •vhich has an aspirated stop). These forms suggest a possible 
role of \VOrd sequence frequency in triggering the rule, although it is not clear 
ho'v such a trigger would work in descriptions of the process. 

Other research in prosodic conditioning of flapping locates the level of affili
ation at a lo,ver level, the level of the syllable. All logically possible affiliations 
of the affected stops have been espoused. Selkirk (1.982), due to the general 
observation that the onset allophone is really the odd man out, suggested that 
the consonant weakening is due to the stop being resyllabified (or in the case 
of cross-\vord-boundary application, syllabified) as a coda. Davis and Summers 
(1989) concur with this analysis. Kahn (1976) and Gussenhoven (1986) - to create 
a structure that would distinguish the flapping environro.ent from the cod.a envir
onment "'hich \vould trigger glottalization - posit ambisyllabicity as the condi
tioning factor, doubly associating the medial consonant. De Jong (1998)- to complete 
the typology of possible analyses - suggested that the '"'eakened consonants are 
onsets to the follo,ving syllable, based on the analogy of flapping \.vith vo•vel reduc
tion.; both effects \•vould be weakeni.ng processes that target unstressed syllables. 
Elicited syllabifications of flaps in Eddington and Elzinga (2008) sho\v that, while 
aspiration is strongly associated with onset syllabification, flapped stops tend to 
be syllabified in various '"ays, depending on a number of contextual factors. 

This disagreen1ent in syllabic representation indicates a more fundamental dif
ference of opinion as to the iu�.derlyin.g olechanisms that should account for the 
occurrence of flapping, and that is "'hether flapping is reflex of syllable-level or 
higher-level (foot- or phonological phrase-level) position, or \vhether it is more 
properly viewed as a segmental effect. 

The prosodic position is taken up by Davis (2005), \vho along \Vith Steriade (2000) 
points out that the n1edia l  tin words like Mediterranean should be flapped, in the 
classic specification of the flapping environment. However, stops in this position, 
in parallel with non-coronals (VanDam 2003), are systematically non-neutralized 
and even lightly aspirated. This, according to Davis (2005) (Steriade espouses 
a different position, and notes these forms as exceptions), is due to the stop 
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occurring at the beginning of a metrical foot (see CHAPTER 39: STRESS: PHONOTACTIC 
AND PHONETIC EVIDENCE and CHAPTER 40: THE FOOT for further instances of 
foot-internal segn1ental processes). The flapping rule, then, is an indicator of a 
foot-n1edial and post-stress position. Pre-stress positions are regularly marked '"ith 
aspiration with voiceless stops, and so fit 'vi.th the "normally articulated" stops 
that Kenyon and Haugen posited for onset positions. A complicating factor in 
these analyses, and one that is the focus of other recent analyses, is a typical 
difference noted by Withgott (1982), and confirmed by Steriade (2000), that 
words like capitalistic '"ith a base form containing a /t/ in flapping position tend 
to be flapped, \vhile words like militaristic with a base forn1 with /t/ in a non
flapping pre-stress position tend not to be. One problem with the militaristic/ 
capitalistic pair is that the unflapped t is before a rhotic, \vhich can syllabify with 
the previous t, creating a cluster, '"hile the flapped t is before a lateral, which 
caru1ot fonn a cluster. Ho,vever, this sort of paradigm uniformity effect (see 
CHAPTER 83: PARADIGMS) can also be seen in the data in Turk (1992), \Vhere the 
/t/ in diameter is clearly flapped, "'hile the /d/ in pyramidal appears not to be 
(since closure durations are exceptionally long). Here, the /d/ in the base form 
is in final position. Also, vVithgott (1982) notes a sin1ilar contrast bet"'een 
wltlapped militarize and flapped parameterize, both of '"hich have coronal stops 
foUo,ved by a rhotic. 

One final point about prosodic analyses is that the flapping phenomenon is 
similar to consonant lenition processes in other languages, such as "spirantization" 
(actually "approxirnantization," usually) of voiced stops in most varieties of 
Spanish (see CHAPTER 66: LENITION). Lewis (2001) sho,.vs conclusively that this 
•veakening process is an indicator of a medial position in a prosodic phrase. 
Flapping "'Ould be similar, although the domain indicated would be smaller, some
times smaller even than a lexical item. 

2.5 The scope of flapping 
The previous discussion of prosodic conditions on flapping points out that the 
flapping rule, although often not noted as such, should be situated \Vithin an 
array of parallel Jeni.ti.on processes that affect other consonants. The parallelism 
is more obvious if '""e examine the voiceless stops in onset position. In onset (and 
foot-initial) positions, all three voiceless stops in English exhibit aspiration. This 
aspiration is systematically modulated by various prosodic factors, such as the 
occurrence of a preceding sibilant, which removes aspiration from all three stops. 
In addition, the presence of heavy stress increases aspiration duration for all three 
stops, and the aspiration that is foot-initial is \veaker than the aspiration that is 
immed iately preceding a stressed vowel (VanDarn 2003). All of these facts about 
aspiration are systematically found for all three stops. 

When '"e s"'itch to non-initial positions, we also find some parallelism, in that 
all three stops can be subject to glottalization, although glottalization is much more 
corrunon in the coronals than in the others. A very similar situation holds with 
the flapp.ing environment; there is a greater proportion of voicing in closure and 
a much shorter closure not only for the coronal targets of the flapping rule, 
but also for dorsal and labial consonants as well. This observation is one of the 
driving factors in such \vorks as de Jong (1998), which seek to explain flapping 
as part of a larger prosodic organizational process. \!Vhile positing a flapping rule 
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of some sort '''ill explain the coronal process, such a rule w·ould not account for 
the parallel, although less obvious, "'eakening processes in the other points of 
articulation. 

On the reverse side, a persistent challenge to explaining flapping as a general 
prosodic process is the fact that the coronals are markedly different from the 
labials and dorsals in degree of 'veakening. While coronals are commonly noted 
as being neutralized, labial and dorsal consonants in the same environment, "'hile 
perhaps exhibiting some voicing confusion, cannot be said to be neutralized in 
speakers of American English. For example, Davis and Sumn1ers (1989) co1npare 
coronals with labial and dorsal stops, finding much shorter closure durations 
for coronals, as well as very little difference behveen /t/ and /d/ closure '"hich 
differs fron1 stops at other points of articulation that have shorter closures 
with voiced stops. Turk (1992) finds even more striking differences by point of 
articulation. 

The approach taken in de Jong (l.998) was to point to the linkage of the coronal 
articulation to the jaw. Previous "'Ork on interarticulator variability, e.g. de Jong 
(1995), notes that coronal consonants tend to impinge on ja'" movement patterns 
more than do dorsal and labial consonants. This linkage to the jaw, then, if \Ve 
reverse it, would suggest that coronal articulations are particularly vulnerable 
to ja\v perturbation by other speech goals, such as those for the neighboring 
vo,vels. Thus, coronals may be particularly susceptible to neighboring segment 
effects. It should be noted that such a model was not particularly successful at 
explaining the articulatory patterns in de Jong (1998). 

A problem, then, \vith this generalized approach is that lenition processes, 
e.g. "spirantization" in Spanish, do not exhibit this radical difference beh<veen 
coronal and non-coronal segments. If anything, studies of spirantization such as 
Le,vis (2001) indicate that the dorsal closures are most \veakened by vocalic 
environment as '"ottld be expected on the basis of overlap of tongue body articula
tion behveen the stop and the neighboring vowels. Considering the \Veakening 
of voicelessness, Le"'iS (2001) finds labial stops exhibit the greatest amount of 
decrease in voicelessness and noise generation. \iVhile there may be some addi
tional consideration, such as the fact that Spanish coronals tend to exhibit more 
anterior articulations than those in American English, the difference bet,veen the 
lenition processes in the t'vo languages is striking. 

There are further differences that emerge a.s one tries to generalize the flapping 
rule as an example of general medial lenition. For example, a persistent issue for 
functional explanations of lenition processes is the different outcomes for different 
languages. Hock's (1991: 83) treatment of historical lenition processes shows 
clearly that lenition processes of this kind can run in h.vo different directions; either 
they can tend toward closure weakening and hence spirantization, or they can 
tend to\vard aerodynamic '"eakening and hence voicing and sonorantization. The 
traditional treatment of Spanish lenition suggests a lenition process of the former 
variety, while flapping appears to be of the latter variety. 

It is possible that part of the explanation of the difference in outcon1e between, 
for example, Spanish and English medial lenition lies in the historical paths of 
the t"'O phenomena. An intriguing oddity in Haugen's (1938) description of the 
weakened coronal stops is that they should be analyzed as spirants, in parallel 
to the \veakened sounds at other points of articulation. This description is paral
lel to traditional descriptions of Spanish. \l\Thile it n1ight indicate an analytic bias 
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on Haugen's part (perhaps even from his contemporaries' analyses of languages 
such as Spanish), it could also indicate that the "flaps" of the time period 'vere 
n1ore like fricatives. 

A different line of reasoning '"ith respect to the difference behveen Spanish and 
English \VOuld lie in the phonemic inventory of the languages and the potential 
for a neutralization of the stop categories '"ith short rhotics in Spanish (Gurevich 
2004). Gurevich proposes a limiting constraint on lenition processes of a fLu1ctional 
pressure to n1aintain contrasts. Si.nee English has an approximant rhotic, the 
weakened coronal stops can safely becon1e flaps 'vithout incurring neutralization 
•vith the rhotics; the same outcome in Spanish \vould create (near-}neutralization 
'"ith the Spanish rhotic. (This observation was inherent in the discussion of stop 
'"eakening as a flapping rule in the 1930s.) On the other hand, spi.rantization 
of the stops in English would incur (near-)neutralization of the stops with the 
dental fricatives. (See also CHAPTER 30: THE REPRESENTATION OF RHOTICS.) 

One aspect of this analysis that is incomplete, ho•vever, is the fact that it does 
not explain '"hY it is that the American English coronal is exceptional, 'vhile the 
Spanish coronal is not. While Gurevich examines cases of lenition irregularity across 
point of articulation, there is no apparent source for the coronal exceptionality, 
based on contrastive pattern. \rVhile the dorsal non-sibilant fricative does not 
exist in English, the parallelism behveen non-sibilant labials and coronals is fairly 
striking, and yet the coronal is subject to extensive sonorantization lenition, while 
the labial is not. (For further discussion of cross-linguistic coronal exceptionality, 
see CHAPTER 12: CORONALS.) 

2.6 The larger context of flapping 
If we consider general models, it beco1nes readily apparent that, whatever model 
of explaining flapping nught be atte1npted, the model must account for a critical 
fact about the rule, that it specifically indicates American English. The fact that 
Spanish does not flap might be attributed to the fact that Spanish has different 
phonemic contrasts. However, it is not only Spanish that does not flap; other 
varieties of English do not either. \rVhatever infonnation can be gleaned from 
generalizing models, this lustorically rooted fact needs to be accounted for. 

Interestingly, Haugen's (1938) analysis posited the outcome of the rule as 
being a spirant. This is curious, gi.ven the fa.irly a.ccurate level of observational 
detail in the analysis in other respects. It is possible that he '"as simply in error 
in this observation. However, it is also possible that the outcome of the lenition 
process in the 1930s was a spirant of son1e sort. If this is the case, the process has 
actually changed \Vithin the 70 years of observation, since spirantization is not 
foilnd in any later instrumental analysis. Current varieties of Southern British 
English, however, are replete with spirantized productions of coronal stops in the 
flapping environment. 

What these observations suggest is that flapping historically might be better 
seen as at least a h\'O-stage process, including an initial weakening and neutraliza
tion stage \vith a more obvious connection behveen the segmental and prosodic 
triggers of the process and the weakened outcome of the process. Currently, 
ho\vever, it is clear that the process goes much further than what '"ould be 
expected from a general weake1ling process. If tlus is true, the peculiar feature of 
American English lenition as creating flaps could be a later development fro1n a 
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more typical development of spirants as seen in other languages. Hence, what 
•ve see currently is a highly gram1naticized version of a lenition process. 

This is '"hat would be expected fron1 a process of gra1nn1aticalization that takes 
variability rooted in the exigencies of natural production and categorizes this 
gradient variability into a separate segment. The ne'" category generally fits \vhat 
•ve would expect if it •vere merely an outcome of general segmental co-articulation, 
or if it were just another exa1nple of prosodic modulation. However, upon closer 
inspection, '"e find that the co-articulatory effects and prosodic effects in this 
case are not the same as in parallel cases, since there appears to be a different 
category of segment. This segment has the prosodic contextual effects "packed in 
it"; the formerly transparent contextual triggers' effects get encoded in the con
sonant itself. 

Tvto further considerations should be included at this junchrre, ho,·vever. The 
first concerns the conditions that would granlffiaticize the lenition process. vVhi.le 
it is quite difficult to ascertain at this ji.mcture, the documentation examined 
above •vould suggest that, \vhile sporadic cases of coronal lenition appear in 
most varieties of English, and lexically specific cases are documented in the early 
t\ventieth century, it was in the 1930s that the literature on the phenon1enon 
expanded rapidly and instrun1ental studies begin finding robust support for it. 
While this is quite speculative, it does appear as if the specific lenition of coronal 
stops to flaps rapidly became a marker of American English. This general his
torical sketch would suggest that an important consideration in the development 
of categorical flapping is specifically social in nahrre, connected \vith the con
tinued development of a specifically American English in the mid-hventieth 
centuxy, following the First World War. 

The second consideration that must be brought in at this juncture concerns the 
pervasive issue of variability in production (see CHAPTER 92: VARIABILITY). One 
strike in favor of the segmental or prosodic by-product approach to flapping is 
that of understanding the gradient nature of the outcome of the process. This 
ren1ains an important consideration for anyone wishing to understand the pro
cess; '"hi.le the various linguistic factors in the process - segmental and prosodic 
- do much for characterizing the process, the actual occurrence of the phe
no1nenon in running speech is very n1essy. One consideration in explaining this 
degree of variability is the fact that the process is largely (despite descriptions 
by structuralist phonologists up to the present day) a nei.1tral.izing process. While 
much is made of the non-homophonous nature of flapped t and flapped d, the 
fact is that /t/-/d/ minimal pairs are distinguished very poorly relative to other 
segn1ental contrasts. 

This neutralizing property is something that speakers of Atnerican English, 1nost 
of "'hou1. are literate, ro.ust come to grips with during the process of learning to 
read (even if they never notice any morphological relationship between '''ords 
with flapped and non-flapped stops). This focus on orthography ensures that 
nearly all speakers under the right conditions \viii produce a flapped stop as its 
unflapped vaxiant. This pool of unflapped versions is continuously being contributed 
to the pool of expe.riences that speakers encounter. In addition, the presence 
of unflapped variants is even more likely in speech directed at children in the 
learning process. This, in turn, ensures that there \vill be some proportion of 
speakers that, during the process of acquisition \viii do such things as produce 
words such as Florida \vith a voiceless [t], creating cases in whicl1 the distribution 
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114 Bantu Tone 

LAURA J. DOWNING 

1 Introduction 

1.1 Some background 
There are roughly 500 Bantu languages, spoken in Africa south of a line going 
from Cameroon, in the \vest, to southern Somalia, in the east. It is a large lan
guage fan1ily both in terms of number of languages and in terms of number of 
speakers: roughly 240 1nillion Africans speak Bantu languages, and several of the 
more '"ell-known Bantu languages - like S\vahili, Kikuyu, Zulu, or Kongo -have 
a fe1¥ million speakers each (Nurse and Philippson 2003a). 

Proto-Bantu is reconstructed "'ith t1vo contrasting tone Jevels.1 While many Bantu 
languages remain poorly described, especially \\rith regard to their prosodic sys
ten1s, the available descriptions sho\v that most modern Banh1 languages have 
maintained this hvo-tone syste1n. Only a fe"' either are non-tonal, like S'"ahili, 
or have more than two phonological tone levels, like Kamba. Tonal minimal pairs 
are not common, but one finds them, as sho,vn by the Jita data in (la). The data 
in (lb) sho'" that tone can be morphe1nic in Jita, as in other Bantu languages. Note 
that only tone pattern distinguishes between the perfective and distant past II tenses; 
segmentally, they are identical.2 

1 See Kjsseberth and Odden's (2003) overvjew chapter on Bantu tone for a more detajled discussion 
of the issues summarized very briefly in this section. �1ost of the individual language and language 
group chapters in Nurse and Philippson's (2003b) compendjum discuss tone and so provide the 
interested reader with an idea of the commonalities and the diversity of tone systems in this large 
language family. 
' The data presented in this chapter copy the transcription c<>nventions of the source cited, unless 
explkitly jndicated othen,•ise. Readers should therefore not mjstake these transcriptions for O'A 
representations, as they are influenced by the orthographic conventions of the respective languages. 
The orjginaJ sources sl1ould, instead, be co11sulted for more infor111ation about phonetic details of 
pronunciatiOll that a r.e outside the scope of the issues discussed in tllis cl\apter. Loi.lg ''O\vels are 
\\rritten as geminates and tone is n1arked independently on each \1owel: e.g. ['13) is a long High-toned 
'a'; [a•) is a long Falling-toned 'a'; [ail) is a long Rising-wned 'a'; [aa] is a long Low-toned 'a'. 
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(1) fita tonal 111ininial pairs (Do\vning 1996: 48, 63, 183) 
a. oku-ffga 'to look for' 
b. aa-lamuuye 's/he has already 

decided (PERFECTIVE)' 
oku-iiga 
aa-lamuuye 

'to pass (a test)' 
's/he decided 
(DISTANT PAST ll)' 

As Kisseberth and Odden (2003) note, it is an analytical problem for each Bantu 
language to deterntine whether the mora or the syllable is the ''tone-bearing u1tit" 
(TBU). In the Bantu languages which have lost the Proto-Bantu contrast in vowel 
length, the choice is moot, in OlOSt cases. Jf one assumes, as u1.ost authors do, that 
only open syllables are licensed in Bantu languages, then the syllable and mora 
define identical TBUs in a language with only short VO\Vels.3 However, predictably 
lengthened penult vowels and moraic (or syllabic) nasals in NC sequences poten
tially provide evidence for a choice. When relevant, the TBU is n1entioned in 
presenting the data in the examples belo"'. 

It has been argued since vvork like Stevick (1969) that High tone is the active 
tone in many Bantu languages, \vhile LO"' tone is often best analyzed as a default 
(or underspecified) tone, predictable from context (see also CHAPTER 45: THE 

REPRESENTATION OF TONE). For exa1nple, in (lb), above, the Low component of 
the final falling tone is an intonational final Lovv tone, 'vhich, as Downing (1996) 
sho"'S, predictably occurs at the end of statements in Jita. The asymmetry in the 
phonological activity of High and LO"' tones is reflected in the tone marking 
convention adopted by Bantuists (and used in this chapter) of only n1arking High 
tone >vith an acute accent, while leaving Lo'" tone generally u.nn1arked. As '"e 
vvill see in this chapter, the analysis of Bantu tone patterns is mainly preoccupied 
tvith accounting for the surface distribution of High tones. 

Another asymmetry found in many Bantu tone systems, noted since at least 
McCa"rley (1970, 1978), is that in verbs only the initial syllable of the verb root 
contrasts for tone, '"'hile in nouns, every syllable can bear contrastive tone. Again, 
data fron1 Ji.ta illustrate: 

(2) fita lexical tone contrasts in verbs vs. nouns (Do,vning 1996) 
High-toned steins Low-toned stems 

a. Verbs 
(infinitive form is sho"'n; oku- is the infinitive prefix) 
oku-lya 'to eat' oku-sya 'to grind' 
oku-�6na 'to see' oku-�uma 'to hit' 
oku-ffga 'to look for' oku-iiga 'to pass a test' 

b. Nouns 
(stem follO"'S hyphen; initial morpheme is the class agreement prefix) 
omu-gasi ''voman' omu-saaru 'friend' 
on1u-tuunga 'rich person' omu-lamusi 'judge' 
li-nanaji 'pineapple' 
li-d.arina 'tangerine' 

These hvo asymmetries '"ill be discussed in more detail in §2. 

' See Downing (2005) for critical discussion of this assumption. 
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As Clements and Goldsmith (1984a) and Philippson (1998) argue, Meeussen's Rule 
is one of the important synchronic and diachronic processes lending an accentual 
character to Bantu tone systen1s, because it results in culn1inative pron1inence of 
High tone within some large morphological do1nain. 

Another common process resulting in culminativity is tone shift. The )ita data 
in (4) provide examples of this process. As we can see, an input High tone is 
systematically realized one syllable to the right of its input sponsor unless the 
sponsor is in the penult or final syllable. The example in (4e) sho\VS that tone shift 
crosses \vord boundaries. (We return to such phrasal tone processes in §4.) 

(4) fita tone shift 
a. oku-[(3Qna 'to see' 
b. oku-[j3Qnana 'to see each other' 
c. oku-(J3uma 'to h.it' 
d. oku-mu-[J3uma 'to hit him/her (class 1)' 
e. oku-[fwa kumugera 'to die by the river' 

(oku-[f\v;i 'to die'; kumugera 'by the river') 

As Kenstowicz. (1993), Cassimjee and Kisseberth (1998), and Kisseberth and 
Odden (2003) sho;v, tone shift is clearly related to the assimilatory process of tone 
spread. \!Vhat is puzzling is "'hy the High tone should delink from its sponsor 
syllable, since other types of feature assimilation do not typically involve such 
delinking. Kenstowicz (1993) argues that delinking is best understood as an 
accentual process, leading to High tone culminativity. By eliJninating the sequence 
of High tones on adjacent syllables derived by tone spread, it makes one syllable 
in the "'Ord more prominent than the others. 

Most Bantu languages appear to be like Jita. The tone system is not entirely 
stress-like, since it preserves a contrast between sten1s ;vhich have a High tone 
and those which are toneless. High tone assignment is not obligatory like stress 
•vould be. Hov.rever, some Bantu languages have taken a step further to>vard 
having a stress-like accentual system m that all "'Ords have a single High tone, 

consistently assigned to a limited number of positions iJ1 the word. For example, 

Odden (1988) sho;vs that in Bena, every notu1 must have a High tone, realized 
on either the penult or the pre-stern vo;vel, and 1nost verb forn1s require a High 
tone on the penult: 

(5) Bena (Odden 1988: 236) 
a. Nouns 

, . mi1-goos1 
hf-fuva 
mu-gu<1nda 
lu-flviili 
li-fuhiha 

'ma11' 
'chest' 
'field' 
'hair' 
'cloud' 

b. Verbs 
k"'aamlle 
ndi-lima 
ndaa-limaga 
ndaa-lin1iige 
ndihaa-liJ11He 
ndaa-J.irnlle 
hu-limfla 

'put to pasture (SUBJ)' 
'I \viii cultivate (NEAR FUT)' 
'I used to cultivate' 
'I \vas cultivating' 
'I cultivated (INTERJ\·[ PAST)' 
'I cultivated (FAR PAST)' 
'to cultivate for' 

Other languages like Bena are discussed in Odden's (1988, 1999) critical overviews 
of \vhat he calls "predictable" tone systems iJ1 Bantu languages. 
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edges. These properties have all been argued to motivate the interaction of tone 
\Vith prosodic structure in \VOrk beginning '�'ith Goldsn1ith (1976). Let us briefly 
review, in roughly chronological order, so1ne of the leading proposals. 

In Goldsmith's (1976, 1984a, 1984b) accent theory, Bantu words do not have an 
underlying High tone vs. toneless contrast. Instead, the contrast is formalized as 
the presence vs. absence of accent (*). For example, the Jita High-toned "'Ords in 
(2) would have an accent on the underlyingly High-toned syllable, while Lo,v
toned words \vould be unaccented, as sho\vn in (8a). Processes like Meeussen's 
Rule (J'vIR) would be n1otivated by stress clash, forn1alized to eliminate sequences 
of accents (rather than H.igh tones), as shown in (8b; cf. (3b), above). Tone 
melodies are associated "'ith accents at a later stage of the derivation: 

(8) Accentual analysis (a la Goldsmith 1976, 1984a, 1984b) of the fita data in (2)-(4) 
a. Underlying contrast: • 

/oku-Bona/ 'to see' vs. /oku-Bun1a/ 'to hit' 
accented unaccented 

b. MR as clash resolution: • • • 
/oku-m.u-Bona/ 'to see him/her' � [oku-n1u-Bona) 

The use of accent to formalize High tone cuJminativity was mostly abandoned 
by the mid-1980s, after influential 'vork like Hyman and Byarushengo (1984) and 
Pulleyblank (1986) argued that the lexical High tone vs. toneless (or inactive default 
tone) contrast n1otivated by the output tone patterns can be straightforwardly 
represented by associati.ng H'igh tones \vitl1 particular input syllables and under
specifying Low tone. The OCP-motivated process, Meeussen's Rule, eliminates 
sequences of identical adjacent High tones '"ithout appealing to stress clash. It is 
an wu1ecessary complication to have linked accents at one stage of the derivation 
and linked High tones at another, when an analysis that appeals only to High 
tones can account for this "accentual" property. (See Hyman 1989, Odden 1.999, 
and Yip 2002 for detailed discussion.) 

Accent continued to be appealed to in "'Ork like Goldsmith (1987), Kisseberth 
(1992), and Do\vning (1996), though, to account for the dernarcative output posi
tion of High tone in n1any Bantu languages, illustrated by the Digo data in (6) 
and (7) above. This alternative accentual approach acc(n.u1.ts for the fact that High 
tones tend to surface near word or morpheme edges - that is, syllables that are 
often assigned stress in stress languages - by assigning metrical prominence -
accent - to these edges. In the Wlffiarked case, High tones are "attracted" to these 
accented syllables (Goldsn1ith 1987; de Lacy 2002). In other '"'ords, in this theory, 
accent is redefined as metrical prominence, and accentual languages are defined 
as those in '"hich (High) tone and metrical prominence interact. These points 
can be illustrated by an accentual analysis of the Digo data in (7a). Recall that in 
Digo the rightn1ost (or only) High tone stufaces on the penultimate mora (i.e. 
in the stressed syllable), \vhile a second High tone, if any, surfaces on the verb
ste.m initial niora .. This attra.ction of High tones to particular positions can be 
accounted for, as shown in (9), by assigning them an accent. (To formalize the 
generalization that if there is only one High tone, it surfaces on the penultimate 
1nora, one could assign it a higher degree of metrical pro1ninence than the stem
i..nitial n1ora): 
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'vVe can find other arguments supporting Cassimjee and Kisseberth's (1998) 
proposal that High tone realization in Bantu languages is 1nediated by prosodic 
tone don1ains, if we briefly return to Odden's (1999) non-accentual analysis of 
positional High tone realization in languages like Digo, sketched in (10). The non
accentual analysis \-Vas argued to be superior to an accentual one, as it requires 
no special prosodic representations, appealing to processes like extratonality, 
tone spread, and delinking of multiple associations which are commonly found 
in Bantu languages. Under closer exanlination, though, one notices that only tone 
spread - i.e. a form of assimilation -is considered an unmarked featural process, 
common outside of Bantu tone. It \voi.tld be very surprising, though, to find a 
vowel harmony process, for example, \vhich excluded the final syllable of a \vord 
through "extra-harmonality." It \vould also be unusual to find a vo,vel harmony 
systen1 where only the rightmost vowel of a hannony span surfaced '"'ith the 
harmo11izing feature, \vhile it delinked fron1 the other vo\'\•els in the span. In 
contrast, non-final ity (extrametrica lity) is a typical property of prosodic con
stituents and accentual processes like stress assignment. And, as noted above, 
Kensto"'ricz (1993) argues that delinking of High tones from all syllables except 
the right1nost in a span falls out if the rightmost syllable is a prosodic head. 
Delinking results in a prosodic pronlinence asynlffietry that is a defining property 
of prosodic heads. 

In short, one must conclude that the jury is still out on \vhether the pro
sodic properties, including accentual properties, of Bantu tone systen1s are best 
accow1ted for by appealing to prosodic representations. One can account for 
many accentual properties of Bantu tone systems without appealing to accent or 
prosody. H'owever, in doing that one often loses explanatory force, by ignoring 
the fact that many common restrictions on Bantu tone realization are also com
mon restrictions on headed prosodic constituents but rare for other types of 
feature assinlilation processes. 

3 Depressor consonants 

Bantu languages are well kno\vn for their so-called "depressor consonants": that 
is, sets of consonants, often voiced, which block High tone spread and interfere 
\vith prod11ctive processes of High tone reaJ.ization by knvering the pitch of a 
following vo,vel in some way. (An example of depressor interference \vith High 
tone shift was noted in presenting the data from Digo in (6) above.) Bantu 
depressor effects, at first blush, appear to illustrate the typologically con1mon pat
tern of phonologizing the phonetic lo\'\•ering effect voiced obstruents have on the 
pitch of a following vo\vel (Hyro.an and Schuh 1974; Hombert 1978; Kingston and 
Diehl 1994; see also CHAPTER 75: CONSONANT-VO\VEL PLACE FEATURE INTERACTIONS). 
One basic approach to formalizing this lo,vering effect is to propose that depres
sor consonants introduce a Low tone into the representation as an automatic result 
of bearing a [voice] feature: Halle and Stevens (1971); Kisseberth (1984); Harris 
(1994); Halle (1995); Hyman and Mathang,,vane (1998); and Bradsha"' (1999). The 
other basic approach is to propose that phonetically grounded implicational 
constraints (a la Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1994) penalize realizing a High tone 
(and/or optimize realizing a Lo\v tone) on a syllable '"ith a depressor onset: 
Peng (1992); Cassi.Jnjee (1998); and Hansson (2004). In this section, I first present 
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on the depressor syllables violates the no-line-crossing constraint, as it interrupts 
the n1ultiply associated High tone sequence derived by autosegrnental High 
tone spread. 

To resolve this problen1, Hyman and Mathangwane (1998) propose that a pro
cess of tone "fission" (some"' hat simplified here) applies to derive a "'ell-formed 
autosegmental output: 

(21) • H L 

l'i 
tone fission H LH 

I 1 1  
!fl-dila !fl- dila 

Hovtever, the tone fission analysis raises the question of \vhy the Lo\v tone 
associates '"'ith the depressor syllable in the first place, when this violates the 
no-line-crossing constrai.nt invoked to account for '"hy depressors block High tone 
spread in other contexts. Further, one '"onders why fission is commonly triggered 
by depressor Low tones but has not been motivated for Low tones from other 
sources or •.vhen spreading non-tonal features. 

Proble1ns like these have led to the development of an alternative approach to 
depressor transparency (and depressor blocking), inspired by the use of phonetic 
grounding constraints to account for transparency in vowel harmony systems. 
For example, in many \'\lest African ATR harmony systems, [i] does not par
ticipate in the harmony; it is either transparent or opaque. Archangeli and 
Pulleyblank (1994) argue that this can be accounted for through constraints 
\vhich formalize that [+high)/(RTR) is a phonetically antagonistic feature com
bination. The high, front position of the tongue required for [i] is in conflict 
with the low, retracted position that defines [RTR]. Transparency of [i], like its 
harmonic opacity, follo"'S from a grammar 'vhich penalizes vowels for realizing 
this antagonistic combination. 

The transparency of depressor syllables for son1e High tone displacen1ent pro
cesses in Bantu languages can be given a similar account. As '"ork like Peng (1992), 
Cassirnjee (1998), and Hansson (2004) argues, tone-segment interactions can 
be formalized in terms of grounding constraints \vhich define both enhancing 
and inhibiting interactions bet'"een tone and particular laryngeal features. For 
example, Cassimjee (1998: 53) proposes that the grotu1ding constraint in (22) 
defines the basic interaction between depressor syllables and High tone in Nguni 
languages like Xhosa or Ndebele: 

(22) •(DEPRESS, H) 

Jf depressor syllable, then not High tone. 

The output of the High tone spread processes relevant to the form in (21) in this 
analysis is given belo\v, adopting an autosegmental representation for ease of 
comparison rather than Cassimjee's (1998) tone don1ain account. The representa
tion in (23b) is ill foro1ed, as it violates the grounding constraint. The output in 
(23a) satisfies the constraint and is well formed if one adopts Archangeli and 
Pulleyblank's (1994) proposal that No Gap (or its OT equivalent) - a constraint 
penalizing representations where potential targets of High tone association are 
skipped over - is violated in systems \Vith harmonic transparency: 
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(23) Grounded depressor transparency 
a. H b. * H 

� � 
tfi-dila tfi-dila 

Notice that the grounding constraint in (22) captures the generalization that 
High tones are not optimally realized on a syllable \vith a depressor onset 
without directly associating a Low tone with the depressed syllable. Th.is means 
that the association of a Low tone at some stage of the derivation plays no role 
in th.is approach in accounting for \vhy depressors are opaque for some tonal 
processes. For this reason, no representational problem arises if depressors are 
transparent for other processes in the san1e language. Instead, in an OT analysis 
of Bantu High tone realization like Cassimjee (1998), it is the relative ranking 
of the grounding constraint '"ith other constraints '"hich accounts for this 
variability. 

The grounding constraint approach also has the advantage of linking depres
sor consonant transparency to the wider phonological problem of how best to 
account for transparency in hannony assinUlation syste1ns. \rVh.ile the represen
tation in (23a), like the one in (21), violates an autosegrnental 'vell-formedness 
constraint, No Gap is routinely violated by grounded accounts of transparency 
in other assimilatory systems (Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1994). In contrast, 
the featural fission represented in (21), required by analyses \vhich account for 
depressor blocking \.vith a linked Low tone, has not been motivated for other 
phonological processes involving other features. 

The analysis of the opacity and transparency of depressor consonants to High 
tone displacement in Bantu languages, then, raises questions that are of general 
interest to phonological theories which aim to account for harn1onic opacity 
and transparency. Another in1portant theoretical question raised by the analysis 
of depressor consonants is which phonetic or phonological consonantal feature 
grounds the tone lowering effect that accompanies these consonants. Single
source theories of consonant-tone interaction make the strong claun that: 
"Depressor effects [ . . .  ] always indicate a special relationship bet,veen voicing 
and L(ow] tone" (Bradshaw 1999: 43). As "'ork like Halle and Stevens (1971), 
HaUe (1.995), and Harris (1994) argues, the same Laryngeal configuration that favors 
vocal fold vibration (slack vocal cords) also lowers fundamental frequency. And, 
conversely, "'Ork like Bradsha"' (1999: 163) claims that Lo\v tone implies vocal 
fold vibration. These theories implement the strong correlation between depressor 
effects and phonetic voicmg of a preceding consonant by proposing that (voice] 
and Lo'v tone are reflexes of a single Laryngeal feature, \·vith different realizations 
depending on 'vhether the feature is linked to a consonant or a vo,vel. 

The proposal that [voice] and LO"' tone are expressions of a smgle feature faces 
!\VO problems in accounting for Bantu depressor effects. First, as \Ve have seen 
in the preceding discussion, uniforn1ly associatu1g a Lo\v tone \vith a depressor 
accounts well for depressor opacity (i.e. blocking effects); however, accounting for 
depressor transparency requires some special theoretical assumptions or devices, 
like tone fission or No Gap violations. A more serious problem for a smgle
source approach is that depressor consonants are not all voiced in all Bantu lan
guages. For example, voiceless depressors are found in Nambya and Kalanga, two 
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languages of the Shona group, and also in the Nguni languages. As Do"'ning (2009) 
sho,vs, these sounds are not only synchronically voiceless, there is no evidence 
that they were voiced historically. Instead, they have other phonetic properties 
that plausibly correlate with pitch lowering: frication duration (for the Shona 
group) and lax vocal fold tension (for the Nguni group) . Surveys like Yip (2002) 
sho"' that, in fact, a number of laryngeal properties besides [voice] condition tone 
realization and correlate \Vith pitch lo,vering. Single-source theories of depressor 
consonants are flawed, then, in linking tonal depression only to [voice].8 

The grounded constraint approach can get around this problem by defining 
an irnplicational relationship behveen tone realization and a "depressor syllable," 
\Vith a depressor syllable further defined as one \Vith an onset consonant that 
has a phonetic property \vhich demonstrably correlates with lo'�'ered funda
mental frequency: negative VOT, vibrating vocal cords, breathy voice release, long 
frication duration, lax vocal fold tension (Do"rning 2009). This list of possible 
correlates of depressor consonants serves to highlight, though, that the phonetics 
of consonant-tone interactions remains poorly understood. 

4 Phonology-syntax interface 

So far, \Ve have discussed (High) tone realization \Vithin \vords, noting only in 
passing, in presenting the Jita tone shift data in (4), that High tones commonly 
cross word boundaries in Bantu languages. More interesting is that tonal processes 
are often sensitive to syntactic inforn1ation: i.e. High tones cross some \·vord 
boundaries btlt not all. For this reason, Bantu tonal phenomena have played an 
important role in the development of theories of the phonology-syntax interface: 
see e.g. Hyman and Byarushengo (1984); Selkirk (1986, 2000, forthcoming); 
Odden (1987, 1990, 1995b); Kanerva (1990); Truckenbrodt (1995, 1999, 2007); and 
several papers in Inkelas and Zee (1990). A central question for these theories is, 
as Chen (1990) so neatly puts it, "What must phonology knO\v about syntax?" 
One finds two leading approaches, \vh ich provide hvo very different ans,vers 
to this question, in \vork on Bantu phrasal tonology. In the direct reference 
approach (Odden 1987, 1990, 1995b), phonology has relatively unrestricted access 
to information in the n1orphosyntactic representation. In contrast, in the End-based 
(indirect reference) approach (Selkirk 1986, 2000; Truckenbrodt 1995, 1999, 2007), 
phonological phrasing algorithms can only refer to the edges of major syntactic 
constituents. Another central question is, naturally, whether syntax is all that phono
logical phrasing algorithms need to kno\v. 

In this section, I first present data illustrating a range of syntactic contexts for 
phxasal tonal processes. Then I briefly revi.e\v the indirect and direct reference 
approaches to accounting for these syntactic contexts. As '"e shall see, a challenge 
for both of these approaches is that reference to non-syntactic factors like pro
sodic branching or focus is necessary to account for phrasing in son1e languages. 

From the earliest work on phrasal phonology, including tonology, in Bantu 
languages - Byaru.shengo et nl. (1976) on Haya, and Kisseberth and Abasheikh 

' As Hyman (forthcoming) notes, a further chaUenge for sing.le-soUJ'ce theories of consonant-tone 
interactions is that vv·hile the lal)'ngeal properties of consonants are ltncontroversially characterizable in 
terms of distinctive features, solid arguments f<>r a tmi\rersal set of tonal features are hard t<> come by. 
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phrasal constituent as its founding tenet. That is, it proposes that phonology 
needs to kno\v very little about syntax: only \vhere the edge - right or left - of 
n1ajor constituents like XP, vP, and CP are located in the string. The Edge-based 
approach is considered an indirect reference theory, as phonological processes refer 
directly to prosodic constituents like Phonological Phrase, and so only indirectly 
reference the syntactic constituents that define the prosodic ones. The repertoire 
of prosodic phrasal domain types is also limited in this theory to just those found 
in the Prosodic Hierarchy (Selkirk 1986, 1995): Phonological Phrase, Intonation 
Phrase, and Phonological Utterance. In OT, an Edge-based parse of a string into 
prosodic phrase domains is implemented straightfonvardly by means of alignment 
constraints (Selkirk 1995, 2000; Truckenbrodt 1995, 1999, 2007). For example, 
ALrCNR(XP, Phonological Phrase) would be relevant for a language like Tsonga, 
where Phonological Phrase breaks (indicated by parentheses) are found follo\\'
ing XPs: the NP subject and the first of hvo post-verbal objects: NP[ Subj) J vp( V 
""'[ Obj)] Ni·[ Obj)]] . Recent Edge-based OT analyses of prosodic phrasing in Zulu 
(Cheng and Do"•ning 2009), in Mwiini, Matuumbi, and Chewa (Truckenbrodt 
1995, 1999, 2007), and in Northern Sotho (Zerbian 2006, 2007) demonstrate ho\v 
effectively this nlli1in1alistic approach accounts for many phrasal phenon1ena in 
Bantu languages. 

The limits of the Edge-based theory are thoughtfully surveyed in Odden 
(1995b), \vho argues instead for the direct reference approach to defining syn
tactic contexts for phrasal processes. Odden points out two general problems 
with the Edge-based approach. First, the prosodic phrase types are limited to those 
provided by the Prosodic Hierarchy: Phonological Phrase, Intonation Phrase, 
Phonological Utterance. For langua.ges with complex phrasal phonology, though, 
this might not be enough levels. A second problem is that phrasal phonology is 
often sensitive to more specific morphosyntactic information than just the edges 
of major syntactic constituents. Tsonga (Kisseberth 1994) illustrates both of the 
problen1s, as Odden (1995b) sho,vs. 'vVe saw in (26) that the verb's High tone spreads 
to the penult of the first folknving object noun only, not to the second object noun 
of affirmative verbs. Ho'''ever, we find a different pattern \vith negative verbs: 
the grammatical High tone of the negative verb is realized through the final vov•el 
of the entire verb phrase if both following objects are toneless (27a, 27b). The nega
tive High tone spreads through the penult of a postposed subject, though - the 
same pattern found "'i.th affi.ro:iative verbs "'ith a final High tone (cf. (c) and (d)). 
As (27e) shO\VS, the High tone from a verb prefix does not spread to a postposed 
subject: 

(27) Tsonga negative VPs (Kisseberth 1994: 150, 162, 163; Odden 1995a: 66)9 

a. a-va-xav!elf xi-k6xa nyaama cf. (26a) 
NEG-they-buy old \VOman meat 
'They are not buying meat for the old 'voman' 

b. a-ndzi-nyiki mu-fana tf-n-gti.uvu cf. (26b) 
NEG-I-give boy clothes 
'I am not giving the boy clothes' 

9 ln this dataset, an exclamation mark indicates that the following High tones are dO\'\'nstepped 
(i.e. lowered in pitch register) with respect to preceding High tones. 
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c. v;i-'faamba vaa-nhu 
d. a-n1a-yanga ma-laandza 
e. v-a-tiirha) vaa-nhu 

'They are going, the people.' 
'They did not go, the servants.' 
'They are \vorking, the people.' 

Finally, the alert reader \viii have noticed that these data illustrate another 
phrasal rule of Tsonga, namely, phrase penult vowel lengthening. As Odden (199Sb) 
points out, an inspection of the data sho,,vs that the don1ain for this process is also 
often distinct fron1 that of High tone spread to the penult (HTS). For exan1ple, in 
(26), the domain for HTS is the verb plus first object noiu1, vvhile the domain for 
lengthening is the entire sentence; conversely, in (27d), the domain for HTS is the 
entire sentence (verb plus postposed subject), while both the verb and the post
posed subject are in separate do1nains for penult lengthening. In short, in Tsonga, 
we have several phrasal processes - HTS to penult from a verbal prefix; HTS 
to penult fron1 a verb stem; HTS to final syllable from a negative verb; penult 
lengthening - and each process takes a slightly different domain. Further, some 
of these processes must refer to specific morphosyntactic information, like nega
tive aspect or verb prefix, as the source of the High tone to determine the phrasal 
domain. It is hard not to agree '''ith Odden (1995b) that the Edge-based approach 
does not straightforwardly provide either enough domains or access to enough 
morphosyntactic information to define the contexts for aU of these processes. Other 
examples discussed in Odden (199Sb) reinforce this point.10 

Let us close this section by sho,ving that syntactic properties of a string are 
not all that phonology needs to know to define the contexts for phrasal tone 
domains. As Bickmore's (1990) study of Nya1nbo sho,vs, another factor that can 
condition phrasing is branchingness: tl1at is, •vhether or not a syntactic constituent 
(in this case, maximal XP) has more than one member. The role of branchingness 
is motivated by data like those in (28), \vhich illustrate the phrasal process of High 
tone deletion (HTD): the rightmost High tone of a vvord is deleted if the follo\v
ing word has a High tone. Examples (a) and (c) sho\v that the entire sentence can 
be the doa.1ain of HTD if none of the XPs contained in it branch. Examples ( b) 
and (d) show that a branching XP (underlined) is not phrased '''ith '''hat follows: 

(28) Nyainbo prosodic phrasing (Bickmore 1990: 14-15) 
a. (Ba-kuru ba-ka-juna). 

Ma tu.re ones helped 
'The mature ones helped.' 

b. (Aba-kozi bakuru) (ba-ka-j <1na). 
\vorkers n1ature helped 
'The mature '"orkers helped.' 

c. (Nejak,vorech' abakoz' emb"'a.) 
he '"ill sho\v workers dog 
'He 'viii sho'" the \vorkers the dog. 

d. (Nejak,vorech' 6mukan1a 'v'abak6zi) (en1b\'\ra). 

he '"'ill show chief of workers dog 
'He "'iD sho•v the chief of the "'orkers the dog.' 

10 See Selkirk (forthcoming) for a recent re-analysis of the Tsonga phrasal tone domain data discussed 
here which takes up these and other criticisms of the Edge-based approach. 
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Focus also often plays an important role in conditioning prosodic phrasing. An 
especially detailed demonstration of this is found in  Kanerva's (1990) study of 
Che;va. We saw in (25), above, that in Chewa the entire VP (verb plus comple
ments) forn1s a single tone realization domain imder broad focus. As Kanerva sho,.vs, 
narrov» focus \vithin the VP interferes "'ith syntactically motivated phrasing: 
a phrase boundary must follo•v the focused element, and each subsequent XP 
constituent of the VP is parsed into a separate prosodic phrase. As a result, the 
VP is parsed into more, sn1aller prosodic pluases - indicated with parentheses -
under narro•v focus: 

(29) Focus and phrasing in Chewa (Kanerva 1990: 98) 
a. anamenya n.yumba ndf n:n.vaala 'He hit the house with a rock.' 

he hit house with rock 
b. What did he do? (VP focus) 

(anamenya nyurnba ndi rn'vaala) 
c. What did he hit the house •vith? (Oblique PP focus) 

(anamenya nyu.mba ndi mwaal.a) 
d. What did he hit with the rock? (Object NP focus) 

(anamenya nyu <1mba) (ndf m'\<\1aala) 
e. What did he do to the house '"ith the rock? (V focus) 

(anan1eenya) (nyumnba) (ndi nl\\'aala) 

While Bick1nore (1990), Kanerva (1990), and Truckenbrodt (1995, 1999, 2007) 
shovv that the effect of branching:ness and focus on pluasing can be acconu:nod
ated in the Edge-based approach, it is also clear that neither that approach nor 
the direct reference approach predicts that such non-syntactic factors should 
interact •vith syntactic ones in defining the contexts for phrasal processes. 

5 Conclusion 

As vve have seen, Bantu tone has played a role in several areas of phonological 
theory, notably in the areas of phonological representation and the role of pro
sodic factors in conditioning featural realization. The accentual properties of 1:nany 
Bantu tone systems have raised the question of \vhether some form of prosodic 
representation - accent and/or prosodic constituents - mediates tone realiza
tion, or \vhether the accentual properties are best considered the result of non
prosodic processes which conspire to produce an accentual output. Depressor tones 
raise questions of ho'" to fon:nalize the interaction of tone with other laryngeal 
features. The opacity and transparency of depressor consonants to High tone 
displacement processes raise the same representational problems as opacity and, 
especially, transparency in harmony systems. The phrasal realization of High 
tone raises again the question of v1hether prosodic constituency best defines the 
domains for High tone realization, or whether independently 1:notivated syntactic 
constituents and principles provide all that phonology needs to know about 
syntax. The Bantu tone data illustrating these issues are complex enough that 
phonological theories \viii surely be vvrestling with these questions for some time 
to come. 
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115 Chinese Syllable 
Structure 

SAN DUANMU 

1 Introduction 

The title of this chapter may seem both too broad and too narrow. On the one 
hand, Chinese dialects are probably as diverse as Romance languages. Should one 
not treat them separately? Hov,,ever, I shall sho''' that there are considerable 
similarities a1nong them and that a single treatment is useful. On the other hand, 
the study of syllables is closely related to the studies of phonemes, stress, and 
tone. Therefore, the discussion cannot be linuted to syllable structure alone, but 
•vill cover some of its relations to other areas as •veil. 

The Chinese writing system is not alphabetic, but Chinese scholars have 
studied syllables for a Jong time. For example, Sun Yan of the Three Kingdoms 
period (about 200-280) invented a method, kno\vn as Fanqie "reverse cut," to 
indicate the pronunciation of \vritten graphs (characters), each of which repre
sents a rnonosyU.a.bic 'vord. The method uses two fan1iliar graphs, \vhere the 
first has the same onset as the target graph and the second has the same rime as 
the target. Similarly, there "'ere rin1ing books that grouped Chinese graphs into 
different sets, based on their initial consonants and \Vhether they rime with 
each other. 

Despite the traditional scholarship, and the fact that Chinese syUables seem less 
complicated than those in English, disagreements exist over most major issues. For 
example, "'hat is the maximal size of the Chinese syllable? Does every syllable 
have a vowel? How does the analysis of syllables interact \vith the analysis of 
phonen1es? What is the interaction beh,'een syllable weight, stress, and tone? What 
are major phonotactic restrictions that rule Olli non-occurring syllables? What is 
the cause of the massive loss of syllable types in Chinese? In this chapter I address 
such questions. Following the editors' guidelines, l shall focus on major empirical 
facts, rather than arguing for my O\vn analysis. 

However, the distinction bet"'een facts and theories is not ahvays clear. For 
example, the ,.vord 'outside' in Standard Chinese, which SOlllldS the same as the 
English word why, has been transcribed as [\vaj] (Hartman 1944), [uai] (Cheng 
1966), and [ua;] (You et al. 1980). For Hartman (1944) the syllable has t"'O glide 
phone1nes and a vo,vel phone1ne, for Cheng (1966) i t  has three vowel phonemes, 
and for You et a.I. (1980) it has two vo,vel phone1nes. Accordingly, the syllable 
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analyses are GVG (or CVC), \T\TV, and VV respectively. One could see that even 
basic terms like glides, diphthongs, and triphthongs are not ahvays transparent 
or n1eaningful. Such problems exist in English and other languages, too. Therefore, 
our discussion is, inevitably, also of general theoretical interest. 

2 The maximal syllable structure 

A maximal Chinese syllable, regardless of the dialect, is often thought to contain 
four positions, or CGVX, where C is a consonant, G a glide, V a vo\vel, and X 
either a consonant or the second part of a long vo'''el or diphthong. Syllables "'ith 
a syllabic consonant will be discussed later, as will syllables '"hose rime seems 
to be longer than VX. In CGVX, a diphthong takes two positions and cannot be 
followed by a consonant coda. Some exan1ples fron1 Standard Chinese are sho,vn 
i.n (1). For simplicity, I enclose phonetic transcription in square brackets, regard
less of the level of analysis. As noted above, some analyses \vould transcribe a 
pre-nuclear glide as a high vo,vel (e.g. Cheng 1966; T. Lin and \Vang 1992). 

(1) The CGVX analysis of the maximal syllable in Standard Chinese 
[kh\vai] 'fast' [k\vaiJ] 'light' 
[k,va:] 'melon' [tswan] 'diamond' 
[t"ja.n] 'day' 

Different Chinese dialects can use different phone1nes to fill the four slots of a 
syllable. Three dialects, Standard Chinese, Cantonese, and Shanghai, are sho'''n 
in (2). 

(2) Dialect variation: Phonemes which can fill each position in CGVX 

Standard Chinese 
Cantonese 
Shanghai 

c 
most Cs 
any C 
any C 

G 
[j w lll 
[w] 
[j w \I) 

v 
any V 
any V 
any V ' 

x 
[i u n l) <i>] 
[i u n m 1J p t k] 
( (? !)]) 

Jn all dialects, the C position ca.n be fiUed by almost any consonant, \vith occasional 
exceptions; for example, similarly to English, [IJ) is not used in the C position in 
Standard Chinese. The G position can be filled by one of three glides in Standard 
Chinese and Shanghai. In Cantonese, there are two glides [\v j] which can occur 
\vithout C, but \Vhen the C is filled only [\v] can be used. The V position can be 
filled by any V (and sometini.es by a syllabic consonant, such as (n] 'fish' in Shanghai, 
to be discussed later). For the X position, Cantonese is among the most conser
vative dialects, '"hich has kept a full set of nasals and a full set of unreleased 
stops. In contrast, Shanghai is among the n1ost advanced dialects \vith regard to 
the X position, which only allows a glottal stop or a nasal; in addition, these two 
sounds often combine with the preceding vowel to form a. single sound, i.e. a 
glottalized V or a nasalized V. Therefore, all syllables in Shanghai behave like 
open syllables. I shall return to this issue belo"'· 

There is a fair a1nount of disagreement on the analysis of CGVX, especially "'ith 
regard to the affiliation of G. Three proposals are sho\vn in (3). 
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Standard Chinese ends in [m], but in casual speech such syllables are found, for 
exa1nple [worn], shown in (13). 

(13) New syllable created by syllable merger 
\VO man -7 worn 'we' 
I PL 

Similarly, devoicing of non-lo\v vo\vels often happens in syllables that have an 
aspirated onset (including voiceless fricatives) and a low tone. Son1e examples 
are sho\vn in (14). The transcription is based on Duanmu (2007). HL, H, LH, and 
L are four lexical tones in Standard Chinese. \IVhen a sound is devoiced, the tone 
cannot be heard, '''hich is indicated by 0. 

(14) De-voicing of non-low vowel with a low tone in Standard Chinese 

L-LH 
[-.-] -7 [x] khY-nC>IJ -7 

HL-L 
[i] -7 [I"'] ji-t10"i -7 

H-L 
[y] -7 [�"] t�al)-t�"wy -7 

L-H 
[y l -7 [\"'"'] �'''v-two -7 , 

L-HL 
[ u] -7 [x"] ::>"'u-t� -7 

H-L 
[u] -7 [x"] {'.i.n-k hwu -7 

L-HL 
(u) -7 (x") t h'''u-tii -7 

0-HL 
khx-na1J 
HL-0 
ji-t10"IO 
H-0 
1:1.><il)-!�hw�w 

0-H 
Sow�'"-t'"o 
0-HL 
s\"x'''-t� 
H-0 

. kh\�· \\' i;;m- x 
0-HL 
th'"x'"-tii 

'possible' 

'together' 

'strive for' 

'mall)'' 

'summer vacation' 

'working hard' 

'land' 

Devoicing can affect syllables in any position (initial, medial, or final). Devoiced 
[i-.- u y] sound like [I"' x xw I"'"'], respectively. A reviewer suggests that ["'] •vould 
imply [+back] for [�"] and recommends [�Q] instead. There are two reasons not 
to follow the suggestion. First, while [\v] is indeed an IPA symbol for labial-velar, 
[w) is a diacritic for "labialized," •vithout implying velar or [+back]. Second, [y] 
has t"''O articulatory con1ponents, palatal and labial. Since the palatal component 
is already present in [I"'], (l"'Q) has interna.l redundancy, while [I"'") does not. 

Devoiced syllables have durations similar to the originals (although rime length 
is not indicated in the above transcription), and therefore they still sound like 
separate syllables. If one assun1es that every syllable must have a vowel, one \Vould 
propose devoiced vo,.vels [i r y y). Syllabic consonants can be devoiced, too. Some 
examples are shown in (15). 

(15) Devoicing of syllabic consonants in Standard Chinese 
HL-L HL-0 

[u] -7 [f] tau-fv -7 tou-ff 'tofu' 
HL-L HL-0 

[z) -7 [s) �al)-ts"z -7 �al)-ts"s 'last time' 
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Duanmu (1990, 2007) proposes an analysis that maintains both a small syllable 
size and a s1nall phoneme inventory. The 1naxitnal syllable is CVX, sitnilar to that 
in Ao (1992, 1993). However, unlike Ao, who assumes that C is filled by a single 
phoneme, Duanrnu assumes that C can be filled by hvo phonemes, a consonant 
and a glide, which '"ill merge into a complex sound. In ·ouanmu's analysis of 
Standard Chinese, the phoneme inventory is slightly smaller than that of tradi
tional analyses, and about half the size of Ao (1992). 

Hartman (1944) proposes to nli.ninlize the phonen1e inventory even further. For 
example, while Ao (1992) assumes (k k0 k"' k""'l to be four phone1nes in Standard 
Chinese, Hartman assumes the representation [k kh kw khv»], in \vhich there is 
only one velar stop [k], and [kh khw· k'''] are clusters of hvo or three phonemes 
each, \'there [w] and [h] are independently .needed. The cost, of course, is a more 
complicated syllable structure, '"hi.ch has tluee positions before the vowel, and 
it vastly overpredicts the possible syllables of Chinese. 

In (17) I. compare the analysis of some syUable-initiaJ uni.ts in Standard Chinese 
by Hartman (1944), Cheng (1966), Ao (1992), and Duanmu (2007), \Vhere "onset" 
refers to the 1naxi.Jnal size of the given uni.ts and "stops" refers to the number of 
velar stop pho.ne1nes. 

(17) Analyses of four syllable-initial units in Standard Chinese 

Author Underlying Surface Onset Stops 
Hartman [k kh k\V kh"' I [k kh k\v klnv J CCC 1 
Cheng [k k" ku k"u] [k k" kw k"\v J CG 2 
Ao [k k" k"° k"WJ [k k" k" k""] c 4 
Duanmu [k k" ku k"u] [k k" kw k""J c 2 

Hartman (1944) represents an extren1e position in \vhich phonemic economy over
rides syllable structure. At the opposite extreme, Ladefoged (2001: 170) believes 
that phonen1es have no place at all. Instead, he suggests that syllables are the basic 
units of analysis and that "consonants and vO\·vels are largely fign1ents of our good 
scientific imaginations." 

8 Missing syllables 

I use the term "missing syllables" to refer to those that do not occur in the lan
guage, although their structure fits the n1axinlal size. In Chi.J1ese, the majority of 
conceivable syllables are nlissing. Consider a.n example from Nantong Chinese, 
\•Vhich allO\VS eve syllables. According to Ao (1993), Nantong has 15 vowels and 
38 consonants. Given that the initial or final C can be absent, there are 39 choices 
for the i.Jlitial C and 39 for the final C, and the total number of possible syllables 
is 39 x 15 x 39 = 22,815, of which only about 400 occur in Nantong, or barely 
2 percent. Ao's illustration is perhaps i.J1tended to be dramatic. Given the fact 
that the .fi.J1al C in Na.ntong can only be [ k) or (.ry), a more reasonable estimate is 
39 x 15 x 3 = 1,755 possible syllables, of which 23 percent occur. Still, most con
ceivable syllables are missing, and an explanation is needed. 

Let us consider Standard Cllinese in some detail. The phonemes of Standard 
Chinese are shown in (18) and (19), based on Dua.nmu (2007). 
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18 x 3 = 54 CG combinations. However, only 29 (54 percent) are found. The restric
tions turn out to be quite systematic: labial Cs do not combine with [\v 4], and 
velar and retroflex Cs do not combine \Vi th [j 4 ]. In traditional feature tern1s, the 
former sho,vs a restriction against nvo labials, and the latter shows a restriction 
against (+back, -back) or [-pala tal, +pala tal]. The details are shov.rn in (22). Given 
the restrictions, "'e expect 32 CG forms, of v,rhich just three are missing. 

(22) Expected CG fon11s in Standard Chinese (missing nrnnbers in parentheses) 
) \V 4 

Labials (3) (p p" f m] 4 (-1) 
Dentals (7) (t t" ts ts" s n l] 7 7 7 (-2) 
Velars (3) [k  k" x] 3 
Retroflexes ( 4) [t� t?" :? ,._] 4 
Expected 32 
Occurring 29 
Missing (fj It[ t"l() 

Next, let us consider GVX combinations. In S tandard Chinese there are 100 possible 
GVX forms, calculated in (23). l have ignored tonal contrasts. In addition, l have 
on1itted the vo,vel [�] and syllabic consonants. 

(23) Positi-011 Choices Notes 
G 4 One of [j u q], or no G 
v 5 One of five vo\vels 
x 5 One of [i u n IJ], or no X 
Total 100 

The 100 possible GVX forms are shO\Vn in (24). The first column indicates choices 
for X, the top row indicates choices for G, and 0 indicates lack of G or X. High 
VO\Vels are \Vritten as glides before the nuclear vowel. 

(24) 0- J- w-

-0 . 
(+) I + 

u. + 
y + 
a + + 
a + + 

-n m + (+) 
un 
yn + 
an + 
an + + 

-1) 11) 
Ul) + + 
YIJ 
al) + + 
al) + + 

q-

(+) 
(+) 

+ + 
+ 

(+) 
+ 
+ + 

(+) 

+ 
+ 

. . . JI= 1 

WU = U 
lJY = y 

. . . 
)tn = m  

qyn = yn 

W1.ll) = Ul) 
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(25) Stability of citation tones in Standard Chinese 
Surface H H H LH HL H 
Citation H H H LH HL H 

san pe1 san p"an sz pe1 
'three cups' 'three plates' 'four cups' 

(26) Instability of citation tones in Shanghai Chinese 
Surface H L H L L H 
Citation HL HL HL LH LH HL 

se pe se p0 sz pe 
'three cups' 'three plates' 'four cups' 

HL LH 
HL LH 
sz p"an 
'four pl.ates' 

L H 
LH LH 
sz p0 
'four plates' 

It can be seen that '"hile citation tones are stable in Standard Chinese, they all 
split in the Shanghai. exa.mples. A longer example is shown in (27), in fairly broad 
transcription, where I indicates a boundary bet,veen tonal domains in Shanghai. 

(27) Tonal patterns in Shanghai and Standard Chinese 
Shanghai ku-po , Ju Ia'-ta' t"i-se Ju 
Citation LH-LH LH LH-LH HL-HL LH 
Surface L-H 0 L-H H-L 0 

Standard ku-pei Ju zat t"ian-�an Ju 
Citation L-L HL HL H-H HL 

Surface LH-L HL HL H-H HL 

Gubei road be-at Tianshan road 
'Gubei Road is in the vicinity of Tianshan Road.' 

pa-pi 
LH-HL 
L-H 

h . 
p a1J-p'an 
LH-H 
LH-H 

V!Cll1lty 

We see again the stability of citation tones in Standard Chinese (except for one 
rule, '"hich cl1anges L to LH before L, as seen on tl1e first syllable). In contrast, 
citation tones are lost in Shanghai unless they occur in tlle initial position of a 
domain; in addition, each surviving citation tone is split between the first two 
syllables of a domain. 

There are two approaches to tlle difference between the dialects. The first is 
typological. For example, Yue-Ha.shimoto (1987) suggests tha.t Shanghai. ha.s left
dominant tonal domains but Standard Chinese does not. Similarly, Chen (2000b) 
suggests that tonal domains in Shanghai are determined by left-headed stress, 
whereas those in Standard Chinese are not. Moreover, Yip (1989) proposes that 
tllere are two kinds of tones: those in Standard Chinese are units that cannot be 
split, and those in Shanghai are clu.sters that can. However, the typologica l 
approach in effect restates the difference and offers no explanation \vhy Shanghai 
behaves one way and Standard Chinese behaves another \vay. 

In the second approach, proposed by Duanmu (1990, 1999), the difference in 
tonal behavior is related to an independent difference in rimes: dialects that are 
like Shangha i in tonal behavior ("•ith unstable citation tones) have no diphthongs 
or true codas, "'hile dialects that are like Standard Chinese in tonal behavior 
('vith stable citation tones) have diphthongs and/or true codas. In other words, 
Shanghai has only "simple rimes" (V or C) ,vJille Standard Chinese has many 
"con1plex rimes" (VC or VG). Consider the data in (28) and (29). 
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(28) Rime types in the basic vocab11lan; of 2,500 111.orphemes in Standard Chinese 
VC or VG 
V or C 
Total 

1,519 
981 

2,500 

61°/o 
39o/o 

100% 

e.g. [n1an] 'slo'"'" [mai] 'sell' 
e.g. [ma] 'scold', [sz) 'four' 

(29) Rimes in Shanghai Chinese (Duanmu 2008) 

[ n1 n a. z u 0 :i y i o ¥ e a )' I o 'i- a i' a' o'] 

The nasal vo,vels in Shanghai can be represented as [VIJ] under!yingly, and the 
glottalized vowels can be represented as (V?] underlyingly. Both [VIJ] and (V?) 
can merge into a single sound without loss of underlying segn1ental features. 

Given the difference in rin1e struchue bet\veen Shanghai and Standard Chinese, 
it is possible to explain their difference in tonal behavior. First, 1nost rimes 
i.n Standard Chinese are inherently heavy. In contrast, syllables in Shanghai 
have no inherent '''eight: they can be heavy or light, depending on the prosodic 
environment. They are long \vhen spoken in isolation or in a stressed position, 
such as the first syllable of a disyllabic vvord or compound, vvhich is a trochaic 
foot; other\'\•ise the syllables are short. Phonetic studies confirn1 the predictions 
(Zhu 1995). 

The relation behveen syllable structure and tone is mediated by stress: heavy 
syllables have stress and stressed syllables can carry tone (see CHAPTER 42: PITCH 
ACCENT SYSTEJV!S). The principles are stated in (30) and (31). 

(30) Weight-Stress Principle 
a. Stressed syllables are heavy (or light syllables are unstressed) .  
b. Unstressed syllables are light (or heavy syllables are stressed). 

(31) Tone-Stress Principle 
a. Stressed syllables can be accompanied by a lexical tone (pitch 

accent). 
b. Unstressed syllables are not accompanied by a lexical tone (pitch 

accent). 

The \'\/eight-Stress Principle has been proposed in various forms in the liter
ature (e.g. Prokosch 1939; Kager 1989; Prince 1990; Han1mond 1999; CHAPTER 57: 

QUANTITY-SENSITIVITY). Kager (1999) refers to (30a) as the Stress-to-\>Veight 
principle, and Prince (1990) refers to (30b) as the \'\/eight-to-Stress principle. The 
Weight-Stress Principle is a bi.directional requirement on the relation bet,.veen 
\Veight and stress, regardless of \Vhich comes first. 

The Tone-Stress Principle has also been proposed in various forms in the 
literature (e.g. Liberman 1975; Clements and Ford 1979; Pierrehumbert 1980; 
Goldsn1ith 1981). In Chinese, the Tone-Stress Principle is evidenced by the fact 
that unstressed syllables lose their lexical tones. In English, it is evidenced by the 
fact that only stressed syllables are assigned a pitch accent. 

If a language has many complex rimes, then many syllables \'\1ill remain heavy 
and stressed. And because they are stressed, they "'ill keep their lexical tones. 
The chance of tone split will be low, because 111ost syllables have their own tones 
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and cannot take those from others. In contrast, if a language has no complex rime, 
then many syllables can become light and unstressed (unless they occur in 
prosodically strong positions, \Vhich are initial positions in trochaic feet). And 
because they are unstressed, they will lose their lexical tones. The chances for tone 
split will be high then, because many syllables are toneless and can take a piece 
from another syllable. A detailed analysis is offered in Duanmu (2008: ch. 7). 

Leben (1973) observes a similar pattern in the African language Mende. For 
exan1ple, in a compow1d made of n.vo n1onosyllabic words, the second word 
will lose its underlying tone, and the tone of the first \vord \viii spread over both 
syllables. The Mende case would be expected if it lacks CVX syllables and if its 
com pounds form trochaic feet. 

10 Suffixation and rime changes 

Many Chinese dialects have suffixes that merge "'ith the preceding syllable. The 
most com1non case is the diminutive suffix. In some dialects the rin1e change is 
quite sin1ple, \Vhereas in others it can be quite complicated. Let us begin with 
Chengdu, sho,.vn in (32). The process is quite straightforward: in the diminutive 
form, the rime is replaced by (a.:). 

(32) Diminutive suffix in Chengdu 
Word Diminutive 
[ k;:in) [ka.:J 'root' 
[kau] [ka.:J 'cake' 
[kou] [ka-:] 'dog' 
[pian] [pla-:] 'side' 
[k"'an] [k"'a. :] 'hall' 
[ja] [ja.: l 'bud' 
[,.van] (\va-:] 'bo1vl' 
[yan] [ya.:] 'yard' 

Next we consider diminutive forms in Standard Chinese, which are more co1n
plicated. Some examples are sho,vn in (33). 

(33) Diminutive forms in Standard Chinese 
Word 
[p"ai] 
[p"i:) 
[p"an] 
[iaIJ] 
[niau] 
[t"u:] 

Dinrinu.tive 
[p"aa-J 
[p"ia-:) 
[p"aa-] 
[ja�J 
[1iiau•] 
[thu":] 

'plague' 
'skin' 
'dish' 
'lamb' 
'bird' 
'rabbit' 

In the first three cases the suffix replaces [n] and [i], although in the third case [i) 
survives as a glide on the onset. In the fourth case the suffix replaces the coda, 
but part of the coda is preserved as nasalization on the rime. In the last n.vo cases 
the suffix is realized as a retroflex color on the original vo,.vel. A nwnber of 
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(37) Truncation of polysyllabic 111orphe111e to m.onosyllabic on.es 
Non-truncated 
bian.--Ju cha.a 
till !ll'il � 
jia-na-da yllan 
:ho�* :n:; 
jia-liju-ni-ya zhou 
JJa ;f1J �JI!. 52: �+I 

Truncated 
bia.n chao 
!!ii � 
jia yllan 
:ha J"G 
jia zhou 
JJa �+I 

'bat nest' 

'Canadian dollar' 

'California State' 

The compound bian cltao 'bat nest' \vas made up by me, but seems quite accept
able. The compounds jia zl10u 'California State' and jia y!lan 'Canadian dollar' are 
real ones. 

Overall, it is fair to say that every syllable is a morpheme (or a perceived 
n1orphen1e) in Chinese. In addition, since most morphe1nes are also words in 
Chinese, it is fair to say that n1ost Chinese syllables are '.vords, or that most Chinese 
\vords are monosyllabic. 

The close relation behveen syllables and words in Chinese raises an interest
ing question. If \.Ye find a generalization for the Chinese syllable, how do \Ve kno\v 
whether it is indeed a generalization for syllables and not a generalization for \Vords? 
For example, should ,.ve say that every syllable in Chinese has a tone, or should 
've say that every \vord in Chinese has a tone? 

12 Statistical data on syllables in Standard Chinese 

Compared to English, Standard Chinese has a fairly sn1all inventory of syllables. 
Consider the data in (38) and (39). A sunplex \vord is one that contains one 
morpheme. 

(38) Monosyllabic simplex rvords in English in t/1e CELEX lexicon (Baayen et al. 
1995) 

All simplex \VOrds 7,401 
Monosyllabic simplex words 3,834 
Different pronunciations 3,219 

(39) Syllables in Standard Chinese 
Vocabulary type 
C ha.racters 
Syllables (\vith tones) 
Syllables (without tones) 

All 
12,041 
1,334 

413 

Co111111on 
2,500 
1,001 

386 

English has over 3,000 monosyllables in simplex words. In contrast, Standard 
Chinese has about 1,000 syllables iJ1cluding tones, or 400 excluding tones. 

Although S tandard Chinese has just 1,334 syllables (including tones), only about 
1,000 are commonly used. Therefore, up to 300 syllables are unfamiliar to the 
average speaker. This is confirmed by the study of l\ilyers and Tsay (2005), "'ho 
found that acceptability judgn1ents on possible syllables in Standard Chinese are 
gradient and influenced by lexical frequency. 
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116 Sentential Prominence 
in English 

CARLOS GussENHOVEN 

1 Introduction 

In the linguistic expressions of n1any languages, words vary in prominence. In the 
English com.pound (la), there is some sense in which tax has more prominence 
than relief, and in the sentence (lb) the same can be said about the subject NP 
lv!y bike as compared to the verbal phrase has been stolen. Example (le) illustrates 
hovt the perception of prominence can be more differentiated than this: English 
appears to be more prominent than teacher, which in turn 1nay seem n1ore prom
inent than Old. 

(1) a. tax relief 
b. My bike has been stolen! 
c. an Old English teacher 

The above observations touch on t"'O aspects of the phonological structure of English 
\vhich have been the topic of intense debate over the past decades. l11e first concerns 
the phonological nature of this pro1ninence: ho\v is it represented in the structure? 
There have been widely different ans,vers to this question. The main division is 
behveen vie·ws that see promi.nence as a single dimension and. vie,vs that separate 
word stress from intonational pitch accents. A number of representations that fall 
in the first class of vie\vs are discussed in §2. §3 introduces the second class and 
explains the difference behveen word stress and accentua ti.on. §4 then returns to 
some of the exan1ples discussed in §2, offering an account for then1 first by asswn
ing that the sentence prominences are pitch accents, and second by identifying the 
accent assignment or deletion rules that are held responsible for the distribution 
of the pitch accents in each case. In doing this, §4 also takes a position on the second 
main controversy: \vhy are the various levels of pronlinence to be found where they 
are? What detern1ines that in (la) through (le) 111,1:, bike, and English have the n1ost 
proo1inence \vithin their structures and \vhat determines tha.t teacher may seem 
more prominent than Old in (le)? Finally, §5 considers the question of \vhether there 
are residual differences in prominence that are not covered by the description in 
§3 and §4. It concludes by suggesting that such differences arise during phonetic 
implen1entation rather than being due to differences in representation. 
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2 The phonological representation of prominence 

A useful simplification of the changing perspective on the nature of sentential 
"stress" is to distinguish hvo vie,vs. The first vie,v, to be referred to as the Infinite 
Stress View (ISV), takes the impression of mu.ltiple degrees of prominence as a 
starting point and translates these into a representation of gradient stress. This is 
the older of the two vie,vs, and 'vas the basis of an early treatn1ent of stress above 
the level of the \Vo rd in generative phonology (Chomsky and Halle 1968). The other 
view, the Pitch Accent View (PAV), takes sentential pron1inence to be due to 
i.ntonational tones that are a.ssociated \vitl1 specific syllables. This view '"as first 
expressed by Bolinger (1958), who introduced the term "pitch accents" for these 
tones (see CHAPTER 32: THE REPRESENTATION OP INTONATION; CHAPTER so: TONAL 
ALIGNt.IENT for related discu.ssion). Today, there are probably no linguists "'ho 
adhere to the lSV in its original form. l'vlany, however, adopt some version within 
a ne'"er conception of sentential prosodic structure, which is also, or even largely, 
composed of an intonational structure. 

2.1 The infinite stress view 
The earliest views sa\v stress as an increase in loudness due to greater amplitude 
of the sound \Vave (CHAPTER 39: STRESS: J>HONOTACTIC AND PHONETIC EVIDENCE). 
This implies that stress is a continuous phonetic variable, which can have differ
ent values within "'Ords as \vell as across words. The idea that "'Ord stress and 
prominence differences among 'vords are essentially the same phenomenon is 
expressed in Bloomfield (1933: 111), for instance. He distinguished "emphatic 
stress," as on the syllable my in (2) (where I have reproduced his original tran
scription of This is my birthday present), from "high stress," as in the syllables 
this and birth-, which is different horn "low stress" on pres-, ,.vhich in its turn is 
distinct from "no stress," on all other syllables. 

(2) 'ois iz "maj 'ba:0dej ,preznt ("i.e. not yours") 

Chomsky and Halle (1968: 20) incorporated the ISV in their rule-based grammar 
of English stress. Example (3a) has the most prominence on board, but black 
can be felt to have more prominence than eraser. The stress pattern is fuerefore 
2 1 3. In (3b), black is most prominent, while eraser has more prominence than 
board, giving 1 3 2. Finally, (3c) again has the most prominence on board, but of 
the other t"'O '"ords it is eraser that seems more prominent than black, giving 
3 1 2. The stress levels 2 and 3 are best compared across the three structures, 
instead of \vi thin them, for instance by comparing black in (3a) and the same \vord 
in (3c). 

(3) a. a. /Jlack board-eraser 'a board-eraser that is black' 2 1 3 
b. a blackboard eraser 'an eraser for a blackboard' 1 3 2 
c. a black board eraser 'an eraser of a black board' 3 1 2 

Cho1nsky and Halle accounted for this three-way distinction by postulating 
two rules, reproduced in (4a) and (4b), plus a convention, (4c). The order of 
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The deeper proble1n lies in the conception of phonological pro1ninence, n1ore 
specifically in the hypothesis that prominence levels above the word are of the 
same kind as prominence levels \vithin the \vord. The next section will argue that 
word prosodic structure is essentially different from sentential prosodic structure. 
Part of the reason vvhy they have been conflated is that acoustic n1easurement 
techniques have only been readily available since the last quarter of the twentieth 
century and, where they existed before, the in1plications of the data they provided 
vvere not al·ways adequately incorporated into the "'ay linguists thought about 
stress. As "'e "rill see in §3, \vhen a speaker produces even a single word, we 
do not only observe the word prosody, but also its sentence prosody. 'VVhile 
the co1mections between these two representations are strong, they are separate 
con1ponents of the phonological structure of English. 

3 The pitch accent view 

3.1 Pitch and stress as independent components in 
syllable prominence 

The ne\v conception of phonological prominence follo,ved various demonstra
tions that differences in stress are not expressed in acoustic intensity differences, 
or even auditory loudness differences. Mo! and Uhlenbeck (1956) showed that no 
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If \Ve abstract away from the presence of a pitch accent, the difference behveen 
stressed and tmstressed syllables is phonetic in many languages (CHAPTER 39: 
STRESS: l'HONOTACTIC ANO PHONETIC EVIDENCE). The stressed syllables may be 
longer and have greater intensity, as in Spanish (Ortega-Llebaria 2006), or the 
segments in them may additionally be more precisely articulated, as in Catalan 
(Astruc and Prieto 2006; cf. Sluijter and van Heuven 1996). In English, such 
differences have been phonologized, meaning that the greater duration and the 
articulatory precision have led to constraints on the segn1ental composition of 
stressed and unstressed rhymes. A stressed rhyme in English must consist of a 
long vo,vel or diphthong or a short vowel plus a consonant. An unstressed rhyme 
cannot contain any vowel other than [<.> i u] (Bolinger 1986: 347).2 Most import
antly from the point of view of our topic, only stressed syllables can be accented. 

3.3 Accent 
Accent is a place marker in the phonological structure where tones are to be 
inserted (Goldsmith 1977; Hyman 1978; CHAPTER 42: PITCH ACCENT SYSTE}.IS). The 
location of these accents, as well as their presence, may be lexically determined, 
as in Japanese (see also CHAPTER 120: JAPANESE PITCH ACCENT). For instance, (12a) 
and (12b) are accented 'vords, but differ in the location of the accent, while 
(12c) is an unaccented word. 

(12) a. hasi 'chopsticks' b. hasi 'bridge' c. hasi 'edge' 

In other languages, accent is assigned on the basis of phonological or morpho

logical information, as in Nubi, a creole spoken in Uganda and Kenya. All Nubi 
words have one accented syllable, but a verb loses its accent "'hen it combines 
with an object into a no1ninalized VP. In (13a) and (13b), a minimal pair of 
verbs is illustrated in combination \vi.th an object; in (13c) the nominalization is 
sho,vn, and since both 'rent' and 'rent out' n(nv lose their accent, the sentence 
is ambiguous (Cussenhoven 2006). 

(13) a. 
... ,. ,. . . ,. ana g1 pang1sa iua 
r will rent-out house 

b. ana gi pangisa jua 

'I '"ill rent out a house.' 

'I '"ill rent a house.' 
c. pangisa jua sen1e ma 'Renting (out) a house is good.' 

rent(-out) house good be 

Ho"' does English differ from Nubi? The first difference concerns the existence 
of a choice an1ong the tone(s) to be inserted in any accent position. In Nubi, an 
accented syllable must have an H* pitch accent. In English, the requireinent is merely 
that a pitch accent be inserted, but \vhich one, out of the many that could be 

2 Tl1e final VO\vel ir1 '''ords like felloto \Vas taken to be an allopl1011e of u11stressed [u} by Bolir1ger. 
Before consonants, [1] may appear, bL1t the situation varies across vaiieties. ln mainstrean1 American 
EngJjsh, [a( and [1) are allophones, with [1) appearing before velars, as in sec11re [sr'kjur(, and [�) else
where, as in Sinatra (s;,'notra]. In a number (lf vaiieties, inclt1ding: ones spoken in the USA, (a] varies 
with [1] in some contexts (e.g. peerless is ['p1afas] or l'p1ahs], while contrasting th.ero in 0th.er contexts, 
as in ro$Cs vs. Rosa's or, for non-rhotic dialects, offices vs. �fficers. In unstressed syllables, a syllabic con
sonant may take the place of a historical (a] (e.g. listen /'hsn/). 
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English has a rather large number of accentuation and deaccentuation rules. First, 
•vords 1nay have more than one accent, specifically words that have stressed 
syllables before the main stress, as in CAliFORnia (Selkirk 1984). Second, in 
addition to t'.vo rules that resemble the two Nubi rules, it has a rule deleting 
i.nitial accents and, importantly, a rule that distributes accents to mark informa
tion structure. §4 is devoted to accentuation in English. 

4 Accent in English 

There are two \.vays in vvhich the description of accentuation in English could 
be approached. We could either assume that accents are absent and assign them 
where they are needed, or we could assume that syllables are accented by default 
and assume they are removed where they do not occur. The second approach is 
i.n tune \Vith descriptions of information structure in which accents are removed 
for "givenness," instead of assigned for "ne•vness" (Sch,varzschild 1999) and 
'"as adopted for other rules in Gussenhoven (1991, 2005). In the deaccentuation 
option, accents are first assigned to all syllables that can ever be accented, and 
then re1noved "'here they are not needed. In §4.1, I define the accented syllables 
of English in t\VO steps, one for primary stressed syUables and one for secondary 
stressed syllables. §4.2 then describes three deaccentuation rules, the compound 
deaccentuation rule (henceforth the "Compound Rule"), the Initial Accent Deletion 
rule, and a rule I will refer to as the "Inverse Con1pound Rule." §4.3 is devoted 
to the Rhythn1 Rule. §4.4 contains three sections dealing vvith n1eaningful phrase
level effects: Schmerling's generalization (§4.4.1), pha.tic elements (§4.4.2), and 
information structure (§4.4.3). §4.5 deals "'ith the status of pre-nuclear accents. 
Finally, §5 discusses prominence distinctions that cannot be attributed to stress 
or accent, and §6 concludes the chapter. 

4.1 Lexical generalizations in English 
Taking the position of main stress for granted, the first accentuation rule is straight
fonvard: place an accent on the primary stress of every \Vord. The words in (12) 
come out as in (17) as a result. 

(17) aLASka, sarDINE, cigaRETTE, HELicopter, rnarihuAna, MELancholy 

Secondary stressed syllables before the prinIBry stress are also provided with pitch 
accents. As a result, the representations of sardine, cigarette, and 111arih11ana are as 
in (18). 

(18) SARDINE, CIGaRETTE, MARiHUAna 

Two cornn1ents are required here. First, English has "cyclic" stress (Kiparsky 1979). 
This means that the primary stress of a base survives a morphological derivation 
that adds a primary stress to the right of the base. The old primary stress will 
no"' be a pre-primary secondary stress. In (19a) and (19b), the secondary stress 
is on the second syllable of the word, because that is where the base has its 
prin1ary stress; in (19c) it is on the first syllable, for the same reason. In tenns of 
their accentability, there is no difference bet,·veen the primary stressed syllables 
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4.2.3 Reverse conipounds 
"Reverse compounds" are structures in which the first constituent is deaccented. 
When the first constituent in the NP denotes the category and the second con
stituent is the nan1e of the item belonging to that category, the first constituent 
is deaccented. Example (25b) is from Selkirk (1984: 221), '"ho pointed out the 
contrast '''ith the phrasal LAKE HILL 'a hill called after Mr or Mrs Lake', �vhere 
no deaccenting takes place. The example is representative of geographical names 
of this type, like Mount Kiliinanjaro; (25c) illustrates a person category. 

(25) a. the BOOK JOSHua -4 the book JOSHua 
b. LAKE HILL -4 lake HILL 
c. AUNT AGatha -4 aunt ACatha 

4.2.4 Initial Accent Deletion 
Initial Accent Deletion causes all accents except the last to be deleted in a class 
of morphological formations, most strikingly compounds. In (26), examples are 
given in \Vhich the first constituent has two accents underlyingly. In the compound 
noun (26a), the double-accented \Vord marihua.na loses its pre-final accent, and 
in (26b) Tom undergoes the same fate, as it is the pre-final accent of the name 
To111 Paine, a noun phrase included as the first member of a compound noun. 
Similarly, Old loses its accent in the noun phrase Old English, because it too is 
embedded in a noun con1pound, \Vhile (26d) shovts that multiple pre-nuclear 
accents will all be deleted. Example (26c) forms a minimal pair \Vith the noun 
phrase old English teacher 'an English teacher '"ho is old', where the head 
noun is the compound English teacher: here old retains its accent. Similarly, 

a Second Lang11age Conference ("a conference on the study of L2") has an accent 
just on Language, while a second Language Conference ("the second of a series of 
conferences on language") has accents on second and Language. 

(26) a. MARiHUAna cigarette -4 nlariHUAna cigarette 
b. TOM PAINE street -4 tom PAINE street 
c. OLD ENGiish teacher -4 old ENGiish teacher 
d. i-COULDn't-CARE-LESS attitude -4 i-couldn't-care-LESS attitude 

Initial Accent Deletion also applies to English "'ords forn1ed '''ith the help of 
suffixes that leave the stress pattern of their base .intact. These are knO"'n as 
"stress-neutral" suffixes, and include -islz, -ist, -ly, -ness, and -less. ("Stress-changing" 
suffixes include -ian: compare ALbuquerque - ALbuquerqueish, but ALbuquerque 
-ALbuQUERquian.) The suffixes -based, fast, free, -like, -proof, -prone, -style, -tight, 
-type, -wise, and -worthy also belong here, as does the accented suffix -esqu.e. 
The examples in (27) are presented \vithout a ",valk-through," but notice the 
case of (27d), 1vhere the base, REMbrandt, starts out with only a single accent. 
Here it is the accent on the suffix that is the last accent in the derived \VOrd. 

(27) a. UNKINDness -4 unKINDness 
b. TAIPEI-based -4 taiPEl-based 
c. NORTH-koREa-style -4 north-koREa style 
d. REMbrandTESQUE -4 ren1brandTESQUE 
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Reverse compounds, too, undergo Initial Accent Deletion. If the second member 
has two accents, only the last of these survives. In fact, the Reverse Compound 
Rule could be subsun1ed by Initial Accent Deletion, but I have preferred to treat 
the reverse compow1ds separately, in order to identify them as a group that requires 
further research. 

(28) a. mount KllirnanJAro 
b. route SIXty-ONE 

-4 mount kilimanJAro 
-4 route sixty-ONE 

4.3 A post-lexical phonological generalization 
in English 

Once words are inserted into phrases, further deletions of accents may take place. 
These "post-lexical" generalizations are in part phonological, n1eaning they are 
triggered by specific phonological contexts, and in part n1orphosyntactic, in which 
case the deletion of the accent is the direct expression of a meaning distinction. 
The most '"idely discussed phonological generalization, earlier illustrated in (8), 
concerns "stress shift," more properly "rhythm-induced accent deletion," also 
kno'''n as the Rhythm Rule. In the PAV, this rule deletes medial accents in the 
phonological phrase (Gussenhoven 1991; Shattuck-Hufnagel et al. 1995). Consider 
the alternants of Japanese in (29). In (29a), v;re have an isolated pronunciation, 
in which both accents are retained. In (29b) the first syllable loses its accent, 
as it is medial in the phonological phrase, while in (29c) the third syllable loses 
its accent, because it is medial. The phonological phrase (<!>) is a prosodic con
stituent above the phonological \vord, and corresponds in the default case with 
a syntactic phrase. 

(29) a. (JAPaNESE).p 
b. (GOOD japaNESE.p 
c. (JAPanese GOODS)9 

The Rhythn1 Rule makes it clear that it is in1portant to describe the presence of 
pre-primary accents in '"'ords. For instance, (30a) shows that words like sepTEMber 
and senSAtional - cf. (20) - really lack an accent on the '''Ord-initial foot, while 
(30b), from Jones (1967), sho,vs that disyllables like OLIN DEE do have one, just 
as "'ords like inTERpreTAtion and asSOciAtion, sho\vn in (32c); cf. (19). Example 
(30d) shows the effect of -esque, due to Initial Accent Deletion. In (30e) (cf. (12a) 
from Prince 1983), '"'e again see the effect of that rule. Street has lost its accent through 
the Compound Rule and Tom lost its accent through Initial Accent Deletion, mean
ing that there is no medial accent left for the Rhythm Rule to delete. In (30f), there 
are two medial accents to be deleted by the Rhythm Rule. Next, in (30g)-(30i.), "'e 
see the effect of Initial Accent Deletion on reverse co1npounds, and the subsequent 
inabi lity of the Rhythm .Ru.le to contribute to their prosodic shape. 

(30) a. (sepTEMber STORMS)<!> not (SEPten1ber STORMS)m • 
b. (DUNDEE MARmalade)op -4 (DUNdee MARmalade),1, 
c. (asSOciA Tion FOOTball).p -4 (asSOciation FOOTball)<I> 
d. (rembrandTESQUE LIGHT)4, not (REMbrandtesque LIGHT)�, 
e. (ton1 PAINE street BLUES)9 not (TOM paine street BLUES)�, 
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f. (TOM P AlNE BIG BAND)<!> � (TOM paine big BAND)<!> 
g. (aunt SUE BIG BAND),i � (aunt SUE big BAND)� 

not (AUNT sue big BAND),r 
h. (moiu1t kili1nanJAro BLUES),1, not (MOUNT kilimanjaro BLUES),� 

not (mount Kiiimanjaro BLUES),1, . (route sixty-ONE BLUES)9 not (ROUTE sixty-one BLUES),p L 
not (route SIXty-one BLUES),p 

4.4 Meaningful distittctions at the phrasal level 
The motivation for havi.ng pitch accents on particular \vords in English sentences 
has traditionally been looked at from a syntactic perspective. The Nuclear Stress 
Rule of Chon1sky and Halle (1968), given in (4b), applied inside phrases, as illus
trated in (Sa) and (Sc), as \veil as to combinations of phrases. As a result, (31a) 
was interpreted as having the prin1ary stress on the object NP Mary, a pattern 
kno,ovn as "normal" stress. Other prosodic versions of the same sentence, like (31 b ), 
were said to have "contrastive stress," due to contextual constraints that more 
recently have been collectively called "information structure." In (31b), a contrastive 
stress rule, not formalized, has retained the primary stress on John, demoting the 
stress levels on kissed and Mary as a result. 

(31) a. [( John lNr [ kissed [ Mary INP lvr ls 
1 1 1 

1 1 
2 1 

1 2 1 
2 3 1 

b. A: Who kissed Mary? 
1 3 2 

B: [[ John INP l kissed [ Mary INr lvr ls 

Starting point 
(4b) 

(4b) 
Output 

Schmerling (1976) and others have pointed out that the distinction bet"•een "nor
mal" and "contrastive" is not easily maintained. "Normal" stress may seem an 
unproblematic concept in (31a): this is how the sentence '''ould be produced when 
read from a contextless \vritten presentation. In many situations, ho,ovever, such 
a reading may strike the listener as quite marked. In (32a), the prontinence on 
tiuo seems both "contrastive," in the sense that the two-year-old is co1npared with 
some older individual, and "normal," in the sense that this is ho\v any native speaker 
would read it. Schmerling (1976) also pointed out that the "'ay her husband 
announced the death of President Johnson to her \ovas as (32b), an out-of the
blue staten1ent, with no accent on died. As it happened, some \Veeks earlier, her 
1nother had announced the death of another An1erican president, Trun1an, as 
(32c). Unlike Johnson, Truman had been criticaUy ill for some time and his death 
came as no surprise. I here give Schmerling's (1976) prominence patterns as 
accentuations. It is hard to see which utterance has "normal stress"; if a choice 
must be made, it \Vould be (32b), tmlike what the Nuclear Stress Rule predicts. 

(32) a. Even a TWO-year-old can do that 
b. JOHNson died 
c. TRU1nan DIED 
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(41) I'm sitting here very NICEiy, thank you very much. 

Hearer-appeal markers intend to engage the listener, like vocatives, "softening" 
expressions like don't you think, eh, and equal polarity tags (42). 

(42) It's SUCH a cute CHILD, don't you think, Peter? 

Textual markers include cooi.ment clauses, as in (43a), and reporting clauses, as 
in (43b). Reporting clauses may be complex, and still sho"' a sustained absence 
of accents. Unaccented reporting clauses may be integrated in the intonational 
structure in t\vo ways. They may be included in the intonational phrase, just 
like conunent clauses, in which case any final boundary tone appears after the 
reporting clause, or be cliticized, in '"hich case the final boundary tone occurs 
before the reporting clause, to close off the reported direct speech, as "'ell as after 
it. In the latter option, probable for (43a), there is a noticeable boundary behveen 
the reported direct speech and the reporting clause. 

It's tomorro"'' I think. ( 43) a. 
b. 'Then why not GO there?', he interrupted, no longer feeling he didn't 

care. 

Approxin1atives are expressions that indicate that information is less than precise. 

This is a quite varied group, \Vith items like or more, the wa.y he did, or son1ething, 
and all that, kind of tl1ing, in a way. 

(44) I suppose we all ARE in a \vay. 

Epithets are appositive descriptions, often deroga.tory, as illustrated in (45). Example 
(45a) is from Bing (1979). In Gussenhoven (1986: 128), l erroneously argued, contra 
Bing (1979), that epithets are accented. My confusion was due to the frequent 
occurrence of a final H0/o boundary tone in this kind of sentence, added to the 
fact that, like 1nany reporting clauses, epithets are typically set off froo1 the pre
ceding clause by an intonational phrase boundary. Thus, if neighbors in (45a) is 
giving a falling-rising contour (H*L Ho/o: high pitch on neigh- and low-to-high pitch 
on -bors), the pitch on the finks \viii repeat L Ho/o, the lo,v-to-high pitch of -bors. 
To see how the pattern goes \�rithout Ho/o, (45b) naturally ends in L%, once after 
is (H*L L 0/o) and once after boy (LL 0/o). As Bing pointed out, this pattern contrasts 
'vith the repetition of the pitch accent: if the H*L H0/o is repeated on the finks, the 
expression changes into an appellative apposition, Fink no'v being their surname; 
see (46b). Similarly, a polar tag is accented, as sho\vn in (46b), "'here IS repeats 
the contour of ILL, tt•L L %. 

(45) 

a. Ivly nextdoor NElGHbors, the finks, have been coming over EVery NIGHT. 

\ __ _ 

b. Here he IS, the stupid boy. 
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(46) 

a. My nextdoor NEIGHbo.rs, the FINKS, wiJI be OUT tonight. 

� \__ 
b. He JSn't JLL then, IS he? 

4.4.3 (De)accenting for "newness" and "givenness" 
Deaccenting for "giveru1ess" is illustrated in (47a), where the phrase in the city is 
a stand-in for Toulouse. The a.bsence of a pitch accent on city causes the predicate 
set foot to have the last pitch accent. By contrast, in (47b) in the city refers to a 
specific district in London, and therefore conveys different information from London. 
Pitch accents thus express "i.nforn1ation struch.ue," the 'vay the information in the 
sentence relates to the state of understanding. The lack of accent on city in (47a) 
indicates that reference is made to existing information, just as the presence of the 
accent on the same word in (47b) indicates that some referent other than "London" 
is to be understood, i.e. the financial district kno,vn as "the City.'' 

(47) a. They can't have been seen in Toulouse. They NEVer set FOOT in the 
city. 

b. They haven't really seen much of London. They NEVer set foot in the 
CITy. 

The relation betv1een accentuation and information structure in English and 
other European as well as Asian languages is a "'idely studied pheno1nenon . 
.Recent volumes are Bosch and van der Sandt (1999), Molnar and Winkler (2006), 
and Lee et al. (2007). Here I discuss t'vo issues that have played a role in the dis
cussion over the past decades: (i) highlighting and (ii) the focus constituent. 

(i) Highlighting: 0\vight Bolinger was the main proponent of the position that 
a pitch accent lends significance to the word it is used on, even in a compound 
or a predicate-argument combination. This "highlighting vie,·v" was originally 
launched in reaction to the syntax-based derivation of "normal stress" illustrated in 
(31a) (Bolinger 1972), but later repeated in response to Schmerli.ng (1976) (Bolinger 
1977) and Gussenhoven (1983a) (Bolinger 1985, 1987). The highlighting role of 
pitch accents is evident not only in the expressive use of pitch accents in (48a) -
cf. Bolinger (1987: example (145)), \vhich goes against Predicate De.accentuation 
- but also in the unusual locations of pitch accents, "distortion," as in (48b) (Bolinger 
1985: example (32)). Counterpresuppositional accentuations like that in (48c), "'hich 
can be analyzed as representing negative polarity focus, 1nust thus be motivated 
by the 1neaning of in in Bolinger's analysis (Bolinger 1985). 

(48) a. Your FEET STINK. 
b. A: You've overlooked the possibility of dealing with him personally. 

B: Not at all. There .never really was a POSsibility. 
c. They can't have been seen in Toulouse. They \\'ere never IN the city. 

The expressive po\ver of pitch accents and the expressive 1notivation for some 
pitch accent locations is undeniable (cf. also Ladd 2008: 246), but the consensus 
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in A and [B and CJ than in [A and BJ and C. Second, Katz and Selkirk (2009) pro
duce evidence that a contrastive accent like that on Modigliani in (52) has greater 
acoustic prominence than the phonetically Jess salient thematic accent in Moma, 
>vhich Zubizaretta (1998: 84) might call a "ni.i.niature" accent. Katz and Selkirk 
(2009) argue that there is a binary contrast here. 

(51) Gary is a really bad art dealer. He gets attached to the pamtu1gs he 
buys. He acquired a few Picassos and fell in Jove with them. The same 
tli.i.ng happened >vith a Cezanne painting. So he "'ould only offer that 
[lv!odigliani)Foc to [MoMAJN.w· I bet the Picassos \VOuld have fetched a much 
higher price. 

The third case concerns "second occurrence focus" (SOF). It refers to the tu1accented 
repetition of a constituent in the scope of a "focus operator" like also, even, only 
•vhich was accented in the precedi.ng sentence. Fery and Ishihara (2009) found 
small but significant differences between postnuclear SOF, as illustrated in the B 
response in (52a), and non-focus, as illustrated in the B response (52b), even though 
both instances of song are unaccented. Their experi.Jnent was on German; (52) 
i.Jnprovises on the kind of data they used (cf. also Beaver et al. 2007). 

(52) a. A: It was a fun party. Micl1ael even sang a SONG. 
B: And WALdemar even sang a [song). 

b. A: Did MANy people sing a song at the party? 
B: Yes! WALdemar even sang a song. 

Fourth, there may be durational differences and possibly pitcl1 differences behveen 
unaccented pri.Jnary stresses and unaccented secondary stresses. For instance, if 
we placed the compound SPANish student and the phrase a SPANish STUdent 
in a reporting clause (\vhere their accents must disappear), are these structures 
still different phoneticaUy? And is the answer the sa.me in the case of a minimal 
pair of single words, like the noun INterchange and the verb INterCHANGE 
(cf. Schmerling 1976: 24; Gussenhoven 1991)? Fifth, even though listeners may 
not use the i.Juorn1ation, there are reports that narro>v focus, shown in (53a), is 
pronounced differently from broad focus, shown in (53b). Depending on the lan
gt1age, the narro>v focus pronunciation may have a longer du.ration, a steeper slope, 

a later peak, an earlier peak, or a higher peak (Avesani and Vayra 2004; Smiljanic 
2004; Sityaev and House 2004; Baumann et al. 2007; Hanssen et al. 2008). 

(53) a. A: Were you going to drive to Bristol, you said? 
B: We're goi.J1g to drive to [WINDsorJ. 

b. A: What are you goi.J1g to do today? 
B: We're going to (drive to WINDsor). 

There are two possible responses to these five (real and potential) effects. One is 
that the PAV needs to be enriched with a representa.tion of gradient prominence, 

thus returning to the position in Chomsky and Halle (1968). In the context of 
the differences in phrasal branching referred to above, Ladd (2008) suggested 
that this representation should be tonal, rather than be i.J1 terms of levels of 
stress. Accordingly, he proposed a tree structure much like the n1etrical tree 
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117 Celtic Mutations 

S. J. HANNAHS 

1 Introduction: Initial consonant mutation 

lnitinl consonant mutation is one of the best kno"'Il, although not best understood, 
phonological characteristics of the Celtic languages: the initial consonant of a word 
form undergoes a systematic alternation with a phonetically distinct consonant 
in specific contexts. (On 1nutation in languages other than Celtic see CHAPTER 65: 
CONSONANT �lUTAT!ON.) 

As an exan1ple of such a systematic alternation in the initial consonant of a word, 
consider Welsh. The \!\lelsh word for 'father', tad, has four distinct forms: the citation 
form tad [ta:d], the "soft mutation" form dad [da:d], the "aspirate mutation" form 
thad [Sa:d], and the "nasal mutation" form nliad [i;ia:d]. 

(1) Welsh initinl consonant mutations 
citation form 
soft mutation 
aspirate mutation 
nasal mutation 

tad 
dy dad 
ei th.ad 
fy nhad 

[ta:d) 
[da da:d] (2sc father) 
[i 8a:d] (3FEM SG father) 
[a i;ia:d] (lsc father) 

'father' 
'your father' 
'her father' 
'my father' 

Which of these four forms occurs in any particular instance depends on the wider 
context in 'vhich the word appears, as discussed belo"'· Here "'e see that following 
the 2nd person singular possessive pronoun tad mutates to dad, follo\ving the 3rd 
person feminine singular possessive pronotu1 tad n1utates to /had, and following 
the 1st person singular possessive pronoun tad mutates to nliad. The number and 
nature of the mutations differ behveen the modern Celtic languages, though there 
are some overarching similarities across the family, such as mutations follo,ving 
specific prepositions, mutations associated with particular grammatical contexts, 
and so forth. Within each of the t\vo branches of the Celtic fanlily, the Brythonic 
languages (also kno\vn as "P-Celtic"), Breton and Welsh, have very similar patterns 
to each other, as do the Coidelic languages (or "Q-Celtic"), Irish and Scottish Caelic.1 

1 Note the conventional difference in pronunciation behveen Irish Gaelic )geihk] and Scottish Gaelic 
(gadJk], often called simply Gaelic [g�hk], reflecting the pronunciation of e•ch in its own language. 
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Although initial consonant mutation has its origin in phonetics as a series of 
phonetically triggered external sandhi alternations, the overwhelming bulk of 
initial consonant mutation in the modern languages is not phonetically triggered. 
Indeed, it is not phonologically transparent. Rather, it is lexical and/or gran1Illatic
ally conditioned. Nonetheless, it is possible to sketch an outline of the historical 
phonetic bases of initial consonant mutation, and to discuss the general absence of 
phonological transparency . .tv!oreover, despite this general absence of phonolo
gical transparency, there are a nu1nber of recent accounts (syntactic, phonological, 
and n1orphological) of productive instances of initial consonant n1utation, for 
instance analyses of "soft mi.1tation" (i.e. leni.tion) in Welsh. Beyond such productive 
occurrences of initial consonant mutation there is a large "residue," that is, 
phonologically non-productive (typically lexicalized or gran1maticalized) aspects 
of 1nutation. This residue - •vhich 1nay well be syntactically or 1norphologically 
productive - nevertheless has phonological in1plications: even in the absence of 
productive phonological processes, initial consonant mutation still requires some 
sort of phonological representation, along with a phonological characterization 
of the alternations themselves. 

A brief word on tenninology is in order here before looking at the languages 
and the data involved. The staten1ent above that initial consonant n1utation 
has its origins in phonetics means simply that the alternations •vere originally 
phonetically transparent, e.g. lenition involved voicing and/or frication of inter
vocalic consonants; nasal mutation involved contact 'vi.th a nasal segment. In the 
modern languages n1any of the alternations have become grammaticalized and 
phonologically opaque in various \vays. The object of a specific preposition may 
undergo a particular mutation, and the complement of a particular pronoun may 
shO"' a specific mutation, in both cases in the absence of a transparent phonetic 
context triggering the alternation. This in turn leads to an interesting analytical 
dilemma: although the mutations affect the phonolog ical shape of word forms, 
the alternations themselves may be triggered by non-phonological structures in 
a phonetically opaque way. That is, they n1ay be subject to grammatical (e.g. 
syntactic or morphological) considerations outside the phonology proper. Indeed, 
some (e.g. Steivart 2004; Green 2006, 2007) have taken the lack of a unitary cause 
of mutation and an absence of unitary effect as evidence that it is not a unitary 
phenomenon and not therefore properly phonological. 

After a brief discussion of the languages involved, the diad1ronic origins of i.ni
tial consonant mutation, and the problem of determining ivhether the mutations 
are best analyzed in terms of phonology, morphology, or syntax (or some con1-
bination thereof), this chapter will look at the data of initial consonant mutation 
in the Celtic languages, discuss the theoretical interest in initial 1nutation, and 
survey some of the more influential analyses of initial. consonant mi.1tation. 

2 Background 

2.1 The Celtic languages 
There are four living Celtic languages, belonging to hvo branches of the Celtic 
family of Indo-European. The Brythonic (or Brittonic) branch includes Breton (spo
ken in Brittany in France) and Welsh (spoken in Wales and parts of Patagonia), 
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whilst the Goidelic branch includes Irish (spoken in Ireland) and Scottish 
Gaelic (spoken in Scotland and on Cape Breton Island, Canada). The fanlily also 
includes the relatively recently extinct Cornish (Brythonic) and Manx (Goidelic), 
'vhich are both subject to current revival 1novements, but '"'hich "'ill not be 
considered here. (Pre-)historically, the Celtic family also included Gaulish, 
Cumbric, and Celtiberian, and the evidence suggests that they also displayed 
iJlitial mutations (see for instance Fleuriot 1975 and Gray 1944; though Jackson 
1953: 548 is n1ore skeptical). 

2.2 Origins of initial consonant mutation 
The Celtic mutations were originally phonetically triggered external sandhi forms. 
For exan1ple, the initial mutation variously referred to as "soft nu1tati.on" in 
Welsh and Breton, "leniti.on" in Breton or Scottish Gaelic, and "aspiration" in Irish, 
is traceable to phonetically conditioned intervocalic leriition (see CHAPTER 66: 
LENJTION). vVriting about lenition in "British," i.e. Brythonic, Jackson (1953: 
543) notes that it occurred "intervocally, '"'hether in the interior of a word or 
initially \vhen preceded in a close speech-group by a proclitic ending in British 
in a vo,vel . . .  " It affected the British single voiceless stops [p t k], wllich became 
voiced (b  d g]. (b d g], in turn, along 'vi.th (m], spirantized to [� Cl id and (v].2 
The [v] subsequently denasalized to [v], '"hile the voiced velar fricative [¥] 
later deleted in Welsh (in certain cases becoming [j]); it became [x] in Cornish 
and Breton. 

Generally, then, in British (and in Celtic more '"idely) intervocalic stops lenited 
'vord-internally. Word-initially, single consonants lenited 'vhen preceded by a 
VO\vel-final word. According to Falc'hun (1951: 84f.), "Originally, mutations \vere 
purely phonetic. In words closely linked with each other, the endmg of one \vord, 
depending on \Vhether it '"as vowel final or consonant final, triggered the alter
nation of particular consonants at the beginning of the following "'ord."3 As Hickey 
(1997: 146£.) points out, "Any consideration of the origin of mutation m.ust start 
'"ith phenomena '''hich are purely allophonic . . . .  Lo,.v-level phonetic lenition is 
a necessary precondition to the development of morphological lenition at a nu1ch 
later point." Thus, the process that started out as a phonetically motivated allo
phonic alternation becan1e morphologized. 

This distinction bel\"een aUophonic lenition and morpho logical lenition goes 
to the heart of the difficulty of trymg to account for initial lenition -or any of the 
other initial consonant mutations - in the Celtic languages as solely phonolo
gical. Although iJutial consonant mutation does have its origiJ1s in phonetics, it 
has long since ceased to be a transparent phonological phenomenon. 

Falc'hun (1951: 85), for exau1.ple, notes that certain phonological changes led to 
the grammaticalization of initial consonant mutation. Specifically, stress shift 
and the subsequent loss of endings in Celtic removed the phonetic context for 
across-the-board illitial mutations, yet the mutations themselves persisted, having 
become grarnn1aticalized. Given that older forn1s of Celtic had large numbers of 

' Ja ckson uses the symbols ·r,, ct, 3, a<1d µ, respectively. l have replaced these here with the standard 
IPA spnbols. 
> "A l'origi.ne, Les mutations etaient des foits purement phonetiques. Dans Jes mots intimement lies 
entre eLtx, la desinence du premier n1ot.1 sujvant qu'elle finissait par Ltne \"oyelle Olt par ttne consonne, 
entrainait l'alternance de certaines cons(>nnes au debut dt1 mot St1ivant." [Trans lation SJHJ 
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Syntactic soft mutation in \'\lelsh has long been alleged to mark the direct object 
(see z,vicky 1984, and more recently Roberts 2005). Ho,vever, as Tallern1an 
(2006) sho,vs w1ambiguously, and as Borsley et al. (2007) discuss at length, an 
accoiu1t of soft n1utation based on direct objects (or abstract accusative case 
marking) fails to account for the data. Even considering just the da ta in (4), the 
mutated 'vord doesn't have a single grammatical function nor does it belong 
to a single syntactic category - in (a) it's a direct object, in (b) it's the head of a 
verb phrase, in (c) it's the verb belonging to an en1bedded clause, in (d) it's the 
verb in an embedded infinitival clause, in (e) it's the subject of the sentence. So, 
even leaving aside the absence of phonological conditioning and restricting the 
focus to grammatical conditioning, the grammaticalization of initial consonant 
mutation is both highly complex and multidirnensional. 

It is in1portant to note, too, that although the exan1ples above are of a sir1gle 
initial n1utation in a single language, the lenition process kno,.vn as "soft 
mu tation" in \'\lelsh, these examples are nevertheless indicative of the variety of 
triggers for initial consonant mutation in the Celtic languages in general. Taking 
the example of Irish, the Christian Brothers' gramn1ar (n.d.: 15) mcludes the fol
lowmg under the "rules for eclipsis" (i.e. a type of nasalization, discussed beJo,v): 

(5) £clips-is in Irish occurs following 

a. the plural possessive adjectives rir 'our', bh.111· 'your', and a 'their' 
b.  the article when follo,ved by the genitive plural (both genders) 
c. a simple preposition foLJo,ved by the article and a noun in the singular 
d. the numeral adjectives seacht (7), ocht (8), naoi (9), and deich (10) 
e. the particles cha 'not', an ''vhether', cti ''vhere', nach ''vhether . . .  not', go 

'that', m1111a 'unless', da 'if', and after the relative particle a when it is 
preceded by a preposition, or when it n1eans 'all that' or 'what'. 

So, although initial consonant mutation was originally phonetically motivated, 
it  is no'" overwhelmmgly phonologically opaque. Moreover, even '"hile various 
mutations are robust and productive, they may also be associated \Vi.th a nwnber 
of different contexts, n1akmg reasonably con1prehensive accounts of initial con
sonant mutation very difficult to articulate. Nonetheless, over the years there have 
been attempts to account for initial consonant mutation \vithin various linguistic 
frame"rorks and to analyze it from various perspectives, includir1g phonological, 
morphological, syntactic, or son1e combirlation of these, such as morphophono
logical or morphosyntactic. Furthermore, son1e success can be achieved tluough 
narrowly focusing on a particular aspect of a specific type of mutation in a single 
language, though this is often not easily generalizable across mutations or neces
sarily extensible to other languages. 

\rVhile it is clear that initial consonant mutation in the modern Celtic languages is 
not primarily phonological, at least five relevant questions still remam for phonology: 

(i) \rVhat phonological alternations are involved m the n1utations? 
(ii) How can the alter.nations be characterized phonologically? 
(iii) \IVhere do the alternations occur, i.e. (ho\v) can the alternation site be 

defined in phonological terms? 
(iv) \rVhat triggers the alternations? 
(v) Ho\v are the alternations represented phonologically? 
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These questions '\o\1ill be referred to again below '"ith reference to various accounts 
of mutation. Before looking n1ore closely at these accounts, the next section 
presents the prin1ary data of initial consonant mutation in Irish, Scottish Gaelic, 
Welsh, and Breton. Note that the data presented are representative of the initial 
consonant mutations in each of the languages. Ho1vever, given the wide and 
significant dialect variation '"ithin and across the Celtic languages, coupled with 
the absence of a spoken standard, the data given will not n1atch the specifics of 
every dialect.5 

4 The data 

The tables in the follo>ving subsections summarize the alternations involved in 
the principal initial consonant mutations in the four living Celtic languages. The 
symbols are broadly phonetic rather than orthographic. In each case the top ro\v 
indicates the radical or underlying form, typically matching the initial consonant 
in a citation form or dictionary entry; the changes sho,vn are those indicated 
by the type of 1nutation in the left-hand column. For exan1ple, an Irish word 
beginning with /b/, e.g. b6 (bo) 'cow', sho,vs up as bh6 (vo] under "aspiration" 
and as mb6 [mo] under "eclipsis." 

(6) Irish initial consonant 11111/ations (cf. Grijzenhout 1995: 8) 

citation form b6 [bo] 'cow' 

aspiration a bh6 (<> vo] 'his co•v' 
eclipsis a mbo [<> mo] 'their co\v' 

Note, too, that not all consonants are subject to 1nutation. Those that do not mutate 
are not included in the tables in the "Radical" ro1v. 

4.1 Q-Celtic (Irish and Scottish Gaelic) mutations 

4.1.1 Irish 
For an overview of Irish n1utation, see Nf Chiosain (1991) and Grijzenhout (1995: 
9), for example. Note that the Irish and Scottish Gaelic consonant systems ind.ude 
a contrast bet1,1een palatalized ("slender") consonants and non-palatalized 
("broad" or "velarized") consonants. The palatalized consonants are indicated by 
an apostrophe. Both types of consonant undergo mutation, as indicated in the tables. 
Note also the sonorants represented 1vith a capital letter, [NJ, [R], and (L), again 
in both Irish and Scotti.sh Gaelic. Historically, these appear to have been gemin
ate sonorants and their behavior in the modern languages is different from other 
sonorants, particularly with respect to mutation; synchronically, their phonetic nature 

5 It is of importance to phonological research to note that none of the modern Celtic languages recog
nizes a single spoken standard. Therefore, UJ>.like analyses of English, in which accounts of speci.fic 
diale<ts can refer for example to Received Pronunciation, General American,. or some other standcud 
Englisl1, tl1ere is no standard point of reference for the soL1nd S)"Ste1ns of Irish, Scottisl'I Gaelic, \.Yelsh, 
and Breton. 
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varies from dialect to dialect, though current research seems to indicate that -

at least for Skye Gaelic - they are associated ivith Advanced Tongue Root, as 
compared vvith "nonnal" sonorants (see Archangeli 2009). Finally, note that Irish 
(f] is traditionally a voiceless bilabial fricative; this is no'"' giving vvay to a voice
less labiodental fricative (cf. Christian Brothers, n.d.: 9 and Mac Eoin 1993: 110). 
For both /f/ and /f'/ in Irish and Scottish Gaelic, the "aspirated" reflex is loss of 
the consonant (hence "zero" in the table); for /f'/ this results in palatalization of 
a preceding consonant. 

(7) Mutation t·able for Irish, showing the radical consonant, aspiration (a.k.a. lenition), 
sei1nhiu, and eclipsis (a.k.a. nasalization), uni 

Radical p p' t t' k 

Aspirated f f' h h' x 
("lenited") 
Eclipsed. b b' d. d' g 
("nasalized") 

Radical f f' s s' R 

Asp irated zero zero h h' r 
("lenited ") 

Eclipsed v v' s s' R 
("nasalized") 

4.1.2 Scottish Gaelic 

k' b b' 

x' V -1!\T v' 

g' rn Jn' 

R' L L' 

r' 1 l' 

R' L L' 

d 

" 

N 

d' 

' 
. 

" -J 

N' 

g 

" 

I) 

g' 

' . 
" -J 

I)' 

For Scottish Gaelic mutations, see MacAulay (1992b: 238ff.) and Rogers (1972), 
for exan1ple. In addition to the observations above concerning the palatalized vs. 
non-palatalized contrast and the sonorants represented with capital letters, relev
ant for both Irish and Scottish Gaelic, there is another representational. issue with 
respect to Scottish Gaelic. The stop contrast in Scottish Gaelic is typically repre
sented as a [+voice] contrast, i.e. using the symbols p/b, t/d, k/g. Hovvever, the 
phonetic reality is that in virtually every major dialect the contrast is actually [+aspi
ration). Traditionally, the p/b, t/d, k/g notation has been used for typographical 
convenience - the visual contrast is maintained and it is easier to read, e.g. [ b) 
vs. [p] vs. [p'] in lieu of [p] vs. [p"J vs. [p'"). The principal allophones of the stops 
in Scottish Gaelic are in fact voiceless; the phonological contrast in the stop series 
is really one of aspiration. 

In the mutation table below I have follo,.ved the typographic tradition and used 
the voiced and voiceless symbols. Thus b here represents plain unaspirated [p ], 
vvhile p represents aspirated [p"), p' represents [p'"], etc. Absence of a cell in the 
table, e.g. at the intersection of /s/ and "Eclipsed," indicates that the radical con
sonant appears in that particular environ1nent. 
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(8) f\1utation table for Scottish Gaelic, showing eclipsis (a.k.a. nasalization), uradh, 
and lenihon (a.k.a. aspiration), seimheachadh 

Radical p p' t t' k k' b b' 

Lenited f f' h h' x x' \I v' 

Eclipsed mp mp' nt nt' l)k l)k' rnb mb' 
("nasalized ") 

Radical f f' s s' L L' m m' 

Lenited zero zero h h' L l' v V' 

Eclipsed mf inf' 
("nasalized") 

4.2 P-Celtic (Welsh and Breton) mutations 

4.2.1 Welsh 

d d' g g' 

¥ 11' 11 v' 

nd nd.' l)g JJg' 

N N' R 

n r 

For \Nelsh nu1tations, see for example Morris-Jones (1913: 176) and Borsley et al. 
(2007: 19-26). The radical consonants shO\\'Il typically have their IPA values, though 
phonetically /p t k/ tend to be aspirated and /b d g/ tend tov-rard devoicing. 

/t/ (orthographic <II>) is realized as a voiceless lateral fricative. /hr/ represents 
a voiceless pre-aspirated trill (which either contrasts \vith a voiced [r], cf. Ball and 
Williams 2000: 16, or is allophonically related to it, cf. Aivbery 1986: 13); this is 
variously realized as voiceless pre-aspirated ["r], voiceless post-aspirated !r"J, a 
sequence of trill followed by aspiration, [rh], or a sequence of aspiration followed 
by a trill, [hr]. The soft n1utation reflex of /g/ is absence of the segment (zero). 
The voiceless nasals, [1!1 IJ ij], occur only as the nasal mutation reflexes of Ip t k/. 

(9) lvhtlation ta.ble for Welsh, showing soft n111talion, treiglad meddal, nasal 111u.ta
tion, treiglad trwynoL and aspirate mutation, treiglad llaes 

Radical p t k b d g m i hr • 

Soft b d g v 3 zero v l r 
Nasal rp 1J • l) Ul n l) 

Spirant f e )( 

4.2.2 Breton 
For Breton mutations, see for example Press (1986), Hemon (2007: 1), and Jackson 
(1967: 311). As v-•ith the Welsh, the Breton consonants also typically have their 
IPA values. The only issue of note is the differing behavior of the singleton /g/ 
vs. the complex onset /giv/: in both the soft and mixed mutations the reflex of 
/g/ is [x], whereas the reflex of /gw/ is [w ]. 
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(12) Illustration of the Old Irish 111orphophonen1es L, G, and N; base fon11 [kna:;v'f 

1110 chr11iin1 [mo xna:iv'] moL kna:v' 'my bone' 
do chnaim [do xna:'v') doL kna:v' 'your bone' 
a chn1ii111 [a x.na :•\,') 
a cntiim [a kna:'v'] 
a gcntii111 [a gna: 'v') 

aL kna:v' 
aC kna:v' 
aN kna:v' 

'his bone' 
'her bone' 
'their bone' 

(Hamp 1951: 235) 

Thu.s, Hamp's accot.mt, very m.uch "'ith.in the American structt.t.raLi.st tradition, relies 
on diacritic association of morphophonemes w·ith the specific items '''hich trig
ger mutation. By listing the effect of each of the morphophonemes, the correct 
phonetic fonn derives from spelling out the effects of a specific morphophoneme 
on a particular target, i.e. a particular initial consonant. 

The emergence of gene.rative phonology (following Chomsky and Halle 1968) 
led to a re-evaluation of the morphophonemic approach to initial consonant 
mutation. Rogers (1972), for example, explicitly rejects Hamp's morphological 
approach to initial consonant mutation. Instead, Rogers develops a set of SPE
type phonological rules to account for the alternations associated >vith Scottish 
Gaelic mutations. 

Although Rogers acknowledges the morphological nature of initial mutation,8 
he view·s the morphophonemic approach of Hamp (1951) and Oftedal (1962) 
as arbitrary. Instead, he "attempts to describe the conditioning in terms of either 
natural phonological segments or morphological features" (1972: 64). In order to 
do this, Rogers develops a set of 14 distinct SPE-type phonological rules. In fact, 
these rules essentially address the second of our five questions relevant for 
phonology: Ho•v can the alternations be characterized phonologically? In addi
tion to his phonological rules, Rogers also needs a morphological trigger for the 
specific nnitation in question. For example, the rule leniting /f/ to zero includes 
in its context of application the morphophoneme for lenition [+Lnt) at a n1orpheme 
boundary: 

(13) f � 0 I [+Lnt] + _ 

So even though Rogers's explicit goal is to take the mutations out of the mor
phology and put them in the phonology, the attempt is only partly St.iccessful. 
Although he is able to develop a set of phonological rules to account for the changes 
involved in initial mutation in Scottish Gaelic, the rules themselves refer crucially 
to morphological information. Furthern1ore, the "lenition feature" [+Lnt] appears 
to enjoy a life of its own, rather than necessarily being anchored to a lexical item, 
as Hamp's morphophonemes are. From the vantage point of current phonology, 
it appears that \Vhile Rogers avoided the American structuralist practice of list
ing en1ployed by Hamp, his o•vn account is not free of crucial dependency on 
morphology and thus is only a partially phonological account. 

; Hantp also includes k11a:Un' as a possible base form to shO\\' tJ1at tl1e L diacritic ca.11 aJso appear 
word-interoally. Th.is form is omitted here for clarity. 

ll "The fact t11at the possessive pronol1ns for 'her', 'his', and "their' are hon1opl1onous sh0\1\15 the 
morphological <'Onditioning of the mutations" (Rogers 1972: 63). 
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One area of initial consonant mutation that has dra"'n a great deal of syntactic 
attention in recent years is "syntactic soft n1utation" in Welsh (see §3 above). 
Gro,vi.ng from initial work by Harlow (1989), and further developed in a nwn
ber of subsequent publications, including Tallern1an (1990, 2006, 2009), Borsley 
and Tallerman (1996), Borsley (1997, 1999), and Borsley et al. (2007), the environment 
of Welsh syntactic soft mutation is sho"'n to be analyzable in terms of phrasal 
syntax. Specifically, the central idea behind this work is that a n1utable initial 
consonant i.rnn1edi.a tely preceded by a syntactic phrase, i.e. an XP, undergoes 
soft mutation. This is known as the XP Trigger Hypothesis, or XPTH. In the 
examples in (15), the XP in question is an NP, though other maximal projections 
also trigger the mutation (see Borsley et al. 2007 and Tallerman 2009). 

(15) a. Declueuodd [Hu,·v]NP olchi 'r llestri (golchi.) 
begin.PAST.3SG Huw wash.INF the di.shes 
'H.uw began to \vash the dishes.' 

b. Mae yn [yr ardd]NP gi (ci) 
be.rRs.3sG in the garden dog 
'There's a dog in the garden.' 

Thus, the XPTH provides a structural account of Welsh soft n1utation distinct from 
attempts to characterize soft mutation as marking direct object or abstract case 
marking (cf. Zwicky 1984; Roberts 1997, 2005) mentioned earlier. Clearly in the 
cases in (15) the object of mutation is not a direct object: in (15a) it's an infinitive, 
in (15b) it's a subject. 

In terms of comparing the phonological account \vi.th the XPTH, it is difficult 
to decide behveen them. On the one hand, a phonological account of a phono
logical phenomenon might be preferred, yet if the conditioning environment 
for syntactic soft mutation really is syntactic structure - the XP rather than the 
Phonological Phrase - the XPTH might be preferable. 

5.3 Morphological accounts 
Recently, both Stewart (2004) and Green (2006) have returned to the argument 
initiated by Hamp (1951) that mutation is morphology. A difference, ho,vever, 
lies in the fact that Han1p's approach is morphophonological, where Stewart and 
Green both argue for a non-phonological morphological position. Ste,vart (2004) 
revie"'S the primary literature on Celtic mutation, coming back to the conclusion that 
the Celtic mutations are entirely morphological, not phonological. As he puts it: 

once it is admitted that the mutations are not subject to natural class behavior and 
that their distribution crucially must make reference to non-phonological informa
tion . . .  it seems evident that \11hat \Ve are dealing \Vith is not live synchronic 
phonology . . .  but is no"' a set of surface correspondences that has been quite fully 
morphologized. (Ste\vart 2004: 63) 

In dealing "'ith these "quite fully morphologized" correspondences in Scottish 
Gaelic initial mutation, Ste\11art proposes three specific types of morphological 
do1nains: "intralexemic morphology," dealing \Vith paradig1ns of inflected forms 
on the basis of sten1s of individual lexemes, "interlexen1ic n1orphology," and 
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"supralexemic morphology." According to Ste,vart, each of the various mutations 
in Scottish Gaelic falls into one of these domains. 

In addition to these domains of morphology, Stewart proposes "n1eta
redundancy-rules" to describe each mutation type, thereby defining a "Lenition 
constellation" and a "Nasalization constellation," a "constellation" being "the 
collection of rules 'vhich instantiate the meta-rule" (2004: 125). By removing non
auto1natic (i.e. non-phonological) alternations from the phonology and relieving 
the syntax of the burden of n1orpholog ical marking (at least \\'ith respect to initial 
mu tation), his stated goal is to aJJo,v for more constrained theories of phonology 
and syntax. Despite the interesting possibilities raised, Stewart explicitly avoids 
"a rigorous formalization of the concepts involved" (2004: 145). 

In an examination of initial consonant mutations and the evidence they pro
vide for phonological theory, Green (2006, 2007) argues that the mutations lie 
"entirely outside the phonology" (2006: 1948). Instead, Green maintains that the 
mu tations "are properties of the lexicon, '"hich consists . . .  of whole words listed 
in all their actual surface forms and connected to each other through their shared 
properties" (2006: 1948). Thus, rather than vie,ving initial consonant mutation as 
the instantiation of son1e change in an initial consonant, Green takes a Bybeean 
view (cf. Bybee 1985, 2001), assunling that a n1utating word forin 'viii belong to 
a set of forms related in the lexicon (see also CHAPTER l: UNDERLYING REPRESEN
TATIONS). For example, Irish br6g [bro:g) 'shoe' will be related in the lexicon to 
bhr6g [vro:g) 'shoe' (lenited) and mbr6g [n1ro:g) 'shoe' (eclipsed). Crucially, the 
mutated forms are not derived fron1 an underlying /bro:g/. Rather, it is proposed 
that various determiners, complen1entizers, and other procJitics in the Celtic 
languages subcategorize for specific mutations, thus selecti.ng from the lexicon 
the appropriate shape for the lexical item in question. Recalling Lieber's (1987) 
prespecification analysis, Green's proposal shifts the burden from the phonolog
ical i.n1plementation of a morphological diacritic firmly to subcategorization and 
lexical selection. 

Maintairti.ng the position t11at initial consonant n1utation is morphological in 
nature, Green (2006: 1958-1959) adduces four prinlary arguments against the pro
cesses (as distinct from the environnlents) of Celtic mutation being phonological: 
(i) no feature or bundle of features can produce the \Vide variety of effects found 
\vithin a single mutation; (ii) syntactically triggered 1nutation requires a mutation
triggering fea.ture, yet there is no independent evidence, apart from mutation 
itself, for such a feature; (iii) mutations are sometimes triggered by non-adjacent 
proclitics; and (iv) the variety of exceptions and irregularities in mutation is 
inconsistent \vith a phonological analysis. 

Turning to theory-internal issues, Green also points out that a phonological 
accot.u1.t of Celtic mutation is incompatible with the strong version of Optimality 
Theory (Prince and Smolensky 2004 and a large body of subsequent work), in 
that the Celtic mutations do not reflect the interaction of faithfulness constraints 
with universal principles of markedness. In OT terms, a mutated word-form is 
"unfaithful" to its input, the citation form. OT predicts that an unfaithful form will 
be selected as optilnal only if rnarkedness is improved by the unfaithful form. 
ln the case of the initial mutations in Celtic, ho,\•ever, the selection of an unfaith
ful, mutated word form does not improve markedness, and thus runs counter 
to the predictions of OT. This is taken by Green as further evidence that initial 
n1utation is not phonological. 
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6 Theoretical issues informed by initial 
consonant mutation 

Accounts of initial consonant 1nutation are necessarily connected with the theor
etical frameworks \vithin which they have been proposed. Nonetheless, just as 
phonological theory informs the analysis of phonological data, the accounts 
themselves may inform various theories. Apart from the questions and issues 
surrounding the analysis of mutation itself, "'hether in accounting for the changes, 
the triggers, the contexts, or the representations, initial consonant mutation has 
played an interesting role in various aspects of the development of linguistic 
theory. As we have seen, these include Hamp's (1951) use of mutation to argue 
for the role of morphological marking in linguistic analysis, Lieber's (1983) use of 
mutation to support autosegmental theory, Gnanadesikan's (1997) use of muta
tion to argue for a systen1 of ternary feature scales in phonology, and Green's (2006) 
rejection of phonological n1utation to argue for the strong version of Opti1nality 
Theory, i.e. that phonological processes result only from the i.nteraction of mark
edness and faithfulness. 

The phenomenon of initial mutation has also been used as evidence for the 
relationship bet\veen linguistic operations. Hannahs and Tallerman (2006), for 
example, use the evidence of initial n1utation and its interaction with the shape 
of the Welsh definite article (vvhich appears variously as yr [ar ], y [a], or r [r]) as 
a diagnostic for determining the sequence of lexical insertion in the syn tax. The 
definite article may trigger mutation (e.g. of a feminine singular noun), thereby 
altering the shape of a follovving noun. The shape of the definite article, on the 
other hand, is conditioned (in part) by '"hether it is follovved by a consonant
initial or a vo,vel-initial word. Recalling that the Welsh soft mutation. reflex of 
/g/ is zero, a feminine singular noun such as gorsaf 'station' "'ill appear as orsaf 
after the definite article; the definite article itself appears as yr [arJ, since orsaf is 
vovvel initial. Masculine singular gosteg 'silence', however, does not mutate after 
the definite article and so retains its initial [g]. 

(16) gorsaf 'station (FEM sc)' 

yr orsaf 'the station' 
•y gorsaf, •yr gorsaf 

gosteg 'silence (J\.IASC sc)' 
y gosteg 'the silence' 
•yr osteg, •yr gosteg 

The examples in (16) sho"' that in this context gorsaf mutates to orsaf and the 
article surfaces as yr [ar]. In the san1e context, though, masculine singular gosteg 
'silence' does not mutate, as shovvn, and the article appears as y [a), since it 
precedes a consonant. Since the shape of the noun depends on the presence of 
the definite article, and since the shape of the definite article depends on the 
initial segment of the follo,ving noun, the interaction provides evidence relative 
to lexical insertion and distinctions betvveen function words and content words. 

7 Conclusion 

Celtic initial consonant mutation has its origin in phonetics as a series of phon
etically triggered external sandhi phenon1ena. The oven\•helming bulk of initial 
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consonant mutation in the modern languages, however, is not transparently 
phonological. Rather, initial consonant mutation in the living Celtic languages -
Irish, Scotti.sh Gaelic, Breton, and Welsh - is a co1nplex set of lexically, syntacti
cally, morphologically, and/or structurally triggered alternations reflected in the 
phonology. Moreover, the alternations themselves are not phonologically unitary. 
As such, a full account of initial consonant mutation necessarily involves reference 
to a number of different levels of linguistic description and analysis. 

Nonetheless, there are several phonologically relevant questions (as outlined 
above in §3), some of which have been addressed in various "'ays in the 
literature. For example, among the accounts considered above, questions (ii) 
(How can the alternations be characterized phonologically?) and (v) (Ho\v are 
the alternations represented phonologically?) have been addressed by a number 
of linguists, including Hamp (1951), Rogers (1972), E\'l'en (1982), Lieber (1987), 
Ni Chiosain (1991), Grijzenhout (1995), Pyatt (1997), Stewart (2004), and Green 
(2006, 2007). Fe\ver have addressed the third question (Where do the alternations 
occur, i.e. (how) can the alternation site be defined in phonological terms?), 
among them Hannahs (1996) and Neeleman (2005). Question (i) (What phono
logical alternations are involved in the mutations?) is superficially addressed by 
all - in that some mention n1ust be n1ade of the segmental alternations involved 
in mutation - but fe\v have looked at this explicitly in detail, Ni Chiosain (1991) 
being the exception. Question (iv) (What triggers the alternations?) has received 
various ans\vers; Hamp (1951) and Oftedal (1956), for example, attribute the 
trigger to a 1norphophonen1e, while Rogers (1972) and Ni Chiosain (1991) cite 
phonological rules. 

Clearly, there is stiU work to be done to develop a comprehensive account of 
initial consonant mutation in Celtic. Just as clearly, the account ,,,il] need to con
sider the grammar as a \vhole - syntax, morphology, and phonology - in order 
to provide the full picture of this intriguing but complex phenomenon. 
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118 Turkish Vowel Harmony 

BARI� KABAK 

1 Introduction 

Turkish vo\vel harmony is a cover term for a set of "'eli-formedness conditions 
that dictate which vowels can co-occur within what we \ViJI simply call a non
compounded word, irrespective of its morphosyntactic complexity. This chapter 
aims to bring forth various issues surrounding the mechanisn1 that realizes these 
vowel co-occurrence conditions in Turkish, and discuss the \vays in which they 
contribute to the understanding of the nature and dynanucs of phonological 
representations and processes. We \viJI explore Turkish vowel harmony i.n tern1s 
of three sets of issues, each of '"hich has proved highly instructive for theory 
building and testing, and provoked decade-long debates in the field of phonology. 
These are: (i) \vhat is it that vo\vel harmony targets and >vhat are the surface 
effects that it achieves?, (ii) ho"' does it propagate in roots and suffixes?, and (iii) 
how can v(nvel harmony be obstructed, and what are the consequences of this for 
the nature of phonological representations? We will touch upon relevant theories 
and proposals in the literature in so far as they shed light on the interpretation 
of empirical facts, and also introduce new data and insights where necessary. 

2 The substance of Turkish vowel harmony 

Vo\vel harmony could be defined in at least two different ways, \vith fundament
ally different assun1ptions. First, along the lines of the structuralist tradition 
(e.g. Bloon1field 1933), one can approach it throu.gh the surface effects it achieves, 
forming a set of observations about a pattern where an individual vo'''el may 
only co-occur "'ith certain vo"1els, hence, by inference, the co-occurrence of the 
same vowel '''ith certain others is assumed to yield ill-formed structures. In this 
sense, vowel harn1ony is only a set of vowel co-occurrence (phonotactic) constraints, 
the motivation of \vhich may not be obvious. Vo"rel harmony could also be 
described as an operation '"hose purpose is to achieve some form of "identity" 
among certain types of vo,11els that co-occur "'ithin a word. In this sense, vo>vel 
harmony is vievved as a process that has the power to actively n1anipulate struc
tures with the ain1 of neutralizing vovvels on its way that meet its criteria. The 
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crucial ingredients of this approach to vo\vel harmony are then a trigger, a target, 
and a context. Belo\v, we \vill use both approaches to describe the t\VO different 
types of vo\vel harmony patterns observed in Modern Turkish. 

2,1 Front-back harmony 

\!Vith perfectly symmetrical front-back, high-lo,v, and round-unround oppositions, 
Turkish has eight phonemic vo,vels. (1) displays the vowel phonemes of Turkish 
and their phonological characterization based on features that are largely agreed 
upon.' 

(1) Turkish vo1vel phone111es 
front back 

unrou.nd round unround round 
high 1 y UI l.l 
)O\V e 0 0 0 

Within a non-compound \Vord, including both the root and following suffixes, 
vO"'els from the set /n w o u/ (i.e. "back" vowels) caJ:i.not combine with those 
from the set /e i 0 y/ (i.e. "front" vo"rels).2 As such, forms like * /daniz/ and 
• /demurz/ are ruled out, but /deniz/ 'sea' and /damurz/ 'animal shed' are pre
dicted to be \veil-formed. As early as Trubetzkoy (1939), and later on in the works 
of Jakobson (1941) and Jakobson et a.I. (1952), such surface co-occurrence patterns 
in Turkish vo,vels played a significant role in motivating "phonological contrasts" 
or "oppositions" as valid notions for phonological operations instead of indi
vidual phonemes themselves (See CHAPTER 17: DISTINCTIVE FEATURES). The set of 
vo,vels is not a randon1 set of individual phonemes; rather, it forms a phonetic

ally motivated set of oppositions: front vo\vels as opposed to back ones, not, say, 
/el as opposed to /n/. Each distinct vo,vel is then vie"'ed as a bundle of features, 
v»hich is composed of features characterizing the frontness, height, and roundness 
of the vo'''el in question (/e/: "front," "lo\\1," "unround"); /o/: "back," "lo'''," 
"unround"). That /a/ co-occurs with /o/, as \Veil as /ur/ and /u/ on the surface, 
is not random, then, but principled: it falls out straightfor\vardly fron1 the nahrre 
of the feature that the vo,.vels in question share, nan1ely back. 

In Turkish, all eight vo,vels can occupy the initial syllable of a root, while the 
quality of the vo,vels in non-initial syllables is constrained by the initial vo,vel. 
Accordingly, front-back harmony (also kno,vn as palatal hannony) is viewed as 
a process whereby the frontness/backness (henceforth frontness) of a non-initial 
root vowel or any subsequent suffi,...( vo,vel (with some exceptions) is obligatorily 
determ.ined by the preceding vo,vel. If that v<nvel is back, the following vo�vel, 

1 Instead of adhering to the conventions of Turkish orthography, we will use ll'A symbols through

out the chapter, ignoring allophonic variation (e.g. palatalization in the context of front vowels). The 
letter known as "soft g" (,i!) is represented as a velar glide (/tq/), which may be realized in careful 
speech but is generally deleted in casual speech in standard Istanbul Turkish, the variety of the author 
and most of the data discussed in this chapter. See Kabak (2007: 1381) and the references therein for 
details on the phonological behaviot of th.is phoneme. 
2 This does not entail that voi.vels from a single set can freely con1bine '"'ith one another,. due to the 
effects of rounding harmony di><:ussed below. 
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and consequently all subsequent vowels "'itrun a 'vord, must be back. Like,vise, 
if an initial vo\vel is front, then all the subsequent vowels are front. This is den1on
strated in (2) by polysyllabic n1orphologically siinplex roots \vhich meet the 
description of vo'"el harmony - what is often referred to as "internal/root har
mony" - and by two regular Turkish suffixes in (3) - "external/suffix harmony." 
The suffixes in question are the plural and the genitive, \vhose height features 
are invariable (i.e. they contain a non-high and a high vo\vel, respectively), and 
they are attached to the roots /dal/ 'branch' and /jer/ 'place', containing an mvari
able back and a front vo,vel, respectively. Compounded words do not constitute 
a single vov.rel harmony domam, as indicated by the failure of the second member 
of the compound to undergo harmony \Vith the first, or vice versa in (3c, 3d). 

(2) Front-ba.ck harinony in roots (n1orphologically simplex \Vords) 

a. janlwf 'wrong' 'janlif, *jen.lwf 
b. iosun 'moss' 'josyn, *j0sun 
c. zengm 'rich' •zengurn, •zangin 
d. k0myr 'coal' *kon1yr, •k0mur 

(3) Front-back harmony in 111orpl1ologically complex non-compounded words 

a. dnl-lar-tun 'of branches' *dal-ler-in, *dal-ler-1un,*dal-lar
in, *dal-ler-um 

b. jer-ler-iI1 'of places' *jer-lar-wn, *jer-lar-iI1, *jer-ler
wn, *jer-lar-iI1 

c. ak#deniz 
d. tuzgaro#k0fte 

'the Mediterranean' 
'grilled meatball' 

2.2 Rounding harmony 

*akdoniuz, *ekdeniz 
*tuzgarakofta, *izgerek0fte 

Apart from front-back harmony, the rounding of non-initi.al vowels witl1in a '"ord 
must also agree 'vith that of the preceding V0\,1el. Ho,vever, this condition only 
holds for high vo,vels (irrespective of the height of the preceding vowel), low 
vo\vels remai..niI1g invariably unrounded unless they are underlyingly round. 
Roundmg harn1ony is illustrated in (4) '"ith roots (see also exa1nples (2b, 2d) above), 
and in (5) with the genitive su.ffix that contains a high vo,vel attached to roots 
\Vith a round vowel. 

(4) Rounding harmony in roots (morphologically sin1plex words) 

a. torun 'grandchild' •torwn, •tarun 
b. kuru 'dry' *kurta, *ktaru 
c. k0ty 'bad' *k0ti, *kety 
d. dyuiyn ''vedding' •ctyuim, *diuiyn 

(5) Rounding harmony in morphologically complex words 

a. jol-un 'of a /the road' •jol-1un 
b. s0z-yn 'of a/the word' •s0z-in 
c. buz-un 'of a/the ice' •buz-mn 
d. 1yz-yn 'of a/the face' •jyz-in 
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It is not the case that the genitive suffix in (5) must surface with a round vo,vel. 
The same suffix appears 'vith a non-round high vo,vel following a non-round root 
vowel (6a), or a non-round suffix vowel (6b). 

(6) a. jaf-wn 'of an/the age' *jaf-un 
age-GEN 

b. jol-lar-mn 'of (the) roads' *jol-lar-un, *jol-lor-un, *jol-lor-mn 
road-PL-CEN 

Despite the fact that it appears after a rounded vowel, the plural morpheme in 
(6b) obligatorily surfaces as a non-rounded vowel (i.e. • /lor/), since it is low, demon
strating that only a non-initial high vo,.vel, be it a root or a suffix vowel, can undergo 
rounding harmony.3 Furthermore, we see that the roundness of the first vo,vel 
does not determine the roundness quality of the vowel of the genitive suffix, 
although it is high. Instead, \vhether the vowel in question will be round or unround 
is determined by the preceding vo,.vel, a point \\'e will con1e back to belo'v. 

For completeness, it should be noted that roundness and frontness do not aJ,vays 
come from the same segment. This is observed in cases where certain root-final 
consonants, most notably the palatal lateral, are assumed to determine the front
ness of the suffix vo,vel '"hile the rounding property co1nes from the preceding 
vowel (e.g. /petroA-dy/ (petrol-PAST) 'it •vas petrol'), which we will discuss in 
more detail in §4. 

In summary, both harmony processes impose a number of restrictions on the 
phonological shape of Turkish 'vords, and hence entail a number of expected pat
terns and gaps:• 

(7) a. All vo"•els must agree in terms of frontness or backness. 
b. High vo,vels n1ust also agree in roundness with the immediately preced

ing vowel, hence no high rounded vo\vels can be found after non-row1d 
vo•vels "'ithin a '"'ord. 

c. No low round vowels (i.e. [o) and (0)) may be present in a non-initial 
syllable of a word.5 

3 The mechanism of Turkish vowel harmony 

3.1 Earlier treatments 
So far, \ve have demonstrated that VO\\rel harmony in Turkish is an agreement 
operation '"'ithin an extended don1ain, such as a morphologically con1plex word. 
What is not obvious, ho,vever, is the \vay in \vhich a pa.rticular harmony feature 

3 See Charette and Goksel (1996, 1998) for an analysis that acco1mts for the blocking of rounding 
harmo11y on (o,,r \10\\re)s b}' tl'e use of licensing constrair'lts that are also argued to deri\re the VO\\re) 
in,rentory of 1''ttrki sh. 
'1 Note that there are several '"'ords in t11e Turkish lexicon, mostly borro\vi11gs, that violate these 
patterns. These are known as disharmonic words, which will be discussed in §4. Despite the presence 
of cUshannonic words, Kabak d al. (2010) show a facilitatory effect of vowel disharmony in Turkish 
(but not in French) in signaling word bo1mdaries, suggesting that Turkish Hsteners can exploit vowel 
harmo11y regularities it\ speecl\ segn1e11tatio11. 
s Lo\v rot1nd \towels are allo\ved to surface in non-initial syllables if they are t1nderlyingly present, 

as in some loanwords, e.g. [kamjonj 'truck', [firit0z) 'deep fryer', or in native roots due to the presence 
of a labial consonant preceding the vowel, a phenomenon known as the Labial Attraction Rule (e.g. 
/tj'obuk/ 'qu.ick'; see §4 for details). 
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(i) the rounding value, just like the frontness of non-initial vowels, is predicted 
to originate from scnne source on the left, and (ii) rounding can be realized only 
on high vo\vels i.n this position. This, i.n and of itself, speaks for the highly special 
character of this suffix compared to other exceptional suffix.es, and ntrthermore 
suggests that it comes from a once-independent lexical item, \Vhich Turkish 
vowel harmony has not been pervasive enough to domesticate (see Kabak and 
Revithiadou 2009 and the references therein for the emergence of similar suffix 
complexes). Due to its invariability, the second vo\vel of this suffix is arguably 
fully specified for its phonological content, blocking any phonological operations 
from manipulating it. Nevertheless, the variable portion of the suffix, namely the 
initial high vowel, does not get its harmonic properties from its right neighbor, 
but from what precedes. The apparent mono-directionality here could also be 
explained by notions such as "root control," which refers to a \'l'idely attested 
principle that root vowels have an effect on suffix vo,vels, rather than the other 
•vay around. Notice that \vhile the root-control analysis also straightforwardly 
accounts for the so-called "epenthetically driven vo,vel harmony," a regressive 
harn1ony process observed in roots where the quality of epenthetic vowels is 
determined by the follo\ving vo\vel, the n1ono-directionality analysis encounters 
problen1s \vith these cases. Ho,vever, as \'l'e will see in §5 belo\v, this sort of 
hann.ony runs on different principles than regular vo"'el harmony. As such, there 
are reasons to keep the two processes distinct, and hence continue to regard Turkish 
vowel harmony proper as a strictly progressive assimilation process. 

These observations have provoked skepticism about the very nattue of vovtel 
harn1ony and raised questions as to \vhether it operates by means of a funda
mentally different principle than other assimilatory processes such as unllaut 
(see Anderson 1980 for a thorough discussion). Indeed, a famous "assimilation" 
treatment to vo\vel harmony was proposed in Lees (1961), '"here the first vo,vel 
of a root, being fully specified for frontness and roundness, acts as a trigger by 
the use of linear rules of the type n1ade pron1i.nent in Cho1nsky and Halle (1968; 
henceforth SPE). These rules ensure that those vowels unspecified for the same 
features are filled in iteratively. Similar iterative rules, though only reserved for 
suffix harmony, have been put forth in the \vorks of Kardestuncer (1982, 1983). 
A simplified version of a Ii.near vo\vel harn1ony rule, taken from van der Hulst 
and van de Weijer (1991), is illustrated in (9). 

(9) SPE-type linear rules of vowel han11ony 

a. Front-back harmony 
V � [+back] I [V, ... .J Co_ 

b. Rounding harmony 
[V�h.ishl � [+round] I [V."'""d] C0 _ 

This sort of treatment handles all cases of harmony i.n Turkish, including the 
problematic ones for the root 1narker approach in a straightforward way. As 
for dishaxmoni.c roots, all that has to be stipulated is that the vowels that do 
not 1.t11dergo harmony are marked "'ith a diacritic, such as [-Vowel Harmony], 

which blocks the effect of the preceding root vo"rels. 
SPE-type rule notations have been rejected on empirical and conceptual 

grounds, which sigrtificantly \Neakened the liability of Ii.near rules for explaining 
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phonological phenomena in the field. In the case of Turkish vo,vel harmony, ho"'
ever, the major objection to the type of linear rule-based treatn1ents came from 
observations that it does not achieve unity with other harmonic systems across 
the languages of the world, '"here vowel harmony is bidirectional and extend to 
both prefixes and suffixes (Crothers and Shibatani 1980). This problem is trivial 
in the case of Turkish, \vhere one can assume that the directionality is determined 
on a language-specific basis. 

The core of the problem that Crothers and Shibatani (1980) raised against 
linear rules had rather to do '"ith the nature of harmony regularities and 
irregularities in roots, and their incompatibility \vith rules like (9) above that 
crucially depict assimilation. Essentially, there is no observable assimilation 
in root vo,vels, ,�rhich suggests that front-back harmony in (2) and rounding 
harmony in (4) above constitute at best "static" regularities, hence assirnilation
type rules cannot accotu1t for them. VVe '"ill discuss har1nony in roots in §4 
beJo"" 

Furthermore, 'vhat linear rules failed to capture 'vas in fact more than the 
issue of directionality. It \Vas rather the autonomy of specific vocalic features 
( backness, roundness) fron1 other vocalic features, and n1ost importantly fron1 
consonantal features. Turkish vowel harmony \Vas important for another theory 
brewing at the tin1e, Autosegmental Phonology, influenced largely by the 
Firthian school of Prosodic Analysis, but more elaborate about the way and the 
reason vowel features can or ca1mot propagate within a \vord (see CHAPTER 14: 
AUTOSEGMENTS). In this approach, vvhich is thoroughly extended to Turkish vowel 
harn1ony in the seminal vvork of Clen1ents and Sezer (1982), distinctive features 
are believed to be present on independent tiers specifying, among others, the 
frontness, height, and rounding properties of segments. Harmonizing root and 
suffix vo"rels are left unspecified. This can be observed in (10), \Vhere -R and +B 
stand for non-rotmd and back features respectively that are prespecified on the 
initial vovvel of the root. 

(10) Autosegnrentnl representation of front-back and rounding harmony 
(from Kabak and Vogel 2010) 

-R r-::-:-:-.. · .. -.. -... _ -. :. -.. - --I -.. .. _ __ ------
p J r 1 E n t E - 1 I [pturlanta-lu1] '"1ith brilliants' 

L.:..::;_: .. -;: ::: : : ... - - __ .. -
+B 

The subsequent root and suffix vo\.vels are not specified for these two features, 
as indicated by archiphonemic representations such as E and l. As such, 
vo,vel harmony is described as the association of these feature specifications to 
different vowels lacking the same specifications '"'ithin an extended don1ain. 
Whenever harmony is blocked, be it in roots or suffixes, autosegmental analyses 
resort to prespecification to indicate the invariable harmonic feature. Since asso
ciation lines are not allowed to cross, only the rightmost prespecified feature in 
dishannonic roots prevails, thereby opening up its own hannony don1ain for the 
suffixes that follo\11 (11). 
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(11) Lexical prespecification of dishar111.onic root vowels 
(from Kabak and Vogel 2010) 

+R -R +R 

I I 
r··-. . . _ __ _ 

k E r t I z E n - 1 I [kortizon-lu] ''vith cortisone' 

I I 1 .. - ------·· 

+B -B +B 

While straightfor\\•ardly capturing the autonomy of vovvel feahrres, and hence 
n1al<ing phonological operations less abstract, autosegmental approaches also 
have to m.ake a num.ber of assumptions about the precise shape of phonological 
representations, '''ithout "'hich the theory '"ould fail to explain the spreading of 
harmony features, their blocking, and the inactivity of vQ\\Tel harmony operations 
in the face of static harmony regularities in roots, which '"e turn to belovv. 

4 Vowel harmony and the shape of phonological 
representations 

4.1 Separating root (dis)harmony from suffix harmony 
Despite the over,vhelming number of harmonic roots in Turkish/ no vowel alter
nation can be observed in then1. In other vvords, front-back harmony in (2) and 
rounding harmony in (4) above are nothing n1ore than static surface regularities, 
hence assinUlation-type rules such as the ones given in (9), as vvell as auto
segmental spreading-type analyses vve have seen above, cannot properly account 
for them. Ho'''ever, the constraints on vowel co-occurrences in nearly all roots of 
native origin are almost the san1e as those in suffixes in Turkish. As such, '"e are 
dealing vvith one single phenomenon, realized, however, in !\VO different \vays: 
(i) harmony as a co-occurrence restriction, and (ii) harmony as an active phono
logical process. To remedy this problen1, Kiparsky (1973), in his "hvo-pronged" 
analysis of vo\\1el harmony, suggested that vo\\1el harmony on the surface must 
be handled by nvo different mechanisms, one reserved for purely static harmony 
patterns in roots/stems, and the other for suffix hannony that is purely assimi
latory in nature. While the earlier is handled by Morphen1e Struchrre Constraints 
(henceforth MSCs; see also CHAPTER 86: l-·!ORPHEME STRUCTURE CONSTRAINTS), the 
other is the job of phonological rules. 

Three such MSCs are proposed by Zimmer (1969b) for Turkish roots, nvo of 
>vhich are essentially the same as the front-back and roLU1ding hannony for suffixes 
(the palatality MSC and the labiality MSC, respectively). The third MSC, the 
labial consonant MSC (also kno,.vn as the Labial Attraction Rule; Lees 1966), is 
specifically reserved for disharmonic occurrences of round vovvels after non
round VO\vels in roots: a high vo"1el follovving an /a/ \vith an intervening labial 
consonant, /p b f  v m/, \vill be round (e.g. /avutf/ 'palm of hand', /lfabuk/ 'quick'). 

7 Kabak cf al. (2008), based Oil the first two vowel occurences of a carefully selected 8944 set of poly· 
syllabic roots (morphologically simplex) from the TELL database, reports that 29 percent of all such 
roots are disharm(>nic v1.rith respect to front-back harmony. 
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Notice that this condition does not apply across morpheme boundaries: /av-m/ 
(hunt-Ace), not */av-u/, suggesting that MSCs are not ahvays the replication of 
active phonological rules.8 

The separation of root harmony from suffix harmony in Turkish fits '"ell 
•vith the Derived Environment Condition, developed most notably in Kiparsky 
(1973) (see CHAPTER 88: DERIVED ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS) . This condition essentially 
blocks neutralization processes, vowel harmony being one of them, to take place 
in non-derived (morphologically simplex) environments, and reserves such rules 
to only apply in derived environments.9 The details of such an analysis do not 
concern us here. Tv»o en1pirical and theoretical issues that fall out from such a 
differential treatment of root and suffix harmony, ho,vever, must be highlighted, 
since they yield serious consequences for the nature of lexical representations 
and the way phonological processes operate. 

First, it entails that vo"re) harmony must be "inactive" in roots, and hence auto
matically raises questions with respect to the lexical representation of Turkish roots. 
Are root vo,vels fully specified despite harmony? Ho"' can our representational 
device insightfully separate dishannonic roots from harmonic ones? vVhat are the 
psycholinguistic implications of this separation for the language learner and user? 

Second, it fails to capture the formal similarity and functional redundancy 
behveen pervasive harmony patterns (handled by MSCs) and phonological rules, 
which is knO"'n to be the "Duplication Problem" in the literature, most notably 
addressed by Kensto"ricz and Kisseberth (1977). As McCarthy puts it, "if MSCs 
and rules really are distinct components of linguistic theory, then they should 
be clearly differentiated in forn1 and function, but they are not" (1998: 123). The 
qtlestion here is how can we combine seemingly hvo, but essentia.Uy the same, 
phenomena in a single grammar? We \viii unpack these issues in the context of 
root harmony and disharmony below, \Vhich have also received a great an1ount of 
attention in recent history of phonological theorizing, n1ost notably in Optimality 
Theory, '"here the duplication problen1 is rendered irrelevant (see belo,v). 

4.2 The limits of harmony and disharmony in roots 

From a scientific point of vie\v, investigating harmony is not just to account for 
what is possible as a harmonic sequence, but also for what is possible as a dis
har.monic sequence. Any theory should hence be a.ble to explain both harmonic 
and disharmonic patterns, ideally using the very same apparatus.'0 This has been 
the prevalent force behind much "'Ork done in the last two decades. Various restric
tions on disharmony are stated in a seminal paper by Clements and Sezer (1982). 
Their observation is that the vo,.vels from the set /i e a  o u/ 1nay combine freely 
in roots, leading to the violation of both types of harmony. Th.is is illust(ated. in 
(12), \vhere all examples violate front-back harmony, and additionally rounding 
harmony in (12b) and (12c), where the non-initial vo,vel is expected to be round 

• There are several exceptions to the Labial Attracti(>n Rule in Turkish and the rule does not act as 
magnet for analogy (see lnkelas d nl. 1997 for details). 
• It should be noted that, rather than a structure-<hanging process, if vowel harmony is viewed as 

a (eatt1re-fil)jng process, it car1not be blocked i11 t111deri\1ed enviro11n1ents. 
'" The source of d.ishannony in  roots is primarily and predominantly loanwords, which are well 
integrated into Turkish,. and perhaps except for a few recent!}'· borrowed iten1s, an a\rerage Turkish 
speaker may not even kn(>w that they are foreign. 
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since it is high, and in (12d), where the non-initial vow·el is round despite the fact 
that it is non-high (i.e. there is no harn1ony-related reason \'thy rounding should 
appear on the second vowel). 

(12) Root disharmony: /i e a o u/ are freely combined 
Type of violation 

a. ganp 'strange' Front-back harmony 
b. polis 'police' Front-back and rounding hannony 
c. butik 'boutique' Front-back and rounding harn1ony 
d. pilot 'pilot' Front-back and. rounding hannony 

On the contrary, vo,vels from the set /y Iii ii are shown not to occur in disharmonic 
roots, even though this observation is not without exceptions (e.g. /byro/ 'office'). 
Goldsmith (1990: 304-309) argues that /i e a o u/ is in fact not a random set 
of vowels, but coincides vtith the cross-linguistically favored five-vo,vel system. 
In such a system, the specification for the frontness and backness (i.e. [back] 
according to Goldsmith) is redundant since it is fully predictable fron1 rounding. 
As such, [back] is underspecified in roots that combine these five vo'"'els, con
sequently leading to no violation of front-back harmony. The specification of 
[back] is required, ho,vever, when the root contains any of the other three vowels, 
/y Iii i/, since they involve marked combinations of frontness and rounding. This 
argument finds further support from Clements and Sezer's (1982) documentation 
of harmony regularizations on disharmonic loan,vords, where the same set of 
vowels tends to be changed to fit at least into the five-vo'"'el system, as can be 
seen in (13) belo\v. Note that this process does not necessarily turn disharmonic 
roots into harmonic ones (e.g. (13e)). 

(13) Regu.la.rizalion of /y 0 i/ in disharmonic roots 
. 'n1ercerized' a. mers0nze - mersertze 

b. kupyr - kypyr 'clipping' (also kipyr) 
c. biskyvit - byskyvyt 'biscuit' (also bisky:t/bysky:t) 
d. pyro - puro 'cigar' 
e. komynist - kotninist 'con1mu1ust' (also kOLlllUUSt) 
f. mot0r - motor 'n1otor' 
g. f0valje - fovalje 'knight' 

Yet another observation from Clements and Sezer (1982) is that '"'hi.le /ln/ does 
not occur in roots '"hich are disharmonic with respect to rounding, the other hvo 
marked VO\vels, /0/ and /y/ do, as can be seen in (14). However, it should be 
noted that disharmonic sequences containing /0/ and /y/ also undergo regular
ization of the type sho,vn above, as indicated in (14), suggesting that roiu1ding 
harmony may be equally effective on /0/ and /y/. 

(14) /0/ and /y/ in disharn10nic roots 
a. vrrys 
b. ffi)'hinl 
c. d0vi.z 
d. mm0r 

- vyrys 
- myhyn1 

- d0vyz 
- n1yn0r 

''1irus' 
'important' 
'foreign currency' 
'mi11or' 
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A number of accounts have been proposed to handle such patterns, mostly 
on the basis of Clements and Sezer's (1982) observations in different fra1neworks 
(e.g. van der Hulst and van de Weijer 1991, and for optirnality-theoretic treatments, 
see Kirchner 1993, Polgardi 1999, and Kiparsky and Pajusalu 2003). Although the 
details of these accounts are not of concern here, \vhat should be pointed out is 
that accounts couched \Vithin the frame,vork of Optimality Theory are uniformly 
capable of accounting for both root and suffix harmony, \vhereby the duplication 
problem discussed above becomes a n1oot point. More specifically, the fact that 
harmony is optimal regardless of the marked or unmarked status of the vowels 
in a sequence and that disharmony is tolerable if it comes from unmarked 
vo"rels (tl la Clements and Sezer 1982) are handled \Vithin the same grammar by 
using a combination of (i) fe.atural markedness constraints, essentially banning 
n1arked segn1ents fron1 surfacing (e.g. •w, •y, •0), (ii) a constraint that achieves 
harn1ony (e.g. AGREE(F), HARMONY), and (iii) some faithfulness constraint that 
ensures that the fully specified vowels are realized the •vay they underlyingly are 
(e.g. lDENTROOT(F)). 

These proposals, ho,vever, must be given a serious reconsideration in light of 
data that have not been considered so far. Here I present a set of data that will 
amount to the observation that any vo"•el combination 1nay becon1e legiti.Inate 
in Turkish as long as the donor language permits them and may remain stable 
despite ovenvhelming vowel harmony regularity in the language. Let us start '''ith 
the sequence /y-a/ (or vice versa), \vhich is not expected to be tolerated. Closer 
inspection, however, reveals that they are surprisingly conlffion in 1-lodern Turkish. 
In fact, they constitute the seventh 1nost co1nn1on disharmonic sequence in a 
recent corpus study (Kabak et al. 2008). Some words of this sort are illustrated 
in (15). Notice that they are highly stable disharmonic patterns, exhibiting no 
regularization or variation of the sort illustrated in (13) and (14). 

(15) /y-a/ conzbinalions in sonze common dishar111onic roots 

a. kyrtaj 'abortion' 
b. syrat 'speed' 
c. ma:myl 'product' 

d. kaktys 'cactus' 
e. aky 'battery' 

As for /lu/, it should be remembered that the claim has been that, first of all, 
it does not occur in front-back d isharmonic roots since it is from the nlarked vowel 
set, and is the only one from that set that cannot escape rounding harmony. If 
,.ve consider that dishar:m.oni.c words con1e p.rin1.arily from other lan.gi.iages into 
Turkish, the chances of finding /tu/ in such combinations should be remarkably 
10"'' since many languages from which Turkish in1ported its foreign lexical stock 
do not contain such a vowel. Furthermore, there is no reason to assume that /u1/ 
is the n1ost 1narked vo,vel of all, as is assun1ed via high-ranked constraints such 
as •w in a nun1ber of optimality-theoretic analyses of hannony (e.g. Kirchner 1993; 
Kiparsky and Pajusah.1 2003), since the same vowel emerges to repair syllable struc
ture violations, disproving its alleged "marked" status in the language. Aside from 
these external and internal factors, what is perhaps more important to note is that 
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/ur/ substitution going against lexical diffusion and regularization 
a. kwrlent 
b. kUidem 
c. ku1ble 

'pillovv' 
'rank' 
'mecca' 

from ghirlanda (Italian) 
fron1 kidem (Arabic) 
from kible (Arabic) 

Furthermore, the English schwa in borrowings is almost ah"ays mapped onto /w/, 
as evinced by the fact that the subsequent suffix is realized as back. This can give 
rise to perfectly acceptable front vo'"els co-occurring vvith, presumably a non
epenthetic /w I, as illustrated in (18). Since these are recent borrowings, time will 
sho\v '"hether they vvill prevail as disharmonic. 

(18) English schwa is mapped onto Turkish /w/, yielding disharmony 
a. [pirinturr-<1] 

printer-DAT 
'to the printer' 

b. [bilendwr-danJ 
blander-A BL 

'fron1 the blender' (also as [bilendir], but rarely) 

c. [krulinttan-lor J 
Clinton-PL 

'the Clintons' 

d. [tiku1t-lar] 
ticket-PL 

'tickets' (especially in the context of 'ticket 
restaurants') 

The sa1ne generalization can be made in the context of /0/. It is arguably not 
a conunon vo,vel in languages \vhich Turkish has borrowed fro1n, except for son1e 
French borro,vings, where we see their frequent occurrence in disharmonic 
sequences (19). 

(19) /0/ in disharmonic words of French origin 
a. re tar 
b. dans0z 

firit0z c. 
d. ord0vr 

remork e. 

'delay' (sometimes also as rotor) 
'beUy dancer' 
'deep frier' 
'hors d'ceuvre' (sometimes also as ordevr, ordev) 
'trailer' (sometin1es also as rom0rk) 

Notice that /tu/ in combination "'ith /0/ and /y/ (as opposed to /i/, /e/, or /o/) 
is not attested. Ho'"ever, the fact that there are such lexical gaps should not be 
readily taken to mean that there are constraints, dormant or active, that militate 
against such sequences. A n1ore plausible explanation lies in the unlikelmood 
of donor langtiages that have /w/, /0/, and /y/ or contain words where these 
vowels co-occur. 

The above data cast doubts on models that try to account for disharmony by 
compartmentalizing vovvels into different sets based on notions such as marked
ness. Furthermore, they suggest that \Ve may need to change our approach 
toward d.isharo:i.ony: any combination of vowels seems to be legitin1ate as long 
as the donor languages permit them, whose likely adaptation may additionally 
but not necessarily be determined by ho'" often the item is used and the acoustic/ 
phonetic properties of the vowel in question. Variation is perhaps the 1nost chal
lenging pheno1nenon to account for in regularization, \vhich n1akes it apparent 
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which emerges when no lexically specified feature is able to fill in an unspecified 
feature.'2 More research is necessary here. 

4.4 Is voivel harmony active in roots? 
This is perhaps one of the most controversial issues in Turkish vo,vel harmony, 
the ans,ver to 'vhich has had serious consequences for the shape of phonological 
representations in the lexicon, and consequently the whole mechanis1n for hand
ling harn1ony.13 Notice that the san1e question is equally valid in the context 
of disharmonic roots since their shape has also been shown to be determined, at 
least partially, by the dictates of VO\vel harmony. As stated before, no alternation 
could be detected in root vo,vels; hence, there may be no reason to assu1ne 
harmony operations there. This is perhaps the most important reason to resort 
to full specification of vowel features in roots. Indeed, the full specification of 
root VO\vels is essentially the approach taken in some treatments couched within 
Optimality Theory, where given t'vo competing input forms, one fully specified 
(i.e. prespecified as containing a particular harmony property), and one fully or 
partially underspecified, Lexicon Optimization (Prince and S1nolensky 1993) will 
ensure that the fully specified alternative will be preferred (see Inkelas 1995 
and Kabak and Vogel 201.0 for discussion; also CHAPTER 7: FEATURE SPEC!PICATJON 
AND UNDERSPECIFICATION). On the other hand, resorting to underspecification 
for harn1onic roots," and hence assuming that harn1ony is still in operation there, 
typically stem fron1 the following reasons. 

The first has to do with issues such as econo1ny and simplicity in representa
tions, and keeping redundancies to a mini.mun1. Vov•el harmony is then regarded 
as an economical device since it gives harmonic vo,vels a "free ride" in roots 
(e.g. van der Hulst and van de Weijer 1991). Second, vo\vel harmony can be argued 
to be active in roots since it seems to impose certain restrictions on the type 
of dishannonic vo\vel con1binations, as sho\vn in (13). Notice, ho,vever, that 
regularizations do not always achieve optimal harmonic sequences. Rather, they 
seem to be dictated by the five-vo,,rel set, w·hich are the five most frequent 
vowels of Turkish. The fact that there are many disharmonic roots that are "'ell 
integrated into the Turkish lexicon, as indicated for instance by their resistance 
to harmonization due to their high frequency of occurrence, further suggests that 
regularization is not necessarily a strong indicator of harmony governing the 
underlying shape of Turkish roots. 

'' Here it could be assumed that the relevant feature is bl<> cked from spreading via truncation, as in 
tonal phenomena. 'fhat is, \"rhile the relevant harmonic featl1re is pronounced on the vovirel that it is 
associated with, it is not allowed to spread onto the following vowels. l•Vhen the backness feat<tre 
is blocked from further spreading, the underspecified suffix vowels surface as front (Coronal), 
which is argued to be the default place feature for Turkish vowels (see Kaba.I< 2007 and Kaba.I< and 
Vogel 2010 for details). 
" Some of the treatments of Turkish vowel harmony with some form of full spel'ification can be 
found in the work of, for example, IGpar sky (1973), Clements and Sezer (1982), Kirchner (1993), lnkelas 
(1995), ln.kelas et al. (1997), and Polg�rd.i (1999). Analyses that assume underspe<:ification of harmonic 
root vowels are presented in van der Hulst and van de 1¥eijer (1991), Lahiri (2000), Harrison and 
Kaun (2001), Kaba.I< (2007), and Kaba.I< and Vogel (2010). 
"' See Kabak (2007) and Kabak and Vogel (2010) for Maximal Underspecification, which assumes 
the presence of 1mderspecified ,,o,vels also in disharmonic roots. 
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following VO\vel. The roundness triggering vowel is typically a high one (23a)-(23c), 
as suggested by the unacceptability of rounded epenthetic VO\'l1els before low round 
vo\vels in (23d)-(23e). There are cases, ho'"ever, where a low vo\vel also triggers 
rounding albeit with perhaps additional in1pact from the rounding of the first con
sonant (23f)-(23g). 

(23) Epenthesis-driven regressive rounding harmony 
a. gurup 'group' 
b. kulyp 'club' 
c. fylyt 'flute' 
d. stupor 'sport' •supor 
e. smmokin 'smoking' •sumokin 
f. fyl0rt 'flirt' (also as fil0rt) 
g. burofyr 'brochure' (also as bwrofyr) 

On the basis of about 100 loan"rords containing \vord-initial consonant 
dusters, Kaun (1999) reports that Turkish speakers consistently provide rounded 
epenthetic VO\'l'els \'\'hen the trigger is high round. When it is non-high, ho\vever, 
Kaun finds a Jot of individual variation, but there is a stronger tendency to\'\•ard 
regressive rounding harmony when the lo'" trigger vowel is front than when it i.s 
back (see also Yava� 1980c). Kaun (1999, 2004) takes these observations to indicate 
that, although epenthesis-<lriven vowel harmony does not much resemble native 
vowel ham1ony processes, it follows cross-linguistic patterns of rounding harmony . 
.tv!ore specifically, cross-height rounding harn1ony is avoided in hannony systen1s 
that employ some form of rounding agreement among vowels. This may be taken 
as an explanation for why rounding harmony with epenthetic vo"•els, which 
are ahvays high, is more prevalent \vhen the trigger is also high. Furthermore, 
typological inspection suggests that rounding harmony systems typically prefer 
front rounded triggers, explaining '"hy front low vowels tend to trigger the 
rounding of the epenthetic v(nvels n1ore than back lo'v voweJ.s. The reader is 
referred to Kaun (2004) for various phonetic and perceptual explanations for such 
typological tendencies in rounding harmony. 

Can '''e derive the properties of epenthesis-driven vo\vel harmony from the 
general properties of native vowel harmony processes? As de1nonstrated in (16) 
above, the regressive ha.rmony process is highly sensitive to the qu.ality of the 
consonants in the consonant cluster: after a velar consonant such as /k/ and /g/, 
the epenthetic vo\vel is back even in the context of a follo,ving front vo\vel (e.g . 
[kwrem] 'cream', [kwristal] 'crystal', [kulyp] 'club', [gwri] 'gray', [gudikoz] 
'glucose', etc.), yielding disharmony. This is unlike native vowel harmony, whereby 
consonants, except often for root-final underlying palatals (see (20) above; cf. (21)), 
are impartial to vowel harmony. Furthermore, the involvement of the height 
and frontness properties of the trigger VO\vel in epenthetically driven rounding 
harmony crucially deviates from the native rounding harmony process, '"here. 
the tongue height specification of the ta.rget, not the trigger, is crucially in1posed. 
When coupled ,.vith a great deal of individual variation, which we do not observe 
in native harmony patterns (at least \vithin the same dialect), all of the above 
properties suggest that regressive harmony as realized on '"Ord-initial epenthetic 
vo\vels is not yet as fully phonologized as the progressive front-back and round
ing harn1ony in Turkish. 
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It is insightful to compare the behavior of epenthetic vowels in 'vord-initial con
sonant clusters to those occurring in word-final consonant clusters. \-Vord-final 
consonant clusters are assumed to be present in the underlying representation of 
some native Turkish words as '"ell as (pri1narily Arabic) borro,.vings (Yava� 1980b). 
Yet again, an epenthetic vowel is inserted to prevent these clusters from surfac
ing in the coda position, as can be seen in the nominative singular (\vhere no overt 
marker follows) and the locative fonns in (24). Unlike in the case of \vord-initial 
epenlhetic vo\vels, but just like \vi th the suffix vowels underspecified for harmonic 
features, the regular front-back harn1ony and rounding harn1ony are fully in1posed 
on word-final epenthetic vo"'elS (24a)-(24c). Notice that there are commonly used 
borro,vings 'vhere the epenthetic vo,vel that occurs \Vithin "'Ord-final consonant 
clusters is disharmonic (24d)-(24e). 

(24) Epenthetic vowe.ls in root-final consonant clusters 

UR nom sg 2nd pers poss Joe 
a. /bojn/ bojt.m bojn-un bojun-da. 'neck' 

(*boju1n) (*bojun-un) (*bojn-da) 
b. /aln/ alum aln-wn alum-<.ia 'forehead' 

(*alin) c•nlwn-wn) (*aln-da) 
c. /g0t.qs/ g0t.qys g0t.qs-yn g0t.qys-te 'breast' 

(*g0i.qis) (*g0i.qys-yn) (*g0u.1s-te) 
d. /vakt/ vakit vakt-in vakit-te 'time' 

(*vaku1t) (*vakit-in) (*vakt-te) 
e. /kavm/ kavim kavn1-in kavim-de 'tribe' 

(*kavwm) (•kavin1-in) (*knvm-de) 

The emergence of the dishannonic epenthetic vo\vels in (24d)-(24e) can be taken 
to illustrate yet another instance of harn1ony blocking in Turkish. This is especially 
evident 'vhen the following suffixes surface as front (i.e. /vakt-in/, /kavn1-in/, 
etc.) although the root vo'''el is back. Since the consonants at the right edge of 
these \vords are not palatals, it is not clear \vhere the frontness feature comes from, 
providing additional data for the observation that the unexpected front variants 
of suffixes is not necessarily due to palatals (cf. (20) and (21) above). Instead, the 
d.isharmonic epenthetic vowel surfacing in (24d)-(24e), Iva.kit/ and. /.kovim/, can 
be considered as the result of the blocking of the harmonic features on the root 
vo,vel to further spread (see footnote 12 for a potential analysis), causing the 
epenthetic vowel (and the subsequent suffix vo\vels) to bear the default feature, 
which is arguably [Coronal) (i.e. front) in Turkish. Indeed, the fact that there are 
no roots 'vhere the final epen.thetic vowel is back and ctisharrooni.c to the root vo"rel 
(e.g. * /kevm/ � *[kevtum]) provides a compelling argument in favor of this view. 

In summary, there are several reasons to believe that word-final epenthetic 
vo,vels behave just like any other high vowel within roots or affixes, under the dic
tates of vowel harn1ony. The asymn1etric behavior of word-initial and word-final 
epenthetic vo,vel.s, \vhich are presun1ably identical elements, under front-back and 
rounding harmony suggests that 'vhat "'e call "harmony" in the case of \vord
initial epenthetic vo,vels runs on different principles, \vhich nevertheless share 
son1e con1mon properties "'ith our classic progressive harmony, possibly due to 
universal tendencies and phonetic /perceptual factors. 
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119 Reduplication in Sanskrit 

ROBERT KENNEDY 

Sanskrit, a classical and liturgical language of India, has been central to the advance
ment of linguistic analysis in a nu1nber of respects. It is notable for the support 
it provides for the "Indo-European hypothesis," the theory advanced by scholars 
such as Sir \iVilliam Jones, Thomas Y 01.1.ng, and Franz Bopp that the lndic languages 
are descended, along "'ith those of the Romance, Germanic, Celtic, Slavic, and 
myriad others, from a con1mon ancestral proto-language. Sanskrit has also been 
crucial to the development of autosegmental phonology and prosodic morphol
ogy, vvith its reduplicative systen1 providing a wealth of illustrative data, such as 
syUable transfer effects (Steriade 1988) and the emergence of unm.arked phono
logical structure (McCarthy and Prince 1994). The range of patterns also underscores 
the role of morphological conditioning in reduplication. This chapter provides an 
overview of reduplication in Sanskrit, portraying the range of formations, and their 
implications for 111odern theories of representation and derivation. 

Sanskrit is an ancient Jangtiage spoken on the Indian subcontinent. It vvas spo
ken as a living language in the third millennium BCE, and has since survived as 
a liturgical language of Hinduism. Eighteenth-century scholars noted similarities 
bel\,'een Sanskrit and Classical Greek and Latin, giving rise to the lndo-European 
hypothesis and the comparative n1ethod in historical linguistics. Whitney (1885, 
1889), Wackernagel (1896, 1905, 1930), and \A/ackernagel and Debrunner (1954) are 
comprehensive and authoritative sources on the language, though Wackernagel's 
volume on verbs \vas never completed. Monier-Williams (1864) is another early 
source. Sanskrit data are drawn fron1 Vedic literature, a corpus of histories, cer
e1nonies, legends, dran1as, and sacrificial formulae, some of it versed, hymnal, or 
rnantric, spanning centuries in the classica.l period. Written records of the language 
have been preserved in Devanagari script, \vhich is phonetically transparent and 
thus expresses alternations. Many of the generalizations discussed in §3 and §4 
are explicitly observed in Whitney (1889). 

This chapter proceeds as follows. §1 introduces and swnmarizes Sanskrit 
reduplication, noting phonological and n1orphological alternations, while §2 is 
an overvie\v of reduplicative models. §3 examines segmental alternations in re
duplicated structures, \Vith a discussion of their implications for auto-segmental 
and output-oriented theories. §4 deals vvith prosodic effects, in particular the 
size, position, and syllable structure of red uplicative affixes. Here I consider the 
data from the perspectives of ten1platic autosegmental phonology, full-copy 
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approaches, template constraints, and atemplatic approaches to reduplication. 
I conclude by suggesting a reorientation of analysis for Sanskrit reduplication along 
dimensions of both phonological and 1norphological alternation, as also suggested 
by Janda and Joseph (1986). 

1 Overview of Sanskrit reduplication 

Reduplication is a phenomenon in which part of a word is repeated to indicate 
a n1orphological function (see CHAPTER lOO: REDUPLICATION). For example, the 
Sanskrit perfect stems [ta-tap] 'PERF-heat', [pa-pat-a] 'PERF·fly', and [sa-sarJ-a] 'PERF
send forth' are derived by repeating the first consonant and vo\vel of the root. 
Reduplication bears on phonology for several reasons: (a) phonological sinUiarity 
behveen reduplicant and base, (b) prosodic concerns such as the size and position 
of the reduplicant, and (c) scenarios in \Vhich the reduplicant's segmental or 
featural structure is not fully identical to any contiguous substring of the base. 

Sanskrit reduplication comprises five prefixal patterns, each associated \vith a 
distinct stem formation: the intensive, the perfect, the aorist, the present, and the 
desiderative. In turn, each pattern has its O\.vn set of predictable phonological alter
nations. In this section I provide examples of each formation. Data are cited fron1 
Whitney (1885, 1889), Janda and Joseph (1986), and Steriade (1988); the latter hvo 
also use Whitney (1889) as a primary source. In some cases, missing glosses have 
been recovered from Monier-Willian1s (1864) or Deshpande (1997). 

As a preview, we can make the follo"'ing generalizations about the form of the 
various reduplicative affixes, using prosodic templates for the moment as a means 
of description (CHAPTER 86: MORPHEME STRUCTURE CONSTRAINTS). The intensive 
(la) is /C\TX./ or a��' \Vhile the others are /CV I or a (lb) and (le), and the size 
of the template determines how mum of the copied string persists to the surface 
representation. The ten1plate can also be used to describe the fixed vowel of the 
reduplicant; thus, tl1e intensive template includes a prespecification of (a] (la), 
while the desiderative includes a [+high] specification (lb). The perfect template 
need only be C\T (le). Both the aorist and present may folio'"' the desiderative 
pattern in some cases and the perfect in others. 

(l) a. Intensive b. Desiderntive c. Pc1fect 

/C V XI /CV/ /CV/ 

I I 
[a] [+high] 

1.1 Intensive reduplication 
Display (2) provides examples of the intensive formation.·' A variety of phono
logical fonnations is evident: eve (2a), as in [bad-badh] '1N'r-oppress'; CVCi (2b), 
as in (bhari:-bhf] 'INT-bear'; CV: (2c), as in [da:-dhja:) 'INT-think'; and CV (2d), 

' Data are trans.:dbed generally in an JPA transliteration of Deva.i\agad rep resentat.ions, except that 
aspirates are tranS<ribed wjth [ ·h-]. Data tables note the source of each form: \\/= �Vhitney, S = Steriade, 
IJ c Janda and Joseph. 
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svar sa-svara 'sound' s 
sjand sa-(>jade 'move on' s 
tap ta-tap 'heat' JJ 
tvi§ ti-tve:;;a 'be stirred up' s 
tjaJ ta-tjaJa 'forsake' s 
vac u-va:c 'speak' JJ 
vai:; va-va� 'be eager' s 
vas u:gur (< u-vasa) 'shine' JJ 
JaJ i:-Je (< i-jaJa) 'offer' s 
jat je-te ( < ja-ja ta) 'stretch' s 
ais i-ie�a 'seek, desire' s 
a1 1-Ja1a 'go' s 
ai:; a:.n-ami:; 'attain' JJ 
auc uvoca 'please' s 
a\1 a:·\' 'fa·\10r1 JJ 

1.3 Present stem reduplication 

The third reduplicative pattern derives the present sten1 for the class of verbs 
illustrated in (4). Its formation is very similar to the perfect, except that base Ir! 
and /a/ (in most cases) are reflected by [i) in the reduplicant, as in [ti-stha] 
'PRES-stand' and [bi-bhr) 'PREs-bear'. Other"rise, the same properties of cluster 
reduction, palatalization, and loss of aspiration are evident. 

(4) Present stem formation 
root present source 
bhi: bi-bhi: 'fear' w 
bl1f bi-bhr 'bear' w 
s;a: s;1-� 'remove' w 
da: da-da: 'give' w 
ga: Ji-ga: 'go' w 
ghra: Ji-ghra: 'smell' JJ 
hu ju-hu: 'sacrifice' w 
ma: m1-n1a: 'n1easure' w 
pre pi-pre 'present' w 
stha: ti-�tha: 'stand' JJ 
vac v1-vac 'speak' w 
vai:; v1-vai:;, va-vai:; 'eager' w 

1.4 Aorist stem reduplication 
Many verbs also use reduplication in the derivation of their aorist stem (5).3 Whitney 
notes an alternation in vo\vel length in the aorist sten1: the reduplicant has a long 
vowel if the base contains a short vowel followed by one consonant (Sa), as in 
[a-du:-du�am] 'AOR-spoil'. The reduplicant has a short vo•vel if the base has a 

3 l•Vltitney's examples include a prefix element /a-/ and the 1st person suffix /-am/, while other 
scholars pro,rided abstractic>nS vJitho,1t these elements; their examples are cited as such. 
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long vo"rel (Sb), as in [a-bu-bhu:�am) 'AoR-adorn', or a short vowel follo,ved by 
t\VO consonants (Sc), as in [a-da-dak§am) 'AOR-be able'. Forms such as [a-ci-kt>ipam] 
'AOR-tlTIO\\'' show that vo,vel length is also avoided in the reduplicant if the base 
has an initial consonant sequence (Sd), while the forms in (Se) sho"' that vo"rel
initial roots also receive reduplicants with short vowels. 

Typically the length alternation leaves the root's vowel length unchanged, but 
in some aorist forn1s derived fro1n long-vowel roots, the reduplicative vo,vel is 
Jong and the base vo\vel is short, as seen in [a-si:-?adhan1) 'AOR-accon1plish', fron\ 
/sa:dh/. Furthermore, like the present sten1 formation, the reduplicant's vowel 
is typically (i] or (i:) \vhere the root contains /a/, Ir/, or /J/, as in (a-Ji:-Janam] 
'AOR-be born' and [a-vi:-vrdham] 'AOR-gro"''· 

Note that that the aorist formation sho,,vs the san1e segmental effects as other 
forn1s: aspirates and velars are not copied as such, while only one consonant of 
an onset cluster is reduplicated. 

(S) Aorist stern for111ation 

root aorist source 
a. bi:� a-bi:-bi?am (no gloss) w 

di:p a-di:-dipam 'shine' VI/ 
duti a-du:-dutiam 'spoil' w 
1an a-11:-J<1nam 'be born, happen' w 
Jl!V a-11:-11vam 'live' w 
kip a-ci:-klpam (no gloss) w 
muc mu:-muc 'release' JJ 
ra:dh a-ri:-radham 'succeed' w 
rt§ a-n:-n�m 'be hurt' w 
sa:dh a-si:-?adhan1 'accomplish' w 
su:c a-su:-sucan1 (no gloss) w 
taJ\S a- ta-ta]lsam 'shake' VI/ 
tap ti:-tap 'heat' JJ 
va:s; a-v1:-vai;am 'bellO"'' w 
v+dh a-vi:-v+dham , gro"'' w 

b. bhu:� a-bu-bhu:?an1 'adorn' w 
di:ks a-di-di:ki;;am 'be consecrated' VI/ 
dha:v a-da-dha:vam 'run' w 

c. dak? a-da-dak�am 'be able' w 
k+:? a-ca-kar�at, a-ci:-k+§at 'plough' w 
vrt a-va-vartat, a-vi:-v+tat 'be' w 

d. krand a-ci-kradao1 'cry' VI/ 
s;ru i;u-i;ruv 'hear' JJ 
krudh a-cu-krudham 'get angry' w 
k§ip a-ci-k§ipam 'thrO\\'' w 
pracch a-pa-praccham 'ask' w 
skand a-ca-skanda n1 'leap' VI/ 
sprs; a-p1-sprs;am 'touch' w 
stu tu-�tav 'praise' JJ 
sjand a-si-:;;jadam 1flO\V1 w 
tras a-ti-trasan1 'be terrified' w 
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e. a:p a:-p1-pan 'attain' w 
am a:-ma-mat 'injure' w . \vorship' vv arc a:r-c1-cam 
arh a:r-Ji-ham 'deserve' w 
arp ar-pt-pam (no gloss) VI/ 
i:k& a:i-ci-k§am 'see' w 
ubJ aub-Ji-Jam 'force' w 
rdh a:r-di-dhain (no gloss) vv 

1.5 Desiderative stem reduplication 
The last reduplicative pattern is the desiderative stem (6), whose structure resem
bles the present stem pattern of §1.3, and '"hose addition to a verb derives forn1s 
with a meaning roughly equivalent to 'to want to VERB'. The desiderative is derived 
\vith a CV reduplicative prefix and also includes a suffix /sa/, sometimes preceded 
by /i/. The vo\vel of the reduplicative element is uniformly high; it is al\vays [i] 
(6a) or [u] (6b), the latter only if the base contains [u]. As '"ith other reduplicative 
forms, aspirates and velars are not copied as such, and only one consonant of an 
onset cluster is reduplicated. 

(6) Desiderative stem for111ation 

root deside rah ve source 
a. dllf di-dhi:r�a 'hold' w 

ga: Ji-ga:sa 'go' JJ 
gt 11-g1:t>a 'speech' w 
hr • 1i-hi:r�a 'take' w 

. . . 'live' Vv JllV 11-µ:vl§a 
ki ci-ki:sa (no gloss) w 
kr ci-ki:r�a 'do, make' Vv 
k�i ci-k?i:sa 'possess' w 
pa: p1-pa:�a 'drink' w 
spri;: pi-sprk?a 'touch' JJ 
sr s1-si:r�a 'n1ove, flow' vv 
st ha ti.-�tha:sa 'stand' Vv 
str ti-sti:r�a (no gloss) vv 
tr ti-ti:r?a 'cross' w 
vid vi-vid�a 'know' Vv 
1a 11-1a:sa 'go' vv 
JaJ i-jak�a 'sacrifice' JJ 
edh e-di-dhi�a 'thrive' JJ 
arh ar-Ji-h�a 'deserve' JJ 

b. bhr bu-bhu:r�a 'carry' w 
�u i;:u-i;:ru:?a 'hear, listen' vv 
1Dud.h 1DU-1DUtSa 'purify' .JJ 
hu Ju-hu ::;a 'sacrifice' VI/ 
k?U cu-k�u:�a (no gloss) w 
1nr mu-mu:q;a 'die' w 
smr su-smu:r?a 'remen1ber' JJ 
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(CHAPTER 14: AUTOSEGMENTS; CHAPTER 54: THE SKELETON). Derivationally, these 
models fit into three general categories: the rule-ordered copy-and-associate 
approach, the correspondence approach, and the full-<:opy approach. 

In this section, I briefly discuss how each approach \vould model Sanskrit 
reduplication, using the present stem formation of the root /tap/ 'heat'. I should 
note explicitly that of the models discussed in this section, only Steriade (1988) 
offers any detailed elaboration on the Sanskrit data. Thus, the exen1plifications 
of ho\\' other models would handle Sanskrit reduplication are dra\\'n fron\ n1y 
O\vn attempts at applying such n1odels to these data. Further, '"hile I note some 
strengths and shortcomings of each model here, l return to a fuller evaluation of 
all of them in §4, after a description of segmental processes in §3. 

2.1 Rule-ordered template satisfaction 
The rule-ordered approaches of Marantz (1982), Levin (1985), and McCarthy and 
Prince (1986) co1nbine an autosegmental ten1platic morphe1ne with a derivational 
n1odel of copy and association: the reduplicative morpheme is an empty prosodic 
shell, '"hose addition to a sten1 (7b) precipitates a copy operation that doubles 
the segmen tal melody of the root (7c). The doubled melody associates maximally 
to the template (7d), and left-over unassociated segments are erased (7e). Such 
models allow rules to precede or folio'" the copy operation, which accounts 
for the observation of a phonological process in one or both morphemes of a 
reduplicated word. 

The three derivational templatic models differ from each other in the nature of 
the template: Marantz (1982) uses a CV skeleton, Levin (1985) uses a bare X-slot 
skeleton, ,,vhile McCarthy and Prince (1986) use units of the prosodic hierarchy 
- in this case, the core syllable (one which precludes onset clusters and coda 
consonants). 

(7) Marantz Levin J\,1.cCartlzy and Prince 
a. UR /tap/ /tap/ /tap/ 

b. insert CV e v e  x x  x x x  <! "" <! 
template I I I I I I /[\ 

t a p t a p t a p 

c. copy CV e v e  x x  x x x  CJ f:\' <! 

I I I I I I /[\ 
t a p t a p  t a p  t a p  t a p t a p 

d. associate C V  eve x x  x x x  a a 

I I I I I I I I I I ;1 /[\ 
t a p t a p  t a p t a p t a p t a p 

e. stray CV eve x x  x x x  <! <! 

erasure I I I I I I I I I I ;1 /[\ 
t a p  t a p  t a p t a p  t a p t a p  
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The full-copy models are capable of capturing the syllable transfer effects dis
cussed in §4.3; indeed such data n1otivate Steriade's approach in the first place. 
However, Steriade's model suffers fro1n the ordering paradoxes discussed in 
§3.l, \vhile Inkelas and Zoll's model n1ay be troubled by the opacity found 
in the activity of the r11ki rule discussed in §3.2, and also incurs the expense of 
positing an entirely distinct phonological grammar for different morphemes 
of the same word. 

3 Segmental phonology of Sanskrit reduplication 

Whitney notes a number of seg1nental effects which interact '"ith reduplication: 

A non aspirate is substituted in reduplication for an aspirate . . .  A palatal is substi
tuted for a guttural or for h . . . Of l\vo initial consonants the second if it be a non 
nasal mute preceded by a sibilant is repeated instead of the first (1889: 222) 

He notes else\vhere that "the dental sibilant [s] is changed to the lingual [{l] if 
i.Jnn1ediately preceded by any vowel save [a] and by [k] or [r] unless the [s] 
be final followed by (r]" (1889: 61); this process, called the ruki rule by n1odern 
scholars, also interacts with reduplic<ltion. 

In this section I describe ho\v these processes interact \vith reduplication and 
evaluate ho'v well the models ill §2 capture them. I first discuss deaspiration 
and palatalization in §3.1, processes '"hich apply generally in the language to 
proximate consonants, and \vhich affect the initial consonant of the reduplica
tive consonant. I then discuss the ruki rule in §3.2, focusing on its ins tantiation 
of reduplicative overapplication. In §3.3, I discuss cluster simplification in the 
reduplicants of roots "'ith onset consonant sequences. 

3.1 Consonant dissimilation 
T\vO patterns of dissi.Jnilatory consonantal alternation are observable ill Sanskrit 
reduplication: velar root consonants and /h/ have palatals as their reduplicative 
counterparts, and aspirates have unaspirated reduplicative counterparts. Both pro
cesses are observed in all CV reduplicative forn1ations; the intensive CVC prefix 
sometimes allow's velars and aspirated consonants. 

Palatalization applies to velar consonants regardless of the nuclear VO\vel of 
the base or reduplicant (CHAPTER 71: PALATALIZATION); for exan1ple, the forn1s 
(Ja-ga1n) 'PERF-go', [ci-ki:r�a) 'oEsro-<lo', and (a-cu-krudhan1] 'AOR-get angry' 

have palatal consonants in their reduplicants. Aspiration is not copied in the re
duplicant; for example, the reduplicative consonant in [ti-stha:sa) '0Es10-stand', 
[di-dhi:r�a] '0Es10-hold', [Ja-ghasa] 'r£RF-eat', and [bi-bhf] 'rREs-bear' is unaspi.rated 
despite the aspiration ill the base. The Joss of aspiration ill the reduplicant is an 
i.J1stance of Grassn1an's Law, a general process that prevents adjacent aspirates, 
accounting for Sanskrit ex.ceptions to consonant correspondences in historical 
comparative analysis. Though a diachronic process \vhich affects the form of roots 
ill Sanskrit, its role ill reduplication suggests a synchronic sensitivity to it. An 
autosegmental dissin1ilation rule that ren1oves aspiration is provided in (13). Note 
that this rule n1ay apply regardless of the nun1ber of intervening seg1nents. 
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Consonant dissunilation creates a paradox in derivational copy-and-associate 
models such as Marantz (1982) and McCarthy and Pri11ce (1986), as well as the 
full-copy analysis of Steriade (1988). The fact that unreduplicated roots generally 
adhere to palatalization and to Grassman's La\v suggests a set of morpheme struc
ture conditions (MSCs; CHAPTER 86: MORPHEME STRUCTURE CONSTRAINTS) on the 
representation of underlying forn1s. Yet the application of these rules in redupli
cated forms requires ordering then1 after the copying operation, which duplicates 
the MSCs post-lexically. 

Consider for example the perfect stems (bi-bhed] 'PERF-split' (from I bhid /)and 
[bu-bodha] 'PERF-knO"'' (from /baudh/). Both have one aspirated consonant; 
there are no roots with hvo proxilnate aspirated consonants, a fact attributed to 
the activity of an MSC holding over underlying representations. Follovting the 
formation of the present stem \vith reduplication, the intern1ediate form /bhi-bhaid/ 
contains a sequence of aspirates, to "'hich the syndu:onic Grassman's Law must 
apply. Mean,vhile, the intermediate reduplicated form /bu-baudh/ copies an 
unaspirated consonant, so Grassman's La\v does not apply. 

(14) UR (1-ISC applies) bhid baudh 
present stem formation bhi-bhaid bu-baudh 
Grassman's La\v bi-bhaid 
other rules, output bi-bhed bu-bodh 

One resolution is to posit a unitary post-reduplicative ordering of these processes, 
'vithout any MSC. In such a scenario, without any underlying MSC, a hypothet
ical hvo-aspirate root such as /bhaudh/ is a possible lexical representation, but 
because of Grass1nan's Laiv, it "'Ould still surface as [-budh]. Hoivever, the rules 
that instantiate palatalization and Grassman's La"' must follow the copy operation, 
as forn1s like [bi-bhed] sho'v. This ordering allo,vs velars and aspirates to occur 
in reduplicants as the counterparts of ba.ses which then1selves have undergone 
these processes. In the case of hypothetical /bhaudh/, the copying process pro
duces /bhu-bhaudh/; Grassman's La"' then yields [bhu-baudh], with aspiration 
ren1ainu1g in the reduplicative [bh]. Thus, 'vithout the MSC, the rule-ordered 
approach fails to preclude a certain class of unattested reduplicated structures. 

(15) UR (no MSC) 
present sten1 formation 
Grassman's La'�' 
other rules, output 

bhaid 
bhi-bhaid 
bi-bhaid 
bi-bhed 

*bhaudh 
bhu-bhaudh 
bhu-baudh 

•bhu-bodh 

Optilnality Theory (Prince and Smolensky 1993) abandons MSCs for Richness 
of the Base, and formalizing palatalization (16a) and Grassman's Laiv (16b) as out
put constraints avoids any overgenerative result. Both constraints are respected 
in unreduplicated stems, and in each n1orphen1e of reduplicated stems. This 
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suggests that they are ranked higher than a constraint requiring faithful realiza
tion of tmderlying aspiration (16c). 

(16) a. *(VEL](VEL) 
Adjacent specifications of velar consonant place are forbidden. 

b. GRASSMAN 
Adjacent specifications of [+asp] are forbidden. 

c. MAx-IO[+asp) 
Each input [+asp] feature has a correspondent in the output. 

As summarized in (17), Grassman's La\v is respected in 1m.reduplicated \vords by 
virtue of an output-oriented constraint, and the hypothetical unreduplicated form 
/bhaudh/ would appear as [bodh-). Mean\vhile, this alternation also motivates 
faithfulness constraints to target elements other than the segment. 

(17) /bhaudh/ GRASSMAN MAx-IO[+asp] 

a. bhodh *! 

� b. bodh * 

In the .reduplicative context, these consonant alternations OlOtivate additional 
faithfulness constraints. For example, in [bi-bhed), the reduplicative [b) must be 
seen as the faithful correspondent of the base [bh]. The fact that the consonants 
have opposite specifications for [+asp] suggests that the constraint IDENT-BR[+asp], 
which requires corresponding base and reduplicative segments to have identical 
[asp] features, is violable. This is illustrated in (19), where !DENT-BR is ranked 
belo\v MAx-IO[asp]. 

(18) IDENT-BR[+asp] 
Seginents in correspondence have identical [asp] specifications. 

The interpretation of MAX-IO needs to be quite narro'v in this analysis: the 
aspiration feature on the reduplicative consonant is not to be taken as the output 
correspondent of the underlying aspiration feature. Thus, in (19b), the absence of 
aspiration in the base consonant triggers a violation of MAx-lO[+asp ). 

(19) /PRES+bhaid I GRASSMAN MAx-10( +asp) IDENT-BR[asp J 
.... a. bi-bhed * 

b. bhi-bed *! * 

c . bhi-bhed * I I 
d. bi-bed *! 

Furthermore, when we return to the hypothetical problen1 forn1 /bhaudh/, this 
additional correspondence constraint avoids the overgenerative consequence of 
the rule-ordered approach. I DENT ensures that the reduplicant has an unaspirated 
consonant to match the unaspirated consonant of the root. Thtis reduplicated and 
unreduplicated roots both respect a unitary surface-oriented instantiation of 
Grassman's La'"" in the correspondence approach. 
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(28) /PERF+smr/ MAx-10 ONSET *[+son]/ *[ +sib l I MAx-'BR 
0NS 0NS 

a. sma: -smr ' ** I •• 

""' b. sa:-smr • •• • 

c. ma: -smr ' ,.,.., • • 

d. sa:-sr •1 •• 

e. a-smr . , •• •• 

The correspondence approach restricts the cluster reduction pattern to the redu
plicative substring; it does so through the TETU interaction between markedness 
and the formal distinction bet,.veen reduplicative and base substrings. The base 
is not exceptional to the general markedness constraint, and the reduplicant is 
not subject to any morpheme-specific process. 

4 Prosodic morphology 

In addition to the seg1nental effects discussed in §3, Sanskrit reduplication pre
sents some particular challenges in its prosodic morphology. In particu lar, there 
is some morphological conditioning within the reduplicative prefix, both in its 
size and in its vocalism. In §4.1 I describe these conditions in more detail, \vhile 
§4.2 sho\vs how each of the models in §2 would handle them. Section 4.3 
describes the syllable transfer effect, with an accon1panying discussion again of 
hov.' various models n1ay or may not capture it. 

4.1 Morphological conditioning 
Despite the range of surface forms of reduplicative affixes in Sanskrit, there is 
sufficient regularity to attribute 1nuch alternation in form to phonological con
cerns, and what remains to 1norphological conditioning. There are two points of 
morphological conditioning: 'vhether the affix indicates intensive, and whetl1er 
it has a fixed vow·el. CVC-, CV:-, CVG-, VC-, and CVGi- can be treated as predictable 
alternants of the intensive prefix: most such forms never map to the other functions, 
save the CV:- alternant of tlle aorist. Conversely, no CV- prefix ever carries an 
intensive function. The ren1aining phonological alternants are then predictable 
variants of a separate reduplicative formation. Vocalism is another dimension of 
morphological conditioning: the intensive ahvays has [a], \vhile tlle desiderative 
always has a high vowel. The perfect copies the base vov.rel, but the present and 
aorist vacillate behveen a fixed vo\vel and a faithful copy. 

4.2 Patterns and templates 

Sanskrit is a. millti-pattern reduplicative systen1; such systems have received 
relatively less theoretical attention from tlleorists, but it is worth investigating how 
each of the prominent models of reduplication handles them. The templatic models 
could model a nutlti-pattern systen1 by positing distinct inputs from different redu
plicative affixes: as sh0\\'11 in (1) (repeated as (29)), the intensive is underlyingly 
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/CVX/ or cr1,µ (la), while the others are /CV I or a (lb) and (le). All reduplicants 
can then be generated by a single copying rule, but the size of the te1nplate deter
n1ines how much of the copied string persists to the surface representation. 
The template can also be used to determine the fixed vo'"el of the reduplicant; 
thus, the intensive template includes a prespecification of (a) (29a), "'hile the 
desiderative includes a [+high] specification (29b). The perfect template need only 
be CV (29c). The aorist and present formations, as "'e "'ill see, both variably 
converge with the desiderative in some cases and the perfect in others. 

(29) a. In.tensive b. Desidl•rative c. Pe1fect 

/C V X/ /CV/ /CV/ 

I I 
[a] [+high) 

However, the choice of a fixed-vov,,el or faithful-vo\vel template for the present 
and aorist stems must be left to allomorphic devices, as some formations require 
a general CV prefix, e.g. [da-da:] 'PRES-give', '"hile others call upon a fixed high
vowel prefix, e.g. [Ji-ga:] 'PRES-go'. In a copy-and-associate approach, a root must 
be specified for which of the h"o CV templates it takes 'vhen deriving the present 
or aorist stems. Further, the length alternation in the aorist motivates a rule specific 
to that formation; it must lengthen the reduplicative vowel under specific condi
tions, but it n1ust not be allowed to apply to any of the other reduplicative sten1s. 

Steriade's model uses no ten1plates to distinguish reduplicative 1norphemes. 
Instead, the i.ntensive differs from the others because of a rule whicl1 assigns a 
nuclear [a] just to that morpheme, along \Vith different licensing conditions on 
coda consonants. Fornts like [car-kar�] 'INT-plough' and [kani-krand] 'INT-cry out' 
keep their postvocalic reduplicative consonants, because intensives are not subject 
to the sante restrictions on coda consonants as perfect stems; other,.vise, the inten
sive affix 'vouJd not remain distinct from tl1e other reduplicants. Mean'"hile, though 
Steriade's focus is on the intensive and perfect markers, her model readily 
accommodates the fixed [+high] feature for the desiderative, inserting it in the 
same \vay the vowel [a] is inserted just for intensive prefixes. 

Optin1ality-theoretic 1nodels vary in their treatment of ntulti-pattern systems. 
Template constra.ints sucl1 as those in McCarthy and Prince (1993) would den1and 
that a particular reduplicative morpheme map to a specified prosodic category, 
for example foot or syllable. Sanskrit thus motivates t\vO constraints: a specific 
lNTENS1vE=crl'µ and a general REo=cr. Generalized Te1nplate Theory (Urbanczyk 
1996) '"'ould instead label the intensive as a root and the other reduplicants as 
affixes . . A general prosodic constraint would force the intensive reduplicant, by 
virtue of its being a root, to project a foot. Conversely, another constraint wouJd 
restrict other reduplicative morphemes, by virtue of their being affixes, to project 
at inost a syllable. More general approaches (Gafos 1998; Kennedy 2003) do not 
use the root vs. affix distinction for different kinds of reduplicants, and \Vi thou t 
any o:i.orphological distinction among types of affixes, they cannot niodel morpho
logically conditioned size alternation. 

To resolve this, Kennedy (2008) draws size differences from the morphological 
position of the affix relative lo the stem: reduplicative 1norphemes are either ste1n
internaJ or stein-external in this ntodel, and are thus subject to different general 
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constraints on the alignment of morphological and prosodic elements. For example, 
the Sanskrit intensive \VOuld be posited as stein-external, aligning to a foot bound
ary, and is thus relatively larger than other reduplicants which need not align to 
foot boundaries. 

To handle fixed vov.rels in reduplicants, correspondence approaches have 
three general strategies. One is to place the fixed vo,vel feature in the input 
representation of the reduplicant, in \vhich case the present affix underlyingly is 
/RED, [+high)/, while the desiderative is underlyingly /RED, [a)/. These features 
are then maintained in the reduplicative substring via faithfulness constraints. 
Alternatively, the vo,vel features could be represented as part of the template con
straint, in '''hich case one constraint encodes INTENSIVE= a��+[a) and another encodes 
DEs10£RATrv£=a+[+high), 'vhile the perfect is subject to R£o=a. The reduplicant 
thus remains segn1entally en1pty, and acquires its fixed vowel by satisfying the 
te111plate constraint. A third approach is to leave the vo,vel choice to e111ergent 
markedness constraints, which would assign vo\vels by default (Alderete et al. 
1995). Since some reduplicants contain fixed lo\v vowels and others contain fixed 
high vo"rels, this approach is not appropriate for Sanskrit. Regardless, none of these 
approaches resolves the vacillation \vithin the present and aorist stem affixes. 

4.3 Syllable transfer effects 
A final aspect of Sanskrit reduplication is the phenomenon of syllable transfer, 
discussed in depth by Steriade (1988). In short, the segn1ent which appears in the 
nucleus of the reduplicant's syllable n1ust have a base correspondent occurring 
somewhere in a rhyme, and a. base onset segment can only have a counterpart in 
the reduplicant's onset. For example, in intensives like [car-kar�) 'INT-plough' and 
[kani-krand] 'JNT-cry out', the reduplicant copies a sonorant from a rhyme position 
in the base. In contrast, in [Ja:-grah] 'INT-seize' and [sa:-smr] 'INT-re111ember', 
the base has a sonorant as part of an onset cluster which is not copied; syllable 
transfer precludes forms St.1ch as •[rr-grah] or *[iari-grah] and *[si:p-smr] or 
•[sami-smr). The same effect is seen in perfect stems: the underlying glides in rhyme 
position in roots such as /baudh/ 'kno,v' and /bhaid/ 'split' are reflected as the 
nuclei of the prefix syllable, as in [bu-bodha] 'PERF-kno\v' and [bi-bhed) 'J>ERF-split'. 
Ho\vever, the w1derlying onset glides in roots such as /svaJ/'1 'en1brace' and /khja:/ 
are not copied in [sa-sva1a] 'PER.P-embrace' and [ca-khja.u] 'PE.RF-see'. 

Of the rule-ordered models discussed here, only Steriade's full-copy approach 
handles this effect: the entire root is copied and syllabified, and the resulting 
structure is subject to a series of processes removing unlicensed material from 
the reduplicative substring. One process removes glides from onset clusters, 
turning /svai/ to /SaJ/. In contra.st, because copy-and-associate models gener
ate a segment melody and associate it to an empty prosodic template, there is 
nothing barring the association of the reduplicant melody's /v I in the melody to 
the nuclear position of the te1nplate. In other words, the copy-and-associate 
n1odel predicts fonns suc11 as •[su-sva1a] instead of [sa-svaJa] and •[sarni-s111r] or 
•[sD,:1-srnr] instead of [sa:-snl.f ]. 

N·evertheless, this generalization has some limited exceptions, as in forms such 
[su-�va:pa] 'PERF-sleep', [i-jaJa) 'PERF-offer', and [u-vasa] 'PERF-shine', "'here onset 

' See note 2, p. 2858. 
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glides do vocalize as nuclear vo;vels in the reduplicant (see CHAPTER 1s: GLIDES). 
To address this, Steriade argues that the adherence of a root to the syllable transfer 
effect is related to whether it has a distinction bet;veen its zero-grade and full
grade stems. Generally, full-grade stems include (a], and each grade is used only 
i.n specific morphosyntactic contexts, but some roots except iona lly are invariant 
across grades, keeping the [a] in both the zero and full grade. 

For example, the full-grade and zero-grade stems for /sva1/ 'embrace' converge 
upon [sa-svapt], illustrating syllable transfer, \\•ltlle the full-grade stem in [su-svapa) 
'sleep' differs fron1 the corresponding zero-grade sten1 in (su-sup ]. Steriade han
dles this by ordering perfect reduplication (30a) ahead of a ntle of Syncope (30b), 
;vhich removes unaccented [a) (thus deriving the zero grade from the full grade). 
Syncope also applies to any instances of [a) in the prefix regardless of grade, thus 
turning /svap-svap/ to /sup-svap/, in ;vhich the glide is necessarily vocalized 
- and since it is no longer part of an onset cluster, it survives the later step of 
removing unlicensed material (30c). In contrast, roots such as /svaJ/ are exceptions 
to Syncope (30b); their intermediate forms keep their /a/, and the onset /v I is 
deleted fro1n the prefix in the removal of unlicensed material (30c). 

(30) svap svap sva1 sva1 
(full grade) (zero grade) (full grade) (zero grade) 

a. perfect svap-svap svap-svap SVaJ-SVaJ sva1-sva1 
b. Syncope sup-svap sup-sup exception exception 
c. Licensing su-svap su-sup sa-sva1 sa-sva1 

Syllable transfer effects are exceptions to the typological claim made by 
Moravcsik (1978) that reduplication does not copy prosodic constituents. Sanskrit 
thus challenges the notion of template satisfaction (McCarthy and Prince 1986, 1993), 
which holds that reduplicative melodies are copied irrespective of the syllabicity 
of base seginents. Other examples of syllable transfer have been noted, such as 
in West Tarangan (Nivens 1992, 1993; Takata 1992; Takata and Takata 1992; Spaelti 
1997), Yaqui (Haugen 2003), and Temiar (Benjamin 1976; Broselow and McCarthy 
1983). Though such effects are problematic for the copy-and-associate approach, 
correspondence approaches can model syllable transfer; for exan1ple, McCarthy 
and Prince (1993, 1994) propose the constraint Sr-ROLE, which requires segments 
in base-reduplicant correspondence to occupy similar prosodic positions. This 
constraint marks structures in v»hich base onset segments have rhyme segments 
as their reduplicative correspondents, and would rule out candidates such as 
*(su-sva1a] instead of [sa-svaJa) and *(sami-s1nr] instead of [sa:-smr]. 

5 Summary 

Reduplication in Sanskrit is a rich source of data ;vith a variety of in1plications 
for phonological theories and nlodels. The very breadth of the data is daunting, 
given the variety of formations, the phonological alternations evident in each, 
and the persistent exceptionality to some generalizable patterns. Even so, the 
exceptionality is generally principled, and the system is a fruitful source of data 
on reduplicative segn1ent alternations and prosodic structure. 
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As Janda and Joseph (1986) note, a unitary notion of reduplication in Sanskrit 
is not attainable, given the larger size of the intensive marker and the appearance 
of fixed segmentism in only some of the ren1aining forn1ations. Yet the various 
formations main tain a fairly consistent respect for palatalization, Grassman's Law, 
and cluster reduction, diverging from the former tlvo only in certain examples of the 
intensive. Meanwhile, the vocalism of the present and aorist markers is not entirely 
predictable, but also not random: it ah..,ays converges with the perfect or the desider
ative vocalic pattern, and is attributable to a single point of allon1orphic variation. 

The multitude of prosodic shapes for reduplicative structures in Sanskrit is 
reducible almost to l\vo, save the weight alternation observed in the aorist marker. 
Given the general trend in phonological approaches to reduplication to reduce 
the set of prosodic targets and generalize the relationship bet\'7een reduplicative 
n1orphen1es and prosodic structure, accounting for this alternation will be a 
necessary step in any coherent theory of multi-pattern reduplication. 

The study of Sanskrit reduplication illustrates the progression of phonologica l 
theory from rule-ordered template satisfaction to generalized morphoprosodic out
put constraints. Yet in one respect, the rule-ordered approach is better equipped. 
It is only '"'ith cyclicity that the opaque interaction bet\veen reduplication and the 
ruki rule can be sensibly captured. In contrast, other aspects of Sanskrit reduplica
tion are better modeled 'vith optimality-theoretic constraints, such as Grassman's 
Law, palatalization, cluster reduction, and, ironically, the overapplication effect 
brought about by the interaction of reduplication and the ruki rule. 

Clearly, no single phonological fran1ework handles all the data flawlessly, 
though a constraint-based approach that incorporates intermediate representations 
to handle the opacity of the ruki rule, and allomorphic prespecification to handle 
variation, seems the best fit. In contrast, the two serial approaches seem less 
amenable to any theoretical repair to address their \veak spots, most notably the 
seginental phenomena discussed in §3. 

Regardless of their derivational character, n1odern generative approaches 
offer some additional insights into the data \vhich grammarians such as Whitney 
were unable to provide. Although Whitney's 0'"n approach to reduplication in 
Sanskrit was to describe it thoroughly "''ith sensible generalizations, he offered 
little more than a taxonomic list of subpatterns and the conditions under which 
they arise. In contrast, n1odern approaches have at their disposal a nun1ber of 
theoretical constrtlcts, such as the feat11re, the atltosegment, the template, the 
prosodic hierarchy, and the mora, all of which help unify this '"idely disparate 
data set, providing order to Whitney's taxonomy. 
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120 Japanese Pitch Accent 

HARUO KUBOZONO 

1 Introduction 

The goal of this chapter is to sketch Japanese pitch accent systems, focusing 
in particular on the major debates and findings in the past and the present. 

Nlany Japanese dialects, including the standard Tokyo dialect (henceforth Tokyo 
Japanese), have a lexical pitch accent, but pitch accent systems vary greatly 
from one dialect to another. This can be exe1nplified by (1), which shO\\'S ho\v 
the recent loan,vord /1na.ku.do.na.ru.do/ 'McDonald's' is pronounced in differ

ent dialects. In (1) a.nd tl1e rest of this chapter, high-pitched portions are denoted 
by capital letters, while syllable boundaries are indicated by dots "'herever 
necessary. 

(1) Tokyo 
Kyoto/Osaka 
Nagasaki 
Kagoshima 
M iyakonojo 
Koshikijima 

ma.KU.DO.NA.ru.do 
ma.ku .do.NA.ru.do 
MA.KU.DO.NA.RU.DO 
n1a.ku.do.na.RU.do 
ma.ku.do.na.ru.DO 
MA.KU.DO.na.RU.do 

Given this geographical diversity of accent patterns, it is necessary both to dis
cuss Japanese pitch accent for each dialect, and to compare different systems. 
Since much previous work has centered around the pitch accent system of 
Tokyo Japanese, we \Vil! focus on fuis systen1 in the first half of this chapter, 
'vhile discussing other systems in the second half, to illustrate the diversity of 
pitch accent in the language. 

Before going into the main discussion, let us define some basic notions (see 
CHAPTER 42: l'lTCH ACCENT SYSTEMS for more general discussion of the notion of pitch 
accent). The term "accent" is used in two different \vays in Japanese phonology. 
This can be iJJustrated by the pitch patterns in (2) in Tokyo Japanese, where 
both the presence and location of a sudden pitch fall are distinctive. In many 
generative studies of Japanese phonology, "accent" is used to refer to phono
logical prominence that is assigned to a particular position of a word. According 
to this definition, \Vords in (2a)-(2c) have an "accent" on a particular syllable or 
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mora; this position is phonologically marked as "accented" since pitch abruptly 
falls ilnmediately after it. On the other hand, (2d) has no accent, i.e., /sakana/ is an 
"unaccented '"ord," since no abrupt pitch fall occurs even if a particle is attached 
to it (/ ga/ is a nomi11ative particle). 

(2) word surface pitch accent representation 
a. inoti Inoti-ga i.no.ti 'life' 
b. kokoro koKOro-ga ko.k6.ro 'heart' 
c. otoko oTOKO-ga o.to.k6 'man' 
d. sakana saKANA-GA sa.ka.na 'fish' 

In addition to this definition, the term "accent" has conventionally been used 
more loosely to refer to the overall pitch pattern or shape of a word. According 
to this definition, every "'ord in (2) has an accent: even the so-called "unaccented 
'"ord" in (2d) has an accent in the sense that it has a fixed pitch pattern with which 
it must be pronounced. To avoid confusion, I \viJI adopt the first definition of 
the term in this chapter, \Vhile using the term "pitch pattern" or "accent pattern" 
to refer to the surface pitch pattern of 'vords. 

Japanese pitch accent as defu1ed in this '"ay is different from \•vord stress 
in English, in that its phonetic correlate is priinarily pitch or fundan1ental fre
quency (FO) and is independent of duration or intensity (Beckn121n 1986; see also 
CHAPTER 39: STRESS: PHONOTACTIC AND PHONETIC EVIDENCE). This phonetic nature 
of pitch accent is supposedly consistent across dialects. 

This chapter is organized as follows. In the next section, \l'e vvill briefly consider 
a typology of Japanese pitch accent systen1s, including that of Tokyo Japanese. 
§3 discusses various aspects of Tokyo Japanese, focusing in particular on past 
debates about accent computation and representation. §4 and §5 describe other 
prosodic systems, to illustrate the diversity of pitch accent in the language. 
Kagoshllna and Koshiki.jilna Japanese are chosen in these sections as typical 
exan1ples of pitch accent systen1s "'hich are strikingly different from that of Tokyo 
Japanese. The final section summarizes the main points, as well as some issues 
for future "'Ork. 

2 Typology of Japanese pitch accent systems 

Based on the number of lexical pitch contrasts, U"'ano (1999) proposes a dichotomy 
of Japanese pitch accent systems: multiple-pattern systems vs. N-pattern systen1s 
(where N can be any integer starting from one). In the forn1er type, the nun1ber 
of contrastive patterns varies depending on the phonological length of the word. 
The accent system of nouns in Tokyo Japanese is a typical example of this type, 
smce lexical contrasts increase in number as words become longer. On the other 
hand, N-pa ttern systems have a fixed number of lexical pitch contrasts, which is 
i11dependent of the phonological length of words. For exrunple, the Miyakonojo 
dialect spoken in Miyazaki Prefecture m the south of Japan has a one-pattern 
system '"'here every '"ord has a high pitch on the final mora, as illustrated in (3). 
In this system, the pitch feature need not be specified for each \vord m the 
lexicon, sil1ce it can be assigned by a redw1dancy rule (see CHAPTER i: FEATURE 
SPECIFICATION AND UNDERSPECIFICATION). 
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accent patterns for nouns of n syllables, where n represents an integer equal 
to or greater than one (McCa\'tley 1968; Akinaga 1985; Shibatani 1990; U\vano 
1999).' Thus 1nonosyllabic words have two distinctive pitch patterns, as in (6a), 
disyllabic nouns have three, as in (6b ), and trisyllabic nouns have four, as in 
(6c), etc. Each case involves a contrast in accentedness, i.e. bet"'een accented and 
unaccented patterns; disyllabic or longer nouns additionally involve a contrast 
in accent position. Phonetic patterns are sho\vn in parentheses. In the rest of 
this chapter, unaccented \vords are marked \vith a superscript circle (0) for the 
sake of description. 

(6) a. hf-ga (HI-ga) 'fire-NOM' 
hi0-ga (hi-GA) 'sLtn-NOM' 

b. aki-ga (Aki-ga) 'autu1nn-NOM' 
akf-ga (aKI-ga) '\veariness-NOM' 

k"O a l -ga (aKJ-CA) 'vacancy-NOM' 
c. fnoti-ga (Inoti-ga) 'life-NoM' 

kok6ro-ga (koKOro-ga) 'heart-NoM' 
otok6-ga (oTOKO-ga) 'man-NOM' 
sakana0-ga (saKANA-GA) 'fish-NOM' 

The n. + 1 rule holds for nouns, but not for verbs and adjectives. Verbs and 
adjectives in Tokyo Japanese have only t\VO pitch patterns, irrespective of their 
length. They exhibit a contrast in accentedness, just like nouns, but not in accent 
position, as accented verbs and adjectives are accented on the penultimate n1ora, 
as shO\Vn in (7) (see also CHAPTER 102: CATEGORY-SPECIFIC EFFECTS). 
(7) a. Verbs 

accented 
naru 'to be con1pleted' 
hareru 'to clear up' 
aruku 'to walk' 

b. Adjectives 
accented 
atui 
umai 

'hot' 
'tasty' 

unaccented 
naru0 
hareru0 
akeru0 

'to ring' 
'to become swoUen' 
'to open' 

unaccented 
atui0 
an1ai0 

'thick' 
'sweet' 

Research on pitch accent in Tokyo Japanese has centered around the following 
four questions: (i) how to derive surface pitch patterns, (ii) ho"' to generalize 
accentual phenomena into accent rules, (iii) hovt to account for the distribution of 
unaccented words as opposed to accented ones, and (iv) ho'" to compute accent 
pa.tterns in a theoretica l frame,vork. Due to limitations of space, "'e \viii focus on 
the first three questions in the following sections. 

3.1 Accent-to-pitch conversion 

Traditionally, the four pitch patterns in (2) have been represented as in (8), \vhere 
every mora is assigned either a high tone (H) or a lo'" tone (L) (Haraguchi 1977). 

' Th.is rule does not hold for relatively long words and compound nouns, as we will see in §3.2.4. 
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nouns -"rhether native, SJ, or foreign- can remain unspecified as long as they obey 
the accent rule in (lOa), while other accented nouns are marked in the lexicon as 
to their accent location. This analysis entails that native nouns prin1arily differ frou1 
loanwords in the extent to 'vhich lexical exceptions are pernutted: the former group 
permits a greater number of lexically marked words than the latter group. 

This idea leads to a sparsely specified representation like the one in (11), '"here 
• denotes a floating accent that is not linked to any particular position of the word 
in the lexicon (Kubozono 2008b). In other words, • marks a word as accented, 
but "'ithout saying '"'here it is accented. This floating accent - or unlinked high 
tone - is subsequently anchored on a particular position by the antepenultirnate 
accent rule. 

(11) inoti•, kok6ro, otok6, sakana 

This representation is crucially different from those in (9), in that it treats the 
antepenultimate pattern as a default pattern for accented nouns. In other '"ords, 
it predicts that ne'"' nouns will take this accent pattern if they are accented at 
all. This prediction can be readily borne out by an analysis of nonsense nouns 
such as /go.re.se/ and /n1a.ta.go.ra.sa/, which display a strong bias towards 
the antepenultimate pattern (Tanaka 1996). The representation in (11) is also 
compatible '"'ith the fact that accent patterns are asymmetrically distributed if 
their frequencies are considered, namely, that the antepenultin1ate pattern pre
dicted by (lOa) accounts for a majority of accented nouns, irrespective of the 
lexical stratun1 they belong to (Kubozono 2006a, 2006b, 2008b ). 

The analysis of lexical specification in (ll) implies that nouns in Tokyo 
Japanese permit only two productive accent patterns in addition to lexically 
marked ones. vVhat this means is that nouns in this dialect basically constitute 
a t\vo-pattern accent systen1 like adjectives and verbs of the san1e dialect, as \veil 
as all \Vords in Kagoshin1a Japanese (see (4) above and §4 below). In all these 
systems, the contra.st between accented and unaccented patterns - equivalently, 
presence or absence of an abrupt pitch fall in phonetic terms - is relevant, 
\vhereas the position of accent (or pitch fall) is largely redundant. The accent 
system of nouns in Tokyo Japanese differs from that of adjectives and verbs in 
the sa1ne dialect and the system of Kagosllima primarily in the extent to '"'hich 
lexical exceptions are permitted: the forn1er system. permits a greater number 
of lexically marked '"ords than the latter hvo systems. 

3.2.2 Exceptions to the antepenultirnate rule 
Returning to the loanword accent in (lOa), '"e must not overlook the fact that this 
rule admits a fairly large number of exceptions (CHAPTER 106: EXCEl'TIONALITY). 
There are at least three groups of exceptions '"hich can be accounted for by 
linguistic factors. 

The first group consists of unaccented loanwords such as /amerika0 / 'America' 
and /monariza0 I 'Mona Lisa'. Generally speaking, the ratio of the unaccented 
pattern is rel.a.lively low in loanwords -abou.t 10 percent, according to Sibata (1994) 
- but this ratio varies greatly, depending on the length and syllable structure of 
the '"ord. We '"ill consider these phonological factors in detail in §3.3.l. 

A second group of exceptions to the antepenulti.mate accent rule in (lOa) con
sists of trin1oraic loanwords n1ade up of a sequence of light and heavy syllables. 
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Loan,vords of this phonological structure fall into two accent classes, those that 
obey the antepenultirnate rule in (lOa) and those that do not. Typically, the 
forn1er class contains an underlying vowel in the initial syllable, '''lille the latter 
contains an epenthetic vo,.vel in the same position (Kubozono 2001, 2006a).' 
These hvo cases are illustrated in (12). 

(12) a. se.dan 'sedan' b. tu.in 't"vin' 
ha.,vai 'Ha\\Taii' to.rai 'try' 
de.byuu 'debut' do.rai 'dry' 
ka.nuu 'canoe' gu.ree 'grey' 
gf.taa 'guitar' bu.ruu 'blue' 
p(1.rin 'pudding' do.r6o 'draw' 

The examples in (12) may seem to suggest that epenthetic vowels tend to avoid 
bearing an accent (CHAPTER 67: VOWEL EPENTHESIS), but the facts are not that 
simple. An epenthetic vowel ca.n, and actuaUy does, bear an accent if it is foUowed 
by a sequence of light syllables, as in (13). 

(13} ku.ra.su 'class' 
d6.re.su 'dress' 
pu.ra.mu 'plum' 
d6.ra.mu 'drum' 

The irregular accent pattern in (12b} emerges if the follo,ving two conditions 
are 1net: (i) the initial syllable contains an epenthetic vo,vel, and (ii) the follow
ing syllable is heavy. In other words, a pe.nulti.Jnate light syllable attracts word 
accent more strongly than a final heavy syllable, but this strength relation is 
reversed if the light syllable contains an epenthetic vowel. This shows an inter
esting interaction bet,veen syllable '''eight and the nature of the vowel (epenthetic 
vs. non-epenthetic) i..11 accent assignment. 

A certain type of four-mora or longer loan\vord constitutes a third group of 
exceptions to the antepenultirnate rule in (lOa). These exceptions typically end 
in a sequence of a light syllable plus a heavy one, as exemplified in (14): O'H 
and aLstand for heavy (birnoraic) and light (monomoraic} syllables, respectively. 
Words in (14a) end in a sequence of light syllables follo\ved by a heavy syllable, 
whereas those il1 (14b) i.J1volve a heavy-light-heavy sequence i..11 the san1e position. 
Unlike the \vords in (lOb ), these loan,vords are accented not on the syllable con
taining the antepenultimate mora, but one syllable to the left. 

(14) a. aLaLaH # 
bf.gi.naa 
t6.ro.fii 
su.ri.raa 

'beginner' 
'trophy' 
'thriller' 

b. aHaLa.,41 

fn.ta.byuu 
g6o.ri.kii 
baa.ku.ree 

'intervie'"', 

'Gorky (Russian "'titer}' 
'Berkeley' 

Statistical study has sho"'n that this "pre-antepenultirnate" accent pattern is much 
more con1ffion than the antepenultimate pattern il1 (15) for the two prosodic 
structures (Kubozono 1996; Katayan1a 1998; Shinohara 2000; Tanaka 2008). 

'1 /ta.bli.ll/ 'taboo' is one of t11e fevv· \\lords that sho\v final accent e\1en though the initial VO\\rel is 
not epenthetic. 
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(15) a. bi.ta.min 
, a.se.an 

pi.ka.tyuu 

'bitamin' 
'ASEAN' 
'Pi.kachu' 

b. ren.t6.gen 
baa.be.kyuu 
kuu.de.taa 

'X rays' 
'barbecue' 
'a coup' 

Not surprisingly, many \vords of the phonological structures in question fluctuate 
ben11een the 1\110 accent patterns, as sho,vn in (16). As the pre-antepenultimate 
pattern tends to be preferred by yow1g speakers, the variations in (16) suggest 
that the pre-antepenulti.Jnate pattern in (14) represents a ne\ver accent pattern and 
is replacing the traditional antepenultimate pattern sho,.vn in (15). 

(16) a. do.ra.gon 
a.re.ru.gii 
re.ba.non 

- d6.ra.gon 
- a.re.ru.gii 
- re.ba.non 

b. myuu.zi.syan - n1yuu.zi.syan 
en.de.baa - en.de.baa 
kaa.di.gan - kaa.di.gan 

3.2.3 Comparison ivith the Latin rule 

'dragon' 
'allergy' 
'Lebanon' 
'n1usician' 
'(space shuttle) Endeavor' 
'cardigan' 

It is in1portant to pomt out here a strikmg sinUlarity beh.veen the Japanese 
antepenultirnate rule in ( lOa) and the accent rule of Latin in (17) (Kubozono 1996, 
1999). The Latin accent rule is known to be shared by English and many other 
languages of the \vorld (Hayes 1995). 

(17) Latin accent rule (Prmce and Sn1olensky 1993; Hayes 1995) 

Accent falls on the penultimate syllable if it is heavy; otherwise, it falls on 
the antepenultimate syllable (\11hether it is heavy or light). 

Although the nvo rules might look quite different at a glance, they have m fact 
much m common. This can be seen from (18) and (19), "'here the effects of the 
hvo rules are compared •vith reference to the three syllables in word-final 
position:5 underlined syllables are those to '"hich an accent is assigned by 
each rule. 

(18) Effects of the Japanese antepenultimate accent rule in (lOa) 

a. . . .  a Ha �,a1-rtl e. . . .  a1.1rri,a1.r# 
b. . . .  crHcrHa1.# f. . . .  aHa1.a1.# 
c. . . .  cr,_g:HcrH# g. . . .  cr,_g:LcrH# 
d. . . .  cr,_g:HcrL# h. . . .  crLcrLcrL# 

(19) Effects of the Latin accent rule in (17) 

a. . . .  crHg:HaH# e. . . .  g:Hcr1.a� 
b. . . .  crHcrHaL# f. . . .  aHa1.a1.# 

C. . . .  OiJIHOH# g. . . .  crLcrLcrH# 
d. . . .  cr,_g:HcrL# h. . . .  crLcrLcrL# 

5 Superl1eavy, i.e. trin1oraic, S}'·Uables are exclL1ded here, since tl1ere are severe resh·ictions on this 
struchue in Japanese, just •S in many other languages. See Kubozono (1999) for a full discussion. 
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b. 

c. 
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hime 'princess' kaguya-hirne 
sirayuki-hime 

sikf 'ceren1ony' soh1gy60-siki 
nyuugaku-siki 

ko0 'child' tinomf-go 
minasi-go 

musi0 'bug, insect' kabut6-musi 
tent6o-musi 

lnitial-nccenting 1norphemes 
neko 'cat' perusya-neko 

maneki-neko 
gasu 'gas' metan-gasu 

De-accenting morphemes 
ir6 'color' 

t6o 'party' 

g6 '\vord, language' 

puropan-gasu 

orenzi-iro0 
nezumi-iro0 
mi.nsyu-too0 
kyooiva-too0 
nil1on-go0 
tyuugoku-go0 

'Princess Kaguya' 
'Snoiv \!Vhite' 
'graduation cere1nony' 
'entrance ceremony' 
'infant' 
'orphaned child' 
'beetle' 
'ladybird' 

'Persian cat' 
'cat with a beckoning paw' 
'methane gas' 
'propane gas' 

'orange color' 
'gray' 
'Democratic Party' 
'Republican Party' 
'Japanese language' 
'Chinese language' 

Under this analysis, all monomoraic and bin1oraic n1orphe1nes are marked in 
the lexicon as to their accentual behavior in co1npounds. An alternative view to 
this idea of exhaustive specifications in the lexicon is that only morphemes of the 
type in (20c) are lexically marked, "'hile other types of morphemes lack such 
lexical specifications (Kubozono 1997). This underspecification analysis is based 
on the general observation that all "initial-accenting" n1orphemes are invariably 
initially accented when they are pronounced in isolation (although not neces
sarily vice versa),6 as \veil as the observation that (20a) represents the default 
accent pattern of compound nouns 'vith a short N2 (Akinaga 1985). 

Adopting these hvo observations, the hvo compound accent patterns in 
(20a) and (20b) can be largely con1puted by rule or constraint interaction in 
an optimality-theoretic framework (Prince and Sn1olensky 1993). Descriptively, 
(20a) and (20b) can be derived by the ruJes in (21), which are based on two notions, 
the syllable and the (birnoraic) foot (Kubozono 1997)?·8 

• Some bimoraic morphemes fail to keep their non-final at·cent in compounds and attract a default 
compo<md accent immedfotely before them instead: e.g. /sinlyukj/ 'white snow' + /hime/ 'princess' 
-> /sirayuki-hime/, '/sirayuki-hime/ 'Snow �Vhite'. Initially accented morphemes of this type must 
be n1arked in tl1e lexico11. 
1 Poser (1990) introduces the notion of foot iJHo the analysis of Japanese accent, to account for the 
accent patterns shO\\'n b}'· con1pound nouns ,.,,.ith a long Nu in particl1lar. He specifically assunles tl1at 
the final bimoraic foot is invisible to the compound accent rule that applies to compound nouns with 
a long N2• tfowe\rer, the generalization of compottnd accent .proposed in this chapter is different from 
Poser's in assuming that N,'s accent on its penultimate mora can be preserved in compounds unless 
it is on the very final syllable. • The rule in (2lb) is here stated descriptively, and can be formal.Ly understood as resulting from 
the interaction of se\reral co·nstraints, including NON-FINALITY and fOOTfOR�f, as \•vell as accentttal 
<'Onstraints (see Kubozono 1995, 1997, and Ito ct al. 1996 for a proposal in this <Lirection). 
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(24) a. ti[nomi]-go 
in[dasu]-[ga,va] 
sotu[gy6o ]-[sikij 

b. yan1a-[6to ]ko 
minami-[ame)[rika) 

In terms of lexical specification, none of the N2s in these compound nouns need to 
be marked in the lexicon with respect to the compound accent behavior they exhibit. 
Rather, their con1poiu1d accent behavior can be readily con1puted on the basis of 
their phonological structure. All in aU, compound nouns \vith a short N2 and those 
\vith a long N2 can be grouped together 'vith respect to their compound accent 
patterns. Those 'vith a short N2 permit lexical exceptions to the generalization in 
(21), Le. unaccented compotu1ds like (20c), but their accent patterns are other
wise the same as those of compound nouns 'vith a long N2• VVe will develop this 
generalization further in §3.3.4, "'here unaccented compounds are discussed. 

Finally, the descriptive generalization in (21) has a further advantage in 
allo,ving us to capture the fundamental similarity between the compound accent 
rules and the accent rule for simplex nouns, i.e. the antepenultin1ate rule given 
in (lOa). ln fact, the antepenultimate rule has basically the same effects as the 
rule in (2lb), as can be seen from the foot stn1cture of the loan,vords in (25) 
(= (10b)). This is not accidental, but simply reflects the fact that the accent rule 
for accented simplex nouns and that for morphologically con1plex nouns have 
basically the same nature: they both put an accent maximally to,vards the end 
of the word (edgemostness), while avoiding the final position aligned with the 
right edge of the 'vord (non-finality). 

(25) [ba.na]na 
[kaJ1a]da 
o(ren]zi 

\va[sin][ton) 
[ba.do J[min)[ton] 
(pai](nap )(pu.ru) 

In sum, the accent rules for compound nouns and the rule for accented simplex 
nouns only differ in (21a): simplex \vords are free from this faithfulness principle, 
which is a natural consequence resulting fron1 the morphological non-complexity 
of sin1plex nouns. 

3.3 Unaccented words 
I have so far deferred the discussion of unaccented \vords, words that are 
pronounced with a flat pitch pattern even \vhen a particle is attached to them. 
About half of the vocabulary of Tokyo Japanese belongs to this accent category 
(Hayashi 1982: 331). Presence or absence of a lexical pitch accent is contrastive, 
and in fact accounts for most homophonous "'Ord pairs that can be accentually 
distinguished: e.g. /ame/ 'rain' vs. /ame0 I 'candy', /hana/ 'flower' vs. /hana0 I 
'nose', /sensi/ 'soldier' vs. /sensi0 I 'death in battle'. The 1nain question in this 
research area then is when the seemingly peculiar class of unaccented words occurs 
and to \vhat extent their distribution can be predicted by linguistic factors. 

The distinction bet"1een accented and unaccented words seems arbitrary and 
iten1-specific in the native and SJ strata of the lexicon, as can be seen from the 
hon1ophonous \\'Ord pairs given above and below: /naru/ 'to be con1pleted' vs. 
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(34) a. Tone A 
A.ka 
a.KA-pen 
a.ka-SIN.goo 
aka-en.PI.tu 

'red' 
'red pen' 
'red signal' 
'red pencil' 
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aka-en. pi.tu-MON.dai 'red pencil problem' 
b. Tone B 

a.O 
a.o-PEN 
a.o-si..n.GOO 
a.o-en.pi.TU 
a.o-en.pi.tu-mon.DAI 

'blue, green' 
'blue pen' 
'green signal' 
'blue pencil' 
'blue pencil problem' 

This rule is, in a sense, a mi..rror-in1age of the co1npou.nd accent rule in Tokyo 
Japanese. In Tokyo, the compoiu1d accent rule only considers the phonological 
structure of the final constituent (N2), so that compounds basically take one and 
the same accent pattern if they share an N2 (see (20) and (27), for example). 

Kagoshuna Japanese employs the opposite strategy, '"hereby it considers the 
initial constituent, keeping its prosodic feature u1 compounds. Interestingly, 
the tonal feature of the initial morpheme is realized at the very end of the 
compound in this system. Take the two morphemes /A.ka/ and /a.0/ in (34), 
for example. Compound nouns starting "'ith I A.ka/ bear a high pitch on their 
penultimate syllable, no matter ho"' long they may be. Sin1ilarly, compounds 
starting \vith I a.O I are high-pitched on their final syllable. Since compound 
nouns can consist of three or n1ore n1orphen1es and hence can be very long, 
the speaker must remember the tonal property of the initial morpheme up to the 
very end of long expres.sions. 

Finally, Hirayama's La'v also applies to phrasal expressions in Kagoshima 
Japanese. As illustrated in (35), basic syntactic phrases (bunsetsu), consistu1g of a 
content \vord plus one or 1nore particles, undergo the con1pound tone rule. Thus 
syntactic phrases beginni.ng 'vith a Tone A morpheme all take Tone A, realizing 
a high pitch on the penultimate syllable within the phrasal domain. Similarly, 
those beginning 'vith a Tone B n1orpheme all take Tone B, with a high pitch on 
their very final syllable. 

(35) a. A.ka 
a.KA-ga 
a.ka-KA.ra 
a.ka-SIN.goo 
a.ka-sin.GOO-ga 
a.ka-en.PI.tu 
a.ka-en.p i. tu -KA.ra 

b. a.O 
a.o-GA 
a.o-ka.RA 
a.o-sin.GOO 
a.o-sill.goo-GA 
a.o-en.pi.TU 
a.o-en.pi.tu-ka.RA 

'red' 
'red-NOM' 
'from red' 
'red signal' 
'red signal-NoM' 
'red pencil' 
'from (the) red pencil' 
'blue, green' 
'blue-NOJ11' 
'from blue' 
'green signal' 
'green signal-NoM' 
'blue pencil' 
'fron1 (the) blue pencil' 
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b. Tone B 
O.to.KO 
NI. vV A. to.RI 
NI.vVA.tol 
SEN.seI 
HA.RU.YA.su.!Vll 

(o.to.KO) 
(ni.wa.to.Rl) 
(ni.\va.TOI) 
(sen.SE!) 
(ha .ru .ya.su .!Vll) 
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'n1an' 
'chicken' 
'chicken (coll. form)' 
'teacher' 
'spring vacation' 

The basic rule e1nployed here is to start "'ords "'ith a high pitch and have one 
lo,v-pitched portion before the second peak starts (Kubozono 2008a).21 In auto
segmental terms, this means that high tone cannot spread onto a syllable that 
is adjacent to another high tone.22 This is true of both tonal types, Tone A and 
Tone B, which are differentiated basically by the loci of the second peak. It 
must be noted in this connection that the ]o,v-pitched portion is a syllable-sized 
unit rather than a mora, as shown by the following fortns. 

(42) a. 

b. 

KE.da.MOn 
KE.da.MOn-ga 
KE.DA.mon-KA.ra 
E.FU.bii.Ai 
E.FU.bii.Ai-ga 
E.FU.Bil.ai-KA.ra 

'\vikl animal' 
'\vild animal-Not.1' 
'from (the) wild an.i.n1al' 
'FBI' 
'FBl-NoM' 
'from FBI' 

There are t\'l'O interesting facts to note about the second peak. One of them is the 
fact that non-syllabic moras like the moraic nasal and the second n1ember of long 
vowels a.nd diphthongs can form the second peak in Tone B \vords, but not in 
Tone A "'Ords. Thus, word-final moras in /mi.kan/ in (40b), /ni."'a.toi/ and 
/sen.sei/ in (41b), constitute a second peak on their O\vn, but the penultimate 
moras in /ke.da.mon-ga/ and /e.fu.bii.ai-ga/ in (42) cannot.23 In the latter case, 
the high pitch moves one mora to the left, so that the antepenultimate n1ora con
stitutes the second peak on its own. In both Tone A and Tone B, the second peak 
is ahvays monomoraic, but the t\VO tonal patterns exhibit an asymmetry. 

This asymmetry is interesting in itself, but more interesting is the fact that the 
first peak is ahvays dependent on the second peak. Compare the nvo forms in 
(43), the second of which is a colloquial form of the first. 

(43) a. KE.DA.mo.NO-ga 'wild animal-NOM' 
b. KE.da.MOn-ga 

Although these two forms consist of the same nun1ber of n1oras, the first high 
pitch is on /ke.da/ in (43a), but on /ke/ in (43b). This difference directly reflects 
the difference in the second peak, which is on /no/ in (43a), but on /mo/ in (43b). 
This indicates that the domain of the first high pitch can be computed on the 

'' Kubozono's (2008a) work is based on his fieldwork data obtained in Teu,ohi, a small village located 
at the southern edge o( the Koshikijima Islands. " Myers (J.990) repo�ts a sim.i\ar phenomenon in SJ,ona, a Bantu .language spokeJ\ in z;mbabwe. ·i.; Conseql1ently, t11e pent1lrin1ate mora is high in /KE.DA.010.NO-ga/ ',vild animal-NO!l.1'1 llut the 
antepenultimate mora is high in its colloqu.ial form /KE.da.MOn-ga/. 
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basis of the position of the second peak. The whole strategy can be summed up 
as follows. 

(44) a. Assign a high pitch (second peak) to the final 1nora in Tone B \vords 
and to the penultimate mora in Tone A '"ords. 

b. If the second peak is on a non-syllabic mora in Tone A words, the 
peak moves one mora to the left, i..e. to the syllabic mora of the same 
syllable. 

c. Keep one syllable lo,,v-pitched before the second peak. 
d. Assign a high pitch (first peak) to '"ord-initial syllables up to the 

lo"'-pitched syllable defined in (c). 

This right-to-left computation means that the second peak phonologically 
dominates the first peak. This may not be very surprising in itself, but its real 
significance lies in the fact that the do1ninance relationship between the t\vo 
peaks is reversed in sentence-level phonology. In a sequence of phrases, every 
phrase except the sentence-final one can have only one peak and it is always 
the second peak that disappears (Kubozono 2008a). This is illustrated in (45), 
'"here some nouns in (41) are follo"red by the nominative marker /ga/ and put 
in the carrier sentence / . . .  ga mi.eta/ ' . . .  \vas seen' (/1ni.e.ta/ is a Tone B verb). 
The forms in parentheses represent the tonal forn1s '"hen the noun-NOM phrases 
are pronounced in isola tion. 

( 45) a. Tone A 
KE.DA.mo.no-ga Ml.e.T A 
(KE.DA.mo.NO-ga) 
KE.da.mon-ga !Vll.e.T A 
(KE.da.MOn-ga) 

b. Tone B 
Nl.WA.TO.ri-ga 1\11.e.TA 
(Nl.WA.TO.ri-GA) 
Nl.WA.toi-ga Ml.e.TA 
(Nl.W A.toi-GA) 

'a wild animal \vas seen' 
'\vild animal-NoM' 
'a wild animal \vas seen' 
'wild ani1nal-NOM (coll)' 

'a chicken \vas seen' 
'chicken-NOM' 
'a chicken was seen (coll)' 
'chicken-NOl-1. (col l)' 

Words and phrases tl1us lose one of their rnro high-pitched portions when 
tliey appear in the non-final position of a sentence. It is of special interest that a 
phonologically don1inant peak (the second peak) is defeated by a less dominant 
peak (the first peak) in sentence-level phonology. 

6 Conclusion 

In this chapter we have considered some pitch accent systems of Japanese, focus
ing on the n1ajor debates and findings in the past and present. The first half 
of the chapter discussed the accent systeo1 of Tokyo Japanese, the dialect most 
extensively studied in the literature of Japanese phonetics and phonology. One 
of the most important findings about this dialect is that accent patterns, includ
ing the unaccented one, can be predicted by the linguistic structure of words. 
Another crucial point is that 1nany seen1i.ngly different accent rules can be 
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generalized if we incorporate the foot as a relevant prosodic unit in the language. 
Specifically, the so-called antepenultimate accent rule and the set of compound 
accent rules can be generalized '"ith one another and can be expressed by general 
notions such as non-finality and edgemostness. 

The second half of the chapter described the pitch accent systems of Kagoshima 
and Koshikijima Japanese, to illustrate the diversity of prosodic systems in the 
language. Unlike Tokyo Japanese, these dialects have a hvo-pattern system, a 
systen1 that exhibits only two distinctive pitch patterns irrespective of the length 
of the word. 

There are many important issues that must be addressed in the future . .In 
empirical studies, the most important issue concerns endangered dialects and their 
prosodic systems. While son1e dialects such as Tokyo Japanese and Kagoshima 
Japanese have been sh1died in considerable depth in the literahrre, there are 
many regional dialects that remain largely unstudied or even undocun1ented. 
Extensive data must be collected about these dialects before they become 
extinct. Serious analyses of these dialects may shed a ne'" light on the typology 
of Japanese pitch accent systems, as well as on the typology of prosodic systems 
in general. It is equally iJnportant to look at the endangered dialects from a 
sociolinguistic perspective, by exanlining how their pitch accent systen1s change 
under exposure to standard Tokyo Japanese. 

There are also interesting questions that remain unans\vered about the 
theoretical aspect of Japanese pitch accent. One of them is ho'" to formalize pitch 
accent rules of the language in the non-derivational frarne\vork of Optin1ality 
Theory (Kubozono 1995, 1997; Katayama 1996; Shinohara 2000). Ho\v to account 
for the underspecification of lex.ical accent i.n a theoretical frame�vork is also 
an important issue for future \VOrk. 
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121 Slavic Palatalization 

}ERzy RUBACH 

1 Introduction 

Slavic languages more than any other languages contribute to the understanding 
of palatalization processes (see also CHAPTER 71: PALATALTZATTON). The historical 
source language - Common Slavic - exhibited several different types of palatal
ization, and these are reflected in the phonology of its descendants. Palatalization 
can affect all consonants, producing changes that are either allophonic or phone-
1nic. The determination of whether a change is allophonic or phonenuc depends 
on the system of contrasts in a given language. Looking at /s z t d/ as examples, 
the identical outcomes have a different status in Russian and Polish. I call the type 
of palatalization exhibited in (1) Surface Palatalization. The environments are 
discussed in §2. 

(l) Surface Palatalization 

a. Russian (phone111ic palatalization) 
s z t d � si zi ti di 

b. Polish (allophonic palatnlizahon) 
s z t d � si zi ti di 

The difference behveen (la) and (lb) is that pala talized consonants are members 
of the phonemic inventory in Russian but not in Polish. In Polish, a phonemic 
effect of palatalization for the inputs in (1) yields prepalatal fricatives and affricates. 
I call this process Coronal Palatalization.'' 

(2) Coronal Palatalization in Polish 
s z t d � � z t� dz 

How is it possible for Polish to have both types of palatalization: allophonic (lb) 
and phonemic (2)? The question is intriguing because the environments in '"'hich 

1 Coronal Palatalization did not exist in Common Slavic. It is a later development that occurred in 
some Sla,ric langtiages. 
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(lb) and (2) apply are virtually the same (see §2). Answering this question is a 
challenge for the researcher, regardless of 'vhat theoretical frame'"'ork is assun1ai. 

Velars can undergo two different kinds of palatalization in addition to Surface 
Pala talization (3a). I will identify then1 by the traditional nan1es: First Velar Palatal
ization and Second Velar Palatalization. The example in (3) is the velar stop /k/. 

(3) a. Surface Palatalization 
k -7 ki 

b. First Velar Palatalization 
k -7 if 

c. Second Velar Palatalization 
k --+  ts 

The challenge is ho'v to distinguish the three kinds of palatalization in (3) \vhen 
they occur in overlapping environments in a single language.2 The problem is 
coo�pounded by the fact that the outputs of First Velar Palatalization and Second 
Velar Palatalization do not always bear the feature [-back] that is expected to 
characterize the outcome of a palatalization process. 

Palatalization processes may differ in different Slavic languages in all four 
relevant ways: \Vith regard to the input, the output, the environment, and the 
domain. For example, i.n Polish, the inputs to Coronal Palatalization (2) are 
dental fricatives, stops, and sonorants, \vhile in Slovak, the class of inputs is 
limited to /t d n 1/. In Czech, on the other hand, the inputs are /t d n r/, so /r/ 
but not /l/ undergoes palatalization. 

Looking at /t d/ as examples of inputs to Coronal Palatalization, the outputs 
in Slovak and Czech are the prepala tal stops [ti di], where underlining denotes 
that the stops are prepalatal rather than dental. In Eastern Polish /t d/ change 
into dental affricates [tsi dzi], whereas in Standard Polish they change into 
prepalatal affricates [t� di). 

The environn1ents for palatalization are invariably front vo\vels and glides 
(see also CHAPTER 75: CONSONANT-VOWEL PLACE FEATURE INTERACTIONS), but 
languages differ from each other \vith regard to their front vowel inventory. 
For example, Slovak has three front vo,vels /i E re/ and, predictably, they all 
cause palatalization (see §4). Russian lacks Ice/, so its palatalization triggers 
are the vowels /i £/. More intriguing is the situation '"here only a subset of 
front vowels in a given language induces palatalization. This is exemplified by 
Ukrainian, "''hicl1 has /i e/, but only /ii triggers palatalization. Similarly, Polish 
Surface Palatalization applies only before /i/ (and /j/) but not before /E/ (see 
§2). Finally, palatalization before front vo,vels may be different from palataliza
tion before /j/, a process that is called Iotation (Steele 1973). This is illustrated 
in (4), where I look at dental obstruents in Polish. 

(4) a. Coronal Palatalization in Polish 
s z t d --+ � i ti; di I _ i � 

b. Iotation in Polish 
s z t d --+ f 3 ts dz I _ j 

., The example here is Polish. The added difficulty is that (If! and (ts! are hard (velarized) rather than 
soft (palar.ilized) consonants. See the discussion in §4. 
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§4 illustrates how palatalization and related processes can be analyzed in the 
current phonological theory. The paradigm selected for the analysis is Optimality 
Theory. For a revie\v of the data and descriptive generalizations referring to 
particular Slavic languages, the reader is referred to the collection of studies in 
de Bray (1980) and Comrie and Corbett (1993). 

2 Inventories 

This section reviews types of consonants in Slavic languages that are products 
of palatalization as a historical process. The contexts considered here make it 
impossible to derive these consonants from their original historical sources. The 
consequence is that the consonants are phonemes, that is, tu1derlying seg:inents. 

Descriptive grarrunars of Slavic languages draw a distinction behveen "soft" 
and "ha.rd" consonants. Soft consonants are a product of palatalization, either his
torically or synchronically in the contemporary Slavic languages. Other consonants 
are hard. The point is illustrated by Russian. Soft consonants exhibit palatalization 
whereas hard consonants sho\v velarization. There are no neutral consonants that 
�vould be neither palatalized nor velarized. Palatalization and velarization are 
secondary articulations as the raising of the tongue body that they involve is a 
gesture that does not affect the primary place of articu lation. For example, the soft 
[di) and hard [d) in d'ad'a 'uncle' and da 'yes', respectively, are dental rather than 
palatal or velar. Palatalization means that, in the example at hand, the production 
of the dental stop is accompanied by the si1nultaneous raising of the front part of 
the tongue toward the hard palate. Velarization is the raising of the back part of the 
tongue to\,rard the velum. In terms of distinctive features, pala talized consonants 
are [-back), while velarized consonants are [+back), a distinction that reflects the 
part of the tongue that is raised. I will folio"' the Slavic tradition in leaving velar
ization urunarked, so [di] is palatalized \Vhile [d] is velarized. 

In the typical case, velarized and palatalized consonants are paired, tl1at is, they 
constitute minimal or near-minimal pairs that contrast in terms of [+back). This 
is illustrated by Russian labials and dentals (Halle 1959; Avanesov 1968).5 

(5) Velarized-pala.tnlized contrasts in Russian 
[p I pat 'sta lemate' [pi] p'at' 'fi,/e' 
lb I burak 'beetroot' [bi) b'uro 'office' 
[fl foriua 'form' [ fiJ sof'or 'driver' 
[v) vazon 1\1ase' [vi] 1.J1 az 'eln1' 
[m) maslo 'butter' [mi] m'aso 'meat' 
[t I tot 'that' [ti] t'ot'a 'a11nt' 
[d) da 'yes' [di) d'ad'a 'uncle' 
[s) sud 'court' [ si) s'udn 'here' 
[z) zad 'back' [z1 I z'at' 'son-i.n-la•v' 
[l) Luk 'bow' [Ji] l'uk 'hatch' 
[r) rasa 'race' ( rl] r'asa 'cassock' 

5 1 use the term "dental" to refer to both dentals proper and alveolars. That is, dentals are 
(+anterior] coronals. 
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ski ad [ t l 'storage room' skladzi+e (diE) (LOC SC) 
skladz+ik [d;;:i] (DIM) 

brud [ t l 'dirt' brudzi+e [d�€] (LOC SC) 

brudz+i+c (d�i] 'to make dirty' 
kran [n) 'faucet' krani+e (pe) (LOC SC) 

krnn+ik [pi] (Dfl\1) 
dz won [nj 'bell' dz1voni+e (pe] (LOC sc) 

dzivon+i+t [JU) 'to ring' 

The pal.atalization of velars is ascribed to hvo different rules that apply to the same 
set of targets but yield different results. Following the traditional parlance, I will 
refer to these rules as First \Telar Palatalization and Second Velar Palatalization. 
The latter is restricted n1orphologically, making the former the default palatal
ization for velars. 

First Velar Palatalization turns velars into post-alveolar stridents. This is illus
trated by Kashubian, \vhere the outputs are soft segments, as \vould be expected 
of a palatalization process (Breza and Treder 1981, Treder 2001, and my field,vork). 

(18) Knshubinn First Vela.r Palatalization 
k g x � tfi <lJi fi I - i £ 
kalek+a [k) 'invalid' kalecz+i [tfii] (NO.M PL) 
drog+a [g] 'road' drodi:+i [<lJii] (NO.M PL) 
111uc/1+n [x] 'fly (N )' lllU-SZ+i [[ii] (NOJI•! PL) 
bek [kl 'bleating' becz+e+c [!fi€] 'to bleat' 

Second Velar Palatalization yields dental rather than post-alveolar stridents. In 
Ukrainian, underlying /k ¥ x/ surface as [tsi zi si] before the suffix /i/ of the dative/ 
locative singular (Medushevs'kyj and Zyatovs'ka 1963; Bilodid 1969; Rusanovs'kyj 
et al. 1986). 

(19) Wo·ain.ian. Second Velar Palatalization 
k i i i / ' ] ¥ x � ts z s _ 1 D"'""' 
nmn sg dat/loc sg 
ruk+a [k] ruc+i [tsii] 
noh+a [ftj12 noz+i [zii] 
111uch+a [x) 11111s+i [sii)  

'hand' 
'leg' 
'fly' 

First Velar Palatalization and Second Velar Palatalization are active in all Slavic 
languages \Vi.th the exception of Russian, which has the former but not the latter 
rule. Since the hvo rules are in competition if velars are inputs, the conflict is resolved 
by introducing partial morphological conditioning of Second Velar Palatali;l:ation. 
In Ukrainian, the morphological context is that of the dative and the locative 
declension cases. Other Slavic languages may be subject to other morphological 
limitations. For example, in Polish, Second Velar Palatalization applies before the 
/ii suffix of the no1ninative plural, the /£/ suffix of the dative and the locative 
singular (as in Ukrainian) and before the adverb-forming /€/ suffix (see Rubach 
1984). 
" 1 assume that the surface laryngeal [fi] derives from the voiced velar fricative /y/. The arguments 
parallel those for Slovak /y/ "" [fi] presented in Rubach (1993). 
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(30) rux+i+t� 

rufiit� 
rufit� 
rufit� 

First Velar Palatalization 
Hardening 
Retraction 

x � Ji / _  i 
Ji � J 
i � i after a hard consonant 

The operation of First Velar Palatalization in Polish is not limited to /x/ � [f]. 
It extends to all velars, as the follo\ving examples show. 

(31) .Polish velar stops 

a. voiceless stop: k � !f 
krok [k] 'step (N)' k1·ocz+ek [!f +£ l (DIM) 
skok [k] 'jun1p (N)' skocz+y+c [!f+i] 'to jun1p' 

b. voiced stop: g � dJ 
1116.zg [k] 'brain1 m6:i:di+ek [dJ+<] (DtM) 
niiazg+a [g] 'pulp' miaid:i:+y+c [dJ+i] 'to squash' 

c. voiced stop: g � 3 
Bog [k] 'God' Boie [3+€] (voe sG) 
snieg [k] 'sno"''' sniei+ek [3+€] (DIM) 

snie:i:+y+c [3+i) 'to SnO\V' 
slug+a [g] 'servant' s/u:i:+eb+n+y [3+1:] (ADJ) 

slu:i:+y+c [3+i] 'to serve' 

The data in (27), (3la), and (3lb) sho'" that Polish First Velar Palatalization is the 
same as Kashubi.an First Velar Palata lization (18), but the parallel is obscured by 
Hardening: /Ji !f' dJ' I � [f !f dJ]. The data in (31c) add a ne\v generalization: /dJ I 
is spi.rantized to [3]. The rule applies if the segment preceding /d:j/ is a sonorant, 
hence we see [3] in sniez+ek but [dj] in m6idi+ek in (31c) and (3lb), respectively. 
The (3) de.rived fron1 /dJi/ is hard, sho,ving that hardening affects all post-alveolars. 

(32) Polish Hardening 

Ji 3i !fl q,i � J 3 \( dJ 

Polish also has a process of Spirantization. Since there is no '"ay to tell vvhether 
the nt.le applies before or after Hardening, the choice between /c!Ji/ � [3i] and 
/dJ I � [3] is arbitrary. Assuming that the latter is true, the rule is stated 
schen1atically as follo,vs (Rubach 1984). 

(33) .Polish Spirantization 

dJ � 3 I [+son] _ 

Spi.rantization is a derived environment rule in the sense that it applies only to 
the /dJ I that is a result of First Velar Palatalization. The /dJ/ that co1nes fron1 the 
underlying representation resists Sp.irantization. This is exactly what Kiparsky's 
(1973, 1982) Derived Environment Constraint (DEC) predicts (see CHAPTER ss: 
DERIVED ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS). Its instantiation that is relevant here refers to 
phonologically derived segn1ents. In (34), I look at the derivation of Boi+e 'God 
(voe sc)' and brydi 'bridge (card game)', \\'hose underlying representations are 
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representations because we find velarized rather than palatalized consonants as 
outputs of palatalization. 

The opacity of palatalization is also n1ani£ested by the fact that palatalization 
processes appear to have exceptions in the surface representation. That is, they 
are not surface true. The problem is illustrated by Polish. 

Recall that Polish Coronal Palatalization turns, among other consonants, /s z 
t d/ into [s; z ts; dz] before front V0\'7els, as documented in (17). The process 
is not observed on the surface in hundreds of words of both native and foreign 
origin. 

(40) "Exceptions" to Polish Coronal P11lat11/ization 

a. ser [Sc] 'cheese' 
zegar [zi:] 'clock' 
deszcz [de] 'rain' 

b. seps+a [seps+a) 'sepsis' sepsi+e [sepi;;+c] 
(LOC SG) 

zez [zes) 'squint' zezi+e [zez+<] 
(Loe sc) 

internet [inttrnct] 'Internet' interneci+e [inttrnct(;+e I 
(LOC SC) 

dywidend+a (diviid€nd+a] 'dividend' dy-<Videndzi+e (diviidepdz+e] 
(LOC SG) 

It appears that the \VOrds in (40a) are simply exceptions to Coronal Palataliza
tion and should be encoded as such in the lexical representation. This reasoning 
is faulty, however. The words in (40b) appear to be simultaneously exceptions 
and regular inputs to Coronal Palatalization. Looking at the word for 'squint', 
the underlying representation of the locative singular fonn is /zez+c/, with 
hvo instances of /z/ foU.o\ved by /€/. The surface effect is contradictory: one /z/ 
palatalizes to [z) but the other does not: [zcz+c]. If the morpheme /zi!z/ \Vere 
an exception, then none of the /z/s should palatalize, yielding *[zi:z+i:]. On the 
other hand, if /zez/ were a regular input to Coronal Palatalization, then both 
of the /z/s should palatalize before /€/, yielding *[zcz+c]. Since none of these 
predictions is trtle, the generalization concerning Coronal Palatalization must be 
different from the default assumption that the rule applies whenever its environment 
is met. 

As mentioned above, Kiparsky (1973, 1982) observes that phonological rules may 
be sensitive to derived environments. The part of the Derived Envirorunent 
Constraint that is relevant here refers to rnorph.ologica.IJy derived environments, 
that is, to concatenations of segments that arise due to the application of a '"ord 
formation rule. In effect, then, the Derived Environment Constraint limits the appli
cation of the rule to the portion of the string that strides a morphen1e boundary. 
This reguiren1ent is fullilled by the second /z/ and /€/ in /z£z+c/, because the 
input /z/ and the environo1ent /</ occur a.cross a morpheme bou.ndary: /z.+€/. 
This structure counts as "derived" because it is not found in the morpheme /2122/ 
listed in the lexicon. Rather, the input to Coronal Palatalization is derived via the 
application of the word forn1ation rule (WFR) that adds the locative singular suffix 
/€/. Schematically: 

Bahan dengan hak cipta 
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Standard Polish (17). Recall that Slovak coronals surface as prepalatals, as in 
advokat [t] 'la"'yer' - advokat+ik [ti] (DIM). The observation is that palatalization 
induces a shift in the place of articulation fron1 [+anterior], \vhich characterizes 
dentals, to (-anterior], 'vhich characterizes posteriors. The markedness constraint 
enforcing this change is POSTERIOR (Rubach 2003a). 

( 48) POSTERIOR 
Palatalized coronals must be [-anterior]. 

The change fro1n [+anterior] to [-anterior] that POSTERIOR asks for violates the 
faithfulness constraint IDENT[+anterior]. 

( 49) l DllNT[+anterior] 
[+anterior] on an input consonant n1ust be preserved as [+anterior] on a 
correspondent of that consonant in the output. 

The effect of Coronal Palatalization in Eastern Polish is different from that found 
in Slovak: dental stops are affricated \Vithout changing the place of articulation, 
as sho,vn by the alternation bat [bat] 'whip' - bac+ik [batsii..k]. Affrication is 
enforced by STRlDllNCY (Rubach 2003a) at the cost of violating the faithfulness 
constraint IDENT[-stridentJ, both of which are stated in (50). 

(50) a. STRIDENCY 
Pala talized coronals must be [+strident].24 

b. IDEN'l'[-strident] 
[-strident) on an input consonant must be preserved as [-strident) on 
a correspondent of that consonant in the output. 

The pattern attested in Standard Polish, /t/ � [t�], as in bat [bat] ,,,,hip' - bac+ik 
[bat�i.k] (DIM), is a combined effect of POSTERIOR and STRIDENCY. 

The various pern1utations of these constraints generate the outputs found in 
Slovak (51), Eastern Polish (52), and Standard Polish (53). The Russian example 
from (47) is repeated in (54) to clarify how the evaluation \vorks once POSTERIOR 
and STRIDENCY have been added to the constraint set. To keep the tableaux within 
reasonable bounds, I ignore the faithfulness constraints in (46) and the candidates 
that would violate them (see the interaction di.splayed in (47) above). 

(51) Corona.I Palatalization effects in Slovak: advokat+i.k 'lawyer (DIM)' 
No affrication, so IDENT[-strid] >> STRIDENCY, but a change of the place of 
articula tion, so POSTERIOR>> IDENT[+a.nt). 

/adv::>kat+i..k/ PAL-i : POSTERIOR ' IOEN1[+ant] : IDEN'f [-strid] ' STRID 

a. adv::>katik ., • • 
' ' 
' ' 

b. adv::>katii.k 
• I • 
' '! ' • ' ' 

ad v::>ka tsiik 
' ' 

c. • ., • 
' ' 

� d. adv::>ka!ii.k 
' ' 
' • ' • 
' ' 

e. adv::>kati;.i.k ' I • ' ., ' ' 
' ' 

·�• Since strident sonorants are universally unattested, GEN does not submit for e\raJuation candidates 
that contd ill Sttch segments. That is, the prc>hjbitic>n against strident sonor(mts is a constraint on GB J, 
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(52) Coronal Palatalization effects in Eastern Polish: bac+ik ''"hip (DIM)' 

Affrication, so STRIDENCY >> lDENT[-strid], but no change of the place of 
articulation, so 1D£NT[+ant] >> POSTERIOR. 

/bat+i.k/ PAL-i : IDENr[+ant] ' POST£Rl0R : STRID ' IDENr[-strid] 
a. bat ik ., ' ' ' ' ' ' 
b. batiik 

' ' ' * ' ., ' ' 

batsiik 
' ' 

... c. ' • ' • ' ' 

d. ba!iik 
' ., ' • ' ' ' ' 

bat� ' ., ' 
• e. ' ' ' ' 

(53) Coronal Palatalization effects in Standard Polish: bac+ik ''�'hip (DIM)' 

Affrication, so STRIDENCY >> IDENT[-strid] and a change of the place of articu

lation, so POSTERIOR >> IOENT[+ant). 

/bat+ik/ P AL-i : POSTERIOR lDENT (+ant) : STRID !OENT(-strid] ' 
a. batik *! ' ' ' ' . . 

batlik 
' ' 

b. ' . , ' • ' ' 

batsiik 
' . 

c. ' . , ' ' ' 

d. ba!iik 
' • ' ., ' . ' ' 

bat10ik ' ' ... e . ' • ' ' . 

(54) Coronal Palatalization effects in .Russian: brat+ik 'brother (DIM)' 

• 

• 

No affrication, so IDENT[-strid] >> STRIDENCY and no change of the place 
of articulation, so TDENT[+ant] >> POSTERIOR. 

/brat+ik/ PAL-i : IDENT [+ant) POSTERIOR : !OENT(-strid) STRID 
' . 

a. bratik ., ' ' . ' ' 

..., b. bratiik 
' ' ' • ' • ' ' 

bratsiik 
' ' 

c. ' • ' *I . . 

d. bra!iik 
' 

*! 
' • ' ' ' ' 

brat10ik ' . , ' • 
e. ' ' ' ' 

Standard Polish challenges OT by admitting two contradictory patterns: Coronal 
Palatalization and Surface Palatalization. This is exemplified by near-n1inirnal 
contrastive pairs in (55). 

(55) Polish Coronal Palatalization and Surface Palatalization 
a. but [t) 'shoe' buc+ik [ t10i] (DIM) 

vs. but Iwana [ti#i) 'Ivan's shoe' 
b. 6>/os [s) "voice' gfos+ik l�i) (DIM) 

vs. gios Jwana [si#i) 'Ivan's voice' 
c. kran [n] 'faucet' kran+ik [Jlii] (DIM) 

vs. kran lwana [ni#i) 'Ivan's faucet' 
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Classic OT cannot account for the contrast in (55) because of a ranking paradox. 
In order to generate /t/ � [t�] in (55a), POSTERIOR and STRIDENCY n1ust do1n
inate loENT[+ant] and loENT[-strid], respectively, as sho'"n in (53). But, in 
order to generate /t/ � [ti], the ranking of the constraints must be exactly the 
opposite: lDENT[+ant] and lDENT[-strid] must outrank POSTERIOR and STRIDENCY, 
respectively. 

The problem '"ith classic OT is that it assumes strict parallelism as one of its 
fundamental governing principles. Strict parallelisn1 forbids any form of deriva
tionalism, so all evaluation must be carried out simul taneously (McCarthy and Prince 
1995; Prince and Smolensky 2004). This tenet is rejected by Derivational Optimality 
Theory (DOT), a phonological frame,vork developed in the work of Kiparsky (1997, 
2000), Rubach (1997, 2000a, 2000b, 2003b, 2004) and others. DOT adn1its three deri
vational levels, which are defined n1orphologically: the stein level, the >vord level, 
and the post-lexical level.25 (The latter takes constituents produced by syntactic 
operations as its domain, so these constituents are larger than words.) Each level 
constitutes a separate system with its o•vn constraint ranking. This means that 
constraints can be reranked betvveen levels, albeit the reranking must be minimal 
(Rubach 2000b). The \Vinning candidate fron1 an earlier level becomes the input 
to a later level, its "new underlying representation." The IDENT constraints take 
this ne'" input as their point of reference for penalizing the disparity behveen the 
input and the output. In sum, each level in DOT constitutes a mini.phonology "'ith 
its O\Vn inputs and constraint ranking. These are exactly the assumptions that we 
need in order to account for the Polish data in (45). From the point of vie\'I' of 
these data, the relevant distinction is beh·veen the word level and the post-lexical 
level. The input to the post-Lexi.cal level is the >vinner froo.1 the '"ord level, and 
the constraints can be reranked. The ranking paradox encountered by classic OT 
is no'" easily resolved. 

At the vvord level, the constraint ranking is as in (53), with POSTERIOR and 
STRIDENCY n1andati.ng the change of the place of articulation and affrication. The 
input /but+il</ 'shoe' (D1i.·1) has [but!ill<) as its optimal output, exactly as in (53). 
At the '''Ord level, the phrase but lwana 'Ivan's shoe' does not exist. Rather, we 
have a separate evaluation for each ivord: one for b11t and the other for 11vana, a 
tenet that DOT has inherited from Lexical Phonology. Since but and l!vana are not 
a constituent at the word level, /t/ is not before /i/, so PAL-i is not activated. 

The situation is different at the post-lexical level. Now the rules of syntax have 
put together but and Iwana, \vhich form a phrase and the phrase is subject to 
evaluation. The /t/ of b11t in but 11vana is before /i/, so PAL-i is activated . The 
faithful candidate [but#ivana] is excluded by PAL-i because [t] is hard, that is [+back], 
and [i] is front, that is [-back), so there is no agree1nent in the value for [±back); 
vve witness a violation of PAL-i. The candidate [butsi ivana) is eliminated by 
lDENT[-strid) >> STRIDENCY. These constraints have changed places at the post
lexical level, \vhere affrication is not longer optimal. At the \vord level, they ivere 
ranked STRIDENCY >> IDENT[-strid] in order to obtain [t�] fro1n /t/ in buc+ik 'shoe 
(DIM)'. The candidate [bu!i ivana], with prepalatal [!i], loses as well. It violates 
lDENT[+ant), "'hich dominates POSTERIOR at the post-lexical level. This too is a 
case of reranking because POSTERIOR >> lDENT[+ant] derives [t�] from /t/ in buc+ik 

at the "'Ord level. To conclude, the \vord level ranking of the constraints is the 

23 The similarity between DOT and Lexical Phonology (see footnote 22) is not ac:cidental. for 
diseussion, see Kiparsky (1997, 2000), Rubach (1997, 2000a, 2000b), and Bermudez-Otero (1999). 
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Classic OT is unable to solve the ranking paradox in (54) vs. (57).27 In contrast, 
DOT has no difficulty dealing with these data. At the \vord level, the Russian 
response to P AL-i is Surface Palatalization, so loENT-V[-back] is ranked above IoENT
C[+back ], as in (54). At the post-lexical level, the response is Retraction, so the 
constraints are reranked to JoENT-C[+back] >> JoENT-V(-back], as in (57). 

6 Conclusion 

Slavic languages exhibit complex but regular patterns of palatalization, which 
uphold the bifurcation of the inventory into hard and soft segments, a bifurca
tion that is observed in numerous Slavic languages. The distinction between these 
classes of segn1ents is necessary for morphology (assigninent of declension 
paradigms), so it n1ust exist at the underlying level. This view is supported by 
phonology si.nce soft segments may occur in environments in ,.vhich they cannot 
be derived from hard segments: before back VO\vels or at the end of the "'Ord. 

Not all soft segn1ents found in the surface representations come directly fro1n 
lU1derlying representations. There is solid evidence that in n1any instances soft 
segments are derived from hard sego1ents via productive palatalization processes. 
These processes induce a variety of surface effects, ranging from palatalization 
as a secondary articulation to palatalization as a change in the place and/or manner 
of articulation. 

Palatalization leads to mum opacity in the surface representations, but this does 
not pose a serious analytical problen1. Rather, it is a natural consequence of the 
i.nteraction behveen independent generalizations. 

OT can make excellent sense of the typological differences regarding both inven
tories and processes in various Slavic languages. The reason for the success is that 
OT uses universal constraints and claims that the permutation of these constraints 
generates different languages (factorial typology). The palatalization material 
discussed here t.1pholds this clai.o1 and adds to it by shtnvi.ng that OT must admit 
derivational levels, making DOT rather than classic OT the better frame,vork of 
analysis. 
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122 Slavic Yers 

TOBIAS SCHEER 

1 Introduction 

Yers is the name given to two vo,vels of Conunon Slavic (CS) that represent Indo
European short i (CS *vbdova = Lat. vidua '\vido"'') and short 11 (CS *d1>va = Lat. 
duo 'two'), which is also the value that they had in CS. Textbook descriptions hold 
that by the end of the CS period, i.e. around the ninth century, L and 'h first became 
centralized and extra short, before being lost altogether in certain positions. They 
appear in Old Church Slavonic documents, \vhich have been available since the 
tenth century, but depending on the geographic origin (and invariably in more 
recent sources) there is evidence that the scribes no longer had access to their 
original forms (etymologically inconsistent use; confusion bet\veen b and 'h). In 
modern Slavic languages, yers are represented by different vowels, which typi
cally alternate \vith zero. This is due to the language-specific vocalization of yers 
that has occurred after the dialectal differentiation of CS into individual Slavic 
languages, '''hich may (e.g. Eastern Slavic, Bulgarian) or may not (most of Western 

Slavic, Bosno-Croato-Serbian) continue to distinguish the original front-back 
opposition: in Russian for exan1ple, e represents b, while o derives from 1> (CS dbnb, 
sbnb > d'en' 'day', son 'dream'); and both yers have 1nerged in Czech (> den, sen) 
and Bosno-Croato-Serbian (BCS) (> dnn, san). 

The diachronic situation is described at length in the traditional literature (e.g. 
Shevelov 1964: 432££.; Carlton 1991: 16Sff.), and we w'ill not be concerned \vith it 
in any ftuther detail in this chapter (except on the occasion of an excursus in §5 
and §6.1). Rather, '"e will concentrate on the consequences of the Joss of yers for 
the phonology of olodern SJ.avic languages, and on their relevance for phonological 
theory. In the literature on Slavic, yers are typically associated with particular 
phenomena that are considered to be specifically Slavic. As a consequence, yer
related phenomena have been confined to the phonology of Slavic languages. For 
exan1ple, the literattue often talks about yer vowels when describing vowel-zero 
alte.rnations in Slavic; nobody 'vould talk about yer vowels ,.vhen it comes to 
the description of vowel-zero alternations in, say, French (on which see also 
CHAPTER 26: SCH\VA): yers are a phenomenon specific to Slavic phonology. 

We '"ill see that the practice of considering yers to be Slavic-specific iten1s is 
unwarranted, as it impedes phonological insight: Slavic vo\vel-zero alternations 
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may have come into being on the grounds of vowels that have only existed in Slavic, 
but they are controlled by the same gramrnatical principles that are responsible 
for vowel-zero alternations and other processes in other languages. That is, the 
lo\ver rule, which has acquired so1ne notoriety outside Slavic phonology, but 
is typically thought of as an analysis of a specifically Slavic phenomenon, is no 
more Slavic than, say, palatalization. The goal of this chapter is to show that Slavic 
vowel-zero alternations (i.e. yers) can contribute valuable insight into phono
logical theory, provided that the Slavic bias is abandoned. 

2 Vowel-zero alternations: The basic pattern 

2.1 Alternating vs. non-alternating voivels, insertion 
vs. deletion 

A general property of Slavic vo,vel-zero alternations is that "'hether a vo,vel 
alternates with zero or not ca1u1ot be predicted from its phonetic or contrastive 
properties. Some illustration is given under (1) beJo,.v.1 

(1) Alternating and non-alternating vowels of t/1e same quality 
alternating 
CvC C0C-V 

Russian ku'sok kus0'k-a 
'piece (NOM SG/GEN SG)' 

Polish pies p�s-a 
'dog (NOM SC/GEN sc)' 

Czech lev 10v-a 
'lion (NOM SC/GEN sc)' 

BCS tajac taj0c-a 
'silence (NOM SG/GEN SG)' 

non-alternating 
CvC CvC-V 
ra'bot ra'bot-a 

'work (GEN PL/NOM SG)' 
bies bies-a 

'devil (NOM SC/GEN sc)' 
les les-a 

'forest (NOJ\! SC/GEN sc)' 
. . paiac paiac-a 
'dO\<Vn (NOJ\1 SC/GEN sc)' 

Whether a vowel alternates with zero or not n1ust thus be son1eho\v recorded 
in the lexicon. That is, analyses must be able to son1ehow distinguish "true" (i.e. 
stable) from "false" (i.e. alternating) vowels of the same quality. TI1e occurrence 
of yers is thus unpredictable (just as their distribution as regular vo\vels in CS 
was), and this is also true at a broader level: alternating vowels freely occur 
across prefixes, roots, and suffixes in Slavic languages. 

Another question that has been debated at length in the literature is 'A'hether 
alternating v(nvels are t.u1derlyingly absent and inserted, or present and deleted. 
Insertion-based analyses have been proposed by, among others, Laskowski 
(1975), Czaykowska-Higgins (1988), and Piotro"rski (1992). They are convincingly 

1 Note that in this chapter the S}'mbol "!!" indjcates tl1e absence of a voi.vel that alternates with zero. 
Data are presented in orthography (or transliteration for Russian) throughout. In most «ases symbols 
are self-explanatory. Specifics are as follows: for Russian an apostrophe after a consonant indicates 
its palatality (as in d'cn' 'day'). Polish CZ and Czech care rn·1; in (3), they are the palatalized version 
of the underlying suffixal /k/. Polish I is (w], y is (i) in Polish but (i) in Czech, and the diacritic on 
Czech ii indicates the pa.latality of the preceding consonant. l.n Czech (and Slovak), vowel le.ngth is 
noted by an acute accent or by a circle on 11 (u is a long [uu)). In Polish, 6 is pronounced [u] (just like 
11). Finally, Polish f, q are nasal vowels. 
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zero vovtel 
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b. closed syllable 
VO\vel VO\Vel 

C C-V C _ C-yer C0 C C-0 C C-CV 
Russian 
Czech 
Slovak 
Polish 

d'n'-a d'e'n'-ok 
dom-ill<-u dom-ec-ek 
krid-01-o krfd-el-iec 
bul-0k-a bul-ecz-ek 

'd'en' 
dom-ek 
krid-el 
bul-ek 

d' en' -i:i.' k-a 
dom-ee-ak-u 
krfd-el-0c-e 
bul-ecz-0k-a 

The paradigms sho,vn are fully regular in the languages in question, and the 
relevant distributional regularity is thus as in (4).6 

(4) Alternation sites are vocalized in open syllables iff the follo"'ing vo"rel alter
nates 'vith zero. 

Indeed, in all cases where an alternation site is vocalized in an open syllable 
(Pol. bu.le.czek), the vo"'el of the follo,ving syllable alternates 'vith zero itself (Pol. 
liu.le.czj!.ka.). In other \Vords, the existence of a vowel in -ecz- is a consequence of 
the fact that the vo,.vel in -ek alternates "'ith zero. Alternation sites are never vocal
ized in open syllables when the follo,ving vo,vel is stable. 

For historical reasons that \Vere discussed in the introduction, vo,vels \vhich 
alternate \�rith zero in Slavic languages are called yers. Following this tradition, 
the distributional generalization that covers all facts discussed identifies as the 
disjunction under (5) belo'v that is rendered in SPE-type notation. 

(5) The yer context 
alternation sites sho\v {c.cv}} 
y / _ C# in closed syllables 

C L/h before yers 

0 I _ CV iff V "- b,1> 

bu.1:-ecz-.k-a 
bul-ek 
bul-ecz-ek 

The challenge raised by this distribution is its disjunctivity: vocalization occurs 
in closed syllables and in open syllables iff the follo"'ing vo"'el is a yer. The 
question thus arises in vvhich \Vay closed syllables and yers constitute a natural 
class: i.e. what they have in con1mon. We \viii see below that the syllable-based 
generalization can be maintained if certain assumptions are made regarding 
underlying representations and the cyclic (or phase-based) nature of the derivation. 

3 Lower 

3.1 Original linear implementation 

If there is any chance to capture the distribution of vocalized and lmvocalized 
alternation sites in terms of a non-disjunctive statement at all, the forn1ulation n1ust 

' The yer Jjteralure typicaUy talks about VOC'1lized and unvocalized yers: yers are JexjcalJy present 
and thus may or may not appear on the surface. In the former case they a.re said to be VOC'11iZed. 
while in the )alter they are unvocalized. The same goes for the more neutral (and less Slavo-centristic) 
term "alternation site." These vocabulary items are <·ommonly used in the chapter. 
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The derivations under (7) sho\v Lo,ver and yer deletion at "'Ork, also in 
case several alternating vo\vels occur in a ro"'· The exa1nple used is the 
Poli.sh word for bread roll bulka (see (3); the rule that palatalizes k to cz is not 
represented). 

(7) Sample derivations showing the operation of Lower 

underlying a. bul.-'icz-ik-a 
Lower bul-ecz-lk-a 
yer-deletion bul-ecz-k-a 
surface buleczk-a 
relevant yer occurs in _C yer CV 

underlying c. bt.d-lcz-1'.k-i 
Lov,1er bul-ecz-ek-t 
yer-deletion bul-ecz-ek 
surface bul.ecz-ek 
relevant yer occurs in _C yer C yer # 

b. bul.-ik-1 
bul-ek-1 
bul-ek 
bulek 
_C yer # 

d. bul-lk-a 
bul-lk-a 
bul-k-a 
bulk-a 
_C V 

Note that, under (7c), Lo,ver must apply twice and from left to right, i.e. cyclically 
follo\ving the 1norphological struchue [[[[bul] ik] ik] 'i], in order to transforn1 
/bul-ik-l'.k-i/ into [bul-ecz-ek-1). Were [bul. l'.k l1< I) interpreted in one go, it would 
not be clear to �vhich yer Lo"•er should apply first (more on this in §6.2). The tra
ditional assumption is therefore that Lower is applied cyclically (e.g. Lightner 1965: 
lllf.; Pesetsky 1979; Rubach 1984: 184ff.). Based on Anderson (1974), ho,vever, 
Gussn1ann (1980, 2007) advocates a non-cyclic version of Lo"rer \Vhereby "the string 
is first scanned for the [alternating) segments; once these are identified, the 
change is implemented simultaneously" (Gussmann 1980: 30). That is, aU yers are 
vocalized in one go, according to '''hether or not the follO"'ing vo'''el is a yer in 
the underlying form. 

4 Autosegmental analyses 

4.1 Autosegmentalized Lower 
In the 1980s, when the autosegmental idea was applied to all areas of phonolog
ical theory, Lo,ver also evolved. The autosegmentalization of Lo,ver "'as adopted 
by Hy1nan (1985: 58f.) and Rubach (1986) (see also Kenstowicz and Rubach 1987; 
Bethin 1998: 205 provides an inforui.ed overview). Rather than the ru.le itself, the 
autosegmentalization concerns the lexical identity of yers: recall that their distribu
tion is unpredictable, and that they must be distinguished from non-alternating 
vo\vels of the same quality at the underlying level. In a non-autosegmental envir
onment, the only \vay to express that two vo,vels are different is to 1nake then1 
contrast in quality. Hence, a six-vo,vel system such as the one encountered in Polish 
([i u l £ J al) will have to be augmented by two yers, '"hose melodic identity 
must not coincide \Vith any of the existing vo,vels. The traditional solution since 
Lightner (1965) has been to assume that yers are high vo\vels, but ones which are 
assigned a [-tense] feature, '"hich isolates them from the other three high vo'"els. 
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The result is a system where Polish possesses no fe,ver than five high vowels: 
/i u i r i: E � a/ .8 

In autosegmental representations, a vo\vel that enjoys phonetic expression is 
defined as the association of a 01elodic unit \vith an x-slot, 'vhich in turn is don1-
inated by a syllabic constituent. If there is an x-slot but no melody, nothi.ng is 
heard (empty onset or nucleus); if there is a melody available but no x-slot, no 
phonetic trace will appear (e.g. floating consonants like in French liaison); finally, 

if both 1nelody and x-slot are present but ren1ain w1associated, nothing is heard 
either (see also CHAPTER 54: THE SKELETON). 

Autosegmental representations thus offer an alternative way of making yers 
different  from other vo'l-\1els: their peculiar properties may be encoded structur
ally, rather than n1elodically. The alternative proposed by Rubach (1986) and 
KenstO\'l'icz and Rubach (1987) therefore grants 01elodic, but no skeletal, proper
ties to yers (see also Hyrnan 1985: 58f. along the san1e lines in a n1ora-based envir
onment): yers are floating pieces of melody that do not possess any skeletal anchor 
in the lexicon, while stable vowels ('''hich may be melodically identical) are 
lexically associated to an x-slot. The corresponding underlying representations 
are shown under (8) for the three relevant distributional situations, \Vhich are 
illustrated by Czech data fron1 (2). 

(8) Yers are floating pieces of melody (Rubach 1986) 
Czech 'elbo,v' 

a. lok0t-e (GEN SG) 

x x x 

I I I 
x x 

I I 
1 o k e t e 

b. loket (NOM SG) 

x x x 

I I I 
x 

1 o k e t e 

c. loket-nf (ADJ) 

x x x 

I I I 
x x x 

I I 
1 o k e t e n f 

This option offers several advantages! First, there is no longer any need to make 
yers high vowels, a solution \vhose only 1notivation "'as their historical CS prop
erties. Also, extra features no longer need to be invoked: the choice of [-tense] 

• The situation is actually more compLicated than this; see Gussmann (1980: 63ff.) and Rubach (1984: 
27ff., 139£1.). 
• The autosegmentalization of Lower introduces representations as in (8), where syllabification is 
contrasti\;e: h•1ro lexical items may be djstinct onl}' by tl1e fact that a vo\.¥el either floats or is lexically 
attacl\ed. Two reviewers poiJ\t out that co11trastive syllabification may be \1ie .. .,ed as a suspicious devi ce 
from a general perspective. Note that since Hyman (1985) and Rubach (1986) it has been part-and
parcel of all (autosegmental) accounts of Slavic vowel-zero alternations across different theories 
(including OT). Also, apprehension regarding contrastive syllabification appears to be a bias that is 
introduced by theoretical preferences, rather than by fact: the general perspective inherited from the 
1970s is that lexical entries are a linear sequence of pieces of n1elcxi}', on 1ivhicl1 a syllabificatio11 algorithn1 
superimposes syllable structure during phonological computation. fo H1is perspective, therefore, syllable 
structure is absent from the lexicon. From this point of \;iew, contrasti\re syllabification is indeed 
suspi<.-ious. This conception, hO\oJever, is nc>t \vithout a1ternati,1es.: there are thet)ties like Go,1errunent 
Phonology where lexical entries are fully syllabified, and the autosegmental analysis of Slavic yers is 
a step i11 this direction (although here only x-slots, not full syllable structure, are present in the lexicon). 
Also, tl1e commo11 practice of 1narking extraS)'llabic consonants as <C> in lexical representations is 
nothing else than prespecifying the behavior of the item at hal\d dudng syllabilication. Finally, the 
lexical association of melody witl1 n1oras has been comn1on practice i n  mora-based approaches to syl
lable structure since Hayes (1989). This option is represented by Yearley (1995) in the analysis of yers. 
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was entirely arbitrary. Any diacritic underlying representation for the h110 yers, 
such as /@/ and /0/o/, or any position in the vocalic triangle defined by '''hat
ever feature, '''ould have done the job in the linear environinent, provided that 
the l\vo ite1ns are different fron1 all other underlying vo,vels. 

The alternative in (8) thus does a\·vay '"ith absolute neutralization (i.e. a vow•el 
that never appears on the surface in its underlying form) and its associated 
arbitrariness. Rather, alternating (yers) and non-alternating vowels are now iden
tical as far as their n1elod ic representation is concerned: the contrast is expressed 
in tern1s of association (compare the l\vo e's under (Sa). There is thus a trade-off 
bel\veen an inventory that is expressed only by melodic contrast and an inven
tory '"here contrast is achieved both by melodic features and autosegmental 
structure. Of course, the number of objects that need to be contrasted remains 
the sa1ne - but the advantage of the autosegn1ental option is that no arbitrary 
contrast-achieving n1achinery ([-tense] vo,vels) needs to be used: the new '"ay of 
expressing contrast only uses the tools that are provided by the autosegmental 
environment any"'ay. 

Another advantage is that the rule of yer deletion can be dispensed \vith: the 
phonetic absence of unassociated n1elodic material is automatic i n  the autoseg
rnental environment. 

Finally, the autosegmentalization of Lo"'er emancipates synchronic vowel-zero 
alternations from their diachronic affiliation, \vhich also makes them a phenomenon 
that is not necessarily specific to Slavic languages (more on this in §8.2). That is, 
vo\11els which alternate with zero are no longer subject to any melodic restriction: 
in the linear systen1, h110 distinct vowels at most (i.e. the Eastern Slavic situation) 
could alternate '"ith zero. Languages like Slovak, where more than hvo vo,vels 
alternate '''ith zero, therefore begged the question. Rubach (1993: 139ff.) reports 
relevant evidence: o-zero bahor -bnhi!.r-a 'belly (NoM sc/CEN sc)', e-zero sev - Sll.V-11 

'seam (NOM SC/CEN sc)', a-zero jedi!.1-o -jedtil 'food (NOM SC/CEN PL)'. 
In autosegn1ental tern1s, the relevant representations are straightforward: 

\vhatever vowel alternates with zero and '"hatever the number of different alter
nating vo'''els, their underlying representation is simply their floating melodic 
identity \vithout a skeletal slot. Any alternating vo"rel will thereby be different 
from its melodically identical stable peer because it is associated to a skeletal slot. 
While every additional vo\vel that alternates with zero augn1ents the inventory 
of underlying melodies in the linea( syste.m, the number of m.elodi.c identities is 
stable no matter "'hether a language possesses vo"1els that alternate with zero or 
not in the autosegrnental environment.10 

The a utosegrnentalized version of Lo,11er is shown in (9). 

(9) Autosegmentaliz.ed Lower (.Rt.1bach 1986; Kensto,vicz and Ru.bach 1987) 

x 

10 Tl1e nu1nber of alternating, i.e. lexicaU)' unassociated, \'0\\1e)s tl1at a la11gt1age possesses is thus a 
lexical and unpredictable property of the voca.l:k inve.l\tory: the reason why e and o, but not other 
V0\'\1els, are lexically floating in Russian_, or why only e enjoys this statllS in Czech, is the same as the 
reas.."l n why R11ssian does not have, say, front ro1mded ''owels. 
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In Government Phonology, Gussmann and Kaye (1993) apply the general 
distribution of empty nuclei that has no specific bond with Slavic to Polish 
vowel-zero alternations. In this perspective, alternating vowels (i.e. yers) have the 
opposite characteristics from those proposed by Rubach (1986): rather than 
melodies that lack lexical association (to an x-slot), they are represented as empty 
nuclei, i.e. a constituent that lacks melody. This option is show·n in (12), \Vhere 
the Cezch data from (8) are used. 

(12) Yers are empty nuclei (Gussma1m and Kaye 1993) 
Czech 'elbo,·v' 

a. l.o.k0t-e (GEN SG) b. loket (NOM SG) c. 

Gov Gov 

! I r*l 
0 N 0 N 0 N 0 N 0 N 0 N 0 

I I I I I I I I I I 
I 0 k t e .I. 0 k t l 

t 
e 

loket-n( (ADJ) 

Gov Gov 

r*lri 
N 0 N 0 N 0 N 

I I I I I 
0 k t n. ' I. 

t 
e 

In this perspective, e is epenthesized into empty nuclei that fail to be governed. 
Government is defined as a lateral relation whose head (origin) must be phonet
ically expressed: it relates the final and preceding nuclei in (12a) because the 
fonner is filled '"ith the genitive case n1arker, but breaks down in (12b) when 
the final nucl.eus is empty (in classical. terms: when the internal yer is followed 
by a final yer). When applying, government has thus the effect of silencing its 
target: the empty nucleus in (12a) remains unpronounced, but must appear 
on the surface "'hen it fails to be governed as in (12b ). Since government is a 
regressive lateral relation, strings that are subject to phonological con1putation are 
parsed from right to left. Thus the final filled nucleus first governs its left-hand 
neighbor in (12c), \vhich therefore remains empty. Being phonetically unexpressed, 
this nucleus is then unable to act as a governor, a fact that causes the preceding 
empty nucleus to escape government and hence to vocalize. 

Like the traditional analysis, the governn1ent-based version of Lower needs to 
recur to cyclic derivation in order to account for sequences of alternating vo"•e.l.s. 
In Polish bul-ecz-ek 'bread roll (DOUBLE DIM, NOM sc)' (see (7c)), the application of 
government to the entire string /but!l,k02k01/ in one go would produce *b11l0czek: 
01 '"ould be unable to govern 02' which \Vould therefore vocalize and govern 03. 

In order to derive the vocali..zation of all alternating vo,.vels in a ro,.v, Gussn1ann 
and Kaye (1993) therefore apply government cyclica.Uy: bul-ecz-ek is divided into 
three cycles that are computed each in its O\vn right: given ([[ bul!i3] ka2] kl:l1], 15 
nothing happens on the first cycle, [but03], since there is only one domain-final 
empty nucleus. The second cycle involves [bulfuk02], '"ith t\ITO successive 

is Th.is tUld.erlying fonl\ is simpl
i
fied for the s.1ke of exposition: the suffix -ek is idelltified as /-&YJ./ 

in Gussmann and Kaye (1993), but due lo an operation called reduction loses its leftmost empty nucleus 
dtrring the deri,'ation. 
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empty nuclei, a situation that triggers the vocalization of 03 through the regular 
(non-)application of government (02 is unable to govern 03, which therefore 
vocalizes). The input to the third cycle is thus [butek02k01), and the presence of 
two successive en1pty nuclei again causes the left111ost to vocalize, producing the 
surface result buteczek. 

Gussmann and Kaye's (1993) analysis is an interesting blend of deletion- and 
insertion-based strategies: on the one hand the locus of alternating VO\'tels is lex
ically specified by the presence of en1pty nuclei; these are pronounced by default 
but may be silenced '"hen they are struck by governn1ent. In this sense '"e are 
talking about deletion. On the other hand, empty nuclei are (melodicaJly) empty 
and therefore need to be filled in '"ith melody that is lexically absent. In this sense 
the analysis is insertion-based. 

Recall fron1 §2.1 that insertion-based analyses '''ere refuted 111ainly on the 
grounds of t\.vo arguments: (i) the locus of insertion cannot be predicted and 
(ii) the quality of the vO"'el that alternates \vi.th zero may be an idiosyncratic 
property of morphemes (like in Eastern Slavic, for example). While Gussmann 
and Kaye's (1993) system escapes the first criticism (empty nuclei determine the 
locus of alternation sites lexically), the second argument hits the target: in lan
guages like Russian \vhere n1ore than one vo"•el alternates with zero, it cannot 
be predicted '"hich vowel will be inserted into which m.orpheme. 

The quality of alternating vowels must thus be recorded in the lexicon. Scheer 
(2004: §81£.) has therefore proposed to unify Rubach's original take, ivhere yers 
are floating melodies that are recorded in the lexical make-up of 111orphemes with 
the government-based strand. That is, alternating vowels (yers) are nuclei that 
possess a melody, '"hich however is not associated lexically (see also Gussrnann 
2007). By contrast, the melody of non-alternating vo,,rels is lexically associated. 
The three options discussed are contrasted in (13), using the Czech \vord pes -

p�s-n 'dog (NOM SG/GEN SG)'. 

(13) llnderlying represent11tions of vowels 111111 11/ternale with zero (yers) 
a. Rubach (1986) 

x x 

I 
p e s e 

b. Gussn1ann and Kaye (1993) c. 

0 N 0 N 

I I 
p s 

Scheer (2004,2005) 

0 N 0 N 

I I 
p e s 

On the assumption of (13c), then, government acts as an association inhibitor: 
floating melodies associate by default except when their nucleus is governed. 
Or, in other \vords, melodies can only associate to ungoverned nuclei.'6 Another 
interesting property of (13c) is that it distinguishes beh,•een tivo kinds of 
"empty" nuclei: one that is really en1pty, and one that possesses an unassociated 

"· This analysis is along tb.e lines of tb.e beb.avic>r tb.at is classkally assumed for floating pie<-es of 
melody: for example, frencb. liaison consonants (e.g. tb.e final ·t of petit, cf. pel[it) e11fa11I 'small child' 
iJS. pet[i] cafe 'small coffee') are traditionally taken to be lexically Ooating; they associate whenever an 
accessible, i.e. empty onset is available (e.g. Encreve 1988). Hence a.ssociatio11 \vorks in tJ1e abse11ce 
of any explicit lexical relationship between the floater and the receivi.ng constituent. The same is true 
for (13c): the floater associates \vhenever it can, and to the only nl1cleus that is a\;aiJable. The acces
sibility of this nucleus is defined by government (governed c inaccessible, ungoverned c a<'cessible). 
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from all versions of the word in all possible donor languages (see also CHAPTER 9s: 
LOANWORD PHONOLOGY}. 

A decision to break up a cluster by an epenthetic VO\vel or not thus needs to 
be made upon the lexicalization of ne'"' vocabulary ite111s, and this produces 
random distribution of alternating vo,vels. Also, children '"'hen acquiring their 
native tongue have no way of knowing \¥hether the cluster of something that they 
hear as swetr-a. 'jumper (GEN sc}' in Polish or m.etr-o 'metro' in Czech 'vill or '"'ill 
not break up until they have a chance to hear the word \vithout the final vo\vel. 
Relevant mislexicalizations are indeed typical "mistakes" that are reported from 
children. 

The arbitrary lexical distribution of alternating vo\o\1els in the modern language 
is also confir1ned by the reverse evolution: there are nu1nerous cases of vo"rels 
that \vere CS yers and thus alternated, but today are stable. Exa111ples include 
blech-a < CS blbch-a 'flea (nom sg}', bez - bez-u 'elder (bot.} (NOM sc/GEN sc}' < 
CS bhz1, (e.g. Travnfcek 1935: 48). 

Let us no"' turn to alternating vo,vels '"ithout etymological basis that occur in 
native vocabulary. (14} provides son1e illustrations from Czech. 

(14) Non-etymological yers in native voca/1u/ary 
a. epen thesis in Old Czech 

cs Old Cz 
ogn-b ohen 'fire (NOM sc)' 
od- od(e}- 'fron1' 
orz- roz{e}- 'separating, inchoative' 
bez- bez(e}· 'without' 

b. epen.thesis in Modem. Czech 
cs Old Cz ModCz 
vydr-'b vydr vyder 'otter (GEN PL)' 
sestr-i, sestr sester , sister (GEN PL}' 
St1>bl-·1> stebl stebel 'blade (GEN PL}' 
kridl-1> ki'idl ki'fdel '"1ing (GEN Pt}' 

(14} confirn1s that epenthesis was also active in native vocabulary, and 
throughot.it different stages of the evolution of tl1e language: (14a} iJJustrates 
epenthetic alternating vowels that appeared ben.veen CS and Old Czech,18 while 
(14b) sho1vs epenthesis in Old Czech final clusters that occurred in Modern 
Czech.19 

ln swn, it n1ay be said fuat while the initial spark for vo,vel-zero alternations 
in Slavic 'vas the loss of CS yers, modern aJ. ternating vowels are entirely inde
pendent: it is true neither that they all go back to a CS yer, nor that all CS yers 
have produced modern alternating vo\o\rels. 

" The three latter items under (14a) are prefixes/prepositions (whose behavior in l\otodern Czech is 
further discussed in §7.J). They show an alternating vowel in Old Czech despite the fact that there 
was no yer in CS: e.g. OCz ote d11e 'fron\ the day', beze vSe/10 1\\rithol1t all', roze-l111al 'dispel, scatter' 
(Tr:ivni�ek 1935: 50). lsa�e.l\.l:o (1979) describes the state of affairs i.1' Russian p tefixes. 
1• Unlike for the recent loans, epenthesis in (14a) and (14b) is predictable. Its condjtions are discussed 
jn Scheer ct al. (2009). 
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[dom-Ek-Ek] 'vithout internal cyclic structure (in syntactic terms, it represents one 
single phase). The suffix -ek then became cyclic in diachronic evolution, 'vhich means 
that a cycle is created upon concatenation or, in syntactic tern1s, interpretation is 
triggered upon concatenation and the string has three phases: [((dom] Ek) Ek]. 
By contrast, case markers such as GEN SG -u \Vere non-cyclic in Old Czech and 
still are today: OCz = MdCz [dom-Ek-u] domcek (Zikova 2008). 

In other 'vords, whether interpretation is triggered or not depends on a lexical 
property of affixes. This scenario contrasts with current syntactic phase theory, 
�vhere a given class of arboreal nodes that is defined independently of lexical 
material (phase heads: CP, vP, and perhaps DP in Chomsky's original conception) 
determines "'hen interpretation occurs. Affix classes in phonology (of "'hich the 
Lo,ver-Havlik contrast is an instance) thus call for 'vhat could be na1ned piece
driven phases where lexical material is specified for triggering or not triggering 
interpretation, '"hile current syntactic theory employs node-driven phases (see 
Scheer 2008 for further discussion). 

7 Prepositions and prefixes 

7.1 The general picture 

Yers also occur after the final consonant of consonant-final prepositions and 
prefixes: e.g. Czech vive 'i.n', nad/nade 'over, above'. Si.nee the vocalization of 
yers is decided by the right-hand context, tl1e morpheme or "'Ord boundary that 
intervenes bet"'een the yer and the conditioning context plays a role: its greater 
or lesser transparency \Vil! impact on yer vocalization. This is the basic reason 
for the typically irregular vocalization patterns that are found in prefixes and 
prepositions. But there are also other factors that further con1plicate the picture: 
sensitivity to identical. (or similar) preposition-/prefix-final and stem-initial 
consonants, sensitivity to stem-initial clusters and, in the case of prefixes, a good 
deal of analogical activity. Finally, lexicali.zed preposition-noun sequences also 
appear to occur. 

As n1ay be expected in such a case, there is a fair an1ount of variation among 
Slavic languages regarding the treatn1ent of alternation sites in prepositions 
and prefixes. Relevant literature includes Zubritskaya (1995), Rubach (2000), 
wlatushansky (2002), Gribanova (2008) on Russian, Rubach (1993) on Slovak, and 
Scheer (1996), Zikova (2008) on Czech (literature on Polish is 1nentioned bel0\\7). 

Let us first look at the stock of Slavic consonant-final prepositions and prefixes, 
\V hich is more or less stable across Slavic languages. (18) belo,.v shows the Czech 
inventory (only basic, i.e. morphologically non-complex, items are displayed). 
It  may be seen that prepositions and prefixes are by and large the same objects and 
have con1parable 1neani.ng. 

(18) Czech prepositions and prefixes 
prepositions prefixes 

a. v(e) v(e)-
s(e) s(e)-
z(e) z(e)-
k(e) 

1in' 
'\Vith' 
'from inside' 
'to\vards' 
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b. before unexpressed alti'l'nating vowels 
od-wszyc \vesz, wszy 'to de-louse, louse (NOM sG /GEN sc)' 
od-pchlic pchla, pchet 'to de-flea, flea (N01'.C SG/GEN PL)' 
bez-ciO"'Y do, eel 'duty-free, duty (NOM SG/GEN PL)' 
nad-dnio"'ka dzien, dnia 'extra day's work, day (NOM sc/GEN sc)' 
"'-snic sie sen, snu 'to s tart dreaming, dream (NoM sc/c= sc)' 
roz-lza,vic lza, tez 'to dra\v tears, tears (NOM sc/GEN PL)' 

In these cases, the prefix boundary i..tnpacts on the vocalization of prefixes, 
,.vhich escape the influence of the root: the prefix does not "see" the root vowel.23 
Various implementations of this insight can be found in, among others, Rubach 
(1984: 18ff.), Szpyra (1989: 215ff., 1992b, 1995: 132f.), Cyran and Gussmann (1999), 
and Rowicka (1999a: 267ff.). Rubach (1984: 186ff.) develops a solution along the 
lines of Lexical Phonology: he captures the phonological autonomy of prefixes by 
feeding them into the derivation on the last cycle, '"'hich makes then1 immune to 
the action of Lo"'er. 

Whatever analysis is set up, though, it \vill face conflicting evidence since the 
same prefixes sometimes do - but at other ti..tnes do not - vocalize in identical 
phonological environments. 

8 The relevance of yers for phenomena other than 
vowel-zero alternations 

8.1 Within Slavic 
Yers usua.Uy draw attention because of their O"'n behavior: \ve have seen 
how their alternation \vith zero is analyzed. The central empirical fact that led 
to the LO\¥er rule and the view that yers entertain a lateral relation with the 
followmg vo'''el is the yer context (5): a yer appears on the surface i..t1 closed 
syllables and i..t1 open syllables iff the following vowel alternates with zero. 

Yers thus react to other yers or, looked at from the other end, a stable vowel 
triggers the phonetic absence of a preceding yer, while a yer triggers its presence. 
As conditioners, yers thus behave as if they were not there, although they are 
phonetically present. 

Interesti..t1gly, this effect is not only observable on yers, but also on other vowels: 
the yer context also controls alternations beyond vo'"el-zero alternations, a fact 
that typically goes unnoticed in the literature. Scheer (2004: §428) has collected 
the followmg examples ill Western Slavic.24 

23 Laskowski (1975: 34ff.) suggests that the strength or weakness of the prefixal boundary depends 
on the type of derivation: prefixes behave regularly in verbal forms, but produce the irregular pat
tern i.n nouns. This foUs foul of foct in a nllll\ber of cases in (20). Nykiel-Herbert (1985) contends that 
the vocalization of prefixes is a function of the number of morphological brackets that separate the 
prefix and the stem. This proposal also faces conflicting evidence; cf. Szp}'Ta (1989: 2llf.). 
"' Glosses: (a) •frog' (NOM SG/Dli\I, GEN PL/GEN PL/DIM, NOM SG); 'name' (NOM SG/ADJ, GEN PL); 
(b) 'knife' (c•N sc)/'scissors' (i.e. DIM of 'knife'), C£N 1•L/'knife' (NOM sc)/'scissors' (NOM rL); (c) 'cow' 
(NOM SG/DJ:M, GBN PL)/GEN PL/DIM, NOM SG); (d) 'tooth' (GBN SG/Dli\I, NOM SG/NOM SG/DIM, 
ceN sc). 
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(21) Alternations conditioned by the yer context "in closed syllables and in open 
sylla/Jles if the following vowel is a yer" 

open syllable 
C _ C-V C _ C-yer 

a. Czech VV-V zab-a zab-ek 
jmen-o 

b. Czech o-u noz-e nuz-ek 
c. Polish o-6 krov-a kr6v-ek 
d. Polish e-<l zeb-a Z<lb-ek 

closed syllable 
C _ C# 
zab 

imen 
nUZ 
kr6v 
Z<lb 

C _ C-CV 
zab-0k-a 
. , imen-ny 
nuz-0k-y 
kr6v-0k-a 
Z<lb-0k-a 

Space restrictions hardly allow· going into any more detail. For the sake of 
illustration, Jet us however consider the distribution of long and short vowels in 
Czech. These are restricted to a \veil-defined paradig1n, feminine a-stems and neuter 
o-ste1ns (a typical situation for Czech vowel length). At first glance the alterna
tion looks like an instance of regular dosed syllable shortening: short vowels occur 
in closed syllables (tab 'frog (GEN PL}', Z.ab-ka 'frog (DIM, NOM sc)'), \Vhile long 
vowels appear in open syllables (tab-a 'frog (Noi-1 sc)'). Just as 'vith vo\vel-zero 
alternations, ho\vever, this syllabic generalization is refuted by cases such as 
zab-ek 'frog (DIM, GEN PL)', where a short, rather than the expected Jong vowel 
appears in an open syllable. This only happens, though, if the foll.o,ving vO"'el 
alternates \vith zero, i.e. is a yer (its alternating character is established by zab-ka). 
In other words, the disjunctive yer context can be reduced to a simple non
disjunctive statement as before: short vo\vels (just as zeros) occur before yers, 
while long VO\\'els are found before non-yers. 

Before drawing conclusions from the fact that a nu111ber of other alternations 
are controlled by the same yer-based contextual conditions as vo,vel-zero alter
nations, a 'vord is in order regarding the alternations in (21), \vhose non-productivity 
is notorious. There are many lexical items that do not undergo the alternations 
shown (\vhich however are regular in case an item reacts). Diachronically, all four 
alternations a111ount to the same original Western Slavic process that 1nanipulated 
vo\vel length.25 The fact that the alternations are either not synchronically active 
(in Polish) or restricted to specific paradigms (in Czech) does not mean that they 
are Jess indicative, or do not \Vitness a phonological process that once \Vas 
synchronically active. 

Therefore, if the yer context (5) is responsible for vo,vel-zero alternations as 
much as for other alternations, the Lo,-ver rule turns out to be but a specific sub
regularity of a much broader process '"hereby yers play the central role. That is, 
regarding the alternations in (21) as much as regarding vo,vel-zero alternations, 
the striking property of yers is that they behave as if they \\'ere not there even 
\V hen they are phonetically expressed. 

8.2 Beyond Slavic 

We have already seen that the analysis of yers progressively turned a\\'ay fron1 
a scenario where they are a specific property of Slavic languages. While linear 

::; Vowel length was lost in lvlodern Polish: alternations in th.is language are only wit>\essed by cases 
where original long and short versions of a vo\vel at some point also di\rerged in \.'O\.vel qualit)'·· The 
di•chronic and philological detail of the processes in (21) is discussed in Scheer (2004: §426). 
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approaches represented them as two idiosyncratic melodic items in the underly
ing vocalic inventory, they became regular and non-Slavic-specific phonological 
objects in the autosegrnental era: only Slavic languages have [-tense] yers, but 
all languages can have floating pieces of melody. Government-based analyses 
have gone one step further: the lateral relation embodied by Lo,ver identifies 
as government, and word-final consonants are follo"1ed by an empty nucleus, 
rather than by a yer \vi th morphological value. Finally, it \vas sho"rn in §5 that 
vowels \Vhich alternate \Vith zero in modern Slavic languages n1ay be con1pletely 
independent fron1 the Con1mon Slavic vo,vels that are kno,vn as yers. 

The insight that the phenomena at hand are not specifically Slavic, but phono
logical in nature, is also supported by the fact that the yer context in (5), \vhich 
is rather specific, is found to control alternations beyond Slavic. Scheer (2004: §426, 
2006) reports a number of relevant cases in point, among \vhich two well-kt10\'l'I1 
alternations in French that concern schwa and [€) on the one hand, and the ATR
ness of mid vo,vels on the other (e.g. Tranel 1987 for an overview). In Frenc.h, the 
only vo"1el that alternates with zero is schwa [a]. It  has already been mentioned 
that, unlike in Slavic, the alternation is optional. 

The schwa-[€) alternation may be illustrated by the \'\'Ord appeler 'to call': [€) 
appears in closed syllables (j'appelle [ap€l) 'I call', ii appellera (api::!Jsa] 'he '"ill call') 
and before a vo"'el that alternates with zero (ii appellera (apelaHa) 'he 'vill caU'), 
while sch,va is found in open syllables (appeler [apale) 'to call'). Regarding the 
other alternation, French possesses six mid vo,vels that subdivide into t\vo sets: 
[+ATR) [e o 0] and [-ATR) [€ ;) ce). In a ntunber of Southern varieties, ATR-ness 
is distributed according to the yer context: (+ATR) versions occur in open syl
lables if the following vowel does not alternate •vith zero (Jeter [fete] 'to party'), 
while mid vo,vels are [-ATR] in closed syllables (jefate [fet) 'I party', perdu [pcKdy) 
'lost'), and in open syllables if the follo,ving vo,vel alternates with zero (celeri 
[sclaKi]/[sch�i] 'celery'). 

The yer context also conditions consonants. The well-known alternation of 
the German velar nasal is a case in point (Scheer 2004: §480; relevant literature 
includes Dressler 1981 and Hall 1992: 199ff.). Like the English velar nasal, the under
lying /Ng/ reduces to [IJ) in closed syllables (Ding [d1IJ] 'thing', Angst (?al)st) 'fear'), 
but appears as [IJg] before full vo\vels (Inga (?ll)goo] (name), evangelisch 
(?sfal)geehf] 'protestant'). Parting con1pany 'vith English (cf. Eng.finger (fUJga]), 
though, German also produces the reduced form before schwa (Inge (?ttJCl) (name), 
Bengel [bEIJ<Jl) 'rascal'). The same pattern, i.e. where consonants behave alike in 
coda position and before sch,va, also occurs in Dutch (Kager and Zonneveld 1986). 

Of course there is no point in trying to attribute these alternations to yer 
vowels or other Slavic-specific iten1s. What \Ve are facing is a truly phonological 
pattern that occt.trS in Slavic as much as in other langt.iages, and whose key 
feature is the behavior of vo,vels that alternate with zero. Unlike other vo,vels, 
they behave as if they '"'ere not there even when they are phonetically expressed. 
Note that the quality of these vo\vels is entirely irrelevant: they may be per
ipheral, as in Slavic, or central ("true" sch\vas), as in Frencl1 and German. 

Analyses of so-call.ed Slavic yers will therefore have to make sure that their 
instn1ments are not bound to Slavic, but can express more general phonological 
processes. Yers need to be extracted from their narro'v Slavic context, "'here they 
have lived in a \vaterproof environment in much of the structuralist and the 
generative tradition. They can offer rich insight into phonological theory if they 
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are placed in a broader context: "yers" condition processes that are different from 
vo\vel-zero alternations, and they are active beyond Slavic. 
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9 Handshape in Sign 
Language Phonology 

DIANE BRENTARI 

1 Introduction 

This chapter addresses the particular in1portance of the handshape parameter in 
sign language phonology, using evidence from a variety of sources: psycholin
guistic and cross-linguistic, as vvell as system-internal evidence from phonological 
operations. The chapter is organized as follows. In §1, by way of introduction to 
this topic, some of the \vays that handshape behaves differently in geshrre and 
sign languages V.'ill be described. In §2, portions of basic handshape structure will 
be presented, the terms that \·vill be used throughout the chapter will be defined, 
and some descriptive generalizations concerning handshape will be outlined. Further 
elaboration of the features of handshape is discussed in §3. A description on how 
handshape interacts with the other parameters of signs vvill be discussed in §4. 
In §5, several exa1nples of the role of handshape at the granm1atical interfaces 
\vill be described, and §6 '"ill consist of some concluding ren1arks on the topic 
of handshape. 

1.1 Handshape in gesture and sign language 
Handshape incltld.es the form that the hand.(s) assume(s) during the artictd.ation 
of a sign or gesture; ho,vever, handshape has been shown to behave differently 
in gesture and in sign languages in several important ways. 

One notable difference concerning handshape in gesture and sign is the greater 
range of fonns used by signers in comparison with gesturers. This has been den1on
strated in a nu.mber of psycholinguistic studies using tasks in vvl:Uch signing 
and non-signing (gesturing) participants 'vere asked to describe events using only 
signs or gestures (Singleton et al. 1993; Goldin-Meadovv et al. 1996; Emmorey and 
Herzig 2003; Schembri et al. 2005). I '�rill describe just one of these studies, that 
of Sche1nbri et al. (2005). In this study the gesturers did not use their voices. A 
test that consisted. of ani.inated video stimuli of objects moving in spa.ce vvas used 
to elicit productions from three groups (Supalla et al. 1995): non-signing hearing 
gesturers from Australia, signers of Australian Sign Language, and signers of 
Taiwanese Sign Language. Properties of handshape, place of articulation (vthere 
the sign is articulated), and n1oven1ent (displacement of the hands in space) \Vere 
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Figure 9.l The eleven equal intervals between the hvo contrastive handshapes that 
were used in the categorical perception experiment presented in Emmorey et al. (2003): 
('r in the sign PLEASE (top left) and � in the sign SORRY (bottom iight) 

counted for each subject and each group. I will describe only the results con1paring 
the Australian gesturers and signers. The largest difference occurred in the hand
shape parameter. There \vas a 76 percent match on movement and place of 
articulation vs. a 44 percent 1natch on handshape. The difference consisted in the 
greater nun1ber and complexity of the handshapes used by signers.1 

Categorical perception is a second way that handshape in gesture and sign 
languages behaves differently; that is, native signers of American Sign Language 
(ASL) exhibit categorical perception for handshape (Emmorey et nl. 2003; Baker 
et al. 2005), but gesturers do not. In Figure 9.1, 1 1  equal intervals between two 
handshapes are shown; static linages were used in this study. These two hand
shapes are contrastive ii1 ASL, and are seen here in the millimal pair PLEASE fr 
vs. SORRY �- Categorical perception is described in the psycholinguistic literature 
as being present when performance on an identification task and a discrimination 
task produces a boundary between the categories that is in the same place along 
the continuum (CHAl'TBR 98: SPEECH PERCBl'TJON AND PHONOLOGY). In this case the 
identification task consisted of putting the in1ages sho'"n in Figure 9.1 into either 
the fr or � group. The discrin1ination task consisted of taking in1ages that are 
hvo intervals apart and asking participants to judge whether the ti-vo forms vvere 
the same or different. 

In native signers the boundary betvveen the (}>and � groups in the identifica
tion task and the strongest point of discriinination '"ere in the san1e place, nan1ely 
bet�veen intervals 4 and 6. Non-signers did not display categorical perception for 
these handshapes. Moreover, the native signers sho•ved categorical perception for 
only the pairs of handshapes kno'"n to be contrastive; other pairs of stiinulus hand
shapes that are not contrastive in ASL did not yield results ii1dicating categorical 
perception. Handshapes that are considered allophonic and contrastive are 
described in detail in §2. The phenomenon of categorical perception does not den<On
strate conclusively that a phenomenon is phonological in nature (Harnad 1987), 

J A greater range of l1andsl1ape forms is also seen in signers vvhe11 corr1pared \\•ith tl1ose of home-
signers (Singleton ct nl. 1993; Goldin-Meadow 2001). Homesigners are deaf individuals who have 
not been exposed to a langL1age n1odeJ for -a \•ariet)• of reasons, and \vho have in\1ented their own 
system of gestures to communicate with their family and acquaintances. 
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Figure 9.5 T\VO signs that are a minimal pair in ASL for joints. All properties of 
CANDY (a) and APPLE (b) are identical, except that CANDY has a straight index finger 
and APPLE has a bent index finger 

is different because of the joint configuration of that finger: in CANDY 1· it is straight; 
in APPLE it is bent �' (Figure 9.5). As mentioned previously, unselected fingers 
allo\v only extended and flexed specifications, but selected fingers allow for sev
eral more. The seven different positions that are contrastive in ASL are defined 
in (3) and shown in (4). 

(3) Definitions of joint configurnti:ons in hnnds!Ulpe (cf. Brentari 1998: 106-109) 

a. Fully open: no joints of the hand are flexed. 
b. Bent (closed): non-base joints flexed. 
c. Flat-open : base joints flexed less than 90°. 
d. Flat-closed: base joints flexed more than 90°. 
e. Curved open: base and non-base joints flexed "'ithout contact. 
f. Curved closed: base and non-base joints flexed \Vith contact. 
g. Fully closed: base and non-base joints fully flexed. 

(4) Contrastive positions of the joints in ASL 

(3a) (3b) (3c) (3d) (3e) (3f) (3g) 

In addition to its ability to create minimal pairs, the joint position can change 
during the articulation of a single sign, as seen earlier in the HKSL sign SPECIAL 
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(Figure 9.3). These changes are called aperture changes, and they occur in a pre
dictable fashion. Each joint configuration in (3) is assigned membership to either 
the open or the closed class, detennined by its degree of closure and distribution 
in the syste1n. If there are two handshapes in a sign, one must be fron1 the open 
class and the other from the closed class. This 1vas also observed by Mandel 
(1981) for ASL, first formalized in Sandler (1987) as the Handshape Sequencing 
Constraint, and further refined by Brentari (1990, 1998) as the Maximize 
Aperture Constraint. A recent formulation of this constraint is given in (5). This 
phonotactic constraint "'as also used in the \vord-segn1entation task described 
in §1.1. 

(5) Hnndshnpe Sequencing Constraint (Sander and Lillo-Martin 2006: 154) 

If there are two joints positions in a sign, one must be [open] and the other 
[closed]. 

Examples of handshape sequences that are and are not penn itted in a single sign 
are sho\vn in (6) and (7). In (6a) the index, middle, and ring fingers change from 
open to closed, and in (6b) and (6c) all of the fingers change fro1n closed to open 
in a 1<Vay that conforms to the constraints in (2) and (5). Consequently, all things 
being equal, these sequences of handshapes should be perceived as single signs 
by signers of ASL. 1n contrast, the handshape sequences in (7) al l violate the 
constraints in (2) or (5) in some 1�ray, and, all things being equal, such sequences 
ought to be perceived as hvo signs by ASL signers. The sequence in (7a) has a 
change in selected finger groups, violating the constraint in (2), and the sequence 
in (7b) and (7c) violates the constraint in (5) because the hvo handshapes in the 
sequence are either both closed (7b) or both open (7c). The Prosodic Model 
Notation System for handshape (Eccarius and Brentari 2008) is employed from 
now on in this chapter to underscore the differences and similarities among hand
shapes. This notation is explained in Appendix 9.1. 

(6) Perniissible !Ulndshnpe changes 1vithin n sign 
a. 

MT;/ > M@;/ 

b. 

BT@ > BT"c 

(7) Impermissible handshnpe changes within a sign 
a. 

*M@;/ > BT@ 

b. 

> 

*BTo > BT@ 

c. 

c. 

BT> > BT"< 

*BT-Kc > BT"< 
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The different roles of joint features \Vere formalized by van der Hulst (1995), "'ho 
divided them into two different classes: those used for aperture change with their 
linuted set of possibilities (i.e. "open" or "closed" variants of the underlying hand
shape) and joint selection for the seven distinctive joint contrasts. 

In addition to selected fingers, unselected fingers, and joints, handshape can 
include other structures that will not be further discussed here due to space 
lirnitations. The thumb has the possibility of being a selected finger, and some
tin1es behaves differently than the other selected fingers m a sign. The arm can 
son1etimes form a part of the larger articulatory structure. And hvo hands are 
sometimes used to articulate a sign; the dominant hand (Hl) is the hand used 
to sign one-handed signs in a neutral lirlguistic context. The non-dominant 
hand (H2) is the other hand used in two-handed signs. This topic is covered in 
CHAPTER 10: THE OTHER HAND IN SIGN LANGUAGE PHONOLOGY. In addition, orienta
tion of the hand in space is considered part of the handshape structure; this \viii 
be discussed i.n §3. 

Based on the facts just presented, the areas of consensus among current models 
of sign language phonology about handshape are given in Table 9.1 (see Sandler 
1989; Brentari 1990, 1998; van der Hulst 1993, 1995; Uyeclu 1995; Chan.non 2002a, 
2002b; van der Kooij 2002; Sandler and Lillo-Martin 2006). The generalizations in 
Table 9.1. extend to all sign languages studied thus far. 

The hierarchical feature structure that irlcludes the characteristics in Table 9.1 
is given in (8). Notice the articulatory distinction between selected and unselected 
fingers, discussed in §2.1, as 'veil as the feature distinction between the joirlts and 
fingers, discussed m §2.2. 

Table 9.1 General characteristics of handshape 

Str11ct.r1ml property 

Feature geometry 

Hl/H2 

Selected/ 
unselected fingers 

Selected fingers/joints 

Desc,.ipt:io11 

The internal structure of handshape is best accounted for 
using a specific hierarchy of features that captures the 
relationships among the substructures of handshape. 

An articulatory distinction of handshape that captures the 
roles of the l\vo hands in a l\vo-handed sign: the dominant 
hand (Hl) and the other the non-dominant hand (H2) 
(see CHAPTER to: THE OTHER HAND IN SIGN LANGUAGE 
PRONOLOGY). 
An articulatory distinction of handshape that captures 
which fingers are foregrounded (selected) or backgrounded 
(unselected). Selected fingers can move during the 
articulation of a sign, and also can assume a larger range 
and more elaborate configurations of joints. Unselected 
fi.ngers can assume onJy two joint confi.gurations: fully 
open or fully dosed. 

A feature djstinction \vjthin selected fingers caph1ring 
which fingers are selected and the djsposition of their 
finger joints. 
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- but the index, middle, and ring fingers are selected in (10b}: ASL WEIRD, and 
HKSL SUCCEED. In (1 la} - HKSL NOT-HA VE and ASL INTERPRET - the index 
and thun1b are selected, but in (llb}-HKSL NAME - the middle, ring, and pinkie 
fingers are selected. 

(10) Phonetically similar handshapes: 
Thumb + pinkie vs. index, n1iddle, and ring selected 

a. thun1b + pinkie 
selected 

HKSL: 
ASL: 

LITTLE 
SIX 

JTo;/ 

b. index, nuddle, and 
ring selected 

SUCCEED 
WEIRD 
M"·# , 

(11) Phonetically similar ltnndshapes: 
Thwnb + index selected vs. middle, ring, and pinkie selected 

a. thumb + index b. middle, ring, and 
selected pinkie selected 

HKSL: 
ASL: 

NOT-HAVE 
INTERPRET 

lT@;/ 

3.2 Secondary selected fingers 

NAME 

D";# 

The distinction bet>veen selected and unselected fingers is sufficient to capture the 
majority of handshape contrasts in most sign languages, but there are a number 
of handshapes that require a third level of fingers, >vhi.ch has been called "sec
ondary selected fingers" and can be distinguished from the "primary selected 
fingers" '"hen necessary (Eccarius 2002). ln such cases, the 1u1selected fingers assume 
an unmarked open or closed joint position as described earlier, but the selected 
fingers have t1''0 different sets: one that is more marked, requiring the more 
elaborate specification (i.e. the pri.Jnary selected fi.J1gers}, and one that is less marked, 
but which still requires 1nore specification than the unselected fingers (i.e. the 
secondary selected fingers). Cross-li.J1guistic \vork - particularly from the sign 
languages of Asia - has demonstrated the need for this structure (Eccarius 2002, 
2008; Fischer and Dong 2010). Some examples are given in (12)-(13). In (12), all three 
levels are represented: primary selected fingers, secondary selected fingers, and 
unselected fingers. The handshape in (12a) is fron1 HKSL; (12b Hl2d) are fron1 ASL. 
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plai11 

2 fingers 

U;# 

[spread) 

U";# 

[stacked] [crossed] 

Uk;T;# Ux;# 

[f the elaborations of handshape structure described in §3 are added to the basic 
structure in (8), the full handshape structure is as in (16). 

(16) The structure of handshape with elaborations 
handshape 

unselected fingers selected fingers 

secondary prunary 

joints finge(S 

aperture selection quantity point of 
[spread] [stacked J 

[crossed] 

� 
[open) [closed] base non-base [one] 

4 The role of handshape with respect to 
other parameters 

reference 

/\ 
[all] [mid) [ulnar) 

The handshape structure i11 (16) is part of a larger feature hierarchy that includes 
Movement (M; see CHAPTER 24: THE PHONOLOGY OF MOVEMENT IN SIGN LANGUAGE), 
Place of Articulation (POA), and Orientation (OR). Models differ on hov>' hand
shape should be represented >vith respect to the other parameters. Because of space, 
only three representative models are mentioned: the Hand Tier model (Sandler 
1989; Sandler and Lillo-Martin 2006), the Prosodic Model (Brentari 1998), and the 
Dependency Model (van der Hulst 1995; van der Kooij 2002). Also because of space, 
only two points that bear on the issue of handshape (HS) and other phonological 
structures are raised: aperture change (ApChange; already discussed above) and 
orientation. A full discussion of the arguments for these structural differences is 
beyond the scope of this chapter, so the purpose of the represen tations belo•v is 
simply to indicate •vhere aperture change and orientation are represented in these 
different models. The differences arise from trying to best determine the simplest 
and most elegant analysis that can account for specific sets of forms. In addition, 
the Hand Tier Model adl1eres to the vie"' that articulatory relatedness should 
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Table 9.2 Places of articulation internal to the hand (i.e. handparts). Each sign in the 
left column orientates the indicated handpart of the dominant hand tovvard the sign's 
place of articulation. Each sign in the right column uses the indicated handpart as a 
place of contact on the non-dominant hand during the production of the sign 

Role in orientation in ASL Role in two-handed signs in ASL 

1. finger fronts 
2. palm of hand 

LABEL 
MY 

DISMISS 
LEARN 

3. back of palm 
4. back of fingers 

LOVE (a thing) 
CHERISH 
OLD 

NA TIVE·AMERICAN 
EASY 

5. radial side of fingers 
6. ulnar side of fingers 
7. tip of fingers/thumb 
8. heel of hand (wrist) 

Finger tips 
Radial 

Front of fingers 

Paln1 

BROKE ('no money') 
COMPLAIN 
SLIP 

f:�:� ....... �r·· 

��'·, 
2 

1 

·::p 
, 0  
i ' 6 · � 

l 
8 

vVOOD 
TICKET 
TOP 
CHEESE 

Back of fingers 

Back of palm 

Ulnar 

Heel/base of hand 

Figure 9.6 The eight surfaces of the hand used to indicate orientation 

5 Handshape at the grammatical interfaces 

Handshape has received a great deal of attention on purely phonological grounds, 
as '\'e have seen in the previous sections. It has also been used to describe phe· 
nomena at the grammatical interfaces between phonology and other components of 
the grammar. Here \Ve address handshape phenomena at the phonology-phonetics, 
phonology-morphology, and phonology-syntax interfaces. Each of the phenon1ena 
addressed in §5.2-§5.4 involves one or more of the phonological structures dis· 
cussed earlier in this chapter. In order to understand ho,.v these phenomena are 
manifested in a sign language grammar, some background on the architecture of 
a sign language lexicon is needed. 

5.1 Handshape in the core-periphery frameivork 
Many sign languages have multiple origins, resulting in a lexicon divided into sub· 
components according to the historical origins of signs, as \veil as their morpholog· 
ical and phonological behavior. For a model addressing sin1ilar facts for spoken 
languages, see Ito and Mester (1995a, 1995b); the sign language 1nodel is presented 
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of these signs corresponds to the first letter of the English word (e.g. V\I ATER, 
CAFETERIA, BACHELOR, and DIVORCE are all initialized signs). The spatial 
lexicon consists pritnarily of the classifier constructions, \vhich are used to express 
events of motion and location. Classifier constructions are poly111orphenuc verbal 
complexes \vi.th a root - the movement - and affixes that involve place of articu
lation and handshape. The classifier morphemes that refer to the arguments of the 
predicate are the handshapes (Janis 1992; Benedicto and Brentari 2004). In classifier 
predicates, parts of the handshape structure can carry information about the size 
and shape of the object that n1ay be phonological, 1norphological, and iconic at 
the same time. ln Figure 9.7b examples of signs in each of the components using 
the same handshapes are shown: "F" �, "O" )\, and "C" � handshapes. 

5.2 The phonology-phonetics interface and joint features 
A recent study \Vas conducted to address \vhether the phonetic targets for joints 
vvere the same across the three lexical components described above (Eccarius 2008; 
Eccarius and Brentari, forthoommg). The stimuli consisted of video clips of oore vocabu
lary, initialized signs from the foreign co1nponent, and classifier forn1s fro1n the 
spatial con1ponent. Three handshape groups \vere tested ("0," "F," and "C"). Each 
item included three variants of the handshape (round, intermediate, and flat) at 
the same place of articulation using the same movement. The variants vvere designed 
to address the stability of joint specifications throughout the lexicon. A foreign 
item using the "C" handshape is given it1 Figure 9.8, \Vi.th the round, intermediate, 
and flat fonns. The round form is the sign for S:.AFETERIA and the flat fonn is 
the sign for JlACHELOR (a 1ninimal pair); the intermediate form could be inter
preted as either sign or neither of them. Twelve Deaf signers \Vho "'ere native or 
early learners of ASL participated in this experiment.'0 

A total of 154 randomized stimulus video clips, balanced across lexical com
ponent (core, foreign, spatial), handshape group (0, F, C}, and variant (round, 
intermediate, flat) were sho\vn to each participant. Participants were asked to \Vatch 
each clip and to respond to tvvo questions presented immediately after"rards on 
the computer screen: "What is the best English meaning for this sign?" and "Please 
rate the handshape of this sign," from very bad to very good, on a five-pomt scale. 

Figure 9.8 The rOL1nd, intermediate, and flat variants of "C" used with the target signs 
CAFETERIA (left), .!iACHELOR (right), and an intermediate form (middle) 

10 A "native signer" is son1eone \\rith h\'O Deaf signing parents; an "early learner" is defined here 
as someone who learned ASL before age five. 
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Figure 9.9 (a) A \'/hole entity and (b) a handling classifier handshape in ASL 

of selected finger complexity .'2 Lov.'-complexity hand shapes have the simplest 
phonological representation (Brentari 1998), are the most frequent handshapes cross
linguistically ( Hara 2003; Eccarius and Brentari 2007) and are the earliest handshapes 
acquired by native signers (Boyes Braem 1981). These three criteria converge on 
the set of handshapes represented in (18a): all fingers t/, index finger #!, and thumb 
�. These three handshapes have also been fow1d to be frequent in the spontaneous 
gestures that acco1npany speech (Singleton et al. 1993) and in child ho1nesign 
(Goldin-Meadow et al. 1995). Mediun1-complexity handshapes include one addi
tional elaboration of the finger representation of a one-finger handshape. The 
elaboration indicates that the single selected digit is not on the "radial" (thumb) 
side of the hand (the default specification) - e.g. in \'I the finger is on the [ulnar) 
"pinkie" side of the hand and �( is [n1id] "1niddle" - or that there is an additional 
finger selected, as in � \vhere hvo fingers are selected rather than one. High

complexity handshapes include all other handshapes, e.g. �( and Y/I. 
(18) Low- and medium-complexiti; han.dshapes (Brentari 1998; Eccarius and Brentari 

2007) 

a. low co111plexity 

fingers 

quantity 
(all) 

(B) 

0 

fingers 

I . quanhty 
[one) 

(1) 

� 

selected 
fingers 

I 
thwnb 

(T) 

� 

b. 111edi11111 complexity 

fingers 

I . quantity 

� 
quantity 

[one] 

(I) 
� 

POR 
[ulnar) 

finrers 

quantity 

� 
quantity POR 

[one] (n1id) 

(8) 

� 
" Joint complexity has been set aside for future analysis and is not considered here. 

fingers 

I . quanhty 
[one) 

[all) 
(U) 

� 
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Using both elicitation methods and grammaticality judgments, Eccarius (2008) and 
Brentari and Eccarius (2010) found that whole entity and handling classifiers differ 
systen1atically in their distribution of finger con1plexity. \!\Thole entity classifiers 
have a larger set and a more complex set of finger contrasts than handling classifiers 
(see (19); the level of complexity is shOl\'n beneath each handshape).13 Both types 
of classifier hand shapes have the potential to use selected fingers to show the size 
and shape of an object, yet only whole entity classifiers do this extensively . 

(19) Number of finger contrasts for classifier handshapes in ASL, HKSL, and DSGS, 
tvith the finger complexity given for ead1 

Finger contrasts 
Object CL-HSs � � it:. � � �] 'f<' 

l l. 1 2 2 3 3 

Handling CL-HSs � � � � 
1 1 1 2 

Th.is distribution is a pa.rt of the phonology-morphology interface for several 
reasons. First, the morphological categories for \vhole entity and handling classifiers 
are associated \vith a corresponding phonological pattern, but this state of affairs 
is not obligatory. For example, if a hypothetical n1orphological classifier type 
in a sign language con1prised the follo\.ving handshapes - � � � � \'l � ft  m- the 
set wot.tld also forn1 a phonological class, becat.1se the handshapes in the set share 
a phonological property (their joints are all fully extended). New handshapes 
that enter the set would be predicted to be fully extended as \veil. If, instead, the 
hypothetical classifier type comprised this set of handshapes - 0 � � � � )1 
- the set \vould not form a phonological class as there is no con101on property 
that the handsh.apes share. In this event, the handshapes woul.d. constitute a 
morphological class, but not a phonological one. In the case discussed here, finger 
complexity provides a unifying phonological property associated with '"hole 
entity and handling classifiers; high con1plexity is associated with '"hole entity 
classifiers and low complexity \vith handling classifiers. Ne'.v forn1s entering the 
system are therefore expected to conform to this pattern. Second, the phenon1ei1on 
is morphophonological because it is tied to specific morphological classes, similar 
to the '"ay that Trisyllabic Laxing is tied to English "'Ords having specific Class 
1 affixes (CHAPTER 94: LEXICAL PHONOLOGY AND THE LEXICAL SYNDROME). And third, 
this phenomenon is phonological because selected fingers are phonological through
out the syste111, as has beei1 discussed earlier in this chapter, and '"hatever iconicity 
might exist in classifiers is subject to phonological pressures on the system as a 
whole, such as ease of articulation and ease of perception (Eccarius 2008). 

This "'ork expands the range of generalizations possible in sign language 
phonology, specifically \'l1ith regard to handshape, vvhich is i.Jnportant in its O\vn 
right. Jn addition, it provides a ne•v way to consider the emergei1ce of phonology 
as it has evolved from gesture to homesign and from homesign to a sign language. 
Sign languages utilize iconicity, but it is not used in the same "'ay by gesturers, 

'' Ha.ndsl»pes iJ, (19) are abstract classes, so, for example, the handshape ff, with or without the 
thumb, represents any handshape with one selected finger, i.e. one finger active, e.g. �,�. The thtunb 
is ignored in our analysis, except when it is the only finger selected. 
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The second diagnostic syntactic test is sensitive to objects/themes. The sign languages 
•ve have investigated have a forn1 for the "distributive," with the meaning ' . . .  to 
each'. As above, sentences \\•ith verbs fron1 the core lexicon are tested first (22). 
The sentence in (22a) with MELT, an unaccusative verb, is granunatical '"ith the 
'to-each' form. The sentence in (22b) \.vith LAUGH, an unergative verb, obtains 
an ungrammatical result for the intended meaning 'Each \voman laughed.' The 
only interpretation of this sentence that is acceptable is 'The woman laughed at 
each [of them).' As above, the sentences in (23) express a minin1al difference in 
meaning and form (i.e. in both cases each book is n1oving onto its side). The form 
in (23a) contains the \\•hole entity classifier and the one in (23b) contains the handling 
classifier, the same two forms discussed above. The results of this test determine 
that the sentences in both (23a) and (23b) are grammatical because both the whole 
entity (23a) and handling (23b) classifiers contain an object/then1e. TI1e whole entity 
classifiers are therefore intransitive since only an object is present, and the hand
ling classifiers transitive because both an object and subject are present. 

(22) The Distributive Test applied to core lexical v erbs 
a. BUTTER MELT+ 'to-each' 

butter melt DISTRIBUTIVE 
'Each but ter melted.' 

b. WOMAN LAUGH + 'to-each' 
\VOman laugh DISTRIBUTIVE 

# 'Each •vo1nan laughed.' 
'The woman laughed at each of them.' 

(23) The Distributive Test applied to classifiers 
a. BOOK Bl�+ l\10VE + 'to-each' 

book OBJECT CLASSIFIER + move + DISTRIBUTIVE 
'Each of the books fell do,vn (on its side).' 

b. BOOK Cl�+ MOVE + 'to-each' 
book HANDLING CLASSIFIER + move + DISTRIBUTIVE 
'Each book •vas put on its side.' 

Th.is transitive-intransitive alternation concerns the phonology because it can be 
captured by a phonological analysis specifying vvhich nodes of the feature tree 
are associated with this syntactic distinction. The phonological element involved 
in the transitive-intransitive alternation concerns the differential use of orientation 
of the hand.15 In whole entity classifiers orientation is purely phonological and 
does not interact ,.vith the syntax. JJ1 handling classifiers, the parts of the hand 
shown in Figure 9.6 can be used morphologically, and these alternations also inter
act "'ith the syntax to express an agent. 

TI1e studies presented here provide a few examples of ho\\' phonology interacts 
with the phonetic, morphological, and syntactic con1ponents. In the phonology
phonetics example, it was the joint features that we.re used. In the phonology
morphology example, it \vas the selected fingers that allowed for the generalization 

15 As stated in §4, orientation is represented differently in t11e phonological n1odels available; ho\1v
ever, these hand part features •re part of the handshape structure in all models. 
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be searched for. This notation also captures the case of h"o handshapes that are very sim
ilar phonetically, but \Vhich belong to different handshape groups because of differences 
in their selected fingers, such as examples (10) and (11) in the text. A complex handshape 
meaning SPACE-SHUTTLE is transcribed below: 

pr unary 
selected 
fingers 

1. finger base symbol 
2. thumb base symbol 
3. thu1nb joint symbol 
4. spread "slacked" and/or "crossed" joint symbol(s) 
5. ren1aining joint S}'lnbol 
6. secondary selected fingers symbols (4 are possible) 
7. unselected fingers symbol 

secondary 
selected 
fingers 

unselected 
flngers 

See Eccarius and Brentari (2008) for full details of the notation system. 
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123 Hungarian Vowel 
Harmony 

MIKLOS T6RKENCZY 

1 Introduction 

Vo\vel harmony is undoubtedly the best known and most studied aspect of 
Hungarian phonology . This is especiaUy true if one has the international litera
ture in mind: other Hungarian phonological phenomena have received relatively 
little attention. There is a host of analyses of Hungarian vo\vel harmony, pre
generative, "mainstream" generative (especially post-SPE), including optin1ality
theoretic approaches, and "non-n1ainstream" generative.1 The reason for this 
attention is that Hungarian vowel harmony has been used as a testing ground 
for various theories and theoretical tools/devices of generative phonology. This 
is primarily due to (the coexistence of) a nun1ber of features displayed by 
Hungarian vo\vel harn1ony: long-di.stance effects, the transparency of neutral 
vo\vels and the variation in harn1ony associated '"ith then1, the intricate patterning 
of alternating and invariant suffixes, the existence of antiharmonic roots, and the 
combination and very different character of backness and roundness harmony. 

Attention increased especially '"ith the advent of autoseg1nental phonology and 
underspecification theory (e.g. Clements 1976; Yago 1976, 1978, 1980a; Jensen 1978; 
Ringen 1978, 1980, 1988a; Booij 1984; van der Hulst 1985), and again with the recent 
shift of research to"rards phonetic m.otivation (e.g. Bei'ius et al. 2003; Bei\us and 
Gafos 2005, 2007) and variation in phonology (e.g. Hayes and Londe 2006; Hayes 
et al. 2009). Because of this theoretical bias in the research into Hungarian vo\vel 
harmony, the linguist reading the literature may learn 1nuch, but also too little: 
the available analyses tend to focus only on son1e aspects of Hungarian vowel 
harmony2 - typically those crucial to the theoretical issue at hand - and tend to 
disregard/ignore others, thus sometimes failing to do justice to the complexities 
and intricacies of Hungarian vo"rel harmony. Therefore, instead of surveying the 
analyses (which "'ould not be useful or possible because of the sheer number of 
- often very different - con1peting analyses and the transitory na lure of son1e 

1 For a bibliography of Hungarjan V0\,.1el harmony, 1ivl1ich is intended to be fairly exhaustive, see 
the fu.rther readu\g section below . 
. , Some comprehensive treatments are notable exceptions, e.g. Yago (1980c), Abondolo (1988), 
Olsson (1992), and Siptlir and T(>rkenczy (2000). 
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of the theoretical problems some of them focus on), I will concentrate on the 
empirical aspect and the major analytic issues of Hungarian vo\vel harmony. 
In what follo\vs, after a brief revie'v of the Hungarian vo,vel system (§2), I will 
discuss in detail the properties of Hungarian vo,vel harmony in §3, attempting 
to give comprehensive descriptive coverage. l \vill pay special attention to areas 
\Vhere vo,vel harmony interacts \vith other, lesser-kno,vn (or rarely discussed) 
areas of Hungarian phonology. Finally, in §4 I 'vill briefly survey the major 
analytic issues that a phonological treat1nent of Hungarian vo\vel harn1ony has 
to address. Throughout, I will try to be as theoretically neutral as possible and 
v»ill take pains to highlight exceptional behavior or data/patterns not (sufficiently) 
understood. 

2 Background: The Hungarian vowels 

The phonological classification of the Standard Hungarian3 vowels is given in (1) 
below, '"here the italicized characters that appear next to the IPA symbols are 
the vo,vel letters of Hungarian orthography. The vo\vel spelled <a> is transcribed 
as [:>), [o), or (a) in the literature. Phonetically, this vo\\rel is more open than [:>] 
and less open than (a: a). It has considerably less lip rounding than [:> o], but 
more than [a). As nothing hinges on this matter as far as vowel harmony is con
cerned, I will (arbitrarily) use the symbol [:>) for <a>. 

(1) front back 

unroiu1ded rom1ded unrounded rounded 
high i: i . � 

i i u: ll I 1 y: u y ll II 
mid e:e � 

0 : 0 0 l:i o: 6 0 0 

lo"' e e a : a  :> a 

Although there are subtle phonetic differences beh.veen the heights of non-high 
long and short vowels, and (a:) is phonetically central, it is usually assumed that 
phonologically it is sufficient to distinguish only three vowel heights and hvo 
degrees of backness (see Siptar and Torkenczy 2000). The long-short pairs are estab
lished on the basis of length alternations like those in (2):4' 5 

' It is also referred to as Educated Colloqufal Hungarian (ECH), spoken in Budapest; see Nadasdy 
(1985). There is very little on Hungarian vowel harmony in dialects; see Rebrus (2000a), Ringen and 
Szentgyorgyi (2000), and Ringen and Vago (1998). •1 There are sporadic cases of other pairings, e.g. [o: - o): ho - lwv-af (ho: - rov>t) 'snow (NOM - ACC)'. 
s Hungarian consonant letters typicall}' ha,,e transparent phonetic ''alues, ext·ept for sz [s], s [f], zs 
[JJ, cs (If], c (tsJ, ny [11], t.Y [c], gy (JI, j, ly [j]. "the doubling of a con sonant letter or the first letter of a 
consonant digraph indicates a gernlnate C<>r\Sonant: II (t:], ggy (j:]. As can be seen in (1), a single or 
a double acute accent above a VO\\•el letter det1otes lengtl1, 11ot stress (\,.rhich is a)\'tfays on the first 
syUable of the word). l will use capital Jetter abbreviations fo� harmonizing vowels in suffixes, as is 
CLtston1ary in analyses of Hungarian vovvel harn1on)' (see §3.3.1). \tVhere\rer necessary, I \\rj(J indicate 
roots by underLining and affixes in bold. The symbol "�" will be used to indicate vacillation. 
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(2) 
. . 
i: - l 
y: - y 
u: - u 

0: - 0 
o: - 0 
e: - € 
a: ....., :> 

n.0111. in a live 
vfz [vi:z] 
titz [ty:z] 
kilt [ku:t) 
k6 [k0:] 
16 [lo: J 
kez [ke:z] 

' nyar [Jla:r] 
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accusative 
viz-et [vizet] '\vater' 
tiiz-et [tyzct) 'fire' 
kut-at [kutJt) 'well' 
kov-et [k0vct] 'stone' 
lov-at [lovJt] 'horse' 
kez-et [kczet] 'hand' 
nyar-at [JlJrJt] 'summer' 

Given the classification in (1) the paired vo,vels differ in length only phonolog
ically, except for e - e [e: - e], "'hich differ in height too, and ti - a [a: - J], which 
also differ in rounding. These predictable differences are often abstracted a"'ay 
from, and seen as the result of, late rules or phonetic interpretation. 

3 Vowel harmony 

Hungarian has both backness (palatal) and roundness (labial) harmony (see 
CHAPTER 91.: VOWEL HARMONY: OPAQUE ANO TRANSPARENT VO\VELS and CHAPTER 118: 
TURKISH vowEL HARMONY for more discussion of vowel harmony). Both are root
controlled or, more precisely, stem-controlled, i.e. the harmonic properties of the 
root/stem determine the harmonic properties of the affix(es). Directionality is 
left-to-right, but this does not have to be stipulated since all prefixes are outside 
the harmonic domain, '"hich consists of root+ suffixes. Phonologically, prefix+ root 
combinations behave like compounds, in that each prefix forms its O\Vn harmonic 
domain, and thus does not harmonize 'vith the root. Compare compound fa + gyiingy 
[bJ0JlJ] 'Jnistletoe' (literally 'tree-pearl') and pre-verb + verb at+ kiit [a:t1<0t] 'tie up' 
(literally 'across-tie'), '"'here "+" indicates the morphen1e boundary (see the discus
sion of the domain issue later in §4.l). Intervening consonants do not interact "'ith 
Hungarian vo\vel harmony; they neither block nor initiate the harmonizing features. 

Backness harmony, \vhich in general requires that vo\vels should agree in back
ness within the harmonic do1nai.n, is based on the following groupings: 

(3) Back 
Front rounded 
Neutral: front unrounded 

B 
Fr 
N 

u u: o o: :> a: 
y y: 0 0: 
i i: e e: 

Neutral vowels form a separate group, since they may in general interrupt a back 
harmonic span and may behave as transparent and/ or opaque (see §3.4.l for the 
details). 

vVhile backness harmony is pervasive in the phonology, roundness harmony 
is restricted. In general it requires that the front alternants of son1e suffixes should 
agree in ro1u1dness "'ith tl1e stem - in this sense it is parasitic on backness harmony 
(see §3.5 for details) . 

3.1 Roots 
With respect to backness harmony, roots can be classified according to (a) the 
distribution of back, front rounded, and neutral vowels in then1, and (b) the 
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3.2 The distribution of vowels in roots 
(4) sho,vs that Fr, B, and N vowels freely combine in (bisyllabic) monomorphemic 
roots, as all possible combinations exist. However, this picture is guite mislead
ing, since the type frequency of son1e types of roots in the lexicon is strikingly 
lo1"er than that of others. N'otably, monomorphemic roots (bisyllabic or longer) 
in \vhich Fr and B vowels combine in any order (types a.ii and b.i) are very rare 
(these are called "dishannonic stems"). For exan1ple, in a dictionary of about 80,000 
lexical items I have found only 1 1  monomorphen1ic roots in \vhich (0) and [.)/a:] 
con1bine (e.g. 111anoken [n1Jn0ktn) 'model', pona/e (p0na:le:] 'penalty'), 12 in 
'vhich (0:) and (.)/a:) combine (e.g. am6ba [Jm0:mJ) 'amoeba', amatfir [JmJt0:r) 
'amateur'), and only one in which (0:) and [u] (kr6zus [kr0:zuf] 'very rich person') 
combine. That this is not due to the incompatibility of back and front vo,vels in 
n1onon1orphe1nic roots can be seen if "'e exan1ine the type frequency of "1nixed" 
roots, i.e. roots in \vhich B and N vowels con1bine in any order, namely types 
(b.iii) and (c.ii) in (4). There are many more mixed roots (of any length) than dis
harmonic roots. In the same search I found 1,084 monomorphemic roots in \vhich 
[e) and [:>/a:] combine (e.g. ceruza [tsi:ruz.)] 'pencil', kniter [kra:ti;r] 'crater'), and 
149 in \vhich [i:] and [:>/a:) combine (e.g. pa11ir [p:>pi:r] 'paper', hfnar [hi.:na:r] 'sea
\veed') in any order. Even though the frequency of [€) or [e:] is kno,vn to be much 
higher than that of (0) or (0:), the difference is telling. Thus, disharmonic roots, 
\vhich are typically recent loans, 6 can be seen as special or irregular, "'hile mixed 
roots - together \vith "silnple roots" (roots not dishannonic or mixed) - are con
sidered normal or regular (th.is is assumed i11 most analyses) .  Although (4) shows 
monosyllabic and bisyllabic roots only, as "'e have in1plied in the discussion above, 
the simple/mixed/disharmonic distinction carries over to longer roots as "'ell: 
a root of any length is (a) simple if it contains Fr vowels only, B VO\vels only, 
N vo,vels only, or only Fr and N vowels, (b) mixed if only B and N vowels com
bme il1 it, and (c) disharmoni.c if it contains B and Fr vowels. A root that contams 
B, Fr, and N vowels is disharn1onic (e.g. manoken). The frequency of the nlixed 
type as compared to the disharmonic type is (part of) the lexical motivation for 
considering front unrounded vo'''els neutral. These are lexical classes independent 
of the harn1onic behavior a root induces in a harmonizing suffix. 

Roots are stable in their classes: there is typically no vacillation or allomorphy 
that involves harn1ony. If the root is subject to so1ne alternation, the alternants 
are faithful in that they botl1 belong to the same harmonic lexical class. This is 
true of VO\vel alternations, e.g. length alternations (see (2)), and vowel-zero 
alternations (bokrot [bokrot] 'bush (Ace)', bokorban [bokorb:in] 'bush (INEss)', epret 
[€pr€t] 'stra\vberry (ACC)', eperben [€p€rb€n] 'stra\vberry (lNEss)'), and trivially of 
all alternations that only i11volve consonants. 

There are two kinds of exceptions to this generalization. "VaciJJati.ng disha.r
monic roots" (Yago 1978; van der Hulst 1985) are a marginal group of stems that 
are optionally either mixed or disharmonic. These roots are a special case of a phe
nomenon in '"11.ich sorne syllables '"ith [€] il1 son1e roots have a free (or sometimes 

' l.ntuitively, d.isham.'lonic roots "feel" foreign whiJe mixed roots do not (by virtue of their mixed 
nature, other phonological properties may make them feel forejgn too). To the best of my knowledge, 
this native speaker intu.ition about well-formedness has never been tested experimentally. 
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3.3 Suffixes 

3.3.1 Suffix classes 
Based on the quality of the alternating VO\vels involved and the number of suffix 
alternants, Hungarian suffixes fall into three alternating classes plus one in which 
the suffix vo"rel does not alternate (see Rebru.s 2000a for an exJJaustive list of 
suffixes). In the exa.mples belo'"' I '�·ill use the same four roots "'henever possible to 
facilitate comparison: bot [bot] 'stick',fal (f:>l] '\vall', ev [e:v] 'year', tiik [hi!k] 'marrO\>V':8 

(7) Quaternary suffixes 
[o-:>-<-0] o-a-e-ii (abbreviation: @) 
example: plural -@k 
botok [botok],fnlak [f:>l:>k), evek [e:vck], tiikok [t0k0k] 

There are 17 productive suffixes of this kind. Suffix-initial vo,.vels that show 
vowel-zero alternation (traditionaUy called "linking" v(nvels) typi.ca.Uy alternate 
in this \.vay.9 

(8) Ti>rnary suffixes 
[o-i:-0) o-e-ii (abbreviation: 0) 
exan1ple: allative -hOz 'to' 
botho:z [bothoz), ji1Iho:z [f.:ilhoz], evhe:z [e:fhez], tiikllo:z [t.0kh0z] 

There are nine productive suffi,xes of this kind. 
Quaternary and ternary suffixes sho"' the effect of backness and roundness 

harmony. The difference benveen quaternary and ternary suffix alternations (i.e. 

the occurrence of [:>) in the former) is due to Lowering, \vhich is independent of 
harmony but interacts '"'ith it; see §3.5.1. 

(9) Binan1 suffixes 
a. (u-y) u-ii (abbreviation: U) 

example: -Llnk 'our' 
botunk. [botul)k),fnlu11k [f:>lul)k], eviink [e:vyIJk), tiikiink. [t0kyIJk) 

b. [u:-y:) ii-ii (abbreviation: U) 
exan1ple: -U 'having' 
bot1I [botu:),falil (f.:ilu:), evu [e:vy:), tok17 [t0ky:) 

c. [:>-E) a-e (abbreviation: A) 
example: inessive -bAn 'in' 
botba11 [bodb::in], falba.11 [f::ilb.:>n], evbe11 [e:vben], liikbe11 [t0gbtn] 

d. [a:-e:J a-e (abbreviation: A) 
example: adessive -nAI 'at' 
bot11al [botna:l], fal11a/ [f:>lna:l), evnel [e:vne:l], tiiknel [t0kne:l] 

e. [0-0) o-ii (no abbreviation) 
example: -nok/niik [nok/n0k] 'person acting in X capacity' 
Mt11ok [la:tnok] 'visionary', meniok [n1e:rn0k] 'engineer' 

' The suffix colll11$ are ba�d on Rebrus (2000a) and Sipt<lr and Torkenczy (2000); non-productive 
suffixes and semi/non-prodt1cti\;e Lati11ate/Greek suffixes have been excluded. 
• There are fou.r except.ions: superessive -n/onfenfiin [n/on/En/en] 'oJI' (ternary); past -t(t)foll/ell/Oft 
(t(:)/ot:/tt:/0t:J (ternary); 1st plural possessive 'our' -11k/unk/ii11k (l)k/ul)k/yl)kl (binary); 1st personal 
plur•l (verb) -rik/tmk/iirik (1Jk/u1Jk/y1Jk) (binary). 
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(13a) is not exceptionless: -kor is the only exception; it is productive, invariant and 
has a non-neutral vo,vel. 

(14) Non-neutral vowels 
a. Non-neutral VOlNels only exceptionally occur in productive invariant 

suffixes. 
b. It is accidental \vhich non-neutral vo,vels occur in a (productive or 

non-productive) invariant suffix (although some generalizations can be 
1nade: e.g. Fr vowels do not occur). 

This asymmetrical distribution of vowels in alternating and invariant suffixes is 
(part of) the lexical motivation for considering front unrounded vo,vels neutral. 
Note that the neutrality of [e] is questionable in this respect, since it does not occur 
in invariant suffixes (see §3.4.1). 

The suffix analogue of disharmonic stems (in \vhich Fr and B vowels would 
combine) does not exist. 

3.4 Backness harmony 
(4) above sho,vs that the final vo\vel of the root (i.e. the one closest to the suffix) 
determines backness harmony ii it is Fr or B (4a, 4b): 

(15) lf the closest vo,vel is Fr, the harnlonizing suffix vowel \vill be front; if it 
is B the vov1el \vill be back. 

(15) also holds if the suffix is preceded by another suffix: bot-Lfnk-bAn = botunkba11 
[botul)gb:in] 'in our stick', ev-Llnk-bAn = eviinkben [e:vy1JgbEn] 'in our year'. 

If the final vowel is N, the preceding vowels determine backness harmony: 
papfr-bOI = papirb61 [p:ipi:rbo:l) 'of paper', iiveg-bOI = iivegbol [yvtgb0:l) 'of 
glass' (see (4c)). In fact, it is not exactly fue final vo,vel that matters in this case 
b11t the final uninterrupted sequence of N-voweled syU.a.bles (one or more than 
one (N*)): 

(16) If the closest vowel, not cow1ting the final sequence of N-voweled syllables, 
is Fr (FrN*), the han:nonizi.ng suffix vowel '"ill be front (4c.i). 

Again, it does not 1natter if the final sequence of N-vo\veled syllables is con
tained in a 111onomorphemic root, or a polymorphernic sten1: kiimite-tOI = 
kiimitetol [kymite:t0:1] 'from l<umite [sparring in karate]', iid-£1-6 = iidft{j [ydi:t.0:) 
'refreshing', kover-it-i-tOk = koverftitek [k0ve:ri:tit£k] 'you (PL) make it/him/ 
her fat'. 

3.4.1 Variation 
The remaining types of sten1s (4c.ii-iv) a.re in "zones of variation" (Hayes et al. 
2009). Here vo"'el harmony is not (fully) predictable. Exactly \vhat kind of 
harmonic behavior a given sten1 induces in harmonizing suffixes is the lexically 
arbitrary property of each stem. There are t\vo types of behavior: (i) lexical 
variation and vacillation, and (ii) lexical variation, no vacillation. 
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(19) Backness hannony after BNN stems 

suffix behavior 

N"N back back "' front 

[i: i] ann.lizisnak "' nnalizisnek 'analysis' 
[)n)Ji:zifn:>k "' :in:ili:zifnek] 

[i: i e:J klarinetnak "'klarinetnek 'clarinet' 
[kbrine:tn:>k "' kl:>rine:tn< k) 

[e] 

front 

oxigen11ek 'oxigen' 
[oksige:n:<k) 

nove111 be1·n.ek 'November' 
[nov£.n1bi::rni::k] 

Third, there are minor statistical patterns where backness harmony seems to be 
influenced by "unnatural" constraints independent of the height effect and the 
count effect. The following tendencies have been found by Hayes et al. (2009) to 
be statistically significant in the lexicon:ll 

(20) Front lurrmonizing su ffixes are preferred if the stem ends in a: 

a. bilabial non-continuant [p b n1] 
b. sibilant [s z f J If c!;] 
c. coronal sonorant [n J1 1 r] 
d. two-member consonant cluster 

Ringen and Kontra (1989) found a preference for front harmonizing suffixes 
after BN sten1s whicl1 \Vere longer than two syllables (but had just one N vowel) 
com.pared to hvo-syllable BN stems (e.g. majonez-Os = 111njonb..es [m:>jone:z£f] 
*majonezos *[m:ijone:zof] 'with mayonnaise'). 

There seems to be a (potentially contrary) tendency for harmonizing suffixes 
to be back after BN stems in which the N vowel is stem-final: e.g. parade-bAn = 
pnradeba11 (pJra:de:bJn) *1paradebe11 [pJra:de:bi:n] 'in the parade'. 

The height effect, the count effect, and these minor statistical effects combine 
to give the probability of the three types of suffix behavior after BN* stems. Consider, 
for instance, BN sterns with sten1-final [i::] (e.g. d6zse 'doge'). In these sterns the 
final [€] lengthens to [e:] before most suffixes by Lo\v Vo'"'el Lengthening (LVL; 
see Siptar and Torkenczy 2000), a process that "upgrades" the vowel in the hier
archy of transparency, as [e:] is niore transpa(ent than [i:], thus d6zse-nAk = 
d6zseriak "'d6zseriek [do:3e:n:>k "' do:3e:ncl<:] 'doge (DAT)', where the back-vo•veled 
suffix alternant is preferred, in accordance >vith Ringen and Kontra's findings. 
Ho\'tever, \Vhen '"'e add the harmonizing suffix -sAg, \Vhich does not trigger LVL, 
the vo>vel is not upgraded, and a back suffix alternant is less likely or in1poss
ible: d6zse-sAg = d6zseseg [do:3£fe:g], *1d6zsesag •1[do:3£fa:g) 'dogehood'. 

Probability manifests itself in type frequency and native-speaker intuition. 
These were tested for some effects by Hayes and Londe (2006) and Hayes et al. 
(2009), using Google searches and a \vug test, and by Ringen and Kontra (1989), 
using a sentence completion test with real BN stems. 

Vacillation seems also to be sensitive to ]a(ger (phrasal) context (Kontra et al. 
1989, 1991; Londe 2005). The choice bet\,>een vacillating suffix alternants is 

11 These tendencies were found in all the zones of v01iation, i.e. in all-neutral stems as well. 
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of Vigszfnluiz (Comic Theatre)), Vfg-bAn == Vfgbe11 [vi:gben], •vrgban *(vi:gb:in]. 
This also suggests that the antiharmonic pattern is not the regular /productive 
one. It is only roots that can be antiharmonic: there is no suffix that contains the 
relevant N vo"'els and, '"hen added to an all-neutral non-antiharn1onic (or Fr) 
root, would make the resulti.ng stem antiharmonic. 

(21) If in an all-neutral stem (N•) the closest vo'"el is [f], the harmonizing suffix 
vowel will be front; if the closest VO\"el is [i: i e:), the harn1onizing 
suffix vo,.vel "'ill be front after some sten1s and back after others. 

Harmonic behavior is sometimes not only stem-specific, but also suffix-specific 
in the case of stems that sho"' variation. The best-knov1n example is ferfi 'man' 
(see note 14), but there are others: e.g. rruignes [n1a:gncf) 'magnet' vacillates in the 
dative nulgnesnek "' nulgnesnak [ma:gnefn€k "' ma:gnefn.Jk), but requires the front 
alternant of the adjective-forming suffix -(@)s: nuigneses (ma:gnefef), *nuignesos 
*[ma:gni:fof) 'magnetic', and nratek [m:itrk] 'math' vacillates in the dative 
rnatek11ek "' rnateknak, [1n:itr.knck "' m:iti:kn:lk), but requires the back alternant 
of -(@)s •111ratekes *1(rn::>tckcs), 1natekos [m:iti::kos] if the n1eaning is 'person good 
at I interested/ specializing in 1nath'. The preference for one or another type of 
behavior may not be absolute. Very little is kno,vn about the su.ffix-specific 
aspect of Hungarian vowel harmony. 

3.4.2 Antiharmony 
Antiharmony occurs if an all-neutral stem takes the back alternant of a hannoniz

ing suffix, a stem \vhose final vowel is Fr takes the back alternant of a harmonizing 
suffix, or a stem '"hose final vo"'el is B takes the front alternant of a harmoniz
ing suffix. All three occur in Hungarian: 

(i) Antilza.nnonic roots: this is the type of antiharrnony \Ve discussed in §3.4.1, 
whicl1 applies after a closed set of all-neutral roots. 

(ii) "Foreign" antilrarmonic roots: Some recent loans (from Gern1an and English) 
that are all neutral or whose final vo,,rel is Fr take the back allomorph of the verb
forming suffix -(@)/, which othen,rise harmonizes in the expected quaternary '"ay 
(see (7), §3.5.l and §4.3); cf. Kertesz (2003). Co1npare (22a), "'here the suffix appears 
after "regular" Hungarian stems, '"'ith (22b), where it occurs after recent loans to 
form verbs='5 

(22) a. ltibal [la:b,l] '\vade' 
go111bol [gon1bol] 'button up' 
en eke I (e:ni:kd] 'sing' 
goz.ol [g0:z0l) 'steam' 

b. (be)csekkol (1f<k:ol) 'check in' 
griindol [gryndol) 'found (business)' 
risztol [ristol] 'share (money)' 
dekkol [di:k:ol] 'wait (idly)' 
flemol [fle:mol] 'flame' (in computing) 

J!i- Hungarian can borrow nouns, bl1t not \•erbs, as bare roots. Verbs must be suffixed by \•erb-form
ing -{@)z or -(@)/: e.g. sztnijk [stra:jkl 'stxike (N)', but sztnijkol [stxa:jkoll 'go on stxike'. 
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c. hekkel 
printel 
csetel 
netel 

[h£k:i:J) 
[printd] 
(if€td] 
[ntttl] 

'hack' 
'print' 
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'chat (on the Internet)' 
'use the Internet' 

(22c) shows that recent verbal loans do not necessarily behave in an antiharmonic 
•vay . .Kertesz (2003) suggests that \vhile it is not predictable "'hich recent loan 
\vill behave antiharrnonically "''ith -(@)I, some regularities seem to obtain: foreign 
antiharmonic roots all end in a heavy syllable (in the stem containing the root 
and the suffix): dek.kol,flf..1110/ vs. cse.tel. Note that a heavy root-final syllable does 
not imply antiharmonic behavior: compare !Ws..kol and /ltl..kel. This can be seen 
as an "unnatural" constraint comparable to those in (20). This phenomenon is 
restricted to the verb-forming suffix -(@)I. The antiharmonic examples can be 
analyzed as containing a different, invariant -ol suffix (Siptar and Torkenczy 2000), 
in \\•llich case this type of antihannony disappears. Then the problem beco1nes 
one of selection between the harmonizing verb-forming suffix -@I (22c) and the 
i.nvariant -ol (22b) in recent loans. 

(iii) Systematic suffix-inconsistent antil1ar111ony: In Standard Hungarian the 
harmonizing conditional suffix -n.A, \vhich as a result of LVL becomes -n.A before 
suffixes, appears in its front allon1orph after stems vvith a final B vovvel in the 1st 
singular indefinite present (Rebrus 2000b; Rebrus and Torkenczy 2005). Everywhere 
else tl1e suffix harmonizes in a normal way. In the examples belovv I use the stems 
var [va:r] '\vait' and tor [t0r] 'break' to sho'v this. 

(23) Indefinite present conditional 
var tor 

lsc vrir-111!-k [ va :rne:k) tor-ne-k [t0rne:k) 
2sc vrir-11ti-l [va:rna:l) tor-11e-I [t0rne:l] 
3sc vtfr-11a (va:rnJ) tor-11e (t0rnt] 
}PL vtir-na-nk [va:rna:1Jk) tor-11e-nk (t0rne:IJk) 
2PL var-na-tok [ va:rna: t::ik) tor-11e-tek [t0rne:tek) 
3PL vrir-na-nak [va:rna:n::ik] tor-ne-nek [t0rne:ntk) 

The conditional suffix is not invar iant, since it harmonizes in all other persons, 
and it is not the 1st singular n1orphosyntactic value that is associated with 
disharmony, since tl1e sa.n1e conditional suffix harn1onizes in e.g. 1st singular defulite 
present conditional: var11.a111 (va:rna:m) vs. tor11e111 [t0rne:m). It is only before the 
1st singular indefinite suffix -(@)k that the conditional suffix is invariably -ne-. This 
inconsistent behavior "'ith respect to backness harmony is exceptional: no other 
suffix behaves in this "'ay. Otherwise, suffixes are stable in their classes: they are 
either always alternating (in the same \Vay) or always invariant. In non-standard 
Hungarian and son1e regional dialects, this type of antihannony does not occur 
and the conditional harmonizes in the usual way in the 1st singular indefinite 
present too: viirnak [va:rna:k), tornek [t0rne:k]. See §4.5 for furtller discussion of 
systematic suffix-inconsistent antiharmony. 

3.4.3 -ja/i [j:>/i] 
The defuliteness marker in the 3rd singular and 2nd and 3rd plural present 
indicative is peculiar because - although it alternates according to the harn1onic 
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type of the stem - the alternation is suppletive: the "front" alternant is -i [i] and 
the "back" alternant is -jn/jti16 [j=>/ja:]: tori [t0ri] vs. vti1ja [va:rj:>] (3sc DEF PRES 
INDlC); tiiritek [t:>ritek] vs. vti1jatok [va:rja:tok] (2PL DEF PRES lNDlC). Even though 
this alternation is suppletive, it does not violate backness harn1ony, since the 
vowel of -ja/jtf is back and -i is front. Interestingly, the -i alternant behaves in 
an opaque way: only a front suffix can follo''' it. This must be related to the fact 
that -i is the front alternant of a hannorrizing suffix rather than an invariant 
one (con1pare invariant verb-forming -fl [i:t], '"luch is transparent). Consider the 
follov-ring exan1ples: martini-z-i [n1:>rtinizi] and 111artini-z-za17 [m:>rti11iz::>) 'drink 
J'v!artini (3sc DEF PRES TNDTC)' are both possible due to the count effect. But 
'"hen a harmonizing suffix e.g. -tOk (2PL) is attached to the first variant, only the 
front suffix alternant is possible ma.rlini-z·i·tek [m::>rtiniziti:k], •111artinini·z·i·tok 
*[m:>rti.ruzitok] 'drink Marti.r1i (3sc DEF PRES 1No1c)' i.r1 spite of the fact that the 
count effect suggests both should be possible after a BN* stem. 

Ho\vever, vacillation does occur in similar examples "'ith invariant -fl: consider 
martini-s-ft-Om ('treat as/turn something into J'v!arti.rU (lsc DEF PRES INDIC)'): 
n1.artin.i-s-it-en1 "' 11rnrtini-s-it-on1, [m:>rtinisi:tem "' m:>rtinisi:tom] '"here both vari
ants are possible. Ftrrthermore, neutral-only invariant suffixes never change the 
harmonizing effect of the root and thus do not contribute to the count effect. Adding 
an invariant neutral-only suffix to a BN root or more than one to a B root never 
results in the count effect; the following harmonizing suffix '"ill always be back 
'"ithout vacillation (as the root itself '"ould require): Marti11-ek-hoz [m::>rtine:khoz], 
*Martin-ek-l1ez *[1n:>rti.r1e:khez] 'to the Martms'; Mtirt-i-ek-Jioz [ma:rtie:khoz], 
*Mart-i-ek-hez *[n1a:rtie:khez) 'to Martha (hypocoristic) and her group'. The vac
illation in 11111rtini-s-it-e1n "' martini-s-ft-0111 occurs because the root itself induces 
vacillation (as BNN) even v11ithout the invariant suffix: martinitifl "' martin.it6l 
[m)rtinit0:l "' m:>rtinito:l]. This is a some"1hat marginal phenomenon, because rel
evant exan1ples are hard to con1e by, but it suggests that transparency is not only 
due to vo,vel quality or the rank of a vov11el ill the transparency hierarchy. It also 
shows tl1at the association of transparency with invariance in suffixes manifests 
itself in very complex ways, v11hich are unlikely to have a simple representational 
explanation. 

3.5 Roundness harmony 
Roundness harmony is relatively rarely discussed in the literature on Hungarian 
vov11el harmony (see Polgardi and Rebrus 1998; Rmgen and \Tago 1998; Rebrus 
2000a; Siptar and Torkenczy 2000). Setting aside quaternary suffixes for the time 
bei.r1g, roundness harmony can be stated as follows: 

(24) If a ternary suffix is attached to a stem '''hich is not antiharmonic and '"hose 
final vowel is front (N or Fr), the harmonizmg suffix vov11el '"ill be front 
rounded if the final stem vov11el is rounded and front unrounded if the final 
sten1 vowel is unrounded (e.g. tiikhiiz, evhez). 

16 The occurrence of (a:] in the alternant -j<f is due to LVL. 
" The [j] of ·i" assimilates to a preceding [zl; see Siptar and Torkenczy (2000). 
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The parasitic character of roundness harmony ((i) above) and its height sensi
tivity (ii) is typologically the most frequent state of affairs (Kaun 2004), although 
the restriction of target vo>vels to non-high \vhile there are no height restrictions 
on the trigger seems atypical. 

3.5.1 Quaternary and ternary suffixes: Loivering 
Ternary suffixes, [o - E - 0] o - e - ii, sho'" the effect of backness harn1ony and 
roundness harmony in the way described above. Quaternary suffixes are differ
ent in that they show the usual ternary alternation after some sten1s and the binary 
alte.rnation [:i - €] a - e after others: 

(25) root 

a. gaz 
bot 
siin 
riig 

b. gyep 
kep 

c. haz 
Jog 
/iii 
sziig 

[ga:z) 'gas' 
(bot) 'stick' 
(fyn] 'hedgehog' 
[r0g] 'clod' 
[J<p] 'la'"'n' 
[ke:p I 'picture' 
(ha:z) 'house' 
[fog] 'tooth' 
[fyl] 'ear' 
[s0g] 'nail' 

qua ternary plural ternary superessive 
-@k suffix -On suffix 

gazok (ga:zok] , gazon (ga:zon) 
bot-0k (botok) boton ( boton] 
siinok [fyn0k] Siin.ijn (fyn0n] 
riigiik [n'.lg0k] riigiin. [r0g0n] 
gyepek (JEpek) gyepen [J<pcn] 
kepek [ke:p<::k) kepen [ke:p<n) 
hazak (ha:z:ik) hazon (ha:zon] 
fognk [fog:ik] fogon. [fogon] 
fiilek [fylek] fiiliin. [fyl0n] 
sziigek [s0g<k] szogiin. [s0g0n] 

As can be seen in (25c), the vovvel of the quaternary suffix sho,vs up as [:>] instead 
of [o] after a final sten1 vowel and as [€] instead of [0] after a final front rounded 
sten1 vowel (i.e. roundness harn1ony does not apply). This is traditionally called 
Ltnvering, and the stems after whi,ch it happens are caUed lowering stems (25c). 
After non-lowering stems (25a) and stems whose final stem vowel is front 
unrounded, quaternary suffixes behave in the usual ternary '"ay. In the standard 
dialect the lovvering effect cannot be detected '"'hen the final stem vo\vel is front 
unrounded (25b ), but in dialects that have a distinction betvveen mid [e) and low 
[<) it can, and there are other consequences of lovvering in the standard dialect 
too (see Siptar and Torkenczy 2000). 

All quaternary suffixes begin with a vo,vel that alternates '"ith zero (a linking 
vo•vel), but not all suffixes with linking vo\vels are quaternary (see note 9). 

It is a lexical property of a root \Vhether it is lowering or not, but the frequency 
of lowering roots is different in different part-of-speech categories (verb roots 
are never lo,vering, most adjectives are lowering, and a closed set of about 200 
nominal roots are lo,vering) .  In general, derivational suffixes do not turn a root 
or a stem into a lovvering stem, but inflectional ones invariably do. Observe 
the behavior of the 1st singular definite suffix -(@)m: iit-@111 = iito1n [yt0m] 'hit 
(lsG PRES DEF)', bant-@m = ban.loin [ba:ntom] 'hurt (lsG PRES DP,F)'; but iit-@tt-@111 
= iitottern [yt0t:Em] 1hit (lsc PAST DEF)', bant-@tt-@m = btintottant [ba:ntot::>m] 
'hurt (lsc PAST DEF)'. The quaternary suffix lowers after the intervening past 
inflectional suffix -@It: the roots are non-lo,vering, but the steins formed by the 
past suffix are (see Siptar and Torkenczy 2000). 
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4 Issues 

Hungarian vowel harmony has been analyzed \vith binary features (both fea
ture values active, or only one featLlfe value active), unary features, or a nuxture 
of binary and unary features. It has been given segmental and autosegmental 
treatments in derivational frameworks and in constraint-based ones, including 
Government Phonology and Optin1ality Theory (see further reading below). In 
tlus final section I briefly survey the most important or n1ore interesting issues 
that an analysis of Hungarian vo'"el harn1ony 1nust handle. 

4.1 Domains 
Hungarian vo"rel harmony applies 'vithin a domain that consists of a root plus 
suffixes, a don1ain \\•JU.ch is often identified as the phonological I prosodic word. 
However, there are invariant suffixes that do not alternate. Most of these contain 
neutral (transparent) vo�vels, but there are a fe'" �vith non-neutral v(nvels (see 
(10)). The former are usually analyzed as falling within the harmonic domain, and 
their invariance is seen as the consequence of their neutral character. The back 
invariant suffixes are either analyzed as falling outside the harmo1uc domain 
liit)kor [0tkor] 'at five' (\vhere I use "I I" to indicate the boundaries of the har
monic domain) or as being inside the harmonic domain liitkorl, but then tl1e suffix 
vo,vel must be specified differently from the similar harmonizing ones (e.g. allati.ve: 
-hOz = iitlii:iz [0th0z] 'to five'). The first approach has been criticized on the grounds 
that if a harmonizing suffix follows the invariant back suffix, it sho\vs up in its 
back alternant (Sip tar and Torkenczy 2000). Ho\vever, this hardly ever happens unam
bigu.ou.sly, since the back invariant suffixes that can be folknved by other suffixes 
are not (fully) productive, and as such they can be analyzed as part of the root 
(e.g. cicus-hOz = cic11s/1oz [tsitsufhoz] 'to (a) kitten'). Also, the back invariant suffix 
could be analyzed as initiating its O\Vn harn1onic domain in \Vhich the invariant 
suffix itself determines the harmonic properties of the following alternating 
siLffix: lcic] lushoz]. It can be seen as a dra�vbacl.< of the domain approach that 
it increases the proliferation of domains required by various processes whose 
domain boundaries do not line up; see Rebrus et al. (1996). Table 123.1 sho"'S five 
suffixes (3rd plural possessive -Unk, -UL 'in (a language)', -ig 'up to', -sAg 'ness', 
-ki!nt 'in the capacity of') and \\•hether or not they obey backness harmony (VH), 
LO"' Vo"rel Lengthening (L VL), and the ban on adjacent identical vowels (*V 0 V,j. 
For comparison I have included a pre-verb le- (IE] 'do"rn' (since pre-verbs are kno\vn 
to be outside the harmonic domain). 

As can be seen, various (types of) affixes delunit their 0"'n do1nains differently 
(there would be more types if more processes were included) and that invariant 
suffixes do not necessarily behave in the srune way as prefixes ('vhich are affixes 
that are not in the same harmonic domain as the stem). 

4.2 Harmony in roots 
Harmony obviously applies to suffixes as can be seen in the suffix alternations. 
There is sometin1es disagreement about 'vhether it applies in roots su1ce there 
is no alternation evidence but only restrictions on co-occurrence (Kiparsky 1968; 
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Table 123.1 Domain mismatch 

VH 

-Unk + 
tiiriikiink 'our Turk' 
[ t0r0ky1Jk J 
dtinw1k 'our Dane' 
[da:nuJJk] 

-UI + 

-ig 

-sAg 

-kent 

le-

tii-riikiil 'in Turkish' 
[t0r0kyl] 
dti11ul 'in Danish' 
[da:nul] 

torokig 'up to (a) Turk' 
[t0r.0kig] 
dtinig 'up to (a) Dane' 
[da:nig) 

+ 

tiiriikslig 'Turkjshness' 
[t0r0kje:g] 
dti11s!ig 'Danishness' 
[da:nfa:g] 

toriikkffJrt 'as a Turk' 
[t0r0k:e:nt] 
dri11k.4,11t ,.as a Dane' 
[da:l)ke:nt] 

lg_dob 'throv1 down' 
[I Ed ob) 

tVt 

+ 
bembd11k 'our Bemba' 
[brmba:l)k) 

+ 
be1nbd11l 'in Bemba' 
[brmba:ul] 

+ 

bcmb!!.ig 'up to (a) Bemba' 
[ht ntba:ig] 

bemba.stig 'Bemba·ness' 
[btmb)fa:g] 

be111bake11t 'as a Bemba' 
[bemb:>ke:nt] 

lg_dob 'thro"' down' 
[lrdob) 

+ 
bant1111k 'our Bantu' 
(b)ntUl)k] 

ban/11111 'in Bantu' 
(b)ntuul) 

kocslig 
[ko!fiig) 

'up to (a) car' 

x 

x 

!eesik 'fall down' 
(lEESik) 

Vago 1974; van der Hulst 1985). Disharmonic roots do exist, but they are clearly 
exceptional (see §3.2). While the ans,ver is ultin1ately theory dependent and 
the motivation underlying the distinction between handling root-internal static 
regularities \Vith Morpheme Structure Constraints (MSCs; see CHAPTER 86: MOR· 
PHEME STRUCTURE CONSTRAINTS) and suffix alternations with a rule of harn1ony 
has disappeared with the introduction of autoseginental representations and/ or 
underspecification, it is notable that in OT treatments there is ahvays a highly 
ranked IoENT·IO constrai.nt relativized to the root that expresses the non· 
application of Hungarian vo"•el harmony in roots (see Ringen and Vago 1998; 
Hayes and Londe 2006). There are two points of interest: 

(i) Vo"•el harmony seen1s to actively apply within a class of roots, called 
"epenthetic,''20 'vhich display v(nvel-zero alternations in their final sylla.ble (see 

3> "Epenthetic" is only a convenient traditional label 11ere; arguably, the \rowel-zero alternation is 
neither epenthesis nor delet ion; seeSipt;\r and Ti'>rkenczy (2000). This has no b earing on the issue •t hand. 
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§3.2 above). These roots all end in a VCVC string before consonant-initial suffixes 
and word-finally, but a VCC string before VO\'l'el-initial suffixes. Crucially, the vowel 
that alternates with zero behaves like the VO\'l'el of a ternary suffix [o - i; - 0]: its 
backness and rounding is detern1ined by the preceding vo\vel:21 bokor [ bokor) 'bush', 
bok()rban (bokorban) 'in (a) bush', bokrok [bokrok) 'bushes'; eper [<per] 'stra\vberry', 
eperben [epErbEn] 'in (a) stra\,1berry', eprek [eprEk] 'strawberries'; tiikiir [tyk0r] 
'mirror', tiikiirben [tyk0rbc.n] 'in (a) mirror', tiikriik [tykr0k] 'mirrors'. 

(ii) Root-internal and suffix harn1ony seen1 to be asyn1metrical in that (a) there 
are no front rounded invariable suffixes, i.e. exceptions to vowel harn1ony that 
'vou.ld be the equivalent of the so/6r type of disharmonic roots (4a.ii); and (b) unlike 
root+ suffix combinations (e.g. dzsungel-nAl = dzsungelnlil "'dzsungelnel [dJuIJgElna:l 
"' dJuIJgc.lne:l] 'near the jungle'), roots never vacillate between BN*[back] and 
BN"[front]: moha.nzedan "' •n10lza111eden [moh;Jn1i:da:n "' •n1oh:imi:de:n] 'Musllin'; 
planeta "' *planete [pl:ine:t:i "' *pl:ine:ti:] 'planet', vant?ia "' •vanflie [v:inili:i "' •v:inilii:] 
'vanilla'. If vo\vel harmony is permitted to apply in roots, (i) is naturally 
explained, but (ii) "'ill have to be seen as accidental unless some general prin
ciple (like Strict Cyclicity22; see also CHAPTER ss: cvcLrcrrv) can be used to dis
tinguish the two cases. 

4.3 Hannony in suffixes 
All analyses have to address the question of hovt to distinguish suffixes that 
alternate in different \vays (§3.3.1). This can be done in a fairly straightfon,1ard 
\vay with reference to vowel height. Son1e analyses asswne that the alternating 
suffix vowels are fu.lly specified and that the underlying identity of a suffix V0\\1el 
is revealed when the suffix is used as a stem in pronominal forms (e.g. Vago 1980c; 
Ringen and Vago 1998): e.g. delative -rOl in botrol/tiikrol [botro:l/t0kr0:l] 'about 
(a) stick/marrow' has underlying /o:/ because of rola.111 [ro:l::un] 'about me', but 
ablative -t61 in bottol/tiiktol [bot:o:l/t0kt0:l) 'fron1 (a) stick/1narro,v' has under
lying /0:/ because of t61em [l.0:1em] 'about ui.e'. It is not dear why a phonological 
connection should hold between the suffixes and the corresponding pronominal 
forms: consider superessive -On in botou/tiikon [boton/t0k0n] 'on (a) stick/ 
marro"'' and rajtanz [r:ijt:>m] 'on me', where the san1e connection obviously does 
not obtain. 

Perhaps the most vexing problem (other than the representa.tion of neutral 
VO\vels; see §4.4) is ho\v to distinguish ternary alternations from quaternary ones 
(§3.3.1). Recall that the difference is that quaternary suffixes show the effect of 
Lovvering, but ternary ones do not. The analytic problen1 is that mid and lovv 
vo\vels (specifically the lo•v vo\vel [c]) are involved in both so it is not possible 
to distinguish then1 on the basis of surface height. [i:) is t,,vo-faced: it patterns '"ith 
the low vowels in length alternations (e.g. LVL) and in binary suffixes like -bAn 
'in', but "'ith the mid vowels in ternary alternations. This is usually analyzed by 

21 l'he details are more complkated: there are a handful of exceptional "epenthetic" stems whose 
alternating vowel is not (o - s - ol, and there are some vowel-initial suffixes before whkh the alter
nating vowel is retained; for details see Siptar and Torkenczy (2000). 
" Presumably, Strict CycUdty can only block vowel harJl\ony withiJ\ the root if it is a structure
changing operation (cf. Kiparsky 1982), thus only if root vowels are fully specified for the harmonizing 
feature. 
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assuming that the VO\vel of ternary alternations (and the alternating vo,vel of 
"epenthetic" roots) including e is underlyingly mid, and that it becomes lo\v as 
a result of phonetic interpretation. By contrast, the vo\vel involved in quaternary 
alternations is specified in such a \vay that it becomes lo\v by Lo,vering after 
lo"'ering stems. Thus the reason \vhy roundness harmony does not apply 
after lo"'ering stems is that the resulting vo"'el \vould be a low front rounded 
vo\vel, \vhich does not exist in Hungarian (see Siptar and Torkenczy 2000). This 
kind of analysis is problematic for surface-oriented fran1evvorks lmless son1e 
special provisions are made to handle opacity. 

4.4 Transparency, neutral voivels, and variation 

The behavior of neutral vo,vels is perhaps the main reason \vhy Hungarian vowel 
harn1ony has received so much attention in phonology. Virtually all available 
theoretical approaches and analytic tools have been applied to Hungarian neu
tral vo\vels. In these analyses the fact that (some) neutral vo,vels are transparent 
is either representationally or procedurally expressed, i.e. it is either coded in the 
way these vo\vels are represented (e.g. Ringen 1988a, 1988b) or the way these 
vo,vels are "calculated" by the rules/constraints (e.g. Ringen and Vago 1998; Siptar 
and Torkenczy 2000). If the representational analysis is chosen, the vo•vel harmony 
rule(s)/constraint(s) can be formulated in a general \Vay; if the procedural ana
lysis is adopted, no special representations have to be assumed for transparent 
vo\vels. Note that the behavior of BN* stems, specifically the count effect, is a 
serious problen1 for the representational vie"' if the transparency of vo,vels is 
analyzed as a consequence of the fact that they are not specified for the harmo
nizing feature. Given the usual autosegmental assumptions, the B trigger and the 
target of harmony are adjacent no matter ho\v many transparent vowels inter
vene: there is no reason \vhy behavior should change depending on the number 
of vowels, but it does. 

Until very recently, variation, vacillation, and gradience in Hungarian vowel 
harmony (§3.4.1) - although they were noted and sometinles dealt \Vith in the 
analyses - \Vere seen as less inlportant than the "overall" pattern of Hungarian 
vo,,vel harmony, which \Vas considered to be essentially categorical. Accordingly, a 
great deal of attention \Vas paid to the exact identity of neutral/transparent vowels, 
specifical ly to 'vhether (E] is transpa.rent (e.g. Siptar and Ti:irkenczy 2000) or opaque 
(e.g. Ringen and Kontra 1989). Even if gradience in transparency was sometinles 
recognized, it "'as not built into the models (derivational, OT, etc.), which \vere 
categorical by nat1ue. Accordingly, variation/vacillation was handled represen
tationally, by setting up 1nore than one underlying forn1 for the vacillators or 
procedura.IJy, by optional rules or variable constraint ran.king (see Siptar and 
Ti:irkenczy 2000). Hayes and Londe (2006) propose an analysis in \Vhich gradience 
is directly built into the model, in the form of stochastic OT, \vhere the constraints 
referring to the various neutral VO\Vels can be independerltly and stochastically 
ordered in the hierarchy of constraints. In such an analysis the categorization prob
lem concerning [E) disappears. 

Some recent experinlental studies (Benus et al. 2003; Benus and Gafos 2007) 
suggest that transparent vowels also participate in backness harmony phonetically, 
contrary to \vhat all other analyses assumed. They clainl that transparent vowels 
in the front-selecting steins (e.g. bili-vAI = bilivel [bilivel] 'with the chan1ber pot') 
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are produced with more advanced tongue body than the corresponding vow·els 
that occur in back-selecting stems (e.g. buli-vAI = /Ju.Liva.I [bulivJl] ',,,ith the 
party'). Crucially, it is also claimed that the relative retraction of the [i] in /Julival 
is not a co-articulation effect due to the neighboring back vowels, since it also shows 
up in isolated forms of antiharmonic roots like hfd [hi:d] 'bridge' and eel [\fe:l] 'aim' 
(as opposed to viz [vi:z] '"rater' and szt!/ [se:l) '"rind'). Benus and Gafos (2007) 
also connect the differential phonological behavior of [E.) compared to [i: i e:], "'ith 
their different articulatory and acoustic properties, a difference which is completely 
arbitrary or a lexical effect in most other analyses. (For a discussion of transparent 
VO'\vels see CHAPTER 9l: VO\\'EL HARMONY: OPAQUE ANO TRANSPARENT VO\VELS.) 

4.5 Antihar1nony 

The problen1 with antiharmonic roots (§3.4.1) is ho\v to distinguish them from 
non-anti.harmonic ones. They are typically assumed to have some kind of arbi
trary lexical marking (in the form of abstract vo\,rels, floating features expressing 
"backness" or explicitly arbitrary diacritics/full listing; see e.g. Yago 1980c; 
Siptar and Torkenczy 2000; Hayes and Londe 2006). Be11us and Gafos (2007) 
suggest that antiharn1onic roots are phonetically distinguishable fron1 har1nonic 
ones, thus their phonological patterning i.s phonetically n1otivated (see the 
discussion above). Hayes et al. argue that there are non-categorical biases for 
antiharmony based on the statistics of the lexicon, which are phonologically 
"w1natural" but nevertheless are accessed by native speakers. 

The systen1atic suffix-inconsistent antiharn1ony of conditional -nA (§3.4.2.iii) is 
usuaUy either not discussed in the literature or it is treated as entirely arbitrary 
(Vago 1976, 1980c). Rebrus and Torkenczy (2005) argue that the antiharmony of 
the conditional in the 1st singular present indefinite after back roots (e.g. tudnek 
[tudne:k] 'I would know (lNDEF)') i.s a paradigm contrast effect. The "regular" 
forn1 with the back allomorph of the conditional suffix •tud11ak *[tudna:k) 'I would 
knO"' (INDEF)' would result in homophony \vith the present 3rd plural definite 
conditional form tud11ak [tudna:k) 'they would knO\V (oEF)'. What is interesting 
is that Hungarian vo\vel harmony can be shown to be active in spite of antihar
mony. There i..s homophony between the present 1st singular indefinite conditional 
forn1s and the present 3rd plural definite conditional forn1s of front stems (ol11ek 
(0lne:k) 'I "'ould kill (INDEF)'), but this cannot be avoided through antiharmony, 
since the hypothetical antiharmonic form *ii/11ak *(01na:k) \vould violate Hungarian 
vowel harmony more than tudnt!k [tudne:k), "'here the suffix has a neutral vowel. 

4.6 Backness harmony vs. roundness harmony 
The central problem about roundness harmony is its restricted character (§3.5). 
This is rarely addressed in the literature, but some authors argue that it is not 
harmony at all, but a form of (local) licensing of the feature expressing round
ness in suffixes and that accounts for some of its properties, specifically, its 
strictly local nature and its dependence on backness har.mony (§3.5); see Polgardi 
and Rebrus (1998) and Ringen and Vago (1998). The restriction of targets to non
high vowels makes Hungarian roundness harmony an interesting problem for 
phonetically based theories that make the prediction on perceptual grounds that 
the preferred targets of row1ding harmony are high vo\vels (Kaun 2004). 
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5 Conclusion 

The complexities of Hungarian VO\vel harn1ony - especially the long-distance 
effects involving neutral vowels, the nun1erous classes of harmonic and invariant 
suffixes, and the class of antiharn1onic roots - made Ht.uigarian vO\vel harmony 
an especially interesting phenomenon, a "hot" topic when the nature of repre
sentations '"as the central issue in phonological theory. No'" that the focus of phono
logical research has shifted to other areas, such as variation, gradience, phonetic 
1notivation, the role of the statistics of the lexicon, the role of paradigms in phono
logical phenomena, and the analysis of opacity in surface-oriented constraint-based 
theories (such as OT), there is every reason for Hungarian VO\vel harmony to receive 
just as much attention, since son1e aspects of it are crucially relevant to these ne\v 
issues, specifically the gradient transparency of neutral vo\vels as manifested in 
the statistics of variation (§4.4), the phonetics of neutral vowels and the connec
tion behveen surface vo\vel quality and transparency (§4.4), the role of the paradign1 
in antiharmony (§4.5), the statistics of the lexicon and the antiharmonic beha
vior of son1e all-neutral roots (§4.5), the restrictions on roundness harmony (§4.6), 
and the opacity of the distinction between ternary and qua ternary alternations, 
both involving ( e J (§4.3). Some of these issues have recently been addressed in 
the literature (Rebrus 2000b; Bei\us et al. 2003; Rebrus and Torken.czy 2005; Hayes 
and Londe 2006; Benus and Gafos 2007; Wanlass 2008; Hayes et al. 2009), and it 
is clear that the intricacies of Hungarian vowel harmony "'ill continue to con
tribute to the development of phonological theory. 
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124 Word Stress in Arabic 

}ANET c. E. WATSON 

1 Introduction 

Within phonological theory, Arabic "'ord stress has received arguably 1nore 
attention than the �vord stress of any language other than English; and 'vithin 
Arabic linguistics, more work has been devoted to stress-related phenomena than 
any other single topic. This chapter addresses some of the reasons behind this 
phenomenon. 

The chapter is structured as follo'"s: §2 considers the characteristics of Arabic 
'vord stress, discussing general features common to different varieties and basic 
ways in which modern Arabic dialects differ both from Classical Arabic and from 
each other. §3 provides a historical overvie'" of the treatment of Arabic word stress 
within generative paradigms, focusing on major contributions in the analysis of 
Arabic stress, and cases where data from Arabic has contributed to the develop
ment of stress theory. §4 considers stress in Classical Arabic, and then examines 
in more detail w·ord stress in three modern dialects - Cairene, San'ani (Yemen), 
and Levantine - focusing particularly on phenornena that pose a challenge for 
metrical phonology. 

2 Characteristics of Arabic word stress 

With over 250 million speakers, Arabic is the official language of 18 sovereign 
states from Mauritania in the "'est to Iraq in the east. It is also spoken in parts 
of sou.thern Turkey, by Maronite Christians in northern Cyprus, and in parts of 
sub-Saharan Africa. Arabic language enclaves are found in the Balkh region of 
Afghanistan, parts of Iran, and Uzbekistan. All Arabic dialects exhibit word 
stress; however, the socially and geographically diverse area over '"hich Arabic 
is spoken leads to differences in the 1nechanics of \vord stress assigrunent. In all 
cases stress location is a fLlnction o.f both syU.able 'veight and syllable position, 
but dialects differ in the distribution of syllable types, the leftmost extent of stress 
(third or fourth syllable from the right), the rhythmic grouping of syllables, the 
interaction of stress, syncope and epenthesis, and the degree to which lexical 
information may affect stress. 
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Arabic recognizes three weights of syllable: light, heavy, and superheavy. 
Light syllables are always open, heavy syllables are open or closed, and super
heavy syllables are closed or doubly closed. Exan1ples of these syllable types fron1 
Classical Arabic are given below: 

(1) 
light 
heavy 

super
heavy 

open. 
CV 
CVV 

wa 'and' 
sa.fara 'he 

closed 

traveled' eve min 'fron1' 
ka.tab.tu 

'I \Vrote' 
CVVC bab# 'door' 

CVVC mad.di.m 
'stretching 
(NOM)' 

doubly closed 

cvcc 

CVVGG' 
bint# 'girl' 
n1add# 
'stretching' 

CV and CVC are l.Ulfestricted, although unstressed short vowels in open syllables 
are often deleted in modern dialects. CYCC and CVVGC are restricted to word
or utterance-final position? In the distribution of other syllable types, however, 
dialects vary. Levantine, Sudanese, so1ne Peninsular, and North African dialects 
allow CVGG and/or CVVC in derived environn1ents word internally, as in: 
/n1asik-in/ > [maskin) 'holding (MASC PL)', /faf-ha/ > (fafha] 'he sa\v her', 
/mu�alli.m-in/ > [m�aUmi:n) 'teacl1ers'. Cai.rene allo\vS CVVC syUables "'Ord final.Ly 
only, as in: (kitab kibir] 'a big book', but /kitab-na/ > [kitabna] 'our book'; Cairene 
restricts CVCC to utterance-final position, breaking up 'vord-final non-utterance-final 
CVCC syllables through epenthesis, as in: /bint ta,vila/ > [bint[i] tawila] 'a tall 
girl'; CVV occurs only when stressed in Cairene: initial CVV in ['fafit] 'she sa,.v' 
and ['�alam) \vorld' contrast \vith initial CV in [fa'fitu) 'she sa'v him' and 
[�a'lamu] 'his world'. 

Stress falls on one of the last three syllables, in some dialects one of the last 
four syllables, with assignment dependent on the weight and position of the stressed 
syllable. Modern dialects follow the assumed rules of Classical Arabic (§3.1) \vhereby 
stress is assigned to a. final super.heavy (CYVC, CYCC, or CYVCG) syUable, as 
in Cairene: [fi'luus] 'money', [ma-xa 'bazf] 'he didn't cook', and Palestinian: 
[ja'"raab] 'answer', [bi-'J:iutt] 'he puts'. In the absence of a final superheavy, stress 
is assigned to a heavy penult (CVV or CVC), as in Cairene: [ka'tabtu] 'you (J>L) 
\vrote', [fih'n1uuha] 'they understood her', and Palestinian: (n1us'taffa] 'hospital', 
(mu'naafis] 'competitor'. In the absence of either a final superheavy or a heavy 
penult, the dialects differ. In words \vith a heavy antepenult, Cairene stresses the 
light penult, "'hile n1ost other dialects stress the antepenult: Cairene [mad'rasa] 
'school' contrasts with Beirut/Damascene ['madrase]. 

Modern Arabic dialects differ in their rhythnuc grouping of light syllables. 
Western and Bedouin-type dialects tend to group light syllables into 'veak-strong 

' GG de.l\otes geminale. 
" In Classical Arabic, superheavy syllables occur pre-pausally only, resulting from pre·pausal deletion 
of short final vowels or case endin�. 
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pairs (iambs): Cyrenaican Bedouin stresses the penult in forms such as: [kitab-at] 
> (ik'tibat] 'she \vrote.', [ingital-a,v] > [inig'tila\v] 'they \vere. killed', and the final 
syllable in [ki'tab] 'he \vrote', [nu'xal] 'palm-trees' (Mitchell 1960); eastern urban 
dialects group light syllables into strong-"'eak pairs (trochees), stressing the 
antepenult in forms such as Cairene: [ 'katabit) 'she \vrote', [in'kasarit] 'it (FEM) 
broke', and the pen ult in ['katab I 'he "'rote', ['walad] 'boy' (SEE CHAPTER 44: THE 
IAMBIC-TROCHAIC LAW). 

All n1odern dialects differ fron1 Classical Arabic in at least optionally deleting 
short vo"rels in unstressed open syllables (Birkeland 1954). Some dialects delete 
short high vo,vels only, as in Dan1ascene: /fi.hirn-u I > ['filunu) 'they understood', 
/fihirn-na/ > [f'himna] 'we understood' but /katab-u/ > ['katabu] 'they \vrote' 
(Cowell 1964). Other dialects delete short vo,vels irrespective of their quality, as 
in Lebanese Kfar-Sgab: /c;larab-ak/ > [\iarbak] 'he hit you' and /sarnak-i/ > ['srunki] 
'one fish' (Fleisch 1974). 

Several dialects differ from the assumed predictable quantity-based system 
of Classical Arabic in that certain morphemes affect stress placement. In Cairene 
and Tunisian the 3rd feminine singular perfect inflectional suffix -it attracts stress 
on suffixation: Cairene ('ranlit] 'she threw' becon1es [ra'1nitu] 'she threw it 
(MASC)', contrasting \vith other CVCVCV forms, such as 'katabu 'they '"rote', where 
the antepenu lt is stressed. In Iraqi, the dual suffix -een retracts stress, although 
all other cases of 'vord-final CVVC attract stress: ('lfalbeen] 'two dogs' contrasts 
\Vith [ta�'baan] 'tired' (Envin 1963: 43). In Muslim Mosul Iraqi, stress ahvays 
falls on the final syllable of a verbal or nonlinal stein \vhen it takes a suffix, as 
in: (n;ix'la�-u] 'we n1ix it (MASC)' (Jastrow 2007). In some \vestern dialects and dialects 
of Oman, word stress is phonem ic in disyllabic noun-verb pa.irs: initial stress in 
['fihim] 'understanding' contrasts with final stress in [fi'him] 'he understood' 
(J anssens 1972). 

Finally, modern dialects differ as to \vhether or not epenthetic vowels count 
for stress purposes. In Cairene, a penultimate post-CVC syllable with an epenthetic 
vtnvel is stressed like any other penultimate post-CVC syllable: compare [bin 'tina) 
'our daughter' with [mad'rasa] 'school' and [fih'mitu] 'she understood him'. In 
Iraqi and Levantine, by contrast, stress is assigned as if the epenthetic vov•el \vere 
not there: penultin1ate stress in Muslim l'vlosul [ka'tabit] 'I '"'rote' contrasts with 
initial stress in [ 'katab;it] 'she wrote' (Jastrow 2007). 

3 Theoretical accounts of Arabic word stress 

This section provides a llistorical overview of theoretical accounts of Arabic 
,,vord stress, focu.sing on ,.vays in which research on Arabic has contributed both 
to the development of metrical theory and to a deeper understanding of Arabic 
prosodic structure and cross-dialectal differences. 

3.1 Pre-generative approaches 
Concepts upon ·wh ich generative studies of Arabic word stress draw have their 
roots in early pre-generative approaches. The older traditional studies of Erpenius 
(1656), Brockeln1ann (1908), and Wright (1971) recognized the role of the syllable 
and syllable \veight in stress assignment, distinguishing bet\veen light (CV) and 
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heavy (CVV and CVC) syllables (see CHAPTER 57: QUANTITY-SENSITIVITY). The 
analyses of stress in Cairene by Harrell (1957) and Cairene and Cyrenaican 
Bedouin by Mitchell (1956, 1960) are based on the position and relative weight 
of syllables. 

The Prague School (Jakobson 1971) describes stress assignment not in terms 
of syllables, but in terms of moras. Moraic accounts of stress in Arabic include 
Cantineau (1960: 240), for \vhon1 stress in EJ-Hamn1e of Gabes (Tunisia) is placed: 
"on the third mora of the word . . .  on the fourth i£ the third corresponds to a 
consonant," accounting for penultin1ate stress in: [k'tibtu) 'you (PL) "'rote', and 
antepenultimate stress in: ('madrasa] 'school'. The mora is referred to in the 
informal expression of Abdo's (1969) post-SPE (Chomsky and Halle 1968) account, 
"'here Classical Arabic stress is assigned to the vowel preceding the last t"'O moras 
(the third or fourth mora from the right-edge). Within metrical theory, it later 
returns as a full-fledged elen1ent of the representation, firmly e1nbedded within 
the prosodic hierarchy. 

3.2 Generative approaches 

Generative approaches to stress in Arabic have followed conten1porary approaches 
in generative phonology, with a fe'" landmark changes in orientation. In the 
SPE segment-based approach adopted by Abdo (1969), Brame (1970, 1973, 1974), 
Broselow (1976), Johnson (1979), and Weldon (1980), stress is encoded as a 
phonological distinctive feature, [+stress], assigned to a [+syllabic] segment in a 
particular segmental context. Essential variables are included in the vocabulary 
of phonological rules. Ta.ke Palestinian as an example, for which the basic stress 
rules are: 

(2) a. Stress a final superheavy syllable: [ba-'fUf] 'I see', [bi-'i)utt] 'he puts'. 
b. Otherwise stress the righllnost non-final heavy syllable: [ba-'fufif) 'I don't 

see', [ka'tabti] 'you (FE1'·l sc) wrote', ['nliktafii] 'discovering'. 
c. Otherwise stress the first syllable (up to the antepenult): ['katab] 'he wrote', 

['zalama] 'man'. 

Under this approach, stress is assigned by the following rule (Brame 1974), 
�vhere C0 indicates a.n arbitrary number of consonants, including zero, and C� either 
zero or one consonant. 

(3) Stress a.ssig11111enl 
V � [+stress] I _ C0((VC)VC�)] 

This rule abbreviates three disjunctively ordered sub-rules: 

(4) V � [+stress] I _  C0VCVCb] 
V � [+stress] I _  Covci1 
V � [+stress] I _ Col 

e.g. ['zalama], ['n1iktafif] 
e.g. [ka'tabti], ['katab] 
e.g. ['l�at\) 'he put', [ba-'fiif] 

3.2.1 The interaction of nzorphology and ivord stress 
Bra1ne noted that the basic stress rules and their formalis1n in (2) fail to account 
for data such as [ka'tabit) 'I/you (MASC sc) wrote' (cf. ['katabit] 'she wrote'), 
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[''abilna] 'before us' (cf. [''bilna] 'we accepted'). These forms are derived from 
underlying /katab-t/ and /?abl-na/ through epenthesis (see CHAPTER 67: vowEL 
El'ENTBESlS), and are explained by Bra1ne as the assign1nent of stress prior to 
epenthesis, giving intermediate (ka'tab-t) and [''abl-na). Epenthesis does not 
undo stress assignment, leading to opaque assignment of stress to a light 
penult in [ka'tabit], and opaque non-assignment of stress to the heavy penult in 
[''abilna] (§3.2.3). These cases of opaque assignment, or lack of assignment, of 
stress vvere attributed initially by Bran1e (1970, 1973, 1974) and later by others 
(e.g. Kenstovvicz and Abdul-Karim 1980; Kiparsky 1982, 2000, 2003) to the cycle 
and the preservation of metrical structure assigned in earlier cycles ((54); 
CHAPTER ss: CYCLICITY). The SPE-type approach to "'Ord assignment has since 
been superseded, but recognition of the role of the cycle and of the interaction 
of syncope and epenthesis '"'ith word stress assignn1ent has not. As \Ve shall 
see below (§4.2.3), within the strata) version of Optin1ality Theory (OT), opaque 
stress is attributed to inter-level constraint masking: if a is the constraint system 
of domain Y (e.g. stem), and � is the constraint system of a larger domain Z, then 
'3's markedness constraints can render o: opaque (Kiparsky 2000). Thus, opacity 
in dialects such as Levantine is attributed to \'\'Ord-level assignn1ent of stress and 
postlexical epenthesis, which renders stress opaque. 

3.2.2 The prosodic hierarchy and representation of the syllable 
The post-SPE period formed an a.syllabic interlude in the analysis of Arabic word 
stress. Most pre-generative and non-generative accotu1ts n1ade reference to the 
syllable, and within generative phonology there vvas increasing recognition that 
sounds grouped into syllables of differing prosodic vveights, and that the syllable 
formed part of the prosodic hierarchy (Fudge 1969; Kiparsky 1979; McCarthy 1979; 
Selkirk 1980, 1982; Halle and Vergnaud 1987). 

At this tune it came to be recognized that the syllable fonned a unit \Vitllli1 a 
prosodic hierarchy, a hierarchy that recognized units of prosodic structure above 
the syllable - the foot (see CHAPTER 40: THE FOOT) and the prosodic "''ord (see 
CHAPTER SJ: THE PHONOLOGICAL \'/ORD) - and a unit of prosodic structure below 
the syllable: the n1ora. Weight-based, rather than segment-based, n1odels of the 
syllable representing the prosodic tier as a series of 1noras (e.g. McCarthy 1980; 
Angoujard 1990; McCarthy and Prince 1990) provide a 1nodel that reflects the role 
of prosodic weight in stress assign.m.ent by acctn.u1.ti.ng for phonologica l positions, 
and by distinguishing ben-veen light (monomoraic) and heavy (bimoraic) syllables 
(Hayes 1989): short VO\'\'els contribute one mora, long VO\'lels t\'lO moras, gemin
ate consonants one mora, and coda consonants are assigned a mora through 
Weight-by-Position in languages such as Arabic, 'vhere CVC syllables count as 
heavy (quantity-sensitivity). Jn &"ln'ani (tiftai] 'you (FEM SG) want', for example, 
the vovvels contribute moras and If I receives a mora through \'\leight-by
Position (indicated by a dashed line): 

(5) a 

' ' ' ' 

t . 
I 

fl • 
' 
. 
• 

f 

a 

t a 

fl 
I . 
I 
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from the stressed syllable to the right-edge of the word, placing a word like 
['madrase] 'school' within a single foot. McCarthy (1979, 1980) restricted the 
foot by 1neasuri.ng it in moras: in Damascene, the stressed mora plus, at n1ost, 
hvo following moras. A \vord comprising three light syllables, such as ('darasu] 
'they learnt', exhausts the foot, giving ['(darasu)], but in a 'vord comprising a heavy 
plus tl''O light syllables, such as ['madrase] 'school', the final light syllable is excluded 
from the foot: ['(madra)se]. 

(8) 

a a a 

fl µ 
I I 

m a d r a s a 

Since these accounts, bounded foot inventories have often excluded feet that 
require coi.mting higher than hvo (but cf. e.g. Burzio 1994). Hayes (1989, 1995) 
argues for absolute binarity: the maxin1a1 and canonical iamb consists of a 
light syllable followed by a heavy syllable, as in Cyrenaican Bedouin [ki'tab] 
'he \vrote': 

(9) L: 
� 

a a 

µ µ 
I I 

k 1 t a b 

Trochees comprise h-vo equal elements: syllables in the syllabic trochee, moras 
in the moraic trochee. In a moraic trochee dialect, [madrasa] 'school' comprises 
l\VO moraic trochees; cf. (8): 

(10) L: L: 
I � 

a (J a 

I 
µ µ µ 

I I I 
n1 a d r a s a 

The uneven trochee, \Vhich comprises a heavy and a light syllable in moraic trochee 
systems, is ruled out by Hayes. It is, however, invoked by Irshied and Kensto\vicz 
(1984), Angoujard (1990), and Kager (2009) to accoi.mt for penultimate stress in 
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HLLL forms in trochaic Arabic dialects, as in Jordanian Bani-Hassan ['alla'mato] 
'she taught him': 

(11) r: 
� 
s w 

I 
<:- a ]  l a m a  t o  

3.2.5 Constituency and the nietrical grid 
Metrical trees reflect constituency through sister nodes, but fail to represent in 
any transparent "'ay typical stress characteristics of stress clash or alternating 
rhythm between strong and weak syllables. Prince (1983) and Selkirk (1984) 
argued that the metrical grid could better capture the rhythmic characteristics of 
stress, and that constituency into feet could be eliminated. Compare the pure grid 
representation of Cairene [mux'talifa] 'different (PEi.1 sc)' belo'v with the metrical 
tree representation in (6): 

(12) 
• 

• • 

• 

• 

• • 

n1 u x t a l 1 f a  

In 1985, data from an Arabic dialect appeared to challenge the effectiveness of 
the pure grid. In an account of Bedouin Hijazi Arabic (SH.A), Al-1v!ozainy et al. 
(1985) analyzed alternations such as those in (13) as resulting from low vowel 
deletion and stress shift. 

(13) 'sal1ab 'he pulled' 
'palm trees' 
'hunting dogs' 

s'l1abat 'she pulled' 
n'xalah 'a paln1 tree' 
s'ligah 'a hunting dog' 

'naxal 
'salag 

They argued the direction of shift \Vas governed by constituent structure and that 
vo\vel deletion in BHA induces left-to-right stress shift to the sister node within 
the n1etrical tree: 

(14) 

s 

� 
s � w 

I I 
w 

� 
s w 

I 
s a h a b a  t � s 0 h a b a  t 

Through eliminating constituency, the pure grid provided no explanatory 
account for the direction of stress shift in data such as these. The introduction of 
brackets within the grid (Halle and Vergriaud 1987; Halle and Kensto\vicz 1991; 
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Hayes 1995), ho"rever, enabled the grid to handle such data, sho"ring that on 
vo\vel deletion stress shifts "'ithin the bracketed constituent (in this case to the 
right): 

(15) a. (* 
(* 
• 

) 
.) 
• 

s a h a b 

b. ( 
( 

* 
*) 
• 

) 

s 0 1l a b a t  

word 
foot 
syllable 

Further work on BHA sl10"1ed the initial findings to have been based on an 
incorrect analysis of the foot-type: essential paradigms had not been considered 
(Angoujard 1992; Paoli 2008), and BHA feet \Vere re-analyzed as iambs rather 
than moraic trochees (McCarthy 2003); motivated by the tendency of ian1bic feet 
to maximize quantitative differences behveen the head and dependent syllables, 
deletion targets the unstressed vowel of an iambic foot. The basic conclusions that 
stress is preserved on deletion of stressed VO\vels and that the direction of stress 
shift is predictable from constituency ren1ain valid, however, and are supported 
by data from other Arabic dialects: Cyrenaican Bedouin (Hayes 1995, data fron1 
Mitchell 1960) and San'ani (\!Vat.son 2002: 116) both exhibit stressed vowel dele
tion and stress shift4 '"'ithin the foot: lefhvards in Cyrenaican, which exhibits iambic 
stress, and right"rards in San'ani, '''hich exhibits trochaic stress. 

(16) a. Cyrenaican [ki'tib] 'books' > ['kitbi.h] 'his books' 

b. 

( • ) ( • ) word 
( . *) ( * ) foot 
* * * * syllable 

k 1  t 1  b > k 1 t 0 b 1 h 

San'ani ('xafab] 'wood' > (x'fabih) 'a piece of ,.vood' 
( * ) ( * ) \VOrd 

(* .) ( * ) foot 
* • * • syllable 

x a f a b > x 0 f  a b l h 

3.2.6 Unparsed syllables 
The findings of many researchers suggest metrical structure need not exhaust the 
string of syllables. Hayes (1995) claims syllables left over after foot construction 
are either unfooted or form degenerate feet. Degenerate feet are not optimal, 
but languages differ as to \Vhether they in1pose a strong or a '''eak ban on them. 
Languages that permit words smaller than the canonical foot (a single mora in 
a moraic trochee system, or a single syllable in an iambic or syllabic trochee 
systen1) tend to invoke the \veak ban, \vhile languages that do not permit sub
minimal words invoke the absolute ban. 

Sub-n1inin1al content \vords are generally unattested in Arabic and sub
rninimal grammatical words are expanded on suffixation to provide a miniinal 
bimoraic base, as in Cairene: 

' Optional in the case of San'ani: ['xafabihl - lx'fabih]. 
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'from him/it (MASC)' 
'about you (rL)' 
'in it, there is' 

Sub-minimal loanwords are typically expanded through vowel lengthening to 
match the minimal prosodic "'Ord, as in: [bar] 'bar' and [ba�) 'bus'. Some dialects, 
such as San'ani, ho,vever, do have stressable 1nonomoraic content "'ords, 
including [ab] 'father', [ax] 'brother', [yad] 'hand', [da1n] 'blood', and a fe'" sub
minimal function words that contrast \vith comparable birnoraic "'ords in 
Cairene, and never lengthen, including (kam] 'hov.r many' (cf. Cairene (kam]), 
[man] ''vho' (cf. Cairene [min] ), and [ma�] ''vith' (cf. Cairene [ma�a]) (V\latson 
2002: 88-89). Further evidence that degenerate feet are allowed in strong posi
tion in San'ani includes the exceptional stressing of peripheral light syllables, 
giving optional initial stress in forms such as ('tan1am] 'good', and optional final 
stress in forms such as (Jik'mih] 'party for parturient' (§4.2.2). 

3.2.7 Weak parsing 
Many languages stress the third syllable from the \vord edge. Hayes (1982, 1989, 
1995) argues such systems can be accounted for not by expanding the universal 
inventory to include ternary feet, but by resorting to the independently motivated 
devices of extrametricality at the edge, destressing in clash, and the non
exhaustivity of foot construction. Non-exhaustivity of foot construction means 
syllables can be skipped through a device knovtn as weak local parsing, poten
tially creating ternary alternation in longer strings (Hayes 1995: 308): 

(18) (x .) (x .) (x .) 

This device enables Hayes to provide an account of Arabic dialects which dis
penses '"ith the uneven trochee. Bani-Hassan [�alla'n1ato], seen above in (11), is 
analyzed in n1oraic trochees 'vith \veak local parsing (Hayes 1995: 366): 

(19) (x) (x .) 

� a l. l a. m a t o  

3.2.8 Final consonants, syllables, and feet 
The right-€dge of the word prompts exception in many languages: extra-Jong 
syllables are often restricted to the right-edge, and syllables that act as heavy non
finally often fail to attract stress in final position. In Cairene, the sequence [.tab.] is 
stressed penultimately in [ka.'tab.tu] 'you (PL) wrote', but not finally in ['ka.tab] 
'he '"rote'. To account for the asymmetric behavior of closed syllables and the 
invisibility of peripheral elements to stress rules, Libennan and Prince (1977) 
introduced the notion of extrarnetricality (see CHAPTER 43: EXTRA11'1ETRICALITY AND 
NON-FINALITY), the rules for which \vere developed by Hayes (1979, 1982, 1989). 
Thus, rather than specify for relevant languages that CVC is light finally, but heavy 
non-finally, and that only CVCC and evvc syllables are heavy finally, the right
most consonant is analyzed as invisible to stress rules through extra1netricality, 
n1aking final eve equivalent in weight to non-final CV (Hayes 1995: 57): 
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(20) Final i\./on-final 
CV CV 
CV<C> CV 
CVC<C> eve 
cvv CVV 
CVV<C> cvv 

In several Arabic dialects, final pairs of light syllables also appear to be invisible 
to stress rules. In Palestinian, for example, stress is assigned to the rightmost bimoraic 
sequence in these words:s 

(21) '?ana 'I' 
'ka tabu 'they \Vrote' 
bara'kitna 'our co'"'' 
ka'tabna '"re '''rote' 

Ho,vever, in words comprising a heavy syllable followed by h''O light syllables, 
or four light syllables, stress is assigned to the initial syllable: 
(22) 'barakito > 'bakarto 

'madrasa 
'fajaratun (Classical) 

'his co,v' (with High Vo,vel Deletion) 
'school' 
'tree (No:r-1)' 

Hayes (1995) analyses such patterns as resulting fron1 foot extran1etricality, sub
ject to the non-exhaustivity condition. Thus, ['madrasa] is parsed as [(mad)(raS<'l)], 
with hvo bimoraic feet; by not exhausting the word the peripheral foot is eligible 
for extrametricality, giving [(mad)<(rasa)>). Stress is assigned to the rightmost 
visible (non-€xtran1etrical) foot: ['(mad)<(rasa)>]. The characteristic Cairene pattern 
of stressing a light penult after a heavy antepenult, by contrast, is analyzed as 
resulting from lack of foot extrametricality: the rightm.ost visible foot is stressed 
in all dialects, but only in Cairene is the peripheral foot visible to stress rules: 
Cairene [(mad)'(rasa)] contrasts \vi.th Palestinian ['(mad)<(rasa)>]. 

3.2.9 CVXC syllables 
Stress patterns in several languages, including Arabic, indicate that an extrametrical 
consonant does not deprive the rightn1ost foot of peripherality: by being contained 
\•vi.thin the peripheral foot, the peripheral consonant does not intervene benveen. the 
foot and the right-edge. In San'ani ['katabati.h] 'she wrote it (.MASC)', for example, 
extrametrical /h/ falls within the rightmost foot, itself deemed extrametrical. Stress 
assignment to the rightmost visible foot gives ['(kata)<(bati<h>)>]. An analysis 
of extran1etricality in the case of CVVC and CVCC strings, however, predicts the 
\•vrong results: extrarnetdcality would render final C invisible to stress rules; as 
an extrametrical element it would fall in the adjacent foot, failing to deprive the 
foot of peripherality; as peripheral feet, CVCC and CVVC syllables \voukl be 
invisible to stress rules in dialects such as Palestinian for which foot extrametri
cality holds, but not in dialects where foot extran1etricality fails to apply. Such 
an analysis would predict a stress difference in \vords of the pattern CVVCVCC 

s Data from Brame (1973, 1974), Abu-Salim (1980), and Kenstowicz and Abdul-Karim (1980). 
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and CVCCVCC bet"reen dialects that exhibit foot extrametricality (23a), and 
dialects such as Cairene, 'vhich do not (23b ): 

(23) a. Consonant extrametricality: 
Foot extra1netricality: 
Stress rightmost visible foot: 

b. Consonant extrametricality: 
Foot extrametricality: 
Stress rightmost visible foot: 

darrast � darras<t> 
(dar)(ras<t>) � (dar)<(ras<t>)> 
* '(dar)<(ras<t>)> (= dar'rast) 

darrast � darras<t> 
n/a. 
(dar)'(rast) 

A significant step in research on Arabic stress concerns the analysis of these 
so-called "superheavy" syllables. Superheavy syllables are exceptional on two 
counts: they are the only syllable types that are ahvays stressed in final position 
(although cf. §4.2.2), and they are restricted to domain-final position (at least 
in 1norphologically simple forn1s). Thus, in terms of stress rules, they behave 
like penultin1ate CVV or CVC (as do CVVC/CVCC syllables in English; Burzio 
1994; Harris and Gussmann 2002). Several analyses of CVVC/CVCC strings have 
been proposed around the basic analysis of heavy syllable + element. This was 
expressed initially by McCarthy (1979: 453) through Chon1sky-adjoining a word
final consonant to a heavy syllable: 

(24) a 

C V [+seg) C# � C V [+seg) C# 

Halle and Vergnaud (1979) analyze final C in CVXC as the •veak elen1ent in a 
branching foot: 

(25) � 
"' s 

� "' s \V 

� I 
k a t a b t 

In later accounts (Aoun 1979; Angoujard 1981, 1990; Selkirk 1981;6 Burzio 1994), 
the rightmost C forms a degenerate syllable, i.e. a syllable with an empty nucleus 
or null VO\vel: 

(26) a a 

� """ 
C V [+seg] C ;:,. 

'' Only for CVCC syllables. See §4.2.2. 
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For Hayes (1995: 126), final C in CVXC is not syllabified at the initial stage: CVXC 
is analyzed as heavy syllable + stray consonant, while CVC is analyzed as light 
syllable + extran1etrical consonant: 

(27) cvx.c 
CV<C> 

Within OT, Al-Mohanna (2004) analyses final C of 'vord-final CVXC as attached 
directly to the prosodic word node. Essentially, then, all accounts show that the 
righttnost C in CVXC sequences intervenes benveen the right edge and the heavy 
syllable, depriving the foot formed by the heavy syllable of peripherality. Thus, 
darrast (23) in both Cairene-and Palestinian-type dialects is analyzed as [(dar)'(ras).t). 

Th.is section has exami.ned key approaches to Arabic stress '"ithin the generative 
paradigm, with particular focus on challenges raised by Arabic data for stress 
theory. §4 '"ill provide sketches of the stress systems of Classical Arabic and three 
modern Arabic dialects, focusing on core sintilarities and differences between the 
dialects, and exa1nining approaches invoked to account for cross-dialectal differ
ences and apparent exceptions to the stress algorithms. 

4 Stress algorithms 

4.1 Classical Arabic 

The early Arab gran1marians provided detailed descriptions of segments and 
melodic phonological processes cl1aracteristic of read ings of the Qur'an and certain 
Peninsula dialects; ho\vever, word stress is never mentioned. This led some 
researchers to believe that Classical Arabic exhibited no \vord stress (Birkeland 
1954; Ferguson 1956; Garbell 1958), and others to assun1e it to have been sin1ilar 
to the rather fluctuating "'ord-stress syste1n found today in western dialects of 
the Arabian Peninsula. 

The Classical Arabic stress patterns have since been reconstructed through 
comparison of modern dialect stress patterns (Janssens 1972), versification (Weil 
1954; Wright 1971), and observation of the non-dialectal pronunciation of Classical 
Arabic in some regions (Abu-Fadl 1961; .tvlitchell 1993). There is now general 
consensus that Classical Arabic exhibited predictable stress. Disagreeolent exists, 
however, as to the leftmost limit of stress. It is agreed that penultin1ate eve or 
cvv bore stress, or, if the penult \Vas light, antepenultin1ate eve or CVV. \A/here 
both the penult and antepenult \vere light, as in /mas?alat-w1/, researchers differ: 
Erpenius (1656), Abdo (1969), Brame (1970), Bohas and Kouloughli (1981), and 
Angoujard (1990) argue that stress did not retract beyond the antepenuJtirnate 
syllable, giving, in this case, [mas''alat-un] 'problem (NOM)'. Brockelmann (1908), 
Wright (1971), Janssens (1972), and McCarthy (1979), by contrast, clain1 stress is 
assigned to the initial syllable in such cases, giving ['1nas?a[atlm]. If this latter holds, 
this '"ould mean Classica.l Arabic, in contrast to the modern dialects, exhibited 
unbounded metrical feet, constructing feet fron1 one heavy syllable up to, but not 
including, the next heavy syllable. Under both analyses, lexical exceptions exist: dialect 
comparison and the non-dialectal pronunciation of Classical Arabic suggest stress 
\vas not assigned to the initial heavy syllable in derived verb forms VII and VIII, 
but to the light antepenult, giving: [in'fa�ala] and [if'ta�ala] rather than *['infa�ala) 
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and *['ifta�ala].7 Similarly, most particle prefixes are unstressed irrespective of 
their relative position (lv!itchell 1960: 371, 1975: 77), leading to antepenultimate 
or penultin1ate stress in forn1s such as: [aJ-',valad-u] 'the boy (NOM)' (cf. vVright's 
['madrasat-un] 'school (NOM)'), [al-'yad-u] 'the hand (NOM)', (cf. ['n1aktab-un] 'office 
(NOM)'), [\va-'yad-un) 'and a hand (NOM)' (cf. ['katabat) 'she wrote'). 

The stress algorithm for Classical Arabic is given in (28) (bracketed elements 
included in case stress retraction is lunited to the antepenult): 

(28) Classical Arabic stress 
a. Stress a pre-pausal superheavy (CVVC, CVVGG, or CVCC) syllable: 

[ki'tab] 'book', ['madd] 'stretchmg (MASC sc)', [fa'ribt] '1/you (MASC sc) 
drank'. 

b. Other\\'ise, stress the rightmost non-flllal heavy (CVV, CVC, or CVVG) 
syUable (up to the antepenult): (da 'rasna] \.ve learnt', [s.a'biinun] 'soap 
(NOM)', ['maktabah] 'library', ['maddun] 'stretching (NOJ\.1)', ( 'maktabatun] 
'library' (non-pause) (or [mak'tabatun]). 

c. Othenvise, stress the leftmost CV syllable (or antepenult): ['kataba] 
'he "'rote', ['katabatuhu] 'library' (or [kata'batuhu]). 

4.2 Arabic dialects 
This section presents the basic stress algorithms for Cairene, San'ani, and Levantine, 
three dialects analyzed as exhibiting moraic trochaic stress. Each subsection 
considers so1ne of the most significant data that has unpacted on metrical theory 
and approaches i11voked to handle this data. The section is concluded by a table 
surnmarizmg the mam stress and stress-related typological characteristics of each 
dialect and of Cyrenaican Bedouin, aspects of "'hich '"e considered in §3. 

4.2.1 Cairene 
More generative accounts of \Vord stress have been provided for Cairene than 
any other Arabic dialect. Cairene attracted attention due to its characteristic 
avoidance of a heavy antepenult m favor of a light penult, deletion of unstressed 
high vo,vels but, with fe,v exceptions (V\loidich 2006), not unstressed Jo,v vo,vels, 
reduction of unstressed long vo,vels, and its exceptions.6 An initial stress algorith1n 
for Cairene was provided by Harrell (1957, cf. also lvlitchell 1956): 

(29) Cairene stress 
a. Stress-final CVV(C) or CVCC: [ka'tabt] 'I "'rote', [?a'bfl(h)] 'his father', 

[saka'kin] 'knives', [tala'bat] 'demands'. 
b. Other"•ise, stress the antepenult '"hen the penult and antepenult are 

light, unless the pre-antepenult is light: ( '?abadan] 'never', (mux'talifa) 
'different (FEM sc;)'. Cf. [kata'bitu] 'she \vrote it (MASC)' l\1ith pre
antepenultimate CV. 

c. Other\\•ise, stress the penult: [yik'tibu] 'they write', [�a'n1alti] 'you 
(FEM sc) did', [n1ar'taba] 'mattress', ('betak] 'your (MASC sc) house'. 

7 An exceptiol\ for l•Vright (1971), etc., but J\Ot for Angouja.rd (l990). 
' Descriptive accounts of Cairene in the theoretical literature include Mitchell ( l  952, l 956, 1960, l 975), 
Horrell (1957, 1960), Tomiche (1964), Behnstedt and l•Voidich (1985), and Woidich (2006). 
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In /�alam-u/ > ['a'lamu], unstressed CVV is reduced to CV. In /'abil-u/ > [''ablu], 
the high vo,vel in the \veak position of the foot is deleted, resulting in a CVVC 
syllable, in1permissible in Cairene. The Jong vo,vel is subject to Closed Syllable 
Shortening (CSS) to prevent 'vord-internal CVVC, giving [''ablu) 'they n1et'. 
Watson (2002), v»ho follo"'S Hayes (1995) i.n disallo,ving the uneven trochee, 
analyses forms such as /safir-it/ > ['safrit] as assignment of metrical structure 
prior to syncope, \Vith re-assignment of 1netrical structure after the application 
of each phonological rule: 

(37) a. Construction of moraic trochees from left to right: (sa)(firit}. 
b. Assignment of stress to the head of the rightmost foot: (sa ' (firit)) . 
c. Reduction of unstressed CVV to CV: (sa'(firit)). 
d. Refooting: ('(safi)rit). 
e. Syncope of the high vo,vel: '(s.lfrit). 

Both these approaches deal '''ith this data, but they miss the generalization that, 
\Vith the exception of CiCiCa/CuCuCa plurals and the -it morpheme, all short 
high vo\vels in the position CVCVCV(C) are subject to syncope, even i£ they would 
be stressed by the norn1al stress algorithm (Kenstowicz 1980; Teeple 2009}, namely: 
/kanakit-u/ > [ka'naktu] 'his coffeepot', /kanabit-u/ > [ka'nabtu] 'his sofa'. This 
data suggests word-internal short high vo"•els are subject to syncope prior to assign
ment of metrical structure, as long as the resulting syllable is permissible (cf. 
Broselow 1992: 36-37}: /kanakit-u/ gives [kanaktu], but /n1udarris-a/ fails to give 
•[mudarrsa) because \vord-internal [.darr.) (CVGG) is iinpermissible in Cairene. 

Syncope is not restricted to the phonological word in Cairene; it also occurs 
within the phonological phrase: high vo,vels in "'Ord-initial CV syllables are 
subject to phrasal syncope after a \vord-final vo,vel, as in: 

(38) /7ana filiiint I > 
/\ard i kibir I > 

''ana f'hin1t 'I understood' 
'\ardi k'bU: 'my parcel is big' 

Deletion fails to occur in (39), ho,vever, even though 'vord-initial CV follo\vs "'ord
final CV: 

(39) /ht.nv"•a fihi.m/ > 
/hu\v\va wil�if I > 

'huwwa '.fihin1 (*fhim) 'he understood' 
'hu">'\va 'wil�if (*"'Dif) 'he is bad' 

In (38), the high vo,vel falls in an unstressed syllable in the citation form 
([fi'hiint] 'I understood', [ki'bir) 'big'). By contrast, in (39), the high vo,vel falls 
in a stressed syllable in the citation form ( ['fil1im) 'he understood', ['"•il:iif) 
'bad'). Taken with data such as [ka'naktu] 'his coffeepot', this suggests hvo types 
of syncope occur in this dialect: lexical syncope, "'hich targets \vord-internal C\T
flanked high vo,vels prior to the assignment of n1etrical structure, and phrasal 
syncope, \·vhich targets unstressed word-initial CV-flanked high vowels after the 
assignment of metrical stru.cture. 

4.2.2 San'ani 
The main iI1terest m San'ani, the dialect of the old city of San'a, Yemen, lies m 
its stressing of peripheral light syllables, and the patternmg of CVV syllables 
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with syllables ending in the left leg of a geminate (CVG), but not '''ith CVC 
syllables.9 

The basic stress algorithm for Classical Arabic (28) applies to n1ost "'Ord-types: 

(40) a. Stress a final CVCC or CVVC syllable: [gi'rit] 'I/you (MASC SG) 
read/learnt', (gan1'bart) 'I/you (MASC sc) sat', [ki'tab) 'book'. 

b.  Otherv.rise, stress the rightmost non-final heavy syllable (CVV or CVC) 
up to the antepenult: ['madrasih] 'school', [mig'siilih] 'launderette', 
[da'rastih] 'I/you (MASC sc) recited it'. 

c. Other\'l'ise, stress the leftmost CV syllable: ['libisat] 'she put on, wore', 
[mak'tabatih] 'his library', ['katabatih) 'she '"'rote it (:MASC)'. 

(40) fai ls to apply in San'ani, ho'''ever, when the penult or antepenuJt is CV\T or 
CVG. Here the rightmost non-final CVV or CVG syllable attracts stress from final 
CVCC or CVVC (Watson 2002: 81): 

(41) ·�abf1n 'soap' 
'clasp' 'xu!!af 

mu'darrisl.n 
'xiirijin 

'teachers (Mi!<SC)' 
'going out (t.fASC PL)' 

Similarly, \Vhile the rightmost non-final eve syllable is stressed iff in penultimate 
or antepenultin1ate position, CW and CVG are stressable in pre-antepenultimate 
position: 

(42) mak'tabati 'my library' 
'n1y recorder' 
'like this' 

n1u'sajjilati 
'hakagaha 

(40) often fails to apply in post-pausal position: San'ani exhibits contextually 
fluctuating stress (Rossi 1939; Nailn-Sanbar 1994); post-pausally the initial syllable 
is usually stressed, irrespective of its 'veight or that of follo,ving syllables. Where 
initial CV is stressed before CVXC, this is analyzed in Watson (2002) as a degen
erate syllable (§3.2.6): 

(43) 'tarnam 
'katabt 
'?usbu� 
'baladiyat 

'okay' 
1/you (MASC SG) "'rote' 
',veek' 
'municipality' 

The follo\ving revised algorithn1 accounts for the data: 

( 44) San' ani stress 
a. Stress the rightmost non-final CW or CVG syllable: [ma'katib] 'offices', 

(ba'satin) 'gardens', ['xarijin] 'going out (1v!ASC PL)', (mit'?axxirat) 'late 
(FEM PL)', ['hakagaha] 'like this', [' safart] 'I/you (MASC sc) traveled', 
['dawwart] 'I/you (MASC sc) looked for'. 

• Data ciled in the theoretical literalure include Rossi (1939), Goilein (1970), Naim-Sanbor (1994), and 
\'Valson (2002). 
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'soap', t"'O bimoraic feet are constructed on the upper moraic layer; the peripheral 
foot is extra1netrical, and stress is assigned to the rightJnost visible foot: 

(49) ( x 
(x) <(x)> 

a 
) \vord layer construction (ERR) 

foot extrametricality 

$ 

4.2.3 

a 

µ µ µ µ 

µ fl µ µ 
v v 
a b u 

Levantine 

<n> consonant extran1etricality 

Levantine has attracted a great deal of attention within generative phonology, 
due principally to its complex interactions between the morphology and stress 
assignn1ent.12 The dialects basically exhibit the Latin stress rule (l\llcCarthy 1980: 
79), with the exception of (50a), which Latin lacks: 

(50) Levantine stress 
a. Stress final CVCC or CVVC: [bi-t-'lJuH] 'she/you (MASC sc) put', 

[ja \vab) 'ans"rer'. 
b. Otherwise, stress a heavy penult: [ka'tabti) 'you (FEM sc) wrote', 

['barak] 'he blessed'. 
c. In disyllables ending in CV or CVC, stress the initial syllable: ['c;iarab] 

'he hit', ['banal 'he built', ('?ana] 'I'. 
d. Otherwise, stress the antepenult: ['darasu] 'they learnt', [n1ut'talJida) 

'united', ['�allamat] 'she taught', ['madrasa] 'school'. 

Hayes (1995: 128) accounts for Palestinian stress as follo"'S: 

(51) a. Consonant extrametricality 
b. Foot construction 

c. Foot extrametricality 
d. Word layer construction 

C � <C> /_ )\VOrd 
Fonn moraic trochees from left to right. 
Degenerate feet are forbidden absolutely. 
Foot � <Foot> /_ J'vord 
ERR 

These rules generate the following metrical structure: 

(52) (* ) "'Ord layer construction: ERR 
(*) <(* .)> foot construction: moraic trochees, L > R, 

foot extrametricality 
µ µ µ µ 

o� a k t a b a <k> consonant extrametricality 

" The many traditional descriptive-analytical accotU\tS of Leva.ntine include Feghali (J9l9), Bauer 
(1926), Cantineau (1939, 1946, 1960), El-Hajje (1954), Cowell (1964), jiha (1964), Grolzfeld (1965), Blanc 
(1970), Fleisch (1974), and Naim-Sanbar (1986). 
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Levantine-like opacity has continued to attract considerable interest \Vithin 
constraint-based 1nodels. Optimality-theoretic approaches to,vards opacity include: 
invoking constraints on the stressing of epentheti.c vowels, 1naxi.m.izing paradig
matic contrasts,13 and translating the notion of the cycle into lexical and post
lexical strata. Within parallel OT, Kager (1999) accounts for Levantine opacity by 
invoking the constraint HEAo-DEr(O /I) ('every vo\11el in the output prosodic head 
has its correspondent in the input'), "'hich prohibits stress on epenthetic vowels. 
By donunating constraints responsible for stress, HEAD-DEl'(O /I) rules out penul
timate stressed *[fi'lli.nma) (input ['fihrn-na)) and *[yi'kitbu] (input ['yiktib-u)), and 
other constraints select ['fihirnna) and ['yikitbu). Kiparsky, however, raises tvvo 
objections to this constraint: first, its only remit is to prevent epenthetic vovvels from 
being stressed, but epenthetic vo,vels are not simply unstressable, they are invis
ible to stress: words of the form CVCVCV(C) receive antepenultin1ate stress 
unless the final vo>vel is epenthetic, in v•hich case the penult is stressed, acting 
as if the epenthetic vo"'el were not there, as in: (ka'tabit) 'l/you (MASC sc) 
wrote'. Second, HEAD-DEP(O/l) fails to relate the opacity of stress to other 'vord
level prosodic processes, thus missing the generalization "that all processes of 
word phonology ignore epenthetic vo,,vels" (Kiparsky 2000: 353). For exan1ple, 
word-level closed CVVC syllables are shortened even though they are opened 
by postlexical epenthesis: 

(55) /faf-it/ > 
/faf-t/ > 

fafit 'she sa,'7' 
'fifit (•fa fit) 'I saw' 

Brame's insight (§3.2.1) that syncope is ordered before epenthesis in dialects such 
as Levantine is captured in strata! OT by allowing different constraint rankings 
in the lexical and postlexical strata (Kiparsky 2000, 2003). The relevant con
straints here are the faithfulness constraint MAx-'V, requiring the stressed vowel 
of the input to have a correspondent in the output, and the 1narkedness constraints 
REDUCE, \vhich minimizes t11e number of non-final light syllables, and LICENSE-µ, 
which requires all rnoras to be licensed by syllables. Syncope takes place at 
the 'vord level because REoucE outranks LICENSE-µ. At the post-lexical level, 
epenthesis is prompted by the promotion of LICENSE-µ, and MAx-'V rules out 
candidates in which stress is assigned to the epenthetic vo\vel. Kiparsky's stratal 
OT analysis of /yiktib-u/ > ['yikitbu) is given in (56) and (57): 

(56) VC dialects: vVord level 

Input: ['(yik).(ti.bu)] 
,,... a. ' (yik).tµ.bu 

b. '(yik).(ti.bu) 

REDUCE LICENSE-µ . . . 

* * 

.. , 

13 Broseloi,.v (2008), for example, argL1es that the in\risibility of epentl1etic \'0\\1els in Iraqi Arabic is 
mo6vated by maximization of contrast between stems of different grammatit'al types. 
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Abkhaz, 2406-7 
abstractness 

accent, 1008, 2883 
acoustic-articulatory space, 218:1-2 
acquisition, 2420-3 
aUomorphy, 2370 
assimilation, 2985 
attractor, 2ll2Z 
categories, 140 
child phonology, 2420-3 
consonantal root, ll22 
contrast, 28-30 
distinctive features, 393-411, .221 
episodic models, 2126-7 
exceptionality, 2539, 2549, 2985 
feature organization, 663-4 
flapping, 2716 
geminates, 2£iZil 
handshapes, 215 
laryngeal feature, 2666 
laryngeal neutralization, 16.'.IB 
liaison, 2686 
loanwords, 2258, 2266-7 
markedness, Z2 
metathesis, 1383, 1385, 1325. 
metrical grid, 1147-8 
mora, JS33 
nasal harmony, 1585-6 
neutralization, 12illl. 
Obligatory Contour Principle, 2062. 
palatalization, 1685 
phonemes, 2-7, 24.2-62, 801, 2116-17, 

2139, 2160, 2334-5 
phonemic analysis, 5. 

phonological units and gestures, 108, 
111-13, 812, 1585 

phonology vs. phonetics, 2283, 2290-2 
precedence, 805-6, fil5. 
reduplication, 2321 
rhotic feature, 721 
signed and spoken grammars, 226 
sign syUables, 1323. 
sonority, l1.6Q 
sound structure, levels of, 2666 
speech perception, 2234, 2338-40, 2435 
syllables, degenerate, 856 
tier segregation, 2516-17, 2529 
tone, 767-71, 828, 23illl 
Turkish vo\\•el harmony, 2835-9 
underlying representations, 1-23, 

2249-50 
voice feature, 2308 
vov1e] place, 444 
vowels, 2940-1, 2985 
yers, 2940-59 

Acatlan Mixtec, 835 
accent. See also pitch accent(s) 

accent-driven reduction, 1013-14 
antepenultimate accent rule, 2884-9, 

2892, 2893, 2905 
Bantu tone, 1012, 2732-9 
bitonal, 772, 11.22 
category-specific effects, 2440-1 
Chinese tone sandhi, 2578-81 
clitics, 2002-4 
compound accent ru.le, 2889-92 
cues, 1004 
English, 314, 323, 2110, 2243, 2785-800 
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accent (cont'd) 
floating, 2886 
foreign, 3. 
intonation, 757-80, 832. 1009 
Korean, 2679 
Latin accent rule, 2888-9 
n1orphological, 2468, 2491, 2499-500, 

2720 
shift, 1ilZ 
stress, 1021-2, 25Z8 
tonal alignmen t, 1185-203 
tone, 314, 330, ZSZ. 1009, 1013-14, 2478, 

21fU.. 
"'eight, 1339 

accent-to-pitch conversion, 2882-3 
Acoma, 910-11 
acoustics 

acoustic difference, 2335-7 
acoustic similarity, ill 
acquisition, 2!12!1 
approximants, 734 
clicks, ill 
consonant-vowel boundaries, 1779 
cues, lilQ.. lilll 
duration, 1137-8, 2715-16 
epenthetic vowels, 11IB2 
features, 394-6, 440-2, 651, l.!ll.2. 
flap, 2714-16 
French liaison, 2697-8 
laryngeals, 618, 2666-7 
laterals, 731-2 
lenition, 1522 
neighborhood effects, 2080 
reduction, 1873-80 
rhotics, 720 
sC clusters, 917-18 
schwa, 622. 
sonorants, J.83-9, 1160 
sound change, 2222 
stress, 924-7, 2784 
voice, l2ll2. 
VO\vel harmony, 2182-4 
vow·els, 405, 443-4, fil 

acqu.isition, 2414-33. See also child 
language 

abstractness of child phonology, 2420-3 
child phonological productions, 2423-8 
conspiracies, 1659-60 
d.istinctive features, 396 
exotic patterns, 2418-20 
French lia.ison, 2697-9, 2698, 2704 
fricatives, 672, 674 
lateral consonants, 731-2 

lexical representations, 2122. 
markedness, 88-90, 22 
neighborhood effects, 2077-8 
onsets, 1286 
prosodic patterns, 2417-18 
rhythm, 1155-6 
sC dusters, 911-13, 915 
segmental patterns, 2415-16 
self-organization, 136 
speech perception and production, 

2428-32 
activation, 1700-1 
active articulators, 441, 449, 461 
actuation, 137-8 
Adaptive Dispersion Theory, 2293-4 
Adaptive Resonance Theory, 212Z 
adjacency 

assimilation, local, 1212 
consonant-vo\vel interactions, 1777, 

lZB2 
conspiracies, 1656-9 
contrast, Ml 
deletion, 1607 
derived environment effects, 2!l2li 
dissilnilation, 1415-16, 1421 
final consonants, lli2J. 
learnability, Z1 
markedness and faithfulness constraints, 

15Q2 
positional effects, 1105 
precedence relations, 806-8, 815-16, 820 
segmental adjacency pattern learning, 

71-2 
Semitic templates, 2llQ2. 
sentential prominence in English, 2793 
ternary rhythm., 1236 

adjectives, 2449-53, 2690, 26SIB 
adjuoction, 474, 483, 694 702, J.062, 1064, 

1134-5, 1221, 1222, 2468, 2625 
advanced tongue root (A TR) 

coalescence (vo,vels), ill2 
constraint conjunction, 1467-70 
distinctive features, 407-8 
feature specification, 160-1 
harmony, 454-5, 500, 1467-70, 2167-70, 

2465, 2481-2, 2500-2, 2633 
hiahis resolution, ill2 
and metaphony, 2634-9, 2653-8 
pharyngeals, 619, 620 
VO\vel height, 493, 500, 5llil.. 5Qll.. 512, 

515 
vowel place, 451, 504-12 

Aeolic Greek, 1266, 12Z2. 
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affixes. See also featural affixes 
allomorph selection, 2358, 2361, 2369 
clitics vs., 2005-7 
consonant harmony in child language, 

1fi22 
cyclicity, 2019, 2022-4 
derived environments, 202!!. 
Hungarian vov1el harmony, 2281. 
Lexical Phonology and Morphology, 

2245-7 
phonological sensitivity to morphology, 

2470,� 
Phonological Word, 1219-20 
reduplication, 2'.IB2 
Sanskrit reduplication, 2856, 28Z2 
Slavic yers, 2952 

affricates, 367-88 
clicks, representation of, :ll2. 
Complex Segment Approach to, 

368-76 
\vith internal ordering, 370-1 
\vithout internal ordering, 371-5 

defined, 367 
distinctive features, 404 
final consonants, 850, 852 
fricatives, 674 
in German morpheme-internal 

consonant clusters, 383-4 
initial geminates, 11.29-30 
partially nasal segments, 567 
realization of, in phonetics/phonology, 

383 
skeleton, 126.2 
Slavjc palatalization, 2912-13, 223!1 
sonority, 1118 
stop approach to, 376-83, 529 

[cont], reanalyses of cases where 
affricates are specified. as, 379-80 

natural classes, 381-2 
phonological contrasts, 380-1 
strident stops, affricates as, 377-9 

stricture features, 303, 306-7 
African American English, 2155-6 
Aghem, 1.083 
Aghul, 533 
ACREE constraint 

consonant harmony in child language, 
1701-3 

constraint conjunction, 1473-4 
vol¥el harmony, 21.74-80 

Agta, 2388, 2389, 2!Q2 
Aguaruna, 1029, 1030, 1045 
Ahtna, 293 
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Ainu 
dissimilation, lil3. 
feature specification and 

underspecification, 158 
a.Ustream, il2. 420, 425, 435-6 
Aitken's hnv, llZl 
Ait Seghrouchen Berber, 351 
Akan 

root-affix asymmetries, 2500-1 
vol¥el harmony, 160-1., 2168, 2112 

Akkadian 
metathesis, 1122. 
tier segregation, 2524-5 

Albanian, 2040-2, 2469, 2471, 21Zti 
alignment, 858-9 

ALIGN constraint, 975-6, 1509, 2174, 2596 
ALJGN(X1,L/R) constraint, 984-6 
ALICNEDCES constraint, 985, 2ll6. 
ALICN·L constraint, 26lll 
AucN-R constraint, 858-9 
ALLrl'·R constraint, 123Z 
Phonological \.Vord, l.2.li 
\Vord stress, 984-6, 990 

allomorphy, 2357-80 
arbitra1y cases referencing phonology, 

2370-2 
conditions forcing selection, 2358-70, 

23Z2 
foot structure, 2368-70 
morphological alignment, 2364-6 
segmental dissinillation, 2358-61 
segmental phonotactics, 2361-2 
stressedness and. vo,vel quality, 2366-8 
syllable structure, 2362-4 

distinctive features, 405-6 
The Emergence of the Unmarl.<ed, 1366-8 
factors in selection, 2375-8 
French Jjaison, 2693 
gradience, 2130-1 
Polish syllable structure, 2624-6 
sound change, 2216. 
underlying represen tations, 13. 
word stress, 989, 998-9 

aUophones/aUophony 
consonantal places of articulation, ill 
contrast, 22.. 2335-7 
cyclicity, 2029-30 
feature specification and 

underspecification, 162 
lenition, 2002 
Lexical Phonology and Morphology, 

221Z 
not in complementary distribution, 253-5 
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allophones/allophony (cont'd) 
rhotics, 716 
secondary articulation, 625. 
speech perception, 2335-6 
variability, 2! 

AlutHq, Chugach, l23ll 
alphabet feah1res, 2f;'.'l9 
Al-Sayyid Bedouin Sign Language, 596-9 
Alsea, 1393, 1394. llil2 
alternating roots 

allomorph selection, 23.61 
feature specificatjon and 

underspecification, JS'.'! 
root-affix asymmetrjes, 2!ill2 

alternating stress rule, 250. 
alternating vowels, 2937-8 
alternatioo(s) 

Celtic mutations, 2822-3 
consonant mutation, 1538-42 
consonant-vowel, 459-61 
defined, ill 
deletion, 1Dfil 
distinctive features for, 398-9 
exceptionality, 25!13. 
foot, 9·zq 
formal language theory, 56-7 
lateral consonants, 737-40 

glides or vowels, 739-40 
nasals, 738-9 
rhotics, 739 
stops, ZIB 

learnability, � 67 
paradigms, 1973, 12Z!l 
rhythm, 1147-8, 1151-3 
root-affix asymmetries, 2492-3, 2495, 2511 
ruJe-based, 66-8 
schwa-zero, 636-40 

in Chul<ch.i, 638-40 
in Hindi, 637-8 

segmental, 941-2 
Slavic yers, 2939, 2957, 2258 
sonority, l11Il 
sound change, 2216, 2230-1 
stress, 937-42 

output-output, 122.2 
paradigms, 1981-2 
rhythm, 1147-8 

stress-driven, 932-5 
positional faithfulness, 932-4 
positional markedness, 934-5 

Turkish vowel harmony, 2832 
VO\Vel, 940-1 
vo,vel-zero, 2616, 261.Z. 

Alternation Condition 
contrast, 22. 
derived environment effects, 21ilil 
exceptionality, 2545 
ruJe ordering, � 
underlying representatjons, 14, 15. 

Alutiiq, 935-6 
alveolars, 1667, l6Zl. 
ambient language, 2427-8 
ambiguity, 1.56-8 
ambisyllabicity, 316, 324, 968, 2037-9 
American English 

cyclicity, 2026-7 
final laryngeal neutralization, 1632 
flapping, 2711-26 

context, 2724-6 
neutraLization/ contrast interactions, 

2716-19 
prosodic condjtions, 2720-2 
scope of, 2722-4 
segmental context, 2719-20 
segment vs. epiphenomenon, 

271.3-16 
Midwestern dialect, 2!n2 
paradigms, 1976-7 
ruJe ordering, 1737-8 
sch\va, 612. 
sound change, 2227, 22.22. 
VO\vel place, •158 

American Sign Language (ASL) 
handshape, 196, 197, 200-1 
movement, 579, 588-92, 597 
sign syllables, 1310-12, 1321. 
t>vo-handed signs, 223. 226, 228, 229, 

231, 235 
a O'lorphous movement, 597-9 
amphlbrachs, 1233-5 
anchoring 

anchor points, 1264, 1271-4, ;M!l2 
anchor tier, 801-2, 805-6 
ANCHOR constraint, 860, 861 

anchor tier, 801, 802, 805, 806, 1264, 1271, 
1272, 12.M 

Ancient Greek, 1266, 1417, 1923 
Andalusian Spanish 

aspiration, 1118 
metaphony, 2655 
positional effects, 1117-19 

antepenu.ltimate accent ruJe, 2884-9, 2892, 
2893, 2202 

[anterior) feature 
consonant harmony in child language, 

1693, 1694, 1696, 1.628.  
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[anterior] feature (cont'd) 
consonantal place of articulation, 541-2, 

1668 
palatalization, 1.679-80 

anti-edge effects, 371-2 
antiharmony, 2976-7, 29'79, 2285. 
anti-homophony, 1976, 1982-3 
Anu6, 5l!6. 
Anywa, 38. 
''anY'''here'' rules_, ill.3. 
aperture m()del, 568 
Aperture Theory, 1551. 1553-4 
apical assimilation, 1114 
apical contrasts 

positional effects, 1114, lJ.15 
speech perception, 2344-5 

apical neutralization, 11.14-15 
apocope, 1614-16 
appendices, 85!i 
Applecross Gaelic, lMl1 
approximants, l8Z3. 
approximatives, '21!ll. 
Arabela, 1844. 
Arabic 

assinulation, local, 12ll 
broken plurals, 2591. 2599, 2600 
consonantal places of articulation, i2Z. 

530, 533 
dissimilation, :1421, li22. 
The Emergence of the Unmarked, 

1373-4 
frequency effects, 2150-2, 2154-5 
geminates, 880, 882-3, 887-9, 893, 894, 

1134-5 
morpheme structure constraints, 2!l51 
pharyn.geals, 607-lO, 612 
quantity-sensitivity, 1339-40 
secondary articulation, 695-6 
skeleton, 318-21, 1269-71 
te1nplates, 2602-3 
tier segregation, 2524, 2532 

vo\vel epenthesis, 15lill 
vowel place, � 459 
word stress, 2990-3014 

characteristics, 2990-2 
stress algorithms, 3002-14 
theoretical accounts, 2992-3002 

Arabic, Bedouin Hijazi, 2525, 2997-8 
Arabic, Cairene 

final consonants, 849, 852, 863.. film 
vowel place, ill 
word stress, 2995, 2997-3001, 3003-6, 

3013 
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Arabic, Classical 
category-specific effects, 2446-7 
rhotics, 223. 
skeleton, 1269-70 
stress, 1339-40 
\vord stress, 2991, 3002-3 

Arabic, Cyrenaican Bedouin, 2995, 2996, 
2998, 3013 

Arabic, Damascene, 1983, 2995-6 
Arabic, Egyptian, :1 1?3, 1592, 22.65. 
Arabic, Jordanian 

morpheme structure constraints, 2Q62 
\vord stress, 222Z 

Arabic, Lebanese 
coronals, 2l:l2 
vo,vel epenthesis, 15?6, 1581, 1582, 15ll6 

Arabic, Levanti.ne, 3010-1 l 
Arabic, �1altese, 610, 1764-5, 1770, lZZ2. 
Arabic, Modern Standard, 609-10 
Arabic, Moroccan 

loanwords, 2265, 2221. 
phonological representations, 121 

Arabic, Negev, 611 
Arabic, Negev Bedouin, 533 
Arabic, Palestinian 

pharyngeals, !ill& ill 
templates, 2587, 2582 
underlying representations, 16. 
vo,vel place, 459 
word stress, 2993, 3000, 3013 

Arabic, San'ani, 887-8, 2998, 2999, 3006-10 
Arabic, Standard, 2588, 2591, 2593-5 
Arabic, Sudanese, 2Q2fi 
Arabic, Syrian 

assinUlation, local, 1931 
coosooaotal p.laces of articulation, 533 
consonant-vowel place feature 

interactioos, 1.766, 1773 
phaiyngeals, 6lIB. 

Arabic, Tunisian 
co1npensatory lengthening, 152! 
metathesis, 1392-3 

Arabic, Yemeni, � 
Arapaho 

contrast, 31. ill 
The Emergence of the Unmarked, 

1375-6 
Araucanian 

Iambic-Trochaic Law, 1055 
\vord stress, 958--9, 982-5, 991-2, 996-7 

archiphoneme 
mergers and neutralization, 1896-7 
underlying representations, 5 
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Armenian 
exceptionaLity, 2547 
fricatives, 6"77-8 

Arpinate Italian, 2638-9, 2657 
Arrernte 

onsets, 122! 
partially nasal segments, 555, 558 
Phonological \Nord, 122l1 

articttlation 
co- (see co-articulation) 
of lateral consonants, 731-2 
manner of, 559 
markedness, 21 
ph•:uyngeals, 614-18 
places of (see places of articulation) 
reduction, 1880-1 
secondary and double, 694-708 

doubly articulated segments, 704-7 
secondary articulation, 694-704 

vowel harmony, 2182-4 
vo,vel place, 443 

articulation features, lill 
articulators 

stricture features, 288-9 
vo,vel place, fil 

Articulator Theory 
features, organization of, 649-50, 65'.l 
pharyngeals, 619 

articulatory effort, :1560, 1562 
articulatory features, 394-5 
articulatory gestures, 571 
articulatory landmarks, 1121 
Articulatory Phonology 

assimilation, local, 19'.l,'; 
gradience and categoricality, 2120-1 
phonolog.ical representations, 1.08, 109 
precedence relations, fil2 
reduction, 1883-4 
tier segregation, 252!1 
underlying representations, 21-3 
vo,vel epenthesis, 1583, 1fill5 
VO\vel place, ID 

Asheninca, 1352-3. Sec also Axininca 
Campa 

ASL. See American Sign Language 
aspirate mutatjon, 2fil.6 
aspiration. See also deaspiration 

feature specifications, 686-8 
final laryngeal neut.raLization, 1624, 1625 
flapping in American English, 2Zll 
fricatives, 686-8 
laryngeal contrast in Korean, 2663. 2671, 

26Z2 

Lexical Phonology and !v!orphology, 
2252 

positional effects, 1118 
syllable-internal structure, 786 

aspiration harmony, lfil..3. 
ASR. See automatic speech recognition 
Assamese, 2:183. 
assessment, 1531-4 
assibilation 

derived environments, 2091, 2092, 
21.QZ 

phonological sensitivity to morphology, 
2468,2471,2183. 

vowel height, 5lll 
assimilation 

apical, 1114 
autosegments, 322 
consonant mutatjon, 1532. 
consonant-vo\vel place feature 

interactions, 1766-7 
coronals, 262. 
derived environments, 2ll26 
distinctive features, 398 
gradience, 2117-21 
local (see local assimilation) 
long-distance, of consonants, 1811-32 

(see also long-distance assirnilatjon 
of consonants) 

markedness, 85. 
metaphony, 2631. 2M2. 
nasal (see nasal assi.milatjon) 
palatalization, 1667, 1674, 1676, lfiZZ 
place (see place assimilation) 
positional effects, 1104-5 
reduction, 1.8Z6 
regressive 

consonant mutation, � 
merge.rs a.nd neutralization, 1893 
positional effects, 1105, llQZ 

representations, 118-20 
sound change, 2221 
stricture features, 290 
syUable contact, ill2 
\1oice 

gradience and categoricality, 21.IB 
Polish syUable structure, 2611, 2613, 

2615,2625 
\10icing 

derived environments, 2096 
tier segregation, 251.7, 2519. 

assimilation-at-a-distance. See 
long-distance assimilatjon 
of consonants 
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association conventions 
autosegments, 317 
tier segregation, 2518 

asymmetric foot inventory, 1059-62 
asymmetric signs, 230 
Atayal, Mayrinax, 521 
atelic events, 1328 
Athabaskan 

consonantal places of articulation, 523, 
528, 543-4 

positional effects, llll 
tonogenesis, 2311-14 

A TR, See advanced tongue root 
Attic Greek, 1110, 1266, 1435, l!:l:lZ. 
attractors, 132, 137 
audiovisual speech processing, 2081 
auditory metathesis, 1382 
auditory processing, 932 
Australian languages 

consonantal places of articulation, 226.. 
521. 

partially nasal segments, 556 
rhotics, 716 

automatic downstep, 827-8, 830, 8.�8 
automatic speech recognition (ASR), 1872, 

1885-6 
autonomy, 2836-9 
autosegment(s), 311-36 

autosegmental formalism, 314-:15 
compound segments, 313-14 
consonant harmony in child language, 

1697-700 
consonant mutation, � 
feature geometry, 321-2 
features, organization of, 645-6 
groupings of, 322-5, 328-36 
intonation, 768 
linking and spreading, 316-J. 8 
mapping, 319-21, 325-6 
non-concatenative morphology, 

318-21 
Obligatory Contour Principle, 319, 

326-8 
prosodic groupings of, 328-36 

headed span theory, 334-6 
optimal domains theory, 331-4 
tonal co1nplexes, 330-1 
tonal feet, 328-30 

reduplication, 2390 
skeleton, 1.265, 1267. l2ZZ 
tonal, 311-13 

Autosegmental Phonology 
assimilation, long-distance, 1820, 1821 

Index 3025 

autosegmental-metrical model of 
intonational phonology 

intonation, 768-73 
tonal alignment, 11.85, J. 187, 1192-4, 1 197 

Chinese tone sandhi, 2582-3 
consonant assimilation, 1820, 1821 
consonant harmony in child language, 

1697-700 
consonant mutation, � 
consonant-vowel place feature 

interactions, lZZQ 
conspiracies, 1.656 
do\vnstep, 824, 822. 
features, organization of,321-2, 643, 645-6 
intonation, 768 
phonological representations, 1.02. 
precedence relations, 801., 802, 805-8 
tier segregation, 2519-20, 2221 
tone, 311-13, 1079-99 
Turkish vowel harmony, 2838 
vowel length, 466, 473, 477, 479-80 

Axininca Campa 
a llomorph selection, 237:1 
epenthesis, 275-7 
hiatus resolution, 1438, 1442 
morpheme structure constraints, 2Q5Z 
root-affix asymmetries, 2fil..1 

Aymara, Bolivian, S31 
Ayt Seghrouchen Tamazight Berber, lZ63. 
Ayulta Mixtec;, 987-8 

back-copying, 2386, 2407 
back mutation, 254 
backness 

consonant-vowel place feature 
interactions, 1.762, 1763 

Hungarian vowel harmony, 2979 
palatalization, l.672, J.678, 1683 
Slavic palatalization, 2928 

backness harmony, 2965, 2969, 2970, 
2972-8, 2985 

Back Vowel Constraint (BVC), 426-30 
backwards signing, 1322-4 
Bagneres-de-Luc:hon, 1399 
Balantak, 852-3 
Balto-Finnic, 1547-9 
Bamileke-Dschang, 831-2, 1396 
Banawa, 1031 
Bangla, Tripura, 1229-30 
Bantu 

clicks, representation of, 417-19, 423 
conspiracies, 1655-9 
distinctive features, 394 
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Bantu (conl.'d) 
partially nasal segments, 557, 561-2 
pitch accent systems, 1Jll2 
stress, 926 
tone, 2730-50 

accentual properties, 2'732-9 
depressor consonants, 2739-45 
phonology-syntax interface, 2745-50 
representation of, 1085, 1086 

VO\'lfel height, 497 
Bantu, Grassfields, 1086 
Barasano, Southern, 180, lfil 
Barro"' lnupiaq 

abstractness, 157-8 
palatalization, 1673 

Basaa, 508 
base-derivative correspondeoce, 1984 
BASE-lDENT constraint, 1988-90 
base identity, 1988, 1989 
base-identity effects, 2454-5, � 
Base-Reduplicant (BR) correspondence, 

1505-6 
basic representations. See underlying 

representations (URs) 
Basque 

affricates, 307, 371 
lateral consonants, 737, 744, Z5ll 
palatalization, 374 
pitch accent systems, 1010-1 l 
positional effects, 1.1.QQ. 
sound d1ange, .2216. 
underlying representations, 6-7 
VO\'lfel height, 494-5 

Basque, Northeast Bizkaian, 1Jll1 
Basque, Ondarroa 

fi.oaJ coosonaots, 852 
sound dlange, 22lZ 

Basqu.e, Vvestero, 1471.-2 
Baule 

downstep, 835 
Phonological \Nord, 1218 

Bedouin Hijazi Arabic, 2525, 2997-8 
Behaviorism, 244 
Belarusiao 

mergers and neutralization, 1903--4 
palatalization, 2912-13 

Belfast English, 2023, 2025-6, 2028-9, 
2243 

Bena, 2734 
Bengali, l!il.Z 
Berber, Ait Seghrouchen, 351 
Berber, Ayt Seghroudlen Tamazight, lZfil 
Berber, lmdlawn Tashlhiyt, 360, 1287-8 

Berber, Tashlhiyt, 1141-2, li11 
Biblical Hebrew, 1552. 155'.l 
Bilaala, 296 
bilabials, 520-4 
bilinguals, 2338-9 
Bilua, 2llM 
binary branching 

onsets, 128Z. 
syllable-internal structure, ?87-8 

binary features 
markedness, 98 
reducing contrasts with, 392-3 
sonorants, 173, lfil 
tone, represen tation of, 1090 

binary foot, 2521 
Bini, l2i5. 
binyaos, 1269 
bitonal accents 

intonation, 772 
tonal alignment, ll.22 

bitonal units, 11.8Z 
bleeding order, 1749-56 
blocker, 1821, 1838 
blocking 

assinUlation, long-distance, 1821, 1825, 
1828, lifil 

Bantu tone, 2740 
nasal harmony, 1.M6 
Turkish vowel harmony, 2846, 2850 

bogus clusters, 2945 
Bolivian Aymara, S;ll 
Bonggi, 555-6, 558 
Boolean conjunction, 1477-80 
Boraana Oromo, 1259 
boundary symbols, 12ll6. 
boundary tones, 1187 
boundedness, 956, 960 
bound forms, 2453-8 
Boyle's Law, 2:128 
bracketed grids, 964 
Bracket Erasure, 2028. 2290, :M82 
bracketing, 2468, 2478-9 
brain activity, ill 
branching onsets, 902-4, 909-10, 913 
Brazilian Portuguese, � 
BR (Base-Reduplicant) correspondence, 

1505-6 
Breton, 2816-17 
B.ritish English 

cyclicity, 2ill2. 
phonological representations, 1..1.5. 
rhotics, 715, Zl.6. 
tonal alignment, 1190-1 
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British Sign Language, 580, 1326 
broad transcription, 242, 243 
broken plurals, 2591, 2599. 2600 
Bugis, 158 
Bukusu, 1817-18 
Bulgarian 

compensatory lengthening, 1517-18 
Jenition, L5fil 
vo,vel nasalization, l5Z2. 

Buriat, 277, UM! 
Burkikhan, 533 
Burmese 

consonant mutation, 1540 
loanwords, 2268, 2270-2, 22'74 

Bzhedukh, 529-30 

C1 dominance effect, l 115 
C2 dominance effect, 1103-8, 1114, 1115, 

llli 
Cahuilla 

geminates, 886-7 
lambic-T rochaic Law, 1JlSl 

Cairene Arabic 
final consonants, 849, 852, 863, 866 
vowel place, 452 
word stress, 2995, 2997-3001, 3003-6, 

3013 
Calabrese Italian, 1798 
Calvello Italian, 2634-5 
Cama, lfil. 182 
Campidanese Sardinian, 2653 
Canadian English, 29-30 
Canadian French 

acquisition, 2416 
fricatives, 672 
Joan,.,ords, 2266 
vowel height, 503, 507 

Canadian Raising, 1737-8, 1757 
Cantonese 

loanwords, 2266, 2268. 
speech perception, 2Mll. 
syllable structure, 2755 
vowel place, 456 

Capanahua, 1859 
Carib, .1ill5. 
Caribbean Spanish, 745 
Cm·negie Mellon Univi>rsihJ Pronormcing 

Dictionary (CMUPD), 66-7 
Castilian Spanish, 120 
casual speech 

Chinese syllable structure, 2760, 2761 
reduction, 1868, 1.BZ3. 
sound change, 2221, 2222 

Catalan 

Index 3027 

allomorph selection, 2359-60, 2375 
assimilation, local, 2Zll. 1926, l22Z 
consonantal places of articulation, 270. 

538-9 
deletion, I 599 
The En1ergence of the Unn1arked, 1lZll 
gradience and categoricality, 2122 
laryngeal neutralization, 1108-9, 

2015-16 
mergers and neutralization, 1.825. 
phonological sensitivity to morphology, 

lli\i 
positional effects, 1104, 1115-17 
rule ordering, 1747 1748, 1753-4 
underlying representations, 10-12 
vo1¥e] height, 502-3 

Catalan, Central, 1753-4 
Catalan, Central Eastern, 182,2 
Catalan, .tvlajorcan, ill! 
catathesis, au 
categoricality 

flapping in American English, 2714 
gradience, 2115-31 

productive sound patterns, 2127-31 
sounds, 2115-27 

Categoric.al Perception 
gradience and categoricality, 2.126 
sign language handshape, 196, 197 
speech perception and phonology, � 
tonal alignment, 1189, ll2ll 

categorical processes, 1455-6 
category-specific effects, 2439-60 

adjectives, 2449-53 
non-phonological explanations, 2453-9 

free 'llS. bound forms, 2453-8 
inflectional morphology, 2!!58. 
morpheoi.e-specific effects, 2459 
prosodic structure, 2458-9 

nouns vs. verbs, 2439-48 
distinct restrictions, 2445-8 
phonological augmentation in nouns, 

2442-3 
phonological privilege in nouns, 

2440-2 
phonological privilege in verbs, 

2443-5 
Caucasian, 613, 616 
Cayuga, 1388 
Cayuvava 

foot, 976 
ternary rhytlun, 1228-9 

c-center, 117-18 
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Languages 

Cebuano, :ta8:l 
C element, 1550-1 
Celtic mutations, 2807-27 

consonant mutations, 2807-14, 2826. 
P-Celtic mutations, 2816-17 
Q-CeJtic mutations, 2814-16 

Central Catalan, 1753-4 
Central Eastern Catalan, 1825. 
Central Slovak, :M6. 
Ch aha 

assimilation, long-distance, 1J:ll3. 
featural morpheme, 149-50 
labialization, 1949-50 

chain graphs, 804, 8il.2 
chain shiJts, 1717-31 

acquisition, 2422-7 
constraint conjunction, 1485-6 
self-organization, 134, 140 
theoretical accounts, 1721-5 

local conjunction, 1722-4 
OT \Vith contrast, 1724-5 
rule ordering, 1721-2 

typology, 1718-21, 1725-30 
circulax shifts, 1728-30 
n1apping type, 1719-21 
pull shifts, 1727-8 
push shifts, 1726-7 
regular shifts, 1Zill 
segment type, lZli 

v<nvel height, 495-6, 498-9, 
512-13 

Cham, 2306-7 
Cham, Eastern, 2307, 2aJlQ 
Chaoticu.ro, 11.67 
Chaoyang, 738-9 
Chaozhou, 2574-5 
Charm and Government theory, 

l5!lil 
Chengdu Chinese, 2Z6B. 
chereme, 230 
Cheremis, 960 
Che\va, 1369, 2746-7, 2750 
Chibchan, 1561 
Chibemba, 1095 
Chicano Spanish 

conspiracies, 1653-4 
hiatus resolution, 1:1£1 
paradigms, 1282 

Chickasa'"' litl 
Chikauma, 1093 
child English, 678 

child language 
abstractness of, 2420-3 
acquisition, 2414-15, 2430-2 
assimilation, long-distance, 1819 
consonant harmony in, 1691-714 

re-analysis, 1706-13 
theoretical approaches, 1696-706 

conspiracies, 16.12. 
markedness, 22. 
metathesis, 1712, 2418, 2;131 
neighborhood effects, 2077-80 
Slavic yers, 22:12. 
theoretical approaches to productions, 

2423-8 
Chinese 

lateral consonants, 738, 739 
phoneme, 260 
syllable structure, 794, 2754-74 

heavy /light, 2756-7 
maximal, 2755-6 
missing syllables, 2762-5 
shrinking syllable inventory, 2774 
Standard Chinese statistical data, 2771-4 
suffixation and rime changes, 2768-70 
superheavy rimes, 2757-9 
syllabic consonants, 2759 
syllables and morphemes, 2770-1 
syllables and phonemes, 2761-2 
syllable weight and tone split, 2765-8 

tone sandhi, 2561-83 
tonogenesis, 2310-11 

Chinese, Cantonese 
loanwords, 2266, 22ll8 
speech perception, 23:lll 
syllable stn1cture, 2.Z55 
vo\vel place, 456 

Chinese, Chengdu, 2Zfill 
Chinese, Cho.ngr.niog, 2579-81 
Olinese, Danyang, 2569-70 
Chinese, Fuzhou, 2758 
Chinese, Harbin, 2565-6 
Chinese, Liujia, 2562 
Chinese, .tv!andaxin (lv!C) 

autosegments, 329 
category-specific effects, :Mfil 
Olinese tone sandhi, 2563, 2577, 2579 
consonantal places of articulation, 523-4 
loan,vords, 2264, 2266-8, 2272-4 
Structure Preservation, 1800, 1803-4 

Chinese, 1'1andarin Taiwanese, 2260, 22M. 
Chinese, Middle, 2311 
Chinese, Old, 23.ll 
Chinese, Pinyin, 2770 
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Chinese, Raoping, 2565. 
Chinese, S tandard, 2755, 2759-68, 2771.-2 
Chinese, Tianjin, 2.563. 
Chinese, Wanrong, 2565-7 
Chinese, \!Vu, 2561-2, 2568, 2569, 2582 
Chinese, Xiamen, 1726, 2564-5, 2575-6 
Chinese, Yanggu, 739, 743, 2769-70 
Chinese, Yiyang, 2572-3 
Chinese, Yongfu, 2573, 25Zi 
Chinese, Zhangzhou, 25ZA. 
Chirihe, 1093 
Choctav1, 1029, 1030, 1045 
Chol, IB28 
Chomsky Hierarchy, 57-8, 6fi. 
Chongming Chinese, 2579-81 
Chontal, 1423-4 
CHT. See Co-articulation-Hypercorrection 

Theory 
Chugach Alutiiq, 1.23Q 
Chukchi 

djssimilation, lili 
lateral consonants, 744 
phoneme, 253 
reduplication, llQ2 
schwa-zero alternations, 638-40 
sonority sequencing, llfil\ 

Chumash, 656, 657, 23M 
Chumash, Inesei\o, 1..815 
Chumburung, Sllil. 
Chuukese, 2443, 2454, 2457. See also Trukese 
Chuvash, ':!& 
Cibaefto, � 
Ciben1ba, liQ2 
circular shifts, 1720, 1728-30 
Cls (cochlear implants), 2079 
ciration tone 

Chinese syllable structure, 2765, 2Z2£i 
Chinese tone sa.ndh.i, 2562 

CLASH constraint 
foot, 976 
tone, representation of, 1094 
word stress, 983, 985 

class features. Sec also major class features 
sonorants, 173 
stricture features, 289 

classifier construction, 222. 
classifier handshapes, 592-3 
C'Lela, 500-l 
clicks, 416-36 

airstream contour segments, 435-6 
background, m 
distribution of segments in Khoesan 

languages, 431-5 

Index 3029 

phonological evidence for place of 
articulation in clicks, 426-30 

unit vs. cluster analyses of, 423-6 
dine effect, 160-l 
clitic auxiliaries, 2006-7 
Clitjc Group, 12ll 
clitics, 2002-17 

affixes PS., 2005-7 
characteristics of, 2003-5 
French liaison, 2689 
Phonological Word, 1211-14, 1216, 

1220-2 
and P'iVords, 2004, 2005, 2007-16 
segmental phonology of, 2015-17 

close-copy technique, 764 
closure duration, 1137 
clouds, 251-2 
cluster(s) 

bogus, 2945 
c,c,, 11Jl3. 
CC, 1560. 
CCC, 1590, lS22 
coda�nset, 1252, J.253, 1255, 1256 
consonant, 853. 879-81, 1163, 1470-1, 

1579, l.52Q 
cross-\vord, 112 
final, 790, 853, 856. 1611-12 
frequency effects, 2ll2 
heterosyllabic, 570 
NC, .22!. �  
obstruent, .6Z2. 898-902, 1290, LIB!l 
obstruent-sonorant, 1115-19, 1522 
onset 

deletion, 1600 
frequency effects, 2ll2 
onsets, 1288, 1290 
phonological representations, 117-18 
Sans.kr.it reduplication, 2870 
sonority, 1164-5, 11.62 

sC, 898-920 
alternative representations for, 904-11 
and branching onsets, 902-4 
cluster phonotactics, 899-902 
different representations, \vithin 

languages, 911-16 
onsets, 1220. 
and perceptually motivated approach 

to cluster behavior, 916-18 
sonority, l1M. 
sound change, 2215 

speech perception, � 
syllable-internal structure, 790-1 
word-initial, 790-1, 2270-1 
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cluster analyses, 423-6 
cluster development, 912 
cluster phonotactics, 899-902 
cluster simplification 

deletion, lfilQ. 
mergers and neutralization, 1.822. 
Sanskrit reduplication, 2870-2 

CM (Comparative l'v!arkedness) 
acquisition, 2425 
derived environments, 2ll22 

CMUPD (Cnrm<gie J\1dlo11 llniVt<rsity 
Pronouncing Dictionary), 66-7 

CN (oral-nasal) sequences, 568 
coalescence 

assimilation, local, 121.2 
hiatus resolution, 1435, 1439-40, li!l2 
precedence relations, 811-12 
vowel height, 5llii 

co-articulation 
assimilation, local, 1934-6 
consonant hannony in child language, 

1Zllil 
dissimilation, 1416-20 
distinctive features, ilJ1 
feature specificatjon and 

underspecification, ill 
reduction, l.8fil. 
secondary articulation tis., 694-6 
vovrel harmony, 2.165. 

Co-articulation-Hypercorrection Theory 
(CHT), 1417-18, 1420, li22. 

Coatlan, � 
cochlear implants (Cls), 2079 
coda 

clusters, 2fil.2 
Coda Licensing P.rincipl.e, 861. 
coda-onset clusters, 1252, 1253, 1255, 

1256 
conditions, 1464-6 
deletion, 1609-11 
geminates, 889-90 
internal 

deletion, 1610-11 
final consonants, 848-50, 854, 857, 

858, 861 
mergers and neutralization, 1897-9, 121.3. 
obstruent-sonorant, 1.52.Z 
PoHsh syllable structure, 2618-20 
positional effects, 1107, 1112, llLl. 
skeleton, 1266, 1272. 1276-80 
sonority, llZ2 
stricture features, 299, 3illl 
Structure Preservation, 1798-800 

syllable, 1464-6 
syllable-internal structure, 783, 786-8 
tonal alignment, 1195-6 
vo\vel epenthesis, 1577 

cognitive bias, 2347, 23fl 
cohesion markers, 2796 
Color node, 6lill 
Colville, 1399-400 
Combinatorial Specification, 164 
commands, Z66. 
commutation test, 252 
[compact] feature, 398 
Contparative Markedness (Ct-,!) 

acquisition, :M25. 
derived environments, 2ll22 

compensatory lengthening, 477-80, 1281-2, 
1513-34 

approaches to, 1518-30 
non-conservation, 1526-7 
phonetic conservation, 1519-20 
phonological conservation, 1520-5 

assessment, 1531-4 
competence, 2115-:16 
competition effects, 2072 
complementary djstribution, 252"'3 
Complementary Learning System, 2l2Z 
con1plexity, 2!l2Z 
•CoMl'LEXMARGlNS constraint, 1.661. 
complex onsets, 1286-90 
Complex Segment Approach, 368-76 
complex segments 

clicks, representation of, fil 
partially nasal segments, 567 
sC clusters, 914 

complex words, 2057-8, 2060-1 
compound accent rule, 2889-92 
compound deaccentuation, 2788-9 
compound nouns, 2889-92, 2894-7, 2899, 

2901 
compound rise-falls/ fall-rises, 765 
compound segments, 313-14 
Compound Stress Rule (CSR) 

foot, 951, 953 
sentential prominence in English, 2788 

concatenation models of intonation. Sec 
configuratjon-based theories of 
intonation 

concatenative morphology, � 
configuration-based theories of intonation, 

1186. 1197-200 
configurations 

quantity-sensitivity, � 
Semitic templates, 2596-604 
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conjunctive ordering, 1744-5 
connected graphs, 804 
connectionism, lZlill 
conservation, 1520-5 
Consistency of Sensitivity, 2485-6 
consonant(s). See also lateral consonants 

assimilation, local, 123.1 
distinctive features, 404-5 
The Emergence of the Unmarked, 

1373-5 
metathesis, U2i 
mutation, l.5il 
phonological representations, 117-18 
rhotics, 725 
stress, 928, 931 
Structure Preservation, 1798-800 
syUabJe contact, 1252 
tier segregation, 2512 
tonogenesfa, 2317-18 
voiced, 91. � 
vowel height, 503-6 

[consonantal] feature 
rhotics, 720 
sonorants, 173, lli 
stricture features, 289-95 

in lenition, 300-1 
in sonority sequencing, 297-300 

consonantal places of articulation, 
519-46 

assimilation, local, 1925-31 
asymmetries in, 537-8 
consonant-vo\vel interactions, 5!li 
constituency among, 534-7 

coronals and dentals, grouping, 
536-7 

labials a.nd. dorsaJs, grouping, 535-6 
oral and pharyngeal, 535 

coronaJ u.n01.arked..ness, 538-41 
distinctive features, 541-3 
innate features, evidence for, 544-5 
in International Phonetic Alphabet 

chart, SlQ 
lateral consonants, debate surrounding, 

543-4 
nasal place assimilation, 1925-7 
in phonological perspective, 520-34 

coronal place of articulation, 524-9 
labial place of articulation, 520-4 
velar and post-velar places of 

articulation, 529-34 
vowel and consonant place interactions, 

1929-31 
consonantal roots, 2596-7 

Index 3031 

consonantal shifts, 1Zl2 
Consonant Cluster Condition, 2illi5. 
consonant dusters 

constraint conjunction, 1470-1 
final consonants, 853. 
patterning of geminates and, 879-81 
sonority, 11fil 
vowel epenthesis, 1579, 152Q 

consonant deletion, 1598-601 
conditions on, 1607-1.3 

causes, 1612-13 
coda deletion, 1609-11 
final duster simplification, 1611-12 
onset simplification, 1608-9 
syllabic markedness, 1607-8 
syllabification, l.6llZ 

conspiracies, 1646 
positional effects, 1106-7 
segn1ental, 1598-600 

consonant dissimilation, 2866-9 
consonant distribution, 1fil1 
consonant epenthesis, 1437-8, 1.:151 
consonant glottal harmony, 2497 
consonant gradation 

Balto-Finnic and Sami consonant 
gradation, 1547-9 

consonant mutation, 1547-9, 1552 
Nganasan, 938-40 
stress, 924-5, 936-7 

consonant hardening, � 
consonant harmony (CH) 

in adult and child language, 1691-714 
directionality of process, 1625. 
features, 1692-4 
re-analysis, 1706-13 
theoretical approaches, 1696-706 

assimilation, Jong-distance, 1811, 1812, 
1820, 1830-1. 

nasal, 1854-8 
root-affix asyn1metries, 2502 
vov1el place, 458-9 

consonant harmony constraint, lJl2Z 
consonant mutation, 1537-56 

alternations within prosodic and 
morphological domains, 
1538-42 

Batto-Finnie and Sami, 1547-9 
Celtic, 2821 
featural affixes, 1956-7 
Fula, 1545-6 
representation, 1549-54 
Seereer Siin, 1956-7 
Southern Paiute, 1542-5 
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consonant place contrasts 
primary place, 453-4 
secondary place, 452-3 
VO\vel place, 452-4 

primary place, 453-4 
secondary place, 452-3 

consonant-to-vowel assimilation, 1.6Z:1 
consonant-vowel alternations, 459-61 
consonant-vowel interactions. See also 

consonant-vowel place feature 
interactions 

consonantal places of artkulation, 5:1i 
vo,vel place, 455-9 

consonant-vowel place feature 
interactions, 1761-83 

cross-category interactions, 1764-7 
and feature theory, 1.767-71 
inherent vowel place specifications, 

1777-82 
non-interaction, 1775-7 
typology, 1762-7 
Unified Feature Theory, 1771-5 
\Vithin-category interactions, 1762-4 

conspiracies, 1644-62 
historical overview, 1649-53 
loanword phonology, 1660-1 
metathesis, l18Z 
optimality-theoretical analysis, 1661-2 
phonological acquisition, 1.659-60 
self-organization, 136-7 
synchronic grammars, 1653-6 
Turkish vowel harmony, 2843 
Universal Gramn1ar, 1656-9 

constituency 
Arabic word stress, 2997-8 
extra.m.etricality and non-finality, 1028 
foot, 962-6 
Phonological \Nord, 1216 
quantity-sensitivity, 1344-5 

constituents \vithin the syllable, 783-92 
development of models of internal 

structure, 788-91 
flat models, 785-7 
hierarchical orderin.g of constituents, 

787-8 
moraic phonology, 791-2 
syllable-internal structure, Z81 

constraint(s). See also specific constraints 
a Uomorph selection, 2377 
compensatory lengthening, 1.530-1 
conspiracies, 1652-3 
contrast, 32.. 4il. 43-4, 1li 
coronals, 273-6, 282. 

frequency, 2145-8, 2153-4, 2157-8 
fricatives, 683 
learnability, 57, 68, 71-2 
loan\vords, 2259 
markedness, Z2. 86-7 
markedness and faithfulness constraints, 

1508-9 
metaphony, 2640, 26il 
possible and impossible, 1507-9 

extrinsic restrictions, 1507-8 
origins and universality of 

constraints, 1508-9 
Semitic templates, 2593, 2596, 2601-4 
two-handed signs, 227-30 

constraint-based theories, 1938 
constraint-based tonology, 1095-9 
constraint conjunction, 1461-87 

classical Optimality Theory, 1461-2 
expressive po•Ner of, 1485-7 

chain shifts, 1485-6 
promoting restrictiveness, 1486-7 

local conjLtnction, 1462-76 
coda conditions, 1464-6 
counterfeeding effects, 1471-2 
featw·e harmonies, 1467-71 
markedness and faithfulness 

constraints, 1472-4 
self-conjunction, 1474-6 
universal markedness hierarchies, 

1466-7 
modes of constraint combination, 

1476-83 
Boolean conjunction, 1477-80 
implication, 1480--3 

perspectives on domain of construction, 
1484-5 

Constraint Definition Languages (CDLs), 
J.493-6, J.500, 1503-4, 1507, 1509 

constraint generators, 1508, l5ll2 
constraint-ranking reduplicative models, 

2864-5 
(constricted] feature, 619 
(constricted glottis) feature, 1626, lfilJl 
Constricted High, 2316-1.7 
constriction, 686 
Construction Grammar, 2414 
containment, 1501-3 
containment model 

mergers and neutralization, 1908 
precedence relations, 809 

Containment Theory, 1501, l2Q3. 
contextual tone sandhis, 2562-4 
CONTIGU!TY constraint, 26ll2 
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[con tin uan t) 
in affricates, 368-76, 379-80 
assimilation and spreading, 304-5, 

675-9, 1.924-5, 2096 
delinking, 673-5,677-8 
dissimilation, 679-80 
featural affixes, 1966-7 
featural morphemes, � 
feature geometry, 305-7 
fricatives, 673-80 
stricture features, 289, 301-7 

con tin uan t( s) 
consonant vs. vo\vel features, 685-6 
deaffrication, 677-9 
derived environments, 2026. 
fricatives, 673-80 
glotta.ls, 680-1 
laryngeals, 6fil. 
laterals, 302-3, 736-7, 740. Zfil. 
manner dissimilation, 679-80 
mutation, 1953-5 
rhotics, Zl5. 720 
sonority, 680 
spirantization, 675-7 
stopping, 673-5 
stricture features, 300, 302, 303, 305 

con tin uan ts 
assimilation, local, 1924-5 
lateral consonants, 736-7 
voiced, 306 

Continuity Hypothesis, 2421-2, 2![26. 
Continuous Dichotomy Hypothesis, :!! 
contour segn1ents, 552, 567 
contour shape 

intonation, 762 
tonal alignment, 1187 

contour tones 
autoseg.ments, 311 
Chinese tone sandhi, 2571-4, 2582 
final consonants, 858 
quantity-sensitivity, 1'!18 
tone, represen tation of, 1078, 1illlO. 

contrast(s), 27-50 
assimilation, long-distance, 1829-30 
chain shifts, 1724-5 
distinctive features, 398, 409, 410. 
final laryngeal neutralization, 1626, 1621 
flapping in American English, 2716-:19 
gestures as units of, 113-15 
laryngeal contrast in Korean 

(see under Korean) 
learnability, 57 
lenition, 1565, 11iZ1 

Index 3033 

markedness, 23. 
mergers and neutralization, 1892-913 
metaphony, 2632. 
partially nasal segments, 557. 562-3 
phonemic, 28-38 

challenges to contrastive specification, 
31-4 

contrastive hierarchy and its uses, 
34-8 

speech perception, 2335-6 
Structure Preservation, 1787, 1803-4, 

1807 
phonetic, 28-30, 38-48 
speech perception, 2335, 2342-6 
tonal alignment, 11.82 
Turkish vo"•el harmony, 2832 
underlying representations, Z 
vowel place, 446-54 

contrast enhancement, 2342-4 
contrastive hierarchy, 34-8 
contrastive phonation, 2305-6 
contrastive specification 

contrast, 31 
underlying representations, 12 

contrast maintenance 
mergers and neutralization, 1897, 1900-4 
self-organization, 140-2 

contrast net1tralization 
positional effects, 1lQ8. 
speech perception, 2344-5 

contrast reduction 
common triggers and targets of, 1895-6 
positions of, 1894�5 
theories of, 1896-904 
typology of, 1893-6 

contrast tra.nsforrnat.ion, 1724 
conversational speech, 1868, 1873, 1878, 

1879 
co-occurrence 

feature co-occurrence constraint 
approach, 747-50 

French liaison, 2700 
frequency, 2145-8 
loanwords, 2273-4 

co-phonologies 
exceptionality, 2550-1 
phonological sensitivity to n1orphology, 

2475-6 
reduplication, 2404-5 

CoPho Project, 1795, 1797-8, 1.800, 1fil!l 
copy-and-associate models, 2870 
copy epenthesis, l.5ilii 
copy vo,vel epenthesis, 1581, 1582 
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co-relevance, 1484-5 
coronal(s), 267-85 

anterior, 1668 
assimilation, local, 1926, 1934 
consonant harmony in child language, 

1707-9 
consonant-vo\vel place feature 

interactions, 1764-5, 1768, 1772 
conspiracies, l66ll. 
constraint conjunction, 1466-7 
as epenthetic segments, 275-8 
flapping in American English, 2223. 
frequency effects, 2150-1 
grouping den tals and, 536-7 
inventories, 524-5 
lateral consonants, 733 
rnarkedness, 86. 90 
metathesis, 1.185. 
as output of place neutralization, 278-80 
as phonological class, 525-7 
positional effects, 1105 
properties, 267-S 
research questions, 269 
root-affix asymmetries, 2504 
sub-places of articulation, 527-9 
syllable structure, 280-3 
as target for place assimilation, 269-75 
transparency, 283-4 
vovrel place, 456 

coronal assimilation, 2225 
coronal dissimilation, lill 
coronal harmony 

assimilation, long-distance, 1812, 1814-17 
consonant harn\ony in child language, 

1693. l.ZQ5 
coronal inventories, 524-5 
coronalization 

consona.nt-vowel place feature 
interactions, � 

palatalization, 1ll82 
Coronal node, 742-5 

assimilation, long-distance, 11l23. 
counterevidence to, 743-5 
supporting evidence for, 742-3 

coronal obstruents 
coronals, 280-1 
final consonants, 850-1 
paradigms, :Ll1Z8 

Coronal Palatalizati.on, 1667, J.668, 1671-2. 
See also palatalization under Slavic 
languages 

(coronal] spreading, 1681-3 
coronal stops, 2912 

coronal unmarkedness 
about, 538-9 
challenges to, 539-41 

more than one coronal sub-place, 
languages with, 539-40 

CORR-CHC constraint, 1826-7 
correspondence 

assimilation, long-distance, 1826-9 
Base-Red uplican t, 1505-6 
Chinese tone sandhi, 2582 
markedness and faithfulness constraints, 

1501-4 
nasal harmony, 1857-8 
00-, 1506, 2028-9, 2031-3, 2037, 2039-44 
paradigms, 1984 
tonogenesis, 23ll6 
transderivational, 1988 

correspondence constraints 
dimensions of correspondence, 1505-6 
loci of correspondence, 11Qi 
markedness and faithfulness constraints, 

1492, 1504-6 
Sanskrit reduplication, 2864 

correspondence dimensions, 1505-6 
correspondence loci, 11Qi 
Correspondence Theory (CT) 

category-specific effects, 2:ifil 
markedness and faithfulness constraints, 

1492, 15Ql 
reduplication, 2396-400 
root-affix asymmetries, 2507 

Corsican, Northern, 1565-6 
counterbleeding, 1754-6 
counterfeeding 

constraint conjunction, 1471-2 
rule ordering, 1754-6 

coupling, 112. 
covert contrasts 

sub-phonemic distinctions as, 1909-10 
as systems in transition, 1911-13 

C-Place node 
consonant-vo\vel place feature 

interactions, 1772-4, 1776, 1777 
1781 

features, organization of, 651, 652, 654, 
656 

palatalization, 1681-2 
secondary articulation, 702, Zill 

Creole, Haitian, 2364, 2365, 2377 
Creole, Sri Lankan Portuguese, 272-4, 122ll 
cross-height rounding harmony, 2849 
cross-linguistic frequency, 2Z 
cross-\vord cluster, 112. 
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C-slots, 875, 876, 879, 880, 822. 
CSR. See Compound Stress Rule 
CT. See Correspondence Theory 
cueing, 1613 
cue robustness, 1422-4 
cues 

djssintilation, 1422-4 
distinctive features, 395 
final laryngeal neutralization, 1634 
initial geminates, 1137, 11.39, l1M! 
mergers and neutralization, 1900-2, 

1910-12 
positional effects, 1112-16 
stricture features, 298-300 

culmina ti vi ty 
Bantu tone, 2732 
pitch accent systems, 1006-7, 1.017, 101.8, 

1022 
Cupeiio, 275, 2504-5 
Cushitic languages 

dicks, representation of, 417, 420 
consonantal places of articulation, .5a1 

CVCC syllables 
final consonants, 849, 852, 866-8 
quantity-sensitivity, 1346, 1347, 1�55 

eve sequences 
compensatory lengthening, 1520-1, 

1524 
morpheme structure constraints, 2055 
reduplication, MQ2 
rhotics, ill 

eve syllables 
Arabic word stress, 2991, 3008-9 
conspiracies, 1645 
final consonants, 849, 865-8 
ge01.inates, 881, 882, 886-93 
onsets, 1222 
quantity-sensitivity, 1336-8, 1340, 

1344-6, 1349, 1350, 1352, � 
root-affix asymmetries, 2:l22 

CVCV sequences, 1521-3 
CV demisyUables, 299, 3illl 
CVG syllables, 882, 885-93 
CVN syllables, 1339 
CVO syllables, 1339, 1341, � 
CV prefixes, 2862, 2872, 2an 
CVR syllables, 1339, 1341, 1343, 1347 
CV skeleton, 1269-"71, 1278-82 

reduplication, 2390, 2391 
CV syllables 

Arabic w()rd stress, 2991 
conspiracies, 1645 
final consonants, 849, 866-8 

Index 3035 

gentinates, 881, 887. 82ll 
onsets, 1285-6 
quantity-sensitivity, 1336-43, 1352, 1354, 

1357 
CV templates, 2593-5 
CV theory 

glides, 345, 346 
vowel length, 474-7, 1lill. 

CV tier 
geminates, 874, 8"79 
syllable-internal structure, ill 

CVVC syllables 
Arabic "'ord stress, 3009, 3012 
final consonants, 849, 868 
gentinates, 883-5 
quantity-sensitivity, 1346, 1347, ll55. 

CVVG syllables, 881.-5, 892 
CVVS syllables, 1347 
C\TV syllables 

Arabic word stress, 3006-7 
conspiracies, 1645 
gentinates, 881, 885-8, 890, 892, 893 
quantity-sensitivity, 1336-47, 1.349, 1350, 

1352, 1354, 1355, 1357 
CVXC syllables, 3000-2 
cyclicity, 2019-44 

category-specific effects, � 
Chinese tone sandhi, 2577-8 
cyclic misapplication in English, 2020-3 
derived environments, 2104-6 
English linking and intrusive r, 2033-9 
Lexical Phonology and Morphology, 

2237, 2241, 2243�5 
and n1orphosyntactic conditioning, 2019, 

2020 
non-surfacing bases in non-ca.nonical 

paradigms, 2040-2 
and 00-correspondence, 2028-9, 

2031-3, 2037, 2039-43 
paradigms, 1984, 1993-4 
prosody vs., 2025-8 
Quito Spanish /sf-voicing, 2029-33 
rule ordering, 1746-9 
Russian Doll Theorem, 2023-5 

cyclic model of grammatical computation, 
2372-3 

cyclic nodes, 2021 
Cypriot Greek 

c()nsonantalizat.ion, 291, 294 
deletion, 1605-6 
initial geminates, 1141, lli2 

Cyrenakan Bedouin Arabic, 2995, 2996, 
2998, 3013 
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Czech 
consonant harmony in child language, 

1694 
fricatives, 681 
phoneme, 246, 247 
yers, 2948-50, 2953-4, 2957 

Czech, Old, 2950 

Dahalo, 417-24 
Dakota 

dissimilation, l.ill 
reduplication, � 

Damascene Arabic, 1983, 2995-6 
Danish 

foot, 952 
tonogenesis, 2321-3 

Danyang Chinese, 2569-70 
deaccenting 

Japanese pitch accent, 2894-6 
sentential prominence in English, 

2796-800 
deaccentuation, 2786, 2.Z8Z 

compound, 2788-9 
deaf frication 

continuance, 677-9 
fricatives, 674-5, 678 

deaspiration 
consonant mutation, 1538, 1542 
lenition, 1560, l5ilZ 

debuccalization 
autosegments, 322 
consonant mutation, l.5:IB 
lenition, 1562 
mergers and neutralization, 1899 

DEC. See Derived Environment 
Constrai.nt 

declination, 832, 837-8 
DEEs. See dedved environ.men! effects 
defective syllables, 855 
Degema, 493,494, 501-2 
degemination 

consonant mutation, 1553-4 
laryngeal contrast in Korean, 2669-70 
len.ition, 1560 

degenerate foot 
Arabic word stress, 2998, 3008 
extrametricality and non-finality, 1030 

degenerate syllables, 856 
deglottaJization, 1632 
Deg Xinag, 354 
deletion, 1597-617. Se" also loss 

Bantu tone, 2749 
category-specific effects, 2152. 

consonant, 1598-601 
causes of, 1612-13 
coda deletion, 1609-11 
conditions on, 1607-13 
conspiracies, 1646 
final cluster simplification, 1611-12 
onset simplification, 1608-9 
positional effects, 1106-7 
segmental, 1598-600 
syllabic markedness, 1607-8 
syllabification, lJillZ 

conspiracies, 1646 
cyclicity, 2025. 
dissimilation, 1412, lili 
final laryngeal neutralization, W2 
French liaison, 2623. 
freguency effects, 21.55-6, 2159 
gradience, 2119-21 
loan,vords, 2264, 2270-3 
markedness, 85. 
metaphony, 2644 
metathesis, 1183. 
positional effects, 1. 106-7 
precedence relations, 808-12, 816-18 
root-affix asymmetries, 2503-4 
segmental, 1598-607 

category-specific effects, 2444-5 
consonant deletion, 1598-600 
gradience and categoricality, 

2119-21 
linear-segmental analyses, 1602-3 
non-linear analyses, 1603-4 
stray erasure, 1604-7 
vowel deletion, 1600-2 

Slavic palatalization, 2918-19 
Slavic yers, 2937-8, 2941, 2947 
stress, 929 
Structure Preservation, 1795, 1797 
tone, representation of, 1084 
VO\Ve(, 1600-2 

conditions, 1613-16 
final consonants, 853 
hiatus resolution, li!b5. 

delinking 
dissimilation, lili 
metaphony, 2642 

demarcativeness, 2732 
demisyllables, 1174, llZ!i 
denasaJiz,.,tion, l.fil 
denominal verb formation, 2529-31 
dental-alveolar trills, ill 
Dental Assimilation, ilZ 
dental click, 418 
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dental harmony 
assimilation, long-distance, 1815 
contrast, 37-8 

dental palatalization, 1678 
dentals 

grouping coronals and, 536-7 
Lexical Phonology and Morphology, 2211 

DEP constraint 
metaphony, 2646 
metathesis, 1'IB5. 
stress, 934 

Dependency Model 
sign language handshape, 209 
sign language movement, 585-7 

Dependency Phonology 
Celtic mutations, 2822 
metaphony, 2643 
pitch accent systems, lilllZ 
representation, 702-4 
secondary articulation, 702-4 
stricture features, ::ill1 

depressor consonants, 2739-45 
derivational computation, 810 
derivational constraints, 1648, l.fr12 
derivational model of grammatical 

computation, 2372-3 
Derivational Optimality Theory (DOT) 

Polish syllable structure, 2615. 
Slavic palatalization, 2931., 2233 

Derived Environment Constraint (DEC), 
2922, 2925, 2926 

derived environment effects (DEEs) 
ltiatus resolution, 1!l3ll 
phonological sensitivity to n\orphology, 

21liZ 
ruJe ordering, l 748-9 

derived environments (DEs), 2089-111. 
S<>e nlso non-derived envi.roomeotal 
blocking (NDEB) 

morphologically, 2092-5 
boundary contexts, 2092-3, 2101-4 
entailments-based approach, 21.0l-2 
local conjunction approach, 2102-4 
non-boundary contexts, 2093-5, 

2107-11 
phonologically, 2089-91, 2096-101 

entailments-based approach, 2096-8 
local conjunction approach, 2098-100 
serial Optimality Theory, 2100-1 

properties of, 2089 
strict cyclicity, 2104-6 
Turkish vowel harmony, 2filQ 
underspecification, 2106-7 

Index 3037 

DEs. See derived environments 
descriptive markedness, Z2. 
desiderative stem reduplication, 2861-2 
determiners, 2689 
development of lexical representations, 

2122. 
devoicing 

final 
incomplete neutralization, 1634-6, 

212:1-5 
laryngeal neutralization, 1622-39 
lenition, l5lill 
morpheme structure constraints, 

2llfil 
phonetic cues, 1.63! 
phonetics, !lllZ 
Polish, 2613-1.4, 2625 
prosody, llZZ 

phonologization, 223ll. 
prosodic domains, l53a 
reduction, 1873, l8Z5. 
n1le ordering, 1738, 1741, 1750-1 
sonorants, 179, 185 
sound change, 1542, 1636-7, 22.21 
typology, 1623-33 
vowels, 2760-1 

diachronic change 
dissimilation, lilIB 
exceptionality, � 
Lexical Phonology and Morphology, 

2238, 2240, 2249-51 
markedness, ill! 
mergers and neutralization, 1892-3 
n\etaphony, 2643, 2651-3 
paradigms, 1973-4 
phonetics, 2221 
reanalysis, 1976-82 
syllable contact law, 1247-9 

diachronic phonology, 2218 
diachrony 

dispersion, 45-8 
dissimilation, :1408-9 
exemplar theory, 25!2 
Lexical Phonology and Morphology, 

2249-51 
markedness, ill! 
metaphony, 2643, 2651-3 

diacritic features, 2539, 2540 
c:lialectology, 717 
differential faithfulness, 2252 
differential importation, 22Jill 
Digo, 2735, 2737, 2740, 2741 
Dinlensional Theory, l63ll 
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diminutive suffixes 
Chinese syllable structure, 2768, 2769 
phonological sensitivity to morphology, 

2468 
Dinka, 470, 486-7 
Diola Fogny, 1044-5, 1105, 1106, 1600, 

lliZ 
diphthongs/ diphthongization 

flapping in American English, 2716-17 
hiatus resolution, 1.435-6 
metaphony, 2636, 2646, 2648-53 
paradigms, 1977, 1978, l2M 
rule ordering, 1Z1Z 
sound change, 2211 
VO\Vel height, 506-7, 513 

directed graphs, 804 
Direct Interface, 2479 
directionality 

assimilation, local, 1933-4 
assimilation, long-distance, 1816, 1817, 

1824-5 
Chinese tone sandhi, 2577-8 
featural affixes, 1948-52 

Chaha labialization, 1949-50 
Zoque palatalization, 1950-2 

foot, 956 
hiatus resolution, 1450-2 
nasal hannony, 1858-61 
palatalization, 1.6Z3 
regressive, 1824-5 
root-affix asymmetries, 2506-7 
Turkish vowel harmony, 2836-9 
vo,vel epenthesis, l5lill 

direct tonal association, 1015-16 
discrete level languages, 828-9 
discrete point theory, 812-13 
disharmonic words, 28.1! 
clisharm.ony 

Hungarian vowel harmony, 2967-8, 
2282 

Turkish vowel harmony, 2839-45 
disjunctive ordering, 1744-5 
dispersion, 45-8 
Dispersion Principle, 299 
Dispersion Theory 

features, organization of, 661 
n1ergers and neutralization, 1902, 1904-6 
palatalization, 1686 
speech perception, 2343 

displacement, 1399-401 
dissimilation, 1408-25 

allomorph selection, 2360-1 
assimilation, local, 1212 

dissiinilatory patterns and parameters, 
1409-14 

locality and domains, 1409, 1410, 
141.3-14 

participating features, 1409-13 
motivations for, 1416-25 

cue robustness, 1422-4 
dissimilation game, 1424-5 
listener reversal of co-articulation, 

1416-20 
similarity avoidance in lexicon, 1420-2 

Sanskrit reduplication, 2866-9 
sound change, 2222, 2221 
stricture features, 290 

dissimilation gan1e, 1424-5 
dissimilatory patterns/parameters, 1409-14 
dissipative systems, 131 
distinctive features, 391-411 

abstractness, 393-7 
articulatory, 21 
assimilation, 1909, 1923, 2058, 2738-9 
consonantal, 289-90, 344, 1768-82 
contrastive hierarchy, 34 
cyclicity, 2030-3 
dissilnilation, 1417-18, 2224-5 
experimental evidence, 410-11 
feature do1nains, 1467-8 
feature economy, 400-1 
feature geometry, 116,. 321. 646-53, 

741-7, ll2Q 
fricatives, 669-70 
information theory, 98 
innateness, 258, 393-7, Sil 
inventory, 290 
Korean consonants, 2664-5 
laryngeals, 404, 1626, 1.921-4, 2496, 

2665-79 
laterals, 736-7 
lenition, 2822 
major class features, 401-3 
manner features, 403-4 
markedness, 88,. 28. 
nasal, 1924, 2128. 
natural dasses, 408-10 
organization, 643-65 
place, 404, 541-3, 1768-82 
redundan t  features, � 
segmental contrasts, 406-8 
sign languages, 198-203, 226-30, 

599-600, 1.320-l 
similarity, IB22 
sonorants, 1ZL 290, 296-7 
spreading, 2519-29, 2631-2, 2700, 2932 
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distinctive features (co11t'd) 
stress, 2993 
stricture features, 288-9 
structure preservation, 1788 
sub-phonemic variation, 12Q2 
tiers, 802, ill 
tone features, 2571-2, 2733-4, 2800 
underspecification, 11-12, 182Z 
universality, 393-7, 401-5 
VO\<Ve1 height, 405, 507-9, 21.64-5, 

2632-3, 2filfi 
distinctiveness constraints, 2347-8 
distinctivity, 1009-10 
Distinctness Condition, 32-3 
Distributed Morphology 

allomorph selection, 2377-8 
reduplication, 2402 

disyllables 
Chinese tone sandhi, 2579 
Semitic templates, 252! 
sign syllables, 1319-20 

divergent repair, 2259-60 
Diyari, 1477-9 
Djabugay, 2376-7 
domains, l.2lM. 

Chinese tone sandhi, 2575-6 
constraint conjunction, 1484-5 
d:issimilation, 1413-14 
Hungarian vow·el harmony, 2281 
word stress, 988-9 

Dominance Condition, 227-9 
dominance effect 

c,, ll1!i. 
c,, 1103-8, 1114, 1115, 11tl 

Dominance Reversal, 225 
doO'linatin.g constraints, 1366-9 
domination, strict, 1461-2 
Dongolese Nubian, 1480-3 
D' opaasunte 

consonantal places of articulation, 53! 
pharyngeals, 610-11 

dorsal consonant harmony, 1693-5, 1702, 
lZQ2 

dorsal consonants, 1822, 1823 
*DORSAL constraint, 1491-6, 1499, L2llil 
dorsal harmony, 1.818 
dorsalization, 182!i 
dorsal pharyngeal class, ill 
dorsals. See also velars 

consonant harmony in child language, 
lZQZ 

consonant-vowel place feature 
interactions, 1765, 1768, 1769, 1ZZ2 

coronals, 212. 273, 281 

Index 3039 

flapping in American English, 2Z21 
grouping labials and, 535-6 
lateral consonants, 731-2 
markedness, ill! 
palatalization, 1671-2 
spreading, 1679-81 
stops, 271 

DOT. See Derivational Optimality 
Theory 

d()uble flop 
compensatory lengthening, 1522 
skeleton, 1275, 12.Zll 

doubly articulated segments, 704-7 
labial-velars, 704-6 
representation of, 706-7 

do\<Vndrift, 827, 838, 841.-4 
downstep, 824-44 

autosegments, 3ll 
automatic, 827-8, 83!1 818.  
conspiracies, 1filIB 
and declination, 832, 837-8 
defined, 824 
distributional characteristics of, 830-3 

geographical distribution, 830-1 
languages with more than two 

tones/tones other than H. 831-2 
non-tonal languages, 832-3 
type, 83il 

and downdrift, 827, 838, 841-4 
downtrends, 837-40 
H-ra:ising, 835-6 
phonetic aspects of, 833-4 
phonological issues, 825-9 

automatic and non-automatic 
do\,rnstep, 827-8, 830, 838 

autosegmental phonology, 825, B2S! 
eady studies, 825-6 
recognition of downstep, 826-7 
terracing and discrete level languages, 

827-9 
triggers of, 833 
and upstep, 834-5 

drag shifts, 1720. See also pull shifts 
Dravidian languages 

consonantal places of articulation, ill 
metathesis, 1385. 

drop, 1528 
Duke of York derivations, 1753 
duplication, 2058-62 

domains and strata, 2061-2 
Optimality Theory, 2060-1 

"duplication problenl," l&IB 
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duration Efik 
glides vs. vow·els, 343 
partially nasal segments, 569 
reduction, 1873, 1874 

Dutch 
acquisition, 1286, 2417-18 
allomorph selection, 2360-1, 2lZll 
consonant mutation, 1532. 
constraint conjunction, 1473-4 
exceptionality, 2.541. 
featural affixes, l22Q 
final huyngeal neutralization, 185, 1109, 

1626, 1..635 
forti tion, 22:1. 
frequency effects, 2142-3 
fricatives, lillZ 
gradi.ence and categoricality, 21.18, 

2122-5, 2Ull 
morphen1e struchtre constraints, 2050-2, 

2054-6,2058-61, 2063-6 
Phonological 11\ford, 12.12 
sC dusters, 899-902 
sch,¥a, 629-30 
sonorants, lll5. 
tonal alignment, ll.21 
vowel epenthesis, 1578, 1584, 1fillZ 

dynamic tones, 773-4 

*EA constraint, 2.l5Z 
Early Modern English 

cyclicity, 2024, 2fil6. 
Structure Preservation, J 793 

ease of articulatjon, 1880-1 
East Cushitic languages, 1387. 1188 
Eastern Andalusian Spanish, 1117-19 
Eastern Polish, 2912, 291.3, 2916, 2930 
echo reduplication, li2! 
eclipsis, 2813, 2821 
edge asymmetry, 1045-7 

rhythmic and phonetic evidence, 1045-6 
stress typologies, 1046-7 

edge-based theory, ma 
edge effects 

initial geminates, 1140-2 
partially nasal segments, 552 
tone, representatjon of, lllZ2 

edge-in association, 318, 3211. 121 
edge-in mapping, 2597, 2598 
edge markedness, 1028, 1045 
EDGEMOST constraints, 2549 
EEG (electro-encephalography) technique, 

ll.21 
effort minimization, 1568-9 

Do,¥nstep, 826, 82Z. 
lenition, 1562. 
VO\¥el height, 508 

Egyptian Arabic, 1522 
ejectives, 1627, 1622. 
electro-encephalography (EEG) technique, 

ll.21 
element, C, 1550-1 
element, V, :1550-:I 
elision 

conspiracies, l.6!:12 
deletion, 1528. 
distinctive features, 402. 
tone, representation of, 1illl!l 

Else,Nhere Condition 
derived eovi.ronr.n.ents, 2106 
rule ordering, 1744-6 

E1nakhu\¥a, 1657-8 
emergence, 132, 401, 516, 664, 22Qa 
emergence of the unmarked. See The 

Emergence of the Unmarked 
(TETU) 

emphatics, ill 
emphatic speech gemination (ESG), 2670, 

26Zl 
e1npiricism, 2.2Q2. 
empty nuclei, 856. 908-11, 2945-8 
enchainement (French), 2687, 2697 
enclitics, 2llQ2 
encoding, 1192-4 
end-based mapping, 1209, l2lJl 
End Rule, 965-6 
English 

acquisition, 674-5, 678, 2422, 2424-5, 
2430, 2431 

allomorph selection, 2362-3 
assimilation, local, 1919-22, J.924, 1927, 

1.23!l 
consonant harmony in child language, 

1Z01 
contrast, !1.3. 
coronals, 281-3 
cycl.icity, 2020-3, 2033-9 
deletion, 1601, 1614-15 
derived environments, 2089, 2092-4 
dissimilation, 1420, li22. 
extrametricality and non-finality, 1042-4 
features, organjzation of, M1 
final consonants, 850-1, ll6Z 
foot, 949-50 
fricatives, 672, 674 
learnability, 6Z. 
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English (cont'd) 
markedness, 100 
morpheme structure constraints, 2053-5, 

2057, 2060 
palatalization, 1667, 1.6ZZ 
partially nasal segments, 561. 
phoneme, 255, 256, 259 
phonological representations, l15. 
reduplication, 211il 
rhotics, 715-17 
rhythm, 1147-9 
root-affix asymmetries, :M2.l. 
rule ordering, 1745, 1152 
sC clusters, 899-902, 904, 906-7 
schwa, 631-3 
sentential protninence, 2778-802 

accent, 2785-800 
Infinite Stress View, 2779-83 
pitch accent, 2783-?, 2800 
Pitch Accent View, 2779, 2791, 2800-2 

sound change, 22.1.6. 
Struch1re Preservation, 1790, 1795, 

1802-3, 1805 
syllable-internal structure, 790, Z2! 
underlying representations, 4-5, §, 12-13 
vowel length, 41i5 
vowel place, 458 

English, African American, 2155-6 
English, American 

cyclicity, 2026-7 
final laryngeal neutralization, 1.61Z 
flapping, !. 2711-26 

context, 2724-6 
neutralization/ contrast interactions, 

2716-19 
prosodic conditions, 2720-2 
scope of, 2722-4 
segm.entaJ context, 2719-20 
segment vs. epiphenomenon, 2713-16 

l\1idv1estern dialect, 2m2. 
paradigms, 1976-7 
rule ordering, :1737-8 
schwa, li32 
sotuid change, 2227, 2229 
vowel place, 458 

English, Belfast, 2023, 2025-6, 2028-9, 
22il 

English, British 
cyclicity, 2032 
phonological representations, l15. 
rhotics, 715. lli 
tonal aHgrunent, 1190-1 

English, Canadian, 29-30 

English, child, 678 
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EngHsh, Early Modern 
cyclicity, 2024, 2ll3ll 
Structure Preservation, 1793 

English, Mercian Old, 253-5 
EngHsh, Middle 

compensatory lengthening, 1521 
cyclicity, 2ll3ll 
skeleton, 1275, l.2Z!i 

English, Scottish 
cyclicity, 2Q2Z 
phoneme, 255 

EngHsh, Singaporean, 2788 
EngHsh Saxon, 2358-9 
EngHsh Stress Rule (ESR), 953, 954 
entailments. See also Representational 

Entailments Hypothesis (REH) 
morphologically derived environments, 

2101-2 
phonologically derived environments, 

2096-8 
entropy, 98-101 
Epena Pedee, 1841.-3 
epenthesis 

Arabic word stress, 3011-14 
challenges to coronal unmarkedness, 

540-1 
consonants, 1452-5 
conspiracies, 166Q 
copy, 1506 
copy vowel, 1581, l5ll2 
coronals, m 
The Emergence of the Unmarked, l '.l65 
exceptionality, 2542-3 
feature specification and 

u.nderspeci(icati.on, 155 
French liaison, 2695 
geminates, 875-6, 8?9 
hiatus resolution, 1436-8 
in loan\vords, 2264, 2269-73 
markedness, 81, 99, 1ill! 
markedness and faithfulness constraints, 

1507-8 
paradigms, 1978, 1980, 1986, 1991. 
precedence relations, 816-19 
r-, 725-6 
roots, 2982-3 
sC clusters, 916-:17 
schwa 

category-specific effects, 2:1'1.Z 
paradigms, 1980, 1986, 1221 

segments, 275-8 
Slavic yers, 2948, 2212 
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epenthesis (cont'd) 
sonority, 1166 
syllable contact, 1251. 
vo\vel (see vo,vel epenthesis) 

epenthesis-driven vowel harmony, 
2848-50 

Epera, 1&IB 
epiglottaJ sounds, 532-4 
episodic models, 2126. 
erasure, 1. 166, � 
error, speech. St<a speech error 
error-driven learners, ZQ 
error feedback, 142 
Esan, 522 
Esimbi, 498-9 
Eskilstuna Swedish, 2322 
Eskimo, GreenJa.ndic, 1106, 1765, 1771 
ESR (English Stress Rule), 953, 954 
Estonian 

allomorph selection, � 
consonant mutation, 1548-9 
extrametricaLity and non-finality, 1illl9. 
stress, 926 
vo\vel length, 485-6 

Etsako 
featural affixes, 1957-8, l.2{ill 
hiatus resolution, l..:4:IB 
vo\vel place, 460-1 

European French 
acquisition, 2418-19 
loanwords, 2222 

European Portuguese 
Phonological Word, 12.lZ 
sC clusters, 909-10 

Evolutionary Phonology 
compensato ry Jengthen.ing, 1.527, 1528 
feature specification and 

u.nderspecification, 166 
final laryngeal neutralization, 1637, l.6:IB 
palatalization, 1686, 1.68Z 
self-organization, 137 

E\ve 
category-specific effects, 2443-4 
distinctive features, 403 
vowel height, 510-11 

exceptionaLity, 2538-55 
Lexical Phonology and Morphology, 

2238, 2553-4 
in Optimality Theory, 2548-53 

co-phonologies, 2550-1 
exceptionality via Listing, 2552-3 
indexed constxaints, 2548-50 
input underspecification, 2551-2 

phonological sensitivity to morphology, 
2183. 

in rule-based phonology, 2539-48 
diacritic features in Sound Pattern of 

English, 2539-45 
representational approaches, 2545-8 

in Strata! OT, 2551 
exceptionlessness, 2121 
excrescent vowels. See also epenthesis 

consonant-vo\vel place feature 
interactions, 1765, lZ6Q 

vowel epenthesis, 1584-5 
exemplar clouds, 251-2 
exemplar models, l.8ll5 
Exemplar phonology, 2ll 
Exemplar Theory 

speech perception, 2346 
underlying representations, 20, 22, 

23. 
variability, 2201, 2209-10 

exhaustivity, 2008, 2Ql12 
ExHAusnvtrY constraint 

clitics, 2009, 2010, 2012, 2013 
Phonological vVord, 1213, l2li 

exotic patterns, 2418-20, � 
explanatory adequacy, 2.1J1\ 
expletive infixation, 972-3 
ExrENDEDLAt'SE constraint, 976 
Extended Projection (EP), 2ZQ2. 
external control, 2473-6 
extrarnetricality I extraprosodicity, 

1027-48 
Arabic word stress, 2999-3001 
arguments in support of, 1040-5 

elimination of ternary foot templates, 
1040-2 

Licensing segments, 1044-5 
simiJat.iti.es between lexical classes, 

1042-4 
edge asymmetry, 1045-7 

rhythmic and phonetic evidence, 
1045-6 

stress typologies, 1046-7 
fi.oal consonants, 855-6, 867 1038-40 
final feet, 1031-2 
final moras, 1032-8 

rhythn1ic lengthening, 1035-7 
weight-sensitivity, 1032-5 

final syllables, 1029-31 
foot, 958 
restrictions �'1th, 1028 
sC clusters, 903-5 
ternary rhythm, 1231, 1232, 1212. 
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extrinsic ordering, 1740-2 
extrinsic restrictions, 1507-8 
eye-tracking paradigm, 1190-1 

faithfulness 
category-specific effects, 2:l5! 
chain shifts, 1Z2Q 
consonant harmony in child language, 

1711-12 
The Emergence of the Unmarked, 

1372-3 
output-output (sec output-output (00) 

faithfulness) 
paradigms, 1984-5 
root-affix asymmetries, 2507-10 

Faithfulness Condition, 22Z 
faithfulness constraints. See also 

markedness and faithfulness 
constraints 

Arabic word stress, 3!l1l 
chain shifts, 1122. 
constraint conjunction, 1472-4 
Constraint Definition Languages for 

correspondence, 1503-4 
containment and correspondence, 

1501-3 
correspondence constraints, 1504-6 

dimensions of correspondence, 1505-6 
loci of correspondence, 15Q5. 

The Emergence of the Unmarked, 
1372-3 

FAITH constraint, 1701-3, 1711-12, 2153, 
215Z 

FAlTH-R constraint, 860, 861 
feature specification and 

underspecification, 164 
lenition, l5ti2 
markedness and faithfulness constraints, 

ll22 
metathesis, l1lll 
palatalization, 1il8:1 
phonological sensitivity to morphology, 

lliQ 
speech perception, 2348 
stress, 932-4 
word stress, 995, 996 

falling tones, 311-12, 764-5 
fall-rises, 765 
Pante, 826-7 
Faroese 

metathesis, 1381, UB2 
syllable contact, 1256-7 

Farsi (Persian), 716, 1380, 2270, 2.2Z3. 

Farsi, liVestern, l1.6Z 
featural affixes, 1945-68 

characteristics of, 1945-8 
defined, 1945 
directionality, 1948-52 
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01aha labialization, 1949-50 
Zoque palatalization, 1950-2, l26Z 

as "featural," 1967-8 
formal approach to, 1965-6 
harmony, 1957-63 

Ed.oid associative construction, 
1957-61 

Terena nasalization, 1961-3 
segmental realization, 1963-5 
segment mutations, 1952-7 

Nuer inutation, 1953-6 
Seereer Si.in consonant mutation, 

1956-7 
feature(s). See also specific headings 

classifications of finger and joint, 
206-8 

consonant harmony in adult and child 
language, 1692-4 

deletion, l.6IH 
fricatives, 662. 673-88 

aspiration, 686-8 
consonance,685-6 
continuance, 673-80 
sonorance, 680-5 

hiatus resolution, Mil 
laryngeal contrasts in Korean, 2664-7 
phonological representations, ill 
rhotics, 221 
skeleton, l2.6Z 
sonorants, 183-4 
tone, representation of, 1090-1 
vowel harmony, 2171-3 

.featu.re addition, 1627 
feature co-occurrence constraint approach, 

747-50 
inventories, 747-8 
laterals as targets of spreading, Z5D. 
spreading of [lateral], 748-50 

feature correspondence, 1505 
feature domains, lM2Z 
feature economy, 400-1 
feature geometry 

assimilation, local, 1937-8, 124l1 
autosegments, 316. 321-2 
consonantal places of articulation, 53.5.. 

537 
consonant harmony in child language, 

1621 
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feature geometry (cont'd) 
consonant-vowel place feature 

interactions, 1Z68 
double articulation, 706, 707 
featural affixes, 1947, l2ll!i 
features, organization of, 646-9, 655-6 
lateral consonants, 741-2 
markedness, 83,. 85. 
palatalization, 1679-84 
partially nasal segments, 568 
representation, 699-702 
secondary articulation, 699-702 
sign language handshape, 198, 199, 203, 218 
sonorants, 1Z2. 173, 176 
stricture features, 305-6 
tone, representation of, 1088 
n\'o-handed signs, 226 
vowel height, 509-10 
vo,vel place, fil 

feature harmonies, 1467-71 
feature representations 

final laryngeal neutralization, 1.6lli! 
tone, representation of, 1090 

feature specification and 
underspecification, 148-67 

fricatives, 673-88 
aspiration, 686-8 
consonance, 685-6 
continuance, 673-80 
sonorance, 680-5 

n1arkedness, 163-4 
monovalence, 163 
morphological evidence, 149-52 

ghost segments, 151-2 
single-feature morphemes, 149-51 

in OptiO'lal.ity Theory, 164-5 
phonetic evidence, 160-3 

cl.in.e effect in vowel harmony, J.60-1 
coarticulation vs. allophonic variation, 

162. 
interpolation of tone values, 161-2 

phonological evidence, 152-60 
ambiguity, 156-8 
inert segments, 155-6 
patterns, 154-5 
prosodic specification, 159-60 
variable/invariable feature 

specification, 152-4 
specification algorithms, J.64 

feature spreading. See also assimilation 
assimilation, long-distance, 1830-1 
lenition, 1566, l.56Z 
nasal harmony, 1853. 

feature theory, 1767-71 
feedback, 130-3, 135-43 
feeding order, 1741, 1749-56 
Fijian 

Iambic-Trochaic Law, 1057, 1067, 1068 
loan\vords, 2270, 2272, 222'.1 
partially nasal segn1ents, 5fil. 
quantity-sensitivity, 1351, 1151 
stress, 111.1 

FTNALC constraint 
cydicity, 2035, 2Q.2Z. 
final consonants, 859, 860, 862 

final clusters 
deletion, 1611-12 
final consonants, 853.. 856. 
syllable-internal structure, 790 

fi.naJ consonants, 848-69 
Arabic word stress, 2999-3000 
examples in languages, 850-1 
extrametricality and non-finality, 

1038-40 
final laryngeal neutralization, 1625 
final stops, 1630-1 
French liaison, 2686, 2694, 2697 
and internal codas, 848-9 
metrical invisjbility, 849, 865-8 
properties of, MB. 
segmental immunity, 849-65 

alignment, 858-9 
examples in languages, 850-1 
licensing parameters, 861-2 
morphology, 864 
perception and adjacency to prosodic 

boundaries, 862-4 
positional faithfulness, 859-61 
representations, 853-7 
segmental processes, 851-3 

fi.naJ devoicing. See 11lso fi.nal la ryngeal 
neutralization 

distinctive features, 4llZ 
final laryngeal neutralization, 1633 
gradience and categoricality, 2121-5 
lenition, l52!l. 
morpheO'le structure constraints, 2063 
Polish syllable structure, 2613 

final feet, 1031-2 
final flapping, 1.5fil. 
final laryngeal neutralization, 1622-39. 

See also devoicing 
domains and paths of change, 1636-7 
history and Universal Grammar in, 

1.fila 
laryngeal features, 1626-33 
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final laryngeal neutralization (co11t.'d) 
phonetics, 1633-6 

incomplete neutralization in 
perception, 1635-6 

incomplete neutralization in 
production, 1634 

nn1ltiple cues, 1634 
phonological typology, 1623-33 

final moras, 1032-8 
rhythmic lengthening, 1035-7 
weight-sensitivity, 1032-5 

final stress avoidance, 1027-48 
final syllables, 1029-31 
fingers, 199-204, 206-8, 212-13 
fingerspelling, 1314-15 
finiteness 

Jearnability, 68 
as structure, 62-3 

Finnie languages, 936 
Finnish 

category-specific effects, 2:l52 
chain shifts, 1Z12 
compensatory lengthening, 1280-1 
consonant mutation, l5!IB 
coronals, 200 
derived environments, 2091, 2092, 2lll2. 
frequency effects, 2156-7 
lateral consonants, Z1Z. 
Lexical Phonology and Morphology, 

2244 
phonological sensitivity to morphology, 

2466-8, � 
rule ordering, 1740-1 
skeleton, 1280-1 
stricture features, 303, 304 
vowel harmony, 21.75, 2176 
vowel length, 468, 4Z6. 

Pin.nish Sign La.ngua.ge (FinSL), 1325, 1326 
First Velar Palatalization, 2909, 2910, 2917, 

2920-2, 2924 
fission 

metaphony, 2640, 2650-:1 
precedence relations, filZ 

five-vowel system, 2633 
fixed rise-time hypothesis, � 
flapping 

American English (see under American 
English) 

foot, 967-8 
Jearnability, llZ. 
lenition, 1561-2 
Lexical Phonology and Morphology, 

2238-9 ( 22il 
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mergers and neutralization, l2!l6. 
reduction, :IBZ2 
sound change, 2229-30 
stricture features, 296 
underlying representations, � 

flat models (syllable-internal structure), 
785-7 

floating accent, 2886 
floating features, 808 
floating melody, 1268 
floating tones 

autosegments, '.l3S. 336 
deletion, � 
pitch accent systems, lOlZ 
tone, representation of, 1083. 1092, 1094, 

1096 
.Florentine Italian, 1925 
focus 

intonation, 763 
sentential prominence in English, 2799 

Foggia Italian, 2636-7 
Fon, 2268 
Poodo, 1439-40 
foot, 949-77, 980-1001, 1052-97. See also 

ternary feet 
Arabic word stress, 2995-6, 2998, 3008 
asymmetric typology, 975 
binary, 2521. 
consonant harmony in child language, 

lZfil 
constituency, 962-6 
early metrical theory, 951-5 
extrametricality and non-finality, 

1027, 1028, 1030-7, 1040-3, 
1047, l!MS  

flapping, 967-8 
infixation, 972-3 
language games, 974-5 
laryngeal contrast in Korean, 22Z2. 
minimum \vord size, 973-4 
parametric approaches to, 955-62 
poetic meter, 968-71. 
quantity-sensitivity, 1350-4 
reduplication, 971 
and Sound Pattern of English, 

949-52 
ternary rhythm, 1211. 
typology of, 975 
word stress, 980-1, 994-5 

FooTBtNARTTY constraint, 2596 
foot-final lengthening, 936-7 
foot-initial fortition, 935-6 
foot-internal lapse, 1069-70 
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foot stn1cture 
allomorph selection, 2368-70 
autosegments, 329-30 
evidence for, 987-90 

characterization of domains, 988-9 
syllable "'eight, 989-90 
unstressed syllables, 987-8 

precedence relations, 800 
stress, 938-41 
"'ord stress, 980-1 

form-based organization, 2070 
form-function mappings, 2510-12 

morphologically conditioned 
alternations, 25.11 

non-concatenative morphology, 2510-11 
psycholinguistic groLmding, 2512. 

fortition 
assimilation, local, 1222 
consonant mutation, 1541 
deletion, J 605 
final laryngeal neutralization, 1627, 1J222 
lenition, 1569 
sound change, 2220, 2231-2 
stress, 928-9, 932, 935-6, 940-1 

Fonvard Clash Override (FCO), 966 
Francavilla Fontana Italian, 2639-40 
Franconian, 2323-6 
free forms, bound forms vs., 2453-8 
''free ride '� 6-7 < 

free variation, llliM. 
French 

acquisition, 2416 
allomorph selection, 2363-4 
consonantal places of articulation, 523 
consonant harmony in child language, 

1703-5 
deletion, 1601 
elision, 402 
exceptionality, 2545, 2546 
feature specification and 

underspecification, ill 
final consonants, 850 
glides, 358-9 
h-aspire, 1273-4 
lenition, l5M. 
liaison, 1268, 1273-4, 2685-705 

acquisition, phonetics and 
psycholinguistics, 2697-9 

contexts, 2688-92, 2699-705 
liaison consonants, 2685-7, 2692-7 
morphology, 2699 
Slavic yers, 2945 

loan\vords in Russian, 1804-5 

markedness, 100 
Phonological v\ford, UlZ 
rhotics, Z23. 
skeleton, 1268 
sound change, 2215, 222£ 
Structure Preservation, 1789-90, 1793, 

1795, 1799, 1.8fil 
tonal alignment, 1128 

French, Canadian. See nlso Quebec French 
fricatives, 6"72 
vov•el height, 503, 507 

French, European 
acquisition, 2418-19 
loanwords, 2266. 

French, Old 
compensatory lengthening, 1514, 1530-1 
syllable contact, 1247 

French, Quebec 
acquisition, 2416 
final consonants, 857 
loan\vords, 2266. 
Structure Preservation, 1790, 1797 

frequency, 2137-60 
defined, 2138-40 
flapping in American English, 2'717 
French liaison, 2704-5 
frequency matching, 2140-4 

morphophonology, 2142-4 
novel phonotactic combinations, 

2140-2 
markedness, 96-8 
in phonotactics, 2144-55 

base phonotactic frequency, 2144-5 
constraints and co-occurrence 

frequency, 2145-8 
metalinguistic judg01.eots for 

OCP-Place, 2154-5 
01.odern interactive const.raiot models 

of OCP-Place effects, 2152-4 
quantitative OCP-Place effects, 

2148-50 
similarity and OCP-Place, 2151-2 
subsidiary features and 

underspecification, 21.50-1 
reduction, lllfil. 
synchronic variation, 2155-60 

multiple optimality-theoretic 
grammars, 2155-6 

non-crucial constraints, 2157-8 
quantitatively ranked constraints, 2158 
token frequency, 2159-60 
unranked constraints, 2156-7 

variability, 2123. 
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frequency matching, 2140-4 
morphophonology, 2142-4. 
novel phonotactic combinations, 

2140-2 
frequency peaks, 1195 
fricatjves, 669-88 

affricates patterning v1ith, 372-3 
category-specific effects, 2455, 2!l5il 
consonant mutation, 1551-3 
conspiracies, 16fil! 
coronals, 281 
d:issimilation, li23. 
djstinctive feahtres, 403 
feature specificatjons, 673-88 

aspiration, 686-8 
consonance, 685-6 
continuance, 673-80 
sonorance, 680-5 

final consonants, 850 
glides vs., 685 
initial geminates, 1129, 1130 
laryngeal contrast in Korean, 2662, 

2663 
lerution, 1560, l5fil 
nasal harmony, 1840 
onsets, l2fill 
palatalization, 1667 
partially nasal segments, 559 
as phonological natural class, 670-3 
phonological properties of, 669 
Polish syllable structure, 2620 
rhotics, m 
Slavic pala talization, 2912-13 
sonorants, 177, 1Z2. 
sonority, 1 165, llZ3. 
stricture features, 299, 301, 304, 305, 

lQZ 
Stru.cture Preservation, 1790-1 
voiced 

sonorants, 1Z2. 
stricture features, 304 

voiceless, 112. 686, 687, 1118 
Friulian, 1912-13 
front-back harmony, 2832-3, 2838, 2840 
front vowels, 2909 
Fula 

consonant mutation in, 1545-6 
geminates, 8lli 
loanwords, 2265, 2270 

full copy model of reduplication, 2394-6 
FULL WTERl'RBTATION constraint, 2011, 2Qll 
full vowels, :165. 
fully-copy reduplication, 2865-6 

functional approach 
to lenition, 1570-2 
metaphony, 2653 

functional load, 1006 
function words 

Index 3047 

phonological sensitivity to morphology, 
� 

root-affix asymmetries, 2:l21 
sentential prominence in English, 2784 

Fundamental Source Features, 401. 
FUPR ("On the functional unity of 

phonological rules") (01arles W. 
Kissberth), 1644-6, 1651-3 

Fur, 1391 
Fuzhou Chinese, 2758 
FO contours 

intonation, 757-61, 766, 768, 770 
tonal alignment, 1122 

FO differences, 2304, 2306-10, 2313, 
2317-20, 2326-7 

FO movements 
onsets, 13ill. 
tonal alignment, 1 1 85-7, 1.198-200 

FO timing, 1l2Z 

Gaelic, Applecross, 1840 
Gaelic, Irish, ill 
Gaelic, Scots, 1579, 1581, 1582. 
Gaelic, Scottish, 1840-1, 2815-16 
GaJician 

allomorph selection, 2165. 
vov1e] epenthesis, 1577-8 

Game of Life, 133-4 
Ganlilaraay, 16ffi 
Ganda 

cornpeosatory lengthening, 1518 
hiatus resolution, 1435, 1440, 1441, 1601 
nasal harmony, 1856 
tone, representation of, 1086 

Gara\va 
extrametricality and non-finality, :liM6. 
\Vord stress, 981 .. 993, 996-7 

Gbe, 510 
geminate(s), 873-94 

Arabic, 3008 
defined, 873 
deletion, 161!! 
initial, 1124-42 

Arabic, 1 134-5 
definition of, 1.131-2 
edge effects, 1140-2 
moraic, 1133-4 
phonetic properties, 1136-40 
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geminate(s) (cont.'d) 
typological issues with, 11.25-31. 
underlying representation of, 1132-3 
u.nderlying syUabification of, 1132-3 

laryngeal contrast in Korean, 2668-81 
mergers and neutralization, 1898 
onsets, 1297-8 
partially nasal segments, 561, 5fil 
patterning of, in stress systems, 885-92 

languages in \vhich geminates repel 
stress, 890-2 

languages in which stress treats all 
codas equally, 889-90 

languages with syllables closed by eve syllables, 886-9 
precedence relations, 818 
representation of, 873-7, 892-4 
Semitic templates, 2597 
skeleton, 1266, 1267, 1270, 1272, 1213. 
stops, l5fil 
syllable contact, 1258 
\veight analysis of, 875-85 

avoidance of CVVG syllables, 881-5 
patterning of geminates and 

consonant clusters, 879-81 
Trukese initial geminates, 877-8 

Geminate Reinforcement, 2668, 2675-6 
gemination. See also degemination 

laryngeal contrast in Korean, 2678, 2679 
loan\vords, 2261 
syllable contact, 1248, � 

generality 
quantitative limits of, 2192-201 
variability vs., 2190-1 

generalization 
exceptionaLity, 2538-9 
role of structure in, 62-6 

finiteness as structure, 62-3 
tell-tale sets and the subset problem, 

63-4 
\lapnik-Chervonenkis dimension, 

64-6 
sentential prominence in English, 2786 

generalized gem.ination, 2678 
Generalized !Vlarked Harmony, 2176-8 
Generalized Template Theory 

reduplication, 2398 
Sanskrit reduplication, 28n 

Generative Grammar 
gradience, 2115-17, 2125 
leamability, 55 
lenition, 1566-7 
reduplication, 2384-6 

rhythm, 1liZ 
ternary rhythm, 123.6. 

Generative Phonology 
acquisition, 2424 
Arabic word stress, 2993-3002 
Celtic mutations, 28lQ 
conspiracies, 16:1.8. 
exceptionality, 2518 
flapping in American English, 2716 
foot, 949-51 
French liaison, 2623. 
hiatus resolution, 1443-7 
Lexical Phonology and 1v!orphology, 

2212 
1narkedness, 88. 
palatalization, 1676-9 
Polish syllable structure, 2612 
ternary rhythm, 1231 
tier segregation, 2516, 2!ilZ. 
tone, representation of, 1JlZ8 
underlying representations, 9-16, 22. 

maximization of grammatical 
geoeraJjzation, 10-11 

novel word formation, 12-13 
underspecification, 11-12 

Georgian, lilIB 
German 

affricates, 383-4 
consonantal places of articulation, 53.Q 
consonant clusters, 383-4 
coronals, 281-3 
final consonants, 281-3 
final laryngeal neutralization, 1626, 1.62Z 
glide formation, 125Jl 
gradience and categoricality, 2121-2 
morpheme-internal consonant clusters, 

383-4 
mo.rphem.e stru.cture constraints, 2063 
paradigms, l2Zi 
phonemes, 247 
phonological representations, 11.6. 
phonological sensitivity to morphology, 

� 
Phonological vVord, 1219 
rhotics, 717-18, 722, 725 
rule ordering, 1738, 1741, 1750, 1Z5.l. 
sC clusters, 906 
Structure Preservation, 1790-1, lllll2 
syllable contact, 1250 
tonal alignment, 11.89. 
underlying representations, z. a 

German, Middle H.igh (MHG), 1225. 
German, }.1ocheno dialect, 2365-6 
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German, S\vabian 
paradigms, 1983 
pharyngeals, 609 
phonological sensitivity to morphology, 

2466-7 
German, Sl,1iss 

final consonants, 862. 
initial geminates, 1125. 1138-9, 1141 

1li2. 
rule ordering, 1Z5!i 

German, \Nestphalian, 1525. 
Germanic, West, 1248-9 
Germanic languages 

syllable contact, 12'1.8. 
tonogenesis, 2320-6 

German Sign Language (DGS), 1960-1 
gestalt approaches (i.nton.atio.n), 759-64 

intonational gestalts and meaning, 762-4 
melodies as gestalts, 760-3 

gestural blending, 1.6fili. 
gestural overlap, 1Bfill 
gestural score, 113, lli 
gestural structure, 11.3-14 
gestures 

articulatory, 5·71 
oral constriction, ll2l 
phonologic.al representations, 112. 

115-17 
precedence relations, fil2 
split vowel, 116-17 
as units of action, 110-13 
as units of phonological contrast, 113-15 

ghost segments, 151-2 
Gichode, Hil 
Gidabal, !ID 

Gilya.k, 247 
Gi.ryama, 1084 
Gitksan, 505-6 
glide(s), 341-63 

Chinese syllable struchtre, 2755-6 
consonant-vo\vel place feature 

interactions, 1.762-3 
defined, ID 
deletion, 1606 
distinctive features, 402, il!l 
French liaison, 2688 
fricatives vs., 685 
lateral consonants, 739-40 
Jenition, 1563 
nasal harmony, 1ll45. 
phonetics of, 342-4 
phonology of, 344-8 
Polish syllable struch1re, 2622-4 

positional effects, 1116 
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Slavic palatalization, 2202. 
sonority, 1162, 1161 
stricture features, 293-5 
syllable contact, 1250, 1253-4 
vowel place, 459-60 
vowels r1s., 348-61 

non·predktable cases, 350-3 
phonemic nah1re of glides, 350 
predictable alternations betw·een 

glides and v<>\Vels, 348-50 
vocoid systems, typology of, 353-61 

glide formation 
conspiracies, l.6fil 
hiatus resolution, 1435, 1440-2, li!5. 
rule, 1446-"7 
vo,vel place, 457-8 

glide hardening, 291-2 
"glide" languages, 352-3 
global rules, lZil 
glottal constriction 

final laryngeal neutralization, 1.63ll 
lenition, 1562 

glottal continuants, 685 
glottalization 

final laryngeal neutralization, 1630, 
1631, lfil3. 

flapping in American English, 2712, 
2Z2l 

sonorants, 178 
glottalized clicks, 421-2 
glottal primary pharyngeals, 613-14 
glottals 

coronals, 275-9 
feature specification and 

u.nderspeci(icat i.on, 151, 152 
fricatives, fil 680-2 
hiatus resolution, J.452-4 
laryngeal contrast in Korean, 2664-5 
root-affix asyn1metries, 2496-7 
sonorance, 680-2 
tonogenesis, 2312, 23.ll 

glottal stops 
final laryngeal neutraLization, 1.630 
lenition, 1522 

Glottal Tension, 2665, 2677 
Glottal Width 

final laryngeal neutralization, l63l1 
laryngeal contrast in Korean, 2664, 2665, 

2677, 26"78 
Gokana, 471-2 
Combe, 1M5. 
Goroa, 1349-50 
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Gosper's Glider Gun, 133, 134 
Gothic, 914-15 
Government Phonology 

onse ts, 1287 
pharyngeals, 62Q. 
phonological sensitivity to morphology, 

� 
Polish syllable structure, 2il12 
sC clusters, 908, 910, 911 
Slavic yers, 2944-8 
syllable-internal structure, 788 

gradation 
consonant mutation, l1iil 
lenition, 1567, l.5ZQ 

gradience, 2115-31 
assimilation, 2117-21 
flapping in A01.erican English, 271.4, 

2Zl,2 
formal language theory, 57-8 
in generative grammar, 2115-17 
hiatus resolution, 1455-6 
incomplete neutralization, 2121-5 
phonetic detail in speech processing, 

2125-7 
productive sound patterns, 2127-31 

allomorphy, 2130-1 
phonotactic constraints, 2128-30 

segment deletion, 2119-21 
vovrel height, 512-13 

gradient distinctions, 57-8 
gradient height, 512-13 
gradient processes, 1455-6 
gradient TETU, 1373-5 
Grado Italian, 2635-6 
Gradual Learning Algorithm, 2553 
grammar(s) 

acquisition, 2421-2 
constraint conjunct.ion, 1463-4 
dissimilation in, 1414-16 
The En1ergence of the Unmarked, 

1373-4 
learnability, 55, 64-5, fill. 
Lexical Phonology and Morphology, 

2238 
markedness, Bl 
psychological reality of, 2291-2 
speech perception, 2341-2 
Structure Preservation, 1Z9!L 
nvo-handed signs, 226 
variability, 2195-6, 2202-4 

grammar-external factors (loanwords), 
� 

gran1mar rankings, 2178-9 

grammatical computation, 2372-3 
gramn1aticization, 212Z 
graph theory, 799-805, 813-20 

extensions of precedence graphs, 
816-20 

no crossing constraint, 813-14 
Grassfields Bantu, 1086 
Grassman's Law 

Sanskrit reduplication, 2866-9 
sound change, 222!1 

Greek 
allomorph selection, 2162. 
clitics, 1211-14 
consonantal places of articulation, 522-3 
intonation, 758, 762, m 
Phonological Word, 1211-12, 1218, 1219, 

1222 
positional effects, 1109, 1110 
rhotics, 726 
skeleton, 1275-7, 12·79, 1281-2 
stricture features, 291, 292, 22:1. 
tonal alignment, 1193, � 

Greek, Aeolic, 1266, 1279 
Greek, Ancient, 1266, 1417, 1223. 
Greek, Attic, 1110, 1266, 1435, l:IAZ 
Greek, Classical, 645 
Greek, Cypriot 

consonantalization, 291, 22:1. 
deletion, 1605-6 
initial gerninates, 1141, l.ll2 

Greek, Homeric, 2002. 
Greek, Modern 

clitics, 2003, 2005, 2013-14 
dissimilation, 679-80 
fricatives, 679, 680, 6l!Z 
sC clusters, 901 

Greek, Proto-, l2Z2 
Greek, Sa01oth.raki 

compensatory lengthening, 1281-2, 
1fili 

onsets, 122Z 
skeleton, 1281.-2 

Greenlandic, West 
metathesis, 469-70 
pharyngeals, 609 
positional effects, llllil 
vo\vel length, 469, 470 

GreenJandic Eskimo, 1106, 1765, 1ZZ1 
gr.id-based non-finality, 1028, 1030-4, 

1036, 1040. 1042, 1044 1M8 
GruoMARKl\1APrINc constraint, 991-3, 996 
grid-only framework, 286.. 989, 990 
grids, 1233. See nlso metrical grids 
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Grimm's Law 
consonant mutation, 1542 
variability, 2193 

grounded constraint, 2744, 2745 
Guarani, 933, 1849-50 
Giui, 429, 430 
Gujarati, 1562 
Gunu, 495 
Gurindji, ll12. 
gutturals 

clicks, representation of, 424, 433 
consonantal places of articulation, 533 
consonant-vo\vel place feature 

interactions, lZ66. 
fricatives, llZ1. 
Structure Preservation, 1Z28 
vowel height, 505, 506 

Guugu Yimidhirr, 2fill. 

Hai6an Creole, 2364, 2365, 2.1ZZ 
Halkomelem, 2493-4 
handshape. See sign language handshape 
Handshape Sequencing Restraint, 202 
Hand Tier Model 

sign language handshape, 208-9 
sign language movement, 582, 585, 586 

Harari, 1.6Z1 
Harbin Chinese, 2565-6 
hard consonants, 2211 
hardening 

category-specific effects, � 
deletion, lJillQ 
Slavic pala talization, 2922-4 

hard muta6on, 2817 
harmonic ascent, 1.185 
.Harmonic Grammar (HG) 

frequency effects, 2122 
mistake bounds in, 70-1 
Probably Approximately Correct, 69-70 
Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension of, 68. 

harmonic shifts, 499-502 
to height of trigger, 499-500 
systems based on harmony, 500-2 

harmony(-ies) 
aspiration, IBU 
consonant (see consonant harmony 

(CH)) 
constraint conjunction, 1467-71 
dental, 37-8, 1815 
dorsal, lfil.8. 
exceptionality, 2550 
featural affixes, l2fil 
features, organiza6on of, 656, 66!1 
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front-back, 2832-3, 2838, 2&ll.! 
learnability, Z2 
nasal (see nasal harmony) 
progressive, 1846 
retroflex, 1815-16 
root-affix asymmetries, 2500-2 
roundness, 2965, 2969, 2970, 2978-80, 

2.285. 
stress, 929-31 
strident, 1828, 2839-40 
"tongue root," 2167-70 
voicing, 1826. 
vowel (see vo•Nel harmony) 
vowel-consonant, 1839-54 
vowel height, 1817-18 
vo,¥el place, 454-5 

h-aspire '"ords (French), 2545-8 
Hausa 

autosegments, l2Z 
downstep, 838, 839 
phonological sensi6vity to morphology, 

2470-1, 2483-4 
quantity-sensi6vity, 1342-3 
tone, 1342-3 
vowel length, 468 

Havana Spanish 
assimilation, local, l2S.2. 
lateral consonants, 743 

Ha\\raiian 
hiatus resolution, ill! 
loanwords, 2259, 2260, 2264-6, 2269, 

2271, 2.2Z2 
Haya, 2746 
li domains, 331, 332. 
head-based non-finality, 1028, 1030-3, 

1035, 1039, 1041, 1042, 1044, 1048 
HEAD constraints, 1481-3 
.Head-Dependency Model, 1320-1 
headedness 

cl i tj cs' 2illIB 
foot, 956-9, 961 
root-affix asymmetries, 2429. 
sC dusters, 902-4 
\VOrd stress, 981., 991, 997 

HEADEDNESS constraint 
ditics, 2009, 2Qll 
Phonological Word, 1213, 1214, 1.21Q 

headed span theory, 334-6 
headlessness, 996-1000 
heads, 24fill. 
hearer-appeal markers, 2Z2Z. 
heavy syllables, 2991, 2993, 2996, 3000-2, 

3004, 3ili!Z 
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Hebrew 
allomorph selection, 2366-7 
category-specific effects, 2441-2, 2450, 2152 
fricatives, 670, 671, 676 
metathesis, llM 
morpheme structure constraints, 2ll!il 
root-affix asymmetries, 2510-12 
templates, 2586, 2588, 2589, 2593, 2595, 

2598, 2600, 2602 
tier segregation, 252:1-2, 2529-32 

Hebre·w, Biblical, 1552, 1253. 
Hebrew, Tiberian 

degemina ti on, 1.56ll. 
derived environments, 2!!21 
metathesis, 1183. 
pharyngeals, ill 
spirantization, 670-1 
vowel epenthesis, 1587-8 

height 
distinctive features, 397, 407-8 
Hungarian vowel harn1ony, 2964, 2979 
metaphony, 2631, 2632, 2644-7, 2649, 

2650 
proposed changes to universal feature 

set, 404-5 
height class 

arguments for, 510-11 
properties of, 511-15 

gradient height, 512-13 
grouping [high] and [ATR], ill 
monovalent closed, 514-15 
monovalent open, 514 
ternary height and hierarchical height, 

515 
height coalescence 

hiatus resolution, 1.439-40 
vowel height, 506 

height harmony, 2171 
heterosyllabic cluster, 570 
HG. Se.e Harmonic Grammar 
hiatus avoidance, 2362-3 
hiatus filling, l2!i2 
hiatus resolution, 1434-56 

skeleton, 1269 
theoretical issues in, 1443-56 

autosegmental and non-linear 
generative phonology, 1444-7 

generative phonology, 1443-4 
gradience, J.455-6 
Optimality Theory, 1.447-56, 1.449-56 

typological variation, 1437-43 
coalescence, 1439-40 
consonant epenthesis, 1437-8 

glide formation, 1440-1 
multiple strategies in same language, 

1441-3 
vowel elision, 1438-9 

hierarchical height, 515 
(high) feature, 508-10, 5.12. 
highlighting, 2798-9 
Hindi 

dissiinilation, � 
distinctive features, 397 
loan\vords, 2265, 2270, 2223. 
quantity-sensitivity, 1346, Ll55. 
reduplication, echo, � 
schv•a-zero alternations, 637-8 
stress, lIB8 
Structure Preservation, 1.80i 

Hirayama's Law, 2898, 2899, 2901, 2902 
historical phonology, 136-7 
Hixkaryana 

Iambic-Trochaic Law, 1053, .l.3S! 
quantity-sensitivity, 1l5:l 

H/L systems, 1006, 1007, 1.!ll2 
HL tones, 830 
Hmong, 2260, 2265, 2271, 22Z2 
Homeric Greek, 2lli12 
homophony. See also anti-homophony 

lenition, 15Z1. 
root-affix asymmetries, 2491, 25ll 

homorganic consonants 
consonant harmony in child language, 

17ot. 1710, rn 
morpheme structure constraints, 2ll!il 

H tones, 2!l. 
Bantu tone, 2731, 2733-44,2747 
category-specific effects, 2441, 2443-4 
conspiracies, 1656-9 
deletion, lli2. 
do,vnstep, 824. 826, 829-35, &'38, 839 
featural affixes, 1945, 1957-61 
intonation, 769-71 
raising, 835-6 
spreading, 2Z42. 
tonal alignment, 1187, 1198 
tone, representation of, 1079, 1081-99 

Hu, 2318, 21:12 
Huave, 22Zll. 
Hungarian 

compensatory lengthening, 1515 
The Emergence of the Unmarked, 

1372-3 
frequency effects, 21.il 
geminates, 875-6, 879, 894 
loanv1ords, 2261. 
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Hungarian (cont'd) 
phonological sensitivity to morphology, 

2477. 2185 
Phonological Vvord, 1207-8, 2015 
skeleton, l26Z 
vowel harmony, 1208, 2164-7, 2173, 

2174, 2177-8, 2181-4, 2477, 2963-86 
anti-harmony, 2285 
backne.ss harmony, 2972-8, 2285 
domains, 2981, 2282. 
neutral vo,vels, 2984-5 
roots, 2965-8, 2981-3 
roundness harmony, 2978-80, 2285 
suffixes, 2969-72, 2980, 2983-4 
transparency, 2984-5 
variation, 2984-5 

hyper-activation, 1.700, 1701 
hyperarticulation, 226. 
hypermetaphony, 2658 
hypo-activation, 1700. lZfil 
hypocoristics, 818 

*IA constraint, 2157 
iamb 

extrametricality and non-finality, 1029-30 
foot, 975, U.22 
quantity-sensitivity, 1353-4 
\Yord stress, 981, 982, 990 

iambic length asymmetries, 937-8 
Iambic Lengthening 

allomorph selection, 2326. 
extrametricality and non-finality, 1035-7 
Iambic-Trochaic Law, 1066. 1068 

iambic patterns, lil'.ll. 
iambic reversal, 1029 
.Iambic-Trochaic La\v (tTL), J052-74 

defined, lll52 
interpretations of, J.054-7 
quantity-sensitivity, 1057-65, U5!l 

asymmetric foot inventory, 1059-62 
symmetric foot inventory, 1062-5 

rhythmic lengthening/ shortening. 
1065-74 

lapse avoidance and non-finality, 
1069-74 

rules, 1068-9 
lbibio, 839, 840 
Icelandic 

autoseg.ments, 334 
compensatory lengthening, 152Z 
final consonants, 867 
rule ordering, 1743-4 
syllable contact, 122 

lDENT constraint 
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constraint conjunction, liZ2. 
Hungarian vowel harmony, 2282. 
metaphony, 2645, 2646 
metathesis, Ut\2. 
Sanskrit reduplication, 2868, 2870 
Slavic palatalization, 2928-33 

Identification in the Limit from Positive 
Data (ILPD), 59-60, 62. 

identity, 1225 
Identity Constraint (JC), 2385-7 
ideophones, � 
Igbo 

consonantal places of articulation, 
521 

hiatus resolution, 1455-6 
lkwere, 1.81., 188 
IJokano, 2392-3 
imbrication, liQ2. 
Imdlawn Tashlhiyt Berber 

glides, 16ll 
onsets, 1287-8 

imperative, 2624-5 
imperfective aspect formation, l2lil 
implication, 1480-3 
implicational relations, 91-2 
importation, 1805-6 
impoverishment, 2480-1 
Inari Saami, 1412-13 
incomplete neutralization 

gradience and categoricality, 2121-5 
mergers and neutralization, 1906-7 

indexed constraints 
exceptionality, 2548-50 
phonological sensitivity to morphology, 

2474-5 
indirect reference, 2480, 2485-6 
Jnd onesian, 636 
Indonesian, Riau, lllIB 
inert segments, 155-6 
Inesefto Chumash, 1fil.5. 
infant perception experiments, 396 
Infinite Stress View (ISV), 2779-83 
in fixation 

foot, 972-3 
infixes, 1947, � 
metathesis, 1401, ll02. 

inflectional morphology, � 
information content, 98-101 
Information Theory 

contrast, 49-50 
distinctive features, 392 
n1arkedness, 28 
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informativeness effects, 1222 
Inherent Features (IF), 1321., 1324 
lnitial Accent Deletion, 2787, 2789-91 
initial articulatory strengthening, 1140 
initial consonant mutation, 2807-14, 2822, 

2825,282ll 
initial genlinates, 1124-42 

Arabic, 1134-5 
definition of, 1131-2 
edge effects, 1:140-2 
moraic, 1133-4 
phonetic properties, 1136-40 
typological issues with, 1125-31 
underlying representation of, 1132-3 
underlying syllabification of, 1132-3 

1NIT!ALGRJDl\1ARK constraint, qq3 
innateness 

distinctive features, 393-7, � 
markedness, fil. 82. 
markedness and faithfulness constraints, 

l5lIB 
input correspondents, 1365-6 
input language representation, 2267-9 
input-output (IO) faithfulness 

derived environments, 2.1Q2 
The Emergence of the Unmarked, 1365, 

1367, 1369-71 
morpheme structure constraints, 2iliill. 

input underspecification, 2551.-2 
insertion 

n1etathesis, 1.3fil 
Slavic yers, 2937-8, 22Q 

Institute for Perception Research (lnstituut 
voor Perceptie Onderzoek; IPO) 

intonation, 764-5, "773 
tonal a lignrnent, 1198 

intensity 
sentent ial prominence in English, 2"783, 

2784 
sonorants, 183 
sonority, 1179-80 

intensive reduplication, 2856-8 
intergestural timing, fil 
Jnteri.or Salish 

consonantal places of articulation, .53.o. 
pharyngeals, fil2. 

interlexemic n1orphology, 2821 
intermediate phrases, 769 
internal codas 

deletion, :1610-:11. 
final consonants, 848-50, 854, 85"7, 858, 

861 
internal epenthesis, 1251 

internal movements, 580 
internal ordering, 370-1 
lnternational Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) 

consonantal places of articulation, 
519 

phoneme, 242-3 
rhotics classification, 711-12 
sch1va, 628. 
skeleton, 1263, 1264, 12ZZ 
underlying representations, 3. 
VO\Vel height, ill 

intervocalic flapping, l26l 
intervocalic stops, 222Z 
intonation, 757-75. See also tonal 

alignment 
autosegments, 314, 315, 322, 326-9 
as composite of rises and falls, "764-6 
defined, ill 
gestalt approaches to, 759-64 
level vs. dynamic tones, 773-4 
pitch levels as primitives, 766-73 
superpositional models, 266. 

intonational categories, 11.85-92 
intonational meaning distinctions, lIB2 
Intonational Phrase 

Bantu tone, illll 
intonational pitch accents, 1009 
intonational systems, l.O!M 
intragestural timing, 112 
intrinsic ordering, lliQ 
introspection-based approach, 2285-6 
intrusive r, 2033-9 
INTSINT (International Transcription 

System for Intonation), 760 
lnuktitut, 2270, 2272-4 
Jnupi.aq, BarrO\V 

abstractness, 157-8 
palatalizati.on, 1673 

invariant suffixes, 2970-1 
i11\1entories 

contrast, 18. 
distinctive features, 400-1, &06. 
emergence of, 138-40 
sC clusters, 899-900 
Slavic palatalization, 2911-13 

Inverse Compound Rule, 2ZllZ 
1-0 CONTIGUITY constraint, 861 
10-DEP constraint, 1502-5 
IO faithfulness. St<e input-output (IO) 

faithfulness 
IO-lDENT constraint, 1502-4 
IO-MAX constraint, 1502, lfill3. 
Iotation, 2918 
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IPA. See International Phonetic Alphabet 
(IPA) 

IPO. See Institute for Perception Research 
Iraqi, 1592 
Iraqw, 53! 
Irish 

Celtic mutations, 2813-15, 2818-19, 
2821 

consonant-vo\vel place feature 
interactions, 1.769-70 

Irish, Tyrone, 1524-5 
Irish Gaelic, lli 
irrealis paradigm, 23ll5. 
irreflexivity, 802, 804 
irregularities, 1498-501 
Isixhosa, 1652 
iS-OChrony, 1148-51 
Israeli Sign Language (ISL) 

movement, 578-81, 584, 594 
two-handed signs, 232 

Italian 
allomorph selection, 2'.:167 
cljtics, 2006-7, 2013 
geminates, 8Z1 
metaphony, 2631-59 
precedence relations, 818 
quantity-sensitivity, l.35Z 
rhythn1, 1147-8 
sC dusters, 908-9 
sound change, 221.'i. 
s-voicing, 1211 

Italian, Arpinate, 2638, 2ll5Z 
Italian, Calabrese, 1Z28 
Italian, Calvello, 2634-5 
Italian, Florentine, � 
Italian, Foggia, 2636-7 
Italian, Francavilla Fontana, 2639-40 
.ltalia.n, G.rado, 2635-6 
Italian, Lucanian, 2ill..2 
Italian, Neapolitan, 1190, 1195, 1196, 2ill.l 
Italian, Northern, 1211 
Italian, Salenti.no, 2638-9 
Italian, Sardinian, 2653-4 
Italian, Serviglia.no, 496, 2635 
Italian, Tuscan, 374 
Itelmen, 2447, 2457-8 
iterative rules, lli3. 
i terativity, .256 
.I.TL. See lambic-Trocllai.c Law 

J ahai, 22fil\ 
Japanese 

allomorph selection, 23Z1 

Index 3055 

assimilation, local, 1922. 1.2Jil 
constraint conjunction, 1475, MZ6 
deletion, 152ll 
geminates, 873, 874 
hypocoristics, 1351-2 
language game, l22a 
Joan\vords, 1589, 2259-62, 2265, 2269, 

2271, .22Z3. 
Lyman's La\v, 175-6, 1475-6, 2il52 
markedness, 82. 
mimetics, 2Q6Q. 
morpheme structure constraints, 2ilim 
pitch accent, 161-2, 314. 1010-12, 

1018-21, 2879-905 
positional effects, 1110, 1111 
quantity-sensitivity, 1351-2 
Rendaku, 156, 175-6, 1475-6 
sibilants, 5-6 
sonorants, 175-6 
speech perception, 2335. 2337-8, 2341, 

2312 
Structure Preservation, 1798-9 
tonal alignment, 1194 
underlying representations, 5-6 
vowel epenthesis, 1588-90 

Japanese, Kagoshima, 2897-901 
Japanese, Koshlkijima, 2902-4 
Japanese, Tokyo 

category-specific effects, 2440-1 
pitch accent, 2881-97 

accent-to-pitch conversion, 2882-3 
generalization of accent rules, 

2883-92 
unaccented words, 2892-7 

)ara\vara, 1218 
Javanese 

consonantal places of articulation, 521 
reduplication, 2405 

Jibbali/Shehri, ill 
Jita, 2731, 2733, 2231 
Johore Malay 

nasal harmony, 1858. 
reduplication, 2397-8, 2401-2 

joints (6nger), 200-4, 206-8, 212-13 
Jordanian Arabic 

morphen1e structure constraints, 
2llil2. 

\Vord stress, 222Z 
Judeo Spanish, 1250 
J ul'hoansi, 606-7, 1141 

Kabru·dian, 1762-3, lZZ8 
Kagate, 1561. 
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Kagoshima Japanese 
Japanese pitch a ccent, 2881, 2897-901 
pitch accent, 2897-901 

prosodic changes, 2900-1. 
two-pattern system, 2898-900 

Kahsi, l2ll2. 
Kain gang 

autosegments, :ll.l 
partially nasal segments, 556 

Kaititj, 2371, nZ2. 
Kalanga, 2741 
Kalantan Nlalay, l1l22. 
Kalasha 

assimilation, long-distance, lfil..6 
consonantal places of articulation, 529 
vov1el place, 450 

Kam, 1089 
Kam, Yung-chiang, 2314-15 
Kamaiura, 851, 863. 
Kamba, ill 
Kambata, 1387, 1388 
Kammu, 2306-"7, 23ll2. 
Ka.nnada 

assimilation, local, l.2a2 
reduplication, MlQ 

Kaqchikel, 1624-5 
Karaim, 1fil..2. 
Karitiana, 556 
Karo, 1294-5 
Karok, 356-8, 1601 
Kasem, 1�95 
Kasha ya 

consonantal places of articulation, 532 
final laryngeal neutralization, 1.62Z 

Kashmiri 
finaJ laryngeal neutralization, 1.624, 162"7 
quantity-sensitivity, Ll!i!l 

Kashubian, 291? 
Kazakh, 1251-2, l..25!l 
Kelantan Malay, 32... 1111, l1l22. 
Kera, 495, 501, 1fil!3. 
Khalkha N(ongoLian 

foot, 960-1 
VO\vel harmony, 2070-1 

Khmer, lZ22 
Khoekhoe, 422,431, 132. 
Khoisan 

pharyngeals, 606 
VO\vel place, 456 

Khoisan languages 
clicks, representation of, 417, 418, 423, 

425, 426,431-5 
distribution of segments in, 431-5 

Kickapoo, 6fil. 
Kikongo 

assunilation, long-distance, l.81Z 
nasal harmony, 1854-5, 1.860-l 

Kikuria, 504-5 
Kikuyu 

assiJnilation, local, 1225 
autosegments, 315 
loan,vords, 2270, 2271, 221.1 
tone, representation of, 3:15, 1090 

Kinande, 2169 
Kiny<nvaranda, 2265. 
Kio\va, 13:18. 
Kipare, 3.2Z 
Kiparsky's Elsewhere Condition, lli2 
Kirghiz, 1254-5 
KlaUam, 1.393, 1394 
Klamath 

compensatory lengthening, 477 
final laryngeal neutralization, � 
vo\vel length, 476, 477 

Kobon, llZ1 
Kodagu, 1782 
Kolami, !lil6. 
Korn, 1091-2, 1096-7 
Korean 

allomorph selection, 23.65. 
assimilation, local, 1922, 1924, 1926-"7, 12.22 
consonantal places of articulation, 271, 535 
coronals, 271 
glides, 352. 
laryngeal contrasts, 1109-10, 2662-81 
lateral consonants, 739 
loan\vords, 1589-90, 2259-60, 2262-4, 

2269-71, 221.1 
m.arkedoess, 90-1 
mergers and neutralization, 1826. 
parad igms, 1978-9, 1992 
phoneme, 26.l. 
Phonological \<\ford, 12.1.2 
place of articulation, 21. 
positional effects, 1.105-6, 1109, :I 110 
reduplication, � 
speech perception, 2335-6 
syUable contact, 1249, 1252 
syUable structure, 787, 221 
tonogenesis, 2llil6 
vo,vel epenthesis, 1582 

Koshikijima Japanese, 2902-4 
Koya, lIB3. 
Koyukon, fil 
Kpelle, 1301-2 
Krachi, 835 
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Kuki-Thaadow 
down step, 830-1 
tone, representation of, 1085, 1.028. 

Kukuya 
consonantal places of articulation, 521 
tone, representation of, 312-13, 317-18, 

1081 
Kulalao Paiwan, 521 
Kuna, 1S6l 
K unshan, l 424-5 
Kutep, 370 
K"\'a.k''''ala 

ditics, 2ill.i 
quantjty-sensitjvity, Llil 
secondary articulation, 626. 
stress, 1.Jil 

K\vanyarna, 1655 

Ll (borrowing language), 1794-807 
L2 (source language), 1794-807 
labial(s) 

assimilation, long-distance, 1822, 1823. 
consonant harmony, 1693-5, 1702 
consonantal places of articulation, 520-4 
consonant harmony in chHd language, 

1707-9 
consonant mutation, 1.5!H 
consonant-vo\vel place feature 

interactions, 1. 764, 1768, 1769 1772, 
lZZZ 

coronals, 262. 271-3, 2ll:I. 
flapping in American English, 2Zll 
fricatjves, 684 
grouping dorsals and, 535-6 
metathesis, Llll6. 
obstruents, 684 
palatalization, .l.6Zl 
phonological class, evidence for labials 

as, 521 
positional effects, 1105 
sub-places of articulation, 521-4 

labial consonant harmony, 1693-5, lZil2. 
labial consonant .tvlorpheme Structure 

Constraints, 2839 
LABIAL constraint, 1711-12 
labial russimilation, 1411, 2521 
labiality, 405 
labiaHzation 

Chaha, 1949-50 
feature specification and 

underspecification, 12Q 
secondary articulation, 696 

labial palatalization, 1675, 1685. 

Index 3057 

labial-velars, 704-6 
labiodental fricatives, 684 
laboratory phonology, 2285 
LAFS (Lexical Access from Spectra) 

model, � 
Lahaul, 156fi 
Lakota, 1326 
Lamang, 2:116. 
Lamba, 2737-8 
Lamina!, Z2l 
Lango, 1467-70 
language acquisition. See acqujsition 
language change, 1974-6. See also sound 

change; Structure Preservation (SP) 
language games 

foot, 974-5 
syllable-internal structure, 784, 792, 793 
tier segregation, 2525. 

language impairment, 2078-80 
lapse avoidance, 1069-74 
LAPSE constraint 

constraint conjunction, 1486-7 
foot, 976 
ternary rhythm, lZIB 
tone, representation of, 1094 
word stress, 983, 985 

lapses, 975 
Lardil 

clicks, ill 
deletion, 1.122 
minimal word, 973-4 
vov1el height, 497-8 

laryngeal(s) 
assimilation, local, 1921-4 
consonant mutation, 1532 
contrast, 40 41 
contrasts in Korean, 2667-9 
fricat.ives, 669 
metathesis, liilll 
nasal harmony, 1844-5, 18:11 
sonorants, 18:1 
stricture features, 290, 293, 224. 
velar and post-velar places of 

articulation, 532 
laryngeal contrasts 

Korean (sec under Korean) 
sonorants, 176-8 

laryngeal features 
assimilation, local, 1921.-4 
final laryngeal neutralization, 1626-33 
proposed changes to universal feature 

set, 404 
stricture features, 288. 
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laryngeal harmony, 1813-14, lil25. 
laryngeal metathesis, 1388 
laryngeal neutralization 

ditics, 2016 
final (see final laryngeal neutralization) 
posHional effects, 1110, 1112, 1113 

Laryngeal node 
features, orgm1ization of, 646, 648. 665 
sonorants, 1Z2. 

laryngeal realism, 1il2ll 
Laryngeal Vocal Tract, 617, 618 
Late Common Slavic 

compensatory lengthening, 1519-20 
paradigms, 1221 

lateral(s), 730-52 
alternations involving, 737-40 

glides or vowels, 739-40 
nasals, 738-9 
rhotics, 739 
stops, Z1B. 

articulation, acoustics, and acquisition 
of, 731-2 

competi.ng models, 741-7 
Coronal node model, 742-5 
sonorant voicing model, 745-7 

consonantal places of articulation, 
543-4 

defined, Z1U. Zll 
feature co-occurrence constraint 

approach, 747-50 
inventories, 747-8 
laterals as targets of spreading, Z2Q. 
spreading, 748-50 

frequency of, Zll 
glides, 739-40 
and (lateral) feature, 740-2 
phonological behavior, 735-7 

and continuants, 736-7 
sonorancy and voicing, 236. 

phonotactics, 735 
rhotics, 726, 739 
sonority, :L 176 
stricture features, 301, 302, 304, 305 
types of, 730-1. , 733-4 

lateral click, 418 
lateral dissimilation, 1il.6. 
(lateral] feature, 740-2 
Late \Nest Saxon, 13.82 
Latin 

allomorph selection, 215Z 
compensatory lengthening, 1221 
dissimilation, 1408, 1415-16 
extrametricality and non-finality, 

1041-2 

features, organization of, 658 
glides, 342, 348-9 
Iambic-Trochaic La\.v, 1067, 1069 
lenition, 1564 
paradigms, 1974, 1978, � 
quantity-sensitivity, 1336-7, 1346 
rhotics, 725, 726 
sound change, 212.ll 
stress, 1336-7 
syllable contact, 124.8 

Latin accent rule, 2888-9 
Latin American Spanish, 1742 
layeredness, 2008 
LAYEREDNESS constraint 

ditics, 2009, 2lll1 
Phonological Word, 1213, 1211 

LAZY constraint, 934 
leamability, 54-74 

formal language theory, 55-8 
alternations, 56-7 
gradience, 57-8 
phonotactic patterns, 55 
properties of phonolog.ical patterns, 

58 
learning theory, 58-62 

goals, 58-9 
learning frameworks, 59-61 
main results, 62 
mistake bounds, 61. 62 

phonological learners, 66-73 
harmony patterns, 72 
mistake bounds in OT and HG, 

70-1 
Optimality Theory granlmars, 

learning, 68 
Probably Approx.imately Correct 

learning of rankings and 
'"eightings in OT and HG, 69-70 

rule-based alternations from pairs, 
learning, 66-8 

segmental adjacency pattern learning, 
71-2 

stress pattern learning, 72-3 
Vapoik-Chervonenkis dimension of 

Optimality Theory and Harmonic 
Grammar, 68 

role of structure in generalization, 
62-6 

finiteness as structure, 62-3 
tell- tale sets and the subset problem, 

63-4 
Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension, 

64-6 
learning algorithms, 52. 
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learning theory 
Jearnability, 54. 58-62 
learning frameworks, 59-61 

Identification in the Limit from 
Positive Data, 59-60, li2 

Probably Approximately Correct 
learning, 60-2 

main results, li2 
mistake bounds, 61, 62. 

Lebanese Arabic 
coronals, 282 
vowel epenthesis, 1576, 1581, 1582, 

1586 
left-headed onsets, 902-4 
left-prominent system (Chinese tone 

sandhi), 2579 
Lena Spanish, 495-6, 2656 
Lenakel, � 
length 

autosegments, 316. 
metaphony, 2652. 
vowel (see vowel length, representation of) 

lengthening 
compensatory (see compensatory 

lengthening) 
foot-final, 936-7 
Hw1garian vowel harmony, 2973 
Iambic (sec Iambic Lengthening) 
penultimate, 1.615-1.6 
rhythmic (st<e rhythmic 

lengthening/ shortening) 
lenition, 1559-73 

assimilation, local, 122.l 
Celtic mutations, 2809, 2811-12 
[consonantal) feature in, 300-1 
consonant mutation, 1541., 1551. 
cyclicity, 2Q.1Z 
defined, 1559 
final laryngeal neutralization, 1.625. 
flapping in American English, 2722-5 
leniting processes, 1559-63 

deaspiration, 1560, 1.56Z 
debuccalization, l.5li2 
degemination, 1560 
devoicing, L2fil 
flapping, 1561-2 
gliding, 1563. 
loss, 1.S!i3. 
spirantization, 1561, 1570-2 
voicing, 1560-1 

patterns of, 1563-6 
[sonorant) feature in, 300-1 
sonorants, 173-4, 18:1 
sound change, 2220, 2221, 2228, 2222 

stress, 928-9, 931-2, 938 
stricture features, ::illll. 
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theoretical approaches to, 1566-72 
formal approach, 1566-8 
functional approach, 1570-2 
phonetic approach, 1568-70 

Le ti 
geminates, 878, 1133-4 
metathesis, 1382. 
sonority sequencing, :1 163, 1.1fil! 
syllable contact, 1258-9 
vowel length, 484-5 

Levantine Arabic, 3010-11 
leveling, l.2Z5. 
level tones 

intonation, 767, 768, 771 "773-4 
tone, representation of, 1078 

lexical access, ll2Z 
Lexical Access from Spectra (LAFS) 

model, 2122 
lexical alphabet, 178<l 
Lexical Category Prominence Rule (LCPR), 

955 
lexical conservatism, 21fil 
lexical disyllables, 1319-20 
lexical frequency. See type frequency 
lexicalization, U1.2. 
lexical list, 1372-3 
lexical marking, 2954 
lexical meanings, 2494-5 
lexical morphemes, 2493-4 
Lexical Phonology and Morphology 

(LPM), 2236-54 
clitics, 2.012 
conspiracies, 1!iS2 
cyclicity, 2022-3 
exceptionality, 2553-4 
interaction of morphology and 

phonology in, 2245-9 
laryngeal contrast in Korean, 2678 
legacy of, 2249-54 

diachrony, 2249-51 
phonetics and phonology, 2251-2 
Strata] Opti.maLity Theory, 2252-4 

lexical syndrome, 2237-45 
and Optimality Theory, 2236, 2Mll 
paradigms, 1993, 122:1. 
phoneme, 258-9 
Phonological Word, 1214 
root-affix asymmetries, 2506-7 
rule ordering, ill.8 
Structure Preservation, 1788-9, 1792, 

1794, l8Q6 
lexical redundancy rules, 2512 
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lexical representations 
acquisition, 2429-31 
gradience and categoricality, 2124-7 

lexical rules, 1790, 1791 
lexical scope, 2207-10 
lexical signs 

sign language movement, 578-88 
evidence for movement category, 

580-1 
meaning, 587-8 
phonological representation, 582-7 

two-handed signs, 226.. 230 
lexical syndrome, 2237-45 
lexical tonal contrasts, 2733 
lexical tones 

autosegments, a2.2. 
stress, 926 

lexical vowels, 1582-4 
lexical words, 2166 
lexicon, 1420-2 
lexicon, theory of the, 2512 
Lexicon Optimization 

contrast, 39 
feature specification and 

underspecification, 164 
Turkish vowel harmony, 2MZ 
underlying representations, 12. 

Lhasa Tibetan 
consonantal places of articulation, 535 
quantity-sensitivity, 1348-9 

liaison consonants (LCs), 2685-7 
as epenthetic, 2695 
as final consonants of \A/ordl, 2693-5 
French, 26&.'>-7, 2692-7 
as initial consonants of \A/ord2, 2626. 
as morphemic markers, 2695-6 
as part of larger constructions, 2696-7 
phonological and lexical status, 2692-7 
skeleton, l.2fill. 

LICENSE constraint, 2645, 2646 
licensing 

consonant harmony in child language, 
1703-5 

final consonants, 861-2 
mergers and neutralization, 1897, 

1900-2 
nasal harmony, l1l52 

Licensing by Cue 
positional effects, 11.QZ 
vo\vel epenthesis, l5ZZ 

Licensing by prosody, l.lQZ 
licensing segments, 1044-5 
light tone, 2578-9 

LINEARITY constraint, 1383, 1384, 1388, 
1400-2 

linear-segmental analyses, 1602-3 
Lingala, 1348-9, 2265 
lingual airstream, 419, 420 
linguistic attractors, 137 
linking 

cyclicity, 2033-9 
hiatus resolution, l.1!16. 

lip rounding, 2845 
liquid(s) 

deletion, l.6.16. 
dissimilation, 1418, li12. 
n1etathesis, 1199 
phoneme, 247 
positional effects, 1116 
rhotics, 726 
speech perception, 2332'. 
syllable contact, l21Q 

liquid dissimilation 
dissimilation, 1408, lill 
features, organization of, 658. 

liquid harmony, 1817-18 
liquid metathesis, LlOO 
liquid onsets, � 
listener-oriented approach, 1527-30, l.5l2 
listener reversal of co-articulation, 1416-20 
literacy 

speech perception, 2336 
syllable-internal structure, 793 

Lithuanian 
contrast, 40-1 
laryngeal neutralization, 40-1 
positional effects, 1113. 
quantity-sensitivity, 131Z 
VO\vel length, 467-70 

Liujia Chinese, 2562: 
Joan,vords, 2258-75 

assimilation, long-distance, lfil.3. 
conspiracies, 1660-1 
co-occurrence restrictions, 2273-4 
defined, 2258. 
deletion, 2264, 2270-3 
emergent patterns in, 2259-64 
epenthesis, 2264, 2269-73 
function of vowel epenthesis \\rith, 

1589-90 
metathesis, 1.32D. 
morpheme structure constraints, 2052, 

2llii3. 
and native phonology, 122Q 
phonotactic adaptation, 2269-74 
and quality, 1590-1 
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loanwords (cont'd) 
segmental adaptation, 2261, 2265-9 

borrowing language representation, 
2265-7 

input language representation, 2267-9 
Semitjc templates, 2589-90 
speech perception, 2339-42, � 
Structure Preservation, 1787, 1792-807 
syllable contact, l25ll 
vo\"el epenthesis, 1588-92 

native phonology, .l.52Q 
quality, 1590-1 
vo\vel placement, 1591-2 

vowel placement in, 1591-2 
local assinUlation, 1919-40 

consonantal places of articulation, 
1925-31. 

examples, 1920-33 
con1plete assinUlations, 1931--3 
continuants, 1924-5 
nasality, 1221 
voicing and other laryngeal features, 

1921-4 
general phonological issues, 1933-40 

co-articulation, 1934-6 
directionality and perception, 1933-4 
formalizing local assinUlatjon, 1936-40 

nasal place assimilation, 1925-7 
vo'"e1 and consonant place interactions, 

1929-31 
local conjunction (LC) 

chain shifts, 1722-4 
metaphony, 2646 
morphologically derived environments, 

2102-4 
phooologicaUy derived enviro.n.roents, 

2098-100 
vowel harmony, 2175 

local constraint conjunction, 1462-76 
coda conditions, 1464-6 
counterfeeding effects, 1471-2 
feature harmonies, 1467-71 
markedness and faithfulness constraints, 

1472-4 
self-conjunction, 1474-6 
universal markedness hierarchles, 1466-7 

"local exceptional triggering," 2549 
locality 

assimilation, long-distance, 1821.-3 
consonant harmony in child language, 

1691, 1692, 1696, 1698-701, 1703, 1..ZQll 
derived environments, 2.lilil. 
djssimilation, 1409, 1410, 1413-14 
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phonological sensitivity to morphology, 
2481-4 

Turkish vowel harmony, 2836-9 
local ordering 

reduplication, 21Bll 
rule ordering, 1743-4 

local self-conjunction, 1474-6 
locus of violation, HlH. 
long-distance assimilation of consonants, 

1811-32 
analyses, 1820-30 

contrast, 1829--30 
correspondence, 1826-9 
spreading, 1820-6 

consonant harmony, 1691, 1692, 1811. 
1812, 1820, 1830-1 

markedoess and faithfulness constraints, 
1499,12Q2 

typology, 1811-19 
coronal harmony, 1814-17 
dorsal harmony, 1fil..8. 
laryngeal harmony, 1813-14 
liquid harmony, 1817-18 
nasal harmony, lfilZ 
stricture/secondary articulation 

harmonies, 1818-19 
long-distance consonantal spreading, 2521 
long vo\\•els 

final consonants, 850-1 
syUable contact, U2ll. 
ternary rhytlun, l2Jll 

loss 
deletion, 1.228 
lenition, 1561 

loudness, 11ZQ 
lowering, 2980, 2984 
[low) feature, 508-10 
Lo'" Vo'"e.1 Dissi.m.i la ti on, 1412 
Low Vowel Lengthening (LVL), 2973 
LPlV!. See Lexical Phonology and 

Morphology 
LSQ (Quebec Sign Language), 235 
L tones 

Bantu tone, 2731., 2740, 2742-4 
category-specific effects, � 
do'"nstep, 824, 826, 829--35, 8.18. 839 
featural affixes, 1945. 1957-60 
intonation, 769-71 
markedness, 90 
onsets, 1300, m 
tonal alignment, 1 187, 1l2!l 
tone, representatjon of, 1079, 1082-99 
tonogenesis, 23.Qa 
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Lucanian ltalian, 2ill2 
Lugbara, 2318, 2319 
Lugisu, lli2. 
Lummi, 1394 
Luo 

consonantal places of articulation, 526 
contrast, 37-8 

Lushootseed 
reduplication, 2322 
root-affix asymmetries, 242ll. 
sch�.va, llZ2 

L uyana, 1655. 
Lyman's La,.v, 175-6, 1475-6, 2052 

Jl.1acuxi, 1515-16 
Madurese, l.Z5Z 
Mafa, 1963-5 
magneto-encephalography (MEG) studies, 

ill 
Maidu, 1109, 1110 
!vlAIN-TO-WEIGHT Principle, 934 
Majorcan Catalan, 1.Z5:l. 
major class featu.res. See also [consonantal); 

[sonorant) feature 
proposed changes to universal feature 

set, 401-3 
rhotics, 720 
stricture features, 288, 289, 298, 300, 1lll. 

major rules (SPE), 2540-2 
Malay 

consonantal places of articulation, 532 
h iatus resolution, Haz 
posjtional effects, 1l1l 
reduplication, 2397-8, 2401-2 

Malay, )ohore 
nasal ha.rm.ony, 1858 
reduplication, 2397-8, 2401-2 

Malay, Kelaotan, 12. llll .,  1899 
Malay, Pattan:i, fil\8. 1297-8 
Malayalam, 1789, 1226. 
'Malayala1n, !v!apila, 1764, 1773 1779-80 
Maltese 

consonant-vowel place feature 
interactions, 1773 

loanwords, 2062-3 
pharyngeals, 610 
tier segregation, 2516-17, 251!l. 

Maltese Arabic, 1764-5, 1770 1222. 
Maonbila, 841-4 
Manam 

final consonants, MB 
reduplication, 2:1.lQ 

Jl.1anchu, 22. 

'Jl.1andarin Chinese (MC) 
autosegments, a2.2. 
category-specific effects, 2151. 
consonantal places of articulation, 523-4 
loanwords, 2264, 2266-8, 2272-4 
Structure Preservation, 1800, 1803-4 
tone sandhi, 2563, 2577, 2579 

Mandarin Tahvanese Chinese, 2260, 226!! 
manner of articulation 

acquisition, 2416 
continuance, 679-80 
contrasts, 420-1 
dissimilation, ll21 
features, organization of, 653-5 
1netathesis, 1386-8 
partially nasal segments, 559 
proposed changes to Llnjversal feature 

set, 403-4 
rhotics, Z22. 
sonority, llQll 
stricture features, 288, 300 

'Maori, Ne'v Zealand, 2265-6, 2271. 22Z2 
Mapila Jl.1alayalam, 1764, 1773, 1779-80 
mapping 

autosegments, 319-21, 325-6 
cha.in shifts, 1719-21 
palatalization, l.6ll5 
Se1nitic templates, 2596-604 

Mara, 527-8 
Maranungku 

contrast, 32-S 
word stress, 956-7, 983, 992-4 

Margi 
autosegments, 152-3, 316-17 
feature specification and 

u.nderspec.ificatioo, 152-3 
Mari 

ha.rm.on.y, 940-1 
sch,va fortition, 940-1 
stress, 929-30, 941-2 
vo,vel place, 454-5 

markedness, 79-101. See also Comparative 
Markedness (CM); Positional 
Markedness 

acquisition, � 
allomorph selection, 21ZZ 
chain shifts, l22Z 
conspiracies, 1650, 1659, 1.6fill. 
constraint conjunction, 1466-7, 1472-4 
contrast, 32. !Ill. £14.. 45. 
coronals, 268, 269, 273 
criteria for predicting patterns of, 

87-101 
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markedness (cont'd) 
acquisition, 88-90 
entropy and information content, 

98-101 
phonetic properties, 93-6 
phonological patterns, 90-3 
usage, 96-8 

deletion, 1607-8 
edge, 1028, 1045 
The Emergence of the Unmarked, 13& 
feature specification and 

underspecification, 148, 163-4 
formal expression of, 84-7 
hiatus resolution, 1452-5 
lenition, 1567-9 
mergers and neutralization, 1897-902, 1208 
metathesis, 1382 
phonological representations, ill 
and phonologic.al theory, 82--3 
predicting patterns of, 81-2 
quantity-sensitivity, 1357-8 
root-affix asymmetries, 2496-8, 25ll2 
syllabic, 1.607-8 
Turkish vowel harmony, 2M.2 
use of term, 79-80 

markedness and faithfulness constraints, 
1491-510 

faithfulness constraints 
Constraint Definition Languages for 

correspondence, 1503-4 
containment and correspondence, 

1501-3 
correspondence constraints, 1504-6 

output constraints, 1493-501 
function vs. representation, 1495-8 
regularities a.rid irreguJariti.es in 

violation assignment, 1498-501 
representation, 1494-5 

overview of, 1491--3 
possible and impossible constraints, 

1507-9 
extrinsic restrictions, 1507-8 
origins and universality of 

constraints, 1.508-9 
markedness conflation, 2!153. 
markedness constraints. See nlso 

markedness and faithfulness 
constraints 

Arabic word stress, 3012 
chain shifts, 112Z 
contrast, 3fi 
deletion, lllilll 
The Enlergence of the Unmarked, 1365-77 

exceptionality, 2550 
feature specification and 

Index 3063 

underspecification, 164 
fricatives, 672 
hiatus resolution, 1453-4 
markedness and faithfulness constraints, 

li22. 
mergers and neutralization, 1899. 1200 
palatalization, 168:1 
reduction, 1882 
Sanskrit reduplication, 2871 
Semitic templates, 2601, 2lill2. 
speech perception, 2MZ. 
stress, 934-5 
syllabic, lllilll 

markedness hierarchies 
constrain.I conjunction, 1466-7 
coronals, lli 
root-affix asymmetries, 2126. 

markedness observations, fil 
Markedness theory, 82-7, li22. 
markedness threshold, liZ'l 
markedness-through-formalism, 8:1 
markedness-through-mechanism, 81. 82 
t.1arshallese, 695, 626. 
masculine gender allomorphy, 2359-60, 

2363-4 
Maskelynes, ll12 
t-1atumbi 

compensatory lengthening, 477-80 
glides, 350 
vow·el height, 2!lll 
vowel length, 468-9, 472-3, 477-80, 

483-4 
vo,vel place, 1!ill. 

M.axakal.i, 1765-6 
MAX constraint 

hiatus resolution, J.450-l 
metathesis, 1185. 
reduction, 1882 

MaxEnt model, 2147, 2148, 2151 
maximal scansion, 1ll22 
MAXJ�azBCONTRASTS constraint, 2347-8 
M..i.x-10 constraint, 2868, 2869, 2871, 2872 
MAx-V constraint, UM 
t.1aya, Yucatec 

affricates, 371-3, 319. 
consonant mutation, 1553-4 

M.ayak, 1815 
t-1ayan, Aguacatec 

extrametricality and non-finality, 1033, 
lll3!l 

quantity-sensitivity, 1340-1 
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'Mayrinax Atayal, 521 
Mazateco, 787 
'Mbabaram, 2:112. 
MC. See Mandarin Chinese 
meaning 

intonation, 762-5, 772 
lexjcal, 2494-5 
sentential prominence in English, 2802 
tonal alignment, 11.82. 

meaning-based organization, 2070 
medial codas, 848 
medial plain nasal, 565, 566 
medial prenasalized stops, 565 
medio-nasals, 556, 571 
t-1eeussen's Rule 

Bantu tone, 2733, 2736 
conspiracies, 1657 

melodic overwriting, 2600, 2tilll. 
1nelody(-ies) 

as gestalts, 760-3 
intonation, 758, 762-4, 769 
pitch accent systems, 1004, 1Jll2 
skeleton, 1264-9 

many-to-one relations, 1266-8 
one-to-many relations, 1264-5 
one-to-zero relations, 1268-9 
zero-to-one relations, 1268-9 

Slavic yers, 2944-8 
tonal alignment, 1.185 

melody copy, l.Zl11 
memory, 395 
Mende 

autosegments, 312 
tone, representation of, 312, 1fill3. 

Mercian Old English, 253-5 
mergers and neutralization, 1892-913. 

See also neutralization 
covert contrasts a.s systems in transition, 

1911-13 
near mergers and incomplete 

neutralization, 1906-7 
self-organization, 1.40-2 
sub-phonemic distinctions as covert 

contrasts, 1907-10 
synchronic mergers, 1904-13 
theories of contrast reduction, 1896-904 

licensing and markedness, 1897-900 
richness o( cues and contrast 

maintenance, 1900-4 
typology of contrast reduction, 1893-6 

common triggers and targets of 
contrast reduction, 1895-6 

positions of contrast reduction, 1894-5 

metaphony. See 11nder Romance languages 
1netathesis, 1380-402 

child language, 1712. 2418, 2131 
compensatory, 1390 
contact, 1ll.6. 
liquid, 1167, 1250, 1380 
local, 1381-96 

CC, 1167, 1381-8 
CV, 1388-95 
VC, 1394 
VV, 1395-6 

metaphony as part of, 2649, 2652 
non-local, long-distance, 1396-401 

diachronic, 1397 
synchronic, 1397-9 

pseudo-, 1382 
related processes of, 1.399-402 
repair strategy, 282, 1165, 1256, 1577, 

1622 
rhotics, 725-6 
sonority, 1167, 1170. 1249, 1256 
speech perception, 1382, 1416, 1418, 

1424, 2221-2 
syUable contact, 1170. 1248-50, 1256 
tier segrega6on, 2525-7 

Metrical Consistency, 2llil 
metrical feet, 33ll 
metrical grids 

Arabic word stress, 2997-8 
autosegments, 325 
foot, 962-4 
sentential prominence in English, 2782 

metrical invisibility, 849, 865-8 
n\etrically harmonic constituency-driven 

segmental alternations, 935-8 
foot-final lengthening, 936-7 
foot-initial fortition, 935-6 
iam.bic/trochajc length a.sym.m.et.ries, 

937-8 
1netricaJ patterns, 1586-7 
metrical structure 

autosegments, 315, 324, 325 
vowel epenthesis, l.2ZB 

metrical theory, 322-3, 924-43, 949-77, 
980-1001, 1027-48, 1052-74 

Arabic word stress, 2995 
foot, 951-5 
pitch accent systems, lilllZ 
syUable-.internaJ structu.re, 788 
ternary rhythm, 1231, 1232, l21Z 

metrical trees 
autosegments, 325 
sentential prominence in English, 2781 
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Jv(etrical Weight Consistency, 26Z2. 
1'1exkan Spanish, 1802 
!vGddle Chinese, 2.'ll1 
1-'liddle English 

compensatory lengthening, 1.521 
cyclicity, 2ll36. 
skeleton, 1275, 12Zil 

Nliddle High German (MHG), l2Z!i 
JvGd-Waghi, 733 
1',!idwestern American dialect, 2039 
Min 

chain shifts, 1.Z2ti 
lateral consonants, ZIB 

Min Circle, 2565. 2525 
1',!lNERVA model, 2.126 
1',linimality Principle, l.8lll 
1'1i.njr.naJ Sonority Disrance (MSD) 

onsets, l2fil\ 
sonority, 1168, 1169, 1175, l12Z 

minimal word 
Phonologic.al Word, 1112 
vo•vel epenthesis, 1587, 1521 

minimal \vord constraint, 877 
minimal word requirements, 12fill. 
MTh'lMUMDISTANCE constraint, 2347-8 
minimum word size, 973-4 
minor rules (SPE), 2540-2 
Jv!isantla Totonac, 530-1 
misperception, 2345-6, 2348-9 
mistake bounds 

learning theory, 61, 62. 
in OT and HG, 70-1 

mixed mutation, 2817 
1',!ixtec, Acatlan, 835 
1',!ixtec, Ayulta, 987-8 
1'1iyakonojo )apa.nese, 2880-l 
.t.1oba Yoruba, 1850-1 
mobil.e stress, 2450 
Mocheno dialect (German), 2365-6 
modeling segmental deletion, 1602-7 
tv(odified Coda Condition, 279 
1'1odilied Contrastive Specification, 

248 
1'1oha,vk 

phonological sensitivity to morphology, 
2165. 

vo,vel epenthesis, 158Z 
Jv!okilese 

reduplication, 1271-3 
vo\vel length, 481-2 

Moksa J\1ordvin, 930 
�1ono, 1577,2441,2!:15! 
monolinguals, 2338 
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monophthongization, 1530-1 
monosyllabic affixes, llZ2 
monosyllables/ rnonosyllabicity 

French liaison, 2690 
root-affix asymmetries, � 

monotonal units, 1l.8Z 
monovalence, 163 
monovalent closed vowels, 514-15 
monovalent open vo\vels, 514 
mora-counting allomorphy, 2371 
moraic geminates, 3008 
moraic initial genl.inates, 1133-4 
moraic model, 1292-3 
moraic segments, llZ2 
moraic structure 

partialJy nasal segments, 568 
phonological representations, 116 

Mora.ic Theory /Phonology 
compensatory lengthening, 121:1 
glides, 346 
initial geminates, 1132-4 
onsets, 122Z 
quantity-sensitivity, 1351 
syllable-internal structure, 791-2 
vowel length, 482-S, 487 

moraic trochee, 975 
moras 

Arabic "'Ord stress, 2994, 3008-10 
compensatory lengthening, 1513. 
feature specification and 

underspecification, 159, 
161-2 

final, 1032-8 
rhythmic lengthening, 1035-7 
"'ejght-sensitivity, 1032-5 

geO'linates, 875, 877, 881, J 134-6 
Japanese pitch accent, 2902-4 
part.iaJly nasal segm.ents, 568 
quantity-sensitivity, 1344-5 
Sanskrit reduplication, 2862 
skeleton, 1274-8 
syUable-internal structure, 79:1-2 

mora-tirned languages, 1149-52, 1154, 
1156 

Mordvin, .tvloksa, 23!1 
J\1oroccan Arabic 

Joanv:ords, 2265, 2274 
phonological representations, 121 

morpheme-based locality, 2482-4. 
morpheme concatenation, 1fillU 
morpheme constraints, 1M2 
morpheme-internal consonant clusters, 

383-4 
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morphemes 
category-specific effects, 2443, 24.59 
Chinese syllable structure, 2770-l, 

2773-4 
conspiracies, 1652 
derived environments, .2!123. 
exceptionality, 2551 
featural affixes, 1946, 1955, 1957 
feature specification and 

underspecification, ill 
French liaison, 2695-6 
Japanese pitch accent, 2894-6 
Lexical Phonology and Morphology, 

2245 
metathesis, 1186. 
phonological sensitivity to morphology, 

2464-8, 2480, 2483 
reduplication, 2388-9 
sign language movement, 588-94 
sign syllables, 1.3.ll 
skeleton, 1269 
tier segregation, 2521-3 
tonal, 1082-3 
underlying representations, 16-17 

morpheme structure conditions (MSCs) 
conspiracies, !.MB. 
morpheme structure constraints, 

2049-55, 2058-62 
root-affix asymmetries, 2507 
Sanskrit reduplication, 2867 

morpheme structure constraints, 2049-67 
as absolute constraints vs. statistical 

tendencies, 2062-5 
defined, 2049 
domains and strata, 2061-2 
duplication, 2058-62 
expressive value of phonotactics, 2065-6 
Hungarian vowel harmony, 2982 
leamability, 57 
morphen1e structure conditions, 

2049-55,2058-62 
Optimality Theory, 2057, 2060-1, 2llii3. 
redundancy,2053-8 
simplex and complex words, 2057-8, 

2060-1 
Turkish vowel harmony, 2839, 2lHQ. 

morphological accent, 2504-5 
morphological alignment, 2364-6 
morphologi.cal boundaries, 1206 
morphological bracketing, 2!ZQ 
morphological conditioning, 2fil'.2 
morphological context, 1389-91 
morphological domains, 1538-42 

'Jl.1orphological Doubling Theory (MDT), 
2403-6, 2408 

morphological lenition, 2809 
morphologically derived environments, 

2092-5 
boundary contexts, 2092-3, 2101-4 
entailments-based approach, 2101-2 
local conjunction approach, 2102-4 
non-boundary contexts, 2093-5, 

2107-11 
morphological processes 

gradience and categoricality, 2130-1 
1norphological stems, 2162 
morphological structure, 2!IZl 
morphological word, 1210, 1211, 121.:1 
1norphology 

Arabic word stress, 2993-4 
autosegments, 318-21 
Celtic mutations, 2824-5 
feature specification and 

underspecification, 149-52, 159-60 
final consonants, 864 
French liaison, 2699 
Lexical Phonology and Morphology, 

2245-9 
metaphony, 2656-8 
paradig1ns, 1972 
Phonological vVord, 12ll5 
Polish syllable structure, 2624-6 
reduplication as, 2384-7 
Sanskrit reduplication, 2872-5 

morphological conditioning, 2fil'.2 
patterns and templates, 2872-4 
syllable transfer effects, 2874-5 

Semitic templates, 2587-92 
templatic 

autosegments, 3J1l. m 
metathesis, 1392 

tier segregation, 2525. 
1norphology-phonology interface, 2472-9. 

See also phonological sensitivity to 
morphology 

external control, 2473-6 
Optimality Theory, 2472-3 
phonology-morphology communication, 

2476-9 
morphophonemes, 2818 
morphophonemic theories, 7-9, 13-18 
morphophonology, 2142-4 
morphosyntactic bracketing, 2451 
morphosyntactic conditioning, 2019, 2020 
morphosyntax, 2476-7, � 
nlovement, 1.3.ll 
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movement morphemes (sign language), 
588-94 

mouth, 592 
predicates of motion and location, 

592-4 
templates for temporal aspects, 

588-92 
JV!SCs. See morpheme structure conditions 
Jv!SD. See Minimal Sonority Distance 
JV! tones 

d("vnstep, 831, 832 
onsets, l.3lll. 
tone, representation of, 1086-92 

Mullukmulluc, Zl.6. 
multivalued features, 1090 
JV!una, 521 
1'1unduru.ku, 1086 
Murik, 1033 
t-1urinbata, 1114, l22Z 
Murut, Timugon, Ll£m 
t-1usey, 1300,13lll 
mutation(s) 

aspirate, 2816 
back, 254 
category-specific effects, 2:l52 
Celtic (see under Celtic) 
consonant (see consonant mutation) 
consonantal places of articulation, 511 
segment, :I 952-7 

Mutsun, 1392, 1395, 1400-1 
�1wini, � 

Nahuat, North Puebla, 372 
Nakh-Daghestanian, 1622 
Nakhorn Sithammarat Thai, 2314-15 
narrow· transcription, 242, 243 
nasal assjmiJation 

assfrnilation, local, J.924, J.934, 1939 
coronals, 270-1 
derived environments, 2.lQ1 
mergers and neutralization, 1826. 
morpheme structure constraints, 2lliil 
place of articulation, 430 
underlying representations, 1.0-1 1 

nasal co-articulation, 571 
nasal consonant harmony, 1854-8 
nasal consonants 

conspiracies, 1654-5 
morpheme structure constraints, 2053 
stricture features, 222,. 302 

[nasal] feature, 1843, lfil2 
nasal gliding, 378 
nasal harmony, 1838-62 
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assimilation, long-distance, 1817, l1!:lli 
consonant harn1ony, 1854-8 
directionality, 1858-61 
reduplication, 2397-8 

sonorants, 180, IBl 
vowel-consonant harmony with opaque 

segments, 1839-47 
vowel-consonant harmony with 

transparent segments, 1848-54 
nasality 

assimilation, local, 1221 
clicks, representation of, 421 
phonetic implementation of, 571 

nasalization 
French liaison, 2690 
lenition, 15Z2 
sonorants, 180, l.81 187 
syllable-internal structure, ZM 
Terena, 1961-3 

nasal mutation, 2816, 2822 
nasal-oral order, 567 
nasal place assimilation 

derived environments, 2097 
features, organization of, M! 
mergers and neutralization, 1898 
speech perception, 2344, 2346, 2JQ 

nasals 
consonant mutation, 1540 
double articulation, "705 
final consonants, 850 
lateral consonants, 738-9 
partially nasal segments, 2fil 
sonorants, 174-5 
syllable contact, 1212. 

nasal stops 
assimilation, Jong-distance, 1825-6 
nasal harmony, 1838, 1839, 1841, 1843, 

1844, 1846, 1847, J.849, J.854-8 
nasal substitution, 2552-3 
nasal transparency, 1962-3 
nasal-voiceless consonant sequences, 1655 
nasal vowel-consonant harmony 

with opaque segments, 1839-47 
\vith transparent segments, 1848-54 

nasal vowels 
French liaison, 2690 
Polish syllable struchtre, 2621-2 

*NAS-0BSTRUENT5TOP constraint, l.ll46 
native phonology, 2261-2 
natural class(es) 

affricates, 381-2 
assimilation, long-dis tance, 1826. 
defined, 408-10 
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natural class(es) (cont'd) 
fricatives as, 670-3 
palatalization, 1676 
sonority, 11.62, 1 176-8 
tone, representation of, 1089 

naturalness, .1fiZ2 
Natural Phonology 

acquisition, 2414 
and rule ordering, 1742 
assimilation, local, 1.934-5 
conspiracies, 1651-2 
reduction, 1869-70 

Navajo 
assimilation, long-clistance, lfil..6 
root-affix asymmetries, 2:l2ll 
tone, Uil 

NC clusters, 564, 1.654-5 
NC sequences, 560-6 

contrast in languages, 562-3 
phonetics of NC, 563-6 
phonologkal distinction, 561-2 

NDEB. See non-derived environmental 
blocking 

ND patterns, 558, 561-3, 565 
Neapolitan Italian 

clitics, 2ill.l 
tonal alignment, 1190, 1195, l1.2li 

near mergers, 1906-7, 1909, l21J.! 
Nederlandse Gebarentaal (NGT), 223, 224, 

226, 227, 229, 231, 234, 236 
negative feedback, 131-3, 142 
Negev Arabic, 611 
Negev Bedouin Arabic, 533 
Neighborhood Activation Model (NAM), 

2071 
neighborhood density, 2071.-7 
neighborhood effects, 2070-83 

acquisition, 2077-8 
competition for lexical selection, 2070-1 
frequency effects, 2139, 2lll 
future directions for research on, 

2081-3 
language impairment, 2078-80 
in orthographic processing, 2080-l 
in spoken word production, 2075-7 
in spoken "'ord recognition, 2071-5 
in visual and audiovisual speech 

processing, 2081 
Nengone, 991-2, 996-7 
Neogrammarianism, 2208, 2209 
Nepali, 1565, 15£?6. 
neutral vowels, 2166, 2168, 2169, 2174, 

2176,212Z 

neutralization 
apical, 1114-15 
assunilation, long-distance, 1829-30 
chaUenges to coronal unmarkedness, 

540-1 
coda, 1213. 
consonantal places of articulation, 538 
contrast, 22. 311 38-42 

formal and functional constraints, 
39. 

positional effects, 1.1.!IB. 
positional licensing and positional 

faithfulness, 39-42 
speech perception, 2344-5 

coronals, 262. 
deletion, 1612-13 
exceptionality, 2545 
final laryngeal (see final laryngeal 

neutralization) 
flapping in American English, 2716-19, 

2Zll 
formal and functional constraints, a2. 
fricatives, 673-4 
gradience, 2121-5 
incomplete 

graclience and categoricality, 2121-5 
mergers and neutralization, 1906-7 

markedness, 91 
mergers and (see mergers and 

neutralization) 
obstruent, 1624 
place (see place neutralization) 
positional effects, 1108-15, 1117, 

1119-20 
positional licensing and positional 

faithJLllness, 39-42 
speech perception, 2344-5 
LU'lderly.ing .representations, 4-6 
vowel height, 502-3 

neutralization, incomplete 
gradience and categoricality, 2121-5 

neutral vowels 
Hungarian vowel harmony, 2971-3 
VO\vel harmony, 2166-7 

New Zealand Maori, 2265-6 
Ngalakgan, 885. 890-1 
Ngamambo, 33!i 
Nganasan 

consonant gradation, 924-5, 938-40 
stress, 924-5, 942 

Ngizim, 1812, lllll 
Ngkot, 1391 
NGT. See Nederlandse Gebarentaal 



Nguni group, 331-2 
Nimi'ipuu, 451 
Nisgha, 373-5 
Nivkh 

category-specific effects, � 
fricatives, 672 
phoneme, 247 

Njebi, 496, 508 
NoCooA constraint 

constraint conjunction, 1464-5 
deletion, 1609-10 
The Emergence of the Unmarked, 

1363-5, 1367, 1376-7 
final consonants, 858-9 
Sanskrit reduplication, 2864 

NoCoMPLExCooA constraint, 1609, 1!il1 
no-crossing condition, 2518 
No-Crossing Constraint 

assimilation, long-distance, 1821 
precedence relations, 813-14 

NoDELETION constraint, 859, 863 
No Gap, 2743, 2Zil 
NoHJATUS constraint, 1448-50 
noise, lfill2 
non-alternating vowels, 2937-8 
non-assimilatory neutralization, 

1108-12 
non-automatic downstep, 827-8, 83il 
nonce words, 2128-9 
non-cohering affixes, 1219-20 
non-concatenative morphology, 2510-11 

autosegments, 318-21 
root-affix asymmetries, 2510-11 

non-conservation, 1526-7 
non-derived environmental blocking 

(NDEB) 

derived environmen ts, 2090-3, 2095, 
2098-101, 2104-6 

Lexical Phonology and Morphology, 
2237, 2244 

phonological sensitivity to morphology, 
24ilZ 

root-affix asymmetries, 2506-7 
rule ordering, l 745-6 

non-dominance, 1462 
non-eventive sentences, 2794-6 
non-exhaustivHy, 1028 
non-finality, 1027-48. See also 

extrametricaJity I extraprosodicity 
arguments in support of, 1040-5 

elimination of ternary foot templates, 
1040-2 

licensing segnlents, 1044-5 

Index 3069 

similarities betv1een lexical classes, 
1042-4 

edge asymmetry, 1045-7 
rhythmic and phonetic evidence, 

1045-6 
stress typologies, 1046-7 

final consonants, 1038-40 
final feet, 1031-2 
final moras, 1032� 

rhythmic lengthening, 1.03�7 
weight-sensitivity, 1032-5 

final syllables, 1029-31 
Iambic-Trochaic Law, 1069-74 
restrictions 'vith, 1028 

NoN-FINALlTY constraint 
final consonants, 867-8 
foot, 975-6 
Iambic-Trochaic Law, 1070-2 
'vord stress, 983, 993, 994 

non-isomorphism 
autosegmentaJ tonology, 1080-2 
Phonological \.Vord, 1207-8 

non-linear analyses, 1.603-4 
non-linear generative phonology, 1444-7 
non-linearity, 21122 
non-linear phonology. See also 

Autosegmental Phonology 
Arabic "'Ord stress, 2995 
autosegments, lll.. 322, 32•1, 326 
Chinese tone sandhi, 2571 
conspiracies, � 
French liaison, 2!i2! 
phonologjcal representations, 1illl. 
Senlitic tenlplates, 2593 

non-linear representation, 2518 
non-linear systems, 131 
non-local interactions, 655-8 
non.-cn.oraic coda consonants, 856 
non-neutral vowels, 2972 
non-palatalized consonants, 2814 
non-prominent positions, 1103 
non-recursivity, 2008, 2009 
NoN-RECURSIVITY constraint 

cLitics, 2009, 2010, 2012, 2013 
Phonological Word, 1213, l2li 

non-reductive sound change, 2231-2 
non-stress accent languages, 1illIB 
non-strident affricates, 381. 
non-syllabic sequential constraints, 

2055-6 
non-tonal languages, 832-3 
Nootka, 260 
Norse, Old, 2651 
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Northeast Bizkaian Basque, 1lll1 
Northern ItaLian, 1211 
Northern Salentino Italian, 2638-9 
Nonvegiao, 2056 
not surface-apparent, lZ2i. 
not surface-true, lZ5!i 
noun-noun compounds, 2786 
no tans 

French liaison, 2690 
Semitic templates, 2590-2 
verbs vs., 2439-48 

category-specific effects, 2440-5 
distinct restrictions, 2445-8 
phonological privilege in nouns, 

2440-2 
phonological privilege in verbs, 2443-5 

novel \vord Ion.nation, 12-13 
NSR. See Nuclear Stress Rule 
NT patterns, 554, 558, 561 
Nubi 

pitch accent systems, 1009 
sentential prominence in English, 2785, 

2786,2796 
Nubian, Dongolese, 1480-3 
nuclear accents, 2789 
nuclear pitcl1 accent, 773 
Nuclear Stress Rule (NSR) 

foot, 951, 953 
sentential prominence in English, 2780, 

2222 
Nuer, 1953-6 
Nunggubuyu, lli 
Nuorese Sardinian, 2653, 2654 
Nupe, � 1ll62 
Niuu, 426, 428-30, 432-3, 435 
Nuu-chah-nu]th 

The Emergence of the Unmarked, 
1363-4 

root-affix asymmetries, 2fil.2 
Nya1nbo, 22:l2 

OB (obligatory-branching), 961 
obLigatoriness 

Bantu tone, 2733 
pitc11 accent systems, 1006-7, 1017, 1018, 

1022 
obligatory-branching (OB), 961 
Obligatory Branching Parameter, 1002. 
Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP). 

See also OCP-Place 
affricates, 372-3, 375. lZ2. 380, 383, 

385-6 
autosegments, 319, 326-8 

Bantu tone, 2Z3il 
Chinese syllable structure, 2765 
Chinese tone sandhi, 2582 
consonantal places of articulation, 523 
consonant-vowel place feature 

interactions, 1ZZ6 
conspiracies, 1653, 1656, 1.65Z 
constraint conjunction, Hz:!. 
dissi1nilation, 1415, li2l 
do\vnstep, 833 
featural affixes, l2!i2 
features, organization of, 658, 662 
frequency, 2145-55 
fricatives, 679-80 
1netathesis, 1199 
morpheme structure constraints, 2051-2 
pharyngeals, 607, 609 
phonological representations, l2l 
precedence relations, 8illl.. 806, 807 
Semitic templates, 2597 
skeleton, 1268, l.2Z1 
tier segregation, 2517-18, 2523-5, 2531 
tone, representation of, 1081, 1082, 1084 

observational adequacy, 25ali 
obstruent clusters 

fricatives, 622. 
metathesis, l.1fill. 
onset clusters, 122ll 
sC clusters, 898-902 

(obstruent] feature, 181-2 
obstruent-glide sequences, 1251 
obstruent-nasal metathesis, � 
obstruent neutralizations, 162!1. 
obstruents 

assimilation, local, 1921-4, 1927-8, 
1936-7 

category-specific effects, 2'155. 
consonant mutation, 1.538, 1539, 1.541, 

l.S:12. 
coronals, 280-1 
distinctive features, 404, :1ll2 
featural affixes, 1.2!i3. 
final laryngeal neutralization, .l.62ll 
fricatives, 680, 681, 684 
laryngeal contrast in Korean, 2liZl 
markedness, 22. 
mergers and neutralization, 1894-6, 

1901, 1902. 1905, 1906 1911-13 
nasal harmony, 1852-3 
in Piro, 384-6 
Polish syllable structure, 2611, 2613 
positional effects, 1104....S, 1109, ll13. 
sonorants, 185. 186 
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obstruents (cont'd) 
stricture features, 291, 306 
tonogenesis, 2102. 
voiced 

consonant mutation, 15:IB 
distinctive features, !102. 
final laryngeal neutralization, 1.635. 
markedness, 22. 
positional effects, 1104-5, 1109 
sonorants, 185, 186 
stricture features, 297, 306 

obstruent-sonorant clusters 
positional effects, 1115-19 
vowel epenthesis, 1522 

obstruent-sonorant codas, l.5ZZ 
obstruent stops, 1840, 1847, 1853, 185!1. 
obstruent voicing, 5 
OCP. See Obligatory Contour Principle 
OCP-Place 

and co-occurrence frequency, 2145, 2147. 
2..118 

metalinguistic judgments for, 2154-5 
modern interactive constraint models of, 

2152-4 
morpheme structure constraints, 2052, 

2062-3 
quantitative, 2148-50 
and similarity, 2151-2 

offset(s), 1778, lZZ9. 
Ojibwa, B,'2l2 
Okpe, 1438-9 
Old Chinese, 2:lll 
Old Czech, 2950 
Old English, t-<!ercian, 253-5 
Old French 

compensatory lengthening, 151.4, 1530-1 
syllable contact, 1.2Q 

Old Norse, 2651 
Old Polish, 2950 
Old Spanish, 1247, 12!18. 
Ondarroa Basque 

final consonants, 852 
sound change, 221.Z 

one-handed signs, 223-6, 234, 236 
Onondaga, 480-1 
onset(s), 1285-303 

Chinese syllable structure, 2772 
complex, 1286-90 
consonant-VO\vel place feature 

interactions, 1778-9 
final consonants, 856-7 
initial geminates, 1133, 1134, 1116. 
markedness, fil 

metathesis, 1328. 

Index 3071 

onset-coda weight symmetry, 1302-3 
Polish syllable structure, 2612. 
status of, within syUable, 1290-3 

moraic model, 1292-J 
onset-rime model, 1290-2 

suprasegmental phonology of, 1293-'302 
compensatory lengthening, 1296-8 
geminates, 1297-8 
stress, :1293-6, 1228 
tone, 1300-2 
word minimality, 1298-JOO 

syllable-internal structure, 784, 786-7, 
789, 790 

in unmarked syllables, 1285-6 
Onset Capture, 2038-9 
onset clusters 

deletion, lllOO 
frequency effects, 21!11. 
onsets, 1288, l22Q. 
phonological representations, 117-18 
Sanskrit reduplication, 2870 
sonority, l 1.64-5, :t 1.69 

onset-coda \veight symmetry, 1302-3 
ONSET constraint 

constraint conjunction, 1465-6 
The Emergence of the Unmarked, 1166. 
hiatus resolution, 1449-50 
stress, 934 

Onset Creation Rule (OCR), 182 
onset-first mapping, 2597 
onset-rime model, 1290-2 
onset simplification, 1608-9 
"On the functional unity of phonological 

rules" (FUPR) (Charles VI/. 
Kissberth), J.644-6, 1651-3 

00-correspondence 
cyclicity, 2028-9, 2031-3, 2037, 2039-44 
markedness and faithfulness constraints, 

15ilii 
00 faithfulness. See output-output (00) 

faithfulness 
Oowekyala 

assimilation, local, 1929, 1931 
fricatives, 2lll. 

opacity 
abstractness, 15-17 
allomorph selection, 2373-4 
and acquisition, 2423, 2424, 2425 
Arabic word stress, 3lll.2 
Bantu tone, 2™ 
chain shifts, 1221 
deletion, 1605, l.6ll6 
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opacity (cont'd) 
Lexical Phonology and l\1orphology, 

2240, 2252-3 
nasal harmony, 1839-47 
phonological sensitivity to morphology, 

2471,21Zll 
Slavic palatalization, 2910, 2920-6 
underlying representations, 15-17 
vov1el harmony, 2171--85 

opaque interactions, 1.756-7, 2402, :MOS. 
opaque segments, 1838-47, 1851, 2166-85, 

2:lfil 
opaque voiced stops, 1853. 
opaque vowels, 2166-85, 2:lfil 
(open) feature, 2646-7, 2652 
Optical Paradigms, 1985-6 
Optimal Domains Theory 

prosodic groupings of autosegments, 
331-4 

tone, representation of, 1096 
Optimal Interleaving, 2ill.Z 
Optimality Theory (OT) 

a llomorph selection, 2375-6 
Arabic word stress, :illl.2 
assimilation, long-distance, 1826 
category-specific effects, llil 
Celtic mutations, 2822, 2822 
chain shifts, 1722-5, 1727-9 
Chinese tone sandhi, 2581-3 
compensatory lengthening, � 
consonant harmony in child language, 

1701-6 
consonant-vowel place feature 

interactions, 1Zfil 
conspiracies, 1650, 1661-2 
constraint conjunction, 1461-2 
contrast, 2a. :ill. 38-48 
coronals, 269, 273, 274, 277 
directionality in vowel elision, 1450-2 
dissimilation, l.il5 
distinctive features, :1llZ 
drivers of hiatus resolution, 1449-50 
The Emergence of the Unmarked, 

1363-5, 1376-7 
epenthetic consonants and markedness, 

1452-5 
exceptionality, 2548-53 
extrametricality and non-finality, lil28 
featural affixes, 1965 
features, organization of, 655, 658-63 
feature specification and 

underspecification, 162, 164-5 
final consonants, 85'.l 

foot, 975, 977 
frequency effects, 2152, 2155-8 
fricatives, 682, 683 
glides, 346 
gradience, 1455-6, 2122 
grammars, 68. 
hiahis resolution, 1447-54 
Hungarian vowel harmony, 2282 
inventories, 42--8 
laryngeal contrast in Korean, 2!iZ1 
lenition, 1568, 1262 
Lexical Phonology and IVlorphology, 

2236, 2240,rn 
loanwords, 2252 
1narkedness, Z2. 86. 8Z 
markedness and faithfulness constraints, 

1491, 1492, 1494, 1509 
mergers, li\22 
metaphony, 2644, 2645, 2652 
metathesfa, 1383, 1121 
mistake bounds in, 70-1 
morpheme structure constraints, 2057, 

2060-1, 2063 
neutralization, 38-42, J 899 
OT-CC, lill1. 
OT constraint, li2l 
OT '"ith contrast, 1724-5, 1727-31 
OT \Vithout contrast, 1727, lZ28 
palatalization, 1684-6 
paradigms, l2!li 
phoneme, 250-1 
phonetic contrast, 38-48 
phonological sensitivity to morphology, 

2472-3 
Phonological Word, 1213, 12li 
positional effects, 1107 
precedence relations, 809, fil.!l 
Probably Approxii:nate.ly Co.rrect, 69-70 
quantity-sensitivity, 1357, Ll!ill. 
reduction, 1880,1.883 
reduplication, 2.1l!5 
root-affix asymmetries, 2507-10 
rule ordering, 1756, lZfil'. 
Sanskrit reduplication, 2864, 2867, 2870, 

2871, 232'.a 
sch\va, 630, 639 
Semitic templates, 2596 
Slavic palatalization, 2926-33 
sonority, 1169 
speech perception, 23!1.Z 
stress, 932 
Structure Preservation, 1801-2 
ternary rhythm, 1236-8 
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Optimality Theory (cont'd) 
tier segregation, 2528, 2530 
tone, representation of, 1087, 1095 
underlying representations, 1.8-19 
variability, 2194-5 
vowel harmony, 2174, 21.Z!i 
\Vord stress, 99� 

optimization, 2375-9 
optionality, � 
oral constituents, 535. 
()ral c()nStricti()n gestures, l..1.21 
orality, 571 
oral-nasal alternations, 1..8ll 
oral-nasal order, 567 
Oral Vocal Tract, 617, 618 
organization of features, 321-2, 

643-65 

geometry, 646-9 
non-local feature interaction, 655-8 
in Optimality Theory, 658-63 

classes in OT, 659-61 
in serial OT, 662-3 
strict locality in spreading, 661-2 

recent developments, 663-5 
sets, 644-8 
vowels, 649-55 

articulator theory, 649-50 
manner features, 653-5 
Unified Feature Theory, 650-3 

Oromo, Boraana, l2!i2 
Oromo, Southern, 277 
orthographic neighbors, 2080-1 
orthography 

French liaison, 2682. 
mergers and neutralization, 1.2QZ 
syUab]e-i.nternal structu.re, 793 

Osage, li22 
OSTIA, §§, 67 
OT. See Optimality Theory 
output candidates \Vithout dominating 

constraints 
The Emergence of the Unmarked, 

1366-9 
phonological phrasing, 1368-9 

output constraints 
consonant harmony in chHd language, 

1622'. 
function vs. representation, 1495-8 
markedness and faithfulness constraints, 

1493-501 
regularities and irregularities in 

violation assignment, 1498-501 
representation, 1494-5 

Index 3073 

output-output (00) faithfulness 
derived environments, 21Q2 
The Emergence of the Unmarked, 

137!-2 
morpheme structure constraints, 2iliil 
paradigms, 1985-93 

output segments not evaluated by specific 
faithfulness 

The Emergence of the Unmarked, 
1369-73 

output-output faithfulness, 1371-2 
positional faithfulness, 1370-1 

output segments/ structures without input 
correspondents 

The Emergence of the Unmarked, 1365-6 
epenthesis, 1.165 

output template, 1697-8 
overapplication 

reduplication, 2382 
Sanskrit reduplication, 2869-70 

overlapping foot, 2lill. 991-3, 995, 996, 1000 
OXlGEN (Oxford Intonation Generator), 

760 
Oykangand, l2ll!2 

Paamese 
category-specific effects, 2444-5 
reduplication, 2102 

paddlewheel graphs, Bill. 
Pairwise Algorithm 

contrast, 31--3 
fricatives, fill_ 

pairwise variability indices, 1153-4 
Pa.iute, Southern 

consonant mutation, 1542-5, 1552 
foot, 958 
phoneme, 259-60 
VO\¥e] .length, 469 

palatality Morpheme Structure 
Constraints, 283.2 

palatalization, 1666-87 
assimi.lation, local, 1929-30 
Celtic mutations, 2fil.5. 
consonant-vowel place feature 

interactions, lZfil 
constraints/ representations in 

Optimality Theory, 1684-6 
early generative phonology, 1676-9 

distinctive features and marking 
conventions of SPE, 1676-8 

naturalness and phonological rules, 
1678-9 

featural affixes, 1951, 126Z 
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palatalization (cont'd) 
feature geometry, 1679-84 

[coronal) spreading, 1681-3 
(dorsal) spreading, 1679-81 

feature specification and 
underspecification, 1.62. 

fricatives, 676 
paradigms, 1978, 122'.Q 
recent alternatives, 1686-"7 
Sanskrit reduplication, 2ll6!i 
secondary articulation, 696, 628 
Slavic languages (see under Slavic 

languages) 
typological patterns, 1670-3 
typology, 1670-3 
vov1el place, ill 
Zoque, 1950-2 

palatized consonants, 2filA. 
palatals, 6-7, 404, 2166-7, 2845 
palato-alveolars 

assimilation, long-dfatance, 1fili 
palatalization, 1667, 16Z1. 

Palauan, 2269 
Palestinian Arabic 

ph•:uyngeals, 613. 
templates, 2587, 2582. 
underlying representations, 16. 
vo\vel place, 459 
"'ord stress, 2993, 3000, 3013 

Pali 
deletion, 1600, 1610, 1fil.l 
mergers and neutralization, 1897-8 

PAL-i constraint, 2927-33 
Panini's Theorem on Constraint-ranking 

( PTC), llill. 
Panoa.n languages, 2368-9 
Panobo, 1169,11.Z1 
paradigm(s), 1972-97 

defined, 1972, 1994-6 
eye-tracking, 1190-1 
as factor in condjtioning diachronic 

change, 1973-4 
grammatical mecharusms, 1983-94 
synchronic paradigm effects, 1976-83 
uniformity in language change, 1974-6 

paradigmatic structure, 2471-2 
parallel computation, 8lil 
ParaUel Structures model, 664 
Pari 

assimilation, long-djstance, 1fil.5 
consonantal places of articulation, ill 

PARSE constraint, illZ 
parsilnony, 2M8 

parsing asymmetries, 280. 
partially nasal segments, 550-72 

articulation, manner of, 559 
articulation, place of, 559 
definition of, 22Q 
phonetic ilnplementation of nasality 

and orality, 571 
representations, 567-70 
terminology, 551 
types of, 552-7 

medio-nasals, 556 
prenasalized segments, 552-4, 5Z2. 
prestopped segments, 554-6, 5Z2. 
tilning distinctions, 556-7 

unary vs. cluster NC sequences, 
560-6 

contrast in languages, 562-3 
phonetics of NC, 563-6 
phonological distinction, 561-2 

voicing, 557-8 
participating features, 1409-13 
Pasiego Spanish, 2654, 2655 
Passamaquoddy, 1046 
passive articulators, ID 
Pattaru Malay, 888, 1297-8 
Paumari 

extrametricality and non-finality, 1.!ll1 
lambic-Trocl,aic La\v, 1.056 

PAV. See Pitch Accent Yie\v 
PC constraints, 1724-5, lZN 
P-Celtic mutations, 2816-17 
PC (Preserve Contrast) theory, 1724-5 
peak 

foot, 2Zll. 
syllable-internal structUie, Z83. 

PEAl<-PROMINENCE constraint, 1032 
Pende, 497 
Pengo, 1385 
penulti.Jnate lengthening, 1615-16 
perceptibility, 298 
perception, 1933-4 
perception/production feedback loop, 

139, 140 
perceptual adaptation, 2262-3, 2267 
perceptual assimilation, 2337-8 
Perceptual Assimilation Nlodel, 23.:lZ 
perceptual distinctiveness, 94-6 
PERCEPTUAL FAITHFULNESS ranking, 

2179-80 
perceptually motivated approach, 

916-18 
perceptual metathesis, 1386, 11B8 
perceptual simjlarity, 2263-4, 2262 
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perfect grid, 96S 
performance, 211.5-16 
peripherality, 1il28 
Peripherality Condition 

final consonants, 826. 
sC clusters, 904, 2ll6. 

Persian. See Farsi 
Persistence of V 2, ll51 
"persistent" rules, 1W 
pharyngeal(s), 532-4, 604-20 

articulation, 614-18 
pharyngeal vowels, 616. 
primary pharyngeal consonants, 614-15 
secondary pharyngeal consonants, 

615-16 
superordinate laryngeal class, 616-18 

consonantal places of articulation, 535 
consonant-vowel place feature 

interactions, 1763, 1766, lZZl 
defined, 6Q! 
fricatives, 6Z1. 
metathesis, 1400 
primary, 614-15 
representation, 618-20 
secondary, 615-16 
secondary articulation, 695 
typology, 605-14 

dorsal pharyngeal class, ill 
glottal primary pharyngeals, 613-14 
pharyngeal class, 607-9 
primary pharyngeal class, 609-11 
secondary pharyngeal class, 612-13 

vowel place, 449-52, 455 
[pharyngeal) feature, 1771, 1772, 1ZZ1 
Phase Impenetrability, 2952 
Phase Theory, 2952 
phatic element deaccenting, 2796-8 
phonaesthemes, 2065 
phoneme(s), 241-62 

Chinese syllable struchtre, 2761-3 
content of, 245-52 

contrastively underspecified features, 
set of, 245-9 

fully specified basic variant phoneme, 
249-50 

phonemic concept, 250-2 
contrast, 2Q 
distinctive features, 1CJ� 
emergence of, 138-40 
as entity, 243-55 

fictitious unit, lli 
physical reality, 244 
psychological concept, 244-5 

evidence for, 259-61 

Index 3075 

awareness of phonen1e, 259-60 
psycholinguistic/ neurolinguistic 

evidence, 260-1 
from synchronic/ diachronic 

patterning, 2fil 
frequency effects, 2144-5 
general concept, 242-3 
glides, 3.1.a 
gradience and categoricality, 2128-30 
identification of, 252-5 

allophones not in complementary 
distribution, 253-5 

commutation test, 252 
complementary distribution, 252-3 

lenition, 1565 
and levels, 255-9 

in post-Bloomfielclian American 
linguistics, 255-7 

systematic phoneme, 256-9 
morpho-, 2818 
origins of term, 241-2 
pitch accent systems, 1006 
precedence relations, 799-802 
r-, Zl.3. 
rhotics, 713-15, 717, 726 
sound change, 2218-21 
speech perception, 2334-6 
Structure Preservation, :1787, 1122 
systematic, 256-9 
taxonomic, 258 
underlying representations, 2 

phoneme deletion, 1798-803 
phoneme inventories, 92, 789, 1787, 1788, 

1llOZ 
phonemic awareness, 260 
phonemic contrast, 28-38 

chaUe.nges to contrast.ive speciJi.cation, 
31-4 

contrastive hierarchy and its uses, 34-8 
speech perception, 2335-6 
Structure Preservation, 1787, 1803-4, 

lilQZ 
phonemic malformations, 1795 
phonemic overlap, 1565, 1570, 1.2Z2 
phonemic secondary articulation, 62!i 
phonemic theories (underlying 

representations), 2-7 
phonetic approach 

to lenition, 1568-70 
VO\¥el harmony, 2165-6 

phonetic characteristics, 1582-3 
phonetic conditions, 1792-3 
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phonetic conservation, 1519-20 
phonetic contrast 

contrast, 28--30 
Optimality Theory, 38-48 

inventories, 42-8 
neutralization, 38-42 

phonetic detail 
gradience and categoricality, 2125-7 
underlying representations, 19-20 

phonetic edge effects, 373 
phonetic erasure, � 
phonetic properties, 93-6 
phonetics 

final laryngeal neutralization, 1633-6, 
1632 

French liaison, 2697-9 
freguency effects, 21.37-8 
glides, 342-4 
laryngeal contrasts in Korean, 2664-7 
Lexical Phonology and Morphology, 

2251-2 
mergers and neutralization, 1907-10 
phonology vs., 2283-4, 2289-90, 2309-1.0 
vo\vel place, 440-4 

phonetics/ phonology split, 1533-4 
phonetic syllables, 2619-20 
phonetic variability, 2:1 
phonologically derived environments, 

2089-9:1, 2096-:101 
entailments-based approach, 2096-8 
local conjunction approach, 2098-100 
serial Optimality Theory, 2100-1 

phonological patterns, sources of, 2284-93 
Phonological Phrase (PhP) 

Bantu tone, 2lli 
French Jja.ison, 2701-3 
two-handed signs, 232 

phonological privilege, 2439-45, 2452, 2453 
phonological sensitivity to morphology, 

2464-86. See also Lexical Phonology 
and Morphology (LPM) 

category-specific effects, 2452. 
morphological function of morpheme, 

2468 
adjuncts ?1s. complements, llfill 
heads vs. non-heads, ll6B 

n1orphology-phonology interface, 
2472-9 

paradigmatic structure, 2471-2 
presence of morpheme boundaries, 

2466-8 
presence of morpheme/morpheme type, 

2464-6 

restrictions on, 2479-86 
in1poverishment, 2480-1 
indirect reference, 2485-6 
locality of sensitivity, 248!-4 

stems, 2469-71 
Phonological Utterance, 2lli 
Phonological Word (PW), 1204-23 

Ounese tone sandhi, 2525. 
function of, 12l15. 
Hungarian vowel harmony, 2281 
laryngeal contrast in Korean, 2675 
and Prosodic H:ienuchy, 1206-8, 

1216-21 
phonotactics and syllabification, 1212. 
segmental rules, UlZ 
stress and tone, 1217-18 

recursive, 1221-3 
Strict Layer Hypothesis, 1209-13 
Weak Layer Hypothesis, 1213-14 

phonologization, 1911-12 
phonology, phonetics vs., 2116, 2283-4, 

2289-90 
phonotactic adaptation, 2269-74 

co-occurrence restrictions, 2273-4 
epenthesis vs. deletion, 2270-3 

phonotactic constraints 
gradience, 2128-30 
precedence relations, lllill 
syllable-internal structure, 789-90 

phonotactic know ledge, 56-7 
phonotactic patterns 

formal language theory, ,25. 
learnability, Z2. 

phonotactics 
consonantal places of articulation, 52.Z 
de]etioo, 1611-12 
final laryngeal neutralization, lfil2 
frequency, 2144-55 

base phonotactic frequency, 2144-5 
constraints and co-occurrence 

frequency, 2145-8 
metalinguistic judgments for 

OCP-Place, 2154-5 
modern interactive constraint models 

of OCP-Place effects, 2152-4 
quantitative OCP-P.lace effects, 

2148-50 
similarity and OCP-place, 2151-2 
subsidiary features and 

underspecification, 21.50-1 
lateral consonants, 735 
morpheme structure constraints, 2065-6 
neighborhood effects, 2073-5 
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phonotactics (cont'd) 
Phonological Vvord, 1219 
syllable-internal structure, 787 

PhP. See Phonological Phrase 
phrasal accents, 1009 
phrasal branching, 2BQ1 
phrasal metrical structure, 1!iZ8 
phrasal stress rule. See Nuclear Stress 

Rule (NSR) 
phrase commands, Z66. 
phrase-finally (final consonants), 852 
phrase-final words, 2789 
phrase-level intonational prominence, 927 
phrasing, 1368-9, 2526 
Phuthi, 2742 
PIE (Proto-lndo-European), l52!i. 
Pintupi, 982, 983, 993 994 
Pinyin Chinese, 2770 
Pipil, 1562 
Piraha 

onsets, 1295-6 
quantity-sensitivity, 1355-6 

Piro 
affricates 

obstruent co-occurrence restrictions 
in, 384-6 

phonetk transitional vowels and 
syllabic consonants in, 386-7 

vo,vel epenthesis, 15&1 -S 
word stress, 232 

pitch 
feature specification and 

underspecification, 161, 162 
Phonological \.Vord, 1ZIB 
skeleton, 1263. 

pitch accent(s) 
autosegments, ill 
category-specific effects, 2440, 2441 
intonation, 757, 769, 773 
intonational, 1009 
Japanese (see under Japanese) 
sentential prominence in English, 

2783-7, 2798, 2800 
tonal alignment, 1.187, 1189, 1192 

pitch accent languages, Z2Z. 
pitch accent systems, 1003-23 

accent and its cues, 1003-4 
accent and stress, 1003-4, 1016-17, 1021-2 
in Bantu languages, 1012 
in Basque, 1010-1:1 
culminativity and obligatoriness, 1006-7 
<tistinctivity, 1009-10 
intonational pitch accents, 1009 

Index 3077 

in Japanese, 1010-12, 1018-21 
representational issues, 1007-8 
tone, 1005-6, 1013-16 
\VOrd prosodic types, 1.004-5 

Pitch Accent View (PAV), 2779, 2791, 
2800-2 

pitch contours, 757-8 
pitch levels 

Chinese tone sandhi, 25Z2. 
intonation, 766-73 

autosegmental-metrical model of 
intonational phonology, 768-73 

early level-based models, 766-8 
pitch phonemes, l.illl6 
Pitta-Pitta (Pama-Nyungan), 243, 248, 250, 

2!il 
pla.ce 

primary, 453-4 
proposed changes to universal feature 

set, 404-5 
sC clusters, 899-901 
secondary, 452-3 
vo,vel (see vowel place) 

place assimilation 
coronals, 269-75 
gradience and categoricality, 2117-18 
markedness, 90-1 
mergers and neutralization, 1896, l.82a 
nasal 

derived environments, 2Q2Z 
features, orgaruzation of, 6!li 
mergers and neutralization, lillIB 
speech perception, 2344, 2346, 234.Z 

positional effects, 1105-6, 1111, 1114 
speech perception, 2344-5 

pla.ce-changing palatalization, J.682, 1683 
place-changing processes, l2Zl 
p la.ce fea.tures 

acquisition, 2il6. 
consonant-vowel interactions (sr.e 

consonant-vowel place feature 
interactions) 

<tistinctive features, 399 
secondary articulation, 699 
stricture features, 2fili 

place neutralization 
coronals, 278-80 
coronals as output of, 278-80 
mergers and neutralization, 1899, 1900 
positional effects, 1:11.0-12, 11.14 

Place node 
features, organization of, 645, 646, (dB. 
n1ergers and neutralization, 1.82a 
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places of articulation (PoA) 
clicks, representation of, 426-30 
consonantal (see consonantal places of 

articulation) 
consonant harmony in child language, 

1692-3, 1707-14 
consonant mutation, 15:IB. 
coronal inventories, 524-5 
coronals, 274, 2Z5. 
featural affixes, � 
frequency effects, 2H2 
hiatus resolution, 1452-3 
initial ge1ninates, 1Ull 
labial, 520-4 
lenition, 1562 
markedness, 86-9 
metathesis, 1.384-6 
nasal assimilation, 430 
nasal harmony, 1855, 1ll5il 
partially nasal segments, 559 
pharyngeals, 532-4 
two-handed signs, 230 
velar and post-velar, 529-34 

dorsals, 529-32 
laryngeals, 532 
pharyngeals, 532-4 

plain stops, l.62Z 
planar segregation, 1699-700 
plasticity, 2.588 
pluralization 

French liaison, 2695 
Semitic templates, 2.'i2l 

plurals, broken, 2591, 2599, 2600 
P-map 

loanvrords, 2263, 2264, 2272, 22Z3. 
speech perception, 2348 

PoA. See places of articulation 
poetic 01.eter, 968-71. 
poetry, 236. 
Pohnepian, .'i36 
pointless onsets, 1273-4 
point of reference, 207 
Polish, ill 

affricates, 377-9 
assimilation, local, lfilQ 
consonantal places of articulation, 528-9 
contrast, il 
derived environments, 2l12Q 
laryngeal neutralization, 41-2, J.109, 1623 
morpheme structure constraints, 2ll5!i. 
output-<:>utput, 1995-6 
palatalization, 2909, 2910, 2912-16, 

2918-23, 2925, 2927-8, 223!! 

paradig1ns, 1980-1, 1987, 1989-90, 1!122 
positional effects, 1..1.M 
rule ordering, l.Z12 
syllable structure, 2609-27 

morphology, 2624-6 
syllable margins, 2609-20 
syllable nucleus, 2621-4 

yers, 2940-2, 2950, 2953, 2955-6 
Polish, Eastern, 2912, 2913, 2916, 223!! 
Polish, Old, 2950 
polysyllabic compounds, 2565, 2!ifill. 
Polysystemic Speech Perception (PolySP), 

212Z 
Ponapean, 123.1 
Portuguese 

phoneme, 260 
rhotics, 720 
sound change, 2223 

Portuguese, Brazilian, 2!16l3. 
Portuguese, European 

Phonological v\ford, 121Z 
sC dusters, 909-10 

Portuguese Creole, Sri Lankan, 272-4 
positional augmentation, 2442-3 
positional effects in consonant clusters, 

1103-20 
apic.al neutralization, 1114-15 
C, dominance effect, 1104-8 
cue-based approach, 11.12-:15 
non-assimilatory neutralization, 

1108-12 
prosody-based approach, 1115-19 

positional faithfulness (PF) 
The Emergence of the Unmarked, 

1370-1 
fi.oal coosooa.ots, 859-61 
neutralization, 39-42 
phonological. seositivity to 01.orphology, 

2465-6, 2472,:M82 
root-affix asynunetries, 2508-9 
stress, 932-4 

positional identification, 1ill5 
positional licensing 

metaphony, 2645 
neutralization, 39-42 

Positional t-·farkedness 
root-affix asymmetries, 2509-10 
stress, 934-5 

positional tone sa.ndhis, 2562, 2564-5 
positive feedback, 131.-3, :138-42 
positive typological enterprise, lliQ 
possible and impossible constraints, 

1507-9 
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postalveolar affricates. See also palatals 
pala talization, 1.677, 1678 
Slavjc palatalization, 2912-13 

postalveolar fricatives, 2912-13 
post-Bloomfieldian American linguistics, 

255--7 
POSTERIOR constraint, 2929-31 
posterior coronals, 1668 See also palatals 
post-lexical generalizations, 2791-2 
post-lexical rules 

exceptionality, � 
Lexical Phonology and Morphology, 

2238, 22:ill 
Structure Preservation, 1790. 1Z2.l 

post-nasal voicing (Pl\!\/), 68Z 
Post-Obstruent Tensing (POT}, 26"73-5, 

2677-8 
Post-Sonorant Tensing, 2678-9 
post-stopped nasal, 557 
post-velar fronting, 45-7 
post-velar places of articulation. See velar 

and post-velar places of articulation 
PPhrases (Phonological Phrases), 2007-10, 

2012, 2ill.fi 
Prague School 

Arabic word stress, 2993 
mergers and neutralization, 1826. 
phoneme, 245-6, 258 
underlying representations, 2. 2,, 8,.12 

Precedence Based Phonology 
precedence relations, 008. 
reduplication, 2400-3 

precedence relations, 799-820 
and autosegmental phonology, 801, 

805-8 
and deletion, 808-12, 816-18 
and discrete point theory, 812-13 
and epenthesis, 81.6-J.9 
and graph theory, 800-5, 813-20 

extensions of precedence graphs, 
816-20 

no crossing constraint, 813-1.4 
as primitives of phonological 

representatives, 800 
tier segregation, 2522 

predicate deaccentuation, 2793-6, 2228. 
prefixes. See also featural affixes 

consonant mutation, 1.5!1!1. 
CV, 2862, 2872, 2873 
featural affixes, l24ll. 
phonological sensitivity to morphology, 

lli!i 
Slavjc yers, 2953-6 

Index 3079 

prenasalized fricatives, 559 
prenasalized segments, 552-4, 5Z2 
prenasalized stops 

autosegments, 313 
partially nasal segments, S5l1. 552-4, 

560, 565-70 
prenasalized trills, 559 
prenasalized voice stops, 1256. 
prenuclear accents, 2789, 2800 
preposi lions 

French liaison, 2689 
Slavic yers, 2953-5 

Preservation Principle 
Structure Preservation, 1797-8, l.8lll. 
vowel epenthesis, l52Q 

Preserve Contrast (PC) theory, 1"724-5 
prestopped nasals, 552, 554-5 
prestopped segments, 554-6, 5Z2 
primary pharyngeals, 609-11, 619 

consonants, 614-15 
defined, 605-6 

primary place of articulation, 1623. 
primary stress 

onsets, l.22ll 
sentential prominence in English, 2780, 

2784, 2787-8 
Principles and Parameters Theory, 

11Zil 
Probabalistic Optimality Theory, 2129. 
Probably Approximately Correct (PAC) 

learning 
learning frameworks, 60-2 
of rankings and 'veightings in OT and 

HG, 69-70 
Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension, 66. 

procedural conditioning, 201.9, 2028 
processing, auditory, 932 
proclit.ics, 2002, 2004 
progressive devoicing, 2625 
progressive harmony, 1.8:lfi 
Projection relation, 12!IB 
prominence. See also English, sentential 

prominence 
pitch accent systems, 1003-4 
positional effects, 1.1.Ql 
stress, 927 

prominent positions, 11fil 
pronunciation, 22ft 
Pronunciation relation, 1908 
Proper Inclusion Precedence, ill2. 
Prosodic Analysis, 2835 
prosodic boundaries, 862-4 
prosodic compound, 1221-2 
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prosodic conditions 
flapping in American English, 2720-2 
Japanese pitch accent, 2896-7 
morpheme structure constraints, 

2054-5 
prosodic constituents 

final consonants, 8,�f; 
French liaison, 2701 

prosodic constraints, 131Z 
prosodic domains, 1538-42 
prosodic domination, l.2U 
prosodic edges, ll.8Z 
PROSODIC FAl1°ffFOLNESS constraint, 2010-13 
Prosodic Features (PF), 1321. 1.l2:I. 
prosodic groupings 

of autosegments, 328--36 
headed span theory, 334-6 
optimal domains theory, 331-4 
tonal complexes, 330-1 
tonal feet, 328--30 

hvo-handed signs, 232 
Prosodic Hierarchy 

Arabic word stress, 2994 
Bantu tone, lli.8 
clitics, 2008-10 
final laryngeal neutralization, lfilZ 
French liaison, 2701 
phonological sensitivity to morphology, 

2!lZii 
Phonological \Nord, 1205-8, 1214, 

1216-21, 1223. 
phonotactics and syUabification, � 
segmental rules, l2lZ 
stress and tone, 1217-18 

quantity-sensitivity, 1335, 1356-7 
prosodi.c length analysis, 874 
Prosodic Licensing, 8.5(; 
Prosodic .NI.ode I 

handshape in sign language phonology, 
202, 2lIB. 209, 218-19 

sign language movement, 586, 58Z 
sign syllables, 1325, J.326, 1329, ll10. 

prosodic morphology 
Sanskrit reduplication, 2872-5 

morphological condjtioning, 2BZ2. 
patterns and templates, 2872-4 
syllable transfer effects, 2874-5 

Semitic templates, 2593 
tone, representation of, 1079 

prosodic patterning 
acquisition, 2417-18 
geminates, 822. 
Japanese pitch accent, 2898-900 

Prosodic Phonology 
phonological sensitivity to ntorphology, 

2477, 2100 
Phonological \Nord, 1204, 1207, J.208, 

1211, 1214, 1217, 1220-2 
prosodic phrase 

Banh.1 tone, 2112 
quantity-sensitivity, 1356-7 

prosodic positions, 1.Zlll 
prosodic reduplication, 1326-9 
prosodic shape, 2441-2, 2446-7 
prosodic specification, 159-60 
prosodic strengthening, 1lil1 
prosodic structure 

category-specific effects, 2458-9 
ditics, 2illi 
le.n.ition, 1569 
Lexical Phonology and .Nlorphology, llift 
phonological representations, 117-18 
sentential prominence in English, 2Zfil 
ternary rhythm, 123.8. 

prosodic templates 
Sanskrit reduplication, 2856 
Semitic templates, 2593-6 

Prosodic Word (PW) 
Hungarian vowel harmony, 22fil 
Polish syUable structure, 2615 
sign syllables, 1318-19 
tonal alignment, 1.1.2!i 
nvo-handed signs, 232, 233 

prosodification, 26.li 
prosody 

assimilation, long-distance, 1824-5 
cyclicity us., 2025-8 
featural affixes, � 
feature specificat.ion and 

underspecification, 159-60 
metathesis, 1382 
morpheme structure constraints, 2Q5i 
Polish syUable structure, 2621 
positional effects, 1107 1115-19 
sign syllables, 1317-20 

Prosodic \.Vords, 1318-19 
stress assignment, 1319-20 

Proto-Greek, 1222 
Proto-Huon Gulf (PHG), 2305 
Proto-lndo-European (PIE), 1526. 
P-rules, 2058, 2ll62 
pseudo-metathesis, 1389 
psycholinguistics 

French liaison, 2697-9 
neighborhood effects, 2071 
root-affix asymmetries, 2512 
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Pulaar 
glides, 358 
vowel harmony, 2168, 2162 

pull shifts, J.720, 1727-8 
push shifts, 1719-20, 1726-7 
PW. See Phonological vVord; Prosodic 

Word 
PWords, 2004, 2005, 2007-16 

Qafar, 609 
Q-Celtic mutations, 2814-16 
Quanta! Theory, 394-5 
quantifiers, 2121 
quantitative pat.terns, 2192-201 
quantity 

initial geminates, 1124. 1125, 1128 
marked ness, 85 

quantity-sensitivity, 1335-58 
binary vs. multivalued weight 

distinctions, 1345-7 
final consonants, 866. 
foot, 956, 959-60, 1350-4 
of foot, 1350-4 
geminates, 88S 
Iambic-Trochaic Law, 1057-65 

asymmetric foot inventory, 1059-62 
symmetric foot inventory, 1062-5 

inconsistencies in "'eight patterns, 
1348-50 

markedness, 1357-8 
and prosodic hierarchy, 1335, 1356-7 
scalar quantity systems, 1354-6 
and syllable, 1336-45 

patterns of quantity-sensitivity, 
1337-43 

syllable quantity, representation of, 
1343-5 

terna ry rhythm, 1230-1 
and vowel length, � 

quaternary suffixes, 2969, 2980, 2983, 
2.2B1. 

Quebec French 
acquisition, 2!11£2 
final consonants, 857 
loanwords, 22llfi 
Structure Preservation, 1790, 1Z2Z. 

Quebec Sign Language (LSQ), 235 
Quechua, 176 

Rabbit Talk, 122ll 
Radical Templatic model, M.22 
Radical Underspecification, 11. 12. 
RAisll constraint, 1282 

rrus1ng 
output-output, 1995-6 
paradigms, 1980-1, ·1<J8Q 

randomness, 2196-7 
ranking reversal, 2252 
Raoping Chinese, 2565. 

Index 3081 

realis paradigm, 23lIB 
REALIZEMORPHEME constraint 

constraint conjunction, liZ6 
metathesis, :ta2l 

recategorization, 2223-6 
recoverability, l!ill3. 
recursion, 1221-2 
Recursive Constraint Demotion (RCD), 

68-71 
recursive Phonological Word, 1221-3 
RED constraint, 1.480 
reduced vowels, !165. 
reduction, 1866-87. See also deletion 

historical perspective, 1869-73 
motivations, 1880-1 
phenomena, 1873-80 

alterations to segments, :1873, 1875-6 
deletion and syllable count, 1876-9 
duratjon, 1873, l.8Z!l 
shrinkage of acoustic spaces, 1879-80 

phonological representations, 12Q. 
representational consequences, 1881-5 

abstractionist theories of spoken \vord 
recognition, 1884-5 

articulatory phonology, 1883-4 
formal phonology, 1881-3 

schwa,629-33, 1870. 1.8Z2. 
in Dutch, 629-30 
in English, 631-3 

reductive sound cha.nge, 2221-3 
redundancy 

exceptionality, 2542 
morpheme structure constraints, 2053-8 

non-syllabic sequential constraints, 
2055-6 

pbonotactic differences bel\veen 
simplex and complex words, 2057-8 

word edges, 2056-7 
tier segregation, 2522 

redundant tone, 2305-6 
reduplication, 2383-411 

category-specific effects, 2450-1 
Chinese tone sa.ndh.i, 2566, 2567 
classic models of 

full copy model, 2394-6 
reduplication as morphology, 2386-7 
reduplication as phonology, 2387-94 
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reduplication (cont'd) 
strong hypothesis for reduplication, 

2383, 232il 
contemporary models of, 2396-406 

Correspondence Theory model, 
2396-400 

Morphological Doubling Theory, 
2403-6 

precedence-based phonology, 2400-3 
defined, 23.fil 
laryngeal contrast in Korean, 2671-2 
markedness and faithfulness constraints, 

1505-6 
precedence relations, ill 
root-affix asymmetries, 2fil1 
Sanskrit (see 1111der Sanskrit) 
sign syllables, 1.326-9 
sonority, 1165, l.1.6Z 
speech perception, 2'.H5. 
strong hypothesis for (sec strong 

hypothesis for reduplication) 
tier segregation, 253ll 

register 
Chinese tone sandhl, 2572, 25Z!1 
tonogenesis, 2302. 

Register Tier Theory, 322 
regressive assimifotion. See also regressive 

voicing assimilation (RV A) 
consonant mutation, 1532. 
mergers and neutralization, 1893 
posHional effects, 1105, 11.QZ 

regressive directionality, 1824-5 
regressive nasalization, 1.M2 
regressive voicing assimilation (RV A) 

paradigms, 12fil. 
phoneme, 256-8 

regularities, 1498-501 
regu.lar shilts, J.720-l, 1730 
Relative Prominence Projection Rule, 

963 
remote licensing, 862. 
Rendaku 

constraint conjunction, 1475-6 
feature specification and 

underspecification, 156 
sonorants, 175-6 

Rendille, 1.l8b. 
reordering, 1388-9 
r-epenthesis, 725-6 
representation(s), 107-22 

acquisition, 2420-1, 2424-6 
assimilation, 118-19 
Celtic mutations, 2820-2 

consonant mutation, 1549-54 
coronals, 277, 281 
cydicity, 2033-4 
dissimilation, 1414, 1415, 1420 
double articulation, 697-704 

Dependency Phonology, 702-4 
feature geometry, 699-702 
pharyngeals, 618--20 
in SPE 697-9 ' 

final consonants, 842,. 853-7 
geminates, 873-7, 892-4 
gestures as units of action, 110-13 
gestures as units of phonological 

contrast, 113-15 
1narkedness and faithfulness constraints, 

1494-8 
overlap, 119-20 
palatalization, l2ll!! 
partially nasal segments, 567-70 
pitch accent systems, 1007-8 
Polish syllable structure, .26li 
positional effects, llilZ 
prosodic structure, 117-18 
reduction, 120, 1881-5 
skeleton, 1263-82 
speech production: gestures, segments, 

and split-gesture dynamics, 
115-17 

tone (see tone(s)) 
Turkish vo,-vel harmony, 2839-48 

limits of harmony and disharmony in 
roots, 2840-5 

root (dis)harmony us. suffix harmony, 
2839-40 

vowel harmony in roots, 2847-8 
two-han.ded signs, 230-J 
underlying (see underlying 

representations (U.Rs)) 
representational conditioning, 2019, 

2!l28 
Representational Entailments Hypothesis 

derived environments, 2096, 2098, 2100, 
2.l.Q2 

output-<>utput, 1996 
reset, 836 
resolution rule, 2651-2 
restressing, 2020. 
restricted tone language, .lOO!i 
resyllabification 

deletion, 1614-16 
gradience and categoricality, 2121 
Polish syllable structure, 2616-19 
precedence relations, l:lllil 
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retracted tongue root (RTR) 
clicks, representation of, 429 
consonant-vov,rel place feature 

interactions, 1763 
pharyngeals, 619 
vowel place, 450-2, 455 

Retraction, 2921-4, 2928, 2932, 29'.'l'.'1 
retreat to the unmarked, 2260-1 
retroflex click, il.8. 
retroflex harmony, 18:15-16 
retroflexion 

distinctive feattu-es, 405, ':lll6. 
glides, 349 
mergers and neutralization, 1894. 1900, 

l2lll. 
retroflex segments, 449, 450 
reversal of co-articulation, 1.416-20 
Reverse Compound Rule, 2789 
reverse compounds, 2Z2ll. 
reversed gradation, .l!!1B 
Revised Articulator Theory, 347-8 
Revised Dominance Condition, 222. 
rhotacism 

paradigms, 1974, 1975. l.2Z!l 
rhotics, 724-5 
sound change, 2211 

rhotics, 711-27 
class of, 711-20 

alternative classification, 722-4 
evidence, 715-17 
frequency I distribution in languages, 

713-15 
IPA classification, 711-12 
variability, 717-20 

definition of, Z1l 
featural basis of, 720-2 
lateral consonants, 739 
liquids, 726 
r-epenthesis and metathesis, 725-6 
rhotacism, 724-5 
Struchtre Preservation, 1798-801 
syllabic position of, Z22 

rhyme 
dissimilation, 1424 
sentential prominence in English, 2282. 
syllable-internal structure, 784, 791-3 

rhyme \veight, 1171--3 
rhythm, 1147-57 

acquisition, 1155-6 
as alternation, 1147-8, :I 151-3 
infants' sensitivity to rhythmic classes, 

l.W. 
as isochrony, 1148-51 

Index 3083 

and pairv,rise variability indices, 1153-4 
sign syllables, U21. 

Rhythmic La\v, 126il 
rhythmic lengthening/shortening 

compensatory lengthening, lfil..6. 
extrametricality and non-finality, 1035-7 
Iantbic-Trochaic La\v, 1065-74 

lapse avoidance and non-finality, 
1069-74 

rules, :I 068-9 
rhythmic organization, 2995-7 
rhythmic structure, 323 
RJ1ythm Rule 

exceptionality, 25M 
foot, 963 
sentential prominence in English, 2781, 

2787, 2791 
Riau Indonesian, 2!llIB 
Richness of the Base 

contrast, .2B. 311 12. 
feature specification and 

underspecification, 165 
fricatives, 683 
Lexical Phonology and Morphology, 

� 
morpheme structure constraints, 2iliill. 
Sanskrit reduplication, 2&22 
tier segregation, 2528 

right-edge faithfulness, 860 
right-headed onsets, 902-4 
nme 

Chinese syllable structure, 2757-9, 
2768-"70 

tonogenesis, 2312-13 
Rimi, 1658 
r.ise-faUs, 765 
rising tones, 311, 312, 764-5 
.Romance languages 

dissimilation, liilll 
The Emergence of the Unmarked, 11Zll 
metaphony, 2631-59 

Italian, 2632-8 
morphology, 2656-8 
typological variation as height 

assimilation process, 2653-5 
vo,vel systems, 2632-3 
\vords \vith antepenultimate stress, 

2655-6 
tonal alignment, 1193-4 

Romanian 
allomorph selection, 2'.!fil 
palatalization, 1625 

Romansh, 291-2 
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root-affix asymmetries, 2490-512 
approaches to, 2505-10 
form-function mappings, 2510-12 

morphologicaUy conditioned 
alternations, 2.211 

non-concatenative morphology, 
2510-11 

psycholinguistic grounding, 2512 
identifying asymmetries, 2492-3 
identifying roots and affixes, 2493-5 
root-affix alternation asymmetries, 

2500-5 
consonant harmony, 2502 
deletions, 2503-4 
morphological accent, 2504-5 
vowel harmony, 2500-2 

root-affix contrasts, 2496-500 
root-affix shapes, 2499-500 
segmental contrasts, 2496-8 

root-affix faithfulness metaconstraint 
(RAFlv!), 2508-9 

root-final palatal laterals, 2845 
root-final stops, 852 
root markers, 2835 
root nodes 

geminates, 874-5 
skeleton, l2lB. 

roots 
allomorph selection, 2367 
feature specification and 

underspecification, 153 
Hungarian vowel harmony, 2965-8 
Senutic templates, 2596-8 
tier segregation, 2520-2 
Turkish vowel harmony, 2840-5, 

2847-8 
Rotuman 

metathes.is, J.389-90 
tier segregation, 2526-9 

(round] feature 
distinctive features, 405 
featural affixes, 1950 

rounding 
consonant-vowel place feature 

interactions, 1772, .l2ll 
Hungarian vowel harmony, 2979 

roundness/rounding harmony, 2170-1 
Hungarian vowel harmony, 2965, 2969, 

2970, 2978-80, 2985 
Turkish vowel harmony, 2833-4, 2838, 

2840, 2848-9 
r-phonemes, Zl.3. 
r-sch\va, 630 

RTR. See retracted tongue root 
·ruki rule, 2869-70, 2876 
rule-based alternations, 66-8 
rule-based phonology 

chain shifts, 1721-2, 1726-7, 1729, ill!!. 
exceptionality, 2539-48 

diacritic features in Sound Pattern of 
English, 2539-45 

representational approaches, 2545-8 
variability, 2124 

Rule Definition Language (RDL), 1493, 
li2!l 

rule ordering, 1736-58 
approaches, 2863-4 
Bantu tone, 2742 
bases of, 1736-9 
chain sh.ifts, 1721-2 
cyclic ordering, 1746-9 
Elsewhere Condition, 1744-6 
extrinsic ordering, eliminating, 1740-2 
feeding and bleeding, 1749-56 
global rules, 1111 
Lexical Phonology and l\1orphology, 

ill.8 
local ordering, 1743-4 
multiple application, 1742-3 
ordering relations, 1740-6 
serial/parallel approaches, 1756-7 

Russian 
allomorph selection, 2374-5 
assurulation, local, 257-8, 1921, ImQ 
consonant-vowel place feature 

interactjons, lZfil 
contrast, 22. 36-7 
distinctive features, 398 
feature specificat.ion and 

underspecification, 162 
laryngeal neutralization, l J.09 
palatalization, 45-8, 162, 1668-9, 1676, 

2911-13, 2915, 2924, 2928, 2932 
phoneme, 256-8, 261 
phonological sensitivity to morphology, 

lliB. 
positional effects, 1 .1 04-5 
secondary articulation, 625. 
sonorance of l!, 682-4 
Structure Preservation, 1804-5 
v, 682-4 

Russi.an Doll Theorem, 2023-5, 2l.M2 
R\vanda, 378, 383 

Saanli, 538 
Saami, lnari, 1412-13 
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Saami, Skolt, 1529-30 
Saanich, 1393-4 
Sahaptin, 2505 
Salentino ItaLian, 2638-9 
SaLish, Interior 

consonantal places of articulation, 530 
pharyngeals, 612 

Sami, 1547-9. See also Saami 
Samoan, 1597-9, 1602, 2262, 2270.22Z1 
Samothraki Greek 

compensatory lengthening, 1281-2, 
l5ll 

onsets, 122Z 
skeleton, 1281-2 

San'ani Arabic, 887-8, 2998, 2999. 
3006-10 

sandhi. See also Liaison 
Celtic mutations, 2809 
Chinese (see under Chinese) 
phonological representations, 11£ 

Sanskrit 
assimilation, local, 1114, 1923, 122.Z 
compensatory lengthening, 1526 
consonantal places of articulation, 

526, 539 
deletion, l6lQ 
gLides, 349 
lateral consonants, 2'.:1.6. 
palatalization, 15. 
Phonological Vvord, l2ilZ 
positional effects, 1114 
reduplication, 1165, 2390-1, 2394-5, 

2855-76 
models, 2862-6 
prosodic morphology, 2872-5 
segm.ental phonology, 2866-72 

root-affix asymmetries, 2490-1 
rule ordering, 1736-7 
sonority, 1162 

Sanuma, 1560-1 
Sardinian, 2653-4 
Sardinian, Campidanese, 2653, 2091. 
Sardinian, Nuorese, 2653, 2654 
Saxon, Late West, 1.382 
scalar mutation, 1538, 1549-51 
scalar quantity systems, 1354-6 
Scanian, 513 
sC clusters, 898-920 

alternative representations for, 904-11 
and branching onsets, 902-4 
cluster phonotactics, 899-902 
different representations, within 

languages, 911-16 
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onsets, 1220 
and perceptually motivated approach to 

duster behavior, 916-18 
sonority, 1164 
sound change, 221.2 

schemas, l5lIB 
schwa, 628-41 

coronals, 2Z2. 
markedness, fil 
metathesis, 132!1. 
paradigms, 1983, 1222 
phoneme, 256 
reduction, 629-33, 1870, :IBZ2. 
release into, 633-6 
sch\va-zero alternations, 636-40 

in Chukchi, 638-40 
in Hindi, 637-8 

Slavic yers, 2958 
sonority, 1122 
Turkish vowel harmony, � 
vowel epenthesis, 1578, 1583, 1584, 

15BZ 
schwa deletion, 211.9 
schwa epenthesis 

category-specific effects, 2'l:1Z 
paradigms, 1980, 1986, 1221 

schwa fortition, 940-1 
Scots Gaelic, 1579, 1581, 1582. 
Scottish dialects, :1371.-2 
Scottish EngLish 

cyclicity, 2Q2Z 
phoneme, 255 

Scottish Gaelic, 1840-1, 2815-16 
Sea Dayak, 1722-4 
secondary articulation 

articu.lation, 694-704 
assimilation, Jong-distance, 1819 
features, orga.n.ization of, 652 

secondary correlates, 1137-8 
secondary palatalization, 1682, 1683. 
secondary pharyngeals, 612-13, 620 

consonants, 615-16 
defined, 606 

secondary place of articulation, 
1692-3 

secondary stress, 2787-8 
Second Germanic Consonant Shift, 

Z21 
second language acquis.it.ion, 89 
second occurrence focus (SOF), 2801 
Second Velar Palatalization, 2909, 2910, 

2917, 2924 
Seereer Siin, 1956-7 
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segment(s). See also autosegment(s); 
compensatory lengthening; 
segmental deletion 

ambisyUabic, 316, 324 
clicks, representation of, 416 
complex 

dicks, representation of, 416 
partially nasal segments, 567 
sC clusters, 914 

compound, 313-14 
contour, 552, 567 
doubly articulated, 704-7 

labial-velars, 704-6 
representation of, 706-7 

epenthetic, 275-8 
flapping in American English, 2713-16, 

2719-20 
floating, 222:1 
ghost, 151-2 
inert, 155-6 
initial geminates, 1125 
licensing, 1044-5 
markedness and faithfulness constraints, 

1.2Q2 
metathesis, Hll2. 
moraic, llZ2 
opaque, 1838-47, l.8fil 
output, 1365-6, 1369-73 
partially nasal (see partially nasal 

segments) 
phonological representations, 115-17 
reduction, 1868, 1870-3, 1875-6, 

1878-80, 1882-4, lfill6. 
sign syllables, ll2ll 
skeleton, 1263-6 
stress, 932-5 
syllabic, 171 
target, 1838 
transparent, 1838, 1848-54, l.8fil 
trigger, 1838 

segmental adaptation, 2261, 2265-9 
borro\ving language representation, 

2265-7 
input language representation, 2267-9 

segmental adjacency pattern learning, 71-2 
segmental alternations, 941-2 
segmental anchoring, 1.186. 
Segmental Anchoring Hypothesis (SAH), 

1195 
segmental contrasts 

category-specific effects, 2447-8 
distinctive features, 406-8 
root-affix asymmetries, 2496-8 

segmental deletion, 1598-607 
category-specific effects, 2444-5 
consonant deletion, 1598-600 
deletion, 1598-607 

consonant deletion, 1598-600 
vowel deletion, 1600-2 

gradience and categoricality, 2119-21 
vo\vel deletion, 1600-2 

segmental dissimilation, 2358-61 
segmental immunity, 849-65 

alignment, 858-9 
examples in languages, 850-1 
licensing parameters, 861-2 
n1orphology, 864 
perception and adjacency to prosodic 

boundaries, 862-4 
positional faithfulness, 859-61 
representations, 853-7 
segmental processes, 851-3 

segmental inventories, :M!i,2 
segn1entalization, 1Zlll 
segmental length analysis, 874 
segmental patterns, 241.5-16 
segmental phonotactics, 2361-2 
segmental realization, 1963-5 
segmental rules, 12.lZ 
segmental theories of representation, 467-73 
segment mutations, 1952-7 

Nuer mutation, 1953-6 
Seereer Siin consonant mutation, 1956-7 

Sekani, 1560-1 
Selayarese 

coronals, 279-80 
final consonants, 848 
lateral consonants, 743 
loan\vords, 2266-7, 2273 
neutralization, 279-80 
phonological. sensitivity to 01.orphology, 

� 
self-organization, 130-43 

fonnation of stn1cture 
actuation vs. propagation of change, 

137-8 
conspiracies in historical phonology, 

136-7 
early phonological acquisition, 136 
e1nergence of phonemes and 

inventory structure, 138-40 
merger us. contrast maintenance, 

140-2 
role of, 130 
speech perception, � 

Selkup, 889-90 
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Senutic languages 
compensatory lengthening, 1517 
morpheme structure constraints, 2!151. 
pharyngeals, 609 
root-affi,'( asymmetries, 221.1 
templates, 2586-604 
tier segregation, 2520-5, 2529-31 

language games, 2525. 
Obligatory Contour Principle, 2523-5 
roots and patterns, 2520-2 
templates, 2522-3 

sentential prominence in English. See 
u n.der English 

Separability Hypothesis, 997 
Serbian, 456, 457, 16!1. 528, 540, Zd.Q 
Serbo-Croatian 

autosegments, 329-30 
sonority, 1165-6 

Seri, 1299, 1300 
serialization, filJl 
serial Optimality Theory, 2100-1 
Serrano, 2385-6 
Serviglia.no, 496, 2635 
Sesotho, 1615, 2261, 2270, 2271, 22.U 
Seto, 88:1. 
sets, 644-8 
Sets\vana, 1225. 
seven-vowel system, 2632, 2634, 2638, 

2643, 26•17 
Sham baa 

autosegments, 128. 330 
conspiracies, 1228 

Shambala, 1081-2 
Shan, 2315 
Shanghai Chinese 

autoseg.ments, 329 
Chinese syllable structure, 2755, 2766, 

2767 
Chinese tone sandhi, 2568-9, 2576, 2579 

[sharp] feature, 405 
Shipibo 

aUomorph selection, 2368 
word stress, 989-90 

Shona, 2262, 2270, 2273 
Shoshone, Tiimpisa, 1561. l.5fil 
sibilant harn1ony 

assinUlation, long-distance, 1814-15 
features, organization o(, 656 

sib.ilants 
metathesis, 1382-4 
positional effects, 1116, 1118 
self-organization, 141-2 
underlying representations, 5-6 

Sidaama, 1fil.1 
Sidamo, 1249-50, 1256 
Sierra Popluca, 370 
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sign-based phonology and morphology, 
2474-5, WU 

sign language 
handshape (see sign language 

handshape) 
move1nent (see sign language 

movement) 
sign syllables (see sign syUables) 
11vo-handed signs (see two-handed signs) 

sign language handshape, 195-218 
classifications of finger and joint 

features, 206-8 
consequences of selected-unselected 

6.ngers distinction, 204-5 
general characteristics of, 203-4 
at gran1matic.al interfaces, 210-18 

core-periphery framework, 210-12 
phonology-morphology interface and 

selected finger complexity, 213-16 
phonology-phonetics interface and 

joint features, 212-13 
phonology-syntax interface and 

orientation features, 216-18 
and larger feature hierarchy, 208-10 
phonological nature of handshape, 

198--204 
joints, 200-3 
selected fingers, 199-200 

Prosodic Model notation system for, 
218-19 

secondary selected fingers, 205-6 
sign syUables, 1314, 1316-17 
two-handed signs, 229, 231 

sign language movement, 577-601 
of body a.nd face, 594-5 
emergence of movement category, 595-8 

Al-Sayyid Bedouin Sign Language, 
596-9 

amorphous movement, 597-9 
in lexical signs, 578-88 

evidence for movement category, 580-1 
and meaning, 587-8 
phonological representation, 582-'7 

morphe1nes, movement, 588-95 
mouth, 592 
predicates of motion and location, 

592-4 
templates for temporal aspects, 588-92 

in spoken language vs. sign language, 
595 
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sign syllables, 1309-30 
consistency in movement, 1317 
contact 1netathesis, 1316 
early research on, 1309-12 
evidence for sonority hierarchy, Uli 
fingerspelling/fingerspelled loan signs, 

1314-15 
handshape change, 1316-17 
internal stn1cture of, 1320-4 

backwards signing, 1322-4 
slips of the hand, 1321-2 
tapping, 1121 

measurements, 1312-13 
minimal word, l.3lZ 
prosodic constraints, l.3lZ 
and prosody, 1317-20 

Prosodic \.Vords, 131.8-19 
stress assignment, 1319-20 

simultaneity in syllable structure, 
1324-9 

reduplication, 1326-9 
sonority, 1325-6 
syllable \veight, 1324-5 

similarity 
assimilation, long-distance, 1825-6, 

IB22 
behveen lexical classes, 1042-4 
loan,vords, 2263-4, 2266 
OCP-Place, 2151.-2 
output-<>utput, 1995 
perceptual, 2263-4, 2266 

similarity avoidance, 1416, 1420-2 
similarity maximization, � 
simple rise-falls/ fall-rises, 765 
simplex words, 2057-8 
simpLificat.ion, 1566-8 
Singaporean English, 2788 
si.ngle-featu.re morphem.es, 149-51 
singletons 

gerninates, 873, 880 
initial geminates, 1124, 1125, 1130-3, 

1:137-9, 1141, 1li2 
laryngeal contrast in Korean, 26ilfi 
partially nasal segments, 561., 563 

Sino-Japanese, liZ1 
Siouan, 1376 
Siriano, 1859-60 
skeleton, 1263-82 

CV, 1269-71, 1278-82, 2390, 2391 
initial geminates, 1:132, 11.33 
melody-skeleton relations, 1264-9 

many-to-one relations, 1266-8 
one-to-many relations, 1264-5 

one-to-zero relations, 1268-9 
zero-to-one relations, 1268-9 

moras, 1274-8 
X slots, 1271.-4 

Skolt Saami, 1529-30 
(slack) feature, 23.02. 
Slave, 188, 1111 
Slavic, Late Common 

compensatory lengthening, 1519-20 
paradigms, 1221. 

Slavic languages 
compensatory lengthening, 1519-20 
palatalization, 1677, 1678, 290lh33 

inventories, 2911-13 
opacity, 2920-6 
restrictions, 2910 
types of processes, 2913-20 

yers, 2937-59 
alternating vs. non-alternating vowels, 

2937-8 
autosegn1ental analyses, 2941-8 
distribution of vocalized and 

unvocaLized alternation sites, 
2938-9 

Havlik pattern, 2950-3 
Lower rule, 2939-44, 2950-3 
Polish syllable structure, 2616-18 
prepositions and prefixes, 2953-6 
yers, non-etymological, 2�1 8-9 

Slovak 
consonantal places of articulation, 536-7 
consonant-vowel place feature 

interactions, 1766, � 
derived environments, 2091 
dissimilation, ll12 
palatal.izati.oo, 2912, 2913, 291.5-16, 2927 
phoneme, 246 
Rhythmic Law, 1266 
Sonority sequencing, 11.62 

Slovene, 2910 
sociolinguistics 

French liaison, 2622. 
rhotics, 717 
variability, 2202-6 

soft consonants, 2911, 2913, 2915 
soft mutation, 2812-13, 2816, 2817, 2820 
soft palate (SP) node, l.851. 
Somali 

consonantal places of articulation, 534 
lenition, 1562. 

Soninke, 1540 
sonorant(s) (sonorancy), 171-90 

assimilation, local, 1922-3 
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sonorant(s) (sonorancy) (co11t.'d) 
as class, 171 
conspiracies, l6Jill 
distinctive features, 404 
feature specification and 

underspecification, 156 
final laryngeal neutralization, 1624 
fricatives, 680-5 

fricatives vs. glides, 685 
fricatives vs. stops, 684-5 
glottals, 680-2 
Russian v, 682-4 

fuzzy class behavior with, 179-82 
glottals, 680-2 
laryngeal contrasts allo\ved by, 176-8 
lateral consonants, Z3.6. 
mergers and neutralization, 1905 
morpheme structure constraints, 2!12fl 
onsets, 1296, 1301 
phonetic definitions of, 183-9 

obstruents, sonorant, 187-9 
[sonorant], 183-7 

Polish syllable structure, 261 .1, 2613-15, 
2620 

representations of, 172-5 
Russian u, 682-4 
sonority, 1176 
and voicing, 175-6 

sonorant assimilations, 12!12 
sonorant clusters, 899-902, 913-14, 918-19 
sonorant consonants 

assimilation, local, 1922 
rhotics, ill 

[sonorant) feature 
fricatives, 673, 680, 685 
rhotics, 720 
sonorants, 173, 174, 181-7 
str.icture features, 289, 290, 295-7 

in lenition, 300-1 
in sonority sequencing, 297-300 
syllable \veight, 300 

sonorant laterals, 302 
sonorant obstruents, 179-82, 1$7-9 
sonorant stops, 182, 188 
sonorant voicing (SV). See also 

spontaneous voicing 
lateral consonants, 742, 745-7 
supporting evidence for, m 

sonority, 1160-80 
category-specific effects, 2444, 2!145 
consonant mutation, 1541, 1550, fill 
coronals, 226. 
defined, l.16ll 

deletion, 1607, 1612, lU16. 
fricatives, 684 
functions of, l.16ll 
Jenition, :1566-8 
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metathesis, 1167, 1170, 1249, 1256 
phonologjcal evidence for, 1161-73 

n1inimurn sonority distance, 1167-9 
rhyme weight, 1171-3 
Sonority Sequencing Principle, 1161-7 
Syllable Contact Law, 1:169-71 

physical substance of, 1179-80 
Polish syllable structure, 2609-16 
rhotics, 724 
Sanskrit reduplication, 2870-2 
sign syllables, 1325-6 
sonorants, 183 
Sonority D.ispersion Principle, 1173-5 
sonority hierarchy, 1168, 1176-9 
stricture features, 290, 294-6 
syllable contact, 1245-6 
syllable-internal structure, Zlll 

sonority constraints, 901-2 
Sonority Dispersion Principle 

sonority, 1173-5 
syllable contact, l.25.1 

sonority hierarchy, 1168, 1176-9, 1.ll5. 
sonority scale 

onsets, 12llZ 
syllable contact, 1253 

sonority sequencing 
[consonantal) feature in, 297-300 
morpheme structure constraints, 2056-7 
partially nasal segments, full 
[sonorant) feature in, 297-300 

Sonority Sequencing Principle, 1160-9, 
2343-4, 2613 

fricatives, 684 
onsets, 1287-9 

Sorbian, Upper, 2912-13 
Sotho, 1521 
sound change, 2214-32 

conventionalization, 2222-5 
effect of, on phonemes, 2218-21 
Japanese pitch accent, 2900-1 
Lexical Phonology and Morphology, 

22.5.1 
non-reductive, 2231-2 
recategorization, 2222-7 
reductive, 2221-3 
rhotics, 717 
speech perception, 2343 
and synchronic phonology, 2214-18 
word boundary effects, 2227-31 
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Sound Pattern of English (SPE) 
autosegments, 311 
consonantal places of articulation, 542. 

543 
consonant mutation, 1540 
consonant-vowel place feature 

interactions, 1771 
dissimilation, liH 

distinctive features, 395, 398, 401, 
403-5 

double articulation, ZQQ. 
exceptionality, 2539-45 

major vs. 1ninor rules, 2540-2 
rule-environment features, 2542-5 

foot, 949-52 
learnability, 56 
markedness, 83. 84 
palatalization, 1676-80 
phonological sensitivity to morphology, 

2476.212Z 
Phonological 11\ford, 12Jlll 
representation in, 697-9 
rule ordering, 1740 
secondary articulation, 697-9 
sonorants, 172, 183, 1M 
tier segregation, 2216. 
Turkish vowel harmony, 2837 
vov1el height, 510 
vov1el length, 466, 467 
vo\vel place, 453 

sound symbolism, 2n& 
Southern Barasano, lllll. lfil 
Southern Oromo, 277 
Southern Paiute 

consonant mutation, 1542-5, 1552. 
foot, 958 
phoneme, 259-60 
vo,vel length, 469 

Spanish 
allomorph selection, 2360, 2368, 2370 
assimilation, local, 1925, 19;\9 
category-specific effects, 2440, 2456-7 
consonant harmony in child language, 

1694 
consonant mutation, 1551-2 
exceptionality, 2551 
feature specification and 

underspecification, 165 
final consonants, 848 
fricatives, 675, 685 
lateral consonants, � 
Lexical Phonology and Morphology, 

2252-4 

metathesis, 1397 
onsets, 1282 
output--0utput, 1995 
paradigms, 1981.-2, 1987-9 
phonological sensitivity to morphology, 

2481 
positional effects, 1110, 1111, 1117-19 
rhytlun, 1148-9 
rule ordering, 1742 
sound change, 2214-15 
spirantization, 675 
stricture features, 303-6 
Structure Preservation, 1805. 
Is/ -voicing, 2029-33 
syllable contact, 1247, 12:18 
underlying representations, 13. 

Spanish, Andalusian 
aspiration, 1118 
metaphony, 2655 
positional effects, 1117-19 

Spanish, Caribbean, 745 
Spanish, Castilian, 12ll 
Spanish, Chicano 

conspiracies, 1653-4 
hiatus resolution, 1440 
paradigms, l.2il2 

Spanish, Eastern Andalusian, 1117-19 
Spanish, Havana 

assimilation, local, 1232 
lateral consonants, 743 

Spanish, Judeo, 125Q 
Spanish, Latin American, 1742 
Spanish, Mexican, 1002 
Spanish, Old, 1247, 12:18 
Spanish, Pasiego, 2654, 2655 
Spanish, Standard Peninsu lar, 111.7-18 
Spanish, Tudanca, 930, 2654-5 
SPE. See Sound Pattern of English 
speaker intuitions, 1583-4 
speaker's syllable, Zlll 
specification, feature. See feature 

specification and underspecification 
specification algorithms, 164 
specific faithfulness, 1369-73 
speech error 

assimilation, long-distance, lfilll 

dissimilation, H.22 

distinctive features, 396-7 
metathesis, 1397-8 
nasal harmony, 1.856 
neighborhood effects, 2075 
syllable-internal structure, 793-4 

Speech Learning Model, 23:\9 
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speech perception, 2334-50 
acquisition, 2428-32 

development of lexical 
representations, 2429 

phonological categories in cruld 
language, 2430-2 

influence of, on phonology, 2342-9 
contrast enhancement, 2342-4 
contrast neutralization, 2344-5 
mechanisms, 2345-9 
similarity maximization, � 

lenition, 1569-70 
and loanv1ords, 2339-42 
metathesis, 1382, 1.3.86 
in native languages, 2334-6 
in non-native languages, 2337-9 
vowel epenthesis, 1578-9 

speech processing 
consonant harmony in cruld language, 

1700-1 
gradience, 2125-7 

speech production 
assimilation, long-distance, 1816 
distinctive features, 396-7 
gradience and categoricality, 2126-7 
phonological representations, 115-17 

speech rate, 2704 
spirantization. Sec also sibilant harmony; 

sibilants 
assimilation, local, 1924-5 
consonant mutation, 1538, 1541""3, 1545 
continuance, 675-7 
flapping in American English, 2221 
fricatives, 670, 675-7 
lenition, 1561, 1570-2 
palaralization, 1.667-8 
Slavic palatalization, 2222. 
sound change, 2227 
vowel epenthesis, 12fill 

spirant mutation, 2817 
split-cue stress systems, 226. 
spli t-gesture dynamics, 1 15-17 
splits, tonogenesis ·os., 2317-18 
split vo\vel gestures, 116-17 
SP (soft palate) node, .1&l 
Spokane, filQ 
spoken \vord production, 2075-7 
spoken \vord recognition, 2071-5 
sponra.neous speech 

French liaison, 2687 
reduction, 1867-8, 1871. 1872, 1878-9, IB82 

spontaneous voicing (SV). See also 
sonoran t voicing 

nasal harmony, 1.851 
sonorants, 174, 175 

[spread glottis] feature 
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assimilation, Jong-distance, 1825 
final laryngeal neutralization, 1626 

Spread High, 2316-17 
spreading. See also assimilation 

assimilation, long-dis tance, 1820-6, 
1830-1 

autosegments, 334 
consonant mutation, 15i2 
consonant-vowel place feature 

interactions, 1.ZZ1 
[coronal], 1681-3 
distinctive features, 400 
(dorsal), 1679-81 
feature, 1566, 1567, 1.830-1., 1853 
metaphony, 2fill 
palatalization, 1679-83 
tone 

autosegments, 312, 316-17, 330-2 
Chinese tone sandhi, 2562, 

2568-70 
two-handed signs, 232-3 
vowel harmony, 21Z:I. 

Sranan, 2262, 2270-3 
Sri Lankan Portuguese Creole 

assimilation, local, 1226. 
coronals, 272-4 

St'at'imcets 
pharyngeals, 6llB. 
root-affix asymmetries, 2504 

statistical methods, 2!126 
stem-based locality, 2483-4 
stem-final consonants 

fre<Juency effects, 21.42-3 
tonogenesis, 2312-13 

stem-final vowels, 2143 
stem-level outputs, 2245 
stem rimes, 2312-13 
stems 

autosegments, 316, 319, 32il 
consonant harmony in cruld language, 

1695 
consonant mutation, l..5!i 
featural affixes, 1216. 
Hungarian vowel harmony, 2971--Sl, 

2983-5 
phonological sensitivi ty to mo.rphology, 

2469-71 
Sanskrit reduplication, 2857-62 

[stiff] feature, 2'.lll2 
stochastic generalizations, 22l1Z. 
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Stochastic Optimality Theory 
frequency effects, 2158 
gradience and categoricality, 2129. 2131 
Hungarian vowel harmony, 2984 
variability, 2198-9, 2205-6 

st0d, 2321-3 
stop(s) 

acquisition, � 
affricates, 367-8, 374-5 
autosegments, 313 
clicks, representation of, 419 
consonant mutation, 1538-42, 1546. l.5!:IZ. 
dissimilation, ll25 
distinctive features, 404 
final consonants, 850 
final laryngeal neutralization, 1624 
fricatives, 673-5, 679, 684-5 
initial geminates, 1129, 1130, 1138 
lateral consonants, z:IB 
lerution, 1560-2 
partially nasal segments, 5ill 
Polish syllable structure, 2620 
reduction, :1873 
sonorants, 1.Z2... 11ill. 
sonority, 1165, l.123. 
speech perception, � 
stricture features, 299, 304-6 
\1oiced 

featural affixes, 1956 
final laryngeal neutralization, lfill 
flapping in American English, 2712 
initial geminates, 1137, 1138 
markedness and faithfulness 

constraints, 1508-9 
nasal harmony, 1.lM2. 
sonorants, J.79-81 
sonority, llZil 
stricture features, 304, 306 
tonogenesis, 2:illll 

stop approach, to affricates, 376-83 
[cont). reanalyses of cases \vhere 

affricates are specified as, 379-80 
natural classes, 381-2 
phonological contrasts in, 380-1. 
strident stops, affricates as, 377-9 

stop deletion/ debuccalization, 379-80 
strata! n1odel of gran1matical computation, 

2372-3 
Strata! Optimality Theory 

cyclicity, 2022-3 
exceptionality, 2554 
Lexical Phonology and Morphology, 

2252-4 

paradigins, 1993 
phonological sensitivity to ntorphology, 

2476, 2480, 2481 
reduplication, 2408 
rule ordering, 1748-9 

Stray Adjunction, 2012, 2fil5 
stray epenthesis, 1.166. 
Stray Erasure 

extrametricality and non-finality, 1038, 
1044-5 

laryngeal contrast in Korean, 2668, 2676, 
2677 

sonority, 1166 
stray erasure, 1604-7 
stress, 322-3, 924-43, 949-77, 980-1001, 

1027-48, 1052-74. See also foot, 
metrical theory 

acquisition, 2417-18 
in Arabic, 2990 
category-specific effects, 2440-1, 2445-6 
Chinese syllable structure, 2767 
Chinese tone sandhi, 2578-9 
clitics, 2003 
constraint conjunction, 1480-1 
cyclicity, 2040-2 
deletion, l.61! 
derived environments, � 
extrametricality and non-finality, 

1027-48 
flapping in American English, 2720 
formal analysis of stress-driven 

alternations in segments and 
syllables, 932�5 

positional faithfulness, 932-4 
positional markedness, 934-5 

fortition, 928-9, 932, 935-6, 940-1. 
harmony, 929-31 
lenition, 928-9, 931-2 
metaphony, 2654-6 
metrically harn1onic constituency-driven 

segmental alternations, 935-8 
foot-final lengthening, 936-7 
foot-initial fortition, 935-6 
iambic/ trochaic length asymmetries, 

937-8 
onsets, 1291, 1293-6, 1228 
paradigms, 1987-8 
phonological sensitivity to morphology, 

2470 
Phonological vVord, :1217-:18 
pitch accent systems, 1003-4, 1016-17, 

1021-2 
quantity-sensitivity, 1336-7 
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stress (conl.'d) 
segmental alternations predicted by foot 

structure, 938-41 
Eastern Mari schwa fortition, 

940-1 
Nganasan consonant gradatjon, 

938-40 
sentential prominence in English, 

2779-85 
sonority, 1171.-3 
sound change, mu 
suprasegmental phonetic correlates of, 

925-8 
ternary rhythm, 1231, 1232 
underJyjng representations, 16. 
vowel epenthesis, 1586 

stress algorithms, 3002-14 
stress alternation 

output-output, 1995 
paradigms, 1981-2 
rhythm, 1147-8 

stress assignment 
final consonants, 866, 867 
sign syllables, 1319-20 

stress clash, 11.26. 
stress-driven alternations, 932-5 

positional faithfulness, 932-4 
positional markedness, 934-5 

stressedness, 2366-8 
stressed rhyme, 2785 
stressed syllables 

intonation, 769 
sentential prominence in English, 2784, 

2785 
ternary rhythm, 122.8 

(stress) feature, 950-3 
stresslessness, 996-1000 
stress pattern I.earning, 72-3 
stress patterns 

derived environments, 2.1.QB. 
syllable-internal structure, 790-1 
ternary rhythm, 123.Z 

Stress Retraction Rule (SRR), 953 
stress rule, aJternating, 950 
Stress Subordination Convention (SSC), 

951 
stress-timed languages, syllable-timed 

languages vs., 1147-57 
Si:REss-i:o-Ws1c;Ri: constraint, J.032 
Stress-to-Weight principle 

allomorph selection, 2aQ6. 
Chinese syllable structure, 2767 
stress, 934 
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Strict Cycle Condition (SCC) 
Lexical Phonology and Morphology, 

2244 
rule ordering, 1747-8 

strict cyclicity 
derived environments, 2lilli 
rule ordering, 1Z:lZ 

strict domination, 1461-2 
Strict Layer Hypothesis, 2lll2 

clitics, 2008, 2Qlil 
Phonological Word, 1207, 1209-13 
Polish syllable structure, 2615 
sC clusters, 905 

strict order, total, 1740-6 
stricture harmony, 1818-19 
stricture features, 288--307 

as articulator-free, 288-9 
[consonantal), 289-95 

in leni ti on, 300-1 
in sonority sequencing, 297-300 

[continuant), 301-7 
[sonorant], 295-7 

in lenition, 300-1 
in sonority sequencing, 297-300 
syllable \veight, 300 

STRIDENCY constraint, 2929-31 
strident assimilation, 378-9 
strident harmony, :ll!28 
strident stops, 377-9 
strong hypothesis for reduplication (SHR), 

2383-5, 2396-7, 2400, 2405, 2406, 
2411 

structural asymmetries, 92 
structuralism 

intonation, 'lfiZ. 
underlying representatioos, Z. 8. 
variability, 2121 

structure 
role of, in generalization, 62-6 

finiteness as structure, 62-3 
tell-tale sets and the subset proble1n, 

63-4 
Vapnik-Chervonenkjs dimension, 

64-6 
self-organization, 130-43 

about, 131-6 
actuation vs. propagation of change, 

137-8 
conspiracies, 136-7 
early phonological acquisition, :136 
emergence of phonemes and 

inventory structure, 138-40 
merger vs. contrast maintenance, 140-2 
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Struchire Preservation (SP), 1787-807 
adaptation/ deletion, :1795-803 
history of, 1788-94 
impor tation, :1805-6 
L2 phonemic contrast patterns in Ll, 

1803-4 
L2 syllabic contrasts in Ll, 1804-5 
laryngeal contrast in Korean, 2678 
loanv1ord adaptation, 1794-5 
mergers and neutralization, 11!23. 
metaphony, 2640 

structure-preserving reducti
on, J 89;l 

subcategorization, 2372 
sub-phonemic distinctions, 1907-10 
Subregular Hierarchy, fill. 
subsegmental structure, 568 
subset problem, 63-4 
sub-syllabic constituents, ZM 
Successive Division Algorithm 

contrast, 3!. � lL 18. '12. 
fricatives, 6ZZ. 

Sudanese 
assimilation, local, 1924 
glides, J5fi 
nasal harmony, 1&I! 

Sudanese Arabic, 2Q2fi 
suffixation 

Chinese syllable struch1re, 2768-70 
featural affixes, 1957 
reduplication, 2405 

suffixes. See also featural affixes 
autosegments, 316 
featural affixes, � 
final consonants, 864 
Hungarian vowel harmony, 2969-72, 

2980, 2981, 2983-4 
morpheme structure constraints, 2!!5Q. 
nasal han:n.on.y, J.859-60 
phonological sensitivity to morphology, 

2:l6ll 
Slavic palatalization, 2921 
Slavic yers, 2952-593 
Turkish vowel harmony, 2833, 2835-8 
VO\vel harmony, 2167 

suffix harmony, 2839-40 
Sundanese, 1818 
superheavy rimes, 2757-9 
superheavy syllables, 2991 , 2993, 3001, 

3003, 3004,3009 
superordinate laryngeal class, 616-18 
superpositional models (intonation), 766. 

1122 
supralaryngeal node, 123.8 

supralexemic morphology, 2825 
supraphonemic malformations, 1795 
suprasegmental phonetic correlates, 

925-8 
suprasegmental phonology, 1293-302 

compensatory lengthening, 1296-7 
geminates, 1297-8 
stress, 1293-6 
tone, 1300-2 
\\'Ord minimality, 1298--300 

Supyire Senoufo, filU 
Surface Palatalization, 2908-10, 2914-15, 

2921, 2928, 2930, 2932, 2933 
Surface Phonetic Constraints (SPCs), 

2059. 
Surmiran Rumantsch, 2367 
SurL1\vaha, 982-6, 992, 993 
SV (sonorant/spontaneous voice) 

hypothesis, 172, 174, 176, 177, IB1 
nasal harmony, 1821. 
sonorants, 174, 175 

Swabian German 
paradigms, 1983 
pharyngeals, 609 
phonological sensitivity to morphology, 

2466-7 
S'Nati, 1669 
5,,,,edish 

allomorph selection, 2163. 
geminates, 8:81 
intonation, 768 
pitch accent, 768, 1187-8, 2320-2, � 
stricture features, 291, 293 
tonogenesis, 2a2l1 
vocalization, 291, 293 
vo\vel height, 513 

Swedish, Eskilstuna, 2122 
Swiss German 

final consonants, 867 
initial geminates, 1125, 1138-9, 1141. 

1li2 
rule ordering, lZ55. 

s�,':iss German, Thurgovian, 1125, 1138-9 
Sye, 2403, 2404 
svllabic consonants, 386-7 ' 

syllabic contrasts, 1804-5 
[syllabic) feature, 402 
syllabicity, 1396 
syllabic markedness, 1607-8 
syllabic markedness constraints, :1608 
syllabic segmen ts, 171 
syllabic templates, 2594-6 
syllabic trochee, 975 
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syllabification. See also resyllabification 
deletion, 1607, 1.611-14 
final consonants, 848, 856 
geminates, 882 
glides, 345 
onsets, l2ll2. 
phonologjcal sensitivity to n\orphology, 

21llZ 
Phonologjcal Word, 1212 
Polish syllable structure, 2609-16 
Sia vie yers, 2942 
syllable-internal structure, 781, 782, 792 
vowel epenthesis, 1577, 1580, 11IB5. 

syllable(s) 
Arabic "'ord stress, 2990-3014 
closed, 1229-30 
fina 1 consonants, 855 
as phonological molecules, 117-18 
precedence relations, 800 
quantity-sensitivity, 1336-45 

patterns of quantity-sensitivity, 1337-43 
syllable quantity, representation of, 

1343-5 
sonority, 1160-3 
stress, 926, 932-5 
syllable-internal structure, Zfil 
tonal alignment, 1187, l.l.2£i 
tonogenesis, 2320-1 

syllable codas, 1464-6 
syllable constituency, 793 
syllable contact, 1245-60 

gradient vs. categorical nature of, 
1252-5 

as language-specific constraint on 
minimal sonority distance, 1255-7 

phonological change as optimization of, 
1247-51 

d.iaclu:on.ic change, J.247-9 
synchron.ic change, 1249-51 

sonority, 1245-6 
Sonority Dispersion Principle, 1251 
Syllable Contact La\v, 1245-7, 1251.-2, 

1255, 1257-60 
Syllable Contact La\V (SCL) 

sonority, 1169-71 
syllable contact, 1245-7, 1251-2, 1255, 

1257-60 
syllable contact scale, 1253 
syllable-counting al lomo.rphy, 2371. 
syllable-internal structure, 781-95 

allomorph selection, 2362-4 
Chinese (see under Olinese) 
coronals, 280-3 
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in early 20th cent\1ry linguistics, 782--3 
The Emergence of the Unmarked, 1366 
evidence for constituents within the 

syllable, 783-92 
development of models of internal 

structure, 788-91 
flat models, 785-7 
hierarchical ordering of constituents, 

787-8 
mora ic phonology, 791-2 
syllable structure, ZM 

experimen tal studies on, 792-4 
hiatus resolution, lli9. 
markedness, fil 
Polish (see under Polish) 
syllable-internal structure, Zl!i 

sylla.ble licensi.og. 1852 
syllable-timed languages, stress-timed 

languages vs., 1147-57 
syllable transfer, 2874-5 
syllable trees, 12Z2 
syllable \veight 

Chinese syllable structure, 2765-8 
foot, 256. 
quantity-sensitivity, 1336-7, 1345-50 
sign syllables, 1324-5 
(sonorant] in, 300 
sonority, 1178-9 
\Vord stress, 989-90 

symmetric foot inventory, 1062-5 
Symmetry Condition, 227, 228 
synchron.ic chain shifts, .lZlii 
synchron.ic change 

dissimilation, 1408-9 
mergers and neutralization, 1822. 
syllable cootact, 1249-51 

synchron.ic/ d.iachron.ic patterning, 261 
syochronic gramm.ai:s 

compensatory lengthen.ing, 1520 
conspiracies, 1653-6 

synchronic paradigm effects, 1976-83 
anti-homophony, 1982-3 
misapplication, 1981-2 
overapplication, :I 976-9 
underapplication, 1980-1 

synchron.ic variation, 2155-60 
multiple optimality-theoretic grammars, 

2155-6 
non-crucial constraints, 2157-8 
quantitatively ranked constraints, 2158 
token frequency, 2159-60 
unranked constraints, 2156-7 

synchronous coordination, 112 
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synchrony 
compensatory lengthening, 1532 
markedness, 88. 
metaphony, 2643, 2651-3 
sound change, 2214-18 
variability, 2194, 22lIB. 

syncope 
Arabic word stress, 3006, 3011-14 
deletion, 1601, 1.6li 
paradigms, :1983 
Sanskrit reduplication, 2BZ2 

syncretism, l2Z3. 
syntactic boundaries, 12ili:i 
syntactic sensitivity, 2374-5 
syntax, 2745-50 
syntax-first model, 12llli 
Syrian Arab.ic 

assimilation, local, lfil1 
consonantal places of articulation, 533 
consonant-vowel place feature 

interactions, 1766, 1773 
pharyngeals, 6lIB. 

systematic phoneme, 256-9 
Szu ta chai, 2315 

table of correspondence, Zfil 
Tagalog 

deletion, 1601 
exceptionality, 2552-3 
frequency effects, nil 
reduplication, 2386-7, 2408-10 

Tahltan 
assimilation, long-distance, 382, 1812, 

1823. 
consonantal places of articulation, 528 

Tamambo, 552-3, 557 
Tamang languages, 23.11 
Ta.ngale 

tone, representation of, 1083-4, 1086 
vo,vel hannony, 2169 

tapping, 1121 
target-based theories of intonation, 1186, 

1197-2000 
Targeted Constraints of Wilson, 2101 
target segment, 1838 
target undershoot, 1800. 
Tarok, 2404 
Tashlhiyt Berber 

d.iss.irnilation, lill 
initial geminates, 1:14:1-2 

Task Dynamics, 109-13 
Tati, Southern, 2ZH 
tautosyllabic cluster, 568--70 

taxonomic phoneme, 258 
TBUs. See tone-bearing units 
TeJegu, 397 
tell-tale property, 63-4 
tell-tale sets, 63-4, 6Z. 
Temiar, 160, 1500 
templates 

metathesfo, 1392-5 
Sanskrit reduplication, 2863-4, 2872-4 
Semitic (see under Semitic languages) 
tier segregation, 2522-3 

templatic languages, 2!i2l1 
templatic 1norphology 

autosegn1ents, 318, m 
1netathesis, 1392 

templatic reduplication, 1326-9 
templatic tone sa.nd.h.is, 2562, 2565-8 
tempo, 1045 
tense consonants, 2663-75, 2677-81 
Tepehua, Tlachichilco 

assimilation, long-distance, 1818 
consonantal places of articulation, S'.'!1 

Terena, 1961-3 
nasal transparency, 1962-3 
obstruents and co-occurrence, 1963 

termination node, 789 
ternary branching, 785-6 
ternary feet 

extrametricaJity and non-finality, 
1040-2 

ternary rhythm, 1232-6 
amphibrachs, 1233-5 
weak local parsing, 1235-6 

ternary height, 515 
ternary rhythm, 1228-41 

extram.etricality vs. ternary feet, 1232 
future directions for research, 

J.239-41 
modeling, 1232-3 
in Optimality Theory, 1236-8 
ternary feet, 1232-6 

amphibrachs, 1233-5 
weak local parsing, 1235-6 

theory and analysis, J 231 
in various languages, 1228--31 

ternary suffixes, 2969, 2971, 2980, 
2983-4 

terracing, 827-9 
TETU. See The Emergence of the 

Unmarked 
textual markers, 2Z2Z 
Thai, 1630, 1800, 2259-61, 2272, 2281 
Thai, Nakhorn Sithammarat, 2314-15 
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The Emergence of the Unmarked (TETU), 
1363-77 

derived environments, 211.!l 
the emergence of the faithful, 1375-6 
gradient TETU, 1373-5 
laryngeal contrast in Korean, 2673 
Optimality Theory, 1363-5 
reduplication, 2398, 2122. 
root-affix asymmetries, 2509 
Sanskrit reduplication, 2871, 2822. 
tone, representation of, 1096 
typology of, 1365-73 

output candidates \Vithout 
dominating constraints, 1366-9 

output segments not evaluated by 
specific faithfulness, 1369-73 

output segments/structures ,.,jthout 
input correspondents, 1365-6 

Thurgovian Swiss Gennan, 1125, 1138-9 
Tianjin Olinese, 25fil 
Tiberian Hebrew 

degemination, 1560 
derived environments, 2091 
metathesis, Llfil 
pharyngeals, 611 
spirantization, 670-1 
vowel epenthesis, 1587-8 

tier-based locality, 1822-4 
Tier Conflation 

reduplication, 2391. 2393, 2396, � 
tier segregation, 2522 

tier segregation, 2516-34 
behavioral evidence for, 2531-3 
non-Semitic language evidence for, 

2525-9 
Rotuman, 2526-9 
Yawelmani, 2525-6 
Yokuts, 2527-8 

as phonological representation, 2516-20 
Semitic language evidence for, 2520-5, 

2529-31 
language games, 2525. 
Obligatory Contour Principle, 2523-5 
roots and patterns, 2520-2 
templates, 2522-3 

Tigi·e 
pharyngeals, 611 
templates, 2591, 2522 

TIGRE (Time-Intensity Grid 
Representation), 1152 

Tigrinya 
pharyngeals, 610 
templates, 2588 
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Time-Intensity Grid Representation 
(TIGRE), 1152 

timing, 551, 556-7 
Timugon Murut, 1366 
tip-of-the-tongue (TOT) state, 2075 
Tiv, 150-1, 153, l1Z1 
Tlachichilco Tepehua 

assimilation, long-distance, 1818 
consonantal places of art

i
culation, 531 

Toba Batak 
lateral consonants, Z!6. 
le.nition, 1562 
precedence relations, 81.2. 
syllable contact, 1252. 

Toda, 734 
Tohono O'odham 

constraint conjunction, 1466-7 
root-affix asymmetries, 2:12fi 

Tojolabal, 850 
token frequency (usage frequency) 

defined, 2138 
frequency effects, 2138, 2139 
markedness, 97-8 

tokens, 2772 
Tokyo Japanese 

category-specific effects, 2440-1 
Japanese pitch accent, 2881-97, 2900-1 
pitch accent, 2881-97 

accent-to-pitch conversion, 2882-3 
generalization of accent rules, 2883-92 
unaccented words, 2892-7 

pitch accent systems, 1011, 1018--21 
tonal alignment, 1185-200 

intonational categories, 1185-92 
and models of prosody /intonation, 1186 
phonetic models of, l.186, 1194-7 
phonological encoding, 1192-4 
target-based vs. configuration-based 

theories of intonation, 1186, 
1197-200 

Tonal Root Node (Tl�) tier, 822. 
tone(s), 1078-99. See also tonogenesis 

autosegments, 311-13, 316-18, 325, 
328--31, 335, 336, 1089-84, 1091-5 

Bantu (sec under Bantu) 
boundary, 1l.8Z 
category-specific effects, 2440-1, 

2443-4 
Chinese syllable StrLtcture, 2763, 2773 
constraint-based tonology, 1095-9 
contour, 311, 858, 1078, 1080, 1348, 

2571-4, 2582 
deletion, 1603. 
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tone(s) (co11t'1f) 
dynamic, "773-4 
falling, 311-12 
feature specification and 

underspecification, 152-3, 161-2 
floating, 335, 336, 1017, 1083, 1092, 1094, 

1096, 16ll5 
H (see H tones) 
HL, 8:ll! 
intonation, Z5Z. 
L (see L tones) 
laryngeal contrast in Korean, 2666 
level, 767, 768, 771, 773-4, 1llZl:l 
lexical, 329, 22fi 
light, 2578-9 
M, 831, 832, 1086-92, 1301 
markedness, 90 
nodes, l5Qi 
non-isomorphism, 1080-2 
onsets, 1300-2 
patterns, 2±1ll 
Phonological \Nord, 1217-18 
pitch accent systems, 1005-6, 1008, 1009, 

1013-16 
problems with, lllZ2. 
redundant, 2305-6 
rising, llL 312 
skeleton, 1263. 
sonorants, 185. 
Stability, lQfil 
tonal association, l.l1l6. 
units, 765 

tone-bearing units (TBUs) 
autosegments, 315-18, 333-5 
downstep, m 833 
intonation, 771 
onsets, 1302 
tone, .rep.resentat.ion o.f, 1080, 1082-4, 

1086, 1091, 1094 
tone heights, 1086 
tone languages 

downstep, 824,. 825. 
in ton a ti on, Z2Z. 
Japanese pitch accent, 2883 

tone melodies, 2736 
tone sandhi, Chinese. See under Chinese 
tone shifting, 331-2 
tone splitting 

Chinese syllable structure, 2765-8 
tonogenesis, 23:14-17 

tone spreading 
autosegments, 312, 316-17, 330-2 
Chinese tone sandhi, 2562, 2568-70 

Tone-Stress Principle, 2767 
"tongue root" harmony, 2167-70 
Tongue Tip Construction Area (TTCA), 

1823 
Tongue Tip Construction Orientation 

('ITCO), Wll 
Tonka\va, 1601, 1602 
tonogenesis, 2304-27 

exaggeration and then transfer, 23l2Z 
from follo\ving consonants, 23:10-14 

Athabaskan, 2311-14 
Vietnamese and Chinese, 2310-11 

in Germanic languages, 2320-6 
Central and Low Franconian dialects, 

2323-6 
Danish st0d, 2321-3 
North Germanic ,.,ord accents, 2320-1 

Kammu, 2306-7 
Korean, 2106. 
onsets, 1301 
phonetics of lo\v tone fron1 voiced 

stops, 2108 
and phonetics vs. phonology, 2309-10 
splits vs., 2317-18 
[stiff) and [slack], 2302 
tones from uncommon sources, 2318-19 
tone splitting in East and Southeast 

Asia, 2314-15 
and Yabem, 2305-6 

tonology, constraint-based, 1095-9 
too-many solutions problem, 2259 
total strict order, 1740-6 
Totonac, tvlisantla, 530-1 
TOT (tip-of-the-tongue) state, 2075 
transcription, narro\v /broad, 242-3 
transderivational correspondence, 1.988 
transformational rule, � 
trans.itional frequency (transitional 

probability), 2139 
transitional vo\¥els, 386-7 
transitive precedence, 815-16 
transitivity, 804 
transparency 

assimilation, long-distance, 1821-5 
Bantu tone, 2743-4 
coronals, 283-4 
cydicity, 2ll2Q 
featural affixes, 1962-3 
Hungarian vowel harmony, 2979, 

2984-5 
nasal harmony, 1838, 1848-54 
Polish syllable structure, Utli 
vo\vel hannony, 2166-85 
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transparent interactions, 1756-7 
transparent vow·els, 2166-85 
trigger segment, 1838 
trigger vowel, 499-500 
trills 

partially nasal segments, 559 
rhotics, Z1:1 

Tripura Bangla, 1229-30 
TRN (Tonal Root Node) tier, 822. 
trochaic Length asymmetries, 937-8 
trochaic lengthening 

extrametricality and non-finality, 
1035-7 

Iambic-Trochaic Law, 1066 
trochaic patterns, 1031, Ufil 
Trochaic Shortening 

Iambic-Trochaic La\\T, 1067 
Lexical Phonology and Morphology, 

2238-41 
trochees 

Arabic "'ord stress, 222Ji 
Lambie-Trochaic Law, 1055, 1058-64, 

1067-72, 1075 
ternary rhythm, l..23ll 
word stress, 980-2, 987-93, 996-1000 

troughs, 21.fil 
Trukese, 877-80, 894, 1134, 1298. See also 

Chuuke.se 
truncation, 402, J 'i98 See also deletion; 

reduction 
•t+ SIBILANT constraint, 1383-4 
Tsilhqot'in, 612 
Tsonga, 2747-9 
Tsou, 1422-3 
Tswana 

affricates, 375 
palatalization, 1669, 1.6Z5. 

T i.i ba tuJa baJ 
foot, 252. 
Iambic-Trochaic Law, 1057 
vowel length, 469 

T ucano, 1848-9 
Tudanca Spanish, 930, 2654-5 
Tukang Besi, 353-4 
Tulu, l23Jl 
T(impisa Shoshone, 1561, 1563. 
tunes, 760, 769, 772 
Tunisian Arabic 

compensatory lengthening, 1524 
metathesis, 1392-3 

Turkana 
metathesis, 1398 
root-affix asymmetries, 2501-2 

Turkish 
affricates, 372 

Index 3099 

allomorph selection, 2374 
assimilation, local, 1921 
consonant-vowel place feature 

interactions, 1ZZ5. 
distinctive features, 392, 393 
The Emergence of the Unmarked, 

1367-8 
exceptionality, 2551 
features, organization of, 659-60 
final laryngeal neutralization, 179, 372, 

1623 
glides, 356. 
morpheme stntcture constraints, 2058-9, 

2062 
phonological sensitivity to morphology, 

� 
root-affix asymmetries, 2491 
sonorants, m 
syllable types, 1346-7 
VO\\Tel harmony, 2058-60, 2181, 

2831-51 
epenthesis-driven, 2848-50 
front-back harmony, 2832-3, 2838, 

2M!1 
limits of harmony and disharmony in 

roots, 2840-5 
root (dis)harmony vs. suffix harmony, 

2839-40 
rounding harmony, 2833-4, 2838, 

2840, 2848-9 
vo\¥el harmony in roots, 2847-8 

vowel length, 475, 480, 481 
VO\¥el place, 458 

turning poi.nts, 768, 770 
Tuscan Italian, 374 
Tuu languages, 417-19, 424 
Twi, 1221 
Twin Vowel Deletion, li16. 
t\vo-handed signs, 223-38 

Battison's conditions, 227-9 
distinction in sign types, 225-7 
functions of hands outside the lexicon, 

235-6 
modality difference of one-handed signs 

and, 223-5 
phonological representations, 230-:1 
processes affecting non-dominant hand, 

232-5 
perseveration and anticipation, 232-4 
\.Ve.ak Drop, 232, 234 

terminology, 225 
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type frequency (lexical frequency) 
defined, 2138 
frequency effects, 2138-40 
markedoess, 97-8 
variability, 2209-10 

typology 
assimilation, long-djstance, 1811-19 
chain shifts, 171�21, 1725-30 
consonant-vo\vel place feature 

interactions, 1762-7 
initial gerninates, 1124-31 
palatalization, 1670-3 

Tyrone Irish, 1524-5 

U (language), 2318, 23.12 
UCLA Phonological Segment Inventory 

Database (UPSID) 
initial gerninates, 1125, ll2fi 
rhotics, Z1! 

Udi 
clitics, 20l1Z. 
speech perception, 23:11 

Udihe, 2361-2 
UG. See Universal Grammar 
Ukrainian, 2917, 2927 
ultimate transparency, 2Q22. 
Uhva, 13�3 
Umbundu, 1655 
umlaut 

exceptionality, 2540 
sound d1ange, 2225-6 

unaccented systems, lQll 
unaccented words, 2892-7 
unary sequences, 551. 560-6 

contrast in languages, 562-3 
phonetics of NC, 563-6 
phonological distinction, 561-2 

unbounded feet, 959-60 
underapplication, 2282. 
underlying representations (URs), 1-23 

allomorph selection, 2379 
conspiracies, 1645, 1648-50, 165Z 
derived environments, 2090, 2107-9 
in Generative Phonology, 9-1.3 

maximization of grammatical 
generalization, 10-11 

novel "'ord formation, URs and, 12-13 
underspecification in UR, 11-12 

of initial geminates, 1132-3 
Japanese pitch accent, 2883 
markedness, 85. 
in morphophonenuc theories 

generally, 7-9 

indeterminacy, 13-18 
non-segment based theory of, 21 
in Optimality Theory, 18-19 
in phonemic theories 

generally, 2-3 
indeterminacy, 3-7 

phonetic detail in, 19-20 
reduction, 1883-5 
Slavic palatalization, 2919 
Slavic yers, 2943 
sonority, 1165, 1.lfiQ 

underlying syllabification, 1132-3 
tmderspecification. See also feature 

specification and underspecification 
assimilation, long-distance, 1821. 
consonant harmony in child language, 

1698-9 
consonant-vowel place feature 

interactions, 1Z6Z 
conspiracies, 16!!5. 
derived environments, 2106-7 
exceptionality, 2551-2 
frequency, 2150-1 
intonation, 770, ZZl 
n1arkedness, 83.. 85. 
mergers and neutralization, l.82Z. 
phoneme, 248-9 
tone, representation of, 1084-8 
Turkish vowel harmony, 2.ll4Z 

undirected graphs, 803 
Unified Feature Theory 

consonant-vowel place feature 
interactions, 1771...S 

features, organization of, 650-3 
Uniformity Principle (Government 

Phonology), 908 
unit analyses of clicks, 423-6 
universal .feature set, 401-5 

laryngeal features, 404 
major class features, 401-3 
manner features, 403-4 
place, height, and other features, 404-5 

Universal Grammar (UG) 
conspiracies, 1656-9 
constraint conjunction, 1461 
distinctive features, � 
feature specification and 

underspecification, 163, 164 
final .laryngeal neutralization, 1638 
lenition, l5!iZ. 

loan\vords, 22li2 
markedness, fil. &. 23. 
sonority, 1161 
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'Universal Gram1nar (UG) (cont'd) 
SOLU'\d change, 2214 
ternary rhythm, 1234, 1235 
tier segregation, 2516 
vowel harmony, 2lfil. 

universality 
coronals, 262 
distinctive features, 393-7 
variability, 2121. 

universal markedness hierarchies, 1466-7 
universal rules, 1649, lfiliQ 
unmarkedness 

allomorph selection, 2377 
coronal (see coronal unmarkedness) 
The Emergence of the Unmarked, 11Z5. 
markedness, 80. 
root-affix asymmetries, 2509 

unmarked rule order, 1743 
unmarked syllables, 1285-6 
unnecessary repair, 2260 
unparsed syllables, 2998-9 
unstressed rhyme, 2785 
unstressed syllables 

sentential prominence in English, 2784, 
2785 

ternary rhythm, l22ll 
word stress, 987-8 

UNSTRESSED VOWELS ARE SHORT 
constraint, l2ll3. 

Upper Sorbian, 2912-13 
UPSID. See UCLA Phonological Segment 

Inventory Database 
upstep, 834-5 
Urali, 1114 
Uralic languages, 941-2 
URs. See underlying representations 
usage frequency. See token frequency 
UsEl.JSTED constraint 

The Emergence of the Unmarked, 1372-3 
exceptionality, 2553 

·u tsa t, 2illlZ 
uvular fricatives, Z23. 
U\'ulars 

consonant-vo\vel place feature 
interactions, 12& 

distinctive features, 403 
Uyghur, 291, 21Z6 
Uzbek, 394 

Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension (VCD) 
of Optimality Theory /Harmonic 

Grammar, 68 
structure, 64-6 

variability, 2190-211 

Index 3101 

flapping in American English, 2Z25. 
generality 

contextual limits, 2206-7 
lexical lirrUts, 2207-10 
quantitative limits, 2192-202 
social limits, 2202-6 

meanings of term, 2190-1 
variable Optimality Theory, 22Q.l 
variable rule (VR) model, 2197-8, 22Q.l 
variant pruning, 2346-7 
variant trading, 2346-7 
VC demisyllables, 299, 300 
VC metathesis, Ll2:l 
VC syllables, 1286. 
velar and post-velar places of articulation 

consonantal places of articulation, 529-34 
dorsals, 529-32 
laryngeals, .�32 
pharyngeal and epiglottal SOLU'\ds, 532-4 

pharyngeals, 532-4 
velar consonants, 2846 
velarization 

acquisition, 2426-7, 2430-1 
secondary articuJa tion, 625. 
Slavic palatalization, 2911-12 

velar palatalization 
palatalization, 1675. 1677, 1678, l6fil 
vo,vel place, 457 

velars. See also dorsals 
acquisition, 2422-3 
consonant-vowel place feature 

interactions, 1266 
distinctive features, 403 
Sanskrit reduplication, 2866 
Slavic palataJization, 2909 
Structure Preservation, lZ2ll 

velar softening 
derived environments, 2092, 2lQ2 
palatalization, 166Z 

V element, 1550-1 
Venda, l65Z 
verbs 

Bantu tone, 2731 
French liaison, 2690 
nouns vs., 2439-48 

category-specific effects, 2440-5 
distinct restrictions, 2445-8 
phonological privilege in nouns, 2440-2 
phonological privilege in verbs, 2443-5 

Semitic templates, 2587-90 
weak, 2533. 

Verner's Law, 672 
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Vietnamese, 2259, 2271, 2272, 2310-11 
Violation Assigner (VR) algorithm, 

1496-501, 1503. 1.5llZ 

violation assignment, 1498-501 
violation marks, 1491-504, l5QZ 

visual speech processing, 2081 
"vocalic" languages, 351-2 
vocalic patterns, 2532 

vocalized prefixes, 2955 
vocoids 

glides, 346, 347,350-3 
palatalization, 1679 . .1.6fil 

vocoid syste1ns, 353-61 
Vogul, 997-1000 
voice assimilation 

gradience and categoricality, 2118 

Polish syllable structure, 2611, 261.3, 
2615,2622 

voiced consonants 
conspiracies, 1655. 

markedness, 21 
voiced continuants, 306 
\!<.)iced fricati\1es 

sonorants, 1Z2. 
stricture features, 3lM. 

Voiced High, 2314-17 
Voiced Lo\v, 2314-17 
voiced obstruents 

consonant mutation, 153ll. 

distinctive features, !1!l2. 
final laryngeal neutralization, 163.2 
markedness, 22. 
posHional effects, 1104-5, 1109 
sonorants, 185. 186 
stricture features, 297. 306 

voi.ced stops 
featural affixes, 1956 

fi.naJ laryngeal neutralization, 1631 
flapping in American English, 2Zl.2 
initial geminates, 1137, lll8 

markedness and faithfulness constraints, 
1508-9 

nasal harmony, � 
so.norants, 179-81 
sonority, 1.128 

stricture features, 304. 306 
tonogenesis, zaoa 

voice facilitation, 18'7, 188 

I voice] feature 
final laryngeal neutralization, 1624, 

1626, 1627, 1632, 1635, 1.6:l2 
mergers and neutralization, 1905, 1909-10 
sonorants, 173 

voiceless consonants 
conspiracies, 1654-5 
markedness, 21 

voiceless fricatives 
fricatives, 686, !IBZ 
sonorants, 1Z2. 
sonority, 1.128 

voicelessness, 2Z2'.l. 

voiceless obstruents 
consonant mutation, 153ll. 

final laryngeal neutralization, 1629, 1635 

markedness, 22. 
nasal harmony, 1843. 1844, 1848, 1849, 

1851-3 
positional effects, 1104-5, 1109 

voiceless rhotics, Z1.3. 

voiceless sonorants, 177-8, 184 
voiceless stops 

feahtral affixes, � 
initial geminates, 1137, 1138, 1140, 11.il 
loan\vords, 2268 

nasal harmony, 1849-51, 1853, 1855, 
1856 

partially nasal segments, 553, 561 
sonority, 1162, l.1.61 

Structure Preservation, liKM. 

syllable contact, 1253-4 
syllable-internal struchire, 786 

voiceless syllables, 2759-61 
voice onset time (VOT) 

clicks, representation of, 419, 421 
final laryngeal neutralization, 16,ll 

initial geminates, 1138-42 
laryngeal contrast in Korean, 2664, 2666, 

2600 

neighborhood effects, 2077 
voicing. Sec also devoicing; sonorant 

voicing (SV); spontaneous voicing 
(SV) 

assimj)ation, local, 1921-4, 12.'.IB 
assimilation, long-distance, 1.813. 

contrast, !lQ. il 
distinctive features, 404 
fi.nal laryngeal neutralization, 1626, 1631 
foot, 967 
lateral consonants, Z3il 
lenition, 1560-1, 15Z1. 

obstruent, 5 
partially nasal segments, 557-8 
post-nasal, 682. 

sonorants, 174-8, 186, 187 
stricture features, 300 
synchronic final, 1ll22. 
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voicing assimilation 
derived environments, 2096 
tier segregation, 2517, 2512 

voicing harmony, 1826 
voicing shiit, 2Zl2 
•vo1onsT constraint, 1465-6, liZ!i 
VOT. See voice onset time 
vowel(s) 

abstract, 2940-1, 298S 
acquisition, 242ll 
alternating, 2937-8 
assimilation, local, 1924, 1933 
consonant harmony in child language, 

lZQZ 
contrast, 16. 
distinctive features, 392, 405 
excrescent 

consonant-vowel place feature 
interactions, 1765, 1262 

vowel epenthesis, 1584-5 
extrametricality and non-finality, J.031 
features, organization of, 649-55 
feature specification and 

underspecification, 157, 158 
fricatives, 676-7 
front, 22ll2. 
full, 165. 
gemina tes, 881. 
glides vs., 348-6:1 
lateral conS-Onants, 739-40 
lexical, 1582-4 
long 

final consonants, 850-1 
syllable contact, 1258 
ternary rhythm, 123ll 

markedness, 84, 93, 95 
metaphony, 2fill 
metathesis, 1394 
morpheme structure constraints, 2!122 
nasal, 2621-2, 2690 
neutral, 2166-7, 2971-3 
non-alternating, 2937-8 
non-neutral, 22Z2 
onsets, 1297 
opaque, 2166-85 
pharyngeals, 6lIB. !'il.6. 
Polish syllable struch1re, 2621-2 
reduced, 165. 
representation of length (see vowel 

length, representation of) 
rhotics, Zl2. 724, 725 
root-affix asymmetries, 2502-3 
self-organization, 138-9 

sonority, 11Zl 

Index 3103 

speech perception, 2342-3 
stem-final, 2111 
stress, 928-9 
tier segregation, 2512 
tonogenesis, 2312-13 
transitional, 386-7 
transparent, 2166-85 
trigger, 499-500 

vowel alternations, 940-1. 
vo·wel-<:onsonant harmony 

with opaque segments, 1839-47 
\vith transparent segments, 1848-54 

vowel deletion 
deletion, 1600-2, 1613-16 
final consonants, 853. 
hiatus resolution, 1.445 

vowel drop, 2543-4 
vowel duration, 2717, 2718 
vowel elision, 1434, 1438-9, 1442, 1448, 

1450-2 
vowel epenthesis, 1576-93, 2lIBZ 

conspiracies, 1645-7 
excrescent vowels, 1584-5 
final consonants, 852 
function/ cause of, 1576-9 
lexical vowels vs., 1582-4 
loan\vords, 1588-92 

function of vowel epenthesis, 
1589-90 

native phonology, 122!!. 
perceptual origins, 1588-9 
quality, 1590-1 
vo\vel placement, 1591-2 

location determinants, 1579-80 
metrical patterns, 1586-7 
phonetic characteristics, 1582-3 
Polish syllable stru.cture, 2617 
quality of, 1581-2 
segn1ental processes, 1587-8 
speaker intuitions, 1583-4 

vowel fronting 
consonantal places of articulation, lli 
vo,.,e] place, 456 

vo,Nel harmony, 2164-85 
assimilation, long-distance, 1820. 
autosegments, :n.6. 
conspiracies, 1.6SQ 
constraint conjunction, 1467-70 
coronals, 283-4 
clissimilation, 1419-29-20 
earlier accounts of, 2171-SO 
features, organization of, 66!1 
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vo\vel harmony (cont'd) 
feature specification and 

underspecification, 160-1 
frequency effects, 2143 
future directions for research on, 2184-5 
"height" harmony, 21Zl 
Hungarian (see under Hungarian) 
metaphony, 2631, 2644 
morpheme structure constraints, 2057-62 
phonetic bases, 21.80-4 
phonological sensitivity to morphology, 

2477-8, 21fil. 
Phonological vVord, 1207-8 
root-affix asymmetries, 2500-2 
rounding harmony, 2170-1 
"tongue root" harmony, 2167-70 
Turkish (see under Turkish) 
vowel place, 454-5 

vowel height, 491-516 
defining, fil 
distinctive features for, 507-15 

arguments for height class, 510-11 
feature geometry \vith [high] and 

[low], 509-10 
"height" features, 508 
[high] and [low) features, 508-9 
properties of height class, 511-15 

Hungarian vo\vel harmony, 2964-5, 2283. 
phonetics of, 492-3 
phonological height patterns, 494-507 

coalescence, 5ilii 
diphthongization, 506-7 
harmonic shifts, 499-502 
interactions of consonants and vo\vel 

height, 503-6 
neutralization, 502-3 
vowel lowering, 497-9 
vowel raising, 494-6 

quantity-sensitivity, ll26. 
tonogenesis, 2318, 2112. 
typology, 493-4 
VO\vel place, !146. 

vowel height dissirnilation, � 
Vo\vel height harmony, 181.7-18 
vowel hiatus, � 
vowel inventories, 138 
vo,vel length 

Bantu tone, 2ZTI. 
derived environments, 2093-4, 2107, 

2:110-11 
final consonants, 82Z 
morpheme structure constraints, 2ilii5. 
quantity-sensitivity, lM5. 

skeleton, 1266-"7 
Slavic yers, 2252 

vo\vel length, representation of, 465-87 
degrees of length, 485--7 
moraic accounts, 482-5 
non-linear, 473-4 
segmental theories, 467-73 
skeletal accounts, 474-82 

vo\velless prefixes, 2954 
vo,vel lo\vering 

assimilation, local, 1930-1 
vowel height, 497-9 

lowering to low, 497-8 
lowering to mid, 497 
one-step (chain shifts), 498-9 

vo,vel place, 440-62 
contrasts, 446-52 

pharyngeal, 449-52 
retroflex, 449, 450 

definitions of, :HQ. 
phonetics of, 443-4 
phonetics of "place," 440-3 
phonology of, 445-61 

consonant place contrasts, 452-4 
consonant-vowel alternations, 459-61 
consonant-vowel interactions, 455-9 
vowel place contrasts, 446-52 
vowel place harmony, 454-5 
vowel place interactions, 454-5 

uses of "vowel place" label, 444-5 
vowel epenthesis, 1591-2 

Vowel-Place (V-Place) node 
consonant-vowel place feature 

interactions, 1772-4, 1776, 1777, rn 
features, organization of, 650-4, 656, 657 
palatalizati.on, 1681.-2 
Turkish vowel harmony, 2845-6 

Vo\vel polarity, 2599 
vowel quality, 2366-8 
VO\vel raising 

palatalization, 1.6fil 
VO\vel height, 494-6 

one-step (chain shifts), 495-6 
raising to high, 495 
raising to mid, 494-5 

vowel reduction, 929 
vo\vel sequences, 1449-50 
vo,vel shifts 

chai.o shifts, lZl2 
sound change, 2220. 22ll 

vo\vel space expansion, 2076 
vowel-zero alternations, 2616, 2617. 

See also yers 1ll1der Slavic languages 
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V-Place node. See Vo\vel-Place node 
VRVC sequences, 1579 
V-to-V co-articulation, 2165, 2.l.!l6. 
Vute, 831 
VVC rhymes, 906-7 
VV rhymes, 2JlZ 
VX rime, 2755-9, 2769 

Walmatjari, 526. 
Wanrong Chinese, 2565-7 
Warao, 957 
Warlpiri 

morpheme structure constraints, 2058 
reduplication, 2403. 2!10! 
rhotics, Zli,. Z1.6 

Washo, ll.16 
weak contrast, 2342 
v\feak Drop, 232, 234 
WEAl<EDCE constraint, 862. 
\Neak Layer Hypothesis, 1213-14, U2l 
weak local parsing 

Arabic \Vord stress, � 
ternary rhythm, :1235-6 

weak parsing, 2999 
Weak Prop, 235 
weak verbs, 2533. 
weight. See also Moraic Theory /Phonology; 

1noras 
initial geminates, 1..13il 
partially nasal segments, 569 
quantity-sensitivity, 1336-7, 1345-50 
sign syllables, 1324-5 

weight analysis, 875-85 
avoidance of CVVG syllables, 881-5 
patterning of geminates and consonant 

du.sters, 879-81 
Trukese initial geminates, 877-8 

We.ight-by-Posit.io.n 
Arabic word stress, 2994, 3008 
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10 The Other Hand in Sign 
Language Phonology 

ONNO CRASBORN 

1 Introduction 

Signed languages used by Deaf conm1unities use the visual channel for com
munication. l'v!ultiple articulators are involved in producing all phonological 
material, including the head (its rotation around all three axes), many if not all 
aspects of facial expression (including eye gaze), the position of the upper body, 
and of course the t\VO hands. It is only slo\vly becoming clear ho\v linguistic the 
use of so1ne articulations, e.g. eye gaze, really is (Metzger 1998; Meurant 2008). 
For most articulators and their phonological representations i.n the lexicon, '"e 
still have a very limited vie"' on their actual use across the sign languages of the 
'"orld (Eccarius and Brentari 2007). 

The linguistic status of the two hands has been argued for fron1 the very start 
of researm on sign phonology, together with the features that n1ake up their shape, 
rotation, location, and movement (CJ·!APTER 9: HANDSHAPE IN SIGN LANGUAGE 
PHONOLOGY; CHAPTER 24: THE PHONOLOGY OF MOVEMENT JN SIGN LANGUAGE; 
CHAPTER 56: SIGN SYLLABLES): Stokoe's (1960) ground-breaking analysis of the 
lexicon of American Sign Language (ASL) sho'�'ed that some signs only have 
specifications for one hand, while others have a specification for t;vo hands. That 
is, the distinction between one-handed and hvo-handed signs plays a role in 
the lexicon and needs to be specified there. While this has not been contested in 
any phonological analysis since, researchers have proposed different models 
of the t\vo hands. This chapter \vill primarily focus on the possible phonological 
representations in the lexicon (§2 and §3), yet will also look beyond the lexicon 
to see to '"hat extent the h"o hands ca1i. function independently in expressing 
separate morphemes simultaneously (§4). An overview of open questions is pre
sented in §5. 

1.1 The two hands and the modality difference 
All sign languages that have been described so far shov.i a lexical distinction beh"een 
one-handed and two-handed signs, as a quick look through any (picture) dictionary 
'"ill sho\v. Some examples from NGT (Nederlandse Gebarenla.al; Sign Language of 
the Netherlands) are presented in Figure 10.1. 
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(a) 

(b) 

.. 
-

Figure 10.1 Examples of one-handed and two-handed signs from NGT. 
(a) One-handed signs: TIRED, HOLIDAY, DOG; (b) two-handed signs: 
TEA, GIFT, PROCESS 

In principle, the fact that there are two syn1metrical articulators in the visuo
spatial modality used in signed languages is one of the most salient differences 
ben.veen sign and speech. Humans have one mouth, but h.vo hands. The funda
mental question one '"'ould like to answer is whether this does or does not have 
an unpact on the lmguistic structure of the t\'10 types of languages. It is clear that 
deaf signers do not "speak >vith hvo tongues" - their left and their right hand do 
not continuously convey independent messages. At a phonetic level, aside from 
the motoric difficulty of permanently controlling the h'l'O sy1nmetrical limbs co1n
pletely mdependently, it 'vvould be linpossible to visually perceive h.vo completely 
ii1dependent n1oveinents (CHAPTER 98: SPEECH PERCEPTION AND PHONOLOGY). At 
a higher cognitive level of processing as \veil, it is not easy to express hvo mdepend
ent thoughts at the sarne time, and the same holds for parsing two information 
streams ill perception. In social mteraction bel\'l'een humans, there might be great 
advantages to beii1g able to utter statements on a primary level >vhile co1nment
mg on them on a "n1eta" level. One could thus conununicate along two independent 
paths simultaneously, but this is clearly not ho•v human ii1teraction works in daily 
life, even though "tone of voice" may reveal some of our attitudes to\vard what is 
being said. The impact of having two symrnetrical articulators on the lmguistic 
structure of signed languages is thus likely to be more subtle li1 nature. 

This chapter summarizes the different proposals that have been made to 
describe the lexical phonology of two-handed signs and their relation to one-handed 
s.igns, but it 'viii also look at some of the other roles that can be played by the "other 
hand" outside the lexicon. The overall conclusion will be that, given the many 
possibilities for sunultaneous activities of the t\vo hands, primarily at the gram
n1atical and discourse levels, many questions remai.11 open for ii1vestigation. 
Thus we caimot yet give a satisfactory ans•ver to the question of the possible in1pact 
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(1953) and Stokoe (1960) \vere devoted to making the case for signed languages 
as real languages. In phonology, this involved the investigation of the extent to 
which the structure of lexical signs could be characterized \vith the san1e types 
of structures proposed for spoken language phonology. \IVhile it is clear that the 
phonetic content of signed and spoken languages differs, the hypothesis "'aS tested 
that grammars, as more abstract properties of phonological structure, are highly 
similar, if not identical. Thus, for example, Stokoe (1960) proposed the decom
position of the form of lexical iten1s in terms of phonen1es (giving them a different 
name, "chere1nes," to emphasize the differences in phonetic content and the fact 
that they \vere structured simultaneously ra ther than sequentially), similar to 
the phonemic analysis of that time (see CHAPTER 11: THE PHONEME). Later, Sandler 
(1989) proposed a n1odel of ASL phonology in terms of feature trees, similar to 
Clements's (1985) feature geo1netry n1odel for spoken language phonology (see 
CHAPTER 27: THE ORGANIZATION OF FEATURES). In each of these n1odels, the role 
of the second hand did not require any specific theoretical concept. It was one of 
the parameters or one of the features - but not something outside the spectrum 
of phonological constructions found up to that time. As Sandler and Lillo-Martin 
(2006) summarize, the grammars of signed languages studied so far strongly 
resemble those of spoken languages \vhen one abstracts a"'ay fron1 the concrete 
phonetic substance of the t"'O modalities. For this reason, there is no doubt that 
signed languages are "true languages," \vhatever definition one likes to use. Still, 
it remains an interesting question ho\v the particular phonetic substance of a 
second synunetrical articulator finds a place in a phonological model. 

Stokoe (1960) considered the n1ain phonological paran1eters of a lexical sign to 
be handshape ("dez"), location ("tab"), and movement ("sig"). Orientation \vas 
regarded as "minor parameter," because it typically does not fulfill any distinc
tive function and its phonetic form is predictable in many signs. Interestingly, 
although one-handed signs \Vere clearly set apart from two-handed signs in the 
notation (using one vs. two handshape syn1bols), something like "handedness" 
\vas not explicitly considered to be a distinctive property of tl1e phonology of 
the sign. Whether a sign has one or hvo hands needs to be specified, but this 
parameter was not assigned the status of the basic aspects, handshape, location, 
and movement. The Jack of a large set of minimal pairs involving orientation may 
have been the reason for this choice. 

In aJJ studies since, "'hethe( on ASL or other signed .1.a.nguages, tl1.ere has never 
been a claim that one- vs. hvo-handedness is predictable on the basis of other 
phonological properties, or of semantic (or iconic) properties of the sign. Thus it 
needs to be lexically specified, and as such is a distinctive phonological feature 
of lexical ite1ns (see CHAPTER 2: CONTRAST; CHAPTER 17: DISTINCTIVE FEATURES). 

In the languages studied to date, very fe\v niini.mal pairs have been identified in 
support of this distinctive nature of two-handedness. A rare example from NGT 
i.s presented in Figure 10.2. 

Stokoe introduced a basic distinction among t'\'O-handed signs that has been 
taken over by n1ost phonological models since then: in some signs both hands 
move, while in others one hand appears to function as the location of the other 
hand ("double dez" and "tab-dez," respectively, in Stokoe's terminology). Some 
examples of such more symmetric and less symmetric signs from NGT are 
presented in Figures 10.3 and 10.4. When both hands 1nove, this can be fully 
symn1etric (Figure 10.3a), or in an alternating fashion (Figure 10.3b, c). Various 
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(b) 

Figure 10.2 Minimal pairs in NGT based on number of hands: (a) HUNIAN-BEING 
and (b) BEHAVIOR 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 10.3 Examples of symmetrical signs: both hands move: (a) STAND, (b) TRAFFIC, 
(c) WEAKLING 

(a) (c) 

Figure 10.4 Exan1ples of asymmetrical signs: one hand acts as the location for the other 
hand: (a) EVIDENCE, (b) ILL, (c) PHONOLOGY 

types of asymmetry are further discussed in Padden and Perlmutter (1987) and 
Crasborn (1995). 

2.2 Battison's conditions 
Battison (1974, 1978) elaborated on the basic distinction between symmetric 
and asymmetric signs by observing tw·o phonological regularities in the set of 
tlNo-handed signs, vvhich he characterized as morphe1ne structure constraints. They 
are the Syn11netry Condition and the Dominance Condition, given in (1). 
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Figure 10.6 Classifier constructions frorn NGT. (a) 'Human or animal jumps onto a nat 
surface'; ( b) 'Human stands on an airplane' 

hvo-handed classifier constructions in many signed languages. These complex mor
phological constructions feature classifier hand configurations that each represent 
a separate morpheme, and (typically) the location and movement of each involves 
additional morphemic n1aterial. Two examples are presented in Figure 10.6. 

\Nhile the exan1ple of a classifier construction fron1 NGT in Figure 10.6a obeys 
the Dommance Conditlon for lexical items in (lb), the example in Figure 10.6b 
would be ruled out for monomorphemic signs, in ASL as "'ell as in NGT: the 
Y handshape found in the non-dominant hand in Figure 10.6b does not occur 
on the weak hand in asymmetric signs in these languages. Eccarius and Brentari 
(2007) focus on this type of sign and classifier construction, to \vhich Battison's 
Dominance Condition appl.i.ed: the handshapes are different. Rather than looking 
at the two handshapes as a '"hole, they compare the selected fingers and their 
configuration '"ithin the handshapes. Each feature class can have marked or 
unmarked values (see CHAPTER 9: HANDSHAPE IN SIGN LANGUAGE PHONOLOGY). 
This allo,vs the revision of the Don1i.nance Condition as in (2), quoted fron1 Eccarius 
and Brentari (2007: 1187), \vhich also covers constructions such as the one in 
Figure 10.Sb (italics in the original): 

(2) Revised Dominance Condition 
(a) If the t\vo hands do not share the san1e specification for both selected fingers 
and joints (i.e., tl1e handshapes are different), then (b) one hand must be pas
sive \Vhile the active hand articulates the movement, and (c) the form as a 
ivhole (i.e., selected fingers and joints for both hands) is limited to trvo niarked phonologi.cal structures, only one of which can be on the passive hand. 

In tern1s of handshape features, the construction in Figure 10.6b sho,vs a marked 
finger selection for the dominant hand (index and middle finger) and on the non
dominant hand (thumb and pinkie), making for a total of two marked structures 
in the whole fonn. All selected fingers are extended (un1narked), and thus do not 
add to the complexity beyond what the Revised Dominance Condition alJo,vs. A 
combination of the l\vo hands where the dominant hand sho\vS curved fingers, 
as in Figure 10.6a, is thus predicted to be unacceptable (a prediction that has yet 
to be tested for NGT). Thus, it would appear that the phonological complexity 
allo\ved for monomorphemic t\"o-handed signs "'ithin the lexicon is not 
exceeded in Inorphologically complex forms. 
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Figure 10.9 The poem "Hope," by Wim Emn1erik. Left hand: GUN, SHOOT-GUN, 
HUMAN-FALL; right hand: HOPE, DO, LIFE 

finger for a certaiJ.1 time span ("the1ne buoy"). In an analysis of NGT poetry by 
Wim Emmerik, Crasborn (2006) shows that various types of buoy constructions 
occur in addition to the simultaneous realization of unrelated lexical items; this 
happens so frequently that one-handed articulations are virtually absent. When 
they are present, or \Vhen the t\vo hands take turns in articu.latiJ.1g a striJ.1g of 
one-handed signs, this has a n1arked poetic effect. Figure 10.9 sho\vs one of 
Emmeri.k's poems, in \vhich each hand articulates three signs in sequence, the two 
hands articulating hvo different phrases at the same time. In this case, the left 
hand signs the optiinistic Dutch expression hoop doet /even ("where there's hope, 
there's life"), while the other hand is pointii1g a gun at the head and shootmg 
someone. Enunerik (1993) explains that this poen1 aims to express the t\VO sides 
of the coin of a medical development (coch.lear implants that promise to make 
deaf people hear) that '"as starting to gain popularity at the time. Similarly, Brentari 
(1998) discusses an example from a poem by the ASL poet Clayton Valli m '"hich 
the hands act independently to express t\•vo different phrases simultaneously. 

\IVhile this chapter 1nostly focuses on the phonological analysis of one-handed 
vs. t\vO-handed lexical ite1ns, it is clear that the non-dominant hand also plays a 
role outside the lexicon, and that the uses of the two hands beyond the lexicon 
have been understudied. On the basis of the revie"' of phonological represen
tations m §3 and the discussion of some phonetic and phonological processes in 
§4, some of these open questions will be discussed iJ.1 §5. 

5 Conclusion 

In sununary, the strikmg modality difference of having two symn1etrical articu
lators in signed but not in spoken languages does not appear to lead to wildly 
different lexical structures. Although in the signed languages that have been 
studied there is no proinment distmctive role in the lexicon for one-handedness 
vs. hvo-handedness, it is also clear that h-vo-handedness has to be specified ii1 the 
lexicon for each lexical iten1: whether one or two hands are iJ.1volved ii1 the articu
lation is not predictable from other properties of a sign. The actual phonological 
role of the second hand is rather restricted: it can be a copy of the dominant hand, 
or a place of articulation. The possibility of independence of the hvo hands is, 
however, exploited at the prosodic level, "'here spreadmg of the non-dommant 
articulator across one or 1nore lexical items on the do1ni.nant hand can visually 
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mark the size of certain prosodic units. In addition, the prolonged presence of 
certain morphe1nes can be exploited by the syntactic and discourse levels of the 
gra1nn1ar, often yielding complex structures that a\vait further investigation and 
analysis. These "simultaneous constructions," including the classifier constructions, 
reveal nev» questions about the relation behveen the lexical form of one and hvo
handed signs and their appearance in discourse. I briefly discuss some of these 
and related questions in the rest of this section. 

vVhile in the introduction it was stated that many signers by default use their 
preference hand as the donlinant hand, it has also been observed that people can 
quite easily s'vitch the left and the right hand. It is not yet clear v.>hen exactly this 
"dominance reversal" occurs in different languages, and to 'vhat extent its occur
rence interacts \Vith the lexical distinction beh-veen symmetric and asymmetric signs 
discussed in this chapter. Can son1e types of one-handed or two-handed sign 
perhaps block dominance reversal, or force it to occur at a different point in the 
discourse? Also, to v.>hat extent is the choice of dominant articulator influenced 
by the use of spatial locations on the left vs. on the right? Referents and parts of 
discourse can be localized by en1ploying a left-right contrast (e.g. Fried1nan 1975; 
Lillo-Martin and Kluna 1990); a question that arises is to what extent this triggers 
left-handed vs. right-handed articulations of sentences. 

Several researchers have noted that classifier m.orphemes, as well as other types 
of articulations of the non-dominant hand, can be held at their (final) location 
for not just one Phonological Phrase (as \Vith "meaningless," purely prosodic, 
spreading of the non-domiJIBnt hand), but for a number of sentences (Liddell 2003; 
Sandler 2006). Ho'v can '"e analyze such structures in terms of prosodic units? 
The largest unit in the prosod ic hierarchy proposed by Nespor and Vogel (1986) 
is the Utterance, '"hich can encompass several connected Intonational Phrases (or 
in syntactic terms, several clauses or even "'hole sentences joined by connectives). 
But is this unit large enough for the types of constructions that \Ve are discover
ing in signed languages? Or is there a larger, discourse-level unit that sunply forn1s 
a "Discourse Phrase," say, that can join several prosodic Utterances? 

Longer simultaneous constructions at a morphosyntactic and discourse level 
also open up a ne\v area of evidence for the study of vVeak Drop: "'hich types 
of signs block \Veak hand spreading because they do not allow for a one-handed 
articulation, and \vhich do not? Are there circumstances where the process of 
\veak hand spreading is so dominant that all hvo-ha.nded signs are affected? 
The arrival of large corpora of semi-spontaneous signed language interaction 
pron1ises to provide an important source of evidence for the investigation of these 
types of topics (Crasborn et al. 2007; Crasborn 2010; Jolu1ston and Schembri, 
forthcomiI1g). 

Finally, as in other domains of sign language research, qu.esti.ons about linguistic 
typology remain largely open in the field of phonology. Although '"e have a 
reasonable number of elementary sign language dictionaries available from 
1nany non-Western signed languages, it is clear that most signed languages have 
not yet been analyzed in great detail, even at a lexical level. Hovv universal are 
the (revised) Symmetry and Donlinance conditions, for example? Eccarius and 
Brentari (2007) looked at Hong Kong Sign Language in addition to the Western 
languages ASL and S"1iss German Sign Language, but this study is quite excep
tional in this respect. The similarities across unrelated languages found so far, 
together with the strong phonetic origin of the phonological synlffietry patterns, 
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11 The Phoneme 

B. ELAN DRESHER 

1 Introduction 

The concept of the phoneme \vas central to the developn1ent of phonological 
theory. In the early twentieth century, phonological theory '"as all about the 
phoneme: hovv to define it, hovv to recognize it, ho"' to discover it (see, for 
exan1ple, the articles selected for inclusion in Joos 1957 and Makkai 1972). The 
A1nerican struchrralist term for phonology, phone1nics, indicates to what extent 
the field was considered to be about the phonen1e. 

Things have now changed. The phoneme, to all appearances, no longer holds 
a central place in phonological theory. Two recent and voluminous handbooks 
devoted to phonology, edited by Goldsmith (1995) and by de Lacy (2007), have 
no chapter on the phoneme. It is barely mentioned in the indexes. This does not 
n1ean that the phonen1e plays no role in 1nodern phonology; closer inspection 
reveals that the phoneme is far from dead. However, it is not n1uch talked about, 
and when it is, it is more often to dispute its existence than to affirm it. 

Such a dramatic change in fortunes for a concept bears some looking into, and 
this chapter will be devoted to trying to understand vvhat has happened to the 
phone1ne in its journey into the twenty-first century, and what its prospects are 
for the future. 

2 Origins of the term 

S. R. Anderson (1985: 38) cites Godel (1957) and Jakobson (1971) as locating the 
origin of the term phoneme in the French vvord phoneme, coined in the early 1870s 
by the French linguist Dufriche-Desgenettes. He proposed the term to substitute 
for the German Sprachla.ul ("speech sound"), so it did not have the modern sense 
of phoneme, but rather corresponded to \vhat •ve \\'Ould no\v call "speech sound" 
or "phone." The term '"as taken up by Saussure (1879), vvho used it in yet a 
different sense, and from Saussure it '"as taken up by the Polish Kazan school 
linguists Jan Baudouin de Courtenay and Mikolaj Kruszewski. 

S. R. Anderson (1985: 60-68) traces hovv the meaning of the term evolved from 
Saussure's use to the one that ultimately emerged fron1 the Kazan school (for 
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detailed accounts of the history of the phoneme see also Kramsky 1974; Fischer
J0rgensen 1975). Saussure (1879) used it in his historical \VOrk on Indo-European 
to refer to a hypothesized sound in a proto-language together with its reflexes in 
the daughter languages, \vhat we ought call a "correspondence set." For exan1ple, 
if a sound that is reconstructed as *g in the proto-language has reflexes g, h, and 
k in  three daughter languages, then the set lg, h, k) would constitute a "phonenie" 
for Saussure. 

Krusze,vski recast the notion in synchronic tern1s to refer to a set of alterna t
ing elements; for example, if the same morphen1e has a final [g) before suffixes 
beginning with a back vov;el, a palatalized [gi] before suffixes beginning \Vith a 
front vovvel, and a [k] when it is word-final, the alternation "[g] before a back 
vo,vel, [gi] before a front vo\vel, and [k] 'vhen final" '"ould constitute a "phoneme." 
Subsequently, Baudouin reinterpreted the term "phone1nes" as referring to the 
abstract, invariant psychophonetic ele1nents that alternate; in the above example, 
one could posit a phoneme /g/ that participates i.n the alternations that cause it 
to be realized as [g], [gi], or [k), depending on the context. 

In a final step, the term '"as extended also to sounds that do not alternate, thereby 
arriving at a conception of the phonen1e as "the psychological equivalent of a speech 
sound" (Baudouin de Courtenay 1972: 152). It is in this sense that the phoneme 
entered phonological theory in Europe and :North America. 

3 General concept of the phoneme 

The general concept of the phoneme preceded the term or its exact definition, 
which is a more difficult enterprise. The basic concept is that of the unity of 
sounds that are objectively different but in some sense functionally the san1e. As 
Twaddell (1935: 55) observes, this concept is not ne\v: if a special term was not 
needed before the late nineteenth century, it is because in the absence of close 
phonetic observation, it is not necessary to distinguish between "phoneme" and 
"speech sound." Alphabetic \.vriting systems tend to have separate letters only 
for sounds that have a distinctive function, though deviations from this principle 
occur (KranlSky 1974: 10; Fischer-J0rge1lSen 1975: 4). In ordinary parlance one talks 
of the sound "d" or "k" as if each of these represents a single sound, rather than, 
as is the case, a ra.nge of sounds. 

Parallel to the development of the phonemic concept as part of phonological 
theory mentioned above, British and French phoneticians "'ho laid the foundations 
for '�'hat became the International Phonetic Association (IP A) arrived at a sinillar 
notion motivated by 1nore practical concerns. According to Jones (1967: 256), Henry 
s"'eet (1877) "'as the first to dravv a distinction behveen "narrow" and "broad" 
transcription: narro''' transcription ainls (in principle) to record sounds in as much 
detail as possible, \vhereas broad transcription records only distinctive differences 
in sound. It \Vas recognized early on that the goal of assigning a unique symbol 
to every sound in every language, even if it could be realized, >vould lead to 
transcriptions for particular languages that "'ould be impractical and virtually 
illegible. Therefore, Paul Passy insisted in 1888 that only distinctive differences 
should be recorded, and called this principle une regle d'or ("a golden rule") from 
vvhich one should never depart (cited in Jones 1967: 256). Thus, while the IP A is 
popularly known for developing a universal phonetic alphabet that is associated with 
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phonetic ("narro"'") transcription, its founders insisted on "broad" (i.e. phonemic) 
transcription for purely practical reasons. The practical strain remained influential 
in phonological theory, as attested by the subtitle of Pike's (1947) Phonemics: 
A technique.for reducing languages to writing. 

It is hard to i.magine what linguistic description '"ould be like \vithout a phoneme 
concept of some sort. To take one entirely typical example, the Australian language 
Pitta-Pitta (Pama-Nyungan) is said to have three vowels, i, a, and u (Blake 1979: 187). 
In describing their pronunciation, Blake \vrites that they "are similar to the vo\vels 
of 'been', 'balm', and 'boot' respectively" (presumably [i], [a], and [u)). Further 
reading reveals that this is only true in open syUables, and when stressed, and vvhen 
near certain consonants. In a closed syllable, "they are similar to the vowels of 'bin', 
'bun', and 'put"' ([r], [A), and [u)). Further, the vo,vel a is pronounced [re) in the 
vicinity of a palatal consonant, and unstressed a has a schwa-like pronunciation, 
[u). Objectively, then, Pitta-Pitta has at least eight different vovvel sounds, and prob
ably ma.ny more ii \ve were to attend to further distinctions in different segmental 
and prosodic contexts, and in different situations and for different speakers. 

This variation does not detract from the fact that there is an important sense 
in "'hich this language has three vovvels. In the distribution given above, \Ve 
recognize that the variation is a consequence of the influence of context, and has 
no contrastive function: (i] and [1] are variants of a phoneme we can designate as 
/i/, [u] and [u) are variants of /u/, and [n], [A], [re), and [e] are variants of /a/. 
Put differently, in every slot 'vhere a vo,vel belongs \Ve have only three choices 
in this language. If we are told that a word begins with the sequence 111-vowel-rr-, 
vve know that the vowel must be one of the variants of /a/ (e.g. marra 'open'), /i/ 
(e.g. mirri 'little girl'), or /u/ (e.g. murra 'stick'). 

4 Defining the phoneme 

In tl1e 1930s many linguists came to share the intt1ition that a concept like the 
phoneme is needed in phonological description.1 Pinning down the definition of 
this concept proved to be difficult. Like other linguistic notions, such as "sentence," 
"syUable," and ''topic," "'hat starts out as a relatively unproblematic intuitive 
concept inevitably gets caught up in theory-internal considerations. In the case 
of the phoneme, three issues have been particularly contentious: (i) vvhat sort of 
entity is the phoneme (physical, psychological, other); (ii) "'hat is the content 
of the phoneme; and (iii) ho"' does one identify phonemes? 

4.1 What type of entity is the phoneme? 

Twaddell (1935) surveyed the various definitions of the phoneme that "'ere then 
in circulation, and classified them as being of t"'O main types. One type assumes 
that the phoneme is a physical reality, and the other assumes that it is a psycho
logical notion. 

1 Accepta.11ce of the pho11e11Uc pri11cjple '''as b)' no n1eans ttniversal, hovvever, particularly an1ong 
traditional gra.o:tn1arians and wdters of h.istori<-al gramJ.nars. The phoneme does not appear in 
Campbell's (1959) Old English grt1mm11r, lo lhe general applause of reviewers (see Dresher 1993 for 
discussion); its first appearance in a trad.ibonal-style Old BngJ;sh grammar is Hogg (1992). 
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be empirically tested. While it is no doubt correct that appealing to a vague and 
unknovtn "mind" cannot serve as an adequate explanation (explanans) of any 
phenon1enon, the cognitive revolution that began in the 1950s has shO\\'n the 
fruitfulness of studying mental represen tations and processes as things to be 
explained (explananda). 

4.1.3 The phonenie as a fiction 
The consequence of rejecting both physical and psychological reality for the 
phoneme is that T\vaddell (1935) is forced to conclude that the phoneme, though 
an "en1inently useful" tern1, is a fictitious unit. There exist philosophies of science 
in which useful, indeed i.ndispensible, units can be fictions, but most linguists since 
the 1950s have taken a "realist" vie"' of linguistics (Chomsky 1980: 104-110). From 
this perspective, a unit that is required to give an adequate account of some 
phenomenon must be real at some level. Once \Ve abandon empiricist assumptions 
about science and psychology, there is no obstacle to considering the phoneme 
to be a psychological entity. 

4.2 What is the content of the phoneme? 
It is one thing to locate the phoneme as a psychological (or physical) concept; it 
ren1ains to try to characterize the content of the phoneme. What are phonemes 
n1ade of? How are they represented? In this section I revie"' some different 
approaches to these questions. 

4.2.1 The phoneme as a set of contrastively underspecified features 
Sapir's "point in the pattern." A particulady influential psychological conception 
of the phoneme was that of Sapir (1925, 1933). For Sapir (1925), each phoneme 
occupies a particular point in the sound pattern of a language. For example, 
he proposes that the hypothetical languages he calls C and D have the identical 
pattern, even though phonetic details differ. What is important is that each con
sonant in C has a corresponding consonant in D that occupies the same point in 
the pattern (the inventories in (1) maintain Sapir's arrangement, though I have 
updated his notation to modern IPA symbols). 

(1) Phonemes ivith identical patterning (Sapir 1925) 

a. Pattern of C 

b. 

h \V i' I 
p t k q 
b d g c 
f s x x 

Pattern of D 
h v 3 r 
Ph t" kh q" 
p 0 l( J$ 
f f <; t1 

01 n 

ll1 I) 

In other terms, Sapir's "point in the pattern" refers to the contrastive status of 
a phoneme, and the \Vay it relates to other phonemes in the systen1. Though Sapir 
did not assuo1e a theory of distinctive features (CHAl'TER 11: DISTINCTIVE FEATURES), 
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some such notion appears to be needed to make this notion explicit (Dresher 2009: 
38-39). Thus, the series /b d g G/ in language C can be characterized as being 
contrastively obstruent and voiced, properties it shares \Vi th the series I j3 o ¥ is I 
in language D. 

Sapir points out further that the sound pattern of a language is guided by the 
phonetics but may deviate from it. For example, /3/ in language D is not classified 
\Vith the voiced obstruents, but rather \vith the sonorants, corresponding to /j/ 
in language C. Thus, this sound is physically an obstruent, but psychologicaJJy 
and functionally a sonorant. 

Sapir (1933) goes further in characterizing the phoneme as a psychological unit, 
arguing that "the phonemic attitude is more basic, psychologically speaking, 
than the more strictly phonetic one," setting off a debate about the psychological 
reality of phonemes that is still ongoing. He argues that perception in terms of 
phonen1es accounts for difficulties native speakers have in grasping certain phonetic 
facts about their language, or perceiving "correctly" the objective sounds before 
them (see §6). Sapir's interpretation of these "errors" has been disputed over the 
years, but his \vork did much to establish the phoneme, and the "-emic attitude" 
n1ore generally, as an important psychological and syn1bolic unit. 
Prague School: Phonemic make-up or content. We observed that an explication of 

Sapir's notion of "point in the pattern" benefits from thinking of phonemes as 
possessing contrastive properties. This idea \vas carried further by phonologists 
of the Prague School, notably Jakobson and Trubetzkoy. The notion of opposition 
(or contrast betvveen t\VO phonemes) \Vas central to their conception (CHAl'TER 2: 

CONTRAST). Analysis of the nature of oppositions requires that phonemes be 
characterized as possessing features. The contrastive features necessary to distinguish 
a phoneme from others in the same system contribute to the phonemic make-up 
(Jakobson) or phonemic content (Trubetzkoy) of the phoneme. 

Jakobson (1962) cites the observation of HAfa that the simple vo\vels of Slovak 
are aln1ost identical to the vo,.vels of Standard Czech except for an additional short 
front vowel, /re/, that occurs in dialects of Central Slovak (2). 

(2) Czech and Slovak vowel systems (Jakobson 1962: 224) 

a. Standard Czech b. Standard Slovak 
l 

e o 
a 

u l 
e 
re 

u 

0 

a 

Jakobson notes (1962: 224) that the presence of /eel in Slovak, though "a mere detail 
from a phonetic point of view . . .  deternlines the phonenuc make-up of all the short 
vo\vels." Th.us aJJ the short v(nvels in Standard SJ.ovak coro.e in pairs that contrast 
in the frontness/backness dimension, so that the vowels / i  ere/ are contrastively 
front (acute, in terms of Jakobson's features), and /u o a/ are contrastively back 
(grave). Lip rounding, though present phonetically in /u/ and /o/, is not contrastive 
and therefore does not enter into the phonemic make-up of these vowels. 

In Czech the lo"' vowel I a./ is not opposed to another lo"' vo'"el. Therefore, 
even though it is almost identical to the Slovak /a/, Jakobson considers it to be 
neutral \Vi.th respect to tonality, having no contrastive value except for its height. 

Trubetzkoy (1969: 66-67) uses the term "phonemic content" to refer, like Jakobson, 
to those contrastive properties that characterize phonemes: 
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b. Undel"lying representations 
/I/ I A/ /U/ [+high ] [-high] [+high ] 

-roiu1d +roiu1d 

c. Some realization. rules 

d. 

i. [ I -7 [+tense] I _ in an open syllable 

u. [ ] -7 [-tense) I _ in a closed syllable 

Ill.. [-high ] 
o:tense 

iv. [+high J -7 [o:back) o:round 

v. [-high ] 
-stress 

Sample derivations 
'open' 

Underlying /mAr.rA/ 
Stress 'mAr.rA 
Rules (i)-(v) 'nu\r.re 

'little girl' 'stick' 
/mlr.rl/ /mUr.rA/ 
'mlr.rl 'n1Ur.rA 
'1nrr.ri 'mur.re 

Other versions of iu1derspecification theory have been proposed �vithin generative 
grammar. In the 1980s, the most notable were Radical Underspecification (Kiparsky 
1982, 1985; Archangeli 1984; Pulleyblank 1986) and Contrastive Specification 
(Steriade 1987). In the 2000s, a number of theories were proposed in which 
notions of contrast and phonological activity play key roles. Besides MCS, these 
include the minimalist tl1eories of phonological representation of Hyman (200la, 
2001b, 2003) and Nloren (2003, 2006), the theory of feature economy of Clements 
(2001, 2003, 2009), and the representational economy and underspecification 
proposal for laryngeal systems of Avery and Idsardi (2001). Other versions of 
phonological n1inimalisn1 can be found in Dependency Phonology (Anderson and 
E'ven 1987; ). M. Anderson 2005; some of the papers in Carr et al. 2005) and Radical 
CV Phonology (van der Hulst 1995, 1996, 2005). 

4.2.2 The fully specified basic variant phone1ne 
The model in (4), with each phoneme represented in the lexicon by a single 
u.nderspecified representation, is not the only view of phonemic representation.. 
S. R. Anderson (1985) traces it to subsequent interpretations of Saussure's notion that 
what is important in language is differences. Anderson (1985: 43f.) argues that 
this view, which he calls the "incompletely specified" theory of the phoneme, 
is not the only, or even the best, interpretation of what Saussure intended. He 
presents t"'O alternative views. One is "'hat he calls the "fully specified ha.sic 
variant" phonemic theory. On this approach, one of the surface allophones of a 
phoneme is chosen as the basic underlying representation. That is, the representa
tion of a phonen1e is a full-fledged segment, \'tith all its properties. A set of rules 
then changes the basic variant to its allophones in the appropriate contexts. Son1e 
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on underlying representations, a principle kno,vn as Richness of the Base. In Pitta
Pitta, for example, the granunar 'vould be required to derive the correct vo,vel 
allophones no n1atter \vhat input vo,vels are presented to the granunar. A siinplified 
set of constramts governing the Pitta-Pitta high vo,vel allophones is given iI1 (6) 
and a sample evaluation is shO\Vn in (7). 

(6) Pitta-Pitta in OT 

(7) 

Sonie constrain ts for high vowels 
TNsOrEN Vo,vels are tense in open syllables. 
LAxCLOSED Vowels are lax iI1 closed syllables. 
IDENT[high] Preserve underlymg values of [high]. 
IDENT[round] Preserve u.nderlying values of [round]. 
Ro=BK The value of [back] must be the same as [round]. 
lDENT[back] Preserve underlying values of [back]. 
lD£NT[tense] Preserve underlying values of [tense). 

/mkr1/ TNsOr : LAXCL : Io[hi] : lo[rd] : Ro=BK . . ' ' 
a. mirn ,. , • • ' ' • . • • ' ' • • 

• • ' ' 
b. mirri • • ' • ., • • ' ' 

• • • • 
c. morn • • • . , • • • ' • 

• . • • 
d. mlff l • . , • • ' 

• . ' ' 
• • ' ' .,,. e. m1rn . . • • 
• • • • 

lo[bk] : lo[tns] 
• • 
• . 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • • 
• 

• • • . 
• 

The input in this example is /mirn/, an iinpossible surface form in \vhich both 
vo\vels are "\vrong": the first vo\vel, /i/, is not a possible surface vo\vel in Pitta
Pitta, according to the description above; the second vowel is possible m a closed 
syUable, but not in an open one. Therefore, the "faithful" candidate (a), \vhich 
preserves both input VO"'els, violates t'''O constraints, one for each vowel. Candidate 
(b) has a legal VO\vel in the open syllable but the back unrounded vo"rel is illicit. 
Candi.date (c) repairs the unattested /i/ by 1naking it correspond to [u], a possible 
sound m this context, but not m correspondence "'ith an underlymg [-round] vowel. 
Ca.ndi.date (d) changes both vowels to [+tense], i.ncurring a fatal violation. of 
LAxCLOSED. Candidate (e) is the '''inner because it alone respects all the constraints 
in the highest tier, though violating the two lo,ver-ranking constraints. 

In this kind of grammar there is no representation of a phoneme /I/ or /i/, 
nor is there any state1nent to the effect that [i] and [r] are allophones of a single 
phoneme. The latter is a consequence of the constramts a.nd the \vay they interact, 
ensuring that any input vo,vel bearing the feature specifications [+high, -round] 
will surface as [i] in an open syllable and as [1) in a closed syllable, "'hatever other 
specifications they start 'vi.th. 

This vie''' of the phoneme has certam affmities with Exemplar Theory and 
related proposals (Johnson 1997; Bybee 2001; Pierrehur.nbert 2001; Vi:iliinaa-Blur.n 
2009), '''hereby multiple copies of lexical items are stored in great detail, form
ing exemplar "clouds" of remembered episodes of individual experience. On this 
vie"'' speech sounds, too, are stored in terms of exen1plar clouds. Some exe1nplar 
theorists posit that there are exemplar clouds of phonemes as well as of \vords 
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"' 3 Lnfonnal statements of allophonjc distribution 

' lfi 
Phonetic forms (Not a level of linguistic theory) 

Figure 11.1 Levels in post-Bl<>omfieldian American structuralist ph<>nol<>gy 

final obstruent. Voicing is a contrastive feature in Russian that distinguishes pairs 
of obstruent phonemes: /t/ and /d/ have opposite specifications for the feature 
[voiced], as do /kl and /g/, /s/ and /z/, and so on. Since RVA n1ainly turns 
one phonen1e into another, it n1ust apply in the 1norphophonen1ic component: 

(13) Russian regressive voicing assimilation 
a. Morphophonen1ic co111ponent 

Morphophonemes //'n1ok bi// 
RVA 'n1og bi 
Phonem.es /'mog bi/ 

b. Allophonic component· 
Phonemes 
Other rules 
Phonetic form 

/'1nog bi/ 
'mog bi 

[ 'mog bi] 
'\vere (he) getting wet' 

//'mok Iii// 

/'mok [li/ 

/'mok Iii/ 

['mok lli] 
'was (he) getting wet?' 

In (13), the phrase 'were (he) getting \Vet' is realized as ['mog bi], where under
lying /k/ voices to /g/ before voiced obstr11ent /b/ (con1pare (mok Jii) 'was (he) 
getting '"et?', '"ith a /k/ preceding the sonorant /Ji/). The rule that changes /k/ 
to /g/ changes one phoneme to another, and so it n1ust be a morphophonemic 
rule. This result is forced in any phonemic theory that observes the constraint that 
allophones of different phonemes may not overlap: in this case, [k) may not be 
an allophone of both /k/ and /g/. 

Halle (1959: 22-23) points out that there are Russian obstruents that do not 
have voiced counterparts, /ts If xi (that is, there are no contrasting phonemes 
/dz cl; ¥/). He observes that these phonemes participate in voicing alternations 
in the san1e way as other obstruents; in particular, they trigger and undergo RV A 
(14). Thus, '"e have (' 3ec!; bi] '"'ere one to burn', "'here (cl;) is the voiced counter
part of [tf] (compare ['3etf Jii] 'should one burn?', '"ith voiceless [tf] before [li)). 
Because [cl;] is not a phoneme in its own right, but exists only as an allophone of 
ltf /, this application of voicing is an allophonic rule, and must be assigned to the 
component that maps phonemic fonns into phonetic forms. 
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Sapir's (1933) arguments for the phoneme as a unit of perception are early 
examples of this type. Fromkin (1971, 1973) argues that slips of the tongue are 
a window on linguistic representations and processes. Errors like teep 11 cape for 
keep 11 tape and [fu"'t mijving] for feet moving shO\•V transpositions of individual 
segments cut out of the speech stream. Fromkin argues that errors where only 
one segment in a cluster is involved provide further evidence that individual 
segments are units of speech performance: examples are fish grotto > frish gotto 
and sticky point > spicky point.8 

Language games exist in n1any languages and involve manipulations of various 
kinds of lingu.istic units (see Sherzer 1982 and Bagemihl 1995 for overviews). Games 
that pick out individual segments appear to presuppose a linguistic analysis in 
\vhich such units are represented. For example, some games involve the exchange 
of seg:tnents: Tagalog /'dito/ > /'doti/ 'here', or Javanese /satus/ > /tasus/ '100' 
(cited in Bagemihl 1995: 704). Again, much of this does not specifically show 
evidence for phonemes as opposed to segments. 

Neurolinguistic evidence is becoming increasingly influential in finding out 
about the sort of representations speakers have. Kazanina et al. (2006) report that 
magneto-encephalographic brain recordings reveal that Russian and Korean 
speakers react differently to tokens of (d] and (t]. In Russian, these sounds are 
contrastive, members of different phonemes, /d/ and /t/; in Korean, both sounds 
exist, but they are not contrastive and map into a single phoneme /T /. Russian 
speakers shov;ed evidence of separating the sounds into t"'O categories, ivhereas 
Korean speakers did not. Kazanina et al. (2006) conclude that a speaker's perceptual 
space is shaped not only by the phonetic distribution of sounds, but also by a 
more abstract phonemic analysis of speech sounds. 

6.3 Evidence from synchronic and diachronic patterning 

The n1ost pervasive sort of evidence for phonenuc representations comes from 
synchronic and diachronic phonological processes, �vhich typically target individual 
segments, or classes of segments. It is hard to see how phonology could operate 
without some representations of the affected units. Of course, ivhether or not a 
phonemic representation is required depends on what alternate units are posited. 
Thus, some processes that apply to initial or final consonants could be recast as 
applying to syUab.l.e onsets or codas (CHAPTER 33: SYLtABLE-INTERNAL STRUCTURE). 
Even in such cases, it may still be necessary to be able to identify individual 
phonemes, apart from their positions in syllables. As Idsardi (2010) points out, 
Russian /ivan/ 'Ivan' and /k ivanu/ 'to Ivan' have no syllables in common: 'Ivan' 
is syllabified /i.van/ and 'to Ivan' is syllabified /ki.va.nu/ (cf. Halle and Clen1ents 
1983: 149). A representation in �vhich syllables are primitives '"ould have difficuJ.ty 
shO"'ing ho''' these words are related. 

' As mentioned in the previous section, these types of tests are often ambiguous as to whether they 
target phonemes or just segments. lv!ost of these spee<:h errors show that individual segments can be 
isolated, but do not necessarily require a pl1011emic analysis. One interesting example Fromkin (1971: 
3J) cites is split pea soup beeoming plit spca soup. The fact that pl (presumably [p"JJ, though From.kin 
does not explicitly say) surfaces rather than bl when the sis transposed could suggest that the speaker 
groups unaspirated stops following s with voiceless stops, rnther than with voiced stops. 
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7 The phoneme in the twenty-first century 

As the above survey shov1s, the phoneine has not disappeared fron1 phonological 
theory. The fact that recent handbooks of phonology have no chapters devoted 
to it is not a sign of its dei:nise; rather, it is a function of the developn1ent of phono
logical theory. The time is past when one can attempt to provide an exhaustive 
definition of the phoneme and its properties apart fron1 elaborating a complete 
theory of phonology. Jvlany current topics in phonology can be vie,ved as being 
about aspects of the phoneme, even though the phonen1e is not invoked. For 
example, the content of the phoneme is st11d.ied in distinctive feature theory 
(CHAPTER 17: DISTINCTIVE FEATURES), feature organization ("geometry"; CHAPTER 27: 
THE ORGANIZATION OF FEATURES), underspecification (CHAPTER 7: FEATURE SPECI
FICATION AND UNDERSPECIFICATION), markedness theory (CHAPTER 4: MARKEDNESS) 
and notions of contrast (CHAPTER 2: CONTRAST). Constraints on the relations between 
phonemes and phonetics on one side, and lexical representations on the other, are 
bound up '''ith the question of the organization of the phonological grammar, 
'"hether parallel or derivational, or divided into lexical and post-lexical components, 
and the relation be.t\veen lexical storage and production and perception. 

\l\lhen one reads the pioneering \vorks of phonology in the late nineteenth 
and early l\.vent.ieth centuries, one is str11ck at their sense of excitement a.nd 
revelation when discussing the phoneme. This same feeling continues to exist in 
introductory courses, "'here the phoneme retains a central place. That phonological 
theory has subsumed it into more specialized issues and sub-theories does not 
detract from the fact that it remains, in the "'ords of Kramsky (1974: 7), "one of 
the most n1agnificent achievements of linguistic science." 
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12 Coronals 

T. A. HALL 

1 Introduction 

Ntunerous studies in the past hvo decades have argued that coronals like /t/ and 
/n/ have properties that differentiate them fron1 labials like /p/ and /m/ and 
dorsals like /k/ and ITJI (e.g. Paradis and Prunet 1991b). For exan1ple, in many 
languages coronals are the only sounds that undergo place assimilation or rules 
of epenthesis. Sounds like /t/ and /n/ are likewise often the output of rules neu
tralizing place contrasts. The present chapter sun1marizes the special properties 
of coronals and evaluates a nun1ber of theoretical and en1pirical claiins made in 
the literature concerning these sounds. 

In (1)  I provide some background information for readers unfamiliar with the 
term "coronal." We can observe here several common IPA symbols for coronal 
consonants for four maiu1ers of articulation. Note that there are four major 
places, na1nely labial, coronal, dorsal, and glottal. The present chapter concerns 
itself '"ith the sounds in tl1e box in (1). 

(1) labial coronal dorsal glottal 

stops p b  t d t l\ c J k g  ? 
fricatives f v  s z  J J I? z. x 1( x 1$ h 
nasals m n fl JI I) 

liquids 1 r 

From the point of view of phonetics, coronal consonants include at least the 
following four places of articulation: (denti-)alveolar (e.g. /t d/), post-alveolar 
(e.g. If 3/), retroflex (e.g. It c(/) and palatal (e.g. /c J/).1 From the perspective of 

1 Coronals also uncontroversially include (inter)dentals like 10 l'!I. A lesser-known coronal place of 
articulation is a!ve(>Jo-palatal (e.g. Ii;. ii. as in Polish and Mandarin). Palatal stops like /c JI are C(>n
sidered to be coronal, although there is some contro\rersy concerning \<\•hether or not palatal fricatives 
like /� jl are coronal or dorsal (or both). For various views on this issue the reader is referred to 
Hume (1992), HaU (1997), and Robinson (2001). In addjtion to the coronal consonants like the ones 
in (1), a nu.rober of linguists have argued that front vowels like /i el are coronal, e.g. Clements (1976), 
Hume (1992), and Clements and Hume (1995). I use the term "coronal" in this chapter to refer only 
to <.'Onsonan ts. 
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phonology there is general consensus that the boxed sounds in (1) form a natural 
class that is captured \'tith the privative feature [CORONAL]. Within that class, it 
is often useful to dra"' a distinction bet\veen "anterior coronals" like /t d s z n 1/ 
and "non-anterior coronals" like /t q c f  J � Z.11.J1/.2 

As noted above, a number of studies have argued that coronals like the 
ones in (1) display a unique set of properties not shared by labials or dorsals. 
Put simply, the properties of sounds like /t/ have led many linguists to the 
conclusion that coronal is the least n1arked 1najor place of articulation (e.g. Kean 
1975; Paradis and Prune! l 991a). By contrast, much recent \vork has argued that 
the unmarked major place is glottal (e.g. Lombardi 2002; de Lacy 2006), dorsal 
(e.g. Trigo 1988, "'ho uses the term "velar") or even labial (Hume and Tserdanelis 
2002; see also CHAPTER 22: CONSONANTAL PLACE OF ARTICULATION). In light of 
these apparently conflicting claims, it is natural to ask whether or not coronals 
are indeed endo,.ved '"'ith special properties, or if coronal is sin1ply another 
place on par \vith dorsal and labial (Blevins 2004). lt is the purpose of the present 
chapter to evaluate the special status of coronals and to show "'here the areas of 
controversy lie. 

The special status of coronals is clearly connected to the question of ho"' 
markedness is defined in general and in phonology in particular (see Hume 
2003, de Lacy 2006, and Rice 2007 for recent discussion). Rice dra"'S a distinction 
between properties of "natural markedness" and those of" structural markedness," 
'"'here the former term refers specifically to non-phonological criteria, e.g. frequency, 
acquisition, and saliency, and the latter term to phonological criteria. 

The present chapter focuses only on phonological argun1ents for markedness 
(i.e. structuraJ markedness). According to Rice (2007), three of these criteria are 
assimilation, neutralization, and epenthesis. This means that coronals like /t/ 
are unmarked if they undergo place assimilation, if they are the output of place 
neutralization, or if they can be epenthesized.3 

The re1nainder of this chapter is organized as follo\vs. In §2 I sumn1arize son1e 
of the general questions concerning the status of coronals that are currently in 
dispute. All of these questions will be referred to extensively in the following 
sections. The follOV>'ing three sections concentrate on the role of coronals '"ith 
respect to the three properties of structural markedness referred to above, nan1ely 
assimilation (§3), epenthesis (§4), and place neutralization (§5). In §6 and §7 I 
consider l\"o additional propert ies of structural roarkedness, namely the role of 
coronals in syllable structure and the transparency of coronals in place spreading. 
In §8 l provide a brief sun1mary of each of the main theoretical and empirical 
issues addressed in the preceding sections. 

2 From the point of \riew of articlL1atory phonetics, coronals are L1sually defined as sounds produced 
with the tip blade (including the tip) of the tongue (see Keating 1991: 30). I adopt the definition 
proposed by Halle and Stevens (1979: 346), according to which coronal sounds involve the raising of 
the "central" portion of the tongue, i.e. the part of the tongue conJ\ectiJ\g the blade with the tongue 
body. In referring to the "central" part of the tongue, this revised definition is therefore able to include 
palatals as <.'Orona! SO\Lnds. From the point <>f vie,.., c>f c1coustic phonetics, <.'Oronctls are characterized 
by a concentration of energy in the upper frequencies of the spectrum (Jakobson et nl. 1952). 
3 For reasons of space, l do not diS<:uss the other two diagnostics for structural markedness 
mentioned by Rice (2007), namely coalescence and deletion. Put simply, it is typically assumed that 
unJ)\arked features are more prone to coalescence or deletioJ> than Jl\arked features. A property of 
strL1ctL1ral markedness not n1entioned by Rice (2007) is dissimilation. For an argt1ment tl1at coronals 
are unmarked in place dissimilation in Tashlhiyt Berber the reader is referred to Alderete (2004: 400£f.). 
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In the following sections I discuss the five very general questions in (2) pertain
ing to coronals, all of •vhich are open to debate. 

(2) a. M ARKEDNESS: Are coronals end<nved with special properties that dif
ferentiate them from the other major places and, if so, \vhat are they? 

b. UNIVERSALITY: Are the properties characterizing coronals (or other 
places of articulation) universal or language-specific? 

c. REPRESENTATIONS: To what extent do the properties of coronals (or 
other places of articulation) require unique phonological representations? 

d. MANNER: \iVhy do unmarked coronals belong to certain manner categories 
and not to others? 

e. CORONAL SUBl'LACEs: \iVhy do unmarked coronals belong to certain 
subplaces and not to others? 

While the unmarkedness of coronals (i.e. (2a)) is the position usually taken in the 
literature, this question is still a controversial one. It also needs to be clarified 
•vhether or not the special properties for coronals can vary \vi.thin a single 
language. For example, if coronals are unmarked relative to labials and dorsals 
in Language A \vi.th respect to assimilation, will they also be unmarked in 
Language A with respect to epenthesis or neutralization? If not, how does one 
account for this asymmetry? One of the n1ost controversial questions concerning 
markedness in Linguistics pertains to universality (i,e. (2b)): are coronals less marked 
than labials and dorsals in all languages "'ithout exception? It is sometimes 
assumed that this is the case, but much current \vork has questioned this 
assumption. If the unique properties of coronals are language-specific, does this 
imply that there are no constraints on possible targets for place assimilation and 
outpt.1ts of place neutralization? 

Regardless of \vhat one's answer is to the question of markedness and univer
sality, one needs to provide a formal analysis for the unmarkedness of coronals 
with respect to other major places of articulation in at least son1e languages (i.e. 
(2c)). Jlllany phonologists argue that the special status of coronals in such languages 
requires that they have a particu.lar representation that n1akes them l.lnique from 
other major places of articulation. By contrast, much recent work in Optimality 
Theory (OT) has denied the role of representations. It \vill be clear belo\v that 
many adherents of OT argue that the special properties of coronals (i.e. their 
u.nn1arked.ness) should be captured not with representations, but instead with 
a markedness hierarchy. Is the rejection of unique representations for coronals 
""arr anted? 

It "'ill be clear below that for those languages in \vhich coronals are unmarked, 
it is only certain sounds \vi.thin that class that display these properties. For 
exan1ple, many languages have place assin1ilations that affect coronals, but 
these assimilations will only apply to nasals but not to fricatives (i.e. (2d)), and 
only to alveolars and not to palatals (i.e. (2e)). What kind of cross-linguistic 
variation is attested •vith respect to manner and coronal subplaces? And how 
should generalizations concerning 1nanner and coronal subplaces be captured 
theoretically? 
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3 Coronals as the target for place assimilation 

A number of linguists have argued that sow1ds like /n/ and /t/ are more prone to 
place assimilation than the corresponding labials or dorsals (e.g. Kiparsky 1985; 
Avery and Rice 1989). Consider the Catalan data in (3) belo'" froa.1 Kiparsky (1985: 
95), whose source is N1ascar6 (1976). 

(3) a. so[n) amics 
so[m) pocs 
so(l)] :51'ans 

b. so[m] dos 
Ii[!)) pa 
a(Jl] feli� 

'they are friends' 
'they are few' 
'they are big' 
''ve are hvo' 
'I have bread' 
'happy year' 

In (3a) '"e can observe in the second and third example that the /n/ in the 
morpheme 'they' assimilates to the place of articulation of a follo"'ing labial 
or dorsal. By contrast, none of the other three underlying nasals (i.e. /m 1J JI/) 
assimilates to the place features [LABIAL] or [DORSAL]; see (3b). 

One \vay of capturing the special status of /n/ is to posit a representation 
for that segment '"hich is underspecified for all place features (e.g. Kiparsky 
1985: 97-99). This idea is captured in the representations in (4), where (4a) is 
the structure for /n/ and (4c) for labials and dorsals, and (4b) for non-anterior 
coronals like /JI/. I refer to (4) henceforth as the "coronal underspecification" 
approach, although it should be clear from (4) that it is only anterior coronals 
that are underspecified.4 

(4) a. underlying 
anterior coronal 

PLACE 

b. underlying 
non-anterior coronal 

PLACE 

I 
CORONAL 

I 
[-anterior) 

c. underlying 
laltial or dorsal 

PLACE Pt ACE 

I I 
LABIAL DORSAL 

An important assumption n1ade in the coronal underspecification approach is that 
nasal assimilation in Catalan involves the spreading of a feature to a segn1ent 
lacking that fe.ature. Given the structure-building nature of nasal assimilation, the 
rule can spread [LABIAL] to the left in (Sa) but not in (Sb). 

(5) a. PLACE PLACE b. PLACE PLACE 

I I I 
LABIAL DORSAL LABIAL 

' Kiparsky (1985) assumes that palatals like /ft/ are dorsal, but I follow the consensus view that 
tl1ey are coro11al. His representatio11s di(fer slightl}· fron1 the 011es in (4) becat1se he does not assun1e 
the existence of a I PLAC6] node. StructUJ:es like the ones .in (4) are e.l\dorsed by several of the authors 
in Paradis and Pnmet (1991b), although opinions differ on whether or not anterior coronals like /t/ 
and /n/ lack [CORONAf.] as in (4a), or [PLACE] as well as [CORONAL]. 
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The model in (7) can account for the pattern of assimilation in Korean in (6). 
Unmarked coronals like /t/ assimilate to a following labial or dorsal. Significantly, 
labials can assimilate to dorsals (by the spreading of [DORSAL)), but dorsals cannot 
serve as the targets of place assi1nilation. 

Mohanan (1991), N!cCarthy and Taub (1992) and Hall (1995) all point out a poten
tial problem with the coronal underspecification approaches in (4). It "'ill be clear 
belo'" that these criticisms also hold for (7). In many of the languages in '"hich 
sounds like /n/ are argued to be underspecified for place features, we also find 
rules that crucially require /n/ to be marked for place features. For example, like 
Catalan, English and German /n/ assimilates to a follO\\'ing labial or dorsal. Since 
this assimilation is post-lexical, it 'vould be necessary to analyze /n/ as under
specified for place features at that late stage in the derivation. The problen1 is that 
there are lexical rules (or static constraints) that require that coronal sounds like 
/n/ be specified for place features. For example, in German there is a lexical rule 
of sch,va epenthesis that inserts a scJ1,va only between a coronal stop and a coro
nal obstruent in verbs (e.g. arbeit-et [aebaitat] ''vorks' vs. lern-t [!cent] 'learns'). 
Clearly, the rule of schiva epenthesis can only go into effect if sounds like /t/ are 
[CORONAL]. In American English, initial coronal consonant plus [ju] is prohibited. 
Thus the constraint banning '[CORONAL) [ju)' sequences n1ust n1ake reference to 
the feature [CORONAL]. 

The pattern of place assi.milation in Sri Lankan Portuguese Creole is problem
atic for both of the representational models discussed above because labials and 
dorsals but not coronals serve as the target. Consider the data from that language 
(fro1n Hun1e and Tserdanelis 2002) in (8), which illustrate the pattern of place assimi
lation across morpheme bot.u1dari.es: 

(8) nom. sg. gen. sg. dat. sg. verbal noun 
a. (va:rzin1) [ va :rzin-su J (va.:rzim.-pci] [va:rsi.r)-ki) 'harvest' 

[ma:m] [ma:n-su] [ma:m·pa) [ma:1J·ki] 'hand' 
[mi:tirJ] [mi:tin-su] [mi:tim·pa] [mi: til)·ki] 'meeting' 

b. [bataan] [bataan-su] [ba ta an -pa) [ba taan-ki] 'button' 
[si:n) [si:n-su] [si:n-pa] [si:n-ki] 'bell' 

In the first column of (Sa) we can observe rnononi.orphemic "'ords in the nomi
native singular ending in a labial or dorsal nasal. Before the genitive singular suffix 
/·su/ in the second column, both the labial and dorsal assimilate to the place 
of articulation of the following /s/. The third column is iinportant because it 
illustrates that the dorsal nasal assinl.i!ates to the place of the follo\ving /p/. Finally, 
,,ve can see in the fourth column that /rn/ assimilates to dorsal before /k../. The 
data in (Sa) can be contrasted '.vith the examples in (Sb), which show that the 
coronal nasal /n/ resists place assimilation to both a labial and a dorsal. 

What the data in (8) tell us is that in Sri Lankan Portuguese Creole, labials 
and dorsals undergo place assimilation but that coronals do not. Hun1e and 
Tserdanelis (2002) argue that the pattern of assimilation in (8) poses a seriou.s 
problem for the coronal underspecification approach in (4). The reason is that 
coronal underspecification presupposes that only the marked features (e.g. the ones 
that resist place assiinilation) are underlyingly specified for place feattue.s, \vhile 
the wlffiarked features (e.g. the ones that undergo place assinl.i!ation) are the ones 
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a list of other languages in which palatals fail to undergo place assimilation, but 
impressionistically, this generally appears to be the case.7 If the constraint ranking 
approach taken in (8) were to be extended to include the constraints referring 
to the subplaces '"ithin the coronal range, then one would expect there to be a 
language in which the palatal stop /c/ or the retroflex stop It I undergoes place 
assimilation, '"hile the alveolar stop /t/ does not. To the best of my knowledge, 
such a pattern of assin1ilation is not attested, but the question of \11hether or not 
"everything goes" an1ong coronal subplaces clearly needs to be left open for 
further research. 

4 Coronals as epenthetic segments 

There is general agreen1ent in the literature that epenthesis is a valid n1arkedness 
diagnostic. Clottals ([? h]) are the most common epenthetic consonants from a 
cross-linguistic point of view, but coronals have been argued to be less marked 
than labials or dorsals in terms of epenthesis. For example, in their defense of the 
clain1 that coronal is the least marked place, Paradis and Prunet (199la: 20) "'rite: 
"In initial and intervocalic positions, coronals (including fricatives) are inserted 
more often than noncoronals." The language most often cited with coronal 
epenthesis (i.e. the unmarked voiceless stop /t/) is Axininca Campa, although 
sometimes other languages are cited as well (e.g. Gokana and Amharic). 

Consider first languages with epenthetic glottals (i.e. [?]). According to the 
survey provided in Lombardi (2002), there are languages attested in whim (?) is 
epenthesized initially (presumably to avoid vo�vel-init:ial syllables), mediaUy (as 
a means of resolving hiatus), or finally. In many languages \llith an epenthetic 
glottal, the sound being epenthesized is not phonemic, but there are languages 
attested in \11hich a glottal is epenthesized even if that sound belongs to the under
lying consonants (e.g. Selayarese; Lo1nbardi 2002). Some of the languages with 
epenthetic glottal include Arabic ("'Ord-initial) and Selayarese ( behveen identical 
V0\11els). The coda context for glottal epenthesis is illustrated in the Cupefio exam
ples in (13) from Lombardi (2002: 229), '"ho cites Cro'"hurst (1994). 

(13) /!fi/ 
/kwa/ 

'gather' 
'eat' 

According to the sources cited above, epenthesis of a consonant in final position 
in Cupeno is necessary to satisfy a biinoraic minimal word requirement. The 
reason (?) is epenthesized, as opposed to so1ne other consonant, is that glottal 
is seen as the least marked place. The unmarkedness of place of articu lation is 
accomplished with constraints similar in function to the PRESERVE constraints 
discussed in (9)-(11) above. In particular, the constraints penalize the relevant 
1najor place category (i.e. *LAB, •CoR, *DORS, *PHAR). Lombardi (2002) assumes 

7 Hungarian is yet another example of a language in which palatals fail to undergo place assimilation 
(Sipt<lr and Torkenczy 2000: 207). Interestingly, these authors remark that Hungarian /ft/ assimilates 
to (Q] before dorsals in certain dialects {2000: 211). In the literature on Korean it is usually assumed 
that "palatal" /c/ assimilates to a following dorsal (i.e. /ck/ -> (kk]), but not to a foll.owing labial; 
however, an anonymoLts revie\ver points ottt that Korean /c/ is closer to a strident affricate (Il'A /t�/) 
than a palatal stop. 
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that the constraint penalizing glottals is *PHAR, because in her system glottals have 
pharyngeal place features (ie. [PHAR, +glottal]). Lombardi (2002) also operates 
under the assun1ption that glottals are obstruents and not sonorants. As I point 
out below, the treatn1ent of glottals as obstruents is not universally accepted. 

Lombardi's (2002) markedness hierarchy is presented in (14). ln contrast to the 
markedness hierarchy posited in the previous section, the one in (14) is assumed 
to be universally fixed. See de Lacy (2006) for a similar markedness hierarchy. 

(14) 'DORS, *LAB >> *COR >> *PHAR 

According to the hierarchy in (14), glottals are the optimal epenthetic consonants 
because their place markedness is even Jo,'1er than that of the relatively unmarked 
coronals. Consider the evaluation of the first exa1nple in (13), given the hierarchy 
in (14): 

(15) Input: /tfi/ MIN\!Vo *DORS : *LAB ' *CoR *PHAR 

a. [ tf i] ., ' 
' 
' 
' .. � b. [tfi?] ' • ' 

[ tfit l 
' 

c. ' *I ' 

d. [tfik) 
' •1 ' 
' 

[tfip l 
' 

*! e. ' 
' 

In this tableau, candidate (lSb) is selected over candidates (1Sc-15e) because the 
latter three insert consonants that have a place of articulation other than glottal. 

In other languages a coronal is epenthetic. The intuition behind the ranking in 
(14) is that coronal is the next best place in terms of epenthesis. Thus, if there is 
some independent reason for why a glottal caru1ot be epenthesized, then a coronal 
(and not a labial or a dorsal) '"ill be. 

Consider no'" the Axininca Campa examples in (16) from Lombardi (2002), 
'"ho cites McCarthy and Prince (1993) and Payne (1981). This example is usually 
considered to be a paradigm case for a language '"'ith an epenthetic [t]. /N/ 
represents a nasal consonant unspecified for place features. 

(16) /i-N-koma-i/ 
/i-N-koma-aa-i/ 

[ii)komati] 
[ii)komataati] 

'he '"ill paddle' 
'he vvill paddle again' 

These exan1ples illustrate that [t] is epenthesized intervocalically in order to 
ensure that every syllable has an onset. Given the ro.arkedness hierarchy in (14), 
the challenge posed by these examples is that they require that a coronal rather 
than a glottal be epenthesized. 

Both Lombardi (2002) and de Lacy (2006) argue that a coronal, rather than a 
glottal, is epenthesized for reasons of sonority. The generalization is that onsets 
\•vith a stop are n1ore harmonic than those ''"ith a fricative, nasal, or liquid, because 
stops are the least sonorous segment type on the sonority hierarchy. Assuming 
that de Lacy (2006) is correct in his analysis of glottals as sonorants, [t] is selected 
over glottals because the latter n1ake •vorse onsets than the fonner. This intuition 
is captured in the follo\'\'ing tableau: 
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For example, de Lacy (2006) discusses languages with an epenthetic rhotic [r], 
e.g. English and Southern Tati, and sho,vs that this process applies only in the 
context of lo\v VO\'l'els. Consider the latter language. In Southern Tati the approx
imant [r) is epenthesized after low vowels, but after non-lo"' (unrounded) vo\vels 
(e.g. /i e/) the epenthetic segment is [j], and after non-lo'v (rounded) vowels 
(e.g. /y u/) it is bv]. In this language, epenthetic consonants copy the place and 
manner features of the preceding VO\vel; hence, (j] appears after /i e/ because all 
of these sow1ds have the same value of [sonorant] and (approxunant] (and the 
place feature [CORONAL)). The sound ('v) Iikewise appears after sounds like /y u/, 
because all of these segments share the same manner and place features. After 
/a/ the epenthetic consonant is the approximant [r], because the latter sound 
copies the preceding vo\vel's manner features (i.e. [sonorant] and [approximant]). 
Significantly, the epenthetic consonant cannot copy the precedu1g vowel's place 
features because /a/ is neither [LABIAL), [CORONAL), nor (DORSAL) (de Lacy 2006: 
101-102, after Clements and Hum.e 1995). 

Since there appear to be no languages in which a non-anterior coronal like 
[j] can be freely epenthesized regardless of the quality of an adjacent vowel, I 
conclude that the approach described by de Lacy (2006) makes the correct pre
dictions. This approach could potentially be falsified by a language in which [j] 
(or some other non-anterior coronal) is epenthesized in the context of any vowel 
(and not simply in the neighborhood of /i e/). Whether or not there are such 
languages is a question that clearly needs to be left open for further study. 

5 Coronals as the output of place neutralization 

Many languages are attested in \vhich a multiple place of articulation contrast is 
neutralized in coda position, but these languages can vary concerning the output 
sound. So111e languages have been argued to involve a place neutralization to 
coronal, thereby providing evidence for the claim that coronal in these languages 
is less marked than labials or dorsals. Some of the languages cited with a place 
neutralization to coronal are Finnish (Yip 1991), Greek, Italian, Croatian dialects, 
as well as Fante (Kiparsky 1995: 669), Castilian Spanish, and Koyukon (Rice 1996). 
Many \.veil-known languages are attested in which the output of place assimila
tion is glottal, i.e. debuccalizations converting sounds like /s/ to (h) (in dialects 
of Spanish) or /t/ to (?) (in dialects of English). More interesting for purposes of 
the present chapter are languages reported to neutralize place contrasts to dorsal 
(Selayarese) or labial (Manam). 

Languages referred to above \Vhich debuccalize sounds like /s/ or /t/ to glottal 
are unproblematic given the ro.arkedness hierarchy in (14). Given an input like 
/tat/, the most harmonic output is [ta?], because the candidates [tak], [tap] and 
[tat] incur violations of the high-ranking n1arkedness constraints *DoRs, 'LAB and 
*CoR. If the faithfulness constraint militating against the change from /t/ to some 
other sound is ranked Jo,ver than •PHAR, then the output [ta?) will be selected as 
optiinal. An approach to neutraJi:z:ations that accepts coronal underspecification 
would need to explain '.vhy the output of /tat/ is [ta7] and not [ tat]: since debuc
calization is usually assumed to delete all and only place features, one might expect 
the output to be a coronal if coronals lack place features. However, the problem 
nlight be solvable if glottals are analyzed as havu1g even less structure than 
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In Rice's (1996) representational approach, final nasals in Selayarese -like the final 
coronals in languages like Finnish -have the representation in (7a), \Vhich lacks 
[PLACE). In Finnish a default rule applies specifying that consonants unspecified 
for [PLACE) are [CORONAL). Unlike Finnish, Selayarese does not have the default 
rule assigning [CORONAL) to placeless consonants, and thus the consonant that 
lacks [PLACE) is interpreted phonetically as velar. 

Languages that neutralize place of articulation to dorsal can be captured in an 
OT approach with a freely rankable 1narkedness hierarchy. The correct output can 
be achieved by ranking the constraint militating against dorsals lo,ver than the 
constraints militating against coronals or labials. By contrast, in approaches to OT 
'"ith a fixed markedness hierarchy (as in (14)), it is not clear ho"' the examples 
in (20) can be accounted for. De Lacy (2006) ultin1ately argues that place neu
tralizations can have only !\VO possible outputs, namely coronal and glottal. He 
argues that the cases of neutralization to dorsal can be explained in other "'ays; 
recall from §4. that he re-analyzes dorsals that are apparently epenthetic as being 
morphological in nature. In the case of Selayarese in (20) (and other languages), 
de Lacy (2006) argues that the dorsal nasal is really glottal. In Oceanic languages 
the neutralization of /t/ to (k] is a comn1on historical process, but de Lacy (2006) 
clai1ns that there are no languages in "'hich such neutralizations can be motivated 
as synchronic processes on the basis of alternations. Whether or not de Lacy's (2006) 
re-analysis of apparent cases of neutralization to dorsal can be extended to other 
languages is - in this \vriter's view -doubtful. See also Rice (2008) for criticisms. 
Rice also points to Mana1n as a language that neutralizes a nutltiple place con
trast to labial, but it is not clear how these data can be accounted for \vith the 
fixed markedness hierarchy in (14). 

Not much attention seems to have been paid in the literature to questions (2d) 
and (2e). Given that there are languages in \vhich the output of place neutral
ization is a coronal, \vhy is the subplace anterior and why is the 1nanner a stop 
or nasal? Could a language \Vith /p t c k/ neutralize the four-way contrast to the 
pa.latal stop [c)? While it is conceivable that such a neutralization might occur in 
the neighborhood of a front vowel (since front vowels are often assumed to be 
[CORONAL] and (redundantly) [-anterior]), there appear to be no attested cases 
of this type of a neutralization that are not assimilatory. Could a contrast among 
fricatives /f s x/ be neutralized to [s)? Again, this type of neutralization appears 
not to be attested. 

6 Coronals and syllable structure 

A nu.mber of linguists have observed that there are languages in "'hich coronal 
obstruents have a privileged position in syllable structure in the sense that they 
can occur in contexts '"here labial and dorsal obstruents cannot. Examples like 
the ones to be discussed below can be thought of as a particular type of neutral
ization to coronal, although they do not involve active neutralizations like the one 
discussed above for Pawnee. In this section I discu.ss a familiar case study from 
German and English syllable structu.re illustrating the special status of coronals. 

Many '"riters have made the follo,ving observation for German and English: 
if a syllable ends in a sequence of two obstruents and if the first one is a stop, 
then the second one must be a coronal obstruent (see Hall 2002 and references 
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representation as in (22a). Thus, on this view, all "'Ords are fully syllabified, as 
in (22b ). In order to explain the apparent SSG violations in (21), Hall restates the 
SSG as follo\vs: "A sonorant consonant in the syllable coda n1ay only be preceded 
by segn1ents of higher sonority." Given this constraint (which Hall refers to as 
SoN), the final sequences in (21) have a ,.veil-formed sonority profile because SON 
does not refer to sequences of adjacent obstruents. 

One 'vay of capturing the fact that the underlined sounds in (21) are coronal 
is to adopt the following context-sensitive markedness constraints (n1odified 
slightly from Hall 2002: 47): 

(23) Con.text-sensitive markedn.ess con.strain.ts 

*TP/TK: [c���t J [p��:�HERAL] Jo 
ORONAL 

a. 

*(PERIPHERAL) (PERIPHERAL) )" 

The constraint *Tl'/TK in (23a) is necessary to rule out sequences like [atk] and 
[atp], and the constraint *PK/KP in (23b) likewise rules out sequences like (apk) 
and [akp]. Note that (23a) and (23b) cannot be combined into a single constraint 
(i.e. *[-son, -cont] [PERIPHERAL]]"), because the first segment referred to in (23a) 
is a stop only (cf. [sk] clusters, e.g. ask), but the two segments referred to in (23b) 
can be any peripheral segment. 

The constraints in (23) are advantageous because they are also able to accoiu1t 
for the fact that sequences like [tk tp) are repaired in other languages by processes 
like epenthesis, deletion, or metathesis. A typical example is discussed by 
Kensto,vicz (1994: 300), 'vho sho"'S that in Lebanese Arabic word-final sequences 
like /tk db/ are split up by vowel epenthesis (see (24b )), but the mirror image 
sequences /kt bd/ are not (see (24a)). Lebanese Arabic also provides evidence 
that sequences of t\vo peripher al obstri1ents are n1arked as well, since they are 
separated by an epenthetic vowel (see (24c)). 

(24) a. /sakt/ [sakt] 'act' 
/(abd/ ((abd) 'slave' 

b. /fatk/ (fatik) 'eradicating' 
/nadb/ [nadib] '\vailing' 

c. /�akf/ [�akif] 1eaning to the Jetter' 
/rikb/ [rikib I 'riding' 
/11.abk/ (nabik] 'weaving' 

Consider no\v the data in (25) from German and English, \vhich illustrate a slightly 
different generalization than the ones in (21): after VXC, where X = a  short vo,vel 
or a consonant, ie. after a short vowel plus hvo consonants, a long vo,vel plus 
one consonant or a diphthong plus one consonant, the only type of consonant 
that can follo,,v is a coronal obstruent. In (25a) the coronal and the preceding 
consonant are tautomorphemic and in (25b) they are heteromorphemic. General
izations similar to the ones in final position also hold in initial position as well, 
but I concentrate belo'v only on data like the ones in (25). As in (21), the 'vord-edge 
sounds in (25) subsume anterior coronals and non-anterior coronals. 
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In at least three languages (Guere, Fula, and Niau), vo,vel harmony has been 
shown to apply across coronals but not across labials and dorsals (or non-anterior 
coronals), thereby implying that coronals are less marked than the latter two 
major places (Paradis and Prunet 1989). Paradis and Prune! argue that the afore
mentioned languages require coronal underspecification: only coronals lack 
[PLACE] (and hence [CORONAL]), but labials and dorsals are specified for [PLACE] 
and theil dependent articulator features [DORSAL]/[LABIAL]. Given representa
tions like the ones described, only coronals should allo>v vo>vel harmony to 
apply across then1, because vowel harinony is argued to spread [PLACE] (and the 
dependent feature [DORSAL)). Vovvel harmony is blocked "'hen a dorsal or a labial 
(or non-anterior coronal) intervenes, because these segments all have [PLACE], vvhich 
inhibits spreading. A potential problem for this representational approach v1ould 
be a language in which labials or dorsals but not coronals are transparent to spread
ing. Paradis and Prune! (1991c, 1994) discuss apparent examples of languages 'vith 
transparent dorsals (e.g. Choc tavv, Chinook, Ennemor) and re-analyze the da ta in 
ways that are compatible "'ith coronal underspecification. A question that clearly 
needs to remain open is whether or not the same strategy holds for all languages 
with transparent dorsals. A second question is >vhether or not there are languages 
in which labials are transparent, but not coronals or dorsals. Finally, it ren1ains 
to be seen how an OT analysis might account for languages \vith transparent 
coronals. 

8 Conclusion 

The present chapter has examined a number of theoretical and empirical issues 
\vith respect to the special status of coronals. Emphasis "'as placed on the beha
vior of coronals fro1n the point of vie\v of structural 1narkedness, in particular 
epenthesis, assimilation, neutralization, syllable structure, and transparency. In 
(2) I posited five general research questions, vvhich I repeat in (26) for convenience: 

(26) a. MARKEDNEss: Are coronals endo"red "'ith special properties that dif
ferentiate then1 from the other n1ajor places and, if so, what are they? 

b. UNIVERSALITY: Are the properties cllaracterizing coronals (or other 
places of articulation) universal or language-specific? 

c. REPRESENTATIONS: To "'hat extent do the properties of coronals (or other 
places of articulation) require unique phonological representations? 

d. MANNER: Why do wunarked coronals belong to certain 1nanner cat
egories and not to others? 

e. CORONAL SUBPLACES: Why do unmarked coronaJs belong to certain 
subplaces and not to others? 

Concerning point (26a), the examples discussed in the preceding sections have 
de1nonstrated that there are w1deniably languages in which coronals have a 
special status, e.g. languages like Catalan, in �vhich onJy /n/ and not other na.sals 
undergo place assimilation. However, one cannot conclude that coronals are 
unique in all languages (i.e. (26b )). I draw this conclusion in light of some of the 
examples discussed above. For exa1nple, in Sri Lankan Portuguese Creole labials 
are wm1arked >vith respect to place of assin1ilation. It also appears to be the case 
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13 The Stricture Features 

ELLEN M. KAISSE 

The late 1980s and early 1990s sa\v the publication of a large number of articles 
treating features and feature geon1etry, following on the highly influential 
article by Clements (1985) that had argued for the organization of features into a 
hierarchically arranged tree. But if one takes a look at the features whose position 
and organization '''ere so often debated, they fall into only a few groups: first, 
the vocalic features typically involved in vo,vel hannony - features of height, 
backness, rounding, or tongue root position; second, laryngeal features such as 
glottalization, voicing, and aspiration; and third, the place features labial, dorsal, 
and coronal and their dependents, especially those of coronal (see CHAPTER 27: 

THE ORGANIZATION OF FEATURES; CHAPTER 21: VOWEL HEIGHT; CHAPTER 19: VO\VEL 
PLACE; CHAPTER 69: PINAL DEVOICING AND PINAL LARYNGEAL NEUTRALIZATION; 
CHAPTER 22: CONSONANTAL !'LACE OP ARTICULATION; CHAPTER 12: CORONALS). Sum 
a concentration can be traced back in part to the n1aterial covered in Clements's 
seminal article. But it also reflects those features that seem most often and 
most unequivocally involved in assimilation, or, to folio"' McCarthy's (1988) 
diagnostics, the trio of assimilation, dissimilation, and reduction or deletion. 
There \Vas also notable interest in the position and behavior of [lateral] (CHAl'TER 
81: LOCAL ASSIMILATION; CHAPTER 60: DISSI:MILATION; CHAPTER 79: REDUCTION; 
CHAPTER 31: LATERAL CONSONANTS). But most o.f the traditional manner and major 
class features - [continuant], [consonantal), [sonorant] -received short shrift.1 These 
three, along with the less "'idely adopted feature [approxin1ant), are sometimes 
called stricture features (Kensto\vicz 1994: 480ff.), because they specify ho\v the 
articulators are brought together but are not the1nselves inherently associated \vith 
any one articulator. They are "articulator-free," in the terminology of Clen1ents and 

1 Chomsky and Halle (1968: 299-300) distinguish. five kinds of features: major class, cavity, manner 
of articulation, soL1rce, arid prosodic. Tl'le major class features are [sonorar'lt) and (co11sonantal) (arid 
the quickly eliminated [vocalic]). The manner features are [continuant], [delayed release), [tense), 
and several featL1res related to SL1ction and ejectio·n. Major class features, tJ1ey explain, inai11ly have 
to do with closing and opening and with pressure buildup and release. While [continuant) was not 
categodzed as a major class featute by Chomsky and Hal.le, it is the one manJ)er featute that strongly 
relates to h.ow dosely the articulators are approximated. Padgett (1991) and Kenstowicz (1994), amongst 
otl1ers, tllus group [consonantal), (sonora11tJ, and (cor�tinua11t) togetl1er as stricl'l1re features. 
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Hume (1995) and must be associated \Vith some articulator to be fully interpreted . 
The 1najor class features [consonantal] and [sonorant] do not participate often, if 
at all, in the archetypical phonological processes of spreading and delinking, 
and they do not form nice bundles of features that beg to be organized iu1der 
a node of the feature geometry. The other major class features of Chomsky and 
Halle (1968), [syllabic] and [vocalic] (the latter already tentat ively 'vithdra\vn in 
a footnote in Chomsky and Halle 1968: 302), have over the decades been subsumed 
in representations, with [syllabic] corning to n1ean head or nucleus of the syllable 
and not being specified as a distinctive feature of any segn1ent.2 As early as 1974, 
.Hankamer and Aissen suggested that the major class features might be super
fluous, and in a more elaborated proposal, Selkirk (1984) proposed doing a\''ay 
\Vith both [consonantal] and [sonorant] by replacing them \vith a multivalued 
sonorancy feature (see also CHAPTER s: SONORANTS). Nonetheless, the consensus 
view seems to be that these features are still needed. Their necessity is taken 
for granted in many significant works on feature theory of the last decade or hvo, 
such as Clements (2003), to mention one representative example. As an independent 
issue, the proper definition of [continuant] has ahvays been problematic: it 
has not been obvious exactly what natural classes should be delineated by this 
feature, nor ho\.v it should be placed on the feature tree (see also CHAPTER 28: 
THE REPRESENTATION OP FRICATIVES). 

ln this chapter I will revie\.v some of the proposals to keep, redefine, or locate 
on the feature tree the problematic stricture features [consonantal], [sonorant], and 
[continuant], or to do away 'vith them altogether. ln the spirit of the Companion, \ve 
'"ill spend n1ost of the time looking at the phonological and phonetic phenon1ena 
upon \vhich these various proposals rested. The chapter is organized as follo,vs. 
We begin \vith a discussion of the arguments for and against the existence of 
[consonantal]. In the second section, \ve turn a similar spotlight upon [sonorant]. 
The third section considers arguments that bear on the need for both features, 
hinging on the sonority sequencing principle, "'eight, and lenition. The final section 
treats the definition and feature geometry of [continuant]. 

1 The major class feature [consonantal] 

Chom.sky a.nd Halle (l.968: 301-302) d.istingilished a. grotlp of binary "n1ajor 
class features" that segregate segments into the large groups of consonants and 
vowels, sonorants and obstruents, glides and liquids, and syllabic and non
syllabic sounds. The binary feature [consonantal] makes the most obvious cut among 
segments, capturing the distinction behveen vowels and consonants. 

Consonantal sounds are produced w·ith a radical obstruction in the midsagittal 
region of the vocal tract; nonconsona.ntal sounds are produced without such a.n 
obstruction. (Chomsky and Halle 1968: 302) 

2 Padgett (2008) argues that [vocalic] should be reinstated to describe the difference between 
vowels, which have no fri<'1tion, and the type of glide that shows SOJl\e frication. For Padgett, 
both [consonantal! and [vocalic! should be employed so as lo capture a fine hierarchy of degree of 
strict1ue. 
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(1) a. Cypriot Greek consonantalization. 
The glide [j] becomes a voiceless palatal stop [c] after a consonant. 

b. Bergii.ner Roma.nsh consonantalization 
The glides [j] and (w) are realized as the voiced stop [g) before a 
consonant. 

c. Llyghur vowel conson.antalization. 
Devoiced high vowels become syllabic fricatives before a consonant. /i/ 
is realized as (fl, /u/ as [<p'") and /y I as [<p4]. 

d. Allina vocalization · · 

Certain consonants become vo,vels before a consonant. /b I and /Xw I 
are realized as [u], '"hile 1¥1 and /c/ appear as [i]. 

e. Ha/land Swedish vocalization 
The uvular fricative /JS/ is realized as the offglide [9) before any 
consonant. 

Kaisse (1996) adds the debuccalization of [s) to [h] in Argentinian Spanish, '"hich 
only takes place \vhen a coda /s/ is preceded by a vo,vel or glide. Thus the rule 
appears to be a rightward spreading of the feature [-consonantal]. 

Let us consider the first two examples, Modern Cypriot Greek and the 
Bergi.iner dialect of Romansh, in a little more detail. These two have mirror-image 
environments that make it unlikely that alternative analyses \Vill succeed by 
identifying a specific position in the syllable, be it onset or coda, as the cause 
for consonantalization. On the other hand, Cypriot also sho\vs the sorts of com
plications that offer a "'edge to alternative analyses that do not use the spread 
of [consonantal). 

Ne,vton (1972a) describes a defining characteristic of all Cypriot dialects: \vhat 
would appear as the glide [j] in other dialects is realized as a voiceless palatal 
stop after most consonants or as a voiceless velar stop after [r]. Numerous 
alternations in Cypriot support this consonantalization as a productive process. 
(The cognate form in non-consonantal i.zing dialects is the intermediate form 
sho"'n to the right of the first arro'" in the examples below.) 

(2) a. aoerfi 'brother' 
/aoerfi+a/ � aoerfja � aoerfca 'brothers' 

b. van 11eavy' 
/vari+ume/ � varjume � varkume 'l am bored' 

c. mati 'eye' 
/mati+a/ � matja � n1atca or ma9ca 'eyes' 

This last example sho"'S the continiiancy adjustment that complica.tes the 
phenomenon, and which Kaisse regards as orthogonal to it. In virtually all 
dialects of Modern Greek (Ne"rton 1972b), sequences of obstruents are adjusted 
so that the first is a fricative and the second a stop (see also CHAPTER 28: THE 

REPRESENTATION OF FRICATIVES). Though spread of [consonantal] seen1s the n1ost 
obviou.s approach to the Cypriot alternation, J. Harris (1996) points out that the 
case is not straightfor\vard, since "'e must devoice and obstruentize the glide, not 
merely turn it into a consonant. 

Bergtlner Ro1nansh (Kamprath 1986) displays a process of "glide hardening" 

that is practically the mirror iinage of the Cypriot case: glides becon1e velar stops 
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before any consonant. Unlike Greek, Romansh has a [w·] as 'vell as a [j]. Both glides 
become [g], \vhich may then devoice before voiceless consonants. 

(3) a. kreja /krej+a/ 'believes' 
krekr /krej+r I 'to believe' 

b. /skrejver I � skregver 'to \Vrite' 
c. /lavowra/ � lavogra '"rorks' 

Note that both for Cypriot and Ro1nansh, there is no place, continuancy or 
sonorancy assimilation. Thus the most likely first analysis is that this is a simple 
spread of the feature [consonantal], \Vhich is indeed how Kamprath formalizes 
the rule. 

Since onsets tend to favor strengthening of consonants (CHAPTER ss: ONSETS), 
the Ron1ansh case is useful in sho"ring that position in onset is not a necesS<-u:y 
condition for consonantal.ization of glides. The Creek case shows it is not sufficient, 
either, since a \vord-initial or post-vocalic glide does not strengthen, lacking as it 
does a preceding consonant. 

(4) jerakos 
Jojazo 

'falcon' 
'pay attention to' 

Cho and Inkelas (1993) attempt to re-analyze Cypriot and Romansh \vithout [con
sonantal] spreading, and object that all the exan1ples cited by Kaisse must refer 
to structural inforn1ation in addition to features. This seen1s a peculiar objection, 
as many voicing and place assinUlati.ons, for example, affect only segments in coda 
position. Moreover, it is not true of all Kaisse's examples: Ahtna and Uyghur involve 
only features, not position in the syllable. And "'e have just seen that the Cypriot 
Greek case involves segments in the onset, \vhile its nlirror in1age in Romansh 
involves those in the coda. Nonetheless, \vith so few exan1ples in the literature, 
there is indeed a danger that they can all be accounted for either by referring to 
syllabic position '"ithout [consonantal] or by replacing [consonantal] vvith some 
other active feature, and allo"ring consonantality to come along as a side-effect. 
Cho and lnkelas suggest that in Cypriot, consonantalization is a side-effect of the 
imposition of the [+cont)(-cont) ten1plate that Kaisse argues must be in1posed on 
aU JV.lodern. Creek consonant clusters. 

Hume and Odden (1996) take a more ambitious and thoroughgoing approach 
in attempting to dispose of Kaisse's examples. Their ultimate goal is to remove 
[consonantal] fron1 the inventory of features altogether, by den1onstrating that 
it is superfluous. They give three types of arguments.4 First, no segn1ents are 
distinguished only by the one being [+consonantal) and the other [-consonantal]. 
Thus, the difference bet"'een [\v) and [�) is not only one of consonantality but 
also one of sonority, the difference between [j] and [A] lies in laterality as '"ell 
as consonantality, and so forth. Second, [consonantal] is never employed crucially 
to describe a natural class. (The class would be vowels, glides, and possibly 

'1 Hun1e and Oddet1's li11e o( attack foJlows from the san1e sort of reasoning as that gi\•en in Harris 
(1996). He argues that we can motivate the need for a particular distmc6ve feature in four ways: features 
code lexical contrasts,. define natural classes of segn1ents, determine syllabification, and guarantee 
phonetic interpretabiUty. 
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Hume and Odden discuss hvo classes of phenomena where the class 
[-consonantal] does seem at first glance to be required. These are nasalization and 
the calculation of sonority. The first is exemplified by Arabela and several other 
languages, '"here nasality spreads to vowels, glides, and laryngeals (CHAPTER 78: 
NASAL F!ARI-·!ONY). Ho,vever, Hume and Odden point out that the general hierarchy 
of segments able to be nasalized parallels the sonority hierarchy (see CHAPTER 49: 

SONORITY), so that in some languages, liquids are added to the class of nasalizable 
segments, in others voiced stops, and so forth. We will see in the next section that 
later research has suggested that the sonority hierarchy may in fact be a derivative 
notion. Hume and Odden anticipate this line of attack, arguing that the sonority 
hierarchy need not refer to [consonantal); it can be unified "'ith the nasalizability 
scale using the notion of in1pedance, "the resistance offered by a sound to the 
flow of air through the vocal tract above the glottis." Since laryngeals have no 
in1pedance, they are vo,.vel-like and nasalizable, but they are inadequate syllable 
peaks, because some impedance is required for a syllable peak. 

The remaining cases of consonantal spread offered in Kaisse (1992) are re
analyzed by Hume and Odden as fortitions involving other features: continuancy 
in the case of Cypriot Greek, voicing in the case of Uyghur, and perhaps son1e 
con1bination of structural position and continuancy dissinUJation for Romansh. 

J. Harris (1996) also proposes to eliminate the major class features and takes on 
a re-analysis of the Cypriot case as his major example. His argument is that the 
Cypriot process specifically targets a glide in the onset position of a coda-onset 
cluster. I do not think this particular solution '''ill \Vork, since the rule applies 
word-initially: 

(7) a. 
b. 

/0ios/ � 0jos � 0cos 
p1 
/na pi+o/ � na pjo � na pco or na fco 

'uncle' 
'drink' 
'that I drink' 

Greek is particu.larly coda-averse and accepting of complex onsets, as judged by 
the intuitive syllabifications of native speakers and the '''ide variety of complex 
onsets vs. the very strict restrictions on coda consonants. Consequently, native 
speakers do not judge that a word-initial consonant like the [f) in [na.fco] is 
syllabified into the coda of a preceding vo,.vel-final \.vord (Joseph and Philippaki
Warburton 1.987: 24 lff.). 

In conclusion, the cases of consonantal spread advanced by Kaisse (1992) 
constitute a reasonable body of data that suggest that [consonantal] may be an 
active feature that is useful in describing cases of consonantalization of glides 
and vowels and vocalization of consonants. But there are not enough cases 
that are in1.mune from re-analysis to allo\v phonologists to rest comfortably in 
the kno"•ledge that the feature is required in our theory. The rest of this section 
considers other evidence for the superfluity or redundancy of [consonantal]. 

Clen1ents and Hume (1995) and Levi (2004) contain excelJent demonstrations 
that [consonantal] in itself is inadequate to account for phenon1ena involving 
the transparency of consonants to vo"•el harmony and the distinction bet\veen 
underlying vo�vels and true underlying glides; what we need is a feature
geometric distinction bet\veen vowels, "'hich have a vocalic place node, and 
consonants, \vhich do not (unless they happen to have a secondary vowel-like 
feature such as palatalization). Levi (2004; CHAPTER 1s: GLIDES) sho\vs that if basic 
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are best described using a multivalued [sonorant] feature, dispensing 'vith the 
other 1najor class features altogether. 

Parker (2002) takes on the frequent con1plaint that [sonorant] has vague or con
flicting phonetic definitions; he shows that the traditional feature (for which he 
ultimately supports a scalar rather than a binary-valued feature) and the traditional 
sonority hierarchy have regular phonetic correlates, namely intensity and, to a 
lesser extent, intra-oral pressure. 

Sonority certainly does see1n to be an important concept in speech perception, 
as one "'ould expect if it is based in loudness. Recall that Stevens and Keyser (1989) 
pick it out as one of three perceptually salient features that can be expected to be 
used and enhanced in many segment inventories. This perceptual argument is 
reinforced from another angle in more recent work by Bates et al. (2007), '"ho sho'v 
that the feature [±sonorant] plays an important role in modeling pronunciation 
for speech recognition. Whether these perceptually based observations constitute 
arguments that impinge on the actual universal inventory of phonological fea
tures, ho,vever, is not entirely obvious. As "''e have noted already, the gold stand
ard for motivating a phonological feature is its activity in one or more processes 
of assimilation, dissimilation, or deletion. Even less than [consonantal], [sonorant] 
does not seem to behave actively in such phonological processes. For this reason, 
N!cCarthy's (1988) survey article like,vise locates it as an annotation on the root 
node. Furthermore, [sonorant] is subject to the same critique as [consonantal] 
'"hen it comes to its use in defining the position of a segment in the sonority 
hierarchy and in sonority sequencing. We shall see in the next section that many 
phoneticians have argued that universals of segment ordering are derivative 
from perceptual factors. If that argument is accepted, the feature [sonorant) may 
be superfluous. 

I am a'vare of only l\"o direct defenses of [sonorant] as an active feature that 
participates in an assimilation process. Milli.ken (1988) suggests that flapping in 
North An1erican English (see CHAPTER 113: FLAPPING IN AMERICAN ENGLISH) can 
be seen as the spread of [+sonorant]. In tJ1is process, a coronal stop becomes a 
voiced flap, roughly in inter-sonorant position. Olson and Scllulz (2002) bring 
for\vard a much less fan1iliar case, "'hich thus bears presenting in some detail: the 
alternation of the 3rd person singular suffix /-Jta/ in the Nilo-Saharan language 
BilaaJa. This suffix appears as [Jta] after nasals, liquids, glides, and vowels. That 
is, it is a na.sal. sonorant \vhen adjacent to a sonorant. Htnvever, it appears as an 
obstruent follo'"ing an obstruent, but maintains its place of articulation, ruling 
out spread of the entire root node. As the data below sho\v, the process is not 
simply spread of [-sonorant]; the suffix also takes on the voicing and continuancy 
of the preceding obstruent, suggesting possible if unwieldy lines of re-analysis 
for sou<eone attempting to dispose of th.is case. 

(9) a. mon-Jla 'his child' 
5tr-Jta 'his slave' 
kuhul-Jta 'his hip' 
ka'·"-Jla 'its !enoth' 0 
tf e-Jla 'his mother' 

b. got-tf a 'his place' 
bob-eta 'his father' 
gurus-fa 'his money' 
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Olson and Schulz have certainly found a very relevant case for the question of 
•vhether [sonorant] is an active feature. Still, this process is a morphologically 
circumscribed one in Bilaala. It applies only to this pronoun; the nasal-initial 
1st person singular, /-ma/, is invariant. One would like 01ore robust cases on 
'vhich to base a decision. As Olson and Schulz themselves say, until more cases 
are found, the question of the cross-linguistic phonological activity of [sonorant] 
remains unresolved. They offer and argue against a less elegant solution, '"here 
[-nasal] rather than [-sonorant] spreads. Such a solution is hardly ideal, requiring 
that nasal be a binary, not a privative feature, but it "'ould allo•v a vvay out of 
the current case. 

Rice (1993) attacks the traditional definition of [sonorant] from another direc
tion. Summarizing and expanding work by Piggott (1990) and by Rice and Avery 
(1989), she proposes eliminating [sonora.nt] as an annotation on the root note and 
replacing it '"'ith a feature [spontaneous (or sonorant) voice], with dependents 
[lateral) and (predictable) [nasal]. 

(10) Root 

� 
Laryngeal SY 

I � 
Voice Lateral (Nasal) 

Rice's proposal is based on the fact that even voiced obstruents in some 
systems, such as that of Southern Barasano (Piggott 1992) and Rotokas, can act 
like sonorants, take their voicing from sonorants or alternate •vith sonorants. 
These obstruents possess a spontaneous voicing node. In such languages, the basic 
division bet\veen consonants seems to fall not behveen the class of obstruents 
and the class of sonorants but rather between voiceless obstruents and every
thing else. Rice's proposal also encompasses the v,rell-kno•vn fact that in many 
languages the voicing of obstruents acts very differently phonologically fro1n that 
of sonorants. For instance, in Japanese, voiced obstruents block the voicing pro
cess known as Rendaku, but voiced sonorants do not block voicing. Rice shows 
that the familiar way of explaining sucl1 facts - namely that sonorant voicing 
only becomes available post-lexically - is not empirically adequate, motivating 
her alternative proposal. 

3 The features [sonorant] and [consonantal] in 
sonority sequencing, weight, and lenition 

Another strong n1otivation for retaining the features [consonantal] and [sonorant] 
n1ay be that they are critical in describing sonority sequencing, the general tendency 
of syll.ables to have the most obstructed, consonant-like segments at the 01a.rgins 
(the onset and the coda) and to progress to more vo,vel-like segments at the peak 
or nucleus. Clements (1990: 292) adds up the major class features [consonantal], 
[sonorant], and the Jess generally recognized [approximant] to give a sonority value 
for non-syllabic segn1ents, resulting in the vvidely kno,vn scale. 
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of segments maximizes the robustness of each segment's cues. The phonotactics of 
human language are arranged to n1aximize redundancy of cues, strong auditory 
i.Jnpact of each cue and resistance of cues to 1naski.J1g by surroundmg noise. Smee 
some seg1nents contain mternal cues that do not depend on their flanking segments, 
they are expected to figure in apparent exceptions to segment sequencing general
izations. Noisy (strident) fricatives, for instance, can be recognized 'vithout a 
follo,vi.J1g vo,vel or sonorant consonant because the noise of frication allo,vs them 
to be uniquely identified. Thus /s/ figures repeatedly in clusters \vhere sonority 
plateaus or is reversed (CHAPTER 38: THE REPRESENTATION OF SC CLUSTERS). Similarly, 
nasal consonants contain nasal poles and zeros that allo\v their manner of articu
lation, though not their place, to be reconstructed without a flanking vo,vel. Thus, 
sonority-reversillg onset clusters like [nd] are frequently found i.J1 the world's 
languages, and not all can be explained a''"ay as prenasalized stops. 

Stops, on the other hand, do not contain internal cues -their formant transitions 
and noise bursts are best perceived if a vo\vel or sonorant follo\v·s. Therefore, 
strings of stops not flanked by vowels or liquids are hard to recover (CHAPTER 46: 
POSITIONAL EPPECTS IN CONSONANT CLUSTERS). The ideal encodi.J1g for all segments 
results from the alternation of vowels and consonants. This is not only for the 
sake of the consonants. Though cues to vowels are the formants of the vowel itself, 
in natural speech, '"here a steady state is frequently not achieved, the formant 
transitions from a preceding consonant can add valuable information. CV is an 
optimal syllable not only because the V maxin1izes the cues to the C's identity but 
also because the C maximizes the cues for the V. 

Clements (1990) encodes the naturalness of CVCV sequences with his construct 
of the "demisyJlable": a sequence of adjacent tautosyllabic consonants + vo·wel 
or of adjacent tautosyllabic vowel + consonants (CHAPTER 33: SYLLABLE-INTERNAL 
STRUCTURE). \!Vhen conjoilled 'vith his Dispersion Prillciple, \vhich favors maximal 
changes in sonority between adjacent segments in a syllable, the alternation of 
consonants and vowels becomes optimal. But without perceptual underpiru1ing 
(CI·IAPTER 98: SPEECH PERCEPTION AND PHONOLOGY), \Ve are stiU short of an explana
tion of \vhy demisyllables \Vith large sonority jumps are preferable. 

A cue-based theory can also offer an explanation for the preference 'vhich 
languages demonstrate for onsets over codas, for obstruent onsets over sonorant 
onsets, and for sonorant codas over obstruent codas, tendencies that do not fall out 
from the sonodty sequenci.J�g principle 'vitl1out additional stipulations. Clen1ents 
(1990) stipulates that steep dispersion in the CV demisyllable and shallow dis
persion ill the VC demisyllable are favored. And mdeed this observation \vas a 
significant step forward. But it need not be a stipulation. \!Vright (2004) explains 
that the response pattern of the auditory nerves favors CV sequences over VC 
because of the perceptual boost that occurs at the beginning of a stimulus. An 
onset consonant, especially an obstruent, receives a boost but a coda consonant 
tends to be masked because the nerve fibers are already saturated by the sound 
of the vo,vel. (The nerve fibers recover quickly, ill a n1atter of a few milliseconds, 
so that even the brief silence that occurs duri.J1g a stop closure allo\vs for the 
'v hole boost phenon1enon to re-set; see Moore (1989). Therefore, even the btlrst 
and transitions of a medial C in a CVCV sequence get a boost, due to the silence 
created by the closure of that consonant.) Nasals are not particularly boosted ill 
onset position, because the nerve fibers are saturated before the nasal ends, so nasals 
are less favored i.J1 onsets than obstruents are, yieldmg an apparent favoring 
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of steep sonority dispersion in CV onsets and a shallo"' one in VC codas. Codas 
should be sonorous, because only sonorant consonants and fricatives, but not 
stops, can encode their o'"n cues without needing release into a VO\•vel. Cue-based 
sequencing explanations thus also cover the "Syllable Contact La\v" (Murray and 
Vennemann 1983), which prefers a large fall in sonority bet"'een the coda of one 
syllable and the onset of an adjacent syllable. Even the tendency of nasals to lose 
their place of articulation in codas is encompassed in the cue-based view, since 
nasals have good voicing and n1anner cues internal to their realiza ti.on, but not 
good place cues. The apparent preference for gradual sonority slopes from nucleus 
to coda is thus a by-product of the poorness of the internal cues of stops. 

To summarize our discussion of the relation bet\\1een the major class features 
and phonotactic constraints, the current vie'" of many phonologists is that 
[consonantal] and [sonorant] are needed to describe sonority sequencing. The 
sonority feature may be binary (Clements 1990; Zee 2007) or n1ultivalued (Selkirk 
1984; Parker 2002). But there are also strong arguments that sonority sequencing 
is epiphenomena(, and that cue robustness covers the empirical ground better 
(\'Vright 2004). The last view, if accepted, undercuts one of the major arguments 
that '''e need [sonorant] or [consonantal] as a distinctive feature. 

One n1i.ght also think that the feature [sonorant] \·vould be required to define 
syUable \veight in languages where this concept is needed to describe the dis
tribution of stress or contour tone or to define the minimal word. Zee (1995), for 
instance, makes major strides in den1onstrating how something like sonority can 
operate in defining \vhat ronstitutes a heavy syllable in a given language. Ho\vever, 
Gordon (2002, 2004) argues that \vei.ght is a non-uniforn1, phonetically driven 
concept, not best captured '"ith a feature. The definition of a heavy syllable can 
differ '''ithin even a single language, "'ith the stress system, for instance, treating 
one kind of syllable as heavy "'hile the tone system en1ploys a different definition. 
Gordon finds that the energy \Vithin the syllable rhyme correlates \vith the 
tendency of a stress systen1 to treat it as heavy, while the portion of the rhyme 
d�aracterized by sonorant energy best determines whetl1er it can bear contour 
tone. (For more on this discussion see CHAPTER 39: STRESS: PHONOTACTIC AND 
PHONETIC EVIDENCE and CHAPTER 57: QUANTITY-SENSITIVITY.) So once again, the 
issue of "'hether [sonorant] is required remains \vithout con1plete consensus. 

Finally, the features [sonorant) and [consonantal], along \.vi.th [continuant] and 
(voice], have been repeatedly argued to participate in \vea.kening or lenition pro
cesses, especially those occurring intervocalically (CHAPTER 66: LENITION). The 
typical Jenition pattern is summarized by Lass and Anderson (1975) as follows: 

(13) voiced 

voiceless< stop \ voiced _ _. appr oxirnant 
stop . 1 / fricative consonant voice ess 

fricative 

For instance, the pre-Old English phoneme /g/ weakens to /¥ I in Old English and 
to ;,.,, I in Middle English before being lost altogether in late Middle English. \-Vhile 
such developments are both common and intuitively natural, they are difficult to 
describe in a unified or roherent fashion using the binary distinctive features. Voicing 
and continuancy are kinds of n1anner features, '"hile sonorancy and consonantality 
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are major class features. Dependency phonologists (see for instance van der Hulst 
and Evten 1991) have proposed that what is going on is the gradual addition of 
a IVI component, a sonorancy feature that is more present in voiced sounds than 
voiceless ones, more in fricatives than stops, more in sonorants than obstruents, 
and more in VO\vels and approxirnant consonants than in non-approximants. A 
similar solution has been proposed within Government Phonology by J. Harris (1990), 
which sees lenition as a loss of the elements representing occlusion and noise.7 

4 The manner feature [continuant] 

Three major issues dog the discussions of [continuant] in the literature (see also 
CHAPTER 16: AFFRICATES; CHAPTER 28: THE REPRESENTATION OF FIUCATIVES). first, 
there is debate on the proper definition of the feature and thus about its values 
for laterals. Second, there is the question of \vhat kinds of processes [continuant) 
participates in and "'hat these tell us about \vhere is it located on the feature tree. 
In particular, is it a direct and independent daughter of the root node, or is it 
somehow in1plicated in a daughter relation with Place? Or is it, perhaps, the organ
izing node of the tree, as proposed by Steriade (1993)? The last issue deals with 
the structure of affricates: are they a. sequence of [-continuant] and [+continuant) 
features characterizing a single root (Sagey 1986), an unsequenced complex 
containing both values (H ualde 1987; Lombardi 1990), or basically stops \vhose 
release is fricated rather than strictly open (Steriade 1993)? 

The definition of (continuant) is inti1nately bound up with an en1pirical question: 
do lateral consonants form a natural class •vith stops, \vhid1 are [-continuant), 
or with fricatives and other [+continuant] sonorants such as rhotics? (See also 
CHAPTER 30: THE REPRESENTATION OF RHOTICS; CHAPTER 31: LATERAL CONSONANTS.) 
Chomsky and Halle (1968: 317) adopt the follo\ving definition: 

(14) In the production of continuant sou.nds, tl1e primary constriction in the vo•vel 
[sic] tract is not narro,ved to the point \vhere the air flo'v past the constriction 
is blocked; in stops the air flo\v through the mouth is effectively blocked. 

Since laterals have airflo\v along one or both sides of the tongue, they are 
[+continuant) by this definition, and '"e will want to adopt it if it can be deolon
strated that the great majority of phenomena bearing on the question categorize 
laterals with fricatives rather than with stops. 

Halle and Clements (1983: 7), on the other hand, consider laterals to be non
continuants, and therefore n1odify the definition. 

(15) Continuants are formed \Vith a vocal tract configuration allovving the 
airstream to flo'v through the midsagittal region of the oral tract; stops are 
produced \Vith a sustained occlusion in this region. (Vowels, glides, r-sounds, 
fricatives vs. nasal and oral stops, laterals.) 

; Within Optimality Theory, Kirchner (2004) proposes that Jenition is not a phonological process of 
spreading that refers to disti.nctive features at all. Rather it is achieved th.rough the high ranking of 
a constraint LAZY, which penalizes biomechanical effort and works on a highly detailecl phonetic scale 
of such effort. 
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as well as obvious strengths. In a survey of some 6,000 languages, it is not 
practical to investigate each case in anything approaching the detail I \Vas able 
to lavish on twelve cases. But so1netimes the devil is in the details. 

In Harris and Kaisse (1999: 142) we analyzed this process as spread of the 
feature [-continuant): 

(17) X [COR, -son, +voice) 

L ---- - --- . - - - --- . 

[-cont) 

Navarro Tomas (1965) describes virtually the same process for Castilian Spanish. 
Si.nee this example manifestly involves a change from [+continuant) to [-continuant], 
Kaisse (2000) considered it to be the best kind of evidence for the continuancy 
of /1/ . .tvlielke's Fi.Ju1ish case is not so obviously related to continuancy. It could, 
for instance, have to do with the iulillarked status of /t/. Nonetheless, it seeo1s 
nnlikely that such a s tance could successfully dispose of all 30 of .tvlielke's examples. 
But since Fi.Jmish is the only [+continuant] case he reports ill any detail, the matter 
carmot yet be fully resolved . 

.tvlielke also discusses a different and i.J1triguing kind of ao1biguous behavior 
on the part of laterals. As has been much discussed, in Catalan, Spanish, and Basque, 
the lateral acts as [+continuant) before consonants at some places of articulation 
and [--continuant] before other places. In a related but distinct kind of case, some 
speakers of Hungarian add /1/ to the class of palatalizable non-contmuants \vhile 
others do not (Abondolo 1988: 64, cited i.J1 Mielke 2005). Again, let us consider the 
Spanish version of this phenomenon, as it is both \veil-known and frustratmgly 
complicated. The process in question distributes the voiced obstruents, \vhich come 
in stop and fricative variants. (J. W. Harris 1985; Kenstowicz 1994). But the case 
is really too vexed to draw any firm conclusion frorn. The judgments for these 
alternations are unstable - the san1e speaker can produce the stop and the frica
tive variant in the sao1e environment -there are variations amongst idiolects and 
dialects that are not nnderstood, and the theoretical bases for some of the analyses 
that have been proposed are shaky. Almost every analysis of the phenomenon 
one could thmk of has been vigorously defended by an excellent phonologist, and 
no consensus has e1nerged. The process \Vorks as follo\vs. Spanish has no under
lying contrast between voiced stops and voiced fricatives. Descriptions generally 
simplify the distribution as follov1s: after vo,vels, fricatives, and r, the voiced 
fricative allophones[� c5 y] appear. The voiced stops appear initially, after a pause, 
and after stops and nasals. 

(18) tu �eso 
los Besos 
por Besos 

'your kiss' 
'the kisses' 
'through kisses' 

besos 
um beso 
futbol 

'kisses' 
'a kiss' 
'football' 

The behavior of I as a trigger is n1ore complex: follo\ving the lateral, "'e find the 
stop [d) but the fricatives [p y). 

(19) el Beso 
el dinero 
el yato 

'the kiss' 
'the rnoney' 
'the cat' 

Marepian. 3ax1-1U1eH1-1� asropcbK1<1M npasoM 
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Exactly '"hat one is to make of even these simplified facts has been the subject 
of some debate, •veil summarized in Kensto"ricz (1994: 487-489) Apparently, the 
process involves the spread of [continuant]. If this is so, is the lateral sho\'l1i.ng its 
true colors in contact •vi th the homorganic obstruent (d) or '"ith the non-hon1organic 
[� 1{)? We saw in the affrication process described earlier that some speakers may 
require homorganicity in order for a consonant to spread its continuancy to a palatal 
fricative. This suggests that it is in clusters with coronals that /1/ sho,vs its con
tinuancy - it is [-continuant] - and that fricatives are the underlying n1en1bers of 
the voiced obstruent phonen1e, emerging unscathed after l when not homorganic 
vvith it. On the other hand, the mixed environments in \·vhich the stop variants 
occur (after pause as "'ell as after nasals and stops) suggests that the stops are 
underlying and the voiced fricatives are derived by spread of [+continuant]. 
Following that line of reasoning vvould suggest that /I/ is [+continuant]. 

But the facts are actually even more co1nplicated. The rule is highly variable, 
and even utterance-initial fricatives are occasionally produced. I have had the 
same speaker produce a fricative and a stop in the same context, one after the 
other, in elicitation. Technically, the proposal of spread of [+continuant] is hard to 
execute in theories where non-contrastive features are not present in the lexical 
phonology, because vowels \Vould have to be represented as [+continuant) at the 
point in the derivation "'here spreading occurs, while voiced obstruents "'ere still 
[0 continuant] at that point (so as to be able to take on the continuancy of the 
preceding segn1ent). The upshot is that we would do better to base our decision 
on the continuancy of laterals on less daunting cases. Mielke in fact uses this case 
to argue that even •vi.thin a single process of a single language, the continuancy 
of a lateral may differ. But one stands on shaky ground at this point in dra,ving 
conclusions from this phenomenon. Similar comments can be made about hvo 
other Iberian languages, Catalan (Mascaro 1984, 1991) and Basque (Hualde 1991), 
whose continuancy alternations are remarkably similar to those of Spanish, 
probably due to areal influences. (See also CHAPTER 28: THE REPRESENTATION OF 

FRICATTVES.) 
An appealing recent proposal is that features are emergent, rather than innate 

(Pulleyblank 2003; Mielke 2004, 2005, 2008). Speakers are not born '"ith a definition 
for continuant and a categorization of segments according to that feature (see 
also CHAPTER 17: DISTINCTIVE FEATURES). Rather, they may group sounds together 
as a phonologica.l category because those sounds have acoustic and articuJatory 
similarities or because in the language they are learning, they act as a natural 
class. As Mielke puts it, stops and fricatives are archetypically and unmistakably 
[-continuant] vs. [+continuant]. So we almost ahvays find them patterning as 
sucl1 in phonological processes, whatever language they occur in. But laterals 
and nasals have aolbiguous cues and Olay be categorized as [+continuant) in 
one language and as [-continuant] in another. Even more iconoclastically, per
haps, Mielke's survey of 571 languages found 6,077 phonologically active classes 
of sounds, only 71 percent of \Vhich were describable by any set of distinctive 
features at all. 

1/Ve turn now to the question of "'here the fea.ture [continuant] should be located 
in the feature geometry. Kenstowicz (1994) contains an excellent summary of the 
issues. As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, there are comparatively 
fe\v phonological processes which make use of the feature [continuant], so while 
the need to employ it to differentiate contrasting segn1ents has not been challenged, 

Marepian. 3ax1-1U1eH1-1� asropcbK1>1M npasoM 
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On the other hand, a rule like Zoque post-nasal voicing, which is looking at the 
left edge of the affricate, \vould treat it as a [-continuant] and class it \vith the 
stops, which voice after nasals, rather than '"ith the fricatives, which do not: 

(21) mrn-pa 
pAn-tfAki 
winsa?u 

minba 
pAn-c'3Aki 
"'Ulsa ?u 

'he comes' 
'figure of a man' 
'he received' 

Unfortunately, it turns out that there are also phonological processes that class 
affricates and stops together even if they are looking at the wrong edge of the affricate, 
such as a deletion rule in Basque (Hualde 1987) that deletes a stop before another 
stop but turns an affricate to a fricative ill the san1e environment, as it were deleting 
the [-contu1uant] portion of the affricate: 

(22) bat paratu 
hots bat 

� ba paratu 
� hos bat 

'put one' 
'a cold' 

Kensto\vicz ( 1994: 499-503) contai11s an excellent sununary of the various moves 
theoreticians n1ade after Hualde's demonstration that affricates \Vere not sin1ply 
contour segments 'vith the [-continuant] segment ordered first. The most com
prehensive solution yet proposed is that of Steriade (1993). As mentioned above, 
Steriade treats affricates as a species of stop '"hose release feature has the san1e 
degree of stricture as a fricative's. Thus affricates are generally expected to pattern 
\vith stops, as in the Basque and Zoque cases. Ho\vever, the adjacent fricative 
releases that �vould result in English if the [s] or [z] allomorph \vas employed 
after an affricate prevent affricates from acting with the stops in this case. 

To summarize this section, a number of proposals for the proper position of 
[continuant] in the feature geometry have been proposed, many with positive 
e1npirical consequences. However, no consensus has been reached which would 
aU.o�v us to say that one of them has been the ni.ost widely adopted by the phono
logical community. On a similar note, the proper extension of the feature to 
laterals remains troubled and may be a reflection of the emergent nature of features, 
which have no universal or innate definition. Finally, the behavior of affricates is 
not well explamed by regardmg then1 as segments with ordered 1nmus and plus 
[continuant] values (see CHal'TER l6: A.FFRlCaTES). 
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14 Autosegments 

WILLIAM R. LEBEN 

1 Tonal autosegments 

Autosegments are the central unit of representation in '"'hat generativists came 
to caU non-linear phonology, an area described in earlier linguistic models 
under rubrics such as suprasegmentals (Trager and Bloch 1941), simultaneous 
components (Harris 1944), and prosodic analysis (Firth 1948). At the tin1e auto
segments were introduced by Goldsmith (1976), phonological and phonetic 
representations in the standard n1odel of generative phonology were challenged 
for lack of adequate \vays to express traditional prosodic features with the strictly 
segmental framework of Chomsky and Halle (1968; SPE). Even stress - \videly 
regarded outside the generative school as a property of syllables - "'as treated 
as a feature on vovvels in SPE (see CHAPTER 40: THE FOOT for more discussion), 
vvhich in fact had no use for the syllable as a unit of representation, though it did 
posit a feature [syUabic] on individual segments (CHAPTER 33: SYLLABLE-INTERNAL 
STRUCTURE). 

If one of the early reasons for SPE's huge success "'as the scope of "'hat it 
promised to describe and e>.'Plai.n, the framevvork's formal precision quickly 
n1ade it apparent '"'here to look for problems. Thus Woo (1969) hypothesized 
that contrastive lexical tones \vere level tones, lil<e High, Mid, and L(nv, rather 
than contour (or "dynamic") tones like Rising and Falling, and that tones vvere 
expressed as features on vo\vels or on sonorants follo"'ing the vo\.vel in the 
same syllable. Together these two hypotheses made a dran1atic prediction: "no 
dynamic tone can occur on a short vo\vel distinctively." After re-analyzing a 
few potential counterexamples to this generalization, she concluded th.at her pre
diction \vas essentially correct. New counterexamples to Woo's prediction arose 
in Leben (1971). That study provided independent support for Woo's analysis 
of rising and falling tones as level tone sequences and thus concluded that vvhat 
n1ust be ,.vrong vvas \!\loo's hypothesis that each level con1ponent of a contour tone 
\va.s assigned to its o'.vn uniqu.e segment. 

A simple sign that contour tones are decomposed into level tone sequences 
comes from dovvnstep, the gradual change in register that is triggered in many 
languages by a Low tone following a High tone (CHAPTER 35: oowNSTEP). Leben 
(1971) noted that in a falling tone, the High component is subject to the san1e 
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dow·nstep effect as any level High tone, vvhile the LO"' component triggers do•vn
step just like any level Lo•v tone. The same of course is true of the con1ponents 
of rising and rising-falling tones. Interestingly, this is true even in languages like 
Mende, vvhere falling, rising, and rising-falling can all occur on single mono
syllables. The conclusion is that contour tones do indeed behave like sequences 
of level tones, yet these level tones can be in a many-to-one relationship 'vith a 
tone-bearing unit (TBU).1 

Goldsnuth (1976) supplies an equally elegant argi.m1ent for one-to-many relation
ships benveen tones and tone-bearing units. The fa1niliar case of tone spreading 
(H.yman and Schuh 1974), in "'hich a toneless syllable is assigned the tone of an 
adjacent syllable, creates a one-to-many relationship between a tone and a set of 
tone-bearing units. Follo,ving Goldsmith, righnvard tone spreading consists in the 
change fron1 (la) to (lb) and is schen1atized as in (2). 

(l) a. x x b. x x 

v 
T T 

(2) x x 
\./ 

T 

One-to-many and many-to-one relations an1ong tones and tone-bearing uni.ts 
provided early motivations for the autosegmental model. Also persuasive •vere 
lingt1istically significant tone melodies going •veil beyond the individual tone
bearing unit. Drawing on 1vork in some tone languages of West Africa by Weliners 
(1949), Rowlands (1959), and Edn1ondson and Bendor-Samuel (1966), Leben (1973) 
argued that word-length tone melodies n1otivated a level of representation in 
vvhich tones '"ere not represented on individual segm.ents but on '"hole "'Ords 
or morphemes. A striking example is Mende, in which nouns exhibit the tone 
melodies H, HL, LH, L, and LHL. The fact that these n1elodies all occur on nouns 
of one, nvo, and three syllables argues that at some level the 1nelody is independent 
of the nun1ber of syllables or segments in a word. Further, the non-occurrence of 
the olelody HLH in "'ords of any length strengthens the point. For Mende form.s 
illustrating this point, see CHAPTER 45: THE REPRESENTATION OF TONE. 

Hyman (1987) discusses a case "more like Mende than Mende" in a language 
from a very different group and region, namely Kukuya, analyzed by Paulian 
(1975). In the exan1ple belo1v fron1 Hyman (1987: 313-314), 1vords of varying 
lengths are grouped by tone melody, given in the left-hand column. Like 
lVfende, Kukuya has words of one, t1vo, and three syllables, and attested tone 
melodies are combinations of High and Low. As in Mende, the melody HLH 
is not found. The second column sho1•vs the surface mappings schen1atically. A 
hyphen separates tones on adjacent syllables, e.g. L-L shows that an L appears 

1 Duanmu (1993, 1999) argues that Woo's original insight can be preserved by positing the mora as 
the uni\rers...1J TBU. For cases like Kuktt)'<l, \\•l1ere contot1r to11es are assig·ned to syllables Jacking pl\ono.
logical length, he suggests that phonetic length may suf.fice. Optimality Theory, witl\ violable co.nstrai.nts, 
offers other aJternati\res for rescuing D11anmu's suggestion, even in the face of cases like K11kt1ya, with 
more tones than moras to bear them. 
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on the first and second syllable. \'\There t\vo tones are not separated by a hyphen, 
they appear on the same syllable, e.g. LL-H indicates that both n1oras of the first 
syllable are L and the second syllable is H. 

(3) Ku.kuya (Bantu, Congo) 

underlying mapped example 
/L/ L (ki).ba 'grasshopper killer' 

LL (ki).baa 'jealousy' 
L-L (kl).bala 'to build' 
LL-L (ki).baala 'to cleave' 
L-L-L (ki).balaga 'to change route.' 

/H/ H (ma).ba 'oil palms' 
HH (n1a).baa 'cheeks' 
H-H (ma).baga 'sho�v knives' 
HH-H (B).baama 'liana' 
H-H-H (B).balaga 'fence 

/LH/ LH (n1u ).sa 'weaving knot' 
LH (mO).saa 'seed necklace' 
L-H (mO).sami 'conversation' 
LL-H .saabi 'roofing' 
L-L-H .m"'aragi 'younger brother' 

/HL/ HL (ki).kaa 'to pick' 
HL (ki).kaa 'to grill' 
H-L (kl).l<ara 'paralytic' 
HL-L (ki).kaara 'to be just right' 
H-L-L (ki).karaga 'to be entangled' 

/LHL/ LHL (.ndi).bvi 'he falls' 
LHL ( .ndi).kaaj 'he loses weight' 
L-HL (.ndf).pali 'he goes out' 
LH-L ( .ndi).baan1i 'he wakes up' 
L-H-L ( .ndi).kalagi 'he turns around' 

2 Compound segments 

In another case that antedates and to some extent anticipates autosegn1ents, 
Anderson (1974, 1976) explicitly questioned the adequacy of SPE-type segments 
in con1plex cases involving phenon1ena like nasality, aspiration, and intrusive stop 
formation. The essential insight was that they functioned as single segments, yet 
comprised a sequence of articulations like contour tones above. Illustrated belo'v are 
prenasalized, postnasalized, and "medio-nasalized" stops (see CHAPTER 23: PARTIALLY 

NASAL SEGMENTS). The last-1nentioned are alternants of prenasalized stops occurring 
bet\o\'een vowels in Kaingang, a language of Brazil (Wiesemann 1972): 

(4) a. prenasalized 
consonant ["'b] 

c 

[+nas] [-nas] 

b. postnasal ized 
consonant (b"') 

c 

[-nas] [+nas] 

" d ' 1· d" c. me w-nasa zze . 
consonant ["'b"') 

c 

[-nas] [+nas] [-nas] 
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Drawing on a parallel beh,,een the level tone sequences making up rising and 
falling tones, autosegn1ental analyses began to represent prenasalized, post
nasalized, and "medio-nasalized" segn1ents like the above as single consonants 
associated 'vith sequences of autosegments 'vith contrasting values for the feature 
[nasal]. 

It is easy to see parallels \vith other segments that phonology treats as single 
units even though they consist of sequence articulations, and by the late 1970s 
this !\Vo-tiered approach spread to affricates, which SPE had analyzed \vith the 
implicit sequence feature (delayed release). 

3 The autosegmental formalism 

The core of the autoseg1nental model is a set of n1ulti-tiered linear sequences 
of feature bundles (segments), each tier linked to others by association Jines. The 
"auto" of 1111toseg111en.t designates the relative autonomy or independence of the 
"segments" on one tier from those on another. Linking bel\veen one autosegmental 
tier and another is carried out by a general convention, the 'vVell-Formedness 
Condition, supple1nented by language-particular rules. Goldsnuth's (1976: 48) 
version of the Well-Formedness Condition Jinked autosegmental tones to the 
segmental tier as follo,vs, leaving aside a variety of possible adjustments: 

(5) Wel/-Formedness Condition (WFC)2 

a. All vowels are associated 'vi.th at least one tone; all tones are associated 
\vith at least one vo\vel. 

b. Association lines do not cross. 

The 'vVFC interacts \Vith a set of language-specific rules and general operations 
linking one tier with the other. In the earliest analyses, the first tone of a melody 
•vould be assigned by a (possibly language-specific) rule linking a single tone "'ith 
a single tone-bearing unit). Then, as we can see by inspection, the WFC \vould 
guarantee that all remaining tones and TBUs \Vere linked. This elegant solution 
quickly became n1essier once it was applied to a variety of languages. 

The first complication involved initial tone assignment. Since Williams (1976, 
circulated in 1971), the unmarked case in tone languages seemed to be that the first 
tone in a melody \vas assigned to the first TBU. But Goldsmith's (1977) analysis 
of English intonation, circulated in 1975, shovted that an accented TBU would tend 
to attract a tone, whether or not the accented TBU or the tone it '''as to be paired 
with 'vas leftmost in the string. Haraguchi (1975) established a si1nilar result for 
lexical accents in Japanese, •vith additional complications (CHAPTER i.20: JAPANESE 
PITCH ACCENT). The pairing of tones \vith accents '''as \videly recognized by 
pre-generative traditions, as sho\vn by the traditional term pitd1. a.ccent, but the 
generative phonologist's need to account for tlus pairing in explicit tern1s led to 
new investigations of \Vhat aspects of tone association '"'ere and were not universal 
(CHAPTER 42: PITCH ACCENT SYSTEMS). 

2 As J'vlcCarthy (2004) reminds us, (5) was one of the original generalivist constraints, expressing a 
set of requ.irements to be satisfied rather than spedfying an operation (see also Bird and Ladd 1991). 
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Kahn's (1976) dissertation explored the consequences of expressing the syllable 
as an autosegn1ental unit, with segments assigned to syllables by autosegmental 
association lines. Up to that time, syllable constituency had been represented through 
the placement of syllable boundaries an1ong a linear string of segn1ents. Kahn argued 
that the many-to-one associations typical of autosegmental phonology predicted the 
possibility of the ambisyllabic segment, a single segment simultaneously belonging 
to hvo adjacent syllables. This insight led to even 1nore highly structured approaches 
to the syllable; see §8 and CHAPTER 33: SYLLABLE-INTERNAL STRUCTURE. 

Autoseg1nental association "'as also enlisted early on to account for phonological 
length (Leben 1977, 1980; McCarthy 1979; Hayes 1980; lngria 1980; Clements 
and Keyser 1983; see also CHAPTER 20: THE REPRESENTATION OF VO\\fEl LENGTH; 

CHAPTER 37: GEMINATEs). The basic idea, associating one length unit 'vith a short 
seginent and two with a long one, was incorporated into 1noraic theory (Prince 
1983; Hyman 1985; l.VlcCarthy and Prince 1986; Ito 1989). 

By applying autosegmen tal notions to vo,vel harmony in Akan, Clements (1977) 
accounted for some of the defining properties of vowel harmony. These included 
the one-to-many relationship between a phonological feature and the feature
bearing units of a phonological string and the tendency of such a feature to spread 
automatically to neighboring segments unspecified for that feature (CHAPTER 91: 
VO\VEL HARll·!ONY: OPAQUE ANO TRANSPARENT VOWELS; CHAPTER 11.8: TURKISH 

VOWEL HARMONY; CHAPTER 123: HUNGARIAN VO\VEL HARJl·!ONY). 

These developments "'ould eventually lead to a theory of feature geometry assign
ing structure to 1vhat had been "bundles" of unordered distinctive features in the 
SPE theory. The structure was a hierarchical arrangement into groups, reflecting 
'vays in 'vhich one feature set affects others. In effect, as McCarthy (1988: 89) noted, 
feature geometry "constitutes a model of the phonologically relevant characteristics 
of the human vocal tract." We return to feature geometry in §6. 

5 Autosegmental linking and spreading 

As autosegmental analyses accumulated, conceptions altered about 1vhat the \'\lell
Formedness Condition could capture as truly universal. As noted in §3, initial tone 
linking was found to differ quite a bit from language to language. The san1e is true 
of tone spreading, for 'vhicll Pulleyblank (1986) observed three basic situations: some 
languages don't allow spreading at all, while others spread tone only to a single 
adjacent TBU and still others apply spreading to an unbounded sequence of TB Us. 

Pulleyblank (1986) sho,vs that in Margi, stems and suffixes can bear either 
High or Lo"' tones or, as in the examples belo1v, one or the other can be toneless. 
When either is toneless, it gets its tone from its neighbor, whether on the right 
or on the left. The dotted line indicates the change: 

(7) lvlargi (Chadic, Nigeria) 

a. Toneless suffix 
tsa - ri 'knock at' 

l-"-
' 

H 

b. Toneless stem 
har - cfa 'bring rne' 

...... J 
L 
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Goldsmith's original formulation of the WFC accounted for this spreading auto
matically, but Pulleyblank (1986) proposed several modifications, observing that 
languages differ in how they treat tone spreading. Some don't allow spreading 
at all, while others spread tone only to a single adjacent TBU, and still others apply 
spreading to an unbounded sequence of TBUs. Pulleyblank (1986: 11) consigns 
spreading to language-specific rules and is left "'ith (8) and (9) as the assumed 
universals. In the new formulation the only part of the process that is a constraint 
rather than an operation is (9). 

(8) Association conventions (Pulleyblank 1986) 
Map a sequence of tones onto a sequence of tone-bearing units, 
a. from left to right; 
b. in a one-to-one relation. 

(9) Well-Forn1edness Condition (Pulleyblank 1986) 
Association lines do not cross. 

Here is how these nvo principles apply in Kukuya examples dra"'n from (3): 

(10) Kukuya 
a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

baa mi 
' ' 
' . 
' ' 
' ' 

LHL 

kaara . . • ' ' ' 
' " ' " 
' ' 

HL 

1nwarag1 
' ' • • • • " • " • • 

LH 

kaaj 
' '• 

, .  ' . ' : ' 
' . 

LH L  

'he \vakes u.p' 

'to be just right' 

'younger brother' 

'he loses '"eight' 

In (lOa) left-to-right mapping assigns a tone to each TBU. The fact that nvo tones 
are assigned to the bin1oraic vo,.vel /aa/ suggests that the mora is the TBU. In 
(lOb) H is assigned. to the first mora and L to the second. Kukuya-specific tone 
spreading needs to extend L to the final vovvel. In another language, spreading 
might not happen, in •vhich case Pulleyblank's approach "'ould place a Low tone 
on the final vo\vel by default if no other rule assigned a tone beforehand. 

In (lOc) the first two tones are assigned to the first two TBUs. As in (lOb}, the 
rightmost TBU receives its tone by spreading fron1 the left. However, this pre
dicts the mapping LHH instead of the correct LLH. Another Kukuya-specific rule 
must be invoked - a very natural one, according to Hyman and Schuh (1974), 
•vhich moves the transition from L to H in  the sequence LHH one TBU to the right, 
giving LLH. An alternative that has received son1e attention "'ould be to first 
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associate the tones at the left and right edges of the melody "'ith the TBUs closest 
to the corresponding edges of the segmental string, 'vith later adjustments for 
any remaining TBUs or tones. Edge-In Association is illustrated in connection \vi th 
example (16) belo"'· 

In (lOd) the first Lo\v tone is assigned to the first mora of /aa/ and High is 
assigned to the second. A Kukuya-specific process needs to assign the Lo\v floating 
on the right to a TBU. This process is subject to the WFC, preventing the rightmost 
Low fron1 going to the leftmost 1nora. As a result, the \r\IFC guarantees that the 
last tone will go on the last TBU. For 1nore detail on the WFC and autosegmental 
association, see Hamn1ond (1988). 

6 Non-concatenative morphology 

Another significant outgro,vth of autosegmental phonology was the extension 
of multi-tiered representations to morphology, beginning \vith McCarthy's (1979, 
1981) ten1platic analysis of Arabic, applying the notion of long components (Harris 
1951) to morphemes in general, and using autosegmental notation instead of 
the boundary syn1bols used by SPE to deli.nut 1norphemes. The examples in this 
section illustrate some developments in templatic morphology that fed back into 
phonology, including the addition of a CV tier and some ne"' principles for link
ing one autosegmental tier \vith another (see also CHAPTER 10;: TIER sECRECATJoN; 

CHAPTER 108: SEMITIC T£Ml''LATES). 

McCarthy illustrates the basic idea ,.vi.th this informal autosegn1ental representa
tion of the English not.u1 and verb pennit: 

(11) µ µ 

ffi ffi 
[ p e r m 1 t ],,. 

I I I I I I 
e v e  e v e  

where µ is an autosegmental node representing a 1norphe1nic constituent lined by 
association lines to the sequ.ences per and mif, which stand for the feature bundl.es 
th.at spell out the prefix per- and the root 111it. The Cs and Vs at the bottom -
shorthand for [-syllabic] and [+syllabic] segments respectively - represent the 
form's overall syllable pattern and are called the prosodic template.' In templatic 
1norphology Cs and Vs are the analog of the TBUs in autosegn1ental representations 
of tone, 'vhile the niorphem.es - segment sequences like per and mil - are the 
analog of tonal melodies in our earlier examples. 

This approach provides a simple \vay for McCarthy to represent the phono
logical and morphological structure of forms in a language like Arabic, where roots 
typically consist of consonants, and vo\vel patterns are used to differentiate inflec
tional categories like active/passive and perfective/imperfective. In the exan1ple 

'1 Th.is model was adapted and put to a variety of new uses by Halle and Vergnaud (1980) •Jld by 
Oements and Keyser (1983). Halle and Vergnaud referred. to the prosodic template as the CV skeleton, 
and Clements and Keyser called it the CV tier. 
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beloi11, the triliteral root /ktb/ 'read' combines i11ith the vo,11el pattern /aa/ to form 
the perfective active sten1 /katab/ and the perfective passive stem /kutib/. 

(12) a. µ b. �l 
� � 
k t b k t b 

I I I I I I 
c v c v c c v c v c 

v I I 
a l1 l 

v 
µ �l 

The tiered analysis expresses each sten1's hvo discontinuous morphen1es and 
at the same time its resulting phonological form. Not only are tl1e separate tiers 
and the association lines borroi11ed from autosegmen tal phonology; to some extent, 
so too are the mapping principles. Note that the links between the morphemes in 
(12) and the C- and V-slots are consistent \Vith principles (5), (8), and (9) above, as 
long as we require that [-syllabic) segments map onto C and [+syllabic] segn1ents 
onto V. J\!IcCa.rthy makes a niunber of significant adjustments for more complicated 
cases, but the basic autosegmental framework provides an elegant start. 

TI1e need to associate every C position \11ith a melody element leads to some inter
esting predictions. ln (13) the bilateral root /sm/ co1nbines with the vo'"'el pattern 
I aa/ to form the perfective active sten1 I samam/. The structure is sketched in (13): 

(13) p 
� 
s m 

I r ·. · · · .. 

c v c v c 

v 
a 

Surprisingly, the 1napping procedure e1nployed in (12) suffices for (13). Because 
the root contains only two consonants, and because fue mapping procedure goes 
from left to right, "''e might expect the rightmost C position to remain empty. But 
the \!VFC requirement fuat all C positions must be filled i11ill automatically add a 
link, and the prohibition against crossing association lines guarantees that the link 
will go to the second root consonant and not to the first.5 

s As �·1cCart11y notes, the absei1ce o( stems like ,. /sa�1m/ is correctly predicted by this account, ,.,.1Ucl1 
J)\aps frOJl\ left to right. Another key component in th.is p rediction is the Obligatory CoJ\tour Principle 
(see §9), whlch prohibits adjacent copies of a phonological element. Thls is yet another parallel between 
aute>segmental accounts of phC>nC>le>gical and morphological structure. 
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One complication in the autosegmental representation of morphological struc
ture has led to a possible n1odification later applied to phonology. Consider hovv 
the proposal sketched in (12) would apply to the Arabic stem /kattab/, Form II 
of the active perfective Form I sten1 /katab I. Forms I and II have the same mor
phemic content and differ only in their prosodic template, CVCVC for Form land 
CVCCVC for Form II (McCarthy 1981: 385-386). The second is show·n in (14), after 
applying the mapping principles form above. Note that '"e get • /katbab/ instead 
of the desired /kattab/. 

(14) p � 
k t b 

I /\ I 
c v c c  v c 

� 
a 

I 
µ 

For this purpose McCarthy devises a rule that results in a change fro111 /katbab / 
to /kattab I. This is fine, but one "'Onders '"hether a more general solution can be 
found. As an alternative, Yip (1988) proposes abandoning the left-to-right mapping 
principle for Arabic in favor of Edge-In Association, which vvould associate the 
leftmost and rightn1ost n1elody ele1nents vvith the Jeftn1ost and right1nost Cs of 
the prosodic template:6 

(15) template c v c c v c  not C V C C V C  

I V I I I V  
melody k t b k t b 

(16) gives a version of Yip's Edge-In Association: 

(16) Edge-In Association (Yip 1988: 571) 

a. Anchoring 
Associate the outermost melodic elements to the outermost skeletal slots, 
one-to-one. 

b. Filling 
Associate the ren1aii1ing melodic elements and the remaining slots in 
the san1e way. 

c. Template satisfaction 
Language-specific. 

Yip goes on to mention tonal cases where (l.6) "'Ould be an improvement over 
left-to-right mapping, '''hile allov.1ing for the possibility that mapping tones 

6 As Yip noles, this ntles out McCarthy's elegant analysis of /samam/ tJS. • /sasam/, and the account 
she offers in its place is unfortunotely less general than the original one. 
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onto TBUs is governed by different principles from these (see also Archangeli and 
Pulleyblank 1994; Zoll 1997, 2003). Back in templatic n1orphology, Buckley (1990) 
sho'"s that Edge-In Association predicts the correct mapping of Tigrinya roots 
onto noiu1 and verb templates, for exan1ple in the key case of mapping triliteral 
roots onto the quadrilateral plural template, where other approaches fail. 

7 Feature geometry 

In light of the autosegmental treatment of tone spreading and vo"'el harmony, 

vvhich spread a given element across a string of feature-bearing units, consider now 
the standard assin1ilations of segmental phonology, such as voicing assimilation 
or nasal assinillation. 

Phenomena like these could profit greatly from the autosegmental forn1a.lism 
if motivation could be found for abstracting features like [voice] and [nasal) from 
the segments. 

This is exactly "'hat Goldsmith (1981) proposed, and the idea '"as pursued 
in rigorous detail by Clements (1985) and Sagey (1986). Cle1nents (1985) noted 
that distinctive features grouped into neat classes, including place, n1anner, and 
supralaxyngeal, '"hich could be naturally represented by branching tree structures 
vvith phonological features as terminal nodes dominated by nodes representing 
feature classes (CHAPTER 27: THE ORGANIZATION OF FEATURES). Subclasses like place 
and manner could in turn be do1ninated by other classes, like supralaryngeal. In 
Clen1ents's systen1, each feature and feature class was an autosegn1ental tier, and 
th.is tier in turn vvas linked to the tier above. (17) is a sketcl1 adapted from McCarthy 
(1988: 89): 

(17) 

[cons tr] 
[spread) 

[son] 

[stiff] 
[slack] 

[lat) 
[nas] 

[cont) 

Root node 

Supralaryngeal node 

[lab) [rnd) [cor) [ant) [distr) [high) [low] [back] 

The motivation for each grouping lies in the cross-linguistic tendency of features 
•vithin a group to behave together. For example, the place node above groups 
together features that tend to undergo assinlilation together. Independent 1notivation 
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postulating a metrical structure for autosegmental tunes7 (illustrated on the right 
in (20)) and a procedure using this structure to fit the tune to metrically congru
ent parts of the text (illustrated on the left in (20)). The binary metrical feet can 
be related to early "'Ork in generative n1etrics, e.g. Halle and Keyser (1972). (The 
nodes labeled R are root nodes of metrical trees for text and tune.) 

(20) ® R 

/\ © s w 

/\ H M 
s w 9 

Pa me la 

Liberman also included 'vhat he called a metrical grid to account for rhythmic 
structure. Across a fairly rich range of cases, these t"'O additions enabled an English 
intonational melody to be linked to the right places in the intonational phrase. 
Libern1an retained the autoseginental notion that co1nplex tones were resolved 
as sequences of level ones, an idea pursued even further by others, beginning '"ith 
Pierrehurnbert (1980), as described in the follo,ving paragraphs. 

On the right in example (20) above is an early autosegmental intonational 
"tune." To Liberman and Sag (1974), these tunes \Vere meaningful - Liberman 
(1975) called them morphen1es and stored then1 in a lexicon. This notion soon led 
to work on the internal structure of the n1elodies, beginning '"ith Pierrehumbert 
(1980), Beckman and Pierrehun1bert (1986), and Pierrehumbert and Beckman 
(1988). The constituents of intonational melodies included pitch accents, phrase 
accents, and boundary tones. Each constituent is a sequence of one or more auto
segments, \Vith a few enhance1nents to designate '"hich autosegrnent \Vas assigned 
to an accented syllable or to a given position in the phonological or intona
tional phrase. (An intermediate phra.se was also posited for som.e languages, e.g. 
Japanese in Pierrehumbert and Beckman 1988.) This frame\vork served as the basis 
for the widely used ToBI intonation transcription system (Beckman and Ayers 
1994; Jw1 2005). 

In the exan1ple belo\v, from Pierrehun1bert and Hirschberg (1990), the instances 
of H* are pitch a.ccents, each associated '"ith tl1e accented el.ernent in the text 
just above it. The symbols H and L not follo"'ed by an asterisk are called phrase 
tones: H is the phrase tone for the first phrase, and L is the phrase tone for the 
second. The L o/o at the end marks the utterance boundary (see also CHAJ>TER 32: 
THE REPRESENTATION OF INTONATION; CHAPTER 116: SENTENTIAL PROMINENCE IN 
ENGLISH; CHAPTER SQ: TONAI. ALIGNMENT). 

(21) The train leaves at seven 
H* H• H• H 

or nine twenty-five. 
H• H* L L0/o 

7 Such tunes are famili
ar from earlier American, Britisl1, Dutcl1, and otl\er traditions, but tile deco1t\• 

position of tunes into sequences of level tones, drawn from the same inventory as the tones of lexical 
tone languages, was novel, if si.Jnjlar in some respects to earlier An1erican approaches, notably Pike 
(1948). 
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point out, every intonational contour obeys the OCP, i.e. consists only of sequences 
of unlike tones. 

Jun (2005: 434-435) provides a table sunm1arizing the To BI analyses of intona
tion in a sample of 11 languages that are typologically quite diverse. Listed in the 
table are all of the attested ToBi tone sequences for pitch accents, phrase tones, 
and boundary tones in these languages. Jun's table includes 22 cases of pitch accents 
comprising two or more tones, such as L+H•, H+!H", and H*+L. Three of 
Chickasaw's four pitch accents violate the OCP: LHHL, LL, and LHH. The Gern1an 
pitch accent H•!H either conforn1s or does not conform, depending on whether 
've regard the do"'nstep ! as a break behveen the adjacent H tones.10 Aside from 
these cases, the remaining 18 sequences feature only unlike tones in adjacent posi
tions. For phrase tones and boundary tones, the pattern is clear. The t\VO bi-tonal 
phrase accents and 13 n1ulti-tonal bow1dary tones all confonn to the OCP.11 

However, the literature is rife 'vith examples of tone languages violating the 
OCP in one way or another (see :Myers 1997). Some of the most enduring results 
on the question \vere captured in Odden (1986), \vith additional details in Odden 
(1995). One of these is that languages differ in ho'v they deal with sequences of 
identical tones across prosodic boundaries. Odden (1995: 462) suggests that Kipare 
fuses High tones across phrase boW1daries into a single High tone. The evidence 
is that a prepausal sequence of :High tones is realized as Lo"' after a floating Lo\v 
tone, even if they are from different prosodic \vords. Here is one of his examples: 

(27) Kip11re (Bantu, Tanzania) 

va!na vekijila nkhUkti nd6ri nkhund(1 jang(t 
'while the children eat those little red clUckens of mine' 

The change that applies to this string is that nil of the High tones following the 
do,vnstep marker (!) becon1e Lo"', despite the fact that this expanse crosses many 
'vord boundaries. 

A related observation comes from Hausa (lnkelas and Leben 1990), where 
emphatic intonation raises High tone to the extra-High register. Once the extra
High register is triggered, all ren1ai.ning High tones in the phrase are pronow1ced 
extra-High, even on words not en1phasized. In (28), the leftn1ost hvo syllables have 
a Ltnv tone, marked with a grave accent, and the remaining ones are lexically 
High-toned. /neemoo/ 'look for', is emphasized in (28b) but not in (28a). In (28b), 
when the register shifts up for /neemoo/, it stays up for the remaining High
toned \vords, even though they are not en1phasized. 

(28) Hausa (Chadic, Nigeria) 

a. Normal 
Ba mu rl -n-ee_m_o_o_a_w_ar_w-ar_o_n�M�a-an�u.�· �b-a 
'vVe didn't look for Maanii's bracelet.' 

b. Emphatic �-----------
Ba n1C1 neenwo a"rarwaron Maanii ba 
'VVe didn't look for Maanii's bracelet.' (neenwo is emphasized) 

10 Similar cases arise i11 African la11guages: see example (28) belo\v and the st1rrounding discussio11. 
11 But see Ladd's (2008) revie\v, cautioning against generalizing across languages or even across vari
eties of one language bas.id on ToBI analyses. 
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Odden's other seemingly inescapable result is briefly that in some languages the 
sequence HH can contrast with a single H. He analyzes Shambaa (Bantu, Tanzania) 
as having two types of High-toned sequence: one type that surfaces as level High, 
as in (29a), and another surfacing "'ith a downstepping pattern, as in (29b): 

(29) Shambaa (Odden 1986, 1995) 

a. /njoka/ 'snake' b. /ngoto/ 'sheep' 

v [ I 
H H H  

Swface patterns 
nj6ka ng6!t6  

[ - - l [ - - ] 

Odden argues that the OCP ought to reduce H and HH to the same 1nelody, yet 
clearly H in (29a) contrasts "'ith HH. Here then is a lexical tonal contrast that 
contradicts the OCP. 

Ho\vever, it should not be missed that Shambaa also exemplifies the principle 
underlying the OCP - avoidance of sequences of identical tones - since '"herever 
t\VO High tones co1ne together, they are broken up by a downstep. The san1e 
happens in some other Bantu languages, e.g. Nam"'anga (Bickmore 2000: 302), 
and in some non-Bantu languages, e.g. the Chadic language Miya (Schuh 1998). 
Cassimjee and Kisseberth (2001 : 329-331) offer examples of closely related lan
guages that differ in the conditions for inserting do'"nstep between adjacent High 
tones, if downstep is inserted at all. 

Subsequent "'Ork, beginning with Myers (1997), has gotten considerable mileage 
from regarding the OCP as a violable constraint - reasonably enough, since most 
constraints can be violated. Again, see Myers (1997). We return briefly to Shambaa 
in §10.l in connection '"ith the tonal foot. 

As with Yip's (1988) proposal for edge-in mapping, it is still an open question 
whether the OCP for tone is the S<-une constraint as the OCP applied to other features. 
N!cCarthy's (1986) suggestion to apply the OCP to antigemination in general met 
with a prompt retort from Odden (1988), '"ho \Vrote on anti-antigemination. The 
matter is still unresolved. 

10 Prosodic groupings of autosegments 

Two areas of ctrrrent exploration concerning autosegments are groupings of auto
segments into "foot-like" structures (van Oostendorp and Revithiadou 2005) and 
the possibility of deriving the results of autoseg.mental theories of harm.ony fron1 
connectionist accounts. 

10.1 Tonal feet 
From the beginning, some of the basic units of prosodic phonology - notably pros
odic words in the case of harmony processes and phonological phrases in the case 
of intonation -'''ere found to form natural domains for sequences of autosegments. 
The pioneering autosegn1ental accounts of intonation grouped tones into tunes, 
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while the enhanced autosegmental strings pioneered by Pierrehumbert (1980) and 
Pierrehumbert and Beckman (1988) 'vent 'vith phrase-like prosodic units. 

Groupings of lexical tones into prosodic constituents can1e next. Rice (1987) and 
Goldsnuth (1987) discussed cases in \vhich High tone was attracted to a n1etrically 
strong position. Another early instance \vas Kensto\vicz and Kisseberth's (1990) 
demonstration that metrical feet in Zigula (Bantu, Tanzania) determine \vhere 
High tones shift to - in general, to the penult, the head of a disyllabic trochee. 
While Zigula lacks word stress phonetically, the TBU designated as the head 
typically attracts lexical High tones as '""ell as intonational tones, and tlus has 
come to be regarded as a characteristic of feet in tonal languages. 

For example, the Zigula 3rd person subject prefix /a-/ contributes a High tone 
to the verb. This High tone is realized on the penultirnate syllable of the verb in the 
example below, \Vhere the other morphemes in the verb are toneless. The situation 
becomes n1ore co1nplicated \vhen other morphen1es contribute a High tone. 

(30) Zigula (Kenstowicz and Kisseberth 1990: 167) 
a- hugusahug(usa) 'he/she shells repeatedly' 

. . ., .... 
H 

. . . . -. --. .  

Duanmu (1999) portrays a more complex interrelationship bel\veen metrical struc
ture and tone in his account of the differences bet\veen tvfandarin and Shanghai, 
illustrated here in the way the two languages deal with tone for the foreign name 
Chicago: 

(31) a. Mandarin (transcribed in Pinyin) 
H-H-H � H-H-H 
zhi-jia-ge 'Chicago' 

b. Shanghai (transcribed in phonetic symbols) 
H-H-H � H-L-L 
tsz-ka-ku 'Chicago' 

In Mandarin, \vhich contrasts full and light syllables, (31a) has three full syllables, 
and by foot constraints \vhich Duannn1 motivates independently, each syllable is 
stressed. This in turn guarantees, again by an independent constraint, that each 
syllable retains its High tone. Shanghai, on the other hand, does not contrast full 
and light sy.IJables 1u1derlyingly (Duan.m.u 1993), and so the three sy.IJables of (31b) 
group into a single foot, preserving only the tone of the head, the first syllable. 
The hvo remaining syllables are realized as Lo'v by default. 

Zee (1999) shows that in the neo-Stokavian dialect of Serbo-Croatian, stress and 
tone are both critical factors in the defi1ution of the foot. This can be seen fron1 
the foJlo,ving foot inventory. 

(32) Serbo-Croatian (Zee 1999) 

without tone 
a. [ 0µ1, ]F, 

with tone 
C. ( 0µ1' ]Ft 

H 
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If a High tone (Zec's interpretation of a pitch accent; see CHAPTER 42: PITCH ACCENT 

SYSTEMS) is present, then a foot can be either one or hvo n1oras in length. In 
the absence of a High tone, the foot nnist be bunoraic - either a long syllable or 
hvo short ones. 

Foot structure has also figured in recent accounts of African tone languages. 
For example, in Kera (Pearce 2006) the metrical foot, grounded phonetically, is 
the key to e>-'Plaining the distribution and behavior of tone. She presents evidence 
(2006: 260) that when a word consists of exactly one foot, each syllable can carry 
a tone, but in words \vith two feet, each foot can only have one tone. 

Leben (2002) offers a tonal foot reinterpretation of Odden's (1986) Shambaa data 
from (29) above. Odden proposes the underlying tonal contrast H vs. HH for the 
respective phonological representations in (29a) and (29b ). But the only evidence 
for the underlyu1g sequence HH is its surface realization [HiH], the pattern that 
obtains in a phrase when a \vord ending in High directly precedes another High 
tone. This evidence is hardly conclusive. Suppose that some language inserts an 
epenthetic [t] between \vords ending in [n] and words beginning in [s]. This \vould 
not necessarily mean that "'Ord-internal [nts] has to be analyzed phonologically 
as Ins/. Leben (2002), agreei.J1g that there is an in1portant contrast in (29), suggests 
that (29a) has one foot, while (29b) has hvo: 

(33) a. /njoka/ 
(H) 

b. /ngoto/ 
(H)(H) 

He suggests that this contrast is analogous to the familiar one in stress languages, 
bet\veen one foot (as in English attic) and two (as in English Aztec). 

Pearce (2006: 260-261) offers a sununary, \vith a dozen references, of ,.vays in 
,.vhich tones interact \vith metrical feet: 
(34) Types of interaction between tones and metrical feet (Pearce 2006) 

a. In the association of tones to heads. 
b. In the deletion of tones on non-hea.ds. 
c. In the spreading of tones \vithin the foot. 
d. In the preference for certain tones on heads and non-heads. 
e. In associating certain n1elodies \Nith certain foot types. 

Taken together, Pearce's references offer consistent cross-linguistic evidence for 
the tone-bearing unit as either the entire 1netrical foot or its head. 

10.2 Tonal complexes 
Akinlabi and Liberman (2001) argue for a similar entity. Their tonal complex is 
a grouping of lexical tones into a structure broadly described as the "tonal analog 
of the syllable." The basic clain1 is that constraints involving tonal complexes "can 
n1otivate deletion, epenthesis, spreading or reordering of tonal features, just as 
constraints on sylla.ble or .foot structure may motivate such processes in weU-knO"'n 
cases of segmental phonology." 

Tonal complexes help Akinlabi and Liberman explain \vhy tone spreading 
in a schematic example like (35a) typically results in (35b) rather than (35c). (See 
Hyn1an 2007 for this observation.) 
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(38) a. spreading 
x x x  
I 

H H 

b. shifting 
x x x  � x x x 
I I 

H H 

Cassirnjee and Kisseberth's insight is that spreading and shifting are similar in 
expanding the H don1ain. The difference is that on the surface H comes to cover 
the entire domain, while shifting results in a single link at a domain edge. 

The example below sho\vs ho"' dosely spreading and shifting are related in 
three Nguni languages:12 

(39) Nguni languages (Cassirnjee and Kisseberth 2001) 

a. 

b. 

c. 

Swafi 
[b<J.·ja )na: tsa 
'(cl.2] are drinking' 
[ba-ja-khiliki]dze:la 
'[cl.2] are stumbling' 

si-ja-(se.be: ]nta 
'w·e are "'orking' 

Durban Zulu 
[u-ku]·tfu-la 
'to sing' 
[b!l. -ja-lima ]Ji: ma 
'[cl.2] are cultivating 

(REP)' 
si-ja·( lrrle: ]la 
'"'e listen' 

Phuthi 
[ku-lfmf]si:sa 
'to cultivate intensively' 
[ba -ja-lime]la :n1a 
'[cl.2] cultivate for one 

another' 
si-ja-[bQni:)sa 
'"re shov,r' 

The H don1ains in these three languages are all constructed according to the san1e 
principles (see Cassimjee and Kisseberth 2001: 333-337). The surface tonal differences 
in the bracketed domains result from '''hether the underlying High tone (the under
lined mora at the left edge of the bracketed expression) shifts or spreads or both. 
Cassirnjee and Kisseberth informally represent a surface TBU that arises fro1n under
lying H with an underline - [ba] in the left colunm of (39a) - and surface H \vith 
an acute accent - [ja] in the left colunu1 of (39a) - but this is purely a matter of 
notation, not a formal difference from the standard autosegmental representa· 
tion. The differences among the three languages are summarized in (40). 

(40) a. In S•vati, input H shifts to the final syllable of the H don1aiJ1. 
b. In Durban Zulu, input H spreads from prefixes to the final syllable of 

the H. domai.n and shifts from input stems to the final syllable of the H 
domain. 

c. In Phuthi, input H spreads to the final syllable of the H do1nain. 

Thus Swati involves shifting, Phuthi involves spreading, and Durban Zulu illvolves 
both. The ODT analysis makes this difference - \vhich leads to tonal strings that 
sound very different among the three languages - a highly natural, yet rather 
superficial one. What recommends their representation of High domains is that it 
caphues a basic fact about these three related languages, namely that the initial 
and fillal locations of Nguni High tones are all deternlined by the same principles, 
despite the superficial differences. 

12 The Durban Zulu forms are from Laura Downing, as cited by Cassimjee and Kisseberth (2001); 
the Phuthi forms are from Donnelly (1997). 
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(47) m a w a s a  

W V  (+nas][-nas] 

wlcCarthy opts for the format in (47) for the convenience of using just one line 
per candidate in an OT tableau. Autosegments are not being abandoned here but 
are acquiring n1ore structure - namely, heads.13 

McCarthy's approach is extended to tone 'vith revisions by Key (2006). Volk 
(2008) observes that O'DT differs from Headed Span Theory in a least one important 
respect: the former but not the latter sanctions representations in 'vhich a TBU 
is linked 'vith several non-contiguous surface tones. This is also a key difference 
bet\veen ODT and standard autosegn1ental practice. 

Another question that requires further study, attributed to Lee Bick1nore 
(McCarthy 2004: 5, fn. 5), is floating features. The version of FAITHHEADSPAN(aF) 
in (46) does not apply to floating elements in the input, but the fix may be simple, 
as McCarthy suggests: a reformulation along the lines suggested by Zoll (1996) 
and Lon1bardi (1998). 

However, for output floating elements the solution is not so easy: a revision 
of any analyses that appear to require them. But any revisions \VOi.tld need to 
capture generalizations that floating tones famously have made so transparent . 
For exan1ple, tone assignment in Tiv norn1ally places no more than one tone on 
any given TBU (Pulleyblank 1986). But in phrase-final position, a falling tone can 
appear on a single TBU, as shown by the hvo variants in (48), fron1 Arnott (1964) 
(the arrow denotes downstep ): 
(48) Tiv (Arnott 1964) 

mbat kasev 'there are women' 
[ - - I 

kasev n1ba 'there are won1en' 
[ - - \ )  

A floating Lo'v tone at the end of /mba/ accounts naturally for its do,vnstep
ping effect on the follo,ving \vord and is motivated independently by the high 
fall on /n1ba/ before pause. 

A n1ore complex case for surface floating tones comes from Asongwed and 
Hy1nan's (1976) analysis of Ngamambo (Cameroon, Grassfields Bantu). They 
sho"' that the five surface tone levels of Ngamambo, sho,vn in (49), correspond 
to t"'O surface tones, High and Low, "'hich can be either docked on TBUs or float
ing in output forms. The hyphens at the beginning and end of the forms indicate 
whether they are a prefix or a root. 

(49) Ngamambo's five tone levels (Asong,ved and Hyman 1976) 
High ma-
Mid ,:\-
LO\\'er Mid 
Unreleased Lo'v 
LO"' 

A-
-bi\p� 
' A-

13 Finlay (2008) notes a similar approach, the Headed Feature Domains Theory of Smolensky (2006), 
whkh "makes slightly different restrictions on the representations of feature spans." 
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The Mid tone above is the alternant of High tone that appears on vo\vel-initial 
prefixes. The unusual nun1ber of floating tones in outputs helps to explain the 
complex morphotonen1ics of this language. For example, there are h'l'O types of 
High-toned noun. In isolation, both have the same tonal realization, but they 
differ systematically "'hen a noun possessor follov•s: 

(50) a. 
b. 

'\va ter' 
'fat' 

ma11ip ,\bo 
maf5n1 .\bo 

'water of slave' 
'fat of slave' 

Asong,ved and Hyman account for this by positing a High tone sequence for 
roots like (SOa), while the High tone sequence in (SOb) is follo\ved by a floating 
LO\V .·14 

Larry Hyman (personal conm1u11ication) adds that floating tones are also a 
problem in ODT, again due to faithfub1ess requiren1ents. Clearly, floating tones 
have a special role to play i.n this discussion. Their existence is practically pre
dicted by autosegmental theory in assigning tone to an independent tier. And 
\ve have seen clear parallels behveen standard autosegmental phonology and 
the newer do1nain-based alternatives. The problen1 seems to be in formulating a 
version of faithfulness that will allow tone either to be associated \vith a position 
or to float. See also CHAPTER 45: THE REPRESENTATION OP TONE. 
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15 Glides 

SUSANNAH V. LEVI 

1 Introduction 

The division of sounds into two n1ajor classes - consonants and vo'"'els - is 
cllallenged by a set of sounds that exhibits characteristics of both categories. Variably 
referred to as "glides," "semi-vowels," or "semi-consonants," these intermediate 
segments require an examination of those properties that differentiate vo'"'els and 
consonants.' Glides have appeared problematic for phonological theories because 
of their (apparent) variable behavior. Glides can pattern with vowels -even alter
nating \vith then1 in son1e languages - and can also pattern '"'ith consonants. This 
variable behavior has f11eled a debate over the existence of glides a.s distinct 
phonemes that contrast '"'ith vowels. This cllapter \Viii present a typology of VO\'\'el
glide systems in which glides can exist both as distinct phonemes and as 
allophonic variants of vo,.vels (hereafter "phonenlic glides" and "derived glides," 
respectively). Glides derived fron1 vowels bellave phonologically like vo\vels, \Vhile 
phonemic glides pattern 'vi.th consonants to the exclusion of vo\vels (Levi 2004), 
eliminating the variability in behavior. Herman (1994) and Hume (1995) argue for 
a distinction between "consonantal" and "vocalic" glides based on these differ
ent behaviors. In this chapter, the distinction bet,veen glides will be grounded in 
their phonological status as allophones of vowels or as distinct phonemes. The 
major questions surrounding glides relate to their phonological status. 

i. Can glides be distinct phonen1es different from vo"'rels or do they exist only 
as allophones of vo,vels, based on their phonological environment and/or 
position in the syllable? 

u. If glides can be phonemic, do they behave like vo\vels or consonants, or do 
they instead form a distinct third category of segments that has a unique bella
vior different from either vo\vels or consonants? 

iu. If they can be phonemic, how should they be represented? Is tllis representa
tion more si.Jnilar to vowels or consonants? Is the representation universal? 

lV. Ho"'' does the phonologica.I status (phoneo1ic or derived) relate to the surface 
phonetic realization? What does it mean to be a glide on the surface? What 
does it mean to be a glide phonologically? 

1 ln some frameworks, glides form part of the class of approximants, along with Hquids (Ladefoged 
2006). As this term refers to a larger class of sounds, it will not be used here. 
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Ans,..,ering questions (i)-(iii) is crucial to all theories of phonology. "Vhether using 
a derivational SPE-style analysis (Chon1sky and Halle 1968), a feature-geometric 
representation, a government phonology approach, or an Optimality Theory (OT) 
approach, it is necessary to establish the featural make-up of glides to detern1ine 
•vhether phonological processes can or should apply or whether constraints - often 
formulated in relation to a particular phonological feature - are violated. Question 
(iv) will be discussed briefly in §4. 

An exa.inple of predictable glide behavior '"ill illustrate some of the issues 
surrounding the status of glides. Latin is a classic exan1ple of a language in '.vhich 
surface glides and vowels are found in predictable phonological environments. 
High vo,vels surface as glides in "'Ord-initial position when they occur before 
another vo\vel (la) and intervocalically (lb) (Steriade 1984). High vowels surface 
as VO\'l'els after consonants (2). 

(l) Glide realization 
a. 

b. 

/iecur I 
/uenio/ 
/ouis/ 
/auu.s/ 
/iuuenis/ 

(2) Voiuel realization 

[je.kur] 
[\¥e.nio:] 
[o.wis] 
(a.wus] 
[ju. '"'e .n is] 

'liver' 
'I come' 
'sheep' 
'grandfather' 
'young' 

/mulier I 
/dies/ 
/mutuus/ 

[mu.Ii.er) 
(di.e:s) 
[mu.tu.us] 

'"von1an' 
'day' 
'mutual' 

Languages such as Latin that show this type of predictable behavior have been 
used to argue that glides are n1erely positional variants of vowels (see §3.l and 
§3.2). §3.4 presents a typology of vocoid systems that include both derived and 
phonemic glides. Before examining the debate and typology, \Ve first provide an 
overvie'" of how glides have been discussed in the phonetic and phonological 
literature (§2). Follo>ving the typology section (§3), \Ve conclude in §4 \Vith a brief 
discussion of the issues that remain. 

2 A brief history of glides: Phonetics and phonology 

2.1 Phonetics 
As \Vith all issues involving glides, there is little consensus as to hO\V they should 
be characterized phonetically. The most commonly discussed phonetic properties 
of glides - and how they compare to vo"1els - are degree of constriction, duration, 
a.inplitude, and even syllable position. Discussion of constriction as a distinguish
ing phonetic correlate of glides dates ba.ck over 100 years. Whitney (1865: 239) 
describes glides in English as "vo\vels of so close a position that they verge upon 
the consonants" (see also CHAPTER 21: vowEL HEIGHT). S'\<\1eet (1877, 1907) targets 
constriction as the defining difference beh'leen consonantal and vocalic sounds 
whicl1 eventually provides the basis for the features [consonantal] and (vocalic] 
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\Nith the reintroduction of the syllable in phonological theory came a push to 
eliminate the feature [syllabic]. Kaye and Lo,venstam1n (1984) argue that syllabi
fication processes, not features such as [syllabic], detern1ine syllable position. In 
their view, glides and vo,vels are featurally identical ([-consonantal, +vocalic] ) 
and should never be distinct segments. They use the symbols /I/ and /U/ to high

light that sy!Jabification determines "'hether they surface as a glide or a vo,vel. 
In theories that target the syllable, it is structure, not features, that distinguishes 

glides from vo\vels. Clements and Keyser (1983) introduce the CV tier between 
the segmental tier and the syllable tier, and eliminate the feature [syllabic]. The 
difference beh-veen vo"'els and glides is thus determined by \Vhether the segment 
is dominated by a C or a  V node, as in (4). 

(4) v 

I 
v v 

v 
c 

I 
c c 

v 
i = Iii i = [i:] 1 = [j) i = [j: I 

One criticism of CV theory was that it neglected to capture the empirical general
ization that syllable position is largely predictable, making the CV tier redun
dant (Levin 1985). In a move to eliminate son1e of this redw1dancy, Steriade (1984) 
added X as a possible element to the CV tier to account for the predictability of 
glide/vowel alternations in Latin. This representation allo'''S high vo,-vels to 
alternate bet\-veen peak and non-peak elements in the syllable "'ithout requiring 
rules that change skeletal slots (e.g. C -? V). In Steriade's proposal, vo\vels and 
glides surface as in (5). 

(5) a. a b. <J 
/\ /\ 

0 R 0 R 

I I I I 
x v c x 

I I I I . 
= [ja] t . = [ti) 1 a 1 

Noting the redi.uidancy of the CV tier in genera!, Levin (1985) eliminated CV in 
favor of X for all skeletal positions. Non-peak elements are lirtked either to N" 
(onsets) or to N' (codas). The difference between vowels and glides thus remains 
on a higher structural level. 

(6) a. N"=a b. N,, =<! 

1 a p = [jap] t 1 p = [tip I 
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(10) a. /u/ (and derived [ '")) 

root [-cons I 

I 
Place 

Lips 

I 
Body 

[+round] [dorsal] [+high) [-lo"'] [+back] 

b. /\VI 
root [-cons] 

I 
Place 

A Body 

I 
[labial] [+round) (+back) 

3 The debate: Is there evidence for a phonemic 
distinction between vowels and glides? 

Despite abundant 'vork on glides, vowels and their alternations, there remains no 
consensus on the existence of glides as distinct phonemes (CHAPTER 11: THE 
PHONEME). There are two common ways glides are treated in the literature. The first 
is to assume that phonemic glides do not exist and that glides are only allophones 
of vo"•els. In this view, glides are treated as "high vowels in a non-syllabic disguise" 
(Durand 1986), and are only distinct on a syllabic level (e.g. Jakobson et al. 1952; 
Clements and Keyser 1983; Kaye and Lo,venstamm 1984; 'Durand 1986; Deligiorgis 
1988; Rosenthall 1994). The second treatment of gl ides has been to remain agnostic 
about their phonological status. Despite the rather pro1ninent vie\v that glides are only 
positional variants of vo"rels, many works include glides in consonant inventories. 

As '"ill be sho,vn belo'", the confusion surrounding glides (i.e. their phono
logical status and the conflicting phonological evidence) can be attributed to the 
existence of t\'IO distinct types of glides. Specifically, glides can either be derived 
from vo,vels and thus be positional variants of vowels ("derived glides") or they 
can exist as distinct phonen1es ("phonemic glides"). One reason glides have not 
been understood and have been vie,ved as bellaving differently fron1 other seg
ments (e.g. forn1ing the class of (0 consonantal] segments; see CHAPTER 7: FEATURE 
SPECIFICATION AND UNDERSPECIFICATION) is that their variable behavior has been 
attributed to a single class of segments. Recognizing that glides can be derived from 
t\vo distinct sources eliminates the variable behavior and the "duality" of glides. 

3.1 Predictable alternations betiveen glides and vo1.vels 
A comn1on type of language is one in '"hich glides surface in predictable environ
ments, and are thus positional variants of w1derlying vo,vels. Latin (discussed in §1) 
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The large proportion of predictable cases compared to the small proportion of 
lexically nuclear vo\vels is expected in an analysis that treats the "special" vo\vels 
as n1arked (Harris and Kaisse 1999: 185). 

Data from Korean also provide evidence for both predictable glide/vowel 
alternations and unpredictable vO\Vels. 'Unmarked, underlying high vov.rels surface 
as vowels between consonants (e.g. (tfi-ta) 'lose') and as glides intervocalically (e.g. 
[moj-at-ta) 'gathered') (Yun 2003). In C _ V environments there is variability; some 
lexical items allow a glide while others require a vo\vel, generating hiatus as in 
(16). Forms that surface '"ith a vowel in gliding environments (16b) are rare; only 
six oi.1t of 428 stems exhibit this pattern (Yun 2003). Here C' represents a fortis 
consonant (CHAPTER 111: LARYNGEAL CONTRAST IN KOREAN). 
(16) a. Gliding allowed 

!p"i-1 (p"i.ta ) 
/tfi-/ [tfi.ta) 
/tf'i-/ (tf'i.ta) 

b. Gliding disallowed 
/pi.-/ [pi.ta] 
/p'i.-/ (p'i.ta) 
I p"i.-1 (p"i.ta) 

(p"jat.ta) 
[tfjat.ta) 
[ tf'jat. ta I 

[pi.at.ta] 
(p'i.at.ta) 
[p"i.at.ta ) 

•I ". I p i.at.ta 
* [ tf i.at. ta J 
*(tf'i.at.ta) 

•[pjat.ta] 
•[p'jat.ta) 
*[p"jat.ta] 

'straighten' 
'lose' 
'boil' 

'be en1pty' 
'sprain' 
'bloom' 

Analyses of these "vocalic" languages represent alternating vocoids like those from 
predictable languages in the previous section. Vowels that surface in unexpected 
environn1ents are considered to be lexically 1narked as nuclear (e.g. Guerssel 1986; 
Roca 1997; Harris and Kaisse 1999). Levin (1985) argues that the property of being 
a syllable head could be specified underlyingly. In this chapter, this lexical marking 
is represented as /i=N/ or /u=N/, indicating that they must surface as syllabic. 
Because these seginents are lexically marked, they are expected to be less numerous 
than those that exhibit the basic alternating pattern. Indeed, this 1narginal status 
is confirn1ed by Spanish and Korean. 

Evidence suggesting that alternating segments and lexically marked vo"'elS are 
featurally identical (though structurally distinct) comes from the Pasiego dialect 
of Spanish. In Pasiego, stressed high vowels cause harmonic raising of preceding 
1nid vo'"els (Penny 1969a, 1969b; Hualde 1989), as in [be'ber] 'to drink' - [bi'bi:s) 
'you (PL) drin.k (INDIC)'. Raising is also triggered by derived glides in stressed 
syllables, as in [am£i'0jon] 'infection' (cf. [arnfes'tar] 'to infect') (Kaisse and Levi 2004). 
Finally, lexically nuclear vowels, also trigger harmony, as in [bi'bi.a] 'he was drink
ing (INDIC)' (Penny 1969b) and [kuxi'ri.a] 'I would take' (Hualde 1989). That derived 
glides, plain high vowels, and lexically n1arked high vowels trigger raising sug
gests a featural identity bet,,veen these segments. Recognizing that surface glides 
are derived from VO\\'els, and that the unusual vowels have marked structure 
but identical features unifies the analysis of vowel harmony to a single feature 
bundle associated 'vith high vo"rels. 

3.3.2 "Glide" languages 
The previous sections provided evidence for languages with predictable realization 
of vowels and glides, as well as unpredictable distributions in '"hich vo"rels occur 
in unexpected enviro1unents. There are also languages that exhibit glides in environ
n1ents \\'here vowels are expected. These languages with phonemic glides will be 
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!GI 

/\ 
[VJ [G] 
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Thus far, no Type IV languages have been identified. As discussed in §3.4.2, lan
guages that lack underlying high vo,vels are rare. The lack of Type IV (and also 
Type VII) suggests a possible implicational relationship: if phone1nic glides alter
nate, there must also be lmderlying vowels that alternate. Deterntining whether 
a language is Type III or IV \.vould require an examination of the phonology to 
consider whether other phonological processes could adjudicate between these 
two possible systems. For example, a Type III language \vith vo"rel harmony should 
sho"' participation of both vo"rels and glides (as discussed for Pasiego), "'hile a 
Type IV language should show transparency of vowels and glides. Other phono
logical phenon1ena that target featural, rather than syllabic distinctions, would 
also es tablish a difference behveen Type III and Type IV languages. 

3.4.5 Type V: Non-alternating underlying voivel and glide 
Type V languages contain both phonemic glides and vo"'els that do not alternate. 
Type V is the second type of language with phonemic glides. Yawelmani, Tahltan, 
and Turkish are languages of this type (Levi 2004). 

(24) Type V 
/VI !GI 

I I 
[VJ [G] 

Yawelmani syllabification provides evidence for the absence of alternations 
bet\veen vowels and glides. Vowel hiatus is baimed and repaired by (?]-insertion 
and vowel deletion, as in (25). That gliding is not a legal repair for hiatus shows 
that high VO"'els cannot surface as glides (data from Ne,vman 1944). 

(25) a. (?]-insertion 
/sasa:-in/ - -

/pana:-if' I 
b. Vowel de/et-ion 

I \v ili: 1-Q.a :-ihni: I 
/paxju:-ila:-hin/ 

[�a�a:-?-in] 
[pana:-?-if'] 

( \vilal-cj-ilini?J 
[paxj-ula :-hin] 

'eye-ross' 
'one who is arriving' 

'one al,vays preparing to depart' 
'caused something to scatter' 

Consonant clusters are also prohibited. Thus, in clusters involving glides, the only 
legal repair is vowel epenthesis as in (26), and vocalization is prohibited. 

(26) /?utj-t/ 
/log,v-k'a I 

(7utj-u-t] 'fall-AORIST' 
[Ioghv-k'a] 'pulverize-IMP' 

*[7uti-t, 7utu-t] 
*[logu-k'a] 

Two other types of evidence suggest an underlying contrast behveen vowels and 
glides in Ya\velmani. First, all consonants and glides have plain and glottalized 
series (represented as [C']) (see (27)), \\'hereas vowels do not. 
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(27) t'ojix 
!'oj'ix 
t'aw' 

'applying medicine' 
'getting rusty' 
'throw' 

(Newman 1944: 19) 
(Newman 1944: 19) 
(Archangeli 1984: 285) 

A second type of evidence for a phonological contrast beh,,een vowels and 
phonemic glides comes from vo,vel harmony. In Ya'''elmani, glides are transparent 
to VO\Vel rounding harmony (see CHAPTER 91: VO\VEL HARMONY: OPAQUE AND TRANS
PARENT VOWELS). 

(28) Glide as a non-trigger 
/boiwn-/ [bO\Vn-it] 'trap-PASS AORIST' (Archangeli 1984: 263) 

•[bown-ut] 
/jolo:,v-/ [joJo:"'-hin] 'assen1ble-AORlsT' (Kisseberth 1969: 24) 

*[jolo:w-hun] 

Evidence from hiatus and cluster resolution, sonorant series, and vowel harn1ony 
indicates the presence of contrasting segments (vo,.vel and phonemic glide) which 
do not show surface alterations. 

Several other languages exhibit Type V patterns. In Tahltan, glides participate in 

consonant harmony (Hard,vick 1984; Shaw 1991) 'vhile vo,vels do not, suggest
ing that vo'"els and glides are phonologically distinct (see also CHAPTER 77: LONG
DlSTANCE ASSI:MlLATION OF CONSON.ANTS and CHAPTER 75: CONSONANT-VOWEL Pl.ACE 

FEATURE INTERACTIONS). Additionally, there is no evidence from syllabification 
to suggest that these t"'O segments should be treated as a single phonen1e. In 
Turkish, vowels and consonants 'vith secondary articulations participate in 
vowel harn1ony (CHAPTER 118: TURKISH VOWEL HARJvlONY), sho,ving that vowel 
harmony is not based on syllable position (Levi 2001). In contrast, glides do not 
participate in vowel harmony, suggesting that they must be featurally distinct from 
vowels. Furthermore, phonemic glides in clusters force epenthesis (e.g. /mejl/ � 
[mejil] 'tendency'; Le,vis 1967). Like Ya,velmani and Tahltan, there is no evidence 
in Turkish suggesting alternations beh"een vo,·vels and glides. 

3.4.6 Type VI: Alternating underlying vowel and non-alternating 
underlying glide 

Type VI languages contain a vo,vel that alternates sinillar to Type III languages. In 
addition, Type VI languages contain a phonemic glide that only surfaces as a gl ide. 
Languages of this type include Karuk, Sundanese, Pashto, and Pulaar (Levi 2004). 

(29) Type Vl 
/VI !GI 

N 
[VJ [G) 

In Karuk, the realization of an underlying vowel as a vo"•el or a glide is predictable 
based on syllabification parameters in the language. Tautosyllabic consonant clusters 
are banned, making the 1na>d1nal syllable ten1plate CVC (Bright 1957). Thus, all 
n1edial CC sequences n1ust be syllabified as VC.CV. The absence of sequences 
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The difference beh"een phonemic and derived glides is also apparent in their beha
vior before VO\"el-initial suffixes. Phonemic /w I patterns '"ith /r I and surfaces 
before VO\"el-initial suffixes as in (33a) and (33b ). In contrast, n1orphen1e-final 
derived glides pattern with other vocalic seg1nents, exhibiting deletion and 
coalescence before vowel-initial suffixes, as in (33c). 

(33) a. Phonernic glide /\"I 
/ikiiw/ � [ikjiw] 

[ikjh"-if(rih)) 
[ikjiw-ii:r] 

/i'" I � ['i'''l 
[ ?J\v-a p uh] 

cf. [?f:m-kara] 

'to fall' 
'to fall down' 
'to fall for a long time' 
'to die' 
'dead' 
'to drown' 

b. Other consonants 

c. 

/istfur-ahi/ 4 [iftfur-ahi] 
/pa6rih-a/ � [pa6rih-a] 

'to be cracked' 
'rain (N)' 

Final /u/ � [w] 
/ikriu/ � 

/ihiiu/ 

[ikriw) 'to sit' 
/ikriu-is(rih)/ 4 

/ikriu-at/ 4 

[ihji'" J 'to shout' 
/il1iiu-unis/ 4 

[ikrl:f(ril1)) 
•[ ikri"r-if ( rih) J 
[ikre:tJ 

•[ikri"•-at] 

[il1jii:nif) 
•[ihjiw-unif] 

'to sit down' 

'lived' 

'to shout at' 

Other Type VI languages include Sundanese, Pashto, and Pulaar. In Sundanese, 
segments are divided into those that undergo nasal harn1ony and those that do not 
(Robins 1957; Cohn 1990, 1993). As expected, derived glides pattern \vith vowels 
in undergoing nasal harmony (e.g. /)liar I 4 [J1iJar] 'seek-ACTIVE'). In contrast, 
phonemic glides block nasal harmony (e.g. /!Jajak/  4 [!)iijak] 'sift-ACTIVE'). An 
analysis of Sundanese that recognizes a distinction bet\veen l\vo types of glides 
and the relationship between derived glides and their vo,vel source on the one 
hand and phonemic glides on the other simplifies the haro�ony system (Levi 2008a). 
In Pashto, glides surface in reverse sonority dusters (e.g. [\"radz] 'day' (Penz! 1955); 
see also CHAPTER 49: SONORITY), \vhere they would othen.,.ise be unexpected if they 
were derived from vowels (Levi 2004). In other environn1ents, glides and vo,vels 
surface predictably, suggesting that vowels can surface as either vo,vels or glides. 
In Pulaar, glides differ in ho"' they behave in consonant alternations (Paradis 1992); 
one set of labial glides alternates \Vith labial stops \Vhile another set alternates 
\vith velar stops, suggesting a distinction bet'"een two types of glides. Similarly, 
palatal glides are divided into hvo sets: those that alternate \Vith velars and those 
that alternate with palatal stops. Using evidence fro1n consonant gradation, vowel 
har.r.nony, vowel epenthesis, and ger.nination, Levi (2004) argu.es that glides that 
alternate '"ith labial or palatal stops are phonemic, 'vhile those that alternate with 
velar stops are derived. 

French is another language that is often cited as including both derived and 
phone1nic glides (Spence 1971; Valdn1an 1976; Walter 1977; Noske 1996; Hannahs 
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(i.e. glides surfacing as vo'''els) as different from underlying vo,vels (CHAPTER 88: 
DERIVED ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS). 

3.4.8 Type VIII: Alternating underlying voivels and glides 
Type VIII languages show a balanced pattern '"here both phonemic glides and 
vowels can surface as vo,vels or glides. Type VIlI languages fit the generaliza
tion mentioned in §3.4.4 that a phonemic glide can only alternate if the vo,vel 
also alternates. Imdlawn Tashlhiyt Berber is an example of this type of language 
(Levi 2004). 

(36) Type VIII 

/VI !GI 

[><] 
[VJ [GJ 

Evidence for predictable realization of underlying vo,vels co1nes from syllabifi
cation, as in (37) (Eln1edlaoui 1985: 27). 

(37) /i-kti/ 
/i-ura/ 

[i-kti] 'he remembered' 
[j-ura] 'he \vrote' 

Evidence from syllabification of other segments and from sonority plateaux sug
gests a systematic pattern (Dell and Eln1edlaoui 1985), where the first men1ber of 
a platea.u surfaces as syllabic (38) (Elmedlaoui 1985: 39). 

(38) /i-sui/ 
/t-ikiu-t/ 

[i-suj] 
[t-ikhv-t I 

'he passed' 
'kind of plant' 

Some "'Ords contradict this pattern. In these cases, the second of t"'O vocoids 
surfaces as syllabic. Follo,ving Dell and Elmedlaoui, Levi (2004) analyses the first 
high vocoid of these sequences as a phonemic glide, making the sequence a sonor
ity rise, rather than a plateau. Thus, the difference behveen the forn1s in (38) and 
(39) is that the former contain /CW/, while the latter contain sequences of /CGV I 
(Elmedlaoui 1985: 42). 

(39) /i-s"1i/ 
/a'-k'j'u'd'/ 

(i-s"1i) 
[a'-k'j'u'd'] 

*(isuj) 
*[a'k'i\v'd'] 

'excrement' 
'braid (hair)' 

lmdJa\vn Tash.U1iyt Berber is especially interesting because it allows any segment 
to surface as syllabic, including phonemic glides (Elmedlaoui 1985). Data in (39) 
and (40) sho\v that phonemic glides can surface as glides or vowels. 

(40) /nw I 'be cooked' [nwa) PERFEL'TIVE 
[n\vi) NEGATIVE 
(nu] AORIST 

Taken together, these data provide evidence for a high vo,vel that surfaces as either 
a vowel or a derived glide and for a phone1nic glide that surfaces as a glide or 
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16 Affricates 

YEN-HWEI LIN 

1 Introduction 

An affricate is a single segn1ent that has a complete closure 'vith a fricative 
or delayed release. Like stops, affricates consist of a closure phase follo\ved by a 
release phase, but unlike stops, the release of affricates contains additional supra
laryngeal properties. Phonological evidence based on phonotactics and sonorancy 
is often used to distinguish affricates from homorganic bisegn1ental stop + fricative 
sequences. For exa1nple, in English no stop + fricative sequences can occur in "'ord
initial or syllable-onset position, but (if) and let] can, and hence are treated as 
affricates. Kehrein (2002: 5-6) groups affricates into four types as in (1), but con
siders them to be stops phonologically. 

(1) The phonetic class of affricates 
a. Orally centrally released strident affricates: e.g. [ts], (if], [t�] 
b. Orally centrally released non-strident affricates: e.g. (pep], (t0), (kx) 
c. OraUy latera lly released affricates: e.g. [tt] 
d. Nasally released affricates: e.g. [pm), [tn], [ki:J]L 

In phonological theory, the forn1al characterization of affricates has been a 
much-debated issue (Clements and Hu.me 1995: 256; see Kim 1997: 23-38 and 
Kehrein 2002: 11-15 for revie'''S of different proposals) . What is at issue is ho"' 
affricates should be represented to account for the way they pattern in phono
logical processes and segn1ental contrasts. More specifically, what phonological 
feature(s) should be adopted to represent affricates and how do affricates behave 
in phonological. patterni.ng? First, if affricates are represented as consisting of 
a stop component follo,ved by a fricative component, one e,q,ects affricates to 
pattern \Vith stops at their left edges and \Vith fricatives at their right edges. Second, 
ii the t\vo co1nponents are unordered phonologically, affricates can pattern with 
stops or fricatives at either edge in phonological processes. Third, if affricates are 
phonologicaUy just stops, they are expected to form a natural class with stops, 

1 Due to space limitation, I wjlf not discuss nasally and laterally released affricates specjfically, and 
for ease C>f reference, I \\rill refer to affricates as segments with a fricati\'e release. 
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but crucially not \Vith fricatives. If affricates are phonological stops, how are they 
to be differentiated from sunple stops? Under the first approach, affricates have 
the same representation in phonology and phonetics, whereas under the second 
and third approaches, the phonological and phonetic representations are different, 
•vhich leads to the question of "'hen the stop-fricative sequence becomes linearly 
ordered or the fricative release projected. 

This chapter describes different positions with respect to these questions and 
issues through presentation of relevant data and argun1ents. In tenns of the 
phonological representation of affricates, 1 classify the approaches to affricates mto 
three major categories: (i) the Stop Approach, (ii) the Affric11te Approach, and (iii) the 
Complex Segment Approach. The Stop Approach can be traced back to Jakobson et al. 
(1952: 24), \vhere affricates are treated as strident stops, specified as [-contmuant, 
+strident]. One problem \vith this proposal is that not all affricates are strident. 
Chomsky and Halle (1968: 329) therefore propose to represent all affricates as 
[-continuant, +delayed release). This then accords affricates an independent 
phonological status, contrasting '''ith stops, "'hich are [-contmuant, -delayed 
release], and fricatives, \vhich are [+continuant, -delayed release]. This is the Affricate 
Approach (see Kehrein 2002: 11). The feature [delayed release] \vas later replaced 
by [+contu1uant) (Cainpbell 1974), leading to the Complex Segment Approach, 
m •vhich affricates form a natural class •vi.th stops and \Vith fricatives. Since 
[delayed release] has not been m common use m recent phonological literature, 
I focus u1 this chapter on proposals 'vithm the Complex Segment Approach and 
the Stop Approach smce the early 1980s. 

The proposals ,.vithin the Con1plex Segment Approach differ u1 (i) ho'v the 
stop and fricative components of affricates are organized and represented, and 
(ii) \vhether or not there is an asymmetrical relationship benveen the two components, 
and if there is, which component is the head. Withm the Stop Approach, affricates 
are treated as stops \vith some additional feature(s) (e.g. [+strident]) manifested as 
part of the fricative release in articulation, and the proposals differ u1 what those 
additional features are in distinguishing affricates from simple stops, and "'hether 
the fricative release is projected in the phonological or phonetic component. 

Some of the proposals also nlake different predictions regarding edge effects, 
i.e. cases where affricates pattern with stops with regard to rules sensitive to their 
left edges and with fricatives with regard to rules sensitive to their right edges. 
The general assumption is that if or •vhen the stop and fricative components 
are ordered or \Vhen the fricative release is projected, affricates are expected to 
exhibit edge effects. 

In \vhat follo\vs, §2 reviews the proposals and data supportmg the Complex 
Seginent Approach, §3 presents the evidence and proposals for the Stop Approach, 
and §4 addresses the question regarding the point in the derivation at •vhich the 
stop and fricative components are ordered or the fricative release is projected. 
In §5, additional data relevant to the debate are discussed, and the final section 
concludes \Vith brief remarks on remauling issues. 

2 The Complex Segment Approach 

What I refer to as a co1nplex segment is defined as a smgle segment with multiple 
articulations in n1anner or place features, and hence covers both contour segments, 
such as affricates and prenasal stops, and complex segments, such as labial-velars, 
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as proposed by Sagey (1986: §2.4). For Sagey, the multiple articulations in a con
tour segment are phonologically ordered, but those in a complex segment are not 
(see also CHAPTER 29: SECONDARY AND DOU'll'LE ARTICU'LATION). For our purposes, 
I make a distinction behveen complex segn1ents with internal ordering and those 
'vithout. 

The major proposals under the Complex Segment Approach are summarized 
in (2) and (3). The contour segn1ent analysis in (2a), in \vhich the ordered stop and 
fricative are linked to one single skeletal slot, and the contour feature analysis in 
(2b), in 'vhich the ordered (stop] and [cont] features2 are linked to a single seg1nental 
root node, are analogous to the analysis of contour tones in autosegmental phono
logy (Goldsmith 1976; CHAPTER 14: AUTOSEGMENTS; CHAPTER 45: THE REPRESENTATION 
oF TONE); e.g. a falling tone consists of a high tone at the left edge and a lo"' tone 
at the right edge and is linked to one single tone-bearing unit. Evidence supporting 
this position comes fron1 da ta sho,.ving edge effects for affricates. 

(2) Affricates as complex segments with internal ordering 
a. Clen1ents and Keyser (1983) b. Sagey (1985) c Root 

/\ � 
t s [stop] [cont] 

With [stop] and [cont] on separate tiers, the two stricture features are phono
logically unordered in the unordered feature analyses in (3). Affricates thus do not 
exhibit edge effects, and can pattern \Vith stops or fricatives on either edge. 

(3) Affricates ns co111plex segments without internal ordering 
a. Lon1bardi (1990) b. Hualde (1991) 

[stop] x 

I � 
Root Root Root 

I I � 
[cont] [stop] [cont] Supralaryngeal 

I 
Place 

c. van de \·\I eijer (1992, 1996) d. Schafer (1995) 

Root Root 

� I 
(stop] (cont] [stop) 

I I 
Place [cont] 

2 For the rest of this chapter, I use [stop) for [-continuant] and [cont] for [+continuant] for ease of 
unified exposition in discussing different proposals. See also CHAPTER 13: TBE STRICTURE FEATURES; 

CUAL"TER 28: Tl'fE REPRESENTATION OF FRICATl\1ES. 
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phonemic inventory of Nisgha and the rule is blocked by Structure Preservation 
(Kiparsky 1985). 

Strengthening also shows that affricates pattern with stops. For exan1ple, in 
Ts\vana, continuants are turned into stops or affricates after a specific nasal mor
pheme (Schafer 1995: 71): /N+13ona/ -4 [mpona) 'see me', /N+sixa/ -4 [ntshixa) 
'cut me', which is analyzed as spreading [stop) from the nasal to the continuants, 
resulting in stops or affricates. 

Concluding that stops and affricates spirantize, and fricatives strengthen, 
Schafer argues that encoding the [stop) feature as the head stricture accounts for 
the patterning of stops and affricates in both strengthening and spirantization, 
\vhereas a principled explanation of such patterning is not available in a non
configurational representation. 

The second piece of evidence con1es fron1 the restrictions on German morphen1e
internal consonant clusters (Schafer 1995: 80-84). Fricative clusters are disallo,ved 
(e.g. *[f-s ), *(s-v ], '[f-z]), as are affricate clusters (e.g. *[ts-pf)); ho,vever, fricative
affricate clusters are permissible (e.g. [f-ts) in seufzen [zoifts"'n) 'sigh' and [x-ts) 
in ja11chzen [jauxtsan] 'cheer'). As illustrated in (10a) and (10b), the OCP on [cont] 
can apply only to those [cont] features on the san1e tier. Si.nee the [cont] feature 
of the affricate is secondary, it is not on the same tier as the [cont) feature of the 
fricative (lOc). I will come back to the German data in §5.1. 

(10) a. •f s 

I 
[cont] [cont] 

b. 

f- 0CP 

•ts pf c. 

I I 
[stop I [stop] 

I I 
[cont] [cont] f- OCP 

x ts 

I 
[cont] (stop I 

I 
[cont] 

Schafer demonstrates that affricates persistently pattern "'ith stops phono
logically. Assigning [stop] as the head stricture of the affricate means that the 
proposal actually shares some similarities with the Stop Approach. The 1nain 
difference is that the [cont) feature is stil l retained in the representation of the 
affricate as a secondary stricture feature, and can be referred to by a rule or 
constraint. 

2.3 Summan; and predictions of the Complex 
Segment Approach 

The different proposals under the Con1plex Segment Approach share the clain1 
that both [stop) and [cont) are cont.<ined in the phonological representation of 
affricates, but they differ in the relationship behveen the hvo stricture features. The 
major prediction made by the Complex Segn1ent Approach is that affricates can 
pattern with either stops or fricatives phonologically. If the hvo features are ordered 
(§2.1), affricates are expected to sho\v edge effects. If the two features are unordered 
�vith equal sta.tus (§2.2.1-§2.2.2), affricates can pattern with stops or fricatives on 
either edge. Under the unordered approach, there are hvo proposals that claim an 
asymmetrical relationship between the hvo stricture features. The first maintains 
that [cont], but not [stop), dominates place features, which predicts that a rule 
that targets a [stop] segn1ent '"ith place features does not affect affricates (§2.2.3.1). 
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(15) Polish strident assimilation 

a. [-son, Cor, +ant] � [ciPlace] I _  [+strid, C!Place] 
b. ro&gerzyc 

c. 

oknz cJerpliwosci 
podcza� dz.iala1I 
chtopie!2 s211kal 
occze 

d. t<var� 
od.d.z.ielic 

[s fl - (f fl 
(s ts-) - [SD tSD) 
[z dz] - [z dz] 
[ts fl - [If fl 
[ts tSD] - [tSD tel 
(t f] - [tf f] 

'broaden' 
'example of patience' 
'during the action' 
'the boy \Vas seeking' 
'vinegar (Loe sc)' 
'harder' 

[d di] - (dz dz] 'separate' 

This can be vie"red as an anti-edge effect, in "'hich affricates and fricatives 
pattern together as triggers in a rule referring to the left-edge context, and hence 
as a counterexample to the ordered version of the Con1plex Segment Approach 
(cf. §2.2.J). This patterning of af.frica.tes '"ith fricatives, however, can be attributed 
to shared [+strident] rather than [cont]. 

Additional examples illustrating the patterning of affricates with fricatives in 
terms of stridency include (i) strident dissilnilation in Baztan Basque (Kiln 1997: 
49, 54-55), il1 \.vhicl1 a strident affricate dissilnilates to [-strident] after a strident 
fricative (e.g. /as+tsen/ � [asten] 'to raise'), (ii) vowel insertion behveen strident 
fricatives/affricates and -s under English plural formation (§2.2.2; Kehrein 2002: 
55-56), and (iii) Hungarian strident coronal place assilnilation (Kiln 1997: 66-67), 
\Vhich assllnilates coronal strident fricatives/affricates il1 place with the followil1g 
coronal strident segn1ent: e.g. /ege:s+fe:g/ � [J+fl 'health', /ege:s#lfala:d/ � 
(J#tf) 'entire family', /)lolts+fa:g/ � [tf+fl 'eightness', /n1akatf#tsitsa/ � [ts#ts) 
'obstinate kitten'. 

3.2 Re-analyses of cases where affricates are specified 
as [cont] 

One major obstacle for the Stop Approach is the presence of cases '"here affricates 
are claimed to be specified as [cont). The first type of evidence for specifying 
affricates as [cont] is based on n1orphen1e structure constraints and consonant 
harmony mvolvil1g fricatives and affricates to the exclusion of stops. Recall that 
for Modern Yucatec Maya morpheme structure restrictions, Lombardi (1990: 
389-390) proposes an OCP constraint on [cont] that affects both fricatives and 
affricates (§2.2.2), arg11il1g that affricates must be specified as [cont]. Kehrein 
(2002: 46-51; cf. Rubach 1994: 141, fn. 24) suggests that the feature [strident] or 
Coronal (if coronal stops are unspecified for place) can be used mstead to replace 
[cont] for the analysis, a solution also applicable to cases of sibilant/coronal 
harmony in languages like Tahltan (Sha'" 1991; §3.4 belovv-) and Basque (Hualde 
1991; van de Weijer 1996; see §2.2.2).9 

The second type of evidence comes fron1 stop deletion/debuccalization 
(§2.2.1). For example, in Basque (5), a stop deletes before a stop, but an affricate 
loses the [stop) feature and becomes a fricative, and ill Yucatec Maya, a stop becomes 

9 As shown in (10) in §2.2.3.2, Schafer (1995) also makes use of the OCP on [cont] to account for 
Ger.n1an COJ\S01.)ant cluster restrictions. Howe\'el', tlle .feature l+strid.eot] or CotOJ\al cannot be used 
since the affricate [pf) has neither, and non-permissible affricate clusters such as [ts-pf) cannot be ruled 
out. l will come back to the German case in §5.1. 
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[h] and an affricate becomes a fricative before a homorganic stop. A unified account 
of stop deletion/debuccalization and affricate fricativization involves the deletion 
of the [stop J feature so that the stop becon1es deleted or debuccalized, leaving the 
affricate with the [cont) feature. Kehrein (2002: 51-55; cf. Rubach 1994: 141, fn. 24) 
proposes to treat the situation \Vith two independent rules: si.mple stops delete (or 
debuccalize), but strident stops (i.e. affricates) spirantize. He also points out that 
if [stop] deletion were the correct unified generalization, one could imagine a 
logically possible process of [cont] deletion in which fricatives delete and affricates 
becon1e stops, and yet such a process is unattested.10 In addition, the fact that in 
Yucatec M.aya stops become [h] seems to suggest a general spirantization account: 
stops � fricative [h] and affricates � fricatives. Kim (1997: 46-59) analyzes stop 
deletion in Baztan Basque as a unified process of spirantization motivated by the 
OCP constraint on [stop]: both sunple stops and strident stops beco1ne fricatives 
through dissimilation or spirantization, but the fricatives derived from simple 
stops, e.g. [x] from [k], [o) from (d), and [6] from [t], are deleted due to Structure 
Preservation (Kiparsky 1985; CHAPTER 76: STRUCTURE PRESERVATION: THE RESILIENCE 

oF DISTINCTIVE INfORMATION), i.e. the language does not have these fricatives. 
The third type of potential problem concerns the affrication of stops before high 

vowels, \vhich is typically analyzed as spreading [cont] fro1n the vo,vel to the pre
ceding stop, creating an affricate \vith both (stop) and [cont): e.g. /tat+i+mas+u/ 
� [ta1fimasu] 'to stand (POLITE PRES)', /tat+u/ � [tatsu] 'to stand (PRES)' in Japanese 
(Clements 1999: 287; Kirn 2001: 90). Under the Stop Approach, processes of 
affrication are argued to be feature insertion of [+strident] or addition of fricative 
noise between the stop and the vowel due to a phonology-phonetics mismatch 
(Kim 1997: 39, 2001 : 1.02; Clements 1999: 289; see also CHAPTER 75: CONSONANT

VOWEL PLACE FEATURE INTERACTIONS). This re-analysis is based on the observation 
that the release transition from a simple stop to a high vo\vel has the turbulence 
and spectral properties similar to the noise of a strident fricative, and can be inter
preted as the release of a strident affricate (Kim 1997: chs. 3-4, 2001; Clements 
1999: 287-289 and references therein). 

In sum, for all three types of data that seem to require the [cont] specification 
for affricates, proponents of the Stop Approach offer re-analyses clauning that 
affricates need not bear [cont]. 

3.3 Phonological contrasts 
One common argument agamst treating affricates as strident stops is the fact that 
not all affricates are strident (Chomsky and Halle 1968: 329; Lombardi 1990: 409), 
e.g. [t6J in Tahltan (Shaw 1991) and [pf) ill Gern1an. Under the Stop Approach, 
place features siich as [distribu.ted], [larninal), or Labial a.re typically u.sed to 
specify non-strident stops (e.g. Sha\v 1991: 146; Kim 1997: 39; Kehrein 2002: 9-10). 
A labio-dental affricate like [pf] has sometimes been proposed to be a [+strident] 
stop, iJ1 contrast to a bilabial stop (Kim 1997: 106-108).n 

10 An anonymous reviewer comments that fricativization in Basque (Hunlde 1991: 134£.; van de V\leijer 
1992: 142-143), where affricates become stops after fricatives/affricates, comes close to this. This pro
cess, h.o,,•ever, does .1.'ot delete fr.icatives after fricatives/aJfr.it..-ates. 
ll This of course raises the questio·n of ho\v t11e featLtre [strident] should be defined, vv·hicl1 I \Vill not 
pursue here. 
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Examination of cross-linguistic phonological contrasts among affricates and 
stops leads Clements (1999) and Kehrein (2002) to argue that (i) affricates are phono
logical stops \vhich bear no [cont] feature and are distinguished fron1 non
affricated stops by place features or manner features such as [strident), [lateral], 
[nasal), and (ii) affrication or fricative release is best accounted for at the phonetic 
level "'hen the phonological feature combinations are spelled out as sequential 
phonetic events, which Kehrein (2002: ch. 2) proposes to be a phonetic strategy 
for increasing the perceptibility of phonological contrasts. 

The 1nain finding is that strident, lateral, and nasal affricates contrast '.vith stops, 
but non-strident affricates do not. Coronal affricates can contrast with stops at the 
same place of articulation in terms of stridency in languages, e.g. the contrast of 
sirnple stop, strident affricate, and strident fricative: /t ts s/ in Han1er and /t w �/ 
in Burushaski (Kehrei.n 2002: 17; cf. Cle1ne.nts 1999: 278-279), as can lateral and 
nasal affricates, e.g. the contrast of simple stop, lateral affricate, and lateral 
sonorant /t ti t/ in Navajo and the contrast of simple stop, nasal affricate, and 
nasal sonorant /b bm m/ in Zing Mumuye (Kehrein 2002: 18-19). 

On the other hand, non-strident affricates occur as allophones of stops, or as 
phonetic realizations of aspirated stops or of stops contrastir1g withir1 a major 
place category (Kehrein 2002: 21). That is, languages do not contrast stops and 
non-strident affricates. Examples of allophonic variation include free variation 
of [k) and [kx] for some speakers of Thai, and allophonic derivation of bilabial 
affricates from bilabial stops before [u], e.g. /pl � [p<p] /_ /u/ in Lahu (Kehrein 
2002: 22). In addition, the aspirated stops ir1 those languages with laryngeal 
contrasts are likely to sho"' affrication; e.g. in Navajo, the three-\vay /k k' kh I 
contrast is realized phoneticaUy as [k k' kxh]. Finally, apparent contrasts beh.veen 
stops and non-strident stops (e.g. /p/ vs. /pf/ in German, and /t/ vs. /t6/ in 
Chipe,.vyan) are contrasts at n1inor places of articulation, e.g. bilabial vs. 
labio-dental within the major category of Labial ir1 German,t2 and apical [t] vs. 
lanlinal (t6) in Chipe,vyan within the category of Coronal (Kehrein 2002: 23, 25; 
cf. Clements 1999: 275). Additional examples include palatal I c�/ vs. /kl in J'rish 
and /k/ vs. uvular I qx/ in \iVolof \Vithin the Dorsal category (Kehrein 2002: 25; 
cf. Clements 1999: 283-285). In some cases, what '"'ere claimed to be palatal non
strident affricates in contrast with palatal stops are ach1ally alveo-palatal strident 
affricates, e.g. /c<;/ should be /!<;,/ in Konu (Kehrein 2002: 28-29; Clements 1999: 
281-282). Kehrei.n (2002: 29-30) thus conch.ides tl1at (i) a stop a.nd its homorganic 
non-strident affricate are never in contrast, (ii) non-strident affricates are phonetic 
realizations of their corresponding stops, and (iii) a stop is often realized as 
an affricate 'vhen it is in contrast \Vith another stop '"'itllin the same primary 
articulator \\'ith sn1all place differences. 

3.4 Natural classes 
In all the analyses of affricates considered above, affricates have a stop compon
ent, and hence form a natural class with stops. Many of the examples we have 
seen earlier fall into this category. The Stop Approa.ch differs from the Complex 

12 As pointed out by a.n anonymous revie\,•er, jt is uo_clea(' wl'licl1 feature sl1ouJ.d be used to differ� 
entiate /p/ and /pf/. If the traditional feature (strident] is not used, an alternative must be considered 
(Clements 1999: 283). 
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suggesting an edge effect (cf. Piro §5.2 belo,v). The solution offered by Schafer is 
that •affricate-affricate clusters are ruled out in the phonology '"hen [stop] and 
[cont] are still unordered, but the lack of the •affricat�fricative clusters occurs in the 
phonetic component when the secondary [cont) stricture becomes ordered after 
[stop]. It is not specified, ho1vever, \Vhether there is independent evidence in German 
suggesting that some restrictions must be phonological and some must be phonetic. 

5.2 Piro obstruent co-occurrence restrictions 
FoUo"'ing up on Steriade's (1989) initial analysis of consonant clusters in Piro 
(see also Kensto1,1icz 1994: 502-503), Lin (2005) conducts a comprehensive 
exa1nination of Piro consonant co-occurrence restrictions, based on the data in 
l\llatteson (1965). Excluding a couple of 1ninor restrictions and accidental gaps, 
the n1ajor generalizations held for obstruents are given in (17). The obstruents 
in Piro include Ip t k ts if ti; s f <;/, \Vith /t<;/ and /<;/ as non-strident palatal 
segments specified as both Coronal and Dorsal. The restrictions apply in under
lying representation and/or during the derivation. When non-permissible clusters 
occur through n1orphe1ne concatenation and boundary vowel deletion, the first 
consonant of the cluster deletes, with compensatory lengthening of the preceding 
vo\vel (Matteson 1965: 33-34; Lin 1997).13 

(17) Piro obstruent co-occurrence restric/i()ns 

a. *(p-p) *[t-t) *[k-k] *fricative-fricative *affricate-affricate 
underlying morpheme and derivational restrictions (33) 
e.g. nika 'he eats' - ka 'passive' � nikka � ni:ka 'he is eaten' 

kose 'to pull' - c;e 'ah,rays' -ta� kosc;eta � ko:seta 'to ahvays pull' 
c;itc;i-ifi � c;itc;ifi � c;i:ifi 'foot' 

b. •[t]-affricate 
underlying morpheme and derivational restrictions (33) 
e.g. hitsrukate-\fi � hitsrukat\fi � hitsruka:\fi 'chief' 

c. affricate-[!] allowed 
e.g. hajehitc;tokota 'to hate secretly' (433) 

d. fricative-affricate allowed 
e.g. kaJifa-ta 'to grab and eat' (350) 

wanestsi 'approximation' (383) 
sifeha 'curl' (423) 

e. •strident affricate-strident fricative 
underlying n1orphen1e restrictions 

f. [ti;)-fricative and [i;]-affricate allo,ved 
e.g. hafiti;firna 'a kind of fish' (256) 

hitc;c;etya\vaka 'custom' (273) 
hi<;tc;ipaka 'to sway, reel' (393) 

The interests and challenges of the data are: (i) •affricate-affricate clusters are 
ruled out as a class (17a), suggesting that these affricates may either be Coronal 
stops to be ruled out together with *[t-t] or have unordered stricture features 
similar to Schafer's (1995) analysis of German (§2.2.3.2); (ii) ho,vever, the edge 

13 The numbers after the examples in (17) indicate the page numbers in Matteson (1965). 
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effects exhibited by *[!]-affricate vs. affricate-[t] (17b) and (17c) and by fricative
affricate vs. *strident affricate-strident fricative clusters (17d) and (17e) suggest 
that [cont] 1nust be present in the affricate and ordered at the right edge; (iii) 
affricate-fricative clusters are prohibited only when both are strident (17e) and 
(17f), which suggests the patterning of affricates and fricatives in term of stridency 
(Rubach 1994; Kim 1997), but this patterning involves edge effects, since strident 
fricative-strident affricate clusters are allowed (17d). As in Schafer's analysis 
of German consonant clusters (§5.1), one single affricate representation coupled 
\vith only one level of constraint evaluation seems irnpossible. 1f affricates are 
represented as ordered [stop-cont), the OCP on [cont] that rules out *fricative
fricative clusters would also rule out \Vell-formed [t<;]-fricative clusters. If the hvo 
features are unordered, the OCP on [cont] would rule out ,,veil-formed fricative
affricative and [tc;J-fricative clusters. 1f affricates are just stops, the OCP on 
hon1organic [stop] that rules out •[t-t] and •[t]-affricate, together with '[p-p) and 
*[k-k), would also i.ncorrectly rule out "'ell-formed affricate-(t] clusters. 

Lin (2005) proposes an optimality-theoretic (Prince and Smolensky 1993) account 
in which (i) affricates are stops underlyingly and in the lexical phonology but have 
fricative release at the right edge post-lexically, and (ii) different constraints are 
active at these n.vo different levels.1'1 The independent evidence provided for the 
lexical-post-lexical division in Piro comes from cyclic boundary vo\veJ deletion 
follo,ved by cluster simplification, \vhich shows that fricative clusters such as [s-c;J 
are simplified to [<;] cyclically in the lexical phonology but stop clusters such as 
[k-k] are allowed lexically but prohibited and sin1plified to [kl post-lexically 
(Lill 1997, 2005: 133-134). 

The rel.evant constraints and lexical vs. post-Jex.icaJ constraint rankmgs proposed 
by Lin (2005: 131-133) are given in (18). 

(18) Constraints and constraint rankings 
a. Relevant constraints 

C-FAITH 
The corresponding consonants in the input and output are identical. 
OCP-[cont] 
Adjacent [cont] features are prohibited. 
OCP-[stop] & OCP-Pl 
Adjacent (stop] and identical major place features are prohibited. 
OCP-aff 
Adjacent [stop, cont] segments are prohibited.15 
OCP-[cont] & OCP-[+strid] 
Adjacent [cont) and [+strident) features are prohibited. 

b. Lexical constraint ranking 
OCP-[cont] >> C-FAITH >> OCP-[stop] & OCP-Pl, OCP-aff, OCP-[cont) 
& OCP-[+strid] 

c. Post-lexical constraint ranking 
OCP-(stop] & OCP-Pl, OCP-aff, OCP-[cont) & OCP-[+strid] >> C-Faith 
>> OCP-(cont) 

" See Lin (2005: 137-139) for an alternative analysis that makes use of Schafer's (1995) [stopJ-as-head 
model, \\rhicll, as in the Gern1a11 case (§5.1), also requires two levels of evalttation. 
15 This can be interpreted as an OCP effect against more than one marked segment within a local 
domain (Alderete 1997; Ito and Mester 2003). 
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(19) Piro phonetic transitional vowel and syllabic consonant 
a. stop-stop 

stop-fricative 
fricative-stop 

b. stop-affricate 
fr ica tive-affrica te 

[ t•po] 'ctrrve' 
, , h , 
. . .  s ouse 

'low abdomen' 
'an edible root' 
'he changes course' 
'cebus monkey' 
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c. affricate-stop 
affricate-fricative 

[k0su] 
($kOta) 
[p•!fov1i] 
[jor;tr;ita] 
[!f•kotu] 
[pe!fi!f•r;eta ) 'he always lies in wait' 

This looks like an unexpected case of anti-edge effects, because the process refers 
to the right-edge context of the first consonant, and yet affricates pattern \vith stops 
rather than fricatives. 

The process applies also to sonorants, \vhich al\vays sho'v up as syllabic con
sonants "'hen follo,ved by any consonant, and a transition from a fricative to a 
sonorant leads to transitional vowel insertion (e.g. [smota] � [s•n1ota] 'blunt point'), 
unlike the syllabic fricatives in (19a) and (19b). Transitional vowel insertion always 
applies behveen a stop/affricate and any consonant. Lin (2005) gives a generalized 
sonority-based analysis in \vhich (i) stops and affricates a.s a group are less 
sonorant than fricatives, which in turn are less sonorant than sonorants, (ii) a 
transitional vo,vel is inserted "'hen the first consonant is a stop /affricate or it is 
less sonorant than the second consonant, and (iii) the first consonant becomes 
syllabic if it is a sonorant or it is more sonorous than the second consonant. It 
is concluded that if stdcture properties detern1ine relative sonority of segments, 

as is commonly assumed, the fact that affricates and stops belong to the same 
sonority class suggests that the stop part of the affricates is primary and the 
fricative part is secondary even at the phonetic level. 

Alten1atively, it is also likely that affricates, like stops but unlike fricatives and 
sonora.nts, have release positions (Steriade 1993; (12) in §3), so stops and affricates 
behave in the same way \vhen the releases are not masked by the next consonant 
and thus perceptually interpreted as transitional vo"'els. \"lhatever the analysis 
and interpretation of the data, this phonetic patterning of affricates \Vith stops in 
Piro may indicate the fundamental nature of affricates as being stops. 

6 Concluding remarks 

The Stop Approach has put fonvard cogent argtm1ents and appears to have acquired 
a strong following in recent years. So1ne studies fro1n child language acquisition, 
siich as Menn (1973) on English and Cook (2006) on Chipe"'yan, seem to provide 
additional support to the affinity behveen stops and affricates by sho,ving that 
stops and affricates are acquired earlier than fricatives and that fricatives are 
often replaced by stops or affricates in children's speech (cf. }akobson's 1941 
claim that stops and fricatives are acquired before affricates). Moreover, son1e 
studies exploring the interaction behveen phonetics and phonology indicate that 
the fricative component of the affricate is phonetic in nature. For example, as 
mentioned in §3.2, Clements (1999) and Kim (1997, 2001) provide a phonetically 
based explanation for high vocoid conditioned phonological assibilation (e.g. /t/ 
� (!fl I _ [i)): the affricate is not created by assimilating [cont] fron1 the vowel 
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17 Distinctive Features 

JEFF MIELKE 

1 Introduction 

Distinctive feature theory is an effort to identify the phonetic dilnensions that are 
important for lexical contrasts and phonological patterns in human languages. 
The set of features and its explanatory role have both expanded over the years, 
'vith features being used to define not only the contrasts but the groupings of 
sounds il1volved in rules and phonotactic restrictions, as \Vell as the changes 
involved in rules. Distinctive features have been used to account for a \vide range 
of phonological phenomena , and this cl1apter overvie,vs the incremental steps by 
\Vhich the feature model has changed, along \vith some of the evidence for these 
steps. An important point is that many of the steps involve non-obvious con
nections, something that is harder to see in hindsight. Recognizing that these 
steps are not obvious is important in order to see the insights that have been 
made in the history of distinctive feature theory, and to see that these claims are 
associated \Vith differing degrees of evidence, despite often being assumed to be 
correct. 

The structure of the chapter is as follows. §2 describes the series of non-obvious 
claims that led to n1odern distinctive feature theory, and §3 briefly describes the 
particul.ar features that have been proposed. §4 reconsiders some of the earlier 
claims, and §5 looks at some ongoing investigations. 

2 Building a model of phonological behavior 

Distinctive feature theory began largely as a model for reducing the number of 
phonological contrasts in a language, and the feature system that \Vas devel
oped for lhis purpose \Vas gradually embellished in order to provide an account 
for more and 1nore facts about sound patterns and typology. Trubetzkoy 
(1939: 66-89) developed the study of oppositions bet.veen speech sounds, \•vhich 
gre"' into the study of distinctive features. After Trubetzkoy's death in 1938, 
the early years of distinctive feature theory "'ere associated most with Roman 
Jakobson. 
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2.1 Reducing contrasts with (mostly) binary features 
Jakobson (1942: 235) hypothesized that differences that on their own are not 
n1eaningful, such as the differences between phonemes, are very demanding on 
perception and men1ory, and he concluded that the niunber of "primordial and 
urunotivated values" should be minimized. For example, the eight·VO\\'el inven· 
tory of Turkish (/i i y u e a 0 o/) involves 28 binary relations, as illustrated in 
Figure 17.1. Jakobson observed that many of these relations are essentially the 
san1e, e.g. the difference bet\veen Iii and /y/ is basically parallel to the difference 
behveen /el and /0/. Both relate an unrounded vowel and a roiu1ded vowel "'hich 
are othenvise largely the same. In the figure, solid lines with black circles at the 
end are used to represent independent contrasts. The contrasts benveen the eight 
vo,vels can be reduced to three orthogonal din1ensions (height, backne.ss, and 
row1ding), and any of the 28 binary relations can be represented as differences 
along one or more of these three dimensions (see CHAPTER 2: CONTRAST). In this 
•vay, 28 binary oppositions can be captured by three binary distinctive features. 
The vo,vel inventory of Turkish is a particularly clean example, because it hap

pens to be "cubic," fully exploiting three features, but any inventory containing 
pairs of segn1ents that differ fron1 each other along sin1ilar phonetic din1ensions 
is reducible in this way to so1ne extent. 

The assumption of binarity for these features since the early days of feature 
theory can be attributed in part to the influence of Information Theory (Shannon 
and Weaver 1949). Jakobson et al. (1952) argued that Information Theory provides 
a sequence of binary selections as the n1ost reasonable \vay to analyze com-
1nunication, and that language is not n1erely amenable to such an analysis, but 
is inherently structured in this way. Some pairs of '"ords, such as bill/pill and 
bill/dill, involve a difference of one feature, while pairs like bill/fell can be treated 
as a difference of more than one binary feature (since the difference behveen /b/ 
and /f/ can be reduced to t\\'O independently motivated dimensions, and the 
difference benveen /1/ and /£/ can be reduced to one). Jakobson et al. (1952) noted 
that each of the phonetic dimensions related to a distinctive feature is continu
ous, but features consistently pick out two polar points. Since the dichotomous 
scale \vas believed to be the optimal code, they sa\v no reason \vhy language would 
be organized according to a more complicated systen1. Some features, such as 
[co1npact/diffuse] (see next section) '"ere considered to be equipollent, having three 
values (com.pact, diffuse, or neither), based on the fact that there seem to be three 
degrees of vo'''el height along the same dimension (e.g. /i/-/e/-/re/). 

Figure 17.1 Reducing 28 binary relations to 3 
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The advances up to this point are summarized in (1). 

(1) a. Claim: Segmental contrasts can be reduced to a smaller nun1ber of fea
tural contrasts. 

b. Claim: Features are (mostly) binary. 

Miller and Nicely (1955) provided so1ne phonetic evidence in support of the idea 
that contrast bet\\'een segn1ents is divided into discrete channels. They showed 
that the distinctions behveen different consonants occupy different parts of the 
speech signal, and can be interfered \\'ith through different techniques for signal 
degradation. Miller and Nicely adopted voicing, nasality, affrication, duration (w·hich 
could also be called "stridency") and place as features to distinguish /p t k f e s  
f b d g v o z 3 in n/. The oppositions associated "'ith these features are affected 
differently by random n1asking noise, high-pass filtering, and low-pass filtering. 
The idea is that the information content of a message is distributed among dif
ferent acoustic channels, and can consequently be selectively and independently 
degraded. Randon1 masking noise degrades affrication, duration, and place dis
tinctions n1ore than it degrades voicing and nasality. Duration, on the other hand, 
is n1ore resistant to high-pass filtering. These results are relevant to the design of 
telephone communication systems, but also supportive of the idea that different 
phonological contrasts are manifested in different parts of the speech signal. This 
provides evidence consistent with consolidating phonetic differences as in the 
Turkish exa1nple above in Figure 17.1. Although the din1ensions investigated by 
.tv!iller and Nicely are not the same dimension that distinguish the Turkish vowels, 
oppositions that are treated as parallel in phonological analyses \vere shown to 
be degradable in transmission, independent of other oppositions. 

2.2 Abstractness, universality, and innateness 
The reduction of segmental contrasts to a sm.a. Uer number of distinctive features 
can be a purely language-particular endeavor. Jakobson (1942: 241) asserted that 
"[t]he description of a system of values and the classification of its elements can 
be made only from that systen1's ovvn perspective, that is, from the perspective 
of the tasks that the syste1n fulfills." He observed, though, that languages often 
make use of the same phonetic dimensions for contrasts (Jakobson 1942: 239). 
If two languages use the same phonetic dimension, then a distinctive feature in 
one language is fundamentally similar to the "same" feature used in the other. 
Jakobson contrasted this \Vith the difference behveen sintilar-sounding phonemes 
in different languages. Since phonemes are treated as bundles of distinctive fea
ture values, the phonological content of a phonero.e depends on the segn1en.tal 
oppositions it is involved in. It was the features, then, that could be treated as basic 
building blocks, comparable across languages. 

Jakobson et al. (1952: 40) reported that they detected only 12 distinctive features 
(Table 17.1) in the languages of the \\'Orld '\vhich underlie their entire lexical and 
1norphological stock," but left open the possibility of adding more. These features 
\vere defined primarily in acoustic terms. 

The universality of this kind of feature set can be interpreted as a fact about 
the phonetic dimensions that are available to the human vocal tract and the human 
auditory systen1 rather than a clai1n about the features then1selves. That is, if lnunans 
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Table 17.1 Preliminm1es (Jakobson et nl. 1952): Acoustically defined features 

F1111dmnen/n/ source .fent11ms: 
Vocalic (periodic voice source with non-abrupt onset) 
Consonantal (acoustic zeros across the spectrum) 

Envelope fentu·res:• 
Interrupted (abrupt onset) 
Checked (abrupt decay) 
Strident (irregular \Vaveform) 
Voiced 

Reso11.a1zce feati1res: 
Compact (predominance of one formant region) 
Grave (lo\V end of spectrum dominates) 
Flat (formants shifted down) 
Sharp (F2 and other formants shifted up) 
Tense (longer and more energetic) 
Nasal 

vs. Non-vocalic 
vs. Non-consonantal 

vs. Continuant 
vs. Unchecked 
vs. 'Mello''' 
vs. Voiceless 

vs. Diffuse 
vs. Acute (high end dominates) 
vs. Plain 
vs. Plain 
vs. Lax 
vs. Oral 

• The term f!J1.t'f.�lope in the featlLre categories refers to the "temporal envelope of sottnd intensit)'" 
(Jakobson el nl. 1952: 21), i.e. how abruptly the sound starts or ends, and how smooth the intensity 
remains in behveen. 

are physically limited to 12 phonetic dimensions for distinguishing sounds, then 
language is similarly limited in the range of distinctive features it can involve. 
The limiting factors are physiology and acoustics, not features. Jakobson el al. 
(1952: 31) argued that the feature [flat) (defined acoustically as downwardly 
shifted. formants) could apply to both pharyngealization and labialization, since 
the hvo articulatory gestures have similar acoustic effects, since they appear never 
to be used contrastively in the same language, and since Bantu languages and 
Uzbek substitute labialized consonants for Arabic pharyngealized consonants in 
loan\vords. This can be treated as an observation about acoustic and perceptual 
similarity or as the effects of a t.u1iversal abstract feature. In later approaches, the 
features themselves '"ere taken to be the basic limiting factor. While this pract ice 
of dra\ving explanations from (potentially innate) features themselves has been 
attributed to the influence of Chomsky's approach to syntax (e.g. Chomsky 1957, 
1965), Halle (1983) reports that it 'vas present all along: 

Considerations [that languages apparently do not make use of acoustic or articula
tory correlates of features alone] v.rere in our minds thirty years ago �vhen Jakoboon, 
Fant and I were working on Preliminaries to Speecl1 Analysis, and it was these con
siderations that led us to draw a sharp distinction between distinctive features, \Vhich 
"'ere abstract phonological entities, and their concrete articulatory and acoustic 
implemeotations. Thus, io Preliminaries we spol.ce not of "articulatory features" or of 
"acoustic features," but of "articulatory'' and/or "acoustic correlates" of particular 
distioctive features. The model we had in m.ind was, therefore, of the type . . . where 
the abstract distinctive features constitute the link between specific articulatory and 
acoustic properties of speech oounds. 

Quanta! Theory (Stevens 1972, 1989) attributes the phonological oppositions used 
by languages to the non-linear relationships behveen articulatory and acoustic 
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2.3 Features for alternations 
While Jakobson et al. (1952) focused on identifying the distinctive features used for 
contrasting sounds, these features have since been put to other uses in describ
ing phonological phenon1ena. For example, it was discovered that the features 
used to define lexical contrasts could also be used to formulate phonological 
rules. Halle (1959: 65) describes the assimilation pattern in Russian in (3) in terms 
of features as follo\11s: "Before acute compact (palatal) consonants, strident acute 
noncompact (dental) consonants become co1npact (palatal)" (see CHAl'TER 71: 

PALATALIZATION and CHAPTER Ut: SLAVIC PALATALIZATION). 

(3) Rnssian sibilant assimilation (Halle 1959: 65) 

I bez-'!f estiij-o/ 
/bez-13alostin-o/ 
/s-'fum-om/ 

biif!flesitiija 

bii3'3a;;,sna 
'ffumam 

'dishonor' 
'pitiless' 
'v;ith noise' 

This rule can be formulated in the $PE rule format (using Preliminaries features) 
as in (4). 

( 4) consonantal 
strident 
acute 
non-compact 

[consonantal] 
� [compact] I _ acute 

compact 

Here the feature [compact] is being used not simply to distinguish SOLmds from 
each other, but for t\110 additional purposes. First, along "'ith other features, it is 
being used to define the classes of sounds involved in a sound pattern, namely 
the class of sounds that become palatal in the context of the rule, and the class 
of sounds that trigger this change. Second, the feature [compact) is being used 
to define the change described by the rule. As a member of the set of distinctive 
features, [compact] can define contrasts, classes, and changes. These multiple 
functions mean that multiple types of evidence can be used to motivate a feature. 
Since there are often multiple ways to define the same class or the same segmental 
contrast, spreading of a single property is taken as particularly strong evidence 
for the existence of a feature. 

The set of possible changes is identified with the set of possible contrasts, and 
the set of classes that are predicted to be involved in rules (or later, constraints) 
are defined as those classes of segments that share one or n1ore feature values, 
to the exclusion of all other sounds in the inventory. Using the same features that 
define contrasts to describe classes of sounds involved in rules or to describe changes 
involved in rules is not a necessary step, and it interacts with the earlier clain1 
that there is a particular feature set available to all languages. 

(5) a. Claim: The distinctive features that define segmental contrasts also 
define changes in alternations. 

b. Claim: The same features also define classes of sounds that may be 
involved in alternations. 
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Halle (1972: 62) summarizes the goals of feature theory as follows: 

I take it that a study of the speech sounds of a given language nn1st account for, 
among others, the following three sets of facts: it must yield insights into the 
articulatory aspects of the sounds; it must concern itself \\ith the acoustic and psycho
acoustic character of the sounds, and, finally, it must allovr us to make sense of 
various regularities that can. be observed i.n the behavior of different speech sounds 
and sets of speech sounds, regularities that have traditionally been referred to as 
phonologic.al or morphophonological. The task of the student of speech sounds then 
is to discover a theory that will do justke to these different aspects of speech. 

A further developn1ent of feature theory that was motivated in part by the 
acconnt of alterations involve the number of values possessed by features. For 
example, Sagey (1986) argued that place features are privative (have only one value). 
This clain1 helps account for the observation that the negative values of these 
features do not seen1 to be involved in sound patterns. Dependency Phonology 
and Element Theory (Harris 1994; Harris and Lindsey 1995) take this further. See 
also CHAPTER 7: FEATURE SPECIFICATION AND UNDERSPECIFICATION. 

2.4 Characterizing functional subgroupings of features 

A further developn1ent of the featlire model was the hierarchical organization 
of features, in a way that is consistent both 'vith the interdependence of their 
phonetic correlates and 'vith the way they are grouped together in phonological 
patterns. In 1notivating constituency among distinctive features, Clements (1985: 
229) observed that at least four articulatory parameters sho\'I' considerable inde
pendence fron1 each other: (a) laryngeal configuration, (b) degree of nasal cavity 
stricture, (c) degree and type of oral cavity stricture, (d) pairing of an active and 
a passive articulator: 

For example, one can maintain a certain oral tract configuration constant, say the 
one appropriate for producing the VO\Vel [a], while varying the type of laryngeal 
configuration, or the position of the velLlOl. Or one can hold the laryngeal con
figuration constant while varying the internal geometry of the oral tract. 

However, within each category, it is difficult or impossible to vary one gesture 
\vhile maintaining another. Clements observes that with the exception of laryngeal, 
which seems to be completely independent, there is limited mutual dependence 
bet\veen these parameters. Clements en1phasi.zes that the justification for a model 
of feature organization n1ust con1e from observed sound patterns rather than 
physiology, even if there is an apparent physiological ba.sis to the organization. 
This move to features organized hierarchically \vas accompanied by a move to 
autosegmental rules, in which assimilation is treated as an association behveen 
a set of features forming a constituent in the hierarchy and the representation 
of a seg1nent nndergoing assinillation. Since there are assinillatory patterns that 
spread only laryngeal features, these features are grouped together as a constituent 
in the hierarchy, and such patterns are formalized as spreading of the laryngeal 
node, which dominates these features. Spreading of place features independently 
of other features is handled similarly. After the addition of feature organization 
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and [vocalic], changing the definitions from acoustic to articulatory without 
changing much in the way of segments they apply to. In both cases, phonetic 
defu1itions \•vere chosen to match the traditional understandings of consonants 
and vowels. Cle1nents and Hume (1995) later advocated rebranding [consonantal] 
as its opposite (vocoid). Chomsky and Halle (1968: 302) also added the fea
ture [sonorant], and later entertained the idea of dropping [vocalic) in favor of 
[syllabic] (1968: 353-355). The difference between these two is that [+vocalic] includes 
both syllabic and non-syllabic liquids and excludes nasals, "'hile [+syllabic] 
includes syllabic liquids and nasals, but excludes their non-syllabic counterparts. 
The motivation for making this change is accounting for truncation phenomena 
occurring before foreign words in French, \vhereby vowels truncate before vowels, 
\vhile consonants truncate before consonants (including liquids and glides), so there 
is no elision in le yogi and no liaison in Jes yogis, as in (8). When the following 
word is part of the native vocabulary, glides pattern 'vith vo\·vels. 

(8) Elision in French native and foreign words (Chomsky and Halle 1968: 353) 

a. Native vocabulary: Glides pattern \Vi.th vo\vels 
le garron 
l'oiseau 
l'enfant 

b. Foreign vocabulary: Glides pattern with consonants 
le yogi 

*I' yogi 

The feature [syllabic) is needed to capture the distinction behveen the classes 
involved in truncation before foreign words (Chomsky and Halle 1968: 355): 

This example is, thus, of the greatest importance for our feature framework. If, as it 
no\v appears to us, ((9)) is indeed the correct formulation of the phonetic facts just 
discussed, and if, moreover, this example is shO\\'n to be more than an isolated instance, 
the feature frame,vork will have to be revised aloog the lioes [of replacing [vocalic] 
with [syllabic]]. 

(9) [-asyU] -4 
aeons 0 I 

# [-asyU ] - +foreign 

History has shown that this example is indeed more than an isolated instance, 
and that the distinction behveen vowels and consonants is referred to by rules. 
[syllabic) is not typically necessary to contrast the segn1ents in inventories, 
because (vocalic) does basicaUy the smn.e work, but the issue is capturing classes 
of sounds that pattern together. More recently, the feature [syllabic) has been mostly 
abandoned as a segmental feature, because its \vork (distinguishing segments that 
are or are not syllable nuclei) is done by prosodic structures (see e.g. Anderson 
1981). But there are two i.tnportant points here. First, the distinction n1ade by 
the feature [syllabic) turned out to be supported by cross-linguistic evidence, 
showing that the initial proposal was on the right track. Second, though, the 
feature [vocalic] is automatically jettisoned as a consequence. The problem is that 
subsequent "'ork in phonology has sho,vn a need for this distinction too, but a 
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one allomorph is treated as basic and the other derived, there is no vvay to 
characterize a derived class in tenns of traditional distinctive features, or to 
describe it in tern1s of shared phonetic properties. The n1ost straightfor\vard 
reason for the iuu1aturalness of this class is the fact that the dental nasal patterns 
•vith the retroflex stops and not with the dental stops. 

(12) Kolmni plural /-(u)l/ al/0111orphy (Emene.au 1961: 46-50) 

a. (-1) after It cl Q i i: e e: a a:/ 

b. 

singular plural 
gut gut! 'hips' 
eq eql 'bullock' 
to:reD to:reDI 'younger brothers' 
su sigl 'fen1ale buffalo' 
kaje kajel 'fish' 
bi:-am bi:! 'rice' 
kala kalal 'dreams' 

[-ul] after /p ! k g g s v z m I) j/ 
singular plural 
ro:p ro:pul 'plant' 
ket ketul ''vinnowing fans' 
ma:k ma:kul 'tree' 
moog moogul 'particular n1an . . .  ' 
geg gegul 'heaps, masses' 
kis kisul 'fires' 
a:v a:vul 'fathoms' 
ga:z ga:zul 'bangle' 
gem gemul 'dravvs on a pipe' 
nenJel) nenje1Jul 'meat' 
poj pojul 'hearth' 

An alternative to a universal feature set as an explanatory force in phonology is 
that inventories and sound patterns are limited by phonetic and historical factors 
(factors often invoked to explain "crazy" phenomena), and the appearance of a 
single feature set responsible for dispara.te phonological phenomena Olay be due 
to the role of phonetics in all of these phenomena. This is consistent vvith Blevins's 
(2004) approach to sound patterns in general and Mielke's (2008) approach to feature 
effects. A move a'vay from a small feature set is also seen in some approaches to 
Optin1ality Theory, such as Flenuning (1995), Kirchner (1997), and Boers1na (1998). 

4.1 Segmental contrasts 
The idea that features play a limiting role in determining possible contrasts 
in inventories has for the 1nost part not been accon1panied by a null hypothesis 
about "'hat segn1ental contrasts would be like in the absence of features. Mielke 
(2008) argues that the record of sound patterns does not support the literal inter
pretation of a restricted universal set of features. The n1ain criticism is that the 
similarity betvveen sound patterns in unrelated languages can be accounted for 
in tern1s of shared historical and phonetic factors. 
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An example of this type of argument is final devoicing, 'vhich is documented 
in a \Vide range of unrelated languages (see CHAPTER 69: FINAL DEVOICING AND 

FINAL LARYNGEAL NEUTRALIZATION). Blevins (2006: 136-140) describes the sources 
of these final devoicing patterns in de tail. To summarize briefly, the phonetic sources 
of phrase-final devoici.ng include the use of laryngeal spreading and closing ges
tures to mark phrase boundaries in many languages, phrase-final lengthening, and 
difficulty perceiving phrase-final consonant release. Further, since children are 
typically exposed to a high number of single-word utterances, there is a tendency 
for them to generalize phrase-final phenomena to the "'ord-final context. Since 
final voicing does not have the same phonetic sources, it is not "'idely observed. 
Nlielke (forthcoming) shows that uses of the feature [voice] to characterize sound 
patterns are dominated by a small number of phonetically motivated patterns that 
are n1ostly assimilatory. As long as there are phonetic and historical explanations 
for the recurrence of certain sound patterns, feature theory can be interpreted as 
a model of these historical and phonetic effects (and this is hov.r it is interpreted 
by many linguists), but the nature of sound patterns does not support features 
as a primary source of explanation or the restrictive nature of a small universal 
fea hrre set. 

If features are not universal as a part of Universal Grammar, then there is no 
need to explain h<nv they could have emerged in the human genome over a short 
period of ti.me, or \vhy signed and spoken languages appear to have completely 
different features (or ho'v signed language features could have developed in 
the hun1an genon1e at all). See CHAl'TER 9: HANDSHAPE IN SIGN LANGUAGE 

PHONOLOGY, CHAPTER 10: THE OTHER HAND IN SIGN LANGUAGE PHONOLOGY and 
CHAPTER 24: THE PHONOLOGY OF :MOVE?.fENT IN SIGN LANGUAGE on features in sign 
language phonology. There is, ho"rever, a need to sho\v hO\V features are 
learned, and this is a topic of ongoing research (Lin 2005; Lin and Mielke 2008; 
Mielke 2010). 

Also, if features are not innate, then there are consequences for other arguably 
universal primitives, such as constraints in Optimality Theory (Prince and 
Smolensky 1993). Many of these constraints refer to features, so if the features 
are not innate, the constraints referring to them cannot be innate either. Son1e 
approaches to Optimality Theory, such as Hayes (1999), involve universal con
straints that are induced from phonetics. Features referred to by these constraints 
�vould need to be either innate or similarly induced frool a.vailable dat.<. See CHAP

TER 86: MORPHEME STRUCTURE CONSTRAINTS and CHAPTER 63: MARKEDNESS AND 

FAITHFULNESS CONSTRAINTS. 

Crucial evidence for feattrres as the basis of segmental contrasts \Vould be 
contrasts that appear to be ruled out by features but not by phonetics, such as 
(perhaps) the iui.attested apical retroflex vs. sub-apica.l retroflex contra.st. Ho"'
ever, it remains to be sho'''n \vhether the cross-linguistic frequency distribution 
of both types of retroflex is such that they 'vottld be expected to co-occur in the 
same language any,vay. 

On the other hand, proposed features predict a \vide range of unattested con
trasts, and overdetermine the representation options for many attested ones. As 
discussed above, it has been possible to maintain the claim that there are only 
three vo,vel heights by making use of auxiliary "height" features like [A TR]. This 
is possible in part because it is difficult to falsify "'ithout articulatory ilnaging. While 
there is X-ray evidence for English to support the use of [ATRJ to distinguish, e.g. 
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The last definition requires reference to a feature theory: 

(15) Natural class: Feature theory-dependent definition 
A group of sounds in an inventory that share one or more distinctive 
features '"ithin a particular feature theory, to the exclusion of all other sounds 
in the inventory. 

The reason for breaking the definition down in this \vay is that nahrral classes 
and phonologically active classes are implicitly treated as the srune thing in 
many approaches to phonology. It is '"orth"'hile to seriously ask whether these 
definitions all refer to the same thing. The identification of natural classes 
'"ith phonologically active classes is an explicit \vorking assumption in so1ne 
approaches, e.g. Halle (2002), who argues that the position that phonologically 
active classes are featurally natural has led to improvements in analyses of 
phonological phenomena . . Mielke (2008) collected a database of phonologically 
active classes in the '"orld's languages based on grammars of 549 languages and 
conducted feature analyses on the 6,077 resulting phonologically active classes 
involved in alternations, using Preliminaries (Jakobson et al. 1952), SPE (Chomsky 
and Halle 1968), and Unified Feature Theory (Clements and Hun1e 1995) features. 
Chomsky and Halle (1968) does the best, but still leaves a residue of about 
29 percent of the unnatural classes, \Vhich is not easily handled using feature pro
posals subsequent to SPE (e.g. the Kolami example above and hundreds of others). 

The way in whim natural classes are traditionally defined (conjunction of dis
tinctive feature values, yielding the intersection of the classes defined by each 
feature value individually) is also non-obvious. This technique has allowed 
many phonologically active classes that are not defined by a single feature to be 
represented, providing support for the idea that features used for contrast are also 
accow1ting for phonologically active classes, but it also massively overpredicts 
the range of phonologically active classes. It is not obvious that phonologically 
active classes defined by more than one feature are less atomic than cl.asses 
defined by one feature. For instance, the class defined by [+voice, --sonorant] (voiced 
obstruents) is more frequently active than the class defined by [+voice] alone, and 
the class of glides (\vhich requires reference to syllabicity and something like 
[-consonantal] or [+vocoid]) is 1nore frequently active than the class defined by 
[-consonantal)/[+vocoid] alone. The fortunate fact that these active classes can 
be defined in terms of features needed to define contrasts has made it unneces
sary to propose features for them, but their reasons for being involved in sound 
patterns may have more to do with the phonetic properties of the sounds 
involved in a \Vay that is not directly related to the features used to describe then1. 

If there is a mismatch bel\"een phonologica.Uy active classes and the features 
used for lexical contrast, an alternative is a separate model predicting classes 
that are likely to be involved in sound patterns, perhaps in terms of common 
sound changes affecting more than one segment (Blevins 2004; Mielke 2008, 
forthcoming). The phonetic para1neters defining these classes would not neces
sarily correspond directly to the parameters needed to contrast segn1ents from 
one another. The class of voiced obstruents can be defined atomically in terms 
of non-spontaneous voicing - consistent with feature analyses by Rice and 
Avery (1989) and Rice (1992) that use the feature [sonorant voice], distinct from 
(voice] - which is relevant for many of the sound patterns this class is active in; 
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moreover, the class of glides is frequently involved in sound changes resulting 
in vocalization/devocalization alternations. 

Flen1rrti.ng (2005) argues for another type of phonologically active class that is a 
consequence of constraint interaction. In this vie'"' classes of sounds that pattern 
together can do so as a result of separate constraints, each targeti.ng a different 
featurally natural class. The resulting (apparent) phonologically active class is not 
necessarily featurally natural, since it is determined by constraint interaction, not 
directly by features. See also Yip (2004, 2005) for a constraint-based approach to 
the cross-linguistic variability of laterals. 

Mielke (2005) argues that examining a large sample of phonologically active 
classes shov•s that they range quite continuously from phonetically natural to 
phonetically unnatural, and that there does not appear to be evidence for a distinct 
cut-off ben"een natural and u1mah1ral classes. In cases •vhere phonetic correlates 
are less clear, phonological patterning is also less clear, indicating that it is the 
phonetic properties in which features are grounded that are important, and fea
tures themselves do not make more specific predictions about sound patterns. 
For example, the feature [continuant] appears to be categorical for segments 
such as stops and fricatives, which strongly display its phonetic correlates, but 
laterals - whose specification has been controversial and "'hose phonetic cues are 
ambiguous - pattern with continuants about as often as •vith non-continuants. 
See CHAPTER 31: LATERAL CONSONANTS for more on this issue. 

4.3 Defining alternations 
If the features needed for defining the change in alternations do not match the 
features needed for other purposes, they could be accounted for by a model of likely 
alternations. For example, it is known that not all features appear to spread. This 
observation \Vas addressed \vithin feature geometry by placing non-spreading 
features such as [consonantal] and [sonorant] in the root node. If assirnilation is 
the result of phonologized co-articulation (Baudouin de Courtenay 1.972 [1895]; 
Ohala 1993; Blevins 2004), then an account of co-articulation and its phonologization 
could possibly account more directly for sound patterns interpreted as feature 
spreading. Mielke (forthcoming) surveys the behavior of classes defined by various 
features, and concludes that the phonological behavior of particular features can 
be attributed to the phonologization of phonetic effects. Features that are freqtlently 
spread in assimilatory patterns are features whose phonetic correlates are believed 
to be easily co-articulated. Features that rarely or never spread seen\ to be those 
that are not easily involved in co-articulation without involving the correlates of 
other features. Feature values that are frequently involved m dissirnilation ([-voice] 
and [-nasal]) are the opposite values of the feature values that assimilate most 
frequently, consistent '"ith Ohala's (1981) claim that dissimilation is the result 
of mistakenly undone assimilation (see CHAPTER 60: 01ss1MILATION). As such, dis
sirnilation is dependent on the phonologized co-articulation of an opposite value. 

5 New types of experimental evidence 

Regardless of whether features are needed to account for the typology of con
trasts and sound patterns, behavioral shidies such as Studdert-Kennedy et al. 
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(1972) indicated that features are involved in representations used in language 
processing. More recently, advances in brain irnaging teclu10Iogy have opened 
new Imes of research ir1to the mental organization of phonology, building on 
earlier behavioral research (see CHAPTER 96: EXPERIMENTAL APPROACHES IN 
THEORETICAL PHONOLOGY). Tw·o big questions here are whether brain activity 
provides evidence for abstract features in adults, and the separate issue of 'vhether 
this organization is a consequence of language exposure or a consequence of innate 
aspects of the language faculty. 

In a n1agneto-encephalography (MEG) study, Phillips et al. (2000) report 
evidence for the feature [voice] in the left-hemisphere auditory cortex of adult 
English-speaking participants. This is similar to Studdert-Kennedy et al.'s (1972) 
dichotic li.stenir1g experiment. Since acoustic similarity is similarly controlled for, 
an abstract feature can be n1otivated over acoustic similarity. Acoustically distmct 
but featurally identical stimuli '"'ere treated as identical ill the auditory cortex. 

Other MEG studies report evidence of abstract vo\vel features (Obleser et al. 
2004) and featural underspecification in the mental lexicon (Eulitz and La11iri 2004). 
Dehaene-Lambertz and Pena (2001) report electrophysiological evidence that 
nevvborns di.stir1guish [pa] and [ta] ir1 a ''"ay that they do not di.stmguish repetition 
of the same syllable produced by different speakers. Studies with Wants have 
the potential to address more directly the questions about whether these abstract 
representations are rooted in innate features or in exposure to language data. 

These are a few exan1ples of types of evidence that '"'ere not available in the 
early years of distmctive feature theory. New techniques for studyir1g phon
etics and phonology - such as bram and vocal tract i.n1aging, new behavioral 
methodologies and computer modeling, and electronic databases of inventories, 
sound patterns, and sound changes - s tand to improve our understanding of 
sound patterns and our understanding of how features are mvolved in accounting 
for them. 
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18 The Representation 
of Clicks 

AMANDA MILLER 

1 Introduction 

Click consonants are a type of co1nplex segment. Con1plex seg1nents are defined 
as single segments that have two oral constrictions that are nearly simultaneous 
(Sagey 1990). Click consonants have an anterior constriction, which is either 
labial or coronal, and a posterior constriction, v1hich is uvular in those Khoesan 
languages in "'luch posterior place of clicks has been investigated \Vith articulatory 
1nethods. The posterior place of clicks in Zulu starts out as velar in the closure, 
and releases at a uvular place of articulation. Clicks are unique in that they are 
produced \Vith an ingressive lingual (also kno\vn as velaric) airstream mechanism, 
\vhich is produced by trapping air benveen a lingual or linguo-labial cavity 
formed benveen the two oral constrictions. The tongue moves, in different \vays 
for different clicks, to expand this oral cavity and thus to rarefy, or decompress, 
the air '"ithin it. When the anterior constriction is released, air rushes in to make 
the characteristic popping sound. The lingual ingressive airstream differentiates 
clicks from pulmonic stop consonants, which are produced on an out\vard flo\v 
of air fron1 the lungs, and from other complex segn1ents, such as labial-velars and 
labial-coronals, wluch are produced using a pulmonic or glottalic airstream. 

Clicks have played an important role in phonological theory because of the 
phonological complexity that they exhibit, and the large number of click contrasts 
found in Khoesan language inventories. Clicks exhibit at least three major areas 
of complexity that are not found in most other consonants: (1) the double place of 
articulation features; (2) the overlap of the two constrictions for the length of the 
segu1ents; and (3) the n.on-pu.lmonic airstream ro.echanism. In early representations 
of clicks, the suction used to form the airstream was recognized. Ho\vever, later 
proposals capture the l\vo places of articulation features in clicks, and assume that 
the non-pulmonic airstream is a redundant feature that is predictable fron1 having 
l\vo sunultaneous oral places of articulation. Recent representations incorporate 
features capturing the unique airstreams involved in clicks. 

In order to capture the phonological representation of clicks, there are five major 
dimensions that must be accounted for. First, there are the four major dimensions 
used for all stop consonants: place of articulation, n1anner of articulation (including 
lateral contrasts}, laryngeal settu1g, and nasality (see CHAl'TER 22: CONSONANTAL 
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Table 18.1 Recognized and unrecognized click types 

Click 

bilabial 

dental 

alveolar (Nluu), 
postalveolar (Jul'hoansi) 

lateral alveolar 

palatal 

retroflex 

Symbol Source 

[0] IPA (2006) 

[I) IPA (2006) 

[!] IPA (2006) 

[II) IPA (2006) 

[t) IPA (2006) 

(! !] Doke (1925), Snyman (1997), 
Miller et al. (2009c) 

PLACE OF ARTICULATION, CHAPTER I3: THE STRICTURE FEATURES, CHAPTER 3'1: LATERAL 

CONSONANTS, and CHAPTER 29: SECONDARY AND DOUBLE ARTICULATION for more 
discussion). In addition, clicks involve a non-pulmonic airstream, referred to as 
velaric (Beach 1938; Ladefoged and Traill 1984, 1994; Ladefoged and Maddieson 
1996) or lingual (Miller et al. 2007; Miller et al. 2009a), "'hich is unique to these 
consonants. Click languages exhibit a range of inventory sizes, and the languages 
exhibit a range of complexity on each of these five dimensions. 

Place of articulation features for clicks are complicated, because both the anterior 
and posterior places of articulation must be accounted for, as well as the relative 
ti1ning of these features. Historically, researchers thought that all clicks had a velar 
posterior place of articulation (Doke 1923; Beach 1938; Traill 1985; Ladefoged and 
Nladdieson 1996). Thus it '"as thought that posterior place \vas not contrastive. Click 
types are therefore named according to the anterior place of articulation. Recent 
phonetic and phonological studies have provided evidence that the posterior con
strictions of clicks are post-velar, and that son1e of the clicks involve tongue root 
retraction. 

Six distinct click types have been attested in Khoesan languages. These are 
provided in Table 18.1. The bilabial click occurs only in the related Tuu languages 
!X65 (Traill 1985) and Niuu (Miller et a.I. 2009a), and in the Ju-tHoan language 
tHoan (Bell and Collins 2001).1 Other languages with a bilabial click, such as IXam, 
are no'" extinct. The retroflex click ha.s been described phonetically by Doke (1925) 
and Miller et al. (2009c) in Grootfontein !Xung. Snyman (1997) provides a survey 
of !Xung languages, and transcribes the retroflex click in several !Xung-speaking 
areas surrounding Grootfontein. Heine and Konig (2010) describe a different click 
in Ekoka !Xun as retroflex, but phonetic description of this click is lacking. Sands 
(2007) suggests that it ni.ay be a retracted latera l, based on preliminary acoustic 
analysis of a fe\11 tokens. The click corresponds historically to the palatal click in 
other Ju-�Hoan languages, and behaves synchronically similarly to the palatal 
click with respect to the Back Vo,vel Constraint, described in §4.1. 

Language inventories display a wide range of variat ion in the nun1ber and types 
of clicks. Table 18.2 lists the languages that contain one-, three-, four-, and five-click 
inventories. The Cushitic language Dahalo and the Bantu languages Rumanyo 

' Ju-+Hoan is the n•me of a Language family, Jul'hoan or Jul'hoansi the name of a language. 
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Table 18.2 Number of click types in consonant inventories of languages 

One-click inventories 

Two-click inventories 

Three-click inventories 

Four-click inventories 
(all coronal clicks) 

Five-click inventories 
(including the labial click) 
Pive-cLick inventories 
(all coronal dicks) 

Dahalo, Rumanyo, Southern Sotho, Mbukushu 

Hadza, Xhosa, Zulu, Sanda,.,e 

Ekoka !Xung, Giui, Jul'hoansi, Khoekhoe, Khwe, 
�v!angetti Dune !Xung, Naro, Yeyi 

tHoan, Nluu, !X65 

Grootfontein !Xung 

Mbukushu has only one click type - the dental click.2 Southern Sotho contains 
only the alveolar click type. There are no languages exhibiting two click types. 
The Bantu languages Xhosa and Zulu, and the isolates Hadza and Sanda"1e, each 
have three-click inventories, containing the dental, central alveolar, and lateral 
alveolar click types. Many languages have four-click inventories, containing the 
four coronal click types recognized by the IP A. These languages contain all 
languages of the Khoe-K,vadi group, as weU as most of the members of the Ju 
branch of the Ju-tHoan family. The Ju-tHoan language Ekoka !Xung has four 
click types, but '"ith the retracted lateral click type in place of the central palatal 
click type [ t ]. 

Most of the languages that have five-click inventories are Tuu languages, but 
tHoan also has five click types. These languages include the four coronal click 
types recognized by the IP A, as '"ell as the labial click type. Ho'"ever, Grootfontein 
!Xung has the four coronal click types recognized by the IP A, as '"ell as a retroflex 
click type, [!!], yielding five coronal click types in all (Miller et al. 2009c). 

Clicks also occur paralinguistically in many languages throughout the \VOrld. For 
example, a lateral click is used in Engl ish to encourage a horse to trot ( Ladefoged 
1982), and a dental click is used to express disapproval, commonly represented 
as tsk-tsk. Clicks are also used as discourse markers in English (\'Vright 2007), and 
have been reported to occur in an auxiliary language of Lardil, Dantin, \Vhich has 
bilabial, dental, apico-alveolar, and apico-domal nasal clicks (Dixon 1980; Hale 
and Nash 1997). Clicks are also found in Chinese nursery rhymes (Nathan 2001). 
Extremely "'eak clicks have also been shO\Vn to occur in German, when alveolar
velar stop sequences overlap at 'vord boundaries (Fuchs et al. 2007). 

The phonetic characteristics of the retroflex click and the laterally released 
palato-alveolar click are still being explored, but Miller et al. (2009c) describe the 
retroflex dick as a postalveolar click in Grootfontein !Xung. One of the speakers 
produced this click w·ith a sub-apical con tact, but there \vas both inter-speaker 
and intra-speaker variation. Grootfontein !Xung is a centrally located lect. J ul'hoansi, 
spoken to the east, has an alveolar click in cognate words, and Mangetti Dune 
!Xung and other northern lects have a lateral alveolar click in the same "'ords 
(M iller-Ockhuizen and Sands 1999). 

2 Both Rumanyo and Mbukushu dicks exhibit a lot of variation, and can be realized as dental, 
alveolar, or lateral alveolar dick types. 
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The manner of articulation of clicks is relatively complex. All clicks involve 
hvo complete constrictions, and are thus non-continuants. Clicks contrast in the 
n1anner of articulation of their release properties. They can have either a release \Vith 
a complete constriction or a fricated release, as in pulmonic affricates. Thus clicks 
can be either stops or affricates. The stop and fricative portions of the releases are 
mostly uvular, though there are additional release properties that may be epiglottal 
(Miller 2007). The affricates are also airstream contour segments, and 'viii be dis
cussed with the airstrean1 contrasts in §6. There is clear phonological evidence 
fro1n positional distribution that all dick consonants, including nasal clicks, 
behave phonologically as obstruents. TI1us clicks only occur in initial position of 
roots in the Ju-4'Hoan, Khoe-Kwadi, and Tuu language families. 

Click languages display a large range of variation in terms of the complexity of 
laryngeal contrasts. Table 18.3 lists the languages according to the number of voice 
onset tin1e (VOT) contrasts contained in the oral click inventories. Languages of 
the Ju branch of the Ju-4'Hoan language family, and the Tuu language !X66, display 
the most complexity on the laryngeal dimension, 'vith four-way VOT contrasts. 
The voiced aspirated clicks are parallel to the voiced aspirated pulmonic stops 
in Jul'hoansi in exhibiting a voiceless interval, which Miller-Ockhuizen (2003) 
attributes to a larger glottal opening gesture than is found in Hindi voiced aspirates. 
The Bantu language Mbukushu has a sim.ple hvO-\¥ay VOT contrast. The laryngeal 
settings are independent from the click mechanism. Eleven out of ilie 19 languages 
included in this survey contain a three-\vay VOT contrast. 

TI1e fourth dimension that 1nust be accounted for in clicks is the airstream 
din1ension. Miller et al. (2007) and Miller et al. (2009a) introduce the tern1 "lingual 
airstream" to replace the term "velaric airstream." They note that the term "velaric" 
suggests that this airstream is someho'v initiated by ilie velum or iliat it involves a 
velar stop, and provide evidence that the posterior release in clicks is uvular not 
velar. The term ''lingual" reflects the anatomical source of air. The tongue is used to 
create a lo\¥-pressure cavity, the anterior release of '"hich initiates the ingressive 
fknv of air. Sagey (1990) argues that airstream is a matter of phonetic implementa
tion, and does not need to be specified in the phonological representation of clicks. 
I provide evidence that Nluu contains sounds that differ solely in tern1s of airstream. 
There are stops that are produced fully with a lingual air.stream n1echanis1n, with the 
shift fro1n ingressive lingual airstream to pulmonic egressive airstrean1 occurring at 
the CV boundary beh"een a click and a folJo\ving vowel. These stops contrast sol.ely 
'"ith a class of stops that involve a shift from lingual ingressive airstream to a 

Table 18.3 A subset of VOT contrasts found in dick languages' 

Dahalo, Hadza,b Khoekhoe 

Mbukushu 

No voicing contrast 

Two-•Nay VOT contrast 

Three-\vay VOT contrast Grootfontein !Xung, G!ui, tHoan, Xhosa,' Zulu, Khwe, 
Mangetti Dune !Xw1g, Naro, Niuu, Sandawe, Yeyi 

Four-vray VOT contrast Ekoka !Xung, J ul'hoansi, !X66 

" Rt1111anyo is not inclt1ded in t11is table. 
" H.adza })as a tluee�\Va}' VOT COJ\trast i.n puln1on ic COl'ISOJ\Mts, but no ''ojcing or aspiration 

contrasts in the click inventory. 
' Ladefoged and Traill (1994) refer to the Xhosa voiced click as m1um1ued. 
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2 Background 

Clicks occur priinarily iI1 southern African and east African languages in seven 
language fainilies. The east African click languages, Hadza ai1d Sandawe, are both 
spoken in Tanzania, and there has thus far been little diachronic evidence to link them 
genealogically to southern African Khoesan languages, or to each other (Sands 1998), 
though see G(ildemann and Elderkm (2010) for evidence that Sandav.1e is related 
to the Khoe-K,,1adi language family. Hadza is currently thought to be a language 
isolate. Dahalo is a Cushitic language \vith clicks (Maddieson et al. 1993) \Vhich is 
spoken in Kenya. Dahalo has thus fur not been sh(n'l1n to be related to the geographi
cally closest click languages, Hadza or Sandawe. Ho'''ever, Ten Ra.a (1969) has sug
gested that there might be a common substratum between Dahalo and Sandawe. 

The majority of click languages are spoken iI1 southern Africa. The non-Bantu 
southern African click languages \vere described by Greenberg (1966) as belongillg 
to one language family called Khoisan. They '"'exe grouped together as the Northern, 
Southern, and Eastern Southern African Khoisan branch of the Khoisan family, 
along \Vith Hadza and Sandav.1e. The southern African Khoesan languages are 
currently spoken maiitly iI1 Namibia, Botswana, and South Africa, but related lan
guages '"'ere historically present iI1 Zi.Jnbabwe, Zan1bia, and Angola, and there 
are still small pockets of speakers i.n these countries today (Brenzi.nger 2001). 

Giildemann (2006) argues that the non-Bantu southern African dick languages 
belong to at least three distinct families: the Khoe-K\vadi family, the J u-tHoan 
family, and the Tuu fainily. He has demonstrated that similarities iI1 the number 
of clicks iI1 the inventories of Tuu and Khoe-Kwadi languages can be attributed 
to a substrate, rather than a genealogical relationship beh-veen these languages. 
I follov.1 Giildemann in using the term "Khoesan" as a neutral \vay of referring to 
click languages that do not belong to the '"'ell-established Bantu or Cushitic families, 
with no iinplied genealogical relationship. I use "Khoesan" rather than"Khoisan" 
because the spellmg n1atches the orthographies of the languages mvolved. 

In southern Africa, clicks also occur in a number of Bantu languages, n1ost notably 
southern Bantu languages of the Nguni group, including Zulu and Xhosa. These 
languages have been shov.1n to have adopted clicks through the process of Hlonipa 
and regular borro\villg (Herbert 1990), but they are no\'t a fully functional part 
of the language mventories. Clicks also occur ill the Namibian Bantu languages 
Riunanyo (Gciriku), l'v!bukushu, Mbalan'we, and F'vve (Baiunbach 1997) as '"ell 
as Yeyi, spoken in both N'amibia and BotS\'\1ana (Fulop et al. 2003), and Tumbuka, 
spoken in Mala,vi. 

In this chapter, I focus mamly on phonological patterns found ill Khoesan lan
guages, though I also refer to evidence fron1 Zulu. l'vlany of the Khoesan languages 
are underdocwnented and underdescribed. The patterns discussed m this chapter all 
come from a subset of languages that contain sufficient description of phonological 
patterns. The languages discussed, and their sources, are listed ill Table 18.6. 

3 Unit vs. cluster analyses of clicks 

The presence of clicks ill a consonant mventory iI1creases the size of the mventory. 

HO\'\'ever, there is a large range m mventory sizes a1nong the different languages 
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Table 18.6 Click languages discussed in this chapter and their sources 

Lnn.guage Family Sirurce(s) of p/10110/ogical description 

Dahalo Cushitic Maddieson et al. (1993) 

Ekoka !Xung Ju-lHoan Heine & Konig (2010) 

Grootfontein !Xung )u--tHoan Doke (1925) 

Giui Khoe-Kv1adi Nakagawa (2006) 

Hadza Isolate Sands et al. (l 993) 

tHoan Ju-lHoan Bell & Collins (2001) 

Jul'hoansi Ju-lHoan Snyman (1970, 1975); Miller-Ockhuizen (2003) 

Khoekhoe Khoe-K \vadi Beach (1938); Brugman (2009) 

Kh,ve Khoe-K 'vad i Kilia.n-Hatz (2003) 

Mangetti Dune !Xung Ju-lHoan J\1:iller et al. (2008) 

Naro Khoe-Kwadi Visser (2001) 

Nluu Tuu Miller et al. (2009a); J\<liller (2010a) 

Rumanyo (Gciriku) B<mtu J\16lig & Shiyaka-Mbereme (2005) 

Sanda\ve Isolate Wright el al. (1995); Hunziker et al. (2008) 

!Xoo Tuu Traill (1985, 1994) 

Xhosa Bantu Ladefoged & Traill (1994) 

Yeyi Bantu Fulop el al. (2003) 

Zulu Bantu Doke (1926); Thomas-Vilakati (2010) 

contauung clicks. G tildemann (2006) provides inventory size, as \veil as the 
proportion of non-clicks to clicks in the inventories of Tuu and Khoe languages, 
sho\ving a range of inventory sizes \Vithin each of these fan1ilies. The Bantu lan
g11age Zulu has 45 segments, 12 of >vhich are cl i.cks (TI1omas-Vilakati 2010). The 
Tuu language !Xo6 has the largest number of segments that has been documented 
so far, with a total of 119 contrastive segments, 83 of \vhich are clicks. Nluu has 
73 segn1ents, 45 of >vhich are clicks. Glui is described by Nakagavva (2006: 259) 
as having 53 segn1ents and a nun1ber of clusters involving clicks, but he notes 
that under a unit analysis it "'Ould have 89 segments. Jul'hoansi has 89 contrastive 
segments, 47 of whicli are clicks. tHoan has 55 clicks, and Khwe 32. 

Traill (1993), Giildemann (2001), and Nakagawa (2006) argue that a click con
taining a puhnonic release should be represented as a consonant cluster comprised 
of a sequence of a lingual segment and a pulmonic segment. Giilde1nann's (2001) 
and Nakaga"'a's (2006) arguments for a cluster interpretation of clicks are that 
the interpretation decreases the size of the consonant inventory, and that under 
a cluster interpretation all of the second men1bers of the cluster exist as independent 
segn1ents in the inventory. Further, Giildemann (2001) argues that the sirnple stop 
types that are contained in the clusters are n1ore frequent than the cluster types. 
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Ladefoged and Traill (1984: 11) note that cluster analysis of clicks for !X6o w·ould 
result in clusters of seginents that differ in voicing, \Vhich \Vas a language type 
not kno•vn to exist at the tin1e. 

Miller et al. (2009a) argue that not all click release types in Nluu occur as single 
segments in that language. This is problematic for cluster analyses of clicks, because 
segments that occur in clusters almost ah,rays occur as single segments as w·ell. 
Further, Miller et al. (2009a) argue that i£ airstrean1 contours are represented 
as consonant clusters \Vith clicks as their first 1nen1bers, then languages such as 
Giui would be the only languages in the world with obstruent-obstruent clusters 
but not obstruent-sonorant clusters. A survey of cluster types by Kreitman (2008) 
found no languages "''ith obstruent-obstruent dusters that did not also have 
obstruent-sonorant clusters. Kreitman's study did find languages with clusters 
of mixed voicing - 1nost notably l\llodern Hebre\v. I argue that large inventories 
arise in languages with clicks, because these languages 1nake full use of airstream 
as a contrastive di.mension. l\l!iller-Ockhuizen (2003) sho'\vs that pulmonic stop
sonorant clusters that occur in loan"'1ords from English and Afrikaans into 
J ul'hoansi are broken up by epenthesis, providing phonological evidence that 
J ul'hoansi does not allo'" stop-sonorant clusters. 

(1) lists the inventory of Glui consonants, including the interpretation of all of 
the dicks as single units, in the spirit of Miller et 11!. (2009a), and Nakaga\va's (2006) 
interpretation of some of the dicks as clusters. Nakaga'''a's analysis transcribes 
a distinction between "velar" clicks and "uvular" clicks, and transcribes all clicks 
vvith either a "k" or a "q," folJo,ving Ladefoged and l\lladdieson (1996). Miller 
et al. (2009a) and l\l!iller (2010a) have shown, using ultrasound imaging of the tongue -
during click production in Niuu, that the posterior release of [t] and [tq], on the -
one hand, and [!] and (!q], on the other, occurs at the same location, and that in -
all four clicks the location is uvular. In [ti and [tq], the posterior release location 
is back uvular and does not involve tongue-root retraction, '"hile in [!] and [!q], 
the posterior release location is front uvular and involves a ballistic tongue-root 
retraction movement. Miller et al. (2009a) argue that the glottal stop in Nl11u is 
allophonic in vo>vel-initial '"ords, and thus does not occur as a single segment 
in the language. Furthermore, the glottal fricative in Niuu and most Khoesan 
languages is voiced, and thus does not correspond to the voiceless aspiration 
found in the voiceless nasal aspirated click. 

(1) a. Unit analysis Cluster analysis b. Llnit analysis Cluster analysis 
/k!/ !' /k!/ + !xi ., /g!/ �he, or !H /k!/ + /qx' ;• QI /f)!/ !q /k!/ + /qi . 

1h /k!h I c! /k!/ + /G/ 
!' /k!' I !qh /k!/ + /qh I 

!q' /k!/ + /q' I 
ti1' /k!/ + /?I 
ti1n /k!/ + /h/ 

• Nakagawa notes that this click al\d the similar pulmoJ>.k consonant [qx:'] are both realized with 
a lateral release. Hoi,.ve\>·er,. l1e notes that this click does not spread the lateral feature to a medial 
consonant the way that lateral clicks do. He thus claims that the lateral release is phonet ic detail. 
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The Back Vo'"el Constraint is a CV co-occurrence restriction that blocks the 
co-occurrence of front VO\\'els with a class of consonants, including labial and alveo
lar clicks (see also CHAPTER 75: CONSONANT-VOW'EL PLACE FEATURE INTERACTIONS). 

In this section, I discuss the BVC patterns in Glui (Nakaga"ra 2006), Jul'hoansi 
(Miller-Ockhuizen 2003), Niuu (!Vliller 2010a), and !X6o (Traill 1985; Sagey 1990), 
and provide different analyses of the BVC. Most authors (Traill 1985; Sagey 1990; 
Clements and Hume 1995; Miller 2010a) analyze the BVC as assi.tnilation bel\veen 
the posterior place of articulation of clicks and follo"'ing front vovvels. Earlier 
analyses viewed the posterior constrictions in clicks as velar, based on early phonetic 
studies. IV!iller (2010a) vie,vs the posterior constrictions of clicks as uvular, based 
on her ultrasound investigations of the posterior constrictions in clicks (Miller 
et al. 2007; Miller et al. 2009a; Miller 2010a}, and she states the BVC as assinillation 
to an (RTR) feature of clicks. Nakaga,va (2006) analyzes the BVC as assimilation 
betlveen the anterior tongue shape of clicks and following front vo,vels. Miller's 
(2010a) and Nakaga,va's (2006) analyses capture different patterns of linguo
puln1onic contour segments (Miller el al. 2009a) in Nluu and the phonetically 
si.tnilar clicks that are analyzed as clusters of clicks followed by uvular pttln1onic 
segn1ents in Giui. The t\.vo analyses also make different predictions about the 
patterns found 'vith non-click consonants, particularly labials. 

Previous phonetic literature has described the posterior constriction in all 
clicks as velar (Doke 1923; Beach 1938; Ladefoged and Traill 1984, 1994; Traill 
1985; Ladefoged and l\1addieson 1996), and phonological representations of 
clicks have captured the posterior constriction vvith the phonological feature 
(+back] (Chomsky and Halle 1968; Sagey 1990) or the feature (dorsal] (Traill 1993; 
Clements and Hume 1995). The initial description of the BVC (Traill 1985) in !X6o 
treats all clicks, as well as velar stops, as bemg subject to the constraint. The BVC, 
stated in (4), changes a front vowel to a (+back] vovvel by assimilation to the [+back] 
feature of the click. 

(4) Back Vowel Constraint (Traill 1985) 

if: c1 
<+back> 

then: C, 
<+back> 

v, 
<+back> 

A second process, Dental Assi.tnilation, changes back vo\vels following dental 
[I) and palatal (t] clicks to front vo,vels, in effect undoing the BVC. Chomsky and 
Halle (1968) and Sagey (1990) use the feature [+anterior] to classify the dental 
and palatal clicks separately from the central and lateral alveolar clicks. The 
Dental Assi.tnilation rule in Sagey (1990) crucially requires palatal clicks to be 
[+anterior), in keeping \Vith the fact that the palatal click has a long lanlinal 
constriction stretching fron1 the dental place of articu.lation to the post-alveolar 
place of articulation (see Sands et al. 2007 and references therein). 

Miller-Ockhuizen (2003) argues that there are l\vo classes of clicks: those that 
are subject to the BVC, and those that are not. She proposes that the central 
alveolar [!) and lateral alveolar [II] clicks that are subject to the BVC have a uvular 
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posterior constriction, '"hich is specified for a [pharyngeal] feature. She proposes 
the BVC in (5), using Clen1ents and Hume's (1995) feature theory (see CHAPTER 27: 
THE ORGANIZATION Of FEATURES): 

(5) Back Vowel Constraint (Miller-Ockhuizen 2003) 

*{[pharyngeal]vpi.« [coronal]vpl><• la 

[pharyngeal] and [coronal) ca1u1ot be specified on the san1e or different 
V-place \vithin a syllable. 

She argues that front vo,vels are underlyingly present in Jul'hoansi following 
dental and palatal click types, and dental and palatal clicks are unspecified for 
the feahue [pharyngeal). 

Traill (1997) proposes the acoustic feature [+grave] to account for BVC patterns 
in !X66, which also contains the labial click. His analysis captures the fact that 
labial and alveolar clicks pattern together '"ith respect to the BVC. Ho,vever, 
Miller-Ockhuizen (2000) shows that pulmonic labial consonants and labial clicks 
pattern differently in !X66, and thus this feature is problematic. Traill (1985) con
sidered initial labial consonants to be only found in loat1\.vords in !X66. Labial 
consonants are Jo"' frequency in root-initial position, but extremely frequent in 
root-medial position in most Khoesan languages (see Miller-Ockhuizen 2003: 131 
for Jul'hoansi and Miller (2010a) for Niuu). 

Jvliller (2010a) provides the results of a database study over the Niuu lexicon. 
The phonological patterning of Nluu consonants with respect to the BVC is 
summ.arized in Table 18.7. Jvl iller (2010a) ana.lyzes the BVC a.s a.ssi.milation of a 
front vowel to an [RTR] feature on the consonant. 

Table 18.7 Patterning of N)uu consonants \Vith respect to the BVC 

Pulmonic stops 

CLicks 

Clicks with airstream 
contours (stops) 

CLicks with airstream 
contours (affricates) 

Occur with front 
and back vowels 

Labial [b Pl 
Alveolar [s z r J 
Palatal [c J f 3] 
Velar [k g) 

Deotal click [I] 
Palatal click [ t] 

Dental dicks !is.I 
Palatal clicks [ *g) 

Occur with back vowels and the [ail 
and [re] allophones of /ii and /el 

Uvular [ g )( k)('] 

Labial click [OJ 
Central alveolar click [!l 
Lateral alveolar click [II) 

Labial click [Oq] -
Central alveolar dick (!g) 
Lateral alveolar click [ljq) 

Uvularized labial click [Ox] 
Uvularized den tal click [N 
Uvularized central alveolar click [ !x] 
Uvularized lateral alveolar click (l\X.J 
Uvularized palatal click [ tX) 
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The patterning of dental and palatal linguo-pulmonic stops, [Jq) and [ft1J, in 
Nluu provides evidence that these clicks are unspecified for [RTR] (see CHAPTER 25: 
PHARYNGEALS). Herza!lah (1990), Elorietta (1991), McCarthy (1994), and Rose 
(1996) have shown that both uvulars and pharyngeals cause retraction of front 
vo\vels in Semitic languages. ·uvular and pharyngeal sounds are thus generally 
characterized as all being specified for the feature [RTR]. The Nluu click patterns 
suggest that there are uvular constrictions that don't involve the feature [RTR]. 
Phonetically, the posterior place of articulation in Nluu palatal clicks is back 
uvular, at the point '"here the oral tract and pharynx 1neet, and it does not involve 
tongue-root retraction (MiJler et al. 2009a; Miller 2010a). The posterior constric
tion in dental and palatal clicks is more like the production of [u] (Miller et al. 
2009b ), \vhich involves tongue-root raising (Esling 2005), not tongue-root retrac
tion. Miller (2010a) notes that these differences in articulation are consistent with 
their differences in featural specification. The alveolar click is specified for the 
feature (RTR], while the palatal click is unspecified for the feature. 

Nakaga,va (2006) describes the patterning of Glui consonants with respect 
to the BVC. The patterns seen in Glui largely mirror those found in Nluu, except 
that the click clusters \Vith uvular offsets, [lq !q llq tq) (Miller et al.'s 2009a 
linguo-puln1onic stops), are all subject to the BVC in this language. Nakaga,va 
accounts for tl1e BVC in Glui using the hvo constraints in (6). One constraint accounts 
for the click patterns, and the other for the non-click patterns. Nakagawa notes 
that Cq represents a non-click uvular consonant, i.e. /q c qh q' qX' x/, \vhether 
it occurs as an independent consonant or as a cluster offset, and "!/II" stands 
for an apical click. The alveolar clicks would thus be captured \vith his feature 
(+apical], and the uvulars would be captured 'vith the feature [+grave], though 
this 'vould predict that velar and labial pulmonic consonants are also subject 
to the constraint. However, Nakagawa (2006: 229) notes that there are 17 "'Ords 
in Glui that have a velar consonant folJo,ved by a [-back] vowel. Nakagawa 
attributes the presence of front vowels follo,ving some velars to the phonetic 
an1biguity of velars. 

(6) a. *Cq V[-back] 
b. *!/II V[-back] 

MiJler-Ockht.1izen. (2003) notes that the velar stops [k] and the velar fricative "x" 

(Snyman 1970, 1975; Dickens 1994) pattern differently in Jul'hoansi, and she 
re-analyzes the fricative as uvular [X) and the velarized clicks [Ix !x llx tx] as 
uvularized clicks [I' !' II' f'), based on the raised Fl values in vo,vels following 
these sounds. The place difference accow1ts for the different BVC patterns, as the 
u.vular fricative and the uvularized clicks are [RTR]. This sani.e disparity in [k) 
and "

x
" is found in Glui (Nakaga,va 2006: 231), although Nakaga\va maintains 

the traditional description of the dorsal fricative as "velar" and the [Ix !x llx tx] 
clicks as velarized. As a result, he describes velars as patterning ambiguously. 
The velar stop [k] in !X66 is phonologically an1biguous (Traill 1985). There are 
both forms 'vith the [ai] allophone of /ii, as in kai 'gro,·v', and the [e] allophone 
of [e) as in the word kehn 'being' in Trai.ll's (1994) dictionary. Further, Traill (1985) 
notes that the concordially determined forms ki (class 1) and ke (class 3) are often 
realized in speech as [ti] and [te], due to the BVC, and Afrikaans loa1n'7ords con
taining [k] are realized \Vith [t] in !X66. The dorsal fricative "x" occurs only with 
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Table 18.8 Distribution of segments in Khoekhoe (Brugman 2009) 

Segment Root-initial Clitic-inilial Root-medial 

[I IX ''I ')I" �l'J ./ 
[! !X. •! !!h �!'] 
lil llX 'II �llh 011'] 
[ t tx. 't �.h "fl 
[p t k ?) ./ ./ 
[ts kx] 
[s x hi 

[1n n] ,/ ,/ 
[fl ,/ 
[�] 

(9) *ONs(Approxin1ant) >> *ONs(Nasal) >> •oNs(Obstruent) 

(p) 

,/ 
,/ 
./ 

These constraints are ranked "'ith IDENT[manner] constraints, and the constraints 
are relativized to different positions. In order to capture the unique positioning 
of clicks, she uses the constraint •CoMPLExSEc. The complete ranking of constraints 
that accow1ts for the Khoekhoe patterns is provided in (10), where "rw" is "initial" 
and ''11vr'' is ''medial.'' 

(10) Constraint ranking for Khoekluie segment distribution (Brugman 2009) 

I DENT[n1anner )/a .. , 

I 
•vov *ONs(Approx)/a,w IoENT[complex]/ a,,, 

I 
I DENT[ n1anner] *C01'1i'LEX5EG 

I 
*0Ns(Approx) 

I 
*0Ns(Obs)/a"' IoENT[complex] 

*ONs(Obs) 

Additional. evidence for *Coi.1PLExSEc com.es from the distribu.ti.on of clicks in 
three different forms of pronouns found in Niuu. Table 18.9 provides a list of three 
forms of all of the pronouns found in Niuu, which Collins and Nan1aseb (2007) 
describe as the simple fonn, the click form, and the "a" form. 

The distribution of these forms of pronouns is syntactically determined (Collins 
and Namaseb 2007). The simple forn1s occllr in subject position (for non-questions), 
object position, and possessor position. Collins and N'amaseb note that they are 
not syntactically \Veak in the traditional sense, since they can appear in coordin
ate structures, can be 1nodified by numerals and "only," and can be clefted. The 
cl ick forn1s of the pronoll!ls appear obligatorily as the subject in yes-no questions 
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Table 18.10 !X6o onsets in different morpho-prosodic 
positions (Brugman 2009) 

Segment Root-initial Clitic-initinl R<>ot-medinl 

clicks ./ 

(t' t" d' t"' d") ./ 
(ts' dz' ts' dz' ts'' dz"] 

(?m ?n) ./ 

It" ts" d d" dz dzi.) ./ 

[q? ts f x h] ./ 

[p t k s] ./ ./ 

[m n) ./ (n) ./ 

[I] ./ ./ 

IP i Jl I ./ 

Table l.8.Jl. FeaturaJ specifi.cat.io.n of guttural consonants and vo\vels 

Value jO'r [pharyngeal] 

[spectral slope) value 

aspirated consonants/breathy vowels 

glottalized consonants/ glottalized vo1Nels 

uvularized consonants 

epiglottalized consonants/ epiglottalized vo,vels 

[pharyngeal] 

[high] [low) 

Unmarked {01· 
[pharyngeal) 

[high) 

A constraint, ALIGN((spectral slope]w L; µv L), is proposed by Miller-Ockhuizen 
(2003: 138) to account for the distribution of guttural vtnvels within the first 
syllable of a root. Given the recent advances in positional augmentation, "'e can 
capture the distribution of both guttural consonants and VO\vels in the first syl
lable of a root by ranking the constraint •GuTTURAL belo\v IDENT[Guttural]/cr1w, 
and above IDENT[Guttural]. 

Giui limits the niediaJ consonants to the set of /b w r j m n/ (Nakaga\va 2006: 114), 
and allows the full set of 89 consonants (or 53 segments plus all possible dusters) 
initially. Thus, Glui seems also to have a constraint licensing obstruents in initial 
position, and sonorants in medial position, just like the other Khoesan languages. 
Ho,vever, Nakaga,.va (2006) reports n1onomoraic non-root words that contain clicks 
in G(ui. It is possible that these words may have the sa.n1e prosodic status as roots, 
similar to the post-positions and complementizers in Khoekhoe (Brugman 2009: 
202). It is also possible that the constraints are ranked differently in Giui. Clicks 
are limited to root-initial position in all of the other documented Ju-tHoan, Khoe
K,.vadi, and Tuu languages, though their distribution in non-roots is unexplored. 
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a re-analysis in either of these languages. The diachronic evidence from click change 
provided in §3 suggests that, at least historically, these segments may have also 
differed in posterior place phonologically. Without further phonetic studies, \Ve 
do not know if these clicks 1nay also differ, or have differed in the past, in speakers' 
productions or in listeners' perceptions. Any theory that accounts for clicks 
needs to account for airstream contour segments in Niuu. 

7 Conclusion 

I have provided an overvie'v of the types of evidence that are available for place 
of articulation, manner of articulation, and air.stream of clicks. I have given an 
overvie'v of unit analysis and cluster analysis of click consonants. I have noted 
that the wut analysis of clicks results in larger click inventories. Cluster analyses 
of clicks, on the other hand, result in smaller segment inventories. This comes at 
a cost, as it results in Khoesan languages being the only languages in the \vorld 
that allow obstruent-obstruent clusters '''ithout also allowing obstruent-sonorant 
clusters. 

There are three main sources of evidence for the phonology of clicks. The 
Back Vo\vel Constraint and nasal assimilation provide evidence as to the place 
of articulation in clicks. The positional distribution of dicks provides evidence 
that clicks are obstruents, and that their status as complex segments makes them 
more 1narked. The existence of airstream contour segn1ents in Nluu provides 
evidence that airstream is an independent din1ension of sound structure. All of 
these types of evidence must be accow1ted for by any phonological theory that 
accounts for clicks. 
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19 Vowel Place 

BRUCE MOREN-DUOLLJA 

What is vovtel place and \\rhat role does it play in the sound patterns of language? 
The tern1 "vowel place" n1eans different things to different people. There are t\vo 
1nain reasons for this. First, the relationship behveen the articulation and the acous
tics of "place of articulation" is complex and multifaceted. Second, phonological 
features have a range of model-specific definitions. The purpose of this chapter is 
to give a general introduction to the phonetic and phonological issues necessary 
to understand vowel place. 

1 The phonetics of "place" 

At its 1nost basic, "the behavior of the vocal tract in speech can be described as 
an alternation of closing and opening" (Chomsky and Halle (SPE) 1968: 301). These 
closings and openings resu.Jt in a complex set of aerodynamic and acoustic effects. 
Depending on the amount of the contraction or expansion, combined \Vith language

particular phonotactic.s, a resulting acoustic signal is interpreted as a consonant 
and/or a vovvel. The type and degree of the vocal tract openings and closings on 
the articulatory side of things corresponds roughly (but, as we will see, not directly) 
to '"hat are cornn1only and descriptively referred to a.s phonological major class 
features, consonant manner features, and vo,vel height features (CHAPTER 21: VO\\'EL 
HEIGHT).' How·ever, it is not enough to look at sound patterns only in terms of 
constriction. One must also attend to the precise location at \Vhich constrictions 
occur within the vocal tract. 

\!Ve have kno,vn since the groundbreaking vvork of Chiba and Kajiyau1a (1942) 
that constrictions and expansions along the vocal tract have particular acoustic 
effects that can be explained in terms of tube acoustics. Depending on the proximity 
of a constriction or expansion to a node (i.e. point of minimal air displacement) 
or a loop (i.e. point of n1aximaJ air displacement) associated vvith a tube's resonance 
frequency, there vvill be different effects on that resonance freqi1ency. A constriction 
at a loop causes a decrease in frequency, and a constriction at a node causes an 
increase. It is the location along the length of the vocal tract \vhere articulatory 
gestures take place, co1nbined with their acoustic correlates, that corresponds to 

1 l will not discuss openj11gs �nd closings of the glottis. 
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Passive articulators 
1 upper lip 
2 upper teeth 
3 alveolar ridge 
4 hard palate 
5 velum (soft palate) 
6 llVttla 
7 pharyngeal \vall 

Active nrticulntors 
8 lower lip 
9 tongue tip 

10 tongue blade 
11 tongue front 
12 tongue dorsu1n 
13 tongue root 
14 epiglottis 

a large extent (but not absolutely) to what is commonly kno>vn as phonological 
place of articulation. 

From an articulatory perspective, place involves passive and active articulators 
(see Figure 19.1). The fonner are static land111arks along the upper surface of the 
vocal tract. The latter are mobile articulators along the lO\ver surface of the vocal 
tract that move nearer to or further from the static landmarks during speech. 

If one looks at the documented combinations of active and passive articulators 
found cross-linguistically, one sees evidence of all physically felicitous com
binations. Further, neither active nor passive articulator see111s to be privileged 
in having prin1ary responsibility for defining place across contexts. For example, 
the passive uvula articulator can be used to single out the set of uvulars, and 
the active epiglottis articulator can be used to single out the set of epiglottals. 
However, the active tongue dorsum articulator is used for both dorsals and uvulars, 
whereas the passive pharyngeal \vall articulator is used for both pharyngeals and 
epiglottals. 

Combinations of active and passive articulators result in particular shapes of 
the vocal tract and cause the general acoustic effects described by Chiba and 
Kajiyama. To illustrate this in simplified terms, we can look at the schematized 
vocal tract in Figure 19.2. Here \ve see a tube closed at one end by the larynx and 
open at the other end by the lip orifice. The first three formants (Fl, F2, and F3) 
are indicated by sine waves, and loops and nodes associated ''"ith these formants 
are indicated by solid and dashed vertical lines, respectively. The Fl/F2/F3 loop 
labeled A corresponds to the labial region, the F3 node labeled B corresponds to 
the alveolar region, the F2 node C and F3 loop D correspond to the velar region, 
and E, F, and G correspond to the pharyngeal region. 

The acoustic results of contractions at the various loops and nodes in the vocal 
tract are seen most clearly in F2 transition targets associated >vith stops. These 
correspond quite nicely to what are comn1only described as the primary consonant 
places. This is illustrated in Figure 19.3 for labial, alveolar, and velar stops in 
particular vowel contexts. \!Ve see that labial constrictions have a 10\v F2 target 
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A B C D E F 

F2 F3 

Figure 19.2 IUustration of vocal tract tube acoustics 
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Figure 19.3 F2 schematics for several consonant-vov1el combinations. Dashed lines 
indicate stop transition targets (modified from Delattre el nl. 1955) 

(belo1\> 600 Hz). This is because the labial region is a loop for F2. Alveolar 
constrictions have a mid-range F2 target (approximately 1800 Hz), because this 
region is neither a loop nor a node for F2. Velars have a high F2 target (above 
2500 Hz), because this is a node for F2.2 

Although there are complications to this story 1vhen one looks carefully at 
particular contexts and at combinations of articulations in running speech, there 
is general consensus in the literature "'ith respect to the relationship among some 
consonant articulations, acoustics, and phonological place features. This is in no 
s1nall part due to the rather extreme constrictions that consonants require for 
their production. These al101v for a robust and precise articulatory and acoustic 
characterization of consonants. Further, these extreme articulations and their 
natural proximity to resonance nodes and/or loops also produce "quanta! effects" 
(Stevens 1972, 1989), 1vhere relatively large movements along some regions of 
the vocal tract produce only small acoustic results, 1vhile small n1ovements along 
other regions produce large acoustic results. Thus it is not surprising that certain 
consonant places are quite common across the •vorld's languages. It  is also not 

' Although not shown in F.igure 19.3, the close proximity of an F2 node and F3 loop in the velar 
region results in the \veil-known "velar pincl1" typical of \relar consonant formant transitions in some 
<"Ontexts - i.e. F2 is high and F3 is low (Stevens 1989). 
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[dorsal]) are dependent. This idea has been modified a number of times over the 
years, for example in (1). 

[+cont] 

[±Ia t] 

[+son] 

[±const] 
[±spread] 

[±stiff] 
[±slack) 

Place 

Labial 

[±round) 

[±ant) 

Supralaryngeal 

Soft palate 

[+nasal] 

Coronal Dorsal 

[±back) 

[+dist) (+Jo,v] [+high] 

It is important to note that this type of geometry groups traditional place features 
and non-place features under "place" organizing structures. For exan1ple, Sagey 
uses place, labial, coronal, and dorsal organizing "place" nodes that have dependent 
[±round), [±anterior], and [±back] "place" features and dependent [±distributed), 
(+low), a.nd (+high) "non-place" features. 

Although there are language-particular phonetic and phonological facts that have 
led to this proposal, there are a number of unansv-1ered questions that must be 
asked. For example, what is the formal difference between a place node and a 
place feature? Why can some structures, such as [coronal], be both a feature and 
an organizi.ng node for dependent features, 'vhile other structures, such a.s C-place, 
V-place, and aperture, can only be an organizing node? ls there a formal reason 
for this? What is "place'' in a model "'here both place features and non-place 
features are dependent on the same "place" nodes? It is beyond the scope of this 
chapter to answer these questions, but it is important to think about \Vhat "place" 
really means and how it might be modeled. 

To summarize, \Ve have to contend with at least three meanings of the term 
"vo"rel place" in the literature. It can be a descriptive term for related articulatory 
and/or acoustic characteristics. It can be a descriptive term for related phonological 
features. It can be a fonnal tern1 for segn1ent-internal organizing structure. 

4 The phonology of vowel place 

If we assume there is phonological vo"rel place from a featural and/or an 
organizational perspective, 've have to ask ourselves what it is used for. There 
are seven major types of phenomena that are relevant here: 
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(2) a. Vo,vel contrasts 
b. Consonant contrasts 
c. Vowel interactions 
d. Consonant-vowel interactions 
e. Consonant-vo"\vel alternations 
f. Vo,vel neutralizations 
g. Consonant interactions 

The first five '"ill be discussed belo'"'. 

4.1 Vowel place contrasts 
The n1ost obvious use of vowel place features is to establish contrasts among 
vowels (see CHAPTER 2: CONTRAST). However, given the interactions a1nong vowel 
articulations and acoustics discussed above, it is difficult to establish absolute and 
precise articulatory or acoustic characteristics for vo,,rel place and translate these 
directly to phonological structures. It is thus con1mon to describe vo"rel inven
tories via a combination of articulatory configuration and relative position along 
Fl and F2 continua in charts such as that in Figure 19.5. The vertical axis repre
sents Fl and relative openness of the oral cavity (see CHAPTER 21: VOWEL HEIGHT). 
The horizontal axis represents F2 and relative location along the front-back 
din1ension of the oral cavity, \vhere there is a constriction or expansion. 

\l\fhat is important for our purposes is the nun1ber of differences along the 
horizontal axis if relative Fl/openness/tongue height is controlled for. It is also 
in1por tant to relate those differences to articulator configurations and phonological 
patterns. As we see in Figure 19.5, there seem to be six major categories along the 
F2 acoustic dimension for most vo"rel heights3 - [i y i tt w u], [e 0 9 e ¥ o), and 
[e ce 3 e A ::i], and these divide articulatorily into three main areas based on tongue 
position (i.e. front, central, and back), with a further split based on lip configuration 
(i.e. rot.mded and. unrounded). 

High F2 

Front 

Close l y 

I 

Close-mid e 

Open-mid 

Low F2 

Central Back 

t w \I 
y u 

0 ""' 0 
� 

e re - 3\G - A  ) 
re e 

Low Fl 

Open a CE -�- o D High Fl 

Figure 19.S Standard VO\Vel chart (IPA) 

3 1 do not discuss here tl1e .Unportar'lt \\rork of Lass (1984), ,,rl1ich clai.i1ls that thel'.'e is e\rjdence for te11 
place distinctions. This claim is not based on contrasts v1rithin the speech of indi\•idual speakers, bltt 
on \\'hat l1e calls "dialect distinguisl1ability." Because there is no evidence that so 111any contrasts are 
needed within a given phonological grammar, I take this to inclicate fine-grained phonetic clistingu.ishability 
that does not translate into phonologic.-U feature specificalions. Th.is is also the conclusion of Rice (2002). 
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There are four interpretations for the fact that lip rounding can combine 'vith 
tongue configuration to produce contrasts along the F2 continuum. First, vo,vel 
features are defined acoustically, rather than articulatorily. After all, one cannot 
claim that Figure 19.5 represents articulatorily defined vo"'el features having to 
do with tongue position (i.e. "front-back") and height, and then include labial 
characteristics. The second is to claim that [round] is not a vo"1el place feature, 
but some other type of feature. This leaves vo,vel place as defined solely via tongue 
position - this is the posit ion taken by Chon1sky and Halle (1968). The third is 
to suggest that vo,vel features are not defined purely on acoustic or articulatory 
characteristics, but different features are acoustically or articu.Jatorily defined. 
This seems to be the position taken by most generative phonologists, even if they 
do not state so explicitly. Finally, one could claim that vowel place features are 
articulatorily defined via the location along the vocal tract where constrictions 
or expansions occur. This is essentially the position of Articulatory Phonology 
(Bro\vman and Gold stein 1986, 1992; see also CHAPTER s: THE ATOMS OF PHONO

LOGICAL REPRESENTATIONS). 

While it is fairly uncontroversial that the vo\vel space is divided roughly into 
six phonetic regions along the F2 dimension when one looks at cross-linguistic 
inventories, there is considerable debate about how these phonetic regions should 
be classified from a phonological perspective. Clements (1991) suggests that three 
distinct, unary, place features/nodes are needed to capture six contrastive vowel 
places - t\VO features/nodes for tongue position along the front-back din1ension 
(i.e. [coronal] and [dorsal])'' and one feature/node for lip rounding (i.e. [labial]). 
This is a minor n1odification of SPE-based feature theory. There are, of course, 
a number of '"ays to in1plement this system, depending on one's assumptions 
about underspecification/full specification, feature co-occurrence markedness, etc . 

(CHAPTER 4: MARKEDNESS; CHAPTER 7: PEATURE SPECJJ'!CAT!ON AND UNDERSPECIFICA

TION). (3a) and (3b) sho\v hvo possible implementations for high vo\vels.5 

(3) a. [labial] [coronal ] [dorsal] b. [labial ] [coronal] [dorsal] 
[ii 

[tt] ./ ./ 

[ i] ./ [i] ./ 

[ lll] ./ [ ru] ./ 

[yJ ./ ./ [yJ ./ ./ 

[ u I ./ ./ [u] ./ ./ 

./ ./ [.i l ./ ./ 

./ ./ ./ [tt] ./ ./ ./ 

As we see in (3a), the central unrounded vo\vel (i] is placeless, three vo'"els 
([tt i w]) have one place feature specified, and hvo vowels ([u y]) have two places. 
Interestingly, factorial combination predicts two additional vo,vels that seem to 

.._ i·11ese labels n1ake use of t\'\'O aspects of the phonetics. Descriptively, "coronal" refers to the 
passive artjcL1lator (i.e. the cro\'1n of tl1e oral cavity) and "dors.11" refers to the active artjculator (i.e. 
tongue dorsum). It is unclear what the advantage is of having this mixed set of labels. 
5 This is an illustration, and it is not meant as an endorsement of this over other approaches. 
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Thus the fact that \<\lolof and Nimi'ipuu non-RTR/RTR vowel pairs differ 
in both Fl and F2 does not auton1atically justify dismissing a pharyngeal place 
hypothesis. More evidence is needed. One might fruitfully compare the subtle 
F2 differences here \vith those ben.veen the labial and non-labial vowel pairs dis
cussed in §4.l (e.g. [i) and (y ]). What makes labiality an obvious candidate for a 
phonological place distinction for vo,vels, but not pharyngeality? 

Finally, there is evidence from some Arabic varieties that vo,vels can have 
contrastive pharyngeal place. For exan1ple, Cairene Arabic is usually described 
as having just three contrastive vO\vels, /i u a/; however, recent studies shO\v 
that there are four contrastive vowels in this language - /i. u a a I (Youssef 2006, 
2007). The vowel [a] is a contrastive "emphatic" vowel that triggers "'hat is called 
e1nphasis spread and is also the result of spreading en1phasis to /a/. If the descrip
tive term "e1nphasis" is interpreted as involving a phonological pharyngeal 
feature (as is conm1only done), then this language has a contrastive pharyngeal 
and non-pharyngeal lo\v vo,vel. As one might expect from looking at Wolof 
and Nirni'ipuu, the difference behveen pharyngeal and non-pharyngeal vowels 
in Cairene Arabic is realized acoustically by both F2 and Fl differences, where 
the pharyngeal vowel has a higher Fl and a lower F2. 

To swnmarize, there are at least five vo\·vel places fron1 an articulatory perspective: 
labial, coronal, velar, pharyngeal, and retroflex. The first four primarily involve 
passive articulators, \vhile the fifth primarily involves a particular active-passive 
articulator combination. Further, the acoustic correlates of the first three involve 
almost exclusively variation in F2, \vhi.le the fourth involves both Fl and F'2, and 
the fifth F3. There is currently disagreement in the literature on vowel place con
trasts with respect to h<nv many vo,vel place features are needed to establish cross
linguistically possible and language-particular phonological contrasts. This is in 
no small part due to the fact that different theories use different aspects of phon
etics (and their relationship to phonology) to define phonological place features. 

4.2 Consonant place contrasts 
In addition to being used to account for place contrasts among vovvels, vo\vel 
feahrres have also been used to account for place contrasts among consonants 
(see also CHAPTER 75: CONSONANT-VOWEL PLACE FEATURE INTERACTIONS). This 
is traditionally done in hvo \vays. Either soole set of vo,.vel fea.tures is t.ised to 
determine '''hat is called "secondary place of articulation," or they are used to 
determine primary place of articulation. 'vVe "'ill begin with the former. 

4.2.1 Consonant secondary place 
It  has long been observed. that some languages nialce t.ise of "'hat is caUed 
secondary place (CHAPTER 29: SECONDARY AND DOUllLE ARTICULATION; CHAPTER 71: 

PALATALIZATION). This may be described as a less extreme constriction of the vocal 
tract occurring roughly sin1u1taneously with a more extreme constriction at a 
different point along the vocal tract. This less extren1e closure is approximately 
that of a glide and is often attributed to the specification of a consonant with a.n 
extra vo"'el feature (e.g. Chomsky and Halle 1968; Clements 1985; Odden 1991). 
Examples of secondary articulation are labialization (e.g. [t"]), palatalization (e.g. 
[tl]), velarization (e.g. [tY]), and pharyngealization (e.g. [t']). Son1e languages 
claitned to have single secondary place contrasts are listed in Table 19.2. 
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Table 19.2 Sample of languages described as having secondary place distinctions 

labia/izn.tion. pnlatnlization velarization pliary11gea/izntion. 

Chipe"'Yan 

.Russian, Irish 

Arabic varietjes, Ponapean 

Arabic varieties 

,/ 

,/ 

,/ 

Table 19.3 Sample of languages described as having multiple secondary place 
distinct.ions 

labialization palatal izalion vela riz11 t ;,,,., plw ryngea liza ti on 

Nambakaengo 

Nupe 

!Via rshallese 

SaLishan, Caucasian 
and Semitic varietjes 

Caucasian and 
SemHic varieties 

,/ 

,/ 

,/ 

,/ 

,/ ,/ 

,/ ,/ 

,/ 

,/ ,/ 

It has also been observed that each secondary place can contrast \Vith other 
secondary places '"ithin a single language (Table 19.3). 

4.2.2 Consonant priniary place 
There is also a long tradition of using vowel features to define consonant primary 
place. For example, Chomsky and Halle (1968) defined all postalveolar consonant 
places via a combination of vowel place and height features. What is interesting 
regarding the S.PE features (+high], (+J o"'], and (+back) is that \vhile the form.er 
tv>'o are used by Chomsky and Halle to e''1'ress vowel height and the latter to 
express vo"'el place, the three join forces to express a variety of primary consonant 
places when combined with [-coronal, -anterior), as shovvn in (8) (Chomsky and 
Halle 1968: 305). This mix of different types of VO\vel features to define "consonant 
place" makes one "'Onder if it makes sense to discu.ss place as a phonologically 
relevant concept at all, or whether "place" is simply a convenient descriptive label 
that is ultimately epiphenomena!. Further, if place is a phonologically relevant 
concept, then what is its phonetic grounding, given that phonetically disparate 
characteristics are used to define place in different contexts? 

(8) 
[high) 
[low] 
[back] 

palatals velars uvulars pharyngeals 
+ + 

+ 
+ + + 
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4.4.1 Consonant effects on vcru;els 
In some languages, consonant place has a direct effect on vo"rel place. In those 
cases 'vhere the relevant consonant and vo"rel place are phonetically similar, this 
n1ay be interpreted as assinUlation and a sharing of the same feature by !\VO n1ajor 
classes of segments (CHAPTER 81: LOCAL ASSI:MILATION). 

The first case we \viii look at is "vowel fronting" in Serbian. This involves 
the fronting of back mid VO\Vels in some suffixes when follo"1ing postalveolar 
coronal consonants. 

(12) [JI -4 [i:J I [tf cfJ ijw cf}"' I :> Jl J. il + -

(13) a. Neuter noun nominative accusative singular [-;i] - [-e] 
sel-o [§d::> l 'village' - polj-e [p.)J.c] 

b. Masculine instru.111ental singular [-Jn1] - [-em] 
grlid-0111 [gra:g:im] 'city' - • •  11111z-em [mu:3i:n1] 

c. Genitive singular [-:ig] - [-eg] 
dobr-og [g;ibr;ig] 'good' - Ios-eg [lJ[rg] 

d. Masculine plural [-.)v-i] - [-<v-i] 
grad-ov-i [gragJvi] 'city' - - ·  muz-ev-1 [mu:3evi] 

'field' 

'husband' 

'bad' 

'husband' 

As pointed out by Moren (2006a), Serbian's quite rich set of coronal consonants 
combined with this assimilation process suggest that the triggers and targets of 
velar fronting share a vo,vel "coronal" place feature. The importance to the 
present discussion is that these data complement other facts of Serbian to sho\V 
that palatal consonants in this language are specified \vith a "vowel" place feature 
and no "consonant" place feature. 

Another case comes from well-known restrictions on vo,vel quality allowed 
behveen hvo labial consonants in Cantonese (Cheng 1991; Hume 1991). As 
Cheng shows, non-lo\v vo"rels nu1st be front (i.e. [i e y 0]) \Vithi.n a syllable con
taining a coronal onset and coda. One account for this is that the l\vo consonants 
must share their consonantal coronal place "'ithin the syllable domain and inter
vening vo\vels must become coronal as a result of feature spread through them. 
Unlike Serbian, these facts suggest that the front vo\vels make use of a consonant 
place feature, not a vowel place feature. 

(14) [k"ut] 'bracket' [k"yt] 'decide' 
[ho] 'ri\rer' [h0] 'boots' 
(t"uk] 'bald head' [k"ut] 'bracket' 
[t"ok] 'to support' [kot] 'to cut' 
[t"yt] 'to take off' *[t"ut] 
[t"0n] 'a shield' •[t"on] 

Khoisan languages have a sin1ilar relationship behveen consonants and vowels 
in that only back vowels can surface follo,.ving velar and uvular consonants (includ
ing clicks) (Tfaill 1985). 

To summarize, the Serbian, Cantonese, and Khoisan patterns suggest that 
"vo,veJ place" and "consonant place" are occasionally convenient as descriptive 
labels, but vo"rels seem to be able to have "consonant place" and consonants seem 
to be able to have "vo\vel place." 
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In addition to consonant quality affecting vo,vels, vo"'el quality can also affect 
consonants (Clements 1991; Hume 1991). The most obvious case is that of vo"rels 
causing secondary place to appear on adjacent consonants. There are n1m1erous 
examples of this in the literature, and they have the general pattern illustrated 
in (15).9 

(15) a. /t+i/ � [tii] 
/t+o/ � [t"'o) 
/t+a I """' [t'a] 

b. /p+i/ � [pli] 
/p+o/ � [p"'o) 
/p+a/ � [p'a] 

Another type of vov,1el-to-consonant place interaction is "'hen VO\vel place affects 
primary consonant place. Serbian "velar palatalization" is an example of this. As 
discussed in Moren (2006a), velar palatalization is a process by "'hich velar 
obstruents become apical postalveolar when followed by some suffixes begi.iu1ing 
\vith a front vo,vel. 

(16) 

(17) 

[k x g) """' [Q"' [ �) I_+ [i <] 

a. 

b. 

c. 

Masculine vocative singular [-e] 
vojn'ik (v:ijni:k) 
biig [b:>:g] 
siron1.iih [sir:>ma:x] . -
Diininutive [-i![(-a)] 
krfig [kru:g) 
rzika [ru:ka] 
Deno111in11l [·it-i.) 
muka [muka] 
sil/r [�u:x] 

'soldier' 

'god' 
'poor' 

'circle' 
'hand' 

'pain' 
'dry' 

-· - vojnuc-e 
- boz-e 
- -· s1.ro11111s-e 

- kruz-i(; 
- ruc-i{;-a 

- muc-it-i 
- sus-it-i 

-
[v:ijni:�f"E) 
(b:>3E] 
[sir:>ma:fi:] . " 

-
(knIJitf) 

_.. ,.:.,. 
[ruU"'it[a] 

[muU"'iti] 
[su:fiti] • 0 .  

Unlike so1ne other Slavic languages, Serbian consonants cannot have secondary 
coronal place, so the effect of "palatalization" of velars is one of primary place 
change, not secondary place addition. As \Vas the case \vith Serbian mid vowel 
fronting discussed in §4.4.1, velar palatalization suggests that the trigger and the 
target share a phonological place feature. Ho\vever, the difference is that nud vowel 
fronting involves a consonant feature affecting a vo\vel, wlUJe velar palatalization 
i.nvolves a v<nvel feature affecting a consonant. 

A final example comes from consonant epenthesis. In some varieties of English, 
there is consonant resyllabification or epenthesis in certain environments (Kahn 
1976). This is so1netirnes called glide forn1ation (CHAl'TER 1s: GLIDES), epenthesis, 
or consonant "intrusion," depending on the context and quality of the consonant 
- [j '"'], (?], or [l), respectively. The details regarding the conditioning environ
ments and subtle dialect differences a.re beyond the scope of this chapter, but \vhat 
is important here is that this type of phenomenon is widely distributed across 
the English-speaking world (Kalm 1976; McCarthy 1993; Uffrna1m 2007; Kriin1er 

• \"/hile palatalization and labia.lization ace quite com.u\on ccoss-linguistically, pharyngealiz.ation in 
tl1e context of a low back \rov..:el is not. Ho\vever, this is found in some Arabic \1arieties as a reflex of 
emphasis spread. 
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For example, Matumbi initial underlying vowels surface as vo,vels \Vhen followed 
by a consonant, but they surface as glides when follo"red by a vowel (Odden 1996). 

(21) /u+teliike/ 
/i+taabua/ 
/i+a+tuumbuka/ 
/i+otu+i+k+e/ 
/u+a+teleke/ 
/i+ula/ 

[uteliike) 
[itaab1va] 
[jaatuumbuka] 
[joot\viike] 
[waateleke] 
[juula] 

'you cooked' 
'books' 
'they will fall' 
'they have holes' 
'you should cook' 
'frogs' 

In feature theories \Vhere vo"1els and glides are the same segment in different 
syllabic positions, nothing need be said about place feature specification. However, 
in feature theories "'here vo\vels and glides are featurally distinct, then son1ethi.ng 
1nust be said about their surface place similarities - especially if those theories 
postulate different place features for consonants and vo"'els. 

Less obvious vo\vel-consonant alternations involve liquids. It is common 
among the Slavic languages to have alternations benveen a lateral and a vo\vel. 
For example, Serbian syllable-final laterals surface as mid back row1d vowels (Moren 
2006a), while in Slovenian, they surface as a high back round vowel/glide (Moren 
and Jurgec 2007). The former is sho,vn in (22). 

(22) Serbian 
pev-ao /ptval/ 
orao /:iral/ 
posao /p:>§al/ 
nrfsao /mi:�al/ 
Ci tao-ca. /fl"italfia/ 

-7 
-7 
-7 
-7 
-7 

('pt.Va:>) 
[':>.ra:i) 
['p:>.§a:>) 
I' mi: .�a:i I 

- -
[' �"i. ta:>.t�a) 

'sang' 
'eagle' 
''vork' 
'thought' 
'reader' 

Ignoring the issue of how to establish the correct vo,.vel height during vocaliza
tion, the unrounded anterior coronal lateral is clearly related to a st.irface vowel 
that is both back and round. This place relationship is not straightforwardly 
accounted for in some theories. 

\!\Thi.le one might argue that the Slavic data show alternations of underlying 
consonants 1vith surface vowels, Yoruba see1ns to show the opposite. According 
to Akinlabi (2007), Yoruba [i) surfaces as [.lJ) following a vowel. 

(23) /a,v5 l \V5 t�/ -? [�nv5 I) \V:> t�] 
flowing NEG £101v finish 
'that \Vhi.ch flows (of gown) without end' 

He interprets this as fortition, in which the high front vo1vel becomes a syllabic 
nasal so as not to require (perhaps not license) an onset. What is relevant to us 
is that a front vo1vel alternates 1.vith a velar nasal. Given that most feature theories 
assun1e that coronal is the default/ unmarked place, it is not a trivial n1atter to 
explain 1·vhy a coronal vo"rel alternates \vi.th a velar consonant. 

Finally, vowels can also alternate with consonant secondary articulations.13 
As noted by Clements (1991 ), Etsako high vowels appear as secondary place on 

" Similar alternations <X'Cur in Luganda (Clements 1991) and Matumbi (Odden 1996). 
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because they involve significant non-F2 effects. Closer inspection of physical and 
phonological parallels bet"reen vowels and consonants suggests that the tradi
tional vie"' needs to be reconsidered. 

From a phonological perspective, vo,.,eJ place features are relevant to seven n1ajor 
types of phenomena. I have discussed five of these, and each both supports and 
challenges some of the more common approaches to vo\11el place found in the 
literature. Combined, they suggest that \lie have a fairly good understanding of 
relevant phenomena and fonnalisn1s, even i£ we sometin1es disagree about the 
details of data interpretation or which feature theory is best. 

Finally, this chapter began by posing the question: "What is VO\\'el place and •vhat 
role does it play in the sound patterns of language?" To begin ans'''ering this ques
tion, "'e explored the phonetics and phonology of "place" more generally, as '''ell 
as examined "'hy son1e scholars make different choices regarding the relationship 
beh11een phonetics and phonology and between vowels and consonants. We saw 
that vo\vel place is both simpler and more complicated than one might expect, and 
that more "'Ork is needed to resolve some long-standing and fundamental issues. 
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20 The Representation of 
Vowel Length 

DAVID ODDEN 

1 Introduction 

length is the phonological correlate of durational differences between sounds, 
tied to the phonological concept "quantity." The concept of length usuaUy con
siders duration segmentally, attributing length to particular segments (the vowel 
or consonant is the locus of the property "long" or "short," and not the syllable, 
foot, or word). Length being a phonological attribute, distinctions are discrete n1en
tal categories, not physical measurement, and, like n1ost phonological attributes 
i.n generative theories, length is traditionally treated binarily. 

Establishing vowel length in a language is not ahvays straightfor\vard. English 
is said both to have and not have vo\vel length, so that peat may be analyzed 
as having a long vo\vel (Halle 1977) as contrasted to pit, thus [i:] vs. [i], or the 
distinction can be treated as a tense/lax opposition (Chon1sky and Halle 1968), 
tht.1s [i) vs. [r]. Because of the influence of voicing on vo,vels - they have shorter 
duration before a voiceless obstruent - English has a dine of four durational pat
terns, illustrated in bead, beat, bid, bit. Phonetic duration does not auto1natically 
translate into phonological length, and durational differences, especially ternary 
oppositions, are not necessarily of a continuous type (1, 2, 3, 4 units), but n1ay 
instead reflect multiple, intersecting phonological phenomena . 

Some languages distinguish "full" and "reduced" vo,vels. Chuvash (Krueger 
1961) has nvo reduced vo"rels [a e], "'hich contrast \vith full vo"rels [i y i u a e o]; 
the nvo Proto-Slavic "yers" (1 u] (see CHAPTER 122: SLAVIC YERS) are \videly claimed 
to be "reduced," and a nwnber of Ethiopian Semitic languages have 1nultiple 
reduced vO"'els (Pan1 1973). Rather than introducing a new orthogonal vo"'el 
property to the inventory of features, one which seems to never combine \-Vith 
independent length, the Chuvash vo,vels could be treated as short /a e/ vs. long 
/i: y: i: u: a: e: o:/. This \VOuld have the typologically peculiar consequence that 
all high VO\\'els are long. Ho,vever, in support of a prosodic distinction behveen 
these vo,vels, stress assignment is sensitive to the full/reduced distinction whereby 
reduced vo"•els are skipped over in favor of stressing full vo,vels. 

Segmental influences on duration, discussed in Lehiste (1970), include tongue 
height, place of articulation, and stop/fricative properties of the follo\ving con
sonant, as \veil as pitch (especially w1der contrastive pitch n1ovements), stress, 
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and the fact of a syllable being open or closed. It can be unclear \vhether a per
ceptible durational pattern should be attributed to category change, so should \Ve 
clain1 that, in the phonology, /bit/ beat� [bit] and /bid/ bead � [bi:d] (similarly 
/b1t/ bit -4 (bit), /b1d/ bid� (b1:d))? Or should "'e leave pre-voiceless durational 
adjustments to phonetics and have the output of the phonology be (bit), (bid], 
[bit], and [bid]? Answering these questions involves foundational issues in the 
theory of phonological and phonetic grammars that are \veil beyond the scope 
of this chapter. Unfortunately, many issues pertaining to the phonology of vowel 
length require understanding this relationship. If we cannot clearly identify "long 
vowels" contrasted \vith "short vO"'els," it will be difficult to develop a theory 
of how long vs. short vo\vels are represented . 

A theoretical puzzle confronting linear (Sound pattern of English-type) theories 
of representation \\'as how to resolve numerous contradictions in phonological 
length. The paradox is that long vo,.vels son1etin1es behave as though they are 
single segments distinguished from short vo\vels by a feature, and sometimes they 
bellave as though they are two segments. The resolution of this contradiction played 
an important role in the development of autosegmental phonology. The goal of 
this chapter is to fa1niliarize the reader with the basic facts of vowel length and 
to attempt to explain the1n. §2 considers the fundamental problems pertaining to 
the featural treatment of vo,vel length. §3 shO"'S ho•v autosegm.ental representa
tions resolve those problems, but also raise new questions as \ve attempt to make 
more precise the nature of the higher-level representational atoms that express 
length. Facts such as compensatory lengthening \\rhich seen1 to elucidate vowel 
length are often cited as evidence to support an autosegmental representation of 
length, but many autosegmental treatments of compensatory lengtheni.ng gloss 
over important details, a fact \vhich undermines the explanatory value of the 
autosegmental account. On balance, it seems that the autosegmental account of 
length does broadly resolve the fundamental one-segment/two-segn1ent paradox, 
but in1portant details remain to be ironed out. Finally, §4 considers the claim that 
some languages have a three-\.vay vowel length contrast. Such (rare) languages 
are potentially important for a theory of length; unfortunately, for the vast majority 
of such languages, so little is kno,vn that it is difficult to say that length ternarity 
is a real pheno1nenon, rather than an epiphenomenon arising from binary length 
and son1e orthogonal dimension.1 

1 A revie,ver l'IOtes a nun1ber of substa1)tive asymmetries iJ.' vo\vel le.i\gtll pl\e.I\Omena, some of 
which have at least implicitly influenced theorizing on length. For example, length is often related to 
syllable structure, such that long vowels appear in open syllables and short vowels appear in closed 
syllables, and there are rules of open syllable lengthening and dosed syllable shortening. Further
more, closed syllable lengthelling or open syllable shortening appear to be <Utattested. Vowels may 
lengtlletl before voiced co11sonants, but they do not sllorten be(ore \toiced or lengtlle11 before voice
less. The latter fact is not w idely attested in languages and appears not to have been elevated to the 
statl1S of fact that it is agreed that phonological theories must explain, \\rhereas the forn1er fact, 
especially the widely attested prohibition against syllables of the type [XVVC0], ha s had an impact 
on theorizing about vowel length, in that we have sought to reduce the generalization '[XVVC.l to 
a gelleral representational limit. The purpose of this chapter is to investigate the representatioll of 
length, not all facts relevant to length. It is just outside the scope of this chapter to investigate why 
no language has been attested with closed syllable lengthening, yet such questioJts are certainly ger
mane to a '''idespread concern of representational theorizing, nan1el),. sa)'ing \vl1)'· certajn kinds of 
rules exist, yet others are not found. 
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2 Segmental theories of representation 

The classical SPE feature-theoretic account of V0\'7el length is that long vowels are 
[+Jong] and short ones are [-Jong], thus rules affecting vovvel length manipulate 
a feature on a par with nasality, rounding, or backness - for \vhich a segmental 
transcription such as [a:] or [ii] would be appropriate. It was also recognized 
in "'Orks such as IVlcCa"rJey (1968) that long vo'"els could be represented as 
sequences of identical vo,,vels, thus [aa]. 

Lithuanian evidence for treating Jong vowels and diphthongs identically is 
discussed in Kenst(nvicz (1970), which Stlpports a representation of long vo,vel.s 
as adjacent identical short vo,vels. One argument is that rising and falling tones 
only appear on long vowels and diphthongs or else in syllables ending \Vith a 
liquid or nasal, i.e. bisegmental vowel plus sonorant sequences. There are '"ords 
like /kaimas/ 'village', /vaikas/ 'cJUld', '"ith diphthongs, /kartis/ 'pole', /kartis/ 
'bitterness', with \I +  resonant sequences, and /matl:ti/ 'to see', /mati:s/ 'he 'vill 
see', '"ith long V0\'7els. There are no level-H toned syllables w·ith a diphthong, 
vowel plus consonant, or long vo"rel. In contrast, only level H or L (unmarked) 
appear on short vo\vels, as in /mesti/ 'to thro"'', /diiri:s/ 'door'. This pattern is 
explained if the language allows just one H on one segment within the word, where 
coda sonorants can bear tone, and crucially, long vo,vels are really hvo-segment 
sequences, thus /matfiti/, /matiis/, /kairnas/, /vafkas/, /kartis/, /kaftis/. If long 
vowels simply have the feature [+long], explaining the distribution of H tone 
becon1es very complex. 

Another argument for equating long vowels with vo,.vel sequences is an accent 
shift before endings with an underlying initial H, "'hich is described very sim
ply as deleting the first of t"'O adjacent H tones. This description only works 
if long V0\'7els are represented as VV, and becomes more complex if stated in 
terms of nlonosegmental Jong vo,vels and a prinutive rising/falling/level dis
tinction. An H underlyingly on the last tone-bearing unit of the stem (retained 
before the toneless accusative singular suffix -a:) seen1s to shift to the underlyingly 
H-initial instrumental singular suffix, as illustrated by the alternation [piejtuk-a: 
- pieftuk-11] 'pencil (Ace sc - INSTR sc)', the latter from /pieft (1k-uo/. 

(1) ace sg 
pieftUk-a: 
migl-a: 
vafk-a: 
p6:n-a: 
kaim-a: 

. . 
''eIJ-aI 

instr sg 
pieftuk-(1 
migl-ii 
vaik-(1 
po:n-u 
kaim-u 

. . ve:i-u 

t- /pieftt"'tk-uo/ 'pencil' 
f- /nugl-uo/ 'n1ist' 
t- /valk-uo/ 'child' 

f- /po6n-1io/ 'master' 
t- /kaim- <10/ 'village' 
t- /veej-uo/ 1\'\7ind' 

In the final two forms in (1), the suffix H deletes for reasons not of relevance here. 
Retranscribing Jong vowels as sequences and decomposing contour tones into 

H on V 1 vs. \12 roakes the nature of the alternation clearer: H deletes before 
adjacent H. 

There are shortening rules in Lithuanian \vhich treat long vowels and diphthongs 
analogously. One rule shortens a \Verd-final falling-toned long vo,vel or diphthong, 
which accounts for alternations in adjectives in their indefinite and definite forms. 
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(5) 'you should V' 'yo11 should go V' 
ulube ukalube 'ask' 
upakatike ukapakatike 'shake do"rn' 
uka!fabanike ukaka!fabanike 'be confused' 
u!fa1Jgaale uka!fal)gaale ''vonder' 
upapaakije ukapapaakije 'grope' 
ulaambate ukalaambate 'lick' 
ukeeIJgeen1be ukakee1Jgeen1be 'dig up' 

Silnilar arguments show the equivalence of long vo,.vels and vo\vel sequences ill 
Kuria tone assignment (Odden 1987). In short, there is ample evidence that long 
vo,vels act like t"'O vowels. 

\Vork by Pyle (1971), Kensto,vicz (1970), and Fidelholtz (1971) also noted evidence 
for treating vowel length with a feature. Southern Paiute (6a) and Tubatulabal 
(6b) \Vere often cited as illustratillg different treat1nents of length accordillg to 
language. In Southern Paiute, devoicing only affects one half of a long vowel 
(arguing for a sequence}, but in Tiibatulabal, reduplication of the first V copies 
vowel length (requiring a featural representation). 

(6} a. n1an!fa�qa� 'to hold out one's hand' 
1nar6gqwaj'iq'Y� '(I) stretch it' 

b. telic 
to:jla:n 
togo:j?an 

atelic 
o:-do:jla:n 
o-togo:j'an 

'to teach him' 
'to decoy it for him' 

Sometimes long vo,vels act like both a si11gle segn1ent and a sequence ill 
one language. Kensto\vicz motivates a rule in Lithuanian rounding /a:/ to (o:J, 
affecting the output of a rule lengthening vowels in certain verbs in the non
present. When the vo\vel is underlying short /a/, the surface result is [o:). 

(7) tup(1 tuupti 'perch' 
drebi (1 dreebti 'splash' 
vagi(1 vo6gti 'steal' 

The problem is that the concept "long a" is difficult to capture ill the sequence 
theory, since that theory says that length is not a feature that can be referred to. 
One \vould have to refer to "[a) which is preceded or followed by another [a)." 
Si11ce arguments for the sequence theory succeeded because of the resulting 
si1nplifications, these complications are ilnportant. 

Pyle (1971) sho,vs that in West GreenJandi.c, lo,vering of high vo,vels before 
uvulars affects long and short vo,vels equally, thus /aluq/ � (aloq) 'sole', /pu:q/ 
� [po:q] 'bag'. If long vo\vels "'ere vowel clusters, "'e predict /puuq/ � *[puoq) 
- note also that vo,vel lowermg does not skip a vowel, thus /ukiuq/ � [ ukioq) 
'year', not •[ukeoq]. Contrarily, though, a 1netathesis rule breakillg up fu1al con
sonant clu.sters ([ro.e:.raq): /me:raq-t/ � (n1e:rqa-t) 'child (sc, PT..)') does not apply 
\vhen the cluste.r is preceded by a vowel sequence ([umiaq): /umiaq-t/ � [umiat] 
'canoe (sc, PL)'}, or by a long vo,vel ([ika:q]: /ika:q-t/ � [ika:t] 'scaffold (sc, PL)'). 
Thus, like Lithuanian, West Greenlandic supports both modes of representation. 
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bet"1een singulars and plurals, including lengthening, shortening, diphthongiza-
tion, tone changes, vowel quality changes, consonant changes, and suppletion.3 

(10) sg pl 
g51 g551 'clan' 
b9.¢.k bgk 'animal skin' 
c;!;?k c;!i!k 'boy' 
k\vir kw er 'road' 
dit di£t 'bird' 
ruon run 'year' 
hvet - I wet - 'lie' 
be! be! 'sugar cane' 
c6k cgk 'foot' 
ka.l k�l 'fence' 

sg pl 
dw�I d"'EI 
jic "Ht ) ....• , 
Jla1J l)�I) ' on cIJ:n 
ke'v keet 
kO\V kuoot 
kat k��t 
diir d!r 
\Val) ¥5k 
tik dj�r 

'temporary house' 
'ear' 
'crocodile' 
'intestine' , LI ' ga.ze .e 
'thorn' 
'shelter' 
'cricket' 
'cow' 
1\r\1001.a.n' 

Ladd et nl. (2009) argue that there is some predictability, but nevertheless there 
simply is no length-switching rule, thus no such argument for treating length as 
a feature. 

Another counterexrunple to the function/representa.tion hypothesis is Ti.ibatulabal 
reduplication (6b), "'hich is not a segment quality rule but rather a prosodic rule, 
yet one that copies the length of the first root vo,vel in the same 'vay that it copies 
vo\vel quality features. Any rule of prevocalic vo\vel shortening (as exists in 
Kamba) '''hich specifically only appl ies to long vowels and not vo\vel sequences 
is a problem for the rule-functional claim. The reason is that a rule that lengthens 
or shortens a vo\vel is by definition a prosodic rule, and prosodic rules are hypo
thesized to ah,1ays treat long vowels in the same manner as vowel sequences. 
In Kamba, long vo"rels shorten before another VO\vel, as illustrated below with 
the re1note future prefix /-ka:-/ (/-kaa-/). 

(11) to-ka:-tala 
to-ka:-kona 
to-ka-o-a 
to-ka-i-o-a 
to-ka-.a.a 

'we ,.vill count' 
'\ve \vill hit' 
'\ve \vill buy' 
'we "'ill buy the1n' 
'we will divide' 

As discussed in §4 belo,v, Kamba contrasts identical-vo,vel sequences "'ith long 
vowels. Forms like [tokaioa] de1nonstrate that the prevocalic shortening seen in 
the mapping /tokaa-o-a/ � [tokaoa] is not the result of a general vo\vel-cluster 
reduction rule. Only long vowels undergo shortening, thus long vowels are, con
trary to hypothesis, not treated the same as vowel sequences. 

A severe problem for a hvo-segment theory is posed by Gokana, discussed in 
Hyman (1982). A rule of postvocalic shortening shortens the 3rd singular object 
suffix, /EE/, seen in [bae div-ee] 'they hit him', whereas /bae sa-EE/ beco1nes 
(biie sa-€) 'they chose him'. This poses the sarne problem as Kamba prevocalic 
shorteni.ng. In addition, Gokana inserts [r) behveen long vo\veJs after the 
logophoric suffix, /EE/, seen in [bae div-ee] '(they; said) they; hit (it)', \vhereas 

' These examples were provided to me by th.e late Keith. Denning, based on his fieldwork. 
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/bae sil-EE/ becomes [bae sil-ree] '(they; said) they; caught (it)', but /bae sa-EE/ 
surfaces as [bae sa-i'] '(they; said) they; chose (it)' "'ithout r-epenthesis (and with 
postvocalic shortening), because insertion requires a sequence of Jong vo\vels.'' 
When the Iogophoric suffix is preceded by a sequence of adjacent identical 
vowels - a long vo\vel, according to the vowel-sequence theory - there is no 
insertion, as sho\vn by /bae k�t-�-EE/ °""' [bae kE�-t-�] '(they; said) they; woke 
(it) up'. Gokana thus phonologically distinguishes true long vo,vels from ad
jacent identical-vo'"el sequences, '"luch is not predicted to be possible by the 
sequence theory. 

The theory that segmental rules ah,1ays treat long vowels as monosegmental 
is also falsified by the Mackenzie dialect of Eskimo, noted by Pyle, which also 
lo"rers high vowels before uvulars but where /naluuq/ � [naluoq] 'throv;s out'. 
Various segtnental rules of Southern Paiute treat long vowels as sequences, and 
can affect just one part of a Jong vowel, for example final devoicing noted in (6a), 
as "'ell as a rule '"hereby /i/ °""' [i) before [i) ("'hich may later delete), •vhere 
/ilniki·al)umiits·i/ °""' [ilni.ki·al)Ltmiits·] 'after they had done so'. 

Matumbi presents a worst-case scenario for segmental theories of length '"hich 
atten1pt to attribute sequence-like vs. feature-like properties of length either to order
ing or rule type. As noted above, the language gives strong evidence for the sequence 
theory, from tone assignment, '"hich counts a long vo,vel as equivalent to hvo 
short V0\'1els. The data of (5) omit one important type of stem, namely CVVCV, 
'"here the H '"ould be ,,vord-final. In such cases, the predicted H tone is retracted 
to the penult, being realized as a rising tone. 

(12) u-ka.ate 
u-to6le 

f- /u-kaate/ 
f- /u-toole/ 

'you should cut' 
'you should take' 

To even coherently represent rising tone while explaining the robust constraint 
that contour tones only exist on Jong vo,vels, long vowels n1ust be represented 
as bisegmental. Yet this tone-retraction rule must refer to the fact that tl1e penult 
contains a long vowel, arguing for a feature representation of length. The rule 
only applies after long vo'"els and not adjacent VV sequences, as sho\vn by [utaune] 
'you should che'"', without retraction (cf. [ukataune] 'you should go chew', sho\\'
ing that u can bear H). One cannot even impose an identity condition on the 
triggering penultimate vowel (i.e. "when preceded by a sequence of identica l 
vowels"), thanks to the fact that the language lexically contrasts identical vo'"el 
sequences from long vowels, the former not triggering tone retraction ([baasa] 
f- /ba.asa/ 'envelope'). 

Matumbi has a rule \vhich shortens long vowels in a phrasal head followed by 
a modifier. Vo,.vel sequences do not simplify. 

(13) a. 

b. 

nika-kalaal)ga 
nika-kalal)ga Ii 
nika-katal)ga kinJaambu 
nika-kala.l)ga j6opa.ta eela 
ni.ka-tauna 
nika-taLU1a If 

'I will go fry' 
'I will not go fry' 
'I will go fry cassava leaves' 
'I \vill go fry to get money' 
'I \viii chew' 
'l will not che'"' 

' Insertion only offects the logophori<· suffix and the 2nd plural subject suffix /Il/. 
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Assuming an ordered identical-vowel merger rule, such a rule would have to 
apply before shortening, so that long voivels could be created and thus referenced 
by a rule n1entioni.

ng [+long) in the input and [-long) in the output. This is not 
ulti111ately tenable. 

Tone assignment in the subjunctive occurs after shortening has applied, as the 
data belo\v sho\v -H is on the third surface vo,vel after the subject prefix, regard

less of w1derlying length. 

(14) u !f iUJgaale 
utfaIJgale li 
upapaakije 
upapakfje mund6 
ulaambate 
ula111bate mbo6po 
ukeel)geembe 
ukel)gernbe kindo6lo 
ubeende 
ubende ukum (1 

'you should 'vonder' 

'you should not wonder' 
'you should grope' 
'you should grope in the bucket' 
'you should lick' 

'you should lick the knife' 
'you should dig up' 
'you should dig up sweet potatoes' 
'you should shout' 
'you should shout at Ukumu' 

In an ordered vowel-merging solution, vowel sequences 111ust merge prior to 
shortening (to be targeted by shortening), and shortening precedes subjunctive 
tone assignment (which precedes retraction). But subjunctive tone assignment 
requires a sequence representation of long vo,vels, and is flanked by rules requir
ing a featural representation of vov;el length. 

Finally, Matu111bi contrasts long vowels and adjacent identical vo,vel sequences, 
as in (15a), with true long vo,vels (\vhich condition tone retraction and w1dergo 
s.horteni.ng) vs. those of (15b), \vith sequences 'vhich do not trigger retraction or 
shortening. 

(15) a. 

b. 

ntuun1bwi f- /ntuun1b,vi/ 'c.anoe' 
, . 

.tJgaas1. 
l)kaate 
baara 
baasa 
luusa 

f- I lJga asf I 
f- /1Jkaate/ 

'ocea11' 

'envelope' 
'permission' 

'ladder' 
'bread' 

baara jaal)gu 
baara jaalJgu 
luusa lwaa1Jgu 

ntun1b,vi \vaa1Jgu 
, . , l)gas1 iaalJgu 

l)kate lJaalJgu 
'my ocean' 
'n1y envelope' 
'my permission' 

'n1y canoe' 

'my ladder' 
'my bread' 

While the insight that long vo"rels are in some sense like two vowels is correct, 
there are many reasons not to treat long vowels as literally a sequence of segments. 
Further developn1ents in representational theory resolve the conflict in these 
insights. 

3 Non-linear representations 

When facts of this type were considered from the perspective of autosegn1ental 
and metrical phonology in the mid-1970s, it was obvious that, once the presumption 
of a one-to-one n1apping between features and segments is abandoned, non-linear 
representations provide exactly the flexibility required to resolve these paradoxes. 
Just as a contour tone is represented as a n1any-to-one n1apping between tones 
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and vowels, a long vo\vel can be represented as a many-to-one mapping bet"'een 
something and a vowel. The crucial question is, \Vhat is that so1nething \Vhich 
long vo\vels have two of? 

3.1 Skeletal accounts 
In McCarthy (1979: 34), long vo,vels \Vere still seen as t\vo-segment sequences, 
but vvith the irnposition of higher structure ir1cludir1g a rhyme. "Long vowel as 
unit" behavior, such as uniform lowering of long vowels before uvulars irl \"Jest 
Greenlandic, is handled by applying the rule at the level of the rhyme. Rules 
may thus specify \vhether they apply at the segment level or higher, \vhich yields 
an ambiguous tre.atn1ent of long vo"'els. Long vowels as in Tiberian Hebre\v 
[n1ala:ki:m] are represented as irl (16), \vhere a long vo,vel is t'"'O things (two 
segments) and one thirlg (one rhyme) at the same time. 

(16) /\ /\ 
S W S W  

m a l a a k i i m  

Vowel lengthenirlg is treated as node-adjunction withirl the rhyme, where the 
segment is filled irl by automatic feature copyirlg. 

lngria (1980) represents a long vowel as a single segment having tlvo metrical 
positions. 

( 17) V: irl an open syllable 

$ 

s \\' 

� 
v 

V: ir1 a closed syllable 

$ 

w 

/\ 
s s "' 

V I  
v c 

Since the focus of that article is compensatory lengthening arising from con
sonant deletions, little attention is paid to ho\v underlying length is represented. 
It is simply noted (1980: 469) that "Each long vowel and consonant must contair1 
the irlformation that it is to be associated \Vith t\'\'O positions irl the syllabic tree, 
\•vhereas short vowels and consonants will be associated \vi.th only one position." 

The earliest, most successful non-linear theory of length is CV theory, \vhich is 
rooted in wlcCarthy's (1979) prosodic template proposal for Semitic morphology 
(see. CHAPTER 108: SEJIHTIC TEMPLATES and CHAPTER 105: TIER SEGREGATION). 
McCarthy n1ade a connection between vowels and V and bel\veen consonants 
and C (1979: 247), such that [syllabic] and [consonantal] are represented on the 
template tier rather than the segmen tal tier. McCarthy (1982) drops the feature 
[syllabic] but reintroduces the SPE feature (vocalic] to drive mapping of segments 
to the CV tier. The Clements and Keyser (1983) version of the theory fully 
phonologizes the CV tier as a strictly suprasegmental tier, contair1mg only the 
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formal elements C, V, 'vhich are independent of morphology, and dispenses 
•vith [syllabic]. A segment dominated by V is interpreted as a syllable peak, and 
a segment do1ninated only by C is interpreted as a non-peak.5 The C/V distinc
tion subsumes the functions of [syllabic), but is not identical to it. The feature [long) 
is also abandoned (1983: 12), and "long vo"'elS are universally represented by 
means of the multi-attachment of a single vo•vel matrix to two positions on the 
CV-tier." The appeal of the theory is that it resolves the longstanding problem 
of the ambiguity of length, simplifies feahrre theory, and explains a problematic 
connection between syllabicity and compensatory lengthening, discussed below. 

By reducing length to simple multiple-linking of prosodic atoms to segments, 
CV theory predicts the possibility of a further distinction in types of long vo,vels: 
a long vowel don1inated by VC vs. one dominated by V\T. This actually arises in 
Turkish, vthich contrasts t\VO kinds of superficially identical long vo'"'els. 

(18) nom sg pl dnt poss 
la: la:-Jar Jo :-jo Jo:-SlU 'la (musical note)' 
da: da:-lor do-<1 da-w 'mountain' 
sap sap-lar sap-a sap-w 'stalk' 

The noun /la:/ has a regular VV long vowel, and by regular principles of 
Turkish, the dative and possessive have the allomorphs /-jo/, /-su1/ after that 
long vowel, and /do:/ has a long vo,vel arising from association to /a/ of an 
en1pty C position \vhich is part of the root. 

(19) c v v c v v c v 

I v I v I I 
J (\ a J a 
c v c c v c v 

I \,/ I I I 
d a d a - a 

The presence of the empty C triggers the suffix variant /-<t/, and the empty C 
syllabifies as the onset of the second syllable. 

The theory dra"''s substantial support from the fact that it gives a si1nple 
acc(n.u1t of the difference - one never squarely dealt '"'ith in linear theorizing -
between disegmental disyllabic [a.a] and phonetically distinct monosegmental 
monosyllabic [a:), as exists in Kamba. In principle, a monosyllabic long vo,vel 
dominated by VC could also behave differently from one do1ni.nated by VV, as 
is the case in Turkish, but the phonetic interpretation of the two long vowels would 
be identical, since "syl labicity" requires some V node to dominate the segment, 
not that every node dominating the segment must be a V. 

• It is argued that certain long vowels in Klamath and Turkish are dominated by the sequence VC 
(see below), \Vl1ich is in line \vith tl1e interpretation tl1at a11y linkage to V causes a syllable-peak i11ter
pretation of the segment. However, a post-glide epenthesis rule is also posited (Clements and Keyser 
1983: 135) in Klamath, whereby C-dominated /w/ becomes CV-dominated, and /wq'as/ -> (wuq'as] 
'quartz'. It seems that only VC in the syllable rhyme is interpreted as a uniform syllable peak. 
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One significant argument for the CV theory of vo,vel length is its explanation 
for a Klamath puzzle noted by Kisseberth (1973), a rule shortening long vowels 
after a heavy syllable w1der certain conditions. The rule only affects VO\'l'els that 
arise from vocalizing a glide between consonants, not underlying long vo,vels or 
long vo\vels from vo,vel-glide sequences. This process applying to vocalized glides 
is seen in (20a), and not in (20b) \vith other long vo,vels. 

(20) a. 1nbotj'-a 
mbodi:-tk 
mbo-mpti-tk 

b. ja-jdi:s 
sda-sdi:n-k'a 

'v-rrinkle' 
·,.vrinkle up' 
'"'rinkled up (DISTR)' 
'spirit stones (01sTR)' 
'little heart ( DISTR)' 

/mbodj'-a/ 
/n1bodj'-dk/ 
/mbo-mbodj'-dk/ 
/ja-jad i:-s/ 
/sda-sdajn-k'a/ 

With only one representation of "long vowel," it would be impossible to dis
ti.nguish shortenable (i:) derived from /CjC/ vs. non-shortening underlying /i:/. 
CV theory explains this representationally, 'vhere an Wlderlying long vo,vel is 
dominated by VV, but an underlying glide between consonants ,viJL due to a 
separate rule of pre-glide epenthesis, be represented as VC. 

(21) C C V C C V C V  C C C  

l l l l l l l V l l  
ol b o mb o d  j' d k  

C V  C C V  V C  

I I I I V I 
j <I j d 

. l s 

Clements and Keyser achieve the restriction on shortening in the formulation of 
the rule Vo\vel Shortening (1983: 171). 

(22) c � 0 I V  _ 

v 
[ J 

Parallel facts fro1n Firmish are discussed in Clements and Keyser (1983) and 
Keyser and Kiparsky (1984), namely the anomalous treatment of certain long 
vowels with respect to gradation, vo"rel length alternations, and consonant gem
ination, \vhich point to another representation of long vo,vels, as a 1nonosegmental 
disyllabic VCV span, illustrated in the "''ord [otte:n] 'grip (GEN sc)'.6 

(23) 0 0 

/\ /\ 
v c c v c v 

I v � 
0 t e 

c 
I 
n 

While the extra po,ver of being able to distinguish VV and \IC Jong vowels as 
well as monosyllabic and disyllabic versions of long vo\vels n1ight seen1 to be a 

• This type of representation is how Strict CV Phonology (Lowenstamm 1996) treats all long vowels. 
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A problem \Vith the autosegmental theory of CL is the need to posit ad hoc 
conventions for glide formation in an onsetless syllable. The initial impact of this 
problem for the theory was reduced by the fact that Ganda does not have CL 
in such a context. In Ganda (and a set of closely related Bantu languages: see 
e.g. Odden 1995), there is no CL v;.hen an onsetless vov.rel desyllabifies, thus 
Ganda /o-a-gula/ � (\,1agula] 'you bought'; contrast /tu-a-gula/ � [t'''a:gula] 
'we bought'. Clements (1986: fn. 1 )  treats this by a relabeling rule \vhich directly 
changes "'Ord-initial V into C. Therefore, CL is not always a consequence of GF, 
even in languages like Ganda 'vith vowel length and CL. Another language which 
presents this problem is Classical Sanskrit, "'here prevocalic high vo\vels become 
glides and do not cause lengthening of the follo"ring vo"rel (/iti abravit/ � [itj 
abravit] 'thus he said'). Ho,,1ever, some vo,vel merger processes in Sanskrit do 
exhibit CL, namely the rule /ai au/ � [e: o:) (/ca iha/ � [ce:ha] 'and here'). 

In Mati.unbi, GF does take place in a context analogous to Ganda ["'aguJa], as 
'"e observed in (26) \vi.th /u-akite/ � [\vaakite] 'you hunted'. 

(33) (] (] 
I I 

v v 
I I 
u a 

0 �  

(] 
/\ 

c 
I 
k 

(] 
'' ' ' . 

v 
I . 
l 

-� . ' ' c v v 
\,j 

w a 

(] 
/\ 

c v 
I I 
t e 

(] 
/\ c v 
I I 
k 

. 
1 

(] (] (] 
I /\ /\ 

v v c v c v 
I I I I I 

u a k 
. 1 t e 

(] 
/\ c v 
I I 
t e 

Creation of a C-slot is necessitated by the fact that CV positions always mediate 
behveen the segment and the syllable. This complicates CV theory by neces
sitating a convention inserting an onset which does not already exist, and is 
counter to the insight that CL is sun ply rearrangement of seg1nental and prosodic 
n1aterial. 

CV theory predicts CL from deletion of an onset consonant, '"hich m fact does 
not happen m Turkish and numerous other languages 1vith CL associated with 
consonant deletion. 

(34) a (J • a (J • a (J 

/\ � /\ � /\ � c \I c \I c c \I c \I c c \I c \I c 
I I I I I I I " .. / I I \.:' I I 
d 0 v u d 0 u d Q u 

*(dou:l) *(do:ul] 

This situation is almost unattested, except for an analysis of Onondaga u1 
Michelson (1986) "'here a vo\vel is lengthened when preceded by an en1pty C 
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(37) p:idok 
pa 
ca:k 
onop 
andip 

p:id-p:idok 
pa:-pa 
ca:-ca:k 
01u1-onop 
and-andip 

'to be planting' 

'to be \veaving' 
'to be bending' 
'to be preparing' 

'to be splitting' 

It does appear, then, that the C/V distinction is not strictly necessary, as long 
as one enriches underlying representations '"ith higher-level structure with a 
nucleus node. 

A conceptuaUy related theory is that of Selkirk (1990), who dispenses with 
skeletal positions entirely and relies on "root node" to indicate length, so that a 
long vo\vel has hvo root nodes, but one set of shared place features.7 

(38) RV RV 

� 
Ct Place 

3.2 Moraic accounts 
Building on the idea of generic prosodic positions, Hyman (1985) argues that one
to-many inappings bel\veen skeletal positions and segments should be further 
exploited, and proposes that onset consonants lose their skeletal position by 
joining to the position of the nuclear vowel through a universal Onset Creation 
Rule (OCR). 

(39) x x 

I I 
t a 

x 
/\ 
t a 

This theory of representation eventually develops into Moraic Theory. 
Hy1nan's 1nain concern is developing a syllable-free theory that still represents 

the notion of syUable-weight, a notion proposed by Kuryto,vicz (1.948) to unify 
syllables with long vo,vels or coda consonant for purposes of stress, tone, or prosodic 
morphology. Capturing the notion "heavy" in a theoretically coherent fashion had 
proven difficult (CHAPTER 57: QUANTlTY-SENSITIVITY). Although "heavy syllable" 
correlates to branching, it has been challenging to say '"here such branching is 
relevant, since the onset is irrelevant to syllable >veight (but see Davis, forthcoming), 
and a branching nucleus (long vo"'el) ahvays defines a heavy syllable if a language 
has any notion of syllable weight, \vhile a branching rhyme (X\TC syllable) only 
sometimes does, and, furthermore, some languages (such as Lithuanian) distin
guish sonorant rhyn1es as defining heavy syllables vs. obstruents for defining light 
ones. HyoJan's theo.ry of "'eight units (>vhich. he equates "'ith t11e traditional mora) 
handles these facts quite simply, deriving onset-weightlessness from OCR (39), 
'"ith a range of options regarding coda consonants \vhich either leave coda con
sonants with their underlying weight unit (contributors to syllable weight), or n1erge 
fuat \\'eight unit \vi.th the preceding vo>vel (codas are weightless). 

' In Selkirk's theory, roN nodes have intrinsic featural content, so that 'RV' would be [-cons, +son). 
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The notion of mora as the basic unit of phonological timing is developed more 
fully in McCarthy and Prince (1986), Hayes (1989), and Zee (1988). A strong argu
n1ent for Moraic Theory over skeletal theories of length is advanced in Hayes (1989), 
'v ho sho,vs ho"' a n1oraic theory of length coupled '"ith the principle that onset 
consonants have no moraic value explains the onset asymmetry for compensatory 
lengthening, noted for example in Turkish /savmak/ � [sa:mak], but /davul/ 
� [daul], *[da:ul], •[dau:l] in \-Vetzels and Sezer (1986): see also (34) above. A 
characteristic of these later developments in Moraic Theory (exemplified by Hayes 
1989) is that it is iumecessary to underlyingly assign 'veight units to all segments, 
and rather than postulating that every segment has a mora and invoking mora
trimrning to merge the moras of onset consonants with those of a vo,vel, underly
ing representations will tt;picnlly assign one mora to a short vo'"el and two to a 
long VO\'l'el; a consonant n1ight have an underlying 1nora if it is gen1inate or 
syllabic (see CHAPTER 37: GEMINATES). The weightlessness of onsets then reduces 
to the fact that consona.nts ordinarily neither have an underlying mora nor do 
they receive one by rule, and instead directly syllabify to the left of a syllable by 
a syllable adjunction rule. 

(40) 

µ µ 
I I 
a t a 

(J a 

I I 
µ µ 

I I 
a t a 

a a 

I 
µ µ 
I I 
a t a 

The generalization that long vo,vels always define a heavy syllable :is a conse
quence of the moraic characterization of "heavy,'' namely having n"o moras within 
a syllable. Long vo\vels ahvays have hvo moras; onsets do not contribute a 1nora 
(thus are "'eight-irrelevant), and coda consonants can vary in their influence on 
'veight, depending on whether they receive a mora. 

The moraic theory of direct attachment to the syllable '''ithout intervening tim
ing units resolves the onset problem \vith skeletal theories of timing and CL. It 
was noted above that skeletal theories of CL do not provide a straightfon"ard 
account of onset-creation co-existing '"ith CL from GF in an underlyingly onsetless 
syllable. In (33) it \vas seen that GF i.n Matu.mbi results in compensatory lengthen
ing of the following vo'"el, so /u-akite/ becomes [w-aakite] 'you (sc) hunted', 
which required auxiliary insertion of C to syllabify the onset. The moraic theory 
accow1ts for this pattern easily, since the theory does not require prosodic positions 
for onset consonants: the high vocoid directly attaches to the syllable. 

(41) a a 

I I 
µ µ 

I I 
u a 

a a 

k 1 t e 

a a a 

µ µ µ 

v I 
u a k 1 t e 

A final argu1nent for the mora is mora-based tone syste1ns such as that of 
.tvlatwnbi, '"here H is assigned by counting Vs - but only Vs - from the begi.Jming 
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of the verb. Skeletal theories face the problem of ignoring C-slots in tonal com
putations. Compare the problem of identifying the fourth "vo,•vel" for Matumbi 
subjunctive tone assignment, given the representations of skeletal vs. moraic 
theories. 

(42) v c v c v c v c v  µ µ µ µ µ 
u p a k a t i k e  u p a k a t i k e  

v c v c c v v c v  µ µ µ µ  µ 
u if a Q g a a 1 e t.i ifa ry g a a l e ',vonder' 

v c v v c c v c v  µ �l µ µ �l 
u l a a m b a t e  u l a a m b a t e  'lick' 

v c v v c c v v c c v  µ µ µ  µ µ  µ 
u k e e u g e e m. b e t.i k e e u g e e m b e 'dig 1.lp' 

Moraic Theory directly represents the prosodic irrelevance of onset consonants 
via the fact that they project no prosodic unit, thus the fourth timing unit is 
easily identified. Skeletal theories require special interpretive procedures \vhich 
render Cs or non-nuclear Xs invisible to the rule '"h.ich scans for a fourth skeletal 
position.8 

Moraic Theory constitutes an advance in our understanding of vo"1eJ length 
on various points: it resolves the problen1 of onset skeletal-position generation 
associated with CL, it explains why long vowels always define syllable \veight, and 
it allows a sin1ple representational account of mora-counting processes. Never
theless, various problems '''ith Moraic Theory have emerged in the literature, 
and if Moraic Theory is \vrong as a theory, then it is \vrong as a theory of vo,vel 
length. For example: Vago (1992) points to difficulties in a moraic analysis of 
Hungarian length; Tranel (1991) sho"'S for a nwnber of languages how the pre
dicted weight/length equation is incorrect (genlinate consonants do not uniquely 
contribute to weight); the notion of "'veight" is vastly more subtle than the µ/µµ 
distinction implied by Moraic Theory (Crowhurst and JV!ichael 2005). 

It is proposed in Tranel (1991), Hwne et al. (1997), Odden (1997), and JV!uller 
(2001) that prosodic theory needs both skeletal representations of length and n1oraic 
structure, a proposal '"hich potentially allo,vs preservation of the insights of both 
moraic and skeletal theories. A striking problem for Moraic Theory noted by Hurne 
et al. is that in Leti, long consonants do not contribute to syllable weight as 
diagnosed by initial-stress assignment (\vhich only affects long vo,vels). 

( 43) tu 'vuri 
'rJ:1nen11 
vap'pure 
ppu'narta 

'kind of shell' 
'they eat turtle' 
'wild pig' 
'nest's edge' 

However, long vo\vels and consonants fonn a natural class in blocking a 
prosodic .reduction process of "do,·vngrading" 'vith a range of segmen tal and stress 

• Strict CV theory, which posits that all phonological strings are of the form (CV)', does not face 
thjs problem since each mora is represented as an independent nl1clet1s. 
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consequences. When the first "'Ord in a syntactically eligible structure contains 
only obviously light syllables, diphthongs, or non-geminate consonant clusters, as 
in (44a), do\\'ngradi.ng is possible. When the first \vord contains a long segn1ent, 
either a vowel or a consonant, do\vngrading is blocked. 

(44) a. Separate phrasing 
'sivi 'terannu 
'spou 'tti:nanne 
'ntutnu 'wai 

Downgraded 
srv'I 'terannu 
spou 'ttmann1 
ntutnu '\vai 

'the egg of the chicken' 
'keel of the boat' 
'he lights the fire' 

b. No downgrading 
'nva:lu 'vatu 
'ppatne 'unne 

'he flings the stone' 
'truck of the orange' 

The problem then is that if length entails n1oraicity and weight is expressed by 
bi.Jnoraicity, \ve reach contradictory conclusions for Leti. A mixed theory with both 
skeletal position and moras, on the other hand, would allo"' heavy syllables 
(relevant for stress) to be defined with reference to bimoraicity, and length to be 
represented skeletally. In Leti, consonants including long consonants have no moraic 
value, \Vhereas vowels do. 

In general, the branching-prosody clai.Jn for representing long vowels is \veil 
supported, but evidence saying clearly what long vowels have two of is hard to 
come by. 

4 How many lengths are there? 

Nearly all languages with vowel length are treated as having t\VO degrees of 
length, as predicted by Jakobsonian binary analysis, so reputed cases of ternary 
(or greater) length are of theoretical interest. The descriptive literature includes 
up to eight degrees of phonetic length in Finno-Ugric practices, reported in 
Samrnallahti (1998). The question is \vhether that which distinguishes long and 
short extends in the same \vay to short, long, and overlong. Most languages with 
clai.Jned ternary length have so little phonological evidence that we have only 
transcriptional distinctions to consider. 

The most famous case of ternary length is Estonian, illustrated in (45). Diacritic 
no tations of vowel length are regularized so that [v:) refers to long and (v::) refers 
to extra-long. Estonian orthography does not represent the distinction behveen 
Q2 and Q3, except in stops. 

(45) saada 
saada 
sad a 

[sa: :da] 
[sa:da) 
[sada) 

'to get' 

'send!' 
'hundred' 

Lehiste (1966, 1970, 1978) and Prince (1980) show that segmentalizing this dis
tinction obscures Estonian phonology, \vhich is best treated as binary length 
intersecting \Vith foot structure, "'here overlength (Q3) arises \vhen one syllable 
exhausts the foot and plain length (Q2) results \Vhen a heavy syllable is fol
lo\ved by a syllable within the foot. In [sa::da], the long syllable exhausts a foot, 
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/(sa:)da/, '"hereas the long vowel in /(sa:da)/ is one of hvo syllables \Vithin 
the foot. 

The strongest argwnents for foot plus binary-length treatn1ent come from an 
analysis of Estonian phonology: overlength only occurs in a stressed syllable; 
it affects computation of subsequent stresses; it is automatic on all final-stressed 
vowels; the distribution of overlength relative to plain length is not contrastive 
\Vithin the syllable (long vowels and consonants are either both Q2 or neither Q2, 
so syllables, and not segn1ents, are overlong). See Prince (1980) for an extensive 
generative analysis. Foot structure also explains multiple surface lengths in 
Tiberian Hebre"': see the online appendix to this chapter for details of languages 
mentioned briefly here. 

Applecross Gaelic (Ternes 1973) is another language claimed to have ternary 
length, but such phonological evidence as is available suggests that this results 
at least in part from higher-level foot-like prosody. Other languages clai1ned to 
have more than three degrees of length have been re-analyzed. Whiteley and Muli 
(1962) claim an actual four-\vay length distinction for Ki.kamba. Phonological 
analysis of Ki.kamba (Roberts-Kohno 2000) reveals that the durational differences 
are a fact, but analytically reduce to the fact that Kikamba has vo\vel length 
([kok5ma] 'to lie down' vs. [kob5.'>ta) 'to accon1plish') as well as heterosyllabic iden
tical vo"'el sequence ([kokJ . .'>ma), [kokJ.J5til) 'to puU'), pointing to one direction 
for re-analysis of multiple-length claims. 

Multiple-length claims are sometimes grounded in vowel quality and tone facts. 
The Gennan dialects around Dithn1arschen and Stavenhagen (Hock 1986, citing 
Grirnn1e 1922) have been said to have three vo\vel lengths, but Kohler (2001) points 
to vo,vel quality and tonal distinctions that make the claim for three lengths 
suspicious. Another case is Hopi, based on Whorf (1946), '''ho mentions three 
lengths. Jeanne (1982) sho,vs that there are two lengths and two contrastive pitches 
on long vowels. 

Mixe dialects of Coatlan (Hoogshagen 1959) and San Jose el Paraiso (Van Haitsma 
and Van Hai.tsma 1976) present three vtnvel lengths, iJJustrated by the following 
Coatlan data. 

(46) pof 
pet 

'a guava' 
'a climb' 

po:f 
pe:t 

'a spider' 
'a broom' 

po::f 
pe::t 

'a knot' 
'Peter' 

The longest quantity only appears in stressed syllables. Since the language 
has no vowel sequences, Kamba-style re-analysis into vowel cluster vs. long 
VO\Vel would not be appropriate. Hoogshagen phonemicizes the contrast b inarily 
as respectively /pof/, /po:f/, /po:hf/. There is no direct evidence fron1 rules that 
reveals how the three lengths beha.ve phonologically. As discussed in the online 
version of this chapter, the distinction might lie in how coda consonants are 
prosodified. Two other languages said to have ternary length, '"here the phono
logical nature of that distinction is unclear, are 1<Vitchita and Yavapai, the latter 
case having been connected to distinctive pitch. 

The n1ost compeUing case for ternary vo�vel length qua length and not an 
interaction beh,reen binary length plus an orthogonal property comes from Dinka, 
documented in Andersen (1987, 1993), Remijsen and Gilley (2008), and Remijsen 
and Manyang (2009). Certain grammatical categories cause vo\vel lengthening, 
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and there are also lexical vowel length contrasts in verbs. Verbs in the past or 3rd 
singular have a lengthened vo,vel, \vith the consequence that \vithin one and the 
same category, an underlyingly short vo\vel becon1es Jong and an underlyi.ngly 
long vowel becomes overlong. 

(47) Short stems Lengthened stems 
NEGATIVE 2sc PAST 3sc 
tet -tet teet -teet 'pick' 
teet -teet teeet -teeet 'divulge' 

Data of this sort sho'" by processual analogy that the relationship Ql:Q2 is the 
same as Q2:Q3. 

5 Summary 

The first task in treating vo\vel length is distinguishing length from other prop
erties. Difference in duration is what analysts usually pay attention to, but other 
segm.ental properties can have durational consequences. Phonological analysis of 
processes is necessary to argue for a surface difference of "length" vs. some other 
phonetic feature. Since some apparent instances of vo,vel length facts can (or must) 
be reduced to something other than length (foot structure in Estonian, or seginent
to-syllable structure differences in Kan1ba), claiins about length cannot gratuitously 
assume a duration-length equation. 

The evidence for not representing vo,vel length \Vith a feature analogous to [nasal] 
or [voice] is compelling, and numerous arguments support the "long vo"rels 
are two" theory, but it has been difficult to resolve \vhat long vo\vels are two 
of. The initially attractive idea of Jong vo,.vels bemg two identical seg1nents does 
not \vork as a general theory of vowel length, becat.lse of the am.biguity problem 
(long vowels can act both like single segments and like sequences) and because 
languages can contrast a single long vowel '" ith two identical short vo,-vels. 

vVith the addition of at least syllable structure, a coherent account of vo\vel length 
e1nerges, based on the idea that a Jong vo,.vel is a single segn1ent associated to 
hvo prosodic positions. Then the question arises, "'hat are those positions: do they 
reflect a basic consonant vs. vowel distinction, or are they generic in nature? The 
evidence for a CJ V distinction is \-veak in the face of a highly articulated theory 
of syllable structure, but the evidence for a highly articulated theory of the syl
lable a la X' syllable theory is \veak iI1 the face of a more stripped-do"'ll theory 
of the syllable '"ith the some,vhat richer theory of the timing positions offered 
by CV phonology. Moraic Theory has certain advantages over skeletal theories 
relevant to vowel length, in its treatment of compensatory lengthening of vo\vels, 
iI1 particular the proble1n of onset-irrelevance. Various problems with Moraic 
Theory have been brought out; but these problems seen1 to center on problems 
for consonants, not vo\vel length. At this point, the conclu.sion that vowel length 
is represented by hvo higher-level entities linked to one lower-level thing seems 
firmly established, but the precise nature of those higher-level entities remains 
elusive. 
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21 Vowel Height 

DOUGLAS PULLEYBLANK 

1 Introduction 

While all languages have VO\vels, and all vo,vels can be described as having a 
height,' actuaUy defining v(nvel height turns ou.t to be a rather interesting problem 
(see also CHAPTER 19: VO\\'EL PLACE). Consider the systems in (1 ). 

(1) Sainple vowel inventories 
a. 2 vowels b. 5 vowels c. 7 vowels d. 10 vowels 

t I u 1 u 1 u 
a e 0 e 0 I u 

a €. ) e 0 

a € ) 
Ii! 
a 

It would be fairly uncontroversial to assume that a t"ro-vo,vel system such as 
(la) distinguishes bernreen two vo\vel heights and that a five-vowel system such 
as (lb) distinguishes between three heights (although see belo,v). The number 
of "heights" i.n the seven- and ten-vowel systen1s, however, depends on various 
factors. One vie"' of a ten-vo\vel system such as (ld) is that it involves three "heights" 
(high, mid, low) cross-cut by a tongue-root feature; an alternative is that such a 
systen1 involves a highly differentiated height feature with six heights. A seven
vowel pattern such as (le) presents more analytic indeternunacy. One possibility 
is to analyze such a pattern as a simplified version of the ten-vo�vel system: a 
three-height system \vith a tongue-root distinction in the mid vo,vels, or a four
height systen1 \Vith a differentiated height pattern as in (ld), but with four rather 
than six distinctions. An additional possibility is to consider the seven-vowel and 
ten-vo,vel systems to be qualitatively different: \·vhile a ten-vowel inventory like 
(ld) could be analyzed as involving three heights plus a tongue-root distinction, 
a seven-vo,vel inventory like (le) could be seen as involving four heights (and 
no tongue-root distinction). 

1 This may depend partly on hoi.v \ve define vo"re)s, since various segments may be syllable nuclei 
without being vocalic. 
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The follo"'ing sections discuss sample phonological patterns involving vo,vel 
height, considering the types of factors that bear on the analysis of such systems, both 
phonetic and phonological, as well as the types of proposals that have been made 
in the phonological literature for the fonnal instantiation of vowel height. It '"'ill 
be sho,.vn that "height" for some researchers reflects the operation of a single para
meter, 'vhile for others it is the manifestation of several largely unrelated variables. 

2 Phonetics of vowel height 

There are three basic \vays of defining VO\Vel height phonetically: articulatorily, 
acoustically, and auditorily (Ladefoged and Maddieson 1996). These three possi
bilities produce rather different pichrres of what vowel height might n1ean, none 
of which correspond unproblematically to the categories that seen1 relevant for 
phonology. Articulatorily, "vo\vel height" might be taken to suggest a dimension 
based on the height of the tongue body. While this is a convenient simplification for 
pedagogical reasons (see Rogers 1991: 170, who defines [height] as "a multivalued 
feature distinguishing vowels by the position of the highest point of the tongue"), 
it turns out that tongue body height is only sometimes correlated directly with 
phonological vo\vel height (Ladefoged and Maddieson 1996). Different \vays of 
approaching vo,vel height articulatorily are possible, but none reproduces straight
for,vardly the sort of vo,vel space usually assumed by phonologists. 

A plausible explanation for this discrepancy could be that V0\\1el height depends 
1nore on the acoustic properties of the vocal tract than on any specific articulatory 
means of achieving the appropriate effect (Elorrieta Puente 1996). According to 
this vie'''' vo'''el height could be acoustically defined in terms of the first formant, 
i.e. Fl. This position was taken by Ladefoged (1975: 265), 'vho defined the "prime 
feahrre [height] as the inverse of the frequency of the first formant." Although in 
later editions of Ladefoged's book the section on prune features \vas re1noved, 
the definition of height as correlating inversely with the value of tl1e first formant 
was maintained (Ladefoged 2006: 188). While certainly an accurate indication of 
height in many instances, such an acoustic definition of height also appears to be 
inadequate in a number of cases. One example involves fue determination of vowel 
height in languages \vith tongue-root advancement/retraction. As sho\vn by 
Lindau (1979), Ladefoged and Madd ieson (1.996), G ick et al. (2006), and others, 
some tongue-root harmony languages exhibit advanced mid vo"•els such as [e) 
that are "higher" (that is, Jo,ver Fl) than the corresponding retracted high vo,vel 
such as [1). Such systems cannot assign vowels to a particular height solely on 
fue basis of the value for the first formant. 

Auditory characterizations of vo\vel height are adopted in much phonological 
work (Lindau 1978; Casali 1996). From introductory textbooks, to IPA charts, to 
research articles, \Ve are accustomed to t"'o-dimensional representations of VO\vels 
where "height" is represented on the vertical axis and backness is represented 
on the horizontal axis. In Jones's (1972) proposal for cardinal vowels, reference 
vo\vels were established on the basis of articulatory extremes ([i a)), \vith addi
tional reference points defined in terms of auditorily equidistant steps.2 

2 Jones (1972: 32) refers to "acoustically equidistant vo\-vels," bl1t it is clear that he n1eans vo\vels as 
per<·eived by a trained listener. 
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While the examples in (lla) have a consistent [a] as their second vo,vel, those 
in (1 lb) alternate, exhibiting [ u] in non-\vord-final position and [a] in word-final 
position. To postulate an underlying /a/ for (llb) would be problematic, since 
the vowel behaves differently fro1n the consistent [a) of (l la). To postulate an under
lying /u/ for (1 lb) is unproblematic, making the correct p rediction that there should 
be no cases of this type with a "'Ord-final [ u]. Hence such data motivate a pattern 
of "'Ord-final lowering to [a J. 

This case of lowering is different fron1 the cases seen so far, in that it is position
ally triggered, not assimilatory. In addition, additional forn1s raise an interesting 
issue. 

(12) Lardil front vo<vels 
uninflected non ju tu re future 

a. tjem.pe tjempe-n tjempe-{ 'mother's father' 

"'ite \vite-n "'ite-r 'interior' 
b. IJlll.e IJlll.1-n l)lll.1-\V U { 'skin' 

pape pap1-n pap1-r 'father's mother' 

Comparable to (11), some forn1s show an invariant [e], \vhile others sho\v 
variation between word-final [e) and word-medial [i]. As with (11), this can be 
analyzed as involving /e/ for (12a) and /i/ for (12b), in conjunction \vith a rule 
of lo,vering. 

It appears fron1 such data that the result of lowering is lo\\' when /u/ is the 
target but mid "'hen /i/ is the target. While possible, it should be noted that the 
vO"'el inventory of Lardil is Ii ea ul. It appears, therefore, that Lardil distinguishes 
behveen only hvo heights, \vith both [e] and [a] constituting "lo"'" vo,vels. 

4.2.3 Chain shifts: One-step lowering 
Paralleling the cases of stepwise raising seen above, cases of step,vise lo,vering 
are also attested. Esimbi (Bantu, Niger-Congo; Cameroon) is an intriguing case 
(Hyman 1988). There are three underlying prefix vo,vels and eight underlying stem 
vo,vels, but the underlying pattern is obscured since the height of the stem vo\vel 
is transferred to the prefix, the sten1 itself surfacing uniformly high. This height 
transfer is illustrated "'ith the prefix vowel /I/ "class 9 singular," "class 10 plural." 

(13) Esimbi class 9/10 nouns 

Iii 
/u/ 
/el 
lo/ 
/a/ 
/€/ 
/J/ 
/a/ 

singular 
i-bl 
' ' 
1-sun1u 
e-gbi 
' ' ' e-nunu 

e-bi 
' ' 

€-JUlIU ' fu ' €- mu. 
t-klrl 

plural 
f-bi 
i-sum.u 
e-gbi 
e-n1inu 
e-bi 

. ' l:'.-JUilU 
i:-fun1u 
£-kiri 

'goat' 
'thorn' 
'bushfo,111' 
'bird' 
'canerat' 
'animal' 
'hippo' 
'head pad' 

With the highest stein vo,vels /i u/, the prefix surfaces as [i]; '"ith the next highest 
stem vowels /e o a/, the prefix surfaces as [e); with the lowest sten1 vo\vels 
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to height. There are cases, ho"rever, '"here height assimilation involves a target 
becoming identical to a trigger \¥ith respect to its height specifications. 

Consider lowering in Matumbi. (Bantu, Niger-Congo; Tanzania; Odden 1991). \r\lhen 
the causative suffix, "'hi.ch Odden analyzes as being underlyingly high and 
advanced (16a), (16b), (16g), foll0\¥5 a high retracted VO\·vel, it is realized as high 
retracted (16c), (16d); "'hen it follo'''S a mid vowel, it is realized as mid (16e), (16f). 

(16) Mat:11111bi 
a. Ut-a 'pull' ut-ij-a 'make puJI' 
b. jib-a 'steal' jfb-ij-a 'make steal' 
c. j6juut-a ''"his per' j6juut-1j-a 'make \vhisper' 
d. birk-a 'put' biik-tj-a 'make put' 
e. g5Jnc!;-a 'sleep' g5:inc!;-ej-a 'n1ake sleep' 
f. If t£1Jg-a 'btlild' If t£1Jg-£j-a 'make build' 
g. kaat-a 'cut' kaat-ij-a 'make cut' 

In a pattern of this type, the height assimilation involves trigger-target identity for 
height. Moreover, it should be noted that more than two "heights" are involved 
in this shift; identity is not a result simply because the system distinguishes only 
bet\veen high and non-high VO\vels. 

4.3.2 Harmony 
Whether harmonic patterns based on vo\vel height are considered con1n1on or 
rare depends in part on whether "ATR" -like systen1s are considered to be height 
harmony. If [ATR] is a height feature, then height harmonies are quite common; 
if [A TR] is a place feature, then "height" -based harmony systems appear less 
common (CHAPTER 19: VOWEL PLACE). Nevertheless, even abstracting a'vay from 
cross-height harmony systems of the "A TR" type, harn1onic systen1s based on height 
do occur; for discussion of a '"ide variety of systems, see Linebaugh (2007). 

In this section, a small number of harmonic systems based on height are con
sidered, including systems of the cross-height "ATR" type. It should be noted, 
ho,¥e.ver, that "harmony" is used as a descriptive term only: there is no incon
trovertible reason to think that there is a formally definable type of phonological 
pattern corresponding to those patterns >ve consider to be harmonic (Archangeli 
and Pulleyblank 2007). 

To start, C'Lela (Benue-Congo, Niger-Congo; Nigeria) presents a particularly 
interesting case of height harmony (Dett"reiler 2000; Pulleyblank 2002). In C'Lela, 
within a n1orphe1ne, only vowels of like height 1nay co-occur: high V0\'7els n1ay 
co-occur, non-high vo"rels may co-occur, but vowels of n1ixed height n1ay not.6 

(17) C'Lela root-internal hannony 
High vowels 

a. d3tindi 'nest' 
tf"rini 'charcoal'  
k'piru 'flo,"er' 

Non-high vowels 
b. k>vesa 'show' 

tf"gj:i.n1bo 'eyebro>vs' 
d"vEso 'broom' 

6 The raised sch'"'a represents a short transitional \'O\\rel that Dett\veiler (2000) considers "non
phonemi<.·," appearing in certain types of consonant clt1sters. 
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(20) Degenia ste111s 
a. Advanced 

gbocfi 'catch' 
gur6n 'postpone' 
dime 'submerge' 

b. Retracted 
fu,v5 'be cool (of food)' 
gant 'have as on.e's lover' 

leba 'be partially ripe 
(of fruits)' 

roj3a 'bail out "'ater from a canoe, etc.' 
s1g5m 'junlp '"ith one leg folded' 

Prefixes in Degema must agree in their tongue-root value with vo,vels of the stem. 
Consider, for example, noun class prefixes such as those in (21), where (2la) exhibit 
advanced values and (2lb) retracted values. 

(21) Degema prefixes 
a. singular plural b. singular plural 

u-tum a-tllin 'tail' u-cf51n a-cf5nl 'marriage' 
o-kpoki i·kpoki 'money' 5-hSh:> i-h5h:> 'fo,"l' 
e-kunesi i-kunesi 'bed' £·0Jl)w I·OJl)w 'throat' 
a-milffi() f-milifia 'night heron' a-cf6 1-cf6 'face' 

Although less cornnlon than prefixes in Degema, suffixes also agree in their tongue
root value with the stem to '"hicll they attach. Consider examples of the gerwldive. 

(22) Degenia suffixes 
a. Advanced 

' d, I •  u- er-am 
' ; • I,. 
U·VOJ·'am 

'cooking' 
'fetching' 

b. Retracted 
u-ttv.lam 
1)-sSl-'am 

'descending' 
'jumping' 

Overall, height harmony systems are amply attested and instantiate the typical 
range of variables discussed in the harmony literature: dominant/recessive vs. 
root-controlled patterns, transparency vs. opacity, directionality, and so on. There 
are also cases illustrating interesting interactions with stress; see, for example, 
Fitzgerald (2002); Walker (2005). 

4.4 Neutralization 

A large and interesting class of patterns involving VO\·vel height is that of large· 
scale neutralization in languages where different vo\vel inventories are attested 
in different positions (Crosswhite 2001). An example is Catalan (Romance, Indo
European; Spain; Mascaro 1983): 

(23) Catalan. vowel redu.c/i{)n. 
Stressed Unstressed 
/ii 'prim 'thin' [ i] apri'ma 'to make thin' 

/e/ 'serp 'snake' [a) sar'p:>ta 'big snake' 
/£/ 'pEl 'hair' pa'lut 'hairy' 
/a/ 'sak 'sack' sa 'k€t 'small sack' 

/J/ 'pJrt 'harbor' [u] purtu'ari 'related to harbor (ADJ)' 
fol 'gos 'dog' gu'sas 'big dog' 
/u/ ',(um 1ight' Aumi'nos 'light (ADJ)' 
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As illustrated in (23), seven vo"'els are found in stressed positions in Catalan, but 
these distinctions collapse to three \Vhen the corresponding vo"'els appear in 
unstressed positions. In stressed positions, tluee or four vowel heights are dis
tinguished, depending on one's analysis of the vo\vels [e o] vs. [< :i]; in unstressed 
positions, a hvO-"'ay VC>\Vel height distinction is observed. This case illustrates a 
general pattern \vhere fewer vo,vel heights are exhibited in positions of reduction 
than in positions of full contrast (CHAPTER 79: REDUCTION). Note in this regard 
that the Catalan case exhibits no loss of "color" distinctions, that is, distinctions 
involving (back] and [round]. 

4.5 Interactions bet1veen consonants and voivel height 
Although the focus of this chapter is vo"1els, not all issues of vowel height are 
restricted to vowels. There are nu1nerous examples of consonant-vo"'el inter
actions \Vhere VO\.Yel height is relevant, involving vo,,vels affecting consonants as 
\veil as consonants affecting vowels. San1ples of both types are considered in this 
section. (See also CHAPTER 75: CONSONANT-VO\VEL PLACE FEATURE INTERACTIONS 

for some related phenomena.) 

4.5.1 Voivels affecting consonants 
As a first exainple of vo,-vels affecting consonants, consider assibilation in Canadian 
French (Romance, lndo-Europea.n; Canada; Dumas 1978; Walker 1984). The coronal 
stops [t d] surface \Vithout change "'hen before non-high or back vo"'els (e.g. [taRt] 
'pie', [tEm) 'topic, theme', [do] 'back', [da) 'tooth'), but they become affricates before 
high front vo\vels or glides. 

(24) Canadian. French assibilation 
[ts) [dz] 
[ i I patsi 'sn1all' 30dzi 'Thursday' 
(1) ts1g 'tiger' JYRidzik 'legal' 
(I

;) ets1;R 'stretch' dzl;R 'say' 
[j l tsj<d 'luke\varm' dzj<t 'diet' 
[y) tsynEI 'tunnel' Rildzy 'returned' 
(Y) ts Yb 'tube' padzyJ 'J>enclL1lL1m' 
(yYJ fRitSYR 'frying' dzyl'R 'hard' 
[ 4) ts4Il 'tile' Redz4r;R 'reduce' 

Assibilation takes place \.Yhether the trigger is rounded or u1uounded, tense or 
lax, a monophthong or a diphthong, a vowel or a glide. Dun1as (1978) takes this 
as evidence that the distinction between the tense vowels (i y) and their lax coiu1-
terparts (1 Y] (which is determined allophonically by syllable structure) is not 
a difference of vo"'el height. Auditorily, he argues that there is no significant 
difference behveen the mid VO\\'els [e 0 o) and the high Jax vowels. Consequently, 
if !axing involved a change in height, we \.vould expect lax vowels not to be assibi
lation triggers; that they are triggers suggests that the !axing process affects a 
dimension other than height. 

These examples constitute one small example from the large class of palatal
ization cases attested cross-linguistically (see CHAPTER 71: PALATALIZATION). They 
are of relevance to vowel height since height is a tyj>ical delirniter on the class of 
vowels that triggers such J>rocesses. 
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A rather different type of consonant-vowel interaction is found in ChLunburung 
(K,va, Niger-Congo; Ghana; Snider 1984): [I] (a lateral) and [r] (a "lightly-retroflexed 
alveolar flap") are in con1plementary distribution. For son1e speakers, the distri
bution is unrelated to vowels, •vith [I) occurring in •vord and noun-stem-initial 
position ([15sl) 'difficult'; [kl-llmp5] 'shea nut') and in a syllable follo•ving another 
[l] ([16oli] 'deep'}, while [r] occurs else,vhere ([jono-ro] 'in (the} dog'}. For some 
speakers, ho,vever, this allophonic pattern between [l] and [r] interacts with 
vowel harn1ony, a pattern in Chumburung that is largely analogous to the 
tongue-root hannony syste1n seen for Degema in §4.3.2, •vith the difference that 
Chumburung has a single (retracted) lo\v vo,vel. For the relevant speakers, 
medial [l] only surfaces after another [l] if the vo,vels are in the [+ATR] set: 

(25) Chu111bur11ng {If - /rf 
a. [+ATR) 

lalak,vl7 

16oli 
aluula' 

'type of tuber' 
'deep' 
'red dye' 

b. [-ATR) 
laarf 'waist' 
13-;,ri 'to remove seeds' 
laar5 'to lie across' 

Alternations can be observed under suffixation. 

(26) Chumburung suffix alternations: /-r-;,/ (LOCATIVE) 

a. 1ono-ro 'in (the) dog' 
b. kan.:>-r.:> 'in (the) mouth' 
c. b-r.:> 'in (the) sore' 
d. la ale-lo 'in (the) cattle egret' 

Since the suffix-initial consonant is neither \Vord-i.nitial nor stem-initial, it would 
be correctly expected to surface as (r) in the default case (26a, 26b) and even after 
[J.] if tl1e v(nvel harmony dass is (-AIR) (26c); if the suffix foUows an [J], however, 
and if the harmonic class is [+ATR], then the suffix surfaces \vith [I] (26d). 

This particular kind of case is irrelevant if [ATR] is not a height feature. The 
point, however, is that height and/or tongue-root distinctions in vowels condition 
a range of consonantal effects: palatalization, differences in liquids, differences 
behveen velars and uvulars (Li 1996), a.nd so on. 

4.5.2 Consonants affecting vowels 
Elorrieta Puente (1996) considers a wide range of cases where consonants affect 
vo\vel height, identifying hvo principal types of cases: (a} raising, triggered typically 
by palata.ls, palato-alveolars, or glides; (b) lowering, triggered typicaUy by uvuJars, 
pharyngeals, laryngeals, or rhotics. (See also Vaux (1996, 1998) and Fitzgerald (2002) 
for cases involving laryngeal features; and CHAPTER 25: PHARYNCEALS.} 

Consider first an example of raising, taken from Kikuria (Wis\vall 1991; 
Elorrieta Puente 1996). The relevant exa1nple involves a pattern of vowel raising 
triggered by both vowels any consonants. When a. mid vowel pre.fix appears before 
a non-high stem vo,vel, the prefix surfaces as mid.' 

7 The k,..g alternations obsen,.ed in the KikL1ria data are dLte lo Oal1l's Law, an unrelated pattern of 
voicing dissi.milation. See, for example, Davy and Nurse (1982). 
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oko-roma 'bite' 
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In contrast, when such a prefix occurs before a high vo"'el stem, the prefix raises 
to high. 

(28) Kikuria ra.ising: High vowel triggers 
uku-rugja 
ugu-siika 

'chase' 
'close a door' 

Of particular interest, the mid vowel of the prefix is also raised if the first syllable 
either contains a glide [j w] or a palatal consonant [if Jl]. 

(29) Kikuria raising: Consonantal triggers 
ugu-tvveeba 'forget us' 
uku-bjoora 'remove from \Vater' 
ugu-if:i:ira 'dra'�'' 
ukuu-}landekera 'write for n1e' 

In such cases, it is perhaps unsurprising that glides behave in a manner com
parable to VC>\vels, since glides are simply the non-syllabic counterpart of the high 
vowels that are canonical triggers of raising (CHAPTER is: GLIDES). For the non
glides, the fact that palatals and alveo-palatals are triggers of raising in Ki.kuria 
but that velars are not is typical of such raising patterns cross-linguistically. Being 
"high" seen1s to be required of a consonantal trigger, but assuming that velars 
are also high means that simply being high is not sufficient in Kikuria. 

\iVith respect to lowering, the typical case is one '"here lo\vering is induced by 
the class of gutturals. Although this class may vary some,vhat from language to 
language, it is generally defined by segn1ents articulated in the post-velar region. 
Consider, for example, lowering in Gitksan (Tsin1shianic; Canada; Bro,vn 2008), 
illustrated here with plural reduplication. As seen in (30), there is a class of plurals 
formed by the prefixation of either Ci(C)- or Cix-. 

(30) Gitksan plural reduplication 
saksx" 
dzam 
iak 
g"alk"' 

six-saksx" 
dzim-dzam 
+i-4ak 
g'"il-g"alk" 

'be clean' 
'cook, boil (TRANS)' 
'be crooked' 
'be dry' 

When the vowel of the reduplicative prefix precedes or follo\vS a uvular or a laryn
geal, the vowel lo\vers to [a]. 

(31) Gitksan lowering 
dzoq dzax-dzoq 
cetx" ca-cetx" 
co:t ca-co:t 
hets has-hets 

'camp' 
'be difficult, be expensive' 
'heart' 
'send' 
'dog' 
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The Gitksan pattern is one where low·ering is triggered by uvulars and laryngeals. 
Perhaps n1ore typical '�'ould be a case where vo,vels are lo\vered by a "guttural" 
class including pharyngeals (CHAPTER 25: PHARYNGEALS). Setting aside the presence/ 
absence of pharyngeals, languages exhibiting lo,.ver:ing differ as to \vhether laryngeals 
are included (e.g. Arabic, Semitic, Afroasiatic; McCarthy 1994) or excluded (e.g. 
Nuu-chah-nulth, Wakashan; Canada; Wilson 2007); see Rose (1996). 

Tv-10 final patterns touched upon here are ones where hvo input vo\vels n1erge 
into a single output vowel (coalescence) and where a single VO\\'el splits into n1ore 
than one con1ponent ( diphthongization). 

4.6 Coalescence 
Patterns of vo\vel coalescence are frequently height-dependent. Consider the fol
lo,ving examples from A.nu.f:i (Kwa, Niger-Congo; Ghana; Casali 1996). 

(32) Anufa vowel contact 
a. /js-i/ je: 'raise it' 
b. ;q,:i-u/ q,:i: 'cool you' 
c. /bu-i/ bvvi: 'break it' 
d. /fa-i/ fE: 'take it' 
e. /bo-i/ bvve: 'beat it' 
f. /s:i-i/ SvV€: 'carry it' 
g. /fa-c1/ f:i: 'take y(lLl' 

h. /bo-u/ bo: 'beat you' 
l. /n-de-u/ ndo: 'I \vill take it for you' 

Different subcases are of interest for different, though related, reasons. In examples 
like (32a), (32b), the output contains no discernible trace (other than length) of 
the high vowel in the input. In cases like (32c), (32e), (32f), labiality is never lost, 
resulting in a glide-vo"rel sequence \vhen the first vo\vel of the sequence is labial 
and the second vo,vel is not. The cases of particu.lar interest for vowel height, 
however, are ones like (32a), (32b), (32e), (32f), (32h), (32i), on the one hand, and 
(32d), (32g), on the other. In the former type, '"e see that the combination of a 
mid vowel \\rith a high vo\vel results in a long mid vowel; in the latter type, \Ve 
see that the con1bination of a low vowel and a high vowel also results in a long 
mid vovvel. Note in particular that the output of a l.ovv-h.igh sequence is neither 
lo"' nor high, but an intermediate vo"•el. 

The pattern observed in Anuf:> is typical in terms of what Casali (1996) refers 
to as "height coalescence." He observes that coalescence is frequent in cases where 
Vl is non-high (e.g. [a]) and V2 is higher than Vl (e.g. [i] or [u]), the result being 
non-high with the place properties of V2. The resu.lts in (32d), (32g) are canoni
cal with respect to this pattern. For an in-depth discussion of such patterns, along 
\Vith the identification of robust subpatterns, see Casali (1996). 

4.7 Diphthongization 
In patterns of diphthongization, vowel height is frequently an irnportant variable, 
with diphthongs related to a set of corresponding monophthongs in \vays 
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5.1 Features constituting "height" 
As discussed in §2, there is no '"ay a priori to decide that a particular feature 
should be a height feature. For exa1nple, [ATR] n1ight be classified as a "height" 
feature if acoustics 'vas taken as definitional (due to its effect on Fl), but not as 
a "height" feature if articulatory tongue body height was taken as definitional. 
Consequently, theories varr as to "'hether [ATR] is included as a feature or not 
(Clen1ents and Hume 1995; Vaux 1996), and if it is a feature, \Vhether it is a height 
feature or not. For exan1ple, Clements (1990) and Clen1ents and Hun1e (1995) 
discuss the possibility that (ATR] could be eliminated; Odden (1991) maintains a 
feature [ATR], arguing that it is under a "height" node that dominates [high], [ATRJ, 
and (perhaps) [lo''']; Parkinson (1996) proposes a "height" constituent consisting 
solely of instances of the feature [closed], '"ith [ATR] analyzed outside of the 
"height" node as a place feature; Elorrieta Puente (1996: 6) considers that "height" 
involves a single feature composite of the din1ensions "high-lo,v, tense-lax, and 
advanced-nonadvanced tongue root." Similar issues arise about potential height 
features involving tenseness and peripherality. 

An additional issue affecting featural analyses of height involves the division 
of vowels, particularly "]o,vish" vo,vels, into classes. Parkinson (1996: 117-119), 
for example, argues that although Njebi, Basaa and Efik all have the vowels 
Ii e e a ::> o u}, the breakdown of the three inventories into vo\.vel heights is dif
ferent in each case.8 For Njebi, as seen in (8) above, four heights need to be distin
guished since VO\¥el raising distinguishes ben,,een four classes: [a] raises to [i:]; 
[€ ::>] raise to [e o); [e o] raise to [i u]. 

(35) Differing interpretations of comparable vowels 
a. Nj<bi b. Basa a c. Efik 

Height 1 [i u] Height 1 [i u] Height 1 [i i u) 
Height 2 [e o] Height 2 [e o) H.eight 2 [e e a ::> o) 
Height 3 [ e :>) Height 3 [a e :>] 
Height 4 [a] 

In contrast, raising in Basaa involves only three heights: [a i; ::>] raise to [e o); 
[e o] raise to [i u]. Finally Efik distinguishes two heights: [ii u] vs. [e € a  J o]. Those 
vtnvels not distinguished by height are differentiated by place specifications like 
�abial], [coronal), and [pharyngeal). Overall, establishing appropriate specifications 
for vo,vel height is a complex problem involving the analysis of both height and 
place and, depending on the theory, analyses of superficially similar inventories 
1nay vary considerably fron1 language to language. 

A number of proposals for height are considered below, incliiding what the 
features are and ho'" they are situated \-Vithin a broader theory of feature com
position and structure. 

5.2 Features: [high] and [101.u] 

Following Chomsky and Halle (1968; SPE), the do1ni.nant approach to vo,vel height 
over the years has been to base vowel height on the interaction of two binary 
features, [+high) and [+lo''']. 

• Not relevant to the point under discussion, Efik also has the central vowel (t) and ljebi also has 
the central vowel la l. 
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(36) Feature definitions (SPE: 394-395) 

a. [+high] 
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High sounds are produced by raising the body of the tongue above the 
level that it occupies in the neutral position; non-high sounds are pro
diiced \vi.thout siich a raising of the tongue body. 

b. [+low] 
Low sounds are produced by lo,vering the body of the tongue below 
the level that it occupies in the neutral position; non-low sounds are 
produced \vithout such a lowering of the body of the tongue. 

Together, these features define three vo,vel heights, the possibility of [+high, +lo\v] 
being ruled out by the definitions of the two features. 

(37) Defining vowel heights 
High Mid LO\V 

[high] 
(lo'"'] 

+ 
+ 

In defining a 1naxil11un1 of three vowel heights, this approach requires that 
additional, non-height featu.res interact \vi.th. (±high) and (+ki"') to define a full .range 
of vo\vel contrasts. For example, (+tense] and (+covered] are proposed in SPE. 

A particularly important point to note about th.is kind of theory (Parkinson 1996) 
is that vo,vel height plays no formal role: there is no class of "height" features in 
any forn1al sense. \rVhile it is possible with.in the SPE mod.el for a rule to refer to 
the l"'O features (+high] and (+low), such a pair has no formal statu.s that is 
different from, say, [±high) and (±back], or [+high] and [+nasal). Within that 
theory, distinctive features constitute an unstructured set, and any combination of 
features can constitute the set employed ill a given rule. 

5.3 Feature geometry 1vith [high] and [lo1v] 

This lack of formal "height" features is a property that has continued to be adopted 
i.n numerous subsequent theories of vo\vel features. For example, in the mfluential 
\vork of Sagey (1986, 1990) on feature geometry, the features (+high] and (+lo'''] 
contmue to be assumed, assigned as l\vo of the three features of the Dorsal articu
lator node. 

(38) The feature hierarchy in. Sagey (1990: 113) 

Root 

Laryngeal Supra laryngeal [strident] 

� ----__:--�-----
[cons tr) etc. Soft Palate 

I 
[nasal] 

Place 

Labial Coronal 

[consonantal] etc. 

Dorsal 

I � � 
Tongue Root 

I 
[round] [ant] [distr] [low) [high] [back] [ATR] 
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height 2 

height 1 

[e) 
[a) 
[o) 
[€) 
[a) 
[ :i I 

aje-e 
CIJ\e-€ 
<J\\'O-e 
aul€-t 
agbt-l' 
as5-t 

'it's a spider' 
'it's n1e'9 
'it's you' 

'it's a weaver bird' 
'it's a load'10 

'it's a horse' 
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If such assin1ila tion is to be given "unit" stah1s, then features for vowel height 
must be distinguished fron1 vo\vel place, with a rule spreading specifically vowel 
height. 

5.5 Properties of a height class 

The response to arguments such as those presented ill §5.4 has been to establish 
a vowel height node, labeled "aperture" by Clements (1990), 'vhich is independent 
of place (Clements 1990; Odden 1991; Wis,,rall 1991; Goad 1993; Elorrieta Puente 
1996; Parkinson 1996; etc.). Typically, both place and height are considered to be 
daughters of a vocalic node. For exan1ple, Clen1ents and Hume (1995) propose 
a vocalic node branching into place features ("V-place") and height features 
("aperture"). 

(41) Distinguishing place and height 
vocalic 

� 
V-place aperture 

Of specific importance with respect to the characterization of vowel height, the 
featural content of the aperture/height node 1nust be detern1ined. 

\Nl1ile tl1e formal instantiations of tl1is kirld of proposal are relatively new, 
the conceptualization of speech sounds being composed of specifications for 
classes of features goes back to the International Phonetic Alphabet. As argued 
by Ladefoged and Halle (1988), the IPA constihltes a tlleory of segment structure, 
and in the IPA theory, vowel height is explicitly recognized as an important class. 
Jn the follo\vi.ng sections, a. sample of the proposals for formally characterizing 
the vo"'el height class are laid out. 

Ideally, a survey such as this one \VOuld carefully examine the arguments that 
have been presented for specific n1odels, exantining both successes and problems. 
Given the lin1ited scope of this chapter, ho\vever, much of the discussion belo\v 
\viii not go beyond a brief introduction. The reasons for this go beyond simple 
limitations on space. To adequately address the success of a given proposal, one 
needs to consider at least three things: (a) the validity of the empirical claims; 
(b) the predictions concernmg natural classes, and ho\v such predictions match 
the e1npirical generalizations; (c) how the theory of vowel height interacts with 
the overall theory of phonology. Examples of these considerations will be given 
below, but tlley will not be investigated in detail for each theory presented. 

' The stem vowel (a] undergoes fronting by an independent rule (Clements 1990). 
1• As with (a], the stem vowel (a] undergoes frC>nting by an independent rule (Clements 1990). 
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5.5.1 Grouping [high] and [ATR] 
Odden (1991) argues for grouping [A TR] "'ith [high] under a "height" node n 

(42) Height node 
Vowel Place 

Height 

� 
Back-Round 

� 
(lo"') ATR high round back 

As seen in Matumbi (§4.3.1), both the features [high] and [ATR] together are 
affected by height assiJnilation but not the feature(s) for backness and rounding; 
see the data in (16). On the basis of such data, Odden proposes that it is the "height" 
node that assimilates. In m.alcing the argumei1t, Odden explicitly addresses the 
alternative possibility that assimilation is the combined result of assimilating [ATR] 
and [high] independently. He rejects such a "hvo-rule" analysis on hvo grounds. 
First, neither assin1ilation of [high] nor assimilation of [ATRJ applies when the 
potential trigger is (€] and the potential target is [u); Odden suggests that this 
condition should be stated once, not hvice. Second, morpheoles th.at are excep
tional to one type of assimilation are exceptional to both, again suggestillg a unified 
analysis of the "t,vo" processes. 

The hierarchy in (42) is a natural development of the approach to vowel height 
iJ1 SPE, in that the features [lo,v], [high], [back], and so on contiJ1ue to be posited; 
see a.I.so \iVis"'all (1991) and Goad (1993). The distinction is that these features are 
assigned class status, with a bifurcation behveen the features defining height and 
those definmg place. 

A fundamental observation that can be n1ade about this type of proposal is 
that vowel height as a class is defined by the interaction of forn1ally independent 
sub-height features. Features like [high], [lo,·v), and [AIR) n1a.y function as tluee 
individual, mdependent features, or they may function together as the height class. 
In contrast "'ith such an approach, numerous researchers have proposed that height 
should be vie\ved in a n1ore integrated fashion, as will be discussed below. In 
discussmg the various possible approaches that have been taken to gradient height, 
it is in1portant to keep one central pomt in n1md. Independent of one's precise 
proposals for vo"'el height, it is possible to consider [A TR) as being a height 
feature (and therefore integrated into the gradient height frame,vork) or as being 
a place feature (and therefore mdependent of gradient height). The issue of 
tongue-root involvement is therefore a matter to be resolved in one way or the 
other for all proposals. 

5.5.2 Gradient height 
An1ongst the early proposals for a gradient height feature are Ladefoged (1975) 
and LiJ1dau (1978). A central argun1ent in favor of gradience comes fro1n chain 
shift cases such as those seen in §4.1.3, §4.2.3, and §4.7. Lindau (1978) discusses 

1 1  The feature llow] is parenthesized because Odden (1991) considers the evidence he presents to be 
incondusive in this regard. 
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22 Consonantal Place of 
Articulation 

KEREN RICE 

1 Introduction 

An examination of the International Phonetic Alphabet chart (IPA 2007) yields a 
large number of consonantal places of articulation that are phonetically possible: 
bilabial, labio-dental, dental, alveolar, post-alveolar, retroflex, palatal, velar, uvular, 
pharyngeal, and glottal, as shovtn in Table 22.1. 

Some identify even n1ore places of articulation. Ladefoged and Maddieson 
(1996: 44), in a n1ajor work on sounds of the '"'orld's languages, present 17 places of 
articulation: bi.labial, labio-dental, Jinguo-labial, interdental, lamina I dental, l.aminal 
alveolar, lamino-post-alveolar (palato-alveolar), apical dental, apical alveolar, 
apical post-alveolar, sub-apical palatal (retroflex), palatal, velar, uvular, pharyn
geal, epiglottal, and glottal. They divide these into five major target regions: labial 
(bilabial, labio-dental), coronal (lanlinal (linguo-labial, interdental, lanlinal dental, 
lamina! alveolar, lamina[ post-alveolar], apical [apical dental, apical alveolar, apical 
post-alveolar], sub-apical [sub-apical palatal (retroflex)]), dorsal (palatal, velar, 
uvular), radical (pharyngeal, epiglottal), and laryngeal (glottal). 

Table 22.1 The lnternational Phonetic Alphabet (revised to 2005) 

.. - ..s " 0 c: ., )( ., .. � - -0 " "' "' - 5 :.0 ' "' 0 'i' = 0 - 0 "' - "' ·- .. "' "' :-::: .D c: > "' 0 .. - - -"' "' ., "' - "' .D - "t1 " <>. .. <>. > 
plosive p b t d t cl. c J k g 
nasa l m TI) n 11. .fl I) 
trill B r 
tap/flap v ( { 
fricative 'I' J3 f v a 0 s z f 3 s ' z. � J. x ¥ 
lateral fricative j ti 
approx.imant u J � J U[ 
lateral approximant I l ,( L 

-"' � c: a -t- "' - -" "' -0 > ..c: " <>. eo 
q c ? 

N 
R 

)( B 1\ < h Ii 
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My goal in this chapter is to examine several issues surrounding consonantal 
place of articulation. I begin \vith an overvie"' of the types of evidence used to 
justify the major place groupings, and then examine the evidence for subclasses 
\•vithin these and asymmetries in patterning behvee.n different places of articulation. 
I then revie"' the features used to describe places of articulation. l end •vith a dis
cussion of some additional issues relevant to the study of place of articulation. 

2 The major places of articulation: 
A phonological perspective 

The goal of a chart like that in Table 22.1 or a list like that of Ladefoged and 
Jv!addieson (1996) is to characterize locations 'vhere constriction is possible. From 
the perspective of phonology, the points of constriction group into classes, with 
sub-places \vi.thin a class, based on .natural class patterning (CHAPTER 17: DISTINCTIVE 
FEATURES). As discussed above, Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996: 44) identify five 
1najor places of articulation: labial, coronal, dorsal, radical, and laryngeal. Other 
theories note a similar small number of major places. For instance, Articulator 
Theory and Revised Articulator Theory (e.g. Sagey 1990; Halle et al. 2000: §4) dis
tinguish labial, coronal (tongue blade), dorsal (tongue body), and tongue root or 
radical. Ele1nent theory distinguishes labials, palatals, coronals, and velars (e.g. 
Harris and Lindsey 1995). While there are differences bet'"'een these theories, they 
agree on the existence of major zones, and I begin '"' ith evidence for these. 

In the follo'"'ing discussion I examine types of evidence for the division into labial, 
coronal, dorsal, radical (also called tongue root and pharyngeal), and laryngeal 
places of articulation, as well as the sub-places \vi.thin each. Each section is organ
ized as follows. I first present a phonetic description of the class. I next exarn.ine 
phonological evidence for the class, including distribution, harmony patterns, 
co-occurrence restrictions, and other phonological processes. I then introduce sub
places within the major place, asking if what are categorized as place distinctions 
are best analyzed as such from a phonological perspective. 

Before turning to evidence for the individual features, I review one argument 
for places of articu.lati.on in the ora.l cavity being divided into labial, coronal, a.nd 
dorsal, based on the major articulator involved. Sagey (1990), in an important work 
on place, presents an argument for this division based on complex articulations 
(CHAPTER 29: SECONDARY AND DOUBLE ARTICULATION). In a cross-linguistic survey, 
she finds that only a limited number of complex articu.lations occur. There are 
labial-velars (e.g. [.kp]), probably the best studied. In addition, there are labi.al
coronals (e.g. [pt]), coronal-velars (e.g. [I]), and labial-coronal-velars (tk\"1). 
Unattested are, for instance, complex articulations consisting of t"''O labial type 
articulations or h"1o coronal type articulations. The possible place combinations 
found, Sagey argues, present an argument for these three n1ajor places of articulation. 

2.1 Labial place of articulation 
Labial includes bilabial, articulated 'vith the upper and lo,ver lips, and labio-dental, 
articulated with the tip of the tongue and the lower lip; in addition, Ladefoged 
and Maddieson (1996: 44) include a linguo-labial place of articulation, articulated 
with the upper lip and the tongue, but they treat this as a type of coronal. This 
sound has not figured in the phonologica.l literature, and I do not discuss it here. 
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(5) a. Rotokas (North Bo11gainville) 
alveolar 

t 
b. Yareba (Pa.pu.an) 

alveolar 
t d dz s 

c. Finnish (Uralic) 
dental 
t (g) 

d. Hungarian (Uralic) 

alveolar 
s 

dental palato-alveolar 
t g t� c;!i � i If ct f 3 

e. Pashto (Jndo-lrnninn) 
dental/ alveolar pa la to-alveolar 

t d ts dz s z If dJ f 3 
f. Western Desert (Pnmn-Nyungan) 

dental alveolar 
t t 

g. Nunggubuyu (Australian) 

palatal 
cc; Jj. 

retroflex 
t d. � z.. 

retroflex 
t 

dental alveolar palatal 
t t c 

h. lv!alnyalmn (Dra.uidinn) voiceless stops/affricates 
dental alveolar palato-alveolar/ 

palatal 
! c.!  t tf dJ  

retroflex 
t 

retroflex 

t d. 
1.. Kalnslia (lndo-Aryan; only voiceless stops/affricates shown) (Arsenault and 

Kochetov, forthcoming) 
dental palatal retroflex 

t ts t� t t§ 
The above are representative of the coronal obstruent inventories found cross
linguistica!Jy, fro1n Rotokas \vith a single coronal obstruent to the coronal 
inventories of languages such as Pashto, Malayalam , and Kalasha, with affricates 
and fricatives as well as stops. 

2.2.2 Evidence for coronals as a phonological class 
There is considerable evidence that coronals pattern as a class. I summarize some belo'"· 

A \Vell-kno,vn argu1nent for the class of coronals involves co-occurrence 
restrictions. Hall (1997: 5), following Davis and Ha1nn1ond (1995: 163-164), argues 
that there are co-occu.rrence restrictions in most varieties of American English against 
the sequence coronal + [j] + vo"'el. 

(6) p b m f v k g + j + vo,vel 
•e 6 t d s z f 3 If ct n 1 r + j + vowel 

The prohibition includes all English coronal consonants, and holds of syllable

initial clusters. Thus, clusters with /j/ are not allo,ved if the first segment is 
coronal, irrespective of its sub-place of articulation; they are otherwise. 
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Dixon (1980) discusses a variety of types of evidence from Australian languages 
for grouping coronal consonants as a class. One argument is based on neutraliza
tion and variation a1nongst coronals (CHAl'TER so: f..CERGERS ANl) NEUTRALIZATION). 
Typical Australian languages sho'" a four-,vay coronal contrast, subdivided into 
apicals and laminals, 'vith each further subdivided. Dixon (1980) points out that 
the coronal subclasses in some Banjalang dialects, apical and lamina!, neutralize 
intervocalically; the place contrast is maintained eLse,.vhere and other places of 
articulation are not involved. There is often free variation bet\veen apical and 
lruninal articulations for the stop, with the choice differing by dialect. 

Hamilton (1993) offers evidence from Australian languages for the class of 
coronals based on phonological patterning . For instance, coronals provide an 
enviro1m1ent for a phonological process in Nunggubuyu (Heath 1984: 69-71), where 
a palatal deletes in a derived environment before a coronal; \Vith a following 
labial or velar, deletion does not occur. In Walmatjari (Hudson 1978: 11-12), there 
are suffixes beginning with a retroflex lateral; follo"\ving a coronal, the initial con
sonant of the suffix assimilates in place of articulation to the coronal; following 
a non-coronal, other changes occur, but the consonant does not assin1ilate. 

Moving a\vay frotn Australia, there are languages with co-occurrence restrictions 
on different coronal places of articulation. In Piiri (Western Nilotic), dental and 
alveolar stops and nasals contrast, and do not co-occur \vithin a root (Andersen 
1988; Hansson 2010). This harmony is actively enforced in suffixed forms. In another 
Nilotic language, Dholuo, the co-occurrence restriction holds of the dental and 
alveolar stops; there is a single nasal that does not participate. Pohnepian 
(Austronesian; Rehg and Sohl 1981) has contrastive dental and retroflex stops; 
these do not co-occu.r '"ithin a root. 

Assimilation provides evidence for the coronal class, as in the Sanskrit nati 
process. Basically, a retroflex triggers retroflexion of a follo,-ving /n/. Retroflexion 
is transparent with respect to intervening labial and dorsal consonants, but is blocked 
if a coronal of any place of articulation (dental, palatal, retroflex) intervenes; see 
Hansson (20:10). 

(7) a .  non-coronal consonants betlveen trigger and target 
�-na: i::;11.a:- 'seek (PRESENT STEM)' 
vrk-na vrk11.a- 'cut up (PASSIVE PARTICIPLE)' 
k�ubh-a:na k[:iubha:11.a- 'quake (MlDDLE l'ARTICH'LE)' 

b. coronal consonant beta>ee11 trigger and target· 
mrd-na: mrdna:- 'be gracious (PRESENT STEM)' 
ma11-a:na- ma11a:na- 'wipe (l<UDDLE PARTICJPLE)' 

In addition, in assimilation in Sanskrit a dental assimilates to an adjacent coronal, 
but not to other places of articulation; see §4. 

There is thus clear evidence from several sources that in languages with more 
than one coronal place of articulation these can pattern as a class. 

\i\lhile in son1e cases evidence exists that all coronals of a language are in a 
single cl.ass - for instance, English (6) - the class of coronals niay pattern together, 
but only '"ithin a manner class. An example comes from Nilotic languages 
(Mackenzie 2009; Hansson 2010), where harmony occurs between coronal stops 
and nasals, or just stops, depending on the language, but liquids and continuants 
do not enter into the harn1ony. 
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Stratification by manner exists in the consonantal root consonant co-occurrence 
restrictions in many Semitic languages, \vhere sounds \Vithin a class are dis
preferred within a root. While coronal sonorants and stops, for instance, co-<>ccur, 
coronal fricatives rarely co-occl.lr ,.vithin a root. 

(8) Arabic coronal co-occurrence restrictions (Rose 1996: 75) 

coronal sonorants 
coronal stops 
coronal fricatives 

1 r n 
t d (plus en1phatic col.lllterparts) 
f 3 s z 0 o (plus emphatic counterparts) 

See Coetzee and Pater (2008) for discussion of place/manner effects in Muna. 
Phonological evidence thus exists for the class of coronals as a whole; in some 

cases the patterning of coronals is stratified by manner. 

2.2.3 Coronal sub-places of articulation 
Because coronals allo'v several subclasses, the internal structure of the coronal 
region has received detailed attention. For this we look to languages \Vith four 
distinctive places of articulation \vithin coronals, \vhere the distinction con1monly 
called apical/laminal receives \Vide support. Evans (1995: 727) notes that "There 
is an enormous amount of evidence - from phonotactics, morphophonemics, 
diachronic changes, and synchronic variation for these groupings," referring to 
apical (alveolar, retroflex) and lamina) (dental, palatal) in the coronals of lan
guages of Australia. Hamilton (1993) presents a variety of kinds of evidence for 
this subdivision. 

Allophony presents one type of evidence. If there is a single apical and/or 
a single lamina) place, allophonic variation may exist "'ithin it. For instance, 
in single lan1inal languages such as Watjarri (Douglas 1981: 203-204), alter
nations or variation between alveo-palatal and dental articulations occur, often 
conditioned by the following vo\vel. Som.e languages sh(nv variation in apical 
articulations, with non-contrastive alternation bet"'een alveolar and retroflex 
articulations in different vocalic environments; Wargamay is an example (Dixon 
1980: 155-156). 

Neutralization is a second type of evidence. In many Australian languages 
the two apical articulations neutralize to a. si.ngle non-contrastive series \vord
initially, often symbolized as a retroflex but sometimes as an alveolar; Hamilton 
(1993: 32) remarks that only a fe\v languages sho\v an apical contrast word
initially. In some languages the lan1inal articulations neutralize syllable-finally, 
generally reported as palatal; Ha1nilton (1993: 33) notes that only a few languages 
exhibit th.is contrast syllable-fina lly. 

Phonotactics treat apicals and laminals as natural classes: apical consonants are 
permitted in certain environments to the exclusion of laminals, and vice versa. For 
instance, in some languages both apicals occur as the initial n1ember of a cluster, 
while larninals are not pern1itted in this position (e.g. Kalkatungl.l; Blake 1979); 
in other languages both laminals occur as the second member of a h.eterorganic 
cluster, 'vhile apicals are not allowed (e.g. Nunggubuyu; Heath 1984). 

Phonological processes can reference apical or laminal. For example, Mara 
(Heath 1981) has a dummy syllable in certain cases between a prefix and a root 
when the root begins \\'ith an apical sonorant; it does not occur \vith other places 
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of articulation, including Jaminals. In some languages a lenis lamina! stop becomes 
a glide intervocalically; apicals are not affected (e.g. Djapu; Morphy 1983). 

Local harmony occurs \Vithin the apical set and \\'ithin the lamina! set in son1e 
languages. In particular, clusters of heterorganic apical clusters and heterorganic 
lamina! clusters are not permitted in some languages, \Vhile clusters of an  apical 
and a lamina! are allo\ved; Dhu\\1ala-Dhu\val (Morphy 1983) is an example. 

Dravidian languages also exhibit an apical/lamina) contrast, as argued by 
Arsenault (2008). For instance, word-initial apicals, both alveolar and retroflex, 
are dispreferred in these languages, with only laminals occurring. 

Serbian provides evidence for apical and lamina! classes, and for cross
classification behveen them; see Moren (2006) and RadiSic (2009). Serbian has 
coronal stops/affricates as foJJo,vs (only voiceless stops illustrated). 

(9) t ts ts 

Evidence for constituency "'ithin the coronals comes from several processes. A 
process called iotation groups together the first and last of these as opposed to 
the other t\vo: /t ts/ vs. /ts if/. M id-vowel fronting provides evidence for /if ts/ as 
a class, with /J/ fronted to [e] in the environn1ent of these places of articulation. 
Assuming that the first and fourth columns represent lamina! articulations and 
the middle hvo apical articulations, based on descriptions of the sounds, apical/ 
lamina! provides the classes involved in iotation. The further back of the apicals and 
Janunals (last t\vo colunu1s) provide the environn1ent for nud-vo\vel fronting. Thus, 
while the Australian languages do not appear to provide evidence for cross
dassification '"ithin the apical and lamina! subgroups, Serbian does provide for 
sudl classification. 

While the division of coronals into apical and lamina! receives support from 
languages '"ith fotrr coronal sub-places, other divisions appear to be possible. In 
Tahltan (Athabaskan), there are four coronal places of articulation (Shaw 1991; 
aJso §6.1); only voiceless stops and affricates are indicated. 

(10) t t8 ts 

The latter three enter into harn1ony, 'vith the plain /t/ excluded. Asswning that 
th.e affricates are stops in TahJtan, "'ith the consonants in (10) distingtiished solely 
by place of articulation, as Sha\v argues, then the phonology does not appear to 
support a primary apical/lamina! distinction. 

There 1nay be asymmetries benveen the number of coronal places of articulation 
available at different n1anners of articuJation. Polish obstruents offer an interest
ing example. Voiceless sy111.bol.s are sh.own; all have voiced counterpa(ts. 

(11) t ts 
s 

The stops/affricates and fricatives at a pl.ace of articulation do not a.hvays pattern 
together phonologically. For irlstance, /t/ and /s/ undergo palatalization, but /ts/ 
(and other stop/affricates and fricatives) does not. In second velar palatalization, 
/kl shifts to [ts], 'vhile [x] shifts to [r?l· Sinularly, [t) and [s) both occur with 
high vo,vels [i] and [i], while other coronal obstruents are restricted, with (ts � tr;;] 
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(12) t th t' alveolar 
s alveolar 
§ § 

' dental 
SW S\\' ' 

labialized alveolar 
� s' • retroflex 

"' 
"'h alveolopalatal 

i i' lateral 

In addition, it has palatals. 

(13) c; c;
" palatal 

Hall, follo"'ing Colarusso, argues that palatal fricatives are not coronal, based 
on phonotactic generalizations about consonant clusters. In a cluster, the first 
consonant can be a labial, a voiceless uvular fricative, or a voiceless coronal stop 
or fricative. However, clusters cannot begin \llith a palatal fricative. As Hall 
(1997: 16) notes, this \llOuld be surprising if the palatal fricatives \vere coronal, 

since all other coronal stops and fricatives occur as the first consonant in a hvo 
consonant cluster. This argun1ent perhaps establishes the status of the palatal as 
a non-coronal, but does not establish "'hat it is; dorsal is a logical choice. 

2.3.2 Evidence for dorsals as a phonological class 
Considerable evidence exists for dorsals (velars, uvulars, palatal fricatives) as a 
class from allophonic patterning, co-occurrence restrictions, and harn1ony. 

Velars, uvulars, and palatal fricatives enter i.nto allophonic relations (CJ·IAPTER JJ: 
THE PHONEME). Hall (1997) notes that in German, the fricatives [c; x X] are in com
plen1entary distribution, suggesting a common feature: they are dorsals, varying 
by sub-place. 

Co-occurrence restrictions present another type of evidence for a single class. 
Rose (1996), after Bessel! (1992), sh(nvs that Interior Salish has co-occurrence 
restrictions on place and manner; the place restrictions are summarized in (14). 
Identical places of articulation are disallo,ved within a manner; in addition, velar 
and uvular consonants fail to co-occur. 

(14) *labial V labial 
•coronal V coronal 
•velar V velar 
•uvular V uvular 
•1aryngeal V laryngeal 
also 
•velar V uvular 
•uvular V velar 

Thus the velars and the uvulars interact in excluding one another. 
In Arabic, co-occurrence restrictions hold of dorsals just as they do of labials 

and coronals, dispreferring the co-occurrence of velar and uvular stops [g k q]. 
Note also the co-occurrence restrictions on gutturals, discussed belo\11. 

Dorsal harn1ony, involving velars and uvulars, provides evidence for velars 
and uvulars fanning a class. Hansson (2010) discusses several cases. In Misantla 
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Totonac (Totonacan), velar and uvular stops harmonize. The primary facts are 
given belo"'; see MacKay (1999) and Hansson for details. 

(15) Misnntla. Totonac (MacKay 1999) 
/ ut 0.1.aka-J qat I 
I ut maka-paJ / 

'71,!t ma 'qafqEt 
'71,!t maka'paJ 

's/he scratches X ('vith hand)' 
's/he bathes his/her hand' 

A similar harmony occurs in the related Tlachichilco Tepehua. 

(16) Tlachichilco Tepehua (VVatters 1988) 
/?uks-laqts'in/ ?oqslaqts'in 'look at Y across surface' 
/?uks-k'atsa:/ ?uksk'atsa: 'feel, experience sensation' 

Hansson (2010) argues that Bolivian Aymara (Ay1naran) has dorsal harmony. 
The language has plain, aspirated, and glottalized stops at velar and uv1tlar places 
of articulation with restrictions on phonation type as \Yell as place; I abstract 
away from the former. vVhile velars co-occur and uvulars co-occur, a velar and 
a uvular do not. 

(17) Bolivian Ayma.ra (de Lucca 1987) 
q-q, qh-qh, q' -q' 
k-k, kh-kh, k'-k', k'-k 

*k-q, q-k (any laryngeal properties) 

Hansson notes that dorsal consonant harmony is cross-linguistically rare. In 
order to ascertain whether this is true, it is necessary to examine the occurrence 
of dorsal harn1ony in languages 'vith contrastive velars and uvulars. 

Given the debate about '"hether the bilabial/labio-dental disti.nction involves 
place or manner (§2.1), one m ight ask if the velar/uvular distinction ahvays involves 
place. Some processes point to the conclusion that place is the primary din1en
sion of contrast in languages with this distinction. In spirantization processes, just 
as /p/ spirantizes to (f), /k/ spirantizes to [x), and /q/ to (x.J. In the Athabaskan 
0-effect, /x/ hardens to [k) and /X/ to (q] (e.g. Ahtna). This process sh(nvs the 
importance of place of articulation in distinguishing velars and uvulars. 

When there is not a contrast benveen a velar and uvular within a manner, an 
inventory \vi.th velar stops and uvular fricatives is son1etinles found. For instance 
Welsh (Celtic; Ball and Mi.iller 1992) has voiced and voiceless velar stops, (k g), and 
a voiceless 11vular fricative, [xJ. Welsh has n1utations (see CHAPTER JJ7: CEI.TJC 

MUTATIONS); in Soft Mutation, /k/ becomes [g], 'vhile in Aspirate Mutation, /k/ 
spirantizes, becoming the voiceless uvular fricative [X]. This parallels mutation at 
other places of articulation: under Soft Mutation, /p I becomes [b] and /t/ becomes 
[d); under Aspirate Mutation, /p/ becomes [fl and /t/ mutates to [0]. Basically, 
Jnutation triggers a manner change, o.<aintaining pla.ce. Th11s, while the stop and 
fricative differ in place and manner phonetically, phonologically they differ in 
manner, and the organization in (18) is appropriate: 

(18) dorsal stop k g 
dorsal fricative X 
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One can ask if a different phonological organization is possible, \Vith a primary 
place difference realized as a n1anner distinction, as in (19). 

(19) velar uvular 
k x 

If, for instance, a language existed in which there were co-occurrence restrictions 
on obstruents of like place, and [k)-[x] combinations \Vere allo"red, \Ve might 
conclude that the [x] patterned as a distinct place of articulation, realized phonet
ically as a spirant. 

To sunlmarize, dorsal includes velars, uvulars, and likely palatal fricatives. 
Evidence for this class is based on allophony, co-occurrence restrictions, harmony, 
and other phonological processes. 

2.3.3 Ulryngeals 
I no\v consider laryngeal consonants. There is considerable discussion of laryngeal 
consonants in the literature, where they are accorded two treatments. They are 
often considered to lack a place of articulation (e.g. Steriade 1987), and they are 
also considered to be a type of pharyngeal (e.g. Lombardi 2002). In this section 
I present evidence for placelessness; evidence for their pharyngeal nature is 
given in §2.3.4. 

The primary argument for tl1e laryngeal cl.ass, glottal stop, a.nd (h) being place
less comes from laryngeal transparency. The follo\''ing evidence, from Kashaya 
(Pomoan), is from Buckley (1994), summarized by Rose (1996: 100-101). \'\lithin 
a morpheme, vo"•els are identical across a laryngeal consonant (20a), \vhile there 
are no general co-occurrence restrictions on vo\.vels (20b ). 

(20) a. s'Pi 'flesh' he'?en 'ho\v' 1na?a 'food, eat' 
ni'hin 'to oneself' be he 'bay nut' juhi1 'pinole' 
?aha 'mouth' 

b. du'we? 'yesterday' n'uqa:lf 'get lost' malfe- 'hold \Vith foot' 

This is an argument for laryngeal placelessness, under the assumption that 
specified places of articulation block assimilation. If laryngeals lack a specified 
place of articulation, vowel features can harn1onize across them. 

Laryngeals can pattern as a class. There may be co-occurrence restrictions, 
as in Interior Salish (14). In addition, laryngeals often result from obstruent 
debuccalization, \,rith stops neutralizing to (?) and fricatives to [h), as in the 
historical development of Kelantan Malay (Trigo 1988). 

(21) Standard Malay Kelan/an Mala.y 
?asap ?asa? 'smoke' 
kilat kiJa? 'ligl1t11iJ1g' 
balas balah 'finish' 

2.3.4 Pharyngeal (radical, tongue root) 
The final articulation region identified by Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996: 37), 
radical, includes pharyngeal and epiglottal sounds, i.e. sounds articulated in the 
region below the uvula. 
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Transguttural vo,vel harmony occurs in some languages, illustrated with Iraq"v 
(Cushitic). 

(27) Iraqw (van der Hulst and Mous 1992: 103-104; Mous 1993: 37; Rose 1996: 77) 
no harmony across non-gutturals 
hamaatl-iim (hamtliim] 'wash' 
baal-iim [baaliim] 'defeat' 

lzannony across g11 tturals 
bt.lU.�-i.irn (bu�u.un1] 
ufaal1-iim [ufatiaam] 

11az:vest pay' 
'blO"'' 

In D'opaasunte (Eastern Cushitic), a vo,vel is lo,.ver when the preceding con
sonant is guttural, ([x G �' ti 7 h]); it is higher after other consonants (Hayward 
and HaY'vard 1989). Hay,.vard and Hayv,1ard use "A," an archiphoneme, to rep
resent this vo,,1el. 

(28) D'opaasunte (Hay,vard and Hay\vard 1989: 183-184) 
?an 'kod[i:]j 'I am working' ?an 'tf'ox[a]j 'I am milking' 
?an tiull[£]j 'I am entering' ?an fA?(a]j 'I am loading' 

In Standard Somali (Cushitic), a suffix has the form [-d] after a guttural ( [q X � ti 
? g]) and [-t] else,vhere (Hay"'ard and Hayward 1989: 184). 

Laryngeals thus pattern as if they were placeless in some languages and as if 
they were guttural in others. Rose asks \vhether it is accidental how they pattern, 
or if there is a systematic 'vay to determine this. She argues that laryngeals pattern 
\vith pharyngeals when pharyngeals or uvular continuants are present in a system; 
otherwise they pattern as if they lacked a specified place. 

2.3.5 Su1nrnary 
Dorsal consonants (velar and uvular) interact in many languages, and they also 
interact "vith further back consonants in some languages. As \Vith labials and 
coronals, many questions ren1ain, and I conclude with one. The sound commonly 
written with the sy1nbol /Q/ is an1biguous in its patterning, in some languages 
patterning as a velar and in some as if it •vere placeless or laryngeal (e.g. Trigo 
1988; Rice 1996; de Lacy 2006). Is this an appropriate analysis? Is it only the 
manner that represents these hvo places of articulation, perhaps better 'vritten 
as /tJ/ and /N/, or can other n1anners of articulation also show this kind of 
ambiguity behveen patterning as a laryngeal and patterning as a velar? 

2.4 Conclusion 
In this section I have examined phonological evidence for the major places of 
articuJ.ation: labial., coronal, dorsal, radical, and laryngeal. In all cases, there is dear 
evidence for the class, and, at the same time, complexities involving such things as 
stratification by manner and interactions behveen place classes require further study. 

3 Further constituency 

We have seen evidence for five major places of articulation, three in the oral 
cavity and l\vo further back. While there is general acceptance of this division in 
the literature, debate exists about \'\1hether these major places of articulation enter 
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into relationships '"ith one another, or, to put this another way, '"hether there 
is constituency among places of articulation (see CHAPTER 21: THE ORGANIZATION 
OF FEATURES). One 1night imagine that there is no relationship between them, 
\vi.th a flat structure. Alternatively, one might imagine that some of the places of 
articulation are more closely linked to one another than others are, with a con
stituent structure. I examine this "'ith respect to labial, coronal, and dorsal, '"here 
h"o possible groupings are proposed. One involves grouping labials and dorsals 
to the exclusion of coronals, under a feature [grave) or [peripheral). The other 
involves grouping coronals and dorsals to the exclusion of labials; the feature 
has been called [lingual). One might imagine a grouping of coronals and labials 
to the exclusion of velars, a proposal that has not received support; see §5 on the 
controversy about the feature [anterior), which groups labials and front coronals. 

3.1 Oral and phan;ngeal 
Before turning to these proposals, I briefly revie"' proposals for the overall 
organization of place. lvlcCarthy (1994: 223) argues \Vithin feature geon1etry for 
the bifurcation of place into t\VO major constituents, which he tern1s Oral and 
Pharyngeal. Oral dominates Labial, Coronal, and Dorsal. Others have refined this 
proposal to, for instance, aUO"' [.RT.R] as a dependent of Pharyngeal; see Rose 
(1996) for discussion of hO\V to accommodate the guttural class. 

3.2 Grouping labials and dorsals 
Evidence is found in the literature for grouping labials and dorsals; see Hall 
(1997) for detailed references, including Jakobson et al. (1952), Jakobson and Halle 
(1956), Hyman (1973), Campbell (1974), Odden (1978), and Rice (1994). Hall gives 
the following evidence for labials and velars (and/or uvulars) patterning together, 
among others. 

In Yurok (Algic), the 3rd person prefix i.s [7u] before non-coronals (labials, 
velars, labial-velars) and (7'''e) before coronals. In Lhasa Tibetan the consonants 
[pk qi spirantize and voice intervocalically, "'hile coronals do not. A vo'"el shift 
occurred in the history of Korean before labials and velars but not before dentals 
and alveo-palatals. 

Many of the arguments presented by Ha ll are diachronic. Th.ere are al.so syn.
cllronic arguments for grouping labial and velar. One of the best-known arguments 
comes from Korean, where, in some speech forms, the coronal stop and nasal 
assimilate in place to a follo'"ing adjacent consonant, and the labial stop and nasal 
assin1ilate to a following velar; the velar stop and nasal do not assimilate. lf labial 
and velar are grollped together, their patterning can be understood: coronal.s 
assimilate to these places, identified as grave. In (29), a place of articulation 
assimilates to those to its right, but not vice versa. Thus a coronal (T) assimilates 
to both a labial (P) and a velar (K), while a labial assimilates only to a velar, and 
a velar does not assimilate. 

(29) [T [P K]] 

Lombardi (1996) identifies cases that suggest the need for grouping labials and 
velars (her [-coronal]) in post-lexical rules. For instance, bet\veen "'ord sequences 
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in Pohnepian (Rehg and Sohl 1981; Rehg 1984), a labial is realized as a labial 
nasal 'vhen follo,ved by a labial, and a velar is realized as a velar nasal before 
another velar. 

(30) labial + labial 
e kala/p p/aan soupisek 11e'll always be busy' 
e kala(m p )aan soupisek 
velar + velar 
e sai/k k/ el),vini 'he hasn't yet taken medicine' 
e sai[IJ k]el)\Vini 

However, "'ith a sequence of coronals, the first does not become a nasal. 

(31) e mei/t t/a1Jaa.JJa 'Aren't you lazy!' 
*e mei[n t]a1Jaal)a 

Thus evidence for grouping labials and dorsals is both diachronic and synchronic. 

3.3 Grouping coronals and dorsals 
Arguments for grouping coronals and velars as linguals are also found. Rubach 
(1993), follo\ved by Lombardi (1996), adduces evidence from Slovak (Slavic), '"'here 
/re/ backs to (a] post-lexica.lly in an environment that Rubach calls [-labial]. There 
is a contrast bet"'een these vo,vels follov1 ing a labial (32), but not elsewhere. 

(32) masa 'mass' 
mreso 'meat' 

The diminutive suffix illustrates the alternation behveen [a) and [re]. The suffix is 
a front vowel after a labial (33a), following a non-labial it is [a], '"ith palatalization 
of the preceding consonant (33b, 33c). 

(33) a. holub 
b. had 
c. vnuk 

'pigeon' 
'reptile' 
'grandchild' 

holub-re 
haad'a 
vnuu\(a 

'young pigeon' 
'young reptile' 
'young grandchild' 

Rubach argues that the suffix is underlyingly front; it triggers palatalization and is 
backed following a coronal and a velar (see CHAPTER 121: SLAVIC PALATALIZATION). 

The facts are complicated by the presence of a diphthongization process \vhere 
/re/ becomes (ia]. The forms in (34) sho'" lengthening in the genitive plural, with 
/a/ lengthening to [aa]. 

(34) Lano 'strong' 
p1vo 'beer' 

laan (GEN PL) 
puv (CEN PL) 

While generally vo\vels lengthen in the genitive plural, diphthongization occurs 
in some environments, including with /re/, \vhich diphthongizes to [ia]. 

(35) hov<edo 'beast' 
mreso '1neat' 

hoviad (GEN PL) 
rnias (GEN PL) 
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Many Slavic languages exhibit a third pattern: the velar can undergo a shift in 
place of articulation, resulting in a coronal. This is exemplified for Serbian in (45). 

(45) a. Serbian: First palatalization (RadiSic 2009) 
ru/k/a + itsa ru(if]itsa 'hand' 
pra/x/ + iti pra(J)iti 'dust' 

b. Serbian: Second palatalization (Radisic 2009) 
Jra/x/ + i Jra[s)i 'nut' 
pi:/k/ + i p<[ts]i 'to bake' 

Coronals also shift their place of articulation in iotation, but remain coronal. 
Thus, '''hile in languages such as Catalan coronals shift to another major place 

of articulation in assimilation, in Sanskrit coronals are assimilation targets, but 
only assinUJate to other coronals, and in 1nany Slavic languages, coronals shift to 
other coronals and velars shift to coronals. To use the terminology of phonological 
markedness, based on such shifts we might identify the velar as unmarked in 
languages like Serbian, and the coronal as unmarked in languages like Catalan and 
Korean. Given the nature of the coronal inventories in languages like Sanskrit and 
Serbian, with 1nore than one coronal sub-place allowed in assimilator position, one 
might conclude based on target asymmetries, as did Avery and Rice (1989), that 
coronals are unmarked generally, attributing their patterning in languages with 
more than one coronal sub-place to the fact that there is more than one sub-place. 
The existence of more than one coronal sub-place indeed appears to affect the 
patterning of coronals, and in the following discussion I set these languages aside 
and examine assi.milation and neutralization in the absence of a ricl1 coronal 
inventory, beginning \.vith neutralization. I consider languages "'ith labial, coronal, 
and dorsal places of articulation. 

4.2.2 Neutralization, epenthesis, and the e-rnergence of 
the un1narked 

'Neutralization is considered to yield the unmarked (CHAPTER 80: J-fERGERS AND 
NEUTRALIZATION). Languages with \¥Ord-final neutralization are shown in (46). 
These languages exhibit passive neutralization, '"ith morphotactics that disallo\v 
other places of articulation for stops "-'Ord-finally. In addition to coronal stops, lan
guages exist where only labial stops occur in this position, or where only dorsal 
stops are allo\ved in this position. 

(46) a. languages allo�ving only a coronal stop: Saaroi, Finnish 
b. languages allo,.ving only a labial stop: Nirnboran (Papuan; Anceaux 1965), 

Basari (Niger-Congo; Abbott and Cox 1966) 
c. languages allowing only a dorsal stop: Quichua (Quechua; Orr 1962) 

While there are statistical differences, \vith coronals (and laryngeals) more common 
as the only place of articulation allo\ved when no contrasts exist in stops \.vord
finall.y, overall, the mnge of places of articulation occurs cross-linguistically in 
this position. If neutralization is a diagnostic for unmarkedness, and if coronal 
is universally unmarked, these patterns are unexpected. Epenthesis mirrors 
neutralization, '"ith at least laryngeal, coronal, and dorsal consonants serving as 
epenthetic. While de Lacy (2006) and de Lacy and Kingston (2006) argue that dorsal 
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The sound pattern. of English (SPE; Chomsky and Halle 1968) features have 
encountered serious criticism on both empirical and conceptual grounds. \!Vith 
respect to place, one challenge is the inability to define a class of labial consonants 
and round vo,vels (e.g. Crunpbell 1974). The feature [anterior] is also proble111atic, 
since anterior sounds in the SPE sense do not pattern as a natural class (e.g. Dixon 
1980; Gnanadesikan 1994). 

Sagey (1990), building on \VOrk by Halle (e.g. 1983), argues for four major places 
of articulation - Labial, Coronal, Dorsal, and Tongue Root (Radical) - expressed 
by monovalent features, donunating binary features. Building on Sagey, Halle, 
and others, Hall (2007: 332) gives a chart of obstruent places of articulation, "'hich 
is shown in Table 22.2. I follow him in separating stops and fricatives, and show 
voiceless consonants only. The table perhaps represents an overall North American 
consensus about place of articulation features. Nevertheless, n1any issues ren1ain; 
I list a fe'"' in (47). 

(47) a. What distinguishes bilabials and labio-dentals? Hall leaves this open, 
suggesting that a feature [labio-dental] might be required. 

b. Hovi are palatals represented? Are aJ1 palatals coronal (see §2.2; HaJJ 1997)? 
Do all palatal sounds have the san1e representation? Si111ilar questions 
can be raised for retroflexes. 

c. Are [anterior] and [distributed] appropriate to distinguish coronal sub
places? In particular, the role of [anterior] remains controversial. 

d. Ho'"' are gutturals distinguished featurally? 
e. Do features group into classes? In particular, do lingual and/or grave 

classes exist? 
f. Is a mix of monovalent and bivalent features appropriate? 

Table 2.2.2 Features for obstruent places of articulation (after Hall 2007). A check (I') 
in a cell indicates the presence of a unary feature; in rows wHh checks, the absence of 
a check indicates the absence of this feature. ln rO\VS \Vith + and -, absence of any mark 
indicates that the feature i.s not releva.nt for that sou.nd 

p \ t t c k <J ts If <f' f e � s $ f � x x Ii 
continuant - - - - - - - + + + + + + + + + + + 

labial ,I' ,I' ,I' 

round - -

coronal ,I' ,I' ,I' ,I' ,I' ,I' ,I' ,I' ,I' ,I' ,I' ,I' 

anterior + + - - + + + + - - -

ctistributed + - - + + + + - - + + 

dorsal ,I' ,I' ,I' ,I' 

back + + + + 

low - - - -

high + - + -

pharyngeal ,I' 
strident + + - - - + + + + - - - -
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(49) q x 
k s 
ts s 
ti i 

The spirantization of the front velar to [s] is surprising, but othenvise a stop/ 
affricate is realized as a fricative of the same place of articulation. If lateral 
represents a place of articulation, this pattern is unsurprising. Note also the 
developn1ent of the Proto-Athabaskan •ts series (*ts •tsh •ts' •s "z) to a /ti/ series 
([ti � ti' i 1)) in Koyukon (Jette and Jones 2000), a development which can be 
explained as a shift in place of articulation of the series. 

6.2 Consonant-vo1.vel interactions 

I have not discussed consonant-vowel interactions, since this chapter concerns 
consonantal place; see CHAPTER 75: CONSONANT-VOWEL PLACE FEATURE INTER

ACTIONS. Flemming (2002) also addresses consonant-vowel interactions and the 
types of features required. To give a fe\v examples, vowel-triggered palatalization 
can involve the addition of a secondary articulation; it can also involve a shift 
in pri1nary place, '"'ith perhaps the 1nost dramatic being the shift fron1 a velar 
to a coronaJ, found in o�.any Slavic langu.ages; e.g. (45). There is often interaction 
bet"'een low vo"'eJS and dorsal sub-places, with low· vo\vels conditioning uvulars 
(e.g. Xibe (Tungusic); B. Li 1996) or vice versa (e.g. Totonac; MacKay 1994). Low· 
vo,vels or retracted tongue root vowels often interact '�'ith pharyngeal consonants; 
e.g. (26). Round vowels and labial consonants can pattern together, as in Igbo (§2.1). 
In addition, there are interactions between back vowels and retroflex consonants. 
Vowels and consonants may pattern together in natural classes as \Veil, for instance, 
in conditioning rules. 

There has been considerable debate as to ho'v to handle such interactions. 
Clements (1991) argues for a unified theory of consonant and vowel place, as do 
elen1ent-based theories (see Harris and Lindsey 1995 for an overvie,v), "'hile others 
argue for distinct place features (e.g. Padgett 2002) for consonants and vo1.vels. 

6.3 Evidence for innate features 
An important premise since distinctive features were introduced is that features 
are innate, \Vith a small universal set. Much research has been directed at defining 
\vhat set and identifying its phonetic foundations, \Vith the understanding that 
an appropriate and complete set of features \vould allow an account of cross
linguistic sound patterning. 

I have pointed out in various places that "'hat is characterized as the same 
sound from a phonetic perspective can sho'v different phonological patterning. 
To some degree this is dependent on the sound system of the language, a point 
that has long been observed, as the follo,ving quote from Trubetzkoy shows. 

The ambiguous character of lateral articulation, which causes such difficulties in 
phonetic systematization, is something that can quite easily be resolved in phonologicnl 
systemization, the more so since the important thing here is only to establish to which 
other phoneme the particular "lateral" phoneme stands in a relation of oppo..'.ition, and 
to deterntine the nature of such an oppositive relationship. (Trubetzkoy 1969: 140) 
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In the discussion of evidence for places of articulation, w·e have seen debate about 
ho\v to classify particular sounds. For instance, what are phonetically hvo places 
of articulation n1ight pattern as one, as with [p) and [f), where [p) is bilabial and 
[f) Jabio-dental, but they enter into co-occurrence restrictions, for instance, as a 

single place of articulation. Similarly, [k) and (X] can form a pai.r in spirantization, 
despite the fact that one is velar and the other uvular. 

In addition, '"hat looks like a single place of articulation might pattern as t\'10 
distinct places. This is dramatic in Polish (11), \vhere the retroflex stop and the 
retroflex fricative differ in patterning. 

Furthermore, a single place of articulation may be classified in tvlo groi.1ps. 
For instance, there is evidence from co-occurrence restrictions that uvulars are 
both dorsal and radical, '''ith stops patterning 'vith velars and fricatives with 
radicals. Palatals appear to be divided bet\veen dorsal (fricatives) and coronal 
(other n1anners). 

Cross-linguistically, coronals do not appear to be divided i.n the same 'vay in 
all languages. While in many languages there is evidence for segregating coronal 
inventories into t"-'0 main places of articulation, often characterized as apical and 
lamina!, there are languages "'ith si.Jnilar contrasts, but this categorization does 
not seem to be appropriate. 

Such variation in cross-linguistic patterning might be responded to in differ
ent "'ays. One path is to continue the search for a small set of universal features, 
seeking to revise and refine it and find \vays of understandi.J1g "'hether there are 
foundations for different pattern ings, based, for i.J1stance, on i.J1ventory contrasts 
or prosodic position. The understanding of consonantal place has deepened over 
the years through this metl1od. 

An alternative has recently been proposed, to abandon the assumption that 
features are innate. Mielke (2005, 2008), among others, argues that features are not 
innate, but emergent (see also CHAPTER 17: DISTINCTIVE FEATURES). The linuted 
number of features that is observed is not surprising, given the shape of the vocal 
tract and perceptual apparatus. Some ambivalence in patterning is expected for 
sounds that are phonetically ambiguous. It is thus perhaps time to challenge 
universality and focus on differences in patterning and 'vhat they reveal. 

7 Summary 

Consonantal place features are perhaps the best studied of all features, and the 
understandi.J1g of place of articulation has deepened over the years. There is 
little disagreen1ent about the n1ajor regions of labial, coronal, dorsal, radical, and 
laryngeal, with evidence from nu.merou.s langi.lages to support these distinctions. 
At the same time, some sounds do not appear to fit neatly into these classes. 
Labio-dentals might involve both a labial and a coronal component, and some 
gutturals pattern \Vith both dorsals and radicals. The sub-places \Vithi.J1 these major 
places are Jess well established, \Vith continuing debate particularly around the 
na ture of the coronal sub-places. 

There has been an attempt to identify a particular place of articulation as 
universally unmarked, based on patterning asymmetries. A good understanding of 
this requires a careful study of coronal i.J1ventories and contrasts, and it appears 
that nnich is determilled by the language, although there are statistical differences 
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23 Partially Nasal Segments 

ANASTASIA K. RIEHL 
ABIGAIL C. COHN 

1 Introduction 

PartiaUy nasal segments, or those that are nasal for only a portion of their duration, 
contribute many interesting puzzles to the study of phonology. Prenasalized stops, 
such as /'lg/ in the Fijian word /Qgone/ 'child', or prestopped nasals, such as 
/Pm/ in the Arrernte word I aPmar I 'camp', challenge otrr notion of the segment. 
If a segment, \vhich \Ve typically think of as being con1posed of a bundle of features 
ea.ch with a single specification, can be composed of contrasting values for a 
particular feature (in this case [nasal]), this raises a '"hole array of questions about 
the nature of segn1ents. We explore son1e of these questions in this chapter. 

The question of what de.fines a segment has been a topic of considerable interest 
in the phonological literature, especially since Chomsky and Halle's (1968; SPE) 
characterization of segments as unordered buncUes of features (building on Jakobson 
et al.'s 1952 characterization). Much attention in the phonological literature in the 
1970s "'as given to rethinking and enriching this strict definition of phonological 
representation, leading to developments including autosegmental representation 
of tone and other phenon1ena, forn1ally incorporating syllable structure and higher
order prosodic representation, and so forth. (See A.nderson 1985 and Kenst(nvicz 
1994 for a review of these developments, as 'vell as CHAPTER 14: AUTOSEGMENTS; 

CHAPTER 17: DISTINCTIVE FEATURES; CHAPTER 27: THE ORGANIZATION OF FEATURES; 

CHAPTER 54: THE SKELETON; and n1any other contributions to the Companion to 
Phonology.) Particularly relevant in this regard is Anderson's (1974, 1976) discus
sion of partial ly nasal segments and his conclusion that such differences cannot 
be adequately captured through static features (such as SPE's [delayed release]), 
but rather require direct reference to timing in the phonology, forcing a rethinking 
of the fundamental definition of the "segment." 

There has also been an ongoing discussion in both the phonological and phonetic 
literature about the phonetic real.ization of partially nasaJ segments and nasal
stop clusters and '"'hether or not these h.vo types of N'C sequences are phonetically 
distinct (Herbert 1986; Maddieson and Ladefoged 1993; amongst others). To the 
degree that such discussions address phonological entities, these issues are also 
directly relevant to our discussion. 
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'vVe begin by framing some background issues in the remainder of this intro
duction, including phonological segmenthood and phonological vs. phonetic 
entities. In §2, '"e consider the types of partially nasal segments that have been 
reported in the literature. In the case of nasal-oral entities (NC), one of the central 
issues is whether these entities are unary segments or clusters, "'hiJe in the case 
of oral-nasal entities (CN), a central question is "'hether such elements are part 
of the phonology as contrastive elements or only occur allophonically. In §3, we 
pursue the questions raised by the observed NC patterns and hrrn n1ore specific
ally to the issue of unary segments vs. clusters, including the issue of their phonetic 
characteristics. N'ext, in §4., we address the topic of representations, considering 
the fit behveen the attested patterns and the various proposed representations. 
Finally, in §5, '"e conclude and offer directions for further research, considering 
the in1plementation of the phonological patterns, the role of co-articulation, and 
possible pathways of change over ti1ne. 

At this point, •ve "'Ould like to introduce some terminology that "'e •viii use 
frequently throughout the chapter. The abbreviation NC stands for nasal-oral 
sequence, and similarly, CN stands for ora.l�nasa/ sequence, 'vhether they constitute 
lUIBry elen1ents or clusters. Unary NC and unary CN (sometimes abbreviated NC 
and cN) refer to partially nasal sequences that constitute a single segment, \vhile 
NC duster and CN duster refer to cases •vhere the sequence constitutes two segn1ents. 
When '''e '''ish to refer to a sequence in a generic sense, regardless of its phono
logical status, \Ve use the tern1s NC sequence and CN sequence. We reserve the term 
seg111ent for the w1ary cases. \l\lhere voicing is relevant, \Ve indicate a voiced obstru
ent portion with a "D" (e.g. D") and a voiceless oral portion with "T" (as in e.g. NT). 

The phonological segment, sometimes equated \vi.th the phoneme, is defined 
by Anderson (1976: 326) as follows: "A segment is usually taken to be a self
contained portion of an utterance which can be characterized in terms of one 
basic position of the articulatory organs." This is captured in SPE with unordered 
bundles of distinctive features, which are taken to define both the abstract con
trastive elements -the phonen1es - as \veil as the actual phonetic events, or phones. 
At issue is \vhether such representations - as phonological representations - include 
internal structure, capturing segment-internal timing. 

Before we consider the types of partially nasal segn1ents that exist in the world's 
languages, '"'e need to be n1ore explicit about the levels of representation for '"hich 
st.1ch structu.res are being posited . \l\lhich types are relevant to the phonology? Jn 
other '"ords, \vhich may constitute phonologically distinctive elements, and "'hich 
are only observed as a phonetic or allophonic result of the phasing of gestures? 
Clarifying this question is critical for characterizing a typology of such patterns, 
'"luch in turn is needed to evaluate various representational proposals. 

In the literature, many types of partially nasal elements have been described, 
but often it is not clear "'hether or not these are really phonological elements. 
Our interest here is in those cases '"here timing internal to the segment can result 
in a phonological contrast. In order to accurately assess which cases are contrastive, 
we need to separate out both those that result in partially nasal surface elements 
that are predic table (arguably either the result of phonological rules/constraints 
yielding allophony or gestural timing patterns), as well as those that have been 
mischaracterized as unary '"hen they are actually clusters. The issue of allophony 
is taken up in §2, and the issue of unary segments vs. clusters is taken up in §3. 
We turn now to a revie\v of possible cases. 
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Table 23.3 Inventory of prestopped nasals, oral stops and nasal stops in 
Central/Eastern Arrernte 

bilabial dl'ltlal alveolar retroflex palatal 

prestopped nasal Pm !D 'n 'n. 'J1 
oral stop p t t t c 

nasal stop m Q n !\ J1 

velt1r 

'1) 
k 

I) 

begins, so that by the end of the segn1ent, it has the qualities of a plain nasal, and 
progressive nasalization n1ay be 1nanifested on following vowels. Prestopped nasals 
have been much less �videly reported than prenasaJized stops, and are not .found 
amongst the sample of languages in  UPSID. The best-known descriptions are found 
in Australian languages (Butcher 1999). They have also been reported in Borneo 
and other languages of the Austronesian family, as well as in some languages of 
the Austro-Asiatic and Amazonian families (see Blust 1997 for a review). These 
latter cases, ho"'ever, are allophonic, and therefore do not provide evidence for 
prestopped nasals as phonological entities. 

'vVe now consider Arrernte, an Arandic language of Australia, as described by 
Butcher (1999) and Breen (2001), a language '�1here prestopped nasals appear to 
be phonemic (see also Breen and Dobson 2005). The Central and Eastern dialects 
of Arrernte have a series of prestopped nasals at various places of articulation, in 
contrast with plain voiceless stops and plain nasals. No primary voicing contrast 
is observed for stops, as is characteristic of these languages. Table 23.3 contains 
the relevant portion of the consonant inventory. 

These sounds occur �vord-initially and word-medially, although an inserted 
vowel usually precedes all initial consonants, and the language has been anaJyzed 
as having onJy VC(C) syllables (see Breen and Pensalfini 1999). Arrernte allows 
a limited range of consonant clusters as well, including sequences of nasals and 
hon1organic stops. (4) contains (near-)n1inin1al triplets of these sounds and 
corresponding plain stops and nasals. 

(4) Arrernte (Butcher 1999) 

bilabial alveolar 
prestopped nasal aPmar 'gum tree' a'nam 'yamstick' 
oraJ stop a par 'can1p' ata1n 'bursting' 
nasal stop am.al 'nest' anam 'staying' 

The prestopped nasals in Arrernte are believed to have originated from plain nasals 
that were allophonically produced '"ith a preceding oral portion when following 
a stressed oral syllable. Today these dialects are analyzed as having phonenuc 
prestopped segments. Most other southern Au.stralian languages, however, 
including for example Nukunu and Gupapuy1Ju, have allophonic, not phonentlc, 
prestopping. 

As mentioned above, prestopped nasals have also been described in several 
Austronesian languages. For exan1ple, in Bonggi, a language of Sabah, .tvlalaysia, 
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within the oral-nasal group, '''here the nasal and oral portions are more or less 
prominent in comparison to one another. A distinction for the nasal-oral cases 
bet"•een a prenasalized stop and what is so1netimes referred to as a post-stopped 
nasal (also post-p/oded nasal (Blust 1997),funny nasal (Durie 1985), or obstruent nasal 
(Durvasula 2009)) has been claimed, while a distinction \vithin the oral-nasal 
category has not, to our knowledge, been reported. 

As "'e discuss in Cohn and Riehl (2008), \Ve kno'" of no languages '"here a 
compelling case for a phonological contrast has been made. Several Austronesian 
languages, including Rejang and Acetu1ese, have been argued to have sounds 
described as primarily nasal, 'vith only a brief oral release (see Blust 1997 for 
recent review and references to specific cases). However, in phonetic and phono
logical studies of two putative cases, Acehnese and Sundanese, we find that the 
NCs are better analyzed, both phonologically and phonetically, as nasal-stop 
clusters, given that phonologically they pattern like other clusters and phonetically 
they have the duration of clusters rather than single segments, and their internal 
nasal-oral timing patterns do not sho'v consistent differences '"ith either ND 
dusters or prenasalized segments (as discussed in §3). The other type of case where 
sum phonetic differences have been claimed is clearly allophonic in nature (e.g. 
the post-ploded nasals in so1ne dialects of Chinese; see Chan 1987 and Chan and 
Ren 1987). 

Thus we conclude that finer divisions of this sort "'ithin the phonology are 
not '"arranted. We follow Anderson (1976) in positing only two phonologically 
relevant types of partially nasal segn1ents -prenasalized and prestopped segments. 
We kno'v of no languages that contrast these two types, but we do not predict a 
priori that such a contrast would not be possible. Rather 've expect this is because 
prestopped nasals are themselves very rare.4 

2.2 Other factors: Voicing, place, and manner 

2.2.1 Voicing 
In the case of prenasalized stops, the majority of the segments reported are fully 
voiced. In the best-attested cases, the nasal and oral portions are not divisible 
in the sense that the oral stop portion cannot occur alone. This is the case for 
Tan1arnbo, discussed above, as "'ell as n1any other Oceanic languages. In such 
languages, the prenasalized stop series is the voiced stop series. Fully voiced pre
nasalized stops are also found in some languages that have plain voiced stops 
and nasals occurring independently, including Wolof. Many Bantu languages 
are also identified as falling into this category. (However, we take an alternative 
view, that the NCs are actually clusters (see §3).) 

There are also descriptions of putative cases of prenasalized stops "'ith a 
voiced nasal portion followed by a voiceless oral portion. Ho,vever, there is a clear 
asynunetry benveen these two sorts of cases. While there are a number of clear 
and widely accepted cases of fully voiced w1ary NDs, the reports of prenasalized 
voiceless stops are questionable. Sequences of nasals and voiceless stops do 

• A proposal for laryngeal specification made by Golston and Kehrein (1998) and Kehrein and Golston 
(2004) that contcast is at the level of the subsyllabic unit, not at the level of the segment, cannot be 
extended to the nasal specification, as this would predict only one, not two, types of partially nasal 
segments. 
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phonologically relevant. VIJ'e have argued that neither prenasalized stops nor pre
stopped nasals shovt a contrast in voicing. Both types of partially nasal segments 
n1ay occur at various places of articulation, and n1ost have the manner of articula
tion of stops or affricates, 'vith prenasalized trills also being attested. 

In conclusion then, we find that internal structure matters, but only i.n a very 
limited way. Specification for [nasal] affects a full segment or a part of a segment, 
but there are no finer distinctions in terms of the timing of the parts and no 
additional co1nplexities in terms of differences in place, n1a1u1er, or voicing. 
Partially nasal segn1ents are unified in their specifications for voicing, place, and 
continuancy, as schematized in (5). As noted above, we knO"' of no languages 
'"here both NO and ON are attested contrastively, but we also kno'" of no reason 
'"hY a priori this would not be possible. 

(5) Possible phonological specifications for nasal 

nasal 
cont 
voJ.ce 

N o T No 

ffi ffi + 

+ + 

In what follows, '''e focus primarily on those types that are potentially phono
logically contrastive, but we will also have occasion to consider the role of timing 
as it leads to allophonic as '''ell as contrastive patterns. We turn now to the issue of 
unary partially nasal segn1ents vs. clusters, including a discussion of their phonetic 
properties, and ho\v these may bear on the issue of phonological status. 

3 Unary vs. cluster NC sequences 

Now that we have documented the existence of at least some partially nasal 
segments, this opens a broader set of questions regarding the relationship of 
partially nasal segments to NC/CN clusters. The possibility of one sequence of 
sounds exhibiting a distinction behveen a single unit vs. two units raises various 
questions of interest to phonology. 

There are hvo distinct yet interrelated issues to address. The first is whetl1er 
or not the phonology provides evidence for hvo different patterns. The second is 
'"hether or not these different patterns, should they occur, have distinct phonetic 
realizations. In terms of phonetic characteristics, duration is the factor most com-
1nonly discussed (although other possible phonetic differences have been considered). 

This discussion ties into broader concerns about the relationship bel\'l'een 
phonological timing and phonetic duration. Such issues have been \videly dis
cussed "'ith regard to geminates vs. singletons. In SPE, two representations '"ere 
available for geminates - t\VO identical adjacent features matrices or a single matrix 
specified as [+long]. Subsequent \'\'Ork has strongly suggested that both aspects play 
a role (see BroselO\V 1995; CHAPTER 37: GEMINATF.S; CHA.PTF,R 4.7: INITIAL GEMINATES 
for revie\vs). ln the case of unary NCs vs. NC clusters, some of the relevant ques
tions parallel these discussions. However, we '"ill argue that in the case of NCs, 
it is timing and not weight that is prirnarily at issue, even though, as discussed 
belo'"' both tin1ing and weight may play a role in a single language. 
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The phonetic realization of singletons vs. gerninates has been discussed in a 
number of cases (see Ham 1998). Ho'''ever, the prior interpretations concerning 
the phonetic realization of unary NCs vs. clusters are n1uch murkier. As discussed 
in §3.3, 've argue that, if appropriate comparisons are n1ade, there is a systematic 
durational difference behveen unary NCs and clusters. 

In the following discussion \Ve focus on prenasalized stops and NC clusters, 
rather than prestopped nasals and CN clusters, as all of the discussion that we 
are aware of has focused on the forn1er. In addition, since \Ne knovv of no cases 
>v here a contrast behveen NT and NT has been claimed, the discussion of the 
unary-duster distinction is limited to voiced NCs, in other "'Ords ND vs. ND. 

3.1 The phonological distinction 

The first issue to consider is "'hether or not there are distinct phonological ND 
patterns. Here it is useful to observe data from two languages where ND patterns 
are quite different, English and Fijian. 

In English, nasals and stops occur independently, and nasals and stops combine 
in both orders ND and ON. Importantly, the sequences are limited to positions 
vvhere they '"'ill not violate the language's sonority sequencing constraints 
(CHAPTER 49: SONORITY; CHAPTER 53: SYLLABLE CONTACT). NDs may be medial where 
they are usually interpreted as heterosyllabic, as in am .. ber; final "'here they 
decrease in sonority, as in am.end (though /mb/ and /fJg/ do not occur word
finally in English synchronically); but not word-initial, vvhere they vvould violate 
constraints on sonority in English. NDs also appear across n1orphen1e boundaries 
(in-decisive). These patterns suggest that the sounds are independent segments that 
cannot be tautosyllabic in an onset. Considering the facts as a '''hole, English NDs 
receive a straightfon,rard cluster analysis. 

The ND patterns in a language like Fijian look quite different (see e.g. Schutz 
1985). In this language, all voiced stops and the alveolar trill are preceded by a 
nasal component; that is, (b d g] never occur independently, but only as [mb "d 
0g]. Voiceless stops, on the other hand, never occur with a preceding nasal. The 
NDs occur word-initially, as in ;mbonu/ 'eel (sp.)', and medially, as in /vu"di/ 
'banana'. The language has no word-final consonants and no other consonant 
sequences, suggesting that all syllables are open. Taking the evidence as a whole, 
Fijian NCs are straightfor"'arc:IJy analyzed as unary. Ba.sed upon such data, th.ere 
appears to be ample evidence for nvo different phonological patterns. We argue 
in §4, following many others, that these t\vo different patterns require distinct 
phonological representations. 

The discussion of ND patterning is complicated by a nun1ber of languages vvhere 
the unary vs. c.luster status of the sequences is Jess clear. One "'idely disctlssed 
case involves the Bantu languages. In many Bantu languages, ND sequences are 
found "'Ord-medially in intervocalic position (and sometimes to a limited degree 
word-initially, where the nasal is part of a prefix). Although their patterning 
suggests a cluster analysis (see Herbert 1986), the sequences are often analyzed as 
u11ary segments, due to the lengthening of vowels observed before the NDs. The 
follo"ring data are from Jita, a Bantu language, spoken in Tanzania ( Do>vning 1996): 

(6) a. oku-cun1a 
oku-loja 

'to get wealthy' 
'to try' 

oku-cuana 
oku-lo:ja 

'to jump' 
'to visit the sick' 
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that can be interpreted as having such a contrast. One such language is Sinhala, 
•vhich has series of voiced stops, voiceless stops and plain nasals, as well as a 
singleton-gemina te contrast throughout the consonant inventory, and it allows 
for a '"ide range of consonant combinations, including ND and NT (see Coates 
and de Silva 1961; Feinstein 1979; Maddieson and Ladefoged 1993; Letterman 1997). 
While the NTs are uncontroversially considered dusters, there is an interesting 
distinction among the NDs, illustrated by pairs of '"ords often transcribed as 
follo\vs (follo"'ing Lettennan's 1997 transcription): 

(7) a. 
b. 

/la"da/ 
/ka"de/ 

'thicket' 
'truck (GEN)' 

/Janda/ 
/kande/ 

'blind' 
'hill (GEN)' 

In (7), there appears to be a contrast between a unary and a cluster ND. Further 
consideration of the phonotactic patterns reveals that the prenasalized stops pat
tern vvith singleton consonants and clusters pattern •vith geminates, for example: 

(8) 
a. 
b. 

/balal/ 
/polo1Jg/ 

singular 
'cat' [balala] 
'viper' [polaDga] 

plural 
[balallu] 
[polol)gu] 

In (Sa), addition of the plural suffix causes gemination of a preceding stem-final 
consonant, resulting in a long [II]. When this suffix follows a prenasalized stop, 
the result is described as an ND cluster, as in (8b ). 

Given data such as that above, both Letterman (1997) and .tv!addieson and 
Ladefoged (1993) analyze the contra.st in Sinha la as being one of a short vs. a long 
ND (although the details of their analyses differ), '"ith Letterman describing 
the difference as one bet"reen a prenasalized stop and a geminate prenasalized 
stop. This analysis is consistent \Vith Riehl's (2008) conclusion that ND and ND 
can only contrast in languages with phonenuc length (see also CHAPTER 20: THE 
REPRESENTATION OF VOWEL LENGTH; CHAPTER 37: GEMINATES). In all cases knO\"n 
to us vvhere a unary-cluster ND contrast has been posited, the languages also 
have phonemic length, including Fula (Arnott 1970; JV!addieson and Ladefoged 
1993) and Selayarese (Mithun and Basri 1986) (and likely other languages closely 
related to Sin11ala). The linkage of the unary-cluster ND contrast '"'ith phonenuc 
length appears to have the foUo"ring explanation: since the only phonetic differ
ence bet\,1een the hvo cases is length of the nasal (discussed in §3.3 belo\.v), this 
is sufficient for a contrast only in those languages where length independently 
forms the basis of a contrast.5 

3.3 The phonetics of NC 
In recent years, how the phonological and phonetic components of grammar are 
related has been a topic of interest. The phonetic realization of nasal-obstruent 
sequences has been a part of these discussions, given that the same apparent 

s Both an analysis that treats the contrast as 011e bet\oveen a singleto11 and gen1inate preJ1asal and 
one tl\at t r.eats tl)e contrast as beh,•een a pr.e.i,asal and a cluste(", could be acco.r1l.modated UJ\der ou.r 
vie'''· Phonetically, we '''ould expect the san1e realization, gi\ren tl1e internal nasal-oral timing of all 
NDs, as discussed in §3.3. 
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sequence of phonetic elements (nasal and obstruent) can pattern as either one 
or tvvo units in the phonology. Similar attention has been paid to the timing of 
gen1inates (see Han1 1998). 

It has long been assumed that a unary NC, such as a prenasalized stop, should 
differ phonetically from a nasal-obstruent cluster in being of shorter overall 
duration. This assumption is entailed in the distinct symbols used for these 
sounds, e.g. ["d] vs. [nd], where the raised nasal in the unary case implies a less 
significant nasal portion and shorter overall duration. Herbert (1986), in his 
1nonograph on prenasalized stops, includes "shorter overall duration" as one of 
the defining characteristics of unary segments. 

More recently, hovvever, the assumptions about differing phonetic characteristics 
bet\veen these t"'O NC types have been challenged. Maddieson and Ladefoged 
(1993), for example, state that there is no clear evidence of a phonetic difference 
and that the issue is rather one for the phonology. Ho'"ever, a review of the 
literature reveals that there have in fact been very fe\v studies that systematically 
investigate the question of phonetic difference. Perhaps the most commonly cited 
is an article by Br0\'1man and Goldstein (1986), comparing bilabial NC clusters 
in English \Vith claimed unary bilabial NCs in Chaga. However, this study, 
which exa1nines labial trajectories rather than duration per se, is far from con
clusive. In short, claims about phonetic characteristics of NCs, whatever they may 
be, have until recently been unsupported by sufficient phonetic data. 

Riehl (2008) conducted parallel phonological and phonetic studies of NC types 
in four languages, examining phonetic characteristics of NC duration, preceding 
V0\'1el duration, and preceding and follo,·ving vo,.vel nasalization. Riehl found that 
total duration did differ significantly between unary and cluster NCs \vhen appro
priate comparisons '"ere made (most relevant being the ratio of the duration of 
plain nasals to NC sequences), v1hile the other characteristics '"'ere not consistently 
different. The graph in Figure 23.1 contains duration data from four languages, 

2.0 �-------�-------� 

1.8 x II 
u 
z 1 .. 6 

. 
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:z: 1.4 ., 
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0 
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--�. -- --- -- --. -- --... --- -- . 
.8 '----------'--------� 

Tamambo Erro Manado Pamona 

Figure 23.1 Ratio of total duration of plain N to ND sequences at the alveolar place 
of articulation in unary Tamambo and Erromangan and duster Manado Malay and 
Pamona. Average values over ten repetitions of each target word by 4-6 speakers of 
each language. Duration of [n] = 1 
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5.2 The asy1nmetry bet'lveen prenasalized and 
prestopped segments 

Throughout the chapter, "'e have discussed the "''"0 types of partially nasal segments 
attested phonologically - prenasalized segn1ents and grestopped nasals - in parallel, 
despite much greater docuo:ientation of NCs than 'Ns cross-linguistically. While 
we have ackno\vledged the paucity of information on the cN cases, \ve have not 
addressed the source of this imbalance. This imbalance raises several questions. First, 
are prenasalized stops truly more common cross-linguistically, or do \ve simply kno\v 
1nore about the languages that contain then1 than '"e do about those that contain 
prestopped nasals? Second, if prestopped nasal segments are less common, is this 
simply accidental, or is there a principled explanation for \vhy this is so? Third, 
if indeed the only evidence for prestopped nasal segments comes from those fe\v 
cases identified above, is it possible that further examination of those cases '''ill reveal 
that the contrastive cases are actually clusters and that there is no evidence for 
phonological unary prestopped segments at all? Having revie\ved the literature as 
carefully as possible, \ve believe that the imbalance is neither due to a lack of appro
priate documentation nor accidental, but more data is required to figure out why. 

5.3 Pathways to change 

The observed asy1nmetries between NC and "N and the possible phonetic n1otiv
ations for these patterns lead us to consider what the path\·vays to change might 
be \vhich result in parti.ally nasal segments as part of a phonemic inventory of a 
language. Notably, the path'''ays of NC and "N seem to be different. 

As discussed in §2.1 above, one characteristic pattern of unary NCs is that they 
often constitute the only series of voiced stops in the language. As discussed above, 
such cases arguably arise as an enhance1nent effect "'here the addition of nasal 
airflow helps maintain fuU voicing a.s an enhancement of the voicing contrast 
(Ohala 1983; Iverson and Salmons 1996; Nasuka"'a 2005). The historical path\,ray 
for cNs appears to be a result of co-articulatory timing. This path,vay seen1s less 
likely to result in contrastive partially nasal segments, suggesting parallels to 
Cohn's (1993) observations of what circumstances result in contrastively nasalized 
approximants "'here "'eakening, not contextual nasalization, seems to result in 
the attested cases. Another pathway noted by a revie\ver is partial denasalization 
of nasal stops, as observed for example in Athabaskan (e.g. Leer 1996). As we 
con1e to better understand the synchronic typologies of such cases, "'e can start 
to address the question of possible pathways to change. 

5.4 Further directions 
In closing, this chapter highlights the need for more data to better understand 
the cross-linguistic patterns of partially nasal segments and the implications of such 
patterns for phonological representations. This includes the continued documen
tation of less well-studied languages especially in underdocun1ented language 
families; the critical impor tance of understanding such data as part of a phono
logical system, not just as isolated elements; and finally the need for additional 
careful phonetic analysis that can inform not only the phonetic description of such 
cases, but also the phonology. 
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24 The Phonology of 
Movement in Sign 
Language 

WENDY SANDLER 

To '"atch a person communicating in a sign language is to observe a \vell
coordinated, n1ulti-channel display of bodily motion. Most salient in this display 
is movement of the hands, \vhich transmit lexical, morphological, and timing 
information. In coordination \vith the hands, motion of the mouth and lo\ver face 
perforn1s phonological, morphological, and gestural functions. Sinutltaneously, 
movement of the head and body provides a kind of prosodic shell to house the 
signing hands. Pron1inently en1bedded in this outer shell are the brows and 
eyes, whose movements provide intonation, the visua. l "tunes" of the n1essage. 
The same physical articulators are all exploited by speakers as well, to augment 
the linguistically organized vocal-auditory signal.1 But in sign language, it is 
these visually perceived actions that convey the linguistic signal itself, in a 
synchronized panoply of n1otion. 

\Nl1a.t are the primitives of n1overnent at ea.ch level of linguistic structure? 
How are they organized? In \vhat \vays does the phonological organization 
of movement correspond to phonological properties of spoken languages? Can 
a comparison of the two help to separate universal linguistic properties from 
n1odality effects in language generally? How does the organization of such a 
system arise? These are the issues addressed in this chapter, \vhich. focuses 
on the phonological category of movement. The other t\''0 major phonological 
categories - hand configuration and location - are not the main objects of 
interest here.2 

The first section describes the nature of moven1ent in lexical signs, providing 
evidence for the existence and unity of movero.ent as a phonological category. 
The section also provides a model for the representation of movement, briefly 
noting its strengths and \veaknesses and those of alternative models. The goal 
of that section is to give the reader a feel for the nature of movement in lexical 
signs and for son1e of the issues involved in representing it phonologically. 

1 The tem1 "speakers" as used here refers only to producers of spoken languages, while "signe<S" 
refers to prodLtcers of sign language. 
' See Sandler and Lillo-Martin (2006) for a detailed overview of sign language phonology. 
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The morphology of sign languages exploits movement forms that are not 
fotmd in sin1plex signs, a peculiarity of sign languages that is described in §2, 
where n1oven1ent patterns in temporal aspect n1orphology are analyzed by means 
of morphological te1nplates. The section also sho\vs that morphological com
plexity is achieved not only by movement of the hands, but by movement of 
the mouth as "'ell. A subsystem of the grammar in vvhich movement appears to 
have certain analogic properties completes §2. 

Also playing a linguistic role in sign language is moven1ent of the upper 
face, head, and torso. These articulators provide prosodic and other cues, simul
taneously "'ith the lexical and timing information conveyed by the hands. The 

organization of movement in the service of prosody is the subject of §3, follo\ved 
by §4, a brief comparison \Vith the \Vay speakers use visible 1novement. 

While all established sign languages seem to exploit moven1ent in si.ini.Jar 
ways, most likely due to the interaction of particular iconic and motoric iu1der
pinnings, evidence from a ne\vJy emerging sign language described in §5 
suggests that these typological features are not "given" at the outset. Instead, 
lexical movement, obligatory in signs of established sign languages, takes phono
logical fonn only gradually, as the linguistic system as a \Vhole emerges. §6 
concludes the chapter by considering what the study of sign language phono
logy and movement might teach us about phonology in general, through a 
comparison of movement in sign language with phonological elements of spoken 
languages. 

1 Movement in lexical signs 

Exan1ples of basic types of manual movement and their combinations that occur 
in lexical signs are illustrated i.11 Figure 24.1. The examples are from Israeli. Sign 
Language (ISL}, except for Figure 24.lg, which is from An1erican Sign Language 
(ASL), but the same types are found in other sign languages as \vell. The two 
types of lexical movement are path movement and internal movement of the 
hand or hands. Path n1ovement is generated at the shoulder or elbow and results 
in movi.i1g the hand in a path through space. Internal movement is generated 
either by the wrist, resulting in orientation change, or by the fingers, resulting ill 
a change i.n the shape of the hand.. 
Pat/1 movement can have the shapes [straight] (the default, sho\vn in Figure 24.la), 

[arc], or, in ASL, "7'', the latter used primarily for initialized city names, in \Vhich 
the handshape is taken from the fi.ngerspelled first English letter of the name 
(see CHAPTER 9: HANDSHAPE JN SIGN LANGUAGE PHONOLOGY for initialization), 
and also a (are "Z" shape, e.g. in NEVER and LIGHTNING in ASL. Lexical move
ment is constrained in the follo\ving \vays: there is typically only one movement 
in a sign, performed on or near a single area of the body, the head, torso, arm, 
or hand. Another "'ay to create a path movement is by moving the hand/s in a 
circle. Son1e researchers consider circling moven1ent to be an additional move
ment feature in addition to [stra.ight) and [arc), \vhile others favor an analysis o.f 
circles as consisting of a sequence of arcs \\•ith different values for concavity, a 
point to which "'e return in §3. Lexical movements can also be characterized by 
the features [tense] and [doubled].3 
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Figure 24.2 An ISL minimal pair differing only in movement shape 

distinguished by single or doubled movement can also be found, but are also 
very uncommon. 

A straightforward linguistic argument for a movement category is reference 
to movement in phonological constraints and processes. A constraint on a 
rule involving move1nent is the blocking of a particular agree1nent 1narker in 
verbs that have specified 1novement. In ISL, verbs are blocked from under
going inflection for n1ultiple object agreement if they are specified for any 
feature belonging to the class of (non-default) lexical movement features, such 
as [arc] (in the vertical plane), [tense], or [doubled]' (Sandler 1996). In such 
signs, the verb is not inflected for 1nultiple object agreement; instead, an object 
pronoun is used, and it carries the inflection. Since the n1tlltiple agreen1ent 
fonn consists of a horizontal arc n1ovement \vhich is superin1posed on the sign, 
it appears that its blocking by a specified move1nent feature such as [tense] or 
[doubled] is a constraint on movement complexity. Verbs of the relevant type 
\Vith the most common path movement, the default straight path movement, 
all do undergo this inflection. Apparently, a sitnilar constrait1t is active it1 ASL 
(Padden 1988). 

A morphological rule that refers to the movement category provides further 
evidence for the category in sign language phonology. This morphological rule 
of reduplication for Iterative and other temporal aspects reduplicates the final 
syllable of a sign. The rule refers to movement it1 the sense that a syllable is defmed 
as consisting either of a sit1gle n1ove1nent (path or internal) or of a sitnultaneously 
executed path and internal movement. Two movements in a sequence constitute 
t\vo syllables. Most signs are monosyllabic, and are fully reduplicated \Vhen 
inflected for various te1nporal aspects. Ho,vever, compounds may be disyllabic, 
and, if so, then the final syllable - \Vi.th 1novement as its nucleus - is reduplicated 
(Sandler 1989). This is the case \vhether the n1oven1ent in that syllable is path or 
internal, \vhich in turn is an argument for unifying both types of movement in a 
single category. 

·
• [doubled] movement, named [restrained] in Sandler (1996), refers to lexical doubled movement, 
which differs from morphological reduplication both phonetically and phonologically. 
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(2) a. Representations of ISL JUST-THEN, a sign with plnin path 11wve111ent 
(dosed) 

Fi.nger Position 

Selected Fingers 

HC 

Place 

Setting 

L 

(index] 

M I 
(straight] 

Orientation 

[down] 

L 

[hand) 

(proximal) [contact] 

b. Representations of ISL SEND, a sign with path and internal movement 
[dosed] [open) 

Pinger position 
[aU] Orientation 

Selected fingers 
[away) 

rlC 

L 1'1 L I 
[straight] 

Place 

[torso] 
Setting 

[proximal] [distal] 

The aspect of internal moven1ent captured by this representation is its 
intimate connection to the hand, both physical ly and behaviorally, in the phono
logy. \iV'hile path movement is achieved by movement at higher joints (elbow· or 
shoulder), internal movement is achieved by movement of the fingers (hand.shape 
change; Figure 24.lb) or 'vrist (orientation change; Figure 24.lc). An argument 
for the intimate connection beh.veen internal moven1ent and the category of hand 
con.figtlration con1es from ass.i.n1ilation in lexical con1pou.nds, \vhere all hand con
figuration features spread, including their movement. A version of a compound 
meaning FAINT, composed of the signs MIND and DROP, illustrates this clearly, 

as seen in Figure 24.3. 
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c. 

Figure 24.3 The ASL lexical compound, MJNDADROP = FAINT 

Example (3a) shows that the entire hand configuration node, with its branching 
features for internal movement, spreads regressively (dashed line), associatLng to 
the second location of MIND. The surface form of the compound is represented 
in (3b ). 

(3) a. Representations of con1;1ound reduction: Tr1111cntion nnd assintilntion of 
MIND"DROP 

L 

fvITND 

[open] 

(index] 

.... --

M 
I 

[straight] 

Finger Position 
Orienta ti on 

DROP 

[closed) [open) 

[all) 
Selected Fingers .... ---

(dov1n) • • •  - --- - - - ----
---...... -----....... ---

L 

HC 

L 

Place 

M 
I 

[straight] 

L 

[head) [torso] 
Setting 

[proximal] [contact) [high] [low) 
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(5) Prosodic Model scher11a ivith internal n1.ove111.ent (handshape change) 
Root 

Inherent features Prosodic features 

I I 
Manual 

I 
Setting 

I 
Dominant hand Path 

I r-····- ---. . _ _ _ 
Selected fingers 

I 
Aperture [direction] 

� 
[all) [closed) [open] 

x x 

Each of the t\vo n1odels accounts for a number of different theoretical and 
e1npirical phenomena in sign language phonology, and both n1odels aJleviate 
certain problems inherent in tl1e Hand Ti.er model, in particular, the linearizati.on 
problem, in which path and internal movement are not accommodated in a unified 
way. But each has disadvantages as \veil . Omitting a move1nent segment fron1 
the representation, as the Dependency Model does, makes it difficult to accom
n1odate the durational effects on n1ovement described in §3, and the distribution 
of the feature (con tact), ,.vhich can be realized on either of the Ls, on the M, or on 
all segments (Sandler and Lillo-Martin 2006). A coherent account of the syllable 
reduplication facts described above also provides a chal lenge for that n1odel. 

A dra\vback of the Prosodic Model lies in the segregation of the internal move
n1ent features fro1n the hand configuration features in two separate branches of 
structure. In this \vay, the model sacrifices the phonetic and phonological integrity 
of hand configuration (the latter supported by the compound assimilation facts, 
for example). Doing a"ray with a Movement segment, a representation inherited 
from the Dependency Model, presents the same problems for the Prosodic Model. 

No n1odel co1nfortably accomn1odates all the facts. Unfortunately, a detailed 
review of existing mod.els of move.men! ,.vould take us too far from the goal 
here of introducing movement in sign language to a general linguistic audience, 
and interested readers are referred to the sources cited above, and to Sandler and 
Lillo-Martin (2006: ch. 13), for further illustration and discussion. 

1.3 Lexical movement and meaning 

A central property of phonological units is that they are n1eaningless. This 
"duality of patterning" of language - the division into a meaningful level of 
morphemes, \VOrds, and sentences, as well as a meaningless level of auditory or 
visual formational elements - has been called a basic design feature of human 
language (Hockett 1960). This property is what gives human language its ability 
to create vast vocabularies fron1 a small number of pritnitive elements. Yet sign 
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and locations remain unchanged, 'vhile the movement pattern alone is affected 
- by changes in shape, duration, rhythm, and number of iterations. Klima and 
Bellugi describe 11  aspects for ASL, which they distinguish fron1 one another by 
1neans of the follo,ving bi.nary features: reduplicated, even, tense, end-marked, 
fast, and elongated. 

The system has certain key elements in common "'ith the root and pattern 
morphology of Se1nitic languages, in \vhich the consonants of the root re1nain 
constant, while the vowel pattern and the rhythm (expressed through genuna
tion of different consonant or vo,vel positions in the morphological template) 
are altered to create different verb forms (see CHAPTER 10s: TIER SEGREGATION; 

CHAPTER 108: SEMITIC TEMPLATES). The abstract vocalic and timing patterns con
stitute morphemes of voice or aspect and of verb form, such as (roughly) reflexive, 
causative, etc. Influenced by McCarthy's model for Standard Arabic (McCarthy 
1981), a ten1platic treatment of ASL aspect proposes sunilar tinting templates 
and movement features for the aspectual system of that language. Associating 
morphological features to the movement segment and geminating either loca
tions or 1novements produce aspectual patterns (Sandler 1990). For example, the 
citation forn1s of the verbs GIVE and LOOK-AT are shown in Figure 24.4. Each 
has a plain straight moven1ent with no special shape or timing qualities. If these 
verbs are inflected for temporal aspect, then the form gets its shape from the 
path movement feature and its timing from the aspectual template. For example, 
inflection for Durational adds a reduplicated circular movement to the base forms, 
illustrated in Figure 24.5. For any verb so inflected, the n1ovement pattern for any 
given aspect is the san1e. 

Both GIVE and LOOK-AT belong to the class of verbs \vh.ich m many sign 
languages agree for subject and object or, more precisely, for source and goal 
(Padden 1988; Meir 2002). Agreement is realized by moving the hand(s), con
figured according to the feature specifications of the base verb, fron1 a spatial 
locus associated with the source to a locus associated '"ith the goal. The citation 
forms shov;n in Figure 24.4 are very similar to the inflected forms for I-GIVE
YOU and I-LOOK-AT-YOU. That is, the initial locus (1st person) is typically near 
the torso of the signer, the final locus (2nd person) is at a distal location in front 
of the signer and movement is from the signer toward the addressee. The spatial 
loci for 3rd person referents are typically established durmg the discourse, 
and consist of points in space which defy precise phonological representation. 

a. 

I 
Figuxe 24.4 Citation forms of ASL (a) LOOK-AT and (b) GIVE. Reprinted with 
permission from Ursula BeUugi 
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in the class of agreement verbs), "'hile there is a conventionalized set of movement 
shapes and timing templates \Vhich determine aspect. 

2.2 Mouth movement in sign language morphology 

In addition to the infrequent lexical specification of mouth and movements, noted 
in §1 above, repeated tongue flap ("lalalala") plays a grammatical role in many 
sign languages, often marking predicates for iterative or exhaustive inflection, 
so1netimes \vith additional manually produced inflection such as reduplica
tion or horizontal arc. For example, in ISL, the horizontal arc of the exhaustive 
verb inflection can be accompanied by a rapid tongue movement of this kind 
(Meir and Sandler 2008). 

A different tongue movement - side-to-side tongue \vag - has been closely 
investigated in the Delayed Completive aspect in ASL (Brentari 1998). In this 
language, tongue wag is an allon1orph of finger wiggle, marking the Delayed 
Completive aspect. This operation productively applies to telic verbs, "'ith some 
phonological restrictions, and adds the meaning "delay the completion of x," \vhere 
x is the base verb. 

In addition to morphological functions, mouth shapes and movements perforn1 
prosodic and gestural functions (Sandler 1999, 2009; Boyes Braen1 and Sutton-Spence 
2001 ). In fact, in these "manual" languages, the mouth is often in constant n1otion 

- not in the service of speech, but in the service of language. 

2.3 Predicates of motion and location: A partly 
linguistic subsystem 

Established sign languages typically have a subsystem \Vithin their grammars for 
designating location and motion of classes of referents. This systen1, called verbs 
of motion and location, classifier predicates, or classifier constructions, co1nbines 
dassifier handshapes with motions and loca.tions in space. Identified and analyzed 
in the early years of sign language research (by Supalla 1982, 1986, and others), 
the system has subsequently been tackled by a number of other researchers of 
ASL and several other sign languages (see Emmorey 2003). The organization 
of these constructions clearly has conventionalized properties, and the system is 
apparently difficult to a.cquire by both first and second ]an.gu.age learners. 

In classifier predicates, there is a conventional set of handshapes correspond
ing to classes of referents (hence the term "classifiers"). Unlike the handshape 
category in lexical signs, which is a meaningless phonological unit, the classifier 
handshapes are meaningful morphen1es, \.vhich fall into three categories. Size 
and shape classifiers class objects according to physical properties, like small and 
round, flat, or cylindrical. Handling classifiers mimic the shape of the hand or 
object (like a hook or tongs) handling another object, be it flat and thin, like paper, 
or thick, like a book, for example. Entity classifiers refer to se1nantic classes such 
as hun1ans, sn1all animals, legs, eyes, or vehicles. The handshapes in classifier 
systems are conventionalized, and vary from sign language to sign language; they 
are part of the grammatical system. 

These classifier handshapes can combine with other classifier shapes on the 
non-dominant hand, an ilnpossibility in lexical signs, in \vhich the non-don1inant 
hand too has n1eaningless phonological status and is strictly constrained in shape 
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[IF HE INVITE-l'v1E PARTY HIS], [I COME-TO PARTY HIS], 

Bro1u Rajse 

Wide Eyes 

Tilt right Tilt left 

Head.fonvnnf Head back 

Hend dawn H�nd up 
Hold Hold 

Figure 24.9 Alignment of facial and head positions �'·ith the timing cues of the hands 
at the end of each intonational phrase produces salient and synchronized n1ovement at 
the boundary. The timing cue in the text is cessation of movement (holding the signing 
hands still) 

4 Movement of hands, face, and body in spoken 
language: A comparison 

Unlike sign language, spoken language is usually not described in terms of 
moven1ent of the face, hands, and body. Instead we think of language in the audi
tory modality as produced by the largely hidden vocal tract, suggesting that 
hearing people are not conduits of the variegated motion ensembles described 
above - and speakers may indeed look rather strange to deaf people. But that is 
not because speakers are static. They, too, make use of the head, body, face, and 
hands when they communicate, as the burgeoning fields of co-speech gesture and 
"visual prosody" reflect. Speakers of all languages and cultures use their hands 
rhythmically and imagistically to augment the linguistically organized signal in 
ways that have motivated a theory of co-speech gesture as integral to language 
(see e.g. McNeill 1992; Goldin-Meadow 2003; Kendon 2004). Speakers use the face 
and body as "'ell to "punctuate" and augn1ei1t their speech (see S\verts and Kraluner 
2009 for a recent collection of articles on visual prosody). But the motions of 
the face and body that accompany speecl1, though rich, are not as finely tuned, 
conventionalized, or systematically coordinated as are the motions of prosody 
accompanying signed utterances. In sign language, these signals are organized 
into a linguistic system.6 Current \vork on a ne\v sign language gives clues to how 
such a linguistic system emerges. 

5 Emergence of the movement category 

The foregoing exposition leapt back and forth in rather cavalier fashion from ASL 
to ISL, 'vith forays to SLN, as if the system being described "'ere common to 
all sign languages. And indeed, while there certainly are language-specific differ
ences, most of the characteristics of n1ovement described in the broad description 

6 Wl1ile sign languages organize n1otion of the hands, face, and body i11to a linguistic syste1n, this 
does not mean that they do not also avail themselves o.f paralinguistic gestul'.31 elements correspondu>g 
to co-speech gesture. In fact, they do. A particular kind of iconic co-sign gesture in sign languages is 
C(>mmonly made with the mouth (Sandler 2009). 
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a. 

{ 

·- b. 

Figure 24,JO Al-Sayyid Bedouin Sign Language (ABSL) KETTLE, comprised of CUP 
and ROUND-OBJECT, as signed in an extended family with many deaf members 

at some location '.vith a transitional moven1ent only - a phonetic possibility that 
established sign languages do not exploit. A system like that of ABSL does not 
need to COLmt syllables, unlike ASL, for example (see §1), and has not arrived at 
LML signs as a (possibly perceptually advantageous) alternation ben.veen static and 
dynamic elements. In such a systen1, move1nents are not mandatory. Interestingly, 
in the third generation, among children '"ho d'"ell in households '.vith a deaf 
pa.rent and deaf siblings, \ve begin to see mandatory movement emerging. 
l'vlovement segments are introduced into everyday signs such as GOAT and 
KETTLE in these children, performed '"ithout n1ovement by others in the village 
(Sandler el al., forthcoming). KETTLE as signed in one household, a co1npow1d 
1nade up of the signs CUP and ROUND-OBJECT, is shown i.n Figure 24.10. 

The second part of the sign KETnE is typically signed by placing the hands 
in front of the torso in the configuration shown in Figure 24.lOb. But a young girl 
in this household signed it differently, introducing a salient movement of the two 
hands toward each other, as sho\'tn in Figure 24.11. This movement is cotu1ter
iconic, as the kettle does not become any smaller. An epenthetic movement is 
introdt.lced in the sign GOAT by two children in different deaf households that 
include a deaf parent (an unusual situation, as the gene is recessive). That sign 
is typically made "'ith an "L" hand, by placing the thumb in contact with the 
temple -an iconic representation of a goat's horn. But the two children fron1 deaf 
households \Vhom \ve recorded introduced a repeated tapping 1noven1ent at 
the temple. Again, the n1ovement is not iconic. A goat's horn does not tap its 
head, and this movement can be seen as introducing a formal element that '"ill 
ultimately be exploited in a phonological system. 

6 Summary and conclusion 

Perhaps a key to understanding sign language phonology, and movement as 
part of it, is to recognize the fact that no potential visual signal goes unexploited. 
But these signals, available to all hun1ans, are n1olded in sign languages into a 
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Figuxe 24.ll Movement epenthesis in ROUND-OBJECT by a smaU child in the family 

well-disciplined vehicle for conveying particular kinds of linguistic information 
at different levels of structure. 

Lexical signs n1ust have some 1noven1ent, even if it is only a default straight 
path, a requirement that implies an organizational advantage for the category -
perceptual, articulatory, contrastive, or all three. \Nithin signs, the primary 
movement is manual - either path, hand internal, or the t\vO simultaneously 
- characterized by a small set of move1nent features. 

More evidence for the existence of a moven1ent category con1es from n1or
phological constraints and rules that refer to it. Aspectual morphology makes 
systematic use of movement patterns - templates of movement shape and timing 
that are comparable in some respects to the templatic morphology of Semitic 
languages. More freedom of moven1ent appears to be available to the classifier 
predicate subsystem, \\'luch is exploited for types of discourse in \vhich spatial 
relations and manners of moven1ent are prominent, and \vhlch provides a velucle 
for stylistic creativity, as in poetry. 

As the hands move in space, assuming various configurations, they are some
times accompanied by coordinated 1novement of the mouth, "'hich can serve 
lexical, n1orphological, prosodic, or gestural fw1ctions. Above the lexical level, 
prosodic constituents such as the intonational phrase are marked by n1ovement 
of the head and torso, and meaningful intonational arrays are overlaid on these 
displays by actions of the upper face. 

Non-trivial similarities to spoken language phonological categories can be 
identified here: (i) signs must have an alternation bel\veen static and dynanlic 
components, as spoken \.vords n1ust have consonants and vowels;8 (ii) there is a 
limited inventory and combination of features in a given phonological category 
(here the movement category) \\•ithin lexemes (CHAPTER 17: DISTINCTIVE FEATURES); 
(iii) constraints and rules may be appealed to in order to provide linguistic 

' This comparison between Ls and Ms and Cs and Vs is not meant to imply that these categories 
ha\re similar properties or distribution in the two n1odalities, because they do not. Rather, the com

parison is much brc.,der, reflecting the fact that these phonological categories manifest different rhythmic 
properties. 
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KIMARY SHAHIN 

1 Introduction 

Pharyngeals are segments 'vith prunary or secondary articulation in the pharynx. 
They are sometimes referred to as "post-velars" (e.g. Bessell and Czaykowska
Higgins 1991; Bessell 1992). It is usually understood that the uvula is the topmost 
structure of the pharynx, and that the pharynx extends to, but excludes, the glot
tis (e.g. Carmody 1941 and Maddieson 2009, who states that the upper boundary 
is "around the uvula"). The tern1"pharyngeals" has been used in a second sense, 
to refer to segments, like [ti �], \vhich are "pharyngeal" according to the IPA 
classification of places of articulation. They have been presumed to be articulated 
above the epiglottis and below the uvula. Ho,vever, this is a misnomer because the 
place of articulation of those sounds is actually aryepiglottal, as will be explained 
(see CHAPTER 22: CONSONANTAL PLACE OF ARTICULATION for n1ore general discussion). 

Figu.re 25.l provides a general idea of the geographic distribution of pharyngeal 
consonants, including the pharyngeal glide but excluding non-uvular rhotics 
like [r l). Figure 25.1 is based on the observations in this chapter, and the data 
of Maddieson (2005a, 2005b) and Chambers and Trudgill (1998). Regarding non
uvular rhotics, pharyngeal constriction has been observed for English [r i) (e.g. 
MclV.!ahon et al. 1994; Scobbie 2009). However, identification of all langu.a.ges with 
a pharyngeally articulated non-uvular rhotic is left for \VOrk elsewhere, and the 
areas for English are not marked in Figure 25.l. 

Pharyngeal vo,vels, i.e. "low back" and "lax" /"-ATR" vo\vels, as '"ill be 
explained belo\v, probably have extensive geographic distribution. 

Regarding inventory configurations, languages with primary pharyngeal 
consonants at more than one place of articulation tend to have large consonantal 
inventories, typically utilizing secondary articulations like lip rounding or glottal
ization, but not necessarily having a voicing opposition for obstruents. The presence 
of secondary pharyngeal consonants in1plies the presence of primary pharyngeal 
consonants, and it seems that no language "'.i.th pharyngealized. vowel phoneo1es 
also has pharyngeal consonant phonemes; see l\ifaddieson (2009). Languages '''ith 
pharyngeal consonants typically have derived secondary pharyngeal, i.e. "lax," 
vo,veLs, due to vo\vel pharyngealization in the environment of a pharyngeal 
consonant (CHAl'TER 29: SECONOAl�Y AND DOUBLE ARTICULATION). 
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Figure 25.1 Geographical distribution of pharyngeal consonants, except for non-uvular 
rhotics 

The aim of this chapter is to review the main issues in pharyngeal phonology. These 
can be expressed by the follo"1ing questions: (i) what is the pharyngeal typology?; 
(ii) 1.vhat is the articulation of pharyngeals?; (iii) "'hat is their representation? 

The answers to these questions as indicated by research so far 1vill be summar
ized below. Where data exru11ples are given, they 1vill mostly just illustrate various 
patternings - for data that establish the patterns, see the sources cited for each 
pattern. Our discussion will incorporate the findings of Esling (1996, 1999, 2005) on 
the actual nature of pharyngeal articulation. It 1vill also incorporate the findings 
of Miller-Ockhuizen (2003) regarding a superordinate class that includes both 
pharyngeals and glottals. Finally, although son1e comn1ent 1vill be made on the 
phonological representation of non-pharyngealized ("+ATR") vowels, vis-ii-vis the 
phonological representations of pharyngeal segments, +ATR and -ATR vo1\•el 
patternings (e.g. Casali 2008 and references therein) vvill not be illustrated, as full 
integration of Niger-Congo-type tongue root vo1.vel harmony systems into an over
all characterization of pharyngeal phonology is beyond the scope of this chapter. 

All  in all, it is an exciting time to be researching pharyngeals ru1d, as 1ve will 
see, there remains much work to keep phonologists, phoneticians, field1·vorkers, 
and dialectologists busy for a long time to come. 

2 Pharyngeal typology 

Segments for which the pharyngeal articulation is primary have often been 
referred to as "gutturals" (especially for Semitic). I will refer to them vvith the more 
transparent tenn "primary pharyngeals." They include [g G <1 N R x 8 11 � H � 'I 
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Table 25.1 Co-occurrence of laryngeal consonants and vowels in Jul'hoansi (from Miller
Ockhuizen 2003: 142, table XXlll}. Copyright © 2003. From The phonetics and phonology of 
gutturals: A case study from /111'1100.nsi. By Amanda Miller-Ockhuizen. The data are here 
reproduced by permission of Taylor and Francis Group, LLC, a division of lnforma pk 

V1 

Non-laryng,al Laryng,al vowels 
vowels 

Modal B,.eathy Glotlalized Epi- Total 
glotlalized 

Non- Voiceless 265 70 32 84 451 

laryngeal Voiced 203 71 31 65 370 
consonants Nasal 155 25 23 70 273 

C l Laryngeal Aspirated 254 2 1 11 268 

consonants Ejective 169 0 2 0 171 

Uvularized 214 0 0 0 214 

Epiglottalized 132 0 0 0 132 

Total 1392 168 89 230 1879 

The Jul'hoansi glottals are /fi/, a set of aspirated consonants, a set of ejective 
consonants, a set of breathy vowels, and a set of glottalized vowels.1 

The superordi.nate class i.n Jul'hoansi excludes modally voiced segments. (This 
is interesting but will not be accounted for here.) In Jul'hoansi, all the pharyngeals 
and glottals pattern together in a morphemic Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP) 
constraint: in root morphemes, none of the pharyngeal or glottal consonants can 
co-occur with any of the pharyngeal or glottal vowels. As it turns out, this is 
precisely as predicted by Esling's (2005) clarification of pharyngeal phonetics. On 
the basis of numerous data from several languages, he clarifies that the structures 
of the pharynx and the larynx are controlled by one articulatory structure: the 
"laryngeal constrictor mechanism." Miller-Ockhuizen refers to the superordinate 
class of pharyngeals and glottals as "gutturals." Ho"rever, since "gutturals" is 
already established as a term for primary pharyngeals, I \vill refer to the class 
as "laryngeals," in the interest of descriptive transparency. In this terminology, 
"glottal" and "laryngeal" are not synonymous. 

Miller-Ockhuizen's data sho\ving the laryngeal OCP in Jul'hoansi are presented 
in Table 25.1. As she explains (2003: 140), the OCP constraint holds over 1,900 
distinct nionon1orphernic root morphemes, with only sixteen exceptions. 

2.1 The pharyngeal class 

The first type of evidence for a pharyngeal class comprising primary and second
ary pharyngeals is from Arabic. In some Arabic dialects, including Northern 

' A [') in the language is apparently an allophonic or phonetic effect (Miller-Ockhuizen 2003: 115). 
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Palestinian and Syrian, the feminine suffix occurs as [-i] or [-e], except when it 
is irnmediately preceded by a primary or secondary pharyngeal (Herzallah 1990). 
This is discussed as evidence for the overall pharyngeal class by McCarthy (1994), 
,.vho illustrates it with Syrian data fro1n Cowell (1964) and Grotzfeld (1965).2 Some 
of his examples are: 

(2) 1as: {a '7cis:'e 'story' 
mni:t1a •mni:t1e 'good' 

t<abxa •t'abxe 'cooking' 

A second type of evidence comes from cases of vO"'el pharyngealization. 
lvladdieson (2009) explains \vhat a pharyngealized vo"'el is \vhen he states: 

A TR vowels are produced with a wider than expected aperture [between the 
tongue root and the back \Vall of the pharynx]. Vo\vels \Vith a narrower than 
expected constriction can be labeled pharyngealized. 

Thus, "lax" ("-A lR" /"RTR") vo,vels, written \vith IP A symbols like [r E. u ;i), are pharyn
gealized (see also CHAPTER 21: vowEL HEIGHT). Vo\vels are typically pharyngealized 
when they are adjacent to a primary or secondary pharyngeal. (Shalun 2002: 98 takes 
this as evidence that the feature that represents pharyngealization is optimally 
vocalic.) This is observed in Arabic (Gairdner 1925; Jakobson 1957; Sha.hin 2002) 
and in St'at'imcets (Interior Salish) (van Eijk 1997; Shahin 2002). It is illustrated for 
Palestinian Arabic ir1 (3) and for St'at'irncets in (4).3 In St'at'imcets, the immediately 
precedir1g vowel is affected. (In both languages, the vowel pharyngealization 
shows domam effects, and neutrality effects are observed m the Arabic.) 

(3) tulu *hilu 'pretty' 
�ula •<:\1la 'Ula (girl's name)' 
o'or'a •o'ur'a 'corn' 

(4) f\fuis"" • f\f uis"" 'stripe' 
mxx'rei •111.ix're+ 'black bear' 
1f3is9n *1f 91!9n 'to rip, tear something (TRANS)' 

Bellern (2007: 58) suggests that VO\\'el pharyngealization m Arabic is a phonetic 
effect. HO\Vever, it is discrete (CHAPTER 89: GRADIENCE AND CATEGOR!CALITY IN 
PHONOLOGICAL THEORY). It is also grammatically visible, as it is sensitive to 
\VOrd-internal morphological structure (see Shahin 2002: 114-115). This means it 
is phonological. Bellem also suggests that it is an effect of vo\vel length, but this 
is not so because short VO\\'els are not pharyngealized irl forms parallel to those 
in (3) but \vithout the pharyngeal consonants (see Shahm 2002: 181). 

2 The phonemic vo\vel in\•entOf}' of colloquial Levantine Arabics like Syrian and I'alestinian 
(induding Bedouin) is /!: E: IE: 0: U: I E  IE 0 U/, where capital letter symbols encode the fact that 
the vowel will be realized as non-pharyngeafued or pharyngealfa.ed ("tense" or "lax"), depending on 
the nature of the surface form in which it appears; see Shahin (2003) for discussion, as well as evi
dence that, at least in Palestinian, /E/ is actually /€/. 
3 The phoJ\em.ic vowel inventory of St':it'iJl\Cets is /l tE U/. Capital letter symbols ai:e used here as 
explained in fn. 2. The sch\va, \\rhich has \•arious realizations, inclttding non-phar}'ngealized ['.>) and 
pharyngealized [3], is epenthetic. 
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(10) 'iscatte ''iscette 
t' Ar''cette •t' Ar'' ette. 

'lice (GEN)' 
'tapev.rorms (GEN)' 

Another pattern is avoidance of primary pharyngeals in coda position. This 
is observed in various Semitic languages. It is illustrated for Negev Palestinian 
Arabic and Tiberian Hebre\v in (11) and (12), respectively.10 These data are from 
McCarthy (1994: 214-215). (See McCarthy 1994 for data sho,ving the avoidance 
in Hijazi Bedouin Arabic and Tigre.) In both Negev Arabic and Tiberian Hebre\v, 
a vowel is epenthesized so the prin1ary pharyngeal is realized in onset instead of 
coda position. 

(11) jaharc!J *jahradj 'he speaks' 
ahalarn *ahlan1 'I dream' 
bnaJ$azil *bn<LHzil 'we spin' 

(12) jahllpo:k *jahpo:k 'he \Vil! turn' 
jehezaq *jet1zaq 'he is strong' 
jo'o1nad *jo'n1ad 'he is made to stand' 

Degemination of primary pharyngeals also occu.rs, in Tiberian Hebre"' and Tigre. 
This is illustrated in (13) and (14), respectively, \vith data from McCarthy (1994: 
216-217).1'' Compensatory lengthening (CHAPTER 64: COMPENSATORY LENGTHENING) 
occurs for the forn1s in (13). 

(13) me:7e:n *me7'e:n 'he refused ' 

je:tlat *jet1tlat 'he marches down' 
ra:'i:m *ra''i:m 'evil ones' 

(14) taba'asa *taba??asa 'he quarreled' 
las ''an *las'a''an 'he loads' 

Other effects are also observed. For example, in Jibbiili/Shehri (South Arabian) 
"Conjugation B" verbs, a syllable with a primary pharyngeal onset attracts stress, 
and vo"rels flanking the prin1ary pharyngeal are identical (Hay"'ard et al. 1988; 
Hayward a.nd Hay>va.rd 1989). Examples a.re seen in (15), from Hayward and 
Hayward (1989: 182).12 

(15) j's:i.'':>f 
j'rJ.'X.Js' 
j'if:>.'h:>r 

*j's:>S:>f 
*j'rJ.X.Js' 
*j'o':>.h:>r 

*j'se.'':>f 
*j're.'X.Js' 
*j'o'e.'hJr 

're1nove husks (IMPERF)' 
'become cheap (Ill·IPERF)' 
'be finished (IMPERF)' 

•0 The vowel pho1temes of Tiberian Hebrew are /i e t  a �  o u/ (Malone 1993). In (12), the inserted 
V0\\1e) is sc11\\'3, '\ivith various colorings. [n Negev Arabic, tl1e ef(ect is li-n1ited to cases \\•here tl1e 
primary pharyngeal follows [a]. 1 1  Rose (1996) states that the Tigre vowel phonemes are the same as Tigrinya's (see fn. 7). 
u The Jibbali vowel inventory is /i e s  a a >  o u/ (Johnstone 1981). 
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2.3 The secondary pharyngeal class 
Some patternings involve secondary pharyngeals and exclude primary pharyn
geals. They typically involve do1nain, directionality, or neutrality effects, \.vhich 
can be quite complex. l3 Due to space limitations, none of those effects '"ill be 
addressed here. (See CHAPTER 77: LONG-DISTANCE ASSIMILATION OF CONSONANTS.) 
The most extensively studied of these patternings is "emphasis spread" in 
Arabic (e.g. Harrell 1957; Younes 1982; Card 1983; Herzallah 1990; Davis 1995; 
Zawaydeh 1998; Watson 1999; Shahin 2002; Bin-Mugbil 2006). In Arabic, other
\•vise non-secondary pharyngeal consonants are pharyngealized, and the (short 
or long) low vo,vel is realized as [a(:)), \vhen a secondary pharyngeal consonant 
occurs elsevvhere in the "'Ord. Examples, adapted from Davis (1995: 473-474), 
are seen in (16), in \Vhich the underlying secondary pharyngeals are underlined. 
The underlying secondary pharyngeal set includes /k'/ (frequently phonetically 
realized as [g]) in several Arabic varieties, as seen from forn1s like [k'a:f) 'the 
letter qaf' vs. [kre:f) 'the letter kaf'. 

(16) b, 1 , ' a :  a:� ( . � ( 
X OJ! n:!... 
t' ' l' _w a: 

*bceltce:s' 
*xcej:ce:t' 
*t'wce:l 

'thief' 
'tailor' 
'long (PL)' 

Interior Salish "retraction harmony" (Bessell 1992, 1998; Doak 1992; van Eijk 1997; 
Shahin 2002) is similar. (The studies, other than Shahin's, mistakenly conflated this 
pattern '"ith the vo,vel pharyngealization illustrated in (4).) St'at'imcets examples 
are presented in (17). In this language, the only consonant affected is /tf /, and 
the lo"' vo,vel and epenthetic sch"'a are realized as [a] and [A], respectively. Affected 
segments are typically left adjacent to the pharyngealized consonant, although 
righhvard cases seem to exist (Henry Davis, personal communication; Shahin 2010). 

(17) mAk'' 
fk'jox' 

•1n3k'' 
* fk 'jrex' 
*tfk"'cence7 
•?cel'f'9m 

'to get stuffed, to eat too much' 
'drunk' 

tf1< <w rence 7 
7ol'f'9m 

'lynx' 
'sick ill' 

' 

In Tsilhgot'in "flattening," the vowels /i 1 u u ce €/1• are realized as [\;!i/e \;!Io 
:> a A] in the context of secondary pharyngeals. No consonants are affected (see 
Cook 1993; Hansson 2007). The pattern is illustrated in (18) with data from Cook 
(1993: 154).15 

(18) ' 
. 

s \;!lt 
" ' ' � ;)X 

heg'at 

•s'it 
*tf'ox' 
*hig'cet 

'kingfisher' 
'porcupi.ne' 
'we shake it out' 

" See, for example, Hansson (2007) on Tsilhqot'in. " These s.ix vowels are the undedyi.og vowel set ;n this language (Cook 1993). 
" I present Cook's data in IPA. Tsilhqot'inists typically tranS<:ribe the secondary phruyngeal velars 
as simple ltvulars. 
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Finally, in Northeast and Northv,rest Caucasian languages, vowels are reported 
as lowered, centralized, or fronted in the environment of secondary pharyngeals 
(Catford 1983; Anderson 1997; Bellem 2005, 2007). No phonological data are 
available on this except for Kibrik and Kodzasov (1990, cited by Bellem 2005) in 
Russian. So here we reissue the call of McCarthy (1994) and Anderson (1997) for 
phonological data for these languages. 

2.4 The dorsal phan;ngeal class 
Dorsal primary pharyngeals (i..e. simple uvulars) and secondary pharyngeals can 
pattern as a class. In Palestinian Arabic, /i/ occurs as backed [ u] in certain verb 
forms containing a root consonant from either group (Herzallah 1990; McCarthy 
1994). This occurs most clearly in biliteral roots, as illustrated for typical rural dialects 
in (19).16 

(19) b'1s'uf:' 
b'1o'um:' 
b1fux: 

*b '1s '1f:' 
*b '10'1m:' 
•b1f1x: 

'he lines up' 
'he annexes' 
'he urinates/defecates' 

2.5 Summary, and the issue of glottal 
primary pharyngeals 

The phonological data revie'"ed above support the pharyngeal typology in (20). 
The superordinate laryngeal class is included in the figure. 

(20) The pharyngeal typologi;, as a subgroup of the laryngeal class 
Laryngeals 

Glottals Pharyngeals 

Primary 
pharyngeals 

Secondary 
pharyngeals 

Non-dorsal primary 
pharyngeals 

Dorsal primary 
pharyngeals 

The superordinate class and its two subclasses are recognized in Halle (1992: 
211), \Vhich presents a feature geometry \Vith a class of laryngeals comprised of 
glottal and tongue root subclasses. 

'vVe no'" address the issue of glottal primary pharyngeals. In certain languages, 
as '"as illustrated in §2.2, glottal /? h/ pattern as though they are pri.inary 
pharyngeals. In other languages, for example, St'at'imcets and Tigre (Bessell 1992; 

16 The environment for this backing excludes non-pharyngeal /w/. For example, we have [w'ts'11'] 
'h.e arrived'. Interestingly, ill Rwali Bedoui;' Arabic (Parkinson 1992: 114), /w/ is not excl uded. ln 
Rwali the word for 'he arrived' is [wus'tl]. 
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McCarthy 1994; Shahin 2002), they do not. (It has sometimes been thought that 
glottals that are not primary pharyngeals can condition vo,vel lo,vering. This is 
assumed, for example, by Rose (1996), frou1 supposed cases of lo'"'ering in Interior 
Salish. However, Montier (2004) and Shahin and Blake (2004) have shown that the 
lo\vering in those cases is a 101v-level phonetic effect.) The task has been to explain 
ho1v glottals can be primary pharyngeals in some languages and not in others 
(Lindqvist-Gauffin 1969; Trigo 1991; McCarthy 1994; Nolan 1995; za,vaydeh 1999, 
2004; Lon1bardi 2001; Shahin 2002, forthcon1ing; Borroff 2007). Most proposed 
solutions presun1e different representations for the two types of glottal. (Or, '"'ithin 
Articulatory Phonology, they presume h.vo types of gesture, e.g. Borroff 2007.) But 
the phonetic grounding (Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1994: 172) of the different 
representations has been unclear. Lombardi (2001) proposes that they have the 
same representation, but the difference in behavior falls out of optin1ality-theoretic 
constraint ranking. 

No real solution to this problem has been possible without analysis of natural 
language articulatory data on glottal primary pharyngeals. This is presented by 
Shahin (forthcoming), using the Laufer and Baer (1988) Hebreiv data, and data 
from Arabic. The analysis indicates that Hebrew and Arabic glottal primary 
pharyngeals are simply glottal, and lack the aryepiglottic constriction of the 
other primary pharyngeals. Shahin proposes that the glottals bear the feature of 
all primary pharyngeals, and so they pattern as primary pharyngeals, but that, 
at least in Arabic, a paradigmatic constraint forces phonetic non-realization of that 
feahrre. 

3 Pharyngeal articulation 

The first descriptions of pharyngeal articulation, begiiu1ing notably with the eighth
century descriptions of Sibawayh (Siba,vayh 1966), were based on iinpressionistic 
data. Instrumental analysis, including X-ray,17 J\IIRI, u.ltrasound, electroglottography, 
electromagnetic articulography, velopharyngeal port transillumination, and study 
of ja'v moven1ent, has revealed much about the actual vocal tract configurations 
of these sounds. Like\'\rise, acoustic analysis has sho>vn much about the acoustic 
effects of the configurations. However, the application of laryngoscopy has per
mitted. us to see behind the epiglottis. This has enabled a critical clarification 
of the fundamental nature of pharyngeal articulation (Esling 1996, 1999), namely 
that constriction of the aryepiglottic folds is the articulatory commonality of the 
overall pharyngeal class. 

3.1 The articulation of primary pharyngeal consonants 
Early laryngoscopic investigations indicated epiglottal activity for pharyngeal 
consonants (e.g. Laufer and Condax 1979, 1981; Laufer and Baer 1988). Pursuing 
their line of work, Esling (1996, 1999) has sho\vn that the primary constriction 
of all consonants traditionally classified as pharyngeal. or ep.iglottal is produced 
behveen constricting aryepiglottic folds as active articulator and the epiglottis 

17 Early X-ray studies include Panconcelli-Calzia (1920-1) and Mar�ais (1948), discussed by 
Jakobson (1957). 
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Czayko"1ska-Higgins 1987; McCarthy 1988; Hess 1998; Za"1aydeh 1999, 2003, 2004; 
Zeroual et al. 2009). 

However, the findings are rather inconclusive. The aryepiglottic constriction 
has not always been detected (Zeroual 2004). As stressed by Bellem (2007), exten
sive cross-linguistic articulatory study is needed. This should include canonical 
productions of the secondary pharyngeals, such as occur, for Arabic, during Qur'anic 
recitation. 

Secondary pharyngeals in Northeast and Northwest Caucasian languages are 
described as being produced with pharyngealization (Hess 1992) and also tongue 
body advancement, or pala talization (Trubetzkoy 1931 ; Comrie 2005; Bel lem 2009). 
This means they are articulatorily different from the secondary pharyngeal con
sonants of Arabic and Interior Salish. 

Secondary pharyngeal consonants are often labialized (Mitchell 1960; Lehn 
1963; Uldall 1992; \Natson 1999). They n1ight involve increased muscular tension 
in the mouth and throat (Lehn 1963; Bonnot 1977). 

Secondary pharyngeal consonants have a lo'"ered F2 (Obrecht 1968; Ghazeli 
1977; Latimer 1978; Woldu 1981; Younes 1982; Card 1983; El-Dalee 1984; Bessell 
1992; Shahin 2002). They also have a raised Fl (Bo1u1ot 1977, 1979; Woldu 1981; 
Younes 1982; Shahin 2002). In Arabic at least, they have lowered pitch com
pared to their plain counterparts (Jakobson 1957). Vo,vels in the environment of 
secondary pharyngeal consonants in Northeast and Northwest Caucasian have 
been noted to have a raised Fl, lowered F2, and lo'"ered F3 (Bellem 2009). 

3.3 The articulation of phan1ngeal voivels 
The vowel [a.] is a prio.1ary pharyngeal segment, as are [s A :> o] (Esling 2005). 
This has often been noted, especially for [a] (e.g. Delattre 1971; Whalen et al. 1999; 
Jackson and McGO\¥an 2008). The prin1ary pharyngeal VO\¥els are produced with 
aryepiglottic constriction (Esling 2005). "Lax" vo'"'els like [r e u ::>] are secondary 
pharyngeals, involving aryepiglottic constriction in addition to their primary oral 
articulation. For other types of secondary pharyngeal v(nvels, like the constricted 
tense register vowels of Yi (Tibeto-Burman), secondary aryepiglottic constriction 
has been observed (Esling 2005). Pharyngeal VO\¥els in Northeast and North\¥est 
Caucasian are often centralized (Bellem 2007). 

Prin1ary and secondary pharyngeal vowels have a raised Fl; the plain counter
parts of the secondary pharyngeal vowels do not have this (Lindau 1978; Hess 
1992; Fulop et al. 1998; Shank and Wilson 2000b; Gick et al. 2006; Kensto\vicz 2009). 
Pharyngeal vo"rels might also be distinguishable by Fl bandwidth or spectral tilt 
(see. Hess 1992 and discussion in Casali 2008). 

3.4 The articulation of the superordinate 
laryngeal class 

The aryepiglottic constriction of pharyngeals results fron1 the action of the ary
epiglottic constrictor mechanism described by Esling (2005). (This 1nechanism is 
also referred to by Esling 2005 as "laryngeal constrictor," "laryngeal constrictor 
mechanism," and "laryngeal articulator.") Numerous articulatory data reported 
in Esling (1996, 1999, 2005), among others, have shown that this same mechanism 
is responsible for glottal gestures, too. This is explained by Esling (2005: 17-18): 
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For secondary pharyngeals, Card (1983) proposed [F2 drop]. But most phono
logists have assumed that, like dorsal primary pharyngeals, they bear the feature 
[dorsal] (e.g. McCarthy 1994; Shall.in 2002; Bin-Muqbil 2006; Gallagher 2007), 
eschewing the acoustically based feature. For the secondary pharyngeal con
sonants, [dorsal] and [pharyngeal] are both specified as a secondary articulation 
feature. A secondary pharyngeal consonant is also specified for some other feature 
that represents its primary articulation, e.g. [labial], [coronal], or [dorsal]. (Various 
proposals exist for the representation of secondary articulation features; see 
Hume 1992; Clements and Hurne 1995; Shahin 2002: 16-17; also CHAPTER 29: 

SECONDARY AND DOU1lLE ARTICULATION.) BeUem (2007) points out that the repre
sentation of secondary pharyngeals might be different across different dialects 
for the san1e language. 

Pri.Jnary pharyngeal vowels are specified like the non-dorsal primary pharyngeals, 
and also bear specification that identifies then1 as vo,·vels. Secondary pharyngeal 
vowels are specified for [pharyngeal] as a secondary articulation. 

Let us reconsider [ATR]. In Stewart's (1967) approach to Niger-Congo-type 
tongue root harmonies, vo"rels that are tense are [+ATR], and those that are lax 
are [-ATRJ. The fact that [-ATRJ VO\'l'els and [pharyngeal] VO\Vels are the san1e 
indicates that (pharyngeal] is actually a binary feature, and that [+pharyngeal] 
is specified on consonants and vo•vels, and [-pharyngeal) is specified only on 
[+A TR] vowels. 

It has been suggested that [-pharyngeal] VO\vels are specified for [lo"'ered 
larynx] (Meechan 1992); ho,vever, a feature representi.J1g laryngeal height does 
not at present seen1 necessary in addition to (pharyngeal]. 

\.Yithin a Government Phonology approad1 (Kaye et al. 1985, l.990; Harris l.990, 
1994; Harris and Lindsey 1995), the primary and secondary pharyngeals can be 
understood as all specified for [A] (Bellern 2007), an element that is realized 
phonetically as "pharyngeality" for consonants and as "a-color" for vo,vels. In 
Governn1ent Phonology, the element (I] is realized as "palatality" for consonants 
and "i-color" for vo"reJs. Bellem uses (I] with [A] to characterize the "emphatic 
palatalization" of Caucasian secondary pharyngeals. 

5 Conclusion 

An understanding of pharyngeals in phonology involves, most basically, an 
understanding of their class and subclasses, as indicated by phonological data. It 
also i.J1volves an understandi.J1g of their articulation, and of the representations 
that are then posited fron1 those representations. This chapter has surveyed '"'hat 
is known about these issues. Pharyngeals and pharyngeal phonology are much 
better understood than they '"'ere twenty years ago, but more work needs to be 
done. This includes cross-linguistic instrumental and theoretical study of secondary 
pharyngeal consonants - i.J1cludi.J1g, potentially, [r .r] - and investigation of all types 
for the pharyngeals of Northeast and North,vest Caucasian languages. Further work 
shou.l.d also include study of Mian (Ok), late (Macro-Ge), Han1er (On1otic), and 
Even (Tungusic), '"hich are reported to have pharyngealized vo,vels (Maddieson 
2009), but \vhich are poorly represented in the phonology literature. Future research 
should also identify and test the phonological predictions of Esling's "oral-and
laryngeal" n1odel of speech production. 
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26 Schwa 

DANIEL SILVERMAN 

1 Introduction 

Inspection of the chart of the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) would 
suggest that sch,va is a vo,vel like any other; a central open-mid/close-mid 
unrounded vo,vel, slightly higher than [1?), slightly more central than [A): i.e. [i!]. 
Indeed, as the IPA chart necessarily provides idealized phonetic descriptions of 
its syn1bols, then, articulatorily speaking, sch,va-gua-schwa is just as the IPA chart 
indicates, as in (1 ). 

(1) 

a 

\ 

In practice, however, the label "sch,va" has been applied to a phonological value 
that is especially variable in its phonetic properties. In terms of their quality, 
vowels labeled "sch,va" vary to the extent of encompassing a large portion of 
the vo"'el space, \vhile tending to gravitate toward the center of this space (see 
e.g. Bro,v1nan and Goldstein 1992 for English schwa). This variability is usually 
a consequence of schwa's context: flanking consonants and vowels n1ay have 
a significant co-articulatory influ.ence on schwa's phonetic starting and ending 
postures, typically far more co-articulatory influence than on vo\vels of other 
qualities. In terms of duration-a phonetic property that the IP A vo"1el chart does 
not indicate - scl1\va is typically quite short, and this short duration may co-vary 
with its tendency to be co-articulated. 
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In acoustic terms, schwa's resonance structure may be modeled (as a first approxi
mation) by a tube that has no significant constrictions any"rhere along its length, 
such that its forn1ants derive not from two tubes (and/or a Helnlholtz resonator) as 
is the case for other vowels, but instead from one long tube (see e.g. Jolmson 2003). 
Given a tube that approximates the length of an adult male vocal tract, this idealized 
version of sch,..,.a possesses formants at 500 Hz, 1500 Hz, 3500 Hz, etc. (Johnson 2003). 
Ho,vever, since schwa's articulatory properties are so variable - typically, far more 
variable than other vo'"el qualities - its formant values vary in kind. 

In phonological terms, sch,·va has been characterized as a completely under
specified "featureless" vo,vel by some (e.g. van Oostendorp 1995), and as ",veight
less" (lacking a mora) by others (e.g. Kager 1989). According to van Oostendorp's 
approach, for exa1nple, Dutch sch,va's featureless status may be (i) derived by 
feahrre loss, especially \Vhen a full vo>vel reduces to scln·va under stresslessness, 
or (ii) derived by epenthesizing a completely underspecificied vo,vel. Finally, 
(iii) its featureless status may be lexical in origi.n. As discussed by van Oostendorp 
(1995), Dutcll possesses sch"1as of all three sorts. 

Given its short duration and co-articulatory tendencies, scl1v11a bears a phonetic 
similarity to the n1ere a.udible release of a consonantal constriction in the context of 
a following consonant. Indeed, certain epenthetic sch,.vas n1ay have their origin 
in consonantal release. Although such sch,vas may play an in1portant functional 
role by providing acoustic cues to the first consonant in such consonant-consonant 
sequences, these sch,vas may, in fact, be "invisible" to the prosodic structure 
of the language, contributing neither to the syllable struchrre nor to the 1netrical 
structure of the systen1 (Hall 2006). 

Moreover, given its short duration and its consequent tendency to ca.mouflage 
itself to its context through co-articulation, scllwa may be confused \vi.th its absence, 
setting up a situation in \Vhich sch"ra-zero alternations may take hold in a systen1, 
for example, in Hindi (Ohala 1983). 

This chapter is divided into three sections. First, I consider cases of sch\va that 
have their origins in vowel reduction, taking Dutel� (e.g. van Oostendorp 1995) 
and English (Bro,vman and Goldstein 1992; Flemming 2007; Flemming and Johnson 
2007) as case studies. Second, I consider cases of sch\va that may have their origins 
in consonantal release, discussing Hall's (2006) findings and taking Indonesian 
(Cohn 1989) as a case study. Third, I consider !\VO cases of syncluonic sclnva-zero 
alternation, one that unambiguously has its origins in (diachronic) sch\.va deletion 
(Hindi; Ohala 1983), and one that may be a case of (diacluonic) schwa insertion 
(Chukchee; Kenstowicz 1994). 

2 Reduction to schwa 

Due to its short duration and its tendency to co-articulate, sch"1a is a likely out
come of vowel reduction in stressless domains. 

2.1 Reduction to sch1va in Dutch 
Sch"ra in Dutch (Nooteboom 1972; Kager 1989; van Oostendorp 1995; among 
others) may be characterized as having three sources. Van Oostendorp (1995) 
calls these e-sch>va (epenthetic sclnva), r-schwa (reduction sclnva), and u-sch\va 
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stressless). Most important, sch\va's production cannot be accurately characterized 
as a sunple V-to-V interpolation: 

[l]t appears that the tongue position associated with medial schwa cannot be treated 
simply as an intermediate point on a direct tongue trajectory from V, to V2• Instead, 
there is evidence that this V 1-V 2 trajectory is warped by an independent schwa com
ponent [  . . .  ) a warping of the trajectory toward an overall average or neutral tongue 
position. (1992: 41, 42) 

Thus, the authors conclude that sch,va is not genuinely targetless, but rather involves 
a tendency to gravitate to\vard the center of the vo'''el space as the tongue moves 
from preceding to follo,ving context. 

In a study u1volving four American English speakers, Flen1ming (2007) also inves
tigates the contextual variability of word-n1edial sch"'a (as in [sa'phooz) suppose 
or ['p�ababt) probable). His spectrographic analysis sh<nvs again that med ia l 
sch\vas are highly variable as a consequence of their context, especially in terms 
of their F2 properties, the articulatory correlates of which are tongue frontmg/ 
backil1g and lip posture. F l  varies as '"ell - as a consequence of tongue height -but 
this variation is less pronounced than that foiu1d for F2. The limited variation of 
Fl may be attributable to the fact that flankmg consonants necessariJy involve a 
mouth closmg/ja,v-raismg gesture, thus lo"1ering Fl. 

Overall, Flemming suggests caution in concluding that sch,va is completely 
targetless, even on the F2 dimension, smce it is possible that the starting point 
and endpomt of the F2 trajectory through sch"'a - despite this trajectory's appar
ent targetlessness - are influenced by the intervening sch,va itself. 

Flemming proposes that English sclnva's variability is rooted ill its short dura
tion. As a consequence of its short duration, vo"rel quality distmctions are reduced, 
perhaps to the point of being neutralized. Once neutralized, co-articulation may 
be engaged m '"ith fe'" limits, as there are no longer any lexical contrasts that 
might be maintained by inhibitmg such co-articu latory tendencies (see especially 
Ohman 1966 and Manuel 1990, 1999 on the inhibitory role that lexical contrast 
may play ill co-articulation). 

Flenlffiil1g proposes that the origil1 of An1erican English scln,'a is rooted ill speaker 
production, mvoking the "target undershoot" proposals of Liljencrants and 
Lindblom (1972). Still, the (Ole of listener perception. o:Ught be considered as we.IJ, 
since, as vo\vel duration decreases, the ability to discern quality distillctions is 
likely to decrease u1 killd (see, for example, Ohala 1981, Labov 1994, and Silverman 
2006). 

In sum, stresslessness feeds shortenmg, shortening feeds contrast Joss, and 
contrast loss feeds co-articula tion. Schwa results. 

Plemmillg and Johnson (2007) find that, unlike '"ord-medial schwa, Scl1\va ill 
'"ord-fillal position (as m ['!f"a1na] china or ['k"ama] co111rna) displays a relatively 
consistent mid-central quality, though a certam amount of bet"'een-speaker 
height variation is observed. It is suggested that, smce \vord-fmal sclnva - unlike 
medial schwa - is in contrast with other vowel qu.alities (unstressed /i/ and /oo/, 
for example ['be1ra] beta, ['plcrij pretty, ['marQo] motto), it tends to be implemented 
ill a more stable fashion so that contrasts here are reliably maintained. Flemmillg 
(2007) thus concludes that American English possesses t\vo schwas: '"ord-medial 
sclnva, which is more variable, and '"ord-final scJn,•a, \Vhich is n1ore stable. 
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Another possibility is that there is only one sch"'a in English, the variability of 
•vhich is largely a consequence of its lexical context. Within-•vord motor routines 
are n1ore frequently produced than are between-\vord n1otor routines. As such, 
they 1nay be more susceptible to fixed co-articulatory effects than are between
'"ord motor routines (see especially Bybee 2001 on the relationship benveen 
frequency and co-articu lation). Since the context that follo"'S "'Ord-final sch"'a varies 
in unconstrained \vays (depenLting only on the phonological shape of the following 
word), its co-articulatory tendencies n1ay be less entrenched, less routinized, than 
its '"ord-n1edial counterpart. Consequently, word-final sch,va 1nay not as read
ily possess fixed co-articulatory properties. The result is that word-final schv.ra n1ay 
display more stability than its word-medial counterpart, \vhich, in turn, increases 
the likelihood of sch•va maintaining its contrastive status with other vowels here. 
Thus, whereas Flemming proposes that sch,va is 1nore stable in vvord-final posi
tion because it contrasts with other vowel qualities, sch•va might instead contrast 
•vi.th more vo,vel qualities i.n "'Ord-final position because it is more stable. 

3 Release into schwa 

When lexical or morphological structure brings tlvo consonants together ( . . . C1(+)Cz 
. . .  ), the identity of C1 may, on occasion, fail to be successfully perceived by a 
listener. In the absence of consonantal release into a more open gesture - ideally, 
a vovvel - cues that vvould otherwise be associated \\'ith the release of C1 become 
jeopardized. Such cues include offset formant transitions and plosive burst 
frequencies associated with oral place of articulation, and the noise, pop, or knv
frequency cues associated \Vith aspiration, ejectivity, or voicing, respectively. In 
many languages, the loss of such cues sets the stage for merger or neutralization, 
such that C1 loses its contrastive oral configuration, its contrastive laryngeal setting, 
or perhaps both (e.g. lon1bardi 1991; Steriade 1997). 

However, a very different diachronic route is ta.ken i.n many other languages: 
in the context . . .  C1(+)C2 • • •  , C1 is released into an excrescent vowel before the 
C2 constriction is fully achieved, where "excrescent" refers to a particularly short 
interval of the speech stream that may be an artefactual consequence of reposi
tioning the articulators as they n1ove fron1 one posture to another. Upon the release 
of C1, tl1e aforementioned cues th.at cruciaUy rely on this segn1ent of the speech 
stream are much more likely to be saliently encoded in the speech signal, and 
hence C, tends to be more resistant to neutralization or merger. 

Phonetically speaking, if we assume th.at the survival of these C1 cues is 
dependent in great part upon C1 release, then this release is likely to becon1e 
exaggerated over time, culminating in sch'"a: C1aC2• Schwa is short in duration, 
is subject to significant contextual co-articulation, and is consequently auditorily 
rather similar to the excrescent vo"'el of n1ere release. Hall (2006), for example, 
finds that inserted sch\va and other so-called "intrusive" VO\\rels - vo\vels that 
n1ay have their origin in excrescence, but con1e to bear phonetic sinlilarity to 
full-fledged voc.1.l.isn1 - are n1ore often encou11tered between h.eterorganic 
consonants, as opposed to homorganic consonants (see also CHAPTER 67: vowEL 

EPENTHEsrs). This is not an unexpected result: C.1C2 homorganicity decreases the 
likelihood of Ct release, since the articulators are likely to maintain their positions 
as C1 is followed by C2 in such hon1organic clusters; employing Goldsnuth's (1976) 
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consequence of C, neutralization, then it might more likely possess c., "release," 
'"hich might diachronically culn1inate in sch\va or a vowel copy that n1ay or may 
not be prosodically "invisible" (JV!artinet 1952; Hoenigswald 1960). 

Indonesian is a language that see111s to possess an "intrusive" schwa in the sense 
of Hall. As reported by Cohn (1989), monomorphemic Indonesian \VOrds possess 
right-to-left syllabic trochees, end-rule right, '"ith initial dactyls in '"ords with an 
odd number of syllables, excluding three- and (by necessity) one-syllable words. 
Ho,vever, scluvas are completely invisible to stress. Examples presented in (6) (Cohn 
1989: 174) include both native Indonesian '"'ords and assinlilated loans. Whether 
the loans should be characterized as possessing genuinely epentheti.c sch,va, or 
perhaps instead involve underlying sch,va, remains an  open question for no'" (see 
especially Silverman 1992 for proposals regarding the interpretation of apparently 
epenthetic vowels in loan phonology). 

(6) All full Schwas and 
vowels full vowels 

a. 'oo a'o ba 'ri 'give' 
kar'ja '\\/Ork' 

b. o 'crcr aa'o sata'lah 'after' 
c. cra'o 'gamalan 'Indonesian orchestra' 

d. ,aa'aa a'a<i0 a'part;:imen 'apartment' 
e. a'oao tfa'ritara 'story' 
f. aa'oo paran1'puan 1\voman' 
g. oa'oo kopa'rasi 'cooperation' 
h. ,ao,oo'aa ,oaoa'aa ,difarensi'asi 'differentiation' 

,divarsifi'kasi 'diversification' 

Significantly, Coh.n reports that the distribution of schwa is largely predictable, 
and may thus be vie,ved as a consequence of epenthesis. In the parlance of Hall, 
Indonesian sch,va is intrusive in nature: it is invisible to stress, and its presence 
is largely predictable. Note in particular that almost all sch\11as in (6) are found 
between heterorganic consonants, at least one of '"hich is a sonorant. 

Given its apparent predictability, the origin of Indonesian sch"'a might indeed 
lie in consonantal release into an excrescent vo\vel. 

4 Schwa-zero alternations 

As noted, schwa is typically short in duration, is subject to significant co-articu.lation, 
and, correspondingly, possesses few acoustic features that render it auditorily 
distinct from its surrounding context. As a consequence of sch\11a's auditory 
indistinctness, its presence in a given phonetic context may be susceptible to 
confusion with its absence in an othen·vise identical phonetic context. When two 
or n1ore auditory events are confusable '"ith each other, a condition is set up that 
may lead to diachronic change. One plausible outcome of this particular situation 
may be the introduction of sch"1a-zero alternations: in certain acoustic contexts 
and/or under certain functional conditions sch\va may diachronically survive, while 
in other acoustic contexts and/or under other functional conditions sch'"a n1ay 
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disappear. The question is: in what situations is the sch\va likely to survive, and 
in '"hat situations is the sclnva likely to be lost? 

4.1 Schiva-zero alternation in Hindi 
The Hindi sch,va-zero alternation is discussed extensively by Ohala (1983). 
Consider the forms in (7) (excerpted and moLtified from her tables 6.1 and 6.3). 
According to Ohala (1999), the vowel in alternation \vith zero is actually slightly 
lo,.ver than sch\va: [e). It is transcribed [a) in Ohala (1983), and herein as \veil, for 
the sake of internal consistency. Schwas that alternate and/or vary with zero are 
underlined. 

(7) a. piifka 'squeezed' pi if ;!k 'squeeze' 
p1ghla 'n1elted' p1ghsl 'melt' 
de"•rani 'brother-in-law's "'ife' de\v;:ix 'brother-in-Ja\v' 
namkin 'salty' namak 'salt' 
s1ski "a sob' SIS;!k 'sob' 
lurni 'doe' h1r;!n 'deer' 
ta(pa 'ca use to be restless' ta(sip 'restlessness' 
\vapsi 'on return' wapas 'return' 
upn 'pertaining to the top' upar 'top' 

ub(iln 'an unguent' ubatna 'to anoint' 
gardjila 'thunderous' g<>ri!ctlna 'to thunder' 

b. a+S<>ID<>J asam<>J 'inopportune' 
a+ farir a f ari r 'without body' 
<1+kalal)k akal<11)k 'spotless' 
ku+fakun kufilkun 'bad omen' 

The generalization is that sch\va alternates '"ith zero in would-be VCaCV con
texts (7a), provided that it is not the first vo,.vel of the morpheme (7b ). Ohala's 
synchronic characterization of this alternation is expressed \Vith the linear 
rewrite rule conventions of Chomsky and Halle (1968: 121): "il � 0 I VC _CV. 
Condition: There may be no morpheme boundary to the left of the /a/ ." 

The first question to ask is whether the sch,.va-zero alternation in Hindi is a 
reflex of historic sch\va insertion or historic sch\va deletion. Fortunately, the his
torical record is very dear on this matter. Hindi schwa derives from Sanskrit [a] 
and short [a]. In Old Hindi, this vowel, and some instances of other short vo"rels 
([1] and [u]), alternated '"ith zero in VCVCV: contexts (Misra 1967). 

The route fron1 short [a] to the schwa-zero alternation found today 1nay be related 
to the fact that contrastively short lo\v vowels, due exactly to their contrastively 
short duration, are quite likely to gradually rise: as a consequence of their attendant 
jaw lo'"ering, it takes longer to implement lo"' vowels than non-lo'" vowels, and 
so contrastively short lo\'t vo\vels are thus especially susceptible to rising. Upon 
rising, they become more sch\va-like, and are thus susceptible to confusion with 
their absence in certain contexts. One su.ch context is VCaCV. Provided that phon
etic confusion between VC0CV and pre-existing VCCV sequences does not induce 
undue semantic confusion (by inducing a significant amount of homophony), it 
is quite possible that the sound pattern may ultimately change from VCaCV to 
VCCV. This is the Hindi pattern. 
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Sch\va is susceptible to confusion '"ith its absence in many other acoustic 
contexts as '�'ell, such as when it finds itself flanked by 1nore than one consonant 
on one side, for exau1ple VCCaCV and VCaCCV. Nonetheless, schwa usually does 
not delete in such contexts in Hindi. This may be related to the further possibility 
of medial C loss here. Were sch,va to delete in a VCC.aCV or VCaC.CV context, 
the medial consonant might suffer a significant cue loss, as it '"ould lack both 
approach cues and release cues. Thus, \vere VCCaCV or VCaCCV to become 
VCCCV, the sequence might be confused \vith VCCV. That is, the loss of sch,va 
in these contexts u1ay lead to a percept involving only rn10 - not three -consonants. 
At this point, the chances of inducing homophony - hence confusion on the part 
of listeners - increase considerably, since in theory these lost medial consonants 
may possess many different values, and thus many '"ords may rely on them to 
u1aintain their acoustic distinctness. Si.nee speech signals that confuse listeners 
(as opposed to those that do not confuse listeners) are less likely to be reproduced 
as these listeners become speakers, the presence of confusing signals as part of 
the conventionalized speech repertoire may be passively curtailed (Martinet 1952; 
Labov 1994; Silverman 2006). This may have influenced the present-day Hindi 
pattern: VCCaCV and VCaCCV do not alternate with VCCV. 

There are, however, patterned exceptions to the absence of scJ1,va deletion in 
VCCaCV and VCaCCV contexts. Consider the forms in (8) (excerpted and modified 
from Ohala's (1983) table 6.6; underlined schwas vary \vith their absence). 

(8) kadambri - kada1nb�ri 
ustra - ustara 

'a novel, name for a girl' 
'razor' 
'white lotus' pu11.ctrik - pu11.c(a.rik 

maJlc!Jri - maJlc!Jari 'tiny cluster of flo"1ers, name for a girl' 

Hindi possesses variable scl1\va deletion in these forn1s, and thus indeed possesses 
sequences of three consonants that are a consequence of schwa loss. As stated, 
ho"•ever, these exceptions are patterned, for as Ohala observes, schwa deletion 
here results in triconsonantal sequences that are also found elsewhere, and are 
usually of the form nasal-hon1organic stop-sonorant. The development of sch"'a 
deletion in such forms is thus not completely unexpected: the phonetic proper
ties of these particular triconsonantal sequences are readily recoverable fron1 the 
speech signal, since the medial consonant here does not possess place fea.tures 
that are distinct from the preceding nasal, and thus it does not contribute place 
cues of its O\vn. Consequently, not only are such sequences more likely to be found 
else\vhere, but also - and perhaps even as a partial consequence of their presence 
elsewhere - such sequences may n1ore readily enter the language via developn1ents 
such as sch,va deletion. Indeed, as OhaJa notes, "(T)hree-consonant clusters in native 
words are rather few, and in general, most two- and three-consonant clusters that 
\ve find at the phonetic level [ . . .  ] occur due to the a-deletion rule" (1983: 135). 

4.2 Schiua-zero alternation in Chukchee 
Another case of schwa-zero alternation is reportedly found in Chukchee. According 
to Kensto\vicz (1994), Chukchee possesses a synchronic process of sch"'a inser
tion under varying phonological and morphological conditions. Consider the forms 
in (9). In (9a) the sclnva precedes the morpheme boundary; in (9b) it follo\vs. (Data 
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Schwa is often the result of vo"1el reduction. Its short duration and its conse

quent tendency to co-articulate make sclnva a likely candidate for the vocalism 
of stressless domains. 

Some sch,·vas may have their origins in the audible release of a consonant, 
'vhen this consonant is immediately folJo,ved by another consonant: cues to the 
phonetic content of consonants are more reliably communicated upon their audible 
release, ideally into a vo"reJ. These sch\vas may or may not be visible to the prosodic 
structure of the language. 

Perhaps as a consequence of its tendency to can1ouflage itself, schwa is 
especially susceptible to deletion, and thus may alternate "'ith zero under vary
ing conditions. 
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27 The Organization of 
Features 

CHRISTIAN UFFMANN 

1 Introduction 

Early generative theory assumed that segments \vere specified by a bundle of 
distinctive features, but that there \vas no intrinsic order to these features, 'vhich 
vvere unordered lists. This position vvas not held for any principled reasons; it 
'vas born out of necessity, made explicit in The so11nd pattern of English (SPE; 
Chomsky and Halle 1968). In their discussion of distinctive feahues in chapter 7, 
Chomsky and Halle group then1 into sets of articulatorily related features but go 
on to state tha.t 

This subdivision of features is made prin1arily for purposes of exposition and 
has little theoretical basis at present. It seems likely, ho\vever, that ultinlately 
the features themselves '"ill be seen to be organized in a hierarchical structure 
whicl1 may resemble the structure that '"'e have imposed on them for purely 
expository reasons. (Chomsky and Halle 1968: 300) 

It vvas the advent of Autosegmental Phonology (Goldsmith 1976, 1990; see also 
CHAPTER 14: AUTOSEC:MENTS) that allowed the inlposition of a hierarchical order 
on dishnctive feah.lres by grouping feah.ues into sets that are characterized 
by similar articulatory properties and by common participation in phonological 
processes. These ne"' models of segment-internal feah.1re organization became 
kno,vn as feature geometries. 

This chapter '"ill outline the main 1nodels of feature geometry that e1nerged 
from the mid-1980s on"'ards and trace the relevant debates regarding specific 

proposals of feah.1re organization. It vvill also look at the decline of these models 
in the vvake of Optin1ality Theory in the n1id-1990s and look at alternative pro
posals regarding how the generalizations that first motivated feah.ue geome.try 
could be captured differently in a constraint-based n1odel of phonology. For reasons 
of space, theories of feature organization '"hich niark a niore radical departure 
from classical feature theory, such as Element Theory (Harris and Lindsey 1995), 
will not be discussed here. 

The chapter is organized as follows: §2 vvill 1notivate the original feature 
geometry proposal by sho>vi..ng that phonological processes may target not just 
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individual features but sets of features, and that these are cross-linguistically 
recurring sets. §3 will briefly outline the n1ajor n1odels of feature geometry that 
were proposed and point out the n1ajor controversies surrounding then1, sho'"ing 
that the early hopes for establishing a uniform and universal feature hierarchy 
had been overly optimistic. §4 '"ill then outline ho"' phonological processes are 
captured in feature geometry and ho"' feature geometry provides a principled 
approach to non-local segment interaction, a problem which had dogged the 
classic SPE-type rule forn1alism. §5 huns to alternative proposals made >vi.thin 
Optin1ality Theory on ho\v the tendency of features to behave as sets can be re
formalized in non-autosgemental tern1s, as constraint interaction. §6 will point 
out future directions of research. First, ho•vever, '"e will motivate the idea that 
features are ordered into hierarchical sets. 

2 Motivating feature sets 

Sometimes, a process does not target just a single feature, but several at the sa1ne 
time. This set of features is not random, ho\\'ever; it rectus cross-linguistically, 
and also has a phonetic or articulatory basis, in that all members of the set share 
some phonetic property. A •vell-knovvn and common process is that of nasal place 
assimilation, in "'hich a nasal stop assimilates in place to a follo"•ing consonant. 
The examples in (1) illustrate a case of (post-lexical) nasal place assitnilation ill 
English (see CHAPTER 81: LOCAL ASSIMILATION). 
(l) Nasal place assimilation in English 

in Sussex [In SJ\Slks) in Britain [Im bJitl)) 
in Canada [II) kcen;,da] in Europe [IJ\ ju:.1ap] 
in France [111) f.Ia:ns] in theory [1!). e1a.1i] 

This process is structure-changing; the nasal assimilates to the exact point of 
articulation of the follo\ving consonant (CHAPTER 22: CONSONANTAL PLACE OP 
ARTICULATION). In traditional feature theory, this process can be expressed as 
the rule ill (2) (see also lVlcCarthy 1988: 86): 

(2) Nasal place assimilation: SPE-type rule [+nas] 
+cor � 

+ant 

acor 
�ant 
ydistr 
bbacl.< 

/_ 

acor 
�ant 
ydistr 
bback 

The problem '"ith this rule is that the set of features in the structural change and 
the environment does not have any special status it1 the theory. It could easily be 
replaced by any random set of features, say [lateral, voice, distributed, continuant]. 
Yet such feature groupings axe unattested cross-linguistic.1-lly, '"hile the above 
grouping is cross-linguistically common, and probably universal. In addition, as 
pointed out by McCarthy (1988), assimilation itself does not have a special status. 
Why do the features in the target of the rule acquire the values of an adjacent 
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(5) The Place node 

[coronal] 
[labial) 

Place 

[distributed] 
[anterior] 

[dorsal] 

Example (6) sho\'ts how place assinlilation can no'v be re-analyzed as a single 
operation, regressive spreading of the Place node. Feahues that are daughters of 
this node \viii spread along. 

(6) Place assimilation as Place node spreading 
c c 

[+n�········· ... 
Place Place 

I 
[cor) 

A similar analysis is available for cases of laryngeal spreading or neutralization. 
Here, all laryngeal features are subsumed under a Laryngeal node, which can spread 
in assi.Jnilation or deli.J1k ill cases of laryngeal neutralization. 

(7) Tlze Laryngeal node 
Laryngeal 

[constricted glottis] 
[voice] 

[spread glottis] 

Models of feature geon1etry generalize this approach: all features are contamed 
,,vithi.J1 a tree-like structure. The next subsection will look at this approach more 
generally, and present a basic geometry which became a standard model in the 
second half of the 1980s. §3 \vill then introduce controversies regarding aspects 
of this structure. 

2.2 Feature geometry: Outline 
To summarize this discussion, we can formulate the follo\ving four axioms, \vhich 
also characterize the research project that \Vas embarked upon in the second 
half of the 1980s, the goal of fu1dmg a cross-liI1guistically valid model of feature 
geon1etry: 
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(8) a. Features are autosegments, residing on individual tiers. 
b. Features can be grouped into sets or classes. 
c. These sets are organized in a hierarchical structure, via intervening class 

nodes. 
d. This structure, called a feature geometry, is universal. 

The conceptualization of features as autosegrnents has in1portant consequences 
for possible phonological operations, which are reduced to linking and delinking 
features and nodes. In addition, phonological processes perform individual oper
ations only (Clements and Hume 1995: 250). A phonological rule can thus target 
an individual feature or a class node. Operations involving several features must 
consist of several rules (which can be n1otivated independently); alternatively, the 
features involved in the process form a single constituent, as dependents of a shared 
class node. One important motivation for positing feature-geometric structure 
therefore lies in constraining the notion of 'vhat a possible rule in phonology is. 
As 'vas stated fa1nously by McCarthy in an early article on feature geo1netry, 
"simply put, if the representations are right, then the rules \Vill follo•v" (1988: 84). 

The main goal of this research program is, ho,vever, to establish a universal 
geometry. The crucial task is therefore to establish exactly "'hich features form 
sets. We have already seen that there are two types of evidence for grouping 
features under a class node. Most importantly, there is class behavior. If several 
feahues are targeted by the san1e process, as we have seen for place features and 
laryngeal features, this is interpreted as evidence that they are sisters of a super
ordinate node, 'vhich is targeted by this process. Secondly, there is also phonetic 
evidence: features which share a common articulatory property are grouped 
under a superordinate node. In the examples discussed so far, the evidence con
verges, but this is not necessarily the case, resulting in alternative proposals, which 
•vill be discussed in greater detail in §3. 

At this point, it is pertinent to look at a \videly assumed basic model of this 
geometry, to motivate it briefly, and then to proceed to open questions and 
controversial issues in §3. 

(9) A basic feature geometry 

Laryngeal 

[voice] 
[spr gl] 

Root [cons, son] 

[constr gl] Place 

[coronal] 

[nas] 

[dorsal] 

[labial] 0.strj 
[ant) 

[cont] 
[lat] 
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The Laryngeal node has already been introduced; it is uncontroversial \Vithin 
the model. Different laryngeal features may be assumed (e.g. [stiff vocal folds], 
[slack vocal folds] replacing [voice], e.g. Halle 1995; Halle et al. 2000), but the 
general existence of a Laryngeal class node is undisputed. 

The Place node has been modified slightly vis-a-vis (5), by grouping (anterior] 
and [distributed] under [coronal]. The main motivation for this move is that only 
coronals can be sub-specified for these features (distinguishing between alveolar I 
postalveolar and apical/lamina! places of articulation). There is also evidence that 
when [coronal] spreads, it takes (anterior] and [distributed] \vi.th it; see §4 for a 
case of coronal harmony. Further subdivisions of the Place node are controver
sial, e.g. a Lingual node grouping [coronal] and [dorsal] together (see Keyser and 
Stevens 1994; Clements and Hume 1995; Hume 1996) or a Peripheral node as the 
n1other of [labial] and [dorsal], corresponding to the traditional feature [grave] 
(Rice 1993; Rice and Avery 1993). See CHAPTER 22: CONSONANTAL PLACE OF ARTICU
LATION for a detailed discussion of place features. 

A quick remark should be made regarding gutturals (uvular, pharyngeal, and 
laryngeal segn1ents), '"hich forn1 a natural class in son1e languages, e.g. Arabic (see 
also CHAPTER 2s: PHARYNGEALS). There is no uniformly accepted proposal as to ho\v 
to represent them in the geometry. It has been proposed to include them iu1der 
the Place node, through inclusion of one or several features like [pharyngeal) 
and [radical] (see Clements 1991; for an extended model, see also McCarthy 1994; 
Rose 1994), or to expand the Laryngeal node into a Guttural node, adding features 
like [ATR] (Halle 1992, 1995; see also §3). We ca1u1ot discuss evidence for either 
approach here, but si.Jnply state that the position of gutturals m the feature tree is 
an unresolved issue (see also CHAPTER 22: CONSONANTAL PLACE OP ARTICULATION). 

The tree in (9) also sho,vs that manner features are commonly not subsumed 
under one shared node, contrary to Clements's (1985) original proposal, ,,vhich 
did recognize a Manner node. The reason, as discussed in detail in McCarthy (1988), 
is that n1rumer features deinonstrably never behave as a smgle constituent m phono
logical processes. For example, [nasal, continuant, lateral, strident] never spread 
as a group. It is therefore assumed that manner features associate directly with 
the Root node (e.g. McCarthy 1988; Rice 1993; Halle 1995; Halle et al. 2000, among 
others), or vi.a an intermediate Oral or Supralary11geal node (e.g. Clen1ents 1985; 
Clements and Hun1e 1995). Processes targeting a n1rumer feature are thus expected 
to target only one feature (the.re is no n1othe.r node that cou.l.d be targeted). T\vO 
manner features stand out as special: [consonantal, sonorant] are properties of 
the root node itself rather than features '"ith autosegmental properties (McCarthy 
1988). The reason is that they never seem to spread or delink, unlike other features, 
and are therefore treated as separate. 

3 Feature geometry: Controversial issues 

For space reasons, this section cannot aitn at a co111prehensive overview of all 
the controversial. issues regarding the shape o.f the feature tree. Rather, \ve '"'ill 
outline some of the debates, to give an overvie'" of the major proposals that 
exist and to present the kinds of arguments used to motivate feature-geometric 
structure. We \Vil! focus on vowel features, perhaps the main dividing issue i.J1 
the field, and add some ren1arks on n1anner features as well. 
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'vVe have already seen that there are hvo main arguments for grouping features 
under a class node. First, phonological behavior: features that spread or delink 
together are grouped under a comn1on node. Second, grounding in articulatory 
phonetics: feantres are grouped together that share an articulatory property, 
e.g. place of articulation or laryngeal setting. Strict application of the first prin

ciple can present conflicting evidence, though: groupings may be non-universal 
(found in some languages, but not others) or variable. Class behavior alone thus 
does not yield a universal geometry. We '"ill see evidence for this in the dis
cussion of manner features in §3.2. On the other hand, relying on the articulatory 
properties of features alone may not capture all groups of features which pattern 
consistently as a class. We turn to an example of this no'" in the discussion of 
vowel features. 

3.1 Vowel features 
A major schism in feature geometry concerns the representation of vo"1els. This 
schism is an effect of the l\�ro opposing principles for establishing feature classes, 
articulation and phonological behavior. Articulator Theory (e.g. Sagey 1986; 
Halle 1992, 1995; Halle et al. 2000; Avery and Idsardi 2001) grounds the feature tree 
in articulation, •vhile a different school maintains the primacy of phonological 
patterning (e.g. Hume 1990, 1992, 1996; Clements 1991; Odden 1991, 1994; Oements 
and Hume 1995), from '"hich a different model, kno\vn as Unified Feature Theory, 
en1erged. This section will outline the main differences between the two models 
and the reasoning behind them. 

3.1.1 Articulator Theory 
In Articulator Theory (Sagey 1986; Halle 1992, 1995), priority is given to articulatory 
considerations in the grouping of features in the geometry. "Articulator-bound" 

fealltres (features that can be articulated by one specific articulator only, such as 
[voice], whicl1 is bound to the larynx, or [round], which can only be executed by 
the lips) are daughters of articulator nodes. This also provides a reason for why 
manner features are not subsumed under a class node but associate directly with 
the root node instead: they are articulator-free, that is, they can be executed by 
different articulators (features like [continuant] or [strident], for example). Only 
features that are articulator-bound, then, can be part of a set dominated by a cl.ass 
node, whicll corresponds to an articulator. The tree in (10) provides the basic 
geometry assumed in Articulator Theory. Note that the features [coronal, labial, 
dorsal] have been promoted to class node status. Featttres that are executed by 
one of these articulators are daughters of these nodes. 
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(12) Vowel place features (Odden 1991; adapted) 

V-Place 

Height Color 

[high] 
[back] 

[ATR] [round] 

Odden argues that Articulator Theory makes the 'vrong predictions ,.vith regard 
to \vhich VO\vel features can spread together. It predicts that [high, low, back] 
could spread together, to the exclusion of [round), by spreading the Dorsal 
node, although such a process is unattested. In addition, it cannot spread [back] 
and [round] in one single process, because they are daughters of different class 
nodes. He concludes that phonological patterning should guide decisions about 
feature grouping as much as phonetic (articulatory) considerations. He also offers 
a phonetic explanation for his proposal, but this explanation is grounded in 
acoustics and perception, rather than articulation. Both lip rounding and tongue 
backing have an effect on the second formant of a vowel, '"hile tongue height 
has an effect on the first formant. The basic distinction ben.veen a Height and a 
Color node can thus be motivated perceptually. 

Parallel to Odden's \vork, a more radical departure from traditional feature theory 
was developed by Clements and Hume (Hume 1990; Cle1nents 1991; Hume 1992; 
Clements and Hume 1995; Hun1e 1996). They, too, assun1e a V-Place node, which 
is distinct fron1 the C-Place node, but in addition they propose that vo"'el features 
be replaced by consonantal place features. They redefine the traditional features 
[back, round, low) in the following terms: 

(13) [+round] = [labial] 
(+back] = [dorsal] 
[-back) = [coronal) 
[+lo'") = [pharyngeal] 

Th.is redefinition is based on observed consonant-vO"'el. interactions where, for 
example, round vo,vels and labial consonants, or low· vo'"els and gutturals, form 
a natural class. Hume (1996) discusses evidence from Maltese where the imper
fective prefix vo\vel changes, depending on the stein-initial consonant. Normally, 
the prefix vo,.vel is determined by the stein vocalis1n; ho\vever, it is (i] before 
coronal obstruents (as in [ji-dJ.aro.] 'to gro�v dark', cf. perfective (dalam)), and / i/ 
is lowered to [a) before gutturals (as in [ja-ndem] 'to '"'ork', cf. UR /nidim/). With 
the new vowel place features, these can no"' be straightfon,rardly explained as 
the spreading of [coronal] and [pharyngeal], respectively. The geo1netry which 
Clen1ents and Hume propose for vowel features is given in (14): consonants and 
vowels share the same place features; how the feature is realized phonetically 
depends on whether it is a daughter of the C-Place node or of the V-Place node. 
The Aperture node is a simplified version of Odden's (1991) Height node, con
taining recursive [open] features. For details on this node, see Clements (1991), 
Clen1ents and Hun1e (1995), and Salting (1998). The resulting geon1etry is kno,vn 
as Unified Feature Theory (Clements and Hume 1995). 
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(14) Feature geon1etry with unified features 

C-Place 

[labial] 
[coronal] A [dorsal] 

[ai�t] ""' [pharyngeal] 

[distr] 

vocaJic 

�ture 
V-Place 

[open] 

An additionaJ advantage of the Unified Feature Theory model is that it can straight
forwardly capture secondary articulations, such as labiafuation, palatalization, 
and pharyngealization, and distinguish them from double articulations, such as 
co-articulated stops. In secondary articulation, the major articulator is a feature 
dependent on the C-Place node, '"hile the secondary articulation (such as palatal
ization or labiali.zation) is expressed by a feature dependent on the V-Place node. The 
hvo representations in (15) illustrate this difference by comparing a co-articulated 
stop [kp] (no subordination of articulators) '"ith labialized [kw] (secondary 
labialization). This representation also captures the observation that secondary 
articulations can function as blockers in vowel harmony; since they are vocalic 
articulations, they are expected to interact with processes targeting vocalic segments. 
See also CHAPTER 75: CONSONANT-VOWEL PLACE FEATURE INTERACTIONS; CHAPTER 71: 

PALATALIZATION; and CHAPTER 29: SECONDARY AND DOUBLE ARTICULATION for more 
detailed discussions of secondary articulations. 

(15) Secondary vs. double articulations (Unified Feature Theory) 

[k"1 [kp] 

I I 
Root Root 

I I 
C-Place C-Place 

vocalic 

I 
V-Place 

I 
[labial] [labial] 

[dorsal) [dorsal) 
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Articulator Theory does not offer a comparably straightfor\vard way of dis
tinguishing bet\veen primary and secondary articulations, but has to resort to a 
new type of phonological primitive, a pointer device, to indicate \vhich of the two 
articulators is the main (or designated) articulator, as in (16).1 

(16) Secondary vs. double articulations (Articulator Theory) 

[k"] [kp] 

I I 
Root Root 

I I 
Place Place 

[labial] [labial] 

I 
[+round) 

[dorsal] 
[dorsal] 

To sun1mari.ze, there are thus hvo different proposals \vi.th respect to ho"' vowel 
features are represented in the feature tree, based on two different organizing prin
ciples of the tree: articulatory grounding vs. constituency in phonological processes 
(providing evidence for a separate V-Place node and a unified set of features). 
This conflict has still not been resolved - on the contrary, it is exacerbated \Vhen 
1nanner features are taken into consideration as "'ell. 

3.2 More on manner features 

To recapitulate from §2, 1nanner features are not grouped under a shared class 
node, at least since l\ilcCarthy (1988), motivated in Articulator Theory by the 
observation that they are not articulator-bound.2 This section ,..,il] briefly look at 
some proposals that group individual manner features with other features, based 
on the same kind of argument that motivated the reconceptualization of vo"1el 
features in the previous section. 'vVe will see, ho,vever, that in the case of manner 
features there is conflicting evidence \vhich has dealt a serious blow to the 
endeavor of finding a universal feature geon1etry. 

Reca!J first one major distinction. While most manner features are analyzed as 
autosegn1ents that associate directly with the root, "'ithout an intervening class 
node, the n1ajor class feahrres [consonantal] and [sonorant] are granted special 
status; rather than being autosegments, they are viewed as part of the root node 
itself. The reason for this is that these two features never seem to spread or delink, 
as other features '''ould. Their function instead is entirely classificatory, to dis
tinguish vo\vels from consonants, and obstruents fron1 sonorants. This, hov1ever, 

' A solution to this problem (of adding a new type of representational primitive, the pointer) that stays 
true to the principles of Articulator Theory is suggested in Halle et al. (2000), where the set of features 
itsel( is expa11ded to distingttish beh\ree11 pri1nary and seco11dary articltlators (each artict1lator con1i11g 
witl'I t\vO featur.es) . 
. , See Clements (l 985) for the original proposal for a Manner node, and Moren (2003, 2007) for the 
reintroduction of• Manner node (on which more in §6). 
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which are consistent 'vith an analysis that vie"'S [nasal] as variably associated 
•vith either the SV node or a Soft Palate node, with individual languages taking 
one of the two options. See CHAl'TER 78: NASAL HAllMONY for a revie'\' of these 
nasal harmony types and a sun11nary of Piggott's arguments. Piggott's idea that 
feature dependencies may be variable, aiming at a "softer" approach to universals 
in feature organization, has not been pursued systematically, ho,vever. We will 
return to this point in the concluding section of the chapter. 

3.3 Interim summary 
By the mid-1990s it had become increasingly clear that the goal of finding a uni
versal (and universally agreed upon) hierarchy of features could not be attained. 
The two major organizing principles of fea hrre geometry, articulatory similarity 
and phonological patterning, do not always match up perfectly. While the basic 
structure of the geometry is fairly uncontroversial, there are diverging proposals 
regarding feature organization outside of the core sets of place and laryngeal 
features. Vovvel features are a case in point: articulatorily diverse groups of VO\vel 
features nevertheless fonn phonological constituents (such as [back] and [round]). 

This does not n1ean that phonological patterning should ahvays trump articulatory 
considerations, however: evidence from patterning can yield conflicting evidence 
as well, as 've have seen in the case of manner features, vvhich associate variably 
\Vith other features in phonological processes. vVhile Piggott (1992) explicitly allo,vs 
such variability to account for the variable patterning of nasals, the idea of paran1-
eterizing the principles of feature geometry was never pursued systen1atically. 

It may therefore not be surprising tl1at the advent of a major new theory in the 
1990s, Optimality Theory, stimulated a nevv research program to see how the 
feature-geometric generalizations could be captured differently and potentially 
more acc1rrately vvithin a theory of violable constraints, rather than a theory of 
(universal) representations. We will turn to these proposals in §5 and evaluate 
them critically, also in the light of advances in representational theory, in §6. First, 
hovvever, \ve vvill turn to another aspect of feature geometry, 'vhich "'ill be import
ant for the overall evaluation of this research program, namely the \vay in \Vhich 
this theory has contributed to the w1derstanding of phonological operations, besides 
proposing a nevv theory of phonological representations. 

4 Non-local feature interaction 

We have seen ho\v phonological processes are forn1alized autosegmentally in 
feature geometry, as the spreading or delirlk.i.ng of a node, either a fea ture or a 
class node. §2 showed ho"' place assimilation can be understood as the spreading 
of the Place node, taking all place features with it. More radical changes can also 
be formalized as a single operation; for exan1ple, debuccalization, i.e. the loss of 
oral features (as in /t/ � [?]),can be forn1alized as the delinking of the Oral node, 
leaving only the Laryngeal node to specify a segn1ent. 

Feature geometry also allo,ved a breakthrough in the understanding of non
local interactions, that is, processes in \vhich trigger and target are not directly 
adjacent. Traditional rule-based theory had a problem vvith capturing such non
local interactions: under >vhat conditions can trigger and target be separated? Hovv 
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Similar generalizations can be made for dissimilatory processes, which can 
also occur over a distance. The Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP), which pro
hibits identical adjacent feahue specifications, is the trigger for dissimilation, 
but it does not necessarily hold over linearly adjacent segn1ents but can also 
refer to t"'O autosegments adjacent on their respective tier. See Odden (1994) for 
a typology of long-distance dissimilation. In essence, the same feature that can 
assimilate long-distance can also dissirnilate. Laryngeal dissimilation is fairly 
comn1on and can occtu over a distance. For example, Dahl's La\v in Eastern Bantu 
languages changes a voiceless prefix-initial stop to voiced if the stem-irtitial 
consonant is voiceless as well. Lyman's La"' in Japanese prohibits more than one 
[+voice] obstruent in a "'Ord. Grassmann's La\v in Indo-European dissimilates 
aspirated segments. Also com1non is liquid dissimilation, as in the follo"ring 
Latin examples: 

(21) Latin liquid dissi111ilation 
nav-alis 
sol-aris 
flor-alis 

fat-a/is 
n1ilit-aris 
la.ter-ahs 

crimin-alis 
pecu li-aris 
plur-alis 

radic-alis 
lin.e-aris 
sepulchr-a.lis 

These exan1ples sho'" that the denominal adjectival suffix -alis becomes -aris if 
preceded by an (I] in the stem which is not directly adjacent. Intervening [r) 
(as in pluralis) blocks the process. This can be understood as an OCP effect on 
the lateral tier: in *sol-a/is there \vould be two tier-adjacent instances of [+lateral]. 
Again, note the crucial role of underspecification: since [+lateral] is only contras
tive for liquids, only they carry this feature. Hence, [r], being the only segment 
,.vhich is specified as (-lateral), is the only potential blocker of the dissimilatory 
process. 

In sum, feature geometry does not just constrain possible operations in terms 
of \Vhich features spread together; it also provides an elegant analysis of non-local 
interactions for assinUlation and dissin1ilation. At their relevant tier, the interac
tions are in fact local, involving adjacent autosegments. JJ1 addition, the proposal 
is falsifiable: any non-local interaction that cannot be made local on some tier con
stitutes counterevidence to the model. The question of 'vhether there exist such 
counterexamples is still unresolved and a possible direction for future research. 
Conversely, any theory of phonology that \vishes to abandon feature geon1etry 
must have an accOtlnt of non-local interactions. It is these alternative proposal.s, 
which arose as a consequence of the emergence of Optimality Theory as a new 
model of grammar, to "'hich \ve no'" turn. 

5 Feature organization in Optimality Theory 

The advent of Opti.Jnality Theory (OT; Prince and S1nolensky 1993) allo>ved a fresh 
look at the generalizations that feature geometry is trying to capture by opening 
up the possibility that these generalizations could also emerge from a theory of 
constraint interaction (CHAPTER 63: MARKEDNESS AND FAITHFULNESS CONSTRAINTS). 
Consequently, there \Vas a shift in interest a"ray from feature geon1etry i.J1 the 
second half of the 1990s. This section "'ill review and motivate that shift, and 
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by default). Example (22) gives some examples, '''ith the [-high] plural suffix 
[-ler, -lar] and the [+high] genitive suffix [-in, -yn, -in, -un]. 

(22) Turkish vowel harmony 
n.on1. sg 
. 
lp 
g0z 
pul 
at 

gen sg 
. . 
ipm 
g0zyn 
pulun 
a tin 

n.om. pl 
ipler 
g0zler 
puJlar 
atlor 

'rope' 
'eye' 
'stamp' 
'horse' 

Traditionally, Turkish harn1ony is analyzed as two separate processes. In feature
geon1etric terms, spreading is either of a single feature [back], or of the Color node, 
con1prising (back] and [round) (adopting the proposal in Odden 1991, discussed 
above). Padgett suggests that there is only one process, 'vhich spreads Color 
features. This process always targets both features, although only [back] spreads 
if spreading of [round] would create a marked segment, i.e. [o] or [0]. He achieves 
this by ranking a n1arkedness constraint against non-high round vowels above 
a constraint SPREAD(Color), where the class Color con1prises (back, round]. No 
spreading yields hvo constraint violations (one for each feature); spreading of 
[back] only yields one violation. Violation of SPREAo(Color) is therefore minimal 
and only licensed to avoid violation of the markedness constraint against non-high 
round vowels. 

A feature-geometric analysis, in comparison, \vould predict what Padgett 
calls "sour grapes sprea.ding": either aU features spread (because the Color node 
spreads), or none do. The gradient behavior of spreading (spreading as much as 
possible '"hile satisfying higher-ranked markedness constraints) can therefore 
not be addressed straightfor\vardly in a feature-geometric n1odel (although a 
feature-geon1etric in1plementati.on is a possible option in OT, by spreading the 
Color node if possible, or only [back) if spreading of the Color node 'vere to create 
a violation of the markedness constraint against non-high round vowels). There 
is an additional property to Padgett's analysis: the absence of feature-geometric 
struch.ue means that non-local interactions (such as vowel hannony) can no longer 
be analyzed as local at the level of son1e tier. In vowel harn1ony, spreading there
fore cam1ot skip intervening con sonants, "'h.ich have to participate in the harmony. 
All spreading is strictly local, although the effect of vo,vel harmony on a consonant 
may be imperceptible (see also Ni Chio&�in and Padgett 1997, 2001). Locality issues 
will be discussed separately in the next subsection. 

Yip (2004, 2005) goes a step further than Padgett in showing that class behavior 
can be modeled solely as constraint interaction, with.out the need for feature 
classes as indices on features. She looks at the feature [lateral], whose status in 
the geometry has ah"ays been ambiguous, with conflicting proposals to group it 
either under the Coronal node or the SV node (cf. §3.2). She links lhi.s ambigu
ity to typological observations regarding the markedness of different types of 
late.ra.ls, finding that coronal laterals are less marked than dorsal laterals and that 
sonorant laterals are less marked than obstruent laterals, from which she derives 
hvo presumably universal markedness hierarchies. She then goes on to show that 
the observations that led to the proposals about the position of [lateral] in the 
feature tree (spreading of [lateral] \vith [coronal] or only to [coronal] targets; 
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spreading of [lateral] \Vith SV or only to targets having an SV node) also fall 
out fron1 interleaving these hierarchies with faithfulness constraints. Essentially, 
in Yip's approach a pro-spreading constraint like SPREAD or SHAl{E wants to 
spread as many features as possible, iutless this creates an illicit seginent ("rhich 
is militated against by a highly ranked markedness constraint). The observation 
of variable class membership is thus re-analyzed as an epiphenomenon of the 
interaction of markedness and faithfulness constraints generally, and an effect 
of markedness scales on feahue co-occurrence more specifically. (See CHAPTER 31: 
LATERAL CONSONANTS for a n1ore detailed sketch of this analysis.) Unforhu1ately, 
this approach has to my knowledge never been appl ied more generally, and its 
consequences have not been explored in depth. Future research should shed more 
light on whether Yip's approach is indeed a viable alternative to representational 
devices that encode class membership. 

5.2 Strict locality in spreading 
In su1n, then, generalizations about class behavior can be made in OT without 
having to resort to tree struchues that encode such behavior representationally, 
although some of the details may still warrant further research. The third point 
of the list of advances in feature geometry, non-local interactions, is a more con
troversial issue. VIJe sa\v that Padgett (1995, 2002) has to analyze all spreading 
as strictly local, in the absence of complex autosegmental representations, a 
vie\v that is applied and developed further, for exa1nple, in Ni Chiosain and 
Padgett (1997, 2001), \IValker (1998), Gafos (1999), and Bakovic (2000). In the 
case of vowel harmony, this implies that consonants also participate in vo"'el 
harmony. They argue that this is supported phonetically by co-articulation effects 
on the consonants (such as lip rounding in round harmony). VVhile this may be 
a \Velcorne simplification of the system (obviating the need for representational 
devices that introduce relativized notions of locality), it also introduces son1e 
complications. Nf Chiosain and Padgett (1997, 2001) note that vo,vel harmony is 
cross-linguistically frequent, \vhile consonant harmony is non-existent. It is thus 
necessary to have a mechanism that allo\vs the propagation of vowel features 
through consonants while blocking the propagation of consonant features through 
vo\vels. They therefore co-index place features for degree of aperture. A [labialv) 
artictllati.on (rot.lnding on vo"'els) can be co-articulated. on a consonant, but a 
consonantal place feature like [labialcl could not be co-articulated on a vowel, 
because it is stronger and would deprive the vo,vel of its vocalicness, a prin
ciple they ground aerodynamically in '"hat they call the "bottleneck effect." See 
CHAPTER 75: CONSONANT-VOWEL PLACE FEATURE INTERACTIONS for an elaboration 
of this idea of "inherent V-Place." 

One problem \Vith this approach is that distinctive features are commonly used 
to encode possible contrasts, but there are no languages that \vould contrast con
sonants \Vith or without a vocalic co-articulation (which is different from secondary 
articulations like labialization, palatalization, etc.). Ni Chiosain and Padgett there
fore need a.n additional mechanism to rule out such unattested contrasts. Here 
they h1rn to Dispersion Theory (Flemming 1995), arguing that such potential 
contrasts are not \veil dispersed enough to survive into actual systems. This final 
point is probably n1ost controversial, since Dispersion Theory has been criticized 
independently (see e.g. McCarthy 2002). Nevertheless, the idea of strictly local 
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specified, providing a principled algorithm for underspecification (Dresher et al. 
1994; Dresher 2009). See also CHAPTER 2: CONTRAST for an introduction. The appli
cation of this algoritlm1 generates a hierarchical tree structure itself. If learners 
posit new features on the basis of contrast they observe ,.vithin a set of segments, 
it is quite possible that the contrastive hierarchy will to some extent be reflected 
in an emergent geometry. For example, in a language in "'hich all liquids are 
[coronal], the feature [lateral] may be used to contrastively subdivide the set of 
coronals. Consequently, learners may posit that [lateral] is a dependent of [coronal] 
in the geometry as well. In a language in which liquids are phonologically place
less, however, learners may posit that (lateral) subdivides the set of sonorants, as 
a dependent of the SV node. The ambiguity of [lateral], discussed in CHAPTER 31: 

LATERAL CONSONANTS, may thus reflect the system of contrasts in a language 1nore 
generally. The concept of en1ergent features thus sho•vs the potential for a ne\v 
understanding of feature organization. Future research could shed more light on 
vvhich aspects of feature organization are provided by UG, vvhich are emergent 
via the phonetic content of features and \vhich are emergent via the contrast encoded 
by a feature. 

Finally, one additional direction for potential fuhire developments should be 
mentioned, a recent challenge to the standard opinion that the anchor of features 
is the segment. In a detailed typological survey, Kehrein (2002) and Kehrein and 
Golston (2004) conclude that the anchor of laryngeal features is not the segment 
but rather the syllable constituent (onset, nucleus, coda), since they find no evi
dence for contrastive laryngeal specifications \\'ithi.n syllable constih1ents in any 
language. The Laryngeal node is hence not forn1alized as a dependent of the 
segmental root node but as a sister of segmental root nodes, as a dependent of a 
syllable constituent like the onset. Non-contrastive differences across languages 
are relegated to phonetic implementation and the phasing of laryngeal gestures. 
If Golston and Kehrein are correct, this opens up the possibility for more research 
in the area. Are there other features that are not properties of segments but of 
higher prosod ic categories, either universally or in individual languages? The 
once strict division behveen tree structure above the segment (prosody) and below 
the segment (feature geometry) "'ould then become permeable, which in turn "'Ould 
have consequences for our understanding of locality in feature interaction. 
Seen1ingly long-distance interactions n1ay be local not by virtue of tier locality 
bt.1t by virtue of the .feature itself spreadi.ng higher up in the prosodic hierarchy. 
For no'''' ho'''ever, this idea is mostly speculative. 

In sum, the research program that was embarked upon in the mid-1980s, to 
investigate the possibility of segment-internal structure which organizes distinc
tive feahires into sets or classes, is far from finished. After peaking in interest 
in the eady 1990s and a s.lo\v bt.1t steady demise '"hen n1ainstream phonological 
interest shifted to the role of constraints in phonology instead, the program 
has seen some renewed interest more recently. \Ni.th some original problems of 
orthodox feature geometry still unresolved and the pron1ise of Optimality Theory 
to provide a n1ore elegant and empirically superior alternative not having been 
fully rea.1.ized, the issue of feature organization is still as alive as it \vas 20 years 
ago. Ne'v directions in research, as outlined in the final section of this chapter, 
may shed ne\v light on the issue and bring us closer to a better understanding of 
feature organiza lion. 
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28 The Representation 
of Fricatives 

BERT VAUX 
BRETT MILLER 

1 Introduction 

The phonetic properties of fricatives have recently received a great deal of attention 
(Shadle 1985; Ladefoged and Maddieson 1996: ch. 5; Johnson 1997: ch. 6; Stevens 
1998: ch. 8; Maniwa et al. 2009; Ramsay 2009; among others). The phonological 
properties of this class of sounds, on the other hand, have, with a fe"' notable 
exceptions, remained largely undisputed since the publication of Chomsky and 
Halle (1968), '.vhich itself essentially carries on the featural analysis of fricatives in 
Trubetzkoy (1939) and Jakobson et al. (1952). In this analysis, the class of fricatives 
is characterized by the distinctive features [-sonorant, +continuant]. 

Once one scratches the surface of the subject, though, a number of challenging 
questions appear: 

(1) a. Do fricatives actuaUy beha.ve as a distinct phonological class? 
b. Are all fricatives [-sonorant]? 
c. Are all fricatives [+consonantal]? 
d. Are all or any fricatives [+spread glottis] (or its equivalent)? 

This chapter a.ddresses these and other challenges by synthesizing what we 
have learned from traditional and contemporary descriptive and theoretical 
studies involving fricatives, with an eye to\.vards determining what properties 
(if any) consistently characterize this phonological class and why. VIJe shall 
see that the exact me1nbership and feature characterization of the fricative class 
depends on ho,.v one defines the features involved, but that there are good phono
logical reasons for assuming the existence of a coherent fricative class defined by 
the features [-sonorant, +continuant] and including not only the relatively uncon
troversial suspects {f v <p � e o x ¥ X HI but also what we can call the strident 
or sibilant fricatives ls z f 3 § z" � l<\}. The laryngeals lh H fi h fj} behave Jess 
u11iformly: son1e of them pattern with fricatives in some languages and with 
sonorants in others. There is also variation within the fricative class for the features 
[spread glottis], [strident], [ATR], and possibly [consonantal], so these should not be 
included in the definition of the fricative class. Since the class appears adequately 
defined with the independently needed features [+continuant, -sonorant], \ve 
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conclude on grounds of parsimony that this definition is preferable to one requir
ing the introduction of additional features such as [fricative]. 

VVe do not investigate stridency in th.is chapter, both because it does not 
characterize the class of fricatives as a '"'hole and because it has been "'ell dealt 
•vith by Clements (2006). N'or do \ve deal \Vith tongue root advancement, '"'hich 
Vaux (1992, 1996) has suggested is a common attribute of voiced fricatives only 
by virtue of their membership in the class of voiced obstruents. 

1.1 Are fricatives a bona fide phonological 
natural class? 

Fricatives present a challenge to the ontology of distinctive feature theory, in that 
they possess a clear and unique phonetic identity resulting fro1n turbulent air
flow through a narrow constriction that is reflected in neither of the cornerstones 
of disti.nctive feature theory (CHAPTER 1:7: DISTINCTIVE FEATURES), (i) properties that 
are phonologically active, and (ii) properties that are necessary to distinguish a 
phoneme (or in this case a class of phonemes) from all others. The problem is this: 
if \Ve were to poshtlate a phonological feature such as [fricative] to caphrre the 
distinctive phonetics of the fricative class, \Ve would run afoul of criterion (i) by 
virtue of the fact that there is no evidence for such a feature being phonologically 
active; the attested range of phonological behaviors of fricatives can be captured 
by other independently required 1nembers of their feature complement, as we 
will see throughout the rest of this chapter. These san1e features suffice to dis
tinguish the class of fricatives from stops, vowels, and so on; the feature [fricative) 
therefore is also not required by criterion (ii). 

Before examining the phonological representation of fricatives, "'e should 
therefore consider first whether there is sufficient evidence for considering them 
to fonn a natural class. Is there anything that is truly distinctive phonologically 
about the set of fricatives, or are they silnply '"hat is left of the class of obstruents 
after one subtracts the stops? Do fricatives ever bel1ave as a dass to tl1e exclusion 
of all other phonemes? The ans,ver to this question is a qualified yes: many phono
logical phenomena specifically target or are triggered by the fricative set of the 
language in question, but (unsurprisingly), for a variety of historical and accidental 
reasons, none of the phenon1ena in question suffice to delineate the entire cross
Jing11istic class of fricatives. 

Tiberian Hebre\v spirantization, for instance, produces alternations between plain 
oral stops [p b t d k g] and fricatives [f v e (\ x ¥1 respectively, as in (1) (Idsardi 
1998: 39), but does not produce alternations for the emphatic stop [t'] or for the 
guttural fricatives (I\ h]. The Tiberian Hebre\v surface consonant inventory is given 
in (2), based on Rendsberg (1997) and Green (2004). 

(2) Ti/Jerian He/Jreru surface consonant inventory 
labial dental alveolar palatal velar pharyngeal glottal 

stops p b  t d k g  ? 

fricatives f v  9 0  s f x 11 I\ � h 
emphatics t' s' q 
nasals m n 
liquids 1 r 
glides 

. 
w J 
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The interpretation of the emphatics is conjectural, and the positioning of the 
pharyngeals and glottals should be understood as arbitrary "'ith respect to their 
[sonorant] values, which •ve will not investigate here (though \\'e discuss the 
sonorance of laryngeals in various other languages in §2.2; see also CHAPTER 25: 

PHARYNGEALS). 

(3) Exam.pies of Hebrew spirantizahon alternations 
a. [t - e] 

[k - x] 
b. [d - oJ 

[g - ¥1 

.,/ktb 

.,/gdl 

ka:'0av 
jix'to:v 
ga: 'olu: 
ji}l'da:lu: 

'he wrote' 
'he vvas writing' 
'they \\1ere great' 
'he \vas being great' 

The facts in (3) are not a problem for the notion that fricatives form a phono
logical. cl.ass, becat.tse the phenomenon can be plausibly analyzed as involving 
spreading of [+continuant] from vo,vels to a follo,ving singleton segment specified 
with [+consonantal] and perhaps [-constricted glottis]. This is sho,vn in the 
simplified spirantization rule in (4), which abstracts a\vay from certain morpho
logical and lexical exceptions (on \vhich see Coetzee 1999; Green 2004). 

(4) Spirantization rule1 
[-cons, -constr gl.][+cons, (-constr gl)); x, 

l .. --- - - -- -- - - -- - - - - ---

[+cont] 

If this analysis is correct (see further §2.1.2), we do not expect the guttural 
fricatives to have [-continuant) counterparts in Tiberian Hebrew; the rule only 
serves to produce fricatives from underlying stops, and has no effect on under
lying fricatives such as the gutturals. Tiberian Hebre\v spirantization therefore 
provides evidence neither for nor against the gutturals being fricatives rather than 
glides (i.e. obstruents rather than sonorants). 

Nor can anything clear be inferred about the lack of spirantized allophones 
for the emphatic stops, though it seems likely that the emphatics had some trait 
such that their spirantized outcomes \VOuld have been fairly unusual, complex, or 
difficult sotu1ds. No emphatics, and no other comparable class of non-participants, 
are to be found '"'hen one considers the spirantization processes reconstructed in 
Old Irish (Celtic: Thurneysen 1946) and observed synchronicaUy in Shoshone and 
Southern Paiute (Numic: Charney 1993). These cases of spirantization could also 
be handled by (4) or by a very similar rule. 

vVith these examples in n1ind, Jet us briefly consider additional phonological 
pheno1nena that can be reasonably said to target or be triggered by the class of 
fricatives. Perhaps the best-kno,vn case arguably sterns from the difficulties lan
guage learners have in producing fricatives, \vhich leads to a host of avoidance 
and mutation strategies by individual learners (cHAPT£R 101: TH£ JNT£RPR£TATION 

1 [f the target is not specified [-ronstricted glottis], then emphatics will spirantize and need to 
be repaired. The a)1alysis of emphat.ic stops as [+constdcted glottis] (laryngeally constricted) appears 
reasonable because the range of articulations typically reconstructed for them (Rendsburg 1997: 73) 
is \\r]thin the laryngeal tract (CHAPTEI� 2s: PH:\RYNCEALS). 
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Silbert and de Jong (2008) state that there is a problem '"ith finding a parsimonious 
feature definition of fricatives: they maintain that because fricatives consist, in large 
part, of random turbulent noise, they present a chaJ lenge to attempts to ground 
our theory of phonological features in specific phonetic correlates. As far as we 
can tell, though, the phonological features that are generally considered to delineate 
the fricative class, [+continuant] and [-sonorant], do not encounter this problem 
(see also CHAPTER s: SONORANTS; CHAPTER 13: THE STRlCTURE FEATURES). Continuants 
can be defined straightfor,vardly as sounds "'ith oral a.irflo"' egress, and obstru
ents as sounds \vith positive oral pressure buildup. Fricatives conform to both of 
these definitions, so there is no difficulty in correlating the feature specification 
of fricatives with \veil-established phonetic cues. 

But do fricatives show evidence of being phonologically [+continuant] and 
[-sonorant)? And do they possess any other invariant feature specifications? ln 
this section we consider phonological evidence bearing on the specifications of 
fricatives for [continuant] (§2.1), [sonorant] (§2.2), [consonantal] (§2.3), and [spread 
glottis] (§2.4). 

2.1 Continuance 
Continuance is perhaps the quintessential feature of the fricative class; in fact, 
Jakobson et al. (1952: 43) specified the feature value [+continuant] only for fricatives 
and not for vo\\•els (or h, interestingly), Il'taking it effectively equivalent phono
logically to Ladefoged's [fricative) feature. Chon1sky and Halle (1968: 177) add 
Ir l hi to the continuant set, but still exclude vowels (though their definition 
of [+continuant] in terms of not having enough constriction to stop airflow might 
lead us to expect other\vise). 

Once '"e assun1e that vo,vels are [+continuant] and incorporate the feature 
[sonorant] (as 0101nsky and Halle 1968: ch. 8 did), '"'e are led to revise our 
classification of the fricatives to [+continu.ant, -sonorant). But are either of these 
features phonologically active? In this subsection we provide evidence that 
[continuant] is active in fricatives, dra"ring on delinking and spreading of 
[+continuant] (stopping and spirantization, respectively), delinking and spread
ing of [-continuant] (deaffrication and intrusive stop formation, respectively), 
and delinking of [a:continuant) (01anner dissimilation). The interested reader 
can consult Cser (1999) for discussion of additional phenomena bearing on the 
phonological status of the feature [continuant]. Evidence involving [sonorant] is 
presented in §2.2. 

2.1.1 Stopping 
Let us first consider the cross-linguistically co1nn1on process of stopping, which 
involves changing fricatives to corresponding stops and can be reasonably 
anaJ.yzed as delinking of [+continu.ant] with subsequent replacen1ent by its 
complement, [-continuant]. This is common after nasals, as '"e already sa'" in 
Nivkh (and as occurs in Spanish, according to Bakovic 1994 and Kensto\vicz 1994). 
It is also comn1on as a positional and absolute neutralization process in first 
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(9) Word-initial stopping deaffrication 
[dtli) jelly 
[c!Amp I rump 
[dus] juice 
[dJp) chip 
[di:3) cheese 
[dt:a) cha.ir 

2.1.2 Spirantization 
Besides delinking in the patterns just described, the feature [+continuant] can 
spread to stop consonants, producing fricatives. In addition to the Tiberian Hebrew 
case mentioned in §1.1 \Ve arguably find spi.ranti.zation of this type in Spanish 
(Harris 1969), producing alternations of the sort in (10): 

(10) Spanish spirantizntion (data from Bakovic 1994) 
a. [beso) 'kiss' [ese �eso) 'that kiss' 

[el �eso] 'the kiss' 
[dar �esos] 'give kisses' 

b. (dato] 'date' [ese oato) 'that date' 
[el dato I 'the date' 
[dar 6atos) 'give dates' 

c. [gato I 'cat' [ese 11ato] 'that cat' 
[el yato) 'the cat' 
(dar 11atos] 'give cats' 

According to Harris (1969: 39), the alternants "appear as continuants except 
initially and after homorganic noncontinuant sonorants." Scholars generally (e.g. 
Goldsn1ith 1981) analyze the systen1 in terms of the feature [+continuant] spread
ing to underlying voiced stops from preceding [+conti.nt.iant) segments, '"ith the 
[1-d] cases being a bit of a problem. (We have encountered speakers '"'ho have 
(16) in such cases, but the secondary literature appears to be unaninlous on [Id) 
being the only option. See also CHAPTER 13: THE STRICTURE FEATURES.) Lozano (1979) 
and Bakovic (1994) invert the analysis, proposing underlying voiced fricatives that 
undergo fortiti.on in syll.able onsets t.u�d.er certain conditions. If they are correct, 
Spanish still presents evidence for [continuant] being phonologically active in frica
tives; the only difference is that the Spanish facts are then an example of stop
ping (see §2.1.1) rather than spi.rantization. (But see Nlascaro 1991 for a critique 
of these phonological solutions.) 

Because the Spanish continuant aUophones are often highly sonorous and 
even realized as glides (CHAPTER is: GLIDES), it could be asked "'hether fricatives 
are phonologically involved in the alternation at all, or whether the fricative 
allophones are merely phonetically fortified variants of the glides. But the con
siderably different behavior of \Vhat are conventionally analyzed as underlying 
glides indicates that this is not the ca.se. Although "'e have heard the Spa.nish 
glide /j I realized \vith fortified variants [jJ and even let), the distribution of frica
tive realizations for /j/ and the strength of their frication appear to be much rarer 
and less salient than "'ith the fricative realizations of /b d g/, suggesting that 
phonological [continuant] alternation in obstruents does indeed occur in Spanish. 
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data requiring it (Fallon 2002; Samuels 2009). This quandary raises the question: 
•vhen if ever is it acceptable to analyze systematic and categorical (as opposed to 
variable or gradient) spirantization as [+continuant] spreading from vowels? 

The assumption that spreading of otherwise active features must have a certain 
status in terms of contrast structure seems reasonable, since features can only spread 
if they are specified, and specification is "'idely assumed to relate someho•v to 
contrastiveness (CHAPTER 2: CONTRAST). But to claim that vo,vels cannot spread 
[+continuant] because they never contrast for it is proble1natic. Th.is assun1ption 
presupposes that there is an algorithm capable of exhaustively defining "'hich 
features are contrastive in which environments in a given language by specifying 
them in a particular order, leaving the remaining features predictable from these 
and therefore (at least in so1ne cases) never phonologically specified. Yet no 
successful algorithn1 has been developed for this task, pace Dresher (2009). The 
two-best kno,.vn candidates, the Pairwise Algorithm and the Successive Division 
A.lgorithm, are critiqued in Samuels (2009: 77-94.), and found to have serious prob
lems. Samuels (2009) essentially abandons the search for such algorithms, vvhile 
Parker's more limited discussion (CHAPTER 49: SONORITY) favorably highlights an 
application of the Successive Division Algorithm in Anywa and Dholuo. Crucially, 
this application n1akes order of specification depend on language-particular feature 
activity rather than on contrast as measured by any independent criterion. 

Hence, the argument that a feature cannot be active in a certain environment 
because it is not contrastive there n1ust be suspended until a proper specifi
cation algorith1n itself is established. This 1nuch is essentially acknovvledged by 
Dresher (2009: 9, 209). After investigating possible algorithms for implen1enting 
the "Contrastivist Hypothesis" ("that phonological computation operates only 
on contrastive features"), Dresher concludes that phonological computation does 
apparently require non-contrastive features in some situations. Dresher recom
mends retaining the Contrastivist Hypothesis and a forn1 of the Successive 
Division Algorithm (requiring a serial gramn1ar theory) because they cover 1nuch 
or possibly most of the data, but once we al lo"' exceptions, any data that are more 
elegantly treated in contravention of the hypothesis can also demand exceptional 
status, including spirantizations "'hich can be analyzed as [+continuant] spread
ing from vowels. 

It 1nay eventually prove relevant to distinguish beh"een t"'O kinds of non
contrastive features, if only one of them seen1s needed in phonological 
representations. One kind is not pred ictable from context; an example '"ould be 
archiphonen1ically underspecified features (on "'hich see Inkelas 1995; Samuels 
2009). The other kind is necessarily predictable fro1n contexts: all vowels, for 
exan1ple, a.re necessarily continuant. We '"ill not pursue the matter further here. 
For now it simply seeros reasonable to a.ccept cases of spirantizati.on like those 
mentioned in this section as ex,,mples of fricatives produced by [+continuant] spread. 

2.1.3 Deaffrication 
Further evidence that [continuant] is active in fricatives con1es fron1 phenomena 
that delink [-continuant) specifications. Perhaps the most '"idespread process of th.is 
type is the more common variety of deaffrication, "'hicl1 deletes the [-continuant] 
closure phase of the segment, producing a fricative. We find examples of this in 
the Aslanbeg dialect of Armenian, '"hich deletes the stop component of affricates 
in coda position (13). 
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(16) Intrusive stop for111ation as [-continuant] spreading 

x x 

�--········� 
[ +nas) [-cont] [+cons) [+cont] 

Here again, the analysis hinges in part on fricatives being [+continuant]; if they 
were not, the reasons for a preceding nasal changing a fricative into \vhat is 
essentially an affricate would be unclear. 

2.1.5 Manner dissiniilation 
Thus far \ve have seen evidence for spreading and delinking of [+continuant] 
and [--continuant], each of '"hich implicates fricatives as being [+continuant]. The 
[+continuant) specification of fricatives is also revealed in dissimilation processes 
(CI·IAPTER 60: DISSIMILATION), such as we find in Modern Greek, \vb.ere it can either 
trigger or undergo [continuant] delinking. In this language, voiceless stop + stop 
and (non-s) fricative + fricative clusters optionally dissin1ilate to stop + fricative 
(Newton 1972; Kaisse 1988), as in (17) (Tserdanelis 2001) (see also CHAPTER 13: THE 
STRICTURE FEATURES): 

(17) Modern Greek 111anner dissimilation 

a. ptero - ftero 'feather' 
ktena - xtena 'comb' 
e.pta - efta 'se\1e11' 
okto - oxto 'eight' 
ekpiisi - expijsi 'sale' 

b. xEJes - xtes 'yesterday' 
f8inos - ftinos 'cheap' 
skef8ika - skeftika 1 thought' 
anix8ika - anixtika 1 >vas opened' 
fxaristo - fkaristo 'I thank' 

c. sxini skini 'rope' 
pis8ika pistika 1 vvas convinced' 
sfol)gos - spol)gos 'sponge' 

d. trex-o e-trek-sa 'I run (PRES : PAST)' 

kafsimo - kapsirno 'burning' 
kaEJ-izo e-kat-sa 'I Sit (PRES : PAST)' 

When the underlying cluster contains tvvo stops, the first member changes into 
a fricative (17a), whereas in fricative clusters the second member becomes a 
stop (17b). Interestingly, obstruent clusters containing an /s/ invariably delink 
the [continuant] specification of the other segment (17c, d). 

If we assume that stops and fricatives differ in being [-continuant] and 
[+continuant] respectively, •ve can interpret the dissimilation facts as OCP-driven 
delirlking of [continuant] values, "'here the relativized version of the OCP here 
•vould look something like (18). 
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(18) The OCP manner constraint for f\llodern Greek (modified from Tserdanelis 2001) 

* x x 

[-son] [-son] 

I I 
[etcont] [acont] 

Ho'v exactly violations of this constraint are repaired is a matter of sonle 
debate, but the specifics are not relevant here. The key for our purposes is that 
dissinUiation processes of this sort only make sense if stops and fricatives are 
polar opposites de.limited by a si.ngle binary feature, in this case [continuant); 
other representational options such as [fricative] simply do not capture this sort 
of interaction insightfully. 

In this subsection we have seen that the evidence from spreading and delinking 
of [±continuant), \Vhich surfaces in a broad range of pheno1nena fron1 spirant
ization to deaffrication to intrusive stop formation to manner dissimiJ.ation, dove
taiJ.s nicely \Vith the assumption that fricatives are specified as [+continuant]. 
Competing theories that replace [+continuant] °l'\1ith [fricative], A,, and the like tend 
to deal less well '�'ith these facts. 

2 .2 Sonorance 
We next turn to the other fea.ture valu.e most coro.rnonly attribt.lted to fricatives, 
[-sonorant]. This specification is presumably invoked to distinguish fricatives 
from the rest of the continuants, e.g. vo"rels and (in some languages at least) [I] 
and [r], '"hich are [+sonorant] (CHAI'TER s: SONORANTS). Treating all fricatives as 
obstruents raises a couple of questions, however: 

(19) a. Are the glottal continuants /h fi/ obstruents? If not, are they still 
fricatives? 

b. Russian v patterns partly with obstruents and partly 'vith sonorants; 
"'hat is its [sonorant] value? 

c. What is the relative sonority ranking of fricatives and stops? 
d. Why is the boundary between voiced fricatives and homorganic glides 

son1etin1es unclear? 

In this subsection we consider each of these issues in turn. 

2.2.1 Glottals 
Trubetzkoy (1939) classed all of the fricatives as obstruents. If the glottal con
tinuants /h fi/ are obstruent, then they belong straightforwardly to the class of 
fricatives defined as [+continuant, -sonorant] segn1ents. If, however, these segn1ents 
are sonorant, as suggested by Chomsky and Halle (1968) and some of the ancient 
Indian phonetic treatises, such as the Taittir1ya PratiSakhya (1.13; Whitney 1871), 
then "'e must either exclude them from the fricative class or adopt one of the 
proposals in the literature for encoding fricativity directly, such as Ladefoged's 
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(1989) [fricative] feature, Articulatory Phonology's fricative gesture (Bro"rman 
and Goldstein 1986), Steriade's (1993) fricative aperture node A1, or Moren's (2003) 
consonantal manner feature [open]. Belo"' \Ve consider phonological evidence 
bearing on the sonorance of laryngeals, specifically the plain glottals (on the dis
tinction see CHAPTER 25: PHARYNGEALS). 

Glottals pattern 'vith obstruents to the exclusion of sonorants in some languages 
and vice versa in others. The follovting examples and n1ore like them can be 
found in the P-Base database (Mielke 2007). Sonorant exan1ples include Kickapoo 
(Algic) and Supyire Senoufo (Niger-Congo). In Kickapoo, after any sonorant, 
including /h/ (the only glottal), the second member of a glide plus unaccented 
vowel sequence in either order is glottalized. In Supyire Senoufo, nasalized 
vowels can be preceded by only /V m n J1 I) 1 ?  /, and there are no other glottals 
or consonantal sonorants in the inventory. Obstruent exan1ples include Jordanian 
Arabic, '"'here only /7 h/ and other obstruents can be C2 and only /m n r l/ can 
be C1 in -C1C2# and -C1C2Cr; .Maltese, v.rhere only /7 h/ and other obstruents can 
be C, in #C1C2-; and Balangao (Austronesian), "'here obstruents including /? h/ 
delete after the common prefix /ma!)-/. There is also evidence for [-sonorant] 
spreading from fricatives to the palatal nasal [Jl] in the Nila-Saharan language 
Bilaala (Olson and Scllultz 2002). 

Similar ambivalence is shown by /fi/. In Czech (Slavic: Mielke 2007; 
Dankovicova 1999), this segment is the only laryngeal in the language and partici
pates in a regressive obstruent voicing assimilation to the exclusion of sonorants. 
This suggests that /fi/ is [-sonorant] in Czech. At the san1e time, in Oo,vekyala 
(\IVakashan: Ho"'e 2000), where /fi/ is again the only laryngeal in the inventory, 
the segment appears to be [+sonorant). This is indicated not only by the fact that 
/fi/ is voiced like all of the sonorants and unlike any of the obstruents in the 
language, but more importantly, by the fact that /fi/ takes [+constricted glottis] 
root-initially before a reduplicant in the plural, like sonorant consonants but 
ml.like obstruents. Furthern1ore, the laryngeal continuants [h) and [fi) appear to 
systematically a.void participating in the stopping and deletion phenon1ena in 
child phonologies discussed in §2.1. 

If obstruence is cued by increased pressure in the vocal tract relative to out
side air pressure, then cross-linguistic variation in the classification of glottals as 
obstruents or sonorants 1nay be due to variation in '"'hether this pressure build
u.p involves su.praglottal impedance or not. J.n most sounds this is automatically 
the case, but \vith glottals it is not; hence, glottals will be sonorants if obstruents 
are defined by pressure buildup involving supralaryngeal impedance, and 
obstruents other\vise. Cross-linguistic variation in selection among phonetic 
cues for the definition of phonological classes is increasingly \veil established 
(M.ielke 2008: 74-76; Samuels 2009: 70). On the application of this perspective to 
ambivalent glottal sonorance in particular see also Mielke (2009: 11-12). 

In sum, the simplest solution of an1bivalent glottal sonorance for the purpose 
of defining fricatives appears to be to retain the definition of fricatives as con
tinuant obstruents, including glottal continuants in this class '"'hen they pattern 
\vith othe.r obstru.ents and not otherwise. \IVhen glottal continuants are classed. as 
fricatives on phonological grounds, an available phonetic correlate for [-sonorant] 
that is consistent '"ith all members of the class is pressure buildup in the vocal 
tract. When glottal continuants are classed as sonorants on phonological grounds, 
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Subsequent research has identified many additional phenomena consistent 
•vith the theory that voiceless fricatives are [+spread glottis] and voiced fricatives 
are [-spread glottis], but the above examples should suffice to make the point. 
Neither the traditional Hallean nor the Government Phonology representations 
of fricatives are able to account for facts of this type. 

Beckman and Ringen (2009) and Nicolae and Nevins (2009) suggest a modifica
tion to the generalization proposed by Vaux (1998), namely that it holds only for 
languages vvhere [spread glottis] is active; in languages where obstruents contrast 
for [voice] rather than [spread glottis], they say, voiceless fricatives are [-voice] 
(or unspecified for [voice) if it is privative). Both Beckman and Ringen and Nicolae 
and Nevins base their argument on the fact that in the [voice] languages they have 
exan1ined phonetically (Finnish for Beckman and Ringen, Russian for both sets 
of authors), there is no devoicing of follovting sonorants by voiceless fricatives. 

This suggestion (henceforth BRNN, after the surnames of the authors) is 
i.ntriguing, but unfortunately relies on a single tenuous assumption, namely that 
if a language contrasts [spread glottis] in obstruents it must spread [spread glottis] 
from obstruents to follo"ring sonorants. The fact that two languages (Russian 
and Finnish) happen to conform to BRNN is hardly proof of its cross-linguistic 
validity. If BRNN is true, moreover, it n1akes an interesting prediction \Vhen 
taken in conjunction •vi.th the aforementioned finding that post-nasal voicing (PNV) 
avoids creating *[+nasal, +spread glottis] configurations (Vaux 1998): unlike in 
[spread glottis] languages such as New Julfa Arn1enian, '"here PNV does not 
target fricatives, it should freely target voiceless fricatives in languages possessing 
a [voice] rather than a [spread glottis] contrast in their obstruent syste1n (i.e. sys
tems like those of French, Ja.panese, or Modern Greek, which oppose unaspirated 
voiced and voiceless stops). This prediction is not borne out: though "'e know 
of one so-called [voice] language '"here PNV applies to fricatives (Nande; 
Hyman 2003), in all other cases kno'"n to us fricatives differ from stops in not 
undergoing PNV, exactly as "'e find in [spread glottis] languages and counter 
to the prediction of BRNN. In Modern Greek, for example, sequences of nasal 
consonant + voiceless fricative either delete the nasal (optional but preferred 
across "'Ord boundaries, as in /ton 8e'o/ 'the god (Ace)' � [to8e'o]) or assimilate 
the nasal to the fricative in place of articulation, \Vith no voicing (word-internally, 
as in /sin-xo'ro/ 'forgive' � [sil)xo'ro)) (Holton et al. 2004). 

The BRNN typology has a phonetic dimension as "'el l. Instead of sh(nving that 
voiceless fricatives (or some of them) are [+spread glottis] only in languages where 
stops are [+spread glottis], their typology could be reinterpreted as showing that 
vocal fold abduction overshoots fricative release into a follo\ving sonorant con
sonant in languages where it also overshoots stop release into a following vowel. 
It is worth asking why \•ve shouJd use gestural overshoot from one segment 
into a neighboring segment as a diagnostic for that gesture's specification being 
phonological. 

Van Oostendorp (2007) proposes a further modification for Dutch, wherein 
stops are opposed for [voice], but fricatives are opposed for [spread glottis]. This 
system is designed to account for the peculiar properties of voicing assimilation 
in 'Dutch, '"hich seem to implicate length contrasts as well. If van Oostendorp's 
proposal is on the right track, we should be able to investigate whether Dutch 
voiceless fricatives trigger devoicing of follo,ving sonorants as a "'ay to explore 
the BRNN theory further. 
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What emerges from the research documented in this subsection is that there is 
strong evidence for a distinction in [spread glottis] specifications bel\�reen voiced 
and voiceless fricatives, at least in languages \Vhere [spread glottis] is phono
logically active. This being the case, '"e ca1u1ot include [spread glottis) values in 
the set of invariant specifications for the class of fricative consonants. 

3 Conclusions 

We have argued that the apparently straightforward characterization of fricatives 
as [+continuant, -sonorant, +consonan tal] and perhaps some value of [spread 
glottis] turns out on closer inspection to be problematic, but the simpler specifica
tion [+continuant, -sonorant] appears adequate if glottal continuants are allowed 
cross-linguistically variable and primarily phonologically detern1ined member
ship in the fricative class. Fricatives are generally also [+consonantal), with some 
peripheral gray areas 'vhere the evidence is sparse (§2.3). Finally, it appears 
that voiceless but not voiced fricatives are generally [+spread glottis], at least in 
languages \Vhere the feature is contrastive, but on this point too the evidence is 
problematic. 
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29 Secondary and Double 
Articulation 

}EROEN VAN DE WEIJER 

This chapter deals vtith t\vo categories of "complex segn1ents," viz. consonants 
with secondary articulation, such as /k'" I or /)¥ I (= /t/ 'dark I'), and consonants 
that involve n.vo articulations of equal status, such as /kp I. The n1ain differ
ence beh"een these hvo types of sounds is that in the former there is a major 
("consonantal") articulatory stricture on \vhich a vo"1el-like minor articulation 
is superimposed, while in the latter the h"o articulations have a stricture type 
of equal status (typically, stop or nasal). \<Vhile consonants with secondary 
articulation are very comn1on in the languages of the world, consonants with 
double articulation are m11ch rarer. 

I '"ill discuss these segment types in turn belO"': secondary articulation in 
§1 and double articulation in §2. I will focus on the phonological representation 
of both types of segments, as brought out by their function in phonemic inven
tories and their behavior in assintlation rules and syllable structure restrictions. 
Note, finally, that hvo other types of modification, which do not involve place of 
articulation but laryngeal setting, viz. aspiration and glottalization (or laryngeal
ization), \viii not be covered in the present chapter (see CHAPTER 69: PINAL 

0£V01CING AND FINAL LARYNGEAL NEUTI{ALIZATION and CHAPTER 111: LARYNGEAL 
CONTRAST IN KOREAN for discussion). §3 offers a brief conclusion. 

1 Secondary articulation 

This section discusses segn1ents with secondary articulation. After a short intro
duction to the phonetic phenomenon of co-articuJation, which often gives rise to 
segments \vith secondary articulation historically, '"e ,,,iJl discuss and illustrate 
the four main types (labiali.zation, velarization, palatalization, and pharyngeal
ization). Then "'e turn to different \vays in which such segn1ents have been 
represented in the literature, starting from Chon1sky and Halle (1968), tluough 
Clements and H1une (1995) and recent proposals in Depend.ency Phonology. 
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1.1 Differentiating co-articulation and secondary 
articulation 

A comn1on phonetic process is "co-articulation" (see e.g. Kiilmert and Nolan 1999): 
the anticipatory shaping of the speech organs to acconunodate sounds that will 
be articulated in the very near ft\tu.re. Co-articulation may also be perseverative, 

in vvhich case it refers to the inertia of the speech organs after articulating certain 
sounds. For example, round vowels '"ill typically impose their rounding on 
neighboring consonants, e.g. the /t/ and /n/ in a word like English cartoon, which 
has medial [t'¢J, \vhile front vo\vels may iinpose a palatal quality on such consonants, 
as in canteen, vvith [ti] (CHAPTER 71: PALATALIZATION; CHAPTER 75: CONSONANT

VOWEL PLACE FEATURE INTERACTIONS). We can refer to such processes as involv
ing allophonic secondary articulation. Other types of secondary articulation are 
velarization ( [tY]), \'thich is sin1ilarly iI1duced by back VO\\' els, and pharyngealiza
tion ([t']), which is associated \Vith lo\v vo\vels. If the secondary articulation 
on the consonant becomes independent of its triggering environn1ent, its status 
may become phonemic (see Padgett 2003 for a description of this historical pro
cess in Russian; see also CHAPTER UI: SLAVIC PALATALIZATION). In this chapter 
•ve focus on phonemic types of secondary articulation. For instance, '"hile the 
difference in velarization bet\veen clear I and dark I is allophonic in English 
(which is, of course, determined not by vo,vel quality but (mostly) by syllabic 
position in this language, 1\1ith clear I occurring in the onset and dark l in the coda), 
in Jvlarshallese, a Malayo-Polynesian language of the Marshall Islands, these hvo 
sounds are phonemic (Ladefoged and Maddieson 1996: 363); see also CHAPTER 31: 
LATERAL CONSONANTS. 

(1) Marsha/Iese phonemic velarization contrast in laterals 
1at 'knock' 
lat 'earth' 

Note that in this J.a.ngtiage this particuJar type of secondary articulation occurs 
on a range of segments, viz. all the bilabials and all the coronals in the language 
(rather than just on the lateral illustrated in (1)), something "'hich is quite com
mon ill languages (see. Hinskens and van de Weijer 2003 for more examples and 
discussion). Other languages that have segn1ents \Vith phone1nic secondary 
artictli.ation are Russian (e.g. KenstO\\'icz 1994: 41; Padgett 2003) and Irish (Ni 
Chiosain 1991, 1994, among others). In both languages, palatalized consonants 
contrast "'ith velarized ones. Examples from Russian are given in (2): 

(2) miati 'to rLunble' 
m'atl 'mother' 
m'at' 'checkmate' 
mlat' 'rumpled' 

Many dialects of Arabic have a contrast bet"1een plain and pharyngealized con
sonants, traditionally also referred to as "emphatic" consonants (see e.g. Watson 2002; 
CHAPTER 25: PHARYNGEALS). In Arabic these consonants vary bet"reen velarized 
and fully pharyngealized. Exan1ples (taken fron1 Sykes 2008) are given ill (3): 
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(3) Arabic n1.in.imal pairs 
pl1arynge11lized 
s 'afi:r 'whistle' 
d'am 'gloss' 
t'i:n 'mud' 

plain 
safir 
dam 
ti:n 

'ambassador' 
'blood' 
'fig' 

The final common type of secondary articulation is labialization or rounding. This 
is especially common in dorsal (i.e. velar or uvular) consonants, although labial 
or coronal consonants may also be phonemically labialized. A language illustrating 
phonemic labialization is K\vakw'ala, a \!\lakashan language spoken on Vancouver 
Island (Grubb 1977; Ladefoged and Maddieson 1996):1 

(4) velar la.liialized velar uvular lab·ialized uvular 
kasa k\"esa qesa q"esa 
'beat soft' 'splashing' 'coiling' 'peeling' 

gisgas g''esu Ga Gas G\"alas 
'incest' 'pig' 'grand pa rent' 'lizard' 

xesa x\"asa xasa x\\'at'a 
'lost' a dance 'rotten' 'sparrow' 

k'ata k''''esa q'asa l}'"'asa 
'"rriting' 'light (v.reight)' 'sea otter' 'crying' 

The most common types of secondary articulation are thus labialization, velar
ization, palatalization, and pharyngealization. Since labialization does not involve 
the tongue body, it can be con1bined with other types of secondary articulation. 
Mars.hallese, for instance, is described a.s .having, besides a range o.f velarized con
sonants, labio-velarized segments such as /n'" I .2 Labio-palatalization can appear 
as an allophonic variant of labialization in front vowel contexts (Ladefoged and 
Maddieson 1996: 356), and labio-dentalization has been described for Kon1 and 
Kuteb by La.defoged (1968). Finally, Ladefoged and 1-laddieson n1ention sulcal
ization a.s a. possible type of secondary articulation, involving deep grooving of 
the back of the tongue (Catford 1977). This occurs in English [s], but is not knov.rn 
to be a contrastive type of secondary articulation in any language. 

Finally in this section, a note on ternYinology. The tern1 "palatalization" can be 
used in at least two \vays: (i) as a historical process in \\'hich coronal or velar con
sonants shift to palatal or pa.Lato-alveolar pl.ace of articulation under the influence 
of non-lo'" front VO\\rels, and (ii) as a synchronic or diachronic process in '"hich 
consonants acquire a secondary palatal articulation (and sometimes also affrica
tion). The latter type of change leads, or n1ay lead, to a synchronic state in \vhich 
so1ne consonants have tl1:is type of secondary articulation. This is "'hat is inves
tigated here; see CHAPTER 11: PALATALIZATION for a description of the first type 
of palatalization (i.e. as a process), and CHAPTER 12'1: SLAVIC PALATALIZATION for 
an analysis of different palatalization rules in the Slavic languages. 

1 Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996) note that other sources report the plain velars and uvulars as 
palatalized. 
' See for further dis.:ussion Hale (2000, 2007: ch. SJ; Hale and Reiss (2008: ch. 6). The /\ia.rshallese 
pattern would appear to form a counterexample to Trubetzkoy's (1939) supposition that labiaJjzation 
and \relarization ne,rer contrast on the same segment. 
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1.2 Phonological representation 
This section deals with the question of hovt segments with secondary articu
lation should be represented in tern1s of features. First, \ve \\•ill investigate their 
representation in Chomsky and Halle (1968; SPE), fron1 'vhich 've \vill move on to 
feature-geometrical approaches, and finally end \vith a discussion of secondary 
articulation in frameivorks embracing the dependency relation. 

1.2.1 Preliniinaries and SPE 
Pre-theoretically, segn1ents 'vith secondary articulation (usually consonants) 
'vould appear to involve some combination of a consonantal and a vocalic articu
lation. Recall that they are often formed as a result of phonetic co-articulation, 

involving some kind of "compression" of two segn1ents into one: a front vovtel 
n1ay leave a "trace" on a neighboring consonant and, after the vo\vel disappears, 
secondary articulation remains. This suggests that they belong to a class of 
"complex segments," to 1vhich affricates (CHAPTER 16: AFFRICATES), prenasalized 
stops (CHAPTER 23: PARTIALLY NASAL SEGMENTS) and perhaps other segments, 
such as clicks (CHAPTER 18: THE REPRESENTATION OF CLICKS), also belong.3 Such 
segments are usually analyzed as involving branching son1e\\'here in their 
segn1ental representation: 

(5) /\ 
Although not all authors agree even on the existence of complex segments in 
phonological representations (cf. e.g. Kehrein 2002 for discussion), in the present 
section vve will approach secondary articulation from a traditional segmental 
perspective, and discuss its representation in a nun1ber of theories. 

Let us start vvith the representation of secondary articulation in S.PE. Just like 
"syllable," the term "secondary articulation" does not appear in the subject index, 
although the topic is discussed in some detail (SPE: 305£f.). In SPE, the features 
[high), [lo,v], and [back] play a dual role: for tongue body consonants (often referred 
to as dorsals) these features are used to distinguish between palatals, velars, 
uvulars, and pharyngeals, in the following maimer (SPE: 305): 

(6) Dorsals in SPE 

palatals velars uvulars pharyngeals 
high + + 
lo\v + 
back + + + 

All of the dorsal consonants are (-anterior). Chomsky and Halle go on to 
investigate the role of the feah.ues [high), [lcnv), and [back) for other classes of 
sounds (i.e. non-dorsals) and propose that they: 

may be used in a natural manner to characterize subsidiary consonantal articula
tions such as palatalization, velarization, and pharyngealization. T11e.se subsidiary 

3 And perhaps /s/ plus stop clusters, as a kind of "reversed affricates"; see van de \Veijer (1996) 
and CHAPTER 38: TBE REPRESENTATION OF SC CLUSTERS for disc11ssion. 
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articulations consist in the superimpos1hon of vov1el-like articulations on the 
basic consonantal articulation. In palatalization the superimposed subsidiary 
articulation is (i]-like; in velarization, (i]-like; and in pharyngealization, [a]-like. 
The most straightforward procedure is, therefore, to express these superimposed 
vowel-like articulations with the help of the features "high," "low," and "back," w·hich 
are used to characterize the same articulations when they appear in the vowels. 
(SPE: 305-306) 

A nun1ber of examples are given in (7) (from SPE: 307): 

(7) Secondary articulation in SPE 

anterior coronal high 10"' back 
palatalized labials + + 
palatalized dentals + + + 
velarized labials + + + 
velarized dentals + + + + 
velarized palato-alveolars + + + 
uvularized labials + + 
pharyngealized dentals + + + + 

Thus segments 'vith secondary articulation are not analyzed as involving segmental 
branching in SPE: rather, the presence of certain VO\vel features \vith specific values 
will result in such segments. The rigidity of SPE's feahrre matrix was criticized 
in Campbell (1974), \vho proposed a "complex symbol" representation for seg
ments \vith secondary articulation (and for affricates). This and similar critiqtles 
led to the development of autosegmental phonology (Leben 1973; Goldsmith 1976; 
see also CHAPTER 14: AUTOSECMENTS; CHAPTER 45: THE REPRESENTATION OF TONE), 

in \vhich features could have scope over more than one segment, and in which 
opposite feature values could occur in the san1e segment (first illustrated for tonal 
features, and later extended to otl1er features). 

The representation of primary places of articulation and of secondary articu
lation in SPE raises obvious questions (CHAPTER 22: CONSONANTAL PLACE OP 

ARTICULATION). Velars are represented as [+back], i.e. non-anterior, non-coronal, 
consonants (SPE: 307): Palatalized consonants are represented as [-back] con
sonants. At first sight, this wo1ud entail that palatalized velars are represented 
as [+back, -back], a combination of opposite values that is ruled out for other 
features as a simple articulatory impossibility. The same problem is pointed out 
by Ca1npbell (1974), who argues that the problem is compounded by the impos
sibility, in SPE, of ruling out, for instance, a contrast bet\veen palatalized palatals 
a.nd non-palatalized palataJ.s with.ou t giving 1i.p the articulatory underpinning of 
ilie phonetic feature frame\vork (cf. also McCarthy 1991: 82 in the context of the 
representation of guttural consonants). Campbell (1974) argues that such contrasts 
are found, e.g. in Livonian ('vhich contrasts If I and I fl/) and Mordvin, which 
contrasts /c/ and /ci/. 

4 Note that tl1e representation of velars as [+back] makes pri111n facie false predictions '''ith respect 
to their behavior in vowel harmony: e.g. in a front-back harmony system all velars (plain or palatal
ized) \VOt1ld be predicted to act as blockers in a standard, autosegn1ental treatment of harmony. See 
belO\oJ for the role of consonants with sec<>ndary articttlation in vo,vel harm<>ny processes. 
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(8) Consonantal feature tree (Clements and Hume 1995: 292) [+sonorant ] 
-______ rlol'ot ±approxirnant 

-voco1d 
laryngeal 

[nasal] 
[spread] 

[constricted] 
[voice] oral cavity 

[continuant] 

C-Place 

(labial] 
[coronal] 

[dorsal] 

(anterior] 
[distributed] 

(9) Vocoid feature tree (Clements and Hume 1995: 292) [+sonorant ] 
-_______ r

_
o1ot +appr?ximant 

+voco1d 

laryngeal 
[nasal] 

[spread] 
[constricted] 

[voice] oral cavity 

[continuant] 

C-Place 
I 

vocalic 

aperture 

� 
[open] 

\I-Place 

[labial] 
[coronal] 

[dorsal] 

[-anterior] 
[distributed] 
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The representation of consonants "'ith secondary articulation is an important point 
for Clen1ents and Hun1e. In (10), I give the representation of a plain velar and a 
palatalized velar, on the basis of Clen1ents and Hun1e (1995: 288): 

(10) Secondary articulation 
plain velar palatalized velar 

root root 

C-Place C-PJ.ace 

I 
dorsal vocalic 

dorsal I 
V-Place 

I 
[coronal) 

As (10) sho'''S, consonants with secondary articulation are represented as 
branching structures (cf. (5) above): one part is labeled as relatively consonant· 
like and the other part as relatively vowel-like: the highest place node receives 
the interpretation of the 1najor class features (C-Place in (10)). This gives us a 
'velcome perspective on possible types of secondary articulation, because the set 
of features belo''' the V-Place node is predicted to correspond to possible types of 
secondary articulation. This prediction is borne out: the presence of the features 
[labial], [coronal], and [dorsal] in such structures corresponds straightforwardly 
to labialization, palatalization, and velarization, respectively. Clen1ents and Hwne 
(1995: 287) note that the fourth common type of secondary articulation, that of 
pharyngealization (cf. (3) above), can be expressed by a feature [pharyngeal), 
which is not included in the tree model in (9): they discuss its arboreal affiliation 
(1995: 273ff.), and remain uncommitted as to its final locus (cf. also Hay\vard and ' 

Hayward 1989 and McCarthy 1991 on the feature [guttural] and the representation 
of this class of segm.ents). Other, less common, types of secondary articLd.ation 
may be captured by combinations of features under a V-Place node (such as con· 
comitant labialization and velarization) or by the supplementary use of features 
belov1 the aperture node (v1hich regulates vo\vel height by \vay of [open], features 
(whicl1 represent degree of openness in their n1odel) in the absence of features like 
[high) and [low)), such as uvul.arization. 

This model expresses in a straightforward \vay the phenomenon that co· 
articulation of a consonant and vowel in time may lead to phonemic secondary 
articulation: in such a case the vocalic place features \Vil! have become per
n1anently part of the consonant in question. It also accounts directly for the role 
of consonants with secondary articulation in vo"rel harmony processes: for 
instance, consonants \Vhich are palatalized will introduce a [-back] feature on the 
harmony process, \vhile velarized consonants 'vill favor back vo"rels (see e.g. 
Cle1nents and Sezer 1982 for a discussion of Turkish, and van der Hulst and van 
de Weijer 1995 for general discussion of this point). This is expressed by the fact 
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that the vocalic features on a consonant with secondary palatalization "'ill be 
on the same autosegn1ental tier as the vocalic features of vo\vels, and therefore 
predicted to interact directly. 

So1ne further ren1arks can be made \vi.th respect to the representation of con
sonants with secondary articulation, "'hich we \Vi.II briefly discuss in turn. First, 
note that (8) and (9) present t1vo distinct feature trees, "'ith partly disjunctive fea
ture sets, rather than one segmental tree for all seg1nents. This has a number of 
forn1al consequences that \Ve will not go into here (but cf. Casali 1995; CHAPTER 

75: CONSONANT-VOWEL PLACE FEATURE INTERACTIONS). Although the proposal nicely 
captures the interaction behveen consonants with secondary articulation with 
vowels in vowel harmony, it does not technically predict interaction behveen e.g. 
primary labials and round vo,,vels. Moreover, some stipulation may be needed 
as to the level(s) at \vhich branching may or n1ay not take place. 

Secondly, as has been pointed out before in the literature (e.g. van der Hulst 
and van de Weijer 1995), the C-Place node in vo,vels seems to have only a dia
critic function, in that it prevents consonant-to-consonant place spreading, while 
permitting vo,vel-to-vo"rel assimilation (as in vowel hannony, "'hich spreads 
from truly adjacent vocalic node to vocalic node). The C-Place node in vo\vels is 
therefore the price that is paid for capturing the vo,vel harn1ony effect described 
above. 

Finally, consider the fact that the two parts of a consonant with secondary articu
lation, i.e. the consonantal part and the vocalic part, seem to have an unequal 
status: the seginent as a \\1hole acts as a consonant in terms of its function in 
syllable structure and must be specified as such by way of n1ajor class features 
or other,v:ise. An alternative \vay of specifying the "inequa .lity" of the two parts 
is explored below. 

To conclude this subsection, feature-geornetrical approaches are much better 
equipped than earlier theories to capture con1plexity in segn1ental representation 
in general, and of consonants with secondary articulation in particular. 

1.2.3 Dependency Phonology 
Central to frameworks such as Dependency and Government Phonology (see 
references belo\\1) is the insight that most or perhaps all linguistic struchrre is 
headed: syntactic phrases consist of specifiers, con1plements and heads, mor
phological constructions are (often) right-headed (cf. Williams 1981 ), a nucleus is 
obligatory in the syllable and there is a strong-vveak relation bet,veen syllables 
in a foot. Headship is manifested in different '"ays (e.g. obligatoriness, phonetic 
pron1inence). It is only natural to extend this approach to intrasegmental struc
ture, especially in the context of segments that appear to consist of hvo parts 
(relatively uneqiial in terms of degree of stricture in the case of segments with 
secondary articulation, relatively equal in the case of segments with double 
articulation; see §2). 

In dependency- and government-inspired approaches (see Anderson and E'\'en 
1987; Harris 1990; Smith 2000; and many others), secondary articulation consists 
of the adjunction of a dependent Place feature onto an other�vise well-foro1ed con
sonantal tree structure. This brings out the "secondary" nature of the secondary 
articulation rather '"ell: the head of the structure is the consonant, so that this 
articulation will be primary in the traditional sense. An exa1nple fron1 S1nith 
(2000: 258) is given in (11): 
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la!Jialized coronal 
/t"'/ 

c 

� 
c v 

I I 
c v 

I I 
c v 

I I 
I U 
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In this display, the C components, dominating the place element I (= coronal), 
form the head of the segn1ent and the V components, do1ninating U (= labial), 
form the dependent, in this case a VO\vel-like superin1position of rounding. The 
part on the left is a prototypical consonant, i.e. a voiceless stop (a sonorant, a 
fricative, or a voiced segment would have one or more Vs in its structtue), and 
the part on the right is a prototypical vo,vel (a glide \vould again be an inter
mediate category, \\'ith one or more Cs in its structure). Such representations of 
major class have also been explored in the context of lenition processes, for instance 
(see e.g. Anderson and E\ven 1987; also CHAPTER 66: LENITION). 

The main difference between feature-geometrical models and dependency 
representations like that in (11) lies in the use of the dependency relation itself. 
Besides being independently motivated - as pointed out above, headship plays 
an important role in many realms of linguistics - there are four clear advantages 
of putting this relation to t1se, \V hi.ch the feature-based approach lacks: first, it is 
immediately clear which articulation is primary and \Vhich is secondary: since 
the C branch is the head, the segment as a "'hole is a consonant - no stipulations 
of interpretation are necessary. A second advantage of making use of the depen
dency relation is that constraints are expected to hold on the dependent, where 
fe\ver contrasts are expected to hold than in heads (Dresher and van der Hulst 1.998) 
(cf. the lack of frequency of vo"•el contrasts in "'eak position of a foot compared 
to that in stressed positions (CHAPTER 40: THE PooT), or the fe"rer tonal contrasts 
in the same context; Yip 1999). A possible natural condition on dependent branches, 
for instance, is that they cannot be segmentally con1plex: this \Vould express the 
fact that phonetically sin<ple types of secondary articulation siich as labialization, 
palatalization, and velarization are common and that combined secondary articu
lation types such as labio-velarization are very rare (cf. above), or might be phono
logically derived. Finally, the head-dependent relation is binary. This n1eans that 
a primary articulation can only be combined with one secondary articulation 
in a segment, \vhile in the feature-geometrical model there is a priori no reason 
\vhy a single C-Place node could not be combined \vith hvo or more V-Place nodes, 
each potentially dominating multiple features. 

On the other hand, it is unclear if, or to '"hat extent, representations like (11) 
can be interpreted autosegmentally, i.e. \Vhether the different levels on which Cs 
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and Vs appear are different, independent autosegmental tiers. If they are not, this 
frame\vork loses some predictive power compared to feature-geometry approaches, 
for instance in the analysis of the behavior of consonants \Vith secondary articu
lation in vo,.vel harmony (cf. E'ven 1995). It remains a goal to combine both 
approaches into a single overarching theory. 

1.3 Conclusion 

In this section we have discussed the representation of segn1ents 'vith secondary 
articulation. After a discussion of such segments in traditional feature theory, \Ve 
have seen that feature geometry models or dependency models, or a combination 
of these, have shed further light on the phonological behavior of such segments, 
with respect to both their occurrence across languages, and their behavior dia
chronically and synchronically. With these insights, Jet us turn to segn1ents that 
com.bine t"'O articulations of equal stricture, double articulations. 

2 Doubly articulated segments 

While in segments 'vith secondary articulation the vo,vel-like superimposed 
articulation is really "secondary," that is, of lesser structure than the primary articu
lation, there is another class of consonants which involve articulation types of 
equal structure. This is the topic of the present section. We will discuss their occur
rence in the languages of the world and their representation in n1odern feature 
theories. 

2.1 Labial-velars and other double articulations 

Double articulations which involve articulation types of equal stricture could, 
in principle, involve hvo stops, two fricatives, t\vo nasals, or hvo other types of 
articulations. In practice, ho\vever, producing two fricatives at different places 
of articulation is very difficult (CHAPTER 28: THE REPRESENTATION OF FRICATIVES), 
and this option is not systematically employed by any knovvn Janguage.6 Only 
a stop articulation (whether oral or nasal) seems to be robust enough to allo'"' for 
execution at hvo different places at the same time. As regards place of articulation, 
labial-velar stops are relatively common, and most of this section "'ill be concerned 
\vith these segments. Other double articulations are labial-coronals, \vhich have 
only been den1onstrated beyond doubt for Yeletnye (Papua New Guinea). Exan1ples 
fro1n Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996: 344) are given in (12): 

(12) Labial-coronals and labial-velars in Yeletnye 
labia 1-a.lveolar la bia.1-posta.lveolar labial-velar -

'lung' 
-

'horn' 
-

'coconut bag' tpana tpana kpene - - -
nlndboo 'pulp' nmdboo '1na11)r' I)mgbo 'fog' 
nrho 'bird' riiho '"ve' ryn10 'breast' 

• Cf. Ladefoged and Maddieson (J.996: 329-330), who also discuss the well-known case of Swedish 
/fj/, \vhicl1 has been SL1ggested to contain h\IO simultaneollS fricati\res, bL1t is probably better analyzed 
as a segment with secondary articulation; cf. Lindblad (1980); Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996: 171£.). 
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The fact that labial-coronals and labial-velars (see belo,v) have been reported 
raises the question of whether coronal-velars might also exist. Ladefoged and 
Nladdieson (1996: 345) are not a\vare of any language '"ith segn1ents that would 
fit this description, so that in effect all double articulations involve the labial 
articulator. 7 

!he most rypical examples of doubly articulated stops are the labial-velar stops 
/kp/ and /gb/, \vhich are especially common in west African and northern cen
tral African languages (Ladefoged and Maddieson 1996: 333), and are also relatively 
cOnlffion at the eastern end of New Guinea. Note that labial-velars may contrast 
'vith clusters of labial followed by velar, as in the following examples from Eggon, 
a Benue-Congo language spoken in Nigeria (Ladefoged and Maddieson 1996: 334): 

(13) La.liials, velars, labial-velars, and clusters in Eggon 
single segments 
porn 'pound (vB)' 
abu 'dog' 
aku 'roon1' 
gom 'break' 
kpu 'die' 

� 
gbu. 'arrive' 

clusters 
kba 'dig' � . 
g�a 'gru1d' 
akpki 'stomach' 
bga 'beat, kill' 
kpu 'kneel' 
gba. 'divide' 

There are clear phonetic differences benveen the clusters and the individual 
stops, and individual consonants in the clusters may be affected by a lenition 
process (Maddieson 1981; Ladefoged and Maddieson 1996: 334). 

Nasals preceding labial-velar stops are also typically labial.-velar, i.e. they usu
ally assimilate to both places of articulation. Note that in a number of cases the 
nasal only appears to assimilate to the dorsal place of articulation in the labial
velar (never, apparently, to the labial articulation alone, according to Cahill 
1995). This is the situation reported for Kpelle (Kreidler 2001) and Ga (Padgett 
2004: 387 and references cited there): in the latter language, assimilation of nasals 
to labial-velars \vithin a morpheme is total (resulting in labial-velar nasals), while 
across morpheme boundaries only the velar place of articulation assimilates. Padgett 
takes this as evidence against class nodes (cf. also Padgett 2002). Although the 
proposal to abolish class nodes \vould in itself forn1 a '"elcome restriction on the 
representational limits of the theory, it could also be construed as evidence in favor 
of class nodes: in the former process the whole class node spreads, and in the latter 
only the feature (as argued by Halle 1995). We 'vill not pursue this here. 

An interesting case of a potentially labial-velar segment that is much more 
common is that of the labial-velar n1edia.n approxin1ant [V>' ), '"hich occurs in English 
and in many other languages, while a labial-palatal glide [ll] is reported in lan
guages such as French and Mandarin Chinese (CHAPTER 1s: GLIDES). Note that there 
are very fe,v languages that contrast a non-velarized labial approximant [�] 'vith 

7 One type of articulation that could be considered as coronal-\reJar are clicks, '''hich involve a 
coronal (or labial) articulation combined with a velar closure. Since clicks involve a non-pulmon.ic 
airstrean1 n1ecl1a1Usm, the)' '''ill not be considered here (see CliAP1'EJt 1s: 1·t1E R£rRESEN'rA1·roN OF CLICKS 
for d.iscussion). Another possibility is that simultaneous coronal and dorsal articulat.ion m.ight give 
rise to an articttlation at a place in between these h'\'O primary places,. Stlcl1 as palatal, retroflex, or 
palato-alveolar. See e.g. Keating (1988) for discussion from a phonet ic perspective. 
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[\v], or a non-labialized velar glide [tq] "'ith ["'] (see Maddieson 1984 for a 
handful of such cases). In most cases, [w] can be analyzed as underlyingly just 
labial '''ith velarization added as a phonetic enhance1nent effect. That labial is 
primary in English ['"') is borne out, for instance, by the fact that coronal nasals 
can become labial before [ "'] (e.g. [m] in sandwich; see Wells 2008) and phono
tactic restrictions against initial *[b,v], *[P"'], *[fw] (cf. Kenstol"lricz 1994: 541 for 
similar reasoning). 

2.2 The representation of segments with 
double articulation 

In this section 've will briefly discuss a nun1ber of approaches to the representa
tion of segments 'vith double articulation, again starting with SPE and ending 
with dependency theories. 

The representation of doubly articulated consonants is regarded as equivalent 
to secondary articulation in SP£, leaving the degree of rounding to phonetic imple
n1entation or perhaps contextual deternlining (SPE: 310). The implication is that 
there is no represen tational difference behveen consonants '"'ith a moderate 
degree of lip roi.mding, such as [k") and [g'"], and consonants '"'ith complete 

� � 
closure at the lips, such as [kp] and [gb ]. This implication is clearly incorrect, 
hovte.ver, since there are a nun1ber of languages that contrast labialized velars 
with labial-velars: such as Efik (Cook 1985) and Kpelle (Weln1ers 1962; Hyman 
1973; Maddieson 1984). The inadequacy of the SPE proposal was also pointed out 
by Campbell (1974). 

Thus the later feature-geometrical models and dependency-inspired proposals 
also in1prove on SPE in this respect, proposing that, instead of a vo\vel-like super
i.Jnposition, h\lo consonants of equal stricture are in1posed on each other m cases 
like these. In Cle1nents and Hume's n1odel, this would entail representations like 
the following (cf. Clements and Hume 1995: 253): 

(14) Labial-vela rs c 
I 

C-Place 

� 
[labial] [dorsal] 

The labial-palatals of Yeletnye 1vould be represented "'ith [coronal) and [dorsal] 
articulator nodes.6 

Much as with secondary articulation, the question can be raised 'vhether the 
hvo parts of the articulation have equal status m a doubly articulated segn1ent. 
Is the representation in (14) primarily a labial or primarily a dorsal, or are both 
articulations truly on an equal footing? Recall that a nasal before a labial-velar 
sometimes assimilates to both parts, but sometimes only to the dorsal part, 

• Note that if palatals are complex segments (cf. fn. 7), coronal-dorsals and palatals would have to 
have distinct representations. 
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30 The Representation 
of Rhotics 

RICHARD WIESE 

1 Introductory definition and overview 

Rho is the name of the Greek letter <Q>, corresponding to the Latin letter <r>. 
Rhotics, a loanword from Latin rhoticn, are thus r-Jike sounds. The use of the 
classificatory term rhotic from the beginning of Latin grammar to present-day 
linguistics implies the existence of a class of such sounds. Ho,vever, the fact that 
this class is named by referring to a particular letter of the alphabet is telling, as 
\vill be discussed below. Languages or dialects displaying son1e variant of the 
phoneme /r I in contexts '"here other closely related languages or dialects do not 
shO"' this sound (such as syllable-final position in Irish English in comparison to 
Standard British English) are also sometimes called rhotic languages or dialects, 
as opposed to non-rhotic ones. 

This chapter '"ill discuss rhotic sounds, their justification as a natural class 
in phonology, and related phenomena, first by introducing the class of rhotic 
sounds, largely by discussing their distribution in the languages of the \VOrld, and 
by discussing the justification for the tenn "rhotic", outlining cases in '"hich rhotics 
clearly seen1 to work as a class in phonological patterning (§2), in spite of the high 
degree of variability. The chapter will then proceed to discuss possible definitions 
of the d.a.ss of rhotics in articuJatory or acoustic terms (§3). Such definitions will turn 
out to be rather unsatisfactory, and possible alternatives \viii be introduced in §4. 
Finally, the use of the related terms "rhotacism" and "liquid" \viii be exemplified 
briefly in §5. One important general context of the discussion of rhotics is the nature 
of the relationship between phonetics and phonology. This issue '"ill be taken up 
in the final discussion. 

2 The class of rhotics 

There is an extensional d.efinj.tion of the class of rhotic sounds which simply 
enumerates them by identifying those sounds "'hich are denoted in the IPA 
system of sound identification by some Jetter shape related to <r> or its capital 
counterpart <R>. This is actually the most common method of defining rhotics 
extensionally; see Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996: 216). In the n1ost recent 
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version of the lP A chart of phonetic symbols, 1 the symbols listed in (1) fulfill this 
criterion, and could conveniently be called "rhotics." The IP A tables, in addition, 
recognize a secondary quality of rhoticity for vowels, and give [a.], and the sn1all 
hook, as for (a- e-), as exan1ples. 

(1) Rhotics according to the use of r-like SIJ111bols in the classification of the IPA 

Trill 
Alveolar 

r 
Tap or flap t: 
Fricative 
Approximant J 
Lateral flap 1 

Retroflex Uvular 
R 

Empty cells in (1) are those fo.r which the notational system of the IPA provides 
no straightforward, i.e. simple, symbol. However, most if not all sounds missing 
in the classification (of place and manner) present in this table actually exist, even 
if they are rare. For example, the uvular approximant rhotic, \vhich is not recog· 
nized by the IPA systen1 of notation as given in (1), is part of the inventory of 
Standard German and Danish. A possible notation for this sound is [.\f ), combi.n· 
ing the symbol for the voiced fricative with the diacritic for lowering; another 
notation in common use is the hacek (v). Another rhotic mentioned occasionally 
is the retroflex trill [!:] (Hall 1997: 105-106; Whitley 2003: 82), as in the Dravidian 
language Toda. Whitley in fact presents examples of rhotics for all of the e1npty 
cells in (1), except for the lateral flap ro"'· Furthern1ore, he argues that alveolar, 
retroflex, and uvular voiced fricatives are rhotics \vhen they are non-sibilant. The 
feature sibilant then allows for a distinction betvveen sibilant fricatives [z 3 zJ and 
non-sibilant (rhotic) fricatives [i' t �).2 The alveolar trills and taps/flaps 1nay also 
be fronted, i.e. dental, symbolized [r .r). 

There is surprisingly little disagreement on calling the sounds symbolized in 
(1), as \vell as the additional types mentioned here, rhotics. According to this list 
of rhotic sounds and its concomitant classification, rhotics may be characterized 
by an alveolar, retroflex, or uvular place of articulation, and by one of five man· 
ners of articulation (trill, tap /flap, fricative, approxin1ant, lateral flap). However, 
this classification in tern1s of articulatory categories does not lead to any uniform 
definition of the class of rhotics. 

As a result, there is no principled 'vay of excluding other potential sounds. For 
exa1nple, '"hile the alveolar and uvular trills ( [r RI) are always included in this 
class, it is unclear why the bilabial trill [s] is not. The saine problem holds for the 
taps/flaps: if alveolar [r) and retroflex [c) are rhotics, why is the labio-dental flap 
not a rhotic? These sounds just mentioned are rare (just like some of the rhotics 
referred to above), but this cannot count as evidence. There is generally no obvious 
reason '"h)' the category of rhotics should be restricted to the coronal (alveolar I 
postalveolar) and dorsal (velar /uvular) places of articulation, to the exclusion 
of others. 'vVe also note that all sounds given in (1) are n1eant to be voiced, but 

1 The standard source for this chart is the Hat1rlbook of tire International Plro11etic .A.ssociatiot1 (IPA 2007). 
\.Yh.itley's tabl.e J (2003: 82) has the same set of rhotks as those in (1). 
2 As t11ere is no standard (i.e. IPA) syn1bol for rl1otic &icatives, I \ViU ltse the ones intr<Xiuced here 
(recommended by \\'hidey 2003). 
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voicelessness may occur for rhotics and can of course ahvays be symbolized by 
adding the diacritic [J. The one feature '"hich all the sounds in (1) have in co1n
n1on is that they are consonants, but, as noted, rhotic/rhotacized vowels exist 
as well. 

(1) therefore immediately gives rise to a number of questions, such as these: 
Is there anything special about these sounds, and is there any possible feature 
or feature co1nbination shared by these sounds? Is this list of candidate rhotics 
complete? \!Vhy should only the particular combinations of place and manner in 
(1) be called rhotics? Is the use of sound symbols represented by a version of the 
letter <r> arbitrary or not? Do rhotics, under vlhatever definition, behave as a 
class of their own \Vith respect to phonological patterning? 

The reader must be 'varned that there are at best provisional ans,vers to all of 
the questions raised here. 'vVe will attempt to offer such answers by exan1ining 
the distribution of rhotics in the languages of the world (§2.l), discussing the w1ified 
phonological behavior of rho tics as a class (§22), and looking at rhotics 'vith respect 
to their dialectal variation (§2.3). Featural descriptions that attempt to express the 
unity of rhotics are discussed in §3. 

2.1 Rhotics in the languages of the world 
A first approac11 to rhotics "'Otud be to investigate their frequency and distribu
tion in the languages of the \vorld. The '"ork by Maddieson (1984) provides the 
basic inforn1ation on the distribution of r-sounds in the languages of the world.3 
This database, containing 316 languages, reveals the figures sho,vn in Table 30.l 
on the distribution of rhotics. 

According to this count, the majority of languages have rhotic phonemes. 
Languages for '"hich no rhotic phoneme has been reported often sho"' some rhotic 
either as an allophone of some other phoneme or in a peripheral area. Matumbi, 
for exan1ple, has no rho tic phonen1e in the "core" vocabulary but allows Ir I in 
loan\vords, according to Odden (2006: 199). In the typical case, a language has 
exactly one r-phoneme, and it is very rare for a language to have more than hvo 
rhotic phonemes. 'vVell-kno,vn languages '"ith two r-phonemes are Spanish (Harris 
1969; Lipski 1990) and Catalan (Padgett 2003; Wheeler 2005: 24-34). In both lan
guages, one r-sound is usually a flap, and the other a trill. In these languages, the 
hvo rhotics are in contra.st in tl1e position. between vo"'els only, as illustrated in (2), 
\Vhile in all other positions the t"•o r-phonemes are in complementary distribution.' 

Table 30.1 Distribution of rhotic phonemes (Maddieson 1984: 83) 

Number of rltotic phonemes 

0 1 2 3 4 

Languages in sample 74 23.3o/o 183 57.7°/o 51 16.1°/o 8 2.5°/o 1 0.3°/o 

3 Unfortunatel)', Haspel.Jnath et nl. (2005) contains no i11formatio11 on rhot:ic sol1nds. • tn classical generative phonology, the two uJ>derlying r-pho.nemes are often analyzed as a singleton 
/r/ and a geminate /rr/. Harris (1969: 50ff.) argues for this proposal from the phonotactic behavior 
of the two phonemes. 
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(2) Two rhotic phone111es in partial contrast 
a. Spanish (Harris 1969: 46) 

pero [' pero] 'but' 'dog' 
torero (to'rero] 'torero' 

perro 
torrero 

['pero] 
[to'reco] 'lighthouse keeper' 

b. Catalan (Padgett 2003: 2) 
['mir;;i) '(s/he) looks at' 
[ 'pac3) 'father' 

['mir:;;i) 
[' par:3 I 

'myrrh' 
'grapevine' 

One of the languages reported to contain three rhotic phonen1es is the Australian 
language \iVarlpiri. According to Jagst (1975) and Nash (1980: 66ff.), \.Yarlpi.ri has 
hvo rhotic flaps, alveolar Ir I and retroflex /c/, and an approximant I J/. Jagst 
(1975: 27) calls the 1"'0 (alveolar and retroflex) flaps "vibrants," but in fact seems 
to interpret them as flaps/taps. He also analyzes further allophones, namely 
a trilled (r] for the flap I c I, and a glide (�] for the approxirnant Ii/. A similar 
situation, \vi.th three rhotic phonemes, can be diagnosed for other Australian 
languages, e.g. Maung, Arabana-Wanganura, and Kariera-Ngarluma, and a few 
other languages, such as Sedang (Austro-Asiatic). 

Languages 'vith more than three rhotic phonemes are exceedingly rare, if they 
exist at all. The one exan1ple in Maddieson's database is Irish Gaelic, for '.vhich 
a re-analysis in terms of hvo rhotic phonecnes seems plausible (see Bao:i.rnesberger 
1982 and Nf Chiosain 1994 for different proposals for such a re-analysis). In 
summary, there does not seem to exist clear evidence for a language "'ith more 
than three rhotic phonemes (a point also made by Hall 1997: 109), and most of 
the languages '"ith three such phonemes are located in Australia. 

As a final point on the distribution of rhotic soiu1ds, note that the alveolar 
trill [r] is the most common rho tic, taking up 47.5 percent of all rho tic phonemes, 
according to the database of Maddieson (1984: 79). In the more comprehensive 
UCLA Phonological Segment Inventory Da.tabase,5 contaming phonen1ic data from 
451 languages, aro1md 40 percent of all languages have a dental and I or alveolar 
voiced trill, and 20 percent of the languages display a voiced alveolar flap. 
Only four languages shoiv a uvular trill, namely Balak, French, German, and 
Moghol. 

The predonlinance of dental-alveolar trills re1nains something of a puzzle, 
given the effort and precise fine-tuning needed for the articulation of the alveolar 
trill. As noted by a number of phoneticians (e.g. Barry 1997; Schiller 1999; 
Catford 2001 ), trilled rhotic [r) requires a highly developed skill of articulatory 
control and execution. These authors tend to see other rhotics as underachieved 
or some\'1hat defective alveolar trills. The statistical dominance, and in fact proto
typical status, of the alveolar trill among the rhotics is in striking contrast to the 
considerable difficulties it seems to raise for articulation. 

Further facts on the distribution of rhotics withi.n the overall set are conveni
ently summarized by Maddie.son (1984: 82), on the basis of his database of 316 
languages: 

s Available (May 2010) at http://web.phonetik.uni-frankftut.de/upsid.html. 
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(3) Quantitative generalizations for rhotics (Maddieson 1984: 82) 

a. An r-sound is likely to be voiced. 
b. An r-sound is likely to be dental or alveolar. 
c. An r-sound is li_kely to be interrupted. 
d. A retroflex r-sound is likely to be a continuant. 
e. An approximant r-sound is likely to be retroflex. 
f. A fricative r-sound is likely to be retroflex. 

308/316 
273/316 
24.4/2826 
20/38 
15/28 
5/10 

97.5% 
86.4o/o 
86.So/o 
52.6% 
53.6°/o 
50.0% 

OveraU, these results give a good impression of the prototypical rhotic. However, 
the frequency of all other rhotics is sufficiently large to "'arrant their inclusion in 
the class of rhotics. None of the rhotics mentioned so far is unlikely to exist. The 
question of whether the class of rhotics can be restricted to the lingual sounds 
(fron1 dental to uvular) tabulated in (1) across the different manners must re1nain 
open. Sociolinguistic studies of British English (Foulkes and Docherty 2000) have 
pointed to a widespread use of a labio-dental type of rhotic among younger 
speakers of English (especially in the South and East of England) characterized 
by the use of forms such as red [ur.d]. Given that there is no definition for rhotics 
beyond the enwneration of its n1embers, it cannot be ruled out that this consti
tutes a sound change leading from a rhotic to a non-rhotic segment. 

2.2 The unity of rhotics 

We saw above in (2) that in Spanish and Catalan there are t\VO rhotic phonen1es. 
The fact that the contrast between these hvo r-phonemes is suspended in all 
contexts other than intervocalic provides further evidence for the class: the 
neutralized phoneme is one or the other of these rhotics (see also CHAPTER 11: THE 

PHONEME; CHAPTER 2: CONTRAST). This is just one example of a general tendency: 
the conm1on r-phoneme in a language is subject to allophonic variation, and the 
allophones are often from the class called rhotics. 

Most of the evidence for rhotics constituting a distinct class in phonology 
comes from the areas of language variation and change. The status of rhotics 
as a phonological class is discussed by Lindau (1985), Hall (1997: chapter 4), and 
Walsh Dickey (1997: 90-101), who present the follo\·vi.ng types of evidence for the 
role of rhotics as a systematic class in phonological patterning: 

(4) a. 
b. 

the influence of rhotics on neighboring vo,vels 
the phonotactic unity of rhotics 

c. their place in syllabic structure 
d. the allophonic variation of rhotics 

the phonemic alternations of rhotics. e. 

(a) Rhotics, of all the types discussed above, tend to interact more closely "'ith 
neighboring vowels than do other vo\vel-adjacent consonants (see CHAPTER 75: 
CONSONANT-VOWEL PLACE FEATURE INTERACTIONS). English provides one relevant 

" Tl'e O\•erall number of r-sourlds is smaller )\ere, because tl\e sources do not a(i,.,.ays report the .ma.fi
ner of articulation (Maddieson 1984: 78). More generally, underspecified information on r-sounds may 
have led to a predominance of prototypical r-sounds in the database, i.e. of alveo lar trills. 
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example: before (actual or historical) /r/, only a limited set of vo'''el phonemes 
1nay appear. In Standard British English, for exan1ple, only lax vowels /1 e a  u :;/ 
appear in pre-r position (e.g. here, care, ca.r, sure, more), "'hile all other vowels are 
neutralized tO /3/ (�vhich may reflect a merger \Vith historical /r /), as in bird, 
word, heard. The general tendency of rhotics not to undergo pala talization, as 
discussed by vValsh Dickey (1997) and Hall (2000), provides another example of 
(negative) rhotic-vo,.,el interaction. 

(b) As discussed by Walsh Dickey (1997: 91-92), rhotics in Australian languages 
are often prohibited fron1 occurring in "'ord-initial position (see CHAPTER 86: 
MORPHEME STRUCTURE CONSTRAINTS). One such language is MullukmuUuk, in \-Vhich 
the two rhotic phonemes /f/ and /r/ can appear in any position except '"ord
initially (Birk 1975: 61). Given that Australian languages typically allo'" for h"o 
or three rhotic phonemes, this constraint focuses on rhotics as a class, and not on 
a single phonen1e which happens to be a rhotic. There are other n1ore detailed 
constrai.nts on the placement of rhotics: for Warlpiri, Nash (1980: 76) notes that 
in a CVC sequence (with heterosyllabic Cs), the hvo consonants cannot be iden
tical rhotic phone1nes (i.e. t\VO tokens from one of the phonemes If r J/). This 
constraint seen1s to have exceptions, but it still captures a pattern significant in 
its exclusive reference to the class of rhotics. 

(c) For languages that allo"' clusters of more than one consonant to appear 
in onset and/ or coda position, rhotics are typically assigned to the position 
immediately adjacent to the vowel of the respective syllable. That is, a template 
of the type CrVrC describes the phonotactic placen1ent of rhotics rather well, 
with C standing for one or n1ore consonants other than /r I. (8) belo\v exe1nplifies 
such a pa.tterni.ng from German, but many languages '"ith complex syllable 
constituents behave analogously (CHAPTER 49: SONORITY). 

(d) In many languages, there is a great deal of allophonic variation for the 
usual single r-phoneme, \Vi.th the allophones standing either in free variation or 
in co1nplementary distribution. But the large number of these allophones are all 
drawn from the inventory of rhotic sounds. The Persian language (Farsi) provides 
an instructive example: the phoneme /r/ has trilled [r] as its main allophone accord
ing to Majidi (1986: 63-64, 2000: 41-43), but has three to four additional rhotic 
allophones in con1plementary distribution, as shown in (5). The phonen1e /r/ in 
Persian does not have non-rhotic allophones. 

(5) Distribution of rhotics in Persian (Majidi 1986: 63-64) 

7 

a. flap [f] intervocalically 
/tare/ ta'[r]e 'chive' 

b. voiced fricative [i] in word-initial position 
/ruz/ '[J]uz 'day' 

c. partially or con1pletely devoiced triJJs [rl adjacent to voiceless consonants nnd 
rvord-finally1 
/babr I 'bab[rl 'tiger' 
/xorkan/ xo[r]'kan 'collector of blackthorn' 

d. voiced trill [r] elsewhere 
/arzon/ a[r]'zon 'cheap' 

Majidi (1986: 64) sees a tendency to distingujsh the devoiced trills jn terms of either partial or 
«<>mplete lack of voking. 
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These counts demonstrate that, from one generation of dialect speakers to the next, 
up to 60 percent of rho tics are changed in their phonetic realization. What remains 
is a single rhotic phoneme in the respective "'Ord. 

(6) Intergenerational changes 
a. Berg 'mountain' 

change in type of /r I 194 /327 z 60o/o 
no change 133 /327 z 40°/o 

b. Rose 'rose' 
d�ange in type of /r I 93/296 � 31°/o 
no change 203 /296 � 69°/o 

c. fnhren 'go, drive' 
change in type of /r I 106/313 z 34°/o 
no change 207 /313 z 66°/o 

Word-initia.l or syUable-initial rhotics change in about a third of the tokens, while 
rhotics in the coda, as in the lemma Berg, showed a large number of r-realizations 
for both generations of speakers. Furthermore, the most r-realizations changed 
across the generations. There is no reason to think that this phenomenon is restricted 
to this particular dialect. An even more striking case of such a change in rhotic 
realization is reported by Enderlin (1911 : 168). In his study of the Alemannic 
(S,viss German) dialect of Kess,vil, he notes that at the local school all 1st grade 
students had uvular [R], \vhile all 9th grade students had alveolar [r]. He also 
reports a 50 percent realization of both forn1s for 4th and 5th grade sh1dents. 

In general, postvocalic, rhymal rhotics seen1 to be subject to more variation than 
rhotics in onset positions. In Table 30.2, these changes are classified according 
to the type of change found in the same dialect map, that for Berg 'mountain' 
in Bellmann et al. (1999: 463). The r-sounds listed next to "older generation" are 
those found for the older speakers; 'vhile the first ro'v lists rhotics found for the 
younger generation. The check n1arks denote intergenerational changes for 
particular pa irs of rhotics (i.e. in some particular location as selected in the diaJ.ect 
atlas) through the comparison of the hvo maps. 

Table 30.2 r-conversions found for one lemma (Berg 'mountain') 

Younger generation 
r !]. l " l) 0 

r ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ 
--.:;: 

R ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ 
- R E • " "' " O(I I ,/ ,/ 
� - a ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ 
0 ,/ 0 

0 ,/ ,/ ,/ 
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all the subclasses. Similarly, Kohler concludes that a positive characterization of 
the phoneme /r/ in German, encompassing all its allophonic variations, is not 
possible, even for a single speaker: "only a negative characterization is possible" 
(Kohler 1995: 156). 

Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996: 245) summarize on an even more pessimistic 
note: 

Although there are several well-defined subsets of sounds (trills, flaps, etc.) that are 
included in the rhotic class, the overall unity of the group seems to rest mostly on 
the historical connections between these subgroups, and on the choice of the letter 
"r" to represent them all. 

This conclusion \ITOuld deny the existence of rhotics as a phonetically defined class, 
and is rather pessimistic on the possibility of providing any coherent descriptions 
in phonetic terms. It falls back on the conventions of alphabetic '"'riling, \Vhile 
these are then1selves obviously in need of explanation. Conceivably, the spelling 
of some (class of) sounds by means of the letter <r> exerts some influence on the 
paths of historical change of these sounds. But to assume that this spelling has a 
pervasive cross-linguistic influence and thereby constitutes the sole basis of the 
development of a class of rhotic sow1ds worldwide does not seem to be "''ell 
founded. Other '"'ell-docun1ented sound cl1anges sucl1 as spirantizations, conson
ant losses, or vowel shifts do not seem to be restricted by the spelling systen1s. 
For example, the Second Germanic Consonant Shift, changing /p/, /t/, and /k/ 
to fricatives or affricates (Iverson and Salmons 2006), was not prevented by the 
fact that the spelling of affected words was changed. 

Both Lindau (1985) and Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996), while noting the 
lack of a convincing segmental definition, emphasize the role of rho tics as a phono

logically relevant class, along the lines discussed in §2 above. In order to express 
this unity, Hall (1997) proposes to use a feature [+rhotic] as a classificatory fea
ture for the rhotic/non-rhotic distinction. Ho,vever, a substantive definition of 
this abstract feature does not seen1 to be available. In yet another attempt, Walsh 
Dickey (1997) proposes to define rhotics by means of the feature Lamina!, the t.ise 
of the tongue blade as opposed to the tongue tip, as an articulator subordinated 
in the feature hierarchy to the articulator Coronal, as presented in (7). 

(7) Feature structure of rhotics (\r\fa lsh Dickey 1997: 106) 

[liquid] 

I 
Coronal 

I 
Apical 

I 
Lamina] 

Ho\'\1ever, it is questionable whether all rhotics make use of this feature structure. 

It is certainly not the case for uvular rhotics. Furthermore, it is unclear "''hy such 
a marked segn1ent class (expressed here by a deep hierarchical stacking of several 
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place features, as opposed to an underspecified representation indicating an 
unmarked class; see CHAPTER 27: THE ORGANIZATION OP FEATURES; CHAPTER 7: 
FEATURE SPECIFICATION ANO UNOERSl'EClFICATION) should be present in the 
majority of languages. The question of maru1er features for rhotics is even 111ore 
pressing: if the degree of opening for rhotics may range from vocalic to fricative, 
as the survey given above seems to suggest, it is unclear how the class of rhotics 
may be characterized as a 'vhole. Furthermore, this raises the puzzle ho'v seg
n1ents at the extreme ends of this din1ension are to be classified: for example, '''hen 
is a voiced uvular fricative [H) a rho tic, and when is it not? The follo"'ing section 
•vi.IL propose an approach from a different angle. The failure to find a common 
denominator for rhotics in terms of acoustic or articulatory features does not 
preclude the possibility that it can be found eventually, but chances seem to 
be slight. 

4 Alternative proposals 

Featural descriptions proposed for rho tics, as discussed in the preceding section, 
have in con1ffion that they atten1pt to characterize rhotics in purely seg111ental tern1s. 
But '"e have already seen above that rhotics are tightly connected to their posi
tions \vithin larger phonotactic patterns, at least '''ith respect to the conditions 
for their allophonic variants or for patterns of complementary distributions. This 
observation raises the question \Vhether rhotics should in fact be described in terms 
of purely segmental categories, or in segmental tern1s at all. 

An alternative vie"' \vou.ld be to capitalize on the observation that rhotics 
appear in a particular well-defined syllabic position, namely the one immediately 
adjacent to the vo"rel. This view, proposed by Wiese (2001), and previously by 
Selkirk (1984), relies primarily on the apparently w1iform behavior of all types of 
rhotics in tenns of their syllabic constraints, and suggests that this is in fact the 
defining and constant property of the class of rhotics. On this vie,v, the search 
for constant segmental properties is futile, because it starts from an incorrect 
presupposition, i.e. that classificatory features are by necessity segmental features. 
In contrast, it seems that rhotics are very stable \Vi.th respect to their phonotactic 
behavior. In particular, their slot in the structure of a syllable does not seen1 to 
change \vith a cha.nge in their segmental make-up. For exa.mple, Hall (1993) dis
cusses a (lo'''er Rhine) variety of German in "'hich the rhotic phoneme, in coda 
position, varies bet"reen a vowel and a voiceless fricative (Tor [t0!1] 'gate' vs. Sport 
[fp:>Xt] 'sport'). In other words, a fricative rhotic obeys the same constraints on 
syllabic placement as a trill or approxin1ant rhotic, or even a rhotacized vowel. 
The proposal then is that rhotics are defined as a particuJar relative point on the 
sonority scale, the point behveen vo,vels and laterals. 

Another pattern discussed in Wiese (2003) casts doubts on the segmental 
approach to rhotics as a class. (8) presents those onset clusters of present-day 
Standard German which consist of any stop followed by a sonorant (the velar 
nasal /1J/ is excluded from such clusters on principled grounds). Examples given 
in the cells of the table include rather marginal clusters (such as /pn/ or /tm/ 
occurring in a fe"' rare \vords only), but in all of these rare cases, there is no 
tendency to replace the clusters in question by a 1nore natural cluster or to break 
it up by a process of epenthesis. 
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(8) Initial clusters of stop + son.oran.t in Standard Gl>r11rnn. 
/r/ /1/ /n/ /1n/ 

/p/ Preis Platz Pneu 
/b/ braun blau 
/t/ Tra11n1. Tm.esis 
/d/ drei 
/k/ Kreis klug Knie Khmer 
/g/ grau Glau be Gnade Gm iind 

Not all possible stop-sonorant clusters are attested. As sho'''n in (8), /r/ can be 
combined with any of the existing stops, "'hile all other sonorant consonants are 
restricted in son1e \vay or other "'ith respect to the preceding stops. Basically, all 
hon1organic clusters, such as /tl/ or /pm/, are ill-formed in (8), but there might 
be additional restrictions ruling out /bn/ and /dm/. For discussion of these, see 
Hal l  (1992: 65-80) and Wiese (2000: 261-269). But crucially, in contrast to the non
rhotic sonorants, no restrictions at all hold for stop'""5onorant clusters involving 
/r I. As the exan1ples in (8) demonstrate, this phonen1e productively combines 
\vith any preceding stop, and none of the clusters involving /r/ is marginal. While 
it would be possible to simply make /r I exempt from the ban on homorganic 
clusters, such a move "'ould simply beg the question \vhy this is the case. It 
seems more plausible to say that place features of /r/ simply do not count, or, 
in an underspecification approach to features, are not present (see CHAPTER 22: 
CONSONANTAL PLACE OF ARTICULATION; CHAPTER 7: FEATURE SPECIFICATION AND 
UNDERSPECIFICATION). The homorga.nicity ban in place for other sonorants cannot 
apply, then, leading to the complete set of stop-/r/ clusters sho,vn in (8). 

Similar patterns can also be demonstrated for other clusters in Gern1an (such 
as fricative-stop clusters), and for similar clusters in other languages (e.g. English, 
Italian, Basque, Lithuanian). This line of argwnentation, arguing that rhotics are 
defined a.s those sow1ds \vhich bea.r a sonority value between that of vowels (includ
ing glides) and the next lower sonority class, is supported by the fact that the 
freedo1n of rhotics to combine \Vith a preceding stop is independent of the par
ticular type of the r-phonen1e present in the respective variety of Gern1an - place 
features as well as n1anner features of the rhotic phonen1e are ahvays irrelevant. 

FinaUy, the proposal gives an ans"•er to a puzzle noted above, namely that 
one and the same segment may sometimes be classified as a rhotic and some
times not. This is particularly obvious in the case of voiced uvular fricatives: 
for Standard French, [1!] is generally seen as a rhotic; for Classical Arabic, \vhat 
is apparently the same segment is not ('vVatson 2002: 13). But if rhotics are 
defined in terms of their phono tactic behavior, this is less mysterious: in French, 
the segment in question appears bet"•een obstruents and vo,vels, as in the initial 
cluster in frais [&e] 'fresh' or in the final cluster in carte [kal!t] 'card', while in 
Classical Arabic the respective segment patterns with other fricatives in terms of 
phonotactics, even after the rhotic [r] as infarg [far.1!] '\vidth'. In addition, Arabic 
has a tap or trill /r I '"hich is analyzed as a rhotic, because it behaves accord
ingly in terms of phonotactic patterning: e.g. San'ani Arabic sirt 'I/you (MASC SG) 
went'; lrribt 'I fled' (Watson 2002: 67, 73). Dutch is another language which sho,vs 
both a phonen1e /r/ ("rith a great deal of variation) and a voiced velar or uvular 
fricative /"l{-1!/ (see Booij 1995: 7-8). 
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be a considerable difference bet'"een these two levels. In some recent theories of 
phonology, en1phasis has been placed on the seamless integration of phonetic and 
phonological representations. In the 1nodel of Articulatory Phonology, for example, 
all representations consist of articulatory gestures, i.e. movements in the vocal tract, 
'vhich constitute the domain for phonological as '"ell as phonetic representations 
(for a survey see Bro"rman and Goldstein 1992; CHAPTER s: THE ATOMS OF PHONO
LOGICAL REPRESENTATION). In a treatment of English /r/ and its alternations with 
"zero," McMahon et a.I. (1994: 303) argue that /r I consists of rnro articulatory 
gestures, a palatal constriction and a pharyngeal constriction. It re1nains to be 
seen to \'7hat extent this approach is adequate for other rhotics, in particular the 
prototypical trill and the uvular varieties. The discussion of rhotics in this chapter 
raises the question of whether a gestural - or any other - representation in terms 
of unifonn and rather concrete units is possible for the characterization of rhotics. 
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31 Lateral Consonants 

MOIRA YIP 

Laterals are extremely common, and yet they are something of a phonological 
puzzle. For n1ost consonants, there is fairly general agreement on '''luch natural 
classes they belong to, and clear expectations of how they pattern in phono
logical processes. So for exan1ple (m] is Labial and [+nasal), and as such it 
patterns consistently with the other labials [p b], and the other nasals [n IJ]. But 
for laterals this is not the case, as "'e shall see. Their behavior is highly variable 
across languages. Tllis chapter gives an overview of their somevvhat perplexing 
behavior, summarizes extant proposals for their phonological representation, 
and ends by advocating a proposal using violable constraints that alknvs for this 
variability. 

I begin in §1 vvith some background on their articulation and acoustics, and 
hov1 they are acquired by the mild. §2 Stunmarizes the types of laterals fow1d 
in natural language. §3 surveys their roles in syllable structure. §4 discusses their 
sonora.ncy, voicing, and conti.nuancy characteristics. §5 looks at alternations 
betvveen laterals and other sounds. §6 asks whether there is a feature [lateral]. §7 
looks at the positioning of [lateral] in a theory of feature geometry. I sho"' that 
fuere are serious problems associated \Vith any single choice of superordinate node, 
and instead in §8 I propose an approach based on violable feature co-occurrence 
constra i.nts. §9 concludes. 

1 Phonetics, perception, and acquisition 

1.1 Types of laterals and their frequency in the 
ivorld's languages 

Over 80 percent of languages have one or more lateral consonants (Maddieson 
1984). Laterals are defined by Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996: 183) as "sounds 
in •vhi.ch the tongue is constricted in such a vvay so as to na.rrovv its profile from 
side to side so that a greater volume of air flovvs around one or both sides than 
over the center of the tongue." The palatograms in Figure 31.1 sho"' clearly that 
the tip of the tongue makes contact with the roof of the mouth, but the sides 
do not. 
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Figure 31.1 Lingua-palatal contact profiles of dark and light laterals for four speakers 
of American English, showing mid-sagittal contact in the alveolar and pre-palatal 
regions but no or limited contact at the sides. From Narayanan ct al. (1997) 

The approx_iroant versions have some turbulence at the (incomplete) stricture; 
resonant versions like Standard German coda /1/ do not. Since the vocal tract is 
not fully obstructed in the typical approximant /1/, they are among the most 
sonorous of consonants (see CHAl'TER 49: SONORITY). They frequently contrast 
"'ith other sonorants, especially rhotics, and the class of laterals and rhotics is 
referred to as the liquids (see CHAPTER s: SONORANTS). In other languages (such 
as Japanese) a language has only a single liquid, and it may vary bet,veen a lateral 
[l] and a more rhotic tap or flap [r]. The variation may depend on context (such 
as syllable position) or they n1ay be in free variation. Speakers of such languages 
fa1nously have trouble perceiving and producing the difference between [l) and 
[r) \vhen learning languages like English (see Iver s(ln et al. 2003). There are al.so 
lateral obstruents, 'vhich will be discussed below. 

1.2 Articulation, acoustics, and acquisition of laterals 

Most laterals are dental or alveolar in articulation, but the tongue body is also 
frequently implicated, as shown for English by Sproat and Fujimura (1993). 
Gick et a.l. (2006) studied the articulation of laterals in six languages: vVestern 
Canadian English, Quebec French, Serbo-Croatian, Korean, Beijing Mandarin, and 
Squanush Salish. 111ey found that all their laterals had an anterior tongue 
gesture in all syllable positions. More interestingly, in coda position all also have 
a dorsal gesture, which starts slightly earlier than the anterior gesture. Some, but 
not all, have a dorsal gesture in onset position too, in \Vhich case it is roughly 
silnultaneous with the anterior gesture. The dorsal gesture in coda position may 
result fron1 bio1nechanical causes, such as "active lateral co1npression of the 
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4.1 Sonorancy and voicing 
There is general agreement that the vast majority of laterals are sonorants. But 
how sonorant are they? Based on \videly accepted phonological evidence, Parker 
(2008) posits the folJo,"ing sonority hierarchy for sonorant consonants (see also 
CHAPTER 49: SONORITY): 

(7) Relafive sonority of sonorant consonants 

glides > flaps > laterals > trills > nasals 

Using data from Quechua (Peruvian) Spanish and US English, he then sets out 
to sho'" that this ranking has a measurable phonetic correlate, namely acoustic 
intensity. Although he finds a very good statistical n1atch for his overall notion, 
[I] in onset position frequently co1nes out as louder (and thus more sonorous) than 
the glides, contra expectations. Parker suggests that this is because the glides 1nay 
become more "obstruent-Hke" in onset position, especially i.n Spanish. According 
to Harris and Kaisse (1999), this is rather pervasive. In Argentinian Spanish it is 
carried to an extreme, as sho'"n by alternations such as le[j) ']a,v' vs. le. [3]es 'la\vs'. 
But even in Castilian, the onset glide [j] frequently hardens to the non-strident 
palatal fricative [j) or even to its non-continuant counterpart. 

Once we look outside the prototypical approximant laterals, "'e quickly 
encounter laterals that are not sonorant at all. Examples of obstruent laterals include 
not only the obvious fricatives, affricates, and dicks, but also languages in ,,vhich 
[l) patterns \\•ith the voiced obstruents, such as Southern Min, \\•hich has [I) instead 
of (d]. Modern Southern Min completely lacks [d). Not only is (1) the n1odern reflex 
of historical *d, but underlying /p t  k/ voice to (b 1 g] foot-internaUy (Hsu 1996), 
and /b 1 g/ nasalize to [m n IJ] before nasal vo'"els. In some Bantu languages, like 
Ikalanga, historical *d has become /1/, and synchronically under velarization /1/ 
becon1es the stop [8'v], suggesting that it may still be an obstruent. (A reviewer 
correctly notes that in both these cases there could be intern1ediate steps involved, 
and /1/ 111ay not be underlyingly obstruent.) There are even a fe"' languages in 
whicll nil the laterals appear to be obstruents: Tlingit for example has two lateral 
fricatives and three lateral affricates, but no lateral approximants. 

Finally, turning to voicing, like other sonorants laterals are typically voiced, but 
voiceless versions are found, for exa1nple in Toda. The theoretical in1plications of 
the fact that most (but not all) laterals are voiced sonorants 'vill be discussed in §7. 

4.2 Continuants or not? 
There has been little agreement as to whether ordinary approximant laterals behave 
like stops or like continuants, and thus "'hether they are [+continuant]. Alternations 
with stops are common, but alternations with fricatives do not seem to be found. 
Nonetheless, Holt (2002) argues that they are both [+continuant] and [-continuant] 
and Mielke's (2005) survey, as his title "Ambivalence and ambiguity in laterals 
and nasals" makes clear, finds an almost even 50/50 patterning as (+continuant]. 
He attributes this to their ambiguous phonetic cues, and suggests that it is pre
cisely phonetically ambiguous segments that are likely to behave ambivalently in 
the phonology. I shall return to this issue in §9. 
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Mielke gives these examples of each pattern. In Basque, laterals (but not 
rhotics) pattern '"ith nasals in assimilating in place to a folJo,ving consonant. The 
class of segments that undergo the rule is [+sonorant, -continuant]. Mielke points 
out that there is no way to define this class other than by using [-continuant) to 
i.nclude /I/ and the nasals, but not /r/. 

(8) /l/ pa.tterning rvith non-continua.nts in Basque (H ualde 1991: 96) 

egu[m] berri 'ne\v day' 
eg11(1J] denak 'every day' 
egu[Jl) ttiki 'small day' 
gu [I)) gorri 'red day' 
ala[l) denak 'every section' 
ata[1\] ttiki 'small section' 

(I \viii suggest an alternative explanation for the Basque case in §8.3.) 
Conversely, in Finnish stems may end in the five coronals /t s n r l/. Before 

/n/-initial suffixes, [-continuant] /t/ undergoes total assimilation, but [+continuant] 
/s r !/ trigger total assimilation. 

(9) /l/ patterning with continuants in Finnish 
(Sulkala and Karjalainen 1992: 387-388) 

active po/en tial 2nd part active 
a. /a vat/ (avannut) [avannee] 
b. /pur/ [purrut) (purree) 

/nous/ [noussut] [noussee) 
/tul/ [tullut] [tullee] 

'open' 
'bite' 
'rise' 
"come' 

.tv!ielke quotes Kaisse (2000) on the issue. She points out that the status of laterals 
hinges on \vb.ether [-continuant) is defined in terms of complete occlusion in 
the oral tract ("vo,vel tract" in SPE; Chomsky and Halle 1968: 318) or complete 
occlusion in the 1nid-sagittal region of the oral tract (see also CHAPTER 13: THE 

STRICTURE FEATURES). Laterals have con1plete occlusion only in the nud-sagi.ttal 
region, not eJse,.vhere, so they qualify as (-continuant] only under the latter 
definition. l\1ielke suggests that this n1akes laterals phonetiec1.1Jy am.biguous, and 
that the boundary for the natural classes of [+continuant] and [-continuant] may 
vary cross-linguistically, placing laterals in different classes in different languages. 
The implication is that feature values may not be universally fixed for such segments, 
but n1ay "emerge" on the basis of observable phonetic properties. One nlight also 
note that other rationales for cross-lingtiistic differences in feaht.re specifications 
have been advanced, particularly the system of contrasts in the language in ques
tion. See Moren (2006) for an account on these lines for Serbian laterals. 

S Alternations involving laterals 

When laterals alternate with other segments, it is usually \vith ones that are 
minin1ally different either articulatorily, acoustically, or both. Since most laterals 
are coronals, a small change in the type of closure so that it is complete will 
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produce a coronal stop. If the lateral finds itself subject to nasal spreading, so that 
the velun1 is lowered, a nasal sonorant is the likely result. If the tongue shape is 
inverted, so that the closure is n1ade with the sides but .not the midline of the 
tongue, then a rhotic is fonned. And if the closure is eliminated, but the tongue 
body remains high, a high vocoid results. Some of these changes also produce 
a sound that is acoustically still quite similar to the lateral, meaning that the 
change may have originally been driven in \vhole or in part by a misperception 
of the signal. All of these are conunon changes, and are discussed belo\v. 

5.1 Stops 
In some languages, /1/ alternates \vith stops; more specifically, it appears to replace 
the voiced coronal stop /d/ in some contexts. In Palenquero Spanish (Pifleros 2003), 
/d/ is in free variation \vi.th [I) in some words: 

(10) /gego/ -4 ['le.lo) - ('ge.oo] 'finger' 

In some Bantu languages, like Ikala.nga, historical *d has become /I I, but under 
velarization /l/ becomes the stop [g"'), suggesting that it may still be an obstru
ent. Conversely, in Southern Min (which has /1/ instead of /d/ in its phoneme 
inventory), if syllable-final /t/ ends up intervocalically (especially before an 
unstressed VO\'tel), it voices and becomes not [d) but [l) (although descriptions 
vary, and as it is a brief flap or tap, it is not entirely clear how lateral its articu
lation is; see Hsu 1996). 

5.2 Nasals 
Historically, Cantonese had nvo distinct phonemes /I/ and /n/. Both could occur 
syllable-initially, as in the contrast bet\veen [lei] 'reason' and [nei] 'you'. Only /n/ 
could occur syllable-finally. However, in the last 50 years a gradual sound 
change has been taking place, and is no\v nearly complete for younger speakers 
(Bauer and Benedict 1997). Initial /n/ is being replaced by /1/, so that 'you' and 
'reason' are no\v both pronounced as [lei]. As a result, [l) and [n] can be treated 
as allophones of a single phoneme, with [I] as the syllable-initial variant and [n] 
as the syllable-final one. Ho,.vever, actual alternations do not exist, because the 
language has essentially no resyllabification. 

In the l\ilin dialects of Chinese (including Southern Min, mentioned earlier), 
voiced stops and nasals are in complementary distribution, '�'ith [b g) occurring 
only before oral vo,vels and [m tJ] only before nasal vo\vels. These data are fron1 
the Chaoya.ng dialect: 

(11) bi:?" 'hide' me:53 'fast' 

The language has no alveolar voiced (d), but the reflex of historical *d. is [I) before 
oral vo\vels and [n] before nasal vo,vels. As a result [l) and [n) are in comple
mentary distribution, and this is productive. In Chaoyang onomatopoeia, "'ords 
are reduplicated and one onset is replaced by [I). Ho\vever, if the vo"rel is nasal 
it is replaced instead by [n). See Yip (2001) for details. 
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leaving only the more vocalic Dorsal gesture (see CHAPTER 75: coNSONANT

vowEL PLACE FEATURE INTERACTIONS). 

A rather different but equally well-known case co1nes fro1n the Cibaefio dialect 
of Spanish, in which both /I/and /r/ become the palatal glide [j] in coda posi
tion (Guitart 1985; Harris 1985; Alba 1988}. 

(15) celda [sejda] 'cell' 
cerda. [sejda] 'bristle' 

Since the gesture that is preserved here is the Coronal one, Johnson and Britain's 
approach cannot deal \vith these facts unmodified. Ho,vever, there is evidence 
that, unlike English coda /1/, Spanish coda [l] is clear, not dark, with a smaller 
Dorsal gesture. This n1ight then explain why /1/ vocalizes as [j), not ['v], although 
the picture is less clear if one studies a range of Spanish and Portuguese dialects. 
See Quilis et al. (:1979) and Recasens and Espinosa (2005) for details. 

Many dialects of Spanish, especially in Latin America, have replaced the 
palatal lateral [,\] by the glide [j]. This sound change is kno"'n as yeis1110. (In Buenos 
Aires Portefio Spanish, this change has gone one step further in a change called 
zheismo, with [j) spirantizing to (3]. See Harris and Kaisse (1999) for details.} 

(16) llorar 
el/a 

[,\]orar 
e[ ,\]a 

[j]orar 
e[j]a 

'to cry' 
'she' 

In Serbian, rather unusually, /1/ vocalizes to (:>). See Moren (2006) for an inter
esting account withi.n a Parallel Structures Model. Historically, vocalization of 
laterals is also common. In Germanic, compare English old to Dutcll oud. In Polish, 
dark [t] changed to [•v] everywhere, even in onsets. In Romance, Latin *l has 
developed variously to [w/u], e.g. in French (cald11s to chaud}, or to [j/i] (in both 
onset and coda}, as found in Italian Jlos to fiore and Portuguese multus to muito. 

The inverse of vocalization of laterals, tl1e lateralization of glides, seems to 
be much rarer (CHAPTER ·1s: GLIDES). Li (1974) documents a case in "'hich *j > [l] 
in some Fonnosan languages, and a voiced coronal fricative [z Cl] in others. 
Interestingly, in no case does *•v > [J], even though in I-vocalization /1/ becon1es 
[•v) 1nore often than [j). This suggests that there 1nust be a coronal gesture alre.oi.dy 
present (as there is for [j)} .for the creation of a novel lateral. 

6 The feature [lateral]: Is it necessary? 

Phonologists routinely use a feature [lateral) to distinguish /1/ fron1 /r/, but some 
linguists (Spencer 1984, Brown 1995, and most recently Walsh Dickey 1997) have 
argued that it can be dispensed \Vith. If a language has [l] but no [r), one might 
define [l] by the features [+consonant, +sonorant, -nasal], and [lateral] \\'Ould be 
redundant. Ho\\'ever, if [l) contrasts \\1ith [r), as it does in n1any languages, this 
,.viii not suffice. They could pe.rhaps be distinguished by the feature [continuant), 
with /r/ as [+continuant] and /1/ as [-continuant], but tliis is not \Vithout problems 
(see §4.2, and also van der vVeijer 1995}. Walsh Dickey (1997: 55} distinguishes 
the1n by means of Place features, \Vith /1/ having complex Corono-Dorsal place 
and /r/ non-pri..tnary Lamina!. Dissi..tnilation of /1 I to [r] is loss of a secondary 
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Dorsal articulation. The lateral articulation of [l] is, for her, "a necessary phonetic 
consequence of a phonological Corono-Dorsal complex place structure." It is \vorth 
having a slightly closer look at her argun1ents and her proposal. 

Walsh Dickey points out, correctly, that the strongest arguments for a feature 
come from its role in defining natural classes. The many languages \Vith only 
one lateral can of course never offer this type of evidence. She lists three types 
of potentially significant evidence from languages with more than one lateral: 
(i) co-occurrence restrictions on different types of laterals; (ii) positional re
strictions ,.vhich cover all types of laterals in a language; and (iii) phonological 
processes \Vhich need to refer to all laterals, both sonorant and obstruent. She 
concludes that no such evidence exists, and I have also not encountered any 
convmcmg cases. 

Ho\vever, she pays a high price for the absence of [lateral]. In particular, she 
has to greatly complicate the internal structure of the coronal node by including 
Lamina! (which in turn may or may not be [dental]), Apical ('vhich in turn may 
or may not be [back]), and secondary Dorsal (\vhich may have yet another 
Dorsal specification belo\v it, to account for velarized "dark" laterals). Finally, 
any other sound which ought have been thought to involve secondary Dorsal 
articulations, such as velarized coronal consonants, would require some extra 
specification if they did not have a lateral release. I therefore tentatively conclude 
that the feature [lateral] is still useful, and probably necessary. 

Positive evidence for the feature [lateral] comes from its active role in the phono
logy of 1nany languages, despite Walsh Dickey's claims to the contrary. In Eastern 
Catalan (and Sanskrit), for exan1ple, [lateral] spreads onto nasals to create a lateral 
nasal: /nl/ -4 [U) in /son Jes tres/ -4 [ so'tles tres] (Mascar6 1976). There are weJl
knO"'n phonological processes that involve only [l] and [r], and in \vhicll they 
either dissimilate, as in Latin, \Vhere the suffix /-alis/ surfaces as [-aris] after a 
lateral root: na.v-a.lis PS. 111ilit-aris (Steriade 1987), or assimilate, as in Sundanese, 
'vhere the infix /-ar-/ surfaces as [-al] after a preceding /1/: (k-ar-usut] vs. 
[l-al-aga) (see Cohn 1992 for details). Several of these processes are long distance, 
and can cross over other Coronals, making a Place feature account tricky. I con
clude that the feature [lateral] cannot be dispensed \Vith. 

I should note that for the remainder of this chapter I shall treat [lateral] as a 
privative feature, but the results \Vould not be materially affected if it \Vere to 
turn out to be binary, as Steriade (1987) argues. 

7 Feature geometry and the feature [lateral]: 
Two competing models 

It has been proposed that distinctive features are related to each other by a 
hierarchical feature geometry (Sagey 1986, Clements and Hume 1995, and many 
others; see also CHAPTER 27: THll ORGANIZATION OF FEATURES). For example, the fea
tures Labial, Coronal, and Dorsal are dominated by a Place node. In such a 1nodel, 
've mu.st then as.k 'vhere the feature [latera.J) is located. Early proposals spent 
little time '"'orrying about the placement of [lateral], and tended to put it directly 
under the root node. Clements and Hume (1995: 293) opt for this, but admit that 
its position is open to dispute. Subsequently, hvo co1npeting detailed proposals 
for the placen1ent of lateral have been put forward, and are shO\\'n belo,v: it nlight 
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Similar facts hold in Tamil (Beckman 1998), and in English: we(!0] zvenlth, but whe[lk) 
whelk, although the English case may be purely phonetic, since it is not structure
preserving. The interesting fact is that in Basque and all these other languages 
laterals do not lose their laterality as the targets of Place assimilation, contra the 
pred ictions of the Coronal model. 

Finally, there are languages in which Place contrasts are lost - a phenomenon 
described by Trigo (1988) and others as the delinking of the Place node - but 
laterality survives. In Caribbean Spanish (Trigo 1988: 71) place features are 
neutralized in codas: /d/ deletes, /s/ becomes [h), and all nasals becon1e velar; 
/r/ and /]/ are unchanged. 

(24) a. /!}erdad/ � [!}er6a) 'truth' 
b. /ines/ � [ineh] 'Ines' 
c. /albun1/ � (albUIJ) 'album' (optional) 

/tren/ � (tre.iJ) 'train' 
/desdeJl/ � [desdeIJ] 'disdain' 

d. /tone!/ � [tone!] 'barrel' 
/par/ � [par] 'pair' 

The da ta in this section are problematic for the Coronal model. 

7.2 The sonorant voicing (SV) model 

What about the sonorant voicing (SV) theory? Rice and Avery (1991) base their 
claims on three main arguments. Firstly, the SV node is the target node when 
lateral spreads to other sonorants. Secondly, a process of de-sonorantization can 
be seen as delinki.ng of the SV node. Thirdly, rules v1hich spread both nasality 
and laterality can be vie>ved as spreading the SV node (see Table 31.2). 

Table 31.2 Predictions of the SV model 

Prediction Undt'r sonornn/ voicing? 

All laterals should be 
voiced sonorants 

SV spreading should 
spread [lateral) 

When [lateral) spreads, 
it should seek SV targets 

SV spreading onto laterals 
should remove [lateral) 

Loss of SV removes [lateral) 

FOR AGAINST 

Laterals are usually 
voiced sonorants: 
mauy fnnguagcs 

Yes: Sanskrit 

Yes: Tobn Batnk 

Yes: ltseki1·i 

Yes: Yagnria 

Voiceless laterals: Tal1/ta11 
Obstruent laterals: Min, 8n11t11 
Affricate laterals Tn/1/tnn, Zu/11 

No: Polish 

Laterals skipped by harmony 
that targets sonorants: no 
cases kno,vn 

No: English 

No: Koyukon, Angas 
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7.2.1 Supporting evidence for the SV model 
Apart from the observation that most laterals are voiced sonorants, there are four 
other types of evidence in support of the proposal. 

Firstly, SV spreading so1netirnes spreads [lateral], as in Sanskrit. Before laterals, 
all obstruents voice, and if they are coronal they also lateralize (Whitney 1889: 
54; no examples of non-coronals are given): 

(25) tat Jabhate � tal Jabhate 
trin Jokan � trii lokan 

Secondly, (lateral] spreading sometimes seeks SV targets to attach to, as in Toba 
Batak (Hayes 1986). Coronal sonorants assimilate to a following liquid: 

(26) Spreading No change. 
nr � rr In rn lr 

nl � 11 mr ml 1)1 l)r 
rl � II rr II nn 

If what spreads is the SV node, and if [lateral] is its dependent, then laterality 
,.vill be C<1.tried. along too. 

Thirdly, when SV spreads onto a lateral target, replacing the original SV 
specification, the original lateral specification may be lost. The follo,ving facts fron1 
Itsekiri (Nigeria; Piggott 1991, cited in Bro\vn 1995: 64) are often cited, and very 
siinilar facts hold in Southern MiI1 ChiI1ese and iI1 Yoruba. 

(27) la � na 'ask the price of' 

This type of nasal har.ro.on.y can be seen as spreading the superordinate SV 
node, carrying nasality with it, and removing the original SV node, laterality 
and all. 

Fourthly, if an SV node delinks, lateral n1ay be removed too, as in Yagaria. 
Here a coalescence process removes voicmg and converts a sonorant (L] to an 
obstruent [t], and ill the process laterality also goes. 

(28) gipa?-to? � gipato? 'at the door' 

For further data on Yagaria, see §2, \vhere these data are discussed in a different 
context. 

7.2.2 Counterevidence to the SV n1odel 
There are various types of counterevidence to the SV model, as listed in the 
right-hand column of Table 31.2. The first problem is the existence of laterals that 
are not voiced sonorants, being either voiceless, obstruent or both. But there are 
other problems. 

Firstly, SV spreading does not al"'ays spread [lateral]. The follo"'ing data show 
a post-lexical process of voicing assimilation in Krakovv and Posnan Polish 
(Dorota Glovvacka, personal comnu1nication; Madelska and Witaszek-Samborska 
1998): 
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(29) brat � bra[d) Doro ty/Natalji/lwony/Luizy 'brother of X' 
syn � sy[n) Luizy 'son of Luiza' 

Sirnilar facts hold in all dialects bet"reen verbal prefixes and roots: 

(30) s-k:>Jltfits;; 'to end' z-bits;; 'to break' z-litfits;; 'to count' 

In the SV n1odel, voicmg ill sonorants is represented by the presence of an SV 
node, and so this must be the active node that spreads. If [lateral] is under this 
node, it too should spread, but it does not, contra the predictions of the SV model. 

Secondly, S\T spreading into lateral targets sometin1es leaves the laterality 
mtact. This is the case in English, '"here liquids after voiceless aspirated stops 
become voiceless: 

(31) (bl]eak 
(br ]eam 

[p!Jease 
[pr ]een 

[gl)ea111 
[gr]een 

[k!]ean 
[krJeam 

If sonorant voicing is denoted by the presence of an SV node, the devoicing ,.vould 
presumably mean that the SV node had been delinked, and one "'oi.tld then expect 
loss of [lateral) as "'ell, but no such thing happens. 

Thirdly, if the SV node of a lateral delmks for other reasons, rendermg it 
voiceless, laterality should also be Jost, but this is not the case in the Athapaskan 
language Koyukon (Rice 1994), '.vhich devoices syllable-finaJ sonorants and con
tinuants, including /I/. For the lateral, the result is a voiceless lateral fricative [t]. 
Final stops are plain voiceless unaspirated. 

(32) [na¥rela) 
[ sa ?::i¥a'J 
[nizw1i] 

'your (sc) trap' 
'my snowshoes' 
'that which is good' 

[xret) 
[?::ix) 
[nizw;i] 

'trap' 
'sno,vshoe.s' 
'it is good' 

Under the SV hypothesis, where [lateral] is under SV and devoicmg of sonorants 
means re1noval of the SV node, Jaterality should also disappear, but it does not, 
contra the predictions of the SV model. 

In the case of [lateral], then, the need created by theories of universal feature 
geometry to co1nrnit to a single location for the feature in all languages creates 
problems. Luckily, there are alternatives to these t\'l'O proposals. Hegarty (1989) 
and Bao (1992) argue that [lateral] is simply a dependent of the Root node. Yip 
(2004: 5) goes further, and agrees •vith Padgett (1995, 2002) that (at least with respect 
to the behavior of [lateral)) features can be treated as an unstructured set of which 
[lateral) is a member, and that feature geometry as such is redundant. The next 
section Jays out this proposal. 

8 A feature co-occurrence constraint approach 

8.1 Inventories 
Suppose vie capture the fact that the least marked lateral is a coronal sonorant 
by means of two universally fixed hierarchies of feature co-occurrence n1arkedness 
constraints. 
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(33) a. *LATERAL0BSTRUENT >> *LATERAL$ONORANT 
b. *LATERALLABIAL >> *LATERALDORSAL >> *LATERALCORONAL 

The idea is that these constraints are violated if a segment bears both features, 
at least if both are primary articulations. For example, the intention is that 
*LATERALLABIAL bans bilabial or labio-dental segments 'vith a lateral release. 
If the Jabiality is secondary, as in (l"], it 1nay be acceptable. Both the fixed rank
ings are phonetically grounded. Lateral release tneans the airflo\v is not easily 
obstructed, so lateral obstruents are more n1arked than lateral sonorants (33a), and 
lateral release is easiest if only the tip of the tongue is used to make closure, so 
coronals are the least marked laterals (33b). 

Placing the faithfulness constraints at different points in these hierarchies gives 
us a typology of segmental inventories like those belo'"': 

(34) Typologi; of Intern/ place of nrticulntion 
a. *LATLAB >> *LATDORS >> *LATCoR >> FAITH Either no laterals 

(Maori), or placeless 
ones (Ca1nbodian) 

b. *LATLAB >> *LATDORS >> FAITH >> 'LArCoR Coo:unon type, with 
Coronal laterals only 
(English) 

c. *LATLAB >> FAITH >> *LATDORS >> *LATCOR Nevv Guinea type, 
"''ith velar and coronal 
laterals (Mid-\!\laghi), 
or perhaps palatal 
laterals 

d. FAITH >> *LATLAB >> *LAT°DoRs >> *LATCOR Laterals at all POAs 
(unattested) 

(35) Typologi; of lateral sonorants and obstruents 
a. *LAT0ss >> *LATSON >> FAITH Languages with no laterals 
b. *LAT0Bs >> FAITH >> *LATSON Common language type, \Vith 

sonorant laterals 
c. FAITH>> *LAT0BS >> 'LATSON Languages with. both obstruent a.nd 

sonorant laterals 

In this vvay, \Ve can correctly describe the inventories of laterals fowKi in the '"'orld's 
languages, with the possible exception of Tlingit, \vhich is reported to have lateral 
obstruents but no lateral sonorants. The complete absence of labial laterals also 
remains unexplained. 

8.2 The spreading of [lateral] 

How can these nlini-gram.mars characterize the behavior of laterals shown in §7? 
First, let us consider the behavior of [lateral] in spreading processes, such as in 
Place assimilation or perhaps the spreading of SV under pressure from the 
Syllable Contact Law. Let us assume that assimilation involves a violation of 
the !DENT family of faithfulness constraints, such as !DENT-PLACE and I DENT-SON, 
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features are shared, but not Jaterality, and the segment remains a nasal. For full 
details, see Yip (2003, 2005). 

VVe see then that variability in the spreading behavior of laterals in assinillati.on 
is handled \vithout great difficulty by these minimally different OT grammars. 

8.3 Laterals as the targets of spreading 

I now turn to cases \Vhere lateral is (potentially) lost on the target of assimilation, 
or in neutralization. Whether or not it is lost depends on the relative ranking of 
SHARE-F and lDENT-LAT, as sho\vn belov.r: 

(38) a. Loss of [lateral] under (Place) assimilation: Educated Havana Spanish 
SHARE-F >> IDENT-LAT, !DENT-Pl.ACE 

b. Retention of [lateral] under (Place) assimilation: Basque 
lDENTLAT >> SHARE-F >> lDENT-PI.ACE 

A parallel analysis can be constructed for the cases in '"hich SV spreading does 
or does not obliterate laterality. 

The Basque case deserves a little n1ore attention, because the Basque facts were 
used by Mielke to argue that laterals bel1ave as [-continuant), since like nasals 
they undergo place assimilation, \vhereas [+continuant] [r] does not. Under the 
account offered in this section, ho"rever, there is another explanation available, 
as suggested by a revie\\'er. Nasals assinillate to all places, but laterals assinillate 
only to coronals, since *LATLAB and *LATDORS are high-ranked. Suppose there is 
also a set of constraints regulating the co-occurrence of a feature [rhotic), such 
that only a single rhotic exists. If these constraints and lDENr[rhotic] all outrank 
SHARE-F, the rhotic '"ill fail to assimilate, and continuancy need not be invoked. 

Finally, Jaterality may or may not be Jost when Place or SV is neutralized, for 
example in codas. Here the grammar is modeled on the ones in (38), but with 
*CooA-F instead of SHARE-F. 

I have now· outlined analyses that explain all the variation in the behavior of 
laterality, \vithout reference to feature geometry, and using only rather silnple 
markedness constraints on the co-occurrence of [lateral] \\rith the various Place 
features, and with the feature [sonorant]. These interact 'vith fan1iliar faithfulness 
constraints and with m.arkedness constraints that create pressure for change, St.lch 
as SHARE-F, SYLLABI.ECONTACT or *CooA-P. The dear preferences for coronal and 
sonorant laterals are captured by positing universal rankings of the relevant fea
ture co-occurrence constraiJ1ts. As ahvays ill OT, these constraints are violable, 
and this correctly predicts the observed cross-linguistic variation in lateral beha
vior that is su.ch a problem for a fixed universal feature geoui.etry. 

9 Conclusion 

The topic of this chapter has been laterals . . As I hope is clear, they do not fit tidily 
into current phonological theories, especially "'hen it comes to their distinctive 
feature make-up. Considering how common they are in language, this is somethmg 
of an en1barrassment. After all, they are neither unusual, prone to disappear over 
ti1ne, nor hard to acquire (that is, even if the child acquires then1 late, they get 
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them sooner or later, "'hich is more than can be said for [s] and [i] for some 
speakers of British English). It is therefore incumbent on a good theory to acco1n
n1odate them. 

We have seen that their behavior is more variable across languages than that 
of most other sounds. So, for example, (t] ahvays behaves like a voiceless coronal 
stop, and its distinctive features and their placement in the feature geometry are 
rarely if ever in dispute. So '"hY should laterals be different, and are there other 
classes of sounds that exhibit con1parable variability? 

Variable behavior might be seen whenever the features are n1ost readily pro
duced and perceived on a certain type of segment, but can \vith some effort also 
be produced and perceived on sounds of other types too. For example, [strident] 
sounds, in "'hich the turbulence produced at the point of constriction is suffi
ciently strong, and/or where the ensuing airstream then hits a sharp obstacle like 
the teeth, is easy to produce with the tip or blade of the tongue, but hard to pro
duce else"1here. We derive from this a constraint hierarchy *[Labia!, strident] >> 
*[Coronal, strident]. Languages which contrast [f] and [<p ], like E've, arguably 
violate the forn1er as well as the latter. Turbulent airflow also requires a period 
of incomplete closure, or continuancy, so \Ve also derive •[-cont, strident] >> •[+cont, 
strident]. Languages that violate the forn1er have strident affricates, which have 
often been argued to be strident stops. In principle, then, the interactions of these 
constraints might also produce comparable variation to that '"e have seen '"ith 
laterals. 

For other features, no such variation is to be expected. [anterior] and [distributed] 
refine the type of contact the tip or blade of the tongue n1akes \Vith the roof of 
the n1outh. As such they can only be present in Coronals, and a sound that is 
[Dorsal, +anterior] is phonetically uninterpretable. 

Mielke, by contrast, takes the variability in behavior of "ambivalent segments" 
like laterals to be an argun1ent against universally defined distinctive features. 
Instead, he argues for "en1ergent distinctive features" based on phonetic sin1ilarity. 
Laterals, for example, may pattern '"ith either continuants (16 languages) or non
continuants (61 languages) because, like continuants, they do not have totally 
blocked airflow, but like non-continuants they do have "a blockage of airflo"' past 
the prin1ary structure." It is not clear ho'v his proposals bear on those cases in 
§7.1 where the variability of laterals concerns their coronality rather than their 
continua.ncy, and thus where no appea l to variation in continuancy '"ould seem 
to explain their behavior. It might be possible, however, to develop an extension 
of his approach from the starting observation that laterals are produced with both 
coronal and dorsal tongue gestures. Languages might therefore differ in which 
gesture they choose to interpret as a distinctive place feature for laterals. I leave 
the fleshing out of this idea for future research. 

A substantial part of this chapter has focused on \vhere the feature [lateral] sits 
in the feature geometry, but the proposal outlined in §7 and §8 makes no use 
of feature geometry at all. In this respect it is entirely compatible vvith the pro
posals of Padgett (1995, 2002), in which features fonn classes, but in which these 
classes a.re not embodied as superordinate nod.es (with the exception of a root 
node). Instead of asking which node dominates [lateral), one "'ould ask which 
class( es) of features [lateral] belongs to. There is then no reason \vhy it might not 
belong to more than one class, for example Place and SV (or Manner), or to none. 
The feature co-occurrence proposal goes further, however, in that as far as [lateral] 
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is concerned it does not even make use of feature classes. For die-hard proponents 
of feature geo1netry, I should note that it would be possible to combine the feature 
co-occurrence proposal \vith feahrre-geometric representations if other phenon1ena 
make this desirable, but only if [lateral] \vere directly under the root node. 
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32 The Representation 
of Intonation 

AMALIA ARVANITI 

1 Introduction 

It is a well-known truism that no utterance is ever produced in a strict n1onotone; 
all utterances, in all languages, shov.' some pitch modulation. Such changes in 
pitch - impressionistically described as rises and falls - are due to changes in 
fundan1ental frequency or FO, the physical property of the speech signal that is 
detenni.ned by the basic rate of vibration of the vocal folds and gives rise to the 
percept of pitch. 

Although pitch modulations exist in all langtlages, their origin and function 
differ, in that pitch patterns may be specified either at both the lexical and phrasal 
levels or only at the phrasal level, resulting in more or less dense tonal specifica
tions, respectively (Gooden el al. 2009). The term inlona.tion is used to refer to phrasal 
tonal patterns, '.vhile the tenns pitch accen I and tone are traditionally used to 
refer to lexical tonal specifications (CJ·lAPTER 45: THE REPRESENTATION OP TONE). 

Simplifying somewhat, in languages like English, Italian, Greek, and many other 
European languages the entire FO contour is specified at the phrasal level by means 
of a con1plex interplay between metrical structure, prosodic phrasing, syntax, and 
prag1natics; these factors deternU.ne \vhere pitch movements \Vill occur and of \vhat 
type they "'ill be. In languages referred to as tone languages - such. as Mandarin, 
Thai, and Igbo - most syllables are lexically specified for tone and tonal changes 
affect lexical meaning; in languages often referred to as pitch accent languages -
such as Japanese, Swedish, and Serbian - tone operates in a similar fashion, except 
that at 1nost one syllable in each word is lexically specified for tone. In both tone 
and pitch accent languages additional tonal patterns are specified at the phrasa l 
level. Here the focus is on languages \vithout lexical tonal specifications, since it 
is the intonation of these languages that has been mostly examined. 

Detennining the structure of pitch modulation and the prnnitives that make 
up pitch contours in languages v.rithout lexical tone is challenging, since FO 
changes are not a.s discrete and easily identifiable a.s in "tonal" languages, their 
connections to segmental material are less easy to determine, and associated 
meanings are harder to pinpoint since they deal with i11formation structure and 
pragn1atic interpretation rather than lexical se1nantics. The follo\ving examples 
illustrate these points. In Figure 32.l, two utterances are shown, Me?! and A 
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Figure 32.1 Waveforms and FO contours of two English utterances illustrating 
the incredulity contour (Hirschberg and Ward 1992); on the left, Me?!; on the right, 
A bnllgown designer?!. Vertical lines indicate word boundaries 

bnllgo11111 designer?!, both using the rise-fall-rise melody that implies incredulity (Ward 
and Hirschberg 1985; Hirschberg and Ward 1992). They are plausible responses 
to a career advisor's pronouncement that, according to test results, designing ball
gowns is the recommended career choice for the speaker, who has all along dreamed 
of becoming an aerospace engineer (for similar examples, see Ladd 2008: 45-46). 
Although the short contour can be informally described as rise-fall-rise, the longer 
contour cannot be described in a similar fashion, as it sho\'l'S a Jong lo\'17-level stretch 
bet\veen a rise-fall and a final rise. In Figure 32.2, Greek contours very sunilar to 
the English ones in F igure 32.1 are sho\vn, though in the case of Greek these con
tours are used for vvh-questions (Arvaniti and Baltazani 2005; Arvaniti and Ladd 
2009). As can be seen, the same issue vvith overall shape arises here as vvell. Further, 
as Arvaniti and Baltazani (2005) note, the Greek melody u\ Figure 32.2 can also be 
used for polite requests en1ploying an imperative; e.g. ['oose sti 1na'ria 'li¥o ne'raci] 
'give Maria son1e \Valer' (lit. give to Maria a-little \.Yater-DIM). Finally, Figure 32.3 
illustrates two instances of another English melody: unlike the contours in 
Figures 32.l and 32.2, wh ich look different from each other but convey the same 
meaning in each case, the contours of Figure 32.3 are realizations of the same melody 
but convey different meaning, depending on the utterance: the melody used is 

325������������������������� 

p<;a 

.. .. > • •  . :. '5.----!-J·�· : 

. . 

t r. . ' • 

i • • \ \,/'.;: " ' . 1 " ·� 
no59�oma 

125+-����-'-��-'--'--'----'---'��-'--�'-'-����--1 
0 3.32 

Time (s) 

Figure 32.2 \Naveforms, transcriptions, and FO contours of two Greek "'h-questions, on 
the left, ['po;a] '"•hich (FEM)', on the right, ['po;a ma'ma tile'fonise sti noso'l<oma] \vhich 
mom called the nurse?' Vertical lines indicate word boundaries 
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2.
4 

Superpositional models 
In a number of configurational models, contours are said to be composed of 
t\VO elen1ents, a general trend and local perhubations which "ride" on this over
all movement. This conception of intonation \vas also espoused by Bolinger, 
who distinguished accentuation from intonation, using accentuation to refer to pitch 
movements (accents) on stressed syllables, and intonation to refer to the general 
course of FO, "the rise and fall of pitch as it occurs along the speech chain" 
(Bolinger 1986: 194). 

The IPO system is one such superpositional model, in that its primitives and 
contours are seen as localized movements superposed on a larger declination 
component, which is taken to be largely automatic and due to the drop in sub
glottal pressure during the course of an utterance (declination reset and local 
n1ove1nents, on the other hand, are seen as actively controlled by the speaker; 
't Hart et al. 1990: ch. 5). The exact role of declination and its physiology are still 
a matter of debate (see e.g. Pierrehumbert and Beckman 1988: ch. 3; Gussenhoven 
2004: ch. 6), though evidence such as that provided for Japanese do,vntrends 
by Pierrehumbert and Beckn1an (1988) does not support the idea of declination 
playing as in1portant a role as the IPO scholars envisioned . 

Superpositional models have also been presented by Fujisaki (1983, 2004), 
Carding (1983, 1987), and Thorsen (1980, 1985, 1986). Simplifying some"'hat, 
in Fuji.saki's system a phrase command results in the rising-falling course of FO 
throughout an utterance (or a part thereof), \Vith accent con11na.nds being respon
sible for 1nore localized perhlrbations. Garding (1983, 1987) posits grids (quasi 
parallel lines) "'ithin \vhich most local FO n1inima and maxima can be fitted; 
the overall range and direction of the grid (rising or falling or a combination 
thereof) reflect functional differences bet,veen utterances, such as the distinc
tion behveen statements and questions. Similarly, Thorsen (1980: 1022) suggests 
that the rate of FO drop in Danish is directly related to utterance function: "fal ling 
intonation contours are associated with declarative, intern1ediate contours with 
nonfinal, and flat contours '"ith interrogative sentences." Due to the connec
tion bet"reen communicative functions and overall FO trends, the models of 
Thorsen and Garding face similar issues to gestalt models "'ith respect to 
meaning. On the other hand, Fujisaki's model, \vluch does not rely on meaning 
distinctions, 1nust resort to counterintuitive solutions - such as negative accent 
commands a.nd phase comn1ands that span linguistically arbitrary stretches -
in order to adequately describe the course of FO in languages other than Japanese 
(e.g. Fujisaki et al. 1997 on Greek; Fujisaki et al. 2005 on Mandarin; Gu et al. 2007 
on Cantonese; for a discussion of these problems, see Ladd 2008: 23ff.; Arvaniti 
and Ladd 2009). 

3 Pitch levels as primitives 

3.1 Early level-based models 
Descriptions of intonation by means of level tones date from the American 
structuralists (Pike 1945; Trager and Sn1ith 1951; Hockett 1955; Trager 1961). In 
these systen1s, intonation is analyzed by n1eans of four levels, extra-lugh, high, 
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mid, and loiv. The level tones of these analyses are meant to be phonological 
abstractions equivalent to phonemes (CHAPTER 11: THE PHONEME); as such, they 
are said to be defined relative to each other, rather than each representing a specific 
pitch range. 

These early analyses were heavily criticized by configurationalists, most notably 
Bolinger (1951), "'ho questioned the claim that the four levels are relative, point
ing out that if this assertion is taken at face value, it is not possible to distinguish 
combinations such as 123 from 234, although, theoretically, such combinations 
should be distinct. Thus, Bolinger concluded that level tones cannot be relative 
but must "rove each in its O\Vn baili\vick" (1951: 200), and set out to test this 
hypothesis by recording utterances in various ways (as Bolinger termed them, 
i.e. melodies differing in various aspects) and having listeners judge them for 
similarity or appropriateness for a given purpose, such as appeasing a child. His 
results showed that contours analyzed as contrastive in the system of Trager 
and Smith (\vhom he particularly targeted) are perceived as simi.lar by listeners, 
ivhile others, analyzed as allophones of the same basic melody, are considered 
by listeners to be contrastive. Bolinger used his results to argue that a syste1n 
with four levels can be at the same time too po\verful and not po\verful enough 
to capture contrastive and allophonic variations in the intonational systen1 of 
English. I-Iis results led him to reject level tone analyses as untenable and to 
propose instead that melodies are gestalts. 

Bolinger's critique reflects the assumptions of concreteness and bi-uniqueness 
prevalent at the tin1e. It is clear, for exan1ple, that Bolinger expected the different 
levels to faithfully represent the entire course of an utterance's FO, and to do 
so in such a way that the pitch range of each level did not overlap \vi.th that of 
others at any point in the utterance. Further, his comment that FO forms "a con
ti.nuous line that can be traced on a piece of paper" (Bolinger 1951: 206), coupled 
with his distinction ben.veen monotones, which he accepts, and level tones, 
\vhich he does not (e.g. Bolinger 1986: 29), suggest that he expected a level-based 
representation to be phonetically realized as a series of sus tained pitch levels. 
It is obvious that if these assumptions are adopted, a level-based analysis is 
unworkable on both phonological and phonetic grounds (on the latter, see Xu and 
Sun 2002; Dilley and Bro\vn 2007). 

Although Bolinger's critique "'as well accepted, it is fair to note that many of 
the assumptions he attributes to the structuralists a.re not found in their works. 
Pike (1945), Hockett (1955), and Trager (1961) all note that levels represent "only 
those points in the contour crucial to the establishment of its characteristic rises 
and falls" (Pike 1945: 26); '"ith the exception of terminal junctures, these points 
associate with stressed syllables. Sin1ilarly, the structuralists noted that absolute 
pitch levels are not significant as such, and recognized the existence of both 
level tones and contours (e.g. Trager and Smith's terminal juncture phonemes). 
Further, Pike (1945) discusses at length the fact that level tones need not be 
realized as a series of sustained pitches but can be realized as glides, especially 
when they are found close to each other, as happens in short utterances, for 
ex.ample. Nevertheless, as a result of con.figurationalist critiques, level-based 
analyses "'ere largely abandoned in the follo\ving decades. Research '"ithin the 
generative frame"rork focused primarily on the description of tone languages 
and no theoretical position \vas strongly taken in favor either of levels or of 
configurations with respect to intonation. 
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The role of underspecification cannot be underestimated: it leads to a clear under
standing that the number of tones need not match the number of tone-bearing units 
(TBUs), so that both strings of tonally unspecified TBUs and instances of several 
tones associating 'vith the san1e TBU are possible. Thus, in the AM frarne,vork, 
the t"'O English contours in Figure 32.l are both analyzed as L*+H L- Ho/o. By using 
the same representation for these t"'O contours, AM captures the fact that they 
are instantiations of the same melody, thereby generalizing beyond surface fonn. 
AM can also accotu1t for the systematic differences between contours like those 
in Figure 32.1, "'hich, as 1nentioned earlier, 'vere particularly problematic for the 
British school. In Me?!, all three tonal events must co-occur 'vith the only syllable 
of this utterance; hence the obvious lengthening of me (720 msec) and the swift 
movement from one tonal target to the next. In A ba.llgown designer?!, L*+H is asso
ciated with the metrically strongest syllable in the utterance, i.e. ball, and it co-occurs 
'vith it (showing the peak delay expected for this accent; e.g. Pierrehun1bert and 
Steele 1989; Axvaniti and Garding 2007). The H% is realized on the last syllable, 
'vhich is the one showing a rise. The L-, 'vhich is associated "'ith the ip boundary, 
spreads between the L *+H and Ho/o, accounting for the fall and 101¥-level stretch 
of FO (for details on the realization of the L- in such contours, see Grice et al. 2000; 
Barnes et al. 2006). A similar analysis applies to the Greek wh-questions sho,vn 
in Figure 32.2, analyzed as L*+H L- !H% (\vhere !H refers to a d<nvnstepped H 
tone; Grice et al. 2000; Arvaniti and Baltazani 2005; Arvaniti and Ladd 2009). 

Overall, the AM model avoids several pitfalls of previous analyses. First, by 
formally separating stress from intonation and providing a n1ecl1anisn1 for their 
interaction, the AM model incorporates the insights of Bolinger about pitch accents 
'vithout requiring distinct accentual and phrasal components to account for pitch 
contours. In addition, the use of only H and L tones avoids the problems noted 
by Bolinger (1951) 1vith respect to level tones. At the same time, by treating the 
issue of pitch range as a matter of phonetic realization, AM avoids the proble1ns 
that plagued the British analyses due to the confounding of linguistic and para
linguistic aspects of pitch range (cf. the disagreements regarding \vhether high 
falls and lo"' falls are distinct entities). Further, by making explicit the separa
tion beh¥een the phonetics and phonology of intonation, the A.IV! model provides 
a principled account of the context-dependent variation of tones, a point that 
'vas not explicitly addressed in previous n1odels, \Vhich n1ostly confounded 
contours and representa.tions. Finally, the use of underspecification provides a 
parsimonious and elegant way of capturing both the similarities of melodies 
and the differences in phonetic realization that arise from the properties of the 
metrical structure \vith \vhich a melody associates. In this \vay, the model can 
account for both local phonetic detail and abstract phonological forn1, son1e
thing that configurational and fu.11 specification models carui.ot do (for extensive 
discussions of this point, see Pierrehumbert and Beckman 1988; Arvaniti et al. 2006a; 
Arvaniti and Ladd 2009). Finally, since the degree of underspecification can vary, 
AM can account for languages with dense tonal specifications, such as Mandarin, 
as well as for languages \vith 1nore sparse specifications, such as English. In 
short, then, AM not only p.rovides an a.ns"rer regarding the nature of intonational 
primitives, but crucially addresses the even more fundamental question of 'vhat 
should be represented phonologically '"hen it comes to intonation, an issue 
that most other theories have not tackled by focusing exclusively on faithful 
representations of entire FO curves. 
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determined if none of the properties that may define them is stable. Finally, it 
is not clear hO\\' the notion of an indivisible unit can be defended for the Greek 
accents at all, since the beginning and ending points of the rise do not behave 
as one. Their relative autonomy is demonstrated by the fact that they align 
independently of each other and are not similarly affected by tonal crowding, 
\vhich typically results in the undershooting of the L, while the realization of 
the H remains largely w1altered (Arvaniti el al. 2000). This pattern is difficult to 
account for if the rise is a unit, in which case one \Vould more plausibly expect 
a curtailment of the entire pitch n1ovement. 

It  is thus dear that dynamic tones cannot account for some of the attested patterns. 
On the other hand, level tones can be used not only for the representation of loosely 
defined rises and falls, as in Greek, but also for rises and falls that are more closely 
knit. Such wuts have been reported by Frota (2002) for European Portuguese. 
Specifically, Fro ta found that in the falling accent indicating broad focus, the H 
a.nd L are timed \Vith respect to distinct segments (similarly to the Greek case), but 
the fall of the accent indicating narrow focus sho,vs a constant timing relation
ship bet\veen the H and L tones (similar to that discussed by Pierrehumbert 1980 
for L •+H and L+H• in English). Tllis difference between the t\vo accents of 
European Portuguese can be represented by n1eans of a hierardUcal representation 
of tones sho,vn in (1), as first proposed by Grice (1995a, 1995b) and adopted by 
Frota, or it can be treated as an issue of phonetic realization, as argued in Arvaniti 
et al. (2006b). Either \vay, it is clear that while level tones can adequately describe 
all attested tonal patterns, dynanlic tones caiu1ot. In short, then, both the en1pirical 
evidence and phonological considerations of parsimony and descriptive adequacy 
make a theory based on level tones preferable. 

(1) PA 

s 

I 
w s 
H+L* 

PA 

I 
s 

/\ 
s w 
H•+L 

5 Conclusion 

The original debate about levels vs. configurations (Bolinger 1951) focused on 
the issue of \Vhether melodies are gestalts or should be seen as composites of 
prilnitives. Independently of tlus distinction, Bolinger's views, espoused by 
many before him and since, are based on the idea that intonational contours should 
be represented in their entirety, either as a series of primitives, or as a "line [ . . . ] 
on a piece of paper." Current understanding suggests that couching the problen1 
in these terms is nlisleading, as neither type of representation is likely to be 
correct: as shown, gestalt approaches cannot account i11 a satisfactory n1anner for 
either intonational n1eaning or intonational form; yet representations that fully 
specify the course of FO, either in terms of dynamic tones or in terms of levels, 
do not fare much better. Due to the particularities of intonation, especially the 
fact that its realization depends on the n1etrical structure of the utterance with 
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33 Syllable-internal Structure 

ANNA R. K. BOSCH 

There is no simple discovery procedure for determining phonological syllable structure 
(\vhich, like phonological representations in general, may not be in a one-to-one 
relationship \Vith systematic phonetic syllabification, and \vhich may not necessarily 
conform to native speaker intuitions about syllable division). The nature of the 
mechanism which assigns syllab.i£ication (defines possible syllables) for a. given lan
guage is an empirical hypothesis, whose confirmation depends on the extent to which 
linguistically significant generalizations can be expressed under it (Feinstein 1979: 255). 

1 Introduction 

Although the syllable has been used by generations of linguists both in language 
description and in phonological theory, it is still surprising to see the variety of 
opinions and arguments on the topic. As Einar Hat.igen expostulated as early a.s :I 956, 
"everyone talks about syllables, but no one seems to do anything about defining 
them" (Haugen 1956: 196). Since that time "'e have had fifty years or more of 
attempts to outline and define the syllable and its constituents, perhaps \vithout 
coining 1nuch closer to solid agreement. Although the terms syllable, onset, rhyine, 
nucleus, and coda remain in conunon usage among phonologists, '"e cannot yet 
point to invariant acoustic or articulatory evidence for these constituents. As Haugen 
continues, "the only real basis for assuming their existence is that speakers of the 
language can utter then1 separately, dividing utterances into sequences that seem 
natural \vhen pronounced alone." We point to this evidence again and again as 
certain proof that there is "something" called the syllable; perhaps the everyday 
linguistic know·ledge of the speaker is the single cons tant throughout phonological 
research on syllable structure. And yet, as Feinstein emphasizes in the quote 
appended above, \ve also dra\v a certain distinction between the "speaker's syllable" 
and the "phonological syllable." The phonological syllable is defined empirically 
by "linguistically significant genemlizations," \vhile the speaker's syllable is defined 
simply and automatically (when the decision is indeed simple and automatic) 
in careful speech, or by a number of - also empirical - experin1ental methods 
exploring external evidence, such as language games and other speaker behavior 
(CHAl'TER 96: EXl'ERl'MENTAL Al'PROACHES IN THEORETICAL PHONOLOGY). 
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As Goldsmith (1990) points out, there are at least two competing, or perhaps 
parallel, vie,vs of the syllable that have influenced phonological theory over the 
past century or more: just as light can behave as both \vave and particle, the 
syllable too has been shown to demonstrate both a \vave-like property based 
on sonority (CHAPTER 49: SONORITY), and a piece-like, or chunk-like, division into 
smaller constituents, such as onset and rhyme. \'\lhile there are still good reasons 
to hold on to a "'ave-shaped understanding of the syllable, defining the syllable 
and its properties with reference to the peaks and valleys of sonority shaping 
each one, the present chapter '"'ill nonetheless focus exclusively on theories of 
the syllable 'vhich specifically address the question of constituent structure. The 
question of syllable structure can be understood as a question about the nature 
of linguistic representation (cf. Anderson 1985); as Anderson clain1s, "n1ost of the 
history of t\\1entieth-century phonology is the history of theories of representations, 
devoted to questions such as 'What is the nature of the phone1ne, morphophonen1e, 
morphen1e, etc?' "  (Anderson 1985: 9), to which we might add the question that 
concerns us here: "\!Vhat is the nature of the syllable?" This chapter begins with 
a brief historical sketch tracing the early arguments in favor of different repre
sentations of syllable structure, followed by an overvie\v of different n1odels of 
the internal structure of the syllable. A final section revie"'S the conclusions of 
experimental studies as they adduce evidence for or against internal constituents 
of the syllable. (See also CHAPTER 109: POLISH SYLLABLE STRUCTURE; CHAPTER 115: 
CHINESE SYLLABLE STRUCTURE; CHAPTER 56: SIGN SYLLABLES.) 

2 Early twentieth-century discussions of 
syllable-internal structure 

Early hventieth-century linguists asked themselves the same question, "'vhat 
is the nature of the syllable?" Saussure proposes an i1npressionistic account of 
the syllable as composed of a succession of explosive and inlplosi.ve articulatory 
movements; \Vhile all speech consists of an alternating series of these movements, 
the syllable boundary itself is marked by "the passage from an implosion to an 
explosion in a chain of sounds" (Saussure 1922). Arguing for the syllable as a unit 
of phonology, he reasons that "the regular coincidence of a mechanical principle and 
a definite acousticaJ. effect assures the inlplosive-explosive combination of a right 
to existence in phonology" (1922: 57). Saussure goes so far as to claim that these 
opening and closing articulatory motions, "'hich he distinguishes from acoustic 
sonority, are then1selves the irreducible units of the syllable; further, a close 
examination of Saussure's diagrruns den1onstrates that he considers the vocalic peak 
to form a part of the implosion, hinting at something like a rhyme: "Wl1enever a 
particular phoneme is more open than the follo,ving one, the impression of con
tinuity persists; . . .  an implosive link, like an explosive one, obviously can include 
more than hvo elements if each has wider aperture than the following one" 
(Saussure 1922: 56). Saussure's footnote de1nonstrating the syllabification of the word 
particularly is note,vorthy, presenting an early sketch of an onset-rhyrne division 
within the syllable: a vo,-vel and following tautosyllabic consonant are both 
"implosive," according to Saussure's terminology, while the prevocalic consonants 
are "explosive." (Superscript arro,v-heads indicating explosion [<) and implosion 
[>) are placed immediately above each alphabetic graph in Saussure's text.) 
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(1) < > > < >> < > < > > < > 

[ p a r  t i k  i u  l a r  I i ]  

Kuryto,,vicz develops a notion of syllable structure which '"'as clearly influenced 
by Saussure, referring to "the initial (explosive) consonant group and the final 
(implosive) consonant group as they relate to the vocalic center"' (Kurylo"ricz 1949), 
Here Kuryio'"icz quite explicitly associates the structure of both "semantic" and 
"phonic" syste1ns, presenting a "table of correspondence," or equivalence, which 
presages hierarchical structure within the syllable, as in (2), in parallel '"'ith the 
semantic functions of subject, predicate, etc. 

(2) Table of correspondence (Kuryiowicz 1949, reprinted in Hamp et aL 1966: 230, 
translated A. R. K. Bosch) 

semantic system 
proposition 
predicate 
subject 
additional inforn1ation 

phonic system 
syllable 
VO\vel 
initial consonant group 
final consonant group, etc. 

That is, just as a proposition consists of subject, predicate, and additional 
information, a syllable can be seen to consist of initial consonant group, vo"1el, 
and final consonant group. Peak and coda are grouped into a constituent in 
Kurylowicz (1948), on the basis of co-occurrence restrictions which are found 
between peak and coda, but not between onset and peak. 

Although the term "vocalic peak" is already in use by the time of Saussure's 
writing, Selkirk (1982) credits Hockett (1955) 'vith the terms "onset" and "coda"; 
the use of "rhy1ne'' to refer to the conjunction of peak and coda is attributed to 
Fudge (1969), although of course the informal usage of this term to describe poetic 
fonn dates from the seventeenth century.2 

3 Evidence for constituents within the syllable 

Revie"'ing arguments for syllable-internal structure from Saussure onward, 
•ve find that evidence for structure within the syllable is typically modeled on 
evidence for the syllable itself; in a comprehensive overvie\v of syllable theories, 
Blevins (1995) outlines four traditional arguments in favor of the syllable itself 
as a constituent. She notes that (a) the syllable has been employed as the domain 
\vithin \vhich phonological processes or constraints may apply; (b) the syllable 
edge is identified as the locus for the application of processes or constraints; 
(c) the syllable itself may be picked out as a "target structure," e.g, for the 
application of language games or for the assignment of stress or tone; and finally 
(d) field linguists recount that native speakers can express intuitions regarding 

1 "le groupe consonantique initial (explosif) et le groupe consonantique final (implosif) par rapport 
au centre vocalique" [translation A. R. K. Bosch]. 
2 The Oxford E11glisli Dictionary cites Samuel Butler (1663), "For Rhime the Rudder is oi Ve�es. �Vith 
which like Ships they stear their courses." 
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the number of syllables per w·ord or utterance. So, for example, nasalization 
1nay spread within a syllable (a); a syllable-final consonant may be devoiced (b); 
syllables 1nay be independently n1anipulated in language games such as the 
French Yerian (c); finally, field linguists commonly report formal and inforn1al 
studies of speakers who are easily able to count syllables, or 1vho pause bet"•een 
syllables \Vhen exaggerating slow and careful speech (d). 

All these are co1nmon examples of the utility of the constituent "syllable"; ho1v
ever, not all of these arguments provide evidence for sub-syllabic constih1ents. 
Upon closer exa1nination, only (a) and (c) usefully apply in evaluating syllable
internal constituents. First, as argued in (a), the constituents onset or rhyme have 
been argued to serve as phonological domains: Davis (1992) argues from Italian 
that the choice of the article (il or lo) depends on the constituent structure of 
the following onset (CHAl"fER 55: ONSETS; CHAPTER 38: THE REPRESENTATION OF SC 
CLUSTERS). And the constituent structure of the rhyme - short vowel, long vowel, 
or vo"•el + consonant - may play a crucial role in stress assignment in quantity
sensitive languages. In addition (as argued in (c)), the separate constituents onset 
and rhyme may be singled out as "target structures" for the application of 
language games. In the American children's ga1ne "ubby dubby," popularized 
by the 1970s television show Zoom!, the sequence [ab) is inserted between earn 
onset and rhyme: hello becomes [habElabou ]. Numerous language games play on 
the identification of onset and rhyme as target structures, and studies suggest that 
speech errors may operate on onset and rhyme sequences as single units (see dis
cussion of experimental evidence, below). Thus evidence for sub-syllabic constituents 
derives prin1arily fron1 data suggesting that onset and rhyn1e function as phono
logical domains or as target structures for other linguistic behavior. H'owever, 
when '''e return to examine common evidence for the syllable as a constituent, 
parallel arguments for syllable-internal structure are not as convincing. Evidence 
such as (b) that refers to syllable-edges as targets (e.g. devoicing a syllable-final 
obstruent; CHAPTER 69: FINAL DEVOICING AND FINAL LARYNGEAL NEUTRALIZATION) 
in fact says nothing about syllable-internal structure per se: a syUable bot.ui.dary, 
without reference to constituent structure, could identify this position (see Steriade 
1999, for example). And finally, evidence in (d) from slo\v or careful speech by 
native speakers n1ay provide dues as to syllable count or syllable boundaries, but 
generally provides little insight into sub-syllabic constituents, without additional 
rnanipu.lations such as �ve find in studies of l.angua.ge games, etc. 

Nonetheless, vve frequently uncover parallels between discussions of syllable 
structure and discussions of syllable-internal structure. This is made explicit 
within the frame\vork of prosodic phonology (Selkirk 1982; Nespor and Vogel 1986): 
here the internal structure of the syllable is seen as a natural extension of the higher
Jevel prosodic strt.1cture, to '"hich the syllable naturally belongs (see CHAPTER 40: 

THE FOOT; CHAPTER s·1: THE PHONOLOGICAL WORD; CHAPTER 84: CLITICS; CHAPTER 

so: TONAL ALIGNMENT). After laying out arguments for the syllable as a constituent, 
Selkirk goes on to conclude that: 

The same three reasons leading to the postulation of the syllable can be sho\vn to 
motivate the existence of privileged groupings of segments \Vithin the syllable 
\\'hich must be thought of as constituent-like linguistic units themselves . . .  an 
internally-structured tree qu.ite analogous to a tree representing syntactic structure 
(Selkirk 1982: 237). 
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3.1 "Flat" models of syllable-internal structure 
Various models of syllable-internal structure have been proposed over the past 
cenhuy of linguistic study, from an entirely flat struct1ue consisting primarily 
of syllable boundary n1arkers to a more highly articulated hierarchical structure. 
Kahn (1980), for example, proposes the simplest ll'l'O-tier flat structure consisting 
of syllable nodes (a,, a2, etc.) on one tier, associated directly 'vith the segments 
of phonetic (or phonological) representation, as in (3). 

(3) No internal constituent structure (e.g. Kahn 1980) 
01 02 

/\ � 
re t 1 <i s atlas 

For Kahn, the discrete segments are "associated" \vith the syllable node, and among 
his syllable-building principles is one akin to the no-crossing constraint of 
Goldsmith's (1976) autosegmental phonology; "given the '"'ay the tenn 'syllable' 
is understood, it \vould seem nonsensical to speak of discontinuous syllables" 
(Kahn 1980: 36). Kahn explicitly cites Goldsmith manuscripts from 1974 and 1975, 
and in a footnote outlines his claim that he himself is working in an autosegmental 
frame\vork, "because all theories of the syllable, including my O\vn, are 'autosegmental' 
in that they involve parallel analyses of phonological material into (traditional) 
segn1ents and syllables" (Kahn 1980: 61; see also CHAPTER 14: AUTOSEGMENTS). 

A contemporary version of Kahn's flat structure is echoed in a recent textbook, 
Hayes (2009). Hayes takes a non-committal position on the internal structure 
of the syllable: '"'hile he prefers constituent (tree) structure to the simple use of 
boundary synlbols to identify syllables, he makes no claiJn about constituency \VithiJ1 
the syllable. Introducing the tern1s onset, coda, and nucleus, he explains that 

In some theories, the onset, nucleus, and coda are described as constituents (they are 
daughters of the syllable node l1, and dominate segments). Th.is book will use "onset," 
"nucleus," and "coda" merely as useful descriptive terminology (Hayes 2009: 251). 

In diagrams throughout this textbook, as iJ1 Kalu1 (1980), segments are don1mated 
directly by the syllable node itself, v.-ithout intervening structure. 

A related flat structure \vith an mtervenmg CV tier is proposed by Clements 
and Keyser (1983) in (4) (see also CHAPTER 54: THE SKELETON). 

(4) Syllable with intervening CV til'I' (e.g. Clements and Keyser 1983) 
a 

� 
c v c 
I I I 
k re t cat 

Among the options that do incorporate some representation of internal 
structure, ho\vever, ternary branchmg structure represents perhaps the sin1plest 
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This is essentially \11hat Venneman (1972) terms the "Law of Initials": that "medial 
syllable-initial clusters should be possible \\/Ord-initial clusters" (Venneman 1972: 
11); or \11hat Bell (1976) tenns "the Kuryio\11icz condition," that "initial and final 
clusters of medial syllables conform to the same constraints as those in initial and 
final syllables" (Bell 1976: 255).6 

On the other hand, there are languages \11hich place more restrictions on 
word-internal consonant clusters, and allo'" extra consonants at '"ord edges, such 
as Polish (Kenstowicz 1994: 262.ff.). A nun1ber of chapters in Fery and van de Vijver 
(2003) tease out just these inconsistencies between word-internal clusters and 
clusters found in either 'vord-initial or "'Ord-final position (Cho and King 2003; 
Green 2003; Kiparsky 2003; Wiltshire 2003). See also Dixon (1970) and many 
others, as \Veil as CHAl'TER 36: FINAL CONSONANTS. 

3.4 Moraic phonology and syllable-internal structure 
While the syllable itself has been in \11ide use throughout the past century or more, 
clear arguments providing evidence of the internal structure of the syllable are 
less co1nmon than one nught expect. Many arguments whim state a convincing 
case for the syllable as a phonological unit in fact fail to motivate syllable-internal 
structure. The constituent structure of onset, rhyme, nucleus, and coda intersects 
in complex \11ays \11ith a moraic theory of syllable organization, as sketched in 
(14) beJo,11. \'\Thile a moraic analysis often appears to supersede one employing 
syllable struch.ue, in fact the notion of moraic weight is inter\11oven with an under
standing of syllable structure, in particular the structure of the rhyme. 

(14) The mora in the prosodic hierarchy 
Prosodic ''Vord 

I 
Foot 

I 
Syllable 

I 
N!ora 

The mora provides a useful means of representing syllable \11eight, in quantity
sensitive languages where tlus is required. In languages such as English or Latin, 
a syllable \vith a short vowel is n1onomoraic, while syllables '"'ith a long vowel 
(VV), or vowel + coda consonant (VC), are bimoraic. We note, however, that only 
consonants in the rhyme may be moraic; onset consonants never contribute to 

' Recall that in this article Bell argues against "the distributional syllable." Nevertheless, he does not 
entirely n>ndude that phonology can do without the syllable: "Let us, however, guard against toe> 
narrow a \riew, against cor1fusing a tool \vith the problem. 'Defining tl'le syllable' and 'proving tl1e 
existence of the syllable' are pseudo-problems. Segment organization is the problem. U assumption 
of a S)'llabic t111it leads to explanation of regularities of segn1ent organizatio11, so n1t1ch the better. 
If not, we will be a\\)ajting a more general theory of organization, and the S'}1llab]e may enter the 
museum's Hall of Scientific Constructs, taking its place beside ether, the noble savage, and the like" 
(Bell 1976: 261). 
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syllable w·eight (CHAPTER 47: INITIAL GEJ\UNATES; CHAPTER 55 ONSETS). Thus we 
return to some notion of constituent structure ivithin the syllable, if only to iden
tify the domain in ivhich n1oras are projected. Furthermore, whether the mora 
truly serves as a "constituent" is unclear; while the syllabic nucleus is typically 
affiliated \Vith a mora, the affiliations of onset and non-moraic coda consonants 
are less clear. Non-moraic elements are sometimes associated '"ith the syllable 
node directly, or sometimes argued to share the mora \Vith the nuclear vo,vel. 
Essays in Ziolko\vski et al. (1990) demonstrate the range of argun1ents regarding 
1noraic structure within the syllable. Hyman (1985) originally suggested that a 
syllable-initial consonant links to the n1ora of the follo"'ing vo"'el, creating "'hat 
looks like a "body-coda" structure. More commonly, the syllable-initial consonant 
is assumed to associate directly to the syllable node, as in Hayes (1989) and many 
others. For a more recent position favoring the mora, Yip argues explicitly that 
the evidence in favor of the constituents onset and rhyn1e "is scanty and incon
sistent" (Yip 2003: 779), and relies on a moraic model of the syllable to account 
for the behavior of pre-nuclear glides in English and fvlandarin Chinese. I leave 
it to other contributors to this Com.pa.nion to tease out the intricacies of moraic 
phonology in more detail (see CHAPTER 39: STRESS: PHONOTACTIC ANO PHONETIC 
EVIDENCE; CHAPTER 40: THE FOOT; CHAPTER 41: THE REPRESENTATION OF WORD STRESS). 

4 Experimental studies 

Experimental studies, both of acoustic properties of speech and of human 
behaviora l responses to syllabification tasks, have al.so been constructed to explore 
this question of the nature of the syllable. The great majority of experimental 
'vork over the past fifty years involves studies of sin1ple syllabification, with 
a vie'" to accounting for syllable boundaries. Most of these studies place a 
particular focus on the syllabification of an intervocalic consonant or consonants; 
see for example studies on Dutch, Finnish, German, French, Japanese, and Engl ish 
(e.g. Falloivs 1981; Cillis and DeSchu tter 1996; Schiller et al. 1997; Berg and Niemi 
2000; Content et al. 2001; Goslin and Frauenfelder 2001; Ishikawa 2002; Redford 
and Randall 2005). Still, a number of experimental studies have been adduced to 
test the validity of the internal constituents of the syllable; the 1najority of these 
studies focus on the primary constituents of onset and rhyme. Evidence regard
ing hierarchical structure within the syllable is mixed, "'ith arguments dra\vn 
from language games (both "traditional" and invented/experimental), slips of the 
tongue, perceptual studies, investigations with children, and other experin1ental 
paradign1s (CHAPTER 96: EXPERI:MENTAL APPROACHES IN THEORETICAL PHONOLOGY) 
to investigate whether onset, rhyme, nucleus, and coda are or are not syU.a.ble 
constituents. 

A series of experiments by Treiman and co-authors argue in favor of an onset
rhyme structure, based on subjects' performance on various word games (Treinlan 
1986; Fowler et al. 1993; Trei.Jnan et al. 1994; Trein1an et al. 1995). Most recently, 
Kapats.ins.ki (2009) dain1s to sh.o,.v from an experimental stu.dy that Engli sh speakers 
are able to learn rhyme--0ffix associations more easily than body--0ffix associations, 
basing this argument on the claim that associations should be easier to learn '"ithin 

rather than across constituents, given a hierarchical structure to the syllable. 
However, Pierrehwnbert and Nair (1995) replicate Trei.Jnan's word ga1ne paradigm 
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merely substitutions of segmental units - errors in "selection" - but instead may 
be exan1ples of gestural intrusion or n1is-timing (Pouplier and Goldstein 2005). 

Various studies conducted on languages other than English appear to shO\\' that 
if there is an onset-rhyn1e distinction it may be a language-specific one; experi
ments \Vith native speakers of Korean indicate that Korean syllables "contain a 
cohesive CV or body unit, in contrast to the VC or rhyme unit of English" (Yoon 
and Der,ving 2001); one of the five experiments described here studied preliter
ate children, indicating that literacy could not be a confounding factor. A study 
involving Chinese-English bilingual children found "a preference for matching 
body over rime in Chinese, and for matching rime over body in English," concluding 
that there must be cross-language differences in processing spoken syllables 
(vVang and Cheng 2008). 

Acoustic studies have examined timing relationships with.in the syllable to iden
tify syllable constituents. Conducting an acoustic study on English disyllables and 
casual speech vowel reduction, in triplets of 'vords such as support/sport/s'pport 
(reduced support) Fokes and Bond (1993) conclude that there were no invariant 
acoustic cues determining syllabicity. While the authors concede that sport and 
s'pport may in fact be phonetically distinct, the study found no invariant cues to 
distinguish them. Certainly, atte1npts to isolate acoustic or articulatory invariants 
of the syllable date from as early as Stetson's (1.928) "chest pulse" theory; however, 
there is no current consensus on either acoustic or articulatory definitions of the 
syllable, let alone of structure internal to the syllable. While Selkirk (1982: 340) 
set the stage for a good deal of ensuing research 'vith her note that "other phono
logical, or shall we say phonetic, phenon1ena such as duration and closeness of 
transition behveen segments might also be taken as revealing of the inlffiediate 
constituent structure of the syllable," '"e still find very little clear evidence of any 
invariant property pointing to syllable-internal hierarchical structure. 

5 Conclusion 

Despite the lack of phonetic evidence for invariant acoustic or articulatory 
measures of syllable structure, research in this area too continues apace. As 
Ladefoged noted: 

There is no single muscular gesture marking each syllable . . .  (but) there is evidence 
. . .  that speakers organize the sequences of complex muscular events that make up 
utterances in terms of a hierarchy of units, one of \Vhich is the size of a syllable; and 
it is certainly true that speakers usuaJJy know ho\.v ooany syllables there are in an 
utterance. We will therefore assume that a neurophysiological definition is possible, 
even if one cannot at the moment state it in any way (Ladefoged 1971: 81). 

Even those vvho argue against the use of syllable structure to account for phono
tactics acknowledge the usefulness of the terms referring to syllable-internal 
structure: onset, peak, coda, and even rhyme. "Syllable structure, '"hether directly 

perceived or inferred, is an undeniable aspect of phonological representations," 
claims Steriade (1999), although she goes on to argue against employing syllable 
constituents in a phonological analysis, concluding that syllable position "does 
not condition segn1ent realization." Steriade argues instead that kno'"ledge of 
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syllable structure, and syllable edges in particular, derives from or is founded 
on the speaker's perception of \Vord-based phonotactic regularities. Her claim is 
essentially that we have put the cart before the horse in arguing that phonotactic 
constraints are built upon syllable structure; instead, these phonotactic regularities 
may be precisely what allo1v us to identify syllable position. 

In any case, the labels we use to identify internal constituents of the syllable -
onset, coda, and rhyme - remain convenient terminology, and seem likely to 
remain in co1nn1on usage. Nevertheless, it also seems clear that a conservative vie\v 
of linguistic structure - a view shaped by Occam's razor, perhaps - \VOuld con
cede that these terms, \Vhile useful, may not be supported by empirical evidence. 
Acoustic and experimental studies offer only mixed results, 1vhile language-specific 
phonological studies continue to differ 1videly in their use of (and dain1s for) some 
particular organization of syllable-internal structure. How we use syllable struc
ture to represent the patterns and organization of human language 1.vill differ 
depend ing on the questions we ask and the problems 1ve confront i.n the specific 
languages 1ve investigate. Syllable structure may tum out to be an organizational 
tool, rather than an object available for independent manipulation. 
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34 Precedence Relations 
in Phonology 

CHARLES CAIRNS 
ERIC RAIMY 

1 Introduction 

"Precedence" in phonology refers to the fact that elen1ents occur in ordered 
sequences. An understanding of precedence relations is key to explicating notions 
of locality, adjacency, and left-right asymmetries, \vhich have played significant 
roles in the phonological literature, especially since the advent of autosegmental 
phonology (Goldsnuth 1976; CHAl'TER 14: AUTOSEGMENTS). McCarthy (1989: 71) writes 
"nonlinear phonology unposes strict requirements of locality on phonological rules," 
and "locality . . .  ensures that the elements referred to in phonological transfor
mations and constraints are adjacent at some level of representation." 

We must agree on a common set of questions in order to con1pare and contrast 
ill1guists' notions of precedence relations, a requirement that presupposes a formal 
frarne,.vork. Since the earliest days of phonology, the sequential nature of speech 
and the progression of letters across the printed page have been assumed to be 
sufficient to unders tand precedence. It is always salutary to explicate tacit assump
tions, so this chapter explores the implications of a formally rigorous understanding 
of precedence. The forn1al rigor is supplied by graph theory, a branch of mathe
n1atics that we \viii use to unpack the question of what it means for phonemes to 
appear in an ordered sequence (\!\lilson 1996 is one of several good introductions). 
Phonology is concerned \vith the characteristics of precedence in human language, 
so graph theory itself can be no more than a useful tool. But because graph theory 
is an e>-'Plicit mathen1atical n1odel that provides specific and •vell-understood pos
sible anS\\'ers to questions of precedence, \Ve explore its implications in this chapter. 

Once •ve have introduced the relevant aspects of graph theory, \\re go on to 
examine a sample of the claims and assumptions that have been made in the 
literature on phonological precedence, 1'1ith varying degrees of explicitness. In 
particular, we examine the characterizations of various approaches to autoseg
n1ental phonology witllin graph theory. We vvill further explicate the nature of 
precedence in phonology by conside.ring the basic operation of deletion. AJ1 pho
nologists must take as bedrock assumptions that phonemes appear in a sequence 
and that there exist phonological processes with the capacity to delete phonemes 
from a sequence. One interesting result of tlus exercise is that co1nmonly assumed 
antagonistic theories of phonology converge on a comn1on model of deletion. 
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Before proceeding, we first ask if precedence relations are primitives of phono
logical representations or if they are derived. Van der Hulst (2008), for example, 
proposes that precedence relations can be derived fron1 underlying syllables. 
Consider a highly articulated theory of the syllable with labeled nodes, e.g. Fudge 
(1969, 1987); Cairns (1988); see also CHAPTER 33: SYLLABLE-INTERNAL STRUCTURE. 
The idea is that if at the lexical level featural information such as [back) or [coronal] 
\vere stored in syllabic nodes like onset and rhyme, then perhaps the number and 
order of phone1nes on the surface could be predicted fro1n the inherent order of 
syllabic constituents. There are at least four natural linuts to deriving precedence 
relations from sylJable structure. First, syllabification is not ahvays exhaustive; many 
languages are known to have sequences of unsyllabified consonants (Bagemihl 
1991; Czayko\vska-Higgins and Willett 1997; Vaux and Wolfe 2009). Second, it 
would in any case be necessary to specify the order an1ong syllables. Consider 
the English loan fron1 TanUI catamaran; hypothetical •1natacaran and •tamacaran \VOuld 
serve as equally plausible loans into English, yet they differ from the existing "'Ord 
only by syllable order. The possibility of using foot structure to order syllables 
only n1oves this question higher in the prosodic hierarchy and requires more 
prosodic information to be stored in the lexicon. The necessity of stipulating explicit 
sequencing inforn1ation in the lexicon ca1mot be escaped. 

Third, reference to precedence relations at the segmental level is necessary to 
properly account for phonotactic constraints. Blevins (2003), building on Steriade 
(1999), sho\vs numerous compelling examples \vhere phonological sequencing 
generalizations and cross-linguistic universal patterns refer to properties of the 
phonological string and not to syllable structure. Of course, as Blevins points out, 
th.ere are many cases '\vhere phonotactic constraints and syllable structure appear 
to converge." She suggests that "this is because syllabifications are derivative of 
phonotactics, not vice versa" (2003: 393). 

Finally, we are encouraged in otrr focus on segn1ental precedence by the 
fact that resyllabification is rampant throughout phonology and phonetics; the 
effervescence of the syllable makes it a poor candidate for the bearer of lexical 
precedence relations. 
§2 sketches the basic elements of graph theory and their application to phonology. 

§3 presents the complications that arise in connection with considering precedence 
relations in autosegmental phonology and provides a plausible explanation of why 
the Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP) is so variably valid. §4. deo:i.onstrates htnv 
investigating the process of deletion in graph theory illuminates ho'" different 
theoretical models of phonology converge on the same understanding of deletion 
in phonology. §5 den1onstrates how theories of phonology that view segments as 
entities that occur in real ti1ne can benefit from the consideration of precedence 
in graph-theoretic terms. §6 sho,·vs ho'" graph theory ca.n illu111inate issues i.n phono
logy such as the "no crossing constraint" and local vs. long-distance adjacency. §7 
illustrates some extensions of graph theory approaches to different phonological 
and n1orphological phenomena. §8 concludes this chapter. 

2 Precedence relations and graph theory 

Phonologists differ about whether to vie'" a phonological sequence as a string of 
discrete, point-like objects or as a series of possibly overlapping segments \.vhich 
exist in real time; Trubetzkoy (1939) described phonemes as essentially timeless 
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(zeitlos), abstract entities like the dits and dots of Nlorse code, '''here each unit is 
unaffected by the producing process (although possibly influenced by proximal 
symbols). The alternative vie"', that phonological patterning is defined by the 
dynanuc articulation of actual speech, goes back to s,veet (1877), Sievers (1881), 
and Saussure (1916). This serves as the fundamental assumption of such schools 
of thought as Articulatory Phonology (Bro,vman and Goldstein 1986, 1989, 1990a, 
1990b; CHAPTER 5: THE ATOMS OF PHONOLOGICAL REPRESENTATIONS), "'hich vie\VS 
the ele1nents that appear in phonological sequences to be events in real tune. 

The consensus that phonetic sequences i.J1volve continuous, overlapping elements 
does not extend to more abstract levels of phonology. Theories of morphological 
operations such as reduplication and infixation and of many phonological processes 
such as 1norphophonemics, deletion, etc., generally operate on representations made 
up of discrete, point-like objects, and these theories have achieved considerable 
descriptive success; we '"'ill proceed on this basis and turn to the event-based out
look later. 

Consider the representation of the Margi '"ord /tag(1/ 'horse' (from Kensto,.vicz 
1994: 312) ill a generic version of autosegmental phonology ill (1). This is a picture 
of \vhat Coleman and Local (1991: 309) call "paddle,vheel graphs." It is dra,vn 
so as to induce the reader to visualize three half planes, each emanating from 
a common line. The three-d imensional metaphor is useful because it helps us break 
do,vn general questions of precedence into smaller and hence more manageable 
ones. This imagery can be misleadillg, ho,vever, because, as Colen1an and Local 
(1991) den1onstrate, autosegmental representations are not necessarily three
din1ensional (i.e. non-planar, as defined in §6) in a mathen1atical sense. 

(1) Pnddlewlzeel graph of Margi /tagu/ 

syllable plane 
(] (] 

� � 
# - X X -- X X -o/o 

I I I I 
t a g 

H 
tone plane 

u 
feature plane 

Lines are referred to as "tiers" in autosegmental phonology, and the line defined 
by the intersection of the three planes depicted in (1) is the "anchor tier." The 
anchor tier contains the stri.J1g of symbols # x x x x %, >vhere # and % indicate 
the beginning and end, respectively, of the phonen1e sequence (we ignore these 
nov,1, but return to them belo,v). 

Elements are also arrayed in tiers on the "feature plane," the "syllable plane," 
and the "tone plane" of (1). The feature plane is sho\vn \vith the alphabetic sy1nbols 
t, a, g, u. in lieu of the fan1iliar feahue trees (we en1ploy this notation throughout 
the remainder of the chapter); in §3 \ve '"ill see that this is n1ore complicated than 
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(2) a. t - a - g - u 
b. vertices: 

edges (unordered): 
It, a, g, u) 
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(t a, a g, g u) 

(2a) and (2b) contain the same information. (2a) depicts the graph in a visual 
manner, while (2b) defines the graph as a list of vertices and a list of edges. Each 
edge is defined by a pair of vertices, and these pairs are set off typographically 
from each other by commas in (2b ). A list of edges suffices for many graphs, because 
the vertices can be deternuned fro1n the list of edges. Note that the lists of vertices 
and edges are literally lists and not sets. 

Because the edges in (2b) are undirected, it is called an undirected graph, vvhere 
the l\vo vertices that define each edge are unordered with respect to e.ach other; 
for exrunple, the edge lt a) is equivalent to {a t]. Because this type of graph contains 
information only about adjacency of vertices and does not specify any order, it 
appears to be a poor candidate for a model to represent phoneme strings. For 
one thing, lexical representations must contain ordering information. Consider 
the existence of pairs of \vords like cat and ta.ck in English. The adjacency pairs 
(undirected edges) for these h'l'O \Vords are identical; both \Vords have the edge 
set (t re, re k). 

Beyond the obvious fact that ordering is distinctive is the observation made 
by de Lacy (2007) that if phonological graphs vvere undirected, we would predict 
that mirror-image rules or constraints like those that appeared in early versions 
of SPE-type phonology \Vould be commonplace. An example "'ould be rules of 
the form x � y I lz _, _ z), as suggested by Bach (1968), Langacker (1969), and 
Anderson (1974). This means that x is rewritten y if it either precedes or follows 
z. If \ve \Vere to adopt undirected graphs as the representation for phonological 
forms \ve ,,vould predict, contrary to fact, that mirror operations should be the 
most common operations found in phonology. 

Because a theory containing only undirected edges caru1ot distinguish beh.veen 
cat and tack and makes false predictions about the directionality of phonological 
operations, we consider graphs \Vhere the vertices that specify each edge are ordered 
with respect to each other. Information about sequential order can be added to 
the graph in (2) by making it a "directed graph" (or "digraph"), as in (3). An edge 
in a digraph is an ordered pair of vertices; the vertex mentioned first in an edge 
specification precedes the one mentioned second. 

(3) a. t � a � g � u  
b. vertices: (t, a,g,u) 

edges (ordered): (t a, a g, g u\ 
c. a 

g�� 
(3a) is the graphic representa.tion of the information in (3b). Because the edges 
in (3b) are ordered, they specify that t precedes a, a precedes g, and g precedes 
u. (3a) is not the only diagram consistent \Vith (3b), ho,vever; for example, the 
diagram in (3c) is equally consistent "'ith (3b), but not as convenient to read as 
(3a). They are forn1ally equivalent; in fact, (3a), (3b), and (3c) all represent the san1e 
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g or u, so in this sense it is true that if t precedes a and a precedes g, then t 
precedes g. 

Before concluding this section, note that it is convenient to add explicit begin
rung and end symbols, ,,vhich '"e represent as# and 0/o, respectively. Positing these 
symbols aUo,vs us to say that aU vertices on the anchor tier that are of degree 
two are available for serving as phonological segments, and only the abstract 
terminal symbols are of degree one. These symbols are also convenient to define 
the environinents of initial and fu1al segments, needed by n1any phonological 
processes. Also, chain graphs supplemented \vith special beginning and end 
symbols allo"' for the definition of free vs. bound morphemes: a free morpheme 
like tagu is a chain graph with # and o/o at beginning and end; a bound morpheme 
\vould lack one or both of these symbols. The graph in (4) is the type \Ve \Vil! use 
to explicate precedence issues \Vhen we consider deletion in §4. 

(4) a. # � t � a  � g � u � o/o 
b. vertices: I#, t, a, g, u, %} 

edges (ordered): I# t, t a, a g, g u, u %} 

This section has described the basic principles of graph theory as they apply to 
notions of phonological representations held by virtuaUy all schools of thought 
in phonology. The overwheln1ing n1ajority of phonologists operate on the assump
tions, usually tacit, that sequences of phonemes have the properties of asy1nn1etry, 
irreflexivity, and (in the qualified senses explicated above) transitivity, and the 
preced ing paragraphs have shown that these are best understood in graph theory, 
\Vhere they derive from the properties of directed chain graphs. Ho'''ever, as stated 
at the beginning of this section, \Ve have been considering only precedence relations 
on the anchor tier of (1). Vve no>v turn to a consideration of precedence relations 
in autosegmental phonology. 

3 Precedence relations and autosegmental phonology 

In the preceding section \ve adopted the expository convenience of depicting phono
logical content of segments on the anchor tier by means of phoneme syn1bols. This 
was a shorthand \vay of sho\ving feature trees, sketcl1ed in (5), \Vhich is an elab
oration of the diagran1 in (1). This section is devoted to analyzing the precedence 
relations among elements that are on different tiers, and we \vill see that this 
exercise provides insight into the OCP. A brief explanation of (5) is in order first. 

(5) Sclwmatized autosegmental representation of [tagu] 

# � x � x � x � x � %  

laryngeal tier �-..,, .......... ...................... ..... ·····--':---· ...... ../ 
place tier COR 

feature tier 
I 

[ant] 

DOR 
I 

[low] 

VEL 
I 

[bk] 

DOR 
I 

[hi] 

anchor tier 
root tier 
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violate the requirement that phonological representations be equivalent to connected 
graphs; floating ele1nents would be represented by vertices that are not connected 
to the rest of the graph. Consequently, "floating" features 1nust be connected to 
the rest of a phonological representation; th.is seems to be consistent with current 
thinking On this topic (see CHAPTER s2: PEATURAL AFFIXES). 

We 'viii assume that precedence is encoded only on the anchor tier for the remain
der of th.is chapter. This vie'" improves our understanding of Odden's (1986, 1988) 
critique of the OCP as a language universal: in general, the OCP appears to behave 
in a cross-linguistically arbitrary \vay, because the locality of distinctive features 
is mediated by the timing tier. Consequently, "'hether two elements are adjacent 
or not must be determined either directly from the list of edges or by calculating 
'"hether a \Valk exists beh¥een the two elements. The irnplementation of a '"alk 
appears to coincide 'vith proposals about "searches" in phonology by Mailhot 
and Reiss (2007), Samuels (2009), and Nevins (2010) (see §7). This perspective has 
the advantage that it suppl ies one universal account of adjacency, \¥hich has l\vo 
different specifications: t\¥0 elements are adjacent if they either share an edge or 
if there is a \valk cormecting then\. Each language-particular process must, of course, 
specify "'hich defuution of adjacency is required for its application. The existence 
of hvo ways of specifying adjacency is plausibly a n1ajor reason �vhy the OCP 
appears superficial ly to be so variably valid. 

4 Deletion and precedence 

Deletion is a fundamental phonological phenomenon that must be accounted for 
by any phonological theory. The naive view of deletion is that segments can be 
simply eliminated from a representation without any complicating entailments; 
this is based, of course, on the conception of precedence portrayed by the left to 
right array of sy1nbols across the printed page. Deletion is far more con1plicated 
\vhen we consider how precedence structures are altered when a segn1ent is deleted. 
For purposes of explicating ho''' deletion affects precedence relations, we return 
to using our Margi exa1nple and suppose that a phonological process of Margi 
were to delete the g from tagu. It does not n1atter "'hat triggers tlus operation, 
nor in �vhat phonological theory this operation is described; '"'e are interested here 
in specifying precisely "'hat it means to delete a segment \vhen it is considered 
as a vertex in a directed chain graph. 

In this section \ve describe the two characterizations of deletion (see CHAPTER 

68: DELETION) that are possible \vitltin directed chain graphs. One consists of skip
ping over (or underparsing) the seg1nent to be deleted, and the other involves 
merging hvo segments into one. Both appear to be empirically attested. A par
ticularly significant part of this presentation is that h''O models of Optimality Theory 
(Containment and Correspondence) as well as the derivational model kno\vn as 
Precedence Based Phonology (Raimy 2000, 2009) converge on the representations 
and operations revealed by a graph-theoretic explication. 

\'\Tith.out considerations about the nature of precedence, (1 la) presents the 
naive mapping between representations i.mdergoing the deletion of g, where the 
symbol ">" means merely "becomes," without reference to the nature of the oper
ations involved. The question at hand is: once precedence relations are specified, 
how exactly does (llb) becon1e (llc)? 
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All graphs representing phonological structure must be interpreted by some 
sort of phonetic irnplementation mechanism, so the question no'v before us is ho•v 
to assure that this mechanisn1 follows the added "a. to u" precedence relation, and 
not the old "a to g" precedence relation. There are two general solutions to the 
favoring of the newly added precedence relation and they differ in \vhether 
computation in phonology is "parallel" or "derivational." "Parallel" computation 
is the type found ir1 the containment model of OT, "'here there is a GEN function 
that creates a list of different candidates; there is also the EV AL ftu1ction, "'hich 
determines which candidate is the n1ost harmonic given a language-specific 
ranking of CON. In this model, GEN would be free to create candidates that 
contain any number of novel precedence relations that do not exist in the input. 
Therefore, GEN \vill generate candidates with underparsed segments, and these 
candidates •vould mdicate that phonetic implementation will follo'"' the "dele
tion edge'' and not the edges associated 'vith the deleted g. \rVhether candidates 
•vith detours might emerge as the n1ost harmonic \Viii be the result of parochial 
constraint interactions. In short, preference for newly added precedence links that 
produce deletion can be implemented easily in the containn1ent model of OT. 

This approach to deletion can be straightfor•vardly carried over to the Corres
pondence model of OT (McCarthy and Prince 1995). The difference behveen the 
implementation of deletion by underparsing in the Contaillment and Correspond
ence models of OT is in the status of a representation •vith conflicting precedence 
specifications as in (13). Whereas the Containn1ent model can directly produce 
this type of representation as its output with the effect that seginents that are 
"detoured" around are the underparsed segn1ents, the Correspondence model can 
produce the chain graph in (llc) directly from (1 lb) by deleting the vertex g and 
by adding the ne•v edge {a u}, operations freely performed by GEN. This com
putation requires the comparison of both (llc) and (llb) in order to determme 
the MAX, 0£1', and CONTIGUITY violations. Thus it appears that the Contair1ffient 
and Correspondence models of OT converge on deletion as the addition of a new 
precedence link. 

Preference for newly added links and consequent deletion can be implemented 
in a derivational model of phonology by imposing an order on the list of edges. 
Recall that (13) is not a directed chain graph, a requirement for phonetic in1ple-
1nentation. 'vVe return to this pomt m §7, but for no•v note that, as Idsardi and 
.Rain1y (forthcomi.ng) point out, a derivational theory of phonology requires 
representations to have the characteristics of a directed chain graph only at the 
interface between modules. "Serialization" is a process that creates a "'alk from 
the begirulli1g symbol # to the end symbol %; this 'valk creates a representation 
that is a directed cham graph. ldsardi and Shorey (2007) propose that serializa
tion is a. vvalk that uses the order of the list of edges to make decisions about whlch 
precedence link to follo•v •vhen there is a choice. Thus, in (13b), •vhen the walk 
reaches the a vertex, it nn1st choose behveen follo'"'mg either the {a u) or the 
la g) edge. This choice '"'ill be 1nade by the order of the edge list, because one of 
these edges will be "first" and thus '"'ill be followed. In order for an added 
precedence lirtk to produce deletion effects it n1ust be added to the list of edges 
in a manner which places it before the precedence links associated '"'ith the 
segment to be deleted. 

We emphasize that the detour approach to deletion is virtually the same m three 
theories of phonology, i.e. the Contairunent and Correspondence n1odels of OT 
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and the derivational model. The differences among the phonological theories arise 
only from specific details on ho•v the deletion process is actually con1puted in 
the different models. 

A second approach to deletion is also possible in graph-theoretic terms and can 
be understood as involving a type of coalescence, as suggested by de Lacy (2007) 
for OT. Another way to map a representation like (llb) to (llc) is to merge hvo 
of the vertices into one, "'ithout any addition of ne'" precedence relations. 'vVe 
must first decide \Vhether the "deleted" seg1nent is merged \Vith the preceding 
or follo•ving segment. For purposes of explication in our hypothetical exan1ple 
'"e merge the deleted g \vith the preceding a. The operation of vertex merger vvill 
be broken into steps in (14), so that important questions can be identified. 

(14) Deleti-0n as vertex 111erger 
a. # � t � a � g � u � o/o 

vertices I#, t, a, g, u, %} 
edges (ordered) I# t, t a, a g, g u, u 0/o) 

b. # � t � [ag] � u � o/o 

u 
vertices [#, t, [ag], u, %1 
edges (ordered) I# t, t [ag), [ag) (ag], (ag) u, u %} 

c. # � t � (a) � u � % 
vertices I#, t, [a], u, 0/o} 
edges (ordered) I# t, t [a], [a] u, u o/o) 

(14a) presents the representation for tngu as in (4). Vertex merger (14b) coalesces 
every occurrence of n and g into a ne\v vertex ag. This produces the representa
tion in (14b), where the n1erger of the a and g is indicated by the (ag) composite 
segm.ent. The inevitable result of this is the production of the edge lag agl, or the 
edge that loops back onto itself, thus violating the constraint requiring irreflexivity. 
This reflexive edge '"ill produce a geminate or long version of the composite [ag] 
segn1ent. Although this is not the desired result for plain deletion, this situation 
produces con1pensatory lengthening effects (Hayes 1989; Sloan 1991: 80-87) in a 
straightforward m.a.nner vvithout recourse to moras (see §7). 

The final steps that are required to produce (14c) are to eliminate the looping 
back arrov·1 if it is not desired and to specify the phonetic interpretation of the 
vertex a.g. There are a number of \vays of accomplishing the former, one of which 
is to specify a parameter that allows languages to eliminate any "reflexive" edges 
(edges that are defined by hvo mentions of the same vertex) "'henever they are 
formed. Any theory of phonology that has the resources to separate the melodic 
content of a segment from its timing slot easily handles the phonetic interpreta
tion aspect of this process. Some languages retain features of both segments in 
the con1posite vertex; for example classic coalescence in Sanskrit /a/ + Iii > /e/. 
In our example, \ve want the segn1ent to simply be interpreted a.s n, '"hich \viii 
require some extra statement. 

The preceding description of deletion in connection 'vith compensatory length
ening and coalescence is theory-neutral, and will be implen1ented differently in 
different theories. The point is that considering explicit precedence relations 
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sho,vs how deletion, coalescence, and compensatory lengthening are deeply con
nected regardless of ho'v different theories focus on the various surface effects of 
deletion. 

One question that arises fron1 this discussion is 'vhether there is an embarrassment 
of 'vealth in the representational possibilities offered by graph theory to produce 
deletion. It appears that all the \vays of accomplishing deletion are attested in dif
ferent languages. For example, Tohono O'odha1n vo,vel syncope in reduplication 
is best characterized by the detour approach (Rai.Jny 2000: 113-114). Chun1ash 
/!/-deletion (Rai1ny 1999: 82-83) exhibits deletion that is best characterized 'vith the 
coalescence approach, as are examples of classic coalescence. Some languages appear 
to have both options available in competition 'vith each other (Indonesian nasal 
assi.Jnilation; Rain1y 2000: 99-112). Consequently, all of the analytical options based 
on different representational opportwuties appear to be attested. Questions about 
deletion are thus typological m nature, 'vhere phonologists should ask "'hich kmd 
of deletion any particular instantiation i.n a particular language exhibits: does the 
type of deletion that occurs correlate with compensatory lengthening and/or 
coalescence processes, and '"hat diagnostics are there to distinguish the different 
types of deletion? 

An important then1e of this section is that making precedence relations explicit 
via graph theory is useful to aU theories of phonology. This should not be mis
understood as suggesting that there are no differences among different theories 
of phonology; our point is that specific differences with respect to precedence 
can be identified explicitly tluough differences i.J1 the necessary graph structures. Put 
another way, graph theory provides a reasonably neutral lingua franca to dis
cuss and explore the nature of precedence in phonology. Of course, up until this 
point \ve have been discussing phonology whose elements are discrete, timeless 
entities; \ve now turn to considering the role of precedence i.J1 theories that vie'v 
seginents as contai.J1i.J1g real-ti.Jne articulatory gestures. 

5 Precedence and discrete point theory 

One assun1ption ill the precedillg sections of this chapter that can and should 
be called i.J1to question is that phonology operates strictly on abstract discrete 
elements. This is the standard assun1ption in the class of theories of phonology 
that 've "'ill call formal phonology. Not all theories of phonology make this assump
tion. Accordi.J1g to the theory of Articulatory Phonology (Bro"rman and Goldstein 
1986, 1989, 1990a, 1990b), vertices represent ''gestures," i.e. abstract representa
tions of dynan1ic articulatory events or actions. Thus the basic elements exist in 
real time, and are not abstract, timeless points. Such theories are also amena.ble 
to graph-theoretic representation, because they can be seen to have multiple 
precedence structures, one for each articulator ill a segn1ent. In fact, from a prece
dence structure poi.J1t of vie'�', it may be just the difference of \Vhether there is a 
single a.bstract precedence structure or 1nultiple n1ore concrete articulator based 
precedence structu.res that produces an overall precedence structure that allo,vs 
or disallo,vs overlap. 

Gafos (2002) argues that it is the nature of precedence that is at issue in the 
forn1al vs. gestural models of phonology. Gafos (2002: 270) observes that "the phono
logically relevant notion of tune is overlap of dynanuc units"; this is in contrast 
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to "linear order of static units [being] the only relevant notion of time in phono
logy." Both approaches still order phonological elen1ents; they differ only in the 
nature of the precedence graphs. For formal phonology, the vertices are seg1nents 
that are timeless points, and overlap is not definable. In gestural phonology, the 
vertices are gestures that have both spatial and temporal aspects, so there is a 
more complicated relation of overlap. Bird and Klein (1990) explicitly develop the 
model of precedence for phonological representations that can overlap. Another 
way of conceptualizing precedence in gestural phonology is to assign "'eight to 
the edges in a precedence graph to indicate the an1ount of overlap ben.veen each 
gesture; alternatively, the \veights may indicate the actual time span ben.veen 
the gestures. 

Any model of phonology can be cast by precedence graphs. Different n1odels 
of phonology simply argue for or assume different characteristics for the relevant 
precedence graph. The different approaches to phonology - formal and gestural 
- are only incompatible if one assumes that either model will account for all 
phonological phenomena. Both models are necessary in their own domains and 
provide insights into different aspects of phonology. Formal phonology with 
aten1poral segments represents phenomena closer to the morphology-phonology 
interface, while gestural phonology represents phenomena closer to the phonetics
phonology interface. 

6 Graph theory as a tool for phonology 

One major advantage of adopting graph tl1eory as the formal underpinning of 
precedence in phonology is that it supplies general and specific knowledge that 
can be applied to uniquely phonological questions. T\VO topics in phonology that 
directly benefit fron1 general knowledge of the nature of graphs are the no cross
ing constraint and locality in phonology. 

The no crossing constraint originates in Goldsmith (1976: 27) as the statement 
"Association lines do not cross." Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994: 39) present 
this constraint as a ban on the representation in (15a), \vhich we augment with 
explicit precedence relations in (15b ). 

(15) The no crossing constraint (Archangeli and Pull.eyblank 1994: 39) 

The problem with (15) is that it appears to encode conflicting precedence 
relations. The association lines indicate that et and µi occur together, as do � 
and µ1• The two tiers thus provide conflicting information about \vhich feature 
precedes the other feature, because it encodes both et �  � and � � et. Two assump
tions dictate that (15b) is ineluctably derived from (15a): that the left-to-right 
array of printed symbols encode directed edges and that association lines must 
be straight. 

Coleman and Local (1991) argue that the no crossing constraint is an incoherent 
concept in autosegmental phonology, in part because there is no n1athematical 
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justification for insisting on straight lines; that restriction is merely a convention 
for drawing diagra1ns and has no formal content. (15a) is formally equivalent to 
all the diagra1ns in (16), which do not portray a no crossing constraint violation. 
(16a) is a graphic trick making an association line curved; (16b) n1akes the diagram 
appear three-dimensional, and (16c) simply moves one of the elements to the other 
side of a tier. 

(16) Grapl11:c workarounds 
b. �·· 

µ ' ' J 

More importantly, Coleman and Local argue that the no crossi.ng constraint 
implies that autosegmental representations must be "planar," an important ques
tion of graph theory that bears directly on \Vhen lines cross or not. 

Kurato\vski (1930) proves that t\.YO kinds of graph ca1u1ot be dra\vn within a 
single plane without lines crossing. One is the K3.3 graph in (17). This is a bipar
tite graph, which means that the vertices can be partitioned into two sets Stlch 
that each edge of the graph has one end in one set and the other in the other. 
The presence of a K3,3 graph structure means that the graph \.Yhich has it is "non
planar" if the lines are not to cross. According to K1uato\\'ski.'s Theorem, a graph 
is non-planar if and only if it contains either the subgraph K3,3 or K5 (see 
Kurat(nvski 1930 for the K5 graph, '"hich does not appear to be relevant to 
phonology). 

(l 7) K urn tow ski's K3,:i graph 

Colen1an and Local (1991) establish that most supposedly three-dimensional 
(non-planar) representations in the literature are in fact planar; on the other hand, 
they also point out that phonology niust countenance non-plcu1ar  representations. 
The autosegmental representation of the '"ord room in Guyanese English in (18), 
adapted from Coleman and Local (1991: 330), is an example of a non-planar graph 
(i.e. it contains a K3,3 graph); the three features [nasal], [round], and [back] are on 
independent tiers and each is associated with all three seg1nents. The first x-slot 
represents the phoneme /r/, the second /u/, and the last /m /. Coleman and Local 
report that the three features depicted here spread to each of the three segments 
independently of one another, and therefore each should be on a separate tier. 
It is not possible to depict these associations in t\vo-dimensional space \Vithout 
lines crossing. 



(18) [nasal] [round] 

� 
x x x 

� 
[back] 
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The in1port of Colen1an and Local's work is that autosegn1ental representations 
can be non-planar, which means that different distinctive features vvill not be able 
to cross lines by definition, because the association lines "'ill be in different planes. 
The practical result is that phonologists must be explicit about the nature of 
precedence in phonological representations and distinguish bet\veen conventions 
on dra,,ving convenient diagrams and fonnal properties of precedence. 

Restrictions on precedence relations in phonology do not necessarily reside in the 
representations themselves but may result from ho'v they are implemented. Graphs 
are "abstract data structures" (Aho et al. 1985) that can be implemented in many 
different '"ays. The manner of implementation affects what operations are easier 
(or possible) to perform than others. For example, \Ve have so far portrayed phono
logical representations as a list of vertices (x-slots and associated features) and edges 
(precedence relations) as the basis for implementation. Some scholars (e.g. Heinz 
2007) use adjacency tables as the basis for implementation, as exemplified for tngu 
in Table 34.1 (which is technically a local adjacency table). An adjacency table is made 
by listing the vertices of the graph as the headers for columns and ro\vs and indi
cating in each cell whether the relevant precedence relationship holds or not. 

The ro'v headers in Table 34.l indicate which segment precedes the column 
headers; Table 34.1 encodes that t is the '''Ord-initial segment, because no seg
ment precedes it, indicated by the lack of any mark in the t column; I precedes 
a., as indicated by the mark in the t row's a coltunn, a precedes g, and so on. This 
type of precedence encoding n1akes information about immediate precedence eas
ily accessible, reflecting the frequency of phonological operations that are strictly 
local. A drawback to this type of precedence encoding is that long-distance rela
tionships required to account for phenomena like long-distance assimilation and 
VO\Vel harmony (see CHA!'TER 77: LONG-DlSTANCE ASSIMILATION OF CONSONANTS; 

CHAPTER 91: VOWEL HARMONY: OPAQUE AND TRANSPARENT VOWELS; CHAPTER 118: 
TURKISH VOVJEt HARMONY; CHAPTER :123: HUNGARIAN VOWEL HARMONY) OlUSt be 
calculated by a \valk (see §2) through the representation. 

Adjacency tables can encode "transitive precedence." Table 34.2 does this by 
marking in each ro'" all of the other segments that a particular segment precedes 

Table 34.1 Immediate adjacency Table 34.2 Transitive precedence 

follows follows 

I a g u I a g u 
·� t x {l "' a x " 
!e 

"' I x x x {l " a x x " 
!:: "'- g x "'- g x 

u LI 

Copyrighted material 
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Just as there are hvo distinct ways to produce the deletion of a segment, there 
are t\vo distinct 'vays to epenthesize a segn1ent. The first '"ay is to explicitly add 
precedence relations to and from a ne'" segn1ent fro1n the relevant points in the 
representation. This \vould tal<e (19a) and produce the representation in (20). 

(20) # � t � a � g � u � % 

\! 
r 

The new structure added to (l 9a) to produce (20) is offset by having the segment 
r below the underlying segn1ents. Notice the parallels between (19) and (13a), and 
recaU. tha.t the actual graphic layout does not matter. The difference is that deletion 
is detouring around an old segment, while epenthesis is detouring through a ne'v 
segment. Another parallel behveen the epenthesis and deletion representations 
is that both need to be "serialized" to resolve the precedence conflict present in 
them. As earlier in the chapter, all models of phonology have the relevant resources 
to produce the proper output to this form. 

"Fission" is to epenthesis as coalescence is to deletion. To see this, consider the 
explicit representation of x-slots and melodies in (21), which shows the splitting 
of an x-slot to produce a ne\v segment. 

(21) a. t a g u 

I I I 
# � X � X; � X � X 4 o/o 

b. t a g u 

I I 
# 4 X 4 X; 4 X; 4 X 4 X 4 % 

This type of epenthesis raises the question ho\v the ne'v x-slot is formed \Vithout 
taking the associated melody along with it; reasons of space preclude a full 
exposition of this question here beyond pointing out that the interpretation of a 
bare x-slot '"ill be determined on a language specific basis (see CHAPTER 67: VOWEL 

EPENTHESIS; CHAPTER 58: Tlf.E EMERGENCE OP Tlf.E UNMARKED). The differences 
bet"'een these two types of epenthesis suggest differences in the type of epenthetic 
segment. The approach in (20) supports a prespecilied type of epenthetic segment, 
which ca1u1ot be derived from markedness conditions, while the approach in (21) 
suggests an "En1ergence of the Unn1arl<ed" (McCarthy and Prince 1994) type of 
epenthetic segm.ent, becau.se an empty x-slot needs to be interpreted. A final note 
is that just as the coalescence approach to deletion creates an intermediate rep
resentation that can account for compensatory lengthening effects, so this fission 
approach can also account for simple segment lengthening effect by fissioning the 
n1elody along with the x-slot. 

If seg1nentaJ length is encoded on the x-tier as opposed to being n1a.rked by a 
mora (see Ringen and Vago 2010), there are hvo representations for true gemin
ates (Hayes 1986; Schein and Steriade 1986) that folio'" naturally. The structure 
in (22a) is the traditional 1nultiply linked melody representation, 'vhile (22b) is a 
novel looped segment representation for a genlinate. 

Copyrighted material 
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A minimal extension of the epenthesis as addition of a precedence link produces 
infixing phenomena. Toba Batak infixation, taken from Halle (2001), is presented 
in (25) (stress is suppressed for expository purposes). 

(25) No111inalizer -al- in Toba Balak 
batuk b-al-atuk 1adder' 
ogo al-ogo '\vind' 

This infixing pattern can be described as the affix al preceding the first vo,vel of 
the for.m. Whether al appears as an infix or a prefix is derived from �vhether the 
first vo,vel of the form is in "'Ord-initial position. This variation does not change 
the positional generalization about "'here this affix is concatenated to the base. 
(26) provides the precedence graphs for the exa1nples in (25). 

(26) a. 

As \Vith previous exan1ples, the addition of the affix al produces a representation 
that violates the characteristics of a chain graph, "'hich forces the representation to 
be serialized at some point in time. See Yu (2007) for further discussion of infixation. 

Our last example of (morpho)phonological processes that are illuminated by 
explicit precedence graphs is from Spokane, in (27) . Repetitive morphology in 
Spokane is interesting because it combines elen1ents of infixation and reduplica
tion. The content of the repetitive morpheme is /e/; it appears to infix if the root 
begins with two consonants (27a), but causes reduplication if the base begins "'ith 
a single consonant (27b). 

(27) Repetitive morphology in Spokane (simplified, from Bates and Carlson 1992) 

a. 
repetitive 
petax 
qesip 

ba.se 
ptax 

qsip 
'spit' 
'long ago' 

rttpetit"ive 
b. sesil 

keku.l 

base 
sil 
kul 

'chop' 
'make' 

The precedence graphs that ca.pture this behavior are sh(nvn in (28). 

(28) a. 

b. 

Copyrighted material 
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35 Downstep 

BRUCE CONNELL 

1 Introduction 

Do'"nstep is a pitch-lo,.vering phenomenon that is '"idely recognized to occur 
in tone languages, particularly those of sub-Saharan Africa, in which it was first 
identified. It is also attested in several languages of the Americas, though only very 
rarely in Asia. The concept of do,vnstep has also n1ore recently been extended 
to account for phenomena associated \\•ith intonation in non-tonal languages,' 
and is indeed perhaps better kno\vn to non-specialists in this context. Downstep 
is most comm.only described as the lo"rering influence of a lo'" tone (L) on a 
follo"•ing high tone (H), such that a new, lower, "ceiling" is set for all subsequent 
Hs \.vithin a specifiable domain or prosodic unit. One of the early and still primary 
areas of debate in the sh1dy of downstep pertains to the sameness or otherwise 
of downstep as effected by a surface L as opposed to an underlying or floating 
L. Anotl1er area of interest has to do '"ith the implications of its recurrent and 
cumulative nature for the analysis of contrastive tone levels; a language with 
only two apparent contrastive lexical levels (e.g. H, L) will manifest several 
intervening levels in actual speech, including situations in "'luch a H occurring 
late in an utterance may be realized at a lo'"er pitch than a L early in the same 
utterance. Another deba.te centers on the analysis of do"•nstep app lying to tones 
other than H; '"hile the paradigm case is the lowering of H in a language witll 
hvo tones (H, L), do"1nstep does occur in languages '"ith more than two tones, 
and in some such languages, cases of do,vnstepped mid (M) and L tones are 
also attested. Whether such cases parallel do,.vnstepping of H remains n1oot. In 
addition, there are apparent cases of "upstep,'' a tone raising phenomenon that 
ideally "'Ould be symmetrical to downstep in the details of its realization, though 
few if any of the attested cases are precisely so. 

1 An a.nonymous revie\''er suggests tile term "n.on-to1lal language'' is a rojstloroer, given tl1at "there 
is no essential qttalitative differe11ce bet\\•een tones based on their origin in the lexicon or in pl1rasal 
phonology." While I am sympathetic to the view that "non-tonal" is problematic, the claim that "there 
is no essential difference" is contentious. Tl-Us discussion is Ol1tside the scope of the present chapter, 
but Hyman's (2001: 1368) definition of a tone language serves to distinguish the two types of language, 
a tone la11guage being 011e, "in \vhich are indication of pitcl1 e11ters into the lexical realization of at 
least some morphemes." 
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Discussion as to how best to characterize do,vnstep from a theoretical per
spective has benefited from and contributed to general phonological theory, with 
proposals being shaped by phonetic and phonological approaches. This debate 
ren1ains unresolved, '"ith some scholars advocating the vie,.v that do,vnstep is 
best accommodated in the phonetic implementation component (e.g. Poser 1984; 
Beckman and Pierrehumbert 1986; Pierrehumbert and Beckman 1988), and others 
arguing that it is phonological (e.g. Snider 1998, 1999). 

The discussion of dO\\'nstep \Vas particularly fruitful in the 1960s and then 
again through the 1980s and 1990s, with the advent of autosegmental phonology 
(CHAPTER 1.4: AUTOSEGMENTS) and feature geometry (CHAPTER 27: THE ORGANIZATION 

OF FEATURES). Since then the debate has subsided some,vhat, though t\VO good 
general presentations of downstep have appeared in recent years, in Yip (2002) and 
Gussenhoven (2004). The most recent detailed arguinent for a particular theoretical 
approach to do,.vnstep is Snider (1999). 

This chapter characterizes downstep and related tonal phenon1ena, summariz
ing "'ith representative data the key issues and current views. In doing so, I draw 
on those sources just n1entioned, as \.veil as several other published (and some 
lt11published) studies that have contributed to our understanding of do\vnstep. 

The remainder of the chapter is divided as foJJo,vs. §2 is an overview of "'ork 
leading to the recognition and study of downstep in tone Languages. This section 
defines the key terms used in the discussion, presents relevant illustrative data, and 
introduces some of the important theoretical issues involved. The third section then 
discuss dO\\rnstep-related issues, including its distribution, do\vnstepping of tones 
other than H and in languages with n1ore than just H and L tones, and do�vnstep 
in non-tonal languages. What triggers do"•nstep is discussed in §4, phonetic aspects 
of do,vnstep in §5, and issues pertaining to upstep and H-raising in §6. A particular 
personal concern has been the inconsistent and conflicting use of terminology found 
in the discussion of do\vnstep and related pitch phenon1ena, and its ilnportance 
for developing an adequate understanding of these pheno1nena; these issues 
are examined in §7. §8 presents instru111ental evidence from the Bantoid language 
Nlambila that bears on a resolution to the issues discussed in §7. 

Inevitably, some aspects of the topic receive fuller treatment than others; in 
particular, the substantial literahrre in \'thich the notion of do,vnstep is used iJ1 
the analysis of non-tonal languages does not get the attention it deserves. This is 
in large part due to space const(aints, but it is to soole extent also a. reflection 
of my O\Vn expertise and familiarity 'vith the subject, a.s \veil as an attempt to 
address a perceived iJnbalance in the general theoretical phonology literature; 
while downstep is primarily a phenon1enon of tone languages, it has perhaps 
received greater attention for its operation in non-tonal languages, and this aspect 
of the discussion is niore accessible to the general reader. For related discussion, 
see also CHAPTER 45: THE REPRESENTATION OF TONE; CHAPTER '114: BANTU TONE. 

2 An overview of downstep in language study: 
Phonological issues 

2.1 Early studies 

The pheno1nenon no'"' known as do\vnstep \vas first noted in print \Veil over 
a century ago, by Christaller (1875: 15). In his discussion of Fante (K,·va, Ghana) 
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(1) a. idiy(e) :>b:n) ke l)kut [ - - - - - - - ] 
'It isn't a mosquito that I see.' 

b. idiy(e) :>b:>IJ ke I)kut [ - - - _ - - - ] 
'It isn't a piece of cane that I see.' 

c. idi11(e) :ib:>IJ ke 1Jkut [ - - - - - - - ] 
'lt isn't the d1ilf that I see.' 

d. ekpeJl:>IJ edi uf:>k [ - - - - - - _ ] 
'Ekpenyong came to the house.' 

e. ekpeJ1:>1J emen inuen :>Jl:>IJ edi uf:>k [ - -
- - - - - - - - _ _ _  ] 

'Ekpenyong picked up the bird and came home.' 

The first three sentences, which differ only in the italicized \vords (i.e. the tone 
pattern of /:>b:>IJ/) show, in (la) all Hs, in (lb) Hs \vhere an intervening L has 
conditioned a lowering of following Hs, and in (le) a s.i.Inilar lo>vering of the last 
four Hs, though "'ithout a preceding L to effect the lowering. Sentences (ld) and 
(le) sho'v successive lowering of what are analyzable as Hs, with only the initial 
and final tones being L. The "terracing" seen 'vith the Hs in these hvo sentences 
sho''"s the classic effect of downstep. 

These data reveal the unsatisfactory nature of an analysis that sees the 
lowered tones as M. First, such an analysis \vou.Jd require /ke IJ!kut/ 'that I see' 
in sentences (la)-(lc) to be identified first as HHH (la) and later as MMM (le); 
in (lb), "'hile the tones of /ke 1J!k(1t/ are phonetically sin1ilar to those in (le), 
they are best treated as HHH, since they represent a conditioned lo\vering. 
Further, the successive lo,vering in (ld) and (le) \vould require a nun1ber of n1id 
tones (i.e. Ms of different heights), 'vith /edJ/ 'can1e' bea.ring a different, knver, 
NI in (le) than in (ld). 

Winston examines briefly a different solution, "'hich contrasts non-low and 
low, with non-lo'" tones divided into H and M, and \vith restrictions on the dis
tribution of M, but finds this equally a\vkward. He instead proposes "t\vo distinct 
systems of contrasting tonal units" (1960: 187): first, H vs. L, 'vhi.ch accounts for 
sentence (la) vs. (lb), and second, "a unit of 'downstep'," '"hich operates only 
in the context of HH, and accounts for sentence (la) vs. (le). Winston dra\vs 
attention to the fact that not only does downstep distinguish sentences, but it 
is phonenuc in its o\vn right, as the \vords /5b5IJ/ 'n1osguito', /:>!b51J/ 'chief', 
and /:)b:)J)/ 'cane' demonstrate. His analysis is also insi.ghtfu l in that it focuses 
attention not on the nature of the tones themselves - e.g. the last four tones of 
(la)-(lc) - but on the relation behveen these tones and preceding tones; the 
drop is the realization of downstep. 

2.3 Automatic and non-automatic doivnstep 
As mentioned, the Efik data included instances of "non-automatic" downstep, 
.iJ1 "'luch a H is lo,vered by an underlying or floating L, and the lowering of a 
surface H tone under the .iJ1fluence of a preceding surface L, termed "automatic" 
do,vnstep. These terms were introduced in Stewart (1965) and continue to be used, 
though many writers use (simply) do,vnstep to refer to "non-automatic" down
step, and "downdrift" when referring to automatic do"rnstep. As discussed 
below in §7, however, there are in fact different tonal processes grouped together 
as downdrift, and the use of downdrift .iJ1 referr.iJ1g to auton1atic downstep as \Veil 
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(1979) proposed an alternative vie"'' \11hich helped to lay the foundation for most 
current vie\11s of downstep. Clements's proposal saw terracing as "the result of 
intonational processes applying to the tone level frame itself, rather than directly 
to individual tones" (1979: 358). The occurrence of actual downstepped tones 
'vas restricted to initial position in sequences in "'hich pitch "'aS lowered, but 
they have the effect of precipitating a (do\11n\11ard) register shift, re-establishing 
the levels at \'7hich subsequent tones within a given prosodic unit are realized. 
Whether this shift affects all tones (i.e. H and L, and M in a three-tone system) 
\vithin a given prosodic unit, or just H, becan1e an e1npi..rical and language 
specific question. 

2.5 Do1.vnstep in autosegmental phonology 
The developn1ent of autosegn1ental phonology (Leben 1973; Goldsmith 1976) 
provided the rest of the foundation for our current understanding of dov;nstep 
and related tonal phenomena. Perhaps the key contribution of autosegmental 
phonology to our understanding of do\11nstep \11as its ability to represent tone on 
a separate tier, and consequently different tone types on different tiers. Several 
authors have contributed to this debate and its development, exploiting this 
insight in different ways and to different degrees. Among them are Hyman 
(1979, 1993), Clements (1983, 1990), Stewart (1983, 1993), Pulleyblank (1986), 
Yip (1989, 1993), Snider (1990, 1999), and Clark (1993). The most recent and most 
detailed of these contributions is that of Snider (1999), who provides a proposal 
for an understanding of downstep that lays considerable emphasis on the incor
poration of upstep as a phenomenon to be accounted for by the same means as 
do\11nstep, as well as a critique of the related approaches, at least where they 
differ from his own. 

Snider's (1999) proposal is presented within the theoretical frrunework of Register 
Tier Theory (RTT), which exploits the 1nechanisms of autosegn1ental phonology 
and feature geometry, and their tiered and hierarchical representations. RTT 
incorporates a Register tier admitting h110 features, h and 1, a Tonal tier with h'70 
features, H and L, a Tonal Root Node tier (TRN), and a Tone-Bearing Unit (TBU) 
tier. Features on the register and tonal tiers are linked to a node on the TRN tier, 
and each TRN node is in turn linked to a mora on the TBU tier. This permits the 
specification of four level tones, 'vhich Snider labels Hi (= h, H), M.id2 (= h, L), 
Midl (= 1, H), and Lo (= 1, L). In a h,10-tone language (i.e. with H and L, as is 
frequently found in sub-Saharan Africa), the register feature associated with a 
particular TBU permits a register shift relative to the preced ing TBU's register: 
h = higher than the previous register setting, 1 = lo\11er than the previous register 
setting. Automatic downstep, then, is represented by the spread of the register 
feature I, '"hich effects a do\vn,'7ard shift, realizing the following high tone a 
step l0\'7er than on the preceding register setting. 

Snider's tonal feattues H and L equate \'7ell '"ith Yip's (1980) [±High], 
Pulleyblank's (1986), and Yip's (1989) [±Raised]. However, his h and 1 register 
features provide an advantage over Yip's and Pttlieyblank's [+Upper], in that they 
are relative features, whereas [+Upper] is non-relative; it is either high or 10,11. Both 
Snider's system and the Yip/Pulleyblank system, then, account \,rell for phonemic 
lone levels, but the relative nature of Snider's register features permits description 
of the cun1ulative nature and the terracing associated \vith downstep. 
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3 
Distributional characteristics of downstep 

3.1 Doivnstep type 
'Non-automatic downstep (often equated 'vith phonologically distinctive do•vnstep) 
is usually found only in systems that also have automatic (or non-distinctive) dov,,n
step, though the t"'O need not co-occur. Automatic downstep is not uncommon 
in the absence of non-auton1atic downstep; however, the reverse - i.e. cases of 
non-auton1atic do•vnstep in the absence of automatic downstep - is rare. 

Automatic do,vnstep has been reported in languages such as Hausa (Chadic, 
Nigeria) by Leben (1984), Lindau (1986), Inkelas and Leben (1990), and Leben 
et al. (1989), and in Yoruba (Benue-Congo, Nigeria) by Connell and Ladd (1990), 
Laniran (1992), Akinlabi and Libern1an (1995), and Laniran and Clements (2003). 
In neither of these languages is non-auton1atic downstep found, and do\vnstep is 
neither lexically nor grammatically distinctive. Both automatic and non-automatic 
downstep occur in a great many languages, including not only the paradigm 
examples of Akan, Efik, and Igbo, but also languages such as Baule (K \Va, Ivory 
Coast; Ahoua 1996), Birnoba (Gur, Togo; Snider 1998), Chumburung (Kwa, Ghana; 
Snider 1999), Yala-fkon1 (Benue-Congo, Nigeria; Arn1strong 1968), and Zande 
(Adauia•va-Uba.ngi, Democratic Rep11bl.ic of the Congo; Boyd 1981). 

For only very fe"' languages has non-automatic do•vnstep been reported in the 
absence of automatic do\vnstep. Three such languages are Dschang (Grassfields 
Bantu, Cameroon), Ikaan (Benue-Congo, Nigeria; Salffner 2009), and Kikuyu (Bantu, 
Kenya; Cle111ents and Ford 1980), and each of these present analytic complexities 
for 'v hich consensus ha.s yet to be reached. 

3.2 Geographical distribution 
All of the above mentioned languages are geographically located in sub
Saharan Africa, the region best kno,vn for do\vnstep, and representative of 
several different language families and phyla. Do,vnstep is also fou.nd in the 
Americas, the best-kno"'n examples being in Central America. Isthmus 
Zapotec (Oto-Manguean, Mexico; Mock 1981, cited in Yip 2002) sho"'S do•vnstep 
functioning in a manner expected fron1 research on African languages, i.e. it 
is triggered by a floatirlg L. Other languages of this region sho\v both do•vn
step and upstep; varieties of Mixtec (Oto-Manguean, Mexico) are discussed in 
§6 be)O\V. 

Only very rarely has do"'nstep been reported among Asian languages. One 
such language is Kuki-Thaado\v (Tibeto-Burn1an; Hyman 2007), spoken in north
east India and Burn1a. Contrary to the \Yell-reported differences between Asian 
and African tone languages, Kuki-Thaadow's tone system behaves very much 
like those found in Africa. Hyman analyzes Kuki-Thaado\v as having three 
underlying tones: HL, H, and L. Downstep occurs when HL precedes H, with 
L be.ing realized as a downstep on the following H, as sho,vn in (2) (Hy1nan 
2007: 6): 

(2) /meel) v6m th(1m hi/ � meel) �v6m th (tm hi [ - - - - 1 
'these three black cats' 
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According to Hyman's report, downstep in Kuki-Thaado\v is realized phonetically 
by raising of the preceding H, '''ith the amount of raising being determined by 
the nu1nber of do\vnsteps to follow; though no instrwnental data is presented, 
this is ren1iniscent of Rialland's (2001) findings for Dagara (see §6). 

3.3 Downstep in languages 1vith more than t1vo tones 
and 1vith tones other than H 

The discussion thus far has centered on languages with just two tones, H and 
L, and do\vnstepping of H tones. This is clearly the most commonly attested 
situation, though downstep does occur in languages with more than t"ro tones, 
and \vith tones other than H, including in some languages with just two under
lying tones. 

The first language with more than a basic hvo-tone system recognized as 
having do,vnstep, and as downstepping tones other than H, \vas Yala-Ikom 
(Benue-Congo, Nigeria; Armstrong 1968). Yala-Iko1n has three contrastive tones, 
H, NI, and L. H is lo,vered after both L and M, and M is lowered follo\ving L; 
this occurs regardless of whether the tone causing the lo,.vering is underlying or 
surface (i.e. floating or associated), and terracing results in both situations. The 
example belo\.v (Armstrong 1968: 53) illustrates downstepping of NI follo,.ving 
a M (Arn1strong used the diacritic ' to indicate downstep); note that the do\vn
stepped M is follo\ved by H: 

(3) 5 tab51J5n€ ni [ - - - - - - ) HMMMMH 
'It did not begin in the evening.' 

Do"1nstep begins "'ith the third M, a result of the underlying ("latent" in 
Armstrong's terms) floating L of /la/ 'in', \vhich remains after vo,vel elision. 
Evidence for M triggering downstep of H is provided in examples such as the 
derived verbal now1, /oretre/ 'eating'; the presence of a floating M is confirmed 
by cross-dialectal comparison, \vhere 'M surfaces in Yala-Ogoja /or6ore/ 'eating'. 

In Vute (Bantoid, Cameroon), also a three-tone language "'ith H, M, and L, H 
apparently undergoes both automatic and non-auton1atic do,vnstep (Guarisrna 
1978; Tlnving and Watters 1987). Guarisma describes the second H of a HLH as 
being lo"'ered, but does not co1nn1ent on \vhether subsequent Hs are terraced, 
nor does she comment on the interesting situation of M, and the possibility of 
overlap of tH and M, or '''hether Nls and Ls lo\ver correspondingly. However by 
Guarisma's examples, non-automatic do"rnstep does extend beyond the first 
tone of the sequence and so terracing exists. Guarisma describes non-auto1natic 
do,vnstep as n1arking associative constructions, but her exan1ples of both non
automatic and automatic do\vnstep are "'ith associatives. 

(4) l)g\ve sehf � [ - - - 1 
6�r jemi � [ - - - ] 

'head (of) abscess' 
'spots (of) leopard' 

Bamileke-'Dschang (Grassfields Bantu, Cameroon) is a language \.vith h''O tones, 
H and L. Dschang has received considerable attention in the literature on down
step (Tadajeu 1974; Hyman 1985; Pulleyblank 1986; Clark 1993; Manfredi 1993; 
Ste,¥art 1993; Bird and Stegen 1995; Snider 1999) as the first language (and one of 
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very fe"' languages) analyzed as having do'''nstep affecting L as well as H; it 
has a four-way surface contrast, H, iH, L, 1L. There is considerable divergence 
among the views of these authors as to the nature of downstep in Dschang; the 
do,,vnstepped H is attributable to a following floating L, vvith lefnvard spreading, 
and this seems largely agreed (Tadajeu 1974; Pulleyblank 1986; Snider 1999). 
Snider attributes the do"rnstepped L to a floating H, '"hich, vvhen inserted 
betvveen t\vo Ls, re.suits in do"rnstepping of the second L. Clark (1993), ho,vever, 
prefers to see Dschang \Vith a basic four-tone system and only relatively few 
occurrences of do"'l1step. 

So, while there are languages like Yala-Ikom \Vith more than two tones in 
\vhich both H and M may be downstepped, and others like Vute in '"hich only 
H is affected, there are no languages reported '"here (non-automatic) do,vnstep 
affects M (or L) but not H. Sin1ilarly, like Dschang, there are no languages 
reported where iL occurs but not iH. 

Interestingly, for Yala-Ikom, discussed above, Armstrong (1968) reports that 
the effect of downstep triggered by M is indistingui.shable from that triggered 
by L; i.e. lH Jowers the same degree regardless of '"hether L or M is the trigger. 
On the other hand, in Yala-fkom tH remains higher than M. This is contrary to 
reports for other three tone languages in which H is do,vnstepped and for '"'hich 
it is claimed .t.:H is indistinguishable from M (e.g. Supyire, Gur, Mali; Carlson 1983; 
l'vloba, Cur, Togo; Russell 1996, cited in Snider 1999; Bimoba, Cur, Ghana; Snider 
1998). Snider (1998) provides instrun1ental evidence for the phonetic equivalence 
of lH and l'vl in Bimoba. 

3.4 Downstep in "non-tonal" languages 
The possibility that downstep could account for pitch phenomena in non-tonal 
languages \Vas first introduced in Pierrehumbert's (1980) work on English, in 
which it was proposed that declination could, largely, be accounted for as the 
successive Jo,vering of pitch accents (CHAPTER ll6: SENTENTIAL PRO?.HN.ENCE IN 

.ENGLISH). The term "catathesis" rather than downstep "'as adopted for a time 
(Poser 1984; Beckman and Pierrehun1bert 1986), in order to avoid the tern1ino
Iogical conflicts inherent in the use of downdrift vs. dovv115tep and automatic vs. 
non-auton1atic downstep (e.g. as n1entioned briefly in §2.3, and more on '"'hich 
in §7.1.3); usage has since reverted to, and settled on, downstep. Pi.erre.hu.mbert's 
model has evolved considerably, both in her O\\Tn vvork and that of others 
following, broadly speaking, the same tack. It has been applied to several other lan
guages, e.g. Japanese (Japonic, Japan; Pierrehumbert and Beckinan 1988; Kubozono 
1989), and Dutch (Gern1anic, The Netherlands and Belgiun1; van den Berg et al. 
1992), with di scussion on the nature of down step in these languages largely being 
separate from the debate on its functioning in African and other tone languages. 
One of the key issues has been the extent to which do\vnstep is distinguishable 
from declination; in other words, can or does downstep account for all do\Vn\\Tard 
n1ovement of pitch across a phrase or utterance? \iVhile there has been so1ne effort 
to include both do,vnstep and declination in models of intonation in such lan
guages, resulting in a move away from the restrictive position in Pierrehumbert 
(1980), Ladd (2008) points out the methodological/empirical difficulty in separa
ting the t\\To. (fn tone languages this is less proble1natic; see §7.1.2.) Ladd's general 
vie'" of downstep as part of intonation (e.g. 1992, 1993, 2008) sees (intonational) 
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H H 
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Figure 35.1 Declination illustrated in a sequence of Hausa High tones in the sentence 
lvl1111dii yaa z.oo gidaa 1-'(uudii came home', adapted from Lindau (1986) 

7.1.2 Downdrift 
Do,vndrift is some•v hat more difficult to characterize, precisely because, as men
tioned earlier, the term has been used in different senses. Most commonly, it has 
been used synonymously with Ste\vart's automatic do"rnstep. Honlbert (1974: 171), 
for example, describes do\vndrift as "the progressive lo\vering of a high tone 
after a lo>v tone," and in a footnote explicitly equates it \.vith automatic do>vn
step. Similar vie>vs are expressed by a range of authors inclu.ding, more recently, 
Snider and van der Hulst (1993) and Hyman (2001). Ho,vever, Hombert also 
attributes an intonational element to downdrift, observing that Ls also descend, 
and then suggests that the term downdrift refer to "the lowering of like tones 
(consecutive or not)" (1974: 172, fn. 6). Given this proviso concerning like tones 
(or, "'hen it applies to consect1tive like tones), it appears to be the sacne phenomenon 
as that described earlier as declination; ho"•ever as we have seen, declination is 
clearly something quite independent of automatic downstep. Both of these views 
of do\vncirift - i.e. that it involves a local assimilation bet"reen Ls and Hs, and 
that it is a phrase or sentence level effect - are found elsewhere in the literature, 
though it is most frequently characterized as being equivalent to automatic 
downstep. An illustration of downdrift of a presumably assimilatory nature, through 
the alternation of Hs and Ls, can again be taken from Lindau's (1986) study of 
Hausa (Chadic, Nigeria), and is sho\vn in Figure 35.2. In this figure, as in Figure 35.1, 
a trend line for the H tone only is represented (in Lindau's representation, the 
second sentence also sho>vs a do>vntrend affecting the Ls, and both map the actual 
PO trace). VVhat is important in comparing the hvo is that the slope in Figure 35.2 
is steeper than that in Figure 35.1 , \Vith a decline of 33 percent per second; i.e. 
the slope sho,vn in Figure 35.2 con1bines the declination of Figure 35.1 "'ith the 
effect of downdrift, the local assin1ilation of Hs to Ls.6 

7.1.3 Dorvnstep 
An important, indeed defining, feature of downstep, in addition to its Jo,vering 
of a H relative to a preceding H (or lo\vering of other tones relative to preceding 

• GussenhC>ven (2004: 101) cites similar evidence for Japanese from Poser (1984). 
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Figure 35.8 Pitch traces of TlT4TlT1Tl (HLHHH) for two Mambila speakers, showing 
the absence of automatic dov,nstep 
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Figure 35.9 Pitch traces of T4T4T1T1Tl (LLHHH) for t>vo Mambila speakers, shov1ing 
the absence of automatic do,vnstep 

Rather than downstep, Mambila has a local interaction, a low·ering of a 
high(er) tone following a lo"'(er) tone, that appears to be simply a phonetic 
effect that is corrected once the low tone is not involved, all0\\1ing the H to 
regain its former height. That the effect of this interaction is cumulative, i.e. in a 
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36 Final Consonants 

MARIE-HELENE COTE 

1 Introduction 

Final consonants, in the stem, the word, or the phrase, often di.splay properties 
that set them apart from consonants in other positions. Basic principles of 
syllabification predict that final consonants are codas (see also CHAPTER 33: 

SYLLABLE-INTERNAL STRUCTURE) and, as such, are expected to pattern like non-final 
codas. Final consonants thus pose an analytical challenge \Vhen this expectation 
is not fulfilled. 

Languages in \vhich final consonants simply mirror internal coda.s are referred 
to as "symmetrical." In Manam, only nasals appear in both positions, and stress 
is regularly attracted to closed syllables, internal and final (la); default stress is 
penultin1ate in the absence of closed syllables (lb). So final consonants in Manan1 
display the san1e segn1ental profile and stress-attracting povver as internal codas 
(Buckley 1998; Piggott 1.999). 

(1) a. ['embegi] 'sacred flute' 
[?u'la1J) 'desire' 
(ura'pundi) 'I waited for them' 

b. (\va'bubt.1) 'night' 

Spanish and Selayarese offer other illustrations of the correspondence bet"reen 
internal codas and final consonants. As sho,vn by Harri.s's (1983: 14-15) list of 
word-medial and final rin1es in Spanish, the set of pennissible codas is the san1e 
in both positions and includes any consonantal category, possibly followed by 
[s]. Final syllables closed by consonants also attract stress, which is consistent '''ith 
their contributing weight to the final syllable, as coda consonants regularly do 
cross-linguistically (CHAPTER 57: QUANTITY-SENSITIVITY). In Selayarese (Mithun and 
Basri 1986), Inedial codas are restricted to hon1organic nasals, the first parts of 
gerninates, and (?); final consonants are lin1ited to (?) and (.ry). Assuming that (7] and 
[1J] lack place specification (e.g. Paradis and Prunet 1993; Lombardi 2002), all codas 
can be characterized by the absence of independent place features (CHAPTER 7: 

FEATURE SPECIFICATION AND UNDERSPECIFICATION; CHAPTER 22: CONSONANTAL PLACE 
OF ARTICULATION): they are placeless or acquire the place of the following onset. 
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In many other languages, final consonants pattern differently from internal 
codas. First, the right edge of constituents regularly hosts more consonants than 
internal codas may acconunoda te. Second, final consonants n1ay be ignored in 
the application of n1etrical processes, while internal codas cannot be. These two 
tendencies, formulated in (2), define final consonant exceptionality. 

(2) a. Segmental immunity 
Final consonants escape segmental constraints that apply to internal codas. 

b. 1\!Ietrical invisibility 
Final consonants are ignored in the application of n1etrical processes. 

Both patterns occur in Cairene Arabic. While only one consonant is allo"red in 
phrase-internal codas, tvvo may appear phrase-finally (Wiltshire 2003); the addi
tional final consonant is said to escape the coda conditions applicable elsewhere 
i.n the ph.rase. In addition, word stress is attracted to non-final CVC syllables and 
final CVCC/CV\TC, as opposed to CV and final CVC, as if the final consonant 
'"ere invisible to the stress assignment algorithm (Hayes 1995). 

Final consonant exceptionality has attracted considerable attention in the develop
ment of modern phonological theory. Seg:inental inlffiunity (2a), clearly the most 
'"idely discussed a.spect of final exceptionality, is treated in §2-§4, s tarting in 
§2 \vith a review of various representative patterns (generalizations). Analyses of 
the special behavior of final consonants have almost exclusively relied on special 
accomn1odations to syllable structure in final position; different representational 
devices are exan1ined and co1npared in §3 (representations). Representations, ho,v
ever, provide only part of the story: they offer a formal frame for the expression 
of the specificity of final consonants, but no explanation for it. §4 (motivations) is 
concerned with the formal, grammatical, or functional factors that have been called 
upon to account for the freedom of occurrence of right edge consonants. Metrical 
invisibility (2b) and its relationship to seg:inental in1mwuty are addressed in §5. 

Final consonants are also implicated in otl1er processes, '"hich are not reviewed 
in this chapter, since they fall under different topics. First, if final consonants appear 
with greater freedom, they are also regularly subject to deletion processes (CHAP
TER 68: DELETION). Final clusters variably simplify in many languages. The factors 
that govern sirnplification, ho,vever, appear to be relevant to final and non-final 
dusters alike (e.g. Cote 2004.), and I have chosen not to address this topic. Single 
final consonants also delete, giving rise to various types of C/0 alternations. 
Examples include French liaison (see CHAPTER 112: PRENCH LIAISON), linking [rJ 
ir1 non-rhotic dialects of English (Hay and Sudbury 2005; an1ong many otllers), 
and Maori verbal forn1s (Blevir1s 1994). Interestingly, such cases 1nay irlvolve 
a re-analysis of historically word-final consonants as epenthetic consonants 
(Vennemann 1972). Pirlally, final consonants are subject to resyllabification '"ith 
a follo,ving initial segment. Both C/0 alternations and resyllabification fall 
under the scope of external sandhi phenomena. 

2 Segmental immunity: Generalizations 

The immunity of final consonants emerges ir1 static segmental distributions in the 
lexicon (§2.1) and in the asymn1etrical application of segn1ental processes (§2.2). 
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More consonants are licensed in final than in internal coda position, allowing 
additional segmental slots (size effects) or a wider range of place, manner, or 
laryngeal contrasts (feature effects). 

2.1 In the lexicon 
Eastern Ojib\va (Piggott 1991, 1999) and Tojolabal (Supple and Douglass 1949; 
Lon1bardi 1995) exen1plify increased licensing possibilities in final position in 
1nanner and Jarynge.al features. In Ojibwa, while nasals and fricatives are per
missible codas in all positions in the word (3a), stops are only allo"'ed \vord-finally 
(3b). In Tojolabal, the contrast bet\veen plain/aspirated and laryngeal stops and 
affricates is neutralized in word-internal codas, 'vhere only plain segments appear 
(4a), but remains active in onsets and word-finally (4b). 

(3) a. [baf)gisin) 
[mo:fkine:] 
['vi:ja:s] 

b. [ni.ndib] 
[ninik] 

(4) a. [hutp'in-] 
(?atnija] 

b. [potot'] 
[k'ak] 

'it falls' 
'it is full' 
'meat' 
'my head' 
'my arm' 

'to push' 
'you bathed' 
'class of plant' 
'flea' 

French illustrates the presence of additional consonantal slots 'vord-finally. While 
it admits a large variety of final clusters of up to four consonants (5), all morpheme
internal clusters may be analyzed \Vith codas limited to one consonant (Dell 1995). ' ' 

Final clusters include sequences of rising sonority, in violation of the Sonority 
Sequencing Principle (e.g. Clements 1990; CHAPTER 49: SONORITY). This can be taken 
as a further indication that final consonants are not regular codas: they exceed 
the possibilities offered by the syllable template applicable else,vhere in the word 
not only in terms of the number of segn1ents, but also in their relative autonon1y 
with respect to general syllabic principles. 

(5) [adJpt] 
[sE.rkl] 
[db idckstr] 

'adopt' 
'circle' 
'ambidextrous' 

English offers different kinds of final exceptionality effects . . As in French, more 
consonants are found finally than in internal codas: up to three in monomorphemic 
'vords (e.g. next) and four "'ith the addition of "'Ord-level suffixes (e.g. thousandths) 
vs. only one internally (exceptionally hvo, as in empty; see Borowsky 1986). Unlike 
French, however, English does not tolerate word-final sequences of an obstruent 
foJlo,ved by a non-sonorant. In addition, English displays asyn1r.netries in vowel 
+ consonant combinations. Word-finally, long vo\vels are followed by any consonant 
(6a); morpheme-internally, long vo,vels in closed syllables appear in restricted con
texts: before fricative + stop (6b) or a sonorant homorganic "'ith the following 
onset (6c), often \vi.th additional combinatorial constraints. Coronal obstruents enjoy 
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b. 

/siok-ta/ 
/bantil-kon/ 
/laigan-ku/ 
/wurUl)-ta/  

[siokta] 
[bantilkon] 
[laiganku] 
( 'v uru l)ta) 
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'our (INCL) chicken' 
'infonn (BEN£FACTIV£)' 
'my house' 
'our (INCL) language' 

Patterns so far have been described in terms of more consonants being allowed 
at the right edge. Another language type has been put forward, \Vhich requires 
constituents to end in a consonant. This possibility is instantiated in Yapese, the 
case most commonly discussed (Piggott 1991, 1999; Broselo"' 2003; Wiltshire 2003). 
This language has no internal codas, but a generalized final short vowel deletion 
process, which results in '''ords ending in a consonant on the surface. (Final 
long vo,vels shorten but do not delete.) The status of Yapese as a distinct type is 
questionable. As in Kayardild (8), vovtel deletion applies finally but not internally 
(at the \vord level rather than the phrase), leading to the san1e generalization as 
other cases of final consonant immunity: consonants are more easily tolerated in 
final position. The Yapese pattern may be interpreted as favoring vowel deletion 
to the extent that it results in phonotactically acceptable forn1s, rather than actively 
requiring "'ords to end in a consonant. Menominee is another language in 
\vhich "'ords end in a consonant, lexically or as a result of final vowel deletion 
(Bloomfield 1962).2 

3 Segmental immunity: Representations 

If final consonants escape the conditions applying to codas i.n other positions, 
their identity as codas is called into question or must be qualified. At least four 
directions have been explored to account for the internal-final asymmetry. (i) One 
consists in admitting position-specific syllable '"ell-formedness conditions, for 
exan1ple by defining different coda constraints for final and non-final syllables. 
This approacl1 is often taken at a descriptive level but it has not been favored in 
analytical '''Ork. {ii) Uniform syllabic conditions may be maintained across posi
tions but violated at edges under pressure from independent constraints. Recent 
Optimality Theory (OT) analyses have often relied on this type of reasoning; see §4 
for a discussion of son1e relevant factors. (iii) Another line of research has explored 
the idea that syllabic stru.cture is irrelevant in all or some of tl1e final inimunity 
effects, '"hich arise through sequential generalizations. It has been argued, for 
instance, that final clusters in English and other languages are accounted for with 
a constraint limiting sequences of consonants to only one place of articulation (\vith 
coronals w1specified for place in English) (Iverson 1990; Yip 1991; Lrunontagne 1993; 
see also Burzio 2007). Such a sequential generalization allo\vs a unified a.ccow1.t of 
consonant clusters in all positions in the '"ord. Cote (2000) takes a more radically 
non-syllabic approach to consonant phonotactics in general, and final edge effects 
in particular, \Vhich are defined in tenns of segment sequencing and adjacency lo 

2 [£ \vords may be reql1ired to end in a consonant, we should find cases of systematic final consonant 
epenthesis, instead of vowel deletion. Interestingly, l run aware of 110 such cases at the word level. 
Ho\.vever, many examples o( p/rrnse-final co11sonant epenthesis are reported (see sorr1e examples in 
Tr igo 1988). This asymJl\etry between tl\e word and the ph!'."se needs to be investigated fui:ther, but it 
SL1ggests that phrase-final epenthesis corresponds to an articulatory closure effect tl1at is not rele\'ant 
word-finally. 
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Appendix (13b ): It has been argued that final consonants belong to a separate 
constituent that hosts consonants that do not fit into the coda. This constituent 
has been variably called "appendix'"' (e.g. Halle and Vergnaud 1980; l\llohanan 
1982; Charette 1984; Boro"'sky 1986; Goldsmith 1990; Iverson 1990; Wiltshire 
1994; Booij 1995; Kraehenmann 2001), "affix" (Fujimura and Lovins 1982), and 
"termination" (Fudge 1969). By stipu lation, the appendix is available only in "'Ord
final position. This constituent is usually attached to the syllable node, as in (13b); 
it is alternatively part of the \Vord structure, as a sister to the syllable. Two types 
of affixes may be distinguished, for non-suffixal and suffixal consonants 
(Goldsmith 1990; Duarunu 2008). 
Dlfective syllables (13c) : Final consonants are by default taken to be part of the 

syllable headed by the closest preceding vo,vel. This assumption is regularly 
cl1allenged by clain1s that these consonants in fact belong to a separate syllable, 
one \vithout a pronounced nucleus (e.g. McCarthy 1979; Selkirk 1981; Iverson 1990; 
Burzio 1994; Dell 1995; Bye and de Lacy 2000; Cho and King 2003). Representa
tional and terminological details abound here. These special syllables have been 
tenned "degenerate," "empty-headed," "minor," "defective," "semi-syllables," and 
"catalectic." They may or n1ay not contain a nucleus position; the consonants may 
be onsets, rin1es, or segn1ents attacl1ed directly to the syllable node. Different 
types of degenerate sylla.bles may even be distinguished, for example moraic vs. 
non-moraic (Nair 1999), or syllables 'vhose nucleus position is empty vs. those 
"'hose nucleus is occupied by segn1ental 1naterial shared by the onset (Goad 
2002; Goad and Brannen 2003). Final consonants have been considered to be 
universally onsets, notably in the n1odel of Government Phonology (Kaye 1990; 
Harris and Gussmann 2002). Others advocate a mixed coda vs. onset approach 
to final consonants, depending on their segmental profile and behavior, and deter
mined on a language-specific basis or even varying within the same language 
(Piggott 1991, 1999; Goad 2002; Rice 2003). 
Attachment to higher prosodic constituents (13d): Final consonants n1ay attach 

directly to prosodic constituents higher than tl1e syU.able, us11aUy the prosodic 
"'Ord (PV\ld), but also phrasal constituents (e.g. Rubach and Booij 1990; Rialland 
1994; Rubach 1997; Wiltshire 1998, 2003; Auger 2000; Spaelti 2002). As a variation 
on this theme, Piggott (1999) considers that final consonants are codas or onsets 
of e1npty-headed syllables licensed by, rather than attached to, the prosodic word. 
Attachn1ent to h.igher prosodic constituents implies that the relevant don1ains 
for final consonant exceptionality are prosodic in nature. This proposal does not 
directly account for additional contrasts or slots at the end of morphosyntactic 
constituents, such as the stem (Broselow 2003). 
Extraprosodicity (13e): The n1ost prevalent approach to final consonant exception

ality involves the concept of extraprosodi.city (or extrarnetricality; see CHAPTER -0: 
EXTRA1'1ETRICALITY AND NON-FINALITY). Originally designed to exclude final 
syllables from stress assignn1ent algorithms (Liberman and Prince 1977), extra
prosodicity has been extended to final consonants by Hayes (1980 (citing a 
presentation by K. P. Mohanan 1982)) for stress and Steriade (1982) for syllabifica
tion. Designating final consonants extraprosodic makes them invisible for the 

• The tero\ "appendi'" has also been used to refer to .non-moraic "coda" consonants (13f) (She ter 
1994; Zee 2007) or consonants attached directly to the syllable or prosodic word nodes (13d) 
(Rosenthall and van der Hulst 1999). 
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purposes of syllabification, stress assignment, and other processes. The consonants 
are later adjoined to prosodic structure, in conformity 'vith the principle of 
Prosodic Licensing (Ito 1986), at a stage in the derivation when syllabic con
straints are no longer applicable and metrical structure has already been built. 
Extraprosodicity is subject to the Peripherality Condition, \vhich restricts it to 
edges of constituents. 

Here again, the the1ne of extraprosodicity allo"'S for numerous variations, 
regarding its universality and the level at which it operates. Final consonants are 
clain1ed to be universally extraprosodic at the lexical level (Boro,vsky 1986; Ito 
1986). At the "'Ord level, extraprosodicity is parametrized (Ito 1986) or universal 
(Piggott 1991). Ito argues that it is turned off post-lexically, but cases of final 
consonant exceptionality at the phrasal level motivate its possible extension to 
post-lexical phonology (Rice 1990). 
Non-moraic "coda" consonants (13f): In languages "'ith n1oraic codas, additional 

final consonants may be represented as non-moraic (Lamontagne l.993; Sherer l.994; 
Hall 2002; Kiparsky 2003). 

The merits and disadvantages of each of these approaches depend in large part 
on theory-internal considerations. Each must give up on at least one established 
principle or generalization of phonological theory. The idea of enriching syllable 
structure '"ith an appendix constituent has encountered some resistance, since it 
involves position-specific syllable architecture. Little evidence has been adduced 
to motivate the appendix as a constituent, \vhich would be expected to act as 
a trigger or target of so1ne phonological processes; the only case known to me 
is Mohanan's (1982) suggestion that [r) depalatalizes in the appendix position in 
Jv!alayalam. Attachment to higher prosodic constituents violates the principle 
of exhaustive syllabification, as '''ell as strict layering of prosodic constituents. 
Extraprosodicity requires multiple levels of syllabification, in itself a contentious 
issue, and may be interpreted as a \veakening of the principles of prosodic phono
logy (Piggott 1999). On the other hand, it avoids syllabic constituents that are 
otherwise unnecessary (Steriade 1982). Degenerate syllables imply a higher level 
of abstractness; empty syllabic positions are either vie,ved as going against the 
"uncontroversial assumption that syllables 1nust have nuclei" (Rubach 1997: 570-
571) or, n1ore positively, as a natural consequence of the phonological architechrre 
in '"hich the segn1ental and suprasegmental structures are independent of each 
other (Harris and Gussma.nn 2002). 

Beyond conceptual considerations, at least three issues must be addressed 
by all approaches relying on specific representations for final consonants. One issue 
concerns the featural or combinatorial restrictions that additional consonants 
allowed at the right edge may themselves be subject to, and how these should 
be expressed. Final obstruent + sonorant sequences occur in French, but not 
in English. Germanic languages are also "'ell kno\vn for allo\ving '"ord-final 
strings of voiceless coronal obstruents. The representations in (13b )-(13f) do not 
make explicit predictions as to the range of consonants they may host, with the 
exception of the onset approach, according to \Vhich final consonants are expected 
to display onset-like properties. Final. consonants or clusters in n1any languages 
do have an onset or coda-onset profile (e.g. French; 'Dell 1995). But many other 
patterns appear more challenging for the onset approach, as final consonants 
are regularly much n1ore limited than onsets. In particular, the clain1 that final 
consonants are wliversally onsets is not readily co1npatible with languages in >vllich 
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(20) a. No codas, no final empty nuclei 
b. No codas, final e1npty nuclei 
c. Codas, no final empty nuclei 
d. Codas, final en1pty nuclei 

Type (lSc) 
Type (lSa) 
Type (lSe) 
Type (lSb) 

Crucially, this typology excludes the other symmetrical pattern (lSd), in '"hich 
internal codas and final consonants obey the same constraints. This appears too 
restrictive, as argued by Piggott (1991). In response, Piggott (1999) proposes another 
parameter based on the notion of remote licensing. All segments n1ust be licensed 
by a higher prosodic category, either directly by the syllable, or indirectly (remotely) 
by the PWd or a phrasal constituent. Piggott, unlike Kaye, aJlo,vs final consonants 
to be either codas or onsets, depending on their segmental profile; final onsets, 
whim escape coda restrictions, are al\\'ays licensed remotely, final codas 1nay be 
licensed by the syllable or a higher constituent, and vo\vels must be licensed directly 
by the syllable. Languages vary in whether remote licensing is excluded (a LI final 
segments are either vo,..,els or codas), possible (final segments are vo,..,els, codas, 
or onsets), or obligatory (final segments must be consonants). This last option, 
reminiscent of McCarthy's (1993) FlNALC, derives Yapese generalized apocope. 
Unlike Coda Licensing, Piggott's parametric approach does not provide for lan
guages of type (20c); it also predicts that final consonants that exceed the coda 
template display onset-like properties, '"hicll is not always the case, for example 
\vith final coronal obstruents in Germanic languages. 

An OT account similar in spirit to that of Piggott has been proposed by Spaelti 
(2002). According to his WEAKEDGE family of constraints, the right edge of a con
stituent should contain as little prosodic structure as possible. These constrai.nts 
favor the attacllment of final segments to constituents higher than the syllable 
in the prosodic hierarchy. Since only consonants n1ay be so attached, '"'EAKEoGE 
establishes consonants as the preferred segment type in final position. 

Piggott's and Spaelti's proposals rely on the idea that constituents should end 
in a consonant, echoing tl1e constraint FINAL-C n1entioned above, and specifically 
in a non-coda consonant. Goad (2002) argues that final non-codas are indeed 
advantageous fron1 a processing vie,vpoint. Final consonants that are not possible 
internal codas signal the right edge of words more clearly than final vowels or 
codas do, since they cannot appear syllable-finally inside words. Like,vise, codas 
signal the right edge of syll.ables better than vtnvels do. This parsi.ng argument 
needs to be tested; for no'"' 1\\70 questions arise. First, if it is a desirable thing for 
\vords to end in onsets, one should expect to find more cases of generalized word
final vo\vel deletion or epenthesis of a non-coda consonant. As noted above, many 
languages actually require that '"'ords, but not syllables, end in a vo\vel. Second, 
if codas are the best indicators of the right edge of syllables, '"hy are they con
sidered marked in syllable typology? 

4.4 Perception and adjacency to prosodic boundaries 
The syllabic basis of consonant phonotactics has been questioned in the last 
decade or so (Steriade 1999a, 1999b; Blevins 2003), in particular by proponents of 
the "licensing by cue" approach, according to \vhich the likelillood that a feature 
or segn1ent occurs in a given context is a function of its rela live perceptibility in 
that context (CHAPTER 98: Sl'EECH PERCEPTION AND PHONOLOGY). Cote (2000) applies 
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this idea to segmental immunity at the right edge, arguing that the additional 
licensing possibilities in peripheral positions are motivated by perceptual factors. 
Nlore consonants are tolerated at edges, because their perceptibility is enhanced 
by a nun1ber of phonetic processes: lengthening, articulatory strengthening, and 
reduction of the amount of overlap 'vith adjacent segments. 

The formal architecture is based on two constraint families that require con
sonants to be follo"red by a V0\'7el (21a) or adjacent to a V0\'7el (21b), contexts 
where they benefit fron1 optin1al transitional cues. But consonants \Vith stronger 
internal or contextual cues are less dependent on vocalic transitions and vowel 
adjacency. This includes final consonants, \vhich are subject to the more specific 
constraints in (21c) and (21d), "'here i ranges over the set of prosodic boundaries 
at the \vord level and above, including 0 for word-internal consonants (\'1hich 
are not adjacent to any boundary). 

(21) a. 
b. 

c � v  
C H V  

A consonant is follo"'ed by a vo\vel. 
A consonant is adjacent to a v(nvel. 

c. C]; � V A consonant follo"'ed by a prosodic boundary i is follo,ved 
by a vo,vel. 

d. C]; H v A consonant follov.red by a prosodic boundary i is adjacent 
to a vowel. 

It is assumed that the higher the prosodic boundary a consonant is adjacent to, 
the more easily it surfaces \vi thou t the support of an adjacent VO\·vel; consonants 
not adjacent to any prosodic boundary are the 'veakest. This is expressed in the 
rankings in (22), which foll0\'7S the three-,.,ay distinction behveen phrase-final, 
word-final, and (v.rord-)internal consonants established in §2.2. Syllable well
formedness and extraprosodicity are irrelevant concepts in this frame,�rork, 
but C � V and C H V obviously bear sin1ilarity to, but are not equivalent to, 
NoCODA and NoCOMPLExCODAJONSET, respectively. 

(22) a. C]0 � V >> CJrw � V >> CJrh � V 
b. CJ0 H V >> C)pw H V >> C]Ph H V 

This approach derives the Kamaiura and Cairene Arabic patterns. In Kan1aiura, 
NoDELETION is ranked behveen C]0 � V and C)pw � V; "'Ord-internal consonants 
have to be follo,.,ed by a vo,vel, but word-final ones survive (23). It also directly 
accounts for cumulative immunity effects, as in Basque (10), with the rankings 
in (22). Note that C in these constraints may be restricted to specific categories 
or feahrres (e.g. stops or [coronal] consonants). 

(23) o-mo-kon-mo-kon C]0� V NoDELETION I C)pw� V 

a. omokonmokon •1 • 

b. omokomoko . . , 
..,. c. omokomokon • • 

Broselow (2003) interprets the existence of exceptionality effects involving the 
stem - a nlorphosyntactic constituent - as contradicting the prosodic basis of the 
perceptual account. Moreover, enhancen1ent effects are strongest at the phrase 
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The proposals in §4.1-§4.5 can be compared along l\vo en1pirical dimensions: 
(i) do they adequately account for alJ types of final illm1unity?; (ii) are they co1n
patible vvith other phono tactic patterns involving the internal-final relationship? 
Concerning the first question, alignment constraints, due to their variety, are 
capable of deriving the full range of immunity effects; parameters such as Coda 
Licensing and Remote Licensing also account for additional consonantal slots, 
but their onset status appears at odds with the lill1ited range of final consonants 
often tolerated beyond syllabic possibilities. Positional faithfub1ess struggles 'vith 
final consonant immunity obtained though final vo"'el deletion; ANCHOR-based 
analyses also fail to protect final clusters by targeting only the last segment. 
Prosodic approaches raise the issue of in1munity effects at the end of morpho
syntactic constituents. Finally, it remains to be seen how reasonably n1orphology 
can embrace all cases of final consonant illm1unity. 

Beyond final immunity effects, Coda and Remote Licensing are integrated into 
parametric systems that claim to account for the full typology of internal-final 
phonotactic patterns, but the former fails to provide for symmetric languages of 
type (15d), where final consonants display a typical coda profile, and the latter 
ignores languages that require "'ords to end in a vo"rel (15e). Alignment constraints 
probably offer the most flexible frame"'Ork and derive the full range of patterns 
in (15). In fact, the flexibility of alignment constraints is such that final immunity 
effects enjoy no special status: consonant sequences are as likely to be more com
plex internally as to be more con1plex finally. This position might be argued to 
lack restrictiveness or explanatory povver or, conversely, better reflect the range 
of formally possible patterns, depending in part on the status of type (15f), with 
complex codas productively allo,ved only inside constituents. Approaches based 
on positional faithfulness, perception, or morphology make no specific claims 
vvith regard to phonotactic patterns other than final in1IDunity, especially those 
involving n1ore co1nplex internal codas, which need to be derived by independent 
constrai.nts or factors. The requiren1ent that words end in vo"'els might be inter
preted as a morphological constraint, but type (15£) '''Ould seem to be more 
challenging. Progress in the analysis of final (and internal) inm1unity effects rests 
on a deeper understanding of the patterns in (15), how they arise diaffironically, 
and \Vhat factors they are sensitive to. 

5 Metrical invisibility 

As noted in (2b), final exceptionality also manifests itself prosodically, final 
CVC syllables patterning like CV ones in stress assignment and vovvel length 
alternations. While regularly noted, the metrical invisibility of final consonants 
has not given rise to the same analytical diversity as phonotactic imn1unity. 
Whether or not 1netrical invisibility and phonotactic ilnn1unity are amenable to 
a unified approach is also unclear: despite some atten1pts at a cor.nmon analysis, 
there is evidence that the segmental and metrical manifestations of final excep
tionality should be kept separate. §5.1 presents the relevant generalizations 
underlying nletrical invisibility and its relationship with segmental inm1unity; 
§5.2 addresses its functional n1otivation. 
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5.1 Generalizations 
In quantity-sensitive stress systems, syllable '"eight is norn1ally determined by 
the seg1nental make-up of the rin1e. In son1e cases weight assignn1ent also depends 
on the position of the rime in the '"ord. Of interest here is the pattern "'here CVC 
syllables count as light in final position but as heavy else\vhere. See Hayes (1995: 
57), Lunden (2006: 1), and Gordon et al. (2010: 142) for lists of languages in \vhich 
final eve patterns as light. 

Various dialects of Arabic illustrate this effect, a1nong then1 Cairene (Hayes 1995: 
67-71; see also CHAPTER 124: WORD STRESS IN ARABIC). Cairene has three syllable 
types: light CV, heavy CVC and CV:, and superheavy CVCC and CV:C, found 
only in final position. Stress falls on final superheavy syllables (24a), otherwise 
on heavy penults (24b), othenvise on the penult or antepenult, according to a com
plex algorithm not described here. This pattern reveals an equivalence bet,veen 
final CVCC/CV:C and penultimate CVC/CV:, '"hich regularly attract stress, and 
behveen final CVC and penultimate CV, "'hich do not. This is straightforwardly 
accounted for if word-final consonants are ignored in the computation of 'veight 
and stress. 

(24) a. [ka 'tabt] 
(hac!J'c!Ja:t] 

b. (ka ' tab ta J 
[ha:'(la:ni] 
[mu'darris] 

'I \\'rote' 
'pilgrimages' 
'you (i-·lASC sc) "'rote' 
'these (MASC DUAL)' 
'teacher' 

As shown in (9) and (24), final consonants are simultaneously invisible to syl
labic restrictions and stress assignment, which makes Cairene Arabic a textbook 
example of final consonant exceptionality, regularly discussed since Broselo'v 
(1976) and McCarthy (1979). Such data make it tempting to interpret segmental 
immunity and metrical invisibility as hvo effects of a single phenomenon. Yet 
the two must be distinguished. In Cairene, stress assignment applies at the word 
level, but the eve syllable ten1plate is enforced at the phrasal level, after resyl
labification of word-final consonants with a fol.lowing vowel, as in (25a). Crucially, 
stress remains on the second syllable in (fi'ribt] and the first in ['katab] (25b), even 
though on the surface the second syllable is assumed to be C\TC in both cases. 

(25) a. I firibt ah\\ra/ (fi.'rib.'tah.,va] 'you drank coffee' 
(Selkirk 1981: 222) 

b. /.ka tab lilrnalik/ ('ka.tab.Jil.'ma.Jik] 'he wrote to the king' 
(Broselo'" 1976: 16) 

Other evidence of the independence of segmental immunity and metrical 
invisibility can be found in the stress pattern of Hindi-Urdu (Hayes 1980; 
Hussain 1997). The relevant facts resen1ble those of Cairene Arabic, \\'ith stress 
falling on final superheavy syllables, otherwise on the righto1ost heavy. Unlike 
Cairene, ho,vever, superheavy syllables are not restricted to the final position. 
Final consonants are metrically invisible, since CVC attracts stress only in non
final syllables. But segmental in1munity is not involved, since co1nplex codas 
occur in all positions. 
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Like stress, vowel length is sensitive to syllable shape, vo'''el shortening typic
ally occurring in closed syllables and lengthening in open syllables. Again, final 
consonants appear to be ignored in some languages, '''ith lengthening apply
ing in final CVC syllables or shortening applying only in CVCC ones. Icelandic 
(Gussmann 2002) regularly stresses the initial syllable of the \VOrd. The stressed 
vowel lengthens in open syllables (26a) and in monosyllables closed by only one 
consonant (26b), but no lengthening is observed in non-final closed syllables (26c) 
and in n1onosyllables closed by two or n1ore consonants (26d). This is a straight
for\vard case of final consonant invisibility: final CVC patterns like non-final CV, 
and final CVCC like non-final CVC. Similar length alternations are observed in 
S"riss German (Spaelti 2002) and Menominee (Milligan 2005). 

(26) a. ['pu:] 'estate' 
['sta:ra) 'stare' 

b. ['pru:n) 'edge' 
['8a:kh) 'roof' 

c. ['senta] 'send' 
('flaska] 'bottle' 

d. [' t"jalt J 'tent' 

['rixs I 'rich (GEN SG MASC)' 

English sho"'S both stress and length effects of final metrical invisibility. In verbs, 
final evee attracts stress (u'su.rp, tor'n1ent), but eve does not ('edit, de'velop). 
The stress-attracting po,ver of internal CVC is, however, visible in nouns 
(a'genda, a'111algam) (Hayes 1982). With respect to length, long vo,vels in final CV:C 
syllables regularly correspond to short vowels in final cvcc or non-final eve, 
after the addition of a consonantal or syllable-size suffix (keep-kept, wide-width, 
five-fifth-fifh;, zvise-wisdo111, i11terve11e-interve11tion). This suggests that shortening 
applies in closed syllables (internal CVC and final CVCC) but spares final CVC, 
treated as open by virtue of final consonant invisibility. 

The representations specific to final consonants discussed in §3 have also been 
used to derive their metrical invisibility, in particular extraprosodicity (13e) and 
non-1noraic coda consonants (13f). The latter directly accounts for invisibility in 
the context of stress assignment, if stress depends on syllable \Veight and weight 
on moraic structure. Extraprosodicity for metrical purposes is generally kept 
distinct from phonotactically motivated extrametricality (e.g. Hayes 1995: 106), 
echoing the remarks above on the non-equivalence benveen metrically invisible 
and segmentally im1nune consonants. Iverson (1990) in fact argues that extra
prosodicity should be restricted to stress and excluded fron1 the segn1ental domain, 
'vith cases of segmental imm.unity a.nd vo'"el length alternations re-analyzed as 
involving some of the other devices mentioned in §3: appendices, empty-headed 
syllables, and sequential cluster constraints (see also Lamontagne 1993). 

5.2 Motivation 
The lightness of final CVC syllables is motivated by the avoidance of final stress, 
embodied in OT by the constraint NoN-FINALITY (Prince and Smolensky 2004), '"hich 
excludes final stressed syllables or head feet (see CHAPTER 43: EXTRAMETRICALITY 
ANO NON-FINALITY). NON-FINALITY, in conjunction with other constraints, correctly 
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derives stresslessness on final eve and stress on final evce and evve in Arabic 
dialects (Rosenthall and van der Hulst 1999). 

If NON-FINALITY generates the facts, the question remains \vhy final stress should 
be avoided or 'vhy final CVC is treated as light. A nu1nber of proposals function
ally related to the special status of final CVe have recently been put fonvard. Ahn 
(2000), Lunden (2006), Hyde (2009), and Gordon et al. (2010) offer explanations 
that, although ltistinct, are all related to final lengthening.·'° Ahn suggests that the 
increased vo,vel duration resulting fron1 final lengthening jeopardizes the con
trast bet"reen short and long vowels by making final short vowels comparable 
in duration to non-final long vo,vels. Stressing the final vo,vel "'Ould 'veaken the 
length contrast even further. Lunden and Gordon et al. develop a duration-based 
account of syllable 'veight, according to \vhich syllables count as heavy (and attract 
stress) if their rin1e is sufficiently longer than that of light syllables. The relative 
difference in duration bet"•eei1 internal CVC and CV is sufficient for CVC to be 
categorized as heavy, but this may not be the case fina lly, where final lengthening 
reduces significantly the durational ratio of eve to CV. Gordon et al. (2010) also 
reveal that the languages that asymmetrically treat final eve as light lack VO\Vel 
length contrasts in final syllables. It is proposed that phonetic final lengthening 
tends to be n1ore pronounced when no length contrasts need to be maintained, 
making it n1ore likely that eve be interpreted as light. 

Hyde (2009) focuses on certain properties of final lengthening rather than on dura
tion itself. He notes that, unlike initial lengthening, final lengthening is typically 
associated with tempo deceleration and declining intensity. These characteristics 
1nake final position less compatible 'vith stress, either because diminished intensity 
makes stress more difficult to perceive, or because the intensity that typically 
accompanies stress makes it more difficult to decelerate. See Hyman (1977) and 
Gordon (2001) for related ideas. Gordon invokes intonational factors, final stress 
being avoided because it \VOttld result in the high tone associated \vi.th stress and 
the low final boundary tone being realized on the same syllable. Note that these 
different factors -duration, final lengthening, length contrasts, tones, deceleration, 
and intensity - are potentially complementary rather than contradictory in explain
ing the distinction bel\veen final stressless eve and stressed eVCC/e\T\TC. 

6 Conclusions 

Final consonants are implicated in a multiplicity of data and analytical approaches, 
involving a variety of representations, constraints, and parameters. Among the 
relevant en1pirical domains, consonant phonotactics has largely dominated the 
debates, and the stresslesSneSS Of final CVC has drawn SOOle attention, \Vhile VO"re[ 
length alternations have been relatively neglected. Analytically, no unified con
ception of final consonant exceptionality has really emerged, despite attempts 
based on extraprosodicity, vvhi.ch have been challenged by evidence for the 
independence of metrical invisibility and seg:inental i1nn1uni.ty. In a changing 
theoretical landscape, discussions have tended. to shift over time from issues of 
representation to motivations, ranging from abstract parameters (coda or remote 

1° Final lengthening may also relate to length alternations that treat final eve as open, as in Icelandic 
(26). I leave this issue open. 
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licensing) and OT constraints (alignment, positional faithfulness) to the role of 
morphology and functional explanations (perceptual factors, final lengthening) . 
These approaches are probably to some extent con1plementary. 

Focusing on phonotactic patterns, several issues remain to be clarified, concerning 
the typology of final immunity effects and thei.r relationship to internal immunity 
effects, whereby more consonants are allo"'ed in internal codas than in final 
position, and the prosodic or morphosyntactic nature of the constituents involved 
(pluases, words, sten1s). To what extent can patterns that require constituents to 
end in a consonant be analyzed along the same lines as those that merely allow 
additional consonants? What is the status of patterns displaying more complex 
codas inside constituents? Should internal and final immunity effects be accounted 
for in a unified and symmetrical fashion or do they involve distinct factors? 
One difficulty in answering such questions stems fron1 the fact that positional 
asynm1etries in the complexity of consonant sequences n1ay relate to n1any factors 
other than the internal-final contrast, including stressed vs. unstressed syllables, 
initial vs. non-initial syllables, morpheme boundaries, and coda-onset !inking. 
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37 Geminates 

STUART DAVIS 

1 Introduction 

The tern1 "genli.nate" in phonology norn1ally refers to a long or "doubled" con
sonant that contrasts phonemically with its shorter or "singleton" counterpart (see 
also CHAPTER 47: INITIAL GEMINATES). Such contrasts are found in languages like 
Japanese and Italian, as exemplified by the minimal pairs in (1) and (2), respec
tively.' Languages such as English and Spanish do not have gemi.nates. 

(1) Japanese geminnte contrast (Tsujimura 2007)2 

a. [saka] 'hill' 
b. [sakka] 'author' 

(2) Italian geminate contrast 
a. [fato] 
b. [fatto] 

'fate' 
'fact' 

The issue of the phonological representation of geminates has engendered n1uch 
controversy over the past thirty yea.rs. The main issue revolves around how to 
distinguish formally a geminate consonant from its singleton counterpart in a way 
that captures the cross-linguistic phonological patterning of gemi.nate consonants. 
The featural representation of geminate consonants posited in Chomsky and Halle 

' Languages with geminates vary considerably with respect to the durational difference between the 
gemir1ate and its singleton counterpart. [den1arl.1 a11d GL1ion (2008) report a 3:1 ratio i11 the duration 
of geroinates to singletons ;,, Japanese but only a 1.8:1 ratio for Italian. They further note that there 
may be otl1er phonetic ct1es to geminates besides consonantal duration. These include pitch and inten
sity differences that ma}' pro,ride secondary ac<>t1stic ct1es to a geminate. H0\\1ever, this chapter '"ill 
not foctlS on the phonetic properties of geminates_, nor on the issue of \vhich types of consonants are 
roore likely to be geminated (but see Pycha 2007, 2009 and Kawahara 2007 for discussion on these 
issues). Instead, this article 1ivil1 (ocus on tl1e phonological behavior o( geminates and the n1atter of 
tllei.r r:epresentation in pho.1lolo8)'· 
·i In this chapter, geminate cons<>"nants are transcribed by a sequence of h\'O identical letters; Jong 
vowels are represented either as a sequence of twCI identical vowel symbols or with the rP A length mark. 

Material com direitos autorais 
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(1968) as being a single consonant possessing the distinctive feature [+long] has 
long been considered insufficient, since, as noted by researchers such as Leben 
(1980), long consonants can behave like a sequence of t\vo consonants for certain 
phenomena. Leben posited an autosegmental representation of genunates in 
•vhich a single phoneme is linked to two slots on a skeletal tier that encodes the 
prosody of the word. This skeletal tier is also referred to as a CV-tier, an X-tier, 
or a length tier, depending on the specific conception of the researcher. Important 
earlier '"orks that incorporate a CV-tier include McCarthy (1979, 1981), Halle 
and Vergnaud (1980), Oen1ents and Keyser (1983) and Hayes (1986), '"'hile Levin 
(1985) posited that the tier consisted of X-slots (see CHAPTER 54: THE SKELETON). 

Geminate representation on this vie'" is exemplified by the geminate [kk] of the 
Japanese \VOrd in (lb), as is illustrated in (3). 

(3) a. CV-tier representation b. X-tier representation 

C \T C C 

I I V 
s a k 

v 

I 
a 

x x 

I I 
s a 

x x 

v 
k 

x 
I 
a 

As seen in (3), a geminate consonant has one set of features indicated by the 
single consonant "k" on the phoneme (or n1elody) tier, whereas it is linked to l\vo 
slots on a prosodic tier. In ( 4), we make clear the distinction between a geni.inate 
and a singleton using an X-tier that encodes prosody. 

(4) Prosodic length analysis of ge111inates 
a. x x 

v 
k 

(geminate) 

b. x 

I 
k 

(singleton) 

While the proposals for the representation of geminates in (4) go back thirty years, 
this representation is specifically argued for by Ringen and Vago (2010), who refer 
to (4) as the segmental length analysis of geminates. 

A different representation of gerninates from that in (4) is the hvo-root node 
analysis of geminates posited by Selkirk (1990) sho"'n in (5). The root node in 
a feature-geometric frame\vork indicates the major class feahrres of a sound 
(McCarthy 1988) and it do1ninates the rest of the specified features. Every phone1ne 
has a root node, but a gerninate under this vie•v has hvo root nodes (RN = root 
node, c = consonant). 

(5) Prosodic length analysis of ge111inates 
a. RN RN b. RN 

v I 
c c 

(ge1ninate) (singleton) 

There are at least hvo main differences between the t\vo-root node analysis of 
geminates in (5) and the segmental length analysis in (4). First, unlike the X-slots 
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epenthesis pattern. On the other hand, if a geminate is represented as moraic, as 
in (6a) and (7d), epenthesis nlight not be predicted to occur with a \VOrd ending 
in a genlinate, since the consonantal length of a gemi.nate is not segmentally encoded. 
That is, there would not be hvo C-slots or t'.vo consonantal elements at the 
end of the word to trigger the epenthesis. Ringen and Vago point out that the 
Hungarian epenthesis pattern poses a problem for the moraic vie'"'. Further, given 
the '"'eight analysis of geminates in (7d), geminate consonants are pretticted to 
play a role in processes that are sensitive to syllable •veight even when singleton 
(coda) consonants do not. Much of the recent research on gerni.nates has focused 
on whether geminates display \Veight properties that are independent of other 
consonants. This '"'ill be discussed shortly. 

Over the past t\venty years, a wide variety of phonological evidence has been 
brought to bear on the correct representation of geminates. The issue is still con
troversial.3 All three vie•vs of geminate representation presented in this section, 
namely the prosodic length vie"' in (4), the hvo-root node vievv in (5) and the 
moraic weight vie"' in (6), have been argued for on the basis of the phonological 
patterning of ge1ninates. Some composite vie\vs have even been proposed that com
bine aspects of the above representations, such as those of Sclunidt (1992), Hun1e 
et nl. (1997) and Curtis (2003). In §2 we will present specific evidence from a variety 
of phenomena to argue for the inherent weight representation of geminates. In 
§3, 've "'ill examine the behavior of gerni.nates with respect to stress processes, 
cross-linguistically. In these sections, \Ve 'viii try to 1naintain a consistent vievv 
for the '''eight analysis in (6a) even \Vhen the data presented seem problemat ic 
for such a view. In §4 we will reconsider the representational issue and suggest 
that a composite vie'"' of the representation of gemi.nates under a constraint-based 
approach can account for the patterning of geminates in the \VOrld's languages. 

2 The weight analysis of geminates 

The underlying weight analysis of geminate consonants, as proposed in Hayes 
(1989), vie,vs a geminate consonant as being underlyingly moraic, as shown in 
(6a), \vhereas a non-gerni.nate consonant is underlyingly non-moraic, as in (6b). 
The '"'eight representation of genlinates in (6a) has a number of i.n1plications, "'hich 
,.vill be discussed in th.is section. One such implication is that ii geo�inates are 
inherently moraic, they should count as moraic in considering minimal word effects: 
that is, the cross-linguistically common requirement that content "'ords be at least 
bimoraic. In §2.1 we sho\V that this is the case for Trukese. A specific structural 
aspect of the weight representation in (6a) is that genlinates do not entail a double 
linking to two C-slots as in the length representation. This implies that there 
should be cases in \Vhich geminates do not pattern '"'ith a sequence of consonants. 
§2.2 discusses cases of the asymn1etrical patterning of geminates and consonant 

3 1'·he contro,•ersy over geminates has fostered a number of dissertations with a focus on the phono
logy of geminates. Some of the important ones include Sherer (1994), Ham (1998), Keer (1999), Mor�n 
(1999), Kraehenmarm (2001), Muller (2001), Curtis (2003). and Topintzi (2006). Although space does 
not allow me to discuss the wide variety of interesting issues and proposals that are raised in these 
djssertations and the different positions that are taken, some issues raised in these dissertations \vill 
be brought up in the course of thls chapter. 
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sequences. A third implication that emerges from the weight representation in 
(6a) is the prediction that there should be languages that treat syllables closed by 
a geminate (CVG) as heavy but do not othenvise treat syllables closed by a (coda) 
consonant (CVC) as heavy. In §2.3, '"e \viii provide evidence for this prediction 
by discussing languages that avoid long VO\vels in syllables closed by a geminate 
(CVVG), but do not generally avoid long vowels in closed syllables (C\TVC). We 
hold off until §3 the discussion of geminate behavior in weight-sensitive stress 
systen1s. 

2.1 Trukese initial geminates 

One type of evidence for the underlying moraic nature of genlinates as in (7d) 
comes from the bimoraic minimal "'Ord requirement in Trukese (also called 
Chuukese) and the behavior of word-initial geminates \vith respect to it. Although 
word-initial gen1inates are rare, they are attested in a number of languages. 

(Indeed, the dissertations of Muller 2001 and Topintzi 2006, 2010 are exclusively on 
initial genlinates; see also CHAPTER 47: INITIAL GE:MINATES.)4 .tvluller (2001), whose 
study incorporates acoustic analyses of ,.vord-initial geminates in a variety of lan
guages, including Trukese, concludes that initial geminates are moraic in some 
languages but not in others, 'vhile Topi.ntzi (2006, 2008, 2010), focusing on languages 
where initial genunates pattern as n1oraic, argues that such geminates constitute 
n1oraic onsets, thus providing examples in whicl1 onsets carry weight.5 Trukese 
provides a cl.ear example of a. language where a \vord-initial geminate patterns 
as moraic. Consider the data in (8) and (9), which reflect a minimal \vord con
straint on Trukese nouns. The data here are cited from Davis (1999b) and Davis 
and Torretta (1998), and are mainly taken from Dyen (1965) and Goodenough 
and Sugita (1980). The relevance ofTrukese geminates for n1oraic phonology has 
previously been observed by Hart (1991) and Churchyard (l.991). 

·• It is clear from typological surveys of geminate consonants such as Thurgood (1993) and from the 
cliS<ussion in Pajak (2009) that geminates are most commonly f<>und in intervocalic position and least 
commonly found when not adjacent to any vowel (e.g. between two consonants). Languages that 
allow for geminates that are only adjacent to one v<>wel (e.g. word-initial or word-final geminates), 

althottgh not common, are not as rare as languages tl1at alJo\v for gen1inates to occt1r not adjacent to 
any vowel. As noted by Pajak (2009), the typological facts correspond to perceptual saliency iJ, that 
tl1e contrast betvveen a singleton and a gerninate consonant is n1ost perceptually salient in inter
vocalic posititJn and least salient in a position not <ldj<1cent to any ,,owel. 
s Following a suggestion in Hayes (1989), Davis (!999b) proposes that word-initial geminates are 
moraic but that the mora is not part <>f the syllable onset. His representation is in (i), while Topintzi's 
n1oraic onset representation is give11 in (ii) (\,.,here the vo\1,,1el of tl1e S)1llable is also sl10\v11). 

(i) 0 (ii) 0 
/\ 

fl fl fl µ 

I I I c v c: \' 
One difference between (i) and (ii) is that the latter predicts that onset geminates could occur 

word-internally, not just at the beginJling of the word. ln support of (ii), Topintzi (2008) provides 
interesting evidence from J\:larshallese that \vord-internal geminates are syllabified as o·nsets and are 
not heterosyllabic as commonly assumed in Moraic Theory. 
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Hayes's theory of underlying n1oraic representation '"as presented in (7): gemin
ate consonants (7d) differ from singleton consonants (7c) in being underlyingly 
moraic. Furthermore, Hayes distinguishes long vo"'elS from short vowels by 
representing the former as underlyingly bimoraic and the latter as monomoraic. 
Moraic Theory has an irnplication for the patterning of gemir1ates \Vith respect to 
weight-sensitive processes - an implication not discussed by Hayes (1989), but 
taken up by other researchers such as Selkirk (1990), Tranel (1991), and Davis (1999a, 
2003). That is, there should be languages in 'vhich syUables '"ith a long vo"'el 
(CVV) and those closed by a geminate consonant (CVG) count as heavy since they 
'"ould be bimoraic, while CV syllables and CVC syllables (i.e. syllable closed by a 
non-ge1ninate consonant) would be considered light or n1ono1noraic. This weight 
distinction is sho•vn in (11) (G = geminate consonant, C = non-genli.nate consonant). 

(11) Syllable 1veight distinction based on geminates being underlyingly moraic 
heavy light 
CVV CV 
eve eve 

The system in (11) is predicted to occur under Hayes's theory in any language 
•vith long vowels and genunate consonants that do not regard coda consonants 
as n1oraic. The moraic representation for syllables \\'ith the structure of (11) is given 
in (12). 

(i) Geminnte in LlR: L<mgtl1 repn>sentntio11 

c c 

v 
c 

(ii) Eper1tl1esis i11tr1n ge111it111te 

c v c 

� 
c y 

Geminate inalterability effects \Ve.re handled by a condition on interpretation in segmental rules 
that association lines in struchual description of rules had IC> be interpreted as exhaustive. A rule Like 
spirantization in Tiberian Hebrew, which only appLied to singleton consonants and not to geminates, 
would include in its rule environment a single C-slot Linked to the phoneme. Since the rule environ
ment did not explicitly show double Linking as in (i), the rule would fail to apply to geminates. 
Kenstowicz (1994: 410-416) sunm1arizes important criticisU\s of the CV account of both geminate integrity 
and inalterability. He points out that geminate integrity could be called into question if epenthesis is 
vie\\1ed as a t'''O-Stt,ge pr<>cess <>f inserting a V-slot fc>ll<>,ved b}' a late defaltlt spell-out rule. Ho'''ever,. 
it is worth noting that geminate integrity effects follow alttomatically from the weight representa
tion of geminates as in (10a). \¥ith respect to geminate inalterability, Kenstowicz specifically calls 
attention to work by Selkirk (1991), who noted that rules of inalterability tended to always involve 
spir.aoti.Zc1tio.n processes,, thus suggesti.1\g a more ger1eral explanatio.1.\ that does not in\'Olve tile ler1gth 
representation of geminates. Along these lines, Kirchner (2000) approaches the issue of geminate in
alternbility from a generdl theory of lenition within a functionally based optimaLity-theoret ic framework. 
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epenthesis apply behveen the t\vo consonants to create open syllables, thereby 
avoiding any trin1oraic syllable. 

In the Arabic dialects, the rule (or constraint) of Weight-by-Position applies, 
resulting in a moraic coda. Ho"rever, if we consider the weight division in (11) 
i.n '"hich Weight-by-Position does not apply, we 'vould expect to find a language 
'vhere CVVG syllables but not CVVC syllables are avoided. A potential C\TVG 
syllable would not surface, since it is trirnoraic, while a ev\re could still occur, 
as it would only be bin1oraic. Kiparsky (2008a) discusses Swedish dialects where 
vowel shortening occurs before a geminate but not before a single coda consonant. 
For example in West S">edish (Kiparsky 2008a: 191) /n.1u-dde/ 'ro\ved' surfaces 
as [rudde], with its underlying long vo,vel shortened, but no shortening occurs 
'"hen a long vowel is before a singleton coda consonant. The shortening before 
a genlinate changes the potential trimoraic evve syllable to bin1oraic eve. There 
is no need for shortening in a CVVC syllable since it '"ould be bi.n1oraic, given 
that Weight-by-Position does not apply. Kiparsky specifically uses the S'vedish 
data to argue for the moraic representation of geminate consonants. 

Another language displaying this pattern of shortening is the Dravidian language 
Koya, brought up by Sherer (1994), based on Tyler (1969), and discussed in Davis 
(1999a, forthconling). Koya has long vowels, coda consonants and geminate con
sonants. Sherer notes that there are 'vords in Koya like those in (14a)-(14c), with 
a long vowel before a coda consonant. Crucially, as Tyler (1969: 6) observes, there 
are no '"ords that contain a long vowel before a geminate. They are ahvays short, 
as in (14d). All Koya data are cited from Tyler (1969), 'vith the page numbers pro
vided. (The transcription of the vowel quality is phonen1icized and does not reflect 
the precise allophonic variant.) 

(14) a. 
c. 

le:JJga 
ne:rs 

'calf' (p. 11) 
'learn' (p. 76) 

b. a:'lcla 
d. ett 

'feolale' (p. 8) 
'lift' (p. 76) 

Sherer additionally notes cases '"here a sten1-final long vo,vel shortens before a 
ge111inate-initial suffix, as the exan1ples in (15) sho"'· 

(15) a. ke: + tt + o:'lclu 
b. o: + tt + o:n.clu 

[ketto:i\clu] 
[ottoa\clu] 

'he told' (p. 39) 
'he bought' (p. 38) 

This shortening can be vie\•ved as a \•vay of avoiding trimoraic syllables. Shorte11ing 
does not occur before a non-gemi.nate consonant, as the examples in (16) illustrate. 

(16) a. 
b. 

na:l + ke [na:lke] 
tUJJg + ana: + n + ki [tUJJgana:l)ki] 

'tongue' (p. 47) 
'for the doing' (p. 90) 

In (16), a long vo,vel surfaces before a syllable-final singleton coda consonant. Since 
vowel shortening occurs before a geminate in (15), the Koya data in (14)-(16) are 
consistent with the \Veight system in (11), in which C\TV and CVe syllables are 
bi111oraic \Vhereas CVe syllables are Jight.8 
' Curtis (2003: 169-170) suggests thnt the lack of word-internal CVVG syllnbles in Koya may be 
due to a sl'lortening effect that geminate consonar1ts ]\ave on pl'.'ecediJ1g vowels, sir1ce the perceptual 
cues for vo\vel length can be blurred in C-\fVG S}'·Uables; thtts, Curtis maintains tl1at \rowel shorten
ing before gentinates is i11dependent of the issue of tl1e n1oraic status of geil'rinates. Hovvever, this 
does not explain cases like Pula in (19) where avoidance of CVVG is achieved by degemination rather 
than vowel shortening. 

Copyrighted material 
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While the above examples of Koya and S"1edish are cases "'here vo,vel 
shortening occurs in syllables closed by a gen1inate, there are other languages 
where vowel-lengthening processes are prevented in CVG syllables but .not in CVC 
syllables. Th.is suggests that in such languages geminates are iu1derlyingly moraic, 
although coda consonants in general are not. Vo\vel lengthening then does not 
apply before a geminate, since that would create a trimoraic syllable. This is illus
trated by Seto (Southeastern Estonian), discussed by Kiparsky (2008b ). According 
to Kiparsky, Seto has feet that are required to be trin1oraic and such a restriction 
is norn1ally in1plemented by foot-final vo"rel lengthening. As a result, a foot with 
the underlying sequence CV.CVC surfaces as CV.CVVC. Ho"'ever, given an 
input structure where the final consonant of the foot is part of a geminate, i.e. 
CV.CVG, no vo,vel lengthening occurs. This provides evidence that the geminate 
is underlyingly 1noraic: that is, foot-final vo\vel lengthening need not occur in 
CV .CVG since the foot is already trin1oraic. 

A different case that avoids the surfacing of CVVG syllables can be found in 
the \'\lest African language Fula as discussed by Paradis (1988) and Sherer (1994). 
Fula avoids CVVG syllables by degemination of the consonant but, importantly, 
it allo\vs for CVVC syllables, as seen in (17). 

(17) CVVC syllables in Fula (Sherer 1994: 176) 

a. kaakt-€ 'spittle' b. caak-ri 'couscous' 

This language has a suffixation process that triggers the gen1ination of a root-final 
consonant. Consider the singular /plural alternations in (18). Because of an active 
constraint that requires gen1inates to be [-continuant) in Fula, a root-final con
tinuant segment changes to a stop when it gerni.nates. (l thank Abbie Hantgan 
for help "'ith the Fula data.) 

(18) Fu/a 111orphological gemination (Paradis 1988: 78) 

ste111 (sc) suffixed form (PL) 
a. l€w lebb-i 'month' 
b. lef lepp-i 'ribbon' 

Of relevance here is that when a long VO\•vel precedes the stem-final consonant, 
ge1nination fails to occur, but the stem-final consonant nonetheless is realized as 
a stop. This is iUustrated by the singular/ph.u:al alternations in (19). 

(19) Lack of gemination after a long vowel (Paradis 1988: 80) 
stem (sc) suffixed form (PL) �xpected form 

a. Jaa.\>v !aab-i *laabb-i 'road' 
b. lee s IEEC·E *IEECC·E 'bed' 

Given that gemination is part of this Stl ffixing process, \ve note that the expected 
forms in (19), where the initial syllable \VOuld be CVVG, fail to surface as such. 
Rather, the nature of the occurring suffixed forms in (19) makes it appear that 
degemination has occurred. This can be understood as the avoidance of a trimoraic 
CVVG syllable. Since CVVC syllables are allowed as in (17), Fula seems to 
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instantiate a language w·ith the '''eight system of (11), 'vhere CVG syllables are 
heavy but not other eve syllables. Thus, \Ve see that a variety of languages have 
strategies to avoid CVVG syllables but not CVVC syllables. These languages can 
be iu1derstood as providing support for the inherent '"eight analysis of geminates. 

3 
The patterning of geminates in stress systems 

One of the criticis1ns of the weight analysis of geminates proposed by Hayes (1989), 
discussed by Tranel (1991), comes fro1n the observation that there do not seem 
to be quantity-sensitive stress systems that support the \veight division in (11 ), 
repeated below as (20), where stress "'Ould be attracted onto a syllable "'ith a 
long vowel or closed by a ge1ninate consonant, but not on a syllable closed by a 
non-ge1nina te. 

(20) Syllable weight distinction based on geminates being underlyingly moraic 

heavy light 
CW CV 
eve eve 

The system in (20) is predicted to occur under Hayes's theory in any language 
that allo\vs Jong vowels and genlinate consonants, but in which Weight-by
Position does not generally apply to coda consonants. According to the division 
i.n (20), evv and eve syllables \VOuld syllabify as birnoraic, while CV and eve 
syllables would syllabify as monomoraic, as \vas shO"'n in (12). Since quantity
sensitive stress systen1s single out bimoraic syllables, it would be expected that 
at least so1ne quantity-sensitive stress systems would reflect the weight division 
in (20) if the moraic representation of gen1inates \Vere correct. Tranel suggests 
that weight systems like (20) do not exist and instead proposes a principle of eqiial 
'veight for codas. Specifically, in languages in \vhich codas pattern as moraic, 
geminates will be 1noraic; but in languages in \vhich codas are not n1oraic, 
geminates would not be moraic. \.Vhile our observation in §2.3 above - that in a 
variety of languages eVVG syllables are avoided but evve are not - can be taken 
as evidence for the weight division in (20), Tra.nel's observation is of i.n1porta.nce. 
In this section, \ve \¥ill overview the behavior of geminates in quantity-sensitive 
stress systems. In §3.1, "'e \vill provide stress data from various languages \vhich 
indeed support the division in (20) \Vhereby CVV and CVG syllables pattern 
together, thus supporting the 1noraic "'eight analysis of gen1inates. These are lan
gtiages 'vhose stress patterns Tranel predicts not to occl.lf. In §3.2, I 'vii i  review 
the type of case mentioned by Tranel in \vhich quantity-sensitive stress treats 
all closed syllables in the san1e manner \vhether they be CVG or CVC. These are 
the languages that motivated Tranel's principle of equal weight for codas and 
can be considered somewhat problematic for the "'eight analysis of gemi.nates. 
In §3.3, I \·viii present the case of the Au.stralian langu.a.ge Ngalakgan (variably 
spelled Ngalagkan and Ngalakan; Baker 1997, 2008), in \vhich eve syllables can 
attract stress but apparently not CVG syllables. This seems to suggest that some
ho'" geminates are resistant to carrying a n1ora. Thus, this section 'vill identify 
three different types of gen1inate behavior \vith respect to quantity-sensitive 
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language that requires exhaustive footing. The data item in (21e) is similar to the 
last hvo syllables in (21d) in that the syllable with a long vo,vel forms a foot 
on its own and the syllable immediately after it is at the beginning of a ne\v 
trochaic foot, thereby receiving stress. We see then that bimoraic CVV syllables 
i.n Cahuilla are distinguished from monomoraic syllables, not only in bearing stress, 
but also by the presence of stress on the syllable immediately after them. CV and 
eve syllables Jack these nvo characteristics and function as monomoraic. It is inter
esting in this light to observe the patterning of syllables dosed by a geminate, as 
in (21f), where the first syllable is eve. This eve syllable functions as bimoraic . 
.It has stress, as would be expected of any initial syllable, but crucially it patterns 
exactly like a C\TV syllable in that the syllable immediately after it also car
ries stress. This provides evidence that the eve syllable comprises a bimoraic 
(trochaic) foot on its own. This constrasts '"'ith the initial eve syllable in (21c) 
that forms a trochaic foot 'vith the following syllable, suggesting the monomoraic 
nature of the CVC syUable. Cahuilla thus serves as a dear illustration for the "'eight 
distinction in (20) in which stress treats syllables "'ith long vo,vels and those closed 
by geminates as bimoraic but not other types of syllables, be they CV or CVC. 

San'ani Arabic (Yemen) presents a very interesting case, in \vhich CVV and eve 
syllables pattern together with respect to stress. Watson (2002: 81-82) specifically 
notes that they pattern together as Opposed to (VC syllables (see also CHAPTER 
135: \VORD STRESS IN ARABIC). Consider the data in (22), which illustrate the stress 
pattern in words \Vithout geminates. 

(22) San'ani Arabic (Watson 2002: 81-82) 
a. mak. 'tu:b 'office' 
b. da.'rast 'I/you (MASC SG) learnt' 
c. 'sa:.fa.rat 'she travelled' 

d. . ' 1 il o�J.�. sa: .. , 1au.nderette' 
e. mi.'gam.bar 'sitting' 
f. 'mad.ra.sih 'school' 

g. mak. 'ta.ba.ti: 'my library' 
h. 'Ii.bi.sat 'she wore/put on' 
1. 'ka.tab 'he '"'rote' 
J . 'ra.ga.ba.tili 'his neck' 

Stress normally falls on one of the last three syllables of the 'vord: it falls on 
a final superheavy syllable (CVVe or CVCC) if there is one, as in (22a)-(22b); 
it falls on the rightmost non-final heavy syllable (eVC or eVV) up to the ante
penultioi.ate, a.s in (22c)-(22f); other,vise, stress fal ls on the leftm.ost CV syllable, 
as in (22g)-(22j). The data in general sho'"' that the "'Ord-final segment does not 
play a role in the computation of '"eight so that the final syllable can only be stressed 
if it is superheavy. The word in (22g) illustrates two ilnportant aspects of the stress 
systen1. It  shows that a word-final syllable ending in a long vowel does not attract 
the stress; it also indicates that a eve syllable in pre-antepenultirnate position 
fails to attract stress. The latter point is significant, since it suggests that Weight
by-Position, which assigns a mora to a coda consonant, is restricted to one of the 
last three syllables of the \vord. No'v Jet us consider the data in (23) with '"ords 
possessing geni.inate consonants. 
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(23) San'ani Arabic (Watson 2002: 81-82): stress on ivords ivith geminate consonants 

a. ji.'ltib.bu 
b . •? . 

. m1.t. ax.x1.ra:t 
c. mu.'sadJ .dji.la.ti 
d. 'ha:.ka.Oa.ha: 
e. 'da'"'·'vart 
f. 'sa:.fart 

'they (:MASC) love/like' 
'late (FEM PL)' 
'my recorder' 
'like this' 
'I/you (MASC SG) looked for' 
'I/you (:MASC SG) travelled' 

The comparison bel\,,een (22) and (23) indicates the priority of eve and cvv 
syllables for stress assignment, in that CVG and (non-final) CVV syllables always 
attract stress even \vhen in pre-antepenultimate position as in (23c) and (22d). 
The word in (22g), in contrast, sho\'\'S that a eve syllable does not receive stress 
in pre-antepenultin1ate position. The difference bet"'reen eve and eve syllables 
can be readily understood on the inherent "''eight analysis of geminates. If a 
gemi.nate is underlyingly moraic, it contributes \'\1eight to the syllable regardless 
of its location in the \vord. Recall that Weight-by-Position does not apply here, 
because it is restricted to one of the last three syllables in San'ani Arabic. In 
pre-antepenultin1ate position, only evv and eve act as birnoraic. Moreover, (23e) 
shows that eve syl lables have a priority of stress over a final superheavy syllable 
and should be compared \'\7ith (22a) where a regular eve syllable is devoid of 
such priority. It could be argued that Weight-by-Position in San'ani Arabic only 
applies to words that \¥ould not otherwise have bimoraic syllables (CVV or CVG). 
That is, there is no necessity for \rVeight-by-Position to apply in (23e) or (23£). While 
•ve do not pursue a full analysis here (but see Watson 2002), the priority given 
to both CVV and CVG syllables in stress assignment, especially as seen by the 
comparison of (23c) and (23d) \vith (22g), provides an interesting argument for 
the underlying moraic "'eight analysis of geminates, and, in turn, against Tranel's 
(1991) claim of equal weight for codas. 

\rVe have detailed above two 01ses \¥here cvv and eve syllables pattern together 
with respect to stress systems as predicted by the inherent "''eight analysis of 
geminates. Further support for the \¥eight analysis of geminates is found in 
other languages. For example, Gupta (1987) discusses a Hindi dialect in which 
stress is attracted to the Jeftn1ost heaviest syllable in the word. The dialect treats 
both CVV and CVG syllables as bimora.ic, while CVC syllables behave as light, 
although, as noted by Curtis (2003), such a pattern appears unusual among Hindi 
dialects. Additional support may come from the stress system of Pattani Malay, 
discussed by Topintzi (2006, 2008, 2010) and references cited therein. Pattani 
Malay has genlinates that are restricted to \vord-initial position and the language 
lacks long vowels. Although primary stress typically falls on the final syllable of 
a ,..,.ord, stress occurs on the initial syllable in \vords that begin '�'ith a geminate 
consonant. This can be taken as evidence for the moraification in (10a) where a 
geminate is underlyingly moraic. That is, stress is attracted onto a syllable that 
is bi1noraic. 

Despite the range of examples presented in this section, it remains rare to see 
languages that display the weight system in (20), grouping cvv and eve syl

lables together as heavy. It is possible, on the other hand, that the rarity is due to 
the infrequent occurrence of the specific set of properties that is required for CVV 
and CVG to pattern together in stress assignn1ent; namely, the language would 
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have to have quantity-sensitive stress, long vowels, coda consonants, and gemin
ates. Perhaps \Vhen such languages, San'ani Arabic for one, are examined 
closely, n1ore instances of the special properties of eve syllables \Vil! en1erge. In 
this connection, it is worth noting that in most Arabic dialects eve syllables are 
special: they ah,,ays attract stress 'vhen in "'Ord-final position. This property sep
arates them from other eVC syllables, \vhich do not attract stress in \VOrd-finaJ 
position. The difference thus finds a logical explanation in the underlying weight 
analysis of ge1ninate consonants (especially in those dialects, such as Hadhrami 
Arabic, discussed earlier, '"'hich disallow final consonant clusters).10 

3.2 Languages in which stress treats all codas equally 

There are h'l'O types of languages in •vhich stress assig1unent treats all codas equally. 
In the first type, stress is quantity-sensitive and is attracted to a heavy syllable, 
be it evv, eve, or eve. Latin belongs to this group: any coda consonant makes 
a syllable heavy, so both eve and CVG syllables are bimoraic. In the second type, 
\Vhich is ll10re relevant for the representation Of geminate consonants, both eve 
and eve syllables behave as light in a quantity-sensitive stress systen1. In such 
a language, stress is attracted to a cvv syllable, but both eve and eve syl
lables seem to pattern as monomoraic, treating eve as light, just like other eve 
syllables. As an illustration, consider the stress data from the Uralic language Selk up 
in (24). The data in (24a)-(24f) con1e from Halle and Clen1ents (1983). The data 
iten1s in (24g)-(24h) are reported in Ringen and Yago (2010) fron1 the Selkup lan
guage scholar Eugene Helimski, and reflect the Taz Selkup dialect, which seen1s 
to have the same stress pattern as that in HaUe and Clements (1983). 

(24) Selkup stress 
a. gu'n1o:qi 
b. 'u:ciqo 
c. u:'c:>:mit 
d. 'quminik 
e. 'amirna 
f. 'u:cikkak 
g. 'ssykka 
h. es'snqo 

'h<Vo hwnan beings' 
'to work' 
''"'e '"'Ork' 
'human being (DAT)' 
'eats' 
'I a1n "'orking' 
'(it) happens (occasionally)' 
'to happen (already)' 

10 ln many Arabic dialects, word-final eve syllables behave as extrametrical. Ham (1998) puts for
ward the very intriguing observation that final eve syllables are always extrametrical in languages 
that possess w<>rd-final geminate.s. Thjs is be.cause a word-final geminate. is mora.ic and would need 
to be disting·uished in final position fron1 a potential moraic coda. \•Vitl1 the underlyi11g n1oraic \1'1eigl1t 
representation of geminates as iJ> (lOa), 6.nal extrame1ricality of eve syllables is able to preserve the 
contrast beh1veen an t1nderl}'ing final geminate and the corresponding final singleton consonant. The 
gemimlte of a final eve syllable would surface as moraic while the singlet<>n coda of the final eve 
would be non-moraic. This difference is found in Arabic dialects where a final eVG syllable attracts 
stress, making it distinct from a final eve syllable (i.e. bimora.ic), wh.i,oh is light (monomoraic) and 
does not attract the stress. In a variety of otl1er languages l1aving \•.'ord-fu1al genlinates examined 
by Ham (l.998), the same distinction is made between final eVG and eve syllabi.es. If Ham's obser
vation holds up to further scrutiny, it constittltes an interesting argt1n1ent for tl\e underlying 
moraification of gem.inate consc>mmts. (See also Topintzi 2008: 175 for dis<:ussion on this point.) 
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In Selkup, primary stress falls on the rightmost syllable with a long vo,vel 
(24a)-(24c) or on the initial syllable if there are no long VO\Vels (24d). A eve 
syllable does not count as heavy (24e), even if the CVC syllable is closed by a 
ge111inate, as seen in (24f) and (24g). As noted by Tranel (1991), if stress targets 
bimoraic syllables and geminates are underlyingly moraic, the second syllable 
in (24f) and (24g) "'ould be the rightmost bimoraic syllable. Both the vowel and 
the geminate \vould contribute a 1nora to the second syllable. The fact that (24f) 
and (24g) do not receive stress on the second syllable, however, seen1s to provide 
evidence against geminates being underlying n1oraic, favoring a representation 
of geminates that is different from that in (lOa). 

The stress pattern of Selkup does not appear to be unique in ignoring gemin
ate consonants. Davis (1999a: 41) notes the Altaic language Chuvash (Krueger 
1961), •vhich exhibits an aln1ost identical stress pattern to that of Selkup: stress is 
attracted to the rightmost syllable '"'ith a fuJl vo,vel (interpreted as being biinoraic), 
but CVG syllables are ignored. Thus, in both Chuvash and Selkup, CVG syl
lables do not function as bimoraic CVV syllables but instead act like monomoraic 
CV and CVC syllables. 

Data from languages like Selkup have been used by Tranel (1991) and Ringen 
and Vago (2010) to argue agaii1st the underlymg n1oraic weight representation 
of gen1rnates. Ringen and Yago note that such languages are consistent \Vith the 
length analysis of geminates as in (lOb ). In these languages, stress is sensitive to 
the presence of a long vo,vel, and ignores a coda consonant, whether the coda 
is part of a gemmate or not. Ho,vever, it is not that proponents of the \veight 
representation are una\vare of languages like Selkup. Topintzi (2008, 2010), who 
for the most part maintains the underlying moraic •veight vie"' of gem.inates, 
suggests that '''eightless geminates are represented by double consonants with 
t•vo root nodes rather than as a smgle root node linked to a mora like (10a). But 
such a comment in1plies that there is language-specific variation in the re.present
ation of genlinate consonants. On the other hand, Davis (2003) suggests that the 
stress pattern of languages like Selkup does not necessarily argue agarnst the 
underlying moraic representation of geminates; viewed from an optimality
theoretic perspective, the pattern can be a consequence of certain high-ranking 
stress constraii1ts that have the effect of ignoring the biJnoraicity of any eve 
syllable. As suggested by Steriade (1990: 275), there may be reasons m some 
languages to restrict the set of stress-bearing segments to those that are also 
tone-bearing, "for reasons that are clearly related to the fact that pitch is one 
of the maill realizations of metrical prominence." Steriade's suggestion can be 
illcorporated illto an optimality-theoretic approach as a constraiJ1t that restricts 
pitch realization to vocalic elen1ents: the constraillt prefers to place stress on 
any CVV syllable over any syU.able closed by a consonant, even if that consonant 
is part of a geminate. Thus, the lack of second syllable stress in (24f) and (24g) 
of the Selkup data need not reflect on the underlying moraicity of gemillate 
consonants. 

3.3 Languages in ivhich geminates repel stress 
A third type of gemmate behavior is \Vitnessed in languages \Vhere stress is attracted 
to a closed syllable, but not to one 'vith a gemiJ1ate. The Australian language 
Ngalakgan, discussed by Baker (1997, 2008), serves as a major exan1ple. Consider 
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the pattern of primary stress in (25), taken from Baker (2008) "'ho notes that other 
geographically proxiinate languages have a similar stress pattern. 

(25) Ngalakgan 
a. pu'rutci 'water python' k. 'calapir 'red ant (species)' 
b. ki'pitkuluc 'frogmouth (bird)' I. 'kupuj 'sweat (N)' 
c. n1i'(arppu? 'crab' 1n. kal\'talppuru 'plams kangaroo' 
d. pu'tolko1 'brolga (bird)' n. 'cakanta 'macropod sp.' 
e. ,maca'purka 'plant sp.' o. '1Jurnntuc 'emu' 
f. 'la(kurca 'ville sp.' p. 'IJO).Ql)ko' 'eucalyptus' 
g. 'calpurkic 'fish sp.' q. 'J)am uc ,culo 'subsection tenn' 
h. 'ci'"'i 'li\rer' r. 'caj2filta 'tortoise sp.' 
l. 'cerata 'won1en's ceremony' s. 'mo�pol 'catfish sp.' 
J . 'pa(a,munu 'sand goanna' t. 'l)ana7paj 'and moreover' 

(25a)-(251) show that primary stress ill Ngalakgan falls on the leftmost (non-final) 
heavy syllable; if there is no heavy syllable, it falls on the mitial syllable. Fro1n 
these data, it can be surmised that a coda consonant is n1oraic m 1nakillg a syllable 
heavy, be it an obstruent (as m (25a) and (25b ), or a sonorant (as m (25c)-(25g)). 
The da ta ill (25m)-(25t) sho"' that the leftmost closed syllable (underlined) fails 
to attract primary stress. Note that the coda in the leftmost closed syllable ill 
(251n)-(25t) belongs to one of three types: in (25m)-(25p) the coda is a nasal homor
ganic with the following onset, in (25q)-(25s) it is the first part of a geminate 
consonant, and iI1 (25t) the coda is a glottal stop. Key to our discussion is the fact 
that eve t.yl.lables in (25q)-(25s) resist stress. However, the comparison of the stress
resistant nature of eve syllables with the other instances of stress-resistant 
dosed syllables in (25m)-(25p) and (25t) poillts to the fact that a common prop
erty these syllables have is that they do not possess their own place features: 
either the place features are shared '"'ith the following onset, or, m the case of the 
glottal stop in (25t), there is a lack of place features altogether. Thus, Ngalakgan 
seems to divide closed syllables into t\.vo types: those in (25a)-(251), ill which the 
coda has illdependent place features and attracts stress, and those ill which the 
coda does not have its O\Vn independent place features and fails to attract stress. 
This suggests that Ngalakgan is best analyzed as having a requirement that moraic 
elements have independent place .features (i.e. not shared \vith a foUo"ring 
onset), as advocated in Baker (1997). It follows that the stressed closed syllables 
in (25a)-(251) would be bimoraic and attract stress, whereas the eve syllables ill 
(25n1)-(25p) would be monomoraic and not attract stress. 

Languages like Ngalakgan see1n to present a challenge for the underlymg weight 
representation of geminates in (lOa), since not only do syllables with geminates 
not attract stress, but they are not even equal in weight to eve syllables, as in 
(25a)-(251), '"hich do attract stress. Baker (2008) offers an articulatory gestural 
analysis of the difference. He observes that the apparent eve syllable attracts 
stress only if the postvocalic coda consonant has an articulatory gesture distinct 
froin that of the following onset. That is, iI1 a eveev sequence, the first syllable 
counts as heavy only if the t"'O intervocalic consonants have distinct articulatory 
gestures. When the mtervocalic sequence illvolves a geminate or a nasal that is 
homorganic 'vith a follo\vmg consonant (or a glottal stop, which does not have 
a distinct articulatory gesture) there is only one articulatory gesture, and stress 
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is not attracted onto CVG (or CVN where N is homorganic "'ith a follo"'ing con
sonant). Baker (2009) adopts a con1posite vie\v of geminate representation that 
i.ncorpora tes a gestural ti.er along '"i.th root nodes and moras. Under this vie\v, 
stress in Ngalakgan is characterized as sensitive to the gestural ti.er. Ringen and 
Vago (2010), in contrast, take the N'galakgan data as supporting the length repre
sentation of geminates '''here the stress rule treats linked structures like those in 
(lOb) as light. Davis (2003), who 1naintains the underlying "'eight representation 
of gem.inates, suggests that the Ngalakgan stress pattern in (25) does not neces
sarily argue against the underlying moraic representation of geminates as in (lOa); 
rather, the language has a high-ranked constraint that requires moraic elements 
to have their own place features. Thus, while geminates may be underlyingly moraic, 
they do not surface as 1noraic.11 

To conclude this section, "'e have surveyed languages de1nonstrating three types 
of behavior of CVG syllables in stress systen1s: (i) cases '"here CVG and CVV 
pattern together; (ii) cases '"here eve patterns \'1ith other eve syllables; and 
(iii) cases where CVG syllables are specifically resistant to stress. 'vVe have tried 
to maintain the underlying moraic '"eight representation of geminates despite appar
ent evidence to the contrary. In the concluding section \Ve \Vilt further discuss 
representational issues. 

4 Representational issues and conclusion 

In this overvie'"' '"e have focused on the cross-linguistic patterning of gemi.nate 
consona.nts \vhile trying to maintain the represen tational view of geminates in (l.Oa), 
in which geminates are marked as being underlyingly moraic, over the length 
representation in (10b). In §2, '"e provided evidence for the underlying moraic 
representation of geminate consonants by considering a variety of phonological 
patterning pertinent to geminates. This included the 1noraic analysis of irritial 
geminates in TrLLkese in §2.1 and tl1e cross-linguistic avoidance of CVVG syllables 
in §2.3. 'vVe made it clear in §2.2 that geminates do not ahvays behave like a 
sequence of two C-slots in prosodic patterning, thereby contradicting the length 
representation of gemi.nates in (lOb). In §3, we surveyed geminate patterning in 
stress systems identifying three types of behavior. Despite the differences, we still 
argued for the underlying mora.ic view of gemina te consonants. 

The issue of the representation of gerninate consonants has been a controversial 
matter and will most likely remain so in future investigations. This is because 
geminates do not display uniform behavior, as \Ve have illustrated. It seems that 
tlie very nature of the data under examination determines '"hat type of repre
sen tation m.ust be appropriate. For exau<ple, the parallel patterning behveen final 
CC sequences and final geminates in Hungarian seems to be supportive of the 
length representation, \vhile the difference ben,reen final CC sequences and final 

" It should be noted that Baker (2008) actually considers the intervocalk geminates in (25q)-(25s) 
and the intervocalic homorganic nasal dusters in (25m)-(25p) to be syllabified completely as onsets 
rather than as heterosyllabic. This differs from II.is earlier work, Baker (1997), where a heterosyllabic 
parse of ge1ninates a11d hon1organic nasal cll1sters is maintained. 011e sl1ortcomi11g of Baker's (2008) 
OJ\set analysis js tl1at ger11iJ'lates aJld ho.r11or.gar1ic nasal clusters do not occu.r '''ord-in.itia.lly. Nonetl1e .. 
less, e\ren if geminates COllld be analyzed as syllabifying as onsels, they '''ould not add \Yeight to a 
syllable and thus would be different from the initial geminates of Trukese discussed earlier. 
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to different aspects of the representation. For example, in Trukese, the moraic 
aspect of the geminate representation is crucial, while it may or may not surface 
with two X-slots, depending on the constraints. In Hungarian, given the parallel 
behavior of '"'ord-final clusters and gerninates, the X-tier representation is effec
tive, 'vhile the geminate may or may not surface as moraic, depending on the 
constraints. In Ngalakgan, the behavior of geminates with respect to stress can be 
understood through the gestural tier, as proposed by Baker (2008, 2009). Geminates 
and hon1organic nasal + consonant clusters have a single geshue. Consequently, 
they can pattern as single consonants despite having h"o X-slots, as long as there 
is a high-ranked constraint that requires a moraic element not to share place 
features. This \VOuld provide an explanation for the repulsion of geminates to 
stress. It  follo"'S that ,,,hiJe ge1ninates may have one underlying universal rep
resentation (as in (26)), its surface realization may vary cross-linguistically, e.g. 
as non-n1oraic in Ngalakgan, but moraic in Trukese. 

The composite vie,v, or some version of it, may ultimately be the best universal 
representation for an underlying gerni.nate. For example, one criticism of a purely 
'"eight account of geminates is that it cannot distinguish bet'"een a gerninate that 
syllabifies entirely in a coda fron1 a single coda consonant in a language in which 
Weight-by-Position applies. This n1atter comes up in the Palestinian Arabic 
dialect described by Abu-Salim (1980) and mentioned in Rose (2000), \vhere a coda 
singleton in a '''Ord like [bit.na] 'our house' is representationally indistinguish
able from a coda geminate in a word like [sitt.na] 'our grandmother' on a strictly 
n1oraic vievt of geminates as in (lOa). Unless a length tier (or t\VO root nodes) is 
assumed, there is no obvious "'ay to distinguish the hvo cases. Although such 
examples are probably rare, the occurrence of this type of contrast i.ndeed favors 
a composite analysis, especially given the language-specific evidence for Arabic 
moraic structure presented in various parts of this chapter. That said, it may 
still be possible to argue for the underlying moraic "'eight representation as 
universal, but '"'ith the understanding that the surface realization of genlinates 
may vary across languages because of the interaction of relevant constraints. 

In conclusion, there is much about the phonology of geminates that remains to 
be investigated. Geminates do not all pattern the same "'ay across languages. 
Consequently, geminate phonology "'ill remain an area of theoretical controversy 
for the foreseeable future. 
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38 The Representation of 
sC Clusters 

HEATHER GOAD 

1 Introduction 

Clusters of the shape s + consonant (sC), exemplified by stack, have posed a chal
lenge for theories of syllabification, as they defy many of the constraints holding of 
true branching onsets, as found in, for example, track. Accordingly, some researchers 
have proposed that s is organized outside the onset constituent that contains the 
following consonant. Others have proposed that this sort of analysis holds only 
for a subset of sC clusters; those that rise in sonority, for exan1ple in slack, are 
represented i.n the same fashion as branchi.ng onsets. Yet others have argued that 
some sC clusters, those of the shape s + stop, form complex segments. 
This chapter "'ill critique each of these proposals. An element shared by all of 

them is that phonological units are highly articulated: the burden of explanation 
is placed precisely on the structural relationships that adjacent segn1ents enter 
into. Although this approach captures many peculiarities of sC clusters, there is 
little attempt to explain '''hy the consonant that displays unorthodox behavior 
is typically s. Under the view that segments are ordered to maximize their per
ceptibility, the behavior of s becomes Jess puzzling: strident fricatives have robust 
internal cues, ensuring their perceptibility even in non-optimal contexts. 
If the acoustic properties of s are of central importance, it behoves us to ask 

whether the differences behveen sC clusters and branching onsets can be explained 
solely by perceptual considerations. This, of course, would challenge the vie"' that 
a structural approach to cluster \Vell-formedness is necessary. In the final section 
of the paper I '"ill argue that this position is too strong. I will conclude that an 
adequate understanding of sC clusters requires consideration of both perceptu.al 
and structural factors. 
Much of the paper compares sC dusters with branching onsets. We "'ill observe 

that they differ in several respects: phonotactic constraints, '"ord-internal syllabifica
tion, allomorph selection, patterns of reduplication, options for cluster repair, etc. 
A.lthough the general observations 've will de tail are likely to be accepted by most 
phonologists, there is little agreement on how these differences should be formally 
represented. In this context, there are three topics that '"ill be addressed. 
The first involves critical assessment of various proposals in the literature 

concerning the representation of sC clusters - as a single class -in contrast to 
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obstruent + sonorant clusters. Henceforth, I will use the term "obstruent" to refer 
to obstruents other than s. "s" is itself a cover term for the sibilant(s) appearing 
in sC clusters; although this sibilant is usually /s/, in son1e languages, other sibilants 
pattern ass (e.g. German s is usually If/; in Russian, /s z f 3/ all pattern as s). 

Concerning obstruent + sonorant clusters, there •vill be nothing particularly 
special to say about their representation; they form branching onsets, and there 
is little controversy on this matter among those \vho accept a hierarchically 
organized syllable. For sC clusters, in contrast, several options \\'ill be considered. 
Most of these share the idea that s is an appendi.x, a segment "'hich is not organized 
by any sub-syllabic constituent; one views s as a coda. We \vill see, in addition, 
that some researchers propose a single representation for sC in all languages; 
others argue for different representations across languages. 

The second topic that nn1st be addressed is whether, in a given language, all 
sC clusters are represented in the sa1ne fashion. s + sonorant clusters are phono
tactically ambiguous: like obstruent + sonorant clusters, they rise in sonority, yet 
like s + obstruent clusters, they do not respect the place constraints holding of 
obstruent + sonorant clusters. Depending on the weight assigned to each of these, 
different conclusions '"ill be arrived at concerning the analysis of s + sonorant. 
For those researcl1ers \vho place n1ost \veight on sonority profile, s + sonorant clus
ters form brancl1ing onsets. This research itself falls into two categories. One body 
of \vork aims to sho\v that s + sonorant patterns \vith brancl1ing onsets \vhile 
s + obstruent patterns differently, and is organized with some type of appendix. 
Another body of work considers s + sonorant clusters to be branching onsets, but 
focuses on arguing that s + stop clusters forn1 con1plex segn1ents. 

The proposals sketcl1ed above assume that the syllable is hierarchically 
organized. However, there is a growing literature that de-emphasizes the role 
of constituency and aims to provide phonetically grounded explanations for 
phonological behavior. The third topic therefore considers \vhether differences in 
the behavior of obstruent + sonorant, s + sonorant, and s +  obstruent can be explained 
by perceptual considerations alone. This topic will be the focus of the final section 
of the paper. Until then, a structural approach will be assumed. 

2 Cluster phonotactics 

We begin by detailing the phonotactic constraints most commonly held of 
obstruent + sonorant clusters on the place and sonority dimensions, in turn, 
examining sC clusters on these same dimensions (see also CHAPTER 33: SYLLABLll
INTERNAL STRUCTURE; CHAPTER 55: ONSETS). Our focus "'ill be on the left \VOrd 
edge; other types of phonological behavior will be discussed in later sections, "'hen 
\ve examine alternative representations for sC clusters. 

Consider the inventories of t"ro-member clusters found in word-initial position 
in English and Dutch in (1) and (2).' The data are organized by the place and 
n1a.nner values of CL for obstruent + sonorant clusters and of C2 for sC clusters. 
(On cl.u.ster phonotactics for English, see Fudge 1969; Selkirk 1982; Clements and 

' \•Ve restrict discuss.ion of obstruents in clusters to those that ate voiceless; some languages cLisplay fewer 
options for voiced obstruents (e.g. • /vi vr I in English). We avoid consonant+ glide dusters altogether, 
as there are m•Jre representational options available for glides than vJe have space to consider. 
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Keyser 1983; Goldsmith 1990; Harris 1994; for Dutch, see Trommelen 1984; 
van der Hulst 1984; Fikkert 1994; Booij 1995; van der Torre 2003.) 

(1) English 
a. Obstruen.t + sonorant b. sC clusters 

pl *ti kl sp st sk 
pr tr kr sm sn 
fl •01 *fl sl 
fr er fr •sr 

(2) Dutch 
a. Obstruent + sonora.nl b .  sC clusters 

*tn kn sp st 
pl *ti kl sx 
pr tr kr sm sn 
fl xi sl 
fr xr •sr 

We first consider place identity, \Vhich forbids the consonants in obstruent + 
sonorant clusters from having the san1e place (CHAPTER 22: CONSONANTAL PLACE 
OF ARTICULATION). This captures the ill-forn1edness of• /ti 01 fl/ in English (la), 
and * /tn ti/ in Dutch (2a).2 Turning to (lb) and (2b), the weU-formedness of /st 
sn sl/ indicates that sC clusters do not respect place identity, suggesting that sC 
clusters do not have the same representation as obstruent + sonorant clusters. Ho,v
ever, before we can conclude this with certainty, we must consider place-sharing 
• /sr /, which is ill-formed in English and Dutch.3 In1portantly, •I sr I is illicit even 
in Dutch dialects with dorsal /r/, suggesting that the ill-formedness of this cluster 
has nothing to do with place identity. We return to*  /sr/ later in the chapter. 

A second, less commonly discussed, constraint on place concerns asymmetries 
that hold between C1 and C2 in obstruent + sonorant clusters (when C2 '1' glide). 
English is not very revealing, because � is restricted to liquids, which are coronal. 
Dutch is potentially more illun1inating, because it contains stop + nasal clusters, 
and nasals contrast for place.'' As (2a) shows, '''hen a nasal is in C2 in an obstruent 
+ sonorant cluster, it n1ust be coronal: /kn/ is well-formed; •/km/ is out. The 
broader generalization is thus that when C2 is a contoid, it must be coronal (except 
/r/; see note 2). 
' Place identity is not respected with /r/. In English and Dutch dialects wjth coronal fr/, coronal 
» /r/ dusters are well-formed, as are dorsal+ /r/ dusters in Dutch dialects with dorsal /r/. Even 
in languages where /t/ and /r/ are articulated near-identically, the constraint is not respected 
(see Arvan.iti 2007 on Greek). Th.is may suggest that /r/ permanently lacks place (Rice 1992; Goad 
and Rose 2004; see also CKA1'1'El{ 30: 1"HE I{£I'kESli:N1'A1'(0N' OF I(HO'tlCS). 
' ConcerniJ,g Dutch •/sr/, some speakers realize /sxr/ as [sr] (\<Vaals 1999). lf this represet\ts a 
re-analysis of /sxr/ (van der Torre 2003), then /sr/ is welJ-formed for these speakers. Concerning 
English /fr/, we have placed th.is duster in the obstruent + sonorant category (Goad and Rose 2004), 
rather than treating jt as an assimilated form of /sr/ (Clements and Keyser 1983; Goldsmith 1990). 
' l say "potentially," because, as is undoubtedly evident, obstruent + sonorant dusters will be 
anal}·zed as branching 011sets belo\v. TJ1ere is, hO\\rever, displtte about the statt1s of /kn/ i11 Dutch, 
as branching onset (Fikkert 1994; Boo.ij 1995) or appendix-initial (van der Hulst 1984.; Trom.o.\eJen 
1984; Kager and Zonneveld 1986). Notably, intervocalk /kn/ is syIJabified as coda + onset, co11trt1 the 
branching onset analysis. 
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C2 in sC clusters has a different profile: it can have any place of articulation. 
Indeed, in s +  obstruent and s +  nasal clusters, C2 displays the same range of place 
contrasts attested for singleton onsets (e.g. /sp st sk/ alongside /p t k/ in English). 
Directly con1paring nasal-final clusters in Dutch, ,.ve find the follo"'ing: •/km/, 
/kn/; /sm/, /sn/. The absence of • /km/ alongside the presence of /sm/ is unex

pected, if these clusters are represented identically. 
Because of the disputed status of Dutch /kn/ (note 4), ,.,,e turn to Modern Greek 

to better examine differences in place profile behveen C2 in obstruent + sonorant 
vs. sC clusters. (On Modern Greek cluster phonotactics, see Joseph and Philippaki
Warburton 1987; Drachman 1990; Klepousniotou 1998; Morell i 1999; Tzakosta and 
Vis 2009; on Attic Greek, see Steriade 1982.) The data in (3) reveal that, although 
C2 in an obstruent + sonorant cluster can have any manner, leading to a ,,v ider 
range of cluster profiles than in Dutch or English, C2 must still be coronal 
(Klepousniotou 1998).5 (3b) shows that sC clusters are more restricted on the man
ner dimension than they are in Dutch, but among clusters 'vith obstruents in C2, 
it can nevertheless be seen that C2 can have any place. 

(3) Modern Greek 
a. Obstruent + sonorant b. sC clusters 

pt kt sp st sk 
(pn) •tn (kn) sf (s6) sx 
pl *ti kl (sm) (sn) 
pr tr kr *sl 
ft •et xt *sr 
f6 (x6) 

•fn (6n) xn 
fl (61) xl 
fr er xr 

(mn) 

ln sum, >ve have observed that C2 in an obstruent + sonorant cluster does not 
parallel C2 in an sC cluster on the place dimension. On the contrary, a closer 
parallel is observed between C, in an obstruent + sonorant cluster and C, in an 
sC cluster, which '''e return to belO"'. 

We consider finally the sonority constraints that hold behveen C1 and C2 in 
initial clusters.6 Greek is not very revealing here, as both obstruent + sonora.nt 
and sC clusters can have a falling, flat, or rising sonority profile (although (3b) 
indicates that the productivity of the latter for sC ch.1sters is quest ionable; •ve return 
to this below). \'\le therefore focus on English and Dutch. (1) and (2) sho"' that 
sC clusters need not rise in sonority, in contrast to obstruent + sonorant clusters. 
Although C1 in an sC cluster is an obstruent and so the potential exists for these 

5 Stop + stop and fricati\re + stop are often considered to be archaic in spoken Modern Greek (Josepl1 
and Philippaki-Warbtuton 1987; Morelli 1999). They do occtu in higher registers, which is why they 
are included here. /ps ts ks/ are absent from (3a); I assume they are complex segments (following 
Tzakosta and Vis 2009). Ousters in parentheses (as well as /tm/) are t\Ot productive, although the num
ber of I sn1/-initiaJ roots is so111e\\•hat larger t)1an (or the others. 

Thanks to Jenny DalaJakis a.od Katerina Klepousn.iotou for help with the Greek data. r. I assun1e tl1e follo\ving sonority scale,. which is rot1ghl)r based on relati,..·e intensity: stop < fricati\re 
< nasal < Liquid < V(>COid. See also CBAPTER 49: SONORITY. 
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c. Licensed by a 
(e.g. van der Hulst 1984) 

0 

I 
5 p 

d. Coda 
(e.g. Kaye 1992) 

0 R 0 

N 

s p 

In (Sa), s is extraprosodic . I an1 using this tern1 in its narro,.vest sense, to refer 
only to the situation where an element is licensed but not organized into higher 
structure; compare (Sb) and (Sc). These two share v11ith (Sa) the idea that s is an 
appendix: s is not organized by any sub-syllabic constituent, in contrast to (Sd), 
v11here s is a coda (technically in Kaye's model a rhymal dependent). 

Two predictions follow fron1 the difference in representation and headedness 
i.n (4) vs. (S). First, there should be languages that permit dependents in branching 
onsets but not sC clusters, and vice versa. This prediction holds true. Spanish is 
a language with branching onsets, but lacking initial sC clusters (Harris 1983). 
Acon1a, spoken in New Mexico, has the opposite profile: initial clusters are 
restricted to sC (Mil ler l 96S). Relatedly, Fikkert's (1994) study on the acquisition 
of Dutch reveals that some children acquire branching onsets first, paraUel to 
Spanish, while others acquire sC clusters first, parallel to Acoma. Second, languages 
pennitting both types of structures should not prevent them from being combined. 
To my knov11ledge, this prediction al\11ays holds. In languages that have branch
ing onsets and sC clusters, three-n1en1ber clusters of the shapes + branching onset 
a.re also vvell-formed. However, these dusters may be restricted to a subset of what 
v11ould be expected from a free combination of sC clusters and branching onsets 
in the particular language (e.g. Greek /sx/, /xr /, * /sxr /; English /sk/, /kl/, * /skl/ 
(loans aside)). 

Further, an explanation emerges under (S) for why the constraints against place 
identity and for dsing sonority do not hold of sC ch.lsters. Jt is not enough for 
tv>'o consonants to be adjacent; they must be sisters, as in (4). 

Finally, '"'e demonstrate that the difference in headedness between branching 
onsets and sC clusters can account for a commonly attested pattern of cluster reduc
tion in acquisition, illustrated in (6) from t\VO learners of German and English 
respectively, Aru1alena (Elsen 1991) and Amahl (Smith 1973).7 

(6) a. Annnlena (age 1;4-1;9) 
output target 

obs + son (dawbi:] (tr]aube 'grape' 
[f1ka] [fl]iege 'fly' 

s + obs [prgal] (f p ]iegel 'mirror' 

[darn;i I [ft]ein 'stone' 
s + son (mrsan] [fm]eif.len 'to throw' 

[la: fa] (fl]afen 'to sleep' 

7 [1;> c;l gl indicate vokeless unaspirated lenis stops in Amahl's data (Smith 1973). 
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The alternative that is typically adopted, therefore, is that these t"'O types of 
extraprosodic segments are extraprosodic at different points in the derivation. 
Extraprosodic /s/ in taxed and /pl in tramps are incorporated as codas in the 
post-lexical phonology before inflectional /t/ and /s/ are added (cf. Boro,.vsky 
1986). Initial /s/ in (7a) similarly loses extraprosodic status in the post-lexical 
phonology, '"here lexical constraints on sonority profile are no longer assumed 
to hold. The problem \vith this approach, however, is that it fails to show that 
extra prosodic elements ever fw1ction as men1bers of the constituents that ultin1ately 
con1e to organize then1, the onset in (7a) and the coda in (7b) (Piggott 1991). 

This problem is resolved once the Strict Layer Hypothesis is abandoned - the 
requirement that elements be dominated by the immediately higher category in 
the prosodic hierarchy (Nespor and Vogel 1986). Extraprosodic segments on this 
vie\11 are technically not extrnprosodic (w1affiliated); instead, they are organized 
by son1e higher constituent in the prosodic hierarchy. 

One possible representation for I <s>trem<p><S> /, consistent 'vi.th this approach, 
is in (8): initial Is/ is organized by the PWd, extrarhyma! Ip I is organized by 
the syllable, and inflectional /s/ is adjoined to the PWd. This representation is 
consistent with the Peripherality Condition: extrarhymal /p/ and inflectional /s/ 
are each at the right edge of a separate PWd (Goad and White 2006). 

(8) 

0 

s t 

PWd 

PWd 

CJ 

R � 
N c 

I I 
a! m p s 

Returning specifically to sC clusters, the representation for /st/ in (8) involves s 
linking directly to the PWd (see e.g. Goldsnuth 1990, dra\11ing on evidence from 
English; Trommelen 1984 and Fikkert 1994 fron1 Dutch; Goad and Rose 2004 from 
German). An alternative involves s linking directly to the syllable, the inverse of 
extrarhymal /p/ in (8) (see e.g. van der Hulst 1984 \vith evidence from Dutcll; 
Levin 1985 and Kensto,vicz 1994 from English; Barlow 1997 and Gierut 1999 from 
English in phonologically delayed children; Drach.man 1990 and Tzakosta and Vis 
2009 fro1n Greek; Tzakosta 2009 from child Greek).10 These hvo proposals \llere 
provided earlier as (Sb) and (Sc).11 

10 Note that Levin (1985) adjoins, rather than directly links, s to the syllable. l'o the list in the text 
we can add Giegerich (1992), Hall (1992), nnd Booij (1995), who nnalyze s as an onset-internal 
appendix, using data from English, German, and Dutch, respectively; and Ewen and Botma (2009), 
who organize s into the specifier position of the onset for Germanic. 1 1  Other less comn1only proposed licensers for s will not be considered due to space constraints: e.g. 
the Foot (Green 2003 on Munster Irish) and the Phonological Phrase (Vaux 1998 on Armenian). 
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The alternatives in (Sb) and (Sc) make different predictions concerning the 
distribution of sC clusters. l show that both options (or their equivalents) are needed, 
indicating that sC clusters caru1ot be represented identically across languages (Goad 
and Rose 2004; Vaux 2004; Ewen and Botn1a 2009). In languages with (Sb), sC 
is only licensed P\IVd-initially. German has this profiJe (Goad and Rose 2004). 
(9) sho'''S that sC clusters only occur stem-initially; "'Ord-internal tautosyllabic sC 
clusters are actually stem-initial, (9b). If stein-initial corresponds to PWd-initial, 
this restriction on sC distribution can be caph1red through (Sb). 

(9) Gennan 

a. 

b. 

[f p I nci l PWd 
[f te: ;:in] PWd [b;i[f te:;in] rwdh'lvd 
[ga[f te:an lrwJlrwd 
*[CV.fCVJr1vJ 

'spider' 
'to stand' 
'to insist' 
'to confess' 

.Hall (1992) argues against (Sb) for German on grounds that it incorrectly predicts 
aspiration in s + stop clusters, as the stop is syllable-initial in this representation. 
Ho"tever, Iverson and Salmons (199S), following Kun (1970), offer an explana
tion for the absence of aspiration ins + stop that holds independently of how s 
is organized: because s is voiceless, the peak of glottal width that cl1aracterizes 
aspiration is internal to s, not the follo"•ing stop. Thus, we do not see the absence 
of aspiration in s + stop as reason to reject (Sb). 

In contrast to German, sC clusters in Dutch and English have a '"ider distri
bution, requiring (Sc). Both languages contain monon1orphe1nic exan1ples where 
the rhyn1e preceding sC appears unable to acconlmodate s (e.g. Dutch [ekstar) 
'magpie', English [£kstrci] extra (van der H'ulst 1.984; Levin 198S)). (Sc), however, 
freely permits violations of the Peripherality Condition. Accordingly, before we 
definitively conclude that it is required for n1orpheme-internal sC, '"e must 
exami11e the follo"'u1g alternative: P\.Yd-i.nitial sC clusters involve appendices 
organized as in (Sb); in word-media.I clusters, s is a coda. If this anaJysis couJd 
be supported, we could dispense with (Sc). 

To sho''' that (Sc) is truly needed, "'e examine '''Ord-medial sC clusters in English 
in detail. Harris (1994) discusses the constrai11ts governing three-position rhymes 
shaped VVC u1 this language. As (lOa) reveals, coda sonorants in these super
heavy syllables are con.fined to coronals which share place with the follo,ving onset 
(*[f owlbcir], *[n1awn1pcin)). P\AJd-internal VCC rhymes are not considered by 
Harris (they are not '"ell-formed in Government Phonology, the framework 
in "'hich he works). (10b) reveals that the onset is silnilarly constrained to coro
nal and the precedu1g consonants must be homorganic nasal + stop (*[vrltnar], 
*[4;Alkfan)). 

(10) English 

a. VVC rhymes 
[fowld;ir] shoulder 
[mawntan) 11101111/ain 
[ka'"nsal] council 

b. VCC rhymes 
[&ntlar) 
[ vrntn;ir) 
[4;A!J(k)fan] 

antler 
vintner 
junction 
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With these constraints in mind, \Ve turn to cases where the consonant fol lo,ving 
VV /VC is s. Parallel to (lOa), ( l  la) sho,vs that only coronal s is permitted after 
VV (*(i:ftar)) and the follo\ving consonant must be coronal (*[i:spar]).'2 This leads 
Harris to conclude that s in (Ila) is syllabified as the coda of a three-position rhyme. 
The forms in (llb) are si.milarly parallel to those in (lOb), seemingly leading to 
the same conclusion. 

(11) a. VVs rhymes 
[i:star) Easter 
[.Jjstar] oyster 

b. VCs rhymes 
[manstar] monster 
[m1nstral] minstrel 

Problems arise, ho,vever, in (12). (12a) sho,-vs that VCs does not always respect 
the constraints holding of (llb): the consonant preceding sis not restricted to place
sharing sonorants. (12b) reveals that the onset following s can be other than coronal, 
i.n contrast to (lla) and (llb). One could object on grounds that, extra aside, the 
\VOrds in (12) involve Latinate prefixes. Ho\vever, these prefixes are not syn

chronically productive: they fall within the stress domain, and must therefore be 
contained inside the lo\ver PWd (('abstakal)pwd, •['ab[stakallrwd lrwd). 

(12) Appendix s 

a. Non-coronal codas 
[' fkstra) extra 
['abstakal] obstacle 

b. Non-coronal onsets 
[,<kspa'zr/an] exposition 
['kansknpt] conscript 

If the forn1s in (12) truly involve appendixaJ s, we expect to find s occurring 
after three-position rhymes of the shape in (10). (13) sho•vs that such "'ords are 
'veil-formed, albeit rare. Bolster and holster are monomorphemic, and \vhile -ster 
in upholster is historically a class 2 suffix (seventeenth-century uphold-ster 'small 
furniture dealer'), this analysis no longer holds, as revealed by the fact that upholster 
is no\\' a verb and -y can attach outside (upholstery).13 

(13) VVC rhymes followed by s 

[bo\vlstar] bolste1· 
[hovtlstar) holster 
[Ap(h)o•vlstar) upholster 

In short, '''hile some instances of medial sC in English may involve s as coda, 
appendixal s is required to capture the data in (12) and (13). This thereby supports 
the postulation of (Sc), '\'here s is licensed by the syllable. 

Although languages like English appear to require (Sc), this analysis cannot 
straightforwardly caphlre the fact that these same la.ngu.a.ges syllabify s a.s a coda 

" Neither const,aint holds iJ, dialects with lengthened ln:)/[a>:] in e.g. afkr, basket (Harris 1994). 
13 Hayes (2009: 210-211) considers the vowel in such words to be monophthongized (so presumably 
short) in some dialects. However, this does not hold of all dialects; witness, for example, RP [bawlsta). 
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after short stressed vo,vels. If the appendix representation is available "'Ord-
1nedially, \vhy do native speakers judge sC as heterosyllabic ('pes.ler) rather than 
as appendix+ onset ('pe.ster)? It cannot be due to sonority profile, as will be seen 
shortly for Dutch. Heterosyllabicity of n1edial sC is handled more elegantly in 
Kaye's (1992) Government Phonology approach to sC clusters, which "'e con
sider no,v. 

Kaye (1992) proposes that sC clusters are syllabified as coda + onset sequences, 
shown earlier in (Sd).1"1 He provides support from Italian, Ancient Greek, European 
Portuguese, and British English; see also Brockhaus (1999) on German and Cyran 
and Gussmann (1999) on Polish. We consider first Italian, where the coda + onset 
pattern observed for 'pester-type '''ords is illustrated more concretely. ln Italian, 
rhy1nes of stressed syllables must branch (Chierchia 1986). \l\/hen a stressed syllable 
lacks a coda, the vowel lengthens; see (14a) and (14b). (14c) sho,vs that sC clusters 
do not trigger lengthening as do branching onsets; instead, they pattern "'ith coda 
+ onset sequences (14d), revealing that medial s is a cod.a. 

(14) Medial sC in Italian 
a. ['fa:to] 'fate' 
b. ['ka:pra) 'goat' 
c. ['pasta] 'pasta' 
d.. ['parko] 'park' 

Turning to word-initial position, Kaye proposes that s in this position is also a 
coda; the difference between the initial and 1nedial environments is that, in the 
former, s is the coda of an empty-headed syllable. \l\lord-initial coda s follows from 
the Uniformity Principle in Government Phonology, "'hich requires syllabification 
to be constant for a given string of segments, within and across languages. Kaye 
provides empirical support for Uniformity fron1 Italian n1asculine definite article 
allomorphy and raddoppiamen to sin tattico. In the former, vo"rel- and sC-initial words 
pattern together, in contrast to words begirrning 'vith (branching) onsets; compare 
(15a) and (15b) "'ith (15c). Since the representation for s in an sC cluster in (Sd) 
includes a preceding nucleus, there is a structural parallel with vowel-initial 'vords. 

(15) Masculine definite article allomorphy (Davis 1990) 

a. l'est /lo est/ 'the east' 
b. lo studente 'the student' 
c. ii b11rro 

ii clima. 
'the butter' 
'the clin1ate' 

In raddoppiamento sintattico, the first consonant in an onset gerninates \vhen the 
preceding "'Ord ends in a stressed vowel, while the first consonant in an sC 
cluster resists gemination; see (16). The pattern in (16b) follows directly from the 
vie"' that s is a coda: as coda + onset, sC already has precisely the structure that 
holds of gen1inates. 

" A pre<ursor to th.is appeal'.S in VenJ\emaon (1988). Ve1\nemar\n proposes that initial s is "quasj
nudear" in some languages, a type of degenerate syllable. He argues that this analysis of Latin s explains 
its development into a regular Vs syllable in some Romance languages, notably Spanish. 
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(16) Raddoppiamento sintnttico (Chierchia 1986) 

a. pa/to pulit'o [pal'toppu'lito] 'clean coat' 
citta triste [!fit'tat'triste] 'sad city' 

b. citta straniern [!fit'tastra'niera] 'foreign city' 
*[!fit'tasstra 'niera] 

Although it is evident from (15) and (16) that sC clusters in Italian cannot be 
analyzed in the same fashion as branching onsets, the proposal that they contain 
an initial appendix can also handle these data. (see Chierchia 1986; Davis 1990). 
Of the cases Kaye considers, the construction that poses a particular challenge for 
appendixal s is European Portuguese vo,vel nasalization. V\l'e turn to this case now. 

In European Portuguese, nasal consonants ca1u1ot close syllables. \l\7hile /n/ is 
realized intact before vo\vel-i.nitial bases (17a), before onset-initial bases, nasality 
surfaces on the preceding vo,vel (17b), (17c). Interestingly, sC-initia.1 bases pattern 
as VO\vel-initial (17d). 

(17) European Portuguese 
a. [in]admissivel 'inadn1issable' 
b. [l]pureza 'impurity' 

[I]satisfeito 'dissatisfied' 
c. [I]tratavel 'unsociable' 
d. [infk]apnvel 'inescapable' 

(17d) can be straightforwardJy expressed under Kaye's view that sC clusters 
are coda + onset, because, for independent reasons, all syllables in Government 
Phonology contain an onset constituent. Consider the representations beJo,v.15 In 

(18a), /n/ associates to the onset of the first syllable in the base. In (18b), this 
position is occupied, so nasality is preserved on the preceding vowel. The right 
result obtains in (18c) precisely because the syUable containing s includes an empty 
onset. 

(18) Codn a.nalysis 
a. 0 R + 0 R b. 0 R + 0 R 

I ' I I I ' ' ' ' 
N 

' 
N N N ' ' 

I ' I ['',,,_ I ' 
l n a 1 n p u 

c. 0 R + 0 R 0 R 

I ' I ' ' ' 
N ' N N ' 

I ' I ' ' ' ' l. n f k a 

15 No representations are provided by Kaye. (18) reflects my best guess (minus X-slots), based on 
his discussion. 
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An appendix analysis of s, it seems, cannot formal ly capture (17d). See (19c), '"here 
bases '�'ith initial sC are incorrectly predicted to pattern '"ith onset-initial bases 
because there is no en1pty constihient to host /n/. 

(19) Appendix analysis 
a. (J (} b. (J (J 

I /1 I /1 
R + 0 R R + 0 R 

I • I I I ' ' 
' 

' 

N 
' 

N N N ' 
' 

I ' I r·· .. " I ' 
• 

' 
' . . 

l n a l n p u 

c. • (J (J 

I 
R + 0 R 

I I 
N N 

1 ···, .. I 
n f k a 

Kaye's paper compares the coda + onset analysis of sC clusters to the alterna
tive that they form branching onsets; the option that s is analyzed as an appendix 
is not discussed. We have seen that appendixal s cannot straightforwardly cap
ture European Portuguese. It also goes against the Uniformity Principle: Italian s 
is an appendix in stra'niera but a coda in 'pasta; this would likely be considered 
a \'leakness by proponents of Government Phonology. However, there are contexts 
where '"'ord-internal s 111aintains its appendix status, in contrast to the pattern 
observed for Italian; sC can follo'v a rhyme that is already full, so s cannot be 
accommodated as an ordinary coda. We have already observed this for English, 
but '"e have also seen that English permits 'vord-internal three-position rhymes 
under lin1ited circumstances and most of the problematic sC data are in "'ords 
that historically involve prefixes. To ensure that there is nothing iu1usual about 
English concerning the distribution of sC clusters, let us turn to Acoma (M.iller 
1965). 

T\vo-position rhymes in Acoma are lin1ited to VV and seemingly Vs (loans aside); 
see (20a) and (20b). If word-internal s \Vere always a regular coda, as it appears 
to be in (20b ), \Ve '"'ould expect it to be restricted to occurring after short vo,vels, 
as in Italian. (20c) reveals that this is not the case. 

(20) Acoma 

a. [sp(1una] 
[ja ?ai] 

b. [sust'a] 
(?eska] 

'pottery' 
'sand' 

'I took '"ate.r' 
'ra\vhide' 
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Table 38.1 Jarmo's cluster development 

Singe Pattern 

1 stop /'vlmdar/ 
/'sla:p�(n)/ 

2 liquid /'vhnd;o>r/ 
/'sla:pa(n)/ 

3 fricative /'Xlei,ba:n/ 
/'sla:pa(n)/ 

4 stop + liquid (skipped by Jar mo) 

5 fricative/ s + /'fltsj<>/ 
liquid /slak/ 

Examples Age 

['krn1<] 'butterfly' 2;2.6 
['ta:p<>) 'to sleep' 2;0.28 

['hl)H) 'butterfly' 2;2.27 
['la:p<J) 'to sleep' 2;3.9 

['xeixa:n) 'slide' 2;4.1 
['sa:pa] 'to sleep' 2;3.9 

['sl€sja] 'bottle (DIM)' 2;4.1 
[flok]-[slak) 'snail' 2;4.1 

study: all follo\V the san1e developmental path for fricative + liquid and s + lateral 
dusters. The stages through '"hich learners pass are exemp lified in Table 38.J '"ith 
data from Jarmo. 

Further, all children in Fikkert's study master s + stop clusters at a different 
point in tin1e from rising sonority clusters. As all rising sonority clusters pattern 
together in Dutch acquisition, in contrast to s + obstruent, Fikkert concludes that 
s + sonorant dusters are represented in the same manner as branching onsets. 
For her, s + obstruent clusters involve s licensed by the PWd, as in (Sb) above. 

While sonority plays a decisive role in Fikkert's data, this is not the case for 
all children. Indeed, \Ve observed in (6) that \Vhen only one member of a cluster 
is produced by Annalena and A.mah!, it is the cluster head that survives, regard
less of its relative sonority. To show that this pattern extends past the deletion 
stage, consider the developmental path for Amahl in Table 38.2. 

Table 38.2 A.mah l's cluster developmeot 

Stage obstruenl + liquid /sl/ Ism sn/ /sp sk/ /st/ Age 

1-8 reduction to head reduction reduction reduction reduction 2.60-2.175 
to head to head to head to head 

13-14. branching onset 2 233-2.256 
acquired 

15-19 fusion fusion vacuous vacuous 2.261-2.333 
fusion fusion 

20-22 fusion 2.345-3.38 

24 appendix 3.78-3.96 
acquired 

25 appendix 3.104-3.128 
acquired 

26-29 appendix appendix 3.133-3.355 
acquired acquired 
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approach to cluster behavior. The epenthesis site, in particular, is chosen to 
maximize perceptual similarity behveen the target (non-epenthesized) form and 
the output. In vie'"' of this, "'e consider in this section "'hether the differences 
that hold behveen sC clusters and true branching onsets can be explained by 
perceptual considerations alone; this, of course, v.rould challenge the claim that a 
structural approach to cluster behavior is necessary. 

We do not have space to exa1nine Fleischhacker's proposal in detail, but the 
predictions she n1otivates are as follows: (i) anaptyxis is preferred to prothesis in 
stop + sonorant; (ii) prothesis is preferred to anaptyxis in s + stop; (iii) among 
s + sonorant, more anaptyxis is expected as C2 increases in sonority; and (iv) more 
anaptyxis is expected in stop + sonorant than in fricative + sonorant. Concerning 
(iv), note that Fleischhacker's account does not distinguish s from other fricatives; 
that is, no explanation is provided for the observation that fricatives other than 
s pattern \vith stops in preferring anaptyxis to prothesis ((24) above). We return 
to this shortly. First, let us examine the role of perception in sC well-formedness 
in more detail (CHAPTER 98: SPEECH PERCEPTION AND PHONOLOGY). 

As alluded to earlier, the acoustic properties of s, unlike other obstruents, enable 
it to appear in positions "'here it is not follo\'\•ed by a sonorant: strident fricatives 
have robust internal cues for both place and n1anner, ensuring their perceptibil
ity in all contexts, even before stops (\IV right 1996, 2004). Clearly, then, the vi.e\v 
that segments are ordered to yield a rise in sonority to'''ard the peak does not 
extend to s. Indeed, in spite of the sonority reversal, (strident) fricative + stop is 
superior to both stop + stop and stop + fricative,2° even though the latter hvo con
tain a sonority plateau and minimal rise respectively, because (strident) fricatives 
are less dependent on formant transitions for their identification than stops 
(Wright 1996, 2004).21 

Ho'"ever, '"hile the acoustic properties of s explain '"hY appendices are so often 
limited to s on the one hand and why these seginents can be follo\ved by stops 
on the other, they cannot, as far as I can tell, explain cross-linguistic preferences 
on sC profile. Table 38.3 shO\'\'S tl1at sC dusters have a rather t.u�usual distribution 
across languages \vhen viewed from the perspective of perceptual robustness. 
We focus on word-initial position. Since the perceptibility of all consonants in C2 
position in an initial sC cluster \viii be partly compromised by the preceding s, 

Table 38.3 sC cluster profiles across languages 

Spnnis/r French, Acoma Greek Eng/is/r Dul.ch Ger1r1ar1. Russian 

s + stop • ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ 

s + fricati\re • • ,/ • ,/ • ,/ 

s + nasal • • 
(*) ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ 

s + lateral • • • ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ 

s + rhotic • • • • (*) ,/ ,/ 

w Evidence tl1at this observatio11 is not restricted to stride11t fricative + stop con1es from Greek: tl1e 
stop + stop dusters ;,, (3a) a.re ofte.n replaced by frkative + stop . 
. ,. See Ivlorelli (1999) for an alternative explanation of obstruent cluster weU-formedness that appeals 
to markedness constraints 1.Jn segment sequencing. 
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\Ve '''ould expect consonants that are most perceptible to be positioned after s. 
Masking should not be too severe in this context; as mentioned earlier, Byrd (1994) 
observes that #sk clusters involve less overlap than s#k and sk#. The problem n1ay 
rather be one of duration: Byrd finds that /s/ is longer in #sk than in both s#k 
and sk#, '"hile /k/ is shorter in #sk than in both s#k and sk#. If the relatively 
short duration of C2 can be generalized to other #sC clusters, "'e would expect 
segments \vith robust internal cues to be favored in this position. Liquids should 
be optimal, since they have clear fonnant structure throughout. Nasals should 
be favored over stops, since their n1anner (and to a lesser extent their place) 
properties are present in the nasal spectrum. Stops, 'vhich have weak internal cues, 
should be the least optimal. 

What we observe in Table 38.3, by contrast, is that s + stop is favored. French 
and Acoma do not permit s + sonorant clusters at all (French has s + sonorant in 
loan"•ords), and depending on the status of marginal s + nasal clusters, Greek 
may fall into this category as \vell. Other·wise, it permits s + sonorant clusters of 
lo"1er sonority than those of higher sonority. 

Although a larger typology of languages is required before firm conclusions can 
be drawn, Table 38.3 suggests that s + stop > s + nasal > s + lateral > s + rhotic 
(> = is more harn1onic than). The favored profile in sC dusters is thus the opposite 
of that observed for branching onsets. This is not unexpected on a structural account 
if all sC clusters are head-final, in contrast to branching onsets. In sC dusters, C2 
is the onset head; thus it should respect the preferences holding of singleton onsets. 
Since obstruents are the optilnal onsets (e.g. Clements 1990), a parallel should be 
observed between obstruents in C1 position in branching onsets and stops in � 
position in sC dusters (not fricatives more generally, because of the preceding s; 
see Wright 2004: 51). 

While the C1C2 asymmetry ill branching onsets vs. sC clusters follows from the 
status of s as an appendix, it is best captured, I suggest, under Kaye's proposal 
that s is a coda. Recall from (14) and (21) that n1edial sC clusters in Italian and Dutch 
are heterosyllabic. If sC clusters are always syllabified as coda + onset dusters, then 
their profile should respect cross-linguistic preferences for optilnal syllable contact. 
Syllable contact \viii favor C2 with lower sonority: Vs.TV > Vs.NV> Vs.IV> Vs.rV. 
As C2 increases in sonority, the cluster prefers to be syllabified as a branching 
onset, but if this option is never available for sC clusters, then higher-sonority sC 
clusters '"ill be forbidden, regardless of their position in tl1e "'Ord. 

The profile in Table 38.3 closely parallels Fleischhacker's typology in (25) for 
preferred epenthesis sites, ill sC clusters. Prothesis occurs more commonly "'hen 
C2 has lower sonority. As the sonority of C2 increases, pro thesis '"ill result il1 
poor syllable contact. Note as well that the proposed syllable contact account of 
sC ,.vell-formedness lea.ds to a distinction bel\veen s + sonorant and fricative + 
sonorant, as only the latter can form branching onsets. Thus, the fact that fricative 
+ sonorant patterns 'vith stop + sonorant m epenthesis follo,vs, in contrast to under 
Fleischhacker's account (see (iv) above). 

In sum, I contend that both perceptual and structural considerations must be 
factored into our understanding of cluster 'vell-for.medness. While perceptual con
siderations can explain "'hy appendices are so often limited to s and \vhy s + stop 
is well-formed in spite of its sonority profile, it is the structural differences between 
sC clusters and branchil1g onsets that explain the preference for sC profile on the 
sonority dimension as >veil as some observed differences ill epenthesis site. 
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In this chapter, '"e have examined several alternative analyses for sC clusters. On 
the empirical front, •ve have seen that s +  stop clusters reliably pattern differently 
from true branching onsets. Not surprisingly, then, the proposals we have exam
ined for s + stop all share an important property: s + stop clusters are head-final, 
whether s is unaffiliated, an appendix organized by some prosodic constituent 
above the onset, the coda, or the first n1ember of a con1plex segment. Branching 
onsets, by contrast, are head-initial. This difference in headedness helps to 
explain parallels on the place dimension bet,,reen C2 in an s + stop cluster and 
C1 in a branching onset, as well as syllabification preferences in '"Ord-medial 
contexts. 

Beyond that, ho,.vever, details of the proposals differ, and, follo,ving on this, 
each proposal is both supported and challenged by the available evidence. There 
are languages like Acoma, English, and Dutch where s can appear medially after 
rhymes that are "full," thereby providing support for the analysis that s is linked 
to the syllable and potentially challenging the coda analysis. However, in some 
of these same languages, nan1ely English and Dutch, as \veil as in languages like 
Italian, the observation that sC clusters are heterosyllabic after stressed vo,vels 
supports the coda analysis and thereby questions the proposal that s is licensed 
by the syllable or that s + stop form a complex segment. The complex segment 
analysis, in turn, is supported by the reduplication pattern in Gothic which both 
the appendix and coda analyses fail to elegantly capture. 

At present, then, it seeo.1s that multiple representations for sC clusters may 
be required. If the number of parametric options is limited and there is robust 
evidence available for learners to determine the appropriate representation for 
the language being acquired, this is far from problematic. For example, the fact 
that sC clusters have a more limited distribution in some languages (Gern1an) than 
in others (English, Dutch) can be captured if licensing by the PWd represents the 
least marked option and therefore the starting point for learners. There '''ill then 
be positive evidence available to signal learners of son1e languages that sC clus
ters are licensed lo\ver do\vn, by the syllable. However, '"e have also seen that 
this type of scenario may not always "'ork. If Dutch learners initially assun1e 
that s + sonorant clusters form branching onsets, the evidence available to undo 
this analysis in favor of one \Vhere all sC dusters pattern as a class is far from 
robust and may present a learnability challenge. 

The problen1 with s + sonorant clusters 1nore generally is that they are phono
tactically an1biguous and, follo\ving fro1n this, they pattern a1nbiguously across 
languages. While one could fail to be surprised by this, on the grounds that these 
clusters are both s-initial and rise in sonority, exactly how their ambiguous 
behavior should be formally expressed is far from clear. They appear to be 
analyzed as branching onsets in son1e languages (e.g. Jarmo's Dutch grammar) 
and as appendix/coda-initial in others (e.g. Amahl's English grarnn1ar), but in 
this particular ca.se, this finding is surprising, in vie,.v of the 0th.en.vise high degree 
of similarity beh"een the hvo target languages. 

The solution that languages employ different analyses for s + sonorant is far 
from optirnal and may lead some researchers to abandon a structural approach 
to the syllable altogether in favor of a perceptually grounded account of segmental 
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contact. Indeed, the latter may find support in the observation that even \Vithin 
the class of s + sonorant, languages sho'" different patterns of behavior; \Ve have 
seen that the division bet\veen prothesis and anaptyxis can be dra\vn anY'vhere 
internal to this class. At the same time, ho,.vever, a purely perceptually based account 
seems to be challenged by the finding that preferences for sC cluster profile are 
virtually the inverse of those observed for obstruent + sonorant clusters. While 
an appeal to syllable contact \Vas made to capture both of these observations, the 
analysis follO\\'S 1nost straightfonvardly fro1n the proposal that sC clusters are al'"ays 
syllabified as coda + onset strings. vVe have already seen that this proposal may 
be challenged by languages such as English, Dutch, and Acoma. 

In spite of the quantity of research that has been undertaken on sC clusters, it 
is perhaps most evident that 1nore needs to be done before the issue of their 
representation can be resolved (if ever). A sampling of questions at the hvo extremes 
includes the foLJo,ving. At one end of the spectrwn, can a more detailed examina
tion of perceptual factors capture differences in the behavior of fricative + sonorant 
and s + sonorant clusters, thereby further questioning the need for a structurally 
based approach to segmental contact and syllabification behavior? At the other 
end, if a structural account of behavior based on syllable contact proves fruitful 
to pursue, 'vith judicious use of abstract representations, can the coda + onset 
analysis be motivated for all languages? I leave these and many other questions 
in behveen to future research. 
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39 Stress: Phonotactic and 
Phonetic Evidence 

MATTHEW GORDON 

1 Introduction 

Stress can be signaled through a nwnber of different acoustic properties, includ
ing increased duration, greater intensity, and higher fundamental frequency. 
Stress may also affect segmental and syllable structure. Typically, stressed 
syllables trigger qualitative fortition and/or lengthening, '"hereas unstressed 
syllables are associated "'ith lenition and/or shortening. To take an exan1ple of a 
stress-driven fortition process affecting syllable structure, Dutch (Booij 1995) 
inserts an intervocalic glottal stop as an onset to stressed vowels; epenthesis does 
not interrupt vowel sequences in '''hich the second vowel is unstressed. We thus 
have pairs such as ['xa.:ls] 'chaos' and [a.'':lr.ta] 'aorta', in 'vhich the presence of 
glottal stop is predictable from stress. American English provides '"ell-described 
cases of lenition in unstressed syllables. For exan1ple, post-vocalic coronal stops 
\veaken to taps before unstressed syllabic sounds, e.g. /sxti/ � ['s1ri] 'city'. Fur
thermore, most unstressed vo,,rels reduce to sch,va, e.g. ['kan,t<kst] con.text vs. 
[kan'tikstfual] con.textual, or n1ay delete in certain contexts delete, e.g. ['tmerrou] 
- ['tamertou] lo111ato, ['kscend1aJ - [ka'scend1aJ Cassandra.. 

\"lhile 1nost seg1nental effects of n1etrical structure can be transparently linked 
to stress, there are others that are not predictable from stress, despite displaying 
properties typically associated "'ith stress-induced alternations. For example, 
Nganasan, a Uralic language (Tereshchenko 1979; Helirnski 1998; Vaysman 
2009), has an alternation bet,veen strong and weak intervocalic consonants, 
termed "consonant gradation," whereby strong consonants, generally voiceless 
or prenasalized obstruents, alternate with \veak consonants, typically voiced or 
not prenasalized. The appearance of strong and weak consonants is predictable 
from syllable count (1). In the onset of even-nun1bered non-initial syllables, 
the strong grade appears, while the weak grade appears in the onset of odd
numbered non-initial syllables. Long vo\vels interrupt the alternating syllable 
cOtlnt and, as long as they are not "'Ord-initial, a.re always preceded by '"eak 
consonants. 
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(1) Nganasan consonant gradation (Vaysman 2009: 43) 

,jama'oa-tu 'his/her/its animal' 
,l)oru 'n1u-tu 'his/her/its copper' 
su:'oa:-du 'his/her/its lung' 
l)u'hu-ou 'his/her/its mitten' 

As Vaysman sho\vs, this pattern is explained if one assun1es that "'ords are parsed 
into binary feet starting at the left edge of '"'ords \Vi.th long vowels forn1ing n1ono
syUabic feet and degenerate feet allo,.ved word finally. Strong consonants occur 
foot medially and \veak consonants occur in foot-initial syllables that are not also 
word-initial (2). 

(2) Nganasan consonant gradation as a reflex of foot structure (Vaysman 2009: 43) 

(,ja ma)(' oa-tu) 
(,l)oru)('mu-tu) 
(su:)('oa:)-(ou) 
(1Ju'hu)-(01.1) 

'his/her/its animal' 
'his/her/its copper' 
'his/her/its lung' 
'his/her/its mitten' 

The interesting feature of the Nganasan data is that stress does not always fall 
on syllables predicted to be stressed by the metrical structure diagnosed by con
sonant gradation. Primary stress in Nganasan falls on the penultimate syllable in 
all the words in (2), \Vith a secondary stress occurring on initial syllables that are 
not adjacent to the primary stress. The monosyllabic foot in the last two \vords 
is thus completely unstressed, as is the first foot in the penultimate '"ord . 

This chapter provides a typological overview of the phonetic correlates of 
stress and the various types of effects of stress and metrical structure on segment
level feahrres, exploring hovt these effects can offer insight into the nahtre of 
stress and n1etrical structure and their forn1al representation (see CHAPTER 40: 
THE FOOT, CHAPTER 41: THE REPRESENTATION OF WORD STRESS and CHAPTER 57: 

QUANTITY-SENSITIVITY for related issues). The structure of the chapter is as fol
lo,vs. §2 examines supra-segmental correlates of stress including the phonetic 
parameters of dtrration, fundamental frequency, and intensity. §3 examines 
segmental alternations conditioned directly by the presence or absence of 
stress. §4 focuses on the role of foot structure in predicting forti.tion and l.eni.tion 
of vo"'elS and consonants. §5 addresses segmental changes triggered by foot 
structures that conflict with metrical constituency as diagnosed by the stress 
system. §6 explores the role of history in shaping these mismatches between stress 
and the foot structure relevant for segn1ental alternations. Finally, §7 summarizes 
the chapter. 

2 Suprasegmental phonetic correlates of stress 

Fry (1955, 1958) pioneered research on the acoustic correlates of stress in his exa.01-
ination of the effect of stress in English on duration, intensity, and fundamental 
frequency. Focusing on the vo"rels in noun-verb minimal pairs such as 'convert 
(noun) vs. con'11erl (verb) and 'iinport (noun) vs. iin'porl (verb), Fry found that stressed 
vo\vels were associated with greater duration, greater intensity, and higher 
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fundamental frequency than their unstressed counterparts, \vith the last of these 
properties being 1nost reliable as a cue to stress. 

Since Fry's work, phoneticians have considerably broadened the typological 
database on stress correlates by examining other potential correlates of stress and 
by targeting a diverse set of languages for phonetic study. This research program 
has yielded many important results. For example, beyond the acoustic domain, 
stress is also associated \Vith hyperarticulation of segments, \vhich has ramifica
tions for the segmental alternations discussed in §3. Furthermore, other potential 
acoustic correlates of stress have come to light, such as n1easurements of stress 
that are sensitive to spectral tilt (Sluijter and van Heuven 1996a, 1996b) or that 
integrate intensity over time (Lieberman 1960; M. Beckman 1986). Finally, typo
logical study has sho\vn that many languages are similar to English in using 
duration, intensity, and/or fundamental frequency to signal stress, e.g. Polish 
(Jassem et al. 1968), Tagalog (Gonzalez 1970), Mari (Baitschura 1976), Indonesian 
(Adisasrnito-Srnith and Cohn 1996), Piraha (Everett 1998), Aleut (Taff et al. 2001), 
Chickasa\v (Gordon 2004), Turkish (Levi 2005), and Kabardian (Gordon and 
Applebau1n 2010). It has also becon1e increasingly clear that the phonetic study 
of stress is a complicated n1atter for several reasons. 

Languages differ in their relative reliance on different cues to stress where the 
relevance of certain properties is functional ly constrained in many languages by 
the extent to \vhich potential stress correlates are used to mark phonemic con
trasts other than stress. For example, lexical tone languages - e.g. Thai (Potisuk 
et al. 1996) and Piraha (Everett 1998) - a.re less reliant on fundan1ental frequency 
to cue stress, and languages '"ith phonen1ic length contrasts, e.g. Finnish, 1nay 
have phonetical ly longer unstressed vowels than stressed vo,vels. 

There are also languages in \vhich potential phonetic markers of stress do not 
converge on a single syllable but rather a.re shared between multiple, often, 
though not al\vays, adjacent syllables. For example, in \Neish (Willia.ms 1985) an 
unstressed final syllable often has higher fundamental frequency and longer 
vtnvel duration than an imstressed penu.ltimate syllable in the sa111e "'Ord. In Stlch 
cases, lengthening of the consonant immediately follo"ring the stressed vowel seems 
to be the most reliable correlate of stress. A similar situation arises in Estonian, 
where the primary stressed initial syllable, if it contains a phonemic short vo,vel, 
will be shorter than the irnu1ediately following syllable and often have less inten
sity and lo,ver fundan1ental frequency (Lehiste 1965; Eek 1975; Gordon 1995). 
Lengthening of the consonant in the onset of the stressed syllable serves as the 
most reliable cue to stress in Estonian (Lehiste 1966; Gordon 1997). Hyman (1989) 
discusses cases in Bantu of different diagnostics leading to different conclusions 
about the location of stress. For exan1ple, certain Eastern and Southern Bantu lan
gu.ages display evidence for metrical prominence on the penu.ltin1ate syUable, such 
as vo"rel lengthening, attraction of high tone, and even phonetic stress. Ho,vever, 
these properties may conflict "'ith other properties that suggest stress on another 
syllable, e.g. high tone on the antepenult in Zulu, even though the pen ult conditions 
vowel lengthening. A si.Jnila.r pattern of high tone on the antepenult preceding a 
stressed penult is found in the Northern Iroquoian language Onondaga (Chafe 
1970, 1977; Michelson 1988), the Polynesian language Tongan (Schlitz 1985), and 
several Micronesian languages (Rehg 1993). In "split-cue" stress systems such as 
those described in this para.graph, determining the location of stress is potentially 
problen1atic. 
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3 The taxonomy of segmental correlates of 
metrical structure 

Fortition and lenition effects associated with metrical structure n1ay be broaclly 
classified into three groups according to the property triggering these segmental 
alternations. The first type of segmental effect is well documented and involves 
stress (or lack thereof) directly as a trigger of fortition and/or lenition. A second 
type of segn1ental effect is predictable from constituent structure rather than stress, 
but the constituent structure 1notiva ting the segn1ental change accords '"ith the 
1netrical parse evinced by the stress system. A third type of seg1nenta.l alternation, 
exemplified by Nganasan, is linked to metrical constituency, \vhere the foot struc
ture diagnosed by the segmental change is at odds '''ith that suggested by the 
stress system. In the follo,ving sections '"e take a closer look at exan1ples of each 
of these types of relationships ben"een segmental properties and 1netrical structure. 

3.1 Stress-driven segmental phenomena: 
Fortition and lenition 

Nlany languages display segmental changes that are conditioned by stress or lack 
of stress . The typical pattern is for sounds to strengthen in stressed contexts and 
to weaken in unstressed positions. Fortition and lenition can target either consonants 
or vo\vels. In the case of consonants, unstressed position is usually associated '"ith 
decreased resistance to coarticulatory effects and hypo-articulation (de Jong 1995), 
resulting in redtlced constriction either temporally or in magnitude. Kirchner (2001), 
Lavoie (2001), Bye and de Lacy (2008), and Vaysman (2009) summarize a num
ber of segmental alternations conditioned by stress, of \vhich I mention a fe\v here 
(see CHAPTER 66: 'LENITION for an overvie\v of the typology of lenition). Post-vocalic 
coronal stops in American English reduce to flaps before an unstressed syllabic 
sound, and stops become aspirated in the onset of stressed syllables. In Kupia 
(Christmas and Christmas 1975), the stops /p t/ have lenited variants in the onset 
of unstressed syllables: Ip! is realized as a fricative and /t/ as a tap. \'\Test Tarangan 
(Nivens 1992) displays fortition in the onset of stressed syllables: /j/ affricates 
to /d:j/, and /\v/ occlusivizes to /g/, a change that also applies to word-initial 
consonants. In the development from Proto-Samurian to pre-Lezgian (Topuria 
1974; Giginejshvili 1977; Yu 2004), voiced stops devoiced, a type of fortition, and 
geminated in the onset of stressed syllables. 

Stress often also triggers lengthening of consonants. Thus, in Urubu Kaapor 
(Kakun1asu 1986) and optionally in Tukang Besi (Donohue 1999) oral stops 
lengthen in the onset of priro.ary stressed syllables. Lengthening is also employed 
as a strategy to beef up the rime of stressed syllables. Hayes (1995: 83) discusses 
several cases of lengthening in order to enhance the \veight of stressed syllables. 
For exan1ple, in Munsee (Goddard 1979), a consonant geminates after metrically 
prominent short vowels, thereby converting the stressed syllable from light (CV) 
to heavy (CVC). 

Vowels are also subject to fortition and lenition processes conditioned by stress. 
As in the case of consonantal alternations, vo'"els may be affected either qualita
tively or quantitatively by the presence or absence of stress. Cross-linguistically, 
it is very co1nn1on for vo,vels to lengthen in stressed syllables. Hayes (1995: 83) 
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initial syllable in non-derived words containing only reduced VO\vels underlyingly 
(3b). (\!Ve abstract a\vay fro1n cases where an underlying sch\''a alternates with a 
full vo'''el on the surface.) 

(3) Eastern Mari stress (Vaysman 2009: 62-64) 

a. kol)'ga 'oven' 
fer'ge 'comb' 
k0g0r'!fen 'dove' 
'tel)gaz 'sea' 
'ol;;ik 'meado'''' 
'jol)al;;i f 'mistake' 
pu 'f al)ga 'tree' 

b. ·�aJlar 'canvas' 
'afkal 'step' 
'l;.;i � 'butterfly' 

Rounding harmony is propagated right"rard from the stressed vowel in a word. 
Thus, the 3rd person possessive suffix surfaces as [fe] when the stressed VO\vel is 
unrounded (4a) but as [f0] or [fol "'hen the stressed V0\\1el is a rounded V0\\1el (4b). 
(The backness of the rounded vowel is conditioned by a process of front-back 
harn1ony.) 

(4) Eastern M'ari rounding harmony (Vaysn1an 2009: 92) 

a. 'ergafe 
y 'rem<ife 
pykfer'1ne-fe 

b. 'fyra-f0 
ka,\'n10-f0 
'fof;;i-fo 

'his/her/its boy' 

'his/her/its street' 
'his/her/its vvalnut tree' 
'his/her/its soup' 
'his/her/its shovel' 
'his/her/its spring' 

Another type of harmony that is sensitive to stress involves the propagation of a 
feature from an unstressed syllable up through a stressed syllable, which blocks 
further spreading of the harmonizing feature. Tudanca Spanish (Penny 1978) 
instantiates this type of harmony. In Tudanca, underlying final high vowels, vvhich 
surface as more centralized than their non-final counterparts, induce centraliza
tion (in the front/back and /or height dimension depending on the vo"rel) of pre
ceding vowels up to and including the stressed VO\vel (5). (Centralized vowels 
are marked by the · diacritic.) Stress is lexically governed and n1ay fall on either 
the penultin1ate or antepenultirnate syllable. 

(5) Tudanca laxness harmony (Penny 1978: 54-55) 

'pin tu 
's€kU 
' • 'k . porh ·u 
'puipit(1 
anti' gvvislm(1 
o'reganu 

'n1ale calf' 
'dry (MASC)' 
'portico' 
'pulpit' 
'very old' 
'oregano' 

cf. 'pinta 
cf. 'seka 

'fen1ale calf' 
'dry (FEM)' 
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Walker (2004, 2005) discusses several cases of metaphony in Romance languages 
involving harmonizing in height of a stressed vowel to a posttonic one (see also 

CHAl'l"ER 110: ll1ETAPHONY IN ROMANCE for an overvie\\' of sin1ilar processes in 
Italian dialects). In son1e language varieties, as in Tudanca Spanish, harmony 
propagates left-\vards from the triggering vov;el to the stressed vo\vel through 
any intervening unstressed vowels. In other varieties, e.g. Asturian Lena Bable 
(Hualde 1989, 1998), the stressed V0\\1el is transparent to the harmonizing fea
ture, \vhich propagates past the stressed vo\.vel left\vard to the pre-tonic vowel. 

3.3 Exceptional lenition in prominent syllables 
Despite the cross-linguistic tendency for stressed syllables to be associated with 
increased segmental strength, this pattern is not universal. Moksa Mordvin 
(Vays1nan 2009) optionally lenites consonants in the onset of stressed syllables 
that are not word initial. Stress in ?vlok5a is sensitive to a distinction between 
the lo\\'-sonority vowels [i u a] and the high-sonority vo,.vels (a re o e]. In \vords 
containing vowels belonging to the same sonority class, stress falls on the first 
syllable of a w·ord (6a). In \vords consisting vowels of different sonority classes, 
stress falls on the leftmost vo,.vel belonging to the higher-sonority group (6b). 

(6) Moksa Mordvin stress (Vaysman 2009: 135-137) 

a. 'bi;:in;:itf 
'makur 
'kufin 
'ju3a 
'aka 
'lo pre 
'pango 
'sieja 

b. tsia'rre 
vi'na 
az'na 
siirak-'ka • 

'boat' 
'buttocks' 
'jug' 
'skin' 
'older sister, aunt' 
'leaf' 
'nu1shroom' 
'goat' 
'so11' 
'alcohol' 
'older sister's husband' 
'elm (PROLATIVE)' 

Lenition in stressed onsets entails voicing of underlying voiceless obstruents, 
liquids, and glides, the spirantization of underlying voiced stops, the conversion 
of /Jn/ to /w/ and the deletion of /n/, "'ith conco1nitant nasalization of the stressed 
vowel. Crucially, leniti.on does not target word-initial consonants, as the examples 
in (7) indicate. 

(7) Moksn Mordvin /enition in stressed onsets (Vaysman 2009: 142-143) 

kur'ka - kur'ga 'turkey' 
siar'pe - •siar'be 'heart' 
biania'tf-oze - biania'c\)-oze '1ny boat' 
paja'li-oze - paja'lioze 'n1y knife' 
bu'jre-ze - bu'jre-ze 'iny end' 
t'a'ble-ze - tie• �ie-ze 'my work' 
pin'gre-ze - pin'¥re-ze 'my period of time' 
pii'ma - pii'\'ta 'large cup, mug' 
ka'nak-oze - ka'ak-oze 'n1y guest' 
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This constraint interaction can be illustrated by considering the analysis of 
Guarani vowel harmony developed in J. Beckman (1998). In Guarani (Gregores 
and Suarez 1967), nasalized and oral vo\vels contrast in stressed syllables, but in 
unstressed syllables nasalized vowels may only surface before a nasal consonant. 
The (nasal) feature also spreads lefh,,ard from a prenasalized stop and from a 
phonemic nasalized vowel up to but not including a stressed V0\'1el (8). Nasaliza
tion additionally spreads righh'1ard (as the examples below indicate) although its 
phonetic properties are different, \vhich has led certain researchers, e.g. Fle1nming 
(1994), to analyze it as phonetic rather than phonological. Beckman thus does not 
develop an analysis of rightward spreading of nasality. 

(8) Guarani nasal harmony (Gregores and Suarez 1967: 69) 
/amaa'porore'ju/ -7 7a"'ba7a'por5reju 'if I \vork you come' 
/je' intena I -7 je'intena. 'just once more!' 
/ija,kara'ku/ -7 ?fua,kara'ku 'is hot-headed' 

/rojotopa 'pamaroro'xova,ra/ -7 rojotopa 'pamar5r5 'xova,fa 
'if now we meet all of us, '"e \vill have to go' 

Two faithfulness constraints play a pivotal role in Beckman's analysis. First, a 
generic faithfulness constraint, I DENT( nasal), requires that segments underlyingly 
associated "'ith a [nasal] feature preserve that feature on the surface. The second 
constraint is the positionally defined analog to 1D£NT(nasal), loENT-a(nasal), 
which requires that surface segments in stressed syllables preserve their underly
ing [nasal] specification. The existence of contrastive nasality on stressed vo,vels 
but not on unstressed vo\vels follows from the ranking of a markedness constraint 
banning nasalized vo,vels, *V0 •• ,,,, above generic IDENT(nasal) but belo'" position
speci.fic Io£NT-6"(nasal). This ranking ensures that any underlyingl y nasalized vowel 
will lose its nasality if it surfaces in an unstressed position. Critical to the analysis 
of nasal harn1ony in Beck1nan's analysis is an alignment constraint, ALIGN-L(nasal), 
requiring that all instances of the feature (nasal] be aligned "'ith the left edge of 
a \vord. This constraint is honored in forms in \vhich nasality either is underly
ingly associated with a segment in the first syllable or has propagated to the first 
syllable through nasal spreading. One violation is incurred for each segment 
intervening behveen a nasal feature and the left edge of the word. By sandwich
ing ALIGN-L(nasal) above IDENT (nasal) but below IDENT-6"(nasal), nasality is cor
rectly predicted to spread as far left,,rard as the stressed syllable, "'here it is blocked 
irom spreading any further (9). 

(9) /je'intena/ IoENT-a(nas) ALIGN-L(nas) !OENT(nas) 
'just once more' 

C"i'" a. je'intena ••• • 

b. ne'intena ., ••• 

c. je'intenii ***, *!***** 

Lenition in unstressed syllables can be handled similarly in the positional faith
fulness approach. A constraint banning non-lenited segments is ranked above 
a generic faithfulness constraint, but belo'" a positional faithfulness constraint 
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(1990) as a foot, in recited Japanese verse. Finally, foot-final lengthening may be 
vie\ved as the foot-level manifestation of the well-attested phenomenon of final 
lengthening observed at levels above the foot, such as the word and phrase 
(Wightman et al. 1992). Foot-final lengthening has also been appealed to by 
Revithiadou (2004) as a factor in promoting the cross-linguistically pervasive 
phenomenon of iambic lengthening discussed in the next section. 

4.3 Iambic/trochaic length asymmetries 

Certain asynm1etries in quantitative alternations a.re also best explained with 
reference to foot structure rather than directly to stress. In particular, stressed 
syllables in iambic and trochaic feet appear to display fundamentally different 
length characteristics (see Hayes 1985, 1995 and CHAPTER 44: THE IAMBIC-TROCHAIC 
LAW). Stressed syllables in languages e1nploying an iambic parse are often 
lengthened cross-linguistically, \vhereas those '"'ith trochaic feet characteristically 
either fail to lengthen the stressed syllable, or, in some cases, even shorten the 
stressed syllable. Chickasa'"' (Munro and lflrich 1984.; Munro and Willmond 
1994, 2005; Munro 1996, 2005; Gordon et al. 2000; Gordon 2003, 2004; Gordon and 
Munro 2007) is an iambic language in '"'hich closed syllables and syllables con
taining long vowels are heavy, Le. are parsed as monosyllabic feet \vord-initially 
or follo,.ving a stressed syllable. The final syllable is also parsed as a foot even if 
it is light (CV). The rightmost stress, i.e. the one on the final syllable, is the pri
mary one, except that a long (or lengthened) vo\vel in pre-final position attracts 
the primary stress from a final CV(C). As shown in (11), stressed vowels in open 
non-final syllables substantially lengthen, vvhere the output of lengthening is a 
VO\·Vel that is either nearly neutralized or con1pletely neutralized in length \Vith a 
phonemic long vowel depending on the vowel and the speaker (see Gordon et al. 
2000 for phonetic duration results). 

(11) In111bic lengthening in Chickasaw (lengthened vowels indicated by ·) 

(tfi,pi·)(sa 'li·)(.tok) 'I looked at you.' 
cf. (pi'sa·)(li,tok) 'He looked at you.' 

(tfi,tfo·)(,kof)(ko'mo·)(,tfi) 'He makes you play.' 
cf. (tfo,kof)(ko'1no·)(,tok) 'He played.' 

(tfi,ki ·)(si'li·)( ,tok) 'He bit you.' 
cf. (ki'si·)(li,tok) 'He bit it.' 

(a,sa·)(bi'ka·)(,tok) 'I was sick.' 
cf. (a'bi· )(ka,tok) 'He \Vas sick.' 

The process of iambic lengthening has an intuitive purpose, in that it enhances 
the prominence of the stressed syllable. In some languages, the beefing up of 
the stressed syllable in an ian1bic foot is achieved by lengthening a consonant 
rather than a VO\·vel (see Hayes 1995: 82-83 for a survey of ian1bic lengthening; 
but see Bye and de Lacy 2008 for re-analyses of iambic consonant lengthening). 
This consonant can either be the coda consonant in a stressed CVC syllable, as in 
the Chevak dialect of Central Alaskan Yupik (\'\loodbury 1981) or the onset of the 
following syllable, the first half of \vhich ends up closing the stressed syllable, as 
in Delaware (Goddard 1979, 1982). 
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(13) Nganasan consonant alternation and foot struct11re (Vaysman 2009: 43, 52) 

(,jarna)('ila-tu) 'his/her /its ani.n1al' 
(,1)oru)('n1u-tu) 'his/her /its copper' 
(s11:)(1da:)-(ou) 'his/her/its lung' 
(IJu'hu)-(ou) 'his/her/its mitten' 
(ba:r)( 'pa-"ta)(nu) 'master, chief (toe sc NON-Poss)' 
(hia)('ifa-"ta)(nu) 'thumb (LOC SC NON-POSS)' 
(ku'bu)(tanu) 'skin, fur (LOC SC NON-POSS)' 
('h"'a:)(tanu.) 'tree (LOC SC NON-POSS)' 

As these exao�ples show, the strong variant of the 3rd person possessive su.ffix 
(beginning with [t]) and the locative singular non-possessive suffix (beginning 
with a prenasalized ["t]) surface foot medially, \Vhereas the "'eak allophone 
(beginning \Vith [ll] and plain [t] in the h�'O suffixes, respectively) occurs foot ini
tially. The strong grade and the \Veak grade both occur in the onset of unstressed 
syllables, meaning that stress does not predict the alternation. Furthermore, the 
foot structure diagnosed by the consonant alternations does not accord with the 
foot structure that 'vould be required to predict primary stress. 

It is not the case, ho\vever, that stress assignment in Nganasan is co1npletely 
blind to foot structure. Secondary stress falls on odd-nun1bered syllables count
ing from the left edge of a word in keeping 'vith the footing predicted by 
consonant gradation (14a). Two provisions to this generalization, ho\vever, make 
the relationship even bet"reen secondary stress and foot structure opaque. First, 
secondary stress n1ay not clash \Vith an immediately follo,ving stress (14b) and, 
second, secondary stress skips over a light (CV) syllable in favor of a heavy 
(CVV) syllable (14c). In both situations, a final syllable is potentially footed but 
unstressed, and a \vord may display a mix of iambic and trochaic feet. 

(14) Nganasan secondary stress (Vaysman 2009: 24) 

a. (.baku)(.numa)('numa) 'my salmon (PROLATIVE)' 
(. tiri)(.mima)('numa) 'my caviar (PROLATIVE)' 

b. (.kailar)(n1a'nu)(1na) '1ny light (PROLATIVE)' 
(.ifen1Jli)(n1a'nu)(ma) 'n1y salary (PROLATIVE)' 

c. (ky)(,ma:)(ma'nu)(ma) 'my knife (PROLATIVE)' 
(le)(,hua)(ma'nu)(ma) 'my board (PROLATIVE)' 

A further context in 'vhich foot structure is relevant to stress arises in \'l"Ords in 
which both the penult and the antepenult contain a central vo,vel. 'vVe abstract a\vay 
fron1 cases in \Vhich the penult and antepenult contain different central vowels, 
a situation that gives rise to variability in the location of stress, and consider here 
only cases in '"hlch both the penultimate and antepenultimate syllables contain the 
same central vo,vel. In '''ords of this profile, the penult attracts stress if it is foot
initial (lSa) but the antepenult carries the stress if the penult is foot-final (15b). 

(15) Ngana.san stress in wo·rds with the sa111.e central vowel in the penult and antepenult 
(Vaysman 2009: 36) 

a. (.biili)('tira) 
(.]lili )(' tira) 

'you (sc) are drinking (rNTR)' 
'you (sc) are living' 
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Stress or lack of stress is associated vvith both suprasegmental and segmental 
properties. On a suprasegmental level, stress typically triggers lengthening, 
higher fundamental frequency, and greater intensity, although there are many 
languages in vvhich these properties do not converge on a single syllable but rather 
are distributed over multiple syllables. On a segn1ental level, stress characteristic
ally, although not alvvays, triggers consonant fortition or blocks lenition target
ing unstressed syllables. So1ne metrically conditioned segmental alternations, 
on the other hand, are better explained '"ith reference to foot structure. For 
example, boundary-driven processes such as foot-initial fortition and foot-final 
lengthening are plausibly the foot-level analogs of well-documented phenomena 
applying at the vvord level. Furthermore, stressed vovvel lengthening in many 
languages is explicable in tern1s of stress, but its cross-linguistic bias to\vard 
applying in iambic stress systems suggests that it is sensitive to foot structure. A 
final type of segmental alternation cannot be accounted for '''ith reference to stress 
but rather suggests the relevance of foot structure that is orthogonal to the stress 
system in certain languages. Examination of historical data potentially provides 
insight into these mis1natches bet"'een foot structure diagnosed by fortition and 
leniti.on and foot structure diagnosed. by stress by sho,ving that the segn1ental 
changes became entrenched at a chronologically earlier stage, when stress and 
foot structure coincided. 
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40 The Foot 

MICHAEL HAMMOND 

1 Overview 

The n1etrical foot organizes the syllables of words into higher-order units built 
around stressed syllables. 

In this chapter, '"'e revie''' the evidence for, and structure of, the foot. Along 
the 'vay, we treat some of the major issues that have arisen in the development 
of this notion. 

The organization of this chapter is as follows. First, we revie'.v the background 
against which the foot was proposed: linear generative phonology and then early 
footless metrical phonology. We then turn to the earliest foot proposals and the 
arguments advanced at the time, including arguments from stress theory and 
prosodic morphology. We then go on to consider ho'v the theory of the foot has 
changed in Optimality Theory (OT). (For a n1ore general discussion of stress, see 
CHAPTER 39: STRESS: PHONOTACTIC AND PHONETIC EVIDENCE.) 

2 Background 

Jn th.is section, \ve lay out the necessary background for understandi.ng the 
earliest proposals about the foot. First and foremost is the background of genera
tive phonology generally and Chomsky and Halle (1968) specifically. We then go 
on to consider the foundation for the foot laid in early metrical theory. 

2.1 Generative phonology and SPE 
Here we discuss Chomsky and Halle (1968; henceforth SPE) as the foundation for 
the foot.' The main contribution of SPE for our purposes is an explicit treatment 
of the regularities of stress in English. The analysis is con1prised of a number of 

1 Sorne of the issues i1.' tltis section a.re de,1eloped further i.n CT·J.APtli� SJ: n·r.13: fT·f.ONOLOGlCAt. 
\\!ORD,. CHAPTER 116: SENTENTIAL PROi\llNBNCE JN ENGLISH and CAAPTER 41: TAE REPRESENTATION OF 

WORD STIUSS. 
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rules written in the specific formalism proposed there. Their full rule for main 
stress in English is given in (1) (SPE: 240). 

I 
(<{(fik)At }) 

- [+D]C0 

Conditions: p 
= 
{i} 

y $ 2 
X contains no internal # 

Setting aside n1orphological and diacritic variables, and focusing on nouns in 
particular, the n1ai.n stress rule assigns main stress and secondary stress to nouns 
in the follo"'ing way. First, a [+tense] vo,vel in a final syllable gets primary or 
secondary stress, e.g. kangaroo [ ,krel)ga 'ru] or chickadee ['tf1k;:i,di]. If the final syl
lable does not have a stress, and the penultimate vo\vel is follo,ved by appropriate 
consonants, then it gets stress, e.g. agenda. [a 'c!Jenda]. Likewise, i£ the penultin1ate 
vowel is [+tense), it gets stress as well, e.g. aroma [;;i'roma). Finally, in other cases, 
the antepenult receives stress, e.g. America [a'meraka] or re1nedy ['remadi). 

Abstracting away from the formalism of the time, '''hat we see is a restriction 
of the primary stress to the last three syllables of the '"ord and a pressure to stress 
syllables of appropriate '''eight. 

The alternating stress rule in (2) (SPE: 240) is responsible for stresses fLuther to 
the left, e.g. the first stress in kangaroo [ ,kcel)ge>'ru]. Like the main stress rule, it 
places stress subject to a basically alternating pattern. 

(2) V � [1 stress] I _ C0 ( ) C0VC0[1 stress]C0]NAV 

Both rules alternate in a similar '''ay; both rules assign stress \vith respect to a 
follo"'ing landmark. The fact that both rules exhibit similar patterns and the fact 
that this kind of alternation is ubiquitous in other languages \Vas a missed gen
eralization in SPE, and one that found an explanation i.n the develop1nent of the 
metrical foot. 

A second important aspect of the analysis proposed in SPE is that, unlike other 
phonological features, the feature [stress] exhibited more than two levels in the phono
logy. Thus, \vhile a feature like [high] could have the values [+high] or [-high] 
in the phonology, the feature stress could have an infinite nw11ber of values: [Ostress], 
[lstress], (2stress], [3stress], etc. These different numerical values corresponded 
to degrees of stress that were held to be contrastive. Moreover, the values had a 
rather odd interpretation, \Vhere [Ostress] is the least stressed element and [lstress] 
has the 1nost stress. Since the values can increase \Vithout bound, as the integer 
value increases, the degree of stress gets smaller, but never quite reaches [Os tress]. 
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Rische! (1972) \Vas the earliest proposal to replace aspects of the SPE stress 
system '"ith a hierarchical tree. Specifically, Rische! proposes that co1npound stress 
in Danish does not require a cycle and that degrees of stress can be easily read 
off the morphosyntactic tree. 

Compare the follo'"'ing two compounds in Danish: 

(6) f<edrelandssang 
perlehalsbilnd 

'patriotic song' 
'pearl necklace' 

[father-land]song 
pearl[neck-band] 

In the first case, the compound is left-branching and has the stress vah.1es 132. In 
the second case, the compound is right-branching and has the stress pattern 123. 
The SP E rules given for English here '"ould actually accommodate these directly, 
as shown in the derivations below. 

(7) 

(8) 

[N [N fredre 

1 
1 
1 

lands IN 
1 
2 
3 

sang IN 
1 

2 

[N perle [N hats band IN JN 
1 1 1 

1 2 
1 2 3 

NSR 
CSR 
CSR 

NSR 
CSR 
CSR 

Rische! proposes that cyclic effects can be gotten by reading stress levels directly 
off of trees. He gives trees like the following for the examples above. The pluses 
and minuses reflect the relative strength of left and right branches and the n1un
bers on nodes reflect the relative effects of those strengths at different levels of 
the tree. 

(9) 1 

� 
2 sang 

� 
f.:edre lands 

1 

� 
perle 2 

� 
hals band 

.Rische! does not propose a specific a.lgori.tho� for reading stress va.lues off trees 
like these, but it is easy to see that various interpretations '"ill produce \Vhat appear 
to be reasonable values. The gist is that reapplication of stress rules per se is not 
required to get the same kind of cyclic effects cited above from SPE.2 

Libern1an and Prince (1977) n1ade a si.n1ilar proposal a fe\\' years later, propos
ing a fairly coi:nplete analysis of English stress along similar lines. Basiec"1Uy, they 
propose that [stress] be treated as a binary feature, with the values [+stress] and 

' Ultimately, Kiparsky (J.979) argued that cyclicity is still necessai:y i.n a metdcal theory of stress. 
The debate resurfaced again a few years later. See Hammond (1989), Halie and Kenstowicz (1991), 
and Cole and Coleman (1992) for more discussion. 
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As noted above, the labeling of the lo"'er-level trees is unambiguous, because of 
a general constraint against [+stress] in \veak position. The higher-level trees are 
labeled in accord with the Lexical Category Prominence Rule (LCPR; 1977: 270). 

(18) In the configuration [N1N2], N2 is strong if! it branches. 

Let us take a look at an example: Winnepesaukee (1w1napa's:iki]. First, [+stress] 
values are assigned by the ESR, producing: 

(19) + - - + -
Winnepesaukee 

Syllables are gathered into feet as belovt: 

(20) 

s 

/\ 
+ + 

Finally, the feet are gathered into a tree, the right node of \vhich is labeled strong, 
since it is branching. 

(21) � 

s 

"' s 

/\ 
S \V W S W  

+ + 

What is irnportant about this entire tree-construction and tree-labeling procedure 
is that it explicitly recognizes two levels: a foot level and a higher word level. 
This is the first step to,vard an explicit theory of the foot. Libern1an and Prince 
sho,ved how the foot could be employed in a reanalysis of the basic stress facts 
of English that SPE introduced. 

3 
Why we need feet 

The next step \vas the parametric elaboration of the foot. At around the same 
time as Liberman and Prince (1977), Hyinan (1977) offered the first typological 
treatment of stress. While he was not able to go very far in terms of the tech
nical analysis offered, this paper "'as an io1portant catalyst in forcing phonologists 
interested in stress to look at the broader typological implications of their "'Ork. 

The first parametric approaches to the metrical foot sho,ved up in Halle and 
Vergnaud (1978) and McCarthy (1979), but the most influential early proposal \Vas 
that of Hayes (1980). Let us look at the Hayes proposal in some depth. 
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Hayes offered a theory of the foot based on the trees proposed in Liberman 
and Prince. In particular, feet \Vere parameterized for the following: 

(22) a. Headedness 
Is the designated terminal element - the strongest element of the foot 
- on the left edge or the right? 

b. Boundedness 
Are feet binary or unbounded? Do feet contain only two syllables or 
as many as possible? 

c. Directionalihj 
Are feet built left-to-right or right-to-left? 

d. Iterativity 
Are feet constructed iteratively or not? That is, is only a si.ngle foot built 
on some edge or are as many feet built as possible? 

e. Q11antitt1-sensilivihJ 
There are three choices here. First, feet can be quantity-sensitive (QS): 
'"eak nodes cannot don1inate heavy syllables. Second, feet can be 
quantity-insensitive (Ql): syllable weight is irrelevant. Last, feet can be 
obligatory-branching (OB): in OB feet, strong nodes must dominate heavy 
syllables and 'veak nodes n1ay not. 

f. Syllal1le weight 
If feet are sensitive to syllable weight, are they sensitive to the weight 
of the syllable nucleus or the syllable rhyme? 

Let us go through some of the exan1ples Hayes cites in support of this theory. 
Nlaranungku (Tryon 1970) is cited as an example of left-headed binary left-to-right 
QI feet. Here, main stress falls on the first syllable of the "'Ord and secondary 
stresses fall on alternating syllables to the right. 

(23) 'tiralk 
'mere,pet 
'jangar,n1ata 
'langka,rate,ti 
'\vele,pene, man ta 

Here are t"'O examples: 

(24) /\ 
s w 

'Jne re ,pet 

'saliva' 
'beard' 
'the Pleiades' 
'pra'"'n' 
'kind of duck' 

/\ /\ 
s w s w 

'jan gar ,ma ta 

Notice how the left-to-right construction of feet is apparent fron1 the fact that in 
words \Vith an odd number of syllables, a 1nonosyllabic, or degenerate, foot is built 
on the right. 

The difference behveen primary and secondary stress is captured by positing a 
higher level of structure: the word tree. These are left- or right-headed unbounded 
trees built on the roots of feet (see CHAPTER 41: TH£ REJ'R£SENTA TION OF WORD STRESS). 
In Maranungku, the word tree is left headed. 
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(25) 

-S '\o\1 

w 

'me re ,pet 

The Foot 957 

Note that in this and in subsequent diagrams "'e circle the roots of feet when the 
'vord tree is represented .3 

\iVarao (Osborn 1966) provides an example of right-to-left footing \vith left-headed 
binary feet. 

(26) ,japu,ruki,tane'hase 
,naho,roa ,haku 'tai 
ji, '"ara 'nae 
e,naho,roa,haku 'tai 

'verily to climb' 
'the one who ate' 
'he finished it' 
'the one ,,vho caused him to eat' 

Warao differs fron1 .tv!aranungku in that, in '"'ords \vith an odd nun1ber of 
syUables, there is no initial degenerate foot; rather that foot is removed by an 
additional destressing rule. For example, [ji,,vara'nae] is first footed as follo'"s: 

(27) /\ /\ 
s w s w 

Jl ,wa ra 'na e 

This intern1edia te representation is then converted to: 

(28) /\ /\ 
$ \\/ S W  

Jl ,wa ra 'na e 

The word tree in Warao is right headed. Hayes assumes that unfooted syllables 
are adjoined as '"eak nodes to the word tree. For example: 

(29) 

s 

w $ '"' s '"' 

JI ,wa ra 'na e 

Hayes cites Weri (Box\11ell and Box,\relJ 1966) as an exa1nple of binary r ight-headed 
feet constructed from right to left "'ith a right-headed word tree. 

' Hayes (1980) uses underLining, ratb.er than circles. 
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(34) wu'le 
ti'panto 
e'lumu,ju 
e'lua,ene\v 
ki'm ufa ,lu "'u ,laj 

'tomorro\v' 
'year' 
'give us' 
'he will give me' 

'he pretended not to kno\v' 

The analysis here is binary right-headed feet built left to right. 

(35) 

w s '" s 
e 'Ju 01u ,JU 

The Foot 959 

Monosyllabic feet are generally disallo,ved (or removed) in odd-syllabled cases: 

(36) 

W $ \V 
ti 'pan to 

Let us nov.• consider quantity-sensitivity (QS; see CHAPTER 57: QUANTITY-SENSITIVITY). 
This parameter allov.•s heavy syllables to attract stress. Hayes cites TlibatuJabal 
(Voegelin 1935) as an example of right-to-left right-headed QS bounded feet. 
The generalization is that stress falls on (a) the final syllable, (b) any long vowel, 
and (c) any vo,vel that is two syU.a.bles to the left of a stress. Since stresses are 
unranked, there is no \vord tree. 

(37) 'taa'hawi'laap 
pi'tipi'tikli'nat 
'ff '?ff i'?aani'f a 
'p::>nih' \Vtn 

'in the swnn1er' 
'he is turning it over repeatedly' 
'he '"ill meat-fast' 
'of his ov.•n skunk' 

Here are t\.vo examples of the footings produced by these paran1eter settings. 

(38) /\ 
w s 

'taa 'ha wi 'laap ' .. H '?j.i 

/\ /\ 
w s w s 

. 
•?aa 'fa 1 111 

Notice that long vowels count as heavy in Tiibatulabal; thus QS refers to the nucleus, 
not the rhyme.5 

Hayes' theory of feet also allo•vs for unbotmded feet. When these are quantity
insensitive, they sin1ply position stress on the first or last syllable of the 'vord. 
No actual exan1ples are cited, but •ve \'l'ould expect trees like the follo\ving for a 
language with initial stress and QI left-headed unbounded feet: 

' The data cited by Hayes do not establish unequivocally that codas do not contribute to weight. 
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We have only exemplified some of the combinations of parameter settings 
that this theory allows. The claim of the theory is that all settings can be freely 
combined and that the set of possible stress languages is fully defined by these 
settings. 

The argument for feet per se comes from their role in this parametric system. 
If the set of possible stress languages is best defined in terms of a theory that adopts 
the foot as a central descriptive device, then the typology of stress is an argument 
for the foot. 

4 Do we need constituency? 

One could argue that \vhi.le the foot is a central co1nputational device in the 
system Hayes develops, the full predictive power of the foot in that system is not 
exploited; specificaUy, \Vhile the foot is a constituent in metrical trees, its constituency 
plays no specific role in the system. 

Prince (1983) takes this observation to its logical conclusion, proposing an 
alternative n1etrical theory without constituency and without feet. To understand 
this proposal, let us return to Liberman and Prince (1977) and their theory of the 
metrici1l grid. 

Liberman and Prince propose the metrical grid as a mechanism for identifying 
the environment for the rhythm. rule, the phenomenon whereby stress is shifted 
in certain contexts. Thus, \Vhen a word like ,thir'teen is combined \\•ith 'men, \Ve 
get a shift of stress in the former: 'tlzir,teen 'men. The effect of this shift can be 
diagramn1ed as follo\vs: 

(46) 

w 

/\ 
"' s s 

, thir 'teen 'men 

w 

/\ 
s w s 

'thir ,teen 'men 

Interestingly, the shift also happens with phrases like 'ach:ro,matic 'lens, but not 
with phrases like ,M·on' tana. 'cow,boy. \-Vhy this should be the case is not apparent 
fro111 the 1netrical trees. 

(47) 

'" w 

� � 
\V s s \V 

/\ /\ /\ /\ 
s w s w s s "' s w s 
,a  chro 11na tic 'lens 'a chro ,n1a tic 'lens 
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(54) Feet 
degenerate 

binary 

Halle and Vergnaud (1987) Hayes (1995) 
x 
(x) 
(} 

x 
(x x) 
a er 

(x) 
(J 

(x .) 
(J (J 
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TI1e other proposal in response to parallel tree and grid representations of stress "'as 
that of Prince (1983). Specifically, Prince proposed a grid-only theory of stress 
with.out the foot. The basic idea behind the proposal as far as feet are concerned 
is that binary patterns of iteration are replaced by appeal to the perfect grid. This 
device allows for a binary pattern of stress to be assigned in one of four '"ays, 
depending on "'hether the assignment is from left to right or from right to left 
and on '"hether one begins with a stressed syllable or a stressless syllable. 

(55) Feet 
peak first 

trough first 

Left-to-right (LR) 
x x x 
x x x x x 
er er a er a 

x x 
x x x x x 
(J (J (J (J (J 

Right-to-left (RL) 
x x x 
x x x x x 

• • •  (J (J (J (J (J  

x x 
x x x x x 
(J (J (J (J (J 

Notice hO\V this pattern is achieved with no appeal to binary constituents. 
To get the effect of word trees and unbounded foot construction, Prince pro

poses the End Rule. This device assigns a grid mark to the leftmost or rightmost 
elen1ent of the highest level of the grid present. If no stresses have already been 
assigned, the effect of the End Rule is to assign a stress to the first or last syllable 
of the word. 

(56) End Rule Left x 
x x x x x x x x  
(J (J (J (J � (J (J (J (J 

End Rule Right x 
x x x x x x x x  
(J (J (J (J � (J (J (J (J 

If stresses are already present, ho"'ever, then the effect of the End Rule is to pro

mote the leftmost or rightmost stress to primary stress: 

(57) End Rule Left 
x x 

x 
x x 

x x  x x  x x  x x  
(J (J (J (J  � (J (J (J (J  
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(69) � � 
'" s w s 
On a Sun- beam, 

"' w s w 

v 
s 

s 

� � � 
w s w s w s 

$\Vifl as a shoot- ing Star 
'" w \V s \V $ 

v 
\V 

s 

s 

s 

Finally, exa1nples like the following sho\v that the element must be the strongest 
element of the phrase, and that the bracketing restrictions do not suffice of them
selves (Paradise Regained 2.424). 

(70) 
'" 

And 
s 

his 
w s 

Son He-
w s 

rod plac'd 
W \V S S W 

v v 
w s 

� 
s 

'" 
on 

s 
Ju- dah's Throne 

Hayes (1983) argues that references to foot constituency can be done a\.vay with 
if \ve define stress peaks over metrical grids and refer to higher-level prosodic 
constituency. His version of Milton I looks like this: 

(71) Milton l (grid version) 
•Peak I [ . . .  _ lr"'"'" 

A peak is defined in terms of the grid as a grid colunu1 that is higher than at least 
one of its neighbors. 

Let us n.O"' look at h(nv this constraint separates the cases we have considered 
so far. Hayes represents grids in terms of a single symbol "x," rather than numbers. 
In addition, he represents the line ten1plate as a simple single-level grid, rather than 
with nodes labeled "s" and "'"·" For the line in (68), we \vould have this template: 
(72) . x x x x . x 

Resembling strong youth in his middle age 
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(79) Word 
[.Minne)['sota) 

[.Tim]( ,buk]( 'tu] 

[.Hali] [,car )['nassus] 

[ ,Apa)[,lachi]( 'cola] 

Legal 
Minne-fuckin' -so ta 

Tim-fuck in' -buktu 
Timbuk-fuckin' -tu 
Hali-fuckin' -carnassus 
Halicar-fuckin' -nassus 
Apa-fuckin' -lachicola 
A pa lachi-fuckin' -cola 

Illegal 

The Foot 973 

Mi-fuckin' -1u1esota 
Miru1eso-fuckin'-ta 

Ha-htckin' -licarnassus 
Halicarna-fuckin' -ssus 
A-fuck in' -palachicola 
Apala-fuckin' -chicola 
Apalachico-fuckin' -la 

Strikingly, there are multiple infixation possibilities just in case '"e find hvo medial 
stressless syllables in a row. This follo,vs directly from the claim that feet in English 
are binary. 

(80) Word Legal Illegal 
[, \iVinne]pe[ 'saukee) \iVinne-fuckin' -pesaukee 

Winnepe-fuckin '-sa ukee 
[.Kala]ma('zoo) Kala-fuckin'-1nazoo 

Kala1na-fuckin' -zoo 

Wi-fuckin' -nnepesaukee 
Winnepesau-fuckin' -kee 
Ka-fuckin'-lamazoo 

The second stressless syllable is affiliated with neither of the adjacent feet allo\v
ing the infix to be positioned to either side of it, still satisfying the requirement 
that there be feet to each side and that the primary stress follows. 

There are additional complications to the system (Hammond 1997, 1999). First, 
the main stress ca1u1ot precede the infix. Thus ,Kalm11.ajr1ckin'-'z-00 is decidedly 
better than 'c11taniaj11ckin'-,ran. In addition, if the syllable preceding the infix is 
stressed, it ro.ust be at least bim.oraic. Hence, munjuckin'-dane [,m1�n,fAkan'den] 
is better than ra-fuckin'-ccoon [.rre,fAk<in'kun]. 

Those complications not\vithstanding, the locus of infixation provides additional 
evidence for foot constituency. 

5.5 Minimum 1vord size 

Lardil (\!\lilkinson 1988) provides a nice exarnple of a minimum '"'ord constraint 
based on ti'1e foot: '"'ords in Lardil must have at least hvo vowels. If they do not, 
then they are augmented to meet this target with an epenthetic [a]. This provides 
for alternations in the shape of the stem depending on \vhether it is suffixed 
or not; an unsuffixed sub-1ninunal stem is augmented. Verbs with at least two 
syllables are ht.fleeted as follows: 

(81) 'tree' 'dugong' 'beach' 'inside' 

underlying /tutJal/ /kentapal/ /kela/ /\Vite/ 
uninflected tutJal kentapal kela \Vite 
non-future tu!Jali.n kentapalin kelan \Viten 
future tu1)alt1( kentapalu( kela( wite( 

.tvlonosyllabic consonant-final roots with long VO\\'els behave in sinillar fashion. 
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(82) 'ti-tree sp.' 'spear gen.' 

underlying /peer/ /maal\/ 
uninflected peer 1naat\ 
non-future peerin maa.l\in 
future peeru( maal\kur 

However, nouns '"ith only a single vo,-vel get augmented when uninflected. 

(83) 'thigh' 'shade' 

underlying /ter/ /\>Vik/ 
uninflected tera \Vika 
non-future terin wikin 
future terur \vikur 

The two-vo"rel target can be seen as foot based if '"e treat Lardil as Hayes (1980) 
treated Southern Paiute: each vo,-vel elen1ent is a potential terminal element for 
footing. Alternatively, if we vie'" vo,vels as the sole bearers of moras in Lardil, 
'"e can vie'" this as a bimoraic target, '''hich \Vas later proposed to be a foot.'5 

5.6 Language games 
Hammond (1990) discusses a language game in English that provides further evi
dence for the foot. The game is played by substituting names into the following rhyme. 

(84) )a.ck, Jack bo back - , - , bo b -
[ 4Jrek 4Jrek bo brek] 
banana fana fo fack banana fana fo f -
[ banrena fee na fo frek] 
me n1y mo mack me my mo n1 -
(mi maj mo mrek] 
Ja-ack 
[d3re-rek] 

The onset of the name undergoes various substitutions not relevant here. The 
relevant po int here is that the name must fit a particular prosodic template: from 
one to three syllables, \vhere the first syllable is stressed and ai1y subsequent 
syllables are stressless. 

This corresponds to a single left-headed binary foot plus an optional extrametrical 
syllable. Marking feet \Vith square brackets and the extrametrical syllable with 
angled brackets, \Ve get a clear difference between names that are acceptable and 
those that are not. 

(85) Permissible 
['Jack] 
['To]<ny> 
['Jenni ]<fer> 
[ 'G,vendo ]<lyn> 

11nperm issible 
A[n'nette] 
[,Isa )['do ]<ra> 
['Mira][,beil] 
O[ 'livi]<a> 

" Garrett (1999) argues, though, that word minimality is not connected to foot structure. 
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41 The Representation of 
Word Stress 

BEN HERMANS 

1 Introduction 

Since the publication of Hayes (1985), the asynu:netries betvveen iambs and trochees 
have been a central theme in the literature on stress. Two types of asymmetries 
can be distinguished. One has to do \vith quantity. It has frequently been claimed 
that iambs do not allo\v a heavy syllable in the \veak position, and require a heavy 
syllable in the strong position. Kager (1993) deals \Vith asymn1etries of this type 
on the basis of a theory \vhose central hypothesis is that feet are built over 
rnoras, rather than syllables. The recent literature, however, has shown that these 
"quantitative asymmetries" are not supported empirically. It is simply not true, 
for instance, that iambs invariably constrain the occurrence of heavy and light 
syllables in the \vay just described. A particularly convincing argument to this 
effect is given in Altshuler (2009), with respect to Osage. (See also CHAPTER 44: 
THE IAMBIC-TROCHAIC t.AW and CHAPTER 57: QUANTITY-SENSITIVITY.) 

There is a second class of asymmetries, ho"'ever, \vhich remains valid. These 
are "parsing asymn1etries," \vhich have to do \vi.th the direction of foot construction 
in a word. Two authors have argued that such parsing asymmetries can only 
be explained if the representation of '"'ord stress is fw1dan1entally changed. 
Interestingly, however, they disagree as to how it should be changed. While Gordon 
(2002) proposes to simplifi; the represen tation of '''Ord stress by eliminating foot 
structure completely, Hyde (2001, 2002, 2008) recognizes not only foot structure 
but, in addition, a new type of structure, the ''overlapping foot," thus co111plicating 
the representation of stress in order to accow1t for the asynunetries. 

In this chapter I consider the ongoing debate about the representation of word 
stress from the perspective of parsing asymmetries. In §2, after presenting some 
of the most in1portant asymmetries, I briefly sketch Gordon's account, which is 
as simple as it is radical. In his view, asymmetries can be accounted for if foot 
structure is abolished. Word stress representations contain only gridn1arks, as in 
Prince (1983) and Sel.kick (1984). 

In the spirit of Gordon, then, \ve might say that feet are superfluous if ,.,,e 
\Vant to account for the distribution of stress in the w·ords of the 'vorld's languages. 
This raises the question of whether feet are necessary at all. Interestingly, if \Ve 
broaden our scope to include other phenomena as well, the evidence for foot 
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structure becomes oven,1helming. In §3 I present some cases from the recent 
literature "'hich support the existence of feet, thus suggesting that representations 
with only gridn1arks are too i..tnpoverished. 

If foot structure does exist, then how do we account for the distribution of 
stress in the \vords of the \VOrld's languages? Is it still reasonable to formulate 
the relevant constraints in terms of the grid only? Or must they be stated in 
terms of foot construction, \Vith grid1narks playing only a marginal role? In §4 I 
present an overvie'" of Hyde's work, in \vhich the claim is made that the dis
tribution of stress can best be explained in tern1s of constraints regulating foot 
construction. Gridrnarks only read off some of the basic properties of a 'vord's 
foot structure. This is a continuation of the tradition initiated by Liberman 
and Prince (1977). Other authoritative studies, such as Hayes (1984, 1995), have 
argued for the san1e idea, '''hich also led to developn1ent of the "bracketed 
grid" notation (Halle and Vergnaud 1987). There are some important differences 
behveen the various "tree-cum-grid" theories, ho,vever. In §5 I give a brief over
view of one issue "'here theories seem to differ. This concerns the status of 
headedness in foot structure. Is a foot mherently headed, even if it is not accom
panied by a gridn1ark? Or is it the case that a foot is i..t1herently headless unless 
there is a gridinark accompanying it, 1narking one syllable as the head? In the 
first approach, son1e or all of the properties of foot structure can simply be rea.d 
off the grid. In this vie\v foot structure is primary and the grid secondary. In 
the second approach, ill '"hich the grid is imposed on foot structure, the grid is 
prin1ary and foot structure secondary. 

2 Explaining parsing asymmetries without 
foot structure 

Hyde (2001, 2002) shows that some non-existi..t1g systems can easily be derived 
with generally accepted foot inventories (see CHAPTER 40: THE Foor). Let us con
sider three of these cases. The first one is the Australian language Garawa, which 
can be compared with 'vhat H.yde (2002: 329) calls "Anti-Gara\va," an unattested 
system. 

(1) Gnra.wn 
x x x 

(1 2)(3 4)(5 6) 
x x x 
(1 2) 3 (4 5)(6 7) 

Anti-Ga.rawa. 
x x x 

(1 2)(3 4)(5 6) 
x x x 

(1 2)(3 4) 5 (6 7) 

In these representations foot structure is i..t1dicated by round brackets and headed
ness is represented by grid1narks. Gara\va can be derived \Vith the followi..t1g rules. 
One trochee is built at the left edge. Then trochees are built fron1 right to left. 
Further.more, degenerate feet are not a.llo>ved. In odd-parity words this creates 
a lapse following the stressed initial syllable. If we change just two ingredients of 
this system we derive a non-existing pattern. One iarnb is built at the right edge, 
and then a series of iarnbs from left to right. We then derive a syste1n in which 
odd-parity words contam a lapse before the final (stressed) syllable. 
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The second example is a pair consisting of the Australian language Pintupi, \Vhich 
can easily be derived by the rules of the theory, and Anti-Pintupi, "'hich can be 
derived just as easily but does not exist. 

(2) Pintupi 
x x x 

(1 2)(3 4)(5 6) 
x x x 
(1 2)(3 4)(5 6) 7 

Anti-Pintupi 
x x x 

(1 2)(3 4)(5 6) 
x x x 

1 (2 3)(4 5)(6 7) 

In Pintupi, trochees are built from left to right. Degenerate feet are not allowed. 
In odd-parity "'ords this creates a lapse at the right edge of a word. Anti-Pintupi 
can be derived just as easily, by constructing iambs fro1n right to left, so that the 
lapse is located at the left edge. 

FinaUy, consider Piro, spoken in Brazil and Peru, and. Anti-Piro, an impossible 
system. 

(3) Piro 
x x x 
(1 2)(3 4)(5 6) 
x x x 

(1 2)(3 4) 5 (6 7) 

Anti-Piro 
x x x 

(1 2)(3 4)(5 6) 
x x x 

(1 2) 3 (4 5)(6 7) 

In Piro, one trochee is built at the right edge. Ren1aini.ng trochees are built 
from left to right; degenerate feet are not alJo,ved. In odd-parity "'ords this 
creates a lapse before the stressed penultimate syllable. Anti-Piro can be derived 
by changing just two ingredients. One iamb is built at the left edge; remaining 
iambs are built from right to left. In odd-parity \vords this creates a lapse after 
the peni.nitial syllable. 

The three non-existent cases have in comn1on that iambic structure refers to 
the right edge. In Anti-Garawa one iamb is constructed at the right edge, \Vhile 
in Anti-Pintupi and Anti-Piro foot construction starts at the right edge. One 
might suppose, then, that iambs cannot refer to a 'vord's right edge. This, ho,v
ever, is not true; languages where iambs are constructed fron1 right to left do 
exist. One example is Suru,vaha, spoken in Brazil (Hyde 2002: 320), which is 
the mirror image of Araucanian, spoken in Chile and Argentina (Hyde 2002: 320). 
In this language iambs are constructed from left to right. These systems are 
illustrated in (4): 

( 4) Araucanian 
x x x 

(1 2)(3 4)(5 6) 
x x x 

(1 2)(3 4)(5 6) 7 

Suruwaha 
x x x 

(1 2)(3 4)(5 6) 
x x x x 

(1)(2 3)(4 5)(6 7) 

In Araucanian the final syllable is unparsed in odd-parity \VOrds. In Suruwaha 
the first syllable of odd-parity \vords is assigned a degenerate foot. 
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(12) An.ti-Garawa resolved (Suruwaha) 
x x x 

1 2 3 4 5 6  
x x x x 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7  

Insertion of the initial gridmark creates a system with a binary rhythm. This is 
a possible system, '"hich is exemplified by Suru"raha. 

The same reasoning applies to Anti-Piro, whose pattern is given again in (13), 
without foot structure. 

(13) Anti-Piro 
x x x 

1 2 3 4 5 6  
x x x 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7  

The presence of stress on the final syllable indicates that ALIGN EDGES is high-ranked, 
as in Suruwaha. To ensure that in even-parity words the final syllable is stressed, 
ALtGN(x1,R) must dominate ALIGN(x1,L). With these rankings, it is impossible to 
derive the stress pattern of odd-parity \VOrds in (13). Again, this pattern has a 
lapse, and violates ALIGNEoGEs. Both violations can be eliminated by inserting 
a gridmark over the first syllable, and by 1noving the gridn1ark of the second 
syllable to the third, as shown in (14). 

(14) An.ti-Piro resolved (Suruwaha) 
x x x 

1 2 3 4 5 6  
x x x x 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7  

A.gain this pattern is actually attested, and is exeu<pli.fied by Su.ruwaha. 
I have shown in this section that grid-only frame\vorks can easily explain 

the asymmetries occurring in binary rhythmic patterns. They do so in a '"ay that 
is as sin1ple as it is radical. Foot structure is eli.Jninated, and only stresses are 
preserved, represented as gridmarks. As far as the distributwn of stress is concerned, 
grid-only approaches do rather \vell. Surely this explains \vhy the grid-only 
approach is still adopted (see for recent applications Karvonen 2005, 2008; also 
Gordon 2003: 179, note 4, \vhere he confidently states that "a grid-based theory of 
stress offers a closer fit to the typology of stress than foot-based metrical theories"). 
It seems, then, that grid-only approaches are sufficient, and that foot structure is 
therefore supe.rfluous. 

Interestingly, ho\vever, if '"e go beyond the distribution of stress, and broaden 
our scope to other phenomena, \Ve find abundant evidence for feet. In the next 
section I will present a fe,v arguments in favor of foot structure. Then, in §4, I 
will investigate what this 1neans for the theory of stress. 
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tone receives \vord stress, because it is the head of a trochee. With a grid-only 
approach it is difficult to explain these facts. It seems as if an unstressed syllable 
with a low tone behaves differently from an unstressed syllable \\'ith a high tone; 
the former but not the latter seems to avoid a lapse. By its very nature, the grid 
structure of an unstressed syllable with a lo'" tone is identical to the grid struc
ture of an unstressed syllable \vith a high tone. This indicates that a grid-only 
frame,¥ork cannot account for these facts.3 

1 now turn to the second type of evidence for foot structure: the proper 
characterization of don1ains. 

3.2 The characterization of do1nains 
A stressed syllable and a neighboring unstressed syllable often form a do1nain 
within which a phenon1enon applies. A grid-only approach is notoriously bad at 
defining domains of this type, as it can only define a primary stressed position, 

secondary stressed positions, and unstressed positions. It is impossible to express 
the fact that some unit creates a bond \Vith another unit.' 

An example showing this is provided by Guugu Yimidhirr, a language spoken 
in Australia (Zoll 2004; Elias-Ulloa 2006). In this language long vo\.vels can only 
occur in the first and/or the second syllable of a word, but nowhere else. Some 
illustrative examples, from Elias-Ulloa (2006: 231-232), are given in (18): 

(18) a. 'gu:gu 
'bu:ra ,jaj 
'da: ba ,JJahJa ,la 

b. ma'gi:I 
ma 'ji:l)u 
ma 'gi: lnaj ,gu 

c. 'bu:ra:j 
'dji:ra:l,gal 
'bu:ra:j,bigu 

'language-Ass' 
'water-Loe' 
'ask-R.ED-JMP' 
'branch-ABS' 
'food-PURP' 
'branch-PL-EMPH' 
'water-ABS' 
'wife-A DESS' 
' t ' wa er-LOC-EMPH 

In a theory that recognizes feet, it is easy to characterize the domain within which 
the long vo,.vels can occur; it is the initial foot, \vhich is also the head of the 
\•vord. This foot can either be a trocl1ee or an ia.m.b, depending on the presence 
and location of a long vo"•el. On the other hand, in a grid-only account it is difficult 
to understand "'hy long vo,vels are restricted to the first l\vo syllables of the 
word. This is a consequence of the fact that in this approach the first two syllables 
cannot be characterized as a don1ain. The facts illustrated in (18) are therefore 

' Other phenomena showi!lg that not all syllables behave in the same way in a lapse are high vowel 
deletion in Old English (Dresher and Lahiri 1991) and vowel balance effects in Scandinavian (Bye 
1996) and Old Frisial\ (Sn:Uth 2004; Smith and van Leyden 2007). Unfoitunately, due to lack of spa«e 
l cannot discLtss tl1ese phenomena here. 
' The domain-defining character of the foot is the oldest evidence in favor of its existence (Selkirk 
1980). lt turns out to be very difficult to find cases where it is absolutely impossible to define a domain 
with grids only. An interesting example is provided by Pearce (2006), who argues that feet in Kera 
create t11e domai11s for tone association. I suspect, ho'''e\•er, that an alter11ative is possible witl1 
grid marks only, sud1 that (certain) tones tend to anchor to stiong positions on the gr.id. The role of 
the foot as a domain delineator is systematically eliminated in Majors (1998). She argues that feet do 
not play a role in stress-dependent harmony. 
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problematic for a grid-only frame'''ork. Let us now turn to the third type of 
evidence: syllable \Veight. 

3.3 Evidence from syllable iveight 
Prince (1983) sho,11s that the grid-only frame\vork can explain the relationship 
bel\veen syllable '"eight and the position of stress. This see1ns to suggest that 
the effect \11hich "'eight has on the position of stress can be described \11ithout 
making use of foot structure. However, once we broaden our view beyond the 
distribution of stress in the strict sense, it becomes obvioi.is that "'eight does 
provide us with convincing evidence for foot structure. Here I present one case: 
allomorph selection in Shipibo, spoken in Brazil and Peru.5 

Shipibo has two allo1norphs meaning 'again': /ribi:/ and /ri:ba/. The allon1orph 
/ribi:/ has a long vo,.vel in the second syllable, /ri:ba/ in the first syllable. Elias
Ulloa (2006) sho"'S that allomorph selection is determined by foot structure. 
The language has two different feet: moraic trochees and iambs. The former is 
preferred; iambs are only built if the construction of 1noraic trochees is not 
possible. Furthern1ore, both moraic trochees and ian1bs 1nust be bisyllabic. Two 
other high-ranking constraints are relevant here. The constraint WEIGHT-TO
STRESS is inviolable, so a heavy syllable cannot be left unparsed. There is also 
one Alignment constraint that is high-ranked: the left edge of a word must be 
aligned \vith the left edge of a foot. Consider the follo,11ing forms (from Elias
Ulloa 2006: 7), where the relevant allomorphs are underlined: 

(19) Allomorph selection in Shipibo 
a. (pi-'ri:)(ba-ki) 
b. ('puta)(ri,bi:)-ki 
c. ('puta)(-ma-,ri:)(ba-ki) 
d. ('puta)(-,jama)(-.ci,hl: )-ki 

'eat-again-PAST' 
'throw-again-PAST' 
'throw-CA us-again-I' AST' 
'throw-NEG-again-PAST' 

In (19a), /ri:ba/ is selected, allowing all syllables of the '''ord to be parsed into feet. 
If the other allomorph had been selected, the forn1 /pi-ribi:-ki/ "'ould have been 
created. This form cannot be correctly parsed into foot structure. One possible 
parse is ('pi-ri)(,bi:-ki), but this representation contains an uneven trochee, "'hich 
is not allo,ved in Shipibo. A.nother realization might be pi-(ri'bi:)-ki. Bi.it this 
structure violates the Alignment constraint, which is not possible either. 

In ( l  9b ), I ribi: I is selected; this is again explained by foot structure. If the other 
allon1orph had been selected, a form would have been created that could not be 
properly parsed, viz. /puta-ri:ba-ki/. The parse ('puta)(-,ri:ba)-ki is unacceptable, 
because it contains an uneven trochee. The alternative ('puta)(-,ri:)(,ba-ki) is also 
bad, because it contains a monosyllabic iamb, a type of foot that is non-existent 
in this language. Yet another alternative \vould be pu(ta-'rii)(,ba-ki), but this 
representation violates the requirement that a \11ord should begin with the left 
edge of a foot. This constraint is very highly ranked in Shipibo. The forn1 that is 
actuaUy realized, (19b), does not suffer from any of these problems. It is parsed 

5 Other cases are reduplication in Kosraean (Kennedy 2005) and tonal spread in Capanahua 
(Hagberg 1993). 
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The im.plication of this stipulation is tha.t if PRWD-L, \vhich requires a trochee 
at the left edge, is high-ranked, then the other feet cannot be iambic, even though 
iambs better satisfy right-alignment. The mirror image is also true, of course; if 
PRWo-R, which requires an iamb at lhe right edge, is high-ranked, then the other 
feet cannot be trochaic, even though trochees better satisfy left-alignn1ent. 

Marm1ungku has the ranking PRWD-L >> Hos-R, wh.i.ch derives the repre
sentation on the left in (27). This is an instance of maximization, because, in an 
odd-parity "'Ord, as many gridmarks are present as there are feet. SurLnvaha 
has the ranking PRWo-R >> Hos-L, deriving the pattern on the right in (27). 
Again, in the odd-parity words the nwnber of stresses equals the nun1ber of feet. 
Maranungku has traditionally been analyzed as a language with trochees built 
from left to right, "'ith a degenerate foot at the right. Suru,vaha has been 
described as its mirror image, \Vith iambs built from right to left and a degener
ate foot at the left (cf. (4)). 

In principle, every foot receives a gridmark, although, due to overlapping feet, 
this does not necessarily mean that there are as many gridmarks as there are feet. 
At the right edge, NON-FINALITY might exclude the presence of a gridmark over 
the last syllable. Furthermore, at the left edge, the first syllable can be subject to 
a constraint called lNITIALGRIDMARK (Hyde 2002: 320), \vhich requires the presence 
of a gridmark on the first syllable of a word. If these constraints are high-ranked, 
this can lead to a situation \vhere a foot is not accon1panied by a gridn1ark. Pintupi 
has high-ranking NON-FINALITY, v.rhile Gara"'a has high-ranking INITIALGRIDMARK, 

as illustrated in (29). 

(29) Garawa Pintupi 

f\ f\ f\ f\ f\ f\ 
1 2 3 4 5 6  1 2 3 4 5 6  
x x x x x x 

f\f\ f\ f\ f\ f\ f\ 1  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7  1 2 3 4 5 6 7  
x x x x x x 

Gara\va is like Nengone (cf. (25)) in the sense that feet are attracted to the left by 
high-ranking Hos-L. There are also t\vo differences. In Garawa, lNITIALGRIDMARK 

is high-ranked, so the initial syllable must have stress. The constraint against 
clashing gridmarks is also high-ranked, excluding an imn1ediately follo,.ving grid-
1nark in the doo1ain of the second foot. With these hvo constraints dornina.ting 
GRIDMARKlVIAPPING, the first foot of the hvo overlapping feet is stressed, \vhereas 
the second foot is not. We thus get a stressless trochee. This is a foot with a head, 
but \Vithout a gridmark. The absence of a grid1nark in the second foot creates a 
lapse iinmediately after the initial stress. 
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Pintupi is similar to Maranungku (cf. (27)), but has high-ranking NON-FINALITY. 
If the final syllable is a foot-head, then it may not receive a gridmark. This creates 
a lapse at the right edge. 

With the system described here it is very easy to explain all the asymmetries 
mentioned in §2, ,.vhich are listed again in (30). 

(30) Anti-Garawa 
x x x 

(1 2)(3 4)(5 6) 
x x x 

(1 2)(3 4) 5 (6 7) 

Anli-Pintupi 
x x x 

(1 2)(3 4)(5 6) 
x x x 

1 (2 3)(4 5)(6 7) 

Anti-Piro 
x x x 

(1 2)(3 4)(5 6) 
x x x 

(1 2) 3 (4 5)(6 7) 

In Anti-Cara,va, one iamb is built at the right edge, and the other iambs are built 
from left to right, so that, in odd-parity words, a lapse is created before the final 
stress. In Hyde's theory it is impossible to derive such a pattern. There are l\vo 
ways to stress the final syllable of a word: either Hos-R or PR\•\lo-R is high-ranked. 
With these two systems, it is impossible to create a lapse before the final stress. 
With high-ranking Hos-R, "'e derive Araucanian, as already shown in (25). This 
is a language "'ith a minimization pattern, \vhere in odd-parity \vords stresses 
are economically placed, so as to avoid a lapse. With high-ranking PRWo-R 
we get a system like Suruwaha, 'vhose basic structure is given in (27). This is 
a m.axim.izati.on pattern, 'v here an extra. stress is created so as to avoid a lapse. 
Anti-Gara\\1a, then, is ruled out, because it cannot be derived. 

There is also no place for Anti-Pintupi. The particular property of this imaginary 
system is that there is no stress on the initi.nl syllable. There is only one \vay to 
block a stress on a peripheral syllable, NON-FINALITY, \vhich, however, can only 
block stress on a final syllable. Since there is no equivalent NoN-IN1TIALITY pre
venting stress from the initial syllable, Anti-Pintupi cannot be derived. 

Anti-Piro is also impossible. In this imaginary systen1, one iamb is built at the 
left edge, creating a fixed stress on the pen.initial syllable. To place a fixed stress 
at the left periphery two constraints are available. Either Hos-L or PRWo-L must 
be high-ranked. In the form.er case "'e derive Nengone, \·vhose basic configura
tions are shown in (25). Nengone is a minimization pattern, v.rhere the minimal 
number of stresses is economically placed so as to avoid a lapse. With high
ranking PR\No-L Maranungku is derived, as sho,vn in (27). Maranungku displays 
a maximization pattern, where an additional stress is inserted so as to avoid a 
lapse. Thus there is no 'vay to generate a systen1 like Anti-Piro. 

Hyde's system is similar to Cordon's in one sense. Neither uses the classical 
alignment constraints that refer to feet. In particular, ALLFEET-L/R and PRWo
L/R (McCarthy and Prince 1993) are eliminated. 

(31) a. ALLFEET-L/R 
The left/right edge of every foot is aligned with the left/right edge of 
some prosodic '"ord. 

b. PRWo-L/R 
The left/right edge of every prosodic \VOrd is aligned "'ith the left/ 
right edge of some foot. 
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In these constraints, Hyde replaces the argument foot by foot-head, as shoi11n in 
(21) and (26), '''hereas Gordon replaces it by gridma.rk. These two changes are 
almost identical, since a foot-head norn1ally has exactly the san1e distribution as 
a gridmark. 

The crucial difference, of course, is the notion of overlapping feet. We might 
say that, '"here Gordon eliminates foot structure entirely, Hyde introduces a 
new type of structure. Of course, Hyde is a'"are of the fact that this concept 
must be motivated on independent grounds, a task \vhich he undertakes in 
Hyde (2008). 

Optimality Theory struggles with '"hat Hyde calls the "odd-parity problem." 
This problem can be divided into two sub-problems: the "even-only problem" 
and the "odd-heavy problem." The introduction of overlapping feet provides a 
solution which is not available in standard approaches. For reasons of space I will 
only discuss the first instance of the odd-parity problem. 

The even-only problem. is caused by the fact that, in odd-parity "''Ords, 
Faithfulness constraints are in conflict with two other constraints: FooTBINARITY 
(the constraint that penalizes degenerate feet) and PARSE-a (the constraint requir
ing that syllables be donlinated by feet). Suppose that the Faithfulness con
straints are ranked below FooTBINARITY and PARSE-a. Under this ranking it is 
better to insert or delete a. syllable than to create a violation of either 
FooTBINARITY or PARSE-O, as shown in the follow·ing tableau: 

. 
(32) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  PARSE-a : Foo-rBINARlTY NlAX : DEP ' ' • ' 

(1 2)(3 4)(5 6) 7 ., ' ' a . • ' ' ' ' ' 
b. (1 2)(3 4 )(5 6)(7) 

• ., ' ' ' • ' . ' 
(1 2)(3 4)(5 6)(7 8) ' ' • � c. • ' 

• ' ' •«" d. (1 2)(3 4)(5 6) • • ' ' ' . 

This tableau sho'''S "'hat happens to a word with an uneven number of syllables. 
The first candidate, (32a), contains an unparsed syllable, violating PARSE-a. (32b) 
has a final, monosyllabic foot, violating FooTBINARITY. ln (32c), a vowel is inserted. 
In this i11ay an extra syllable is created, so that at the right edge a binary foot is 
bt.1i.lt. FoorBJNARITY and PARSE-a are therefore satisfied, a.lthough DEP is violated. 
Finally, in (32d) a vowel is removed, so that both PARSE-a and FoorBINARITY are 
again satisfied, although MAX is violated. 

'vVe can see, then, that in an odd-parity "'ord P ARSE-o and FooTBINARJTY can 
be satisfied if a syllable is inserted or deleted. From this it follows that there should 
be langua.ges in 'vhich aU \·vords contain an even number of syllables. These lan
guages i11ot.tld have the ranking PARSE-a, FoorBINARITY >>MAX, DEP. Ho"''ever, 
no language like this has ever been attested. This illustrates the phenomenon referred 
to as the even-only problem. 

Hyde (2008) shows that the even-only problen1 does not arise in a theory 
'vith overlapping feet. In such a theory, it is possible to satisfy FooTBINA.RITY and 
PARSE-a "''ithout violating Faithfulness. In other '"'ords, with overlapping feet, no 
conflict arises bet>11ee.n FoorBINARITY and PARSE-a on the one hand and the hvo 
Faithfulness constraints on the other. This is sho\vn in (33): 
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Nengone has overlapping trochees, 'vith a stressed syllable in the middle. Araucan
ian has overlapping ian1bs, also \Vith stress in the middle (cf. (25)). Finally, Garawa 
has overlapping trochees, with a stress in initial position, as shown in (29).6 

These representations indicate that headedness is not expressed by gridmarks. 
Jn Hyde's frame"'Ork a foot can be an iamb, even though it does not have a 
gridmark in its final syllable, as in Araucanian; similarly, a foot can be a trochee, 
even without a gridmark in its initial syllable, as in Nengone and Garawa. 

This is a unique aspect of Hyde's theory. Most recent theories claim that 
headedness is expressed on the grid. Some theories claim that feet must have heads, 
so that for each foot there must be a gridmark accompanying it. Theories of this 
type invoke a principle like the Faithfulness Condition, originally formulated in 
Halle and Vergnaud (1987: 15-16).7 

Meanwhile, another theory on the relation between foot structure and headed
ness has been developed. In this theory, headedness is disconnected fron1 foot 
structure. In these theories there are two foot types; headed feet, •vhich are 
accompanied by a gridmark, and headless feet, 'vhich are not accompanied by a 
gridmark. The loose connection benveen headedness and foot structure is expressed 
by the Separability Hypothesis (Crowhurst and He,vitt 1995b: 39), which states that 
feet can be headed or headless. Normally, a foot does have a head, but under the 
pressure of certain constraints, it can happen that a foot is not able to acquire a 
head. Proponents of the Separability Hypothesis are Hagberg (1993), Cro"'hurst 
and Hewitt (1995a, 1995b), Bye (1996), and Cro"'hurst (1996). Bye occupies a 
special position among them, because he assumes that feet can sometimes have 
two heads; when this happens there are t\vo gridmarks in a single foot .8 

It is dear that Hyde's theory differs from both vie,vs just mentioned . On the one 
hand, it (implicitly) uses the Faithfulness Condition, because all feet are inherently 
headed. (Heads are not expressed on the grid, but by line structure, as \Ve have 
already seen; a head has a vertical line, whereas a dependent has a slanted line.) 
Yet the theory also recognizes the Separability Hypothesis, in the sense that there 
is a separate mode of representation, the grid, where a gridrnark m.ay or may not 
accompany a foot. Hyde's theory, therefore, does not recognize headless feet, but 
it does recognize stressed (headed) feet and unstressed (headed) feet. In this sense, 
Hyde's theory is certainly representationally richer than all other recent theories. 

There is son1e evidence from Vogul, a language of Siberia, that feet can be 
headed, even if they are not stressed .. In Vogu.l, stress does not seem to be quantity
sensitive (Vaysman 2009). The main stress is realized on the initial syllable, and 
there are secondary stresses on every other syllable thereafter. If, however, the 
fi
nal syllable is a target for secondary stress, this stress is not realized. Syllable 

quantity is irrelevant for this distribution. Only syllables 'vi.th long vowels are 
heavy: ,.vords with a heavy syllable have exactly the same stress patterns as 'vords 
'"ith only light syllables. These regularities are illustrated in (35). 

r. Tl1e mirror in1age of Gara\• .. a (o\rerlapping ian1bs \Vith stress on the final syllable) does not exist. 
Thjs system could e>nly arise with a ce>nstraint requ.iring stress on the final syllable, together with 
high-ranking •CLASH. Ho,,•ever_, in tfyde's system there is no constraint requiring stress on the final 
syllable. Therefore, twC) overlapping iambs at the right edge will always have stress in the middle 
(the minimization pattern). 
7 HaJJe •J'd Vergnaud's Faithfulness Condition shoul.d not be confused with the Faithfub>ess COJ'
straints of OT. Tl1e former is a condition on the relation beh"1een a foot and its head. 
' Level stress in Scandinavian dialects necessitates this representation, according to Bye (1996). 
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words. Overlapping feet can be motivated on independent grounds: overlapping 
feet solve the odd-parity problem. 

In Hyde's theory, the grid is n1ostly subservient to foot structure. Feet are always 
inherently headed, \vith or without a gridmark. 
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42 Pitch Accent Systems 

HARRY VAN DER HULST 

1 Introduction 

This chapter deals with the typology of word prosodic systems and, specifically, dis
cusses the notion of "pitch accent (language)," asking whether there is such a class 
of pitch accent languages distinct from "stress languages" and "tone languages." 
Several issues \vill turn out to be crucial. Firstly, there is the issue of recognizing 
(or not) a notion of a.ccent \\rhich could be said to underlie both pitch accent and 
"stress" (or indeed stress accent), and perhaps other pheno1nena which are not 
frequently referred to as accentual (such as phonotactic asymmetries). Secondly, 
there is the question as to whether \Ve wish to distinguish behveen pitch as a 
non-distinctive and thus perhaps strictly phonetic property (found in phonetic 
implementation) and pitch as the exponent of a phonological category (na1nely 
tone). Thirdly, there is the possibility of having tone, stress, and accent (in various 
combinations) "side by side" within the same language, '"hich raises the question 
of ho\v these notions interact in any given language. 

The structure of this chapter is as follo,vs. In §2 I will introduce the basic notions 
and definitions. §3 will briefly discuss examples of languages that have been 
referred to as pitch accent languages, '"'here accent is apparently realized in 
terms of non-distinctive pitch. In §4, I examine cases in 'vhich tone realization 
or tone distribution has been said to depend on accent (or stress), a class of lan
guages that is also often included in the pitch accent type. §5 and §6 focus on the 
different \vays in \vhich alleged pitch accent languages have been analyzed, 
'vith or without using the notion "accent." In §7, I define the notions accent and 
stress as distinct phonological entities and suggest that stress 1.angtlages may or 
may not be accentual. In §8 I offer some conclusions. 

2 Accent, tone, and stress: Definitions and usage 

2.1 Accent and stress 
For many languages, researchers have reported word-level "prominence," 
associated with a specific syllable in the word, which is called "stress" (an English 
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term) or "accent" (the term used in, for example, French or German) (see also 
CHAPTER 41: THE REPRESENTATION Of WORD STRESS). In literature in English on the 
subject, both "stress" and "accent" have been used for word-level prominence, 
,,vhich has lead to a good deal of confusion, in particular because there are '"'riters 
•vho use the terms for different things. Cutler (1984), for example, regards "stress" 
as a property of '''ords and "accent" as a property of sentences. There is thus 
a need for clarity on ho'"' these two terms are used. 

2.2 Accent and its cues 

On closer scrutiny, the informal notion of "prominence" can be divided into hvo 
distinct phenon1ena. On the one hand, '"e have the ioca.tion of the prominent 
syllable (e.g. penultimate; final i£ the final syllable has a long vo>vel, otherwise 
penultin1ate; etc.) and on the other hand, there are phonetic (and phonotactic) cues 
that signal the location of the prominent syUable (CHAPTER 39: STRESS: PHONOTACTI C 
AND PHONETIC EVIDENCE). In one (fairly old) terminological tradition, the loca
tional aspect of prominence is referred to as accent. The characterization of the 
accent (location) is essentially sequential (or syntagmatic); only one syllable 
within the relevant domain can have this property. This is \vhat Martinet (1960) 
and Garde (1968) refer to as the contrastive or culminative function of "accent," a 
term mainly used by Trubetzkoy (1939). The realizational aspect of prominence is, 
in a sense, paradigmatic (cf. van Coetsem 1996): there are various (not necessarily 
incompatible) phonetic and phonotactic means for cueing the accent. Son1e lan
guages n1ay favor one specific cue (e.g. pitch or duration), but several cues 1nay 
conspire to manifest the accent. This division of "prominence" correlates with 
traditional terminological systems such as musical accent vs. dynamic accent or ('''ith 
much the same meaning) pitch accent (systems) vs. stress a.ccent (systen1s) (see Fox 
2000: ch. 3 for an excellent general revie\v of the notion accent; also van Coetsen1 
1996; van der Hulst 1999b, 2010b). In each case, the modifier of the head noun 
("accent") says something about the \vay in which the accent is "manifested" or 
"realized." In this chapter I '''ill focus on relationships that involve accent and 
pitch, '"hether used distinctively (in terms of contrastive tones) or non-distinctively. 
Ho,vever, I \Vil) also consider the relationship between accent and stress. 

2.3 Word prosodic types 

While in some languages pitch is a property of \vords, all languages use pitch 
features within an intonational system, a system that aligns ''sentences" with a melody 
that can be defined in terms of pitch events that n1ark boundaries of (syntactic 
or prosodic) units as '"ell as the informational packaging of the utterance with 
reference to the notion "focus" (Bolinger 1982; Gussenhoven 2004; CHAPTER 32: 
THE REPRESENTATION OF INTONATION). At the same tinle there are languages in 
which pitch is a property of "words." Within this group of languages \Ve com
n1only find the labels in (lb) and (le}. The label "stress" in (la) is reserved for 
languages that need no specification of pitch at the •vord level, although, like all 
other languages, they use pitch for intonation purposes. 

(1) a. Stress (or stress accent) 
b. Pitch accent 
c. Tone 

Material com direitos autorais 
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There is, how·ever, a great deal of controversy concerning the use of the terms 
tone and pitch accent, and, for that matter, the tenn stress.' 

Hyman (2001, 2006, 2009) makes a case for treating systems that we label stress 
and tone as "prototypes," meaning that languages that belong to one or the other 
(or both) type(s) display one or more specific defining properties.2 "Pitch accent," 
according to Hyman, is not a prototype, but rather a label for a large class of hybrid 
systems that mix "tone" and "stress" properties in various ways, or systems that 
are clearly tonal, although displaying various restrictions on the distribution of 
tones. In effect, Hyman regards the notion accent as unnecessary, '"'hether as 
a formal mechanism in analysis or as a prosodic type. Other researchers (such 
as Gussenhoven, e.g. 2004) who also reject the idea of "pitch accent languages" 
nonetheless recognize the notion of accent as an analytic device. In this chapter 
these views will be discussed and compared to vie\vs that attribute a fundamental 
role to the notion accent. 

2.4 Definitions and use of tone 

A traditional way of defining the notion tone is in tern1s of "distinctive use of 
pitch." ThtlS, if a language uses pitch to distinguish different othen"ise identical 
morphemes, pitch has a phonological or contrastive (distinctive) status. The 
following frequently quoted definition captures what is perhaps the canonical 
use of distinctive pitch: 

A tone language may be defined as a language having lexically sjgnificant, contrastive, 
but relative pitch on each syllable (Pike 1948: 3). 

If tones are distinctive on all syllables (possibly like properties such as frontness, 
height, or roundness) \Ve can say that the distribution of tones is 11nrestricted. 
Most researchers, ho,vever, agree that there is no reason to limit the tenn tonal 
language to cases in "'hich the distribution of tones is entirely unrestricted (see 
CHAPTER 45: THE REPRESENTATION OF TONE). Presumably, all tonal systems show 
restrictions resulting from tonal spreading or assimilation (Schuh 1977; Hyman 
2007), from using a limited set of tonal melodies \vhich are properties of n1or
phemes rather than of syllables (Leben 1971; Goldsmith 1976b; Halle and Vergnaud 
1982), from the avoidance of sequences of identical tones (dissinUlatory or OCP 
effects), or indeed fron1 relations beh"een. tone distribution and accent (or 
"stress") (see §4). Also, it is not uncommon to find that the full range of contrasts 
is not found in affixes (as opposed to roots or stems) (CHAPTER HM: ROOT-AFFIX 
ASYMMETRIES). Finally, initial or final syllables may fail to bear tonal contrast 
(son1etin1es to leave roo1n for intonational tones or for other, perhaps "perceptual," 
reasons; CHAPTER 98: SPEECH PERCEPTION ANO PHONOLOGY).3 Since it wou.ld be u.n\vise 

' Typological studies of word prosodic systems are numerous: e.g. Trubet:ikoy (1939); Hockett (1955); 
Garde (1968); Meeussen (1972); Goldsmith (1976a, 1988); Greenberg and Kaschube (1976); Hyman (1977, 
1978, 1981, 2006, 2009); Lockwood (1982); Clements and Goldsmith {1984); Beckman (1986); Clark 
(19$7, 1988}; Haraguchi (19$8); Hollenbach (1988); van der Hulst and Smith (1988); lv!ock (1988); l•Vright 
(1988); Hayes (1995); van der Hulst (1999a, 2010c); de Lacy (2002); Duanmu (2004). 
2 Here Hyman avoids the term "stress accent," presumably because he no longer (cl. Hyman 1977) 
recognizes tl1e label upltch act.:er1t'1 as a useful one and tl1us essentially \\rants to elimir1ate tl-.e 11otion 
accent altogether. 
3 Suarez (1983: 52) obser\•es tl1at in Hujcl1ol and fv(azahua there is no tone contrast 011 the last tvvo 
syllables or the last syllable, respecbvely. In these languages, inherent lexkal tones are removed to 
free up space for intonational tones. 
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to maintain the strictness of Pike's definition (according to \Vhich perhaps there 
is not a single tonal language), van der Hulst and Smith (1988) quote the much 
n1ore liberal definition of VVelmers (1973: 2): 

A tone language is a language in \vhich both pitch phonemes and seg.mental 
phonemes enter into the composition of at least some morphemes.' 

Note the use of the term pitch phoneme (CHAPTER 11: THE PHONEME), which sug
gests that Welmers requires that pitch is used contrastively, a crucial point to 'vhich 
I rehun below. This definition includes languages in which there are tonal con
trasts in certain positions, or even in only one position, in some morphen1es. 

\'Vi.th this broader definition, tonal languages can be ranked on a scale of tonal 
density (Gussenhoven 2004), \vhich indicates ho'v many \vord positions have how 
much tonal contrast. In a sense, such a scale indicates the relative functional load 
of tone properties. Stretching Gussenl1oven's notion, ''"e could say that relative 
density arises not only in the syntagn1atic dimension (depending on ho\v many 
positions display tonal restrictions), but also in the para.digmatic dimensions 
(depending on the number of contrastive options per position): 

(2) Tonal density ma.trix 
Tl + + + + + + 
T2 + + + + + + 
T3 + + + + + + 

x x x x x x (tone bearing-units) 

Each potential nlinus 'vould indicate a restriction on the distribution of a distinctive 
tone. However, no matter ho'v dramatic the restrictions, as long as there is tonal 
contrast (i.e. distinctive use of pitch), phonological tones m.ust be specified in the 
lexical entries. The smallest tonal syste1n would have two tones, H and L. More 
extensive systems "'ould add an tvf tone, or possibly two different M tones (high 
1nid and low mid). In addition, systen1s can have contour tones (rise, fall, etc.) 
(CHAPTER 45; THE REPRESENTATION OF TONE). 

2.5 Culminativity and obligatoriness 

Another frequently cited term in this context is "restricted tone language," 
introduced by Schadeberg (1973) and Voorhoeve (1973). This term, too, would 
seem to indicate a scale of restrictiveness, although Voorhoeve introduced it in 
the context of Bantu languages whose tonal system is so severely restricted (up 
to one H per '"'ord in a H /L syste1n) that he suggested that an accentual analysis 
1night be considered (CHAPTER 114: BANTU TONE). Indeed, adding syntagn1atic 
and paradigma tic restrictions on the distribution of tone together, one could see 
that a language, despite having a H/L contrast, \Vhile allowing at most one H 
tone per "'ord could easily permit an accentual analysis in which the H "tone" 
is regarded as the predictable pitch cue of an accent, even in a case "''here there 
is no indication of any additional independent cues for this accent. 

'1 Strictly speaking tltis exclLtdes cases in whicl1 a language has tonal affixes \VithoLtt ha\ring affixes 
or other morphemes th.at combine tone and segmental properties. 
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But "'hat is "accent," and ho"' is it formally represented? Hyman (2009) 
formulates t\vo necessary properties of what he calls stress, 'vhich I '"ill take as 
a point of departure for establishing '"hat might be seen as characteristics of 
accent, if these notions are going to be distinguished. One "property" is that each 
"word" can have stress or accent at most once (only one syllable can be stressed 
or accented) and, additionally, each \vord must have it at least once. These hvo 
properties, follo,ving Hyman (2006, 2009) can be referred to as: 

(3) a. Culminativity (at n1ost one) 
b. Obligatoriness (at least one) 

Let us now ask '"hether the two properties in (3) n1.11st be regarded as necessary 
properties of accent. An issue that goes to the heart of what is often seen as 
problen1atic for the notion "pitch accent" is that languages which allegedly have 
a pitch accent system, and thus accent, sometimes have (lexical) words that 
appear to be unaccented (see the discussion of Tokyo Japanese in §6). This, 
ho,vever, is only problematic if obligatoriness is stipulated to be a necessary 
property of accent. We could investigate a more liberal interpretation of accent, 
in which unaccented "'ords are pernutted in an accentual language. This, of course, 
has important consequences, because it opens the door to using the presence 
vs. absence of accent as a contrastive option and thus to analyzing alleged tonal 
languages that have a H-L contrast as fully accentual languages, \Vith H as the 
exponent of accent and L as the lack of accent. 

'vVe n1ight then also question whether culminativity is a necessary require
ment for describing accent. If culminativity is not required, even "H/L" langtlages 
that allo'v multiple H "tones" could be analyzed as fully accentual. Allo,ving 
words to have multiple accents separates the notions stress and accent even 
more dra1natically than just giving up obligatoriness for accent. Still, if accent 
is not the san1e thing as stress, there is no a priori reason for believing that 
any properties of the latter need to be trtle of the former. I rettun to tl1ese issues 
in §5.3. 

2.6 Representational issues 

Ans,vers to the question of '"hether or not the properties i.n (3) are definitional 
of accent have repercussions for, or are implicit in, the manner in \vhich accents 
are formally represented. In one type of approach the relevant syllables are 
marked with an "accent mark," as is common in dictionaries and in autosegn1ental 
theory (e.g. the "star" of Goldsn1ith 1976a}, or in tern1s of a segmental feature, as 
in the phonologica.l theory of Chomsky and Halie (1968). Jn this "lexicograpluc" 
approach there is no commitment to culminativity or obligatoriness. 

A different formal approach is to provide the string of syllables \vith a headed 
tree structure, as proposed in various versions of metrical theory (Liberman 
and Prince 1977) and dependency phonology (Anderson and Ewen 1987) (see also 

CHAPTER 40: THE FOOT). Metrical structures have one designated tern1inal tuut, the 
head of the word, which counts as the (primary) "stress." This notation (assuming 
that all syllables must be grouped in one structure) implies culminativity, but not 
necessarily obligatoriness, because it does not folio"' from the notation that each 
word 1nust be provided \Vith a 1netrical tree. 
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Ho\vever, rather than seeing asterisks and trees as competing mechanisms, we 
should entertain the idea that they are con1plen1entary, in that the former represent 
accents, while the latter represent stress. This point is acknowledged by Anderson 
and Ewen (1987), \vho, in addition to headed tree structures, also use asterisks to 
indicate what v.re might call "potential heads."5 l \viii return to this point in §7. 

2.7 Problems 1.vith the notion "pitch accent" 

'v\Te have been considering a use of the term accent as an abstract mark of a 
position that can be cued by various phonetic properties, "stress" being one of 
them. Beckman (1986) refers to languages that are n.ot stress accent languages, as 
"non-stress accent" languages (thus avoiding the tern1 "pitch accent language"). 
This, of course, is con1patible \vith the idea that in many non-stress languages 
pitch is the n1ost salient property of accent. Van der Hulst (1999a, 2010b) points 
out that if \ve maintain the term "pitch accent Language" we might also expect 
to find languages that can be labeled as "duration accent" languages (if duration 
is the only cue). On this vie\v, pitch accent languages are languages in \Vhich accent 
is (mainly) cued by phonetic pitch. 

There are, in fact, various factors that n1ake the use of this tenn problen1atic. 
One factor is, obviously, that people may simply define the term differently. For 
example, as "'e will see in §4, tonal contrast is often limited to specific syllables 
in the \vord; cases of this sort have been analyzed by identifying a notion "accent," 
with association of tones being dependent on this accent. \<Vhile in this case, 
the presence of tone can be said to function as a cue of accent, the cue is not 
a phonetic, but rather a phonological, fact (namely the phonotactic distribution 
of tones). The fact that the possibility of tonal contrast may signal the accent 
location is part of a n1uch more general pattern, found in many languages, where 
accented syllables display contrastive or structural options that are exclusive 
to a particular syllable (see Do\vning 2010; van der Hulst 2010b).6 Pursuing the 
terminological path that \ve started out on above, "'e n1ight refer to such cases 
in '''hich tonal contrast is limited to the accented syllable as tone accent (or ton.al 
accent) languages, rather than pitch accent languages. It is apparently the case that 
accented syllables can be referred to by the phonology as >veil as by the phonetic 
imple1nentation system. In fact, accents can be referred to by other gra1nn1atical 
modules as "'el l, e.g. the i.ntonation systeo1. Does this mean that '"e can refer to 
English as an "intonation accent" language? Languages cannot be put in a single 
box as far as cues for accent are concerned. 

Tonal accent systems, lhen, differ from pitch accent systems if \Ve agree that in 
the latter pitch is not used distinctively. However, son1e >vriters (e.g. Do>vning 
2010) use the term "pitch accent" for any system in which pitch properties (whether 
distinctive or not) enter into a relationship with accent or stress. This \VOuld include 
not only \vhat is referred to here as a pitch accent or tone accent language, but 
also another class of languages which have both tone and accent, in \Vhich accent 
(or "stress") is assigned with reference to tone. Downing's use of the tern1 pitch 
accent is thu.s 01uch broader than the one considered above. 

s Another formal notation (also proposed in Liberman and Prince 19'77) is the metrical grid, which 
does 11ot in1pl)' culmina.t:i\1ity. See CHAP1·e1< 41: ·rH£ RE1,1<ESEN·rATlON OF WO.RD s·rnEss for extensive 
djscus.sion. 
6 Th.is relates to the notion of positional faithfulness; cf. Beckman (1998). 
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The dialects of Basque present a great diversity of "'Ord prosodic systems (see 
Hualde 1999). Gussenhoven (2004: ch. 9) presents an analysis of Northern Bizkaian 
Basque \\'ith reference to the Gernika and Lekeito dialects. Both have accented 
and iu1accented roots, the forn1er being in the minority. There are inflectional and 
derivational suffixes that are accented or pre-accenting. In Lekeito, if a "'Ord has 
an accent, this accent ahvays ends up on the penultimate syllable. In Gernika, the 
leftmost (non-final) accent prevails; this is the more common case in Basque dialects. 
In Lekeito, unaccented words are grouped \\'ith an accented word to their left or 
right, 'vhereas sequences of unaccented •vords together form a single domain. Each 
such domain either has an accent (if it contains an accented word) or is unaccented. 
Unaccented domains receive a default final accent in certain syntactic positions, 
namely at the end of the sentence or before the finite verb. Each accent, \vhether 
lexical or default, is associated with a HL pitch accent. The left edge of the 
accentual domain is marked by a LH boundary sequence; a high plateau is found 
betlveen the boundary H and the H of the pitch accent. Systems of this sort seem 
obvious candidates for accentual analyses, \vhich of course begs the question of 
whether they n1.11st be analyzed accentually. One argument that could be made 
for an accentual approach is that in the various dialects \\'e note a variety of accent 
locations (ranging fron1 lexical to rule-governed) "'hich is very reminiscent of the 
distribution of stress in "stress accent languages." The second argument again 
involves the fact that pitch is non-distinctive in Basque dialects. Note that in Basque, 
unaccented \vords are provided 'vith default accent, at least in some cases. 

3.2.2 Japanese 
We also find a broad array of word prosodic systems among the dialects of 
Japanese (d. Haraguchi 1977). An overarching property of all systems is the 
relevance of pitch at the level of the "'vord," or, as some researchers prefer to 
put it, the "accentual don1ain." An interesting overvie\\' in the context of auto
segn1ental theory of dialectal differences is offered by Haraguchi (1977, 1988), 
•vho divides Japanese dialects into two broad categories: pitch accent systems 
and unaccented systems. Cross-classifying with this dichotomy, he suggests a 
"universal" inventory of melodies (H, L, HL, LH, and LHL), from which a system 
may select at most one or two. In addition to the choice of one or n1ore melodies, 
the differences among dialects depend on: 

(4) a. The location of accent/H: fixed or free.11 
b. The spreading of H: no spreading, righhvard or lefnvard. 

Thus, in Tokyo Japanese, the H tone spreads lefhvards (leaving an initial n1ora 
lo,v, possibly due to a. boundary L tone that comes 'vith the left). We will focus 
on the pitch aspect of Tokyo Japanese in §6. The system of Tokyo Japanese is 
such that the constituents of \ITOrds (stems, affixes) can be accented or unaccented 
(or, in the case of affixes, pre-accented). \rVhen more than one accent is present 
in the accentual do1nain (\vhicll can be larger than the \Vord and therefore needs 
careful definition; Gussenhoven (2004) calls it the a-domain), the first (or leftmost 

1 1  In §6 we will diS<uss the way accents are distributed in Tokyo Japane.,,, which is partly lexical 
and partly rule-based. 
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accent) predominates, i.e. \o\1ill attract the high pitch/tone. If no accent is present, 
the high pitch occurs on the last (rightmost) syllable (and spreads fro1n there). 
This "First/Last" pattern constitutes a system that is ren1iniscent of so-called 
unbounded stress systems (Hayes 1995). In fact, Haraguchi (1988) notes that three of 
the possible unbounded patterns occur in Japanese dialects (see also CHAPTER 120: 

JAPANESE PITCH ACCENT). 

(5) a.  Systems with una.ccented words 
First/First12 
First/Last 
Last/First 
Last/Last 

Kumi 
Tokyo, Osaka 

Hirosaki 

b. Systems without unaccented words 
First Fukuoka 

Last 

Note that systems "'ithout unaccented words have no default clause. 
H araguchi (1977, 1988) also recognizes unaccented systems, i.e. systems in '"hich 

no "'Ord is accented. He mentions Sendai, Miyakonojo, and Kagoshima. In such 
systems the tonal melody is associated either from left to right or from right to 
left in his analysis: 

(6) Systems with only unaccented words 
First 
Last 

For these systems, tones are associated to words in terms of a.ssociation conven
tions that make no reference to accents, but rather the '"ord edges. These same 
conventions are invoked for unaccented '"'ords in accentual languages (as in (Sa)), 
which implies that in such syste1ns tones are associated partly to accents and partly 
directly (i.e. \·vithout "intervening" accents). 

In aU dialects that use just one melody, the question can again be raised 
whether this "melody" is a phonological entity or entirely due to phonetic inter
pretation. Haraguchi (1988) does not consider this issue, but it could be argued, 
as before, that only dialects that have more than one word melody are truly tonal. 

3.3 Bantu languages 
Many Bantu languages are commonly described as having both tone and accentual 
properties, while a fe'" (such as Swahili) have Jost tone, and retain only "stress" 
(CHAPTER 114: BANTU TONE). Bantu word prosodic systen1s have always been of 
specia l  interest in the debate regarding the appropriate analysis for languages that 
have both significant \VOrd-level pitch movement and indications that accent plays 
a role as "'ell; see Schadeberg (1973), \Toorhoeve (1973), Goldsmith (1976a, 1988), 
Hyman (1978, 1981, 1982, 1989), Cle1nents and Goldsn1ith (1984), Odden (1988), 
and especially Do,.vning (2010). The accentual analysis of Bantu languages \Vas 
proo1oted by Goldsmith (1976b, 1988), although the approach has a long history 
(see the introduction in Clements and Goldsmith 1984 for a historical perspective). 

12 This can be glossed as: "Associate a tone with the first accented syllable, or, if no accent is pre
sent, with the first syllable." 
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tonal accent system. A question that arises in these cases is whether the accented 
syllable is cued merely by its attraction of tonal contrast, or, additionally, by other 
"stress-like" cues. I will consider this issue in §5. I consider here son1e examples 
from Suarez (1983), as •veil as from Yip (2002), in their surveys of Meso/Middle 
American languages. Isthmus Zapo tec has two tones "'hich associate to the accented 
syllable and from there spread right1'1ards. "Pre-stress" syllables are 10,,1-toned. 
Suarez also n1entions Northern Parne and Yaitepec Chatino as languages that 
have a tonal contrast only in the syllable that is said to be "stressed" (in both cases 
the "final" syllable, presun1ably of the stem). This can be con1pared to Huautla 
J'v!azatec, 'vhere every syllable can have contrastive tone. In behveen, we find 
cases '''here the contrast on certain non-accented syllables is limited. In Palantla 
Chinantec, for exan1ple, there is no tonal contrast on post-stress syllables. 

Van der Hulst and Snuth (1988) cite the case of San Juan Copola Trique, which 
illustrates ho"' restricted tonal distribution can arise historically (cf. Hollenbach 
1988; Yip 2002). In the Otomanguean family in general, we find a conti.nuum of 
reduction of tonal contrast and, interestingly, an increase in tonal contrasts on the 
accented syllable. A case 'vhere accent has only n1ildly influenced tonal contrast 
is found in Cajonos Zapotec (Nellis and Hollenbach 1980). Of the four w1derlying 
tones H, L, HL, and M, only M is disallowed in unaccented syllables. In this case, 
then, we do not have a tone accent systen1, but simply a. tone and a.ccent system, 
with accent-driven reduction. 

Among the languages in 'vhich the distribution of tone is dependent on accent, 
there is a subclass of cases in •vhich tonal contrast is only fow1d on or near accented 
syllables, not because tones have been neutralized in other positions, but silnply 
because a tonal contrast historicaUy developed only in this position. In these cases, 
the accented syllable, in addition to being an attractor for tonal association, has 
clear stress-like cues. Hence languages of this kind are both stress accent and tonal 
accent languages, •vith the proviso that the tone does not always associate directly 
to the accented syllable, but sometin1es on a syllable near it (although this also 
depends on the details of the analysis). Two '"ell-known cases of this sort are 
some of the Scandinavian languages and Serbo-Croatian. For discussions of 
the Scandinavian type I refer to Bruce (1999) and Gussenhoven (2004) (see also 
CHAPTER 97: TONOGENEs1s). For Serbo-Croatian, see e.g. Inkelas and Zee (1988).13 

Vl/e n1ust note that the co-occurrence of stress accent and a lexical pitch contrast 
en.forces a tonal a.nalysis of the latter. If the accent was not manifested in any 
other way than forming an anchor for lexical pitch, it could be argued that the 
opposition is one between accented '"ords and unaccented words. 

5 The accent debate 

5.1 Accents or no accents 

We have so far discussed tvvo possible interactions bet,veen accent and pitcl1 
or tone: 

13 li1 his chapter on central Franconia11 to11es, Gussei1hoven (2004: ch. 12) discusses tl1e e1nergence 
and representation of a tonal distinctior1 that is very si.oolla.r to tl\e Scandi_1)a\1Jan distinctior1; see 
also Gussenhoven and Bruce (1999) and Hermans (1994). We also find a similar contrast (due again 
to different historical facte>rs) in Scot6sh Gaelic; see MacAulay (1992: 234-236). 
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(8) a. Pitch is dependent on accent (pitch accent systems; §3). 
b. Tone is dependent on accent (accent-dependent reduction and dis

tribution; §4). 

The divid ing line bet"'een the t-vo types is distinctivity. If pitch is non-distinctive, 
i.e. if there is no tonal contrast, the system uses pitch to cue accent. But if there 
is tonal contrast, tones are involved. 

The Bantu systems mentioned in the preceding section have been analyzed 
as involving accent and tone. Ho'"ever, the question of "'hether the occurrence 
of tone contrast on one specific syllable requires a notion of accent cannot be taken 
for granted, even '"hen tonal association seems to be limited to an "accent-like" 
position. Consider the case in '"hich the alleged accented syllable has no inde
pendent property apart fro1n being the locus of tonal contrast. One could then 
say that there really is no accent at all, and instead assume that the tones, being 
specified as a property of morphemes, associate to thei.r specific locus directly, 
vvithout first assigning an accent that attracts the tones. In this case '"e would 
accept that accent rules and tone association rules fall under the un1brella of a 
general theory of positional identification, and that the principles for positional 
identification are similar, if not the same, for both accent placement and tone 
association. 

(9) a. Indirect (accent11al) approach 
Step one: Accent goes to position X. 
Step two: Tones go to accent. 

b. Direct approach 
Step one: Tones go to position X. 

If the direct approach is taken, the category of tonal accent systen1s reduces to 
tonal syste1ns which are then further differentiated in tern1s of different principles 
of association (LR, RL, positional). Belo'v '"e will see tl1at the direct tonal approach 
can also be applied in systems that have unpredictable (i.e. lexically specified) 
loci for accents. 

To what degree should tone placement and accent placement be allovved to 
overlap? If, for exan1ple, a tonal contrast occurs on the final syllable if it is closed, 
and otherwise on the penultiu1ate syllable, should 've say that there is a. quanti.ty
sensitive accent rule and that tones are attracted to the accent, or should we make 
the tonal association rules quantity-sensitive? The earlier literature on systems in 
which tone contrast is limited to specific syllables reflects the vie'" that the theory 
of accent placen1ent should not be duplicated in a theory of tone placement, so 

that in these cases accent is usu.a. Uy seen a.s placing a. role in tonal association. 
On the other hand, Haraguchi (1977, 1988, 1991), as vve sa'" in §3.2, makes a 

sharp distinction between tones that associate to accents and tones that associate 
directly to tone-bearing units at edges. The latter case involves only strict direc
tional association in his analysis (from right to left, or fron1 left to right). But, if 
peripheral tone-bearing units can be "extra-tonal," "'e can expand the set of cases 
in '"hich tonal association can be direct. Ho\\•ever, '"e do not expect direct tonal 
association to be dependent on syllable weight distinctions. Hence, if tones are 
attracted to positions that reflect \veight criteria one would be inclined to associate 
tones to accent \vhich are assigned in a \Veight-sensitive fashion. 
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Given the inevitable overlap bet"'een accent placement and direct tonal 
association, Pulleyblank (1986) launched an attack on the use of accents and sug
gested replacing accents by tones. This approach, discussed in the next section, 
has since becon1e dominant. 

5.2 Giving up accents 

The direct tone approach was pron1oted by Pulleyblank (1986) n1ainly for various 
African tonal syste1ns and by Poser (1984) for Tokyo Japanese in particular. The 
most important of Pulleyblank's arguments against the use of stars (cf. Blevins 
1993: 238) are as follows. Firstly, using stars and tone makes the system overly 
rich, in that "'e no\v predict rules referring to stars and to tones, and to both at 
the same time. Secondly, the inherent culininative nature of stars can also be found 
in syste1ns that are arguably tonal and non-accentual, i.e. the asymn1etry bel\"een 
accent and non-accent finds a counterpart in systems in 'vhich H tone contrasts 
with zero (ending up as default L). Another argument that could be mentioned 
is that accent (if equated \vith stress) is a property of syllable, whereas stars 
so1netiJnes need to be assigned to n1oras. FiJ1ally, as we have already mentioned, 
the existence of unaccented \vords in accentual syste1ns, or indeed of words with 
multiple accents which all surface, can be regarded as problematic. 

Pulleyblank applied the direct tone approach to a variety of cases, not only cases 
in which the position of the tone is predictable, but also those '"here the former 
accent location is lexically specified; it \\'as subsequently adopted in much other 
work (Clark 1988; Hyman 1989). VVe note again that this move entailed the use 
of phonological features for non-distinctive, i.e. predictable properties. Even though 
the location of the alleged tone could be a lexical, unpredictable property, the 
phonetic nature of the entity (high pitch) would nonetheless be predictable.14 

The abandonment of stars in1plies, firstly that the systems discussed in §4, 
where H tone is restricted (perhaps up to the poiJ1t of being culnm1ative), but not 
obligatory, are now analyzed as tonal. However, a further-reaching conclusion 
is that "straightforward" pitch accent systems (discussed in §3), \vhere high pitch 
is both obligatory and culminative, are also analyzed as tonal, despite the fact 
that pitch is not distinctive. This 1nay or may not be considered a (conceptual) 
problen1 (cf. Clen1ents 2001, 2009). Another issue is of course that \Ve have rules 
for tonal association which dupl icate the theory of accent \vhich is i.ndependently 
needed for non-tonal accent systems. 

Abandonmg accent cannot make the Scandmavian (and Serbo-Croatian) case 
ptrrely tonal, siJ1ce, as mentioned, ill these cases we need the notion of stress 
(accent), independently of the tonal specifications. 

5.3 In defense of accents 
If accents are rejected for pitch accent and restricted tone languages, the term 
"accent" can siJnply be abandoned in favor of the term "stress" (for stress accent 
languages). Hyn1an (2007) adopts this position, reducing the typology of "'ord 

1'1 This ntlght sttggest a "con1pronUse" position in whicl1 "accents" are regarded as unspecified tonal 
"root nodes." In an approach which adopts a wider use of accents as possible ingredients of stress 
accent· sys tems, tJ1js idea could not be 1naintained. 
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prosodic systems to tone languages and stress languages. In this section I 'viii 
focus on the use of accents in "tonal" systems and suggest a different approach, 
one which n1aximizes the use of accents at the expense not just of non-contrastive 
"tones," but also of (allegedly) contrastive tones. 

The issue here does not revolve around languages that have obligatory and 
culminative high pitch such as Nubi. Here, the case for accent could be considered 
uncontroversial, if '"e believe that culminativity and obligatoriness are necessary 
for an analysis using accent (\\'luch essentially means that accent and stress are 
the same thing). Rather, let us focus on languages in \vhich H tones violate one 
or both of these tv»o constraints. I '"ill argue that languages of this sort can also 
be analyzed as accentual (and thus non-tonal), if obligatoriness and culminativity, 
'vhile perhaps being typical or even necessary for stress, are not required for accent. 
These points were anticipated in §2.5. 

Let us first consider the type of case in which one syllable per \vord is either 
H or L, meaning that H is culminative, but not obligatory. In an accent-cum-tone 
analysis we \vould postulate an accent, and from there \ve have several options, 
depending on ho"' \Ve characterize the tonal contrast (H/L, H/zero, zero/L). But 
there is also another option. 'vVe can also analyze the contrast as accent vs. no accent 
(with accent giving rise to phonetic high pitch and low pitch as default). This 
means that "'e can analyze these alleged H/L systems as pitch accent systems as 
long as \Ve "allo"'" that accentual languages have a class of unaccented \vords. 

Secondly, even \vhen a "H/L" system allo,vs multiple (non-adjacent) "H tones," 
tlus does not necessarily enforce a tonal analysis. If neither criterion proposed 
by Hyn1an (2007) for stress applies to accent, there is no reason "'hy a "'ord could 
not have more than one accent. 

Concluding, if we push the use of accents to its limits (at the expense of using 
tones), this implies allowing unaccented words (violating obligatoriness) and 
multiple accents (violating culminativity). In this liberal vie"' on accent, only 
languages that have more than a binary pitch contrast are necessarily tonal; in 
addition, '"e find languages in which cu.lminativity and obligatoriness of accent 
is independently required (as in the case discussed in §4). 

One could say that "H/L" systems are the real pivotal cases, where, as linguists 
(or as language learners), \Ve have a choice between an accentual and a tonal 
ana.lysis. There may be certain diagnostics that \vi.II tip the balance to either an 
accentua.l or a. tona.l analysis, and these need to be made explicit. l'v!ore "'0(.k is 
called for in this area. 

An accentual approach is favored "'hen the distribution of accent falls squarely 
within a theory of accent placement that is independently needed for stress accent 
and other types of accentua.1 languages. This, perhaps, 1nakes an accentua.1 ana.lysis 
of those languages in \vhi.ch the a.lleged accents need to be assigned to rnoras 
undesirable (cf. the case of Somali; Biber 1981; Hyman 1981; Banti 1988). Another 
diagnostic pointing to tones is the need to refer to floating tones, on the assump
tion that the notion "floating accent" is suspect. Tl1irdly, it could be argued that 
tona.1 spreading processes 1night suggest tone, but implen1entational n1echa11isms 
can also be held responsible for pitch extending ove.r several syllables. A .fourth 
potential "'ay to discriminate bet"reen accent and /H/ tone \vould be to look 
at the details of phonetic implementation. One could conceivably argue that the 
phonetic pitch target of phonological categories like /H/ is more specifically 
defined than the pitch target of accents. Lastly, an accentual ana.lysis could account 
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for cases in which we need rules that delete apparent accents in clash, or other 
rules that refer to accents, irrespective of their pitch or "tonal" correlates. 

1-lcCawley (1978) suggested that in some cases one might \Vant to say that a 
system is accentual first, and then becomes tonal in the course of the derivation. 
The question is, however, •vhether the tonal end of the derivation is still part of 
the phonology or part of the phonetic implementation. 

In this section I have suggested that accentual systems should be "allo,ved" to 
have unaccented \vords or multiple accented words, or even both. This seems 
to imply that obligatoriness and culminativity are not necessary properties of 
accent and that the case in which accents are both obligatory and culminative is 
just one of four possibilities; see §7. 

6 The case of Tokyo Japanese 

Tokyo Japanese is a language that is often mentioned as a prime example of 
a pitch accent system, but differs fro1n both Nubi and Somali, '"hile apparently 
sharing properties with each. Every word is said to have high pitch, but, at the 
sa1ne time, son1e words are accented and others are non-accented. Let us first con
sider the basic facts; references to various types of analyses are offered below. 

In Tokyo Japanese, nouns have a specific pitch contour, \vhich in some but 
not all cases involves LHL. In those '"ords that have the full LHL pattern, the L 
occurs on the initial n1ora. This 1nora is followed by a high plateau, \vhich may 
drop to low at some point. After the drop, remaining syllables are lo"'· In some 
•vords the initial L is missing, a.nd in other \vords the final L. Thus •ve find the 
follo"'ing patterns, taking trisyllabic nouns to illustrate the possibilities: 

(10) a. HLL b. LHL c. LHHL d. LHHH 
aaa aaa aaa(-a) aaa(-a) 
inoti kokoro atama sakana 
'life' 'heart' 'head' 'fish' 

This systen1 can be and has been analyzed in many different \vays; here \Ve 
,.vill specific.illy focus on accounting for the difference behveen (lOc) and (lOd). 
For (10a)-(10c) \ve have three options; depending on \Vhich one is chosen, various 
approaches can be suggested for class (10d): 

(11) (10a)-(10c) 

a. Accent -? IHI -? [HJ 
b. IHI 
c. Accent -? [HJ 

(lOd) 

(i) 
default accent 

(ii) 
IHI to last a 
IHI to last a 

(iii) 
implementation 
in1plementation 
implementation 

In (1 la), the accent-cun1-tone analysis, the (lOd) case would be lexically unaccented. 
Since such words surface with an apparent H tone throughout (except for the 
initial mora), one could consider assigning a default final accent (11.i), \vhich 
then triggers an H tone. This analysis encounters a problem, ho,vever. Words that 
have no lexical accent 1nust be identifiable as such in the phonetic interpretation 
because there is a phonetic difference behveen (lOc) and (lOd). Roughly speaking, 
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(10c) is LHH and (10d) is LHM, '"ith the stem-final "H" in the latter not quite as 
high as the other Hs in both examples. The two types of \vords also have differ
ent effects on following \\'Ords (or "accenh1al phrases") inside the Intermediate 
Pluase: (lOc) causes do,..,nstep, (lOd) does not; cf. Haraguchi (1988); Pierrehumbert 
and Beckman (1988); Gussenhoven (2004). Alternative (ii), '"hich v;.ould use the 
H tone assignment rule in (12), resolves this issue, because it can be argued that 
a H tone on an accented syllable and a H tone on an unaccented syllable are 
interpreted differently (cf. (Sa)): 

(12) Assign /H/ to the first accent or, if there is no accent, to the final syllable.15 

The difference bet\veen (lOc) and (lOd) could also be described if the pitch 
properties of the latter class are entirely accounted for in terms of phonetic 
implementation (11.iii), since this systein could respond to the presence vs. 
absence of an accent. 

In the second (tone-only) approach, (10d) should be accounted for by method 
(iii), since 1nethod (ii), available in principle, "'ould \\'!Ongly conflate (10c) and 
(lOd), as there is no longer an accent to differentiate between them. Finally, in 
the third n1ethod, (1 lc) (accent only), both classes must be differentiated in the 
phonetic implementation: accent is interpreted as high pitch, while lack of accent 
is interpreted differently, although also in terms of elevated pitch. 

I have briefly discussed three different approaches to a system such as that 
of Tokyo Japanese nouns, namely those mentioned in (11). All three approaches 
have been defended in the literature m one form or another. The tone accent 
approach (although often called "pitch accent approach"), (l la), comes closest to 
the analysis offered in McCawley (1968). Lexically, the language is accentual, but 
in the course of the derivation (presumably at the \VOrd level) tone is added, and 
from that point on the language is tonal. This approach '"'as adopted as part of 
the autoseginental analysis of languages like Japanese and other monomelodic 
systems (cf. Goldsmith 1976b; Haragud:U 1977, 1988). The tone-only approach, 
(llb), has been advocated by Meeussen (1972), Poser (1984), Pulleyblank (1986), 
Clark (1987), and Pierrehumbert and Beckman (1988). Lock,.vood (1983) is a clear 
representative of (llc), the pitch accent analysis. 

To '"'hat extent do these lmguists recogi:Uze the possibilities in (11), other than 
the one that they propose for Japanese, as valid for other languages? Clark (1988) 
rejects (1 la) as a theoretical option, but claims that (1 lc) represents an independ
ent possibility, alongside (llb). She makes a distinction behveen restricted tonal 
systems, ie. (llb ), and metrical pitch accent systems, i.e. (1 lc). The difference 
between the two types is clain1ed to be that only n1etrical pitch accent systems 
have the characteristics that we also find in non-tonal accent languages ,,vi.th respect 
to accent location (e.g. influence of syllable '"eight) and other phonetic cues 
that occur as the manifestation of accent. In her restricted tonal languages, the 
alleged accent is simply a tone at every level of representation (Clark 1988: 52). 
An argument for analyzing Tokyo Japanese as tonal \vould be the fact that \Ve 
have words like (lOd), distinct fron1 (lOc). In a tonal analysis, this difference is 
expected, since 'vords do not have to have a tone. But in an accentual analysis, 

15 Here l ha\•e added "first" to the fltle liecal1se, if a word ends Ltp having n1ore tl1an one accent, it 
is always the leftmost accent that attracts the H tone. 
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prosodic boundaries. We can, if accents have high pitch, first assign [H] to accent 
and then do the actual irnplen1entation. The same applies to boundaries; we 
can assign a [HJ to the left boundary of a certair1 type of prosodic phrase. Strictly 
speaking, '"'e only do this in order to rnake the in1plementation rules refer to 
only one type of entity (namely tonal entities, \vhether phonetic or phonological) 
instead of to three different types of entities (tones, accents, and boundaries). In 
any event, it would see1n that the pitch profiles of Tokyo Japanese "'ords do not 
reg uire reference to word-level tones. 

7 Accent and stress 

A discussion of pitch accent syste1ns forms part of the broader discussion of word 
prosodic systems. Ho"'ever, havmg made reference in the preceding sections to 
a vie'"' that recognizes both accent and stress as independent notions, this section 
\Vil! briefly discuss their properties and interaction. 

We might entertam the idea that the alleged accents in Tokyo Japanese are 
simply "n1arks" which are to be compared to syllable weight. If this con1parison 
holds, "'e might refer to the accents as "diacritic "'eight n1arks'' and in that case 
there is no reason for every '"'ord to have one such mark, just as languages that 
have a contrast between CV (light) and CVX (heavy) syllables typically do not 
necessarily demand that each word has a "heavy syllable." Nor, for that matter, 
do \Ve expect '''ords to have only one "accent," since \Vords also can have more 
than one heavy syllable. This mterpretation of "accents" explains the occurrence 
of unaccented "'ords and multiple accented words in specific systems. 

A problem with this approach is that weight diacritics have characteristics that 
are n1ore reminiscent of "stress" than of heavy syllables, notably predictability. 
This can be illustrated by taking a closer look at the accentual system of Tokyo 
Japanese. See CHAPTER 120: JAPANESE PITCH ACCENT, \Vhere it is shown that the Tokyo 
Japanese accent rule is very similar to tl1e Latm-style English accent ru.le. 

'vVe no"' have a ne'v problem. lf the Tokyo Japanese accents are like 'veight, 
(a) "'hy is their distribution predictable by rule, and (b) '"'hy is the rule so similar 
to the typical "stress" placement rules? And why are there accentual systems in 
\vhich accent is culn1mative and/or obligatory? To resolve these issues, van der 
Hulst (2009, 2010c) proposes to account for accent and "rhythm," which traditional 
metrical theories conflate in one representation, in t\vO different modules. The 
accentual module accounts for the location of so-called primary accent or primary 
"stress" in syste1ns where this location shows influence of lexical factors (exceptions, 
n1orphologicaJ classes, etc.), '"hile the rhythmic n1odule associates words with 
metrica.l stru.ctures. This separation of tasks aJJ.ows a simpler version of the metrical 
system, "'hich, as van der Hulst sho,vs, cannot handle all varieties of primary 
accent locations in bounded systems and is simply not designed to deal '"ith accent 
locations in unbounded systems. 

TI1e theory of accent tl1at has been suggested is "liberal," m that accent is required 
neither to be culminative nor obligatory. While this allows four different kinds 
of pitch accentual systems, it might be argued that \Ve no'" predict four kinds of 
an.y sort of accent system, '"hatever the cues for accent. Focusmg on the specific 
case of stress accent languages, Hyman (2009) argues that in such systen1s "stress" 
is always cultninative and obligatory. 
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of accent) if, at the same time, cases in 'vhich accent is cued by non-distinctive 
duration or VO\Vel quality are not analyzed as involving lexical specification of 
length or of non-distinctive vowel features? 
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43 Extrametricality and 
Non-finality 

BRETT HYDE 

1 Introduction 

Extra111etricality and non-finality are often treated as hvo tern1s that refer to the sa1ne 
principle of final stress avoidance, the form.er being imp lemented in a rule-based 
frame"'Ork and the latter being implemented in a constraint-based frame
"'ork. The labels and native framev-1orks of the l\vo approaches, however, do not 
constih1te the full extent of their differences. As Prince and Smolensky (1993) explain, 
extrametricality focuses on the parsability of prosodic constituents, '"hile non
fina lity focuses on the position of stress peaks. Extrametricality is concerned 
primarily \vith dominance relations, and non-finality is concerned primarily \vith 
prominence relations. 

Liberman and Prince (1977) introduced extrametricality in their foundational 
\vork on 1netrical stress theory to capture the apparent exclusion of certain 
English suffixes from the domain of stress rules.1 Recognizing the potentially wide 
range of applications, Hayes (1980) proposed the general formulation for extra
metricality rules in (1 ), where the initial or final constituent of a particular domain 
is designated as extrametrical. 

(1) {-lo} 
C � [+extrametrical] I 

o[_ 

The result of extran1etricality is essentially invisibility to the application of sub
sequent rules. When a constituent is designated as extrametrical, it is excl11ded 
from the domain of rules that might incorporate it into higher levels of prosodic 
structure. An extrametrical segment cannot be associated \vith a mora; for example, 
an extrametrical syllable cannot be footed, and an extran1etrical foot cannot be 
included in a prosodic \vord. 

' Liberman and Prince introduce the notiC)n of extrametricality IC) acco<Ull for the apparent 
in\risibility to sb·ess rules of final -y i11 Englisl1: ''Front Olar point of vievv, -y fl1nctions as a kind o( 
'extratlletrica.r syUable; it simply does not take part in the metrical calculation" (Libermao and Prince 
1977: 293). Laler in the same paragraph: "-y is effectually liors tie combat in the basic delermination of 
metrical strt1ct11re." 

Bahan dengan hak cipta 
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As part of his general approach, Hayes proposed four restrictions on extra
metricality. The first, constituency, ensures that only constituents - seginents, 
syllables, feet, affixes, and so on - can be designated as extrametrical. Peripherality 
restricts extrametrical constituents to the edges of a domain, while edge marked
ness prefers that they occur at the right edge. Pinally, non-exhnustivity ensures 
that extrametricality cannot exhaust the domain of a rule, preventing it from 
applying altogether. 

Prince and Sn1olensky (1993) incorporated sinillar restrictions into non-finality 
when they presented it as a replacement for extran1etricality as part of their 
initial '"ork on Optima lity Theory. As (2) indicates, non-finality only applies at 
the edge of a domain (peripherality), and it only applies at the right edge in 
particular (edge markedness). The stress peaks that must avoid the right edge are 
prosodic categories (constituency) that are the heads of larger categories. 

(2) Head-based non-finality 
No head Catl of a Cat2 occurs in final position in Cat3 (\vhere Catl, Cat2, 
and Ca.13 are prosodic categories). 

The effect of non-finality constraints is to prevent prominent categories - the heads 
that represent stress peaks - from occurring at the right edge of a domain. Non
finality might prevent the head moras of syllables from occurring at the right edges 
of feet, for example, or head syllables of feet from occurring at the right edge of 
a prosodic word. 

Although it is usually a sin1ple matter to distinguish non-finality fro1n extra
metricality, some approaches do exhibit characteristics of both. This is especially 
true of approaches that target relationships between final constituents and 
entries on the metrical grid, the classical device for representing stress patterns 
(see CHAPTER 41: THE REPRESENTATION OF \\/ORD STRESS). As (3) indicates, the non
fmality constraints of Hyde (2003) prohibit stress peaks - grid entries - in final 
position, but they specify a particular final constituent that stress must avoid. 

(3) Grid-based non-finality 
No Cat1-1evel grid entry occurs over the final Ca.t2 of Cat3 (\.vhere Catl, Ca/2, 
and Cat3 are prosodic categories). 

Under the grid-based approach, a non-finality constraint might prevent foot-level 
grid entries (secondary stress) from occturing over the final n1ora of a foot, for 
exan1ple, or prosodic "'Ord-level entries (prin1ary stress) from occurring over the 
final foot of a prosodic word. 

The grid-based non-finality approach is like the head-based approach, then, in 
that it focuses on stress peaks, but it is sin1ilar to an extrametricality approach in 
that it excludes a particular final element from associating \vith some structure 
(in this case, certain levels of the metrical grid). A sin1ilar mixture of character
istics can be found in approaches that are typically considered extran1etricality 
approaches. Since the grid-based account of Prince (1983) lacked feet, for example, 
the effect of extrametricality was to prevent syllables from mapping to the metrical 
grid - in other words, from associating with a stress peak - rather than to prevent 
then1 from being footed. 

Marepian. 3ax1-1U1eH1-1� asropcbK1<1M npasoM 
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from left to right. With the final syllable extrametrical, the last t'vo syllables in 
an even-parity form cannot forn1 an ian1bic foot, so the expected final stress fails 
to appear. The difference between the t'"o languages '"'ould be that Aguaruna 
tolerates degenerate feet -and can parse the penult as a degenerate foot after iambic 
footing is no longer possible - but Chocta\'I' does not. Since Aguaruna can parse 
the penultimate syllable as a degenerate foot, as (6) illustrates, the expected final 
stress shifts to the penult. 

(6) Agu11run11 extrametricality analysis 
extrametricality 

i. \fi.na.ka � i.\fi.na(ka) 
parsing 

� (i.' \fi)(.na)(ka) 

Since Choctaw cannot parse the pen ult as a degenerate foot, however, as (7) illus
trates, the expected final. stress is absent altogether. 

(7) Choctarv extrametricality analysis 

!(i.pi. sa.li � 

extrametricality 
!(i.pi.sa(li) 

. 
parsing 

� (!fi. 'pi)sa(li) 

For additional, and more detailed, extrametricality analyses of final stress avoid
ance, see Halle and Vergnaud (1987) and Hayes (1995). 

A non-finality approach produces the same patterns, although a bit more directly, 
simply by prohibiting stress at the right edge of the word. Head-based non
fi.nality, '"here heads represent stress, prohibits the head syUable of a foot froo.1 
occurring in final position. Grid-based non-finality, \11here grid entries represent 
stress, prohibits a foot-level gridmark from occurring over the final syllable. In 
either case, prohibiting final stress effectively prohibits a final iambic foot. 

The difference between Aguaruna and Choctaw is in the options that they en1ploy 
to avoid a final iamb. As (8) illustrates, A.guaruna employs a final trochaic foot, 
shifting the expected final stress to the penult. Notice that the non-finality ana
lysis does not necessarily require underparsi.ng like the extrametricality analysis. 
(In (8) and examples throughout, the e>-'Pression "X >> Y" indicates that Xis more 
harn1onic than Y or that son1e constraint, in this case non-finality, prefers X to Y.) 

(8) Aguaruna non-finality analysis 
non-finality 

(i.'ifi)(,na.ka) >> (i.'\fi)(na.,ka) 

In contrast, as (9) illustrates, Chocta'" prefers to leave its final two sylJables unparsed 
in order to avoid a final iamb.' 

(9) Choctaw non-finalitt; analysis 
non-finaJ.ity 

( tf i. 'pi)sa .Ii > > (\f i.'pi)( sa .'Ii) 

3 An alternati\re to lea\•ing tl1e final t\\'O syllables llnparsed is to parse them into a stressless foot: 
(lfL'pi)(sa.li). See Hyde (2002) for discussion. 
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See Hyde (2002, 2003) for more detailed grid-based non-finality analyses of final 
stress avoidance, and McCarthy and Prince (1993) and Kensto,vicz (1995) for more 
detailed head-based non-finality analyses. 

In this section, then, we have seen that extrametricality and non-finality pro
vide equally effective analyses for the avoidance of stress on final syllables. Both 
approaches account for cases where a binary stress pattern is perturbed at the 
right edge, vthether the final stress arrive.s early or is absent altogether. 

3 Final feet 

Another important use of extrainetricality and non-finality has been to prevent 
prin1ary stress from occurring over a \Vord-final foot. In the clearest exan1ples of 
the phenomenon, the pri1nary stress is the penultin1ate stress, the presence of a 
secondary stress further to the right being the clearest i.ndication that there is a 
final foot that primary stress might have occupied. 

Consider Bana"'" (Buller et al. 1993; Everett 1996, 1997) and Paumari (Everett 
2003). In Bana"'a, consonant-initial \Vords have a trochaic pattern, and vowel
initial words have an ian1bic pattern. In both the trochaic pattern and the iambic 
pattern, however, the primary stress is the penultimate stress. The secondary stress 
that follO\-'S indicates that there is a final foot that primary stress might have 
occupied if it had been dra\,rn as far to the right as possible. 

(10) Primary stress in Banawa 
a. a'bari,ko 'moon' 
b. ,n1etu 'wasi,ma 'find them' 

c. ,tina 'rifa,bune 'you are going to work' 

The primary stress is also the penultimate stress in the consistently iambic 
Paumari, indicating the presence of a final foot that prirnary stress has avoided. 

(11) Primary stress in Pau111ari 

a. ka'baha,ki 
b. ,aha 'kaba,ra 
c. a thana'rari ki 

' ' 

'to get rained on' 
'de'"' 
'sticky consistency' 

d. bi,kana,t''ara'ravi,ni 'to cave in, to fall apart quickly' 

It is a relatively simple matter to produce the Bana\va and Paumari patterns with 
either extran1etricality or non-finality. In the extrametricality approach, a word
final foot is designated as extrametrical, excluding it fron1 the prosodic word. As 
(12) illustrates, '"hen a right-headed prosodic word is constructed, it positions 
the primary stress over the penultimate foot, rather than the final. 

(12) ex trmne I rical i ty 
( 

( x )( x )( x ) � ( x )( x )(( x )) � ( 
ti na ri fa bu ne ti na ri fa bu ne 

word layer 
x ) 

x )( x )(( x )) 
ti na ri fa bu ne 
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The non-finality approach produces a similar result, although it does not require 
that final feet be excluded from the prosodic word. Head-based non-finality 
avoids primary stress on final feet by prohibiting head feet from occurring in final 
position. Grid-based non-finality prohibits a prosodic word-level gridn1ark from 
occupying the final foot. 

(13) 

( x 
( x )( x )( x 

ti na r:i fa bu 

non-finality 

) ( x ) 
) ( x )( x )( x ) 

ne > > ti na ri fa bu ne 

In either case, the prin1ary stress and the foot associated with it are pushed back 
from tl1e right edge. As a result the primary stress is the penultimate stress, and 
the associated foot the penultimate foot. 

It should be noted at this point that many of the examples cited in the literature 
on prin1ary stress avoiding final feet are not as compelling as those discussed above. 
Hayes (1995) presents several languages as potential exan1ples of foot extra
metricality: Bedouin Arabic (Blanc 1970), Cayuga (Chafe 1977; Foster 1982; 
lvlichelson 1988), Dela,,rare (Goddard 1979, 1982), Eastern Ojibvva (Piggott 1980, 
1983), and Palestinian Arabic (Kensto,vicz and Abdul-Karim 1980; Kensto,vicz 
1983). McCarthy (2003) points out, however, that these are not especially clear 
cases, because no secondary stress has been reported in a position associated with 
the supposed extram.etrica l foot. While McCartl1y's point overreaches a bit - Piggott 
(1983) reports post-tonic secondary stresses in Ojib,va, and patterns of reduction 
and non-reduction suggest post-tonic feet in Dela"rare - it is true of many of the 
traditional examples. As Bana"'a and Paun1ari demonstrate, however, the avoid
ance of stress on final feet is still one of the important functions perforn1ed by 
extrametricality and non-finality. 

4 Final moras 

The avoidance of final moras can make stress sensit ive to the \I/eight of syllables 
generally or to the \11eight of domain-final syllables (see CHAPTER 57: QUANTITY
SENSITIVITY). As "'e shall see bel0\11, non-finality offers a relatively straightfor

ward analysis in such cases. §4.1 demonstrates ho"' avoidance of syllable-final 
moras promotes general weight-sensitivity, §4.2 ho"' avoidance of prosodic 
\vord-final n1oras pron1otes sensitivity to the \veight of prosodic word-final 
syllables, and §4.3 how avoidance of foot-final 1noras pron1otes rhytlunic lengthen
ing. §4.4 exrunines the difficulties confronting extrametricality analyses. 

4.1 General iveight-sensitivity 

A fairly con1mon type of weight-sensitivity is the type �vhere stress avoids light 
syllables. It has been addressed, for example, using the Obligatory Branching 
Parameter (Hayes 1980) of classical metrical theory and the PEAK-PROMINENCE 

(Prince and Smolensky 1993) and STR£SS-TO-WE1GHT (Hamn1ond and Dupoux 1996; 
Lorentz 1996) constraints of Optin1ality Theory. As Hyde (2006, 2007b) de1nonstrates, 
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Similarly, the Aguacatec pattern "'Ould emerge when non-finality in the syllable 
takes precedence over rightward orientation. 

1-loraic non-finality constraints applied to the syllable domain, then, have the 
sa111e effect as Obligatory Branching, PEAK-PROMINENCE and STRESS-TO-WEIGHT. 
One point that favors the non-finality approach over the others is that non
finality constraints are motivated by their usefulness in a much "'ider range of 
contexts - the avoidance of stress on final syllables (§2) and feet (§3), for example 
- n1any of which have nothing to do with syllable weight. 

4.2 Weight-sensitivity in ivord-final syllables 
In this section, "'e examine the situation where stress is sensitive to the weight 
of prosodic \Vord-final syllables only. To n1ake stress sensitive to the '"'eight of 
prosodic word-final syllables, all that is necessary is to require that prosodic "'Ord
final moras be stressless. When •vord-final moras cannot be stressed, stress can 
occupy a heavy final syllable, but it cannot occupy a light final syllable. 

One situation \Vhere stress is sensitive to the "'eight of prosodic word-final 
syllables only arises in syllabic trochee syste111s. Consider the case of \!Vergaia 

(Hercus 1986), "'here heavy syllables are syllables with long vo,vels (typically 
limited to initial position), syllables •vi.th diphthongs (limited to initial or final 
position), and closed syllables. As (17) illustrates, \!Vergaia stress is largely 
\veight-insensitive. It falls automatically on every odd-numbered syllable count
ing from the left, except the final syllable. Stress falls on final syllables only if 
they are odd-numbered and heavy, as in (17f) and (17g). It avoids final syllables 
if they are light, as in (l7d) and (17e). 

(17) Avoidance of final light syllables in Wergaia 
a. 'LL 1\\'UfU 'mouth' 
b. 'HL 'l)a:ri 'oak tree' 
c. 'LH ' J)aratt '\vild turkey' 

d. 'HLL 'ma:bila 'to tell lies' 
e. 'LHL 'dagul)ga 'to punch someone' 
f. 'LLH 

' 
'buna,clug 'broad-leaved n1allee' 

g. 'LLH ' '"'a11a,gai 'catfish' 
h. 'LL LL ' 'buna,mala 'fine-leaved mallee' 
. 

'LL,LH '"rureg , vvuraI) 'speaking together, gabbing' L 

In Hyde's (2007b) grid-based non-finality approach, the Wergaia pattern 
en1erges '"'hen it is more important that foot-level gridmarks avoid prosodic 
•vord-final moras than it is that feet contain a stressed syllable. \i\lhen the final 
syllable of an odd-parity form is light, stress cannot occur on the final syllable 
\Vithout occurring on the final n1ora, so the final foot emerges \Vithout a stress, 
as in (18). 

(:18) Moraic non-finality preferences in the prosodic word 
( x )( ) 

µµ µ µ 
111aa . bi . la 

>> 
( x )( x) 

µµ �l �l 
maa . bi . la 
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When the final syllable is heavy, ho,vever, stress can occupy the final syllable '''ith
out occupying the final mora, so the final foot emerges 'vith a stress, as in (19). 

(19) ( x )( x ) 
µ µ µµ 

\Va . J1a . ga1 

The same result can be produced in a n1ore standard structural frame,vork \Vhen 
non-finality in the prosodic \Vord takes precedence over the constraints that 
require syllables to be parsed into feet. Odd-parity forn1s \vi.th a light final syUable 
\VOuld emerge 'vith the final syllable unparsed and stressless. Odd-parity forms 
with a heavy final syllable \Vould emerge \Vith the final syllable parsed and stressed. 
The result can also be produced \Vith head-based non-finality by prohibiting the 
head mora of a foot fron1 being final in the prosodic word.5 

4.3 Rhythmic lengthening 
Non-finality can be used not only as a simple detector of syllable weight - the 
use focused on in §4.1 and §4.2 - but also as a trigger to increment syllable '"'eight. 
When stress wouJd fall on an underlyingly light syll.able, non-finality ca.n force 
the syllable to become heavy on the surface. Rhythmic lengthening is an example 
of this effect. It results from avoidance of stress on foot-final moras or syllable
final moras. 

There are t"'o types of rhythnuc lengthening: ian1bic lengthening and trochaic 
lengthening. The former adds a mora to the stressed syllable of an ian1b; the 
latter adds a mora to the stressed syllable of a trochee. The iambic type appears 
to occur more frequently than the trochaic type (Hayes 1985, 1987, 1995; Kager 
1993; CHAPTER 44: THE IAMBIC-TROCHAIC LAW), but both are well attested. Iambic 
lengthening can be found in Carib (Hoff 1968), for exan1ple. As (20) illustrates, 
Carib lengthens even-nun1bered syllables counting from the left, but not the final 
syllable, producing a fairly typical iambic pattern. 

(20) Ja.111bic lengthening in Ca.rib 
a. tonoro � tono:ro 
b. kuri.jara � kuri:jara 
c. \VOturoporo � "'Otu:ropo:ro 
d. woturopotake � \VOtu:ropo:take 

'large bi.rd' 
' ' canoe 
'cause to ask' 
'I shall ask' 

Trod1aic lengthening can be found in Chilnalapa Zoque (Knudson 1975), a dual 
stress language based on trochaic footing. In Chimal.a.pa Zoque, stress occurs on 
the initial syllable and the penult, "'ith the stress on the penult being primary. 
As (21) illustrates, every stressed syllable n1ust be heavy on the surface. i"lhen an 
underlyingly light syllable is stressed, the syllable is made heavy by lengthening 
its VO\<VeJ. 

s An alternative approach is to rely on a foot nUnin1ality reqttirement to distinguisl1 bet\o¥een JjgJ1t 
and heavy fo1al syllables. This is essentially the approach adopted by Hayes (1995). As Hyde (2007b) 
points ottt, hO\l\1ever, st1cl1 an approach produces the same type of weight-sensitivity in non-final 
syllables, as ,.,.ell, '"'here it is, unfort1mately, unattested. 
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(25) a. Final CV 
i. Preceding consonant stray 

( x ) 
�I µ (�l) 

[CV] [CV] CV 
u. Preceding consona.n.I as coda. 

( x ) 
p µ (µ) 

[CV] [CVCJ V 

b. Final CVC 

( x )( x) 
µ µ µ (µ) 

[CV] [CV] [CV] C 

Hayes does not actually consider this second option and, therefore, does not reject 
it explicitly. Its rejection is implied, ho\vever, by his assun1ption that extrametrical
ity never prevents syllabification. Unfortunately, he only justifies the assumption 
as it relates to extrametrical consonants, but there do seem to be good reasons 
for applying it to extrametrical moras as \veil. 

The analysis presents some fairly obvious problems in CV-final \vords. When 
the final mora and its associated vo\vel ren1ain unsyllabified, there are essentially 
hvo options for dealing with any consonants that "'ould otherwise be part of the 
final vo\vel's onset. First, they might be left stray, as in (25a.i), in \vhich case they 
would be subject to Stray Erasure and deleted (see §6.3). The result w·ould be a 
language "'here final eve and cvv sequences are preserved and their vowels 
stressed but final CV sequences have their consonants deleted and their vowels 
left stressless. To my knowledge, such an outcon1e is unattested. Second, preceding 
consonants might be incorporated into the preceding syllable as a coda, as in (25a.ii). 
The result would be a language where final CVV and CVC sequences always have 
their consonants syllabified as onsets and their vowels stressed but final CV 
sequences al>vays have their consonants syllabified as codas and their vo\vels left 
stressless. To my knowledge, this outcome is also unattested.6 

There is an additional, primarily theoretical, reason for rejecting extrasyllabic 
moras, not only in the particular situation under consideration, but in all situ
ations. Moras are unique in that the primary n1otivation for including them in the 
prosodic hierarchy in the first place is to provide an effective representation of 
syllable weight, a function that cannot be perforn1ed outside the syllable. 

Neither of the options that might be 11sed. to achieve the desired results 1mder 
an extrametricality approach, then, appears to be viable. 

5 Final consonants 

Evolved from proposals by Mohanan (1979) and Hayes (1980), traditional consonant 
extran1etricality rules prevent "'Ord-final consonants from having moraic status 
and, therefore, from contributing to the \veight of final syllables. The result is that 
final syllables that end in a consonant are lighter than we >vould otherwise 

• Similar arguments cru1 be n1ade against proposals that involve extrasyllabic moras acting as a sort 
of prosodic licenser for otherwise stray segmei1ts in order to protect then1 from deletion througl1 
Stray Erasure (Downing 1993; Everett 1996). Although such licensing has on.ly been employed at the 
left edge, there would seem to be nothing to prevent it applying at the right edge, as well, leading 
to the results illustrnted in (25). 
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expect. As (26) illustrates, final CV and CVV are unaffected. Final CVC, CVVC, 
and CVCC, ho\'tever, are all lighter than they \\'Ould be other"rise. Final CVC, 
norn1ally bimoraic, emerges as monomoraic and counts as light. Final CVVC and 
CVCC, normally trimoraic, emerge as bimoraic and count as heavy. 

(26) Weight contrasts 11ndl'I' consonant extrmnetricality 
a. Light syllables 

I. µ 
CV 

b. Heavy syllables 
I. µft 

CVV 

u. µ 
CV(C) 

u. µft 
CVV(C) 

JU. µµ 
CVC(C) 

A.mong the languages that have been argued to exnibit consonant extrametri.cal
ity are English (Hayes 1982), various dialects of Arabic (McCarthy 1979; Hayes 
1995), Ancient Greek (Steriade 1988), Spanish (Harris 1983), and Estonian (Hint 
1973; Prince 1980). Exa1nples fron1 Estonian are provided in (27). 

(27) Final syllables in Estonian 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 

'kava,latt 
'pahe,mait 
'pimestav 
'pin1es,tavale 

'cunning' 
'\\'Orse (PART PL)' 
'blinding' 
'blinding (ILL SG)' 

Like \Nergaia, Estonian automatically stresses every odd-numbered syllable except 
the final syllable. Final syllables are stressed only if they are heavy, as in (27a) 
and (27b ). vVhen a final syllable is light, as in (27c) and (27d), it is unstressed. 
Since final CVV, CVVC, and CVCC are always stressed, they must pattern 
together in counting as heavy. Since final CV and CVC are ahvays stressless, they 
must pattern together in counting as light. This is exactly the division predicted 
by consonant extrametricality. 

Since n1oras are not stress peaks, non-finality ca1mot directly prohibit n1oras 
fro1n associating with final consonants. Non-finality can only affect a final con
sonant's moraic status by referring to a stress peak that coincides '"ith moras. The 
success of a non-finality approach, however, depends crucially on the represen
tation of stress peaks. Under head-based non-finality, no stress peak coincides \Vi.th 
moras generally. A mora coincides with a stress peak only if it is a head 1nora, 
and baiu1ing head n1oras from final position does not ban all moras.7 In contrast, 

; As a.11 a11onymous revie\ver points out, tJ1e cJain1 that l1ead-based non-finality can11ot preve11t final 
coJ>sonants ft:om being moraic depends on the assumption that moras - unli.ke the higher prosodic 
categories - do not have heads. If moras have head segments, as argued by de Lacy (1997), then final 
consonants might be prevented from being moraic by prohibiting head segments from being final in 
the prosodic "'Ord. There are several arguments against this approach, ho,vever, one of which is that 
segments are t1ot cot1stituet1ts of moras in the usual sense. It is oftet1 the case that multiple moras are 
associated \\•ith single seg1ne11ts. In suc)1 cases, 11ot 011ly '''ould eacl1 111ora have exactly tl1e sa1ne 
single constituent, but it would also have exactly the same head. Neither situation is tole.rated at higher 
prosodic levels, even in fairly permissive theories, like Hyde (2002), that allow prosodic categories to 
share constituents. 
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assuming that moras map to the base-level of the grid, there are stress peaks that 
coincide \vith moras generally under grid-based non-finality. By prohibiting 
base-level grid1narks fron1 occurring over prosodic-word final consonants, non
finality can prevent final consonants fron1 associating with moras. 

To illustrate, when it is more important for final consonants to avoid associat
ing with base-level gridrnarks than it is for coda consonants to be moraic, final 
consonants \viii give up their moraic status to avoid associating with base-level 
gridn1arks. Final eve syllables en1erge as monomoraic and light, and final 
evve and evee syllables emerge as bimoraic and heavy, resulting in the 
same \veight distinctions among final syllables as those created by consonant 
extrametricality. 

(28) Consonantal non-finality preferences 

a. x x x  

µ >> µµ 
eve eve 

b. xx x x x  

µµ >> µµµ 
e\TVC cvve 

c. xx x x x  

µ�1 >> �1µµ 
evcc cvcc 

Given its parsability focus, then, the extrametricality analysis is the most straight
fot\•vard for cases like Estonian. Since it makes final consonants invisible to the 
process of mora assignment, consonant extrametricality produces the desired \veight 
distinctions in a fairly direct fashion. \"lhile it is also possible to provide a non
finality analysis, it is only possible to do so 'vith a grid-based approach. 

For additional discussion of this and other issues concerning final consonants, 
see CHAPTER 3(): PINAL CONSONANTS. 

6 The classic arguments 

We turn novv to some of the classic arguments marshaled in support of 
extran1etricality and briefly consider "'hether or not they also provide support 
for non-finality. Below '"e consider three of extrametricality's traditional uses: 
establishing trisyllabic stress windo\vs, helping to capture generalizations about 
the stress pa.tter.ns of different lexical classes, and helping to provide a general 
account of the deletion of unsyllabifiable segments. 

6.1 Eliminating ternary foot templates 
In many languages, a \vord's final three syllables form a domain that is crucial 
in creating the appropriate stress pattern. The most direct option for creating such 
a domain - establishing it \Vith a trisyllabic foot - has the disadvantage of 1naking 
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it necessary to expand the foot inventory beyond the 'veil-motivated binary tem
plates to include Jess well-motivated ternary templates. As Hayes (1980) demon
strates, a Jess direct extran1etricality approach allo\'l'S us to maintain the sn1aller 
inventory. It alJo,vs the theory to create trisyllabic '"'indo,vs using a binary foot 
followed by an unparsed syllable. 

Consider the stress pattern of Latin. In Latin '"ords of at least three syllables, 
stress falls on either the antepenult or penult, depending on the \veight of the lat
ter. If the penult is heavy, it is stressed; othenvise, the antepenult is stressed. 

(29) Trisyllabic stress window in Latin 
a. L'HH a'mi:kus 'friend (NOJ\1 SG MASC)' 
b. LH'HH mone:'ba:mus 'warn (lPt IM.l'ERF INDIC <!-CT)' 
c. L'LLH 
d. L'HLH 

ko'mitium 
do'mestikus 

'the election site in the forum (NOll·! sc)' 
'domestic (NOM SC MASC)' 

Without extrametricality, the Latin pattern requires the quantity-sensitive ternary 
ten1plate ((] L cr) to establish the appropriate trisyllabic domain at the right edge. 
When the penult is light, the template is used to construct a ternary foot at the 
right edge of the \vord, resulting in antepenulti1nate stress. When the penult is 
heavy, htnvever, the template aU.o,vs only a binary foot, resulting in penu.ltin1ate 
stress. 

(30) Ternary foot analysis 

a. do.mes.ti.kus 
b. n10.ne:.ba:.mus 

parsing 
� do( 'mes.ti.kus) 
� n1one:('ba:.n1us) 

Extrametricality makes the ternary template unnecessary, allo,ving the trisyllabic 
domain to be formed \Vith an unparsed syllable and a maximally disyllabic foot. 
The unparsed syllable is the result of syllable extrametricality. The maximally disyl
labic foot is produced "'ith the quantity-sensitive template ((] L). If the penult is 
light, as in (31a), the template allows for a disyllabic foot at the right edge. In 
combination \vi.th the extrametrical syllable, the result is stress on the antepenult. 
If the penult is heavy, however, as in (31b), the template only allows for a mono
syllabic foot, resulting in stress on the penult. 

(31) Extra111etricality analysis 

a. do.mes.ti.kus 
b. n10.ne: .ba: .mus 

extra.111elricalily parsing 
� do.1nes.ti(kus) � do( 'mes.ti)(kus) 
� mo.ne:.ba:(mus) � mo.ne:('ba:)(mus) 

As Prince and Sn1olensky (1993) demonstrate, a head-based non-finality 
approach can also construct trisyllabic domains fron1 a binary foot and an 
unparsed syllable. \IVhen it is more in1portant for the head foot to avoid final posi
tion than it is for the head foot to occur as far to the right as possible, the desired 
pattern emerges. 
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(32) Head-based non-finalihJ analysis 
non-fina.lihj 

a. do( 'n1es.ti)kus >> do.n1es( 'ti.kus) 
b. mo.ne:( 'ba :)mus >> mo.ne:.ba :( 'mus) 

With the head foot pushed back from the right edge by non-finality, a disyllabic 
foot positions stress on the antepenult when the penult is light, and a mono· 
syllabic foot positions it on the penult 'vhen the penult is heavy. 

In the case of Latin, extrarnetricali.ty and head-based non-finality have a very 
similar effect. They both result in the final syllable being left unparsed. The 
similarity arises because the stress peak that must avoid final position in the 
non-finality analysis happens to be a foot, the head foot of the prosodic word. 
If the head foot 1nust be the right111ost foot but cannot be final, then the final 
sy.IJable m.ust remain unfooted, the very situation den1anded 'vhen a final syl· 
!able is made extrametricaL 

T'vo points should be kept in mind, ho"1ever. The first is that grid-based non
finality is unable to produce this same result. Since stress peaks do not double as 
prosodic constituents, grid-based non-finality cannot require that final syllables 
ren1ain unfooted..8 Second, as Hyde (2008) points out, even head-based non· 
finality does not offer a general approach to trisyllabic stress "'indows. It is unable 
to produce the stress '''indO"' of Macedonian (Comrie 1976), for example. An 
alignment-based analysis actually provides a more successful general approach. 

For a discussion of ternary stress intervals more generally, not just those linuted 
to "'Ord edges, see CHAPTER s2: TERNARY RHYTH.M. 

6.2 Similarities bet1veert lexical classes 

In many languages, one class of lexical ite1ns exlubits one stress pattern, '"hile a 
different class ex!Ubits a slightly different pattern. In 1nany cases, the difference 
can be reduced to an extrametricality effect that one class exhibits and the other 
does not. Once the extrametricality effect is recognized, the similarities bet"1een 
the patterns become apparent, and it is possible to address both with a more u1ufied 
approach. English (Hayes 1982), Spanish (Harris 1983), and Yawelmani (Archangeli 
1984) are among the languages where extrametricality has played an important 
role in this context. English is used to illustrate belo'". 

At first glance, English verbs and nouns seem to have very different stress 
patterns. In verbs, the position of stress depends on the shape of the final syl
lable. If the ultima is CVV, CVVC, or CVCC, the ultin1a is stressed. If the ultima 
is CV or CVC, the penult is stressed. 

8 As an anc>nymot1S re\1je\.\1er points out, \'\1hether or not grid-based non-finality can pre,•ent the final 
syllable from being footed depends on the particular structures that are assumed to be the constituents 
of feet. !£ feet are actually built on base-level gridmarks, rather than syllables, preventing the final 
syllable from mapping to a base-level gridmark would also prevent it from being footed. The grid
based n.OJ.l-fioality approach presented l\ere, hoi,ve,rer., assumes that metrical st.ructure ant.i prosodic 
structure are independent, so that feet are bujJt on syllables. Under this approach, the failure of a 
final syllable to map to the grid would not prevent it from being footed. 
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(33) English Vl'l'bs 
o'bey 
a'tone 
tor'rnent 

de'velop 
as'tonish 

In nouns, the position of stress depends on the \11eight of the penult. If the penult 
is heavy, stress appears on the penuJt. Otherwise, it appears on the antepenult.9 

(34) English nouns 
a'genda 
e'litist 
Ari'zona 

A'merica 
'discipline 
'labyrinth 

As Hayes (1982) demonstrates, the difference between verbs and nouns is that 
they sho"' the effects of t"'O different types of extrametricaJity. The verb pattern 
is influenced by consonant extrainetricality, the evidence being the characteristic 
weight distinctions among final syllables (see §5). The noun pattern is influenced 
by syllable extran1etricality, the evidence being the presence of a trisyllabic stress 
'"indo\11 (see §6.1). 

Once we allo'" for the hvo different types of extrametricality, the correct 
patterns emerge for both verbs and nouns \vhen we use the quantity-sensitive 
binary ten1plate (a L) to construct a foot at the right edge. In verbs, the (a L) 
template positions stress on the penult when the ultima en1erges as light, once 
the effects of consonant extrametricality have been taken into account. It positions 
stress on the ultima when the ultirna emerges as heavy. 

(35) English verbs a.nd consonant extrametricality 
a. ( x  ) 

µ µ µ � µ µ µ 
de . ve . lo(p) de . ve . lo(p) 

b. ( x ) 
µµ µµ � pµ µµ 

tor . men(t) tor . men(t) 

Once syllable extrametricality excludes final syllables from the foot layer in 
nouns, the same (a L) template positions stress on the antepenult \11hen the penult 
is light. It positions stress on the penult '"'hen the penult is heavy. 

(36) English nouns and syllable extrmnetricality 

a. � ( x ) 
A . me . ri (ca) A . n1e . ri (ca) 

b. � ( x )  
a . gen (da) a . gen (da) 

"' Ill.is generalization applies to English nottns witl1 a stressless final S)'llable. Nouns \Vith final stress 
must be treated differently. 
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Extrametricality, then, allo,vs us to extract the aspects of the English verb and 
noun patterns that differ, in order to capture the sin1ilarities in a single general 
stress rule. The analysis consists of t\vo independently 1notivated extran1etrical
ity rules, the source of the differences, and a single, general stress rule, the source 
of the similarities. If extrametricality were unavailable, \Ve '"ould be forced to 
incorporate its effects directly into separate stress rules for verbs and nouns, 
making both that much more complicated and obscuring the similarities bet"reen 
the patterns. 

It is not a straightforward matter to reproduce the extrametricality analysis 
in this case \vi.th a non-finality analysis. As mentioned in §6.l., head-based non
finality can produce the type of stress window found in Latin and in English nouns, 
but grid-based non-finality cannot. As mentioned in §5, ho\·vever, grid-based non
finality can reproduce the consonant extranletricality effect seen in English verbs, 
but head-based non-finality cannot. Although non-finality could, in principle, help 
to capture similarities between the stress patterns of different lexical classes, then, 
its success depends very much on the facts of the particular case. 

6.3 Licensing segments 

Ito (1986) puts extranletricality to a use that is quite different fron1 those dis
cussed thus far. In the types of effects discussed above, extrametricality makes a 
domain-final constituent invisible to rules that create prosodic structure. Ito, 
however, uses extrametricality to make domain-final segments invisible to 
Stray Erasure (Harris 1983), a rule that deletes unsyllabified segments. The result 
is a theory of syllabification that relies on general, rather than idiosyncratic, 
deletion rules. 

As a simple illustration, consider deletions that occur as part of the 
syllabification process in Diola Fogny (Sapir 1965). Diola prefers not to syllabify 
obstruents as codas. As seen in (37a)-(37c), a medial obstruent that \vould 
otherwise be syllabified as a coda ends up being deleted instead. The preference 
to avoid obstruent codas seems to be th,varted at the right edge of the word, 
hov,,ever, as seen in (37d). Final obstruents are not deleted, even though they 
cannot be syllabified as anything other than a coda. 

(37) Obstruent deletion in Diola Fogny 

a. letkura '" -? lekuJa''' 'they won't go' 
b. UJUkJa -? llJUJa 'if you see' 
c. kobkoben -? kokoben 'yearn, long for' 
d. ku.rtllak -? ku.rtllak 'the children' 

Extrametricality accounts for the different treatment of final and medial obstruents. 
In the lexical phonology, Diola's coda condition prevents obstruents from being 
syllabified if they \.vould syllabify as codas. Stray Erasure then deletes any seg
ment that ren1ains unsyllabilied and has not been designated as extraa1etrica!. 
Since medial consonants cannot be designated as extrametrical - due to the 
Peripherality restriction - medial obstruents that fail to syllabify are always deleted, 
as in (38a). Since final consonants can be designated as extrametrical, ho\'1ever, 
final obstruents are invisible to Stray Erasure and escape deletion, as in (38b ), even 
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syllables often have a longer rhyme might make them seem more compatible "'ith 
final lengthening. The fact that intensity declines in the rhyn1e under phonetic 
final lengthening but increases under stress, ho,vever, suggests that this is really 
not the case. The increased intensity in the rhy1ne and the strengthening of the 
onset makes stress more compatible \.v:ith initial lengthening. 

Based on a parallel phenomenon in music (Gabrielsson 1987, 1993), Hyde 
(2009) suggests that different types of tempo changes at prosodic b0Lu1daries might 
account for the different characteristics of initial and final lengthening. Initial length
ening is the result of a strong attack and acceleration to n1edial tempo, 'vhile final 
lengthening is the result of a deceleration from medial tempo. An initial acceler
ation results in strengthening of initial segments and increased intensity in initial 
syllables, characteristics consistent with stress. A final deceleration results in 
declining intensity in final rhymes, a characteristic consistent \\1ith stresslessness. 

7.2 Stress typologies 
The second line of evidence against initial extrametricality and "non-initiality" is 
that they result in a decline in the accuracy of typological predictions (Hyde 
2002; Altshuler 2009). Consider, for example, the ian1bic patterns of Aguaruna and 
Chocta,v, discussed in §2. They emerge '"hen rightward binary alternation of 
unstressed and stressed syllables is perturbed at the right edge of even-parity forms 
in order to avoid final stress. Aguaruna avoids final stress by shifting it one syl
lable to the left, and Choctaw avoids it simply by not assigning it. 

(39) a. Unattested 
a(J(Ja(Ja 
a(Ja(Ja(Ja 

c. Una.ttested 
ooaoao 
a (J a (Ja (Jo 

b. 

d. 

Ag11ar11na 
a(Ja(J(Ja 
a(Ja(Ja(Ja 

Choctaw 
' . 

000000 
0606060 

Although the trochaic mirror linages of these patterns are both unattested, they 
would be predicted to occur if leftward binary alternation of unstressed and stressed 
syllables could be perturbed at the left edge in order to avoid initial stress. 

Among the attested binary patterns in general, final stress avoidance is often 
a reason to perturb binary alternation, but initial stress avoidance is not. 
Including a principle of initial stress avoidance in the grammar, then, \vould only 
result in the prediction of unattested patterns. 

The only requirement for initial syllables that produces attested patterns is 
a requirement that initial syllables be stressed. For example, in the trod1aic 
Passamaquoddy (LeSourd 1993) and Gara\va (Furby 1974) patterns, an initial stress 
requiren1ent perturbs left\vard binary alternation at the left edge. 

(40) a. Passamaquoddy 
606060 
(J(Ja(Ja{Ja 

c. Garawa 
(Jo(Jo(Jo 
(Joo(Jo(Jo 

b. 

d. 

Unattested 
060606 
a(Ja(Ja(J(J 

u·nattested 
oaoaoa 

' , . 
0(J(1(J0CJ(J 
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Not coincidentally, given the repulsion of stress by final syllables, the iambic 
mirror images of these patterns are both unattested. 

Both final stresslessness and initial stress, then - the t\·vo aspects of the 
asyrrunetry suggested by the phonetic and rhythmic considerations discussed above 
- are confirmed by the typology of binary stress patterns. 

7.3 Potential counterexamples 

While the vast majority of extrametricality and non-finality effects have been found 
at the right edges of prosodic domains, a few languages have been argued to exhibit 
extrametricality effects at the left edge. In most such cases, however, alternative 
analyses are readily available. 

Halle and Vergnaud (1987), for example, attribute the unstressability of initial 
vo,.vels in Western Aranda to initial segment extrametricality. Subsequent research, 
however, has resulted in a number of alternative analyses of Western Aranda and 
similar languages, analyses that do not require initial extrametricality or non
initiality. Typically, they require the left edge of an appropriate prosodic struc
ture to align "'ith a consonant, preventing initial vowels fron1 being included 
in that structure and, therefore, from being stressed. In Goedemans (1996), for 
example, the left edges of feet must align with a consonant. This prevents the 
initial vowel from being footed and, therefore, from being stressed. In Hyde (2007a), 
it is the left edges of head syllables that must align ivith a consonant; in Downing 
(1998), it is the left edges of prosodic \\'Ords. Smith's (2002) approach simply requires 
stressed syllables to have onsets. 

As a second example, in the stress patterns of\'\linnebago (M.iner 1979; Hale and 
White Eagle 1980) and Kashaya (Oswalt 1961, 1988; Buckley 1992) the primary 
stress in a form is the leftmost stress, but it typically does not appear until the 
third syllable. Since this ternary interval is characteristic of both even- and odd
parity forn1s, the n1ost straightforward analysis is to establish a trisyllabic stress 
\vindo'v at the left edge of the word. An initial extrarnetrical ity approach could 
establish the stress window by making the initial syllable extrametrical and then 
constructing a n1aximally disyllabic foot just to the right of the initial syllable. 
This is not necessarily strong evidence for initial extran1etricality, however. As 
n1entioned in §6.1, there are alternative approaches to trisyllabic stress windows 
in the literature, som.e of them addressing a greater variety of '"indo"'S than is 
possible with extrametricality. 

8 Summary 

Extrametricality and non-finality have much in common. Both deal '"ith periph
eral positions in a domain, both deal primarily with the right edge of the domain, 
and both often result in final stresslessness. An important difference, ho'"ever, 
is that extra1netricality focuses on constituent parsability, \vhile non-finality 
focuses on the position of stress peaks. Extran1etricality rules typically prevent 
some domain-final constituent from being parsed into higher prosodic structure; 
non-finality constraints typically prevent a stress peak from occurring in some 
domain-final position. \!Vhile they have been used to address many of the same 
phenon1ena, the difference in focus ensures that they do not address all types '"ith 
equal success. 
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In §2 and §3, '"e sa''' that extrametricality and non-finality provide equally 
effective analyses of situations "'here stress avoids larger final constituents like 
syllables and feet. In situations where stress is avoided on final syllables, an expected 
final stress either arrives early or is absent altogether. An extran1etricality ana
lysis achieves the desired effect by excluding the final syllable from the foot 
layer, a non-finality analysis by prohibiting head syllables in final position or by 
prohibiting foot-level gridn1arks over final syllables. In situations '"here primary 
stress avoids final feet, the primary stress emerges as the penultimate stress. 
An extrametricality analysis excludes the final foot from the prosodic \vord; non
finality either prohibits head feet in final position or prohibits prosodic-word level 
gridmarks over final feet. 

In contrast, extrametricality and non-finality do not perform equally well in 
accounting for phenomena involving sn1aller final constituents. In §4, \ve sa\V how 
the avoidance of stress on \vOrd-final n1oras makes stress sensitive to the weight 
of 'vord-final syllables, ho"\v the avoidance of stress on foot-final n1oras results in 
iambic lengthening, and how the avoidance of stress on syllable-final moras results 
in general weight-sensitivity, iambic lengthening, and trochaic lengthening. In these 
cases, a non-finality analysis is much more straightforward than an extrametric
ality analysis. With its stress peaks focus, non-finality can prohibit stress on domain
final n1oras directly. With its parsability focus, ho\vever, extrametricality can only 
prohibit stress on domain-final moras by excluding them from some higher 
prosodic structure, a requirement that seems impossible to implement \vithout 
either violating syllable integrity or requiring 1noras to remain unsyllabified. 

In §5, '"e saw how the failure of final consonants to contribute to syllable \veight 
affects the stressability of final syllables. Extrarnetricality achieves the desired result 
directly by making final consonants invisible to mora assignment. A grid-based 
non-finality approach achieves the desired result indirectly by prohibiting mora
level gridmarks - and, thus, the moras associated \Vith them - from occurring 
over final consonants. A head-based non-finality approach, ho,vever, appears to 
be t.u1able to capture the effect at all. 

In §6, '''e examined some of the classic arguments for extrametricality, focus
ing on trisyllabic stress "'indo,vs and segmental licensing, and '"e considered the 
possibility of non-finality approaches. While head-based non-finality offers ana
lyses for some types of trisyllabic windo\VS, grid-based non-finality does not. Recent 
alternative proposals for a general approach to stress windows, h(nvever, make 
non-finality's linlitations in this area less problematic. With respect to segmental 
licensing, it is not clear that a non-finality approach is even possible. 

Finally, §7 outlined the evidence for the edge asymmetry in extran1etricality 
and non-finality formulations. First, the types of effects analyzable in terms of 
extrametricality or non-finality occur alro.ost exclusively at right edges. Second, 
phonetic and rhythmic considerations motivate stresslessness in final positions, 
but they actually motivate stress in initial position. Third, the inclusion of initial 
extrametricality or non-initiality in the grammar negatively impacts the acctuacy 
of typological predictions. 
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44 The Iambic-Trochaic Law 

BRETT HYDE 

1 Introduction 

In the development of n1etrical stress theory, several influential approaches (Hayes 
1985, 1987, 1995; JV!cCarthy and Prince 1986; Prince 1990) have employed the larnbic
Trochaic La'" (ITL) to provide extralinguistic grounding for an account of the 
differences between iambic and trochaic stress systems (see also CHAPTER 39: STR£ss: 

l'HONOTACTIC AND PHONETIC EVIDENCE; CHAPTER 40: THE FOOT; CHAl'TER 41: THE 

REPRESENTATION OF WORD STRESS). The ITL, given in (1), is a statement about the 
naturalness of hvo types of rhythmic groupings in hvo different contexts. According 
to the ITL, sequences of elements that contrast in intensity most naturally divide 
into groups '"'ith trochaic prominence, and sequences of elements that contrast 
in duration 1nost naturally divide into groups \Vith ian1bic prominence. 

(1) The Iambic-Trochaic Law (Hayes 1985, 1987) 

a. Elen1ents contrasting in intensity naturally form groupings with initial 
pronunence. 

b. Elements contrasting in duration naturally form groupi.ngs '"ith final 
pronunence. 

For approaches to metrical stress based on the ITL, this difference in naturalness 
is responsible for the duration-related differences found in iambic and trochaic 
stress patterns. 

The ITL is based on a long tradition of experin1ental investigation into the 
perception of rhythmic grouping (Bolton 1894; Woodrow 1909). In the typical 
experiment, participants are asked to group a sequence of artificially created 
alternating sounds. The sounds alternate either in intensity, as in (2a), or in dura
tion, as in (2b ) . 

(2) a. . . .  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
b. 

The outcome, under certain circumstances, is that participants tend to divide 
intensity alternations into groups \\'here the more intense element appears first, 
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as in (3a), and they tend to divide duration alternations into groups where the 
longer element appears second, as in (3b).1 The ITL is essentially a staten1ent of 
these results. 

(3) a. Intensity contrasts: Left-prominent groupings 
. . .  [0 o)[O o)[O o)[O o)[O o][O o][O o][O o][O o] . . .  

b. Duration contrasts: Right-pro111inent gro11pings 
. . .  � -]�-)[--) � -][--)[--)[--]�-] . . .  

Though the ITL is an extralinguistic principle, it seems to be reflected in the 
stress patterns of numerous languages, suggesting, at least initially, that it plays 
an important role in shaping them. For example, many trochaic languages are 
like Cahuilla (Seiler 1965, 1967, 1977; Seiler and Hioki 1979). They exclude heavy 
syUab.l.es from disyllabic feet, ensuring that dtlrational contrasts neve( arise in 
a foot with trochaic prominence. In Cahuilla, heavy syllables are CV\/ and C\17. 

(4) Excl11sion of H front diSJjllabic feel in Cahuilla 
('LL)(,L) 
('LL)(,LL) 
('H)(,L) 
('H)(,LL) 
('L)(.H)(,L) 
('L)(,H)(,LL) 

('taxmu)(, 7at) 
('taka)(,li!f em) 
('pa 7)(,li) 
('qa:)(,ni!f em) 
('SU )(,ka ?)(,ti) 
(,nesun) ('ka)(,vi:)(,!fi-wen) 

'song' 
'one-eyed ones' 
'the 'vater (OBJ)' 
'pa lo verde (PL)' 
'the deer (OBJ)' 
'I \vas surprised' 

Nlany iambic languages are like Hixkaryana (Derbyshire 1985). They lengthen 
the vowel of stressed syllables, if necessary, to ensure that feet \vith iambic pro
minence always contain durational contrasts. In Hixkaryana, heavy syllables are 
cvv and eve. 

(5) Iambic lengthening in Hixkaryana 
a. (L 'L)('H)L -7 (L 'H)('H)L 

(khre'nce)('nwh)nJ -7 (khce'nre:)(' nwh)ro 'I taught you' 
b. (L 'L)(L'H)L -7 (L 'H)(L'H)L 

( mu1' hce )(nee' n tah )ro -7 (mw'hce: )(nre'nuth)nJ 'you taught him' 
c. ('H)(L'L)L -7 ('H)(L 'H)L 

(' Jw)(t::i'hJ )nee -7 ('::i'v )(b' h::i: )nee 'to the village' 
d. ('H)(L'L)LL -7 ('H)(L 'H)LL 

('tJh)(ku 'rii)hJnce -7 ( 'tJh)(ku 'rii: )hJnce 'to Tohkirrye' 

This chapter revie\vs the strengths and 'veaknesses of ITL approaches to 
metrical stress, and examines some of the most promising alternatives. We shall 
see that the ITL does not actually offer an adequate foundation for an account 

' The effect emerges in the range of one half to five beats per second. (The syllable rate of "ordinary 
conversational speech" is typically toward the upper limits of this range; Bell 1977.) Hayes (1995) states 
that the right-prom.in.,nt effect illust<0ted in (3b) requi.res a durational COJ)trast where the longer 
elements are 1.5 to 2 times as long as the shorter elements, noting that Woodrow (1909) found that 
sn1aller durational contrasts actually rest1lt in left· .. prorr1inent groupings. 
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of stress systems in general, but it may provide an adequate foundation for 
an account of quantity-sensitive stress systems in particular (see CHAPTER 57: 
QUANTITY-SENSITIVITY). This is not to say that it provides the best foundation. 
There is a clear sense in which the superficial and descriptive ITL is itself an 
observation in need of an explanation, much like the stress patterns found in 
natural language. Part of the appeal of the most promising alternatives is that they 
have the potential to account not only for the stress patterns of natural language, 
but also for the ITL itself. 

Before reviewing the various proposals, '"e should note the results of 1nore 
recent investigations into the perception of rhythmic grouping. In some cases, more 
recent studies have confirmed the grouping preferences found in the earlier 
studies on '�'hich the ITL was based. In other cases, they have challenged their 
universality. The studies of Rice (1992), Vos (1977), and Hay and Diehl (2007), for 
exarnple, found grouping preferences among English, French, and Dutch speakers 
similar to those found i.n the earlier studies of Bolton (1894) and Woodrow (1909).2 
The studies of Kusumoto and Moreton (1997) and Iversen et al. (2008), ho,vever, 
found significant differences bel\veen speakers of English and Japanese. Iversen 
et al., for example, found that English speakers had a fairly strong preference 
(68 percent) for dividing sequences of arnplitude contrasts into trochaic (loud-soft) 
groups, but Japanese speakers had a much stronger preference (91 percent) for 
trochaic grouping. English speakers show·ed a very strong preference (89 percent) 
to divide duration contrasts into iambic (short-long) groups, but Japanese speakers 
showed no preference. While the challenge to universality may be troubling to those 
particularly concerned with extralinguistic grounding, and it certainly presents 
an interesting problem in this connection, it does not necessarily teU us anything 
about the ITL's ability to predict differences between iambic and trochaic stress 
patterns in language. Having noted the problem with respect to extralinguistic 
grounding, then, I \Viii not address the issue ftrrther. 

2 Interpretations of the ITL 

The n1ost recent ITL accotu1ts (lvlcCarthy and Prince 1986; Hayes 1987, 1995; Prince 
1990) reflect t\vo distinct interpretations. The stronger of the t\.vo, given in (6), 
takes the ITL to be concerned with tl1e actual presence or absence of durational 
contrasts \Vithin rhythmic groupings. 

(6) Strong interpretation of the ITL 
a. If a foot contains a durational contrast, it is ian1bic. 
b. If a foot Jacks a durational contrast, it is trochaic. 

The \veaker interpretation, given in (7), takes the ITL to be concerned 'vith sen
sitivity to the positions of the heavy syllables that nught help to create durational 
contrasts. 

2 !{ice's study also fottnd a preference for iambic grouping when elements contrasted in pitch, a result 
not fotmd in previous studies. 
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(7) Weak interpretation of the ITL (Hayes 1985) 

a. If parsing is sensitive to the position of heavy syllables, it is iambic. 
b. If parsing is insensitive to the position of heavy syllables, it is trochaic. 

Even at the point at \vhich the ITL was introduced to metrical stress theory, 
it \vas clear that the strong interpretation in (6) '"as unsustainable, at least when 
applied to stress systems generally. Under the strong interpretation, iambic foot
ing and the presence of durational contrasts are intimately connected: only iambs 
contain durational contrasts; durational contrasts arise only in iambic feet; and only 
ian1bic systems en1ploy rules that create durational contrasts. Similarly, trochaic 
footing and the absence of durational contrasts are intimately connected: only 
trochees lack durational contrasts; durational contrasts are absent only in trochaic 
feet; and only trochaic systems employ rules that destroy durational contrasts. 

Even a cursory look at the general typology of attested stress patterns reveals that 
the strong interpretation 1nisses the n1ark by a \\•ide n1argin. As mentioned above, 
1nany iambic languages are like Hixkaryana, lengthening the vo,vel of stressed 
syllables, if necessary, to ensure that surface iambs contain durational contrasts. 
!vlany other iambic languages are like Araucanian (Echeverria and Contreras 1965), 
ho\vever. They tolerate surface iambs that have no durational contrasts. 

(8) Even iambs in Araucanian 
(L'L) 
(L'L)L 
(L'L)(L,L) 
(L'L)(L,L)L 

(\vu'le) 
(ti'pan)to 
(e'lu)(mu,ju) 
(e'lu)(a,e)ne'" 

'tornorr(nv' 
'year' 
'give us' 
'he will give me' 

A similar situation obtains \.vi.th trochaic languages. As mentioned above, several 
are like Cahi1illa in prohibiting foot-internal. durational contrasts. Several others, 
hov,1ever, are like Chimalapa Zoque (Knudson 1975). They tolerate foot-internal 
durational contrasts and even have rules that create them. In Chimalapa Zoque, 
heavy syllables are CVV and CVC. 

(9) Trochaic lengthening in Cli:imala.pn Zoqu.e 
a. ('LH) � ('HH) 

('kosa?) � ('ko:sa ?) 'scold (IMP)' 
b. (.L)('LL) � ( ,H)('HL) 

(.hu)('kuti) � (,hu:)('ku:ti) 'fire' 
c. (.LL)L('LL) � (,HL)L('HL) 

(.\viii) hu('kuti) � (,\vi:ti) hu('ku:ti) 'big fire' 
d. (.LH)H('HL) � (,HH)H('HL) 

(.\.vi.tu ?)paj('niksi) � (,\vi: tu ?)paj( 'niksi) 'he is con1ing and going' 

There appears to be no close connection bet,·veen ian1bs and the presence of dura
tional contrasts, then, or between trochees and the absence of durational contrasts, 
at least in the general case. 

Given the shortcomings of the strong interpretation, Hayes (198.S) introduced 
the ITL lo 1netrical stress theory under the vveak interpretation in (7). Under 
the weak interpretation, the crucial co1mections are between ian1bic footing and 
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quantity-sensitivity and trochaic footing and quantity-insensitivity. While iambic 
feet and trochaic feet might both contain durational contrasts, parsing is iambic if 
and only if it is sensitive to the positions of heavy syllables. Parsing is trochaic if 
and only if it is insensitive to the positions of heavy syllables. 

There are three problems \vith the \veak interpretation. The first is conceptual. 
The ITL is plainly a generalization about the appropriateness of durational contrasts 
\Vithin l\vo Ltifferent types of feet. Since its requirements concerning durational 
contrasts affect both types, the ITL does not countenance situations \vhere either 
type is quantity-insensitive ("'here either type sin1ply ignores the differences in 
syllable weight that help to create durational contrasts). In viewing the primary 
concern of the ITL to be the appropriateness of quantity-sensitivity for different 
types of feet, the \veak interpretation seems really to be a misinterpretation. 

The second problen1 is a loss of empirical coverage. Since it only addresses 
quantity-sensitivity, the weak interpretation tells us nothing about the status of 
lengthening and shortening rules addressed by the strong interpretation. 

The final problem is that the \veak interpretation is false. A significant number of 
trochaic systems are quantity-sensitive, falsifying (7a), and a significant number 
of iambic systen1s are quantity-insensitive, falsifying (7b). In (4), for exan1ple, \Ve 
saw that heavy syllables consistently perturb the basic stress pattern of the trochaic 
Cahuilla, indicating that it is quantity-sensitive. In (10), "'e see that heavy syllables 
consistently fail to perturb the basic pattern of the iambic PaLLmari (Everett 2003), 
indicating that it is quantity-insensitive. In the basic pattern, stress appears on 
every odd-numbered syllable from the right. CVV syllables are heavy. 

(10) Quantity-insensitive iambs in Pau111ari 

(,L)(L'L) 
(L,L)(L'L) 
(,H)(H'L) 
{H,L)(L'L) 

(,rna)(si'ko) 
(ka ,<:!Jo )(wi' ri) 
(,kai)(hai'hi) 
(wai, \f a)(na'\va) 

'moon' 
'island' 
'type of medicine' 
'little ones' 

Additional quantity-sensitive trochaic languages include Palestinian Arabic 
(Bran1e 1973, 1974; Kensto\vicz and Abdul-Karim 1980; Kenstowicz 1983) and Fijian 
(Schutz 1978, 1985; Dixon 1988). Additional quantity-insensitive iambic languages 
include Araucanian, Osage (Altshuler 2009), Suruwaha (Everett 1996), and Weri 
(Box"'ell and Box,vell 1966). 

As we shall see in §3, parts of both interpretations, (6a) of the strong interpreta

tion and (7b) of the \Veak interpretation, are brought together to form the basis 
for hvo subsequent ITL accounts, those of Hayes (1987, 1995) and of McCarthy 
and Prince (1986). This rnarria.ge bet"reen the halves of two very different inter

pretations often makes the connection bet\veen the ITL and the phenomena that 
these approaches atten1pt to account for less than clear. This is part of the reason, 
perhaps, that some have concluded that there is actually little of the ITL left in 
!TL-based approaches (see van der Hulst 1999, for exan1ple). A third ITL approach, 
that of Prince (1990), employs only the strong interpretation, but seeks to avoid the 
problems discussed above by employing it only in the context of quantity-sensitive 
systems and only as a relative "preference" rather than an absolute "la"'·" 

Though I ,viJI point out the aspects of the 1nore recent ITL accounts that 
derive fron1 the weak interpretation, it should be clear at this point that the '"eak 
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The reason is simply that the foot that is constructed immed iately after the 
heavy syllable is parsed, rather than the foot that is constructed to parse the heavy 
syllable itself, determines ho'" the basic alternation resun1es. Whether heavy 
syllables are included in disyllabic feet or parsed as 1nonosyllabic feet, the basic 
alternations of both iambic and trochaic systems 'vould resume with an unstressed 
syllable (the underlined syllable in the examples belo"'). 

(12) Parsing directionality 11ratches lreadedn.ess 
a. Left-to-right ia.inbic 

]. Ian1b u. Monosyllable 
( x)( x) (x)( x) 

. . .  L H L  L . . .  . . .  H L L . . .  

b. Right-to-left troclraic 
1. Trochee 11. Monosyllable 

(x )( x ) (x )(x) 
. . .  L L H L . . .  . . . L L H . . .  

In left-to-right iambic systen1s, the heavy syllable must occur at the right edge 
of a foot 'vhether the foot is an iamb, as in (12a.i), or a 1nonosyllable, as in (12a.ii). 
Since the next foot constructed "'ould be iambic in either case, the alternation resumes 
\Vith an unstressed syllable. In right-to-left trochaic systems, the heavy syllable 
'"ould be parsed at the left edge of a foot '"hether the foot is a trochee, as in (12b.i), 
or a monosyllable, as in (12b.ii). Since the next foot constructed would be trochaic 
in either case, the alternation again resiunes "'ith an iu1stressed syllable. 

A difference in the resumption of basic alternations emerges only in situations 
'"here parsing directionality and the headedness of the foot do not match. In 
right-to-left iambic languages like Tiibatulabal (Voegelin 1935), as (13) illustrates, 
heavy syllables are ahvays preceded by stressless syllables. In Tubatulabal, heavy 
syllables are CVV(C). 

(13) Resumption with a stressless syllable in Tiibatulabnl 
'LL'L 
L'LL'H 
L'LL'L 
'LL'LL'HL'L 
'H'LL'L 
'H'LL'H 

'tfiI)i'jal 
ti'IJija'laap 
\vi'ta1Jha'tal 
'"1ita1J'hata 'laaba 'tsu 
'taa 'ha \vi 'la 
'taa'hawi'laap 

'the red thistle' 
'on the red thistle' 
'the Tejon Indians' 
'a,vay from the Tejon Indians' 
'the summer' 
'in the su1nn1er' 

In left-to-right trochaic languages like Cahuilla, however, as illustrated in (4), 
heavy syllables are ahvays follo\ved by stressed syllables. The difference bet"reen 
right-to-left ian1bic systems and left-to-right trochaic systems, then, is that the 
former resume their basic alternations with stressless svllables 'vhile the latter , 

resume them "'ith stressed syllables. 
The reason that a difference emerges when headedness and parsing direction

ality do not match is that the resun1ption of basic alternations depends directly 
on ho\v the heavy syllable itself is footed. 
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existence of several quantity-insensitive iambic languages. While Hayes argues that 
the quantity-insensitivity of such systems is only apparent, as they do not actually 
contain heavy syllables to perhrrb the basic pattern, the argun1ent is plausible 
only in the cases of Araucanian and Weri. It is not plausible in the cases of Osage, 
Paumari, and Suru\vaha, each of 1vhich has long vowels, diphthongs, or both. 

Given that both iambic and trochaic systems can be quantity-sensitive, clause 
(6a) of the strong interpretation, "if a foot contains a durational contrast, it is ian1bic," 
n1otivates a disparity in precisely ho\v the two types can be quantity-sensitive. 
As (15b) indicates, Hayes's account requires trochaic systen1s to deal with heavy 
syUables differently than iambic systems . .lambs allow heavy syllables in strong 
position in disyllabic feet, \vhere they can create durational contrasts. They exclude 
them only from \veak position. Trochees, ho,vever, exclude heavy syllables from 
di.syllabic feet entirely. Trochaic syste1ns 1nust parse heavy syllables into mono
syllabic feet, where no durational contrast is possible. 

The disparity in how the hvo types of feet can be quantity-sensitive predicts the 
difference, discussed above, in ho\v right-to-left iambic languages and left-to-right 
trochaic languages resume basic stress alternations after encountering a heavy 
syllable. The fact that iambic systems parse heavy syllables into disyllabic feet in 
Hayes's account correctly predicts that right-to-left iambic languages "'ill resume 
their basic alternation 1vith a stressless syllable, as in (l.4a.i). The fact that trocl1aic 
systems must parse heavy syllables into monosyllabic feet correctly predicts that 
left-to-right trochaic languages will resume their basic alternation with a stressed 
syllable, as in (14b.ii). 

McCarthy and Prince (1986) arrive at a foot inventory sinUlar to Hayes's, but 
they arrive at it through a slightly different route and in service of a different 
purpose. They posit one type of quantity-insensitive foot: the balanced [a a] 
template, and hvo types of quantity-sensitive feet: the balanced [µ µ] template 
and the w1balanced [ap aµp] te1nplate. 

(16) a. Quantity-insensitive 

b. 

Balanced [a a I 
Quan titt1-sensitive 
i. Balanced 
ii. Unbalanced 

The ITL contributes to McCarthy and Prince's account in two \vays. First, clause 
(6a) of the strong interpretation, "if a foot contains a durational contrast, it is 
iambic," n1otivates the iambic configuration of the quantitatively tu1balanced 
foot. To guarantee that quantitatively ian1bic feet are also iambic with respect to 
stress, they posit the Quantity /Pron1inence Homology principle. lt ensures that 
the heavier syllable in feet with a quantity contrast - in effect, the heavy syllable 
in a [ a1, a1,1,] foot, given the limited possibilities in (16) - bears the stress. 

(17) Quantity/Prominence Homology 
For a, b e F, if a > b quanti tatively, then a > b stress1"ise. 

Prominence in unbalanced feet is determined by the Trochaic Default principle, 
\Vhich ensures that [a a] and [µ µ] feet both stress their initial syllable. 
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(22) satisfy: IQ/TQ, Binarity Binarity only neither 

a. Ia1nbic [L HJ > [L LJ, [HJ > [LJ 
b. Trochaic [L LJ, [HJ > [H LJ > [L] 

The asymmetry in this case arises in hO\V the iambic and trochaic hierarchies 
order balanced and unbalanced feet. Iambs prefer unbalanced [L HJ to balanced 
[L LJ and [HJ, but trochees prefer balanced [L LJ and [HJ to unbalanced [H LJ. 

The main difference between the inventory of quantity-sensitive feet in Prince's 
and Hayes's a.ccounts is the possibility of UJ1ba.laJ1ced (H LJ trochees. As Prince notes, 
however, '''ith their lesser status, there are limited situations in which unbalanced 
trochees might arise. First, consider the result of Harmonic Parsing in a left-to-right 
trochaic system. Since feet are constructed serially, and parsing the next syllable 
in line is the overriding concern, Harn1onic Parsing >vould parse the H of an HL 
sequence as .monosyllabic foot, just like Hayes's moraic trochees. If the following L 
could not combine with another L to form a disyllabic foot, giving [H)[LLJ, it might 
be parsed as a monosyllable, giving [H][LJ, or left unparsed, giving [HJL, depend
ing on whether or not degenerate feet are tolerated. These are the same options 
available under Hayes's n1oraic trochees. The results are rather different in right-to
left systems. Harmonic Parsing would always parse an HL sequ.ence into an [HL) 
foot, but Hayes's moraic trochees '"'ould yield either [H)[L) or (HJL, depending on 
'"'hether or not degenerate feet are tolerated. The latter option results in the same 
stress pattern, but the fonner does not. I an1 not a\vare, however, of a right-to-left 
trochaic language that would allow us to distinguish betvveen the l\vo approaches. 

3.2 A symmetric foot inventory 
As discussed above, the evidence for a difference betvveen iambic and trochaic 
quantity-sensitivity con1es from syste1ns where parsing directionality is opposite 
the headedness of the foot. After left-to-right trochaic parsing encounters a heavy 
syllable, binary alternation resumes vvith a stressed syllab le. ln contrast, after right
to-left iambic parsing encounters a heavy syllable, binary alternation resumes "'ith 
a stressless syllable. \-Vhere ITL approaches posit an asy1nmetric foot inventory 
to account for this difference, Kager (1993) proposes a symmetric foot inventory, 
arguing that the difference is best explained in terms of the 1netrical principles of 
dash and lapse avoidance. 

Kager distinguishes bet\veen parsing feet and the surface feet that can be formed 
later through adjunction of unparsed syllables. The inventory of parsing feet is 
sy1nmetric. The quantity-insensitive syllabic trochee corresponds to a 1nirror-in1age 
syllabic ia1nb. The quantity-sensitive moraic trochee corresponds to a mirror
image moraic iamb. Iambic quantity-sensitivity and trochaic quantity-sensitivity 
are identical, then, in that both exclude heavy syllables from disyllabic feet. 

(23) Parsing feet 
trochaic iambic 
(x ) ( x) 

Syllabic (quantity-insensitive) a a a a 

(x ) ( x) 
Moraic (quantity-sensitive) µ µ µ µ 
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Crucial to Kager's account is the claim that heavy syllables contain an internal 
prominence contrast corresponding to a decline in sonority between the first and 
second n1ora. According to Kager, the internal contrast is the characteristic of heavy 
syllables responsible for their attraction of stress (Prince's 1990 Weight-to-Stress 
principle). The decline in sonority ensures that stress occurs over the first mora 
and that the second mora is stressless, as in (24). 

(24) (x ) 
µ µ 

v 
H 

A heavy syllable's strong-,veak contour translates into different results with 
respect to dash at the mora level. \\/hen a stressed heavy syllable immediately 
follo,vs another stressed syllable, as in (25a), the result is a clash. When the order 
is reversed, as in (25b ), there is no clash. 

(25) a. Clash b. No clash 
x x x x 

µ µ �l �l µ µ 
I v v I 
L H H L 

Assuming that clash is never tolerated at the point the basic alternation is resumed, 
the internal prominence contrast accounts for the different modes of resun1ption 
after a heavy syllable.'' In left-to-right trochaic systen1s, a trochaic foot can imn1e
diately follo'v the heavy syllable 'vithout creating clash, so the pattern resumes 
'vi.th a stressed syllable. 

(26) Left-to-right trochees: No clash 
(x ) (x ) (x ) 
µ µ µ µ �l µ 

I I v I I 
L L H L L 

In right-to-left iambic systems, ho,vever, an iambic foot cannot immediately pre
cede the heavy syllable without creating clash. This being the case, the parsing 
algorithm must skip a syllable before constructing an iambic foot, and the pattern 
resun1es \Vith an unstressed syllable. 

" lvlore precisel)', Kager asst11nes tl1at the construction of a foot cannot introduce clash \vithi11 tl1e 
parsing window. The parsing window coJ>sists of the syllables being parsed iJ\ the current iteration 
pl us the string of syllables encountered by the parsing algorithm in previous iterations. It does not 
indude syllables that the algorithm has not yet enco1mtered. 
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pattern. Rhythmic lengthening appears to be based solely on the alternation of 
strong and \veak positions, affecting only the former. In contrast, rhyth1nic short
ening can affect both strong and '"'eak positions and see1ns in many cases to be 
motivated, at least partially, by a preference for exhaustive parsing. 

Rhythmic lengthening increases the duration of stressed syllables either through 
vowel lengthening (CHAPTER 20: THE REPRESENTATION OF VOWEL LENGTH) or 
gemination of an adjacent consonant (CHAPTER 37: GEMINATEs), the former method 
being more conunon than the latter. It can be found in both ian1bic and trochaic lan
guages. In (5), for example, "''e sa1.v that the stressed vowels of underlyingly light 
syllables lengthen in the iambic Hixkaryana, making them heavy on the surface. 
Other iambic lengthening languages include Carib, Chocta\v, and several varieties 
ofYupik (Woodbury 1981, 1987; Jacobson 1984, 1985; Krauss 1985a; Leer 1985; among 
others). In (9), "''e sa\v that the stressed vo\'\•els of underlyingly light syllables 
lengthen in the trochaic Chimalapa Zoque. Other trochaic lengthening languages 

' 
include Chamorro (Topping and Dungca 1973; Chung l.983), Icelandic (Arnason 
1980, 1985), Moha\'\1k (Michelson 1988), and Selayarese (Mithun and Basri 1986). 

An interesting difference bel\.veen iambic and trochaic lengthening is that 
lengthening occurs in iambic systems only when they are quantity-sensitive, and 
in trochaic syste1ns only when they are quantity-insensitive.5 \i\lhen it is seen 
as shaping the possibilities of stress patterns generally, then, the existence of 
trochaic lengthening in quantity-insensitive systems clearly undermines the ITL. 
If we restrict the ITL's scope to quantity-sensitive systems, ho,.vever, the distribu
tion of lengthening gives it considerable support. The presence of lengthening in 
iambic languages, "'here durational contrasts are encouraged, is consistent with 
the ITL, as is the absence of lengthening in trochaic languages, where durational 
contrasts are prohibited. 

Another important generalization concerning rhythmic lengthening is the 
correlation bet\veen what I will refer to as regular lengthening and certain types 
of 1nini.Jnal \vords. Regular lengthening is the exceptionless lengthening in non
mini..mal forms d�aracteristic of many lengthening languages: vowels lengthen 
in underlyingly light syllables "'henever they receive the appropriate degree 
of stress." As (32) indicates, languages "''ith regular lengthening allo\v only three 
types of mirwnal word: H, LL, and HL. 

(32) Minimal words associated with regular lengthening 
a. Monosyllabic b. 

L una.ttested 
H Chi.n1alapa Zoque (trochaic) 

Chocta1v nouns (ian1bic) 
Icelandic (trochaic) 
Y upik varieties (iambic) 

Disyllabic 
LL Chocta\v verbs (iambic) 
HL Carib (ian1bic) 

Hixkaryana (ian1bic) 
Selayarese (trochaic) 

LH unattested 

5 The clearest cases of quantity-insensitive iambs - Osage, Paumad, and SUJuwa.ha - do not exhibit 
lengthening. The less clear cases - \Veri and Araucanian - also do not exhibit lengthening. 
6 Lengtheni.i1g is not "regulaa:"' wl1en it is prohibited U1 various positions in non·mini.mal forms, 
especially in final position. Syllables wjth primary stress in Italian, for example, lengthen if they are 
penl1ltirr1al'e but not if they a.re antepe11ult:imate or final. Languages like Unanli and r>.1unsee Delaware 
(Goddard 1979), which make stressed syllables heavy through consonant gemination, also fall outsjde 
the generalization. 
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Iambic lengthening languages and trochaic lengthening languages can both insist 
on H or HL minimal words, but only iambic lengthening languages can insist on 
an LL n1i.nin1al word. There appear to be no regular lengthening languages with 
L minimal '"ords, and none '"ith LH n1ini.mal '"ords. 

If we exclude alternations better described as vo"'el reduction (see belo"'), 
rhythmic shortening is a marginal phenomenon. It occurs in only a fe'" trochaic 
systems, and, as Mellander (2003) points out, each of these fe\v is quantity-sensitive. 
Trochaic shortening can affect either a stressed syllable or an unstressed syllable. 
In Fijian, for exa1nple, stressed syllables shorten, converting HL sequences into 
LL sequences. 

(33) Trochaic shortening in Fijian 
llJ bu:-ru)u 
9a:-j-a 
nre:- ta 

� '1nbu-ru)u 
� 'ta-j-a 
� 'nre-ta 

'n1y grandinother' 
'chop-TRANS-3 SG OBJ' 
'pull-TRANS' 

In Pre-Classical Latin (Allen 1973; Mester 1994), stressless syllables shorten, con
verting LH sequences into LL sequences.7 

(34) Trocliaic shortening in Latin 
ego: � 
n1ale: � 

an1i:kitian1 � 

'ego 
'male 
,a1ni'kitian1 

'I' 
'bad' 
'friendship' 

Rhythmic shortening, though marginally attested, is consistent "'ith the ITL. Among 
quantity-sensitive languages, it occurs only in trochaic systems, destroying the 
durational contrasts that the ITL prohibits. It does not occur in ian1bic systen1s, "'here 
it \·vould destroy durational contrasts that the ITL requires. Quantity-insensitive 
languages, of either type, apparently do not exhibit rhythmic shortening. 

Before we proceed, it should be noted at this point that there are at least hvo 
languages with shortening phenomena that are potential counterexamples to 
the generalizations presented in the preceding paragraph: Central Slovak (Dvonc 
1955; Bethin 1998; Mellander 2003) and Gidabal (Geytenbeek and Geytenbeek 1971; 
.Rice 1992; Mellander 2003). T he stress patterns of both .1.a.nguages are fairly com
plex, ho'''ever, and their analyses are not at all straightforward. It is not clear 
whether they are examples of shortening in trochaic feet (resulting in unbalanced 
HL trochees), shortening in ian1bic feet, or both, or \vhether they are simply 
exan1ples of shortening in non-head syllables generally. Since it is unclear exactly 
how such examples are relevant, I have set them. aside here. 

I have also set aside phenomena involving vo'''el strengthening in stressed 
syllables and vo"'el reduction and deletion in unstressed syllables. Some of the 
alternatives to an ITL approach draw to a significant extent on such phenomena as 
evidence that the difference between ian1bs and trochees with respect to rhythn1ic 
lengthening and shortening is not a.s great as previously thought (Revith.iadou and 
van de Vijver 1997; van de Vijver 1998; Revithiadou 2004). Strengthening, reduction, 
and deletion phenomena are fairly common in both iambic and trochaic systems. 

7 The Latin-type shortenjng js often referred to as iambic slwrltming, because it affe<r.; the second 
syllable in a two-syUable sequence rather than the first. 
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b. Ln.tin-ti;pe 
(x ) (x ) 
(J (J � (J (J 

I � I I 
µ µ µ µ µ 

The effect of the Latin-type shortening rule in (36b) is to convert an ill-formed 
(LH) trochee to a \\'ell-formed (LL) trochee. An ill-formed (LH) trochee 1night be 
created inadvertently, for exan1ple, \vhen an extran1etrical H syllable is adjoined 
to a degenerate (L) foot, and (36b) repairs the defect. 

Though the ITL account captures the distribution of rhythmic lengthening 
and shortening in quantity-sensitive systems, it falls short in l\vo ways. First, 
it fails to allo'" for trochaic lengthening in quantity-insensitive systems (a 
pheno1nenon '"'hose existence Hayes denies). Second, it does not account for the 
correlation behveen regu.lar lengthening and the group of minimal '"ords in (32). 
Based on the ITL, lengthening rules might be employed to create durational 
contrasts in iambic feet (or, possibly, to destroy then1 in trochaic feet), but there 
is nothing in the law entailing that lengthening languages should prefer H, HL, 
and LL n1inin1al words above L and LH mininlal words. If the fTL is actually 
the motivation. .for lengthening, then the correlation of regular lengthening with 
these particular minimal words is a mystery. 

4.2 Lapse avoidance and non-finality 
Kager's (1993) approach to the asy1nn1etries in rhythnuc lengthening and short
ening is based on the sa.m.e principles that governed his approach to quantity
sensitivity (see §3.2). In conjunction with a prohibition against foot-internal 
lapse, the internal prominence contrast in heavy syllables restricts the occurrence 
of lengthe11ing. Kager views lengthening of stressed syllables in general as 
phonetically motivated, but the restriction against foot-internal lapse ensures 
that such lengthening is more coro.mon in ian1bs than in trochees. As (37) illus
trates, the grammar tolerates lengthening that creates (LH) iambs, because they 
contain no foot-internal lapse, but it does not tolerate lengthening that creates 
(HL) trochees, because they do contain a foot-internal lapse. 

(37) Lengthening aSJ;111111etry through la.pse avoidance 
a. No lapse after iambic lengthening 

( x) ( x ) 
�I µ � µ µ �I 

I I I v 
L L L H 

b. Lapse after trochaic lengthening 
(x ) • (x ) 
µ µ � µ µ µ 

I I v I 
L L H L 
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The prohibition against foot-internal lapse also accounts for the shortening 
asymn1etry, but in this case it acts as a trigger. In Kager's vie.,v, the purpose of 
trochaic shortening is to eliminate foot-internal lapses like those found in (HL) 
trochees. Since there is no foot-internal lapse in (LH) ia1nbs, the motivation for 
shortening never arises in iambic systems. 

(38) Lapse avoidance predicts shortening asyn1.111etry 
a. No lapse in iambs to trigger shortening 

( x ) . ( x) 

µ µ µ � µ µ 

I v I I 
L H L L 

b. Lapse in trochees triggers shortening 
(x ) (x ) 
µ µ µ � �l µ 

v I I I 
H L L L 

Although foot-internal lapse avoidance effectively addresses the lesser fre
quency of lengthening in trochaic systems, it does not address the actual phono
logical triggers for lengthening. Hyde's (2007) non-finality approach addresses 
the lesser frequency of lengthening in trochaic systen1s, but it also provides 
phonological triggers for rhythmic lengthening and addresses its correlation 
with certain types of minimal w·ords (CHAPTER 43: EXTRAMETRICALITY AND 
NON-FINALITY). 

Under the non-finality approach, rhythmic lengthening is a special case of 
the type of weight-sensitivity where stress avoids light syllables. To avoid stress
ing a light syllable, the syllable is lengthened to make it heavy. Non-finality 
produces this type of '"eight-sensitivity by prohibiting stress on domain-final 
moras. Follo"ring Kager (1995), Hyde applies non-finality to the foot domain to 
pron1ote iambic lengthening. Going a step further, he also applies non-finality to 
the syllable domain. This gives the approach a second n1echanis111 for pron1ot
ing ian1bic l.engthening but it a.I.so gives it a mechanism for prom.oting trocl1aic 
lengthening. 

(39) a. NoN-FINALITY(Ft) 
No stress occurs over the final n1ora of a foot. 

b. NoN-PINALITY(<r) 
No stress occurs over the final mora of a syllable. 

NoN-FINALITY(Ft) effectively prohibits stress on light foot-final syllables. Since it 
bans foot-level gridn1arks from foot-final n1oras, foot-final syllables must be at 
least bilnoraic to support stress. NoN-FINAT..ITY(<r) effectively prohibits stress on 
light syllables generally. Since it bans foot-level gridrnarks from syllable-final 
moras, syllables generally must be at least bimoraic to support stress. 

To produce lengthening, one of the non-finality constramts 1nust dominate 
DEP-µ, the faithfulness constrail1t that prevents mora il1sertion. Under such rankings, 
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when stress 'vould othervvise occupy a light syllable, a mora can be added to 
make the syllable heavy on the surface. The two non-finality constraints do not, 
ho,\•ever, have equal ability to pron1ote lengthening in every type of foot. Since 
NoN-FINALITY(Ft) prohibits stress over light foot-final syllables in particular, it 
can lengthen the stressed syllable of an iamb but not the stressed syllable of a 
trochee. In contrast, since NoN-FINALITY(a) prohibits stress over light syllables 
in general, it can lengthen the stressed syllables of both. 

Consider fust the situation vvhere the stressed syllable occurs in an ia1nb. When 
NoN-FINALlTY(Ft) dominates DEP-µ, a second n1ora is added to underlyingly light 
syllables to avoid stress on foot-final moras. 

(40) LLLL NoN-PIN(Ft) DEP-�l 

u;r a. x x 
x x x x x x 
�l �l µ �l �l �l 

I v I v •• 
" .  (J C! (] (J " .  

� � 
b. x x 

x x x x 
µ µ µ µ 

I I I I 
*!* 

". (] (] a C! " . 

� � 
The result is similar \vhen NoN-PINALITY(a) dominates DEr-µ: a second mora is 
added to the underlyingly light syllables to avoid stress on syllable-final n1oras. 

(41) LLLL NoN-FIN(a) DEP-µ 
""" a.  x x 

x x x x x x 
µ µ µ µ µ µ 

I v I v •• 
" . a a a a ". 

� � 
b. x x 

x x x x 

µ µ �l µ 

I I I I 
*I* 

" . a a a a ". 

� � 
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No\v consider the situation "'here the stressed syllable occurs in a trochee. 
When NoN-FINALITY(Ft) dominates DEP-fl, as in (42), there is no lengthening. 
Because stress does not occupy the foot-final syllables in either candidate, there 
is no danger that it will occupy the foot-final moras, and NoN-FINALITY(Ft) can
not distinguish bet1,1een them. The lower ranked DEP-µ settles on the faithful (42b) 
candidate. 

(42) LLLL NoN-FlN(Ft) DEP-µ 

a. x x 
x x x x x x 
fl fl µ µ fl fl 

v I v I ., . . 
. . . (} (} (} (} . . .  

v v 
.... b. x x 

x x x x 
µ µ µ fl 

I I I I 
. .. (J (J (J (J . . .  

v v 
When NoN-FINALITY(o) dominates DEP-µ, ho\\1ever, as in (43), the lengthening 
candidate emerges as the winner. The stressed syllables become heavy, to allO\V 
stress to avoid syllable-final moras. 

(43) LLLL N·oN-FIN( o) DEP-�l 

c.� a. x x 
x x x x x x 

µ µ fl µ µ µ 

v I v I •• 
. . . (} (} (J (} . . .  

v v 
b. x x 

x x x x 
µ µ µ µ 
I I I I .,. 

. . . (J a (J a . . .  

v v 
One advantage of the non-finality approach is that it has a built-in explanation 

for the lesser frequency of lengthening an1ong trochaic systems. Non-finality in 
the syllable and non-finality in the foot both produce ia1nbic lengthening, but only 
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non-finality in the syllable produces trochaic lengthening. Every ranking that 
produces trochaic lengthening, then, also produces ia1nbic lengthening, but so1ne 
rankings that produce ian1bic lengthening do not produce trochaic lengthening. 
Since the percentage of possible rankings that produce ian1bic lengthening is greater 
than the percentage of possible rankings that produce trochaic lengthening, we 
\VOuld expect lengthening to occur \Vith greater frequency in iambic systems than 
it does in trochaic systen1s, all else being equal. 

A second advantage of the non-finality approach is that it helps to account for 
the particular group of minin1aJ words associated with regular lengthening. As dis
cussed above, languages that automatically lengthen appropriately stressed vo'\vels 
only allow three types of minimal '''ord: H, LL, and HL. They never allo"' L or 
LH minimal "'ords. Using the same non-finality constraints to produce rhythmic 
lengthening and the n1inimal word restrictions predicts this situation. 

L minimal words are absent, because the lengthening constraints themselves 
both establish H minimal \vords. NoN-FINALtTY(CI) has the same effect in mono
syllabic feet that it has in disyllabic feet, and NoN-FtNALJTY(Ft) has the same 
effect that it has in iambs. They both force the stressed syllable to lengthen. 
As (44) indicates, if either of the lengthening constraints ranks highly enough 
to produce lengthening in the disyllabic feet of longer forms, then it also ranks 
highly enough to produce lengthening in the monosyllabic feet of monosyllabic 
forms. 

(44) a. NoN-FINALlTY(cr) >> DEP-µ 
Irunbic or trochaic lengthening + H minilnal word 

b. NoN-FINALITv(Ft) >> DEP-µ 
Iambic lengthening + H minimal word 

Two desirable predictions result fron1 this situation: regular Jengthenii1g is 
al\vays accompanied by a mllllinal word that is at least bimoraic, and iambic length
ening languages and trochaic lengthening langt1ages can both have H minimal 
\VOrds. 

Although the lengthening constraints cannot produce disyllabic minimal 
words on their o"'n, they do help to determille "'hich type of disyllable emerges. 
Asswning that disyllabic rnini1nal words have a trochaic strong-,veak stress 
contour, "'e ec1.n explain the two-syU.a.bl.e requiren1ent \vitl1 an additional non.
finality constraint, NoN-FINALITY(c.v), "'hich bans stress from the final syllable 
of a prosodic '"ord.3 Once the strong-\veak contour is established, lengthening 
constraints determii1e the weight of the initial syllable. NoN-FINALITY(cr), which 
produces lengthening in both ian1bic feet and trochaic feet, requires that the 
initial syllable be heavy. NoN-FINAtlTY(ft), \vhich prodt1ces lengthening only in 
iambic feet, tolerates a light initial syllable. 

(45) a. N'oN-FJNALITY(tv), N'oN-FINALITY(cr) >> DEP-µ 
Iambic or trochaic lengthening + HL 1nillin1al \vord 

b. NoN-FINALITY(tv), NoN-FINALITY(Ft) >> DEP-µ 
Iambic lengthening + LL minimal word 

K PJausible cases of iambic minimal '"'ords appear to be extremely rare. 
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This correctly predicts that either iambic or trochaic lengthening can be accom
panied by an HL minilnal 'vord, but only iambic lengthenu1g can be accompanied 
by an LL n1inilnaJ word. 

Van de Vijver (1998) and Revithiadou (2004) propose an approach to rhythmic 
lengthening that is similar in some respects to the non-finality approach. Although 
it does not rely on the non-finality formulation, it does posit t"'O lengthening 
mechanis1ns. One lengthens stressed sy!Jables generally, 'vhich produces both 
ian1bic lengthening and trochaic lengthening, and the other lengthens foot-final 
sy!Jables i11 particular, \vhich produces only iambic lengthening. 

(46) Lengthening constraints (van de Vijver 1998) 

a. STRESSED SYLLABLE LENGTH 
A stressed syllable is long and an unstressed sy!Jable is short. 

b. FooTFINAL 
Foot-final elements are lengthened. 

Since there are hvo sources for iambic lengthenil1g and only one for trod1aic 
lengthening, Revithiadou's and van de Vijver's proposals, like tl1e non-finality 
approach, provide an account of the different frequencies with \Vhidl the nvo types 
of lengthening occur. The advantage of the non-finality approach is that it incor
porates the lengthening mechanisms u1to the rnuch 1nore general non-finality 
fonnulation, a forn1ulation i11dependently 1notivated by its ability to account 
for a surprisingly broad range of phenon1ena at different prosodic levels. (See 
CHAPTER 43: EXTRAMETRICALITY AND NON-FINALITY.) 

5 Summary 

The most interesting interpretation of the Iambic-Trochaic La\v is a strong 
interpretation that focuses on the presence or absence of durational contrasts in 
disyllabic feet. Si.nee the general typology of attested stress systems offers very 
little support for the strong interpretation, Hayes (1985) mtroduced the ITL to 
1netrical theory under a weaker mterpretation that focused on quantity-sensitivity. 

This also turned out to be inadequate, however, as it was soon recognized that both 
iambic languages and trochaic languages could be either quantity-sensitive or 
quantity-insensitive. T\vo subsequent accounts -McCarthy and Prmce (1986) and 
Hayes (1987, 1995) - pursued a hybrid approach, combil1u1g aspects of the 'veak 
interpretation and the strong mterpretation. Another, Pri11ce (1990), returned to a 
strong interpretation of the ITL, but applied it, in effect, only to quantity-sensitive 
systems and as a preference rather than an absolute requirement. 

Smee the ITL is illherently quantity-sensitive, it seems more natural to employ 
it as a foundation for an account of quantity-sensitive systems ill particular 
than as the foundation for an account of stress systems generally. There is, in 
fact, considerable support for the ITL a.n1ong quantity-sensitive systen1s. Iambic 
quantity-sensitivity differs from trodlaic quantity-sensitivity, as indicated by the 
different \vays ill "'hich alternatillg patterns resume after encounterillg a heavy 
syllable, and the asyn1metric foot il1ventory of ITL accounts very effectively 
for this difference. Standard ia1nbs exclude heavy syllables fron1 >veal< position 
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45 The Representation 
of Tone 

LARRY M. HYMAN 

1 Introduction 

No issue has had a greater in1pact on phonological representations than the study 
of tone. Although receiving only passing attention in both pre- and early genera
tive phonology, tone quickly moved av,'ay from its marginal status to occupy 
center stage in the development of non-linear phonology. While both level and 
contour tones had been traditionally transcribed '"'ith either accents or numerals, ' 

as in (1) and (2), the assun1ption in early generative phonology, e.g. Wang (1967), 
•vas that tones consisted of features that could be added at the bottom of a 
segmental feature matrix, as in (3). 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Awa 
High (H) ' na 'breast' 
Low (L) na 'house' 
HL (falling) A na 'taro' 
LH (rising) -pa 'fish' 

(Loving 
1966: 25) 

Jingpho 
H mvss '\VOrd' 
Mid (M) mu33 'delicious' 
L mu31 'to see' 
HL nt151 'mother' 

Fa/am 
paa 
kee 

A saa 

'mushroom' 
'leg' 
'aniinal' 

Obokuitni 
kuik 1 

kuik2 
kuik12 

'rock' 
'ii1sect (sp.)' 
'lizard (sp.)' 

zuu 'bear' 
(personal notes) (Jenison and Jenison 

1991: 85) 

Ayutla. Mixtec 
H-H fi11u1'1 'pineapple' 
H-L fi'ni'3 'hat' 
M-L fi2ni'3 'head' 

(Qingxia and Diehl 2003: 401) 
L-L ti3ku '3 1ouse' 
(Pankratz and Pike 1967: 291) 

a. H tone /a/ b. H.L falling tone /a/ 

+syll +syll 
-cons -cons 
+back +back 
+lo'"' +IO\V 
+H I GH +FALLING 
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A major representational problem "'as how· to account for the properties of con
tour tones. Although falling and rising tones could be expressed less fonnally by 
combining accents (a, a) or nun1erals (31, 13, etc.), features such as [+FALLING] and 
[±RISING) fail to capture what are kno,vn as "edge effects": a high to Jo,.v falling 
tone acts like a H tone •vi.th respect to '"hat precedes, but as a L tone with respect 
to '''hat follo'''S. Similarly, a low to high rising tone acts like a L tone with respect 
to "'hat precedes, but as a H tone 'vith respect to \'that follo,vs. Representations 
such as in (4), which \Vere occasionally entertained, would si.tnply be i.t1coherent 
in a fran1e,vork in •vhich a segment consists of a single vertical matrix of features: 

(4) a. Falling tone /a/ b. Rising tone /a/ 

+syll +syll 
-cons -cons 
+back +back 
+lo•v +low 
(+HIGH)[+LOW) [+Low][+HIGH) 

In order to solve this and other representational problems, Goldsmith (1976a, 1976b) 
proposed a theory of "autosegmental" phonology i.t1 '"hich segn1ents and tones 
appear on separate "tiers," as i.t1 (5). 

(5) Au.tosegmental representa.tions of H, L, HL, LH 

a. level tones b. cont·our tones 
a a a a 

I I /\ /\ 
H L H l L H 

By so doing, Golds1nith was able to capture the traditional intuitions i.Jnplicit in 
the accent and numeral notations and n1ake predictions about what should vs. 
should not be found in tone systems. Armed 1vith the autosegmental frame'''ork, 
enormous strides were made in the analysis of tone as \veil as in other applications 
of the fran1e•vork, e.g. segmental harmonies (Cle1nents 1977, 1981; Hoberman 1988), 
feature geo1netry (Clements 1985; Clen1ents and Hume 1995) and prosodic n1or
phology (McCarthy 1981; McCarthy and Prince 1986). 

The main question to be addressed in this chapter is the extent to •vhich the 
key insight of autosegmental phonology, expressed in (6), is still valid: 

(6) Tones are sem.i-autonomous from their tone-bearing units 
a. tones are on a separate tier, but 
b. they are li.Jlked to their tone-bearing units by association lines. 

The chapter is organized as follo'''s: in §2 \Ve consider some of the predictions of 
autosegmental tonology in order to see how they have fared since the 1970s. In 
§3 've consider the issue of underspecification, 1vhile §4 addresses the issues of tone 
features, tonal geometry, and tone-bearing units. §5 evaluates potential limitations 
of autosegmental representations, \vhile §6 concludes the chapter \Vith a brief 
consideration of tone i.J1 constraint-based phonology. We will see that there is much 
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reason to hold on to the autosegmental insight even as phonological framev,,orks 
have evolved. 

2 Autosegmental tonology 

One can distinguish two consequences of autosegmental phonology (see also 
CHAPTER 14: AUTOSEGMENTS) as applied to tone: those that follow directly from 
the architecture vs. those that involve additional principles or conventions. We 
take up the first of these here and postpone discussion of the second until §5. 

There are at least three direct consequences of the l\vo-tier autosegmental 
architecture proposed by Goldsmith, as in (7): 

(7) a. non-isomorphisn1 bet\veen the tiers 
b. zero representation on one vs. the other tier 
c. stability effects 

2.1 Non-isomorphism 
Using TBU to represent the tone-bearing unit to '"hich tones link (see §4), the first 
of these is schematized in (8). 

(8) a. TBU 

/\ 
TBU 

/\ 
b. TBU TBU 

v 
TBU TBU 

v 
H L L H H L 

We have already seen that more than one tone can link to a single Tsu, resulting 
in falling and rising contour tones, as in (Sa). Con1plex contours are also attested, 
as exen1plified in (9). 

(9) a.  falling-rising: Iau be243 'tree fern' (Bateman 1990) 
ba243 'sticking to' 

b. rising-falling: Nzadi mwil!n 'child' (personal notes) 
dzi' 'eye' 

In addition, Lon1ongo is said to have LHLH on one syllable derived fron1 elision 
(Hulstaert 1961: 164): /en1i la wt basangi/ � [en1_a '"-a!sangi] 'it's you and I who 
are related', where _ marks the hvo places where elision occurs. 

The second type of non-isomorphism in (Sb) sho"'S that the same tone can link 
to more than one TBU. \Nhat this means is that there is a potential contrast 
bet\veen the representations in (10a) vs. those in (10b). 

(10) a. TBU TBU b. TBU TBU 

I I v 
H H H 

TBU TBU TBU TBU 

I I v 
L L L 
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contrasts with /0/ rather than /L/.) Although a rare occurrence, the tauto-
1norphemic version of the OCP is thereby violated. 

Similar contrasts and OCP problen1s are found with respect to /L/ tones in 
Dioula d'Odienne (Braconnier 1982). In this language there is a rule of the form 
in (14), "'here pause (//) may be i.nterpreted \Vith a o/oL boundary tone: 

(14) L � H I I//, LI _ H 

As seen in (15), the rule is not iterative, as only one L autosegn1ent can be raised: 

(15) a. /i ma d� ta/ � l ma d� ta 
·1 n1a d� ta 

'you didn't take any child' 

b. /i n1a turtl ta/ � l ma run.'! ta 'you didn't take any oil' 
·1 n1a tllru ta 

Ho,vever, the following examples sho'" that not all monomorphemic L tone nouns 
have the same properties before H: 

(16) a. before pause b. before H 

slbl slbl 'paper' 
tt1rt1 tur(1 'oil' 
karaka karaka 'bed' 

' ' ' swnara ' , , sumara 'soumbala (a spice)' 

One solution is to give the above nouns the representations in (17a), ·where the 
OCP is violated similarly to Odden's (1982) tautomorphemic Hs in Shambala. 

(17) a. SEbE turu karaka sumara 

I I v V I  I v 
L L  L L L L L 

b. sebe turu karaka sumara 

I v I v 
L L L L 

Another solution in (17b) might be to posit a distinction between /L/ and tone
less TBUS, '"hich later become L by default. While the OCP is violable in the ways 
just seen, it is impor tant to note that the autosegmental representations provide 
a straightfor"'ard '"ay of encoding the contrastive tonal properties of Kukuya, 
Kishambaa, and Dioula d'Odienne. Other frameworks \vould have to resort to 
ad hoc junctures or diacritics. 

2.2 Zero representation 
The second consequence that directly flows from the autosegmental architecture 
is the possibility that a tone can exist "'ithout a TBU, and vice versa. When a mor
pheme consists solely of a tone, it is referred to as a tonal morphen1e (see also 
CHAPTER 82: FEATURAL AFFIXES). An oft-cited example is the associative (genitive) 
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marker in Igbo (see Williamson 1986 and references cited therein), \vhich is most 
transparently observed '"hen preceded and follo\ved by a L-L noun. As seen in 
(18), the H tonal n1orphe1ne is assigned to the preceding TBV in Central Igbo and 
to the following TBV in the Aboh dialect: 

(18) a. Central Igbo 
b. Aboh lgbo 

agba + , + e1J'"e � 
�gba + , + elJ'"e � 

agba el)\ve 
�gba �'"e 

'ja''' of monkey' 
'ja'v of 1nonkey' 

Floating tones can also be part of a lexical morpheme. In Aghen1, the nouns [kifu) 
'rat' and (k!w6 J 'hand' are both pronounced "'i.th H-H tones in isolation (Hyman 
1979). Ho"rever, as seen in (19), they have different effects on the follo,ving \vord 
(the [ki-] prefix drops out when the noun is modified): 

(19) a. fu kia 'your (sG) rat' b. fu kin 'this rat' 

L-·,··1 I I 
H L H H 

\V6 kia 'your (sG) hand' "'6 !kin 'this hand' 

I I I I 
H L  L H L  H 

In (19a), the H of the stem /-fi'.1/ spreads onto the /L/ of /kia/ 'your SG (class 7)' 
creating a HL contour. As seen, the floating L of /-w6' I 'hand' blocks the spread
ing. When followed by the /H/ tone demonstrative /kin/ 'this (class 7)' in (19b ), 
'this rat' is realized H-H, \Vhile 'this hand' has a do,,•nstep conditioned by the 
same lexical floating L of /-"16' /, \vhich was originally due to a historically lost 
syllable (cf. Proto-Bantu *-b6ko 'hand'). 

Corresponding to floating tones, which lack a Tll'U, are TBUs that lack tones. 
Such toneless morphen1es 1nay receive their tonal specification by context or by 
default tone assignment (see §3). An oft-cited example of the former comes from 
Nlende (Leben 1973, 1978): 

(20) base noun +hu 'in' +1na 'on' 

a. /H / k5 ''"'ar' kS-hu k5-ma 
b. /L/ blll 'trousers' blle-hu blll-ma 
c. /HL/ mbf1 'o,vl' mb C1-hli mb(1-ma 
d. /LH/ mba 'rice' mba-hu mba-n1a 
e. /LHL/ njaha ''"'oma11' njaha-hli nyaha-ma 

As seen, the tone of the two locative postpositions is the same as the last under
lying tone of the nouns to \vhich they attach. The /HL/, /LH/, and /LHL/ 
"melodies" are linked one-to-one to the noun + postposition constituent. 

2.3 Stability effects 
The third consequence of autosegn1ental representations, stability, is related to 
the second: \vhen a TBU is deleted, its tone may still re1nain, and vice versa. An 
exan1ple of this con1es fron1 Ta.ngale, which Kenstowicz and Kidda (1987: 230) 
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cross each other. The representation of L as 101, on the other hand, allow·s for 
such long-distance processes 'vithout requiring ftuther complications. 

Just as in the case of single vs. nnutiply linked tones, underspecification poten
tially allo,vs for more distinctions than fully specified representations. Limiting 
oi.uselves first to languages that have only hvo tone heights, (23) summarizes the 
possible analyses: 

(23) a. IHI vs. ILi 
b. IHI vs. 101 
c. ILi vs. 101 
d. IHI vs. ILi vs. 101 

As seen, the tonal contrast may be binary, \vith IHI contrasting 'vith ILi; priv
ative, with either IHI or ILi contrasting with 101; or both, in the case of \vhere 
a ternary system of IH, L, 0 I is required. Thus, the central question concerning 
any such systen1 is to deterntine which of the above representations best accounts 
for the properties of the surface [HJ vs. [L) contrast. 

A /.H, LI system is required when both featmes are phonologically active (see 
also CHAPTER 4: MARKEDNESS for more discussion of markedness). This is seen in 
Kuki-Thaado,v, \vhich has both H- and L-tone spreading (Hyman 2010): 

(24) a. lki\ + z601J +lien + t'Yiml [ki\ zoo!) lien thi'im] 'my three big monkeys' 

[..---·+ .. ···"+ .. .---·1 
L H L H 

b. lka + keel + g6o1J + giiup I [ka keel goo!) guup] '1ny six thin goats' 

I l .... ·--1 .... ---- 1  
L L H L 

Not only do both IHI and ILi spread onto a following ILi and IHI syllable, 
respectively, but the result in final position is a rising (LH) or falling (HL) con
tour tone. Both spreading and contour tones "'ould be difficult to represent if one 
of the tones \vere underspecified. The same \vould be true of a language \vhich 
has both floating H and L. 

vVhile /H, LI systen1s are those in wltich the phonology refers to both tone 
values, in a privative tone systen1 only one of the two tones is phonologically active. 
Many Bantu languages have a /H, 01 system, as \vas seen in the Giryama 
examples in (22). A fe"' have a /L, 0 I system, such as Ruund, for \vhich Nash 
(1992-94) gives the follovving arguments: 

(25) a. Hs are by far more nun1erous than Ls, hence "unmarked." 
b. Floating L exists, while floating H does not. 
c. Morphological rules assign L tones, not Hs. 
d. Phonological rules manipulate L tones, not Hs. 

Athabaskan languages are also known for having H- vs. L-marked tone systems 
(see the various studies in Hargus and Rice 2005). The closely related South 
American dialects, Bora (\!Veber and Thiesen 2000) and Miraii.a (Seifart 2005), have 
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(1988) propose that Yoruba has the system in (27b), where M tone is not only 
unmarked, but underspecified. Among the arguments is the fact that Yoruba allov1s 
only HL and LH contours, but none involving M tone (*MH, *Ll'vl, *HM, *ML). 
If M = /0/, it follo"'S that 0 cannot form a contour with either H or L. Another 
argument derives from alternations in "'hich H or L overrides M tone. While all 
of these properties naturally follow from the underspecification of M, the latter 
can be set up as /l'vl/, as long as other n1echanisms are put in place to capture the 
recessiveness of l'vl tones. Pulleyblank (2004), for instance, proposes an account 
\vithin Optin1ality Theory in "'hich, essentially, M tones need not be preserved 
in outputs to the same degree as H or L. An argument for a /H, 0, L/ system 
comes from Penoles Mixtec (Daly and Hyman 2007), which has an OCP constraint 
disallowing successive Ls, or Ls \vhich are separated by any number of /0 I TBUS. 
The result is the L-tone deletion rule in (28a). 

(28) a. L -4 0 I L _ 

b. 44N dii-ni-1<\ve-Ji kada-kwe-fi liN liN tfiuN 
L L 

! 
0 

'only one of them will do each of the jobs' 

(N = nasalization) 

As seen, this rule is responsible for the loss of the second L on /tfiuN I 'v1ork' in 
(28b ), which is separated fro1n the first L by twelve toneless raus. That the two 
L tones can 'see' each other over long distances is strong evidence for the under
specification account. 

Returning to the systems in (27), (27c) and (27d) seem to be rare or non
occurring. Paster (2003) proposes /H, M, 0/ for Leggb6, with /0/ alternating 
bet\veen H and L in the verb morphology (cf. §4). If correct, the relatively fe\v 
short-vowel LH, HL, and LM contours \vould have to be exceptionally marked: 
[eggu] 'catfish (sp.)', [geppj6n] 'afternoon', [Iesso-l] 1ast year'. \-Vhile I am una,vare 
of any three-height tone system being analyzed as /0, l'vl, L/, the system in (27e) 
seems at first appropriate for Yatzachi Zapotec (Pike 1948). Although this language 
has only the three surface tones H, M, L (and HM and MH contours on mono
syllabic words), there are t"'O kinds of L tones: those that alternate \vith M vs. 
those that do not. Pike identifies these, respectively, as class A. vs. dass B. For 
example, a class B L \viii become M when follo"'ed by a M or H \Vithin or across 
words, '"hile a class A L tone \vilJ not be affected. This is seen in the minimal 
pair in (29). 

(29) a. L. [bla] 'cactus' 
b. L. [bla] 'animal' 

bla. goli 'old cactus' 
bia goli 'old animal' 

A natural interpretation \VOuld be to recognize L0 as /L/ and Lb as /0 I. Where 
the /0/ tone is not realized M, i.e. when not occurring before a /Ml or /H/, it 
'viii be realized with a default L tone, hence merging 'vi.th class A /L/. However, 
it is hard to evaluate this proposal without considering \vhat the featural repre
sentation is of all of the tones in the language (see Hyman 2009). It is likely that 
Yatzachi Zapotec has two kinds of L tone because it originally contrasted four 
tone heights. The L. /0/ could therefore have been a tone level between M and 
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or binary and hierarchized (Clements 1983). Anderson (1978) provides a com
prehensive appraisal of the different feature proposals up to that date. If assimi
lations are assumed to spread individual features such as [UPPER] and [RAISED], 
these latter must occur on independent tiers. This then raises the question of 
'vhere these tiers link up, e.g. to a laryngeal node or directly to the TBU? There 
have been numerous proposals in the literature (see the surveys and discussion 
in Yip 1995, 2002; Bao 1999; Snider 1999; and Lee 2008). The advantage of the 
first proposal is that tones frequently interact \vith other laryngeal properties. 
Halle and Stevens' (1971) syste1n in (35) - an early attempt to captLire the relation 
behveen tone and obstruent voicing - fails, ho"'ever, to characterize more than 
three tone heights: 

(35) tones voiceless obstruents sonoran.ts voiced obstr11ents 

H M L p t  k f s n1 n l ,v j  b d g v z  
stiff + + 
slack + + 

Clearly, one wants to account for the relation bet1,reen tone and (non-modal) phon

ations, or the interference of obstruent voicing with tonal assimilations, but not 
at the expense of losing the generalization that tones are distributed by TBUs. While 
tones have an autosegmental independence, they ultin1ately must be realized 
on something, e.g. a VO\vel or syllabic consonant. A language may consistently 
assign tones by mora, such that a CVV syllable receives tl''O tones, or it n1ay assign 
tones by syllable. Sometimes it is difficult to distinguish bet\veen the !\VO. The 
complexities and corresponding representational possibilities are 1nany. Both 
Clements et al. (2009) and Hyn1an (2009) have expressed doubts that tones should 
be analyzed in terms of features at all. 

5 Possible limits of autosegmental representation 

T\vo general conclusions can be drawn from the preceding sections. First, there 
is still much merit i.n the autoseg.mental insights on tone. Second, tl1ere is mt.1ch 
more work to do. In this section we first address real or apparent problems for 
autosegmental tonology. The arguments for autosegmental tonology \Vere enu
merated in §2. Some of the evidence concerned the non-isomorphisn1 between 
the tones and their TBUs: n1ore than one tone can link to a TBU, in '"hich case \Ve 
get a tonal contour or cluster; conversely, one tone ca.n link to more than oneTBU. 
Contrasting representations such as those in (12a) and (17a) were said to be needed. 
The question here is '"hether they ever get in the way: are there cases where it 
is disadvantageous to represent a tauton1orphemic H-H or L-L as a single tone 
linked to t'.vo TBUs? 

One such a"rkward case would seem to arise in Korn, which has an underlying 
contrast between /H/ and /L/, but a surface contrast between H, M, and L. All 
Iv! tones are derived by a rule that lowers a single H TBU to M "'hen preceded 
by a L or irlitial phrase bow1dary (which can be represented by a o/oL boundary 
tone). This produces outputs such as the follo'"i.ng: 
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(36) a. /fe-yam/ � fe-yam 'mat' [M-HL] 
H L 

b. I fe-)1\Vi.n I � fe-)1\\'ID 'bird' [M-HM] 
H LH 

c. /fe-bu7 I � fe-b(1? 'gorilla' [M-H] 
HHL 

d. /fe-tam/ � fe-tan1 'fruit' [M-H] 
H H  

As in these exan1ples, most noiu1s in Kon1 have a /H/-tone prefix follo,ved by a 
monosyllabic stem that can have any of the four tone patterns exemplified in (36). 
As schematized in (37), the H of the prefix spreads onto a following Lor LH stem: 

(37) a. fe-yfun 
l./] 

%L H L 

b. fe-)1Wffi L-···� 
%L H L H 

As seen in the transcriptions, the output is tv!-HL in (37a) and M-HM in (37b). 
The NI tones in question are conditioned by the rule that lo\vers a H to M after 
a (linked, floating, or boundary) L. In both forms the prefix is thus lo\\•ered to M; 
in addition, in (37b), the (delinked) sten1 L lowers the following H to produce the 
HM contour. Since the prefix lo,vers to M \vithout affecting the stem, the lo,vering 
rule cannot be written as a single-tier rule, as in (38), or we "'Ould get the \vrong 
outputs •M-ML and •M-M: 

(38) H � M I L _ (cf. the Kukuya rule in (13)) 

It is clear that the doubly linked H representation is not useful, but it is not fatally 
contradictory to the autosegme.ntal approach. At least four responses con1e to nli.nd. 
First, assumi.ng that the TBU is the mora and that stems are birnoraic, the M can 
be derived by delinking a H from the first TBU (mora) that immediately follO\VS 
a L. Second, one can complicate the tonal geometry to include a tonal root node, 
as in (39), to \vhich the preceding L can link as a register feahrre, perhaps [-RAISED) 
(cf. the surveys of sin1ilar proposals in Bao 1999 and Snider 1999): 

(39) 

' 
' ' 

' ' 

µ 

' ' 

L H 

µ 

(tonal root node) 

(tonal node) 

Third, assuming that floating tones persist into the output, one might argue that 
the M outputs are derived by phonetic implementation, \vhere the M may be inter
polated as part of the aligning of output tones with their segmental supports. 
A fourth possibility is to spread the L to form a LH Tou, which is phonetically 
interpreted as M. 
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(50) a. ne fe-11an1 -fe � ne fe-11an1 -fe0 'with a n1a t' [L-L-ML-L 0) 

I I I I l.··t.···L.·····+ 
L H L H L H L H 

b. ne fe-Jl'"in -fe � ne fe-Jlwin -fe 'with a bird' [L-L-M-H) 

I I /\ I l.··4 .. ·"'1\ I 
L H L H H L H  L H  H 

c. ne fe-bu? -fe � ne fe-b(1? -fe 'with a gorilla' [L-L-H-1v!] 

I I I I l.:+ I I 
L H HL H L H HL H 

d. ne fe-tam -fe � ne fe-taJn -fe 'with a fruit' [L-L-H-H) 

I I I I l/f I I 
L H H  H L H H  H 

As seen, Korn has both H.- and L-tone spreading. In (50a), L-tone spreading causes 
the follo,ving H to delink (producing a level L 0 tone on the postposition), \vhile 
H-tone spreading does not cause the follo,ving L to delin.k. \"/ith a single H TBU 

lowering to M after L (cf. (37)), the noun stein /-11an1/ 'mat' surfaces '"ith a ML 
contour tone. Similarly, the sten1 /-JIW'ID/ 'bird' surfaces as M, e.ach of the two linked 
H tones being knvered to M by a precedi.ng L. The i.rn.portant examples are (50c) 
and (50d). As seen, \vhen the L of /ne/ spreads and delinks the H of the noun 
prefix /fe-/, the latter's H tone floats. As a result, the floating H shields the roots 
/-bu?' I 'gorilla' and /-trun/ 'fruit' from lowering to M. (The floating L of /-bu?' I 
is responsible for the Jo,.vering of the postposition /-fe/ to NI in (50c).) Since the 
H to M lo,vering process is a late one for 'vhich we have even entertained the 
possibility that it applies in phonetic implementation, it should be clear that 
the floating Hs must persist into the surface representations. The alternative, that 
L-tone spreading does not delink a follo,ving H, but rather creates LH rising 
tones that are simplified in phonetic in1plementation, is perhaps suspect, if not 
ad hoc. If, on the other hand, the floating tones are allowed to occur in surface 
representations, the solution is straightfor,,rard. 

Such a conclusion \.vould also seem to have consequences for other analyses. 
Particularly within OT, the question arises whether a strrviving, delin.ked float
ing tone should be able to satisfy MAx(Tone). Data from Kuki-Thaado'" suggest 
maybe not. In this largely monosyllabic Tibeto-Burman language, words are 
underlyingly /H/, /l/, or /HL/ (Hyman 2010). As seen in (Sla), however, a 
rising tone results from L-tone spreading: 

(51) a. /huon + z60IJ/ 

L. · · · · · · 1 
L H 

� h�ton ZOOI) 'garden monkey' 

b. /huon + z6ol) + guup I � hi.ton zoo1J guup 'six garden n1onkeys' 

l ... ----�-- ----·
·1 

L H L 
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In (51b) we see that Kuki-Thaado"' also has H-tone spreading, and the Hof /z6oQ/ 
is delinked. This is because rising (LH) and falling (HL) tones are permitted only 
phrase-finally. Thus, the L of /huon/ 'garden' is realized on /zoo!)/ 'n1onkey', 
and the H of /zoor)/ is realized on /guup/ 'six'. 

Now consider the forms in (52). 

(52) a. /huon + zoo1) + thum/ -? huon zoo!) thfun 'three garden n1onkeys' 

I I I 
L H H 

b. /hi.ion + zoo1J + giet/ -? huon z6oJJ gtet 

I I I 
L H HL 

'eight garden monkeys' 

As seen, L-tone spreading does not occur \vhen the targeted H tone is followed 
in h.u-n by a H or HL tone. The question is: Why not? To answer this \ve have but 
to consider \vhat the output \vould have been if L-tone spreading had applied in 
(52). The H of /z6oI)/ v.1ould necessarily have had to delink, since a LH rising 
tone is \veil formed only in phrase-final position. As a result, the underlying /H/ 
would, at best, have to float. The question, then, is \vhy this would not be \veil 
formed. It  cannot be that an input link m11st remain as such in the output, since 
the H does delink in (51b). Instead, \.Yhat seems to allo'v L-tone spreading to apply 
in (51a) and (51b) is that the input /H/ of /zoo!)/ is preserved in the output: It is 
realized within the LH contour on its own syllable in (51a) and as part of the HL 
contour on the following syllable in (51b). In other words, MAX(H) is satisfied. We 
must suppose, therefore, that if L-tone spreading applied in (52) and delinked the 
/H/ of /z601J/, the resulting floating H \vould not satisfy MAx(H). By contrast, 

H-tone spreading applies \-vhether or not the targeted L remains linked on the 
surface (see Hyman 2010). We therefore can establish the ranking in (53). 

(53) MAx(H) >> SPR.EAD(H,L) >> MAx(L) 

In Kuki-Thaadov.' all input H tones make it to the surface, us. closely related Hakha 
Lai, "'here the opposite ranking MAX(L) >> MAX(H) results in aU input L tones 
being realized on the surface (Hyman and VanBik 2004). It should be noted that 
the non-application of L-tone spreading in (52) results more straightforwardly from 
the ranked constraints in (53), rather than from a require1nent on recoverability: 
had L-tone spreading applied in (52a), the output L-L-H sequence \vould have 
u.na.mbiguously pointed. to u.nd.erlying /L-H-H/, since /L-L-H/ '"ould have been 
realized as L-L-LH. (The same is not true of (52b ), since L-tone spreading does 
not apply to a following HL tone.) If (53) is correct, OT "'ill have made a unique 
contribution in providing a constraint, MAx(H), "'luch is responsible for the non
application of L-tone spreading in (52). By contrast, a rule-based approach would 
have to stipulate that L-tone spreading occurs to a. L-H sequence "'hen the H is 
follo"'ed either by pause or by a L tone, and "'ould not provide any motivation 
for '"hY the rule does not apply '"hen the following tone is H or HL. Whether 
this is an indication that OT is on the right track - and can hence offer n1ore improve
n1ents over the pre-OT conceptions of tonology - remains to be seen. In fairness, 
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it must be said that the blocking of an othenvise general L-tone spreading pro
cess in (52) is unique to Kuki-Thaado\v. As pointed out by Hyman (1973b: 157), 
we expect L-H-H to be a better target for L-tone spreading than L-H-L. Except 
for Kuki-Thaado,v, this is true •vhether the H-H sequence is from two /H/ tones 
or from one /H/ that is doubly linked. 

\iVhere does this leave the representation of tone? To summarize the foregoing 
sections, although the \vell-formedness and mapping conventions in (44) have been 
superseded in subsequent '"ork, n1ost of the essential representational insights 
of autosegn1ental tonology are still intact. The above discussion has only touched 
on a small part of the vast world of tone and of the growing constraint-based 
literature treating tone. Whatever the outcome of ongoing OT interpretations of 
tone, it is likely that questions of representation '"ill remain central. 
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Consonant Clusters 
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1 Introduction 

It is comn1only observed across languages that phonological processes may 
apply only in certain ("non-prominent") positions. In contrast, elements in other 
("prominent") positions typically resist or trigger these processes. Such prominent 
vs. non-pron1inent positional distinctions are further applicable to more general 
patterns of licensing and neutralization of phonological contrasts; na1nely, 
featural/segmental contrasts are likely to be licensed in pron1inent positions, whereas 
these contrasts are likely to be neutralized in non-prominent positions. Pairs 
of prominent and non-prominent positions include "'Ord-initial vs. non-initial, 
stressed vs. unstressed, root vs. affix, and prevocalic vs. preconsonantal positions. 

A1nong the positional effects involving these pairs, this chapter is mainly con
cerned \vith those involving the two men1bers of intervocalic consonant clusters. 
See Beckman (1998) and Barnes (2006) for recent extensive investigations of otl1er 
positional effects; see also CHAPTER 104: ROOT-AFFIX ASYMMETRIES and CHAPTER 

102: CATEGORY-SPECIFIC EFFECTS. In intervocalic C.,C2 clusters, the preconsonantal 
C., is n1ore likely to w1dergo phonological processes such as voicing and place 
assi.Jnilation, i.J1 contrast with the prevocalic C2, \·vhich is rarely subject to such 
processes. J will refer to th.is asymmetric positional effect as the C2 dominance 
effect. 

This chapter discusses empirical data patterns \vhich display positional effects. 

Its focus \Vilt be on how to explain the C2 domi.J1ance effect. I \Vilt begi.J1 \'tith a 
discussion of typical data patterns of the C2 dominance effect and proceed to less 
coo:unon, some,vhat exceptional, patterns which are nonetheless cru.cial in com
parillg the previous approaches. Specifically, I '"ill concentrate on ilie comparison 
bet"1een prosody-based approaches (Ito 1986, 1989; Cho 1990; Goldsmith 1990; 
Rubach 1990; Lombardi 1995, 1999, 200lb; Beckn1an 1998; Kabak and ldsardi 2007) 
and cue-based approaches (Steriade 1993, 1995, 1999, 2001, 2009; Flenm1ing 1995; 
Jun 1995, 2004; Padgett 1995; Boersina 1998; Hume J.999; Cote 2000; Wilson 2001; 
Blevins 2003; Seo 2003). lt \.viii be shown that current evidence is mixed. Much 
of the commonly observed data, to be discussed ill the follo,ving two sections, 
can be equally \Veil accomn1odated in the l\vo approaches. Ho\vever, there 
exist less collllnon patterns which can be understood under only one of the two 
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approaches. Evidence exclusively supporting the cue-based approach \Viii be 
discussed in §4, and evidence for the prosody-based approach in §5. 

2 C2 dominance effect 

Assimilation occurs in consonant clusters \Vhen one of two neighboring consonants 
takes on son1e property of the other. I '"ill call the former (i.e. the undergoer of 
assimilation) the target, and the latter (i.e. the source of the assimilating prop
erty) the trigger. With respect to the assimilation in C1C2 clusters, it is cross
linguistically true that C1 and C2 are the target and the trigger, respectively, and 
thus the direction of assimilation is regressive. To illustrate this C2 dominance 
effect, I will first consider patterns of voicing assin1ilation and then patterns of 
place assimilation. Finally, patterns of consonant deletion will be discussed. 

As can be seen in (1), in Catalan, Polish and Russian, voiced and voiceless 
obstruents are separate phonemes, and they may occur unhindered in prevocalic 
position. But in clusters composed of obstruents, the first constituent of the 
cluster n1ust agree in voicing \vi.th the follov.'ing constituent. As sho\vn in (1.i), 
underlyingly voiced obstruents in C.1 become voiceless before a voiceless obst(u
ent in C2 \Vhereas underlyingly voiceless obstruents in cl become voiced before 
a voiced obstruent in C2, as in (1.ii). Thus, voicing assimilation occurs in clusters, 
targeting C1• This C2 dominance effect in voicing assimilation can be seen in 
other languages, including Dutch, Yiddish, Sanskrit, Ron1anian, Serbo-Croatian, 
Ukrainian, Ht.u1garian, Egyptian Arabic, and Litht.ianian. Steriade (1999) and 
Beckman (1998) provide in-depth discussion of voicing assimilation, i.e. a type 
of laryngeal neutralization, in these languages, emphasizing that it is normally 
regressive, and thus its Ci dominance effect is quite robust. 

(1) Regressive voicing assimilation 
a. Catalan (from Beckman 1998, citing Hualde 1992) 

_ voiceless 
l. /b/ ',\o(3a 'wolf (FE1'·1)' 'i\owa'tit 'sn1all \volf' 

/g/ a'mI¥a 'friend (FEM)' a'InJ�a't1t 'little friend' 
_ voiced 

11. /t/ 'gata 'cat (FEI-f)' 'gaddu'len 'bad cat' 
/k/ 'p:ika 'little (FEM)' 'p)g'du 'a little hard' 

b. Polish (from Rubach 1996, Beckman 1998) 
voiceless 

1. /bl za[b )a 'frog' za[l2.k)a 'sn1all frog' 
/di \VO(d)a 'water' \VO(tk)a 'vodka' 

_ voiced 
II. /If/ li[tf]yc 'count' li[dzb ]a 'numeral' 

/kl szla[k]-u 'route (GEN SG}' szla[gh]ojo'·"Y '\·var route' 

c. Russian (fron1 Kenstowicz 1994, Kiparsky 1985, Padgett 2002) 
_ voiceless 

1. /bl korob-a 'bastbax (GEN SG)' kiroj2:ka 'bastbax (orM)' 
/di pod-nesti 'to bring (to)' po�isati 'to sign' 
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(3) Cas1ial speech place assin1ilation 
a. Korean' 

i. /n1it+ko/ 
/ip+ko/ 
/cinan pam/ 

[n1itk'o] - [n1ikk'o] 
[ipk'o] - (ikk'o] 
[cinanbam] - [cinambam] 
[ikt'a], *(itt'a], *[ikk'a] 
[ipt'a], •[itt'a], "[ipp'a] 

'believe (CONN)' 

'�vear (INF)' 
'last night' 
'ripe (INF}' u. /ik+ta/ 

/ip+ta/ 
/pal)+pota/ [pa1)bota], •[pambota), *[pal)gota] 

'wear (INF)' 
'(1nore) than roon1' 

b. English (based on Bailey 1970) 
i. right poor righ[p I poor 

good-bye goo [ b ]bye 
u. keep track •kee[t] track 

back track *ba(t] track 
•keep [ p ]rack 
*back (k]rack 

This C2 dominance effect in casual speech assimilation can also be seen in other 
languages, such as German (Kohler 1990, 1991a, 1991b, 1992), Malay, Thai (Lodge 
1986, 1992), Toba Batak (Hayes 1986), Spanish (Harris 1969), and Ponapean (Rehg 
and Sohl 1981); see also CHAPTER 79: REDUCTION on assimilation as a casual 
speech phenomenon. 

The C2 dominance effect is not limited to assimilation in consonant dusters, but 
extends to consonant deletion in clusters. Consonant deletion occurs in clusters 
when one of t'"'O adjacent consonants, i.e. the target, deletes. It has been observed 
and emphasized in the literature (Cote 2000; \rVilson 2001; Jun 2002; McCarthy 
2008) that Cv as opposed to Cv is ahvays the target in such deletions. For instance, 
as sho,11n in (4), stops in C11 not Cv delete in Diola Fogny, West Greenlandic, and 
Basque. 

( 4) Consonant deletion: C1 is the target 

a. Diola Fogny (Sapir 1965) 
/let+ku+ja,11/ [le kuja\'\r] 
/kuteb sinaI)as/ [kute sinaJ)as] 
/tkct..Qo/ [eke bo] 

'they '11on't go' 
'they carried the food' 
'death there' 

b. West Greenlandic (Risch.el 1974; Fortescue 1980) 
/qanik+lerpoq/ [qani lerpoq] 'begins to approach' 
/ukijuq+tuqaq/ [ukiju tuqaq] 'old year' 
/anguti+kulak/ [angu kulak] 'he goat' 

c. Basque (Hualde 1987) 
/bat+paratu/ (ba-paratu) 
/bat+kurri/ [ba-kurri] 
/guk+piztu/ [gu-piztu] 
/guk+kendu/ [gu-kendu] 

'put one' 
'rtLn one' 
'we light' 
''11e take away' 

1 li1 Korean, ,,,hich has a three-way laryngeal contrast amo11g obstrue11ts, i.e. lenis, aspirated, and 
ter1se, ler1is obstruents becoo.\e tense after 3l1 obstruent (Post-obstrue11t tensir1g), a.i\d voiced ben,•eeo 
sonorants (lnter-sonorant voicing). See !Gm-Renaud (1986) and Ahn (1998) for details of these auto
matic processes. 
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In addition to those sho"'n above, consonant deletion with a c., target can be found 
in Akan (Lombardi 2001b, citing Schachter and Fromkin 1968), Axininca person 
prefixes (Lon1bardi 2001b, citing Payne 1981), Carib (Gildea 1995), and Tunica 
(\iVilson 2001, citing Haas 1946). 

Consequently, as summarized belo1v, the cross-linguistic generalization which 
is common to the three phonological processes (voicing assimilation, place assim
ilation, and consonant deletion) is that C, in intervocalic C1C2 clusters is the target, 
whereas C2 is the trigger. 

(5) The C2 dominance effect in. voicing assimilation, place assimilation, and consonant 
deletion. 
In intervocalic C,C2 clusters, C1 is a typical target, and C2 is a typical trigger. 

Let us consider ho\v to capture this C2 dominance effect. It  is not diffictllt to 
derive patterns \Vith the C2 dominance effect \Vithin the frame,vork of previous 
theories such as classical generative theory, autosegmental phonology, and under
specification theory. For instance, regressive assin1ilation can easily be characterized 
by a rule of the type shown in (6a). Ho\vever, progressive assimilation can also 
be formulated \vith equal complexity, as sho"'n in (6b ), and its absence, or at best 
rarity, in the typology \voi.tld be a surprise. Representational theories such as 
autosegmental phonology, feature geometry, and underspecification theory would 
be no better in this respect than classical generative theory, as there is no plausible 
reason to differentiate in the con1plexity of the representation between the two 
111embers of a consonant cluster. (See Jun 1995 for the relevant discussion.) 

(6) Rules for consonant place assi111ilation 
a. C � [aplace] I _  [C, aplace] 
b. C � [aplace) I [C, aplace) _ 

(regressive assiJnila tion) 
(progressive assimilation) 

Compared to the rule-based theories '''ith a focus on the correct formulation of the 
language-specific phonological processes, Optin"tality Theory (McCarthy and Prince 
1995; Prince and Smolensky 2004) is more concerned \vith universal patterns, thus 
being in a better position to explain positional effects such as the C2 do111inance 
effect and t1.11derstand the motivation behind processes showing the effect. 

Along with the development of Optimality Theory, there have been hvo 
major lines of approach to the analysis of the positional effects, Licensing-by-cue 
and Licensing-by-prosody (in Steriade's 1999 terminology). The prosody-based 
approacl1 explains positional asymn1etries by reference to prosodic structure. It 
attributes the C2 dominance effect to the coda-onset asymmetry since C1 and C2 are 
usually syllabified as a coda and an onset, respectively. The C1 in the coda is likely 
to be targeted in the processes since the coda is phonologically non-prominent 
and marked. In contrast, the C2 ill the onset resists these processes siJ1ce the onset 
is phonologically prominent and unn1arked. For an analysis of the data of the 
C2 dominance effect, either greater faithfulness to the onset and/or dispreference 
for the coda or (marked) properties in the coda have been called on. Specifically, 
within the frame"rork of Optimality Theory, positional faithfulness constraints 
for the onset or/and positional markedness constraints for the coda have been 
adopted in the literature. (See Casali 1996, 1997 and Beckman 1998 for positional 
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faithfulness analyses, and Zoll 1998 for the comparison between positional faith
fulness and positional markedne.ss.) 

In contrast, the cue-based approach (Flemming 1995; Steriade 1995, 1999, 2001, 
2009; Boersma 1998; Cote 2000; Wilson 2001; Blevins 2003; Jun 2004) explains the 
C2 dominance effect by relying on the perceptual factors involved. The C1 has lO\V 
perceptibility since it is preconsonantal and thus may lack important perception 
cues, such as release bursts and C-to-V forn1ant transitions, to laryngeal/place 
feahires and segn1enthood under overlap with C2 (Lan1ontagne 1993; Wright 1996). 
In contrast, the C2 is perceptually prominent since it is prevocalic, being able 
to maintain such perception cues. (See Wright 2004 for a detailed discussion of 
perception cues.) From the assumption that change in perceptually prominent posi
tions would cause drastic input-output difference, and thus be greatly dispreferred, 
whereas the co1nparable change in non-pron1inent positions would cause less 
difference, and thus be less dispreferred, it is derived that non-prominent C1 is 
more likely to be modified, i.e. targeted in phonological processes, than prominent 
C2• Thus, the cue-based approach attributes the C2 dominance effect to higher 
perceptibility of C2 over C,. 

The t"'O approaches under consideration differ in whether the constraints (and 
rules) adopted to explain positional effects should be expressed as prosody-based 
or string-based (more precisely, cue-based) statements. Ho•vever, the empirical 
data presented thus far will not distinguish the hvo approaches, since the pre
consonantal C, which is expected to be the target of the phonological processes in 
the cue-based approach is normally syllabified as a coda, which the prosody-based 
approach also expects to be the more likely target. In §4 and §5, I will present the 
<la.ta patterns for which the hvo approaches make distinct predictions. 

3 
Non-assimilatory neutralization 

Assimilation can be considered as a case of contrast neutralization. As shown in 
the previous section, assimilation is primarily regressive (i.e. C, is the target), and 
thu.s potential contrasts of the assimilating feature are neutralized in C, position. 
For instance, in regressive voicing assimilation, consonants in C1 with distinct voice 
feature values in their underlying form "'ould have identical phonetic realization 
with respect to voicing, i.e. they are voiced before a voiced segment and voice
less before a voiceless one. Non-assin1ilatory neutralization of voicing, as \veil 
as other laryngeal features and place of articulation featLlres, targets the C, and 
word-final position. ln languages \.vhich have voicing assimilation in consonant 
clusters, the word-final position is the only available target of non-assimilatory 
neutralization, and in fact languages with voicing assirnilation mentioned ir1 
the previous section sho\v final devoicing, as ir1 (7) (see also CHAPTER 69: FINAL 
DEVOICING AND FINAL LARYNGEAL NEUTRALIZATION). 
(7) Final devoicing in languages tvith voicing assimilation 

a. Catalan (Becko1an 1998, citing Hualde 1992) 
_v _# 

i. /t/ ['gata] 'cat (FEM)' ['gat] 
/k/ ['p'.)ka) 'little (FEr-1)' ['pok] 

'bad (t.1ASC)' 
'little (MASC)' 
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(9) Place assimilation and final place neutralization 
a. Spanish (froJn Harris 1984) 

1. Hon1organic NC clusters: ca [n1p]o, ma[ns)o, 1na[IJk]o, a[11Jf)ora, 
m.a[ut Jo 

u. Final [n] in standard varieties: e[n] Chile, ta[n] frio, u[n] elefante 
1u. Final [!JI in non-standard varieties: e[IJ) Chile, ta[!)) frio, u[!J) elefante 

b. fapa.nese (Vance 1987; Yip 1991; Ito et al. 1995; Kager 1999) 
1. Geminates 

kap.pa 'a legendary being' 
kit. te 'stamp' 
gak.koo 'school' 

ii. Ho111organic nasal + obstruent 
tom.bo 'dragonfly' 
non .do 'tranquil' 
ka1J.gae 'thought' 
/jom + te/ -7 jonde 'reading' 
/Jin + te/ -7 finde 'dying' 

m. Final morn nasal 
hoN 
zeN 

'book' 
'goodness' 

There are also languages in which place neutralization occurs only in a non
assilnilatory fashion. As discussed in Lon1bardi (200lb, citing Rice 1989), non
sonorant consonants in Slave (Athabas.kan) are realized as /h/ syUable-finally, 
as shown in (10a). Sonorants are like obstruents in havmg no place distmctions, 
although the exact final neutralization patterns are not the same. Syllable-final nasals 
delete, nasali.zi11g the preceding vowel, and /j/ is the only possible coda aJnong 
non-nasal sonorants. Another exan1ple of non-assimilatory place neutralization is 
from the Kelantan dialect of Malay (Teoh 1988). Final stops /k  t pl are realized 
as (?], and final fricatives like /s/ as [h), as shown m (10b}. 

(10) Fimil place neutra.lization (from Lombardi 2001b) 

a. Slave 
I. /ts' ad/ ts' ah -ts' a de 'hat' .. /xaz/ xah 'scar' u. -yaze 
ill. /seey/ seeh -zeeye 'saliva' 

/tl'ut/ ti' uh -tl'uie 'rope' 

b. Kelantan Malay . /ikat/ ika7 'tie1 I. 
11. /sasak/ sasa? 'cro,vded' 
JU. /dakap/ daka? 'e1nbrace' 
JV. /tap is/ taprh 'to filter' 

ln these languages, contrasts of some features other than place can be maintamed 
fmally, for i11stance obstruents vs. sonorants m Slave and stops vs. fricatives in 
Kelantan Malay. But there are also Jnany languages like Burmese m which all 
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consonants are neutralized to [']. (See Lombardi 2001b and references therein for 
1nore details.) 

In swnn1ary, as stated below, the preconsonantal C1 is not only the typical 
target of assimilation, but also the typical target of the non-assimilatory neutraliza
tion. The \¥Ord-final position is an additional typical target of the neutralization. 

(l 1) The C2 dominance effect in (assimilatory and non-assimilatory) laryngeal and place 
neu traliza ti on 
Preconsonantal C1 and word-final positions are common target positions. 

It  is usually the case that preconsonantal C1 and word-final positions form a 
natural class, i.e. coda. Thus it is obvious that the prosody-based approach 
can provide a unified account of positional neutralizations of C1 and word-final 
positions, attributing both cases to the coda-<lnset asy1nn1etry. The cue-based 
approach also provides a son1e,.vhat unified account for the tlvo conm1on target 
positions based on the fact that the \VOrd-final position lacks C-to-V transition cues, 
just as preconsonantal C, does, and thus it has lower perceptibility compared 
to the prevocalic C2 position. Consequently, the relatively common positional 
neutralization patterns presented thus far do not significantly distinguish the two 
approaches. In the ren1ainder of this chapter, I "'ill consider the patterns '"'hich 
crucially distinguish them. 

4 Evidence for the cue-based approach 

4.1 Neutralization sites -:f:. syllable positions 
According to the prosody-based approach, neutralization contexts should be 
described in prosodic tern1s: for instance, "codas are the target of laryngeal 
neutralization." But, as discussed by Steriade (1999), there are cases in 'vhich there 
is no consistent connection betlveen neutralization sites and syllable structure. 

First, there are languages in \vhich neutralization targets only c.,, not "'Ord-final, 
positions. Languages in 'vhich laryngeal neutralization occurs only in C,, not at 
the end of the word, include Yiddish, Romanian, Serbo-Croatian (Lombardi 
2001b: 269), French, Hungarian, and Kolruni (Steriade 1999). In addition, place 
neutralization of nasals occurs only in C11 not at the end of the word, in Diola 
Fogny (Sapir 1965) and the Souletin dialect of Basque (Hualde 1993). Under the 
prosody-based approach, it is not clear \vhy word-medial and final codas behave 
differently, and even less clear why n1edial codas are more likely to be targeted 
in the neutralization than "'Ord-final codas (see CHAPTER 36: FINAL CONSONANTS 
for more discussion). In contrast, in the cue-based approach, the asymmetry 
bet'''een preconsonantal C, and final positions may be derived from their relative 
perceptibility difference. C., 1nay be considered less perceptible than word-final 
position, because stops in C1, "'luch overlap with consonants in C2, are more likely 
to be unreleased, thus lacking the release burst and closure duration cues, than 
those in "'Ord-final position.3 

3 Blevins (2006: 143) discusses data from Dhaa.sa.na, Chadic Ara.le, a.J\d Maltese in which devoicing occurs 
exclusively at the end of the word, not in C, position. This word-final, but not syllable-final, devoi
l"ing can be a problem not only for the prosody-based approach but also for the cue-based approa ch. 
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Second, laryngeal neutralization targets C, only before obstruents, not before 
sonorants, regardless of its syllabic assignn1ent in many languages, including 
Lithuanian, Gennan, Russian, Greek, Sanskrit, Polish, Hungarian, and Kolarni. Notice 
that it is possible that C1 in intervocalic C1C2 clusters is syllabified as a coda \vhen 
sonorant consonants occupy C2, and its voicing contrast is then expected to be 
neutralized in the prosody-based approach. Also, it is usually the case that an 
obstruent is syllabified as an onset \vhen it occurs as the first constituent of the 
word-initial clusters composed of obstruents, and then its voicing contrast is 
expected to be licensed in the prosody-based approach. These two expectations 
of the prosody-based approach are not satisfied in the languages mentioned 
above. For instance, in Lithuanian, "'here consonant clusters are heterosyllabic 
regardless of co1nposition (e.g. /'auk.le/), voicing of obstruents may be contrastive 
in the coda \•vhen they occur before sonorants, as in (12c). The voicing of an 
obstruent is neutralized in the onset \vhen it precedes another obstruent, as in 
(12b). Consequently, it is difficult to provide an adequate description of neutral
ization contexts in syllabic terms. 

(12) Lithuanian obstruents in clusters (Steriade 1999) 

voiceless voiced 
a. licensed onsets sarn'gus 'cheerful' zmo'gus 'man' 
b. neutralized onsets spalva 'color' 'lizdas 'nest' 
c. licensed codas aug.muo 'gro,vth' ak.1nu6 'stone' 
d. neutralized codas dau [k) 'nn1ch' 

In contrast, to explain the difference i.n the likelil1ood of the neutralization 
between pre-obstruent and pre-sonorant positions, the cue-based approach may 
still rely on the perceptibility difference of the t\VO positions. Specifically, the pre
obstruent position lacks the main contextual cues (VOT and other release-related 
cues), and thus is less perceptible than the pre-sonorant position, '"here the 1nain 
cues can be n<aintained. 

Finally, there are languages in which neutralization patterns are fixed despite 
the variable syllabification. As discussed by Steriade (1999), for both Sanskrit and 
Ancient Greek syllable divisions in obstruent-sonorant clusters "'ere variable, 
depending on "the dialect, the period, the literary style and the juncture separat
ing tl1e consonants." IJ� contrast, there was no variation in the pattern of laryngeal 
neutralization: in styles or dialects where VC1.C2V divisions '"ere the norm for 
all clusters, laryngeal neutralization did not take place before heterosyllabic 
sonorants. This indicates iliat laryngeal features in these languages are neutral
ized irrespective of the syllabic affiliation of clusters, and ilius the neutralization 
patterns cannot be adequately described in syllable terms. 

The above patterns indicate that syllable positions like codas are neither a 
sufficient nor a necessary condition for the occurrence of neutralization. Codas 
are not a sufficient condition in the patterns in which only \vord-1nedial, as opposed 
to final, codas and pre-obstruent, as opposed to pre-sonorant, codas are neutral
ized. Codas are not a necessary condition .in  the patterns in ,.vhich an obstruent 
onset in word-initial clusters is neutralized. Codas would be totally useless in 
describing the Sanskrit and Greek patterns with variable syllabification but fixed 
neutralization patterns. Consequently, all these patterns can be taken as evidence 
against the prosody-based approacl1 and in favor of the cue-based approach. 
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C2 in Murii)bata. Miriwung is just like Murii)ba!a, in that the apical contrast is 
maintained in C1, but neutralized in �· Apical neutralization additionally occurs 
at the beginning of the \Vord in \vhich only alveolars, not retroflexes, are allowed 
to occur. 

Consequently, the typical targets of apical neutralization may be summarized 
as belo,v: 

(15) The C1 dominance effect in (assimilatory and non-assimilatory) a.pica/ neutraliza.tion 
Postconsonantal C2 and word-initial positions are common target positions. 

This is therefore the complete opposite of the C2 don1inance effect in the 
neutralization patterns of laryngeality and major C-Places of articulation. Given 
that C2 is usually an onset, the prosody-based approach cannot explain the C1 
dominance effect in apical neutralization in the same way as the C2 dominance 
effect summarized in (13). In contrast, in the cue-based approach, the C, domin
ance effect may be derived naturally from the perception fact that cues to the 
apical distinction lie primarily in the V-to-C, not C-to-V, transitions, and thus C1 
is n1ore pron1inent in the perception of the apical contrast than C2• As discussed 
by Steriade (2001), citing Ladefoged and Maddieson (1986), Dave (1976), Stevens 
and Blumstein (1975), and Bhat (1973), the formant transitions into retroflexes in 
C1 sho"' distinctively lO\V F3 and F4 values, compared to those of denti-alveolars, 
•vhereas the transitions out of retroflexes in C2 are not distinct from those of denti
alveolars. This acoustic asyn1ffietry originates from the characteristic articulation 
of retroflexes, in which the tongue tip n1oves forward during the closure and releases 
from the same constriction location as apico-alveolars. 

Consequently, both the C2 dominance effect in major C-Place assimilation 
and the C1 do1ninance effect in apical assin1ilation may be derived fro1n the 
n1ai..t1 argument of the cue-based approach, i.e. the neutralization targets positions 
vvhich lack pronunent perceptual cues to the contrasts in question. Thus, the 
apical neutralization typology may form very strong evidence for the cue-based 
approach by sho"1ing a case of contrast-specific neutralization. (See Zhang's 2004 
discussion of contour tone typology for an additional case of contrast-specific 
licensing /neu traliza ti on.) 

5 Evidence for the prosody-based approach 

5.1 Obstruent-sonorant clusters in Catalan 
The cue-based approach provides a string-based, not prosody-based, account for 
positional neutralizations. If t\.vo sequences are segmentally identical, and thus 
not significantly different in the perceptibility involved, the cue-based approach 
expects the hvo lo behave similarly \Vith respect lo neutralization even when 
they have different prosodic structures. Suppose that in obstruent-sonora.nt C1� 
dusters, the C1 obstru.ent 1nay be syllabified either as an onset or as a coda, depend
ing on the environment. The cue-based approach expects that the C1 obstruent 
will behave invariably with respect to positional neutralization, regardless of 
•vhelher it is an onset or a coda. If, as predicted by the prosody-based approach, 
the C1 is licensed \vhen syllabified as an onset, but neutralized \vhen syllabified 
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b. dental I _ lateral 
voiced 
at/eta [d.1] 'athlete' 

voiceless 
none 

Further, comparable active neutralization, ivhich is even more difficult to explain 
within the cue-based approach, can be observed in the obstruent-sonorant 
seguences occurring across word boundaries. In Catalan, '''Ord-final obstruents 
assimilate in voicing to the follo•ving consonants including liquids. Word-final 
stops, '''hich are voiceless before an initial vo"rel of the follo\.ving \vord (18.ii), 
become voiced before an initial sonorant (18.i). Thus the C1 obstruents here are 
neutralized \vith respect to voicing. This final obstruent neutralization would not 
be expected •vithin the cue-based approach, since the san1e obstruent-sonora.nt 
sequences within a word are not subject to the voicing neutralization, as sho,vn 
in (16a). So this is a case in which identical sequences behave differently "'ith respect 
to neutralization, depending on where they occur. According to Wheeler (2005), 
the only difference behveen the obstruent-sonorant sequences of (16a) and (18.i) 
is in syllabic affiliation: the C1 obstruents in (16a) are onsets, whereas those in 
(18.i) are codas. Thus, only the prosody-based, not cue-based, approaches can explain 
the voicing patterns of obstruents i.n Catalan. 

(18) Neutralized obstruent voicing in Catalan obstruent sonorant clusters 

a. non-sibilant I _ #liquid 
i. poc logic /'p:>k#a'b3ik/ 
ii. poc amable 

b. non-sibilant I _ #glide 
i. poc whisky /'p;:,k#'•viski/ 
ii. poc usual 

[' p::ig. 'l:i3ik l 
['p:>.ka' mab.bla] 

( 'p:>g.'wiski] 
['p:>.ku 'zival] 

5.2 Obstruent-sonorant clusters in Eastern 
Andalusian Spanish 

'not very logical' 
'not very friendly' 

'not much '"hisky' 

'not very usual' 

Eastern Andalusian Spanish shows an additional case in \vhich sequences with 
similar perception cues behave differently in contrast distribution and neutralizing 
processes, thus posing a proble1n to the cue-based approach. The discussion of 
this section is mostly based on Gerfen (200:1 ). 

As shown in (19), in Standard Peninsular Spanish, /s/ is alloived in pre
consonantal and word-final positions. In contrast, in Eastern Andalusian 
Spanish, /s/ is not allowed to occur in those positions. As shown in (20a), 
'"ord-final /s/ deletes and aspirates the preceding vo\vel. Preconsonantal C, /s/ 
also deletes but the deletion is accompanied by the gemi.nation of the foUo"ring 
C2 consonant. 

(19) /s/ in Standard Peninsular Spanish (Gerfen 2001) 

a. word-final coda: 
b. pre-C coda: 

[ga.fas] 
[gas.ko] 

'eyeglasses' 
'hehnet' 
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b. Word-internal obstn1ent + liquid clusters 
1. [a.klara] 's/he/it clears up' 
ii. [a.grada] 's/he/it pleases' 
rn. (a.plana] 's/he/it applies' 
iv. [a.trapa] 's/he/it traps' 

But it is still unclear \Vhy /sl/, an obstruent-liquid sequence, does not behave 
like stop-liquid sequences. As sho,..,n in (20b.ii), /s/ is subject to coda deletion 
before /1/. Also, as shoivn belo'"' /ti/, a stop-liquid sequence, behaves like /sl/, 
not like /kl/ and /gl/. If rich perceptual cues to C1 before a liquid can guarantee 
the surface realization of stop-liquid sequences like /kl/, /gr/, /pl/, and /tr/, it 
is difficult to understand "'hy /ti/ and /sl/ cannot surface as such. 

(23) /tl/ dusters in Eastern Andalusian Spanish (Gerfen 2001) 

/atleta/ [ahlleta] 'athlete' 

To summarize, both Catalan and Eastern Andalusian Spanish sho'v asymmetric 
patterns in which only a subset of obstruent-sonorant sequences is subject to the 
distributional restrictions and related alternations targeting an obstruent in C,. 
For the a.nalysis of these patterns, the prosody-based approach can still attribute 
the difference among the obstruent-sonorant sequences to the coda-onset asym· 
metry, but an equally plausible, string-based, solution seems to be unavailable in 
the cue-based approach. See Kabak and Idsardi (2007) for an additional support 
for the prosody-based, as opposed to the cue-based, approach. They investigated 
Korean listeners' perception of non-native sequences, and argue that only syl.lable
based, not string-based, phonotactic constraints can explain their experimental 
results. 

6 Conclusion 

From the literahrre on phonological typology, we know that it is common for 
phonological processes not to apply in all positions, and more generally for 
phonological contrasts not to be licensed in all positions. Such positional effects 
are characterized by reference to certain pairs of prominent and non-prominent 
positions such as word-initial vs. non-initial, stressed vs. unstressed, root vs. affix, 
and prevocalic C2 vs. preconsonantal C, positions. An1ong these, this chapter has 
been mainly concerned with the C2 do1ninance effect in which preconsonantal 
C1 in intervocalic C1C2 clusters is likely to be targeted for neutralization, \vhereas 
prevocalic C2 is likely to trigger or resist such neutralization. This C2 dominance 
effect is quite robust in laryngeal and place neutralization and consonant dele
tion. I have looked at the relevant data patterns, ranging from ·1.vell known and 
conunon to less known and relatively exceptional, while comparing the cue-based 
and prosody-based approaches. Como1on da ta. patterns can be explained equally 
\veil by boili approaches. In contrast, less common or some"'hat exceptional 
patterns may distinguish the h'10 approaches. Ho'"ever, the evidence so far is 
mixed. Not only neutralization patterns in which there is no connection between 
neutralization sites and syllable positions, but also apical neutralization patterns, 
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47 Initial Geminates 

ASTRID KRAEHENMANN 

1 Introduction 

There are a nun1ber of different ways in \vhich languages n1al<e phonemic differ
ences between consonant segments. One, for example, is on the basis of phono
logical features. The groups of sounds in (la) differ in terms of voicing (CHAPTER 69: 

FINAL DEVOICING AND PINAL LARYNGEAL NEUTRALIZATION), the ones in (lb) in terms 
of continuancv (CHAPTER 13: THE STRICTURE FEATURES), and the ones in (le) in ' 

tern1s of place of articulation (labial, coronal, dorsal) (CHAPTER 22: CONSONANTAL 
PLACE OF ARTICULATION), etc. 

(1) a .  /p t k f s x/ vs. 
b. /p t k b d g/ vs. 
c. Ip b f v /  vs. 

lb d g v z ¥1 
/f S X V Z 'J/ 
/t d s z/ vs. /k g x 'i I 

Another \vay in "'hich consonants n1ay contrast is on the basis of inherent prosodic 
structure such as sound length and/or weight.1 This distinction is also called 
a difference in quantity (see also CHAPTER 37: GEMINATES; CHAPTER 57: QUANTITY
SENSITIVITY). Thus the gToups of sounds in (2) differ in tern1s of quantity, \vhich 
is generally reflected (a) phonetically as long vs. short articulatory duration, 
(b) phonologically as heavy vs. light, and (c) structurally in the 'vay they are 
associated to syllabic and higher-level prosod ic structure. 

(2) /pp tt kk ff ss xx/ vs. /p t k f s x/ 

Cross-linguistically, there are some constraints and in1plicational relationships 
on the existence of such quantity contrasts. As will be sho,vn in the next section, 
initial geminates - i.e. gerninates that contrast 'vi.th singletons at the beginning 
of (lexical) \vords - are a special case, because they are even rarer than medial 
geminates. In the subsequent sections we "'ill discuss in turn some issues regarding 
the phonological representation, prosodic behavior, phonetic properties, percep
tion, and "'ord-edge effects of initial gerninates. These issues will provide some 
interesting insight on 'vhy initial gen1inates are so special. 

1 In this chapter, length/quantity is transcribed by a sequence of identical phonetic symbols. 
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Not many languages are known to have a lexical quantity contrast at \Vord edges 
as \veil as word-medially. As an illustration we give examples fro1n Thurgovian 
Swiss German (lndo-European)2 in (3), \vhich are represen tative of the phonological 
quantity distinction common to the majority of Swiss German dialects. 

(3) Szviss German quanlitt; contrast 
a. initial /ppaaR/ 'pair' vs. /paaR/ 'bar' 

/ttal)kX/ 'tank' vs. /ta1Jkx/ 'thank' 
/kkaaR/ 'coach' vs. /kaaR/ 'cooked' 

b. medial /vappa/ 'crest' vs. /vapa/ 'honeycomb' 
/matta/ 'mat' vs. /n1ata/ '1naggot' 
/rnakka/ 'fault' vs. /maka/ 'ston1ach' 

c. final /alpp/ 'alp' vs. /xalp/ 'calf' 
/veRtt/ 'value' vs. /heRt/ 'hearth' 
/n1aRkk/ 'marrow' vs. /aRk/ 'bad' 

In order to eventually get a better feel for the typological status of initial geminates 
such as the ones in (3a), it is worth taking a look at the established typological 
facts of geminates in general. Surprisingly little comprehensive work has been 
done in this area to date. 

If \Ve consult the largest extant phonological database - the UCLA Phono
logical Segn1ent Inventory Database (UPSID), \vhich is an extended and revised 
online version of Maddieson (1984.), listing the phonemes of 451 languages - only 
12 languages are coded for having at least one geminate consonant segment. 
But not all of them have a quantity contrast to speak of. There are only seven (less 
than 2 percent of the whole sainple) if \'l'e discount those languages \vhich - based 
on the inventories given - have either only a single geminate-singleton pair 
(!Xu (Khoisan), Iraq\v (Afro-Asiatic), and Telugu (Dravidian)) or only geminates 
that come without a singleton counterpart (Inuit (Eskimo-Aleut) and Trumai 
(South American isolate)). Those seven are: the North Caucasian Archi, Avar, and 
Lak; Ocaina (\<\Titotoan), \<\Taray (Austronesian), Wichita (Caddoan), and Wolof 
(Niger-Congo). 

\Nl1ile the general picture that emerges seems to be that quantity contrasts 
are rather uncommon, it is doubtful that they are quite as uncommon as that. 
For example, the database also contains languages such as the lndo-European 
Bengali, Breton, and Non,vegian, as \Veil as Finnish (Uralic), for \Vhich there is 
general consensus among linguists that all have quantity contrasts. However, 
they are not coded as such in UPSID. Thus the typological. interpretation of the 
UPSID data - not only with respect to quaJltity - must be taken \'\1ith the necessary 
pinch of salt (see also Simpson 1999, among others). 

One particular piece of irlformation missing in UPS ID but of priJnary interest for 
our purposes is where \vithin a word the geminates may occur. This i..nforn1ation 
is given, albeit rather implicitly, in the survey of 63 languages with geminates by 

' Language family classification in all cases follow Lewis (2009). 
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Thurgood (1993). In his sample, Thurgood identifies a number of frequency facts 
and prerequisite conditions for gerninates and proposes some ilnplicational 
tendencies. For exan1ple, he finds preferences for certain places of articulation 
(alveolar > labial > velar > glot tal)3 and certain prosodic environments (post-tonic 
>p re-tonic/unstressed; after short vowel > after long vo,vel). But most importantly, 
he establishes that geminates are most favored in intervocalic position or, more 
specifically, if preceded by a short (and stressed) vo,vel and follo'"ed by another 
short vowel (Thurgood 1993: 129). Although not explicitly stated, these flanking 
vowels preferably also belong to the san1e "'ord. This n1eans that if a language 
has any quantity contrast at all, it "'ill be '"Ord-medially. Thus, the existence 
of initial and/or final geminates implies the existence of medial geminates (see 
also Muller 1999). While Thurgood (1993) lists the three Austronesian counter
examples Sa'ban, Kelantan Malay, and Pattani Malay, no further explanation is 
given as to how it could be that they exclusively have initial genlinates, \.vhich 
is an interesting issue that \Ve \Vi.II come back to shortly. Thurgood does not 
mention 'vord-final geminates separately, let alone "'hether or not the languages 
under investigation allo'" "'Ord-final (i.e. syllable-final) consonants in the first place. 
But, based on the preference factors he identifies, we can conclude that a quantity 
contrast is cross-linguistically most comn1on n1edially, sorne,vhat less conm1on 
finally, and least common initially. 

Is there also a specific consonant class that stands out as the most preferred 
to display a quantity contrast? Based purely on the sonority of consonants 
(CHAPTER 49: SONORITY), Moren (1999: 110) answers this question negatively. He 
finds languages \vi.th quantity distinctions in stops, continuants, and sonorants 
ali.ke (Hungarian ('Uralic), Brahui (Northern Dravidian), Italian, Baloch, Gajarati 
(lndo-European)), only in continuants (Tartar (Altaic)), only in sonorants (Hausa 
(Afro-Asiatic)), and only in obstruents (Chechen, Lak (North Caucasian)), but 
also languages that allow geminate stops and sonorants to the exclusion of 
continuants (Kurdish (Indo-European)). He does not list any languages either 
aUowing only stop geminates or excluding only stop geminates, both of '"hich 
he considers to be accidental gaps. In comparison, Thurgood's (1993) generaliza

tions are a bit 1nore fine-grained for place of articulation and voicing \vithin 
the major classes of obstruents and sonorants. He observes that geminate stops 
seen1 to be a prerequisite for geminate affricates to occur, and presents data that 
suggest a voiceless aJveola.r stop or fricative /tt ss/ or an alveolar nasal or Jiq11id 
Inn II/ to be good candidates for the prototypical geminate. 

To conclude our look at geminates in general, it is very surprising to notice 
that 46 of the 63 languages (= 73 percent) in Thurgood's (1993) sample are also 
listed in UPSID, yet obviously with different phoneme analyses fron1 the ones 
consulted by Thurgood. As regards language diversity, six langu.age families 
figure very prominently, accounting for more than 50 percent of the whole set: 
namely, in descending frequency, Afro-Asiatic (10 languages), Indo-European (7), 
Austronesian (6), Altaic (3), Dravidian (3), and Uralic (3). 

3 This means that Thurgood (1993) finds, on the one hand, that alveolar geminates are the most 
frequent and glottal genunates the least frequent and, on the other hand, that if a language has, for 
exarl1ple, ''elar ge1ni.nates it also te.i\ds to ha,re labial a.nd alveolar or1es. He presents l:tis data as a o  
overvie''' of the phonological systems and does not ll.Se tllem to n1ake any clain1s about preferences 
for the emergence of geminates. 
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Figure 47.2 The 10 n1ost frequent geminate phone1nes in the 29 languages listed in 
Muller (2001: 204-233) 

Looking at the frequency of initial gen1inate phonemes, there are son1e interest
ing observations to be made \vith respect to major consonant class, manner, place of 
articulation, and voicing.7 But before looking at these factors, let us first consider 
the 10 most frequent geminates in these languages, as illustrated in Figure 47.2. 

The nasals /nn mm/ and the voiceless stops /tt kk pp/ are among the 1nost 
conunonly occurring gen1inates. The voiceless fricatives /ss ff/, the voiced stops 
/bb dd/, and the liquids /II rr I are next on the top-10 frequency list. Thus, \vithin 
the sonorants Inn/ is most universally present, and 'vi thin the obstruents it is /tt/ 
for the stops and /ss/ for the fricatives. Very significantly, all these sounds follo>v 
the universal preference patterns (cf. Ladefoged and Maddieson 1996; Ladefoged 
2001): they are coronal as well as voiced if sonorant and voiceless if obstruent, 
'vhich is the less marked voicing characteristic 'vi.thin each respective class. 

Considering the entire set of initial geminates, stops and fricatives together 
make up almost two-thirds, 'vith nasals taking the lion's share in the last third 
(see Figure 47.3). Gemi.nate fricatives imply geminate stops, except for Hatoma, 
which has /ff/ and /ss/, but does not allo\v any gen1inate stops or affricates. 
Overa ll, gerninate affricates are least frequent and only occur in conjunction \vi.th 
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QI .... u.. 40 25 
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stops fricati\res nasals ljquids glides affricates 

Figure 47.3 Initial geminates by manner (data from Muller 2001: 204-233) 

7 In this chapter, I refer only to type freqLtency of phonemes and members of natural classes. I ha\re 
no information about token frequency of the sounds in the respective languages. 
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both stops and fricatives. As for the sonorants, nasals are a prerequisite for any 
other type of sonorant geminate (CHAPTER s: SONORANTS). The only exception 
is Yapese, which has only a coronal lateral /II/ and no nasal or other sonorant 
ge111inate, although it has labial, coronal, and dorsal nasal singletons. 

In the complete set of languages, there are 22 that have both obstruent and 
sonorant geminates. Hov1ever, Circassian, Lak, Bernese, and Thurgovian Sw'iss 
German allow only obstruents, "'hile Kiribati, Piro, and Ponapean allo\v only sono
rants. In the latter group, all three languages have gen1inate nasals, most often a 
coronal /nn/. 

Figure 47.4 illustrates the frequencies of the different places of articulation8 in 
the sample. As expected, the predominance of coronals over labials and dorsals 
mirrors the general attested cross-linguistic preferences. Finally, regarding voic
ing where it is contrastive, namely \\'ithin the obstruents, voiceless geminates 
outnumber voiced ones by a little over 100 percent (see Figure 47.5). There are 
seven languages without voicing distinction, for "'hich only "voiceless" geminates 
are listed: Atapec Zapotec, Trukese, Hatoma, Lak, Leti, Puluwat, and Thurgovian 
s,viss German. In three languages, there seem to be "voiced" gen1inates \vithout 
any "voiceless" co1mterpart: Lugbara has /bb dd/ but no •/pp tt/, Ngada has 
/bb/ but no */pp/, and Yapese has /gg/ but no */kk/. However, in all three 
cases, these phonemes are the only obstruent geminates in the respective systems. 
Dobel is a slightly different case, in that it lacks • /pp/, \vith /bbl being part of 
a bigger set, which includes voiceless /tt kk ?? ss/. 
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Figure 47.4 Initial geminates by place of articulation (data from Nluller 2001: 204-233) 
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Figure 47.5 Initial obstruent geminates by manner and voicing (data from Muller 2001: 
204-233) 

• In Muller's (2001) terminology, labials comprise bilabials and labio-dentals, coronals refer to 
(inter)dentals, alveolars, and palatals, and dorsals are velars. 
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a preceding syllable and is the onset of a follo'"ing syllable; see the structures in 
(5). As a rule, "intervocalic" is interpreted to mean "'"ithin one and the same '�'ord." 

(5) Syllabification of geminates and singletons9 
a. ambisyllabic link: ge111inate 

(J (J 

i'v1 
a p a 

[appal 

b. tautosyllabic link: singleton 
(J (J 

I /1 
a p a 

[a pa] 

While there is considerable agreement as to the ambisyUabic nature of geminates 
(but see Topintzi 2008 for a different vie"'), theories vary in what unit they posit 
to link up with these syllable constituents. These assumptions have far-reaching 
consequences for ho\" genunates are phonologically represented, especially so if 
the goal is to establish a single representation that is to capture not only language
specific but also cross-li.nguistic patterns of geminates (e.g. Selkirk 1990; Tranel 
1991; Broselow 1995; BroselO\\T et al. 1997; Ham 1998; Davis 1999a, 1999b, 2003; 
Muller 2001; Curtis 2003; Kraehenmann 2003; Topintzi 2008; Ringen and Yago 2010; 
an1ong others). 

For convenience, '""e briefly sketch the n1ain tenets of the t\.vo con1peting the
ories at this point.10 In rnoraic theory, a gerninate is associated '"ith a unit of "'eight, 
the mora - see (6a) - and should therefore participate in weight-related phenomena 
such as stress patterns, compensatory lengthening, and minimal word conditions. 
In skeletal theory (CHAPTER 54: THE SKELETON), though, a geminate is doubly linked 
to the timing tier - see (6b) - and is prosodically long without pre-association to 
any weight tier. A.s a consequence, \veightless gernina.tes pose a challenge for the 
former theory, moraic geminates for the latter. 

(6) Underlying representa.tion and sylla.bifica.tion 
a. moraic theon; (e.g. Hyman 1985; Hayes 1989) 

a (J a 

""' I 
µ 

I 
µ 

I 
µ µ 

I 
/pp/ a p a /p/ a p 

[appal [a pa] 

a syllable tier 

µ 

I 
,.,,eight tier 

a melodic tier 

• The segmental Labels Linking up to syllable nodes are shorthand for the root nodes representing 
tJ1ese segments. 
'" See Curtis (2003) for a concise survey of the different models of geol.inate represeJ\tatioJ\. 
CHAPTBR 37: GEMJN . .\TES also discusses in detail the basic contro\•ersy bet\veen the \Veight account 
and the timing account, as well as the Composite 1'1odel (e.g. Hume et al. 1997; Muller 2001; Curtis 
2003; Kraehenmann 2003; Baker 2008). A full exploration of this theory goes beyond the scope of this 
chapter. Suffice it to say, however, that it is a combination of the other two models: gerninates are 
associated to h\'O timi11g positio11s and weight, if it plays a role at all, is a conseque11ce of syllabifica· 
tion, urn.inly one of l•Veigltt-by-Position (Hayes 1989). One wo.rry with th.is view .is that .it runs the risk 
of overgeneration, since it allo'''S for all types of combinations bet\veen lengt11 and weight, possibly 
even unattested ones. 
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et al. (1997: 393), Kraehenmann (2003: 26), and Topintzi (2008: 180), the mora can
not cow1t for weight purposes by any measure of analysis when not associated 
to higher level prosodic structure. Finally, Topintzi's (2008) proposal for Trukese 
and Pattani Malay - and moraic onsets in general - is the one illustrated in (8d), 
in v»hich the geminate mora is directly associated v<ith the syllable node to '"hich 
the following vowel belongs. 

This tautosyllabic representation is striking for at least t\.vo reasons. First, it 
treats the geminate like a regular onset consonant by making it entirely the initial 
constituent within the first syllable. There is no an1bisyllabic double linking, 
•vhich is characteristic of geminates in all other proposals. Second, the geminate 
carries a mora equal in all respects to the mora of the syllable nucleus. The 
implications of such structures are, on the one hand, that moraic onsets are expected 
to occur not only \\'Ord-initially but also \\'Ord-medially and, on the other hand, 
that, to an even greater extent, moras play the double role of a unit of weight 
and length. 

In support of the first implication, Topintzi (2008: 170-172) presents some 
intriguing data from Marshallese stress patterns and Trique compensatory 
lengthening processes vvhich suggest an analysis of n1edial geminates \vith tauto
syllabification (see also CHAPTER ss: ONSETS; Topintzi 2010). In the majority of cases, 
though, medial geminates m.ust be analyzed an1bisyllabicaUy as illustrated in (8), 
cases like Marshallese being the exception rather than the rule. Regarding the 
length issue, Topintzi replaces the basic tenet of traditional moraic theory that 
onset consonants are never moraic \\•ith another, based on findings by Hubbard 
(1994) and Han1 (1998), namely "that moras are allocated a n1inin1um target dura
tion" (2008: 174), the controversial proposal being that surface phonetic duration 
is in direct relation to underlying prosodic length. 

To summarize this section, there are a number of different challenges that 
initial geminates pose for the existing theoretical models of representation. Like 
1nedial geminates, initial geminates do not present a unifonn behavior across 
languages. In some cases it is clear that they fuUy participate in •veight-sensitive 
processes (e.g. Trukese), in other cases vveight is not involved at all (e.g. Leti). If, 
in the interest of a universal geminate representation, gen1inates are not under
lyingly moraic, ho\v do we explain the Trukese cases? And vice versa, if geminates 
a.re underlyingly moraic, how do '"'e explain the Leti cases? .N!oreover, ho\v can 
such Leti-type geo�inates occupy the syll.able onset, the non-\·veight position? It is 
evident that strict adherence to the traditional concepts of the t\vO theories is not 
very fruitful. A combination of the t"'O approaches seems rather n1ore promising 
but the proper balance still needs to be established (see also note 10). 

4 Phonetic properties and perception 

In terms of phonetic properties, initial geminates are a model case for illustrating 
the interdependence behveen articulation, acoustics, and perception because not 
only segmental features, such a.s place of articulation, roanner, etc., are involved, 
but prosodic features representing duration also play a role. 

Temporal characteristics have received most attention in phonetic studies of 
ge1ninates to date. Although there is still some discussion on "'hether ge1ninates 
are to be considered long or tense consonants, it is generally accepted that the 
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manifestations of the tense articulation of geminates. One example is the finding 
that the normalized Root Mean Square (RMS) amplitude of the stop release is 
slightly higher for geminates than for singletons for all but one of the five 
speakers, "'ho sho"'S the reverse pattern. Another example "'ould be the fact that 
geminates tend to devoice for aerodynam ic reasons (cf. Ohala 1983), depending 
in degree on factors such as speaker, place of articulation, and position \Vithin 
the "'Ord. Also, voiced stop singletons have a weakish propensity to lenite, i.e. 
become fricatives, while ge1nina tes never do. As for durational correlates a part 
from the primary cue, Ridouane (2007: 129) finds that the duration of the stop release 
- also called "voice onset time" (VOT) or "after closure time" by other authors -

shO\ITS no difference in voiceless stops but is longer for voiced gerninates than for 
singletons.'6 None of these additional correlates, ho,vever, has yet been tested 
for its significance in perception. The jury is still out on whether Tashlhiyt Berber 
native listeners can and do rely on these cues when the primary duration cue is 
not available. 

While VOT plays no role for voiceless stops of Tashlhiyt Berber, it is a temporal 
measure correlating \Vith the quantity distinction of these sounds in Cypriot 
Greek. Parallel to Tserdanelis and Arvaniti's (2001) findings on medial geminates, 
Muller (2001, 2003) establishes that VOT is also significantly longer for genli..nates 
than for singletons in \vord-initial position. Like native listeners of Pattani Malay, 
native listeners of Cypriot Greek can distinguish voiceless stop geminates from 
singletons at the beginning of an utterance. Muller hypothesizes that the subjects 
of her very basic perception experin1ent thus utilize VOT as one of possibly many 
secondary cues to the phonological quantity distinction. 

FinaUy, as \veil as Pattani Malay, Tashlhiyt Berber, and Cypriot Greek, Swiss 
German initial geminates have also received some attention in the literature, in 
particular in the Thurgovian dialect of S"riss German (Kraehenmann 2001, 2003, 
2009; Kraehenn1ann and Lahiri 2008). Kraehenmann (2001, 2003) confir1ns earlier 
findings on other dialects, for exan1ple by Enstron1 and Sporri-Butler (1981) and 
Fu.lop (1994), that VOT does not participate in the quantity opposition: there is no 
difference in the duration of the stop release for geminates and singletons, be they 
initial, medial, or final. Since voiceless stops are the only consonants occurring in 
initial length opposition, the question is again vvhether the phonological difference 
is enhanced by cues other than the pri1nary one. While Jacking any corroborating 
perception evidence, Fulop (1994.) claims to have found potentia.l secon.da.ry non
temporary cues, namely increased intensity, movement, and clarity of post-release 
sonorant formants above F2 for geminates in comparison to singletons. Ho,vever, 
anecdotal evidence in lv!oulton (1979) and the results of a pilot perception study 
reported in Kraellenn1ann (2003) call into question '"'hether listeners can n1ake use 
of these acoustic differences. Their listeners seem ed unable to recover the quantity 
contrast in utterance-initial context. A crucial fact to verify especially in this case 
is "'hether the difference is actually produced by the speakers or "'hether contrast 
neutralization occurs. Using electropalatography (EPG), Kraehenmann and Lahiri 
(2008) set out to do just that in an articulatory study. They find that genli..nates 
a.re indeed articulated signifiecmtly longer (by about 85 rosecs) than sing.letons even 
in absolute utterance/phrase-initial position (see Figure 47.6). 

16 Exactly the same finding is reported in Mikuteit and Reetz (2007) for voiceless and voiced stops 
in East Bengali. 
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201) rightly speculates that the segmental inventory of the language in question 
1nay affect the "availability" of such acoustic cues. But the complexity of syllable 
structures and the degree of the functional load of the contrast must also play a 
significant role. 

5 Edge effects 

In the field of the phonology-phonetics interface, one area of investigation focuses 
on how the articulation of speech sounds is influenced by the position \vithin 
prosodic structure they occur in. A number of effects have been established that 
involve the edges of prosodic domains such as the syllable (CHAPTER 33: SYLLABLE
INTERNAL STRUCTURE), the phonological word (CHAl'TER 51: THE PHONOLOGICAL 
WORD), the phonological phrase (CHAPTER SQ: TONAL ALIGNMENT), etc. What is most 
interesting and relevant with respect to the topic of this chapter is the fact that 
these domain edges - beginnings in particular - have a significant effect on sound 
duration. More specifically, the length of segments or particular properties of 
seginents is greater the higher up in the prosodic hierarchy their edges are (e.g. 
Fujin1ura 1990; Byrd et al. 2005). 

This has become kno\vn in the literature as initial articulaton; strengthening or 
prosodic strengthening. It is important to note at this point, ho\vever, that most 
studies so far have been on sounds that are not in a quantity opposition. For 
example, in their seminal EPG study, Fougeron and Keating (1997) tested the 
English dumn1y syllable no in trisyllabic words with initial, n1edial, and final 
stress embedded in a carrier phrase. They fot.u1d that the amount of linguopalatal 
contact as \veil as the acoustic duration of the syllable-initial nasal increased 
\vith each increasing prosodic level. Fougeron and Keating conclude that these 
"n1ore extre1ne articulations" (1997: 3738) perforn1 an important ftmction for 
perception. On the one hand, they facilitate seginentation into higher prosodic 
domains, bt.1t particularly into \vords. On the other hand, they enhance the 
acoustic cues for identifying sounds and thus assist lexical access. Although the 
correlation behveen the amount of articulator contact and acoustic duration is 
reported as being only '"'eak, it is there nonetheless. Because EPG studies are 
still fe\v and far bet\veen, "''e will also use this acoustic finding as the n1ain basis 
for Ol.tr remaining discussion. 

In a phonetic study on real words, Cho and McQueen (2005) investigated \vord
initial Dutch alveolar stops /t d/ in different phrasal and word-stress contexts. As 
e>.-pected, the closure durations of both voiced and voiceless stops '"ere significantly 
longer in stronger prosodic positions. In addition, ho>vever, the VOTs of voiceless 
stops \vere cun1u.lati.vely shorter in the sani.e prosodic positions, i.e. the opposite 
of the fmdings for English /t/. Cho and McQueen argue in essence that the 
difference is due to the difference in ho\v the phonological encoding of the voicing 
contrast is phonetically enhanced in the h'l'O languages. That is, Dutch /t/, as 
the phonologically unmarked me1nber of the pair (voiceless vs. voiced), has the 
phonetic (defauJ.t) specification [-spread glottis), "''hich is enhanced by shorter 
aspiration; in contrast, English /t/, as the phonologically marked member of the 
pair (aspirated vs. non-aspirated), has the phonetic specification [+spread glottis], 
>vhich is enhanced by longer aspiration. One of their main claiins is thus that 
prosodic strengthening acoustically amplifies the difference bet\¥een sounds in 
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Figure 47.7 Articulation/ closure duration' and VOT in msec for initial geminates and 
singletons in phrase-initial (## _ V) and phrase-medial post-vocalic (V# _ V) context 
and medial geminates and singletons in intervocalic (V _ V) context in three languages: 
Tashlhiyt Berber (Ridouane 2007: 128-129), Swiss German (Kraehenmann and Lahlri 
2008: 4450-4451), and Cypriot Greek (Muller 2001: 29, 32) 
• The measures of the medial geminates and singletons in TashJhjyt Berber and Cypriot Greek are 
acoustic (closure duration); all others are articulatory (linguo-palatal contact) 

phonological contrast. With respect to VOT effects, this claim seems to be sup
ported by studies on Korean '"'Ord-initial voiceless stops (Jun 1993; Cho and Keating 
2001; Keating et al. 2003), \vhich found that VOT n1easures were longest phrase 
initially, some\vhat shorter word-initially \vithin a phrase, and shortest "vord
medially "''ithin a phrase. 

The question "''e \Vant to ask no\'\' is "''hether articulatory strengthening 
also applies to "''Ord-initial geminates and singletons and, if so, '"'hether it shows 
different characteristics. There are no studies comparable to Fougeron and 
Keating (1997) and their later work that directly address this issue in any depth. 
Ho,vever, some generalizations can be drawn from the studies on voiceless stops 
in Cypriot Greek (Muller 2001), Tashlhiyt Berber (Ridouane 2007), and S\'\riss 
German (Kraehenmann and Lahiri 2008), by comparing medial vs. initial geminates 
and - in the latter l\.vo cases - initial genlinates in different phrasal contexts. 

The measures '"'e are therefore most interested in are articulatory /acoustic 
closure duration and VOT. To start with the latter, \Ve would not expect VOT to 
become a differentiating characteristic for initial geminates and singletons if it does 
not play any role for the 1nedial contrast. This is indeed what we find. As can be 
seen in Figure 47.7b, Tashlliiyt Berber VOTs are only slightly but not significantly 
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shorter "'hen syllable, vvord, phrase, and utterance boundaries coincide (## _ V), 
compared to "'Ord-medially (V _ V). For the Svviss German data, the non-effect 
is even more pronounced, '"ith basically identical n1easures in all three contexts. 
If anything had changed, longer measures would have been expected in the 
vocalic context (V# _ V) for initial stops and the longest ones at the phrase edge 
(## _ V), at least for geminates, if not for singletons. In contrast to these h"o lan
guages, there are drastically longer measures in the Cypriot Greek data, \vhere VOT 
is a secondary cue: ge1ni

.
nate VOTs are longer by 71 msecs (265 percent), singleton 

VOTs by 72 n1secs (348 percent). Although the 13 n1secs difference in the phrase
initial context is still s tatistically significant, the differential has substantially 
decreased from 1.5 : 1 to 1.1 : l, '"hich goes against Cho and McQueen's (2005) 
claim of contrast amplification at increasing prosodic domain edges. Unfortunately, 
1v1uller (2001) does not provide any data for the contact/closure duration in utter
ance-initial or vocalic context. Thus '"'e do not know how the prilnary cue is affected 
by prosodic strengthening. 

This, however, is different for Tashlliiyt Berber and Sv,riss German (see Fig
ure 47.7a). In Tashlhiyt Berber the trend see1ns to go in the expected direction 
in t\'l'O of the three contexts. The gemi.nate to singleton proportion is 2.5 : 1 
word-n1edially and increases to 3 : 1 for word-initial stops after a vowel-final 
•vord. But at the utterance boundary, the highest prosodic domain, it decreases 
again to 2.8 : 1. In Sv,riss German '"e find exactly the opposite of \vhat prosodic 
strengthening would predict, namely that the contrast magnitude decreases as 
the prosodic level increases. The difference bet'"een geminates and singletons 
is biggest in word-n1edial intervocalic context (syllable level, 3 : 1), son1e,vhat 
smaller in word-i.nitial intervocalic context (vvord level, 2 : 1), and smallest in 
utterance-initial context (phrase/utterance level, 1.5 : 1). 

To conclude, there are some strengthening effects in languages with word
initial quantity contrast but only to the extent that the primary correlates lengthen 
substantially at the highest prosodic level, the utterance. However, this length
ening affects both geminates and singletons, resulting in contrast diminishment 
rather than augmentation. The segmental context, rather than the prosodic level, 
might therefore be the more reliable predictor of ho'v the quantity contrast is 
realized, because intervocalic gemi.nates - be they vvord-medial or phrase-medial 
word-initial - are actually not at a don1ain boundary, but contain one, because 
they straddJe h"o syllables; see (6). The only tim.e initial geminates occur at a 
domain edge is utterance-initially, which, as '"'e have seen, is a very special con
text in many respects. 

6 Conclusion 

The field of word-initial quantity contrasts shows many faces and still a"raits 
unveiling and scrutinizing investigations of a wealth of issues. A start has been 
n1ade. Yet the existing disputes about phonological representation (length vs. 
weight), acoustic and articuJatory properties, and perception are far from settled 
and promise to provide discussion material and theoretical arguments for years 
and decades to come. The historical question has only been hinted at in this 
chapter but constitutes another fertile ground and worth,vhile area of research to 
be followed. 
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48 Stress-timed vs. Syllable
timed Languages 

MARINA NESPOR 
MoHINISH SHUKLA 
JACQUES MEHLER 

1 Introduction 

Rhythm characterizes n1ost natural phenomena: heartbeats have a rhythmic 
organization, and so do the \vaves of the sea, the alternation of day and night, 
and bird songs. Language is yet another natural phenomenon that is charac
terized by rhythm. What is rhythm? Is it possible to give a general enough 
definition of rhythn1 to include all the phenon1ena we just 1nentioned? The 
origin of the '"ord rhythm is the Greek word Qu0µ6c;, derived fro1n the verb 
Q£(, '"hich means 'to flo\v'. We could say that rhythm determines the flo'" of 
different phenomena. 

Plato (The La111s, book II: 93) gave a very general -and in our opinion the most 
beautiful -definition of rhythm: "rhythn1 is order in movement." In order to under
stand how rhythm is instantiated in different natural pheno1nena, including 
language, it is necessary to discover the elements responsible for it in each single 
case. Thus the question '''e address is: '"hich elements establish order in linguistic 
rhythnl, i.e. in the £lo'" of speech? 

2 The rhythmic hierarchy: Rhythm as alternation 

Rhythm is hierarchical in nature in language, as it is in music. According to the 
metrical grid theory, Le. the representation of linguistic rhythm within Generative 
Gramnlar (cf., runongst others, Libernlan and Prince 1977; Prince 1983; Nespor 
and Vogel 1989; CHAPTER 41: THE REPRESENTATION OF WORD STRESS), the element 
that "establishes order" in the flow of speech is stress: universally, stressed and 
unstressed positions alternate at different levels of the hierarchy (see CHAPTER 39: 

STRESS: PHONOTACTJC AND PHONETIC EVIDENCE). 
Two examples of stress alternation are given in (1) and (2), on the basis of Italian 

and English, respectively. The first level of the grid assigns a star (*) to each 
syllable, and is meant to represent an abstract notion of time; on the second, third, 
and fourth level, a star is assigned to every syllable bearing secondary '"ord stress, 
primary word stress, and phonological phrase stress, respectively. 
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(1) 

(2) 

• • 
• • • • 
• • • • • 

• 
• • 

• 
• 
• 

• 
• 

• • 
* * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * *  * * * * * *  

Domani mattina partiremo presto con il barcone nuovo di Federico 
'Tomorro"' morning "'e "'ill leave early \Vith the ne'" boat of Federico' 

• 
• 
• • 
• • • 

• 
• 
* 

• * * 

• 
• • 
• • 

* * * * * * * 

• 

• 
• • 

• 
• 

* • • 
* * * * * *  

Guinevere \vill arrive \vith Oliver tomorro'v morning \vith a transatlantic 

Indeed, these exan1ples clearly show that in the t\VO languages there is a sitnilar 
alternation o.f stresses ranging from secondary "'Ord stress to priola.ry \vord 
stress to phonological phrase stress. 

The level that is problematic in the metrical grid is the basic level, i.e. the level 
corresponding to the syllable. This representation does not sho'v any alternation, 
or any elen1ent that establishes order it1 n1ove1nent: if we restrict our attention to 
this level, all sylla bles a.re represented "'ith equal pron1inence. It is clear, however, 
that grids that are identical at all levels, as in the two follo"'ing Italian and English 
sentences, may represent very different rhythms. In particular, the first level - "'hich 
represents an abstract notion of titne for syllables - does not represent important 
differences behveen languages, precisely because it is abstract: siinple syllables 
and very complex ones receive identical representations. 

(3) a. • • • 
• • • 
• • • • 

• • • * • • • • 
Domani Luca tornera 
'TomorrO"' Luca "'ill return' 

b. • • • 
* * * 
* * * * 

• • • • • * • • 
Tomorrow Albert \vill return 

There are thus empirical differences it1 rhythn1 between languages that are not 
represented in a metrica.l grid. Long before the metrical grid theory "'as proposed, 
phoneticians (e.g. Pike 1945) had proposed the existence of rl1ytl1111ic classes to account 
for the rhythn1ic differences between languages like English or German, on the 
one hand, and languages like Spanish or Italian, on the other. 

3 Linguistic rhythm as isochrony 

The idea that languages have different rhythms \Vas first advanced by Lloyd James 
(1940), '"ho observed that the rhythm of Spanish recalls that of a n1achiI1e gun 
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languages, adjacent primary word stresses constitute a stress clash and are 
eliminated in much the same \vay (Liberman and Prince 1977; Nespor and Vogel 
1979, 1989). 

That languages vary in their rhythm is a fact. Ho'"ever, fron1 these studies it 
can be concluded that it is not different rhythms that trigger different phonolo
gical phenomena. Rather, different rhythms arise as a consequence of a series of 
independent phonological properties (cf. also Dasher and Bolinger 1982). 

4 Infants' sensitivity to rhythmic classes 

Linguists were not alone in investigating rhythmic classes. The discovery in 
developmental psychology that ne\vborns are capable of discriminating a S\vitch 
fro1n one language to another (.tv!ehler et al. 1987; Mehler et al. 1988) triggered 
further experiments to explore which cues '"ere responsible for this early human 
ability. In particular, the grouping of languages into different rhythmic classes 
attracted the attention of cognitive scientists interested in understanding how 
language develops in the infant's brain. Mehler et al. (1996) relied on the classi
fication of languages into syllable-tirned, stress-timed, and mora-tirned to advance 
a proposal as to ho'v infants may access the phonological system of the language 
they are exposed to. In particular, they proposed that the rhythmic class of the 
language of exposure determines the unit exploited in the segn1entation of con
nected speech: infants exposed to stress-timed languages \Vottld use the stress foot 
(that is, the interstress interval), those exposed to syllable-tin1ed language the 
syUable and those exposed to a mora-tirned language the mora (Cutler et al. 1986; 
Otake et al. 1993; Mehler et al. 1996). 

Most convincing are a number of experiments carried out \Vith French ne\v
borns, \Vhich show that they are able to discriminate English from Japanese, 
but not English from Dutch, ill lo\v-pass filtered sentences, that is, in sentences 
'vhose segmenta l information is reduced, while prosodic irtformation is largely 
preserved (Nazzi et al. 1998). In order to sho\v that rhythm - rather than any other 
property of the test languages - is responsible for this discrimination ability, 
Nazzi et al. also tested newborns on a se.t of randomly intennixed English and 
Dutch sentences, and showed that they discriminate these fro1n a set of randontly 
intermixed Spanish and Italian sentences. Ho"'ever, the discrimination ability 
disappeared '"hen the newborns \vere tested on a set of English and Spanish 
sentences vs. a set of Italian and Dutch sentences. Thus the intuitions that many 
phoneticians shared about different rhythms in English and Italian, for example, 
are confirn1ed by newborns' sensitivity to this distinction. It is thus clear that son1e 
physica l property 01ust be present in the signal to account for thls difference, but 
until recently it has not been clear \vhat this property was. 

5 Rhythm as alternation at all levels 

lf isodlrony is not responsible for the macl1ine-gun and Morse-code effects, we 
should ask which characteristics in the signal are responsible for it. That is, what 
is there in the signal that would account for the clear rhythmic differences of 
languages belonging to different classes? Or what is the element that establishes 
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order at this level? Ramus et al. (1999) answered this question starting from the 
hypothesis that nevtborns hear speech as a sequence of vo,vels interrupted by 
unanalyzed noise, i.e. consonants; this hypothesis is known as the Time-Intensity 
Grid Representation (TIGRE; Mehler et al. 1996). Ramus et al. (1999) proposed that, 
at the basic level, the perception of different rhythms is created by the "'ay in 
\vhich vo"rels alternate with consonants. It is thus the regularity \Vith "'hich vo\vels 
recur that establishes alternation at this level: vo"rels alternate \Vith consonants. 
Starting from the observa ti.on that as we go fron1 stress-timed to syllable-timed 
and then to n1ora-tin1ed languages the syllabic structure tends to get simpler -
and the observation that simple syllables imply the preserice of proportionately 
greater vocalic spaces - vo,vels 'vould occupy less time in the flo,v of speech 
in stress-tin1ed languages than syllable-tin1ed languages. Like,vise, in syllable
timed languages VO\'lrels would occupy less tune than i.J1 1nora-tirned languages, 
which have the largest amount of time per utterance occupied by vo,vels. This 
difference is clear fron1 the rough division into Vs and Cs in the three seriterices 
in (5)-(7). Notice that, in agreement with Ramus et al. (1999), glides are treated 
as Cs if prevocalic and as Vs if post-vocalic. 

(5) English 
The next local elections \viU take place during the winter 
cvcvccccvvcvcvcvcccvcccvccvvccvvccvcvccv 

(6) Italian 
Le prossin1e elezioni locali avranno luogo m mverno 
cvccvccvcvvcvccvcvcvcvcvvccvccvccvcvvcvccvccv 

(7) Japanese 
Tsugi no chiho senkyo wa harw1i oko1ia,vareru daro 
cvcvcvcvcvcvccvvcvcvcvcvvcvcvcvcvcvcv 

Ramus et al. (1999) tested this idea on a corpus of eight languages: English, Polish, 
and Dutch, representatives of the stress-timed category, French, Italian, Spanish, 
and Catalan, representatives of the syllable-timed category (Abercrombie 1967), and 
Japanese, representative of the n1ora-timed languages (Ladefoged 1975). They 
observed that langtiages from the same rhythmic class had. similar values for 'Yo V 
- i.e. a similar amount of time occupied by vowels in the speech stream - as 
compared to languages from different rhythmic classes. The computation of 011.V 
was carried out on the basis of a careful segn1entation, on the basis of both auditory 
and visual cues fron1 the spectrogram (cf. Ramus et al. 1999). Given the assumption 
that newborns do not retain the difference behveen indi.vidu.a l Cs and individu.a l 
Vs, for each sentence only the vocalic and consonantal intervals \vere measured. 
Adjacent vo\vels and adjacent consonants are thus treated as vocalic and conson
antal chunks, respectively. A second 1neasure that dusters the languages i.J1to three 
groups is the standard deviation of the duration of consonantal mtervals (6C), 
i.e. a broad measttre of the regularity ,,vith '"'hich vowels .recur (see Figure 48.1). 
Both measures are related to syllable structure. A high 'Yo V implies that the 
repertoire of the possible syllable types is restricted, thus also that the consonantal 
mtervals do not vary a great deal, given that there are no languages i.J1 which all 
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Figure 48.1 t:,.C, the standard deviation of the consonantal intervals, vs. o/o V, the 
amount of time per utterance spent in vowels, for 14 languages. The widths of the 
ellipses along the two axes represent standard errors of the mean along the axes. 
Dark ellipses represent head-initial languages, and light ellipses head-final languages. 
Turkish, Hungarian, Basque, Finnish, Marathi, and Tamil are from unpublished results. 
Data for the remaining languages are from Ramus et al. (1999) 

syllables are complex. Rather, even in languages vvith the greatest variety of 
syllable types, the basic syllable type - CV - is the most unmarked (Blevins 1995; 
Rice 2007). 

Thus, according to this proposal, rhythn1 is alternation at all levels: of consonants 
and vovvels at the basic level and of stressed and unstressed syllables, feet, and 
>vords at subsequent levels. This order in the flo'v of speech is ahvays established 
by the alternation of more and less audible elements. 

6 Other proposals 

The analysis proposed by Ramus et al. (1999) is not the only one to rely on a purely 
acoustic-phonetic description of the speech stream in trying to understand the basis 
of linguistic rhythn1. In Ra1nus et al. the o/o V and 6C variables do not consider 
the relative ordering of long and short intervals inside an utterance. That is, 
sequences like CCV:.CCV:.CV.CV and CCV:.CV.CV.CCV: ('\'here V: is a long 
vowel, as opposed to \l\T, 'vhich denotes two different adjacent vo>vels) >viii yield 
identical values for their t\vo variables. 

Grabe and colleagues therefore chose to examine the pairwise variability indices 
(PVI) in the vocalic and intervocalic intervals in speech (e.g. Lo"' et al. 2000; 
Grabe and Lo'v 2002). This measure is meant to capture a little more of the (local) 
temporal patterns in speech by considering the variability of all pairs of vocalic 
or intervocalic intervals. 
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classes differ in their syllabic structure: going from a lov,, o/o V to a high o/o V, lan
guages go fron1 having more con1plex to having sin1pler syllabic structures. 
Typologists have in fact observed that various morphosyntactic properties are 
correlated '"ith the complexity of syllables in a language (Gil 1986; Fenk-Oczlon 
and Fenk 2004) and, in addition, "'ith its rhythmic patterns (Donegan and Stampe 
1983). The computation of 'Yo V might therefore offer cues to very different prop
erties of the language of exposure. 
Shukla et al. (in progress) hypothesize that the correlates of linguistic rhythn1, 

0/o V and t;C, have consequences for acquiring correlated morphosyntactic prop
erties like agglutination and word order. These researchers extend the results from 
Ramus et al. to a larger and more varied set of languages. The results indicate 
that there is a tendency for languages '"ith a lo\v 0/o V to differ from languages 
with a high 0/o V in head direction, degree of agglutination, riclu1ess of the case 
system, and flexibility of word order (see Figure 48.1). Thus, it is proposed that 
a simple syUabic structure is correlated with agglutination: if many suffixes can 
be attached to a word, complex syllabic structure \vould make these words exces
sively long and possibly hard to parse. 

The question remains why agglutination is found ahnost exclusively in 
head-final languages. T"'O different reasons, both syntactic in nature, have been 
given. In van .Riemsdijk (1998), the explanation for the correlation bet'"een head
finality and agglutinative morphology is based on head adjunction, the syntactic 
device that assembles independent, phonetically realized morphemes in complex 
words. A principle states that head adjunction can take place only bet\veen lin
early adjacent heads; since heads are adjacent in head-final languages, '"hile they 
are separated by i.ntervening specifiers in head-initial languages, head adjunction 
- and thus agglutination - is expected to take place in OV languages only. 

More recently, Cecchetto (forthcoming) assumes that morphological conflation, 
responsible for fusional morphology, requires that a direct syntactic dependency 
be established behveen a selecting head and a selected one. Hovvever, in head
final languages this dependency '"ould go back\vards, since the selecting head 
linearly follo,vs the selected one, and back\vard dependencies are disfavored, for 
processing reasons (e.g. Fodor 1978). As a consequence, in head-final languages 
affixes ca1u1ot be fused, and result in agglutination instead. 

If there is indeed a syntactic explanation for the correlation ben.veen head 
d.irection and agglutination, the identification of the rhythmic class of the langt1age 
of exposure "'Ould be one of the mechanisms that would assist the infant in the 
bootstrapping of both the favored morphological operations and "'Ord order in 
the language to which they are exposed. 

8 Concluding remarks 

In conclusion, linguists' intuitive notion of stress-tin1ed and syllable-timed rhytlun 
is n1ost likely a consequence of the phonological organization of different languages, 
,,vhich can be captured by hvo relatively simple acoustic-phonetic cues, such as 
'Yo V and t.C. Languages appear to be grouped into three rhythmic classes: one 
corresponding to so-called stress-timed languages, one to so-called syllable-timed 
languages, and one to so-<:alled n1ora-timed languages. The rhythmic class to '"hich 
a language belongs appears also to detern1ine the segn1entation unit used by its 
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